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PEBFACE.

The publication of The Imperial Dictionary of the English Language, as edited by

Dr. Ogilvie, was commenced in January, 1847, and completed in the same month of the

year 1850; in 1854 the publication of the Supplement was begun, and it was finished

the following year (1855). This work was based on the American dictionary of Noah

Webster, LL.D., the edition employed being that published in 1841, the last which received

amendments from the hands of the author himself. The modifications and improvements

introduced by Dr. Ogilvie, though great and important, did not materially alter the scope

and character of the work, farther than to the extent of giving it more of an encyclopaedic

form and of greatly increasing its value as a repertory of technological and scientific

terms; the total number of entries having been increased to about 100,000, being 20,000

more than were contained in the work on which it was based.

An important and highly useful feature which distinguished this work very much

from all other English Dictionaries was the employment of pictorial illustrations in

the text. The idea of using pictorial illustrations in this manner seems to have origin

ated with the well-known dictionary of Nathan Bailey, a certain number of woodcuts,

chiefly explanatory of heraldic and mathematical terms, being inserted in the edition of

his dictionary published in 1726-27 (2 vols. 8vo), while a greater number was inserted

in later editions. In no previous English Dictionary, however, was this aid to the

elucidation of definitions and descriptions carried into effect so thoroughly and systema

tically as in Ogilvie's Imperial Dictionary. In such high estimation was this new feature

held that the publishers of Webster's American Dictionary speedily followed the example

thus set before them, and introduced pictorial illustrations into that work also, and in doing

so copied and reproduced one after another the greater number of the figures given in the

Imperial. In fact wherever in Webster and the Imperial the same illustrative figure

appears, the original is uniformly the one to be found in the latter work. Other diction

aries, both in this country and America, have followed the same example.

In this form the Imperial Dictionary was before the public for more than a quarter

of a century, and was widely accepted as a standard lexicon of the English language, and

as one of the most useful for the purposes of general reference and everyday requirement;

the latter fact being amply attested by its continuous and steady sale over that somewhat

lengthened period of years.

But the never-ceasing process of growth, change, and expansion—to which the English,

like all other living languages, is subject—having gone on with unabated rapidity since the

first publication of this work, it had at length ceased to be sufficient for all requirements,

more especially in a time of great intellectual activity such as the present. During the

period comprising the last twenty-five or thirty years hosts of new words and terms

connected with all departments of human thought and action have come into everyday use;

much new light has been thrown on the etymology and history of English words, and

the literature of the country has been more generally and more thoroughly studied than
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previously. The time, therefore, seemed fully to have arrived for bringing out the Imperial

Dictionary in an improved form, and hence the appearance of the present edition, in

which substantially a New Work is laid before the reader, so greatly has the book been

altered and enlarged.

The most readily appreciated result of the labour bestowed upon this edition—labour

continued for more than ten years—will be seen in the augmentation of the vocabulary,

which has been increased by at least 30,000 words, the work being now estimated to

contain about 130,000 words or separate entries—a number much greater than is con

tained in any English dictionary hitherto published.

The additions made to the vocabulary naturally consist largely of terms belonging to

science, technology, and the arts in general; but besides these there have been inserted

great numbers of words used by modern poets and prose writers, as well as by writers

of all kinds from the sixteenth century to the present time, but not hitherto brought

together in any one dictionary. Other additions that may be particularly mentioned

are Scotch words used by Burns, Sir Walter Scott, and other writers, together with

numerous provincial English words; many Americanisms; and such foreign words as are

frequently met with in English books. It has been thought right to include also a large

number of the colloquialisms and even slang words and phrases so freely used in modern

literature of the lighter class, and frequently heard in conversation, though of course

attention has been drawn to their somewhat peculiar standing and character. With a

view to collecting suitable additions wherewith to enrich the vocabulary, numerous works

both literary and scientific have been specially read by the editorial staff and others.

Had an increase of the number of separate entries been deemed of special importance,

this result might easily have been achieved, and an appearance of greater copiousness

imparted In the first place the number of entries of compound words might have been

increased by embodying many of the most obvious signification which have been omitted.

It will be readily understood, however, that there is some difficulty in drawing any

hard-and-fast line with regard to the insertion of words of this kind, and the tendency

has rather been to inclusion than to exclusion. Again, participles are not inserted as

separate words when they are merely forms of verbs, and when there is no irregu

larity in their formation; thus, walking, walked have no entries, but done, made, seen

have. When, however, they also form adjectives, and are used in senses diverging from

those of their verbs, participles are entered separately. Thus, loving is inserted as an

adjective, because we speak of loving words, loving looks, &c. So verbal nouns in -ing

are not entered when they express nothing more than the mere act expressed by their

primitive; but when they have a concrete meaning or denote important operations (as

the word engraving), they are defined in a separate article. It must also be understood

that, with the exception of Chaucerian words, comparatively few words will be found in

this Dictionary that are peculiar to writers before the sixteenth century (say the year

1550), the earlier period of the language not falling within its scope. To have inserted

words and forms from all periods of the language would certainly have greatly increased

the copiousness of the vocabulary but at same time the bulk and price of the work, without

thereby imparting a corresponding increase of value for the vast majority of readers.

Great pains have been taken to ensure that this Dictionary shall adequately fulfil

what may be called the literary functions of a dictionary. As a literary dictionary its

aim is to supply a key to the written works in the language, and to serve as an aid to

the use of the language itself, by registering, defining, and explaining the various meanings
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which are or have been attached to words by writers both new and old, by explaining

idiomatic phrases and peculiar constructions, by distinguishing obsolete from current

meanings and usages, as well as obsolete and obsolescent from current words, by marking

whether words or meanings are poetical, colloquial, rare, provincial, and the like, and by

carefully distinguishing between words closely synonymous in signification.

The words here more especially referred to are those belonging to the domain of liter

ature as distinct from the domain of science and the arts—the words that form the bones

and sinews of the English language, and give it its special character as a means for the

expression of thought. All the articles on such words—comprising innumerable verbs,

nouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, &c.—have been thoroughly revised, and great altera

tions have been made on the definitions formerly given. By this process meanings similar

but really different have been more clearly defined and distinguished from each other, the

work has been enriched by numerous additional meanings and phrases, and greater con

ciseness, clearness, and precision generally have been attained; while various omissions

and oversights in reference to grammatical and other peculiarities or usages have been

detected and rectified. The discrimination of synonyms has been carried out on an exten

sive scale, and must prove a useful feature, as no doubt will also the grouping of a

number of synonymous, or nearly synonymous, expressions under all the principal words.

This Dictionary will be found to be rich in illustrative quotations. Such quotations,

as showing the real meanings of words and exemplifying the grammatical constructions

in which they enter, are of the utmost value, and many thousands have been added in the

present edition, from modern poets, novelists, historians, essayists, critics, &a, as well as

from standard writers of an older date. In selecting illustrative passages preference has

generally been given to such as are interesting in themselves, either from the thought con

veyed or from the language in which it is clothed, and thus many of the most notable

utterances of the best English writers will be found interspersed through the pages

of the book. Other extracts, again, contain valuable information from trustworthy author

ities on the subjects in regard to which they have been adduced.

By the encyclopaedic method of treatment adopted in the work the advantages of

an ordinary dictionary and those of an encyclopaedia are combined. This method is

the only one of real value so far as concerns a vast number of words belonging to

the arts and sciences, to theology, philosophy, law, politics, manners and customs, &c, the

majority of terms of this description being such that it is impossible to elucidate them

satisfactorily by means of a bare definition, since such a definition, however exact in itself,

often conveys little real information respecting the subject defined. For instance, under the

word Steam-engine, this Dictionary does not stop short after defining it as "an engine

worked by steam;" it gives a brief account of the principle, construction, and action of the

steam-engine, some particulars regarding the various kinds of engines, and a succinct

account of the history of this invention, and the article is illustrated by a pictorial repre

sentation of a condensing engine, having explanatory references to all the principal parts.

So also with regard to Horse. To say with Dr. Johnson that it is " a neighing quadruped

used in war, and draught, and carriage" is to add little or nothing to any one's knowledge.

But in this Dictionary a small article is devoted to the horse, giving some general and

scientific particulars regarding the animal and its different breeds, accompanied by an

engraving which explains graphically such terms as "crest," "withers," "pastern," &c.

In regard to a great many words falling under this category the aid of the draughts

man and engraver has been called in to supplement the written definitions. The engraved
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figures, about four thousand in number, scattered over the pages of the work testify to

the value of this mode of conveying information, besides adding much to the beauty

of the volumes. These important advantages have not been attained without the

expenditure of an amount of care, time, and labour, which a simple inspection of the

figures on the pages does not render easily apparent. But when it is considered that each

figure represents a fact which no invention could supply, it is at once perceived that the

providing of these pictorial facts, and the research required to obtain them in such form

as would really illustrate the definitions, must have entailed no ordinary amount of labour,

more especially in view of the great multiplicity of subjects that had to be thus treated.

The selection and arrangement of the illustrations for both the present and the former

edition, have been almost exclusively the work of Mr. Robert Blackie. The replacements

and new figures added in this edition extend to about one half of the whole.

While aiming at comprehensiveness and catholicity in the admission of words and terms,

this Dictionary does not profess to contain all those belonging to every art and science,

nor will these ever be found all collected together in any one Dictionary; yet it cer

tainly contains far more than the generality of readers are ever likely to meet with.

It will be found especially full in the departments of Zoology, Botany, Geology, Miner

alogy, Mathematics, Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy, Anatomy, Medicine and Surgery,

Archaeology, Architecture, Engineering, Machinery, Manufactures, Agriculture, and Com

merce. Among the words belonging to the department of natural history it has been

thought advisable to include the Latin or semi -Latinized names of the principal orders,

families, genera, &c., both of the animal and the vegetable kingdom. To secure accuracy in

the definition of scientific terms, and correctness generally in the treatment of scientific

subjects, the articles belonging to the various sciences have been carefully revised by

men eminent for their attainments in the respective branches.

The advance that the science of comparative philology has made during the last

twenty-five or thirty years, and the numerous recent investigations into the philology and

history of the English language and other kindred tongues, rendered it necessary that the

etymological portion of the work should be entirely remodelled. This has accordingly

been done, and full use has been made of the labours of both English and foreign

philologists and etymologists in effecting the requisite changes. The aim has always been

to state in a concise form such facts regarding the derivations of the various words as

might suffice to meet the wants of inquirers in general, and to avoid such extended treat

ment as could only be appreciated by persons having some special knowledge of philology.

Articles on the principal prefixes and affixes will be found at their proper places registered

alphabetically throughout the work, and some interesting and useful facts are given in the

articles dealing with the various letters of the alphabet.

The Pronunciation has been inserted throughout according to the best usage, the

words in all cases being re-spelled according to a simple and easily intelligible system of

transliteration. As the pronunciation of certain words cannot be said to be settled, alter

native pronunciations have been given in cases where more than one seemed to be well

established. In order to meet the wants of a large number of readers, lists of Greek,

Latin, Scriptural and other ancient Proper Names, and of Modem Geographical Names,

with their pronunciation suitably marked have been appended, besides several other useful

lists.

It is unnecessary to mention by name the various publications from which aid has

been derived in bringing this Dictionary into its present form. All the most recent
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and important lexicographical works, as well as others of an earlier date, have contributed

something of value, and great assistance has been derived from some of them, as well as

from concordances, vocabularies, grammatical and other works; while in revising and

drawing up the encyclopaedic articles, the most recent and most trustworthy encyclopaedias

home and foreign, and the newest works treating of particular branches of knowledge,

have been consulted.

Notwithstanding the expenditure of much care and labour, it is not to be supposed that

the present work can be perfect, or even free from various errors and defects; but it is

believed that the imperfections of the Imperial Dictionary will not be found more in

number or greater in magnitude than might reasonably be expected to occur in an under

taking of such extent, and so difficult and so laborious in execution. The hope, indeed, may

confidently be expressed that the work as a whole will, for many years, prove sufficient

to meet the wants of all classes of English readers, and will rarely disappoint the expecta

tions of those who consult its pages.

Glasgow, October, 1882.
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Bray. Thomas, D.D. (1656-1730). . . . Dr. Bray.

Brayley. Ed. W. (antiq.; 1773-1854), . Brayley.

Brende, John (trans, of Quintus Cur-

tins, 1553) Brende.

Brerewood, Edw. (1565-1615) Brerewood.

Breton, Nicholas (poet; 1555-1624), . . Breton.

Brcvint, Daniel (divine; 1616-1695), . . Brevint.

Brewer, Ant. (dramatist; wrote 1607- 1 ), Ant. BrtWtr.

Brewer, E. Cobham. LL.D. (Diet, of

Phrase and Fable) Brewer.

Brewster, Sir David (1781-1868), . . . Brewster.

Bright, John (statesman) John Bright.

British Quarterly Review, . , . Brit. Quart. Rev.

Britton, John (antiq.; 1771-1857), . . . Britton.

Brockett, Jno. Trotter (antiq. ; 1788-1842), Brocttett.

Brome, Alex, (poet; 1620-1666), . . . A. Bromt.

Brome, Rich, (dramatist; d. 1652), . . Brome.

Bronte, Charlotte (1816-1855), . . Charlotte Bronte.

Bronte, Emily (1818-1848) £. Bronte.

Brooke, Henry (novelist, &c. ; 1706-

17S3) Henry Brooke.

Brooke, R. Greville, Lord (1608-1643), . Ld. Brooke.

Brooks, Chas. Shirley (1815-1874), . Shirley Brooks.

Broome, William (poet; d. 1745). . . . IP. Broome.

Brougham, Henry, Lord {1779-1868), . Brougham.

Brown, Rev. J. Baldwin, . Rev. 7- Baldwin Brown.

Brown, Thomas or 'Tom' (humorist;

d. 1704) Tom Brown.

Brown, Dr. Thos. (philos.; 1778-1820J, Dr. T.Brown.

Browne, Sir Thos. (1605-1682). . . . Sir T. Browne.

Browne, William (poet; 1590-1645), . . IV. Browne.

-. . .... „ . . {Mrs. Browning or

Browne. Elu. B. (KSosmIK.), |£ £ Brcwn.'g.

Browning, Robert Browning,

Bruce, James (traveller; 1730-1794), . Bruce

Bruce. Michael (div.; works 1672-1709), M. Bruce.

Brunne, Robert de (chronicler; wrote

*3»7-»338). *• Brvnnt.

Bryant, Wm. Cullen (1794-1878), . . . Bryant.

Brydone, Patrick (traveller ; 1743-1818). Brydone.

Bryskett, Lodowick (poet; wrote 1587-1606),/.. Bryskett.

Buchanan, W. M. (Diet, ofScience, 1876), Buchanan.

Buck. Sir Geo. (hist.; d. 1623) Sir G. Buck.

Buckingham, John Sheffield, Duke of

(1649-1720), Sheffield.

Buckland, Wm.. D.D. (geol; 1784-1856). Buckland.

Buckle, Henry Thomas (1822-1862), . . Buckle.

Buckman, James (naturalist), . . Prof. Buckman.

Buckminster, Thos. (divine; wrote 1570), Buckminster.

Budge!!, Eustace (misc. writer; 1685-1736), Budgell.

Bull, Bp. Geo. (1634-1710) Bf. Bull.

Builein, Wm., M.D. (works 1558-1564), Bullein.

Bullokar, William (grammarian, 1580), Bullokar.

Bulwer-Lytton, Edw. (1803-1873), . . Lord Lytton.

Bunyan, John (1628-168$) Bunyan.

Burgoync. Sir J. (dramatist; d. 1792), . Burgoyne.

Burke, Edmund (1730-1797) Burke.

Burleigh, Wm. Cecil, Lord (1520-1598), LordBurleigh.

Burnet, Bishop (1643-1715). . Bp. Burnet or Burnet.

Burnet. Thomas (Theory of the Earth;

1635-1715) T. Burnet.

Burney, Chas., Mus. Doc. (1726-1814), Dr. Burney.

Burney.Fr.,Mdine.D'Arblay (1752-1840), Miss Burtiey.

Burns, Robert (1759-1796) Burns.

Burrill. Alex. M. (Amer. lawyer; 1807-1869), Burrill.

Burt, Capt. Edward (Utters, Sec, 1754), Burt.

Burton. John Hill (historian ; 1809-1881), J.H. Burton.

Burton. Capt. Rich. F. (traveller), . R. F. Burton.

Burton, Rol>ert (Anat. of Met.; 1576-1640), Burton.

Bushnell, Horace, D.D. (Amer. divine). H. Bushnell.

Butler, Joseph (Bp. of Durh.; 1692-1752), Butler.

Butler, Sam. (1612-1680), . S. Butler or' Hudibras.'

Butler, Wm. Archer (1814-1848), . . Archer Butter.

Byrom, John (poems, &c; 1691-1763), . Byrotn.

1730-1785), Bmrrington. Byron, Lord (1788-1824) Byron.Boyd, Zachary (divine; 1590-1654), ■ ZacharyBcyd,



AUTHORS QUOTED.

Names in full and dates.

Cited in

Diet, as

Calrd, Dr. Jn. (Principal, Glasgow Univ.}, Dr. Caird.

Calamy, Edmund (divine; 1600-1666), . Calatny.

Calderwood, Henry, LL.D, (Prof. Mor.

PhU., Edin.) Calderwood.

Calthrop, Sir Harry (Customs of Lon

don, 1612) Calthrop.

Cambridge, Sketches from, by a Don

(1865). Cambridge Sketches.

Camden, Wm. (antiq.; 1551-1623), . . . Camden,

Campbell, Geo., D.D. (1719-1796), . . Dr. Campbell.

Campbell. J. F. (Tales tf West High-

lands. 1860) y.F. Cam/Ml.

Campbell, John, LL.D. (misc. writer;

1708-1775) Dr. J. Campbell.

Campbell, john.Lord-chan (1779-1861), Lord Campbell.

Campbell, Thomas (poet; 1777-1844). Campbell.

Cane. John Vincent (theol.; wrote 1661), f. V. Cane.

Canning, George (statesman ; 1770-18*7), Canning.

Capgrave, John (chronicler; d. 1464), . Capgrave,

Carew, George, Earl of Totness (hist.;

1557-1639) G. Carew.'

Carew, Rich. (Survey 0/ Cornwall, 1663), Rick. Carew.

Carew, Thos. (poet; 1589-1639), . . . Carew.

Carey, Henry (musician and poet; d. 1743), Carey.

Carlyle, Thomas (1795-1681), .... Carlyle.

Carmichael. Mrs. A. C. (wrote 1833), . Carmiehatl.

Carpenter, Dr. Wra. BenJ. (physiol.). Dr. Carpenter.

Canr, Wm. (Travellers' Guide; 1600-1688), W.Carr.

Cart utlitrrs. Robt .LL.D. (1799 <S?«), Rcbt.Carrutiwn.

Carter, Elizabeth (translator, &c;

1717-1806) Miss Carter.

Carver, Jonathan (Amer. traveller ; 1732-

1780) Carver.

Cary, Rev. Henry Francis (poet; 1772-

»844) Cary.

CatUn, Geo. (Amer. trav.; 1796-1873), . Collin.

Cavendish, George (Life of Wolsey.

1667), G. Cavendish.

Cavendish, Sir William (1505-1557), Sir W. Cavendish.

Caxton, William (1413-1494), .... Caxton.

Cecil, Rev. Richard (1748-1810), . . . Rev. R. Cecil.

Centlivre, Susanna (dramatist; 1667-

172a), Centlivre or Mrs. Centlivre.

Chalmers, Thos., D.D. (1780-1847), . Dr.Chalmers.

Chalontr, Sir Thos. (statesman, trans

lator; 1515-1565), Chalontr.

Chamberlayne, Wm. (poet; 1619-1689), Chamberlaynt.

Chambers, Ephraim (cylopedist; d. 1740), Chambers.

Chambers, Wm., LL.D. (publisher), W.Chambers.

Channing, Wm. Ellery (Amer. divine ;

1780-1843) Channing.

Chapman, Geo. (dramatist; 1557-1634), Chapman.

Chatham, William Pitt, Earl of (170S-

1778) Chatham or Lord Chatham.

Chatterton, Thos. (1753-1770) Chatttrton,

Chaucer, Geoffrey (1338-1400), .... Chaucer.

Cbeke, Sir John (Greek scholar; 1514-

1557) Sir y. Cheke.

Chesterfield, Earl of (1694-1773). ■ • • Chesterfield.

Chettle, Henry (dramatist ; works 1593-

1631) Henry Chettle.

Cheyne, Geo., M.D. (1671-1743). . . Dr. G. Cheyne.

Child, Sir Josiah (polit. econ.; works

1670-1698) Sir 7. Child.

Chillingworth, Wm.(theo).; 1603-1644), Chillingworth.

Chilmead, Edwd. (math.; 1610-1653), . Chilmead.

Choate, Rufus (Amer. jurist ; 1799-1859), A' Choate.

Christison. Sir Robert M.D., . . Sir R. Christison.

Churchill, Charles (poet; 1731-1764), . Churchill.

Churchyard. Thos. (poet; 1530-1604), Churchyard.

Cibber, C alley (dramatist; 1671-1757), . Cibber.

Clare, John (poet; 1793-1864) Clare.

Clarendon, Edwd. Hyde, Earl of (hist.;

1608-1673) Clarendon.

Clarendon, Lord Henry (Diary, 1690),

Lord Henry Clarendon.

Clark, Dan. Kinnear (engineer), . . . D. K. Clark.

Clarke, Mary Cowden. . . . Mrs. Cowden Clarke.

Clarke, Dr. Samuel (1675-1739), . . . Clarke.

Clay, Henry (Amer. statesman ; 1777-

185a) Henry Clay.

Clayton, John (law-writer ; works 1646-

1651) Clayton.

Cleaveland, John (poet; 1613-1659), . . Cleaveland.

Cleaveland, Parker (Amer. geol.; 1780-

1858) Prof. Cleaveland.

Clemens, Sam. Langhorne (Amer. hu

morist) Mark Twain or S. L. Clemens.

Clifford, W. K. (Prof, of Mathem.; 1845-

1879) W.K. Clifford.

Cliffton, Wm. (Amer. poet ; 1773-1799), Ctiffton.

Clough. Arthur Hugh (poet; 1819-1861), Clough.

Cobden, Richard (1804-1865), . . . . R. Cobden.

Cockburn, Henry Thos., Lord (Scotch

Judge; 1779-1854) Cockbum.

Cockeram. Henry (Eng. Did., 1633), . Cockeram.

Cogan,Thos.(physician; works 1586-1607), Cogan.

Cogan, Thos, (physician and divine;

d. 1818), Dr. T. Cogan.

Coke, Sir Edward (Jurist; 1540-1634), . Sir E. Coke.

Coleridge, Hartley (poet; 1796-1849), . H. Coleridge.

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor (1773-1834), . Coleridge.

Coles, Elisha (Lat.-Eng. Diet., 1677), . Coles.

Collier, Jane (Art of Tormenting,

1753) yane Collier.

Collier, Jeremy (divine; 1650-1736), ytremy Collier.

Collins, Wm. (poet; 1720-1756)* . . . Collins.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

Colman, George, the elder (1733-1794), . Colman.

Column, Geo., the younger (1763-1836),

Colman theyounger,

Colquhoun, Patrick, I.LD. (statisti

cian; 1745-1820), Colquhoun.

Colton, Rev. Caleb C. (Lacon, 1833), . Cotton.

Combe, Dr. Andrew (1797-1847), . . . A. Combe.

Combe, George (1788-1858) G. Combe.

Combe (or CoombeJ.Wm. (Dr. Syntax's

Tours; 1741-1823) Wm. Combe.

Common Prayer, Book of, . . . Common Prayer.

Compton, Henry, Bp. of London (1632-

1713) Bp. Compton.

Congreve, Wm. (dramatist; 1670-1739), Congreve.

Constable, Henry (poet; wrote 1584), Henry Constable.

Contemporary Review Contemp. Rev.

Conybeare, Rev. Wm, Daniel (1787-

1857) Conybeare.

Cook, Eliza (poetess), Eii*a Cook.

Cook, Capt. Jas. (navigator; 1736-1779), Cook.

Cooke, Geo. Wingrove (barrister; 1814-

1865) Wingrove Cooke.

Cooper, Jas. Fenimore (novelist ; 1789-

1851) y. F. Cooper.

Copland, James, M.D. (Med. Diet.), . Copland.

Copley, John (retig. writer; wrote 1611), Copley.

Corbet, Rich. (Bp. of Norwich; 1582-

1635) Bp. Corbet.

Cornish, Joseph (theolog. works 1780-

1790) Cornish.

Coryat, Thos. (traveller ; 1577-1617), . Coryat.

Cosln, Jn. (Bp. of Durham; 1594-1673), Bp. Cosin.

Cotgrave, Randle (French-Eng. Diet.,

161 1) Cotgrave.

Cotton, Charles (poet ; 1630-1687), . . Cotton.

Cotton. Nath. (poet and physician;

1707-1788), Nat.Cotton.

Cotton. Sir Robt. Bruce (antiq.; 1570-

1631) Sir R. Cotton.

Coventry, Henry (relig. writer ; d. 1753), Coventry.

Cowell, John (jurist; 1554-161 1), . . . Cowell.

Cowley, Abraham (poet; 1618-1667), . Cowley.

Cowper, William (poet ; 1731-1800), . . Cowper.

Cox, Sir G. W. (historian. Sec), . . . Sir G. Cox.

Coxe, Wm. (Archd. of Wilts ; 1747-1838), Coxt.

Crabb, Geo. (lexicog.; 1778-1854L . . Crabb.

Crabbe, Rev. Geo. (poet ; 1754-1833), . Crabbe.

Craig, John. F.G.S. [Eng. Diet., 1853). Craig.

Craik, Dinah Maria Mulock (novelist), Mrs.Craik.

Craik, George l.illie (1799-1866). . . . Craik.

Cranch, Chris. Pearse (Amer. poet), C. P. Cranch.

Cranch, Wm. (Amer. Jurist; 1768-1854), Cranch.

Cranmer, Thos., Abp. (14B9-1556), . . Cranmer.

Crashaw, Rich, (poet; 1605-1650), . . Crashaw.

Crawfurd, John (traveller; 1783-1868), J. Crawfurd.

Creasy, Sir Edw. (hist.; 1813-1878), . Sir E. Creasy.

Creech, Thos. (translator; 1659-1701), . Creech.

Croft, Dr. Herbert ( Bp. of Hereford ;

1603-1691) Bf. Croft.

Croly, Rev. Geo., LL.D. (1780-1860), . Croly.

Crompton, Hugh (poet; wrote 1657, 1658), Crompton.

Crowe, Mrs. Cain, (novelist ; 1800-1876). Mrs. Crowe.

Crowe, Rev, Wm. (works 1781-1804), . W. Crowe.

Crowley, Robert (divine, printer, and

poet; works 1549-1588) Crowley.

Cruikshank, Wm. (surgeon; 1745-1B00), Cruikshank.

Cudworth, Ralph (philos.; 1617-1688), . Cudworth.

CulverwelL Nath. (LightofNature,^*), CulverweU.

Cumberland, Rich, (dramatist; 1732-

181 1 > Cumberland.

Cumberland, Richard ( Bp. of Peter

borough ; 1633-1718) Bp. Cumberland.

Cunningham, John (Irish poet; 1739-

1773) y. Cunningham.

Curtis, John (entomologist) Curtis.

Dalgarno.Geo. (Didascotocophus, or The

Deafand Dumb Man's Tutor, 1660), Dalgarno.

Dalton, Michael (lawyer; 1554-1630), . M. Datton.

Dampier, Wm. (navigator; 1653-1713),. Dampier.

Dana, James Dwight (Amer. nat), . . Dana.

Dana, Richard Henry, jr. (Two Years

Before the Mast; 1815-1889) R. H. Dana.

Daniel, Samuel (poet and hist.; 1563-1619, Daniel.

Darcie, Abraham (Hist, of Eli*., 1635), Darcie.

Darwin, (has. Robert, M.A., F.R.S.

(1800-1882) Darwin.

Darwin, Erasmus (poet; 1731-1803), Dr. E. Darwin.

Darwin, Francis (naturalist), . . Francis Darwin.

Davenant, C has. (political writer ; 1656-

1714) C. Davenant.

Davenant, John, D.D. {1576-1641), . . Davenant.

Davenant, Sir Wm. (dramatist; 1605-

1668) Sir W. Davenant.

Davids, Thomas William Rhys (oriental

scholar) Rhys Davids.

Davidson; David ( Thoughts on the

Seasons, 1789) D. Davidson.

Davjes, Jn. (Of Hereford; poet; wrote

1602), Davits.

Davies, Sir John (lawyer and poet;

1570-1626) Siry. Davies.

Davison, D„ M.D. (trans, of Schlosser's

Hist., 1843-1853), D. Davison.

Dawbeny, H. (Hist, and Policy of

Cromwell, 1659J Dawbeny.

Dawkins, Win. Boyd (ethnol.), W. Boyd Hawkins.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

Dekker, Thos. (dramatist; works 1604-

1659) Dekker.

De La Beche, Sir Henry Thos. (geol.;

1796-1855) Sir H. De La Beche.

Delany, Mary {1700-1788), . . Life ofMrs. Delany.

Delany. Rev. Patrick (1686-1768), . . Delany.

De Lolme, John Louis (lawyer; 1745-

1807) De Lolme.

De Morgan, Augustus (math.; 1806-1871), De Morgan.

Denham, Sir Jn. (poet; 1615-1668', . .

Denham or Sir y. Denham.

Dennis. John (dramatist. Sec; 1657-1734), Dennir.

De Quincey, Thomas {1785-1659), . . DeQuincey.

Derby, Ed. Geoffrey, Earl of (trans, of

Homer; 1799-18691 Derby.

Derliam, Win. (philosopher and divine;

1657-1735), Derham.

Dering, Sir Edwd. (relig. writer; works

1601-1642) Sir E. Dering.

Dibdin, Charles (song-writer; 1745-1814), Ch.Dibdin.

Dibdin, Dr. Thos. Frognall (bibliog.;

1776-1847) Dibdin.

Dickens, Charles (1813-1870) Dickens.

Digby, Geo., Earl of Bristol (Speeches,

&c; 1612-1676) Digby.

Digby. Sir Kenelra (philos.; 1603-1665), Sir A'. Digby.

Disraeli, Benj., Earl of Beaconsfield

(1804-1881) Disraeli.

D'lsraeli. Isaac (1766-18481. /• ^Israeli.

Ditton, Humphrey (math.; 1675-1715), . Ditton.

Dixon, Wm. Hepworth (1821-1879), Hepworth Dixon.

Dodsley, Robt. (bookseller and author;

1703-1764) Dodsley.

Donne, Dr. John (poet; 1573-1631), . . Donne.

Doubleday.Thos. (Sonnets. Sec: 1818-1870), Doubleday.

Douce, Francis (antiq.; 1757-1834), . . Douce.

Douglas, Gavin (Scottish poet; 1474-

1533) Gavin Douglas.

Dowden, Edwd., LL.D. (Prof. Eng. Lit.,

Dublin) Ed. Dowden.

Downing, Calybute (divine; 1606-1644), Downing.

Drake, Sir Francis (navig.; 1546-1596), Sir F. Drake.

Drake, Nathan. M.D. (1766-1836), . . sV. Drake.

Drant, Thos., D.D. (Trans, ofHorace. 1567k Drant.

Draper, Sir W. (polit. writer; 1721-1787). Draper.

Drayton. Michael (poet; 1563-1631), . Drayton.

Drummond, Alex. (Travels. 1754), A.Drummond.

Dmmmond, Wm., of Hawthornden (1585-

1649), Drummond.

Dryden. John (1631-1700) Dryden.

Dublin Review Dublin Rev.

Duff. Mountstuart E. Grant (politics), . Grant Duff,

Dufferin, Fred.T. Blackwood, Earl of, Lord Dufferin.

Dugdale, Sir Wm. (antiq.; 1605-1686), . Dugdale.

Duncan, Peter Martin (naturalist), . P. M. Duncan.

DungUson, Robley. M.D. (Diet, ofMed.

Science; 1798-1869) Dunglison.

Dunton, John (misc. writer; 1659-1733), Dunton.

D'Urfey, Thomas or 'Tom' (dramatist

and song-writer ; d. 1723) Tom D'Urfey.

Dury, John (Scotch divine; works 1641-1654), Dury.

Dwight. Timothy. D.D. (1753-1817), . Dwight.

Dyer, John (poet; 1700-1758) yohn Dyer.

Dyer. Thos, Henry (historian), . . . T.H. Dyer.

Earle, John (Bp. of Worcester; 1601-1665), Bp. Earle.

Earre. John (Prof. Ang. Sax.. Oxon.), . y. Earle.

Echard, Laurence (hist.; 1671-1730), . Echard.

Eclectic Review Eclee. Rev.

Eden, Rich. (Voyages, Arc; works 1553-1584), Eden.

Eden. Robt., D.D. (Sermons, 1743-1756), Dr.R.Eden.

Edgeworth, Maria (novelist; 1767-

1849) Miss Edgeworth.

Edgworth, Roger, D.D. (1492-1560), Roger Edgworth.

Edinburgh Review Ed. or Edin. Rev.

Edwards, Bryan, M.P. (West Indies;

1743-1800) Bryan Edwards.

Edwards, Hen. Sutherland (Journal.), H. S. Edwards.

Edwards, Jonath. (Amer. divine; 1703-1758), Edwards.

Edwards, Richard (dramatist ; 1533-

1566) Richard Edwards.

Edwards, Thos. (Canons of Criticism;

1699-1757) T. Edwards.

Eikon Basilike, 1648, Eikon Basilike.

Eliot, George (Marian Evans, novelist;

1820-1880) George Eliot.

Eliot,|John (l«*'cog.; wrote 1593). . . Eliot.

Ellis, John, D.D. (Knowledge of Divine

Things, 1743) ■£"«■

Elton, Sir Arthur Hallam (Below the

Surface, 1857) Sir A. H. Elton.

Elyot, Sir Thos. (The Governor. 1531), Sir T. Etyot.

Emerson, Ralph Waldo (1803-1882), . . Emerson.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Ency. Brit.

Encyclopaedia, Chambers's, . . . Chambers's Ency.

Encyclopa-dia, English Eng. Ency.

Encyclopedia Metropolitana Ency. Metr.

Encyclopedia. Blackie's Popular, . . Pop. Ency.

Erskine, John (Scotch jurist; i6gs-ij«8),Erskine's Inst,

Ilusden, Lawrence (poet; d. 1730), . . Eusden.

Eustace, Rev. John Chetwode (Tour

through Italy, 1813) Eustace.

Evans, John, LL.D. (Ancient Stone Im

plements. 1872) Evans.

Evelyn, John (Sylva: 1620-1706), . . . Evelyn.

Everett, Edward (Amer. orator; 1794-1865), Everett.

Everett, J. D. (Prof. Nat. Philos.,

Collins, Wm. Wilkie (novelist), . . . W. Collins. Belfast) Prof Everett.Defoe, Daniel (1661-1731) Defoe.



AUTHORS QUOTED.

Cited in

Names in fuD and dates. Diet, as

Faber, Dr. Fred. Wm (poet ; 1815-1863), Faber.

Faber. Geo. Stanley (then!.; 1773-1854), G. S. Faber.

Fabyan, Robert (chronicler ; 1450-1513), Fabyan.

Fairfax, Edwd. (poet; d. 1633), . . . Fair/ax.

Fairbolt, F. W. (antiq. and art writer ;

1B14-1866) Fairhclt.

Falconer, Wm. {poet; 1730-1769), . . Falconer.

Fanshawe, Sir Rich. { statesman and

poet; 1608-1666), Fanshawe.

Faraday, Michael (1791-1867) Faraday.

Farquhar, Geo. (dramatist; 1678-1707), Geo. Farquhar.

Farrar, Rev. Fred. Wm., D.D., . . . Farrar.

Favour, Dr. John (cede*, writer, d. 1633), Dr. Favour.

Fawkes, Francis (poet; 1721-1777). . . Fawkcs.

Featley. Daniel (divine; 1582-1644), . . Dr. Featley.

Fell. Jn., D D. (Bp. of Oxford ; 16*5-1686), Bp. Fell.

FeUo*cs. Robert, LL.D. (religious and

mKc writer; 1770-1847) Fellowts.

Feltham, Owen (Resolves. 1628), . . . Feltham.

Fetron, Henry, D.D. (1679-1740), . . . Feiton.

Fenian, Elijah (poet: 1683-1730), . . . Ftnton.

Fergussoo, James (architect), . . . J. Fergusson.

Fergusson, Robert (poet; 1750-1774). - Fergusson.

Ferrar, Nicb. (relig. writer; 1593-1637), Nich.Ferrar.

Ferrari, Geo. (hist, and poet ; 1513-1579), G. Ferrars.

Ferrier. las Fred, (metaph.; 1808-1864), Ferrier.

Terrier, Susan E. (novelist ; 1782-1854), Miss Ferrier.

Fiddes, Richard, D.D. (divine; 1671-

1735!. Fiddes.

Fielding, Henry (novelist; 1707-1754), . Fielding.

Filmcr. Edward (dramatist ; wrote 1697), E. Filmer.

Finlay. Geo.. LL.D. (hist; d. 1875), . Finlay.

Fish, Simon (reformer, works 1536-1530), Simon Fish.

Fiske, John (Atner. philoi.), . . . . JoknFiske.

Fitz-Geoffry, Chas. (poet ; 1575-1636), . Fitx-Geoffry.

Frtxroy. Admiral Robt, (1805-1865), . . Fitxroy.

Fleetwood, Wm.. D.D. (Bishop of Ely ;

1656-1733) Bp. Fleetwood.

Fleming, Dr. John (naturalist; 1785-

1857) Dr. John Fleming.

Fleming. Wm.. D.D. {Voeab. Philos., 1B58), Fleming.

Fletcher, Giles (poet; 1588-1633), . . G.Fletcher.

Fletcher, John (dramatist ; 1576-1635), . J. Fletcher.

Fletcher. Phineas (poet; 1584-1650), . Ph. Fletcher.

Florio, John (gram, and lexicog. ; 1545-1635), Ftorio.

Floyer, Sir John. M.D. (1649-1734), . . Floyer.

Foublanque. Albany Wm (journalist ;

1797-1873). A . Fonblanqiu.

Fooblanque, John de Grenier (lawyer;

1750-1837), J. Fonblanque.

Foote, Sam. (dramatist; 1733-1777), . . Foot*.

Forbes, Edw. (naturalist; 1815-1854), Prof. Ed.Forbes.

Forbes, James D. (physicist; 1809-

1868) Prof. J. D. Forbes.

Forby. Rev. Robt {Vocabulary ofE.

Angtia, 1830). Forby.

Ford, John (dramatist; 1586-1639), . . Ford.

Fordyce, Sir Wm. (surgeon; i7M-*79*)-SirW.Fordyce.

Foreign Quarterly Review, . . . For. Quart. Rev.

Fortnightly Review Fortnightly Rev.

Fosbrooke, Rev. Thos. Dudley (antiq.;

1770-1843! Fosbrooke.

Foster. John (essayist ; 1770-1843), . . Foster.

Fotherby, Martin, D.D. (1559-1619), . Fothtrby.

Fountain hull. Sir J. Lauder, Lord (Scotch

judge; Decisions, 1678-1713), . . Fountainhall.

Fourcroy, Antoine Francois de (French

chemist ; 1755-1809) Trans. Fourcroy.

Fownes. George (chemist ; 1815-1849),

Fownes or Geo. Fownes.

Fox, Charles James (1749-1806), . . . Fox.

Foxe. John (roartyrologist ; 1517-1587). Foxe.

Francis, Dr. Philip (tranvof Horace,&c;

d. 1743) P. Francis.

Franklin. Benj. (1706-1790) Franklin.

Fraser. A, Campbell, LL.D. (professor

of logic, Edinburgh) Prof.Frastr.

Freeman, Edward Augustus (hist), E. A. Freeman.

Froude, James Anthony (hist.), . . . Froude.

Fryth, John (reformer ; martyred 1533), Fryth.

Fulke, William, D.D. (d. 1589), . . . Fulke.

Fuller, Andw. (Baptist divine; 1754-1815), A. Fuller.

Fuller. Thomas (divine ; 160B-1661), . Fuller.

Galloway, Robert {Scotch Poems, 1788), R. Galloway.

Call, John (Scotch novelist; 1779-1839), Gait.

Gallon, Francis (travels. Sec), . . Francis Galton.

Garner, Robert (naturalist) R. Gamer.

Garnett, Rev. Rich, (philoi .; 1790-1851). Garnett.

Garrett, John {Class. Die*, ofIndia, 1871-73), Garrett.

Garrick, David (actor, Sec; 1716-1779), Garrick.

Garth, Sir Sam., M.D. (poet; 1672-1719), Garth.

Gascoigne, George (poet ; 1536-1577), . Gascoigne.

GaskeU, Elizabeth Cleghorn (novelist;

1810-1365) Mrs.Gaskell.

Gaoden, John. D.D. (Bp. of Worcester;

1605-1662). Bf.Ganden.

Gay, John (poet; 1688-1733), .... Gay.

Gaytnn. Edmund (humorous writer;

1609-1666) Gayton.

Geddes, Alex., LL.D. (Bibl. crit; 1737-

i&oi), Dr. A. Geddes.

Geddes. Wm. D. (professor of Greek,

Aberdeen University) Prof. Geddes.

Oikie, James (geologist), Geikie.

Gentleman's Magazine Gent. Mag

Gerarde. John (surgeon; 1545-1607), . Gerardc.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

Gibbs, JosiahWUlard (American philoi.;

1790-1861) Prof. Gibbs.

Gifford, Rev. Rich, (divine; 1735-1807), R. Gifford.

Gilford, Wm. (critic, Sec; 1757-1836). . Gifford.

Giles, Henry (American lecturer). . . H. Giles.

Gilly. William Stephen, D.D. (Canon of

Durham) Dr. Gilly.

Gilpin, Wm. (divine, writer on scenery,

&c, 1734-1804) W. Gilpin.

Gladstone. William Ewart, Gladstone.

Glanville, Joseph (philosophical treatises,

Sec; 1636-1680) Glanville.

Glen, William (Scotch poet; 1789-1836), Wm. Glen.

Glennie, John 5. Stuart, M.A., . . Stuart Gtennie.

Glossary of Architecture, 1850, . . Oxford Glossary.

Glover. Richard (poet ; 1712-1785), . . Glover.

Godwin, Wm, (novelist ; 1756-1836), . . God-win.

Golding, Arthur (poet; works 1563-1580), Gelding.

Goldsmith, Oliver (1738-1774) Goldsmith.

Good, John Mason, M.D. (science, poetry,

&c; 1764-1827) Dr. Good.

Goodman, Godfrey (Bp. of Gloucester;

1583-1655) Bp. Goodman.

Goodman, John, D.D. (works, 1679-

1697), Dr. J. Goodman.

Goodrich, Chauncey Allen (Ed. of Web

ster's Di( t.. which in the Imp. Diet, is

referred to under his name; 1790-1860), Goodrich.

Goodwin, John (divine; 1593-1665), . . Goodwin.

Googe, Bamaby (poet; works 1560-1579), Googt.

Gordon. James (Bishop of Aberdeen;

works 1679-1703) Bp. Gordon.

Gore, Cath. Grace (novelist ; 1799-1861), Mrs. Gore.

Gorges. Sir Arthur {Reg.for Pub. Com

merce, 1611) Sir A. Gorges.

Gosse. Edmund W. (poet). . . . . E.W. Gosse.

Gotch, Rev. Fred. Wm.. LL.D F. W. Goich.

Cough, Richard (antiq.; 1735-1809), . Gough.

Gower, John (poet; 1330-1403), . . . Gower.

Grafton. Richard (chronicler; wrote 1562), Grafton.

Graham, Thomas (chemist; 1805-1869), . Graham.

Grahame, James (poet; 1765-1811), . . Grahams.

Grainger, Jas., M.D. (poet; 1723-1767), Grainger.

Granger, Thomas (religious writer;

works 1616-1631) Granger.

Grant, James (novelist) Jas. Grant.

Granville, George, Viscount Lansdowne

(poet, Sec, 1667-1735) Granville.

Granan.ThomasC. (novelist; 1796-1864), T.C.Grattan.

Graunt, John (Kills of Mortality, 1663), Graunt.

Graves, Rev. Richard {Spiritual Quixote,

&c; 1715-1804) Graves,

Gray, Asa (Amer. botanist) Asa Gray.

Gray, Thomas (poet; 1716-1771), . . Gray.

Green, John Richard (historian), . . . J.R.Green.

Green, Matthew (poet; 1667-1737), . . Mat. Green.

Green, T. H. (writer on philos.), . . . T.H.Green.

Greene, Robert (dramatist; 1560-1593), Greene.

Greenhill, Thos. {A rt ofEmbalming,1705), Greenhill.

Greg, William Rathbone (essayist;

1809-1881) W.R.Greg.

Gregory, George, D.D. (misc. writer;

1754-1808) Dr. G. Gregory.

Gregory, John (divine ; 1607-1646), . John Gregory.

Gretton, Phillips, D.D. {Sermons, Sec,

1735-1733) Gretton.

Grew. Nehemiab, M.D. (naturalist; 1628-

17x1), N. Grew or Grew.

Grew.Obadiah, D.D. (divine; 1607-1608), 0. Grew.

Grey. Zachary, LL.D. (critic, dec; 1687-

1766) Zachary Grey.

Grindal, Archbishop (1519-1583), . . Abp. Grindal.

Grose, Francis (antiq.; 1731-1791), . . Grose.

Grote, George (hist.; 1794-1871). . . . Grote.

Grove, George (Biblical scholar and

writer on music, dec.) Grove.

Guardian, The, 1713, Guardian.

Guest Ed.. LL.D. {English Rhymes,

1838; 1800-1880) Guest.

Gumall, William (divine ; 1617-1679). . Gurtutll.

Guthrie, Rev. Thos., D.D. (1803-1873), . Dr. Guthrie.

Guthrie, Wm. (geog.; 1706-1770). . . . W.Guthrie.

Gwilt, Joseph (architect; 1784-1863), . Gwilt.

Habington. Wm. (poet ; 1605-1645). ■ • Habington.

HAcket. John, D.D. (Bp.; Lift ofAbp.

Williams; 1592-1670) Bp. Hacket.

Hackluyt, Rich. {Voyages; 1553-1616), Haekluyt.

Hakewill,Geo., D.D. (theol; 1579-1649). Hakewill.

Hale. Sir Matthew (jurist; 1609-1676), . Sir M.Hale.

Hales, John, of Eton (divine and critic ;

1 584-1656) Hales.

Haliburton, Thos. Chandler (Sam Slick;

1802-1865) Haliburton.

Halifax. Chas. Montague, Earl of (1661-

1715) Ld. Halifax.

Hall, Arthur (tr.wis .of Iliad. 1581), . . A.Hall.

Hall, Edwd. (chronicler; 1499-1547), . Hall.

Hall. Fitzedward {Mod. Eng.,&c), Fitxedward Hall.

Hall. John (poet; 1627-1656) John Hall.

Hall, Joseph, D.D. (Bp.of Norwich; 1574-

1656) Bp. Hall.

Hall. Marshall, M.D. (1700-1857), . . Dr. M. Hall.

Hall, Robt. (divine; 1764-1831), . . . R.Hall.

Halt, Mrs. Sam. Carter (novelist. &c), Mrs. S. C. Hall.

Hallam, Henry (hist.; 1778-1859). . . Hallam.

Halleek, FitZ'Greene (Amer. poet; 1790-

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

Halliwell, James Orchard (antiq.), . , Halliwetl.

Hallywell, Henry (divine; wrote ab. 1680). Haltywell.

Halyburton. Thos. (divine; 1674-1712), Halyburton.

Hamilton, Alex. (Amer, statesman and

soldier; 1757-1804) A.Hamilton.

Hamilton, Elizabeth (Cot.cfGlcnburnie;

1758-1816) Elis. Hamilton.

Hamilton, Walter (geog.; works 1815-30), Hamilton.

Hamilton, Sir Wm. (metaph.; 1788-

1856) Sir W. Hamilton.

Hammond, Henry, D.D. (divine; 1605-1660),Hammond.

Hanmer, Jonathan (divine; d. 1687), . Hanmer.

Haiinay, James (novelist Sec; 1827-1873), Hannay.

Hardinge, George (miscel. writer; 1744-

1816) G. Hardinge,

Hardyng, John (chronicler; 1378-1465), Hardyng.

Hare. Aug. John Cutlibert A.J.C. Hare.

Harford, John S. (biog.; 1785-1866),. J. S Harford.

Hargrave, Francis (law; 1741-1821). Hargrove.

Harington, Sir John (poet, Sec; 1561-

1612), Sir J. Harington.

Harmar, John (Prof. Greek; d. 1670), . Harmar.

Harper, Robt Goodloe (Amer. lawyer;

1765-1825) R.G. Harftr.

Harrington, Jas. {Oceana, 1656), . Jas. Harrington.

Harris, James (philoi.; 1709-1780), . . Harris.

Harrison, John (printer; works 1570-

1600) J. Harrison.

Harte, Francis Bret (Amer. humorist), Bret Harte.

Harte, Walter (poet. Sec; 1700-1774), . IV. Harte.

Hartley, David. M.D. (philos.; 1705-1757), Hartley.

Hartlib. Samuel (miscel. writer; works

1645-1659) Hartlib.

Harvey, Gabriel (poet ; 1545-1630), . . G. Harvey.

Harvey, Wm,, M.D. (anatomist; 1578-

1657) Harvey.

Hawes, Stephen (poet; wrote 1517). . Howes.

Hawkesworth, John, LL.D. (essayist.

Sec; 1715-1773) Hawkesworth.

Hawkins, Sir John {Hist, of Music;

1719-1789) Sir J. Hawkins.

Hawkins, Sir Rich, (navig.; d. 1633), Sir R. Hawkins.

Hawthorn, Nathaniel (1804-1864), . . Hawthorn.

Hay.Wm. (M.P.forSeaford; 1700-1755), W. Hay.

Haydon, Benj. Rob. (artist ; 1786-1846), B. R. Haydon.

Hayward, Abraham, Q.C. (law), . . A. Hayward.

Hayward, Jas. (1635) Jas. Hayward.

Hayward, Sir John (hist.; d. 1627), Sir J. Hayward.

Hazhtt. Wm. (critic, &c; 1778-1830), . Hastitt.

Heath, James (hist; 1639*1664), . . . J. Heath.

Heber. Reginald. D.D.. Bp. (1783-1826), Bp. Heber.

Helps, Sir Arthur (hist and essayist;

1817-1875), Helps.

Hemans, Felicia D. (poetess ; 1794-1835), Hemans.

Henfrey, Arthur (botanist; 1819-1859),. Henfrey.

Henley, Rev. John (orator; 1693-1756), Rev. J. Henley.

Henry, Patrick (Amer. lawyer; 1736-

1799). P Henry.

Henslow, Rev. John Stevens (botanist ;

1 796-1861) Henslow.

Herbert, Lord Edwd., of Cherbury

(1581-1648), Id. Herbert.

Herbert, George (poet; 1593-1632), . . G. Herbert.

Herbert, Sir Thos. (traveller; 1606-

1682) Sir T. Herbert.

Herd. David {Colt, ofScotch Songs.^6a), Herd.

Herrick, Robert (poet; 1591-1663), . . Herrick.

Herschcl, Sir John F. W. (1790-1 871). SirJ. Herschel.

Hewyt, John, D.D. (sermons, 1658), . . Hewyt.

Heylin, Peter, D.D. (1600-1663), . . . Heylin.

Heywood, Thos. (dramatist ; d. ab. 1641), Heywood.

Hickes, Geo., D.D. (1642-1715). . • . Hickes.

Hicks, Francis (trans, of Lucian; 1566-

1630) Fr. Hicks.

Hill, Aaron (poet Sec; 1685-1750), . . Aaron Hill.

Hilthouse, Jas. A. (Amer. poet; 1789-

1841) Hillhouse.

Hobbes, Thos. (philosoph.; 1588-1679), Hobbes.

Hoblyn. Rich. D. (chemist, &c; wrote

1841-1851) Hoblyn.

Hoffman. Chas. Fenno (Amer. poet. Sic). Hoffman.

Hogg, James (Ettrick Shepherd; 1773-

1835). Hogg.

Holder, Wm., D.D. {Elements ofSpeech,

1669) Holder.

Hole. Rev. Sam. Reynolds, S. R. Hole.

Holinshed, Raphael (chronicler; wrote

1577) Holinshed.

Holland.SirHenry.M.D. (1788-1873), Sir H. Holland.

Holland, Philemon, M.D. (translator;

1552-1636) Holland.

Hollyband, Claud (lexicog.; works 1573-

1579) Hollyband.

Holme. Randle {Armoury, 1688). . Randie Holme.

Holmes, Abiel. D.D. (Amer. hist; 1763-

1837), A. Holmes.

Holmes, Oliver Wendell (Amer. poet,

Ac), O.W. Holmes.

Holyday, Barren, D.D. (1593-1661), . . Hotyday.

Homilies of the Ch. of Eng Homily.

Hood, Thomas (poet, Sec; 1798-1845), . Hood.

Hook. Theodore Edwd. (novelist, Sec;

1788-1841) T. Hook.

Hook, Walter Farquhar, D.D. (Dean of

Wore; 1798-1875) Hook.

Hooker, Richard (divine; 1553-1600), . Hooker.

Hoole, Jno. (trans, of Tasso, &c; 1727-1803). Hoole.

Gibbon, Edward (historian; 1737-1794), Gibbon. Hooper, Geo., D.D., Bp. (1640-1727), . Bp. Hooper.1867) HaUeck.



AUTHOKS QUOTED.

Names in full and dates.

Cited in

Diet, as

Hooper, Robt., M.D. {Med. Diet., 1798), Hoofer.

Hopkins, Ezckiel, Bp. (1633-1690), . . Bp. Hopkins.

Home, Geo.. D.D., Bp. (1730-1793),. . Bp. Heme.

Horslcy, Sam., LL.D.. Bp. (1733-1806), Hartley.

Houghton. R. M. Milnes. Lord (poet), Ld. Houghton.

Howell. James (traveller, Ac; 1594-1666), Howell.

Howjtt, Mary Mary Hewitt or Hewitt,

Howitt, William (1795-1879). W. Hewitt Qt Hewitt.

Hudson, Thos. (poet ; Historic of Judith,

1584) T. Hudson.

Hujjhes, John (poet; 1677-1720), . . . J. Hughes.

Hughes, Thos. (novelist, Ac), ... 7". Hughes.

Huloet, Rich. (Lai. Eng. Diet., 1521). . Huleet.

Hume, David (hist.; 1711-1776), . . . Hume.

Humphrey, Heman, D.D. (Amer. div.;

1779-1861), H, Humphrey.

Humphreys, Henry Noel (numismatist

and misc. writer) H.N. Humphreys.

Hunt, Leigh (1784-1859), L. Hunt.

Hunter, Henry, D.D. (1741-1802), . Dr. H. Hunter.

Hurd, Rich., D.D., Bp. (1720-1B08), . . Bp. Hurd.

Hutchinson, Thos., D.D. (theol.; wrote

1738-1746) Dr. Hutchinson.

Hutchinson, Dr. Thos. Jos. (traveller), T. J.Hutchinson.

Hutton, Chas. (math.; 1737-1823), . . Huiton.

Huxley, Thomas Henry Huxley.

Hive. Jacob {Book o/Jasher, 1751), Jac. Hive.

Illustrated London News, . . . ///. London Hews.

Inchbald, Elizabeth (dramatist, Ac;

1753-18*1) Inchbald.

Ingelow, Jean (poetess) Jean Ingelow.

Innes, Cosmo (hist, and antiq.; 1798-

1874), Cosmo Innes.

Irving, Washington (1783-1859), Irvingor W. Irving.

Jackson, Thos.. D.D. (Dean of P*boro;

1579-1640) TkX Jackson.

Jacob, Giles (law writer; 1686-1744), . Jacob.

James, Geo. P. R. (1801-1860). . . G. P. R. James.

Jamieson, Dr. John {Scotch Diet.; 1759-

1838) Jamieson.

Jarvis.Chas. (trans, of Don Quixote, 1742), Jarvis.

Jay, William (divine; 1769-1854), . . . Jay.

Jeaffreson, J. Cordy (novelist), . . . Jeaffreson.

Jefferson, Thos. (Pres. U. S.; 1743-1836), Jefferson.

Jeffrey, Francis, Lord {Edin. Rev.; 1773-

1850) 7'ffrty.

Jenkins, Edward (novelist), ..... Jenkins.

Jenks. Ben), (divine; 1646-17*4), . ■ . B. Jenks.

Jenyns, Soame (misc. writer; 1703-1787), Jenyns.

Jerrold. Douglas Wm. (1803-1857), . . D. Jerrotd.

Jesse, John Hcneage (niiscel. writer;

1815-1874), J.H, Jesse.

Jewel, John, D.D. (Bp. ofSalis.; 1522-1571). Bp.Jewet.

Jewsbury, Geraldlne E. (novelist; 1812-

1880) Miss Jewsbury.

John, Gabriel {Theory 0/ the Inteii.

World, 1700) Gabriel John.

Johnson.Chas. (dramatist; 1 679-1748). Chas. Johnson.

Johnson, Sam., D.D. (divine; 1696-1772), 5. Johnson.

Johnson, Dr. Sam. (1709-1764) Johnson.

Johnson. Thos.. M.D. (botanist ; d. 1644), T. Johnson.

Jones, William (divine ; 1726-1800), . . /*'. Jones.

Jones.Sir William (Orientalist; i746-i794),5i>/K5ro«M.

Jonson, Ben (1574-1637) B. Jonson.

Jordan. Thos. (poet, Ac; d. ab. 1685), . Jordan.

Jortin, John, D.D. (Archd. of London;

1698-1770) Jortin.

Josselyn, John {Travels in Amer.; 1638-

1675) Josselyn.

Joye, Geo. (reformer and printer ; d. 1550), Joye.

Jukes, Joseph Beete (geol.; 1811-1869),. Jukes.

Junius, Letters of (1769-1772), .... Junius.

Karnes, Henry Home, Lord (Scotch

judge; 1696-1782) Lord Karnes.

Kane, Elisha Kent (Arctic explorer;

1820-1857) Kane.

Kane, Richard (' Campaigns 1689-1712/

1745). Rich. Kane.

Kavauagh, Julia (novelist; 1824-1877), . Kavanagh.

Kayc. John, D.D., Bp. (1784-1853), . . Bp.Kaye.

Keats, John {poet; 1796-1821) Keats.

Kcble, John (pott; 1792-1866) Kebie.

Keepe, Henry (Monutnenta IVestmon-

asteriensia, 1682) Keepe.

Keijfhtley, Thos. (hist., Ac; 1789-1872), Keightley.

Keill. John, M.D. (astron.; 1671-1721), . Keill.

Kclham, Kobt., of Line Inn (Norman

Diet., 1779) Kelham.

Keruble, Frances Anne F. A. Kemhte.

Kemble. John Mitchell (hist. ; 1807-1857). J. M. Ketnble.

Kendall, Timothy {Flowers of Epi

grams, 1577), Kendall.

Kennet, White, D.D. (Bp. of Peterbor

ough ; 1660-17=8) Bp. Kennet.

Kenrick. Will, LL.D. {Eng. Diet., 1773), Kenriek.

Kent, Charles (poet and journalist), . . Ch. Kent.

Kent. James, LL.D. (Amer. jurist; 1763-

1847) Kent.

Ker. Robt. (trans, of Lavoisier, 1700), . R. Ker.

Kettlewell, John (divine; 1653-1695), . Kettlewelt.

Killingbeck. John {Sermons, 1710-1717), KiUingbeek.

Kimball, Rich. Burleigh (Amer. auth.), R. B. Kimball.

Kitiahan, D. (Irish Law Reports, Ac,

1830-1836), Kinahan.

King, Edw. {S. States 0/Amer., 1875), Edward King.

Names in full and dates.

Cited in

Diet, as

King. Henry. D.D.. Bp. (1591-1669), . Bp. King

King, Wm., D.D. (Abp. of Tuam; 1650-

i7»9) -<*/■ ATiV-

King, Wm., LL.D. (humorous poetry,

Ac; 1663-1712), Dr. tV. King.

Kinglake. Alex. Wm. (hist.) Kinglake.

Kingsley, Rev. Chas. (1819-1875), . . Kingsley.

Kingsley, Henry (1830-1876) H. Kingsley.

Kirby, Will, (entomol.; 1759-1850), . . Kirby.

Kirwan, Rich, (physicist; 1733-1B12), . Kirwan.

Kitto, John, D.D. (1804-1854) Kitto.

Knatchbull, Sir Norton (Biblical critic;

1601-1684), Knatchbull.

Knight, Edward ( Tryat 0/ Truth, 1580), Ed. Knight.

Knight, Edward H. (Amer. Mech. Diet.,

1877) E. H. Knight.

Knight.Wtn., LL- D. (Prof. Moral.Philos),/Vo/A'n«/A/.

Knolles, Rich, (hist.; d. 1621) Knolles.

Knox. John (reformer; 1505-1572), . . Knox.

Knox, Robert {Island 0/ Ceylon, 1681), Rob. Knox.

Knox, Vicesimus, D.D. (essayist; 1752-

1821) Dr. Knox.

Kollock. Henry. D.D. (divine; 1778-1819), Kolloek.

Kyd, Thos. (dramatist ; works 1594-1599), Kyd.

Laing. Samuel {Residence in Norway,

Ac; wrote 1836-1852), ...... Laing.

Lamb, Charles (1775-1834), Lamb.

Lamb, Patrick Lome's Cookery, 1710.

Lambardc, Wm. {Perambul. of Kent,

1576) Lambarde.

Landon, LetitiaE. (poetess; 1802-1838), London.

Landor, Walter Savage (1775-1864),. , Lander.

Lane. Ed. Wm. (Arabic sen.; 1801-1876), Lane.

Langhornc, Rev, Jn. {Plutarch's Lives;

*735-i779r Langhorne.

Lardner, Dr. Dionysius (1793-1859), . . Lardner.

La5sell, Wm. (astron.) Lasselt.

Latham, Dr. P. Mere (medical works,

1836, 1845. Ac) Dr. P. M. Latham.

Latham, Robert Gordon (philol.), . . Latham.

Lathrop, Joseph (Amer. divine; 1731-

iBso) Jos. Lathrop.

Latimer, Hugh (reformer; 1490-1555), . Latimer.

Laud, Wm., D.D. (Abp. of Cant.; 1573-

1645), Abp. Laud.

Lauder, Sir Thomas Dick (1784-1848),

Sir T. Dick Lauder.

Ijivington, Geo., Bp. (1683-1762), . Bp. Lavington.

Law, William (divine; 1686-1761), . . Law.

Lawrence, Geo. Alfred (novelist; 1827-

1876) Lawrence.

Layard, Sir Austen Henry Layard.

Laycock, Thos., M.D. (1812-1876), . . Layeock.

I.e Conte, John Lawrence (entomol.), . J. Le Conte.

Ledyard, John (traveller; 1751-1789), . Ledyard.

Lee, Fred. Geo, D.C.L. (Gloss. Eecles.

Terms, 1877), . . Rev. F. G. Lee.

Lee. Nath. (dramatist; 1657-1691), . . Lee.

l.eidy. Dr. Joseph (Amer. naturalist), , Leidy.

Leigh, Sir Edwd. (philol., Ac; 1602-1671), Leigh.

Leighton, Robt., D.D. (Abp. of Glas-

gow; 1611-1684), ■ • Abp. Leighton or Leighton.

Leland, Chas. Godfrey (Amer. author), C. G. Leland.

Leland, John (antiq.; 1506-1552), . , . Leland.

Leland, John, D.D. (1691 1766), . Rev. J. Leland.

Leland, Thos., D.D. (Irish hist., Ac;

1722-1785) Dr. Leland.

Le Neve, John (biog.; 1679-1741), . . Le Neve.

Lennox, Charlotte (novelist, Ac. ; 17*0-

1804) Charlotte Lennox.

L'EstrangC, Sir Roger (1616-1704), SirR. L'Estrange.

Lever, Charles (1806- 1872) Lever.

Lewes, Geo. Henry (1817-1878), . . . G.H. Lewes.

Lewes, Mrs. G. H. (1820-1880), . . . George Eliot.

Lewis. Sir Geo. Cornewall (1806-1863). SirG. C. Lewis.

Lewis, John (antiq.; 1675-1746), . . Rev. J. Lewis.

Lewis, Win. Lillington (trans, of Statius,

1767), if. L. Lewis.

Leyden.John (poet and Orientalist; 1775-

1811) Leyden.

Lighrfoot, Jn., D.D. (divine; 1602-1675), Lighf/oot.

Lindley, John (botanist; 1799-1865),. . Lindley.

Linwood, Rev. Wm. (Greek scholar;

works 1841-1860) Linwood.

Lithgow, Will, (traveller; 1583-1640). . Lithgow.

Livingstone, David, LL. I)., D.C. L, (tra*

veller) Livingstone.

Lloyd, Robt. (poet; 1733-1764), . . . Lloyd.

Lloyd, Wm. (Bp. of Worcester; 1627-1717), Bp. Lloyd.

Locke, John (1632-1704) Locke.

Lockhart, John Gibson (1794-1854), . . Lockhart.

Lockyer. Jos. Norman (astron.), . .J.N. Lockyer.

Lodge, Thos., M.D. (dramatist; 1556-1625), Lodge.

Loe, Wm., D.D. {Sermons. 1611-1623), Lot.

Logan, John (poet. Ac: 1748-1788), . Logan.

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth (i&rj-jtifa), Longfellow.

Lord, Henry (Reiig. ofthe Persees, 1630), Lord.

Loudon, John Claudius (botanist; 1783-

1643) Loudon.

Loveday, Robert (Letters, 1659), . . . Loveday.

Lovelace, Richard (poet; 1618-1658), . Lovelace.

Lover, Samuel (novelist, Ac; 1797-1868), 5. Lover.

Lowell, James Russell (Amer. poet,Ac), J. R. Lowell.

Lower, Mark Antony (antiq. ; 1813-1876), Leu<er.

Lowth, Robt., D.D. (Bp. of St. Davids;

1710-1787) Bp. Lowth.

Lubbock, Sir John Sir J. Lubbock.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet as

Ludlow, Edmund {Memoirs, 1698-1699), Ludlow.

Lydgate, John (poet; 1375-1461),. . . Lydgate.

Lye, Edwd. (Anglo-Sax. scholar; 1694-1767), Lye.

Lyell, Sir Charles (geol.; 1797-1875). . SirC.Lyell.

Lyly, John (dramatist, Ac; 1553-1600), Lyty.

Lyndsay, Sir David (Scotch poet ; 1490-

1567), Sir D. Lyndsay.

Lyttelton, Geo., Lord (1700-1773), . . Ld. Lyttetton.

Macaulay.Thos-Babington, Lord (1800-

1859) Maeaulay.

M'Carthy, Justin (novelist, Ac), Justin McCarthy.

M'Clintock, Admiral Sir Fran. Leopold, WCtintock.

M'Cosh, James. D.D., LL.D. (metaph.), M'Cosh.

M'CulIoch, J. M.. D.D. (educational

works 1844-1853) J.M. MCulloeh.

M'CulIoch, John Ramsay (polit. econ.;

1789-1864) M'CulIoch.

Macdougall, Sir P. L. (mllit writer), . Macdougalt.

Mackenzie, Henry (Man of Feeling; 1745*

1831) Henry Mackenzie.

Mackintosh, Sir Jas. (philos. and hist.;

1765-1832) Sir J. Maekintosh.

Macklin, Charles (dramatist; 16901-1797), Mactlin.

Maclagan, Alex, (poet ; 1811-1880), . A. Maelagan.

Macready, W. Chas. (1793-1B73). . . . Macready.

Madan. H. G. (chemist) Madan.

Madison, James (Pres. U.S.; 1751-1836), Madison.

Madox, Thos. (antiquary; d. 1726), . . Madox.

Maiden, Henry (prof, of Greek; 1801-

1876) Prof. Maiden.

Mallet, David (poet; 1700-1765), . . . Mallet.

Mallet, Robt, C.E. (Earthquakes). . . R. Mallet.

Malone, Edmund (antiq., Ac; 1741-18121, Matone.

Malory, Sir Thos.(King Arthur, 1485), Sir T. Malory.

Mandeville, Bernard de (poet; 1670-

1733) B. de Mandeville.

Mandeville, Sir John de (traveller ; 1300-

1372) Sir John Mandeville.

Mann, Horace, LL.D. (Amer. educa

tionist; 1796-1859) N.Mann.

Manning, Hen. Edwd Cardinal Manning.

Mannyngham, Thomas, D.D. (Bp. of

Chic; d. 1722) Mannyngham.

Mansel, Henry Longueville (philoso

pher; 1820-1871), Dean Mantel,

March, Francis A. (Anglo-Sax. scholar). Prof. March.

Markham. Capt. Albert Hastings, R.N.,

dipt. Markham.

Markham, Gervase (poet, Ac; works

1593-1636), Markham.

Marlowe, Christopher (1564-1593), . . Marlowe.

Marmion, Shakerley (dramatist; 1602-1639). Marmion.

Marryat, Capt. Fred. (1792-1848), . . Marryat.

Marsh. Geo. Perkins (Amer. philol. ; 1801-

1832) G. P. Marsh.

Marsh, Herbert, D.D. (Bp. of P'boro;

1757-1839). Dr. H. Marsh.

Marsh, James, D.D. (Amer. dlv.; 1704-

1842) Dr. J. Marsh.

Marshall. John (Amer. Jurist; 1755-1835),

Marshall's Life oflfasht ngton or Judge Marshall.

Marston, John (poet ; 1570-1634), . . Marsten.

Martin, Edwd. (Dean of Ely; letters,

1662) Dean Martin.

Martin, Sir Theodore, Thee. Martin.

Martin, Thos., LL.D. (eecles. writer;

d. 1584) Dr. Martin.

Martineau, Harriet (1802-1876), . . H. Martineau.

Martineau. Rev. James, LL.D., . . J. Martineau.

Martyn, John (botanist; 1699-1768), , Startyn.

Marvell. Andrew (poet, Ac; 1620-1678), Marvell.

Mason, Geo. (lexicog.; 1735-1806), . . Mason.

Mason, John Mitchell (Amer. div.; 1770-

1829) J.M. Mason.

Mason, Lowell (Amer. mus. ; 1792-

1860), Lewetl Mason,

Mason, Wm. (poet and div.; 1725-1797), If. Mason.

Massinger, Philip (dramatist; 1584-1640), Massinger.

Masson. David (Prof. Eng. Lit.), . . David Masson.

Mather, Cotton (Amer. theoL; 1663-

1728) Cotton Mather.

Maunder, Sam. ( Treasuries; 1790-1849), Maunder.

Maurice, Jn. F. Denison (divine; 1805-1872), Maurice.

Maxwell. Clerk (physicist; 1831-1879). Clerk Maxwell.

May, Thos. (poet and hist.; 1594-1650), May.

May, Sir Thos. Erskine (clerk to the

Commons) Sir E. May.

Mayhcw, Henry (London Labour and

the London Poor, Ac.) Mayhew.

Mayne, John (Scotch poet ; 1759-1836), J. Mayne.

Mayne, R. G., M.D. (Med. Diet., 1854), Dr. Mayne.

Mede, Jos., (Biblical critic; 1586-1638). Joseph Mede.

Melmoth, Courtenay (tiom de plume of

S.J. Pratt; 1749-1814), Melmoth.

Melton, John (Astrelvgaster, 1620), . . J. Melten.

Melville, G. White ( novelist ; 1821-

1878) tfhiteMehiile.

Mender, Moses (poet; d. 1758), . . . Mender.

Menvale. Chas., D.D. (hist.) Merivale.

Meston, Wm. (Scot, poet; 1688-1745), . If. Meston,

Meyrick, Sir Sam. Rush (antiq.; 1783-

1848) Meyrick.

Mickle, Wm. Julius (poet; 1734-1768), . Mickle.

Middleton, Conyers, D.D. (1683-1750), . Middleton.

Middleton, Thomas (dramatist; 1570-

1626) T. Middleton.

Miege, Guy (lexicog.; 1677-1707), . . Miegt.



AUTHORS QUOTED.

Cited In

Names in full and dates. Diet as

North, Sir Thos. (trans, of Plutarch,

1579) North.

Northbrooke.Rev.John (wrote i5-o-i6oo).jVcr/A*r'tfo^.

Nott.JosiahClark, M.D. (Amer.ethnol.) Nott.

O'Donovan, John, LL.D. (archaeol. ;

1809-1861) Dr. O'Donovan.

O'Keefe, John (dramatist; 1747-1733), . (XKerfe.

Oldham, John (poet; 1653-1683), . . . Oldham,

Oliphant, Mrs. Margaret (novelist), . Mrs. Oti/hant.

Osborne, Francis (moral writer ; 15891-1659), Osborne.

Otway, Thos. (dramatist; 1651-1685), . Otway.

Ouida (Louise de la Kame, novelist), . Ouida.

QiH.Tcd,M*TCt\line(£xpoi.efProv.,i*fio), Outred.

Overbury. Sir Thos. (poet. Sec; 1581-

1613) Sir T. Overbury.

Owen, Rich, (naturalist) Owen.

Ozell, John (translator; d. 1743), . . . Oaell.

Page, David (geologist; 1814-1879), . . Page.

Pagit. Ephraim (divine; 1575-1647), . Eph. Pagit.

Paine, Thos. (Age ofReason; 1736-1809), T. Paine.

Paley, Will., D.D. (moral, phi!.; 1743-1805), Patcy.

Palfrey, John Gorham, D.D.. LL.D.

(American historian) Palfrey.

Palgrave, Sir Francis (1788-1861), Sir F. Pa/grave.

Palgrave. Wm. GifTord ( Travels in

Arabia. 1862-1863) IV. G. Palgrave.

Paimerston, Henry Temple, Lord

(statesman; 1784-1865) Paimerston.

Palsgrave, John (French Grammar, 1530), Palsgrave.

Parke, Robt. (History of China, 1588), R. Parke.

Parker.Sam. (Bibtio. Bibticn; 1680-1730), Sam, Parker.

Parker. Sam., D.D.. Bp. (1640-1687), . Bp. Parker.

Parker, Theodore (Atner. theologian;

1810-1860) Theodore Parker.

Pamell, Thos., D.D. (poet; 1679-1718), Parneli.

Parr, Samuel, D,D. (1747-1825). . . . Dr. Parr.

Paterson.Jas. (Eng. and Scotch Law, 1865), Paterson.

Patmore, Coventry (poet), , . Coventry Palmare.

Patrick, Symon, D.D., Bp. (16*6-1707), Bp. Patrick.

Patterson. Rob. H. (financial writer), R. H. Patterson.

Paxton, Sir Joseph (botanist, Ac; 1803-1865), Paxton.

Peacham, Henry (works 1590-1630), . Peacham.

Pearce. Zach . D.D. Bp. (1690-1774), . Bp. Pearct.

Pearson, Charles H. (historian), . , C H. Pearson.

Pearson. John, D.D. (Bp. or Chester;

1612-1686) Bp. Pearson.

Pecock, Reynold (Bp. of Chit; 1300-1460), Bp.Pecoek.

Peele, George (dramatist; 1553-1598), . PteU.

Pegge, Sam. (Anecdotes of the Eng.

Lang. 1 1731-1800) e*egge.

Pcile. Jn. (philol.) . . . Peile.

Pennant, Thos., LL.D. (naturalist, Ac;

1726-1798) Pennant.

Pepys. Samuel (Diary; 1632-1703), , . P*ppt.

Percy, Thomas, D.D. (Bp. of Dromore ;

Relia. ofAnc. Eng. Poetry; 1728-1811),

Bp. Percy, also Percy Retif.

Pereira, Jonathan, M.D. (1804-1853), , Pertira.

Perkins, Wm. (divine; 1558-1602), . . Perkins.

Perry, Wm. (lexicog.; works 1774-1808), Perry.

Petty (or Pettie), Sir Wm., M.D. (1633-

1687) . Sir tV. Pettie.

Phaer, Thos. (Trans, of Virgil, 1558), . Phaer.

Philips, Ambrose (poet; 1675-1749), . Philips.

Philips, John (poet; 1676-1708), . . . y. Philips.

Phillips. Edwd. (lexlcog.; 1630-1696), . E.Phillips.

Phillips, Jn. (geol.; 1800-1874) Phillips.

Pickering. Timothy (Amer. politician ;

1745-1829) T. Pickering.

Pierce. Thomas, D.D. (1620-1691), . . Dean Pierce.

Pinkerton, John (antiq.; 1758-1826), . . PinJterton,

Piozzi, Mrs., previously Thrale (1739-1 821 ),Mrs.Pioxxi.

Pitscottie, Rob. Lindsay of (Scottish

Chronicles : b. about 1500) Pitscottie.

Pl.mchc, James R. (antiq.; 1796-1881), , Planch/.

Playfair, Lyon,LL.D. (chem.,Ac.),Z>r.£>^/Vaj/«ir.

Plot. Robt.. LL.D. (naturalist; 1640-1696), Plot.

Plumtrce. Robt. (Um'v.ofCamk.,ij92), Plumtree.

Poe, Edgar Allan (1811-1849) **»■

Pollok. Robert (poet; 1799-1827), . . R. Pollok.

Pomfret, John (poet: 1667-1703), . . Pomfrtt.

Pope. Alexander (1688-1-44) Pope.

Pope, Walter, M.D. (works 1666-1698). Dr. IV. Pope.

Porson, Richard (1759-1808) Person.

Porteus. Beilby, D.D. (Bp. of London;

1731-1808) Porteus.

Potter. John, D.D. (Abp. of Canterbury;

1674-1747), Abp. Potter.

Pownall, Thos. (statesman; 1733-1805), T. Pea/nail.

Praed, W. Mackworth (poet; 1803-1839), Praed.

Pratt, Sam. Jackson (1749-1814). . . . Metmoth.

Prescott. Wm. Hickling (1796-1859), . Prescott.

Price, Sir Uvedale (7"Ar Picturesque;

1747-1829) Sir Uvedale Price.

Prideaux, John, D.D. {1587-1650), , .

Prideaux or Dr. Prideaux.

Prior, Matthew (poet; 1664-1731), . . Prior.

Prior, R. C. Alei., M.D. (botanist), . Dr. A. Prior.

Proctor. Richard A. (astronomer), . R. A. Proctor.

Prynne, Wm. (Histrio-Mastix; 1600-1669), Prynne.

Puller, Timothy. D.D. (d. 1693). . . . Dr. Puller.

Purchas. Sam.. D.D. (PUgrimes; 1577-1626), Purchas.

Puttenham, George (Art ofPoesie; 1530-

1600), Puttenham.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet as

M:U. John, D.D. (divine; 1645-1707), . Dr. y. Mill.

MiH. John Stuart (1806-1873) y.S. Mitt.

Miller. Hugh (geoL; 1801-1856). . . Hugh Miller.

Miller. W. Allen (chem ; 1817-1870), W. Allen Miller.

Mdoian. Henry Hart, D.D. (1791-1868), Milman.

Mihser, Jos. (eccles. hist.; 1744-1797), . Milner.

Milton, John (1609-1674), Milton.

Minot, Lawrence (poet; wrote about

»13»-"35°). Minot.

Minsbcw, John (lexicog. ; works 1599-

ttrf), Minshew.

Minstrelsy of Scot. Border (Sir Walter

Scott} Border Minstrelsy.

Mirror for Magistrates, The, 1559, . Mir.for Mags.

Mitford, Rev. J. (poet and editor; 1781-

1856) y. Mitford.

Muford, Wm. (hist, of Greece; 1744-1817). Mitford.

Mivart, St. George (biol.), , . St. George Mivart.

Moir. Dav. M.{D*lt*) Ipoet; 1798-1851), D. M. Moir.

Monboddo. James Burnet, Lord (Scotch

Ju'.lge; 1714-1799) Monboddo.

Mongredien, Aug. (Trees cV Shrubs,

XS70). A. Mongredien.

Monmouth, Henry Carey, Earl of (hist.;

1596-1661), Earl 0/Monmouth.

Montagu, Lady M. W. (1690-1763), . .

Lady Af. IV. Montagu.

MonUgue. Walter (reilg. writer ; works

1629-1654) IV. Montague.

Montgomery, James (poet; 1771-

1854) Jamts Montgomery.

Monthly Review, 1749-1845, Month. Rev.

Moore. Edward (dramatist; 1712-1757), E. Moore.

Mo-ire, Dr. John (novelist, cVc. ; 1730-

180s) Dr. y. Moore.

Moore. Thos. (poet; 1779-1852), . . . Moore.

More. Hannah (moralist; 1745-1833), Mrs. H. More.

More. Henry. DD (1614-1687), . . Dr. H. More.

More. Sir Thos. (1480-1535) Sir T. More.

Morel), Dr. J D. y. D. Morett.

Morgan. Lady Sydney (novelist, ice,

1780-1859) Lady Morgan.

Montr, James (traveller; 1780-1B48), Morier.

Morley. John (critic and essayist), . yohn Mortey.

Morns, Riehd, LL-D. (pbiloL), . . . Dr. Morris.

Morris. William (poet) IV. Morris.

Mortimer. Jn. (A rt ofHusbandry, 1707), Mortimer.

Morton, John (Bp. of Ely; 1410-1500). Bp. Morton.

Morton, Thos. (dramatist; 1764-1838), Morton.

Moseley, Walter M. (Archery, 1792), IV. M. Mostly.

Mcfeheim. Johann Lorcnz (cedes, hist.;

1694-1755) Mosheim.

Motherwell. Will, (poet; 1797-1835). . Motherwell.

Motley, John Lothrop (hist.; 1814-1877), Motley.

Mountagu. Rich . Bp. (1578-1641). . . Mounlagu.

Mason, Cbas. (Mineralogy, 1B38), . . Moxon.

M osoo. Jos. (scientist; 1627-1700), . . yos. Moxon.

Motley, Herbert Newman I (Law Diet, i kfoxlcy &

Whiteley. Geo. Crispe f 1876), ( IVhiteley.

Mazier, las. Bowling, D.D. (1813-1878), Dr.Moaley.

Mailer. Fred. Max (phwoL) Max Mutter.

Mulock. Dinah Maria (novelist), . . . Mrs. Craik.

Munday, Anthony (poet; 1553-1633), Ant. Munday.

Mure, Wm (Greek Lit.; 1799-1660). . W. Mure.

Murphy, Arthur (dramatist, &c; 1730-

1*05) A. Murphy.

Musgrave. Sir Rich., M. P. (1758-1818), SirR.Musgrave.

N'abbes. Thot. (dramatist ; d. 1645), . Nabbet.

Nairne. Caroline Oliphant, Baroness

(poetess; 1*66-1845), Lady Sairne.

Napier, Gen. Sir Wm. F. P. (hist.; 1785-

1860) Sir IV. F. P. Nosier.

Nares, Robert. Archd. (Glossary to

Shakrpere. Sec; 1753-1829) Nares.

Nash. Thos. (dramatist; 1558-1600), Nash.

National Review. 1855-1864, . . . National Rev.

Naumon. Sir Robert (statesman; 1563-

1635), SirM. NaunfoH.

Neaie. John Mason. D.D. (1818-1866). . Neale.

Nelson. Robt (rdig. writer; 1656-1715), .A!. Nelson.

Newcourt. Richard (Bales. Hist, of

London. i7'j*-17:o). Newcourt.

Nr«-wn. John Henry, Cardinal, . y. H. Newman.

New Monthly Magazine, 1821-1871, A'. Month. Mag.

Newton. Sir Isaac (1642-1727) Newton.

Newton, Rev. John (1725-1B07). . Rev. y. Newton.

Newton. Thos.. D.D. ( Bp, of Bristol;

1704-1783). Br. Newton.

Njchof. John Pringle (astron.; 1804-1859), Prof. Niehol.

Nichols, John {Lit. Ante ; 1744-1826), . Nichols.

Nicholson. Henry Alleyne. M.D. (Prof.

Nat. Hist. \. H.A.Nicholson.

Nicholson, Wm. (chem.; 1758-1815), . Nicholson.

Nicholson, Wm. (Scotch poet; 1782-

1840) IVm. Nicholson.

Kicoils. Tbot. ( Trans of Thucydides, 1550), Nicctts.

Nicotaoa, Wm. (Bishop of Carlisle; 1655-

17*7). Bp. Nicolson.

Noble, Rev. Mark (antiq.; d. 1827). . . Mark Noble.

Noble, Sara. (Swedenborg. div.; d. 1853), Noble.

Norden, Jolin (topog,, &c; 1548-1625), Norden.

Norrts, John (divine; 1657-1711), . . . Norris.

North American Review. . , . North Am. Rev.

North British Review, 1844-1871. . North Brit. Rev.

North. Dudley, fourth Lord (1604-1667), Ld. North.

North. Hem. Roger (biog., Ac; 1650-

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

Quarterly Review. The Quart. Rev.

Quincy, John, M.D. (d. 1723) Quincy.

^uincy, Josiah (Aiuer. statesman; 1772-

1864) y. Quincy.

Rainbow, Ed., D.D. (Bp. of Carlisle;

1608-1684) Bp. Rainbow.

Raleigh, Sir Walter (1552-1618), . . . Raleigh.

Rambler, The (1750-1752) yohnson.

Ramsay, Allan (Scotch poet; 1685-1758), Ramsay.

Ramsay, Andw. Crombie (geologist), A. C. Ramsay.

Ramsay, E. B., LL.D. (Scottish Life

and Character; 1793-1871), . . . Dean Ramsay.

Ramsay. Sir Geo., Bart. (pdit. econ.,

otc; 1800-1871) G.Ramsay.

Randolph. Bernard (Travels, 1686-89), Ber. Randolph.

Randolph, Thos. (poet; 1605-1634), ■ ■ Randolph.

Kankine, Wm. Jno. Macquorn, LL.D.

(civil engineer; 1820-1872), . Macquorn Rankine.

Raper, Matthew (antiq., Ac. ; works

1764-1787} M. RaPer.

Ray, John (naturalist; 1627-1704). . • Ray-

Reade, Charles (novelist), C. Rcade.

Reade, John Edmund (poet) y. E. Reade.

Redding, Cyrus (journalist ; 1785-1870). Redding.

Rees, Abraham. D.D. (cyclop.; 1743-1825), Rees.

Reeve, Thos., D.D. (Sermons, Ac; 1632-57), Reeve.

Reeves, John, F.R.S. (law works, &c;

1752-1829) Reeves.

Reid, Captain Mayne (novelist), . . . Mayne Reid.

Rcid, Thos. (philosopher; 1710-1796), . Reid.

Reresby. Sir John (Memoirs, 1734), Siry. Reresby.

Reynolds, Edw., D.D. (Bp. of Norwich;

1599-1676) Bp. Reynolds.

Reynolds, John (merchant of Exeter;

works 1602-16*9) yohn Reynolds.

Reynolds, Sir Joshua (17*3-1792), . Sir y. Reynolds.

Rich, Captain Oarnaby (miscd. writer;

works 1574-1610) Barnaby Rich.

Richardson, Dr. 11. W. (scientist). Dr. Richardson.

Richardson,Chas. (lexlcog.; 1775-1865), C. Richardson.

Richardson, John, Bp. (d. 1654), . Bp. Richardson.

Richardson, Sir John (naturalist ; 1787-

1865) Sir y. Richardson.

Richardson. Jonathan (writer on art;

1665-1745), yon. Richardson.

Richardson, Sam. (novelist ; 1619-1761), Richardson.

Richardson, Wm. (Prof, of Latin, Univ.

Glasgow; 1743-1814) IV. Richardson.

Riddell, Henry Scott (Scotch poet; 179B-

1870) H. Scott Riddell

Riddell, Mrs. J. H. (novelist) Mrs. Riddell.

Ridley, Nich., D.D., Bp. (1500-1555), . Bp. Ridley.

Rivers, Earl of (1443- 14B3) Lord Rivers.

Robert of Gloucester (chronicler; about

1380) Robert ofGloucester.

Robertson, Rev. Fred. Wm. (of Brighton;

1816-1853) F. IV. Robertson.

Robertson, George Croom (Prof. Phil, of

Mind) Prof. G.C.Robertson.

Robertson, Will., D.D. (historian; 1721-

1793) Principal Robertson.

Robinson, Fred. Wm. (novelist), . F. IV. Robinson.

Robinson, Ralph (Trans, of Utopia,

1551) Ralph Robinson.

Rochester, Earl of (poet; 1647-1680), . Rochester.

Rodwell, G. F. (Diet, ofScience, 1871). . Rodwell.

Rogers, Daniel (divine; 1573-1652), . Daniel Rogers.

Rogers, Henry (philosopher; 1806-1877), H. Rogers.

Rogers, James E. Thorold (political

economist) Thorold Rogers.

Rogers, John, D.D. (1670-17*9), . . Dr. y. Rogers.

Rogers, John (martyr; 1500-1555), . yohn Rogers.

Rogers, Samuel (poet; 1763-1855), . . Rogers.

Rogers, Thos. (divine; 1550-1616), . Thos. Rogers.

Roget. Peter Mark, M.D. ( Thesaurusof

Eng. Words and Phrases, 1779-1869), Roget.

Ronnlty, Sir Samuel, M.P. (politician;

!757-i8itL Romilly.

Roscoe, H. E. (Prof, of Chem.), . . . Prof Roscoe.

Roscoe. Will, (historian; 1753-1831), . . Roscoe.

Roscommon, Wentworth Union, Earl of

(poet; 1633-1684), Roscommon.

Ross, Alex, (miscd. writer; 1590-1654), . Ross.

Ross, Alex. (Scotch poet; 1699-1784), . A. Ross.

Rossiter, Wm. (Dict.Scien. Terms, 1879), Rossiter.

Rowcroft, Charles (novelist; d. 1856), . C. Rowcroft.

Rowe, Nicholas (dramatist; 1674-1718), Rowe.

Rowlands. Sam. (miscd. writer; d. 1634), Rowlands.

Rowley, Will, (dram.; works 1607-1663), Rowley.

Royal Society, History of the, . Hist. Royal Society.

Ruskin, John, LL.D Ruskin.

Russell. Patrick, M.D. (naturalist ; 17*6-

1S05) Dr. Russell.

Russell, Wm. Howard (journalist), . W. H. Russell.

Rust, Geo., Bp. (d. 1670) Bp. Rust.

Rutherford, Rev. Samuel (theolo.; 1600-

1661), Rutherford.

Ruxton, G. A. Fred, (traveller; 1831-1848), Ruxton.

Rycaut, Sir Paul (hist.. Ac; d. 1700), . Rycaut.

Rymer, Thos. (antiq.; 1638-1714), . . Rymer.

Sabine, Gen. Sir Edward (physicist), . Gen. Sabine.

Sachs, Julius (Text-book of Botany. 1875), Sachs.

Sackville. Thos., Earl of Dorset (poet 1

1536-1608) Sackville.

Sadler. John, MP. (Rights ofthe King

rr-rjj, Roger North. dom. 1049) y. Sadler.Quarles, Francis (poet, Ac; 1590-1644), Quartos.



AUTHuRS QUOTED.

Names in full and dates.

Cited in

Diet, as

Sage. John (Scotch bishop; 1652-1711), Bp. Sage.

St. John, Jas. Aug. (travels, Ate.; 1801-

1875) J.A.St.yehn.

Saintsbury, George (critic) G. Saintsbury.

Sala, Geo. Augustus (misc. writer), . . G. A. Saia.

Sancroft, Wm., D.D. (Abp. of Cant.;

1616-1693) Abp. Sancrcft.

Sanders, Rich, (astrol.; works 1653-84), Rich.Sanders.

Sanderson. Kobt, D.D. (Bp. of Line;

1587-1663) Bp. Sanderson ot Sanderson.

Sandys, Edwin, D.D. (Abp. of York;

1519-1588) Abf. Sandys.

Sandys, Sir Edwin. M.P. [Europo? Spe

culum, Stc; 1561-1639) Sir E. Sandys.

Sandys. George (poet; 1577-1644), . . Sandys.

Sanford.Jas. (translator ; works 1567-1576), Sanford.

Saiikey, W. H. 0. {Mental Diseases, 1866), Sanity.

Saturday Review, Sat. Rev.

Savage, Ma union W. (novelist; d. 1873), M.W.Savage.

Savage, Rich, (poet; 1696-1743), . . . Savage.

Savile, Sir Henry (antiq.; 1549-1621), Sir H. Savile.

Saxe, John Godfrey, LL. D. (Amer. poet), J. G. Saxe.

Sayce, Arch. Henry (philol.) A. H. Sayce.

Schmidt, Alex. {Shak. Lexicon, 1875), . Schmidt.

Sclater. W., D.D. (theol.; d. 1626), . . Dr. Sciater.

Scott. John, D.D. (theol.; 1638-1694). - Dr. J. Scott.

Scott. Michael (novelist; 1789-1835), . Mick. Scott.

Scott, Thos., D.D. (commentator ; 1747-

1821) Th. Scott.

Scott, Sir Walter (1771-1832) Sir W. Scott.

Seeker, Thos., LL.D. (Abp. of Cant.;

1693-1768) Sedter.

Sedgwick, Catherine Maria (Amer.

novelist; 1789-1867), Miss Sedgwick,

Sedley, SirChas. (dramatist; 1639-1701), Sedley.

Seelye, Julius Hawley (Amer. phUo*i>ph), y.ii. See/ye.

Selby, Prideaux John (naturalist; 1780-

1867) Selby.

Selden, John (polit. writer ; 1584-1654), Setden.

Seward, Anna (poetess; 1747-1809),. Anna Seward.

Seward, Wm. (biog.; 1747-1799), . • . Seward.

Sewell.Geo., M.D. (dramas, Stc; d. 1726), G. Sewell.

Shadwell, Thos. (dramatist; 1640-1693), Shadwelt.

Shaftesbury, Anthony Cooper, Earl of

{Characteristics of Men ; 1671-1713), . Shaftesbury,

Shakspere, William (1564-1616), . . . Shak.

Sharp, John. D.D. (Abp. of York ; 1644-

1714) Abp. Sharp.

Sharpe, Jas. B. (surg.; works 1815-32), Skarpe.

Sharpe, Rev. John (trans, Wm. of

Malmes., 1815) Rev. J. Skarpe.

Sharpe, Samuel (Egyptologist; 1800-

1881) S. Skarpe.

Sheffield. John (Duke of Buck. ; 1649-

1730) Sheffield.

Sheil, Rich. L&lor (Irish polit.; 1793-1851), Shut.

Sheldon, Rich. (relig. works, 1611-1623), Sheldon.

Shelford, Robert (relig. writer ; 1603-1635), Shelford.

Shelley, Percy Bysshe (1792-1833), . . Skelley.

Shclton, Thos. (trans, of Don Quixote,

1612-30), She/ton.

Shenstone, William (poet; 1714-1763), . Shenstone.

Sheridan, R. B. (1751-1816) Sheridan.

Sherlock, Thos., D.D. (Bp. of London;

1678-1761). Bp. Skerlock.

Sherwood, Kobt. [Eng. and French

Diet., 1633) Sherwood.

Shipley. Rev. Orby [Gloss.Bales. Terms,

187a) Rev. Orby Shipley.

Shirley, Sir Anthony (traveller; 1565-

1630) Sir A. Shirley.

Shirley, James (dramatist; 1596-1666),. Shirley.

Shuckford. Sam., D.D. (hist.. Stc; d. 1754). Shuckford.

Sibbald, Sir Robt. (naturalistandantiq.;

works 1661-1711) Sir R. Sibbald.

Sibbes, Rich., D.D. (relig. writer; 1577-

1635) Dr. Sibbes.

Simmo 1 1 els. Peter Lund [Diet. Trade-

Products), Simmonds.

Sinclair, Sir John, LL.D., M.P. (Statist.

Ace. ofScotland; 1754-1835), . . Siry. Sinclair.

Skeat, Walter Will. (philoL), .... Skeat.

Skelton, John (poet; 1460-1529), . . . Skelton.

Skelton, Rev. Philip (1707-1787), . . Philip Skelton.

Skinner, Rev. John (Scotch poet; 1721-

1B07), Skinner.

Skinner, Robert, D.D. (Bp. of Wot. ;

1590-1670) Bp. R. Skinner.

Smalridge, Geo., D.D. (Bp. of Brls. ;

1663-1719) Bp. Smalridge or Smalridge.

Smart, BenJ. H. (lexicog.; 1787-1672), . Smart.

Smart, Christopher (poet; 1723-1770), . C. Smart.

Smellie, Wm, (miscel. writer; 1740-1795), W. Smettie.

Smiles, Samuel {Self Help, Stc), . . . Smiles.

Smith, Adam (polit. econ.; 1723-1790). Adam Smith.

Smith, Albert (novelist. Stc; 1816-1860), Albert Smith.

Smith, Alex, (poet; 1830-1867), . . . Alex. Smith.

Smith, Edmund (poet; 1688-1710), . . Ed. Smith.

Smith, Goldwin (prof, and writer on hist

and politics) Goldwin Smith.

Smith, Horace (miscel. writer; 1779-1849), H. Smith.

Smith, James {Reject. Addresses; 1775-

1839) James Smith.

Smith, John, M.D. {Solomon's Portrait

ure of Old Age, 1666), .... Dr. John Smith.

Smith, Philip (hist.) P. Smith.

Smith, Samuel S.. D.D., LL.D. (Amer.

Names in full and dates.

Cited in

Diet, as

Smith, Rev. Sydney (div, and essayist;

1771-1845), .... S. Smith or Sydney Smith.

Smith, Sir Thos. (Sec of State ; 1514-

1577) Sir T. Smith.

Smith, Will. (Dean of Ches.; 1711-1787), Dean Smith.

Smith, Wm.. LL.D. [Class. Diets.), . Dr. W.Smith.

Smith, Will. Robertson (bib. critic),

Prof. W. R. Smith.

Smollett, Tobias (novelist; 1721-1771),, Smollett.

Smyth, Admiral W. H. [Sailer's Word

book; 1788-1865) Admiral Smyth.

Somerville, William (poet; 1677-1743), . SomcrvilU.

Song of Solomon Cant.

South, Robt.. D.D. (divine; 1633-1716). South.

Southern, Thos. (dramatist; 1660-1746), Southern.

Southey, Robt. (1774-1843). Seuthey.

Southwell, Robt. (poet, &c; 1560-1595), Southwell.

Spalding, John [Troubles in Scot., 1624-

1645) Spalding.

Spectator, The (1711-1712) Spectator.

Spelman, Sir Henry (hist.; 1563-1641), , Spelman.

Spence, Rev. Joseph (scholar and misc.

writer; 1699-1768) Jos. Spence.

Spencer, Herbert (philosophical writer), H. Spencer.

Spencer, John, D.D. (bibL critic; 1630-

1695) Dr. Spencer.

Spenser, Edmund (poet; 1553-1599), . Spenser.

Sprague, Chas. (Amer. poet; 1791-1875), Spragne.

Sprague.W. B. (Amer. divine; 1795-1876),

W. B. Sprague.

Sprat, Thos. (Bp. of Roch.; 1636-1713),

Sprat or Bp. Sprat.

Spring, Gardiner, D.D., LL.D. (Amer.

div.; 1785-1873), Dr. G. Spring.

Stackhouse. Thos. (divine ; 1680-1752), Stackhouse.

Stafford. Anthony (relig. works, 1604-1635), Stafford.

Stainer. J., M.A.. Mus.Doc \ [Diet. Mus. 1 Stainer cV

Barrett, W. A., Mus.Bac. / Terms), ) Barrett.

Stanhope, Lady Hester (travels; 1776-

1839), Lady Stanhope.

Stanhope, Philip Henry, Earl (hist; 1805-

1875) LA. Stanhope.

Stanihurst, Rich, (hist, poet; 1545-1618), Stanihurst.

Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn, D.D. (hist;

1815-1881) Dean Stanley.

Stanley, Henry M. (African trav.), . H. M. Stanley.

Stansbury, H. [Description of Utah;

1806-1863) Howard Stansbury.

Stapleton, Thos. (antiq.; 1806-1850), . Stapleton.

Statistical Account of Scotland (1791-99),

Stat. Account, Scotland.

Steele, Sir Richard (essayist; 1671-1739), Steele.

Steevens, George (Shak. comment; 1736-

1800) Steevens.

Stephen, HenryJohn (Jurist ; 1787-1864). Serjt. Stephen.

Stephen, Sir James (essays, Stc; 1789-

1859) Siry. Stephen.

Stephen, Leslie (critic and essayist), Leslie Stephen.

Sterling. John (essayist; 1806-1844), . ■ Sterling.

Sterne, Rev. Laurence {Tristram Shandy;

1713-1768) Sterne.

Sternhold. Thos. (psalmist; d. 1549). ■ Stemhold,

Stewart, Dugnld (metaph.; 1753-1828), D. Stewart.

Still, Bp. John (Comedy of Gammer

Gurtons Needle; 15430-1608), . . . Bp. Still.

Slillingfleet. Edwd., D.D. (Bp.of Wor.;

1635-1699) Stillingfleet.

Stirling, Jas. Hutchinson, LL.D. (philo

sopher) y.Hutchinson Stirling.

Stocqueler. J. H. (milit writer), . . . Stocqueler.

Stoddart, Sir John (Journalist, &c.j 1773-

1856) Sir y. Stoddart.

Stonnonth, Rev. Jas. {Eng. Diet.; 1825-

1882) Stormonth.

Story. Joseph, LL.D. (Amer. Jurist;

1779-1845), Sfiuy

Stow, John (antiq.; 1525-1605), . . . Stow.

Stowell, Sir Wm. Scott, Lord (Judge;

1745-1836) Lord StowtU.

Strangford, Percy, Viscount (philol.,

Stc; 1825-1869) Lord Strangford.

Strickland, Agnes (hist; 1796-1874), Miss Strickland.

Strutt, Joseph (antiq.; 1742-1803), . . Strutt.

Strype. John (eccles. biog., Stc; 1643-1737), Strype.

Stuart. Moses (Amer. philol.; 1780-1852), Mos. Stuart.

Stuart. Robt. {Diet, ofArch., 1830). . . R. Stuart.

Stubbes, Philip (moral writer; Anat. of

Abuses, 1583) Stubbes.

Stukeley. Wm. (antiq.; 1687-1765). • • Stukeley.

Suckling, Sir John (poet ; 1609-1 642), . Suckling.

Sully. James, M. A. (psycho!.), . . yames Sully.

Surrey. Henry Howard, Earl of (poet;

1516-1547). Surrey.

Swan, John {Speculum Mundi, 1635), . Swan.

Swift, Jonathan (1667-1745) Swift.

Swift, Zephantah (Amer. jurist ; 1759-1833). Z. Swift.

Swinburne, Algernon Charles (poet), . Swinburne.

Swinburne, Henry (traveller; d. 1803), H.Swinburne.

Sydney, Sir Henry (statesman; d. 1586), Sir H. Sidney.

Sydney. Sir Philip (poetic; 1554-1586). SirP.Sidney.

Sylvester, Sir Joshua (translator; 1563-

1618), . . . Sylvester; or Sylvester, Du Bartms.

Talfourd, Sir Thomas Noon (poet. Sec;

1795-1854) Talfourd.

Tannahill. Robt (Scotch poet; 1774-1810), Tannakill.

Tate. Nahum (poet; 1657-1715), , . . Tate.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet as

Taylor, Bayard (poet and trans.; 1825-

1878) Bayard Taylor.

Taylor, Sir Henry (dramatist), . . Sir H.Taylor.

Taylor, Isaac (phtlos.; 1787-1865), . . Is. Taylor.

Taylor, Rev. Isaac {Words and Places,

Stc.) Isaac Taylor.

Taylor, Jeremy (Bp. of Dromore ; 1613-

1667) yer. Taylor.

Taylor, John (' water poet ; ' 1580-1654). yokn Taylor.

Taylor, John, D.D. (Unitarian writer;

1694-1761) Dr. yokn Taylor.

Taylor, William, of Norwich {Englisk

Synonyms, Sec; 1765-1836) W. Taylor.

Temple, Sir W. (statesman; 1628-

1699) Sir W. Temple or Temple.

Tennant, Win., LL.D. (poet and linguist ;

1784-1848) Tennant.

Tcnnent, Sir J. E. [Ceylon; 1804-1869),

Sir y. E. Tennent.

Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson.

Teonge, Henry [Diary, 1675-1679), . Henry Teonge.

Terry, Edward (traveller ; d. 1660), . . E. Terry.

Thackeray, Wm. Makepeace (novelist ;

1811-1863) Tkackeray.

Thirl wall, Connop (hist.; 1797-1875), Bp. Thirlwalt.

Thomas, Lord Cromwell, Old play.

Thorn. Lord Cromwell,

Thomson, Sir C. Wyville (naturalist;

1830-1883) Sir Wyville Thomson.

Thomson, James (poet ; 1700-1748), . . Thomson.

Thomson, Mowbray [Story of Cawn-

pore, 1859) Capt. M. Thomson.

Thomson, Wm.,D.D. (Abp. of York). Abp.Thomson.

Thomson, Sir William (physicist and

mathematician) Sir W. Thomson.

Thorold, Rev. Ant W. (divine), . . A. W. Thorotd.

Thorpe, BenJ. (Ang.-Sax. scholar; 1808-1870), Thorpe.

Thorpe, Thomas B. (Amer. artist and

journalist) T. B. Thorpe.

Thurlow, Edw. (Lord-chan.; 1732-1806), Ld. Thurlow.

Thynn, Fran, (antiq.; 1545-1608), . . . Fr. Thynn.

Tickell. Thomas (poet; 1686-1740), . . Ticketl.

Tillotson, John, D.D. (Abp. of Cant;

1630-1694) Tillotson.

Todd, Heury John (Ed. of yehnson's

Diet.; 1763-1845), Todd.

Todhunter, Isaac (math.) Todhunter.

Toilet, Geo. [Notes on Shakspere; d. 1779), Toilet.

Toinlins, Har. N. (law; works 1816-1819), Tomtins.

Tomlinson, Chas. (physicist), . . . C, Tomtinsen.

Tooke, John Home (philol.; 1736-

1812) Home Tooke.

Tooke, Wm. [Hist, ofRussia; 1744-1820), Tooke.

Tooker,Wm. (Canon of Exeter; d, 1620), Canon Tooker.

Topsell, Edw. (naturalist ; works 1599-1608), Topsett.

Tourneur, Cyril (dramatist ; works 1605-

1613), Tourneur.

Trapp. Joseph, D.D. (poet; 1679-1747), Trapp.

Treasury of Botany, Maunders, . . Treas. ofBot.

Do. Natural History, do. Treas. ofNat.Hist.

Trench, R. Chenevix (Abp. of Dublin),

Abp. Trenck or Trench.

Trollope, Anthony (novelist) Trollope.

Trollope, Frances (novelist ; 1790-1863), Mrs. Trollope.

Trollope, Thos. A. (novelist, Stc), . T. A. Trollope.

Trumbull, BenJ., D.D. (Amer. hist.;

1735-1830), B. Trumbull.

Trumbull, John, LL.D. (Amer. lawyer ;

1750-1831), 5*M<r* Trumbull.

Tucker, Abraham (philos.; 1705-1774), Abr. Tucker.

Tucker.Josiah.D.D. (theol. andpolitics;

1711-1799) Dean Tucker.

Tutloch, John, D.D. (Prof, of Divinity), Dr. Tulloch.

Tunstall, Cuth., Bp. (U74-I559). • ■ Bp. Tuustall.

Turberville, Geo. (poet; 1530-1600), , . TurbervilU.

Turnbull, Rich, (divine; works 1591-

1606) Rick. Turnbull.

Turner, Sharon (hist; 1768-184;). . . S. Turner.

Tusser. Thos. (bucolic poetry ; 1515-1580), Tusstr,

Twain, Mark (humorist). . . . . S. L. Clemens.

Twining, Thos. (trans, of Aristotle, 1789), Twining.

Twisden, Sir Roger (antiq.; 1597-1673),

Sir R. Twisden.

Tylor, Edw. B. (archxol. and ethnol), . E. B. Tylor.

Tyndale, WUL (reformer; 1480-1536), . Tyndale.

Tyndall, John, LL.D. (physicist), . Prof. TyndalL

Tyng. Dudley Atkins (Amer. divine; 1835-

1858) Dr. Tyng.

Tyrwhitt, Thos. (Ed. of Chaucer, Stc;

1730-1786) Tyrwhitt.

Tytler. Sarah (novelist ; pseud, for Hen

rietta A'eddie), S. Tytler.

Udall, John (divine; d. 159-'). ■ - 7- Udall ot Udal.

Udall, Nich. (comedy of Ralph Renter

Doister; 1506-1564) Udall.

Ure, Andw., M.D. {Diet, of Arts, Ax.;

1778-1857) Ure.

Urquhart, Sir T. (trans, of Rabelais; d.

1660!) Urquhart,

Ussher, Jas., D.D. (divine and hist;

1580-1656) Abp. Ussher.

Valentine, Thos. [Sermons, 1642-1647), Valentine.

Vanbrugh, Sir John (dramatist ; 1666-

1726) Sir y. Vanbrugh.

Vaugban, Henry {Sacred Poems, Stc;

div.; 1750-1819) Dr. S.S.Smith.
1621-1695), H. Vaughan.Tatler. The (1709-1710), Taller.



AUTHORS QUOTED.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

Vaughan, Rice {Coin and Coinage,

1675), Rice Vaughan.

Wears, John (divine; 1583-1653). . . Vicars,

Vincent, Will., D.D. (Dean of West

minster; 1739-1815) Dean Vincent.

Vjves, John Louis (theol.. Sic; 1499-1540), Lues.

Wake, Wm . D.D. (Abp. of Canter.;

1657-1736) Abp. Wake.

Wakeneld, Gilbert (theoL; 1756-1801), . Wakefield.

Walker, John (lexicog.; 17311-1807), . . Walker.

Wallace, Alfred Russell (biologist and

trav.J, A. R. Wallace.

Wallace, Rob., D.D. (Prof, of Church

Hist.. Journalist) Dr. Wallace.

W*aller, Edmund (poet; 1605-1687), . . Waller.

Wallis, John (math., &c; 1616-1703), . Wallis.

Walpole, Horace (Earl of Orford ; 1717-

1797), H. Walpole or Walpole.

Walpole, Sir Robert (statesman; 1676-

1745) SirR. Walpole.

Walsall, Sam. {Sermons, 1615), . . . Walsall.

Walsh. J. H. (Domestic Economy, Sec). J. H. Walsh.

Walsh. Robt.. LLD. (chaplain at Con

stantinople ; wrote 1830-1840), . . . R. Walsh.

Walsh, Wm. (poet; 1663-1707), . . . Walsh.

Walton, Izaak (Complete Angler; 1593-

1683), I*. Walton.

Wandesforde, Chris., Viscount Castle-

comer (statesman ; 1592-1640), . . Wandesforde.

Warburton. Eliot B. G. (Travels, Sec;

1810-1853) Eliot Warburton.

Warburton, Wm.. D.D. (Bp. of Glouc;

r6o£- 1779) Warburton.

Ward. R. P. (Law 0/Nations; 1765-1846), R. Ward.

Ward, Sam. (divine; 1577-1639), . . . S. Ward.

Ward. Seth, D.D. (Bp. of Salisbury;

1617-1689), Bp. Ward.

Ward, Thomas (anti-Protestant writer;

1653-1708). T. Ward.

Warner. Will, (poet; 1558-1609), . . . Warner.

Warren, Samuel (novelist. Sec; 1807-1877). Warren.

Warton. Joseph (poet; 1739-1800), . . jf. Warton.

Warton, Thos. (poet; 1728-1790), . . . T. Warton.

Washington, George (Pres. U.S.; 1732-

1799), Washington.

Waterhouse,Edwd. (heraldry; 1619-1670), Waterhouse.

Waterland, Daniel, D.D. (divine; 1683-

1740L Waterland.

Watson, Robert, LL.D. (hist.; 1730-

1781), Dr. R. Watson.

Watson, Thos., D.D. (Bp. of Line; d.

1582 \, Bp. Watson.

Watson, Sir Thos.. M.D-, .... Sir T. Watson.

Watson, WiiL {Call to Repent, 1691), . W.Watson.

Watts, Henry (Diet. o/Chem.), Watts' Diet, of Chem,

Watts, Isaac, D.D, (poet and moralist;

1674-1748). Watts.

Weale. John (Diet, of Terms, 1873). . . Weale.

Webbe. Wm. (Discourse of English

Poctrw; d. after 1591) W. Webbe.

Webster, Daniel (Amer. statesman; 1782-

1853) D. Webster.

Webster, John (dramatist; 1585T-1654?), Webster.

Webster. Noah (lexicog.; 1758-1843). . N. Webster.

Wedgwood. Hcnsleigh (philol.), , . , Wedgwood.

Weever, John (antiq.; 1576-1633), . . Weever.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

West, Gilbert, LL.D. (poet and religious

writer; 1700T-1756) West.

Westfield, Thos.. D.D. (divine; d. x6A4,),Dr.Westfietd.

Westminster Review West. Rev.

Wharton, Henry (eccles. antiq. ; 1664-

1694) H. Wharton.

Wharton, J. J. S. (Lam Lexicon), . . . Wharton.

Whately. Rich., D.D. (Abp. of Dub.;

1787-1863) Whately.

Whately, Wm. (divine; 1583-1639). . . W. Whately.

Wheatley, Chas. (divine; 1686-1742), . WheatUy.

Wheatstone, Sir Chas. (physicist ; 1803-

1875) Wheatstone.

Whewell, Wilt, (scientist and philos.;

1795-1866), Whewell.

Whichcote, BenJ., D.D. (moral writer;

1610-1683), Whichcote.

Whiston, WilL {theol., trans, of Joscfihus;

1667-1753), . . . Whiston.

Whitaker, Tobias, M.D. (works 1638-

1663) Tob. Whitaker.

Whitby. Daniel (theol.; 1638-1726), . . Whitby.

White, Rev. Gilbert (of Selborne ; 1720-

1793) Gilbert White.

White, John, M.P. (pot. writer; 1590-1644), John White.

White, Rich. Grant (Words and their

Uses, Sic,) R.G. White.

Whitehead, Will, (poet; 1715-1788), . //'. Whitehead.

Whitgift, John, D.D. (Abp. of Cant.;

1530-1603), WhUgift.

Whiting, Nicholas (Hist, ofAlbino and

Betlama. 1637) Whiting.

Whitlock, Bulstrode (statesman; 1605-

1676), Whitlock.

Whitney, Wm. Dwight (philot.), . . . Whitney.

Whittier. J. Greenleaf (Amer. poet), . Whittier.

Wickliffe, John (reformer; 1324-1415). . Wickliffe.

Wilbour, Chas. Edwin (Amer. writer), C.E. Wilbour.

Wilkes, John (polit.; 1727-1797), . . . Wilkes.

Wilkins, John, D.D. (Bp. of Ches.; 1614-

1672) Bp. Wilkins.

Wilkinson, Jas. John Garth. M.D. (trans.

of Swedenborg). j.J.G. Wilkinson.

Willet, Andrew, D.D. (biblical sch.; 1562-

1621) Willet.

Williams, Sir Chas. Hanbury (political

squibs. Sic; 1709-1759), . . . Sir C. H. Williams.

Williams, Helen Maria (poems. Sic;

1762-1837) H.M. Williams.

Williams, Prof. Monier (Sanskrit sch).

Prof. M. Williams.

Williams, Sir Roger (milit, writer; d. 1596).

Sir R. Williams.

Williamson, Capt. Thos. (Oriental Sports,

1807), Capt. Williamson.

Willis, Nath. Parker (Amer. poet, Sec;

1807-1867), N.P. Willis.

Willmott, Robt. Aris (tniscet. writer;

1809-1863! Willmott.

Willoughby, Fra. (naturalist; 1635-1672), Wiltotighby.

Wilson, Arthur (dramas. Sec; 1596-1652),

Arth. Wilson.

Wilson. Daniel, D.D. (Bp. of Calcutta;

1778-1858) Bp. Wilsofi.

Wilson, Daniel, LL.D. (archxol.), . . Dr. Wilson.

Wilson, Prof. George (chemist and phy-

siol.; 1818-1859) Prof. G. Wilson.

Cited in

Names in full and dates. Diet, as

Wilson, John (Christopher North; 1785-

1854) Prof. Wilson.

Wilson, Jno. Leighton (African mission.), J.L.Witson.

Winslow, Forbes II., M.D. (1810-1874).

Dr. p'orbes Winslow.

Winwood, Sir Ralph (Affairs of State ;

1564-1617) SirR. Winwood,

Wirt, Wm. (Amer. lawyer; 1773-1834), Wirt.

Wiseman, Nicholas (cardinal; 1802-1865),

Cardinal Wiseman.

Wiseman, Rich, (surg.; works 1672-1686), Wiseman.

Withals, Jno. (Diet., 1568) Withals.

Wither, George (poet ; 1588-1667), . . Wither.

Wodhul, Michael (poet; 1740-1816),. . Wodhul.

Wodroephe, John (gram. ; works 1623), Wodroephe.

Wodrow, Robt. (eccles. hist.; 1679-1734), Wodrow.

Wolcot, John (Peter Pindar; 1738-1819). Dr. Wolcot.

Wolfe, Charles ('Burial of Moore;'

1791-1823) Wolfe.

Wollaston, T. Vernon (naturalist), T. V. Wollaston.

Wollaston. Wm. (theol., &c; 1659-1734), W. Wollaston,

Wolsey, Thos., Cardinal (1471-1530), . Wolsey.

Wood, Anthony a (antiq.; 1632-1695), . Wood.

Wood, Mrs. Henry (novelist), . . . Mrs. H. Wood.

Wood. Rev. J. G. (naturalist) J.G. Wood.

Wood, Shakspeare (Guide to Arte, and

Mod. Rome, 1875) Shakspeare Wood.

Woodward, Chas, F.R.S. (Study ofPo-

larimed Light, 1848) C. Woodward.

Woodward, John, M.D. (naturalist; 1665-

1728) Woodward.

Woolton, Jno., D.D. (Bp. of Ex.; 1535-

1593) Bp. Woolton.

Worcester, Jos. Emerson (lexicog.; 1784-

1B65) Worcester.

Worcester, Marquis of (Century of In

ventions; 1601-1667), . . Marquis of Worcester.

Wordsworth, Wm. (1770-1850), . . .Wordsworth.

Wotton, Sir Henry (poet, Ac; 1568-1639), Wotton.

Wotton, Sir H. (Remains and Life),

Reliquia Wottoniana.

Wotton, Wm. D.D. (1666-1726), . .Dr. W. Wotton.

Wrangham, Francis (scholar and misc.

writer; 1770-1843) Wrangham.

Wren. Mat., D.D. (Bp. of Her.; 1585-1667), Bp. Wren.

Wright, Thos. (lexicog. and antiq.; 1810-

1877) Wright.

Wyatt. Sir Thos. (poet; 1503-1542), . . Wyatt.

Wyche.Sir Peter (trans.; wrote i664-i669),5i'ry.»>rAY.

Wycherley, William (dramatist; 1640-

1715) Wycherley.

Yarrell, Witt, (naturalist ; 1784-1856). . Yarrelt.

Yetverton.Sir Henry (law; 1566-1630), SirH. Yelvertan.

Yonge. Chas. Duke (Eng. hist.), . . . Prcf Yonge.

Yorkshire Glossary, 1855 Yorks. Gloss.

Youatt, Will. (vet. surg.; 1777-1847), . Youatt.

Young, Arthur (writer on agriculture;

1741-1820), Arthur Young.

Young. Arthur, D.D. (divine; d. 1759). Dr. A. Young.

Young, Arthur (Nautical Dictionary, 1863), A. Young.

Young, Sir Chas. Geo.. D.C.L. (herald.;

1795-1869) SirC. Young,

Young, Edwd. (poet; 1684-1765), . . . Young.

Young. John, M.D. (Prof. Nat. Hist.,

Glas. Univ.), Prof. Young.

Yule, Col. Henry (orientalist and geog.), H. Yule.



EXPLANATIONS

REGARDING PRONUNCIATION AND CHEMICAL SYMBOLS.

PRONUNCIATION.

In showing the pronunciation the simplest and most easily understood method has been adopted, that of re-writing

the word in a different form. In doing so the same letter or combination of letters is made use of for the same

sound, no matter by what letter or letters the sound may be expressed in the principal word. The hey by this

means is greatly simplified, the reader having only to bear in mind one mark for each sound.

Vowels.

a, as in late. n, as in ... not.

a, tar. 6 „ . . . move.

a tat u . . . tube.

« foil. u . . . tub.

6, me. u . . . bulL

e met. u, . .. Sc. abt<ne(Fr u).

e her. oi, ... oH

I , pme. Oil „ . . . pound.

1 , pin. >' ... Sc. feu (=e+i).

o note.

Com onants.

cb, . . as in . . chain. 1 Til

ch Sc. loch Ger. natAt th ttin.

J job. w • , wig.

g, •• ., ■ go- wh . , whig.

h Fr. ton. ih azure.

amo.

The application of this key to the pronunciation of

foreign words can as a rule only represent approximately

the true pronunciation of those words. It is applicable,

however, to Latin and Greek words, as those languages are

pronounced in England.

Accent.—Words consisting of more than one syllable

receive an accent, as the first syllable of the word labour,

the second of delay, and the third of comprehension. The

accented syllable is the most prominent part of the word,

being made so by means of the accent. In this dictionary

it is denoted by the mark '. This mark, called an accent,

is placed above and beyond the syllable which receives the

accent, as in the words la'bour, delay', and comprehension.

Many polysyllabic words are pronounced with two ac

cents, the primary and the secondary accent, as the word

excommunication, in which the third, as well as the fifth

syllable is commonly accented. The accent on the fifth

syllable is the primary, true, or tonic accent, while that on

the third is a mere euphonic accent, and consists of a slight

resting on the syllable to prevent indistinctness in the utter

ance of bo many unaccented syllables. Where both accents

are marked in a word, the primary accent is thus marked ",

and the secondary, or inferior one, by this mark ', as in the

word excommu'nica"tion.

CHEMICAL ELEMENTS AND SYMBOLS.

By means of chemical symbols, or formulas, the composition of the most complicated substances can be very

easily expressed, and that, too, in a very small compass. An abbreviated expression of this kind often gives, in a

single line, more information as to details than could be given in many lines of letterpress.

Elements. Symbols.

Aluminium Al

Antimony (Stibium), . . . Sb

Arsenic As

Barium, Ba

Bismuth Bi

Boron, B

Bromine Br

Cadmium Cd

Cicsium Cs

Calcium Ca

Carbon C

Cerium Ce

Chlorine CI

Chromium Cr

Cobalt, Co

Copper (Cuprum), . . . . Cu

Didymium D

Erbium £

Fluorine F

Gallium Ga

Glucinium G

Gold (Aurmn) Au

Hydrogen H

Indium In

Iodine I

Iridium Ir

Iron (Ferntm), Fe

Lanthanium La

Lead (Plumbum) Pb

Lithium L

Magnesium, Mg

Manganese Mn

Elements. Symbols.

Mercury (Hydrargyrum), . Hg

Molybdenum Mo

Nickel, Ni

Niobium Nb

Nitrogen N

Osmium Os

Oxygen O

Palladium Pd

Phosphorus, P

Platinum Pt

Potassium (Kalium). . . K

Rhodium R

Rubidium, Kb

Ruthenium Rn

Selenium So

Silicon, Si

Silver (Argentum), . . . Ag

Sodium (Natrium), . . . Na

Strontium, Sr

Sulphur 8

Tantalum Ta

Telluriun Te

Thallium Tl

Thorium, Th

Tin (Stannum) Sn

Titanium Ti

Tungsten (Wolfram), . . W

Uranium, V

Vanadium, V

Yttrium Y

Zinc Zn

Zirconium Zr

When any of the above symbols stands by itself it indi

cates one atom of the element it represents. Thus, H

stands for one atom of hydrogen, 0 for one atom of oxygen,

and CI for one atom of chlorine. (See Atom, and Atomic

theory under Atomic, in Dictionary.) ,

When a symbol has a small figure or number under

written, and to the right of it, such figure or number indi

cates the number of atoms of the element. Thus—Oj

signifies two atoms of oxygen, Sj five atoms of sulphur, and

Cio ten atoms of carbon.

When two or more elements are united to form a chemi

cal compound, their symbols are written one after the

other, to indicate the compound. Thus—H20 means water,

a compound of two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen ;

C.nH^Ou indicates cane-sugar, a compound of twelve

atoms of carbon, twenty-two of hydrogen, and eleven of

oxygen.

These two expressions as they stand denote respectively

a molecule of the substance they represent, that is, the

smallest possible quantity of it capable of existing in the

free state. To express several molecules a large figure is

prefixed, thus: 2HjO represents two molecules of water,

^CisHjjOii) four molecules of cane-sugar.

When a compound is formed of two or more compounds

the symbolical expressions for the compound are usually

connected together by a comma; thus, the crystallized

magnesic sulphate is MgSO, , 7 H30. The symbols may also

be used to express the changes which occur during chemical

action, and they are then written in the form of an equa

tion, of which one side represents the substances as they

exist before the change, the other the result of the reaction.

Thus, 2H2 + Oj = 2HjO expresses the fact that two mole

cules of hydrogen, each containing two atoms, and one of

oxygen, also containing two atoms, combine to give two

molecules of water, each of them containing two atoms of

hydrOgen and one of oxygen.

(xvili)



LIST OF THE ABBEEVIATIONS

USED IN THIS DICTIONARY.

a.or adj. stands for adjective. gate, stands for galvanism. p. stands for participle.

abbrev. abbreviation, abbreviated. genit. genitive. palceon. pakeontology.

ace. accusative. gcog.

geol.

geography. part. participle.

act. active. geology. pass. passive.

adv. adverb. geom. geometry.

Gothic.

pat/tol. pathology.

agri. agriculture. Goth. pejor.

Per.

pejorative.

Persic or Persian.alg. algebra. Gr. Greek.

Airier. American. gram. grammar. perf. perfect.

anal. anatomy. gun. gunnery.

Hebrew.

pers. person.

axe. ancient. Heb. persp.

Peruv.

perspective.

Peruvian.antiq. antiquities. tier. heraldry.

aor. aorist, aoristic. Hind. Hindostanee, Hindu, or Pg. Portuguese.

Ar. Arabic. hist. history. [Hindi. pkar. pharmacy.

arch. architecture. hart. horticulture. philol. philology.

archavl. arehseology. Hung. Hungarian. philos.

Phoen.

philosophy.

arith. arithmetic. hydros. hydrostatics. Phoenician.

Armor. Armoric. Icel. Icelandic. pliotog. photography.

art. article. ich. ichthyology. phrcti. phrenology.

A. Sax. . Anglo-Saxon. imper. imperative. phys.gcog... physical geography.

aetrol. astrology. imperf. imperfect. pkysiol. physiology.

astron. astronomy. impers. impersonal.

Pl'.D. '.'.

plural.

Piatt Dutch.at. wt atomic weight. incept. inceptive.

aug. augmentative. ind. indicative. pneum. pneumatics.

Bar. Bavarian dialect. Ind. Indie. poet. poetical.

Polish.tool. biology. indef. indefinite.

Bohem. Bohemian. lndo-Eur. ... Indo-European. pol. ccon. .. political economy.

bot. botany. inf. infinitive. poss. possessive.

Braz. Brazilian. intens. intensive. pp. past participle.

Bret. Breton (=Armoric). inlerj. interjection.

w.-
present participle.

Provencal.Bulg. Bulgarian. Ir. Irish.

Catal. Catalonian. Iran. Iranian. prep. preposition.

carp. carpentry. It. Italian. pres. present.

caus. causative. L. Latin. pret. preterite.

Celt. Celtic. Ian. language. priv. privative.

Chal. Chaldee. Lett. Lettish. pron. pronunciation,pronounced

ehem. chemistry. L.G. Low German. pron. pronoun.

ckrm. chronology. lit. literal, literally. pros. prosody.

Class. Classical (=Greek and Lith. Lithuanian. prov. provincial.

Latin). L.L. late Latin, low do. psychol. psychology.

cognate, cognate with,

colloquial.

much. machinery. rail. railways.

coUoq. manuf. manufactures. R.Cath.Ch.. Roman Catholic Church

com. commerce. masc masculine. r/iet. rhetoric.

comp. compare. math. mathematics. Jlom.antiq.. Roman antiquities.

compar. comparative,

conchology.

mech. mechanics. Rus. Russian.

COivk. med. medicine. Sax. Saxon.

COnj. conjunction. Med. L. ... Medieval Latin. So. Scotch.

contr. contraction, contracted. mensur. mensuration. Scand. Scandinavian.

Com. Cornish. metal. metallurgy. Scrip. Scripture.

crystal. crystallography. metaph. metaphysics. sculp. sculpture.

Cvm. Cymric. meteor. meteorology. Sem. Semitic.

D. Dutch. Mex. Mexican. Serv. Servian.

Dan. Danish. M.H.G. ... Middle High German. sing. singular.

dat dative. milU. military. Skr. Sanskrit.

def. definite. mineral. mineralogy.

Modern French.

Slav. Slavonic, Slavic.

deriv. derivation. Mod. Fr. ... Sp. Spanish.

diaL dialect, dialectal. myth. mythology.

Norse, Norwegian.

sp. gr. specific gravity.

dim. diminutive. N. stat. statute.

distrib. distributive. n. noun. Bubj. subjunctive.

dram. drama, dramatic. not. hut. ... natural history. superl. superlative.

dipt,. dynamics. nat. order,... natural order. surg. surgery.

E., Eng. . English. not. phil. ... natural philosophy. surv. surveying.

cedes. ecclesiastical. naut. nautical. Sw. Swedish.

Egypt. Egyptian. navig. navigation. sym. symbol.

elect. electricity. neg. negative. syn. synonym.

exgin.. engineering. neut. neuter. Syr. Syriac.

exgr. engraving. N.H.G. ... New High German. Tart. Tartar.

cutout. entomology. nom. nominative. techtol. technology.

Eth. Ethiopic. Norm. Norman. telcg. telegraphy.

eti». ethnography,ethnology. North. E. ... Northern English. term. termination.

fir!"

etymology. numis. numismatics. Teut. Teutonic.

European. obj. objective. theol. theology.

'S-!<im. exclamation. obs. obsolete. foxicol. toxicology.

fern. feminine. obsoles. obsolescent. lrit/on. trigonometry.

ft

figuratively.

Flemish.

0. Bulg. ...

O.E.

Old Bulgarian(Ch.Slavic).

Old English (i.e. English

Turk.

typy.

Turkish,

typography.

fori. fortification. between A. Saxon and var. variety (of species).

Fr. French. Modern English). v.i. verb intransitive.

freq. frequentative. 0. Fr. Old French. v.n. verb neuter.

Frfa. Frisian. O.H.G. ... Old High German. v.t. verb transitive.

fat. future. O.Prus. ... Old Prussian. W. Welsh.

G. German. O.Sax. Old Saxon. zool. zoology.

Gael. Gaelic. ornith. . ornithology, t obsolete.

(xix)
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SCREAM SCREW

Scream (skrCm), v.i. [Comp. Icel. skramsa,

to scream ; probahly imitative, like screech.

shriek, Ac. ] 1. To cry out with a shrill

voice; to utter a sudden, sharp outcry, as

in a fright or in extreme pain ; to utter a

thrill, harsh cry; to shriek.

So sweetly screams if it (a mouse) comes near her.

She ravishes all hearts to hear her. Swi/t.

2. To give oat a shrill sound; as, the railway

whistle screamed.

Scream (skrem), n. 1. A shriek, or sharp

*hnll cry uttered suddenly, as in terror or

In pain. 'Scream* of horror rend the af

frighted skies.' Pope.~2. A sharp, harsh

sound. 'The scream of a madden'd beach

dragg'd down by the wave.' Tennyson.

Screanier(skrem'er), n. 1. One that Bcreams.

2. A name given to two species of South

American grallatorial birds, the Palamedca

cornuta and Chan net chavaria. They are

remarkable for their harsh and discordant

voices, and for the sharp hard spurs with

which the wings are armed. See Palame

dea.—S. Something very great; a whacker;

a bouncing fellow or girl. [Slang.}

Screaming (skrCm'ing). p. and a. 1. Crying

or sounding shrilly.—2. Causing a scream;

as, a screaming farce, one calculated to

make the audience scream with laughter.

Scree (skre\ n. [Comp. Icel. skritha, a lana

slip on a hill-side.] A small stone or pebble;

in the pi. debris of rocks ; shingle ; a talus ;

accumulations of loose stones and fragments

at the base of a cliff or precipice. 'Grey

cairns and screes of granite.' Kingsley.

Before 1 had got half way up the screes, which

gave way and rattled beneath me at every step.

Settthey.

Screech (skrech), v.i. [A softened form of

screak (which see), Icel. skrcekja, skraktn, to

screech, sknxkr, a screech, Sw. skrika, Dan.

skrige, to screech: an imitative word; comp.

B& scratch, GaeL sgreach, W. ysgrechiaw, to

screech } To cry out with a sharp, shrill

voice; to scream; to shriek. 'The screech-

owl screech ing loud. ' Shak.

These birds of night . . . screeched and clapped

their wings for a while. Bolingbroke.

Screech (skrech). n. 1. A sharp, shrill cry,

such as is uttered in acute pain or in a sud

den fright; a harsh scream. 'The birds

obscene . . . with hollow screeches.' Pope.

A screech or shriek is the cry of terror or passion ;

perhaps it may be called sharper and harsher than a

scream ; but, in human beings especially, scarcely to

be distinguished from it. C. Richardson.

2 A sharp, shrill noise; as, the screech of a

railway whistle.

Screech-owl (skrech'oul), n. An owl that

utters a harsh, disagreeable cry at night, for

merly supposed to be ominous of evil ; an

owl, as the barn-owl, that screeches, in

opposition to one that hoots.

The owl at Freedom's window scream'd.

The tcretth-<ra/{, prophet dire. Churchill.

Screechy (skrech'i), a. Shrill and harsh;

like a screech. CocJcburn.

Screed (skred), n. [Prov. E. screed, a shred,

A Sax. sert&de, a shred. See next entry. 1 In

plastering, (a) a strip of mortar of about 6 or

6 inches wide, by which any surface about to

be plastered is divided Into bays or compart

ments. The screeds are 4, 5, or 6 feet apart,

according to circumstances, and are accur

ately formed in the same plane by the plumb-

rule and straight-edge. They thus form

gauges for the rest of the work, the inter

spaces being latterly filled out flush with

them, (b) A strip of wood similarly used.

Screed (skred), n. [Aformof*Ar«rf; aScotch

word. See above.] 1. The act of rending

or tearing; a rent; a tear. Burns.—2. That

which is rent or torn otf; as, a screed of cloth.

3. A piece of poetry or prose; a harangue; a

long tirade upon any subject.—A screed o'

drink, a drinking bout. Sir W. Scott.

Screed (skred), v.i. [Sc. Seethenoun] 1. To

rend; to tear.—2. To repeat glibly; to dash

off with spirit. Burns.

Screeke' (skrek), v.i. Same as Screak.

Screen (skren). "■ [O.Fr. escren, escrein,

escran, Fr. icran, a screen, perhaps from

O.H.G. skranna, a bench, a table.] 1. An

appliance or article that shelters from the

sun, rain, cold, Ac., or from sight; a kind

of movable framework or partition, often

hinged so that it may be opened out more

or less as required, or be folded up to occupy

less space, used in a room for excluding cold,

or intercepting the heat of a fire. 'Your

leafy screens.' Shak.

Our fathers knew the value of a screen

From sultry suns. Coivfer.

2. That which shelters or protects from

danger; that which hides or conceals, or

which prevents inconvenience.

Some ambitious men seem as screens to princes in

matters of danger and envy. Bacon.

3. A kind of riddle or sieve; more especially,

(a) a sieve used by farmers for sifting earth

or seeds, (b) A kind of wire sieve for sifting

90»

Builder's Screen.

sand, lime, gravel, etc. It consists of a rect

angular wooden frame with wires travers

ing it longitudinally at regular intervals.

It is propped up in nearly a vertical posi

tion, and the materials to be sifted or

screened are thrown against it, when the

finer particles pass through and the coarser

remain. A similar apparatus Is used for

separating lump coal from the Bmall coal

and dross, and also for sorting crushed ores,

Ac. — 4. In arch, (a) a partition of wood,

stone, or metal, usually so placed in a eti urch

as to shut out an aisle from the choir, a

private chapel from a transept, the nave

from the choir, the high altar from the east

end of the building, or an altar tomb from

a public passage of the church. See Par-

CLosk. (6) In medieval halls, a partition

extending across the lower end. forming a

lobby within the main entrance doors, and

having often a gallery above, (c) An archi

tecturally decorated wall, inclosing a court

yard in front of a building. —5. Saut, the

name given to a piece of canvas hung round

a berth for warmth and privacy.

Screen (skren), v.t. [From the noun.] 1. To

shelter or protect from inconvenience, in

jury', or danger; to cover; to conceal; as,

our houses and garments screen us from

cold ; nn umbrella screens us from rain and

the sun's rays; to screen a man from punish

ment.

Back'd with a ridge of hills.

That screen'd the fruits of th* earth. Milton.

2. To sift or riddle by passing through a

screen ; as, to screen coal.

Screening -machine (skren'ing-ma-shen),

n. An apparatus, having a rotary motion,

used for screening or sifting coal, stamped

ores, and the like.

Screenings (skren'ingz), n.pl The refuse

matter left after sifting coal, Ac.

Screigh-of-day(skrhec-ov-da),rt. [Comp. D.

krieken van den dag, peep of day ; krieken,

to peep, to chirp.] 'I he first dawn. [Scotch]

Screw (Bkrb), n. [Snme word as Dan. skruc,

Sw. skrvf, Icel. skrt'ifa, D schroef, O.D.

schroece, L.G. schrvwe, G. schraube, a screw.

Or perhaps from 0. Fr. escroue, the hole in

which a screw turns, Mod.Fr. ierou, which

Littre* regards as from one on other of the

above words, hut Diez. rather improbably,

derives from L. scrubs, scrobis, a trench.

The word does not appear very early in Eng

lish. Shakspere uses the verb, and no doubt

the noun was fnmiliar before this.] 1. A

cylinder of wood or metal having a Bpirnl

ridge (the thread) winding round it in a

uniform manner, so that the successive turns

are all exactly the same distance from each

other, and a corresponding spiral groove is

produced. The screw forms one of the six

mechanical powers, and is simply a modifi

cation of the inclined plane, as may be

shown by cutting a piece of paper in the

form.of a right-angled triangle, so as to re

present an inclined plane, and applying it

to a cylinder with the perpendicular side

of the triangle, or altitude of the plane, pa

rallel to the axis of the cylinder. If the

triangle be then rolled about the cylinder,

the hypotenuse which represents the length

of the plane will trace upon the surface of

the cylinder a spiral line, which, if we sup-

ftose it to have thickness, and to protrude

rom the surface of the cylinder, will form

the thread of the screw. The energy of the

power applied to the screw thus formed is

transmitted by means of a hollow cylinder

of equal diameter with the solid or convex

one, and having a spiral channel cut on its

inner surface so as to correspond exactly to

the thread raised upon the solid cylinder.

Hence the one will work within the other,

and by turning the convex cylinder, while

Fate, fir, fat, fall; mfi, met. her: pine, pin: n&te. not, move: tube. tub. bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. ab«ne; y, Sc. fey.
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the other remains fixed, the former will

pass through the latter, and will advance

every revolution through a space equal to

the distance between two contiguous turns

of the thread. The convex screw is called

the external or male, and the concave or

hollow screw the internal or female screw,

or they are frequently termed simply the

screw and nut respectively. As the screw

Is a modification of the inclined plane it is

not difficult to estimate the mechanical ad

vantage obtained by it. If we suppose the

power to be applied to the circumference of

the screw, and to act in a direction at right

angles to the radius of the cylinder, and

parallel to the base of the inclined plane by

which the screw is supposed to be formed ;

then the power will be to the resistance as

the distance between two contiguous threads

to the circumference of the cylinder. But

as in practice the screw is combined with

the lever, and the power applied to the ex

tremity of the lever, the law becomes: The

power is to the resistance as the distance

between two contiguous threads to the cir

cumference described by the power. Hence

the mechanical effect of the screw is in

creased by lessening the distance between

the threads, or making them finer, or by

lengthening the lever to which the power is

applied. The law, however, is greatly modi

fied by the friction, which is very great.

The uses of the screw are various. It is an

invaluable mechanism for fine adjustments

such as are required in good telescopes,

microscopes, micrometers, Jtc. It is used

for the application of great pressure, as in

the screw-jack and Bcrew-press; as a borer,

in the gimlet; and in the ordinary screw

nail we have it employed for fastening sepa

rate pieces of material together.—Archime

dean screw. See ARCHIMEDEAN.—Endless

screw orperpetual screw. See underEndless.

—Right ana left screw, a screw of which the

threads upon the opposite ends run In dif

ferent directions.—Hunter's screw consists

of a combination of two screws of unequal

fineness, one of which works within the

other, the external one being also made to

play in a nut In this case the power does

not depend upon the interval between the

threads of either screw, but on the differ

ence between the intervals in the two

screws. See Hunter's Screw, and Differ

ential screw under Differential.—Screw

propeller, an apparatus which, being fitted

to ships and driven by steam, propels them

through the water, and which, in all its vari

ous forms, is a modification of the common

screw. Originally the thread had the form of

m broad spiral plate, making one convolution

De B,iy Screw Propeller.

round the spindle or shaft, but now it con

sists of several distinct blades. The usual po

sition for the screw propeller is immediately

before the stern-post, the shaft passing

parallel to the keel, into the engine-room,

where it Is set in rapid motion by the steam-

engines. This rotatory motion in the sur

rounding fluid, which may be considered to

be in a partially inert condition, produces,

according to the well-known principle of

the screw, an onward motion of the vessel

more or less rapid, according to the velocity

of the shaft, the obliquity of the arms, and

the weight of the vessel. The annexed figure

shows one of the recent forms of the screw

propeller. —Screw nails and wood screws,

a kind of screws very much used by car

penters and other mechanics for fasten

ing two or more pieces of any material to

gether. When they are small they are

turned by means of an instrument called a

screw-driver. — Screw wrench or key, a me

chanical instrument employed to turn large

•crews or their nuts. —2. One who makes a

sharp bargain; an extortioner; a miser; a

skin-flint. — 3. An unsound or broken-down

horse. [Colloq.] — 4. A small parcel of to

bacco twisted up in a piece of paper, some

what in the shape of a screw.—5. A steam-

vessel propelled by means of a screw.— 6. A

screw-shell (which see).

His small private box was full of*neg-tops . . .

scrnvs, tiirds eggs, &C. T. Hughes.

7 The state of being stretched, as by a

screw. 'Strained to the last screw he can

bear.' Cowper.—8- Wages or salary. [Slang.]

—A screw loose, something defective or

wrong with a scheme or individual.

My uncle was confirmed in his original impression

that something dark and mysterious was going for

ward, or, as tie always said himself, that there was a

screw loose somewhere. Dickens.

—To put on the screw, to bring pressure to

bear (on a person), often for the purpose of

getting money.—To put under the screw, to

influence by strong pressure; to compel;

to coerce.

Screw (skrb), v.t 1. To turn, as a screw; to

apply a screw to ; to move by a screw ; to

press, fasten, or make firm by a screw; as,

to screw a lock on a door; to screw a press.

2. To force as by a screw; to wrench; to

squeeze; to press; to twist.

I partly know the instrument

That screws me from my true place in your favour.

Shak.

We faill

But screw your courage to the sticking- place,

And we'll not fail. Shak.

8. To raise extortionately ; to rack. 'The

rents of land in Ireland, since they have

been bo enormously raised and screwed up.'

Swift.—4. To oppress by exactions; to use

violent means towards. ' Screwing and rack

ing their tenants.' Sniff.

In the presence of that board he was provoked to

exclaim 1 1 ..it in no part of the world, not even in Tur

key, were the merchants so screwed and wrung as in

England. Hailam.

5. To deform by contortions; to distort.

'Grotesque habits of swinging his limbs and

screwing his visage.' Sir W. Scott

He screw'd his face into a harden'd smile. Dryden.

Screw (skrb), v.i. 1. To be oppressive or

exacting; to use violent means in making

exactions. 'Whose screwing iron-handed

administration of relief is the boast of the

parish.' Howitt—2. To be propelled by

means of a screw. 'Screwing up against

the very muddy boiling current' W. H.

Russell.

Screw-bolt (skrb'bdlt), n. A square or

cylindrical piece of iron, with a knob or

flat head at the one end and a screw at the

other. It is adapted to pass through holes

made for its reception in two or more pieces

of timber, Ac, to fasten them together, by

means of a nut screwed on the end that is

opposite to the knob.

Screw-DOX (skrb'boks).n. A device for cut

ting the threads on wooden screws, similar

in construction and operation to the screw-

plate.

Screw-cap (skrb'kap), n. A cover to protect

or conceal the head of a screw, or a cap or

cover fitted with a screw.

Screw-clamp ( skrb'klamp ), n. A clamp

which acts by means of a screw.

Screw-coupling (skrb-ku'pl-ing), n. A

device for joining the ends of two vertical

rods or chains and giving them any desired

degree of tension; a screw socket for uniting

pipes or rods.

Screw-dock (skrb'dok), n. A kind of grav

ing-dock furnished with large screws to

assist in raising and lowering vessels.

Screw-driver (skrb'driv-er), n. An instru

ment resembling a blunt chisel for driving

in or drawing out screw-nails.

Screwed (skrbd), a. Drunk. 'For she was

only a little screwed.' Dickens. [Slang.]

Screwer (skrb'er), n. One who or that which

screws.

Screw-jack (skrb'jak), n. A portable ma

chine for raising great weights, as heavy

carriages, &c, by the agency of a screw.

See Jack.

Screw-key (skrbTre). n. See under Screw.

Screw-nail (skrb'nal), n. See under Screw.

Screw-pile (skrb'pll), n. See under Pile.

Screw-pine (skrb'pin), ?*. The common

name for trees of the genus Pandanus, which

forms the type of the nat. order Pandanacew.

(See Pandanus.) The screw-pines are trees

which grow in the East Indies, the Isle of

Bourbon, Mauritius, Xew 8outh Wales, and

New Guinea. They have great beauty, and

some of them an exquisite odour; and their

roots, leaves, and fruit are all found useful

for various purposes. 8crow-pines are re

markable for the peculiar roots they send

out from various parts of the stem. These

Screw-pine [Pandanus odoratissimus).

roots are called aerial or adventitious, and

serve to support the plant.

Screw-plate (skrb'plat), u. A thin plate of

steel having a series of holes of varying;

sizes with internal screws, used in forming

small external screws.

Screw-post (skrb'post), n. Naut. the inner

stern-post through which the shaft of a

screw propeller passes.

Screw-press (skrb'preB), n. A machine for

communicating pressure by means of a

screw or screws.

Screw-propeller (skrb'pr6-pcl-er), n. See

Screw.

Screw-rudder (skro-rud'er). n. An appli

cation of the screw to purposes of Bteering.

instead of a rudder. The direction of its

axis is changed, to give the required direc

tion to the ship, and its efficiency does not

depend upon the motion of the ship, as with

a rudder. E. B. Knight.

Screw-shell (skro'shel), n. The English

name for shells of the genus Turbo; wreath-

shell.

Screw-steamer (skro'stem-er), n. A steam

ship driven by a screw - propeller. See

Screw propeller under Screw.

Screw-stone (skro'ston), n. A familiar

name for the casts uf encriultes from their

screw-like shape.

Screw-tap (skrb'tap), n. The cutter by

which an internal screw is produced.

Screw-tree (skrb'tre), n, Helicteres, agenus

of plants, of several species, natives of warm

climates. They are shrubby plants, with

clustered flowers, which are succeeded by

five carpels, which are usually twisted to

gether m a screw-like manner. Sec Helic

teres.

Screw-valve (skrb'valv), n. A stop-cock

furnished with a puppet-valve opened and

shut by a screw instead of by a spigot.

Screw-well (skrb'wel). n. A hollow in the

stern of a ship into which a propeller is lifted

after being detached from the shaft, when

the ship is to go under canvas alone.

Screw-wheel (skrb'whel), n. A wheel which

gears with an endless Bcrew.

Screw-wrench (skrb'rensh), n. 8ee under

Screw.

Scribablet (skrib'a-bl), a. Capable of being

written, or of being written upon.

Scribatious t (skri-ba'shus), a. Skilful in

or fond of writing. Barrow.

Scribbetl (skrib'et), n. A painter's pencil.

Scribble (skribT). v.t. pret. »fc pp. scribbled;

ppr. scribbling. [A word that appeal's to be

based partly on scrabble, partly on L. scribo,

to write; comp.O.H.G. skribeln, to scribble.]

1. To write with haste, or without care or

regard to correctness or elegance; as, to

scribble a letter or pamphlet—2. To fill with

careless or worthless writing. ' Every mar

gin scribbled, crost, and cramm'd.' Tenny

son.

Scribble (skrib'l), vi. To scrawl ; to write

without care or beauty. * If Marvius scribble

in Apollo's spite.' Pope.

Scribble (skrib'l), n. Hasty or careless writ

ing; a scrawl; as, a hasty scribble. 'Current

scribbles of the week.' Sw\ft

Scribble (skrib'l), v.t. [Sw. skrubbla, O.

schrabbeln, to card, to scribble.] To card

or tease coarsely ; to pass, as cotton or wool,

through a scribbler.
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Scribblement (akribl-ment), «■ •* worth

less or careleas writing; scribble. [Rare.]

Scribbler (skrib'ler). n. 1. One who scribbles

or writes carelessly, loosely, or badly; hence,

a petty author; a writer of no reputation.

Venal and licentious scribblers, with just sufficient

UJent to clothe the thoughts of a pandar in the style

of a bellman, were now the favourite writers of the

sarexeiga and of the public afacau4ay.

t In a cotton or teoollen manufactory, the

person who directs or has charge of the

operation of scribbling, or the machine

which performs the operation.

Scribbling (skril/ling). a. Fitted or adapted

for being scribbled on; as, scribbling paper;

scribbling diary.

Scribbling (skribling), n. 1. The act of

writing hastily and carelessly. —2. In woollen

manuf. the first coarse teasing or carding

of wortl, preliminary to the final carding.

Scribblingly (skribling li), ado. In a scrib

bling way.

Scribbling -machine (skribling-ma-shen),

Ti. A machine employed for the first coarse

carding of wool. Called also Scribbler.

Scribe (skrib), n. [Fr. scribe, from L. scriba,

a clerk, a secretary, from scribo, to write. J

1. One who writes; a writer; a penman;

especially, one skilled in penmanship.

He is no (Treat scribe. Rather handling the pen

like the pocket staff he carries about with him.

Dickens.

% An official or public writer; a secretary;

an amanuensis ; a notary ; a copyist —

:; In Jewish and sacred hist originally a

kind of military officer whose principal

duties seem to have been the recruiting and

organizing of troops, the levying of war

fares, and the like. At a later period, a

writer and a doctor of the law ; one skilled

in the law; one who read and explained the

law to the people. Ezra vii.—4, In brick

laying, a spike or large nail ground to a

sharp point, to mark the bricks on the face

and back by the tapering edges of a mould,

for the purpose of cutting them and re

ducing them to the proper taper for gauged

arches.

Scribe (akrfb). v t. pret & pp. scribed; ppr.

scribing l.t To write or mark upon; m-

acribe. Spenser.—% In carp, (a) to mark by

a rule or compasses; to mark so as to fit one

piece to the edge of another or to a sur

face, (b) To adjust, as one piece of wood

to another, so that the fibre of the one shall

be at right angles to that of the other.

Scrlber (akrib'er). n. A sharp-pointed tool

used by joiners for marking lines on wood;

a scribing-iron.

Scribing (akrib'ing), n. Writing; handwrit

ing.

The heading of a cask has been brought aboard,

b-jt the scncntg upon it is very indistinct.

Cape. hTClintock.

Scribing-iron (skrlb'ing-I-eru). n. An iron-

rKjinttiTLiistrument for marking casks or

timber; a scriber.

Scribiam ( skrib 'izm), ». The character,

manners,and doctrines of the Jewish scribes,

especially in the time of our Saviour. I'. W.

Robertson. [Rare.]

Scrid (skrid), n. [See Screed] A fragment;

a shred; a screed. [Rare.]

Scriene,* n. A screen or entrance into a

hali Spenser.

Scrieve(skrev), vi. To move or glide swiftly

along ; also, to rub or rasp along. Burns.

fScotch. ]

Scriggle (skrigT), vi. To writhe; to struggle

or twist about with more or leas force.

(Local.]

Scrike.t vi. [See Screak] To shriek.

Spenser.

Bcrimer* (skri'mer), n. [Fr. escrimeur, from

eserimer, to fence.] A fencing-master; a

swordsman.

The scrimers of their nation,

He swore, had neither motion, guard, nor eye.

If you opposed them. Shak.

PVn^tnTnagft RffniTnTriAgT^^kTi""^!. Bkrum'-

aj). n. [Corruption of skirmish ] A skinnigh ;

a confused row or contest; a tussle; specifi

cally, in football, a confused, close struggle

round the ball. 'Always in the front of the

nub or the thick of the scrimmage.' Law

rence.

Ain't there Just fine scrummages then?

T. Hughes.

Scrimp (skrimp), v.t [Dan. skrumjie, Sw.

skrumpna, L.G. schntmpen, to shrink, to

shrivel; A. Sax. scrimman, to dry, wither,

shrivel, it an allied form ] To make too

small or short; to deal sparingly with In

regard to food, clothes, or money; to limit

or straiten; to scant or make scanty.

Scrimp (skrimp), a. Scanty; narrow; defi

cient; contracted.

Scrimp (skrimp), n. A niggard; a pinching

miser. [United States.]

Salmply(skrin)p'li), cuir;. In a scrimp man

ner; barely; hardly; scarcely. Burns.

Scrimpness (skrimp'nes), n. Scantiness;

small allowance.

Scrimption (skrim'shon), n. A small por

tion; a pittance. Halliwell. [Local]

Serine* (skrin), n. [O.Fr. escrin. Mod. Fr.

tcrin. It scrigno, from L. scrinium, a box

or case for papers, from scribo, to write.] A

chest, bookcase, or other place where writ

ings or curiosities are deposited; a shrine.

Lay forth out of thine everlasting serine

The antique rollcs which there he hidden still.

Spenser.

Scringe (skrinj), vi. [A rare form of cringe;

comp. creak, screak; cranch, scranch.] To

cringe. [Provincial English and United

States.]

Scrip (skrip), n. [IceL skreppa, Dan. skreppe,

a bag. a wallet; L.G. schrap, Fris. skrap.]

A small bag ; a wallet ; a satchel. ' And in

requital ope his leathern scrip.' Milton.

Scrip (skrip), n. [For script, L. scriptum,

something written, from scribo, to write.]

1. A small writing; a certificate or schedule;

a piece of paper containing a writing.

Bills ofexchange cannot pay our debts abroad till

scrips of paper can be made current coin. Locke.

2. t A slip of writing ; a list, as of names ; a

catalogue.

Call them man by man, according to the scrip.

Shak.

3. In com. a certificate of stock subscribed

to a bank or other company, or of a sub

scription to a loan ; an interim writing en

titling a party to a share or shares in any

company, or to an allocation of stock in

general, which interim writing, or scrip, is

exchanged after registration for a formal

certificate.

Lucky rhymes to him were scrip and share.

Tennyson.

Scrip-company ( skripTnim-pa-ni ), n. A

company having shares which pass by de

livery, without the formalities of register or

transfer.

Scrip-holder (skripTidld-er), n. One who

holds shares in a company or stock, the

title to which is a written certificate or scrip.

Scrippaget (skrip'aj), n. That which is con

tained in a scrip. ' Though not with bag and

baggage, yet with scrip and scrippage. ' Shak.

Script (skript).n. l.t A scrip or small writ

ing. 'This sonnet, this loving script' Beau.

ifc FI.—2. In printing . type resembling or in

imitation of handwriting.—S. In law, the

original or principal document

Scriptorium (skrip-to'ri-uni), n. [L, from

scrxptor, a writer, scribo, to write.] In a

monastery or abbey, the room set apart for

the writing or copying of manuscripts.

Scriptory (skrip to-ri), a. [L. scriptorius,

from scrxptor, a writer, from scribo, to write.

See Scribe. ] 1. Expressed in writing; not

verbal; written- 'Wills are nuncupatory

and scriptory. ' Swift—2. Used for writing.

'Reeds, vallatory, saglttary, scriptory, and

others.' Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]

Scriptural (skrip'tur-al). a. Contained in

or according to the Scriptures; biblical; as,

a scriptural phnMe ; scriptural doctrine.

Scripturalism (skrip'tur-al-izm), n. The

quality of being scriptural; literal adherence

to Scripture.

Scripturalist (skrip'tur-al-ist),ii. One who

adheres literally to the Scriptures and makes

them the foundation of all philosophy.

Scripturally ( skrip'tur-al-li \ adv. In a

scriptural manner.

Scripturalness (skrip'tur-al-nes), n. Qua

lity of being scriptural.

Scripture (skrip'tur),n. [L. scriptura, from

scribo, to write.) l.t Anything written; a

writing; an inscription; a document; a

manuscript; a book.

It is not only remembered in many scriptures, but

famous for the death and overthrow of Crassus.

SW 11'. Raleigh.

2. The books of the Old and New Testaments;

the Bible: used by way of eminence and

distinction, and often in the plural preceded

by the definite article; as, we find it stated

in Scripture or in the Scriptures.

There is not any action that a man ought to do or

forbear, but the Scriptures will give him a clear pre-

cept or prohibition for it. South.

3. Anything contained in the Scriptures ; a

passage or quotation from the Scriptures; a

Bible text. ' Hanging by the twined thread

of one doubtful Scripture.' Milton.

The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose. Shak.

Scripture (akrip'tur), a. Relating to the

Bible or the Scriptures; scriptural; as, Scrip

ture history. Locke.

Why are Scripture maxims put upon us, without

taking notice of Scripture examples. Bp. AUerbury.

Scripture-reader (skrip'tur-red-er), n. One

employed to read the Bible in private

nouses among the poor and ignorant.

Scripture-wort (Bkrip'tur-wert), n, Aname

applied to the species of Opegrapha or letter

lichen.

Scripturian (skrip-tu'ri-an), n. Same as

Scripturist. [Rare. ]

Scripturient t (skrip-tu'ri-ent), a. [L.L.

scripturio, from scribo, to write.] Having

a desire or passion for writing ; having a

liking or itch for authorship. 'This grand

icripturient paper-spiller.' A. Wood.

Scripturist (skrip'tur-ist), n. One well

versed in the Scriptures.

Scritch (skrich), n. A Bhrill cry; a screech.

Perhaps it is the owlet's scritch. Coleridge.

ScrivellO (skri-vel'lG), n. An elephant's tusk

under 20 lbs. weight.

Scrivener (skriVner), n. [O.Fr. escrivain,

It. scrivano, from a L.L. scribanus. from L

scribo, to write.] 1. Formerly, a writer; one

whose occupation was to draw contracts or

other writings.

We'll pass this business privately and well :

Send for your daughter by your servant here :

My boy shall fetch the scrivener presently. Shak.

2. One whose business it is to receive money

to place it out at interest, and supply those

who want to raise money on security; a

money-broker; a financial agent

How hapny in his low degree

Who leads a quiet country life.

And from the griping scrivener tree. Dryden.

— Scrivener's palsy. See Writer's cramp

under Writer.

Scriven-llke, t a- Like a scrivener. Chau

cer.

Scrobiculate, Scrobiculated (skro-bik'u-

lat, skro-bik'u-lat-ed), a. [L. scrobiculus,

from scrobs, a furrow.] In bot. furrowed or

pitted; having small pits or ridges and fur

rows.

Scrobiculus cordis (skrd-bfk'u-lus kor'dis),

n. [L.] In anal, the pit of the stomach.

Scrod, Scrode (skrod, skrod), n. Same as

Escrod.

Scrofula (skrof'u-la), n. [L, scrofula, a

swelling of the glands of the neck, scrofula,

from serofa, a breeding sow, so called be

cause swine were supposed to be subject to

a similar complaint] A disease due to a

deposit of tubercle in the glandular and

bony tissues, and in reality a form of tuber

culosis or consumption. It generally shows

itself by hard indolent tumours of the glands

in various parts of the body, but particu

larly in the neck, behind the ears and under

the chin, which after a time suppurate and

degenerate into ulcers, from which, instead

of pus, a white curdled matter is discharged.

Scrofula is not contagious, but it is often a

hereditary disease; its first appearance is

most usually between the third and seventh

year of the child's age, but it may arise be

tween this and the age of puberty ; after

which it seldom makes its flnt attack. It

is promoted by everything that debilitates,

but it may remain dormant through life and

not show itself till the next generation. In

mild cases the glands, after having suppu

rated, slowly heal ; in others, the eyes and

eyelids become inflamed, the joints become

affected, the disease gradually extending to

the ligaments and bones, and producing a

hectic and debilitated state under which

the patient sinks; or it ends in tuberculated

lungs and pulmonary consumption. Called

also Struma and Kiny's-evil.

Scrofulous (skrof'u-lus), a. 1. Pertaining

to scrofula or partaking of its nature; as,

scrofulous tumours ; a scrofulous habit of

body.—2. Diseased or affected with scrofula.

Scrofulous persons can never be duly nourished.

Arbuthnoe.

Scrofuloualy (skrof'u-lus-li), adv. In a

scrofulous manner.

Scrofulousness (skroffl-lus-nea), n. State

of being scrofulous.

SCTOg (skrog), n. [Gael, sgrogag, some

thing shrivelled or Btunted; tgrog, to shrivel,,

to compress; comp. scrag.] A stunted bush

or shrub. In the plural it is generally used

to designate thorns, briers, &c., and fre

quently small branches of trees broken off.

[Provincial English and Scotch.]

Scroggy, Scroggie (skrop/i), a. [A provin

cial word. SeeSCROG.] 1. Stunted; shrivelled.

ch, cAain; cb. Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin*/; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Kjsv.



SCROLL SCRUTINIZER

Scroll -head.

2. Abounding with stunted bushes or brush

wood.

Scroll (skrol), n. [Formerly also scrow.

O.Fr. escrol, escrou, Mod. Fr. ecrou, a scroll,

a register; L.L scroa, skrua, a memoir, a

schedule; probably from the Teutonic, in

which we And such words as Icel. skrd, a

scroll, Sw. skra, a short writing, L.G. schraa,

by-laws. The form of the English word has

been influenced by roll, and the French forms

have been modified in a similar manner.]

1. A roll of paper or parchment; or a writ

ing formed into a roll; a list or schedule.

The heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll.

Is. xxxiv. 14.

Here is the scroll of every man's name. Shak.

2. An ornament of a somewhat spiral form;

an ornament or appendage distantly resem

bling a partially unrolled sheet of paper; as,

(a) in arch, a convolved or spiral ornament,

variously introduced; specifically, the vo

lute of the ionic and Corinthian capitals.

(6) The curved head of instruments of the

violin family, in which are inserted the pins

for tuning the strings, (c) A kind of volute

at a ship's bow. See Scroll-head, (d) A

flourish added to a person's name in signing

a paper.—3. In her. the ribbon-like appen

dage to a crest or escutcheon on which tlte

motto Is inscribed.

Scrolled (skrold), a. 1. Inclosed in a scroll

or roll; formed into a scroll.— 2. Ornamented

with scrolls or scroll-work.

Scroll-bead (skrol'hed), n. An ornamental

piece of tim

ber at the bow

of a vessel,

finished off

with carved

work in the

form of a volute or scroll

turning outward. Called

also Billet-head.

Scroll-saw (skrol'sa), ft.

A thin and narrow blad-

ed reciprocating saw

which passes through

a hole in the work-table

and saws a kerf in the work, which is moved

about in any required direction on the table.

Scroll-work (skrol'werk), 71. In arch, orna

mental work characterized generally by its

resemblance to a band, arranged in uudula-

tiotis or convolutions.

Scroop (skrop). ». [Imitative. J A harsh

tone or cry. 'Every word, and scroop, and

shout.' Dickens.

Scrophularia (skrof-u-la'ri-a), a. [From its

supposed virtue in curing scrofula] A ge

nus of plants, the species of which are

known by the common name of fig-wort.

See Fio-wort.

Scrophulariacea (skrof'u-la-ri-a"s6-6), n pi.

[Scrophularia. one of the genera.] A very

large nat. order of herbaceous or shrubby

monopetalous exogens, inhabiting all parts

of the world except the coldest, containing

about 1G0 genera and 1900 species. They

have opposite or alternate entire toothed

or cut leaves, and usually four or rive lobed

irregular flowers with didynamous stamens,

placed in axillary or terminal racemes; with

a two-celled ovary and albuminous seeds.

Many of the genera, such as Digitalis, Calceo

laria, Veronica, Pentstemon, Arc , are valued

by gardeners for their beautiful flowers.

Scrotal (skro'tal), a. Pertaining to the

scrotum ; as, scrotal hernia, which is a pro

trusion of any of the contents of the abdo

men into the scrotum.

Scrotiform (skro'ti-form), a. [L. scrotum,

and forma, form. J In hot. formed like a

double bag, as the nectary in plants of the

genus Satyrium.

Scrotocele (skro'to-sel), n. [Scrotum (which

see), and Gr. ktle, a tumour.] A scrotal

hernia-

Scrotum (skro'tum), n. [L.] The bag which

contains the testicles.

Scrouge (skroujj, v.t. [Comp. Dan. skrugge,

to stoop, and Y..shrug.] To crowd; to squeeze.

[Provincial.]

Scrow (skrou), n. It A scroll. 'Scrow, or

schedule of paper.' Huloet— 2.. Curriers' cut

tings or clippings from hides, as the ears and

other redundant parts, used for making glue.

Scroylet (skroil), ft. [O Fr. escrouelles; Fr.

rcr-.M<r//<\v,thekiiig's-evil, fromL.L scrofelUe,

from L. scrofula, a swelling of the glands

of the neck. See Scrofula ] A mean fel

low; a wretch. Probably originally applied

to a person afflicted with king's-evil.

The scri>ylts of Anglers flout you, kings. Shak.

Scrub (skrub), v.t. pret. <fc pp. scrubbed; ppr.

scrubbing. [Sw. skrubba, Dan. skrubbe, D.

schrobben, L.G. schrubben, to rub, to scrub;

probably allied to scrape, scrabble, or it may

be from rub, with initial sc, sk, having an

int. 'lis force.] To rub hard, either with the

hand or with a cloth or an instrument;

usually, to rub hard with a brush, or with

something coarse or rough, for the purpose

of cleaning, scouring, or making bright; as,

to scrub a floor ; to scrub a deck ; to scrub

vessels of brass or other metal.

Now Moll had whtrl'd her mop with dext'rous airs.

Prepared to scrub the entry mid the stairs. Swift.

Scrub (skrub), v.i. To be diligent and penu

rious; as, to scrub hard for a living.

Scrub (skrub), it, [From the verb to scrub ]

1. A worn-out brush; a stunted broom.—

2. A mean fellow; one that labours hard and

lives meanly.

We should go there in as proper a manner as pos

sible, not altogether like the scrubs about us.

Goldsmith.

3. Something small and mean.

Scrub (skrub), a. Meau; niggardly; con

temptible; scrubby.

How dismal, how solitary, how scrub does this town

look 1 H. Walpolc.

With a dozen large vessels my vault shall be stored.

No little scrub Joint shall conic on my board. Swift.

Scrub (skrub), n, [Same word as shrub,

A. Sax. scrob, Dan. dial, skrub, a shrub.]

Close, low, or stunted trees or brushwood;

low underwood.

He threw himself on the heathery scrub which met

the shingle. T. Hughes.

Scrubbed (skrub'ed), a. Same as Scrubby.

' A little scrubbed boy, no higher than thy

self. ' Shak.

Scrubber (skrub'er), n. 1. One who or that

which scrubs; a hard broom or brush.—

2. An apparatus for ridding coal-gas from

tarry matter and ammonia.

Scrubby (skrub'i), a. Small and mean; vile;

worthless; insignificant; stunted ingrowth;

as, a scrubby cur; a scrubby tree.

ScrubbyiBh. (skrub' i-ish), a. Somewhat

scrubby.

I happen to be sheriff of the county; and, as all writs

are returnable to me, a scrubbyish fellow asked me to

sign one against you. Caiman the Younger,

Scrub-oak (skrub'iik), n. The popular name

in the United States for several stunted spe

cies of oak, such as Quercus ilicifolia, Q. agri-

folia, etc.

Scrub-race (skrub'ras), n. A race between

low ami contemptible animals got up for

amusement

Scrubstone (skrub'ston), ft. A provincial

term for a species of calciferous sandstone.

Scruf t (skruf). n. Scurf.

Scruff (skruf), n. [For scuff (which see).]

The hinder part of the neck.

I shall take you by the scruffof the neck. Marryat.

Scrummage (skrum'aj), n. See Scrimmage.

Scrumptious (skrump'shus), a. 1 Nice;

particular; fastidious; fine. [United States.]

2. Delightful ; first-rate ; as, scrumptious

weather. [Slang ]

Scrunch (skrunsh), v.t. To crush, as with

the teeth; to crunch; hence, to grind down.

I have found out that you must cither scrunch them

(servants) or let them scrunch you. Dickens.

Scruple (skro'pl).n. [Fr. scrupule, ascruple,

from L. scrupulus, a little stone (dim of

scrupus, a rough or sharp stone), the twenty-

fourth part of anything, hence, figuratively,

a trifling matter, especially a trifling matter

causing doubt, difficulty, or anxiety; hence

doubt, difficulty, uneasiness.] 1. A weight of

20 grains; the third part of a dram, or the

twenty-fourth part of an ounce in the old

apothecaries' measure. Hence—2 Any small

quantity.

Nature never lends

The smallest scruple of her excellence :

Hut, like a thrifty goddess, she determines

Herself the glory of a creditor. Shak.

3. In old astron. a digit—4. Hesitation as to

action from the difficulty of determining

what is right or expedient; doubt, hesita

tion, or perplexity arising from motives of

conscience; backwardness to decide or act;

a kind of repugnance to do a thing, the

conscience not being satisfied as to its Tight

ness or propriety; nicety; delicacy; doubt

He was made miserable by the contest between his

taste and his scruples. Macautay.

Scruple (skro'pl), v.i, pret. «fc pp. scrupled ;

ppr. scrupling. To have scruples; to be re

luctant as regards action or decision ; to

hesitate about doing a thing; to doubt:

often followed by an infinitive.

He scrupled not to eat

Against his better knowledge. Milton,

We are often over-precise, scrupling to say or do

those things which lawfully we may. Fuller.

Men scruple at the lawfulness of a set form of

divine worship. South,

Scruple (skro'pl),". (. To have scruples about;

to doubt; to hesitate to believe; to question;

as, to scruple the truth or accuracy of an

account or calculation. [Now rare.]

The chief officers ' behaved with all imaginable per-

verseness and insolence* in the council of state, scru

pling the oath to be true to the commonwealth .ig.iinst

Charles Stuart or any other person. Hallam.

Scrupler (skrii'pler), n. One who scruples;

a doubter; one who hesitates. ' Away with

those nice scruplers.' Up. Hall.

Scrupullst (skrb'pu-list), n. One who

doubts or scruples; a scrupler. Shaftes

bury.

Scrupullze (skrb'pu-liz), v.t. pret <fc pp.

scrupulized; ppr. scrupulizing. To perplex

with scruples of conscience. * Other articles

may be so scrupulized.' Montague.

Scrupulosity (skro-pu-los'i-ti), n. [L. sent-

pulositas. See Scruple.] The quality or

state of being scrupulous; hesitation or

doubtfulness respecting some point or pro

ceeding from the difficulty of determining

how to act; caution or tenderness arising

from the fear of doing wrong or offending;

nice regard to exactness and propriety; pre-

ciseness.

The first sacrilege is looked upon with some horror ;

but when they have once made the breach their scru

pulosity soon retires. Dr. H. Afore.

So careful, even to scrupulosity, were they to keep

their sahkith, that they must not only have a time to

prepare them for that, but a further time also to pre

pare them for their very preparations. SmtM,

Scrupulous (skrd'pu-lus), a. [L. scruptt-

losus.Fr.scmpuleux. SeeSCRUPLE.] 1. Full

of scruples; inclined to scruple; hesitating

to determine or to act; cautious in decision

from a fear of offending or doiug wrong.

' Abusing their liberty, to the offence of their

weak brethren which were scrupulous,'

Hooker. — 2.1 Given to making objections;

captious. Shak.— 3. t Nice; doubtful.

The justice ofthat cause ou^ lit to be evident: not ob

scure, not scrupulous. Bacou.

4. Careful; cautious; vigilant; exact in re

garding facts.

t have been the more scrupulous and wary in regard

the inferences from these observat ions are of import

ance. // 'ooduard.

5. Precise; exact; rigorous; punctilious; as,

a scrupulous abstinence from labour.

Scrupulously (skro'pu-Ius-li). adv. In a

scrupulous manner; with a nice regard to

minute particulars or to exact propriety.

The duty consists not scrupulously in minutes and

half hours. Jer. Taylor.

Henry was scrupulously careful not to ascribe the

success to himself! Addison.

Scrupulousness (skrb'pu lus-nes), n. The

state or quality of being scrupulous; as, (a)

the state of having scruples; caution in de

termining or in acting from a regard to

truth, propriety, or expediency.

Others by their weakness, and fear, and scrupulous

ness, cannot fully satisfy their own thoughts

Dr. Puller.

(b) Exactness; preciseness.

Scrutable (skro'ta-bl), a. [See Scrvtint.]

Capable of being submitted to scrutiny; dis

coverable by scrutiuy, inquiry, or critical

examination.

Shall we think God so scrutable or ourselves so pene

trating that none of his secrets can escape us?

Dr. H. More.

Scrutation (skro-ta'shon), n. [L. scruta-

tio.] Search; scrutiny. [Rare.]

Scrutator (skrei-ta'ter), n. (L., fromscrutor,

scrutatujt, to explore] One who scrutin

izes; a close examiner or inquirer; a scru

tineer. Ayltffe; Bailey.

Scrutineer (skrd-ti-ner), n. One who scru

tinizes; one who acts us an examiner of

votes, ;is at an election, &c, to see if they

arc valid.

Scrutinize (skrb'tin-iz), r.t pret. A pp. scru

tinized; ppr. scrutinizing. [From scrutiny.]

To subject to scrutiny; toiuvestigate closely;

to examine or inquire into critically ; to re

gard narrowly ; as, to scrutinize the mea

sures of administration; to scrutinize the

private conduct or motives of individuals.

'To scrutinize their religious lm dives.' War-

burton.

Scrutinize (skrb'tin-iz), v.i. To make scru

tiny. ' Thinks it presumption to scrutinize

into its defects.' Goldsmith.

Hatton remained silent and watched him with a

scrutinizing eye. Disraeli.

Scrutinizer (skrb'tin-tz-er), n. One who

scrutinizes; one who examines with critical

care.

Fate, far, fat, fall; nie\ met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fay.



SCRUTTNOUS SCUPPER

Scrutlnous (skrti'tin-us). a. Closely Inquir

ing or examining; captious.

Age if froward, uneasy, scrvtmous.

Hard to be pleased. Sir J. Denkam.

SCTUtinOUSly (skro'tin-us-li), ado. By using

scrutiny; searchlngly.

Scrutiny (skrb'tin-i), n. [L. acnttinium,

F'r. terutin. from L «crii'or, to Beard 1 care

fully, to rummage, from teruta, trash, frip

pery] 1- Close investigation or examina

tion; minute inquiry; critical examination.

Thenceforth I thought thee worth my nearer view

And narrower scrutiny. Milton.

Somewhat may easily escape, even from a wary

pen, which will not bear the te*t of a severe scrutiny.

Atterbury.

2 In the primitive church, an examination

of catechumens in the last week of Lent,

who were to receive baptism on Easter-day.

This was performed with prayers, exorcisms,

and many other ceremonies.—3. In the canon

lair, a ticket or little paper billet on which

a vote is written, — 4. An examination by a

competent authority of the votes given at

an election for the purpose of rejecting those

that are bad. and thus correcting the poll.

Scrutiny t (skro'tin-i), v.t. pret. & pp. scru-

tinU'i; ppr $cr\dinying. To scrutinize.

Johnson.

Scrutolre (skry-twarO, «■ [See Escritoire. J

An escritoire.

Bcruxet (skruz), v.t [A form of scrouge.]

To crowd; to compress; to crush ; to squeeze.

Spenser.

Scry t (skriX v.t To descry. Spenser.

Scry > (akri), n. A flock of wildfowl Halli-

Scry t (skrf), n. A cry. Berners.

Scryne t (skrln), n. Same as Serine.

Bead (skud), v.i. pret. scudded; ppr. scud

ding. [A. Sax. sctidan, to run quickly, to

flee; 0 Sax tcuddian, LG. and D. tichudden,

to set in rapid motion, to shake; Sw. skutta,

to run quickly; allied to shudder.] 1. To

run ouickly: to be driven or to flee or fly

with naste; to run with precipitation.

Sometimes he scuds far off, and there he stares.

Shak.

Foam-Bakes scud along the level sand. Tennyson.

2. Xaut. to be driven with precipitation

before a tempest with little or no sails

spread.

Scud (sknd),n. 1. The act of scudding; a driv

ing along ; a running or rushing with speed

or precipitation, — 2. Loose vapoury clouds

driven swiftly by the wind. 'And the dark

teud in s»ift succession flies.' Falconer.

Borne on thercud of the sea.' Longfellow.

3. A slight flying shower. [Provincial Eng

lish ] —4. A small number of larks, less than

s flock. [Provincial English.]— 5. In scftool

slang, a swift runner; a scudder.

'I say,' said East, looking with much interest at

Tom, 'you ain't a bad scud. T. Hughes.

Scud (skud), r t. To pass over quickly.

His lessening flock

In snowy groups diffusive scud the vale. Skenstcne.

Scudder (skud'erX n. One who scuds.

Scuddlck (skud'ik). n. 1 Anything of small

value. Halliwell.—'L A shilling. [Slang]

Scuddle (skud'l), v.i. pret scuddled; ppr.

leuddlinq. [A dim. of scud.) To run with

s kind of affected haste; to scuttle.

Scuddy (skud'i), n. A naked infant or young

rhild. [Scotch )

Scudlar (skudTar), n. A scullion. [Scotch ]

Scudo (sko'do), n pi. Scudl (sko'de). [It,

s shield, a crown, from L. scutum, a shield:

so called from its bearing the heraldic

ihithlof the prince by whom it was issued.]

An Italian silver coin of different value in

the different states in which it was issued.

The Genoese scudo is equivalent to about

U W ; the Roman, is. id. ; the Sardinian

sod Milanese, 3* 9d. This coin is gradually

'(^appearing before the decimal coinage of

the Italian kingdom, but the name Is some

times given to the pieceof 5 lire (about Is.).

The old Roman gold scudo was worth 10 sil

ver scudi

Scufffskuf),n. [See Souft ] The hinder part

"f the neck; the scruff. [Provincial.]

Scoff (skui ), v.i. [See Scuffle.] To walk

without raising the feet from the ground or

floor; to shuffle.

Scoff (ikufL *.t To graze gently; to pass

with a *bght touch. [Scotch ]

Scuffle i-kuf 1), c.i. pret scuffled; ppr. scuf.

<*«0 [1'req. from A. Sax. sceo/an, sa'ifan,

to uiove (see Shove); 8c. scuff, to graze; Sw.

Ah/a. to shove. SeealsoSnupFLE, Shovel.]

To itruggle or contend with close grapple;

to fight tumultuously or confusedly.

A ^tUant man prefers to fight to great disadvan

tages in the field, in an orderly way, rather than to

scuffle with an undisciplined rabble.

Eikon Rasiliki.

Scuffle (flkufT), n. [Partly from verb; comp.

also Dan . skuffe, to hoe. ] 1. A struggle in which

the combatants grapple closely; any con

fused quarrel or contest in which the parties

struggle blindly or without direction; a tu

multuous struggle for victory or superiority;

a fight.

The dog- leaps upon the serpent and tears it to

Cieces; but in the scuffle, the cradle happened to

e overturned. Sir Jt. L'Estrange.

2. A child's pinafore or bib. [Provincial

English.] — 3. A garden hoe. [Provincial

English.]

Scuffler (skutter), n. 1. One who scuffles.

2. In agri. a kind of horse-hoe. Its use is

to cut up weeds and to stir the soil. It re

sembles the scarifier, but is much lighter,

and is employed to work after it See Sca

rifier.

Scuft (skuft), n. [Also written Scuff; comp.

Icel. skoft, Goth, skujts, hair.] Same as

Scruff. Mrs. Gaskell.

Scug (akug). v.t. [Dan. skygge, to shade; Sw.

skugga, Icel. skuggi, a shadow, a shade] To

hide; to shelter. [Scotch]

Scug (skug). n. The declivity of a hill ; a

place of shelter. [Old English and Scotch.]

Sculduddery (skul-dud'er-i), n. 1. Forni

cation; adultery. — 2. Grossness; obscenity.

Ramsay. 'Sculduddery sangs.' Sir W.

Scott. [Scotch.]

Sculk (skulk), v.i. Same as Skulk (which

see).

Sculker (skulk'er), n. Same as Skulker.

Scull (skul), n. Same as Skull.

Scull (skul), n. [Origin uncertain. Comp.

Icel skjOla, a pail, a bucket; Prov. £. and

Sc. skeel, a milk-pan; also Icel. skola,

to wash.] 1. A boat; a cock-boat. See

Sculler.— 2. One who sculls a boat.— 3. A

Bhort oar, whose loom is only equal in length

to half the breadth of the boat to be rowed,

so that one man can manage two, one on

each side. Also an oar when used to propel

a boat by being placed over the stern, and

worked from side to Bide, the blade, which

is turned diagonally, being always in the

water. —4. A large shallow basket without

a bow handle, used for carrying fruit, po

tatoes, fish, Ac. [Scotch.]

Scull t (skul), n. [A form of shoal. See

Shoal.] A shoal or multitude of fish.

Scull (skul), v.t. To impel or propel by

sculls; to propel by moving and turning an

oar over the stern.

Scull-cap (skulTtap). See Skullcap.

Sculler ukul'er), n 1. A boat rowed by one

man with two sculls or Bhort oars.— 2. One

who sculls or rows with sculls; one who

Impels a boat by an oar over the stern.

Scullery (skul'er-1), n. [O.Fr. escucillier, a

place where bowls are kept, escuelle, a bowl,

a platter, from L. scutella, dim. of scutra, a

dish; allied to scutum, a shield.] A place

where dishes, kettles, and other culinary

utensils are cleaned and kept, and where

the rough or dirty work connected with the

kitchen is done; a back-kitchen.

Scullion (skul'yon), n. [See Scullery]

1. A servant that cleans pots and kettles,

and does other menial services in the kit

chen or scullery. Hence—2. A low, mean,

worthless fellow. ' The meanest scullion

that followed his camp.' South.

Scullionly (skul'yon-li), a. Like a scullion;

base; low; mean. 'Scullionly paraphrase.'

Milton.

Sculp (skulp), tt.(. [See Sculpture.] To

sculpture; to carve; to engrave.

O that the tenor of my Just complaint

Were sculft with steel on rocks of adamant.

Sandys.

Sculpin (skul'pin). n. A small sea-fish, the

Cottus octodecimspinosus, found on the

American coasts. The gemmeous dragonet

(Callionymus lyra) is so called by the Cor

nish fishermen. Spelled also Skulpin.

Sculptile(skulp'til), a. [L. sculplilis. See

Sculpture.] Formed by carving. 'Sculp-

tile images.' Sir T. Browne.

Sculptor (skulp'tor), n. One who sculp

tures; one who cuts, carves, or hews figures

in wood, stone, or other like materials.

Sculptress (skulp'tres), n. A female artist

in sculpture. Quart Rev.

Sculptural (akulp'tur-al), a. Pertaining to

sculpture or engraving.

Sculpturally (skulp'tur-al-li),adB. By means

of sculpture.

The quaint beauty and character of many natural

objects, such as intricate branches, grass. Sec, as

well as that of many anim.ils plumed, spincd, or

bristled, is scuipturauy expressible. Austin.

Sculpture (skulp'tur), n. [Fr. , from L. sculp

ture, from sculpo, sculptum (also scalpo), to

grave.] 1. The art of carving, cutting, or

hewing wood, stone, or other materials into

images of men, beasts, or other things.

Sculpture also includes the moulding or

modelling of figures in clay, to be cast in

bronze or other metal. —2. Carved work; any

work of sculpture, as a figure cut In stone,

metal, or other solid substance, represent

ing or describing some real or imaginary

object. ' Some sweet sculpture draped from

head to foot. ' Tennyson.

There too, in living sculpture, might be seen.

The mad affection of the Cretan queen. Dryden.

Sculpture (skulp'tur), v.t pret. & pp. sculp

tured; ppr. Kculpturing. To represent in

sculpture; to carve; to form with the chisel

or other tool on wood, stone, or metal.

' Ivory vases sculptured high.' Pope.

The rose that lives its little hour

Is prized beyond the sculptured flower. Bryant.

Sculpturesque (skulp'tur-csk), a. Relat

ing to or possessing the character of sculp

ture ; after the manner of sculpture ; re

sembling sculpture. 'Sculpturesque beauty.'

Dr. Caird.

Scum (skum), n. [Sw. and Dan. skum, G.

schaum, D. schuim, O.H.G. scum, scum; cog.

L. spuma, foam. Fr. tcume, O.Fr. escume is

from the German. ] 1. The extraneous matter

or impurities which rise to the Burface of

liquors in boiling or fermentation, or which

form on the surface by other means; also,

the scoria of molten metals.—2. The refuse;

the recrement; that which is vile or worth

less.

The great and the innocent are Insulted by the

scum and refuse of the people. Addison.

Scum (skum), v.t. pret &pp. scummed; ppr.

scumming. To take the scum from; to clear

off the Impure matter from the surface; to

skim. 'You that scum the molten lead.'

Dryden.

Scum (skum), v.i. To throw up scum; to be

covered with scum.

Life and tlie intercut of life have stagnated and

scummed over. A. A*. H. Boyd.

Scumber (skunr*ber), n. [Contr. from dis-

cumber.] Dung; especially, the dung of the

fox. [Obsolete and Provincial.]

Scumber, Scummer (skum'ber, skum'er),

v.i. To dung. [Obsolete and Provincial]

Scumble (skum'bl), v.t. pret. <fc pp. scum

bled; ppr. scumbling. [Freq. of *citm.] To

cover lightly or spread thinly over, as an

oil painting, drawing, or the like, with

opaque or semi -opaque colours to modify

the effect

Scumble (skumT>l), n. In painting, the

toning down of a picture by sad colours.

' Whether your drawing is to be brought

suddenly to a sharp edge or a scumble.' T.

H. Lister.

Scummer (skum'er),n. He who or that which

scums; specifically, an instrument used for

taking off the scum of liquors; a skimmer.

Ray.

Scummer, n. and v. See Scumber.

ScummingB (skum'ingz), n.pl. The matter

skimmed from boiling liquors; as, the scum-

mings of the boiling-house.

Scummy (skum'i), a. Covered with scum.

Breathe away as 'twere all scummy slime

From off a crystal pool. Keats.

Scuncbeon (skun'shon), n. The stones or

arches thrown across the angles of a square

tower to support the alternate sides of the

octagonal spire; also, the cross pieces of

timber across the angles to give strength

and firmness to a frame. See Scoscheos,

Squihch.

Scunner (skun'er), v.i. [A Scotch word:

A.Sax reunion , to shun, onscunian, to shun,

to loathe.] 1. To loathe; to nauseate; to

feel disgust.—2. To startle at anything from

doubtfulness of mind ; to shrink back from

fear.

Scunner (skun'er), n. Loathing; abhor

rence. [Scotch.]

Scup (skup), n. [From Indian name.] The

name given in Rhode Island to a small fish

belonging to the Bparoid family. In New

York it is called porgy.

Scup (skup), n. [D. wftop, a swing] ABwing:

a term still retained by the descendants of

the Dutch settlers in New York.

Scup (skup), vi. In New York, to swing.

Scupper (BKUp'er), n. [Generally connected

with scoop. Wedgwood, however, refers it

to O.Fr, and Sp. escupir, to spit; Armor.

skopa, to spit The Teutonic forms (G. spei

ch.dbin; ch, Sc. loch, g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, wAig; rh, azure.—See KEY.
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gat, Dan. spy-gat, lit. spit-hole) confirm his

derivation.] Xaut. a channel cut through

the water-ways and sides of a ship at proper

distances, and lined with lead, for carrying

off the water from the deck.

Scupper-hole (skup'er-hol), n. A scupper.

See Scupper.

Scupper-hose(skup'er-hd*:), n. A leathern

pipe attached to the mouth of the scuppers

of the lower deck of a ship to prevent the

water from entering.

Scupper-nail (skup'er-nal), n. A nail with

a very broad head for covering a large sur

face of tin- scupper-hose.

Scuppernong (skup'er-nong), n. The Ame

rican name for a species of grape, supposed

to be a variety of Vitis vulpina, cultivated

and found wild in the Southern States. It

is said to have come from Greece.

Scupper-plug (skup'er-plug), n, A plug to

stop a scupper.

Scur (sker), v.i. To move hastily; to scour.

[Obsolete or provincial.]

The light shadow*

That in a thought scur o'er the fields of corn.
Beau. &■ Ft.

Scurf (skerf),n [O.E. also scorf, scrof, A. Sax.

scurf, Icel. skurfur (pi), Dan. skurv, Sw.

ukorf, G. schorf, scurf.] 1. A material com

posed of minute portions of the dry external

scales of the cuticle. These are, in moderate

quantity, continually separated by the fric

tion to which the surface of the body is sub

ject, and are in due proportion replaced by

others deposited on the inner surface of the

cuticle. Small exfoliations of the cuticle,

or scales like bran, occur naturally on the

scalp, and take place after some eruptions

on the skin, a new cuticle being formed un

derneath during the exfoliation. When scurf

separates from the skin or scalp in unua-

tural quantities, it constitutes the disease

called pityriasis, which, when it affects

children, is known by the name of dandruff.

Her crafty head

Was overgrown with scurf&ad filthy scald.

Spenser.

2. The soil or foul remains of anything ad

herent [Rare.]

The scurf is worn away of each committed crime.

Dryden.

3. Anything adhering to the surface.

There stood a hill whose grisly top

Shone with a glossy scurf. Milton.

4. In hot the Ioobc scaly matter that is found

on Borne leaves, Ac.

Scurff (skerf), n. Another name for the

hull-trout.

ScurflneBS(skerf'i-nes),n. The state of being

scurfy. Skelton.

Scurfy* (Bkerf'i), a. 1. Having scurf; covered

with scurf.—2. Resembling scurf.

Scurrer (sker/er), n. One who scurs or

moves hastily. Berners. [Obsolete or pro

vincial.]

Scurzlle (skurYil), a. [L. scurriiis, from

scurra, a buffoon, a jester.] Such as befits

a buffoon or vulgar jester; low; mean;

grossly opprobrious in language ; lewdly

jocose; scurrilous; as, scurrile scoffing;

scurrile taunts.

A scurrile or obscene jest will better advance you

at the court of Charles than your father's ancient

name. Sir lr'. Scott.

8currtlity(skur-ril'l-ti). n. [Fr. scurrMtt, L.

sctirrUitas. See SCURRILE] 1. The quality of

being scurrilous; low, vile, or obscene jocu

larity. ' Please you to abrogate scurrility.'

Shak.— 2. That which is scurrilous; such

low, vulgar, indecent or abusive language

as is used by mean fellows, buffoons, jesters,

and the like; grossness of abuse or invec

tive; obscene Jests, etc.

We must acknowledge, and we ought to lament,

that our puhlic papers nave abounded in scurrility.

Botingbrolte.

Scurrilous (skur'ril-us), a. 1. Using the low

and indecent language of the meaner sort

of people, or such as only the license of

buffoons can warrant; as, a scurrilous fel

low. ' A scurrilous fool.' Fuller.—2. Con

taining low indecency or abuse; mean; foul;

vile; obscenely jocular; as, scurrilous lan

guage.

He is ever merry, but still modest ; not dissolved

into undecent laughter, or tickled with wit scumt.

ous or injurious. Hafitngtou .

3. Opprobrious; abusive; offensive; infa

mous.

How often Is a person, whose intentions are to do

good by the works he publishes, treated ma* scur

rilous a manner as if he were an enemy to mankind.

Addison,

Scurrtlously (sknr'ril-us-li), adv. In a scur

rilous manner; with gross abuse; with low

indecent language.

It is barbarous incivility scurrilously to sport with

what others count religion. Tuletson.

Scurrtlousness (skur'ril-ns-nes), n. The

quality of being scurrilous ; indecency of

language; baseness of manners; scurrility.

Scurry (skur'rh.r.t. [Comp. scur, skir, scour.)

To move rapidly; to hasten away or along;

to hurry.

He commanded the horsemen of the Numidians to

scurry to the trenches. North.

8curry (skur'ri), n. Hurry; haste; impetu

osity.

ScuTVily (skerVi-li), adv. In a scurvy man

ner; basely; meanly; with coarse and vulgar

incivility.

The clergy were never more learned, or so scur-

vily treated. Swift.

Scurviness (sker'vi-nes), n. The state of

being scurvy; meanness; vileness.

Scurvy (sker'vi), n, [From i«ur/(which see).]

A disease essentially consisting in a de

praved condition of the blood, which chiefly

affects sailors and such as are deprived for

a considerable time of fresh provisions and

a due quantity of vegetable food. 1 1 is char

acterized by livid Bpots of various Bizes,

Bometimes minute and sometimes large,

paleness, languor, lassitude, and depression

of spirits, general exhaustion, pains in the

limbs, occasionally with fetid breath, spungy

and bleeding gums, and bleeding from al

most all the mucous membranes. It is

much more prevalent in cold climates than

in wann. Fresh vegetables, farinaceous sub

stances, and brisk fermented liquors, good

air, attention to cleanliness, and due exer

cise, are among the principal remedies; but

the most useful article, both as a preventa

tive and as a curative agent, is lime or le

mon Juice.

Scurvy (sker'vi), a. 1. Scurfy; covered or

affected by scurf or scabs; scabby; diseased

with scurvy. ' Scurvy or scabbed.' Lev.

xxl 20.—2. Vile; mean; low; vulgar; worth

less; contemptible; as, a scurvy fellow.

'A very scurvy tune to Bing at a man's

funeral.* ShaJc. 'That scurry custom of

taking tobacco.' Swift.— 3. Offensive; mis

chievous; malicious; as, a scurvy trick.

Nay. but he prated

And spoke such scurvy and provoking terms

Against your honour. Shah.

Scurvy-gTass (sker'vi-gras), n. [A corrup

tion of scurvy-cress, so named because used

as a cure for scurvy. ] The common name of

Beveral British species of plants of the genus

Cochlearia, nat. order Crucifene. They are

herbaceous plants, having alternate leaves,

the flowers disposed in terminal racemeB,

and usually white. The common scurvy-

grass (C. officinalis) grows abundantly on

the sea coast, and along rivers near the sea.

The leaves have an acrid and slightly bitter

taste; they are eaten as a salad, and are

antiscorbutic and stimulating to the diges

tive organs.

Some sci4t vy-grass do bring,

That inwardly applied's a wondrous sovereign thing.

Drayton.

'Scuse (skus), ft Excuse. Shak.

Scut (skut), u. [Icel. skotl, a fox's tail; comp.

L. cauda, w. cict, a tail; W. cicta, short]

A short tail, such as that of a hare or deer.

How the Indian hare came to have a lone tail,

whereas that part in others attains no higher than a

scut. Sir T. Browne.

Scutage (sku'taj), n. [L.L. scutagium, from

L- scutum, a shield.] In feudal law, same

as Excuage.

No aid or scutage should be assessed but by con

sent of the great council. Hallam.

Scutate (sku'tat), a. [L. sctitatus, from scu

tum, a shield.] 1. In hot. formed like an

ancient round buckler; as, a scutate leaf —

2. In tool, applied to a surface protected by

large scales.

Scutch (skuch). v.t. [Perhaps same as scotch,

to cut, to strike ; comp. also Fr. escosse, a

busk, as of a bean or pea; cscosser to remove

the husk from. ] 1. To beat ; to drub. [Old

Knglish and Scotch. \—2. To dress by beating;

specifically,(a) in flax manuf. to beat off and

separate, as the woody parts of the stalks

of flax ; to swingle. (b) In cotton manuf.

to separate, as the individual fibres after

they have been loosened and cleansed. (c=)In

silk manuf. to disentangle, straighten, and

cut Into lengths, as floss and refuse silk.—

Scutching machine, a machine for rough-

dressing fibre, as flax, cotton, or silk.

Scutch (skuch), n. Same as Scutciier, 2.

Scutcheon (skuch'on), n. [A contr of es

cutcheon (which see).] 1. A shield for ar

morial bearings; an emblazoned shield; an

escutcheon.

A shielded scutcheon blushed with blood of kings

and queens. A'eaU.

They tore down the scutcheons bearing the arms

of the family of Caraftt. Prescott.

2. In anc. arch, the shield or plate on a

door, from the centre of which hung the

door handle.—3. The ornamental cover or

frame to a key-hole.—A. A name-plate, aa on

a coffin, pocket-knife, or other object.

Scutcher (skuch'er),u. 1. One who scutches.

2. An implement or machine for scutching

fibre. See SCUTCH, v.L

Scute (skut), n. [L scutum, a buckler.]

l.t A small shield. Gascoigne.—2. A scale,

as of a reptile. See Scutum.— 3. An ancient

French gold coin of the value of 3*. 4d

sterling.

Scutel (sku'tel), n. Same as Scutellum,

Scutella (sku-ttl'la), «. pi. Scutellse (skfi-

tel'le). [L., a salver, dim. of scutra, a tray.]

One of the horny plates with which the feet

of birds are generally more or less covered,

especially in front.

Scutellaria (BkutcMa'ri-a>, n. [L scutella,

a salver, in allusion to the form of the

calyx. ] A genus of herbaceous annuals

or perennials, natives of many different

?arts of the world, nat. order Labia tre.

hey are erect or decumbent, with often

toothed, sometimes pinnatifld leaves, and

whorled or spiked blue, violet, scarlet, or

yellow flowers. There are two British spe

cies, S. galericulata and S. minor, known

by the common name of skull-cap. They

grow on the banks of rivers and lakes, and

in watery places.

Scutellate, Scutellated (sku'tel-lat, sku'-

tel-lat-ed), a. [See Scutella.] Formed

like a plate or platter; divided into small

plate-like surfaces; as, the scutellated bone

of a sturgeon. Woodward.

Scutellidse (sku-tel'i-de), n. pi. [L. scutella,

a saucer, and Gr. eidos, resemblance.] A

family of radiated animals, belonging to the

class Echinodermata and order Kchinida?,

having a shell of a circular or elliptic form,

frequently very depressed. The ambulacra

are so arranged as to bear some resemblance

to the petals of a flower. There are many

genera and species, both recent and fossil;

these forms being popularly named 'cake-

urchins. '

Scutelliform (sku-teni-form), a. [L. *eti-

telld, a saucer, and forma, shape.] Scutel

late. In hot. the same as patelliform, but

oval instead of round, as the embryo of

grasses,

Scutellum (Rku-tel'um), n. pi. Scutella

(sku-tel'a). [L., dim. of scutum, a shield.]

1. In bot. a term used to denote the small

cotyledon on the outside of the embryo of

wheat, inserted a little lower down than

the other more perfect cotyledon, which is

pressed close to the

albumen.—2. A term

applied to the little

coloured cup or disc

found in the sub

stance of lichens,

containing the tubes

filled with sporulea,

as in the annexed

figure of Lecanora

tartarca. —3. In entom. a part of the thorax,

sometimes invisible, sometimes, as In some

Hemiptera, large, and covering the elytra

and abdomen.

Scutibranchian, Scutibranchiate (sku-

ti-brang'ki-au, sku-ti-brang'ki-at), n. A

member of the order Scutibranchiata.

Scutlbranchlata (sku'ti-brang-ki-a"ta), n.

pi. [L scutum, a shield, and bronchia, gills. ]

The name given to an order of hermaphro-

Scutella in Cudbear

{Lecanora tartarea).

Scutibranchiata—Venus' Ear {Haliotis tttbertulata).

dltegasteropodousmnlluscs.includfm.' those

which have the gills covered with a shell in

the form of a shield, as the Haliotis, or

ear-shell.

Scutibranchiate (sku-ti-brang'ki-at), a.

Pertaining to the order Scutibranchiata ;

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, 8c. tey.
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having the gills protected by a shield-like

shell

Scutiferous (aku-tifex-us), a. [L. scutum,

a shield, and ferv, to bear.] Carrying a

shield or buckler.

Seutiform (sku'ti-form), a. [L. scutum, a

buckler, and farina, form.] Having the

form of a buckler or shield.

Scatter («kut'er), P-i. [From or allied to scud;

comp scuttle, to run. ] To run or scuttle

•way with short quick steps; to scurry.

1 saw tittle Miss Hughes tattterittg across the field.

Mrs. H. Wood.

Scuttle (alcutl). n. [A Sax scutel, scuttel.

a dish, a scuttle; Ieel scutiil; from L. scu

ffUn, dim. of scutin, a dish or platter.] 1. A

broad shallow basket: so called from its

resemblance to a dish.

The earth and stones they are fain to carry from

under their feet in scuttles and baskets. Haiciutfi.

2. A wide-mouthed metal pan or pail for

holding coal*.

Scuttle (skull), n. [Probably for shuttle,

a dim. from the verb to shut. Comp. also

O.Kr. estoutiUe, Mod.Fr. icoutille, Sp. esco*

tilla. a hatchway; origin doubtful] 1. A

square hole in the wall or roof of a house,

with a lid; also, the lid that covers such an

opening. —2..Vo«( asmall hatchwayor open

ing iu the deck, with a lid for covering it;

also, a like hole in the side of a ship, or

through the coverings of her hatchways.

Ac —Air-scuttles, ports in a ship for the

admission of air.

Scuttle (skutl), v.t. [From the noun.] A'auf.

to cut holes through the bottom or sides of

a ship, for any purpose ; to sink by making

holes through the bottom ; as, to scuttle a

ship.

He was the mildest manner d man

That ever t<uttiext ship or cut a throat. Byron.

Scuttle ( skutl X Ti pret & pp. scuttled;

ppr. scuttling. [A form of scuddlc, a freq.

of*rurf.] To run with affected precipitation;

to hurry; to scuddle. 'The old fellow

scuttled out of the room.' ArtnUhnot.

Scuttle <skut1>, n [See the verb] A quick

pare; a short run. Spectator.

Scuttle - butt, Scuttle -cask (skutfl-but,

tkut'l-kask), n. A butt or cask with a hole,

covered by a lid, in its aide or top. for hold

ing the fresh water for daily use in a ship

or other vessel.

Scuttled-butt (skufld-but). n. Same as

Scuttlebutt.

Scuttle-fish (skut'1-flsh), n. The cuttle

fish.

Scutum (sku'tum), n. [L.] 1. The shield of

the heavy-aTned Roman legionaries. It

was generally oval or of a semi -cylindrical

Various forms of the Roman Scutum.

shape, madeof wood or wicker-work,covered

with leather, and defended with plates of

iron.—S. In anat. the patella or knee-pan,

from fU shape—3 In zool. (a) the second

section of the upper surface of the segment

of an insect. (M Any shield-like plate, es

pecially such as is developed in the integu

ment of many reptiles.—4. t In old law, a

pent-house or awning.

ftcytMLla, (sib'a-la), n, pi. [Or sin/baton,

cmn^ ] In pathol. small indurated balls or

fragments into which the fieces become con

verted when too long retained in the colon.

Sere (si), n. The curve cut in a body piece

of a garment before the sleeve Is sewed in,

to suit the contour of the arm.

Scylet <«1), r.t [A Sax. *cytanrtn separate,

to withdraw.] To conceal; to veil Chau-

Scyllsea (sil-le'a), n. A genus of nudi bran

chiate gasteropoda. The common species

(S. pelagica) Is found on the Fucus natans,

or gulf-weed, wherever this appears.

Scyllarlaa (sil-la'ri-an), »i. One of the family

ScyUaridee.

ScyllaridflB (sil-Ia'ri-de), n. pi [See below.]

A family of long-tailed decapodous crabs,

characterized by the wide, flat carapace, the

large and leaf-like outer antenna;, and the

partly flexible tail-fan, by which they drive

themselves through the water. They live in

moderately shallow water, where the bed of

the sea is soft and muddy. Here they bur

row rather deeply, and only issue from their

retreat for the purpose of seeking food.

Scyllanifl (sil-la'rus). n. [Or. skyllaros, a

kind of crab.] A genus of long-tailed ten-

footed crustaceans, family Scyllarida?, of

which there are several species, some of

which are eatable, and in Japan are con

sidered as delicacies.

Scylliidsa (sl-li'i-de), n. pi. [Gr. skylion, a

kind of shark.] The dog-fishes, a family of

small-sized, but very abundant sharks, three

species of which occur off our own coasts.

They have a pair of Bpiracles, two dorsal

fins placed above the ventrals. which latter

are abdominal in position, and an anal fln ;

their branchial apertures, which are small,

are situated above the base of the pectoral

fln. They are oviparous, depositing their

eggs fecundated in curious oblong horny

cases, provided with filamentary append

ages. These cases are frequently cast upon

the beach, and are known as mermaul's-

purses or sea-purses. See Doo-fish.

Scymetar, Scymitar (sim'i-ter), n. A short

sword with a convex blade. See Scimi

tar.

Scymnidae (sim'ni-de), n. pi. [Or. skymnos,

a lion's whelp.] A family of sharks, desti

tute of an anal fln, but possessing two dor

sals, neither of which is furnished with

spines. The lobes of the caudal fln are

nearly equal, and the head is furnished with

a pair of small spiracles. The Greenland

shark is the best known species.

Scyphlform (skifiform), a. [Gr. skyphos,

a cup. and E.form.] Goblet-shaped, as the

fructification of some of the lichens.

ScyphulUB (sif'u-lus), n. [Dim. of scyphus]

In oot. the cup-like appendage from which

the seta of Hepaticre arises.

Scyphus (ski'fus), n. [Gr. skyphos, a cup or

goblet] 1. A kind of large drinking-cnp

anciently used by the lower orders among

the Greeks and Etrurians. Fairholt.—% In

hot. the coronet or cup of such plants ns

narcissus ; also, in lichens, a cup-like dila

tation of the podetium or stalk-like elonga

tion of the thallus, bearing shields upon its

margin.

Scytale (si'ta-le), n. [L. and Gr.] A genus

of very poisonous snakes. The species are

stout, cylindrical, and rather long. The

back and tail possess keeled scales. The

poison-fangs resemble those of the rattle

snake. One species, S.pyramidum, is very

plentiful near Cairo and in the neighbour

hood of the pyramids-

Scythe (siTU), n. [Better written sithe;

A. Sax. stthe for siijthc, Icel. sigth; from

root of sickle.] 1. An instrument used in

mowing or reaping, consisting of a long

curving blade with a sharp edge, made fast

at a proper angle to a handle, which Es bent

into a convenient form for swinging the

blade to advantage Most scythes have two

projecting handles fixed to the principal

handle, by which they are held. The real

line of the handle is that which passes

through both the hands, and ends at the

head of the blade. This may be a straight

line or a crooked one, generally the latter,

and by moving these handles up or down

the main handle, each mower can place

them so as best suits the natural size and

position of his body. For laying cut corn

evenly, a cradle, as it is called, may be used.

The cradle is a species of comb, with three

or four long teeth parallel to the back of

the blade, and fixed in the handle. Fig. 2

Bhows a species of scythe which has been

called the cradle-scythe, as it is regularly

used with the cradle for reaping in some

localities. It has a short branching handle

somewhat in the shape of the letter Y, hav

ing two small handles fixed at the extremi

ties of the two branches at right angles to

the plane in which they lie. The liainault

scythe Is a scythe used with only one hand,

and fs employed when the corn is much

laid and entangled. The person has a hook

in one hand with which he collects a small

bundle of the straggling corn, and with the

scythe In the other hand cuts it — 2. A

i. Common Scythe, s. Cradle Scythe.

curved sharp blade anciently attached to

the wheels of war chariots.

Scythe (siTH), v.t. pret & pp. scythed; ppr.

scyUUng. 1. To mow; to cut with a scythe,

or as with a scythe. 'Time has not scythed

all that youth begun.' Shak.~2. To arm or

furnish with a scythe or scythes. 'Chariots,

scythed, on thundering axles rolled.' Glocer.

Scythera.au (aiTH'man), n. One who uses a

scythe; a mower. 'The stooping scytheman.'

Marston.

Scythe-stone (slTH'ston), n. A whetstone

for sharpening scythes.

Scythlan(sith'i-an)Ia. TertainingtoRcythia;

a name given in ancient times to a vast, in

definite, and almost unknown territory

north and east of the Black Sea, the Caspian,

and the Sea of Aral

Scythian (sith'i-an), n. A native or inhabi

tant of Scythia. 'The barbarous Scythian.'

Stuzk.

Scytnrops (sith'rops), n. [Gr. skythros.

angry, and 6ps, aspect] The channel-bill,

a genus of birds belonging to the cuckoo

family. Only one species is known, the 5.

Sovm Hollandios, a very handsome and ele

gantly coloured bird inhabiting part of

Australia and some of the Eastern Islands,

about the size of the common crow. It has

a large and curiously formed beak, which

gives it so singular an aspect, that on a

nasty glance it might almost be taken for a

toucan or hornbill.

Scytodepslc (sit-6-dep'sik), a. [Gr. skytos,

a hide, and depsed, to tan.] Pertaining to

the business of a tamier. [Rare.]— Scyto-

depsic principle, tmxnui.—Scytodcpstc acid,

gallic acid.

Sdayn, t Sdeignt (adau), n. and v. t. Disdain.

Spenser.

'Sdeath (sdeth), inter). [Corrupted from

God's death.] An exclamation generally ex

pressive of impatience. ' 'Sdeath 111 print

it.' Pope.

Sde.ith !

The rabble should have first nnroofd the city.

SMak.

Sdeinfult (sdan'ful), a. Disdainful

Sea (se), n. [A. Sax. so*, D. see, zee, O.Fris.

se, Dan. so, Icel. soft, sjdr, sjdr ir being

merely the nom. sign), G. see, Goth, saivs,

sea; same root asGr. huei (torsuci), it rains;

Skr. sava, water. Grimm thinks sea ami

send are both from a root signifying restless

billowy movement. See SOUL.] 1. The

general name for the continuous mass of

salt water which covers the greater part

of the earth's surface ; the ocean. (See

Ocean.) The term is also applied in a

more limited though indefinite sense to an

offshoot of the main sea or ocean which,

from its position or configuration, is con

sidered deserving of a special name, as the

Mediterranean Sea, the Black Sea, the Bal

tic Sea, &c. Inland lakes, in some cases,

are also called seas, as the Caspian and

Aral Seas, the Sea of Galilee. — 2. A wave;

a billow ; a surge ; as, the vessel shipped a

sea.

The broad seas swell'd to meet the keel

And swept behind. Tennyson.

8. The swell of the ocean in a tempest, or

the direction of the waves; as, we head the

sca.—\. Any large quantity ; on oceon ; a flood ;

as, a sea of difficulties. 'That sea of blood.'

Eikon Basilikf. 'Deep-drenched in a sea

of care.' Shak.—b. A large basin, cistern,

or laver which Solomon made in the temple,

ch. chain: ch, 5c. locn; g, 70; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, siny; th, fAexi; th, thin; w, u>ig; wh, wAig; ah, azure.—Sec Key.
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bo large as to contain more than six thou

sand gallons. This whs called the Brazen

Sea. and used to hold water for the priests

to wash themselves. 2 Chr. iv. 2, —At sea, (a)

on the open sea; out of sight of land. 'When

two vessels speak at sea.' Dana, (b) In a

vague uncertain condition; wide of the

mark; quite wrong; as, you are altogether

at sea in your guesses. —A t full sea, at high

water; hence, at the height ' God's mercy

was at full sea.' Jer. Taylor.—Beyond the

sea, or seas, out of the realm or country —

Cross sea, chopping sea, waves moving In

different directions. —The four seas, the seas

bounding Britain, on the north, south, east,

and west 'Within the four seas, and at

the distance of less than five hundred

miles from London ' Macatday. 'A figure

matchless between the four seas.' Law

rence.—To go to sea, to follow the sea, to

follow the occupation of a sailor. —Half

seas over, half drunk. 'Our friend the

alderman was half seas over.' Spectator.

[Colloq.] — Heavy sea, a sea in which the

waves run high —The high seas, or main

sea, the open ocean ; as, a piracy on the

high seas.—A long sea, a sea having a uni

form and steady motion of long and ex

tensive waves. — Molten sea, in Scrip, the

name given to the great brazen laverof the

Mosaic ritual. 1 Ki. vii. 23-20. — On the

sea, by the margin of the sea, on the sea-

coast 'Aclear-wall'd city on the sea.' Ten

nyson.—Short sea, a sea in which the waves

are irregular, broken, and interrupted, so

as frequently to break over a vessel's bow,

side, or quarter. —[Sea is much used in com

position, many of the compounds being self-

explanatory. A number of others are given

below.}

Sea-acorn (se'a-korn). n. A name sometimes

given to the Balani, small crustaceans pos

sessing triangular shells, and which encrust

rocks, from their fancied resemblance to the

oak-acorn.

Sea -adder (se"ad-er), n. The Gasterosteus

spinachia, or fifteen-spined stickleback, a

species of acanthopterygious fish found in

the British seas.

Sea-anemone (se'a-nem-o-ne), n. The

popular uame given to the actinias, a ccelen-

terate genus (class Actinozoa) of animals.

They are distinguished by the cylindrical

form of the body, which is soft fleshy, and

capable of dilatation and contraction. The

same aperture serves for mouth and vent,

and is furnished with numerous teutacula,

by means of which the animal seizes and

secures its food. These tentacula, when

expanded, give the animals somewhat the

appearance of flowers. They may be very

numerous, in some cases exceeding 200 in

number, and are as a rule capable of being

retracted within the body when the animal

is irritated. When fully expanded the ap

pearance of the sea-anemones in all their

varieties of colour is exceedingly beautiful.

But upon the slightest touch the tentacles

can be quickly retracted within the mouth-

aperture, and the animal becomes a mere

mass of jelly-like matter

Sea-ape (se'ap), n. 1 The name given by

some to the sea-otter, from its gambols.—

2. The sea-fox or fox-shark.

Sea - bank (selmngk), n. 1. The sea-shore.

' The wild sea-ba)dcs. ' Shak,—2. A bank or

mole to defend against the sea.

Sea-bar (se'bar), n. The sea-swallow.

Sea-barrow (se'bar-6), n, The egg-case of

the skate or thornback. Called also Sea-

pincushion.

Sea-basket (se'bas-ket),n See Basket-fish.

Sea-bass, Sea-basse (»e'bas). n. See Bass.

Sea-bear (se'bar), n. l. The white or Polar

bear (Ursus or Thalarctos maritimus).—2. A

species of seal (A rctocephalus ursinus) found

in great numbers about Komtchatka and

the Kurile Islands. Havinglargerand better

developed limbs than the generality of seals,

it can stand and walk better than the other

members of the family. The furis extremely

soft and warm, and of high value.

Sea -beard (s6'berd), ». A marine plant.

Conferva rupestris.

Sea-beast (se'best), n. A beast of the sea.

' That sea-beast Leviathan.' Milton.

Sea-beat, Sea-beaten (8et>et, se'bet-n), a.

Beaten by the sea; lashed by the waveB.

'Along the sea-beat shore.' Pope.

Sea-beet (seTiet), n. See Beta.

Sea-belt (se'belt), n. A plant, the sweet

fucus (Laminaria saccharina), which growB

upon stones and rocks by the sea-shore, the

fronds of which resemble a belt or girdle.

Sea-bent (Be'bent), ». See Ammophila.

Sea-bird (se"l>erd), n. A general name for

sea-fowl or birds that frequent the sea.

Sea-biscuit (se'bis-ket). n. Ship-biscuit.

Sea-blubber (seldub-er), n, A name some

times given to the medusa or jelly-fish.

Sea-board (se'bord), n. [Sea and board,

Ft. bord, side. ] The sea-shore ; the coast

line ; the sea-coast ; the country bordering

on the sea.

Sea-board (se'bord),a. Bordering on the sea.

Sea-boat (BeTiot), n. A vessel considered as

regards her capacity of withstanding a storm

or the force of the sea.

Sea-bord (se'bord), n, and a. Same as Sea

board. Spenser.

Sea-bordering (se'-bor-der-ing), a. Border

ing or lying on the sea. Drayton.

Sea-born (se'boru), a. l. Born of the sea ;

produced by the sea. ' Neptune and his sea

born niece.' Waller.— 2. Born at sea.

Sea-borne (se'born), a. Wafted or borne

upon the sea. 'Sea-borne coal.' Mayhew.

Sea-bound (se'bound). a. Bounded by the

sea.

Sea-boy (se'boi), n. A boy employed on board

ship. 'The wet sea-boy.' Shak.

Sea-breach (se'brech), n. Irruption of the

sea by breaking the banks. SirB. L'Estrangc.

Sea-bread (se'bred), n. Same as Hard-tack.

Sea-bream (se'brem), rv See Bream.

Sea-breeze (se'brez), n. See Breeze.

Sea-brief (se'bref), n. Same as Sea-letter.

Sea-buckthorn (se'buk-thornX n. A plant

of the genus Hippophae, the II. rhamnoides.

Called also Sallow-thorn. See Hippophak.

Sea-bugloss (se'bu-glos), n. A plant of the

genus Lithospermum, the L maritimunk

Called also Sea-gromwell.

Sea-built (se'bilt), a. 1. Built for the sea.

The sta-btult forts (ships) in dreadful order move.

Drydtn.

2. Built on the sea.

Sea-cabbage, Sea-kale (seTcab-baj, se'kal),

n. A plant of the genus Crambe, the C.

inaritima. See Cramue.

Sea-calf (se'kof), n. The common seal, a

species of Phoca, the P. vitulina of Linnaeus

and the Calocephatus vitulinus of Cuvier.

The sea-calf or seal is so called from the noise he

makes like a calf. A\ 6>nv.

Sea-cap (seTcap), n. A cap made to be worn

at sea. Shak.

Sea-captain (seTtap-tan or se'kap-tin), n.

The commander of a ship or other sea-going

vessel, as distinguished from a captain in the

army.

Sea-card (seTiard), n. The mariner's card or

compass.

Sea-carp (se'karp), n. A spotted fish living

among rocks and Btones.

Sea-cat (se'kat), a. See Wolf-eish.

Sea-catgut (selcat-gut), n. The name given

in Orkney to a common sea-weed, Chorda

Jilum ; sea-lace (which see).

Sea-change (se'chauj), n, A change wrought

by the sea.

Nothing of him that doth fade

But doth suffer a sea-ckattge

Into something rich and strange. Shak

Sea-Chart (se'ehart), n. Same as Chart, 2.

Sea-COal (se'kol), n. Coal brought by sea, a

name formerly used for mineral coal in dis

tinction from charcoal: used adjectively in

extract.

Well have a posset for't soon at night, in faith.

At the latter end of a sea-coal fire. Shak.

Sea-coast (seTiOst), n. The land immediately

adjacent to the sea; the coast. 'Thesouthem

sea-coast. ' Bryant

Sea-COb (sclcob), n. A sea-gull.

Sea-cock (se'kok). ». 1. A name given to two

fishes, Trigla cuculus and T. hirax. much

sought after by Russian epicures, and owing

to their scarcity fetching a high price.— 2. A

sea-rover or viking. Kingsley.

Sea-colewort (se'kol-wert), n. Sea-kale

(which Bee).

Sea-compass(se'kum-pas), n. The mariner's

compass.

Sea-cow (seTcou), n. A name given to the

dugoug or halicore, and also to the manatee.

(See Manatee, Duoono.) The name is also

given to the walrus or Bea-horse (Trichechu*

rosmarus).

Sea-crab (seTcrnb), n. A name applied by

Goldsmith to the strictly maritime Crusta

cea, auch as the Cancer pagurus and the

species of Portunida\ ttc.

Sea-Craft (se'kraft), n. In ship-building,

the uppermost stroke of ceiling, which is

thicker than the rest of the ceiling, and Is

considered the principal binding stroke.

Called otherwise Clamp.

Sea-crawfish (*e'kra-flsh), n. A crustacean

of the genus Palinurus, remarkable for the

hardness of its crust. The common sea-

crawfish or spiny lobster (P. vulgaris) is in

common use as a wholesome article of food-

Sea-crow(se' kro), n, A bird of the gull

kind; the mire-crow or pewit-gull.

Sea-CUCUmber (se-ku'kum-ber), n. A name

given to several of the most typical Bpeciea

of the Holothuridte, a family of echinoderma.

including the beche-de-mer or trepang of the

Chinese. Called also Sea-pudding.

Sea-dace (se'das), n. A local name for the

sea-perch.

Sea-devil (se'de-vil), n. 1. The fishing-fro?

or toad-fish, of the genus Lophius (L. pisca-

torius). See Lophius.—2. A large cartila

ginous fish, of the genus Cephaloptera (C.

Johnii or horned ray): so called from its

huge size, horned head, dark colour, and

threatening aspect.

Sea-dog (se'dog). n. 1. The dog-fish (which

see). — 2. The sea-calf or common seal. --

3. A sailor who has been long afloat; an old

sailor.

Sea-dottrel (se'dot-rel). n. The turn-stone,

a grallatorial bird. See Tlrn-stonk.

Sea-dragon (se'dra-gon), n, A teleostean

fish (Pegasus draco), included among the

Lophobranchii, and occurring in Javanese

waters. The breast is very wide, and the

large size of the pectoral fins, which form

wing-like structures, together with its gen

eral appearance, have procured fortius fish

its popular name. The name is also given

to the dragonets, fishes of the goby family.

Sea-duck (se'duk), n. An aquatic bird be

longing to the Fuligulinre, a sub-family of

the Anatidac or duck family. The eider-

duck, surf-duck, and buffel-duck are placed

among the Fuligulinie.

Sea-eagle (se'e-gl),n. 1. A name given to the

white-tailed or cinereous eagle (Haliaetus

albicilla). It is found in all parts of Europe,

generally on the sea-coast, as it is a fish-

loving bird. It often, however, makes in

land journeys in search of food, and seizes

lambs, hares, and other animals. The name

has occasionally been also applied to the

American bald-headed eagle (Haliaetus

leucocephalus) and to the osprey. — 2. The

eagle ray, a fish of the genus Myliobatis,

mostly found in the Mediterranean and

more southern seas. It sometimes attains

to a very large size, weighing as much as

S00 lbs.

Sea-ear (se'er),n. A gasteropodous mollusc,

with a univalve shell, belonging to the genus

Haliotis. See HAUOTIS.

Sea -eel (se'el), * An eel caught in salt

water; the conger.

Sea-egg (se^eg), n. A sea-urchfn, especially

with its spines removed. See Echinus.

Sea-elephant (se'el-e-fant), n, A species of

seal, the Macrorhinus proboscideus or Mo~

runga proboscidea; the elephant -seal: so

called on accountof the strange prolongation

of the nose, which bears some analogy to the

proboscis of the elephant, and also on ac

count of its elephantine size, ft is an in

habitant of the southern hemisphere, and

Sea-elephant (Afacrerhinut/To&fisvideuj).

is spread through a considerable range of

country. It moves southwards as the

summer comes on and northwards when

the cold of the winter months makes its

more southern retreats unendurable. It

attains an enormous size, frequently mea

suring as much as 30 feet in length and

from 15 to 18 feet in circumference. It is

extensively hunted for the sake of its skin

and its oil, both of which are of very excel

lent quality.

Sea-fan (se'fan), n. A kind of coral See

AlCTONAKIA.

Seafarer (se'far-er), n. One that follows

the seas; a sailor; a mariner. 'Some mean

seafarer in pursuit of gain.' Pope.

Fate, for, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey
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Seafaring (se'far-imr), a. Following the

business of a seaman : customarily em

ployed in navigation Shak.

Sea-fennel (se'fen-nelX n. Samphire.

Sea-fern (se'fern), n. A popular name for

a variety of coral resembling a fern.

Sea-fight (se'fit), n. An engagement between

ship* at sea; a naval action.

Sea-fir (ae'fer), n, A popular name applied

to many animals of the coclcnterate order

Sertularida (which see).

Sea-fish (se'flsh), n. Any marine fish; any

fish that lives usually in salt water.

Sea-foam (se'fom), n. 1. The froth or foam

of the sea. — 2. A popular name for meer

schaum, from an idea that it is sea-froth in

a concrete state.

Seaforthla (se-for'thi-a), n. A genus of

palms indigenous to the eastern coast of tro

pical Australia and the Indian Archipel

ago, named in honour of Francis, Lord Sea-

forth. The species are elegant in appear

ance, with pinnate leaves. The flower-

spikes are at tlrst inclosed in spathes vary

ing from one to four in number, and have

numerous tail-like branches, along which

the flowers are arranged either in straight

lines or in spirals, the lower portions having

them in threes, one female between two

males, and the upper in pairs of males only.

One species, S elegant, has been introduced

Into our collections, and thrives in light

sandy loam and heath mould.

Sea -fowl (se'foul), n. A marine fowl; any

bird that Lives by the sea and procures its

food from salt water.

Sea -fox (se'ioks), n, A fish of the shark

Fox-shark {Alofiias vulf><s).

family, Alopias or Alopecias vulpes, called
al* ./■'■■ i -•.!,'! ,-:, or Thresher. It measures from

12 to 15 feet in length, and is characterized

by the wonderfully long upper lobe of the

tail, which nearly equals in length the body

from the tip of the snout to the base of the

tail The lower lobe is quite short and in

conspicuous. It fa called sea-fox from the

length and size of its tail, and thresher from

Its habit of using it as a formidable weapon

of attack or defence.

Sea -gage. Sea-gauge (se'gaj). n. l. The

depth that a vessel sinks in the water. —

2. An instrument for ascertaining the depth

of the sea beyond ordinary deep-sea sound

ings. It is a self-registering apparatus, in

which the condensation of a body of air is

caused by a column of quicksilver on which

the water acts.

Sea-gllliflower (se jini-fiou-er), n. A Bri

tish plant, Armerui maritima, called also

Sen-pink and Thrift. See SEA-PINK.

Sea -girdle (se'ger-dl), n. A sea-weed, the

Latmnaria digitate, called also Tangle,

Sea-wand, Ac.

Sea-girkin (se'ger-bin), n. A name common

to several members of the family Holothu-

ridoc, akin to the sea-cucumber (which see).

Sea-girt (se'gert). a. Surrounded by the

water of the Bea or ocean; as, a sea-girt Isle.

Pass we the joys and sorrows sailor* find,

Coop'd in their winged tea £trt citadel. Byron.

Sea-god (se'god), ft A marine deity; a di

vinity supposed to preside over the ocean

or sea, aa Neptune. 'Some lusty sea-god.'

B Jonson.

Sea-goddess (se'god-es), n. A female deity

of the ocean; a marine goddess. Pope.

Sea -going (se'gd-ing), a. Lit. going or

travelling on the sea; specifically, applied

to a vessel which makes foreign voyages, as

opposed to a coasting or river vessel.

Sea- gown t (se'gouH). n. A gown or gar

ment with short sleeves worn by mariners.

'My sea-gmen scarfd about me.' Shak.

Sea -grape (se'grap), n. 1. The popular

name uf a genus of plants, Ephedra, espe

cially E. distaehya, nat order Gnetaceo?,

closely allied to the conifers. The species

consist of small trees or twiggy shrubs with

jointed Btems, whence they are called also

Joint-firs. —2. A popular name for the gulf-

weed.— 3. A popular name for the eggs of

cuttle-fishes, which are agglutinated toge

ther in masses resembling bunches of

grapes.

Sea - grass (se'gras), n. A British plant of

the genus Zostera, the / marina, called

also Grasswrack and Sea-wrack. See Okass-

WRACK.

Sea-green (se'gren). a. Having the colour

of sea-water; being of a faint green colour.

Sea - green ( Be'gren >, n. l. The colour of

sea -water. — 2. A plant, the saxifrage. —

3. Ground overflowed by the sea In spring

tides.

Sea-gromwell (se'grom-wel), n. See Sea-

III' gloss.

Sea-gudgeon (se'gu-jon), n. The rock-fish

or black goby (Gobius niger), found in the

German Ocean and on the Atlantic and

Mediterranean coasts of Europe.

Sea-gull (se'gul). n. A bird of the genus

LaruB; a gull. See Gull.

Seah (se'a), n. A Jewish dry measure con

taining nearly 14 pints. Simmonds.

Sea-hare (se'har), n. A molluscous animal

of the genus Aplysia (which see).

Sea-heath (se'heth). n. The common name

of two species of British plants, of the ge

nus Fraukenia, the F laeois and F.pulveru-

tenia. See Frankenia.

Sea-hedgehog (seltej-ho^), n. A species of

Echinus, so called from its prickles, which

resemble in some measure those of the

hedgehog; Bea-egg; sea-urchin.

Sea-hen (se'heu), n. The guillemot (which

see).

Sea-hog (se'hog), n. The porpoise (which

see).

Sea-holly (se'hol-li), n A plant of the ge

nus Eryngium, the E. maritimum. See

Erynoo.

Sea-holm (seTiolm or se'hdm), n. A small

uninhabited isle.

Sea-holm (se'holm or seliom), n. Sea-holly.

Cornwall bringeth forth greater store of sea-holm

and samphire than any other county. Carrw.

Sea-horse (se'hors), n. 1. The morse or

walrus. See Walrus. — 2. Same as Hip

pocampus. See Hippocampus.—3. A fabu

lous animal depicted with fore parts like

those of a horse, and with hinder parts

like those of a fish. The Nereids used sea

horses as riding-steeds, and Neptune em

ployed them for drawing his chariot In

Sea-horse.

the sea-horse of heraldry a scalloped fin

runs down the back.

Sea-lelly (se'Jel-li), n. Same as Jelly-fish.

Sea-Kale (sg'kal), n A species of colewort,

the Crambe vmritima. Called also Sea-

cabbage. See Crambe.

Sea-king (se'king), n. [Tcel. scekonungr,

a sea-king, a viking.] A king of the sea;

specifically, one of the piratical Northmen

who Invested the coasts of Western Europe

in the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries;

a viking (which see). 'Sea-king's daughter

from over the sea' Tennyson.

Seal (sel), n. fA. Sax. seol, seolh, Sc. selch,

silch, IceL selr, Dan. sail, O.H.G. selach:

,.^

-js^gg?**--^-

Marbled Seal [Phoca discolor).

origin doubtful 1 The name given gener

ally to mammals of certain genera belong

ing to the order Camivora and to the sec

tion Pinuigrada, which differ from the typi

cal carnivores merely in points connected

with their semiaquatic mode of life. The

seals are divided into two families — the

I'll- Ki la1, or common seals, which have no

external ear ; and the Otaridec, or eared

seals, which include the sea-bear, sea-lion,

and other forms. Species are found in

Hooded or Crested Seal (Cyitofhora cristata).

•almost every sea out of the limits of the

tropics, but they especially abound in the

Beas of the arctic and antarctic regions.

The body is elongated and somewhat fish-

like in shape, covered with a short dense

fur or coarse hairs, and terminated behind

by a short conical tail. The Phocidse have

their hind-feet placed at the extremity of

the body, and in the same line, so as to

serve the purpose of a caudal fin ; the fore

feet are also adapted for swimming, and

furnished each with five claws. They are

largely hunted for their fur and blubber,

a valuable oil being obtained from the lat

ter; and to the Esquimaux they not only

furnish food for his table, oil for his lamp,

and clothing for his person, but even the

bones and skins supply material for his

boats and his summer tents. There are

numerous species. The common seal (Phoca

vitulina) is not uncommon on British coasts.

It averages about 4 feet in length, and its

fur is grayish-brown, mottled with black. It

is easily tamed,and Boon becomesattached to

its keeper or those who feed it. Closely

allied to the common seal is the marbled

seal (P. discolor) found on the coast of France.

The P. greenlandica (hnrp-seal or saddle-

bock seol) forms the chief object of pursuit

by the seal-fishers, and has its familiar

name from a blnek or tawny mark on the

back, resembling a harp in shape, the body

fur being gray. The great seal (P. barbata)

measures from S to 10 feet in length, and

occurs in southern Greenland. The gray

seal {Halichoerxts griseus) frequents more

southern regions than the preceding, and

attains a length of from 8 to 9 feet. The

smallest of the Greenland seals, P. foetida,

is so called because of the disagreeable

odour emitted by the skin of old males. A

Bpecfes of the genus Phoca, known as the

P. caspira, is found in the Caspian Sea, and

nlso in the Siberian lakes Aral and Baikal

Thecrested seal (Cystophora cri#tata)is com

mon on the coasts of Greenland, Ac. The

so-colled crest is a bladder-like bag capable

of being inflated with air from the animal's

nostrils. The Otaridn?, or eared seals, have

o small externa] ear, and the neck is much

better defined than in the Pliocidoj. They

are also able to move about on land with

greater ease, owing to the greater freedom

of the fore-limbs. The best known forms

are the Otaria ursina (sea-bear) and Otaria

jubata (sea-lion). The famous under fur

which forms the valued 'seal-Bkin' is ob

tained from species of the Otaridre, See

Sea-bear, Sea-elephant, Sea-lion.

Seal (sel), n. [A. Sox. siQtl, tigl, from L. $i-

gillum, a little figure or image, a seal,

dim. of signum, a sign, a token (whence

sign, signal, signet).] 1. A piece of stone,

metal, or other hard substance, usually

round or oval, on which is engraved some

image or device, and sometimes a legend

or inscription, used for making an im

pression on some soft substance, as on the

wax that makes fast a letter or other in

closed paper, or is affixed to legal instru

ments in token of performance or of authen

ticity. Seals are sometimes worn in rings.

—Great seal, a Beal used for the United

Kingdoms of England and Scotland, and

sometimes Ireland, in sealing the writs to

summon parliament, treaties with foreign

states, and all other papers of great moment.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; s. 90; J, ;'ob; 6, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, (Aen; th, thin; wig; wh, ic/iig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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The office of the lord-chancellor, or lord

keeper, is created by the delivery of the

great seal into his cuBtody. — Privy-seal,

lord privy-seal. See PRIVY-SEAL.—Seal of

omm, in Seat* laic, the grant or charter by

which a royal burgh or the superior of a

burgh of barony has power conferred upon

them of constituting subordinate corpora

tions or crafts, and which defines the privi

leges and powers to be possessed by the

subordinate corporation. — 2. The wax or

other substance impressed with a device

and attached as a mark of authenticity to

letters and other instruments In writing ;

as, a deed under hand and seal

Till thou canst r;iil the seal from off my bond,

Thou but offend'st thy lungs to speak so loud.

Shak.

3 The wax, wafer, or other fastening of a

letter or other paper.

Arthur spied the letter in her hand,

Stoopt, took, brake seal, and read it. Tennyson.

4. That which authenticates, confirms, rati

fies, or makes stable ; assurance ; pledge.

2 Tim. ii. 19.

But my kisses, brine again, bring again ;

Seals of love, but sealed in vain, Shak.

h. That which effectually shuts, confines, of

secures ; that which makes fast. Rev. xx.

5. 'Under the seal of silence.' Milton.—

To set one's seal to, to give one's authority

or imprimatur to; to give one's assurance of.

Seal (set), v.t. [From the noun] 1. To set

or affix a seal to, as a mark of authenticity;

as. to seal a deed. Hence— 2. To confirm;

to ratify; to establish; to fix. 'Seal the

b.irgain with a holy kiss.' Shak.

And with my hand I seafoui true hearts' live.

Sxak.

When therefore I have performed this, and have

sealed to them this fruit, I will come by you into

Spain. Kom. xv. :£.

Thy fate and mine are sealed. Tennyson.

3. To fasten with a fastening marked with a

seal; to fasten securely, as with a wafer or

with wax; as, to seal a letter.

I have seen her . , , take forth paper, fold it,

write upon't, read it, afterwards seal it, and again

return to bed. Shak.

So they went and made the sepulchre sure, sealing

the stone and setting a watch. Mat. xxvti. 66.

4. To shut or keep close ; to keep secret:

sometimes with up; as, seal your lips; seal

up your lips. 'Sealed the lips of that evan

gelist.' Tennyson.

Open your ears, and seal your bosom, upon the

secret concerns of a friend. Dwight.

6. To inclose; to confine; to imprison: to

keep secure. 'Sealed within the iron hills.'

Tennyson.

Back to the infernal pit I drag thee chaln'd.

And seal thee so, as henceforth not to scorn

The facile gates of hell. Milfen.

fj. Among the Mormons and some other po

lygamous sects, to take to one's self, or to

assign to another, as a second or additional

wife.

If a man once married desires a second helpmate,

. . . she is sealed to him under the solemn sanction

of the church. Howard Statisbury.

7. To stamp, as an evidence of standard

exactness, legal size, or merchantable qua

lity; as. to mat weights ami measures; to

seal le&ther. [American.)—8. In hydraulics,

to prevent flow or reflnx of, as air or gas in

a pipe, by means of carrying the end of the

inlet or exit pipe below the level of the

liquid. —9. In arch, to fix, as a piece of wood

or iron in a wall, with cement, plaster, or

other binding material for staples, hinges,

Ac.

Seal (sel), v.i. To fix a seal.

Yes. Shylock, I will seal unto this bond. Shak.

Sea-lace ( so 'las), n. A species of alga*

(Chorda FUum), the frond of which is slimy.

perfectly cylindrical, and sometimes 20 or

even 40 feet in length. Called also Sea-

catgut.

Sea-lark fselark), n. 1. A bird of the sand

piper kind—2 A bird of the dotterel kind;

the ring dotterel or plover.

8ea-lavender (se'la vender), n. A British

plant of the genus Static© (S. Limonixtm),

nat order Plumbaginacerc. The root pos

sesses astringent properties. ' The sea-la

vender that lacks perfume.' Craltbe.

Sealed-earth fteld'erth), u. Terra ligittata,

an old name for medicinal earths." which

were made up into cakes and stamped or

senled.

Sea-leech (selech). n. See 8 RATE-SUCKER.

Sea-less (selegz). « pi. The ability to walk

on a ship's deck when pitching or rolling;

as. to get one's sea-legs. [Colloq.J

Sea-lemon (se'lem-on), n. A nudibranchi-

ate gasteropodous mollusc, of the genus

Doris, having au oval body, convex, marked

with numerous punctures, and of a lemon

colour.

Sea-leopard (selep-ard), n. A species of

seal, of the genus Leptonyx (L. WeddelliC),

so named from the whitish spots on the

upper part of the body.

Sealer (seTer), n. One who seals; specifi

cally, in America, an officer appointed to

examine and try weights and measures, and

set a stamp upon such as are according to

the proper standard ; also, an officer who

inspects leather, and stomps such as is

good.

Sealer (sel'er), n. A seaman or a ship en

gaged in the seal-fishery.

Sea-letter (se'let-er), n. A document from

the custom-house, expected to be found on

board of every neutral ship on a foreign

voyage. It specifies the nature and quan

tity of the cargo, the place whence it comes,

and its destination. Called also Sea-brief.

Sea-level (se-lev'el), n, The level of the

surface of the sea

Sealgh, Selch (selih), ft The seal or sea-

calf, written also Stick. [Scotch.]

Ye needna turn away your head sae sourly, like s

sealgk when he leaves the shore. Sir II '. Seott.

Sea-light (se1it), n. A light to guide mari

ners during the night. See Lighthouse,

Harbour-light.

Sealing (sel'ing), n. [From seal, the nni-

mal.] The operation of catching seals, cur

ing their skins, and obtaining their oil.

Sealing-wax (sering-waks), n. A composi

tion of resinous materials used for fasten

ing folded papers and envelopes, and thus

concealing the writing, and for receiving

impressions of seals set to instruments.

Common bees'-wax was first used in this

country, and in Europe generally, being

mixed with earthy materials to give it con

sistency. Ordinary red sealing-wax is made

of pure bleached lac, to which are added

Venice turpentine and vermilion. In in

ferior qualities a proportion of common

resin and red-lead is used, and black and

other colours are produced by substituting

appropriate pigments.

Sea-lion (se'H-on). n. 1. A name common

to several large members of the seal family

(Otarida;), the best known of which is the

Otariajubata, or 0. Stelleri. It has a thick

Sea-lion {Otariajubata).

skin, and reddish yellow or dark brown

hair, and a mine on the neck of the male

reaching tn the shoulders. It attains the

length of 10 to 15 feet, and is found in the

southern hemisphere, as also in the North

Pacific about the shores of Kamtchatka and

the Kiirile Isles.—2. In her. a monster con

sisting of the upper part of a lion combined

with the tail of a fish.

Seal-lock (seTlok), n. A lock In which the

key-hole is covered by a seal, which can be

so arranged that the lock cannot be opened

without rupturing the seal.

Sea-loach (se'lorh). n. A British fish of

the genus Motella(.l/\ vulgaris), of the fa

mily Gadidre. so called from its wattles ami

general resemblance to the fresh-water lnach.

Called also Three-bearded Rockling, Whixtlc-

fish. Three-bearded Cod, Three bearded Gade.

Sea-louse (selous), n. A name common to

various species of isopodons Crustacea, such

as the genus Cymothoa. parasitic on fishes.

The name is also given to the Molucca

crab, or Pedieulus marinus.

Seal-ring (sel'ring), n. A signet-ring.

I have lost a seal-ring of my grandfather's, worth

forty mark. Shak.

Seal-Skin (sel'skin). n. The skin of the seal.

which when dressed with the fur on is made

into caps and other articles of clothing, or

when tanned is used in making boots, Ac.

The skin of some species, as the sea-bear or

fur-seal, when the coarser long outer hairs

are removed, leaving the soft under fur, is

the expensive seal -skin of which ladies'

jackets, Ac., are made.

Seal-wax iseTwaks), n. Sealing-wax.

Your organs are not so dull that I should inform

you 'tis an inch, sir, of seal-wax. Sterne.

Seam (sem), n. [A. Sax. setim, sfm, a hem,

a seam; Ieel. saumr, Dan. and Sw som, D.

zoom, (i . m um , idl from verb to sew. See Sew. )

1. A joining line or fold formed by the sew

ing or stitching of two different" pieces of

cloth, leather, and the like together; a su

ture.

The coat was without .

throughout.

. woven from the top

Jn. six, 23.

2. The line or space between planks when

joined or fastened together. — S. In geoL

(a) the line of separation between two strata.

(b) A thin layer, bed, or stratum, as of ore,

coal, and the like, between two thicker

strata.—4. A cicatrix or scar.

Seam (sem), v.t. l. To form a seam on ; to

sew or otherwise unite with, or as with, a

seam.— 2. To mark with a cicatrix ; to scar ;

as. seamed with wounds. 'Seamed with an

ancient sword-cut.* Tennyson.

Seam (sem), )l [A. Sax. seam, G. saum, a

sack of 8 bushels, a horse-load; from L.L.

sauma, salma, for L. sagma, Gr. sagma, a

pack-saddle.] A measure of 8 bushels of

com, or the vessel that contains lt.~ A

seam of glass, the quantity of 120 pounds,

or 24 stone of 5 pounds each.

Seam (sem). 11. [Also written saim, sayme,

probably from an old French form with m.

equivalent to It. mime, grease, lard, though

the ordinary French form is sain; from L,

sagina,K fattening, fatness.] Tallow; grease;

lard. 'Bastes his arrogance with his own

seam.' Shak. [Provincial.]

Sea-maid (se'mad), n. 1. The mermaid. * To

hear the sea-maid's music' Shak. See

Mermaid—2. A sea-nymph. P. Fletcher.

Sea-mall (se'inal), n. A gull; a sea-mew.

Seaman (se'man 1, n. 1. A man whose occupa

tion is to assist in the navigation of ships

at sea; a mariner; a sailor: applied both to

officers and common sailors, but technically

restricted to those working below the rank

of officer. —Able-bodied seaman, a sailor who

is well skilled in seamanship, and classed in

the ship's books as such. Contracted A.R

—Ordinary seaman, one less skilled than

an able-bodied seaman.—2. A merman, the

male of the mermaid. 'Not to mention

mermaids or seamen.' Locke. [Rare]

Seamanship (se'man-ship), n. The skill of

a good seaman; an acquaintance with the

art of managing and navigating a ship at

MA,

Sea-marge (se'mhrj), n. Toe border or

shore of the bc& ' Thy sea-marge, sterile,

and rocky hard.' Shak.

Sea-mark (se'mark), n Any elevated object

on land which serves for a direction to ma

riners in entering a harbour, or in sailing

along or approaching a coast; a beacon, as

a lighthouse, a mountain, &c.

They were executed at divers places upon the sea-

coast, for sea-marts or lighthouses, to teach Per-

kin's people to avoid the coast. Bacon.

Sea-mat (se'mat), n. See Polyzoa.

Sea-maw (se'ma), n. The sea-mew or sen-

gull. ' Gi'e our ain fish-guts to our aiu sea-

maws.' Scotch proverb. [Scotch.]

Seam-blast (sem'blast), n, A. blast made

by filling with powder the seams or crevices

made by a previous drill-blast

Seamed (semd), a. In falconry, not in good

condition; out of condition: said of a falcon.

Sea-mell (se'mel), n. A sea-mew or gull.

Seamer (sem'er), n. One who or that which

seams; a seamster.

Sea-mew (se'mu), n. A species of gull; a

seagull. See GULL.

The night wind siphs, the breakers roar.

And shrieks the wild sea-mew. Byron.

Sea-mile (se'mH), n. A nautical or geogra

phical mile; the sixtieth part of a degree of

latitude or of a great circle of the globe.

Sea-milkwort (se'milk-wertY n. a British

plant of the genus Glaux, the G. maritima.

see Glaux

Seaming -lace, Seam-lace (sftm'lug-las.

sem'las). n. A lace used by coach-makera

to cover teams and edges.

Seamless (eem'les), a. Having no seam.

Sea-monster (se'mon-tter), n 1. a huge,

hideous, or terrible marine animal. 'Where

luxury late reigned, sea-monster's whelp.'

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not. move: tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; \\, Sc. abitne; J\ Sc. fey.
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Milton, —2. A fish, Chimotra momtrosa. See

CHIK.ERA, 4.

Sea-moss (se'raos), n, A marine plant of

the L'cims Corallina (C. officinalis), formerly

used in medicine. ' Sea-moss ... to cool his

boiling blood.' Drayton. See Corallina.

Sea-mouse (se'mous), n, A marine dorai-

branchiate annelid of the family Aphrodi-

tid«, of which the genus Aphrodite is the

type. The common sea-mouse (A.aeuleata)

of tlie British and French coasts is about

6 or 8 inches long and 2 or 3 in width. With

respect to colouring it is one of the most

splendid of all animals. The sea-«nice arc

easily recognized by two rowsof broad scales

covering the back, under which the gills are

situated in the form of fleshy crests. The

scales are covered by a substance resembling

tow. which, while excluding mud and und,

admits of the free access of water.

Seam-presser (s£m'pres-er), n. In agrt an

implement consisting of two cast-iron cylin

ders, which follows the plough to press

down the newly-ploughed furrows.

Beam-rent (seni'rent), "- A rent along a

seam.

Seam-rent* (sem'rent)ta. Having the seams

of one's clothes torn out; ragged; low; con

temptible. 'Such poor seam-rent fellows.'

B. Jonsoa.

Seam-roller (sem'rol-er), n. An agricul

tural implement; a species of roller consist

ing of two cylinders of cast-iron, which,

following in the furrow, press and roll down

the earth newly turned up by the plough.

Seamstert (*em'ater),n. One who sews well,

or whose occupation is to sew.

Our schismatic* would seem our teamsters, and our

renders will need* be our reformers and repairers.

ftp. Gauden.

Seamstress (sem'stres), n. [A. Sax. seam-

estee, with term, -ess.] A woman whose oc

cupation is sewing ; a sempstress.

Seamstressyt (sem'stres-i),"- The business

•if a sempstress.

Sea-mud (se'mud), n. A rich saline deposit

from salt-marshes and sea-shores. It is also

called ooze, and is employed as a manure.

Sea-mule (se'inul), n. The sea-mew or sea

gull.

Seamy (sem'l), a. Having a seam; contain

ing seams or showing them.

Everything has its (ait, as well as its seamy, side.

Sir If. Scatt.

Sean (sen), n. A net. See Seine.

Sea-navel (se'na-vel), n. A common name

for a small shell-fish resembling a navel.

8eance(sa'ans),n. [Fr. siance, from L. sedeo,

to siL] 1- Session, as of some public body.

i In spiritualism, a sitting with the view

of evoking spiritual manifestations or hold

ing intercourse with spirits.

Sea-needle (^'ne-dl), n. a name of the gar

or garfish. See Oarfish.

Sea-nettle (se'net-1), n. A popular name

of tiiose medusae which have the property

of stinging when touched.

Seannacnle (sen'a-Che), n. [Gael seanna-

ckaidh, one skilled in ancient or remote his

tory, a reciter of tales— seannachar, saga-

cioos. sran, old.] A Highland genealogist,

chronicler, or bard. Sir W. Scott.

Sea-nymph (se'nimf). »- A nymph or god-

dessof the sea; one of the inferior Olympian

divinities called Oceauides.

Her maidens, dressed like sea~nympks or graces,

bundled the silken tackle and steered the vessel.

S. Sharpe.

Sea-oak (se'ok). n Same as Sea-icrack.

Sea-onion (se'unyun), n. A plant, the

Scilla maritiina, or squill.

Sea-ooze (seVoz), n. Same as Sea- mud.

Mvrtimer.

Sea-orb (»e'orb), n. A marine fish almost

round; the globe-fish.

Sea-Otter (se'ot-er), n. A marine mammal

of the genus Enhydra (E. maritia). of the

family Mustelidae, and closely allied to the

common otter. It averages about 4 feet in

length including the tail, which is about

7 inches long. The ears are small and erect,

and the whiskers long and white, the legs

are short and thick, the hinder ones some

what resembling those of a seal. The fur

is extremely soft, and of a deep glossy black.

The skins of the sea-ottereare of great value,

and hare long been an article of consider

able export from Russian America.

8ea-0Wl (se'oul). n. The lump-fish, belong-

in? to the genua Cyclopterus.

Sea-pad (se'pad). n. The star-fish.

Sea-parrot (se'par-ot). n A name some

times given to the puffin, from the shape of

iU bill.

Sea-pass (sS'pas), n. A passport carried by

neutral merchant vessels in time of war to

prove their nationality and insure them

from molestation.

Sea-pea (se'pe). n. A British plant of the

genus Lathyrus, L. maritimus.

Sea-pen (se'pen), n. A compound eight-

armed polyp, thePennatulaphosphorea, not

unfrequently dredged on our coasts. See

Alcyonaria.

Sea-perch (se'perch), n. A marine flsh,

Labrax lupus, of the family Percidaj, and

closely allied to the perch. Its spines, es

pecially the dorsal spines, are strong and

sharp, and the gill-covers are edged with

projecting teeth that cut like lancets, so

that if grasped carelessly it inflicts severe

wounds. It is voracious in its habits. Called

also Bass and Sea-dace.

Sea-pheasant (.se'fez-ant), n. The pin-tail

duck.

Sea-pie (sg'pl). n. A name of the oyster-

catcher (which see).

Sea-pie (se'pl), n. A dish of food consisting

of paste and meat boiled together: bo named

because common at sea.

Sea-piece (se'pgs), n. A picture represent

ing a scene at sea.

Painters often employ their pencils upon sea-pieces.

Addison.

Sea-pike (sS'pik), n. 1. Centropomus xtnde-

cimalis, a fish of the perch family, found on

the western coasts of tropical America. It

resembles the pike in the elongation of its

form, and attains a large size. The colour

is Bilvery-white, with a green tinge on the

back. — 2. Another name for the garfish

(which see).

Sea-pincushion (se'pin-kush-on), n. The

egg-case of the skate. See Sea-BARROW.

Sea-pink (se'pingk), n. A plant of the genus

Armeria, nnt order Flumbaginacess, grow

ing on or near the sea-shore. The common

sea-pink (A. maritima) is found on all the

coasts of Britain and on many of the moun

tains. It is often used in gardens as an

edging for borders, in place of box. Called

also Thrift, Sea-thrift.

Sea-plant (se'plant), n. A plant that grows

in salt-water; a marine plant

Sea-plantain (se'plan-tan), n. A British

plant of the genus Plantago (P. maritima),

nat order Plantaginacese.

Sea-poacher (se'pdch-er), n. A British

acanthopterygious flsh of the genus Aspi-

dophorus (A. europceus). It i* a small flsh,

seldom exceeding 6' inches in length. Called

also Armed Bitu-head, Pogge, Lyrie, and

Noble.

Sea-pool (se'pbl), n. A pool or sheet of

salt water.

I have heard it wished that all land were a sex-pact,

Spenser.

Sea-porcupine (se'por-ku-pin), n, A fish,

the Diodon Hystrix, the body of which is

covered with spines.
Seaport (seaport), n. 1. A port or harbour

on the sea.—2. A city or town situated on

a harlvour, on or near the sea.

Seapoy (se'poi), n. A sepoy: an improper

spelling.

Sea-pudding (se'pud-iug), n. Same as Sea-

cucumber.

Sea-purse (&£'pers), n. See under Sctlli-

WM.

Sea-purslane (Be'pers-Ian), " A British

plant of the genus Atriplex, the A. portula-

coides, called also Shrubby Orach. See

ORACH.

Sea-pye (se'pi). n. See Sea-pie.

Sea-quake (se'kwak), n. A quaking or con

cussion of the sea.

Sear (ser), v.t. [A. Sax. scdrian, to dry up,

to parch; L.O. s&ren, soren, L.G. sor, moor,

O.D. sore, soore, D. zoor, dry; connections

doubtful.] 1. To wither; to dry. 'Ascatter'd

leaf, sear'd by the autumn blast of grief.'

Byron.—% To burn to dryness and hardness

tlie surface of; to cauterize; to burn into

the substance of; also, simply to burn, to

scorch; as, to sear the flesh with an iron.

'Red-hot steel, to sear me to the brain.'

Shak. 'The sun that scared the wings of my

sweet boy.' Shale.

I'm sear'd with burning steel. Rome.

3. To make callous or insensible.

It was in vain that the amiable divine tried to pive

salutary pain to that stared conscience. Macauiay.

4. To brand.

For calumny will sear

Virtue itself. Shak.

—To sear up, to close by searing or cauter

izing; to stop.

Cherish veins of good humour, and sear uf> those

ofUL Str If". Temple.

Sear (ser), a. Dry; withered; no longer

green ; as, sear leaves. .Spelled also Sere.

'Old age which, like sear trees, is seldom

seen affected.' Beau. <t Fl.

My way of life,

Has fallen into the sear, the yellow leaf. Shak.

Sear (ser), n, [Fr. serre, a lock, a bar, from

JL sera, a bolt or bar.] The pivoted piece

in a gun-lock which enters the notches of

the tumbler and holds the hammer at full

or half cock.

Sea-radish (sc'rad-tsh), n. A British plant

of the genus Raphanus, the It. maritimus.

See Raphanus.

Sea-rat (se'rat), n. A pirate. Massinger.

Sea-raven (se'ra-vn). n. An acanthoptery

gious flsh of the sculpin or bullhead family,

genus Hemitripterus. The common species

(II. Acadianus), called also yellow sculpin

and Acadian bullhead, inhabits the Atlantic

shores of North America.

Searce (sers), n, I Also written searse, same.

See Sarse. ] A sieve; a bolter. 'A sieve, or

searce to dress my meal, and to part it from

the bran and husk.' Defoe. [Obsolete or

local. ]

Searce (sers), v.t pret. & pp. searced; ppr.

searcing. To separate the fine part of, as

meal, from the coarse; to sift; to bolt.

' Finely searced powder of alabaster.' Boyle.

[Obsolete or local.]

For the keeping of meal, bolt and searce it from

the bran. Mortimer.

Scarcer (sers'er), n. One that sifts or bolts.

[Obsolete or local.]

Search (serch), v.t. [OK. seiche, cerche,

O.Fr. cercher, cerchier. Mod. Fr. chereker,

to search; It. ccrca re, to run about, to search;

L,L. cercare, circa re, from L. circus, a circle.

See Circle.] 1. To look over or through,

for the purpose of finding something; to ex

amine by inspection; to explore.

Send thou men, that they may starch the land of

Canaan. Num. xiii. 3.

Help to search my house this one time. If I find

not what 1 seek, show no colour for my extremity.

SMa*.

2. To inquire after; to seek for. 'To search

a meaning for the song.' Tennyson.

Enough is left besides to search and know. Mittoit.

3. To seek the knowledge of, by feeling with

an instrument; to probe; as, to search a

wound.—4. To examine; to try; to put to

the test

Thou hast searched me and known me.

F's. exxxir. t.

—To search out, to seek till found, or to

find by seeking. 'To search out truth."

Watts.

Search (serch), c.i. 1. To seek ; to look; to

make search.

Satisfy me once more : once more search with me.

Shai.

£. To make inquiry; to inquire.

It suffices that they have once with care sifted the

matter, and searched into all the particulars. Locke.

Search (serch), n. The act of seeking or

looking for something; the act of examining

or exploring; pursuit for finding; inquiry';

quest: sometimes followed by for, of, or

after. 'Make further search fur my poor

Bon. ' Shak.

The orb he roam'd

With narrow search, and with inspection deep.

Milton.

The parents, after a lonfj search/or the boy. Rave

him up for drowned in a canal. Adaison.

This common practice carries the heart aside from

all that is honest in our search ajter truth. It'atts.

Throughout the volume are discernible the traces

of a powerful and independent mind, emancipated

from the influence of authority, and devmed to the

search ^truth. Afacaulay.

—Search of encumbrances, the inquiry made

in the special legal registers by a purchaser

or mortgagee of landB as to the burdens and

state of the title, in order to discover

whether his purchase or investment is safe.

—Right of search, in maritime law, the right

claimed by one nation to authorize the com

manders of their lawfully commissioned

cruisers to enter private merchant vessels

of other nations met with on the high seas,

to examine their papers and cnrjio, and to

search for enemy's property, articles contra

band of war. Ac.

Searchable (ierch'a-bl), a Capable of being

searched or explored. Cotgrave.

Searchableness (se>ch'a-bl-nes), n. The

state of being searchable.

Searcher ( serch 'er), n. One who or that

which searclies, explores, or examines for

the purpose of finding something, obtaining

ch, cAain; ch. Sc locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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information, and the like; a seeker; an in

quirer; an examiner; an investigator.

He whom we appeal to is truth itself, the great

searcher of hearts, who will not let fraud go unpun

ished. Addison.

Avoid the man who practises anything unbecoming

A free and open searcher after truth. // 'arts.

Specifically, (a) a person formerly appointed

in London to examine the bodies of the

dead, and report the cause of their death.

(b) An officer of the customs whose business

is to search and examine ships outward

bound, to ascertain whether they have pro

hibited goods on board, also baggage, goods,

tfce. (c) A prison official who searches or

examines the clothing of newly arrested

persons, and takes temporary possession of

the articles found about them, (d) A civil

officer formerly appointed in some Scotch

towns to apprehend idlers on the street

during church hours on Sabbath.

If we bide here, the searchers will be on us. and

carry us to the guard-house for being idlers in kirk-

time. Sir IV. Scott

(e) An inspector of leather. (Local.] (/) An

instrument forexamining ordnance, to ascer

tain whether guns have any cavities in them.

(g) An instrument used in the inspection of

butter, tfce, to ascertain the quality of that

contained in firkins, &c.

Searching (serch'ing), p. and a. 1. Looking

into or over; exploring; examining; inquir

ing; seeking; investigating.—2. Penetrating;

trying; close; keen; as, a searching discourse;

a marching examination; a searching wind.

Searchingly (serch'ing-li), adv. In a search

ing manner.

Searchingness (serch'ing-nes). n. The qua

lity of being searching, penetrating, close,

or trying.

Searchless (serchles), a. Eluding search or

investigation; inscrutable; unsearchable.

The modest,seeming eye.

Beneath whose beauteous beams, belying heaven,

Lurk searchless cunning, cruelty, and death.

Thornsen.

Search-warrant (serch'wor-ant), n. Inlaw,

a warrant granted by a justice of the peace

to a constable to enter the premises of a

person suspected of secreting stolen goods,

in order to discover, and if found to seize,

the goods. Similar warrants are granted to

Bearch for property or articles in respect of

which other offences are committed, such

as base coin, coiners' tools, also gunpowder,

nitro-glycerine, liquors, &c., kept contrary

to law.

Sear-Cloth (seYkloth), n. [For cere-cloth.]

A waxed cloth to cover a sore; sticking-

plaster.

Sear-cloth (serTiloth), v.t. To cover with

sear-cloth.

Sea-reach (se'rech), n. The straight course

or reach of a winding river, which stretches

out to seaward.

Searedness (serd'nes), n. The state of being

seared, cauterized, or hardened ; hardness ;

hence, insensibility. 'Delivering up the

sinner to a stupidity, or searedness of con

science.' SouOi.

Sea-reed (se'red,), n. A British grass of the

genus Ammophila {A, arundinacea), found

on sandy sca-shorcs, where iU roots assist in

binding the shifting soil. See Ammophila.1.

Sea-reeve (se'revY n. An officer formerly

appointed in maritime towns and places to

take care of the maritime rights of the lord

of the manor, watch the shore, and collect

the wrecks.

Sea-risk, Sea-risque (se'risk). n. Hazard

or risk at sea ; danger of injury or destruc

tion by the sea.

He was so great an encourager of commerce, that

he charged himself with all the sea-risque of such

vessels as carried corn to Koine in the winter.

Arbuthnot.

Sea-robber (se'rob-er), n. A pirate; one

that robs on the high seas.

Trade is much disturbed by pirates and sea- rafters.

Milton.

Sea-robin (se'rob-in), n. A British acan-

thopterygious fish of the genus Trigla (T.

cuculus), otherwise called the Red or Cuckoo

Gurnard. It is about 1 foot long, and of a

beautiful bright red colour.

Sea-rocket (se'rok-et), n. A British plant

of the genus Cakile, the C. inaritima, grow

ing on the Bea-shore in sand. It belongs to

the nat. order Crueifera?.

Sea-room (se'rdm), n. Sufficient room at

sea for a vessel to make any required move

ment; space free from obstruction in which

a ship can be easily manoeuvred or navi

gated.

There is sea-room enough for both nations, without

offending one another. Bacon.

Sea-rover <se'rdv-er), n. 1. A pirate; one

that cruises for plunder. 'A certain island

. . . left waste by sea-rovers.' Hilton.—

2. A ship or vessel that is employed in cruis

ing for plunder.

Sea-roving (se'rov-ing), a. Wandering on

the ocean.

Sea-roving (se'rov-ing), n. The act of rov

ing over the sea ; the acts and practices of

a sea-rover; piracy.

Nor was it altogether nothing, even that wild sea-

roz'in/r and battling, through so many generations.

Carlyle.

Searse (sers), v.t. and n. Same as Searce.

Sear-spring (seVspring), n. The spring in

a gun-lock which causes the sear to catch in

the notch of the tumbler.

Sea-ruff (se'ruf), "- A marine fish of the

genus Orphus.

Sea-salt (se'salt). n. Chloride of sodium or

common salt obtained by evaporation of

sea-water. See Salt.

Sea-sandwort (se'sand-wert), n. A British

maritime perennial plant of the genus Hon-

kenya (//. peploides), nat. order Caryophyl-

lacere. It grows in large tufts on the sea-

beach, its rhizome creeping in the sand and

throwing up numerous low stems with tieshy

leaves and small white flowers.

Seascape (se'skap), n. |Eormed on the

model of landscape.] A picture represent

ing a scene at sea; a sea-piece. 'Seascape

—as painters affect to call such things.'

Dickens. [Recent, but in good usage.]

Sea-scorpion (se'skor-pi-on), n. An acan-

thopterygious marine fish (Cotttts scorpius)

1 foot in length, with a large spine-armed

head. It is very voracious.

Sea-serpent(se'ser-peut), n. 1. A name com

mon to a family of snakes, Hydridce, of sev

eral genera, as Hydrus. Felamis, Chersydrus,

Arc. These animals frequent the seas of

warm latitudes. They are found off the

coast of Africa, and are plentiful in the

Indian Archipelago. They are all, so far as

known, exceedingly venomous. They delight

in calms, and are fond of eddies and tide

ways, where the ripple collects numerous

fish and medusa;, on which they feed. The

Sea-serpent (Hydrus StoAesii).

Hydrus Stokesii here depicted, inhabits the

Australian seas, and is as thick as a man's

thigh. Called also Sea-snake.—2. An enor

mous animal of serpentine form, said to

have been repeatedly seen at sea. Its length

has been sometimes represented to be as

much as 700 or 600 feet, and it has been de

scribed as lying in the water in many folds,

and appearing like a number of hogsheads

floating in a line at a considerable distance

from each other. That people have honestly

believed they saw such a monster there is

no doubt, but naturalists generally suppose

that they have been deceived by a line of

porpoises, floating sea-weed, or the like, and

are rather sceptical as to the real existence

of the great sea-serpent.

Sea- service (se'ser-vis). n. Service in the

royal navy; naval service.

You were pressed for the sea-service, and got off

with much ado. Swift.

Sea-shark (se'shark), n. The white shark

(Squalus carcharias).

Sea- Shell (se'shel), n. The shell of a mol

lusc inhabiting the sea; a marine shell; a

shell found on the sea-shore. Mortimer.

Sea-shore (se'shor), n. 1. The coast of the

sea ; the land that lies adjacent to the sea

or ocean. —2. In law, the ground between

the ordinary high -water mark and low-

water mark.

Sea-sick (se'sik), a. Affected with sickness

or nausea by means of the pitching or roll

ing of a vessel.

Sea -sickness (se'sik-nes), n. A nervous

affection attended with nausea and convul

sive vomiting, produced by the rolling, but

more especially the pitching of a vessel at

sea. Its origin and nature are still imper

fectly known. It usually attacks those per

sons who are unaccustomed to a seafaring

life, but persons so accustomed do not

always escape. It may attack the strong

and cautious, while the debilitated and in

cautious may go free. It may attack on

smooth waters, while a rough sea may fail

to produce it. It may pass away after the

lapse of a few hours, or last during a whole

voyage. One good authority explaius it as

an undue accumulation of the blood in the

nervous centres along the back, and espe

cially in those segments of the spinal cord

related to the stomach and the muscles con

cerned in vomiting, and recommends as the

best remedy against it the application of

ice-bags to the spinal column. In some

cases its violence may be considerably miti

gated by iced brandy, by small doses of

opium, by soda-water, or by saline draughts

in the effervescent state.

Sea -Side (se'sid), n. The land bordering

on the sea; the country adjacent to the sea

or near it. 'The green sea-side.' Pope.

Often used adjectively, and signifying per

taining to the sea-side or coast; as, ;i sea-

side residence or home.

Seaside-grape (se'sld-grap),n. A small West

Indian tree of the genus Coccoloba (C uvi-

/cra), nat. order Polygonacea?, growing on

the sea-coasts. The wood is heavy, hard,

durable, and beautifully veined, and the

fruit, which consists of a pulpy calyx invest

ing a nut, is pleasant and sub-acid, in ap

pearance somewhat resembling a currant.

The extract of the wood is so astringent as

to have received the name of Jamaica

kino.

Sea-8later (se'slat-er), n. Ligia oceanica, a

small marine crustaceous animal.

Sea-sleeve (se/slev), n. See Calamary.

Sea-slug (se'slug), n. A name applied gen

erally to sea-lemons and other gasteropo-

dous molluscs destitute of shells and be

longing to the section Nudibranehiata. The

name has been derived from the resemblance

presented by theBe marine gasteropods to

the familiar terrestrial slugs.

Sea -snail (se'snal), n. A British malacop-

terygious fish of the family Discoboli and

genus Liparis, the L vulgaris, called also

Unctuous Sucker. It is a small flsh, seldom

exceeding 4 or 5 inches in length, and de

rives its popular names from the soft and

slime-covered surface of its body.

Sea-snake (se'suak), n. Same as Sea-ser

pent.

Sea-Bnlpe (se'snip), n. 1. The bellows-fish

(which see).—2. The dunlin.

Season (se'zn), u. [O.E. scson, sesoun, O.Fr.

seson, seison, Mod. Fr. saison, Pr. ami Sp.

sazon, fit or due time, time of maturity,

season, from L. satio,sationis. a sowing, from

sero, satum, to sow. Originally, therefore,

it meant the time of sowing certain crops,

hence season in general ] 1. One of the

periods into which the year is naturally

divided, as marked by its characteristics

of temperature, moisture, conditions of

nature, and the like. In the temperate re

gions of the globe there are four well-

marked divisions or seasons—spring, sum-

mer,autumn,and winter. Astronomically the

seasons are marked as follows: spring Ib from

the vernal equinox, when the sun enters

Aries, to the summer solstice ; summer is

from the summer solstice to the autumnal

equinox; autumn, from the autumnal equi

nox to the winter solstice; and winter, from

the winter solstice to the vernal equinox.

The characters of the seasons are, of course,

reversed to inhabitants of the southern

hemisphere. "Within the tropics the seasons

are not greatly marked by the rise or fall

of the temperature, so much as by dryness

and wetness, and they are usually distin

guished as the wet and the dry seasons.—

2. A period of time, especially as regards its

fitness or suitableness for anything contem

plated or done ; a convenient or suitable

time; a proper conjuncture; the right time.

All business should be done betimes; and there's

as little trouble of doing it in season too, as out of

season. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. A certain period of time not very long; a

while; a time.

Thou shalt be blind, not seeing the sun for a season.

Acts xiii. ii.

After the lapse of more than twenty-seven years,

in a season as dark and perilous, his own shattered

frame and broken heart were laid with the same

pomp in the same consecrated mould. Macaulay.

4. That time of the year when a particular

locality is most frequented by visitors or

shows most bustling activity ; as, the Lou

don season; the Brighton season. Also, that

part of the year when a particular trade,

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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profession, or business is in its greatest state

of activity; as, the theatrical season; the

publishing season; the hay-making or hop-

picking season.— 5. t That which seasons or

gives a relish; seasoning. 'Salt too little

which may season give to her fool-tainted

flesh.' Shak.

Vra lack the season of all natures, sleep. Shak.

Season (se'zn). v.t. [From the noun (which

see). J 1. To render suitable or appropriate;

to prepare; to fit

And am I then revenged.

To take him in the purging of his soul.

When he is fit and seasoned for his passage j Shak.

2. To fit for any use by time or habit; to ha

bituate; to accustom ; to mature ; to inure;

to acclimatize.

How many things by season season'J are

To their nght praise and true perfection ! Shak.

A man should harden and season himself beyond

the degree of cold wherein he lives. Addisort.

3. To bring to the best state for use by any

process; as, to season a cask by keeping

liquor in it; to season a tobacco-pipe by

frequently smoking it ; to season timber by

drying or hardening, or by removing its

natural sap.

Only a sweet and virtuous soul.

Like seasoned timber, never gives. G. Herbert.

4_ To fit for the taste ; to render palatable,

or to give a higher relish to, by the addition

or mixture of another Bubstance more pun

gent or pleasant; as, to season meat with

salt; to season anything with spices.

And every oblation of thy meat offering shalt thou

seas-j*t with salt- Lev. u. ij.

5. To render more agreeable, pleasant, or

delightful; to give a relish or zest to by

something that excites, animates, or exhila

rates.

You season still with sports your serious hours.

Dryden.

The proper use of wit is to season conversation.

TillotsoM.

6. To render more agreeable, or less rigorous

and severe; to temper; to moderate; to qua

lify by admixture. 'When mercy seasons

justice * ShaJc.

Season your admiration for a while. Shak.

7. To gratify ; to tickle. ' Let their palates

be teaton'd with such viands.' Shak,—8. To

imbue; to tinge or taint

Season their younger years with prudent and pious

principles- yer. Taylor.

Parents firs* season us: then schoolmasters

Denver us to laws. G. Herbert.

9. t To copulate with; to impregnate. Hol

land.

Season (se'zn), v.t 1. To become mature;

to grow lit for use; to become adapted to a

climate, as the human body.— 2. To become

dry and hard by the escape of the natural

juices, or by being penetrated with other

substance.

Carpenters rough-plane boards for flooring, that

they may set them by to season. Moxon.

A t To give token; to smack; to savour.

Lose not your labour and your time together;

It seasons of a fool. Bean. ■'■'- Ft.

Seasonable (se'zn-a-bl), a. Suitable as to

time or season; opportune; occurring, hap

pening, or being done in due season or pro

per time for the purpose; as, a seasonable

supply of rain.

This . . . was very serviceable to us on many

etbtr accounts, and came at a very seasonable time.

Cook.

SeasonablenesB (se'zn-a-bl-nesX «■ The

state »r quality of being seasonable; oppor

tuneness.

Seatcnap/rness is best in all these things which

ha»e their ripeness and decay. ff/. Halt.

Seasonably (se'zn-a-hli). adv. In due time;

In time convenient; sufficiently early; as, to

sow or plant seasonably.

Seasonaget (se'zn-aj), n. Seasoning; sauce.

Charity U the grand seasonage of every Christian

duty. South.

Seasonal (se'zn-al). a. Pertaining to the

feaaons ; relating to a season or seasons.

"The deviations which occur from the sea

sonal averages of climate.' Encyc. Brit.

Seasoner («e'zn-er), n. One that seasons;

that which seasons, matures, or gives a rel

ish

Seasoning (se^zn-ingj.n. 1. The act by which

anything is seasoned or rendered palatable,

fit for use, or the like. — £ That which is

added to any species of food to give it a

higher relish ; usually, something pungent

or aromatic, as salt, spices, Ac.

Many vegetable substances arc used by mankind

ms ttasoMffft. which abound with a highly exalted

*i»matk cal ; as thyme and savory. Arbnthnot.

3. Something added or mixed to enhance the

pleasure of enjoyment ; as, wit or humour

may serve as a seasoning to eloquence.

Political speculations are of so dry and austere a

nature, that they will not go down with the public

without frequent seasonings. Addison.

Seasonless (se'zn-les), a. Without succes

sion of seasons.

Season-ticket (se'zn-tik-et), n. A ticket

which entitles its holder to certain privi

leges during a specified period of time, as a

pass for travelling by railway, steamboat,

or other means of conveyance at pleasure

during an extended period, issued by the

company at a reduced rate ; a ticket of ad

mission to a place of amusement for an ex

tended period, purchased at a reduced rate.

Sea-spider (se'spi-der), n. A marine crab

of the genus Maia(3f. sguinado). The body

is triangular; the legs 6lender, and some

times long. Also applied to members of the

arachnid a n order Podosomata.

Sea-squirt (se'skwert). n. An ascldian.

Sea-star (se'starv n. The starfish. Sir T.

Browne.

Sea - starwort (se'Btar-wert), n. A British

maritime plant of the genus Aster (A. Tripo-

lium), nat. order Composite. It is a pretty

plant, 6 inches to 2 feet high, with lance-

Bhaped, smooth, fleshy leaves, and stems

terminating in corymbs of purple-rayed

flower-heads. Called also Sea-side Aster.

Sea -stick (se'stik), ». A herring caught

and cured at sea. A. Smith.

Sea -stock (Be'stok), n. A British plant of

the genus Matthiola, if. sinuala. See Mat-

THIOLA.

Sea-sunflower (se'sun-flou-er), n. The sea-

anemone, a cudenterate polyp of the genus

Actinia.

Sea-swallow (se'swol-lo), n. 1. A provincial

name of the storm-petrel (Thalassidroma

pelagica).—2. The common tern, so called

from its excessively long and pointed wings,

and from its forked tail, which render its

flight and carriage analogous to those of

bwallows. See Tern.

Sea - swine (Be'swin). n. A common name

for the porpoise (which see).

Seat (set), «, [Directly from the Scandina

vian : Icel. scetiy set, Sw. safe, a seat, from

root of sit; so L.O. silt, G. sitz. The A. Sax.

seems only to have had the dim. form sell.]

1. The place or thing on which one sits ;

more especially in such narrower senses as,

(a) something made to be sat in or on, as a

chair, throne, bench, stool, or the like. ' The

tables of the money changers, and the seats

of them that sold doves.' Mat.xxi.12. (6) That

part of a thing on which a person sits; as, the

seat of a chair or saddle; the seat of a pair of

trousers, (c) A regular or appropriate place

of sitting ; hence, a right to sit ; a sitting ;

as, a seat in a church, a theatre, a railway-

carriage, or the like. —2. Place of abode;

residence; mansion; as, a gentleman's coun

try «at. — 3. Place occupied by anything;

the place where anything is situated, fixed,

settled, or established, or on which anything

rests, resides, or abides; station; abode; as,

a seat of learning ; the seat of war ; Italy is

the seat of the arts; London the seat of

commerce. * While memory holds a seat

in this distracted globe,' Siiak.

This castle hath a pleasant seat; the air

Numbly and sweetly recommends itself

Unto our gentle senses. Shak.

Earth felt the wound; and Nature from her seat.

Smiling through all her work, gave signs of woe.

Milton.

[It was formerly used exactly as we now use

site, and may be regarded as having that

meaning in the above passage from Shak-

spere. So also in the following :—

Neither do I reckon it an ill tax/ only when the air is

unwholesome, but likewise where the air is unequal.

Paeon {O/Building).]

4. Posture or way of Bitting, as of a person

on horseback; as, he has a good firm seat.—

5. Apart on which another part rests; as, the

seat of a valve.

Seat (set), c. t. 1. To place on a seat; to cause

to sit down; as, we seat our guests.

The guests were no sooner seated but they entered

into a warm debate. Arbuthnot.

2. To place in a post of authority, in office, or

a place of distinction.

Thus hU|h, by thy advice.

And thy assistance, is King Richard seated. Shak.

3. To settle ; to fix in a particular place or

country; to situate; to locate; as, a colony

of Greeks seated themselves in the south of

Italy, another at Massilia in Gaul.

Sometimes the grand dukes would travel through

the vast regions of Central Asia to the court of the

Great Khan, which at this time was seitted on the

banks of the river Amoor, in Chinese Tartary.

Brougham.

4. To fix; to set firm.

From their foundations, loosening to and fro.

They pluck'd the seated hills. Milton.

5. To assign seats to; to accommodate with

seats or sittings; to give sitting accommoda

tion to; as, the gallery seats four hundred.

6. To fit up with seats; as, to seat a church;

a hall seated for a thousand persons.—7. To

repair by making the seat new; as, to seat a

garment —at To settle; to plant with In-

abitants; as, to seat a country.

Seatt (set), v.i. To rest; to lie down.

'The folds, where sheep at night do seat'

Spenser.

Sea-tang (se'tangV n. A kind of sea-weed;

tang; tangle. 'Their neat of sedge and

sea-tana. ' Longfellow.

Sea-tangle (se'tanti-gl), n. The common

name of several species of sea-weeds of the

genus Laminaria. L. digitata is the Well-

known tangle of the Scotch.

Sea-term (se'term), n. A word or term used

appropriately by seamen or peculiar to the

art of navigation. Pope.

Sea-thief (se'thef). n. A pirate.

Sea-thong (se'thong), n. One of the names

for the British sea-weed Himanthalia lorea.

Sea-thrift (se'thrift), n. Same as Sea-pink.

Seating (set'ing), n. 1. The act of placing on

a seat; the act of furnishing with a seat or

Beats.—2. The material for making seats or

the covering of seats, as horse-hair, Ame

rican leather, and the like.

Sea-titling (se'tit-ling). n. A British denti-

roetral bird of the genus Anthus or pipits

(A. aquaticus or obscu rus), abundant on the

sea-coast, but rare inland. It is of dark

plumage, and a good songster. Called also

Shore-pipit

Sea-toad (se'tod). n. The angler or fishing-

frog. See Lophius.

Sea-tortoise (se'tor-tois), n. A marine

turtle. See Turtle.

Sea-tosBed, Sea-tost (ae'tost), a. Tossed

by the sea. 'The sea-tost Pericles.* Shak.

Sea-turn (se'tern), n. A gale, mist, or breeze

from the sea.

Sea-turtle (se'ter-tl), n. 1. A marine turtle.

2. A marine bird, the black guillemot (//rut

jrylle).

Sea-unicorn(se'u-ni-korn), n. See Nar-

wal.

Sea-urchin (se'er-chin), n. A name popu

larly given to the numerous species of the

family Echinidaa. See Echinus.

Seave (sev), n. [Dan. siv, a rush, Icel. sef,

sedge. 1 A rush; a wick made of rush.

Sea-view (se'vu), u. A prospect at sea or

of the sea, or a picture representing a scene

at sea; a marine view; a seascape.

Sea-wall (se'wal), n. A strong wall or em

bankment on the shore to prevent encroach

ments of the sea, to form a breakwater, Ac.

Sea-walled (se'wald), a. Surrounded or de

fended by the sea. ' Our sea walled garden. '

Shak.

Sea-wand (se'wond), n. Same as Sea-girdle.

Seaward (se'werd), a. Directed toward

the sea. * To your seaward steps farewell.'

Donne.

Seaward (se'werd), ado. Toward the sea.

The rock rush'd sea-ward with impetuous roar,

Ingulfd, and to the abyss the boaster bore. Po/e.

Sea-ware (se'war), n. [ See Ware ] A term

frequently applied to the weeds thrown up

by the sea in many situations, and which ate

collected and made use of as manure and for

other purposes.

Sea-water (se'wa-ter), n. The salt water of

the sea or ocean. Sea-water contains chlor

ides and sulphates of sodium (chloride of

sodium = common salt), magnesium, and po

tassium, together with bromides and carbon

ates, chiefly of potassium and calcium.

Sea-water shalt thou drink. Shak.

Sea-wax (se'waks), n. Same as Maltha.

Sea-way (se'wa). n. Naut. (a) progress

made by a vessel through the waves, (b) An

open space in which a vessel lies with the

sea rolling heavily.

Sea-weed (se'wed), n. A name given gener

ally to any plant growing in the sea. but more

particularly to members of the nat. order

Algic. The most important of these plunts

are the Fucaeerc, which comprehend the

Fuci. from the species of which kelp is

manufactured; the Laminaria? or tangles;

the Floridew, which includes the Carrageen

moss (Chondrus erispus) and the dulse of

the Scotch (Rhodoinenia palmata).

ch, cft&'n; ch, Re. loeA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, trftig; zh, azure.— See Key.
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Sea-wife (se'wif), n. An ncanthopterygious

marine fish of the genua Labrus (L. vetula),

allied to the wrasse.

Sea-Willow (se'wil-16), n. A polyp of the

genus Gorgon ia.

Sea-wlng(se'wing), n. 1. A bivalve mollusc

allied to the mussels—2. A sail. [Rare]

Antony.

Claps on his tfa-it i>ii', and like a doting mallard.

Leaving the light in height, flies after her. Skat.

Sea-wlthwind (se'with-wind), n. A species

of bindweed (Convolvulus Soidanclla).

Sea-wold (se'wold), n. Sea wood or forest;

vegetation under the searesembling a forest.

We would run to and fro, and hide and seek.

On the broad sea wolds. Tennyson.

Sea-wolf (se'wulf), n. A name sometimes

given to the sea-elephant, a large species

of seal ; also to the wolf-fish (Anarrhichas

lupus) and to the bass. See Wolf-fISH,

Bass.

Sea -wormwood (Bg'werm-wudX n. A

plant, the Artemisia vtaritima, which

grows by the sea.

Sea-worn (se'wdni). a. Worn or abraded

by the sea. Drayton.

Sea-worthiness (se'wur-Tiil-nes), n. The

state of being sea-worthy.

Sea-wortny (se'wer-THl), a. Applied to a

ship in good condition and fit for a voyage;

worthy of being trusted to transport a cargo

with safety; as. a sea-worthy ship.

Dull the voyage was with long delays.

The vessel scarce sea-joortky. Tennyson.

Sea-wrack (se'rak), n. A plant, the Zos-

tera marina; sea-grass. See Grassyvrack.

Seb (seb), n. One of the great Egyptian di

vinities represented in the hieroglyphics as

the father of the gods, a character ascribed

to other gods, as Neph, Pthah, rfce. He mar

ried his sister Xutpe, and was father of

Osiris and Isis. He corresponds to the Greek

Kronos.

Sebaceous (se-ba'shus), a. [L.L. sebaceus,

from L. sebum, tallow.] 1. Pertaining to tal

low or fat ; made of, containing, or secret

ing fatty matter; fatty.— Sebaceous glands,

small glands seated in the cellular mem

brane under the skin, which secrete the se

baceous humour. —Sebaceous humour, a

suet-like or glutinous matter secreted by

the Bebaceous glands, which serves to de

fend the skin and keep it soft.— 2. In bot.

having the appearance of tallow, grease, or

wax ; as, the sebaceous secretions of some

plants. Henslow.

Sebacic (se-bas'ik), a. [See above.] In chem.

pertaining to fat; obtained from fat; as, se-

bacic acid, an acid obtained from oletn. It

crystallizes in white, nacreous, very light

needles or laminae resembling benzoic acid.

Sebaates (se-bas't&X n. [Gr. sebastos, ven

erable. ] A genus of acanthopterygious

fishes of the family Cottidte. The 5. mari-

nus or Sorvegica Is the Norway haddock,

which resembles the perch in form. It

abounds on the coast of Norway, and is

found at Iceland, Greenland, off Newfound

land, tfce. Other species are found in the

Mediterranean, In the Indian and Polyne

sian seas, at Kamtchatka, the Cape of Good

Hope, and elsewhere.

Sebate (se'bat). n In chem. a salt formed

by sebacic acid and a base.

Sebestan, Sebesten (Be-bes'tan.se-bes'ten),

n. [It and Sp., from Pers. sapistiln.] The

Assyrian plum, a name given to two species

of Cordia and their fruit, the C. Myxa and

C. latifolia. The fruit was formerly used as

a medicine in Europe, but now by the na

tive practitioners of the East only. See

Cordia.

Seblferous (se-bifer-us), a. [L. sebum, tal

low or wax, and fero. to produce.] Produc

ing fat or fatty matter. In boL producing

vegetable wax.

Sebiparous (se-bip'a-rus), a. [L. sebum, tal

low, and pario, to produce.] Lit, tallow,

fat, or suet producing; specifically applied

to certain glands, called also sebaceous

glands. See SEBACEOUS.

Sebka (seb'ka), n. A name of salt marshes

In North Africa, sometimes so hard on the

dried surface that laden camels can traverse

them, sometimes so soft that these ventur

ing to enter them siuk beyond the power of

recovery.

Sebundy, Sebundee (se-bun'di, se-lmn'de),

n. In the East Indies, an irregular or na

tive soldier or local militia-man, generally

employed in the service of the revenue and

police.

Secale (se-ka'le), n. [L., rye, or black spelt,

from seco, to cut. ] A genus of cereal grasses.

to which the rye (S. cercale) belongs—Se

cale eornutum, ergot or spurred rye, used in

obstetric practice. See EutiOT.

Secamone (sek-a-mo'ne), n. [Altered from

squamona, the Arabic name of S. orgypti-

aca.] A genus of plants belonging to the

nat. order Asclepiadacex, found in the warm

ports of India, Africa, and Australia. The

species form erect or climbing smooth

shrubs with opposite leaves and lax cymes

of small dowers. Some of them secrete a

considerable portion of acrid principle

which makes them useful in medicine. Thus

the roots of 5. cmetica, being emetic in ac

tion, are employed as a substitute for ipe

cacuanha.

Secancy (se'kan-si), n. A cutting or Inter

section; as, the point of secancy of one line

with another.

Secant (seTcant), a. [L. sccans, secantis, ppr.

of seeo, to cut (whence section, dissect, &c.).]

Cutting; dividing into two parts.—Secant

plane, a plane cutting a surface or solid.

Secant (se'kant), n. [See the adjective.] In

?'eom. a line that cuts another or divides it

nto parts; more especially, a straight bine

cutting a curve in two or more points; in

trigon. a straight line

drawn from the centre of

a circle, whkh, cutting the

circumference, proceeds

till it meets with a tan

gent to the same circle.

The secant of an arc Is a

straight line drawn from

the centre of the circle of

which the arc is a part, to

one extremity of the arc,

and produced till it meets

the tangent to the other

extremity. Thus, a c b is. the secant of

the arc c d. The secant of an arc is a

third proportional to the cosine and the

radius.

Secco (sekTto), n. [It, from L. siccus, dry.]

In the Ji ne arts, a kind of fresco painting in

which the colours have a dry sunken appear

ance, owing to the colours being absorbed

into the plaster.

Secede (B€-sed'). v.i. pret. seceded; ppr. se

ceding. [L. secedo—se, apart, and ccdo, to

go.] To withdraw from fellowship, com

munion, or association ; to separate one's

self; to draw off; to retire; specifically, to

withdraw from a political or religious or

ganization ; as, certain ministers seceded

from the Church of Scotland about the year

1733; the Confederate States of America se

ceded from the Federal Union.

Seceder (se-sed'er), n. One who secedes;

in Scottish eccUs. hist, one of a numer

ous body of presbyterians who seceded

from the communion of the Established

Church in the year 1733, on account of the

toleration of certain alleged errors, the

evils of patronage, and general laxity in

discipline. Theseceders, or Associate Synod

as they called themselves, remained a united

body till 1747, when they split into two on

the question of the lawfulness of certain

oaths, especially the burgess oath necessary

to be sworn previous to holding office or

becoming a freeman of a burgh. The

larger division, who held that the oath

might be conscientiously taken by seceders,

called themselves Burghers, and their op-

ftonents took the name of Antiburghers. but

u 1820 the Burghers and Antiburghers co

alesced again into the United Associate

Synod. In May, 1847. the body of dissenters

forming the Relief Church united with the

Associate Synod and formed one body.named

the United Presbyterian Church. (See lie-

lie/ Church under Relief.) A portion of

the body of seceders, who adhered to the

principle of an established church, separ

ated in 1800, calling themselves the Original

Seceders. They now form the Synod of

United Original Seceders.

Secern (se-sern'), ».r. [L. secerno, secretum

(whence secret)—se, apart, and cerno, to sep

arate.] 1. To separate; to distinguish.

Avcrroes secerns a sense of ti dilation and a sense

of hunger and thirst. Sir tr' Hamilton.

2. In physiol. to secrete.

The mucus secerned in the nose ... is a laudable

humour. Arbutknot.

Secernent (se-ser'nent), n. 1. That which

promotes secretion. Darwin.—2. In anat.

a vessel whose function it is to secrete or

separate matters from the blood.

Secernent (se-ser'nent), a. In physiol. hav

ing the power of separating or secreting;

secreting; secretory.

Secernment (sS-sern'ment), n. The pro

cess or act of secreting; secretion.

Secesh (ao-sesh'). '» A cant term in the

United States for a Secessionist, of which it

is an abbreviation.

Secesst (se-ses1), n. [L. secessus. from se

cedo, secessum. Set* Seckhe.] Retirement;

retreat. 'Silent secess, waste solitude.' Dr.

II. More.

Secession (se-se'shon), n. [L. secessio, se

cessionist from secedo, secessum. See SE

CEDE.] 1. The act of seceding or withdraw

ing, particularly from fellowship and com

munion; the act of withdrawing from a po-

litical or religious organization.—2. The act

of departing; departure.

The accession of bodies upon, or secession thereof

from, the earth's surface, disturb not the equilibrium

of cither hemisphere. Sir T. Browne.

3. In Scottish cedes, hist, the whole body of

seceders from the Established Church of

Scotland. See Seceder.

Secessionlsm (se-Be'shon-izm), n. The prin

ciples of secessionists; the principle that

affirms the right of a state to secede at its

pleasure from a federal union.

Secessionist (se-se'shon -1st), u. One who

maintains the principle of secessionism; spe

cifically, in the United States, one who took

part or sympathized with the Inhabitants

of the Southern States of America in their

struggle, commencing in 1861, to break

away from union with the Northern States.

The author seems to have been struck . . . that

the Unionists . . . did not shoot or stab any of the

Secessionists. Saturday Rev.

Seche.t v.t. [An old and softened form of

seek.) To Beek. Chaucer.

Sechlum (seTti-um), n. [From Gr. sc"kos, a

pen or fold in which cattle are reared and

fed. The fruit serves to fatten hogs in the

mountains and Inland parts of Jamaica,

where the plant is much cultivated.] A

West Indian edible vegetable, the Sechium

edule. The fruit In size and form resembles.

a large pear. The plant is a climber, with

tendril-bearing stems, rough cordate nve-

angledleaves.and monoeciousyellow flowers,

nat. order Cucurbitacerc.

Seckel (sek'eli n. A small delicious pear,

ripe about the end of October, but only

keeping good a few days.

Seclet (sek'l), n. [Fr. siecle, L. seculum, a

generation, an age, a century.] A century.

It is wont to be said that three generations make

one secie, or hundred years. Hammond.

Seclude (se-klQdO. v.t. pret. & pp. secluded;

ppr. secluding. [L. secludo — sc, apart, and

claudo, cluda, to shut] 1. To separate or

shut up apart from company or society, and

usually to keep apart for some length of

time; to withdraw into solitude; as, per

sons In low spirits seclude themselves from

society.

I -et Eastern tyrants from the light of heav'n

Seclude their bosom slaves. Thomson.

2.t To shut out; to prevent from entering;

to preclude.

Inclose your tender plants in your conservatory,

secluding all entrance of cold. Evelyn.

Secluded (se-klud'edX p. and a. Separated

from others; living in retirement; retired;

apart from public notice ; as, a secluded

spot; to pass a secluded life.

Secludedly (se-klud'ed-li), adv. In a se

cluded manner.

Seclusenesst (se-klus'nes), n. The state of

being secluded from societv; seclusion. Dr.

II. More.

Seclusion (se-klu'zhon). n. The act of se

cluding or the state of being secluded; a

separation from society or connection; a

shutting out; retirement; privacy; solitude;

as, to live in seclusion. 'A place of seclu

sion from the external world.* Uorslcy.

Seclusive (se-klu'aivl a. Tending to seclude

or shut out from society, or to keep separate

or in retirement. Coleridge.

Second (sek'und), a. [Fr., from L. secundus,

second, from sequor, secutus, to follow

(whence sequence, consequent, persecution,

etc., and also sue, pursue, Ac.)] l. Imme

diately following the first ; next the first in

order of place or time ; hence, occurring or

appearing again; other. 'A second fear

through all her sinews spread.' Shak.

And he slept and dreamed the second time.

Gen. xlt. s-

There has been a veneration paid to the writings

and to the memory of Confucius; which is without

any s<\ jhJ example in the history of our race.

grvufkam.

2. Next to the first in value, power, excel

lence, dignity, or rank; inferior; secondary;

Fate, for, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, 8c. icy.
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as. the silks of China are second to none in

quality. 'Art thou not second woman in

the realm.' Shak

None I know

Second to me, or like ; equal much less. Milton.

3-t landing assistance; helpful; giving aid.

Nay. rather, good my lords, be second to me;

Fear you his tyrannous passion more, alas.

Than tbe queen's life J Shak.

—Second coat, a second coating or layer as of

paint, varnish, plaster.itc. —Second distance,

in painting, that part of a picture between

the foreground and background.—At second

hand seeSECOND-HANlt.n.—Second violin,

or jidd/e, an ordinary violin, which in con

certed instrumental music plays the part

next in height to the upper part or air, or

in other words, that part which is repre

sented by the alto in vocal music—To play

second fiddle, (Jig) to take a subordinate

part.

Second (sek'und). n. 1- One next to the first;

cue next after another in order, place, rank,

time, or the like; one who follows or conies

after.

"Tis great pity that the noble Moor

Should hazard such a place as his own second

With one of an ingraft infirmity. Shak.

Z One who assists and supports another;

specifically, one who attends another in a

duel, to aid him, mark out the ground or

distance, and see that all proceedings be

tween the parties are fair; hence, the prin

cipal supporter in a pugilistic encounter.

He propounded the duke as a main cause of divers

infirmities in the state, being sure enough of seconds

after tbe first onset U'otton.

After some toil and bloodshed they were parted

by the sen-ids. Addison.

% f Aid; help; assistance. 'Give Kcond and

my love is everlasting thine.' J. Fletcher.—

4 The sixtieth part of a minute of time or

of that of a degree, that is the second di

vision next to the hour or degree. A degree

of a circle and an hour of time are each

divided into 60 minutes, and each minute

into GO seconds, often marked thus 60". In

old treatises seconds were distinguished as

minutit secundat, from minuUx prima, min

utes. See Degree.— 5. In music, (a) an

interval of a conjoint degree, being the

difference between any sound and the next

nearest sound above or below it! There are

three kinds of seconds, the minor second or

semitone, the major second, and the ex

treme sharp second, (6) A lower part added

to a melody when arranged for two voices

nrinstrumenta.—6 pi A coarse kind of flour;

hence, any baser matter.

T.tke thou my oblation, poor but free.

Which is not mu'd with stands. Shak.

Second (sek'und), v.t [L. secundo, Fr. se

conder. See the adjective ] 1. To follow in

the next place; to follow up. 'Siu is seconded
with sin. SouUi. • To second ills with ills.'

Shot.—2. To support; to lend aid to the

attempt of another; to assist; to forward;

to promote; to encourage; to act as the

maintainer; to back.

We have supplies to second our attempt. Skak.

The authors of the former opinion were presently

seconded by other wittier and better learned.

Hoektr.

3 In Ugisilatiee or deliberative axxemblies

and public meetings, to support, by one's

voice or vote; to unite with a person, or act

a* his second, in proposing some measure

or motion ; as, to second a motion or pro

position; to second the mover. — 4. In the

Koyal Artillery and Royal Engineers, to

put into temporary retirement, as an officer

when he accepts civil employment under

ih? crown. He is seconded after six

months of such employment, that is, he

loses military pay, but retains his rank, <tc,

in hia corps. After being seconded for ten

rears he must elect to return to military

duty or t*> retire altogether.

Secondarily (sek'iind-a-ri-li). adv. I. In a

secondary or subordinate manner; not pri

marily or originally. Sir K. Dip-by.—2. Sec

ondly; in the second place. * First apostles,

*econdarily prophets, thirdly teachers.' 1

Cor xii 28.

SecondarinesB (sek'und-a-ri-nes), n. The

ttate of l>eing secondary. * The primariness

and secondnrines* of the perception.' Norris

Secondary (sek'und-a-ri),fl. [L. seeundarius,

from mecitndus. See SECOND. ] 1. Succeed

ing next in order to the first; of second

place, origin, rank, importance, and the like;

not primary; subordinate.

Where thrrc i* moral rijjnt on the one hand, no

r right can discharge it Sir R. L'Estrange.

As the six primary planets revolve about him, so

the secondary ones are moved about them. Benitey.

The supreme power can never be said to be lodged

in the original body of electors, but rather in those

assemblies of secondary or tertiary electors who

chose the representative. Brougham.

2. Acting by deputation or delegated autho

rity; acting in subordination or as second

to another; subordinate. 'The work of

secondary hands. ' Milton.—Secondary acids,

acids derived from organic acids by the

substitution of two equivalents of an al

coholic radical for two of hydrogen. —

Secondary amputation, amputation of a

limb, Ac, deferred till the immediate ef

fects of the injury on the constitution have

passed away.—Secondary battery, in elect

a number of metal plates, usually plat

inum, with pieces of moistened cloth be

tween, which, after being connected for a

time with a galvanic battery, become in

turn the origin of a current —Secondary

circle, in geoin. and astron. a great circle

passing through the poles of another great

circle perpendicular to its plane—Second

ary colours, colours produced by the mix

ture of any two primary colours in equal

proportions. — Secondary conveyances, in

law, same as Derivative Conveyances. See

under Derivative. —Secondary creditor, in

Scots taw, an expression used in contradis

tinction to Catholic creditor. See under

Catholic—Secondary crystal, a crystal de

rived from one of the primary forms.—

Secondary current, in elect, a momentary

current induced in a closed circuit by a

current of electricity passing through the

same or a contiguous circuit at the begin

ning and also at the end of the passage of

the primitive current— Secondary evidence,

indirect evidence which may be admitted

upon failure to obtain direct or primary

evidence.—Secondary /ever, a fever which

arises after a crisis or a critical effort, as

after the declension of the small -pox

or measles. —Secondary platie, in crystal.

any plane on a crystal which is not one of

the primary planes.—Secondary planet. See

Planet. —Secondary qualities of bodies,

those qualities which are not inseparable

from bodies, as colour, taste, odour, &c—

Secondary strata, Secondary rocks, Second

aryformation, in geol. the mesozoic strata.

See Mesozoic.—Secondary tints,in painting,

those of a subdued kind, such as grays, Ac.

—Secondary tone, in music, same as Har

monic—Secondary use. See under Use.

Secondary (sek'und-a-ri), n. 1. A delegate

or deputy ; one who acts in subordination

to another; one who occupies a subordinate

or inferior position.

I am too high-born to be propertied.

To be a secondary at control. Shak.

2. One of the feathers growing on the second

bone of a bird's wing.—3, A secondary circle.

See under the adjective. —4. A secondary

planet See under Planet.

Second-best (Bek'und-best), a. Next to the

l>est; of second kind or quality. 'The linen

that is called second-best.' W. Collins.—To

come off second-be$tf to be defeated; to get

the worst of it

Second-cousin (sek'und-knz-n), «. The son

or daughter of a cousin-german.

Seconder (sek'uud-er). n. One that seconds;

one that supports what another attempts,

or what he affirms, or what he moves or

proposes; as, the seconder of a motion.

Second-flour (sek'und-flour), n. Flour of a

coarser quality; seconds.

Second-hand (sek'und-hand), n. Possession

received from the first possessor.—A t second

hand, not in the first place, or by or from

the first; not from the first source or owner;

by transmission; not primarily; not origin

ally; as, a report received at second-hand.

In imitation of preachers at secondhand, I shall

transcribe from Bruycre a piece of raillery Tatter.

Second-hand (sek'und hand), a. 1. Not

original or primary; received from another.

Some tnen build so much upon authorities they

have but a second-hand or implicit knowledge.

Locke.

Those manners next

That fit us like a nature second-hand;

Which arc indeed the manners of tlie great.

Tennyson.

2. Not new; having been used or worn; as,

a second-hand book — 3. Dealing in second

hand goods; as, a second-hand l>ookseller.

Second-hand (sek'und-hand), n. A hand

for marking seconds on a watch.

Secondine (sek'und -in), n. In bot. tee

Secundine,

Secondly (sek'und-li), adv. In the second

place.

First, she hath disobeyed the law; and, secondly,

trespassed against the husband. Ec. xxiii. 33.

Second-rate (sek'und-rat), n. The second

order in size, quality, dignity, or value.

1 Thunder of the second-rate.' Addison.

Second-rate (sek'und-rat), a. Of the second

size, rank, quality, or value; as, a second-

rate ship; a second-rate cloth; a second-rate

champion.

Second-scent (sek'und-sent), n. [Formed

on the model of second-sight] A power of

discerning things future or distant by the

sense of smell. Moore. [Rare.]

Second-sight (sek'uud-sit), n. The power

of seeing things future or distant; prophetic

vision — a well-known Highland supersti

tion. It is alleged that not a few in the

Highlands and Isles of Scotland possess the

power of foreseeing future events, especially

of a disastrous kind, by means of a spectral

exhibition, to their eyes, of the persons

whom these events respect, accompanied

with such emblems as di note their fate.

Second-sighted (sek'und-ait-ed), a. Having

the power of second-sight Addison,

Secre.t n. and a. Secret

Secrecy" (se'kre-si), n. [From secret.] 1. A

state of being secret or hidden ; concealment

from the observation of others, or from the

notice of any persous not concerned; secret

manner or mode of proceeding; as. to carry

on a design in secrecy; to secure secrecy.

This to me

In dreadful secrecy impart they did. Shak.

The lady Anne,

Whom the king hath in secrecy fong married.

This day was view'd in open as his queen. Shak.

2. Solitude; retirement; privacy; seclusion.

Thou in thy secrecy, although alone.

Best with thyself accompanied, seek st not

Social communication. Milton.

It is not with public as with private prayer; in this.

rather secrecy is commanded than outward show.

Hooker.

3. The quality of being secret or secretive ;

forbearance of disclosure or discovery; fidel

ity to a secret; close silence; the act or habit

of keeping secrets. 'For secrecy no lady

closer. Shak.

Thanks, provost, for thy care and secrecy. Shak.

i. t A secret

The subtle-shining secrecies

Writ in the glassy margents of such books. Shak.

Secreett a. Secret Chaucer.

Secrenesse.t u. Privacy; secretness. Chau

cer.

Secret (seTtret), a. [Fr. secret, from L. secret-

us, pp. of secretum, to set apart, secemo—se,

apart, and cerno, to sift, distinguish, discern,

perceive (whence discern, discrete, concern,

concrete, &c); Gr. krino. to separate, search

into; Skr.frri,to separate.to know.] 1. Apart

from the knowledge of others ; concealed

from the notice or knowledge of all persons

except the individual or individuals con

cerned ; private. ' Smile at thee in secret

thought Shak.

I have a secret errand to thee, O king. Judg. iii. 19.

2. Not revealed ; known only to one or to

few; kept from general knowledge or ob

servation; hidden. 'Their secret and sudden

arrival.' Shak.

Secret things belong to the Lord our Cod.

IJeut. «ix. 39

3. Being in retirement or seclusion; pri

vate.

There secret in her sapphire cell.

He with the Nais wont to dwell. Fenton.

4. Affording privacy; retired; secluded: pri

vate. 'The secret top of Oreb. or of Sinai."

Milton. ' Abide in a secret place and hide

thyself.' 1 Sam. xix. 2.-6. Keeping secrets;

faithful to secrets intrusted; secretive; not

inclined to betray confidence. 'I can be

secret as a dumb man.' Shak.

Secret Romans that have spoke the word.

And will not palter. Shuk.

6. Occult; mysterious; not seen; not appa

rent; as, the secret operations of physical

causes. 'Physic, through which secret art."

Shak. —7. Privy; not proper to be seen.

1 Sam. v. 9.

Secret (se'kret). n. [See the adjective]

1. Something studiously hidden or concealed ;

a thing kept from general knowledge; what

is not or should not be revealed ; as, a

man who cannot keep his own secrets, will

hardly keep the secrets of others.

A tilt-bearer revcaleth secrets. Frov xi. 13.

To tell our own secrets is often folly ; to communi

cate those of others is treachery. Rambler.

eh, cAain; ch, Se. locA; g. go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing'; th, then; th, fAin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure. —See Key.
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2. A thing not discovered or explained ; a

mystery. 'The secrets of nature.' Shak.

• All secrets of the deep, all natures works.'

Milton.—3. Secrecy. [Rare. J

Letters under strict secret were at once written to

bishops selected from various puts of Europe.

Cardinal Manning.

4. In the A Cath. Ch. one of the prayers of

the mass, which is recited by the priest in

bo low a voice as not to be heard by the

people. — 5. pi. The parts which modesty

and propriety require to be concealed. —In

secret, in privacy or secrecy; privately.

'Bread eaten in secret is pleasant.' Prov.

ix. 17.—Discipline of the secret, in the early

Christian church, the reserve practised con

cerning certain doctrines or ceremonies,

founded on Christ's words, 'Give not that

which is holy unto the dogs.'

Secrett (se'kret), v.t. To keep private; to

secrete. Bacon.

Secretage ( se'kret-aj ), n. In furriery, a

process in preparing or dressing furs, in

which mercury or some of its salts is em

ployed to impart to the fur the property of

felting, which it did not previously possess.

Secretarial (sek-re-ta'ri-al), a. Pertaining

to a secretary. 'Some secretarial, diplo

matic, or official training.' Carlyle.

Secretariat, Secretariate (sek-re-ta'ri-at,

sek-re-ta'ri-at), n. 1. The office of a secre

tary.— 2. The place or office where a secre

tary transacts business, preserves records,

Ac.

Secretary (sek're-ti-ri), n. [L.L. secretarius,

Ft. secretaire, from L. secretus, secret; ori

ginally a confidant, one intrusted with se

crets] 1. One who is intrusted with or who

keeps secrets. 'A faithful secretary to her

sex's foibles.' Sir W. Scott. [Rare.]— 2. A

person employed by a public body, by a

company, or by an individual, to write

letters, draw up reports, records, and the

like; one who carries on another's business

correspondence or other matters requiring

writing.—3. A piece of furniture with con

veniences for writing and for the arrange

ment of papers; an escritoire. —4. An officer

whose business is to superintend and man

age the affairs of a particular department

of government; a secretary of state. There

are connected with the British govern

ment five secretaries of state, viz. those

for the home, foreign, colonial, war, and

Indian departments. The secretary of state

for the home department has charge of the

privy signet office; he is responsible for the

internal administration of justice, the main

tenance of peace in the country, the super

vision of prisons, police, sanitary affairs, etc.

The secretary for foreign affairs conducts

all correspondence with foreign states, ne

gotiates treaties, appoint* ambassadors, &c.

The colonial secretary performs for the colo

nial dependencies similar functions to those

of the home secretary for the United King

dom. The secretary for war, assisted by the

commander-in-chief, has the whole control

of the army. The secretaryforIndia governs

the affairs of that country with the assist

ance of a council. Each secretary of state

is assisted by two under-secretaries, one

permanent and the other connected with

the administration. The chief secretary for

Ireland is not a secretary of state, though

his office entails the performance of similar

duties to those performed by the secretaries

of state.—Secretary of embassy, or of lega

tion, tlie principal assistant of an ambassa

dor or envoy. —5. In printing, a kind of

script type in imitation of an engrossing

hand.—6. The secretary-bird.

Secretary-bird (sek're-ta-ri-berd). n. An

Secretary-bird {Gypogeranus serpentarius).

African bird of prey (order Raptores). of the

genus Gypogeranus, the G. serpentarius,

called also the Snake-eater or Serpent-eater.

It is about 3 feet in length ; the legs are

remarkably long, the beak is hooked, and

the eyelids projecting. It has an occipital

crest of feathers, which can be raised or

depressed at pleasure, and which has been

fancied to resemble quill pens stuck behind

a person's ear; hence the name. It inhabits

the dry and open grounds in the vicinity of

the Cape, where it hunts serpents and other

reptiles on foot, and thus renders valuable

services.

Secretaryship (sek're-ta-ri-ship), n. The

office of a secretary.

Secrete (se-kretfj, v.t. pret. & pp. secreted;

ppr. secreting. [L. seeerno, secretitm. See

Secret, a,] 1. To hide; to conceal; to re

move from observation or the knowledge of

others; as, to secrete stolen goods; to secrete

one's self.
Folded in the mystic mantle of tradition, or secreted

in the forms of picturesque ceremony, or visible

through the glow of affectionate fiction, the essential

truths of Christianity found a living access to the

heart and conscience of mankind. y. Martineau.

2. In physiol. to separate from the circulat

ing fluid, as the blood, sap, Ac, and elabo

rate into a new product, differing in accord

ance with the particular structure of the

Becreting organs, which are chiefly the

glands.

Why one set of cells should secrete bile, another

urea, and so on, we do not know. Carpenter.

-Conceal, Hide, Disguise, Secrete. See un

der Conceal.

Secret-false (seTtret-fals), a. Faithless in

secret; undetected in unfaithfulness or false

hood. Shak.

Secreting (se-kret'ing), p. aud a. Separating

and elaborating from the blood substances

different from the blood itself or from any of

its constituents; as, secreting glands; secret

ing surfaces.

Secretion (se-kre'shon), n. 1. The act or pro

cess of secreting : (a) in animal physiol. the

act or process by which substances are sepa

rated from the blood, differing from the

blood itself or from any of its constituents,

as bile, saliva, mucus, urine, &c. The organs

of secretion are of very various form and

structure, but the most general are those

called glands. The animal secretions are

arranged by Bostock under the heads aque

ous, albumiuous, mucous, gelatinous, fibrin

ous, oleaginous, resinous, and saline. Ma-

gendie arranges them into three sorts : (1)

Exhalations, which are either external, as

those from the skin and mucous membrane,

and internal, as those from the surfaces of

the closed cavities of the body, and the

lungs; (2) Follicular secretions, which are

divided into mucous and cutaneous; aud

(3) Glandular secretions, such as milk, bile,

urine, saliva, tears, &c. Every organ and

part of the body secretes for itself the nutri

ment which it requires. (6) In vegetable

physiol. the process by which substances are

separated from the sap of vegetables. The

descending sap of plants Is not merely subser

vient to nutrition, but furnishes various mat

ters which are secreted or separated from its

mass, and afterwards elaborated by particu

lar organ*. These secretions are exceed

ingly numerous, and constitute the great

bulk of the solid parts of plants. They have

been divided into—(1) General or nutritious

secretions, the component parts of which

are gum, sugar, starch, lignin, albumen,

and gluten ; and (2) Special or non-assimil

able secretwns, which may be arranged un

der the heads of acids, alkalies, neuter prin

ciples, resinous principles, colouring mat

ters, milks, oils, resins, Ac.— 2. The matter

secreted, as mucu3, perspirable matter, &c.

Secretistt (seTtret-ist^n. A dealer in secrets.

4 Those secretins, that will not part with one

secret but in exchange for another.' Boyle.

SecretltlOUS (se-kre-tish'us), a. Parted by

secretion. 'Secretitious humours.' Floycr.

Secretive (se-kre'tiv), a. 1. Causing or pro

moting secretion.—2. Given to secrecy or to

keep secrets; as, he is very secretive; of a

secretive disposition.

In England the power of the Newspaper stands in

antagonism with the feudal institutions, and it is all

the more beneficent succour against the secretive

tendencies of a monarchy. Emerson.

Secretlveness (se-kre'tiv-nes), n. The qua

lity of being Becretive; tendency or disposi

tion to conceal; specifically, in phren. that

quality the organ of which, when largely

developed, is said to impel the individual

towards secrecy or concealment It is situ

ated- at the inferior edge of the parietal

bones.

Secretly(se'kret-li),ad« 1 Privately; privily;

not openly; uuderhand; without the know

ledge of others; as, to despatch a messenger

secretly.

Let her awhile be secretly kept in.

And publish it that she is dead indeed. Sha&.

2. Inwardly ; not apparently or visibly ;

latently.

Now secretly with inward grief she pin'd. ytdeiixe»t.

Secretness (se'kret-nes), n. 1. The state of

being secret, hid, or concealed. — 2. The

quality of keeping a secret; secretivenesa.

Donne.

Secretory (se-kre'to-ri). a. Performing the

office of secretion; as, secretory vessels.

Sect(sekt),n. [Fr. secte; h.secta.'irom seco,

sectum, to cut] 1. A body or number of

persons who follow Borne teacher or leader,

or are united in some settled tenets, chiefly

in philosophy or religion, but constituting

a distinct party by holding sentiments dif

ferent from those of other men; a school; a

denomination ; especially, any body which

separates from the established religion of a

country; a religious denomination. 'Sect*

of old philosophers." Dryden.

Slave to no sect, who takes a private road,

But looks through nature up to nature's God.

Pope.

2. t Section of the community; party; faction ;

class; rank; order. 'Packs and sects of

great ones.' Shak.

All sects, all ages smack of this vice. SAaA.

3.t A cutting or scion.

But we have reason to cool our raging motions*

our carnal stings, our unbitted lusts, whereof I take

this, that you call love, to be a sea or scion. SAaJt.

Sect(sekt), n. Sex: an incorrect usage met

with in some of our early writers, and among

the uneducated of our own day.

So is all her sect; an they be once in a calm they

are sick. SAaA.

Sectarian (sek-ta'ri-an), a. [L. sectaries,

from secta. See Sect. ] Pertaining to a sect

or sects; peculiar to a sect; strongly or big-

otedly attached to the tenets and interests

of a sect or religious denomination; as, sec

tarian principles or prejudices. 'Men of

sectarian and factious spirits.' Barrow.

Sectarian (sek-ta'ri-an). n. One of a sect; a

member or adherent of a special school, de

nomination, or philosophical or religious

party; especially, one of a party in religion

which has separated itself from the estab

lished church, or which holds tenets differ

ent from those of the prevailing denomina

tion in a kingdom or state.

Sectarianism (sek-ta'ri-an-izm). n. The

state or quality of being sectarian; the prin

ciples of sectarians; adherence to a separate

religious sect or party ; devotion to the in

terests of a party; excessive partisan or de

nominational zeal.

Sectarianize (sek-ta'ri-an-iz), v. t. pret. cfc pp.

sectarianized ; ppr. sectarianiziug. To im

bue with sectarian principles or feelings.

Sectarism (sek'ta-rizm), u. Sectarianism.

[Rare. )

Sectarlst (sek'ta-rist), n. A sectary. [Rare.]

Milton was certainly of that profession or general

firinciple in which all sectartsts agree: a departure

roin establishment. 7". U'arten.

Sectary (sek'ta-ri), n. [Fr. sectaire. See

Sect.] 1. A person who separates from an

established church, or from the prevailing

denomination of Christians; one thatbelongs

to a Beet; a schiBinatic; a sectarian.

I never knew that time in England when men of

truest religion were not called sectaries. Milton.

2.t A follower; a pupil.

Galen, and all his sectaries affirm that fear and

sadness are the true characters, and inseparable acci

dents of melancholy. Chitmead.

Sectatort (sek-ta'ttr). n. [L ] A follower;

a disciple; an adherent to a sect, school, or

party. 'Aristotle and his sectators.' Sir

W. Raleigh.

The philosopher busies himself in accommodating

all her Inature'sl appearances to the principles of a

school of which he has sworn himself tlie sectatcr.

Warbttrton.

Sectile (sek'til), a. [L sectilis, from seco,

sectum, to cut] Capable of being cut; in

mineral, a term applied to minerals, as talc,

mica, and steatite, which can be cut smoothly

by a knife without the particles breaking,

crumbling, or flying about. Page.

Section (sek'shon). n. [L. seetio, from seco,

Mcruni.touiit] l.The act of cuttingor divid

ing; separation by cutting. 'The section of

bodies. Wotton.—2. A part cut or separated

from the rest; a division; a portion; as, spe

cifically, (a) a distinct part or portion or a

book or writing; the subdivision of a chap

Fate. Or, fat, fell; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; }\ Sc. fe y.
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ter; the division of a law or other writing;

a paragraph ; hence, the character 5, often

used to denote such a division. ('•) A dis

tinct part of a country or people, community,

claw, or the like ; a part of territory separ

ated by geographical lines or of a people

considered as distinct

The ertreme section of one class consists of bigoted

dotard*, the extreme section of the other consists of

shallow and reckless empirics. Macaulay.

(c) In the United States, one of the portions

of one square mile each into which the pub

lic lands are divided ; one thirty-sixth part

of a township.—3. In geom. the intersection

of two superficies, or of a superficies and a

solid : in the former case it is a line, in the

latter a surface—4 A representation of a

building or other object as it would appear

if cut through by any intersecting plane,

showing the internal structure; a diagram

or picture showing what would appear were

a part cat oft by a plane passing through or

supposed to pass through an object, as a

building, a machine, a succession of strata,

or the like. Thus, in tnechanical drawing,

a longitudinal section usually presents the

object as cut through its centre lengthwise

and vertically; a cross or transverse section,

aa cut crosswise and vertically; and a hori

zontal section as cut through its centre hori

zontally. —Oblique sections are made at vari

ous anglea—5. In music, a part of a move

ment consisting of one or more phrases.—

Conic section*. See under CONIC.

Sectional (sek'shon-al), a. 1. Pertaining to

a section or distinct part of a larger body or

territory.

Ail sectional interests and party feelings, it b

h-jpol . will hereafter yield to schemes of ambition.

Story.

Z Composed of or made up in several inde

pendent sections; as, a sectional boat; a

sectional steam-boiler; a sectional dock, and

the like.

Sectionalism (sek'ahon-al-izm), n. A feeling

of peculiar interest in and affection for

some particular section of a country, itc.

[United State*.]

Sectionailty (sek-shon-al'i-tlX n. Quality

of being sectional : sectionalism.

Sectionally (sek'shon-al -li), adv. In a sec

tional manner.

Sectionize (sek'shon-Iz), v t. pret <fc pp. sec-

lionized; ppr. seetionizing. To form into

sections. [Rare.]

Sectio-planosjraphy (Bek'shI-d-pla-nog"ra-

fi), n, [L sectio, a section, planum, a plane

surface, and Gr. graphs, to describe.) A

method of laying down the sections of engin

eering work, aa railways, and the like. It

is performed by using the line of direction

laid down on the plan as a datum-line, the

cuttings being plotted on the upper part,

and the embankments upon the lower part

of the Line.

Sectism (sekt'izm), n. Sectarianism; devo

tion to a sect. [Rare. ]

Sectlst (sekt'Ut). n. One devoted to a sect;

a sectarian. [Rare.]

Sectiuncle (sek-ti-ungTcl), n. A petty sect

'Some new sect or sectiunife.' J.Martineau.

[Rare.]

Sective (sek'tiv), a. Same as SectHe.

Sect-master (aekt'mas-ter), n. The leader

of a sect [Rare]

Sector (sek'tor), n. [L., a cutter, from seco,

tectum, to cut ] 1. In geom. a part of a cir

cle comprehended be

tween two radii and

the arc; or a mixed

triangle, formed by

two radii and the arc

of a circle. Thus

cbd, contained with

in the radii CB, CD

and the arc BD, is a

sector of the circle

of which the arc BD

i* a portion. — Sec

tor of a sphere, the

solid generated by the revolution of the

■ector of a circle about one of its radii,

which remains fixed; or, it is the conic solid

whose vertex coincides with the centre of

the sphere, and whose base is a segment of

the (*me sphere —2. A mathematical instru

ment so marked with lines of sines, tangents,

ucanta, chords, Ac, as to fit all radii and

scales, and useful in making diagrams, lay

ing down plans. Ac. Its principal advan

tage consists in the facility with which it

gives a graphical determination of propor

tional quantities. It becomes incorrect,

comparatively, when the opening is great

Sector.

It consists of two rulers (generally of brass

or ivory), representing the radii of a circular

arc, and movable round a joint, the middle

of which forms the centre of the circle.

From this centre there are drawn on the

faces of the rulers various scales, the choice

of which, and the order of their arrange

ment, may be determined by a considera

tion of the uses for which the instrument

is intended.—3. In astron. an instrument

constructed for the purpose of determining

with great accuracy the zenith distances of

stars, passing within a few degrees of the

zenith, where the effect of refraction is

small.—Dip sector, an instrument used for

measuring the dip of the horizon.

Sectoral (sek'to-ral), a. Of or belonging to

a sector; as, a sectoral circle.—Sectoral bar

ometer, an instrument in which the height

of the mercury is ascertained by observing

the angle at which it is necessary to incline

the tube in order to bring the mercury to a

certain mark on the instrument.

Sectorial (sek-to'ri-al), a. Adapted or in

tended for cutting: said of the form of the

cutting teeth of certain animals, called also

scissor teeth, from their working against

each other like scissor-blades.

Secular (sek'u-ler), a, [Fr. sfculaire; L.

S(vcularis, from sateulum, an age or genera

tion, a century, the times, the world.]

1. Coming or observed once in an age or

century, or at long intervals; as, the secular

games in ancient Rome.

The secular year was kept but once in a century.

Addison.

2. Extending over, taking place in, or ac

complished during a long period of time ;

as, the secular inequality in the motion of a

heavenly body; the secular refrigeration of

the globe. — 3, Living for an age or ages.

'A secular bird (the phoenix).' MUton.—

i Pertaining to this present world or to

things not spiritual or sacred; relating to or

connected with the objects of this life solely;

disassociated with religious teaching or

principles; not devoted to sacred or religious

use; temporal; profane; worldly; as, secular

education; secular music.

New foes arise

Threatening to bind our souls with secular chains.

Milton.

This style (Arabesque) is almost exclusively secu

lar. It was natural fur the Venetians to imitate the

beautiful details of the Arabian dwelling-house,

while they would with reluctance adopt those of the

mosque for Christian churches. Ruskitt.

5. Not bound by monastic vows or rules ;

not confined to a monastery, or subject to

the rules of a religious community; not

regular; as, a secular priest ' The clergy,

both secular and regular.' Sir W. Temple.

He tried to enforce a stricter discipline and greater

regard for morals both in the religious orders and

the secular clergy. Prescott.

Secular (sek'u-ler), n. \.\ One not in holy

orders; a layman.

The clergy thought that if it pleased the seculars it

might be done. Hales.

2. An ecclesiastic not bound by monastic

rules; a secular priest—3. A church officer,

whose functions are confined to the vocal

department of the choir.

Secularism (sek'u-ler-izm), n. Supreme or

exclusive attention to the affairs of this life;

specifically, the opinions or doctrines of the

secularists. See Secularist.

The aim of secularism is to aggrandize the present

life. For eternity it substitutes time ; for providence

science; for fidelity to the Omniscient usefulness to

man. Its great advocate is Mr. Holyoalce. Fleming.

Secularist (sek'u-ler-iBt), n. One who theo

retically rejects every form of religious faith

and every kind of religious worship, and ac

cepts only the facts and influences which are

derived from the present life; one who re

fuses to believe, on the authority of revela

tion, in anything external to man's present

state of existence ; also, one who believes

that education and other matters of civil

policy should be conducted without the in

troduction of a religious element

8ecularity(sek-u-lar'i-ti), n. Supremeatten-

tion to the things of the present life; worldli-

ness; secularism.

Littleness and senilarity ot spirit is the greatest

enemy to contemplation. 7*. Burnet.

Secularization (sek'u-ler-iz-a"shon), n.

The act of rendering secular, or the state of

being rendered secular; the conversion from

sacred or religious to lay or secular posses

sion, purposes, or uses; as, the secularization

of a monk; the secularization of church pro

perty.

Secularize (sek'u-ler-Iz), v.t pret & pp.

secularized; ppr. secularizing. [Fr. **cu-

lariser. See Secular.] 1. To make secular;

as, (a) to convert from regular or monastic

into secular; as,to««<:utarizeamonk or priest

(6) To convert from religious or ecclesias

tical appropriation to secular or common

use; as, the ancient abbeys were secularized.

2. To make worldly or unspiritual.

Secularly (sek'u-ler-li), ado. In a secular

or worldly manner.

Secularness (sek'u-ler-neB), n. The state

or quality of being secular; a secular dis

position; worldliness; worldly-mindednes-t.

Johnson,

Secund (se'kund), a. [L. secundus. See

Seconi>.] In bot. arranged on one side only;

unilateral, as the leaves and flowers of Con-

vaUaria majalis.

Secundate (se-kun'daU, v.t [L. secundo,

from secundtis, second, prosperous.] To

make prosperous; to give success to; to di

rect favourably. [Rare.]

Secundatlon (se-kun-da'shonX n. [See

above. ] Prosperity. [Rare. ]

Secundine (seTtun-din), n. [Fr. secondine,

from second, L. secundus, from sequor, to

follow.] 1. In bot. the outermost out one

of the inclosing sacs of the ovulum, imme

diately reposing upon the primine-2. All

that remains in the uterus or womb after

the birth of the offspring, that is, the pla

centa, a portion of the umbilical cord, and

the membranes of the ovum; the after-birth:

generally in the plural.

Secundo-geniture (se-kun'd6-Jen"I-tur), n.

[L. secundus, second, and genitura, a be

getting, birth, or generation.] The right of

inheritance belonging to a second son; the

possessions so inherited.

The kingdom of Naples . . . was constituted

a secutido-genitnre of Spain. Bancroft.

Securable (se-ku'ra-bl), o. Capable of being

secured.

Secure (se-kur'). a. [L. securus, without

care, unconcerned, free from danger, safe

—se, apart, and cura, care, cure. Sure is

this word in a more modified form. ] 1. Free

from fear or apprehension; not alarmed or

disturbed by fear; confident of safety; dread

ing no evil; easy in mind; careless: unsus

pecting; hence, over-confident. 'Though

Page be a secure fool.' Shak. 'Secure,

foolhardy king.' Shak. 'But thou, secure

of soul, unbent with woes.' Dryden.

Gideon . . . smote the host, for the host was secure.

Judg. viii. 3.

Confidence then bore thee on, secure

To meet no danger. Milton.

[In this sense formerly often used in opposi

tion to safe. See also Safe.

I was too bold ; he never yet stood safe

That stands secure. Quarles.)

2. Confident; relying; depending; not dis

trustful: with of.

It concerns the most secure ofhis strength to pray to

God not to expose him to an enemy. Daniel Rogers,

3 Free from or not exposed to danger; in a

state of safety; safe: followed by against or

from; as, secure against attack or from an

enemy. 'Secure from Fortune's blows.'

Dryden. Formerly sometimes of, 'Secure

of thunder's crack or lightning's flash.' Shak,

Provision had been made for the frequent convoca

tion and secure deliberations of parliament.

Macauitiy.

4 Such as to be depended on ; in a stable

condition; capable of resisting assault or

attack ; as, the fastening is now secure ;

Gibraltar is a secure fortress; to build on a

secure foundation. —5. Certain; sure; confi

dent: with of; as, he fs secure of a welcome

reception. * Of future life secure.' Dryden.

6. t Resolved; determined; as, secure to die.

Dryden,—!. In safe custody.

In iron walls they deem'd me not secure. Shak.

—Safe, Secure. See SAFE.

Secure (se-kur'). v.t pret & pp. secured;

ppr. securing. 1. To make safe or secure;

to guard effectually from danger: to protect;

as, fortifications may secure a city; ships of

war may secure a harbour.

Well higher to the mountain ;

There secure us. Shalt.

I spread a cloud before the victor's sight.

Sustain'd the vanquish'd and secured his flight.

Dryden.

2. To make certain ; to put beyond hazard ;

to assure; as, good government secures to

every citizen due protection of person and

property: sometimes with of.

He secures himself o^a powerful advocate.

IV. Broome.

3. To inclose or confine effectually; to guard

ch. enain; eh, Sc. locA; B~. tfo; J. job; h. Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, tAln; w, wig; wh, itAig; zh, azure —See KEY.
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effectually from escape; sometimes, to seize

and contiue; as, to secure a prisoner.—4. To

make certain of payment (as by a bond,

surety, &c .); to warrant against loss; as, to

feci/re a debt by mortgage; to secure a credi

tor. —5. To make fast or firm; as, to secure

a door; to secure the hatches of a ship. —0 To

obtain ; to get possession of ; to make one's

self master of; as, to*«cnrean estate.—To

secure anus, to hold a rifle or musket with

the muzzle down, and the lock well up under

the arm, the object being to guard the wea

pon from the wet.

Securely (se-kur'li), adv. 1. In a secure

manner; insecurity; safely; without danger;

as, to dwell securely in a place; to pass a

river on ice securely.— 1. Without fear or

apprehension; carelessly; in an unguarded

state; in confidence of safety.

Deris* not evil against thy neighbour, seeing he

dwettetk securely by thee- Pro». iii. 39.

Security ;

A

Securementt (se-kur'ment), n.

protection. Sir T. Browne.

Secureness (se-kur'nes), n. 1. The feeling

of security; confidence of safety; exemption

from fear; hence, want of vigilance or cau

tion. 'A strange neglect and secureness.'

Bacon. — 2. The state of being secure; safe;

safety; security.

Securer (aft- kiir'er), n. One who or that

which secures or protects.

Securifer (ae-ku'ri-fer), n. One of the

Securifera.

Securlfera (sek-u-rif'er-a), n. pi.

tecurit, a hatchet, and ferv, to bear]

family of hymen-

opterous insects,

of the section

Terebran tia,

comprehending

those in which

the females have

a saw-shapt-d or

hatchet - shaped

terebra or ap

pendage to the

posterior part of

the abdomen,

which not only

serves for the

purpose of de

positing the eggs

in the stems and Securifera— Tentliredoviridis.

other parts of , , , ,
T.liinta l.nf f*.r a.Part of the abdomen, show-
plants, nut lor . the Mw a 3tThcsaw„.

preparing a place tr;cted. showing the two

for their reccp- blade*.

tion.

Securiform (se-ku'rf-form), a. [L. securis,

an axe or hatchet, and forma, form.] Hav

ing the form of an axe or hatchet.

Securitan t (se-ku'ri-tan), n. One who lives

in fancied security.

The sensual securitan pleases himself in the con

ceits of his own peace. Bp. Hail.

Security (se-ku'ri-ti), n. [Fr. sicurite", L. se-

curitas. See Secure.] 1. The state or qua

lity of being secure ; as, {■>) freedom from

care, anxiety, or apprehension; confidence

of safety; hence, carelessness; heedlessness;

over-confidence; negligence.

And you all know, security

Is mortal*' chicfest enemy. Shak.

He means, my lord, that we are too remiss ;

Whilst Bolingbmke. through our security.

Growl strong and great in substance and in power.

ShaJt.

(6) Freedom from danger or risk; safety.

Some . . alleged that we should have no security

for our trade while Spain was subject to a prince of the

Bourbon family. Swift.

(c) Certainty; assuredness; confidence.

His trembling hand had lost the ease

Which marks security to please. Sir ft'. Scott.

2 That which secures or makes Bafe; protec

tion; defence; guard; hence, specifically, (a)

something given or deposited to make cer

tain the fulfilment of a promise or obliga

tion, the observance of a provision, the pay

ment of a debt, or the like; surety; pledge.

' To lend money without security.' Shak.

Those who lent him money lent it on no security but

his bare word. Macaulay.

{b) A person who engages himself for the per

formance of another's obligations; one who

becomes surety for another.—3. An evidence

of debt or of property, as a bond, a certificate

of stock, or the like; as, government securi

ties.

Exchequer bills have been generally reckoned the

surest and most sacred of all securities. Swt/t.

Sedan, Sedan-chair (se-dan', se-dan'char),

n. [From Sedan, a town in the north of

France, where it is said to have been first

used] A covered chair or vehicle for carry

ing one person, borne on poles by two men.

They were introduced into this country about

Sedan-chair, tiiuc of George II.

the end of the sixteenth century, were largely

used in the reigns of Anne and the first

Georges, but are now seldom if ever em

ployed. 'Close mewed in their sedans.'

Dryden.

Sedate (sedatf). a. [L- sedatus, from sedo,

to calm or appease, to cause to subside.

cans, of sedeo, to sit. See Sir] Composed;

calm; quiet; tranquil; serene; unruffled by

passion; undisturbed. ' Countenance calm

and soul sedate.' Dryden. 'That calm and

sedate temper which is so necessary to con

template truth*' Watts.

Sedately (Be-dat'li), adv. In a sedate

manner; calmlv; without agitation of miud.

Locke..

Sedateness (se-dat'nes), n. The state or

quality of being sedate; calmness of mind,

mauuer, or countenance ; freedom from

agitation ; a settled state ; composure ;

serenity; tranquillity; as, sedateness of

temper or soul; sedateness of countenance.

There isa particular sedateness in their conversation

and behaviour that qualities them for council.

Addison.

Sedation t (se-da'shon), 11. The act of Gain

ing. Fcltham.

Sedative (sed'a-tiv), a. [Fr. se'datif, from L.

sedo, to calm. See SEDATE.] Tending to

calm, moderate, or tranquillize; specifically,

iu ined. allaying irritability and irritation;

diminishing irritative activity; assuaging

pain.

Sedative (sed'a-tiv), n. A medicine which

allays irritability and irritation, and irrita

tive activity, and which assuages pain.

Sede.t v.i. To produce seed. Chancer.

Se defendendo (se de-fen -deu'do). [L.] In

law, in dvfeuding himself, the plea of a

person charged with slaying another that

he committed the act in his own defence.

Sedent(se'dent), a. Sitting; inactive; quiet.

Sedentarily (sed'en-ta-ri-li), adv. In a

sedentary manner.

Sedentariness (sed'en-ta-ri-nes), n. The

Btate of being sedentary.

Those that live in great towns . . . arc inclined to

paleness, which may be imputed to theirsedentariness

or want of motion, for they seldom stir abroad.

/.. Addison,

Sedentary (sed'en-ta-ri), a. [L sedentarius,

tram xedens, sedent is, ppr. of sedeo, to sit; Fr.

.-■</.'/. taire ] 1. Accustomed to sit much or

to pass most of the time in a sitting posture;

as, & sedentary man. 'Sedentary, scholastic

sophists.' Warburton.—2. Requiring much

sitting; as, asedentary occupation or employ

ment —3. Passed for the most part in sitting;

as, a sedentary \ife.— 4. Inactive; motionless;

sluggish. 'Till length of years and seden

tary uumbness craze my limbs.' Milton,

The soul, considered abstractly from its passions, is

of a remiss, sedentary nature, slow in its resolves.

Addison.

Sedentary (sed'en-ta-ri), n. One of a sec

tion of spiders, which remain motionless till

their prey is entangled in their web.

Sederunt (se-de'runt). [Third pers. pi.

perf. indie, of sedeo, to sit. Lit., they sat.]

A term employed chiefly in minutes of the

meetings of courts to indicate that such

and such members were present and com

posed the meeting; thus, sederunt A. B.,

C. D. , E. F., Ac, signifies that these indi

viduals were present and composed the

meeting. The same term 1b also used as a

noun to signify, specifically, a sitting or

meeting of a court, but has been extended

to signify a more or less formal meeting or

sitting of any association, society, company,

or body of men.

TK a pitr we hare not Bums's own account of that

long sederunt. Prof H'tlson.

An association . . . met at the Baron D'HoIbarb's;

there had its blue-light sederunts. Cartyie.

—Acts of Sederunt, ordinances of the Court

of Session, under authority of the stat 1540,

xciii., by which the court is empowered

to make such regulations as may be neces

sary for the ordering of processes and the

expediting of Justice. The Acts of Sederunt

are recorded in books called Books of Sede

runt.

Sedge (sej). n. [Softened form of A. Sax.

secy, Sc. segg, L.G. segge, a reed, sedge;

comp. Ir. and Gael, teisg, W, hesg, sedge.
The root is perhaps that of L. ■-■•■•■. to cut;

the name would therefore signify origin

ally a plant with sword-like leaves; comp.

gladiolus. ] The popular name of plants

of the genus Cures, an extensive genus.

containing about 1000 species of grass-like

plants, mostly inhabiting the northern and

temperate ports of the globe, nat order

Cyperacece. They are easily distinguished

from the grasses by having the stem desti

tute of joints. The culms are triangular,

and the leaves rough upon the margins ami

keel. They grow mostly in marshes and

swamps and on the banks of rivers. Up

wards of sixty species are enumerated by

British botanists.

Sedge-bird (sej'berd), n. Same as Sedge-

warbler.

Sedged (iejd), a. Composed of flags or sedge.

1 Naiads of the wand'ring brooks, with your

sedged crowns.' Shak.

Sedge -warbler (Bej'war-bl-er), n. The

Sailcaria phragntitis of Selby, a species of

Sedgc-warblcr {Sa/icaria fihmgmitis).

insessorial bird of the warbler family, which

visits this country about the middle of April

and migrates in September. It frequents the

sedgy banks of rivers.

Sedgy (sej'i), a. Overgrown with sedge.

'Gentle Severn's sedgy bank.' Shak.

Sedlgltated(Be-dij'i-tat-ed), a. [L. sedigiius.

having six fingers—sex, six, and digitus, a

flnger.) Having Bix fingers on one or 011

both hands. Darwin.

Sedllla(se-diri-a).M pi. [L. «edt/e,aseat.] In

arch, stone seats for the priests in the south

wall of the chancel of many churches and

cathedrals. They are usually three in num

ber, for the use of the priest, the deacon..

Sedilia, Bolton I'ercy, Yorkshire.

and subdeacou during part of the service of

high mass.

Sediment (sed'i-ment). ti. [Fr. sediment.

from L. seaimentum, from sedeo, to settle

See Sedate.] The matter which subsides

to the bottom of water or any other liquid;

settlings; lees; dregs.

It is not bare agitation, but the sediment at the

bottom, that troubles and defiles the water. South.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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Sedimentary (sed-i-ment'a-ri), a. Con

taining sediment ; consisting of sediment ;

formed by sediment ; consisting of matter

that has subsided. — Sedimentary rocks,

rocks which have been formed by materials

deposited from a state of suspension in

water.

Sedimentation (sed'i-men-ts\"»hon), n. The

deposition of sediment; the accumulation of

earthy sediment to form strata.

There must hare I teen a complete continuity of

fife, And * more or less complete continuity of sedi

mentation, from the Laurentian period to the present

day. //. A. Aicholson.

Sedition (se-di'shon), n. (L. seditio. sedi-

tionis, a dissension, discord, sedition—sed,

for «, apart, aud ilio, Uionis, a going, from

eo, itum. to go—lit. a going apart. The word

has nothing to do with sedeo, to sit] A

factions commotion in a state, not amount

ing to an insurrection; or the stirring up of

snch a commotion ; a rousing of discon

tent against government and disturbance

of public tranquillity, as by inflammatory

speeches or writings: acts or language tend

ing to breach of the public peace; as, to he

guilty <>f edition; to stir up a sedition; a do

cument fall of sedition. Sedition, which is

not strictly a legal term, comprises such

offences against the state as do not amount

to treason. It is of the like tendency with

treason, but without the overt acts which

are essential to the latter. Thus there are

seditious assemblies, seditious libels, &c ,

as well as direct and indirect threats and

acts amounting to sedition; all of which are

punishable as misdemeanours by flue and

imprisonment.

And he released unto them htm that for sedition

aad murder was cast into prison. Luke xziii. 35.

—Insurrection, Sedition, Rebellion, &c. See

ISSCRRECTION.

Seditlonary (se-dfshon-a-ri), n. An inciter

ur promoter of sedition. Bp. Hall.

Seditious (se-di'shiis), a. [Ft. stditieux, L.

seditiosus ] 1. Pertaining to sedition; par

taking of the nature of sedition; tending

to excite sedition; a?, seditious behaviour;

seditious strife; seditious words or writings.

2. Exciting or aiding in sedition; guilty of

sedition; an, seditious persons.

Seditiously (se-di'shus-li). adv. In a sedi

tious manner; with tumultuous opposition

to law ; in a manner to violate the public

peace * Such sectaries as ... do thus sedi

tiously endeavour to disturb the land.' lip.

Bancroft.

Sediti0usn.es3(se-di'8hus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being seditious; the disposition

to excite popular commotion in opposition

to law; or the act of exciting such commo

tion; factious turbulence.

Sedrat (sed'rat). n. In Mohammedan myth.

the lotus-tree which stands on the right side

of the invisible throne of Allah. Each seed

of its fruit contains a houri, and two rivers

issue from its roots. Innumerable birds

carol in its branches, which exceed in width

the distance between heaven and earth, and

numberless angels rest in their shade.

Seduce (se-dus'). v.t. pret. & pp. seduced;

ppr. sedveimj. [L. seduco—se, apart, and

ditco, to lead.] 1. To draw aside or entice

from the path of rectitude and duty in any

manner, as by promises, bribes, or other

wise; to tempt and lead to iniquity; to lead

astray; to corrupt.

Me the gold of France did not seduce. S/tai.

In the Litter times some shall depart from the

faith, giving heed 10 seducing spirits. 1 Tim. iv. 1.

Specifically— 2. To entice to a surrender of

chastity.

Seducement (se-dus'ment), n. 1. The act

of seducing; seduction. —2. The means em

ployed to seduce; the arts of flattery, false

hood, and deception.

Her hero's dangers touched the pitying power,

The nymph's seducrments, and the magic bower.

Pope.

Seducer (se-dus'er). n. 1. One that seduces;

ooe that by temptation or arts entices an

other to depart from the path of rectitude

and duty; pre-eminently, one that by Mat

tery, promises, or falsehood, persuades a

female to surrender her chastity.

l*n.at a me, O king ; otherwise a seducer flourishes,

And a poor maid is undone. Shiik.

2. That which leads astray; that which en

tices) to evil.

He whose firm faith no re-tson could remove.

Win nelt before chat soft seducer, love. Dryden.

Sedudble (se-dus'i-bl), a. Capable of being

seduced or drawn aside from the path of

rectitude; corruptible. ' The power which

our affections have over our seducible under

standings. ' GlanvUle.

SeduclngTy (se-dus'ing-li), adr. In a se

ducing manner.

Seducive (se-dus'iv), a. Seductive. Ld.

Lytton, [Rare]

Seduction (se-duk'shon), n. [L. sednctio,

seductionis. See Seducr.) 1. The act of se

ducing, or of enticing from the path of duty;

enticement to evil; as, the seductions of

wealth.—2. The act or crime of persuading

a female, by flattery or deception, to sur

render her chastity.

A woman who is above flattery, and despises all

praise but that which flows from the approbation of

ber own heart, is, morally speaking, out of reach of

seduction. Richardson.

Seductive (se-duk'tiv), a. Tending to seduce

or lead astray; apt to mislead by flattering

appearances. 'Soft seductive arts.' Lana-

horne.

Seductively (se-duk'ti v-Ii), adv. In a seduc

tive manner.

Seductress (se-duk'tres), n. A female se

ducer; a female who leads astray.

Sedulity (se-du'li-ti), n. [L. sedulitas. See

SElULOUS.] The quality or state of being

sedulous; diligent and assiduous applica

tion ; constant attention ; unremitting in

dustry.

I-et there be but the same propensity and bent of

will to religion, and there will be the same sedulity

and indefatigable industry in men's inquiries into it.

South.

Sedulous (sed'u-lus), a. [L scdulus, from

the root of sedeo, to sit; as assiduous, from

assideo,] Lit. sitting close to an employ

ment; hence, assiduous; diligent in appli

cation or pursuit; constant, steady, and

persevering in business, or in endeavours to

effect an object; steadily industrious. 'The

seditious bee.' Prior.

What signifies the sound of words in prayer without

the affection of the heart, and a seditious application

of the proper means that may lead us to such an end ?

Sir R. ISEstrange.

Sedulously (sed'u-luB-li), adv. In a sedu

lous manner ; assiduously ; industriously ;

diligently; with constant or continued ap

plication. ' Sedulously think to meliorate

thy stock.' J. Philips.

Sedulousness (sed'u-lus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being sedulous; assiduity; as

siduousness; steady diligence; continued

industry or effort.

By their seditioustiess and their erudition they dis

covered difficulties, Boyle.

Sedum (se'dum). n, [From L. sedeo, to Bit.

The plants are found growing upon stones,

rocks, walls, and roofs of houses.] A genus

of plants, nat. order Crassulacea?. It com

prises about 120 species of succulent herbs,

erect or prostrate, with opposite, alternate,

or whorled leaves, and usually cymose

white, yellow, or pink flowers. They are

inhabitants of the temperate and colder

parts of the earth, and are often found in

dry, barren, rocky, or arid situations, where

nothing else will grow. Many of them are

British, and a number of the foreign species

are cultivated in our gardens. The British

species are known by the common name of

stonecrop. The leaves of 5. Telephium were

sometimes eaten as a Balad, and the roots

were formerly in request as a remedy in

hemorrhoids and other diseases. S. acre

(acrid stonecrop or wall-pepper) was for

merly much used as a remedy in scorbutic

diseases. When applied to the skin it pro

duces vesication, and when taken internally

it causes vomitiug. S. album, or white

stonecrop, was also formerly used in medi

cine, and eaten cooked, or as a salad.

See (&e), n. [Formerly also se, sea, from

0 Fi. se, sed, from L. sedes, a Beat] 1. The

seat of episcopal power; the diocese or juris

diction of a bishop or archbishop ; as, the

see of Durham ; an archiepiBcopal see. —2.The

authority of the pope; the papal court; as.

to appeal to the see of Rome.—3. t A seat of

power generally; a throne.

Jove laugh'd on Venus from his soverayne see.

Spenser.

See (se), v.t. pret. saw; pp. seen. [A Sax.

se6n, contr. for seahan, to see; pret. seah,

1 saw, sdwon, we saw, pp. geseicen; cog.

Icel. sjd, to see, si, I see; Dan. see, D. zien,

Goth, saihwan, Q. sehen— to see. The root

evidently had a final guttural, and some

connect see with L. sequor, to follow, or

with seco, secare, to cut. ] 1. To perceive by

the eye; to have knowledge of the existence

and apparent qualities of objects by the

organs of sight; to behold.

I wi)l now turn aside and see this great sight.

Lx. iti. 3.

2. To perceive mentally; to form n concep

tion or idea of; to observe; to distinguish;

to understand; to comprehend.

All will come to nought.

When such bad dealing must be seen in thought.

Shak.

3. To regard or look to ; to take care of ; to

give attention to ; to attend, as to the exe

cution of some order or to the performance

of something. ' See the lists aud all things

fit.' Shak.

Lend me thy lantern, to see niy gelding in the stable.

Shak.

See that ye fall oot out by the way. Gen. xlv. 24.

(iive them first one simple idea, and see that they

fully comprehend it before you go any further.

Locke.

4. To wait upon; to attend; to escort; as, to

see a lady home.— 5. To have intercourse or

communication with; to meet or associate

with.

The main of them may be reduced ... to an im

provement in wisdom and prudence, by seeing men

and conversing with people of different tempers ;ind

customs. Locke.

6. To call on; to visit; to have an interview

with; as, to go to see a friend.

Come, Casca, you and 1 will yet ere day

See Brutus at his house. Shak.

7. To feel; to suffer; to experience; to know

by personal experience.

If a man keep my saying he shall never see death.

Jn. viii. 51.

When remedies are past the griefs are ended

By seeing the worst. Shak.

Make us glad according to the days wherein thou

hast afflicted us, and the years in which we have seen

evil. Ps. xc. 15.

Seen was formerly used as an adjective in

the sense of skilful, familiar by frequent

use or practice, versed, accomplished. 'A

schoolmaster well seen in music.' Shak.

*A gentleman . . . extraordinarily seen in

divers strange mysteries.' Beau. aV Fl.

' Noble Boyle, nut less in nature seen. ' Dry

den.

Sir James Melvil was too well seen in courts to have

used this language. Bp. Hurd.

—To see out, to see or hear to the end ; to

stay or endure longer than.

1 had a mind to see him out, and therefore did not

care to contradict him. Additon.

I have heard him say that he could see the Dundee

people cut any day, aud walk home afterwards with ■

out staggering. Dickens.

—God you see or God him see, may God keep

you or him in his sight.—See, Perceive, Ob

serve. Simply to see is often an involuntary,

and always a mechanical act; to perceive

implies generally or always the intelligence

of a prepared mind. Observe implies to look

at for the purpose of noticing facts connected

with the object or its properties.

See (se), v.i. 1. To have the power of per

ceiving by the proper organs, or the power

of sight ; as, some animals are able to see

best in the night.

Though neither eyes nor ears, to hear nor see.

Yet should I be in love by touching thee. Shak.

2.T0 have intellectual sight or apprehension ;

to perceive mentally; to penetrate; to dis

cern; to understand: often with through or

into; as, to see through the plaus or policy of

another; to see into artful schemes and pre

tensions.

I see into thy end, and am almost

A man already, Shak.

Many sagacious persons will . . see through all

our fine pretensions. Tilletson.

3. To examine or inquire ; to distinguish ;

to consider.

Seeriovt whether pure fear and entire cowardice

doth not make thee wrong this virtuous gentlewoman

to close with us. Shak

4. To be attentive; to pay attention; to take

heed; to take care. 'Be silent, let's see fur

ther.' Shak.

Mark and perform it, see'st thou ; for the fail

Of any point in't shall not only be

Death to thyself but to thy lewd-tongued wife.

Shak.

—To see to, (a) to look at ; to behold. ' An

altar by Jordan, a great altar to see to.'

Josh. xxil. 10. I Obsolete in this pense ]

(b) To be attentive to; to look after; to

take care of. * She herself had seen to that. '

Tennyson.

I will go and purse the ducat? straight.

See to my house, left in the fearful guard

Of an unthrifty knave. Shak.

—To see about a thing, to pay some attention

to it; to consider it.—See to it, look well to

it; attend; consider; take care— Let me see,

let us see. are used to express consideration,

or to introduce the particular consideration

ch. eaain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; , sing; TH. (Aen; th. tAin; w, trig; wh. uAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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of a subject.—See is used imperatively, or

as an interjection, to call the attention of

others to an object or a subject, signifying

lot look! behold! as, See, see, how the bal

loon ascends I

See what it is to have a poet in your house ! Pope .

See (-•<"'>. i nterj Lo< look! observe! behold!

See the verb intransitive.

8ee t (se), n. The sea. Chaucer.

Seed (sed), n, [A. Sax. seed, from sdwan, to

sow : common to all the Teutonic tongues.

See Sow.] 1. The impregnated and ma

tured ovule of a plant, which may be de

fined as a body within the pericarp, and

containing an organized embryo, which on

being placed in favourable circumstances is

developed, and converted into an individual

similar to that from which it derived its

origin. The reproductive bodies of flower-

less plants, such as sea-weeds and mush

rooms, differ in structure and in their mode

of germination, and are not considered as

true seeds, but are named sporules. The

seed is attached to the placenta by a small

pedicel or umbilical cord. In some plants

Various forms of Seeds.

I, Eschscholtzia californica. a. Corn Bluebottle

{Ctntaurea Cyanus). 3, Oxalis rosea. 4, Opiuin Poppy

(Papaver sotnniferum\. 5, Stellaria media. 6, Sweet-

william {Dianthus barbatus). 7, Foxglove [Digita

lis purpurea). 8, Saponaria calabrica.

this pedicel is usually expanded, and rising

round the seed forms a partial covering to

it, named the arUlus, as in the nutmeg, in

which it constitutes the part called mace.

The point of attachment of the cord or

podosperm is named the hilum. The seed

is composed of an external skin, the testa or

perisperm, and a kernel or nucleus. In some

cases the seeds constitute the fruit or valu

able part of plants, as in the case of wheat

and other esculent grain; sometimes the

seeds are inclosed in the fruit, as in apples

and melons. — 2. The fecundating fluid of

male animals; semen; sperm: in this sense

it has no plural. —3. That from which any

thing springs; first principle; original; as,

the seeds of virtue or vice. 'The seeds

and roots of shame and iniquity.' Shak.—

4. Principle of production.

Praise of great acts he scatters as a seed. fValler.

6. Progeny; offspring; children; descend

ants ; as, the seed of Abraham ; the seed of

David. In this sense the word is applied to

one person or to any number collectively,

and is rarely used in the plural ' We, the

latest seed of time.' Tennyson. ' The seeds

of Banquo kings!' Shak.—6. Race; gener

ation; birth.

Of mortal seed they were not held. Waller,

—To run to seed. See under Run, v.t

Seed ( sed ), v.i, 1. To grow to maturity, so

as to produce seed ; as, maize will not seed

in a cool climate. — 2. To shed the seed.

Mortimer.

Seed (sed). v.t. To sow; to sprinkle or sup

ply, as with seed ; to cover with something

thinly scattered; to ornament with seed-like

decorations. ' A sable mantle seeded with

waking eyes.' J5. Jonson.—To seed down,

to sow with grass-seed.

Seed -basket (sSd'has-ket), n. In agri. a

basket for holding the seed to be sown.

Seed-bed ( sed'bed ), n. A piece of ground

prepared for receiving seed.

Seed-bud (sed'hud), n. The germ, germen,

or rudiment of the fruit in embryo ; the

ovule.

Seed-cake (scd'kak), u. A sweet cake con

taining aromatic seeds.

Seed -coat (sgdTtdt), n. In but. the aril or

exterior coat of a seed.

Seed - cod (sed'kod), n. A basket or vessel

for holding seed while the husbandman is

sowing it; a seed-lip. [Provincial]

Seed-corn (sed'korn), n. Corn or grain for

seed; seed-grain.

Seed-crusher (s€d'krush-er), n. An instru

ment for crushing seed for the purpose of

expressing oil.

Seed - down ( sed'doun ), n. The down on

vegetable seeds.

Seeded (sfid'ed), p. and a. 1. Bearing seed;

hence, matured; full-grown. 'Seeded pride.'

Shak. 'The silent seeded meadow-grass.'

Tennyson.—2. Sown; sprinkled with seed.—

3. In her. represented with seeds of such or

such a colour: said of roses, lilies, (fee, when

bearing seeds of a tincture different to the

flower itself.

Seeder ( sed'er ), n. One who or that which

sows or plants seeds.

Seed - field (sed'feld), n. A field for raising

seed. ' The seed-field of Time.' Carlyle.

Seed-garden (sed'gar-den), n. A garden for

raising seed.

Seed-grain (sed'gTan). n. Seed-corn; that

from which anything springs. ' The primary

seed-grain of the Norse Religion.' Carlyle.

Seediness (sed'i-nes), n. State or quality

of being seedy; shabbiness; state of being

miserable, wretched, or exhausted. [Colloq.]

A casual visitor might suppose this place to be a

temple dedicated to the Genius at Seediness.

Dickens.

What is called seediness, after a debauch, is a plain

proof that nature has been outraged, and will nave

her penalty. Pro/. Blackie.

Seed-lac (sedlak). See Lac

Seed - leaf (sed'lef), n. In bot. the primary

leaf, or leaf developed from a cotyledon.

Seed-leap (sedlSp), n. Same as Seed-lip.

Seedling (sed'ling), n. A plant reared from

the seed, as distinguished from one propa

gated by layers, buds, <fec.

Seedling (sed'ling), a. Produced from the

seed; as, a seedling pansy.

Seed-lip, Seed-lop (sfid'lip, sedlop), n, [A.

Sax. seed-leap, a seed-basket—seed, seed, and

leap, a basket.] A vessel in which a sower

carries the seed to be dispersed. [Provin

cial English.] Called also Seed-leap.

Seed-lobe (seM'lob), n. in bot. a seed-leaf;

a cotyledon.

Seednesa t (sed'nes), n. Seed-time.

Blossoming time

That from the seedness the bare fallow brines

To teeming foison. Shak.

Seed - oil (sed'oil), n. A general name for

the various kinds of oil expressed from

Seeds,

Seed-pearl (sed'perl), n. A small pearl re

sembling a grain or seed iu size or form.

Seed-plat, Seed-plot (sed'plat, sed'plot), n.

A piece or ground on which seeds are sown

to produce plants for transplanting; a piece

of nursery ground.

Seed-sheet (sed'shet), n. The sheet con

taining the seed which a sower carries with

him. Carlyle.

Seedsman (sedz'man), n. 1. A person who

deals in seeds.—2. A sower; one who scat>

ters seed.

The seediman

Upon the slime and ooze scatters the grain.

And shortly comes to harvest. Shak.

Seed-time (sed'tim), 7k The season proper

for sowing.

While the earth remaineth, seed-itme and harvest,

and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day

and night, shall not cease. Gen. viii. 22.

Seed-vessel (sed'ves-el), n. In bot. the peri

carp which contains the seeds.

Seed - wool (scd'wul), n. A name given in

the southern states of America to cotton

wool not yet cleansed of its seeds.

Seedy (sed'i), a. 1. Abounding with seeds;

running to seed.—2. Having a peculiar fla

vour, supposed to be derived from the weeds

growing among the vines: applied to French

brandy. — 3. Worn-out; shabby; poor and

miserable-looking; as, he looked seedy; a

seedy coat. [Said to be from the look of a

plant whose petals have fallen off, thereby

disclosing the naked ovary.] [Colloq.]

Little Flanigan here is a little seedy, as we say

among us that practise the law. Goldsmith.

'Devilish cold,' he added pettishly, 'standing at

that door, wasting one's time with such seedy vaga

bonds." Dickens.

4. Feeling or appearing wrretched, as after a

debauch. (Colloq.]

Seeing ( se'ing ), con;'. Because; inasmuch

as; since ; considering ; taking into account

that

Wherefore come ye to me, seeing ye hate me f

Gen. xxvi. 37.

How shall they have any trial of his doctrine,

learning and ability to preach, seeing that he may

not public Icly either teach or exhort! Abp.WhitgifL

Seek (sek), v. t. pret. <fe pp. sought [O. E. seke,

also seche, A. Sax. sScan, s4cean, to seek,

pret sdhte, pp. sohL Common to the Teu

tonic tongues: Icel. sakja, Dan. sbge, Sw.

soka, D. zoeken, O. suciien, Goth, sdkjan. In

English an original 0 has been changed to

e by umlaut. (See Reck.) The root is prob

ably the Bame as in L. seyuor, to follow

(whence consequence, &cA Beseech is from

seek, with prefix be-.] 1. To go in search or

quest of; to look for; to search for; to take

pains to And: often followed by out 'To

seek me out.' Shak.

The man asked nim, saying, What seekest thou?

And he said, I seek my brethren. Gen. xxxvii. 15, 16,

For 'tis a truth well known to most.

That whatsoever thing is lost.

We seek it, ere it come to light,

In every cranny but the right. Ccnvper.

2. To inquire for; to ask for; to solicit; to

try to gain.

The young lions roar after their prey, and seek

their meat from God. Ps. civ. at.

Others tempting him, sought of him a sign.

Luke xi. 16.

3. To go to ; to resort to ; to have recourse

to.

Seek not Beth-el, nor enter into GUgal. Amos v. 5.

And hast thou sought thy heavenly home.

Our fond dear boy! D. Af. Moir.

4. To aim at ; to attempt ; to pursue as an

object; to strive after; as, to seek a person's

life or his ruin. ' What I seek, my weary

travels' end.' Shak. Often governing an

Infinitive; as, to seek to do one harm.

A thousand ways he seeks

To mend the hurt that his unkindness marr'd.

SJut*,

5. To search.

Have I sought every country far and near,

And, now it is my chance to find thee out. Shak.

Seek (sek). v.i. 1. To make search or inquiry;

to endeavour to make discovery.

I'll not seek far ... to find thee

An honourable husband. Shak.

Seek ye out of the book of the Lord, and read.

Is- xxxiv. 16.

2. To endeavour ; to make an effort or at

tempt; to try. — 3. To use solicitation.

Ask and it shall be given you, seek and ye shall

find. Mat. vii. 7.

—To seek after, to make pursuit of; to at

tempt to find or take. 'How men of merit

are sought after.' Shak.—To seek for, to

endeavour to find.

The sailors soughtfor safety in our boat. Shak.

—To seek to,i to apply to; to resort to. lKi.

X.S4

I will, I will once more seek to my God. H. Brooke.

—To be to seek, (a) to be at a loss; to be

without knowledge, measures, or experi

ence. ' Unpractised, unprepared, and still

to seek.' Milton.

I do not think my sister so to seek.

Or so unprincipled in virtue's book. Milton.

(b) To require to be sought for; to be want

ing or desiderated ; as, the work is still to

seek. [Scarcely used now in the former

sense.]

Seeker (sek'er), n. 1. One that seeks; an in

quirer; as, a seeker of truth.—2. t One that

makes application.

Cato is represented as a seeker to oracles.

Beutley.

3. One of a sect in the time of Cromwell

that professed no determinate religion.

Sir Henry Vane . . . set up a form of religion in a

way of his own ; yet it consisted railier in a with

drawing from all other forms than in any new or (ar

ticular opinions or forms, from which he and his

party were called seekers. Burnet.

Seek-sorrow (sek'sor-6), n. One that con

trives to give himself vexation ; a self-tor

mentor. Sir P. Sidney.

Seel (sel), v.t, [Ft. cilter, siller, from etf, L.

cilium, an eyelash.] 1. To close the eyes of

with a thread: a term of falconry, it being

a common practice to rim a thread through

the eyelids of a hawk, so as to keep them

together, when first taken, to aid in making

It tractable. 'A seeled dove that mounts

and mounts.' Bacon. Hence— 2. To close,

as a person's eyes; to blind; to hoodwink.

She that so young could give out such a seeming.

To seel her father s eyes up, close as oak. ^hak.

Cold death . . . his sable eyes did seel. Chafmati.

Seelt (sel), v.i. [Comp. L.G. sielen, to lead

off water] To lean; to incline to one side;

to roll, as a ship in a storm.

When a ship seels or rolls in foul weather, the

breaking loose of ordnance is a thing very danger

ous. Raleigh.

Seelt (sel), n. The rolling or agitation of a

ship in a storm.

All aboard, at every seele.

Like drunkards on trie hatches reele. Sandys.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, mttve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Seelt («£!). n. [A. .Sax. sa?l, a good time

or opportunity, luck, prosperity.] Time;

opportunity; season: used frequently as the

second element in a compound; as, hay-seel,

hay-time: barley-«eJ, wheat-*vW, <fcc. [Pro

vincial English J

Seelilyt (seTi-li), adv. lu a silly manner.

Seelyt (seTi), a [A. Sax satlig. lucky, pro

sperous. See Seel, time, Silly.] 1. Lucky;

fortunate; happy. 'To get some teely home

1 had desire.' Fairfax —1. Silly; foolish;

simple; artless. Spenser.

Seem (s€m), v.i. [A. Sax. stman, gesiman, to

compose, to conciliate, to adjust, to judge,

to seem, to appear, from root of sa me (which

see). 1 L To appear ; to look like ; to pre

sent the appearance of being; to be only in

appearance and not really. ' That we were

all as some would seem to be.' Shak. * So

shall the day seem night* Shak.

TJiou art not what thou seem'st. Shak.

All teem'd veil pleas'd ; all .

an,

2 To appear; to be seen; to show one's self

or itself; hence, to assume an air; to pre

tend 'My lord, that so confidently seems

to undertake this business.' Shak.

There did seem in him a kind ofjoy to hear it.

Shak.

8. To appear to one's opinion or judgment;

to be thought: generally with a following

clause as nominative.

It seems to me that the true reason why we have

to few versions which are tolerable, is because there

are so few who have all the talents requisite for

translation. Dryden.

[Hence, 'it seems to me* = I think, I am in

clined to believe.]— -1. To appear to one's

self, to imagine; to feel as if; as, 1 still seem

to hear his voice ; he still seemed to feel

the motion of the vessel. —/( seems, it would

appear; it appears, used parenthetically,

(a) nearly equivalent to, as the story goes;

as is said; as we are told.

A prince of Italy, it seems, entertained his mistress

upon a great Uke Addison.

(6) I'sed sarcastically or ironically to con

demn the thing mentioned, like forsooth;

as. this, it seems, is to be my task. For

merly seem was often used impersonally in

such phrases as me seems, him seemed, 'the

people seemed' (it seemed to the people.

Chaucer); hence, meseems as a single word.

Seemer (sem'er). n. One who seems; one

who makes a show of something; one who

carries an appearance or semblance.

Hence we shall see.

If ;>owcr change purpose, what our seenurs be.

Shak.

Seeming (sSm'ing), p. and a. L Appear

ing; having the appearance or semblance,

whether real or not. 'Showed him a seem

ing warrant for it.* Shak. 'The father

of this seeming lady.' Shak.—2. Specious

or plausible in appearance; as, seeming

friendship ' That little seeming Bubstance.'

Shak

Seeming (sem'ing), n. 1. Appearance; show;

semblance, especially a false appearance.

'She that, so young, could give out such a

seeming' Shak

He is a thing made up of seemings. J. Baillie.

t Fair appearance.

These keep

SeemtMff and savour all the winter long. Shak.

St Opinion; judgment; estimate; appre

hension. ' Nothing more clear unto their

iteming ' Hooker.

His persuasive words impregn'd

With reason to her settling. Milton.

Seeming* (sem'ing). adv. In a becoming or

seemly manner; seemly.

Be.tr your body more seeming; Audrey. Shak.

Seemingly (scm'ing-Ii), adv. In a seeming

manner; apparently; ostensibly; in appear

ance; in show; in semblance.

This the father seemingly complied with.

Addison.

They depend often on remote and seemingly dis-

proportioned causes. AtlertHry.

Seemingness(sem'ing-nes), n. Fair appear

ance; plausibility; semblance. Sir K.

Dighy

Seemiesat ( senile* ). a. Unseemly; unfit;

indecorous. Chapman.

Seemilhead,* Seemlihedt (semli-hed), n.

Sec-mlmess; comely or decent appearance.

Seemlilyt (sem'li-li), adv. Decently; Corne

ll],

Seemllness (sem1i-nes), n. The state or

quality of being seemly; comeliness; grace;

fitness; propriety; decency; decorum. Cam

den.

Seemly (sera'li), a. [lcel. scemiligr, scemr,

becoming, fit, seemly. See SEEM.] Becom

ing; fit; suited to the object, occasion, pur

pose, or character; suitable; decent; pro

per. ' Not rustic as before, but seeinlier

clad.' Milton,

Suspense of judgment and exercise of charity were

safer and seemlier for Christian men than the hot

pursuit of these controversies. Hooker.

Seemly (semli), ado. In a decent or suit

able manner.

There, seemly ranged in peaceful order stood

Ulysses' arms, now long disused to blood. Pope.

Seemlyhed.t Seemlyhoodt (sem'li-hed,

Bern'li-hud), n. Same as Seemlihead. Spen

ser.

Seen (sen), pp. of see.

Seep (sep), v.i. To flow through pores; to

ooze gently; to sipe. [Scotch and United

States.]

Seepy (sen'i), a. Oozing; full of moisture;

specifically, applied to land not properly

drained. [Scotch and United States.]

Seer (s<5'er or ser). n. 1. One who sees. ' A

dreamer of dreams, and a seer of visions'

Addison. — 2. A prophet; a person who fore-

Bees future events. 1 Sam. ix. 9. 'Thou

death-telling seer.' Campbell.

She call'd him lord and liege.

Her seer, her bard, her silver star of eve.

Tennyson.

Seer (ser), n. A weight which varies all

over India; in Bengal there are forty seers

to a maund, which is about 74 pounds avoir

dupois.

Seerhandfser'handV n. A kind of East In

dian muslin, which, from its retaining its

clearness after washiug, is particularly

adapted for dresses.

Seership (seer-ship or seYship), ». The

office or quality of a seer.

Seer-sucker (seVsuk-er), n. A blue and

white striped linen, imported from India.

I Seer-wood (seYwud), n. Dry wood.

See-saw (se'sa), n. [A reduplicated form of

sate, the motion resembling the act of saw

ing.] 1. A child's game, in which one sits on

each end of a board or long piece of timber

balanced on some support, and thus the two

move alternately up and down.—2. A board

adjusted for this purpose.—3. Motion or ac

tion resembling that in see-saw; a vibratory

or reciprocating motion. ' A see-sa w between

the hypothesis and fact.' Sir H'. Hamilton.

4. In whist, the playing of two partners,

so that each alternately assists the other to

win the trick; a double ruff.

See-saw (se'sa), a. Moving up and down

or to and fro; undulating with reciprocal

motion. ' His wit all see-saw, between that

and this.' Pope.

See-saw (se'sa), v.i. To move as in the game

see-saw ; to move backward and forward,

or upward and downward.

So they went see-sawing up and down from one

end of the room to the other. ArbHthnot.

See-saW(se'sa). v.t To cause to move In a

see-saw manner.

"Tisa poor idiot boy.

Who sits in the sun and twirls a bough about.

And. staring at his bough from morn to sunset.

Seesaws his voice in inarticulate noises.

Coteridgt,

Me ponders, he see-saws himself to and fro.

Lord Lytton.

Seethe (bcTH), v.t. pret. seethed, (sod, ob

solete); pp. seethed, sodden (sod, obsolete);

ppr. seething. [A. Sax. sedthan, sidthan, to

seethe; IceL sj6tha, O. sieden, to boil.] 1. To

boil; to decoct or prepare for food in hot

liquor; as, to seethe flesh. * Sodden water.'

Shak.

Thou shall not seethe a kid in his mother's milk.

Ex. xxiii. 19.

2. To soak; to steep and soften in liquor.

' Cheeks mottled and sodden.' W. Collins.

There was a man—sleeping—4ti 11 alive; though

seethed in drink, and looking like death.

D. ferrcld.

Seethe (seTii), v i. pret. seethed; ppr. seeth

ing. To be in a state of ebullition; to boil,

to be hot

Lovers and madmen have such seething brains.

Shak.

Thus over all that shore.

Save for some whisper of the seething seas,

A dead hush fell. Tennyson.

Seether (seTH'er), n. One who or that which

seethes; a boiler; a pot for boiling things.

She sets the kettle on :

Like burnished gold the little seether shnne.

Dryden.

Sefatlan (se-fa'shi-an), n. One of a sect of

Mohammedans who hold peculiar views '

with regard to the essential attributes of '

God. They are opposed to the Motazilites '

SEGREGATE

Seg" (seg), n. Sedge; also, the yellow flower-

de-luce (Iris Pseudaeorus). [Provincial.]

Seg, Segg (seg), n. A castrated bull; a bull

ca&trated when full grown ; a bull-segg.

[Scotch.]

Segart (se-garO. See Cigar.

Sege.t n. A siege. Chaucer,

Beggar(seg'gar)1n. [Prov. E. saggard, saggar.

contr. for safeguard. Comp. seggard, a rid

ing surtout. ] The case of fire-clay in which

fine stoneware is inclosed while being baked

in the kiln. Written alBO Sagger.

Seghol (se-gol'), n. A Hebrew vowel-point,

or short vowel, thus " — indicating the

sound of the English e in men.

Segholate (se-gol'at), a. Marked with a

seghol.

Segment (seg'ment), n. [L. tegmentum,

from seco, to cut.] 1. A part cut off or

marked as separate from others; one of the

parts into which a body naturally divides

itself; a section; as, the segments of a calyx;

the segments of an orange; the segments

or transverse rings of which the body of

an articulate animal or annelid is com

posed.—2. In geom. a part cut off from any

figure by a line or plane. A segment of

a circle is a part rf

the area contained by

an arc and its chord,

as a c B. The chord is

sometimes called the

base of the segment.

An angle in a segment

is the angle contained

by two straight lines

drawn from any point

In its arc, and termin

ating in the extremities of its chord

or base. —Similar segments of circles are

those which contain equal angles, or whose

arcs contain the same number of degrees.—

Segment of a sphere, any part of it cut

off by a plane, not passing through the

centre.

Segment (seg-menf). v.i. To divide or lie-

come divided or split up into segments;

specifically, in physiol. applied to a mode of

reproduction by semi-fission or budding.

See extract.

Before this occurs, however, if it does not divide,

the vegetal unit segments or buds, the bud grows

into a unit similar to its parent, and this in its turn

also segments or buds. fiastian.

Segmental (seg-ment'al), a. Pertaining to,

consisting of, or like a segment —Segmental

organs, certain organs placed at the sides

of the body in A nuclides, and counected

with excretion.

Segmentation (seg-men-ta'shon), n. The

act of cutting into segments; a division into

segments ; the state of being divided into

segments.

Segment-gear (seg'ment-ger), n. In mech.

a curved cogged surface occupying but an

arc of a circle.

Segment -saw (seg'ment-sa), n. 1. A saw

which cuts stuff into segmental shapes.—

2. A veneer saw whose active perimeter con

sists of a number of segments attached to a

disc.— 3. In surg. a nearly circular plate of

steel serrated on the edge, and fastened to

a handle ; used in operations on the bones

of the cranium, dec.

Segment-shell (seg'ment-shel), n. In ar

tillery, an elongated shell consisting of n

body of iron coated with lead and built up

Internally with segment-shaped pieces of

iron, which, offering the resistance of an

arch ngaiust pressure from without, are

easily separated by the very slight bursting

charge within, thereby retaining most of

their original direction and velocity after

explosion.

Segment-wheel (seg'ment whei), n. A

wheel a part of whose periphery only is

utilized.

Segnitude.t Segnityt (seg'ni-tiid, Beg'ni-ti),

71. [From usegnis, sluggish.] Sluggishuess;

dulness; inactivity.

Segno (sen'yo), n. [It, sign.] In music, a

sign or mark used iu notation in connection

with repetition, abbreviated §.—A I segno,

to the sign, is a direction to return to the

sign.—Dal segno, from the sign, is a direc

tion to repeat from the sigu.

Segreant (se'gre-ant). a. In her. a term

applied to a griffin when standing upon it*

hind-legs, with the wings elevated and en

dorsed.

Segregate (sS'gre-gat), v.t. pret. & pp. se

gregated; ppr. segregating. [L. segrego, se-

gregatum — se, apart, and grego, to gather

into a flock or herd, from grex, gregis, a

cb, cAain; fin, Sc locA; g. go; J, job: h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; m, then; th, Win; w, trig; wh, irAJg; zh, ajure.—See KKT.
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flock or herd.] To separate from others; to

set apart.

They are segregated. Christians from Christians,

under odious designations. Is. Taylor.

Segregate (se'gre-gat). v.i. To separate or

go apart; specifically, in crystal, to separate

from a mass and collect about centres or

lines of fracture.

Segregate {se'gre-gat), a. Separate; select

"A kind of segregate or cabinet senate.'

Wotton.— Segregate polygamy (Polygamia

segregata, Linn-X in bot. a mode of inflor

escence, when several florets comprehended

within an anthodium, or a common calyx,

are furnished also with proper perianths, as

in the dandelion.

Segregation (se-gre-ga'shon), n. 1. The

act of segregating, or the state of being

segregated; separation from others; a part

ing; a dispersion. 'A segregation of the

Turkish Meet' Shak. —2. In crystal, sepa

ration from a mass and gathering about

centres through cohesive attraction or the

crystallizing process. Dana.

Segue (seg'wa). [It, it follows; L. sequor,

to follow.] In Hiu si.\ a word which, prefixed

to a part, denotes that it is immediately to

follow the last note of the preceding move

ment.

Seguidilla (seg-i-deTya), n. A Spanish form

of versification; a merry Spanish tune.

The common people still sung their lively srgni-

dittos. Preseott.

Beid (sed), n. fAr., prince.] One of the de

scendants of Mohammed through his daugh

ter Fatima and his nephew Ali.

Seidlitz-powder (sid'litspou-dfir), n. A

powder intended to produce the same effect

as seidlitz-water ; composed of tartrate of

potassa and soda (Rocbelle-salt) with bi

carbonate of soda in one paper, and tartaric

acid in another paper, to be dissolved sepa

rately in water, then mixed, and taken

while effervescing.

Seidlitz-water (sid'lits-wa-t£r), n. The

mineral water of Seidlitz, a village of Bohe

mia. Sulphate of magnesia, sulphate of

soda, and carbonic acid are its active in

gredients.

Seie.t Seyft pret. & pp. of see. Saw; seen.

Chancer.

Seigneurial (sen-yb'ri-al), n. [See Seignior.]

1. Pertaining to the lord of a manor; mano

rial. Sir W. Temple.—2. Vested with large

powers; independent.

Seignior (sen'yer). 7». [Fr. seigneur. It «'-

gnore, Sp. scnor, Pg. senhor; from L. senior,

elder, senex, old.] 1. In the south of Eu

rope, a title of honour. See Sionior.—

Grand Seignior, a title sometimes given to

the Sultan of Turkey—2. Id feudal law, the

lord of a fee or manor.—Seignior in gross, a

lord without a manor, simply enjoying su

periority and services.

Seigniorage, Seignorage (sen'yer-aj), n.

1. Something claimed by the sovereign or

by a superior as a prerogative; specifically,

an ancient royalty or prerogative of the

crown, whereby it claimed a percentage

upon bullion brought to the mint to be

coined or to be exchanged for coin ; the

profit derived from issuing coins at a rate

above their intrinsic value.

If government, however, throws the expense of

coinage, as is reasonaWe, upon the holders, by male*

mg a charge to cover the expense (which is done by

giving back rather less in coin than is received in

bullion, and is called "levying a seigniorage'), the

coin will rise to the extent of the seigniorage above

the value of the bullion. J. S. Mill.

2 A royalty; a share of profit; especially,

the money received by an author from his

publisher for copyright of his works.

Seigniorial (sen-yo'ri-ai). The some as Sei-

one uHaI.

Seigniorlze (sen'yer-Iz), t?.f. To lord it over.

Fairfax. [Rare.]

Seigniory, Seignory (sen'yer-i), n, [Fr.

semnenrie. See SEIGNIOR.] A lordship;

power or authority as sovereign lord. See

SlGNIORY.

O'Neal never had any seignory over that country,

but what he got by encroachment upon the English.

Spenser.

Sell (sel), v.t. [Sw. tila, to strain] To

strain through a cloth or sieve. [Scotch.]

Sein, i pp. of see. Seen. Chaucer.

Sein, Seine (sen), n. [Fr. seine, from L.

sagena. Or. sayene, a seine] A large net for

catching fish. Also written Sean.

The seine is a net of about forty fathoms in length,

with which they encompass a part of the sea, and

draw the same on land by two ropes fastened at his

ends, together with such fish as lighteth within his

precinct. Careu:

Seinde, ! pp. of senge {singe). Singed. Chau

cer.

Seine-boat (sen'bdt). n. A fishing-boat, of

about 15 tons burden, used in the fisheries

on the west coast of England to carry the

large seine or casting-net

Seine-fisher (sen'flsh-er), n. A seiner.

Seiner (seu'er), n. A fisher with a seine or

net Carew.

Seint.t n. A cincture; a girdle. Chaucer.

Selntuarie.t n. Sanctuary. Chaucer.

Belp i.v|.i, v.i. [See mh;.] To ooze; to

leak. [Scotch.]

Seir-nsh (serTlsh), n. A fish of the genus

Cybiuru (C. guttatum), family Scomberida?,

bearing a close resemblance to the salmon

in size and form as well as in the flavour of

its flesh. It is one of the most valuable

fishes of the East Indian seas.

Seise (s£z), v.t. In law. see Seize.

Seisin (se'zin), n. Sec seizin.

Seismic, Seismal (sis'mik, ms'inal), a. [Gr

seismos, an earthquake, from sew, to shake ]

Of or pertaining to an earthquake. — The

seismic area, the tract on the earth's surface

within which an earthquake is felt—Seis

mic vertical, the point upon the earth's sur

face vertically over the centre of effort or

focal point, whence the earthquake's im

pulse proceeds, or the vertical line connect

ing these two points. Goodrich.

Seismograph (sis'mo-graf), n. [Gr. seixmos,

an earthquake, and grapho, to write.] An

electro-magnetic instrument for registering

the shocks and concussions of earthquakes.

See also Seismometer.

Seismographic (sis-mS-grafik), a. Pertain

ing to seismography; indicated by a seismo

graph.

Maps or charts constructed 50 as to indicate the

centres of convulsion, lines of direction, areas of dis

turbance, and the like, are termed seismographic.

Page.

Seismography (sls-mog'ra-fi). n. A descrip

tion or account of earthquakes.

Seismologist, Seismologue (sis-mol'o-jist,

sis'mo-log), n. A student of, or one versed

in, seismology.

The labour of future seismologues will be in a

great degree thrown away, unless the cultivators of

science in all countries . . . shall unite in agreeing

to some one uniform system of seismic observation.

Jt. Ma/let.

Seismology (sis-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. seismos,

an earthquake, and logos, discourse.] The

science of earthquakes; that department of

science which treats of volcanoes and earth

quakes.

Seismometer (sis-mom'et-er). n. \Gt. seis

mos, a shaking, an earthquake, and metron,

a measure.} An instrument for measuring

the direction and force of earthquakes and

similar concussions. There are various con

trivances for this purpose, the most perfect

of which Is perhaps the form used in the

observatory on Mount Vesuvius. It consists

of a delicate electric apparatus, which is

set to work by the agitation or change of

level of a mercurial column, which records

the time of the first shock, the interval be

tween the shocks, and the duration of each;

their nature, whether vertical or horizon

tal, the maximum intensity: and in the case

of horizontal shocks the direction is also

given.

Seismoscope (sis'mo-skop), n. [Gr. seismos,

an earthquake, and skoped, to see.] A seis

mometer (which see).

Selsura (se-zhu'ra), n. [Gr. sein, to shake,

oura, tail.] A genus of Australian birds

belonging to the family Muscicapidre or fly-

Seisura imouuU (Restless Scisura).

catchers. The S. volitans is the dish-washer

of the colonists of New South Wales.

Seity (se'i-ti), n. [h. se, one's self.] Some

thing peculiar to a mau's self. Tatler.

[Rare]

Seizable (sez'a-bl), a. Capable of being

seized; liable to be taken.

Seise (sez), v.t pret. <fc pp. seized; ppr. seiz

ing. [Fr. saisir, to seize; Fr. sazir, to take

possession of ; It sagire, to put in posses

sion of — according to Diez, from O.H.G.

sazjan, to set, bisazjan, to occupy.] 1. To

fall or rush upon suddenly and lay hold on;

to gripe or grasp suddenly.

Then as a tiger, who by chance hath spy'd

In some purlieu two gentle fawns at play.

Straight couches close, then rising changes oft

His couchant watch, as one who chose his ground.

Whence rushing, he might surest seise them both.

Mi/rot

2. To take possession by force, with or with

out right

At last they seise

The sceptre, and regard not David's son. Milton.

3 To have a sudden and powerful effect on;

to take hold of; to come upon suddenly; to

attack; as, a fever seizes a patient.

And hope and doubt alternate seize her souL Pope.

4. To take possession of, as an estate or

goods, by virtue of a warrant or legal au

thority.

It was judged by the highest kind of judgment,

that he should be banished, and his whole estate con

fiscated and seised. Bacon.

5. To fasten; to fix.

So down he fell before the cruell beast.

Who on his neck his bloody claws did seize.

Spenser.

6. Kaut. to fasten two ropes, or different

parts of one rope, together with a cord.—

7. To make possessed ; to put in possession

of: with of before the thing possessed; as,

A B was seized and possessed of the manor.

' All those his lands which he stood seized

of.' Shak. ' Whom age might see seized of

what youth made prize.' Chapman.

If his father died seised, the infant being noble,

could not be called on to defend a real action.

Brougham.

[In this, what may be called its legal sense,

often writteu Seise.]— 8. To lay hold of by

the mind; to comprehend.

The most penetrating sagacity in seising great

principles of polity are to be constantly found in the

writings of the philosophers. Brougham.

Seize (sez), v.i. To grasp; to take into pos

session: with on, or upon, to fall on and

grasp: to take hold of; to take possession

of. ' Thee aud thy virtues here I seize upon.'

Shak.

Even Jezebel projects not to seize on Naboth's

vineyard without n precedent charge. Dr. H. Afjre.

Seizer (sez'er), n. One who or that which

seizes.

Seizin (sez'in), n. [Fr. saisinc. seizin, from

saisir, to seize. See Seize] In fa it, (a) pos

session. Seisin Is of two sorts — seizin in

deed or fact and seizin in law. Seizin in

fact or deed is actual or corporal possession;

seizin in law is when something is done

which the law accounts jmssession or seizin,

as enrolment, or when lands descend to an

heir but he has not yet entered on them.

In this case the law considers the heir as

seized of the estate, and the person who

wrongfully enters on the land is accounted

a disseizor. (6) The act of taking possession.

(c) The thing possessed; possession.—Livery

of seizin. See Livert.—Seizin-ox, in Scots

law, a perquisite formerly due to the sheriff

when he gave infeftment to an heir holding

crown-lands. Spelled also Seisin.

Seizing (sez'ing), n. Xaut. the operation

of fastening together ropes with a cord ;

also, the cord or cords used for such fasten

ing.

Seizor (sez-orO, ". I" law, one who seizes or

takes possession.

Seizure (sez'ur), n. 1 The act of seizing or

taking sudden hold; sudden or violent grasp

or gripe ; a taking into possession by force

or illegally, or legally a taking by warrant;

as, the seizure of a thief; the seizure of an

enemy'B town ; the seizure of a throne by a

usurper; the seizure of goods for debt.

All things that thou dost call thine

Worth seisure do we seize into our hands. SAias

2. Retention within one's grasp or power;

possession; hold-

Make o'er thy honour by a deed of trust.

And give me seisure of the mighty wealth.

Dryden.

3. The thing seized, taken hold or possession

of.—4. A sudden attack of some disease.

Sejant, Sejeant (se'jant), a. [Norm.; Fr.

scant, ppr. of seotr, from L. sedeo, to sit]

Iu her. sitting, like a cat, with the fore-legs

Fate, fitr, fat, fall; m§, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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SEJOIN

straight: applied to a lion or other beast —

Seys.nl addorsed, sitting back to back: said

of two animals. —Sejant

a/nrnte1, borne in full

lace, sitting, with the

fore-paws extended side-

waya, as the lion in the

crest of Scotland. — Se-

fsnt rampant, sitting

with the two fore -feet

lifted up.

Setaln (se-Join'). r r.

[Prefix se, apart, and

>**.] To separate.

There is a season when God, and nature, srjoins

■u and wife in ibis respect. If. iy/tatety.

Serous (se-ju'-rus), a. [L. sejugis -sex, six,

and;uaum,« yoke.] In hot having six pairs

of leaflet*

SeJunction (se-juugk'shon), n. [L. ssjunc-

Cm. tejuneti&HU — se, from, and jungo, to

Join.] The act of disjoining; a disuniting;

separation. ' A exjunction and separation

of them from all other nations on the earth. '

Bp Pearson.

Sejanfflble (se jun'ji-bl). a. Capable of be-

inj disjoined or separated. Bp. Pearson.

Sek*,* <i Sick. Chaucer.

SekQS (seTtos), n. [Gr. , sekott, a pen, a sacred

intiasure. a shrine] A place in an ancient

temple in which were inclosed the images

of deities.

Selachian ( se-Ia'shi-an ). n. A fish belong

ing t<> the section Selachii.

Selachii (se-la'shi-I), n.pl [Gr. selachos, a

cartilaginous fish, probably a shark. ] A sec

tion of ela&mobranchiate fishes, which in

cludes the sharks And dog-fishes.
8flagina nftan (se-la'ji-nar's£-eX n. pi. A small

nat order of perigynous exogens, consisting

of herbs or small shrubs chiefly from South

Africa, and allied to Verbenacea and Myo-

poraceae, but differing from them in their

anther being always one-celled only. They

are herbs or small shrubs, with alternate

leaves and blue or white (rarely yellow)

flowers in heads or spikes.

Selblte (sel'bltx is. An ash-gray or black

ore of silver, consisting chiefly of silver car-

boBste, found at Wolfach in Baden, and

the Mexican mines, where it is called plata

and.

Selooutht (selTcbth), a. [A. Sax. selcOXh,

*eldeiith—sel, seld. rare, and eiWi, known.]

Rarely known ; onusual; uncommon; strange.

Yet twTbenKYr hi* meaning she ared

Bet wendred much at his so selcoutk case. Spenser.

Seld* (<eld>, adv. Rarely; seldom. SkaJt.

Seld ♦ fseld), a. Scarce.

Seidell, t adv. Seldom. Chaucer.

Seldom (sel'doro), adv. [A. Sax. seldan,

teldon, seldum, IceL sjaldan, Dan. sielden,

D. xelden, G. selten; from A. Sax. seld, O.G.

aril. Goth. sild. rare, whence sildaleiks.

rtran^e, odd.] Rarely; not often; not fre

quently.

WWloai and youth are seldom joined in one. Hooker.

— Seldom or never, very rarely, if ever.

'Seldom or necer changed.' Brougham.

Seldom (sel'dom), a. Rare; unfreqnent.
■ The seldom discharge of a higher and more

noble office ' Milton.

Seldomness (sel'dom-nes), n. Rareness;

infrequeucy; uncoramonness.

The seUomness of the sight increased the more in-

•juiet kioeing. Sir P. Sidney.

Seld-shovnt (»eld'sh6nX a. Rarely shown

or exhibited. Shak.

Select (ae lekt'l. z.t. [L. eeligo, selectum—

se, from, and lego, to pick, cull, or gather.]

To choose and take from a number; to

take by preference from among others ; to

pick out : to cull ; as, to select the best

authors for perusal ; to select the most

interesting and virtuous men for associates

A certain number.

Theugh thanks to all. must I select from all. Sfi.it.

Select (se-lekt'X a. Taken from a number

by preference ; culled out by reason of ex

cellence: nicely chosen ; choice; whence,

preferable; more valuable or excellent than

others; as, a body of select troops.

Aftd happy constellations on that hour

Shed their wetectest influence. Milton.

A frw seteet spirits had separated from the crowd,

and formed a fit audience round a far greater teacher.

Afacantay.

Selectedly (se-lekt'ed-li). adv. With c»re

hi adectton ' Prime workmen . . . u-

ItrUdly employed. ' fftywood.

Selection (se-lek'shon), n. [L. Hleetio. u-

Uetwnii. See Select.] 1. The act of se

lecting or chootliig and taking from among
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a number; a taking by preference of one

or more from a number.—2. A number of

things selected or taken from others by pre

ference. — Natural selection, that process

in nature by which plants and animals best

fitted for the conditions in which they are

placed survive, propagate,and spread, while

the less fitted die out and disappear; sur

vival of the fittest; the preservation by

their descendants of useful variations aris

ing in animals or plants.

This preservation of favourable individual differ

ences and variations, and the destruction of those

which are injurious. I have called Natural Selection,

or the Survival of the Fittest. . . . Several writers

have misapprehended or objected to the term natural

selection. Some have even imagined that natural se

lection induces variability, whereas it implies only the

preservation of such variations as arise and are bene

ficial to the being under its conditions in life. Darwin.

Selective (se-lelc/tiv). a. Selecting; tending

to select. ' Selective providence of the Al

mighty.* Bp. Hall.

Selectman (se-lekt'man), u. In New Eng

land, a town officer chosen annually to

manage the concerns of the town, provide

for the poor, etc. Their number is usually

from three to seven in each town, and these

constitute a kind of executive authority.

Selectness (se-lckt'nes), n. The state or

quality of being Belect or well chosen.

Selector (se-lekt'er), n. [ L. j One that

selects or chooses from among a number.

'Inventors and selectors of their own sys

tems.' Dr. Knox.

Selenate (sel'en-at), n. A compound of

selenic acid with a base ; as, selcnaU of

soda

Selene (se-le'ne), n. [Gr., from selas, light,

brightness.] In Greek myth, the goddess of

the moon, called in Latin Luna. She is the

daughter of Hyperion and Theia, and sister

of Helios (the sun) and Bos (the dawn).

Called also Phcebe.

SelenlC (se-len'ik), a. Pertaining to sele

nium; as, selenic acid (H^SeO*). This acid

is formed when selenium is oxidized by fusion

with nitre. It is very acid and corrosive, and

resembles sulphuric acid verymuch. It has a

great affinity for bases, forming with them

salts called selenates

Selenide (sel'en-Id), n. A compound of se

lenium with one other element or radical

Selentferous (sel-e-nif'er-us), a. [Sele

nium, and L. fero, to produce.] Containing

selenium; yielding selenium; as. selentf

erous ores.

SeleniOUS (se-le'ni-us), a. Of, pertaining

to, or produced from selenium.—Selenious

acid (H*SeOjX an acid derived from sele

nium. It forms salts called selenites.

Selenlte (sel'en-it), n. [From (Jr. selini, the

moon.] L Foliated or crystallized Bulphate

of lime. Selenite is a sub-species of sul

phate of lime, of two varieties, massive and

acicular.— 2. One of the supposed inhabit

ants of the moon.

Selenitic (sel-e-nit'lk), a. 1. Pertaining to

selenite; resembling it or partaking of its

nature and properties—2. Pertaining to the

moon.

Selenium (se-Ie'ni-um), n. [From Gr.

seline, the monn, so named by Professor

Berzelius from its being associated with tel-

lurium, from L. tellus, the earth.) Sym. 8e.

At. wt. 79-6. A non-metallic element ex

tracted from the pyrite of Falilun in

Sweden, and discovered in 1818 by Berze

lius. In its general chemical analogies it is

related to sulphur and tellurium. It gener

ally occurs in very small quantity in some

of the varieties of iron pyrites and as an

impurity in native sulphur. When pre

cipitated it appears as a red powder, which,

when heated, melts, and on cooling forms a

brittle mass, nearly black, but transmitting

red light when In thin plates. When heated

in the air it takes fire, burns with a blue

flame, and produces a gaseous compound,

oxide of selenium, which has a most pene

trating and characteristic odour of putrid

horse-radish.

Seleniuret, Selenuret (se-len'fl-ret), «.

See SELEMDK.

Selenluretted (se-len'u-ret-ed), a. Con

taining selenium; combined or impreg

nated with selenium. — Seleniuretted hy

drogen (H«Se), a gaseous compound of hy

drogen and selenium obtained by the action

of acids on metallic selenides It has a

smell resembling that of sulphuretted hy

drogen, and when respired is even more

poisonous than that gas Seleniuretted

hydrogen is absorbed by water, and precipi

tates most metallic solutions, yielding selen-

SELF

ides, corresponding to the respective sul

phides.

Selenocentrlc(se-le'n6-sen"trik), a. Having

relation to the centre of the moon; as seen

or estimated from the centre of the moon.

Selenograph (se-le'no-graf ), n, [See Se

lenography.] A delineation or picture of

the surface of the moon or part of it.

Selenographer, Selenographist (sel-e-

nog'ra-ier, sel-e-nog'ra-nstj, n. One versed

in selenography.

SelenograpMc, SelenogTapbical (se-le'-

nd-grar'ik, &e-le'n6-graf"ik-alj, a. Belong

ing to selenography.

Selenography (sel-e-nog'ra-fl), n. [Or

settni, the moon, and grapho, to describe ]

A description of the moon and its phe

nomena; the art of picturing the face of

the moon.

Selenological (&e-le'nodoj"ik-al). o. Of or

pertaining to selenology.

Selenology (sel-e-noro-ji). n. [Gr. seltne,

the moon, and logos, description ] That

branch of astronomical science which treats

of the moon.

Self (self). [A.Sax. self, selfa, a pronominal

word common to the Teutonic tongues ; O.

Sax self, D zelf, Dan. aeir, Icel rjdt/r, G.

selb, selbst, Goth, silha; probably formed by

compounding the reflexive pronoun se, si

( = L. se), seen in Icel. sfr, to himself, sik,

self, G. sich, with some other word. In the

oldest English (A. Sax.) as well as later self

was a kind of pronominal adjective, most

commonly used after the personal pro

nouns, but also, in the sense of same, stand

ing before nouns, quite like an adjective.

Thus the following forms occur: te self, or ic

selfa, I myself; wifn se\fes, of myself; mf

selfum, to myself; me se(fiu* (ace), my

self; thu selfa, thyself; A«* selfa, himself;

UT&silfe, we ourselves; on thiim xylfan gedre ,

iu that same year, Ac. The dative of th«

personal pronoun was also prefixed to self.

the latter being undeclined, as ic me self, I

myself; hi him self, he himself; and these

forms gradually led to the forms myself,thy

self, ourself, yourself, Arc, in which the geni

tive or possessive form is prefixed to self

After this it was not unnatural for self to be

often regarded as a noun with the plural

wire*, like other nouns ending in/. In him

self, themselves, the old dative is still re

tained.] A pronominal element affixed to

certain personal pronouns and pronominal

adjectives to express emphasis or distinc

tion; also when the pronoun Is used re-

flexively. Thus for emphasis. I myself will

write; I will examine for myself. Thou thy

self Bhalt go; thou shalt see for thyself. The

child itself shall be carried ; it shall be

present itself Reciprocally, I abhor my

self; he loves himself; it pleases itself; we

value ourselves. Except when added to pro

nouns used reflexively, self serves to give

emphasis to the pronoun, or to render the

distinction expressed by it more emphatical.

'/ myself will decide,' not only expresses

my determination to decide, but the deter

mination that no other shall decide. Him

self, herself, themselves, are used in the no

minative case, as well as in the objective.

Jesus himseff baptized not, but his disciples.

Jn. iv. 9.

Sometimes self Is separated from my, thy,

<fcc , as. my wretched self; 'To our gross

selves' (Shak); and this leads to the similar

use of self with the possessive case of a

noun; as, 'Tarquin s«e"{f (Shak), giving*?!/

almost the character of a noun, which it

fully takes in such cases as are illustrated

in next article.

Self (self), n, 1. The individual as an object

to his own reflective consciousness; the man

viewed by his own cognition as the subject

of all his mental phenomena, the agent in hi*

own activities, the subject of his own feel

ings, and the possessor of faculties and char

acter; a person as a distinct individual;

one's Individual person; the ego of meta

physicians

A man's srlf may be the worst fellow to converse

with in the world. Pope.

The self, the I, is recognized in every act of intel

ligence as the subject to which that act belongs. It

is 1 that perceive. I that Imagine, 1 that remember,

I that attend, 1 that compare, 1 that feel, I that will,

I that am conscious. Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Personal interest; one's own private in

terest

The fot*dne*s we have for self • - • furntstic* an

other long rank of prejudices. Watts.

Love took up the harp of life, and smote on all the

chords with might ;

Smote the chord of se(f. that, trembling, passed in

mu«c out of sight. Tennyson.

ch. cAaiu; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; Tfl, then; th, thin; w, teig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure. -See Kky.
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3. A flower or blossom of a uniform colour,

especially one without an edging or border

distinct from the ground colour.—Self is

the first element in innumerable compounds,

generally of obvious meaning, in most of

which it denotes either the agent or the ob

ject of the action expressed by the word

with which it is joined, or the person on

behalf nf whom it is performed, or the

person or thing to, for, or towards whom or

which a quality, attribute, or feeling ex

pressed by the following word, belongs, is

directed, or is exerted, or from which it

proceeds ; or it denotes the subject of, or

object affected by, such action, quality, at

tribute, feeling, and the like. Goodrich.

Selft (self), a. Same; identical; very same;

very. Self still has this sense when followed

by same. See Selfsame.

Shoot another arrow that selfmy

Which you did shoot the first. Shak.

I am made of that selfmetal as my sister. Shak.

At that self moment enters Palamon. Dryden.

Self-abased (selfa-bast), a. Humbled by

conscious guilt or shame.

Self-abasement (self-a-bas/ment),n. 1. Hu

miliation or abasement proceeding from

consciousness of inferiority, guilt, or shame.

2. Degradation of one's self by one's own

act.

Enough 1 no foreign foe could quell

Thy soul, till from itself it fell,

Yes! self-itbasement paved the way

To villain -bonds and despot sway. Byron.

Self-abasing (self-a-bas'ing), a. Humbling

by the consciousness of guilt or by shame.

Self-abhorrence (self-ab-hor'ens), n. Ab

horrence of one's self.

Self-abhorring (self-ab-horlng), a. Abhor

ring one's self.

Sdlf-abuse (self-a-bus'), n. 1. The abuse of

one's own person orpowers. Shak.—2. Onan

ism; masturbation.

Self-accused (self'ak-kuzd), a. Accused by

one's own conscience.

Self-accusing (self 'ak-kiiz-iug), a. Accusing

one's self.

Then held down she her head and cast down a

selfaccusing look. Sir P. Sidney.

Self-acting (selfakt-ing), a. Acting of or

by itself: applied to any automatic contriv

ances for superseding the manipulation

which would otherwise be required in the

management of machines; as, the ietf-act-

ing feed of a boring-mill, whereby the cut

ters are carried forward by the general mo

tion of the machine.

Self-action (self-ak'shon), n. Action by or

originating in one's self or itself.

Self-activity (self-ak-tiv'i-ti), n. Self-mo

tion or the power of moving one's self or

itself without foreign or external aid.

If it can intrinsically stir itself, . . . it must have a

principle of self-activity which is life and sense.

Boyle.

Self-adjusting (self-ad-juBt'ing), a. Adjust

ing by one's self or by itself.

Self-admiration (self'ad-mi-ra"Bhon), n.

Admiration of one's self.

Self-affairs (selfaf-farz), n.pl. One's own

private business. Shak.

Self-affected (self-af-fekt'ed), a. Well-af

fected towards one's self; self-loving. Shak,

Self-affrighted (self-af-frit'ed), a. Fright

ened at one's self. Shak.

Self-aggrandizement (self-ag'gran-diz-

ment), n. The aggrandizement or exalta

tion of one's self.

Self-annihilation (8elf'an-ni-hi-la"shon), n.

Annihilation by one's own act. Addison.

Self-applause (self-ap-plnz'). n. Applause

of one's self. ' Not void of righteous self-

appla use.' Tennyson.

Self-applying (self-up-plruig), a. Apply

ing to or by one's self. Watts.

Self-approbation (selfap-pro-ba"shon), n.

Approbation of one's self.

Self-approving (self-ap-pruVing), a, Ap

proving one's self or one's conduct or char

acter.

One selfapproving hour whole years outweighs

Of stupid starers and of loud huzzas. Pope.

Self-asserting, Self-assertive (self-as-

sert'in^, self-as-sert'iv), a. Forward in as

serting one's self, or one's rights ami claims;

putting one's self forward in a confident

way.

Self-assertion (Belf-as-ser'shon), n. The

act of asserting one's self or one's own

rights or claims; a putting one's self for

ward in an over- confident or assuming

manner.

Self-assumed (selfas-sumd), a. Assumed

by one's own act or by one's own authority;

as. a self-assumed title.

Self-assumption (self-as-8um'shon),n. Self-

conceit. 'In self-assumption greater than

in the note of judgment. Shak.

Self-assured (self'a-shbrd), a. Assured by

one's self.

Self-banished (self'ban-isht), a. Exiled

voluntarily. Pope.

Self-begotten (self-be-got'n). a. Begotten

by ones self or one's own powers. 'That

self-begotten bird in the Arabian woods.'

Milton.

Self-blinded (self-bllnd'ed), a. Blinded or

led astray by one's own actions, means, or

qualities. * Self-blinded are you by your

pride.' Tennyson.

Self-born (selfborn), o. Born or begotten

by one's self or itself; self-begotten, ' From

himself the phoenix only springs, self-bom,'

Dryden.

Self-bounty t (self-boun'ti), n. Inherent

kindness and benevolence.

I would not have your free and noble nature.

Out of self-bounty, be abused. Shak.

Self - breath t (self'breth), n. One's own

speech or words. ' Speaks not to himself

but with a pride that quarrels at self-

breath.' Shak.

Self-centration (self-sen-tra'shon), n. The

act of centring or state of being centred on

one'B self.

Self-centred (selfsen-terd), a. Centred in

self.

Self-charity* (self'char-I-ti), n. Love of

one's self. Shak,

Self-closing (selfkloz-ing), a. Closing of

itself; closing or shutting automatically; as,

a self-closing bridge or door.

Self-coloured (self-kul'erd), a. All of one

colour: applied to textile fabrics in which

the warp and weft are of the same colour.

Self-command (self'kom-mand), a. That

steady equanimity which enables a man in

every situation to exert his reasoning fa

culty with coolness, aud to do what exist

ing circumstances require; self-control.

Hume.

Self-commitment (self-kom-mit'rnent), n.

A committing or binding one's self, as by a

promise, statement, or conduct.

Self-communicative ( self-kom-mu'ni-ka-

tiv), a. Imparting or communicating by its

own powers.

Self-complacency (self-kom-pla'sen-si). n.

The state nf being self-complacent; satis

faction with one's self or with one's own

doings.

Self-complacent (self-kom-pla'sent), a.

Pleased with one's self or one's own doings;

self-satisfied. 'A self-complacent repose

superior to accidents and ills.' Dr. Caird.

Self-conceit (self-kon-sef),n. A high opinion

of one's self; vanity.—Egotism, Setf-conceit,

Vanity. See under Egotism.

Thyself from flattering self-conceit defend.

Sir J. Denkam.

Self-conceited (self-kon-set'ed), a. Having

self-conceit ; vain ; having a high or over

weening opinion of one'B own person or

merits.

A self-conceited top will swallow anything.

Sir X. VEstrange.

Self-conceitedness (self-kon-set'ed-nes), n.

The quality or state of being Belf-conceited;

vanity; an overweening opinion of one's

own person or accomplishments. Locke.

Self- condemnation ( self ' kon - dem - na"-

shonX n. Condemnation by one's own con

science.

Self- condemning (•elf-kon-dem'Ing), a.

Condemning ones self. ' Self-condemning

expressions.' Boswell.

Self-confidence (self-kon'fl-denB), n Confi

dence in one's own judgment or ability; re

liance on one's own opinion or powers with

out other aid.

Self-confidence is the first requisite to great under

takings, fohnsoti.

Self-confident (Belf-kon'fl-dent), a. Confi

dent of one's own strength or powers; rely

ing on the correctness of one'B own judg

ment, or the competence of one's own

powers, without other aid.

Self-confiding (self-kon-fld'ing), a. Confid

ing in one's own judgment or powers; self-

confident. Pope.

Self-conscious (self-kon'shus), a. 1. Con

scious of one's states or acts as belonging to

one's self. ' Self-conscious thought.' Caird.

2. Conscious of one's self as an object of ob

servation to others; apt to think much of

how one's self appears to others.

Self-consciousness (self-kon'shus-nes), n.

State of being self-consciouB; consciousness

of one's own states or acts.

I am as justly accountable for any action done

many years since, appropriated to me now by this

self-consciousness, as I am for what I did the last

moment. Locke.

Self- considering (self-kon-sid'er-ing), p.

and a. Considering in one's own mind; de

liberating. * Self-considering, as he stauds,

debates.' Pope.

Self-consumed (self-kon-sumd'), a. Con

sumed by one's self or itself.

Self-COnsumlng (self-kon-sum'ing), a. Con

suming one's self or itself. ' A wandering,

self-consuming fire.' Pope.

Self-contained(selfkon-tand) a 1. Wrapped

up in one's self; reserved; not expansive or

communicative. 'Cold, high, self-contained.

and passionless.' Tennyson.—2. A term ap

plied (especially in Scotland) to a house

having an entrance for itself, and not ap

proached by an entrance or stair common

to others.—Self-contained engine, an engine

and boiler attached together, complete for

working, similar to a portable engine, but

without the travelling gear. E. II. Knight.

Self-contempt (selfkon-terat), n. Contempt

for one's self. Tennyson.

Self-contradiction (selfkon-tra-dik"shon),

n. The act of contradicting itself; repug

nancy in terms. To be and not to be at the

same time, is a self-contradiction; that is, a

proposition consisting of two members, one

of which contradicts the other. Addison.

Self-contradictory (selfkon-tra-dik"to-ri).

a. Contradicting itself. ' Doctrines which

are self-contradictory.' Spectator.

Self-control (self-kon-tror), n. Control ex

ercised over one's self; self-restraint; self-

command. Tennyson.

Self-convicted (self-kon-vik'ted). a. Con

victed by one's own consciousness, know

ledge, or avowal.

Guilt stands self-convicted when arraigned.

Savage.

Self-conviction (self-kon-vik'shon), n. Con

viction proceeding from one's own con

sciousness, knowledge, or confession.

No wonder such a spirit, in such a situation, is

provoked beyond the regards of religion or self-con

viction. S-n-ift.

Self- covered (self-kuv'erdY a. Covered,

clothed, or dressed in ones native sem

blance. Slink.

Self-created (self-kre-at'ed), a. Created by

one's self; not formed or constituted by an

other.

Self-culture (self-kul'tur), n. Culture, train

ing, or education of one's self without the

aid of teachers. Prof. Blackie.

Self-danger (self-dan'jer), ?i. Danger from

one's self Shak.

Self - deceit (self-de-sef), n. Deception re

specting one's self, or that originates from

one's own mistake; self-deception.

This fatal hypocrisy and self-deceit is taken notice

of in these words, who can understand his errors?

Cleanse thou me from secret faults. Addison.

Self- deceived (self-de-sevd'), a. Deceived

or misled respecting one's self by one's own

mistake or error.

Self-deception (self-de-ser/shon), n. De

ception concerning one's self, proceeding

from one's own mistake.

Self-defence (self-de-fens'), n. The act of

defending one's own person, property, or

reputation.

I took not arms, till urged by self-defence.

The eldest law of nature. Reive.

—The art of self-defence, boxing; pugilism.

Byron.

Self-defensive (self-de-fen'siv), a. Tending

to defend one's self.

Self-delation (self-de-la'shon), n. [See De

lation. ] Accusatiou of one's self. ' Bound

to inform against himself to be the ageut

of the most rigid self-delation.' MUman.

Self-delusion (self-de-lu'zhon), n. The de

lusion of one's self, or delusion respecting

one's self. South.

Self-denial (self-de-iii'al), n. The denial of

one's self ; the forbeariug to gratify one's

own appetites or desires.

The religion of Jesus, with all its self-denials, vir

tues, and devotions, is very practicable. Watts.

Self-denying (Belf-de-m'ing), a. Denying

one's self; forbearing to indulge one's own

appetites or desires. ' A devout, humble,

sin-abhorring, self-denying frame of spirit*

South. — Self-denying ordinance, in Eng.

hist, a resolution passed by the Long Par

liament in 1645, that ' no member of either

House shall, during the war, enjoy or exe

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; J\ Sc. ley.
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cute any office or command, civil or mili

tary,'

Self-denyingly (self-de-ni'iiig-li), adv. In

a self-denying manner.

Seir-dependent, Self-depending (self-de-

pendeut, self-dg-pend'ing), a. Depending

on one's self. 'Self-dependent power." Gold

smith .

Self- destroyer (self-de-stroi'er), n One

who destroys himself.

Self-destruction (sslf-de-struk'shon),n. The

destruction of one's self; voluntary destruc

tion Sir P. Sidney.

Self-destructive (self-de-struk'tiv),a. Tend

ing to the destruction of one's self.

Self-determination (self'de-ter-min-a'-

shon). n. I>etermination by one's own mind ;

or determination by its own powers, with

out extraneous impulse or influence. Locke.

Self- determining (self-determining), a.

Capable of self-determination.

Every antaial U conscious of some individual, self-

moving, itlf-determtning principle.

Atartinus Scrit'lerns.

Self-devoted (self-de-vot'ed\ a. Devoted

in person, or voluntarily devoted.

Self-devotement (self-de-v6t'nient).7i. Tlie

devoting of one's person and services volun

tarily to any difficult or hazardous employ

ment

Self-devotion (self-de-vo'shon), n. The act

of devoting one's self ; willingness to sacri

fice one's own interests or happiness for the

sake of others; self-sacrifice.

Self - devouring (se*lf-de-vour'ing), a. De

vouring one's self or itself. ' Self-devouring

silence * Sir J. Denham.

Self - diffusive (self-dif fuz'iv). a. Having

power to diffuse itself; diffusing itself.

Morris

Self-disparagement (self-dfs-par'aj-ment),

n. Disparagement of one's self.

Inward self-disparagement afford*

To meditative spleen a grateful feast. Words-worth,

Self-dispraise (self-dis-prazO, n. Dispraise,

censure, or disapprobation of one's self.

There n a luxury in self-dispraise. Wordrworth.

Self - distrust (self-dis-trusr), n. Distrust

of or want of confidence in one's self or in

one's own powers. 'It is my shyness, or

my self-distrust. ' Tennyson.

Self-educated (seU-ed'u-kat-ed). a. Edu

cated by one's own efforts or without the

aid of teachers.

Self-elective (self-e-lek'tiv), a. Having

the right to elect one's self, or, as a body,

of electing its own members.

An oligarchy on the srlf-elective principle was thus

established. Brougham.

Self-endeared fself-en-denlOa. Enamoured

of one's self; self-loving. Shak.

Self-enjoyment (aelf-en-joi'iuent), n. In*

temal satisfaction or pleasure.

Self-esteem (self-ea-tem'), n. The esteem

or -< >- 1 opinion of one's self. Milton.

Self-estimation (selfes-ti-ma''shon),?i. The

esteem or good opinion of one's self.

Self-evidence (self-eVi-dens), n. The qua

lity of being self-evident. 'By the same

gr(f-evidence that one and two are equal to

three.* Locke.

Self-evident ( self-ev'i-dent ), a. Evident

without proof or reasoning; producing cer

tainty or clear conviction upon a bare pre

sentation to the mind; as, a self-evident pro

position or truth.

Many politician* of our time are in the habit of

L»jring it down as a self-evident proposition, that no

people ought to be free till they are fit to use their.

freedom. Afacaulay.

Self- evidently (self-ev'i-dent-li), adv. By

means of self-evidence; without extraneous

proof or reasoning.

These two quantities were self-evidenfly equal.

Whrwell.

Self-evolution (selfev-6-lu"shon), n. De

velopment by inherent power or quality.

Self-exaltation (selfegz-al-ta"shon), n. The

exaltation of one's self.

Self-examinant(self-egz-am'in-ant)ln. One

who examines himself.

The humiliated relf-examinant feels that there is

cnl in our nature as well as good. Coleridge.

Self-examination (selfegz-am-i-na"shonY

u An examination or scrutiny into ones

own state, conduct, and motives, particu

larly in regard to religious affections and

duties. South.

Self-example (self-egz-am'pl), n One's own

example or precedent. Shak.

Self-existence (aelf-egz-ist'ens). n. The qua

lity of being self-extstent; Inherent exist

ence; the existence possessed by virtue of a

being's own nature, and independent of any

other being or cause, an attribute peculiar

to God.

Living and understanding substances do clearly

demonstrate to philosophical enquirers the necessary

selfexistence, power, wisdom, and beneficence of

their Maker. Bcnttey.

Self-existent (self-egz-ist'ent), a. Existing

by one's or its own nature or essence, in

dependent of any other cause.

This self-ex stent Being hath the power of perfec

tion, as well as of existence in himself. A". Grew.

Self-explanatory (self-eks-plan'a-to-ri), a.

Capable of explaining itself; bearing its

meaning on its own face; obvious.

Self -explication (seIfeks-pli-ka"Bhon), n.

The act or power of explaining one's self or

Itself. * A thing perplexed beyond self-ex

plication.' Shak.

Self-faced (selffast), a. A term applied to

the natural face or surface of a flagstone,

in contradistinction to dressed or hewn.

Self -fed ^self'fed), a. Fed by one's self or

itself. Mdton.

Self-feeder (self-fed'er), n. One who or that

which feeds himself or itself; specifically, a

self-feeding apparatus or machine.

Self- feeding (self-fed'ing), a. Capable of

feeding one's self or itself; keeping up auto

matically a supply of anything of which

there is a constant consumption, waste, use,

or application for some purpose ; as, a self-

feeding boiler, furnace, printing-press, <v.e.

Self-fertilization (self'fer-til-iz-a"shon), «.

In bot. the fertilization of a flower by pollen

from the same flower. 'The evil effects of

close interbreeding or self-fertilization.'

Darwin.

Self-fertilized (selffeY-til-Izd"), p. and a. In

bot. fertilized by its own pollen. See ex

tract

A stlf-fertilized plant . . . means one of self-

fertilised p. trentage, that is, one derived from a

flower fertilized with pollen from the same flower,

... or from another flower on the same plant.

Darwin.

Self-flatteringCself-flat'ter-ingXa. Flatter

ing one's selfT ' Self-flattering delusions.'

Watts.

Self-flattery (self-flat'ter-i), n. Flattery of

one's self.

Self-gathered (self-gaTii'erd), a. Gathered,

wrapped up, or concentrated in one's self

or Itself.

There in her place she did rejoice,

Setf-gather'd in her prophet-mind. Tennyson.

Self-glorlOUS (self-glo'ri-us), a. Springing

from vainglory or vanity; vain; boastful.

' Free from vainness and self-glorious pride.'

Shak.

Self-governed (self-gu'vernd). o. Governed

by one's self or itself; as, a self-governed

state.

Self-government (self-gu'vern-ment), n.

1. The government of one's self; self-control.

2. A system of government by which the

mass of a nation or people appoint the

rulers; democratic or republican govern

ment; democracy.

It is to selfgovernment, the great principle of

popular representation and administration—the sys

tem that lets in all to participate in the counsels

that are to assign the good or evil to all—that we

may owe what we are and what we hope tn be.

D. Webster.

Self-gratulatlon (selfgrat-u-la"shon), «.

Gratulation of one's self. Shak.

Self-harming (self'harm-ing), a. Injuring

or hurting one's self or itself.

Self-heal (selfhel), n. A British plant of

the genus Prunella, the P. vulgaris. See

Prunella. Also, a plant of the genus Sani-

cula (which see).

Self-healing (selfhel-ing), a. Having the

power or property of healing itself ; as, the

self-heating power of living animals and

vegetables.

Self-help (selfhelp), n. Assistance of or by

one's self ; the use of one's own powers to

attain one's ends. S. Smiles.

Self - homicide (self-hom'i-sld), n. Act of

killing one's self; suicide. HakewUl.

Selfhood (self 'hud), n. Individual or in

dependent existence ; separate personality;

individuality. 'All that had been manly

in him. all that had been youth and selfhood

fn him, flaming up for one brief moment.'

Harper's Monthly Mag. [Rare.]

Self-idolized <selfi-dol-izd),a. Idolized by

one's self. Cowper.

Self -Ignorance (Belf-ig'nS-rans), n. Igno

rance of one's own character or nature.

Self-ignorant (self-ig'no-rant), a. Ignorant

of one's self.

Self -imparting (selMm-part'ing), a. Im

parting by its own powers and will. Norris.

Self-importance (self-im-port'ans), a High

opinion of one's Belf; pride. Cowper.

Self-important (self-im-port'ant), a. Im

portant in one's own esteem; pompous.

Self-imposed (selfim-pozd), a. Imposed

or voluntarily taken on one's self; as, a self-

imposed task.

Self-imposture (self-im-pos'tur), n. Impos

ture practised on one's self. South.

Self -indignation (selfin-dig-na"shon), n.

Indignation at one's own character or ac

tions. ' Opposite and more mixed affections,

such as . . . self-indignation.' Baxter.

Self-indulgence (self-in-dul'jens), « Free

indulgence uf one's passions or appetites.

'Love of ease and self-indulgence.' Sir J.

Hawkins.

Self-indulgent (self-in-durjcnt), a. Indulg

ing one's self; apt or inclined to gratify

one's own passions, desires, or the like.

Self-inflicted (self-in-flik'ted). o. Inflicted

by or on one's self ; as, a self-infiicted puu-

ishinent.

Self- Insufficiency (self 'in suf-fT'shen-si),

n. Insufficiency of one's self. Clarke.

Self-interest (eelf-iu'ter-est), n. Private

interest ; the interest or advantage of one's

self.

Self-interested (self-in'ter-est-ed), a. Hav

ing self-interest; particularly concerned for

one's self; selfish. Addison.

Self-invited (self-in-vit'ed), a. Come with

out being asked; as, a self-invited guest

Self-involution (selfin-v6-lu"shon), n. In

volution in one's self; hence, mental abstrac-

tion; reverie.

Self-involved (self-in-volvd'). a. Wrapped

up in one's self or in one's thoughts Ten-

nvton.

Selfish (selfish), a. Caring only or chiefly

for self; regarding one's own interest chiefly

or solely; proceeding from love of self; in

fluenced in actions solely by a view to pri

vate advantage; as, a selfish person; a selfish

motive. 'The most aspiring, selfish man.'

Addison.

That sin of sins, the undue love of self, with the

* postponing of the interests of all others to our own,

kid for along time no word to express it in Eng

lish. Help was sought from the Greek, and from

the Latin. ' Philauty' had been more than once

attempted by our scholars, but found no acceptance.

This failing, men turned to the Latin ; one writer

trying to supply the want by calling1 the man a "suist,'

as one seeking his own tilings ('sua'), and the sin

itself, 'suicism.' The gap, however, was not really

filled up, till some of the Puritan writers, drawing on

our Saxon, devised 'selfish' and 'selfishness.' words

which to ui seem obvious enough, but which yet arc

not more than two hundred years old. Trench.

Selfishly (self'ish-li), adv. In a selfish man

ner; with regard to private interest only or

chiefly. Pope.

Selfishness (selfish-nes), n. The quality of

being selfish; the exclusive regard of a per

son to his own interest or happiness; the

quality of being entirely self-interested, or

proceeding from regard to self - interest

alone, without regarding the interest of

others; as, the selfishness of a person or of

his conduct.

Selfishness (is) * v'ce utterly at variance with the

happiness of him who harbours it, and as such, con

demned by self-lore. Mackintosh.

Selfishness and self-love are sometimes con

founded, but are properly distinct. See also

Self-love and extracts there.

Selfishness is not an excess of self-love, and con

sists not in an over-desire of happiness, but in placing

your happiness in something which interferes with,

or leaves you regardless of, that of others, ll'hately.

Selflsm ( selfizm ), n. Devotedness to self ;

selfishness. [Rare.]

Selflst (selfist), n. One devoted to self; a

selfish person. * The prompting of generous

feeling, or of what the cold selfist calls quix

otism.' Jer, Taylor. [Rare.]

Self-justification (selfjus-ti-fl-ka"ahon), n.

Justification of one's self.

Self-Justlfler (self-]"us'ti-fi-er),n. One who

excuses or justifies himself.

Self-killed (self'kild), a. Killed by one's

self. Shak.

Self-kindled (self-kin'dld), a. Kindled of

itself, or without extraneous aid or power.

Dryden.

Self-knowing (self-nfi'ing), a. Knowing of

itself, or without communication from an

other. Milton.

Self-knowledge (self-nol'ej). n. The know

ledge of one's own real character, abilities,

worth, or demerit.

Self-left (self'left), o. Left to one's self or

to itself.

His heart I know how variable a

Self-left.

1 vain,

Milton.

ch. cAaJn; ch.Sc.locA; g. ^o; \, >ob; h, Fr. ion; ug, tin?; TH, tAen; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, anire.—See KEV.
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Selfless (self'les), a. Having no regard to

self; unselfish.

I,o, now, what hearts have meal they never mount

As high as woman in her seltess mood. Tennyson.

Selflessness (selfles-nes), n. Freedom from

selfishness.

Self-life ( self 'lif), " Life In one's self; a

living solely for one's own gratification or

advantage.

Self-llket (selfllk), o. Exactly similar; cor

responding.

Till Sirephon's plaining voice him nearer drew.

Where, by his words, his self like c.»se he knew.

Sir P. Sidney.

Self-limited (self 'limited), a. Inpathol.

a term applied to a disease which appears

to run a definite course, but is little modi

fied by treatment, as small-pox.

Self-love (self'luv), n. The love of one's

own person or happiness; an instinctive

principle in the human mind which impels

every rational creature to preserve his life,

and promote his own happiness.

And while seiftovm each jealous writer rules.

Contending wits become the sport of fools. Pope.

Not only is the phrase self-love used as synonymous

with the desire of happiness, but it is often con

founded with the word selfishness, which certainly,

in strict propriety, denotes a very different disposi

tion of mind. D. Stewart.

So long as self-love does not degenerate into selfish,

ness it is quite compatible with true benevolence.

Fleming.

As to difference between self-love and sel

fishness see also SELFISHNESS.

Self-loving (self luv-ing), a. Loving one's

self. IzTtt'alton.

Self-luminous (self-lu'min-usX a. Lumin

ous of itself; possessing in itself the pro

perty of emitting light; thus, the sun, fixed

Btars, flames of all kinds, bodies which shtne

by being heated or rubbed,are self-luminous.

Self-made (self'mad), a. Made by one's

self; specifically, having risen in the world

by one's own exertions; as. a self-made man.

Self-mastery (self-mas'ter-i), n. Mastery

of one's self; self-command; self-control

Self-mate (selfmat), n, A mate for one's

•elf. Shak. *

Self-mettlet (selfmet-1), n. One's own fiery

temper or mettle; inherent courage.

Anger &■ hke

A full hot horse, who, being allow'd his way.

Self-mettle tires him. Shak.

Self-motion (self-md'shon),n. Motion given

by inherent powers, without external im

pulse; spontaneous motion.

Matter is not endued with self-motion. Cheynt.

Self-moved (self-movd'). a Moved by in

herent power without the aid of external

impulse. 'Self-mooed with weary wings.'

Pope.

Self-movent (self-mdv'ent), a. Same as

Self-moving.

Body cannot be self-ejtistent, because it is not self-

movent. N. Grcio.

Self-moving (self-moVing), a. Moving by

inherent power, without extraneous influ

ence. Martinwt Scriblerus.

Self-murder (self-mer'der), n. The murder

of one's self; suicide.

By all human laws, as well as divine, self-murder

has ever been agreed on as the greatest crime.

Sir tr. Tem/le.

Self-murderer (self-merMer-er). n. One

who voluntarily destroys his own life ; a

sulfide. Paley.

Self-neglecting (self-ne-glekt'ing), n. A

neglecting of one's self.

Self-love, my liege, is not so great a sin

As tetf-neglectme: ShaJL

Self-offence (self'of-fens), n. One's own

offence. Shak.

Self-opinion (setf-6-pin'ynn\ n. 1. One's

own opinion. —1 Exalted opinion of one's

Belf; overweening estimate of one's self;

self-conceit.

Confidence as opposed to modesty, and distin

guished from decent assurance, proceeds from se(f.

opinion, occasioned by ignorance and flattery.

Jeremy Collier.

Self-oplnioned (self-6-pin'yund).a. Valuing

one's own opinion highly. ' A bold self-

opinioned physician. ' South.

Self- originating (self-6-rii'l-nat-ing). a.

i >rigfnatmg in, produced by, beginning with,

or springing from one's self or itself.

Self-partiality (self-par-shanti), n. That

partiality by which a man overrates his own

worth when compared with others. Lord

Kameg.

Self-perplexed (self-per-pleksf), «■ Per

plexed by one's own thoughts.

Here he looked so setf-ftrfiesd.

That Katie laugh'd. Tennyson.

Self-pity (sclf'pit-i), u. rity ou one's self.

And sweet setf-ptty, or the fancy of it,

Made his eye moist. Tennyson.

Self-pleached (self-plfich'ed), a. Pleached

or interwoven by natural growth; inter

twined; intertwisted.

Round thee blow setf-pUaektd deep.

Bramble-roses, faint and pale.

And long purples of the dale. Tennyson.

Self-pleasing ( self -plez' ing), a. Pleasing

one's self; gratifying one's own wishes.

Bacon.

Self-pollution (self-pol-lu'shon), n. Same

as Self-abuse, 2.

Self-possessed (^eirpoz-zest),a. Composed;

not disturbed. * Neither seff-possau'd nor

startled. ' Tennyson.

Self-possession (self-poz-zesh'on), n. The

possession of one's powers; presence of

mind; calmness; self-command.

Self-praise (self'priiz), n. The praise of

one's self; self-applause; as, self-praise is

no commendation.

Self-praise is sometimes BO fault. IK Broome.

Self-preference (self-prefer-ens), n. Pre

ference of one's self to others.

Self-preservation (selfprez-er-va"shon), n.

The preservation of one's self from destruc

tion or injury.

The desire of existence is a natural affection of the

soul ; it is self-preservation in the highest and truest

meaning. Bentley.

Self-preserving (self-pre-zerv'ing), a. Pre

serving one's seif.

Self-pride (self'prid), n. Pride In one's own

character, abilities, or reputation; self-

esteem. Cotton,

Self-profit (Belfpro-flt), n. One's own profit,

gain, or advantage ; self-interest ' Un

biassed by self'-profit.' Tennyson.

Self-propagating (self-prop'a-gftt-ing), a.

Propagating by one's self or itself.

Self- registering (self-rej'is-ter-ing), a.

Registering automatically; an epithet ap

plied to any instrument so contrived as to

record its own indications of phenomena,

whether continuously or at stated times, or

at the maxima or minima of variations; as.

a self- registering barometer, thermometer,

or the like.

Self-regulated (self-reg'u-lit-ed), a. Regu

lated by one's self or itself.

Self-regulative (self-reg'u-lat-iv), a. Tend

ing or serving to regulate one's self or itself.

WhewII.

Self-reliance (self-re-li'ausX n. Reliance

on one's own powers.

Self-reliant (self-re-H'ant), a. Relying on

one's self; trusting to one's own powers.

Self-relying (self-re-li'ing), a. Depending

on one's self.

Self-renunciation (Belf're-nun-si-a"shon),

n. The act of renouncing one's own rights

or claims; self-abnegation.

Self-repellency (self-re-peren-stt, n. The

inherent power of repulsion in a body.

Self-repelling (self-re-pel'ing), a. Repel

ling by its own inherent power.

Self-repetition <self'rep-e-ti"shon), n. The

act of repeating one's own words or deeds;

the saying or doing of what one has already

said or done.

Self-reproach (selfre-proch'). n. The act

of reproaching or condemning one's self ;

the reproach or censure of one's own con

science.

Self•reproached (selfre-prochf). a. Re

proached by one's own conscience.

Self - reproaching ( selfre-proch 'ing), a.

Reproaching one's self.

Self-reproachingly (self-re-prdch'ing-li),

adv. By reproaching one's self.

Self-reproof (self-re-prof), n. The reproof

of one's self; the reproof of conscience.

Self-reproved (self-re-provd'). a. Reproved

by consciousness or one s own sense of guilt

Self-reproving (self-re-proVing), a. Re

proving by consciousness.

Self-reproving (self-re-proVing). n. Re

proof of one'sown conscience; self-reproach.

Shak.

Self-repugnant (self-rfe-pug'nant), a. Re

pugnant to itself; self-contradictory; incon

sistent

A single tyrant may be found to adopt as incon

sistent and self-repugnant a set of principles, as

twenty could agree upon. Brougham.

Self-repulsive (selfr§-pul'siv), a. Repul

sive in or by one's self or itself.

Self-respect (self-rd-spekf), n. Respect for

one'B self or one's own character.

Self- restrained (self-re-strand'), a. Re

strained by itself or by one's own power of

will; not controlled by external force or

authority. •

Power, self-restrained, the people best obey.

Dryden.

Self-restraint (self-rS-stranf)." Restraint

or control imposed on one's self; self-com

mand; self-control.

Self-reverence (self-rev'er-eus), n. Rever

ence or due respect for one's own character.

dignity, or the like.

Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control.

These three alone lead life to sovereign power.

Tennyson.

Self-reverent (self-rev'er-entX a- Having

reverence or due respect for one's self.

' SelJ-reverent each, and reverencing each.*

Tennyson.

Self-righteous (self-rit'yus), a. Righteous

in one s own esteem.

Self-righteousness (self-rit'yus-nes). n.

Reliance on one s own supposed righteous

ness; righteousness, the merits of which a

person attributes to himself; false or Phari

saical righteousness.

Self-rolled (self raid), a. Coiled on itself.

' In labyrinth of niauy a round self- rolled. '

Milton.

Self-ruined (self -ro'iii'l), a. Ruined by one's

own conduct

Self-sacrifice (self-sak'rl-fis), n. Sacrifice of

one's self or of self-iuterest.

Give unto me, made lowly i

The spirit of selfsacrijice. /;;-,

Self-sacrificing (self-sak'ri-fis-ing). t\.

Yielding up one's own interest, feelings,

Ac. ; sacrificing one's self.

Self-same (self'sam), a. [Self here is the

adjective, same, very.] The very same;

identical.

And his servant was healed in the self-same hoar.

Mat. vni. ■*.

The self-same moment I could pray. Cottrtdge.

Self-satisfied (self-sat'is-fid), a. Satisfied

with one's self.

No caverned hermit rests seff-sntisfied. Pope.

Self-satisfying (self-sat 'is-fi ing). a. Giving

satisfaction to one's self. Milton.

Self-scorn (self'skorn), n. Scorn of one's

self.

Deep dread and loathing of her solitude

Fell on her, from which mood was bora

Scorn of herself; again from out that mood

Laughter at her seff-storn, Tennyson.

Self-seeker (self'sek-er), n. One who seeks

only his own interest ' All great self-seekers

trampling on the right.' Tennyson.

Self-seeking (self'sek-ing).a. Seeking one's

own interest or happiness; selfish. 'A

tradesman; a self-seeking wretch.' Arbuth-

not

Self-seeking (self'sSk-ingX n. Undue at

tention to one's own interest.

Self-slain (selTslau), a. Slain or killed by

one's self; a suicide.

For that the church all sacred rites to the self-slain

denies. J. Baitlie.

Self-slaughter (self-sla'ter), n. The slaugh

ter of one s self. Shak.

Self-Slaughtered (self sla/terd). a. Slaugh

tered or killed by one's self. Shak.

Self-styled (self'stild), a. Called or styled

by ones self; pretended; would-be. 'Those

self-styled our lords' Tennyson.

Self-subdued (self-sub-dud'), a. Subdued

by one's own power or means. Shak.

Self- substantial (self-sub-stan'shal), a.

Composed of one's own substance. ' Feedest

thy life's flame with self-substantial fuel.'

Shak. [Rare ]

Self-subversive (self-sub-ver*siv), a. Over

turning or subverting itself.

Self-suScience (self-suf-fl'shcns), n. Same

as Self-sufficiency.

Self-sufficiency (self-suf-fl'shen-w), n. The

state or quality of being self-sufficient : (a)

inherent fitness for all ends or purpose*;

independence of others; capability of work

ing out one'B own ends. * The srlf-wficiency

of the Godhead.' Bentley. (6) An over

weening opinion of one's own endowments

or worth; excessive confidence in one's own

competence or sufficiency.

Self-sufficiency proceeds from inexperience.

Addison.

Self-sufficient (self-suf-fl'shent), a. 1. Cap

able of effecting all one's own ends or ful

filling all one's own desires without the aid

of others.

Neglect of friends can never be proved rational

till we prove the person using it omnipotent and self-

sufficient, and such as can never need mortal assist

ance. South.

2 Having undue confidence in one's own

Fate, far. fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; it, Sc, ah tine; V, Sc, fey.
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strength, ability, or endowment*; haughty;

overbearing.

This u not to be done in a rash and self-sufficient

manner; but with an humble dependence on divine

grace. Wans.

Self-sustained (self'sus-tand), a. Sustained

by one's self.

Self-taught (self tat), a. Taught by one's

self: as, a self-taught genius.

Self-thinking (selfthingk-ing), a. Think

ing for one's self; forming one's own opinions

irrespective of others.

Our it!f-!hinJhJt£ inhabitants agreed in their ra-

tkn.il estimate of the new family. Mrs. S. C. Hall.

Self-tormenting (self-tormenting).**. Tor

menting ones self or itself. ' Self-torment

ing tin. Crashaw.

Self-tormentor (self-tor-ineut'er), n. One

who torments himself.

Self-torture (self-tor'tUT). n. Pain or tor

ture inflicted on one's self; as, the self-tor

ture of the heathen.

Self-tniflt (selftrust), n. Trust or faith in

one's self; self-reliance. Shale.

Self-view (self'vu), n. 1. A view of one's

self or of one's own actions and character.

1 Regard orcare for one's personal interests.

Self-violence (self-vi'6-lens), n. Violence

to one's »elt Toting,

Self-Till (self'wil), n. One's own will;

obstinacy.

In their anger they slew a man, and in thetr self-mill

they digged down a wall. Gen. xlix. 6.

Self-willed (self 'wild), a. Governed by

oue't own will ; not yielding to the will or

wishes of others; not accommodating or

compliant; obstinate.

Presumptuous are they, stlf-ailltd. 3 Pet ii. i a

Self-worship (self-wer'ship), n. The idol-

uins of one's self.

Self-worshipper (aelf-wer'ship-er), n. One

who idolizes himself.

Self-wrong (selfrong), n. Wrong done by

a person to himself.

Bot lest mywrf be jpuitty of se/f-wranf

I U Bop mine ears against the mermaid's song. Shmk.

Bellon (sel'i-on), n. [L.L selio, selionis ; Fr.

eitton, a ridge, a furrow.] A ridge of land

rising between two furrows, of a breadth

sometimes greater, sometimes less.

Sell t (sel), n. [Also telle, from Fr. seUe, L.

teila, a seat, a saddle.] 1. A saddle.

What migbty warrior that mote be

Who rode in golden sell with single speare. Spenser.

Some commentators on Shakspere think

that the well-known passage in Macbeth,

act f. scene 7,

1 have no spur

To prick the sides of ruy intent, but only

Vaulting ambition which o'crleaps itself

And fails on the other,

should read. ' Vaulting ambition which o'er-

leaps Its sell.' —2. A throne; a seat.

A tyrant proud frowned from his lofty sell. Fairfax.

Sell (selX v.t pret. A pp. gold; ppr. selling.

[A Sax. sellan, syUan, to give, to deliver up;

LG. sellen. Ic«C selja, to sell, to deliver;

Goth, saljan. to offer, to sacrifice. The ori

ginal meaning would seem to have been to

give or transfer in a solemn manner.) 1. To

transfer, as property, or the exclusive right

of possession, to another for an equivalent;

to give up for a consideration; to dispose of

for something else, especially for money. It

is correlative to buy, as one party buys what

the other sells, and is now usually distin

guished from exchange or barter, in which

une commodity is given for another; whereas

in telling the consideration is generally

money or its representative in current

notes.

If thou witt be perfect go and re// that thou hast, and

give to the poor. Mat. xix. ax.

1 To make a matter of bargain and sale of;

to accept a price or reward for, as for a

breach of duty, trust, or the like; to take a

bribe for; to betray.

Yjo would have seld your king to slaughter. Shak.

X To impose upon; to cheat; to deceive; to

befool. [Slang. 1

We could not but laugh quietly at the complete sue-

crss if the Kaiah's scheme ; we were, to use a vulgar
ptoaae. • regutirty sold,' W. H. Russell.

—To sell one's life dearly, to cause great loss

to those who take one's life; to do great in

jury to the enemy before one is killed.—To

sellone up, to sell a debtor's goods to pay his

Tfdttora.

Sell (iel). v i 1. To have commerce; to prac

tise selling.

I wuj boy with yon, sell with you ; but I will not eat

•"■von. Shak.

2. To be sold; as, corn sells ut a good price.

Few writings sell which arc not filled with great

names. Addison.

—To sell out, (a) to sell one's commission in

the army and retire from the service. (6) To

dispose of all one's shares in a company.

Sell (sel), ». An imposition; a cheat; a

deception; a trick successfully played at

another's expense. [Slung.]

Sellanders, Sellenders (aenan-derz, sel'-

len-derz), n. [Fr. solandres. Comp. malan-

ders.] A skin disease in a horse's hough or

pastern owing to a want of cleanliness.

Sella Turcica (sel' la tur'si-ka), n. [So

named from its supposed resemblance to a

Turkish saddle.] A cavity in the sphenoid

bone, containing the pituitary gland, and

surrounded by the four clinoid processes.

Selle, * n. A cell. Chaucer.

Selle.t n. A sill; a door-sill or threshold.

Chaucer.

Belief (sel). n. [Written also Sell (which

see).] 1. A scat; a settle; a throne.

Many a yeoman, bold and free,

Revell'd as merrily and well

As those that sat in lordly selle. Sir W. Scott.

2. A saddle.

Seller (sel'er), n. One who sells; a vender.

To things of sale a seller's praise belongs. Shak.

Selters-water (selt'6rz-wa-ter), n, A highly-

prized medicinal mineral water found at

Nieder- Setters in the valley of the Lahn,

Nassau, Germany. It contains chloride of

sodium, carbonates of magnesium, sodium,

and calcium, and a large quantity of free

carbonic acid. Called less correctly Seltzer'

water.

Seltzogene (selt'zd-jen), n. Same as Gazo

gene.

Selvage (sel'vaj), n. See Selvedge.

Selvagee (sel-va-je^ n. Xaut. a skein or

hank of rope-yarn wound round with yarns

or marline, used for stoppers, straps. <Vc

Sel ve t (selv), a. Self; same; very. Chaucer.

Selvedge (sel'vej). n. [St;// and edge ; lit. an

edge formed of the stuff itself, in opposition

to one sewed on. Comp. D. zelfkant, zelfegge,

zelfeinde, L G. selfkant, selfende,Q. selbende,

lit. self-edge, self-end.] 1. The edge of cloth

where it is closed by complicating the

threads; a woven border or border of close

work on a fabric; list.

Meditation is like the selvedge, which keeps the cloth

from ravelling. Echard.

2. ifaut. same as Selvagee.—%. The edge-plate

of a lock through which the bolt Bhoots.

Selvedged, Selvaged (sel'vejd, sel'vajd), a.

Having a selvedge.
Selves (selvz), pi. of self. • Our past atices.'

Locke.

Sely t (seli), a Same as Seely.

Selynesat (se'li-nes), n. [From sely or seely,

prosperous.] Happiness. Chaucer.

Semaphore (sem'a-fdr), n, [Or. sfma, a

sign, and phero, to bear.] A kiud of tele

graph or apparatus for conveying informa

tion by signals visible at a distance, such as

oscillating arms or flags by daylight and lan

terns at night. Many kinds of semaphores

were in use before the invention of the elec

tric telegraph, and a simple form is still

employed on railways to regulate traffic.—

Semaphore plant, a name given to Desmo-

d in in gyrans, from the peculiar movements

of its leaves. See DKSMODIUM.

Semaphoric, Semaphorical (sem-a-for'ik,

sem-a-for'ik-al), a. Relating to a semaphore

or to semaphores; telegraphic.

Semaphorlcally ( sem - a - for ' ik - al - li ),

adv. By means of a semaphore.

Semaphorist (se-mafor-ist), n. One who

has charge of a semaphore.

Sematology (se-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. sima,

8t*matos, a sign, and logos, discourse.] The

doctrine of signs, particularly of verbal signs,

in the operations of thinking and reasoning;

the science of language as expressed by signs.

Smart [Rare]

Semblablet (sera'bla-bl), a, [Fr.] Like;

similar; resembling.

It is a wonderful thing to see the semblable coher

ence of his men's spirits and his. ShaJt.

Semblablet (sem'bla-bl),n. Likeness; repre

sentation; that which is like or represents.

His semblable is his mirror. Shak.

His semblable, yea, himself Timon disdains. Shak.

Semblably t (sera'bla-bli), adv. In a similar

manner; similarly.

A gallant knight he was, his name was Blunt :

Semblably furnish 'd like the king himself. Shak.

Semblance (sem'blans), n. [Fr. semblance,

from sembler, to seem, to appear, from L.

v # *'V

similare, simulare, to make like, from sivti-

lis, like. Root same as that of £. same.l

1. Similarity ; resemblance ; hence, mere

show or make-believe. 'High words that

bore semblance of worth.' Milton—2. Ex

ternal figure or appearance; exterior; show;

form.

Their semblance kind, and mild their gestures were.

Fairfax

He made his Masque what it ought to be, essentially

lyrical, and dramatic only in semblance. Afacautay,

3. A form or figure representing something;

likeness; image.

No more than wax shall be accounted evil

Wherein is stamp'd the semblance of a devil. Shak.

Semblantt (sem'blant), u. Show; figure;

resemblance Spenser.

Semblant (sem'blant), a. l.t Like; resem

bling. Prior.—2. Appearing; seeming rather

than real; specious.

Thou art not true; thou art not extant—only sent-

blant. Carlyte.

Semblative t (sem'bla-tiv), a. Resembling;

seeming.

And all is semblative a woman's part. Shak.

Semblaunt,t Semblantt n. [Fr.semManr.]

■Seeming; appearance. Chaucer.

Semble (sern'bl), v.i. [Fr. sembler, to

imitate. See Semblance] l.t To imitate;

to represent or to make similar; to make n

likeness. ' Where sembling art may carve

the fair effect.' Prior. — 2. In law, used

imper.-onally, generally under the abbrevia

tion sem. or semb. for it seems, and com

monly prefixed to a point

of law (not necessary to be

decided in the case) which

has not been directly

settled, but on which the

court indicates its opin

ion.

Seme (sem'a). a. [Fr.,

Bown.] In her. a term em

ployed to describe a field

Seme of fleur-de -lis. or charge powdered or

strewed over with figures,

as stars, billets, crosses, dec. It is also called

Powdered.

Semecarpus (s6-me-kar'pusX "■ [Gr.

simeion, a mark, and karpos, fruit] A

small genus of Asiatic and Australian trees,

nat order Anacardiacere, so named from the

remarkable property possessed by the juice

of the fruit, whence it is commonly called

marking nut. They have alternate, simple,

leathery leaves, and terminal or lateral pani

cles of small white flowers. & Anaeardium

has long been known for the corrosive re-

Binous juice contained in the nut. This juice

is at first of a pale milk colour, but when the

fruit is perfectly ripe it is of a pure black

colour, and very acrid. It is employed m

medicine by the natives of India and to mark

all kinds of cotton cloth. The bark is as-

tringent.and yields various shades of abrown

dye. A soft, tasteless, brownish-colouretl

gum exudes from the bark. See Malacca.

SemeiogTaphy (se-ml-og'ra-fl), r*. [Gi

simeion, a mark, a sign, and graphs}, to

write. ] The doctrine of signs; specifically,

in pathol. a description of the marks or

symptoms of diseases.

Semeiologlcal(Be'mi-d-loj"ik-al), o. Relat

ing to semeiology or the doctrine of signs;

specifically, pertaining to the symptoms of

diseases.

Semeiology (afi-mi-ol'o-jl), n. [Gr. #e-

meion, a mark, a sign, and logos, discourse]

The doctrine of signs: semeiotics.

Semeiotlc (sft-ml-ot'ik). a. Relating to se

meiotics ; pertaining to signs; specifically.

relating to the symptoms of diseases; symp

tomatic

Semeiotics (se-ml-ot'ikB), n. [Gr. semeiou,

a mark, a Bign.] 1. The doctrine or science

of signs; the language of signs. 2. Inpathol.

that branch which teaches how to judge of

all the symptoms in the human body,

whether healthy or diseased; symptoma

tology; semeiology.

Semeiiche.t Semely,t a. Seemly; comely.

Chaucer.

Semelybede, t n. Seemliness; comeliness.

Romaunt of the Hose.

Semen (se'men), n. [L., from root of sero,

to sow.] 1. The seed or prolific fluid of mule

animals; the secretion of a testicle; sperm.

2. The seed of plants, or the matured ovule.—

Semen contra. See Semkncine.

Semenclne (sS'men-sin), n. A strong aro

matic, bitter drug, which has long been in

much repute as on anthelmintic. It con

sists of the dried flower-buds of a number

eh, chain; eh, Sc loeA; g, j, job; ft. Fr. ton: ugt sinj; Til. then: th, thiw, w, u>ig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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of species of Artemisia. Called also Satonici

Semen, Semen Contra, Wormseed, Ac.

Semeae (lem-es'), a. [L semi, half, and

esuM, eaten, from edo, esum, to eat] Half-

eaten. [Rare.J

No; they're sons of jfyps. and that kind of thin^, who

feed on the semese fragments of the high table.

Farrar.

Semester (s£-mes'ter), n. [L. semestris,

half-yearly —sex, six, and mensis, month] A

period or term of six months.

Semi (semi). [L. semi, Gr. himi,] A prefix

signifying half; half of; in part; partially.

The compounds are generally of very obvious

meaning if the latter parts be known, and

we give only a certain number of them be

low.

Semi-acid (sem'i-as-id), n. and a. Half-acid;

subacid.

Semi-anrplexlcaul (sem'i-am-plek"si-kal),

a. [L. semi, half, amplector, amplexus, to

embrace, and caulis, stem.] Partially am-

plexicaul. In bot. embracing the stem half

around, as a leaf.

Semi-angle (sem'i-ans-gl), n. The half of a

given or measuring angle.

Semi-annual (sem-i-an'nu-al), a. Half-

yearly.

Semi-annular (sem-i-an'nu-ler), a. [L.

semi, half, and annulus, a ling.] Having

the figure of half a ring ; forming a semi

circle. N. Grew.

Semi-Arian (sem-i-a'ri-an), n. [See

Akian, ] In eecles. hist, a branch of the

Arians, who in appearance condemned the

errors of Arius but acquiesced in some of

his principles, disguising them under more

moderate terms. They did not acknowledge

the Hon to be consubstantial with the Father,

that is. of the same substance, but admitted

him to be of a like substance with the Father,

not by nature, but by a peculiar privilege.

Semi-Arian (sem-i-a'ri-an), a. Pertaining to

Hemi-Arianism.

Semi-Arianlsm (sem-i-a'ii-an-izm), n. The

doctrines or tenets of the Semi-Arians.

Sentf-attached<aem'i-at-tacht"),rt. Partially

attached or united; partially bound by affec

tion, interest, or special preference of any

kind.

We would have been semi-attached as it were. We

would have locked up that room in either heart where

the skeleton was, and said nothing about it

Thackeray.

—Semi-attached house, one of two houses

joined together, but both standing apart

from others.

Semi -barbarian ( sem ' 1 - bar - ba" rl - an ), a.

Half savage; partially civilized.

Semi-barbarian (sem'i-bar-ba"ri-an), n.

One who is but partially civilized.

Semi-barbaric <sem'i-bar-bar"ik), a. Half

barbarous; partly civilized; as, semi-bar

baric display.

Semi-barbarism (sem-i-bar'bar-izm), n.

The state or quality of being semi -bar

barous or half civilized.

Semi -barbarous (sem-i-bar'ba-rus), a.

Half civilized; semi-barbarian; semi-bar

baric.

Semibreve (sem'i-brev), n. In music, a note

of half the duration or time of

the breve. The semibreve is

the measure note by which all

others are now regulated. It

is equivalent In time to two Semibreve.

minims, or four crotchets, or

eight quavers, or Bixteen semiquavers, or

thirty-two demi-semiquavers.

Semlbrieft (sem'i-bref), n. Same as Semi

breve.

Semi-bull (sem'i-bul), n. Eecles. a hull

issued by a pope between the time of his

election and that of his coronation. A semi-

bull has only an impression on one side of

the seal. After the consecration the name of

the pope and date are stamped on the re

verse, thus constituting a double bulL

Semi -calcined (sem -i-kal'slnd), a. Half

calcined; as, semi-calcined iron.

Semi-castrate (sem-i-kas'trat), v.t. To

deprive of oue testicle.

Semi -castration (sem'i-ka8-tra"shon), n,

Half castration ; deprivation of one tes

ticle. Sir T. Browne.

Semi-chorus (sem-i-k6'rus), n. A chorus,

usually short, or part of a chorus, performed

by a few singers.

Ssmicircle (sem'i-ser-kn, n. 1. The half of

a circle ; the part of a circle comprehended

between its diameter ami half of its circum

ference. —2. An instrument for measuring

angles; a graphometer.—3. Any body In the

form of a half circle.

Semiclrcled (sem'i-aer-kid), a. Same as

Semicircular. 'A semicircied farthingale.'

Sha/c.

Semicircular (sem-1-ser'ku-Ier), a. Having

the form of a half circle. — Semicircular

canals. In anat. the name given, from their

figure, to three canals belonging to the organ

of hearing, situated in the petrous portion

of the temporal bone, and opening into the

vestibule.

Semi - circumference (sem'i-ser-kuni/'fer-

ens), n. Half the circumference.

Semiclrque (sem'i-serk), n. A semicircle; a

semicircular hollow. 'The semicirque of

wooded hills.' Fraser's Alag.

Upon a semicirque of turf-clad ground.

The hidden nook discovered to our view

A mass of rock. Wordsworth.

Semicolon (sem'i-ko-lon), n, Ingram, and

punctuation, the point (;), the mark of a

pause to be observed in reading or speak

ing, of less duration than the colon, and

more than that of the comma. It is used

to distinguish the conjunct members of a

sentence.

Semi-column (sem'i-kolum), n. A half co

lumn.

Semi-columnar (sem'i-ko-lum"ner),a. Like

a half column; flat on one side and round

on the other: a botanical term, applied to

a stem, leaf, or petiole.

Semi - conscious (sem-i-kon'shus), a. Im

perfectly conscious. De Quincey.

Semicope t (sera'i-kdp), n. An ancient cleri

cal garment, being a half or short cloak.

Chaucer.

Semi-crystalline (sem-i-kris'tal-in),a. Half

or imperfectly crystallized.

Semlcubical (sem-i-kub'ik-al), a. In conic

sections, applied to a species of parabola

defined by this property, that the cubes of

the ordinates are proportional to the squares

of the corresponding abscissas. This curve

Is the evolute of the common parabola.

Semicubium, Semicupium ( aem-i-ko/bi-

um, sem-i-ku'pi-um), n. [L.L., from semi,

half, and cupa, a tun, a cask] A half-bath,

or one that covers only the lower extremi

ties and hips. [Rare]

Semlcylinder (sein-i-sil'in-der), n. Half a

cylinder.

Semi-cylindric, Semi-cylindrical (sem'i-

si-lin"drik. sem'i-si-lin"drik-al ), a. Half-

cylindrical. — Semi-cylindrical leaf, in bot.

one that is elongated, flat on one side, round

on the other.

Semi - demi - semiquaver (sem'i-dem-i-

8em"i-kwa-ver), n. In music, a note

of half the duration of a deml-semi- 5EE

quaver; the sixty-fourth part of a sf—

semibreve.

Semi-detached (sem'i-de-tacht"\ a. Partly

separated : applied to one of two houses

which are detached from other buildings,

and joined together by a single party-wall ;

as, a semi-detached villa.

Semi-diameter (sem'l-di-am"et-er), n. Half

a diameter; a radius.

Semi - diapason (sem'i-di-a-pa"zon), n. In

music, an imperfect octave, or an octave

diminished by a lesser semitone.

Semi - diapeiite (sem'i-dl-a-pen"t£), n. In

music, an imperfect or diminished fifth.

Semi-diaphaneity (sero'i-dl-a-fa-ne"i-ti), n.

Half or imperfect transparency. Boyle.

Semi - diaphanous (sem'i-dl-af'an-us), a.

Half or imperfectly transparent. 'A semi-

diaphanous grey.' Woodward.

Semi-diate8saron(sem'i-dI-a-tes"sa-ron),n.

In music, an imperfect or diminished fourth.

Seml-ditone (sem'I-dl-tdn), n. In music, a

minor third.

Semi-diurnal (sem'i-dl-er"nal). a. 1. Per

taining to or accomplished in half a day or

twelve hours; continuing half a day. —2. Per

taining to or accomplished in six hours.—

Semi-diurnal arc, in astron. the arc de

scribed by a heavenly body in half the time

between its rising and setting.

Semi-dome (sem'i-dom), n. Half a dome,

especially as formed by a vertical section.

Semi-double (sem-i-duld), n. An inferior

or secondary ecclesiastical festival, ranking

next above a simple feast or bare commemo

ration. Rev. F. G Lee.

Semi-double (aem-i-du'bl). a. Tn bot. having

the outermost stamens converted into petals

while the inner ones remain perfect : said

of a flower.

Semi -fable (sero'I-fa-bl), n. A mixture of

truth and fable; a narrative partly fabulous

and partly true. De Quincey. (Rare.]

Semi-flexed (sem'i-flekst), a. Half-bent.

Semi-floscular (sem-i-ilos'ku-ler), a. Same

as Semi-jtosculous.

Semi-nosculous, Semi-flosculose (scm-f-

fios'ku-lus, sem-i-noe'ku-los), a. [Semi, and

L. Jlosculus, a little flower.] In lot. having

the corolla split and turned to one side, as

In the ligule of composites.

Semi-fluid (sem-i-flu'id), a. Imperfectly

fluid.

Semi-formed (sem'i-formd),a. Half-formed;

imperfectly formed; as, a semi-formed crys

tal.

Seml-horal (sem-i-ho'ralV a. Half-hourly.

Semi-ligneous (sem-l-lig/ne-us), a. Half or

partially ligneous or woody. In bot. applied

to a stem which is woody at the base and

herbaceous at the top, as the common rue,

sage, and thyme.

Semi-liquid (■era-i-lik'wid), a. Half-liquid;

semi-fluid.

Semi-liquidity (sem'i-lik-wid"i-ti), n. The

state of oeiug semi-liquid; partial liquidity.

Semilor (sem'i-lor). n. [Prefix semi. Unit,

and Fr. Vor, gold.] An alloy, consisting of

five parts of copper and one of zinc, used

for manufacturing cheap jewelry, &c.

Semilunar (sem-1-lu'ner), a. [Ft. stmilu-

naire—'L. semi, half, and luna, the moon ]

Resembling in form a half-moon. 'A semi

lunar ridge.' X. Grew.—Semilunar carti

lages, fn anat two flbro-cartilages which

exist between the condyles of the os femoris

and the articulate surfaces of the tibia.—

Semilunar ganglia, fn anat. the ganglia

formed by the great sympathetic nerve on

its entrance into the abdomen, from which

nerves are sent to all the viscera—Semi

lunar notch, in anat. an indentation iu the

form of a half-moon between the eoracoid

process and the superior border of the

scapula. —Semilujutr valves, in anat. the

three valves at the beginning of the pul

monary artery and aorta: so named from

their half-moon shape.

Semilunary, Semllunate (sem-i-lu'na-ri).

sem-i-lu'nat), a. Semilunar. 'A semilunary

form.' Sir T. Herbert.

Semi-membranous(sem-l-meml)ra-nus),a.

Half or partially membranous. In anat.

applied to a muscle of the thigh, from the

long flat membraue-like tendon at its upper

part. It serves to bend the leg.

Semi-menstrual (sem-i-men'stro-al).a. [L.

semi, half.and menstrualis,mot\th\y.] Half-

monthly; specifically, applied to an inequa

lity of the tide which goes through its

changes every half-month.

Semi-metal (sem'i-met-al), n. In old chem.

a metal that is not malleable, as bismuth,

arsenic, nickel, cobalt, antimony, manga

nese, Ac.

Semi -metallic (seni'i-me-tal"ik), a. Per

taining to a semi-metal; partially metallic

in character.

Semi-minim (sem'i-min-im), n. In music,

a half minim or crotchet.

Semi-mute (sem'i-mut), a. Applied to a per

son who, owing to losing the sense of hear

ing, has lost also to a great extent the

faculty of speech, or who, owing to congeni

tal deafness, has never perfectly acquired

that faculty.

Semi - mute ( sem'i-mut ), n. A semi-mutt

person.

Seminal (sem'in-al), a. [L. seminalis, from

semen, seed. See Semen. ] 1. Pertaining to

seed or semen, or to the elements of repro

duction. — 2. Contained in seed; germinal;

null mental; original.

These are very imperfect rudiments of ' Paradise

Lost;' but it is pleasant to see great works in their

seminal state, pregnant with latent possibilities of

excellence. Johnson.

Seminal leaf, the same as Seed-leaf.

Seminalt (sem'in-al).u. Seminal state. "The

seminals of other iniquities.' SirT. Browne.

Seminallty (sem-i-naVi-ti). n. The state of

being seminal; the power of being produced.

Sir T. Browne.

Seminarian. Seminarist (sem-ina'ri-an,

sem'in-a-rist), n. A member of a seminary;

specifically, an English Roman Catholic

priest educated in a foreign seminary.

Seminarists now come from Rome to pervert souls.

SheIdem .

Seminary (sem'i-na-ri), n. [Fr. seminaire;

L. seminarium, from semen, seminis, seed,

from root of sero, satum, to sow.] Lt A

seed-plot; ground where seed is sown for

producing plants for transplantation ; a

nursery; as, to transplant trees from a semi

nary. Mortimer.—2.t The place or original

stock whence anything is brought.

This stratum, . . . being the seminary or promp-

tuary, that furnishes forth matter for the formation

and increment of animal and vegetable bodies.

IV&cdirard.

Fate, far. fat. fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; n6te, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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X A place of education; any school, academy,

college, or university in which young per

sons are instructed in the several branches

of learning which may qualify them for

their future employments. — 4. t A seminary

priest; a Roman Catholic priest educated

in a seminary; a seminarist

A wbfle *£OCC they made me. yea me, to mistake

a-. 1. mtaL zealous pursuivant for a Mcmin.iry.

F. Jensen.

Seminary (sem'i-na-H). a. 1. Seminal ; be-

)■ rising to seed. "Seminary Teasels. ' Dr.

John Smith. —S. Trained or educated in a

foreign seminary: aaid of a Roman Catholic

priest. 'All Jesuits, seminary priests, and

*>lber priests, IIalia m.

Semlnate' (sem'i-nat), v.t. pret A pp. semi-

mated; ppr. semittating [L semino, semi-

iut/Mia, to sow. See SEMEN.] To sow; to

spread ; to propagate. ' Doctors, who first

teutijiated learning. ' Waterhouse.

Semination (sem-i-na'shon), n. [L. semina-

tia. teminatvjnu, from semino. See SEMEN.]

1 f The act of sowing; the act of disseminat-

qpg, Evelyn. —2. in bot. the natural disper

sion of seeds; the process of seeding. The

seed* of plants are dispersed in various ways.

Some are heavy enough to fall directly to

the ground; others are furnished with a

pappus or down, by means of which they

are dispersed by the wind; while others are

contained in elastic capsules, which, burst

ing open with considerable force, scatter

the seeds.

Seminedt (se'mind ), a. Thick covered, as

with seeds. ' Her garments blue, aud se-

tuined with stars.' B. Jotuton.

Seminiferous (sem-1-nifer-usX a [L. semen,

armtiuf, seed, and/pro, to produce.] Seed-

bearing; producing seed.

Semlnlflc, Seminincal (sem-i-nifik, sem-i-

niTik-al), a [L. semen, seminis, seed, and

/ocui, to make] Forming or producing

seed or semen.

Seminiflcation(seni'in-if-i-ka"shon), n. Pro-

pagatiun from the seed or seminal parts.

Sv if IlaU. [Bare ]

Seminole (sem'i-ndl), n. and a. [Amer. In

dian, wild, reckless. ] One of, or belonging

to, a tribe of American Indians, originally

a vagrant offshoot from the Creeks. They

gave great trouble to the settlers in Georgia

and Florida, and after a tedious war the

remains of the tribe were removed to the

Indian territory beyond the Mississippi.

Semi-nude (sem'i-nud), a. Partially nude;

half naked.

Semi-nymph (sem'i-ninif), n. In entom. the

nymph of insects which undergo a slight

change only in passing to a perfect state.

Sexniogr&phy (se-ml-og'ra-fl), n. Same as

Semeitjaraphy.

Semiologicai (se'mi-d-lopk-al), a. Same

as SemeuAogical.

Semiology (Be-mi-ol'o-JI). n. [Or. semeion,

s sign, and logos, discourse. ] Same as Se-

awipfifj.

Semi-opacous t (sem'i-6-pa"kus), a. Semi-

opaque. Boyle.

Semi -opal (sem-i-6'pal), n. A variety of

opal not possessing opalescence.

Semi-opaque (sem'i-6-pak"), a. Half trans

parent only; half opaque.

Semi-orbicular (*em'i-or-bik''u-ler),a. Hav

ing the shape of a half orb or sphere.

Semi-ordlnate(sem-i-or'din-at),n. In eonie

seetums, see ORDINATE.

3emiotic (se-mS-ofik), a. Same as Semeiotic.

Semiotics (semi ot'iks), n. See Semeio-

Tirs.

Semi - palmate, Semi - paimated (sem-i-

pafmat, aem-i-pai'mat-ed). a. In tool, hav

ing the feet webbed only partly down the

toes.

Semi -parabola (sem'I-pa-rab"6-la), n. In

math, a curve of such a nature that the

powers of its ordinates are to each other as

the nest lower powers of its abscissas.

Semiped (sem'i-ped). n. [Semi, and L. pes,

ptdu. a foot 1 In pros, a half-foot

Semipedal (•^m-i-pe'dal), a. In pros, con

taining a half-foot

Semi - Pelagian (sero'i-pg-la"Ji-anX «- In

tides hist a follower of John Cassfanus, a

monk who, about the year 430, modified

the doctrines of Pelagius, by maintaining

tost grace was necessary to salvation, but

that, on the other hand, our natural facul

ties were sufficient for the commencement

of repentance and amendment; that Christ

died for all men; that his grace was equally

'■fared to all men; that man was born free,

tod therefore capable of receiving its in

fluences or resisting them.

Semi-Pelagian (sem'i-pe-la"ji-an), a. Per

taining to the Semi-Pelagians or their tenets.

Semi - Pelagianism (seru'i-De-la"ji-an-izm).

n. The doctrines or tenets of the Semi-

Pelagians.

Semi-pellucid (sem'i-pel-]u"sid), a. Par

tially pellucid; Imperfectly transparent;

as, a semi-pellucid gem.

Semi-plantiprade (sem-i-plan'ti-grad), a.

In zool. applied to certain families of mam

mals, as the Viverrida? or civets, and the

Mustelida? or weasels, in which a portion

of the sole of the hind-feet at least is ap

plied to the ground in walking.

Semi - quadrate, Semi - quartile (aem'i-

kwod-rat, sem'i-kwar-til), n. [L. semi, and

quadrat us, quadrate, or quartus, fourth.]

In astrol. an aspect of two planets when

distant from each other the half of a quad

rant, or 45 degrees.

Semiquaver (sem'i-kwa-ver), n. In music,

a note of half

the duration of

the quaver; the

sixteenth of the

Semibreve. Semiquavers.

Semiquaver
(sem'i-kwa-ver), v. t. To sound or sing in, or

as in, semiquavers.

With wire and catgut he concludes the day,

Quav'ring and stmtquav'ring care away. Confer.

Semi-Quietist (sem-i-kwl'et-ist), n. One of

a sect of mystics who, while maintaining

with the Quietists that the most perfect

state of the soul is passive contemplation,

yet maintains the incompatibility of this

state with any external sinful or sensual

action.

SemiquintUe (sem'i-kwIn-tflXn. In astrol.

au aspect of two planets when distant from

each other half of the quintile, or 36 degrees.

Semi-recondite (sem-i-rek'on-dU), a. Half-

hidden or concealed ; specifically, in zool.

applied to the head of an insect half con

cealed within the shield of the thorax.

Semi-septate (sem-i-sep'tat), a. In bot. half-

partitioned ; having a dissepiment which

does not project into the cavity to which it

belongs sufficiently to cut it off into two

separate eella

Semi-sextile (scm'i-teks-tH), n. In astrol.

an aspect of two planets when they are dis

tant from each other the half of a sextile,

or 30 degrees.

Semi - smile (sem'i-smll), n. A half laugh;

a forced grin. 'A doleful and doubtful semi-

smile of welcome.' Lord Lytton.

SemisouiV " Ahalf-sound;aloworbroken

tone. Chaucer.

Semi-spheric,Seini-spherical (sem-isfer'-

ik, sem-i-sfer'ik-al). a. Having the figure of

a half sphere.

Semi-spinal (sem'i-spl-nal), a. In anat ap

plied to two muscles connected with the

transverse and spinous processes of the ver

tebra;.

Semi-Steel (sem'i-stel), n. A name given in

the United States to puddled steel.

Semi-tangent (sem'i-tan-jent), n. In math.

the tangent of half an arc.

Semite (sem'it), n. A descendant of Shem ;

one of the Semitic race. See under SEMITIC.

Written also Shemite.

Semite (sem'it), a. Of or belonging to Shem

or his descendants. Written also Shemite.

Semitendinose (sem-i-ten'din-os), a. In

anat. applied to a muscle situated obliquely

along the back part of the thigh. It assists

in bending the leg, and at the same time

draws it a little inwards.

Semitertian (sem-l-terahi-an), a. In med.

applied to a fever possessing both the char

acters of the tertian and quotidian inter

mittent. Dunglison.

Semltertian (sem-i-ter'shi-an), n. A semi-

tertian fever.

Semitic (se-mit'ik), a. Relating to Shem or

his reputed descendants; pertaining to the

Hebrew race or any of those kindred to it,

as the Arabians, the ancient Phoenicians,

and the Assyrians — Semitic or Shemitic

languages, an important group or family of

languages distinguished by tnliteral verbal

rootsand vowel inflection, it comprises three

branches—Northern. Aramaean, Aramaic or

Chaldean ; Central orCanaanitfsh ; and South

ern or Arabic. These have been subdivided

as follows :—(1)^4 ramatan, including Eastern

and Western Aramaean ; the Eastern em

braces the Assyrian, the Babylonian, from

which several dialects originated, as the

Chaldafc, the Syro-Chaldaic ; and the Sa

maritan. The Western Aramaean includes

the Syriac dialect, the Palmyrene, and the

Sabiau idiom, a corrupted Syriac dialect

(2) Canaanitish comprises the Phoenician

language, with its dialect the Punic or Car

thaginian, and the Hebrew with the Rab

binic dialect. (3) Arabic proper, from which

originated the Ethiopian or Abyssinian.

Semitism (sera'it-izm), n. A Semitic idiom

or word; the adoption of what is peculiarly

Semitic.

Semitone (seni'i-tonX « In music, half a

tone; an interval of sound, as between mi

and .fa in the diatonic scale, which is only

half the distance of the interval between

at (do) and re, or sol and la. A semitone,

strictly speaking, is not half a tone, as there

are three kinds of semitones—greater,lesser,

and natural.

Semitonlc (sem-i-ton'ik), a. Pertaining to

a semitone ; consisting of a semitone or of

semitones.

Semi - transept (sem'i-trnn-sept), n. The

half of a transept or cross aisle.

Semi-transparency(sem'i-trans-pa"ren-si),

». Imperfect transparency; partial opaque

ness.

Semi-tranBparent <sem'i-trans-pa"rent), a.

Half or imperfectly transparent

Semi-vitrlncation(8em-i-vit'ri-fl-ka"8hon),

n. 1. The state of being imperfectly vitri

fied.—2. A substance imperfectly vitrified.

Semi-vitrifled (sem-i-vit'ri-fldx a. Half or

imperfectly vitrified; partially converted

into glass.

Semi-vocal (sem'i-vd-kal), a. Pertaining

to a semi-vowel; half-vocal; imperfectly

sounding.

Seml-VOWel (sem'i-vou-el),n. A half-vowel;

a sound partaking of the nature of both a

vowel and a consonant; an articulation

which Is accompanied with an imperfect

sound, which may be continued at pleasure,

as the sounds of /, m, r. Also, the sign re

presenting such a sound.

Semmit (sem'mitX n. [Perhaps a contr.

of fr.cAemufffe.l An undershirt, generally

woollen. [Scotch]

SemnopltliecuB (sem'n6-pi-th€"kus),n. [Gr.

semnos, august, venerable, and pithfkos, an

ape.] A genus of catarhine or Old World

apes, having long slender tails, well-devel

oped canine teeth, and tuberculate molars.

One of the moBt familiar species, S. Entellus.

the sacred monkey of the Hindus, is of a

grayish or grayish-brown colour, with black

hands, feet, and face. All the species are

natives of Asia and Asiatic islands.

Semola, Semolella (seni'o-la, sem-d-lellaX

n. Same as Semolina.

Semolina (sem-d-li'na), n. [It. semolino]

A name given to the large hard grains re

tained in the bolting-machine after the fine

flour has been passed through it It is of

various degrees of fineness, and is ofteu

made intentionally in considerable quanti

ties, being a favourite food in France, and

to some extent used in Britain for making

puddinga See Manna-croup.

Semoule (sa-moT), n. [Fr.] Same as Sem».

Una.

Bempervirent (sem-per-vl'rent), a. [L. sem-

f't-r, always, and virens, virentis, flourish-

ng] Always fresh; evergreen.

Sempervlve (seni'per-vlv), n. The house-

leek. Bacon. See Sempervivtjm.

Sempervivujn(sem-p6r-vrvum),». [L. .from

semper, always, and vivus, living] A genus

of plants which includes the house-leek- See

House-leek.

Sempiternal (sem-pi-ter'nal), o. [Fr. asm-

piternel; h. sempiternus—semper, always,

and eternus, eternal. J 1. Eternal in futu

rity; everlasting; endless; having beginning,

but no end.

Those, though they suppose the world not to be

eternal. ' a parte ante,' are not contented to suppose

it to be sempiternal, or eternal, 'a parte post.'

Sir M. Hal*.

2. Eternal; everlasting; without beginning

or end.

Sempiternity (sem-pi-ter'ni-ti), n. [L. asm*

piternitas. See SEMPITERNAL.] Future

duration without end. ' The future eternity

or sempiternity of the world.' Sir M. Hale.

Semple (sem'pl), a. Simple; low-born; of

mean birth: opposed to gentle. (Scotch.]

Sempre (sem'pra). [It] In music, always

or throughout.

Sempster (semp'ster), n. A seamster (which

see).

He supposed that Walton had given up his busi

ness as a linen-draper and semester. Jtosivtll.

Sempstress (semp'stres), n. [A. Sax. seame-

stre, a sempstress, with term, -ess.) A wo

man who lives by needle-work. Swift.

ci, oUin; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th, tain; w, irig; wh, wMg; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Sempstressy (semp'stres-I), n. See Seam

stressv.

Samuncia (se-mun'si-a), n. [L. semi, half,

ami uncia, the twelfth part of an as.] A

small Roman coin of the weight of four

drachma, being the twenty-fourth part of

the Roman pound.

Seat (sen), adv. Since.

Senary (sen'a-ri), a. [L. senarius, from seni,

six each, from sex, six.] Of six; belonging

to six; containing six.

Senate (sen'fit),n. [Ft. sfnat, froml*. senatus,

from senex, senis, old, aged: Gr. henos, Skr.

satins, old.] 1. An assembly or council of

citizens invested with a share in the govern

ment of a state; as, (a) originally, in ancient

Rome, a body of elderly citizens appointed

or elected from among the nobles of the

state, and having supreme legislative power.

The number of senators during the best

period of the Roman republic was 300. (6) The

upper or less numerous branch of a legisla

ture in various countries, as in France, in the

United States, in most of the separate states

of the Union, and in some Swiss cantons.

Hence, (c) in general, a legislative body ; a

state council; the legislative department of

a government. ' The crown, the senate, and

the bench.' A. Fonbtanqw. — 2. The gov

erning body of the University of Cambridge.

It is divided into two houses, named regents

and non-regents. The former consists of

Masters of Arts of less than five years' stand

ing, and doctors of less than two, and is

called the upper house or white-hood house,

from its members wearing hoods lined with

white silk. All other masters and doctors who

keep their names on the college books are

non-regents, and compose the lower house

or Mack-hood house, from its members wear

ing black hoods.

Senate - chamber (sen'at-eham-ber), n. A

chamber or hall in which a senate assem

bles.

Senate-house (sen'at-hous), n. A house in

which a senate meets, or a place of public

council. Shak.

Senator (sen'at-or), n. 1. A member of a

senate. In Scotland the lords of session

are called senators of the college of Justice,

2. In old English law, a member of the king's

council; a king's councillor. Burrill.

Senatorial (seu-a-to'ri-al).a. 1. Pertaining to

a senate; becoming a senator; as, senatorial

robes; senatorial eloquence.

Go on, brave youths, till, in some future age,

Whips shall become the senatorial bad^e.

T. Wharton.

2. In the United States, entitled to elect a

senator; as, a senatorial district

Senatorlally (seu-a-to'ri-al-li), adv. In a

senatorial manner; in a way becoming a

senator; with dignity or solemnity.

The mother was cheerful; the father senatorialty

grave. A. Drnmmond.

Senatorlan (sen-a-to'ri-onX a. Same as

Senatorial.

propose your schemed, ye senatorian band.

Whose ways and means support the sinking land.

Johnson.

SenatOrtoust (sen-a-to'ri-us), a. Senatorial.

Senatorshlp (sen'at-or-shfp), n. The office

or dignity of a senator. Richard Carew.

Senatus (se-na'tus), n. [L] A senate; a

governing body in certain universities.—

Senatus academicus, one of the governing

bodies in Scotch universities, consisting of

the principal and professors, and charged

with the superintendence and regulation of

discipline, the administration of the uni

versity property and revenuea.subject to the

control and review of the university court,

and the conferring of degrees through the

chancellor or vice-chancellor.—Senatus con-

Hultum, a decree of the ancient Roman

senate, pronounced on some question or

point of law.

Sencet (sens), n. Sense; feeling; sympathy

Spenser.

Send (send), v.t. pret <t pp. sent; ppr. send

ing. [A. Sax. sendan, to send, pret. ic sende,

I sent; O.Fris., Icel. senda, Dan. sende, D.

zenden, G. senden, Goth, sandjan, to send,

lit. to moke to go; Goth, sinthan, to go,

from sinths, A. Sax. slth, a path; cog. Skr.

mdh, to go. ] 1. To cause to go or pass from

one place to another; to despatch.

God

Thither will send his winged messengers

On errands of supernal grace. Milton.

2. To procure the going, carrying, transmis

sion. Ac, of; to cause to be conveyed or

transmitted.

( He) sent letters by posts on horseback.

Est. riii. to.

3. To impel ; to propel ; to throw ; to cast ;

to hurl; as, this gun sends a ball 2000 yards.

In his right hand he held a trembling dart

Whose fellow he before had sent apart. S/enser.

4. To commission, authorize, or direct to go

and act.

1 have not sent these prophets, yet they ran.

Jer. xxtii. si.

6. To cause to take place; to cause to come;

to bestow; to inflict.

He . . . sendeth rain on the just and on the nnjust.

Mat. v. 4$.

The Lord shall send upon thee cursing, vexation,

and rebuke. Dent, xxviii. so.

6. To cause to be. 'God send him well'

Shak.

Send her victorious,

Happy and glorious, National Anthem.

7. Before certain verbs of motion, to cause

to do the act indicated by the principal verb.

It always, however, implies impulsion or

propulsion; as, to send one packing.

He flung him out into the open air with a violence

which sent him staggering several yards. Warren,

Shall we be at once split asunder into innumerable

fragments, and sent drifting through indefinite-

space. Warren.

The royal troops instantly fired such a volley of

musketry as sent the rebel horseflying in all direc

tions. Alacattlay,

—To send forth or out, (a) to produce; to

put or bring forth ; as, a tree sends forth

branches. (6) To emit; as, flowers send

forth their fragrance.

Send (sendY v. i. 1. To despatch a message:

to despatch an agent or messenger for some

purpose.

See ye how this son of a murderer hath sent to

take away mine head? 2 Ki. vi. 32.

2. JfauL to pitch precipitately into the hol

low or interval between two waves: with

tended as pret

She sended forward heavily and sickly on the long

swell. She never rose to the opposite heave of the

sea again. Mich. Scott.

—To send for, to request or require by mes

sage to come or be brought; as, to send for

a physician; to send for a coach.

Send (send), n. The motion of the waves,

or the impetus given by their motion.

Sendal (sen'dal), n. [O.Fr. and Sp. cendal,

sendal; L. L, cendalum, usually derived from

Gr. sindon, a fine Indian cloth, from Sindhu,

the Sanskrit name of the river Indus, whence

the name India is derived.] A light thin

stuff of silk or thread.

Sails of silk and ropes of senda/.

Such as gleam in ancient lore. Longfellow.

Sender (send'er). u. One that sends. Shak.

Senebiera (sen e-bl-6"ra), n. [In honour of

John de Senebicr, of Geneva, a vegetable

physiologist.] A genus of plants, nat. order

Crucifera:; sometimes called Coronopus. S.

Coronopus (common wort-cress) is a native

of Europe and North America, and was for

merly eaten as a salad. S. didyma is a

native of Great Britain, growing on waste

ground near the Bea. S. niloticaia eaten as

a salad in Egypt They are insignificant

weeds with prostrate diffuse stems, finely

divided leaves, and small white flowers.

Seneca (sen'e-ka). n. See Senega.

Seneca-oil (sen'e-ka-oil), n, A name for

petroleum or naphtha, from its having ori

ginally been collected and sold by the

Seneca Indians.

Seneca-root (sen'fc-ka-rbt), n. See Senega.

Senecio (se-ne'shi-o), n. [From L. senex, an

old man ; the receptacle is naked and re

sembles a bald head. ] A genus of plants,

known by the common names of groundsel

nnd ragwort. See Groundsel, Ragwort.

Senectitude (se-nek'ti-tud). n. [L. senectus,

old age, from senex, old.] Old age. * Senec

titude, weary of its toils.' U. Miller. [Rare.]

Senega, Seneka (sen'e-ga, sen'e-ka), n, A

drug consisting of the root of a plant called

also senega, seneca, and rattlesnake-root, of

the genus Polygalo, the P. Senega, a native

of the United States. The drug is said to

have been used as an antidote to the effects

of the bite of the rattlesnake. It is now

almost exclusively used in cough mixtures,

being similar in its effects to squill. See

Polvqala.

Senegal (scn'e-gal). See Gum-senegal.

Senescence (se-nes'sens), n, [L. senesco,

from senex,o\<\.] The state of growing old;

decay by time.

The earth and all things will continue in trie stale

wherein they now are, without the least senescence or

decay. Woodward.

Seneacent(sd-nes'sent).o. Beginning to grow

old. ' Now as the night was senescent? K

A. Poe.

Seneschal (sen'es-shal), n. [Pr. sin/chat,

O.Fr. seneschal, L.L. seneseallus, seneseal-

cus, O.G. senesealh—sene, old = L. senex, and

scale, scalh, a servant (seen also in mar

shal). ] An officer in the houses of princes

and dignitaries, who has the superintend

ence of feasts and domestic ceremonies; a

steward. In Borne instances the seneschal

was an officer who had the dispensing of jus

tice.

Seneschal is a word rarely used except by persons

who affect a kind of refinement of style, which they

think is attained by using words of exotic growth

rather than words the natural growth of their own

soil. Iu poetry and romance writing it is sometimes

used for a principal officer in the household of dis

tinguished persons, when it is thought that the word

steward would be too familiar. Penny Cyclopedia.

Seneschalship (sen'es-shal-ship), n. The

office of seneschal.

Senge.t r.t To singe. Chaucer.

Sengreen (sen'gren), n. [G. singhin, a

plant, as periwinkle—sin, a root, signifying

strength, force, duration, and griin, green.]

A plant, the house-leek, of the genus Sem-

pervivum.

Senile (se'nil), a. [L. senilis, from senex,

old. See Senate.] Pertaining to old age;

proceeding from age; especially pertaining

to or proceeding from the weaknesses usu

ally accompanying old age ; as, senile gar

rulity; senile driveL 'Senile maturity of

judgment' Boyle.

Loss of colour of the hair may be accidental, pre

mature, or senile. Copland.

Senility (se-nil'i-ti), tl The state of being

senile; old age. Bostcell.

Senior (se'ni-er), a. [L. senior, compar. of

senex, old. ] 1. More advanced in age; older;

elder: when following a personal name,

as John Smith, senior (usually contracted

senr. or sen.), it denotes the eldest of

two persons in one family or community of

that name. —2. Higher or more advanced

in rank, office, or the like ; as, a senior pas

tor, officer, member of parliament, Ax.—

Senior wrangler. See Wrangler.

Senior (se'ni-er), n. 1. A person who is

older than another; one more advanced in

life.

He (Pope) died in May, 1744, about % year and a

half before his friem! Swift, who, more than twenty

years his senior, had naturally anticipated that be

should be Uie first tu depart. Craik.

2. One that is older in office, or whose first

entrance upon an office was anterior to that

of another; one prior or superior in rank or

office.— 3. A student in the fourth year of

the curriculum in American colleges; also,

one in the third year in certain professional

seminaries.—4. An aged person; one of the

oldest inhabitants. ' A senior at the place

replies.' Dryden.

Seniority (se-nl-ort-ti), n. 1. State of being

senior; superior age; priority of birth; as.

he is the elder brother, and entitled to the

place by seniority. — 2. Priority or superi

ority in rank or office ; as, the seniority of

a pastor or an officer.— 3. An assembly or

court consisting of the senior fellows of a

college.

The dons were not slow to hear of what bad hap-

Sened, and tliey regarded the matter in so serious a
■j, lit, that they summoned a seniority for its imme

diate investigation. Farrar.

Seniorizet (sen'i-er-iz), v.i. To exercise

lordly authority; to lord it; to rule. Fair-

fax.

Senioryt (sen'yer-i), n. Same as Setiwrity.

If ancient sorrow be most reverent.

Give mine the benefit of seniory. Shah.

Senna (sen'nsX n. [At. send, senna] The

leaves .of various species of Cassia, the best

of which are natives of the East The Brit

ish Pharmacopoeia recognizes two kinds of

senna, the Alexandrian and the Tinnevelly.

Altrxandrian senna (Senna Alexandrina)

consists of the lance-shaped leaflets of C.

lanceolata and the obovate ones of C. obo-

vata, carefully freed from the flowers, pods,

and leaf-stalks. It is grown in Nubia and

Upper Egypt, and imported in large bales

from Alexandria. It is liable to be adulter

ated hy an admixture of the leaves, flowers,

and fruit of the argel (Solenostemma Arget).

Tinnevelly or East Indian senna (Senna

Indica) is a very fine kind, and consists of

the large lance-shaped leaflets of Oblongata.

The leaflets of C. obovata ore from their

shape called also blunt-leaved senna, and

from their place of export Aleppo senna.

The true senna leaves are distinctly ribbed

and thin, and generally pointed, and axe

readily distinguished from the leaves of

argel by their unequally oblique hose and

Fate, for, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 5', Sc. ley.
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Senna [Cassui lanceolata).

their freedom from bitterness. Senna is a

general and efficient laxative in cases of

occasional or habitual constipation. Given

alone it orcasious

griping and nausea;

it is therefore best

administered with

aromatic* or with

neutral laxative

salts, which at the

same time increase

its activity. It u

used in dyspepsia

sad in febrile and

iurtanimatory dis

eases; but. as it is

sometimes drastic,

it must he avoided

when the alimen

tary canal in much

affected. — Bladder

ttnna. the Colutea

arborescent, a na

tive of the south

of Europe, and em

ployed to adulter

ate blunt- leaved senna. —Scorpion —wm.tha

Cormtilia Kments, a native of the south of

Europe. The leaves are purgative and dras

tic, hot are inconvenient on account of their

griping effects.

Sennachy (seu'na-chi\ n. Same as Scan-

naehie.

Sennet t (sen'net), n. [Probably from L.

signum, a signal. ] A particular set of notes

*Mi a trumpet or cornet, different from a

flourish. The word occurs chiefly in the

stage directions of old play*. Variously

written Sennit, Senet, Synnet, Cynet, Sig

net, and Sigaate.

Se'nnight (sen'nitx n. [Contr. from seven-

night, as fortnight ttom fourteetmight.] The
•]•■:•■ i- of sevt-u nights and days; a week.

U tt»e interim be but a se'itnight. Time's pace is so

hard

That it >ecms the length of seven year. Shak.

My lore foe Nature is M old as I ;

Bat thirty moons, one honeymoon to that.

And three neb sennights more, my love for her.

Tennyson.

Sennit (sen'nit). n. [From seven and knit.]

Saut. a sort of flat braided cordage used

fur various purposes, and formed by plait

ing rope-yarns or spun-yarn together.

Seuocular (se-nok'u-lerj, a. [L. seni, six

each, from sex, six, and oculus, the eye.]

Having six eyes.

Most animals are binocular, spiders octnnocular,

and some tmoenletr. Derfutm.

Senor (sen-j6rf). n. A Spanish title or form

of address, corresponding to the English

Mr. or sir; a gentleman.

Senora (sen-yo'ra). n. The feminine of

Seilor; madame or Mrs. ; a lady.

Sensate,* Sensatedt (scns'at, Bens'at-ed,),a.

Perceived by the senses.

Sensate1 (senVat), v.t. To have perception

of, u an object of the senses; to apprehend

hy the senses or understanding.

Sensation [-■ n sa'shon), n. [Fr. sensation,

from L L sensatio, sensatioms, from L. «en-

1io, arnftiTn, to feel, hear, see, Ac. to per

ceive. See SENSE J 1. The effect produced on

the sensoriura by something acting on the

hodily organs: an impression made upon

the mind through the medium of one of the

nrgans of sense; feeling produced by exter

nal objects, or hy some change in the inter

nal state of the body; a feeling; as, a sen

sation of light, heat, heaviness, *ta Sensa

tions are conveyed by means of nerves to

the brain or sensorium. An impression pro

duced by something external to the body is

sometimes spoken of as an external sensa

tion; when it proceeds from some change

taking place within the living system, and

arising from Its own actions, it is termed an

internal teruation; thus the impression

communicated to the mind by the effect of

light on the retina, and the painful sensa

tion produced by a blow, are external *en-

mtions; the feeliug of hunger and of rest-

1 -.-tt—> are internal sensations. The exter

nal organs by which those impressions which

vmam sensations are primarily received are

called the organs of the senses; these are

the eye, the ear. the nose, the tongue, pa

late, a) .. which constitute the organ of

taste, and the extremities of nerves, dis

persed under the common integuments,

which give rise to the common sensation,

f«eh*ng or touch In addition to these, a< -

cording to Professor Bain, 'the feelings con

nected with the movements of body, or the

action of the muscles, have come to be re

cognized as a distinct class, differing mate

rially from the sensations of the Ave senses.

They have been regarded by some metaphy

sicians as proceeding from a sense apart, a

sixth or muscular sense, and have accord

ingly been enrolled under the general head

of sensations. That they are to be dealt

with as a class by themselves, as much so as

sounds or sights, the feelings of affection,

or the emotions of the ludicrous, is now

pretty well admitted on all hands.'—2. The

power of feeling or receiving impressions

through organs of sense; as, inorganic

bodies are devoid of sensation.

This great source of most of the ideas we have,

■ i> .-..'!■(::. ;.-; wholly upon our senses, and derived by

them to the understanding, I call sensation. Locke.

3. Agreeable or disagreeable feelings occa

sioned by causes that are not corporeal or

material; purely spiritual or psychical affec

tions; as, sensations of awe, sublimity, ridi

cule, novelty, <fcc.—i. A state of excited in

terest or feeling; as, to create a sensation.

The sensation caused by the appearance of that

work is still remembered by many Brougham.

5. That which produces sensation or excited

interest or feebng. ' The greatest sensation

of the day ; the grand incantation scene of

the Freischutz.' Times iwtcspajier.—d. Only

as much of anything as can be perceived by

the senses; a very small quantity; as, a sen

sation of brandy, [Slang.] — The word is

often used as an adjective in the sense of

causing excited interest or feeling; as, sen

sation novels, drama, oratory, Ac — Sensa

tion novels, novels that produce their effect

by exciting and often improbable situa

tions, by taking as their groundwork some

dreadful secret, some atrocious crime, or

the like, and painting sceneB of extreme

peril, high-wrought passion, dec.

Sensational (sen-sa'shou-al), a. 1. Having

sensation; serving to convey sensation; sen

tient. Dunylison.—I. Relating to or imply

ing sensation or perception by the senses.

He whose eye is so refined by discipline that he

can repose with pleasure upott the serene outline of

beautiful form has reached the purest of the srnsa-

timatnptuns. F. ft' Robertson,

3. Producing sensation or excited interest or

emotion ; as, a sensational novel. — 4. Per

taining to sensationalism.

Are we then obliged to give in our adherence to

the sensational philosophy? Farrar.

Sensationalism (scn-sa'shon-al-izm), n. In

metaph. the theory or doctrine that all our

ideas are solely derived through our senses

or sensations; sensualism.

Sensationalist (sen-Ba'shou-al-ist), n. In

wetaph. a believer in or upholder of the

doctrine of sensationalism or sensualism.

Sometimes used adjectivally.

Accordingly we arc not surprised to find that Locke

was claimed/as the founder of a sensationalist school,

whose ultimate conclusions his calm and pious mind

would have indignantly repudiated. . . . We con

sider this on the whole a less objectionable term than

'sensualist' or 'sensuist; ' the latter word is uncouth.

and the former, from the things which it connotes, is

hardly fair. Farrar

Sensationary (sen-sa'shon-a-ri), n. Possess

ing or relating lo sensation; sensational.

Sense (sens),n. [L.sensux, sensation, a sense,

from sentio, sensnm, to perceive by the

senses (whence sentence, consent, dissent,

assent, &c.).] l.One of the faculties by which

man and the higher animals perceive exter

nal objects by means of impressions made on

certain organsof the body. The sensesenable

us to become acquainted with some of the

conditions of our own bodies, and with cer

tain properties and states of external things,

such as their colour, taste, odour, size, form,

density, motion, Ac. A sense is exercised

through a specialized portion of the ner

vous system, capable of receiving only one

series or kind of impressions. The senses

are usually spoken of as being Ave in num

ber, namely, sight, hearing, taste, smell,

and touch; and each of them is exercised in

the recognition of an impression conveyed

along some nerve to the brain. Some phy

siologists, however, recognize a sixth or

muscular sense arising from the sensitive

department of the fifth pair and the com

pound spinal nerves. (See under Sensa

tion.) Others again treat of a seventh or

visceral sense, a term which they apply to

tht instinctive sensations arising from the

ganglionic department of the nervous sys

tem.—2. Perception by the senses or bodily

organs ; sensation ; feeling. ' Burn out the

sense and virtue of mine eye.' Shak,

In a living creature, though never so great, the

sense and the affects of any one part of the body in

stantly make a iranscursiou throughout the whole.

&icon.

3. Perception by the mind ; apprehension

through the intellect; recognition; under

standing; discernment; appreciation; feel

ing, 'liasilius, having the quick sense of a

lover.* Sir P. Sidney. 'Having sense of

beauty.' Shak.

Have they any sense of what they sing? Tennyson.

4. Moral perception; consciousness; convic

tion; as, to have a sense of wrong, a sense of

shame. Tennyson,

Some are so hardened in wickedness as to have no

sense of the most friendly offices. Sir R. [.'Estrange.

5. Sound perception and reasoning; correct

reason; good mental capacity; understand

ing; as, a man of sense. 'Lost the sense

that handles daily life.' Tennyson.

Immodest words admit of no defence,

For want of decency is want of sense. Roscomsnon.

Vet, if he has sense but to balance a straw.

He will sure take the hint from the picture I draw.

Smollett.

G. Perceptive faculties in the aggregate ;

faculty of thinking and feeling; mind. 'Did

all confound her sense.' Tennyson.

Are you a man? have you a soul or sense t Shak.

7. That which is felt or is held as a sentiment,

view, or opinion; judgment; notion ; opinion.

The municipal council of the city had ceased to

speak the sense of the citizens. Maeantay.

8. Meaning; import; signification; as, the

true sense of a word or phrase; a literal or

figurative sense.

When a word has been used in two or three senses.

and has made a great inroad for error, drop one or

two of those senses, and leave it only one remaining.

It alts.

—Common sense. See under Common.

Sense! (sens), p. f. To perceive by the senses.

Is he sure that objects are not otherwise sensed by

others than they are by him? Glaniiille.

Sensefult (sens'ful), a. Reasonable; judi

cious. ' Hearkening to his sense/ul speech. '

Spenser.

Senseless (sensles),a. 1. Destitute of sense;

having no power of sensation or perception;

incapable of sensation or feeling; insens

ible; as, the body when dead is senseless ;

but a limb or uther part of the body may be

senseless when the rest of the body enjoys

its usual sensibility.

The ears are senseless that should rive us hearing.

Shak.

2. Wanting feeling, sympathy, or apprecia

tion; without sensibility.

The senseless grave feels not your pious sorrows.

Roue.

3. Contrary to reason or sound judgment;

ill-judged; unwise; foolish; nonsensical.

They would repent this their senseless perverse-

ness when it would be too late. Clarendon.

4. Wanting understanding; acting without

sense or judgment; foolish; stupid.

They were a senseless stupid race. Swift.

Senselessly (seusTes-li). adv. In a sense

less manner; stupidly; unreasonably; as, a

man senselessly arrogant Locke.
Senselessness (sensrles-ne&), n. The state

or quality of being senseless; as, (a) want

of sensation, perception, or feeling^. ' A gulf,

a void, a sense of senselessness. Sitelley.

(6) Want of judgment or good sense; un

reasonableness; folly; stupidity; absurdity.

'Stupidity and senselessness.' Hales.

Sensibility (sens-i-bil'i-ti), n. [Fr. sensi-

bilite, from sensible. ] 1. The state or quality

of being sensible or capable of sensation;

that power which any organ or tissue of the

body has of causing changes inherent in or

excited in it to be perceived and rccogni2ed

by the mind; as, a frozen limb loses its

sensibility.—% Capacity to feel or perceive

in general ; specifically, the capacity of the

soul to exercise or to be the subject of emo

tion or feeling, as distinguished from, the

intellect and the will; the capacity of being

impressed with such sentiments as those of

sublimity, awe, wonder, Ac, — 3. Peculiar

susceptibility of impression, pleasurable or

painful ; delicacy or keenness of feeling; quick

emotion or sympathy ; as, sensibility to

praise or blame J a man of exquisite sensi

bility.

Modesty is a kind of quick and delicate feeling in

the soul : it is such an exquisite sensibility as warns

a woman to shun the first appearance of everything

hurtful. Addison.

The true lawgiver ought to have a heart full of

sensibility. Burke

In this sense used frequently in the plural.

'Twcre better to be born a stone.

Of ruder shape, and feeling none,

Than with a tenderness like mine

And sensibilities so fine- Crtr/er.

ch. cAain; eh. 3c. locA; g.po; j.j'ob: ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; Til, fnen; th, fain; w, wig; wh, ic/tig; ah, azure. — See KEY.
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4 Experience of sensations : actual feeling.

Burke. — 5. That quality of an instrument

which makes it indicate very slight changes

of condition; delicacy; sensitiveness; as, the

sensibility ot a balance or of a thermometer.

Sensible (sensl-bl), a. [Fr. sensible, from

L. sensibllis, from sensus. See SENSE.]

1. Capable of being perceived by the senses;

apprehensible through the bodily organs;

capable of exciting sensation.

Art thou not. fatal vision, sensible

To feelinjj as to sightT Or art thou but

A dagger of the mind, a false creation? Shak.

Air is sensible to the touch by its motion. Arbuthnot.

2. Perceptible to the mind ; making an im

pression on the reason or understanding;

keenly felt

The disgrace was more sensible than the pain.

Sir W. Temple.

3. Capable of sensation; having the capacity

of receiving impressions from external ob

jects ; capable of perceiving by the senses

or bodily organs; as, the eye i& sensible to

light.

I would that your cambric were as sensible as your

finger, that you might leave pricking it for pity. Snak.

4. Capable of emotional influences; emo

tionally affected. ' If thou wert sensible of

courtesy.' Shah. 'Sensible of wrong.' Dry-

den. — 5. Very liable to impression from

without; easily affected ; sensitive. 'With

affection wondrous sensible.' Shak.—6. Per

ceiving or having perception either by the

senses or the intellect; perceiving so clearly

as to be convinced; cognizant; satisfied;

persuaded.

I do not say there is no soul in man because he is not

sensible of it in his sleep ; but I do say he cannot think

at any time, waking or sleeping, without being sensible

of it. Locke.

They were now sensible it would have been better to

comply than to refuse. Addison.

7. Easily or readily moved or affected by

natural agents; capable of indicating slight

changes of condition ; sensitive ; as, a sen

sible thermometer or balance.- -8. Possess

ing or containing sense, judgment, or rea

son ; endowed with or characterized by good

or common sense; intelligent; understand

ing; reasonable; judicious; as, a sensible

man ; a sensible proposal. * To be now a

sensible man, by and by a fool.' Shak.—

Sensible note or tone, in music, the seventh

note of any diatonic scale : so termed because,

being but a semitone below the octave or

key-note, and naturally leading up to that,

it makes the ear sensible of its approaching

sound. Called also the Leading Note.

Sensible t (sens'i-bl)t n. 1. Sensation; sensi

bility.

Our torments also may in length of time

Become our elements ; these piercing fires

As soft as now severe, our temper changed

Into their temper ; which must needs remove

The sensible of pain. Milton

2. That which produces sensation; that

which impresses itself on the senses; some

thing perceptible ; a material substance.

Dr. H. More.—3. That which possesses sen

sibility or capability of feeling; sensitive

being.

This melancholy extends itself not to men only, but

even to vegetals and sensibles. Burton.

Sensibleness (sens'i-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being sensible; sensibility; as,

(a) capability of sensation; as, the sensible-

nets of the eye to light (6) Possibility of

being perceived by the senses, (c) Sensitive

ness; keenness of feeling. * This feeling and

sensibleness &nd sorrow for sin.' Hammond,

(d) Good sense; intelligence; reasonableness;

as, the sensibleness olhis conduct or remarks.

Sensibly (sens'i-bli), adv. In a sensible

manner ; as, (a) in a manner perceived by

the senses; perceptibly to the senses; as,

pain sensibly increased; motion sensibly

accelerated, (b) With perception, either of

mind or body; sensitively; feelingly; as, he

feels his loss very sensibly.

What remains past cure

Bear not too sensibly, Milton.

(c) With intelligence or good sense ; judi

ciously; as, the man converses very sensibly

on all common topics.

Sensiferous (sen-sif'er-us),<z. Producing

sensation. [Hare.]

Sensiflc (sensifikX a. [L. sensus, sense,

nnd/acio, to make] Producing sensation.

Sensism (sens'izm), n. In metaph. same as

Sensualism,

Senslst (sens'istX «■ Same as Sensationalist.

Sensitive (Bens'i-tlv), a. [Fr. sensittf, L.L.

sensitimis. See Sense.) 1. Having sense or

feeling, or having the capacity of perceiving

impressions from external objects. ' The

sensitive appetite. ' Dryden. 'The sensitive

faculty.' Ray. — 2. Having feelings easily

excited ; having feelings keenly susceptible

of external impressions; readily and acutely

affected ; of keen sensibility ; as, the most

sensible men ore the least sensitive.

She was too sensitive to abuse and calumny.

Macaulay,

3. In physics, easily affected or moved; as, a

sensitive balance; & sensitive thermometer.

4. In chem. and photon, readily affected by

the action of appropriate agents; as, iodized

paper is sensitive to the action of light—

5. Serving to affect the senses ; sensible. ' A

love of some sensitive object.' Hammond.

[Rare.]—0. Pertaining to the senses or to

sensation; depending ou sensation; as, urn-

sitive muscularmotionsexcfted by irritation.

—Sensitive JUxmes, flames which are easily

affected by sounds, being made to lengthen

out or contract, or change their form in

various ways. The most sensitive flame

is produced In burning gas issuing from a

small taper jet Such a flame will be affected

by very small noises, as the ticking of a

watch held near it or the clinking of coins

100 feet off. The gas must be turned on so

that the flame is just at the point of roaring.

—Sensitive plant. See Sensitive-plant.

Sensitive t (sens'i-tiv), n. Something that

feels; sensorium.

Sensitively (sens'i-tiv-li), adv. In a sensi

tive manner. Hammond.

Sensitiveness (senB'i-tiv-nes), n. The state

of being sensitive or easily affected by ex

ternal objects, events, or representations;

the state of having quick and acute sensi

bility to impressions upon the mind and

feelings.

Sensitive -plant (sens'i-tlv-plant), n. A

name given to several plants which display

movements of their leaves in a remarkable

degree, not only under the influence of light

and darkness, but alsoundermechanical and

other stimuli. The common sensitive plant

is a tropical American leguminous annual

of the genus

Mimosa (M. pu-

dica). It is a

low plant, with

white flowers

disposed in

heads,which are

rendered some

what conspicu

ous by the

length of the

stamens ; the

leaves are com

pound, consist

ing of four

leaves, them

selves pinnated,

united upon a

common foot

stalk. At the ap

proach of night

the leaflets all

fold together;

the same takes

place with the

partial leaves,

and, Anally, the common footstalk bends

towards the stem ; at sunrise the leaves

generally unfold. The same phenomena

take place on the plant being roughly

touched or irritated, only that it recovers

itself in a short period. The some property

belongs to other species of Mimosa, and to

species of other genera, as the Hedysarum

tfyrans, the (ornate and pinnate species of

Oxalis, the Dioruva muscimtla, <fcc.

Sensitivity (sens-i-tiv'i-ti), n. The state of

being sensitive; specifically, (a) in chem.

and photog. readily affected by the action of

appropriate agents; as, the sensitivity of

prepared paper. (6) In physiol. that pro

perty of living parte by which they are cap

able of receiving impressions by means of

the nervous system; sensibility.

Sensitize (sens'i-tiz), v.t. pret. & pp. sensi

tized; ppr. sensitizing. To render sensitive

or capable of being acted on by the actinic

rays of the sun ; as, sensitized paper or a sen

sitized plate: a term in photography, &c.

Sensitory (sens'i-to-ri), n. Same as Sen

sory. See Sensorium.

Senslvet (sen'siv), a. Possessing sense or

feeling; sensitive. Sir P. Sidney.

Sensor (sen'sor), a. Sensory. [Rare.]

Sensorial (sen-so'ri-al), a. Pertaining to

the sensory or sensorium; as, sensorial

faculties; sensorial motions or powers.

Sensorium (sen-so'ri-um), n. [From L.

Sensitive-plant [Mimosa

fudica\

sensus, sense] 1. A general name given to

the brain or to any series of nerve-centres

in which impressions derived from the ex

ternal world become localized, transformed

into sensations, and thereafter transferred

by reflex action to other parte of the body.

The term has been sometimes specially ap

plied to denote the series of organs in the

brain connected with the reception of spe

cial impressions derived from the organs of

sense. Thus the olfactory and optic lobes,

the auditory and gustatory ganglia, Ac.,

form parts of the typical senBorium in this

Latter sense. The older physiologists held

the theory of a sensorium commune which

extended throughout the whole nervous

system. — 2. The terra formerly applied to

an ideal point in the brain where the soul

was supposed to be more especially located

or centralized ; according to Descartes a

small body near the base of the brain called

the pineal gland.

Sensory (sen'so-ri), a. Relating to the sen

sorium; as, sensory ganglia; sensory nerves.

Sensory (sen'so-ri J, n. 1. Some as Senso

rium, 1.

Is not the sensory of animals the place to which the

sensitive substance is present, and mto which the sen

sible species of things are carried through the nerves of

the brain,that there they may be perceived by their im

mediate presence to that substance. Sir /. Newton.

2. t One of the organs of sense.

That we all have double sensories,two eyes.two ears,

is an effectual confutation of this atheistical sophism.

Bentley.

Sensual (sen'su-al), a. [L. sensualis, from

sentio, sensum, to perceive by the senses.

See Sense.] 1. Pertaining to, consisting in,

or affecting the senses or bodily organs of

perception.

Far as creation's ample ranee extends

The scale of sensual, mental pow'rs ascends. Pcj*

2. Relating to or concerning the body, In dis

tinction from the spirit; not spiritual or

intellectual ; carnal ; fleshly. Jos. iii. 15 ;

Jude 19.

Theereatestpartofraenaresuch as prefer . . . that

good which is sensual before whatsoever is divine.

Hooker.

3. Pertaining to or consisting In the gratifi

cation of sense or the indulgence of appe

tite; luxurious; lewd; voluptuous; devoted

to the pleasures of sense and appetite.

No small part of virtue consists in abstaining from

that in which sensual men place their felicity.

Atterbury.

A. Pertaining, relating, or peculiar to sensu

alism as a philosophical doctrine.

Sensualism (sen'su-al-izm), n. 1. In metaph.

that theory which bases all our mental acts

and intellectual powers upon sensation ;

sensationalism. The theory opposed to it

is intellectualism.—2. A state of subjection

to sensual feelings and appetites; sensuality;

lewdness.

Tyrants, by the sale of human life.

Heap luxuries to their sensualism. Shelley.

Sensualist (sen'su-ol-ist), n. 1. A person

given to the indulgence of the appetites or

senses ; one who places his chief happiness

in carnal pleasures.—2. One who holds the

Bensual theory in philosophy; a sensational

ist

Sensualistlc (sen'su-al-ist"ik), a. 1. Up

holding the doctrine of sensualism. —2. Sen

sual

Sensuality (sen-su-al'i-ti), n. [Fr. sensu

ality. See Sensual] The Quality of being

sensual: (a) devotedness to the gratification

of the bodily appetites ; free indulgence in

carnal or sensual pleasures. ' Those pain-

per'd animals that rage in savage sensuality.

Shak.

They avoid dress, lest they should have affections

tainted by any sensuality. Addison.

(6) Carnality; fieBhliness. Daniel Rogers.

Sensuallzatlon (sen'au-al-Iz-a"shon). n.

The act of sensualizing; the state of behu;

sensualized.

Sensualize (sen'su-al-Iz). v.t. pret <fc pp.

sensualized; ppr. sensualizing. To make

sensual ; to subject to the love of sensual

pleasure; to debase by carnal gratifications.

* Sensualized by pleasure, like those who

were changed into brutes by Circe.' Pope.

Sensually ( sen'su-al- li), adv. In a sensual

manner.

Sensualness (sen'su-ol-nes), n. The qua

lity of being sensual; seusuality.

Sensuism (sen'su-izm), n. The same as

Sensualism.

Sensuosity ( sen-su-os'i-ti ), n. The state

of being sensuous.

Sensuous (sen'su-us), a. 1. Pertaining to the

senses; connected with sensible objects; ap

Fate, tar, fat, fall; me, mot, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc abuue; V, Sc. fey.
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pealing to or addressing the senses; abound

ing in or suggesting seusible images.

To this poetry would be made precedent, as being

leu subtle and fine, but more simple, sensuous, and

passionate- Milton.

To express in one word all that appertains to the

perception, considered as passive and merely recipi

ent. I have adopted from our elder classics the word

H»nww. Coleridge.

2- Readily affected through the senses; alive

to the pleasure to be received through the

tenses

Too •oft and sensuous by nature to be exhilar

ated by the conflict of modern opinions, he (Keats)

fowad at once food for his love of beauty, and an

opiate for his despondency in the remote tales uf

Creek mythology. Quart. Rev.

Sensuously (sen'sO-us-li), adv. In a sensu

ous manner. Coleridge.

Sensuousness (sen'su-us-nes). n. Quality

of being sensuous, in both its meanings.

There is a suggestion of easy-going sensuousnesr

ia the lower part of the face, especially in the fulness

of the chin. Editt. Rev.

Sent t (sent), n. Scent; sensation; percep

tion- Spenser.

Sent (seat), pre t. & pp. of send.

Sentence (sen'tens). n. [Fr; L. sententia,

from emtio, to perceive by the senses. See

Skx&e.] 1 An expressed or pronounced

opinion; judgment; a decision. Acts xv. It).

My umtxrice is for open war. Milieu

The sentence of the early writers, including the

fifth and sixth centuries, if it did not pass for infal

lible, was of prodigious weight in controversy.

Hallam.

% Inlaw, a definitive judgment pronounced

by a court or judge upon a criminal; a

jmiki.il decision publicly and officially de

clared In a criminal prosecution. In techni

cal language sentence is used only for the

declaration of judgment against one con

victed of a crime. In civil cases the decision

of a court is called & judgment. In criminal

cases sentence is a judgment pronounced ;

doom —3, A determination ordecision given,

particularly a decision that condemns, or

an unfavourable determination.

Ijet hhn set out some of Luther's worlcs. that by

them we may pass sentence upon his doctrines.

Atierbury.

i. A maxim ; an axiom ; a short saying con

taining moral instruction.

Wno fears a sentence or an old man's saw

Shall by a painted cloth be kept in awe. Shttk.

6. In gram, a period; a number of words

containing complete sense or a sentiment,

and followed by a full point ; a form of

words in which a complete thought or pro

position is expressed. Sentences may be

divided into simple, compound, and complex.

A simple sentence consists of one subject

ami one finite verb ; as, ' the Lord reigns. '

A compound sentence contains two or more

subjects and finite verbs, as in this verse—

'He fills, he bounds, connects and equals

ail.' Pope. A complex sentence consists of

one principal sentence together with one

or more dependent sentences; as, 'the man,

who came yesterday, went away to-day.' It

differs from th<- compound sentence in hav

ing one or more clauses subordinate to a

principal clause, whereas in the compound

the clauses are co-ordinate, or on the same

footing.—6 t Sense; meaning; significance.
•The discourse itself, voluble enough, and

full of sentence.' Milton,

Sentence (sen'tens), v.t pret. <fc pp. as*.

fenced; ppr. sentencing. 1. To pass or pro

nounce sentence or judgment on; to con

demn; to doom to punishment.

Natere herself is sentenced in your doom. Dryden.

Sentencing an officer of rank and family to the

rttOsry in the regular course of judicial proceedings,

gare general disgust. Brougham,

2.t To pronounce as judgment; to express

as a decision or determination; to decree.

Let ihexn . . . enforce the present execution

Of what we chance to sentence. Sitak.

i t To express in a short energetic manner.

Let me hear one wise man sentence it, rather than

twenty fools, garrulous in their lengthened tale.

Felthatn.

Sentences- (sen'tens-cr), «. One who pro-

n*~>uoce* a sentence. Southey.

Sentential (fien-ten'shal), a. 1. Comprising

sentences. — 2. Pertaining to a sentence or

full period; as, a sentential pause.

Sententlally (sen-ten'&hal-li),adt>. In a sen

tential manner; by means of sentences.

Bententiarian, Sententiary (sen-ten-shi-

a"n-an, sen-ten'Bhi-a-ri), a. Formerly, one

who read lectures or commented on the

Liber senlentittrum of Peter Lombard, a

school divine of the twelfth century. This

manual consisted of an arranged collection

of sentences from Augustine and other

fathers on points of Christian doctrine, with

objections and replies, also collected from

authors of repute.

Sententloslty t (sen-ten'shi-os"i-ti), n. Sen-

tentiousness. Sir T. Broxone.

Sententious (sen-ten'shiiB), a. [L. sen-

tentiosus, Fr. sententieux. See SENTENCE.]

1. Abounding with sentences, axioms, and

maxims ; rich in judicious observations ;

pithy ; terse ; as, a sententious style or dis

course; sententious truth.

How he apes his sire.

Ambitiously sententious! Addison.

2. Comprising sentences; sentential; as, * sen

tentious marks.' N. Grew.

Sententlously (sen-ten'shus-li), adv. In

a sententious manner; in short expressive

periods; with striking brevity.

Nausicaa delivers her judgment sententiously, to

give it more weight. It'. Brooms.

Sententiousness (sen-ten'shus-nes), n. The

quality of being sententious or short and

energetic in expression; pithiness of sen

tences; brevity of expression combined with

strength.

The Medea I esteem for the gravity and senten

tiousness of it, Dryden.

Senteryt (sen'ter-i), n. A sentinel. See Sen

try. Milton.

Sentience, Sentiency (sen'shi-ens, sen'shi-

en-si), n. The state of being sentient: the

faculty of perception; feeling. 'Sentience

or feeling.' Nature,

Sentient (sen'shi-ent}, a. [X. sentiens. sen-

tientis, ppr. of sentio, to perceive by the

senses. See SENSE ] 1. Capable of perceiving

or feeling; having the faculty of perception;

as, man Is a sentient being; he possesses a

sentient faculty. ' The Beries of mental states

which constituted his sentient existence.'

J. S. Mill.—2. In phygiol. a term applied to

those parts which are more susceptible of

feeling than others; as, the sentient extre

mities of the nerves, <fcc.

Sentient (sen'shi-ent), n. One who has the

faculty of perception; a perceiving being.

Gla nville.

Sentlently (sen'shi-ent-li), adv. In a sen

tient or perceptive manner.

Sentiment (sen'ti-rnent), n. [Fr.; L.L. sen*

timentum, from L. sentio, to perceive by

the senses, to feel. See SENSE.] 1. A thought

prompted by passion or feeling; a feeling

toward or respecting some person or thing;

a particular disposition of mind in view of

some snbject.

We speak of sentiments of respect, of esteem, of

gratitude ; but 1 never heard the pain of the gout, or

any other feeling, called a sentiment. Rcid.

2. Tendency to be swayed by feeling; tender

susceptibility; feeling; emotion; sensibility.

I am apt to suspect . . . that reason and senti

ment concur in almost all moral determinations and

conclusions. Hume.

Less of sentiment than sense

Had Katie. Tennyson.

3. Thought ; opinion ; notion ; judgment ;

the decision of the mind formed by deliber

ation or reasoning; as, to express one's sen

timents on a subject

On questions of feeling, taste, observation, or re

port, we define our sentiments. On questions of

science, argument, or metaphysical abstraction, we

define our opinions. If Taylor.

4. The sense, thought, or opinion contained

in words, but considered as distinct from

them; as, we may like the sentiment, when

we dislike the language. Hence—5. In the

fine arts, the leading idea which has gov

erned the general conception of a work of

art, or which makes itself visible to the eye

and mind of the spectator through the work

of the artist. Fairholt. — 6 A thought ex

pressed in striking words; a sentence ex

pressive of a wish or desire ; a toast, gener

ally couched in proverbial or epigrammatic

language ; as, * More friends and less need

of them.'

Ill give you a sentiment. Here's success to usury.

Sheridan.

7 In phren. a term employed to designate

the second division of the moral or affective

faculties of the mind, the first being termed

propensities. See PHRENOLOGY.

Sentimental (sen-ti-ment'al), o. 1. Having

sentiment; apt to be swayed by sentiment;

indulging in sensibility; manifesting an ex

cess of sentiment; affecting sentiment or

sensibility; artificially or mawkishly tender.

A sentimental mind is rather prone to overwrought

feeling and exaggerated tenderness. H'hatety.

2. Exciting sensibility ; appealing to senti

ment or feeling rather than to reason.

Perhaps there is no less danger in works called

sentimental. They attack the heart more success

fully because more cautiously. Dr. Knox.

—Romantic, Sentimental. See under RO

MANTIC.

Sentimental!sm (sen-ti-ment'al-izm), n.

The quality of being sentimental or having

an excess of sensibility; affectation of senti-

mentor sensibility; sentimentality. 'Eschew

political sentimentalism,' Disraeli.

Sentimentalist (sen-ti-ment'al-ist), n. One

who affects sentiment, flue feeling, or ex

quisite sensibility.

Sentimentality (sen'ti-ment-al"i-ti), n. Af

fectation of tine feeling or exquisite sensi

bility; sentimentalism. "The false pity and

sentimentality of many modem ladies.' T.

Warton.

Sentimentalize (sen-ti-ment'al-Iz), v.i. pret.

& pp. sentimentalized ; ppr. sentimentaliz

ing. To affect exquisite sensibility; to play

the sentimentalist.

Sentimentally (sen-ti-ment'al-li), adv. In

a sentimental manner; as, to speak senti

mentally.

Sentinet (sen'tin), n. [L. scntina, a sink.]

A place into which dregs, dirt, 4ft, are

thrown; a sink. 'A stinking sentine of all

vices.* Latimer,

Sentinel (sen'ti-nel), n. [Fr. sentinellc; It.

sentinella- ; origin doubtful ; by some re

garded as from L. sentio, to perceive. ] 1. One

who watches or keeps guard to prevent sur

prise; especially (milit,), a soldier set to

watch or guard an army, camp, or other

place from surprise, to observe the approach

of danger and give notice of it

The fix'd sentinels almost receive

The secret whispers of each other's watch. Shoe.

Where Love reigns, disturbing Jealousy

Doth call himself Affection's sentinel. Shak.

2.t The watch, guard, or duty of a sentinel.

'That princes do keep due sentinel.' Bacon.

Used adjectively.

The sentinel stars set their watch in the sky.

Campbell.

Sentinel (sen'ti-nel), «, t 1. To watch over as

a sentinel 'To sentinel enchanted ground.'

Sir W. Scott—2. To furnish with a sentinel

or sentinels ; to place under the guard of

sentinels. R. Pollolc.

Sentry (sen'tri), n. [Corruption of sentinel ]

1. A soldier placed on guard ; a sentinel —

2. Guard; watch; duty of a sentinel. O'er

my slumbers sentry keep.' Sir T. Browne.

Sentry-box (sen'tri-boks), n. A small shed

to cover a sentinel at his post, and shelter

him from the weather.

Senza ^sant'za). [It, without] In music, a

term signifying without; as, sema stromen-

ti, without instruments. — Senza sordini,

without the dampers; in pianoforte playing,

meaning that the dampers are to be raised

from the strings.—Senza sordino, in violin

or violoncello playing, signifies that the

mute is to be removed.

Sepahi (sep'a-hi), n. A sipahi; a Bepoy.

Sepal (se/pal), n. [Fr. stpale, an invented

term made to re

semble pe'tale, a

petal] In bot one of

the separate divisions

of a calyx when that

organ is mode up of

various leaves. When

it consists of but one

part it is said to be

monosepalous; when

of two or more parts,

it is said to be eft-, tri-,

tetra-.pentasepalous,

Ac. When of a variable and indefinite num

ber of parts, it is said to be polysepalous.

Sepaline (sep'al-In), a. In bot relating to

a Bepal or sepals ; having the nature of a

sepal

Sepaloid (sep'al-oid), a. Like a sepal, or

distinct part of a perianth.

Sepaloua (sep'al-us), a. Relating to or hav

ing sepals.

Separability (sep'a-ra-bil"i ti), n. The qua

lity of being separable, or of admitting sep

aration or disunion; divisibility.

Separability is the greatest argument of real dis

tinction. Clanvillc.

Separable (sep'o-ra-hl), a. [L. separabili*

See SEPARATE.] Capable of being separated.

disjoined, disunited, or rent; divisible; as,

the separable parts of plants; qualities not

separable from the substance in which they

exist

ss. Sepals.

da, cAadn: eh, Sc. locA; B. go; i, ;"ob; ft. Ft. ton; ng, si»iry; th, (ften; th, thin; w, icig; wh, tcMg; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Separableness (Bep'a-ra-bl-nes), n. The

quality of being separable, or capable of

separation or disunion.

Trials permit me not to doubt of the separahleness

of a yellow tincture from gold. Boyle.

Separably (sep'a-ra-bli), adv. In a separ

able manner.

Separate (sep'a-rat), v.t. pret. <fe pp. sepa

rated; ppr. separating. [L. separo, separa

tum—se, aside, and paro, to put, set, or place

in order (whence prepare, «c.).] 1. To dis

unite; to divide; to Bever; to part, in almost

any manner, cither things naturally or

casually joined ; as, the parts of a solid

substance may be separated by breaking,

cutting, or splitting, or by fusion, decom

position, or natural dissolution; acompound

body may be separated into its constituent

parts; friends may be separated by neces

sity, and must be separated by death; the

prism separates the several kinds of coloured

rays; a riddle separates the chaff from the

grain. —2. To set apart from a number, as

for a particular service.

Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work

whereuuto 1 have called them. Acts xiii. a.

3. To make a space between; to sever, as by

an intervening space ; to lie between ; as.

theAtlantic separates Europe from America.

Separate (sep'a-rat), v. i. 1. To part; to be

disunited; to be disconnected; to withdraw

from each other.

When there was not room enough for their herds

to feed, they by consent separated, and enlarged

their pasture, Locke.

2. To cleave; to open; as, the parts of a

substance separate by drying.

Separate (sep'a-rat), o. [L. separatxts, pp.

ofseparo. 8ee the verb.] 1. Divided from

the rest; being parted from another; dis

joined; disconnected; used of things that

have been united or connected.

Come out from among them, and be ye separate.

saith the Lord. « Cor. vL 17.

2. Unconnected; not united; distinct: used

of things that have not been connected.

Such an high priest became us, who is holy, harm

less, undefined, and separate from sinners.

Heb. vii. ^6.

3. Alone; withdrawn; without company.

Beyond his hope, Eve separate he spies. Milton.

4. Disunited from the body; Incorporeal;

as, a sepantte spirit; the separate state of

souls. Locke.—Separate estate, the property

of a married woman, which she holds inde

pendently of her husband's interference and

control. —Separate maintenance, a provision

made by a husband for the sustenance of

his wife, where they have come to a reso

lution to live separately.

Separately (sep'a-rat-li), adltJ. In a separate

or unconnected state; apart; distinctly;

singly; as, the opinions of the council were

separately taken.

Conceive the whole together, and not everything

separately and in particular. Dryden.

Separateness (sep'a-rat-nes), n. The state

of being separate.

Separatlcal (Bep-a-rat'ik-al), a. Pertaining

to separation in religion ; BchismaticaL

Vwight. [Rare.]

Separation (sep-a-ra'shon),n. [L. separatio,

separation^. See SEPARATE.] 1. The act of

separating, severing, or disconnecting; dis

junction; as, the separation of the soul from

the body.—2. The state of being separate;

disunion; disconnection.

As the confusion of tongues was a mark of separa

tion, so the being of one language was a mark of

union. Bacon.

3. The operation of disuniting or decompos

ing substances; chemical analysis. Bacon.

4. Divorce; disunion of married persons;

cessation of conjugal cohabitation of man

and wife. ' A separation between the king

and Katharine. ' Shah.—Judicial separation,

the separation of a husband and wife by

decree of the Court of Divorce. It may be

obtained by a husband or by a wife on the

ground of adultery, cruelty, or desertion

without cause for two years and upwards.

The parties, not being divorced, cannot

marry again ; but there is no longer the

duty of cohabiting. Other effects of a judi

cial separation depend on the terms of the

order, the judge having considerable dis

cretion, so as to deal with each ca«e accord

ing to its merits. The Scottish law nearly

coincides with the English, the Court of

Session having jurisdiction. Neither in

England nor in Scotland are husband and

wife entitled to live apart unless by common

consent, or by decree of a court of law. See

Divorce, Mensa.

Separatism (sep'a-rat-izm), n. The state of

being a separatist; the opinions or practice

of separatists; disposition to withdraw from

a church; dissent.

Separatist (sep'a-rat-fst), n. [Fr. sfipara-

tiste. See Separate.] One who withdraws

or separates himself; especially, one who

withdraws from a church, or rather from an

established church, to which he has be

longed; a dissenter; aseceder; a schismatic;

a sectary.

After a faint struggle he yielded, and passed, with

the show of alacrity, a series of odious acts against

the separatists. Macaulay.

Separatlstlc (sep'a-rat-isf'ik), a. Relating

to or characterized by separatism; schis-

matical

Separative (sep'a-rat-Iv), a. Tending to

separate; promoting separation. Boyle.

Separator (sep'a-rat-er^, n. One who or

that which separates, divides, or disjoins;

a divider.

Separatory (sep'a-ra-to-ri), a. Causing or

used in separation; separative; as, separa

tory ducts. Cheyne.

Separatory (sep'a-ra-to-ri), n. 1. A chemi

cal vessel for separating liquors.—2. A sur

gical instrument for separating the peri

cranium from the cranium.

Sepawn (se-pan'), n. A species of food

consisting of meal of maize boiled in water.

[United States.] Written also Sepon.

Sepellblet (sep'e-li-bl).a. [L. sepclibiiis, from

sepelio, to bury. ] Fit for, admitting of, or

intended for burial; that may be buried.

Sepelitlo&t (sep-i-li'shon). n. [See above.]

Burial; interment. Bp. Hall.

Sepia (se'pl-a), n. [I,., from Gr. sifpia, the

cuttle-fish or squid.] 1. The cuttle-fish, a

genua of cephalopodous molluscs, order Di-

branchiata. See COTTLE. — 2. In the fine

arts, a species of pigment prepared from

a black juice secreted by certain glands of

the sepia or cuttle-fish. The Sepia offici

nalis, so common in the Mediterranean, is

chiefly sought after on account of the pro

fusion of colour which it affords. The se

cretion, which is insoluble in water, but

extremely diffusible through it, is agitated

in water to wash it, and then allowed slowly

to subside, after which the water is poured

off, and the black sediment is formed into

cakes or Bticks. In this form it is used as a

common writing ink in China, Japan, and

India. When prepared with caustic lye it

forms a beautiful brown colour, with a fine

grain, and has given name to a species of

monochrome drawing now extensively cul

tivated.

Sepiadaa (se'pi-a-de), n. [See Sepia] A

family of cephalopoda, including those forms

which are popularly called cuttle-fishes.

See Cuttle.

Sepic (se'pik), a. 1. Pertaining to sepia,—

2. Done in sepia, as a drawing.

Seplcolous (se-pik'o-lus), a. [L. sepes, a

hedge, and colo, to Inhabit] In but. in

habiting or growing In hedgerows.

Sepldaceous (se-pi-da'shus), a. In zool. of

or relating to molluscs of the genus Sepia.

Sepiment (sep'i-ment), n. [L. sepimentum,

from sepio, to inclose] A hedge; a fence;

something that separates.

Sepiolite (ae'pi-o-lit\ n. [Gr. sSpion, the

bone of the cuttle-fish, and lithos, a stone.]

See Maonesite.

Sepiostalre (se-pi-os'tar), n. [Gr. sepia, a

cuttle-fish, and osteon, a hone.] In zool. the

internal shell of the cuttle-fish, commonly

known as the cuttle-bone. U. A, Nicholson.

Sepoxneter (se-pom'et-er), n. [Gr. sipo, to

putrefy, and metron, a measure.] An instru

ment for determining, by means of the de

coloration and decomposition produced in

permanganate of soda, the amount of or

ganic impurity existing in the atmosphere.

Sepon (se-pon'), n. Same as Sepawn.

Seposet (se-poz'), »■'• pret. & pp. seposed;

ppr. seposing. [L. sepono, sepositum— se,

apart, and pono, to place.] To set apart.

God seposed a seventh of our time for his exterior

worship. Donne.

SepoBltt (se-poz'it), v.t To set aside. Fel-

tham.

Sepositlont (sep-5-zi'shon), n. The act of

setting apart; segregation. Jer. Taylor.

Sepoy (se'poi), n. [Per. sipahi, a soldier.]

1. A name given in Hindustan to the native

soldiers in the British service.—2. In Bom

bay, a foot messenger. Stocqueler.

Seps (seps), 71. [Gr. seps. a small lizard,

the bite of which causes putrefaction, from

s?po, to make putrid.] The name of a genus

of scincoid saurian reptiles, sometimes

called serpent-lizards. They are found in

the East Indies, the Cape of Good Hope,

and on the coasts of the Mediterranean.

These animals have elongated bodies, short

and indistinct feet, non-extensile tongues,

and scales covering their bodies like tiles.

Sepsidae (sep'si-de), n. pi. A family of liz

ards, of which the type is the genus Seps.

See Seps.

Sept (sept), 71. [Probably a corruption of

sect.] A clan, a branch of a race or family:

used particularly of the races or families iu

Ireland.

The terms ' tribe' and 'sept' are indifferently used

by many writers 011 Irish antiquities; but Sir Henry

Maine thinks the first applies to the larper unit of

the above description, and the second to the minor

groups it includes. . . . The sept was known by a

second name, the Fine or Family, and it was evi

dently a distinct organic group in the main connected

by the ties of blood, and claiming descent from a

common ancestor, yet certainly containing other ele

ments introduced by adoption and like processes. In

this respect it had much affinity with the Roman

' Gens' and the Hellenic ' House '; and it was singu

larly like the Hindoo 'Joint Family' united in kin

dred, worship, and estate, and one of the earliest

monads of Aryan Life. Edin. Rev.

Sept (sept), n. [L. septum, an inclosure]

In arcA. a railing. Britton.

Septa (sep'ta), pi. of septum (which see).

Septsemia, n. See Septicemia.

Septal (sep'tal), a. Of or belonging to a

septum.

Septangle (sep'tang-gl),n, [L. septem, seven,

and anyulus, an angle.] In georn. a figure

having seven sides and seven angles; a hept-

agon.

Septangular (sep-tang'gu-ler), a. Having

seven angles.

Septarla (sep-ta'ri-a). n, [From L. septum,

an inclosure, from sepio, to inclose.] I. A

genus of acephalous molluscs belonging to

the family Tubicolidic of Lamarck. —2. In bot.

a genus of fungi belonging to the division

Gosteromycetes. —3. A name given to nodules

or spheroidal masses of calcareous ninrl,

ironstone, or other matter, whose interior

presents numerous fissures or seams of some

crystallized substance which divide the

mass.

Septate (sep'tat), a. Partitioned off or di

vided into compartments by septa

September (sep-tem'ber), n. [£.. from sep

tem, seven.] The ninth month of the year,

so called from being the seventh month from

March, which was formerly the first month

of the year.

Septembrist (sep-tem'brist), n. [Ft. septem-

briste, eeptembriseur] The name given to

one of the authors or agents of the dreadful

massacre of prisoners which took place in

Paris on September 2d and 3d, 1792. in the

first French revolution; hence, a malignant

or bloodthirsty person.

Septemfluous (sep-tem'flu-us), a. [L. sep

tem, seven, and/fuo, to flow.] Divided into

Beven streams or currents; having seven

mouths, as a river. 'The main streams of

this septemfinous river.' Dr. H. More. [Rare.]

Septempartite (sep-tem'par-tit),a. Divided

nearly to the base into seven parts.

Septemvir (sep-tem'ver), n. pi. Septem-

vfrl (sep-tem'vi-ri). [L. septem, seven, and

vir, a man, pi. viri, men.] One of seven men

joined in any office or commission ; as, the

septemHri eptUones, one of the four great

religious corporations at Rome.

Septemvlrate (sep-tem'ver-at),n. The office

ofa septemvir; a government of seven per

sons.

Septenary (sep'ten-a-ii), a. [L. septenarius,

from septeni, seven each, from septem,

seven. ] 1. Consisting of or relating to seven ;

as, a septenary number.— 2. lasting seven

years; occurring once in seven years.

Septenary (sep'ten-a-ri), n. The number

seven. Burnet. [Rare.]

Septenate (sep'ten-at), a. In bot. applied

to an organ having seven parts, as a com

pound leaf with seven leaflets coming off

from one point

Septennate (sep-ten'at), n. [L. septem,

Beven, aud annus, a year.] A period of

seven years.

Septennial (sep-ten'ni-al), a. [L. septennis—

septem, seven, and arm ir*, a year.] 1. Lasting

or continuing seven years ; as, septennial

parliaments.— 2. Happening or returning

once In every seven years; as, septennial

elections.

Being once dispensed with for his septennial visit

... he resolved to govern them by subaltern minis

ters. Htrtvett.

Fate, Or, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Septennially (sep-ten'ni-aMi), adv. Once in

•even years.

Septennium (sep-ten'ni-um), n. [L] A

period of seven years.

Septentrial (sep-ten'tri-al), a. Of or per-

teiningtothenorth; septentrional. Drayton.

SeptentriO (sep-ten'tri-o), n. In attron. the

const* ll.uinn Ursa Major or Great Bear.

Septentrion (sep-ten'tri-on), n. [Fr. tepten-

trwn, L teptentrio, septentrianis, the north,

from teptentrionet, the seven stars near the

north pole belonging to the constellation

called the Wain or the Great Bear—teptem,

seven, and triones, ploughing oxen. ] The

north or northern regions.

Thou art as opposite to every pood

As the south to the septentrion. Sh.it.

Septentrion (sep-ten'tri-on), o. Northern.
■Cold septentrion blasts.' Milton. [Rare]

Septentrional (sep-ten'tri-on-al),a. [L. tep-

Untrionalit. See above] Northern; per

taining to the north. ' The Goths and other

septentrional nations ' Howell.

SeptentrionaUty (sep-ten'tri-o-naI"i-ti), n.

Sta.t« of being northern; northerlinesa.

Septentrionally (sep-ten'tri-on-al-li). adv.

Northerly ; towards the north. Sir T.

Browne.

Septentrionate (sep-ten'tri-on-at). v i.

pret dr pp. septentrwnated; ppr. teptcntri-

onating. To tend toward the north. Sir T.

Browne. [Rare]

Septet, Septette (sep-tef). n. [L. teptem.

seven.] In music, a composition for seven

voices or instruments.

Sept-foil (sept'foil), n. [L. teptem. seven,

and folium, a leaf] 1. A British plant, the

Patcntilla TormentUUi See POTKNTTLLA.—

% A figure of seven equal segments of a

circle used in the Roman Catholic Church

as a symbol of the seven sacraments, seven

gifts of the Holy Spirit, Ac.

8eptic Septical(sep'tik, sep'tik-al), a. [Or.

teptdtot, from s4pd, to putrefy] Having

power to promote putrefaction; causing

putrefaction ; as, septic poisons, which are

those furnished by the animal kingdom.

Septic (sep'tik), n. A substance that pro

motes or produces the putrefaction of bodies ;

a substance that eats away the flesh without

causing much pain. Dungliton.

Septicaemia, Septaemia(sep-ti-sfi'mi-a, sep-

te'rai-a). n, [Or. stptikos, septot, putrefying,

from *t*5, to putrefy, and haima, blood.]

Blood-poisoning by absorption into the cir

culation of poisonous or putrid matter

through any surface. Pyeemia is a sub-

variety.

Septlcally (sep'tik-al-li),

adv. In a septic man

ner; by means of sep-

ttca.

Septlddal (sep-ti-si'dal),

a. [ L septum, a parti

tion, and ccedo, to cut or

divide See Sektux. ]

Dividing at the septa or

parti tii ins; in hot. said of

a mode of dehiscing in

which the fruit is re

solved into its compo

nent carpels, which split

asunder through the dis

sepiments. Treat, of Septiddal Dehiscence.

Botany. v. Valves, d, Dis-

8eptlClty(ser-tis'i-ti), n. sepuneats. c. Axis

The quality of being

septic ; tendency to promote putrefaction.

SeptifartOUfl (sep-ti-fa'ri-us). o, [L. teptifa-

rvcm, sevenfold, from teptem, seven.] In

hot. turned seven different ways. Ata Gray.

Septtferous (sep-tiFer-us), a. [L. septum,

an inclosure. and fero, to bear.] In bot.

Itearin* septa. See SEPTUM.

Septifluous (sep-tiflu-us), a. [L. teptem,

MTen, ajultfuo, to flow.] Flowing in seven

streams.

SeptlfoUouB fsep-ti-f61i-ufl\ a. [L. teptem,

seven, and folium, a leaf.] Having seven

leave*

Beptifonn (sep'ti-form), a. [L. septum, a

partition, and forma, shape ] Resembling

a septum or partition.

Septifragal (sep-tifra-gal). a. [L. septum,

a partition, and frango, to break.] In bot.

literally breaking from the partitions: ap

plied to a mode of dehiscing in which the

backs ot the carpels separate from the dis

sepiments whether formed by their sides or

by expansions of the placenta.

Septilateral (sep-ti-lat'er-al), a. fL teptem,

seven, and latut. latent, a side.] Having

seven sides; as, a septilateral figure.

Septile (sep'tll), a. In bot. of or belonging

to septa or dissepiments.

Septilllon (sep-til'H-on), n. [L. teptem,

seven.) In Eng. notation, a million raised

to the seventh power; a number consisting

of a unit followed by forty-two ciphers. In

French and Italian twtation, a unit followed

by twenty-four ciphers.

Septlmal (sep'ti-mal), a. [L. teptimut,

seventh, from teptem, seven.] Relating to

the number seven.

Septimanarlan(sep'ti-ma-na''ri-an),n. [LL

teptimana, a week, from L. teptem, seven.]

A monk on duty for a week in a monastery.

Septimole (sep'ti-mol), n. In mime, a group

of Beven notes to be played in the time of

four or six.

Septlsyliable (sep'ti-sil-a-bl), n. [L. sep

tern, seven, and E. syllable.] A word of seven

syllables.

Septuagenarian (sep'tu-a-je-na"ri-anX ».

[See Skktcagenary.] A person seventy

years of age; a person between seventy and

eighty years of age.

Septuagenary (sep-tu-aj'en-a-ri),a. [L. tep-

tuagenarius, consisting of seventy, teptua-

genx, seventy each, from teptem, seven.]

Consisting of seventy or of seventy years;

pertaining to a person seventy years old.

1 Moses's teptuagenary determination.' Sir

T. Browne.

Septuagenary (sep-tu-aj'en-a-ri), n. A sep

tuagenarian.

Septuagesima (sep'tua-jes"i-may n. [L.

septuagetimut, seventieth.] The third Sun

day before Lent or before Quadragesima

Sunday, so called because it is about seventy

days before Easter.

Septuagesimal (sep'tu-a-jes"i-mal), a. [See

above.] Consisting of seventy or of seventy

years. 'Our abridged and teptuagetimal

age.' Sir T. Brototie.

Septua«Tlnt (sep'tu-a-jint), n. [L. teptua-

gtnta, seventy, from teptem, seven.] A

Greek version of the Old Testament, usually

expressed by the symbol LXX, so called

either because It was approved and sanc

tioned by the sanhedrim, or supreme coun

cil of the Jewish nation, which consisted of

about seventy members, or because, accord

ing to tradition, about Beventy men were

employed on the translation. It is reported

by Josephus to have been made in the reign

and by the order of Ptolemy Philadelphus,

king of Egypt, about 270 or 280 years before

the birth of Christ. It is supposed, how

ever, by modern critics that this version of

the several books is the work, not only of

different hands, but of separate times. It

is probable that at first only the Pentateuch

was translated, and the remaining books

gradually. The Septuagint was in use up

to the time of our Saviour, and is that out

of which most of the citations in the New

Testament from the Old are taken. It is an

invaluable help to the right understanding

of the Hebrew Scriptures.

Septuagint (sep'tu-a-jint), a. Pertaining to

the Sepluagi nt; contained in the Greek copy

of the Old Testament

The Septuagint chronology makes fifteen hundred

years more from the creation to Abraham, than the

present Hebrew copies of the Bible. Encyc. Brit.

Septuaryt (sep'tu-a-ri).n. [L. teptem, seven.]

Something composed of seven; a week. Ash.

Septulate (septu-lat), a. In bot applied

to fruits having imperfect or false septa.

Septum (sop'tu in), a. pi. Septa (sep'ta).

[L.. a partition, from tepio. to hedge in, to

fence] A partition; a wall separating two

cavities; specifically, (a) in bot. the partition

of an ovary or fruit pro

duced by the sides of the

carpels brought together

and consolidated. (6) In

anat. the plate or wall

which separates from each

other two adjoining cavi

ties, or which divides a

principal cavity into sev

eral secondary ones; as,

the teptutn of the nose.—

Septum cordis, the parti

tion between the two ventricles of the heart.

Called also Septum Ventrieulorum. —Septum

auricidarum, the partition which separates

the right from the left auricle of the heart.

—Septum lueidum, the medullary substance

which separates the two lateral ventricles

of the brain. —Septum trantvertum, the

diaphragm. —Septum nasi, the partition

between the nostrils.

Septuor (sep'tu-or), n. [Fr., a somewhat

bizarre form, compounded of L. teptem.

s s. Septa.

seven, and the term, of quatuor, four, in

music a quartette. ] Same as Septet (which

see).

Septuple (sep'tu-pl), o. [L. septuplut, from

teptem, seven. ] Sevenfold ; seven times as

much.

Septuple (sep'tu-pl), v.t. To make seven-

Let any one figure to himself the condition of our

globe, were the sun to be septupled.

Sir y. Htmhrt.

Sepulchral (se-purkral),a. [L tepidchralis,

from tepulchrum. See SEi't'LCHRE.] 1. Per

taining to burial, to the grave, or to monu

ments erected to the memory of the dead ;

as, a tepulchral stone; a sepulchral statue.

Our wasted oil unprofitably burns,

Like hidden lamps in old sepulchral urns. Caivp<r.

2, Suggestive of a sepulchre ; hence, deep ;

grave; hollow In tone; as, a tepulchral tone

of voice. 'The solemn sepulchral piety of

certain North -Eastern gospellers.' Prof.

BlacHe.—Sepulchral mound. See BARItow.

Sepulchralize (se-pul'kraliz), v.t To reu-

der sepulchral or solemn. [Rare. ]

Sepulchre (sep'ul-ker), n. [L. sejndchrum,

from tepelio.tepultum, to bury] 1. A tomb;

a building, cave, &c.,for interment; a burial

vault

He rolled a great stone to the door of the sepulchre,

and departed. Mat. xxvii. 6o.

2. In eccles. arch, a recess for the reception

of the holy elements consecrated on Mauu-

day Thursday till high-moss on Easter-day.

Sepulchre (sep'ul-ker, formerly also Be-pul'-

ker), v.t. pret. & pp. sepulchred ; ppr. se

pulchring. To bury; to inter; to entomb.

'Obscurely sepulchred.' Prior. 'Where

merit is not tepulchered alive.' B. Jonton.

And so sepuUhereH in such pomp dost He.

That kings for such a tomb would wish to die.

Milton.

An earthquake's spoil Is seputchered below. Byron.

Sepulture(sep'ul-tur),n. [L.sepultura,Ut>m

sepelio, teptdtum, to bury.] 1. Burial; in

terment; the act of depositing the dead

body of a human being in a burial-place.

'Where we may royal sepulture prepare.'

Dnjden. —2. Grave; burial-place; sepulchre.

Lamb; Cardinal Wiseman.

When ye comen by my sepulture

Remembreth that your fellow resteth there.

Chaucer.

Sepulture (sep'ul-tur), v.t To bury; to en

tomb; to sepulchre. Cowper. [Rare]

Sequacious (se-kwa'shus), a. [L. tequax,

tequacit, from teguor, to follow. ] 1. Follow

ing; attendant; not moving on indepen

dently; disposed or tending to follow a

leader. 'The fond tequatious herd.* Thorn

ton,

Trees uprooted left their place,

Sequacious of the lyre. Dryden.

2. t Ductile; pliant; manageable. 'The mat

ter being ductile and sequacious.' Bay —

3. Logically consistent and rigorous ; con

secutive in development or transition of

thought. 'The tequacious thinkers of the

day.' Sir W. Hamdton.

The motions of his mind were slow, solemn, and

tequacious. Ve Qutncey.

Seciuaciousness (s€-kwa'shus-nes), n. State

of being sequacious; disposition to follow.

' The servility and tequaciousness of con

science.' Jer. Taylor.

Sequaclty (^e-kwas'i-ti), n. [L. scquacitas,

from tequax. See above.] 1. A following

or disposition to follow. ' Blind sequacity

of other men's votes.' Whitlock,

It proved them to be hypotheses, on which the

credulous sequacity of philosophers had bestowed

the prescriptive authority of self-evident truths.

Sir if. Hamilton.

2. t Ductility; pliableness. Bacon.

Sequarlous (se-kwa'ri-us), a. Kollowing;

sequacious. lioget. [Rare.]

Sequel (se'kwel), n. [Fr. stquclle; t. sequela,

sequel, result, consequence, from srnwrr, to

follow.] 1. That which follows and forms

a continuation ; a succeeding part ; as, the

teqrtel of a man's adventures or history.

'The sequel of the tale.' Tennyson.

O, let me say no more !

Gather the sequel by what went before. Shak.

2. Consequence; result; event.

The sequel of to-day unsolders all

The goodliest fellowship of famous knights

Whereof this world holds record. Tennyson.

3. Consequence inferred; consequentialness.

[Rare]

What sequel is there in this argument T An arch

deacon is tne chief deacon : ergo, lie is only a deacon.

irhtifift.

4. In Scott law, see under Thiklagk.

cb, cAain; ch, 9c loch; g, go; j, job; h, Kr. ton; ne. sin^; TH. then; th, thiu; w, trig; wh. u-ftig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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Sequela(se-kwe'lu),u. pi. Sequelae (se-kwe'-

le). [L. .from sequor, to follow. SeeSE^UKL.]

One who or that which follows; as, (a) an ad

herent or band of adherents. 'Coleridge

and \u% sequela.' G. P. Marsh, (b) An in

ference; a conclusion; that which follows

as the result of a course of reasoning. 'Se-

quelos, or thoughts suggested by the pre

ceding aphorisms.' Coleridge. (c)lnpaUwl.

the consequent of a disease; a morbid affec

tion which follows another, as anasarca

after scarlatina, Sx.—Sequela curia, in law,

a suit of court.—Sequela causa, the process

and depending issue of a cause for trial.

Sequence (Be'kwens), n. [Fr. sequence, L.L.

sequentia, from L. sequens, sequentis, ppr.

of sequor, secutus, to follow.] L The state

of being sequent; a following or coming

after; succession.

How art thou a feint;

But by fair sequence and succession T Shak,

2. A particular order of succession or follow

ing; arrangement; order.

The cause proceedeth from a precedent sequence

and series of the seasons of the year. Bacon.

3. Invariable order of succession; an ob

served instance of uniformity in following:

used frequently in this sense by metaphy

sical writers in opposition to effect as fol

lowing a cause.

He who sees in the person of his Redeemer a fact

more stupendous and more majestic than all those

observed sequences which men endow with an imagi

nary omnipotence, and worship under the name of

Law—to him at least there will be neither difficulty

nor hesitation id supposing that Christ . . . did utter

his mandate, and that the wind and the tea obeyed.

Farrar,

4. A series of things following in a certain

order; specifically, a set of cards immediately

following each other In the same suit, as

king, queen, knave, &c; thus we say a se

quence of three, four, or five cards.—5. In

music, the recurrence of a harmonic pro

gression or melodic figure at a different

pitch or in a different key to that in which

it was first given—C. In the R. Cath. Ch. a

hymn introduced into the mass on certain

festival days, and recited or sung imme

diately before the gospel and after the gra

dual, whence the name.

Sequent (se'kwent), a. [L. sequens, se

quentis, following. See above.] 1. Con

tinuing in the same course or order; fol

lowing; succeeding. ' Immediate sentence,

then, and sequent death.' Shak. 'Many

sequent hours." Keats.—2. Following by lo

gical consequence.

Sequent (se'kwent), n. l.t A follower.

He hath framed a letter to a sequent of the stranger

queen's. ShaS.

2. A sequence or sequel; that which follows

as a result [Rare.]

Sequential (se-kwen'shal), a. Being in

succession; succeeding; following.

Sequentially (se-kwen'shal-li), adv. By

sequence or succession.

Sequester (se-kwes'ter), v. t. [Fr. stquestrer,

L. sequettro, to put into the hands of an in

different person, as a deposit; from sequester,

a trustee, a depositary or person intrusted

with a thing claimed by litigants.] 1. In

law. (a) to separate from the owner for a

time ; to seize or take possession of, as the

property and income of a debtor, until the

claims of creditors be satisfied. (6) To set

aside from the power of either party, as a

matter at issue, by order of a court of law.

In Scots law. see Sequestrate. See also

Sequestration.

Formerly the goods of a defendant in chancery

were, in the last resort, sequestered and detained to

enforce the decrees of the court. And now the pro

fits of a benefice are sequestered to pay the debts of

ecclesiastics. Blackstone.

2. To put aside; to remove; to separate from

other things. * To sequester his mind from

all respect to an ensuing reward.' South.

1 had wholly sequestered my civil affairs. Bacon.

3. To cause to retire or withdraw into ob

scurity; to seclude; to withdraw.

Why are you sequestcr'd from all your train! Shak.

It was his tailor and his cook, his fine fashions

and his French ragouts, which sequestered him.

South.

In this sense often used reflexively with

one's self, themselves, and the like. 'When

men most sequester themselves from action.'

Hooker.

Sequester (se-kwes'ter), v.l l.t To with

draw. 'To sequester out of the world into

Atlantick and Utopian politicks." Milton.—

2. In law, to renounce or decline, as a widow,

any concern with the estate of her husband.

Sequester ( se-kwes'ter ), n. L t The act of

sequestering; sequestration; separation; se

clusion.

This hand of yours requires

A sequester from liberty. Shak.

2. In law, a person with whom two or more

parties to a suit or controversy deposit the

subject of controversy ; a mediator or re

feree between two parties; an umpire. Sou-

vier.

Sequestered (se-kwes'terd). p. and a. 1. In

law, seized and detained for a tune to satisfy

ademaud.—2. Secluded; private; retired; as,

a sequestered situation.

Along the cool seouester'd vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way. Gray.

3. Separated from others; being sent or hav

ing gone into retirement

To the which place a poor sequester'd stag.

That from the hunter'* aim had ta'en a hurt.

Did come to languish. Shak.

Sequestrable (se-kwes'tra-bl), a. Capable

of being sequestered or separated ; subject

or liable to sequestration.

Sequestrate (se-kwes'trat), v.t pret «fe

pp. sequestrated; ppr. sequestrating. 1. In

lute, to sequester; especially in Scots law, to

take possession of for behoof of creditors;

to take possession of, as of the estate of a

bankrupt, with the view of realizing it and

distributing it equitably among the credi

tors,—2. t To set apart from others; to se

clude.

In general contagions more perish for want of ne

cessaries than by the malignity of the disease, they

being sequestrated from mankind. Arbuthnot.

Sequestration (sek-wes-tra'ahon), n. 1. In

law, (a) the separation of a thing in contro

versy from the possession of those who con

tend for it (o) The setting apart of the goods

and chattels of a deceased person to whom

no one was willing to take out administra

tion, (c) A writ directed by the Court of

Chancery to commissioners commanding

them to enter the lands and seize the goods

of the person against whom it is directed.

It may be issued against a defendant who is

in contempt by reason of neglect or refusal

to appear or answer or to obey a decree of

court, (a*) The act of taking property from

the owner for a time till the rents, issues,

and profits satisfy a demand ; especially, in

eecles. practice,a. species of execution for debt

in the case of a beneficed clergyman issued

by the bishop of the diocese on the receipt

of a writ to that effect The profits of the

benefice are paid over to the creditor until

his claim is satisfied, (e) The gathering of

the fruits of a vacant benefice for the use of

the next incumbent. (/) The seizure of the

property of an individual for the use of the

state; particularly applied to the seizure by

a belligerent power of debts due by its sub

jects to the enemy, (a) In Scots law, the

seizing of a bankrupt's estate, by decree of a

competent court, for behoof of the creditors.

2. The act of sequestering or the state of

being sequestered or set aside; separation;

retirement; seclusion from society.

When Squire and Priest and they who round them

dwelt

In rustic sequestration—all dependent

Upon the Pedlar's toil—supplied their wants

Or pleased their fancies witn the ware* he brought.

Wordsworth.

3. 1 Disunion; disjunction; division; rupture.

' Without any sequestration of elementary

principles ' Boyle.

It was a violent commencement, and thou shalt see

an answerable sequestration, Shak.

Sequestrator (sek'wes-trat-er), n. 1. One

who sequesters property or takes the posses

sion of it for a time to satisfy a dernaud out

of its rents or profits.—2. One to whom the

keeping of sequestered property is com

mitted.

Sequestrum (se-kwes'trnm), n. [L. se-

questro, to sever.] In pathol. the portion of

bone which is detached in necrosis

Sequin (se'kwin), n. [Fr. sequin, from It.

zecchino, from zeeca, the mint, from Ar. sik-

kah, sekkah, a stamp, a die] A gold coin

first struck at Venice about the end of the

thirteenth century. In size it resembled a

ducat, and in value was equivalent to about

9*. id. sterling. Coins of the same name

but varying in value were issued by other

states.

Sequoia (sfi-kwoi'a), n. [Native Califoniian

name.] A North-western American genus of

conifers, otherwise called Wellingtonia, con

sisting of two species only—S. sempervirens.

the red-wood of the timber trade, and S. gi-

gantea, the Wellingtonia of our gardens and

the big or mammoth tree of the"Americans.

Both attain gigantic dimensions, reaching a

height of upwards of 300 feet See Bed-

wood, Mammoth -tree.

Seraglio (se-ral'yo), n. [It serraglio, an in-

closure, a palace, the sultan's harem, from

Turk, serai, Per. sarai, a palace The sense

of the Italian form has been influenced by

serrare, to inclose, to shut, to shut uj- .';

1. Apalace; specifically, the paliiceof the Sal

tan of Turkey at Constantinople. It is of im

mense size, and coutains government build

ings, mosques, <fcc., as well as the sultan's

harem. Hence— 2. A harem; a place for

keeping wives or concubines; and hence, a

house of debauchery; a place of licentious

pleasure.

We've here no gaudy feminines to show,

As you hare had in that great seraglio. If. Brjontt

S.t An inclosure; a place to which certain

persons are confined or limited.

I went to Ghetto, where the Jews dwell as in a snburi>

by themselves. I passed by the piazza Judea. where

their seraglio begins. Evelyn.

Serai (se-ra'X n. [Per. serai, a palace ] In

Eastern countries, a place for the accom

modation of travellers; a caravansary; a

khan.

My boat on shore, my galley on the sea;

Oh, more than cities and serais to inc. Byre*.

Serai (se'ral), a. [L sero, late.] Lit. late,

applied to the last of Prof. H. Rogers' fifteen

divisions of the palaeozoic strata in the Ap

palachian chain of North America.

Seralbumen (se'ral-bu-men),n. [Serum and

albumen.] Albumen of the blood: so called

to distinguish it from ovalbumen, or the

albumen of the white of an egg, from which

It somewhat differs in its chemical reaction.

Serang (se-rangO, n. An East Indian name

for the boatswain of a vessel.

Serape (se-ra'pa), n. A blanket or shawl

worn as an outer garment by the Mexicans

and othematives of Spanish North America.

Seraph (ser'af), h. pi. Seraphs ; but some

times the Hebrew plural Seraphim is used.

[From Heb. saraph, to bum. to be eminent

or noble.] An angel of the highest order.

As full, as perfect in vile man that mounts

As the rapt seraph that adores and burns. Pope.

Seraphic, Seraphical (se-rafHc, se-raflki

al), a. 1. Pertaining to a seraph; angelic;

sublime; as, seraphic purity; seraphic fer

vour.—2. Pure; refined from sensuality.

He at last descends

To litce with less seraphic euds. Svijt.

3. Burning or inflamed with love or zeal.

Love is curious of little things, desiring to be »t

angelical purity, of perfect innocence, and seraph

ical fervour. Jer. T>xyl^-

Seraphlcally (se-raf'ik-al-liX adv. In the

manner of a seraph; sernphically.

Seraphicalness (se-raf'ik-al-nes), n. The

state or quality of being seraphic. [Rare. |

Seraphlcism t (se-raf'is-izm). n. The qua

lity of being seraphic. Cudworth.

Seraphim (ser'a-flm). n. pi. See Seraph.

Seraphina, Seraphlne (ser-a-fi'na, scrs-

fen), n. [From seraph. 1 A keyed wind-

instrument the tones of which are generated

by the play of wind upon metallic reeds, a*

in the accordion. It was the precursor of

the harmonium.

Serapis (se-ra'pis), n. The Greek name of a

deity whose worship was introduced into

Egypt in the reign of Ptolemy I. He was

considered as a combination of Osiris auJ

Apis. His worship extended into Asia Minor

and Greece, and was introduced into Koine

Seraslder, Serasauler (se-rasTcer), ». [Fr

sirasquier, from Per. serasker—ser, sen,

head, chief, and asker, an army] A Turk

ish general or commander of land forces.

This title is given by the Turks to every

general having command of a separate

army, but especially to the commander-in-

chief and minister at war.
Serasklerate (se-ras'ker-at), n. The office

of a Beraskier.
Serb (s£rb), n. [Native form.] A native or

inhabitant of Servia.
Serbonian (ser-bd'ni-an), a. Applied to a

large bog or lake in Egypt surrounded by

hills of loose Band, which, being blown mto

it, afforded a treacherous footing, whole

armies attempting to cross it having been

swallowed up. Hence the phrase Serboma*

beg has passed into a proverb, signifying

a difficult or complicated situation from

which it is almost impossible to extricate

one's self; a mess; a confused condition oi

affairs. -*No Seroonwin bog deeper than a

£S rating would prove to be.' Di^raelu

A gulf profound as that Serbonian b{%.

Betwixt Damiata and Mount Casius old-.

Where armies whole have sunk. NuTo*

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; f, St 1<V-



SEKCEL a; SERIFORM

Sercel (ser'sel), n. See Sarckl.

Sore (*er), a. Dry; withered; sear. 'One

skk willow sere and small.' Tennyson.

Bare t (sex), n [Fr. *rrrie, a claw.] A claw

or talon. Chapman.

Serein (se-ruh). n, [Fr. serein, ni^ht dew,

from L urnim, a late hour, but affected by

L. terenus, serene ] A mist or excessively

tine rain which falls from a cloudless sky. a

phenomenon nut unusual in tropical cli

mates. Prof. Tyndall.

Serenade (ser-e-nad'). n. [Fr. s/trinade,

from It *<>renata, a serenade, night-music,

clear and fine weather at night, from I*

smrenus, clear, fair, bright. ] Music per

formed in the open air at night; usually,

an entertainment of music given in the

night by a lover to his mistress under her

window. Such music is sometimes performed

aa a mark of esteem and good-will towards

distinguished persona The name is also

given to a piece of music characterized by

the soft repose which is supposed to be in

harmony with the stillness of night See

SzkexaTa.

Shall I rhe orit;hl>ourV nightly rest invade

At her deaf doors with some vile serenade! Dryden.

Serenade (ser-e-nadO, v.t. pret. & pp. sere

naded; ppr. serenading, To entertain with

a serenade or nocturnal music.

He continued to serenade her every morning till

the queen was charmed with his harmony.

Spectator.

Serenade (ser-e-nad'), v. i To perform ser

enades or nocturnal music.

A nwn might as well serenade in Greenland as in

our region. Toiler.

Serenade!* (ser-e-nad'£r), Ti. One who ser

enades or performs nocturnal music.

Berfrnafr" (ser-e-na'ta), n. In muttic, ori

ginally a serenade, but latterly applied to a

cantata having a pastoral subject, and to a

work of large proportions, in the form, to

some extent, of a symphony.

Serenatet (ser-e-natf),". A serenade. Milton.

Serene (se-ren'), a. [L serenus, serene;

allied by Curtius with Gr. seirinos, hot,

scorching, said of summer heat, Seirios, Si

nus, and sfcr swar, heaven, surya. the sun.]

1 Clear or fair, and calm; placid; quiet;

aa, a serene sky ; a serene air.

Spirits live inspired

In regions mild, of calm and serene air. Milton,

The moon, serene in glory, mounts the sky. Pope.

2. Calm ; unruffled ; undisturbed ; aa, a se

rtne aspect; a serene soul.

Hard by

Stood serene CupMs watching silently. Keats.

a An epithet orformof address restricted to

the sovereign princes of Germany, and the

members of their families; as, his serene

highness prince so and so. 'To the most

serene Prince Leopold. Archdukeof Austria.'

Milton. — Drop serene, the disease of the eye

known as gutta screna; amaurosis or black

cataract MUtan,

Serene (se-ren'), n. 1. Clearness.

\'i mtst obscures, nor cloud, nof speck, nor stain,

Breaks the sertne of heaven. tt'ardswvrth.

i Serenity ; tranquillity; calmness. [Poeti

cal]

To their master is denied

To ihare their sweet semte. Young.

J. The cold damp of evening; blight or un

wholesome air.

Sooc serene Mayt me, or dire lightning strike

This my offendini; face. B. Jonson.

Jin this sense the same as Serein (which

•eeV]

Serene (se-ren'). v.t pret. & pp. serened;

ppr serening. To make clear and calm; to

quiet

Heaven and earth, as frf contrnding', vie

To raise his beiti*; and serene his soul. Thomson.

Z To clear; to brighten [Rare.]

Take care

Thy tnud-Iy beverage to terene and drive

Precipitant the fewer ropy lees. j. Philips.

Serenely (se-renll), adv. L Calmly; quietly.

The tcuiag sua nov shone serenely bright. Pope,

2. With unruffled temper; coolly; deliber

ately. 'That men would, without shame or

fear, confidently and serenely break a rule.'

Lcdte

Sereneness (se-rfn'nes). n. The state of

being -serene; serenity. ' The sereneness of

a healthful conscience.' Feltham.

Serenitudet (s£-ren'i-tud),». Calmness. Wot-

ftm.

Serenity (se-ren't-ti), n. [Fr. strinit/, L

srreiutaa See SERENE. ] 1. The quality or

condition oi being serene; clearness; calm

ness; quietness; stillness; peace; as, the se

renity of the air or Bky.

A general peace and serenity newly succeeded a

general trouble. Sir It'. Temple.

2. Calmness of mind; evenness of temper;

undisturbed state; coolness.

I cannot see how any men should transgress those

moral rules with confidence and serenity. Locke.

3. A title of respect or courtesy; serene

highness. ' The sentence of that court now

sent to your serenity.' Milton.

Serf (serf), n. [Fr., from L. serous, a slave,

from servio, to be a slave.] A villein ; one

of those who in the middle ages were in

capable of holding property, were attached

to the land and transferred with it, and

liable to feudal services of the lowest de

scription; a forced labourer attached to an

estate, as formerly in Russia

Serfage, Serfdom (aerfaj, serf'dom),n. The

state or condition of a serf.

Serfhood, Sernsm (serfhud, serfizni), n.

Same as Serfage.

Serge (serj), n. [Fr. serge, It. sargia. a

coverlet, eargano, serge ; origin doubtful

Diez suggests L, serieum, silk, Ar. naraka.]

A kind of twilled worsted cloth of inferior

quality—Silk serge, a twilled silken stuff

used by tailors for lining garments.

Serge (serj), n. [Fr. cierge, a wax taper; L.

cereus, waxed, cera, wax.] In the H. Cath.

Ch. a name given to the large wax candles,

sometimes weighing several pounds, burned

before the altar.

Sergeancy (sar'jan-Bi), n. The office of a

sergeant or serjeant-at-law.

Sergeancy, Sergeantcy (sar'jan-si, aar'-

jant-si), n. Same as SerjeanUhip.

Sergeant (sar'jant), n. [Also written Ser

jeant. From Fr. sergent, 0. Fr. serjent, ori

ginally a st.-rv.int, a servitor, from L.serviens,

servientis, ppr. of servio, to serve (servient-,

servient-, serjent. See ABRIDGE).] It A

squire, attendant upon a prince or noble

man —2. A sheriff's officer; a bailiff. See

Serjeant.

This fell sergeant, death.

Is strict in his arrest. Shah.

3. A non-commissioned officer in the army

in the grade next above corporal. He 1b

appointed to see discipline observed, to

teach the soldiers their drill, and also to

command small bodies of men as escorts

and the like. Every company has four ser

geants, of whom the senior is the colour-

sergeant (which see). A superior class are

the staf-sergeants (see STAFF-SERGEANT);

and above all is the sergeant-major (which

see). — Covering sergeant, a sergeant who,

during the exercise of a battalion, stands

or moves behind each officer commanding

or acting with a platoon or company.—

Lance sergeant, a corporal acting as a ser

geant in a company.—Pay sergeant, a ser

geant appointed to pay the men and to ac

count for all disbursements. — White ser-

Ceant, a term of ridicule for a lady who in-

erferes in military matters. See also Drill-

SERGEANT. QUARTERMASTER - SERGEANT. —

4. A lawyer of the highest rank in Euglaml.

See Serjeant—5. A title given to certain

of the sovereign's servants. See SERJEANT.

6. A police-officer of superior rank. [The

two orthographies sergeant and Serjeant are

both well authorized, but in the legal sense,

and as applied to certain officers of the royal

household, of municipal and legislative

bodies, the latter spelling is the one usually

adopted . ]

Sergeant-major (saVjant-ma-jerX » In

the army, the highest non-commissioned

officer in a regiment. He acts as assistant

to the adjutant.

Sergeantry, Sergeanty (sar-jant-ri, sar'-

jant-i), n. Same as Serjeantry.

Sergeantship (saYjant-ship), n. The office

of a sergeant.

Serial (se'ri-al), a. 1. Pertaining to a series;

consisting of, constituted by, or having the

nature of a series. -2. In hot. of or pertain

ing to rows. Asa Gray. —Serial homology,

in tool, the homology or similarity exhibited

by organs or structures following each other

in a straight line or series in certain animals

(e.g. the joints of a lobster's body).

Serial (se^ri-al), n. 1. A tale or other com

position commenced in one number of a

periodical work, and continued iu succes

sive numbera — 2. A work or publication

issued in successive numbers; a periodical.

Seriality (se-ri-al'i-ti). n. The state or con

dition of following in successive order; se

quence.

When we raterroffate consciousness, we find that

though the general seri.ility of the changes is obvi-

ous. there are many experiences which make us hesi

tate to assert complete seriality. H. Spencer.

Serially (se'ri-al-li). adv. In a series or

in regular order; as, arranged serially.

Seriate (se'ri-at), a. Arranged in a series or

succession; pertaining to a aeries.

Seriately (se'ri-iit-li), adv. In a regular

series.

Seriatim (se-ri-a'tim), adv. [L] In regular

order; one after the other.

Sericeous (se-rish'us), a. [L. sericeus, from

serieum, silk.] 1. Pertaining to silk; con

sisting of silk; silky. — 2. In bot covered

with very soft hairs pressed close to the sur

face; as, a sericeous leaf.

Sericulture (se'ri-kul-tur), u. [L. setieum,

silk, and cultura, cultivation . ] The breed

ing and treatment of silkworms. Tomlinson.

Sertculturist(se-ri-kurtu-rist), n. A culti

vator of silkworms.

SexlculUB (se-rik'u-lus), n. [From L. seri

eum, silk, from its glossy plumage] A

genus of Australian insessorial birds belong

ing to the family of the orioles. S. chn/so-

cephalus is known by the name of the Re

gent-bird. See Regent-bird.

Serie,t n. Series. Chaucer.

Seriema (ser-l-6'ma), n. [The Brazilian

name.] The Dicholophtts cristatusot Illiger,

a grailatonal bird of the size of a heron,

inhabiting the great mountain plains of

Brazil, where its sonorous voice often breaks

the silence of the desert It is a bird of

retired habits. It is protected on account

of its serpent-killing habits. Written also

(jariama and Ceriema.

Series (se'rez or se'ri-ez), n. sing, and pi.

[L., same root as sero, to join, to weave to

gether; Gr. seira, a cord; Skr. sarat, sarit, a

thread.] L A continued succession of similar

things, or of things bearing a similar re

lation to each other; an extended order,

line, or course; sequence; succession; as, a

series of kings ; a scries of calamitous

events.

During some years his life was a series of triumphs.

Mmcaulay,

2. In geol. a set of strata possessing some

common mineral or fossil characteristic; as.

the greensand series; the W'enlock series,

ifcc. — 3. In client, a group of compounds,

each containing the same radical. — 4. Iu

arith, and alg. a number of terms in suc

cession, increasing or diminishing according

to a certain law. The usual form of a scries

is a set of terms connected by the signs -f

or —.—Arithmetical series, a series in which

each terra differs from the preceding by

the addition or subtraction of a constant

number or quantity ; or it is a series in

which the terms increase or decrease by a

common difference, as 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, etc.,

or 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 0, -2. -A, -9, &c. Alge

braically, a, a+d, a+2il, a+3d, a-f id, Ac;

or z, z-d, z—2a\ z-Zd, z—4d, &c; where

a represents the least term, z the greatest,

and rf the common difference.—.4 circular

scries, one whose terms depend on circular

functions, as sines, cosines, «te. —A converg

ing series is one in which the successive

terms become less and less—A diverging

series, one in which any term is greater

than the preceding.—A n exponential series,

one whose terras depend on exponential

quantities.—The general term of a series is

a function of some indeterminate quantity

x, which, on substituting successively the

numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., for x, produces the

terms of the series.—Geometrical series, a

series in which the terms increase or de

crease by a common multiplier or common

divisor, termed the common ratio. See

Progression. — Indeterminate series, one

whose terms proceed by the powers of an

indeterminate quantity.—When the number

of terms is greater than any assignable num

ber, the series is said to be infinite.—Law

of a series, -that relation which subsists be

tween the successive terms of a series, and

by which their general term may be denoted.

—A logarithmic series, one whose terms de

pend on logarithms. — ^ recurring series,

one in which each term la a certain constant

function of two or more of the preceding

terms; as, l + 3x + 4x7+7x* +11 a:*, Ac—

Summation of series, the method of finding

the sum of a series whether the number of

terms be unite or in finite. See Progres

sion.

Seriform (ser'i-form), a. [L. Seres, the Chi

nese, and forma, form ] Applied to a sec

tion of the Altaic family of languages, com

prising the Chinese, Siamese, Burmese, &c.

ch. eaain; ch, Sc. locA; g. po; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, limn; th, tMu; w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—Sec KEY.



SERIN 38 SERPENTINE

Serin (serin), n. [Fr.] A song-bird of the

(inch tribe (Fringilla serina), found in the

central parts of Europe. It has a small,

horny, and short bill; and its habits are

mostly similar to those of the canary bird.

Seringue (se-ring'ga), n. [Pg. seringa, a sy

ringe, caoutchouc having been first used to

make syringes] A South American name

for the caoutchouc-tree, a species of Si

phon i a.

Serio-comic, Serio-comlcal (se'ri-6-kom"-

ik, se'ri-d-kom"ik-al), a. Having a mixture

of seriousness and comicality.

Serious (Be'ri-us), a. [Fr. strieux, L. string,

serious, earnest.] 1. Grave in manner or

disposition; solemn; not light, gay, or vola

tile; as, a serious man; a serious habit or

disposition. ' A weighty and & serious brow.'

Shak.

He is always serious, yet there is about his manner

a graceful ease. Macaulay.

2. Really intending what is said ; being in

earnest; not jesting or making a false pre

tence.

I hear of peace and war In newspapers ; but I am

never alarmed, except when 1 am informed that the

sovereigns want treasure : then I know that the mon-

archs are serious, Disraeli.

3. Important; weighty; not trifling.

I'll hence to London on a serious matter. .S/t.ii,

4. Attended with danger; giving rise to ap

prehension; as, a serious illness.—5. Deeply

impressed with the importance of religion.

Seriously (se'ri-us-li), adv. In a serious

manner; gravely; solemnly; in earnest;

without levity; as, to think seriously of

amending one's life.

Juno and Ceres whisper seriously. Shak.

Seriousness (se'ri-us-nes), n. 1. The con

dition or quality of being serious; gravity

of manner or of mind ; solemnity; as, he

spoke with great seriousness, or with an air

of seriousness.— 2. Earnest attention, par

ticularly to religious concerns.

That spirit of religion and seriousness vanished all

at once. Atterbury.

Serjania(ser-ja'nf-a). n. (In honour of Paul

Serjeant, a French friar and botanist.] An

entirely tropical South American and West

Indian genus of plants, nat. order Sapinda-

cerc. The species are climbing or twining

shrubs with tendrils, with divided leaves

and white flowers arranged in racemes.

Some of them possess very poisonous pro

perties. S. triternata is acrid and narcotic,

and employed for the purpose of stupefying

fish.

Serjeant (saYJant), n. [Fr. sergent. See

SEHOEant.] 1. Formerly, an officer in Eng

land, nearly answering to the more modem

bailiff of the hundred; also, an officer whose

duty was to attend on the sovereign, and

on the lord high steward in court, to arrest

traitors and other offenders. This officer is

now called serjeant-at-arms. A similar offi

cer, termed a serjeant-at-arms, attends the

lord-chancellor; another, the speaker of the

House of Commons, and another the Lord-

mayor of London on Bolemn occasions.—

Common serjeant, an officer of the city of

London who attendB the lord-mayor and

court of aldermen on court days, and is in

council with them on all occasions.—2. Milit.

see Sergeant, which for this sense is the

usual spelling.—3. In England, a lawyer of

the highest rank. He is called serjeant-at-

law, serjeant-countor, or serjeant of the

coif. By ancient custom the common law

judges were always admitted to the order

of Serjeants before sitting as judges, but

this practice was abolished in 1874. A ser

jeant is appointed by writ or patent of the

crown.—Serjeants of the household, officers

who execute several functions within the

royal household, as the serjeant-surgeon,

Ac— Inferior Serjeants, Serjeants of the

mace in corporations, officers of the county,

Ac. There are also Serjeants of manors,

Ac. See Sergeant.—Serjeants' inn, a so

ciety or corporation consisting of the entire

body of serjeants-at-law. See under INN.—

King's or queen's serjeant, the name given

to one or more of the serjeants-at-law,whose

presumed duty is to plead for the king in

causes of a public nature, as indictments for

treason, Ac.

SerJeant-at-arms(saYjant-at~armz),n. See

Serjeant.

Serjeant-countor (saYjant-kount-or), n. A

serjeant-at-law.

Sarjeantship (sar'jant-ship), n. The office

of a serjeant-at-law. Called also Serjeaney,

Swjeantcy.

Serjeanty, Serjeantry (sar'jant-i, saYjant-

ri), n. An honorary kind of English tenure,

on condition of service due, not to any lord,

but to the king only. Serjeanty is of two

kinds, grand serjeanty and petit sergeanty.

Grand serjeanty is a particular kind of

knight service, a tenure by which the ten

ant was bound to attend on the king in per

son, not merely in war, but in his court,

and at all times when summoned. Petit

serjeanty was a tenure in which the services

stipulated for bore some relation to war,

but were not required to be executed per

sonally by the tenant, or to be performed

to the person of the king, as the payment

of rent in implements of war, as a bow, a

pair of spurs, a sword, a lance, or the like.

Sermocination t ( ser-rad ' sl-na"Bhon ), n.

[L. sertnocinatio, from sermocinari, to dis

course. See Sermon.] Speech-making. 'Ser-

mocinations of ironmongers, felt-makers,

cobblers, broom-men.' Bp. Hall.

Sermocinator t (ser-md'si-na"tor), n. [See

above. ] One that makes sermonsor speeches.

'Obstreperous sermocinators.' Howell.

Sermon (seYmon), n. [L. sermo, sennonis,

speech, discourse, connected discourse, from

sero, to join together.] It A speech, dis

course, or writing.—2. A discourse delivered

in public, especially by a clergyman or

preacher, for the purpose of religious in

struction or the inculcation of morality,

and grounded on some text or passage of

Scripture; a similar discourse written or

printed, whether delivered or not; a homily.

Mis preaching much, but more his practice wrought,

A living sermon of the truths he taught. Dryden.

3. A serious exhortation, rebuke, or reproof;

an address on one's conduct or duty.

[Colloq.]

Sermon (seYmon), v. t. 1. 1 To discourse of,

as in a sermon. Spenser.—Z To tutor; to

lesson ; to lecture. ' Come, sermon me no

further.' Shak.

Sermon (seYnion), v.i. To compose or de

liver a sermon. Milton.

Sermoneer (ser-mon-eY), n. A preacher of

sermons; a sermonlzer; a sermonist. B.Jon-

son; Thackeray.

Sermonlc, Sermonical (ser-mon'ik, ser-

mon'ik-al). a. Like a sermon; hortatory.

'Conversation . . . grave or gay, satirical

or sermonic. ' Prof. Wilson. [Rare. ]

Sermoning (ser'mon-ing), n. The act of

preaching or teaching; hence, discourse; in

struction; advice. 'A weekly charge of

sermoning. ' Milton.

Sermonish (seYmon-iah), a. Resembling a

sermon. [Rare ]

Sermonist (seYmon-ist), n. A writer or de

liverer of sermons.

Sermonium (ser-mo'ni-um), n. [L. ] An in

terlude or historical play formerly acted by

the inferior orders of the Catholic clergy,

assisted by youths, in the body of the

church.

Sermonize (seYmon iz), v.i. pret. A pp. ser

monized ; ppr. sermonizing. 1. To preach ;

to discourse.

In sailor fashion roughly sermonizing

On providence and trust in Heaven. Tennyson.

2. To inculcate rigid rules. ' The dictates

of a morose and sermonizing father.' Ches

terfield.— Z. To make sermons; to compose

or write a sermon or sermons.

Sermonize (seYmon-iz), v.t. pret. A pp. ser

monized; ppr. sermonizing. To preach a

sermon to; to discourse in a sermonizing

way to; to affect or influence, as by a ser

mon. 'Which of us shall sing or sermonize

the other fast asleep. ' Landor.

Sermonlzer (ser'raon-Iz-er), ». One who

sermonizes; a preacher.

Serolln, Serollne (ser'd-lin), n. [L. serum]

A peculiar kind of fat contained in the

blood. It is a mixture of several sub

stances.

Seroon, Seron (se-rbn', seron'), n. [Sp.

seron, a frail or basket] 1. A weight vary

ing with the substance which it measures.

Thus a seroon of almonds is the quantity of

87J lbs.; of anise-seed, from 3 to 4 cwt—

2. A bale or package made of hide or leather,

or formed of pieces of wood covered or

fastened with hide, for holding drugs, Ac;

a ceroon.

Seroset (se'rds), a. Watery; serous. Dr.

II. More.

Serosity (se-ros'i-ti), n. [Fr. serositi. See

Serum ] 1. The state of being serous.—2. A

serous fluid; serum; the watery part of the

blood which exudes from the serum when

it is coagulated by heat. Dunglison.

Serotine (s6'ro-tiuX »- [Fr. serotine, L.

serotinus, late] A species of European bat.

the Vespertilio or Scotophilus serotinus. It

Is somewhat rare in England, but common

in France, of a chestnut colour, solitary in

its habits, frequenting forests, and of slow

flight.

Serotinous (se-rot'in-us), a. [L serotinus,

from serus, late.] In hot. appearing late in

a season, or later than some other allied

species.

Serous (se'rus), a. [Fr. sereux. See Serum. 7

1. Thin; watery; like whey: applied to that

part of the blood which separates in coagu

lation from the grumous or red part ; also

to the fluid which lubricates a serous mem

brane. — 2. Pertaining to serum. — Serous

membrane. See Membrane.

Serpens (seYpenz), n. [L., a serpent] A

northern constellation. See Serpent.

Serpent (serpent), n, [L. serpens, serpent**,

from serpo. Or. herpd, to creep; Skr. sarpa,

a serpent, from srip, to creep, to go. ] l . An

ophidian reptile without feet: a snake. Ser

pents are extremely elongated in form, and

they moveby meansof muscularcontractions

of their bodies. Their hearts have two auri

cles and one ventricle. This is the widest uae

of the term serpent. This term is likewise ap

plied to a family of ophidian reptiles which

comprisesall the genera without a sternum,

and without any vestige of a shoulder, «V<

In Cuvier's arrangement serpents constitute

the order Ophidia. See Ophidia.— 2l In

astron. a constellation in the northern hemi

sphere. See Ophiuchus.—3. A powerful baas

musical instrument, consisting of a long

conical tube of wood covered with leather,

having a mouth-piece, ventages, and keys,

and bent in a serpentine form ; hence ita

name. Its compass is said to be from B

flat below the bass-staff to C in the third

space of the treble-clef.— 4. Fig. a subtle

or malicious person.—5. A kind of firework

having a serpentine motion as it passes

through the air.—Serpent-stones or snake-

stones, popular names sometimes applied to

the ammonites.

Serpent (seYpent), v.i. To wind like a ser

pent; to meander. ' The serpenting of the

Thames.* Evelyn. [Rare]

Serpentaria (ser-pen-ta'ri-a), n. A trivial

name given to several plants that have

been reputed to be remedial of snake bites,

as Aristolochia Serpentaria, &c. See Snake

ROOT.

Serpentarius (ser-pen-ta'ri-us). n. A con

stellation in the northern hemisphere-

Called also Ophiuchus.

Serpentary (serpen-ta-ri), n. A plant, the

Anstoloehuj Serpentaria.

Serpentary-root (seYpt-n-ta-ri-rbt), n. The

root of Aristoloehia Serpentaria, a North

American plant used in medicine as a tonic,

stimulant, diaphoretic, and febrifuge.

Serpent-boat (serpent-hot), n. See Pam-

BAN-MANCHB.

Serpent-charmer (seYpent-chaYm-er). n.

One who charms or professes to charm ser

pents; one who makes serpents obey hiswilL

Serpent-cucumber (seYpent-ku-kum-ber),

n. A plant of the genus Trichosanthea,

T. colubrina, so called from the remarkable

serpent-like appearance of its fruits.

Serpent - eater (seYpent-et-eY), n. A bird

of Africa that devours serpents ; the secre

tary-bird (Oypogeranus serpentarius). See

Secretart-bird.

Serpent-fence (seYpent-fens), n. A zigzag

fence made by placing the ends of the rail*

upon each other.

Serpent -fish (seYpent-flsh), n. Same as

Band-fish.

Serpentiform (ser-pent'i-form), a. Having

the form of a serpent; serpentine.

Serpentigenoufl (ser-pen-tij'en-us), a. Bred

of a serpent.

Serpentine (serpen-tiu).a. [L. serptntinus,

from serpens, serpent-is, a serpent] 1. Per

taining to or resembling a serpent; having

the qualities of a serpent; subtle. 'To free

him from so serpentine a companion.' Sir

P. Sidney.— 2. Winding or turning one way

and the other, like a moving serpent ; an

fractuous; meandering; spiral; crooked; as,

a serpentine road or course ; a serpentine

worm of a still.—3. In the manege, applied

to a horse's tongue when he is constantly

moving It, and sometimes passing it over

the bit — Serpentine verse, a verse which

begins and ends with the same word. The

following are examples :—

Crescit amor numrm, quantum Ipsa pecuntA erescit

Greater grows the love of pelf, as pelf itself grows

greater.

Ambo florentes setatihus. Arcades ambo.

Both in the spring of life. Arcadians both.

Fate, far, fat, fill; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; f, Sc. tey.
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Serpentine (aer'pen-tln), it. A rock, gene

rally unstratined, which ia principally com

posed of hydrated silicate of magnesia, com

monly occurring associated with altered

limestone. It is usually dark-coloured

green, red. brown, or gray, with shades and

spot* resembling a serpent's skin. Its de

gree of hardness, and the peculiar arrange

ment of its colours, form the distinctive

characters of serpentine. Serpentine is

often nearly allied to the harder varieties

of steatite and potstone. It presents two

varieties, precious serpentine and common

serpentine. Though soft enough to be easily

cat or turned, serpentine admits of a high

polish, and is much used for the manufac

ture of various ornamental articles.

Serpentine (serpen-tin), v.i. pret. * pp.

serpentined; ppr. serpentining. To wind

like a serpent; to meander.

In these fair vales by nature form'd to please,

Where Guadalquivir terpentines with ease.

It'. Harte.

Serpentinely (serpen-tin-li), adv. In a ser

pentine manner

Serpentlnous (seVpen-tl-nuB), a. Relating

to, of the nature of, or resembling serpen

tine.

Serpentize (seVpen-tlz). tu". pret & pp. ser-

pentized; ppr. serpentizing. To wind; to

turn or bend, first in one direction and

then in the opposite; to meander; to ser

pentine. [Rare.]

The river runs before the door, and serpentixes

more than yoo can conceive. H. If alpole.

Serpent-like (serpent-Ilk), a. Like a ser

pent Shak

Serpentry (ser'pent-ri), n. 1. A winding

like that of a serpent.—2 A place infested

by serpents. [Rare in both senses.]

Serpent's-tongue (ser'pents-tung), n. 1. A

fern of the genus Ophioglossum, so called

from the form of its fronds; adder's-tongue.

2. A name given to the fossil teeth of a spe

cies of shark, because they resemble tongues

with their roots.

Serpent-withe (ser'pent-with), n. A plant,

Anstoioeftia odoratisfima.

Serpett (ser'pet), n, [L sirpiadus, n basket

made of rushes, from sirpus, scirpus, a rush. ]

A basket.

Serpiginous (ser-pij'in-usX o t Affected

with serpigo. —2. In med. applied to certain

affections which creep, as it were, from one

part to another; as. serpiginous erysipelas.

Serpigo (ser-pl'go). n. [L.L., from L. tterpo,

to creep. ] A former name for ringworm.

Shak.

Serplath (serplath), n [Corruption of sar-

jdar ] A weight equal to 80 stones. [8cotch,]

Ssrpolet (ser'po-let), n, [Ft.) Wild thyme.

Serpula (serpu-la), n. [A dim. of h. serpo,

to creep] A genus of cephalobranchiate

annelidans belonging to the order Tubicola,

inhabiting cylindrical and tortuous caleare-

Serjiula, detached and in tube.

ons tabes attached to rocks, shells, Ac, in

the sea. The shells or tubes are in general

exqaiaitcly coloured. Several species are

common on the British coasts, but the

largest are found in tropical seas.

Serpnlean (ser-pu'lean), n. One of the

SeTpulidse.

SerpulidaB (ser-pu'II-de). n. pi [Serpula

(which see), and Gr. eidos, resemblance] A

family of tubicolons annelidans.nf which the

genus Serpula is the type. See SERPULA.

Serpulidan (ser-pu'li-dan), n. A member

of the family Serpulidte.

Serpullte (se^pu-lit), n. Fossil remains of

the genus Serpula.

Berrt (ser). v.t. [Ft. serrer, to press, to

squeeze, from J sero, to lock, sera, a bolt

or box.] To crowd, press, or drive together.

Heal attenuates and sets forth the spirit of a body.

and upon that the more gross parts contract and

serr themselves together. Jiacon.

Serra (ser'ra), n. [L.t a saw.] In anat. a

dentation, or tooth-like articulating process

of certain bones, as those of the cranium.

Serradilla (ser-ra-dil'la), n. [Pg] A plant,

Omithopus sativus. See Obnithop^s.

Serranus (ser-ra'nus), n. [From L. serra, a

saw—from the saw-like form of the dorsal

fin.] A genus of teleostean fishes, included

Serranus scriba (Lettered Serranus).

in the family Percida? or perches, but read

ily distinguished by their possessing only

one dorsal tin and seven brnnchiostegous

rajs. The S. eabrilla and 5. Cottchii are

found off the British coast, where they are

known under the name of cumber. S. scriba

inhabits the Mediterranean.

Serrate, SerratecKser'rat.ser'-

rat-ed), a. [L. serratus, pp. of

serro, to saw —serra, a saw]

Notched on the edge like a saw ;

toothed ; specifically, in hot.

having sharp notches about

the edge, pointing toward the

extremity; as, a serrate leaf.

When a serrate leaf has small

serratures upon the large ones,

it is said to be doubly serrate,

as in the elm. We say also a

serrate calyx, corolla, or sti

pule. A scrrate-ciliate leaf is

one having fine hairs, like the

eye-lashes, on the serratures.

A serrate-dentate leaf has the Serrate Leaf.

serratures toothed.

Serration (ser-ra'shon), n. Formation in

the shape of a saw.

Far above, in thunder-blue serration, stand the

eternal edges of the angry Apennine, dark with

rolling impendence of volcanic cloud. Raskin.

Serratula (ser r.it'u-la). n. A genus of com

posite plants. See Saw-wort.

Serrature (ser'ra-tur), ft, A notching in the

edge of anything, like a saw. Woodward.

Serricorn (ser'ri-korn), a. Belonging or

pertaining to the family of coleopterous in

sects Serricornes; having serrated autennre.

Serricorn (ser'ri-korn), n. A coleopterous

insect of the family Serricornes.

Serricornes (ser-ri-kor'nez), n. pi. [h. serra,

a saw, and cornu,

a horn.] Cuvier's

third family of

coleoptenuis in

sects.comprehend

ing those which

have serrated or

saw -shaped an

tenna?, as the Bu-

prestis, Elater. Ac.

The cut shows (1)

the Bpringing-

beetle(Elater).and

the antenna; of

(2)Phyllocerus,(3)

Piichyderes.

Serried (ser'rid), p and a. [See SERRY]

Crowded; compacted. ' To relax their §*r-

ried files.' Milton.

Serrous (ser'rus), a. Like the teeth of a

s:tw; irregular. Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]

Serrulate, Serrulated (ser'ru-lat, serVu-

lat-ed), a. [From L. serruta, dim. of serra, a

saw.] Finely serrate ; having very minute

notches.

Serrulation (ser-ru-la'shon), n. A small

notching like the teeth of a saw; an inden

tation.

Serryt (ser'ri), v.t. [Ft. serrer. See SERR.]

To crowd; to press together. [Obsolete,

except in pp. serried.]

Sertularia (ser-tu-la'ri-a), n. [L. sertum,

a garland.] A genus of Hydrozoa, popu

larly called, from their resemblance to mini

ature trees, sea-Jirs. It is the type genus of

the order Sertularida (which see).

Sertularian (ser-tu-la ri-an), n. A member

of the order Sertularida (which see).

Sertularida (ser-tu-lii'ri-da), n. pi. An or

der of ccelenterate animals, class Hydrozoa,

Serricornes.

comprising those whose hydrosoma (or en

tire organism) becomes fixed by an adherent

base, called a hydrorhiza, developed from

the end of the cconosarc, or the common

medium by which the various polypitea con

stituting the compound animal are united

together. These polypites are invariably

defended by little cup-like expansions called

hydrothecse. The cccnosarc generally con

sists of a main stem with many branches,

and it is so plant-like in appearance that

the common sertularians are often mistaken

for sea-weed, and are often called sea-firs.

The young sertularian, on escaping from

the ovum, appears as a free-swimming cili

ated body, which soon loses its cilia, fixes

itself and develops a caenosarc, by budding

from which the branching hydrosoma of the

perfect organism is produced.

Serum (se'rum), n. [L., akin to Gr. oros,

whey, serum; Skr. stira, water.] L The

thin transparent part of the blood; also, the

lymph-like fluid secreted by certain mem

branes in the human body, such as the peri

cardium, pleura, peritoneum, Ac., which

are thence denominated serous membranes.

The serum of the blood, which separates

from the crassamentum during the coagu

lation of that liquid, has a pale straw-col

oured or greenish-yellow colour, is trans

parent when carefully collected, has a

slightly saline taste, and is somewhat unc

tuous to the touch. It usually constitutes

about three-fourths of the blood, the pressed

coagulum forming about one-fourth. See

Blood—2. The thin part of milk separated

from the curd and oil ; whey. Called also

Serum Lacti*.

Servable (serv'a-bl), a. Capable of being

served.

Servage.t ». Servitude. Chaucer.

Serval(ser'val), n. A digitigrade carnivor

ous mammal of the cat genus, the Leopardut

Serval of Southern Africa. It measures

about 2 feet 10 inches in length, including

the thick bushy tail, which is from 10 to 12

inches long. The ground colour of the fur

ia of a bright golden tint, sobered with a

wash of gray, and marked with black spots.

Its food consists of small mammals and

birds. Called also Bush-cat and Tiger-cat.

Servand, t pp. of serve. Serving. Chaucer.

Servant (serVant*. n. [Fr., from seroir, L.

eervire, to serve, whence also sergeant,

which is little else than another form of this

word.] 1. One who serves or does services,

voluntarily or involuntarily; a person, male

or female, who is employed by another for

menial offices or other labour, and is subject

to his command; one who exerts himself or

herself or labours for the benefit of a mas

ter or employer; a subordinate assistant or

helper. The term servant usually implies

the general idea of one who performs service

for another according to compact; a slave,

on the other hand, is the property of bis

master, and is entirely subject to his will.

In a legal sense, stewards, factors, bailiffs,

and other agents, are servants for the time

they are employed in the business of their

principal; so any person may be legally the

servant of another, in whose business or

under whose order, direction, or control he

is acting for the time being. The term is

often applied distinctively to domestics or

. domestic servants, those who for the time

being form part of a household; as, Mrs.

Smith has tour servants.—Servants' hall, the

room in a house set apart for the use of the

servants in common, in which they take

their meals together, Ac—2. One in a state

of subjection.

Remember that thou wast ifflWAfiO Pgypt.

• Deut. v. 15.

The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is

servant to the lender. Pro*, xxii. 7.

3. An expression of civility used often by

equals; formerly, also a term of gallantry

denoting an admirer of a lady.

St/via (to Valentine). I thank you, gentle servant.

Shak.

— Your humble servant, your obedient ser

vant, phrases of civility used more espe

cially in closing a letter, and expressing or

understood to express the willingness of the

speaker or writer to do service to the per

son addressed.

Our betters tell us they are our humble servants,

but understand us to be their slaves. Sivift.

—Servant of servants, (a) one debased to

the lowest condition of servitude. Gen. ix.

25. (6) A title (serrus servorum) assumed

by the popes since the time of Oregory the

Great.

th, cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, go; j,job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; ill, then; th, (ftin; w, wig; wh, u-Aig; zb, azure.—See Key.
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Servant* (BAr'vant), v. t. To subject

My affairs are srrvanted to others. Shak.

Servantesst (ser'vant-es), n. A female ser

vant. Wycliffe.

Servant -girl. Servant-maid (serVant-

gerl, serVant-mad), n. A female or maid

servant

Servant-man (servant-man), n. A male or

man servant.

Servantry (serVant-ri), n. Servants collec

tively, or body of servants. W. H. Russell.

Servanty (ser'vsnt-i), n. The state or con

dition of a servant; the privilege of serving

or acting as a servant. ' God's gift to us of

servanty.' E. B. Browning.

Serve (serv), v.t. pret & pp. served; ppr.

serving. [Ft. gervir, from L. servio, to serve,

from servus, aservant,aslaveoraerf;bysome

supposed to be from same root as Q. schwer,

heavy, O.H.G. swari, burdensome; Lith.

swaras, a weight It would therefore not be

connected with L. servo, to keep carefully,

to keep unharmed (whence conserve, pre

serve), this verb being from root of salus,

safety, salvus, safe. See Safe. ] 1. To work

for; to perform regular or continuous du

ties in behalf of; to act as servant to; to be

in the employment of, as a domestic, slave,

hired assistant, official helper, or the like.

Jacob loved Rachel ; and said, I will serve thee

seven years for Rachel thy younger daughter.

Gen. zxlx. 18.

No man can serve two masters. Mat. vi. 24.

2. To render spiritual obedience and wor

ship to; to conform to the law of, and treat

with due reverence.

And if it seem evil unto yon to serve the Lord,

choose you this day whom ye will serve.

Jos. zxlv. 15.

3. To be subordinate or subservient to; to

act an inferior or secondary part under; to

minister to,

Bodies bright and greater should not serve

The less not bright. Milton.

4. To wait on or attend in the services of the

table or at meals; to supply with food.

Others, pamper'd in their shameless pride.

Are served in plate. Dryden.

5. To bring forward and place or arrange,

as viands or food on a table: generally with

up, rarely with in.

How durst thou bring it from the dresser, and serve

it thus to me that love it nott Shak.

Thy care is. under polished tins.

To serve the hot-and-hot. Tennyson.

Some part he roasts, then serves It up so drest.

Dryden.

Soon after our dinner was served in. Bacon.

6. To perform the service of; to perform

the duties required in or for; as, a curate

may serve two churches. —7. To contribute

or conduce to; to be sufficient for; to pro

mote ; to be of use to. ' Feuds serving his

traitorous end.' Tennyson.—8. To help by

good offices; to administer to the wants

of. 'Serve his kind in deed and word.'

Tennyson. — 9. To be in the place or in

stead of anything to; to be of use to instead

of something else; to he in lieu of; to an

swer; as, a sofa may serve one for a seat and

for a couch.

The cry of ' Talbot * serves me for a sword. Shak.

10. To regulate one's conduct In accordance

with the fashion, spirit, or demands of; to

comply with; to submit or yield to.

They think herein we serve the time, because

thereby we either hold or seek preferment. Hooker.

The man who spoke;

Who never sold the truth to serve the hour.

Nor palter"d with Eternal God for power.

Tennyson.

11. To behave towards; to treat: to requite;

as, he tcrved me very ungratefully.—12. To

satisfy; to content.

Nothing would serve them then but riding.

Sir R. I,'Estrange.

13. To handle; to manipulate; to manage;

to work ; as, the guns were well served. —

14. Naut. to protect from friction, etc., as a

rope by winding something tight round it

15. In law, to deliver or transmit to; to pre

sent to in due form: often with on or upon

before the person.

They required that no bookseller should be al

lowed to unpack a box of books without notice and

a catalogue served upon a Judge. Brougham.

—To serve one's self of, to avail one's self of;

to make use of; to use. [A Gallicism]

If they elevate themselves, 'tis only to fall from a

higher place, because they serve themselves rf other

men's wings. Drydtn.

—To serve out, to deal out or distribute in

portions; as, to serve out provisions or am

munition to the soldiers; to serve out grog

to the sailor*.—To serve one out, to treat one

according to his deserts; to give one what

he richly deserves; to take revenge on one;

to punish one.

The Right Honourable Gentleman had boasted he

had served his country for twenty years—served bis

country! He should have said served Her out !

Lord Lytion.

—To serve one right, to treat one as he de

serves; to let the consequences of one's ac

tions fall upon him : often used interjec-

tionally. 'Workhouse funeral—serve him

right!' Dickens.—To serve the turn, to meet

the emergency; to be sufficient for the pur

pose or occasion; to answer the purpose.

A cloak as long as thine will serve the turn. Shak.

—To serve an attachment, or writ of attach

ment, in law, to levy it on the person or

goods by seizure, or to seize.—To serve an

execution, to levy it on lands, goods, or per

son, by seizure or taking possession.—To

serve a process, in general to read it so as to

give due notice to the party concerned, or

to leave an attested copy with him or his

attorney, or at his usual place of abode.—

To serve a warrant, to read it, and to seize

the person against whom it is issued.—To

serve a writ, to read it to the defendant, or

to leave an attested copy at his usual place

of abode.—To serve a person heir to a pro

perty, in Scots law, to take the necessary

legal steps for putting him in possession of

the property. See Service.—To serve an

ojjlce, to discharge the duties incident to it

Serve (serv), v.i. 1. To be or act as a ser

vant; to be employed in labour or other

services for another; in more specific senses,

(a) to perform domestic offices to another;

to wait upon one as a servant; to attend.

But Martha was cumbered about much serving,

and came to him, and said. Lord, dost thou not care

that my sister hath left me to serve alonef Lu. x. 40.

(6) To discharge the requirements of an

office or employment; more especially, to

act as a soldier, seaman, <fcc.

Many noble gentlemen, . . . who before had been

great commanders, but flow served as private gentle

men without pay. Knolles.

Likewise had he served a year

On board a merchantman, and made himself

Full sailor. Tennyson.

(c) To be in subjection or slavery.

The Lord shall give thee rest from thy sorrow, and

from thy fear, and from the hard bondage wherein

thou wast made to serve. ]s. xiv. 3.

2. To answer a purpose; to accomplish the

end; to be sufficient; to be of use.

Bom. Courage man; the hurt cannot be much.

Mer. No. 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as

a church-door; but 'tis enough, 'twill serve. Shah.

Their hall must also serve for kitchen. Tennyson.

3. To Buit; to be convenient.

And as occasion serines, this noble queen

And prince shall follow with a fresh supply. Shah.

Server (serv'er), n. 1. One who serves —

Specifically—2. One who assists the priest at

the celebration of the eucharist, by lighting

the altar tapers, arranging the books, bring

ing in the bread, wine, water, &c., and by

making the appointed responses in behalf

of the congregation. —3. A salver or small

tray.

Service (ser'vis), n. [Fr., from L. servitium,

slavery, servitude. See Serve] 1. The act

of serving; the performance of labour or

offices for another, or at another's com

mand; attendance of an inferior, hired

helper, assistant, slave, &c, on a superior,

employer, master, or the like; menial du

ties.

The banished Kent, who in disguise

Followed his enemy king and did him service

Improper for a slave. Shah.

Specifically—2. Spiritual obedience, rever

ence, and love. ' Earnest in the service of

my God.' Shak.

God requires no man's service upon hard and un

reasonable terms. Ttliotson.

3. Place or position of a servant; employ

ment as a servant; state of being or acting

as a servant; menial employ or capacity; as,

to be out of service; to be taken into a per

son's service. 'To leave a rich Jew's ser

vice.' 'Have got another service.' Shak.

None would go to service that thinks he has enough

to live well of himself. Sir W. Temple.

4. Labour performed for another; assist

ance or kindness rendered a superior; duty

doue or required; office.

As thou lovest me. Camlllo, wipe not out the rest

of thy services by leaving me now; the need I have

of thee thine own goodness hath made. Shak.

This poem was the last piece of service I did for

my master. King Charles. Dtyden.

5. Duty performed in, or appropriate t*>.

any office or charge ; official function ; hence.

specifically, military or naval duty; per

formance of the duties of a soldier or ajulor ;

as, to see much service abroad.

When he cometh to experience of set vice abmad,

he makcth a worthy soldier.

6. Useful office ; advantage conferred or

brought about; benefit or good performed

or caused.

The stork's plea, when taken in a net, was the ser

vice she did in picking up venomous creatures.

Sir X. L'J-strave£T.

7. Profession of respect uttered or sent

Pray do my service to his majesty. Shak.

8. Public religious worship or ceremony;

office of devotion; official religious doty

performed; religious rites appropriate to

any event or ceremonial; as, a marriage

service; a burial service.

The congregation was discomposed, and divine

service broken off. Watts.

9. A musical composition for use in churches;

specifically, a name of certain musical com

positions for the canticles in the morning

and evening services of the Book of Com

mon Prayer. — 10. Things required for use;

furniture; especially, (a) set of dishes or

vessels for the table; as, a tea service, a

dinner service; a service of plate, (b) An

assortment of table-linen.—11. A course or

order of dishes at table.

There was no extraordinary service seen on the

table. Hakrwili.

12. That which is served round to a company

at one time; as,ascrutc<Joffruit,andthelike.

13. The material used for serving a rope, as

spun-yarn, twine, canvas, and the like. —

14. The duty which a tenant owes to a lord

for his fee; thus, personal service consists in

homage and fealty, &c. ; amiual service in

rent, suit to the court of the lord, etc. ;

accidental services in heriots, reliefs, Ac.—

Service of an heir, in Scots law, a proceeding

before a jury for ascertaining and deter

mining the heir of a person deceased. It is

either general or special. A general service

determines generally who is heir of another;

a special service ascertains who is heir to

particular lands or heritage In which a

person dies infeft.— Service of a writ, pro

cess, Ac., in law, the reading of it to the

person to whom notice is intended to be

given, or the leaving of an attested copy

with the person or his attorney or at his

usual place of abode. — Service of an at

tachment, the seizing of the person or goods

according to the direction. —The service ofan

execution, the levying of it upon the goods,

estate, or person of the defendant— Sub

stitution of service, in Ireland, a mode of

serving a writ upon the defendant by post

ing it up in some conspicuous or public

place in the neighbourhood or parish

This mode is allowed when entrance to the

dwelling-place of the defendant cannot be

effected.

Service (ser'vis). n. Same as Service-tree.

Serviceable (ser'vis-a-bl), a. 1. Capable of

rendering useful service; promoting happi

ness, Interest, advantage, or any good; use

ful; beneficial; advantageous. 'The most

serviceable tools that he could employ.'

Macaulay.

Religion hath force to qualify all sorts ofmen, and to

make them, in public affairs, the more seniceaHe,

Honker.

2. Doing or ready to do service; active; dili

gent; officious. 'Seeing her so sweet and

serviceable. ' Tennyson.

I know thee well, a serviceable villain. Shak.

Serviceableness (aer'vis-a-bl-nes), n. 1. The

state of being serviceable; usefulness in pro

moting good of any kind; beneficialness.

All action being for some end, its aptness to be com

manded or forbidden mu*t be founded upon its ser

viceableness or disserviceablencss to some end.

«* . Morris.

2. Offlciousness; readiness to do service.

He might continually be in her presence, shewing

more humble serviceableness and joy to content her

than ever before. Sir P. Stdney.

Serviceably (ser'vis-a-bli), adv. In a ser

viceable manner.

Serviceaget (seVvis-aj), n. State of servi

tude. 'Thraldom base and servieeagt :

Fairfax.

Service-berry (serMs-be-ri), n. [See Skr-

vice-tkeb.] 1. A North American wild plant

(Amelanchia canadensis) and its fruit, al

lied to the medlar. The fruit is a good

article of food. Called also Shad-bush, June-

berry.—2. A berry of the service-tree.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine,
pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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Service-book (seT'vis-bqk), n. A book

used in church service; a book of devotion;

a prayer-book; a missal. Milton.

Senrlce-moiieytser'vis-raun-iii), n. Money

paid for service, ' Secret service-money to

Betty' Addison.

Service-pipe(ser'vis-pip), n. A pipe, usually

of lead or iron, for the supply of water, gas,

and the like from the main to a building.

Service-tree (serWH-treXn. [A corruption of

L. sorbus, the sorb or service-tree. ] The Pyrus

(Sorbus) domestica, a tree of 50 or 60 feet in

height, a rare native of England, yielding a

valuable hard-grained timber and a small

pear-shaped fruit, which, like the medlar, is

only pleasant in an over-ripe condition. The

wild service-tree (Pyrus tormiualis) also

bears a fruit which becomes mellow and

pleasant by keeping, and of which large

quantities are seat to the Londou market

from Hertfordshire.

Servient t (ser'vi-entX a- [L. servient* ser-

i "'.'('-, ppr. of servio, to serve] Subordi

nate. 'Servient youth and magisterial eld.'
}•<><■ 'A form tervient and assisting.' Cow

ley. —Servient tenement, in Scots lau>, a tene

ment or subject over wliich a predial servi

tude is constituted . an estate in respect of

which a service is owing, the dominant tene

ment being that to which the service is due.

Serviette (ser-vi-ef). n. [Ft.] A table-

napkin.

Servile (seT-vil), a [Fr., from L. servilis,

from servio, to serve.) 1. Pertaining to or

befitting a servant or slave; slavish; mean;

proceeding from dependence; as, servile fear;

servile obedience. — 2. Held in subjection;

dependent

What! hare we hands, and shall we rervile be?

Why were swords made but to preserve men free?

Daniel.

3- Cringing: fawning; meanly submissive;

as, servile flattery.

She must bend the servile knee. Thomson.

4 In gram, (a) not belonging to the original

root; as, a servile letter, lb) Not itself

sounded; silent, as the final e in servile,

tune, *c

Servile (seKvilX "- In gram, a letter which

forms no part of the original root: opposed

to ruduuil Also, a letter of a word which fs

not sounded , as the final e inpeaee, plane, &c.

Servilely (ser'vil-li), adv. In a servile

manner: (a) meanly; slavishly; with base

submission or obsequiousness.

Who more than thou

Once fawned and cringed, and servilely adored

Heaven's awful monarch I Mi.ru.

(b) With base deference to another; as, to

adopt opinions servilely.

Servlleness (seVvil-nes), n. Same as Ser

vility

Servility (servilltf), n. The state or qua

lity of being servile: as, (a) the condition of

a slave or bondman; slavery.

To be a queen in bondage is more vile

Than b> a slave in base servility. Shak.

(b) Mean submission; baseness: slaviBhness;

mean obsequiousness ; slavish deference.

' This unhappy servility to custom. ' Dr. H.

Mart.

The Terr feeling which would have restrained us

from committing the act would have led us, after it had

been committed, to defend it against the ravings of

f~','z'y and superstition. Alacaulay.

Serving-board (serving-bord), n. Xaut. a

pieceof hard wood fitted with a handle and

used for serving spun-yarn on small ropes.

Serving-maid (ser'ving-mad), n. A female

servant; a menial.

Servlng-TjiaUet(ser'ving-mftl-Iet). n. Xaut.

a semicylindrical piece of wood, fitted with

a handle, and having a groove on one side

to fit the convexity of a rope which it is

used to serve or wrap round with spun-yorti,

Ac, to prevent chafing.

Serving -man f!"'--i ' wii-- man ), n. A male

servant; a menial. Shak.

Servltlum (ser-vish'i-um), n [I. | In law,

service; servitude.

Servitor (ser*vi-ter). n. fL L , from L. servio,

to serve.) 1. A male servant or domestic:

an attendant ; one who acts under another;

a follower or adherent

Tims are poor teroitart,

WTien others sleep uj.--.ii their quiet beds.

Constrained to watch in darkness,rain,and cold. Shak.

Ojt Norman conqueror gave away to his servitors

the lands and possessions of such as did oppose his

T——— Davtet .

% In Oxford University, an undergraduate

who is partly supported by the college funds,

and whose duty it was formerly to wait at

table on the fellows and gentlemen com

moners. The servitors at Oxford are the same

class as the sizars at Cambridge. See Sizak.

That business of toadeater which had been his

calling and livelihood from his very earliest years—

ever since he first entered college as a servitor.

Thackeray.

Servltorabip (ser'vi-ter-ship), n. The

office of a servitor. BosweU.

Servitude (ser'vi-tud), ». [Fr., from L. ser-

vitudo, servitude. See Serve.] 1. The con

dition of a slave; the state of involuntary

subjection to a master; slavery; bondage.

Yoil would have sold your king to slaughter.

His pnnccs and his peers to servitude. Shak.

2. The condition of a menial or underling.

3 Compulsory service or labour, such as a

criminal has to undergo as a punishment; as,

penal servitude. See under Penal.—4. A state

of Blavish dependence. ' In love with a splen

did servitude. ' South. —M Servauts. col

lectively. 'A cumbrous train of herds and

fiocks, and numerous servitude.' Milton —

6. A term used in civil and Scots law to sig

nify a right whereby one thing is subject to

another thing or person for use or conven

ience contrary to common right. Servitudes

are divided into personal and praedial. A

personal servituile is a right constituted

over a subject in favour of a person without

reference to possession or property, and now

consists only in liferent or usufruct. A

praedial servitude is a right constituted over

one subject or tenement by the owner of

another subject or tenement. Pnedial ser

vitudes are either rural oruroan, according

as they affect land or houses. The usual

rural servitudes are passage or road, or the

right which a person has to walk or drive to

his house over another's land ; pasture, or the

right to send cattle.to graze on another's

land: feal and divot, or the right to cut turf

and peats on another's land; aqueduct, or

the right to have a stream of water conveyed

through another's land; thirlage. or the right

to have other people's corn sent to one's own

mill to be ground. Urban servitudes con

sist chiefly in the right to have the rain from

one's roof to drop on another's land or house;

the right to prevent another from building

so u to obstruct the windows of one's house;

the right of the owner of the flat above to

have his flat supported by the flat beneath,

&c. —Servitude, Slavery, Bondage. Servi

tude is general, and implies either the state

of a voluntary servant or of a slave, but is

generally used for the latter. Slavery is in-

voluntaryand compulsory servitude. Bond

age, slavery aggravated by oppression or con

finement.

Servlturet (seYvi-tur). n. Servants collec

tively; the whole body of servants in a

family. 'Calling the rest of the serviture. '

Milton.

Sesame (ses'a-me), n. [Gr. sesami, sfsainon,

I- sesamum] An annual herbaceous plant

of the genus Sesamum (which see).—Open

Sesame, the charm by which the door of the

robbers* dungeon in the tale of A H Babaand

the Forty Thieves flew open; hence, a speci

fic for gaining entrance into any place, or

means of exit from it

These words were the only 'ofen Sesame' to their

feelings and sympathies. /. . SAetten.

Sesamoid, Sesamoldal (se'sa-moid, se'sa-

moi-dnl), a. Resembling the seeds of sesame

in form. — Sesamoid bones, small bones

formed at the articulations of the great toes,

and occasion

ally at the

joints of the

ttiumbs and in

other parts.

Sesamumfses'-

a-mum),n. [See

Sesame ] A

genus of an

nual herbace

ous plants, nat.

order Pedali-

aceaj. The spe

cies, though

now cultivated

in many coun

tries, are na

tives of India.

They have al

ternate leaves

and axillary

yellow or pink

ish Bolitary

flowers. S. ori

entate and S. indieum are cultivated in

various countries, especially in India, Egypt,

and Syria; they have also been taken to the

Setamum orientale (Sesame).

West Indies. Sesamum seeds are sometimes

added to broths, frequently to cakes by the

Jews, and likewise in the East The oil

expressed from them is bland, and of a fine

quulity, and will keep many years without

| becoming rancid. It is often used in In

dia as a salad oil. The leaves of the plaut

I are mucilaginous, and are employed for

poultices. Of the seeds two varieties are

known in commerce, the one wlu'te and the

other black.

Sesban (ses'ban), u, A leguminous plant

See SE3BANIA.

Sesbanla (ses-ha'ni-aj.n. [From Sesban, the

Arabic name of S. a*gyptiaca] A genus of

plants, nat. order Leguminosie. There are

about sixteen species of shrubs or herbs

found in the warmer parts of the world.

They have pinnate leaves and lax axillary

racemes, of yellow, scarlet, purple, or white

flowers. S. a>gyptiaca, the Egyptian species,

found also in India, forms a small and ver>

elegant tree, the wood of which is employed

in making the best charcoal for gunpowder

S. aculeata, the dhanchi of Bengal, is cul

tivated on account of the fibres of the bark,

which are generally employed for the drag-

ropes and other cordage about fishing-nets

Seseli (ses'e-li), n, i I, and Gr. seselis, seseli. ]

A genus of umbelliferous plants. S. libano-

tis is a British plant, found in chalky pas

tures in Cambridgeshire. It is known by

the names of mountain meadow-saxifrage

and hartwort

Seslia (sesli'a), n. Tn Jlind. myth, the king

of the serpents, with a thousand heads, on

one of which the world rests. Vishnu re

clines on him in the primeval waters. When

depicted coiled he is the symbol of eter

nity.

Sesleria (ses-le'ri-a), n fin honour of M.

Scsler. a physician and botanist of the eigh

teenth century. ] A genus of grasses belong

ing to the trilie Festucese. The inflores

cence is in simple spikes; spikelets, two to

six flowered; glumes, two membranaceous,

nearly equal and pointed or mucronate;

flowering glumes, three to five toothed; sta

mens, three; styles, two. Its British repre

sentative iB 5. eat rulea or moor-grass.

Sesqul (ses'kwi). [I..] A prefix signify

ing one integer or whole and a half; as,

.•■■> squi granum, a grain and a half, &c. In

chem this term is used to designate com

pounds in which an equivalent and a half

of one substance are combined with one of

another; thus, »«*/ui'oxide of iron is an oxide

containing 1 equivalent of iron to 1£ of

oxygen, or 2 of iron to 3 of oxygen. In

music it signifies a whole and a half; joined

with altera, terza, quarta it is much used

in the Italian music to express a set of

ratios, particularly the several species of

triple time. In gcom. it expresses a ratio in

which the greater term contains the less

once, and leaves a certain aliquot part of

the less over; but such terms are nearly ob

solete.

Sesqulaltera (ses-kwi-al'teT-a), n. The name

of a compound stop on the organ, consisting

of several ranks of pipes sounding high har

monics, for the purpose of strengthening

the ground tone.

Sesquialteral (ses-kwi-al'ter-al),«- PL. pre

fix sesqui, and alter, other.] 1. In math, a

term applied to a ratio where one quantity

or number contains another once and half

as much more ; thus the ratio 9 to 6 is ses

quialteral.—2. A sesquialteral floret, in bot.

a large fertile floret accompanied with a

small abortive one.

Sesqulalterate (ses-kwi-al'tcr-at), a. Same

as Sesquialteral.

Sesquialterous (ses-kwi -al'ter-us), a. Ses

quialteral (which see).

Sesqulduple (ses-kwi-du'pl), a. Same as

Sesquidupl tea te.

Sesquldupllcate (sea-kwi-du'pli-kat),a. [L.

prefix sesqui, and dupliealus, double.] De

signating the ratio of two and a half to one,

or where the greater term contains the

lesser twice and a half, as that of 60 to 20.

Sesquioxide (ses-kwi-oks'id), n. A com

pound of oxygen and another element in

the proportion of three equivalents of oxy

gen to two of the other.

Sesquipedalian, Sesquipedal (ses'kwi -

pe-da"li-an, ses'kwip-edaf), a. [L. sewpti-

pedalissesqui. one and a half, and pedalis,

from pes. a foot.] Containing or measuring

a foot and a half; as, a sesquipedalian

pigmy: often humorously applied to long

words, as translation of Horace's ' aesqui-

pedalia verba.'

■ '. .-A mi. fin, 3c. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton: ng, ting; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh. wAig; zh. azure.—See Key.
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8eflquipedality(ses'kwi-pe-dar'i-tl),n.l.The

quality or condition of being sesquipedalian.

Sterne. — 2. The practice of using long words.

Sesquiplicate (ses-kwip'li-kat), a. [Prefix

sesqui, and plicate.] Designating the pro

portion one quantity or number nas to an

other in the ratio of one and a half to one;

as, the sesquiplicate proportion of the peri

odical times of the planets.

Sesquisalt (ses-kwi-salf), n. A salt con

sisting of three equivalents of one element

to two of another.

Scsquisulphide (ses-kwi-surfid), n. A basic

compound of sulphur with some other ele

ment, in the proportions of three equiva

lents of sulphur to two of the other element.

Sesquitertlal (ses-kwi-ter'shi-al), a. Same

asSenquitertian.

Sesquitertian, Sesquitertianal (scs-kwi-

ter'shi-an, ses-kwi-ter'shi-an-al), a. [L ses

qui, one and a half, and tertius, third]

Designating the ratio of one and one-third

to one.

Sess \ (ses), v.t. To assess; to tax. North.

Sasfl t (ses), n. A tax. See Ckss.

Sessat (seB'sa), interj. Probably a cry used

by way of exhorting to swift running.

Dolphin, my boy, sessat let him trot by. Shak.

Let the world slide, sessa ! Shak.

Sessile (ses'sTl), o. [L. sessilis, from sedeo,

sessum, to sit] In zool. and hot. attached

without any sensible projecting support;

sitting directly on the body to which it

belongs without a BUpport; attached by a

base ; as, a sessile leaf, one Issuing directly

from the main stem or branch

without a petiole or foot

stalk ; a sessile flower, one

having no peduncle; a sessile

Sessile Leaves, Sessile Flower.

gland, one not elevated on a stalk ; a sessile

stigma, one without a style, as in the poppy.

The first figure shows the sessile leaves of

American suake-rootCPo/*/^^ Sefiega), and

the second the sessile flower of chicory

(Cichorium Intybus).

Session (se'shon), n. [Fr.( from L. sessio,

sessionis, from sedeo, sessum. to sit.] 1. Act

of sitting; state of being seated.

For so much his ascension into heaven and his

session at the right hand of God do import. Hooker.

But Vivian . . . leaped from her session on his lap

and stood. Tennyson.

2. The sitting together of a body of indivi

duals for the transaction of business ; the

sitting of a court, academic body, council,

legislature, <ftc., or the actual assembly of the

members of these or any similar body for

the transaction of business; as, the court is

now in session, that is, the members are

assembled for business.

Summon a session that we may arraign

Our BMMt disloyal lady. Shak.

His pigeons, who In session on their roofs

Approved him, bowing at their own deserts.

Tennvson.

3. The time, space, or term daring which

a court, council, legislature, and the like,

meet daily for business or transact business

regularly without breaking up. Thus a ses

sion of parliament comprises the time from

its meeting to its prorogation, of which

there is in general but one in each year.

The session of a judicial court is called a

term. — 4. In law, generally used absolutely

in the plural, a sitting of justices in court

upon commission; as, the sessions of oyer

and terminer. See under Oyer.

We have had a very heavy sessions, said the Judge.

T. Hook.

Sessions of the peace, the name given to

sessions held by justices of the peace, whe

ther petty, special, quarter, or general.—

Petty session*, the meeting of two or more

justices for trying offences in a summary

way under various acts of parliament em

powering them to do so.Special sessions,

sessions held by justices acting for a divi

sion of a county or riding, or for a burgh,

f<*r the transaction of special business, such

as granting licenses, 4c—Quarter-sessions.

See Quarter-sessions.—General session of

Vie peace, a meeting of the justices held for

the purpose of acting judicially for the

whole district comprised within their com

mission. The sessions that are held once

every quarter of the year are called the

general quarter-sessions of the peace.—Court

of Session, the supreme civil court of Scot

land, having jurisdiction in all civil ques

tions of whatever nature. It was instituted

in 1&32. The number of judges is thirteen:

the lord-president, the lord justice-clerk,

and eleven ordinary lords. They sit in two

divisions, the lord -president and three or

dinary lords forming the first division, and

the lord justice-clerk and other three ordi

nary lords the second division. The first

and second division form what is called the

inner house. There are five permanent

lords-ordinary, each of whom holds a court,

the courts of the lords-ordinary forming

what is called the outer house. The junior

lord-ordiuary officiates in the bill-chamber

during session. (See Bill chamber.) The

judgments of inferior courts, except those

of the small-debts courts, are mostly sub

ject to the review of the Court of Session.

Judgments of the Court of Session may be

appealed against to the House of Lords.

The judges hold their office ad vitam aut

culpam, and their nomination and appoint-

men t are in the crown. — Clerk of the session.

See under CLERK.—Great Session of Wales.

a court which was abolished by 1 William IV.

lxx. ; the proceedings now issue out of the

courts at Westminster, and two of the

Judges of the superior courts hold the cir

cuits in Wales and Cheshire as in other

English counties.—5. In the Church of Scot

land, see Kirk-session.

Sessional (se'shon-al), a. Relating or be

longing to a session or sessions. —Sessioiuil

orders, in Parliament, certain orders agreed

to by both Houses of Parliament at the com

mencement of each session, which are re

newed from year to year, and not intended

to endure beyond the existing Bession. Sir

£ May.

Session-Clerk (se'shon-klark), «. In Scot- |

land, one who officially keeps the lxxiks and

documents of a kirk-session, makes all en

tries, and manages the proclamations of

banns for marriages.

Sess-pool (ses'pOl), n. See Cess-pool.

Sesterce, Sestertius (ses'ters, ses-ter'she-

us), n. IFr. sesterce, L. sestertius, lit. what

contains two and a half—semis, a half, and

tertius, a third.] A Roman coin or denomi

nation of money, in value the fourth part

of a denarius, aud originally containing two

asses and a half, about 2d sterling. The

Romans generally reckoned sums of money

in sestertii, although the coin used in mak

ing payments was commonly the denarius.

Large sums they reckoned by sestertia, that

is, sums of a thousand sestertii.

Several of them would rather chusc a sum in ses

terces than in pounds sterling. Addison.

Sestet, Sestetto (ses'tet, ses-tet'td), n. [It.

sestetta, from L. sextus, sixth, from sex, six.]

In music, a composition for six voices or six

instruments. Written also Sestett.

Sestlne (ses'tln), n. In pros, a stanza of b!x

lines; a sextain.

Set (set), v.t. pret. & pp. set; ppr. setting.

[Causative or factitive of sit; A. Sax. settan,

to set, place, appoint, <fce. ; O. Sax. settian,

Icel. setja, Dan. sette, Goth, satjan 0. setzen,

to set] 1. To make or cause to sit; to place

in a sitting, standing, or any natural pos

ture; to place upright; as. to set a box on its

end or a table on its feet : often with up or

doton. 'Sets down her babe.' Shak.

They took Dagon, and set him in his place again.

i Sam. v. 3.

Thy grand captain Antony

Shall set thee on triumphant chariots and

Put garlands on thy head. Shak.

Well set thy statue in some holy place,

And have thee reverenced like a blessed saint.

Shak.

2. Generally, to put, place, or fix; to put in

a certain place, position, or station.

I do ret my bow in the cloud. Gen. ix. 13.

Where may we set our horses? Shak.

More specifically, (a) to arrange; to dispose;

to station; to post.

Set we our squadrons on yond side o' the hill,

In eye of Cxsar's battle. Shak.

Am I a. sea or a whale, that thou settest a watch

over met Job vii. 1a.

(b) To place or plant firmly; as, to set one's

foot upon a person's neck. ' Set him breast

deep in earth.' Shak. (c) To establish in a

certain post or office; to appoint; as, to set

a person over others; to set a man at the

head of affairs.—3. To make or cause to be,

do, or act ; to put from one state into an

other ; as, to set a person right ; to set at

ease ; to set in order ; to set a man to work.

See also phrases below.

I am come to set a man at variance against his

father. Mat. x. 35.

I cannot think but in the end the villanies of man

will set him clear. Shak.

blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying.

Tennyson.

4, To fix or make immobile ; to render mo

tionless.

Here comes ttaptista ; set your countenance, sir.

Shak.

Set arc her eyes, and motionless her limbs. Garth.

5. To fix as regards amount or value; to de

termine or regulate beforehand; as, to set

a price on a house, farm, or horse.

And as for these whose ransom we have set.

It is our pleasure one of them depart. Shak.

6" To fix or settle authoritatively or by ar

rangement; to prescribe; to appoint; to

assign ; to predetermine ; as, to set a time

or place for meeting; to set an hour or a day

for a journey. 'Set him such a task to be

done in such a time.' Locke.

I am to bruise his heel ;

His seed (when is not set) shall bruise my head.

Shak.

7. To place in estimation; to value; to esti

mate; to rate; to prize.

Ye have set at nought alt my counsel. Prov, i. 25.

I do not set my life at a pin's fee. Shak.

8. To regulate or adjust; as, to set a time

piece by the sun.

In court they determine the king's good by his de

sires, which is a kind of setting the sun by the dial.

Suckling.

9. To fit to music; to adapt with notes; as,

to set the words of a pBalm to music.

Si-.' thy own songs, and sing them to thy lute.

Dryden.

10. t To pitch; to lead off, as a tune in sing

ing

I had one day set the hundredth psalm, and wax

singing the first line, in order to put the congrega

tion into tune. Spectator.

11. To plant, as a shrub, tree, or vegetable,

as distinguished from sowing.

Whatsoever fruit useth to t»e set upon a root or a

slip, if it be sown, will degenerate. Bacon.

I'll not put

The dibble in earth to set one slip of them. Shak.

12. To fix for ornament, as in metal; as, a

diamond set in a ring.

Too rich a Jewel to be set

In vulgar metal for a vulgar use. Dryden.

13. To adorn, as with precious atones; to

intersperse; to stud; as, to set anything with

diamonds or pearlB.

High on their heads, with jewels richly set.

Each lady wore a radiant coronet. D*ydtn.

14. To reduce from a dislocated or fractured

state; as, to set a bone or a leg. —16. To fix

mentally ; to fix with settled purpose ; to

place; to make intent on, as the heart or

affections. 'Minds altogether set on trade

and profit.' Addison.

Set not thy sweet heart on proud array. Shak.

16. To stake at play; to wager; to risk.

I have set my life upon a cast.

And I will stand the hazard of the die. Shak.

17. To embarrass; to perplex; to pose; to

bring to a mental stand-still.

They are hard set to represent the bill as a griev

ance. Addison.

learning was pos'd, Philosophic was set,

Sophisters taken in a fisher's net. G. Herbert.

18. To put in good order; to put in trim for

use; as, to set a razor, that is. to give it a

fine edge; to set a saw, to incline the teeth

laterally to right and left in order that the

kerf maybe wider than the thickness of the

blade.—19. To apply or use in action; to em

ploy: with to; as, to set spurs to one's horse.

'Set the axe to thy usurping root.' Shak.

* That the Lord thy God may bless thee in

all that thou settest thine hand to.' IX- tit

xxili. 20.—20. To attach; to add to; to join

with; to impart: with to or on. ' Do set a

scandal on my sex.' Shak.

Be Mercury. set feathers to thy heels,

And fly like thought from them to me again. Sh.ik.

21. To incite; to instigate; to encourage; to

spur: often with on. See also below. 'Sets

Thersites to match us in comparisons."

Shak.

Spit and throw stones, cast mire upon me, set

The dogs o" the street to bay me. Shak.

22. To produce; to contrive.

Most freely I confess, mvself and Toby

Set thi* device against Malvolio here. 5A,r«.

irate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 3c. abtme; y, 8c. fey.
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S3. To offer for a price; to expose for sale.

There is not a more wicked thing than a covetous

man; for such an one sefteth hi* own soul to sale.

EccHis. x. 9.

24. To pat in opposition; to oppose.

Will you set your wit to a fool's? Shak.

25. To let or grant to a tenant.

They care not ... at how unreasonable rates they

srt their grounds. Bfi. Halt.

26. To write; to note down: often with

down; as, I hare his word* all set down

here.

All his faults observed.

Set in a note-book, learn'd, and conn d by rote.

Ska*.

27. In printing, (a) to place in proper order,

as types; to compose, (o) To put into type;

M.toKta MS.: usually with up —28. Xaut.

(a) to loosen and extend ; to spread ; as, to

set the sails of a ship, (o) To observe the

bearings of, as a distant object by the com

pass; as. to«f the land; to set the sun

29. To make stiff or solid; to convert into

curd; as, to get milk for cheese. —30. To

become as to manners, rank, merit; to be

come as to dress; to fit; to suit [Scotch.]

—To set against, to oppose; to set in com

parison, or to oppose as an equivalent in

exchange. ' Setting the probabilities of the

sWry against the credit of the witnesses.'

Brougham. —To set aside, (a) to omit for the

present; W lay out of the question. 'Setting

aside all other considerations.' Tillotson.

(0) To reject Woodward, (c) To abrogate;

to annul; as, W set aside a verdict — To set

at defiance, W defy; to dare to combat-

To set at ease, to quiet; W tranquillize; as,

W set the mind at ease.—To set at naught,

W regard aa of no value or consideration;

W despise—To set a trap or snare, W pre

pare and place it so as to catch prey; hence,

W lay a plan W deceive and draw into the

power of another. —To set at work, to cause

W enter on work or action; W direct how W

enter on work.—To set be/ore, (a) to present

to view; to exhibit; W display. 'To set

be/ore your sight your glorious race.' Dry-

den, (b) To present for choice or consider

ation.—To set by, W reject; W put aside;

to dismiss; to omit for the present—To set

down, (a) to place upon the ground or floor.

(b) To enter in writing; to register. Shak.

(c)t To ordain; W fix; W establish. 'This

law . , which God h&th set down with him

self.' Hooker.—To set eyes on, to fix the

eyes in looking on; to behold.

No single soul can we set eyes on. Shak.

— To set fire to, to apply Are to; to set on

fire. —To set forth, (a) W represent by words;

W present to view or consideration ; to

make known fully; to show. (6) To promul

gate; to publish; to make appear. (e)t To

prepare and send out. ' A fleet of sixty gal

leys set forth by the Venetians ' Knolles. —

To set forward, to advance; to promote; to

further; as, to set forward a scheme. 'To

set them forward in the way of life.' Hooker.

— To set tn, to put in the way to begin; to

give a start to. * If you please to assist and

set me in.' Jeremy Collier.— Toset in order,

to adjust or arrange; to reduce to method.

The rest will I set in order when I come.

t Cor. xl. 34

—To set much (little, etc.) by,to regard much;

W esteem greatly.

Ha name was muck set by. t Sam. xviii. 30.

—To set off, (a ) to adorn ; to decorate ; to em-

hellish. Addison. (6) To show to the best

advantage; to recommend 'That which

hath no foil to set it off.' Shak. (e) To place

against as an equivalent. (rf) To remove.

Shak.— To set on or upon, (a) to incite ; to

instigate; W animate to action.

Thou, traitor, bast set on thy wife to this. Shak.

(b) To employ as in a task. 'Set on thy

wife to observe.' Shak (c) To determine

with settled purpose. 'A patch set on

learning ' Sfiak. — To set one's cap at. See

wnler Cap. — To set one's teeth, to press

thrm close together — To set on fire, to

kindle; to inflame. * It will set the heart on

firm.' Shak —Toset on foot, to start; to set

agoing. — Toset out, (a) to assign; to allot;

a*, to set out the share of each proprietor or

hr'r of an estite (6) To publish, as a pro

clamation. 'That excellent proclamation

set out by tbe king.' Bacon, (c) To mark

by boundaries or distinctions of space.

Determinate portions of those infinite abysses of

nace and duration, tet out, or supposed to be dis

tinguished from all the rest by known boundaries.

Locke.

(d) To adorn; to embellish.

An ugly woman in a rich habit, set out with jewels,

nothing can become, Dryden.

(f) To raise, equip, and send forth ; to fur-

The Venetians pretend they could set out, in case

of great necessity, thirty men of war.

Addison.

(/) To show; to display; to recommend; to

setoff.

1 could set out that best side of Luther.

Atterbury.

(a) To show; to prove.

Those very reasons set out how heinous his sin

was. Atterbury.

(h) To recite; to Btate at large.—To set over,

(a) to appoint or constitute as supervisor,

inspector, governor, or director.

I have set thee over all the land of Egypt.

Gen. xli. 41.

(6)To assign; to transfer; to convey.—To set

right, to correct; to put in order.—To set

sail (naut.). See under Sail.—To set the

teeth on edge. See under ElKJE.—To set the

fashion, to establish the mode; W determine

what shall be the fashion.—To set up, (a)

W erect ; as, to set up a post or a monu

ment. (6) To begin a new institution; to

institute; to establish; to found; as, to set

up a manufactory; to set.up a Bchool. (c)

To enable to commence a new business; as,

to w( «« a son In trade, (d) To raise; to

exalt; W put in power. ' I will set up shep

herds over them.' Jer. xxiii. 4. (*) To place

in view; as, to set up a mark. (/) To raise;

to utter loudly. ' I'll set up such a note as

she shall hear.' Dryden. (y)To advance;

to propose as truth or for reception; as, to

set up a new opinion or doctrine. (A)To raise

from depression or to a sufficient fortune;

as, this good fortune quite set him up. (t)

Naut. to extend, as the shrouds, stays, Ac.

(J) To fix; to establish; as, a resolution.

Here will I setup my everlasting rest. Shak.

(**) In printing, (1) to put in type; as, to set

up a page of copy. (2) To arrange in words,

lines, <&c; to compose; as, to set up type.—

To set up rigging (naut .), W increase the

tension of the rigging by tackles.

Set (set), v.i. 1. To pass below the horizon;

to sink; to decline.
His smothered light

May set at noon and make perpetual night. Shak.

My eyes no object met.

But distant skies that in the ocean set. Dryden.

2. To be fixed hard ; to be close or firm.

'Maketh the teeth to set hard one against

another.' Bacon.—3. To fit music to words.

'Your ladyship can set' Shak.—4. To con

geal or concrete; to solidify.

Tliat fluid substance in a few minutes begins to srt.

Boyle.

b.\ To begin a journey, march, or voyage;

to go forth; to start ' The king Is set from

London.' Shak. [Instead of the simple

verb, we now use set out.]—6. To plant; to

place plants or shoots in the ground ; as,

to sow dry, and to set wet—7. To flow; to

have a certain direction in motion; to tend;

as, the tide sets to the east or north; the

current sets westward.

Trust me, cousin, all the current of my being sets to

thee. Tennyson.

8. To point out game, as a sportsman's dog;

to hunt game by the aid of a setter.—9. To

undertake earnestly; to apply oue's self.

'If he sets industriously and sincerely to

perform the commands of Christ' Ham

mond.—10. To face one's partner in dancing.

Out went the boots, first on one side, then on the

other, then cutting, then shuffling, then setting to the

Denmark satins. Dickens.

—To set about, to begin; to take the first

steps in; as. to set about a business or en

terprise.—To set forth or forward, to move

or march; to begin to march; to advance.

It is meet I presently setforth. Shak.

The sons of Cershon and the sons of Mer<iri set

forward. Num. x. 17.

—To set in, (a) to begin; as, winter in Eng

land usually sets in about December, (b) To

become settled in a particular state. 'When

the weather was set in to be very bad.' Ad

dison, (c) To flow towards the shore; as, the

tide sets in. —To set off, (a) in printing, to de

face or soil the next sheet: said of the ink on

a newly-printed sheet, when another sheet

conies in contact withitbefore it hashad time

to dry. (6) To start; to enter on a journey.

—To set on or upon, (a) to begin a journey

or an enterprise. ' He that would seriously

set upon the search of truth.' Locke, (o)

To assault; to make an attack; as, they all

set upon him at once.

Cassio has been set on in the dark. Shak.

—To set out, (a) to begin a journey or course;

as, to set out for London or from London;

to set out in business ; to set out in life or

the world. (6) To have a beginning. — To net

to, to apply one's self to.—To set up, {a) to

begin business or a scheme of life; as, to set

up in trade; to set up for one's self.

There is no such thing as a powerful or even dis

tinguished family, unless in some province, as Egypt,

of which the bashaw has rebelled and set up tor him

self. Brougham.

(b) To profess openly; to make pretensions;

as, he sets up for a man of wit; he sets up to

teach morality.

Set (set), p. and a. 1. Placed; put; located;

fixed, Ac. — 2. Regular; in due form; well-

arranged or put together; as, n set speech or

phrase; a set discourse; a set battle.

Rail'd on Lady Fortune in good terms.

In good set terms and yet a motley fool. Shak.

3. Fixed in opinion; determined; firm; ob

stinate; as, a man set in his opinions or

way— 4. Established; prescribed; settled;

appointed; as, set forms of prayer.

Set places and set hours are but parts of that wor

ship we owe. South.

5. Predetermined ; fixed beforehand ; as, a

set purpose.—(I. Fixed; immovable.

He saw that Mamer's eyes were set like a dead

man's. George Eliot.

—Set scene, in theatricals, a scene where

there is a good deal of arrangement for the

pose. —Set speech, (a) a speech carefully pre

pared beforehand. (6) A formal or methodi

cal speech.

Set (set), n. 1. A number or collection of

things of the same kind or suited to each

other, or to be used together, of which each

is a necessary complement of all the rest;

a complete suit or assortment; as, a set of

chairs; a set of tea-cups; a set of China or

other ware. [In this sense sometimes incor

rectly written Sett.) — 2. A number of per

sons customarily or officially associated; as,

a set of men; a set of officers; or a number

of persons united by some affinity of taste,

character, or the like, or of things which

have some resemblance or relation to each

other.

In men this blunder still you find

All think their little set mankind.

Mrs. H. More.

This falls into different divisions or sets of nations

connected under particular religions, &c. X. Hard.

3. A number of particular things that are

united in the formation of a whole; as, &set

of features.—4. A young plant for growth;

as, sets of white-thorn or other shrub.—Sets

and eyes of potatoes, slices of the tubers of

the potato for planting, each slice having

at least one eye or bud.—5. The descent of

the sun or other luminary below the hori

zon; as, the set of the sun. ' Looking at the

set of day.' Tennyson.—6.t A wager; a ven

ture ; a stake ; hence, a game of chance;

a match.

We will, in France, play a set

SUM strike his father's crown into the hazard.

Shak.

That was but civil war, an equal set. Dryden.

7. An attitude, position, or posture.

Moneys in possession do give a set to the head

and a confidence to the voice. Cornhiii Mag.

S. A permanent change of figure caused

by pressure or being retained long in one

position; as, the set of a spring. —0. The

lateral deflection of a saw tooth. — 10. In

plastering, the last coat of plaster on walls

for papering. —11. In music and dancing,

the Ave figures or movements of a quad

rille; the music adapted to a quadrille;

and also, the number of couples required to

execute the dance.— 12. In theatres, a set

scene. (See SET, p. and a., and SCENE.) 'An

elaborate set.' Cornhiii Mag.—\Z. A direc

tion or course; as, the set of a current—Set

or sett of a burgh, in Scots law, the consti

tution of a burgh. The setts are either

established by immemorial usage, or were

at some time or other modelled by the con

vention of burghs.—A dead set, (a) the act

of a setter dog when it discovers the game,

and remains intently fixed in pointing it

out (6) A concerted scheme to defraud a

person by gaming. Grose, (c) A deter

mined stand in argument or in movement

[Colloq. ]— To be at a dead set, W be In a fixed

Btate or condition which precludes further

progress. — To make a dead set, to make a

determined onset, or an importunate appli

cation.

Seta (-0' tu). n. pi. Seta (se'te). rL, a bristle]

A bristle or sharp hair; specifically, in bot.

a bristle of any sort ; a stiff hair; a slender

ch, eAain; eh, Sc. loeA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; fu, (/ten; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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straight prickle; also, the stalk that sup

ports the theca, capsule, or sporangium of

mosseB. In zool. sette are the stiff short hairs

that cover many caterpillars and insects,

the bristles or processes that cover the limbs

nnit mandibles of many cmstaceans.

Setaceous (se-ta'shus), a. [L seta, a bristle. ]

1. Bristly; set with bristles; consisting of

bristles; as. a stiff setaceous tail.—2. In bot.

bristle-shaped; having the character of setae;

as, a setaceous leaf or leaflet

Setaria (se-ta'ri-a), n. [From L. seta, a

bristle. The involucre is bristly. ] A genus

of grasses with spikelets in a rten*e cylin

drical spikelike panicle, containing a few

species cultivated as corn-grains in some

countries. The species are found in both

the warm and tropical parts of the world.

S viridis is indigenous in England, S. ger-

nt-anica is cultivated in Hungary as food for

horses, and S. italica is cultivated in Italy

and other parts of Europe. (See Millet.)

The genus is sometimes included under

Panieum.

Set-back (set'hak), n. In arch, a flat plain

set-off in a wall.

Set-bolt (set'bolt), n. In ship-buUding, an

iron bolt for faying planks close to each

other, or for forcing another bolt out of its

hole.

Set-down (set'doun), «. A depressing or

humiliating rebuke or reprehension; a re

buff; an unexpected and overwhelming an

swer or reply.

Setee (set-e'), n. A vessel rigged with lateen

sails; a settee (which see).

Set-fair (set'fiir). n. The coat of plaster

used after roughing in,and floated.or pricked

up .in! floated.

Set-foil (set'foil), n. See Skit-foil.

Seine ^seTH), ». A name given to the coal-

flsli (which sec). Written and pronounced

variously Seath,Saith, Seethe, Sey. (Scotch.]

Sethic (seth'ik), a. [A corruption of sothiac

(which see).] In cJiron. applied to a period

of 1460 years.

Setlferous (ri tifer-us), a. [L. seta, a brittle,

and /wo, to bear.] Producing or having

bristles.

Setlform (se'ti-form). a. [L. seta, a bristle,

and forma, form.] Having the form of a

bristle.

Setlger (set'i-jer), n. One of the Setigera.

Setlgera(se-tij'er-a), n.pl [L. settger, bristly

—seta, a bristle, and gero, to carry. ] A tribe

of abranchiate aunelidans, whose members,

iike the earthworms, are provided with

bristles for locomotion.

Setlgerous (F>e-tij'er-us),a. [L. seta, a bristle,

and gero, to bear.] Covered with bristles;

setiferous.

Setireme (se'ti-rem). n. [L. seta, a bristle,

and remus, an oar. ] In entom. one of the

letrs of some insects, as the diving beetle,

that has a dense fringe of hairs on the inner

side euabling the animal to move on the

water.

Set -line (set'IIn), n. In fishing, a line to

which a number of baited hooks are at

tached, aud which, supported by buoys, is

extended on the surface of the water, and

may be left unguarded during the absence

of the fisherman.

Setness (sefnet), n. The state or quality

of being set. [Rare.]

Set-off (set'of), n. 1. That which h set off

against another thing; an offset — 2. That

which is used to improve the appearance

of anything; a decoration; an ornament—

3. A counter-claim or demand; a cross debt;

a counterbalance; an equivalent.

After the cheque Is paid into a different bank, it

will not l>e presented for payment, but liquidated

by a -vr-tf/Tagainst other cheques. y. 5. Milt,

An example or two of peace broken by the public

voice is a poor stt~aff against the constant outrages

upon humanity and habitual inroads upon the happi

ness of the country subject to an absolute monarch.

Brougham.

4. In law, the merging, wholly or partially,

of a claim of one person against another in

a counter-claim by the latter against the

former. Thus a plea of set-off is a plea

whereby a defendant acknowledges the jus

tice of the plaintiff's demand, but sets up

another demand of his own to counterbal

ance that of the plaintiff either in whole or

in part —5. The part of a wall, &c, which

is exposed horizontally when the portion

above it is reduced in thickness. Also called

Offset—6. In printing, the transferred im

pression from a printed page, the ink on

which Is undried, to an opposite page, when

the two leaves are pressed together.

Srton (se'ton), n. [Fr. , from L seta, a

bristle — hair or bristles having been origi

nally used for the purpose.] In surg. a skein

of silk or cotton, or similar material, passed

under the true skin and the cellular tissue

beneath, in order to maintain an artificial

issue. They are inserted by means of a

knife and a probe, or a large needle called

a seton needle, and are applied as counter-

irritants to act as a drain on the system

generally, or to excite inflammation and

adhesion. The name is also given to the

issue itself.

Setose (se'tos), a. [L. setosus, from seta, a

bristle] In bot. bristly; having the surface

Bet with bristles ; as, a setose leaf or recep

tacle.

SetOUS (se'tns), a. Same as Setose.

Set-OUt (set'out), n. 1. Preparations, as for

beginning a journey, Ac, 'A committee of

ten, to make all the arrangements and

manage the whole set-out ' Dickens. —2. Com

pany; set; clique.

She must just hate and detest the whole set-out of

us. Dickens.

3. A display, as of plate, Ac. ; dress and ac

cessories; equipage; turn-out.

His drag is whisked along rapidly by a brisk chest

nut pony, well-harnessed ; the whole set-cut, I was

informed, pony included, cost ,£50 when new.

Afayhew.

fColloq. in all senses]

Set-screw (set'skro), n. A screw, as in a

cramp, screwed through one part tightly

upon another to bring pieces of wood, metal,

Ac. , into close contact.

Set -stitched (set'sticht), a. Stitched ac

cording to a set pattern. Sterne.

Sett (set), n, 1. A piece placed temporarily

on the head of a pile which cannot be

reached by the monkey or weight but by

means of some intervening matter.— 2. See

Set, 1.— 3. A number of mines taken upon

lease. —Sett 0/ a burgh. See SET.

SetteJ v.t. [See Set.] To set; to place; to

put; to reckon; to fix. — To sette a maris

cappc, to make a fool of him. Chaucer.

Settee (set-te'X «• L [From seL] A long

seat with a back to it ; a large sofa-shaped

seat for several persons to sit in at one

time ; a kind of double arm-chair In which

two persons can sit at once.

Ingenious Fancy, never better pleased

Than when employ'd t' accommodate the fair.

Heard the sweet moan with pity, and devised

The soft settee; one elbow at each cud,

And in the midst an elbow it received.

United yet divided, twain at once. Con'fier.

2. [Fr. sc4tie, sSlie.] A vessel with one deck

and a very long sharp prow, carrying two

Settee.

or three masts with lateen sails; used in

the Mediterranean.

Settee -bed ( wt-tTbed ). n. A bed that

turns up in the form of a settee.

Setter (set'er). n. 1. One who or that which

seta; as, a setter of precious stones, or jewel

ler; a setter of type, or compositor; a setter

of music to words, a musical composer, and

the like. This word is often compounded

with on, off, tip,&c.; as, setter-on, setter-off,

and so on. See the separate entries.—1 A

kind of sportsman's dog, which derives its

name from its habit of setting or crouching

when it perceives the scent of game, instead

of Btanding, like the pointer. Setters are,

however, now trained to adopt the pointer's

mode of standing whilst marking game. It

partakes somewhat of the character and

appearance of the pointer and spaniel, and

is generally regarded as having descended

from the crossing of these two varieties.—

3 A man who performs the office of a set

ting-dog, or finds persons to be plundered

Another set of men are the devil's setters, *ho

continually beat their brains, how to draw in some

innocent unguarded heir into their hellish net.

South.

4. In gun. a round stick for driving fuses, or

any other compositions, in'u> cases made of

paper.

Setter - forth ( set'er-forth), n. One who

sets forth or brings into public notice; a

proclaimer. ' A setter-forth of strange gods. '

ActB xvii. 18.

Setter-grass (set'er-gras), «. Same as Set

ter-wort.

Setter-off (set'er-of), it, One who or that

which sets off, decorates, adorns, or recom

mends. 'Gilders, setters-off of thy graces.'

Wkitlock.

Setter-on (set'er-on), n. One who sets on ;

an instigator; an inciter.

1 could not look upon it but with weeping eyes, in

remembering him who was the only setter on to do

it. Asckam.

Setter-up (sefer-np), n. One who sets up.

establishes, makes, or appoints. 'Proud

setter-up and puller down of kings ! ' Shak.

Setter -wort (set'er- wert), n. A perennial

plant, a species of Helleborus, the H.ftetidus

(bear's-foot). Called also Setter-grass.

Setting (set'ing), n. 1. The act of one who

or that which sets.

I have touched the highest point of all ray greatness.

And from that full meridian of iny glory,

I haste now to my setting. Shni.

2. Sporting with a setting-dog. 'When I

go a-hawking or setting.' Boyle.—3. Some

thing set in or inserted.

And thou shalt set in it settings of stones, even four

rows of stones. Ex. xxviii. 17,

4. That in which something, as a jewel, is

set; as, a diamond in a gold setting. —5. The

hardening of plaster or cement. Also, same

as Setting-coat.

Settlng-COat (set'ing kot),n. The best sort

of plastering on wails or ceilings; a finish

ing-coat of fine stuff laid by a trowel over

the floating-coat, which is of coarse stuff.

Setting -dog (set'ing-dog), n, A setter.

Addison.

Setting-pole (set'ing-pol), n. A long pole,

often iron pointed, used for pushing boats.

Ac, along in shallow water.

Setting-rule (set'ing-rol), n. In printing,

same as Composing-rule.

Setting-stick (set'ing-stik), n. In printing,

a composing-stick.

Settle (set'l), n. [A. Sax. sett, a seat, a stool,

a settle ; from set, sit Comp. L. sella, a

seat, for sedla, from sedeo, to sit. See SET,

Sit.] 1. A seat or bench ; something to pit
on ; a stool. ■ An oaken nettle in the hall.'

Tennyson.

The man, their hearty welcome first exprest,

A common settle drew for eitlier guest. Drydett.

2. A part of a platform lower than another

part.

Settle (set'l), rt. pret. A pp. settled; ppr

settling. [From set; a freq. in form.] 1. To

place in a fixed or permanent position ; to

establish.

And I will multiply upon you man and beast . , .

and I will settle you after your old estates.

Ezek. xxxvi. it.

But I will settle him in mine house, and in my king

dom for ever. 1 Chr. xvii. 14.

2. To establish or fix in any way or line of

life ; to place or fix in an office, business,

situation, charge, and the like ; as, to settle

a young man in a trade or profession; to

settle a daughter by marriage; to settle a

clergyman in a parish.

The father thought the time drew on

Of settling in the world his only son. Dryden,

3. To set or fix, as in purpose or intention

Exalt your passion by directing- and settling rt upon

an object. Boyle.

4. To change from a disturbed or troubled

condition to one of quietness, tranquillity,

or the like; to quiet; to still; hence, to calm

the agitation of; to compose; as, to settle

the mind when disturbed or agitated.

God settled then the huge whale-bearing lake.

Chapman.

5. To clear of dregs, sediment, or impurities,

by causing them to sink; to render pure and

clear, as a liquid ; also, to cause to subside

or sink to the bottom, as dregs, Ac.; as, to

settle coffee grounds. * So working seas

settle and purge the wine.' Sir J. Varies —

6. To render compact, close, or solid; hence,

to bring to a smooth, dry, passable condi

tion ; as, the fine weather will settle the roads.

Coi-er ant-hills up, that the rain may settle the turf

before the spring. Mortimer.

7. To determine, as something which is ex

posed to doubt or question; to free from

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; il. Sc. ab«ne; f. So. fry.
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uncertainty or wavering; to make firm, sure,

or constant ; to confirm ; as, to settle one's

doubts; to settle a question of law.

It will settle the wavering, and confirm tlie doubtful.

ST9I/T,

$. To adjust, as something in discussion or

controversy ; to bring to a conclusion ; to

arrange; to finish; to close up ; as, to settle

a dispute by agreement, compromise, or

force. — 9. To make sure or certain, or to

make secure by a formal or legal process or

act; as. to settle an annuity on a person; to

settle the succession to the throne.— 10. To

liquidate; to balance; to pay; to adjust; as,

to settle an account, claim, or score.—11 To

plant with inhabitants; to people; to colo

nize ; as, the French first settled Canada ;

the Puritans settled New England. ' Pro-

Tinces first settled after the flood.' Mit/ord.

— To settle the main -top -sail halyards

(mrut x to esse off a small portion of them

so as to lower the yard a little. — To settle

the land, to cause it to sink or appear lower

by receding from it

Settle (set'lX c i 1- To become fixed or

permanent; to assume a lasting form or

condition ; to become stationary, from a

temporary or changing state.

And 1 too dream'd, until at last

Across my fancy, brooding warm.

The rrfle* of a legend past.

And loosely settled into form. Tennyson.

2. To establish a residence ; to take up a

permanent habitation or place of abode.

The Spinetz, descended from the Pela^i, settled

at the mouth of the river Po. Ar%Hth>iot.

3. To be established in a method of life; to

quit an irregular and desultory' for a me

thodical life; to enter the married state, or

the state of a householder; to be established

in an employment or profession; as, to settle

in life; to settle in the ministry.

As people marry now and settle.

Fierce love abates his usual mettle Prior.

4 To become quiet or clear; to change from

a disturbed or turbid state to the opposite;

to become free from dregs, dec., by their

sinking to the bottom, as liquids; to become

dry and hard, as the ground after rain or

frost; as, wine settles when standing; roads

settle in the spring.

A government, on such occasions, Is always thick

before it settles. Addison.

5. To sink or fall gradually; to subside, as

dregs from a clarifying liquid ; to become

lowered, as a building, by the sinking of its

foundation or the displacement of the

ground beneath; as. coffee grounds settle;

the house settles on its foundation.

That country became a gained ground by the mud

la-ought down by the Nilus, which settled by degrees

into a firm land. Sir T. Browne.

d. To become calm; to cease from agitation.

Then, till the fury of his highness settle.

Come not before him. Shak.

7. To adjust differences, claims, or accounts;

to come to an agreement; us. he has settled

with his creditors. —8. To make a jointure

for a wife.

He y^hs with most success that settles well. Garth

Settle-bed (setl-bed), n. A bed constructed

so as to form a seat; a half-canopy bed

Settled (setld), j». and a. L Fixed; estab

lished; stable.

A land of settled government,

A land of just and old renown.

Where Freedom broadens slowly down

From precedent to precedent. Tennyson.

2. Permanently or deeply fixed ; deep-rooted ;

firmly sealed; unchanging; steady; decided;

as, a settled gloom or melancholy; a settled

conviction. — 3. Arranged or adjusted by

agreement, payment, or otherwise; as, a

settled bargain; a settled account —4. Quiet;

orderly ; methodical ; as, he now leads a

settled life. —Settled estate, in law, an estate

held by some tenant for life, under condi

tions more or less strict, defined by the deed.

SetUedneSB (aetld-nesX a. The state of

bein? settled; confirmed state. ' Settledness

of disposition.' Bp Hall.

Settlement (set'I ment), n. 1. The act of

settling, or state of being settled ; as, spe

cifically, (a) establishment in life; fixture in

business, condition, or the like; ordination

or installation as pastor.

Every man living has a design in his head upon

wealth, power, or settlement in the world.

Sir H. L'Estrange.

(b) The act of colonizing or peopling; coloni

zation; as, the settlement of a new country.

The settlement ot oriental colonies in Greece pro

dded no s^nslMe effect on the character either of

the language or the nation. If. Mure.

(c) The act or process of adjusting, deter

mining, or deciding; the removal or recon

ciliation of differences or doubts ; the liqui

dation of a claim or account; adjustment;

arrangement; as, the settlement of a con

troversy or dispute; the settlement of a debt

or the like. (</) A bestowing or giving pos

session under legal sanction ; the act of

granting or conferring anything in a formal

and permanent manner.

My flocks, my fields, my woods, my pastures take.

With settlement as good as law can make. Dryden.

2. In law, (a) a deed by which property is

settled; the general will or disposition by

which a person regulates the disposal of his

property, usually through the medium of

trustees, and for the benefit of a wife, chil

dren, or other relatives ; disposition of pro

perty at marriage in favour of a wife ;

jointure.

He blew a settletnent along ;

And bravely bore his rivals down

With coach and six, and house in town. Swift.

(b) A settled place of abode ; residence ; a

right arising out of residence; legal resi

dence or establishment of a person in a par

ticular parish, town, or locality, which en

titles him to maintenance if a pauper, and

subjects the parish or town to his support—

3. A new tract of country peopled or settled;

a colony, especially a colony in its earlier

stages; as, the British settlements in Ameri

ca or Australia; a back settlement. —4. t That

which settles or subsides; subsided matter;

sediment; dregs; lees; settlings. ' Fuller's

earth left a thick settlement.' Mortimer.—

5. In the United States, a sum of money or

other property granted to a clergyman on

his ordination, exclusive of his salary.—Act

of settlement, in Eng. hist the act passed in

1702, by which the crown was settled (on

the death of Queen Anne) upon Sophia,

electress of Hanover, and the heirs of her

body (the present royal line), being Pro

testants.

Settler (setter), n. 1. One who settles; par

ticularly, one who fixes his residence in a

new colony.

You saw the beginnings of civilization as it were ;

and the necessity of mutual helpfulness among the

settlers. ft'. Btath.

2. That which settles or decides anything

definitely, as a blow that decides a fight.

[Colloq.]

Settling; (setting), n. 1. The act of one who

or that which settles. — 2. pi Lees; dregs;

sediment.

Settling-back (setting-bak), n. A recep

tacle in which a solution of glue in process

of manufacture is kept warm until the im

purities have time to settle.

Settling-day (setting-da), n. A day set

apart for the settling of accounts; specifi

cally, in the stock exchange, the prompt day

in the produce market ; the half-monthly

account-day for shares and stocks.

Settlor (set'lor), n. In lavs, the person who

makes a settlement.

Set-to (set'tb), n. A sharp contest; a fight

at fisty-cuffs; a pugilistic encounter; a box-

ing match; any similar contest, as with foils.

[Colloq.]

Setula (set'u-la), n. pi. SetulSB (set'u-le).

1 1, dim. of seta, a bristle.] In but a small

bristle or hair; also, the stipe of certain

fungi.

Setule (set'ul), n. A small, short bristle or

hair. Dana.

Setulose (set'u-los), a. Bearing or provided

with setulea Dana.

Setwall (set'wal), n. A species of Valeriana

( V. pyrenaicaj. Written also Setywall,

Seurement.t n. Security in a legal sense.

Chaucer.

Seuretee, r n. Surety in a legal sense ; se

curity. Chaucer.

Seven (sev'n). a. (A. Sax. seo/on, seofan;

common to the Indo-European tongues:

L. G. seven, D. zcven, O. Sax. Goth, and

O II .G. sibun, G. sieben. Icel. sjau. Dan. syv

(these being contracted forms). W. saith, Ir.

seacht, Rus. semj, L. septem, Gr. hepta (for

septa), Per. haft, Skr. sapta, saptan ] One

more than six or less than eight—Seven

stars, the Pleiades. See PLEIAD. —Seven

wise men, or seven sages of Greece, a name

commonly applied to seven philosophers,

several of whom were legislators, at an early

period of Grecian history. They were Peri-

ander of Corinth, Pittacus of Mitylene,

Thales of Miletus, Solon, Bias of Priene,

Chilo of Spnrta. and Cleobulus of Lindus —

Seven wonders of the world. See Wondek.

Seven (sev'n), n, 1. The number greater by

one than six; a group of things amounting

to this number.

Of every beast and bird, and insect small

Came sevens and pairs. Milton.

2. The symbol representing this number, as

7 or viL

Sevenfold (sev'n-fold), a. 1. Repeated seven

times; multiplied seven times; increased to

seven times the size or amount

What, if the breath that kindled those CTiin fires.

Awaked, should blow them into sevenfold rn^e.

Milton.

2 TTavfiig seven plies or folds; as, the seven

fold shield of Ajax.

Sevenfold (sev'n-fold), adv. Seven times as

much or often; In the proportion of seven

to one.

Whosoever slsyeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken

on him sevenfold. Gen. iv. 15,

Sevennight (sev'n-ntt). n. The period of

seven days and nights; a week, or the time

from one day of the week to the next day of

the same denomination preceding or fol

lowing. See Sk'nkioht.

Shining woods, laid in a dry room, within a seven-

night, lost their shining. Sawn.

Seven-shooter (sev'u-shbt-er), «. A re

volver with seven chambers or barrels.

[Colloq.]

Sevensome (sev'u-sum), a. Consisting of

seven things or parts; arranged by sevens.

N. Brit. Rev. [Rare.]

Sevensomenesa (ser'n-sum-nes), n. The

quality of being sevensome; arrangement

or gradution by sevens. N. Brit. liev.

[Rare ]

Seventeen (sev'n-ten.), a. One more than

sixteen, or less than eighteen ; seven and

ten added; as, seventeen years.

Seventeen (sev'n-ten), n. 1. The number

greater by one thau sixteen; the sum of ten

and seven. —2. A symbol representing this

number, as 17 or xvti.

Seventeenth (sev'n-tenth),a. 1. One next in

order after the sixteenth; one coming after

sixteen of the same class; as. the serenteentli

day of the month.—2. Constituting or being

one of seventeen equal parts into which a

thing may be divided.

Seventeenth (sev'n-tenth), n. 1. The next

in order after the sixteenth; the seventh

after the tenth.— 2. The quotient of a unit

divided by seventeen ; one of seventeen

equal parts of a whole.—3. In music, an in

terval consisting of two octaves and a third.

Seventh (sev'nth), a. 1. Next after the

sixth. —2. Constituting or being one of seven

equal parts into which a whole may be di

vided; as, the seventh part

Seventh (sev'nth), «. 1. One next in order after

the sixth.—2. The quotient of a unit divided

by seven ; one of seven equal parts into

which a whole is divided. — 3. In music,

(a) the interval of five tones and a semitone

embracing seven degrees of the diatonic

scale, as from C to B, or do to si: called also

a major seventh. An interval one semitone

greater than this, as from C to B, is an

augmented seventh. An interval one semi

tone less than the major seventh is a mtiter

seventh, and one a semitone less than this

again is a diminished seventh. (0) The

seventh note of the diatonic scale reckon

ing upwards; the B or si of the natural

scale. Called also the leading not*.

Seventh-day (sev'nth-da), a. Pertaining or

relating to the seventh day of the week or

the Sabbath of the Jews. — Seventh day Hap-

tints, a religious sect holu'mg generally the

same doctrinal views as the Baptists, but

differing from them in observing the seventh

day of the week instead of the first as the

Sabbath. Called also Sabbatarians.

Seventhly (sev'nth-li), adv. In the seventh

place.

Seventieth (sev'n-ti-etlO.a. 1, Next in order

after the sixty-ninth; as, the seventieth year

of his age —2. Constituting or being one of

seventy parts into which a whole may be

divided.

Seventieth (sev'n-ti-eth), n. 1. One next in

order after the sixty-ninth; the tenth after

the sixtieth. — 2. The quotient of a unit

divided by seventy; one of seventy equal

parts.

Seventy (Bev'n-tiX «. [A. Sax. seofontig—

seofon, seven, and tig, ten ; but the Anglo-

Saxon writers often prefixed hund.ns hund-

seofontig] Seven times ten.

Seventy (sev'n-ti). n. 1 The number which

is made up of seven times ten.—2. A sym

bol representing this number, as 70 or lxx.

—The Seventy, a name given to the body of

ch, cAain; ch, Sc locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, (nen; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See' Kit.
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scholars who first translated the Old Tes

tament into Greek. So called from their

number or approximate number. See SHP-

TTJAQINT.

Sever (sev'er), v.t [O.Fr. sevrer, severer, to

separate ; Mod. Fr. sevrer, to wean ; from

L. separare, to separate. See SEPARATE ]

1. To part or divide by violence; to separate

by cutting or rending; as, to sever the body

or the arm at a single stroke.-- 2. To part

from the rest by violence, cutting, or the

like; as, to sever the head from the body.—

3. To separate; to disjoin, referring to things

that are distinct but united by some tie; as,

the dearest friends severed by cruel neces

sity. —4. To separate and put in different

orders or places.

The angels shall come forth and sever the wicked

from among the Just, Mat. xiii. 49-

6. To disjoin; to disunite: in a general

sense, but usually implying violence.

Our state can not be severed; we are one.

Milton.

C. To keep distinct or apart

And I will sever in that day the land of Goshen, in

which my people dwell, that no swarm of flics shall

be there. Ex. viii. 12.

1. In law. to disunite; to disconnect; to part

possession; as, to sever an estate in joint-

tenancy. Blackstone.

Sever (sev'er), pi. 1. To make a separation

or distinction; to distinguish.

The Lord will sever between the cattle of Israel

and the cattle of Egypt. hx. ix. 4.

2. To suffer disjunction; to be parted or

rent nBunder.

Her lips are sever'd z% to speak. Tennyson.

Severable (sev'fer-a-bl), a. Capable of being

severed.

Several (sev'er-al), a. [O.Fr. several, from

severer. See SEVER.] 1. Separate; distinct;

not common to two or more: now mainly

used in legal phraseology; as, a several

fishery; a several estate. A several fishery

is one held by the owner of the soil, or by

title derived from the owner. A several

estate is one held by a tenant in his own

right, or a distinct estate unconnected with

any other person.

Each mieht his several province well command.

Would all but stoop to what they understand.

Pope.

We may assume that the Germans in their own

country had no distinct ideas of several property in

land. Brougham.

2. Single; individual; particular.

Each several ship a victory did jjain. Dryden.

3. Different; diverse; distinct

Divers sorts of beasts came from several parts to

drink. Baton.

Four several armies to the field are led, Dryden.

4. Consisting of a number; more than two,

but not very many; divers; as, several per

sons were present when the event took

place.—A joint and several note or bond,

one executed by two or more persons, each

of whom is bound to pay the whole amount

named in the document.

Several (sever-al), n. 1. A few separately

or individually; a small number, singly

taken: with a plural verb.

Several of them neither rose from any conspicuous

family, nor left any behind them. Addison.

It A particular person or thing; a particu

lar.

Not noted is't.

But of the finer natures? by some severals

Of head-piece extraordinary r Shak.

There was not time enough to hear . . .

The severals. Shak.

3.t An inclosed or separate place; specifi

cally, a piece of inclosed ground adjoining a

common field; an inclosed pasture or field,

as opposed to an open field or common.

They had their several for heathen nations, their I

several for the people of their own nation, their

several for men, their several for women. Hooker,

There is no beast, if you take him from the com

mon, and put him into the several, but will wax fat.

Bacon.

—In several.f in a state of separation or

partition. 'Where pastures in several be.'

Tusser.

SeveraUtyt (sev-6r-al'i-ti), «, Each parti

cular singly taken; distinction. Bp. Hall.

Severallzet (sev'er-al-iz), v.t. pret. <fc pp.

severalized ; ppr. severaliziag. To distin

guish. Bp. Hall.

Severallt (sev'er-al), adv. Severally; asun

der. Spenser.

Severally (sev'er-al-li), adv. Separately;

distinctly; apart from others; as, call the

men severally by name.

Others were so small and close together that I

could not keep my eye steady on them severally so

as to number them. Newton.

—To be jointly and severally bound in a

contract, is for each obligor to be liable to

pay the whole demand, in case the other or

others are not able.

Severalty (sev'er-al-tl), n. A state of sep

aration from the rest, or from all others. —

Estate in severalty, an estate which the

tenant holds in his own right without being

joined in interest with any other person. It

is distinguished from joint-tenancy, copar

cenary, aud common.

The rest of the land in the country, however, was

not possessed in severalty, but by the inhabitants of

each district in common. Brougham.

Severance (sev'er-ans), n. The act of sever

ing or state of being severed ; separation ;

the act of dividing or disuniting; partition.

No established right of primogeniture controlled

the perpetual severance of every realm, at each suc

cession, into new lines of kings. Mittnan.

—The severance of a jointure. In law, a sev

erance made by destroying the unity of in

terest Thus when there are two joint-

tenants for life, and the inheritance is pur

chased by or descends upon either, it is a

severance. So also when two persous are

joined in a writ and one is non-suited; in

this case severance is permitted, and the

other plaintiff may proceed in the suit.

Severe (se-ver'), a. [Fr. severe, from L.

severus, serious, severe.] 1. Serious or ear

nest in feeling or manner; exempt from

levity of appearance ; sedate ; grave ; auB-

tere; not light, lively, or cheerful. 'With

eyes severe and beard of formal cut' Shak.

Your looks must alter, as your subject does,

From kind to fierce, from wanton to severe. Waller.

2. Very strict In judgment, discipline, or

government; not mild or indulgent; rip nous;

harsh; rigid; merciless; as, severe criticism;

severe punishment.

Come, you are too severe a moraler. Shak.

Let your zeal, if it must be expressed in anger, be

more severe against thyself than against others.

jter. Taylor.

3. Strictly regulated by rule or principle ;

exactly conforming to a standard; rigidly

methodical; hence, not allowing or permit

ting unnecessary or florid ornament, ampli

fication, and the like; not luxuriant; as, a

severe style of writing; the severest style

of Greek architecture; the severe school of

German music. ' Restrained by reason and

severe principles.* Jer. Taylor. 'The Latin,

a most severe and compendious language.'

Dryden.—4. Sharp; afflictive; distressing;

violent ; extreme ; as, severe pain, anguish,

torture ; severe cold ; a severe winter. —

5. Difficult to be endured; exact; critical;

rigorous; as, a severe teat; a severe ex

amination.

Severely (sfi-ver'll), adv. In a severe

manner; gravely; rigidly; strictly; rigor

ously; painfully; fiercely. 'Kept severely

from resort of men.' Shak. 'A pence we

may severely repent' Swift. 'Fondly or

severely kind.' Savage.

More formidable Hydra stands within.

Whose Jaws with iron teeth severely grin. Dryden.

Seyerenesa (se-veYnes), n. Severity. Sir

W. Temple.

Severiail (se-ve'ri-an), n. Ercles. one of

the followers of Severing, a Mow.iphysite,

who held, in opposition to the Juliaiiists,

that the Saviour's body was corruptible.

Severity (Bg-ver'i-ti), n. [L. severitas.

See Severe.J The quality or state of being

severe; as, (a) gravity or austerity; extreme

strictness; rigour; harshness; as, the seve

rity of a reprimand or reproof; severity of

discipline or training; severity of penalties.

' Strict age and sour severity. MUton.

It is too general a vice, and severity must cure it.

Shak.

(6) The quality or power of afflicting, dis

tressing, or paining; extreme degree; ex

tremity; keenness; as, the severity of pain

or anguish; the severity of cold'or heat,

(c) Extreme coldness or Inclemency; as, the

severity of the winter, (d) Harshness; cruel

treatment; sharpness of punishment; as.

severity practised on prisoners of war.

(e) Exactness; rigour; niceness; as, thmteve-

nfyofatest. (/)Strictness; rigid accuracy.

'Confining myself to the severity of truth.'

Dryden.

Severy t (sev'er-i), n. [Also written civery,

and supposed to be a corruption of ci-

borimn] In arch, a bay or compartment in

a vaulted roof; also, a compartment or di

vision of scaffolding. Oxford Glossary.

Sevocatlont (se-v&ka'shon), n. (From L.

sevoco, sevocatum— se, apart, and voco, to

call] A calling aside. Bailey.

Sevoela (sev-o-aTia), h. A Mexican plant,

the Stenanthium frigidum. It possesses

acrid and poisonous qualities, and is used

as an anthelmintic.

Sevres Ware (sa-vr war), n. A kind of

porcelain wore, unsurpassed for artistic

design and brilliancy of colouring, manu

factured at Sevres, in France.

Sewt (su). v.t (See Sue.] 1. To pursue; to

follow. Spenser.—2. To bring on and re

move meat at table ; to assay or taste, as

meats and drinks, before they are served up,

or in presence at the table.

Sew (s6), v.t. [A. Sax. siwian, teowian,

tuwan, O.H.G. and Goth, siujan, O.Fris.

tia, Dan. sye, Icel. syja; cog. L. sua, Skr.

no, to sew. Seam is from this stein.] To

unite or fasten together with a needle and

thread.

They seired fig leaves together, and made them

selves aprons. Gen. ni. 7.

—To sew up, (a) to inclose by sewing; to

inclose in anything sewed.

Thou servest up mine iniquity. Job xiv. 17.

If ever I said loose-bodied gown sew me up in

the skirts of it. Shah.

(ft) To close or unite by sewing ; as, to sew

up a rent. — To be sewed up, (a) naut. to

rest upon the ground, as a ship, when there

is not sufficient depth of water to float her.

A ship thus situated is said to be sewed up

by as much as is the difference between the

surface of the water and her floating-mark

or line. (&) To be brought to a standstill ;

to be dead beaten; to be ruined or over
whelmed. Dickens. [Colloq.] (<•) To be In

toxicated. [Slang.)

Sew (so), v.i. To practise sewing; to join

things with stitches. ' Or teach the orphan

girl to sew.' Tennyson.

Sewt (su), v.t [O.Fr. essiter, Fr. essuyer,

now to wipe dry, but originally to draw off

moisture or water; from L. exsucare, to ex

tract the juice—L. ex, out, and sueus, suc-

ctis, juice; hence, sewer, sewage.] To let

off the water from; to drain a pond for

taking the fish.

Sew (su), v.i. To ooze out [Provincial.]

Sew.tn. A viand; a kind of pottage. Gower.

Sewage (su'aj), n. [From tew, to drain,

perhaps directly from sewer.] l. The matter

which passes through the drains, conduits,

or sewers, leading away from human habita

tions singly, or from houses collected Into

villages, towns, and cities. It is made up

of excreted matter, solid and liquid, the

water necessary to carry such away, and

the waste water of domestic operations,

together with the liquid waste products of

manufacturing operations, and generally

much of the surface drainage water of the

area in which the conveying sewers are

situated.—2. A systematic arrangement of

sewers, drains, Ac, in a city, town, etc.; the

general drainage of a city, etc., by sewers;

sewerage (which see).

Sewel (su'el), «. [Probably for shewcll or

showell. from shew, Mote] In hunting, a

scarecrow, generally made of feathers, hung

up to prevent deer from entering a place.

Sewer (suer),n. [Fromww,todrain;O.Fr. rs-

stiier.essvyer, a drain, a conduit] A subter

ranean channel or canal formed in cities,

towns, and other places to carry off super

fluous water, soil, and other matters. In

England, Courts of Commissioners tfSewerg

are temporary tribunals with authority over

all defences, whether natural or artificial,

situate by the coasts of the sea, all rivers,

water-courses, etc., either navigable or en

tered by the tide, or which directly or in

directly communicate with such rivers.

Sewer t (su'er), n. [From sew, to follow, to

bring on and remove meats at table; O.Fr.

sewer, squire. J An officer who serves up a

feast and arranges the diBhes, and who also

provides water for the hands of the guests.

Clap me a clean towel about you, like a sruer.

and bareheaded march afore it with a good con

fidence. B. yonson.

Sewer (so'Sr), n. One who sews or uses the

needle.

Sewerage (su'6r-aj), n. 1. The system of

sewers or subterranean conduits for receiv

ing and carrying off the superfluous water

and filth of a city ; as, the sewerage of the

city of London. See SEWEK. — 2. The

matter carried off by sewers. Called also

Sewage.—Sewerage is generally applied to

the system of sewers, and Sewage to the

matter carried off.

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, boll; oil, pound; U, Sc. abttne; J, Sc. fey.
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Sewln, Sewen (su/in, sii'en). n. A fish which

has often been regarded as a variety of the

salmon trout, salmon peal, or bull trout,

but is regarded by Couch as a distinct spe

cies, the silver salmon (Saltno cambrieus).

Sewing (so'ing). n. 1. The act or occupa

tion of sewing or using the needle.—2. That

which is sewed by the needle.—3. pi. Com

pound tlireads of silk wound, cleaned,

doubled, and thrown, to be used for sewing.

Sewing -machine (sd'iiig-ma-shen), n. A

machine for sewing or stitching cloth, etc.,

now in extensive use.and largely superseding

sewing by hand Sewmg-machinesareof sev

eral classes; as, (a) those in which the needle

ii passed completely through the work, as

in hand-sewing; (6) those making a chain-

Mitch, which U wrought by the crotchet

hook, or by an eye-pointed needle and aux

iliary hook ; (c) those making a fair stitch

on one side, the upper thread being inter

woven by another thread below ; (d) those

making the lock-Hitch, the same on both

aides The modifications, improvements,

and additions made to the sewing-machine

since its introduction are very numerous.

It has now been adapted to produce almost

all kinds of stitching which can be doue by

the hand.

Bewing-needle (sd'ing-ue-dl), n. A needle

used in sewing.

Sewster t (sd'ster), n. A woman that sews;

a seamstress. B. Jonson,

Sex (sek.H). n. [Fr. sexe, from L. texus (for

sectus), a sex, from seco, to cut, to separate. J

L The distinction between male and female,

or that property or character by which an

animal is male or female. Sexual distinc

tions are derived from the presence and de

velopment of the characteristic generative

organs—tcatti and ovary—of the male and

female respectively.—2. One of the two divi

sions of animals formed on the distinction

*jf male and female. * Which two great sexes

animate the world.' Milton.—3, In bot. the

structure of plants which corresponds to sex

in animals, as stamlnate or pistillate ; also,

«>ne of the groups founded on this distinc

tion. See Sexual. —4. By way of emphasis,

womankind; females: generally preceded by

the definite article the.

Unhappy text whose beauty is your snare. Dryden.

Shame is hard to be overcome; but if the sex

once get the better of it, it gives tbem afterwards

no more trouble. Garth,

Sex (seks). A Latin prefix signifying six.

Sexagecuple (sek-saj'e-ku-pl), a. Pro

ceeding by sixties; as, a sexagecuple ratio.

Pop. £nry.

Sexagenarian (seksVje-na"ri-an), n, [See

below J A person aged sixty or between

sixty and seventy.

Sexagenarian (sekB/a-Je-na"ri-an), o. Sixty

years old; sexagenary.

I count it strange, and hard to understand.

That nearly all young poets should write old;

That Pope was tcx<i£cn.irian at sixteen.

And beardless Byron academical. E. />'. Browning.

Sexagenary (sek-saj'en-a-ri), a. [L. sexagen-

arius, from sexaginta sixty, from sex, six]

Pertaining to the number sixty; composed

of or proceeding by sixties.—Sexagenary

arithmetic, that which proceeds according

to the number sixty See Sexagesimal.

Sexagenary (sek-saj'en-a-ri), n. 1. A sexa

genarian.

The lad can be as dowff as a jexn^Miiry like myself.

Str IV, Scott.

1 A thing composed of sixty parts or con

taining sixty.

Sexageslma (seks-a-jes'l-ma). n, [L. sexa-

genmut, sixtieth.] The second Sunday be

fore Le nt. so called as being about the sixtieth

day before Easter.

Sexagesimal (seks-a-jes'i-mal), n. A sexa

gesimal fraction. SeeunderSKXAQESiMALa.

Sexagesimal (seks-a-jes'i-mal), a. Sixtieth;

pertaining to the number sixty.— Sexagesi

mal or sexagenary arithmetic, a method of

computation by sixties, as that which is

osed in dividing minutes into seconds.—

Sexagesimalfractions, or sexagesimals, frac

tions whose denominators proceed in the

ratio of sixty; as, A. ,As. vt/bti- The de

nominator is sixty or its multiple. These

fractions are called also astronomical frac

tions, because formerly there were no others

used in astronomical calculations. They are

still retained in the division of the circle,

and of time, where the degree or hour is

divided into sixty minutes, the minutes into

sixty seconds, and so on.

Sexailatry (seks'a-na-ri), a. Consisting of

six or sixes; sixfold [Rare.]
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Sexangle (seks'ang-gl), n. In geom. a figure

having six angles, and, consequently, six

sides; a hexagon.

Sexangled, Sexangular(seks'ong-gld, seks-

ang/gu-ler), a. Having six angles; hexa-

goual.

Sexangularlv (seks-ang'gu-ler-li), adv.

With six angles; hexagonally.

Sexdedmal (seks-des'i-mal). a. [L. sex,

six, and decern, ten. ] In crystal, having

sixteen faces: applied to a crystal when the

prism or middle part has six faces, and the

two summits taken together ten faces, or

the reverse.

Sexdlgitlsm (Beks-dij'i-tizm), n, (L sex. six,

&nt\aigitus, a finger or toe. J The state of

having six fingers on one hand or six toes

on one foot

Sexdlgltlst (seks-dij'i-tist), n. One who has

six fingers on one hand or six toes on one

foot

Sexduodeclmal (seks'du-6-des"i-roaI), a.

[L. sex, six, and duodecim, twelve.] In

crystal, having eighteen faces: applied to

a crystal when the prism or middle part has

six faces, and two summits together twelve

faces

Sexed (sekst), a. Having sex: used in com

position. 'Gentle sexed.' Beau, d: Fl.

Sexenary (seks'e-na-ri), a. Proceeding by

Bixes: applied specifically to an arithmeti

cal system whose base is six.

Sexennial (sek-sen'ni-al), a. [I. sex, .-i\.

and annus, year.] Lastfng six years, or

happening once in six years.

Sexennlally (sek-sen'nl-al-li), adv. Once in

six years.

Sexfid, Sexlfid (seks'fld, seks'i-fld), a. [L.

sex, Bix, and findo, fidi, to divide.] In bot.

six-cleft; as, a sexfid calyx or nectary.

Sexfoll (seks'foil), ?i. [L. sex, six, and folium,

a leaf.] A plant or flower with six leaves.

Sexhlndman (Beks-hind'manX n. In early

Eng. hist one of the middle thanes, who

were valued at 6009.

Sexillion (sek-sirii-on), n. Sextillion.

Sexisyilable (seks'i sil-la-bl), n. [L. sex, six,

and K. syllable. ] A word having six sylla

bles

Sexlvalent (sek-siv'a-lent).a. In chem, hav

ing an equivalence of six ; capable of com

bining with or becoming exchanged for six

hydrogen atoms.

Sexless (seks'Ies), a. Having no sex; desti

tute of the characteristics of sex. Shelley.

Sexlocular (seks-lok'u-ler), a. [L. sex, six,

and loculus, a cell.] In bot. six-celled; hav

ing six cells for seeds; as, a sexlocular peri

carp.

Sexfy t (seksli), a. Belonging to a charac

teristic of sex; sexual.

Should I ascribe any of these things to my texly

weaknesses I were not worthy to live.

Queen Elizabeth.

Sext, Sexte (sekst, seks'ti), n. [I. sextus,

sixth.] In the R. Cath. Ch. one of the can

onical hours of prayer, usually recited at

noon; the sixth hour of the day.

Sextain (seks'tan), n, [From L. sex, six.] A

stanza of six lines.

Sextans (seks'tanz). n. [L ] 1. In Rom.

antiq. a coin, the sixth part of an as.—2. In

astron. the sextant

Sextant (seks'tant), n. [L. sextans, sex-

tantis. a sixth part ] 1. In math, the sixth

part of a circle. Hence— 2, An improved

form of quadrant, capable of measuring
angles of 120s. It consists of a frame of

metal, ebony, Ac, stiffened by cross-braces,

and having an arc embracing 60* of a

circle. It has two mirrors, one of which

is fixed to a movable index, and various

other appendages. It is capable of very gen

eral application, but it is chiefly employed

as a nautical instrument for measuring the

altitudes of celestial objects, and their ap

parent angular distances. The principle of

the sextant, and of reflecting instruments

in general, depends upon an elementary

theorem in optics, viz. if an object be seen

by repeated reflection from two mirrors

which are perpendicular to the same plane,

the angular distance of the object from its

image 7s double the inclination of the mir

rors. The annexed figure shows the usual

construction of the sextant. QPis the gradu

ated arc, Bl the movable Index, B mirror

fixed to the index, A mirror (half-silvered,

half- transparent) fixed to the arm, qg' col

oured glasses, that may be interposed to

the sun's rays. To find the angle between

two stars hold the instrument so that the

one is seen directly through telescope T and

the unsilvered portion of the mirror, and
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move the index arm so that the image of

the other star seen through the telescope by

reflection from B and a is nearly coincident

with the first, the reading on the arc gives the

angle required ; half decrees being marked

as degrees, because what is measured by

the index is the angle between the mirrors

and this is half that between the objects. •

Box sextant, a surveyor's instrument for

measuring angles, and for filling in the tie-

tails of a survey, when the theodolite is used

for the long lines, and laying out the larger

triangles. — 3. In astron. a constellation

situated across the equator and south of

the ecliptic.

Sextary (seks'ta-ri), n. [L. sextarius, from

sextus, sixth, from sex, Bix.] An ancient

Roman dry and liquid measure containing

about a pint

Sextary t (seks'ta-ri), n. The same as Sac

risty. Sextary land, land given to a church

or religious house for maintenance of a sex

ton or sacristan. Also written Sextery.

Sextet, Sextetto (seks'tet, seks-tet'td), ».

Same as Sestet.

Sextile (seka'til), a. [L. sextus, sixth, from

sex, six.] Denoting the aspect or position of

two planets when distant from each other

60 degrees or two signs. This position is

marked thus s|c

The moon receives the dusky light we discern in

its textile aspect from the earth s benignity.

GLittville.

I'sed also as a noun.

Sextillion (seks-tll'li-on), n. [From L. sex,

six, and E. million.) According to English

notation, a million raised to the sixth power;

a number represented by a unit with thirty-

six ciphers annexed; according to French

notation, by a unit with twenty-one ciphers

annexed. Spelled also Sexillion.

Sexto (seks'to).n. pi. Sextos (seks'toz). [L.]

A book formed by folding each sheet into

six leaves.

SextO-decimo (seks-td-des'i-m6), n. [L. sex

tus decimus, sixteenth — sextus, sixth, and

decimus, tenth.] A book, pamphlet, or the

like, folded so that each sheet makes six

teen leaves; the size of the book thus folded.

Usually indicated thus, 16rao, 16*. Used

also adjectively. Called also Sixteenmo.

Sexton (seks'ton), n. [Contr. from sacris

tan (which see) ] An under officer of the

church, whose business, in ancient times,

was to take care of the vessels, vestments.

Arc, belonging to the church. The greater

simplicity of Protestant ceremonies has ren

dered this duty one of small importance,

and in the Church of England the sexton*

duties now consist in taking care of the

church generally, to which is added the

duty of digging and Ailing up graves in the

churchyard. The sexton may be at the same

time the parish clerk.

Sextonryt (seks'ton-rl), n. Sextonship.

Berners.

Sextonship (seks'ton-ship), n. The office of

a sexton.

Sextry t (seks'trl), n. Some as Sacristy.

Sextuple (seks'tu-pl), a. [L.L. sextuplus,

from L. sex, six.] 1. Sixfold; six times as

much.—2. In miwtc.applied to music divided

into bars containing six equal notes or their

equivalents, generally considered a sort of

compound common time.

Sextuplet (seks'tu-plet), n. In music, a

double triplet, aix notes to be performed in

the time of four.

Sexual (seks'u-al),a. [L. sexualis (Fr. wxuet),

from sexus, sex.] Pertaining to sex or the

sexes ; distinguishing the sex ; denoting

what is peculiar to the distinction and office

of male and female; pertaining to the genital

organs; as, sexual characteristics; sexual

diseases; sexual intercourse, connection, or

commerce.—Sexual system. In bot. a system

of classification; the method founded on the

distinction of sexes in plants, as male and

ch; eAain; ch. Sc. loeA; g. ^o; j, job; ft. Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcnig; zh, azure—See Key.
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female. Called also Artificial System, Lin-

mean System. See Linn.kan.

Sexual!st (seks'u-al-ist), n. One who be

lieves and maintains the doctrine of sexes

in plants; or one who classifies plants by

the sexual system.

Sexuality (seka-u-al'i-ti), n. The state or

quality of being distinguished by sex.

Sexualize (seka'u-al-iz), v.t. To give sex to;

to distinguish into sexes. ' SexuaUzing, as

it were, all objects of thought* Whitney.

Sexually (seks'u-al-li),adtf. In asexual man

ner or relation.

Sey (sy ), n. [Fr. saye.] A sort of woollen

cloth; say. [Scotch]

Sey (si), n. The opening in a garment

through which the arm passes; the seam in

a coat or gown which runs under the arm.

[Scotch]

Bey (sy). v.t. [L. G sijen, A. Sax. sthan,

scon, to strain; Icel. sia, to filter.] To strain,

as milk. [Scotch.]

Seye,t pret of we. Saw. Chaucer.

'Sfoot (sfut), interj. An imprecation abbre

viated from God's foot

'Sfoot, 111 learn to conjure and raise devils. Shak.

Sforzando, Sforzato (sfor-tsan'do. sfor-tsii'-

t&). [It, forcing, forced] In music, a term

written over a note or notes to signify that

they are to be emphasized more strongly

than they would otherwise be in the course

of the rhythm. Generally contracted sf.

Sfregazzl (sfra-gat'si), n. [It. qfreggare, to

rub— L. ex, and/rieo.to rub.] In painting,

a mode of glazing adopted by Titian and

other old masters for soft shadows of flesh,

Ac, and which consisted in dipping the

finger in the colour and drawing it once

along the surface to be painted with an

even movement. Fairholt.

Sfumato (sfu-ma'td), a. [It, smoky.] In

painting, a terra applied to that style of

painting wherein the tints are so blended

that the outline is scarcely perceptible, the

whole presenting an indistinct misty ap

pearance.

SgraffittO (sgraf-fS'to), a. [It, scratched.]

Applied to a species of painting In which

the ground is prepared with dark stucco, on

which a white coat is applied ; this is after

wards chipped away, so aa to form the de

sign from the dark ground underneath.

Shabt (shab), ».*. [See Shabby.] To play

mean tricks ; to retreat or skulk away

meanly or clandestinely. [Old cant]

Shab (shab). v. t. [See Shabby. ] To rub or

scratch, as a dog or cat scratching itself.

Shab (shab), n. [See Shabby] A disease

incident to sheep; a kind of itch which

makes the wool fall off; scab.

Shabbed t (shab'ed), a. Mean; shabby.

They mostly had short hair, and went in a shabbed

condition, and looked rattier like prentices.

A.sVmd.

Shabbily (shab'i-li). adv. In a shabby man

ner; as,(a) with threadbare orworn clothes;

as, to be clothed shabbily. (6) Meanly; in

a despicable manner.

Shabbiness (shab'i-nes), n. The quality

of being shabby; the state of being thread

bare or much worn; meanness; paltriness.

Shabble (shab'l), n. [A form of sabre, D.

mi fir I, G. miI'd, a sabre. ] A crooked sword

or hanger; a cutlass. [Scotch.]

Shabby (shab'i), a. [A softened form of scab

by; Prov. E. shabby, itchy, mangy, from shab,

itch; A Sax. sceah, a scab, sceabig, scabby,

mangy. See SCAB.] L Bagged; threadbare;

torn or worn. 'The necessity of wearing

shabby coats and dirty shirta.' Macaulay.—

2. Clothed with threadbare or much-worn

garments. ' The dean was so shabby. ' Stoi/t.

3. Mean ; paltry ; despicable ; aa, a shabby

fellow; shabby treatment.

You're shabby fellows—true—but poets still.

And duly seated on the immortal lull. Byron.

Shabrack (Bhab'rak), n. [G. sthabrackv,

Fr. chabraquc. Hung, csabrdg, Turk, tsht't-

prdk.] The cloth furniture of a cavalry

officer's charger.

Shack (shak), n. [In meanings 1 and 2 from

tthake: in 3 more probably a form of shag.}

1. Grain shaken from the ripe ear, eaten l>y

bogs, <ftc. , after harvest [Provincial Eng

lish ]—2. Beech, oak, <vc, mast for swfne's

food. [Provincial English.]— 3. A liberty of

winter pasturage. — Common nf shack, the

right of persons occupying lands lying to

gether in the same common field, to turn

out their cattle after harvest to feed pro

miscuously in that field.—i. A shiftless fel

low; a sturdy beggar; a vagabond. [Pro

vincial English.]

Shack (shak),t>. i. [Prov. E. and 8c. , to shake.

See above. ] 1. To be shed or fall, as corn at

harvest—2. To feed in stubble, or upon the

waste corn of the field. —3. To rove about,

as a stroller or beggar. [A provincial word.)

Shackatory t (ahak'a-to-ri), n. [For shake

a Tory] An Irish hound. Dekker.

Shack-bolt (Bhak'bolt), n. In her. a fetter

such as might be put on the wrists or ankles

of prisonera

Shackle (shakl), n. [Generally used in the

plural] [A. Sax. scacttt, sceacul, a shackle,

from scacan, sceacan, to shake; D. schakel, a

link of a chain. It probably meant origin

ally a loose, dangling fastening.] 1. A fetter,

gyve, handcuff, or something else that con

fines the limbs so as to restrain the use of

them or prevent free motion. 'Bolts and

shackles.' Shak.—2. That which obstructs

or embarrasses free action.

The shackles of an old love straiten'd him.

Tennyson.

It is when Milton escapes from the shackles of the

dialogue, when he is discharged from the labour or

uniting two incongruous styles, when he is at liberty

to indulge his choral raptures without reserve, that

he rises even above himself. Macaulay.

3. Naut. (a) a link in a chain-cable fitted

with a movable bolt, so that the chain can

be separated, (b) A ring on the port through

which the port-bar is passed to close the

port-hole effectually.—1 A link for coupling

railway-carriages, Ac. [American.]—5.t A

fetter-like band or chain worn on the legs

or arras for ornament

He told me . . . that they had alt ear-rings made

of gold and %o\d-shaci/es about their legs and arms.

Dampicr.

6. The hinged and curved bar of a padlock

by which it is hung to the staple.

Shackle (shnk'l). v.t pret A pp. shackled;

ppr. shackling. 1. To chain ; to fetter ; to

tie or confine the limbs of, so as to prevent

free motion.

To lead him shackled and exposed to scorn

Of gathering crowds. J. Philips.

% To bind or confine so aa to obstruct or

embarrass action.

You must not shackle him with rules about indiffer

ent matters. Locke.

3. To join by a link or chain, as railway-car

riages. [American.]

Shackle (shak'l),n. [See Shack, n.J Stubble.

[Provincial English.]

Shackle-bar (shackl-barl, n. The United

States name for the coupling bar or link of

a railway carriage.

Shackle-bolt (shak'l-bdH), n. A shackle; a

gyve; a shack-bolt

'What device does he bear on his shield T* asked

Ivanhoe.— ' Something resembling a bar of iron, and

a padlock painted blue on the black shield.'— 'A

fetterlock and shackle-bait axvac' said Ivanhoe; 'I

know not who may bear the device, but well I ween

it might now be mine own.' Sir IV. Scott.

Shackle -bone (shakl-bonX « [Lit. the

bane on which shackles are put; L.G. shake -

bein.] The wrist. [Scotch.]

Shaddock t (shaklok), n. A shackle-bolt;

a sort of shackle. W. Browne.

Shack!y (shak'l-i), a. Shaky; ricketty.

[T'nitea States.]

Shad (shad), n. sing, and pi. [Prov. G.

schade, a shad; comp. Arm. sgaaan, W. ysga-

dan, a herring.] A teleostean fish of the

genus Alosa, family Clupeidas, which in

habits the sea near the mouths of large

rivers, and in the spring ascends them to

deposit its spawn. It attains a length of

3 feet, and Is distinguished by the absence

nf sensible teeth, and by an irregular spot

behind the gills. Two species of shad are

found off the British coast, the Twaite (.1.

vulgaris) and the Allice shad (A.Jinta), but

their flesh is dry and not much esteemed

here. In the United States a species of shad,

plentiful in the Hudson, Delaware, Chesa

peake, and St. Lawrence, is much esteemed

and is consumed in great quantities in the

fresh state.

Shad-bush (shad'bush), n. A name of a

shrub or small tree common in the Northern

United States (Amclanchier canadensis), so

called from its flowering in April and May

when the shad ascend the rivers. The fruit

is edible and ripens in June, whence the

name June-berry. Called also Service-berry.

Shaddock (shad'dok), n. [After Captain

Shaddock, who first bronght it to the West

Indies, early in the eighteenth century.] A

tree and its fruit, which is a large species of

orange, the produce of the Citrus decumana,

a native of China and Japan. The fruit

weighs sometimes from 10 to 20 lbs., Is

roundish, with a smooth, pale yellow skin,

and white or reddish pulp. See PompeL-

moosh.

Shaddock Tree [Citrns decumana).

Shade (shadX n. [A. Sax. sceadu, shade, sha

dow. See Shadow.] 1. A comparative ob

scurity caused by the interception, ratting

off, or interruption of the rays of light; dim

ness or gloom caused by interception of

light Shade differs from shadow, as it im

plies no particular form or definite limit;

whereas a shadow represents in form the ob

ject which intercepts the light Hence.

when we say, let us resort to the shade of a

tree, we hare no thought of form or size, aa

of course we have when we speak of mea

suring a pyramid or other object by its sha

dow.

The f.iinty knights were scorched, and knew not

where

To run for shelter, for no shade was near. Dryden.

2. Darkness; obscurity. In this sense used

often in the plural. 'Solemn shades of end

less night' Shak.

The shades of night were falling fast. Longfellow.

3. A shaded or obscure place; a place shel

tered from the sun's rays, as a grove or close

wood; hence, a secluded retreat

Let us seek out some desolate shade, and there

Weep our sad bosoms empty. Shak.

4. A screen ; something that intercepts

light, heat, dust, dsc; as, (a) a coloured

glass in a sextant or other optical instru

ment for solar observations, (b) A hollow

conic frustum of paper or raetal surrounding

the flame of a lamp, in order to confine the

light within a given area, (c) A hollow

globe of ground glass or other translucent

materia], used for diffusing the light of a

lamp, gas jet. Ac (a*) A hollow cylinder

perforated with holes, used to cover a night-

light

She had bronght a rushlight and shade, which.

with praiseworthy; precaution against fire, she had

stationed in a basin ou the floor. Dickens.

(e) A hollow glass covering for protecting

ornaments, Ac., from dust. 'Spar figures

under glass shades.' Mayhew. (J) A device

for protecting the eyes from the direct raya

of the sun or artificial light.—6. Protection;

shelter; cover. —6. In painting, the dark

part of a picture ; deficiency or absence of

illumination.

'Tis every painter's art to hide from sight.

And cast in shades, what seen would not delight.

Dryden.

7. Degree or gradation of light

White, red. yellow, blue, with their several degrees

or shades and mixtures, as green, come only m by

the eyes. Locke.

s. A small or scarcely perceptible degree or

amount; as, coffee is a shade lower. ' Blen

der shade of doubt' Temtyeon.—Q. A sha

dow. * Since every one hath, every one, one

cAarfe. ' Shak. [Poetical. ]

Envy will merit, as its shade, pursue. Pofe.

10. The soul, after its separation from the

body: so called because the ancients sup

posed it to be perceptible to the sight, not

to the touch; a spirit; a ghost; as, the shade*

of departed heroes.

Swift as thought the flitting shade

Through air his momentary journey made.

Dryden.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abitne; y, Sc. tey.
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11. pi The abode of spirits; the inrisible

world of the ancients; hades: with the.

Virgil, who represents him in the shades surrounded

by a crowd of disciples. IV. Mure.

Shade (shad), v.t. pret. A pp. shaded; ppr.

shading. 1. To shelter or screen from light

by intercepting its rays; to shelter from

the light and heat of the snn ; as, a large

tree shades the plants under its branches;

shaded vegetables rarely come to perfection.

I went to crop the sylvan scenes.

And shade our altars with their leafy greens.

Dryden.

2. To overspread with darkness or obscurity;

to obscure. ' Bright orient pearl, alack, too

ttiuely shaded.' Shale.

Thou shad's!

The full blaze of thy beams. Milton.

X To shelter; to hide. ' Sweet leaves, shade

folly.' Shak. ' Ere In onr own house 1 do

shade my head.' Shak. —4. To cover from

injury; to protect; to screen.

Leave not the faithful side

That cave thee being, still shades thee and protects.

Milton

5. In drawing and painting, (a) to paint in

obscure colours; to darken. (6) To mark

with gradations of colour. —6. To cover with

a shade or screen; to furnish with a shade

or something that Intercepts light, heat,

dust, etc.

He was standing with some papers m his hand by

a table with thaded candles on it. Dickens.

Shade-Ash (shad'Ash), n. See Maigrk.

Shadeful (shad'ful), a. Shady. Drayton.

Shadeless (shadles), a. Without shade.

A gap in the hills, an opening

SMadeless and shelterless. Wordsworth.

Shader (shad'erX n. One who or that which

shades.

Shad-frog (*had'frog).n. A very handsome

species of American frog, liana Halecina,

so named from its making its appearance

on land at the same time the shads visit

the shore. It is very active and lively, mak

ing leaps of from 8 to 10 feet in length.

Shadily ( sha'di-li ), adv. In a shady man

ner; umhrageously.

ShadinesB (dia'di-nes), n. The state of be

ing shady ; umbrageousness ; as, the shadi-

nee* of the forest.

Shading (shad'ing), n. 1. The act or pro

cessor making a shade; interception of

light; obscuration.— 2. That which repre

sents the effect of light and shade in a draw

ing; the filling up of an outline.

Shadoof, Shaduf (sha-duf), n. A contriv

ance extensively employed in Egypt for rais

ing water from the Nile for the purpose of

irrigation. It consists of a long stout rod

suspended on a frame at about one-fifth of

Raising water by Shadoofs.

its length from the end. The short end is

weighted so as to serve as the counterpoise

of a lever, and from the long end a bucket

of leather or earthenware is suspended by

a rope The worker dips the bucket in the

river, and, aided by the counterpoise weight.

empties ft into a hole dug on the bank,

from which a runnel conducts the water to

the lands to be irrigated. Sometimes two

shadoofs are employed side by side. When

the waters of the river are low two (or more)

shadoofs are employed, the one above the

other. The lower lifts the water from the
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river and empties it into a hole on the

bank, the upper dips into this hole, and emp

ties the water Into a hole at the top of the

bank, whence it is conveyed by a channel to

its destination.

Shadow (shad'6), n. [A. Sax. .scad v. sceadu,

a shadow; O Sax. scado, Goth, skadus, D.

schaduw, O.H.G. scato, Mod. G. schatten—

shade, shadow, from a root ska. skad, Skr.

chhad, to cover; comp. Or. skotos, dark

ness.] 1. Shade within defined limits; the

figure of a body projected on the ground,

Ac., by the Interception of light; obscurity

or deprivation of light apparent on a plane,

and representing the form of the body

which intercepts the rays of light; as, the

shadow of a man, of a tree, of a tower.

Shadow, in option, may be defined a portion

of space from which light is intercepted by

an opaque body. Every opaque object ou

which light falls is accompanied with a

shadow on the side opposite to the lumin

ous body, and the shadow appears more in

tense in proportion as the illumination is

stronger. An opaque object illuminated by

the sun, or any other source of light which

is not a single point, must have an infinite

number of shadows, though not distinguish

able from each other, and hence the shadow

of an opaque body received on a plane is

always accompanied by & penumbra, or par

tial shadow, the complete shadow being

called the umbra See PENUMBRA.—2. Dark

ness; shade; obscurity.

Night's sable shadows from the ocean rise.

Sir jf. Denhatn.

S. Shade ; the fainter light and coolness

caused by the interception of the light and

heat of the sun's rays.

In secret shadow from the sunny ray

On a sweet bed of lilies softly laid. Spenser

4. Shelter; cover; protection; security.

He that dwelleth in the secret place of the Most

High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.

Ps. xci. i.

5.t Obscure place; secluded retreat 'To

secret shadows I retire.' Dryden.—6. Dark

part of a picture ; shade ; representation of

comparative deficiency or absence of light.

After great lights there must be great shadows.

Dryden.

7. Anything unsubstantial or unreal, though

having the deceptious appearance of reality;

an image produced by the imagination.

* What shadows we are and what shadows

we pursue.' Burke.

Shadows to-night

Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard

Than can the substance often thousand soldiers.

Shah.

8. A spirit; a ghost; a shade. 'If we sha

dows have offended.' Shak. ' A shadow like

an angel/ Shak —9. An imperfect and faint

representation ; adumbration ; a preflgurn-

tion; a foreshowing; a dim bodying forth.

The law having a shadow of good things to come,

and not the very image of the things, can never. &c.

Heb. x. i.

In the glorious lights of heaven we perceive a sha

dow of hut divine countenance. Raleigh.

10. Inseparable companion; that which fol

lows or attends a person or thing like a

shadow. ' Sin and her shadow, Death. ' Mil

ton. — 11. Type ; mystical representation.

* Types and shadows of that destin'd seed.'

Hilton —12. Slight or faint appearance. * No

variableness, neither shadow of turning.'

Jam. i. 17.— 18. A reflected image, as in a

mirror or in water; hence, any image or

portrait.

Narcissus so himself himself forsook.

And died to kiss his shadow in the brook. Shah.

14. An uninvited guest, introduced to a

feast by one who is invited: a translation of

the Latin umbra.

I must not have my board pester'd with shadows.

That under other men's protection break in

Without invitement. Massingtr.

—Shadow of death, approach of death or

dire calamity; terrible darkness. Jobiii. 5.

Shadow (shad'6), v.t. 1. To overspread with

obscurity or shade ; to intercept light or

heat from; to shade.

The warlike elf, much wonder'd at this tree,

So fair and great, that shadow'd nil the ground.

Spenser.

2. To cloud; to darken; to obscure; to throw

a gloom over. * The shadow'd livery of the

burnish'd sun.' Shak.

I roust not see the face I love thus shadow'd.
Beau &■ Ft.

3. To conceal; to hide; to screen. [Rare]

Let every soldier hew him down a bough.

And bear't before him ; thereby shall we shadow

The number of our host. Shah.
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4. To protect ; to screen from danger ; to

shroud. 'Shadowing their right under your

wings of war. 'Shak.—6. To mark with slight

gradations of colour or light; to shade.

Peacham.—6. To paint in obscure colours.

1 Void spaces which are deeply shadowed.'

Dryden.—7. To represent faintly or imper

fectly ; to body forth .

Augustus is shadowed in the person of /Enea ...

Dryden.

8. To represent typically; as, the healing

power of the brazen serpent shadoweth the

efficacy of Christ's righteousness. In this

sense the word is frequently followed by

forth; as, to shadow forth the gospel dis

pensation.— 9. To follow closely; to attend

as closely as a shadow, especially in a secret

or unobserved manner.

Shadowiness (shad'6-i-nes), n. State of be

ing shadowy or unsubstantial.

Shadowing (shad'o-ing), n. 1. Shade or

gradation of light and colour; shading.

More broken scene made up of an infinite variety

of inequalities and shadowines that naturally arise

from an agreeable mixture of hills, groves, and val

leys. Addison.

2 In painting, the art of correctly represent

ing the shadows of objects.

Shadowish (ahad'&ish), a. Shadowy. ' Our

religion being that truth whereof theirs

was but a shadowish prefigurative resem

blance.' Hooker. [Eare.]

Shadowless (shad'6-les), a. Having no

shadow. R. PoUok.

Shadowy (shad'6-i), a. [A. Sax. sceadwig.

See Shadow.] 1. Full of shade; causing

shade; accompanied by shade; dark; gloomy.

'Shadowy forests.' Shak. 'This shadowy

desert, unfrequented woods.' Shak.

Tell them, that by command, ere yet dim night

Her shadowy cloud withdraws, I am to haste.

Milton.

2. Faintly representative ; typical. * Those

shadowy expiations weak, the blood of bulls

and goats.' Milton.—3. Unsubstantial; un

real. ' His (the goblin's) shadowy Hail,' Mil

ton.

Milton has brought into his poems two actors of a

shadowy and fictitious nature, in the persons of Sin

and Death. Addison.

4. Dimly seen; obscure; dim.

And summons from the shadowy past

The forms that once have been. Longfellow.

6. Indulging in fancies or dreamy imagina

tions.

Wherefore those dim looks of thine,

Shadowy dreaming Adeline! Tennyson.

Shadrach (sha'drak), n. [From Shadraeh,

one of the three persons on whose bodies

the fiery furnace had no power, mentioned

in Dan. ill 26, 27.] A mass of iron in which

the operation of smelting has failed of its

intended effect

Shady (sha'di), a. 1. Abounding with shade

or shades; casting or causing shade. 'And

Amaryllis fills the shady groves.' Dryden.

2. Sheltered from the glare of light or sultry

heat.

Cast it also that you may have rooms shady for

summer and warm for winter. Bason.

3. Such as cannot well bear the light; of

doubtful morality or character ; equivocal ;

as, a shady character ; a shady transaction.

[Slang.]

Our newspapers have not yet got the length nf

sending an emissary to the Treasury to ask Mr. Glad

stone iT he does not think the Eweime appointment

a shady business. Sat. Rev.

Shafflet (shaf'ft), t.i [A form of shuffle. \

To hobble or limp.

Shafflert (shaf'fl-er),n, A hobbler; one that

limps.

Shaflites(shaf'i-its),n.j>r [From the founder,

called Al-shafei.] One of the four sects of

the Sunnites or orthodox Mohammedans.

Shaft (shaft) /t. [6. schacht, Dan. skakt, the

shaft of a mine; comp. Sc. sheugh, a trench,

a shaft, ns in coal -sheuyh. As to change from

guttural to labial comp. laugh.] In mining,

a narrow deep pit or opening made into the

earth as the entrance to a mine or coal-field,

by which the workers descend, and through

which the mineral is brought to the surface.

Shafts are also formed to allow the passage

of pure air into a coal-mine, or for drawing

up through them the foul air from the

workings. The former is named a downcast

shaft, the latter an upcast.

Shaft (shaft), n. [A. Sax. sceaft, a dart, an

arrow, a spear, a pole; Icel. skaft, skapt, an

arrow or dart, a handle; Dan. skaft, a han

dle or haft, a column ; D. and O. schaft, a

shaft, pole, handle. Usually regarded as

lit. the thing shaped or smoothed by shaving

or scraping, from A. Sax. scafan, to shave.

eh, ehmin; 6h, Sc. locA; g, po; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; tii. then; th, tain; w, trig; wh, tcAig; th, azure.—See Kir.
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to scrape; but this is doubtful. Com]). L

scapus, a shaft, scipio, a staff; Or. $kaptron,

skiptron, a staff.] 1. An arrow; a missile

weapon. ' Shaft* of gentle satire, kin to cha

rity.' Tennyson.

So lofty was the pile, a Parthian bow

With vigour drawn must send the sfutft below.

Drydtn.

2. A body of a long cylindrical shape; astern,

■talk, trunk, or the like; the columnar part

of anything; specifically, in arch, (a) the

body of a column between the base and the

capital; the fust or trunk. It always di

minishes in diameter, sometimes from the

bottom, sometimes from a quarter, and

sometimes from a third of its height, aud

sometimes it has a slight swelling, called

the entasis, in the lower part of its height.

In the Ionic and Corinthian columns the

difference of the upper and lower diameters

of the shaft varieB from a fifth to a twelfth

of the lower diameter. See Column. (6)

The spire of a steeple, (c) The part of a

chimney which rises above the roof, (rf) In

middle-age architecture, one of those small

columns which are clustered round pillars,

or used in the jambs of doors and windows,

in arcades, &c.—& The interior space of a

blastfurnace. —4. The stem or stock of a

feather or quill. —5. The handle of certain

tools, utensils, instruments, or the like; as,

the shaft of a hammer, axe, whip, Ac—6. A

long lath at each end of the heddles of a

loom.—7. In mach. (a) a kind of large axle;

as, the shaft of a fly-wheel ; the shaft of a

steamer's screw or paddles ; the shaft or

crank-axle of a locomotive. (6) A revolving

bar or connected bars serving to convey the

force which is generated in the engine or

other prime mover to the different working

machines, for which purpose it is provided

with drums and belts, or with cog-wheels —

8. One of the bars between a pair of which a

horse is harnessed to a vehicle; a thill; also,

the pole or tongue of a carriage, chariot, &c.

—To make a shaft or a bolt on't, a prover

bial expression put by Shakspere into the

mouth of Slender {Merry Wires, iii. 4) sig

nifying to take the risk come what may.

The shaft was the arrow of the long-bow,

the bolt that of the cross-bow.

Shaft-alley (shaft'al-li), n. A passage in a

screw steamer between the after bulk-head

of the engine-room and the shaft -pipe

around the propeller shaft, and allowing

access thereto.

Shaft-bender (shaffbend-er), n. A person

who bends timber by steam or pressure.

Shaft-coupling (shaft'kup-ling), n. A de

vice for connecting two or more lengths of

shafting together. See Coupling.

Shafted (shaffed), a. 1. Having shafts; or

namented with shafts or small clustering

pillars

The lordly hall itself is lighted by a fine Gothic

window of shafted stone at one end. Sir IV. Scott.

2. Having a handle: a term used in heraldry

to denote that a spear-head has a handle

to it.

Shaft-horse (shaft'hors), n. The horse that

goes in the shafts or thills of a cart, chaise,

or gig.

Shafting (Bhaft'ing), n. In mach. the sys

tem of shafts connecting a machine with

the prime mover, and through which mo

tion is communicated to the former by the

latter. See Shaft.

Shaftment, t ShaftmanKshaft'ment.shaft'-

man), n. [A. Sax. sctrfttnund — scaft, a

shaft, and mund, a hand.] A span, a mea

sure of about 6 inches.

The thrust mist her, and in a tree it stroke

And entered in the same a shaftman deepe.

Harrington.

Shag (shag), n. [A. Sax. sceacga. a brush

of coarse hair; probably allied to Icel. skegg,

Dan. skiarg, a beard, and perhaps connected

with Icel. skaga, to stand out. to be promi

nent; skagi, a promontory] 1. Coarse hair

or nap, or rough woolly hair. 'True Wit

ney broadcloth, with its shag unshorn.'

Gag— 2. A kind of cloth having a long

coarse nap. — 3. The green cormorant or

crested cormorant (Phalacrocorax crista-

tus). At the commencement of spring there

rises on the middle of the head a fine tuft

of outspread feathers, about 14 inch high,

capable of erection, and in that state pre

senting a toupet or large plume. On the

occiput also are ten or twelve rather long

Biibulate feathers—4. A kind of tobacco cut

into fine shreds.

Shag (shag), a. Hairy; shaggy. 'Fetlocks

shag and long ' Shak —Shag tobacco. See

SHAO, 4.

Shag (shag), v.t 1. To make rough or

hairy.—2. To make rough or shaggy; to de

form.

Brigand* who live in mountain caverns shagged

with underwood, Fraser's Mag.

Shag-bark (shag'bark), n. In the United

States, a popular name for Carya alba, a

kind of hickory. Some call it Shell-bark.

Shag-eared (shag'erd), a. Having shaggy

ears.

Thou liest, thou shag-ear'd villain '. Shak,

[Some editions read here (Macbeth, iv. 2)

shag-hair'd, an epithet occurring also in

II Henry VI. Hi. 1.]

Shagged (shag'ed), a. 1. Rough with long

hair or wool.

Lean are their looks, and shagged is their hair.

Dryden.

2. Rough as with wood; rugged.

Shagglness, Shaggedness (shag'i-nes,

shag'ed-nes), n. The state of being shaggy;

roughness with long loose hair or wool.

Shaggy (shagl), a. 1. Rough with long hair

or wooL

A lion's hide he wears,

About his shoulders hangs the shaggy skin.

Dryden.

2 Rough; rugged; as, the shaggy tops of

the hills. Milton.

Shag-haired (shagTiard), a. Having long

shaggy hair. Shak.

Shagreen (sha-gren'), n [Fr. chagrin, Vene

tian, sagrtn, from Turk, eagri. Per. saghri,

Bhagreen] 1. A species of leather prepared

without tanning, from horse, ass, and camel

skin, its granular appearance being given by

imbedding in it, whilst soft, the seeds of a

species of chenopodium, and afterwards

shaving down the Burface, and then by

soaking causing the portions of the skin

which had been indented by the seeds to

swell up into relief. It is dyed with the

green produced by the action of sal ammo

niac on copper filings- It is also made of the

skins of the shark, sea-otter, seal, Ac. It

was formerly much used for watch, spec

tacle, and instrument cases. — 2. t Chagrin.

See Chagrin.

Shagreen, Shagreened (sha-gren', sha-

grend'). a. Made of the leather called sha

green. 'A shagreen case of lancets.' T.

Hook.

Shah (sha), n. [Per., a king, a prince (hence

chew). } 1. A title given by European writers

to the monarch of Persia, but in his own

country he is designated by the compound

appellation of Padishah. — Shah A'ameh

[Per., the Book of Kings], the title of seve

ral Eastern works, the most ancient and

celebrated of which is the poem in the mo

dern Persian language by the poet Firdousi.

It contains the hiBtory of the ancient Per

sian kings. —2. A chieftain or prince.

Shahl (slia'hi), u. A Persian copper coin of

the value of Jd.

Shaik (shak), n. See Sheik.

Shailt (shaf), v.t. [Allied to L.G. schelen,

G. shielen, Dan. skiele, to squint, to be ob

lique.] To walk sidewise.

You must walk straight, without skiewing and

shailtng to every step you set. SirJi. L'Estrange.

Shake (shak), v.t. pret. shook; pp. shaken

(shook obs. or vulgar); ppr. shaking. [A. Sax.

scacan, sceacan, pret. sede, sceoc, pp. scacen;

Icel. and Sw. skaka, to shake ; allied to D.

schokken, to shake, to jog; O. schaukeln, to

swing. See also Shock.] 1. To cause to

move with quick vibrations; to move ra

pidly one way and the other; to make to

tremble, quiver, or shiver; to agitate; as, the

wind shake* a tree: an earthquake shakes

the hills or the earth.

I shoot my lap, and said, So Cod shake out every

man from his house and from his labour, that per-

formeth not this promise, even thus be he shaken out

and emptied. Neh. v. 13.

The rapid wheels shake heavens basis. Milton.

Sound the pipe, and cry the slogan—

Let the pibroch shake the air. Aytoun.

2. To move or remove by agitating; to throw

off by a Jolting, jerking, or vibrating motion;

to rid one's self of: generally with an ad

verb, as away, off, out, Jtc.

Shake off the golden slumber of repDse. Shak.

At sight of thee my heart shakes off its sorrows.

Addison.

3. To move from firmness; to weaken the

stability of; to endanger; to threaten to

overthrow.

When his doctrines grew too strong to be shook

by his enemies, they persecuted his reputation.

Atterbury.

4. To cause to waver or doubt ; to impair

the resolution of; to depress the courage

of.

Hts fraud is then thy fear: which plain infers

Thy equal fear, that my firm hope and love

Can by his fraud be shaken or seduced. Milton.

5. To give a tremulous or vibrating sound

to ; to trill ; as, to shake a note in music. —

C. To rouse suddenly and with some degree

of violence; as. to shake one from a trance.

Thomson. In this sense usually with up.

The coachman shook uf his horses, and carried

them along the side of the school close. Hughes.

—To shake hands, a phrase which, from the

action of friends at meeting and parting,

sometimes signifies, (a) to make an agree

ment or contract; to ratify, confirm, or

settle ; as, to shake hands over a bargain.

(b) To take leave; to part.

Nor can it be safe for a king to tany among them

who are shaking hands with their allegiance.

Etkon Basiiikf.

—To shake a loose leg, to live a roving, un

settled life. [Vulgar ]

Shake a loose leg at the world as long as you can.

If. H. Ainrxvrth.

—To shake off the dustfrom the feet, to dis

claim or renounce solemnly all intercourse

with a person or persons.

And whosoever will not receive you, . . . shake

off the t-ery dust from your feet for a testimony

against them. Lu ix. 5.

—To shake the head, to express disapproba

tion, reluctance, dissent, refusal, negation,

reproach, disappointment, and the like.

For how often I caught her with eyes all wet.

Shaking her head at her son and sighing.

Tennyson.

Shake (shak), v.t. To be agitated with a

waving or vibratory motion; to tremble; to

shiver; to quake; to totter; as, a tree shakes

with the wind; the house shakes in a tempest

The foundations of the earth do shake. Is, xxiv. 18.

Under his burning wheels

The steadfast empvrcan shook throughout,

All but the throne itself of God. Milton.

—To shake down, to occupy an improvised

bed ; to betake one's self to a shake-down.

'An eligible apartment in which five or six

of ub shook down for the night.' W. H. Rus

sell. [Colloq.]— To shake together, to be on

good terms; to get along smoothly together;

to adapt one's self to another's habits, way

of working. &c. 'The rest of the men had

shaken well together.' Macniitlan's Mag.

[Colloq.]— To shake up, same as to shake

together.

I can't shake uf along with the rest of you.

//'. Collins.

Shake (shak),n. 1. A vacillating or wavering

motion ; a rapid motion one way and the

other; a shock or concussion; agitation;

tremor.

The great soldiers honour was composed

Of thicker stuff which could endure a shake.

Herbert.

2. A brief moment ; an instant [Colloq.]—

3. In music, (a) a rapid reiteration of two

notes comprehending an interval not greater

than one whole tone nor less than a semi

tone; a trill, (b) The sign (tr., abbreviation

of trill) placed over a note indicating that

it is to be shaken or trilled— 4. A crack or

fissure in timber, produced by great heat,

strain of wind, rapid drying, seasoning, or

the like. — 5. A fissure in the earth. [Provin

cial.]—6. Tire staves and heading of a cask,

ready for Betting up, and packed in small

bulk for convenience of transport—7. pL

A trembling fit; specifically, ague; inter

mittent tever.—Shake rf the hand, a friendly

clasp of another's hand.

Our salutations were very hearty on both sides,

consisting of many kind shakes of the hand.

Addison.

—JVb great shakes, lit no great windfall;

hence, nothing extraordinary; of little value;

little worth. [Colloq]

I had my hands full, and my head too, just then,

so it (his drama of ' Marino Faliero') can be no great

shakes. Byron.

Shake-dOWll (shak'doun), n. A temporary

substitute for a bed, as that funned on

chairs or on the floor. The term Is probably

derived from straw being

7 UBe(* *° 'orm the rough

beds of early times.

Shakee (sha-kfi'), n. An

Eiist Indian coin of the

value of about 3d. ster

ling.

Shake -fork (shak'forkX

n. A fork to toss hay

about In her. the shake-

fork is in form like the

Sh.ikc.fork.

pall, but the ends do not touch the edges of

the shield, and have points in the same

manner as the pile.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry-
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Shaken (shak'n), p and a. 1 Caused to

shake: agitated — 2. Cracked or split; as,

shaken timber.

Nor is the wood shaken nor twisted, as those about

Cape Town. Barrow's Travels.

Shaker (shak'er).n. 1. A person or thing that

shakes or agitates: as,Neptune, the shaker of

the earth, —2 A member of a religious Beet

founded Ln Manchester about the middle of

the eighteenth century; so called popularly

from the agitations or movements in danc

ing which forms part of their ceremonial,

but calling themselves the United Society

of Believers in Christ's Second Appearing.

The Shakers teach a system of doctrine

founded partly on the Bible and partly on

the supposed revelation* of Mother Anne

Lee, their tint inspired leader, and her suc

cessors. They lead a celibate life.hold their

property in common, engage in agriculture,

horticulture, and a few simple trades. They

believe the millennium has come, that they

hold communication with the spirits of the

departed, and have the exercise of spiritual

gifta They wearapeculiardress,andabstain

from the use of pork as food. They teach the

theory of non-resistance as opposed to war

and bloodshed. They are now mostly con

fined to the InitedStates of America. Some

times called Shaking Quaker—^. A variety

of pigeon.

Shake-rag (shiik'rag), n, A ragged fellow;

a tatterdemalion.

He was a shake-rag like fellow, and. he dared to

say, had gypsy blood in his vein*. Sir IV. Scott.

Shakerism(shak'er-lzm), n. The principles

of the Shakers.

Shakiness (ahak'i-nes), n. State or quality

of being shaky.

Shako (shak'6), »*. [Fr. schako, borrowed

from Hung. csdko (pron. tshako), Pol.

tzako, a shako.] A kind of military head

dress, in shape somewhat resembling a

truncated cone, with a peak in frout and

sometimes another behind, and generally

ornamented with a spherical orother shaped

body rising in front of the crown.

Shaksperlan, Shakspearian (shak-Bpe'-

nan t, a. Relating to or like Shak*pere.

Spelled variously Shakespearean, Shake

spearian, Shaksperean, fuu\ Shakspearean.

Shaky (shakT), a. l. Loosely put together;

ready to come to pieces. — 2. Full of shakes

or cracks; cracked, split, or cleft, as timber.

S Disposed to shake or tremble; shaking;

as, a shaky hand. [Colloq.)—4. Of question

able integrity, solvency, or ability. Speci

fically applied at the universities to one not

likely to pass his examination. [Colloq.]

Other circumstance* occurred . . . which seemed

to 0»o» that our director was—what is not to be found

in Johnson's dictionary—rather shaky. Thackeray.

Shale (shal). n. [A form of scale or shell; G.

schale, a skin or bark, a shell, a thin layer.

See Shell ] I. A shell or husk.

Your fair show shall suck away their souls

Leaving them but the shales and husks of men.

Shak.

1 In geol. a species of schist or schistous

clay; slate clay: generally of a bluish or

yellowish gray colour, more rarely of a dark

blackish or reddish gray, or grayish black,

or greenish colour. Its fracture is slaty, and

ln water it moulders into powder. It is

often found fn strata in coal-mines, and

commonly bears vegetable impressions. It

is generally the forerunner of coal Bitu-

minou« shale is a sub-variety of argillaceous

slate, is impregnated with bitumen, and

burns with flame. It yields, when distilled

at * low red heat, an oil of great commercial

importance, to which, from its being rich in

paraffin, the name of paraffin-oil has been

given. The coal-measures of Linlithgow

shire are specially rich in bituminous shales

of great value. Alum also is largely manu

factured from the shales of Lancashire,

Yorkshire, and Lanarkshire. There are

sandy, calcareous, purely argillaceous, and

carbonaceous shales.

Shale (shal). v. t. To peel

Life in iti upper grades was bursting its shell, or

was thaJinf on its husk. Is. Taylor.

Shall (thai), originally v.t , now only auxil

iary. Pre* I shall, thou shalt, he shall,

pL 1. 2, and 3 shall; imperf. should, shouldest

or thmtld*t, should, pi. should. [Formerly

srhal. shal, thttl, pret sholde. shulde; A. Sax.

seal, total, I shall, I have to, I ought; pi. sou-

Uyn. pret seeolde, scolde, inf. seulan. This is a

Sreteritive present, that is a preterite which

is been transformed intoa present, having

then acquired a new preterite of its own.
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Similar forms occur throughout the Teu

tonic tongues, all regarded as from a verb

signifying to kill ; so that shall originally

meant I have killed; hence, I have become

liable for the wergild, then I owe, I ought,

I shall J l.t As independent verb: (a) to

owe; to be under obligation for. ' By that

faith I shal to God.' Chaucer. (6) Have to;

be called upon; be obliged; must. [In this

sense almost the auxiliary]

First tel me whider I shal (jjo) and to what man

Cha ucer.

Al drery was his chere and his taking1

Whan that he sholde out of the chaiubre go.

Chaucer.

2. As an auxiliary: (a) to express mere fu

turity, forming the first persons singular and

plural of the future tense (including the

future perfect), and simply foretelling or

declaring what is to take place = am to, are

to; as, I or we shalt ride to town on Mon

day. This declaration simply informs an

other of a fact that is to take place. Of course

there may be an intention or determin

ation in the mind of the speaker, but shall

does not express this in the first person,

though wUl does, I will go, being equivalent

to I am determined to go, I have made up

my mind to go. Hence, I will be obliged,

or we will be forced, to go is quite wrong.

The rest of the simple future is formed by

the auxiliary trill; that is to say, the future

ln full is. I shall, thou wilt, he will, we

shall, you will, they will. In Indirect narra

tive, however, shall may express mere fu

turity in the second and third persons in

such sentences as, he says or thinks he shall

go. (6) In the second and third persons

shall implies (1) control or authority on the

part of the speaker, and is used to express

a promise, command, or determination; as,

you shall receive your wages ; he shall re

ceive his wages ; these phrases having the

force of a promise in the person uttering

them; thou shalt not kill; he may refuse to

?;o, but for all that he shall go. (2) Or it

mplies necessity or inevitability, futurity

thought certain and answered for by the

speaker.

Sorrow on love hereafter shall attend. Shak.

He that escapes me without some broken limb

shalt acquit him well. Shak.

(c) Interrogatively, shall I go? shall we go?

shall he go? shall they go? ask for direction

or refer the matter to the determination of

the person aBked. But shall you go? asks

rather for information merely as to the

future without referring to another's inten

tion. ('/) After conditionals, as ifor whether,

and in dependent clauses generally, shall,

in all the persons, expresses simple futurity;

as,

( I shall say, or we shall say.

If -j Thou shalt say. ye or you shall say,

{ He shall say, they shall say.

Whosoever ( = if anyone) therefore shall break one

of these least commandments, and shall teach men

so. lie shall be called the least. Ace. Mat. v. 19.

(e) Should, though In form the past of shall.

Is not used to express simple past futurity;

thus, I shall go, means I am to go, but we

do not say I should go yesterday, for I was

to go or to have gone yesterday. In the

indirect speech, however, it is so used ; as,

I said I should go; I arranged that he should

go.

The Parliament resolved that all pictures . . .

should be burned. Macaulay.

Should Is very commonly used (1) to express

present duty or obligation, as I, we, they

should (now and always) practise virtue; or

to express past duty or obligation; as,

I should \ have paid the bill on de-

Thmishouldst I mam1; U was m? duty- vour

He should }"dut* hia dut>" to P** the biU

?ou should j °^iddemttIld' but tt wafl not

(2) To express a merely hypothetical case or

a contingent future event, standing In the

same relation to would that shall does to

will; thus, as we say I shall be glad if you

trill come, so we say I should be glad if you

would come. In such phrases as, if it should

rain to-morrow, if you should go to London

next week, if he should arrive within a

month, it Is to be regarded as the future

subjunctive. In like manner should is used

after though, grant, admit, allow, Ac. (3) It

is often used in a modest way to soften a

statement; thus,' I should not like to say how

many there are,' is much the same as I hardly

like, I do not like: so I shotdd not care if I

were at home' = I do not. Similarly, 'It

should seem' often is nearly the same as

SHALLOWNESS

'It seems'—but this expression is now less

common than 'it would seem.'

He is no suitor then? So it should seem.

B JonSOtt.

Shall and will arc often confounded by in

accurate sneakers or writers, and even

writers such as Addison sometimes make a

slip. In quoting the following lines from a

song in Sir George Etherege's ' She Would if

she Could ' (1704). Mr. R. Grant White says,

* I do not know in English literature another

passage in which the distinction between

shall and will and would and should is at

once so elegantly, so variously, so precisely,

and so compactly illustrated.'

How long I shall \ove him I can no more tell.

Than, had I a fever, when I shoit'd be well.

My passion shall kill me before I will show it,

And yet I won'd give all the world he did know it ;

Hut oh how I sigh, when I think shou'd he woo me.

1 cannot refuse what I know wou'd \m<\o me.

See also Will.

Shall! (shall!), n. [Connected with shawl;

the same word tischallis.] A kind of twilled

cloth, made from the native goats' hair at

Angora. Simmonds.

Shalloon(shal-lOn'). n. [Fr. chalon, a woollen

stuff, said to be from Chdlons, in France.]

A slight woollen stuff.

In blue shalloon shall Hannibal be clad. Swift.

Shallop (shal'lop), n. [Fr. chaloupe, French

form of sloop; D. sloep. See Sloop.] 1. A

sort of large boat with two masts, and

usually rigged like a schooner—2. A small

light vessel with a small mainmast and

foremast, with lug- sails. 'The shallop

flitteth silken-sail'd. ' Tennyson.

Shallot (sha-lof), n. [Abbrev. of eschalot

(which see). See also Scallion] A plant,

the Allium ascalonicum, a species of onion,

the mildest cultivated. It grows wild in

many parts of Palestine, especially near

Ascalon, whence It derives its specific name.

The bulb is compound, separating into divi

sions termed cloves, by which the plant is

propagated. It is sufficiently hardy to en

dure the severest winters of England. The

shallot Is used to season soups and made

dishes, and makes a good addition in sauces,

salads, and pickles.

Shallow (shal16), a. [Probably Bame word

as lcel. skjdlgr, wry, oblique, the water being

shallow where the beach sinkB obliquely

downward; comp. also shoal, shelf. ] 1. Not

deep; having little depth; having the bottom

at no great distance from the surface or edge;

as, shallow water; a shallow trench; a shallow

basket.

I had been drowned but that the shore was shelvy

and shallow. Shak.

I am made a shallow forded stream,

Seen to the bottom. Drydett.

2. Not intellectually deep ; not profound ;

not penetrating deeply into abstruse sul»-

jects; superficial; empty; silly; as, a shal

low mind or understanding; shallow skill.

' Deep vers'd in books, and shallow in him

self." Milton.—3. Thin and weak of sound;

not deep, full, or round. 'The sound per

fected and not bo shallow or jarring.'

Bacon.

Shallow (shal '16). n. A place where the

water Is not deep ; a shoal ; a shelf ; a flat ;

a sand-bank.

A swift stream is not heard in the channel, but upon

shallows of (Travel. Bacon.

There is a tide in the affairs of men.

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life

Is bound in shallows and in mi-series. Shak.

Shallow (shal'16), r. (. To make shallow.

In lonjr process of time the silt and sands shall so

choak and shallow the sea iu and about it.

Sir T. Browne.

That thought alone the state impairs.

Thy lofty sinks, and shallows thy profound. Young.

Shallow (shal'16), n. A local name for the

fish called also Itudd and Red-eye. See

Kl'M>. Yarrell.

Shallow-brained (shaHo-braiid). a. Of no

depth of intellect; empty-headed. 'A com

pany of lewd, shalloto-brained huffs.' South.

Shallow-hearted (sbal'lo-hart-ed), a. In

capable of deep or strong feeling or affec

tion. ' Ve sanguine, shallow-hearted boys.'

Shak.

O my cousin, shallow-hearted I O my Amy, mine

no more ! Tennyson.

Shallowly (shal'16-li). adv. In a shallow

manner; as, (a) with little depth. (6) Super

ficially; simply; without depth of thought

or judgment; not wisely. Shak.

Shallowness (shalld-nes). n. The state or

quality of being shallow; as, (a) want of

depth ; small depth ; as, the shalloicness of

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; J, .job; fa, Fr. ton; ng, sin*;; th, then; th. thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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water, of a river, of a stream. (b) Superfl-

cialness of intellect; want of power to enter

deeply into subjects; emptiness; silliness.

'The shallowness and impertinent zeal of

the vulgar sort' Howell.

Shallow-pated (shaTlo-pat-ed), a. Of

weak mind; silly. Ash.

Slialm, Shalmie (sham, sham'i), n. A

musical wind-instrument formerly in use;

a shawm (which see).

Shalote (aha-lot'X n. See Eschalot and

Shallot.

Shalt (shalt). The second person singular

of shall; as, thou shalt not steal.

Shaly (sha'li), a. Partaking of the qualities

of shale.

Sham (sham), n. [Perhaps a form of shame;

Prov. E. sham, shame; sham, to blush for

shame; comp., however, Prov. G. schem,

schemen, delusive appearance, phantom ;

scheme, shade, shadow; O.H.G. sciman, to

gleam] One who or that which deceives

expectation; any trick, fraud, or device that

deludes and disappoints ; delusion; impos

ture; humbug.

Believe who will the solemn sham, not I. Addison.

In that year (r68o) our tongue was enriched with two

words. Mob and Sham, remarkable memorials of a

season of tumult and imposture. Macanlay.

Sham (sham), a. False ; counterfeit ; pre

tended; as, a sham fight.

Self-interest and covetousness cannot keep society

orderly and peaceful, let sham philosophers say what

they will. Kingsley.

—Sham plea, in law, a plea entered for the

mere purpose of delay.

Sham (sham), v.t. pret. & pp. shammed;

ppr. shamming. l.f To deceive; to trick;

to cheat; to delude with false pretences.

They find themselves fooled and shammedinto con

viction. Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. t To obtrude by fraud or imposition.

We roust have a care that we do not . . . sham falla

cies upon the world for current reason.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To make a pretence of in order to deceive;

to feign; to imitate; to ape; as, to sham ill

ness. —Tosham Abraham, a sailor's term for

pretending illness In order to avoid doing

duty in the ship, Ac. See Abraham-man .

Sham (sham), v.t. To pretend; to make false

pretences.

Then all your wits that fleer and sham,

Down from Don Quixote to Tom Tram,

From whom I jests and puns purloin.

And sliiy put tnem off for mine. Prior.

Sham-Abram (sham-a'brani), a. Pre

tended; rnock;sham. See under SHAM, v.t.

' Sham-Abram saints.' Hood.

Shaman (sham'an), n. A professor or priest

of Shamanism; a wizard or conjuror, among

those who profess Shamanism.

Shaman (sham'an), a. Relating to Sha

manism.

Shamanism (sham'an-izm), n. A general

name applied to the idolatrous religions of a

number of barbarous nations, comprehend

ing those of the Finnish race, as the Ostiaks,

Samoyedes, and other inhabitants of Siberia,

as far as the Pacific Ocean. These nations

generally believe in a Supreme Being, but

to this they add the belief that the govern

ment of'the world is in the hands of a number

of secondary gods both benevolent and mal

evolent towardsman, and that it is absolutely

necessary to avert their malign influence by

magic rites and spells. The general belief

respecting another life appears to be that

the condition of man will be poorer and

more wretched than the present; hence

death is an object of great dread.

Shamanist (sham'an-iat), n. A believer in

Shamanism.

Shamble (sham'bl), n. [A. Sax. scamel, a

stool, a bench, a form; Dan. skammel, Icel.

skemmill, a footstool, a bench, a trestle; Sc.

skemmils, shambles; from L. xcamellum,

scamillus, dims, of scammum, a stool or

bench.] 1. In mining, a niche or shelf left

at suitable distances to receive the ore which

is thrown from one to another, and thus

raised to the top.—2. pi. The tables or stalls

where butchers expose meat for sale; a

slaughter-house; a flesh market: often

treated as a singular. ' To make a shambles

of the parliament house.' Shak.

Whatsoever is sold in the shamtlts.lhat eat. tCor.x.as.

Hence—3. A place of indiscriminate slaugh

ter or butchery.

The whole land was converted into a vast human

shambles. Prescott.

Shamble (sham'bl), v.i. pret. & pp. sham

bled; ppr. shambling. [A form of scamblc

(which Bee).] To walk awkwardly and un

steadily, as if the knees were weak.

Shambling(sharu'bl-ing),a. [From shamble. ]

Moving with an awkward, irregular, clumsy

pace; as, a shambling trot; shambling legs.

Shambling (sham'bl-ing), n. An awkward,

clumsy, irregular pace or gait

By that shambling in his walk it should be my rich

banker, Gomez, whom I knew at Barcelona. Dryden.

Shame (sham), n. [A. Sax. sceamu, scamu,

Icel. skamm, skbmm, Dan. and Sw. skam,

G. schaw, O.H.G. seama, shame; probably

from a root-verb skiman, to redden; soen

also in A. Sax scima, a gleam; £. shim-

mer.] l. A painful sensation excited by a

consciousness of guilt, or of having done

something which injures reputation, or by

the exposure of that which nature or mo

desty prompts us to conceal. 'Burns with

bashful shame. ' Shak.

Hide, for shame,

Romans, your grandsires' images.

That blush at their degenerate progeny. Dryden.

Shame prevails when reason is defeated. Rambler.

2. The cause or reason of shame; that which

brings reproach and degrades a person in

the estimation of others. ' Guides, who are

the shame of religion.' South.

And every woe a tear can claim.

Except an erring sister's shame. Byron.

3. Reproach; ignominy; dishonour; disgrace;

derision; contempt.

Ve have borne the shame of the heathen.

Ezck. xxxvi. 6.

A. The parts which modesty requires to be

covered. Is. xlviL S.—For shame! an inter-

jectional phrase signifying you should be

ashamed; shame on you !—To put to shame,

to cause to feel shame; to inflict shame, dis

grace, or dishonour on.

Seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of Cod

afresh, and put him to an open shame. Heb. vi. 6.

Shame (sham), v.t. pret & pp. shamed; ppr.

shaming. 1. To make ashamed; to cause

to blush or to feel degraded, dishonoured,

or disgraced. ' Shame enough to shame thee,

wert thou not shameless. ' Shak.

Who shames a scribbler i Break one cobweb

through.

He spins the slight self-pleasing thread anew. Pope.

2. To cover with reproach or ignominy ; to

disgrace. — 3. To mock at; to deride.

Ye have shamed the counsel of the poor. Ps. xlv. 6.

Shame (sham), v.i. To be ashamed.

To its trunk authors give such a magnitude, as I

shame to repeat. Raleigh.

I do shame to think of it ShaJt.

Shamefaced (sham'fiist), a. ['Shamefaced

was once shamefast, shamefaeedness was

shamefastness, like steadfast and steadfast

ness; but the ordinary manifestations of

shame being by the face, have brought it to

its present orthography.' Trench. See

Shamefast.] Bashful; easily confused or

put out of countenance.

Conscience is a blushing shamefaced spirit. Shak.

Your shamefaced virtue shunn'd the people's praise.

Dryden.

Shamefacedly (sham'fast-li), adv. Bash

fully; with excessive modesty.

Shamefacedness (sham'fast-nes). n. Bash-

fulness; excess of modesty.

Shamefast t (shara'fast), a. [A. Sax. sceam-

fcest.} Shamefaced; modest.

He saw her wise, shamefast and bringing forth

children. North.

It is a pity that shamefast and shamefastness . . .

should have been corrupted in modern use to shame

faced and shamefacedness. The word* are properly

of the same formation as steaafast, steadfastness,

soothfast, soothfastness, and those good old English

words now lost to us, rootfast. roo/faitttess. As by

rootfast our fathers understood that which was firm

anafast by its root, so by shamefast, in like manner,

that which was established and made fast by (an

honourable) shame. To change this into shame-

faced is to allow all the meaning and force of the

word to run to the surface, to leave us, ethically, a

far inferior word. Trench.

Shamefastness t (sham'fast-nes), n. Shame

facedness; great modesty. 'In mannerly

aparell with shamfastnes.' Bible, Tyndale's

trans., 1&26.

Shameful (sham'ful). a. 1. Bringing shame

or disgrace; scandalous; disgraceful; injuri

ous to reputation.

His naval preparations were not more surprising

than his quick and shameful retreat. Arbuthttot.

2. Raising shame in others; indecent 'Phoe

bus flying so most shameful sight.' Spenser.

Shamefully (sham'ful-li), adv. In a shame

ful manner; with indignity or indecency;

disgracefully.

Shamefulness (sham'fulnes), n. The state

or quality of being shameful ; disgraceful-

ness; disgrace; shame.

The king debated with himself

If Arthur were the child of shamefulness.

Or bora the son of Goriois. Tennyson.

Shameless (shanrles), a. 1. Destitute of

shame; wanting modesty; Impudent; brazen

faced ; immodest ; audacious ; insensible to

disgrace.

To tell thee whence thou earnest, of whom derived.

Were shame enough to shame thee, wert thou not

shameless. Shak.

2. Done without shame ; indicating want of

shame; as, n shameless disregard of honesty.

The shameless denial hereof by some of their

friends, and the more shameless justification by some

of their flatterers, makes it needful to exemplify.

Raleigh.

Shamelessly (sham'les-li), adv. In a shame

less manner; without shame; impudently.

He must needs be shamelessly wicked that abhor*

not this licentiousness. Sir At. Hate.

Shamelessnesa (shamles-nesX n. The state

or quality of being shameless; destitution

of shame; want of sensibility to disgrace or

dishonour; impudence.

He that blushes not at his crime, but adds shame-

lessness to shame, has nothing left to restore him to

virtue. Jer. Taylor.

Shame - proof (snam'prof ), o. Callous or

insensible to shame.

They will shame us ; let them not approach.

—We arc shame-proof, my lord. Shak.

Shamer (sham'er), n. One who or that

which makes ashamed. Beau. <£- Ft

Sham-flght (sham'fit), n. A pretended fight

or engagement.

Shammel (sham'l), n. Same as Shamble.

Shammer (sham'er), n. One that shams;

an impostor.

Shammy, Shamoy (sham'i, sham'oi), n.

[A corruption of chamois, the animal and

its prepared skin. ] 1. A Bpecies of antelope,

the Antilope rupieapra; the chamois.—2. A

kind of leather originally prepared from the

skin of this animal, but much of the article

sold under this name is now made of the

skin of the common goat, the kid, and even

the sheep.

Shamols (shara'oi), n. Same as Shammy.

Shanioying (shain'oi-ing), u. A mode of

prepariugleather by working oil into the

skin instead of the astringent, or chloride

of ammonium, commonly used in tanning.

Shampoo (sham-po7), v. t. [Hind, tshampna,

to squeeze.] 1. To rub and percuss the

whole surface of the body of, and at the

same time to extend the limbs and rack the

joints, in connection with the hot bath, for

the purpose of restoring tone and vigour—

a practice introduced from the East.—2. To

wash thoroughly and rub or brush effec

tively a person's head, using either soap or

a soapy preparation.

Shampoo (sham-poO, n. The act or opera

tion of shampooing.

Shamrock (snam'rok), n. [Ir. seamrog, Gael.

seamrag, trefoil, white clover.] The name

commonly given to the national emblem of

Ireland, as the rose is that of England ami

the thistle of Scotland. It is a trefoil plant,

generally supposed to be the plant called

white clover {Trifolium repens), but some

think it to be rather the wood-sorrel (Oxali*

Acetosella) (which see). The plant sold in

Dublin and elsewhere on St. Patrick's Day la

the small yellow trefoil {Trifolium minus).

Shan (shan), n. Same as Shanny.

Shan (shan), n. Naut. a defect in spars,

most commonly from bad collared knots ;

an injurious compression of fibres in tim

ber; the turning out of the cortical layers

when the plank has been sawed obliquely

to the central axis of the tree.

Shand (shand), a. [O.E. schande, schande,

A. Sax. scand, sceond, shame, disgrace.]

Worthless. [Scotch . ]

Shand (shand). n. Base coin. [Scotch.]

' I doubt Glossin will prove but shand after a', Mis

tress,' said"jabos. . . . "but this is a gude h^lf-crown

ony way. Sir H'. Scrtt.

Shandry, Shandrydan (shan'dri, shan'dri-

dan), n. A one-horse Irish conveyance.

'An ancient rickety-looking vehicle of the

kind once known as shandrydan.' Cornhill

Mag.

Shandygaff (shan'di-gaf), n. A mixture of

beer and ginger-beer.

(Men) slid into cool oyster cellars for iced frinper-

beer and shandygaff. G. A. Sala.

Shangie, Shangan (shang'i, shang'an), n

A shackle; n stick deft at one end for put

ting the tail of a dug in by way of mischief,

or to frighten him away. [Scotch]
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flhantnp fahaii'ing), n. Same as Shanny.

flh^nh; (shangkX n. [A Sax. scane, seeane,

Mcanoa, seeanea, the bone of the leg, the

leg. eann $eanea, the arm-bone; Dan. & Sw.

tkank; Q. and D. scheukel, the shank. Akin

8c. Attn*, a ihin of beef, and perhaps shin )

1. The whole leg, or the part of the leg

from the knee to the ankle; the tibia or

shin-bone. 'CrxwkedcrawlingsAanirs.* Spen

ser

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide

For his shrunk shank. Shak.

2. In a horse, the part of the fore-ley be

tween the knee and the fetlock.—3. That

part of an instrument, tool, or other thing

which connects the acting part with a handle

or other part by which it is held or moved ;

as, specifically, (a) the stem of a key between

the bow and the bit (b) The stem of an

anchor connecting the arms and the stock.

<c) The tang or part of a knife, chisel. Ac,

inserted in the handle, (d) The straight

portion of a hook, (e) The straight part of

a nail between the head ana the taper of

the point (/)The body of a printing type-

0;> The eye or loop on a button.—4 That

part of a shoe which connects the broad

part of the sole with the heel.—5. In metal.

a large ladle to contain molten metals,

managed by a straight bar at one end and

a cross-bar with handles at the other end,

by which it is tipped to pour out the metal.

6. In arch, (a) the shaft of a column. (6) The

plain space between the channels of the tri-

glyph of a Doric frieze— To ride Shanks'

nag or mare, to perform a Journey on foot

or on one's lec;s or shanks. [Colloq]

ShAnk (*hangk). Ft. l. To be affected with

disease of the pedicel or footstalk ; to fall

off by decay of the footstalk: often with

of-

The gennens o( these twelve flowers all swelled.

and sltimaieJy six fine capsules and two poor cap

sules were produced; only four capsules shanking

*JJ. Darwin.

2. To take to one's legs. [Scotch]

Shank (abangk), v. t [Scotch.] To send off

without ceremony.

They think they should be lookit after, and some

say ye should baith be shankit aff till Edinburgh

castle. Sir IK Scott.

—To thank one's self atca', to take one's self

off quickly. Sir W. Scott

Sharik-beer(shangk'ber),n> SameMScArnA-

beer.

Shanked (shangkt), a. Having a shank.

Shanked (shangkt). p. and a. Affected with

disease of the shank or footstalk.

Shanker (shangk'er). n. See Chancre.

Shanklin-sand (sharigkliii-sumlVu. in;...'.

another name for lower greensand of the

chalk formation: so called from its being

conspicuously developed at Shanklin in the

Isle of Wight.

Shank-painter (ahangk'pan-ter), n. A'aut

a short rope and chain which sustains the

shank and flukes of an anchor against the

ship's side, as the stopper fastens the ring

and stock to the cat-head.

Shanny (shan'ni), n. A small fish allied to

the blenny, and found under stones and sea

weeds, where it lurks It is the Blennius

pholis of Linntcus, and the PhoUs lavis of

modern authors. By means of its pectoral

fins it ia able to crawl upon land, and when

the tide ebbs will often creep upon shore

until It finds a crevice wherein it can hide

until the tide returns.

Bhanscrit (shan'skrit), n. An old spelling

of Sanscrit

8ha'nt (shant). A contraction of Shall Not.

[Colloq, }

Shanty (shan'tiX <*• [A form of jaunty.)

Jaunty; gay; showy. [Provincial]

Shanty, Shantee (shan't!), n. [From Ir.

sean, »fd, or from «ion, weather, and tig, a

house ] A hut or mean dwelling ; a tempo

rary building.

Shanty (shan'ti), v.i. To live in a shanty.

[Bare)

Shanty-man (shan'ti-man), n. One who

lives in a tdianty; hence, a backwoodsman;

s lumberer.

Shapable (shap'a-bl), »• 1. Capable of being

ih*p*-il: shapeable. — 2. Having a proper

shape or form.

I made things round and shapable, which before

were filthy thujas indeed to look upon. De Foe.

Shape (ship), v.t pret. shaped; pp. shaped

or shapen; ppr. shaping. [A. Sax. sceapan,

teapaa, O.Sax. seapan, Goth- skapan, skap-

jan, Ice! skapa, Dan. skate, O.hT.G. scafan,

Mod, O. scltajfen, to shape, form, create;

perhaps from same root as ship. } 1. To form

or create; to make.

I was shapen in iniquity. Ps. li. 5.

Costly his garb—his Flemish ruff

Fell o'er his doublet, shaped of buff. Sir W. Scott.

2. To mould, cut, or make into a particular

form; to give form or figure to; as, to shape

a garment

Grace shaded her limbs, and beauty deck'd her

face. Prior.

3. To adapt to a purpose; to regulate; to

adjust; to direct.

Charmed by their eyes, their manners I acquire.

And shafie my fcwUihneSi to their desire. Prior

To the siitr.ni) ... he shapes his course.

Sir y. Denham.

4. To image; to conceive; to call or conjure

up.

Oft my Jealousy

Shapes faults that arc not. Shak.

Shape (shap), v.t To square; to suit; to be

adjusted. [Rare.]

Their dear loss

The more of you 'twas felt, the more It sh*>f*d

Vnto my end of stealing thetn. Shak.

Shape (ahap),n. 1. Character or construction

of an object as determining its external ap

pearance; outward aspect; make; figure;

form; guise; as, the shape of the head, the

body, arc. ; the shape ol a horse or a tree.

* A charming shape.' Addison,

Take any shape but that, and my firm nerves

Shall never tremble. Shak.

2. That which has form or figure; a figure;

on appearance; a being.

The other shape

If shape it might be called that shape had none.

Distinguishable in member, joint, or limb. Milton.

3. A pattern to be followed; a model; a

mould; as, to cut shapes for ladies' dresses,

jackets, etc.— 4. In cookery, a dessert dish

made of blanc-mange, rice, corn-flour, Ac,

variously flavoured, or of jelly, cast into a

mould, allowed to stand till it sets or firms,

and then turned out to be served.—5. Form

of embodiment, as in words ; form, as of

thought or conception; concrete embodi

ment or example, as of some quality.

Yet the smooth words took no shape in action.

Froude.

CI A dress for disguise; a guise.

This Persian shape laid by, and she appearing

In a Greckish dress. Massinger,

Shape, t pp. Formed; figured; prepared.

Chaucer.

Shapeable(shap'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of bein<?

shaped. ' Soft and shapeabte Into love's

syllables.' Ruskin. — 2. Shapely. Spelled

also Shapable.

Shapeless (ahaples), a. Destitute of regu

lar form; wanting symmetry of dimensions.

' The shapeless rock or hanging precipice. '

Pope.

He is deformed ■ crooked, old and sere,

IU-faced, worse bodied, shapeless everywhere.

Shak.

Shapelessness (shitr/Ies-nesX u. The state

of being shapeless; destitution of regular

form.

Shapeliche.io. Shapely; fit; likely. Chau

cer.

Shapeliness (shapTi-nes), n. The state of

)>eing shapely; beauty or proportion of form.

Shapely (shap'li), a. Well formed; having

a regular and pleasing shape; symmetrical.

'The ahapcly column. T. Warton.

Shapesmith (shap'sniith), n. One that un

dertakes to improve the form of the body.

[Burlesque]

No shapesmith yet set up and drove a trade.

To mend the work that Providence had made.

Garth.

Shapoumet (sha-pbr'net). In her. see Cha-

pournet.

Shard (shard), n. [Also sherd; A Sax. sceard,

from seeran, to shear, to separate; cog. Icel.

skard, a notch, a gap ; Dan. skaar, an inci

sion, a sherd; akin share] 1. A piece or

fragment of an earthen vessel or of any

brittle substance ; a potsherd ; a fragment.

'Shards, flints, and pebbles.' Shak. 'Dashed

your cities into shards. ' Tennyson,

Thus did that poor soul wander in want and cheerless

discomfort.

Bleeding, barefooted, over the shards and thorns

of existence. Longfellow.

2. The shell of an egg or of a snail.— 3. The

wing-case of a beetle.

They are his shards, and he their beetle. Shak.

4. The leaves of the artichoke and some

other vegetables whitened or blanched.

'Shards or mallows for the pot' Dryden,

5. t A gap iu a fence. Stanihurst. — 6 t A

bourne or boundary; a division. Spenser.

Shard-borne (shardl)drn), a. Borne along

by its shards or scaly wing-cases. 'The

shard-borne beetle.' Shak.

Sharded (shard'ed). a. Having wings

sheathed with a hard cose. ' The sharded

beetle.' Shak.

Shardy (shard'i), a Consisting of or formed

by a shard or shards; furnished with shards.

' The hornet's shardy wings.' J. II. Drake.

Share (shar), n. [A. Sax. scearu, a por

tion, a shearing, a division; scear, tcatr,

that which divides, the share of a plough,

both from seeran, to cut. Akin shear,

fhecr, shire, shore, sharp, short, scaur, skirt

See SHEAR.] 1. A certain uuantity; a part;

a portion; as, a small share of prudence

or good sense. — 2. A part or portion of

a thing owned by a number in common;

that part of an undivided interest which

belongs to each proprietor; as, shares in a

bank ; shares in a railway; a ship owned in

ten shares.—3 The part of a thing allotted

or distributed to each individual of a num

ber; portion among others; apportioned lot;

allotment; dividend. * My share of fame. "

Dryden.—4. The broad iron or blade of a

plough which cuts the bottom of the furrow-

slice; ploughshare.

Sharpened shares shall vex the fruitful ground.

Dryden.

—To go shares, to go share and share, to

partake, to be equally concerned. [Colloq.]

She fondly hoped that he might be inclined to go

share andshare alike with Twin junior. Thackeray.

Share (shar), v. t. pret. A pp. shared; ppr.

sharing. [From the noun.] 1. To divide in

portions; to part among two or more.

The latest of my wealth I'll share amongst you.

Shot

Suppose I share my fortune equally between my

children and a stranger. Swift.

2. To partake or enjoy with others ; to seize

and possess jointly or in common. ' Who

stay to share the morning feast' Tenny

son.

Great Jove with C.x-sar shares his sov'reign sway.

Mi/ton.

In vain does valour bleed.

While avarice and rapine share the land. Aft/ton.

3. To receive as one's portion; to enjoy or

suffer; to experience. Shak. —4.f To cut;

to shear; to cleave.

Scalp, face, and shoulder the keen steel divides.

And the shared visage hangs on equal sides.

Dryden.

Share (shar), v.i. To have part; to get one's

portion; to be a sharer.

And think not, Percy,

To share with me in glory any more. Shak.

A right of inheritance gave every one a title to

share in the goods of his father. Locke.

Share-beam (shar'bfim), n. That part of a

plough to which the share is applied.

Share-hone (shar'bon), n. The os pubis, the

smallest of the three portions of the os iu-

nominatum, which is placed at the upper

and fore part of the pelvis.

Share-broker (sharbroker), n. A dealer

or broker In the shares and securities of

joint-stock companies and the like.

Shareholder ( shar'hdld-er ), n. One that

holds or owns a share or shares in a joint-

stock company, in a common fund, or in

some property; as. a shareholder in a rail

way, mining, or banking company, &c.

Share-line (shar'] In), u. The summit line

of elevated ground; the dividing line.

Share-list (shartist), n. A list of the prices

of shares of railways, mines, banks, govern

ment securities, and the like.

Sharer (shar'er), n. One who shares; one

who participates in anything with another,

one who enjoys or Buffers in common with

another or others; a partaker.

People not allowed to be tharers with their coni-

Enions in good fortune will hardly be sharers in

d. Sir A. L'Estrange.

Shark (shark), n. [Usually derived from L

carcharias,Gr, ka rcharias, a shark, from kar-

charos, sharp-pointed, with sharp or jagged

teeth; but the want of intermediate forms

renders this etymology a little doubtfuL

Perhaps from A. Sax. seeran, to shear, to cut.

Comp. Icel skerthinar,a, shark. The noun and

the verb appear to nave been applied to per

sons as early as to the fish. ] 1. One of a group

of elasmobrahchiate fishes, celebrated for

the size and voracity of many of the species.

The form of the body is elongated, and the

tail thick and fleshy. The mouth is large,

and armed with several rows of compressed,

sharp-edged, and sometimes serrated teeth.

The skin is usually very rough, covered with

a multitude of little osseous tubercles or pla-

cold scales. They are the most formidable

eh. dkain; ch, Sc. loeA; j,job; U, Fr. to/i; ng, aing; hi, men; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tr/iig; zh, azure.—See Key.. go:
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and voracious of all fishes, pursue other

marine animals, and seem to care little

whether their prey he living or dead. They

* ften follow vessels for the sake of picking

up any offal which may be thrown over

board, ami man himself often becomes a

victim to their rapacity. The sharks formed

the genus Squalus, Linn., now divided into

White Shark {Carcharias vulgaris).

several families, as the Carcharidaj, or white

sharks, Laranidie, or basking Bharks, Scym-

nide, including the Greenland shark, Scyl-

lidee, or dog-fishes, Ac. The basking shark

(Selache maxima) is by far the largest species,

sometimes attaining the length of 40 feet,

but it has none of the ferocity of the others.

The white shark {Carcharias vulgaris) is one

of the most formidable and voracious of the

species. It is rare on the British coasts,

but common in many of the warmer seas,

reaching a length of over 30 feet. The ham

mer-headed sharks (Zygiena), which are

Hammer-headed Shark {Zygana malleus).

chiefly found in tropical seas, are very vora

cious, and often attack man. The shark is

oviparous or ovoviviparous, according to cir

cumstances.—2. A greedy, artful fellow; one

who fills his pockets by sly tricks; a sharper;

acheat. ' Cheaters, KAar£«,and shifting com

panions.' Bp. Reynolds-—3. Trickery; fraud ;

petty rapine. ' Wretches who live upon the

shark.' South,

Shark (shark), v.i. [Origin doubtful. See

the noun. Shirk appears to be a weakened

form of this.] To play the petty thief, or

rather to live by shifts and petty strata

gems; to swindle; to cozen; to play a meanly

dishonest or greedy trick. B. Jonson.

That docs it fair and above-board without legerde

main, and neither sharks for a cup or reckoning.

Bp. Earle.

—To shark out, to slip out or escape by low

artifices, [Vulgar. ]

Shark (shark), v.t. To pick up hastily, slily,

or in small quantities: with up.

Young Forttnbns, . . .

Hath in the skirts of Norway here and there

Shark'd up a libt of lawless rcsolutes. Shak.

Sharker ( shark 'er), n. One who lives by

sharking; an artful fellow. 'A rengado

. . . a dirty sharker.' Wotton.

Shark-ray(shark'ra), n. SeeltHrNOBATir.B.

Sham, (sham), n. The dung of oxen or cows.

[Scotch. ]

Sharock (shar'ok), n. A silver coin in India,

worth about 1*. sterling.

Sharp (sharp), a. [A. Sax. scearp, from

the root of sceran. to shear, to cut; L.O.

scharp, D scherq*. Icel. skarpr, G. scharf.

See Shark] 1. Having a very thin edge or

flue point; keen; acute; not blunt; as, a

sharp knife, or a sharp needle; a sharp

edge easily severs a substance; a sharp

point is easily made to penetrate it 'My

cimeter's thorp point.' Skate—2. Terminat

ing in a point or edge; not obtuse; some-

what pointed or edged; ridged; peaked; as,

a hill terminates in a sharp peak or a sharp

ridge; a sharp roof. —3. Abruptly turned;

bent at an acute angle ; as, a sharp turn of
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the road. —4. Acute of mind ; quick to dis

cern or distinguish ; penetrating; ready at

invention; witty; ingenious; discriminating;

shrewd; Bubtle. ' The sharpest witted lover

in Arcadia.' Sir P. Sidney.

Nothing makes men sharper than want. Addison.

Many other things belong to the material world

wherein the sharpest philosophers have not yet ob

tained clear ideas. Watts.

Hence—5. Subtle; nice; witty; acute: said

of things. 'Sharp and subtle discourses.'

Hooker.

He pleaded still not guilty and alleged

Many sharp reasons to defeat the law. Shah.

6. Affecting the organs of sense, as if pointed

or cutting; as, (a) quick or keen of sight;

vigilant; attentive; as, a sharp eye; sharp

sight.

To sharp-eyed reason this would seem untrue.

Dryden.

(?>) Affecting the organs of taste like fine

points; sour; acid; acrid; bitter; as, sharp

vinegar; «Aarp-tasted citrons. 'Sharp phy

sic' Shak. (c) Affecting the organs of hear

ing like sharp points; piercing; penetrating;

shrill; as, a sharp sound or voice.

The sound strikes so sharp as you can scarce en

dure it. Baton.

7. Keen; acrimonious; severe; harsh; bit

ing; sarcastic; cutting; as, sharp words;

sharp rebuke.

Be thy words severe.

Sharp as he merits; but the sword forbear. Dryden.

8. Severely rigid ; quick or severe in pun

ishing; cruel.

To that place the sharp Athenian law

Cannot pursue us. Shaft.

9. Eager in pursuit; keen in quest; eager

for food; as, a sharp appetite.

My falcon now is sharp and passing empty. Shiih.

To satisfy the sharp desire 1 had

Of tasting these fair apples. Milton.

10. Fierce; ardent; fiery; violent; impetu

ous; as, a sharp contest.

A sharp assault already is begun. Dryden.

11. Severe; afflicting; very painful or dis

tressing; as, sharp tribulation; a sharp fit

of the gout. 'A sharp torture.' Tillotson.

Sharp misery had worn him to the bones. Shak.

12. Biting; pinching; piercing; as, sharp

air; shatp wind or weather. —13. Gritty;

hard; as, sharp sand. — 14. Emaciated; lean;

thin; as, a sharp visage. — 15. Keenly alive

to one's own interest; keen and close in

making bargains or in exacting one's dues;

ready to take advantage; barely honest: of

persons; hence, characterized by such keen

ness: of things.

I will not say he is dishonest, but at any rate he

is sharp. Trollope.

Yet there was a remarkable gentleness and childish

ness about these people, a special inaptitude for any

kind of sharp practice. Dickens.

16. In phonetics, applied to a consonant pro

nounced or uttered with breath and not

with voice; surd; non-vocal; as, the sharp

mutes p, t,k.—17. In music, (a) raised a semi

tone, as a note. (&) Too high; so high as to

be out of tune or above true pitch.—Sharp

is often used adverbially. See separate entry.

— To brace sharp (naut), to turn the yards

to the most oblique position possible that

the ship may sail well up to the wind.—

Sharp is frequently used in the formation

of compounds, many of which are self-

explanatory; as, sharp -cornered, sharp-

edged, sharp-pointed, sharp-toothed, &c.

Sharp (sharp), n. 1. An acute or shrill sound.

' The lark, straining harsh discords and un-

pleasi ug sharps.' Shak.—2. In music, (a) a

note artificially raised a semitone. (6) The

sign ( %) which, when placed on a line or

space of the staff at the commencement of a

movement, raises all the notes on that line or

space or their octaves a semitone in pitch.

When, in the course of the movement, it pre

cedes a note, it has the same effect on it or its

repetition, but only within the same bar.—

Double sharp, a character ( x ) used in chro

matic music, and which raises a note two

Bemi tones above its natural pitch.—3. A sharp

consonant. See the adjective. —4. pi. The

hard parts of wheat which require grinding

a second time. Called also Middlings.—5. t A

pointed weapon. Jeremy Collier.—6. A por

tion of a stream where the water runs very

rapidly. C. Kingsley, [Provincial.]— 7. A

sewing-needle, one of the most pointed of

the three grades— blunts, betweens, and

sharps.

Sharp (sharp), v.t. 1. To make keen or

acute; to sharpen. 'To sharp my sense.'

Spenser.— 2. To mark with a sharp, in musi-
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cal composition, or to raise a note a semi

tone.

Sharp (sharp), p.t. To play tricks in bar

gaining; to act the sharper.

Your scandalous life is only cheating or sharping

one half of the year and starving the other.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Sharp (sharp), adv. 1. Sharply.

Noma rvel, though you bite so sharp at reasons. Sha£.

Is a man bound to look out sharp to plague himself?

Jeremy Collier.

2. Exactly; to the moment; not a minute

behind.

Captain Osborne . . . will bring him to the

150th mess at live o'clock sharp. Thackeray.

Sharp-CUt (sharp'kut), a. Cut sharply and

clearly; cut so as to present a clear, well-

deflned outline, as a figure on a medal or an

engraving; hence, presenting great distinct

ness; well-deflned; clear.

Sharpen ( sharp 'n), v.t. [From the adjec

tive ] To make sharp or sharper; as, (a) to

give a keen edge or fine point to; to edge;

to point; as, to sharpen a knife, an axe, or

the teeth of a saw; to sharpen a sword.

All the Israelites went down to the Philistines to

sharpen every man his share and his coulter, and

his axe and his mattock. 1 Sam. xiii. 30.

(&) To make more eager or active ; as, to

sharpen the edge of industry. Hooker. —

(c) To make more intense, as grief, joy,

pain, «fcc.

It may contribute to his misery, heighten the

anguish, and sharpen the sting of conscience.

South.

(d) To make more quick, acute, or ingenious.

' Quickness of wit, either given by nature or

sharpened by study.' Ascham. (e)Torender

quicker or keener of perception.

The air sharpen'd his visual ray

To objects distant far. Milton.

(/) To render more keen ; to make more

eager for food or for any gratification ; as,

to sharpenihe appetite; to sharpen* deaire.

Epicurean cooks

Sharpen with cloyless sauce his appetite. Shak.

(g) To make biting, sarcastic, or severe.

'Sharpen each word.' Ed. Smith. (A) To

render more shrill or piercing.

I uclosures not only preserve sound, but increase

and sharpen it. Bacon.

(i) To make more tart or acid; to make sour;

as, the rays of the sun sharpen vinegar.—

(J) In music, to raise, as a sound, by means

of a sharp; to apply a sharp to.

Sharpen (sharp'n), v.i. To grow or become

sharp. ' Now she sharpens Shak.

Sharper (sharp'er), n. [See the adjective]

A shrewd man in making bargains; a tricky

fellow ; a rascal ; a cheat in bargaining or

gaming.

Sharpers, as pikes, prey upon their own kind.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Who proffers his past favours for niy virtue

Tries to o'crreach me—is a very sharper.

Coleridge.

Sharp-gTOUnd (sharp'ground), a. Whetted

till it is sharp; sharpened. 'No sharp-

ground knife.' Shak.

Sharpie (sharp'i), n. Xaut. a long, sharp,

flat-bottomed sail-boat. [United States.]

Sharpllng(sharp'ling),n. A flan, the stickle

back. [Provincial.]

Sharp-looking (sharp'lqk-mg), a. Having

the appearance of sharpness; hungry look

ing; emaciated; lean. 'A needy, hollow-

eyed, sharp-looking wretch.' Shak.

Sharply (sharp'li), adv. In a sharp or keen

manner; as, (a) with a keen edge or a fine

point, (b) Severely; rigorously; roughlv.

'Rebuke them sharply.' Tit. i. 13. (c)

Keenly; acutely; vigorously; as. the mind

and memory sharply exercised, (d) Vio

lently; vehemently.

At the arrival of the English ambassadors, the sol

diers were sharply assailed with wants. Hayward

(<•) With keen perception ; exactly ; min

utely.

You contract your eye when you would see sharf.'y.

Bacon.

if) Acutely; wittily; with nice discernment

'To this the Panther sharply had replied.'

Dryden. (ff)Abruptly; steeply; as, the bank

rises sharply up.

Sharpness (sharp'nes). n. The state or qua

lity of being sharp; as, (a) keenness of an

edge or point; as, the sliarpness of a razor

or a dart, (b) Pungency; acidity; as, the

sharpfiess of vinegar, (c) Eagerness of de

sire or pursuit; keenness of appetite, as for

food, and the like, (d) Pungency of pain;

keenness ; severity of pain or affliction ; as,

the sharpness of pain, grief, or anguish; the

sharpness of death or calamity.

And the best quarrels in the heat are curst

By those that feel their sharpness. Shot.

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; udte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; \\, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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(#) Severity of language; pungency; satirical

i&r -aam ; as, the sharpness of satire or re

buke.

some did all folly with just sharpness blame.

Dryden.

CO Acuteness of intellect; the power of

nice discernment, quickness of understand

ing ; ingenuity ; as, sharpness of wit or un

derstanding, (i/) Quickness of sense or per

ception; as, the sharpness of sight, (A)

Keeuness; severity; as, the sAarpn*>« of the

air or weather. (0 Keenness and closeness

in transacting business or exacting one's

dues; equivocal honesty; as, his practice

is characterized by too much sharpness.

Sharp-Bet (sharp'set), a. 1. Eager in appe

tite; affected by keen hunger; ravenous.

The sh.tr/-jrf squire resolves at last.

Whate'er befel hun not to fast. Somsrville.

2. Eager in desire of gratiflcatioa [Familiar

in both senses. ]

The town is sharp-set on new plays. Pope.

Sharp-shooter ( sharp'shot -er), n. One

skilled in shooting at an object with exact

ness; one skilled in the use of the rifle. In

miiit a name formerly given to some of the

best shots of a company, who were armed

with rifles, and took aim in firing. They are

now superseded by the better arms ami

organization of modern armies.

Sharp - shooting (sharp'shbt-ing), n. A

shooting with great precision and effect, as

riflemen. Applied also to a sharp skirmish

of wit or would-be wit.

The frequent repetition of this playful inquiry on

the part of Mr- Pecksniff, led at last to playful an

swers on the part of Mr. Montague, but after some

little sharp sheeting on both sides, Mr. Pecksniff

became grave almost »o tears. Dickens.

Sharp-sighted (sharp'sit-ed), a 1. Having

quick or acute sight; as, a sharp-sighted

eagle or hawk— 2. Having quick discern

ment or acute understanding; as, a sharp-

righted opponent; sharp-sighted judgment.

•A healthy, perfect, and sharp -sighted

mind.' Sir J. Daeies.

Sharp-tail (sharp'tal), n. A passerine bird

of the sub-family SynallaxinM, family Cer-

thMie or creepers.

Sharp-visaged (sharp'viz-ajd), a. Having

a sharp or thin face.

The Welsh that inhabit the mountains are com

monly sharf-visagtd. Sir At. Hate.

Sharp-witted (sharp'wit-ed).o. Having an

acute or nicely-discerning mind. ' A num

ber of duLl-sighted, very sharp-witted men.'

Wotton.

Shaaht (shash). n. 1. A sash. Cotton —

2. A turban. Fuller.

Sha8ter,Shastnnshas'ter,shas'tra),n. [Skr.

shastra, from than, to teach. J A law or book

of laws among the Hindus : applied parti

cularly to a book containing the authorized

institutes of their religion, and considered

of divine origin. The term is applied, in a

wider sense, to treatises containing the laws

or institutes of the various arts and sciences,

as rhetoric.

Shathmont (shath'mont). n. [See Shaft-

xan ] A measure of 6 inches. [Scotch.]

Shatter (shat'ter), v t. [A softened form of

scatter; to shatter is literally to smash into

small pieces that scatter or fly apart See

Scatter. ] 1. To break at once into many

Eieces; to dash, burst, or part by violence

it-> fragments; to rend, split, or rive into

splinters; as, an explosion of gunpowder

shatters a rock; lightning shatters the sturdy

oak.
He raised a sigh so piteous and profound.

As it did seem to shatter all his bulk. Shak.

2, To break up; to disorder; to derange; to

give a destructive shock to; to overthrow;

as. bis mind was now quite shattered.

In the strength of this I rode.

Shattering' all evil cmtoms everywhere. Tennyson.

3. t To scatter; to disperse.

I come to pluck your berries harsh and crude,

Au-i with fore'd fingers rude

Shatter your leaver before the mellowing year.

Milton.

1 1 To dissipate; to make incapable of close

and continued application. * A man ... of

shattered humour.' S orris.

Shatter (shafterX v i. To be broken into

fragments ; to fall or crumble to pieces by

any force applied.

Some shatter and fly in many places. Bacon.

Shatter {shat'ter), n. One part of many

into which anything is broken; a fragment:

used chiefly in the plural, and in the phrases

to break or rend into shatters.

Sbcfc the candle so loose, that it will fall uj>on the

F*i» of the sconce, and break it into shatters.

Swiff.

*

Shatter-brain (shat'ter-bran), n* A careless

giddy person; a scatter-brain.

Shatter-brained, Shatter-pated (shaf-

ter-brand, shat'ter-pat-ed), a. Disordered

in intellect; intellectually weak; scatter

brained.
You cannot . . . but conclude that religion and

devotion are far from being the mere effects of ig

norance and imposture, whatever some shatter-

brainedand debauched persons would fain persuade

themselves and others. Dr. J. Goodman.

Shattery (shat-terT), a. Brittle; easily fall

ing into many pieces ; not compact ; loose

of texture.

A coarse grit-stone ... of too shattery a nature

to be used except in ordinary buildings. Pennant.

Shauchle, Shaughle(ahach1)(tJ.i. To walk

with a shuttling or shambling gait. [Scotch.]

Shauchle, Shaughle (shach'l), v. t To dis

tort from the proper shape or right direction

by use or wear.— Shauahled moon, shoes

trodden down on one side by bad walking;

applied to a jilted woman. Burns; Sir

Scott. [Scotch.]

Shaul (shal), a. Shallow. 'Duncan deep,

and Peebles shaitl.* Burns. [Scotch]

Shave ( shav), v.t. pret. shaved; pp. shaved

or shaven; ppr. shaving. [A Sax. sea/an, to

shave, to scrape, to smooth, to plane; com

mon to the Teutonic tongues; iceL scafa,

Dan. skave, Sw. skafva, D. tchaaven, Goth.

skaban, O. schaben: same root as Gr. skaptti,

to dig; L. scabo, to Bcrape.] 1. To cut or

pare off from the surface of a body by a

razor or other edged instrument; as, to

shave the beard, Often with of.

Neither shall they shave off the corner of their

beard. Lev. xxi. 5.

2. To pare close; to make smooth or bare by

cutting or paring from the surface of; espe

cially, to remove the hair from by a razor

or other sharp instrument; as, to shave the

chin or head; tu shave hoops or staves.

The bending scythe

Shaves all the surface of the waving green. Cay.

3. To cut in thin slices. ' Plants bruised or

shaven in leaf or root.' Bacon.—4. To skim

along or near the surface of; to sweep along.

He scours the right-hand coast, sometimes the left;

Now shaves with level wing the deep. Milton.

5. To strip ; to oppress by extortion ; to

fleece.—To shave a note, to purchase it at a

great discount, or to take interest upon it

much beyond the legal rate. [United States

colloquialism.]

Shave (Bhav), v.i. 1. To use the razor; to

remove the beard or other hair with a razor.

2. To he hard and severe in bargains; to

cheat.

Shave (shav), n. [See the verb] 1. The act

or operation of Bhaving; a cutting off of the

beard.—2. A thin slice; a shaving.— 3. An

instrument with a long blade and a handle

at each end for Bhaving hoops, &c. ; also, a

spokeshave.—4. The act of passing so closely

as almost to strike or graze; an exceedingly

narrow miss or escape: often with close or

near. [Colloq.]

The next instant the hind coach passed my engine

by a shave. Dickens.

' By Jove, that was a near shave I ' This exclama

tion was drawn from us by a bullet which whistled

within an inch of our heads. IV. H. Russell.

5. A false report or alarm voluntarily pro

pagated with a view to deceive ; a trick.

[Slang]

The deep gloom of apprehension—at first a shave

of old Smiths, then a well-authenticated report.

IV. H Russell.

Shave-grass (shav'gras), n. A plant of the

genus Equisetum (E. hyemale) employed

for polishing wood, ivory, and brass. See

EyCISETUM.

Shaveling (shavling), n. A man shaved;

hence, a friar or religieux. [In contempt.]

By St. George and the Dragon, I am no longer a

shaveling than while my frock is on my back.

Sir IY. Scoff.

Shaver (shav'er), n. 1. One who shaves or

wtiose occupation is to shave.—2. One who

is close in bargains or a sharp dealer.

This Lewis is a cunning shaver Swiff.

3. One who fleeces; a pillager; a plunderer.

By these shavers the Turks were stripped of all

they had. k'noties.

4. A humorous fellow; a wag.—5. A Jocular

name for a young boy; a youngster. [Com

pare as to this last sense Gypsy diavo, a

child]

Shavie (shaven. A trick or prank. 'Mony

a prank an' mirthfu' shavie? Blackwood's

Mag. [Scotch.]

Shaving (shaving), n. 1. The act of one

who shaves.—2. A thin slice pared off with

a shave, a knife, a plane, or other cutting

instrument.

Shaving-brush (shav'ing-brush),n. A brush

used in shaving, for spreading the lather

over the beard.

Shaw (sha), n. [A Scandinavian word; Dan.

skov, IceL skdgr, Sw. skog, a wood or grove.]

1. A thicket; a small wood; a shady place.

'Thisgrene shaw.' Chaucer. 'Close hid be

neath the greenwood shaw.' Fairfax.—1. A

stem with the leaves, as of a potato, turnip,

&c. [Now only Scotch or northern English

in both Benses.]

Shaw (sha), v.t. To show. [Scotch.]

Shaw-fowl (sha'foul), n. [Shaw here a

form of show.) The representation or image

of a fowl made by fowlers to shoot at.

Shawl (shal), n. [Fr. chdle, from Ar. and

Per. shdl, a shawl.] An article of dress,

usually of a square or oblong shape, worn

by persons of both sexes in the East, but in

the west chiefly by females as a loose body

or shoulder covering. Shawls are of seve

ral sizes and divers materials, as silk, cotton,

hair, or wool ; and occasionally they are

formed of a mixture of some or all these

staples. Some of the Eastern shawls, as

those of Cashmere, are very beautiful anil

costly fabrics. They are now successfully

imitated in Europe. The use of the shawl

in Europe, at least of a vestment under that

name, belongs almost entirely to the present

century.

Shawl (shal), v.t. To cover with a shawl.

Rebecca was shawling herself in an upper apart

ment. Thackeray.

Shawm, Shalm (sham), n. [O.Fr. chaleinel.

Mod. Fr. chalurneau, from calamellus, a

dim. of L. calamus, a reed, a reed -pipe.]

An old wind-instrument similar in form to

the clarionet. Others think it was formed

of pipes made of reed or of wheaten or oaten

straw.

Shay (sha), n. A chaise. Lamb. [Colloq.

vulgarism.]

Shaya (sha'a), n. Oldenlandia umbellata.

See Shaya-boot.

Shaya -root (sha'a-rbt), n. The root of

the Oldenlandia umbellata, nat. order Cin-

chonaceae. The outer bark of the roots of this

plant furnishes the colouring matter for the

Shaya {Oldenlandia umbellata).

durable red for which the chintzes of India

are famous. The plant grows wild on the

Coromandel coast, and is also cultivated

there. The leaves are considered by the

native doctors as expectorant. Written also

Chaya-root.

She (she), pron. —possessive her or hers, da

tive her, objective her; nom. pi. they, pos

sessive their or theirs, dative them, objec

tive them. [A. Sax. set. the. that, the nom.

fem. of the def. art. Though now used as

the feminine corresponding to he, it is not

strictly so, having taken the place of heft,

the proper feminine, in the twelfth cen

tury. It was first used in the northern

dialects as a pronoun in the forms sco, sho.

The possessive her and the later hers are

from the old feminine pronoun hed, genit.

hire; whereas, sed had genit thatre] 1. The

nominative feminine of the pronoun of the

third person, used as a substitute for the

name of a female, or of something personi

fied in the feminine; the word which refers

to a female mentioned in the preceding or

following part of a sentence or discourse.

Then Sarah denied, saying, 1 laughed not ; for she

was afraid. Gen. xviii. 15.

eh, cAain; ch.Sc.locA; g, go; jjob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, then; th, thin; w, u-ig; wb, icftig; zh, azure.-See KKT.
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2. She is sometimes used as a noun for un

man or female both iu the singular and in

the plural, usually in contemptuous or hu

morous language.

Lady, you aie the cruell'st she alive. ShaJt.

The shes of Italy should not betray

Mine interest and his honour. Skak.

3 She is used also as a prefix for female; as,

a*A«-bear; a«Ae-cat. * A Me-angel.' Shak.

Shea (she's), H. The Bassia butyracea of

botanists, a native of tropical Asia and

Africa, and believed to be the fulwa or

fulwara tree of India. The African shea

tree (B. Parkii) resembles the laurel in the

shape and colour of its leaves, but grows

to the height of 30 or 40 feet The trunk

yields when pierced a copious milky juice.

The shea or vegetable butter is found in

the nut, and is obtained pure by crushing,

boiling, and straining. The nuts grow in

bunches, and are attached to the boughs by

slender filaments. They are of the shape

and size of a pigeon's egg, of a light drab

when new, but the colour deepens after

wards to that of chocolate. A good-sized

tree in prolific condition will yield a bushel

of nuts. Called also Butter-tree. See

Bassia.

Sheading (shed'ing), n. [A. Sax. sceAdan,

Goth, akaidan, D. and G. echeiden, to di

vide; akin shed, as In watershed.] In the

Isle of Man, a riding, tithing, or division, in

which there is a coroner or chief constable.

The isle is divided into six sfteadings.

Sheaf (shef),n. pi. Sheaves (shevz). [A. Sax.

sceaf, a sheaf, a bundle, as of arrows ; LO.

skof, schof, D. schoof, IceL skauf, G. schaub.

The root is that of shove, A. Sax. scufan, to

shove, thrugt, push.) 1. A quantity of the

stalks of wheat, rye, oats, or barley bound

together; a bundle of stalks or straw.

The reaper fills his greedy hands

And binds the golden sheaves in brittle bands.

Dryden.

2. Any bundle or collection; specifically,

twenty-four arrows, or as many as fill the

quiver.

' Farewell |* she said, and vanished from the place;

The sheafof arrows shook and rattled in the case.

Dryden.

Sheaf (shell n. The wheel in the block of a

pulley; a sheave. See Sheavb.

Sheaf (sh6f), vt. To collect and bind; to

make sheaves of.

Sheaf (shef), f.t To make sheaves.

They that reap, must sheafand bind. Skak.

Sheafy (shorn, a. Pertaining to, consisting

of, or resembling Bheavcs. Gray.

Sheal (shei), n. [A form of shell] A husk

or pod. [Old and provincial.]

Sheal (shei), v.t. To take the huBks or pods

off; to shell. 'That's a shealed peascod.'

Shak. [Old and Provincial]

Sheal (shei). n. [A Scotch word : I eel. skdli,

N. skaale, a hut or shed, from root of shelter,

shield.] 1. A hut or small cottage for shep

herds, or for fishermen on the shore or on

the bankB of rivers; a shealing.— 2 A shed

for sheltering sheep on the hills during the

night.—3. A summer residence, especially

one erected for those who go to the hills

for sport, &c. Written also Sheet, Sheil.

Shealing (shel'ing), n. The outer shell, pod,

or husk of pease, oats, and the like. [Pro

vincial. ]

Shealing (shel'ing), ». S&me em Sheal. Writ

ten also Sheeting, Shelling. [Scotch.]

They were considered in some measure as pro

prietors of the wretched sheatings which they inhab

ited. Sir IV. Scott.

Shear (sher), v. t. pret sheared and shore; pp.

sheared or shorn; ppr. shearing. [Q.'E.scherc,

shcre, A. Sax. sceran, to shear, shave, share,

divide; L.G. seheren, D. scheeren, to sheer,

cut, clip, sheer off; Icel. skera, to cut, carve,

reap, slaughter; Dan. ekdre, to cut or carve;

O. seheren, to shear, shave, cheat. From a

root skar, which appears without the initial

* in Gr. keiro, Skr. kar, to cut Akin share,

sheer, shire, shore, sharp, short, scaur.) 1. To

cut or clip something from with an instru

ment of two bladeB ; to separate anything

from by shears, scissors, or a like instru

ment ; as, to shear Bheep ; to shear cloth.

It is appropriately used for the cutting of

wool from sheep or their skins, and for

clipping the nap from cloth. —2. To separate

by shears; to cut or clip from a surface; as,

to shear a fleece.

But she, the wan sweet maiden, shore away

Clean from her forehead all that wealth of hair.

Tennyson.

3. Fig. to strip of property, as by severe

exaction or excessive sharpness in bargain

ing; to fleece.

In hii speculation he had gone out to shear, and

come home shorn. Mrs. RtddeU.

4. [Old English and Scotch] To cut down,

as with a sickle; to reap.

Shear (sher), v.L 1. To cut; to penetrate

by cutting.

Many a deep glance, and often with unspeakable

precision, has he cast into mysterious Nature, and

the still more mysterious Life of Man. Wonderful

it is with what cutting words, now and then, he severs

asunder the confusion ; shears down, were it furlongs

deep, into the true centre of the matter: and there

not only hits the nail on the head, but with crushing

force smites it home, and buries it. Carfyle.

2. To turn aside; to deviate ; to sheer. See

Sheer.

Shear (sher), n, 1. An instrument to cut

with. Chaucer. [Now exclusively used in

the plural. See Shears.]—2. A year as ap

plied to the age of a sheep, denominated

from the yearly shearing; as, sheep of one

shear, of two shears, &c. [Local.]

Shear-bill (sheVbil), n. A bird, the black

skimmer or cut-water (Rhyncops nigra). See

Skimmer.

Sheard (sherd), n. A shard. See Shard.

Shearer (sheVer), n. 1. One that shears; as,

a shearer of sheep.—2. In Scotland, one that

reaps com with a sickle; a reaper.

Shear-hulk (sherTmlk), n. Same as Sheer-

hulk.

Shearing (shewing), n. 1. The act or oper

ation of clipping or shearing by shears or

by a machine; as, the shearing ot metallic

plates and bars; the shearing ot the wool

from sheep, or the pile, nap, or fluff from

cloth.—2. The proceeds of the operation of

clipping by shears ; as, the whole shearing

of a flock ; the shearings from cloth.—3. A

sheep that has been but once sheared ; a

shearling. Youatt. —4. The act or operation

of reaping. [Scotch.] — 6. In mining, the

making of vertical cuts at the ends of a

portion of an undercut seam of coal, serving

to destroy the continuity of the strata and

facilitate the breaking down of the mass.

Shearing - machine (sheYing-ma-shen), n.

1. A machine used for cutting plates and

bars of iron and other metals.— 2. A machine

for shearing cloth. At.

Shearling (shcriing), ». A sheep that has

been but once sheared.

Shearman (sher'man), n. One whose occu

pation is to shear cloth. Shak.

Shears (sherz), n. pi. [From the verb.]

1. An instrument consisting of two mov

able blades with bevel edges, used for cut

ting cloth and other substances by inter

ception between the two blades. Shears

differ from scissors chiefly in being larger,

and they vary in form according to the dif

ferent operations they are called on to per

form. The shears used by farriers, sheep-

shearers, weavers, etc., are made of a single

piece of steel, bent round until the blades

meet, which open of themselves by the elas

ticity of the metal. — 2. Something in the

form of the blades of shears; as, (a) t a pair

of wings. Spenser. <M An apparatus for

raising heavy weights. See Sheers.—3. The

ways or track of a lathe, upon which the

lathe head, poppet head, and rest are placed.

Shear-Steel (sher'stei), n, [So called from

its applicability to the manufacture of cut

ting instruments, shears, knives, scythes,
A ■• l A kind of steel prepared by laying

several bars of common steel together, and

heating them in a furnace until they ac

quire the welding temperature. The bars

are then beaten together and drawn out.

The process may be repeated. — Single

shear-steel and double shear-steel are terms

indicating the extent to which the process

has been carried.

Shear -tall (sher'tal), n. A name given to

some species of humming-birds; as, the

slender shear-tail (Thaumastura enicura)

and Cora's shear-tail (Thaumastura Cora) :

so called on account of their long and

deeply-forked tail.

Shear -water (sheYwa-ter), n. The name

of several marine birds of the genus Pufflnus,

belonging to the petrel family, differing

from the true petrels chiefly in having the

tip of the lower mandible curved down

ward and the nostrils having separate open

ings. P. cinereus (the greater shear-water)

is about 18 inches long. It is found on the

south-west coasts of England and Wales.

The Manx or common shear-water (P. an-

glorum) is somewhat less in size, but is more

common on the British coasts. It occurs

also in more northern regions. There are

several other species. The shear-waters fly

rapidly, skimming over the waves, whence

they pick up small fishes, crustaceans, in. -1 -

Manx Shear-water {P. aHtflorum).

luscs, Ac. The name is sometimes given to

the skimmer (Rhynchops nigra).

Sheat-fish (shet'flsh). n. (G. *cAetd, sehaul.

schaidfisch.] One of the fishes of the family

Siluridro (which see).

Sheath (sheth), n. [A. Sax tcath, seedth.

D. and LO. schede, Dan. skede. IceL skUhi.

skcithir (pL), G. scheide, a sheath; generally

referred to eame root as shed,

A. Sax. sceddan, to divide.] 1. A

case for the reception of a sword

or other long and slender instru

ment; a scabbard.—2. Any some

what similar covering; as, (a) in

hot. a term applied to a petiole

when it embraces the branch

from which it springs, as in

grasses; or to a rudimentary leaf

which wraps round the stem on

which it grows, as in the scape

of many endogenous plants. The

cut shows part of the stem of a

grass ( AnOioxanthum Puelii )

a. Sheath, with Bheath o. (&) The wing-

case of an insect. —3 A structure

of loose stones for confining a river within

its banks.

Sheath (sheth).t\ (. To furnish with a sheath.

Sheath-bill (shethliiU n. See CHiONrDA

Sheath -claw (sheth'kla), n. A kind of

lizard of the genus Thecadactylus. It is

allied to the gecko, and in Jamaica is com

monly called the croaking lizard, from its

curious call on the approach of night

Sheathe (BheTU), t;.f. pret. & pp sheathed;

ppr sheathing. [From the noun, like Icel.

skeitha, to sheathe. ] 1. To put into a sheath

or scabbard; to inclose, cover, or hide with a

sheath or case, or as with a sheath or case ;

as, to sheathe a sword or dagger.

The leopari

turned up fror.

of his toes.

. . . keeps the claws of his fore-feet

i the ground, and sheathed in the skin

•V. Grew.

Tis in my breast she sheathes her dagffer now.

Dryden.

2. To cover up; to hida

Her eyes, like marigolds, had sheathed their light.

Shah.

3. t To take away sharpness or acridness from ;

to obviate the acridity of ; to obtund or

blunt. ' They blunt or sheathe those sharp

salts.' ArbuthnoL—4. To protect by a casing

or covering; to case or cover, as with boards,

iron, or sheets of copper; as, to sheathe a

ship.

It were to be wished, that the whole navy throujjh-

kmout were sheathed as some are. kaieifh.

—To sheathe the sword (Jig), to put an end

to war or enmity ; to make peace. It cor

responds to the Indian phrase, to bury the

hatchet.

Sheathed ( sheTHd ), p. and a. 1. Put in a

sheath ; inclosed or covered with a case ;

covered; lined; invested with a membrane.

2. In bot. vaginate ; invested by a sheath or

cylindrical membranous tube, which is the

base of the leaf, as the stalk or culin in

grasses.

Sheather (sheTH'er), n. One who sheathes.

Sheathing (sheTH'ing), n. l. The act of

one who sheathes. —2. That which sheathes;

especially, a covering, usually thin plates of

copper or an alloy containing copper, to

protect a wooden ship's bottom from worms.

:'. The material with which ships are

sheathed; as, copper sheathing.

Shea thing-nail (sheTH'ing-nal), n. A cast-

nail of an alloy of copper and tin, used fur

nailing on the metallic sheathing of ships.

Sheathless(shethles), a. Without a sheath

or case for covering; unsheathed.

Sheath-winged (sheth'wingd), a. Having

cases for covering the wings; coleopterous;

as, a sheath-winged insect

Sheathy (sheth i), a. Forming or resem

bling a sheath or case. Sir T. Browne.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; % Sc. try.
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Sheave (shev), n. [O. D. sehijve. Mod. D.

sehijf, G. scht ibe, a, round slice, a disc. See

Sbive, which is a slightly different form of

this word. 1 1. A grooved wheel in a block,

mast, yard, &c, on which a rope works;

the wheel of a pulley; a shiver. —2. A sliding

scutcheon for covering a keyhole.

Sheave (shev). v.t. To bring together into

sheaves; to collect into a sheaf or into

sheaves.

Sheaved t (shevd), a. Made of straw. Shak.

Sheave-hole (shevtidl). tv A channel cut

in a mast, yard, or other timber, in which

to fix a sheave.

Shebander (sheb'an-der), n. A Dutch East

India commercial officer.

Shebeen (she-ben'), n. [Probably an Irish

term.] An unlicensed house of a low char

acter where excisable liquors are sold

illegally.

Shebeener (she-ben'er), n. One who keeps

a shebeen.

Shebeening (she-ben'ing), n. The act or

practice of"keeping a shebeen; as, she was

fined for shebeenittg.

Shechlnah (she-krna), n. [Heb. shekinah,

from shakan, to rest] The Jewish name

for the symbol of the divine presence, which

rested in the shape of a cloud or visible light

over the mercy-seat. Written also Shekinah.

Shed (shed), at pret. <fc pp. shed; ppr. shed-

ding. [Probably two distinct verbs are here

mixed up under one form, viz. A. Sax. seed-

dan, to separate, to disperse (see SHED, to

separate), and A. Sax. sceddan, to shed

<blood), the latter cog. with O.Fris. skedda,

to push, to shake ; G. schiUUn, to shed, to

spill, to cast; sehutteln, to shake; L.G.

tchitdden, to shake, to pour; akin E. f-h ud

der.) 1. To cause or suffer to flow out; to

pour out; to let fall : used especially with

regard to blood and tears; as, to $hed tears;

to shed blood. 'Shed seas of tears.' Shak.

This b my blood of the new testament which is
'■':■■ j tot many for the remission of sios. Mat.xxvi.s8.

He weeps tike a weach that had shed her milk.

Shah.

£ To cast; to throw off, as a natural cover

ing ; as, the trees shed their leaves in au

tumn; serpents nhed their skin.—3. To emit;

to give out; to diffuse; as, flowers shed their

sweets or fragrance.

All heaven.

And happy constellations on that hour

Shed their seJectcst influence. Milton.

4. To cause to flow off without penetrating;

as, a roof or a covering of oiled cloth, or the

like, is said to shed water.—5. To sprinkle;

to intersperse. * Her hair ... Is shed with

gray ' B. J&nson. [Rare.]

Shed(shed), r.i. To let fall seed, a covering

or envelope, &c.

White oats are apt to ihed most as they lie, and

black as they stand. JIUrtitner.

Shed (shed), n The act of shedding, or

causing to flow : used only in composition ;

as, bloodshed.

Shed (shed), rt, [O. E shodde, shuddc, Prov.

ILshod, shud, a hut. a hovel, probably from

a root meaning to defend or protect; comp.

8w. skydd, a defence, skydda, to defend; Dan.

skytte. to protect, to shelter; G. schxltzen, to

defend. Or the original meaning may have

been a sloping roof or penthouse to shed off

therein.) 1. A slight or temporary build

ing: a penthouse or covering of boards. &c. ,

for shelter; a poor house or hovel; a hut; an

outhouse. * The first Aletes born in lowly

tsXed. ' Fairfax.

Here various kinds, by various fortunes led.

Commence acquaintance underneath a shed. Shak.

% A large open structure for the temporary

storage of goods, a<: ; as, a shed on a wharf;

a railway shed.

Shed(sbed), rt [A Sax. sceddan, D. and

G. scKeiden, Goth, skaidan—to separate, to

divide, from same root as L.scindo, Gr. sehizo,

to cleave. Hence sheading. See also the

other SHKD, at] To separate; to divide;

to part; as. to shed the hair. [Provincial

English and Scotch.]

Shed (shed), n. [An old term, but in mean

ing 1 now only provincial, more especially

Scotch. See SHED, to separate.] 1. A divi

sion; a parting; as, the shed of the hair; the

water-shed of a district.—2. In weaving, the

interstice between the different parts of the

warp of a loom through which the shuttle

passes.—a t The slope of a hilL

Shedder (ahed'er), n. One who sheds or

causes to flow out ; as, a shedder of blood.

Kzefc xvjiL 10.

Shedding (shed'ing), n. 1. The act of one

tJiat --...:• J .-, —2. That which is shed or cast off.

Shed-line (shedlin), n. The summit line

of elevated ground ; the liue of the water

shed.

Shed-roof (shed'rbf). i- The simplest kind

of roof, formed by rafters sloping between a

high and a low wall. Called also a Pent-roof.

Sheel (shel), v.t. To free from husks, <tc;

to sheal [Scotch.]

Sheel* Sheeling (shel, sheTing), n. Same

as Shealing (which see).

Sheeling-hlll (sheTing-hil). n, A knoll near

a mill, where the shelled oats were formerly

winnowed in order to free them from the

husks. [Scotch]

Sheen (shen), a. [A. Sax. seine, sc&ne, bright,

clear, beautiful. Prom root of shine (which

see).] Bright; shining; glittering; showy.

'By fountain clear, or spangled starlight

sheen.' Shak. [Poetical.]

Sheen (shen), n. Brightness ; splendour.

The sheen of their spears was like stars on the sea.

Byron.

Sheen (shen), v.i. To shine; to glisten.

[Poetical and rare.]

This town.

That, sheening far, celestial seems to be. Byron.

Sheenly (shen'li), ado. Brightly. Browning.

Sheeny (shen'i). a. Bright; glittering; shin

ing; fair. ' Sheeny heaven Milton. ' The

sheeny summer morn." Tennyson. [Poetical]

Sheep (shep), n. sing, and pi. [A. Sax. scedp,

seip, L.G. and D. schaap, G. schaf, a sheep.

The word is not found in Scandinavian, and

the origin is uncertain. It has been referred

to Bohem. skopec, a wether, lit. a castrated

sheep, and Diez recognizes a like connection

between i-'r. mouton and L. mutilns, muti

lated. The common word for mutton in

Italy is castrato.] 1. A ruminant animal of

the genus Ovis, family Capridie, nearly

allied to the goat, and which is among the

most useful species of animals to man, as

its wool constitutes a principal material of

warm clothing, and its flesh is a great ar

ticle of food. The skin is made into leather,

which is used for various purposes. The

entrails, properly prepared and twiated,

serve for strings for various musical instru

ments. The milk is thicker than that of cows,

and consequently yields a greater relative

quantity of butter and cheese. The sheep

is remarkable for its harmless temper and

its timidity. The varieties of the domestic

sheep (Ovis aries) are numerous, but it is

not certainly known from what wild species

these were originally derived. Some at any

rate of the domesticated breeds, more espe

cially the smaller Bhort-tailed breeds, with

crescent-shaped horns, appear to be de

scended from the wild species known as the

Moujflon (which see). The principal varie

ties of the English sheep are the large Lei

cester, the Cotswold, the South-down, the

Cheviot, and the blackfaced breeds. The

Leicester comes early to maturity, attains a

great size, has a fine full form, and carries

more mutton, though not of finest quality,

in the same apparent dimensions, than any

other; wool not so long as in some, but con

siderably finer— weight of fleece 7 to 8 lbs.

The Cotswoldshave been improved by cross

ing with Leicesters. Their wool is fine, and

mutton fine-grained and full-sized. South-

downs have wool short, close, and curled ;

and their mutton is highly valued for its

flavour. They attain a great size, the quar

ter often weighing 25 to 30 lbs, and some

times reaching to 40 or 50. All the preceding

require a good climate and rich pasture.

The Cheviot is much hardier than any of

the preceding, and is well adapted for the

green, grassy hills of Highland districts.

Broad-tailed Sheep {Ovis laticauda).

The wool is short, thick, and fine. They

possess good fattening qualities, and yield

excellent mutton. The black-faced is hardi

est of all, and adapted for wild heathery

hills and moors. Its wool is long but coarse,

but its mutton is the very finest The Welsh

resembles the black-faced, but is less. Its

mutton, too, is delicious, but its fleece

weighs only about 2 lbs. The foreign breeds

of Bheep are exceedingly numerous, Borne of

the more remarkable species being (a) the

broad-tailed sheep (Ovis laticauda), com

mon iu Asia and Egypt, and remarkable for

its large heavy tail, often so loaded with a

mass of fat as to weigh from 70 to 80 lbs.;

(6) the Iceland sheep, remarkable for hav

ing three, four, or five horns; (c) the fat-

rumped sheep of Tartary, with an accumu

lation of fat on the rump, which, falling

down in two great masses behind, often en

tirely conceals the tail ; (d) the Astrakhan

or Bucharian sheep, with the wool twisted in

spiral curls, and of very fine quality; (e) the

Wallachian or Cretan sheep, with very large,

long, and spiral horns, those of the males

being upright and those of the females at

Rocky Mountain Sheep (Ovis montana).

right angles to the head. The Rocky Moun

tain sheep, or bighorn, is the only species

native of the New World. See Bighokn,

and also Merino, Argali —2. In contempt,

a silly fellow.—3. Fig. God's people, as being

under the government and protection of

Christ, the great Shepherd. John x. 11.—

4. A congregation considered as under a

spiritual shepherd or pastor. More usually

termed a flock.

Sheep-berry (shep'be-ri), «. A small tree

of the genus Viburnum (V. Lentago), uat.

order Caprifoliaceaj, yielding an edible fruit.

It is a native of North America, and has

been introduced as an ornamental tree into

British gardens.

Sheep-bite t (shSpTnt), «.£ To nibble like

a sheep; hence, to practise petty thefts.

Sheep-bitert (shep'bit-Gr), n. One who

practises petty thefts. ' The niggardly, ras

cally sheep-bitcr.' Shak.

There are political sheep-otters as well as pastoral :

betrayers of public trusts as well M of private.

Sir A". L'Estrange

Sheepcot, Sheepcote (shep'kot), n. l. A

small inclosure for sheep; a pen. — 2. The

cottage of a shepherd. Shak.

Sheep -dip (shep 'dip), n. A sheep -wash

(which see).

Sheep-dog (shgp'dog), n. A dog for tend

ing sheep; a collie (which see).

Sheep-faced (Bhep'fast), a. Sheepish;

bashful

Sheepfold (shep'fold), n. A fold or pen

for sheep.

Sheepheaded ( shep - hed ' ed ). a. Dull ;

Bimple- minded ; silly. ' Simple, sheep-

headed fools,' John Taylor.

Sheephook (shepliok). n. A hook fastened

to a pole, by which shepherds lay hold on

the legs of their sheep ; a shepherd's

crook.

Thou a sceptre's heir.

That thus affect st a sheephook I ShaJt.

Sheepish (shep'ish), a. l.t Tertaining to

sheep. ' How to excell in sheepish surgery. '

Stafford. —2. Like a sheep; bashful; tim

orous to excess ; over-modest; meanly diffi

dent.

Wanting change ofcompany, he will, when becomes

abroad, be a sheepish or conceited creature. Loche.

Sheepishly (shep'ish-li). adv. In a sheep

ish manner; bashfully; with mean timidity

or diffidence.

Sheeplshness (shep'ish-nes), n. The qua

lity of being sheepish ; bashfulness ; exces

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; th, *Ain; w, trig; wh, ir/tig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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sive modesty or diffidence; mean timorous-

ness.

Sheefiishness and ignorance of the world are not

consequences of being bred at home. Locke.

Sheep - laurel (shep'la-rel), n. A small

North American evergreen shrub of the

genus Kalmia (A', angusti/olia), nat. order

Ericaceae, Like many other plants of the

heathwort order, it has been introduced

Into our gardens, and is deservedly a fav

ourite. It has received this name, as well

as that of Lamhkill, from its leaves and

shoots being deleterious to cattle.

Sheep-louse (sheplous), ft Same as Sheep-

tick

Sheep-market (shep'mar-ket), n. A place

where sheep are sold.

Sheep - master (shep'ma3-ter), n. An

owner of sheep.

I knew a nobleman in England that had the greatest

audits of any man in my time ; a great grazier, a great

shee/-master, a great timber man, &c. Bacon.

Sheep-pen (shep'pen), n. An Inclosure for

sheep; a sheepfold.

Sheep-run (shep'run), n. A large tract of

grazing country fit for pasturing sheep. A

sheep-run is properly more extensive than

a sheep-walk. It seems to have been ori

ginally an Australian term.

Sheep's-bane (sheps'ban), n. A name given

to the common pennywort (Uydrocotyle

vulgaris), because it was considered a fruit

ful cause of rot iu sheep.

Sheep's -beard (sheps'berd), n. A name

common to all the species of composite

plants of the genus Tragopogon.

Sheep'S-blt (sheps' bit), n. A plant of

the genus Jasione, the J. montana. See

Jasiose.

Sheep's-eye (sheps'i), n. A modest, diffident

look; a wishful glance; a leer.

Those (eyes) ofan amorous, roguish look derive their

title even from the sheep: and we say such an one has

a shetfi's-eye, not so much to denote the innocence as

the simple" slyness of the cast. Spectator.

—To cast a sheep's-eye, to direct a wishful

or leering glance.

For your sanctified look I'm afraid

That you cast a sltetp's-eye on my ladyship's maid.

Swift,

Sheep-shank (shep'shangk). n. Xaut. a

kind of knot or hitch, or bend, made on a

rope to shorten it temporarily.

Sheep's-head (sheps'hed), n. A fish (Spams

ovix) caught on the shores of Connecticut

and of Long Island, so called from the re

semblance of its head to that of a sheep.

It is allied to the gilthead and bream, and

esteemed delicious food.

Sheep-shearer (shep'sher-er), n. One that

shears or cuts off the wool from sheep.

Gen. xxxviii. 12.

Sheep-shearing (shep'shcr-ing), n. 1. The

act of shearing sheep. — 2. The time of

shearing sheep ; also, a feast made on that

occasion.

1 must go buy spices for our sheep-shearing. Shak.

Sheep-silver (shep'sil ver), n. 1. A sum of

money anciently paid by tenants to be re

leased from the service of washing the lord's

sheep. —2. The Scotch popular name of mica.

Sheep-skin (shep'skin), n. 1. The skin of a

sheep, or leather prepared from it —2. A

diploma, so named because commonly en

graved on parchment prepared from the

skin of the sheep. [Colloq.]

Sheep-spilt (shep'split), n. The skin of a

sheep split by a knife or machine into two

sections.

Sheep's-sorrel (sheps'sor-el), n. An herb

(Rumez Aceto-

sella), growing

naturally on

poor, dry, gra

velly soil-

Sheep - stealer

(shep'atel-er), n.

One that steals

sheep.

Sheep- stealing

(shcp'stel-in<;),H.

The act of steal

ing sheep.

Sheep - tick

(shep'tik), n.

The Melop/uigus

ovinus, a well-

known dipter

ous insect be

longing to the

family Hippohoscidre, extremely common in

pasture-grounds about the commencement

of summer. The pupte laid by the female

Sheep-tick {natural size and

magnified).

are shining oval bodies, like the pips of

small apples, which are to be seen attached

by the pointed end to the wool of the sheep.

From these issue the tick, which is horny,

bristly, and of a rusty ochre-colour, and

destitute of wings. It fixes its head in the

skin of the sheep, and extracts the blood,

leaving a large round tumour. Called also

Sheep-louse.

Sheep-walk (shep'wak), ft A pasture for

sheep ; a tract of some extent where sheep

feed. See Sheep-run.

Sheep-wash (shep'wosh), n. A wash or

Bmearing substance applied to the fleece or

skin of sheep either to kill vermin or to pre

serve the wool.

Sheep - whistling (shep-whis'llng), a.

Whistling after sheep; tending sheep. ' An

old sheep-whistling rogue, a ram-tender.'

Shak.

Sheepy (shep'i), a. Pertaining to or re

sembling sheep; sheepish. Chaucer.

Sheer (sher), a. [A. Sax. scir, pure, clear,

bright, glorious; Icel. skirr, skozrr, bright,

clear, pure, ski/rr, clear, evident; Goth.

skeirs, beautiful, clear, evident ; G. scJiier,

free from knots; probably from root of shine.

In meaning 4, however, the root is no doubt

that of shear, A. Sax. sceran, to cut, to di

vide, and this word might even explain the

senses given under 2. Comp. downright, and

Sc. 'even down' in such phrases as 'even

down nonsense,' 'the even down truth. 'J

1. Pure; clear; separate from anything for

eign. 'Thou sheer immaculate and silver

fountain.' Shak. — 2. Being only what it

seems to be ; unmingled ; simple; mere ; do wu-

right ; as, sheer falsehood, sheer ignorance,

sheer stupidity, &c.

Here is a necessity, on the one side, that I should do

that which,on the other side, it appears to be ajA«r im

possibility that I should even attempt. De Quincey.

3. Applied to very thin fabrics of cotton or

muslin; as, sheer muslin. —4. Straight up

and down; perpendicular; precipitous. 'A

sheer precipice of a thousand feet.' J. D.

Hooker.

It was at least

Nine roods of sheer ascent. Wordsworth.

Sheer t (sher), adv. [See above; and comp.

G. schier, at once, immediately. } Clean;

quite; right; at once. ' Sturdiest oaks . . .

torn up sheer.' Milton.

Due entrance he disdain'd, and in contempt.

At one slight bound high overleap-d all bound

Of hill or highest wall, and sheer within

Lights on his feet. Milton.

She«r t (sher), v.t To shear. Dryden.

Sheer (sher), v.t. [A form of shear.] To de

cline or deviate from the line of the proper

course; to slip or move aside; as, a ship

sheers from her course. — To sheer along

side, to come gently alongside any object.

— To sheer off, to turn or move aside to a

distance; to part or separate from; to move

off or away.—To sheer up, to turn and ap

proach to a place or ship.

Sheer (sher), n, 1. The curve which the line

of ports or of the deck presents to the eye

when viewing the side of a ship. When these

lines are straight or the extremities do not

rise, as is most usual, the ship is said to have

a straight sheer.—To quicken the sheer, in

ship-building, to shorten the radius which

strikes out the curve. — To straighten the

sheer, to lengthen the radius.—2. The posi

tion in which a ship is sometimes kept at

single anchor to keep her clear of it — To

break sheer, to deviate from that positiou.

3. The sheer-strake of a vessel.

Sheer-batten (sher'bat-n). n. 1. Naut.

a batten Btretched horizontally along the

shrouds and seized firmly above each of

their dead-eyes, serving to prevent the

dead-eyes from turning at that part. Also

termed a Stretcher.— % In shipbuilding,

a strip nailed to the ribs to indicate the

position of the wales or bends preparatory

to those planks being bolted on.

Sheer-draught (sher'draft), n. In ship

building, the plan of elevation of a ship; a

sheer-plan.

Sheer-hooks (sher'hbks). n. An instru

ment with prongs and hooks placed at the

extremities of the yards of fire-ships to en

tangle the enemy's rigging, Ac.

Sheer-hulk (sherTiulk), n. An old worn-

out ship fitted with sheers or apparatus to

fix or take out the masts of other ships.

See SHEEKS.

She«rly,t (sher'li), adv. At once; quite; ab

solutely. Beau. A Fl.

Sheer-mould (sheYmold), n. In ship-build

ing, a long thin plank for adjusting the

ram-line on the ship's side, in order to form

the sheer of the ship. One of its edges is

curved to the extent of sheer intended to

be given.

Sheer-plan (Bher'plan),n. In uhip-bu tiding,

same as Sheer-draught.

Sheers (Bherz), n. pi. A kind of hoisting

apparatus used in masting or dismasting

ships, putting in or taking out boilers,

mounting or dismounting guns. Ac, and

consisting of two or more pieces of timber

or poles erected in a mutually inclined posi

tion, and fastened together near the top.

their lower ends being separated to form an

extended base. The legs are steadied by

guys, and from the top depends the neces

sary tackle for hoisting. Permanent sheers,

in dockyards, Ac, are sloped together at

the top, and crowned with an iron cap

bolted thereto. They are now usually

mounted on a wharf, but were formerly

placed on an old ship called a sheer-hulk.

The apparatus is named from its resem

blance, in form, to a cutting shears.

Sheer-strake (sher'strak), n. In shipbuild

ing, the strake under the gunwale in the

top-side. Called also Paint -stroke. See

Rtrake.

Sheer-water (sher'wa-terXn. SanieasSA«ir-

water.

Sheet (shet), n. [A. Sax. scfte, a Bheet, a

flap or loose portion of a garment, also

scetit, corner, part, region, covering, sheet.

hceata, scyte, the lower part of a sail, a

sheet, all from sce6tan, to shoot, dart, cast,

extend; scedt corresponds to Icel. skaut,

the corner of a piece of cloth, a skirt,

the sheet of a sail; Goth, skauts, a border,

a hem. (See Shoot.) The root meaning there

fore is something shot out or extended.]

1. A broad, large, thin piece of anything,

as paper, linen, iron, lead, glass, dc. ; spe

cifically, (a) a broad and large piece of

cloth, as of linen or cotton, used as part of

the furniture of a bed. (6^ A broad piece of

paper, either unfolded as it comes from the

manufacturer, or folded into pages; the

quantity or piece of paper which receives

the peculiar folding for being bound in a

book, or for common use as writing paper.

Sheets of paper are of different sizes, as

royal, demy, foolscap, &c. (c) pi. A book or

pamphlet.

To this the following sheets are intended for a full

and distinct answer. It'aterland.

(d) A sail. [Poetical. J

Fierce Boreas drove against his flying sails.

And rent the sheets. Dryden.

2. Anything expanded ; a broad expanse or

surface; as, a sheet of water; a sheet of ice.

'Such sheets of fire, such bursts of horrid

thunder.' Shak. — 3. Xaut. a rope fast

ened to one or both the lower corners of a

sail to extend and retain it in a particular

situation. In the square sails above the

courses the ropes attached to both clues are

called sheets; in all other cases the weather

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; uote, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. fey.
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moat one is called a tack. When a ship sails

with a si lie-wind the lower comers of the

main ami fore sails are fastened with a tack

and a sheet The stay-sails and studding-

sails hare only one tack and one sheet each.

—A sheet in the wind, somewhat tipsy.

[Cofloq.]

Though S. might be a thought tipsy—a sheet or so

uv the ntrtJ—he was not more tipsy than was custo

mary w;th him. Trollop*.

—Three sheets in the wind,tipsy; intoxicated.

[Colloq.]—In sheets, lying flat or expanded;

not folded, or folded but not bound : said

especially of printed pages.—Sheet is often

used in composition to denote that the sub

stance to the name of which it is prefixed is

in the form of sheets or thin plates; as, sheet-

lead, theft-glass, <£c.

Sheet (sbet), v.t, 1 To furnish with sheets.

2. To fold in a sheet; to shroud. "The

sheeted dead." Shak —3 To cover, as with

a sheet; to cover with something broad and

thin.

Like the stajf, when snow the pasture shifts.

The hark of trees thou browsed'»t. Shut,

—To sheet home (naut), to haul home a

sheet or extend the sail till the clue is close

to the sheet-block.

Sheet-anchor (shet'ang-ker), n. [Originally

written Shote-anchor, that is, the anchor

shot, or thrown out for security or preserva

tion. ] 1. The largest anchor of a ship, which

is shot out in extreme danger. Hence —

1 Fig. the chief support; the last refuge for

safety; as, he dabbled in literature, but law

was his sheet-anchor.

Sheet -cable (shSt'ka-bl), n. The cable

attached to the sheet-anchor, which is the

strongest and best in the ship.

Sheet-copper (ahefkop-perX n. Copper in

broad thin plates.

Sheetful (shetfful). n. As much as a sheet

contains; enough to fill a sheet.

Sheet-glass (shet'glas). n. A kind of crown-

gl?iis made at first in the form of a cylinder,

which is cut longitudinally and placed in a

furnace, where it opens out into a sheet

under the influence of heat

Sheeting (sbet'ing). n. l. Cloth for sheets.

1 A lining of timber or metal for protection

of a river bank.

Sheeting - pile (shet'ing-pll), n. Same as

Sheet-pile.

Sheet -Iron (shefi-ern), n. Iron in sheets

or broad thin plates.

Sheet-lead (shelled), n. Lead formed into

sheets

Sheet-lightning Ohet'lit-ning), n. Light

ning appearing in wide expanded flashes, as

opposed to forked lightning. 'Like sheet-

lightning, ever brightening. Tennyson.

Sheet - pile (shet'pil), n. A pile, generally

formed of thick plank, shot or jointed on

the edge, and sometimes grooved and

tonzued, driven between the main or gauge

piles of a cofferdam or other hydraulic work,

to inclose the space either to retain or ex

clude water, as the case may be.

Shefe,t n. A Bheaf; a bundle; a sheaf of

arrows. Chaucer.

Sheik ( ihek or shak), n. [Ar. , an old man. an

elder. ] A title of dignity properly belonging

to the chiefs of the Arabic tribes or clans. The

heads of monasteries are sometimes called

sheik* among the Mohammedans, and it is

also the title of the higher order of religious

persons who preach in the mosques. The

sheik- ul-Islam is the chief mufti at Con

stantinople. The name is now widely used

among Moslems as a title of respect or re

verence.

Shell, Shelling (shel, sheTing), n. Same as

Stealing.

Shelldrake ( sueTdrak ), n. Same as Shel

drake.

Shekarry (shS-kar'i), n. A name given in

Hindustan to a hunter. Same as Shikaree.

Shekel (shek'el), n. [Heb., from sluikal, to

weigh ] An ancient weight and coin among

the Jews and other nations of the same

rtrtk. Dr. Arbuthnot makes the weight to

have been equal to 9 dwts. 2» grs. Troy

weight, and. the value 2*. 3|tf. sterling,

others make its value 2s. 6d. sterling.

The golden shekel was worth £1, IGs. Gd.

sterling. The shekel of the sanctuary was

osed. in calculating the offerings of the

temple, and all sums connected with the

sacred law. It differed from the common

shekel, and is supposed to have been double

its value,

Khftlr1n?h f*he-ki na). n. See Shechikah.

Sheld<&held).a. Speckled; piebald. [Local]

Sheld, t n. A shield. Chaucer.

Sheldafle, Sheldaple (sheld'a-fl. sheld'a-pl),

n, A chaffinch. Also written Shell-apple.

Shelde, t n. A French crown, so called from

having on one side the figure of a shield.

Chaucer.

Sheldrake, Shleldrake (shel'drak, sheT

drak), n. [O.E. sheld, a shield, and drake;

Icel. skjoldungr, from skjoldr, a shield. There

is a somewhat shield-shaped chestnut patch

on the breast. But it is not certain that this

is the origin of someof the forms of the name;

thus the Orkney names skeel-duck, skeel-

goose, and sty-goose, lead to Icel. skilja, to

discriminate, to understand; Sc. skeely, wise;

E. skill.) A name given to two species of

British ducks, namely, the common shel

drake {Tadorna vulpanser or Anas tadorna)

and the ruddy sheldrake (Casarka rutila).

They are handsome birds, and remarkable

for the singular construction of the wind

pipe, which is expanded just at the junction

of the two bronchial tubes into two very

thin horny globes. They are sometimes

called burrow-ducks, from their habit of

making their nests in rabbit-burrows in

sandy soil. Also written Shelldrake, SheU

drake.

Shelduck (shel'duk), n. The female of the

sheldrake. See Sheldrake.

Shelf (shelf), ft. pi. Shelves (shelvz). [A.

Sax. scelfe, scytfe, a shelf; Icel. skjdlf, a

bench; Sc. skelf, a shelf, skelh, skeloe, a

splinter, a thin slice, skelve, to separate in

laininte. The root is probably that of shell,

shale, scale. ] 1. A board or platform of boards

elevated above the floor, and fixed horizon

tally to a wall or on a frame apart, for hold

ing vessels, books, and the like; a ledge.—

2. A rock or ledge of rocks in the sea, ren

dering the water shallow and dangerous to

ships; a shoal or sandbank. 'On the tawny

sands and shelves.' Milton.

Cod wisheth none should wreck on a strange shelf.

B. fonsen.

3. A projecting layer of rock on land ; a

stratum lying horizontal. —I. In ship-build

ing, an inner timber following the sheer of

the vessel and bolted to the inner side of

ribs, to strengthen the frame and sustain

the deck-beams—To put or lay on the shelf,

to put aside or out of use; to lay aside, as

from duty or active service.

Shelf(shelf), v.t. To place on a Bhelf; to fur

nish with shelves. More usually written

Shelve (which see).

Shelfy(shelf'i),a. Full of shelves; (a)abound-

iug with sandbanks or rocks lying near the

surface of the water, and rendering naviga

tion dangerous; as, a shelfy coast. (6) Full

of Btrata of rock; having rocky ledges crop

ping up. 'So shelfy that the corn hath

much ado to fasten its root.' Rich. Carevo.

Shell (shel), 7k [A. Sax. seel, scell, Icel.

skel, D. schel, O. schale, husk, shell, peel;

Goth, skalja, a tile; same root as shale,

scale, skill; A. Sax. ecylan, Icel. skilja, to

separate. See Scale] 1. A hard outside

covering, particularly that serving as the

natural protection of certain plants and

animals; as, (a) the covering or outside

part of a nut. (6) The hard organized sub

stance forming the skeleton of many inver

tebrate animals, which is usually external,

as in most molluscs, as the clam, the snail,

and the like ; but sometimes internal, as in

some cephalopodous molluscs, like the Spl-

rula. (c) The hard covering of some verte

brates, as the armadillo, tortoise, and the

like ; a carapace, (d) The covering or out

side layer of an egg.—2. Any framework or

exterior structure regarded as not being

completed or filled in ; as, the shell of a

house —3. Any slight hollow structure or

vessel incapable of sustaining rough hand

ling; as, that boat is a mere shell.—i. A kind

of rough coffin; or a thin interior coffin in

closed by the more substantial one.—5. Out

ward show without inward substance. ' This

outward shell of religion." Ayliffe.—6. The

outer portion or casing of a block which is

mortised for the sheave, and bored at rifrht

angles to the mortise for the pin, which

forms the axle of the sheave. —7. The outside

plates of a boiler.— S. A musical Instrument

such as a lyre, the first lyre being made, ac

cording to classic legend, of strings drawn

over a tortoise-shell. * When Jubal struck

the corded shell.' Dryden.—9. An engraved

copper roller used in calico print-works —

10. A hollow projectile containing a bursting

charge, which is exploded by a time or per

cussion fuse. Shells are usually made of

cast-iron or steel, and for mortars or smooth

bore cannon are spherical, but for rifled

ordnance they are, with a few notable ex

ceptions, made cylindrical with a conoidal

point See Bomb.

Shell (ahel), v.t. 1. To strip or break off the

shell of; to tike out of the ahtll; as, to

shell nuts or almonds.—2. To separate from

the ear; as, to shell maize. — 3. To throw

bomb-shells into, upon, or among ; to bom

bard; as, to shell a fort, a town. Are.

(Sir Colin Campbell) will batter down their mml-

walls and shttl their palaces. W. H. Russell.

Shell (shel). v.i. 1. To fall off, as a shell,

crust, or exterior coat.—2. To cast the shell

or exterior covering; as, huts shell in fall

ing.— To shell out, to give up, hand over

money, &c; as. the rogues compelled him

to shell out. [Colloq.]

Shellac (shellak), n. Same as Shell-lac.

Shell-apple (shel'ap-1), n. 1. A lucid name

for the common crossbill {Loxia curviros-

tra).—2. The chaffinch.

Shell-bark (Bherbark), n. A species of

hickory {Carya alba)', whose bark is loose

and peeling. This species produces a palat

able nut. Called also Shah-bark.

Shell-hit (shel'bit), n. A boring tool used

with the brace in boring wood. It is shaped

like a gouge; that is, its section is the seg

ment of a circle, and when used it shears

the fibres round the margin of the hole, and

removes the wood almost as a solid core.

Shell-hoard (sherbord), n. A frame placed

on a wagon or cart for the purpose of car

rying hay, straw, Ac.

Shell-button (shel'but-n), n. A hollow but

ton made of two pieces of metal, one for the

front and the other for the back, usually

covered with silk ; also a button formed of

mother-of-pearl shell.

Shell-cameo (shel'kam-€-6), n. A cameo cut

on a shell instead of a Btone. The shells

used are such as have the different layers of

colour necessary to exhibit the peculiar

effects produced by a cameo.

Shelldrake (shel'drak), n. Same as Shel

drake.

Shellduck (shel'duk), n. Same as Shel

duck.

Shelled (sheld), p. and a. 1. Deprived of

the shell; having cast or lost its shell.

For duller than a shelled crab were she.

J. Baillit.

2. Provided with a shell or shells.

Shelter (shel'er), ti. A machine for strip

ping the kernel from the stalk of Indian

corn.

Shell-fish (shel'fish). n. A mollusc, whose

external covering consists of a shell, as oys

ters, clams, Ac. ; an animal whose outer

covering is a crustaceous shell, as the lob

ster.

Shell-flower (shel'flou-er), n. A perennial

plant of the genus Chelone, formerly re

garded as a distinct species (C. glabra), but

now recognized as a form of C. obliqua, with

an upright branching stem bearing terminal

spikes of flowers with an inflated tubular

corona Called also Snake-head and Turtle-

head. See Chelone.

Shelling (shel'ing), n. [From shell] A com

mercial name for groats. Simmonds.

Shell-gun (shel'gun), n. A gun or cannon

fitted for throwing bombs or shells.

Shell-jacket (shel'jak-et), n. An undress

military jacket.

Shell-lac (shellak), n. Seed-lac melted and

formed into thin cakes. See LAO,

Shell-lime (shelllm), n. Lime obtained by

burning sea-shells.

Shell-limestone (shellim-aton), i*. Musch-

elkalk (which see).

Shell-marl (shel'marl), n, A deposit of

clay and other substances mixed with shells,

which collects at the bottom of lakes.

Shell-meat (shel'niet), n. Some kind of

edible provided with a shell. [Rare]

Shellmeafs may be eaten after foul hands without

any harm. Fuller.

Shell-proof (shel'prbf), a. Proof against

shells; impenetrable by shells; bomb-proof;

as, a shell-proof building.

Shell-road (shel'rod), n, A road, the upper

stratum of which is formed of a layer of

broken shells.

Shell-sand (shel'sand). n. A name given to

the triturated shells of mollusca, constitut

ing in a great measure the beach in some lo

calities. Such sand is much prized as a fer

tilizer.

Shellum (shel'um), n. Same as Skellum.

[Old English and Scotch]

Shell-work (ahel'werk), n. Work com

posed of shells or adorned with them.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; \, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ai»y; TU, then; th, fnin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Shelly (shel'i), a. 1. Abounding with shells;

covered with Bhella; as, the shelly shore.

Go to your cave, and see it in its beauty.

The billows else may wash its shelly sides.

J. BaillU.
2. Consisting of a shell or shells. ■ As the

snail . . . shrinks backward in his shelly

cave. ' Shak.

Shelter (shel'tcr), n. [From O.E. sheld,

A. Sax. sceld, scyld, a shield (whence scyldan,

?escyldan, to protect, to defend). Allied to

eel. skj6l, Dan. and Sw. skjul, a covering, a

shelter; Skr. sku, to cover.] 1. That which

covers or defends from injury or annoyance;

a protection : as, a house is a shelter from

rain ; the foliage of a tree is a shelter from

the rays of the sun.

The healing- plant shall aid.

From storms a shelter, and from heat a shade.

Pope.

2 A place or position affording cover or pro

tection ; protection ; security. ' Who into

shelter takes their tender bloom.* Young.

I will bear thee to some shelter. Shak,

Shelter (shel'ter), v.t 1. To provide shelter

for; to cover from violence, iujury, annoy

ance, or attack; to protect; to harbour; as,

a valley sheltered from the north wind by a

mountain. 'The weeds which his broad-

spreading leaves did shelter.' Shak.

Those ruins thelter'd once his sacred head.

Dryden.

We besought the deep to shelter us. Milton.

2. To place under cover or shelter; as, we

sheltered our horses below an overhanging

rock: often with the reflexive pronouns; to

betake one's self to cover or a safe place.

They sheltered themselves under a rock.

Abp. Abbot.

3. To cover from notice; to disguise for pro

tection.

In vain I strove to check my erowlnjj flame,

Or ihelter passion under friendship's name. Prior.

Shelter (shel'terX v.i. To take shelter.

There the Indian herdsman, shunning heat,

Shelters in cool. Milton.

Shelterless (shel'ter-les), a. Destitute of

Bhelter or protection; without home or

refuge.

Now sad and shelterless perhaps she lies,

Where pierctnif winds blow sharp. Rotve.

Sheltery (ahel'ter-i), a. Affording shelter.

'The warm and sheltery shores of Gibraltar."

Gilbert White. [Rare.]

Sheltle (shel'ti), n. A small but strong

horse in Scotland; so called trom Shetland,

where it is produced.

Shelve (shelv), v.t. pret. A pp. shelved; ppr.

shelving. 1. To place on a shelf or on

shelves; hence, to put aside out of active

employment, or out of use; to dismiss; as,

to shelve a question, a person, or claim.—

2. To furnish with shelves.

Shelve (shelv), v.i. [See SHELF.] To slope,

like a shelf or sandbank; to incline; to be

sloping.

Wc must imagine a precipice of more than a hun

dred yards high on the sine of a mountain, which

shelves away a mile above it Goldsmith.

Shelve (shelv), n. A shelf or ledge. ' On a

crag's uneasy shelve.' Kcate. [Rare.]

Shelving (shelving), p. and a. Inclining;

sloping; having declivity.

Amidst the brake a hollow den was found,

With rocks and shelving arches vaulted round.

Addison.

Shelving (shelving), n. 1. The operation of

fixing up shelves or of placing upon a shelf

or shelves. — 2. Materials for shelves: the

shelves of a room, shop, Ac, collectively. —

3. A rock or sandbank lying near the sur

face of the sea. Dryden.

Shelvy (shelv'i), a. Full of rocks or sand

banks; shallow. See Shelpt.

I had been drowned but that the shore was shelvy

and shallow. ShaJt.

Shemering.t n. [See Sittmjieti ] An im

perfect light; a glimmering. Chaucer.

Shemite (shem'it), n, A descendant of

Shem, the oldest son of Noah.

Shemltlc, Shemltish (shem-it'ik, shem-it'-

ish), a. Pertaining to Shem, the sou of

Noah. See Semitic.

Shemitism (sheni'it-izm), n. Same as Semi-

tfm.

Shendt (shend), v.t. pret A pp. shent. [A.

Sax. scendan, to shame, slander, injure,

from second, sceand, scand, shame ; G.

schande, Goth, skanda, shame.] 1. To in

jure, mar, or spoil. 'That much I fear

my body will be shent' Dryden.— 2. To

put to shame; to blame, reproach, revile,

degrade, disgrace. ' The famous name of

knighthood foully shend.' Spenser.—Z. To

overpower or surpass.

She pass'd the rest as Cynthia doth shend

The lesser stars. Spenser.

Shendrullyt (shcnd'ful-i), adv. Ruinously;

disgracefully.

The enemyes of the lande were sftendfully chasyd

and utterly confounded. Fttbyan.

Shendsbip,t n. [See Shend] Ruin; pun

ishment Chaucer.

Sliene.t" [See Sheen] Bright; shining;

fair. Chaucer.

She-oak (she'ok), n. A peculiar jointed,

leafless, tropical or sub-tropical tree, of the

genus Casuarina (C. quadrivalv'ts), whose

cones and young shoots, when chewed,

yield a grateful acid to persons and cattle

suffering from thirst.

Sheol (she'ol), n. A Hebrew word of fre

quent occurrence in the Old Testament, and

rendered by the Authorized Version grave,

hell, or pit The word is generally under

stood to be derived from a root signifying

hollow, and taken literally it appears to be

represented as a subterranean place of vast

dimensions in which the spirits of the dead

rest. Sometimes the idea of retribution or

punishment is connected with it, but never

that of future happiness.

Shepen, t n, [Prov. E. shippen, shippon, A.

Sax. scypen, a stable, a stall] A Btable.

Chaucer.

Shepherd (shep'erd), n. [A. Sax. scedp-hirde

—sheep and herd.] 1. A man employed in

tending, feeding, and guarding sheep in the

pasture. — 2. A pastor; one who exercises

spiritual care over a district or commu

nity.—Shepherd kings, the chiefs of a con

quering nomadic race from the East who

took Memphis, and rendered the whole of

Egypt tributary. The dates of their inva

sion and conquest have been computed at
from 2567 to 2.r>00 B.C., and they are stated

by some to have ruled for from 2C0 to 500

years, when the Egyptians rose and expelled

them. Attempts have been made to con

nect their expulsion with the narrative in

the book of Exodus. Called also Hycsos or

Hyk-shos. — Shepherd's crook, a long staff

having its upper end curved so to form a

hook, used by shepherds.—Shepherd's dog,

a variety of dog employed by shepherds to

protect the flocks and control their move

ments. It is generally of considerable size,

and of powerful lithe build; the hair thick

set and wavy ; the tail inclined to be long,

and having a bushy fringe; the muzzle sharp,

the eyes large and bright. The collie or

sheep-dog of Scotland is one of the best

known and most intelligent dogs of this

wide - spread and useful variety. — Shep

herd's (or shepherd) tartan, (a) a kind of

small check pattern in cloth, woven with

black and white warp and weft (6) A kind

of cloth, generally woollen, woven in this

pattern — generally made into shepherd's

plaids, and often into trouserings, Ac.

Shepherd (shep'erd), v.t. 1. To tend or

guide, as a shepherd. [Poetical.]

White, fleecy clouds

Were wandering in thick flocks along the mountains,

Shepherded by Uie slow, unwilling wind. Shelley.

2. To attend or wait on ; to gallant. 'Shep

herding a lady.' Edin. Rev.

Shepherdess ( shep'erd-es ), n. A woman

that tends sheep; hence, a rural lass.

She put herself into the garb of a shepherdess.

Sir P. Sidney.

Shepherdia(shep-er'di-a),n, [After W. Shep

herd, a botanist] A genus of plants, nat.

order Elrcagriacese. The species are small

shrubs, natives of North America, having

opposite deciduous leaves with small flowers

sessile in their axils. S. argentea, which has

an edible scarlet fruit, is known in the

United States as buffalo-berry.

Shepherdlsht (shep'erd-ish).a. Resembling

a shepherd ; Buiting a shepherd ; pastoral ;

rustic.

She saw walking from her ward a man in shepherd-

ish apparel. Sir P. Sidney.

Shepherdlsm (shep'erd-izm), n. Pastoral

life or occupation. [Rare.]

Shepherdling (shep'erd-ling), n. A little

shepherd. W. Browne. [Rare.]

Shepherdlyt (shep'erd-li), a. Tastoral; rus

tic.

We read Rebckah, in the primitive plainness and

shepherdly simplicity of those times, accepted brace

lets and other ornaments, without any disparagement

to her virgin modesty. Jer. Taylor.

Shepherd's - Club ( shep'erdz-klub), n. A

plant of the genus Verbascum, the V. Thap-

Shepherd's-needle (shep'erdz-ne-dl), n. A

plant of the genus Scandix, the S. Pecten-

VctierU, or Venus's comb. See Scandix.

Snepherd's-plaid (shep'erdr-plad), a. Wool

len with black and white checks, after the

pattern usual for shepherd's plaids. 'He

wore shepherd's-plaid inexpressibles.' Dick

ens.

Shepherd's - purse, Shepherd's - pouch

(shep'erdz-pers, shep'erdz-pouch),n. A plant

of the genus Capsella, nat. order Crueifenc.

C bursa-pastoris is a very common weed, of

world-wide distribution, having simple or

cut leaves, small white flowers, and some

what heart-shaped pods.

Shepherd*s-rod, Shepherd's-staff (shep'-

erdz-rod, shep'erdz-staf), n. A plant of the

genus Dipsacus, the D. pilosus.

Shepster t (shep'ster), n. One that shapes;

a sempstress. Caxton.

Sherardla (sher-ai'di-a), n. [Tn honour of

\V. Sherard, a consul of Smyrna] A genus

of humble annuals of the order Rubiacea:,

distinguished by having a funnel-shaped

corolla, and fruit crowned with the calyx.

& arren*w(Aeld-madder) is the only British

species. See Field-ifadder.

Sherbet (sher'bet), n. [Ar. sherbet, shorbet,

sharbat. This word, as well as sirup and

shrub, Is from the Ar. sharaba, to drink, to

imbibe.] A favourite cooling drink in the

East, made of fruit juices diluted with

water, and variously sweetened and fla

voured.

Sherd (sherd), n. A fragment; a shard : in

this form now occurring only as a com

pound; as, potsherd. 'The thigh ('tis called

the knuckle-bone), which all in sherds it

drove.' Chapman.

Sheret (sher), v.t To shear; to cut; to

shave. Chaucer.

Sheret (sher), a. [See Sheer.] Clear; pure;

uumingled. Spenser.

Shereef, Sheriff (she-ref, she-riT), n. [Ar.]

1. A descendant of Mohammed through his

daughter Fatima and Hassan Ibn Ali. Writ

ten variously Scherif, Sherrife. Cher\f.—Z A

prince or ruler; the chief magistrate of

Mecca

Sherif (she-rif'), n. Same as Shertcf.

Sheriff (sher'if), u. [A. Sax. seire-gert/a, a

shire-reeve — scire, a shire, aud gertfa, a

governor, a reeve. See Shire and Reeve.]

1. In England, the chief officer of the crown

in every county or shire, who does all the

sovereign's business in the county, the crown

by letters-patent committing the custody

of the county to him alone. Sheriffs are

appointed by the crown upon presentation

of the judges in a manner partly regulated

by law and partly by custom (see Prick

ing); the citizens of London, however, have

the right of electing the sheriffs for the city

of London and the county of Middlesex.

Those appointed are bound under a penalty

to serve the office, except In specified cases

of exemption or disability. As keeper of

the queen's peace the sheriff is the first man

in the county, and superior in rank to any

nobleman therein during his office, which

he holds for a year. He is specially intrusted

with the execution of the laws and the pre

servation of the peace, and for this purpose

he has at his disposal the whole civil force

of the county—in old legal phraseology, the

posse comitatus. The most ordinary of his

functions, which he universally executes by

a deputy called under-sheriff, consists in the

execution of writs. The sheriff only per

forms in person such dutieB as are either

purely honorary—for instance, attendance

upon the judges on circuit — or as are of

some dignity and public importance, such

as the presiding over elections and the hold

ing of county meetings, which he may call

at any time.— 2. In Scotland, the chief local

judge of a county. There are two grades

of sheriffs, the chief or sujwrior sheriffs and

the sheriffs-substitute (besides the lord-

lieuteuant of the county, who has the hon

orary title of sheriff-principal), both being

appointed by the crown. The chief sheriff,

usually called simply the sheriff, may have

more than one substitute under him. and

the discharge of the greater part of the

duties of the office now practically rests

with the sheriffs-substitute, the sheriff being

(except in one or two cases) a practising

advocate in Edinburgh, while the sheritf-

substitute is prohibited from taking other

employment, and must reside within his

county. The civil jurisdiction of the sheriff

extends to all personal actions on contract,

bond, or obligation without limit, actions

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtme; y, Sc fey.
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(or rent, possessory actions, dfce., in which

cases there is an appeal from the decision

of the sheriff-substitute to the sheriff, and

from him to the Court of Session. He has

ilso a summary Jurisdiction in small debt

esses, where the value is not more than

£11 In criminal cases the sheriff has juris

diction in all offences the punishment for

which it not more than two years' imprison

ment. He has also jurisdiction in bank

ruptcy cases to any amount.

Sheriffalty (gher'if-al-ti), n, A sheriffship ;

a shrievalty.

Sheriff-clerk (sher'if-klark),n. In Scotland,

the clerk of the sheri ff's court,who hascharge

nl the records of the court He registers

the judgments of the court, and issues them

to the proper parties.

Sheriff-geld (sher'if-geld), n. A rent for

merly paid by a sheriff.

Sheriff-officer (sher'if-of-ns-er), n. In Scot

land, an officer connected with the sheriff-

cmirt, who is charged with arrests, the serv

ing of processes, and the like.

Sheriffship ( sher'if-ship), n. The office or

jurisdiction of a sheriff; a shrievalty.

Sheriff- tooth (sher'if-ttfth), n, A tenure

by the service of providing entertainment

for the iheriff at his county courts ; a com

mon tax formerly levied for the sheriff's

diet Wharton.

Sheriffwick (aher'If-wik> Same as Sheriff-

tkip,

Sherria,t Sherris-sack t (sherls, sher'is-

sakX "■ Sherry.

Your sherris warms the blood. Skak.

But. all his vast heart sherris-wzrmed,

He flashed his random speeches. Tennyson.

Sherry (sher'ri), n. A species of wine, so

called from Xercs in Spain,where it is made.

The highest class of the many varieties ore

those that are technically called 'dry,' that

is. free from sweetness, such as the Amon

tillado, Montilla, Manzanilla. <&c. It is much

used in this country, and when pure it agrees

well with most constitutions. Genuine and

unadulterated sherry, however, brings a

very high price, and is rarely to be had,

inferior Cape wines, <fcc, being extensively

scild under this name. Written formerly

8urrfs.

Sherry-cobbler (sher-ri-kol/ler), n. Sherry

and iced water sucked up through a straw.

Sherry-vallies (sher'ri-val-iz), n. pL [Cor

rupted from Fr. chevalier, a horseman]

Pantaloons of thick cloth or leather, worn

buttoned round each leg over other panta

loon* when riding. [United States.]

Sherte.t n. A shirt; also, a skirt or lap.

Chancer.

She-slip (she'slip), n. A young female

scion, branch, or member. 'The slight slic-

tiipi of loyal blood. ' Tennyson.

She-society (slie-s6-si'e-ti), n. Female so

ciety. Teimysvn.

Shete,* v.t. or i. To shoot. Chaucer.

Shette.t Shet.t v.t To close or shut

Chaucer.

Sheugh (sbueh or shuch), n. [See SHAFT (of

smineV] A furrow; a ditch; a gulf. [Scotch.]

Shew, Shewed, Shewn (shd, shod, sh&n>

See Saow, Showkii, Shown.

Shew-bread (sh6'bred> See Show-breap.

Shewel, t Sheweile, t ». An example; some

thing held up to give warning of danger

(Sares); a scarecrow (Trench).

So are these bog-bean of opinions brought by great

dcarkes into the world, to serve as shrwel/es, to keep

th«n from thrase faults whereto else the vanitie of the

world and wc&kaeste of senses might pull them.

Sir P. Sidney.

Shewer (sho'er), n. One that shows. In

Sc-oIm laic shewers in jury causes are the per

sons named by the court, usually on the

■uggestton of the parties, to accompany the

six jurors when a view is allowed. See

Viewers.

She-world (she'werld), n. The female in

habitants of the world or of a particular

portion of it 'Head and heart of all our

Uir the world.' Tennytton.

Sheytan (shA'tan), 71. An Oriental name

f»r the devil or a devil.

ShUh, n. See Shiite.

Shibboleth ( shit/bo leth), n. [Heb. , a stream

or flood, from $hdbai, to go, to flow copi

ously ] X. A word which was made the cri

terion by which to distinguish the Ephraim-

ites from the Gileadites. The Ephraimites

not being able to pronounce the letter t?.

*K pronounced the word sibboleth. See

Jndg lii. Hence—2. The criterion, test, or

watchword of a party ; that which distin

guishes one party from another; usually,

some peculiarity in things of little import

ance.

But what becomes of Benthamism, shorn of its

shibboleth— its pet phrase, 'greatest happiness of

greatest Humbert' Quart. Rev.

Shidder (shid'er). See Hiddeh.

Shlde (fill id), n, [ A. Sax. nctdc, a billet of

wood ; IceL skith, G. scheite; from verb to

divide—A. Sax. sceddan. Or. ache Ulan, Goth.

skaidan (cog. L. teindo, Gr. schizo, to split).

See also Shed, v.t ] A piece split off; a

piece; a billet of wood; a splinter. ' Shides

ofokes, with wedgesgreat they dive.' Phaer.

[Old and provincial.]

Shle, Shy (ahi), v.t rLit. to toss obliquely;

A Sax. sceoh, I eel. skeifr, askew; Dan. skiev,

oblique; tkieve, to slant, slope, swerve. See

Skew.] To throw; to toss obliquely; to

throw askance; as,tos/tieastone. [Familiar]

Shlel (shel), v.t To take out of the husk;

to shell. [Scotch.]

Shiel (shel), n. Shieling; hut; shelter. * The

swallow Jinkin' round my shiel.' Burns.

[Scotch. ]

Shield (sheldX n. [A. Sax scild, scyld, sceld,

a shield, refuge, protection; common to the

Teutonic languages; Goth, skiidus, I eel.

skjoldr, G. schild, from root seen in Icel.

skjdl, Dan. skjul, shelter, protection, IceL

and Sw. skyla, Dan. skiule, to cover, pro

tect; Skr. sku, to cover. Akin shelter.]

L A broad piece of defensive armour carried

on the arm ; a buckler, used in war for the

protection of the body. The shields of the

ancients were of different shapes and sizes,

triangular, square, oval, Ac., made of lea

ther, or wood covered with leather, and

borne on the left arm. This species of

armour was a good defence against arrows,

darts, spears, Ac. , but would be no protection

against bullets.—2. Anything that protects

or defends ; defence ; shelter ; protection.

'My council is my shield.' ShaJc—S. Fig.

the person that defends or protects ; as, a

chief, the ornament and shield of the nation.

Fear not, Abram : I am thy shield, and thy exceed

ing great reward. Gen. xv. i.

4. In her. the escutcheon or field on which

are placed the bearings in coats of arms.

The Bhape of the shield upon which heraldic

bearings are displayed is left a good deal to

fancy ; the form of the lozenge, however, is

1. Loxenge-shield. a and 3, Fanciful forms. 4, Spade

shield—the best heraldic form.

used only by single ladies and widows. The

shield used in funeral processions is of a

square form, something larger than the

escutcheon, and divided per pale, the one

half being sable, or the whole black, as the

case may be, with a scroll border around,

and in the centre the arms of the deceased

upon a shield of the usual form.—5. In bot.

a little cup with a hard disc, surrounded by

a rim, and containing the fructification of

lichens; an npothecium. — 6. In mining, a

framework for protecting a miner in work

ing an adit, pushed forward as the work pro

gresses. — 7.t A spot resembling or suggest

ing a shield.

Bespotted as with shields of red and black. Sfenser.

Shield (aheld), v.t. 1. To cover, as with a

shield ; to cover or protect from danger or

anything hurtful or disagreeable; to defend;

to protect; as, to shield a person or thing

from the Bun's rays. 'To shield thee from

diseases of the world.' Shak. 'To see the

son the vanquish'd father shield.' Dryden.

2. To ward off.

They brought with them their usual weeds, fit to

shield the cold, to which they had been inured.

Sfenser.

3. To forfend; to forbid; to avert.

God shield I should disturb devotion. Shak.

Shield-drake (sheld'drak), n. Same as

Sheldrake.

Shield-fern (sheld'fem), n. A common name

for ferns of the genus Aspidium, nat. order

Polypodiacew, so named from the form of

the indusfum of the fructification. The

sori are roundish and scattered or deposited

in ranks ; the indusia solitary, roundly-pel

tate or kidney-shaped, fixed by the middle

or the edge. The species are numerous and

beautiful. Thirteen are natives of Britain,

among which is the male-fern (A. FUix mas),

the stem of which has been employed us an

anthelmintic and as an emmenagngue and

purgative. The fragrant shield-fern (A.

fragrans) has been employed as a substitute

for tea.

Shieldless (sheld'les), a. Destitute of a

shield or of protection. ' The shieldless

maid. ' Southey.

Shleldlessly (sheldles-li), adv. In a Bhield-

less manner; without protection.

Shieldlessness ( sheld' les - nes), n. The

state or quality of being shieldless; desti

tution of a shield or of protection.

Shield-shaped (sheld'shapt), a. Having the

shape of a shield; scutate; as, ti shield-shaped

leaf. Lindley.

Shieling, Shielling (Bhel'ing;), n. Same

as Shealing.

Shift (shift), v.t [A. Sax. tcuftan, to divide,

to order, to drive away; LG. schiften, to

divide, to part; Dan. skifte, to change, to

shift, to divide; Icel. skipta, to divide,

distribute, also to change. Perhaps from

root of sliove. ] 1. To transfer from one place

or position to another; to change; to alter.

Unto Southampton do we shift our scene. Shak.

The other impecunious person contrived to make

both ends meet by shifting his lodgings from time to

time. W. Black.

2. To pnt off or out of the way by some ex

pedient. *I shifted him away.' Shak.—

3. To change, as clothes; as, to shift a coat

4 To dress in fresh clothes, particularly

fresh linen.

As it were, to ride day and night ; and . . . not

to have patience 10 shift me. Shak.

—To shift off, (a) to delay ; to defer ; as, to

shift off the duties of religion. (6) To put

away; to disengage or disencumber one's

self of, as of a burden or inconvenience.

Shift (shift), v.i. 1. To change; to give place

to other things; to pass into a different form,

state, or thelike.

The sixth age shifts

Into the lean and slipper'd pantaloon. Shak.

If the ideas . . . constantly change and shift . . .

it would be impossible for a man to think long of any

one thing. Locke.

2. To move; to change place, position, or

direction. ' As winds from all the compass

shift and blow.' Tennyson.

Here the Baillie shifted and fidgetted about in bis

seat. Sir If. Scott.

3. To change dress, particularly the under

garments.

When from the sheets her lovely form she lifts.

She begs you just would turn you while she shifts.

Young.

4. To resort to expedients; to adopt some

course iu a case of difficulty; to contrive; to

manage ; to seize one expedient when an

other fails.

Men in distress will look to themselves and leave

their companions to shift as well as they can.

Sir R. £ Estrange.

5. To practise indirect methods.

All those schoolmen, though they were exceeding

witty, yet better teach all their followers to shift than

**'£to resolve by their distinctions. Raleigh

o\t To digress.

Thou hast shifted out of thy tale into telling me of

the fashion. Shak.

7. t To divide; topart; to distribute. Chancer.

—To shift about, to turn quite round to a

contrary side or opposite point; to vacillate.

Shift (shift), n, 1. A change; a substitution

of one thing for another.

My going to Oxford was not mcrdy for shift of

air. li'otton.

2. A turning from one thing to another;

hence, an expedient tried in difficulty; a

contrivance; a resource; one thing tried

when another fails.

Ill find a thousand shifts to get away. Shak.

(Eric) had to run with his queen Gunnhilda and

seven small children; no other shift for Eric.

Carlyle.

3. In a bad sense, mean refuge; last resource;

mean or indirect expedient; trick to escape

detection or evil; fraud; artifice.

For little souls on little shifts rely. Dryden.

When pious frauds and holy shifts

Are dispensations and gifts. Hudilras.

.-

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; u. Ft. ton; ng, sing; TB. (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, a*ure.—See Key.
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4. [Lit. a change of underclothing.] A

woman's under garment; a chemise. —6. A

squad of men to take a spell or turn of work

at stated intervals; hence, the working time

of a squad or relay of men ; the spell or turn

of work; as, a day shift; a night shift.—6. In

mining, a fault or dislocation of a seam or

stratum, accompanied by depression of one

portion, destroying the continuity.—7. In

building, a mode of arranging the tiers of

bricks, timbers, planks, «c, so that the

joints of adjacent rows shall not coincide —

8. In music, a change of the position of the

left hand in violin playing, by which the

first finger of the player has to temporarily

become the nut. Shifts are complete changes

of four notes ; thus, the first shift is when

the first finger is on A of the first string;

the second shift, when it is on D above.—

Shift of crops:, in agri. an alteration or

variation in the succession of crops ; rota

tion of crops; as, a farm is wrought on the

five years' shift* on the six years' shift-

To make shift, or to make a shift, to devise;

to contrive; to use expedients; to find ways

and means to do something or overcome a

difficulty.

I hope I shall make shift to go without him.

Ska k.

Shiftable(shiit'a-bl), a. Capable of being

shifted or changed.

Shifter (sniffer), n. 1. One who shifts or

changes; as, scene-shifter.—2. One who plays

tricks or practises artifice.

And let those shifters their own judges be.

If they have not been arrant thieves to me.

"John Taylor.

3. Naut. a person employed to assist the

ship's cook in washing, steeping, and shift

ing the salt provisions.

Shiftiness (shif'ti-nes), n. The quality of

being shifty in all its senses.

Shifting (shift'ing), p. and a. Changing

place or position; resorting from one expe

dient to another.—Shifting beach, a beach

of gravel liable to be shifted or moved by

the action of the Bea or the current of

rivers— Shifting sand or sands, loose mov

ing sand; quicksand.

Who stems a stream with shifting sand,

Or fetters flame with flaxen band. Sir It'. Scott,

—Shifting or secondary use, in law. See

Use. —Shifting centre. Same as Metacentre.

Shifting (shift'ing), n. 1. Act of changing;

change. 'The nhiftings of ministerial mea

sures. ' Burke. —2. The act of having recourse

to equivocal expedients; evasion; artifice;

shift. 'Subtle shifting.*.' Mir. for Mags.

Shiftingly (shift'ing-li), adv. In a shifting

manner; "by shifts and changes; deceitfully.

Shiftless (shift'les), a Destitute of expe

dients, or not resorting to successful ex

pedients; wanting means to act or live; as,

a shiftless fellow.

Shiftlessly (shiMes-li), adv. Iu a shiftless

manner.

Shiftlessness (shift'les-nes), n. A state of

being shiftless.

Shifty (shif'ti), o. 1. Changeable; shifting.

£din. Rev. [Rare.]- 2. Full of shifts; fer

tile in expedients; well able to shift for

one's self.

Shifty and thrifty as old Greek or modern Scot,

there were few things he could not invent, and per

haps nothing he could not endure. Kmgsley.

3. Full of or ready in shifts, in a bad sense;

fertile in evasions; given to tricks and arti

fices.

Shiite, Shiah (shTIt, shi'a), n. [Ar. shiai,

sectarian or schismatic; shiah, shktt, a mul

titude following one another in the pursuit

of some object, hence, the Beet of AM; from

shda,to follow.) A memberof one of the two

great sects into which Mohammedans are

divided, the other sect being the Sunnites or

Sunnis. The Shiites consider Ali as being

the only rightful successor of Mohammed.

They do not acknowledge the Sunna, or

body of traditions respecting Mohammed,

as any part of the law, and on these ac

counts are treated as heretics by the Sun

nites or orthodox Mohammedans. The

Shiahs are represented by nearly the whole

Persian nation, and call themselves also el-

Adiliyyat, or 'the Upright,' while the Sun

nites are represented by the Ottoman Turks.

Shikaree, Shikarree (shi-kar'e), n. In the

East Indies, a native attendant hunter;

hence, applied generally fen a sportsman.

We came upon the traces of a heir, quite recent,

so much so that the shikaree or huntsman said that

he could not be twenty yards away.

//". //. Russell.

Shllf (shilf), n. [The same word as G. schilf,

sedge.] Straw. [Provincial English.]

Shlll (shil). v.t. [IceL skyla. See Shielp.]

To put under cover; to Bheal. [Provincial

English. ]

Shlllalah, Shillaly (shil-hVla, shil-lali), n.

Same as Shillelah (which Bee).

Shillelah (shil-lel'a), n. [From Shillelagh, a

barony in Wicklow, famous for its oaks: a

corruption of Siol Elaigh, the descendants

of Elach—siol (pron. shel), seed, and Elaigh,

Elach.] An Irish name for an oaken sap

ling or other stick used as a cudgel.

Shililng(shU'ing).n. [A. S&x. scylling.O.Tris.

O.Sax. Dan. and Sw. skilling, Goth, skilliggs,

G. schilling, probably from a root seen in

IceL and Sw. skilja, Dan. skille, to divide,

the ancient shilling having been divided by

two cross indentations, Btamped deeply into

it so as to be easily broken into four parts.

Comp. Dan. skillemynt, from skille, to sever,

and mynt, coin, and G. scheidemiinze, from

scheiden, to divide, and munze, coin—both

meaning small change.] A British coin of

currency and account, equal in value to

twelve pennies, or to one twentieth of a

pound sterling. Previous to the reign of

Edward I. it fluctuated greatly in value,

from fivepence to twentypence, with various

intermediate values. The same name, under

the forms skilling and schilling, is applied

to coins of Germany, Denmark, and: Nor

way. Shilling is also applied to different

divisions of the dollar in the United States

currency,

Shilli-shaUl Shilly-shally (shilli-shal-i).

v.i. [A reduplication of shall If and equal

to Bhall I or shall I not?] To act in an

irresolute or undecided manner; to hesitate;

as, tliis is not a time to shilly-shally.

ShilU-shaUi. Shilly-shally (shii'ii-shal-i),

adv. In an irresolute or hesitating manner.

I don't stand shdl-I-shall-I then : if I say't, III do't.

longrrve.

Shilli-shalli, Shilly-shally (shilTi-shal'i).

n. Foolish trifling; irresolution. [Colloq.]

She lost not one of her forty five minutes in pick

ing and choosing—no shilly-shally in Kate.

De Quincev.

Shilpit (shil'pit), a. 1. Weak; washy and' in

sipid. ' Sherry's but shUpif drink. Sir W.

Scott. [Scotch.]—2. Of a sickly white colour;

feeble-looking. [Scotch.]

The laird . . . pronounced her to be but a shilpit

thitiR. Miss Ftrrier.

Shily (shiliY Same as Shyly.

Shim (shim), n. 1. In mach. a thin piece of

metal placed between two parts to make a

fit. — 2. A tool, used in tillage, to break

down the land or to cut it up and clear it of

weeds. Called also a Shim-plough.

Shimmer (shim'er), v.i. [A. Sax. scymrian,

freq. of seimian, to gleam, from sctma, a

gleam, brightness, splendour; Dan. skimre,

G. schimmern, to gleam.} To emit a tremu

lous light; to gleam; to glisten. 'The

shimmering glimpses of a stream.' Tenny

son.

Twinkling faint, and distant far.

Shimmers through nn&t each planet star.

Sir If Scott.

Shimmer (shim'er), n. A tremulous gleam

or glistening.

The silver lamps . . . diffused . . a trembling twi

light or seeming shimmer through the quiet apart

ment. Sir W. Scott.

Shim-plough (shim'plou), n. See Shim.

Shin (shin), n. [A. Sax. scin, the shin, scin-

biin, the shin-bone; Dan. skinne, the shin, a

splint; skinnebeen, D. scheen, scheenbeen,

the shin-bone; G. schiene, a splint of wood,

schien-bein, the shin-bone: so called from its

sharp edge resembling that of a splint of

wood.] The forepart of the leg between

the ankle and the knee, particularly of the

human leg; the forepart of the crural bone,

called tibia.

Shin (shin), v.i 1. To climb a tree by means

of the hands and legs alone; to swarm.

Nothing for it but the tree : so Tom laid his bones

to it, shinning up as fast as he could. T Hughes.

2. To borrow money. [U.S. See Shinner. ]

Shin (shin), v.t To climb by embracing

with the arms and legs and working or pull

ing one's self up; as, to shin a tree.

Shin-bone (shin'bon), n. The bone of the

shin; the tibia.

Shindlet (shin'dl), n. 1. A Bhingle. 'Boards

or shindies of the wild oak.' Holland.—

2. A roofing Blate.

Shindlet (shin'dl), r t. To cover or roof with

shingles. Holland.

Shindy (shin'di), n. ['A shindy approaches

so nearly in sound to the Gypsy word chin-

garee, which means precisely the same

thing, that the suggestion is at least worth

consideration. And it also greatly resem

bles chindi, which may be translated as

'cutting up,' and also 'quarrel.' 'To cut

up shindies' was the first form in which this

extraordinary word reached the public." C.

O. Leland.] 1. A row; a spree. [Slang.]—

2. A liking; a fancy. Haliburton. [Ameri

can.]—3. A game of ball; shinty. Bartlett.

[American.]

Shine (shin). t>.t. pret. shone; pp. shone; ppr.

nhining; shined, pret. & pp., is now obso

lete or vulgar. (A. Sax. scinan, D. schij-

nen, Icel. skina, Dan. skiime, Goth, skeinan,

G. scheinen, to shine. Probably from a root

skan. skand, seen withoutthe s in L. candeo,

to shine; candidus, white; candor, whiteness

(whence E. candid, candour); Skr. chand, to

be light or clear ] 1. To emit rays of light;

to give light; to beam with steady radiance;

to exhibit brightness or Bplendour ; as, the

mim shines by day: the moon shines by night.

—Sinning differs from sparkling, glistening,

glittering, as it usually implies a steady ra

diation or emission of light, whereas the

latter words usually imply irregular or in

terrupted radiation. This distinction is not

always observed, and we may say the fixed

stars shine as well as that they sparkle. But

we never say the sun or the moon sparkles.

2. To be bright; to glitter; to be brilliant

'Fish with their fins and shining scales."

Milton.

His eyes, like glow-worms, shine when he doth fret.

sfuii.

Let thine eyes shine forth in their full lustre.

Sir 7. Denham-

3. To be gay or splendid; to be beautiful.

So proud she shined in her princely st-ate.

Sfenser.

Once brightest Mi'wVthis child of heat and air.

Pvpe.

4. To be eminent, conspicuous, or distin

guished; as, to shine in courts. 'Shine in

the dignity of F.R.S.' Pope.

Few are qualified to shine in company. Sn-(/T.

6. To be noticeably visible; to be prominent.

Man is by nature a cowardly animal, and moral

courage shines out as the most rare and the most

noble of virtues. Prof Biackie.

—To cause the face to shine, to be propitious.

Pa. lxvii. 1.—SVN. To radiate, beam, gleam,

glare, glisten, glitter, sparkle, coruscate.

Shine (Bhin), v.t. To occasion or make to

shine.

Shine i (shin), a. Bright or shining; glitter

ing. Spenser.

Shine (shin), n. 1. Fair weather; sunshine.

' Be it fair or foul, rain or shine.' Dryden.

'Shadow and shine is life." Tennyson.—

2. The state of shining; brilliancy; bright

ness; splendour; lustre; gloss. ' The glitter

ing shine of gold. ' Dr. U. More. ' Fair open

ing to Borne court's propitious shine.' Pope.

3. [In this sense the word may be an abbre

viation of shindy] A quarrel; a row.— To

kick up a shine, to make a row. [Slang.]—To

take trie shine out of, to cast into the shade;

to outshine; to excel; to surpass. [Slang.]

Shiner (shln'er), n. 1. One who or that which

shines. Hence—2. A coin, especially a bright

coin; a sovereign. [Slang]

' And now. Jingo,' asked the man of business,

* wherc's the shiners f ' Jerrola*.

3. The American popular name applied to

several species of fish, mostly of the family

Cyprinidre ; as, the shining dace (Ltndxcus

nitidus); the bay shiner (Leuciseu* chry-

sopterus): New York shiner (Leuciseus or

Stilbe chrysoleucas) ; and the blunt-nosed

shiner (Vvmer Broanii), belonging to the

family Scombridre.

Shiness (shi'nes). See Shyness.

Shingle (shing'gO.n. [Formerly also shindle,

which was corrupted to shingle, the word,

like G. schindel, being borrowed from L.

scindula, a shingle, from L. scindo, to split,

Shingles.

to divide. In sense 2 the meanfng would

be originally flat pieces of stone.] 1. A thin

piece of wood, usually having parallel sides

and thicker at one end than the other, so as

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, 8c. fey.
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to lap with others, used as a roof-covering

instead of slates or tiles.—2. Round, water-

worn, and loose gravel and pebbles; the

coarse gravel or accumulation of small

rounded stones found on the shores of rivers

or the sea.

The plain of La Crau, in France, is composed of

skinglt. Pin hertcn.

Turning softly like a thief.

Lest the harsh shingle should grate underfoot.

Tennyson.

— Shingle ballast, ballast composed of

shingle or gravel.

Shingle (shing'glX v.t. pret & pp. shingled;

ppr. shingling, 1. To cover with shingles ;

as. to shingle a roof. 'They shingle, their

houses with it.' Evelyn. —2. To perform the

process of shingling on; as, to shingle iron.

See Shingling

Shingler (shing'gl-erX n. One who or that

which shingles; as, (a) one who roofs houses

with shingles. (6) One who or a machine

which cuts and prepares shingles, (c) A

workman who attends a shingling hammer

or machine, (d) A machine for shingling

puddled iron or making it into blooms.

Shingle-roofed (shing/Kl-roft), o. Having

a roof covered with shingles.

Shingles (shing'glz), n. pi. [L. cingulum, a

belt, from eingo, to gird, ] A kind of herpes,

viz. herpes zoster, which spreads around the

body like a girdle; an eruptive disease. See

Herpes

Shingling (shlng'gl-ingX n. 1. The act of

covering with shingles, or a covering of

shingles. — 2. In iron manuf. the process

of expelling the scoria? and other impuri

ties from the metal in its conversion from

the cast to the malleable state. This

operation is performed by subjecting the

puddled iron either to the blows of a pon

derous forge hammer, to the action of

saneezers, or to the pressure of rollers. —

Shinoling hammer, a powerful hammer

which acts upon the ball from the puddling

furnace, and forces some of the remaining

impurities therefrom. — Shinglingmtll.amWl

or forge where puddled iron is hammered,

Ac., to remove the dross, compact the

grain, and turn out malleable iron.

Shingly (shing'gl-iX a. Abounding with

shingle or gravel.

Shining (shin'ingX p and a. 1 Emitting

light; beaming; gleaming—2. Bright; splen

did; radiant.— 3. Illustrious; distinguished;

conspicuous ; as. a shining example of cha

rity —4. In bot having a smooth polished

surface, as certain leaves.—Svn. Glistening,

bright, radiant, resplendent, effulgent, lus

trous, brilliant, glittering, splendid, illus

trious.

Shining (shin'ingX n. 1. Effusion or clear

ness of light; brightness. 'The stars shall

withdraw their shining,' Joel ii. 10.—2. The

act of making one'B self conspicuous by dis

play of superiority; ostentatious display.

Would you both please and be Instructed too.

Watch well the rage of shining to sulidue.

Stillin*lteet.

Shiningness (shin'ing-nes), n. Brightness;

splendour. Spenser.

Shinner (shin'er), n, [That is, one who

plies his sht7u or legs quickly.] L A person

who goes about among his acquaintances

borrowing money to meet pressing demands

The practice itself is called thinning. [ United

States cant.]- 2. t A stocking.

Shinney(shin'i). n. Same as Shinttf. Halli-

veil

Shin -plaster (shln'plas-te>X «• (Accord

ing to Bartlett from an old soldier of the

Evolutionary period having used a quan

tity of worthless paper currency as plasters

for a wounded leg. ] A bank-note, especially

one of low denomination ; a piece of paper-

money. (United States slang]

Shinto, Shintoism (shin'to, shin'to-izm), n.

((."binese thin, god or spirit, and to, way or

bw] One of the two great religions of

Japan. In its origin it was a form of na

ture worship, the forces of nature being re

garded as gods, the sun being the supreme

god. The soul of the sun-god, when on

earth, founded the reigning house in Japan,

sod hence the emperor is worshipped as of

divine origin. Worship is also paid to the

souls of distinguished persons. The essence

of the religion is now ancestral worship and

■scriOce to departed heroes. Written also

Sintu, Sintuism.

Shintoist (shiu'to-istX «- A believer in or

supp-.rter of the Shinto religion.

Shinty (thin'tiX «■ [Gael, sinteag, a skip, a

bound ] l In Scotland, an outdoor game in

«bich a ball and clubs with crooked heads

are employed, the object of each party be

ing to drive the ball over their opponents'

boundary. The game is called Hockey in

England.—2. The club or Btick used in play

ing the game.

Shiny (shrn'i), a, 1. Characterized by sun

shine; bright; luminous; clear; unclouded.

'Like distant thunder on a. shiny day.' Dry-

den.— 2. Having a glittering appearance;

glossy; brilliant.

-Ship (BhipX «. [A form of shape (which

see); A. Sax. -scipe.) A termination denoting

state, office, dignity, profession, or art; as,

lordship, friendship, stewardship, horseman-

ship, Ac.

Ship (ship), n [A. Sax. seip, seyp, a ship;

common to the Teutonic languages, LG.

schipp, D. scJitp, Icel. and Goth, skip, Dan.

skib, O.H.G. set/, G. schiff. The word passed

into the Romance tongues from the Teu

tonic, our skiff being re-borrowed from the

Fr. esquif; so also equip. Probably con

nected with shape, Icel. skapa, to shape,

skipa, to arrange, order. Some derive it

from root signifying to dig or hollow out,

whence L. scapha, Gr. skaphg, a bowl, a

boat, a skiff; Gr. skapto, to dig.] 1. A ves

sel of some size adapted to navigation: a

general term for vessels of whatever kind,

excepting boats. Ships are of various sizes

and fitted for various uses, and receive vari

ous names, according to their rig and the

purposes to which they are applied, as man-

of-war ships, transports, merchantmen,

barques, brigs, schooners, luggers, sloops,

xebecs, galleys, Ac The name, as descrip

tive of a particular rig. and as roughly im

plying a certain size, has been used to de

signate a vessel furnished with a bowsprit

and three masts—a main-mast, a fore-mast,

and a mizzen-mast—each of which is com

posed of a lower-mast, a top-mast, and a

top-gallant mast, and carries a certain num

ber of square sails. The square sails on the

mixzen distinguishes a ship from a barque, a

barque having only fore-and-aft sails on the

mizzen. But the development of steam navi

gation, in which the largest vessels have

sometimes only a schooner rig and some

times four masts, has gone far towards ren

dering this restricted application of the term

ship of little value. Owing to increase of

size, and especially increase in length, some

sailing vessels now have four masts, and

this rig is said to have certain advantages.

Up to within recent times wood, such as

oak, pine, &c., was the material of which

all ships were constructed, but at the pre

sent day it is being rapidly superseded by

iron and steel; and in Britain, which is the

chief ship-building country in the world, the

tonnage of the wooden vessels constructed

is but a fraction of that of those built of

iron. The first iron vessel classed at Lloyd's

was built at Liverpool in 1833, but iron

barges and small vessels had been con

structed long before this.—Armed ship. See

under Armed —Ship'* papers, the papers

or documents required for the manifestation

of the property of the ship and cargo. They

are of two sorts, viz. (l) those required by

the law of a particular country, as the cer

tificate of registry, license, charter-party,

bills of lading, bills of health, etc., required

by the law of England to be on board Brit

ish ships. (2) Those required by the law of

nations to be on board neutral ships to vin

dicate their title to that character.—Ship

of the line, a man-of-war large enough and

of sufficient force to take its place in a line

of battle.—Ship of the desert, a sort of poeti

cal name for the camel. —Registry of ships.

See Lloyd's register, under Lloyd's—2. A

dish or utensil formed like the hull of a

ship, in which incense was kept Tyndale.

Shin (ship), vt. pret. A pp. shipped; ppr.

shipping. l.Toputon board of a ship or ves

sel of any kind ; as, to ship goods at Glas

gow for New York.

The emperor shipping his great ordnance, de

parted down the river. Ktwites.

2. To transport in a ship; to convey by

water.

This wicked emperor may have shipp'd her hence.

Shak.

3. To engage for service on board a ship or

other vessel; as, to ship seamen. — 4. To fix

in Its proper place; as, to ship the oars, the

tiller, the rudder.—To ship off, to send away

by water. 'Ship off senates to some distant

shore.' Pope. — To ship a sea, to have a

wave come aboard ; to have the deck

washed by a wave.

Ship (ship), v.i. 1. To go on board a vessel

to make a voyage with it; to embark; as, we

shipped at Glasgow.—2. To engage for ser

vice on board a ship.

Ship-biscuit (ship'bis-ket). n. Hard coarse

biscuit prepared for long keeping, and for

use on board a ship.

Shipboard (ship'bord), n. The deck or Bide

of a ship: used chiefly or only in the ad

verbial phrase on shipboard; as, to go on

shipboard or a shipboard.

Let him go on shipboard. Rramhall.

What do'st thou make a shipboard! Dryden.

Ship-board (shipTwrd), n. A board or plank

of a ship.

They have made all thy shipboanis of fir-trees of

Scnir. Ezek. xxvii. 5.

Ship-boy (ship'boi), n. A boy that serves

on ooard of a ship.

Ship -breaker (shiplarak-erX ». A person

whose occupation is to break up vessels that

are unfit for sea.

Ship-broker (ship'bro-ker), n. A mercan

tile agent who transacts the business for a

ship when in port, as procuring cargoes, Ac. ;

also, an agent engaged in buying and sell

ing ships ; likewise, a broker who procures

insurance on ships.

Ship-builder (ship'bild-erX n. One whose

occupation is to construct ships and other

vessels; a naval architect; a shipwright.

Ship - building (ship'bild-ing), n. Naval

architecture; the art of constructing vessels

for navigation, particularly ships and other

vessels of a large kind, bearing masts: in

distinction from boat-building.

Ship-canal (ship'ka-nal), n. A canal through

which vessels of large size can pass; a canal

for sea-going vessels.

Ship-captain (shipTcap-tin or ship'kap-tan),

n. The commander or master of a ship. See

Captain.

Ship - carpenter (Bhiplfar-pen-ter), n. A

shipwright; a carpenter that works at ship

building.

Ship-chandler (ship'chand-ler), n. One

who deals in cordage, canvas, and other

furniture of ships.

Ship-chandlery (ship'ehand-ler-i), n. The

business and commodities of a ship-chand

ler.

Ship-fever (ship'fe-ver). n. A peculiar kind

of typhus fever. Called also Putrid Fever,

Jail-fever, and Hospital Fever.

Sbipful (shir/ful), «. As much or many as

a ship will hold; enough to fill a ship.

Ship-holder (shipTidld-er), « The owner

of a ship or of shipping; a ship-owner.

Shipless (shiples), a. Destitute of ships.

While the lone shepherd, near the shipless main,

Sees o'er the hills advance the long-drawn funeral

train. Rogers,

ShiDlett (shipnetX n. A little ship. Hoi-

(turned.

Ship -letter (shiplet-er), n. A letter sent

by a common ship, and not by mail.

Shipmant (ship'manX "• 1- A seaman or

sailor.

About midnight the skipmen deemed that they

drew near to some country. Acts xxvii. 38.

2. The master of a ship. Chaucer.

Shipmaster ( shlr/mas-ter X n. The cap

tain, master, or commander of a ship. Jon.

i. 6.

Shipmate (ship'mat), «■■ One who serves

in the same ship with another; a fellow-

sailor.

Shipment (Bhlp'ment), «. 1. The act of

putting anything on board of a ship or

other vessel ; embarkation ; as, he was en

gaged in the shipment of coal for London.

2. The goods or things shipped or put on

board of a ship or other vessel ; as, the

merchants have made large shipments to

the United States.

Ship-money (ship'mun-i), n. In Eng.

hint, an ancient imposition that was charged

on the ports, towns, cities, boroughs, and

counties of England for providing and fur

nishing certain ships for the king's service.

Having lain dormant for many years, it was

revived by Charles I., and was met with

strong opposition. The refusal of John

Hampden to pay the tax was one of the

proximate causes of the Great Rebellion.

It was abolished during the same reign.

By the new writs for skiP-meney the sheriffs were

directed to assess every land-holder and other in

habitant according to tneir judgment of his means,

and to force the payment by distress. Haltam.

Ship-owner (ship'dn-er), n, A person who

has a right of property in a ship or ships, or

any share tfierein.

eh, caain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, Bing; th, fAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Shipped (shipt), p. and a. 1. Put on board

a snip; carried in a ship, as goods. —2. Fur

nished with a ship or ships.

Is he well shipp'di

His bark is stoutly timberVI. and his pilot

Of very expert and approved allowance. Shak.

Shlppsn, Shippon(shipVn. ship'on), n. [A

Sax. scypen, scepen, a stall, a shed.] A sta

ble; a cow-house. (Local.]

Bessy would either do field-work, or attend to the

cows, the shippon, or churn or make cheese.

Dickens.

Ship - pendulum (ship-pen'dO-lura), n. A

pendulum with a graduated arc, used iu

the navy to ascertain the heel of a vessel,

so that allowance may be made in laying a

gun for the inclination of the deck.

Shipper (ship'erX ». 1. Owe who places goods

on hoard a vessel for transportation. —2. tThe

master of a vessel, or skipper; a seaman.

Shipping (ship'ing), n. 1. Ships in general;

ships or vessels of any kind for navigation;

the collective body of ships belonging to a

country, port, Ac. ; tonnage; as, the shipping

of the English nation exceeds that of any

other—2. Sailing; navigation. [Rare]

God send 'em good shipping. Shut.

—Skipping articles, articles of agreement

between the captain of a vessel and the sea

men on board in respect to the amount of

wages, length of time for which they are

shipped, Ac —To take shipping, to embark;

to enter on board a ship or vessel for con

veyance or passage. Ju. vi. 24.

Take, therefore, shipping ; post, my lord, to

France. Shak.

Shipping (shlp'lnjrt. o. Relating to ships;

as, shipping concerns.

Ship-propeller (ship'pro-pel-er), n. See

Sere to -prop?lUr under SCREW.

Shlppy (ship'iX a. Pertaining to ships;

frtquented by ships. ' Shippy havens.'

Ficon.

Ship -rigged (ship'rigd). a. Rigged with

square sails and spreading yards like a

three-masted ship.

Ship-shape (ship'shap), a. or adv. In a sea

manlike manner, or after the fashion of a

Bhip; hence, neat and trim; well arranged. 'A

ship-shape orthodox manner.' De Quincey.

Look to the babes, and till I come again

Keep everything ship-shape, fori must go. Tennyson.

Ship's -husband (ships'huz-band), n. A

person appointed by the owner or owners

of a vessel to look after the repairs, equip

ment, Ac, and provide stores, provisions,

Ac. , for a ship while in port and preparatory

to a voyage.

Ship -tire t (ship'tir), n A kind of female

head-dress. It has been supposed to be so

named because adorned with streamers like

a ship when dressed, or it may have been

fashioned so as to resemble a ship.

Thou hast the right arched beauty of the brow that

becomes the ship-tire, the tire-valiant, or any tire of

Venetian admittance. Shah.

Ship -worm (ship'werm). n. The Teredo

naralis, a testaceous mollusc which is very

destructive to ships, piles, and all submarine

woodworks. See TEREW}.

ShipwTeck (ship'rek), n. L The wreck of a

ship; the destruction or loss at sea of a ship

by foundering, striking on rocks or shoals,

or by other means. ' Made orphan by a

winter shipwreck.' Tennyson.

We are not to quarrel with the water for inunda

tions and shipivrecks. Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Fragments; shattered remains, as of a

vessel which has been wrecked; wreck.

[Rare.]

They might hare it in their own country, and that

by gathering up the shipwrecks of the Athenian and

Roman theatres. Diyden.

3. Destruction; miscarriage; ruin. 1 Tim.

i. 19. Spenser.

Shipwreck: (ship'rek), v.t 1. To make to

suiter shipwreck, as by running ashore or

on rocks or sandbanks, or by the force of

wind in a tempest; towreck; as.roanyvesBels

are annually shipwrecked on the British

coasts.

No doubt our state will ship-wrecked he

And torn and sunk for ever. Sirj. Davits.

2. To expose to distress, difficulty, ordestruc-

tion by the loss of a ship; to cast away.

Shipwrecked upon a kingdom, where no pity,

No friends, no hope; do kindred weep for me. Shat.

Shipwright (ship'rit), n. One whose occu

pation is to construct ships; a builder of

ships; a ship-carpenter.

Shipyard (ship'yard), n. A yard or piece

of ground near the water in which ships or

vessels are constructed.

Shlrax (she-raz')» n A Persian wine from

Shiraz.

Shire (shir), n. [A. Sax. scire, scyre, a di

vision, from sciran, seeran, to shear, to

divide. Akin share, sheer, Ac. See SHARE,

Shear] A name applied to the larger

divisions into which Great Britain is di

vided, and practically corresponding to the

term county, by which it is in many cases

superseded. Some smaller districts in the

north of England retain the provincial ap

pellation of shires; as, RichmondsAtre, in

the north riding of Yorkshire, HallamsAire,

or the manor of Ualiam, in the west riding,

which is nearly coextensive with the parish

of Sheffield. The shire was originally a

division of the kingdom under the jurisdic

tion of an earl or alderman, whose autho

rity was intrusted to the sheriff (shire-reeve).

On thiB officer the government ultimately

devolved. The English county members of

the House of Commons are called knights

of the shire. The shires in England were

subdivided into hundreds, and these again

into tithings. In Scotland they were sub

divided into wards and quarters. — The

shires, a belt of English counties running in

a north-east direction from Devonshire and

Hampshire, the names of which terminate

in 'shire,' but applied in a general way to

the midland counties; as, he cornea from

the shirrs; he has a seat In the shires.

Shire-Clerk (shirOtlark), n. In England, an

officer appointed by the sheriff to assist in

keeping the county court; an under-sheriff;

also, a clerk in the old county court who

was deputy to the under-sheriff.

Shire -gemot, Shire -mote ( shir 'ge- mot,

Bhlr'mot)), n. [A. Sax. scir-gemdt, shire-

meeting—scire, a shire, and gemdt, a meet

ing.] Anciently, in England, a court held

twice a year by the bishop of the diocese and

the ealdorman in shires that had ealdor-

men, and in others by the bishop and

sheriffs. Cowcll,

Shire-reeve t (BhiVrev), n. A sheriff. See

Sheriff.

Shire-town (shir'toun), n. The chief town

of a shire; a county town.

Shire-wick* (shir'wik), n. A shire; a

county. Holland.

Shirk (sherk), vi. [Probably a form of

shark.] l.t To shark; to practise mean or

artful tricks; to live by one's wits.—2. To

avoid or get off unfairly or meanly ; to seek

to avoid the performance of duty.

One of the dties shirked from the league. Byron.

—To shirk of, to sneak away. [Colloq.]

Shirk (shfirk), v.t 1. f To procure by mean

tricks; to shark.— 2. To avoid or get off from

unfairly or meanly; to slink away from; as,

to shirk difficulty. [Colloq.l

Shirk (sherk), n. One who seeks to avoid

duty; one who lives by shifts or tricks.

See Shark.

Shirker (sherk'er), n. One who shirks duty

or danger. 'A faint-hearted shirker of re

sponsibilities.' Cornhill Mag.

Shlrky (slurk'i). a. Disposed to shirk;

characterized by shirking.

Shirlt (sherl). a. ShrilL

Shirl (sherl), n. Shorl. (Rare.]

Shirley (sher'li), n. [Possibly from scarlet]

The American name of a bird, called also the

greater bullfinch, having the upper part of

the body of a dark brown and the throat

and breast red. Perhaps the pine grosbeak

(Pyrrhula enucleator).

Shirr (sher), 7*. [Comp. O.G. scJnrren, to pre

pare.] An insertion of cord, generally elas

tic, between two pieces of cloth; also, the

cord itself.

Shirred (sherd), a. An epithet applied to ar

ticles having lines or cords inserted between

two pieces of cloth, as the lines of iudia-

rubber iu men's braces.

Shirt (shert), n. [Icel. skyrta, Dan. skiorfe,

a shirt; Dan. skiort, a shirt, a petticoat; 1).

schort, Q, schurz, an apron. The original

menning of shirt is a garment shortened.

Skirt is the same word] A loose garment

of linen, cotton, or other material, worn by

men and boys under the outer clothes.

Shirt (shert), v.t. To put a shirt on; to

cover or clothe with, or as with, a shirt.

Ah! for so many soul? as but this morn

Were clothed with flesh, and wann'il with TitalbloM,

Hut naked now, or skirted but with air. Dryden.

Shirt-front (shert'frunt), n The dressed

part of a shirt which covers the breast; also,

an article of dress made in imitation of this

part; a dickey.

Shirting (shert'ing), n. Bleached or un

bleached cotton cloth of a texture, quality,

and width suitable for shirts.

Shirtless (shert'les). a. Wanting a shirt

Linsey-woolsey brothers, . . . sleeveless

Some, and shirtless others. Pope.

Shist (shist), n. The same as Schist (which

see).

Shistic (shist'ik), a. Same as Schistic.

Shlstose, Shistous (ahiat'oa, ahist'usX a.

Same as Schistose, Schistous.

Shittah-tree (shit'ta-tre). n. [Heb. cAttfcSA,

pi. ti/iittim.] A tree, generally recognized

as a species of Acacia, probably the A. vera

or A. Seyal, which grows abundantly in

Upper Egypt, iu the mountains of Sinai, and.

in some other Bible lands. It has small

<Sfe

Shittah-tree {Acmeia vera).

pinnate leaves, and in spring is covered

with yellow blossoms in the form of round

balls. It is a gnarled and thorny tree, re

sembling a hawthorn in manner of growth

but much larger. It yields gum-arabic, and

also a hard close-grained timber, the shittim-

wood of Scripture. Is. xli. 19.

Shlttim - wood (shit'tim-wodX n. [See

Shittah-Tkee.] A sort of precious wood

of which the tables, altars, and boards of

the Jewish tabernacle were made. It is

produced by the shittah-tree (prolwbly the

Acacia vera or A. Seyal), and is hard, tough,

smooth, durable, and very beautiful. Ex.

xxv. 10, 13, 2a

Shittlet (shit'l), n. A shuttle.

A curious web whose yarn she threw

In with a golden shiitU. Chapman

Shittlet (sluYl), a. Wavering; unsettled.

We passe not what the people say or hate.

Their shittie hate makes none but cow.irds shake.

Mir.for Mugs.

Shittle-COCk t (shit'1-kok), n. A shuttle

cock 'Not worth a shittu-cock.' Skelton.

Shittlenesst (snifl-nes), n. I'nsettledness;

inconstancy. 'The vain shittUness of an

unconstant head.' Barret.

Shive (sliiv), n. [IceL ski/a, a slice, a shav

ing, ski/a, to slice or cut in slices; Dan.

store, L.G. schieve, D. schijf, G. scheibe. Sec

Sheave.] 1. A slice; a thin cut; as, a shit*

of bread. [Old and provincial English. J

Easy it is

Of a cut loaf to steal a shive we know. SA.T*

2. A little piece or fragment; as, the shices

of flax made by breaking— 3. A name given

by cork-cutters to the small bungs used to

close wide-mouthed bottles, in contradis

tinction to the phial corks used foruarrow-

necked bottles ; also, a thin wooden bung

used by brewers.

Shiver (shiv'er), v.t. [Same root as above:

comp. G. schic/ern, to Bplinter; O. D. ecJter-

eren. to break in pieces; scJiett, a fragment, a

shive.] To break into many small pieces or

splinters; to shatter; to dash to pieces by n

blow. 'The ground with shiver'd armour

strown.' Milton.

Shiver (shiv'er), v.i. To fall at once into

many small pieces or parts.

The natural world, should gravity once cease,

would instantly shiver into millions of atoms.

H 'aodvxtrd.

The shattering trumpet shrilleth high,

The hard brands shiver on the steel.

The splinter'd s|>car-sbafts crack and fly.

Tennyson.

Shiver (shiv'er). n. [From shive, sheave;

comp. G. schicjer, a splinter, slate. See also

the verb. ] 1. A small piece or fragment

into which a thing breaks by any sudden

violence.

lie would pound you into skivers with his fist, as

a sailor breaks a biscuit. Shak.

2t A thin slice; a shive. 'A shiver of their

own loaf.' Fuller.—3. In mineral, a species

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note. not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y. Sc. ley.
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of blue slat*; schist; shale. — 4- A'aut. a

little wheel; a sheave.

Shiver (sluVer), v.i. [O.K. chiver, ehever;

comp. l*rov. G. schnbbem, to shiver; CD.

tekocr^ren, to shake.) To quiver; to tremble,

as from cold; to shudder; to shake, as with

ague, tear, horror, or excitement.

Aaj very harsh noise will set the teeth on edge,

and make all the body shiver. Bacon.

As the dofj, withheld

A moment from the vermin that he sees

Before him. shivers as he springs and kills.

Tennyson.

Shiver (ahiv'er), v.t. XauL to cause to

flutter or shake in the wind, as a sail, by

trimming the yards or shifting the helm so

that the wind strikes on the edge of the

tail: as, to shiver the mizzen-topsail

Shiver (shiv'er). n. A shaking fit; a tremu

lous motion. 'Tbe*/i*'«rof dancing leaves.'

Tennyson. —The shivers, the ague.

Shiveringly (shiv'er-ing-li), adv. With

shivering or slight trembling.

Shiver-spar (sliiv'er-spiir), n. [G. schiefer-

rpath ) A carbonate of lime, so called from

ita slaty structure. Called also Slate-spar.

Shivery (slnVer-i), a. 1. Pertaining to or

resembling a shiver or shivering; charac

terized by shivering.

Sad ocean's face

A curling undulation shivery swept

From wave to wave. Mallet.

2. Easily falling into many pieces; not firmly

cohering; incompact 'Shivery stone.'

Woodward.

Shoad (sbdd),n. [Probably a Cornish word.]

In mining, a train of metallic stones or

fragments of ore washed down from a vein

by water, or otherwise separated from it,

which serves to direct explorers in the dis

covery of the veins from which they are

derived. Woodward. Spelled also Shod*.

Shoading (shod'ing), n. In mining, the act

of tracing shoads from the valley in which

they may be found to the mineral lode from

which they are derived. See Shoad.

Shoad - pit ( shod ' pit ). n. A pit or trench

formed on shoading, or tracing shoads to

their native vein.

Shoad-stone (shdd'stdn), n. A small stone

ur fragment of ore made smooth by the

action of water passing over it. Woodward.

Shoal ( shol ), n, [A. Sax. teolu, scalu, a

i-ruwd, a shoal. Also found in forms scoot,

*choolt*cuU,] A great multitude assembled;

a crowd; a throng: as, a shoal of herring;

nhoaU of people. ' Shoal* of pucker'd faces. '

Tennyson,

The vices of a prince draw shoals of followers.

Dr. H. More.

Shoal (ahdl). v.i. To crowd; to throng; to

assemble in a multitude. ' Entrail about

which . . . fish did shoal.' Chapman.

Shoal (ftbdl), n. [Probably from or allied to

•hallow, Sc. schaul. See Shallow.] A place

where the water of a river, lake, or sea is

shallow or of little depth ; a sandbank or

bar; a shallow; more particularly, among

seamen, a sandbank which dries at low

water.

Say. Wolser, that once trod the ways of glory.

And sounded all the depths and shoals of honour.

Shak.

Shoal UhGl), v.i. To become more shallow;

as, the water shoals as we approach the

town.

Shoal (shol), r t. yaut. to cause to become

more shallow; to proceed from a greater

into a lesser depth of ; as, a vessel shoals her

water by sailing from a deep to a shallow

place. liarryaL

Shoal (shdl), a. Shallow; of little depth; as,

shoal water.

Shoallness (sh6Ti-nes), ». The state of being

ihoaly , or of abounding with shoals; shallow

ness: little depth of water; state of abound

ing with shoals.

Shoaling (shdl'ing), » and a. Becoming

shallow by being filled up with shoals.

Had Invere-tk been a shoaling estuary as at pre

sent, it is difficult to see how the Romans should

have made choice of it at a port. Sir C. Lyetl.

Shoalwlse (shol'wiz), adv. In shoals or

crowds.

When he groes abroad, as he does now shoativtse,

John Bttli nnds a great host of innkeepers. &c.

Prof. Blackie,

Shoaly (shdl'i), a. Full of shoals or shallow

places.

The tossing vessel sail'd on shoaly ground. Dryden.

Shoar (sh6rX n. A prop; a shore.

Shoat < diot). n. A young hog. See Shote.

Shock (shok). n [Same word as D. schok, a

r»ujice. a]olt;0. and Prov. Q.sehock, a shock.

Sec the verb. ] 1. A violent collision of bodies;

a concussion ; a violent striking or dashing

against.

The strong unshaken mounds resist the shocks

Of tides and seas. Sir R. Blackmore.

2. Violent onset; assault of contending

armies or foes; hostile encounter. 'In this

doubtful shock of arms.' Shak.

He stood the shock of a whole host of foes.

Addison.

3. That which surprises or offends the in

tellect or moral sense; a strong and sudden

agitation ; a blow ; a stroke ; any violent or

sudden impression or sensation. ' The thou

sand natural shocks that flesh is heir to.'

Shak.

Fewer shocks a statesman gives his friend, young.

Its draught

Of cool refreshment, drain'd by fever'd lips.

May give a shock of pleasure to the frame.

Tal/ottrd.

4 In elect the effect on the animal system

of a discharge of electricity from a charged

body. —5. In med. a violent and sudden or

instantaneous disorganization of the system,

with perturbation of body and mind, conse

quent upon severe injury, overwhelming

mental excitement, and the like.

Shock (sliok), v.t. [Perhaps directly from

Fr. choquer, to knock or jolt against, choc,

a shock, jolt, collision, but this is itself

from the Teutonic; D. schokken, to jog, to

jolt, knock against; O.O. schocken, schoggen.

Akin to shake, chock.) 1. To shake by the

sudden collision of a body; to strike against

suddenly.— 2. To meet with hostile force;

to encounter.

Come the three corners of the world In arms

And we will shock them. Shak.

3. To strike, as with horror, fear, or disgust;

to cause to recoil, as from something as

tounding, odious, appalling, or horrible; to

offend extremely; to disgust; to scandalize.

Advise him not to.shock a father's will. Dryden.

Stn. To offend, disgust, disturb, disquiet,

affright, frighten, terrify, appal, dismay.

Shock (shok), v.i. To meet with a shock;

to meet in sudden onset or encounter.

And now with shouts the shocking armies closed.

Pope.

They saw the moment approach, when the two

parties would shock together. De Quincey.

Shock (shok), n. [D. schok, O. schoek, Dan.

skok, a heap, a quantity, but now a definite

quantity or number, viz. threescore.] 1. A

Sile of sheaves of wheat, rye, &c. ; a stook.

ob v. 26.

Behind the master walks, builds up the shocks.

Thomson.

2. In com. a lot of sixty pieces of loose goods,

as staves.

Shock (shok), v. t. To make up into shocks

or stooks; as, to shock corn.

Shock (shok), v.i. To collect sheaves into a

pile; to pile sheaves.

Bind fast, shock apace, have an eye to thy corn.

Tusser.

Shock (shok), m. [Modified from shag J 1. A

dog with long rough hair; a kind of shaggy

dog.—2. A mass of close matted hair; as, her

head was covered with a shock of coarse red

hair.

Shock (shok), a. Shaggy; having shaggy

hair.

His red shock peruke . . . was laid aside.

Sir If. Scott.

Shock -dog (shok'dog), n. A dog having

very long snaggy hair; a shock.

Shock - headed, Shock -head (shoklied-

ed. shok'hed), a. Having a thick and bushy

head.

The poplars, in long order due,

With cypress promenaded,

The shock-head willows two and two

By rivers gallopaded. Tennyson.

Shocking (shok'ing), a. Causing a shock of

horror, disgust, or pain; causing to recoil

with horror or disgust; extremely offensive

or disgusting; very obnoxious or repugnant

'The grossest and most shocking villanies.'

Abp. Seeker.

The French humour ... is very shocking to the

Italians. Addison.

Syn. Appalling, terrifying, frightful, dread

ful, terrible, formidable, disgusting, offen

sive.

Shockingly (shok'ing-li). adv. In a shock

ing manner ; disgustingly ; offensively.

' Shamelesslyand shockingly corrupt. ' Burke.

Shockingness (shok'ing-nes), n. The state

of being shocking.

Shod (shod). Pret. .V pp. of shoe.

Shoddy (shod'i ), n. [Said to be from shod,

a provincial pp. of shed — the original

meaning of the word being the flue or

fluff thrown off, or shed, from cloth in the

process of weaving. J 1. Old woollen or

worsted fabrics torn up or devilled into

fibres by machinery, and mixed with fresh

but inferior wool, to be respun and made

into cheap cloth, table-covers, Ac. Shoddy

differs from mungo in being of an inferior

quality. —2. The coarse inferior cloth made

from this substance.

Shoddy (shod'i), a. 1. Made of shoddy; as,

shoddy cloth. Hence—2. Of a trashy or in

ferior character; as, shoddy literature.—

Shoddy fever, the popular name of a species

of bronchitis caused by the irritating effect

of the floating particles of dust upon the

mucous membrane of the trachea and its

ramifications. It is of frequent occurrence,

but is easily cured by effervescent saline

draughts, Ac.

Shoddy -mill (Bhod'i-mil), n. A mill em

ployed in the manufacture of yarn from old

woollen cloths and refuse goods.

Shode t (shod), n, [Lit. the place at which

the hair is shed or parted. ] The parting of

a person's hair; the temple. Chaucer.

Shode (shod), n. Same as Shoad.

Shodelng, Shodlng (shod'ing), n. Same as

Sheading.

Shoe (shb), n. pi Shoes (slioz). old pi.

Shoon (shun). [O.E. scho, schoo, A. Sax.

sco, seed, Dan. and Sw. sko, Icel. skdr, Goth.

skohs, G. schuh, a shoe. Probably from root

seen in Skr. sku, to cover, L scutum, a

shield, Ac.} 1. A covering fur the foot,

usually of leather, composed of a thick

kind for the sole, and a thinner kind for

the upper. 'Over shoes in snow." Shak.

The dull swain

Treads on it daily with his clouted shoon. Milton.

And the caked snow is shuffled

From the ploughboys heavy shoon. Keats.

2 A plate or rim of iron nailed to the hoof

of an animal, as a horse, mule, or other

beast of burden, to defend it from injury —

8. Anything resembling a shoe in form or

use ; as, (a) a plate of iron or Blip of wood

nailed to the bottom of the runner of a

Bleigh, or any vehicle that slides on the snow

in winter, (6) The inclined piece at the

bottom of a water-trunk or lead pipe, for

turning the course of the water and dis

charging it from the wall of a building.

(c) An iron socket used in timber framing

to receive the foot of a rafter or the end of

a strut id) A drag or sliding piece of wood

or iron placed under the wheel of a loaded

vehicle to retard its motion in going down

a hill, (e) An inclined trough used in an

ore crushing-mill. (/) The step of a mast

resting on the keelson, (g) The iron arm

ing to a handspike, polar pile, and the like.

—Shoe of an anchor, (a) a small block of

wood, convex on the back, with a hole to

receive the point of the anchor fluke, used

to prevent the anchor from tearing the

planks of the ship's bow when raised or

lowered. (M A broad triangular piece of

thick plank fastened to the fluke to extend

its area and consequent bearing surface

when sunk in soft ground.

Shoe ( sho ), v. t. pret. A pp. shod; ppr. shoe-

ing. 1. To furnish with shoes; to put shoes

on ; as, to shoe a horse.— 2. To cover at the

bottom. ' The small end of the billiard

stick, which is shod with brass or silver.*

Evelyn.—To shoe an anchor, to place a shoe

on its flukes. See under Shoe, n.

Shoeblack (iho'blak), n. A person that

cleans shoes. —Shoeblack brigade. See Bri

gade.

Shoeblacker (sho'blak-er), u. Same as Shoe-

black.

Shoe -block (sho'blok), n. Naut a block

with two sheaves, one above the other, but

the one horizontal and the other perpen

dicular.

Shoeboy ( shb'boi ),n. A boy that cleans

shoes.

Shoe - brush ( aho'brush ), n. A brush for

cleaning shoes. For this purpose a set of

three brushes is often employed—one, made

with short hard hair, for removing the dirt;

a second, with soft and longer hair, for

spreading on blacking; and a third, with

hair of medium length and softness, for

polishing.

Shoebuckle (sho'buk-I), n. A buckle for

fastening the shoe to the foot; an ornament

In the shape of a buckle worn on the upper

of a shoe.

Shoe - factor (shb'fak-ter), n, A factor or

wholesale dealer in shoes.

Shoe -hammer (shbliam-mer), n. A ham

mer with a broad slightly convex face for

pounding leather on the lapstone to con

ch, cAsjd; ch, Sc locA; Si 9°\ Jpiob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, Men; th, //mi; w, wig; wh, wnig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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dense the pores, and for driving sprigs, pegs,

Ac, and with a wide, thin, rounding peen

used in pressing out the creases incident to

the crimping of the leather.

Shoeing -horn, Shoe -horn (sho'lng-horn,

sho'horn), n. 1. A curved piece of polished

horn (now also of sheet-metal) used to facili

tate the entrance of the foot into a tight

shoe.—2. t Anything by which a transaction

Is facilitated ; anything used as a medium;

hence, iidangieron young ladies, encouraged

merely to draw on other admirers.

Most of our fine young Indies . . . retain in their

service as threat a number as they can of Rupcrnunier-

ary insignificant fellows, which they use like whifflcrs,

and commonly call shoeing-horns. Addison.

3.t An incitement to drinking; something

to draw on another glass or pot.

A slip of bacon ....

Shall serve as a shoeing-horn to draw on two pots of

ale. Bf, Stiit.

Shoe-knife (sho'nlf), n. A knife with a thin

blade fixed by a tang in a wooden handle,

used by shoemakers for cutting and paring

leather.

Shoe-latchet (shblach-et), n. A shoe-tie.

Shoe-leather (shd'leTH-er), n. Leather for

shoes. Boyle.

Shoeless (shb'les), a. Destitute of shoes.

Caltrops very much incommoded the shoeless Moors.

Addison.

Shoemaker (shd'mak-er). n. Properly, a

maker of shoes, though this name is often

applied to every one connected with the

calling, as the person who makes boots or

any other article in the trade, and also to

the employing party as well as the em-

Soyed.

oemaking ( shb'mak-ing ), n. The trade

of making shoes.

Shoe-pack (shb'pak), n. A moccasin made

of tanned leather, with the black side in.

Shoe-peg (shb'peg), n. A small pointed peg

or slip of wood used to fasten the upper to

the sole, and the outer and inner sole toge

ther. Pegs of compressed leather and metal

rivets are also used for this purpose.

Shoer (shb'er), n. One that furnishes or

puts on shoes; as, a shoer of horses.

Shoe- shave (shc/shav), n. An instrument

on the principle of a spokeBhave for trim

ming the soles of hoots and shoes.

Shoe -stirrup (shb'ster-rup), n. A stirrup

having a foot-rest shaped like a shoe.

Shoe-stone (shb'stbn), n. A whetstone for

a shoe-knife.

Shoe-strap (shb'strap), n. A strap attached

to a Bhoe for fastening it to the foot.

Shoe-stretcher (sho'strech-er), n. An ex

pansible last made in two or more pieces

for distending shoes.

Shoe-string (shb'string), n. A string used

to fasten the shoe to the foot.

Bhoe-tie (shb'tl), n. A ribbon or string for

fastening the two sides of the shoe together.

Shoft.t prct. Shoved; thrust. Chaucer.

Snog (shog), n. [A word originating partly

in jog, partly in shock. ] A sudden shake; a

shock; concussion. Dryden; Bentley.

Shog (shog), v.t. To shake; to agitate.

ShOg (shog), v.i. To move off; to be gone;

to jog.

Come, prithee, let us shot? off,

And browse an hour or two. Beau. Gr Fl.

Snogging (shog'ing), n. Concussion.

ShOggle (shog'l), v.t. [Freq. of shog; comp.

Joggle.] To shake; to joggle. [Provincial.]

Shogun (shb'gun), n. The proper name of

the major-domos of the imperial palace

and generalissimos of Japan, who formerly

usurped the governing power. Also called

Tycoon. See TYCOON.

Shola (sho'la), n. See SOLA.

Shole t (shol), n. [See Shoal. ] A throng ; a

crowd; a shoal.

Shole, t a [See SHOAL] Shallow. Spenser.

Shole (sh61), n. Nattt. a piece of plank

placed under the soles of standards, or un

der the heels of shores, in docks or on slips

where there are no groundwaya, in order

to enable them to sustain the weight re

quired without sinking. Also, a piece of

plank fixed under anything by way of pro

tection, as a piece put on the lower end of

a rudder, which, in case of the ship's strik

ing the ground, may he knocked off without

injury to the rudder.

Shonde.t n. [A. Sax. second. See Shknd.]

Kami; injury. Chaucer.

Shone (shon), pret. A pp of shine.

ShOO (she), interj. [Comp. G. scheuchen, to

scare. ] Begone ! off ! away I used in scaring

away fowls and other animals. Also written

Shough, Shuc.

Shook (slink), pret. & pp. of shake.

Shook (shuk), n. [A form of shock, a pile of

sheaves (which see).] A set of staves and

headings sufficient for one hogshead, barrel,

and the like, prepared for use and bound

up in a compact form for convenience of

transport. Boards for boxes, prepared or

fitted for use and packed in the same way,

bear the same name.

Shook (slink), v.t. To pack in shooks.

Shool (sliiil), e.L To shovel. (Scotch.]

Shool (shiii), n. A shovel. [Scotch.)

Shoont (shun), old pi. of shoe {winch see).

Shoot (shot), v.t. pret. & pp. shot; ppr.

shooting (the participle shotten is obsolete).

[A. Sax. sce6tan, to shoot, rush, dart ; Icel.

skjdta, to shoot (a weapon), to push, to

shove ; Dan. skyde, to shoot, to push, to

sprout; so also D. schieten, G. schiessen, to

shoot, dart, Ac. Shut is a closely allied

form.] 1. To let fly or cause to be driven

with force; to propel, as from a bow or fire

arm : followed by a word denoting the mis

sile as an object; as, to shoot an arrow, a

ball, or the like. 'A fine volley of words,

and quickly shot off.' Shak.

This murderous shaft that's shot

Is not yet lighted, and our safest way

Is to avoid the aim. Shak.

2. To discharge, causing a missile or charge

to be driven forth; to let off; to Are off:

with the weapon as an object, and followed

generally by off. 'Examples, which like a

warning-piece must be shot off to frighten

others. Dryden— 2. To Btrike with any

thing shot; to hit, wound, or kill with a

missile discharged from a weapon: with the

person or thing struck as the object. ' Love's

bow shoots buck and doe.' Shak. 'Shoot

folly as it flies,' Pope.— 4. To send out or

forth with a sudden or violent motion ; to

discharge, propel, expel, or empty out with

rapidity or violence. *A pit into which

the dead-carts had nightly shot corpses by

scores.' JUacaulay. 'Open waste spaces,

where rubbish is shot without let or hin

drance.' W. II. Jiussell.

Mr. Weller wheeled his master nimbly to the green

hill, shot him dexterously out by the side of the bas

ket. Dickens.

5. To drive or cast with the hand in work

ing. 'An honest weaver as ever shot shuttle. '

B. Jonson. —6. To push or thrust forward ;

to dart forth; to protrude.

All they that see me laugh me to scorn: they sheet

out the lip, they shake the head. Ps. xxii. 7.

Beware the secret snake that shoots a sting.

Dryden.

7. To put forth or extend by way of vege

table growth. Ezck. xxxi. 14; Mark fv. 32.

8. To variegate, as by sprinkling or inter

mingling different colours; to give a chang

ing colour to; to colour in spots or patches;

to streak.

The tangled watercourses slept.

Shot over with purple and green and yellow.

Tennyson.

9. To pass rapidly through, under, or over;

as, to shoot a rapid or a bridge. 'She . . .

shoots the Stygian sound.' Dryden. 'Shoot

ing Niagara.' Carlyle.— 10. In carp, to plane

straight or fit by planing. 'Two pieces of

wood that are shot, that is, planed or pared

with a chisel* Moxon.— To be shot of, to

get quit of ; to be released from. [Colloq ]

Are you not glad to be shot (i/"him? Sir If. Scott.

— rtl be shot, a mild euphemistic form of

oath.

/'// be shot if it an"t very curious. Dickens.

Shoot (shot), v.i. 1. To perform the act of

discharging a missile from an engine or in

strument; to fire; as, to shoot at a target or

mark.

The archers have sorely grieved him, and shot at

him. Gen. xlix. 23.

2. To be emitted ; to dart forth ; to rush or

move along rapidly; to dart along. 'And

certain stars shot madly from their spheres. '

Shak.

There shot a streaming lamp along the sky.

Dryden.

3. To be felt as if darting through one ; as,

shooting pains.

Thy words shoot through my heart. Addison.

4. To be affected with sharp darting pains.

These preachers make

His head to shoot and ache. Herbert.

5. To sprout; to germinate: to put forth

buds or shoots. ' Onions, as they hang, will

shoot forth.' Bacon. — 6. To increase in

growth; to grow taller or larger.

The monarch oak, the patriarch of the trees,

* rees.

ydeti.

Shoots rising up, and spreads by slow decrees.

Dryd,

7. To make progress; to advance.

Delightful task, to rear the tender thought,

To teach the young idea how to shoot. Thomson,

8. To take instantaneous and solid shape.

If the menstruum be overcharged metals will sheet

into crystals. Bacon.

9. To push or be pushed out ; to stretch; to

project; to jut.

Its dominions shoot out into several branches,

through the break* of the mountains. Addison.

—To shoot ahead, to move swiftly away in

front; to outstrip competitors in running,

sailing, swimming, or the like.

Shoot (shot ), n. 1. The act of one who or

that which shoots; the discharge of a mis

sile; a shot. Shak.

The Turkish bow giveth a very forcible shoot.

Bacon.

The spindle of the shuttle contains enough weft for

several shoo/s or throws. English Encyc.

2. A young branch which shoots out from

the main stock ; hence, an annual growth,

as the :i initial layer of growth on the shell

of an oyster — 3. A young swine. [In this

sense written also Shote, Shoot.} — A. The

thrust of an arch.—6. In mining, a vein run

ning parallel to the strata in which it occurs.

6. A kind of sloping trough for conveying

coal, grain, &c. , into a particular receptacle.

7. A place for shooting rubbish into.

These (refuse bricks) they usually carry to the

shoots. Mayhav.

8. A weft thread in a woven fabric.

The patentee throws io a thick shoot or weft of

woollen or cotton. Urt.

Shoot (shot), n. [Fr. chute, but the form

has been modified by the verb to shoot.]

Same as Chute.

Shooter (shot'er), n. 1. One that shoots; an

archer ; a gunner. — 2. An implement for

shooting; a gun; as, a pea-^wter; a six-

shooter.—3. A shooting-star. Herbert. (Rare.]

Shooting (shbt'iug), p. and a. Pertaining to

one who or that which shoots ; especially,

pertaining to or connected with the killing

of game by firearms; as, a shooting license;

the shooting season.

Shooting (shot'lug), n. 1. The act of one

who shoots; the act or practice of discharg

ing firearms; especially, the act or practice

of killing game with firearms; as, to be

fond of shooting and fishing—2. A right to

shoot game over a certain district —3. A

district or defined tract of ground over

which game is shot—4. Sensation of a quick

glancing pain.

I fancy we shall have some rain by the shooting- of

my corns. Gotdsmt'th.

6. In carp, the operation of planing the edge

of a board straight.

Shooting-hoard (shbt'ing-b6rd),n. A board

or planed metallic Blab with a race on which

an object Is held while its edge is squared

or reduced by a side-plane. It is used by

carpenters and joiners, and also by stereo

type™ in trimming the edges of stereotype

plates.

Shooting-box (shbt'ing-boks). n. A house

for the accommodation of a sportsman dur

ing the shooting season.

Shooting-coat (shbt'ing-kdt), n. The name

given by tailors to a variety of coat sup

posed to be suitable for sportsmen.

Shooting-gallery (shbt'ing-gal-le-ri), n. A

place covered in for the practice of shoot

ing; a covered shooting range.

Shooting-jacket(sharing-jak-et),n. A name

given by tiulors to a kind of jacket supposed

to be suitable for shooting purposes.

Shooting-star (shoTIng-star), n. A meteor

in a state of incandescence seen suddenly

darting along some part of the sky. See

Aerolite, Meteor, 2, nnd Meteoric.

Shooting-stick (shbt'ing-stik), n. An im

plement used by printers for tightening or

loosening the coins that wedge up the pages

in a chase. It is in the shape of a wedge

about 1 inch broad and 9 inches long, and is

made of hardwood or iron.

Snooty (shot'i), a. Of equal growth or size;

coining up regularly in the rows, as pota

toes. [Local.]

Shop (shop), n. [A. Sax. sceoppa, a treasury,

a storehouse; O.D. schop, L.G. schupp, G.

schoppen, schuppen, a shed, booth, &c] l.A

buildingor apartment,generally with afroot

age to the street or roadway, and in which

goods are sold by retail.—2. A building in

which workmen or operatives carry on their

occupation: as, a joiner's shop; an engine

shop; a workjsAop.—S. One's business or pro

fession: generally used in connection with a

person whose mind 1b of a limited range and

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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confined to his own calling. 'The shop sits

heavy on him.' Dickens. [Colloq.]

He thinks he has a soul beyond the shop

Cornhiii Mtijf.

—To talk shop, to speak of one's calling or

profession only.

Shop (shop), v.i. pret shopped; ppr. shop

ping. To visit shops for purchasing goods:

used chiefly in the present participle ; as,

the lady is shoppiitg.

Shop-bill (shopTjil), * An advertisement

<>f a shopkeeper's business or list of his

goods, printed separately for distribution.

Shop-board (ahor/boxdl n. A bench on

which work is performed.

Nor till the late age was it ever known that any

one served seven years to a smith or tailor, that he

should commence doctor or divine from the shop-

be*.rd or the anvil. South.

Shop-book (shopl)uk), n. A book in which

a tradesman keeps his accounts. Locke.

Shop-boy (shop'boi), n. A boy employed in

a shop

Shope, * pret. of shape:. Shaped ; framed.

Chaucer.

Shop-girl (shop'gerl), n. A girl employed

in a -?i"]»

Shopkeeper (shopTtep-er), n, 1. One who

keeps a shop for the retail sale of goods ; a

trader who sells goods in a shop or by re

tail. In distinction from a merchant, or one

who sells by wholesale; a tradesman.

To found a (Treat empire for the sole purpose of

raisin); up a people of customers may at first sight

appeaj a project only for a nation o{ shopkeepers.

Ad. Smith.

2. An article that has been long on hand in

a shop; as, that bonnet is an old shopkeeper.

(Familiar. ]

Shopkeeping (shop'kcp-ingX n. The busi

ness of keeping a shop.

Shoplifter (shop'lift-er), n. One who steals

anything in a shop or purloins goods from

a shop; particularly, one who under pre

tence of buying goods takes occasion to

■teal Surift.

Shopliftlngtahop'lift-ing), n Larceny com

mitted in a shop; the stealing of anything

from a shop.

Shoplike (shop'llk), a. Low; vulgar. 'Be

the never so shoplike or meretricious.' B.

Jonson,

Shop-maid (shop'niad), n. A young woman

who attends in a shop.

Shopman (shop'man), n. 1. A petty trader;

a shopkeeper.

The shopman sells, and by destruction lives.

Dryden.

2 One who serves in a shop.

My wife . . . could be of much use as a shopman

to me. /dt'er.

Shopocracy (shop-ok'ra-si), n. The body of

shopkeepers [Humorous.]

Shopper (shop'er), n. One who shops; one

who frequents shops.

Shoppish (tdiop'ish), a. Having the habits

amfmannerB of a shopman.

Shoppy (shop'i), a. 1. Pertaining to a shop

or shops; abounding with shops; as. & shoppy

neiehhourhood. —2. A term applied to a per

son full of nothing but his own calling or

profession. Mrs. GaskeU. [Colloq. in both

senses. ]

Shop-shift * (shop'shift), n. The shift or

(rick of a shopkeeper; deception. 'There's

a shop-ahift! plague on 'em.* B. Jonson.

Shop-walker (shop'wak-er), n. An attend

ant or overseer in a large shop who walks

in front of the counter attending to cus

tomers, directing them to the proper de

partment for the goods they need, seeing

that they are served, and the like.

Shop-woman (shop'wu-iuan), n. A woman

who lenes in a shop.

Shop-worn (shop'w6rn),a. Somewhat worn

or damaged by being kept long in a shop.

Shora.e (shor'aj), n. Duty paid for goods

brought on shore.

Snore (shor), pret of shear.

T t -.v heard Ceraint. and grasping at his sword. . . .

Sh*re through the swarthy neck. Tennyson.

Shore (shorX n. [A Sax. score, the shore,

fromseeTan, sciran, to shear, to divide; O.D.

nchoore, schoor. The shore Is therefore the

line at which the sea is divided from the

land. See Shear.] 1. The coast or laud

adjacent to a great body of water, as an

ocean or sea, or to a large lake or river.

'The fruitful shore of muddy Nile.' Spen-

9$r 'The dreadful shore of Styx.' Shak.

' When load surges lash the sounding shore.'

Pope.

And two such ihorrs to two such streams made one,

T«" Men controlling bounds shall you be, kings.

To these two princes, if you marry them. Shah.

67

2. In law, the space between ordinary high-

water mark and low -water mark; fore

shore.

In the Roman law, the short included the land as

high up as the largest wave extended in winter.

Bumlt.

Shore (sh6r), v.t. To set on shore.

I will bring these two moles, these blind ones

aboard him, if he thinks it fit to short them again.

Shah.

Shore (shor), n. A sewer (which see).

Shore (shor), ». [D. and L.G. schore, schoor,

lcel. skortha, a prop, a shore. The word may

have meant origimUly a piece or length of

timber, and is thus from A. Sax. sceran, to

shear, and akin to shore, the beach.] A prop;

a piece of timber or iron for the temporary

support of something.

As touching props and shares to support vines, the

best (as we nave said) are those of the oke or olive

tree. Holland.

Especially, fa) a prop or oblique timber

acting as a strut on the side of a building,

as when it is in danger of falling, or when

alterations are being made on the lower

part of it, the upper end of the shore rest

ing against that part of the wall on which

there is the greatest stress, (b) In ship

building, (1) a prop fixed under a ship's side

or bottom to support her on the stocks, or

when laid on the blocks on the slip. (2) A

timber temporarily placed beneath a beam

to afford additional support to the deck

when taking in the lower ni'ists. See also the

articles Dog-shore, SKEG-dHORE.and Sl'UR.

—Dead shore, an upright piece fixed in a

wall that has been cut or broken through

to support the superstructure during the

alterations being made on the building.

Shore (shor), v.t. pret. <fc pp. shored; ppr.

shoring. To support by a post or shore;

to prop: usually with up; as, to shore up a

building.

The most of his allies rather leaned upon Mm than

shored him up. Wotton.

Shore (shor), v.t. To threaten; to offer.

[Scotch]

A panegyric rhyme, I ween.

Even as I was he shored me. Burns.

Shorea (sho're-a), n. [Perhaps from some

person of the name of Shore.] A small genus

of Indian plauts, nat. order Dipteracea;. One

species (5. robmta) is a lofty and orna

mental tree with en

tire leavesand axillary

and terminal panicles

of very sweet yellow

flowers, which are

succeeded by shuttle

cock-like fruits, the

shape of which is

caused by thcultimate

enlargement of the

sepals into erect leafy

wings stirmounting

thefruit. It yields the

timber called in India

saul or sal, which is

employed in the

North-west Provinces Fruit of Shcrea roouiLt.

in all government

works, house timbers, gun- carriages, Ac.

The wood is of a uniform light-brown col

our, close grained and strong. The tree

exudes a resin called by the natives ral or

dhoona. See Sal.

Shoreage (shor'aj), n. Same as Shorage.

Shore-land (shor'landV n. Land bordering

on a shore or sea-beach.

Shoreless (shor'les), a. Having no shore or

coast; of indefinite or unlimited extent.

The short channels of expiring time.

Or iiureleu ocean of eternity. Young.

Shoreling (shdrTmgV n. Same as Shorling.

Shoreward (shor'werd), adv. Towards the

shore.

This mounting wave will roll us shoretvard soon

Tennyson.

Shoreweed (shoYwe'd), n. A British plant

of the genus Littorella, the L. lacustris. See

LlTTORELLA.

Shoring (shor'ing), ft. 1. The act of sup

porting with props or shores.—2. A number

or set of props or shores taken collectively.

ShorL Seo schorl.

Shorlaceous (shor-la'shus). See Schorla-

cbous.

Shorling (shorling), n. [ From shear, pret.

shore.] 1. Wool shorn from a living sheep,

in opposition to that of a dead sheep or

morling (which see).— 2. A sheep of the first

year's shearing; a shearling; a newly shorn

sheep. — 3. t A shaveling; a contemptuous

nam.* for a priest.

Shorlite (shortit). See Schorlite.

SHORT

Shorn (shorn), pp. of shear. 1. Cut off; as,

a lock of wool shorn. —2. Having the hair or

wool cut off; as, &shorn lamb.—3. Deprived;

as, a prince shorn of his honours. ' Royalty

. . ..not shorn of its dignity.' Quart. Bev.

Nor appeared

Less than archangel ruined, and the excess

Of glory obscured: as when the sun, new-risen.

Looks through the horizontal misty air,

Shorn of his oeams. Milton.

Short (short), a. [A. Sax. sceort, seort, short,

from the Btemof shear, to cut off; O.H.G.

scurz, short, cut off; lcel. skorta, to be short

of, to lack, hence skort, participle, used in

such phrases as to be short, to fall short.]

1. Not long; not having great length or

linear extension; as, a short distance; a

short flight; a short piece of timber.

The bed is shorter than that a man can stretch

himself on it. Is. xxviii. 30.

2. Not extended in time ; not of long dura

tion.

The triumphing of the wicked is short. Job xx. 5.

3. Not up to a fixed or certain standard ;

not reaching a certain point; limited in

quantity; insufficient; inadequate; scanty;

deficient; defective; as, a short supply of

provisions; short allowance of money or food ;

short weight or measure. ' Praise too short. '

Shak.

1 t's not to put off bad money, or to give short mea

sure or light weight. "Jerrold.

4. Insufficiently provided; inadequately sup

plied ; scantily furnished ; not possessed of

a reasonable or usual quantity or amount:

onlyused predicatively,and often with of; as,

we have not got our quantity, we are still

short; to be short of money or means. ' Short

of succours, and in deep despair.' Dryden.

b. Not far in the future; not distant in time;

near at hand. ' Sore offended that his de

parture should be so short.' Spenser.

He commanded those who were appointed to at

tend him to be ready by a short day. Clarendon.

6. Limited in intellectual power or grasp;

not far-reaching or comprehensive; con

tracted; narrow; not tenacious; as, % short

memory. ' Since their own short understand

ings reach no further than the present.'

Rowe.—7. Curt;brief; abrupt; pointed; sharp;

petulant; severe; uncivil; as, a short answer.

I will be bitter with him, and passing short. Shak.

8. Breaking or crumbling readily in the

mouth; crisp; as, the paste is light and short.

His flesh is not firm, but short and tasteless.

/*. Ualton.

9. Brittle; friable; as, iron is made cold

short, that is, brittle when cold, by the pre

sence of phosphorus, and hot-short or red-

short by the presence of sulphur.—10. Not

prolonged in sound ; as, a short vowel or

syllable; the o-sound is long in coat and

short in cot—11 t'nmixed with water; un

diluted, as spirits; neat. [Slang.]

Come, Jack, let us have a drop of something short.

Trollopt.

12. Followed by of, and used predicatively

in comparative statements: (a) less than;

below; inferior to; as, Ins escape was nothing

short qfa, miracle.

Hardly anything short of an invasion could rouse

them to war. Lander.

(6) Inadequate to; not equal to.

Immoderate praises the foolish tover thinks short

of his mistress, though they reach far beyond the

heavens. Sir P. Sidney.

—A t short sight, a term used with reference

to a bill which is payable soon after being

presented to the acceptor or payer.—Short

allowance.le&B than the usual or regular quan

tity served out, as the allowance to sailors or

soldiers during a protracted voyage, march,

siege, or the like, when the stock of pro

visions is getting low, with no prospect of

a speedy fresh supply. In the royal navy

officers and men are paid the nominal value

of the provisions so stopped, such sum beinjr

called short allowance money. "Short is used

in the formation of numerous self-explain

ing compounds, as short-armed, short-eared,

short-legged, short-tailed, &c.

Short (short), ado. In a short manner: not

long; limitedly; briefly; abruptly; suddenly;

as, to stop short; to run short; to turn short.

—To come short, to be unable to fulfil, as

a command, demand, hope, expectation, or

the like ; to be unable to reach, as a certain

necessary point or standard; to fail in; to

be deficient in: generally followed by of.

For all have sinned, and come short ofthe plory of

God. Rom. lii. 23.

To attain

The highth and depth of Thy eternal ways

All human thoughts come short. Milton.

ch, c&ain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY
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—To fall short, (a) to be inadequate or in

sufficient; as, provisions fall short; money

falls short, (b) To be not equal to; to be

unable to do or accomplish. ' He fell much

short of what I had attained to.' Newton.

'Their practice fell short of their know

ledge.' South.—To sell short, in stock-brok

ing, to sell for future delivery what the

seller does not at the time possess, but hopes

to buy at a lower rate. — To stop short, (a) to

st'p suddenly or abruptly; to arrest one's

self at once. ' As one condemned to leap a

precipice . . . stops short.' Dryden. (6) Not

to reach the extent or importance of ; not

to go so far as intended or wlahid ; not to

reach the point indicated. ' Opposition

which stopped short of open rebellion."

Macaulay.—To take short, to take to task

suddenly; to check abruptly; to reprimand;

to answer curtly or uncivilly: sometimes

with up.—To turn short, to turn on the spot

occupied; to turn without making a com

pass; to turn round abruptly. 'For turning

short he struck with all his might' Dryden.

Short (short), n. 1. A summary account;

as, the short of the matter.

The short on't Is. 'tis indifferent to your humble

servant whatever your party says. Dryden.

2. In pros, a short syllable ; as, mind your

longs and shorts. [School slang. }—In short,

in few words; briefly; to sum up in few

words.

In short, she makes a man of him at sixteen, and a

boy all his life after. Sir R. LEstrange.

—The long and the short, a brief summing

up in decisive, precise, or explicit terms.

' The short and the long Is, our play is pre

ferred.' Shak.

Short (short), v.t. 1. To shorten. — 2. t To

make the time appear short to; to amuse;

to divert : used reflexively.

Furth I fure ... to schart me on the sandis.

Sir D. Lindsay.

Short * (short), v.i. To fail; to decrease.

His sight wasceth, his wytte mynysheth, his lyf

shorteth. The book of Good Manners, i486.

Shortage (short'aj), n. Amount short or

deficient; often an amount by which a sum

of money is deficient.

Short-billed (short'bild), a. Having a short

bill or beak ; brevi rostrate; as, short-billed

birds.

Short-bread (shortfbred),". Same as Short

cake.

Short-breathed ( short 'bretht), a. Hav

ing short breath or quick respiration. Ar-

buthnot.

Short-cake ( short 'kak). n. A sweet and

very brittle cake, in which butter or lard has

been mixed with the flour.

Short-clothes (short'kl6THz), n. pi. Cover

ings for the legs of men or boys, consisting

of breeches coming down to the knees, ana

long stockings.

Shortcoming (short'kum-ing),n. 1. A failing

of the usual produce, quantity, or amount,

as of a crop.—2. A failure of full perform

ance, as of duty.

Short-dated (short'dat-ed),a. Having little

time to run. ' The course of thy short-dated

life.' Sandys.

Short-drawn (short'dran), a- Drawn in

without filling the lungs; imperfectly in

spired; as, short-drawn breath.

Shorten (short'n), v.t [From short. 1 1. To

make short in measure, extent, or time; as,

to shorten.-distance; to shorten a road; to

shorten days of calamity.—2, To abridge; to

lessen; to make to appear short; as, to

shorten labour or work.

We shorten d days to moments by love's art.

Suck/ins*.

3. To curtail; as, to shorten the hair by clip

ping.—4. To contract; to lessen; to diminish

in extent or amount; as. to shorten sail ; to

shorten an allowance of provisions. —5. To

confine; to restrain.

Here where the subject is so fruitful, I am shortetird

by my chain. Dryden.

6. To lop; to deprive. 'Spoil'd of his nose,

and shorten'dol his ears.' Dryden.— 7. To

make short or friable, as pastry, with butter

or lard.

Shorten (short'n), v.i. 1. To become short

or shorter. 'The shortening day.' Swift—

2. To contract; as, a cord shortens by being

wet; a metallic rod shortens by cold.

Shortener (short'n-erX n. One who or that

which shortens.

Shortening (short'n-ingV n. 1. The act of

making short.—2. Something used In cook

ery to make paste short or friable, as butter

or lard.

Shorthand (shortfhandX «■ A general term

for any ByBtem of contracted writing; a

method of writing by substituting charac

ters, abbreviations, or symbols for words ;

stenography.

In shorthand skilled, where little marks comprise

Whole words, a sentence in a letter lies. Creech.

Short-handed (shorthand -cd), (i. Not hav

ing the necessary or regular number of

hands, servants, or assistants.

Short-head (shortfhed), n. A sailor's term

for a sucking whale under one year old,

which is very fat and yields above thirty

barrels of blubber. Simmonds.

Short-horn (shorthorn), n. One of a breed

of oxen, having the horns shorter than in

almost any other variety. The breed ori

ginated in the beginuing of this century in

the valley of the Tees, but is now spread over

all the richly pastured districts of Britain.

The cattle are easily fattened, and the flesh

is of excellent quality, but for dairy purposes

they are inferior to some other breeds. The

word is often UBed adjectively ; as, the short

horn breed.

Short-horned (short'hornd), a. Having

short horns ; as, the short-horned breed of

cattle.

Short-Jointed (short'joint-ed), a. 1. Hav

ing short intervals between the joints: said

of plants.—2. Having a short pastern : said

of a horse.

Short-laid (shurt'lad), a. A term in rope-

making for short-twisted.

Short-lived (shorflivd), a. Not living or

lasting lomr; being of short continuance:

as, a. short-lived race of beings; short-lived

pleasure; short-lived passion. * Shortlived

pride. ' Shak.

Suit lightly won, and short-lived pain.

For monarch* seldom sigh in vain. Sir IV. Scott.

Shortly (Bhortli), adv. In a short or brief

time or manner; as, (a) quickly; soon. 'Did

return to be shortly murdered.' Shak.

The armies came shortly in view of each other.

Clarendon.

(b) In few words; briefly; as, to express

ideas more shortly in verse than in prose.

Shortness (ahort'nes), n. The quality of

being short ; as, (a) want of length or ex

tent In space or time; little length or little

duration ; as, the shortness of a journey or

of distance ; the shortness of the days in

winter; the shortness of life.

I'd make a Journey twice as far, to enjoy

A second night of such sweet shortness. Shah.

They move strongest in % right line, which is caused

by the shortness of the distance. Bacon.

(&) Fewness of words; brevity; conciseness.

The necessity of shortness causeth men to cut off

impertinent discourses, and to comprise much matter

in a few words. Hooker.

(c) Want of reach or the power of retention;

as, the shortness of the memory, (d) Defi

ciency; Imperfection; limited extent; pov

erty; as, the shortness of our reason.

Short-rib (short'rib), n. One of the lower

ribs ; a rib shorter than the others, below

the sternum; a false rib. Wiseman.

Shorts (shorts), n. pi 1. The bran and

coarse part of meal, In mixture.—2. A term

in rope-making for the toppings and tailings

of hemp, which are dressed for bolt-ropes

and whale lines. The term is also employed

to denote the distinction between the long

hemp used in making staple-ropes and in

ferior hemp.— 3. Small clothes; breeches.

'A little emphatic man, with a bald head

and drab shorts.' Dickens. [Colloq.]

Short - shipped (short'shipt), a. 1. Put on

board ship in deficient quantity.—2. Shut

out from a ship accidentally or for want of

room.

Short-Sight (short'sit), n. Near-sighted

ness; myopia; vision accurate only when

the object is near.

Short-sighted ( short ' sit -ed), a. 1. Not

able to see far ; having limited vision ; my

opic; near-sighted.

Shortsighted men see remote objects best in old

age. Newton,

2. Not able to look far into futurity; not

able to understand things deep or remote;

of limited intellect

The foolish and short-sighted die with fear

That they go nowhere. Sir y. Denham.

3. Proceeding from or characterized by a

want of foresight; as, a short-sighted policy.

Short-sightedness (short'sit-ed-nes), n.

The state or quality of being short-sighted :

(a) A defect in viBion, consisting in the in

ability to see things at a distance or at the

distance to which the sight ordinarily ex

tends; myopia; near-sightedness. (6) Defec

tive or limited intellectual sight; inability

to see far into futurity or into things deep

or abstruse.

Cunning is a sort of shortsightedness. Addiscn.

Short-spoken (short'spo-kn), a. Speaking

in a short or quick-tempered manner; sharp

in address.

Short-waisted (short'wast-ed), a. Having

a short waist or body : Bald of a person, a

dress, or a ship.

Short-winded (shortwind-ed), a. Affected

with shortness of breath: having a quick

respiration, as dyspnoic and asthmatic per

sons.

He sure means brevity in breath, short-winded. Shak.

Short-witted (short'wit-ed), a. Having

little wit ; not wise ; of scanty intellect or

judgment

Piety doth not require at our hands that we should

be either short-witted or beggarly. Sir M. HaU.

Shory (shdr/i), a. Lying near the shore or

coast {Rare.)

Those shory parts are generally but some fathoms

deep. T. Burnet.

Shot (shot), n. [Both Shot and Shots are

used as the plural. ] [From shoot (which see);

A. Sax. gescot, an arrow. ] 1. The act of shoot

ing; discharge of a firearm or other missile

weapon.

He caused twenty shot of his greatest cannon to

be made at the king's army. Clarendon.

Here once the embattled farmers stood

And fired the shot heard round the world. Emerson.

2. A missile, particularly a ball or bullet

The term shot is generally applied to all

solid projectiles, and also to hollow pro

jectiles without bursting charges. In heavy

ordnance spheres of stone were originally

used, but lead and iron balls were after

wards substituted. The introduction of

rifled firearms has led to the almost uni

versal adoption of elongated shot, and, as

in the case of the Palliser shot, the same

projectile may be used with or without a

bursting charge, as it is cast hollow so as

to answer the functions either of a shot or

shell. Spherical shot of cast-iron are still

retained in use for mortars or smooth-bore

ordnance. Various kiuds of shot are or

have been used, and are classified according

to the material, according to form, and ac

cording to structure and mode of operation;

&s, angel-shot, bar-shot, buck-shot, chain-thot,

case-shot, canister, crossbar-shot, grape-shot,

round-shot, sand-shot (which see).—3. Small

globular masses of lead for use with fowling-

pieces, dec., made by running molten lead

combined with a little arsenic through a

sieve or pouring it from a ladle with a ser

rated edge from the top of a high tower

(see Shot-tower) into water at the bottom.

The stream of metal breaks into drops which

become spherical. To obviate the use of the

high tower various expedients have been

tried, such as dropping the metal through

a tube up through which a strong current

of air is driven, or dropping the molten

lead through a column of glycerine or oil.—

4. The flight of a missile, or the range or

distance through which it passes; as, a

musket shot distant.

A bovrshot from her bower-eaves

He rode between the barley-sheaves. Tennyson.

Hence—5. Range; reach.

Keep you in the rear of your affection.

Out of the shot and danger of desire. Shak.

6. Anything emitted, caBt, or thrown forth.

'Shots of rain.' Ray. — 7. In Scotland,

among fishermen, the whole sweep of nets

thrown out at one time; also, the number

of fish caught in one haul of the nets.—

8. One who shoots; a shooter; a marksman;

as, he is the best shot in the company. ' A

little, lean, old, chapt, bald shot.' Shak. ;

UBed as a collective noun. 'A guard of

chosen shot' Shak.—Q. An inferior animal

taken out of a drove of cattle or flock of

sheep; also, a young hog. See Bhote. —

10. In weaving, a single thread of weft car

ried through the warp at one run of the

shuttle.—11. In blasting, a charge of powder

or other explosive in a blast-hole, usually

fired by a slow match.—Shot of a cable

(naut), the splicing of two cables together,

or the whole length of two cables thus

united.—.4 shot in the locker, money in the

pocket or at one's disposal. [Colloq.]

My wife shall travel like a lady. As long as there'*

a shot in the locker she shall want for (touting.

Thackeray.

Shot (shot), v.t. pret. A pp. shotted; ppr.

shotting. To load with shot over a car

Pate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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tridge; as, to shot a gun. [The term is

confined to charging cannon.]

Shot (shot), p. and a. Having a changeable

colour, like that produced in weaving by all

the warp threads being of one colour and all

the weft of another; chatoyant; as, shot-

silk ; hence, iuterwoven ; intermingled ; In

terspersed. ' Black hair a little shot with

grey.* O. A. Sato.

The tangled water-rourses slept,

Skot over with purple, and green, andyellow.

Tennyson.

Shot,* pp. of shette. Shut. Chaucer.

Shot t (shot), a. Advanced In years.

Spenser.

Shot (shot), n [A corruption of scot (which

see).) A reckoning, or a person"a share of a

reckoning; charge; share of expenses, as of

a tavern-bill.

Ill to the Alehouse with you presently; where for

ooe skotoi fivepence thou shalt have rive thousand

welcomes. Ska*.

As the fund of our pleasure, let us each pay his shot.

B. yonsou.

Shot-anchor t (shot'ang-ker), n. A sheet-

anchor.

Shot-belt (shofbelt), n. A leathern belt or

long pouch for shot worn over the shoulder

by sportsmen, and having a charger at the

lower end.

Shot -belted (shot'belt-ed), a. Wearing

r shot-belt.

Shot-cartridge (Bhofkar-trijX «• A car

tridge for use in a fowling-piece, Ac, con

taining small shot instead of a bullet.

Shot-dog t ( shot' king ), u. A person who

was a mere clog on a company, but tolerated

because he paid the shot for the rest

Keep your distance, and be not made a shot-clog

any more. B. fonson.

Shote (shdt), n 1. [A. Sax scedta, a shooting

or darting flan, from eceotan, to shoot] A

fish resembling the trout. Rich. Carew.—

2 A young hog; a pig partially grown; a

aho.it, shoot, or shot [Provincial English.]

Shotert (shot'er). n. A shooter.

Shot-free (shot'fre), a. 1. Free from ahot

or charge; exempted from any share of ex

pense; scot-free.

Though I could "scape shot-free in London. I fear

the shot here. Skak.

2. Not injured or not to be injured by shot

* He that believes himself to be shot-free,

and so will run among the hail of a battle.'

Feltham.—Z.\ Unpunished; uninjured; scot-

free.

Shot-garland (ahot'gar-land), n. Naut. a

frame to contain shot secured to the coam

ings and ledges round the hatchway of a

Trrsrl

Shot-gailffe (shot'gaj), «. An instrument

for testing cannon projectiles. Shot-gauges

are of two kinds—ring gauges and cylinder

gauges. Two sizes of the first kind are em

ployed for each calibre. The shot or shell

must pass through the larger but not through

the smaller. It is afterwards rolled through

the cylinder gauge, any jamming or Bticking

in which causes the rejection of the pro

jectile.

Shot-glass (shot'glas), n. In weaving, same

as Cloth-jfrvver.

Shot -grin (shot 'gun), n. A light, smooth-

bored gun. especially designed for tiring shot

at sbfrt range; a fowling-piece.

Shot-hole (shotlidl), n. A hole made by a

shot or Imllet discharged.

Shot-locker (shot'lok-er), n. A strongly

constructed compartment in a vessel's hold

for containing shot

Shot-metal (shot'met-al), n. An alloy of

lead 56 parts, and arsenic 1, used for making

small shot

Shot-plug (shot'plug), n. A tapered cone

of wood driven into a shot-hole in a vessel's

side to prevent leakage.

ShOt-POUCh (shot'pouch). n. A pouch for

carrying small shot. It is usually made

of leather, the mouthpiece being provided

with a measure having an adjustable cut-off

to determine the quantity of the charge.

Shot -proof (shot' prof), a. Proof against

shot: incapable of being damaged by shot

Shot-prop (shot'prop), n. A wooden prop

or plug covered with hemp to stop a shot-

hole in a ship's side.

Shot-rack (rJiot'rak), n. A wooden rack in

which a certain quantity of shot is kept.

Shot-silk (shofsilk). 7i. A silk stuff whose

warpand weft threads are of differentcolours

so as to exhibit changeable tints under vary

ing circumstances of light

Shotte,' n An arrow; a dart Chaucer.

Shotted (shot'ed), p. and a. 1. Loaded with

shot over a cartridge: said of cannon.—

2. Having a shot attached, 'The serge

cap and shotted chain of any galley-slave.'

Dickens.

Shotten t (shot'n), a. [Pp. of shoot ] 1. Hav

ing ejected the spawn; as, a shotten herring.

If manhood, good manhood, be not forgot upon the

face of the earth, then am 1 a shotten herring. Skak.

2. Shot out of Its Bocket; dislocated, as a

bone—Shotten mUk, a local term for sour,

curdled milk.

Shot-tower (shot'tou-er), n. A lofty tower

for making shot by pouring melted lead

through a colander from the summit, which

forms into globules, cools and hardens as It

falls, and is received into water or other

liquid.

Shot-window (shnt'wfn-dd), n. 1. A small

window, chiefly tilled with a board that

opens and shuts. [Scotch.]

Go to the shot-window instantly and see how many

there are of them. Sir W. Scott

2. A window projecting from the wall.

Shough t (shok), n. A kind of shaggy dog;

a shock.

Skoughs. water-rugs, and dcmi-wolves, are clept

All by the name of dogs. Skak.

Shough (shb), inter}. [See Shoo.] Begone;

away: a cry used to scare away fowls, Ac.

Shough, shough ! up to your coop, peahen.
Beau. &• Fl.

Should (shud). The pret. of ah all. See

Shall.

Shoulder (shai'der), n. [O.E. shulder, Sc.

shouther, A. Sax. sculdor, Dan. skulder, Sw.

skuldra, D. schouder, 0. schulter, the shmil-

der. the shoulder-blade; from root of shield,

and signifying lit. a broad shield-like bone ;

comp. the other names shield-bone, blade-

bone, shoulder- blade, and also Sc. spaul,

0. Fr. espaule (Fr. tpaxUe), a shoulder, from

L. spatula, from spatha, a broad wooden

instrument] 1. The joint by which the arm

of a human being or the foreleg of a quad

ruped is connected with the body; or in

man, the projection formed by the bones

called scapulae or shoulder-blades, which

extend from the basis of the neck in a hori

zontal direction ; the bones and muscles of

this part together.— 2. The upper joint of

the foreleg of an animal cut for the market;

as, a shoulder of mutton.—Shoulder-of-mut

ton sail, a triangular sail, so called from the

peculiarity of its form. It is chiefly used to

set on a boat's mast The upper corner is

sometimes converted into a gaff top-sail,

which can be lowered behind the other part

of the sail when required to diminish the

Bo-it with Shoulder-of-mutton SaiL

quantity of sail aloft—3. pi. The part of the

human body on which the head stands;

the upper part of the back; the part on

which it is most easy to carry burdens.

Thy head stands so tickle on thy shoulders that a

milkmaid, if she be in love, may sigh it off. Shah.

HI take that burden from your hack.

Or, lay on that shall make your shoulders crack.

Skat.

Adown her shoulders fell her length of hair.

Dryden.

Hence— 4. pi. Used as typical of sustaining

power; the emblem of supporting strength.

' Weak shoulders overborne with burthenfng

grief." Shak.—b. That which resembles a

human shoulder; a prominent or projecting

part ; a declination or slope ; as, the shoul

der of a hill.

Jasper was coming over the shoulder of the Her-

mon-Law. Hogg.

More especially, a projection on an object to

oppose or limit motion or form an abutment;

a horizontal or rectangular projection from

the body of a thing; as, (a) the hutting-ring

on the axle of a vehicle. (6) The contraction

of a lamp-chimney just above the level of

the wick. (c)In carpentry, the square end of

an object at the point where the tenon com

mences, as of a spoke, the stile of a door,

&c. (d) In printing, the projection at the

top of the shank of a type beyond the face

of the letter, (e) In archery, the broad

part of an arrow-head. —6. In /art the angle

of a bastion included between the face and

flank.—7. In the leather trade, a name given

to tanned or curried hides and kips, and

also to English and foreign offal.—The cold

shoulder, the act of receiving without cor

diality, especially one with whom we have

been on better terms ; a coki reception ; as,

to give a person the cold shoulder. — To put

one's shoulder to the wheel, to assist in bear

ing a burden or overcoming a difficulty; to

exert one's self; to give effective help; to

work personally.—Shoulder to shoulder, a

phrase expressive of united action and mu

tual co-operation and support

Shoulder (sh&l'der), v.t l.To push or thrust

with the shoulder; to push with violence.

Around her numberless the rabble flow'd

Skouldring each other, crowding for a view.

Row*.

2. To take upon the shoulder or shoulders;

as, to shoulder a basket—3. Milit to carry

vertically at the side of the body and rest

ing against the hollow of the shoulder; as,

to shoulder wins; to shoulder a musket, Ac.

1 Shoulder'd his crutch and showed how

fields were won.' Goldsmith.

Shoulder (shol'der), v.i. To push forward,

as with the shoulder foremost; to force

one's way as through a crowd. ' We shoul

dered through the swarm. ' Tennyson.

Shoulder-belt (shOl'der-belt), n. A belt

that passes across the shoulder.

Shoulder-blade (shol'der-blad), n. The

bone of the shoulder, or blade-bone, broad

and triangular, covering the hind part of

the ribs: called by anatomists scapula and

omoptate.

I fear, sir, my shoulder-blade is out. Skak.

Shoulder-block (shSl'der-blok), n. Naut a

large single block having a

projection on the shell to pre

vent the rope that is rove

through it from becoming

jammed between the block

and the yard.

Shoulder-bone (shol'der-bfin),

n. The scapula; the shoulder-

blade. ' To see how the bear

tore out his shoulder -bone.'

Shoulder-Mock. Shah.

Shoulder-clapper (shol'der-

klap-er), n. One that claps another on the

shoulder, as in familiarity or to arrest him;

a bailiff.

A black friend, a skoulder-claffer, one that coun

termands

The passages of alleys. Skat.

Shouldered (shol'derd), a. Having shoul

ders. 'Thighed and shouldered like the

billows; footed like their stealing foam.'

Ruskin.

Shoulder-knot (shOl'der-not), n. An orna

mental knot of rihbon or lace worn on the

shoulder; an epaulet.

Before they were a month in town, great shoulder-

knots came up ; straight, all the worla was shoulder.

knots. Swift.

Shoulder-pegged (ah61'der-pegd), a. Ap

plied to horses that are gourdy, stiff, and

almost without motion.

Shoulder-pitch (shol'der-pich), n. The pro

cess which terminates the spine of the sca

pula, and is articulated with the clavicle;

the acromion. Cotgrave.

Shoulder- shotten (shol'der -shot-n), o.

Sprained in the shoulder, aB a horse. 'Swayed

in the back and shoulder-shotten.' Shak.

Shoulder-slip (shdl'der-slip), n. Disloca

tion of the shoulder or of the humerus.

The horse will take so much care of himself as t<?

come off with only a strain or a shoulder-sit/. Swift.

Shoulder-Bplayed (sh6Tder-splad), a. Ap

plied to a horse when he lias given his

shoulders such a violent shock as to dislo

cate the shoulder-joint.

Shoulder-strap (shol'der-strap), n. A strap

worn on or over the shoulder, either to

support the dress or for ornament, or as a

badge of distinction.

Shoulder-wrench (shol'der-reush), n. A

wrench in the shoulder.

Shout ( shout X v.i. [Perhaps a softened

form of scout, or onomatopoetic ; comp.

shoo! and hoot } To utter a sudden and

ch. cAain; ch, Sc \och; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sln^; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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loud outcry, as in joy, triumph, or exalta

tion, to animate soldiers in au onset, to

draw the attention of some one at a dis

tance, or the like.

When ye hear the sound of the trumpet, all the

people shall shout with a great shout Jos. vi. 5.

—To shout at, to deride or revile with

shouts.

That man would be shouted at that should forth in

his great-grandsire's suit, though not rent, not dis

coloured. Bp Hall.

Shout (shout), n. A loud burst of voice or

voices; a vehement aud sudden outcry, par

ticularly of a multitude of men, expressing

joy, triumph, exultation, or animated cour

age, &c 'Applause and universal shout.'

Shak. *

The Rhodians seeing the enemy turn their backs,

gave a great shout in derision. Knolles.

Shout (shout), r./. To utter with a shout:

sometimes with out; as, he shouted out his

name.

Shouter (shout'er), n. One that shouts.

Dryden.

Shouther (shuTH'er), «, Shoulder. [Scotch]

Shouting (ahout'ing), n. The act of shout

ing; a loud outcry expressive of joy or ani

mation. 2 Sam. vi. 15.

Shove (shuv), v.t. pret. & pp. shoved; ppr.

shoving. [A. Sax. seed/an, seufan, O. Fris.

skuva, Icel. skQfa, D. schuiven, O.H.G. and

Goth, skiuban, G. schieben, to shove. From

this stem comes shovel] 1. To drive along

by the direct application of strength with

out a sudden impulse; particularly, to push

so as to make a body slide or move along

the surface of another body, either by the

hand or by an instrument ; as, to shove a

bottle along a table ; to shove a table along

the floor; to shove a boat into the water.

'Shoving back this earth on which I sit'

Dryden.

The hand could pluck her back that shoved her

on. Shak.

2. To push aside; to press against; to jostle.

He used to shove and elbow his fellow-servants to

get near his mistress. Arbuthnot.

—To shove away, to push to a distance; to

thrust oil'. ' Shove away the worthy bidden

guest/ Milton. — Toshove by, to push away;

to delay or to reject. ' Offence's gilded hand

may shove by justice.' Shak.—To shove off,

to tin ust or push away; to cause to move

from shore by pushing with poleB or oars;

as, to shove off a. boat—To shove down, to

overthrow by pushing.

A strong man was going to shove down St. Paul's

cupola. Arbuthnot.

Shove (shuv), vi. 1. To push or drive for

ward; to urge a course.—2. To push off; to

move in a boat by means of a pole or oar

which readies to the bottom of the water:

often with off orfrom.

He grasped the oar.

Received his guest on board, and shovedfrom shore.

Garth.

Shove (Bhuv), n. 1. Tiie act of shoving, push

ing, or pressing by strength without a sud

den impulse; a push.

1 rested two minutes and then gave the boat an

other shove. Swift.

2. The central woody portion of the stem of

flax; the boon.

Shove -board (shuv'bord), n. a sort of

game played by pushing or shoving pieces

of money along a board with the view of

reaching certain marks ; also, the board on

which the game was played. At one time

it was played with silver groats, hence the

old name shove-groat Called also Shovel-

board, Shuffle-board.

Shove -groat (smiVgrdt), n. See Shove-

board.

Quoit him down, Bardolph. like a shove-groat

shilling. Shak.

Shovel (shnv/el),n. [From*Aow; A. Snx.sceofl,

scofi, D. schoffel, L.G. schufel, Dan. skovl, G.

schaufel,* shovel SeealsoScoop.] An instru

ment consisting of a broad scoop or hollow

blade with a handle, UBed for taking up and

removing a quantity of loose substances to

gether, as coals, sand, loose earth, gravel,

corn, money, Ac. The construction of

shovels fs necessarily very much varied to

adapt them for their particular purposes.

A fire shovel is an utensil for taking up coals,

cinders, or ashes. The barn shovel, for lift

ing and removing grain, has the blade gen

erally of wood.

Shovel (shuv'el), v.t. pret & pp. shovelled;

ppr. shovelling. 1. To take up and throw

with a shovel ; as, to shovel earth into a

heap or into a cart, or out of a pit—2. To

gather in great quantities.

Ducks shovel them up as they swim along the waters.

Derhtim.

— To shovel up, (a) to throw up with a

shovel. (6) To cover up with earth with a

spade or shoveL

Oh I who would fight and march And countermarch.

Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field.

And shovell'd up into a bloody trench f Tennyson.

Shovelardt (shuv'el-iird), n. Same as Sho

veller, 2.

Shovel-board (shuVel-bdrd), n. 1. A kind

of game more common formerly than now ;

shove-board (which see). — 2. A favourite

game aboard ship played by shoving with a

cue wooden discs so that they shall rest in

one of nine squares chalked on the deck.

Shovelful (ahuv'el-ful), n. As much as a

shovel will hold; enough to fill a shovel.

Shovel-hat (shuv'el-hat), n. A hat with a

broad brim turned up at the sides, and pro

jecting In front like a shovel, worn by cler
gymen of the Church of England. • Walk

ing, as became a beneficed priest, under the

canopy of a shovel-hat.' C. Bronte".

Shoveller ( shuv'el-er), n. l.Oue who shovels.

2. A species of duck (Spatula or llhynchas-

pis clypeata), remarkable for the length and

terminal expansion of the bill. It is a win

ter visitant to the British Isles, is about

20 inches in length, and has beautifully

marked plumage.

Show (sho), v.t. pret. showed; pp. shown or

showed; ppr. showing. It is also written

Shew, Shewed, Shewn. [A. Sax. scedwian,

D. schouwen, Dan. skue, G. schauen, Goth.

scavjan, to view, look at, inspect, «fec; sup

posed to be from a root skaw or skav, which

appears without the s in L caveo, to take

care, cautus, E. cautiatis.] 1. To exhibit or

present to the view; to place in sight; to

display.

Go thy way, show thyself to the priest Mat. viii. 4.

Not higher that hill, nor wider, looking round,

Whereon for different cause the tempter set

Our second Adam in the wilderness,

To show him all earth's kingdoms and their glory.

Milton.

2. To let be seen; to disclose; to discover;

not to conceal.

All the more it seeks to hide itself.

The bigger bulk it shows. Shak.

3. To communicate; to reveal; to make

known; to disclose.

I was afraid, and durst not show you mine opinion.

Job xxxii. 6.

O. let me live.

And all the secrets of our camp I'll show. Shah.

Know. I am sent

To show thee what shall come in future days.

Milton.

4. To prove; to manifest; to make apparent

or clear by evidence, reasoning, &c. ; to ex

plain; as, to shoto a person's error.

His eye, which scornfully glisters like fire.

Shows tits hot courage and his high desire. Shak.

I'll show my duty by my timely care. Dryden.

6. To inform; to teach; to instruct.

The time cometh when I shall no more speak unto

you in proverbs, but I shall show you plainly of the

Father. Jn. xvi. 35.

6. To point out to, as a guide; hence, to

guide or usher; to conduct; as, to show a

person into a room.

Thou shalt show them the way in which they must

walk. Ex. zviii. 30.

Come, good sir, will you show me to this house ?

Shak.

7. To bestow ; to confer ; to afford ; as, to

show favour or mercy on any person. *To

show justice.' Shak. 'Felix, willing to show

the Jews a pleasure.' Acts xxiv. 27.

That mercy I to others show.

That mercy show to me. Fept.

8. To explain ; to make clear; to interpret;

to expound. ' Interpreting of dreams, and

showing of hard sentences.' Dan. v. 12.—

9. To indicate; to point out.

Why stand we longer shivering under fears.

That show no end out death? Milton.

—To show forth, to manifest; to publish; to

proclaim. 1 Pet. ii. 9.—To'show off, to set

off; to exhibit in an ostentatious manner;

as, to shoto off one's accomplishments. — To

show up, (a) to show the way up or to an

audience of some one ; as, show up that

gentleman, sir. (6) To expose; to hold up

to animadversion, to ridicule, or to con

tempt; as, the power which public journal

ists have of showing up private individuals

ought not to be recklessly exercised [Colloq. ]

Show (sho), vi. L To appear; to become

visible.

The fire i" the flint

Shows not till it be struck. Shak.

2. To appear; to look ; to be in appearance.

just such she shows before a rising storm. Dryden.

How the birch-trees, clothed with their white and

glistening bark, showed like skeletons.

Cornhill Afa£:

3. t To become or suit well or ill.

My lord of York, it better show'd with you. Shak.

—To show off, to make a show ; to display

one's self.

Show (slid), n. I. The act of showing or

exhibiting to the view ; the exposure or ex

hibition to view or notice.

I love not less, though less the show appear. Sha ■.*

2. Appearance, whether true or false.

Flowers distill'd, though they with winter meet,

Leese but their show; their substance stiU tires

sweet. . Sstaut.

But now they by their own vain boasts were ty"d

And fore'd at least in show, to prize it more.

DryJott.

3. Ostentatious display or parade; pomp.

Nor doth his grandeur and majestic shoTv

Of luxury, though called magnificence.

Allure mine eye. Milton.

I envy none their pageantry and shew. Voting:

4. An object attracting notice; an aspect.

Throng our large temples with the shows of r>eace.

And not our streets with war. Ssiat

The city itself makes the noblest show of any in

the world. Adotisoit.

h. A sight or spectacle; an exhibition; a

play ; specifically, that which is shown for

money; as, a travelling show; a flower-*Aow;

a cattle-sAow. ' Tragic shows.' Shak.

Some delightful ostentation, or show, or pageant,

or antique, or firework. Snajk.

6. Semblance ; likeness. ' In show plebeian

angel militant' Milton.— 7. Speciousnes* ;

plausibility; pretext; hypocritical pretence,

' For a show make long prayers.' Luke xjl

47.

But a short exile must for show precede. Dryden.

8. A mucous discharge, streaked with blood,

which takes place one, two, or three days

before a woman falls into labour.—A shew

of hands, a raising of hands, as a means of

indicating the sentiments of a meeting upon

some proposition.

Show-bill (sho'bil), n. A placard orother

advertisement, usually printed, containing

announcements of goods for sale.

ShOW-DOX (shd'boks). n. A box containing

some object or objects of curiosity, carried

round as a show.

Show-bread (sho'brcd).n. Among the Jews,

bread of exhibition ; the loaves of bread

which the priest of the week placed before

the Lord on the golden table in the sanctu

ary. They were made of fine flour unleav

ened, and changed every Sabbath. The

loaves were twelve In number, and repre

sented the twelve tribes of Israel. They

were to be eaten by the priest only. Written

also Shew-bread.

Show-card (shoTcard), ». A tradesman's

card making an announcement ; n card on

which patterns are exhibited in a shop.

ShOW-case (shC'kas), n. A case or box, with

plates of glass on the top or front, within

which delicate or valuable articles are placed

for exhibition.

Shower (shd'er), n. l. One who shows or

exhibits.—2. That which shows, as a mirror.

Wieklife.

Shower (shou'er), n. [O.E. shoure, schoure,

A. Sax. «etirf Icel. skur, 8w. skur, O.H.G. sc6r,

a shower, a tempest; G. schauer, a shower,

a shuddering tit; Goth, skiuran, to move or

drive violently; LG. sehuur, a passing fit of

illness; Sc. shower, a throe, as in childbirth.

The root-meaning may be in Goth skiuran,

to move violently, hence a tempest, a throe,

a shudder ] 1. A fall of rain of short or not

very great duration: this is its regular mean

ing when used alone, but we may also say a

shower of mow.

Fall on me like a silent dew.

Or like those maiden shotoert.

Which, by the peep of day, do strew

A baptism o'er the flowers. HerricA.

2. A fall of things in thick and fast succes

sion ; as, a shower of darts or arrows ; a

shower of stones. —3. A copiouB supply be

stowed ; liberal distribution.

Sweet Highland girl 1 a very shower

Of beauty is thy earthly dower. Wordsworth.

Shower (shou'er), v.t. 1. To water with a

shower or with showers ; to wet copiously

with rain. ' Dissolve and shower the earth.'

Milton. — 2. To pour down copiously and

rapidly; to bestow liberally; to distribute

or scatter iu abundance.

On their naked limbs the flowery roof

Shower'd roses. Milton.

Fite, far, fat, fall; m€, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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Cesar's favour.

That film'n down greatness on his friends.

Adtison.

He spoke not, only shower'd

His oriental (rifts on every one. Tennyson.

Shower (shou'er). wX To rain in showers;

to fall as a shower; as, tears showered down

his cheeks.

Down shower the g-imbolling waterfalls. Tennyson.

Shower-bath (shou'er-bath). 7i. A bath in

which water is showered upon the person

from above; also, the apparatus for pouring

■poll the body a shower of water.

Showeriness (shou'er-i-nes), iu The state

of Wins showery.

Showerless (shou'er-Ies), a. Without

■showers. A rmstrong.

Showery (shnu'er-i). a. Raining in Bhowers;

abounding with frequent falls of rain. Addi

son.

ShOW-glass (shd'glas), n, A glass in or by

means of which anything is seen ; a show

man's glass; a mirror.

Showily" (ahd'i-li), o*/b. In a showy manner;

pompously; with parade.

Showlness (sho'i-nes), n. State of being

■howy; pompousne3s; great parade.

Showing (shd'ing), n. A presentation to

exhibition; representation by words.

The first remark which suggests itself is, that on

thU showing, the notes at least of private banks arc

not money. 7- S. Mill.

Showlsh (Bho'ish). a. Splendid; gaudy;

ostentatious. [Rare.]

The escutcheons of the company are showish, and

wiil look magnificent. Swift.

Showman (shd'man), n. One who exhibits

a *how, especially the proprietor of a tra

velling exhibition.

Shown (sh6n), pp. of show.

Show-place (sho'plas), n. t. A place for

public exhibitions. — 2. A translation by

North (Plutarch's Lives) of the Greek

word gymnasion, gymnasium, adopted by

Shakspere. * The common show-place where

they exercise,' Ant, 6 Cleop. iiL 6. See

Gymxasicx.

Show-room (sho'rom), n. 1. A room or

apartment in which a show is exhibited.

The dwarf kept the gates of the show-room,

A rbutknot

2- A room or apartment, as in a warehouse

or the like, where goods are displayed to

the best advantage to attract purchasers,

or to a hotel an apartment set aside for

the use of commercial men in which they

can exhibit samples to their customers.

Show-stone (-ho'stonX»i. A glass or crystal

ball by means of which fortune-tellera have

professed to show future events.

Showy (sho'i). a. Making a great show or

appearance; attracting attention; splendid;

gaudy; gay; ostentatious; brilliant

The men would make a present of everything that

is rich and showy to the women. Addison.

Men of warm imaginations neglect solid and sub

stantia) happiness for what is showy and superficial,

Addison.

St*. Splendid, gay, gaudy, gorgeous, fine,

magnificent, grand, stately, sumptuous,

pompous, ostentatious.

Shrag t (shrag), n. [Probably a softened

form of scrag, a branch or stump.] A twig

of a tree cut off.

Shrag t (shrag), v.t. To lop. Huloet

Shraggert (shrag'er), n. One who lops;

one who trims trees. Huloet.

Shram I (shram), v.t. To cause to shrink or

shrivel, as with cold; to benumb. LLocaL]

Shrank (shrangk). pret. of xhrink.

His generous nature shrank from the indulgence

«S* a selfish sorrow. Prescott.

Henry, proud and self-willed as he was, shrank,

not without reason, from a couflict with the roused

spirit of the nation. Afacanlay.

Shrap. ' Shrapet (shrap, shrap), n. A

place baited with chaff to invite birds.

Bp Bedell

Shrapnel-shell (shrap'nel-shel), n. [After

ih:i\HTu\ Shrapnel, the inventor] A shell

filled with bullets and a small bursting

charge Just sufficient to split the shell open

and release the bullets at any given point,

generally about 80 yards before reaching

the object aimed at After opening, the

ballets and fragments fly ouwards in a

shower with the remaining velocity of the

shell, and when fired against bodies of

troops the effect under favourable circum

stances is great. Called also Spherical

Case-shot.

Shread - head (shred'hed), n. The same as

Jerkin-head (which see).

Bhred ( shred % v.t. pret. & pp. shred; ppr.

shredding. [A Sax. screddian, to shred;

Sc. screed, a piece torn off; O.Fris. skrida,

D. schrooden, O. H. O. scrdtan, to tear.

Shroud is from this stem.] 1. To tear or cut

into small pieces, particularly narrow and

long pieces, as of cloth or leather; to tear or

cut into strips; to strip—2. t To prune; to

lop; to trim.

Shred (Bhred), n. 1. A long narrow piece

torn or cut off; a strip; any torn fragment.

A beggar might patch up a garment with such

shreds as the world throws away. Pop*.

2. A fragment; a piece; as, shreds of wit.

His panegyric is made up of half a dozen shreds

like a schoolboy's theme. Swift.

Shredding (shred'ing), n. 1. A cutting

into shreds. — 2. That which is cut off ; a

piece. ' A number of short cuts or shred-

dings.' Hooker.— 3. pi. In carp, short, light

pieces of timber, fixed as bearers below the

roof, forming a straight line with the upper

side of the rafters.

Shreddy (shred'i), a. Consisting of shreds

or fragments.

Shredless (shredles), a. Having no shreds.

Shreetalum (shre'ta-lum), n. An East

Indian name for the talipot palm (Corypha

umbraculifera). Cye. of India.

Shrew (slirO), n. [O.K. shrew, wicked, evil,

a wicked or evil person (the shrewe was the

devil, the evil one); hence the obsol. shrewe,

shrewen, to curse, to beshrew, whence the

adjective xhrewd. The word seems to occur

in A. Sax. only as the name of the mouse.

screawa, the shrew-mouse, lit. the evil or

venomous mouse. It is allied probably to

Dan. skraa, O. sehriia, oblique, awry. ]

1. Originally, a wicked or evil person of

either sex, a malignant, spiteful, or cantan

kerous person, but now restricted in use to

females; a woman with a vile temper; a

virago; a termagant; a scold.

Come on, fellow ; it is told me thou art a shrew.

Bi>. Stilt.

By this reckoning he is more a shrew tlt&n she. Shak.

The man had got a shrew for his wife, and there

could be no quiet in the house with her.

Sit K. VEstrange.

2. A shrew-mouse.

Shrew t (shrb), v.t. To beshrew; to curse.

Shrew me.

If I would lose it for a revenue

Of any king's in Europe. Shak.

Shrew-ash (shrb'aah), n. An ash-tree into

a hole in the body of which a shrew-mouse

has been plugged alive. Its twigs or

branches, when applied to the limbs of

cattle, were formerly supposed to give them

immediate relief from the pains they en

dured from a shrew-mouse having run over

them. See RANPIKE.

Shrewd (shrbd), a. [Originally much the

same in sense as cursed or curst, from old

shrewe, to curse, shreioe, evil. See SHREW.]

1. Having the qualities of a shrew or wicked

person; evil; iniquitous.

Is he shrewd and unjust in his dealings with others?

South

2. Vixenish; scolding; shrewish.

When she's angry she is keen and shrewd. Shak.

3. Vexatious; troublesome; annoying; pain

ful; mischievous.

Every of this happy number

That have endured shrewd i\ays and nights with us

Shall share the good of our returned fortune. S/utk.

No enemy is so despicable but he inav do a body a

shrewd turn. Sir R. L'Estrange.

4. Sly; cunning; artful; arch. 'Thatsftr^iorf

and knavish sprite.' Shak— 5. Astute; sa

gacious; discriminating; discerning; as, a

shrewd man of the world.—6. Involving or

displaying an astute or sagacious judgment;

as, a shrewd remark. 'Shrewd, keen, prac

tical estimates of men and things.' IF.

Black. [The word is now hardly used ex

cept in the last two senses.]— Syn. Sly, cun

ning, arch, subtle, artful, astute, sagacious,

discerning, acute, keen, penetrating.

Shrewdly (ihrodqlVodti. [See Shrewd.] In

a shrewd manner : (a) in a high or mischiev

ous degree; mischievously; destructively.

This practice hath most shrewdly passed upon

thee. Shak.

(b) Vexationsly; aunoyingly; sharply; some

what severely.

The obstinate and schismatics! are like to think

themselves shrenrfty hurt by being cut from that

body they chose not to be of. South.

Yet scem'd she not to wince though shrewdly pain'd.

Dryden.

(c) Sharply; painfully; keenly.

The air bites shrewdly ; it is very cold. Shah.

(d) Astutely; in a discerning or discriminat

ing manner; sagaciously. ' Any man at first

hearing will shrewdly suspect. Locke.

Shrewdness (shrbd'nes), n. The state or

quality of being shrewd ; as, (a) sly cunning;

archness.

The neighbours round admire his shrewdness

For songs of loyalty and lewdness. Swi/T.

(b) Mischievousness; vexatiousness ; pain-

fulness. (c)t Wickedness; iniquity.

Fornothe the erthc is corupt before God and is ful

filled with shrewdies. WickUffe.

(d) Sagaciousness; sagacity; the quality of

nice discernment; as, a man of great shrewd

ness and penetration.

Shrewish (shro'ish). a. Having the quali

ties of a shrew ; given to exhibitions of ill-

temper; vixenish: said of women.

My wife is shrewish when 1 keep not hours. Shak.

Shrewlshly (shrb'ish-li). adv. In a shrew

ish manner; peevishly; ill-naturedly. 'He

speaks very shrewishly.' Shak.

Shrewishness (shrb'ish-nes), n. The state

or quality of being shrewish.

I have no gift in shrewishness,

I am a right maid for my cowardice. Shak.

Shrew-mole(shrb'm61), n. An insectivorous

mammal (Scalops aquat&BUt) found in North

America. The muzzle is long and cartila

ginous at its tip, and the nose is proboscis

like. The claws of the fore-feet are long

and powerful, and well adapted for burrow

ing. The outer ears are undeveloped, and

the eyes are small. The fur is fine and

closely set, like that of our mole. The

length of the animal is about 7 inches. It

is usually found near rivers and streams,

and burrows much like the common mole.

Shrew-mouse (Bhro'mons), n. [A. Sax.

scredwa, a shrew-mouse. The name is equi

valent to venomous mouse, their bite hav

ing been believed to be fatal See SHREW.]

A harmless little animal, resembling a

mouse, but belonging to the genus Sorex,

order Insectivora, while the mice proper

belong to the Rodentia. The common shrew

or Bhrew-mouse (5. araneus) may be easily

Common Shrew-mouse {Sorex araneus).

distinguished by its prolonged movable

muz2le and its reddish-brown fur. It is

about 4 inches long, the square-shaped tail

taking up half of this measurement It

feeds upon insects and their larvte, and

inhabits dry places, making a nest of leaves

and grasses. These little animals are very

voracious, often killing and devouring each

other. In former times its bite was con

sidered venomous, while its body, variously

treated, was regarded as a cure for many

complaints. Besides the common shrew-

mouse, two other species, the water-shrew

and the oared-Bhrew, inhabit this country.

The habits of both are aquatic, as their

names import

Shricb, t v.i. To shriek. Chaucer.

Shriek (shrek), v.i. [A softened form of

screak (which see), and parallel witli screech,

only in the latter the final guttural is soft

ened, while in this it is the initial guttural

that is softened.] To utter a sharp shrill

cry; to scream, as in a sudden fright, in

horror or anguish.

It was the owl that shriek'd. Shak.

At this she shrieked aloud. Dryden.

Shriek (shrek), n. A sharp shrill outcry or

scream, such as is produced by sudden

terror or extreme anguish; a shrill noise.

A solitary shriek, the bubbling cry

Of some strong swimmer in his agony. Fyron.

My pulses closed their gates with a shock on

mv heart as I heard

The shrill-edged shrtek of a mother divide the shud

dering night. Tennyson.

Shriek (shrek), v.t To utter with a shriek

or with a shrill wild cry.

On top whereof aye dwelt the ghostly owl.

Shrieking bis baleful note. Spenser

She shrieked his name to the dark woods. Moore.

Shrieker (shrfck'er), n. One who shrieks.

Bhriek-OWl (shrek'oul), n. Same as Screech-

owl.

ch, Main; ch, Sc locA; g,f/o; j,;'ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, si«<j; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, urAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Shrieval' (shrev'al), a. Pertaining to a

■tariff.

Shrievalty (RhreVal-ti), n. [From shrieve,

a sheriff.] The office or jurisdiction of a

sheriff.

It wis ordained by 28 Edw. I. that the people shall

have election of sheriff in every shire, where the

shrievalty is not of inheritance. Blackstone.

Shrlevet (shrev), n. Sheriff.

Now may'rs and shrieves all hush'd and satiate lay.

Pop*.

Shrieve (shrev), pi. Same as Shrive.

It is the Hermit good !

He'll shrieve my soul, he'll wash away

The albatross's blood. Coleridge.

Shrift (shrift), n. [A. Sax. serift, from

serifan t to receive confessiou. See Shrive]

1. Confession made to a priest; as, to make

thrift to a priest.

Shrift was no part of the Church of England sys

tem, yet she gently admonished the dying penitent

to confers his sins to a divine, and empowered her

ministers to soothe the departing soul by an absolu

tion which breathes the very spirit of the old religion.

Afacaulay

2. The priestly act of shriving; absolution.

I will give him a present shrift and advise him for

a better place. Shak.

Shrift-father (shrift'fa-THer), n A father

confessor. Fairfax.

Shrightt (shrit). Shrieked. Spenser.

Shright t 1 -In 1 1 1. u. A shriek. Spenser.

Shrike (tfirik), n. [From its harsn, shriek

ing cry.] A general name applied to the

u n-nii.ri s of a family (Laniida) of insessorial

birds belonging to the dentirostral division

of the order. The family is conveniently

divided into two groups, the Laniina?, or

true shrikes, and the Thamnophilina), or

bush-shrikes. The genus Lanius is distin

guished by the broad base of the bill, which

ft^;

Great Gray Shrike (Ltinint excubitor)

is hooked at the tip. The nostrils, which

are situated laterally, are surrounded by

bristles. The fourth quill is longest in the

wings, and the tail is of graduated or conical

shape. The great gray shrike {L. excubitor)

makes its appearance in liritain during the

winter. This specieB is coloured gray on

the upper and white on the under parts;

the quills of the tail being black with white

tips, whilst a band of black crosses the fore

head, surrounds the eyes, and terminates at

the ear covers. The average length is about

0 or 10 inches. The food consists of mice,

shrew-mice, small birds, frogs, and insects;

and these birds have the habit of impaling

their prey on thorns or suspending it on

the branches of trees, in order to tear it to

pieces with greater ease, a habit which has

obtained for them the name of butcher

birds. The red-backed shrike {Lanius or

Enneoctonns collurio), a summer visitant to

Britain, is our most common species. Its

Forked-tail Crested Shrike {Dicrurns cristatns)

average length Is 6 or 7 inches. A popular

name for it (and also for other species) is

the nine-killer, from a belief that it impales

nine creatures together before beginning to

eat them. The woodchat shrike (L. or E.

rufus) sometimes appears in Britain. In

the Thamnophiliuse, or tree-shrikes, the bill

is long and possesses an arched keel, the tip

being hooked and bristles existing at the base.

Some of the species attain a length of from 12

tol3inches. They are common in South Ame

rica The name of drongoa or drongo-shrikes

has been given to certain birds allied to the

shrikes, and forming the family Dicrurinae

(which see). The forked-tail crested shrike,

a bird inhabiting India, about 10 inches in

length, is an example of these.

Shrill (shril), a. [Also by metathesis thirl,

softened from an older skrill; Sc. skirl, a

screech or shrill sound, to make a shrill

sound; N. skryla, to cry in a high note;

L.O. skrell, Q. schrill, shrill. Probably ono-

matopoetic in origin. Shill Is also a form.]

1. Sharp or acute in tone- having a piercing

sound; as, a shrill voice; shrill echoes. 'The

shrill matin song of birds on every bough.'

Milton.—2. Uttering an acute sound; as, a

fthrill trumpet.

Shrill (shril), v.i. [G. schrillen, Sw. skrdlla.

See above.] To utter an acute piercing

sound.

Break we our pipes that shrilCd as loud as lark.

Spenser

The shattering trumpet shrilleth high. Tennyson.

Shrill (shril), v.t. 1. To cause to give a

shrill Bound.—2, To utter in a shrill tone.

The blood-red light of dawn

Flared on her face, she shrilling ' Let me die!"

Tennyson.

Shrill (shril), 71. A shrill sound. Spenser.

Shrill-edged (shril'ejd). a. Acute, sharp, or

piercing in sound. ' The shrill-edged Bhriek

of a mother.' Tennyson.

Shrill-gorged (shril'gorjd), a. Having a

gorge or throat that gives a shrill or acute

sound; having a clear or high-pitched voice

or note. ' The shrill-gorged lark.' Shak.

Shrillness (smil'iies), «. The quality of

being shrill; acuteuess of sound; sharpness

or fineness of voice.

Shrill-tongued (shril'tungd), a. Having a

shrill voice. ' When shrill-tongued Fulvia

scolds.' Shak.

Shrill - voiced (shrirvoiat), a. Having a

shrill or piercing voice.

What shrill-voiced suppliant makes this eager cry*

Shak.

Shrilly (shril'li), adv. In a shrill manner;

acutely; with a sharp sound or voice.

Mount up aloft, my muse; and now more shrilly

sing- Dr //. More

Shrilly (shril'i). a. Somewhat shrill.

Some kept up a shrilly mellow sound. Keats.

Shrimp (shrimp), n. [Prov.E. shrimp, any

thing small ; Sc. scrimp, to deal out spar

ingly to. to give to in insufficient quan

tity. The word is allied to A. Sax. serym-

man, to dry, to wither, 0. schrumpfen, to

shrivel; perhaps also to E. crumple, D. krim-

ptn, to wrinkle, shrink, diminish] 1. A

small crustacean of the genus Crangon,

order Decapoda, and Biib-order Macroura,

allied to the lobster, crayfish, and prawn.

The form is elongated, tapering, and arched

as if humpbacked. The claws are not large,

the fixed finger being merely a small tooth,

the movable finger hook-shaped; the beak

is very short, which distinguishes it from

the prawn; and the whole structure is deli

cate, almost translucent. The common

shrimp (C. vulgaris) is abundant on our

sandy beaches; it is about 2 inches long, of

a greenish-gray colour, dotted with brown.

It burrows in the sand, and is taken in large

numbers by a drag-net, being esteemed as

an article of food. Various allied forms

belonging to different genera are also called

by this name.—2. A little wrinkled person;

a dwarfish creature; a manikin: in con

tempt

It cannot be this weak and writhled shrimp

Would strike such terror to his enemies. Shak.

Shrimpt (shrimp), v.t. [See the noun.] To

contract; to shrink.

Shrimper (shrimp'er), n. A fisherman who

catches shrimps.

Shrimp -net (shrimp net), n. A small-

meshed bag-net, mounted on a hoop and

pole, for catching shrimps.

Shrine (shrin), n. [Softened from older

serine (which see) ] 1. A reliquary or box

for holding the bones or other remains of

departed saints. The primitive form of the

shrine was that of a small church with a

high-ridged roof. (See woodcut.) Shrines

were often richly ornamented with gold,

precious stones, and artistic carved work.

They were generally placed near the altar

in churches.—2. A tomb of shrine-like con-

ffiEPF&ft*

Portable Shrine, Malmesbury Abbey.

figuration ; the mausoleum of a saint in a

church; as, the shrine of St Thomas Becket

at Canterbury.

It was a nation.il as well as a religious feeling that

drew multitudes to the shrine of Becket. the first

Englishman who since the Conquest had been ter
rible to the foreign tyrants. Macaulay■.

Hence — 3. Any sacred place or object; an

altar; a place or thing hallowed from its

history or associations; as, a shrine of art.

Shrine of the mighty I can it be

That this is all remains of thee? Byron.

Shrine (shrin), v.t. pret. A pp. shrined; ppr.

shrining. To place in a shrine; to enshrine.

'Shrined in his sanctuary.' Milton. ' Me-

thinks my friend is richly shrined.' Tenny

son,

Shrink (shringk). v.i. pret shrank and

shrunk; pp. shrunk and shrunken (but the

latter is now rather an adjective); ppr

shrinking. [A. Sax. scrinean, O.D.schrineken.

Bw.tkrynka, to shrink. From root of shrimp,

shrug. The same root non-nasalized is also

seen in D. schrikken. to start back, to startle:

G. schreeken, erschrecken, to be terrified. ]

1. To contract spontaneously; to draw or be

drawn into less length, breadth, or compass

by an inherent quality; as, woollen cloth

shrinks fn hot water; a flaxen or hempen

line shrinks in a humid atmosphere.

Water, water everywhere.

And ajl the boards did shrink. Coleridge.

2. To shrivel; to become wrinkled by con

traction, as the skin. 'And shrink like

parchment in consuming Are.' th-yden.—

3. To withdraw, or retire, as from danger;

to decline action from fear; to recoil, aa in

fear, horror, or distrust.

Feeble nature now I find

Shrinks back in danger, and forsakes my uiind.

Dryden.
■\Vhat happier natures shrink at with affright.

The hard inhabitant contends is right. Pop*.

4. To express fear, horror, or pain by shrug

ging or contracting the body.

I'll embrace him with a soldier's arm.

That he shall shrink under my courtesy. Shak.

Enid shrank far back into herself. TettxysrTt.

Shrink (shringk), v.t To cause to contract;

as, to shrink flannel by immersing it in boil

ing water. 'Shrink the com in measure."

Mortimer. —2. To withdraw. "The Lybic

Hammon shrinks his born.' Milton. [Rare.]

—To shrink on, to fix firmly by causing to

shrink, as the tire of a wheel or a hoop

round a cannon is shrunk on by making it

slightly smaller than the part it is to fit,

expanding by heat till it can be slipped into

place, and then allowing it to cooL

Shrink (shringk), »». 1. The act of shrink

ing; a spontaneous drawing into less com

pass; contraction. 'A shrink or contraction

in the body.' Woodward.—± A withdraw

ing from fear or horror; recoil.

Not a sigh, a look, or shrink bewrays

The least felt touch of a degenerous fear. Daniel

Shrinkage (shringk'aj). n. l. The contrac

tion of a material into less compass, either

by cooling, as metals, after being heated, or

by desiccation or drying, astimber and clay.

2. Diminutiou in value; as, shrinkage of

real estate.

Shrlnker (shringk'er), ». One that shrinks;

one that withdraws from danger.

Shrinking - head (shringk'ing-hed), n. A

mass of molten metal to pour into a mould

to compensate for the shrinkage of the first

casting. Called also Sinking-head.

Shrinkingly ( shringk 'ing-li), adv. In a

shrinking manner; by shrinking.

Shrite (shrit), n. A name of the thrush.

Shrivalty (shriv'al-ti). See shrievalty.

Fate, far, fat, full; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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ShriV© (shriv). v.t pret. throve, shrived; pp.

thriven, shrived; ppr. thriving. [A. Sax. scri-

/,tn, getcrifan. to enjoin, to impose a duty

upon, henee to impose penance or rules for

guidance, to shrive; sometimes regarded as

borrowed from L. seribo. to write, but its

early occurrence and distinctive meaning,

as well as the fact of its being originally a

strong verb, render this very doubtful. It

may. however, be from the same ultimate

r»»ot, skrabh, whence also Gr. graphO, to

write. The Latin word would seem, how

ever, to have had a considerable influence

on the corresponding verb in the allied

tongues; comp. feel. *krifa, to scratch, to

fialnt, to write; Dan. ttkrive, to write.] 1. To

lear or receive the confession of; to ad

minister confession to, as a priest does.

* He thrives this woman.' Shak. — 2. To con

fess and absolve; to grant absolution to.

Let me go hence.

And in some cloister's school of penitence.

Across these stone*, that pave the way to heaven,

Walk barefoot, till my guilty soul is shriven.

Lonpfellvtv.

%. To confess: used reflexlvely.

Bui call the ghostly man

Hither, and let me iA rive me clean and die.

Tennyson

Shrive (shrfv), v.i To administer confes

sion. * Where holy fathers wont to shrive.'

Spenser,

Shrivel (shriv'el), v.i pret. & pp. shrivelled;

ppr. shrivelling. [Probably based partly

on mwi, to shrink or shrivel, partly on

shrink; comp. Prov. E. shravel, dry wood,

faggots. ] To contract; to draw or be drawn

into wrinkles; to shrink and form corruga

tions: as, a leaf shrivels in the hot sun; the

skin shrivels with age.

Shrivel (shriv'el), r.f. To contract into

wrinkles; to cause to shrink into corruga

tions.

And shrnrTd herbs on »i:hering steins decay.

Dryden.

His eyes, before they had their will.

Were shrivtlTd into darkness in his head.

Tennyson.

Shriven (shriv'n), pp. of shrive.

Shrlver (shriv'er), n. One who shrives; a

confessor.

When he was made a shriver, twas for shrift.

Shak.

Shriving (shriv'ing), n. Shrift; confession

taken Spenser.

Shriving -pew (shriv'ing-pfl), n. A term

sometimes applied to a confessional.

Shroff (shrof). n. In the East Indies, a

banker or money-changer.

Shroffage ( shrofaj ), n. The examination

of coins, and the separation of the good

from the debased. Simmonds.

Shrood (shrod), v.t See Shroud, v.t

Shroud (shroud), n. (A. Sax. scriid, an ar

ticle of clothing, a garment, a shroud ; in

the nautical sense directly from the kindred

Scandinavian form : Icel. skrud. shrouds,

tackle, gear, furniture, a kind of stuff; N.

ttrf'id. shrouds, tackle. From root of shred.)

1. That which clothes, covers, protects, or

conceals; a garment; a covering. 'Swad

dled, as new-born, in sablesAroud*.' Sandys.
•Jura answers, through her misty shrmtd.'

Byron, —2. The dress of the dead ; a wind

ing-sheet 'The knell, the shroud, the

mattock, and the grave.' Young. —3.t A

covered place serving for a retreat or shel

ter, as a den or cave; also, a vault or crypt,

a* that under a church. 'The shroud to

which he won his fair-eyed oxen.' Chapman.

4. NauL one of a range of large ropes ex-

Sli roods.

tending from the head of a mast to the

right and left sides of the ship, to support

the mast The shrouds, as well as the sails,

Ac, are denominated from the masts to

which they belong; they are the main, fore,

and mizzen shrouds; the main - top - mast,

foretop-mast, or mizzen-top-mast shrouds ;

and the main-top-gallant, foretop-gallant,

or mizzen-top-gallant shrouds. There are

also futlock shrouds, bowsprit shrouds, <fcc.

5. The branching top or foliage of a tree.

Wharton.—0, One of the two annular plates

at the periphery of a water-wheel which

form the sides of the buckets.

Shroud (shroud), v.t pret. & pp. shrouded;

ppr. shrouding. 1. To shelter or conceal

with a shroud or covering; to protect com

pletely; to cover; to hide; to veil. 'Some

tempest rise ... to shroud my shame.'

Dryden.

So Venus from prevailing Greeks did shroud

The hope of Rome, and saved him in a cloud.

Walter.

Beneath an abbey's roof

One evening sumptuously lodged ; the next

Humbly, in a religious hospital ;

Or haply shrouded in a hermit** cell. Wordsworth.

2. To put a shroud or winding-sheet on; to

dress for the grave ; to cover, as a dead

body.

The ancient Egyptian mummies were shrouded in

several folds of linen besmeared with gums. Bacon.

3. [See Shroud, n. 5.] To lop the branches

from. ' By the time the tree was felled and

shrouded.' T.Hughes. Written also Shrood.

[Local.]

Shroud (shroud), v.i. To take shelter or

harbour.

If your stray attendance be yet lodg'd

Or shrcitd within these limits. Milton.

Shrouding ( shroud'ing ). n. The plates at

the periphery of water-wheels which form

the sides of the buckets.

Shroudless(shroud'les),a. Without ashroud.

* A mangled corpse . . . shroudless, uuen-

tombed. Dodsley.

Shroud-plate (shroud'plat), n. 1. Naut. an

iron plate of a futtock-shroud.—2. In much.

see Shrotjp, 6.

Shroud-rope (shroud'rop), n. A finer qua

lity of hawser-made rope used for shrouds.

Shroud-stopper (shroud'stoper), n. A piece

of rope made fast above and below the

damaged part of a shroud which has been

injured by shot or otherwise, in order to

secure it.

Shroudy (shroud'i), a. Affording shelter.

[Rare.]

Shrove t (shr6v), v.i. To Join in the festivi

ties of Shrove-tide. * As though he went

a-shrovinq through the city.' J. Fletcher.

Shrove-tide (shrdv'tid), n. [Shrove, pret.

of shrive, and tide, time, season.] Confession

tide or time; specifically, that time when

the people were shriven, preparatory to the

Lenten season ; the period between the

evening of the Saturday before Quinqua-

geainia Sunday and the morningofAsh-Wed

nesday. See Shrove-Tuespay.

'Tis merry in hall when beards wag all.

And welcome merry Shrovetide. Shot.

Shrove-Tuesday (shrdv'tuz-da). n. Confes

sion-Tuesday ; the Tuesday after Quinqua-

gesima Sunday, or the day immediately pre

ceding the first of Lent, or Ash-Wednesday,

on which day all the people of England,

when Roman Catholics, were accustomed

to confess their sins to their parish priests,

after which they passed the day in sports

and merry-making, and dined on pancakeB

or fritters. The latter practice still con

tinues, and it has given this day the appel

lation of Pancake TueBday. The Monday

preceding was called Collop Monday, from

the primitive custom of eating eggs on col-

lops or slices of bread. In Scotland Shrove-

Tuesday is called Pastern's E'en ov Fasten's

Ken.

Shroving (shrdv'ing), n. Performing the

ceremonies or enjoying the sports of Shrove*

Tuesday.

Eating, drinking, merry-making, . . . what else, I

beseech you, was the whole life of this miserable

man here, but in a manner a perpetual shroving I

Hales.

Snrowt (shrou), n. A shrew; a vixen. 'Be-

shrew all shrows.' Shak.

Shrub (shrub ), n. [A. Sax. scrob, scrobb ;

Dan. (dial.) skrub, a bush; perhaps from

same root as shrivel, shrimp. Scrub, low

shrubby trees, is the same word.] A low

dwarf tree; a woody plant of a size less than

a tree; or more strictly, a plant with several

permanent woody stems dividing from the

bottom, more slender and lower than in

trees. All plants are divided into herbs,

Bhrubs, and trees. A Bhrub approaches the

tree in its character, but never attains the

height of a tree, and is generally taller than

the herb. For practical purposes shrubs

are divided into the deciduous and ever

green kinds. There are many ornamental

flowering shrubs, among the best known of

which are those belonging to the genera

Rosa, Rhododendron, Azalea, Kalmia, Vi

burnum, Philadelphus. Vaccinium, <fcc.

Among the evergreen shrubs are the box,

various heaths, dec.

Gooseberries and currants are shrubs; oaks and

cherries are trees. Locke.

Shrub (shrub), v.t. pret. & pp. shrubbed;

ppr. shrubbing. To prune down so as to

preserve a shrubby form. Ant. Anderson.

Shrub (shrub), n. [At. shurb, drink, any

thing drunk; allied to syrup $.w\ sherbet.) A

liquor composed of acid, usually the acid of

lemons, and sugar, with spirit (chiefly rum)

to preserve it.

Shrubbery (Bhrub'er-i), n. 1. Shrubs in

general.—2. A plantation of shrubs formed

for the purpose of adorning gardens and

pleasure-grounds.

Shrubbiness (shrub'i-nes), n. The state

or quality of being shrubby.

Shrubby (shrub'i), a. 1. Full of shrubs; as,

a shrubby plain. 'Due west it rises from

this shrubby point' Milton. — 2. Resem

bling a shrub: specifically applied to peren

nial plants having several woody stems.—

S. Consisting of shrubs or brush. 'The goats

their shrubby browze gnaw pendant.' J.

Philips.

Shrubless (shrub'les), a. Having no shrubs.

Shruff (shruf), n. [A form of scurf or scruf. ]

Refuse; rubbish; dross of metals; light dry

wood used as fuel. [A local word.}

Shrug (shrug), v.t. pret. & pp. shrugged;

ppr. shrugging. [From root of shrink; allied

to D. schnkken, to startle, to tremble] To

draw up; to contract; as. to shrug the

shoulders: always used with regard to the

shoulders, and to denote a motion intended

to express dislike, dissatisfaction, doubt,

<tc.

He shrugs his shoulders when you talk of securi

ties. Addison.

Shrug (shrug), v.i. To raise or draw up the

shoulders, as in expressing dissatisfaction,

aversion, &c.

They grin, they shrup.

They bow, they snarl, they scratch, they hug.

Six-it.

Shrug (shrug), n. A drawing up of the

shoulders, a motion usually expressing dis

like.

The Spaniards talk in dialogues

Of heads and shoulders, nods, and shrugs.

Httdibras.

Shrunk (shrungk), pret. & pp. of shrink.

His youthful hose well sav'd, a world too wide

For nis shrunk shank. Shak.

Shrunken ( shrungk 'n). p. and a. [See

Shrink.] Having shrunk; shrivelled up;

contracted; as, a shrunken limb. 'Shrutiken

sinewes. ' Spenser.

Shtshob (shchob), n. [Rus.] A machine

used in Russia lor making calculations,

something similar to the abacus. It con

sists of a small wooden box without a lid,

a number of wires being stretched across it,

on each of which wires ten movable wooden

rings are placed.

Shuck (shuk). ?i. 1. [Perhaps from shock,

shaggy.] A shell or covering; a husk or

pod ; especially, the covering of a nut, as a

walnut, chestnut, or the like. — 2. A shock;

a stook. [Provincial in both senses. ]

Shuck (shuk), v.t. To remove the husks or

shells from, as grain; to shell, as nuts. [Pro

vincial.]

Shudder (shud'er), v.i. [L.G. schuddern,

O.D. schvdderen, G. schiittem, to shake, to

shiver, freq. forms from L.G. and D. schud-

den, G. schiitten, O.H.G. scuttan, to shake:

allied to E. shed, to cast. ] To tremble or

shake with fear, horror, aversion, or cold; to

shiver; to quiver; to quake. 'The fear

whereof doth make him shake and shudder. '

Shak. ' The shuddering tenant of the frigid

zone.' Goldsmith. 'O ye stars that shud

der over me.' Tennyson.

Shudder (shud'er), n. A tremor; a shaking

with fear or horror. ' Into strong shudders

and to heavenly ngues.' Shak.

Shuddering (shud'er-ing), p. and a. Tremb

ling or shaking with fear or horror; quaking;

quivering. ' Shudderingfear.' Shak. 'Blows

the shuddering leaf between his lips.' Hood.

Shudderingly (Bhud'er-ing-li), adv. With

tremor.

Shude (shud), n. [Perhaps connected with

shoddy, and verb to shed. ] The husks of rice

and other refuse of rice mills, largely used

to adulterate linseed-cake. Simmonds.

ch, eoain; ch. So. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ainy; TH- then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Shue (aim), interj. See SHOO.

Shuffle (shuf'l), v.t pret. tt pp. shuffled; ppr.

shuffling. [A dim. from shove; cog. L.O.

schuffeln, schujeln, to shuffle, to shove hither

ami thither. Scuffle is anotherform. J 1. Pro

perly, to shove one way and the other; to

push from one to another; as, to shuffle

money from hand to hand.—2. To mix by

pushing or shoving : to confuse ; to throw

into disorder; specifically, to change the re

lative positions of, as cards in the pack.

Inmost things good and evil lie shuffled and thrust

up together in a confused heap. South.

A man may shuffle cards or rattle dice from noon

to midnight, without tracing a new idea in his mind.

Rambler.

3. To remove or introduce by artificial con

fusion.

It was contrived by your enemies, and shuffled

into the papers that were seized. Dryden.

—To shuffle off, to push off ; to rid one's self

of. ' When we have shuffled of this mortal

coil.* Shale.

If, when a child is questioned for anything, he per

sists to shuffle it off with a falsehood, he must be

chastised. Lock*.

—To shuffle up, to throw together in haste;

to make up or form in confusion or with

fraudulent disorder. 'To shuffle up a sum

mary proceeding by examination, without

trial of jury-' Bacon.

Shuffle (shufl), v.i. 1. To change the rela

tive position of cards in a pack by little

shoves. 'A sharper both shuffles and cuts.'

Sir R. L' Estrange. — 2. To change the posi

tion; to shift ground; to prevaricate; to

evade fair questions; to practise shifts to

elude detection.

I myself sometimes. . . . hiding my honour in my

necessity, am fain to shuffle. Shak.

Every one who has seen the consequence of sever

ity in parents upon the characters of children, and

marked its direct tendency to make them shuffle, and

conceal, and prevaricate, and even lie, will admit

that fear generated by despotic power necessarily

makes its slaves false and base. Brougham.

3. To struggle; to shift

Your life, good master,

Must shuffle for itself. Shak.

4. To move with an irregular or slovenly

and dragging gait

The aged creature came

Shuffling along with ivory-headed wand. Keats,

5. To shove the feet noisily to and fro on

the floor or ground; to scrape the floor in

dancing —To shuffle off, to move off with

low, short, irregular steps; to evade.—Syn.

To equivocate, prevaricute, quibble, cavil,

evade, sophisticate.

Shuffle (shufl). ». 1. A shoving, pushing,

or jostling; the act of mixing and throwing

into confusion by change of places. 'The

unguided agitation and rutle shuffles of mat

ter.' BenUey.—2. An evasion; a trick; an

artifice.

The gifts of nature are beyond all shams and shuffler.

Sir /t. ISF.strange.

3. In dancing, a rapid scraping movement

with the feet; a compound Bort of this is

the double shuffle.

Shuffle -board (shuf'l-bdrdX n. Shovel-

board.

Shuffle-cap (shuf'1-kap), n. A play per

formed by shaking money in a hat or cap.

He lost his money at chuck/arthing, shuffle-tap,

and all-fours. Arvuthnot,

Shuffler (shufI-er), n. One who shuffles; as,

(a) one who mixes up cards previous to

dealing. (6) One who moves with a dragging

irregular gait, (c) One who prevaricates or

plays evasive mean tricks.

Shuffle-wing (shuf1-wing), n. A local name

for the hedge-sparrow (Accentor modularis),

from it> peculiar flight

Shuffling (shuf'1-ing), p. and a. 1. Moving

with irregular gait.

Mincing poetry,

Tis like the forced gait of a shuffling nag. Shak.

2 Evasive; prevaricating; as, a shuffling ex

cuse.

Shufflingly (shuf'1-ing-li), adv. In a shuf

fling manner; with shuffling; prevaricatingly;

evasively; with an irregular gait or pace.

I may go shufflingly, for I was never l>efore

walked in trammels. Dryden.

Shug (shug), v.i. 1. To shrug; to writhe the

body, as persons with the itch ; to scratch.

[Provincial.]—2. f To crawl; to sneak.

There 111 shug in and get a noble countenance.

Ford.

Shulde,t ShuldeiLt Should. Chaucer.

Shule (shiil), n. A shovel. |Scotch.]

Shulle, Shullen-t Sha11 Chaucer.

Shumach (shu'mak). See Sumach.

Shun (shun), v.t. pret. & pp. shunned ; ppr.

shunning. [O.K. shune, shonne (sometimes

to shove as well as to shun); A. Sax. scun-

iant ascunian, to shun; allied to D. sehuin,

sloping, oblique, schuincn, to slope; per

haps to E. shove or to shy. Shunt is from

shun] 1. To keep clear of; to keep apart

from . to get out of the way of ; to keep

from contact with; to avoid; to elude; to

eschew.

But shun profane and vain babblings, t Tim. u. 16.

So chanticleer, who never saw a fo*.

Yet shunn'd him, as a sailor shuns the rocks.

Dryden.

Thoult shun misfortunes or tliou'lt learn to bear

them. Addison.

2. To decline; to neglect

I have not shunned to declare the whole counsel

of <jod. Acts xx. 27.

Shunless (shunts), a. Not to be avoided ;

inevitable; unavoidable. 'Shunless destiny.'

Shak.

Shunt (shunt), v, i. [From shun. See Shun.]

1. 1 To step aside; to step out of the way.

I shunted from a freyke

For I would no wight in the world wist who I were.

Little yohn .Vobody, 1550 (quoted by Haltiwli).

2.t To put off; to delay—a In rail, to turn

from one line of rails into another ; as, we

shunted at the station.

Shunt (shunt), v.t. 1. To shun; to move

from. [Provincial.] — 2. To give a start to;

to shove. [Provincial.]—3. To move or turn

aside ; as, (a) a railway train, or part of it,

from the main line into a siding; to switch

off. (ft) To shift to another circuit, as an

electric current. Hence—4. To shove off; to

put out of one's way ; to free one's self of,

as of anything disagreeable, by putting it

upon another. 'Shunting your late partner

on to me.' T. Hughes.

It is not wonderful that old-fashioned believers in
•Protestantism' should shunt the subject of Papal

Christianity into the Limbo of unknowable things,

and treat its renascent vitality as a fact of curious

historical reversion. Card. Manning.

[This is an example of a word, which had

become obsolete in cultivated language,

brought again from its provincial obscurity

into general use, probably by railway em

ployees.]

Shunt (shunt), n. 1. A turning aside; espe

cially in rail, a turning off to a siding or

short line of rails that the main line may be

left clear.—2. A wire connected across the

terminals of an electric coil, so as to divert

a portion of the current

Shunter (shunter), n. One who shunts;

specifically, a railway servant whose duty it

is to move the switches which shunt a train

or carriage from one line to another.

Shunt-gun (shunt'gun), 11. A rifled cannon

with two sets of grooves, down one of which

the ball passes in loading, passing out by

the other when fired, having been shunted

from one set to the other by turning on its

axis.

Shure (shur), pret. of shear. [Scotch.]

Robin shure in hairst,

I shure wi" him. Burns.

Shurf (shurf). n. A puny, insignificant per

son; a dwarf. Hogg. [Scotch.)

Shurkt (sherk), v.i. To shark.

Shut (shut), v.t. pret. & pp. shut; ppr. shut

ting. [Q.E.shutte,8hitte,shette,A.S&x.scyttan,

scittan, to bolt, to lock, to shoot the bolt,

from sceo'tan, to shoot; hence, also scyttel, a

bolt. See Shoot. A shuttle is what is shot

or cast. ] 1. To close so as to prevent ingress

or egress; as. to shut a door or gate; to shut

the eyes or mouth. ' His own doors being

shut against his entrance.' Shak. 'Ami shut

the gates of mercy on mankind.' Gray.—

2. To close up by bringing the parts together;

as, to shut the hand; to shut a book.—3. To

inclose; to confine; to surround on all sides.

'Shut me round with narrowing nunnery

walls.' Tennyson.

Is all thy comfort shut in Gloster's tomb! Shak.

4. To forbid entrance into; to prevent access

to; to prohibit; to bar; as, to shut the ports

of a country by a blockade.

Shalt that be shuf to man which to the beast

I s open I Milton.

6. To preclude; to exclude. 'Shut from

every shore and barred from every coast'

Dryden.

I will not shut toe from my kind, Tennyson.

—Tonhut in, (a) to inclose; toconflne. 'And

the Lord shut him in.' Gen. vli. 16. (6) To

cover or intercept the view of ; as, one point

shuts in another. —To shut off, (a) to exclude;

to intercept; as. shut off from assistance or

supplies. (b) To prevent the passage of. as

steam to an engine, by closing the throttle-

valve.—To shut out, to preclude from enter

ing; to deny admission to; to exclude; as, a

tight roof shuts out the rain. 'In such a

night tosh ut me out.' Shak.—To shut vp.

(a) to close; to make fast the openings or

entrances into; as, to shut up the house.

(b) To inclose; toconflne; to imprison; to

lock or fasten in ; as, to situt up a prisoner.

'Wretches shut up in dungeons.' Addison.

But before faith came, we were kept under the law,

shut up unto the faith which should afterwards be

revealed. CaL iu. jrj.

(c) To bring to an end; to terminate; to con

clude.

Death ends our woes,

And the kind grave shuts up the mournful scene.

Dryden.

(d) To unite, as two pieces of metal by weld

ing, (e) To cause to become silent by argu

ment, authority, or force ; to put an end t»

the action of. [Colloq.]

It shuts them «/; they liaven't a word to answer.

Dickens.

Our artillery seemed to shut the hostile guns up,

and to force them back. It'. M. Russrif.

Shut (shut), d.i. To close itself; to be closed;

as, the door shuts of itself; certain flowers

shut at night and open in the day.—To shut

up, to cease speaking. [Slang. ]

On this occasion he seemed to be at some loss (or

words: he shuf uf, as the slang phrase goes.

Trollepe.

Shut (shut), a. L Not resonant or sonorous:

dull: Baid of sound—2. In orthoepy, having

the sound suddenly interrupted or stopped

by a succeeding consonant, as the t in pit,

the 0 in got, Ac—3. Rid; clear; free.—To be

shut of, to be cleared or rid of ; to be shot

of. [Colloq]

Shut (shut), n. 1. The set of closing; close;

as, the shut of a door. ' Just then returned

at shut of evening flowers.' Milton.

Since the shut of evening none had seen him.

Dryden.

It was the custom then to bring away

The bride from home at blushing shut of day.

KemU.

2. A small door or cover; a shutter.

At a round hole, . . . made in the shut of a win-

dow, I placed a glass prism. Aettton.

3. The line where two pieces of metal aie

united by welding—Cold shut, the imper

fection of a casting caused by the flowing

of liquid metal on partially chilled metal;

also, the imperfect welding in a forging

caused by the inadequate heat of one sur

face under working.

Shutter (shut'er), n. 1. One who or that

which shuts or closes.—2 A covering of some

strength for a window designed to shut out

the light, prevent spectators from seeing

the interior, or to act as an additional pro

tection for the aperture. There are inside

and outside shutters; the former are usu

ally in several hinged pieces which fold

back into a casing in the wall called a box

ing. The principal piece is called the front

shutter, and the auxiliary piece a back flap.

Some shutters are arranged to l>e opened

or closed by a sliding movement either hori

zontally or vertically, and others, particu

larly those for shops, are made in sections,

so as to be entirely removed from the win

dow.
Shutting (shutting), n. The act of joining

or welding one piece of iron to another.

Shuttle (shut'l), n. [A. Sax sceutel, scytel. a

shuttle, from sceotan, to shoot; so called be

cause shot to and fro with the thread in

weaving; so Icel. skutul, Dan. skyttel, D.

schietsjtoel (schieten, to shoot, and spoel, a

weaver's quill or reed), shuttle. See SHOOT,

Shut.] 1. An instrument used by weavers

for passing or shooting the thread of the

weft from one side of the web to the other

between the threads of the warp. The mo

dern shuttle is a sort of wooden carriage

tapering at each end and hollowed out in

the middle for the reception of the bobbiu

or pirn on which the weft is wound. The

weft unwinds from this bobbin as the shut

tle ruus from one side of the web to the

other. It is driven across by a smart blow

from a pin called a picker or driver. There

is one of these pins on each side of the

loom, and they are connected by a cord to

which a handle is attached. Holding this

handle in his right hand, the weaver moves

the two pins together in each direction al

ternately hy a sudden jerk. A shuttle pro

pelled in this manner is called a fly-shuttle,

and was invented iu 1738 by John Kay, a

Fate, fur. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 8c. atxme; y, Sc. fry.
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mechanic of Oateh—tar. Before the inven

tion the weaver took the shuttle between

the finger anil thumb of each hand alter-

nately and threw it across, by which much

time was lost in the operation— 2 In srw-

ing-vuteMne*. the sliding thread holder

*» hie h carries the lower thread between the

needle and the upper thread to make a

luck-stitch.— 3. The gate whieh opens to

allow the water to flow on to a water-wheel.

4. A small gate or stop through which metal

is allowed to pass from the trough to the

mould. —5. t A shuttle-cock.

Shuttle (shutlX fci To scuttle; to hurry,

1 had to fly far and wide, shuttling athwart the big

Babel, wherever his calls and pauses had to be.

Carlyle.

Shuttle-box (sbutl-boks). n. A case at the

end of a weaver's lay for holding shuttles

so as to facilitate the weaving of eloth com

posed of yarns of more than one colour.

Shuttle-COCk (?hut'I-k"k). n, [Shuttle and

cork.) A cork stuck with feathers made to

be struck by a battledore in play; also, the

play.

Shuttle-COCk (shutl-knk), V.t To throw or

bandy backwards and forwards like a shut

tle-cock. 'If the phrase is to be shuttle-

cocked Iwtween us ' Thackeray.

Shuttle- cork t (shutT-kork), n. Same as

SkmttUcee*

Shuttle-race (shut'l-ras), n. A sort of

smooth shelf in a weaver's lay along which

the shuttle runs in passing the weft

Shwanpan (shwan'pan).n. A calculating In

strument <>f the Chinese similar in shape and

Oflssstnettoo to the Roman abacus, and used

in the same manner.

Shy (shi), a. [Dan sky, shy, skittish, skye,

to shun, to avoid; Icel. skjarr, G. scheu,

ahy. timid. There are also similar forms

with flnnl guttural, as O.E. schiech, A. Sax.

tceoh, Sc, skieeh, Sw. skygg, with similar

meaninga Perhaps allied to *Aun) 1 Fear

ful of near approach; keeping at a distance

through caution or timidity; timid; readily

frtehtened; as. a shy bird; a ahy horse.—

2. Sensitively timid: not inclined to be fa

miliar: retiring; coy: avoiding freedom of

intercourse : reserved. ' Ab shy, as grave.

as just, as absolute, as Angelo.' Shak, 'A

shy retiring posture.' Addison.

What makes you so shy, my good friend?

Arbulhnot.

Shy she was. and I thought her cold. Tennyson.

3. Cautious: wary; careful to avoid com

mitting one's self or adopting measures: fol

lowed by of.

I an wy thy of man; corrosive liquors in the pre-

uioo of medicines. Boyle.

We grant, altho* he had much »

He was very shy <•/ using it. Hudibras

4- Suspicious; jealous: often with of.

Frmces are by wisdom of state somewhat shy of

their successors. If'otten.

Shy (ihl). v. l pret * pp. ahied; ppr. shying.

To turn suddenly aside or start away from

any object that causes fear: said of a horse.

This hone don't shy. does he? inquired Mr. Pick

wick. Shy. ml He wouldn't shy it he was to meet

' load of monkeys with their tails burnt off

Dickens.

(shi), n. A sudden start aside made by

Shy (shi), r.t [See Shir] To throw; as, to

Ay a stone at one. [Colloq. ]

Though the world does take liberties with the

rood-tempered fellows, it shies them many a stray

' MSB Lever.

Shy (shi), n.. A throw; a fling. [Colloq]

Had Sir Richard himself been on the spot, Frank

Cruhtm would still, we may say, have had his fine

rhtes at that unfortunate one. y >..'./<■.

Shyly (shili), adv. In a shy or timid man

ner; timidly: coyly: diffidently.

Shyne t (shin), ft. Light: shine. Spenser

Shyness (shi'nes), n. The quality or state

of being shy; fear of near approach or of

familiarity, reserve; coyness. *My shyness

or my self-distrust. ' Tennyson.

Si (**)- In music, a name given in some sys

tems to the seventh note of the natural or

normal scale (the scale of C); In others to

the seventh note of any diatonic srale. It

was popularly adopted as a solfeggio sylla

ble on the suggestion of JLe Maire of Paris

about IflOO.

Sl-affTush (si'a-gnsh), n. A feline quadruped,

th* Felu caracal See CARACAL.

SlAlagOfflie (si-ala-gog). ». See Sialc-

BJi -:t k.

SLailds (si-aTi-de ). n. j*l { From Sialis, one of

the cvnera, and Or. eidot. resemblance.) A

saamtt group of neuropterous insects, having

very large anterior wings. They frequent

the neighbourhood of water, and pass their

larva state in that element. The may-fly

(Sialis lutaria) is a well-knowu bait with

the angler See Mayfly.

Sialogogue (sl-al'o-gog), n. [C.r. sinlon, sa

liva, and agogos, leading] A medicine that

promotes the salivary discharge, as pyre-

thrum, the various preparations of mercury,

Ac.

Slamang (sl'a-mang), n. The llylobates

syndactylus. a quadrumanous animal be

longing to that division of apes called gib

bons. It inhabits Sumatra, and has very

long fore-arms. It is very active among

trees.

Siamese (si-a-mezO. n- I. sing, and pi. An in

habitant or native or inhabitants or natives

ofSiam.—2 sing. The language of the people

of Siam See Monosyllabic.

Siamese (si-a-mez'), a. Belonging to Siam.

Slht (sib), ». [A. Sax. sib, peace, alliance,

relation; L.G. Fris. and O.D. sibbe, G. sippe,

sippschaft, relationship. The word is still

retained In English in gossip- God-sib. See

Gossir.] A relation. 'Our puritans very

sibs unto those fathers of the society '(the

Jesuits). Mountain. .

Sib.t Sibbet (sib).rt. [See the noun] Akin;

in nihility: related by consanguinity. (Re

tained in the Scottish dialect]

Let

The blood of mine that's sib to him, be stirk'd

From me with leeches. Bean. cV Ft.

Sibary (sib'a-ri), n. Same as Serery.

Sibbaldla (si-bal'di-a), n. [In honour of

Robert Sibbald, a professor of physic at

Edinburgh.] A genus of dwarf evergreen

alpine plants, nat. order Rosacea?. S. pro-

cumbens is a British plant, and found on

the summits of the higher mountains of

Scotland as well as in similar localities in

Europe and America. It has trifoliate leaves

and heads of small yellowish flowers.

Slbbens, Siwens (sib'enz. siv'enz), n. A

disease which is endemic in BOtne of the

western counties of Scotland. It strikingly

resembles the yaws in many respects, but

entirely differs in others. It Is propagated

like syphilis by the direct application of

contagious matter. This disease has not yet

been thoroughly investigated.

Siberian (si-be'ri-an), a. Pertaining to Si

beria, a name given to a great and Indefinite

extent of Russian territory in the north of

Asia; as, a Siberian winter. — Siberian crab,

a Siberian tree of the genus Pyrus (P. pru-

nifulia), having pink flowers.— Siberian dog,

a variety of the dog, distinguished by

having its ears erect, and the hair of its

body and tail very long; it is also distin

guished for Its steadiness, docility, and en

durance of fatigue when used for the pur

pose of draught. Id mauy northern couu-

Sibariaa Dog-

tries these docs are employed in drawing

sledges over the frozen snow. — Siberian

pea-tree, a leguminous tree or shrub of the

genus Caragana, growing in Siberia

Siberite (si-be'rit), n. Red tourmalin or rn-

hellite.

Sibilance(sib'i-lans)rn. The quality of being

sibilant: a hissing sound as of s.

Sibilancy (sib'i-laii-si), n. The character

istic of being sibilant, or uttered with a

hissing sound, as that of s or z.

Certainly Milton wotild not have avoided them for

their sibilanty, he who wrote . . . verses that hiss

like Medusa's head in wrath. J R. Lowell.

Sibilant (sib'i-lant), a. [L. sibilant, sibi-

lantis, ppr. of sibilo, to hiss.] Hissing; mak

ing a hissing sound; as, s and z are called

sibilant letters.

Sibilant (sib'i-lant), n. A letter that is tit

tered with a hissing of the voice, as * and z.

Sibilate (sib'i-Iat), v.t. pret. »fc pp. sxbUattd;

ppr. sibilating. [I,, sibilo, sibilatum, to hiss.]

To pronounce with a hissing sound, like that

of the letter s or z\ to mark with a character

indicating such a pronunciation.

Sibllatlon (sib-i-la'shon), n. The act of

sibilating or hissing; also, a hissing sound;

a hiss. 'A long low sibUation.' Tennyson.

Sibilatory (sib/i-la-to-ri), o. Hissing; sibi-

lous.

Sibllous (sib'i-lus), a. Hissing; sibilant.

The grasshopper lark began his stbilous note in

my fields yesterday. G. H'hite.

Slbthorpla (sib-thor'pl-a), n. A genua of

plants, named after Dr. Humphry Sibthorp.

formerly professor of botany at Oxford, it

belongs to the nat. order Scrophulariacea\

and contains a few species of small, creep

ing, rooting, hairy herbs, with small alter

nate uniform leaves, and axillary, solitary,

inconspicuous flowers, natives of Europe,

North Africa, and the Andes. S. europcea

is a native of Europe, and is found in Por

tugal, Spain, and France, and in some parts

of England, especially in Cornwall, whence

it has received the name of Cornish money

wort.

Sibyl (sib'il).Tt. [L. and Or. Sibylla.] 1. A name

common to certain women mentioned by

Greek and Roman writers, and said to be en

dowed with a prophetic spirit. Thcirnumber

Sibyl of Delphi.

is variously stated, hut is generally given

as ten. Of these the most celebrated was

the Cumtean sibyl (from Cuma? in Italy),

who appeared before Tarquin the Proud

offering him nine books for sale. Herefused

to buy them, whereupon she went away,

burned three, and returned offering the re

maining six at the original price. On being

again refused she destroyed other three,

and offered the remaining three at the price

she had asked for the nine. Tarquin, as

tonished at this conduct, bought the books,

which were found to contain directions as to

the worship of the gods and the policy of the

Romans. These books, or books professing

to have this history, were kept wi th great care

at Rome, and consulted from time to time

by oracle - keejwrs under the direction of

the senate. They were destroyed at the

burning of the temple of Jupiter. Fresh

collections were made, which were finally

destroyed by the Christian emperor Hono-

rius. The Sibylline Oracles referred to by

the Christian Fathers belong to early eccle

siastical literature, and are a curious mix

ture of Jewish and Christian material, with,

probably, here and there a snatch from the

older pagan source.— 2. A prophetess; a sor

ceress; a fortune-teller; a witch.

A sibyl, that had uumher'd in the world

The sun lo course two hundred compasses. Shak.

A sibyl o\a\, bow-l»ent with crooked age.

That far events full wisely could presage Milton.

Sibylline (sib'il -lin). a. Pertaining to the

sibyls; uttered, written, or composed by

sibyls; like the productions of sibyls; pro

phetical; as, sibylline leaves ; sibylline ora

cles; sibylline verses.

Some wild prophecies we have, as the Ilaramel in

the elder Edda ; of a rapt, earnest, sibyUin* sort.

Carlyle

—Sibylline books, sibylline oracles. See

Sinvi,.

SibylUst (sib'il list), n. A devotee of the

sibyls; a believer in the sibylline prophecies.

Celsus charges the Christians with being Sifiytltfts.

S. Sh.irft.

SlC (sik), adv. [L.] Thns, or it is so: a word

often used in quoting within brackets In

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; J, job; h. Ft. ton; ng, sin^; th. then; th, (Mn; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Kev.S> yo;
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order to call attention to the fact that the

quotation is literally Riven. It Is generally

used to suggest that there is or seems some

thing wrong in the quotation, to indicate

a difference of opinion, or to express con

tempt

Sic (sik), a. [Northern form of such.] Such.

(Scotch. ]

Slcamore (siTta-mor), n. More usually writ

ten Sycamore (which see). Peacham.

Sicca (sik'ka), n. jHintL] An Indian jewel

ler's weight of about ISO grains Troy.—

Sicca rupee, a rupee formerly current in

India, which contained about 176 grains of

pure silver, and was equal to about 2s. 2d.

sterling.

Slccan (sik'an), a. [ = E. such an.] Such

kind of; as, sicca n times. "There's nae

honest men carry sicean tools.' Sir W. Scott.

(Scotch 1

Siccar (sik'»r),a. [See Sicker. Siker.] Se

cure; safe; cautious; possessing aolid judg

ment ; precise in speech. Written al&o

Sikkar. [Scotch. J

Slccate (sik'ot), v.t. [L. sicco, siccatum, to

dry.] To dry.

Siccation (sik-ka'shon), n. The act or pro

cess of drying.

Siccative (sik'a-tiv), a. Drying; causing to

dry.

Siccative (sik'a-tiv), n. That which pro

motes the process of drying, as a varnish

added to an oil-paint to make it dry quickly.

8iCCiflC (sik-sif'ik), a. [L. siccus, dry, and

facio, to make. ] Causing dryness.

Slccity (sik'si-ti). 7i. [L. siccitas, from siccus,

dry] Dryness; aridity; destitution of mois

ture. 'The tticcity and dryness of its flesh.'

They speak much of tlic elementary quality of

siccity or dryness. Bacon.

Sice (sis), n. [Fr. six. See Six.] The num

ber six at dice.

My study was to cog the dice.

And deit'rously to throw the lucky sice. Dryden.

Sicllt (sich). Such. Spenser, [Still used by

Cockueys and others.]

Sicilian (si-sil'i-an), a. Of or pertaining to

Sicily or its inhabitants.—Sicilian Vesper*,

the name commonly given to the great

massacre of the French in Sicily in the year

1232. The insurrection which led to this

massacre broke out on the evening of Easter

Monday, the signal being the first stroke of

the ▼etper-bell, whence the name.

Sicilian (si-sil'i-an), n. A native or inhabit

ant of Sicily.

Slciliana, Siclliano (si-sil'i-a-na, si-sil'i-a"-

n6), n. In music, a composition in measures

of J or £. to be performed in a slow and

graceful manner: so called from a dance

peculiar to the peasantry of Sicily.

Sick (sik). a. [0. E. and Sc. sekc, A. Sax. sedc,

O.Sax. sioc, sisc. Goth, sinks, L.Q.seek, trick,

D. ziek, Ictl. »;uJrr, O.H.G. sink, Mod G.

siech; cog. Armor, seach, sick; Lettish sukt,

to fade away] 1. Affected with nausea; in

clined to vomit; tending to cause vomiting;

as, sick at the stomach; a sick headache.

If you are sick at sea.

Or stomnch-qualui'd at land, a dram of this

Will drive away distemper. Shak.

2. Disgusted ; having a strong dislike to:

with of; as. to be sick of flattery; to be sick

of a country life.

He was not so sick of his master as of his work.

L'Estrange.

Sick, sick to the heart cj life am I. Tennyson.

3. Affected with disease of any kind; not in

health: ill; as, to fall sick: followed by of;

as, to be sick of a fever.

In poison there is physic; and this new,

Th.it would, had I been well, have made me sick.

Being sid; hath in sonic measure made me well.

Hence—4. Applied to indispositions of the

mind, or to any irregular, distempered, or

corrupted state; diseased; unsound.

My sick heart commands mine eyes to watch. Shak

'Tis meet we all go forth

To view the rick and feeble parts of France. Shak.

5. Pining; longing; languishing: with for.

'Sick for breathing and exploit' Shak.—

0. Applied to a place occupied by or set

apart for sick persons; an, a *ick-room: a

jru-Jr-bed. — The sick, persons affected with

disease; as, the sick are healed. 'Cheating

the sick of a few last gasps.' Tennyson —

Svn. Diseased, ill, disordered, distempered,

indisposed, weak, ailing, feeble, morbid.

Sick* (sik). v.t. To make sick.

Sick' (sik). v.i. To sicken; to be ill 'Edward

sick'd and died.' Shak.

Sick-bay (sik'ba), n. Naut, a portion of the

main deck, usually in the bow, partitioned

off for invalids.

Sick-bed (sik'bed), n. A bed on which one

is confined by BickneBS.

Sick -berth (sik'berth), n. An apartment

for the sick in a Bhip of war.

Sick-brained (sik'brand), a. Disordered in

the brain; distempered in mind.

Sicken (sik'n), v.t 1. To make sick; to dis

ease.

Why should one earth, o ic clime, one stream, one

breath.

Raise this to strength, and sicken that to death?

Prior.

2. To make squeamish or qualmish; as, it

sickens the stomach.— 3. To disgust; as, it

sickens one to hear the fawning sycophant.

4.t To impair; to weaken. ' So sicken d their

estates. ' Shak.

Sicken (Bik'n), v.i. 1. To become sick; to

fall into disease; to fall ill.

The judges that sat upon the jail, and those that

attended, sickened upon it and died. Bacon.

2. To become qualmish; to feel sick; to be

disgusted ; to be filled with aversion or ab

horrence ; as, he sickened at the sight of

so much human misery. 'That surfeiting,

the appetite may sicken.' Shak.

I hate, abhor, spit, sicken at him. Tennyson.

3. To become distempered; to become weak;

to decay; to languish; as, plants often sicken

and die.

All pleasures sicken and all glories sink. Pope.

The toiling pleasure sickens into pain. Goldsmith,

Sickening (slk'n-ing), a. Making sick; dis

gusting.

Alp turn'd him from the sickening sight. Byron.

Sicker (sik'er), a. [Also siker, gikvr. Sc.

siccar, O. Fris. siker, sikur, O. Sax. sikor, D.

zcker, G. sicker, from L. securns. secure.]

Sure; certain; firm. Spenser; Burns. [Old

Kuglish and Scotch.}

Sickert (sik'er), adv. Surely; certainly.

Spenser.

Sickerlyt (sik'er-li), adv. Surely; certainly;

firmly.

Sickerness (sik'er-nes), n. The state of

being sicker or secure ; security ; safety

[Obsolete and Scotch.]

Sick-fallen (sik'fal-n), a Struck down with

sickness or disease.

Vast confusion waits,

As doth a raven on a sick-fall'* beast. Shak

Slcklsh (sik'ish), a. 1. Somewhat sick or

diseased. HakewUl—2. Exciting disgust;

nauseating; as, a sickish taste.

Slckisnly (sik'ish-li), adv. In a sickish man

ner.

Sickishness (slk'Ish-nes), n. The quality of

being sickish, or of exciting disgust.

Sickle ( sik'l ), n. [O. K. siJcul. A. Sax. sicel,

sicol, D. sikkcl, O.H.O. sihhila, G. ticket,

Icel. sigthr, sigth, Dan. seget, a sickle: a

dim. form from a root seen also in scythe, and

perhaps in saw.) 1. A reaping-hook; an in

strument used in agriculture for cutting

down grain. It is simply a curved blade or

hook of steel with a handle, and having the

edge of the blade in the interior of the curve.

Thou shalt not move a sickle unto thy neighbour's

standing corn. Dcut. xsiii. 25.

In the vast field of criticism on which we arc entering

innumerable reapers have put in their sickles.

Afijcaitlav.

2. A group of stars in the constellation Leo

having the form of a sickle.

Sickled (sik'ld), a. Furnished with a sickle.

When autumn's yellow lustre pilds the world,

And tempts the sickled swain into the fields.

Themson.

Sickleman (sik'1-man), n. One that uses a

sickle; a reaper. ' Yon sunburnt sicklemen.'

Shak.

Slckler (sik'l-er), n. A reaper; a sickleman.

Sandys,

Slckless (sik'les), a. Free from sickness or

disease.

Give me long breath, young beds, and sicklest ease.

Marsten.

Sickle-wort (sikl-wert), n. A plant of the

genus Ooronilla.

Sickliness (sik'U-nes), n. 1. The state of

being sickly; the state of being in ill health

or indisposed; indisposition.

I do beseech your majesty, impute his words

To wayward sickliness and age in him. Shak.

2. The state of being characterized by much

sickness; prevalence of sickness; as, the

sickliness of a season. ' The sickliness, health-

fulness, and fruitfillness of the several years. *

Graunt. —3. The disposition to generate dis

ease extensively ; as, the sickliness of a cli

mate.

Sick-list (sik'Ust), n. A list containing the

names of the sick.

Sickly (sik'Ii), a. 1. Somewhat aick or ill;

not healthy; somewhat affected with dis

ease or habitually indisposed; as, a sickly

person; & sickly plant. 'For he went sickly

forth.' Shak. ' One that iB sickly, or in pain.'

N. Grew. ' Another son, a sickly one. ' Ten-

nyson.—2. Connected with sickness; attended

with or marked by sickness; often, marked

with much or prevalent sickness: as, a sickly

time ; a sickly autumn. ' My sickly couch/

Swift.

Physic but prolongs thy sickly days. Shak.

3. Producing or tending to produce disease;

as, a sickly climate. — 4. Faint; weak; lan

guid; unhealthy; appearing as if sick.

The moon grows sickly at the sight of day. Dtyden.

Versification In a dead tanguage is an exotic, a far

fetched, costly, sickly imitation of that which else

where may be found in healthful and spontaneous

perfection. Macautay.

Syn. Diseased, ailing, infirm, weakly, un

healthy, healthless, weak, feeble, languid,

faint.

Sickly t (sik'Ii), v.t. To make sickly or dis

eased ; to give the appearance of being sick

to. 'Sicklied o'er with the pole cast of

thought' Shak.

Sickly (sik'Ii), adv. In a sick manner or con

dition; as, (a) unhealthily. 'Who wear

our health but sickly in his life.' Shak

(&) Reluctantly; with aversion or repug

nance; languidly. ' Cold and sickly he vented

them.' Shak.

He sickly guessed

How lone he was once more. A'eats.

Sickness (sik'nesY, n. 1. The state of being

sick or suffering from Borne disease; disease;

illness; ill health. 'Serviceable to noble

knights in sickness.' Tennyson.

I do lament the sickness of the king. Shak.

Trust not too much your now resistless charms.

Those age or sickness soon or late disarms. Pope.

2. A disease; a malady.

Himself took our infirmities, and bare our sict-

nesses. ,Mat. via. 17.

8. A particular state of the stomach which

occurs under three forms—nausea, retching,

and vomiting. Shak. — 4. Any disordered

state. ' A kind of will or testament which

argues a great sickness in his Judgment. '

Shak.

Sick-thoughted (aik-that'ed). a. Full of

sick thoughts; love-sick. 'Sick-thoughted

Venus. ' Shak.

Siclatoun.t n. [O.Fr. eiclaton. a word of

uncertain origin] A rich kind of stuff which

in ancient times was brought from the East.

Written also Syclaton, Siglaton, Ciclatoun,

Ac.

Siclet (sik'l). n. A shekel.

The holy mother brought five sides and a pair of

turtle-doves to redeem the Lamb of G<xl.

y«r. Taylor.

SlcUke (sik'lik), a. Such like; of the same

kind or description; similar. [Scotch.]

Siclike (sik'lik), adv. In the same manner.

[Scotch.]

Sida (si'da), n. [Theophrastus gave this

name to an aquatic plant supposed to

be identical with Althaea.] An extensive

genus of herbs and shrubs, nat order

Malvaceae. The species are very numerous,

and very extensively distributed through

out the warm parts of the world, and are

abundant in India They abound in mucil

age, like all malvaceous plants, and some of

them have tough ligneous fibres, which are

employed for the purposes of cordage in

different countries, as S. rhomboidea, rhom-

bifolia, and tilurfolia. S. indica, asiatica,

and pojmlifolia are employed in India as

demulcents. The chewed leaves of S. car-

pinifolia ore applied in Brazil to the stings

of wasps and beeB. At Rio Janeiro the

straight Bhoots of S. macranVia are em

ployed as rocket-sticks.

SiddOW (sid'do), a. Soft; pulpy. 'Eat like

salt sea in his siddow ribs.' Marston. [Old

and provincial.]

Peas which become soft by boiling are said to be

siddoiv. HalltweJt.

Side (aid), n. [A. Sax. side, a side, sid (ad

jective), wide, long; So. side, long, ample;

Dan. side, a side, sid, long, flowing; lcel

sida, a side, sidr, long, loose, flowing; G.

seite, a side. The side is the long edge or

border of a thing, as opposed to the end.]

1. The broad and long part or surface of a

solid body, as distinguished from the end,

which is of less extent, and may be a point;

one of the parts of any body that run col

laterally, or that being opposite to each

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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other, are extended In length ; as, the side

of a plank ; the side of a chest ; the ride of

r house or of a ship.

The tables were written on botli their sides; on the

one side and oo the other were they written.

Ex. xxxii. i".

2. Margin; edge; verge; border; the ex

terior line of anything considered in length;

as. the side of a tract of land or a neld, as

distinct from the end; the side of a river;

the side of a road.

Empty it in the muddy ditch close by the Thame*

s*dt. Ska*.

A sylvan scene with various preens was drawn.

Shades oo the suits and in the midst a Lawn. Dryden.

& The part of an animal between the hip

and shoulder; one of the halves of the body

lying on either side of a plane passing from

front to back through the spine; one of the

opposite parte fortified by the ribs; as, the

right side; the left side.

Pinch them, arm*, legs, baiks, shoulders, sides, and

shins. Skat.

Hence—4. The part of persons on the right

hand or the left; immediate nearness; prox

imity; close neighbourhood; vicinity.

The lovely Thais by his side

Sal like a blooming Eastern bride. Dryden.

What love could press Lysander from my side 1 Skak.

5. The part between the top and bottom ;

the slope, declivity, or ascent, as of a hill

or mountain ; as, the side of Mount Etna.

' The side of yon small hill.' MUton. —

0. One of two principal parts or surfaces

opposed to each other; one part of a thing

considered apart from and yet in relatiou

to the rest: a part or position viewed as

opposite or as contrasted with another.

So turns she every man the wrong side out. Skak.

May that side the sun's upon

Be ail that e'er shall meet thy glances. Moore.

We are both of us on the right side of thirty, sir.

W. Collins.

7. Any part considered in respect to Its

direction or its situation as to the points of

the compass: quarter; region; part; as, to

whichever side we direct our view; we see

difficulties on every side.

The crimson blood

Circles her body in on every side. Skak.

8. Any party, interest, or opinion opposed

to another; as, ou the same side In politics.

The Lord is on my side: I will not fear.

Ps. csviii. 6.

There began a sharp and cruel fight, many being

slain and wounded on both sides. Knoiles.

Wise men and gods are on the strongest side. Sedley.

9. Branch of a family ; separate line of de

scent traced through one parent as distin

guished from that traced through another;

aa. by the father's side he is descended from

a noble family; by the mother's side his birth

Is respectable.

Brother by the mother's side, give me your hand.

SkmJs.

I fancy her sweetness only due

To the sweeter blood by the other side. Tennyson.

10. In geom. any line which forms one of

the boundaries of a right-lined figure; as,

the side of a triangle, square, Ac. ; also,

any of the bounding surfaces of a solid is

termed a side ; as, the side of a parallelo-

piped, prism, &c.—By the side of, near to;

close at hand. — Exterior side, in fort, see

Exterior. — Interior side, the line drawn

from the centre of one bastion to that of

the next, or the line of the curtain pro

duced to the two oblique radii in front—

Side by ride, close together and abreast—

To choose sides, to select parties for compe

tition in exercises of any kind. — To take a

side, to embrace the opinions or attach

one's self to the interest of a party when in

opposition to another.

Side ( aid ). a. ( See the noun. ] 1. Lateral ;

being on the side.

Take of the blood, and strike it on the two side

post*. Ex. xii. 7.

£ Being from the side or toward the side ;

oblique ; indirect ; as, a side view ; a side

blow.

Tbe tow haih no side respect to their persons.

Hooker.

One nvgbty squadron with a side wind sped. Dryden.

3 Long; large; extensive; hanging low, as a

garment [Old English and Scotch.]

Had his velvet sleeves.

And his traneb'd cassock, a side sweeping gown,

AJl his formaiities. B. yonson.

Side uidl v.i. pret & pp. sided; ppr. siding.

1 To lean on one side. [Rare.]—1 To em

brace the opinions of one party, or engage

in its interest, when opposed to another

party; to engage in a faction: often followed

by tcith; as, to side with the ministerial

party.

The nobility are vexed, whom we see have sided

In his behalf. Skak

All side in parties and begin UY attack. Pope.

Bide t (sld), v. t. 1. To stand or be at the side

of. Spenser. — 2. To take the part of; to

join ; to attach to a side or party. Shak —

3. To suit; to pair; to match; to be equal

with.

Thou wilt proportion all thy thoughts to side

Thy equals, if not equal thy superiors. Ford.

Side - arms ( sid'armz ), n. pi. Milit. arms

or weapons carried by the side, as sword,

bayonet, Ac.

Side -axe (sld'aks), n. An axe with the

handle bent somewhat askew, to prevent

striking the hand in hewing.

Side - bar (sid'bar), n. In the Court of Ses

sion, the name given to the bar in the outer

parliament-house, at which the lords ordi

nary were in use to call their hand-rolls.—

Side-bar rule, in Eng. late, a rule obtained

at chambers without counsel's signature to

a motion paper, on a note of instructions

from an attorney.

Sideboard (sid'bord), n. 1. A piece of fur

niture or cabinet-work, consisting of a kind

of table or box with drawers or compart

ments, placed at the side of a room or in a

recess, and used to hold dining utensils, Ac.

No sideboards then with gilded plate were dress'd,

Dryden.

2. In joinery, the board placed vertically

which forms the side of the bench next to

the workman. It is pierced with holes

ranged at different heights in diagonal di

rections, so as to admit of pins for holding

up one end of the object to be planed, the

other end being supported by the bench-

screw.

Side -box (sfd'boks), n. A box or inclosed

seat on the side of a theatre. Pope.

Side-Chain (sid'ehau), n. In locomotive en

gines, one of the chains fixed to the Bides of

the tender and engine for safety, should the

central drag-bar give way.

Side-cut (sid'kut), n. 1. An indirect blow or

attack.—2. A canal or road branching out

from the main one. [United States.]

Slde-CUttlng (sid'kut-ing), n. In civil engin.

(a) an excavation made along the side of a

canal or railroad in order to obtain material

to form an embankment (6) The formation

of a road or canal along the side of a slope,

where, the centre of the work being nearly

on the surface, the ground requires to be

cut only on the upper side to form one-half

of the work, while the material thrown

down forms the other half.

Sided (sld'ed), a. Having a side: used in com

position; as, one-tided, two-sided, many-

sided.

Side-dish (sld'dish),n. A dish placed at the

side of a dining-table, instead of at the head

or bottom.

How we dining-out snobs sneer at your cookery,

and pooh-pooh your old hock, . . . and know that

the side-dishes of to-day are re'ekauffe'es from the

dinner of yesterday. Tkackeray

Side-glance (sid'glans), n. A glance to one

side; a sidelong glance.

Side-head (sWhed), n. An auxiliary slide-

rest on a planing-raachine.

Slde-hOOk (sld'hok), n. In carp, a piece of

wood having projections at the ends, used

for holding a board fast while being oper

ated on by the saw or plane.

Side-lever (sid'le-ver), n. In steam-engines,

a heavy lever, working alongside the steam-

cylinder, and answering in its functions to

the working- beam. — Side-lever engine, a

marine engine having side levers instead of

a working-beam.

Side-light (sid'lit), n. Light admitted into

a building, etc., laterally; also, a window in

the walls of a building, in contradistinction

to a sky-light ; also, a plate of glass in a

frame fitted to an air-port in a ship's side,

to admit light

Sideling (sid'lingX adv. [See Sidelong:.]

Sidelong; on the side.

A fellow nailed up maps in a gentleman's closet,

some sidtttng, and others upside down. Swt/r.

Sideling (sidling), a. Inclined; sloping;

oblique; as, sideling ground. [Rare.]

Sideling (sidling), n. The slope of a hill;

a line of country whose cross-section is in

clined or sloping. [Local.]

Sidelong (sidlong), adv. [Side, and term.

-long, -ling, as in he&dlong, darkling. ] 1. Lat

erally ; obliquely ; in the direction of the

side. Milton.—2. On the side; with the side

horizontal; as, to lay a thing sidelong.

Evelyn.

Sidelong (sidlong), a. Lateral; oblique; not

directly In front; as, a sidelong glance. ' An

oblique or sidelong Impulse.' Locke. 'The

bashful virgin's sidelong looks of love.'

Goldsmith.

Side-look (sidlukX n. An oblique look ; a

side-glance.

Side-piercing (sld'pSrs-ing), a. Capable of

piercing the side; hence, affecting severely;

heart-rending.

O thou side-piercing sight Skak.

Side-pipe (sld'plp), n. In the steam-engine,

a steam or exhaust pipe extending between

the opposite steam-chests of a cylinder.

Side-plane (sld'plan), n. A plane whose bit

is presented on the side, used to trim the

edges of objects which are held upon a

shooting-board while the plane traverses in

a race.

Side-post (sid'post), n. In carp, one of a

kind of truss-posts placed in pairs, each dis

posed at the same distance from the middle

of the truss, for the purpose of supporting

the principal rafters, braces, crown or cam

ber beams, as well as for hanging the tie-

beam below. In extended roofs two or

three pairs of side-posts are used.

Slder (sid'er), n, One that sides ; one that

takes a side or joins a party. ' Papists and

their siders. ' A. Wood.

Sider t (si'ddr), n. Cider.

Sideral (si'der-al), a. 1. Relating to the

stars; sidereal. [Rare.]

This would not distinguish his own hypothesis of

the sideral movements from the self-styled romances

of Descartes. Sir If . Hamilton.

2. Affecting unfavourably by the supposed

influence of the stars ; baleful. ' Vernal

nippings and cold sideral blasts ' J. Philips.

Sideratedt (sid'£r-at-ed), a. [L. sideratus,

pp. of sidero. See Sideration.] Blasted;

planet-struck. Sir T. Browne.

Sideration t (sid-Ar-a'shon), n. [L. sideratio,

siderationis, from sidero, to blast, from

sidus, a star.] The state of being planet-

struck; a blasting or blast in plants; a

sudden deprivation of senBe; an apoplexy;

a slight erysipelas. ' A mortification or

sideration.' Ray.

Sidereal (si-dfi'rfi-al), a. [L. sideralis, sider-

ens, from sidus, sideris, a star.] 1. Pertain

ing to the stars ; starry; astral ; as, sidereal

light; the sidereal regions. — 2. Measured

or marked out by the apparent motions

of the stars; as, a sidereal day.—Sidereal

clock, a clock adapted to measure sidereal

time. It usually numbers the hours from

0 to 24.—Sidereal day, the time in which the

earth makes a complete revolution on its

axis in respect of the fixed stars; or it is the

time which elapses between the instant

when a star is in the meridian of a place

and the instant when it arrives at the meri

dian again. A sidereal day is the most con

stant unit of time which we possess. Its

length is 23 hours, 56 minutes, 4 -092 seconds.

—Sidereal magnetism, according to the be

lievers in animal magnetism, the influence

of the stars upon patients. —Sidereal system,

the system of stars. The solar system is con

sidered a member of the sidereal system in

the same sense as the earth with its moon,

and Saturn with its satellites, are considered

members of the solar system. — Sidereal

time, time as reckoned by sidereal days, or

as measured by the apparent motion of the

stars.— Sidereal year, the period in which

the fixed stars apparently complete a revo

lution and come to the same point in the

heavens; or It is the exact period of the

revolution of the earth round the sun. A

sidereal year contains 300 2563612 sidereal

days.

Sidereoust (sl-de're-us). a. Sidereal. 'The

sidereous sun.' Sir T. Browne,

SiderismuB (Bid-Ar-ir'mus), n. [From Gr.

suiiros, iron.] The name given by the be

lievers in animal magnetism to the effects

produced by bringing metals and other in

organic bodies into a magnetic connection

with the human body.

Siderlte (sid'er-It). n. [L. tideritis, Gr. tidir-

itis, from sidtros, iron, j 1. In mineral, a term

applied to (a) magnetic iron ore or load

stone; (b) native ferrous carbonate or spathic

iron ore ; (c) cube-ore ; (d) a blue variety of

auartz.—2. In bot. a plant of the genus Si-

eritis.

BideritiS (sid-er-i'tis). n. [Gr. sidiros, iron:

so named from their supposed efficacy in

curing flesh-wounds made with an iron in

strument] Ironwort, a genus of plants,

en, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Ft. ton; ng, zing; th, tAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wb, wAig; rh, azure.—See KEY.
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nut. order Labiata*. The species are nu

merous, and are inhabitants of Southern

Europe, the northern parts of Asia, and the

Canary Isles. They consist of herbs and

shrubs, with opposite leaves and small yel

lowish flowers arranged in whorls. S. cana-

rientii (or canary ironwort) and S. syriaca

(Syrian or sage-leafed ironwort) are culti

vated in gardens. In both species the leaves

are clothed with a villous wool on both sur

faces.

Siderodendron (sid'er-6-den"dron), n. [Gr.

sideros, iron, and dendron, a tree.] The

ironwood tree. See Siperoxylon.

Siderographic, Siderographies! (sid'er-6-

graf'ik, siirer-6-graf"ik-ai), a. Pertaining to

siderography; performed by engraved plates

of steel; as, siderographic art; siderographic

impressions.

Siderographist (sid-er-og'ra-flst), n. One

who engraves steel plates or performs work

by means of such plates.

Siderography (sid-er-ogra-fl), n. [GT.sidiros,

steel or iron, and grapho, to engrave.] The

art or practice of engraving ou steel: par

ticularly applied to the transfer process of

Perkins. In this process the design Is first

engraved on steel blocks, which are after

wards hardened, and the engraving trans

ferred to steel rollers under heavy pressure,

the rollers being afterwards hardened and

used as dies to impress the engraving upon

the printing plates.

Slderollte (ud'er-o-Ht), n. [Gr. sidtros. iron,

and lithos, a stone. ] 1. A meteoric stone,

chiefly consisting of iron.—2. A nummulite,

a fossil many-chambered organism having

a stellated appearance.

Sideromancy (sid'er-6-man-si), n. [Gr. ■*-

deros, iron, and manteia. divination.] A

species of divination performed by burning

straws, &c. , upon red-hot iron. By observing

their figures, bendings, sparkling, and burn

ing, prognostics were obtained.

Sideromelane (sid-er-6'me-lan), n. [Gr.

nidirot, iron, and melas, melaiws, black.]

An amorphous ferruginous variety of labra-

dorite. Dana.

Slderoschlsolite(sid'er-d-shis"6-lit), n. [Gr.

sidtros, iron, scJiizo, to cleave, and lithos, a

Btone.] A velvet-black or dark greenish-

gray mineral which occurs in six-sided

prisms. It consists chiefly of silicate of iron.

Sideroscope (sid'er-6-skOp), n. [Gr. sideros,

iron, and skopeu, to view or explore.] An

instrument for detecting small quantities

of iron in any substance by means of a deli

cate combination of magnetic needles.

Siderostat (sid'er-6:atat), n. [L. sidus, si-

dervs, a star, and Gr. statos, placed, stand

ing, from histemi, to stand ] An apparatus

for observing the light of the stars in pre

cisely the same way in which the light of

the sun may be studied with the helfostat.

It consists of a mirror moved by clockwork,

and a fixed object-glass for concentrating

the rays into a focus.

Slderotype ( sid'er-6-tip ), n. [L. sidus, si-

deris, a star, and Gr. typos, impression.]

A method of producing sun -pictures by

means of ammonio-ferric citrate. Paper

impregnated with this salt is exposed to

light in the camera, and the picture is de

veloped with a neutral solution of gold, or,

better, of silver. Weale.

Sicleroxyloil (sid-er-ok'silon), n. [Gr. «'-

d$ro*, iron, and xylon, wood.] A genus of

trees and herbs, nat. order Sapotacerc, in-

cludingaboutslxty species, natives of Africa,

America, the East Indies, and Australia.

They are evergreen trees with leathery

leaves, and axillary and lateral fascicles of

flowers. They are remarkable for the hard

ness and weight of their wood, which sinks

in water, and the genus has hence derived

the name of ironwood. The S. inerme, or

smooth ironwood, is a native of the Cape

Colony, and has long been cultivated in the

greenhouses of Europe.

Side-saddle (sid'sad-1), n. A saddle for a

woman, in which the feet are both presented

on one side, the right knee being placed

between two horns.

Side-saddle -flower (sid'sad-l-flou-er), n.

A popularnameof the species of Sarracenia,

having hollow, pitcher, or trumpet-shaped

leaves. The flowers are somewhat like a

pillion, whence the name. Called alsoPifcTicr-

plant and Huntsman's -cup. See Sarra-

CENIACEJi.

Slde-scription (sid'skrip-shon), n. In Scof*

law, the mode of subscribing deeds in use

before the introduction of the present sys

tem of writing them bookwise. The suc

cessive sheets were pasted together and the

party subscribing, in order to authenticate

them, sigued his name on the side at each

junction, half on the one sheet and half on

the other.

Sidesman (sidz'man), n. 1. An assistant to

the churchwarden; a questman.—2. A party

man; a partisan.— Milton,

Side-Stick (sid'stik), n. In printing, a ta

pering stick or bar at the side of a page or

column in a galley, or of a form in a chase.

The matter is locked up by driving quoins

between the stick and the side of the galley

or chase.

Side-stitch (sid'stich), n. A sudden sharp

pain or stitch in the side. ' Side-stiches that

shall pen thy breath up.' Shak.

Side-table (sid'ta-bl), n. A table placed

either against the wall or aside from tin*

principal table.

Sidetaking (sid'tak-lng), n. A taking sides

or engaging in a party. Bp. Hall.

Side-timber, Side-waver(sid'tim-ber, sid'-

wav-er), n. In building, same as Purlin

(which see).

Side-view (sld'vuX n. An oblique view; a

side-look.

Side-walk (sul'wak), n. A raised walk for

foot-passengers by the side of a street or

road; a footway.

Sideways (sid'waz), adv. Same as Sidewise.

Hilton.

Side-wind (sid'wind). n, A wind blowing

laterally;^, an indirect influence or means;

as, to get rid of a measure by a side-wind.

1 am a straightforward man, I believe. I don't go

beating about for side-winds. Dickens.

Sidewise (sid'wiz), adv. l. Toward one side;

inclining; as, to hold the head sidewise. ■—

2. Laterally; on one side; as, the refraction

of light sidewise.

Siding (sid'lng), n. 1. The attaching of one's

self to a party. 'Discontents drove men

into sidings.' Eikon Basiliki.—Z In rail.

a short additional line of rails laid at

the side of a main line, and connected

therewith with points so that a train may

either pass into the siding or continue its

course along the line. —3. In carp, the board

ing of the sides of a frame building.—4. In

ship-building, that part of the operation of

forming or trimming ships' timbers, &c,

which consists in giving them their correct

breadths.

Sidle (sidl), v.i. pret. sidled; ppr. sidling.

1. To go or move side foremost; to move to

one side; as, to sidle through a crowd.

Swift.

He . . . then sidled close to the astonished girl.

Sir ft'. Scat/.

2. To saunter idly about [Provincial Eng

lish.]

Sidling (sidling), adv. Sidewise. See Side

ling. SIDELONG.

Sle.t For Seie, pret of see. Saw. Chaucer.

Siege (sej), n. [Fr. sifge. a seat or sitting, a

siege, which supposes a Latin form sedium,

sidium, seen in obsidium, the sitting down

before a town, a siege, from sedeo, to sit]

1. The sitting of an army around or before

a fortified place for the purpose of compel

ling the garrison to surrender : the Invest

ment of a place by an army, and attack of

it by passages and advanced works which

cover the besiegers from the enemy's fire.

A siege differs from a blockade, as in a siege

the investing army approaches the forti

fied place to attnek and reduce it by force;

but in a blockade the army secures all the

avenues to the place to intercept all sup

plies, and waits till famine compels the

garrison to surrender. — 2. Any continued

endeavour to gain possession.

Love stood the siege, and would not yield his breast.

Dryden.

3 t Seat; throne.

Besides, upon the very siege of justice,

Lord Angelo has, to the public car,

Profess'd the contrary Shak.

4.t Place or situation : place or position oc

cupied. ' A hearo put from her siege.' Mas-

singer.

Ah traiterous eyes, com out of your shamelcsse

ritg* for ever. Palace qf Pleasure, 1579.

5. t Rank; place; class.

I fetch my life and being

From men of royal siege. Shak.

6.1 Stool; excrement; fecal matter. *The

siege of this moon-calf.* Shak.—7. In glass-

making, the floor of a glass-furnace.—8. A

workman's table or bench.

Siege' (sej), v.t. To besiege; to encompass;

to beset. Chapman.

Siege-train (sej'tran), n. The artillery, car

riages, ammunition, and equipments which

are carried with an army for the purpose of

attacking fortified places.

Slenite (si'en-it), n. Same as Syenite.

SienltiC (si-en- it'ik), a. Same as Syenitic.

Sienna, Sienna-earth (sl-en'na, si-enna-

erth), n. Terra di Sienna, earth from Si

enna in Italy, a ferruginous ochreous earth

of a fine yellow colour, used as a pigment

in both oil and water-colour painting. It is

known as raw and burnt sienna according:

to the treatment it has received. See Br/R2?T-

SIENNA.

Sierra (se-er'a), n. [Sp., from L. serrat a.

saw.] a chain of hills or mass of moun

tains with jagged or saw-like ridges.

Siesta (se-es'ta), n. [8p.] The mime given

to the practice indulged in by the Spaniard?,

and the inhabitants of hot countries gener

ally, of resting for a short time in the hot

part of the day, or after dinner.

Siester (ses'ter), n. A silver coin of Bava

ria, worth about 8{d. Simmonds.

Sieur (seer), n. [Ft.. abbrev. from sevjneur. J

A title of respect used by the French.

Sieve(siv),n. [O.K.«'rf, seve.se/e, A.Sax sife.

L.G. sere, sej, D. zee/, G. sieb, Icel. gut. for sica

or si/a, a sieve; perhaps so called from bein>r

made originally of rushes (see Skavk) ; or

from same root as Prov. seye, Icel. sia. to

strain or filter; Dan. sice, to ooze.] L. An

instrument for separating the smaller par

ticles of substances from the grosser, as

flour from bran. Sieves are made of various

forms and sizes to suit the article to be sifted:

but in its most usual form a sieve consist* of

a hoop from 2 to 6 inches in depth, forming

a flat cylinder, and having its bottom, which

is stretched tightly over the hoop, consti

tuted of basket-work, coarse or fine hair,

gut, skin perforated with small holes, can

vas, muslin, lawn, net-work, or wire, ac

cording to the use intended. In agriculture

sieves are used for separating corn or other

seed from dust or other extraneous matter.

—Drum sieve, a kind of Bieve in extensive

use amongst druggists, drysalters, and con

fectioners, so named from its form. It is

used for sifting very fine powders, and con

sists of three parts or sections, the top and

bottom sections being covered with parch

ment or leather, and made to fit over and

under a Bicve of the usual form, which is

placed between them. The substance to be

sifted being thus closed in, the operator is

not annoyed by the clouds of powder which

would otherwise be produced by the agita

tion, and the material under operation is at

the same time saved from waste.—2. A kind

of coarse basket.

Sieves and hnlf-sieves are baskets to be met with

in every quarter of Covent Garden market. SAttveni .

3. In calico-printing, a cloth extending over

the vat which contains the colour.

Sifflementt (sif'1-ment), n. [Fr., from siMer.

to whistle.] The act of whistling or hiss

ing; a whistling or a sound resembling a

whistling. 'Uttering nought else but idle

siftlements.' Ant. Brewer.

Sift (sift), v.t. [A. Sax. si/tan, from gife, a

Bieve; L.G. si/ten, D. zi/ten, to sift. See

Sieve. ] 1, To pass through a sieve ; to

operate on by a sieve; to separate by a

sieve, aa the fine part of a substance from

the coarse; as, to sift meal; to si/1 powder:

to sift sand or lime ; to si/t the bran from

the flour.—2. To part, as by a sieve; to sep

arate.

When yellow sands are sifted from below.

The glittering billows give a golden show. .

Dryden.

8. To examine minutely or critically; to

scrutinize: as. let the principles of the party

be thoroughly si/ted.

1 could sift him on that argument SJkak,

We have si/led your objections. Honker.

Heedfulty I sijfed nl\ my thought. Te*tMjrse>t.

Sifter (sif for), 11 One who sifts; that which

sifts; a sieve.

Siff (sig), n. [From root of A. Sax. slhan, to

strain, to filter, to flow down. See SiGGER.]

Torino; stale urine. [Provincial English.]

Sigaultian (si-gal'shi-an), a. [From Sigavlt,

aFrench physician, who first performed the

operation. ] In obstetrics, applied to an

operation for augmenting the diameter of

the pelvis. See SYMPHYSEOTOMY.

Slgger(sig/er), w.i. [Allied to»»'i/(which see);

G. seigen, to filter, seiger, a strainer or fil

ter] Inmining.to trickle through a cranny

or crevice; to ooze into a mine.

Sigh (si), v.i. [O.K. syke, A. Sax. stcan, Sc.

sic, sich, to sigh; Dan. sukke, to sigh; D.

Fate, far, fat, fall, me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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r*0t, a sigh, zugtsn, to sigh; G. sevfzen. All

probably imitative ; comp. sough, noise of

ti»e wind, as among trees, Sc.*ou/, to breathe

Ueavtly or deeply.) 1. To make ■ deep single

respiration, as the result or involuntary

riprenion of grief, sorrow, or the like;

hence, to grieve; to mourn; to complain.

He sig**J deeplj in his spirit. Mark viii. 12.

To sigh

To rise winds w'io*e ptrr, sighing back again.

Did es but k'in^ wrong. SJutM,

2 To utter or give expression to a sound

liks, or suggestive of, a sigh. ' Whenever a

March wind tight, ' Tennyson.—To sigh for,

to long or wish ardently for.

Long have 1 sightd/or a calm. Tennyson,

Sigh (bX fct 1. To emit or exhale in sighs.
•Sever man sigh'd truer breath.* Shaft.—

1 To lament: to mourn.

Ages to cease and men unborn

SbaQ blew her name and sigh her fate Prior.

X To express by sighs.

The gentle swain 1tghs back her grief. Hooti.

4. Vsed with an adverb or prepositional ex

pression, to denote an effect

In such a night

Trcihn methmks mounted the Troyan walls

Aid ngk'd l.ii sou. toward the Grecian tents.

Sigh («U n. A single deep involuntary re

spiration ; the inhaling of a larger quantity

of sir than usual and the sudden emission
•■' it; a simple respiration modified by men

tal conditions, ami giving iuvoluntary ex

pression of fatigue, or some depressing emo

tion, as grief, sorrow, anxiety, or the like.

By tight arc many, and my heart is faint.

I_am. i. m.

Signer (*i'er), hl One who sighs. 'Asigher

lobecomlorted.* Beau. dV FL

Sirhingly (si'ing li>. adr With sighing.

Sight ■-..' n \ Sax. siht, geniht.O.G. siht,

M<d. G richt, Dan. and Sw. nigte; from root

of m.] 1. The act of seeing; perception of

ot'jecu by the eye; view; as, to gain tight of

land; to lose sight of a person.

A ckmd received htm out of their sight. Acts i. 9.

A ighlctyou. Mr. H., is good for sore eyes.

TroUofe.

2 The power of seeing; the faculty of vision,

wot perceiving objects by the instrumen

tality of the eyes; as, to lose ones night.

Tty sight is young and tbou shall read. Sh.ut,

OkKieitigk/. of thee 1 most complain. Mitten.

S Range of unobstructed vision ; space or

Unit to which the power of seeing extends;

open view; visibility.

Hostile Troy was erer full in sight. Pofe.

i Notice, judgment, or opinion from seeing;

knowledge; view; estimation; consideration.

Let (ay life ... be precious in thy sight.
■3 Ki. i. 13.

I Inspection ; examination ; as, a letter in

tended for your sight only. — 6. The eye or

eye*.

Fr-m the depth of hcH they lift their sight. Dryden.

7 That which is beheld; a spectacle; a show;

particularly, something novel and remark

able; something wonderful or worth seeing;

a, to see the sight* of a town.

They never saw a tight so fair. Spensrr.

Moses said. I will now turn aside and see this great

aekt, wby the bush is not burned. Exod. iii. 3.

B A small aperture through which objects

*fe to be seen, and by which the direction

a settled or ascertained ; as, the night of a

l^aorant —9. A small piece of metal near

toe nozzle, or another near the breech, of

a tresrm, as a rifle, cannon, dec, to aid the

eye tn taking aim.— 10. A great many; a

llUala tColloq.J

Very many colloquialisms current in America but

J"**9* nsed in England, and generally supposed to

•I AnerKamsms, are. after all, of good ola British

■^Jy, ifld people from the Eastern States, who are

**amts ridiculed for talking of a sight of people,

**T had comfort in learning that the famous old

^*"»-e. the prose ' Mortal d'Arthur.' uses this word

M ii&iruJf, and that the high-bom dame, Juliana

«raerv Udy prioress of the nunnery of Sopwell in

L< tfttenth century, informs us that in her time a

*-**7**bit sjght r/ m -fiies was cJegnnt English for

* ***£« (.ociipasy of friars. G. P. Marsh.

-At tight. after sight, terms applied to bills

* notes payable on or after presentation —

To tat€ fight, to take aim; to look for the

P'lrpftte of directing a piece of artillery. Ac.

-Field of fight. Same as Field of Vision.

■■ FniU)._>HT». Vision, view, show, spee-

tvie. representation, exhibition.

Sight («tX 1 1. t To get sight of ; to come

in sight of ; to see; to perceive; as, to eight

toe Und—S To look at or examine through

■nght; to see accurately; as, tonight a star.

3. To give the proper elevation and direction

to by means of a sight; as, to sight a rifle or

cannon.

Sight,* Sighte.t Sighed. Chaucer.

Sight (sit), v.i. To look along or through

the sight or sights of an instrument; to take

aim by means of a sight or sights, as with a

rifle; to take sight.

Sight-draft (sit'draft). n. In com. a draft

payable at sight or on presentation.

Sighted (sifed), a. 1. Having sight or seeing

in a particular manner: used chiefly or ex

clusively in composition; as. long-sighted.

seeing at a great distance; short-sighted, able

to see only at a small distance; quick-sighted,

readily seeing, discerning, or understanding;

sharp-sighted, having a keen eye or acute

discernment.—2. Having a sight or sights;

as, a rifle sighted for 1000 yards

Sightfult (sifful), a. Visible; perspicuous.

Sightfulnesst (aifful-nes), n. Clearness of

sight

I.ct us not wink, though void of purest slght/nlness.

Sir P. Sidney.

Sight-hole (sifhol), n, A hole to see through.

Sighting-shot (slt'ing-shot). u. A shot made

for the purpose of ascertaining if a firearm

is properly sighted ; a trial shot allowed to

each shooter previous to marking his score.

Sightless (sifles), a. 1. Wanting sight;

blind. 'Of all who blindly creep, or sight

less war.' Pope. 'Sightless Milton.' Words-

worth.—2.t Offensive or unpleasing to the

eye. 'Full of unpleasing blots, and sightless

stains' Shak.—3f Not appearing to sight;

invisible.

Heav'n's cherubim horsed

Upon the sightless coursers of the air. Shak.

Sightlessly (slfles-li), adv. In a sightless

manner.

Sightlessness (sifles-nes), n. The state of

being sightless; want of sight.

Sightliness (sitli-nes), n. The state of being

sightly; comeliness; an appearance pleasing

to the sight.

Glass eyes may be used, though not for seeing, for

sightliness. Fuller.

Sightly (slt'll), a. Pleasing to the eye;

striking to the view. 'Many brave sightly

horses. Sir Ji. VEstrange.

Sight-seeing (sit'se-ing),n. The act of see

ing sights ; eagerness for novel or curious

sights.

Signt-seer (slfse-er), n. One who is fond

ofor who goes to see sights or curiosities;

as. the streets were crowded with eager

sight-seers.

Sight-shot (sit'shot), n. Distance to which

the sight can reach; range of sight; eye-shot.

Cowley. [Rare.]

Sightsman (sits'man), n. In music, one who

reads music readily at first sight.

Sigil (sij'il), flu [L. sigillttm, dim. of signum,

a sign.] A seal ; signature ; an occult sign.

'Sigils framed in planetary hours' Dryden.

Sigillaria (sij-il-la'ri-a). n. [L. sigillum, a

seal.] The name given to certain large forms

of plants, discovered in the coal formation,

which have no representatives in present

vegetation. They were so named by M.

Brongniart, from the leaf-scars on their

fluted stems, which resemble so many seal

impressions on the raised flutings. The

Sigillaria in a Coal-mine near Liverpool.

stems are of various sizes, from a few inches

to upwards of 3 feet in circumference, and

of great length. Their internal structure

most nearly approaches that of the Cyca-

dacero. Their roots are known by the name

stigmaria, being at first regarded as fossils

belonging to a distinct and separate genus.

Slglllatlve (sij'il-at-iv), a. [Ft. sigULxtif,

from L. sigUlum, a seal] Fit to seal; be

longing to a Beal ; composed of wax. Cot-

grave.

Slgla(sig'la), n.pl. [L ] The signs.characters,

abbreviations, or letters used for words in

ancient manuscripts, printing,coins,niedals,

and the like.

Sigma (sig'iua). n The name of the Greek

letter 2, r, t, equivalent to our S.

Slgmodon (sig'mo-don), «. [Gr. sigma, the

letter s, and odous, odontos, a tooth.] A

genus of small rodent mammals of the family

Muridoe, and sub-family Arvjcolinse. Only

one species (5. hispidum) is known, about

6 inches long. It is a native of Florida, and

very destructive to the crops.

Sigmoid, Slgmoldal (sig'moid.sig-moi'dal),

o. [ Gr. sigma, and eutos, resemblance. ]

Curved like the letter sigma. In anat. a

term applied to several parts, as the valves

of the heart, the cartilages of the trachea.

the semilunar cavities of the bones, and the

flexure of the colon. The sigmoid flexure is

the last curve of the colon, before it termi

nates in the rectum.

Sign (sin), n. [Ft. signs, from L. signum, a

mark, a sign, of which the dim. is sigil

lum, hence seal. See Seal] 1. That by

which anything is shown, made known, or

represented; any visible thing, any motion,

appearance, or event which indicates the

existence or approach of something else ; a

token; a mark; an indication ; a proof; as,

signs of fair w eather or a Btorni ; a sign of

rain.

O ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky ;

but can ye not discern the signs of the times?

Mat. xvi. \

2. A motion, action, or gesture by which a

thought is expressed, a wish made known,

or a command given; hence, one of the

natural or conventional gestures by which

intelligence is communicated, or conversa

tion carried on, as by deaf-mutes.

They made .■■;.;■.■) to his father, how he would have

him called. Luke t, 6a.

3. A remarkable event considered by the

ancients as indicating the will of a deity ;

a prodigy; an omen— 1 Any remarkable

transaction, event, or phenomenon regarded

as indicating the divine will, or as manifest

ing an interposition of the divine power for

some special end; a miracle; a wonder.

Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not be

lieve. John iv. 48.

5. Something serving to indicate the exist

ence or preserve the memory of a thing ; a

memorial; a token; a monument.

The (ire devoured two hundred and fifty men; and

they became a sign. Num. xxvi. 10.

6. Any symbol or emblem which prefigures,

typifies, or represents an idea; hence, some

times, a picture.

The holy symbols, or signs, are not barely signifi

cative, but what they represent is as certainly deliv

ered to us as the symbols themselves, firrrrrcood.

7. A word regarded as the outward manifes

tation of thought.

When any one uses any term, he may have in his

mind a determined idea which he makes it the sign

of. Bacon.

8. A mark of distinction; cognizance.

When the great ensign of Messiah blazed.

Aloft by angels borne, his sign in heaven. Milton.

9. That which, being external, represents or

signifies something internal or spiritual: a

term used in the formularies of the English

Church in speaking of an ordinance consid

ered with reference to that which it repre

sents.— 10. Something conspicuously hung

or placed over or near a door, as a lettered

board, or carved or painted figure, indicat

ing the occupation of the tenant of the

premises, or giving notice of what is sold or

made within; a sign-board. 'An ale-house'

paltry sign.' Shak.

The shops were therefore distinguished by painted

signs, which gave a gay and grotesque appearance

to the streets. Macauiay.

11. In astron. a portion of the ecliptic or

zodiac containing 30 degrees, or a twelfth

part of the complete circle. The signs are

reckoned from the point of intersection of

the ecliptic and equator at the vernal equi

nox, and are counted onwards, proceeding

from west to east, according to the annual

course of the sun, all round the ecliptic.

In printing they are represented by the fol

lowing marks, which are attached to their

respective names:—Aries °C . Taurus y,

Gemini TI , Cancer ffi, Leo £L, Virgo Tfp,,

Libra ii Scorpio TT1 . Sagittarius $ , Cap-

ricornus >° . Aquarius ZZ . Pisces X The

first six signs, commencing with Aries, are

called northern signs, because they lie on

c*. eaain; ch, Sc. Iuca; g, 00; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sbif/; TH, than; th, fAin; w, trig; wh, irAlg; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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nat. order Labiatee. The species are nu

merous, and are inhabitants of Southern

Europe, the northern parts of Asia, and the

Canary Isles. They consist of herbs and

shrubs, with opposite leaves and small yel

lowish flowers arranged in whorls. S. cana-

riensis (or canary ironwort) and S. syriaca

(Syrian or sage-leafed ironwort) are culti

vated in gardens. Iu both species the leaves

are clothed with a villous wool on both sur

faces.

Siderodendron (sid'er-d-den'Mron), «• [Gi".

sideros, iron, and dendron, a tree.] The

ironwood tree. See Siheroxylon.

Slderographic, Siderographies! (sid'er-6-

graf'ik, sJd'eT-o-graf'ik-al), a. Pertaining to

siderography; performed by engraved plates

of steel; as, siderographic ait; sideivgraphic

impressions.

Siderographiut (sid-^r-og'ra-flst), n. One

who engraves steel plates or performs work

by means of such plates.

Siderography (sid-er-og'ra-fl),n, [Gr. sidSros,

steel or iron, ami graphu, to engrave.] The

art or practice of engraving on steel: par

ticularly applied to the transfer process of

Perkins. In this process the design is first

engraved on steel blocks, which are after-

wards hardened, and the engraving trans

ferred to steel rollers under heavy pressure,

the rollers being afterwards hardened aud

used as dies to impress the engraving upon

the printing plates.

Siderolite (aid'er-6-Ht), n, [Gr. sid&ros, iron,

and lithos, a stone ] 1. A meteoric stone,

chiefly consisting of iron. —2. A nummulite,

a fossil many-chambered organism having

a stellated appearance.

Sideroniancy (sid'er-o-man-si), n. [Gr. si-

de'ros, iron, and manteia. divination] A

species of divination performed by burning

straws, Ac. , upon red-hot iron. By observing

their figures, bendings, sparkling, and burn

ing, prognostics were obtained.

Sideromelane (sid-er-6'me-lan), n. [Gr.

nidiros, iron, and melon, melanos, black.]

An amorphous ferruginous variety of labra-

dorite. Dona.

Sideroschisolite(sid'er-o-Bhls"6-lit), n. [Gr.

Kideros, iron, sehizd, to cleave, and lithos, a

stone] A velvet -black or dark greenish-

gray mineral which occurs in six -Sided

prisms. It consists chiefly of silicate of iron.

Slderoscope (sid'er-o-skop), n. [Gr. sidiros,

iron, and skopea, to view or explore.) An

instrument for detecting small quantities

of iron iu any substance by means of a deli

cate combination of magnetic needles.

Sideroatat (sid'er-d:stat), n, [L. sidus, si-

dcris, a star, and Gr. status, placed, stand

ing, from histimi, to stand ] An apparatus

for observing the light of the stars in pre

cisely the same way in which the light of

the sun may be studied with the heliostat

It consists of a mirror moved by clockwork,

and a fixed object-glass for concentrating

the rays into a focus.

Siderotype (sid'er-o-tlp), n. [L. sidtut, si-

den'a, a Btar, and Gr. typos, impression.]

A method of producing sun-pictures by

means of ammonio-ferric citrate. Paper

impregnated with this salt is exposed to

light iu the camera, and the picture is de

veloped with a neutral solution of gold, or,

better, of silver. Weale.

SIderoxylon (sid-er-ok'sil-on), n. [Gr. si-

dfros, iron, and xylon, wood.] A genus of

trees and herbs, nat. order Sapotacero, in

cluding about sixty species, natives of Africa,

America, the East Indies, and Australia.

They are evergreen trees with leathery

leaves, and axillary and lateral fascicles of

flowers. They are remarkable for the hard

ness and weight of their wood, which sinks

in water, and the genus has hence derived

the name of ironwood. The S. inerme, or

smooth ironwood, is a native of the Cape

Colony, ami has long been cultivated in the

greenhouses of Europe.

Side-saddle (sid'sad-1), n. A saddle for a

woman, in which the feet are both presented

on one side, the right knee being placed

between two horns.

Side-saddle - flower (sid'sad-1-flon-er), n.

A popular name of the species of Sarracenia,

having hollow, pitcher, or tmmpet-shaped

leaves. The flowers are somewhat like a

pillion, whence the name. Called also Pitcher-

plant and Huntsman's- cup. See Sarra-

CKNIACEJ?.

Bide-SCliptlon (sid'skrlp-shou), n. In Scots

law, the mode of subscribing deeds In use

before the introduction of the present sys

tem of writing them bookwise. The suc

cessive sheets were pasted together and the

party subscribing, iu order to authenticate

them, signed his name on the side at each

junction, half on the one sheet and half on

the other.

Sidesman (sidz'man), n. l. An assistant to

the churchwarden; a questman.—2. A party

man; a partisan.— 31 ilton.

Side-Stick (sid'stik), n. In printing, a ta

pering stick or bar at the side of a page or

column in a galley, or of a form in a chase.

The matter is locked up by driving quoins

between the stick and the side of the galley

or chase.

Side-stitch (sld'stlchj, n. A sudden sharp

pain or stitch in the side. ' Side-stiches that

shall pen thy breath up.' Shak.

Side-table (sld'ta-bl), n. A table placed

either against the wall or aside from the

principal table.

Sidetaking (sid'tak-Ing), u. A taking sides

or engaging in a party. Bp. Hall.

Side-timber, Side-waver (sid'tim-ber, sid'-

wav-er), n. Iu building, same as Purlin

(which see).

Side-view (sid'vu), n. An oblique view; a

side-look.

Side-walk (sid'wak), n. A raised walk for

foot-passengers by the side of a street or

road; a footway.

Sideways (sid'waz), adv. Same as Sidewisc.

Milton.

Side-wind (sld'wind), n. A wind blowing

laterally;^, an indirect influence or means;

as, to get rid of a measure by a side-wind.

I am a straightforward man. 1 believe. I don't go

beating about for side-winds. Dickens.

SidewiS© (sid'wiz), adv. 1. Toward one side;

inclining; as, to hold the head sideuive.—

2. Laterally; on one side; as, the refraction

of light sidewise.

Siding (sid'ing). n. 1. The attaching of one's

self to a party. 'Discontents drove men

into sidings.' Eikun BasUiki. — 2.. In rati,

n short additional line of rails laid at

the side of a main line, and connected

therewith with points so that a train may

either pass into the siding or continue its

course along the lino.—3. In carp, the board

ing of the sides of a frame building.—4. In

ship-building, that part of the operation of

forming or trimming ships' timbers, &c,

which consists in giving them their correct

breadths.

Sidle (Bidl), v.i pret. sidled; ppr. sidling.

1. To go or move side foremost; to move to

one Bide; as, to sidle through a crowd.

Sicift.

He . . . then sidled close to the astonished girl.

Sir ir. Scat.

2. To saunter idly about [Provincial Eng

lish]

Sidling (sidling), adv. Sidewise. See SIDE-

LING'SIBELONG.

Siext For Seie, pret. of see. Saw. CJuiucer.

Siege (sej). n. [Fr. sUge, a seat or sitting, a

siege, which supposes a Latin form sedium,

sidium, seen in obsidium, the sitting down

before a town, a siege, from sedeo, to sit.]

1. The sitting of an army around or before

a fortified place for the purpose of compel

ling the garrison to surrender; the invest

ment of a place by an army, and attack of

it by passages and advanced works which

cover the besiegers from the enemy's Are.

A siege differs from a blockade, as in a siege

the investing army approaches the forti

fied place to attack and reduce it by force;

but in a blockade the army secures all the

avenues to the place to intercept all sup

plies, and waits till famine compels the

garrison to surrender. — 2. Any continued

endeavour to gain possession.

Love stood the siege, and would not yield his breast.

Dryden.

3.t Seat; throne.

Besides, upon the very siege of justice.

Lord Angelo has, to the public ear,

Profess'd the contrary Shnk.

4.} Place or situation ; place or position oc

cupied. ' A beam put from her siege.' Mas-

singer.

Ah traiterous eyes, com out of your shamelesse

siege for ever. Palace qfPleasure, 1579.

5. t Rank; place; class.

I fetch my life and being

From men of royal siege. Shak.

6.f Stool; excrement; fecal matter. 'The

siege of this moon-calf.' Shak.— 7. In glass-

making, the floor of a glasB-furaace.—8. A

workman's table or bench.

Siege' (sej). v.t. To besiege; to encompass;

to oeset. Chapman.

Siege-train (sej'tran), n. The artillery, car

riages, ammunition, and equipments which

are carried with an army for the purpose of

attacking fortified places.

Sienite (si'en-it), n. Same as Syenite.

SienltlC (si-en-it'ik), a. Same as Syenitic.

Sienna, Sienna-earth (ai-en'na, sl-en'na-

erth), n. Terra di Sienna, earth from Si-

enna in Italy, a ferruginous ochreous earth

of a fine yellow colour, used as a pigment

in both oil and water-colour painting. It is

known as raw and burnt sienna according

to the treatment it has received. See Bcrjjt-

SIENNA.

Sierra (se-er'a), n fSp., from L. terra, a

saw.] A chain of hills or mass of moun

tains with jagged or saw-like ridges.

Siesta (se-es'ta), n. [SpvJ The name given

to the practice indulged in by the Spaniards,

and the inhabitants of hot countries gener

ally, of resting for a short time in the hot

part of the day, or after dinner.

Sleater (ses'ter), n. A silver coin of Bava

ria, worth about 8Jrf. Simmonds.

Sleur (seer), n, [Fr. . abbrev. from seigneur. ]

A title of respect used by the French.

Sieve(siv),n. [OKrive, seve,sefe, A.Saxsife.

L.G. seve.se/. D. zeef,G. sieb,lcel. tfa, for sica

or sifa, a sieve; perhaps so called from being

made originally of rushes (see Skaye); or

from same root as Prov. seye, Icel. sia, to

strain or filter; Dan. sice, to ooze.] 1. An

instrument for separating the smaller par

ticles of substances from the grosser, as

flour from bran. Sieves are made of various

forms and sizes to suit the article to be sifted;

but in its most usual form a sieve consists of

a hoop from 2 to 0 inches in depth, forming

a flat cylinder, and having its bottom, which

is stretched tightly over the hoop, consti

tuted of basket-work, coarse or fine hair,

gut, skin perforated with small holes, can

vas, muslin, lawn, net-work, or wire, ac

cording to the use intended. In agriculture

sieves are used for separating corn or other

seed from dust or other extraneous matter.

—l>rum sieve, a kind of sieve in extensive

use amongst druggists, drysalters, and con

fectioners, so named from its form. It is

used for sifting very fine powders, and con

sists of three parts or sections, the top and

bottom sections being covered with parch

ment or leather, and made to fit over aud

under a sieve of the usual form, which is

placed between them. The substance to be

sifted being thus closed in, the operator is

not annoyed by the clouds of powder which

would otherwise be produced by the agita

tion, and the material under operation is at

the same time saved from waste.— 2. A kind

of coarse basket.

Sieves inA ha\f-rieves are baskets to be met with

in every quarter of Covent Garden market. Steevens.

3. In calico-printing, a cloth extending over

the vat which contains the colour.

Sifflementt (sif'1-ment), n. [Fr., from siffter,

to whistle] The act of whistling or hiss

ing; a whistling or a sound resembling a

whistling 'Uttering nought else but idle

sijHements.' Ant. Brewer.

Sift (sift), v.t. [A. Sax. riftan, from sxfe. a

sieve; L.G. si/ten, D. ziften, to sift See

Sieve. ] 1. To pass through a sieve ; to

operate on by a sieve; to separate by a

sieve, as the fine part of a substance from

the coarse; as, to sift meal; to sift powder ;

to rift sand or lime ; to sift the bran from

the flour.—2. To part, as by a sieve; to sep

arate.

When yellow sands are sifted from below.

The glittering billows give a golden show.

Dryden.

3. To examine minutely or critically; to

scrutinize; as, let the principles of the party

be thoroughly sifted.

1 could sift him on that argument Shak.

We have sifted your objections. Hooker.

Heedfully I sifted all my thought. Tennyson.

Sifter (sift'er), n. One who sifts; that which

sifts; a sieve.

Slg (sig). n. [From root of A. Sax. sihan, to

strain, to filter, to flow down. See SiOGKR.]

Trine; stale urine. [Provincial English ]

Sigaultian (si-gal'shi-an), a [From Sigault,

a French physician, who first performed the

operation. ] In obstetrics, applied to an

operation for augmenting the diameter of

the pelvis. See Symphyseotomy.

Sigger(sig,er),t>.i. [Allied to tig (which seel;

G. seigen, to filter, seiger, a strainer or fil

ter.] In Tiiim'w?, to trickle through a cranny

or crevice; to ooze into a mine.

Sigh (si), v.%. [0 E. syke, A. Sax. sioan, Sc.

sic, sich, to sigh ; Dan. sukke, to sigh ; D.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abuue; 5*. Sc. ley.
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rugt, a sigh. zugten, to sigh; G. gevfzen. All

probably imitative: romp, sough, noise of

the wind, as among trees, Sc. gov/, to breathe

heavily or deeply ] 1. To make a deep single

respiration, as the result or involuntary

expression of grief, sorrow, or the like;

hence, to grieve; to mourn; to complain.

He iv't^l'-tp'y in his spirit. Mark viii, 12.

To sigh

To the winds whose pity, sighing back again.

Did uj but loving wrong. Shak.

1 To utter or give expression to a sound

like, or suggestive of, a sigh. 'Whenever a

March wind right.' Tennyson.—To sigh for,

to long or wish ardently for.

Long have I sighedfar a calm. Tennyson.

Sigh (si), v.t. 1. To emit or exhale in sighs.

'Sever mantwrVd truer breath.' Shak.—

S. To lament; to mourn.

Ages to come and men unborn

Shall blest her iwrac arid sigh her fate. Prior.

%. To express by sighs.

The gentle swain sighs back her grief. Hocle.

■4. Vied with an adverb or prepositional ex

pression, to denote an effect

In such a night

Trnilas methinks mounted the Troyan wall*

And sigh'd bis soul toward the Grecian tents.

Shak.

Sigh (si), n. A single deep involuntary re

spiration ; the inhaling of a larger quantity

of air than usual and the sudden emission

of it; a simple respiration modified by men

tal conditions, and giving involuntary ex

pression of fatigue, or some depressing emo

tion, as grief, sorrow, anxiety, or the like.

My sighs are many, and my heart is faint.

Lain. i. aa,

Slgher (si'er), ». One who sighs. 'A sigher

to l*e comforted.* Beau. *fc FL

Sighingly (silng-li), adv. With sighing.

Bight tJBtl* [A. Sax. xiht, ge*iht.Q.G.siht,

Mod. G. richt, Dan. and Sw. xigte; from root

of tee.) 1. The act of seeing; perception of

objects by the eye; view; as, to gain sight of

land; to lose sight of a person.

A cloud received him out of their sight. Acts i. 9.

A sigh/ of you. Mr. 11.. is good for sore eyes.

Treltof*.

% The power of seeing; the faculty of vision,

or of perceiving objects by the instrumen

tality of the eyes; a*, to lose one's sight.

Tby right is young and thou shale read. S\r\t_

O loss at sight, of thee 1 most complain. Milton.

% Range of unobstructed vision ; space or

limit to which the power of seeing extends;

open view; visibility.

Hostile Troy was ever full in sight. Pope.

K, Notice, judgment, or opinion from seeing;

knowledge; view; estimation; consideration.

Let my life ... be precious in thy sight,

a Ki 1. 13.

6 Inspection; examinntion; as, a letter in

tended for your sight only. — 6. The eye or

eyea.

Fttira the depth of hell they lift their sifkt. Dryden.

7- That which is beheld; a spectacle; a Bhow;

particularly, something novel and remark-

able; something wonderful or worth seeing;

a&, to see the sights of a town.

Tbey never saw a fight so fair. Spenser.

Moses said, I will now turn aside and see this great

right, why the bush is not burned. Hxod. itL 3.

& A small aperture through which objects

are to be seen, and by which the direction

U settled or ascertained ; as, the sight of a

quadrant —9. A smalt piece of metal near

the muzzle, or another uear the breech, of

a firearm, as a rifle, cannon, &c, to aid the

eye in taking aim—10. A great many; a

multitu-le iColloq]

Very many colloquialisms current in America but

not now used in England, and generally supposed to

be Americanisms, are, after all, of good old British

family, and people from the Eastern States, who are

* . nrnes ridiculed for talking of a sight of people,

may find comfort in learning that the famous old

rma:e, the prose ' Morte d'Arthur,' uses this word

for mmlrttHde, and that the high-born dame. Juliana

Bero-m, lady prioress of the nunnery of Sopwell in

Cte fifteenth century, informs us that in her time a

tassjisssHf syght fif monkgs was elegant English for

a large company of friar*. G. P. Marsh.

—At tight, after sight, terms applied to bills

or notes payable on or after presentation —

To take right, to take aim ; to look for the

purpose of directing a piece of artillery, Ac.

—Field of right. Same as Field of Vision.

-*ae Field.—Stn. Vision, view, show, spec

tacle, representation, exhibition.

Sight '•:'.'. v.t 1. To get sight of; to come

in sight of; to see; to perceive; as, to sight

the if. I —1 To look at or examine through

a sight; to see accurately; as, to sight a star.

3. To give the proper elevation and direction

to by means of a Bight; as, to sight a rifle or

cannon.

Sight, r Sight©, t Sighed. Chaucer.

Slight (sit), v.t. To look along or through

the sight or sights of an instrument; to take

aim by means of a sight or Bights, as with a

rifle; to take sight.

Sight-draft (sit'draft). n, In com. a draft

payable at sight or on presentation.

Sighted (sifed), a. 1. Having sight or seeing

in a particular manner: used chiefly or ex

clusively in composition; as, long-sighted,

seeing at a great distance; short-sighted, aide

to Bee only at a small distance; quick-sighted,

readily seeing, discerning, or understanding;

sharp-sighted, having a keen eye or acute

discernment.—2. Having a flight or sights;

aa, a rifle sighted for 1000 yards.

Sightfult (sifful). a. Visible; perspicuous.

Sightfulnesst (sit'ful-nes), n, Clearness of

sight

Let us not wink, though void of purest sightfnlness.

Sir P. Sidney.

Sight-hole (sifhol), n. Ahole to see through.

Sighting-shot (sit'iug-shot). n. A shot made

for the purpose of ascertaining if a firearm

is properly sighted ; a trial shot allowed to

each shooter previous to marking his score.

Sightless. (sffles), a. 1. Wanting sight;

blind. 'Of all who blindly creep, or sight

less bout.' Pope. 'Sightless Milton.' Words-

icorth.—2.i Offensive or unpleasing to the

eye. 'Full of unpleasing blots, and sightless

stains.' Shak.—3.f Not appearing to sight;

invisible.

Heav'n's cherubim horsed

Upon the sightless coursers of the air. Shak.

Sightlessly (sifles-li), ado. In a sightless

manner.

Sightlessness (sifles-nes), n. The state of

being sightless; want of sight.

Sightliness (sitli-nes), n. The state of being

sightly; comeliness; an appearance pleasing

to the sight.

Class eyes may be used, though not for seeing, for

sightliness. Fuller.

Sightly (rit'H), a. rleasing to the eye;

striking to the view. 'Many brave sightly

horses. Sir R. UEstrange.

Sight-seeing (sit'sedng), n. The act of see

ing sights ; eagerness for novel or curious

sights.

Sight-seer (sit'se-er), n. One who is fond

of or who goes to see sights or curiosities;

as, the streets were crowded with eager

sight-seer*.

Sight-shot (sifshot), n. Distance to which

the sight can reach; range of sight; eye-shot

Cowley. [Rare.]

Sightsman (sits'man), n. In music, one who

reads music readily at first sight.

Sigil (sij'il), n. [L. sigilhim, dim. of signum,

a sign. ] A seal ; signature ; an occult sign.

'Sigils framed in planetary hours.' Dryden.

Slglllaria (sij-il-la'ri-a). n. [L. sigUtum, a

seal.) The name given to certain large forms

of plants, discovered in the coal formation,

which have no representatives in present

vegetation. They were so named by M.

Brongniart, from the leaf-scars on their

fluted stemB, which resemble so many seal

impressions on the raised fiutings. The

SigiUaria in a Coal-mine near Liverpool.

stems are of various sizes, from a few inches

to upwards of 3 feet in circumference, and

of great length. Their internal structure

most nearly approaches that of the Cyca-

dacese. Their roots are known by the name

stigmaria, being at first regarded as fossils

belonging to a distinct and separate genus.

Slgillative (sij'il-at-iv), a. [Fr. sigillatif,

from L. sigillum, a seal] Fit to seal; be

longing to a seal ; composed of wax. Cot-

grace.

Sigla(signa),».jj?. [L ] Thesigns.characters,

abbreviations, or letters used for words in

ancient manuscripts, printing, coins,medals,

and the like.

Sigma (sig'ma), n. The name of the Greek
letter 1', «■, *-, equivalent to our S.

Slgmodon (sig'mo-don), n. [Gr. sigma, the

letter *, and odoun, odontos, a tooth.] A

fenus of small rodent mammalsof the family

Luridae, and subfamily Arvicolinse. Only

one species (S. hisptdum) is known, about

C inches long. It is a native of Florida, and

very destructive to the crops.

Sigmoid, Sigmoids! (sig'moid. sig-moi'dal),

a. [Gr. sigma, and eidos, resemblance.]

Curved like the letter sigma. In anat. a

term applied to several parts, as the valves

of the heart, the cartilages of the trachea,

the semilunar cavities of the bones, and the

flexure of the colon. The sigmoid flexure is

the last curve of the colon, uefore it termi

nates in the rectum.

Sign (sin), n. [Fr. signe, from L. signum, a

mark, a sign, of which the dim. is sigil-

lum, hence seal. See Seal] 1. That by

which anything is shown, made known, or

represented; any visible thing, any motion,

appearance, or event which indicates the

existence or approach of something else ; a

token; a mark ; an indication; a proof; as,

signs of fair weather or a storm ; a sign of

rain.

O ye hypocrites, ye can discern the face of the sky ;

but can ye not discern the signs of the times?

Mat. xvi. %

2. A motion, action, or gesture by which a

thought is expressed, a wish made known,

or a command given; hence, one of the

natural or conventional gestures by which

intelligence is communicated, or conversa

tion carried on, as by deaf-mutes.

They made signi to his father, how lie would have

him called. Luke i. 6a.

3. A remarkable event considered by the

ancients as indicating the will of a deity;

a prodigy; an omen. —4. Auy remarkable

transaction, event, or phenomenon regarded

as indicating the divine will, or as manifest

ing an interposition of the divine power for

some special end; a miracle; a wonder.

Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will not be

lieve. John iv. 48.

6. Something serving to indicate the exist

ence or preserve the memory of a thing ; a

memorial; a token; a monument.

The fire devoured two hundred and fifty men; and

they became a sign. Num. xxvi. to.

6. Any symbol or emblem which prefigures,

typifies, or represents an idea; hence, some

times, a picture.

The holy symbols, or signs, are not barely signifi

cative, but what they represent is as certainly deliv

ered to us as the symbols themselves. Breretvood.

7. A word regarded as the outward manifes

tation of thought.

When any one uses any term, he may have in his

mind a determined idea which he makes it the sign

of. Bacon.

8. A mark of distinction; cognizance.

When the great ensign of Messiah blamed.

Aloft by angels borne, his sign in heaven. Milton.

9. That which, being external, represents or

signifies something internal or spiritual: a

term used in the formularies of the English

Church in speaking of an ordinance consid

ered with reference to that which it repre

sents.— 10, Something conspicuously hung

or placed over or near a door, as a lettered

board, or carved or painted figure, indicat

ing the occupation of the tenant of the

premises, or giving notice of what is sold or

made within; a sign-board. 'An ale-house'

paltry sign.' Shak.

The shops were therefore distinguished by painted

signs, which gave a gay and grotesque appearance

to the streets. Macaulay.

11. In astron. a portion of the ecliptic or

zodiac containing 30 degrees, or a twelfth

part of the complete circle. The signs are

reckoned from the point of intersection of

the ecliptic and equator at the vernal equi

nox, and are counted onwards, proceeding

from west to east, according to the annual

course of the sun, all round the ecliptic.

In printing they are represented by the fol

lowing marks, which are attached to their

respective names:—Aries ^Y*. Taurus y,

Gemini n . Cancer oj;, Leo £L Virgo fl£,

Libra =Cb Scorpio M\, Sagittarius $ , Cap-

ricornus lr° , Aquarius ZZ , Pisces X . The

first six signs, commencing with Aries, are

called northern signs, because they lie on

ch, cAain; fch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; sing; KB, (A en; fch, tidu; w, trig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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the north side of the equator; and the other

six, commencing with Libra, are called

southern signs, because they lie on the south

side of the equator. The six beginning with

Capricornus are called ascending signs, be

cause the sun passes through them while

advancing from the winter to the summer sol

stice, ami is consequently acquiring altitude

with respect to inhabitants of the northern

hemisphere. The other six, beginning with

Cancer, are called descending signs, because

the sun in passing through them diminishes

his altitude with respect to inhabitants of

the northern hemisphere. These names are

borrowed from the constellations of the

zodiac of the same denomination, which

were respectively comprehended within the

foregoing equal divisions of the ecliptic at

the time when those divisions were first

made ; but on account of the precession of

the equinoxes the positions of these con

stellations in the heavens no longer corre

spond with the divisions of the ecliptic of

the same name, but are considerably in ad

vance of them. Thus the constellation

Aries is now in that part of the ecliptic

called Taurus.— 12. In arith. and math, a

character indicating the relation of quan

tities, or an operation performed by them;

as the sign 4- [plus] prefixed to a quantity

Indicates that the quantity is to be added;

the sign — [minus] denotes that the quantity

to which it is prefixed is to be subtracted.

The former is prefixed to quantities called

affirmative or positive; the latter to quan

tities called negative. The sign x [into]

stands for multiplication, -f- [divided by]

for division, V for the ■ ijii.-t.rc root, ^/ for

the cube root, fy for the nth root, <fcc. The

signs denoting a relation are, = equal to,

> greater than, < less than, <fea—IS. In

med. an appearance or symptom in the

human body, which indicates its condition

as to health or disease.—14. In music, any

character, as a fiat, sharp, dot, &c. — SVN.

Token, mark, note, symptom, indication,

symbol, type, omen, prognostic, presage,

manifestation.

Sign (sin), v.t. l. To express by a sign ; to

make known in a typical or emblematical

manner, in distinction from speech; to sig

nify ; as, to sign our acceptance of some

thing by a gesture. —2. Tomakeasign upon;

to mark with a sign or symbol.

We receive this child into the congregation of

Christ's flock, and do sign him with the sign of the

cross, in token that hereafter he shall not be ashamed

to confess the faith of Christ crucified,

Common Prayer.

8. To affix a signature to, as to a writing or

deed; to mark and ratify by writing one's

name; to subscribe in one's own handwrit

ing. *To sign these papers.' Drydcn.

Give him this deed and let him sign it. Skak,

4. t To convey formally; to assign.—6. t To

dress or array in insignia. 'Thy hunters

stand signed in thy spoil.' Shak. -~ 6.f To

make known; to betoken; to denote.

You sign your place and calling, in full seeming,

With meekness and humility. Shalt.

Sign (sin), v.t. l.t To be a sign or omen.

Shak. —2. To make a sign or signal; as, he

signed to me to advance.

Signable (sin'a-bl), a. Capable of being

signed ; requiring to be signed; as, a deed

signable by A B.

Signal (signal), n. [Fr. signal, L.L. signale,

from L. stgnum. See Sign.] 1. A sign that

gives or is intended to give notice of some

thing to some person, especially from a dis

tance. Signals are used to communicate

information, orders, and the like, to persuns

at a distance, and by any persons and for any

purpose. A signal may be a motion of the

hand, the raising of a flag, the showing of

lights of various colours, the firing of a gun,

the ringing of a bell, the beating of a drum,

the sounding of a bugle, or anything which

will be understood by the persons intended.

Stir not until the signal. Shak.

2.1 Sign; token; indication.

Meantime, in signal of my love to thee, . . .

Will I upon thy party wear this rose. Shak.

Signal (sig'nal), a. Distinguished from what

iB ordinary; eminent; remarkable; notable;

ast&signat failure; & signal exploit; &siynal

service; a signal act of benevolence.

As signal now in low dejected state,

As erst in highest, behold him where he lies.

Milton.

Syn. Eminent, remarkable, memorable, ex

traordinary, uotable, conspicuous.

Sir

Signal (sig'nal), v.t. pret. & pp. signalled;

ppr. signalling. 1. To communicate or make

known by a signal or by signals; as, to sig

nal orders; a vessel signals its arrival.—

2. To make signals to; as, the vessel sig

nalled the forts. —3. To mark

with a sign. Layard,

Signal (sig'nal), v.t. 1. To

give a signal or signals.—

2. To be a Bign or omen.

Signal-box (sig'nal-boks), n.

A small house, often of wood,

in which railway signals are

worked.

Signal-flre (sig'nal-flr), n.

A Are intended for a signal.

Signalist(sig'nal-ist),H, One

who makes Bignals.

Signalityt (sig-nal'i-tl), n.

Quality of being signal or remarkable.

T. Browne.

Signalize (sig'nal iz). v.t. pret. A pp. signal

ed; ppr. signalizing. [From signal.} 1. To

make remarkable or eminent; to render

distinguished from what is common : com

monly used rertexively with the pronouns

myself, himself, themselves, and the like, or

with some noun so closely connected with

the subject as to be almost equivalent to a

reflexive pronoun; as, the soldier signalized

himself; he signalized his reign by many

glorious acts. ' Having signalized his valour

and fortune in defence of Ills country.'

Swift

It is this passion which drives men to ail the ways

we see in use of signalising thtmstlves. Burke.

2. To make signals to ; to indicate by a sig

nal; to signal. [Not in good use.]

Signal-lamp (sig'nal-lamp), n. A railway

lamp, with a bull's-eye in it, made to give

out light of different colours as signals.

Signal-light (sig'nal-lit), n. A light shown

as a signal.

Signally (sig'nal-li), adv. In a signal man

ner; eminently; remarkably; memorably;

as, their plot failed signally.

Signal-man (signal-man), n. One whose

duty it is to convey intelligence, notice,

warning, Ac., by means of signals.

Signalment (sifpnal-ment), n. 1. The act of

signalling. —2. A description by means of

peculiar or appropriate marks. E. B. Brown

ing.

Signal-post (sig'nal-post), n. A post or pole

for displaying flags, lamps, <fcc., as signals.

Signatary (sig'na-ta-ri), n. and a. Same as

Signatory.

Slgnatlont (slg-na'shon), n. Sign given; act

of betokening. Sir T. Browne.

Signatory (sig'na-to-ri), a. 1. Relating to

a seal; used in sealing. —2. Setting a sig

nature to a document; signing; specifically

applied to the head or representative of a

state who signs a public document, as a

treaty: as, the parties signatory to the Treaty

of Paris. Written also Signatary and Sig-

nitary.

Signatory (sig'na-to-ri), n. One who signs;

specifically, the head or representative of a

state who signs a public document, as a

treaty.

If the Grand Duke called upon tht signatories of

the treaty to fulfil the guarantee of neutrality con

tained in it, grave questions would undoubtedly arise.

Times tteivspaprr.

Signature (sig'na-tur), n. [Fr., L.L. signa-

tura, from L. signo, to sign.] 1. A sign,

stamp, or mark impressed. ' The brain being

well furnished with various traces, signa

tures, and images.' Watts. 'The natural

and indelible signature of God, stamped on

the human soul' Bentley. — 2. Especially,

the name of any person written with his own

hand, employed to signify that the writing

which precedes accords with his wishes or

intentions.—3. In old med. an external mark

or character on a plant, which was supposed

to indicate its suitableness to cure particu

lar disease, or diseases of particular parts.

Thus plants with yellow flowers were sup

posed to be adapted to the cure of jaun

dice, Ac.

Some plants bear a very evident signature of their

nature and use. Dr. H. Mare.

4. In printing, a letter or figure at the bot

tom of the first page of a sheet or half sheet,

by which the sheets are distinguished and

their order designated, as a direction to the

binder. In older books, when the sheets

are more numerous than the letters of the

alphabet, a small letter is added to the capi

tal one, as A a, B b; but afterwards a figure

before the letter came to be used, as 1 A,

2 A. In modern printing figures only are

very generally used for signatures.—£. An

external mark or figure by which physiog

nomists pretend to discover the temper and

character of persons —6. In music, the signs

placed at the commencement of a piece of

-dOffiii
Key and Time Signatures on the Treble and Bass Clefs.

i. Key of C ; two minims {or their equivalents) in the bar. 2. Key

of G; four crotchets in the bar. 3. Key of D j two crotchets in the

bar. 4. Key of F; three minims in the bar. 5. Key of B flat;

three crotchets in the bar.

music. There are two kinds of signatures,

the time signature and the key signature.

The key signature, including the clefs, is

usually written on every stave; and the

sharps or flats there occurring affect all

notes of that degree (with their octaves)

throughout the piece. The time signature

is only placed at the beginning of the first

line and where changes occur. It indicates

the number of aliquot parts into which the

bar is divided.—7. In Scots law, a writing

formerly prepared and presented by a

writer to the signet to the baron of ex

chequer, as the ground of a royal grant to

the person in whose name it was presented;

which having, in the case of an original

charter, the sign-manual of the sovereign,

and in other cases the cachet, appointed by

the act of union for Scotland, attached to

it, became the warrant of a conveyance

under one or other of the seals, according

to the nature of the subject or the object

in view.

Signature t (sig'na-tur). v.t. To mark out;

to distinguish. Dr. G. Cheyne.

Slgnaturtst ( sig'na-tur-ist ), n. One who

holds to the doctrine of signatures impressed

upon objects, indicative of character or

qualities. Sir T. Browne.

Sign-board (sin'bord), «. A board on which

a man sets a notice of his occupation or of

articles for sale.

Signet (sin), v.t To assign; to appoint; to

allot. Chaucer.

Signer (sln'er), n. One who signs, especially

one who signs or subscribes his name; as, a

memorial with 100 signers.

Signet (Big'net), n. [O.Fr. signet, dim. of

signe, a sign. See SlQN] A seal; particu

larly. In England, one of the seals for the

authentication of royal grants. The signet,

in Scotland, is a seal by which royal war

rants for the purpose of justice seem to have

been at one time authenticated. Hence the

title of clerks to the signet or tcriters to the

signet, a class of legal practitioners in Edin

burgh who formerly had important privi

leges, which are now nearly abolished. They

act generally as agents or attorneys in con

ducting causes before the Court of Session.

—Clerk of the signet, an officer in England,

continually in attendance upon the princi

pal secretary of state, who has the custody

of the privy signet.

Slgneted(sig'net-ed),a. Stamped or marked

with a signet.

Signet -ring (sig'net-ring), n. A ring con

taining a Big^net or private seal.

Signifert (slg'ni-fer), n. [L.signum, a sign,

and fero, to bear.] The zodiac. Chaucer.

Signiflaunce.t n. Signification. Chaucer.

Signiflct (sig-nifik), o. Significant. Chau

cer.

Significance, Slgnlficancy (sig-niri-kans,

sig-nif'i-kan-si), n. [See Significant)

1. Meaning; import; that which iB intended

to be expressed.

If he declares he intends it for the honour of an

other, he takes away by his words the signficance

of his action. Bp. Sfiltingfieet.

Hence—2. The real import of anything, as

opposed to that which appears; the internal

and true sense, as contradistinguished from

the external and partial.

Our spirits have climbed high

By reason of the passion of our grief.—

And. from the top of sense, looked over sense.

To the significance and h^art of thinjjs

Rather than things themselves. E. B. Brewing.

8. Expressiveness; impressiveness ; force;

power of impressing the mind ; as, a duty

enjoined with particular significance.

I have been admiring the wonderful significttney

of that word persecution, and what various interpre

tations it hath acquired. Sttt/f.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; nfite, not, m<Jve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; y, 3c. fry.
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4 Importance; moment; weight; conse

quence

Many a circumstance of leu rignificnney has been

construed into an overt act of lii^li treason.

Addison.

Significant (sig-nifi-kant), o. [L. signifi

cant, significatUis. ppr. of significo. See

SignifyJ 1. Serving to signify something;

fitted or intended to signify something ; as,

(a) bearing a meaning; expressing or con

taining signification or sense; as, a signifi

cant word or sound, (6) Expressive in an

eminent degree; forcible.

Common life is full of this Vind of significant ex

pressions. Holder.

(c) Expressive or suggestive of something

more than what appears; meaning; as, to

give a person a significant look, (d) Be

tokening something; representative of some

thing; standing as a sign of something.

It was well said of Plotinus, that the stars were sig

nificant, but not efficient. Raleigh.

To add to religious duties such rites and cere

monies as are sign ifica tit, is to institute new sacra

ments. Hooter.

2. Important; momentous; as, a significant

event.

Significant t (sig-nifi-kant), n. That which

is significant; a token. Shak.

Significantly (sig-nifi-kant-li), adv. In a

significant manner: (a) so as to convey

meaning or signification; (6) meaningly; ex

pressively; signifying more than merely ap

pears.

Signiflcate (sig-nifi-kat), n. In logic, one

of several things signified by a common

term. Whately.

Signification (sig/ni-fi-ka"shon)> n. f L sig-

mficatw. See Signify. 1 1. The act of sig

nifying, or of making known by signs or

words, or by anything that is understood.

AU speakinp or signification of one's mind implies

an act or address of one man to another. South.

2. That which is signified or expressed by

signs or words; meaning; import; sense;

that which the person using a sign intends

to convey, or that which men in general who

use it understand it to convey. The signi

fication of words is dependenton usage; but

when custom has annexed a certain sense

to sound, or to a combination of sounds,

this sense is always to be considered the

signification which the person using the

words intends to communicate. So by cus

tom certain signs or gestures have a deter

mined signification. Such is the fact also

with figures, algebraic characters, <fcc.—

3- That which signifies; a sign [Rare.]

Significative (sig-nif'i-kat-iv), a. [Fr. signi-

fieatif. See SIGNIFY.] 1. Betokening or

representing by an external sign ; as, the

tignificative symbols of the eucharist. —

• Having signification or meaning ; expres

sive of a meaning ; sometimes strongly ex

pressive of a certain idea or thing.

There is apparently a significative coincidence

between the establishment of the aristocratic and

oi^archkal powers, and the diminution of the pro

sperity of the state. Rnskin.

Significatively (sig-nifi-kat- 1v-li), adv. In

a significative manner; so as to represent

or express by an external sign.

Bread may be the body of Christ significatively.

Abp. L'ssher.

Signincativeness ( sig-nifi-kat-iv-ues), u.

The quality of being significative, West

Rev

Slgniflcator ( sig-nifi-kat-er), n. One who

or that which signifies or makes known by

words, signs, dec.

In thi* diagram there was one signi/icatcr which

pressed remarkably upon our astrologer's attention.

Sir IV. Scoff.

Si^nificatory (sig-nifi-ka-to-ri), a. Having

Signification or meaning.

Signlncatory ( sig-nifi-ka-to-ri), n. That

whk-b betokens, signifies, or represents.

Here is a double significatory of the spirit, a word

asd a sign. jfer. Taylor.

Signlflcavit (sig,ni-fl-ka"vit), n. [Third pers.

sung. pret. ind. of L. significo, to signify.]

In eecUs law, a writ, now obsolete, issuing

out of Chancery upon certificate given by

the ordinary of a man's standing excom

municate by the space of forty days, for the

keeping him in prison till he submit him-

•elf to the authority of the church. Whar

ton.

Signify (sig'ni-fi), of. pret A pp. signified;

ppr. signifying. [Fr. tignifier, from L. sig

nifies— signum, a sign, and /ado, to make.]

1. To make known by signs or words; to

sor communicate to anotherby words.

gestures, Ac; as, he signified to me his in

tention.

Then Paul . . . entered into the temple, to signify

the accomplishment of the days of purification.

Acts xxii. a6.

2. To give notice ; to announce ; to impart ;

to declare; to proclaim.

My friend Stephano, signify, I pray you,

Within the house, your mistress is at hand. Shah.

3. To mean; to have or contain a certain

sense; to import; as, in Latin ' amo' signifies

'I love.'-—4. To suggest as being intended;

to indicate.

Let him have some plaster, or some loam, or

Some rough-cast about him, to signify wall. Shak.

5. To weigh; to matter: used almost in

transitively in particular phrases; as, it

signifies much or little; it signifies nothing;

what does it signify 1

What signifies the people's consent in making and

repealing Jaws, if the person who administers hath

no tier Swift.

And whether coldness, pride, or virtue dignify

A woman—so she's good, what can it signify t

Byron.

Syn. To express, manifest, declare, utter,

intimate, betoken, denote, imply, mean.

Signify (stg'ni-fT), v.i. To express meaning

with Force. * If the words be but comely

and signifying.' B. Jonson. [Rare.]

Signior (sen'yor), n. An English form of

the Italian Signore, Spanish Seflor, a title of

respect equivalent to the English Sir or Mr.,

the French Monsieur, and theGerman Herr.

Written also Synor. Seignior. SeeSEiGNIOR.

Stgniorizet (sen'yor-iz), v.t To exercise do

minion over; to lord it over. ' He that si-

gniorizeth hell' Fairfax.

SIgnlorlaet fsen'yor-iz). v.i. To exercise do

minion, or to have dominion.

O'er whom, save heaven, nought could signiertzt.

k~yd.

Signiory, Signory (sen'yo-ri), n. 1. A prin

cipality; a province.

Through all the signiories it was the first.

And Prospcro the prime duke. Shak.

2. The landed property of a lord; a domain;

an estate; a manor.

Eating the bitter bread of banishment.

Whilst you have fed upon my signiories. Shak.

3. Government; dominion; power; seigniory.

'The inextinguishable thirst for signiory.'

Kyd.—4. A governing body. 'My services

which I have done the signiory.' Shak.—

6.t Seniority. 'The benefit of signiory.'

Shak.

Signitary (sig'ni-ta-ri), a. Same as Signa

tory.

Sign - manual (sin-man'u-al), n. A signa

ture; the subscription of one's own name to

a document; specifically, a royal signature,

which must be adhibited to all writs which

have to pass the privy seal or great seal

Signor (sen'yor), n. Same as Signior.

Signora (sen-yo'ra), n. An Italian title of

address or respect, equivalent to Madam,

Mrs.

Signorlna (sen-yo-re'na), n. An Italian title

of respect, equivalent to the English Miss

and the French Mademoiselle.

Signory. Set Signiory.

Sign-painter (Bin'pant-er), n. A painter

of signs for tradesmen, &c.

Slgn-pOSt (sin'post), ». A post on which a

sign hangs.

Slgnum (sig'num), n. [L.] In law. a cross

prefixed as a sign of assent and approbation

to a charter or deed.

Bike, t a. Such. Spenser.

Sike (slk), n. [Icel. sik.] A small stream of

water; a rill; a marshy bottom with a small

stream in it. [Scotch and North of Eng

land]

Slice, t a. Sick. Chaucer.

Slice, t n. Sickness. Chaucer.

Sike, » ft. To sigh. Chaucer.

Sike.t n. A sigh. Chaucer.

Slkert (sik'er), a. or adv. Sure; surely. See

Sicker.

Sikerly.t adv. Surely; securely. Chaucer.

Sikernesat (sik'er-nes), n. Sureness; safety.

Sikh (sek), n. One of an Indian commu

nity, half religious, half military (founded

about A. P. 1500). which professes the purest

Deism, and is chiefly distinguished from the

Hindus by worshipping one only invisible

God. They founded a state in the Punjaub

about the end of the eighteenth century,

which was annexed to the British Empire in

India in 1849. Written also Set*.

Sllaus (sila-us), n. (A name given to an

umbelliferous plant by Pliny.] A genus of

plants, nat order Umbellifene. They are

tall perennial herbs, with finely divided

leaves and umbels of white or yellowish

flowers, natives of Europe and Asia. S. pro-

tenuis (meadow-pepper saxifrage) is found in

damp and moist places in England, other

parts of Europe, and Siberia. The whole

plant hasannnpleasantsmell when bruised,

and cattle generally avoid it in pastures.

Slle (sil), n. [Sw. sil, a strainer; sila, to

strain, to sift; L.G. sielen, to draw off water;

akin silt.] A sieve; a strainer. [Old and

Provincial English and Scotch.]

Slle (sil), v.t To strain, as fresh milk from

the cow. [Old and Provincial English and

Scotch.]

Slle (sil), v.i. To flow down; to drop; to

fall. [Provincial.]

Sllenese (si-le'ne-6), n. plur. [From Silene.]

A tribe of Caryophyllacea:, the members of

which have a tubular calyx and petals with

claws. See Caryophyllacea.

Silence (si'lens), n, [Fr. silence, from L. si-

lentiutn, silence, from sileo, to be still, to

be silent; comp. Goth, silan, anasilan, to

be silent ] 1. The condition prevailing when

everything is silent; stillness or entire ab

sence of sound or noise ; as, the silence of

midnight. 'The night's dend bilence.' Shak.

There was silence deep as death ;

And the boldest held his breath.

For a time. Campbell.

2. The state of holding the peace; forbear

ance of speech in man or of noise in other

animals; taciturnity; muteness; as, to keep

silence; to listen in silence.

Be check'd for silence, but never tax'd for speech.

Shak.

3. The refraining from speaking of or mak

ing known something; secrecy; as, to re

ward a person for his silence.—A. Stillness;

calmness; quiet; cessation of rage, agitation,

or tumult; as, the elements reduced to si

lence.—5. Absence of mention; oblivion; ob

scurity.

Eternal silence be their doom. Aft/ton.

A few more days, and this essay will follow the

Defensio Pofuli to the dust and silence of the upptr

shelf. MacauJay.

Silence (si'lens), v.t pret A pp. silenced;

ppr. siU'itcinq. To make silent; to put

to silence; (a) to oblige to hold the peace;

to cause to cease speaking; as, to silence a

loquacious speaker.

To silence envious tongues : be just, and fear not.

Let all the ends thou aim'st at be thy country's.

Thy Cod's and truth's. Shak.

(b) To restrain in reference to liberty of

speech; especially, to restrain from preach

ing by revoking a license to preach; a3, to

silence a minister of the gospel.

Is it therefore

The ambassador is silenced f Shak.

The st'lenc'd preacher yields to potent strain.

Pope.

(c) To cause to cease sounding; to stop the

noise or sound of; to make to cease.

Silence that dreadful beU. Shak.

It is the little rift within the lute.

That by and by will make the music mute,

And ever widening slowly silence all.

Tennyson.

(d) To still ; to quiet ; to restrain ; to ap

pease. ' Would have silenced their scruples. '

Daniel Rogers.

This would silence all further opposition.

Clarendon.

(e) To stop the noise of firing from: to make

to cease firing, especially by a vigorous can

nonade; as. to silence guns or a battery.

Silence (si'lens), interj. Used elliptically for

let there be silence, or keep silence.

Silene (sl-le'ne), n. [Origin doubtful] An

extensive genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Caryophyllacea!. The species

are in general herbaceous; the stems are

leafy, jointed, branched, and frequently

glutinous below each joint. The greatest

proportion are inhabitants of the south of

Europe and north of Africa; many occur in

the temperate regions of both hemispheres.

Several species are British, which are known

by the names of campion and catch-fly.

Many are cultivated in gurdens as orna

mental flowers. S. cojnixicta or close-

flowered catch-fly Is one of the most beau

tiful of the genua. S. infiata, or bladder-

campion, is edible. The young shoots boiled

are a good substitute for green peas or as

paragus.

Silent (silent), a. [h. silens, silentis, ppr.

of sileo. See SILENCE, n.] 1. Not speaking;

mute; dumb; speechless.

O my Cod, I cry in the daytime, but thou hearest

not ; and in the night season, and am not silent.

Ps-xjuL a.

Her eyes are homes of silent prayer.

Tennysoft.

eh, cJiain: ch, Sc. locA; g. go; i, job; fi, Fr ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; xh, azure.—See KJbt.
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2. Habitually taciturn; speaking little; not

inclined to much talking; not loquacious.

Ulysses, he adds, was the most eloquent and the

most silent of men. it'. Broome.

3. Not mentioning or proclaiming; making

no noise or rumour.

This new created world, of which in hell

Fame is not silent. Milton.

4. Perfectly quiet; still ; free from sound or

noise; having or making no noise; as, the

silent watches of the night; the silent groves.

' Sparkling in the silent waves.' Spenser.

But thou, most awful forml

Risest from forth thy silent sea of pines.

How silently. Coleridge.

6. Not operative; wanting efficacy. 'Causes

. . . silent, virtueless, and dead.' Raleigh.

6. Not pronounced or expressed ; having no

sound in pronunciation; as,c is silent mfable,

—SUent partner. Same as Dormant Partner.

See under DORMANT.—Silent system, a sys

tem of prison discipline which imposes en

tire silence jimong the prisoners even when

assembled together. — Syn. Dumb, mute,

speechless, taciturn, soundless, voiceless,

quiet, still.

Silent (si'lent). n. Silence ; silent period.

'Deep night, dark night, the silent of the

night.' Shak.

SUentiary (sMen'shi-a-ri), n. L One ap

pointed tt> keep silence and order in a court

of justice.—2. A privy-councillor; one sworn

not to divulge secrets of state. Barrow.

Silentious (st-len'shus), a. Habitually si

lent; taciturn; reticent.

Silently (si'lent-li), adv. In a silent man

ner; as, (a) without speech or words.

Each silently

Demands thy grace, and seems to watch thy eye.

DryHsn.

(&) Without noise; as, to march silently.

With tiptoe step vice silently succeeds. Cifw/er.

(c) Without mention.

The difficulties remain still, till he can show who is

me. i nt by right heir; in all those cases the present

possessor lias no son : this he silently passes over.

Locke.

Silentness (silent-nes), n. State of being

silent; stillness; silence.

The moonlight steeped in silentness.

The steady weathercock. Coleridge.

Silenus (si-le'nus), n. [Gr. Site no*.] A

Grecian divinity, the foster-father and at

tendant of Bacchus, and likewise leader of

the satyrs. He was represented as a ro

bust old man, generally in a state of intoxi

cation, and riding on an ass carrying a eau-

tliarus or bottle.

Sileryt (sil'er-i), n. In arch, foliage carved

on the tops of pillars.

Silesia (si-le'shi-a), ». A species of linen

cloth, so called from its being manufactured

originally in Silesia, a province of Prussia;

thin coarse linen.

Sllesian (si-le'shi-an), n. A native or in

habitant of Silesia.

Sllesian (sile'shi-an), a. Pertaining to Si

lesia; made in Silesia; as, Silesian linen.

Silex (sileks), n. [L.J Same as 83ica (which

see).

Silhouette (sil'6-et), n.

[From Etienne de Sil

houette, French minister

of finance in 1759, in deri

sion of his economical at

tempts to reform the fin

ancial state of France

while minister. Every

thing supposed to be ex

cessively economical was

then characterized as in

the Silhouette style, and

the term has been retained for this sort of

portrait] A name given to the representa

tion of an object filled in of a black colour,

the inner parts being sometimes indicated

by lines of a lighter colour, and shadows

or extreme depths by the aid of a heighten

ing of gum or other shining medium.

Silica (Bi'Ii-ka), n. [L. silex. silicis, a flint]

(Si02) Oxide of silicon. This important sub

stance constitutes the characteristic ingre

dient of a great variety of minerals, among

which rock-crystal, quartz, chalcedony, and

flint may be considered as nearly pure silica.

It also predominates in many of the rocky

masses which constitute the crust of our

globe, such as granite, the varieties of sand

stone, and quartz rock. It ib the chief sub

stance of which glass is made; also an in

gredient, in a pulverized state, in the manu

facture of stoneware, and it is essential in

the preparation of tenacious mortar. Silica,

when pure,is a fine powder, hard, insipid,and

Silhouette.

inodorous, rough to the touch, and scratches

and wears away glass. It combines in definite

proportions with many salifiable bases, and

its various compounds are termed silicates.

Plate -glass and window-glass, or, as it is

commonly called, crown-glass, are silicates

of sodium or potassium, and flint-glass is a

similar compound, with a large addition of

silicate of lead. See Silicic.

Silicate (sil'i-kat), n. A salt of silicic

acid. Silicates formed by the union of silicic

acid, or silica, with the bases alumina, lime,

magnesia, potassa, soda, tfce. , constitute the

greater number by far of the hard minerals

which encrust the globe. The silicates of

potash and soda, when heated to redness,

form glass.—Silicate paint, natural silica,

when dried and forming an almost impalp

able powder, mixed with colours and oil.

Unlike the ordinary lead paints, all the sili

cate colours are non-poisonous. Silicate

white has great covering power ; is not af

fected by gases; and heat of 500" Is suc

cessfully resisted.

Silicated (sil'i-kat-ed), a. Coated, mixed,

combined, or impregnated with silica —

Silicated soap, a mixture of silicate of soda

and hard soap.

Silica tization (siri-kat-Iz-iY'shon), n. The

process of combining with silica so as to

change to a silicate.

Siliceous, SiliciOUS (si-lish'us), a. Per

taining to silica, containing it, or partaking

of its nature and qualities; as, siliceous

limestone; siliceous slate; siliceous nodules,

&c—Siliceous cement, a hydraulic cement

containing a certain proportion of a silicate.

—Siliceous earth, silica (which see).— Sili

ceous waters, such as contain silica in solu

tion, as many boiling springs.

Silicic (si-lis'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

silica; as, silicic ether; silicic acid.—Silicic

acid, an acid obtained by decomposing so

dium silicate with hydrochloric acid and

dialysing the liquid bo obtained. Silicic

acid has not been obtained in the pure

form, as it undergoes decomposition into

water and silica when heated. Many si

licic acids are believed to exist. The nor

mal acid is H,Si04.

Silici-calcareous (si-lis'i-kal-ka"re-us), a.

Consisting of silica and calcareous matter.

Sillclferous (sil-i-sifer-us), a. [L. silex,

silicis, silex, and fero, to produce. ] Pro

ducing silica, or united with a portion of

silica.

Siliciflcation (si-lis'i-fl-ka"shon), n. Petri

faction ; the conversion, of any substanoo

into stone by siliceous matter.

Siliclfy (si-lis'i-fi). v.t. pret & pp. silicified;

ppr. stlici/ying. [L. silex, silicis, flint, and

facio, to make.] To convert into or petrify

by silica.

Silicify (si-lis'i-fi), v.i. To become silica; to

be impregnated with silica.

Sillcimurite (si-lis'i-mu"rit), n. [L. silex.

flint, and muria, brine.] An earth composed

of silica and magnesia.

Silicite (sil'i-sit), «. A variety of felspar,

consisting of 50 parts of silicic acid, alu

mina, lime, soda, and peroxide of iron.

Called also Labrador Spar and Labra-

dorite. Dana.

Sillclted (si-lis'it-ed), a. Impregnated with

silica Kirwan. [Rare,]

Sillclum (si-hVi-um), n. [L. silex, flint]

See Silicon.

Siliciureted, Siliciuretted (si-lis'i -fi-ret-

ed), a. In chem. combined or impregnated

with silicon.—Siliciureted hydrogen, a gas

composed of silicon and hydrogen, which

takes fire spontaneously when in contact

with air, giving out a brilliant white light.

Sllicle (sil'i-kl), n. [L. sUicula, dim. of

siliqua, a pod. j In hot. a kind of seed-

Silicle or Pouch.

i. Shepherd's- purse \C<tfsella bursa -pastoris).

s, Do. opened, to show the placenta?, the seeds, and

thetwovalves. s.Vernal Whitlow-grass {Drabaverna

or Erephila vulgaris). 4, Do. opened, to show the

valves, the dissepiment, and Lhc seeds, 5, Penny-

cress ( Thlasfi arvertse).

vessel, in structure resembling a siliqua.

but differing from it in being as broad as it

is long or broader. Examples of it may be

seen in the whitlow-grass, in the shephenl's-

purse, and in the horse-radish. Among the

algie the name is given to a similar vessel,

pod-like, oblong, conical, linear, or lanceo

late, transversely striated, and formed either

of transformed branches or portions of a

branch. It is not quite certain that these

are connected with the reproduction of the

plant. See Siliqua.

Silico - fluoric (sil'i-ko-fm-or"ik). a The

name of an acid, H^SiFg. When silicic acid

is dissolved by hydrofluoric acid a gas is pro

duced which is colourless, fuming strongly

in the air. It is absorbed by water and hy-

drated silicic acid is deposited, while an

acid is found in the water which is termed

silico-fiuoric acid, or hydrojtuoiilicic acid.

With bases this acid forms salts called silieo-

Huorides, which are nearly all insoluble.

Silico-fluorld^sil'i-ko-fliror-id), n. (M^SiF./)

A salt of silieo-fluoric acid. See SlLloo-

FLL'OBTC.

Silicon (sil'I-kon), n. [From L. silex, silicis,

& flint] Sym. Si. At. wt. 2S. The non-

metallic element of which silica is the oxide.

Silicon may be obtained amorphous or crys

talline. In the latter form it is very hard,

dark-brown, lustrous, and not readily oxid

ized. It is insoluble in all ordinary acids,

with the exception of hydrofluoric. Silicon

unites with hydrogen, chlorine, &-e., to form

well-marked compounds. In its general

analogies it closely resembles carbon. Called

also Silicivm.

Silicula, Silicule (si-lik'u-la, siri-kul), n.

Same as Silicic.

Slliculosa (fii-lik'u-16"sa), ». pi. One of the

two orders into which Linna'ns divided hi*

class Tetradynamia It comprehends those

plants which have a silicle. See Siliolk.

Siliculose, SUlculous (si-lik'u-los, si-lik'u-

lus), a. 1. Having silicles or pertaining to

them. — :'. t 1 nil of or consisting of husks ;

husky. Bailey.

Siliglnose.t Siliginoust (si-lij'in-os, ai-lij'-

in-us),a. [L. siliyo.siliginis, a very fine kind

™ -^ of wlute wheat }

Made of white

/A wheat. Bailey.

Siling-dish (sil'ing-

dish),n. [See Silk. J

A colander ; a

Btrainer. [ Obsolete

or local.]

Siliqua (sil'i-kwa),n.

pL Siliqua (sil'i-

kwe). [L. siliqua, a

pod, also a very

small weight] L In

bot. the long pod-like

fruit of crucifers; a

kind of seedA'esseL

It iB characterised

by dehiscing by two>

valves which separ

ate from a central

portion called the

replum. It is lin

ear in form, and is always superior to the

calyx and corolla The seeds are attached

to two plaeentrc, which adhere to the re-

plum, and are opposite to the lobes of the

stigma. Examples may be seen in the stock

or wall-flower, and in the cabbage, turnip.

and mustard.—2- A weight of 4 grains, used

In weighing gold and precious stones; .1

carat.

Siliquaria (sil-i-kwa'ri-a), n.

marine gasteroporious

molluscs, found both fos

sil and recent The shell

is tubular, spiral at its

beginning, continued in

an irregular form, divided

laterally through its

whole length by a narrow

slit, and formed into

chambers by entire Bepta.

Recent siliquaria? have

been found in sponges.

Cuvier places the genus

in the order Tubulibran-

chiata

1
Siliqua or Pod.

1. Mustard z.Wall- flower.

3. Do. opened, to show the

valves, replum or dissepi

ment, and seeds.

A genus of

Silique (si-lek'), n. Same

as Silviua, Sili'i' itn:. . 1 ina .

Siliquella (sil-i-kwella),

n. In bot. a subordinate part of the fruit

of certain plants, as the poppy, consisting

of a division or carpel and the two pla

centae.

Siliquiform (si-lifwi-form). 0. Having the

form of a siliqua

Siliquosa(sil-i-kw6'sa),«7>f. Oneof tbetwo

orders into which Linneeus divided his class

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, mdve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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Tetradynamia. the other being Siliculosa.

It comprehends those plants which huve u

sillqua, as the cabbage, turnip, mustanl, Ac,

SiUquose, Slllquous (sil'i-kwus. sil'i-kwus),

a. [L, siiujuotus, from tiliqua, a pod.) In

hot. l>earing ailiqwe; having that species of

pericarp called siliqua; as, sUinuose plants.

Silk c-ilk), n. [A. Sax. seoloCy Bilk, for *eric,

from ! serieum. Or. tirikon, silk, lit. Seric I

stuff, from Srres, the Greek name of the '

Chinese.] 1. The fine, soft thread produced

by the larvae of numerous species belonging ,

to the genus Bombyx and other genera of

the family Bombycidie, lepidopterous in

sects of the section popularly known by the I

name moth, the most important of which

is the Boinhyx wort, or common silkworm, a

native of the northern provinces of China '

Silk is the strongest, most lustrous, and

most valuable of textile fabrics, and is a

thread composed of several finer threads

iv ui. h the worm draws from two large or

gans or glands, containing a viscid sub

stance, which extend along great part of the |

body, and terminate in two spinnerets at

the mouth. With this substance the silk

worm envelops itself, forming what is

called a cocoon. Raw silk is produced by

the operation of winding off, at the same

time, several of the balls or cocoons (which

are immersed in hot water to soften the

natural gum on the filament) on a common

reel, thereby forming one smooth even

thread. Before it is fit for weaving it is

converted into one of three forms, viz.

'■>:'•. tram, or organzine. Single* (a col

lective noun) is formed of one of the reeled

threads, being twisted in order to give it

strength and firmness. Tram is formed of

two or more threads twisted together. In

this state it is commonly used in weaving,

as the hoot or weft Thrown silk is formed

of one, two, three, or more singles, accord

ing to the substance required, twisted to

gether in a contrary direction to that in

which the singles of which it is composed

are twisted. The silk so twisted is called

organzine. Spun silk is waste silk, pierced

cocoons, floss, Ac , dressed, combed, formed

into roving*, and spun by processes and on

machinery analogous to that nsed in the

worsted manufacture.—Tussah silk, a term

applied to the raw silk produced by a

variety of moths other than the ordinary

silkworm, Bombyx mori.—2. Cloth made of

silk. In this sense the word has a plural,

xilka. denoting different sorts and varieties;

as. black $ilk, white silk, coloured silks.

He ramed the shurc to be covered with Persian

silk tor him to tread upon. A'nslles

S. A garment made of silk.

She bethought her of a faded rift. Tennysvn.

4. [United States.] A name given to the fili

form style of the female flower of maize,

from Its resemblance to real silk in Oneness

and softness. — Virginia sUk, a climbing

plant of the genus Feriploca (P. graca),

having the seed covered with a silky tuft.

Silk (silk), a. Made of silk; silken. 'Silk

stockings.' Shak. —SUk gown, the technical

name given to the canonical robe of a

queen's counsel, differing from that of an

ordinary barrister in being made of silk and

not of stuff; hence, the counsel himself.

'Mr. Blowers, the eminent silk-gown.' Dick-

en*. — To take silk, to attain the rank of

queen's counsel.

Silk-cotton (silkTr.ot-tn), n. A short, silky

and elastic fibre surrounding the seeds of

the genus Bombax, and some other trees.

It is used for stuffing mattresses, for cover

ing hat bodies, tfce.—Silk-cotton tree, a tree

•if the genus Bombax (which see).

Silk-dresser (silk dres-er), n. One employed

in dressing or stiffening and smoothing silk

Simmondjt.

Silken (silk'n), a. [A. Sax. seolcen] 1. Made

of silk ; as, silken cloth ; a silken veil. ' A

ntken thread ' Shak—2. Like silk; soft to

the touch; hence, delicate; tender; smooth.

'Silken terms precise.' Shak.— S. Dressed

in silk ' A cockerM silken wanton.' Shak.

Silken (silk'n), v.L To make like silk; to

render soft or smooth. ' Silkening their

fleeces.* John Dyer.

SUk -fowl (silk'foul), u. A variety of the

domestic fowl with silky plumage.

The tift-/irnf breeds true, and there is reason to

bHke*c rs a very ancient race ; but when I reared a

large number of monvrels from a silk-hen by a Span-

tali cock, not one exhibited even a trace of the so-

called wlkine**. Darwin.

Silk-hen (silkTien), n. The female silk-fowl

(which ms)

Silkiness (silk'i-nes), n. I. The state or qua

lity of being silky; softness and smoothness

to the feci.—2. Softness; effeminacy; pusil

lanimity. —3. Smoothness of taste. 'The

claret had no silkiness.' Chesterfield.

Silkman (silk'man), n. A dealer in silks.

* Master Smooth's the silkman.' Shak.

Silk-mercer (silk'mer-ser), n. A dealer in

silks.

Silk-mill (silk'mil), n. A mill or factory for

reeling, spinning, and manufacturing silk.

Silknesst(silk'ne8),n. Silkiness. B.Jonson.

Silk-shag (Bilk'shag), n. A coarse, rough

woven silk, like plush. Simmond*.

Silk-thrower, Silk-throwster (silk'thrG-

er, silk'thr6-ster), n. One who winds, twists,

spins, or throws silk, to prepare it for

weaving.

Silk-tree (silk'tre), n. An ornamental de

ciduous tree, the Acacia Julibrissin, a native

of the Levant.

Silk-weaver (silk'wev-er), n. One whose

occupation is to weave silk stuffs.

Silk-Weed (silk'wed), n. A plant. Asclepias

Cornuti (or syriaca), nat. order Asclepia-

dacero, the seed-vessels of which contain a

long silky down. Called also Milk-weed and

Wild Cotton.

Silk-worm (ailk'werm), n. A worm which

produces silk, the larva of a lepidopterous

Insect called the Bombyx mori, and of other

allied insects. (See Bombyx.) The com

mon silk-worm feeds on the leaves of the

mulberry; the B. Yama-mai of Japan and

B. Perm/i of North China feed on the oak ;

B. Cynthia feeds on the A Hunt It us glandu-

losa; and B. ricini on the cas

tor-oil plant. A full-grown

silk - worm is abont 3

Incheslong. The co

coon, or case of

Silk-worm-Larva, Chrysalis, and Cocoon.

silky fibre which it spins round its body, is

intended for a receptacle in which it may

change to the chrysalis state, and from

which it will finally emerge as the perfect

insect. The cocoon is about the size of a

pigeon's egg. See SILK.—Silk-worm gut, a

substance prepnred from the silky secre

tion of the caterpillars of the ordinary silk

worm, and constituting the lustrous, exceed

ingly strong line so well known to anglers

under the name of 'gut.'—Silk-worm rot,

a fungous plant or mould, the Botrytis bas-

siana, which kills Bilk-worms in great num

bers; muscardine.

Silky (silk i), a. L Made of silk; consisting

of silk; silken. 'In silky folds each nervous

limb disguise.' Shenstone. — 2. Like silk;

soft and smooth to the touch; delicate;

tender. — 3. Applied to the surface of a

plant when it is covered with long, very

slender, close - pressed, glistening hairs ;

sericeous.

Sill (sil), n. [A. Snx. syl, syll. a base, foun

dation, sill; leel. syll (also trill), a sill of a

door or window; ftw. syll (also twill), a foun

dation, a sill; O.HO. suelli, G. sehwelle, a

threshold; Goth, sulja, a sole, &&\i\,gasuljan,

to lay a foundation. Perhaps from same

root as L. solum, the ground, a base or

fotmdation; solidus, solid; but the forms

with v or w point rather to root sirar, seen

In O.H.G. swari, G. schwer, heavy; L. serrus,

a slave; Lith. svarat, weight] 1. A block

forming a basis or foundation ; a stone or

a piece of timber on which a structure rests;

as, the gills of a house, of a bridge, of a

loom, and the like; more specifically, the

horizontal piece of timber or stone at the

bottom of a framed ease, such as that of a

door or window.—Ground sills, the timbers

on the ground which support the posts and

superstructure of a timber building.—Sills

of the port*, port-sill*, in ship-building, pieces

of timber let in horizontally between the

frames, to form the upper and lower sides

of the ports. --2. In fort, the inner edge of

the bottom nr sole of an embrasure.— 3. In

mining, the floor of a gallery or passage in

a mine.—4. The shaft or thill of a carriage.

[Provincial English.]

8111 (sil). n. [Icel. sil, a fish allied to the

herring.] Theyoungof a herring. [Provin

cial English]

Sillabub (sillabub),?!. [From 0. and Prov. E.

sile, syle, to milk a cow (see Sile), and bub,

a kind of liquor.] A dish made by mixing

wine or cider with cream or milk, and thus

forming a soft curd.

Siller (sil'er), n. Silver; money. [Scotch.]

Sillery (sil'er-i), n. [From the Marquis of

Sillery, the owner of the vineyards yielding

this wine.] A non - sparkling champagne*

wine, of an esteemed kind.

Sillik (ail'ik), n. See SULOCK.

Sillily (sil'li-li), adv. In a silly manner;

foolishly; without the exercise of good sense

or judgment

We arc caught as sillily as the bird in the net.

Sir R. L'hst>a>t£e.

Sillimanite (silli-man-U), n. A mineral

found in Saybrook in Connecticut, so named

in honour of Professor Silliman, the Ameri

can savant. It is a silicate of alumina, and

occurs in long, slender, rhombic prisms,

engaged in gneiss. Its colour is dark gray

and brown; lustre shining upon the external

planes, but brilliant and pseudo-metallie

upou those produced by cleavage in a direc

tion parallel with the longer diagonal of the

prism. It is identical in composition with

andalusite and kyanite.

Silliness (sil'li-nes), n. The quality of being

silly; weakness of understanding; want of

sound sen&e or judgment; simplicity; folly.

It is silliness to live when to live is torment. Skak.

Sillock (sil'ok). n. [Dim. of prov. sill, a young

herring. See SILL.] The name given in the

Orkney Islands to the fry of the coal-fish, a

congener of the cod. Also spelled Silloc,

Silltk, and Sellok.

SLUon (sil'lon), n, [Fr] In fort, a work

raised in the middle of a ditch, to defend it

when it is too wide.

Silly (sil'li), a. [0. E. seely, sely, A. Sax. aWi</.

happy, prosperous, blessed; Icel. salligr, G.

selin, happy, blessed; from A. Sax. ■*■>! Icel.

sail, Goth, sels, good, prosperous, happy.

The development of meaning—prosperous,

blessed, good, simple, silly—presents no diffi

culty.] l.t Happy; fortunate. Wickliffe.—

2.f Plain; simple; rude; rustic.

There was a fourth man. In a siliy habit.

That gave the affront with them. Skat.

3. Harmless; simple; guileless; innocent; in

offensive. [Obsolete or obsolescent.]

Rut yet he could not keep

Here with the shepherds and the silly sheep.

Matt. Arnold

4. Weak; impotent; helpless; frail. ' My silly

bark.' Spenser. [Olis.orprovincial.]—5.Fool-

Ish, as a term of pity, destitute of strength

of mind; weak in intellect; poor; witless;

simple.

The silly queen, with more than love's good will,

1-orbade the boy. Shak.

6. Foolish, as a term of contempt ; charac

terized by weakness or folly ; proceeding

from want of understanding or common

judgment ; showing folly ; unwise ; stupid ;

as, a silly fellow; very silly conduct.

This is the silliest stuff that ever I heard. Shak.

7. Fatuous; imbecile; having weakness of

mind approaching to Idiocy. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch.]— 8. Weak in body; not in good

health. [Scotch]

Sillyhow (sil'li-hou), n. [A. Sax. taelig,

happy, prosperous, and hvfe, a hood.] The

membrane that covere the head of the

fetus; a caul. See Caul. [Old English and

Scotch. ]

SilphidSB (sirfl-de). n. pi. A family of coleop

terous insects, ^longing to the section Pen-

tamera, and sub-section Necrophaga, having

five distinct joints in all the tarsi, and the

mandibles terminated in an entire point,

and not notched. These insects subsist

upon putrefying substances. The most in

teresting genus is Necrophorus, which con

tains the sexton-beetles or bucying-beetles.

The carrion-beetie belongs to the genus Sil-

pha. See Necrophorus.

8LH (silt), n. [From stem of Prov. E. and

Sc. sile, to strain or filter. See SILE.] A

deposit of mud or fine soil from running or

standing water; fine earthy sediment; as, a

harbour choked up with silt. ' In long pro

cess of time the silt and sands shall so choak

and shallow the sea,' Sir T. Browne.

Silt (silt), v.t. To choke, fill, or obstruct

with silt or mud: often with up; as, the

channel got silted up.

ch. eAain; ch. 9c. locA: g, go; J. job; n. Ft. ton; 7H, then; th, tain; w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, arure.—See K.ET., sing;



SILT

Silt (silt), t. i. To percolate through crevices;

to ooze.

Sllty (ailt'i), a. Consisting of or resembling

silt; full of silt

Silure (si-lurO, n. A fish of the genus Silurus,

the sheat-fish.

Silurian (sl-lu'ri-an), a. Of or belonging to

the Silures, au ancient people of South

Wales, or their country. — SWurian rocks,

strata, system, fn geol. the name given by

Murchison to a great succession of palaeozoic

strata intervening between the Cambrian

formation and the base of the old red sand-

* stone; so called from the district where the

strata was first investigated, the region of

the Silures, a tribe of ancient Britons. The

Silurian rocks in Britain have been divided

into upper, middle, and lower Silurian;

the upper comprising the Mayhill, Wenlock,

and Ludlow groups ; the middle, the Llan

dovery rocks ; and the lower, the Caradoc

and Llandeilo groups. Silurian strata have

been examined in all parts of the world,

and co-related with the British types ; and

though the nature of the rocks may difTer,

the same facies of life prevails, the fossils

exhibiting most of the forms of invertebrate

life.

Siluridse (si-lu'ri-de), n. pi. [L. ifiWKl, Or.

silouros, the sheat-fish.] A family of fishes,

of the order Malacopterygii, placed by

Cuvier between the Esocidae or pikes and

the Salmonidss or salmon. The family Silu-

ridro (otherwise named sheat-fishes) consti

tutes a very extensive section of fishes, the

species of which are, for the most part, con

fined to the fresh waters of warm climates.

They present great diversity of form, but

their most obvious external characters are

the want of true scales; the skin is generally

naked, but in parts protected by large bony

Sly Silurus (Silurusfla nis).

plates; the foremost ray of the dorsal and

pectoral fins almost always consists of a

strong bony ray, often serrated either in

front or behind, or on both sides. The

mouth is almost always provided with bar-

bules. The only known European species

of Silurus is the Silurus glanis, Linn. , a fish

of a very large size, which is found in the

lakes of Switzerland, in the Danube, the

Elbe, and all the rivers of Hungary. It

takes Its prey by lying in wait for it. The

flesh, which is fat, is used in some places

for the same purposes as lard.

Slluridan (sMu'ri-dan), n. A fish of the

family Siluridte.

SllUTUS (si-lu'rus). n. [L.] A genus of ma-

tacopterygious fishes, the type of the family

Siluridfe. See Si uhiim:

Silva (sil'va), n. [L., a wood.] 1. Same as

Sylva. —2. A name given to a woodland plain

of the great Amazonian region of South

America,

Silvan (sil'van). a. [From L. silva, a wood

or grove; hence also savage.] Pertaining

to or composed of woods or groves; sylvan.

See Sylvan.

Silvan (sirvan), n. An obsolete name for

the element tellurium. Written also Sylvan.

Silvanlte (sil'van-it), n. A mineral com

posed of tellurium, gold, and silver, called

also Graphic Tellurium, of high value as an

ore of gold. It is very sectile, is sometimes

crystallized, and of a metallic lustre.

Silvanus ( sil-va'nus ), n. A Roman rural

deity, so called from L. silva, a wood. He

is usually represented with a sickle in his

right hand and a bough in his left He is

described as the protector of herds and trees

from wolves and lightning, the god of agri

culture, or the defender of boundaries.

Sllvate (sil'vat), n. See Sylvate.

Silver (sil'ver), n. [A. Sax. seolfer, sylfer.

Icel. sUfrr D. zilver, Dan. solv, G. silber,

Goth, silubr; cog. Rub. srebro, serebro, Lith.

sidabras, Lett, sudrabs—silver. Root doubt

ful.] Sym. Ag. At. wt 108. 1. A metal

which in its compact state is of a fine white

colour and lively brilliancy. It possesses

^1

the metallic lustre in a remarkable de

gree, is capable of being highly polished,

and has neither taste nor smell. Its sp. gr.

is about 1063. A cubic foot weighs about

660 lbs. lis ductility is little inferior to

that of gold. It is harder and more elastic

than tin or gold, but less so than copper,

platinum, or iron. It is superior to gold in

lustre, but inferior to it in malleability; it is,

however, so malleable that it may be beaten

into leaves not exceeding the 100,000th part

of an inch in thickuess. It is not altered by

air or moisture, but is blackened or tarnished

by sulphuretted hydrogen. The numerous

uses and applications of silver are well

known. In its pure state it is too soft for

coin, plate, and most ornamental purposes,

and is therefore in such cases alloyed with

copper, by which, in proper proportion, its

colour is not materially impaired, and it is

considerably hardened. The standard silver

of our coin is an alloy 222 parts of pure silver,

and 18 of copper. Native silver occurs

abundantly, and is generally alloyed with

gold, platinum, copper, iron, arsenic, cobalt,

Ac. .most frequently with platinum. The ores

of silver are numerous, and indeed there are

few metallic ores which do not contain some

traces of it. The principal ores are the

following: Monochloride of silver, or horn-

silver, a soft bluish -gray mineral found

chiefly in Chili and Peru, but also in smaller

quantities in Siberia, the Hartz, Norway,

Saxony, Brittany, and Cornwall; it contains

about 76 per cent of silver. Argentite, vit

reous sulphide of silver, or silver-glance, a

dark leaden-gray ore, with a metallic lustre

when cut, found in Saxony, Bohemia, Hun

gary, and Mexico ; it contains about 86 per

cent of silver. Brittle or black sulphide of

silver or stephanite, a brittle, blackish

mineral found at Freiberg, in Peru, and

Mexico; it contains about 67 per cent of sil

ver. Potybasite, another form of the brittle

sulphide, is of an iron-gray colour, and found

in Mexico, Chili, Nevada, and Idaho; it con

tains from 64 to 72 per cent of silver. Dark-

red silver ore, ruby-silver, or Pyrargyrite, a

widely disseminated ore, yields about 60 per

cent of silver. Native amalgam, a soft

mineral of a bright silver-white appearance,

is found in many localities, and contains

about 36 percent of silver. Argentiferous

galena, the Biilphlde of lead, which yields

a variable amount of silver, is reckoned very

rich when it contains 0 005. — Fulminating

silver, a very explosive powder formed by

heating aqueous nitrate of silver with strong

nitric acid and alcohol. See Ft'LMisATrNQ.

—German silver, nickel silver. See GERMAN-

SILVER, Nickel-silver.— 2. Money; coin

made of silver—3. A piece of plate, or uten

sil for domestic use, made of silver. 'Sipt

wine from silver, praising God.' Tennyson,

4. Anything resembling silver; anything

having a lustre like silver.

Pallas . . . piteous of her plaintive cries.

In slumber clos'd her silver streaming eyes. Pope.

—SUveriB used In the formation of many self-

explanatory compounds; as, silver-bright

silver - clear, *tfter-coated, silver-&weet, sil

ver-voiced, silver-white, <fec.

Silver (sil'ver), a. 1. Made of silver; as, asU-

rercup.—2. Resembling silver; having some

of the characteristics of silver; silvery: as,

(a) white like silver; of a shining white hue.

'Shame to thy silver hah*.' Shak. (b) Having

a pale lustre; having a Boft splendour. 'The

silver moon." Shak.

Yon silxtr beams

Sleep they less sweetly on the cottage OiMch

Than on the dome of kings T Shtiiey.

(c) Bright; lustrous; Bhining; glittering.

Spread o'er the silver waves thy golden hairs.

Shak.

(d) Having a soft and clear tone. 'Music

with her silver sound.' Shak. (e) Soft;

fentle; quiet; peaceful. 'Silver slumber.'

penser. —Silver age, the second mytholo

gical period in the history of the world,

following the simple and patriarchal gol

den age. It is fabled as under the rule of

Jupiter, and was characterized by volup

tuousness. See Golden age under Golden,

Iron age under Iron. The term silver age

is also applied to a period of Roman litera

ture subsequent to the most brilliant period,

and extending from about A. D. 14 to AD. 180.

Silver (sil'ver). v.t. I. To cover superficially

with a coat of silver; as, to silver a pin or a

dial-plate.

On a tribunal silver'd,

Cleopatra and himself in chaiis oTgold

Were publicly enthroned. Shak.

SILVER-THISTLE

2. To cover with tin-foil amalgamated with

quicksilver; as, to silver glass. —3. To adorn

with mild or silver-like lustre; to give a

silvery sheen to. ' And smiling calmness

silver d o'er the deep.' Pope.

The loveliest moon that ever silver'd o'er

A shell for Neptune's goblet. Keats.

4. To make hoary; to tinge with gray. *A

aable silver'd. ' Shak.

His head was silver'd o'er with age. Gay.

Silver-beater (sil'ver-bet-er), n. One who

beats silver or forms it into a thin leaf or

foil.

Silver-bell, Silver-bell Tree (su'ver-bei,

sU'ver-bel ire), n. A name common to the

shrubs or small trees of the genus Halesia,

nat order Styracacese; snow-berry tree.

Silver-bush (sil'ver-bush), n. An evergreen

leguminous plant, a species of AnthyIlia, the

A. barba Jovis.

Silver-buskined (sil'ver-bus-kind), a. Hav

ing buskins adorned with silver. * Fair

silver-buskin 'd nymphs.' Milton.

Silver- fir (sil'ver-fer), n. A species of fir.

the Abies picea or Picea pectinata, so called

from two silvery lines on the under side of

the leaves. It is a native of the mountains

of the middle and south of Europe, but has

long been common in Britain. It grows to

the height of 150 to 180 feet, forming a very

fine tree. Its timber is not so much prized

as that of some other species, but is used

for various purposes, and 1b durable under

water. It yields resin, turpentine, tar. etc,

especially the fine clear turpentine known

as Strasburg turpentine. The American

silver-fir, the halm of Gilead fir (Abies- bal~

samea), yields the Canada-balsam used for

optical purposes. Other species of Ticca

are also called silver-firs.

Silver -fish (sil'ver-flsh), n. A fish of the

size of a small carp, having a white colour

Btriped with silvery lines. It is a variety of

the Cyprinus aurattis, or gold-fish.

Silver -fox (sil'ver-fokB), n. A species of

fox, Vulpes argentatus, inhabiting the north

ern parts of Asia, Europe, and America,

and distinguished by its rich and valuable

fur, which is of a shining black colour, hav

ing a small quantity of white mixed with it

in different proportions.

Sllver^glance (sil'ver-glans), n. A mineral,

a native sulphuret of silver. See under

Silver.

Silver -grain (sil'ver-gran). n. A name

given to the medullary rays, or vertical

plates of cellular tissue which connect the

pith of exogenous plants with the bark.

Silver -gray (sil'ver-gra), a. Of a colour

resembling silver. Tennyson.

Silver-haired (sil'ver-hard), a. Having hair

of the colour of silver; having white or gray

hair.

Silvering (sil'ver-ing), n. 1. The art, opera

tion, or practice of covering the surface of

anything with silver, or with an amalgam

of tin anil mercury; as, the sUrerituj of cop

per or brass ; the silvering of mirrors, —

2. The silver or amalgam laid on.

Silverize (sil'ver-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. silver-

ized; ppr. silvcrizing. To coat or cover with

silver.

Silver -leaf (sil'ver-lef), n. Silver foliated

or beaten out into a thin leaf.

Silverless (sil'ver-les), a. Having no silver;

without money; impecunious. Piers Plow

man.

Silverling f sirrer-ling), n, A silver coin.

' A thousand vines at a thousand, silverling*.'

Is vii. 23.

Silverly (sil'ver-li ), adv. With a bright or

sparkling appearance, like silver.

Let me wipe off this honourable dew

That silverly doth progress on thy cheeks. Shak.

This river does not see the naked sky.

Till it beeius to progress silverly

Around tne western border of the wood. fCeats.

Silvern (sil'vern), a. Made of silver; silver.

[Now archaic or poetical.)

Silver-paper (sil'ver-pa-per), n. Tissue-

paper.

Silver-plated (sil'ver-plat-ed), a. Covered

with a thin coating of silver.

Silversmith (sil'ver-smith), n. One whose

occupation is to work In silver. Acts xix. 24.

Silver -stick (sil'ver-stik), n. The name

given to a field-officer of the Life Guards

when on palace duty.

Silver - thistle, Silvery - thistle (sil'ver-

this-1, sil'ver-i-this-l), n. A plant of the ge-

nuB Acanthus, the .4. spinosvs, a native of

Southern Europe, but cultivated in this

country. Its leaves are supposed to have

Fate, far, fat, f#ll; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; v. Sc. fry.
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famished to Callimachus the model for the

decoration of the capital of the columns in

the Corinthian style of architecture.

Silver-tongued (sil'ver-tungd), a. Having

a smooth tongue or speech.

Silver- tree (sil'ver-tre), n. A plant of the

gtMiusLeueodendron.L. arp^ntfwwi, so called

from the appearance of the leaves, which

are lanceolate and silky. It is a large ever

green shrub with handsome foliage, a native

of the Cape of Good Hope.

Silver -weed ( sil'ver-wed ), n, A plant of

the genus Potentilla, the P. anserina

Called also Goose-grass and Wild Tansy.

See Potestilla.

8ilvery (sil'ver-i). a. 1. Besprinkled, covered

with, or containing silver.— 2. Like silver;

having the appearance of silver; white; of

a mild or silver-like lustre.

Of ill the enamel'd race whose silvery wing

Waves to the tepid «phyrs of the spring. Pofie.

In the hexameter rises the fountain's ri/very column,

la the pentameter aye falling in melody back.

Coleridge.

5 Clear and soft, as the sound of a silver

bell; as, silvery laughter—4. In hot. bluish

white or gray, with a metallic lustre.

Sllybum <sil'i-buiu), n. A genus of compo

site plants belonging to the thistle group.

S. Marianum is the Carduus Marianus of

Linnsens, and is popularly known by the

name of milk-thistle. It is found in waste

places in Great Britain, and is distinguish

able at once by the milky veins on its leaves,

and the great recurved scales of the invo

lucre. The white veins on the leaves were

supposed to have been produced by a drop

of the Virgin Mary's milk.

Sima (si'ma). In arch same as Cyma (which

s*ei.

Simagret (Bim'a-gra), n. [Fr. timagrte, a

srmiaee.J A grimace. Dryden (Rare.]

Simar.t Simare t {si-mar*, si-marO, n. [Fr.

sitnarre. It zimarra] A woman's robe; a

loose light garment. Written also Cimar,

Cymar, Chimmar, and Sitnarre. 'Ladies

dressed in rich simars.' Dryden. 'A si-

ma rre of the richest Persian silk. ' Sir W.

Sc-Xt.

Simaruba (sim-a-ru'ba), n. [The Caribbean

name of S. ojlcinalis.] A genus of the nat

order Simarubacew. They have compound

leaves and small paniculate unisexual flow

ers. The bark of the root of S. amara or

officinalis, a tall tree, a native of Guiana

and of Jamaica, is also called simaruba It

is a tough, fibrous, bitter bark ; the infu

sion is occasionally used in medicine as a

tonic

Simaj^baceaB(sim'a-ru-ba''se-e),n.pi. A nat

order of usually bitter trees or shrubs, with

simple or compound leaves and regular

unisexual flowers, natives chiefly of the tor

rid zone.

Simblot (sim'blot), n. The harness of a

weaver's draw-loom. Simmonds.

Slmeonite (sim'e-on-H), n. Eccles. a follower

of the Rev. Charles Simeon, a highly evan

gelical clergyman of the English Church,

who in the end of last century endeavoured

to establish a fund, known as ' the Simeon

trust,' for the purchase of cures, to which

men of similar sentiments with himself

might be presented ; hence, a name some

times given to Low-churchmen. Sometimes

abbreviated into Sim,

' I>3 you mean to tell me now that you regard

chapels as anything but an unmitigated nuisance?'
•M"i* certainly I do mean to tell you so, if you a*k

■c.' 'Ah, Iwe-inwl" Farrar.

Simla. (sim'i-a), n. [L . an ape, from simus,

nat- nosed.] The generic name applied by

Lmnss-us to all the quadrumanoua mammah

(monkeys) except the lemurs. The Linnterm

Simiss are dirided intonumerous sub-genera,

to none of which the name Simla is now

applied, except by some modern naturalists

to the species of the genus Pithecus (which

see).

Slmlads (sim'i-a-de), n.pl. A quadrumanous

family of mammals now limited to include

the higher apes, such as the orangs, gorilla,

and chimpanzee.

Simian, Simla! (sim'i-an, sim'i-al), a. Of

or pertaining to an ape; resembling an ape;

having the character of an ape; ape-like.

We are awire that there may be vulgar souls who,

ye IftUig from their simiat selves, may uouM the con-

tu<e3tc of Scipio. jferrold.

It o bow admitted that the differences between

the brain of the highest races of tn;tn and that of

tfc* Io«est, thouifh less in degree, are of the same

icier as tho-se which separate the simian from the

bzioan Wain. Sir C. Lyell.

Similar (sim'i-ler), a. [Fr. simUaire, from

a hypothetical form simUaris, from L. simi-

('■-. like, from a root seen also in E. same.

SeeSAMK.J 1. Like; resembling; having a

like form or appearance; like in quality.

Similar may signify exactly alike, or having

a general likeness, a likeness in the princi-

f»al points The latter is the ordinary roean-

ng. 'A duty second and similar to that

of the love of God.' Watetland.

There arc other collateral manufactures of so ji/mi-

t.tr a nature that a workman can easily transfer his

industry from one of them to another. Adam Smith.

2.t Homogeneous; of like structure or char

acter throughout. Boyle. Similar arcs. See

under Arc.—Similar curves, curves whose

equations are of the same form, and the ratio

of the constants in those equations equal.—

Similar rectilineal figures, in geom. such as

have their several angles equal each to each,

and the sides about the equal angles propor

tional. Such figures are to one anotheras the

squares of their homologous Bides.—Simitar

segments of circles, those which contain

equal angles. —Similar solids, such as are

contained by the same number of similar

planes, similarly situated, and having like

inclinations to one another. Such solids

are to one another as the cubes of their

homologous Bides.

Similar (sim'i-ler), n. That which is simi

lar; that which resembles something else in

form, appearance, quality, or the like.

The question to be asked is, whether the associa

tion established between the two feelings results im

mediately from the cohesion of the one to the other,

or results mediately from the cohesion of each feeling

and each relation between them to their respective

similars in experience. H. Spencer.

Similarity (sim-i-larl-ti), n. The Btate of

being similar; close likeness; perfect or

partial resemblance; as, a similarity of fea

tures.

From the , . similarity it bore to the spruce, I

judged that ... it would make a very wholesome

beer. Cask.

Similarly (sim'i-Ier-li), adv. In a similar or

like manner; with resemblance in essential

points.

Slmllaryt (slm'i-ler-i), a. Similar. 'Rhym

ing cadences of similary wordB.' South.

Simile (sim'i-le), ?». [L, a like thing, from

similis, like. See Similar.] In rhet. the

likening together of two things which, how

ever different in other respects, have some

strong point or points of resemblance; a

poetic or imaginative comparison,

O. sir, Luccntio slipped me like his greyhound,

Which runs himself and catches for fits, master.

—A good swift simile, but something currish. Shak.

Similes are like songs in love :

They much describe, they nothing prove. Prior.

—Simile, Metaphor, Allegory, Parable, agree

in implying likeness between a primary ob

ject, or the thing likened, and a secondary,

or that to which it is likened. Simile asserts

mere resemblance, and states what is liter

ally true; as, man is like grass. Metaphor

asserts what, taken literally, is not true, af

firming the primary to be the Becondary; as,

all flesh is grass. Allegory has been defined

to be a continued metaphor, but improperly.

Metaphor presents always both objects; al

legory, the secondary only, so that its real

meaning and application are only to be per

ceived by inference. The moBt character

istic feature of allegory is the personifica

tion of abstract ideas and things without

life, and the allegory generally forms an in

dependent whole of some length. Spen

ser's Faery Queen and Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress are the most perfect examples in

modern literature. Parable is usually de

voted to the inculcation of some truth or

principle by means of an invented case or

incident resembling or parallel to a real

case, the author of the parable being thus

enabled to put prominently and forcibly

forward the essential points intended to be

emphasized.

Similiter (si-mil'i-ter), adv. [L., in like

manner ] In law, the technical designation

of the form by which either party in plead

ing accepts the issue tendered by his op

ponent.

Similitude (si-mil'i-tud). n. [Fr. simili

tude, from L. similitudo, from similis, like]

1. Likeness; resemblance; likeness in nature,

qualities, or appearance.

Similitude of substance would cause attraction.

Bacon.

I ,et us make now man in our image, man

In our similitude. Milton.

Fate some future bard shall join

In sad similitude of griefs to mine. Pope.

2. A comparison ; a parable or allegory; a

simile.

Tasso in his similitudes never departed from the

woods, that is, his comparisons were taken from the

country. Dryden.

3 A representation; a facsimile; a portrait.

Similitudinary (si-miri-tu"di-na-ri ), a. In

volving the use of similitudes or similes;

marking similitude. Sir E. Coke.

Similor (sim'i-lor), n. A gold-coloured alloy

of copper and zinc. Written also Semilor.

Simlous (sim'i-us), a. [L. simia, an ape.]

Pertaining to or like the monkey; monkey

like. 'That strange simious school -boy

passion of giving pain to others.' Sydney

Smith.

Simitar (sfm'i-ter). See Scimitar.

Simmer (sim'er), v.i. [O.E. symper, to sim

mer; probably imitative of the gentle mur

muring sound made by liquids beginning to

boil or boiling very slowly] To boil or

bubble gently, or with a gentle hissing.

'Till the spirit simmer or boil a little.'

Boyle.

Simmer (sim'er), v.t. To cause to boil

gently.

Slmnelt (sim'nel),n. [Formerlyalso simenel,

from O.Fr. simenel, siminel, a cake of fine

flour; L.L. sime?tellus, siminellus (for simi-

lellus), from L. simila (with change of I to

«), the finest wheat flour.] A cake made of

fine flour; a kind of sweet cake ; a cracknel.

'Not common bread, but wassel bread and

simnels, for his diet' Fuller.

Sodden bread, which be called simnels or crack

nels, be verie unwholesome. Bttllein (1595).

Slmoniac (si-m6'ni-ak), n. [Fr. simoniaque.

See Simony.] One who practises simony, or

who buys or sells preferment in the church.

Slmonlacal (si-mo-nl'ak-al), a. 1. Guilty of

simony.

Add to your criminals the simoniacal ladies who

seduce the sacred order into the difficulty of break

ing their troth. Spectator.

2. Pertaining to, involving, or consisting of

simony, or the crime of buying or selling

ecclesiastical preferment; as, a simoniacal

presentation.

Slmoniacally (si-md-nl'ak-al-li), adv. In a

simoniacal manner; with the guilt or of

fence of Bimony.

Simonian (si-m<5'ni-an). n. A follower of

Simon Magus, whose system was a species of

gnosticism.

Simonlous (si-mo'ni-us), a. Partaking of

simony; given to simony. Milton.

Simonist (sim'on-ist), ». One who practises

or defends simony; a simoniac.

Simony (sim'oni), n. [Fr. siwonie, L.L. si-

monia, from Simon Magus, who wished to

purchase the power of conferring the Holy

Spirit. Ac. viii.J The act or practice of traf

ficking in sacred things; particularly, the

buying or Belling of ecclesiastical prefer

ment, or the corrupt presentation of any one

to an ecclesiastical benefice for money or

reward.

Simoom (si-mom'), n. [Ar. samum, from

samma, to poison.] A hot suffocating wind

that blows occasionally in Africa and Ara

bia, generated by the extreme heat of the

Jtarched deserts or sandy plains. The air,

leated by contact with the noonday burning

sand, ascends, and the influx of colder air

from all sides forms a whirlwind or minia

ture cyclone, which is borne across the

desert laden with sand and dust Its in

tense, dry, parching beat, combined with

the cloud of dust and sand which it carries

with it, has a very destructive effect upon

both vegetable and animal life. The effects

of the simoom are felt in neighbouring re

gions, where winds owing their origin to

it are known under different names, and it

is subject to important modifications by the

nature of the earth's surface over which it

passes. It is called Sirocco in South Italy,

Samtel in Turkey, Solano in Spain, Kamsxn

in Egypt and Syria, and Harmattan in

Guinea and Senegambia.

Simoon (si-mbn'), n. Same as Simoom.

Slmous (Bi'musV a. [L: simus, flat-nosed;

Gr. simos.] I. Having a very flat or snub

nose, with the end turned up.—2. Concave.

"The simous part of the liver.' Sir T.

Browne.

Simpal (sim'pf), n. A beautiful little mon

key of Sumatra (Presbytes melalophos), re

markable for Its extremely long and slender

non-prehensile tail, and the black crest that

traverses the crown of the head.

Simper (sim'per), v.t [Probably, as Wedg

wood thinks, the radical meaning is that of

a conscious restraint of the lips and mouth,

eh. e&ain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j. job; n. Fr. ton; ng, sin;;; in, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See K.KY.
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as if dosing them in the pronunciation of

the sound sipp, this word eipp in L.G. ex

pressing the gesture of a compressed mouth,

and an affected pronunciation with pointed

lips; comp. mim, mum. Similar words are

Prov. O. zimpern, to be affectedly coy; Dan.

semper, simper, eoy.J 1. To smile in a silly

manner. "Behold yond simpering dame.'

Shak. —2.t To glimmer; to twinkle.

Yet can I mark how stars above

Simper and shine. G. Herbert.

Simper (sim'per), n. A smile with an air of

silliness; an affected smile or smirk. 'The

conscious simper and the jealous leer.'

Pope.

Slmperer fsira'per-er), n. One who simpers.

Simperingly (sim'per-ing-li), adv. In a sim

pering manner; with a silly smile.

Simplesometer (sim'pi-ez-om'et-er). See

Sympiksomktkr.

Simple (sim'pl). a. [Ft. simple, from L. sim

plex, simple, from a root sa, earn, meaning

one or unity (also in sincere and in £. same),

and that of plica, a fold.] 1. Single; not com

plex ; consisting ofone thing; uncompounded;

unmingled; uncombined with anything else;

as, a simple substance ; a simple idea ; a

simple sound.

Among1 substances, some are called simple, some

compound, whether taken in a philosophical or vul

gar sense. Ir'atts.

2 Not given to design, stratagem, or dupli

city; undesigning; sincere; harmless. 'Tra

dition's simple tongue.' Byron.—3. Artless

in manner; unaffected; unconstrained; in

artificial; unadorned; plain; as, a simple

style of narration ; a simple dress.

In simple manners alt the secret lies. Young.

4. Mere; pure; being no more and no less;

being nothing else but. ' A simple knight

among his knights.' Tennyson.

A medicine . . . whose simple touch

Is powerful to aratse king Pepin. Shak.

A heated pulpiteer,

Not preaching simple Christ to simple men.

Announced the coining doom. Tennyson.

6. Not distinguished by any excellence; of an

average quality; common; plain; humble;

lowly.

Great floods have flown

From simple sources. Shak.

Clergy and lain- . . . gentle and simpl*, made the

fuel ofthe same fire. Fuller.

6. Not complex or complicated ; as, a ma

chine of simple construction. —7. Unmis

takable; clear; intelligible; as, a simple

statement—8. Weak in intellect; not wise

or sagacious; silly.

The simple believeth every word; but the prudent

looketh well to his going. Prov. xiv. 15.

I am ashamed that women are so simple

To offer war where they should kneel for peace.

Shak.

9. In hot. undivided, as a root, stem, or

spike; only one on a petiole; as, a simple

leaf; only one on a peduncle; as, a simple

flower; having only one set of rays, as an

umbel; having only one series of leaflets; as,

a simple calyx; not plumose or feathered, as

a pappus.—10. In chem. applied to a body

that has not been decomposed or separated

into two or more bodies; elementary. See

Elementary substances under Elementary.

11. In mineral, homogeneous.—Simple con

tract, simple equation, simple interest, &c.

See under the nouns.—Syn. Single, uncom

pounded, unmingled, unmixed, mere, un

combined, elementary, plain, artless, sin

cere, harmless, undesigning, frank, open,

unaffected, inartificial, unadorned, credu

lous, silly, foolish, shallow, unwise.

Simple (sim'pl), n. 1. Something not mixed

or compounded.

It is a melancholy of mine own, compounded of

many simples, extracted from inany objects. Shak.

Specifically, a medicinal herb or medicine

obtained from an herb; so called because

each vegetable was supposed to possess its

particular virtue, and therefore to consti

tute a simple rem My.

We walked into a large garden, esteemed for its

furniture, one of the fairest, especially for simples

and exotics. Evelyn.

2. In the R. Cath. Ch. a feast celebrated

with less ceremony than a double or semi-

double. See Double.

Simple (Bim'pl), v.i. pret. «fc pp. simpled;

ppr. simpling. To gather simples or plants.

* As simpling on the flowery hills he strayed. '

Garth.

Simple-hearted (sim'pl-hart-ed),a. Having

a simple heart; single-hearted; ingenuous.

Simple-minded (sim'pl-mlnd-ed), a. Art

less; undesigning; unsuspecting.

(Theyt bending oft their sanctimonious eyes

Take homage of the simple-minded throng.

Akenside.

Simple-mindedness ( sim'pl-mlnd-ed-nes ),

n. The Btate or quality of being simple-

minded; artlessness.

Slmpleness (sim'pl-nes), n. 1. The state or

quality of being simple, sfngle, or uncom

pounded; as, the simplemss of the elements

2. Artlessness; simplicity; innocence; plain

ness.

For never anything can be amiss

When simplrness and duty tender it Shak.

3. Weakness of intellect; silliness; folly.

What slmpleness is this? Shak.

Simpler (sim'pl-er). n. One that collects

simples or medicinal plants ; an herbalist ;

a simplist

An English botanist will not have such satisfaction

In showing it to a simpler. Barrington.

Simplesse t (sim'ples), n, [Fr.] Simplicity;

silliness. Chaucer; Spenser.

Simpleton (sim'pl-ton), n. [From simple,

with French term, ton; comp. Fr. simpletle,

a silly wench.] One who is very simple; a

silly person ; a person of weak intellect ; a

trifler; a foolish person.

A discredit, as lasting as mercenary scribblers or

curious simpletons can make it. Pope.

Simplex (sim'pleks), n. [L.] Simple; single.

Simpliciant (sim-plish'i-an). n [O.Fr. sim~

plicien. ] An artless, unskilled, or undesign

ing person; a simpleton.

Simplicity (sim-plis'i-ti), n, [Fr. timpliciU,

L. stmplicitas. See SIMPLE] 1. The state

or quality of being simple, unmixed, or un

compounded ; as, the simplicity of metals

or of earths. 'Discoverable in their sim

plicity hnd mixture.' SirT. Browne.—2. The

state or quality of being not complex, or of

consisting of few parts; as, the simplicity

of a machine.

We are led to conceive that great machine of the

world to have been once iu a state of greater sim

plicity than it now is. Burnet.

3. Artlessness of mind; freedom from a pro

pensity to cunning or stratagem; freedom

fromduplicity; sincerity; harmlessn ess. 'By

the simplicity of Venus' doves.' Shak.

Of manner gentle, of affections mild ;

In wit a man, simplicity a child. Pope.

4. Freedom from artificial ornament; plain

ness; as, the simplicity of a dress, of style,

of language, &c.

Give me a look, give mc a face,

That m.ikes simplicity a grace;

Robes loosely flowing, hair as free ;

Such sweet neglect more taketh me

Than all th' adulteries of art. B. j*onson.

h. Freedom from subtlety or abstruseness ;

clearness ; as, the simplicity of Scriptural

doctrinesor truth.—(J. Weakness of intellect;

silliness; folly.

How long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity.

Prov. L 22.

Simplification (sin)'pli-fl-ka"shon), n, [Ft.

simplification.] The act of simplifying; the

act of making simple ; the act of reducing

to simplicity, or to a state not complex.

The simplification of machines renders them more

and more perfect, but this simplification of the rudi

ments of languages renders them more and more

imperfect, and less proper for many of the purposes

of language. Adam Smith.

Simplify (sim'pli-fi), v.t pret. A pp. timpli-

ficd; ppr. simplifying. [Fr. simplifier, L.L.

simpliticare, from L. simplex, simple, and

facio, to make.] To make simple; to bring

to greater simplicity; to reduce from the

complex state; to show an easier or shorter

process for doing or making; to make plain

or easy.

Philosophers have generally advised men to shun

needless occupations, as the certain impediments of

a good and happy life; they bid us endeavour to

simplify ourselves. Barrow.

The collection of duties is drawn to a point, and so

fat simplified. A. Hamilton.

Simplist (sim'pl-ist), n. One skilled in

simples or medicinal plants; a simpler.

A plant so unlike a rose, it hath been mistaken by

some good stmplists for amomum. Sir T. Browne.

Simplistic (sim-plis'tik), a. Of or pertain

ing to simples or a simplist. [Rare. ]

Simplltyt (sim'pli-ti), n. Simplicity. Piers

Plowman.

Simploce (sim'plo-sg), n. Same as Symploce.

Simply (sim'pli), adv. 1. In a simple manner;

without art; without subtlety; artlessly;

plainly.

Subverting worldly strong, and worldly wise

13y simply meek. Milton.

2. Without addition; alone; absolutely. 'I

were simply the most active fellow in

Europe. ' Shah:

They make that good or evil which otherwise of

Itself were not simply the one uor the other.

Hooker.

3. Merely; solely.

Simply the thing I am

Shall make mc live. Shak.

4. Weakly; foolishly.

Simulacnret (sim'ii-la-ker), n. [L. simu

lacrum, a likeness, an image.] An image.

Sir T. ElyoL

Slmulart (slm'u ler% n. [See Simulate.]

One who simulates or counterfeits some

thing; one who pretends to be what he is not.

Christ calleth the Pharisees hypocrites, that »» to

say, singulars, and wliited sepulchres. Tyndale.

Slmulart (sim'uler),av Specious; plausible;

feigned; counterfeit.

I returned with simittnr proof enough

To make the noble Leonulus mad, Soak.

Simulate (sim'u-lat), v.t. pret <fc pp. simu

lated; ppr. simulating. [L. simulo, Simu

laturn, from similis, like.] To assume the

mere appearance of, without the reality; to

assume the signs or indications of, falsely;

to counterfeit; to feign.

What though the first smooth C.'esar's arts caressed

Merit and virtue, simulating mc? Thomson.

The Puritans . . . prayed, and with no simulated

fervour. Atacaulay.

Simulate (sim'u-lat), a. [L. simulatus, pp.

of simulo. See the verb.] Feigned; pre

tended. 'A simulate chastity.' Bale.

Simulation (sim-u-la'shon), n. [L. simu-

latio. See Simulate.] The act of simulat

ing or of feigning to be that which one is

not ; the assumption of a deceitful appear

ance or character. Simulation differs from

dissimulation. The former denotes the as

suming of a false character; the latter de

notes the concealment of the true character.

Simulation is a pretence of what is not; dissimu

lation a concealment of what is. Steele.

Svy. Counterfeiting, feint, pretence.

Simulator (sim'u-lat-er). n. One who simu

lates or feigns

Slmulatory (sim'u-la-to-ri), a. Consisting

in or characterized by simulation.

Jehoran wisely suspects the flight of the Syrians to

be but simutalory, . . . only to draw Israel out of

their city. Bp. Hmll.

Simulium (si-mnli-um), n. fL simulo, to

feign] A genus of dipterous insects of the

family Tipulidas. One species is known by

the name of sand-fly; its larva; are found on

the stems of water-plants, and when any

thing disturbs the water they become per

fectly still and motionless. The species of

Simulium are small, and often prove very

troublesome from piercing the flesh.

Simultaneity (sim'ul-ta-ne"i-ti), n. State

or quality of being simultaneous. De Quin

ce?/.

Simultaneous (sim-ul-ta'ne-us), a. [Fr.

simultan/e, L. L. simultaneus, from L. simul,

at the same time.] Taking place or hap

pening at the same time ; done at the same

time; as, simultaneous events; the sitnut-

taneous eruption of two volcanoes ' A like

mutual and simultaneous exchange.' Gian-

ville. — Simultaneous equations, in math.

equations In which the values of the un

known quantities entering them are the

same in both or in all at the same time.

Simultaneously (sim-ul-ta'nfi-us-li), adc.

At a simultaneous time ; in a simultaneous

manner; together; in conjunction.

lie introduces the deities of both nrting simul

taneously. Shenstome.

Simultaneousness (sim-ul-ta'ng-us-nes), n.

The state or quality of being simultaneous,

or of happening at the same time, or acting

in conjunction; as, the simultaneousness of

transactions in two different places.

Simultyt (sim'ul-ti), n. [L. simulttu, hos

tile encounter ] Private grudge or quarrel

'To enquire after domestic simulties.' B.

Jonson.

Slmurg fsi-murg'X n. A fabulous monstrous

bird of the Persians. See Roc.

Sin (sin), n. [A. Sax. synn, sin, sin, evil,

wickedness; Icel. and Dan. syhd, O.D. sundc.

Q.sutute, sin. Origin obscure; perhaps con

nected with the A. Sax. prefix sin, very, ex

ceeding, great, or with sunder, asunder.]

1. The voluntary departure of a moral agent

from a known rule of rectitude or duty

prescribed by God; any voluntary trans

gression of the divine law, or violation of a

divine command; moral depravity; wicked

ness ; iniquity. Sin is either a positive act

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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in which a known divine law is violated, or

it is the voluntary neglect to obey a posi

tive divine command, or a rule of duty

clearly implied in such command. Sin com

prehends not actions only, but neglect of

known duty, all evil thoughts, purposes,

words, and desires, whatever is contrary to

God's commands or law.

Whosoever comraittuth sin transgresseth also the

law ; tot stn is a transgres-kien of the law. i Jn. iii. 4.

Therefore to him that knoweth to do good, and

doetn it not, to him it is jm. Jas. iv. 17.

All crimes are indeed Tins, but not all sins crimes.

A six may be in the thought or secret purpose of a

man. of Which neither a judge, not a witness, nor any

roan can take notice. Hobbes.

Sin is spoken of in theology as original or

actual. Actual sin is the act of a moral

agent in violating a known rule of duty.

Original gin, as generally understood, is

native depravity of heart; that want of con

formity of heart to the divine will, that

corruption of nature or deterioration of the

moral character of man, which is supposed

to t>e the effect of Adam's apostasy; and

which manifests itself in moral agents by

positive acts of disobedience to the divine

will, or by the voluntary neglect to comply

with the express command's of God.—Deadly

or mortal tin, in the it Cath. Ch. wilful and

deliberate transgressions which take away

tlivine grace: In distinction from venial sins.

The seven deadly sins are murder, lust,

covetousness, pride, envy, gluttony, idle

ness. —2. An offence in general ; a transgres

sion; as, a sin against good taste. —3. A sin-

offering; an offering made to atone for sin.

Me hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no

tin. 2 Cor. v. 71.

4 1 An Incarnation or embodiment of sin; a

man enormously wicked.

Thy ambition.

Thoo, scarlet sin, robbed this bewailing Land

Of noble Buckingham. ShaJt.

Sin (sinX r.i pret A pp. tinned; ppr. sin

ning. [.See the noun] 1. To commit a sin;

to depart voluntarily from the path of duty

prescribed by God to man; to violate the

divine law in any particular by actual trans

gression or by the neglect or non-observance

of its injunctions; to violate any known rule

of duty.

All have tinned and come short of the glory of

Cod. Ki.rn. tii. 33.

Often followed by against.

Against thee, thee only, have I sinned. Ps, U. a.

2. To offend against right, against men,

society, or a principle; to transgress; to

trespass: with against.

I am a man

More sinn'd against than sinning: Shak.

And who but wishes to invert the laws

Of order sins against th' eternal Cause. Pope.

It would be dishonest to shun the reference to

existing circumstances and the established order of

t£mi£s in explaining the fundamental principles of

tetrad policy against which the institutions of the

*tate arc found clearly to tin. Brougham.

It is occasionally nsed transitively, in sense

of to commit, with sin as object ' All is

past, the sin is sinn'd.' Tennyson. Sinning

one'* mercies, being ungrateful for the gifts

of Providence. [Scotch.]

I know your good father would term this ' sinning

try mercies.'' Sir IP. Scott.

Sin fsinX <"*"- Since. [Old English and

Scotch.]

Knowing his voice, although not heard long sin.

She sudden was revived therewithal!. Sfettser.

SlnaiC (si-na'ikX a. Same as Sinaitic.

Sinaitic (si na-it'ik), a. [From Sinai, the

mountain.] Pertaining to Mount Sinai;

given or made at Sinai.

Sinamome t (sin'a-mom), n. Cinnamon.

Sinapine (sin'a-pin), n. (C]6HvS05. ) An

organic base existing as a sulphocyanate in

whit* mustard seed.

Slnapis (si-na'pisX n. [L. sinapis, sinapi,

<it. sinapi, mustard.] A genus of herba

ceous plants of the nat order Cruciferae.

The characteristic features of the species

are : calyx of four spreading sepals ; style

small, abort, acute; fruit cylindrical, its

valves traversed by one or more prominent

nerves ; seeds in one row. The seedB of S.

mvrra and S. alba, when freed from the

basks and ground, form the well-known

con>Ument mustard. See Mustard.

Sinapism (sin'a-pizm), n (Ft. sinapurme, L.

mt lapUatu*. See Sinapis] In phar. a cata

plasm or poultice composed of pulverized

mu&tird seed mixed to a proper consistence

with warm water or vinegar. It is used for

exciting redness, and acta as a powerful

counter irritant.

Sin-bom (sin'born), a. Born of sin; origin

ating, sprung, or derived from sin. 'The

sin-born monster ' (Death). Milton.

Sin-bred (sin 'bred), a. Produced or bred

by sin. 'Honour dishonourable, sin-bred.'

Milton,

Since (sins), adv. [O.E. sin*, sinnes, sithens,

sithence, all genitive forms from A. Sax.

siththan—sith, after, since, and than, that

time, a dative form of that, the, that, de

monstrative article. Comp. hence, whence.]

1. From that time ; after that time ; from

then till now; in the interval ' St George

that swinged the dragon, and e'er rince sits

on his horse.' Shak. ' Who since I heard

to be discomfited.' Shak.

I cannot abide the smell of hot meat since. Shak.

2. Before this or now; ago.

The world was very guilty of such a ballad some

three ages since. Shak.

Sometimes it is nearly equal to token.

Do you remember since we lay all night in the

windmill in St. George's fieldf Shak.

Since (sins), prep. Ever from the time of;

in or during the period subsequent to ;

subsequently to; after: with a past event

or time for the object

Since his exile she hath despised me most Shak.

Since the beginning of the world, men have not

heard . . . what he hath prepared for him that

waiteth for him. Is. lair. 4-

Since (sinsX con/. 1. From the time when.

[Here it may be regarded alternately as a

preposition governing a clause.]

I have been in such a pickle since I saw you last. Shak.

According to the revelation of the mystery which

was kept secret since the world began. Rev. xvi 25.

2. Because that; seeing that; inasmuch as.

Since truth and constancy are vain.

Since neither love nor sense of pain.

Nor force of reason can persuade.

Then let example be obey'd. Glattville.

Sincere (sin-serO. a. [L- sincerus, sincere,

often derived from sine, without, and cera.

wax, as if primarily applied to honey without

admixture of wax, but modem etymologists

do not admit this derivation, and in the

element sin recognize the sim of L. simul,

the sarn of Skr. sama, all, E. same, and, in

cerus, the same root as in Icel. skir, Goth.

skeirs, E. sheer, pure, clear, the sense thus

being all or wholly clear.] 1. Pure; un

mixed. ' A joy which never was sincere till

now.' Dryden.

As new-born babes, desire the sincere milk of the

word. 1 Pet. ii. 2.

There is no sincere acid in any animal juice.

Arhuthnot.

I would have all gallicisms avoided, that our tongue

may be sincere. Fclten.

% t Unhurt; uninjured. ' Th' inviolable body

stood sincere. ' Dryden.—3. Being in reality

what it appears to be; not feigned; not simu

lated ; not assumed or said for the sake of

appearance ; real ; genuine. ' His love sin

cere.' Shak. — 4. Honest; undissembling;

guileless; frank; truthful; true.

The more sincere you are the better it will fare with

vou at the great day ofaccount. In the meantime give

ns leave to be sincere too in condemning heartily what

we heartily disapprove. H'aterland.

As a preacher Mr. H. was sincere but not earnest.

De Qninety.

— Hearty, Cordial, Sincere. See under

Hearty. — Syn. Honest, unfeigned, unvar

nished, real, true, unaffected, inartificial,

frank, upright, undissembling.

Sincerely (sin-ser'li), ado. In a sincere

manner ; as, (a) without alloy or mixture ;

perfectly. ' Everything that is sincerely

good and perfectly divine.' Milton, (b)

Honestly; with real purity of heart; with

out simulation or disguise; unfeignedly;

as, to speak one's mind sincerely; to love

virtue sincerely.

Hear me profess sincerely; had I a dozen sons

. . . I had rather had efeven die nobly for their

country than one voluptuously surfeit out of action.

Sk.i*.

Sincereness (sin-scr'nes), n. Sincerity.

Sir W. Temple.

Sincerity (sin-ser'i-ti), n. [Ft. tindriU, L.

sinceritas. See SINCERE] The state or

quality of being sincere; honesty of mind

or intention ; freedom from simulation or

hypocrisy; truthfulness; genuineness; ear

nestness.

I speak not by commandment, but . . . to prove

" of your love. »Cor. viii. 8.the sincerity of your love.

cerity. is the first characteristic of all men in any way

I should say sincerity, a deep, great, genuine sin-
■ity. is the first characteristic of all men in any wa -

heroic. Carlyle.

Sincipital (sin-sip'it-al), a. In anat. of or

pertaining to the sinciput.

The parietal bones have been called sincipital.

Dunglison.

Sinciput (sin'si-put), n. [L. ] The fore

part of the head from the forehead to the

coronal suture, in contradistinction to the

occiput or back part of the head.

Sindoc, n. See Sintoc.

Slndon t (sin'don), n. [ L. , a kind of fine tex

tile fabric ; Gr. sindOn, probably from Sin-

dos, the Indus.] 1. A piece of cotton or

linen; a wrapper. 'A book and a letter,

. . . wrapped In sin don s of linen. ' Bacon.

2. In surg. a small piece of rag or round

pledget introduced into the hole of the cra

nium made by a trephine. Dunglison.

Sine (sin), n, [L. sinus, a bending, a curve,

a bosom. ] In trigon. the straight line drawn

from one extremity of an arc perpendicular

to the diameter pass

ing through the other

extremity. Thus, in

the circle ach, let

AOH be a diameter,

" and let CE be perpen

dicular thereto; then

shall- CE be the sine

of the arc CH, or of

the angle COH, and of

its supplement COA. The sine of a quad

rant or of a right angle is equal to the radius.

The sine of any arc is half the chord of twice

that arc. —Artificial sines, logarithms of the

natural sines, orlogarithmic sines. —Natural

sines, sines expressed by natural numbers.

— Versed sine of an arc or angle, the segment

of the diameter intercepted between the Bine

and the extremity of the arc; thus eh is the

versed sine of the arc CH, or of the angle

COH, and of its supplement COA.—Arith

metic of sines, a term employed to denote

analytical trigonometry. Its object is to

exhibit the relation of the sines, cosines,

tangents, Arc. of arcs, multiple arcs, &c—

Line of sines, a line on the sector or ("; mi

ter's scale, &c , divided according to the

sines, or expressing the sines.

Sine (si'ne). A Latin preposition signifying

without. See Sine die, Sine qua non.

Sin-eater (sin'et-er), n. A person hired at

funerals in ancient times to eat a piece of

bread laid upon the chest of a dead person,

and bo take his sins on himself, that the soul

of the deceased might rest in peace.

Sinecural (si'nS-ku-ral), a. Of or relating

to a sinecure; of the nature of a sinecure.

Sinecure (si'ne-kur), n. [L. sin*-, without,

and cura, cure, care. ] 1. Originally and

strictly, an ecclesiastical benefice without

cure of souls. There are three sorts of

ecclesiastical sinecures: (a) where the bene

fice is a donative, and is committed to the

incumbent by the patron expressly without

cure of bouIs, the cure either not existing

or being intrusted to a vicar; this is the

strictest sinecure. (&) Certain cathedral

offices, viz. the canonries and prebends, and,

according to some authorities, the deanery.

(c) Where a parish is destitute of parishion

ers, having become depopulated. — 2. Any

office which has revenue without employ

ment. 'A lucrative sinecure in the excise.'

Macaulay.

Sinecure (si'ne-kur), v.L pret & pp. sine-

cured; ppr. sinecurxng. To place in a sine

cure.

Sinecurism (si'ne-kur-izm), «- The state

of holding a sinecure.

Sinecurist (si'ne-kur-ist), n. 1. One who

holds a sinecure.—2. An advocate for sine

cures.

Sine die (si'ne dl'6), adv. [L., without day.]

A term used with reference to an adjourn

ment or prorogation of an assembly or

meeting, as of a court or of parliament,

without any specified day or time for re

suming the subject or business, or reassem

bling. When a defendant is suffered to go

nine die he is dismissed the court

Sine qua non (si'ne kwa non), n. [L., with

out which not.] Something absolutely ne

cessary or indispensable ; an indispensable

condition; as, he made the presence of a

witness a sine qua non.

Sinew (sin'u).n. [A. Sax. sinewe, sinu; O. IL G.

scnewa. Mod. O. sehne, Icel. sin, Dan. sene,

a sinew. Perhaps akin to A. Sax. prefix

tin, very. Comp. Gr. is, inos, fibre, nerve,

strength, force.] 1. The tough fibrous tissue

which unites a muscle to n bone; a tendon.

2. Muscle; nerve. Sir J. Danes. [Rare]

3. That which gives strength or vigour; that

in which strength consists. 'The portion

and sinew of ner fortune, her marriage

dowry.' Shak.

Victuals and ammunition.

And money, too, the sinews of the war,

Are stored up. Beau. 6* Ft,

ch, cAain; ch. Sc locn; g, yo; j. ;'ob; ft, Fr. ton; th, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.



SINEW bS SINGLY

Sinew (sin'Q), v.t. To knit or strengthen,

as by sinews. '.So Bhalt thou sinew both

these lands together' Shak.

We should find lhat creature* now stuck up for

long tortures . . . might, if properly treated, serve

to sinew the state in time of danger. Goldsmith.

Sinewed (sin'ud), p. and a. Having sinews;

hence, strong; firm; vigorous; sinewy.

'Strong sinewed was the youth.' Dnjden.

'Until endurance grew sinew'd with action.*

Tennyson.

He will the rather do it when he sees

Ourselves well sinru-ed to our defence. Shalt.

Sinewiness (sin'u-i-nes), n. The quality of

being sinewy.

Sinewisht (sin'u ish), a. Sinewy. Holin-

shed.

Sinewless (Bln'u-les), a. Having no strength

or vigour.

The arm of the church is now short and sinewless.

Bp. Halt.

Sinewonflt (sin'u-us), a. Sinewy. ' Armes

and other lims more sinewous than fleshy.'

llolinshed.

Sinew-shrunk (sin'u-shrungk), a. In far

riery, having the sinews under the belly

shrunk by excess of fatigue: said of a horse.

Sinewy (sin'u-i), a. 1. Pertaining to, con

sisting of, or resembling a sinew or sinews.

The sineny thread my brain lets fall. Donne.

2 Well braced with sinews; nervous; strong;

vigorous; Arm; as, the sinewy Ajax. Shak.

The northern people .ire large, fair-complex toned,

strong, sinewy, and courageous. Sir Af. Hale.

The smith, a mighty in.in is he.

With large and sinewy hands. Longfellow.

Sinful (sin'ful), a. 1. Tainted with or full

of sin; wicked; iniquitous; criminal; unholy;

as, sinful men.

Ah, sinful nation, a people laden with iniquity I

Is. i. 4,

A sinful heart makes feeble hand. Sir fK Scott.

2. Containing sin or consisting in sin; con

trary to the laws of God; as, sinful actions;

irinful thoughts; sinful words.

Nature herself, though pur£ of sinful thought.

Wrought in her so, that, seeing me, she turned.

Milton.

—Criminal, Sinful, Wicked, Immoral, De

praved. See under Criminal

Sinfully (sfn'ful-li ), adv. In a sinful man

ner; wickedly; iniquitously; criminally.

The humble and contented man pleases himself

Innocently and easily, while the ambitious man at

tempts to please others sinfully and difficultly.

South.

Sinfulness (sin'ful-nes), n. The quality of

being sinful or contrary to the divine will;

wickedness; depravity; moral corruption;

iniquity; criminality; as, the sinfulness of

an action ; the sinfulness of thoughts or pur

poses. * Supernal grace contending with

sinfulness of men.' Milton,

Sink (Rin?). i'». pret. sang, sung (it would be

difficult to say which is the commoner); pp.

sung; ppr. singing. [A. Sax. singan, pret

sang, pp. sungen; common to the Teutonic

tongues : icel. singja, Dan. synge, G. singen,

Goth, siggvan, to sing; perhaps onomato-

poetic; comp. Gael, seinn, to ring as a bell,

to play on an instrument, to sing.] 1. To

utter sounds with musical inflections or

melodious modulations of voice, as fancy

may dictate, or according to the notes of a

song or tune.

The noise of them that sing- do I hear. Ex. xxxii. 18.

2. To utter sweet or melodious sounds, as

birds; to produce continuous murmuring,

rhythmical, or pleasing Bounds

When he was by. the birds such pleasure took.

That some would sing. Shak.

At eve a dry cicala sung. Tennyson.

3. To give out or cause a small shrill or

humming sound; as, the air sings in passing

tlirough a crevice.

O'er his head the flying spear

Siing innocent, and spent its force in air. Pope.

Dry sang the tackle, sang the sail. Tennyson.

The kettle was singing, and the clock was ticking

steadily towards four o'clock. George Eliot.

4. To tell or relate something in numbers

or verse.

Bi'l her . . . sing

Of human hope by cross events destroy'd. Prior.

Sing (sing), v.t. 1. To utter with musical

modulations of voice.

And they sing the song of Moses, the servant of

Cod, and the song of the Lamb. Rev. xv. 3.

A merry song we sang with him, Tettnyson.

2. To celebrate in song; to give praises to in

verse; to relate or rehearse in numbers,verse.

or poetry. ' While stretch'd at ease you

sing your happy loves.' Dryden.

The last, the happiest British king.

Whom thou shait paint or I shall sing. Addtson.

Arms and the man 1 sing. Dryden.

3. To usher, attend on, or celebrate with

song; to accompany or convoy with singing;

as, to sing the old year out and the new

year in.

I heard them singing home the bride;

And a* I listened to their song,

I thought my turn would come ere Inn?.

Longfellow.

4. To act or produce an effect on by singing.

'Sing me now asleep.' Shak.

She will sing the savageness out of a bear. Shot.

Singe (sinj), v.t. pret. & pp. singed; ppr.

singeing. [A. Sax. sengan, to singe, lit. to

cause to sing, a caus. of singan, to sing ; so

&\&oG. sengen, to singe.] 1. To burn slightly

or superficially; to burn the surface of; to

burn the ends or outside of; to scorch; as,

to singe the nap of cloth or the hair of the

head; to singe off the beard.

Thus riding on his curls, he seem'd to pass

A rolling lire along, and singe the grass. Dryden.

Specifically—2. In calico-printing, to remove

the nap from, to prepare the calico for dye

ing or printing, by passing it over a red-hot

roller, through a gas flame, or the like.

Singe (sinj), n. A burning of the surface; a

slight burn.

Singelng-machlne (sinj'ing-ma-shen), n. A

machine in which the fibrous down is re

moved from cotton cloth by passing It

through a gas flame.

Singer (sing'er), n. 1. One who sings —

27une whose occupation is to sing; a skilled

or professional vocalist; as, a solo singer; a

trained singer.

I gat me men-singers and women-singers, and the

delights of the sons of men, as musical instruments.

Eccl. ii. 8.

Singer (ainj'er). n. One who or that which

singes; specifically, in calico-manuf. (a) a

person employed in singeing the nap off the

cloth. (6) A singeing-machine.

Singeress t (sing/er-es), n. A female singer.

Wxcklijfc.

Singhalese (sing-gales'), n. sing, and pi. A

native or natives of Ceylon; Cingalese.

Singhara-nut (singhara-nut), n. In Hin

dustan, the name given to the fruit of a

species of Trapa, the T. bispinosa. (See

TRAPA ) These nuts are sweet and edible,

and form an extensive article of cultivation

in Cashmere and other parts of the East

Singing-bird (sing'ing-l>erd), n. A bird that

sings; a song-bird.

Singing -book (singing-bus:), n. A book

containing music for singing; a song-book.

Singing -bread (sing'tng-bred), n. In the

Jt. Cath. Ch. the larger bread used by the

ftriest in offering mass: so called because

tB manufacture was accompanied by sing

ing. Called also Singing-cakes and Ilousel-

ing bread.

Singlngly ( ringlng-ll Y adv. In a singing

manner; with sounds like singing. 'Speak

ing lispingly, and answering singingly.'

North.

Singing-man (singing-man), n. A man who

sings or is employed to sing, as in cathe

drals. Shak.

Singing-master (sing'ing-mas-ter), n. A

teacher of vocal music or the art of Bing-

lng. A ddison.

Singing - woman (sing'lng-wu-man), n. A

woman employed to sing.

Single (sing'gl), a. [L singulus, single, from

root sin, sim, seen in simple, sincere (which

see).] 1. One only, as distinguished from a

number; consisting of one alone; not double

or more ; as, a single star; a single city; a

single act. 'A double heart for his single

one.' Shak. 'Scants us with a single kiss."

Shall . It is often emphatic: even one; as,

I shall not give you a single farthing.

O for a single hour of that Dundee

Who on that day the word of onset gave.

Wordsworth.

2. Individual; particular; considered as

apart. ' For my single self, I had as lief not

be.' Shak. 'Trust to thy single virtue.'

Shak.

No single man is born with a right of controlling

the opinions of all the rest Pope.

3. Alone; having no companion or assistant

' Each man apart, all single and alone. '

Shak.

For what, alas, can these my single arms? Shak.

Well hast thou fought

The better fight, who single hast maintain'd

Against revolted multitudes the cause

Oftruth. Milton.

4. Unmarried ; as, a single man ; a single

woman; a single life. 'So single chose to

live, and shunu'd to wed." Dryden.—6. Xot

twisted, doubled, or combined with others;

as, a single thread. —6. Performed by one

person, or by one person only opposed to

another; as, a single combat. 'In single

opposition, hand to hand.' Shak. "Thy ap

pellant, who now defies thee thrice to tingle

fight' Milton. —7. Not double or deceit

ful; simple; honest; unbiased; sincere. 'I

speak it with a single heart.' Shak.—& Not

compound.

As simple ideas are opposed to complex, and single

to compound, so propositions are distinguished.

It'mtts

9.t Small; weak; silly. 'He utters such

single matter in so infantly a voice.' Beau.

<fr Fl.—IQ. In bot. applied to a flower when

there is only one on a stem ; in common

usage, applied to a flower not double. —

Single perianth, a perianth of one verticil,

as in the tulip and lily.—Single ale, single

drink, single beer, old terms for small-beer,

as double beer was for strong.

The very smiths . . . drink penitent single a/e.

iieau. cV Ft.

Dawson the butler's dead; although 1 think

Poets were ne'er iufus'd with single drink,

I'll spend a farthing, muse. Bp. Corbet,

—Single blessedness, the unmarried state;

celibacy. 'Grows, lives, and dies in single

blessedness. ' Shak. —Single entry. See Book

keeping.

Single (sing'gl), v.t. pret A pp singled; ppr.

singling. 1. To select individually from

among a number; to choose out separately

from others : with out or similar words.

' Dogs who can single out their master in

the dark. ' Bacon.

I saw him in the battle range about.

And how he singled Clifford forth. Shak.

2. t To sequester; to withdraw; to retire.

'An agent singling itself from consorts.'

Hooker.— ZA To take alone or apart.

Many men there are than whom nothing- Is more

commendable when they are singled. Hooker.

Single-acting (sing/gl-akt-ing), o. A term

applied to a steam-engine in which steam

is admitted to one side only of the piston.

Single-block (slng'gl.blok). n. A block hav

ing but a single sheave ; a single sheave in

a pair of cheeks.

Single-breasted (sing'gl-brest-ed), a. Ap

plied to a coat or waistcoat which buttons

only to one side, and has not flaps for over

lapping.

Below his single ■ breasted black surtout, which

was buttoned up to his chin, appeared the usual num

ber of pcppcr-and-salt-coloured legs. Dickens.

Single-cut (sing/gl-kut), a. A term applied

to a file which has but a single rank of teeth;

that is, having the teeth cut in one direction

only, and not crossing.

Single-handed (sing'gl-hand-ed), a. 1. Hav

ing one hand or workman only.—2. Unas

sisted; by one's self; alone; as, to lift a

heavy article single-handed.

Single-hearted (sing'gl-hart-ed), a. Having

a single or honest heart; without duplicity.

Single-minded (sing'gl-mind-ed), a. Having

a single or honest mind or heart; free from

duplicity; ingenuous; guileless.

Singleness (shnrgl-nes), n. The state or

iiuality of being single; (a) the state or con

dition of being one only or separate from

all others; the opposite of duubleness or

multiplicity. (6) Simplicity; sincerity; purity

of mind or purpose ; freedom from dupli

city; as, singleness of heart

It is not the deepness of their knowledge, but the

singleness of their belief, which God accepteth.

Hooker.

Singles (aiiurglz), n. The reeled filaments

of silk, twisted into a thread. See Silk.

Single-Stick (sing'gl-stik), n, 1. A cudgel,

called also a Backsword. Hence— 2. A game

at cudgels, in which he who first brings

blood from his adversary's head is pro

nounced victor.

Single-thorn (sing'sl-thorn), n. The popu

lar name for a Japanese fish (Monocentri*

Japonicus) of the family Berycida*, remark

able for the size of its head, its strong thorn

like spines, and its mailed suit of hard pro

jecting scales. It is of a silvery-white col

our, and about 0 or 7 inches long. It is the

only known species of the genua

Single-treo(sing/gl-tre),n. SameaaStnn^Is-

tree.

Singlo (sin'gld), n. A sort of fine tea, with

large, flat leaves, and not much rolled. Sim-

monds.

Singly (sing'gli), adv. 1. Individually; par

ticularly; separately. ' Demand them singly. '

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; •, Sc. fey.
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Shak. 'To make men singly and personally

good/ TMotion.—2. Only; by one's self.

I .*>k thee, 'bs so. thou singly honest man. Shak.

3- Without partners, companions, or asso

ciates; as, to attack another tangly. 'At

ombre singly to decide their doom.' Pope.

4 Honestly;" sincerely. —5 t Singularly. 'An

edict singly unjust' Milton.

Sing-song (aing'song), n. A term for bad

sinking or chanting; a drawling or monoto

nous tone, or wearying succession of tones;

repetition of similar words or tones. 'A

languid sing-song of laborious riddles. ' Craik.

Sing-song (singsong), a. Drawling ; chant

ing ; monotonous, as sound ; as, a sing-song

tone of voice.

Singstert (sing'ster), n, A female who siugs;

a songstress- Wickliffe.

Singular (sing'gu-ler), a. fL. singularis,

from singultus, single. ] l.t Separate from

others; single. 'To try the matter in a sin-

gular combat ' Uolinshed.—2. Belonging to

one; single; individual.

That idea which represents one determinate thing,

is called a singular idea, whether simple, complex,

or compound. Watts.

3. Id gram, denoting one person or thing;

as, the singular number: opposed to dual

and ylural —4. Marked as apart from others;

without parallel ; unexampled. ' Some vil

lain, ay, and eitigular in his art.' Shak.—

5 Out of the usual course; remarkable; un

usual ; uncommon ; strange ; as, a singular

phenomenon

So singular a sadness

Must have a cau^c as strange a* the effect.

Dtnkam.

6 Above or greater than common; remark

able; eminent; unusual; rare; as. a man of

singular gravity or singular attainments.

' Men of singular integrity.' Shak.— 7. Not

complying with common usage or expecta

tion; hence, peculiar; odd; as, he was very

singular in his behaviour.

His zeal

None seconded, as . . . singular and rash. Milton.

&. Being alone ; that of which there is but

one; unique.

These t>»5!s of the emperors and empresses are

scarce, and some of them ahnost singular in their

kcad. Addison.

—Singular proposition, in logic, one which

has fur its subject either a singular term or

a common term limited to one individual

by a singular sign —Singular term, a term

which stands for one individual. See TERM.

—Singular successor, in Scots law, a pur

chaser or other disponee, or acquirer by

titles, whether judicial or voluntary, in con

tradistinction to the heir, who succeeds by

a general title of succession or universal re

presentation,— Eccentric, Singular, Strange,

Odd See under ECCENTRIC. — Syn. Unex

ampled, unprecedented, eminent, extraor

dinary, remarkable, uncommon, rare, un

usual, peculiar, strange, odd, eccentric,

fantastic.

Singular (sing'gu-lcr), n. 1. A particular

instance. Dr. //. More. [Rare.]—2. In gram.

the singular number.

SingulartBt (sing'gu-ler-ist), n. One who

affects singularity. ' A clownish singularist,

or nonconformist to ordinary rules. ' Bar-

row.

Singularity (aing-gu-Iar'i-ti), «. [Fr. singu

la rite.] 1- The Btate or quality of being

singular; some character or quality of a

thing by which it is distinguished from all,

or from most others; peculiarity.

Pluiy addeth tliia singularity to that soil, that the

second year the very falling of the seed* yield eth

com. Aadison .

I took notice of this little figure for the singularity

of the instrument. Addison.

2 Particular privilege, prerogative, or dis

tinction; something appertaining to one

only.

No t.iJiop of Rome ever took upon him this name

of singularity (universal bishop). Hooker.

Catholicism . . . must be understood in opposition

tp the lefiai singularity of the Jewish nation.

Pearson.

X Character or trait of character different

from that of others ; eccentricity ; strange

ness; oddity.

The spirit of singularity in a few, ought to give

piacc to public Judgment. Hooker.

4. Celibacy.

Ce.it<ate,Uke the fly in the heart of an apple, dwells

i» * perj^t ual sweetness, but sits alone, and is con-

nae-.i and die* in singularity. Jer. Taylor.

Slngularlze (sing'gu-ler-iz), v.t. To make

singular or single.

Singularly (sing'gn-ler-li), ado 1. In a sin

gular manner; peculiarly; in a manner or

C

C I, Sinister side.

C, Sinister chief.

l. Sinister base.

degree not common to others. ' The youth

who was singularly handsome.' Muman.

' A policy singularly judicious.' Macaulay.

2 Oddly; strangely.—3. So as to express one

or the singular number.

SlllgUlt! (sin'gult), n. [L. singultus, a sob

or sigh.] A sigh. Spenser; W. Browne.

Singultous (siu-giilt us), a. In mcd. relat

ing to or affected with hiccough. Dunglison.

Singultus (sin-gul'tus), n. [L.] In mcd.

the hiccough ; a convulsive motion of the

diaphragm and parts adjacent.

Sinical (sin'ik-al), a. [From sine.] Pertain

ing to a sine.—Sinical quadrant, a quadrant

formerly used for taking the altitude of the

sun. It had lines drawn from each side in

tersecting each other, with an index divided

by sines, also with 90* ou the limb, and

sights at the edge.

Sinister (sin'is-ter), a. [L, left, on the left,

unlucky, inauspicious, bad; origin doubtful. ]

1. Ou the left haud, or the aide of the left

hand ; left : opposed to dexter or right ; as,

the sinister cheek.

My mother's blood

Runs on the dexter check, and this sinister

Bounds in my father's. Shak.

In her. the term which denotes the left side

of the escutcheon, as the

sinister chic/ point, and

the sinister base point.—

2. Evil; bad; wicked; cor

rupt; dishonest; as. min

ister means; a sinister ex

pression of countenance.

'Ill men of a sinister in

tent and purpose. ' Hooker.

He scorns to undermine an

other's interest by any sinister

or inferior arts. South.

3. Unlucky; inauspicious.

What all the several ills that visit earth.

Brought forth by night, with a sinister birth,

Plagues, famine, fire, could not reach unto,

The sword, nor surfeit, let thy fury do.

B. yonson.

—Sinister aspect, in astrol. an appearance

of two planets happening according to the

succession of the signs, as Saturn in Aries,

and Mars in the same degree of Gemini.

[This term, when used in the heraldic sense,

is sometimes accented sinister, and this was

generally theearlier accentuation, as maybe

seen from the above quotations from Shak-

spere and Jonson]

Sinlsterly (sin'is-ter-li), adv. In a sinister

manner; perversely; unfairly; dishonestly.

'By envious carpers sinisterly suspected.'

Holinshed.

Sinistral (sin'is-tral), a. 1. Belonging to

the left hand; inclining to the left hand;

sinlstrous.—2. In conch, applied to shells in

which the turns of the spiral are made to

the left instead of to the right.

Sinistrally (sin'ia-tral-Ii), adv. On the left

hand; from left to right.

Sintstrorsal (sin-is-trors'al), a. Turned or

twining towards the left; sinistrorse.

Sinistrorse (ain'is-trors),a. [L. sinistrorsus,

sinistroversus, from sinister, left, and vorto,

verto, vorsum, versum, to turn.] Directed

to the left; turning or twining to the left:

usually satd of the stems of plants.

Sinlstrous (sin'is-trus). a. [See Sinister.]

1. Being on the left side; inclined to the

lett.—2. Wrong; absurd; perverse.

A knave or fool can do no harm, even by the most

stnistroits and absurd choice. Bentley.

Slnlstrously (sin'is-trus-li), ado. 1. In a

sinlstrous manner; perversely; wrongly.

'To accuse, calumniate, backbite, or sinis-

trously interpret others.' Sir T. Browne. —

2. With a tendency to use the left as the

stronger hand.

Many in their infancy are sinisfrously disposed,

and divers continue all their life left-handed.

Sir T. Browne.

Sink (singk), v.i. pret sunk or sank; pp.

sunk or sunken (the second form rare ex

cept when used as a participial adjective).

[A. Sax. sincan, Dan. synkc, D. zinken, G.

sinken, Goth, siggkvan, to sink ; nasalized

forms corresponding to A. Sax. and O.H.G.

stgan, to sink.] 1. To fall by the force of

gravity; to descend through a medium of

little resisting power, as water, mire, sand,

and the like; to descend below the surface;

to go to the bottom; to become submerged;

to subside.

So eagerly the fiend . . .

With head, hands, wings, or feet, pursues his way.

And swims, or sinks, or wades, or creeps, or flics.

Milton.

In sleep I sank

In cool soft turf upon the bank. Tennyson.

2. To fall slowly or gradually, as from want

of power to keep erect or standing ; to fall

slowly to the ground or surface from weak

ness or the like.

Why, how now, cousin ! wherefore sink you down!

Shak.

He sunk down in his chariot. a Ki. ix. .-4.

3. To enter or penetrate into any body.

The stone sunk into his forehead. 1 Sam. xvii. 49.

4V To become hollow from loss of flesh :

chiefly used in pp.; as, her cheeks are sunk.

* A lean cheek, a blue eye and sunken, ' Shak.

5. To take or appear to take a lower position;

to decrease in height or to appear to do so ;

as, the land sinks when we sail out to sea.

'Full music rose, and sank the sun.' Ten

nyson.—6. To be overwhelmed or depressed.

'So much the vital spirits sink.' Tennyson.

Our country sinks beneath the yoke. Shak.

7. To enter deeply; to be impressed.

Let these sayings sink down into your ears,

l.uke ix. n

S. To change from a better to a worse state;

to decline in worth, strength, vigour, esti

mation, and the like; to fall off in value; to

decay; to decrease.

Nor urged the labours of my lord in vain,

A sinking empire longer to sustain. Dryden.

This republic ... is likelier to sink than increase

in its dominions. Addison.

9. To decrease in bulk or volume; to become

less in quantity or amount; as, a river sinks

in dry weather.—10. To fall into restor indo

lence.

Wouldst thou have me sink away

In pleasing dreams? Addison.

Syn. To fall, descend, subside, drop, droop,

enter, penetrate, decline, decay, decrease,

lessen.

Sink (singk), v.t. 1. To cause to sink; to

put under water; to fmmerse in a fluid; as,

to sinkn ship. 'From these shoulders . . .

taken a load would sink a navy." shak.—

2. To bring from a higher to a lower position;

to cause to fall or drop. ' She sank her head

upon her arm.' Tennyson.—3. To make by

dicing or delving; as, to sink a pit or a

well.

In this square they sink a pit, and dig for freestone.

Addison.

4. To depress; to degrade.

I raise or sink, imprison, or set free. Prior.

5. To plunge Into destruction; to cause to

perish; to ruin.

If 1 have a conscience, let it sink me. Shak.

6. To bring low; to reduce in quantity.

You sunk the river with repeated draughts.

Addison.

7. To depress; to overbear; to crush.

Thy cruel and unnat'ral lust of power

Has sunk thy father more than all his years.

Rome.

8. To suppress ; to conceal ; to apprnpriate.

[Rare.]

If sent with ready money to buy anything and you

happen to be out of pocket, sink the money, and

take up the goods on account. Swift.

9. Not to take into account; to lose sight of,

as one's self or one's owu interest.

He was sinking self so much, and struggling so

hard towards a noble action, that it was hard to rea

son with him calmly. F. W. Robinson.

10. To lower in value or amount; as, great

importations may sink the price of goods.

11. To invest, as money, more or less per

manently in any undertaking or scheme for

the sake of a profitable return, interest, or

the like.—To sink the shop, to avoid allusion

to one's calling. [Colloq.]

Sink (singk), n. 1. A receptacle for receiv

ing liquid filth; a kennel; a sewer. Shak.

2. A kind of box or basin-shaped receptacle

connected with an outflow pipe leading into

a drain, used for receiving filthy water, as

in kitchens, Ac.—3. Any place where cor

ruption is gathered.

Our soul, whose country's heav'n, and God her father,

Into this world, corruption's sink, is sent. Donne.

Sink-a-p&ce (singk'a-pos), n. A corruption

of Cinque-pace, a kind of dance. Shak.

Sinker (singk'er), n. One who or that which

sinks; particularly, (a) a weight on some

thing, as a fish-line, net, or the like, to sink it.

(0) One of the thin plates or slips of steel that

aid in forming the loops upon the needles

in knitting machines.

Sink-hole (singkTiol), n. An orifice in a

sink: a hole for dirty water to pass through.

Sinking (singk'ing), p. and a. Falling;

subsiding; depressing; declining.—Sinking

fund, a fund collected by the government

or other competent authorities for the gra

dual payment of the debt of a state, cor

poration, At. In Britain, the surplusrevenue

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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of the kingdom beyond the actual expendi

ture, directed to be applied to the reduc

tion of the national debt.

Sinking-ripe (singk'ing-rip), a. Ready to

sink; near sinking.

The sailors sought for safety by our boat

And left the ship, then suiting ripe to us. Shak.

Sink-trap (singk'trap), n. A trap for a kit

chen sink so constructed as to allow water

to pass down, but not allow reflow of air or

gases.

Sinless (sin'Ies), a. 1. Free from sin; pure;

perfect 'Calm and sinless peace.' Milton.

2. Exempt from sin; innocent; as, a sinless

soul.

I ,ed on, yet sinless, with desire to know

What nearer might concern him. Milton.

Sinlessly (sin'les-li), adv. In a sinless man

ner; innocently.

Sinlessness (siirles-nes), n. The state of

being sinless; freedom from sin and guilt.

Sinnamlne (sin'a-min). n. (C*HfiN?.) In

chem. a basic substance obtained indirectly

from oil of mustard.

Sinner (sin'er). n. J. One who sins; one who

has voluntarily violated the divine law;

sometimes, in a narrower sense, one who

has not repented of sin; an unregeuerate

person. —2. One who fails in any duty or

transgresses any law ; on offender; a criminal.

Like one,

Who hewing1 into truth, by telling of it

Made such a sinner of his memory

To credit his own lie. Slink.

Sinner (sin'er), v.i. To act as a sinner.

' Whether the charmer sinner it or saint it.'

Pope. [Humorous.]

Sinneresst (sin'er-es), n. A female sinner;

a woman who commits sin. Wickliffe.

Sinnet (sin'et), n. Same as Sennit.

Sin-offering (sin'of-fer-ing). n. A sacrifice

or offering for sin; something offered as an

expiation for sin.

Sinologlcal (sin-o-loj'I-kal), a. Pertaining

to sinology.

Sinologist (si-noro-jfst). n. A sinologue.

Sinologue (sin'o-log), n. [Fr. sinologue, from

Gr. Sina, China, Sinai, the Chinese, and

logos, discourse.] A student of the Chinese

language, literature, history, &c. ; one versed

in Chinese.

For a long time neither Germany nor England

could boast of any eminent Chinese scholars, and

the very name of ' Sinalo/fta.' which sounds quite na

tural in French, has remained without a counterpart

in English and German. Times newspaper.

Sinology (si-nol'o-Ji), n. [See Sinologue.]

That branch of knowledge which deals with

the Chinese language and connected sub

jects.

Sinoper, Sinopite (sl'no-per, si'no-pit), n.

Biuna as Sinople.

Sinopia, Sinopis (si-no'pi-a. si-no'pis), n.

A pigment of a fine red colour prepared

from the earth sinople.

Sinople (si'no-pl), n. [Ft. sinople, from L. L.

sinopis, a red colour, also a green colour ;

L. sinopis, Gr. ninopis, earth of Sinope, red

ochre, from Sinope, a town on the Black

Sea, near which it occurs.] 1. Red ferru

ginous quartz, of a blood or brownish red

colour, sometimes with a tinge of yellow.

It occurs in small very perfect crystals, and

in masses resembling some varieties of jas

per. [In this sense written also Sinoper and

Sinopite.]—2. In her. the Continental desig

nation for the colour green; by English her

alds called vert.

Sinquef (singk), n. Same as Cinque. Beau,

d' Pi.

Sinter (sinter),/!. A Germ in name for a rock

precipitated in a crystalline form from min

eral waters. Calcareous sinter is a variety

of carbonate of lime, composed of a series

of successive layers, conceutric, plane or

undulated, and nearly or quite parallel. It

appears under various forms. Siliceous sin

ter is white or grayish, light, brittle, porous,

and of a fibrous texture. Opaline siliceous

sinter somewhat resembles opaL It is whit

ish, with brownish, blackish, or bluish

spots, and its fragments present dendritic

appearances. Peart sinter, or florite, occurs

iu stalactitic, cylindrical, botryoidal, and

globular masses, white or grayish. It is a

variety of opal. Ceraunian sinter is a variety

of quartz, consisting of siliceous tubes found

in sands, and bo named because supposed to

be produced by lightning. Called also Ful

gurite, Thunder-tube.

SintOC, SindOC (sin'tok, sinMok), n. Tho

bark of a species of Cinnamomuni, indigen

ous in the primeval forests of Java. It is in

llattish pieces, of a warm spicy taste, but is

seldom seen in this country. Written also

Syndoc.

Sintoo, Sintooism (sin'to, sin'td-izm), n.

Same as Shinto, Shintoism. Also written

Sintu, Sintuistn.

Sinuate (sin'u-at), v.t [L. sinuo, to curve,

to bend, to wind.] To bend or curve in and

out; to wind; to turn. Woodward.

Sinuate, Sinuated (sin'u-at, sin'u-at-ed), a.

1. Bending; winding; sinu

ous. —2. In bot. a term ap

plied to a leaf that has large

curved breaks in the margin

resembling bays, as in the

oak; having a wavy margin.

The woodcut shows the leaf

of the commou oak (Quercus

robur).

Sinuatlon (sin-u-a'shon), n.

A winding or bending in and

out Sinuate Leaf.

Sinuato-dentate (sin'u-a-

to-den"tat), a. In bot. a term applied to a

leaf which is sinuate and toothed.

Sinuose (sin'u-6s), a. Same as Sinuous.

Sinuosity (sin-u-os'i-ti), n. 1. The quality

of being sinuous or of bending or curving

in and out.—2. A series of bends and turnB

in arches or other irregular figures ; a bend

in such a series; a wave line. *A line of

coast, certainly amounting with its sinuosi

ties to more than 700 miles.' S. Smith.

Sinuous (sin'u-us), a. [Fr. sinueux, L. sinu-

osus, from sinus, a bent surface, a curve.]

Bending or curving in and out; of a serpen

tine or undulating form; winding; crooked.

' Insect or worm . . . streaking the ground

with sinuous trace.' Milton. ' Sinuous rills. '

Coleridge,

Sinuously (sin'u-us-li), adv. In a sinuous

manner; windingly; crookedly.

Sinupalllal (si'nu-pal"li-al), a. Of or per

taining to the Sinupallialia,

Sinupallialia (si'uu-pal-li-a"li-a), n. pi [L.

sinus, a bay, a bosom, and pallium, a cover

ing, a mantle.] A subdivision of the lamel-

libranchiate molluses,characterized by large

respiratory siphons and sinuated pallial

line. See Siphonida.

Sinus (si'nus), 7i. 1 1... a bent surface, a

curve, a fold or hollow, a bosom, a bay,

&c.] i. An opening; a hollow; a bending; a

sinuosity.—2. A bay of the sea; a recess in

the coast; an opening into the land. 'Some

rus of the sea or sinuses.' T. Burnet —

In anat. (a) a cavity in a bone or other

part wider at the bottom than at the en

trance. (6) A venous canal into which

several vessels empty themselves, (c) The

bosom.—4. In surg. a little elongated cavity

in which pus or matter is collected; an

elongated abscess with only a small orifice;

a fistula. —5. In bot. a hollow of a curved

or rounded figure between two projecting

lobes. —6. In conch, a groove or cavity.

Sin-worn (sin'woru), a. Worn by sin.

I would not soil these pure ambrosial weeds

With the rank vapours of this sin-iuern mould.

MUton.

Siogun (sho'gim), n. Same as Shogun.

Sioux (si -b' or so), n. *. and pi The name

of a race of Indians iu North America in

habiting Nebraska, Wyoming, Dakota, &c.

Sip (sip), v.t. pret. & pp. sipped; ppr. sip-

ptng. [A lighter form of sup; D. and L*G.

sippen, to sip. See Sup.] l. To imbibe or

take iuto the mouth in small quantities by

the lips; as, to sip wine; to sip tea or coffee.

'To sip or touch one drop of it' Shak.

'Sipt wine from silver, praising God.' Ten

nyson.— 2. To drink in or absorb in small

quantities. 'Every herb that sips the dew.'

Milton.—3. To draw into the mouth; to suck

up; to extract; as, a bee sips nectar from the

flowers.—4. To drink out of.

They skim the floods and sip the purple flowers.

Drydtn.

Sip (sip), v.i. To drink a small quantity; to

take a fluid with the lips.

Kidotta sips and dances till she see

The doubling lustres dance as fast as she. Pope.

Sip (sip), n. 1. The taking of a liquor with

the lips.—2. A small draught token with the

lips.

One sip of this

Will Rithe the drooping spirits in delight.

Beyond the bliss of dreams. Milton.

3.f Drink; sup. Chaucer.

Slpe (sip). v.i. [A. Sax. sipan, to soak; D.

sijpen, L.G. seipen, to ooze or trickle.] To

ooze; to issue slowly, as a fluid. 'The sip-

ing through of the waters into the house/

Granger. [Provincial English and Scotch.]

Sipher, r h. A cipher. Chaucer.

Siphllifl (sif'i-lis), n. See SYPHILIS

Slphold (sl'foid), n. [Fr. siphotde. ] A vessel

or apparatus of French construction for re

ceiving and giving out aerated waters.

Siphon, Syphon (si'fon), n, [Gr. siphdn, a

hollow tube, a reed. ] 1. A bent pipe or tube

whoBe legs are of unequal length, used for

drawing liquid out of a vessel by causing It

to rise in the tube over the rim or top. For

this purpose the shorter leg is inserted in

the liquid, and the air is exhausted by being

drawn through the longer leg. (See fig. 1.)

The liquid then rises by the weight of the

atmosphere till it reaches the top of the

vessel, and then descends in the lower lee

of the siphon, and continues to flow till

the liquid in the vessel reaches the level

of the end of the shorter leg. The action

of the siphon depends on the difference

between the lengths of the two legs, esti

mated in a perpendicular direction , the shor

ter leg being always inserted in the liquid.

Sometimes an exhausting tube is placed on

the longer leg for exhausting the air by suc

tion (see fig. 2), and causing the flow to com

mence, but the more general method is to

fill the tube in the first place with the li

quid, and then stopping the mouth of the

longer leg to insert the shorter leg in the

vessel ; upon removing the 6top the liquid

will immediately begin to flow. The limits

within which the siphon can act are deter

mined by the specific gravity of the fluid.

Water cannot be raised by the siphon to a

i. Common Siphon, a. Improved Siphon, with

exhausting tube for tilling it

greater height than 32 feet, nor mercury to

a greater height than 29 inches. — Wurtem-

berg siphon (so called from its having been

first used in that place), a siphon with both

legs equal, and turned up at the extremities,

in which case so long as the extremities are

kept on the same level, it will continue al

ways full and ready for use.—2. In zool (a)

one of the membranous and calcareous tubes

which traverse the septa and the interior of

ffolythalamous shells. (&) The tubular pro-

ongation of the mantle in certain univalve

and bivalve molluscs, used for conveying

water to or from the gills. In this sense also

called Siphuncle.

Siphon (si'fon), v.t To convey, as water,

by means of a siphon ; to transmit or re

move by a siphon.

Water may be siphoned over obstacles which are

less than 32 feet higher than the surface of the water.

Fop. Ency.

Siphonage (si'fon-aj).H. The action oroper-

ation of a siphon.

Siphonal (si'fon-al), a. Pertaining to or

resembling a siphon.

Siphonata (si-fo-na'ta), n. pi Same as

Siphonida.

Siphon-barometer (srfon-ba-rom'et-er), n.

A barometer in which the lower end of the

tube is bent upward, in the form of a siphon.

There are several varieties of siphon-baro

meters, but the most convenient is that

invented by Gay-Lussac. The tube is her

metically sealed at both ends, after having;

been filled with mercury, and the communi

cation with the atmosphere takeB place

through a small capillary hole drilled later

ally through the short turned-up branch

near its upper extremity. This orifice is so

small that while it allows the air to pass

freely, it prevents the escape of the mercury.

This barometer is very convenient for car

riage, and is easily brought to a position

proper for observation.

Siphon-bottle (si-fon-bot'l), n. A bottle for

containing aerated waters which may be

discharged through a bent tube by the

pressure of the gas.

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J\ Sc. fry.
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Siphon -CUP (sTfon-kup). n. In mack, a

form of lubricating apparatus in which the

oil is led over the edge of the vessel by

capillary action, ascending and descending

in a cotton wick, and dropping on the

journal.

SlphOD.es (si-fo'ne-5). n. pi A nnt order of

green-spored algce, of which there are two

sub-orders, Caulerpeai and CodleoD, the for

mer all inhabitants of warmer regions, the

latter often found in colder. Some of the

Codieac resemble corallines from the amount

of carbonate of lime which enters into their

composition.

Siphon-gauge (si'fon-gaj), n. An instru

ment consisting of a glass siphon, partially

filled with mercury, for indicating the de

gree of rarefaction which has been produced

in the receiver of an air-pump. A gauge of

this kind is also used to ascertain the degree

of vacuum in the condenser of a steam-

engine, and to indicate the pressure of a

fluid contained in a vessel, when greater

than the pressure of the external atmo

sphere, and also the pressure of liquids, as

water in pipes, Ac.

Siphonia (si fo'ni-a), n. [Or. siphon, a hol

lo' tube, a pipe, from the use made of the

t xndation. ] A genus of plants belonging to

the nat. order Euphorbiacerc, consisting of

about half-a-dozen species. They are tall

trees, with leaves composed of three leaflets,

growing in clusters at the ends of the

branches, and small dnecfous flowers in lax

panicles. The fruit is a large three-celled

capsule, and the trees abound in a milky

juice. S. elastica, which yields the true

caoutchouc, is a tree from 50 to 60 feet in

height, common in the forests of Guiana and

Brazil, and which has been introduced into

the West Indies. Caoutchouc iB the milky

juice of the tree which exudes on incisions

being made, and solidifies on exposure to

the air.

Siphonlc (si-fon'ik), a. Pertaining to a

siphon.

Siphonlda (si-fon'i-da), n. pi. In zool. one

of the two sections into which the lamelii-

branchiate molluscs are divided, the other

section being the Asiphonida. The Siphon-

ida are furnished with respiratory siphons,

and their mantle -lobes are more or less

united. Two subdivisions are comprised

in this section. In theone(Integropallialia)

the siphons are short, and the pallial line

simple; the other (Sinupallialiu) is charac

terized by long respiratory siphons and a

einuated pallial line.

Siphonlfer (si-fonl-fer), n. A member of

the Siphonifera.

Siphonifera (ai-fo-nirer-a), n. pi. M. D'Or-

higny's name for an order of molluscs, in

cluding the nautilus and all those species

which have a siphon contained within a

many-chambered shell.

Siphoniferous (sl-fo-nifer-us), a. Siphon-

bearing, as the chambered shells of the

nautilus

Siphonobranchiata (srfon-fi-brang-ki-a"-

ta). n. pi. [Gr. siphon, a siphon, and bran-

chia, gills. ] Same as Siphonostomata.

Slphonobranchiate ( Bi'fon-6-brang"ki-at\

a. Pertaining or related to the division of

gasteropodous molluscs Siphonobranchiata

or Siphonostomata; siphonostomatous.

Siphonophora (si-fo-nof6-ra), n. pi. [Gr.

rtphoH, a tube, and phero, to carry.] A sub

class of the Hydrozoa, constituting the so-

called oceanic or pelagic Hydrozoa, and cha

racterized by a free hydrosoma. consisting

of several polypitea united by a flexible, con

tractile, unbranched ccenosare. They are

singularly delicate organisms, found at the

surface of the tropical seas, the Portuguese

man-of-war being the best-known member

of the group. It Is divided into two orders,

Calycopboridffi and Physophoridee.

Siphonostomata orfuii-o-8tom"a-ta), n, pi.

Stphonoslofnata—Fusus mntiquus (Red Whelk).

« Brarch it siphon. S. Proboscis, c. Operculum.

dd. Tentacles. /.Foot.

[Gr. tiphoti, a tube, and stoma, the mouth.]

The division of gasteropodous molluscs in

which the aperture of the shell is not entire,

but possesscsa notch or tube for the emission

of the respiratory siphon. The members are

all marine and carnivorous. The common

whelk may be taken as an example.

Siphonostomatous(si'fon-6-stom"a-tus),a.

Of or pertaining to the Siphonostomata; as,

a siphonostornatous shell. Jfickolson.

Siphonostome (srfd-nos-t6m), n. A gaster

opodous mollusc of the division Siphon

ostomata

Siphon-recorder (si'fon-re-kord-er), n. An

instrument invented by Sir W. Thomson

for recording messages sent through long

telegraphic lines, as the Atlantic cables and

the like. See Telegraph.

Slphorhlnian (si-fo-rin'i-an), n. [Gr. siphon,

a tube, and rhu, rhinos, a nose.] A name

applied to a tribe of swimming birds, in

cluding those which have the nostrils pro

minent and tubular. Brande <fc Cox.

Siphuncle (si'fung-kl), n. [L. siphuncvlus,

dim. from siphon.] See Siphon, 2.

Siphuncular (sl-fung'ku-ler), a. Pertaining

to a siphuncle.

Siphunculated, Siphuncled (si-fungTiu-

lat-ed, si'fung kid), a. Having a siphuncle;

having a little siphon or spout, as a valve.

Sipper (sip'er), ?l One that sips.

Sippet t (sip'et), n. A small sop; a small

piece of bread steeped in milk or broth.

'Your sweet sippets in widows* houses.'

Milton.

Slpple (sipl), c.i. [A freq. from sip, formed

on type of tipple.] To sip frequently; to

tipple. 'A trick of sippling and tippling.'

Sir W. Scott.

Sipunculoidea (sI-pung'ku-loi"de-a), n. pi.

[From' Sipuncuhts.] One of the classes

into which the sub-kingdom Annulosa is

divided; the spoon-worms. It includes cer

tain worm-like animals in which the body

is sometimes obviously annulated, some

times not; but there are no ambulacral

tubes nor foot-tubercles, though there are

sometimes bristles concerned in locomotion.

The nervous system consists of an oesopha

geal nerve-collar, and a cord placed along

the ventral surface of the body. The Sipun-

culus and its allies make up this class, and

from their affinity to the worm -like holo-

thurians they have often been placed

amongst the Echinodermata.

Sipunculus (si-pungTiu-lus), n. [L. sipun-

culus, siphunculus, a little tube, dim. of

sipho, a siphon] A genus of Annulosa, often

placed among the echinoilerms; the spoon-

worm. The species are found in the sands

of the sea-shore, and much sought after by

fishermen, who use them as bait for their

hooks. See Sipunculoidea,

Si quis(sl kwis). [L., if any one.] Eccles.

a notification by a candidate for orders of

his intention to inquire whether any im

pediment may be alleged against him.

Sir (ser), n. [Fr. sire, from L. senior, an

elder or elderly person (see SENIOR), through

the forms scrir, sendre, sindre, sidre, sire.

Bracket.] 1. A common complimentary

mode of address now used without consider

ation of rank or status ; a general title by

which a speaker addresses the person he is

speaking to: used in the singular and plural.

' Speak on, sir.' Skak. 'But, sirs, be sud

den in the execution.' Skak. While gene

rally used as a title of respect, as by servants

to their masters, sons to their fathers,

scholars to their teachers, and the like, it is

frequently employed in phrases expressing

great displeasure, astonishment, doubt, d'e,

or conveying a threat, reproach, or the like.

Thus in The Rivals, by Sheridan, Sir Ant.

Absolute addresses his son, ' What's that to

you, sirI' 'Odds life, sir! if you have the

estate yon must take it with the live stock

on it;' and so on.—2. A title of honour of

knights and baronets; in this case always

prefixed to the Christian name. ' Noble

captain, your servant— Sir Arthur, your

slave.' Sic iff.

Sir Horace Vere, his brother, was the principal in

the active part. Bacon.

3. A title formerly given to clergymen; as

the Shakspcrian 'Sir Hugh Evans, a Welsh

parson;' 'Sir Oliver Martext, a Wear.*

A title formerly applied to priests and curates in

general; for this reason: detnintu, the academical

title of a bachelor of arts, was usually rendered by

sir in English at the universities. So that a bachelor,

who in the books stood Detninus Brown, was in con

versation called Sir Brown. . . . Therefore, as most

clerical persons had taken that first degree, it became

usual to style them Sir. Marts.

So usual indeed did the practice alluded to

by Nares become that a ' Sir John ' came to

be a common sobriquet for a priest.

Instead of a faithful and painful teacher, they hire

a Sir John, which hath better skill in playing at

tables . . . than in God's word. Latimer.

4. Used also as a common noun to signify

(a) lord, master. 'Sole sir o" the world.'

Shak. (b) Gentleman. 'A nobler sir ne'er

lived.' Shak.

SirasMer (si-ras'ker), n. Same as Seraskitr.

Sircar (ser'kar), n. 1. A Hindu clerk or

accountant—2. A circar.

Sirdar (serMar), «. [Hind.] A chieftain,

captain, head-man. —Sirdar bearer (fre

quently contracted sirdar), the chief of the

palankeen bearers, and generally his mas

ter's valet

Sire (sir), n. [See Sir.] 1. A respectful title

formerly given to seniors or elders and

others; sir. it is now used only in address

ing a king or other sovereign prince.—2. A

father; a progenitor. 'Land of my sires.'

Sir W. Scott. [Poetical.]

He, but a duke, would have his son a king.

And raise his issue like a loving sire. SkaM.

3. The male parent of a beast: particularly

used of horses; as, the horse had a good sire,

but a bad dam.—i. Used in composition; as

In grandstre for grandfather ; great-grand-

sire, great-grandfather —5. A maker; an

author; an originator. [Rare.]

He died, who was the sire of an immortal strain,

Poor, old, and blind. Shelley.

Sire (air), v.t. pret <fepp. sired; ppr. siring.

To beget; to procreate: used now chiefly of

beasts, and especially of Btallions.

Cowards father cowards, and base things sire base.

Shalt.

Slredon (si-re'don), n. [Gr. seiredon, a

siren. ] A generic name applied to the Mexi

can axolotl, now supposed by eminent zo-

"$&&*■

Siredon pisciforme.

ologiBts to be merely a larval salamander.

The cut represents the form with persistent

branchial or gills, as ordinarily known in its

native country. See Axolotl.

Siren (sl'ren), n. [Gr. seiren, a siren, sup

posed to mean lit. an eutangler, from seira,

a cord.] 1. In Greek myth, one of several

(according to some writers, three) sea-

nymphs, who by their singing fascinated

those that sailed by their island, and then

destroyed them. In works of art they are

Siren.

often represented as having partly the form

of birds, sometimes only the feet of a bird.

Nert where the sirens dwell ye plough the seas I

Their song is death, and makes destruction please.

Pope.

2. A mermaid. ' A mermaid or siren there

buried.' Holland.—3. A charming, alluring,

or enticing woman ; a woman dangerous

from her enticing arts. 'This nymph, this

siren that will charm Rome's Saturnine.'

Shak. - 4. Something insidious or deceptive.

' Consumption is a siren.' W. Irving.—5. A

genus of perennibranchiate amphibians

which have only one pair of feet, and are

ch, c&ain; ch, Sc loeA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, £Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, u»Aig; zh, arure.—See KEY.
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supplied both with lungs and external gills.

They are peculiar to the southern provinces

of the United States. Called also Mud-eel*.

C. An instrument for producing continuous

or musical sounds, and for measuring the

number of sound waves or vibrations per

second, which produce a note of given pitch.

In its original form it consists of a disc with

a circular row of oblique holes, revolving

close to the top-plate of a wind-chest per

forated with corresponding holes of a con

trary obliquity, so that the jets of air from

the latter passing through the former keep

the disc in motion, and produce a uote cor

responding to the r.ipidity of the coinci

dences of the holes in the two plates, the

number of coincidences or vibrations to a

given time being shown by indices which

connect by toothed wheels with a Bcrew on

the axis of the disc. From the deep piercing

nature of the sound which the siren emits,

a modified form of the instrument having

two discs rotating with great velocity in

opposite directions is employed as a fog-

si^nal or alarm. The discs are driven by a

steam-engine, which also forces a blast of

steam through their apertures when those

of the two discs come in opposition. The

device is placed at the smaller extremity of

a larye trumpet, which greatly intensifies

Die sound. Called also Sirene.

Siren (siren), a. Pertaining to a siren or

to the dangerous enticements of music; be

witching; fascinating; as, a siren song.

By the help of the winning address, the siren mode

or mien, he can inspire poison, whisper in destruction

to the soul. Hammond.

Sirene (si'ren), n. [Fr. sirene, a siren.]

Same as SIRES, 6.

Slrenia (si-re'ni-a), n. pi [From their fan

cied resemblance to mermaids or siren*.]

An order of marine herbivorous mammals

allied to the whales, having the posterior

extremities wanting, and the anterior con

verted into paddlts. This order comprises

the manatee and dugong. They differ from

theCetacea in having the nostrils placed at

the anterior part of the head, and in having

molar teeth with flat crowns adapted for a

vegetable diet They feed chiefly on sea

weeds, and frequent the mouths of rivers

and estuaries. Besides these living mem

bers the Sirenia were represented by a gi

gantic species 2o feet long and 20 in circum

ference. It was a native of Behring's Strait*,

but is now extinct, no specimen having been

seen for 200 years. The Sirenia have existed

since the miocene period.

SIranian ( si-re'ni-an ), a. and n. Of or be

longing to the order Sirenia; as a noun, one

of the Sirenia.

The known existing representatives nf the siren tan

order arc the dugongs and the manatees; tlie latest

extinct form is the edentulous sirenian culled

'Stcller's sea-cow,' last observed in the arctic seas

off the shores of Behring's Island; the miocene ex

tinct genus has left its remains in Southern Europe.

Owen .

Sirenical (si-ren'ik-al), a. Like or appro

priate to a siren.

Here's a couple of sirenical rascals shall enchant

you. Alarston.

SirenldSB ( si-ren'i-de ), n. pi. A family of

true or perennibranchiate amphibians, com

prising the sirens and axolotl.

Sirenize (si'ren-iz), v.t. To use the entice

ments of a siren; to charm. [Rare.]

Sirex (si'reks), n. A genus of hymenopter-

ous insects, called iu English Tailed Wasps.

See Siricid.«.

Siriasis (si-ri'a-sis). n. [Gr. siriasis. See

Sibius.] A disease occasioned by the exces

sive heat of the sun ; sun-stroke ; coup-de-

soleil.

SlricidSB (si-ris'i-de), n. pi. A family of hy-

menopterous insects of which the genus

Sirex is the type. The members of this

family have a strong ovipositor, with which

they pierce not merely the soft substance of

leaves and young shoots, but hard timber

as well. The larva? produced from the eggs

thus deposited usually reside in the interior

of trees, which they perforate in various

directions, often causing great destruction

in the pine forests, of which the largest

species are inhabitants. When full grown

they form a silken cocoon, in which they

undergo transformation.

Strius (siri-us), n. [L , from Gr. Seirios,

from seirios, seiros, hot, scorching.] The

large and bright star called the Dog-star, in

the mouth of the constellation Canis Major.

Sirloin (sirloin), n. [Formerly surloin, sur-

loyne, from Fr. surlonge, surlognc, a sirloin

—sur, over, and Ivnge, logne, a loin. See

Loin. ] The loin or upper part of the loin of

beef, or part covering either kidney. Popu

larly, but erroneously, supposed to have re

ceived this name from having been knighted

by on English king in a fit of good humour.

But, pray, why is it called sirloin I Why, you must

know that our King lames I., who loved good eat

ing, being invited to dinner by one of his nobles, and

seeing a large loin of beef at his table, he drew out

his sword, and in a frolic, knighted it. Swift.

Slrmark (ser'markX n. See Si'RMARK.

Slm&me (afir'nam), n. A surname.

Slroc (Bi'rok), n. Same as Sirocco. Emer

son. [Rare and poetical]

Sirocco (si-rok'ko), n. [It.; from Ar. shoruk,

from shark, the east.] An oppressive relax

ing wind coming from northern Africa, over

the Mediterranean, to Italy, Sicily, &c.

Written also Scirocco. See SiMOOM.

Sirrah (sir'a), u, [Often taken from sir and

ha, but this is very improbable; comp. Ir.

sirreach, poor, lean, sorry.] A word of ad

dress, generally equivalent to fellow, or to

sir, with an angry or contemptuous force

added. It is applied sometimes to children

in a kind of playfulness, or to servants in

hastiness, and formerly it was sometimes

used also to females. 'Sirrah Iris, go." Shak.

Go, sirrah, to my cell. Shak.

Sir-reverence t (Ber-rev'er-ens), n. [A cor

ruption of save-re cerenee (L. salvd reveren-

tul), the expression being first contracted

into sa reverence, and then corrupted into

sir or sur reverence. ] A kind of apologetical

apostrophe for introducing an indelicate

word or expression, sometimes standing for

the expression itself. Massiiiger.

Birtt (sert), n. [L. syrti*.] A quicksand;

a syrt (which see).

Sirup (sir'up), n. Same as Sump. ' Lucent

simps tinct with cinnamon. Heat*.

Siruped (sir'upt), a. Same as Syruped.

Sirupy (slr'up-i). a. Same as Syntpy.

Sirvente (servant), n, [Fr.; Pr. sinentes;

lit a poem of service, being originally a

poem in praise of some one, from L. servio,

to serve.] In the literature of the middle

ages, a species of poem in common use

among the Troubadours and Trouveres, usu

ally satirical, though sometimes devoted to

love or praises, and divided into strophes

of a peculiar construction.

SlS,t n. [Fr. six, pron. sis ] The cast of six;

the highest cast upon a die. Chaucer.

Sisal-grass, Sisal-hemp (si-sal'gras, si-sal'-

hemp), n. The prepared fibre of the Agave

amcricana, or American aloe, used for cord

age: so called from Sisal, a port in Yucatan.

Slset ( siz ), n. An assize. ' Where God his

sixes holds.' Sylvester.

SlBOt (sis), n. Six : a term in games.

In the new casting of a die. when ace Is on the top,

sise must needs be at the bottom. Fuller.

Siserara, Siserary (sit'e-ra-rtt, ais'e-ra-ri ),

n. A hard blow. [Provincial.]

He attacked it with such a siserary of I-at in, as

might have scared the Devil himself. Sir If, Scott.

Siskin (sisTtin), n, [Dan. sisken. Sw. steka,

G. zeisig 1 A well-known song-bird; the aber

devine (Fringilla spinus). See ABERDEVINE.

Sisklwlt (sis ki-wit), n. [Indian name.] A

species of Balmon (Salmo siskiwit) found in

Lake Superior. It is broad and very fat,

and has a high flavour.

Slsmometer (sis-moni'et-er), n. Same as

Seismometer.

Sison (si'son), n. [Gr. sisdn, one of the spe

cies of this genus.] A genus of plants, nat.

order Umbellifene. They are perennial

herbs, with the uppermost leaves narrower

and more divided than the lower, and um

bels of small white flowers; they are natives

of Europe and Asia. S. Amo-mum is com

mon in Britain in chalk soils in rather moist

ground, under hedges, Ac. The green plant,

when bruised, has a peculiarly nauseous

smell. The seeds are pungent and aroma

tic, and were formerly celebrated as a diu

retic.

Slss (sis), v L (D. sissen, to hiss. From the

sound.] To hiss. [Local in England, but

common in the United States to express

certain inanimate hissing sounds.]

Sissoo, SlSBUm (sis-so', sis-sum'). «• [Hind. ]

A valuable timber tree of India, the wood of

which somewhat resembles In structure the

finer species of teak, but is tougher and

more elastic See DALBERQIA.

Siflt (sist), v.t. [L. sistere, to stop] In Scot*

law, (a) to stop; to stay.— To sist proceed

ings or process, to delay judicial proceed

ing in a cause: used both m civil and eccle

siastical courts. (6) To cite or summon; to

bring forward.

Some, however, have preposterously listed nature

as the first or generative principle, and regarded

mind as merely the derivative of corporeal organism.
Sir ffr. Hamilton.

—To sist parties, to join other parties in a

suit or action, and serve them with process.

—To sist one's self, to take a place at the

bar of a court where one's cause is to be

judicially tried and determined.

Sist (sist).n. In Scot* law, the act of legally

staying diligence or execution on decrees

for civil debts—Sist on a suspension, in the

Court of Session, the order or injunction of

the lord-ordinary prohibiting diligence to

proceed, where relevant grounds of suspen

sion have been stated in the bill of suspen

sion. See Suspension.

Sister (ais'ter), n. [O. E. muter, sostre, A. Sax.

stceoster, awy&ter, suster, Icel. systir, IX nts-

ter, Goth, swistar, G. schwester, sister. The

word is widely spread, being cog. with Pol.

siostra, Rus. sestra, L. soror, Skr. sttasri, the

last two having lost a t. The word means

a woman connected with a person, and con

sists of the elements sva-eu-tar — sva (L.

situs) his, one's, su, root meaning to pro

duce (also In son), and tar. denoting an agent

(-ther of father).] 1. A female born of the

same parents as another person: correlative

to brother.—2. A woman of the same faith ;

a female fellow-Christian.

If a brother or sister be naked and destitute of

daily food, &c. Jam. iL 15.

3. A female closely allied to or associated

with another; one of the same condition

or belonging to the same society, commu

nity, or the like, as the nuns in a convent.

He chid the sitters

When first they put the name of King upon iw.

Shah.

4. One of the same kind, or of the same con

dition ; as, tfwfrr-fruits: generally used ad-

jec lively.

Hark t they whisper ; angels say.

Sister spirit, come away! Ppf*.

—SisUr* of Charity, Sister* of Mercy. See

under Charity, mercy.

Sister (sis'terX v.t To be sister to ; to re

semble closely. [Rare.]

She . . . with her neeld composes

Nature's own shape, of bud, bird, branch or berry.

That even her art sisters the natural roses. Shah.

Sister -block ( sis'ter-blok ), n Naut. a

turned cylindrical block having two sheave-

holes, one above the other. In the mer

chant service they are used mostly for the

buntlines and leach-lineB of the courses in

large ships ; in ships of war they are seized

between the two foremost shrouds of the

top-mast rigging, for the reef-tackles and

topsail lifts to lead through.

Sisterhood (shi'ter hud), ». 1. The state of

being a Bister; the office or duty of a sister.

[Rare.]

She abhorr'd

Her proper blood, and left to do the part

Of sisterhood, to do that of a wife. OanitL

2. Sisters collectively, or a society Of sisters;

or a society of females united in one faith

or order.

O peaceful sisterhood.

Receive and yield me sanctuary. Tentiyscn.

Sisterlng (sis'ter-ing). p. and a. Allied;

contiguous; neighbouring. (Rare.]

A hill whose concave womb reworded

A ptaintlul story from a sistering vale. ShaJt.

Sister-in-law (sis'ter-in-la), ». A husband's

or wife's Bister; also, a brother's wife.

Sisterless (sis'ter-les), a. Having no sister.

Sisterly (sis'ter-li), a. Like a sister; becom

ing a sister; affectionate; as, sisterly kind

ness.

SlStlne (sis'tin), a. Of or pertaining to Pope

Sixtus V.—Sistine chapel, a

chapel in theVatican at Rome.

Sistrum (sis'trum), n. [L.,

from Gr. seistron, from $ei*i,

to shake.] A kind of rattle

or jingling instrument used

by the ancient Egyptians in

their religious ceremonies,

especially in the worship of

Isis. It consisted of a thin

sometimes lyre-shaped metal

frame, through which passed

a number of metal rods, to

which rings were sometimes

attached. A short handle

was attached, by which it was

shaken.

Sisymbrium (si-sim'bri-um), n. [L. sisym

brium, Gr. sisymbrium, supposed to be wild

thyme or mint.] A genus of plants, mit.

Sistrum.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J', Sc. fry.
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order Crnciferre The species, which are

numerous, are mostly perennial or annual

herb?, with yellow or white flowers, and

leaves very variable ou the same plant A

few are well known on account of their

uses. 5. o^cinale is our common hedge-

mustard. t$ee HEDGE-MUSTARD.) S. Irio,

or London rocket, is a native of waste

places throughout Europe, and sprung up

in great abundance about London after the

Great Fire. The whole plant possesses the

hot biting character of the mustard. S. So

phia (flne-leaved hedge- mustard, or flix-

weed) is frequent tn Great Britain. It was

formerly supposed to have the power of

controlling diarrhoea, dysentery, &c.

Sisyphean (sis-i-f6'an), a. Relating or per

taining to Sisyphus, in Greek myth, a king

of Corinth, whose punishment in Tartarus

for his crimes committed on earth consisted

in rolling a huge stone to the top of a hill,

which constantly rolled down again, and

rendered his labour incessant Hence, re

curring unceasingly; as, to engage in a Sisy

phean task.

Sit (sit), r i pret it pp. sat; old pp. sitten;

ppr fitting. [A. Sax. sittan, for older sitinn,

pret sort, pp. geseten; IceL sitja, D. zitten,

G sitzen. Goth, titan, to sit; from widely

spread root sad, seen also in L. sedeo, to sit,

mdes, a seat (corap. sedentary, siege, Ac);

Gr. hezomai, *kr. sad, to sit. Set is the

causative of this verb; comp. drink, drench;

lie, lay; seat fs also of this stem] 1. To rest

upon the haunches or lower extremity of

the body; to repose on a seat: said of human

beings and sometimes of other animals; as,

to fit on a sofa or on the ground.

The godlike hero tat

On Ins imperial throne. Dryden.

2. To perch ; to rest on the feet, as birds. —

3. To be or stay or remain in a place.

'Twas in the Bunch of Grape*, where indeed you

have a delight to tit, have you not! Sh*ii.

4 To rest or remain iu any position, situa

tion, or condition; to remain in a state of

repose; to rest; to abide.

Shall your brethren go to war. and shall ye tit here?

Nam xvxii. 6.

Woaki the tenant* tit easier in their rents than nowT

Sni/t

5. To rest He, or bear on ; to be felt, as a

weight or burden; as, grief siU heavy on his

heart.

Woe doth the heavier sit

When it perceives it is but faintly borne. Shak.

0 To have a seat; to be placed; to dwell; to

settle; to rest; to abide.

I'pon thy eye-halls murderous tyranny

Sits in Knm majesty. Shak.

Pale horror tat on each Arcadian face. Dryden.

7. To incubate: to cover and warm egg* for

hatching; as. the female bird sits for three

weeks.—8. To be suited to one's person ; to

fit, suit, or become when put on; as, a coat

sits well or ill

Adieu 1

Lest our old robe* sit easier than our new ] Shak.

9. To assume a position in order to have

one's portrait taken, a bust modelled, or

the like; as. to sit for one's picture; to sit

to a painter. Qarth —10. To occupy a seat

or place in an official capacity; to be in any

assembly or council, as a member; to have

a seat, as in Parliament; as, the member

tits for a large constituency.

The scribe* and the Pharisees sit in Moses" *eat.

Mat. xxiii. a.

One council sits upon life anil death, the other is

for taxe*. Addison.

11 To be convened, as an assembly; to hold

a sevdon ; to be officially engaged in public

business, as judges, legislators, or officers of

any kind ; as, the House of Commons some

times sits till far on in the night; the judges

or Out courts sit in Westminster Hall ; the

commissioners sit every day. — 12. To have

position or direction : said of the wind.

Sifs the wind in that corner? Shak.

I -ike a good miller that knows how to grind which

way soever the wind tits. Seldeti.

lit To be proper or fitting; to beseem.

Chancer — To sit at meat, to be at table for

eating —To tit down, (a) to place one's self

*m a chair or other seat ; as, to sit down at a

meal (6; To bvgin a siege; as, the enemy

mt down before the town, (c) To settle; to

nx a permanent abode. Spenser, (d) To

rest content; to cease, as being satisfied.

Here we cannot sit down, but still proceed in our

sea/ch. Dr. J. Rogers.

—To sit out, (a) to sit till all is done, (b) To
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be without engagement or employment; not

to take part in, as a game. [Hare.]

They are glad rather than tit cut to play very small

game. Bf. Sanderson.

— To sit up, (a) to rise or be raised from a

recumbent posture.

He that was dead sat ttf, and began to speak.

Lu. vii. 15.

(2>) To refrain from lying down; not to go to

bed; as, to sit up till late at night; also, to

watch; as, to sit up with a sick person.

Let the nurse this night sit u/ with you. Shak.

(c) To assume or maintain the posture of one

who is seated; as, he is too ill to sit up.—To

sit for a fellowship, in the universities, to be

examined with a view to gain a fellowship.

Sit(sit). e.t. 1. To keep the seat upon; as, he

sits a horse well.

He could not sit his mule. Shak.

2. To place on a seat : used reflexively, with

one's self, ine, thee, &c

Rut not at rest or ease of mind.

They tat them down to weep. Milton.

3. To become; to be becoming to; to suit

Thiennette is this night, she mentions, for the first

time, to put on her morning promenade-drew of white

muslin, as also a satin girdle and steel buckle; but. adds

she, it will not sit her. Cartyie.

Site (sit), n. I L sittm, site, position, situa

tion.] 1. Situation, especially as regards re

lation to surroundings; local position; as,

the site of a city or of a house ; a beautiful

site for a mansion.—2. A plot of ground set

apart for building.—3. A posture. [Rare.]

The semblance of a lover fix'd

In melancholy site, Thomson.

Sited t (sit'ed), a. Having a site ; placed ;

situated. Spenser.

Sitfast (sit'fast), a. Stationary; immovable;

flxed.

'Tis good, when you have crossed the sea and back.

To find the sitfast acres where you left tliein.

Emtrton.

Sitfast (sit'fast), n. In farriery, an ulcer

ated, horny sore or tumour growing on a

horse's back under the saddle.

Sitht (sith), conj. [A. Sax. sith. See SINCE.]

Since; seeing that; because. Shak.

Sltht (sith), adv. Since that time. Shak.

Sitht (sith).prep. Since; after. 'Things

sith then befallen.' Shak.

Sith.t Sithet (sith, sith), n. [A. Sax. stth,

for sinth, path, way, time; Goth, sinth, sinths,

a way, occasion.] Time; occasion.

A thousand sitlies I curse that careful home. Spenser.

Slthe t (sith), n. Same as Scythe. Chaucer,

Sithe (sith), v.i. To sigh. (Provincial.]

Sithedt (sithd), a. Armed with scythes;

scythed.

Sithemant (aith'man), n. A mower; a

scytheman.

Sithen.t Sithence t (sith'en, Bith'ens), adv.

[A. Sax. siththan. See SINCE] Since; iu

later times. Chaucer; Shak.

Sithence t (sith'ens), conj. Since; seeing

that. Shak.

Sltiology, Sitology (si-ti-ol'o-Ji, si-toro-jl),

n. [Gr. sition.sitos, food, and fo0O#,discourse.]

That department of medicine which relates

to the regulation of diet; the doctrine or

consideration of aliments; dietetics.

Sitophobla, Sitomania (si-td-fo'bi-a, si-td-

ma'ni-a), n. [Gr. sitos, food, and phobos,

fear, mania, madness. ] Morbid repugnance

to or refusal of food. Sitophohia may con

sist in repugnance to all food, or merely to

particular viands. It 1b a frequent accom

paniment of insanity.

Sitta (sit'ta), n, [L.] A genus of birds known

by the name of nut-hatches. See Nut

hatch.

Sittand,t ppr. Sitting; becoming; suiting

with. Romaunt of the Rose.

Sitte, t v.i. or (. To sit; to become; to fit;

to suit with. Chaucer.

Sitter («it'er).fi. 1. One who sits.-2. A bird

that sits or incubates.

The oldest hens are reckoned the best sifters,

btortimer.

3, One who sits for his portrait ; one who is

placed so that an artist may make a like

ness, bust, etc., of him.

The difficulty of making my titters keep their heads

still while I paint them. IV. Collins.

—A sitter up, one who refrains from lying

down; one who watches or goes not to bed.

They were men of boisterous spirits, titters up a-

nights. Lamb.

Sittinae (sit-ti'ne), n. pi. The nut-hatches, a

sub-family of insessorial birds, named from

the genus Sitta.

Slttlne (sit'in), a. Pertaining to the sit-

time or nut-hatches.
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Sitting (sit'ing), p. and a. 1. Resting on the

haunches or the lower extremity of the body.

2. Perching or resting on the legs, as birds.

3. Incubating; as, a sitting hen.—4. Occupy

ing a place in an official capacity; holding

a court; as, & sitting judge.- 5. In hot. ses

sile, i.e. without petiole, peduncle, or pedi

cel, Ac.

Sitting (sifing). n. 1 The act of one who

sits, or the posture of being on a seat —

2. The time during which, or occasion on

which, one sits for an artist to take a por

trait or model a bust. Arc.

Few good pictures have been finished at one sitting.

Dryden.

I was instructed to attend on a certain day . . .

with all my materials ready for taking a first sitting.

IV. Collins.

3. A session; a business meeting; the actual

presence or meeting of any body of men in

their seats for transacting business.

The sitting closed In great agitation. Macautay.

4. The time during which one sits, as at

books, at cards or dice, at work, or the like.

I shall never sec my gold again; fourscore ducats

at a sitting I fourscore ducats 1 Shak.

For the understanding of any one of Paul's epistles

I read it through at one sitting. Lode.

6. Incubation ; a resting on eggs for hatch*

ing, as fowls.

The male bird amuses the female with his songs

during the whole time of her sitting. Addison.

(J. The space occupied by one person in a

church or other place of regular meeting.

Sitting-room (sit'ing-rbm), n l. Sufficient

space for sitting in; as, sitting-room could

not be got in the hall—2. An apartment or

room for sitting in. ' The old lady s ordinary

sitting-room.' Dickens. 'Their little street

ward sitting-room.' Tennyson.

Situate (sit'u-at), a. [Fr. situi, situated,

from situer, to place, from L. situs, a site.]

1. Placed, with respect to any other object;

permanently flxed; situated; as, a town

situate on a hill or on the sea-shore.

I know where it is situate. Shak.

We found the following state of the law to prevail

with regard to county franchises derived from pro

perty situate within the limits of cities and boroughs.

Gladstone.

2. Placed ; consisting. ' Pleasure situate iu

hill and dale.' Milton.

Situated (sit'u-at-ed),o. [A later form of situ

ate, but now more common. See Situate ]

1. Having a situation ; seated, placed, or per

manently flxed witli respect to any other

object ; as, a city situated on a declivity or

In front of a lake ; a town well situated for

trade or manufactures; an observatory well

situated for observation of the stars. —

2. Placed, or being in any state or condition

with regard to men or things ; as, observe

how the executor is situated with respect

to the heirs.

Thus situated we began to clear spaces in the

woods in order to set up the astronomer's observa

tory. Cook.

Situation (sit-u-a'shon), n, [Fr. situation,

from situer. See SITUATE.] 1. Position;

scat; location in respect to something else;

as, the situation of London is more favour

able for foreign commerce than that of

Paris.— 2. State; condition; position with

respect to society or circumstances; as, the

situation of a stranger among people nf

habits differing from his own cannot be plea

sant —3. Circumstances; temporary state

or position ; as, the situation is one of ex

treme difficulty to the government Hence,

point or conjuncture in a play; as, the situ

ation at the end of the third act is most

powerful.—4. Place; office; permanent em

ployment; as, he has a situation in the war

department or under government. — Syn.

Position, seat, site, station, post, place,

office, state, condition, case, plight, predica

ment

Situs (si'tus), 7i. [L. , situation.] In hot. the

method in which the parts of a plant are

arranged, including the position of the

parts, llenslow.

Sitz-bath (sits'bath), n. [G. sitzbad-sitz,

a chair, a seat, and bad, a bath] A form of

bath in which one can take a bath iu a sit

ting posture; a bath taken in a sitting pos

ture.

Slum (si'uni), n. [Gr. sion, a marsh plant.]

A genus of plants, nat. order ITmbelliferic.

The best known species is & Sisarum, or

skirret (which see).

Siva (si'va), n. Iu Hindu myth, the name of

the third god of the Hindu triad, in which

he represents the principle of destruction.

His emblem is the lingam or phallus, sym

bolical of creation which follows destruc

ch, eAain; ch, 8c. locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, (Aiii; w, trig; wh, u>Aig; zh. azure— See KEY.
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tion; and he is represented with every hor

rible sign of human bloodshed, and fre

quently accompanied by a white bull. The

worshippers of Siva assign to him the first

place in the triad, and to them he is not

only the chief deity, but the deity which

comprises in itself all other deities.

Sivan (si'van), n. The third month of the

Jewish ecclesiastical year, answering to part

of our May and part of June.

Sivatherium (si-va-the'ri-um), n. [Siva, an

Indian deity, and Gr. therion, a wild ani

mal.] An extinct genus of Ruminanti a,

found fossil in the tertiary strata of the Sl-

Sivatherium (restored).

valik Sub-Himalayan range. It surpassed

all known ruminants in size. It had four

horns and a protruding upper lip, and must

have resembled an immense antelope or

gnu.

Siver (after), n. Same as Syver. [Scotch.]

Sivert (siv'er), v.i. To simmer. Holland.

Siwens, n. See SlBBENS.

Six (siks), a. [A. Sax. six, a widely spread

word; Icel. O. Fris. Dan. and Sw. sex, D.

zes, G. seeks, Goth, saihs, L. sex, Gr. hex, Per.

shesh, Skr. sha.sk, six.] Twice three; one

more than five.

Six (siks), n. 1. The number of six or twice

three.—2. A symbol representing this num

ber, as 6. — At six and seven, or as more gen

erally used, at sixes and sevens, in disorder

and confusion.

Ail is uneven.

And everything is left at six and seven. Shot.

Sixain (sik'san), n. A stanza of six verses.

Sixfold (siks'fold), a. Six times repeated;

six times as much or many.

Sixpence (siks'pens), n. 1. An English sil

ver coin of the value of six pennies; half a

shilling.—2. The value of six pennies or half

a shilling.

Sixpenny (siks'pen-ni), a. Worth sixpence;

costing sixpence; as, a sixpenny loaf.—Six-

penny strikers, petty footpads; robbers for

sixpence. Shak.

Six-shooter (siks'shbt-er), n. A six-cham

bered revolver-pistol ; a pistol capable of

firing six shots in quick succession.

Sixteen (siks'ten), a. [A. Sax. sixtfne, six-

tyne.] Six and ten; consisting of six and

ten.

Sixteen (siks'ten), n. 1. The sum of six and

ten.—2. A symbol representing this sum, as

16.

Sixteenmo (siks'ten-m6), u. See Sexto-DE-

cimo.

Sixteenth (siks'tenth),a [A. Sax. sixte6tha. ]

1. Next in order after the fifteenth; the

sixth after the tenth: the ordinal of sixteen.

2. Being one of sixteen equal parts into

which a whole is divided.

Sixteenth (siks'tenth). it, 1. One of sixteen

equal parts.—2. In music, the replicate of

the ninth, an interval consisting of two oc

taves and a second.

Sixth (siksth), a. 1. The first after the fifth:

the ordinal of six.—2 Being one of six equal

parts into which a whole is divided.

Sixth (siksth), n. 1. A sixth part. —1 In

music, a hexachord.an interval of two kinds;

the minor sixth, consisting of three tones

and two semitones major, and the major

sixth, composed of four tones* and a major

semitone.

Sixthly (sikath'li), adv. In ttae sixth place.

Sixtieth (siks'ti-eth), a. 1. The ordinal of

sixty; next in order after the fifty-ninth. --

2. Being one of sixty equal parts into which

anything is divided.

Sixtieth (siks'ti-eth), n. One of sixty equal

parts.

Sixty (siks'ti), a. [A. Sax. sixtig] Ten times
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Sixty (siks'ti), 7i 1. The sum of six times

ton.—2. A symbol representing sixty units,

as 00.

Sizable (siz'a-bl), a. 1. Of considerable size

or bulk.

The whole was drawn out and digested into a sixa-

bit volume. Bp. Hurd.

2. Being of reasonable or suitable size; as,

sizable timber.

He should be purptM, sweated, Tomfted, and

starved, till he come to a sicaf-U bulk. Artuthtiat,

Sizar (si'zar). n. [From size.] One of a class

of students in the University of Cambridge

and at Trinity College, Dublin, who are pe

cuniarily assisted through the benefactions

of founders or other charitable persons.

Duties of a somewhat menial kind were ori

ginally required to be performed by the

sizars, but these have long Bince gone into

disuse. At Oxford the same class are called

servitors.

Slzarshlp (si'zar-ship), n. The rank or sta

tion of a sizar.

Size (siz), n. [Contr. for assize. ' E. assize,

and corruptly size, was the settlement or

arrangement of the plan on which anything

was to be done. The assize of bread or of

fuel was the ordinance for the sale of bread

or of fuel, laying down price, weight, length,

thickness, &c. . . . The term was then ap

plied to the specific dimensions laid down in

the regulation, and finally to dimensions of

magnitude in general' Wedgurood.] 1. Ex

tent of volume or surface; dimensions great

or small; comparative magnitude; bulk; as,

a man, a tree, a mountain, of a large or of a

small size. 'Shot of every *tze\' Dryden.

* His double chin, his portly size.' Tennyson.

2. Condition as to position, rank, character,

or the like; standing.

They do not consider the difference between ela

borate discourses, delivered to princes or parlia

ments, and a plain sermon, for a middling or lower

size of people. Swifl

3. t Measure, in a figurative sense; amount.

'Our size of sorrow, proportioned to our

cause.' Shak. ' Clamours of all size, both

high and low.' Shak.

But if there be, or ever were, one such.

It's past the site of dreaming, Shak.

4. A small quantity of anything; a settled

quantity or allowance; specifically, in Cain-

bridge University, an allowance of victuals

or drink from the buttery, distinct from

the regular dinner at commons.—5. A con

ventional relative measure of dimension, ap

plied to a great variety of articles, as shoes,

gloves, and the like.

I am sorry that these shoes are a full situ too large.

Dukeus.

6. pf. Assize or assizes. 'A long charge as sizes'

Beau, <fc Fl. [Old English and vulgar mo

dern English.}—7. An instrument consisting

of thin leaves fastened together at one end

by a rivet, used to measure pearls.—Svn.

Dimensions, bigness, largeness, greatness,

magnitude, bulk.

Size (siz), n. [It. sua, assisa, a kind of

glue, size; same origin as assize.] 1. A gela

tinous solution used by painters, paper-

manufacturers, and in many other trades.

It is made of the shreds and parings of

leather, parchment, or vellum, boiled in

water and purified. It is also made from

common glue and from potatoes.—2. Any

thing resembling size in being glutinous and

viscid; specifically, a thick tenacious kind

of varnish used by gilders. Called also Gold-

size.—3. In physiol. the buffy coat which ap

pears on the surface of coagulated blood

drawn in inflammation.

Size (siz), v.t. pret. & pp. sized; ppr. sizing.

1. To adjust or arrange according to size or

bulk; specifically, mUit. to take the size of

soldiers with the view of placing them in

the ranks according to their sizes; to ar

range according to sizes or statures. Stoc-

queler.

Two troops so match'd were never to be found.

Such bodies built for strength, of equal aije.

In stature sie'd. Dryden.

2. To fix the standard of; as, to size weights

and measures. Bacon.—3. To swell; to in

crease the bulk of.

You're fain

To size your belly out with shoulder fees.

Bean. C~ Fl.

[Nares thinks size in the above quotation

means to feed with sizes or small scraps. ]

4. In mining, to sift or separate, as pieres

of ore, or the finer from the coarser parts

of a metal, by sifting them through a wire

sieve.

Size (siz), v.i. In Cambridge University, to

order food or drink from the buttery, in ad-
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dition to the regular commons: a word cor

responding to battel at Oxford. See the

| noun-

Size (siz), v.t. pret <fc pp. sized; ppr. sizing.

To cover with size; to prepare with size.

Size (siz), n. Number six on the dice.

Sizeable (siz'a-bl), a. Same as Sizable.

Sized (sizd), p. and a. Having a particular

magnitude.

And as my love is sired my fear is so. Shak.

I Commonly used in compounds; as, large-

sized, common-*LZe"d, middle-sized, *tc.

Sizel (sl'zel), n. The same as Scissel

Sizer (si'zer),». 1. Same as Sizar.— 2. An in-

I strument or contrivance of perforated plates,

wire-work, etc., to sort articles of varying

1 sizes; a kind of gauge; as, a coffee-jtizer; a

buUet-sizer, which has holes to determine

the size of bullets.

Size-roll (siz'rol), n. A small piece of parch

ment added to some part of a roll or re

cord.

Size-stick (slz'stik), n. A measuring stick*

used by shoemakers to ascertain the length

of the foot. At.

Siziness (slz'i-nes), a. The state or quality

of being sizy; glutinousness ; viscousness;

the quality of size; as, the siziness of blood.

ArbutknoL

Sizing (siz'ing), n. 1. The act of covering;

with size.—2. The glutinous or viscid ma

terial used in the operation; size.

Sizing; (siz'ing), n, 1. The act of arranging

according to size.—2. In Cambridge Univer

sity, food or meat ordered by a student from

the buttery; a size.

Sizy (siz'i), a. Containing, consisting of, or

resembling size; glutinous; thick and vis

cous; ropy; having the adhesiveness of size;

as, sizy blood. Arbuthnot.

Sizzle (siz'i), v.i. [Imitative] To dry and

shrivel up with hissing by the action of fire.

Forby. [Provincial English.]

Sizzle (siz'i), n. A hissing Bound. Haili-

tcell.

Skaddle (skadl), n. [From scath or skath.

hurt.] Hurt; damage. Ray. [Provincial

English.]

Skaddle (skadl), a. Hurtful; mischievous.

Ray. [Provincial English.]

Skaddon i (Bkad'don), n. The embryo of a

bee.

Skail, Skale (skal). v.t To disperse; to

scatter; to spill. See Scale, v.t 4. [Scotch.]

Skail, Skale (skal), v.t To separate one

from another, as on assembly or congretra-

tion. [Scotch.]

Skain (skan), n. A quantity of yarn. See

Skein.

Skain (skan), n. A kind of dagger. Dray

ton. See Skean.

Skainsmate t (skanz'mat), n. [Probably

skean, skain,a dagger, and maze. See Skean. }

A brother in arms; a messmate; a roaring:

or swaggering companion.

Scurvy knave 1 I am none of his flirt -gills; I am

none of his skatusmates. Shak.

Skalth (skath), fl. Hurt; damage; injury";

scathe. Written also Seaith. [Scotch.]

Skald (skald), n. An ancient Scandinavian

poet or bard. See Scald.

Skaldlc (skal'dik), a. Same as Scaidic.

Skallt (skal), v.t. To scale; to mount Chap

man.

Skar, Skair (skar, skar), v. n. To take fright;

to be scared or affrighted. [Scotch]

Skar, Skair (skar, skar), a. Timorous;

easily affrighted or startled; shy. [Scotch]

Skar, Skair (skar, skar), n. A fright ; a

scare. [Scotch.]

SkMt (skart\ v.t. To scratch. Written also

Scarf. [Scotch.]

Skart (skart), n, A scratch. Written also

Scart. [Scotch.]

Skat (skat), a. A tax. Same as Seat, Scatt

(which see).

Skate (skat), n. [From D. schaatx, a skate.

schaatsen, skates: Dau. skatite, a skate] A

contrivance consisting of a steel runner or

ridge fixed either to a wooden sole privided

with straps and buckles, or to a light Iron

framework having adjustable clamps or

other means of attachment to the boots.

and used to enable a person to glide rapidly

over ice. See also Roller-skate.

Skate (skat), v.i. pret. <fe pp. skated; ppr.

skating. To slide or move on skates.

'Taught me how to skate and row.' Ten

nyson.

Skate (skat), n. [Icel skata, a skate; comp

L. squatina, the angel-fish. ] A name popu

larly applied to several species of the genns

Raia, with cartilaginous skeletons, having.

.Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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the body much depressed, and more or less

approaching to a rhoraboidal form. The

peculiar form of the skate arises chiefly

from the great size Mini expansion of the

Gray Skate [Rata baits)

pectoral fins, which are united with the in-

teguroent Several species of skate or rays

are found on the British coast, among which

are the true skate, called in Scotland blue

skate or gray skate (Raia batis, of which

the flesh is so commonly used as food), the

long-nosed skate, the sharp-nosed skate, the

thornback, Ac.

Skater (skafer), n One who Bkates.

Careful of my motion.

Like the skattr on ice that hardly bears him.

TenHyson.

Skate-sucker (skiit'suk-er), n. The common

name of the Albione muricata, an abranchi

ate annelid closely allied to the leeches, and

so called because it is found adhering to

several fishes, and especially the common

skate. The eyes are six in number. Called

also Sea-leech.

Skating-rink (skat'ing-ringk), n. See

Rink. 2.

Skayle t (fckale), «. [From kayle. with * pre

fixed. 1 A skittle or ninepin. North.

Skean (sken), n. [GaeL sgian, It. scian,

W. y*t/i>n, a large knife.] A short sword or

a knife used by the Irish and Highlanders

of Scotland. Spenser; Chapman* Spelled

also Skeen, Skexn, Strain, Ac.

Skean -dim (sken'du), n. [Gael, sgian-

dubh. a black knife.] A knife of some Bize

used by the Highlanders; the knife which,

when the Highland costume is worn, is stuck

in the stocking.

Skeat (ske'at), n. [The Arabic name] In

a*iron, the name of the bright star£ PegasL

Skedaddle (ske-dad'l), v.t. [Said to be of

Scandinavian origin. Perhaps allied to send. ]

To b«take one's self to flight; to retire from

the presence of an enemy in disorder; to

ran aw»y through fear or as if in a panic;

to withdraw hastily or secretly; to scud off,

especially in alarm. [Originally United

Stattea colloq.]

Skeed (sked), n. Same as Skid.

Skeel (ikeli n. [Allied to scale, shell.) A

shallow wooden vessel for holding milk or

cream.

Skeel (skSl), n. Skill; acquaintance with ;

knowledge of. [Scotch. J

Skeely (skeTi), a. Skilful: intelligent; skil

ful in curing diseases in mau or beast.

[Scotch]

Skeen (*ken),n. Aknifeordirk. SeeSKEAN

Skeet (sket), n. Jfaut, a sort of long scoop

used to wet the decks and sides of a ship in

order to keep them cool, and to prevent

them from splitting by the heat of the sun.

It la also employed in small vessels to wet

the sails, in order to render them more effl-

< \ i->n- in light breezes.

Skeg (skegX » [Icel. skegg, a beard, the

cut-water or teak of a ship] 1. The after-

part of a ship's keel—Skeg shore, in ship-

budding, one of several pieces of plank put

op endways under the skeg of a heavy ship,

to steady her after-part a little at the mo

ment of launching.—2. pi. A kind of oats.—

3 A s«rt of wild plum-

Skegger (sketr>r), " A little salmon.

Skeg-shore (skeg'shor), n. See under SKEG.

Little salmons, called rAqfyvrr, are bred of such

-...-;. sn", ., that might not go to the sea.

/*. Walton.

Skeigh (skech), a. [See SHY] Apt to startle;

skittish; coy; somewhat disdainful. Burns.

[Scotch 1

Skein, Skean (skan), n, [Fr. escaigne.) A

quantity of thread, yarn, or silk put up to-
:■■'■•: after it is taken off the reel As a

measure of quantity the skein contain* 80

thread*, each 54 inches long. Written also

Skaut.

Skein (skan), n. A kind of knife. See

Skean.

Skeldert (skel'der), n. [Probahly akin to

skellum.) A vagrant. B. Jonson.

Skeldert (skel'der), v.t. To swindle; to

cheat; to trick.

A man may skelder you now and then of half a

dozen shilling or so. B. jfonson.

Skelett (skel'et), n. A mummy. Holland.

Skeletal (skel'e-tal).a. Pertaining to a ske

leton. Owen.

Skeletology (skel-e-tol'o-ji), n. The branch

of anatomical science treating of the solid

parts of the body, comprehending osteology

and syndesmology.

Skeleton (skel'e-ton). n. [Gr. skeleton, dried

up, skeleton, a dried body, a mummy, from

skello, to dry up.] 1. The hard firm pieces

constituting the framework which sustains

the softer parts of any organism, and in most

animals transfers motion. In vertebrates the

skeleton consists of bony matter, and is in

ternal. In the crustacea, some fishes and

reptiles, there is a skeleton produced by the

hardening of the external integument, and

consisting of shells, scales, plates, or the

like. The skeleton of leaves consists of

woody tissue. An internal skeleton is called

ati eiidosketeton, and an external skeleton,

like that of a tortoise, an exoskeleton. A

prepared skeleton consists of the bones of

an animal body, separated from the flesh

and retained in their natural position or

connections. When the bones are connected

by the natural ligaments it is called a natu

ral skeleton ; when by wires or any foreign

substance, an artificial skeleton. Professor

Owen uses the following terms to express

the different modifications of bony matter

in various parts of animals : (1) Neuro-skele-

ton [Gr. neuron, a nerve], the deep-seated

bones in relation to the nervous axis and

locomotion. This is the skeleton proper.

(2) Dermo-tkeleton [Gr. derma, the skin], the

superficial or skin-bones, such as the armour

of the armadillo, the pichiciago, the croco

dile, and the Bturgeon. (8) Splanchnoskele-

ton[GT.splangchnon, aviscusorinward part],

the bones connected with the sense-organs

Skeleton—Chlamyflhorus truncatus ( Pichiciago).

i,(7. Portion of the bony or neuro-skeleton. />, Por

tion of the dermo-5keleton.—a, a. One ofthe vertebra:

of the neuro-skeleton. b. Section of the dermo-skelc-

ton.

and viscera, as in the heart of some large

quadrupeds. (4) Sclero-skeleton [Gr. skUros,

hard], the bones developed in tendons.

muscles, dec, as the marsupial bones in the

kangaroo.—2. The supporting framework of

anything; the principal parts that support

the rest, but without the appendages. 'The

great skeleton of the world.' Sir M. Hale.—

3. An outline or rough draft of any kind;

specifically, the heads and outline of a liter

ary performance : as, the skeleton of a ser

mon.— 4. A very thin or lean person.—There

is a skeleton in every house, there is some

thing to annoy and to be concealed in every

family-

Skeleton (skel'e-ton), a. Containing mere

outlines or heads; as, a skeleton sermon or

other discourse. — Skeleton bill, a signed

blank paper stamped with a bill stamp. The

subscriber is held the drawer or acceptor,

as it may be, of any bill afterwards written

above his name for any sum which the stamp

will cover—Skeleton proof, in engr. a proof

of a print or engraving with the inscription

outlined in hair-strokes only, such proofs

being earlier than others.—Skeleto7i suit, a

Buit of clothes consisting of a tight-fitting

jacket and pair of trousers, the trousers

being buttoned to the jacket.

A patched and much-soiled skeleton suit; one of

those straight blue cloth cases in which small boys

used to be confined, before belts and tunics had

come in. Dickens.

—A skeleton regiment is one the officers, Ac. ,

of which are kept up after the men are dis

banded, with a view to future service.

Skeletonize (skel'e-ton-Iz), v.t. To form

into a skeleton; to make a skeleton of.

Skeleton -key (skel'e-ton-ke), n. A thin

light key with nearly the whole substance

of the bits filed away, so that it may be less

obstructed by the wards of a lock.

Skeleton - screw (skel'e-ton-skrb), n. A

popular name for the mantis shrimp (C«-

prella linearis), from its skeleton-like ap

pearance.

Skelloch (skel'och), n. [Scotch.] 1. A shrill

cry.—2. Wild mustard or wild radish; char

lock (which see).

Skellum (skel'lum), ti. [Dan. skielm, a rogue,

a knave; D. and G. schelm.) A scoundrel;

a worthless fellow. [Old English and Scotch, j

He ripped up Hugh Peters (calling him the exe

crable skellum}, his preaching stirred up the in.-i.-i .

of the city to bring their bodkins and thimbles.

Ptfys.

She tauld thee weel thou wast a skellum,

A blethering, blustering, drunken blcllum. Burns

Skelly (skei'i), v.i. [Dan. skele, Sw. skela.

tosquiut.] To squint Sir W.Scott. [Local]

Skelly (skei'i), n. A squiut. Brockett.

[Local.]

Skelly (skei'i). a. Squinting. [Scotch.]

Skelp(3kelp),u.(. [Probably imitative. Comp.

Gael, sgealb, a slap with the palm of the

hand.] To thrash; to strike, especially with

the open hand. [Scotch.]

Skelp (skelp), n. l. A stroke; a blow—2. A

squall; a heavy fall of rain. [Scotch.]

Skelp (skelp), v.i. To run quickly; to exert

one's self to the utmost. 'Skclping as fast

as his horse could trot.' Sir If. Scott.

[Scotch]

Skelp (skelp), 7j. A strip of iron which is

bent and welded into a tube to form a gun-

barrel or pipe.

Sken (sken), v.t. To squint Halliwell.

[Local.]

Skene (sken).n. Same as Skean. 'Mangled

by the shenes ot the Irish clan MacDonough.*

Sir W. Scott.

Skeo, Skio (skyo), -n. A fisherman's shed

or hut. [Orkney Islands.]

He would substitute better houses for the skeoes,

or sheds, built of dry stones, in which the inhabitants

cured or manufactured their fish. Sir IV. Scott.

Skep (skep), n. [A. Sax. seep, sceop, a bas

ket, chest, box ; L.G. schapp, a cupboard, a

chest; Icel. skeppa, shjappa, a bushel, a

measure.] 1. A sort of basket, narrow at

the bottom and wide at the top.—2. In Scot

land, a bee-hive.

Skeptic, Skeptical, Ac. See Sceptic, Scep

tical, &c.

Skerry ( lk«Tl ), n. [Icel. sker, Dan. tkar,

skiar, a rock; E. scar, scaur.) A rocky isle;

an insulated rock; a reef.

Sketch (skech), n. [O.Fr. esquiche. Mod. Fr.

esquisse, from It. schizzo, a sketch, from L.

schedius, Gr. schedios, offhand, sudden. The

word also passed into Dutch and German :

D. schets, G. skizze; and some old forms of

the word in English, such as sciietse, schytz,

appear to be directly borrowed from the

Dutch.] 1. An outline or general delinea

tion of anything; a first rough or incom

plete draught of a plan or any design ; as,

the sketch of a building; the sketch of an

essay.— 2. In art, (a) the first embodiment

of an artist's idea in modelling clay, on

canvas, or on paper, from which he intends

to work to perfection his more finished

performance, (b) A copy from nature only

sufficiently finished for the artist to secure

materials for a picture ; an outline of a

building or street view ; a transcript of the

human figure in pencil or chalk, with simple

shades only; or a rough draft of the same in

colours. Fairholt.

Sketch (skech), v.t. 1. To draw the outline

or general figure of; to make a rough draft

of.

Sketching with her slender pointed foot

Some figure like a wizard's pentagram

On garden gravel. leftnyson.

2. To plan by giving the principal points or

ideas of; to delineate; to depict.

The reader I'll leave . , . to contemplate those

Ideas which I have only sketched, and which every

man must finish for himself. Dry-ten.

Syn. To delineate, design, draught, depict,

portray, paint.

Sketch (skech), v.i. To practise sketching

Sketcher (skech'er). n. One who sketches.

' I was a sketcher then.' Tennvson.

Sketchily (skcch'Mi ), adr. In a sketchy

manner. 'Sketchily descriptive.' Bartlett.

Sketchiness (skech'i-nes), n. State of being

sketchy.

ch. Main; ch, Sc loca; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. tot*; ng, situ/; ih, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, irAig; zh, anire.—See KKr.
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Sketchy (skech'l), a. Possessing the char

acter of a sketch; not executed with finish

or carefulness of detail; rather Blim or

slight as regards execution; unfinished.

The anatomy of the whole figure is magnificently

developed, the limbs appearing to be almost ani

mated by muscular action and energy, and yet the

execution is sketchy throughout; the head, in parti

cular, is left in the rough ; but every stroke of the

chisel has so told, that, excepting on close examina

tion, it scarcely seems to need more of finish.

y. S. Harford.

Skew (sku). a [Dan. skiev, oblique, askew ;

Icei skeifr, skd, askew, askance, oblique;

L.G. schewe; closely allied to verb to shy;

comp. also L. xcxevxu, Gr. skaios, on the left. J

Having an oblique position; oblique; turned

or twisted to one side: chiefly used in com

position ; as, a skew-bridge, &c.

Skew (sku), ado. Awry; obliquely. See

Askew.

Skew (sku), v.t [Dan. skieve, to twist or

distort. See adjective.] 1. To give an

oblique position to; to put askew.—2. To

throw or hurl obliquely. —3. To shape or

form in an oblique way.

Windows broad within and narrow without, or

skewed and closed. i Ki. vi. 4 (margin).

Skew («ku), v.t, 1. To walk obliquely. Sir

It. L' Estrange. — 2. To start aside, as a

horse; to shy. [Provincial. ] — 3. To look

obliquely; hence, to look slightingly, sus

piciously, or uncharitably. 'To skew at the

infirmities of others.' Bp. Sanderson.

Negl.

With a few honourable words.

Skew (sku). n. 1. A piebald horse. [Pro

vincial.]— 2. In arch, the sloping top of

a buttress where it slants olf into a wall;

the coping of a gable; a stone built into the

bottom of a gable, or other similar situation,

to Bupport the coping ahore ; a summer-

stone; a Bkew-corbel (which see).

Skew-arch (aku'arch), n. In arch, an arch

which is not at right angles to its abut

ments.

Skew-back (skuTjak), n. In arch, that part

of a straight or curved arch which recedes

on the springing from the vertical line of

the opening. In bridges it is the course of

masonry forming the abutment for the

voussoirs of a segmental arch ; and in irou

bridges, for the ribs.

Skew-bald (sku'l.uid), a. Piebald: applied

t<» horses; or more strictly piebald is used

of horses Bpottcd with white and black, skew

bald of such as are spotted with white and

some other colour than black. ' Skcw-baLl

horse.' Cleaveland.

Skew -bridge (skiYbrij), n. A bridge in

which the passages over and under the

arch intersect each other obliquely; abridge

constructed with a skew-arch, or Bet ob

liquely to its abutments.

Skew-corbel (Bkii'kor-bel), n. In arch.

a atone built into the bottom of a gable

A A, Skew-corbels.

to support the skewB or coping above. Called

also Summer-stone, Skew-put, and Skew.

Skewer (Bku'er), n. [Prov. E. skiver, askewer

= shiver, a splinter. A skewer ib therefore

originally a sharp splinter.] A pin of wood

or iron for fastening meat to a spit or for

keeping it in form while roasting.

Skewer (sku'er), v. t To fasten with skewers;

to pierce or transfix, as with a akewer.

Of duels we have sometimes spoken : how. .

messmates, flinging down the winccup and weajMins

of reason and repartee, met in the measured field;

to part bleeding; or perhaps not to part, but to fall

mutually skewered through with iron. Carlyit.

Skew-flUet (skti'fll-let), n. A fillet nailed

on a roof along the gable coping to raise

the slates there ami throw the water away

from the joining.

Skew-plane (sku'plan). n. In joinery, a

plane 111 which the mouth and the edge of

the iron are obliquely across the face.

Skew-put (sku'pul), n. Same as Skew-

corbel.

Skew-Wheel (sku'whel), n. A species of

bevel-wheel having the teeth formed ob

liquely on the rim. Their purpose is to

transfer motion between shafts whose axes

do not admit of being united fn a point.

Skid (skid), n. [A. Sax. scide, a billet of

wood. See SHIDE.] 1. Naut. (a) a curving

timber to preserve a ship's side from injury

by heavy bodies hoisted or lowered against

it; a slider, (b) A strut or post to Bustain a

beam or deck or to throw the weight of a

heavy object upon a part of the structure

able to bear the burden, (c) One of a pair

of timbers in the waist to support the larger

boats when aboard. —2. A log forming a track

for a heavy moving object; atimberforming

an inclined plane in loading or unloading

heavy articles from trucks, &c—3. One of a

number of timbers resting on blocks on which

a structure is built, such as a boat—4. A

metal or timber support for a cannon. —

5. One of a pair of parallel timbers for sup

porting a barrel, a row of casks. &c.—6. The

break of a crane. —7. A shoe or drag used for

preventing the wheels of a wagon or car

riage from revolving when descending a hill.

Called also Skid -pan. [Skeed is also an

alternative spelling in some of the mean

ings.]

Skid (skid), v.t. 1. To place on a skid or

skids.— 2. To support with skids. — 3. To

check with a skid, as wheels in going down

hill. Dickens.

Skid-pan (skid'pan), n. Same as Skid, 7.

Skie, I n. [See Sky.] A shadow; a cloud.

Chaucer.

Skley (skl'i), a. Same as Skyei/.

Skiff (skif), n, [Fr. esquif, from O.G. scif.

Mod. G. schiff. See Ship.] A popular name

for any small boat. In merchant ships' boats

the skin is next in size to the launch or long

boat, and is used for towing, running out a

kedge, <tc.

Skiff (skif), 0. t To sail upon or pass over in

a skin* or light boat ' They have ukift tor

rents.' Beau. «fc Ft

Skilder (skil'der), p.t. To live by begging or

pilfering; toBkelder. Sir W.Scott [Local.]

Skilful'-Kiri'ib. a 1. Having skill; skilled;

well versed in any art; hence, dexterous;

able in management; able to perform nicely

any manual operation in the arts or profes

sions; expert; as, a skilful mechanic; a skil

ful operator in surgery; a skilful physician:

often followed by at or in; as, skilful at the

organ ; skilful in drawing.

His father was a man of Tyre, skilful to work in

gold and silver. 3 Chron. ii. 14.

Thy assailant is quick, skilful and deadly. Shak.

2. Displaying or done with skill; clever;

as, a skilful performance. — 3. t Cunning;

judicious. Shak.— 4. t Reasonable. Chaucer.

— Syn. Expert, skilled, dexterous, adept,

masterly, adroit, clever.

Skilfully (skil'ful-li), adv. In a skilful

manner; with skill; with nice nrt; dexter

ously; expertly; as, a machine skilfully

made; a ship skilfully managed.

Thou art an old love-monger and spcakest skilfully.

Skilfulness (skil'ful-nes), n. The quality

of being skilful or possessing skill; dexter-

ousness; expertness; knowledge and ability

derived from experience. Ps. lxxxviii. 72.

Skill (-Kil), 11. [As a noun this is a Scandi

navian word : Icel. skU, discernment, know

ledge, a distinction ; Dan. skiel, discrimina

tion, discernment, a boundary, a limit; from

verbal stem seen in Icel. skilja, to separate,

to divide, A. Sax. scylan, to divide, to sepa-

, rate, to distinguish. Scale, shell are from

same root] 1. Discrimination; discernment;

understanding; knowledge; wit.

That by his fellowship he colour might

Both his est.ite and love from skill of any wight.

Spenser.

For I am mainly ignorant

What place this is ; and an the skill I have

Remembers not these garments. Shak.

2. The familiar knowledge of any art or

science, united with readiness and dexterity

in execution or performance, or in the appli

cation of the art or science to practical pur

poses; nice art in the application of know

ledge of any kind ; power to discern and

execute ; ability to perceive and perform ;

dexterity; adroitness; expertness; art; apti

tude ; as, the skill of a mathematician, of a

surveyor, of a physician or surgeon, of a

diplomatist or negotiator, of a mechanic or

seaman. —3. t A specific exhibition orexercise

ofartorability. 'Richard . . . byathousand

Crincely skills, gathering so much corn as if

e meant not to return.' Fuller.—If Any

particular art — 5.t A particular cause or

reason. * For gret skill ' = for good reason.

Chaucer.

I think you have

As little skill to fear, as 1 have purpose

To put you to'L Shak.

Skill t (skill, v.t To know; to understand.

'To skill the arts of expressing our mind.'

Barrow.

Skillt (skil).p.i. [See the noun] 1. To dis

criminate; to diacern ; to be knowing In; to

have understanding; to be dexterous.

They that skill not of so heavenly matter.

All that they know not, envy, or admire. Spenser.

2. To difTer; to make difference ; to matter

or be of interest [In this sense used im

personally.]

Whate'er it be, it skills not much. Shmk.

I command thee.

That instantly, on any terms, how poor

So e'er it skills not, thou desire his ; ■■ ( ... n ]'■■ ,\ r, . - J ,

Skilled (skild). a. Having skill or familiar

knowledge, united with readiness and dex

terity in the application of it ; familiarly

acquainted with; expert; skilful; as, ^skilled

mechanic: followed by in; as, a professor

skilled in logic or geometry ; on* skilled in

the art of engraving. * Well skilled in

curses.' Shak.

Moses in all the Egyptian arts was skilled.

Sir f. Denham.

Skilless (skil'les), a. Wanting still, know

ledge, or acquaintance; ignorant; inexperi

enced.

How many features are abroad I'm skilless of. Shak.

Skillet (skil'let). n. [O.Fr escucllette, dim.

of escuette. Mod. Fr. icuelle, a porringer,

basin, from I, scutella, dim. of scutra, a

dish.] A small vessel of iron, copper, or

other metal, with a long handle, used for

heating and boiling water and other culinary

purposes.

There likewise Is a copper skillet.

Which runs as fast as you can fill it. Svift.

Skillful A spelling of skilful

Skilligalee, Skilligolee (skil'i-ga-le", skil'i-
go-le'T), n. [Etym. doubtful.] A poor, thin,

watery kind of broth or soup, sometimes con

sisting of oatmeal and water in which meat

has been boiled; a weak, water)' diet served

out to prisoners in the hulks, paupers in

workhouses, and the like ; a drink made of

oatmeal, sugar, and water, formerly served

out to sailors in the navy. Sometimes

spelled SkUlitgalee, Skillygolee, and con

tracted into Skilly.

Skilling (Bkil'ing), n. [Probably a form of

shealing or sheeting.] A bay of a barn; also,

a slight addition to a cottage.

Skilling (skil'ing), n. Money formerly used

In Scandinavia and North Germany, in some

places as a coin and in others as a money of

account It varied in value from Jd. in Den

mark to nearly Id. in Hamburg. Written

also Schilling.

Skilly (skil'i), n. See Skilligalee.

Skilt t (skilt), n. [See Skill] Difference

Skim (skim), n. [A lighter form of scum]

Scum ; the thick matter that forms on the

surface of a liquor. [Rare]

Skim (skim), v.t. prct. A pp. skimmed; ppr.

skimming. [See noun.] 1. To lift the scum

from; to clear, as a liquid, from a substance

floating thereon by an instrument that dips

under and passes along the surface ; as. to

skim milk by taking off the cream.—2. To

take off by Bkimming.

Whilome I've seen her skim the clouted cream. Cty

3. To pass near the surface of ; to brush the

surface of slightly; to pass over lightly.

The swallow skims the river's wat'ry face. Dryelen.

4. To glance over in a slight or superficial

manner; as, to stint a newspaper article.

Skim (skim), v.i. 1. To pass lightly; to glide

along in an even smooth course; as. an eagle

or hawk skims along the ethereal regions.

Short swallow-flights of song, that dip

Their wings in tears, and skim away. Tennyson.

2. To glide along near the surface ; to pass

lightly.

Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain.

Flies o'er the unbending corn, and skims along the

main. Pope.

3. To hasten over superficially or with slight

attention.

They skim over a science in a superficial survey.

Watts.

Skimble - scamble, Sklmble - skamble

skim'bl-skam-bl), a. [A reduplication of
scamble.] Wrandering; rambling; confused;

unconnected. [Colloq. ]

Such a deal of skimble-scamtle stuff

As puts me from my faith. 5A.ik.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, niOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Skimble - scamble. Skimble - skamble

(skim'bl-skam-blX adv. In a confused

manner.

Slam-coulter (skim'kol-ter), n. A coulter

(or paring off the surface of land.

Sklrnlngton, Skimitry (skim'ing-ton,skim'-

lt l-lj See SK I M M I Mi TON.

Skiinmer (skim'er), n. 1. One who or that

which skims; especially, a flat dish or ladle

for skimming liquors. — 2. One that skims

over a subject ; a superficial student or

reader.

There are different degrees of skimmers; first, he

who goes ao farther than the title-page; secondly, he

*'..:■ proceeds to the contents and index. &c

Philip Sketton.

£ An aquatic natatorial bird of the genus

Rhynchops, called also cutwater, shear

water, and scissor-bill. These birds resemble

the terns in their small feet, long wings, and

forked tail; but are distinguished from all

birds by their extraordinary bill, the upper

mandible of which is shorter than the under,

both being flattened so as to form simple

«v—c-

Black Skimmer {Rhynchops nigra).

blades, with sharp cutting edges. They are

said to obtain their aliment, which consists

of molluscs, crustaceans, Ac. by skimming

with their lower mandible below the surface

of the water, which they effect while on the

wing. One of the best known species is R.

nigra, or black skimmer (which is by no

means entirely black). It is found In the

tropical seas of the western hemisphere.

There are two less known species belonging

to the Old World

Skimmerton. Same as Skitnmington.

Skim-milk (skim'milk), it. Milk front which

the cream has been taken.

Skimming (skim'ing), n. 1. The act of one

who skims. — 2. That which is removed by

skimming from the surface of a liquid;

scum: chiefly used in the plural.

Skimmingly <skim'ing-li), adv. By gliding

along the surface.

Skimmington. Sklmmerton ( skim'ing -

ton, skim er-ton). A word of unknown ori

gin, but probably the name of some notori

ous but forgotten scold: UBed only in the

phrase to ride skimmiiyjton or skimmerton,

or to rid* the skitnmington. This was a

burlesque procession in ridicule of a man

who allowed himself to be beaten by hiB

wife. It consisted in a man riding behind a

woman, holding a distaff in his hand, at

which he seemed to work, the woman all

the while beating him with a ladle. They

were accompanied by what is called rough

mask, that is. frying-pans, bulls'-horns,

marrow-bones, and cleavers.

Skimp (skimp), a. [Icel. skamt, skamr,

short, aeewtma. to shorten. See SCANT.)

J*eanty, niggardly, insufficient [Provincial

English and Scotch. ]

Skimp (skimp), v t. [See the adjective.] To

give scant, insufficient, or illiberal measure

or allowance to ; to treat in a negligent or

nigeardly manner; to scrimp. [Provincial

English and Scotch ]

Skimp (Mtinip). e i. To be parsimonious or

niggardly; to save. [Provincial English and

Scotch 1

Skin (*kin). -» [A Scandinavian word: Icel.

and Sw. skinn, Dan. skind, skin; probably

from same root as Skr skit, to cover. ] 1. The

external covering or tissue of most animals,

consisting in all vertebrates of two layers,

an outer and an inner. The former, to which

the name epidermis, cuticle, or scarf skin

is given, is destitute of nerves and blood

vessels, and is thus non-sensitive; the inner

layer, called the dermis, corium, or true

skin, it, on the other hand, highly vascular

and sensitive. (See Derm and Epidermis)

The skin, besides Its use as a covering, per

forms the functions of perspiration and ab

sorption. The epidermis protects the ter

minations of the nerves, whose sensibilities

would otherwise soon become blunted—

2 A hide; a pelt; the skin of an animal

separated from the body, whether green,

dry, or tanned. In commercial Ian. the

term is applied to the skins of those animals,

as calves, deer, goats, lambs, Ac, which,

when prepared, are used in the lighter works

of bookbinding, the manufacture of gloves,

parchment, &c. ; while the term hides is

applied to the skins of the ox, horse, &c,

which, when tanned, are used in the manu

facture of shoes, harness, and other heavy

and strong articles.—3. The skin of an aqi-

mal retaining its shape, used as a vessel

* Skins of wine, and piles of grapes.* Tenny

son.— 4. The body; the person. [Humorous.]

We meet with many of these dangerous civilities,

wherein 'lis hard for a man to save both his sAin and

his credit. Sir R. L'Estrange.

5. Any external covering resembling skin in

appearance or use ; a filmy or membranous

substance forming on or attached to a sur

face. —6. The bark or husk of a plant ; the

exterior coat of fruits and plants. -7. isaut.

(«) that part of a sail when furled which

remains on the outside and covers the whole.

(o) The casing covering the ribs of a ship;

specifically, the iron casing covering the ribs

of an armour-plated ship.

Skin (skin), v.t. pret. & pp. skinned; ppr.

skinning. 1. To strip off the skin or hide; to

flay; to peel. — 2. To cover with skin, or as

with skin; to cover superficially.

It will but skin and film the ulcerous place. ShaJt.

What 1 took for solid earth was only heaps of rub

bish skinned over with a covering of vegetables.

Addison.

—To skin up a saU in the bunt (nout), to

make that part of the canvas which covers

the sail when furled, smooth and neat, by

ttiming the sail well up on the yards.

Skin (skin), v.t. To be covered with skin;

as, a wound skins over.

Skin-bound (skin'boundj.a. A term descrip

tive of a state in which the skin appears to

be drawn tightly over the flesh.—Skin-bound

disease, a peculiar affection of the skin in

infancy, originating in chronic inflammation

of the cellular membrane. The whole sur

face of the body is swelled and hard, and

the skin is cold and tight-bound.

Skinch (skinsh), v.t. [A form akin to skimp,

scant] To stint; to scrimp; to give short

allowance. [Local. ]

Skindeep (skin'dep), a. Not reaching or

penetrating beyond the akin ; superficial ;

not deep; slight.

That ' beauty is only skindeep ' is itself but a skin-

dee/ observation, H Spencer.

Skinflint (skin'tlint), n. A very niggardly

person.

It would have been long, said Mr. Oldbuck, ere

my womenkind could have made such a reasonable

bargain with that old skinflint. Sir IV Scott.

Skinful (skin'ful), n. As much as the stomach

will hold; as, a skinful of liquor.

Sklnk (skingk), a, [Gr. skimjkos, a kind of

Adda or Common Skink {Scincus officinalis).

lizard.] The common name of the lizafdB

belonging to the genus Scincus. They have

a long body entirely covered with rounded

imbricate scales, and are natives nf warm

climates. One species, the adda {Scincus

ojicinalis), is celebrated throughout the East

as being efficacious in the cure of various

cutaneous diseases, to which the inhabitants

of Egypt, Arabia, Ac., are subject. It is

about 6 inches in length, has a cylindrical

body and tail, and burrows in the sand.

Sklnk t (skingk), ». [A. Sax. scene, drink.]

Drink.

O"erwhelm me not with sweet*, let me not drink

Till my breast burst, O Jove, thy nectar skint.

Marsten.

Sklnk t (skingk), v.t. [A. Sax. scencan, to

serve out drink, from scene, drink; Icel.

skenkja.] To serve drink; to pourout liquor.

Villains, why skint ye not unto this fellow?

He makes me blythe. Lodge.

Sklnkt (skingk), v.t To serve out or draw,

as liquor; to pour out for drinking. ' Such

wine as Ganymede doth skink for Jove.'

Shirley.

Sklnk (skingk), n. [See Shank] Ashinbone

of beef; soup made with a shin of beef or

other sinewy portions. [Scotch.]

Sklnkert (skingk'er), n. One that serves

liquors; a drawer; a tapster.

Hang up all the poor hop-drinkers.

Cries old Sym, the king of skinktrs. B. yenson.

Skinless (skinles), a. Having no skin, or

having a thin skin; as, skinless fruit.

Skinner (skin'er), n. l. One who skins.—

2. One who deals in skins, pelts, or hides.

Sklnnlness (skin'i-nes), n. The quality of

being skinny.

Skinny (skin'l), a. Consisting of skin, or of

skin only; wanting flesh; as, a skinny hand.

Coleridge.

Skin-wool (skin'wul), n. Wool pulled from

the dead skin; felt wool.

Skip (skip), v.i. pret. & pp. skipped; ppr

skipping. [A non-nasalized form correspond

ing to Sw. skimpa, to run, skumpa, skotnpa,

to skip; comp. also Icel. skoppa, to spin like

a top. ] 1. To fetch quick leaps or bounds ;

to leap; to bound; to spring; to jump

lightly.

Ihave seen the day. with my good biting falchion

I would have made them tkip. Shak.

The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to-day.

Had he thy reason, would he skip and playf Pope.

2. To pass without notice; to make omissions

in writing : often followed by over.

A gentleman made it a rule in reading to skip over

all sentences where he spied a note of admiration at

the end. Swift.

The reading faculty unhappily broke down, and

had to tkip largely henceforth, diving here and there

at a venture. Carlyle.

Skip (skip), v.t. To pass with a quick bound;

to pass over or by; often to pass over in

tentionally in reading.

Let not thy sword skip one. SMak.

They who have a mind to see the Issue may skip

these two chapters. Burnet.

Skip (skip), n. 1. A leap; a bound; a spring.

2. In music, a passage from one sound to

another by more than a degree at one time.

Skip (skip), n. [A. Sax. seep, a box, basket,

&c. See Skep.] 1. A box or basket used in

mines for raising the excavated material to

the surface. —2. A vehicle consisting of a

large wicker basket mounted on wheels,

such as is used to convey cops, Ac., about a

factory.

Skip-jack (skip'jak), n. 1. An upstart. Sir

R. L Estrange.— 2. A name given to beetles

of the family Elatendee, from their being

able to spring into the air, and thus regain

their feet when laid on their backs. See

ELATERID.fi.

Skip-kennel (skip'ken-el), n. A lackey; a

footboy.

Skipper (skip'crl, n. [D. schipper, Dan.

skipper, lit. a shipper. See Ship.) The

master of a small trading or merchant ves

sel ; a sea captain; hence, one having the

principal charge in any kind of vessel.

Skipper (skip'er), n. [From skip.] 1. One

who skips; a dancer. — 2. A youngling; a

young thoughtless person. —3. A name some

times given to the saury pike, Scomberesox

saurus.—A. The cheese maggot—5. One of

a family (Hesperiida?) of lepidopterous in

sects, so called from its short, jerking flight.

Skippet (skip'et), n. It [Dim. from A. Sax.

scip, aship.] A small boat. Spenser.—2. [Dim.

of skip, a box.] In arcfueol. a small cylin

drical turned box with a lid or cover for

keeping records.

Ancient Skippet.

Skipping (skip'ing). p. and a Given to skip;

characterized by skips or bounds; hence,

flighty; wanton; thoughtless. 'Thy skipping

ch. caain; ch.Sc.locA; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, ic/iig; zh, azure. - -See Ket.
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spirits.' Sfiak. 'To make one in ao skipping

a dialogue.' Shak.

The skipping king, he ambled up and down

With shallow jesters and rash bavin wits. Shak.

Skippingly (skip'ingli), adv. In a skipping

manner; by skips or leaps.

Skipping-rope (skip'ing-rop), n. A small

rope used for exercise by young persons

who ranke short leaps to let it be swung

under their feet and over their heads.

SWrl (skirl), r.f. [Allied to shrill.) To shriek;

to cry with a shrill voice ; to give forth a

shrill sound. [Scotch.]

He screw'd the pipes and gait them skirl. Bunts.

Skirl (skirl), u. A shrill cry or sound.

I hear the skirl of the bagpipes which announces

that we are not far from the Highlanders.

W, H. Russell.

Skirmish (sker'niish), n. [O.E. scarmishe,

skrymishe, Fr. escarmouche, from O.Fr.

escremir, eskermir, to fence; It. schermire;

from O.H.G. skirman, to fight, to defend

one's self, from ukirrn, a shield or protec

tion.] I. A Blight fight in war, especially

between small parties ; a loose, desultory

kind of engagement in presence of two

armies, between small detachments sent out

for the purpose either of drawing on a battle,

or of concealing by their fire the movements

of the troops in the rear. Stocqueler.—2. A

contest; a contention.

They never meet but there's a skirmish of wit.

Shak.

Skirmish (sker'mish), r.t. To fight slightly

or in small parties.

Skirmisher (Bker'mish-er), n. One that skir

mishes.

Skirr,* Skirt (skcrX v.t [A form of scour]

To scour; to pass over rapidly, aa on horse

back, in order to clear.

Send out more horses, skirr the country round.

Shak.

Skirr, t Skirt (sker), v.i. To scour; to semi;

to run hastily. 'That in a thought skirr

o'er the fields of corn." Beau, d: Fl, Writ

ten also Scur.

And make them skirr away, as swift as stones.

Enforced from the old Assyrian slings. Shak.

Sklrret (skir'et), n (Contr. for skirwort or

skirroot, which itself is a corruption of su

gar-wort or sugar-root] A plant, the water-

parsnep (Sium Sisarum), a native of China,

Cochin-Cnina, Corea, Japan, Ac. It has long

been cultivated In Europe for the sake of

Skirret (Stum Sisarum).

its esculent tuberous root, which somewhat

resembles the parsnep in flavour. It is eaten

boiled with butter, pepper, Ac, or half

boiled and subsequently fried. It was for

merly much esteemed as a culinary vege

table, but is now gone greatly into disuse.

'The skirret which some say in Ballads stirs

the blood.' Drayton.

Skirrhus (skir'rus), n. Same as Scirrhus.

Skirt (skert), n. (The older form of shirt

(which see).] 1. The lower and loose part

of a coat or other garment; the part below

the waist; as. the skirt of a coat or mantle.

1 Sam. xv. 27.-2. The edge of any part of

dress, ' A small skirt of ruffled linen which

runs along the upper part of the stays before. '

Addison.—3. Border; edge; margin; extreme

part; as, the skirts of a town. ' Here in the

skirt* of the foreBt' Shak. 'Brightening

the skirts of a long cloud.' Tennyson—4 A

woman's gannent like a petticoat.—6. The

diaphragm or midriff in animals. — To sit

upon one's skirts, an old phrase for taking

revenge on a person.

Skirt (skert), r t To border; to form the

border or edge of; or to run along the edge

of; as, a plain skirted by rows of trees. ' A

spacious circuit . . . skirted round with

wood.' Addison. ' Oft when sundown skirts

the moor' Tennyson,

Skirt (skert), v.i. To be on the border; to

live near the extremity. * Savages . . . who

skirt ;ilong our western frontiers. ' Dr. S. S.

Smith.

Skirting (skert'ing), n. 1. Material for mak

ing skirts. —2 Same as Skirting-board.

Skirting-board ( skert'ing -bord), n. The

narruw vertical board placed round the

bottom of the wall of a room next the floor

Skit (skit), n. [In meaning 1 from A. Sax.

scyte, lit. a shooting, whence onscyte, an at

tack or calumny; in meaning 2 from Prov.

E. skit, to Blide, also hasty, the ultimate

origin in both cases being A. Sax. sce6tan,

scytan, to shoot] 1. A satirical or sarcastic

attack: a lampoon; a pa-quinade; a squib.

2.t A light wanton wench.

(Herod) at the request of a dancing skit stroke off

the head of St. John the Baptist.

Howard (Hurl of ,Northampton), 1583.

Skit (skit), v.t. [A. Sax. scytan, to shoot.

See the noun.] To cast reflections on; to

asperse. Grose. (Provincial English.]

Skittish (skit'ish), a. [See above] 1 Easily

frightened; shunning familiarity; shy. 'A

restiff skittish jade.' Sir R. L' Estrange. 'A

skittish filly.' Beau. <k Fl.

The skittish mare is all alive to-night. Dickens,

2. Wanton; volatile; hasty.

They told Will it was a thousand pities so fine a

lady should have such skittish tricks. Richardson.

3. Changeable; fickle. 'Skittish fortune.'

Shak.

Skittishly (akit'ish-li). adv. In a skittish

manner; shyly; wantonly; changeably.

Skittlshness (skit'ish-neB), n. The state or

quality of being skittish: (a) shyness; apt

ness to fear approach; timidity. (6) Fickle

ness; wantonness.

Skittle-alley (skit'l-al-li), n. An oblong

court in which the game of skittles 1b

played.

Skittle-hall (skifl-bal), n. A disc of hard

wood for throwing at the pins in the game

of skittles.

Skittle-ground (skit'l ground), n. Same as

Skittle-alley. Dickens.

Skittles (skit'lz), n, pt. [From A. Rax. scytan,

to shoot. See skit. Shoot. Shuttle is a

Blightly different form of the same word]

A game played with nine pins set upright at

one end of a skittle-alley, the object of the

player stationed at the other end being to

knock over the set of pins with as few throws

as possible of a somewhat flattish-shaped

ball.

Skive (sklv), n. [Same word as Shive.] The

revolving table or lap used by diamond-

polishers in finishing the facets of the gem.

Skiver (ski'ver).n. [Akin shive, shiver (which

see).] 1. An inferior quality of leather made

of split sheep-skin tanned by immersion in

sumac and dyed. It is used for hat-linings,

pocket-books, bookbinding. Ac. — 2. The

knife or cutting-tool used in splitting aheep-

BkinB. E. H. Knight

Sklent (sklent), vi. To slant; hence, to de

viate from the truth. Burns. [8cotch.]

Sklere.t v.t [Comp. G. schleier, a veil.] To

cover; to protect; to take care of.

Skolecite (sk616-sit), n. The mineral now

known generally as Mesotype (which see).

When a small portion of it is placed in the

exterior flame of the blow-pipe, it twists like

a worm (Gr. sk&Ux). becomes opaque, and la

converted into a blebby colourless glass.

Skonce (skons). See Sconce.

Skorclet (skor'kl), v.t. To scorch.

Skorodlte (skor'6-dit), n. Same as Scoro-

dite.

Skout (skout), n. A popular name for the

truillemot (which see).

Skouth (skouth or BkOth), n. [Comp. Icel.

skotha, to look about, to view.] Liberty of

range; free play; scope. Burns. [Scotch.]

Skow (skou), n. Same as Scow.

Skreed (skred), n. Floating ice in small

fragments. Kane.

Skreen (skren). Same as Screen.

Skreigh (skrech), n, A screech; a loud shrill

cry. [Scotch]

Skreigh (skrech), v.i. To screech. [Scotch.]

Skrixnmage (skrini'aj), n. Same as Scrim

mage.

Skrimp (Bkrimp). See Scrimp.

Skringe (skrinj), v.t To squeeze violently.

See SCBINGK.

Skrippe.t rt. A scrip. Chaucer.

Skua, Skua-gull (sku'a, sku'a-gul), n. A

palmiped bird, the Lestris cataraetes, family

Larido;, the most formidable of all the gull

kind. It is found In the Shetland Islands,

where It is also called bonxie. See Lk-tkis

Skue (sku). See Skew.

Skug, Scoug(skug, sktig), n Same as Scug.

[Scotch.]

Skulduddery (skul-dud'er-i). See Sctldup-

I>ERY.

Skulk (skulk), v.i [Dan. shilke, to sneak,

allied to skiule, Icel. skjol, a cover, abiding

place.] To lurk; to withdraw into a corner

or Into a close place for concealment; t*»

get out of the way in a sneaking manner;

to lie close from shame, fear of injury or de

tection; to shun doing one's duty. 'Skulk

ing in corners. ' Shak.

Discover'd, and defeated of your prey,

You skulk'd behind the fence, ana sneak'd away.

Drydfft

Skulk (skulk), r.t. To produce or bring for

ward clandestinely or improperly. Edin.

Rev. [Rare]

Skulk. Skulker (skulk, skulk'er), n. A per-

son who skulks or avoids performing duties.

'Here, Brown I East! you cursed young skulks,'

roared out Flashman, coming to his open door, ' I

know you're in—no shirking.' Hughes.

8killkingly (skulk'iug-li), adv. In a skulk

ing manner.

Skull (skul),n. [From the Scandinavian; Sw

skalle, a skull, skull, skoll, a bowl or drinking

cup; Dan. skal, a shell, hjerncskal, the skull

(lit. brain-shell, Sc. ham-pan. See Harns); bo

also G. hirnschale, lit. brain-shell. The skull

was so called from forming a kind of vessel.

Allied to scale (of a balance) and to shell]

I. The cranium or bony case that forms

the framework of the head and incloses the

brain. It consists of eight bones, namely,

the frontal and occipital bones, upon its

fore and back part; the two temporal and

parietal boneB. forming the temples and

the sides of the skull; and the sphenoid

and ethmoid bones, concerned in the for

mation of the orbits and nose. ' Golgotha

and dead men's skulls.' Shak.—t The brain

as the seat of intelligence. 'Skulls that

canuot teach and will not learn.' Cowper.--

3. t A skull-cap.

Let me put on my skull first. Beau, &■ Fl.

Skull t (skul), n. A shoal or school, at of

fish.

Skull-cap (skul'kap). n. 1, A cap fitting

closely to the head or skull. The name was

Iron Skull-caps.

formerly given also to an iron defence for

the head, sewed inside of the cap.—2. The

common name of two British species of

plants of the genus Scutellaria. See SccTEIr-

LARIA.

Skulless (skulles), a. Wanting a skull or

cranium; having no skull.

Skull-fish (skul'flsh), « A whaler's techni

cal name for an old whale, or one more than

two years of age.

Skulpin (skul'pinX " Same as Sculpin.

Skunk (skungk), n. [Contr. from native

American scganku,] A digitigrade carnivo

rous quadruped of the genus Mephitis, fa-

Common Skunk {Mephitis a,

fnily Mustelida?, but differing considerably

from the general type of the family, and

approaching in form and general appear

ance the badger and glutton. The species,

of which there are several, range ail over

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. be>; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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North and South America, from Hudson's

Bay to the Straits of Magellan. The com

mon skunk (if. americana or variant) may

be taken as the type of the genus. It is

about the size of a cat, of a generally black

or blackish-brown colour, with white streaks

on the back, and the tail is thickly covered

with long coarse hair. This animal has

two glands, near the inferior extremity of

the alimentary canal, which secrete an ex

tremely fetid fluid, which the animal has

the power of emitting at pleasure as a

means of defence, its intense power aud

oflen&ireness being something almost incon

ceivable This fluid possesses valuable

medicinal powers, being used in asthma, Arc.

Skunk-bird, Skunk-blackbird (skungk'-

berd, tkungk'blak-berd), n. A name given

to the bobolink or rice-bird, from the re

semblance of the colours of the male, at

certain periods of the year, to those of the

skunk.

Skunk -cabbage, Skunk-weed (skungk'-

kab-baj, skungkrwed),?*. A North American

plant of the genus Syraplocarpus, the S. fee-

fwfiM, so named from its smell. The root

and seeds are said to be antispasmodic, and

have been employed as expectorants, and

as palliatives in paroxysms of asthma.

Skuakisa ( skungk'ish ), a. Resembling a

skunk; especially, having an offensive odour

like a skunk. [United States. ]

Skurry(skur'ri). n. and v. Same as Scurry.

Skate (skut), n 1 It-el. skuta, Dan. skude, a

boat a small vessel] A boat See SCOUT.

Sky(ski),". [A Scandinavian word: Icel. sky,

Dan. & Sw. sky, a cloud ; Sw. Dan. skyhim-

md, the heavens, the sky; allied to A. 8 ix.

tcHa, a shade or shadow; also to E. shade,

the root being the same as in Skr. «ku, to

cover See Shade.] l.t A cloud— 2. The

apparent arch or vault of heaven, which in

a clear day is of a blue colour ; the firma

ment; as, the stars that .stud the »ky.

Wide is the fronting gate, and raised on high.

With adamantine columns threats the sky. Dryden.

8. That portion of the ethereal region In

which meteorological phenomena take place;

the region of clouds. 'Freeze, thou bitter

thy' Shak. ' Heavily the low sky raining.'

Tennyson. The plural skies is often used

in the same sense.

The skies look grimly.

And threaten present blusters. Shak.

4. The weather; the climate.—Open sky, sky

with no intervening cover or shelter. 'Un

der open sky adored. ' Hilton.

8ky(*ki>,r,r. pret. & pp. skied; ppr. ikying.

To raise aloft or towards the sky; hence, to

hang high on a wall in an exhibition of

paintings: as, his picture vols skied. [Colloq]

Sky (ski), r.t [A northern form of shy.] To

toss; to shy. [Local]

SkyfekiX v.i. To shy as horses do. [Local.]

Sky-blue (ski'blu), a. Of the blue colour

of the sky.

Sky-blue (skH>lu), n. Skimmed milk: poor,

thin, watery milk; milk adulterated with

water: so called jocularly, in allusion to

its colour. 'Strangers tell of three times

dammed sky-blue. ' Bloom/teld.

Sky-born (skTborn), o. Born or produced

in the sky ; of heavenly birth. ' Sky-born

messenger, heaven looking through his

eyes.' Carlyle.

Sky-colour (skTkul-er), n. The colour of

the sky; a particular species of blue colour;

azure Boyle.

Sky-coloured ( skiltul-erd ), a. Like the
■\"< in colour; blue; azure. Addison.

Sky-drain (ski'dran). n. An open drain, or

a drain filled with loose stones not covered

*ith earth, round the walls of a building,

to prevent dampness.

Sky -dyed (akrilid), o. Coloured like the

iky.

There figs, sky-dyed, a purple hue disclose. Pe/e.

Skyed (skid), a. Enveloped by the skies.

' The tkyed mountain.' Thornton. [Rare.]

8km (aki'l). a. Like the sky; ethereal

Sky-bigb (sMTiI), a. High as the sky; very

high.

ftgard with its sky-high gates . . . had gone to air.

— . Carlyle.

SkyUh (ikiiuh), a. Like the sky, or ap

proaching the sky. "The skyish head of

J^'- Olympus.* Shak. [Rare]

Sky-lark (skilark), n. A lark that mounts

u>d sings as it flies, the Alauda arvensis,

or common lark of Britain. See Lark.

TV air »« full of happy sounds; overhead the

'if-torts sang in jocund rivalry, mounting higher

*** **"ei. »» tf they would hare beaten their wings

**n« the tun. Comhitt Stag.

Sky-larking (sk!rlark-ing), n. A term which

seems to have been originally used by sea

men to denote sportive gambols in the rig

ging or tops, but now applied to frolicking

or tricks of various kinds.

Sky-light (ski'lit), n. A window placed in

the roof of a house ; a frame consisting of

one or more inclined planes of glass placed

in a roof to light passages or rooms below.

Sky -planted (ski'plant-ed), a. Placed or

planted in the sky. Shak.

Skyrln (ski'rin), o. [Icel. sklrr, clear, bright,

brilliant, skyrr, evident, manifest] A term

applied to anything that strongly takes

the eye; flaunting; showy; gaudy. Burns.

[Scotch.]

Sky-rocket (ski'rok-et), n. A rocket that

ascends high and burns as it flies; a species

of firework.

Sky -roofed (ski'rbft), a. Having the sky

for a roof.

Sky-sail (ski'sal), n. A light sail in a square-

rigged vessel, next above the royal. It is

sometimes called a Sky-scraper when it is

triangular. See cut Sail.

Sky-scraper (ski'skrap-er), n. Same as

Sky-sail.

Skyte (skyt), n. [Scotch. A. Sax. scytan,

to shoot See Shoot] 1. The act of squirt

ing; a squirt of fluid; a small quantity, as

of liquor; a smart shower of hail or rain.—

2. A syringe or squirt.— 3. A contemptible

fellow.

Sky-tlnctured (skl'tingk-turd).a. Tinctured

by the sky; of the colour of the sky. Milton.

Skyward (skl'werd), a. and adv. Toward

the sky.

Slab (slab), a. [Icel. slabb, mud, mire;

comp. Ir. slaib, mud, mire left on the strand

of a river.] Thick; viscous. 'Make the

gruel thick and slab.' Shak.

Slab (slab), n. [See Slab, a.] Moist earth;

slime; puddle.

Slab (slab), n. [Perhaps for sklab, and allied

to Sc. skelb, a thin slice. See Shelf.] l. A

thin flat regularly shaped piece of anything,

as of marble or other stone.—2. An outside

&iece taken from timber in sawing it into

oards, planks, &c.—Slabs of tin, the lesser

masses of the metal run into moulds of stone.

Slab (alab), r.t. To cut slabs or outside

pieces from, as from a log, to square it for

use, or that it may be sawn into boards

with square edges.

Slabber (slab'er), v. i. (D and L.G. slabbercn,

G. schlabbern, to slabber, freqs. of slabben,

schlabbcH, to lap. Slobber, slubber are also

forms, and slaver is akin.] To let the saliva

or other liquid fall from the mouth care

lessly; to drivel; to slaver.

Slabber ( slab'er X v.t. 1. To sup up has

tily, as liquid food. 'To slabber pottage.'

Barret.—2. To wet and foul by liquids suf

fered to fall carelessly from the mouth ; to

slaver; to slobber. 'He slabbered me all

over.' ArbuthnoL—3. To cover, as with a

liquid spilled.

The milk-pan and cream-pot so slabbtr'd and tost.

That butter is wanting, and cheese is half lost.

Tnsser.

Slabber (slab'er), n. Slimy moisture from

the mouth; Blaver.

Slabber (slab'er), n. 1. One who or that

which slabs ; specifically, a saw for remov

ing the slabs or outside parts of a log.—2. In

metal working, a machine for dressing the

sides of nuts or heads of bolts.

Slabberer (slab'er-er), n. One that slab

bers; a driveller.

Slabbery (slab'er-i), a. Covered with slab

ber; wet; sloppy.

Our frost is broken since yesterday, and it is very

slabbery. Stv(/T.

Slabbiness (slab'1-nes), n. The state of be

ing thick or slabby; muddiness.

Slabby (slab'i), o. [See Slab, a.] 1. Thick;

viscous. ' Slabby and greasy medicaments.'

Wiseman.—% Wet; muddy; slimy; sloppy.

When waggish boys the stunted besom ply.

To rid the slabby pavements, pass not by. Gay.

Slab-line (slal/lin), n. A line or small rope

by which seamen truss up a sail after haul

ing upon the leech and bunt lines.

Slab-sided ( slab'sid-ed ), a. Having flat

sides like slabs; hence, tall; lank. [United

States]

Slack (slak), a. [A. Sax. kUtc. sitae; cog.

O.I), and L.G. slakk, Icel. slakr, Sw. slak,

M.H.G. slack. Probably from a root lag

(with s prefixed) seen also in L. languidus,

languid, laxus, loose, lax.] 1. Not tense;

not hard drawn; not firmly extended; loose;

relaxed ; as, a slack rope ; slack rigging.—

2- Weak; remiss; not holding fast.

From his slack hand the garland wreathed for Eve

Down dropp'd, and all the faded roves shed.

Milton.

3. Remiss ; backward ; not using due dili

gence ; not earnest or eager ; as, slack in

duty or service.

The duke shall know bow slack thou art Shak.

Rebellion now began, for lack

Of zeal and plunder, to grow slack. Hudibras.

4. Not violent; not rapfd ; Blow. 'Ca?sar

. . . hoisting sail with a slack south-west'

Hilton.

Their pace was formal, grave, and slack. Dryden.

6. Not busy; not fully occupied; dull.

The wrong done by this practice i* rendered more

apparent by the conduct of the merchants during

the brisk and slack periods. Mayhem.

—Slack in stays (naut), slow in going about,

as a ship—Slack water, the time when the

tide runs slowly, or the water is at rest ; or

the interval between the flux and reflux of

the tide.—Syn. Loose, relaxed, weak, remiss,

backward, abated, diminished, inactive,

slow, tardy.

Slack (slak), adv. In a slack manner; par

tially; insufficiently; not intensely; as, slack

dried hops; bread slack baked.

Slack (slak), n. 1. The part of a rope that

hangs loose, having no Btress upon it. —

2. A dulness or remission, as in trade or

work; a slack period.

When there is a slack, the merchants are all anxious

to get their vessels delivered as fast as they can.

Mayhem.

3. 8mall coal screened from household or

furnace coal of good quality.—4. [Icel. slakki.

a slope on a mountain.] An opening be

tween hills; a hollow where no water runs.

(Scotch and provincial English.]

Slack (slak), v.L and i. Same as Slake

(which see).

Slack, Slacken (slak, slak'n), r.t. [See the

adjective] 1. To become less tense, firm,

or rigid ; to decrease in tension ; as, a wet

cord slacken* in dry weather— 2. To be re

miss or backward; to neglect

When thou shalt vow a vow unto the Lord thy

God, thou shalt not stack to pay it. Dvut xxiii. ax.

3. To abate; to become less violent

Whence these raging fires

Will slacken if his breath stir not their (lames. Milton.

4. To lose rapidity ; to become more slow :

as, a current of water slackens; the tide

slackens.—5. To languish; to fall; to flag.

You began to change—

I saw it and grieved—toslacken and to tool. Tennyson.

Slack, Slacken (slak, slak'n), v.t. 1. To

lessen the tension of; to make less tense or

tight; to loosen ; to relax; as, to slacken a

rope or a bandage. ' Slack the holms there. '

Shak. 'Our tlackerid sails.' Dryden.

Taught power's due use to people and to kings.

Taught not to stack nor strain its tender strings. Pope.

2. To relax ; to remit for want of eagerness ;

to be remiss in ; to neglect ; as, to slacken

exertion or labour.

Say that they stack their duties.

And pour our treasures into foreign laps. Shak.

3. To mitigate; to diminish in severity; to

make less intense; to abate; to remit; to

relieve; as, to slacken cares; to slacken

pain. Milton.—4. To cause to become more

slow ; to retard ; to lessen rapidity ; as, to

slacken one's pace.

I am nothing slow to slack his haste. Shak.

Well pleased with such delay, they slack their pace.

Milton

5. To abate; to lower; as, to slacken the heat

of a fire. —6. To withhold; to cause to be

used or applied less liberally; to cause to

be withheld. Shak. — 7. To repress ; to

check.

I should be griev'd, young prince, to think my

presence

Unbent your thoughts and stacken'd 'em to arms.

Addison.

Slacken (slak'n).n. In mining. See Slak in.

Slack-Jaw (slak'Ja), n. Impertinent lan

guage. [Vulgar]

Slackly (slak'li), adv. In a Black manner; as.

(a) not tightly; loosely. ' Slackly braided in

loose negligence.' Shak. tb) Negligently;

remissly; carelessly. 'So slackly guarded.'

Shak

Slackness (slak'nes), n. The state of being

slack; as, (a) looseness; the state opposite

to tension; want of tightness or rigidness; as,

the slackness of a cord or rope, (b) Remiss

ness; negligence; inattention; as, the slack

ness of men in business or duty; slackness In

the performance of engagements.

These thy offices.

So rarely kind, are as interpreters

Of my behind-hand slackness. Shak.

eh. cAain; ch, Sc locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sirur; TB, CAen; th. thin; w, wig; wh, toAig; th, azure.—See KEY.



SLADE

(c) Slowness; tardiness; want of tendency ;

as, the slackness of flesh to heal. Sharp,

(d) Weakness; want of intenseness. 'Slack

ness of motion. ' Brerewood.

Blade t (slad), n. [A. Sax. sUrd.] A little dell

or valley ; a glade ; also, a flat piece of low,

moist ground. 'Satyrs that in slades and

gloomy diinbles dwell.' Drayton.

Blade (slad), pret [From slide.] Slid;

slipped along. [Scotch.]

Slag (slag), n. [Sw. slagg, G. schlacke, slag;

comp. Icel. slagna, to flow over; slag, slagi,

dampness. ] 1. The scoria from a smelting

furnace; a vitreous mineral matter removed

in the reduction of metals. It is utilized in

making cement, artificial stone, &c, and in

the manufacture of alum and crown-glass.

2. In iron-founding, the fused dross which

accompanies the metal in a furnace, and

which is held hack from the ingate. Called

also Cinder, Clinker, and Scoria? . — 3. The

scoria of a volcano. Dana. ' Foreground

black with stones and slags.* Tennyson.

Slaggy(sIag'i),o. Pertaining to or resembling

slag.

Slaie (sla), n. A weaver's reed; a sley.

Slain (slan), pp. of slay.

As these projects, however often stain, always re

suscitate, it is not superfluous to examine one or two

of the fallacies by which the schemers impose upon

themselves. ?. S. Mill.

—Letters of stains, in old Scot* law, letters

subscribed by the relations of a person slain

declaring that they had received an assythe-

mentor recompense,and containing an appli

cation to the crown for a pardon to the mur

derer.

Slaister (slas'ter), n. [Scotch.] 1. The act

of dabbling in anything moist and unctuous;

the act of bedaubing.—2. A quantity of any

thing moist and unctuous ; a worthless,

heterogeneous composition. Sir W. Scott

Slaister (slas'ter), r. t. To bedaub. [Scotch.]

Slaister (slas'ter), v.i. To do anything in

an awkward and untidy way; especially, to

dabble in anything moist and pasty. Sir

W. Scott [Scotch.]

Slalstery (slaVter-i), n. The offals of a

kitchen, including the mixed refuse of solids

and fluids; dirty work. Eliz. Hamilton.

iScotch.]

Blake (slak), v.t pret. & pp. slaked; ppr.

slaking. [Icel. sldkva, to slake, to extin

guish, to quench thirst; Dan. slukke, Sw.

sldckna, to extinguish, to quench thirst;

akin to slack; comp. also slag. ] 1. To quench;

to extinguish; to abate; to decrease; as,

to slake thirst. 'Slake the heav'nly Arc.'

Spenser.

It could not slake mine ire nor ease my heart. Shak.

2. To mix or cause to combine with water so

that a true chemical combination shall take

place; to slack; as,to slake lime.—Slakedlime,

or hydrate of lime, is quicklime reduced to a

state of powder by the action of water upon

it. In this state the lime is combined with

about one -third of its weight of water.

During the process of slaking lime a great

evolution of heat takes place.—Air-slaked

lime, a compound of one equivalent of car

bonate of lime and one of hydrate of lime

formed by lime when exposed to the air

slowly attracting water and carbonic acid.

As a result of this action it falls to powder.

Slake (slak), v.i. 1. To become mixed with

water so that a true chemical combination

takes place ; as, the lime slakes. —2. To be

quenched; to go out; to become extinct;

to desist; to fail. 'His flame did slake.'

Sir T. Browne.—5. To abate; to become less

decided; to decrease.

No flood by raining slaketk. Shak.

For how, till a man know, in some measure, at what

point he becomes logically defunct, can Parliamentary

Business be camedon, and Talk cease or slake.

Carlylc.

Slake (slak), v.i. To slacken; to grow less

tense. ' When the body's strongest sinews

slake.' Sir J. Dairies. [Rare.]

Slake (slak), n. A slight bedaubing; a

small quantity of some soft or unctuous

substance applied to something else. 'A

slake o' paint.' Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Slake (Blak\ v.t To besmear; to daub.

[Scotch.]

Slakeless (slakles), a. Incapable of being

slaked; quenchless; inextinguishable; in

satiable. ' Slakeless thirst of change.'

Byron.

Slakin (slak'in), n. [From slack, slake] A

spongy, semi-vitrified substance mixed by

smelters with the ores of metals to prevent

their fusion. It is the scoria or scum sep

arated from the surface of a former fusion

of the same metaL Spelled also Slacken.
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Slam (slam), v.t pret. <fr pp. slammed; ppr.

talamming. [IceL starma, slamra, to swing,

to slam; comp. Sw. slamra. to jingle.] 1. To

close with force and noise; to shut with

violence; to bang.

Then he disappeared, slamming the door behind

him. G. A. Sola.

2. To beat; to cuff. TLocal ]—S. To strike

down; to slaughter. [Local]—4. In card-

playing, to beat by winning all the tricks

in a hand.

Slam(shun), v. t. To strike violently or noisily,

as a door, or a moving part of a machine,

&c . as, the door slams; a valve slams.

Slam (slam), n. 1. A violent driving and

dashing against; a violent shutting of a

door.

The powdered-headed footman slammed the door

very hard, and scowled very grandly: but both the

slam and the scowl were lo*t upon Sam. Dickens.

2. The winning of all the tricks in a hand at

whist.—3. The refuse of alum-works.

Slamkin, Slammerkin (slam'kin, slam'er-

kin), n, [D. slomp, G. schlampe, a slut, a

trollop, and dim. term, -kin; comp. Dan.

yfmn, mud, mire.] A slut; a slatternly wo

man. [Provincial English.]

Slander (slan'der), n. [O.E. sclaunder, es-

elaundre, from Fr. esclandre, from L. scan-

dalum, Gr. skandalon; so that this word is

simply scandal in another form. See Scan

dal] 1. A false tale or report maliciously

uttered, and tending to injure the reputa

tion of another; the uttering of such reports;

aspersion; defamation; detraction; as, to

utter slander; to be fond of slander.

The worthiest people are the most injured by

slander. Swift.

Quick-circulating slanders mirth afford ;

And reputation bleeds in every word. Churchill.

2.f An injury or offence done by words.

Do me no slander, Douglas. Shak.

3f Disgrace; reproach.

Thou slander of thy mother's heavy womb I

Thou loathed issue of thy father's loins I Shak.

If 111 name; ill report

You shall not And me, daughter,

After the slander of most stepmothers,

Ill-eyed unto you. Shak.

6. In law, the maliciously defaming of a per

son in his reputation, profession, or business

by spoken words, as a libel is by writing.

Slander differs from libel in that slander

consists in oral defamation only, whereas a

libel must consist of matter published; also

the scope of the offence of libel is more ex

tensive than that of slander. A person

guilty of slander can only be proceeded

against civilly, whereas libel may be pun

ished criminally.

Slander (slan'der), v.t 1. To defame; to

injure by maliciously uttering a false report

respecting; to tarnish or impair the reputa

tion of, by false tales maliciously told or

propagated; to calumniate.

U do not slander him, for he is kind. Shak.

Some one, he thought, had slandered Leolin to him.

Tennyson.

2. To detract from; to disparage.

The leaf of eglantine, whom not to slander.

Out-sweeten'd not thy breath. Shak.

3 t To disgrace; to dishonour; to discredit.

Tax not so bad a voice

To slander music any more than once. Shak.

4.t To reproach: followed by with. 'To

slander Valentine with falsehood.' Shak.

—Asperse, Defame, Calumniate, Slander.

See under Asperse. -Syn. To defame, as

perse, calumniate, vilify, malign, brand,

traduce, blacken.

Slanderer (slan'der-er), n. One who slan

ders; a calumniator; adefamer; one who

injures another by maliciously reporting

something to his prejudice. 'Railers or

slanderers, tell-tales, or sowers of dissen

sion.' Jer. Taylor.

Slanderous (slan'der-us), a. 1. Disposed or

given to slander; uttering defamatory words

or tales. 'Slanderous tongues.' Shak.—

2. Containing slander or defamation; calum

nious; as, slanderous words, speeches, or

reports, false and maliciously uttered.

As by flattery a man opens his bosom to his mortal

enemy, so by detraction and a slanderous inisreport

he shuts the same to his best friends. South.

3.t Scandalous; reproachful; disgraceful;

shameful. * The vile and slanderous death

of the cross.' Book of Homilies, 1573.

Ugly and slanderous to thy mother's womb,

Full of un pi easing blots and sightless stains.

Shak.

Slanderously (slan'der-us-li), ado. In a

slanderous manner; with slander; calnmni-

ously; with false and malicious report.

SLAP

Slanderousness (Blan'der-us-nea). n. The

state or quality of being slanderous or de

famatory.

Slang (slangV old pret. of sling.

Slang (sialic), n. [Origin uncertain; perhaps

from the language of the Gypsies. Slang is

a word of recent introduction, cant being

its predecessor. ] 1. Colloquial language cur

rent among a certain class or classes, edu

cated or uneducated, but having hardly the

stamp of general approval, and often to be

regarded as inelegant, incorrect, or even

vulgar. The term is somewhat loosely ap

plied to certain familiar words and phrases,

both coarse and refined, which float about

and change with fashion and taste ; such

being now more or less In use among persons

in a variety of walks in life. There is a

slang attached to various professions, occu

pations, and classes of society; as, the slang

of fashionable life, parliamentary slang.

literary slang, civic slang, and shopkeeper*"

slang. Slang is somewhat allied to, though

not identical with, cant The word is often

used adjectively; as, a slang word or ex

pression.—Rhyming slang, a Kind of cant or

secret slang spoken by street vagabonds in

London, consisting of the substitution of

words andsentences which rhyme with other

words or sentences intended to be kept se

cret See also Back-slang. —2. A terra used

by London costerraongers for counterfeit

weights and measures. Mayhew. —3- Among

showmen,(a)a performance; (b) a travelling

booth or show. Mayhew.

Slang (slang), v.i. To use slang; to enga^

in vulgar, abusive language. ' To slang with

the fishwives.' Mayhew.

Slang (slangl v.t To address with slang

ornbaldry; to insult or abuse with vulgar

language.

Every gentleman abused by a cabman or xlaugrd

by a bargee was bound there and then to take osT hi*

coat and challenge him to fisticuffs.

Spectator nc&spafcr.

Slang (slang), n. A fetter worn by convicts:

so called from being slung on their legs by

a string to prevent slipping down.

Slangey, Slangy (slang'i), a. Of or relating

to slang; of the nature of slang; addicted to

the use of slang.

Both were to* gaudy, too slaujrry, too odorous sf

cigars, and too much given to horseflesh. Dsckem

Slangular (slang'gQ-ler), a. Having the

nature or character of slang; slangy. ' Hi*

strength lying in a slangular direction'

Dickens. [Rare; humorous.]

Slang-whanger (slang'whang-erX n. A

noisy, frothy demagogue; a turbulent par

tisan. Irving. (.Colloq.]

Slang-whanging (slang*whanging), or. TV

ing slangy abusive language. ' BillincsgaW »

slang-whanging Tartars .' Hood. [Colloq.]

Slank (slangk), pret. of slink.

Slant (slant), a. [Sc. sclent, sloping.oblique:

Prov. E. stent, to slope; Sw. slinta, to slide

or glide down; other connections doubtful )

Sloping; oblique; inclined from a direct

line, whether horizontal or perpendicular

' The slant lightning. ' Milton.

Slant (slant), v.t 1. To turn from a direct

line; to give tin oblique or sloping direction

to.—2. To hold or stretch out in a slanting

direction: with out

Two noble steeds, and palfreys twain.

Were slanting cut their necks with loosen\i reix-

JCrats

Slant (Blant), n. 1. An oblique direction or

plane; a slope. ' It lies on aslant' C. Jiich-

ardson.—2. An oblique reflection or gibe; a

sarcastic remark.—Slant of wind (naut.\ a

transitory breeze of wind, or the periodof

its duration.

Slant (slant), r.i. To slope; to lie obliquely.

'On the side of yonder slanting hill." Dods-

ley.

Slantingly (slanfing-lft, adv. In a slanting

mauner: (a) with a slope or inclination:

(6) with an oblique hint or remark. Strype.

Slantly, Slantwise (alantli, slant'vrix),acir.

Obliquely; in an inclined direction.

Slap (slap), n. [L.G. stappc, G. schlappe, a

slap, slappen, schlappen, to slap; probably

from the sound.] 1. A blow given with the

open hand, or with something broad.—2 A

gap ; a breach in a wall or fence. [Provin

cial English and Scotch]

Slap (slap), v.t pret. & pp. slapped; ppr.

slapping. 1. To strike with the open hand

or with something broad. Milton. — i In

masonry, to break out an opening in a solid

wall. [Local.]

Slap (slap), adv. With a sudden and vio

lent blow; plumply. [Colloq.]

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. ahuue; *, Sc. fey
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Slap-bang (slap'bang), adv. [Said to be

imitative of the discharge of a gun, from

the stroke of the hall being heard before the

report reaches the ear.) Violently; sud

denly; iu a noisy or outrageous manner;

•lashiiwly. (Slang.)

Slap-bang (slap'bang), a. Violent; dashing.

Slap-dash (ilapMash), adv [Colloq] 1 All

at once; alap -2. In a careless, rash man

ner; at random.

Slap-dash islap'dash), n. A provincial term

more commonly called by builders rough

casting It is a composition of lime and

coarse sand, reduced to a liquid form, and

applied to the exterior of walls as a pre

servative.

Slap-dash (slap'dashX v ' 1. To do in a

rough or careless manner.—2. To rough-

cut a wall with mortar

Slape (slap), a. [Icel sUipr, slippery.)

Slippery; smooth: hence, crafty; hypocriti

cal [Provincial English.]-Sla;w ale, plain

ale, as opposed to medicated or mixed ale.

—Slaveface, a soft-spoken, crafty hypocrite.

naUucrll.

Slap-jack (slap'jakX n. Same as Flap-jack.

f American ]

Slapper, Slapping (slap'Sr. slap'ing), o.

Very large; big; great [Vulgar]

Slapper (slap'er). n. 1. One who or that

which slaps —2. A person or thing of large

•lie; a whopper [Vulgar. )

Slap-up (slap'up), a. Excellent; first-rate.i'P).

I thisSinp-up hotel thisseems.sir.' Mrs H. Wood

[Sang]

Slash (slash), «.t [Perhaps an imitative

word, or from lath with prefixed «. ] 1. To

cut by striking violently and at random —

i To cut with long incisions; to slit; as, to

slash a garment—3 To lash. [Rare.]

Daniel, a sprightly swain that used to slash

The rajorous steeds that drew his lord's calash.

Dr. II'. King.

4. To cause to make a sharp sound; to crack

or snap, as a whip.

Sheslasheda whip she had in her hand; the cracks

thereof were loud and dreadful. Dr. ft. Mart.

Slash (slash), t>. i. 1. To strike violently and

at random with an edged instrument; to lay

shout one with blows. ' Hewing and tlath-

i«q at their idle shades.' Sptmtr.— 2. To

cut through rapidly.

The Sybarite slashed through the waves like a

lane through cream-cheese. Hannay.

Slash (slash), n. 1. A long cut; a cut made
at random ■ Cuts and slashes that had

drawn Wood.' Clarendon.—2. A large slit

in the thighs and arms of old dresses, such

as those of Queen Elizabeth's days, made to

show a rich coloured lining through the

openings

Slashed (slash t), p. and n. 1. Cut with a

»hsu or slashes; deeply gashed.—2. Having

artificial slashes or long narrow openings,

as a sleeve, Ac. Sir W. Scott.— 3 In bot.

applied to leaves divided into many seg

ments; laciniate; multifld.— •I. In her. the

term employed when the openings or gash-

■np in the sleeves are to be described as

ailed with a puffing of another tincture.

Slashing (slash'ing), p. and a. 1. Striking

violently and cutting at random.—2. Cutting

up; sarcastic; severe. [Literary slang]

He was concocting;, you could not terra it compos-

Kij. an article, a very slashing article, which was to

P'fe, 4c Disraeli.

3 Very large; big; great; slapping. "A

«<w»>njfortnne.' Dickens. [Vulgar]

Slsahy(sla«h'i),o. Slushy. [LocaL]

Slat (slat), n. [Perhaps akin to or a form of

jMaf.] A narrow piece of timber used to

fo»t«i t^rether larger pieces or in various

situations: a long narrow slip of wood, as

m a Venetian blind.

Slat (slat), it. [Icel. tletta, to strike, to

» »P In sense 2 perhaps rather akin to

*>"•) 1 To beat; to strike; to slap; to

Uirow down violently or carelessly.

How did you kill him?

Slatted his braios out. JUarstcn.

1 Jo split; to crack. [Provincial English. )—

3 To set on; to incite. [Provincial English.]

5iltch Ulach). n. [A softened form of slack]

Jaw. to i the period of a transitory breeze.

<•) An interval of fair weather, (c) The

Mark of a rope.

Hate i »bit). n. [O E. and 8c. tclaU, O.Fr.

<«oi. M-xl. Fr 'Mat. a splinter, from esclater

(MM. Vr Plater), to shiver or fly in splinters,

Irwii 0 H O arfeiznn, to break, O. schleissen,

"• split. K. to ilit.] L A name common to

«".h rocks u are capable of being split iuto

an hulennite number of thin lamina? in ac-

cvruonce with the planes of cleavage, often

at right angles to the planes of true strata

or layers of deposition. True slate is a very

compact rock, little liable to be acted upon

by atmospheric agencies, and chiefly ob

tained from palaeozoic strata. It is com

monly of a bluish or greenish colour, with

a silky lustre. It usually consists of silica,

alumina, oxide of iron, manganese, potash,

carbon, and water. It Is opaque, may be

scratched by the knife, and fuses into a

blackish slag—Adhesive slate, a greenish-

gray variety of slate, which absorbs water

rapidly and adheres to the tongue—^dt-

minous slate contains alumina, and is used

in the manufacture of slum.—Argillaceous

slate, clay- slate (which see). —Bituminous

slate, a soft species, impregnated with bitu

men. —Dratcirw slate. Same as Black-chalk

(which see).—Hone or tenet slate has much

silica in its composition, and is used for

hones.—Hornblende and mica slate contain

the minerals named.— Polishing slate,* fine

grained slate of a yellow colour, found In

Bohemia.—2. A piece of smooth argillaceous

stone, used for covering buildings. Clay-

slate or argillite 1b most commonly used for

roofing. It is a simple schistose mass of a

bluish gray or grayish black colour, of vari

ous shades It is extensively distributed in

Great Britain, being found in Wales, Corn

wall, the Lake district, Argyleshire, Perth

shire, and other localities, in geological

horizons not higher than the carboniferous,

and mainly Cambrian and Silurian. Roofing

slates are of various sizes, and are denomi

nated imperials, queens, princesses, duch

esses, countesses, ladles, etc. — 8. A tablet

for writing upon, formed of slate, or of an

imitation of slate. —4. t A lamina; a thin

plate; a flake. Holland—5. In the I'nited

States, a list of candidates prepared for

nomination or for election ; a preliminary

list of candidates which is liable to revision.

Slate (slat), v.t. pret & pp. slated; ppr.

slating. To cover with slate or plates of

stone; as, to slate a roof.

Slate (slat), v.t. [Same as Slat] 1. To set

a dog loose at; to bait [Provincial English]

2 To hold up to ridicule; to criticise trench

antly; also, to reprimand severely ; as, the

work was slated in the reviews. [Colloq.]

Slate-axe (slat'aks), n. A mattock with an

axe-end, used in Blating.

Slate-clay (sl&t'kla), n. Another name for

shale.

Slate-gray (slat/grii), o. Gray, with a bluish

tinge.

Slate-pendl (slat'pen-sil), n. A pencil-

shaped bit of soft slate, used for writing or

figuring on framed pieces of slate in schools,

etc.

Slater (slat'erl n. 1. One who manufactures

slates; one who lays slates, or whose occu

pation is to slate buildings—2. A popular

name given to small crustaceous animals of

the order Isopoda; as, the water slaters

(Asellus), the rock slaters (LlglaX the box

slaters (Idothea), and the cheliferous slaters

(Tanais).

Slate-spar (Blat'spar), n. A slaty form of

calcareous spar; shiver-spar.

Slatiness (slat'i-nes), n. The quality of be

ing slaty; slaty character.

Slating (slat'ing), n. 1. The operation of

covering roofs with slates — 2. The cover

thus put on. — 8. Slates taken collectively ;

the material for slating; as, the whole

slating of a house.

Slating (slat'ing),«. An unsparing criticism;

a severe reprimand. [Colloq. ]

Slatter (slat'ter), v.i. [Allied to Dan. static,

a slut or slattern, slat, slatten, loose, flabby;

G. schloltern, to hang loosely; schlotterig,

negligent; D. slodderen, to hang and flap;

slodde, a slut. See Slut.] 1. To be careless

of dress and dirty; to be slovenly. 'A

dirty slatlering woman.' Bay—2. Not to

make a proper and due use of anything; to

waste; to spill carelessly. HaltiwrU.

Slattern (slat'tern), n. [See Slatter. The

n perhaps represents the old fem. term -en,

as in vixen ] A woman who is negligent of

her dress, or who suffers her clothes and

furniture to be in disorder; one who is not

neat and nice; a slut.

We may always observe, that a gossip in politics Is

a slattern in her family. Addison.

Slattern (Blnt'tern), v.t. To consume care

lessly or wastetully; to waste: with away.

[Hare]

All that I desire is. that you will never slattern

away one minute in idleness. Chesterfield.

Slattern (slat'tern). a. Resembling a slat

tern; slovenly; slatternly. 'The slattern

air.' Oay.

Slatternliness (slat'tem-II-nes), n. State

of being slatternly.

Slatternly (slat'tern-li), adv. In a slovenly

way; awkwardly. Chesterfield.

Slatternly (slat'tern-li), a. Pertaining to a

slattern ; having the habits of a slattern ■

sluttish.

A very slatternly, dirty, but at the same time very

genteel French maid is appropriated to the use of

ray daughter. Chesterfield.

Slattery (slat'er-i), a. Wet; dirty. [Pro

vincial English.]

Slaty (slati), a. Resembling slate; having

the nature or properties of slate; as, a

slaty colour or texture; a slaty feel—Slaty

cleavage, cleavage, as of rocks, into thin

plates or lamina), like those of slate: applied

especially to those cases in which the planes

of cleavage are often oblique to the true

stratification, and perfectly symmetrical and

parallel even when the strata are contorted.

—Slaty gneiss, a variety of gneiss in which

the scales of mica or crystals of hornblende,

which are usually minute, form thin la

mina;, rendering the rock easily cleavable

Slaughter (sla'tcr), n. [From the Btem of

slay; A. Sax. slogan, sledn, to slay; Icel

sldtr, raw flesh, sldtra, to slaughter. See

Slay] The act of slaying or killing: (a) ap

plied to men, a violent putting to death ;

murder; great destruction of life by violent

means; massacre; carnage; as, the sutvqhur

of men in battle. ' Priam's slaughter.' Shak.

Great the slaughter is

Here made by the Roman. Shah.

(b) Applied to beasts, butchery; a killing of

oxen or other beasts for market—Syn. Car

nage, massacre, butchery, murder, havoc

Slaughter (sla'ter), v.t. 1. To kill; to slay;

to murder ; often to kill in masses ; to mas

sacre; to make great destruction of life; as,

to slaughter men in battle. • The slaugh

ter d husband.' Shak. — 2. To butcher; to

kill for the market, as beasts.

Slaughterer (sla'ter-er), n. A person em

ployed In slaughtering; a butcher.

Thou dost then wrong me as that slaughterer doth,

which giveth many wounds when one will kill.

•SAt*-

Slaughter-house (sla'ter-bous), n. 1. A

house where beasts are butchered for the

market; an abbatolr—2. Fig. the scene of a

great destruction of human life ; the scene

of a massacre.

Keep him from the lust of blood

That makes a steaming slaughterhouse of Rome.

__ _ A ... Tennyson.

Slaughterman (sla'ter-manX "• One em

ployed in killing; a slayer; a destroyer.

'Herod's bloody-hunting slaughtermen.'

Shak.

Slaughterous (sla'tor-us), a. Bent on kill

ing; destructive; murderous. ' Sly slaugh

terous thoughts.' Slink.

Slaughterously (sla'ter-us-li),adt). Destruc

tively; murderously.

Slav (Slav), n. One of a race of peoples

widely spread over Eastern Europe ; a Sla

vonian or Sclavonian. The Slavic settle

ments occupy nearly the whole of Eastern

Europe from the Elbe to the Ural, and from

the Arctic Ocean to the Adriatic. The ori

ginal names of the tribes appear to have

been Wends or Winds and Serbs. The group

is divided into two sections— the eastern

and western. The former section comprises

the Russians, Bulgarians, Illyrlans (Serbs,

Croats. Winds); the latter the Poles, Silesl-

ans, and Pomeranians, the Bohemians or

Czechs (including the Moravians), and the

Polabians, comprehending the Slavic tribes

of North Germany. The Scythians and Sar-

matians of ancient writers seem to have

been Slavs. Written also Scion, Sclatw,

Slotw.

Slave (slav). n. [Ft. esclate, O. sdace, from

L Sclavus, Slams, a Sclavonian, from which

race the German slaves were almost exclu

sively drawn] 1. A bond-servant: a person

who is wholly subject to the will of another;

one who has no will of his own, but whose

person and services are wholly under the

control of another. In the early state of

the world prisoners of war were usually con

sidered and treated as slaves The slaves

of modern times are more generally pur

chased like horses and oxen. See Slavery.

2. One who has lost the power of resistance,

or one who surrenders himself to any power

whatever; as, a slave to passion, to lust, to

ambition.

Cive me that man

That is not passion's slave, and I will wear him

In my hearts core. Shalt.

<*, rAain; ch, 8c. loeA;
g. F>\ J,;'ob; 6, Fr. ton; ng, sinu-; th, (Aen; th, tain; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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3. A mean person; one in the lowest state of

life ; an abject wretch. ' An unmannerly

slave that will thrust himself into secrets.'

.s7.il k t A drudge; one who labours like a

■lave. — 5. A Slav; a Slavonian. — Store is

used In the formation of numerous com

pounds, many of which are self-explanatory;

as, slave breeder, slave-catcher, slave-dealer,

slave-market, slave-merchant, slave-owner,

and the like. — SYN. Bond-servant, bond

man, bond-slave, captive, vassal, depend

ant, drudge.

Slave (slav), v i. pret «fc pp. slaved; ppr.

staving. To drudge; to toil; to labour as a

slave.

Slave t (slav). v.t. To enslave. 'But will you

slave me to your tyranny.' Beau, cfc Ft.

Slave-born (slav'lrorn), a. Born in slavery.

Slave-COffle (sliiv'kof-1), n. A baud of slaves

for sale; n coffle.

Slave-driver (slaVdriv-er), n. An overseer

of slaves at their work; hence, a severe or

cruel master.

Slave-fork (Blav'fork), n. A branch of a

tree of considerable thickness, 4 or 5 feet

long, and forking at the end into two prongs,

employed to inclose the necks of slaves

when on their march from the interior of

Slaves coupled by Slave-forks.

Africa to the coast to prevent their running

a vay. The neck of the slave is fitted into

the cleft and secured there by lashings pass

ing from one extremity of each prong to the

other, so that the heavy stick hangs down,

or (as is usually the case) is connected with

the fork of another slave.

Slave-grown (slav'gron), a. Grown upon

land cultivated by slaves ; produced by

slave-labour.

Slave-grown will exchange for non-slave-grown

commodities in a less ratio tnan that of the quantity

of labour required for their production, y. S. Mill.

Slaveholder (alavTidld-er), n. One who

owns slaves.

Slaveholdlng (slavTifild-fng), a. Holding

or possessing persons in slavery. ' The slave-

holding states.' Webster.

Slavelike (slavlik), a. Like or becoming a

slave. 'This slave-like habit.' Shak.

Slaver (sla'ver), n. 1. A person engaged in

tho slave-trade ; a slave-trader.

The slaver's hand was on the latch.

He seem'd in haste to go. Longfellow.

2. A vessel engaged in the slave-trade.

Slaver (slav'er), v.i. [Icel. slafr, slaver,

slafra, to slaver; akin to slabber, slobber.)

1. To suffer the spittle to issue from the

mouth.—2. To be besmeared with Baliva.

Stale.

Slaver (slav'er), v.t. To smear with saliva

issuiug from the mouth; to defile with

drivel. ' His gown is slaver d o'er.' Dryden.

Slaver (slav'er), n. Saliva drivelling "from

the mouth; drivel.

Of all mad creatures, if the learned are right,

It is the slaver kills, and not the bite. Po/e.

Slaverer (slaverer), n. One who slavers; a

driveller; an idiot.

Slaverlngly (slav'er-ing-li), adt>. With slaver

or drivel.

Slavery (sla'ver-i), n. [See Slave ] l. The

state or condition of a slave; bondage; the

state of entire subjection of one person to

the will of another. Slavery is the obliga

tion to labour for the benefit of the master,

without the contract or consent of the ser

vant; or it is the establishment of a right

which gives one person such a power over

another as to make him absolute master of

the other's life and property. But the con

dition of a slave is susceptible of innumer-

W-2

able modifications, and there are few na

tions, whether of ancient or modern times,

among whom slavery has been long estab

lished, that have not enacted certain laws

for limiting the power of a master over his

slave. ' To live in slavery to the nobility.'

shut- ' Taken by the insolent foe and sold

to slavery.' Shak.—± The keeping or hold

ing of slaves; as, the Southern States of Ame

rica refused to give up slavery. — 3. The offices

of a slave; exhausting and mean labour;

drudgery. — SYN. Bondage, servitude, en-

thralment, enslavement, captivity, bond

service, vassalage.

Slave-ship (slav'ship), n. A vessel em

ployed in the slave-trade; a slaver.

Slave-trade (slav'trad), n. The business or

trade of purchasing men and women, trans

porting tlu in to a distant country, and sell

ing them for slaves.

Slave-trader (slav'trad-er), n. One who

trades in slaves; a slaver.

Slavey (sla'vi ), n. A servant-maid. [Colloq.

and ludicrous.]

' I called in Goswell Street." resumed Jackson. ' and

hearing that you were here from the slavey, took a

coach and came on.' Dickens.

Slavic (alav'ik). a. andn. Same n&Slavonic.—

Church Slavic.a n :u 11-' given to an ancient dia

lect of Bulgarian from its still being used as

the sacred language of the Greek Church.

Called also Old Bulgarian, See under BUL

GARIAN.

Slavish (slavish), a. 1. Pertaining to slaves;

servile ; mean ; base ; such as becomes a

slave; as, a slavish dependence on the great.

Fame, like a wayward girl, will still be coy

To those who woo her with too slavish knees.

Keats.

2. Servile: laborious; consisting in drudgery;

as, a slavish life.

Like your asses and your dogs and mules.

You use in abject and in slavish parts, Shak.

Slavishly (slav'ish-li), adv. In a slavish

manner; servilely; meanly; basely.

Slavishness (slav'ish-nes), n. The state or

quality of being slavish; servility; mean

ness.

Slavocracy (slavok'ra-si), n. [Slave, and

-ocracy, as in mobocracy.] A collective name

for slave-owners; persons exercising politi

cal power for the maintenance of slavery.

Slavonic, Slavonian (sla-von'ik, sla-vo'ui-

an), a. Pertaining to the Slavs or Slavonians,

or to their language. See Slav.

Slavonic (sla-von'ik), n. The language of

the Slavs; a name given to a family of Aryan

tongues spoken by the Slaves or Slavs. The

Slavonic family of tongues is divided Into

two branches, the eastern and western— the

eastern comprehending Russian, Polish, Bo

hemian, Servian, Bulgarian ; the western,

Lithuanian, Lettish, and the extinct old

Prussian.

Slaw (sla), n. [D. sla, slaa. contr. from sa-

lade, a salad. See Salad. ] Sliced cabbage,

served cooked or uncooked as a salad.

Slawe.t pp. of sle(slay). Slain. Chaucer.

Slawm (>l;nn). ?i. In mining, a point in the

stone or ore filled with soft clay. Weate.

Slay (sla), v.t. pret. slew; pp. slain; ppr. slay

ing. [A. Sax. slahan, sleahan, stagan, or

contr. sledn, to strike, to beat, to slay; D.

slaan, Icel. sld, to smite, to strike, to slay ;

Goth, slahan, to strike through, to kill ; G.

schlagen, to beat, to strike. From this stem

comesikefor (-hammer), and probably slight]

1. To put to death by a weapon or in any

violent or sudden manner; to kill.

Hast thou slain Tybalt ; wilt thou slay thyselfT

And slay thy lady too that lives in theer Shak.

Let no man stop to plunder.

But slay, and slay, and slay. Macaulay.

[In the latter extract used without an ob

ject]— 2. To put an end to; to destroy; to

ruin.

Sad souls are slain in merry company. Shak.

For this, being smelt, with that part cheers each

part;

Being tasted, stays all senses with the heart. Shak.

Syn. To kill, murder, assassinate, slaughter,

butcher.

Slay (sla). n. A weaver's reed; a sley.

Slayer (sla'er), n One that slayB; a killer;

a murderer; an assassin; a destroyer of life.

Slazy (sla'zi), a. Same as Sleazy.

Sle.t Slee.t v.t. To slay; to kill. Chaucer.

Sleave (slevX n. [Origin uncertain ; corop.

G. schtetfe, a loop, a knot.] Soft floss or

unspun silk used for weaving. 'Sleep that

knits up the ravell'd sleave of care. ' Shak.

Sleave (slev). »,fc pret. <fc pp. sleaved; ppr.

steaving. To separate or divide, as a col

lection of threads: a word used by weavers.

SLEEK

Sleaved ( slfivd ), a. Raw . not spun or

wrought.

Sleave-slTk (slev'silk), n. Soft floss or un

spun silk. ' Immaterial skein of sleave-tilk '

Shak.

Sleaziness (slS'zi-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being sleazy.

Sleazy (sle'zi), a. [G. schleiszig, schlissig,

worn out, thread-bare, from *ehleis2en, to

slit, split, decay.] Thin; flimsy; wanting

firmness of texture or substance ; as, sleazy

silk or muslin.

I cannot well away with such sleazy sniff, with

such cobweb compositions. Howell.

Sled (sled), n. [D. slede, sleedc, a sledge, a

sled, a dray; Dan. sUede, IceL sledi; from

stem of slide. Sledge, sleigh are closely

akin.] A sledge.

Upon an ivory sled

Thou shalt be drawn among the froxen poles.

Marlsnue.

The word is now little used in England.

In America the name is generally applied

to a carriage or vehicle moved on runners,

much used for conveying heavy loads over

frozen snow or ice ; also to a seat mounted

on runners, used for sliding on snow and

ice.

Sled (sled), v.t, pret. & pp. sledded; ppr.

sledding. To convey or transport on a sled;

ns, to sled wood or timber.

Sledded (sled'ed), p. and a. Mounted on

or conveyed by a sled.

Sledge (slej), n. [A. Sax. sleege, from slahan.

stagan, to strike, to slay ; so Icel. sleggia, a

sledge-hammer. See SLAY] A large neavy

hammer used chiefly by ironsmitha. Called

also a Sledge-hammer.

Week in, week out, from morn till night.

You can hear his bellows blow:

You can hear him swing his heavy sledge.

With measured beat and slow. Longjeilov.

Sledge (slej), n. [A form which has devel

oped itself from sled, perhaps directly from

sleedje, the Dutch dim. from sleede, a sled or

sledge. See Sled.] 1. A vehicle moved on

runners or on low wheels, or without wheels,

for the conveyance of loads over frozen

snow or ice, or over the bare ground ; a

sled. — 2. A kind of travelling carriage

*f\

Russian Sledge.

mounted on runners ; a sleigh : much used

in Russia, Canada, and other northern

countries during winter, instead of wheel-

carriages. See Sleigh.—3. The hurdle on

which traitors were formerly drawn to exe

cution.

Sledge (slej), v.t. and i. pret. A pp. sledged;

ppr. sledging. To convey or transport in a

sledge or sledges; to travel in a sledge or

sledges.

Sledge-Chair (slej'char), n. A kind of chatr

mounted on runners and propelled on the

ice by the hand

A number of sledge-chairs . . . were conveyed to

the place of amusement. Must, London t/tmt.

Sledge-hammer(slej'ham-mer),7». [A double

term, sledge meaning itself a hammer.] The

largest hammer used in forges or by smiths

in beating iron on an anvil. See Sledge.

Sleech (slech), n. Same as Sleetch.

Sleek (slek),a. [Icel. slikr, D. sluik, smooth,

sleek; connected with Icel. sleikja. Dan.

slikke, to lick ; N. sleikja, to lick, to stroke

with the hand, slikja, to be sleek, to shine. ]

1. Smooth; having an even, smooth surface;

whence glossy; as, sleek hair. 'So sleek her

skin, so faultless was her make.' Dryden.

2. Not rough or harsh.

Those rugged names to our like mouths grow sleek.

Milton.

Fate, far fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; f, Sc. ley.
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Sleek t (slek), n. That which makes sleek or

smooth; varnish.

Sleek (tlek). v.L 1. To make even and

smooth; as, to sleek the hair.—2. To render

smooth, soft, and glossy.

Gentle, my lord, sleek o'er your rugged looks.

Shak.

Hence— 3. Fig. to soothe: to appease; to
calm. • To sleek her ruffled peace of mind.'

Tennyson,

Sleek'(slekX adv. With ease and dexterity;

with exactness. [ Vulgar. ]

Sleek-headed (sleVhed-ed), a. Having the

hair smoothed or well combed.

Let mc hive men about me that are (at ;

Sltes-ke.iae-d men and such as sleep o' nights.

Sleeklt (Blek'it), a. [Scotch.] 1. Smooth-

haired; having a sleek skin.—2. Fia. smooth

and parasitical in manner and design ; flat

tering; deceitful; sly; cunning.

Sleekly < slek'li ), adv. In a sleek manner;

itU'K.tmy; glossily; nicely.

Sleekness (slek'nesX »»- The state or qua

lity of being sleek; glossiness or smoothness

of surface.

Sleekstone (slelr/stonX n. A smoothing-

stooe

Sleeky ( ilelr/i ), a. 1. Of a sleek or smooth

appearance Thomson. — % Sly; cunning;

finning; deceitful. [Scotch.]

Sleep (slep). v.i. pret & pp. slept; ppr. sleep

ing [A. Sax. shxpan, also stdyan, O.Frfa.

»Upat U Sax sldpan. D. and L. O. sldpen,

Goth, sitpan, O.O. slafan. Mod. G sehlafen,

to sleep; supposed to he connected with

G. sehlaf. loose, relaxed. Does not occur

in Scandinavian. ] 1. To take rest by a sus

pension of the voluntary exercise of the

powers of the body and mind, and aa apathy

of the organs of sense. See the noun.

He repents on thorns that sleeps on beds of roses.

Quartet.

2. To be careless, inattentive, or uncon

cerned; not to be vigilant ; to live thought

lessly

We sleep o»er our happiness. Atterbury.

3. To be dead; to lie in the grave.

Them also which sleep in Jesus will Cod bring with

him- i Thes. iv. 14.

4 To be in repose or at rest; to be quiet; to

be unemployed, unused, or unagitated; to

be dormant or inactive ; as, the question

deep* for the present ; the sword steeps in

the sheath.

How tweet the moonlight sleeps upon this hank 1

Shak.

The tangled watercourses slept. Tennyson.

5. To spin so rapidly and smoothly that the

motion cannot be observed : said of a top,

Ac —$. To assume a state as regards vege

table functions analogous to the sleeping

of animals.

!« tome species, the leaves r/w/and not the cotyle-

dotu ; in others, the cotyledons and not the leaves.

DitTTvin.

Stn. To slumber, nap, doze, drowse, rest,

repose.

Sleep (*Iep). r.C. 1. Only formally transi

tive, with sleep as object. 'Yet sleeps a

Ortaraless tterp to me.' Tennyson.—2. To

psss in sleeping; to consume in sleeping:

freoenlly with away ; as, to sleep away the

time; to sleep one's life away.—3. To get rid

of, overcome, or recover from by sleeping :

usually with off; aa, to sleep off one's wine ;

to deep off a fit of sickness.—4. To afford

sleeping accommodation for; as, this cabin

or car can sleep thirty passengers. [Colloq ]

Sleep ( slep), jk [A. Sax. slam, O.Fris. slip.

Goth. »Ups, O. sehla/. See the verb. J 1. A

natural and healthy, but temporaryand peri

odical suspension of the functions of the or

gans of the senses, as well as of volition ; that

state of the animal in which the senses are

more or less unaffected by external objects,

sod the fancy or imagination only is active.

During sleep the operations of the senses

ire entirely suspended as regards the effects

of ordinary impressions, but the purely ani

mal functions continue in action; the heart

beats and the lungs respire with greater

regularity, but less vigour; the stomach, the

intestines, and their accessory organs digest;

the skin exhales vapour, and the kidneys

excrete urine. With the central nervous

system, however, the case is very different ;

lor while some parts may retain the power

of receiving impressions or developing ideas,

"then have their actions diminished, ex

alted, perverted, or altogether arrested. It

is on the nutritive regeneration of the tis

sues (more especially of the nervous tissue)

which lakes place during true healthy sleep

that its refreshing power and value to the

organism depends. The quantity of sleep

required by different individuals is various,

from six to nine hours being the average

proportion ; but persons of very active dis

positions and abstemious habits will be satis

fied with much less, while children and aged

people require much more. The physiologi

cal causes of sleep are as yet undetermined.

Sometimes used In the plural

There are a kind of men so loose of soul

That in their sleeps will mutter their affairs. Shak.

2. Death; rest in the grave.

Here are no storms.

No noise, but silence and eternal sleep. Shak.

—Sleep of plants, a state of plants at night

when their flowers close, the leaves change

their positions, and fold themselves to

gether, while vitality seems to retire from

the periphery. This is chiefly owing to the

withdrawal of the stimulus of light to which

they are subjected during the day. The

name is also given to a similar phenomenon

occurring during the day. See extract

There is another class of movements, dependent

on the action of light. . . . We refer to the move

ments of leaves and cotyledons which when moder

ately illuminated are diaheliotropic, but which change

their positions and present their edges to the light,

when the sun shines brightly on them. These move

ments have sometimes been called diurnal sleep.

Darwin.

StN. Slumber, reBt, repose.

Sleeper (slep'er), n. 1. A person that Bleeps;

also, a drone or lazy person. —2. t That which

lies dormant, as a law not executed.

Let penal laws, if they have been sleepers of long,

or if grown unfit for the present time, be by wise

Judges confined in the execution. Bacon.

3. An animal that lies dormant in winter,

as the bear, the marmot, dec. — 4. In carp.

a piece of timber on which are laid the

ground joists of a floor; a beam on or near

the ground for the support of some super

structure. — 5. In rail, a beam of wood or

wrought iron, a metal casting of a bowl

shape, or now more rarely a stone block

firmly embedded in the ground to sustain the

rails, which are usually fixed to the sleepers

by means of cast-iron supports called chairs.

6. In ship-building, a thick piece of timber

placed longitudinally in a ship's hold, oppo

site the several scarfs of the timbers, for

strengthening the bows and stern-frame ;

a piece of long compass-timber fayed and

bolted diagonally upon the transoms.—7. In

glass-making, a large iron bar crossing the

smaller ones, hindering the passage of coals,

but leaving room for the ashes.—8. A plat

form.—9. A dead person. Shak.—10. A large

acanthopterygious West Indian fresh-water

fish of the goby family (Gobioidae), Electris

donnalrix, occurring in marshes, and con

cealing itself in the mud.

Sleepful (slep'ful), a. Strongly inclined to

sleep; sleepy. [Rare.]

Sleepfulness (slep'ful-nes), n. Strong in

clination to sleep. [Rare.]

Sleepily (slep'i-li), adv. In a sleepy manner;

as, ( a ) drowsily ; with desire to sleep.

(6) Lazily; dully; stupidly. 'To go on

sleepily and safely in the easy ways of

ancient mistaking*.' Sir W. Raleigh.

Sleepiness (sldf/i-nesV n. The state or qua

lity of being sleepy; drowsiness; inclination

to sleep.

Watchfulness precedes too great sleepiness.

Arbnthnol.

Sleeping (slewing), p. and a. 1. Reposing

in sleep.—2. Occupied in sleep; as, sleeping

hours.—3. Used for sleeping in; as, a sleeping

room. —4. Tending to produce sleep ; as, a

sleeping draught.—Sleeping partner, a part

ner engaged in a business in which he has

embarked capital but in the conducting of

which he does not take an active part; a

silent partner; a dormant partner.

Sleeping (slep'ing), n. 1. The state of rest

ing insleep.—2. The state of being at rest,

or not stirred or agitated. ' The sleeping of

this business.' Shak—Steeping 0/ process.

In Scots law, the state of a process in the

outer house of the Court of Session in which

no judicial order or interlocutor has been

Srenounced for a year and a day.

eeping-carrlage (slep'ing-kar-rij), n. A

railway carriage fitted up with berths for

passengers during night travel.

Sleepisht (slep'ish), a. Disposed to sleep;

sleepy. ' Your sleepish and more than sleep-

ish security.' Ford.

Sleepless (sleples). a. 1. Having no sleep;

without sleep; wakeful. 'Trouble, care, and

sleepless nights. ' Milton. —2. Having no rest;

never resting ; perpetually agitated. ' Bis

cay's sleepless bay.' Byron.

Sleeples&ly (sler/les-li), adv. In a sleepless

manner.

Sleeplessness (slep'les-nes), n. The state

of i.ein- sleepless; want or deprivation of

sleep.

Sleep-waker (slep'wak-er), n. One in a

state of mesmeric, morbid, or partial sleep.

Poe.

Sleep-waking (slep'wak-ing), n. The state

of one who is mesmerized, or one under

stood to be at once asleep and awake or in

a partial and morbid sleep.

Sleep-walker (slep'wak-er), n. A somnam

bulist.

Sleep-walking (slep'wak-ing), n. Somnam

bulism.

Sleepy (slep'i), a. 1. Drowsy; inclined to or

overcome by sleep.

Go . . . smear

The sleepy grooms with blood, Shak.

A sleepy land, where under the same wheel

The same old rut would deepen year by year.

Tennyson.

2. Tending to induce sleep; soporiferous;

somniferous. * We will give you sleepy

drinks.' Shak.—3. Dull; lazy; heavy; inac

tive; sluggish. ' The mildness of your $leepy

thoughts/ Shak.

Sleer.t n. A slayer; a killer. Chaucer.

Sleeress.t n, A female slayer or killer.

Wickliffe.

Sleet (slet), n. [A form akin to Icel. slydda,

Dan slud, N. sUtta, sleet] 1. Rain mingled

with hail or snow. ' Perpetual sleet and

driving snow.' Dryden. — 'L Shower of any

thing falling thick and causing a painful

sensation like sleet. 'Sharp sleet of arrowy

showers." Milton.

Sleet (slet), v.i. To snow or hail with a mix

ture of rain.

Sleet (slet), n. In gun. the part of a mortar

passing from the chamber to the trunnions

for strengthening thatpart.

Sleetch (slech), ». Thick mud, as at the

bottom of rivers. See Sludge.

Sleetiness (slet'i-nes), n. The state of being

sleety.

Sleety (sletlX a. Consisting of sleet; char

acterized by sleet 'The sleety storm.' T.

Warton.

Sleeve (slev), n. [O.E. sieve, A. Sax. sUfe, a

sleeve; slefan, to put on; O.H.G. slauf,

clothing. Probably from root of slip. ]

1. The part of a garment that is fitted to

cover the arm ; as, the sleeve of a coat or

gown.— 2. In mech. a tube into which a rod

or another tube is inserted. If small it is

often called a thimble; when fixed and serv

ing merely to strengthen the object which ft

incloses it is a reinforce. In the majority of

its applications, however, the two parts have

more or less relative circular or longitudinal

motion. K II. Knight— 3. [Comp. Fr. La

Manche, the English Channel, munch?, a

sleeve.] A narrow channel of the sea; any

narrow channel of water. 'The Celtic Sea,

called oftentimes the Sleeve.' Drayton—To

laugh in the sleeve, to laugh privately or un-

Eerceived, that is, perhaps, originally, by

iding the face behind the wide hanging

sleeves worn in former times.

John laughed heartily in his sleeve at the pride of

the esquire. Arbuthnot.

— To hang or pin on the sleeve, to be or

make dependent. 'Why we should hang

our judgment upon the church's sleeve.'

Hooker.

Sleeve (Blev), v.t pret. & pp. sleeved; ppr.

sleeving. To furnish with sleeves; to put

in sleeves.

Sleeve (slev), «. Same as Steave.

Sleeve-button (slevTrnt-n), n. A button to

fasten the sleeve or wriBtband.

Sleeve-coupling (sleVkup-Hng), n. A tube

within which the abutting ends of shaftiug

are coupled together. £. H. Knight.

Sleeved (slevd). a. Having sleeves.

Sleeve-fish (sleVflsh), n. A species of cuttle

fish of the genus Loligo; the squid. See

Squid.

Sleeve-hand \ (slevTiand), n. The cuff at

tached to a sleeve. Shak.

Sleeve-knot (sleVnot), n. A knot or bow

of ribbon attached to the sleeve.

Sleeveless (sleVlea), a. 1. Having no sleeves;

as, a sleeveless coat. ' Sleeveless his jerkin

was.' Donne.—2. Wanting a cover, pretext,

or palliation; unreasonable; bootless; as, a

sleeveless errand.

This sleeveless tale of transubstantiation was

brought into the world by that other fable of multi-

presence. Bo. Halt.

cfa, caain; ch, Sc. lo«A; g. go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, aiiia; TH, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, u?Aig; xh, azure.—See KEY.



SLEEVE-LINK ID I SLIDE-REST

Sleeve-link (slev'lingk), n. A contrivance

consisting of two buttons or studs connected

by a link (or fastening the sleeve or wrist

band.

Sleezy (sle'zi), o. See Sleazy.

Sleid (slid), v. t. [See Slet.] To prepare for

use in the weaver's sley or slaie.

She weived the sUtdedsiSk

With fingers long1. Shah.

Sleigh (sla), n. [D slel, a contr. form of

sleede, a sled or sledge. (See Sled.) The

word was probably introduced by the Dutch

into America and thence to England.) A

vehicle mounted on runners for transporting

persons on the snow or ice. It is generally

of a more elegant or ornamental form than

the sledge or sled used for heavy traffic.

You hear the merry tinkle of the little bells which

announce the speeding sleigh. Ec. Rev.

Sleigh-bell (sbVbel), n. A small bell of

globular form attached to a sleigh or its

arness to give notice of the vehicle's ap

proach.

Sleighing (sla'ing), n. 1. The state of the

snow which admits of running sleiehs.

[United States.]-2. The act of riding in a

sleigh.

Sleighly.t adv. [See Sleight.] Slily; cun-

ningly. Chaucer.

Sleight (slit), n. [From O.E. sleigh, sligh,

sly, crafty, like height from high; Icel.

slmgth, slyness, cunning, from swegr, sly.

See Sly] 1. An artful trick; a trick or feat

so dexterously performed that the manner

of performance escapes observation. ' Lest

our simplicity be overreached by cunning

sleights/ Hooker. — 2. t An art; a skilful

operation. 'Distilled by magic sleights.'

Shak. -3. Dexterous practice; dexterity.

Till what by sleight and what by strength

They had it wonne. Gcwer.

As lookers on feel most delight

That least perceive the juggler's sleight. Hudibras.

Sleight of hand, legerdemain, prestidigita

tion. Beau d> Fl.

Sleight t (slit), a. Deceitful; artful. ' Spells

... of power to cheat the eye with sleight

illusion.' Milton.

Sleightful t (-lit ful), a. Artful; cunningly

dexterous; crafty. 'Sleightful otters.' W.

Browne.

SleightUyt(slit'i-li), adv. Craftily.

Sleightyt (slit'i), a. Exercising Blefght or

craft ; cunning ; crafty ; tricky. 'Men's

sleighty jugling and counterfeit craftea. ' Bp.

Gardiner.

Slen.t Sleen.t pros, tense pi. orinfln. of sic,

to slay.

Slender (slen'der), a. [O.D. slinder, thin,

slender. Perhaps the root meaning is pliant,

bending to and fro; comp. D. slinderen,

slidderen, to wriggle, to creep as a serpent;

L.O. rlindern, to glide] 1. Small or narrow

in circumference or width compared with

the length; not thick; slim; thin; as, a

slender stem or stalk of a plant.

Beauteous Helen shines among the rest.

Tall, slender, straight, with all the graces blest.

Dryden.

2. Not strong; weak; feeble; slight; as,

slender hope; slender probabilities; & slender

constitution.

Mighty hearts are held in slender chains. Pope.

It is very slender comfort that relies upon this nice

distinction. Tillotson.

3. Moderate; trivial; inconsiderable.

A slender degree of patience will enable him to

enjoy both the humour and the pathos. Sir IV. Scott.

4. Small; insufficient; inadequate; meagre;

pitiful ; as. slender means. ' A thin and

slender pittance.' Shak.

Frequent begging makes slender alms Fuller.

5. Not amply supplied.

The good Ostortus often deign'd

To grace my slender table. A. Philips.

6. Spare; abstemious.

In obstructions inflammatory the ailment ought to

be cool, slender, thin, diluting. Arbuthitot.

Slenderly (slen'der-li), adv. In a slender

manner; slightly; feebly; inadequately;

meagrely; sparely; meanly. 'Like a cob

web weaving slenderly.' Spenser. 'Neither

is it a sum to be slenderly regarded.' Sir

J. Hayxoard.

Slenderness (slen'der-nes), n. The state or

quality of lM»ing slender: (a) slimness; amall-

ness of diameter in proportion to the length ;

us, the slenderness of a hair, (b) Want of

strength; weakness; slightnesa; feebleness;

as, the slenderness of a hope, (c) Want of

plenty: insufficiency; as, the slenderness of

a supply.

Slent t (slent), v.i. [See Slant] To make

au oblique remark or sarcastic reflection.

Shoot your arrows at me till your quiver be empty,

but glance not the least slenting insinuation at his

majesty. Fuller.

Slent t (slent), v. t To cause torn aslant or

aside; to ward off.

Slepe.t v.i. To sleep. Chaucer.

Slepez (sle-peUO, n. [Russian name, signi

fying blind.] A remarkable rodent of the

genus Spalax {S. typhlus), order Rodeutia.

Called also the Mote-rat. It is a native of

Southern Russia, Asia Minor, Mesopotamia,

and Syria Like the mole, to which it bears

considerable resemblance, it spends most

of its time in the subterranean tunnels ex

cavated by its powerful paws. It has no

eyes, or rather only rudimentary ones, con

sisting of tiny black specks lying under the

skin; but its organs of hearing are largely

developed. It commits great devastation

in cultivated ground, eating roots of plants.

Slept (alept), pret. and pp. of sleep.

Sleuth (sloth), n. [See Slot] The track

of man or beast as known by the scent.

[Scotch. 1

Sleuth-hound (sloth/hound), n. A blood

hound. [Scotch and Northern English.]

Slew(slu). pret. of slay.

Slew (slu), v.t To swing rouud; to slue.

See Slue.

Slewed (si ud), a. Moderately drunk. [Slang.]

Sley (sla), n, [A Sax sla, a sley; Icel. sld, a

bar, bolt, cross-beam.] A weaver's reed.

Also written Slay.

Sley (sla), v.t. To separate or part into

threads, as weavers do; to prepare for the

sley.

Sllbbert (slib'er), a. Slippery; smooth.

Holland.

Slibowitz (slUro-vits), n. An ardent spirit,

distilled in Bohemia from the fermented

juice of plums.

Slice (alls), v.t. pret A pp. sliced; ppr.

slicing. [O.Fr. esclice, from the O.; O.H.G.

skleizan, scllzan, ^lod.Q.schleiszen,to break,

to split. Akin slate, slit (which see).] 1. To

cut into thin pieces, or to cut off a thin

broad piece from; as, to slice an apple or a

loaf. —2. To cut into parts ; to cut; to divide.

Princes and tyrants slice the earth among them.

Burnet.

S. To cut off in a broad piece; to sever with

a sharp instrument: often with off ; as, to

slice off & piece.

Slioe(slis),n. [From the verb.] l.A thin broad

piece cut off ; as, a slice of bacon; a slice of

cheese; & slice of bread.— 2. That which is

thin and broad like a slice; as, (a) a broad,

thin piece of plaster, (6) An instrument for

clearing the air-spaces between the bars of

furnaces; a fire-shovel; a peel, (e) A salver,

platter, or tray. Pepys. (d) A round-ended

pliable knife, used for spreading plasters; a

spatula, (e) A broad thin knife for serving

fish at table. (/) A kind of paddle used by

printers for spreading ink on the inking

table, (g) A spade -shaped tool used for

flensing whales, (h) A bar with a chisel or

spear-headed end used for stripping off the

sheathing or planking of ships.

Slice-bar (slis'bar), n. Same as Slice 2 (b).

Slicer (slis'er), n. One who or that which

slices; specifically, (a) the slightly concave

circular saw used in gem-cutting. (6) Same

as Slice, 2 (h).

SllCh, Slick (slich, slik), n. [L.O. slick, G.

schlich, pounded and washed ore] The ore

of a metal, particularly of gold, when

pounded and prepared for working.

Sliclct (slik), a. [See Sleek.] Sleek; smooth.

' Silver-bow'd Apollo . . . both slicke and

daintie.' Chapman.

Slick f^lik), adv. Immediately; thoroughly;

effectually. [American.]

Slick (slik), v.t. To make sleek or smooth.

'Slicked all with sweet oil/ Chapman,

[Obsolete or provincial]

Sllcken (slik'en), a. Sleek; smooth. [Ob

solete or provincial.]

Slickensided (slik'en-sld-ed), a. In m ining,

characterized by having sllcken-sides.

SUcken-sides, SUken-sidea (slik'en-Bldz),

Ti. pi. [From forming a sleek or smooth sur

face on the sides of cavities.] 1. A variety of

galena in Derbyshire. It occurs lining the

walls of very small rents or fissures.—2. In

mining, a term applied to the polished stri

ated surfaces of joints, beds, or fissures of

rocks, glazed over with a film of calcareous

or siliceous matter. Such surfaces are

frequently due to the enormous reciprocal

friction of two contiguous surfaces whose

original relative positions have been altered

by some movement of disturbance. Hence

slicken-sides are found in connection with

faults.

Slicking (slik'ing), ». In mining, a narrow

vein of ore.

Slicknesat (slik'nes), n. State of bein2

slick; sleekness.

Slid (slid), pret of slide.

Slid, Slidden (slid, slid'n), pp. of slide.

SUdder (slid'er), v.i. [A. Sax. tliderian, slid-

Han. See SLIDE.] To slide with interrup

tions; to slip repeatedly. [Old English and

Scotch.]

With that he dragg'd the trembling sire

Slidtfring through clotted blood. Dryden

SUdder, t SUdderlyt (slid'er, alid'er-li), a.

[See above.] Slippery.

Sliddery (slid'er-i), a. Slippery. [Old and

provincial. ]

SUde (slid), v.i. pret. slid, sometimes dided;

pp. slid, slidden; ppr sliding. [A. Sax.

slidan, to slide; 0 0. sltten. Sledge (the

vehicle) and sled are allied.] 1. To move

along the surface of any body by slipping;

to slip; to glide; as, a sledge slides on snow

or ice ; a snow-slip slides down the moun

tain's side. Especially—2. To move over the

surface of the snow or ice with a smooth

uninterrupted motion ; to amuse one's self

with gliding over a surface of ice.

They bathe in summer, and in winter slide.

H'aUer.

3. To pass inadvertently.

Make a door and a bar for thy mouth: beware thou

slide not by it. Ecclus. xxviij. at>.

4. To pass along smoothly ; to move gently

onward ; to slip away; to glide onward; as,

a ship or boat slides through the water.

Ages shall slide away without perceiving. Dryden

Parts answering parts shall slide into a whole. Pipe.

6. To be disregarded. ' Let the world slide.'

Shak.— 6. To pass silently and gradually

from one state to another: generally from a

better to a worse. ' Nor could they have

slid into those brutish immoralities. ' South.

7. To make a slip ; to commit a fault ; to

backslide. Shak.—8. To go; to move off; to

be gone. [Colloq. ]—9. In music, to pass from

one note to another without any cessation

of sound or apparent distinction between

the intervals.

SUde (slid), v.t. 1. To thrust smoothly along:

to thrust or push forward by slipping; as, to

slide along a log or piece of timber.—2. To

pass or put imperceptibly; to slip. 'Sliding

in or leaving out such words as entirely

change the question!' Watt*.

SUde (slid), n. 1. A smooth and easy passage.

Kings that have able men of their nobility shall find

ease in employing them,' and a better slide into

business. Satan,

2. Flow; even course.

There be, whose fortunes are like Homer's verses.

that have a slide and easiness more than the verses

of other poets. Bacon.

3. A prepared smooth surface of ice for

sliding on.

Mr. Pickwick ... at last took another run, and

went slowly and gravely down the slide, with his feet

about a yard and a quarter apart, amid the gratified

shouts of all the spectators. Dtdtens.

4 An inclined plane for facilitating the

descent of heavy bodies by the force of

gravity. —5. In music, a grace consisting of

two small notes moving by conjoint degrees,

and leading to a principal note above or

below.—0. That part of an instrument or

apparatus which slides or is slipped into or

out of place ; as, (a) the glass on which a

microscopic object is mounted, the pictures

shown by the stereoscope, magic-lantern,

and the like, (fr) The guide-bars on the

crosshead of a steam-engine; also, the slide-

valve, (c) The sliding tube of a trumpet or

trombone.

Slide-groat (alld'grdt), n. Same as Shore-

groat. Shovel-board.

Slider (slid'er), 11. One who or that which

slides; specifically, the part of an instru

ment, apparatus, or machine that slides.

Slide-rail (slid'ral), n. 1. A contrivance for

shunting carriages, wagons, <fcc., consisting

of a platform on wheels running transversely

across the tracks, and carrying the carriage,

iVc, from one line of rails to another with

out shunting.—2. A switch-rail See Rail

way.

Slide-rest (slid'rest), n. An appendage to

the turning-lathe for holding and resting

the cutting-tool, and insuring accuracy in

its motion. The slide-rest imparts motion

to the cutting-tool in two directions, the

one being parallel and the other at light

angles to the axis of the lathe.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J, Sc fey.
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Slide-rod (slid'rud), n. The rod which moves

tiit* slide- ral ve in a steam-engine.

Slider-pump (slid'er-pump), n, A name

common to several pumps of various forms,

but all having a piston which revolves con

tinuously and forces the water through a

pipe by means of a slide regulated by a

spring, which intercepts its passage in any

other direction.

Slide-valve (slid'valv), n, A contrivance ex

tensively employed in regulating the admis

sion or escape of steam or water in ma

chinery. A familiar example of the slide-

valve is found in the ordinary steam-valve

of a steam-engine. See D-Valve.

Sliding (sliding), a. 1. Fitted for sliding;

apt to slide. — 2. Slippery; uncertain ; as,

sliding fortune. Chaucer.

Sliding (slid'ing), n. 1. Lapse; falling;

transgression; backsliding.

You secm'd c-f laic to make the law a tyrant ;

And rather prov'd the sliding of your brother

A merriment than a vice. Shak.

2. In meek, the motion of a body along a

plane, when the same face, or surface of the

moving body, keeps in contact with the

surface of the plane; thus distinguished

from rolling, in which the several parts of

the moving body come successively in con

tact with the plane on which it rolls.

Sliding -baulk (slld'ing-bak), n. In ship-

buildmg, one of a set of planks fitted under

the bottom of a ship, to descend with her

upon the bilge-ways in launching. They are

also termed SluSing-plank*.

Sliding-gauge (slid'inK-gaj), n. An instru

ment used by mathematical instrument

makers for measuring and setting off dis

tances.

Sliding - gunter Mast (slld'ing-gun-ter

mast), n. In a square-rigged vessel, a spar

opon which a sky sail is set when the royal

mast has no pole. It rests upon the top

gallant mast-head.

Sliding -keel (slid'ing-kel), n. A narrow

oblong frame or platform let down vertically

through the bottom of a small vessel, like

the deepening of a keel throughout a portion

of her length. Sliding-keels serve to dimin

ish the tendency of any vessel having a fiat

bottom or small draught to roll, and to pre

vent a sailing vessel from falling to leeward

when close-hauled.

Sliding - plank (slid'lng-plangk), n. See

SUI'IXO-BAULK.

Sliding-rule (8lid'ing-rbT),n. A mathemati

cal instrument or scale, consisting of two

parts, one of which slides along the other,

and each having certain sets of numbers

engraved on it, so arranged that when a

given number on the one scale is brought to

coincide with a given number on the other,

the product or some other function of the

two numbers is obtained by inspection. The

numbers may be adapted to answer various

purposes, but the Instrument is chiefly used

in gauging and for the measuring of timber.

Sllding-scale (sHd'ing-skal), n, 1. A scale

or rate of payment which varies under cer

tain conditions; as, (a) a scale for raising or

lowering imposts in proportion to the fall

and rise in the prices of the goods. (&) A

scale of wages which rises and falls with the

market price of the goods turned out (c)

The scale of prices for manufactured goods

which is regulated by the rise and fall in

price of the raw material, &c—2. Same as

Siiding-rvU.

Slie,t Sllgh,t a. Sly; cunning. Chaucer.

Slight tsTft),' a. [Not found in Anglo-Saxon,

but in all the other Teutonic tongues. D.

tLeht, plain, common, mean; IceL slittr

(with loss of the guttural), smooth, even,

common; G. sehlecht, smooth, plain, then

plain as opposed to whatisofsuperiorvalue,

and then bad. The word is supposed to

have meant originally beaten out smooth,

the root being that of slay.] 1. Not de

cidedly marked; inconsiderable; unimpor

tant; small; trifling; insignificant; om, a slight

diflerence. ' Iu some slight measure.' Shak.

1 Not strong or forcible; feeble; weak; gen

tle: as, a flight impulse, impression, or

effort—3. Not severe, violeht, or very pain

ful; not dangerous; as, a flight pain, illness,

headache, or the like.—4. Not thorough or

exhaustive; superficial; careless; negligent;

as. a slight examination. —5. Not firm or

enduring; perishable; as, a elight structure.

6 Paltry -.contemptible; worthless; frivolous.

'tvtTjtlight occasion.' Shak. 'Someplease-

nun. some slight zany.' Shak. ' A slight un-

nx-ri table man,' Shak.

I *ii shamed through all niy nature to have loved so

slight a thing. Tennyson.
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7. Not stout or heavy; slim; slender. 'Round

the flight waist.' Byron. ' HiB own figure,

which was formerly so slight.' Sir W. Scott.

8. Contemptuous; disdainful.

Slight was his answer—Well," I care not

Tennyson.

ftt Foolish; silly; weak In Intellect.

Slight (slit), n. A moderate degree of con

tempt manifested chiefly by neglect, over

sight, or inattention; neglect; disregard;

scorn ; as, to suffer many flights at a per

son's hands.

An image seem'd to pass the door,

To look, at her with slight. Tennyson.

Stn. Neglect, disregard, inattention, con

tempt, disdain, scorn.

Slight (slit), v.t To treat as of little value

and unworthy of notice; to disregard in

tentionally; to treat with intentional ne

glect or superciliousness; as, to slight the

divine commands or the offers of mercy; to

flight a person. ' Puts him off, slights him.'

Shak.—To slight over, to run over in haste ;

to perform superficially; to treat carelessly.

His death and your deliverance

Were themes that ought not to be slighted over.

Dryden.

Slight t (slit), v. t. [From flight in old sense

of smooth, level; L.G. fligten, D. flechten,

to level, to demolish.] 1. To dismantle, as

a fortress ; to overthrow.

The castle was slighted by order of tl-.e parliament.

Clarendon.

2. To throw; to cast.

The rogues slighted me into the river with as little

remorse as they would have drown'd a bitch's blind

puppies. Shak.

Slight t (slit), adv. Slightly.

Is Cirsar with Antonius prized so slightt Shak.

Slightt (slit), n, [See Sleight.] Artifice;

dexterity; sleight.

Slightent (sllt'n), v.t To slight or disre

gard. B. Jonson.

Slighter (sllt'er), n. One who slights or

neglects. Jer. Taylor.

Slightfuli (sllt'fyl), a. Full of cunning.

Wild beasts forsook their dens or woody hills,

And slight/ul otters left the purling rills.

W. Browne.

Slightingly (sHt'fng-10, adv. In a slighting

manner; with disrespect. Boyle.

Slightly (slitli), adv. In a slight manner;

as, (a) weakly; superficially; with inconsid

erable force or effect; in a small degree; as,

a man slightly wounded; an audience sligh tly

affected with preaching. (6) Negligently ;

without regard; with moderate contempt

You were to blame

To part so slightly with your wife's first gift Shak.

Slightness (sllfnea), n. 1. The state or

quality of being slight; weakness; want of

force or strength; superflcialness; as, the

slightness of a wound or an impression.—

2. Negligence ; want of attention ; want of

vehemence.

How does it reproach the slightness of our sleepy

heartless addresses I Dr. H. More.

Slightyt (slit'i), a. 1. Superficial; slight—

tTTrining; inconsiderable.

SHke.t a. Such. Chaucer.

Slikenaides(slik'en-si<l2),»kpL SeeSucKEN-

SIDES.

Slily (slHi), adv. In a sly or cunning man

ner; with artful or dexterous secrecy. Writ

ten also Slyly.

Satan slily robs us of our grand treasure.

Dr. H. Afore.

Slim (slim), a. [Same word as D. slim, L.G.

tilimm, Dan. and Sw. stem, IceL slatmr, G.

schlimm.M with the stronger sense of bad.]

1. Slender ; of small diameter or thickness

in proportion to the height

I was jogg'd on. the elbow by a slim young girl of

seventeen. Addison.

2. Weak; slight; unsubstantial 'A slim

excuse.' Barrow.—3. Slight; not sufficient:

applied to workmanship. — 4. Worthless.

[Provincial and Scotch.]

Slime (slim), n. [A. Sax. fltm, IceL flitn,

D. slijm, G. schleim, slime, slimy matter,

mucilage, &c. ; allied to G. schlamm, mud,

mire, perhaps to lime, loam, with prefixed *. ]

1. Any soft, ropy, glutinous, or viscous sub

stance ; as, (a) soft moist earth having au

adhesive quality; viscous mud.

As it (Nilus) ebbs, the seedsman

Upon ihe slime and ooze scatters his grain. Shak.

(b) Asphalt or bitumen.

She took for him an ark of bulrushes, and daubed

it with slime and with pitch. Ex. ii. 3.

(c) A mucous, viscous substance exuded

from the bodies of certain animals. 'Mixt

with bestial slime.' Milton— 2. Fig. any

thing of a clinging and offensive nature;

SLING

cringing or fawning words or actions. ' The

slime that sticks on filthy deeds.' Shak.

Slime) (slim), v.t. pret <fc pp. slimed; ppr.

sliming. To cover as with slime ; to make

slimy. ' Snake-like slimed his victim ere he

gorged. ' Ten nyson.

Slime-pit (slmvpit), n. An asphalt or bitu

men pit

And the vale of Siddim was full of slime pits.

Gen. xiv, 10.

In an hour the bitumen was exhausted for the

time, the dense smoke gradually ilied away, and the

pale light of the moon shone over the black slime-

pits. Layard.

Sliminess ( slim'i-nes ), n. The quality of

being slimy; viscosity; slime. Flayer.

Slimmer (Blim'er), a. [From slim; comp.

G. schlimner, sorry, paltry.] Delicate; easily

hurt [ProvinciaLJ

Being a gentlewoman both by blood and education,

she's a very slimmer affair to handle in a doing of

this kind. Gall.

SUmmlsh (slim'ish), a. Somewhat allm.

'He's a slimmish chap.' Jerrold.

Slimness (slim'nes), n. State or quality of

being slim.

Slimsy (slim'ri), a. [From slim.] Flimsy;

frail : most frequently applied to cotton or

other cloth. [American. J

Slimy (Blim'i), a. Abounding with slime;

consisting of slime; overspread with slime;

glutinous; as, a slimy soil.

The very deep did rot ; O Christ !

That ever this should be I

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs

Upon the slimy sea. Coleridge.

Sliness (sll'nes), n. The state or quality of

being sly. See Slyness.

Sling (sling), n. [A. Sax. slingt, Sc. thing, D.

slinger, Sw. slunga, IceL flanga.O.Q. slinga.a

sling. See the verb.] 1. An Instrument for

throwing stones or bullets, consisting of a

strap and two strings attached to it The

stone or bullet is lodged in the strap, and the

ends of the strings being held in the hand

the Bling is whirled rapidly round in a circle,

and the missile thrown by letting go one of

the strings. The velocity with which the

projectile is discharged is the same as that

with which it is whirled round in a circle,

having the string for its radius. The sling

was a very general instrument of war among

the ancients. With a sling and a stone

David killed Goliath.—2. A sweep or swing;

a sweeping stroke, as if made in slinking.

' At one tling of thy victorious arm. * Milton.

As when the air is serene in the sultry solstice of

summer,

Suddenly gathers a storm, and the deadly sling of

the hailstones

Beats down the farmer's corn in the field and shat

ters his windows. Lengfellow.

3. A kind of hanging bandage in which a

wounded limb is sustained. —4. A device for

holding heavy ar

ticles, as casks,

bales, Ac, se

curely while being

raised or lowered.

A common form

consists of coils of

rope fitted se

curely round the

object, but fre

quently a chain

with hooks at its

end, and a ring

through which to

pass the hook of

the hoisting rope,

as shown iu the

figure, is employ

ed. — 5. The strap

by which a rifle

Is supported on

the shoulder. —

Boat slings, strong

ropes furnished

with hooks and

Sline used in unloading

Vessels.

iron thimbles, whereby to hook the tackles

in order to hoist the boats in and out of the

ship.—Slings of a yard, ropes fixed round

the middle of the yard, serving to suspend

it for the greater ease of working, or for

security in an engagement. This term also

applies to the middle or that part of the

yard on which the slings are placed.

Sling (sling), v.t. pret & pp. slung; ppr.

slitiging. [A. Sax. slingan, to sling, to swing;

Dan. flynge, to sling, to wind ; Sw. slirtga,

to twist ; IceL slyngva, slbngva, to sling, to

swing; G. tchlingen, to interlace, to knit.

Probably from a root denoting to make a

winding or serpentine motion; comp. IceL

sktngi, G. tchlange, a serpent Slink may

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. lota; g, go;
j, job; Si, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin, w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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be from the same root] 1. To throw with

a alfng.

Every one could sling stones at an hairbreadth,

and not miss. Ju<V- *«■ l6-

2. To throw; to hurl. 'Slings a broken rock

aloft in air." A ddison. —3. To hang so as to

swing; as, to sling a pack.—4. To move or

swing hy a rope which suspends the thing;

to place in slings in order to hoist or

lower, as boats, casks, ordnance, or any

other weighty body.

Sling (sling), r. i. To move with long, swing-

ins, elastic steps.

SUng (sling), n. [Comp. L.G. slingen, Q.

sehhngen, to swallow.] An American drink

composed of equal parts of spirit (as rum,

gin, whisky, Ac.) and water Bweetened.

Sling -cart (sliugTEArt), u. A kind of cart

which conveys cannon and their carriages,

dec., for short distances, by having them

slung hy a chain from the axle-tree.

SUng-dbg (slingMog), n. An iron hook for

aiding with a fang at one end and an eye

at the other for a rope, used in pairs, two

being employed together with connecting

tackle.

Slinger (sling'er). n. One who slings or uses

asfirig. 2 Ki. iii. 25.

Slinging (sling'ing), p. and a. A term ap

plied to a long, swinging, elastic pace in

which much ground is covered with appa

rently little exertion ; swinging. [Colloquial. ]

They started off at a long stinging trot across the

fields. T. Hughes.

Sling-stone (sling'ston), n. A stone hurled

from a sliug.

The arrow cannot make him Aee; sling-stones are

turned with him into stubble. Job xli. 36.

Slink (sllngk), v.i. pret A pp. slunk (pret

sometimes slank). [A. Sax tltncan, to slink,

to crawl, to creep ; Sw. glinka, to go away

secretly and stealthily ; perhaps from root

of sling. See sung, v.t.) 1. To sneak; to

creep away meanly; to steal away.

Nay, we will slink away in Supper-time,

Disguise us at my lodging ana return. Shak.

He would pinch the children in the dark, and then

slink into a comer. Arbuthnot.

There were some few who stank obliquely from

them as they passed. Lander.

2 To miscarry; to cast the young one : said

of a female beast.

Slink (slingk), v.t. To cast prematurely:

said of the female of a beast.

Slink (slingk), a. 1. Produced prematurely:

as, a slink calf. —2. [Comp. D. slunken, gaunt,

thin; G. schlank, slender.] Thin; slender;

lean; starved and hungry. Sir W. Scott.

Slink ( slingk ), n 1. A sneaking fellow ; a

greedy starveling; a cheat — 2. A calf or

other animal brought forth prematurely;

the flesh of an animal prematurely brought

forth ; the veal of a calf killed Immediately

after being calved. [Provincial English and

Scotch. ]

Slip (slip), v.i. pret. A pp. slipped; ppr. slip

ping. [A. Sax. sltpan, to slip, to glide; D.

slippen, Dan. slippe, IceL sleppa, to slip, to

slide, to glide away.] 1. To move along the

Burface of a thing without bounding, rolling,

or stepping; to slide; to glide.

They trim their feathers, which makes them oily

and slippery, that the water may slip off them.

Mortimer.

2. To slide; to fall down; not to tread

firmly.

If he should slip, he sees his grave gaping under

him. South.

3. To move or start, as from a socket or the

like. ' The bone slips out again. ' Wiseman.

4. To depart or withdraw secretly; to aneak

or slink off: with away.

Thus one tradesman slips away,

To give his partner fairer play Prior

5. To fall into error or fault; to err.

There is one that slippeth in his speech, but not

from his heart. Ecclus. xix. 16.

If he had been as you

And you as he, you would have slipped like him.

Shak.

6. To pass unexpectedly or Imperceptibly ;

to glide.

Thrice the flitting shadow stifip'd away Dryden.

7- To enter by oversight: with in or info.

Some mistakes may have stipt into it; but others

will be prevented. Pope.

8. To escape insensibly, especially from the

memory; to be lost

Use the most proper methods to retain the ideas

you have acquired, tor the mind is ready to let many

of them slip. Watts.

—To let slip, to set free from the leash or

noose, as a hound straining after a hare.

' Let slip the dogs of war.' Shak.

Slip (slip), r.f. 1. To convey secretly.

He tried to slip a powder into her drink.

Arbuthnot.

2. To lose by negligence; to omit; to allow

to escape. 'Let us not slip the occasion.'

Milton 'And slip no advantage that may

secure you.' B. Jonson.— Z. To let loose;

as, to slip the hounds.

I .ucentio slipp'd me like his greyhound. Shak.

4. To throw off; to disengage one's self

from.

My horse slipped his bridle and ran away. Swift.

5. To pass over or omit negligently ; as, to

slip over the main points of a subject.—

6. To suffer abortion of; to miscarry, as a

beast. —7. To make a slip or slips of for

planting; to cut slips from.

The branches also may be slipped and planted.

Mortimer.

— To slip off, to take off noiselessly or

hastily ; as, to slip off one's shoes or gar

ments.— To slip on, to put on in haste or

loosely; as, to slip on a gown or coat—To

slip a cable, to veer out and let go the end.—

To slip collar (fig), to escape from restraint;

to withdraw from one's engagements; to

shirk doing one's duty; to back out. [Colloq.]

— To slip the leash, to disengage one's self

from a leash or noose, as a dog on sighting

its prey; hence to free one's self from all

restraining influences.

If they did terrify the natives by displaying their

formidable fangs, the time had not yet come when

they were to slip the leash and spring upon their

Slip (slip), n, 1. The act of slipping. ' Slips

in sensual mire.' Tennyson.—2. An unin

tentional error or fault; a mistake inad

vertently made; a blunder; as, a slip of

the pen or of the tongue. ' A very easy slip

I have made in putting one seemingly in

different word for another' Locke.—Z. A

departure from rectitude; a venial trans

gression ; an indiscretion ; a backsliding

' Such wanton, wild and usual slips as are

most known to youth and liberty. Shak.—

4. [Perhaps lit. a twig that c»nbe slipped in. ]

A twig separated from the main stock, espe

cially for planting or grafting; a sciou; a

cutting; as, the slip of a vine. 'A native

slip to us from foreign seeds. ' Shak. ' Was

graftwithcrabtreesftp*.' Shak. Sometimes

like scion applied to persons; as, a Klip of

nobility. 'Slight she-slips of loyal blood.'

Tennyson.—5. A leash or string by which a

dog is held; so called from its being so made

as to slip or become loose by relaxation of

the hand.

I see you stand like greyhounds in the slips

Straining upon the start. Shah.

6. An escape; a secret or unexpected deser

tion: commonly with give.

The more shame for her goodyshfp,

to give so near a friend the slip. Hudibras.

7. A long narrow piece; a strip; a streak;

as, a slip of paper. ' Moonlit slips of silver

clouds. Tennyson. Hence—8. In printing,

a portion of a work or newspaper not yet

formed into pages or columns. —9. Anything

easily slipped off or on; as, (a) a loose kind

of garment worn by a female. (6) A child's

pinafore (c) A loose covering or case; as, a

pillow-siip.—10. In pottery, ground flint or

clay mixed in water till of the consistence of

cream for making porcelain.— 11. t A coun

terfeit piece of money, being brass covered

with silver.

There are many slips and counterfeits;

Deceit is fruitful. B. jfonson.

12. Matter found in troughs of grindstones

after the grinding of edge-tools. [Local.]

13. A particular quantity of yarn. [Local.]

14. In the United States, an opening be

tween warves or in a dock. —15. An inclined

plane upon which a vessel is supported while

building or upon which she is hauled up for

repair; also, a contrivance for hauling vessels

out of the water for repairs, Ac. One form

of slip consists of a carriage or cradle with

truck- wheels which run upon rails on an in

clined plane. The ship is placed on the car

riage while in the water, and the carriage

together with the ship is drawn up the in

clined plane by means of wheels and pinions

wrought by men or steam power. —1(J. In the

United States, a long seat or narrow pew,

often without any door, in churches.— 17. In

geol. a familiar term for a fault or disloca

tion, a mass of strata being separated verti

cally or aslant as if one portion had slipped

from the other. Page.— 18. In insurance,

a note of the contract made out before the

policy is effected for the purpose of asking

the consent of underwriters to the proposed

policy. It is merely a jotting or short

memorandum of the terms to which the un

derwriters subscribe their initials, with the

sums for which they are willing to engage.

It has no force as a contract of insurance.

19. In cricket, one of the fielders who stands

behind the wicket on the off side, and whose

duty it is to back up the wicket-keeper and

take the Utters place at the wicket when

he runs after the hall —Long slip, a fielder

who stands at some distance behind slip to

catch any balls which the tatter misses. —

20. The difference between the speed of a

propeller and that of the steam-ship, being

due to the retreat of the resisting medium

under the impact of the propeller. The

speed of the vessel being deducted from the

speed of the propeller gives the slip.

Slip-board (slip'bord), n. A board sliding

in grooves.

I ventured to draw back the slip-ioard on the

roof, contrived on purpose to let in air. Swift,

Slip-clutch Coupling (slipTiluch ku'pl-ing),

n. In mach. a form of coupling belong

ing to the class of friction couplings. It

is represented in Its best form by the an

nexed figure. On the shaft B is fixed a pul

ley, which is embraced by a friction-band a

Slip-clutch Coupling.

as tightly as may be required. This band is

provided with projecting ears, with which

the prongs b b of a fixed cross d on the driv-

ing-shaft a can be shifted Into contact

This cross is free to slide endlong on its

shaft, but is connected to it by a sunk fea

ther, so that being thrown forward into

gear with the ears of the friction-band, the

shaft being iu motion, the band slips round

on its pulley until the friction becomes

equal to the resistance, and the pulley gra

dually attains the same motion as the

clutch. The arms and sockets c c, which

are keyed fast on the shaft A, are intended

to steady and support the prongs, and to re

move the strain from the shifting part.

Slip-coat-cheese (slipTiSt-chez), n. A rich

variety of cheese made from milk warm from

the cow, and resembling butter, but white.

Simmonds.

Slip-dock (slip'dok), n. A dock whose floor

slopes towards the water, so that its lower

end is in deep water, and its upper end

above high-water mark. It is laid with rails

to support the cradle. See SLIP, 1">

Slip-nook (slip'hbk), n.. Xaut. a hook which

grasps a chain-cable by one of its links, and

may be disengaged or slipped by the mo

tion of a trigger, slidfng-ring, or the like.

Slip-kiln (sltp'kil), n. In pottery, an ob

long trough of stone or brick, bottomed with

fire-tiles, and heated by a furnace beneath,

used for drying slip to a workable consist

ence. See Slip, 10.

Slip-knot (slip'not), n. A bow-knot; a knot

which will not bear a strain, but slips along

the rope or line around which It is made.

Slip-link (sliplingk), n. In macA. a con

necting link so arranged as to allow the

parts some play in order to avoid concusaiou.

Slip-on (slip-on'), u. In the West Highlands

of Scotland, a greatcoat thrown over the

shoulders loosely like a cloak.

Slipped (slipt), a. In her. an epithet for a

flower or branch depicted as if torn from the

stalk.

Slipper (slip'er), n. 1. One who or that

which slips or lets slip; specifically, in cours

ing, the functionary who holds the couple

of hounds in the leash, and lets both slip at

the same instant on a given signal when the

hare is started. —2. [A. Sax. slipper, stypescA,

a slipper] A loose light shoe into which

the foot may be easily slipped, generally

for household wear; a slip-shoe.—S. A kind

of apron for children, to be Blipped over

their other clothes to keep them clean.

Called also a Slip or Pinafore.—4. A kind of

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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iron slide or brake shoe acting as a drag on

the wheel of a heavy wagon on descending

an incline.—5, A plant of the genus Pedil-

tnthua, so called from the involucres assum

ing the appearance of a slipper. Known

also as Slipper-plant.

Slippert (slip'er), a. Slippery. Spenser.

Slipper-bath (slip'er-bath), n. A bathing-

hox, made usually of tinned Iron or zinc

plates, shaped like a high shoe, to enable

the bather to take a half-horizontal, half-

vertical position.

Slippered (slip'erd), a. Wearing slippers.

' Hie lean and slipper'd pantaloon.' Shak.

Bllppertly (alip'er-i-li), adv. In a slippery

manner.

SlipperinesB (sllp'er-i-nes), n. The state or

quality of being slippery ; as, (a) a state of

surface making it easy to slip ; lubricity ;

smoothness; as, the slipperiness of ice or

snow: the slipperiness of a muddy road.

"The moisture and slipperiness of the way.'

MaujtdreU. (6) Glibneas; readiness to slip.

We do not only fall by the slipperiness of our

tongue*, but wc deliberately discipline tlicm to mis

chief. Dr. H. Mart.

(c) Uncertainty; mutability; changeable-

ness. (d) Lubricity of character; tendency

to get out of engagements, Ac

Slipperwort (slip'er-wert), ft. A plant of the

genus Calceolaria, so called from the form

of the lower lip of the corolla. See CALCEO-

LAMA.

Slippery (slip'ftr-iX o. [From the older

thpi*r. A. Sax. slipor, slippery. See Slip.]

1 Allowing or causing anything to slip, slide,

or move smoothly and rapidly on the sur

face; smooth; glib; as, oily substances ren

der things slippery.

The maiden dreamt

That tome one put this diamond in her hand ;

And thai it was too slippery to be held, Tennyson.

t Xot affording firm footing or support.

' Hanging them in the slippery clouds.' Shak.
■ The slipp'ry tops of human state.' Cowley.

3, Using cunning or artful devices to escape;

liable or apt to slip away; hence, not to be

trusted to ; ready to use evasions or the

like; as, a slippery person to deal with.

The fti/p'ry god will try to loose his hold.

PryJen.

4. liable to slip; not standing Arm. 'Slip-

pery Nando*. Shak. [Rare.]—5. Unstable;

changeable; mutable; uncertain. 'The slip

pery state of kings.' Sir J. Denham.

Ob. world, thy slippery turns 1 Shak.

6 Not certain in its effect.

One sure trick is better than a hundred slippery

ones. Ste R VEstrange.

7 Wanton; unchaste. 'My wife is slippery.'

Shak

Sllppinesslslip'i-neB). n. Slipperiness. 'The

slippiness of the way.' Sir W. Scott. [Pro

vincial ]

Slippy (slip'i), a. [A. Sax. slipeg, slippery.]

Slippery [Old and provincial]

Slip-rope) (slip'rop), n. Xaut. a rope used to

tnce the bight of the cable into the head,

and also employed in casting off a vessel till

she is got in a tide-way, etc.

Slipshod (slip'shod), a. 1. Wearing slippers;

wearing shoes or slippers down at heel.

The shivering urchin . . . with slipshod

heels.' Cowper. Hence — 2. Appearing or

moving like one in slippers; careless or

slovenly in manners, actions, and the like;

shuffling; as, a slipshod style of writing.

Thy wit shall not go stipshott. Shak.

Slipshoe (siip'shb), n. A slipper.

Slip-skint (suj/»kiu), a. Slippery; evasive.

who*.

Slipslop (slip'slop), a. [A reduplication of

slop.] L Bad liquor. —2. Feeble composi

tion.

Slip-slop (slip'slop), a. Feeble; poor; je

june.

Slip-String (slip'string), n. One that has

shaken off restraint; a prodigal. Called also
Slip-thrift. •Uakehells and slip-strings.' Cut-

j[m«. [Rare]

Blipt i ■>] 1 1 1 ; i, pret. & pp. of slip. Tennyson.

Slip-thxiftt (slip'thrift), n. A spendthrift;

a prodigal

Sn (shah), n [A lighter form of slash.] A

crosa-cut ' Sluh and slash ' Shak.

Hit (slit), c t. pret. «£ pp. slU or slitted; ppr.

slitting. [A. Sax. slltaa. to tear, to rend; to

break through ; Icel slita, Dan. slide, Sw.

stita, to tear, to separate by force; G. schleis-

sen, to silt, to split; akin slate, slice (which

•«). 1 1. To cut lengthwise; to cut into

king pieces or strips ; as, to ml it iron bars

tow nail rods.—2. To cut or make a long

fissure in or upon ; as, to slit the ear or

tongue, or the nose.

1*11 Hit the villain's nose that would have sent me

to the gaol. Shak.

3. To cut in general; to divide by cutting; to

sunder.

Comes the blind Fury, with the abhorred shears,

And siits the thin-spun life. Mitten.

Silt (slit), n. [A. Sax. slite, Icel slit, a rent

or slit. See the verb.] 1. A long cut, or a

narrow opening. 'A slit or oblong hole,

which was narrower than the pupil of my

eye.' Newton.

Where the tender rinds of trees disclose

Their shooting gems, a swelling knot there grows;

Just in that puce a narrow slit wc make.

Dryden.

2. A cleft or crack in the breast of cattle.—

Slit planting, a method of planting, which

is performed by making slits in the soil with

a spade, so as to cross each other, and in

serting the plant at the point where the

slits cross.

Slit-deal (slit'ddl). ft, In carp, a 11-inch

plank cut into two boards. Simmonds.

Slither (sliTH'er), v.i. To slide; to move

smoothly; to glide. [Provincial]

Slithery (sliTH'er-i), a. Slippery; Bliddery.

[Provincial]

Slitter (slit'er), a. One who or that which

slits.

Slitting -mill (slit'ing-mil), n. i. A mill

where iron bars or plates are slit into nail

rods, Ac.—2. A machine used by lapidaries

for slitting or cutting gems, stones, &c,

previous to grinding and polishing. It con

sists of a very thin sheet-iron disc, the edge

of which is charged with diamond powder

and lubricated with oil, mounted on a stand,

and revolved by a treadle or otherwise.

SIitting-roiler (slit'ing-rol-ler), n. One of

a pair of coacting rollers having ribs which

enter intervening spaces on the companion

rollers, and cutting in the manner of shears,

used in slitting-mills for metals, &c.

Slive(sliv), v.t. [Allied to slip; comp. G.

schleyen, to slide.] To sneak; to skulk; to

proceed in a sly way; to creep; to idle away

time. [Local ]

Slive t (Bliv), v.t. [A. Sax. slffan, to cleave,

to split; hence sliver.] To cleave; to split;

to divide. Holland.

81iver (sliv'er or sli'ver), v.t. [See Slive.]

To cut or divide into long thin pieces, or

into very small pieces; to cut or rend length

wise; to break or tear off; as, to sliver wood.

Slips of yew,

Sliver,tin the moon's eclipse. Shak.

Sliver (sliv'er or sli'ver), n. 1. A long piece

cut or rent off, or a piece cut or rent length

wise.— 2. A small branch.

There, on the pendant boughs her coronet weeds

Clambering to hang, an envious stiver broke;

When down her weedy trophies and herself

Fell in the weeping brook. Shak.

3. In spinning, a continuous strand of wool,

cotton, or other fibre, in a loose untwisted

condition, ready for stubbing or roving.

Sl0,t v.t To slay. Romaunt of the Rose.

Sloak, Sloakan (sldk, slok 'an), n. See

Slokan.

Sloam (slom), n. In mining, a layer of

earth or clay between coal strata.

Sloat (slot), n. [A form of slat, a thin bar;

L.G. slaate, a pole, a stem] A narrow piece

of timber which holds together larger pieces;

as, the cross stoats in the frame forming the

bottom of a cart.

Slobber (slob'er), tu\ [A form of slabber.]

To drivel ; to dote ; to be weak or foolish ;

to slabber. Swift.—To slobber over work is

todo it in a slovenly or half-finished manner.

[Familiar.]

Slobber (slob'er), v.t. To slaver; to spill

upon; to slabber.

Slobber (slob'er), ft. Slaver; liquor spilled;

slabber.

Slobberer (slob'er-er), ft, 1. One who slob

bers.—2. A slovenly farmer; also, a jobbing

tailor. Grose; HalUwell. [Provincial Eng

lish]

Slobbery (slob'er-i), a. Moist; muddy;

sloppy. 'Slobbery weather.' Swift

But I will sell my dukedom

To buy a slobbery and dirty farm

In that nook-shotten isle of Albion. Shak.

Slock, Slocken (slok, slok'u), v.t. [A form

of slake. Icel slokna, to be extinguished.

See Slake.] To quench; to allay; to slake.

[Old English and Scotch.]

Slocking-Stone (slok'ing-st6n), n. In min

ing, a stone of rich ore extracted, or pro

fessed to be extracted, from a certain mine,

displayed to induce persons to take shares

in it.

Sloe (Primus spiitosa).

Sloe (sl6), n. [A. Pax. sla, sltlhe, Sc. sloe, D.

and L.G. slee, G. schtehe, from L.G. slee, D.

sleeuie, G. schleh, sour, astringent] A Brit

ish shrub of the

genus Primus,

the P. spinosa,

called also Black

thorn. It is a

low shrub or tree,

with irregularly

spreading round

branches; leaves

serrate ; flowers

very numerous,

with pure white

petals ; fruit

black with a blu

ish bloom, very

austere. It grows

in thickets,

hedges, and on

dry banks, and is

used as stocks on which to engraft the plum

and some other species. See Pruntjs.

Slogan (slo'gan), n. [Contr of Gael, sluagh-

ghairm, an army cry.] The war-cry or gather

ing word or phrase of one of the old High

land clans ; hence, the watchword used by

Boldlers in the field.

Sound the fife and cry the slogan—

Let the pibroch shake the air. Jytoun.

Slogardie.t n. Sloth; sluggishness. Chau

cer.

Slogger (slog'fir), n. A second-class racing

boat at Cambridge, corresponding to the

torpid of Oxford. (University slang.]

Slokan, Sloke (sloTcan, slok), n. A name

given to Bpecies of edible sea-weed belong

ing to the genera Porphyra and Ulva. Called

also Sloakan, Sloak. See Layer.

Sloken (slok'en), v.t. See Slock. Slocken.

SlOO (sib), n. A slough. [Old English and

provincial American.]

SlOOin (slom), n. [A. Sax. slwna, slumber;

O.G. slumen, to sleep. Slumber is from

A. Sax. sluma.] Slumber. HalliweU. [Ob

solete or local]

Sloomy (slbm'i), a. Sluggish; slow. Haiti-

well. [Obsolete or local]

Sloop (slbp), n. [D. sloep, L.G. sluup, slupe,

a sloop, from root of slip. Akin shallop

(through the French).] A vessel with one

mast, and often with nothing but fore-and-

aft sails, the main-sail being attached to a

gaff above, to a boom below, and to the mast

on its foremost edge. Some sloops have no

Sloop.

gaff top-sail, but a square top-sail and top

gallant-sail. A sloop is usually said to differ

from a cutter by having a fixed instead of a

running bowsprit; but the names seem to

be used somewhat indiscriminately. — A

sloop-qf-war, in the British navy, is a vessel,

of whatever rig, between a corvette and a

gun-boat, and ordinarily constituting the

command of a commander. Formerly sloops-

of-war carried from ten to eighteen guns ;

but since the introduction of steam-ships

into the navy the number of guns has ceased

to be distinctive.

Slop (slop),o.f. [Probably imitative of sound

made. Comp. Prov. G. schloppen, to lap,

to swallow; E. slobber, slabber. See the

noun.] 1. To spill or cause to overflow, ns

a liquid.—2. To drink greedily and grossly.

[Rare.] — 3. To spill liquid upon, or to soil

by letting a liquid fall upon.

Slop (slop), >i [Comp. Icel slabb, dirt from

sleet and rain.] 1. Water carelessly thrown

about, as on a table or floor ; a puddle ; a

soiled spot. — 2. Mean liquor; mean liquid

food : generally in plural

The sick husband here wanted for neither stops

nor doctors. Sir ft. L*Estrange.

ch, eAain; eh. Sc. locA; g, go; J. job; ft. Ft. ton; , sing; TH, (Aen; th, thiu; w, trig; wh, u?Aig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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3 pi. The waste dirty water of a house.—

4. in pottery, same as Slip. See under Slip.

Slop (slop), n. [A. Sax. slop, a frock or over

garment; Icel. sloppr, a wide outer dress, a

gown ; D. slobbe, a pair of slops or loose

bagging trousers. Perhaps from root of slip;

comp. also L.G. slap, G. schlaff, loose.] 1. A

smock-frock.—2. Any kind of outer garment

made of linen; a night-gown; a kind of cloak

or mantle. [Obsolete or provincial English.]

3. pi. (a) A loose lower garment; a sort of

wide breeches. ' From the waist downward

all slops.' Shak.—{b) Ready-made clothing.

(c) In the navy, the clothes and bedding of

a sailor. Within certain limits government,

acting through the ship's paymaster, sup

plies the men with slops at cost price.

Slop (slop), v.i. To be spilled or overflow,

as a liquid, by the motion of the vessel con

taining it : often with over.

Slop-basin, Slop-bowl (slopTia'sn, slop'-

bol), «. A vessel or bowl for emptying the

dregs from tea-cups or coffee-cups into at

table.

Slop -book (slop'buk), n. In the navy, a

register of the slop clothing, soap, and to

bacco issued to the men; also of the religious

books supplied. Admiral Smyth.

Slope (slop), n. [Perhaps from A. Sax. slopen,

pp. of slupan, to slip, to glide; comp. also

Icel. slapa, to hang loosely.] 1. An ob

lique direction; obliquity; especially, a di

rection downward ; as, this piece of timber

has a slight slope in it.— 2. A declivity or

acclivity; any ground whose surface forms

an angle with the plane of the horizon.

The buildings covered the summit and slope ol a

hill. Macaulay.

Specifically, (a) in civil engin. an inclined

bank of earth on the sides of a cutting or an

embankment. (6) In mining, the dip or in

clination of a stratum or vein of ore. (c) In

fort the inclined surface of the interior,

top, or exterior of a parapet or other portion

of a work.

Slope (slop), a. Inclined or inclining from

a horizontal direction ; forming an angle

with the plane of the horizon. [Rare.]

Murmuring waters fall

Down the slefie hills. Milton.

Slope (slop), v.t. pret. & pp. sloped; ppr.

sloping. 1. To form with a slope; to form

to declivity or obliquity; as, to slope the

ground in a garden; to slope a piece of cloth

in cutting a garment. —2. To bend down;

to direct obliquely; to incline.

Though palaces and pyramids do slope

Their heads to their foundations. Shak,

—Slope arms (milit), acommand in manual

exercise to carry the rifle obliquely on the

shoulder.— TV> slope the standard (mUtt), to

dip or lower the standard, a form of salute.

The general in command made the whole army

defile past their guidon, and salute it with sloped

st,i ndrirds. Lawrence.

Slope (slop), v. i. 1. To take an oblique direc

tion; to be declivous or inclined; to descend

in a sloping or slanting direction.

Many a night from yonder ivied casement, ere I went

to rest.

Did I look on great Orion, sloping How\y to the west

Tennyson.

2. To run away; to decamp; to elope; to dis

appear suddenly. [Slang ]

Slope (slop), adv. Obliquely; not perpen

dicularly. 'Bore him slope downward to

the sun.' Milton.

Slope (slop), v.t pret. .V pp. sloped; ppr.

sloping. To give the slip to; to defraud by

running away; as, to slope a shop. [Vulgar.]

SlopeneS8(sl6p'iies),». Declivity; obliquity.

* A graceful pendence of slopeness.' Wotton.

[Rave ]

Slopewise (slop'wlz), adv. Obliquely.

The Wear is a frith, reaching slopmisc through the

Ose. Rich. Carrur.

Sloping (slop'ing), a. Oblique; declivous;

inclining or inclined from a horizontal or

other right line. ' A sloping way." Dryden.

Slopingly (slop'ing-li), adv. In a sloping

manner', obliquely; with a slope.

Slop-pail (slop'pal), n. A pail or bucket for

receiving slops, or for chamber use.

Sloppinesa (slop'i-nes),n. The state of being

sloppy; wetness of the earth; muddiness.

Sloppy (Blop'i), a. [From slop] Wet, so as

to sputter easily; muddy; plashy.

Slop-room (slop'rbm), n. Saut the place

appointed to keep the slops in for the ship's

company.

Slopseller (slop'sel-er), n. One who sells

ready-made clothes.

Slopshop (slop'shop), n. A shop where

ready-made clothes (slops) are sold.

Slop-work (slop'werk), n. The manufac

ture of cheap ready-made clothing.

Slopy (sldp'i), a Sloping; inclined; as, slopy

ground. [Rare.]

Slosh (slosh), v.i. To flounder among slosh

or soft mud.

On we went, dripping and sloshing, and looking

very like men that have been turned back by the

Royal Humane Society a* being thoroughlydrenched.

Kinglakt.

Slosh (slosh),n. Same as S"u*A. [Provincial]

SlOShy (slosh'i), a. Same as Slushy, Sludgy.

Slot (slot), n. [D. and L.G. slot, a lock; D.

sluiten, to shut, to lock, to close; sluitgat,

amortise; Dan. slutte, to lock; G. schliessen,

to lock. In meaning 3 it may be rather

connected with slit] 1. The fastening of a

door; a bar; a bolt [Obsolete or provin

cial.]—2. A piece of timber which connects

or holds together larger pieces ; a slat or

sloat—3. Da much, an elongated narrow de

pression or perforation ; a rectangular re

cess or depression cut partially into the

thickness of any piece of metal for the re

ception of another piece of similar form, as

a key-seat in the eye of a wheel or pulley;

an oblong hole or aperture formed through

out the entire thickness of a piece of metal,

as for the reception of an adjusting bolt.—

4. A trap-door in the stage of a theatre. In

this sense written also Slote.

Slot (slot), v.t pret. & pp. slotted; ppr. slot

ting. [See the above noun.) To shut with

violence; to slam. Ray. [Provincial.]

Slot (slot), n. [A form akin to O.E. slogth, a

path; Icel. sldth, a track or trail, as in snow;

Sc. sleuth, a track, whence sleuth-hound.]

The track of a deer, as followed by the scent

or by the mark of the foot 'The hunts

man by his slot or breaking earth perceives. '

Marston.

He leaves the noisome stench of his rude slot be

hind him. Hilton.

Slot (slot), n. [Sw. slutt, a slope, a de

clivity.] A hollow.—Slot of a hill, a hollow

In a hill or between two ridges.—Slot of the

breast, the pit of the stomach. [Scotch.]

Slote (slut), n. A trap-door in the stage of

a theatre. Written also Slot

Sloth (sloth or sloth), n. [Formerly slouthe,

slewthe, A. Sax. sltewth, from slt'tut, slow.

Sloth, therefore, is Bhort for slowth. See

Slow.] 1. Slowness; tardiness.

I abhor

This dilatory sloth and tricks of Rome. Shak.

2. Disinclination to action or labour; slug

gishness: habitual indolence; laziuess; idle

ness. ' Hog in sloth, fox in stealth.' Shah-.

They change their course to pleasure, ease, and

sloth. Milton.

Sloth, like rust, consumes faster than labour wears.

Franklin.

3. The popular name of certain edentate

mammals, of which only two species are

known, viz. Bradypus tridactylus or ai, an

inhabitant of South America, about the size

of a common cat, of a gray colour, though

frequently spotted with brown and white,

Two-toed Sloth {Sradypns or Chotoepits didactylus).

especially when young; and Bradypus or

CholoepuM didactylus or unau, a native of

the West Indies, about half the size of the

former. These animals are so called from

the slowness of their motions on the ground,

which is the necessary consequence of their

disproportioned structure, and particularly

from the fact that the feet exhibit a confor

mation resembling that of clubfoot in man

—a disposition of parts highly useful in

climbing movements. They live on trees,

and never remove from the one they are on

until they have stripped it of every leaf.

The sloths are exceedingly helpless when on

the ground, and seem at home only when

upon trees, resting or moving suspended be

neath their branches,and they are sometimes

observed to travel from tree to tree, and

along branches, with considerable celerity.

The female produces but a single young; one

at a birth, which she carries about with her

until it is able to transfer its weight from

its parent to the branches. —Sloth animal

cule. See Macrobiotipae. — Australian

sloth, a name given to the koala (which see).

—Sloth bear. See Aswail.

Sloth (sloth), v.i. To be idle. Gower,

Slotht (sloth), a. Slothful; slow

God is . . . very sloth to revenge. Lmtiftter.

Slothful (slothful or sloth'ful), a. Inactive;

sluggish; lazy; indolent; idle.

He also that is slothful in his work, is brother to

him that is a great waster. Prov. jrviti. 9.

Slothfully (sloth'ful-li or sloth'ful-li), adr-

In a slothful manner; lazily; sluggishly;

idly.

Slothfulness (sloth'ful-nes or sloth'ful-nes),

n. The state or quality of being slothful;

the indulgence of sloth; inactivity; the habit

of idleness; laziness.

Slothfulness casteth into a deep sleep.

Prov. «ix_ 15.

Slot-houild (slofhound), n. A hound that

tracks animals by the slot; a blood-hound;

a sleuth-hound. * Misfortunes which track

my footsteps like slot-hoitnds.' Sir W. Scott.

See Sleuth-hound. [Scotch]

Slotteryt (slot'er-i), a. [Closely allied to

slattern and to L.G. slodderig, loose, sloven;

G. schlotterig, negligent; schlottern, to hang

loosely. See SLATTERN, Slct.] 1. Squalid;

dirty; sluttish; untrimmed—2. Foul; wet

Slotting (slot'ing), n. The operation of

making slots.

Slotting-machine (slot'ing-ma-shen), n. A

species of self-acting tool or implement em

ployed in the formation of slots in arty

piece of machinery. It is simply a planing

machine, in which the tool is vertically re

ciprocated while the work is fed beneath it

between cuts.

Slouch (slouch), n. [Provincial also slotck,

a softened form, corresponding to Icel.

sldkr, a slouch, or dull inactive person; Sw.

sloka, to droop. Comp. slug, sluggard.] 1, A

drooping or depression of the head or of

some other part of the body; a stoop; an

ungainly, clownish gait.

Our doctor has every quality which can make a

man useful , but, alas ! he hath a sort of slouch is his

walk. S-mift.

2. An awkward, heavy, clownish fellow.

Begin thy carols, then, thou vaunting slotteA;

Be thine the oaken staff or mine the pouch. Gay.

3. A depression or hanging down, as of the

brim of a hat.

Slouch (slouch), v.i. To have a downcast

clownish gait or manner.

Slouch (slouch), v.t. To depress; to cause

to hang down; as, to slouch the hat.

SlOUCh-hat (slouch 'hat), n. A hat with a

hanging brim.

Slouching (slouch'ing), p. and a. 1. Hanging

down.—2. Walking heavily and awkwardly.

1 The awkward, negligent, clumsy, and

slouching manner of a booby.* OiesterficUL

Slough (slou), n. [A. Sax. slog, a slough, a

hollow place; cog. G. schlauch, an abyss]

A place of deep mud or mire; a hole full of

mire. 'Sfow^A* that swallow common sense.'

Tennyson.

So soon as I came beyond Eton, they threw rae ■ rf

from behind one of them in a slough of mire. SAaJt

SlOUgh (sluf). n. [Sc. sloch, a skin of a ser

pent or other animal, a husk of a fruit: G.

schlauch, the skin of an animal stripped off

and made into a vessel for holding liquids.

Wedgwood thinks that it means properly

something slipped off, that from which

something has slipped, being allied to O. If G.

slihhan, G. schleiehen, to slip, slide, slink.]

1. The skin or cast skin of a serpent.—

2. In sura, the dead part which separates

from the living in mortification, or the part

that separates from a foul Bore.

SlOUgh (sluf), v.i. To separate from the

sound flesh ; to come off, as the matter

formed over a sore: a term in surgery. —To

slough off, to separate from the Uvmg parts,

as the dead part in mortification.

SlOUghy (slou'i), a. Full of sloughs; miry.

' Low grounds sloughy underneath.' SwjfL

Sloughy (sluf'i), a. Of the nature of or

resembling a slough, or the dead matter

which separates from flesh; foul; mortified;

suppurated.

Slovak (sld-vak'). n. One of a Slavic race

inhabiting North Hungary. In the ninth

century they formed an independent king

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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doni (Moravia), but were gradually subju

gated by the Magyars, to whom even yet

they bear no friendly feeling.

Slovan (slo'van), * In mining, a gallery in

a mine; a day level: especially applied to

damp places Weale.

Sloven (sluv'en), n. [Some of the declen

sional forms of Icel. stjor, slow, come very

close to this word, such as xlj6van, sljovum;

comp also LG. sluf, D. slqf, careless, negli
gent; D. .-■:■■■/'. an old slipper, sloven, to trail

one's feet along] A man careless of his

dress or negligent of cleanliness; a man ha

bitually negligent of neatness and order; a

slow, lazy fellow. Slut is the corresponding

feminine term.

The negligent st<n-en

Had shut out the pasty m shutting his oven.

Goldsmith.

Slovenliness (sluv'en-li-nes), n. The state

or quality of being slovenly; as, (a) negli

gence of dress; habitual want of cleanliness.

(b) Neglect of order and neatness; negli

gence or carelessness generally. 'Slovenli

ness in God'& service.' Bp. Hall.

Slovenly (sluVen-li).a 1. Having the habit3

of a sloven; negligent of dress or neatness;

buy; negligent: of persons; as, a slovenly

man.

vCsop at Last found out a slovenly lazy fellow loll

ing at his e-ise as if he had nothing to do.

L'Estrange.

2. Wanting neatness or tidiness; loose and

careless: of things; as, a slovenly dress.

Hi* (Wicliffe's) style is everywhere coarse and slo-

tewy. CratJk.

Slovenly (sluv'en-li). adv. In a slovenly

manner; negligently; carelessly. 'As I hang

my clothes on somewhat slovenly.' Pope.

Slovenryt (sluVen-ri), n. Negligence of

order or neatness; dirtiness. Shak,

Blow (aid), a. [A. Sax. slaw, slow, lazy; Dan.

doc, Sw. gib, Icel. stjor, blunt, dull, slow ;

O.H.O. tUo, sUwo, slow; allied to Goth.

sJmm. to be still or silent Sloven is pro

bably of same root.] 1. Moving a small dis

tance in a long time; not swift; not quick

in motion ; not rapid ; as, a slow stream; a

«iow motion; a slow pace. 'Drowsy, slow,

and flagging wings/ Shak.

Me thou think'st not slow.

Who since the morning-hour set out from heaven

Where Cod resides, and ere mid-day arrived

In Eden. Milton.

2. Not happening in a short time ; spread

over a Infig or considerable time; gradual;

as, the slow growth of arts and sciences.

These changes in the heavens, though slow, pro

duct)

Like change on sea and land. Milton

1 Not ready; not prompt or quick.

1 am sUrm <j( speech, and of a slow tongue.

Ex. iv. io.

4 Inactive; tardy; sluggish; dilatory.

The Trojans are not slow

To guard their shore from an expected foe. Drydtn.

5. Not hasty; not precipitate; acting with

deliberation.

The Lord is merciful, slaw to anger.

Common Prayer.

He thai u slow to wrath, is of great understanding.

Prov, xiv. 29,

6. Behind in time ; indicating a time later

than the true time ; as, the clock or watch

iitlow.—7. Dull; heavy; dead.

Is not lead a metal heavy, dull, and slow $ Shaft.

& Exciting contempt on account of dulness

or want of spirit ; not lively; stupid : used

of persons or things ; as, the entertainment

was very glow. 'The men whom he had de-

sptsed as «/ou>.' Farrar. [Colloq.]— Slow

coarh, one who is slow in movement; one

who is deficient in quickness or smartness ;

a dawdle.

Oar present girl is • very stow coach, hut we hnpe

fcsne day to sport a buttons. Dean Ramsay.

STXDflatory, late.dt- laying, lingering,tardy,

fluggish. dull, inactive.

Sic w sl6) ■■■■.■"< blowly. [Poetical or colloq.]

How stew this old moon wanes 1 Shak.

Slow (sld), v.t 1. To delay; to retard.

I would I knew not why it should be slow'd. Shak.

1 To slacken in speed ; as, to slow a loco

motive or steamer.

Slow(sl6), ci. To slacken in speed; as, the

locomotive began to slow.

olOw-hackt (slo'bak), n. A lubber; an idle

fellow; a loiterer. 'The slowbacks and lazie

bones." Dr. Favour.

Slow-galted (sl6'gat-ed), a. Slow in gait;

moving aluwly. Shak.

Slow -hound (ido'hound), n. A sleuth-

hound.

Slow -lemur (sl<Vle-mer), n. A species of

lemur, the Lemur or Xycticebus tardigra-

dug, and Loris stenops of IlHger. It is an

animal of small size, scarcely so large as a

Slow-lemur (/.. or Nycticebus tardigradus)

cat, and has been so named from the slow

ness of itB gait. It inhabits the East Indies,

is nocturnal and arboreal in its habits, and

during the day sleeps clinging to a branch.

During night it prowls about in search of

prey, which consists of insects and occa

sionally of small birds and quadrupeds.

Also called the Sloth of Bengal and Slow-

paced Lemur.

Slowly (sld'li), adv. In a slow manner:

(a) with moderate motion; not rapidly; not

with velocity or celerity; as, to walk slowly.

(b) Not soon ; not in a little time ; not with

hasty advance ; gradually ; tardily ; as, the

building proceeds slowly; a country that

rises slowly into importance, (c) Not hastily;

not rashly; not with precipitation; as, he

determines slowly.

Slow-match (sld'mach), n. A match, con-

sistingof some combustible, as cotton, hemp.

tar, and the like, formed into a strand or

rope and steeped in a solution of saltpetre.

Such a match burns Blowly and steadily,

and is used for igniting a blast of gunpow

der and other purposes where the operator

requires time to retire to a place of safety.

Slowness (slo'nes), n. State or quality of

being slow : (a) moderate motion ; want of

speed or velocity.

Swiftness and slowness are relative ideas, ll'atts.

(&) Tardy advance ; moderate progression ;

as, the slowness of an operation; slowjiess of

growth or improvement.

Tyrants use what art they can to increase the slow

ness of death. /looker.

(c) Want of readiness or promptness ; dul

ness.

Christ would not heal their infirmities because of

the hardness and slowness of their hearts. Bentley.

((f) Deliberation; coolness; caution in decid

ing, (e) Dilatoriuess; tardiness; sluggish

ness.

Slow -paced (slo'past), a. Having a Blow

pace or motion ; not swift ; as, a slow-paced

hone.—Slow-paced lemur. See Slow-le

mur.

Slows (sloz), n. pi. A disease prevalent in

some of the western and southern states of

America; milk-sickness (which Bee).

Slow- sighted (slo'sit-ed), a. Slow to dis

cern.

Slow-winged (slo'wingd), a. Flying slowly.

'Slow-winged turtle.' Shak.

Slow-worm (sld'werm).n. [From the slow

ness of its motion] A name given to the

blind-worm, the Anguisfragilu, Linn. See

Blind-worm.

Slub (slub), n. A roll of wool drawn out

and slightly twisted; a rove.

Slub (Blub), v.t. pret. A pp. stubbed; ppr.

stubbing. To draw out and slightly twist,

aa wool; to form into slobs.

Slubber (slub'er). n. 1. One who slubs or

who manages a slubbing-machine. — 2. A

slubbing-machine.

Slubber (slub'er), v.t. [A form of slabber,

slobber.] 1. To daub; to stain; to cover care

lessly; to obscure.

There is no art that hath been more . . slubbered

with aphorismint; pedantry than the art of policy.

Milton.

2. .To sully; to soil.

You must therefore be content to slubber the glons

of your new fortunes with this more stubborn and

boisterous expedition. Shak.

3. To do lazily, imperfectly, or with careless

hurry; to slur over. [Rare]

Slubber not business for my sake. Shnk.

Slubber (slub'er), v.t. To move or act in a

slovenly, hurried manner. Milton. [Rare.]

SlubberdeguLUon (slub'er-de-gul-i-on), n.

{Slubber, and Prov. E. gallioji, E. cullwn, a

low mean wretch.] A dirty mean wretch.

' Base slv.bberdemdlion. ' Hxuiibras. [Low. ]

Slubberingly ( sluber-iDg-li ), adv. In a

slovenly or a hurried and imperfect mmi-

ner. [Rare.]

Slubbing-billy, Slubbing-machine (slub'-

ing-bil-i. slub'ing-ma-Bhen), n. A machine

used in spinning factories for drawing out

the rolls of wool and Blightly twisting them.

See Slub, v.t

Slud (slud), n. [Abbrev. from sludge.] In

ruining, a term given to the water and mud

mixed together which runs off in washing

some minerals. Weale.

Sludge (sluj), n. [A form of slutch, slich,

sleech, softened formB corresponding toL.G.

slick, D. slik, slijk, dirt, mire, allied to

E. sleek. The double forms sludge, slutch

are paralleled by grudge, grutch ; smudge,

smutch.] 1. Mud; mire; soft mud.

A draggled mawkin, thou,

That tends her bristled ^runtcrk in the sludge.

Tennyson.

2. Small floating pieces of ice or snow.

Kane.

Sludge-door, Sludge-hole (Rluj'der. sluj'-

h61), n. A closed opening in a steam-boiler

by which the matter deposited at the bot

tom can be taken out

Sludger (sluj'er), n. An iron instrument

for boring in sludge or quicksand.

Sludgy (sluj'i), a. Miry; slushy.

Sluds (sludz), 7i. pi. In mining, half-roasted

ore.

Slue (slu), v.t pret. & pp. slued; ppr. sluing

[Perhaps Icel. tnua, to turn, to twist, with

change of n to I] 1. Xaut. to turn round,

as a mast or boom about its axis, without

removing it from its place. — 2. To turn or

twist about: often followed by round and

used reflexively. Written also Slew.

They laughed and slued thcmselx-es round. Dickens.

Slue (slu), v.i. To turn about; to turn or

swing round : often followed by round.
Slue-rope (Blu'r6p),n. JVTau(. a rope applied

for turning a spar or other object in a re

quired direction.

Slug (slug), n. [Akin to slack or slouch. It

seems to have been originally an adjective

or a verb: O.E. slogge, to linger or fall be

hind, slugge, slow, sluggish. As the name

of an animal it is represented by D. slak,

slek, a slug or Biiail.] 1. A slow, heavy, lazy

fellow; a sluggard. Shak. — 2.t A hinder-

ance; obstruction. Bacon.— 3. The popular

name of the molluscs or snails of the family

LimacidcD, consisting of Bhell-less snails very

injurious to the agriculturist and horticul

turist. Several species inhabit Britain, all

of which subsist ou leaves, roots, and vege

tables. The most common is the Limax

agrcstis, or common slug, of which there

are several varieties, which devour the

young Bhoots of turnips, wheat, and indeed

all kinds of grain and vegetables, frequently

to a ruinous extent. See Sea-slug.

Slug (slug), n. [Probably from the root of

slay, Prov. E. slog, to Btrike heavily.] A

cylindrical, cubical, or irregularly shaped

piece of metal used for the charge of a gun

Slugt (slug), t.i. To play the sluggard; to

belazy; to be dull or inert.

Another sleeps and slugs both night and day.

Quarles.

Slugt (slug), v.t 1. To make sluggish. MU-

ton.--2. To retard; to hinder. Bacon.

Slug (Blug), v.t. To load with a slug or

slugs, as a gun.

Slugabed (slug'a-bed), «. One who in

dulges in lying abed; a sluggard. Shak.

Sluggard (slug'ard), ». [O.K. slugge, slow,

lazy, and the sutflx -ard.~\ A person habitu

ally lazy, idle, and inactive; a drone.

Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways

and be wise. Prov. vi. 6.

Sluggard (slug/ard).ff. Sluggish; lazy. Shak.

Sluggardize(&lug'ard-i2),tU. Tomake lazy.

'Dully gluggardized at home.' Shak. [Rare]

Sluggardy t (slug'ard-i), «. The state of a

sluggard. Gower.

Sluggish (slug'ish). a. [From slug.] 1 Ha

bitually idle and lazy; indolent; slothful;

dull; inactive; as. a sluggish man.—2 Slow;

having little motion ; as, a sluggish river or

stream. —3. Inert; inactive; having no power

to move itself.

Matter being sluggish and inactive hath no power

to stir or move itsclfT Woodward.

4. Dull; tame; stupid. ' So sluggish a conceit.'

Milton.—Inert, Inactive, Sluggish. See un

th, cAain; fih, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; fa, Fr. to«; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tr/iig; zh, arure.—See KEY.
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der Inert—9TN. Idle, lazy, slothful, indo

lent, dronish, slow, dull, drowsy, inactive,

inert.

Sluggishly (slug'ish-li), adv. In a sluggish

manner; lazily; slothfully; drowsily; idly;

slowly. Milton.

Sluggishness (slug'ish-nes), n. State or

quality of being sluggish: (a) natural or

habitual indolence or laziness ; sloth ; dul-

ness: applied to persons, (b) Inertness;

want of power to move: applied to inani

mate matter, (r) Slowness; as, the sluggish

ness of a stream.

Sluggy t (Blug'i), a. Sluggish.

Slugs (alugz), n. pi. In mining, half-roasted

ore. Written also Sluds.

Slug-snail (slug'snal), n. A kind of snail;

a slug.

Sluice (slus), u. [D. sluys, sluis, Dan. sluse, G.

schleuse, from O.l'r. escluse, Fr. tcluse; L.L.

exclusa, from L excludo, exclusum, to shut

out, to exclude—ex, out, and claudo, to shut.

Probably directly from the Dutch.] 1. A

contrivance used for the purpose of closing

or of regulating the passage of a consider

able body of water from one level to an

other; a water-way provided with a gate or

other contrivance by which the flow of water

is controlled ; a flood-gate. Sluices are ex

tensively used in hydraulic works, and ex

hibit great variety in their construction,

according to the purposes which they are

intended to serve. They regulate the pass

age of water into and out of canal locks,

and are much used in the hydraulic arrange

ments connected with irrigation works,

Ac. In mill-streams sluices serve to keep

back the water when the mill is at rest and

to regulate the supply when the mill isgofug.

2. In steam-engines, the injection-valve by

which the water of condensation is intro

duced into the condenser.— 3. A tubulureor

pipe through which water is directed at will.

E. H. Knight— 4. The stream of water issu

ing through a flood-gate. — 5. Any vent for

water.

Two other precious drops, that ready stood.

Each in their crystal sluice, he ere they fell

Kiss'd. Milton.

6. An opening; a source of supply; that

through which anything flows.

Each sluice of affluent fortune open'dsoon. TV. //arte.

Sluice (slus), v.t. pret. <fc pp. sluiced; ppr.

sluicing. 1. To open a flood-gate or sluice

upon; to let in a copious flow of water on;

as, to sluice a meadow.

A broad canal

From the main river slutted. Tennyson

2. To wet or lave abundantly.

He dried his face and neck which he had been

sluicing with cold water. De Quincey.

3. To scour out or cleanse by meansof sluices;

as, to sluice a harbour.— 4. To emit as by a

sluice; to let gush out. [Rare.) 'Sluiced

out his innocent soul through streams of

blood. ' Shak.

Sluice-gate (Blus'gat). n. The gate of a

sluice; a water-gate; a flood-gate.

Sluice-way (slus'wa), n. An artificial pas

sage or channel into which water is let by a

sluice.

Slulcy (slus'i), a. Falling in streams, as from

a sluice.

And oft whole sheets descend of sluicy rain. Dryden

Slum(slum),n. [Comp. slump,boggyground.]

A low, dirty, back Btreet of a city, especially

such a Btreet inhabited by a poor criminal

population; a low neighbourhood; as, the

slums of Whltechapel and Westminster.

He lives in a dirty slum. Dickens

Close under the Abbey of Westminster there lie

concealed labyrinths of lanes And courts and alleys

and shuns. Cardinal Wiseman.

Slumber (slum'ber), v.i. [A. Sax. slumerian,

from stuma. slumber; Dan. slumre, D. slut-

meren, G. schlummem, to sleep or slumber.

As to insertion of b, comp. number, humble. ]

1. To sleep lightly; to doze.

He that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber not

sleep. Ps. exxi. 4.

2. To sleep. Slumber Is used as synonymous

with sleep, particularly in the poetic and

eloquent style.

If Sleep and Death be truly one,

And every spirit's faded bloom

Thn fh all its interviial gloom

orIn some long trance should slumber on.

Tennyson.

3. To be In a state of negligence, sloth, su-

pineness, or inactivity. Young.

Pent Greek patriotism slumbered for centuries till

it blazed out grandly in the Liberation War of 1821-5.

Prof. Btackie.

Slumber (slum'ber), v.t. 1. To lay to sleep.

' To slumber his conscience.' Sir II. Wotton.

2. To stun ; to stupefy. [In both uses rare

or obsolete]

Then he took up the slumber d senseless corse.

Sfewer.

Slumber (slumtier), n. 1. Lightsleep; sleep

not deep or sound.

From carelessness it shall settle into slumber, and

from slumber it shall settle into a deep and lout sleep.

South.

2. Sleep ; repose. ' Rest to my soul, and

slumber to my eyes.' Dryden.

Slumberer(slum1>er-er), n. One that slum

bers; a sleeper.

Slumbering (slum'ber-ing), n. State of

sleep or repose.

In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep sleep

fillet h upon men, in slumberings upon the bed.

Job xxxiii. 15.

Slumberingly (dlum'ber-ing-li), adv. In a

slumbering manner.

Slumberless (sluru'ber-leB), a. Without

slumber; sleepless. ' My slumberless head.'

Shelley.

Slumberous (slum ber-us), a. Inviting

or causing Bleep ; soporiferous. ' While

pensive in the slumberous shade.' Pope.

'The slumberous plashing of the water.'

W. Black. Written also Slumbrous.

Slumbery(sluni'ber-i),a. Slumberous; tak

ing place in sleep; Bleeping. ' This slumbery

agitation.' Shak.

Slumbrous (slum'brus), a. Same as Slum

berous.

Soon was he quieted to slumbrous rest. Keats

Slump (slump), v.t. [Perhaps of imitative

origin; but comp. Dan. slumpe, to stumble

or light upon, slump, chance, hazard.] To

fall or sink suddenly when walking on a sur

face, as on ice or frozen ground, not strong

enough to bear the person; to walk with

sinking feet ; to sink, as in snow or mud.

'That the man may slump through . . .

where the boy would have skimmed the sur

face in safety. ' J. R. Lowell

The latter walk on a bottomless quag, into which

unawares they may slump. Barrow.

Here (on the snow) is the dainty foot-print of a cat ;

here a dog has looked in on you like an amateur

watchman to see if all is right, slumping clumsily

about in the mealy treachery. J. R. Lou-ell.

Slump (slump), n. 1. A boggy place; soft

swampy ground; amarsh; a swamp. [Scotch

and provincial English.]-- 2. The noise made

by anything falling into a hole or slump.

[Scotch.]

Slump (slump), n. [Dan. slump, a lot,

a number of things indiscriminately; Sw.

slumpa, to buy things in block; D. slump.

a mass, a heap.] The gross amount; as, to

take things in the slump.

Slump (slump), v. t. To throw together into a

Bingle lot or mass; as, to slump the work or

charges.

The different groups . . , are exclusively slumped

together under that sense. Sir IV. Hamilton.

Slumpy (slurop'i), a. Marshy; swampy;

easily broken through. [Provincial Eng

lish and Scotch]

Slung (slung), pret. and pp. of sling.

Slung-shot (slung'shot), n, A dangerous

weapon, used for striking by rowdies in

America and elsewhere, consisting of a

metal ball slung to a short strap or chain.

Slunk (slungk), pret. and pp. of slink.

Slur (sler), v.t. pret* & pp. slurred; ppr.

slurring. [Prov. E. slur, thin mud, Icel. slor,

filth, the offal of fish; LG. elurren, to trail

the feet, D. sloren, slcuren, to drag along

the ground, to do negligently or carelessly. J

1. To soil; to sully; to contaminate; to pol

lute; to tarnish.

They impudently slur the gospel in making it no

better than a romantic legend? Cudreorth.

2. To disparage by insinuation or innuendo;

to depreciate; to calumniate; to traduce; to

asperse; to speak slightingly of.

And how men slur him, saying all his force

Is melted into mere effeminancy. Tennyson.

3. To pass lightly over; to conceal; to render

obscure.

With periods, points, and tropes he slurs his crimes.

Dryden.

4. t To cheat, originally by slipping or sliding

a die in a particular way: an old gambling

term; hence, to trick; to cheat in general.

' To slur men of what they fought for.'

Budibras.—b. To pronounce in an indistinct

or sliding manner.— 6. In music, to sing or

perform in a smooth, gliding style; to run

notes into each other. —7. In printing, to

blur or double, as an impression from type;

to macule.

Slur (sler), n. 1. A mark or stain; slight

reproach or disgrace; a stigma.

No one can rely upon such an one, either with

safety to his affairs or without a slur to his reputa

tion. South.

2.t A trick; an imposition. 'Some flng'ring

trick orrfttr.' S. Butler.— 3. In music, the

smooth blending of two or more notes not

on the same degree; also, a curved mark

( -"—» ) connecting several notes of different

degree, indicating that they are to be played

or sung in a smooth, gliding manner.

Slurred (slerd), a. In music, marked with

a slur; performed in a smooth, gliding style,

like notes marked with a slur.

Slurry (slur'i), v.t. [From slur.] To dirty;

to smear. [Provincial.]

Slush ( slush ), n, [A form of sludge }

1. Sludge or watery mire ; soft mud ;

slosh.

Well soak up all the slush and soil of life

With softened voices ere we come to you.

E. B, Brora ning.

2. Snow in a state of liquefaction; wet, half-

melted snow.—3. A mixture of grease and

other materials for lubrication. — 4. The

refuse fat or grease, especially of salt meat,

skimmed off in cooking, particularly in ships.

5. A mixture of white-lead and lime with

which the bright parts of machinery are

covered to prevent them rusting

Slush (slush), v.t. 1. Naut to grease with

slush, as a mast.—2. To lave roughly; as, to

slush a floor with water. [Familiar.]—3. To

cover with a mixture of white-lead aud lime,

as the bright parts of machiuery.

Slush-bucket (slush'buk-et). n. Naut. a

bucket kept in the tops to grease the masts,

sheets, dec, to make all run smoothly.

Slushy (slush'i), a. Consisting of soft mud.

or of snow and water; resembling slush.

Slut (slut), n. [Dan. slulte, slatte, a slut, a

slattern; D. slodde, a slut, a sloven; Prov.

G. schlutte, a slovenly woman; perhaps lit

a tattered woman, D. slet, a rag, Dan. slat,

loose, flabby. See Slatter.] 1. A woman

who is negligent of cleanliness, and who

suffers her person, clothes, furniture, <£c,

to be dirty or in disorder: the correlative of

sloven—2. A name of slight contempt for a

woman.

Hold up you sluts

Your aprons mountant ; you're not oathable.

Although I know you'll swear. Shah.

3. A female dog; a bitch. [United State*]

4.1 A servant girl; a drudge.

Our little Susan is a most admirable slut, and

pleases us mightily, doing more service than tottt

the others. fepys.

SlutCh (sluch), n. Sludge; mire; slush.

[Provincial English.]

Slutchy(sluch'i), a. Miry; slushy. [Provin

cial English.]

Sluth-hound (sluthTioundX «. Same as

Sleuth-hound.

Sluttery (slut'er-i), n. The character and

practices of a slut; neglect of cleanliness

and order; dirtiness of clothes, rooms, fur

niture, or provisions.

Our radiant queen hates sluts and sluttery, Shak.

Sluttish (slut'ish), a. 1. Like a slut or what

is characteristic of a slut; not neat or cleanly ;

dirty; devoid of tidiness or neatness ; as, a

sluttish woman; a sluttish dress—2. Belong

ing to a woman of loose behaviour; meretri

cious. [Rare.]

Sluttishly (slutfish-li), adv. In a sluttish

manner; negligently; dirtily.

Sluttishness (slut'ish-nes). n. The qualities

or practice of a slut; negligence or dirtiness

of dress, furniture, and in domestic affairs

generally.

Sly (sli), a. [O.E. slye, site, slee; Icel. sltrgr,

sly, cunning; L.G. slou, Dau. slu, G. schlau,

sly. Hence sleight] 1. Meanly artful; in

sidious; crafty; cunning; proceeding by un

derhand ways: applied to persons or things;

as, a sly man or boy; a sly trick. 'Sly wiles

and subtile craftiness.' Spenser. 'Silken,

sly, insinuating Jacks.* Shak. — 2. Wily;

cautious; shrewd: in a good sense.

Whom graver age

And long experience hath made wise ana s/y.

Fairfax.

3. Using good-humoured and innocent wiles

or stratagems; arch; knowing; as, a sly re

mark.

The captain (who had heard all about it from his

wife) was wondrous sly. I promise you, inquiring

every time we met at table, as if in forgetfulness,

whether she expected anybody to meet her at St,

Louis. Dickens.

A. t Thin; fine; slight; slender. 'Lids de

vised of substance sly. * Spenser. —On the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me", met, her; pine, pin; udte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abtme; y, Sc f*y.
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continually gazed at Hetty's charms

Gtor£t Eliot.

tly, or sometimes by the sly, iu a sly or secret

manner; secretly.

Her aunt

ly the sty.

—Cunning, Artful, Sly. See under CtJN-

siso—STK. Cunning, crafty, subtle, wily.

Slyt (di> For Slyly. Cunningly. Spenser.

Sly-boot8 (sli'bOtaX «- [Sly. and D. boetse,

poets, a trick, a prank. ] A sly, cunning, or

waggish person. [Colloq. ]

The frog called the Ury one several times, but in

vain ; there was no such thing as stirring him, though

the iij-iv»ts heard well enough all the while.

Addison.

Slyly (sini). adv. In a sly manner; cun

ningly; insidiously; wilily; archly. See Slily.

Slyness (sli'nes), n. The quality of being

sly; artful secrecy; cunning; craftiness.

Slype t (slip), n. [Comp. £>. sluipdeur, a

secret door, eluiphdt, a corner to creep into,

iromnluipen, to sneak.] A passage between

two walls. Britton.

Sma' (sma), a. Small. [Scotch. ]

Smack (smak), r.i. [O.E. smaken, to taste, to

savour, to scent ; A. Sax. smatccan, to taste,

to smack the lips, from smote, smock, taste,

sarour; D. smaak, Dan. smag, G. yeachmack,

taste, savour, relish; D. smaken, Dan.

smagc, G. schmecken, to taste. In senses 3

and 4 the word seems to be onomatopoetic,

and perhaps its origin in all senses may be

so eiplained ; comp. D. smak, a smacking

noise such as is made in eating; D. smakken,

to smack the lips.) 1. To have a taste; to

(•- tinctured with any particular taste. 'It

tmacketh like pepper.' Barret—2. To have

a tincture or quality infused ; to show the

presence or influence of any character, qua

lity, or the like: often followed by of.

AU sects, all ages smack of this vice. Sh.it.

Strange was the sight and swatting cf the time.

Tennysott.

X To make a noise by the separation of the

lips, ss after tasting anything.— 4. To kiss

with a close compression of the lips, so as

to make a sound when they separate; to kiss

with violence. ' She kissed with smacking

lip* Gay

Smack (smak), v.t 1. To kiss with a sharp

noise.

The curled whirlpools suck, smart, and embrace.

Yet drown them. D*nne.

2. To make a sharp noise by opening the

month. 'Smacking his lips with an air of

ineffable relish.* Sir W. Scott— 3. To make

a sharp noise by striking with; to crack; as,

to smack a whip.—4. To give a sharp stroke

to, as with the palm; as, to smack the face.

Smack (smak), ft. 1. A slight taste or flavour;

savour: tincture; as, this medicine has a

smack of opium about it.

Y<w lordship, though not clean past your youth,

hath yet some smack of age in you, some relish of

the saUness of time. Shak.

A fiict ot all Human Life lies in the Tailor ; its

■ 1. 1 struggles towards beauty, dignity, freedom, vic

tory. Carlylc.

1 Pleasing taste. Tusser.—S. A small quan

tity; a taste. 'And deals to thirsty servants

but a smack. ' Dryden. —4. A slight or super

ficial knowledge ; a smattering.

Saw he hath a tmack of all neighbouring languages.

5 A loud kiss. — 6. A quick sharp noise, as

after a relished taste or in a hearty kiss ; a

similar noise made by any instrument, as a

whip.

(He) kiss'd her lips with such a clamorous sm.trk

Tu.it at the parting all the church did echo. Shak.

7. A quick smart blow, as with the flat of

the hand; a slap. Johnson.

Smack (smak), adv. In a sudden and direct

manner, as if with a smack or slap.

Give me a man who is always pumping his dissent

to my doctrines stnack in my teeth.

Ccleman the Younger,

-Smack-smooth, openly ; without obstruc

tion or impediment; also, smoothly level.

Smack fsmak), n. [D. and L.G. smak, Dan.

tmakke, G. schmacke, a smack, the same

word, with change of n to m, as A. Sax.

mace, Icel snekkja, a ship, so called from

lu snake-like appearance.] A large sloop,

with a gaff-topsail and a running bowsprit,

used chiefly in the coasting and Ashing

trade

Smacker (smak'ei'). n. L One who smacks.

2. A smack or loud kiss. [In both senses

familiar.]

Smackerlngt (smak'er-lng),n. [Yromsinack,

to have a taste or flavour. ] A smattering.

Smacking (amak'ing), a. Making a sharp

brisk sound; hence, brisk; as, a smackinq

breeze. ' Then gives a smacking buss, and

cries ->'o words. Pope.

Smalk (smak), n. [Icel. smeykr, smeykinn,

mean -spirited, timid.] A puny fellow; a

silly fellow; a paltry rogue. [8eotch.]

Smalkaldlc (smal-kal'dik), a. Pertaining

to Smalkalden in Central Germany.—Smaf-

kaUiic League, a league entered into at Smal

kalden in 1531 by nine Protestant princes

and eleven free citieB for the mutual de

fence of their faith and political indepen

dence against the Emperor Charles V. —

Smalkaldic Articles, the articles drawn by

Luther and signed by the theologians pre

sent at Smalkalden in 1637, the principal

object of which was to serve as a represen

tation of the Protestant faith to the council

announced to be held at Mantua.

Small (smal), a. [A. Sax. smal, smart, L.G.

and D. smal, G. schmal, Goth, smals; Sc.

sma', Dan. and Sw. smaa, Icel. smd(r), these

latter being contracted forms. Probably

from root mal (for mar) with strengthen

ing s. seen also in meal, mellow, mild, Ac]

1. Little in size; not great or large; of minute

dimensions; diminutive; as, a small house;

a smalt horse; a small farm; a small body;

small J ia rtides.

The smallest twine may lead me. Shak.

A small drop of ink.

Falling, like dew, upon a thought, produces

That which makes thousands, perhaps millions, think.

Byron.

2. Little in degree, quantity, amount, dura

tion, or number; as, small improvement;

small acquirements; the trouble is small.

'This small inheritance.' Shak. 'Within so

small a time.' Shak.

The army of the Syrians came with a small com*

pany of men. 2 Chr. xxiv. 24.

There arose no small stir about that way.

Acts xix. 23.

3. Being of little moment, weight, or impor

tance; trivial; Insignificant; petty; trifling;

as, it is a small matter or thing; a small

subject—4. Of little genius or ability; petty;

insignificant.

Small poets, small musicians.

Small painters, and still smaller politicians

/*'. Harte.

6. Containing little of the principal quality,

or little strength; weak; as, small beer.—

6. Applied to the voice : (a) fine ; of a clear

and high sound.

Thy small pipe

Is as the maiden's organ, shrill and sound. Shak.

(b) Gentle; soft; faint; not loud. 'After the

fire a still small voice.' 1 Ki. xiv IS. —

7 Characterized by littleness of mind or

character; evincing little worth; narrow-

minded; sordid; selfish; ungenerous; mean;

base; unworthy.

A true delineation of the smallest man is capable

of interesting the greatest man. Carlylc.

The great kni^t

I not with half di<

lit

Stept with all grace, and not with half disdain

Hid under grace, as in a smaller time.

But kindly man moving among his kind.

Tennyson.

—Small debts, In law, in England, such debts

as are usually sued for in the county courts.

In Scotland, debts under £12, recoverable

by summary process in the sheriff court—

Small debt court, a court for the recovery

of small debts: in England, the county

courts; in Scotland, the sheriff courts.—

Small fruits, fruits raised in market gar

dens, such as strawberries, raspberries, and

the like.—Small hours. See under Hour.

Small (smal), n. 1. The small or slender

part of a thing ; as, the small of the leg or

of the back. Shak.—Small of an anchor,

that part of the shank immediately under

the stock.—2. pi. Small-clothes; breeches.—

3. pi. University slang.] The 'little go,' or

previous examination; as, to be plucked

for one's smalls.

'1 have been cramming (ot smalls.' Mrs. Dodds

contrived to sigh interrogatively. Julia, who under

stood her every accent, reminded her that 'smalls'

was the new word for ' little go.' C. Readc.

Small (smal), v.t. To make little or less.

Small (smal), adv. 1. In a small quantity

or degree; little. ' It small avails.' Shak. —

2. With a clear and high sound.

She has brown hair and speaks smalt like a woman.

Shak.

8. To or in small particles; as, sugar pounded

small— 4. Timidly; as, to sing small, that

is, speak humbly from fear. [Colloq.]

Smallage (sraal'aj), n. [Small, and Fr. ache,

smallage, from L. apium, parsley] A name

for the celery (Upturn- graveolens).

Small-arms (smai'armz), n. pi. A general

name for rifles, carbines, pistols, Ac., as

distinguished from cannon.

Small-beer (smasher), n. A species of weak

beer.

Small-clothes (smnTkioTHz). n. pi. The

male nether garment, as breeches or trou

sers; smalls.

Small -coal (smal'kfil), n. 1. Little wood

coals that used to be Bold to light fires. Gay.

2. Coals not in lumps or large pieces.

Small -craft (smarkraft), n. A vessel, or

vessels in general, of a small size.

Small -fry (sinal'fri), «. Small creatures

collectively; young children; persons of no

importance. [Colloq]

Small -hand (smal'hand), n. The hand of

writing used in ordinary correspondence, as

distinguished from text or large hand.

Smallish (smal'ish), a. Somewhat small.

Smallness (smaVnes), n. The state or qua

lity of being small ; as, (a) littleness of size

or extent; littleness of quantity; as, the

smallness of a fly or of a horse; the small-

netts of a hill, (b) Littleness in degree ; as,
the smallness of trouble or pain. (<■) Little

ness in force or strength; weakness; as,

smallness of mind or intellectual powers.

(d) Fineness; softness; melodiousness; clear

ness; as, the smallness of a female voice.

(e) Littleness in amount or value ; as, the

smallness of the sum. (/) Littleness of im

portance; inconsiderableness; as, the small

ness of an affair.

Small-pica (smal-prTca), n. In printing, a

size of type between long-primer and pica.

Small -POX (smal'poks), n. An exanthe-

matic disease, consisting of a constitutional

febrile affection and a cutaneous eruption.

The cutaneous eruption is first a papule,

the top of which becomes a vesiole and then

a pustule, and finally forms a thick crust,

which sloughs after a certain time, often

leaving a pit or scar. This disease is pro

pagated exclusively by contagion or infec

tion, and is very dangerous especially in

subjects that have not been vaccinated. It

is called technically Variola. It is distin

guished into the discrete and confluent, im

plying that in the former the pustules are

perfectly separate from each other, and that

in the latter they run much into one another.

See Cow-pox, Vaccination.

Small-reed (smjil'red), n. A British plant

of the genus Arundo, the A. Calamagrostis,

which grows in marshes and moist woods

and hedges.

Smalls (sniftlz), n. pi. See under SMALL, n.

Small - Stuff ( smal'stuf ), n. Kaut. a term

applied to spun-yarn, marline, and the

smallest kind of ropes.

Small-talk (smal'tyk), n. Light conversa

tion; gossip.

In the tea-room, and hovering round the card-

tables, were a vast number of queer old Ladies and

decrepid old gentlemen, discussing all the smalt-

talk and scandal of the day, with a relish and gusto

which sufficiently bespoke the intensity of the plea

sure they derived from the occupation. Dickens.

Small-wares (Bmal'warz), n. pi. The name

given to textile articles of the tape kind,

narrow bindings of cotton, linen, silk, or

woollen fabric; plaited sash-cord, braid, Ac. ;

also, to buttons, hooks, eyes, and other

dress trimmings, Ac.

Smally (smaTli), adv. In a little quantity

or degree; with minuteness. Ascham. [Rare.J

Smalt (smalt), n. [It smalto, a name given

to different bodies which are used as coat

ings in a melted or liquefied state and sub

sequently harden, from G. schmelz, enamel,

metallic glass, from schmclzen, to melt, to

smelt. ] Common glass tinged of a fine deep

blue by the protoxide of cobalt. When re

duced to an impalpable powder it is em

ployed in painting, and printing upon earth

enware, and to give a blue tint to writing-

paper and linen, Ac.

Smaltlne fsmaU'inV n. Gray cobalt; tin-

white cobalt; consisting of arsenic and co

balt

Smaltz (smalts), n. Same as Smalt.

Smaragdt (smar'ag), n. [Gr. smaragdos, an

emerald, a bright green stone.] The emerald.

This name was given by our older writers

to various bright green transparent Btones

besides our emerald, as beryl, jasper, mala

chite, Ac.

Smaragdlne (sma-rag/din), a. [L. smarag-

dinusTfTom Gr. smaragdos. SeeSMARAOD.J

Pertaining to emerald; consisting of emer

ald or resembling it; of an emerald green.

Smaragdite (sma-rag'dit), n. A mineral,

called also green dlallage.

Smart (smart), n. [O.E. smarts, wmerte,

noun, adjective, and verb; A. Sax. smeortan.

to smart, to feel pain; D. smart, smert, L.G.

smart, Dan. smerte, G. schmerz, pain, ache;

allied to Rus. smert, Lith. smertis, death,

being from a root smard, seen in L mordeo,

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, tcaig; zh, azure—See KKY.
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to bite (for smordeo), perhaps a strengthened

form of the root of L. mors, death (whence

mortal).} 1. A sharp, quick, lively pain; a

pricking local pain, as the pain from punc

ture by nettles. ' A burning smart in our

flesh. ' Abp. Tucker. —2. Severe pungent pain

of mind; pungent grief; as, the smart of

affliction.

Counsel mitigates the greatest smart, Spenser,

8. A contraction of Smart-money; as, to pay

the smart. —4. A fellow that affects smart

ness, briskness, and vivacity. [Cant.]

Smart (smart), v.i. l.To feci a lively pungent

pain ; to be the seat of a pungent local

pain, as from some piercing or irritating

application; to be acutely painful.

I have some wounds upon rue, and they smart.

Shak.

2. To feel a pungent pain of mind; to feel

sharp pain; to suffer evil consequences; to

bear a penalty; as, to smart under suffer

ings.

He that is surety for a stranger shall smart for it.

Pro*, xi. 15.

Smart (smart), a. 1. Causing a keen local

pain; pungent; pricking.

How smart a lash that speech doth give my con

science 1 Shak.

If unawares he gives too smart a stroke

He means but to correct, and not provoke.

Granville.

2. Keen; severe; poignant; as, smart pain

or sufferings.—3. Producing any effect with

force and vigour; vigorous; efficient; as, a

smart push; a smart blow.

After showers the stars shine smarter. Dryden.

4. Vigorous; sharp; severe; as, a smart skir

mish. —5. Brisk; fresh; as, a smart breeze.—

o\ Acute and pertinent; witty; as, a smart

reply; a smart saying—7. Brisk; vivacious;

lively; witty; as, a smart rhetorician.

Who, for the poor renown of being smart.

Would leave a stiog within a brother's heart?

Young.

8. Dressed in a showy manner; spruce.

' I more than half believed, just now, seeing you 50

very smart, ' said Pinch, ' that you must be going to

be married, Mark.' Dickens.

9 Quick; active; intelligent; clever; as, a

smart business-man. [Colloq.j— 10. Keen,

as in bargain-making; of questionable hon

esty ; well able to take care of one's own

interests; as, Mr. 8. is a very smart man.

[United States.]

Smarten (smart'n), vt To make smart or

spruce; to render brisk, bright, or lively:

often with up; as, go and smarten yourself

up.

Smartle (smar'tl), v.i. To waste away.

Haiiiweii [Provincial.]

Smartly (smartli), adv. In a smart man

ner; as, (a) with keen pain; as, to ache

smartly. (b)Briskly; sharply; wittily. 'Sto

ries . . . briefly and smartly told." CraHc.

(c) Vigorously; actively.

Short, severe, constant rules were Set. and smartly

pursued. Clarendon.

(d) Showily; in a showy manner; as, smartly

dressed.

Bmart-money (smiirt'mun-i), n. 1. Money

paid by a person to buy himself off from

some unpleasant engagement or some pain

ful situation. Hence, specifically (milit.),

money paid by a recruit before being sworn

in to be free of his engagement—2. In law,

excessive or vindictive damages; damages

in excess of the injury done. Such damages

are given in cases of gross misconduct or

cruelty on the part of the defendant—

3. Money allowed to soldiers and sailors for

wounds and injuries received on service.

Smartness (smart'nes), n. The quality of

being smart; as, («) acuteness; pungency;

keenness; poignancy; as, the smartness of

pain. (6) Quickness; vigour; as, the smart

ness of a blow, (c) Liveliness; briskness;

vivacity; wittiness; as, the smartness of a

reply or of a phrase.—Syn. Pungency, poig-

nucy, tartness, sharpness, acuteness, keen

ness, quickness, vigour, liveliness, brisk

ness, vivacity, wittiness.

Smart-ticket (smart'tik-et).?t. A certificate

granted to a seaman when hurt, maimed,

or disabled in the service, showing that he

18 entitled to smart-money, or an allowance

for wounds or injuries received in the ser

vice.

Smart-weed (smart'wed), ». A name given

to Polygonum Hydropipcr, on account of its

acrimony, which produces smarting if ap-

pli il where the skin is tender. It grows on

the sides of lakes and ditches. Called also

A rse-sma rt.

Smash (smash), v.t [Perhaps formed from

mash through the influence of smite; comp.

G. schmixs, Sw. smisk, a dash, a blow. The

word seems to be comparatively modern.]

To break in pieces by violence; to dash to

pieces; to crush.

Here every thing is broken and smashed to pieces.

Burke.

Smash (smash), v.i 1. To go to pieces; to

be ruined; to fail; to go to utter wreck; to

become bankrupt: often with up. [Colloq.j

2. To utter base coin. [Slang.]

Smash (smash), n. 1. A breaking to pieces.

•[Colloq.]—2. Ruin; destruction; hence, fail

ure; bankruptcy; as. his business has gone

to smash ; he made a smash last settling-

day.—3. Iced brandy-and-water. [Slang.]

Smasher (smasn'erl «. 1. One who or that

which smashes or breaks.— 2. Anything as

tounding, extraordinary, or very large and

unusual ; anything that decides or settles a

question; a settler. [Slang.]—3. One who

passes bad money. [Slang. ]

Smashing -machine (smash'ing-ma-shen),

n. A press used by bookbinders for press

ing books.

Smatcht (smachV n. [A softened form of

smack. \ Taste; tincture.

Thou art a fellow of a good respect.

Thy life hath had some smatch of honour In it.

Shak.

Smatcht (smach), v.i. To have a taste; to

smack.

Smatter(smat'er),v.i [For smacker (whence

the old smackerinp), from smack, a taste or

small quantity of a thing.] 1. To have a

slight taste, or a slight superficial know

ledge. —2. To talk superficially or ignor-

antly.

Of state affairs you cannot smatter Swi/t.

Smatter (smat'er), vt To talk ignorantly

or superficially about; to use in conversa

tion or quote in a superficial manner.

In proper terms, such as men smarter.

When they throw out and miss the matter.

Hudibras.

Smatter (smat'er), n. Slight superficial

knowledge.

All other sciences were extinguished during this

empire, except only a smatter ofjudicial astrology.

StrrV. Temple.

Smatterer(smat'er-er), n. One who has only

a slight superficial knowledge.

Every smatterer thinks all the circle of arts con

fined to the closet of his breast. Bp. Hall.

Smattering (sinat'6r-ing), n. [Formerly

smackering. See Smatter.] A Blight su

perficial knowledge; as, to have a smattering

of Latin or Greek.

A quarrelsome man in a parish, especially if he

have gotten a slight smattering of law, is like a co-

lick in the guts, that tears and torments a whole

township. Bp. Hall.

Smear (smer), v.t. [A. Sax. smerian, from

smeru, grease; Icel. smyrjan, from smjor,

grease, G. echmieren, to smear, schmcer,

grease.] 1. To overspread with anything

unctuous, viscous, or adhesive; to besmear;

to daub; as, to smear something with oil,

butter, pitch, rVc. 'Smear the sleepy grooms

with blood. ' Shak. ' A vesst 1 of huge bulk.

smeared round with pitch." Milton.—2. To

soil; to contaminate; to pollute. 'Smeared

thus and mired with infamy.' Shak.

Smear (smer), n. [A. Sax. smeru, grease.

See the verb.] 1. A fat oily substance; oint

ment. [Rare.] — 2. A spot made as if by

some unctuous substance; a stain; a blot or

blotch; a patch.

Slow broke the moon,

AH damp and rolling vapour, with no sun.

But in its place a moving smear of light.

Alex. Smith.

Smear-case (smerTtas), n. [D smeer-kaas—

smeer, grease, and kaas, cheese.] A pre

paration of milk made to be spread on bread :

otherwise called Cottage-cheese. [American.]

Smear-dab (smer'dab), n. A species of flat

fish allied to the flounder and sole ; the

Pleuronectes hirtus, or Miiller's top-knot,

found occasionally on our coasts.

Smeary (smeYi), a. Tending to smear or

soil; viscous; adhesive. 'Smeary foam.'

Howe. [Rare.]

Smeath (smeth), n. Same as Smeio.

Smectite (smek'tit), n. [From Gr. smiktis,

fuller's earth, from smicho, to wipe off, to

cleanse.] An argillaceous earth, so called

from its property of taking grease out of

cloth, Ac.

Smeddum (smed'um), n. [A Scotch word.

A. Sax. smedeme, meal, fine flour.] 1. The

powder or finest part of ground malt; pow

der of whatever kind.— 2. Sagacity; quick

ness of apprehension; spirit; mettle; liveli

ness.

Smee (sme), n. Same as Smeic.

Smeethf (smeth), v.t To smoke; to rub or

blacken with soot

Smeeth (smeTH), v.t To smooth. fProriD

cial English and Scotch.]

Smegmatic (sroeg-mat'ik), a. [Or. smegma,

soap, from smechO, to wash off.] Being of

the nature of soap; soapy; cleansing; de

tersive.

Smelr (smer), n. [A form of smear. J A kind

of hulf-glaze on pottery, made by adding

common salt to the ordinary glazes,

Smelite (smellt),H. A kind of kaolin or por

celain clay, found in connection with por

phyry in Hungary. It is worked into orna

ments in the lathe and polished. Weale.

Smell (smel), v.t. pret. & pp. smelted, smelt;

ppr. smelling. [O.E. smeUen, smitten, tmul-

Un, allied to L.G. smellen, smelen. to burn

slow with a strong smoke, to smoke ; D.

smeulen, to smoulder; Dan. sirrttl. dust

powder. Comp., as to transference of mean

ings, G. riechen, to smell, raueJt, smoke ]

1. To perceive by the nose, or by the olfac

tory nerves; to perceive the scent of; as, to

smell a rose; to smell perfumes. (See Skeix,

n. ) ' I smell the meadow in the street ' Ten

nyson.

I smell sweet savours and I feel soft things, SMak.

2. To perceive as if by the smell; to detect

by sagacity; to give heed to. ' Lest she some

subtle practice smelL' Shak.

From that time forward I began to snttll the word

of God and forsook the school doctors. Ajxtimer.

—To smell out, to find out by sagacity.—To

smell a rat See under Rat.

Smell (smel), v.i. 1. To give out odour or

perfume; to affect the olfactory' nerves; to

affect the sense of smell.

The king is but a man as I am ; the Tialet smells

to him as it does to me ; all his senses uave hut hu

man conditions. Skak.

2. To have an odour or particular scent: fol

lowed by 0/; as, to smell of smoke; to smell

of musk. Of, however, may be sometimes

omitted. ' He smells April and May.' 'She

smells brown bread and garlic' Shak.—S. To

have a particular tincture or smack of any

quality.

My unsoil'd name, the austereness of my life.

Will so your accusation overweigh.

That you shall stifle in yuur own report.

And smell of calumny. Shak

i. To practise smelling; to exercise the sense

of smell. Ex. xxx. 38.

Smell (smel), n. 1. The sense or faculty by

which certain qualities of bodies ore per

ceived through the instrumentality of the

olfactory nerves ; the faculty of perceiving

by the nose; one of the fire senses. The

essential part of the organ of smell consists

of the expansion of the olfactory nerves.

the first or most anterior pair of the nerves

issuing from the brain, whose minutest

branches are distributed just beneath the

mucous membrane of the nose. The air,

passing through the nose, brings the effluvia

or odoriferous particles of bodies into con

tact with the olfactory nerves, the nerves

transmit the impression to the brain, by

means of which it is perceived by the mind.

The human organ of smell is less developed

than that of some other mammalia, or even

of birds. In different animals the sense

of smell is adapted chiefly to that class of

substances on which they feed. In the

choice of food, which is the main object of

the sense of smell, man generally, though

almost unconsciously, and animals always,

exercise the precaution of smelling, and

they instinctively form a judgment ac

cording to the impression received. In eat

ing also, much of that which is commonly

attributed to the sense of taste depends

upon the odour of the food carried from the

mouth to the nose. —2. The quality of any

thing or substance, or emanation therefrom,

which affects the olfactory organs ; odour;

scent; perfume; as, the smelt of mint; the

smell of geranium. ' The rankest compound

of villauous smell that ever offended nos

tril.' Shak.

The sweetest smell in the air is the violet, espe

cially the white double violet, which comes twice a

year. Ba&m.

Syn. Scent, odour, perfume, fragrance.

Smeller (smel'er), n. 1. One who smells,

or perceives by the organs of smell.—2. One

who gives out an odour or smelL ' Such

nasty smellers.' Beau, d: FL—Z. The nose.

[Pugilistic Blong.]

Smell-feast (smel'fest), il 1. One that is apt

to find and frequent good tables; on epicure;

a parasite.

Smell-feast Vitellio

Smiles on his master for a meat or two. Bp. Hall
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2. A feast at which the quests are supposed

to feed npon the odours of the viands.

Smelling (smel'ing), n. 1. The sense by

which odours are perceived. 1 Cor. xii. 17.

2. The act of one who smells.

Smelling-bottle (sn.el'ing-bot-1), n. A bot

tle containing some agreeable or pungent

scent, either to please or stimulate the sense

of emelL

Smelling-salts (smering-salts). n. pi. Vola

tile salts used for exciting the organs of

smell.

Smell-less (smelles), a. 1. Not having the

sense of smell. — 2. Scentless; odourless;

having no smell- ' Daisies smell-lets, yet

most quaint' Beau. <fr Fl.

Smelt (smelt). A form of the pret <£ pp. of

rnufi ; smelled. 'A dusky loaf that smelt

of home." Tennyton.

Smelt (smelt), n. [A. Sax. and Dan.) 1 A

amall but delicious European teleostean fish

of the genus Osmerus, the 0. eperlanus,

allied to the salmon, inhabiting the salt

water about the mouths of rivers. It is of

a silvery white colour, the head and body

being semi-transparent, and is from 4 to 8

inches long. It inhabits fresh water from

August to May, and after spawning returns

to the sea When first taken out of the

water smelts have a strong smell of cu

cumber. Called also Spirting, Sparling.

The American smelt is the Osmerut viri-

Smelt {Otmtruj efxrlamts).

descent, which inhabits the coasts of New

England. —2. 1 A gull; a simpleton.

Talk what you will, this is a very smelt.
..'■■-■■ .'r . &■ Fl.

Smelt (smelt), v.t. [A. Sax. smeltan, D.

*irtcl'cn, Dan. rmclte, Icel. smelta, G. schmel-

:en See Melt. J To melt or fuse, as ore,

fur the purpose of separating the metal from

extraneous substances.

Smelter (smelt'er), n. One who smelts

ore.

Smeltery (smelt'er-f), n. A house or place

for smelting ores.

Smeltie («nelt'i), n. A Scotch name of the

fish otherwise called the bib.

Smelting (smelt'ing), n. The process of

obtaining metals, as iron, copper, lead, <tc,

from their ores by the combined action of

heat, air, and fluxes. This operation re

quires to be conducted differently according

to the different metallic ores. In regard to

iron, the ore, after having been roasted or

calcined in a kiln, in order to drive off the

water, sulphur, and arsenic with which it

Is more or less combined in its native state,

i« subjected to the heat of a blast-furnace,

along with certain proportions of coke and

limestone, which latter serves as a flux,

(See Blast-furnace.) Copper is reduced

at once from its oxides in shaft-furnaces (fur

naces resembling blast-furnaces); but the

ralphureta must first be roasted, then

smelted for matte by reducing in shaft or

reverberatory furnaces, again roasted, and

again smelted, and so on until a matte is

produced rich and pure enough to give raw

copper after another roasting and final re

ducing smelting. Lead is smelted directly

from very' pure galena in one operation by

a blast on the blast-hearth. It is also some

times roasted in a reverberatory furnace

and reduced in a shaft furnace.

Smelting-rurnace (smelt'ing-fer'nas), n. A

furnace in which metals are separated from

their ore*. See Blast-furnace, and lieeer-

bcrntory furnace under REVERBERATORY.

Smerk t (smerk). v.i. To smirk.

Smerk 1 (smerk). n. A smirk.

Smerk,* Smerkyt (smerk, 6merk'i), a.

Smart; jaunty; spruce.

8merUn (smer'lin). ft. A fish of the loach

family, Cobitis aculeata, Linn.

Smexi-'i 'ii, n. [Perhaps foruw-meir; comp.

the German names iee-dir-er and mew-diver.]

A small species of bird of the merganser

family, MrrgeUus albeUue. The head, chin,

and neck of the adult male are white; at

the base of the bill on each side there is a

black patch which surrounds the eye, and

over the back of the head runs a green

streak, forming a kind of crest with some

white elongated feathers. The back is black,

t

■

9B

Smew (Sfergellns nlertlns).

the tail gray, the wing* black and white,

and the under Btirface pure white, pencilled

with gray on the Hanks. The length is from

15 to 18 inches. It is found not only on the

sea-shore but on inland lakes and ponds,

and feeds on small crustaceans, molluscs,

and insects. It is also called the White

Nun, Vare-widgeon, and Sniee. The hooded

merganser (Mergns cucuUalus) is sometimes

called the hooded smew. See Merqus.

Smickert (smik'er), o. [A. Sax. smicor,

elegant, neat.) Gay; Bpruce; flue; amorous;

wanton.

Heigh-ho, a smicker swaine

That in his love was wantcm faine. Lodge.

Smicker) (smik'er), v.i. [From Smicker, a.]

To look amorously or wantonly.

Smickering t (smik'er-ing), n. [See 8MICK-

EK, a.) An amorous inclination.

seemed to have

Drydcn.

We had a young doctor, who

a smickering- to our young lady.

Smlcket t (smik'et), n. Dim. of smock.

Smicklyt (smik'li), adv. Smugly; trimly;

amorously. ' What's that looks so smicklyV

Ford.

Smiddum-tails (smid'um-talz), IV pi. In

mining, the sludge or slimy portion de

posited in washing ore. Simmonds.

Srnlddy (smid'i), n. [See Smithy.) Asmith-

ery or smith's workshop. [Provincial Eng

lish and Scotch.)

Smift (sniift), n. A match of paper, or other

light combustible substance, for firing a

charge of powder, as in blasting; a fuse.

Smightt (smit). For Smite. Spenser.

Smilacese (sinMa'se-e),H.j>(. A small group of

plants, usually united with Liliaceee, from

which they differ in their fruit bei ng a small

berry instead of a capsule, and in their

reticulated or net-veined leaves. They are

mostly climbing plants, with woody stems

and small flowers. They are found in small

quantities in most parts of the world, espe

cially in Asia and North America.' and are

best known for the diuretic and demulcent

powers of Smilax Sarsaparilla, which also

exist in other species of the same genus.

Their leaves are usually reticulated in ven

ation, thus differing from those of mono

cotyledons in general The vascular bundles

in the root are arranged in wedges, whereas

those of the stem are arranged as in other

endogens.

Smilax (smilaks), n. |T. and Or. smilax,

bind wind ] A genus of plants, type of the

group Smilacea). The species are ever

green climbing shrubs, of which a few are

found in temperate, but the majority in

warm and tropical regions of both hemi

spheres. While S. aspera is an inhabitant

of the south of Europe, those now most

celebrated for yielding the different kinds

of sarsaparilla are natives of South America.

The S. medica is the Vera Cruz sarsaparilla;

the S. officinalis, the Jamaica sarsaparilla;

the S. china, China-root, used as sarsapa

rilla See .Sarsaparilla.

Smile (6nul), v.i. pret. <fe pp. smiled; ppr.

smiling. [Dan. smile, to smile, smM, a

smile; Sw. smila, OHO. smielan, to smile ;

from same root as Skr. smi, to laugh, to

smile.) 1. To express pleasure or slight

amusement by a special change of the fea

tures, especially the mouth; to throw such

an expression into the face: the contrary

of to frown.

Why, I can smile, and murder whiles I tmile.

Shak.

Nor even the tendcrcst heart, and next our own.

Knows half the reasons why we smite and sigh.

A*

2. To express slight contempt by a look,

implying sarcasm or pity; to sneer.

Twas what I said to Craggs and Child,

Who prais'd my modesty and smiled. Pope.

3. To look gay and Joyous ; or to have an

appearance such as tends to excite joy ; as,

the smiling spring.

The desert smiled.

And paradise was opcn'd in the wild. Pope.

4. To appear propitious or favourable ; to

favour.

Then let me not pass

Occasion which now smiles. Milton.

Smile (smil), v.t. 1. To express by a smile;

as, to smile a welcome; to smile content —

2. With smile, the noun, as object. 'And

smile a hard set smile.' Tennyson —3. To

put an end to, to disperse or dispel by

smiling; to exercise influence on by smiling:

with away, or a like modifying term. 'And

sharply smile thy sorrow dead.' Young.

'The evening beam that smiles the clouds

away.' Byron,

No fair Hebrew boy

Shall smile aw.jy iny maiden blame. Tennyson.

4. To smile at; to receive with a smile. [Rare.]

Smile you my speeches, as I were a fool. Sttak

5. To wrinkle by smiling. [Rare]

He does smiie his face into more lines than are in

the new map. Shak.

Smile (smil), n. [See the verb.) 1. A pecu

liar contraction of the features of the face,

which naturally expresses pleasure, moder

ate joy, approbation, or kindness: opposed

to frown. ' Sweet intercourse of looks and

smiles.' Milton—2. Gay or joyous appear

ance; as, the smiles of spring. —3. Favour:

countenance; propitiousness; as, the smiles

of Providence—4. A somewhat similar ex

pression of countenance indicative of satis

faction, but combined with malevolent

feelings, as contempt, scorn, Ac. ; as, a

scornful or derisive smile. 'Silent smiles

of slow disparagement' Tennyson.—5. A

dram. [American slang.)

Smileful (smil'ful), a. Full of smiles; smil

ing.

Smileless (similes), o. Not having a smile.

Smller (smil'er), n. One who smiles. 'Thou

faint smiler, Adeline.' Tennyson.

Smilingly (smiHng-Ii), <idt>. In a smiling

manner; with a smile or look of pleasure

Shak.

Smilingness (smiring-nes), n. State of

being smiling. ' And made despair a smil

ingness assume.' Byron.

Smllt t (smilt). Smelt; did smell.

Smirch (smirch), v.t. [From the root of

swear. J To stain ; to smear ; to soil ; to

smutch.

I'll . . . with a kind of umber smirch my face. Sk<ik.

Smirk (smerk), v.i. [A. Sax. smercian,

smearcian, to smirk or smile; from root of

smile; comp. 0.0. smieren, smielen, to smile.

See Smile.] To smile affectedly or wan

tonly; to look affectedly soft or kind

The hostess smiling and smirking; as each new

guest was presented, was the centre of attraction to

a host of young dandies. Hook.

Smirk (smerk), n. An affected smile; a soft

look. 'A constant smirk upon the face '

Chesterfield.

The bride, all smirks and blush, had just entered

the room. Sir ft'. Scott.

Smirk (smerk), o. Smart; spruce. Spenser.

[Provincial. ]

Smirky (smcrk'i), a. Same as Smirk. [Pro

vincial.]

Smit (smit), pp. of smite. Smitten.

To wander where the Muses haunt

Clear spring, or shady grove, or sunny hill,

Smit with the love of sacred song. Milton.

Smit (smit), v.t. To infect. [Scotch]

Smite (smit), v.t. pret. smote; pp smitten,

smit; ppr. smiting. [A. Sax. irmffan, to

smite, to dash, pret. smilt; also be-smitan,

to defile, pollute, infect; D. smijten, to beat,

to kick, to cast or throw; Dan. smide, to

fling, to pitch; G. schmeissen, to strike, to

cast. Comp. smash. From this stem comeB

O.E. smitten, to defile, to infect; Sc. smit,

Prov. E. tmittle, to infect with disease; also

smut.] 1. To strike; to give a blow, as with

the hand, something held in the hand, or

something thrown; to beat; as. to smite one

with the flst; to smite with a rod or with a

stone.

Whosoever shall smite thee on the right cheek,

tum to him the other also. Mat. v. 39.

S. To destroy the life of by beating or by

weapons of any kind; to slay; to kill.

And the men of Ai smote of them about thirty and

six men. Josh. vi[. 5.
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3. To blast; to destroy the life or vigour of,

as by a stroke or by some destructive visita

tion; as, to smite a country with pestilence.

And the (lax and the barley was smitten. Ex. U. 31.

Time has laid his hand

Upon my heart, gently, not smiting it. Longfellow.

A. To afflict; to chasten; to punish.

Let us not mistake God's goodness, nor Imagine,

because he smites us, that we arc forsaken by him.

Abp Hake.

6. To strike or affect with passion.

Sec what the charms that smite the simple heart.

Pop*.

Smit with the love of sister arts we came. Pope.

Seealsoqnotationsunder Smit and SMITTKN.

Smite (smit), v.L L To strike; to collide; to

knock.

The heart melteth, and the knees smite together.

N'ah. li. 10,

2. To affect as by a stroke; to enter or pene

trate with quickness and force; to shoot.

Arthur looking downward as he past

Felt the light of her eyes into his life

Smite on the sudden. Tennyson.

Smite (srnit), «. A blow. [Local]

Smlter (smit'er), n. One who smites or

strikes.

I gave my back to the smiterx. Is. i. 6.

Smith (smith), n. [A. Sax. smith, a crafts

man, a carpenter, a Binith; Icel. smithr,

Goth, smithti, an artificer; D. smid,G. schmui,

a smith. From the root of smooth rather

than that of smite.) 1. One who forges with

the hammer; one who works in metals; as,

a gold-smitA, riiver-nnith, Ac. Often dis

tinctively applied to a black-smith.

The smith with the tongs both worketh in the coals

and fashioneth it with hammers. Is. xliv. 13.

2. t Oue that makes or effects anything.

"TIs said the doves repented, though too late

Become the smiths of their own foolish fate.

Dryden.

Smith (smith), » t. [A. Sax. smithian, to fab

ricate out of metal by hammering. See the

noun. ] To beat into shape ; to forge.

Smithcraft (smithTtraft), n. The art or

occupation of a smith. 'Inventors of pas-

torage. smithcraft, and musick.' Sir W.

Halci'jh. [Rare.]

Smitheiy (smith'er-i), n. 1. The workshop

of a smith; a smithy.—2. Work done by a

smith.

The din of all his smithery may some time or

other possibly wake this noble duke. Burke.

3. The act or art of forging or hammering a

mass of iron or other metal into a desired

shape; Binithing.

Smithing (smith'ing), n. The act or art of

working a mass of irou into the intended

sha^e.

Smithy (smith'i). n. [A. Sax. smiththe, a

smithy. See SMITH.] The workshop of a

smith.

Smltt(3mit), 7i. [L_ Q. smitte, schmitte; 0.

sehmitz, schmitze, from smitten, schmitzen,

to besmear 1 The finest of the clayey ore

made up into balls, used for marking sheep.

Smltte<Lt For Smitten, pp. of smite. Chau

cer.

Smitten (smit'n), pp. of smit*. 1. Struck;

killed.—2. Affected with some passion ; ex

cited by beauty or something impressive.

He was himself no less smitten with Constantia.

Addison.

Smittle (smit'l), ti.(, [From smite.] To in

fect, [Local]

Smittle, Smittlish (smitl, smitl-ish), a.

Infectious; contagious. [Local]

Smock (smok), it [A. Sax. smocc; Icel.

smokkr, a smock; Sw. smog, a garment It

may mean properly a garment one creeps

into or slips over ones head; comp. Icel.

smugan, to creep; Icel. smokka, to put on a

shirt, sleeve, loop, or the like, ttmjuga, to

creep through or into. See Smuggle.] 1. A

shift; a chemise; a woman's under garment

'Oh ill starr'd wench, pale as thy smock.'

Shak.—% Smock-frock.

The S'

canvas st

Smock was formerly used sometimes adjec-

tively and sometimes in composition, signi

fying belonging or relating to women; char

acteristic of women: female. 'Smock loy

alty.' Dryden. 'Smodr-treason.' B. Jon-

son.

Smock (smok). i!. f. To provide with or clothe

in a smock or smock-frock. 'Though

smock'd, or furr'd and purpled, still the

clown-' Trnnyson.

Smock-faced (smok'fast), a. Having a femi

nine countenance or complexion; smooth

faced; pnle-faced. ' Your smooth, smock-

faced boy.' Dryden.

stand drawn up, disguised in white

kj. Carlyle.
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Smock-frock (smok'frok), n, A garment of

coarse linen, resembling a shirt in shape,

worn by field-labourers over their other

clothes.

Smockless (smokies), a. Wanting a smock.

Smock-mill (smok'mil), n. A form of wind

mill, of which the mill-house is fixed, and

the cap only turns round as the wind varies.

It thus differs from the post-mill, of which

the whole fabric is movable round a vertical

axis. It is also called the Dutch milt, as

being that most commonly employed in

Holland for pumping.

SmOCk-race (smok'ras),n. A race in former

times run by women for the prize of a fine

smock. [North of Kngland.]

Smock-treason, (smok'tre-zon), n. Female

treason; treason by a woman.

Smokable (smdk'a-bl), a. Capable of being

smoked. [Rare.]

Smoke (smok), n. [A. Sax. smoca, D. and

L.G. smook, Dan. sntfjg, O. sinauch, smoke.

Perhaps same root as smack, taste] 1. The

exhalation, visible vapour, or substance that

escapes or is expelled in combustion from

the substance burning; applied especially

to the volatile particles expelled from vege

table matter, or wood, coal, peat, etc.; the

matter expelled from metallic substances

being more generally called fume orfumes.

In its more extended sense the word smoke

is applied to all the volatile products of

combustion, which consist of gaseous exha

lations charged with minute portions of

carbonaceous matter or soot; but, as often

used in reference to what are called smoke-

consuming furnaces, the term Is frequently

employed to express merely the carbona

ceous matter which is hold in suspension

by the gases. Various methods have been

devised for the removal of smoke or for the

cure of smoky chimneys, and also for the

consumption and purification of smoke.

The methods employed for the latter pur

pose all merge into one common principle ;

namely, that of mixing air with the combus

tible vapours and gases generated by the

action of heat on pitcoal, bo that they may

be made to burn with flame, and become

entirely converted into incombustible and

transparent invisible vapours and gases.

Laud we the gods;

And let our crooked smokes climb to their nostrils

From our blest altars. SJtak.

2. That which resembles smoke; vapour;

watery exhalations. Hence—3. Something

frivolous orof no importanceorconsequenoe;

barrenness of result; utter failure; mere

phrases ; idle talk ; vanity ; emptiness ; as,

the affair ended in smoke.

The helpless smoke of words doth me no right.

Snak.

4. The act of drawinu in and puffing out the

fumes of burning tobacco. 'Soldiers, loung

ing about, taking an early smoke.' W. //.

Jiusseli —Like smoke, very rapidly. ' Taking

money like smoke' Mayhew. [Slang.]

Smoke (smok), v.i. pret. A pp. smoked; ppr.

smoking. [A. Sax. smocian. See the noun.]

1. To emit smoke; to throw off volatile mat

ter in the form of vapour or exhalation ; to

reek. 'Thy falchion smoking in his blood.'

5/i ak.

To him no temple stood nor altar smoked, Milton.

2. To burn; to be kindled; to rage.

The an^er of the Lord and his jealousy shall

smoke against that man. DeuL zxix. ao.

3. To raise a dust or smoke by rapid motion.

Proud of his steeds, he smokes along the field.

Dryden.

4. To smell or hunt out; to suspect, [bare. ]

I began to smoke that they were a parcel of mum

mers. Addison.

5. To emit fumes of bunting tobacco from

a pipe, cigar, or the like. — G. To suffer as

from over-work or h(M treatment; to be

punished. *

Some of you shall smoke for it in Rome. Shak.

Smoke (smok), v.t. 1. To apply smoke to;

to foul by smoke ; to hang fn smoke ; to

medicate or dry by smoke; to fumigate; as,

to smoke infected clothing; to smoke beef or

hams for preservation.— 2. To drive out or

expel by smoke: generally with out.

The king upon that outrage against his person,

smoked the Jesuits out of his nest. Sandys.

3. To draw smoke from into the mouth and

fmff it "out; to burn or use in smoking; to

uhale the smoke of ; as, to smoke tobacco

or opium ; to smoke a pipe or cigar.—L To

smell out ; to find out.

It must be a very plausive invention that rarries

it : they begin to smoke me. Shak.

SMOKE-PLANT

6. t To sneer at ; to quiz ; to ridicule to the

face. Congreve.

Thou'rt very smart, my dear; but see, stnckt the

doctor. Addison.

Smoke-arch (smfik'arch), n. The smoke-

box of a locomotive.

Smoke-ball (smdk'bal), n Milit a spherical

case of pasteboard or canvas filled with a

composition which, while burning, emits a

great quantity of smoke. Smoke-balls are

frequently discharged from mortars, in order

to conceal a movement of troops from the

view of the enemy ; they are also occasion

ally thrown from the hand, either to suffo

cate the men employed in the galleries of

mines, or to compel them to quit their worfc

Smoke~bell (sm6k't>el), n. A glass bell sus

pended over a gas-light to iuterccpt the

smoke, and prevent its blackening the ceil

ing immediately over the jet

Smoke-black (smfik'blak), ft. Lamp-black,

consisting of the smoke of resinous sub

stances, especially of pitch, used for various

purposes, as printer's-ink, blacking, etc.

Smoke-board (smok'bord), n. A sliding or

Buspended board or metal plate placed be

fore the upper part of a fire-place to cause

an increased draught, and preventthe smoke

from coming out into the room.

Smoke-box <sm6k'lx>ks\ u. A compartment

at the off-end of a tubular steam-boiler, into

which the smoke and other products from

the furnaces are received from the tubes,

preparatory to their passing into the funnel

or chimney.

Smoke-cloud (sniokTcloud), n. A cloud of

smoke.

Smoke-consumer (smdkTton-sum -er), «.

An apparatus for consuming or burning all

the smoke from a fire.

Smoke-consuming (smSkTcon-sum-ing). a.

Tending or serving to consume or burn

smoke; as, a smoke-consuming furnace. See

Smoke, n.

Smoke-dry (smdk'dri), v.t. To dry by-

smoke.

Smoke - farthing (sm&k'far-THing), n.

1. Same as Pentecostal. —2. pi Same as

Hearth-money.

Smoke-house (smdk'houB), n, A building

employed for the purpose of curing Resh

by smoking. It is provided with hooks for

suspending the pieces of meat, which are

hung over a smouldering fire kindled at the

bottom of the apartment

Smoke-jack (smok'jak), h. A machine for

turning a roasting-spit by means of a fly-

Smoke-Jack.

a a. The chimney, contracted in a circular torm.

b. Strong bar placed over the fire-place, to support

the jack, c. Wheel with vanes radiating from its

centre, set in motion by the ascent of ihe heated

air, and communicating, by the pinion d and the

crown-wheel e, with the pulley/-, from which motion

is transmitted to the spit by the chain passing over

wheel or wheels, set in motion by the cur

rent of ascending air in a chimney.

Smokeless (smokies), a. Having no smoke.

Tenants with sighs the smokeless towers survey.

Pope.

Smoke -money, Smoke -penny (smdar-

mun-i, smok'pen-ni), n. Same as Smoke-

silver.

Smoke -plant (siudk'plant), n. A much-

cultivated beautiful deciduous South Eur»>-

pean shrub, Rhus cotinus, nat. order Aua-

cardiacess, yielding the yellow dyewood

called young fustic, and used also in tan

ning. Called Venus or Venetian Sumach.

It has simple, smooth, shining.green leaves,

and very remarkable feathery inflorescence.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n&te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Smoker (stnok'er), >>. 1. One who dries by

smoke.—2. One who uses tobacco by inhal

ing its smoke from a pipe, cigar, <Sc.

Smoke -sail (smok'sal), n. A small sail

hoisted against the foremast when a ship

Smoke-sail.

rides head to wind, to give the smoke of

the galley an opportunity of rising, and to

prevent it* being blown aft on to the quar

ter-deck.

Smoke -silver (smdk'sil-ver), n. Money

formerly paid annually to the minister of a

pariah as a modus in lieu of tithe-wood.

Smoke-stack ( smok/stok ), n. In steam

vetttcU, a name common to the funnel and

the several escape-pipes for steam beside it.

Smoke-tight (smok/tit), a. Impervious to

•moke . not permitting smoke to enter or

escape.

Smoke-tree (smok'tre), n. Same as Smoke-

yiant

Smokily (smok'i-li), adv. In a smoky man

ner.

Smokiness (smGk'ines), n. The state of

being smoky.

Smoking (smok'ing), p. and a. 1. Emit

ting smoke; as, a smoking furnace.—2. Used

for smoking or having its smoke inhaled ;

as, a smoking mixture—3. Set apart for the

Curpose of smoking in, or for being occupied

y smokere: as, a smoking carriage; a smok

ing room; a smoking saloon, Ac.

Smoking (smoking), n. The act of one who

or that which smokes ; specifically, the act

or practice of inhaling tobacco smoke from

a pipe or cigar ; as, to be addicted to »ino*-

uarj.

Smoking - cap (smdk'ing-kap), n. A light

ornamental cap. generally resembling a nat-

tiah fex. used by smokers and others for in

door wear

Smoky (smok'i), a 1. Emitting smoke, es

pecially much smoke; as, smoky fires —

i- Having the appearance or nature of

smoke.

London appears in a morning drowned (n a black

cloud, and ail the day after smothered with tmt>ty

{aZ Harvey.

1 Filled with smoke, or with a vapour re

sembling it; as, a smoky atmosphere —

■» Subject to be filled with smoke from the

chimneys or fire-places. 'Worse than a

smoky house' Snai: — 5. Tarnished with

•moke; noisome with smoke. 'Lowly sheds

with smoky rafters. ' Hilton.—Smoky quartz,

a variety of quartz of a smoky brown colour,

much the same as cairngorm.

Smolder (smol'der). Smoldering, etc. See

SKOCLT'EJi, SjiOCtbERINO, etc.

Smolt (smolt), n. [Gael, tmal, a spot] A

salmon when a year nr two old, and when

it has acquired its silvery scales.

When they (salmon) reraorc to the sea. they assume

a esore brilliant dress, and there become the smolt,

varying Erom four to six inches in length. Batrd.

Smoor (amor), i.t. [A. Sax smorian, D. and

L O. smoren, to suffocate ; perhaps from

same root as smear See Smother, n.] To

suffocate or smother. [Old EnEli«h and

Scotch. J

■moor, Bmore (smfir, smori. v.i. To smo

ther; to suffocate. [Scotch]

By this euae he was cross the ford,

whare in the soaw the chapman imoor'd. Burns.

Smooth (sou/th), a. [OR smothe, from a

somewhat rare A. Sax. form smorthc or

•wirAe (?x the ordinary forms (as O.K.
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smeeth, A. Sax. sin/the) having undergone

umlaut The root is that of rniirA.] 1. Hav

ing an even surface, or a surface so even

that no roughness or points are perceptible

to the touch; free from asperities or un-

evenness; not rough; as, smooth glass; a

smooth surface. 'My smooth moist hand.'

Shak.

The outlines must be smooth, Imperceptible to the

touch, and even without eminences or cavities.

Dryden.

2. Evenly spread ; glossy; as, smooth hair.

'Thy sleek smooth head.' Shak —3. Geutly

flowing ; not ruffled or undulating.

While smooth Adonis from his native rock

Ron purple to the sea. Milton.

4. Uttered without stops, obstruction, or

hesitation; falling pleasantly on the ear;

even; not harsh ; not rugged ; hence, using

language not harsh or rugged ; as. smooth

verse; smooth eloquence. ' The only smooth

poet of those times.' Milton.

When sage Minerva rose.

From her sweet lips smooth elocution flows. Cay.

6. Bland; mild; soothing; insinuating; flat

tering.

I have been politic with my friend, smooth with

mine enemy. ShaJb.

This smooth discourse and mild behaviour oft

Conceal a traitor. Addison.

6. Free from anything disagreeable or un

pleasant ; not alloyed with any painful sen

sation. 'Smooth and welcome news.' Shak.

* Smooth comforts.' Shak.—7. Without jolt

or shock; equable as to motion.—Smooth is

often used in the formation of self-explain

ing compounds, as smooth- haired, smooth-

leaved, smooth-shaven, smooth-swarded, <fcc.

Svn. Even, plain, level, flat, polished, glossy,

Bleek, soft, bland, mild, soothing, voluble,

flattering, adulatory, deceptive.

Smooth (sinoTii). n. 1. The act of making

smooth.

In that instant she put a rouge-pot. a brandy bottle,

and a plate of broken meat into the bed, gave one

smooth to her hair, and filially let in her visitor.

Thackeray.

2. That which is smooth ; the smooth part

of anything. 'The smooth of his neck.'

Gen. xxvii. 16.—3. A grass field; a meadow.

[United States.]

Smooth, Smoothe (smftTH), v.t pret. & pp.

smoothed; ppr. smoothing. [From the ad

jective.] 1. To make smooth; to make even

on the surface by any means ; as, to smooth

a board with a plane ; to smooth cloth with

an iron. ' To smooth the ice.' Shah- 'And

smooth'd the ruffled seas.' Dryden.— 2. To

free from obstruction; to make easy.

Thou, Abelard, the last sad office pay.

And smooth my passage to the realms ofday. Pope.

3. To free from harshness; to make flowing

In their motions harmony divine

So smooths her charming tones. Milton.

4. To palliate; to soften. 'To smooth his

fault I should have been more mild.' Shak.

5. To calm; to mollify; to allay. 'Each per

turbation smooth'd with outward calm.'

Milton . ■ ... To ease; to regulate. ' The dif

ficulty smooth'd.' Dryden.

Smooth (smbTii), v. i. To use blandishment;

to act the flatterer; to be insinuating.

Because I cannot flatter and look fair,

Smile in men's faces, smooth, deceive, and cog.

Shak

Smooth-bore (snidTH'bdr), a. Same as

Smooth-bored.

Smooth-bore (smbTH'bdr), n. A firearm

with a smooth-bored barrel, in opposition

to a rifle.

Smooth-bored (BmoTH'bord), a. Having a

smooth bore, as opposed to a rifled barrel.

Smooth-browed (snit>TH'broud),a. Having

a smooth or unwrinkled brow.

Smooth-chinned *moTiiVhind),a. Having

a smooth chin; bearaless. 'Smooth-chinned

courtiers, ' Sfasxinaer.

Smooth-dittied(sn.6TH'dit-tid),o.Smoothly

or sweetly sung or played ; having a flow

ing, pleasing melody. 'His Boft pipe, and

smooth-dxttied song.' Milton.

Smoothent (sindTH'n),v.f. To make smooth;

to smooth.

With edged grooving tools they cut down and

smootktn the exuberances left. Moxon.

Smoother (smoTH'er), n. One who or that

which smooths. 'Smoothers and polishers

of langunge.' Up. Percy.

Smooth-faced (smoTirfast). a. l. Having

a smooth face; beardless.—2. Having a mild,

soft, bland, or winning look. 'Smooth-faced

wooers. ' 'Smooth-faced peace. ' Shak. —

3. Having a fawning insinuating look. * That
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smooth-faced gentleman, tickling Commo

dity.' Shak.— 4. Having a smooth face or

surface in general.

Smooth-grained (8moTH'grand),a. Smooth

in the grain, as wood or stone. 'Smooth-

grained and proper for the turner's trade.'

Dryden.

Smoothing-iron (smoTH'ing-I-ern), n. An

iron instrument, generally somewhat tri

angular in shape, with a flat polished face,

and UBed when heated for smoothing clothes,

linen, Ac. Solid-bodied Bmoothing-irons

are heated by being placed near the Are or

over a flame ; hollow irons are heated by

introducing an. iron heater, incandescent

charcoal, or a gas flame into the body of the

utensil.

Smootihing-plane (smoTH'fng-plan), n. In

carv. a small fine plane used for smoothing

and finishing work. See Plane.

Smoothly (smbTHli), adv. In a smooth

manner: (a) evenly; not roughly or harshly;

with even flow or motion. * Whose names

yet run smoothly in . . . a blank verse. 'Shak.

'Rivers . . . smoothly flow.' Pope. (^With

out obstruction ordifflculty; readily; easily.

Had Joshua been mindful, the fraud of the Cibeon-

ites could not so smoothly have past uncspied.

(c) With soft, bland, insinuating language;

as, to speak smoothly, (d) Mildly; inno

cently; especially, with affected mildness

and innocence. ' Looking so smoothly and

innocently on It, and so deceiving them '

Dr. H. More.

Smoothness (smoTH'nes), n. The state or

quality of being smooth; as, (a) evenness of

surface ; freedom from roughness or asper

ity; as, the smoothness of a floor or wall, of

the skin, of water, Ac. 'The torrent's smooth

ness ere it d&ah below.' Campbell. (6) Soft

ness or mildness to the palate; as, the

smoothness of wine, (c) Softness and sweet

ness of numbers; easy flow of words.

Virgil, though smooth where smoothness is re

quired, is far from affecting it. Dryden.

(d) Mildness or gentleness of speech; bland-

ness of address; especially, assumed or hypo

critical mildness.

She is too subtle for thee, and her smoothness,

Her very silence and her patience.

Speak to the people, and they pity her. Shah.

Smooth-paced (smoTH'past), a. Having a

smooth pace; having a gentle, regular, easy

flow. ' In smooth-paced verse or hobbling

prose.' Prior.

Smooth-spoken (snioTH'spok-n), a. Speak

ing smoothly; plausible; nattering.

Smooth-tongued (amoTH'tungd), a. Soft

of speech; plausible; flattering; cozening.

Smore. See Smoor.

Smorzando, Smorzato (smord-zan'd6,

smord-za'td). [It, dying away.] A word

placed over a passage of music to indicate

that the performer is to gradually decrease

the tone—to make it die away, as it were,

as he proceeds.

Smote, pret. of smite.

Love took up the harp of Life, and smote on all the

chords with might;

Smote the chord of self, that, trembling, pass'd in

music out of sight. Tefinyson.

Smoterlich,t a. Smutty; dirty. Chancer.

Smother (smuTH'er), v.t [Probably from

the noun, and meaning originally to choke

or suffocate with dust. Comp., however,

Prov. E. * smother, to daub or smear ; T>.

smodderen, to smut, to dirty.] 1. To suffo

cate or destroy the life of, by causing smoke

or dust to enter the lungs; to stifle; to suf

focate by closely covering, and by the ex

clusion of air; as, to smother a child in bed.

' Untimely smothered in their dusky graves.*

Shak. 'The helpless traveller . . . smoth

ered in the dusty whirlwind dies.* Addison.

2. To cover close up, as with ashes, earth,

&c. ; as, to smother a flre.—3. To suppress;

to stifle; to extinguish; to conceal; to hide

from public view. 'Smothering his passions

for the present.' Shak. 'To smother the

light of natural understanding.' Hooker.

Smother (smuTH'er), v.i. 1. To be suffo

cated.—2. To smoke without vent; to smoul

der.

A man had better talk toa post than let his thoughts

lie smoking and smothering. Collier.

Smother (smuTH'er), n. [Obsolete forms

are smorther, smurther, which may be from

smore, A. Sax. smorian, to suffocate. Smother

would lit. mean, therefore, stuff that suffo

cates.] 1. Smoke; thick dust; confusion as

from dust.

Thus must I from the smoke into the smother.

From tyrant duke unto a tyrant brother. Sh.U.

ch, cAain; ch. Sc. lueft; S. go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; ih, azure.—See KBT.
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ing

smother and desolation, the whole circuit round loot

ing like the ashes of a volcano. Gilbert IVkttt.

it A state of suppression.

A man were better rehte himself to a statue, than

suffer his thoughts to pass in smother. Atwi

Smothered (smuTti'erd), p. and a. Suffo

cated; stilled; suppressed.—Smothered mate,

in chess, a form of mate which is only pos

sible when the king is surrounded by his

own men and check Is given by a knight.

Smother -fly (BinuTH'er-fli), «. a name

given to the various species of the Aphis,

from the destruction they effect on plants.

' A shower of aphides or smother-jtics.' Gil

bert White.

Smotheriness ( smuTH'er-I-nes ), n. State

of btiag smothery.

Smotheringly (smuTH'er-ing-ll), adv. Suf

focatingly; suppress!ugly.

Smothery (smuTH'er-i), a. 1. Tending to

smother; stifling. — 2. roll of smother or

dust.

SmoucbJ (smouch). v.t. [Allied to smack.]

To kiss; to embrace; to buss. 'What buss

ing, what smouching and slabbering one of

anotherl' Stubbes.

Smoulder (smol'der), v.i. [O.E. smolder, to

smother; the word most closely connected

with it is Dan. smuldre, emutre, to crumble.

to moulder, from smul, dust.] 1. To burn

and smoke without vent; to bum and smoke

without flame. Hence—2. To exist in a sup

pressed state; to burn inwardly, without

outward demonstration, as a thought, pas

sion, and the like.

A doubt that ever smoulder'd in the hearts

Of those great lords and barons of his realm

l-'lash'd forth and into war. Tennyson.

Smouldert (smol'der), n. Smoke; smother.

Gascoigne.

Smouldryt (smol'dri), a. [See Smoulder.]

Smothery; suffocating. 'Smouldry cloud of

duskish stinking Bmoke.' Spenser,

Smudge (smuj), v.t. [A form of smutch,

from smut.] 1. To smear or stain with dirt

or filth ; to blacken with smoke. —2. To

stifle; to smother. [Provincial.]

Smudge (smuj), n 1. A foul spot; a stain;

a smear.—2. A suffocating smoke. [Provin

cial.]— 3. A heap of damp combustibles,

partially ignited, placed on the windward

side of a house, tent, <tc, so as to raise a

dense smoke to repel mosquitoes. [United

States.]

I have had a smudge made in a chafing-dish at my

bedside. Mrs. Clavers.

Smudge -coal (smuj'kol), n. A miner's

name for coal which has been partially

deprived of its bitumen through coming in

contact with trap-dykes, Ac. in a state of

heat, and so been converted into a kind

of natural coke. Called also Blind- coal.

Stone-coal.

Smug (smug), a. [L.G smuck, Dan. smttk,

G. schmuck, handsome, tine, neat; Dan.

smuk, pretty] Neat; trim; spruce; fine;

affectedly nice In dress. 'The smug and

silver Trent.' Shak. ' Used to come so smug

upon the mart.' Shak. 'Twelve sable steeds

smug as the old raveu'B wing.' Beaumont.

'A smug pert counsellor.' Cowper. ' The

tmug and scanty draperies of his style.' De

Quincey. The word now conveys a slight

nhadc of contempt.

Smug (smug), v.t. To make smug or spruce;

to dress with affected neatness.

My men . . . were all . . .

Studiously sweeten'd, smugg'd with oile. and deckt.

Chapman.

Smug-boat (sinug'bdt), n. A contraband

boat on the coast of China; an opium boat.

Smug-faced (smug/fast), a. Having a smug

or precise face ; prim-faced.

I once procured for a smug--faced client of mine a

Sood douse o' the chops, which put a couple of hun-

red pounds into his pocket, y. Baillie.

Smuggle (sraug'I). v.t. pret. * pp. smug

gled; ppr. smuggling. [L.G. smuggeln, Dan.

smugle, G. schmuggeln, from root of A. Sax.

smiigan, Icel. smjuga, to creep; Dan. i

smug, secretly, underhand. Smock is from

same root.] 1. To import orexport secretly,

and contrary to law; to import or export

secretly and without paying the duties im

posed by law; to run; as, to smuggle a cargo.

Where, tippling- punch, grave Cato's self you'll see,

And A mar Patriae vending smuggled tea. Crabbe.

2. To manage, convey, or introduce clandes

tinely; as, to smuggle a bill through Parlia

ment.

Smuggle (smug7!), v.i. To practise smug

gling.

Now there are plainly but two ways of checking

this practice—either the temptation to smuggle must

be diminished by lowering the duties, or the difficul

ties in the way of smuggling must be increased.

Cyc. of Commerce.

Smuggler (smuggler), n. 1. One who smug

gles; one who imports or exports goods

privately and contrary to law, either con

traband goods or dutiable goods, without

paying the customs.—2. A vessel employed

in running goods.

Smuggling (smug'ling), n. The offence of

importing or exporting prohibited goods or

other goods without paying the customs;

the practice of defrauding the revenue by

the clandestine introduction of articles into

consumption without paying the duties

chargeable upon them. It may be com

mitted indifferently upon the excise or cus

toms revenue.

Smugly (sinugTi), adv. In a Bmug manner;

neatly; sprucely.

Lilies and roses will quickly appear.

And her face will look wondrous smugly. Gay.

Smugness (smug'nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being smug; neatness; sprucenesa.

Smulkin (smul'kin). n. An Irish brass coin

current in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, of

the value of {d.

Smulyt (sniu'li), a. Looking smoothly

demure.

Smur(smur), n. Small, thick rain. [Scotch.]

During the afternoon a smuroi rain came on which

prevented me from going to church again. Gait.

Smut (smut), rt. [A parallel form with

Prov. E. gin it, a particle of soot, A. Sax.

smitta, a spot, a stain, Bmut; D. smet, a blot,

a stain. From root of smite. Smudge,

smutch,&re closely allied forms. See Smutch.]

1. A spot made with soot or coal ; or the

foul matter itself. —2. Obscene and filthy

language. 'Will talk smut though a priest

and his mother be in the room.' Addison.

I cannot for my heart conceive the pleasure of

noise, and nonsense, and drunken freaks, and

drunken quarrels, and smut, and blasphemy.

Sir It'. Scott.

3. A disease, also called Dust-brand, inci

dental to cultivated corn, by which the

farina of the grain, together with its proper

integuments, and even part of the husk, is

converted into a black, soot-like powder.

This disease does not affect the whole body

of the crop, but the smutted ears are some

times very numerously dispersed throughout

it Some attribute the Bmut to the richness

of the soil, and others consider ft as a hered

itary disease transmitted by one generation

to another through the seed. It is produced

by a minute fungus, Ustilago or Uredo se-

getum. Various schemes have been tried

for the prevention of smut, but the safest

mode for the farmer to pursue is never to

sow grain from a field in which the smut

baa prevailed.—Smut ball, bunt or pepper-

brand, a fungoid disease analogous to smut.

It consists of a black powdery matter, having

a disagreeable odour, occupying the interior

of the grain of wheat. This powdery matter

consists of nun uti' balls filled with sporules,

and is caused by the attack of TUletia caries.

4. Bad soft coal containing much earthy

matter.

Smut (smut), v.t. pret & pp. smutted; ppr.

smutting. 1. To stain or mark with smut;

to blacken with coal, soot, or other dirty

substance.

The inside is so smutted with dust and smoke, that

neither the marble, silver, nor brass works shew them

selves. Addison.

2. To affect with the disease called smut ;

to mildew.

Mildew f.illeth upon corn and smutteth it. Bacon.

3. To blacken; to tarnish; to taint.

He is far from being smutted with the soil of

atheism. . Dr. H. More.

Smut (smut), v.i. 1. To gather smut; to be

converted into Bmut. 'White red-eared

wheat . . . seldom smuts.' Mortimer.—

2. To give off smut; to crock.

Smut-hall (smut'bal), n. The common

name of a fungus, TUletia or Credo caries,

of the section Coniomycetes, very destruc

tive to wheat.

Smutch (smuch). v.t. [Closely allied to

smut, but perhaps directly from the Scan

dinavian— Sw. smuds, Dan. smuts, filth,

dirt. Smudge is another form.] To blacken

with smoke, soot, or coal; to smudge.

'What, hast smutched thy nose?' shak.

Have you seen but a bright lily grow.

Before rude hands have touched it?

Ha' you mark'd but the fall of the snow,

Before the soil hath smutch d it. JJ. yonson.

Smutch, (smuch), n, A foul spot; smudge;

a black stain.

His milk-white hand ; the palm is hardly clean.

But here and there an ugly smutch appears.

Conner.

Sniutchin (srnuch'in), 7k [A dim. form

from smutch. ] Sn uff.

The Spanish and Irish take it most in powder or

smutchin, and it mightily refreshes the brain.

HemtU.

Smuth (smutb), n. A miners' name for

waste, poor, small coal.

Smutmill (smut'mil), n. A machine for

cleansing grain from smut or mildew.

Smuttily (smut'i-li), adv. In a smutty

manner; as, (a) blackly; smokily; foully.

(b) With obscene language. Tatter.

Smuttiness (smut'i-nes), «. The state or

quality of being smutty; as, (a) the state or

quality of being Boiled or smutted; dirt

from smoke, soot, coal, or smut (6) Ob-

sceneness of language.

Smutty (smut'i), a 1. Soiled with amut,

coal, soot, or the like. 'The smutty air of

London.' Howell. —2. Affected with smut

or mildew. ' Smutty corn.' Locke. — 3. Ob

scene ; not modest or pure ; as, smutty lan

guage. ' The smutty joke, ridiculously lewd.*

Smollett.

Smyrnium (smer'ni-um), «. [From L.

Smyrna, myrrh. The plants have the odour

of myrrh. ] A genuB of plants, nat order Uin-

belliferre. The species are upright, smooth

biennials, with fleshy roots, various leaves,

and terminal umbels of yellow or yellowish-

green flowers. They are natives of Central

and Eastern Europe. S. Olusatrum, or com

mon alexanders, is found in Britain, most

frequently near the coast. It woa formerly

much eaten in Europe, both as a salad and

pot-herb. 8. per/oliatum, or perfoliate alex

anders, is a native of Greece, Spain, Italy, and

Dalmatia.

Smyterle, Smytrie(smit'ri),n. A numerous

collection of small individuals. ' A tmytrit

o' wee duddie weans.' Burnt. [Scotch.]

Snack (snak), n. [O. and Prov. E. snack, to

snatch. A snack is what can be hastily

taken. See Snatch.] 1. A share: now

chiefly used in the phrase, to go snack*.

that is, to have a share. ' They come in for

their snack.' Sir B. L'Estrange.

At last he whispers. Do, and we'll go sttacJks. Pepe.

2. A portion of food that can be eaten has

tily; a slight, hasty repast. Dickens.

Snacket (snak'et), n. See Snecket.

Snacot (snak'ot), n. [Corr. from K.L.

syngnathus, from Gr. syn, with, together,

and gnathos, a jaw, because the jaws are so

joined together that only the point or front

part of the mouth is opened. Mahn.] A fish,

the Synanathus acus of Linnaeus, the garfish,

pipe-fish, or sea-needle.

Snaffle (snarT), n. [Allied to snujrte, snivel]

A bridle, consisting of a slender bitmouth,

with a single rein and without a curb; a

snaffle-bit.

In all the northern counties here.

Whose word is snaffle, spur, and spear.

Thou wert the best to follow gear. Sir W. Scott.

Snaffle (snafT), v.t pret. ft pp. snajfled; ppr.

snaMing. To bridle ; to hold or manage

with a bridle. 'Horses snajfted with the

bits. ' Mir. for Mags.

Snaffle-bit (snaf/1-bit), n. A plain, slender

bit for a horse, having a joint in the middle,

to be placed in the mouth.

Snag (snag), n. [Icel. snagi, a small stake

or peg. Allied perhaps to snick, sneck] 1 A

short projecting stump or branch ; the

stumpy base of a branch left in pruning; a

branch broken off from a tree.

The coat of amis.

Now on a naked snag in triumph borne.

Was hung on high. Dryden.

2. A contemptuous term for a long, ugly, or

irregular tooth-

in China none hold women sweet.

Except their snags are black as jet Prior,

3. In some of the rivers of the United

States, Ac. , the trunk of a large tree firmly

fixed to the bottom at one end and rising

nearly or quite to the surface at the other

end, by which steamboats, d:c, are often

pierced and sunk.

Snag f^snag), v.t pret. it pp. snagged; ppr.

snagging. 1. To trim by lopping branches;

to cut the branches, knots, or protuber

ances from, as the stem of a tree. — 2. To

injure or destroy by running against the

trunk or branches of a sunken tree, as in

American rivers; as, to snag a steamboat

Snag -boat (snag'bdt), n. A steamboat

fitted with an apparatus for removing snags
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or other obstacles to navigation from river

bed*. Simmond*. [United States. ]

Snagged (snag'ed), a. Fall of snags; snaggy.

' lielabooring one another with snagged

sticks.' Dr. H. More.

Snaggy (snag'i), a. Full of snags; full of

short stumps or sharp points; abounding

with knots; as, a snaggy tree; a snaggy stick.

Hu. weapon was a tall and snaggy oak. Hejnvepd.

Snag-tooth* (snag'tothY n. A tooth longer

than others or than ordinary.

Snail (snal). n. [A. Sax. snarl, contr. from

srurgel. sn&yl; Icel. snigill, Dan. snegl; dim.

forms from root of snake, sneak, the name

signifying the creeping animal] 1. A slimy.

slow-creeping, air -breathing, gasteropod

mollusc belonging to the genus Helix of

Linna:us, now raised, into the family Heli-

cidte, and differing from the slugs(Limacida?)

chiefly in being covered with a depressed

spiral shell. The latter are also sometimes

popularly called snails. The shell is com

posed of carbonate of lime, combined with

coagulated albumen, secreted by the skin.

The head is furnished with four retractile

horns or tentacula; and on the superior pair,

at the extremity, the eyes are placed. The

sexes are united in the same individual, but

the copulation of two such hermaphrodite

individuals is necessary for impregnation.

The common gardeu snail (Helix aspersa) is

the most familiar species of the typical

genus. The mischief done by it to garden

produce on which it feeds is very extensive.

Nearly equally well known is the edible

snail (U. Pomatia), largely found in France,

and cultivated there and elsewhere for food

purposes. See Slcg.—2. A drone; a slow-

moving person. ' Dromio, thou drone, thou

snail, thou slug, thou sot' SAaJt.—3.t A

tortoise, hence the name of an ancient mili

tary engine called also a testudo.

There be also in that country a kind of mail lies-

tMdines), that be so great that many persons may

ledge them in their shells as men would in a house.

Sir y. .Vandevtlie.

4. A piece of spiral machinery somewhat

resembling a snail; specifically, the piece of

metal forming part of the striking work of

a clock.—5 Snail-clover (which see).

Snail-clover, Snail-trefoil (snal'klo-ver,

suiTtre-foll), n. {So called from its pods,

which resemble the shells of snails. ] A

Elant of the genus Medicago, the 31. scutel-

ito. Called also SnaU.

Snail-fish (snal'flsh), n. A species of Lipari a,

found in the British Islands, and so called

from its soft texture, and the habit of the

flah to fix itself to rocks like a snail

Snail-flower (snal'flou-er), n. A leguminous

plant of the genus Phaseolus(P. Caraealla),

allied to the kidney-bean. It is often grown

In the gardens of South America, Southern

Europe, and India for its large, showy,

tweet-scented flowers, under the name of

earacol.

Snail-like (snalllk), a. Resembling a snail;

moving very slowly.

Snail-lilce (snalTIk), adv. In the manner of

a snail; slowly.

You courtiers move so snail-like in your business.

B. yenson.

Snail-movement (snal'tnov-ment), n. A

name sometimes given to the eccentric of a

steam-engine.

Snail-paced (snaTpast), a. Moving slow,

as a snaiL ' Impotent and snail-paced beg

gary. ' Shak.

Snail-plant (snal'plant), n. A name com

mon to two papilionaceous plants of the

genus Medicago ( if. scutellata and 3/. Helix),

«hnsc pods are called snails from their re

semblance to these animals.

Snail -shell (snal'sht-l). n. The covering of

the snaiL

Snail-slow (snal'sld), a. As slow as a snail;

extremely slow. ' Snail -slow in profit'

Skat,

Snail-trefoil (tnal'tre-foil), n. Same as

SnaiX-ctover.

Snake (snak), n. [A Sax. snaca, from sntcan,

to creep, to sneak . Icel. sndtr, sndtr, Sw.

#t»o4\ Dan snag. Akin snail ] A name com

monly given to any serpent, but more par

ticularly used to designate the common

British snake, the yatrix torquata, family

C'dubriihe. and belonging to a section of the

family which some naturalists have raised

into a distinct family under the name Natri-

cidse It is destitute of poison-fangs, and

its food consists of lizards, young birds,

bird's eggs, mice, and more particularly

frogs It* average length is 3 feet, but it

sometimes attains the length of 4 or 6 feet,

the female, as in serpents generally, being

larger than the male. It inhabits Europe

from Scotland, and the corresponding lati-

Head and Tail of Common Snake (Natrix torquato).

tude on the Continent, to Italy and Sicily.

The body thickens towards the middle and

tapers towards the tail, which ends in rather

a sharp point. The head is covered with

large plates. The ignorant sometimes mis

take the harmless snake for the viper. Com

pare the cut at Viper with the annexed —

A snake in the grass, a secret or treacherous

enemy.

Snake (snak), v.t. pret. <t pp. snaked; ppr.

^unking. 1. To drag or haul, as a snake from

its hole: often with out. [United States.]—

2. Naut. to wind round spirally, as a large

rope with a smaller one. or with cord, the

small ropes lying In the spaces between the

strands of the large one; to worm.

Snake (snak), v.i. To crawl like a make.

[United States.]

Snake-bird (snak'berd), n. See Darter.

Snake -boat (snak 'hot). See Pamban-

manche.

Snake-eel (snak'eT), n. A popular name of

the fishes which constitute the family Ophi-

suridsc of some naturalists, but which others

class with the true eels in the family Murro-

nidee, from the tail tapering to a point like

that of a snake. They are natives of warm

seas. One species (Ophisurus serpens), of

about 0 feet long, Is found In the Mediter

ranean.

Snake-fly (snak'flF), n. The popular name

of neuropterous insects of the group Ra-

phidiada?, and so called from the elongated

form of the head and neck, and the facility

with which they move the front of the body

in different directions. They are mostly to

be found in the neighbourhood of woods

and streams. The common species is scien

tifically known as Raphidia ophiopsis.

Snake-gourd (snak'gbrd). n. [From the re

markable snake-like appearance of its fruits,

which are frequently 3 feet long. ] The com

mon name of a cucurbitaceous plant of the

genus Tricosanthes (T. angutna), a native

of India and China.

Snake-head (snak'hed), n. 1. A liliaceous

plant of the genus Fritillaria, F. Meleagris.

See Fritillaria.—2. The American name

of species of the genus Chelone (which see).

3. The end of a flat rail, formerly used on

American railways, which was sometimes

loosened and thrown up by the carriage

wheels, and frequently entered the bodies

of the carriages to the great danger of the

passengers.

Snake-lizard (snak'Uz-erd). See Chasls-

saura.

Snake-moss (snak'mos), n. Common club-

moss (Lycopodium clavatum).

Snake-nut (snak'nut). u. The fruit of a

Demerara tree, the Ophiocaryon paradozi-

cum, the large embryo of which resembles

a snake.

Snake-piece (snak'pes), n. Naut. same as

Pointer.

Snakeroot (snak'rot). n. The popular name

of numerous American plants of different

species and genera, most of which are, or

formerly were, reputed to be efficacious as

remedies for snake bites. Among the best

known is Aristolochia serpentaria, nat order

Aristolochiacece, of which it is the type. It

isanativeof Virginia, and is widely diffused

throughout the United States. It has a

fibrous, aromatic, and bitterish root, which

was formerly extolled as a cure for the bite

of the rattlesnake and other serpents. The

infusion is occasionally used as a stimulant,

tonlc.and diaphoretic. The Virginian snake-

root is the Polugala Senega.

Snake's-beard (snaks'berd), n. The com

mon name of plants of the genus Ophiopo-

gon, nat order Liliacea?, belonging to China

and Japan.

Snake's-head Iris (snaksTied iris ), ;». A

plant, Iris tuberosa. See lias

Snake-stone (snak'stdn), n, 1. A popular

name of those fossils otherwise called Am

monites.— 2. A small rounded piece of stone,

or other hard substance, popularly believed

to be efficacious in curing snake bites.— 3. A

kind of hone or whetstone occurring in Scot

land.

Snakeweed (snak'wed), n. A plant, bistort

(Polygonum Bistorta), which grows in pas

tures. It is astringent and sometimes used

in medicine. See Polygonum.

Snake-wood (snak'wud), n. l. The wood of

the Strychnos colubrina, nat order Loganl-

acea>, a tree growing in the Isle of Timor

and other parts of the East, having a bitter

taste, and supposed to be a certain remedy

for the bite of the hooded serpent. See

Strychnos.—2. The Demerara letter-wood

(Brosimum Aubletii). a tree of the nnt. order

Artocarpacere. It has this name from the

heart-wood being mottled with irregularly

shaped dark spots. The timber is excess

ively hard.—3. The common name of plants

of the genus Ophioxylon (dogbanes), from

their twisted roots and stems.

Snakewort (snak'wert), u. Same as Snake

weed.

Snakish (snak'ish), a. Having a snake-like

form, habits, or qualities; snaky.

Snaky (snak'i), a. 1. Pertaining to a snake

or to snakes; resembling a snake; serpentine;

winding.—2. Sly; cunning; insinuating; de

ceitful.

So to the coast of Jordan he directs

His easy steps, girded with snaky wiles. Milton.

3. Having or consisting of serpents.

In his hand

He took Caduceus, his snaky wand. Spenser.

Snap (snap), v.t. pret & pp. snapped; ppr.

snapping. [L.G and D.fuam>e-n>Dan.*iiavp«,

Q. schnappen, to snap. Snip is a lighter

form of this word, and snub is no doubt con

nected. See Snub, also Snatch. ] 1. To break

instantaneously; to break short; as. to snap

a piece of brittle wood. 'Breaks the doors

open, snaps the locks.' Prior.—2. To shut

with a sharp sound. "Then unapt hiB box.'

Pope. — 3. To bite suddenly; to seize sud

denly with the teeth.

He, playing too often at the mouth of death, has

been snapped by it at last. South.

He snaps deceitful air with empty jaws. Gay.

4. To snatch suddenly ; to catch unex

pectedly. ' When you lay snug to snap

young Damon's goat' Dryden.

For now you are in no danger to be snapt singing

again. Sir R. LEstrange.

5. To break upon suddenly with sharp,

angry words: often with up, and sometimes

with up short.

A surly ill-bred lord

That chides and snaps her up at every word.

Granville.

6. To crack; to make a sharp sound with;

as, to snap a whip.

M'Morlan snapped his fingers repeatedly.

Sir If. Scat.

7. To cause to spring back or vibrate with

a sudden sound; to twang. *To snap the

strings of an instrument.' Dwight. — To

snap off, (a) to break suddenly, (b) To bite

off suddenly. 'To have had our two noses

snapped off with two old men without teeth.'

Shak.

Snap (snap), v.i. 1. To break short; to part

asunder suddenly; as, a mast or spar snaps;

a needle snaps.

If your steel is too hard, that is, too brittle, . . .

with the least bending it will snap. AIoxom.

2. To make an effort to bite; to aim to seize

with the teeth; usually with at; as, a d»g

snaps at a passenger; a fish snaps at the

bait.

We snap at the bait without ever dreaming of the

hook that goes along with it. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To give a sharp cracking sound, such as

that of the hammer of a firearm when it

descends without exploding the charge; as,

the pistol snapped. — \. To utter sharp,

harsh, angry words: usually with at

With the peremptory Jewish wives, we have snapt

at God's ministers as they did at the prophet Jere

miah. Bp. Prtdeitux.

b. To catch at a proposal or offer eagerly; to

accept gladly and promptly: with at.

To the astonishment of everybody (he) joined the

' Sybarite,' that ' hell afloat.' . . . Refden . . . snapped

at him. Hanrtay.

Snap (snap), n, 1. A sudden breaking or

rupture of any substance. — 2. A sudden,

eager bite; a sudden seizing or effort to

seize, as with the teeth. —3. A sharp cracking

sound, such as the crack of a whip— 4 A

greedy fellow. Sir B. L'Estrange. —5. That

ch, eaain; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, u-Mg; zh, azure.—See Kkt.
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which ii caught by a sudden snatch or grasp:

a catch. B. Jonson.— 6. A catch or small

lock; the spring catch of a purse, reticule,

book-clasp, bracelet, and the like. —7. A

name popularly given to beetles of the fam

ily Elateridss, from the cricking noise they

make in turning. Called also Skip-jack. —

8. A sudden and severe interval: applied to

weather; as, a cold snap. ' A cold map fol

lowing eagerly on a thaw.' J. It Lowell.—

9. A crisp Kind of gingerbread nut or small

cake.

I might shut up house—if it was the thing I lived

be—me that has seen a' our gentle -folks' bairns, ami

Ri'en tlicm snaps and sugar biscuit mai&t o" them wi'

in y ain hand. Sir It', Scott.

Snap-bug (snap'bug), n. A kind of beetle

See Snap, 7. [United States]

Snap-dragon (snap'dra-gon), n. 1. A plant

of the genus Antirrhinum (which see).—2. A

piny in which raisins are snatched from

burning brandy and put into the mouth.

When they were all tired of blind-man's buff, there

was a great game at snapdragon; and when fingers

enough were burned with that, and all the raisins

were gone, they sat down. Dickens.

3. The thing eaten at snap-dragon. Swift.

Snaphance, Snap-haunce (snapTiiins), n.

[D. snaphaan—snap, snap, and haan, the

cock of a gun.] 1. Originally and properly, a

spring-lock to a gun or pistol, subsequently

applied to the gun itself, which was a Dutch

firelock in general use in the seventeenth

century. —2. A snappish retort; a curt, sharp

answer; a repartee. Marston. [Rare]

Snap-lOCk (snaplok), n. A lock that shuts

with a catch or snap.

Snapper (snap'er), n, 1. One that snaps:

often with up, one who takes up stealthily

and Buddenly; a thief.

Who being, as I am, littered under Mercury, was

likewise a snapper up of unconsidered trifles. Shalt.

2. The name given in the West Indies to

different flsh of the family Serranidfc.

Snapping -turtle (snap'tng-ter-tl), n. A

species of fresh-water tortoise belonging to

the genus Chelydra(C serpentina of Agasslz,

Trionyx ferox of others), common to all

f>arts of the United States: so named from

U propensity to snap at everything within

its reach.

Snappish (snap'ishX a. 1. Ready or apt to

snap or bite; as, a snappish cur. —2. Sharp in

reply; apt to speak angrily or tartly; tart;

crabbed. 'Smart and snappish dialogue.'

Cowper.

Snappishly (snap'ish-li), adv. In a snap

pish manner ; peevishly ; angrily ; tartly.

'Nell answered him snappishly.' Prior.

Snapplshness (snap'ish-nesj, n. The qua

lity of being anappish; peevishness; tartness.

Snappy (snap'i), a. Snappish. [Rare]

Snapsack (snap'sak), n. [snap and sack,

Sw. snappsdek, G. schnappsack. See Knap

sack.] A knapsack. South. [Obsolete or

vulgar. ]

Snapt(snapt). A contracted form of Snapped,

the pret. A pp. of snap.

Snarl (snar), v.%. [L.G. and O.D. snarren,

G. schnarren, to snarl; D. snar, snappish.

Probably Imitative and allied to snore.] To

snarl.

And some of tygres that did seem to gren

And snar of all that ever passed by. Spenser.

Snare (snar), n. [A. Sax. sneare, a snare, a

noose; Icel. snara. Dan. snare, a snare, a

gin; I), snaar, O.H.G. snare, a string; Icel.

snara, to turn quickly, to twist.] 1. A con

trivance, consisting often of a noose or set

of nooseB of cords, hair, or the like, by which

a bird or other living animal may be en

tangled; a gin; a net; a noose.—2. Anything

by which one is entangled, entrapped, or

iuvefgled, and brought into trouble.

A fool's mouth is his destruction, and his lips are

the snare of his soul. Prov. xviii. 7.

3. One of the strings formed of twisted raw

hide strained upon the lower head of a

drum.

Snare (snar), v.t. pret. & pp. snared; ppr.

snaring, [from the noun.] To catch with

a snare; to catch or take by guile; to bring

into unexpected evil, perplexity, or danger;

to entangle.

The wicked is snared in the work of his own hands.

Ps. ix, 16.

Snare - drum (snarMrum), n. A common

military drum furnished with snares, as

opposed to a bass drum. See Snare, n. 3.

Snarer (snar'erX n. One who lays snares or

entangles.

Snarers and smugglers here their gains divide.

Crabbe.

Snarl (snarl), v. I [A freq. of snar. See

Snar.] 1. To growl, as an angry or surly

dog; to gnarl. 'That I should snarl and

bite and play the dog.' Shak.— 2 To speak

roughly; to talk in rude, murmuring terms.

It is malicious and unmanly to snarl at the little

lapses of a pen, from which V irgil himself stands not

exempted. Dryden.

Snarl (snarl), n. A quarrel ; an angry con

test.

Snarl (snarl), r.f. [From snare.] 1. To en

tangle; to complicate; to involve in knots;

as, to snarl a skein of thread. 'And from

her head oft rent her snarled hair.' Spen

ser.— 2. To embarrass; to confuse; to en

tangle. ' Confused snarled consciences.' Br.

H. More.

This was the question that they would have snarled

him with. Latin* ■ .

Snarl (snarl), n. Entanglement; a knot or

complication of hair, thread, <fcc, which it

is difficult to disentangle; hence, intricacy;

complication; embarrassing difficulty.

Snarl (snarl), v.t To raise or form hollow

work in narrow metal vases. See Snar

ling. Snarling-iron.

Snarler (snakier), n. One who snarls; a

surly, growling animal; a grumbling, quar

relsome fellow. ' The lash of snarlers' jokes. '

Stc\ft

Snarling (snarling), p. and a. Growling;

grumbling angrily; peevish; waspish; snap

pish.

Snarling (snarling), n. A mode of raising

or forming hollow work in sheet metal, such

as narrow vases, by repercussion, where the

hammer, from the narrowness of the vessel,

cannot be applied directly.

Snarling-lron (snarTing-i-ern), n. An iron

tool used in the operation of snarling. It

consists of a straight arm with an upturned

end. This is introduced into the vessel to

be operated on with the end bearing upon

the part to be raised or expanded, and blows

struck on the eud which is without the

vessel cause the other eud to act ou it by

repercussion.

Snarl-knot (snarl'not), n. A knot that can

not be drawn loose. [Provincial.]

Snary (sna'ri), a. [From snare.] Of the

nature of a snare; entangling; insidious.

Spiders in the vault their snary webs have spread.

Dryden.

Snash (snash), n, [Same word as Sw. sneesa,

to chide sharply; or a form formed by a

mixing up of snap and gnash. Comp. also

Dan. sjiaske, to champ food with noise.]

Insolent, opprobrious language; impertin

ent abuse. [Scotch. ]

Poor tenant bodies, scant o' cash.

How they maun thole the factor's snask. Burns.

Snastt (snast), n. [From root of A. Sax.

snithan, to cut. whence snath, med.] The

snuff of a candle. Bacon,

Snatch (snach), v.t pret. A pp. snatched or

snatcht. [Softened form of 0. and Prov. E.

snack, to snatch; D. and L.G. snakken,

snacken, to snatch: probably a parallel form

of snap (which see).] 1. To seize hastily or

abruptly; to seise without permission or

ceremony ; as, to snatch a kiss. ' From my

finger snatch d that ring.' Shak. 'When

half our knowledge we must snatch, not

take.' Pope.

Nay do not snatch it from me. Shah.

From vulgar bounds with brave disorder part.

And snatch a grace beyond the reach of art.

Pepe.

2. To seize and transport away. 'Snatch

me to heaven.' Thomson.—Syn. To twitch,

pluck, pull, catch, grasp, gripe.

Snatch (snach), v.t To attempt to seize

suddenly; to catch; as, to snatch at a thing.

Nay, the ladies too will be snatching:. Shah.

Snatch (snach), n. 1. A hasty catch or

seizing.

Why. then, it seems some certain snatch or so

Would serve your turn. Shah.

2. A catching at or attempt to seize sud

denly.— 3. A short fit of vigorous action; as,

a snatch at weeding after a shower.—4. A

Bmall piece, fragment, or quantity; apiece

snatched or broken off. 'Snatches of old

tunes.' Shak.

We have often little snatches of sunshine. Spectator.

She chanted snatches of mysterious song.

Tennyson.

5. A shuffling answer. [Bare.]

Come. sir. leave me your snatches and yield me a

direct answer. Shah.

6. A hasty repast; a snack. [Scotch.]

Snatch-block.

Snatch-block (snach'blok), n. A particular

kind of block used in ships, having an open

ing in one side to receive the bight of a

rope. It is chiefly used

for heavy purchases,

where a warp or hawser

is brought to the cap

stan. Called also a Notch-

Itlock.

Snatcher ( snach 'er), n.

One that snatches or

takes abruptly; as, a

}x)dy-snatcher.

Snatchingly (snaoh'ing li), atir. By snatch

ing; hastily; abruptly.

Snatchy (snach'i), a. Consisting of or cha

racterized by snatches.

The modern style (of rowing) seems short and

snatchy; it has not the long majestic sweep of farmer

days. Cambridge Sketches.

Snath. Snathe (snath, snath), n. [A Sax.

snatd, the handle of a scythe, from tntthan,

to cut. There are various other forms of

this word, as sneath, sneethe. sned, Ac]

The handle of a scythe. [Local and United

States.]

Snathe (snaTH), v.t [A. Sax. snithan, Icel.

sneilha, Goth, sneithan, G. sehneiden, to

cut. Akin Sc. snod. trim, neat] To lop; to

prune. [Provincial ]

Snattock (snat'ok), n. [Snathe and dim.

term, -ock.) A chip; a slice. * Snattocks of

that very cross.' Gayton. [Local.]

Snaw(sna). n. Snow. [Scotch]

Snead(sned),n. 1. [Connected with snood.] A

ligament; a line or string.—2. A handle for

a scythe. See Snath, Sned. [Both local]

Sneak (snek), v.i. [A. Sax, sntcan, to creep,

to sneak ; Dan. snige. to creep or move

softly. See SNAKE.] 1. To creep or steal

privately; to go furtively, as if afraid or

ashamed to be seen ; to slink ; as, to sneak

away from company; to sneak into a corner

or behind a screen. 'A poor unmiuded

outlaw sneaking home.' Shak.

You skolk'd behind the fence, and sneaked away.

Dryden.

2. To behave with meanness and servility;

to crouch; to truckle.

Tom struts a soldier, open, bold and brave ;

Will sntahs a scriv'ner, an exceeding knave. Pep*.

Sneak t (snek), v.t. To hide; to conceal

'(Slander) lurks and sneaks its head.' A op

Wake.

Sneak (snek), n. A mean fellow. ' A set of

simpletons and superstitious sneaks,' Glan-

vUU.

There can be no douht that a sne.th is usually looked

upon as very little better than a knave. The word,

like the correlative term ' gentleman.' is one of pecu

liarly English growth. . . . To English apprehension

the term denotes that combination of selfishness,

cowardice, and falsehood which is summed up in the

Lexicon definition of a "mean fellow," and is airei-try

opposite to manliness and candour. Sat. Rev.

Sneak-cup (Bn6k'kup), n. A toper who balks

his glass; one who sneaks from his cup;

hence, a puny or paltry fellow.

The prince is a jack, a sneak-cup. Shak.

He is such a sneak-cupi were lie a boy of mettle I

would adopt him. Morten.

Sneaker (suek'er), n. 1. One who sneak?:

one who wants spirit; a sneak. 'Sneakers

and time-servers.' WaterlandL

I am none of those sneakers. Lamb.

2. A small vessel of drink; a kind of punch

bowl.

I have just left the rifjht worshipful and his myrmi

dons about a sneaker of five gallons. Spectator.

Sneaklness (sn€k'i-ne«X «• Same as Sneak-

ingness.

Sneaking (snek'ing\ a. 1. Pertaining to a

sneak ; acting like a sneak ; mean ; servile :

crouching. 'The fawning, sneaking, and

flattering hypocrite. ' Stiltingjleet—2*Secret

or clandestine, and somewhat discreditable;

underhand.

When we speak of a ' sneaking* regard ' for a per

son or a principle, we imply that the regard is. or is

felt by those who entertain it to be, more or less dis

creditable, and that they do not venture openly to

profess a feeling of which they are ashamed, while

they nevertheless secretly indulge it. Sat. Jiev

Sneakingly (sm-k'iug-ii), adv. In a sneak

ing manner; meanly.

Doe all things like a man, not sneakinrly;

Think the King sees thee still; for his King does.

SneakingnesB (sneir/ing-nes), n. The qua

lity of being sneaking; meanness.

Sneaksby (sneks'bi), n. A paltry fellow.

' A demure sneaksby, a clownish singular-

1st' Barrow. [Familiar.]

Sneak-up t (snek'up), n, A sneaking, cow

ardly, insidious fellow. (A corrupted read

ing of Shakspere for sneak-cup. Sares. ]

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey
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Sneaky (snek'iX a. Same as Sneaking.

Srieap' (snep), v.t. (Allied Co snip, snib,
m ■■■ ■>; I eel sneypa, to disgrace, to chide; D.

snippen, to nip; Dan. snibbe, reproach, re

primand.] 1. To check; to reprove ab

ruptly; to reprimand. Dr. II, More.—2. To

nip; to bite; to pinch. 'Herbs and fruits

sncaped with cold weather.' Bay.

Sa.ea.pt (snep), n. A reprimand; a check.

I wiil not undergo this rneaf without reply. Shak.

Sneath, Sneathe (sneth, sneTH), n. The

handle of a scythe; a snath.
Sneb, • Snebbet (sneb), v.t [A form of snib.]

To check; to reprimand; to chide; to sneup.

Spenser.

Sneck (*nek), n. fO E. snek, snekke, snecke,

also snack, probably from mack, old form

of snatch. Comp. catch, a kind of fasten

ing. ] The latch of a door or other appliance

of similar nature; a door-handle. Written

also Snick, [Obsolete and provincial, espe

cially Scotch]

Sneck (snek), v.t To put the door latch or

catch on; as. to meek a door. [Scotch. ]

Sneck-drawer (snek'dra-er), n. A latch-

lifter; a bolt-drawer; a sly fellow; a co

zener; a cheat. Gait. [Scotch.]

Sneek-drawing (snek'dra-ing). a. Crafty;

cozening; cheating. Burns. [Scotch.]

Snecket t (snek'et). n. [Dim. of meek. ] The

latch of a door; a snacket Cotgrave.

Sneck-up. Snick-up t (snek'up, snik'up),

inter}. [Probably contr. from his neck up.

Sares.] Go hang! be hanged!

We did keep time, sir, in our catches. Sneck up.

Shak.

Sned 'sned), n. [See SNATH,] The handle of

a scythe; a snead; a snath. [Old and pro

vincial, especially Scotch.]

Sued (sued), v t Same as Snathe.

Snee (sne),n. [D. snW. contr. of snedc, a cat,

a sharp edge.] A knife.

Stifled (sneak n. [A. Sax. snad. See SNATH,

Snathe] The handle of a scythe; a sned

or snath.
T [■■-..■■■ is fixed on a long' sneed, or straight handle.

Evelyn.

Sneer (sne>). v.i. [Origin doubtful. The

original meaning seems to have been to

grin, and the word is probably allied to

snar, mart] 1. To show contempt by turn

ing up the noae, or by a particular cast of

countenance —2. To insinuate contempt by

a covert expression; to use words suggestive

rather than expressive of contempt ; to

speak derisively: often with at; as, to inter

at a person for his piety.

Dunn with fiint praise, assent with civil leer.

And, without sneering, teach the ret to snttr.

Pofe.

S To show mirth awkwardly. Tatler.—STN.

To scoff, gibe, jeer.

Sneer (sner), v.t 1. To treat with sneers;

to i refit with a sort of contempt.

Nor sneered nor bribed from virtue into shame.

Savage

2 To otter with contemptuous expression

or grimace.

* A ship of fools ' he shrieked in spite,

* A ship of fools ' he sneered and wept.

Tennyson.

Sneer (sner), n. 1. A look of contempt, or a

taming up of the nosetomanifestcontempt;

a look of disdain, derision, or ridicule.

There was a laughing devil in his sneer. Byron.

2 An expression of contemptuous scorn; in

direct expression of contempt

Who can refute a sneer I Paley.

Srx. Scoff, gibe, jeer.

Sneerer (sneVer), n. One that sneers.

Sneerful (sneVfut), a. Given to sneering.

'The sneerful maid.' Shenstone. [Rare.]

Sneertngly (sner'ing-li), adv. In a sneer-

tog manner; with a look of contempt or

scorn.

Sneeshin, Sneeshing (ineshln, snesh'ing),

n. [From sneezing.] 1. Snuff.—2. A pinch of

snuff. ' Not worth a sneeshin.' W. Meston.

Sneeshin mill or sneeshing mull, a snuff

box, generally made of the end of a horn.

[Scotch)

Sneexe (snex). r. i pret <fc pp. sneezed; ppr.

sneezing. [O.E. and 9c. necse, necze, with a

prefixed and strengthening a. See Neese.

Doable forms of words with and without an

initial s are not uncommon. Comp. melt,

tineU, plash, splash, snipe, nib or neb, lash,

slash, &.c ] To emit air through the nose

audibly and violently by a kind of involun

tary convulsive force, occasioned by irrita

tion of the inner membrane of the nose.

fee SNEEZING — To sneeze at, to show con

tempt for; to contemn; to despise; to scorn.

My prafe«sloaaJ reputation is not to be sneezed at.

Sir A.M. Elton.

Sneeze (snez). n. The act of one who sneezes,

or the noise made by sneezing; sudden and

violent ejection of air through the nose with

an audible sound.

Sneeze-weed (snez'wed), a A plant of the

genus Uelenium ( // aututnnale) which

causes sneezing.

Sneeze-wood (snez'wud), n. A South Afri

can tree (Pteroxylon utile), nat order Sa-

pindacere, yielding a solid, strong, durable

-timber rivalling mahogany in beauty. Its

dust causes sneezing, bo that it is trouble

some to work.

Sneezewort (sneVwert), n. A British com

posite plant of the genus Achillea, the A.

Ptarmica, called also Goose-tongue, with

long narrow serrate leaves, and heads of

white flowers. It is so called because the

dried flowers and roots, when powdered

and applied to the nose, cause sneezing.

Sneezing (snez'ing), n. 1. The act of eject

ing air violently and audibly through the

nose by a sudden and involuntary effort;

sternutation. Sneezing is a convulsive ac

tion of the respiratory organs brought on

commonly by irritation of the nostrils. It

is preceded by a deep inspiration, which fills

the lungs and then forces the air violently

through the nose. Sneezing produced in the

ordinary way is a natural and healthy ac

tion, intended to throw off instinctively from

the delicate membrane of the nostrils what

ever irritable or offensive material may

chance to be lodged there. When it becomes

violent, recourse must be had to soothing

the nasal membrane by the application of

warm milk and water, or decoction of

poppiea—2. A medicine to promote sneez

ing; anerrhine; a sternutatory. 'Sneezings,

masticatories and nasals.' Burton.

Snell (snel), a. [A. Sax. mel, a word com

mon to the Teutonic tongues with the senses

of sharp, quick, active, Ac] 1-t Active;

brisk ; nimble. Lye. — 2. Keen ; piercing;

sharp; severe; as, a snell frost. [Scotch.]

It may be a dead loss !—whate'er ane o' your Lom

bard Street goldsmiths may say to it, it's a snell ane

iu the Sautmarket o' Glasgow. Sir '■>'. Scott.

Snell (snel), n. A short line of horse-hair,

gut, Ac, by which a fish-hook is attached

to a longer line; a snood.

Snet (snet), n. The fat of a deer. [Obsolete

or provincial English.]

Snew (snu). Old and prov. pret of snow.

If you heerd on't of what passed between Mas'r

Davy and me, th' night when it tnrtv so hard, you

know as I have been—wheer not—fur to seek my

dear niece. Dickens.

Snewe,t v.i. To snow; to fall plenteouBly;

to be in as great abundance as snow. Chau

cer.

Snlbt (snib), v.t To snub; to reprimand; to

check ; to sneap or sneb. ' Them to revile

OTIfw.' Spenser.

Though the seeds of virtue . . . may be trampled

on, kept under, cropped and snibbed by the bestial

part. Bf. Ward,

Snlbt (snib). n. A snub; a reproof; a repri

mand. Marston,

Snick (snik), n. [Icel. snikka, to cut or work

with a knife; D. snik, a hatchet, a sharp

tool.] 1. A small cut or mark. — 2. A knot

or irregularity in yarn.—Snick and snee, a

combat with knives. 'Among the Dunkerk-

ers, where snick and snee was in fashion.'

Wiseman.

Snick (snik), n. A latch; a sneck. [Provin

cial English.]

Snicker (snik'er), v.i. [Probably imitative

of the sound of suppressed laughter. Comp.

Sc. snocker, to breathe loudly through the

nose; nicker, nicher, to neigh.] To laugh in

a half-suppressed manner; to laugh with

audible catches of voice, as when one at

tempts to suppress loud laughter; to giggle;

to snigger.

Snickersnee (snik'er-sne), n, 1. A combat

with knives. See Snick and snee under

Snick.—2. A large clasp-knife. Thackeray.

3niCk-up (snik'up), interj. See SNECK-UP.

Give him money, George, and let him go snick-

*f. Beau. e> Fl.

Snlff(sniO, v.i. \K lighter form of snuff.]

To draw air audibly up the nose, sometimes

as an expression of scorn; to snuff.

So then you look'd scornful and snift at the dean.

Swift.

Sniff (snif), v.t. 1. To draw in with the

breath through the nose.—2, To perceive as

by snuffing; to snuff; to smell; to scent; as,

to sniff danger.

Sniff < si i i f ), n. 1. The act of sniffing; percep

tion by the nose.

Oh, could I but have had one single sup.

One single sniffax. Charlotte's caudle-cup.

T. IVorton.

2. That which is taken by sniffing; as, a sniff

of fresh air. — 3. The sound produced by

drawing in with the breath through the

nose,

Mrs. Gamp . . . gave a sniffof uncommon signifi

cance, aud said, it didn't signify. Dickens.

Snift (snift), v.i. 1. To make a noise by

drawing breath through the nose; to Bnort

'Resentment expressed by snifting.* John

son.—Z. To snifT; to snuff; to smell. 'Still

sniffing and hankering after their old quar

ters.* Landor.

Snift (snift), n. 1. A moment. TTallurell.—

2. Slight snow or sleet. HalliweU. [Provin

cial English in both senses]

Snifter (sniffer), n. [Scotch.] 1. The draw

ing of the breath up the nostrils noisily ; a

sniff.—2. pi. (a) The stoppage of the nostrils

through cold. (&) A disease of horses

Snifter (sniffer), v.i. To draw up the breath

through the nose; to Bniff. [Scotch.]

Snifting-valve (snift'ing-valv), n. A valve

in the cylinder of a steam-engine for the

escape of air; so called from the peculiar

noise it makes. Called also Tail-valve, Blow-

valve,

Snig (snig), n. [See Snake.] A kind of eel

[Local.]

Snigger (snig'er), v.i. Same as Snicker.-

She . . . sniggered o\er the (auhs of the self-styled

righteous with uncommon satisfaction. Thackeray.

Snigger (Bnig^r), n, A suppressed laugh; a

giggle; a snicker. 'The confiding snigger of

the foolish young butcher.' Dickens.

Sniggle (snig'l), v.i. [Fromsnig, an eel.] To

fi?h Tor eels, by thrusting the bait into their

holes. Iz. Walton.

Sniggle (snig'l), at pret. A pp. sniggled;

ppr. sniggling. To snare; to catch.

Now. Martell.

Have you remember'd what we thought of!

Yes, sir, 1 have sniggled him. Beau. & Fl.

Snip (snip), v.t. pret. A pp. snipped; ppr.

snipping. [Closely allied to map, and to

D. and L.G. snippen, to snip, to clip, O.

schnippen, sehmpfen, to snip or clip in

pieces] 1. To clip; to cut off at once with

shears or scissors.

. and would snip it

Arbuthttot.

1 le wore a pair of scissors .

off nicely.

2. To enap; to snatch.

The captain seldom ordered anything out of the

ship's stores but I sniffed some of it for rny own

share, Defoe.

Snip (snip), n. [See the verb.] 1. A clip; a

Bingle cut with shears or scissors —2. A bit

cut off; a small shred.—3. Share; a snack.

Sir R. L'Estrange.—4. A cant name for a

tailor.—5. A small hand shears for cutting

metal.

Snipe (snip), n. [D. snip, L.G. mippe, Dan.

sneppe, G. schnepfe, snipe, a bird distin

guished by the length of its bill orned; L.G.

mippe, snihbe, a bill, beak, same word as nib

or neb with s prefixed. See Neb.] 1. The

English name for those grallatorial birds

which form the genus Scolopax. The com

mon snipe (Scolopax gallinago) is a beauti

fully marked bird, about 10 or 11 inches

long. It Is plentiful in most parts of Bri-

Comrnon Snipe {Scolopaxgatlittiigo).

tain, and frequentsmarshyormoist grounds.

It feeds on worms, insects, and small mol

luscs. It is remarkable for the length of

its bill, its peculiar cry, and the drumming

like noise it makes in summer. The jack

snipe (Scolopax gallinula) cloBely resembles

the common snipe in its general habits and

appearance, but is seldom Been in this coun

try except in the winter—Sea snipe, a name

given to the dunlin (which see).—Summer

eh. cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, gv\ j, job; t, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, fAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See Kit.
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snipe, a name given to the common sand

piper.—2. A fool; a blockhead; a simple

ton.

I mine own gain'd knowledge should profane.

If I should tunc expend with such a sniff,

But for my sport and profit. Shak.

Snipe-till (snip'bil), n. In carp, a plane

with a sharp arris for forming the quirks of

mouldings.

Snipe-fish, (snip'flsh), n. A marine acan-

thopterygious Ash of the genus Centriseus

(C Scotopax), so called from its long snipe

like beak. Called also Trumpet-fish and

Bellows-fish. See Bellows-fish.

Snipper (snip'er), n. One that snips or clips;

a tailor. Dryden.

Snipper-snapper (snip'er-snap-er), n. An

effeminate young man; a small insigniflcaut

fellow. [Colloq.]

Snippet (snip'et), n. [Dim. of snip, a part]

A small part or share. Hudibras.

Snippety (snip'et-i), a. Insignificant; ridicu

lously small. 'Snippety facts." Spectator

newspaper.

Snip-snap (snip'snap), n. [A reduplication

of snap.) A tart dialogue with quick re

plies.

Snip-snap (snip'snap), a. Short and quick;

smart. Pope.

Snltcher (snich'er), n. 1. An informer; a

tell-tale; one who turns queen's (king's) evi

dence.—2. A handcuff. [Low slang in both

senses. ]

Snltet (snit), n. [A. Sax. suite, perhaps con

nected with snout, the bird with long snout

or beak.] A snipe. 'The witless woodcock

and his neighbour smite.' Drayton.

Snite (snit), v.t. [A. Sax. snytan, to wipe or

clean the nose; lce\,snt/tatto blow the nose;

Dan. snyde, to blow the nose, to snuff a

candle; D. snuiten, to blow the nose. The

verbs seem to be derived from the noun

snout, or from snot, mucuB.] To flip, so as to

strike off; hence, to clean, as the nose; to

mi'! it, as a candle. 'Nor would any one be

able to snite his nose.' Grew.

Snithe, Snithy (snith, snith'i), a. [A. Sax.

snithan, to cut. See Snathe.] Sharp;

piercing; cutting: applied to the wind.

[Provincial. 1

Snivel (sniv'el), n. [A. Sax. snyfel (?), snoffel,

snot ; from the Btcm of sniff, snuff] Snot ;

mucus running from the nose.

Snivel (sniv'el), t?. t. pret. snivelled; ppr. sni

velling. 1. To run at the noBe.—2. To draw

up the mucus audibly through the nose.—

3. To cry. weep, or fret, as children, with

snuffing or snivelling. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Sniveller (suiv'el-er), ». 1. One who snivels,

or who cries with snivelling—2. One who

weeps for Blight causes, or manifests weak

ness by weeping.

He'd more lament when I was dead.

Than all the snivellers round my bed. Swift.

Snivelling (sniv'el-ing), n. The act or the

noise of one who snivels; a crying or speak

ing as through the nose.

Snivelly (sniv'el-i), a. Running at the nose;

pitiful; whining.

Snob (snob), n. [Prov. E, snob, a vulgar or

contemptible person, also snot or mucus of

the nose. The latter is probably the original

meaning, the word being thus from root of

snuff; comp. G. schnoben, to puff or blow

through the nose. So snot is also used as

an opprobrious epithet of persona.] 1. A

trivial name for a shoemaker; a journeyman

shoemaker.—2. In the universities, a towns

man as opposed to a gownsman. —3. One who

is always pretending to be something better

than he is ; a vulgar person who apes gen

tility.

A snob is that man or woman who is always pre

tending to be something better—especially richer or

more fashionable—than they are. Thackeray.

A snob is a fellow who wants to be taken for better,

or richer, or cleverer, or more influential than he

really is>. Ln'er,

4. A workman who continues working while

others are out on strike; one who works for

lower wages than other workmen ; a knob

stick; a rat.

Snobbery (snob'er-i), n. The quality of

being snobbish.

Snobbish (snob'ish), a. Belonging to or re

sembling a snob; vulgarly ostentatious.

That which we call a snob, by any other name

would still be snobbish. Thackeray.

Snobbishly (snob'iBh-11), adv. In the man

ner of a snob.

Snobbishness (snob'ish-nes), n. The quality

of being a snob. 'Snobbishness is vulgar.'

Thackeray.

Snobblsm (snob'izra), n. The state of being

a snob; the manners of a snob; snobbish

ness.

The tnobbism would perish forthwith (if for no

other cause) under public ridicule.

Sir IV. Hamilton.

Snobby (snoh'i), a. Of or relating to a snob;

partaking of the character of a snob ; snob

bish.

And if we can't get in with the nobs, depend upon

it, we will never take up with any society that is de

cidedly snobby. Dean Ramsay.

Snobling (snob 'ling), n. A little snob.

Thackeray.

Snobocracy (snob-ok'ra-Bi), n. [Siwb, and

term, -ocracy, as in aristocracy; comp. mob-

ocracy.] Snobs taken collectively. Kings-

ley.

Snod (snod), n. [A. Sax See Snood] A

fillet; a headband; a ribbon. Called in Scot

land a snood. [Obsolete or provincial Eng

lish.]

Snod (snod), a. [Lit. trimmed by cutting;

Sc. sued, A. Sax. snaedan, to trim, to cut.

SeeSNATHK.] Neat; trim; smooth. [Scotch.]

Snood (sudd), n. [A. Sax. snod, a snood.

Comp. Icel. snudr, snuthr, a twirl, a twist,

from snua, to twist.] 1. A fillet with which

the hair of a young maiden's head is bound

up, emblematic of chastity. [Scotch. ] —

2. In angling, a hair-line, gut, or silk cord by

which a fish-hook is fastened to the line; a

snell. [Scotch.]

Snood (snod), v.t. To bind up, as the hair

with a snood.

Snooded (snod'ed), a. Wearing or having a

snood.

And the snooded daughter

Smiled on him. It^hittier.

Snook t (snbk),».i\ [O.E. snoke, to smell, to

search out, to pry into ; Sw. snoka, to lurk,

to dog a person.] To lurk; to lie in ambush.

A. Brome.

Snook (sunk), a. A name given to the sea-

pike (Centropomus undecimalis).

Snool (snttl), v.t. [Perhaps contr. from a

form snuble, from snub.] To subjugate or

govern by authority; to keep under by

tyrannical means. Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Snool (snbl), v. i. To submit tamely. Tan-

nahill. [Scotch.]

Snool (snbl), n. One who meanly subjects

himself to the authority of another. 'Ye

silly snool.' Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Snooze (snoz), n. [Probably imitative of the

sound made in drawing the breath while

asleep, and allied to snore; comp. sneeze; Dan.

snuse, to snutf or sniff.] A nap or Bhort

sleep. ' That he might enjoy his snort snooze

in comfort' Quart. Rev. [Familiar.]

Snooze (snoz), v.i. pret. & pp. snoozed; ppr.

snoozing. To slumber; to take a Bhort nap.

[Familiar]

Snoozer (snbz'er), n. One who snoozes.

Snore (snor), v.i. pret. & pp. snored; ppr.

snoring: [A. Sax. snora, a snoring; L.G.

snoren,D.snorken,J>&n.snorke,(i.schnarchen,

to snore. No doubt an imitative word, and

akin to snar, snarl, snort.] To breathe with

a rough hoarse noise in sleep ; to breathe

hard through the nose and open mouth

while Bleeping.

Weariness

Can snore upon the flint, when resty sloth

Finds the down-pillow hard. Shak.

Snore (sn6r), n. A breathing with a harsh

noise through the nose and mouth in sleep.

Snorer (snor'er), n. One that snores.

Snort (snort), v.i. [From snore. Wedgwood

is probably right in suggesting that the

effect of the final t is to express abrupt

ness or discontinuity. ] 1. To force the air

with violence through the nose, so as to

make a noise, as high-spirited horses often

do.

He chafes, he stamps, careers, and turns about:

He foams, snorts, neighs, and fire and smoke breathes

out. Fairfax.

2. To snore. [Rare]

He found a country fellow dead drunk snorting aa

a bulk. Burton.

Awake the snorting citizens with the bell. Shak.

3. To laugh outright. [Provincial.]

Snort (snort), v. t. 1. 1 To turn up. in anger,

scorn, or derision, as the nose. Chaucer.—

2. To expel, or force out, as by a snort.

Fish semblances, of green and aznrc hue.

Ready to snort their streams. Keats.

Snort (snort), n. A loud short sound pro

duced by forcing the air through the nos

trils.

Snorter (snorter), n. One who snorts; a

snorer.

Snorting (snorting), n. 1. The act of forcing

the air through the nose with violence and

noise; the sound thus made. Jer. viiL 16.—

2. Act of snoring. [Rare. ]

Snot (snot), n. [A. Sax. snot, Dan. and D.

snot, snot. Akin snite, snout (which see). ]

1. Mucus discharged from or secreted in the

nose.— 2. An opprobrious epithet applied to

a person. [Vulgar.]

Snot (snot), v.t [See the noun.] To free

from snot; to blow or wipe.

Snotter (snot'er), v.i. [From snot (which

see) ] 1. To snivel; to sob. [Local.]—2. To

go loiteringly. [Scotch]

Snotter (snot'er), n, Naut. a rope going

over a yard-

arm with an

eye forming a

becket to bend

a tripping-line

to in sending

down top-gal

lant and royal

yards; also, a

piece of rope

fitted round a

boat's mast,

having a bight

to fit the lower

end of the

sprit, which it

confines to the

mast

Snotter (snof-

er), n. L The

red part of a

turkey - cock's

head.—2. Snot.

[Scotch.]

Snottery(snot'-

er-i ), n. Filth ; abomination. ' To purge

the snottery of our slimy time.' Marston.

Snottily (snot'i-li), adv. In a snotty man

ner.

Snottinesa (snot'1-nea), n. The state of be

ing snotty.

Snotty (snot'i), a. 1. Foul with snot. —

2. Mean; dirty; dry; sneering; sarcastic.

[Colloq.]

Snout (snout), n. [Not in A. Sax. or Icel ;

L.O. snute, Sw. snut, Dan. snvde. D. snuit. G.

schnautze, a snout. Snite is probably a de

rivative, and snot is closely akin.] 1. The

long projecting nose of a beast, as that of

swine.—2. The nose of a man: in contempt.

Hudibras. —3. The nozzle or end of a hollow

pipe.

Snout (snout), v.t. To furnish with a nozzle

or point.

Snouted (snout'ed), a. Having a snout.

Snouty (snout'l), a. Resembling a beast's

snout.

The nose was ugly, long, and big.

Broad and snouty like a pig. Otrnay.

Snow (snfi). n. [A very widely spread word,

being found in most of the Indo-European

tongues. A. Sax. sndw, D. sneeuw, L.G. and

Dan. snee, Sw. sno, Icel. snjdr (also sneer,

snjdr), G. schnee, Goth, snaivs, L. nix, Gr.

niphas (without initial s); probably from

root seen in Skr. snu, to flow, to drop, to

trickle, to distil.} 1. Frozen vapour; watery

particles congealed into white crystals in

the air, and falling to the earth. Snow is

Sprit-sail.

a. Sprit, reeving through the

snotter *.

Crystals of Snow.

formed in the air when the temperature of

the atmosphere sinks below the freezing-

point. The particles of moisture contained

in the atmosphere are then frozen, and form

flakes, which descend to the earth. Each

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her, piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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flake which falls is composed of a number

of miuute crystals of ice. which present

countless modifications of the hexagonal

system. They have great diversities of

density, and display innumerable varieties

of the most beautiful forms. These crystals

adhere together to form an irregular clus

ter ; and consequently the incident rays of

light, which are refracted and reflected so

as to present individually the prismatic

colours, are scattered after reflection in all

directions, and combine to give to the eye

the colour sensation of white. When suffi

cient pressure is applied the slightly adher

ing crystals are brought into true molecular

contact, when the snow, losing its white

colour, assumes the form of ice. Snow an

swers many valuable purposes in the econ

omy of nature. Accumulated upon higti

regions it serves to feed, by its gradual melt

ing, streams of running water, which a sud-

deu increase of water, in the form of rain,

would convert into destructive torrents or

standing pools ; and in many countries it

tempers the burning heats of summer by

cooling the breezes which pass over it. In

severer climates it serves as a defence

against the rigours of winter by protecting

vegetation from the frost, and by affording

a shelter to animals which bury themselves

under it Even in more temperate climates

it is found that vegetation suffers more from

an open winter than when the fields, during

that season, lie hid beneath a snowy cover

ing; for as snow is a slow conductor of heat

a coating of it prevents the earth from

parting quickly with its warmth, and at the

same time protects ft from the cold of the

atmosphere.—Red mow. See PROTOCOCCUS.

2- Something that resembles snow, as white

blossoms. ' The scent of the elder bushes

which were spreading their summer snow

close to the open window opposite.' George

Eliot. —Snow is often used in the formation of

compounds, many of which are self-explan

atory, as #noir-capped. snow-crowned, snow-

mantled, and the like.

Snow (sud), n. [D. snaauw, a kind of boat,

from Lg. snau, a snout, a beak.] A vessel

equipped with two masts, resembling the

main and fore masts of a ship, and a third

small mast just abaft and close to the main

mast, carrying a try-sail. It is identical

with a brig, except that the brig bends her

fore and aft main-sail to the main-mast,

while the snow bends it to the try-sail mast

Snow ( •■no), v. i. To fall in snow : used chiefly

impersonally; as, it snows; it snowed yester

day.

Snow (snd), v. L To scatter or cause to fall

like snow. * Till age snow white hairs on

thee * Donne.

Let tt ihaiidcr to the tune of Green Sleeve*, hail

kasiug-comfits and snow erin^oes. $hn£.

Snow* apple (snd'ap-1), n. A species of

apple

Snow-ball (sn&'bal), n. 1. A ball of snow;

a round mass of snow pressed or rolled

together.—2 In cookery, a kind of pudding

made by putting rice which has been swelled

in milk round a pared and cored apple,

tying up in a cloth, and boiling well. —Snow

ball tree, the garden fonn of a flowering

shrub. Viburnum Opulus, or gelder-rose.

Sec- GELPKR-ROSE, VIBURNUM.

Snow-ball (suo'bal), v. t. To pelt with snow

balls

8now-ball(sn6'balXf i. To throw snow-balls.

Snow-berry (sno'be-ri). n. The popular

name of tropical American shrubs of the

genus Chiococca, nat order Rubiacero. Bub-

onier Cinchonem. Several of the species

por*e*s active medicinal properties. The

fruit consists of snow-white berries. Also,

and iu England more usually, applied to

SymphiTicarpos (which see).

Snow-bird, (suo'berd), n. A popular name

applied to several species of birds, such as

the Fringilla nivalis of Europe, the Frin-

mUa hieinalti of America, and the snow-

bunting ("which see).

Snow-blanket(sno'blang-ket),«. A farmers'

name for such a covering of snow as pro

tects, or materially contributes to protect,

vegetation from the severity of the wea

ther.

Snow-blind (suo'Wind), a. Affected with

-l; ..» -bliudlieSS.

Snow-blindness (snd'blind-nes), it. An af

fection of the eyes caused by the reflection

of lu;ht from the snow.

Snow-blink (smyblingk), n. The peculiar

refltL-tii.m that arises from fields of ice or

snow. Called also Snow-light.
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Snow-boot (sno'bot), n. A boot intended

to protect the foot from snow; specifically,

a kind of golosh with on india-rubber sole

and felt uppers covering the boot worn in-

Bide of it.

Snow-broth (sn6'broth), n. Snow and water

mixed; very cold liquor. 'A man whose

blood is very snow-brt>th.' Shak.

Snow -bunting (sno'bunt-ing), n. The

popular name of Emberiza or Plectrophanes

nivalis, a gregarious passerine bird belong

ing to the bunting family, a native of the

arctic regions. In winter it visits Bri

tain and other temperate regions, and is

supposed to be the harbinger of severe

weather. On its first arrival in this country

it is very lean, but quickly grows fat, and is

then excellent eating. It sings very sweetly,

sitting on the ground; and does not perch,

but runs about like the lark. It is about

7 inches in length; the back and part of the

wings are dark black-brown, and the whole

of the remaining feathers are pure snowy

white. They generally congregate in little

flocks, and may be seen scudding over the

snow-clad hills, their black wings and tail

contrasting strangely with the pure white

surface over which they pass. Called also

Snow-fleck.

Snowd, Snowdlng (snoud, snoud'ing), n.

[Icel. snudr, a twist, a twirl, enua, to twist

See Snood.] A thin hempen cord having a

hook attached, suspended to deep-sea flsh-

ing-lines.

Snow-drift (sn6'drift), n. A drift of snow;

snow driven by the wind ; also, a bank of

snow driven together by the wind.

Snowdrop (snd 'drop), n, A well-known

garden plant of the genus Galanthus, the

G. nivalis, nat. order Amaryllidacea?. It

bears solitary,drooping,and elegant flowers,

white, which appear in February. It is

naturalized in Britain, and fouud in woods,

orchards, meadows, pastures, &c. — Snow

drop tree, the common name of shrubs of

the genus Halesia. They are beautiful

shrubs, with alternate ovate-oblong leaves

and white drooping flowers.

Snow - eyes ( su6Tz ), n. pi. A contrivance

used by the Esquimaux as a preventive to

snow-blindness. They are made of extremely

light wood, with a bridge resting on the

nose like spectacles, and a narrow slit for

the passage of the light.

SnOW - fed (sn6'fed), a. Originated or aug

mented by melted snow ; as, a snow-fed

stream.

Snow-field (snd'feld), n. A wide expanse of

snow, especially permanent snow.

Snow-flake (sno'tiak), n. 1. A small feathery

mass or flake of falling snow.—2. A British

plant of the genus Leucojum, the L. cesti-

man. with a bulbous root and white droop

ing flowers, which appear in May. It grows

in moist meadows. See Leucojum.

Snow -fleck (sno'flek), n. The snow-bunt

ing.

Snow -flood (sno'flud), n. A flood from

melted snow.

Snow -gOose (sno'gos), n. A web-footed

bird, the Anser hyperboreus, inhabiting the

arctic regions. It is of a white colour, ex

cept the tops of the wing-quills, which are

black, with red legs and bill. Its flesh is

esteemed excellent.

Snow-hut (sno'hut), n. A hut built of snow;

a snow-house used by the Esquimaux, .Vie.

Snowlsh (sno'ish), a. Resembling snow;

white like snow; snowy. 'Her snowish

neck. ' Ufa rner. [Rare. J

Snowless (sudTes), a. Destitute of snow.

Snow-light (sno'lit), n. See Snow-blink.

The blink or snow-light of field-ice is the most

lucid, and is tinged with yellow; of packed ice it is

pure white; ice newly formed has a greyish blink:

and a deep yellow tint indicates snow on land. Page.

Snowlike (snd'lik), a. Resembling snow.

Snow-limbed (sndlimd), a. Having limbs

white like snow. ' The snow-limb'U Eve from

whom she came.' Tennyson.

Snow-line (sno'lin), n. The limit of per

petual snow, or the line above which moun

tains are covered with perpetual snow. Since

the temperature of the atmosphere con

tinually diminishes, as we ascend from the

lower into the higher strata, there must be

in every latitude a certain limit of elevation

at which the temperature of the air is re

duced to the freezing-point. This limit is

called the snow-line, or line of perpetual

congelation, and the mountains which rise

above it are always covered with snow. The

snow-line varies according to latitude, being

highest near the equator and lowest near

SNUB

the poles. Local circumstances, however,

affect it, as the configuration of the couutry,

the quantity of snow falling annually, the

nature of the prevalent winds, &c. From

these circumstances the snow-line is at dif

ferent heights in the same latitude.

Snow -mould (sno'mdld), n. A fungous

})lant, the Lauosa nivalis, which grows

>cneath snow, on grasses and cereal crops.

It is especially injurious to barley and rye.

Snow-plant (sno'plant), n. The popular

name of a genus(?rotococcus)of microscopic

alga;, which grow in snow and give it the

appearance of being coloured. See PKO-

TOCOCCUS.

Snow-plough, Snow-plow (snd'plou), n.

An implement for clearing away the Bnow

from roads, railways, A*c. There are two

kinds: one adapted to be hauled by horses,

oxen, <Src, on a common highway; the other

to be placed in front of a locomotive to clear

the rails of snow. A variety of the latter is

adapted to street tramways. The snow-

plough for ordinary country roads usually

consists of boards framed together so as to

form an acute angle in front, and spread

out behind to any required distance. The

angular point or edge is made to enter the

snow, and the machine being propelled by

horses harnessed to the centre framework,

the snow is thrown off by the boards to the

sides of the road, and thus a free passage is

opened np for wheel-carriages, &c. For

railway purposes snow-ploughs are of vari

ous forms, adapted to the character of the

country, the amount of snowfall, the ten

dency to drift, etc.

Snow-shoe (snd'Bhb), «. A kind of flat shoe

or racket, either made of wood alone, or

consisting of a light frame crossed and re-

crossed by thongs, the broad surface of

which prevents the wearer from sinking in

the snow. Snow-shoes are usually from 3 to

4 feet in length, and from 1 to 1£ foot broad

across the middle.

Snow-skate (sno'skat), n. A thin, elastic

piece of wood, about 6 feet long, and as

broad as the foot, used by the Lapps for

skating on the snow, and to some extent by

the Swedes and Norwegians.

Snow-slip (Bno'slip), n. A large mass of

snow which slips down the side of a moun

tain.

Snow-storm (snd'storro). n, A storm with

a heavy, drifting fall of snow.

Snow-water (snd'wa-ter), n. Water pro

duced from the melting of snow.

Snow-white (snd'whlt), a. White as snow;

very white. ' Your snotc-white goodly steed.*

Shak. ' A snow-white ram.' Wordsworth.

Snow - wreath ( snS'reth ), n. An accumu

lation of snow of some considerable length

and height.

Snowy (sno'i), a. 1. White like snow.

So shows a snowy dove trooping with crows

As yonder lady o'er her fellows shows. Ska&.

2. Abounding with snow; covered with snow.

'The snowy top of cold Olympus.' Milton.

3. White; pure; Bpotless; unblemished.

There did he lose his snowy innocence. "John Hall.

Snub (snub), v.t. pret. & pp. snubbed; ppr.

snubbituj. [The first meaning is probably

the original, viz. to nip or snap short; ap

pearing also in Dan. snubbc, to snap or

snip off; Icel. mubbo'ttr, nipped or cut Bhort;

Prov. E. ratio, a snag, a short stump of wood.

Iu meaning 2 it may be directly from Icel.

snubba, to snub, to chide, the older E. form

being snib, snybbe. The root is no doubt

that of snap, and snip, snape, sneap, snipe.

are kindred forms.] 1. To nip; to check in

growth; to stunt.

Trees . . . whose heads and boue/hs I have ob-

serv'd to run out far to landward, but toward the

sea, to be so snubbed by the winds as if their boughs

had been pared or shaven off on that side. Ray.

2. To check ; to reprimand ; to check, stop,

or rebuke with a tart sarcastic reply or

remark.

We frequently see the child ... in spitjht of being

neelectea, snubbed, and thwarted at home, acquire

a behaviour which incites it as agreeable to all the

rest of the world, as, &c Taller.

ch, cAoin; ch, Sc. locA; g. yo; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, w\g; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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3. To slight designedly ; to treat with con

tempt or neglect, as a forward or pretentious

person.— To snub a cable (nauC), to check

it suddenly in running out

Snub (Bnuh), n [See Snub, v.t] 1. A knot

or protuberance in wood ; a snag. — 2. A

check; a rebuke. —3. A nose flat at the

bridge, and brood and somewhat turned up

at the tip.

My father's nose was aquiline, and mine is a snub.

Marryatt.

Snubt (snub), v.t. [Allied to snob. Comp.

O.G. snuben. Mod. G. schnauben, to pant]

To sob with convulsions. BaiUy.

Snub >li08e (snub'noz), n. A short or flat

nose.

Snub-nosed (snub nozd), a. Having a short,

flat nose.

Snub-pOSt (snub'post), n, Sant. a strong

post on a quay or on the shore, around which

a rope is thrown to check the motion of a

vesseL

Snudget (smij).r.t. (Softened form of snug.

See 8n ro.] To lie close; to snug. ' Snudge

in quiet." 0. Herbert

Snudge t (snuj), n. A miser, or a sneaking

fellow. 'The life of a covetous snudge.'

Aseham.

Snuff(snuf), v.t [Onomatopoetic, like snore,

sneeze, &c. ; D. snuffen, snuiven, to snuff, to

snuff up; snuf, a sniffing scent; Dan. sneifte,

to snort, to snuff or sniff ; G. sehnup/en, to

snuff; E. to mift.} 1. To draw in with the

breath; to inhale; as, to snuff the wind. 'To

snuff the vital air.' Dryden,—2. To scent;

to smell; to perceive by the nose. Dryden.

3. To crop the snuff, as of a candle; to take

off the end of the snuff.— To snuff out, to

extinguish by snuffing; to annihilate; to

obliterate.

'Tis strange the mind, that very fiery particle,

Should let itself be snuffed out by an article.

Byron.

Snuff (snuf). v.i. 1. To snort; to inhale air

with violence or with noise, as dogs and

horses.

The fury fires the pack, they snuff, they vent.

And feed their hungry nostrils with the scent.

Dryden.

2. To turn up the nose and inhale air in

contempt; to sniff contemptuously. Mai.

L 13.—3. To take offence.

Do the enemies of the church rage, and snuff, and

breathe nothing but threats and death? /)'/. Hall.

Snuff (snuf). n. [From the verb] 1. Inha

lation by the nose; a sniff. —2. t Smell; scent;

odour.

The Immortal, the Eternal wants not the snuffof

mortal incense for his, but for our sakes. StuJtely,

3 Resentment; huff, expressed by a snuffing

of the nose.

Jupiter look, snuff *x the contempt, and punished

him. Sir R. L'Estrange.

—To take a thing in snuff, to be angry at it;

to take offence at it

For I tell you true, I take it highly in snuff, to

learn how to entertain gentlefolks of you at these

years. B. Jonson.

4. A powdered preparation of tobacco in

haled through the nose. It is made by

grinding, in mortars or mills, the chopped

leaves and stalks of tobacco In which fer

mentation has been induced by moisture

and warmth. The tobacco is well dried pre

vious to grinding, and this is carried some

times so far as to give to the snuff the

peculiar flavour of the high-dried snuffs,

such as the Irish, Welsh, and Scotch. Some

varieties, as the rappees, are moist. The

admixture of different flavouring agents and

delicate scents lias given rise to fanciful

names for snuffs, which, the flavour ex

cepted, are identical. Dry snuffs are often

adulterated with quicklime, and the moist

kinds with ammonia, hellebore, pearl-ash,

Arc —Up to snuff, knowing; sharp; wide

awake ; not likely to be imposed upon.

[Slang] — 6. The burning part of a candle

wick, or that which has been charred by the

flame, whether burning or not

For even at first life's taper is a muff Donne,

I.amentable

To hide me from the radiant sun, and solace

I" the dungeon by a snuff, Shak.

Snuff-box (snuf'boks).n. A box for carrying

snuff about the person. Snuff-boxes are

made of every variety of pattern, and of an

endless variety of materials.

Snuff-dipping (snufdip-fng), n A mode of

taking tobacco practised by some of the

lower class of women in the United States

of America, consisting of dipping a Bort of

brush among Bnuff, and rubbing the teeth

and gums with it
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Snuff-dish (snufdish), n. Among the Jews,

a dish for the snuff of the lamps of the

tabernacle.

The snuff-dishes thereof shall be of pure gold.

Ex. xxv. 38.

Snuffer (snufer), n. 1. One that snuffs.—

2. pi. An instrument for cropping the snuff

of a candle.

Snuffer -dish. Snuffer-tray (snuf'er-dish.

snuf'er-tra), n. A small stand of metal,

papier-miche*. <fcc, for holding snuffers.

Snuffle (snuff), r. t. pret & pp. snuffed; ppr.

snuffling. [ i req. of snuff; L.G. snuffeln, D.

snuffelen, Sw. snujla, to snuffle. See Snuff,

Snivel.] To speak through the nose; to

breathe hard through the nose, or through

the nose when obstructed. ' Smiffling at

nose and croaking in his throat' Dryden.

Snuffle (snuf1), n. 1. A sound made by the

passage of air through the nostrils. ' A snort

qt muffle.' Coleridge.—2. Speaking through

the nose; an affected nasal twang; hence,

cant

Snuffler (snufl-er), n. One who snuffles or

speaks through the nose when obstructed.

Snuffles (snuflz), n. pi. Obstruction of the

nose by mucus: a malady of dogs.

Snuff-mill (snufmil), n. A mill or machine

for grinding tobacco into the powder known

as snuff.

Snuff-taker (snuftak-fir), n. One who takes

snuff, or inhales it into the nose.

Snuff-taking (snuf 'taking), n. The act or

practice of taking or inhaling snuff into the

nose.

Snufry (snufi). a. 1. Resembling snuff in

colour.—2. Soiled with snuff, or smelling of

it. [Familiar.] — 3. Offended; displeased.

[Scotch.]

Snug (snug), v.t. pret cfcpp. snugged; ppr.

snugging. [Prov. E. snug, handsome; Icel.

snoggr, short-haired, smooth; O.Dan, snog,

Sw. snygg, neat, elegant. The succession of

meanings would seem to be smooth, neat,

compact, lying close. Perhaps from same

root as snag.] To lie close; to snuggle;

as, a child snugs to its mother or nurse.

The loving couple lay snugging together.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Snug (snug), v.t To put in a snug position;

to place snugly.

Every woman carries in her hand a stove, which,

when she sits, she snugs under her petticoats.

Goldsmith.

Snug (snug), a. 1. Lying close; closely

pressed; as, an infant lies snug. —2. Close;

concealed; not exposed to notice. ' When

you lay snug, to snap young Damon's goat'

Dryden.

At Wills

Lie snug, and hear what critics say, Su-t'/t.

3. Compact, neat, trim, convenient, and

comfortable. 'A country farm, where nil

was snug, and clean, and warm.' Prior.

O 'tis a snug little kland,

A right little, tight little island. Dibdin.

Snuggery (snug'er-i), n. A snug, warm

habitation ; a snug, comfortable place. ' In

the snuggery inside the bar (of a public-

house). * Dickens. [Colloq. ]

Here was a nice man to be initiated into the com

fortable arcana of ecclesiastical snuggeries.

Trollofe.

Snuggle (snugl), v.i. pret. A pp. snuggled;

ppr. snuggling. [A freq. and dim. from

snug. ] To move one way and the other to

get a close place; to lie close for convenience

or warmth; to cuddle; to nestle.

Snugify (Bnug'i-fi), v.t To make snug.

[Ludicrous.]

Coleridge. I devoutly wish that Fortune, who has

made sport with you so long, may play one freak

more, throw you into London, or some spot near it.

and there snugify you for life. Lamb.

Snugly (snujrli), adv. In a snug manner;

closely; comfortably.

Snugriess (snug'nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being snug.

Snusht (snush), n. Same as Snuff.

Sny (snl), n. In ship-building, (a) a gentle

bend in timber curving upward, (b) The

trend of the lines of a ship upward from

amidship toward the bow and the stern.

Snying (sni'ing), n. In ship-building, a cir

cular plank, placed edgewise, to work in

the bows of a ship.

SO (so), adv. [A particle common to the Teu

tonic languages; O.E. and Sc. sa, sua, sum,

A. Sax. wrcl, so, as ; Icel. svd, utter svo, so,

Goth, sva, svi, L.G. and O. so, D. zoo. A

word of pronominal origin (comp. A. Sax. se

masc, sco fern., the, that), and still retain

ing somewhat of its pronominal character.

The c of as is this word mutilated. It ap-
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pears also in also, whosoever, Ac.] 1. In

that manner; to that degree; in such man-

ner or to such degree as indicated in any

way. or as implied, or as supposed to be

known. 'She that you gaze on so.* Shak

' Give thanks you have lived so long.* Shak.

Why is bis chariot so long in coming * J udg. v. jg.

2. In like manner or degree ; in the way

that; for like reason; with equal reason;

thus: used correlative!}', following as (some

times inasmuch as), to denote comparison

or resemblance.

As a war should be undertaken upon a just motirc-

so a prince should consider the condition be is is

when ne enters on it. S-an/t.

3. In such a manner; to such a degree: used

correlatively with as or that following ; as,

he was so fortunate as to escape; it was *o

weak that it could not support the weight

Sa glad of this as they I cannot be. Sh-xi

So frowned the mighty combatants that hell

Grew darker at their uown. Aftttom.

Formerly it was often followed by an in

finitive denoting the effect without a*. *No

woman's heart so bigto hold so much.* Shak

4. In such a degree as cannot be very well

expressed; in a high degree; extremely;

very; as, it is so beautiful; you are so kind;

things turned out so welL [Rather colloq j

6. As has been said or stated : used pro-

nominally with reflex reference to some

thing just asserted or implied; implying the

sense of a word or sentence going before or

following, and used to avoid repetition-

Let the waters under the heaven be gathered to

gether unto one place, and let the dry land appear:

and it was so. Geo. l 9.

For be was great ere fortune made Mm jv.

L>ryden.

I laugh at every one. said an old cynic, who laagt*

at me. Do you so, replied the philo&ophcr ?

Addison.

Often with emphatic inversion of the sub

ject; also; as well; as, you shall go, and so

shall I.

She is fair, and so is Julia, thai I love. Sha*.

6. For this reason; on these terms or con

ditions; on this account; therefore: used

both as an adverb and as a conjunction.

God makes him in his own image an inteUectna!

creature, and so capable of dominion. Lech*.

Mere, then, exchange we mutually forgiveness;

So may the guilt of all my broken vows.

My perjuries to thee be all forgotten. Rev*.

7. Be it so; so let it be; it is well; it Is good;

it is all right: supplying the place of a whole

sentence, and used to express acquiescence.

assent, or approbation.

And when 'tis writ, for my sake read it arer.

And if it please you, so; if not. why, jv. Shah.

8. The case being such ; accordingly ; well :

used as an expletive; as, so you are here

again, are you?

Why, if it please you. take it for your labour ;

Ana so, good morrow, servant. Shah.

0. Do you mean what you say? is it thus? as.

he leaves us to-day. So! [Colloq.]—10. \m

plying a manner, degree, or quantity, not

expressly mentioned, but hinted at, and left

to guessing; anything like this or that; a

little more or less; somewhere about this:

sometimes used as an expletive. ' A grey

eye or so, but not to the purpose. ' Shak.

I will take occasion of sending one of my suits ti

the tailor's to have the pocket repaired cr so.

B. yenson.

A week or so will probably reconcile us. Guy.

My joints are somewhat stiff or so. Tennyson.

11. Often used in wishes and asseverations,

and frequently with an ellipsis; as, I declare

I did not, so help me Heaven! (That is. may

Heaven so help me as 1 speak truth).

Never. Paulina ; so be blest my spirit I Shah.

—SoasA such as.

Thou art as tyrannous, so as thou art.

As those whose beauties proudly make them cruel

Shah.

—So far forth^ to such a degree or extent;

as far. ' Giving commendation to them sofar

forth as they were worthy to be commended.*

The Translators of the Bible to the Reader.

—So forth, so on, further in the same or a

similar manner; more of the same or a simi

lar kind; etcetera 'Manhood, learning, and

soforth' Shak.—So thhcA a*, however much;

whatever the quantity or degree may be.

So much as you admire the beauty of his verse, his

prose is full as good. Pofe.

—So so, indifferent or indifferently; middling

or middlingly; mediocre; In an ordinary or

indifferent manner or degree: used adjec-

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc Uy.
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lively as well as adverbially; as, it was a

very *o *° affair.

Hi* leg U but so so; and yet, 'tis well. Skak.

S* jo is good, very good, very excellent good, and

yet it is not ; it is but so r». Shak.

What think'st thou of the rich Mercatio?—

Well of his wealth ; but of himself, so so. Shak.

-So. so, an exclamation implying discovery

or observation of some effect; ay, ay; well,

well

I would aot have thee linger in thy pain :

So, jo. Shak.

S*. re; it works ; now mistress, sit you fast.

Dryden.

—So that, (a) to the end that; In order that;

with the purpose or intention that; as, these

measures were taken go that he might es

cape, (b) With the effect or result that.

And when the ark . . . came into the camp, all

l$Tael shouted with a great shout, so that the earth

rane; again. x Sam. iv. 5.

—So then, thus then it is that; the conse

quence is; therefore.

To a war are required a just quarrel, sufficient

forces, and a prudent choice of the designs; so that.

I will first justify the quarrel, balance the forces, and

propound the designs. Bacon.

So (so), conj. Provided that; on condition

that; in case that

So the doctrine be but wholesome and edifying

. . . though there should be a want of exactness in

the manner of speaking and reasoning it may be over

looked. Atterbury.

Tnoogh all the winds of doctrine were let loose to

play upon the earth, to truth be in the field, we do

injuriously, by licensing and prohibiting, to misdoubt

her strength. Milton.

So (so), intcrj. Stand still ! stop! haltl that

will do I

Soak (sdk), v.t [A. Sax. soeian. to soak; pro

bably from the Celtic, the root being that of

L tngo, to suck. Comp. W. swg, a soaking,

toeh, a drain ] 1. To cause or suffer to lie in

a fluid till the substance has imbibed what it

can contain; to macerate in water or other

fluid : to steep ; as, to soak cloth ; to soak

bread.—2. To drench; to wet thoroughly.

Their Land shall be soaked with blood. Is. xxxiv. 7.

3. To draw in by the pores, as the skin.

Supphngthy stiffened joints with fragrant oil ;

Then in thy spacious garden walk awhile.

To suck the moisture up and soak it in. Dryden.

4. To penetrate, work, or accomplish by

wetting thoroughly: often with through.

The rivulet beneath soaked its way obscurely

through, wreaths of snow. Sir ft'. Scott.

5. To suck; to exhaust; to drain. [Rare.]

His feasting?, wherein he was only sumptuous,

could not Uut soak his exchequer. Wotton.

Stn. To steep, imbrue, drench, wet, macer

ate, saturate.

Soak (aokXr i. 1 To lie steeped in water or

other fluid; to steep: as, let the cloth lie and

#oai:. —8. To enter into pores or interstices.

Rain taaking into the strata . . . bears with it all

such movable matter as occurs. Woodward.

a To drink intern perately or gluttonously;

to be given to excessive drinking. ' The idle

chat of a soaking club. ' Locke.

Soakage (sok'aj), n. Act of soaking; fluid

imbibed.

Soaker (sok'erX n. 1. One who or that which

soaks *r macerates in a liquid; that which

wet** or drenches thoroughly. —2. A hard

drinker. 'A painful, able, and laborious

eoaJrer . . . who owes all his good-nature

to the pot and the pipe.' South.

Soaking; (sok'ing), p and a. 1. Steeping;

macerating. —2. Imbibing; drinking intem-

perately —3. Wetting thoroughly; as, a soak

ing rain.

Soaking; (sok'ing), n, A wetting; a drench

ing.

Few in the ships escaped a good soaking. Cook.

Soaky, Sockv (sdk'iX a. Moist on the sur

face; steepedin water; soggy.

Soal (*61X n. Same as Sole. [Rare]

So-and-so (sd'and-sd). A certain person or

thing, not mentioned by name ; an indefi

nite person or thing; as, I saw Mr. So-and-

so yesterday; will you do so-and-so? [Colloq.j

Soap (sop), n. [O.K. sope, Sc. saip, A. Sax

sdpe, 8w. sopa, L.G. sepe, O.H.G. seifa, from

same root as I* sebum, tallow; L sapo, soap,

appears to have been borrowed from the old

German.] 1 A chemical compound of com

mon domestic use for washing and cleans

ing, and also used in medicine, <£c. It is a

compound resulting from the combination

of certain constituents derived from fats.

ofla. grease of various kinds both animal

and vegetable, with certain salifiable bases,

which in household soaps are potash and

soda. Chemically speaking soap may be de

fined as a salt, more especially one of the

alkaline salts of those acids which are

present in the common fats and oils, and

soluble soaps may be regarded as oleates,

stearates, and margarates of sodium and

potassium. There are many different kinds

of soaps, but those commonly employed

may be divided into three classes:—!. Fine

white soaps, scented Boaps, &c. ; 2. Coarse

household soaps; 3. Soft soaps. White soaps

are generally combinations of olive oil and

carbonate of soda Perfumes are occasion

ally added, or various colouring matters

stirred in while the Boap is semifluid. Com

mon household soaps are made chiefly of

soda and tallow. Yellow soap is composed

of tallow, resin, and soda, to which some

palm-oil is occasionally added. Mottled

soap is made by simply adding mineral and

other colours during the manufacture of

ordinary hard soap. Marine soap, which has

the property of dissolving aa well in salt

water as in fresh, is made of cocoa-nut oil,

soda, and water. Soft soaps are generally

made with potash instead of soda, and whale,

seal, or olive oil, or the oils of linseed,hemp-

seed, rape-seed, &c, with the addition of a

little tallow. Excellent soaps are made

from palm-oil and soda. Soap is soluble in

pure water and in alcohol; the latter solu

tion jellies when concentrated, and iB known

in medicine under the name of opodeldoc,

and when evaporated to dryness ft forms

what is called transparent soap. Medicinal

soap, when pure, is prepared from caustic

soda, and either olive or almond oil. It is

chiefly employed to form pills of a gently

aperient antacid action. —2. Flattery. [Slang ]

Soap (sop), v.t. [From the noun. ] 1. To rub

or wash over with soap. — 2. To flatter.

[Slang.]

These Dear Jacks soafi the people shameful, but

we Cheap Jacks don't. We tell 'em the truth about

themselves to their faces, and scorn to court 'em.

Dickens.

Soapberry-tree (sop'be-ri-tre), n. A tree of

the genus Sapindus, the S. Saponaria. See

Sapindus.

Soap-boiler (sop'boil-er), n. 1. One whose

occupation is to make soap.—2. A soap-pan.

Soap-boiling (sdp'boil-ing), n. The business

of boiling or manufacturing soap.

Soap-bubble (sop'bub-1), n. A thin film of

soap-suds inflated by blowing through apipe,

and forming a hollow globe with beautiful

iridescent colours.

Soap-cerate (sop'se-rat). n. An ointment

consisting of soap, olive-oil, white wax, and

sub-acetate of lead, applied to allay inflam

mation.

Soap-engine (sop'en-jin), n. A machine

upon which the slabs of soap are piled to be

cross-cut into bars. WeaXe.

Soap-house (sdp'hous), n. A house or build

ing in which soap is made.

Soap-lOCk (sop'lok), n. A lock of hair made

to lie smooth by soaping it.

Soap-pan (sop'pan), n. A large pan or vessel,

generally of cast-iron, used in the manufac

ture of soap to boil the ingredients to the

desired consistency.

Soap-plant (sop'plant), n. A name common

to several plants used in place of soap, as

the Phalangium pomaridianum, a Califor-

nian plant, whose bulb, when rubbed on

wet clothes, raises a lather, its smell some

what resembling that of new brown soap.

Soapstone (sdp'stonX n» A species of

steatite.

Soap-suds (sop'sudz), n.pl. Suda; waterwell

impregnated with soap.

Soap-test (sdp'teat), n. A test for deter

mining the hardness of water by observing

the quantity of curd thrown up by a solu

tion of soap of known strength.

Soap-work (sop'werk), n, A place or build

ing for the manufacture of soap.

Soapwort (aop'wert), n. A plant of the

genus Saponaria Common soapwort is S.

officinalis. See SAPONARIA.

Soapy (sdp'i), a. 1. Resembling soap; having

the qualities of soap; soft and smooth.

Tar water ... as a soapy medicine dissolves the

grumous concretions of the fibrous part.

Bp. Berkeley.

2. Smeared with soap— 3. Fig. flattering;

unctuous; gloxing: said of persons, lan

guage, <tc. ^Colloq. or slang.]

Soar (sor), v.v. [Fr. essorcr, to expose to the

air, hence to soar into the air as a falcon;

from L.L. exaurare, to take to the air—L.

ex, out, and aura, the air.] 1. To fly aloft,

as a bird; to mount upward on wings or as

on wings. 'Soar above the morning lark.'

Shot.

When swallows fleet soar high, and sport in air.

He told us that the welkin would be clear. Gay.

2. To rise to a height or mount intellectu

ally; to tower mentally; to rise above what

is prosaic, ordinary, commonplace, dec. ; to

be transported with a lofty imagination,

desires, Ac.

How high a pitch his resolution soars! Skak.

Valour soars above

What the world calls misfortune. Addison.

Soar (sor), n. A towering flight; ascent.

' Within soar of towering eagles.' Milton.

Soarant (sor'ant), a. In her. flying aloft;

soaring.

Soar-falcon (sorta-kn), n, A falcon of the

first year; a sore-falcon.

Soave, Soavemente (ao-a'va, so-a'va-men"-

ta). [It., sweet, sweetly, from L. suavis,

sweet ] In music, a term signifying that

the piece to which it is prefixed is to be

executed with sweetness.

Sob (sob), v. i. pret & pp. sobbed; ppr. sobbing.

[An A. Sax. form, seobgende, complaining, is

mentioned, which points to a noun, tteob, and

a verb, seobian, akin to scdjian, to sigh, G.

seufzen, to sigh, E. sough and Sc. sou/, all

imitative words] To sigh with a sudden

heaving of the breast or a kind of convul

sive motion; to weep with convulsive catch-

ings of the breath.

She sigh'd, she sobb'd, and furious with despair,

She rent her garments, and she tore her hair.

Dryden.

Sob (sob), n, A modification of the ordinary

movements of breathing excited by mental

emotion of a painful or sorrowful nature. It

is the consequence of short convulsive con

tractions of the diaphragm, usually accom

panied by a closure of the glottis, tempor

arily preventing the entrance of air into the

lungs; a convulsive sigh.

Break, heart, or choke with sobs my hated breath.

Drytiett.

Sobt (sob), v.t. To soak. 'The tree being

sobbed and wet, swells.' Mortimer.

Sobelt (so-be'it), conj. [So, be, it. ] Provided

that.

The heart of his friend cared little whither he went,

sobeii he were not too much alone. Longfettoiv.

Sober (sdl^er), a. [Fr. sobre, from L. sobrius,

sober, a word of uncertain origin.] 1. Tem

perate in the use of intoxicating liquors; ha

bitually temperate; abstemious; as, a sober

man. 'A sober, righteous, and godly life.'

Common Prayer.—2. Notintoxicated or over

powered by spirituousliquors;notdrunk; as,

the sot may at times be sober.

He that will go to bed sober

Falls with the leaf still in October. Beau. &• Fl.

3. Not mad or insane; not wild, visionary, or

heated with passion; having the regular exer

cise of cool, dispassionate reason.

There was not a sober person to be had ; all was

tempestuous and blustering. Drydm.

No sober man would put himself in danger for the

applause of escaping without breaking his neck.

Dryden.

4 Not proceeding from or attended with

passion orexcitement; regular; calm. * With

such sober and unnoted passion.' Shak.

I consider biennial elections as a security that the

sober, second thought of the people shall tie law.

Antes.

5. Serious; solemn; grave; sedate.

What parts gay France from sober Spain? Prior.

6. Not bright, gay, or brilliant in appear

ance; dull-looking. 'If 1 do not put on a

sober habit. ' Shak.

Twilight prey

Had In her sober livery all things clad. Milton.

Syn. Temperate, abstinent, abstemious,

moderate, regular, steady, calm, cool, col

lected, dispassionate, unimpassioned, se

date, staid, serious, grave, solemn, sombre.

Sober (s61>er), v.t. To make sober; as, (a)

to cure of intoxication.

There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain.

And drinking largely sobers us again. Pope.

(b) To make temperate, calm, or solemn.

'Pathetic earnestness of supplication sobered

by a profound reverence.' Macaulay.
Sober (softer), v.i. To become sober, staid,

or sedate: often with down.

Vance gradually sobered down. Lord Lytton.

Sober-blooded ( so ' ber - blud - ed ), a. Free

from passion or enthusiasm; cold-blooded;

cool; calm.

This same young sober-blooded boy ... a man

cannot make him laugh. Shak.

Soberlze (sc/ber-iz), v. i. To become sober.

Soberize (so'ber-iz), v.(. To make sober.

Hichardson.

eh, cAain; ch, Sc. loeft; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; m, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KIT.
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Soberly (sd'ber-li), adv. In a sober

manner; as, (a) without intemperance.

(6) Without enthusiasm; temperately; mod

erately.

Let any prince think soberly of his forces except

his militia of natives t>e valiant soldiers. Bacon.

(e) Without intemperate passion; coolly;

calmly.

Whenever children are chastised let it he done

without passion and soberly, Locke.

(rf) Gravely; seriously.

Sober-minded (so'ber-mind-ed), a. Having

a disposition or temper habitually sober,

calm, and temperate.

Sober-mindedness (so'ber-mind-ed-nes), n.

Calmness ; freedomfrom inordinate passions;

habitual sobriety.

Soberness (so'ber-nes), n. The state or

quality of being sober; as, (a) freedom from

intoxication ; temperance. (6) Gravity ;

seriousness.

The soberness of Virgil i

di (Terence.

light have shown him the

Dryden.

(c) Freedom from heat and passion ; calm

ness; coolness.

I am not mad, most noble Festus, but speak forth

the words of truth and soberness. Acts xxvi. 35.

Sober-suited (sd'ber-sut-ed), a. Clad in

dark or sad-coloured garments; not gaily

dressed. ' Thou sober-suited matron, all in

black.' Shah:

Soboles (sob'o-lez), n. [L.] In bot a creep

ing underground stem.

Soboliferous (sob-d-lif'er-us). a. [t. soboles,

a young shoot, and fero, to bear.] In but.

producing young plants from a creeping

stem or soboles underground.

Sobriety ( so - bri ' e - ti ), n. ( Ft. sobrUU ; L.

sobrietas, from sobrius. See Sober.] 1. Ha

bitual soberness or temperance in the use of

intoxicating liquors ; abstemiousness ; ab

stinence; as, a man of sobriety.

Sobriety hath obtained to signify temperance in

drinking. Jer. Taylor.

Public sobriety is a relative duty. Bhukstone.

2. Freedom from the influence of strong

drink. —3. Habitual freedom from enthu

siasm, inordinate passion, or overheated

imagination; calmness; coolness 'Mild

behaviour and sobriety. ' Shale. ' The staid-

ness and sobriety of age.' Dryden. 'The

sobrieties at virtue." South.—4. Seriousness;

gravity without sadness or melancholy.

Mirth makes thera not mad,

Nor sobriety sad. Denham.

Stn. Soberness, temperance, abstinence, ab

stemiousness, moderation, regularity.steadi-

ness, calmness, coolness, sol>er-mtndedness,

sedateness, staiduess, gravity, seriousness,

solemnity.

Sobriquet (so-bre-ka), n. [Fr. ] A nick

name; a fanciful appellation. Often spelled

according to an old French mode, Soubri

quet.

The Moriscoes, who understood his character well,

held him in terror, as they proved by the familiar so-

briquet which they gave nim of the 'iron-headed

devil." Prescott.

Soc, Soke (sok, sdk), n. [A. Sax. sdc, a soke,

liberty, originally the privilege of holding

a court, from the stem of seek, and there

fore akin to sake. Comp. Icel. s6kn, an action

at law, an assemblage of people, from scekja,

to seek.] 1. The power or privilege of hold

ing a court in a district, as in a manor;

jurisdiction of causes, aud the limits of that

jurisdiction.—2. Liberty or privilege of ten

ants excused from customary burdens. —

3. An exclusive privilege claimed by millers

of grinding all the corn used within the

manor in which the mill stands, or of being

paid for the same as if actually ground.—

4. A shire, circuit, or territory.

Socage, Soccage (aok'aj), u. [L.L. soca-

ffium, socage ; lit. the tenure of one over

whom his lord had a certain jurisdiction,

from soc (which see).] In law, a tenure

of lands in England by the performance

of certain and determinate service: distin

guished both from knight-service, in which

the render was uncertain, and from vUlen-

aye, where the service was of the meanest

kind. Socage has generally been distin

guished into free and villein—free socage,

or comtnon or simple socage, where the ser

vice was not only certain but honourable,

as by fealty and the payment of a small

sum, as of a few shillings, in name of annual

rent, and villein socage, where the service,

though certain, was of a baser nature. This

last tenure was the equivalent of what is

now called copyhold tenure.

Common socage is the ordinary tenure in this

country. Wharton.

Socager (sok'aj-er), n. A tenant by socage;

a socman.

So-called (sd-kald'), a. Called by such a

name; so named.

Soccage, n. See Socage.

Soccager, n. See Socaobr.

Soccotrlne (sok'ot-riu), a. Same as Soeot-

rine.

Socdolager (sok-dol'a-jer), n. Same as Sock-

dolager.

Sociability (sd'shi-a-biri-ti), n. [Fr. socia

bility, from sociable.] The quality of being

sociable; sociableness. Warburton.

Sociable fso'shi-a-bl), a. [Fr. sociable,

L. sociabilis. See Social.] 1. Capable of

being conjoined; fit to be united in one

body or company.

Another taw toucheth them, as they are sociable

parts united into one body. Hooker.

2. Inclined to associate; ready to unite with

others. 'To make man mild and sociable to

man.' Addison.— 3. Disposed to company;

fond of companions; companionable; con

vertible; social.

Society is no comfort

To one not sociable. ShaJb.

Them thus employ'd beheld

With pity Heaven's high King, and to him catl'd

Raphael the sociable spirit, that deign'd

To travel with Tobias. Milton.

4. Affording opportunities for conversation;

as, a sociable party.—S. f No longer hostile;

friendly.

Is the king sociable,

And bids thee live! Beau. &■ Fl.

Svn. Social, companionable, conversible,

friendly, familiar, communicative, acces

sible.

Sociable (sd'shi-a-bl), n. 1. An open carriage

with seats facing each other, and thus con

venient for conversation. — 2. A kind of

couch with a curved 8-shaped back for two

persons, who sit partially facing each other.

3. A gathering of people for social purposes;

an informal party. [United States.]

Sociableness (so'shi-a-bl-nes), n. The qua

lity of being sociable ; disposition to associ

ate ; inclination to company and social in

tercourse.

Sociably (so'shi-a-blf), adv. In a sociable

manner; with free intercourse; conversibly;

familiarly.

Social (so'shal), a. [Fr. social, from t. soci-

alis, from socius, a companion, from the

root of L. sequor, to follow (whence E. se

quence, <fec.).] 1. Pertaining to society; re

lating to men living in society, or to the

public as an aggregate body ; as, social in

terests or concerns; social duties. 'Social

morality.' Locke,

The subject of pauper labour generally is one of

the most difficult topics that the social philosopher

can deal with. Mayhew.

2 Ready or disposed to mix in friendly con

verse; companionable; conversible; sociable;

as, a person of social tastes.

Withers, adieu ! yet not with thee remove

Thy martial spirit or thy social love. Pope.

3. Consisting in union or mutual converse.

Thou in thy secrecy, although alone

Best with thyself accompanied, seek'st not

Social communication. Milton.

4. In bot growing naturally in large groups

or masses: a name applied to plants which

live in society, occupying exclusively large

tracts of ground, from which they banish

all other vegetables, such as many species

of sea-weed, mosses, ferns,Ac—5. InzooMiv-

ing in groups or communities,as wolves, deer,

wild cattle, Ac. ; or as ants, bees, Ac. , which

form co-operative communities.—Social con

tract or original contract, that imaginary

bond of union which keeps mankind together,

and which consists in a sense of mutual weak

ness. It is the solid and natural foundation,

as well as the cement, of civil society. —Social

science, the science of all that relates to the

social condition, the relations, and institu

tions which are involved in man's existence

and his well-being as a member of an or

ganized community. It concerns itself more

especially with questions relating to public

health, education, labour, punishment of

crime, reformation of criminals, pauperism,

and the like. It thus deals with the effect

of existing social forces, and their result on

the general well-being of the community,

without directly discussing or expounding

the theories or examining the problems of

sociology, of which it may be considered as

a branch.— Social dynamics, that branch of

sociology which treats of the conditions of

the progress of society from one epoch to

another. See Sociology. — Social statics.

that branch of sociology which treats of the

conditions of the stability or equilibrium

of the different ports of society, or the

theory of the mutual action and reaction

of contemporaneous social phenomena on

each other, giving rise to what is called fe

cial order.— Social war, in Horn. hist, the

name given to the struggle (B.C. 91) in which

the Italian tribes, who were specially termed

the allies of the Roman state, fought for

admission into Roman citizenship, which

would give them among other things the

right to share in the distribution of public

lands. In the end the allies virtually ob

tained all they strove for, though at the ex

pense of much bloodshed — The social evil,

a term frequently applied to prostitution. -

8TH. Sociable, companionable, conversible,

friendly, famiUar,communicative,convivial,

festive.

Socialism (scVshal-izm), n. The name ap-

plied to various theories of social organiza

tion having for their common aim the abo

lition of that individual action on which

modern societies depend, and the substitu

tion of the regulated system of co-operative

action. The term, which originated among

the English communists, and was assumed

by them to designate their own doctrine,

is now employed in a larger sense, not ne

cessarily implying communism, or the entire

abolition of private property, but applied

to any system which requires that the land

and the instruments of production should

be the property, not of individuals, but of

communities or associations, or of the gov

ernment

Socialist (so'shal-lsU, n. One who advo

cates the doctrines of socialism.

A contest which can do the most for the comnwa

good is not the kind of competition which sonaltr.s

repudiate. J. S. Mill.

Socialist, Socialistic (so'shnl-ist, sd-ihal-

ist'ik),o. Pertaining to socialism, or to the

principles of the socialists.

It must be remembered that in a socialist farm or

manufactory, each labourer would be under the ej:

not of one master, but of the whole community.

J S. Mill

The national or anti-western current of RnssUn

political thought finds no more quarter in another

paper on the socialistic system of the Russian fea

sant communities. Sat. Jtev.

Sociality (Bd-shi-al'i-ti), n. Socialness; the

quality of beiug social. 'A scene of per

fectly easy sociality. ' Boswell.

Socialize (sd'shal-iz), v.t. pret. & yp social

ized; ppr. socializing. 1. To render social

2. To form or regulate according to social

ism.

Socially (sd'shal-li), adv. In a social man

ner or way; as, to mingle socially with ones

neighbours.

Socialness (sd'shol-nes), n. The quality of

being social.

Sociatet (sd'shi-at), n. An associate. 'As

for you, Dr. Reynolds, and your socialu.'

Fuller.

Soclate t (sd'shi-at), v. i. To associate.

Societarian (B6-si'e-ta"ri-an), n. Of or

pertaining to society; societory. 'The all;

sweeping besom of societarian reformation.'

Lamb.

Socletary ( so-sl'e-ta-ri ). a. Pertaining to

society. J. Hutchison Stirling. [Rare,]

Society (sd-si'e-ti), n. [Fr. socitte; L tocie

tat, from socius, a companion. See Social]

1. The relationship of men to one another

when associated in any way; social sym

pathy; companionship; fellowship; com

pany. 'To abjure the society of men.' Shak.

I beseech your society.—And thank you too; k*

society, saith the text, is the happiness 01 life- Shal

For solitude sometimes is best society.

And short retirement urges sweet return. Mitte*.

2. Participation: connection. 'The meanest

of the people, and such as have least society

with the acts and crimes of kings' Jet. Toy-

tor.—3. A number of persons united together

by mutual consent in order to deliberate,

determine, and act jointly for some common

purpose; au association formed for the pro

motion of some object, either literary, sci

entific, political, religious, benevolent, con

vivial, or the like; an association for mutual

profit, pleasure, or usefulness; a social

union; a partnership; a club.

Marriage is a human society, and ... all human

society must proceed from the mind rather man the

body. Mute*.

4. The persons, collectively considered, who

live in any region or at any period ; any

community of individuals united together

by any common bond of nearness or inter

course ; those who recognize each other as

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; $. 3c ley.
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associates, friends, and acquaintances; spe

cifically, the more cultivated portion of any

community in its social relations and influ

ences ; hence, often those who give and re

ceive formal entertainments mutually: used

without the article.

Society having ordained certain customs, men are

bound to obey trie laws of society, and conform to its

harmless orders. ... If 1 should go to one of the

tea-parties in a dressing-frown and slippers, and not

in the usual attire of a gentleman, viz. pumps, a gold

waistcoat, a crush hat, a sham frill, ana a white

choker. I should be insulting socitty. ... It has its

code and police as well as governments, and he must

conform who would profit by the decrees set forth for

their common comfort. Thackeray.

—Society journal or newspaper, a journal

whose main object is to chronicle the say

ings and doings of fashionable society —

Society verges, verses for the amusement of

polite society; poetry of a light, entertain-

mff. polished character.

Socinian (so-sin'i-an) , a. [From Lseltus and

Faustus Socinus, uncle and nephew, natives

of Sienna, in Tuscany, the founders of the

set of Sociniana in the sixteenth century.]

Pertaining to Laclius or Faustus Socinus or

their religious creed.

Socinian (so-sin'i-an), n. One of the fol

lowers of Socinus; a Unitarian.

Socinianlani (so-sin'i-an-izm). n. The tenets

of theSoclnians; the teaching or doctrines of

Laelius and Faustus Socinus (sixteenth cen

tury),who denied the doctrine of the Trinity,

the deity of Christ, the personality of the

devil, the native and total depravity of man,

the vicarious atonement, and the eternity of

future punishment Their theory was that

Christ was a man divinely commissioned,

who had no existence before he was miracu

lously and sinlessly conceived by the Virgin

Mary; that human sin was the imitation of

Adam's sin, and that human salvation was

the imitation and adoption of Christ's vir

tue; that the Bible was to be interpreted

by human reason, and that its metaphors

were not to be taken literally. The Socini-

ans are now represented by the Unitarians.

Socinianize (so-sin'i-an-iz), v.t. To cause to

conform or adapt to Socinianlsm ; to regu

late by the principles of Socinianism.

Sociologic, Sociological (sd'shi-6-loj"ik,

so'shi-d-loj"ikal), a. Of or pertaining to

sociology.

Sociologist ( sd-ahi-ol'o-jist ), n. One who

treat* of or devotes himself to the study of

sociology. J. S. Mill.

Sociology (sd-shi-ol'o-ji), n. [L. socius, a

companion, and Or. logos, discourse.] The

science which investigates the laws or forces

which regulate human Bociety in all its

grades, existing and historical, savage and

civilized ; the science which treats of the

general structure of society, the laws of its

development, and the progress of actual

civilization. See also nnder SOCIAL.

The study of s-ici&iegy. scientifically carried on by

tracing down primary effects to secondary and ter

tiary effects which multiply as they diffuse, wilt dissi

pate the current illusions that social evils admit of

radical cure. H. Spencer.

Sodus CTlminis(s6'Bhi-uskrim'in<is). [L.]

In law, an accomplice or associate in the

commission of a crime.

Sock (sok), n. [O.F.. sok, toeke, A. Sax. socc,

from L eocevs, a kind of light low-heeled

fthoe, especially worn by comic actors.]

1 The shoe worn by the ancient actors of

comedy; hence, comedy, in distinction from

tragedy, which is symbolized by the bus-

kiu.

Creai Fletcher never treads in lutskin here.

Nor greater Joason dares in socks appear. Dryden.

He wax a critic upon operas too.

And knew all niceties of the sock and buskin.

Byron.

5 A knitted or woven covering for the foot,

■barter than a stocking; a stocking reaching

bat a short distance up the leg.—3. A warm

loner sole for a shoe.

Sock (sok\ n fFr. soc, a ploughshare, from

the Celtic : Armor, soc'h, Corn. *ocA, Gael.

soc ] A ploughshare.

Sockdolager, Sockdologer (sok-dol'a-jer,

sok-<i'»l'o-Ter). n. [A perversion of dt&ology, ]

1. A conclusive argument; the winding up

of a debate; a settler.—2. A knock-down or

decisive blow.—3. A patent fish-hook having

two hooked points which close upon each

other as soon as the fish bites, thus securing

Its victim. Spelled also Socdolager. [X

United States word ]

Socket {aok'etXti [From #oc*, a shoe. ] 1. An

opening or cavity into which anything is

fitted ; any hollow thing or place which re

ceives and holds something else; as, the

sockets of the teeth or of the eyes.

His eyeballs in their hollow sockets sink, Dryden.

Goniphosis is the connection of a tooth to its socket.

Wiseman.

2. Especially, the little hollow tube or place

in which a candle is placed in a candlestick.

* And in the sockets oily bubbles dance.'

Dryden.

Socket -bolt (sok'et-bolt), n. In mach. a

bolt that passes through a thimble placed

between the parts connected by the bolt.

Socket-chisel (sok'etchiz-el), n. A chisel

made with a socket; a stronger sort of chisel

used by carpenters for mortising,and worked

with a mallet.

Socket-joint (sok'et-joint), n. A species of

joint in which a ball turns. Called properly

a Ball-and-socket Joint. See under BALL.

Socket-pole (sok'et-p61), n. A pole armed

with an iron socket, aud used to propel

boats, Ac. [American.]

Sockless (sok'les), a. Destitute of socks or

shoes.

You shall behold one pair of legs, the feet of which
were in times past sock/e.rs. Beau. &• Ft.

Sock-plate (sok'plat), n. A plate from which

a ploughshare fs made.

Socky (sok'i), a. See Soakt.

Socle (so'kl), n. [Fr. socle, L. soccuhts, dim.

of socews. See Sock, a shoe,] In arch, a

flat square member of less height than its

horizontal dimension, serving to raise pe

destals, or to support vases or other orna

ments. It differs from a pedestal in being

without base or cornice. A continued socle

is one continued round a building.

Socman (sok'man), n. [Soc and mail.] One

who holds lands or tenements by socage.

Socmanry (sok'man-ri),«. Tenure by socage.

Socomet (sok'om), n, A custom of tenants

to grind corn at the lord's mill.

Socotran, Socotrine(so'k6-tran,86'ko-trin),

». A native or inhabitant of Socotra, an

island on the east coast of Africa, near the

mouth of the Gulf of Aden.

Socotrine (soTto-trfn), a. Of or pertaining

to Socotra, an island in the Indian Ocean

off the east coast of Africa.—Socotrine aloes,

the best kind of aloes, obtained from the

leaves of Aloe soeotrina, a native of Socotra

aud the Cape of Good Hope, but now com

monly cultivated in the East Indies. See

ALOE.

Socratic, Socratical (so-krat'ik, sd-krat'ik-

al), a. Pertaining to Socrates the Grecian

sage, or to his language or manner of teach-

ingand philosophizing. TheSoeraficmethod

of reasoning and instruction was by interro

gatories. Instead of laying down a propo

sition authoritatively, this method led the

antagonist or disciple to acknowledge it

himself by dint of a series of questions put

to him. It was not the object of Socrates

to establish any perfectly evolved system of

doctrine, so much as to awaken by his dis

courses a new and more comprehensi ve pur

suit of science, which Bhould direct itself to

all that is knowable. To him is ascribed

two of the very first principles of science,

namely, the inductive method and the defi

nition of ideas.

Socratically (sG-krat'ik-al-li), adv. In the

Socratic manner; by the Socratic method.

Socratism (sok'rat-izm), n. The doctrines

or philosophy of Socrates.

Socratist (sok'rat-ist), n. A disciple of So

crates.

Sod. (sod), n [L.G. and O.D. sode, D. zoode,

O.Fris. satha; perhaps from same root as

sad, in the sense of firm.] That stratum of

earth on the surface which Is filled with the

roots of grass, or any portion of that sur

face; turf; sward. 'Turfes and sods.' Hol-

inshed. 'To rest beneath the clover sod.'

Tennyson. Sometimes used adjectively.

Her casement sweet woodbines crept wantonlyround.

And deck'd the sod seats at her door.

y. Cunningham.

Sod (sod), v.t. pret. & pp. sodded; ppr. sod-

ding. To cover with sod; to turf.

Sod (sod), pret. & pp. of seetlie.

And Jacob sod pottage; and Esau came from the

field and he was faint. Gen. zxv. go.

Soda (so'da), n. [Sp. Pg. and It. soda, glass-

wort, barilla, from Ar. sited, soda. ] (Na^O.)

The protoxide of the metal sodium, formerly

called mineral alkali. It has likewise been

called a fixed alkali, in contradistinction

from ammonia, which is a volatile alkali.

Soda, or protoxide of sodium, 1b formed when

sodium ib burned in dry air or oxygen. It

is a white powder, which attracts moisture

and carbonic acid from the air. When this

protoxide is dissolved in water, there is

formed the true alkali or hydrate of sodium,

called also caustic alkali, NaHO, which is a

white brittle mass of a fibrous texture, hav

ing a specific gravity of 1 530. Caustic soda

has a most corrosive taste and action upon

animal substances : it dissolves readily both

in water and alcohol, in the solid form it

readily attracts carbonic acid from the ;i t-

mosphere, falling thereby into an efflorescent

carbonate. It forms soaps with tallow, oils,

wax, rosin; dissolves wool, hair, silk, horn,

alumina, silica, sulphur, and some metallic

sulphides. With acids soda forms salts

which are soluble in water, aud many of

which crystallize. The carbonate of soda,

NaaCojjlOHjO, is the soda of commerce in

various states, either crystallized, in lumps,

or In a crude powder called soda-ash. The

manufacture of carbonate of soda is divided

into three branches. The first process is

the decomposition of sea-salt or common

salt (chloride of sodium) by means of sul

phuric acid; the second, the conversion of

the sulphide of sodium so produced into

crude carbonate of soda by strongly heating

with chalk and carbonaceous matter; and

third, the purification of this crude carbon

ate, either into a dry white soda-ash or into

crystals. The chief UBes of soda are in the

manufacture of glass and of hard soap. The

carbonate of soda fs used in washing, and

1b a powerful detergent, although milder

than carbonate of potash. It is also used

In medicine. Sulphate of soda Is glauber-

salta. See Sodium.

Soda-alum (s6'da-al-um), n. A crystalline

mineral, a hydrated double sulphate of

aluminium and sodium, found on the Island

of Milo. at Solfatara, and near Mendoza, on

the east of the Andes.

Soda-ash (sd'da-ash), n. Dehydrated car

bonate of soda in the form of powder.

Sodaic (sd-da'ik), a. Of, or relating to, or

containing soda; as, sodaic powders.

Soda-lime (so'da-llm), n. In chem. a mix

ture of caustic soda and quicklime, used

chiefly for nitrogen determinations in or

ganic analysis.

Sodalite (so'da-llt), n. [Soda, and Gr. lithos,

a stone.] A mineral; bo called from the

large portion of soda which enters into its

composition. It is of a bluish-green colour,

and found crystallized or in masses. Besides

soda it contains silica, alumina, and hydro

chloric acid.

Sodality (so-dal'i-ti), n. [L. sodalitas, from

sodalis, a companion.] A fellowship or fra

ternity.

A new confraternity was instituted in Spain, of the

slaves of the Blessed Virgin, and this scdality estab

lished with large indigencies. Stillingdett.

Soda-paper (sO'da-pa-per), n. A paper satu

rated with carbonate of soda: used as a test-

paper, and bIbo for inclosing powders which

are to be ignited under the blow-pipe, so

that they may not be blown away.

Soda-powder (so'da-pou-der), n. Same as

SeidlUz-powder.

Soda -salt (sd'da-salt), n. In chem. a salt

having soda for its base.

Soda-water (so'da-wa-ter). n. A refreshing

drink generally consisting of ordinary water

into which carbonic acid has been forced

under pressure. On exposure to the ordinary

atmospheric pressure the excess of carbonic

acid escapes, thus causing effervescence.

It rarely contains soda in any form. It la

useful in cases of debility of the stomach,

accompanied with acidity.

Sod-burning (sod'bern-ing), u. In agri.

the burning of the turf of old pasture-lands

for the sake of the ashes, as manure.

Sodden (sod'n), v.t To be seethed or soaked;

to settle down, as if by seething or boiling.

It (avarice) takes as many shapes as Proteus, and

may be called above all the vice of middle life, that

saddens into the gangrene of old age. gaining strength

by vanquishing all virtues. Mrs. S. C. Hall.

Sodden (sod'n), v.t. To soak; to fill the tis

sues of with water, as in the process of seeth

ing; to saturate. 'Clothes soddened with

wet.' Dickens.

Sodden (sod'n), p. of seethe, and a. 1. Boiled;

seethed. — 2. Soaked and softened, as in

water: applied to bread not well baked;

doughy. Used as the first element of a com

pound. 'Thou sodden-witted lord.' Shak.

Soddy (sod'i), a. Consisting of sod; covered

with sod; turfy.

Soden.t a. Sudden. Chaucer.

Sodert (so'der), tJ.f. To Bolder.

Let him bethink . . . how he will soderup the

shifting flaws of his ungirt permissions. Milton.

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g. <7o; j, ;ob; ft. Fr. ton; ng, bImj?; th, then; tli, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure. — See KEY.
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Sodert (so'der), n. Solder.

Sodium (so'di-um), n. [See Soda.] Sym. Na

(from Xatrium). At. wt. 23. The metal of

which soda is the oxide, discovered by Davy

in 1807. He obtained it by a process exactly

similar to that by which he procured potas

sium, which it strongly resembles in many

properties. Gay-Lnssac and Thenard soon

afterwards procured it in greater quantity

by decomposing soda by means of iron; and

Bmnner ahowed that it may be prepared

with much greater facility by distilling a

mixture of sodic carbonate with charcoal:

it is now prepared by the latter process in

considerable quantities. Sodium is a silver-

white metal, having a very high lustre. Its

sp gr. is 0*972; it melts at 101* Fahr., and

oxidizes rapidly fan the air, though not so

rapidly as potassium. It decomposes water

instantly, but does not spontaneously take

fire when thrown on water, uuless the water

be somewhat warm, or the progress of the

globule of Bodium upon the surface of the

water be impeded. When heated in air or

oxygen it takes fire and burns with a very

pure and intense yellow flame. It is per

haps more abundant in our globe than any

other metal, for it constitutes two-fifths of all

the sea-salt existing in sea-water.in the water

of springs, rivers, and lakes, in almost all

soils, and in the form of rock-salt. Sea-salt

is a compound of chlorine with sodium.

Sodium also occurs as oxide of sodium or

soda in a good many minerals; and more

especially in the form of carbonate, nitrate.

and borate of soda. Soda is contained in

sea plants, and in land plants growing near

the sea. It occurs also in most animal fluids.

The only important oxide of sodium is the

protoxide known as soda. See Soda.

Sodom-apple (sod'om-ap-1). n. 1. The name

given to the fruit of a species of Solanum

(S. sodomcum).—2, A product described by

Strabo, Tacitus, and Josephus, as a fruit

found on the shores of the Dead Sea, beau

tiful to the sight, but turning to bitter ashes

when eaten, in reality a gall produced on

dwarf-oaks by the puncture of a species of

gall-insect. The Sodom-apple or apple of

Sodom is employed as a rhetorical figure to

represent what excites high hopes or expec

tations, but ultimately produces only bitter

disappointment.

Your poor mother's fond wish, gratified at last in

the mocking way in which overfond wishes are too

often fulfilled—sodcm-appies as they are.

Mrs. Gaskeli,

Sodomite (sod'om-it), n. 1. An inhabitant

of Sodom.—2. One guilty of sodomy.

Sodomitical (sod-om-it'ik-al), a. Relatiug

to sodomy.

Sodomitically (sod-om-it'ik-al-li), ado. In

a sodomitical manner.

Sodomy (sod'om-i), n. The crime of Sodom;

a carnal copulation against nature.

Soet (so), n. [Ft. seatt, a bucket or pail.] A

large wooden vessel for holding water; a

cowl.

Soefult (sdYul), n. As much as a boc will

hold.

A pump grown dry will yield no water; but pour a

little into it at first, for one bason-full you may fetch

up so many soefnlls. Dr. H. Mart.

Soever (sS-ev'Sr). A word compounded of

so and ever: geuerally used in composition

to extend or render emphatic the sense of

Buch words as tcho, what, where,&c. ,as in who

soever, whatsoever, wheresoever. (See these

words.) It is sometimes used separate from

the pronoun; as, in what things soever you

undertake, use diligence and fidelity. ' What

love soever by an heir is shown.' Dryden.

Sofa (sofa), n, [Fr. and Sp. go/a, a Bofa,

from Ar. soffah, a bench for resting on before

the house, from saffa. to put in order] A

long seat with a stuffed bottom, and raised

stuffed back and ends.

Thus first Necessity invented stools.

Convenience next suggested elbow-chairs.

And Luxury th' accomplish'd sofa last. Coivper.

Sofa-bed, Sofa-bedstead (so'fa-bed, so'fa-

bed-sted), n. A sofa adapted for use as a

bed when required, ' One of these sofa-beds

common in French houses.' Lord Lytton.

* Innumerable specimens of that imposition

on society— a sofa-bedstead.' Dickens.

Sofett (so-fef), n. A small sofa. [Kare.]

Soffit (soffit), n. [Fr. soffite. It. soflitta, from

L. sujigo, to fasten beneath (apparently

through an erroneous form mjficta for suf-

fixa)—mb, under, and/igo, to fasten.] 1. In

arch, (a) the lower Burface of a vault or

arch, (b) The under horizontal face of an

architrave between columns, (c) The ceil

ing of an apartment divided by cross-beams

into compartments, (d) The under part of

an overhanging cornice, of a projecting bal

cony, an entablature, a staircase, <fcc—2. In

scene painting, a border. See SCENE, 6.

Soft (so'fl), n. [Per. sUfi or s6fi, probably from

Or. sophos, wise. Comp. tophi.] One of a

religious order in Persia, otherwise termed

dervishes. See Dervis.

Sofism (so'flzm), n. The mystical doctrines

of the class of Mohammedan religionists

called sofis. Written also Sufism.

Soft (soft), a. [A. Sax. so/te, &6/t, Sc. and

O.Sax sa/t, O.D sae/t, soft; these are con

tracted forms, having lost an n, seen in G.

san/t, soft; comp. other, tooth, sooth, which

have also lost n.j 1. Easily yielding to pres

sure; easily penetrated; impressible; yield

ing: the contrary of hard; as, a so/t bed; a

so/t peach ; so/t earth ; so/t wood. So we

speak of a so/t stone when it breaks or is

hewed with ease. 'A good so/t pillow.' Shak.

2. Easily susceptible of change of form;

hence, easily worked; malleable; as, so/t

iron.

For spirits, when they please.

Can either sex assume, or both ; so soft

And uncompounded is their essence pure.

Milton.

3. Delicate; fine; not coarse; hence, femi

nine; as, the so/ter sex.

Her heavenly form

Angelic, but more so/t and feminine. Mitten,

4. Easily yielding to persuasion or motives;

flexible; impressible; facile; weak. 'A few

divines of so so/t and servile tempera.'

Sikon Basilike:.

The deceiver soon found this soft place of Adam's.

Glanville.

5. Tender; timorous; fearful

However soft within themselves they are,

To you they will be valiant by despair. Dryden.

6. Mild; gentle; kind; not severe or unfeel

ing; lenient; easily moved by pity; suscep

tible of kindness, mercy, or other tender

affections. 'The tears of so/t remorse.'

Shak.

Women are soft, mild, pitiful and flexible ;

Thou stern, obdurate, flinty, rough, remorseless.

Shak.

Yet so/t his nature, though severe his lay. Pope.

7. Civil; complaisant; courteous; not rough,

rude, or irritating; as, a person of so/t man

ners.

A soft answer turncth away wrath. Prov. xv. i.

Thou art their soldier, and being bred in broils,

HaH not the soft way, which thou dost confess

Were fit for thee to use, as they to claim,

In asking their good loves. Shak.

8. Affecting the senses in a mild, bland, or

delicate manner; as. (a) smooth; flowing;

not rough or vehement ; not harsh ; gentle

or melodious to the ear; as, a soft voice; a

so/t sound; so/t accents; so/t whispers.

Her voice was ever so/t.

Gentle, and low; an excellent thing in woman.

Shak.

Soft were my numbers, who could take offence?

Pope.

(b) Not harsh or offensive to the sight; mild

to the eye; not strong or glaring: not ex

citing by intensity of colour or violent con

trast; as, so/t colours; the so/t colouring of

a picture.

The sun shining on the upper part of the clouds,

made . . . the so/test sweetest lights imaginable.

Sir T. Browne.

(c) Agreeable to perceive or feel. ' As sweet

as balm, as so/t as air.' Shak. (d) Smooth

to the touch; not rough, rugged, or harsh;

delicate; fine; as, so/t silk; *>/> skin.

Her hand. , . . to whose soft seizure

The cygnet's down is harsh. Shak.

But what went ye out for to see? A man clothed

In soft raiment ? behold, they that wear soft clothing

are tn kings' houses. Mat. xi. 8.

Hence, applied to textile fabrics, as opposed

to hardware; as, so/t goods. 'The pack

man, with his bale of so/t wares at his back. '

Mayhew. — 9. Gentle in action or motion;

steady and even.

On her soft axle while she paces even.

She bears thee soft with the smooth air along.

Miiten.

10. Effeminate ; not manly or courageous;

viciously nice.

An idle soft course of life is the source of criminal

pleasures. /f. Broeme.

11. Geutle; easy; quiet; undisturbed; as,

so/t slumbers.

Soft stillness and the night

Become the touches of sweet uamy. Shak.

12. Foolish; simple; silly.

He made soft fellows stark noodies. Bartcn.

13. Readily forming a lather and washing well

with soap; not hard; as, so/t water is the

best for washing. See Hard.— 14. In pro

nunciation, not pronounced with a hard ex

plosive utterance, but with more or less of

a sibilant sound, as c in cinder, as opposed

to c in candle; and g in gin, as opposed to g

in gi/t—So/t -money, paper money, as dis

tinguished from hard cash or coin. — So/t

palate. See under Palate.—Soft sawder,

flattery, generally with the view of playing

on a person; blarney. [American.]

We trust to soft tndertO g-:t them into the house,

and to human natur that they never come out of it.

Hatiburton.

—So/t soap, (a) a coarse kind of soap. S«e

under SOAP, (b) As a slang term, flattery;

blarney; soft sawder.

Soft (soft), tu A soft person; a person who

is weak or foolish. [Colloq. or slang. ]

It'll do you no good to sit in a spring-cart o" your

own. if you ve got a. soft to drive you. George Bitot.

Soft (soft), adv. Softly; gently; quietly.

* Soft whispering thus to Nestor's son. ' Pope.

Soft (soft), interj. Be soft; hold ; stop ; not

so fast. 'So/t! no haste.' Shak.

But soft my muse, the world is wide. SmkJi'tg

Softt (soft), «.t To soften. Spenser.

Softa (sof'ta), n. [Turk.] In Turkey, a pupil

of a medrissa or secondary school engaged in

professional studies for offices in the church,

the law, the army, or the state: often re

stricted to students of the Koran, Written

also Sophta. See Hodja

Soft-consdenced (soft-kon'shenst), a. Hav

ing a tender conscience. * Soft-eonscienced

men.' Shak.

Soften (Bof'n), v.t. To make soft or more

soft; as, (a) to make less hard in substance.

' So/ten steel and stones.' Shak.

Their arrows' point they so/ten in the Same. Gay.

(&) To mollify; to make less fierce or intrac

table; to make more susceptible of humane

or fine feelings; as, to so/ten a hnrd heart;

to so/ten savage natures, (c) To make less

harsh or severe, less rude, less offensive or

violent; as, to soften an expression.

He bore his great commission in his look.

But sweetly temper'd awe, and so/tend all he spoke.

Dryden.

The flippant put himself to school

And heard thee, and the brazen fool

Was softened, and he knew not why, Tennyson.

((f) To palliate ; to represent as less enor

mous; as, to so/ten a fault, (r) To make easy;

to compose; to mitigate; to alleviate.

Music can soften pain to ease. Pope.

(J) To make calm and placid.

Bid her be all that cheers or softens life. Pope.

(a) To make less glaring; to tone down; as.

to so/ten the colouring of a picture, (h) To

make tender; to make effeminate; to ener-

vnte; as, troops softened by luxury, (f) To

make less strong or intense in sound: to

make less loud; to make smooth to the ear;

as. to so/ten the voice.

Soften (sof'u), v.i. To become soft or le^s

hard; as, (a) to become more pliable and

yielding to pressure.

Many bodies that will liardly melt, will soften.

Bacon.

(b) To become less rude, harsh, or cruel; as,

savage natures soften by civilization, (e) To-

become less obstinate or obdurate ; to be

come more susceptible of humane feelings,

and tenderness; to relent.

We do not know

How he may soften at the sight of the child. Shak.

(d) To become more mild.

The softening air is balm. Thomson.

(e) To pass by soft imperceptible degrees ;

to melt; to blend. 'Shade unperoeiv'd, so

softening into shade.' Thomson.

Softener (sofn-er),H. One who or that which

softens. Also written Softner.

Softening(sof'n-iug),n. l.The act of making

soft or softer.—2. In pa in ting, the blending

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J, Sc. fey.
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of colours into each other.—S. In pathol. a

diminution of the natural and healthy firm

ness of organs or parts of organs; mollitiea.

—Softening of the brain, mollities cerebri,

an affection of the brain, in which it be

comes pulpy or pasty.

Soft-eyed (softfid), a. Having soft, gentle,

or tender eyes.

Give virtue scandal, innocence a fear.

Or from the sofl-ryed virgin steal a tear. Pope.

Soft-grass (soffgras), n. The common name

of two British species of plants of the genus

Holcus (H. mollis and H. lanatus). See Hol-

cvs.

Soft-headed (softTied-edX a- Of weak or

feeble intellect [Familiar.]

Soft-hearted (soffhart-ed), a. Having ten

derness of heart; susceptible of pity or other

kindly affection; gentle; meek.

Thou art a prating fellow ;

One that hath studied out a trick to talk

And move scft-hearted people. Beau. & Ft.

Soft-heartedness (soffhart-ed -nes), n. The

quality of being soft-hearted or kind-hearted;

gentleness * A sort of soft-heartedness to

wards the sufferings of individuals.' Jef

frey

Soft-horn (softliorn), a. A foolish per

son; one easily imposed upou; a greenhorn.

[Colftoq.]

Softlsh (soffish), a. Somewhat soft; in

clining to softness.

Boftlingt (softling), n, A sybarite; a volup

tuary.

E ffemiaate men and softlings cause the stout man

to wax tender. Bp. IVoolton.

Softly (soffli), adv. In a soft manner; as,

(o) Not with furce or violence; gently; as,

he softly pressed my hand. (6) Not loudly;

without noise; as, speak softly; walk softly.

' In this dark silence softly leave the town.'

Dryden. (e) Gently; placidly.

She s-^ftly lays him on a flowery bed. Dryden.

(d) Mildly; tenderly.

The Vinjj must die ;

Though pity scftty pleads within my souL

Dryden.

—To walk or go softly, to express sorrow,

grief, contrition, and the like, by one's de

meanour.

And it came to pass when Ahab heard those words,

that he rent his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his

flesh, and fasted, and lay in sackcloth, and uent

softly . i Ki. axi. 37. .

Softner (sofn-er). See Softener.

Softness (soffnesX n. The quality of being

soft; as, (a) that quality of bodies which ren

ders them capable of yielding to pressure,

or of easily receiving impressions from other

bodies: opposed to hardness; as, the soft-

tvess of butter, of a pillow, <tc. (0) Suscepti

bility of feeling or passion ; easiness to be

affected ; hence, facility; simplicity ; weak

ness ; as, the softness of the heart or of our

natures; softness of spirit (c) Mildness;

kindness; civility; gentleness; meekness;

as. softness of words or expressions; soft-

turn of manners.

For contern plati-'Mi he and valour forni'd.

For sc/lness she, and sweet attractive grace.

Milton.

(d) The acceptableness to the senses, as of

feeting, sight, hearing. Ac, arising from

delicacy, or from the absence of harshness,

violent contrast, roughness, or the like; as,

the softness of a voice, of colours, of air, of
the skin. Ac. (<•) Effeminacy ; vicious deli

cacy. * A satire against the softness of pro

sperity. ' Shak.

He was not delighted with the softness of the court.

Clarendon.

(/) Timorousness; pusillanimity; excessive

susceptibility of fear or alarm.

This virtue could not proceed out of fear or soft

ness. Bacon.

(a) In art, the opposite of boldness; in some

instances the term is used to designate

agreeable delicacy; at other times, as in

dicative of want of power. Fairholt.

Soft - Epoken (soft'spd-kn), a. Speaking

softly, having a mild or gentle voice; hence,

mild; affable.

Softy («»fti), n. A soft or silly person.

[Cofloq ]

Soget/ n. Subject Chaucer.

Soggy (sog'i), a. [Icei. soggr, damp, wet,

t*g-ji, dampness, moisture; perhaps allied

to sag. to sink.] Wet; soaked with water

or moisture; thoroughly wet; as, soggy land;

soggy timber. * This green and soggy mul

titude-' B. Jonson.

SollO (soli&X inter). A word used in calling

from a distant place; a sportsman's halloo.

SoAr! jekct—what seest thouf—Mini we go to find.

ShaJt.

Sol disant (swa de zan). [Fr.] Calling him

self; self-styled; pretended; would be.

Soigne, t n. (Fr.] Care; diligence; anxiety.

Romannt of the Rose.

Soil (soil), v.t. [0 Fr. soUtier (Mod. Fr. sou-

iller), to soil, to cover with filth, lit. to cover

as a pig does by wallowing in mire, from L.

suillus, pertaining to a swine, from sus, a

sow or swine. See also the r.oun.J 1. To

make dirty on the Burface; to dirty; to

defile; to tarnish; to sully; as. to soil a gar

ment with dust. 'Our wonted ornaments

now soil'd and stain'd.' Milton.

Either I must, or have mine honour soild

With the attainder of his slanderous lips. Shak.

2. To cover or tinge with anything extrane

ous; as, to soil the earth with blood. Shak.

3. To dung; to manure.

Men . . . soil their ground; not that they love the

dirt, but that they expect a crop. South.

Syn. To foul, dirt, dirty, begrime, bemire,

bespatter, besmear, daub, bedaub, stain,

tarnish, sully, defile, pollute.

Soil (soil), v.i. To take on dirt; to take a

soil or stain ; to tarnish ; as, silver soils

sooner than gold.

Soil (soil), n. [In meanings 1 and 2 from the

above verb; in 3 directly from Fr. souiUe,

a miry place where a boar wallows; from L

suillus. See the verb.] 1. Any foul matter

upon another substance; foulness.—2. Stain;

tarnish; spot; defilement or taint 'Free

from touch or soil.' Shak.

A lady's honour . . . will not bear a soil. Dryden.

3. A marshy or miry place to which a hunted

boar resorts for refuge; hence, wet places,

streams, or water sought for by other game,

as deer.

As deer, being stuck, fly through many soils.

Yet still the shaft slicks fast. Marston.

—To take sod, to run into the water or a

wet place, as an animal when pursued;

hence, to take refuge or shelter. ' O, sir,

have you taken soil here? B Jonson.—

4. Dung; compost

Improve land by dung and other sort of soils.

Mortimer.

Soil (soil), n. [O.Fr. soil, soils, Mod.Fr. sol,

from L. solum, the soil, generally taken

from the root of solidus, solid.] 1. The upper

stratum of the earth ; the mould, or that

compound substance which furnishes nutri

ment to plants, or which is particularly

adapted to support and nourish them; earth;

ground. Wherever the surface of the earth

is not covered with water, or is not naked

rock, there is a layer of earth more or less

mixed with the remains of animal and vege

table substances in a Btateof decomposition,

which is commonly called the soil. Soils

may generally be distinguished from mere

masses of earth by their friable nature and

dark colour, and by the presence of some

vegetable fibre or carbonaceous matter. In

uncultivated grounds soils generally occupy

only a few inches in depth on the surface;

and in cultivated grounds their depth is

generally the same as that to which the

implements used in cultivation have pene

trated. The stratum which lies immediately

under the soil is called the subsoil, which

is comparatively without organized matter.

Soil is composed of certain mixtures or com

binations of the following substances: the

earths, silica, alumina, lime, magnesia; the

alkalies, potassa, soda, and ammonia, oxide

of iron and small portions of other metallic

oxides, a considerable proportion of mois

ture, and several gases, as oxygen, hydro

gen, carbonic acid. Besides these every soil

contains vegetable and animal matters,

either partially or wholly decomposed. The

analysing of soils, In order to ascertain their

component parts and qualities, and their

adaptation to the growth of various vege

table productions, as well as the methods

of improving them by means of chemical

manures, form the subject of agricultural

chemistry.—2. Laud; country. 'Leads dis

contented steps in foreign soil.' Shak.

Must I thus leave thee. Paradise? thus leave

Thee native soil, these happy walks and shades?

Milton.

Boll (soil), v.t [O.Fr. saouler, to glut, to

gorge, to satiate, from saoul, Fr. soul; Pr.

sadol; It. satotto; L. satullus, full of food,

sated, dim. of satvr, sated, full.] To feed

(cattle or horses) in the stalls or stables with

fresh grass daily mowed, instead of putting

out to pasture—which mode of feeding tends

to keep the bowels lax; hence, to purge by

feeding upon green food; as, to soil a horse.

Shak.

Soil (soil), n. In building, a provincial term

for a principal rafter of a roof. GwiXt.

Soiliness (soil'i-ues), n. 8tain; fouluess.

[Rare.]

Make proof of the incorporation of silver and tin,

whether it yield no soilmess more than silver.

Bacon.

Soilless (soilles), a. Destitute of soil or

mould. Wri/jht,

Soil-pipe (sofrpip), n. A pipe for conveying

from a dwelling-house, Ac, foul or waste

water, night-soil, Ac,

Soilure (soil'ur), n. [Fr. souillure. See

Son., v.t ] Stain; defilement; pollution.

'Not making any scruple of her soilure.'

Shak. [Rare and poetical.]

Then fearing rust or soilure, fashion 'd for it

A case of silk. Tennyson.

Soilyt (soil'i). a. Dirty; foul; Boiled.

Soiree (Bwa'ra), n. [Fr. , from soir, evening,

and that from L. serus, late.] Originally, an

evening party held for the sake of conver

sation only ; but the word has since been

introduced into all the languages of modern

Europe, and is now applied to designate

most descriptions of evening parties, in

which ladies and gentlemen are intermixed,

whatever be the amusements introduced.

In this country it is frequently applied to a

reunion of certain bodies or societies, held

for the advancement of their respective ob

jects, at which tea, coffee, and other refresh

ments are introduced during the intervals

of music, speech-making, Ac.

Soja (s&'ja or so'ya), n. [From the sauce

called soy. ] A genus of leguminous plants,

the only known representative of which is

S. hispida, an erect hairy herb « ith trifolio-

late leaves and axillary racemose flowers, a

native of Japan and the Moluccas, and abun

dant in the peninsula of India. The seeds

resemble those of the French or kidney

bean, and are used by the Chinese to form

a favourite dish. In Japan they are used in

the preparation of soy. Written also Soi/a.

Sojour,* n. Sojourn; stay; abode. Ito-

inaunt of the Ho$e.

Sojourn (so'jern), v.i. [O.Fr. sojorner, so

journer (Mod.Fr. sojourner), It. sopgiornare,

from a hypothetical L. form subdiurnare,

from L. sub, under, and diurnus, pertaining

to a day, from dies, a day.] To dwell for a

time ; to dwell or live in a place as a tem

porary resident, or as a stranger, not con

sidering the place as his permanent habi

tation.

A brain went down into Egypt to sojourn there.

Gen. xii. 10.

The soldiers assembled at Newcastle, and there

sojourned three days. Sir J. Hay-ward.

Syn. To tarry, abide, stay, remain, live,

dwell, reside.

Sojourn (s6'jern),n. A temporary residence,

as that of a traveller in a foreign land. ' In

our court have made thy amorous sojourn.'

Shak.

Thee I revisit now, . . . though long detained

In that obscure sojourn. Mi.'ton.

Sojourner(sd'jem-er), n. One who sojourns;

a temporary resident; a stranger or travel

ler who dwells in a place for a time.

We are strangers before thee and sojourners, as

all our fathers were. i Chr. xxix. 15.

Sojourning (sojern-rag), n. The act of

dwelling in a place for a time; also, the time

of abode.

The sojourning of the children of Israel . . . was

four hundred and thirty years. Ez. xii. 40.

Sojournment (so'jern-ment), n. The act of

sojourning; temporary residence, as that of

a stranger or traveller.

Cod has appointed our sojournment here as a

period of preparation for futurity. li'akejield.

Soke, n. See Soc.

Sokeman (sok'man), n. In old Eng. law,

same as Socman.

Sokemanry (sok'man-ri), n. Socmanry.

Soken, n. [A. Sax. s6cn. See Soc, SOKE ]

A district held by tenure of socage.

Soke -reeve (sok'rev), n. A rent-gatherer

in a lord's soke.

Sokingly,t adv. Suckingly; gently. CAatt-

cer.

Soko (sC/ko), n. The native name for a

quadruinanous mammal closely allied to

the chimpanzee, discovered by Dr. Living

stone at Manyuema, near Lake Tanganyika,

in Central Africa. The flesh is esteemed a

great delicacy by the natives. It feeds on

wild fruits. The soko occasionally kidnaps

children, but is described as otherwise

harmless, unless when attacked.

Sol (sol), n. [L] 1. The sun. 'And when

Dan Sol to slope his wheels began.' Thorn

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, si/y; TH, taen; th, thin, w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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wm.—2. In her. a term implying or, or gold,

in blazoning the arms of emperors, kings,

and princes by planets, instead of metal

and colour.—3. The name given to gold by

the old chemists and alchemists, luna be

ing used to denote silver.

Sol (sol), n. [See Sou] In France, a small

bronze coin ; now usually called a sou.

Sol (sol), n. [It] In music, (a) a syllable

applied in solmizatfon to the fifth tone of

the diatonic scale. (6) The tone itself.

Sola (so'la), n. [The name in Bengal] A

plant of the genus J£schynomene, the AV.

a&jwra, common in moist places, and in the

rainy season, in many parts of the plains

of India. The name is also given to the

pith-like stem, which is exceedingly light,

and with which the natives of India make

a great variety of useful articles, especially

hats, which are in great request, being vei-y

light and cool. Helmets made of sola are

much used by European troops in India.

Written also Shola.

Solace (sol'as), v.t. pret. & pp. solaced; ppr.

solacing. [O. Fr. solace, solan, from L. sola

tium, from solor, solatus. to solace, to com

fort.] 1. To cheer in grief or under calam

ity; to comfort; to relieve in affliction: to

console: applied to persons; as, to solace

one's self with the hope of future reward.

We will with some strange pastime solace them.

Shak.

2. To allay; to assuage; as, to solace grief.

'A little hint to solace woe.' Tennyson. —

3.t To delight; to amuse.

Solace t (sol'as), v.i. 1. To be happy; to

take delight. —2. To take comfort; to be

cheered or relieved in grief.

One poor and loving child,

Hut one thing to rejoice and solace in.

And cruel death hath catch 'd it from my stent.

Solace (sol'as), n. [See the verb transitive.]

1. Comfort in grief; alleviation of grief or

anxiety ; also, that which relieves in dis

tress; recreation.

The proper solaces of age are not music and com

pliments, but wisdom and devotion. JoknsoH.

2. i Happiness; delight. —SVN. Consolation,

comfort, alleviation, mitigation, relief, re

creation, diversion, amusement.

Solacement (sol'as-mentx n. Act of solac

ing or comforting: state of being solaced.

Solacioust (Bo-la'shusi, a. Affording com

fort or amusement. Bale.

Solanacese (ao-la-na'se-e), n. pi. A nat.order

of monopetalous exogenous plants, com

posed of herbs or, rarely, shrubs, natives

of most parts of the world, and especially

within the tropics. They have alternate

leaves, ofteu in pairs, one shorter than the

other, terminal or axillary inflorescence,

and regular, or nearly regular, monopetal

ous flowers. The nightshade, potato, cap

sicum, tomato, egg-plant, and tobacco are

all found in this order. The general pro

perty of the order is narcotic and poisonous.

This prevails to a greater or less degree in

all the plants of the order, although cer

tain parts of the plants, when cultivated,

are used for food.

SolanaceoUB (so-la-na'shus), a. Of, pertain

ing to, or resembling plants belonging to

the Solanacen*.

Soland (ao'Iand), n. Same as Solan-goose

(which see).

Solander (sd-lan'der), n. [Fr. soulandres.]

A disease in horses.

Solan-goose (s&lan-gbs), n. Fleet sida, the

solan-goose. 1 The gannet (which see).

Solania (so-la'ni-a), n. The active principle

of Solatium Dulcamara, or deadly night

shade. See the next word.

Solanlna, Solanine (s61a-ni-na,B<51a-nln),tj.

[L. solatium, nightshade.] (C2lH«NO- pro

bably.) A vegetable alkaloid obtained from

various species of Solanum, as S. Dulca

mara, S. nigrum, S. tuberosum, &c. It

forms a crystalline powder, very bitter and

acrid, and highly poisonous. It is insoluble

in water, but soluble in alcohol. With acids

it forms salts, which are uncry'stall izable.

Solano (so-la'no), n. [Sp., from L. solanus

(ventus), easterly wind, from sol, the sun.]

A hot oppressive south-east wind in Spain.

It is a modification of the simoom (which

see).

Solanum (so-la'num), n. [L., nightshade. 1

A genus of plants, nat. order Solanaoea?, of

of which it is the type. It is one of the

most extensive genera of plants, including

from 700 to 900 species. They are shrubs or

herbs, sometimes climbing, either smooth

or hairy*, or (both stems and leaves) armed

with sharp thorns, with alternate, entire,

lobed, or pinnately cut leaves, and umbel

late or panicled dichotomous cymes of yel

low, white, violet, or purplish flowers, and

are widely distributed throughout the world,

Solanum tuberosum (Potato Plant).

abounding especially in America. The most

important species are, the S. tuberosum,

which produces the common potato, a na

tive of America (see POTATO); 5. Dulcamara,

woody nightshade or bitter-sweet ; S. escu-

lentum, egg-plant; S. sodotneum. Sodom egg

plant, or apple of Sodom. S. esculentum and

its varieties furnish edible fruits, and the

fruits of many other species are eaten. The

common love-apple or tomato was formerly

included in this genus under the name of

S. Lycopcrsicum, but is now, along with

several allied species, generally ranked

under a separate genus, Lycoperaicum. See

Tomato.

Solar (so'ler), a. [L Solaris, from sol, the

sun.] 1. Pertaining to the sun; as, the solar

Bystem; or proceeding from, or produced by

it; as, solar light; solar rays; solar influ

ence.

His soul proud science never taught to stray.

Far as the solar walk or milky way. Pope.

2. Born under the predominant influence of

the sun. according to astrological notions;

influenced by the sun. 'Proud beside as

solar people are.' Dryden.— 3. Measured

by the progress of the Bun, or by its ap

parent revolution: as, the solar year. —

Solar apex, the point in space situated in

the constellation Hercules, towards which

the sun is moving. —Solar camera, in photog.

an instrument for enlarging pictures by

sunlight. — Solar chronometer, a sun-dial

adapted to show mean instead of solar time.

—Solar cycle, a period of twenty-eight years.

See Cyclk. —Solar day. See DAT.—Solar

eclipse. See EcMPSE. — Solar engine, an

engine in which the beat of the solar rays

is concentrated to evaporate water or ex

pand air, used as a motor for a steam or air

engine. — Solar flowers, those which open

and shut daily at certaiu determinate hours.

— Solar lamp. Same as A rgand - lamp

(which see). —Solar microscope , a microscope

in which the object is illuminated by the

light of the sun concentrated upon it. See

Microscope. —Solar month. See Month.—

Solar phosphori, substances which are seen

to be luminous in a dark place after having

been exposed to light, as the diamond,

putrid Ash, calcined oyster shells. &c. —

Solar plexus, in anat. an assemblage of

ganglia which are distributed to all the

divisions of the aorta,—Solar prominences,

red flame-like masses seen in the atmo

sphere of the sun at a total solar eclipse.

—Solar spectrum. See SPECTRUM. — Solar

spots, dark spots that appear on the sun's

disc, usually visible only by the telescope,

but sometimes so large as to be seen by the

naked eye. They indicate the sun's revolu

tions on its axis, are very changeable in their

figure and dimensions, and vary in size from

mere points to spaces of 50,000 miles or

more in diameter. The frequency of solar

spots attains a maximum every ten-and-a-

half years, falling off during the interval to

a minimum, from which it recovers gradu

ally to the next maximum. This periodicity

h:is been thought to be intimately connected

with meteorological phenomena.—Solar sys-

tem, in astron. that system of which the

sun is the centre. To this system belong

the planets, planetoids, satellites, comets,

and meteorites, which all directly or indi

rectly revolve round the central sun, the

whole being bound together by the mutual

attractions of the several parts. According

to the Ptolemaic system, framed by the

Greek astronomer Ptolemy, the earth was

an absolutely fixed centre/and the heavens

were considered as revolving about it from

east to west, and carrying along with them

all the heavenly bodies, the stars and

planets, in the space of twenty-four hours.

The Copernican system, taught by Coper

nicus in the beginning of the sixteenth cen

tury, represents the sun to be at rest in the

centre of the universe, and the earth and

the several planets as revolving about him

as a centre, while the moon and the other

satellites revolve about their primaries.

The heavens and fixed stars were supposed

to be at rest, and their apparent diurnal

motions were imputed to the earth's motion

from west to east. Notwithstanding the

defects of this system it produced a power

ful effect, and prepared the way for the dis

coveries of Galileo, Kepler, and Newton.

The Tychonic system, propounded by Tycho

Brahe\ the Danish astronomer, in the latter

part of the sixteenth century, represented

that the earth was fixed in the centre uf

the universe, and that round it revolved

the sun and moon, while the planets re

volved directly round the sun. Brahe's ob

servations were of immense service to his

contemporary Kepler in discovering the

famous laws which ultimately led Newton

to the grand theory' of universal gravitation.

(See KEPLER'S Laws ) The Newtonian sys

tem, so named as being adopted by Sir Isaac

Newton, is the only one admitted in modern

astronomy. It 1b frequently called the Co

pernican system, from its rejecting what

Copernicus rejected ; but it is far from re

ceiving all that Copernicus received. In

this system there is no fixed centre, the sun

only approximating to that character from

its greater magnitude. The orbits of the

planets, which all revolve round the sun,

are ellipses, of which the elements vary.—

Solar telegraph, a telegraph in which the

rays of the sun are projected from and upon

mirrors. The duration of the rays makes

the alphabet, after the manner of the dot-

and-dash telegraphic alphabet ; a heliostnt

(which see).—Solar time. The same a& Ap

parent Time. See TIME.—Solar year. See

YEAR.

Solar (soTer), n. In arch, a sollar; a loft or

upper chamber.

Solarization(s61er-iz-a"shon).n. In photog.

the injurious effects produced on a picture

by over-exposing it in the camera to the

light of the sun, as indistinctness of outline,

obliteration of high lights, loss of relief,

Ac.

Solarize (s6'lcr-Iz), v.i pret. <t pp. solarized;

ppr. solarizing. In photog. to become in

jured by too long exposure to the action of

the sun's rays.

Solarize (sdler-iz), v.t In photog. to affect

injuiiously by exposing too long to the

sun's rays.

Solary (so'la-rl), a. Solar. [Rare.]

Solas, 1 n. Solace; recreation; mirth; sport

Chaucer.

Solatium (s6-la'shi-um), n. [L. . consolation,

solace. See SOLACE, v.t.] 1. Anything that

alleviates or compensates for suffering or

loss; a compensation ; specifically, in Scots

law, a sum of money paid over and above

actual damages, to an injured party, by the

person who inflicted the injury, as a svlacr

for wounded feelings. In English law, such

compensation is not in strict principle ad

mitted, but in practice there is no substan

tial difference. — 2. Eccle*. an additional

daily portion of food allotted to the inmates

of religious houses under exceptional cir

cumstances.

Sold (sold), pret. <£ pp. of sett. —Sold note. See

Bought and Sold Note, under Bought

Soldt (sold), n. [Fr. solde, from L. ndidus,

a piece of money.] Salary; military pay.

Soldadot (sol-da'do), n. [Sp.] A soldier.

Soldant (sol'dan). Sultan. Milton.

Soldanel (sol'da-nel), n. A plant of the ge

nus Soldanella.

Soldanella (soldanella), n. [A dim. of It

soldana, a sultana.] A genus of plants,

nat. order Primulacero. The species art)

small herbs of graceful habit natives of

alpine districts of Continental Europe, One

of them, S. alpina, a native of Switzerland,

with lovely blue flowers, is well known as

an object of culture.

Soldanelle (sol-da-nel), u. [Fr 1 A species

of Convolvulus, the C. Soldatiella.

Soldanxle.t Soldanryt (sol'dan-ri). n. The

rule or jurisdiction of, or the couutry ruled

by a soldan or sultan. Sir IT. Scott

Fate, far, fat, fall; me\ met. her; pine, pin; n&te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, 3c. ley.
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Soldateaque (soida-tesk'). o- [>'r., from

toldat, a soldier. ] Of or relating to a soldier;

soldierlike

His cane clanking on the pavement and waving

round him in the execution of military cuts and sol-

d&£tsqt*4 manoeuvres. Thackeray.

Solder (sol'der), e.f. [O.Fr. wider, solider

(Fr. souder); lit. to make solid, to strengthen,

from I soUdus, solid.] 1. To unite by a

metallic cement; to join by a metallic sub

stance in a state of fusion, which hardens in

cooling, and renders the joint solid. Hence

—2- Fig. to unite or combine in geueral; to

patch up.

At the Restoration the Presbyterians, and other

sects, did ail unite and solder up their several schemes,

to join against the church. Swift.

Solder (sol'der), u. 1. Metallic cement; a

metal or metallic composition used in unit

ing other metallic substances by being fused

between them. Hard solders are such as

require a red heat to fuse them ; they are

employed for joining brass, iron, and the

more refractory metals. Soft solders melt

at a comparatively low temperature, and

are used with lead and tin, of which metals

they are wholly or in part composed. See

Soldering. Hence — 2. Fig. that which

unites in any way.

Friendship ! mysterious cement of the soul!
S -»■ .•■■_ t' n ■. ; of life I and solder of society ! Blair.

Solderer (sol'der-er), n. One who or a ma

chine which solders.

Soldering (sol'der-ing), n. The process of

nuitingthe surfaces of metals, by the inter

vention of a more fusible metal, which being

melted upon eaeh surface, serves, partly by

chemical attraction, and partly by cohesive

force, to bind them together. The alloy

used aa a solder must not only be more

fusible than the metal or metals to be united,

bnt must also have a strong affinity for

them. The solder usually contains a large

proportion of the metal to which it is to be

applied, in combination u with some more

easily fusible metal. Ttie surfaces to be

united must be made perfectly clean and

free from oxide. This is commonly effected

by scraping the surfaces ; and in order that

the formation of any oxide may be prevented

during the process, borax, sal ammoniac, or

rosin is used, either mixed with the solder

or applied to the surfaces.—Autogenous sol-

tiering is the union of two pieces of metal

without the intervention of any solder, by

fusing them at the point of junction by jets

of flame from a gas blowpipe or by other

means.

Solderlnff-bolt, Soldering-iron (sol'der-

mg-bdlt, sol'der-iug-i-crn), n. A tool con

sisting of a copper bit or bolt having a

pointed or wedge-shaped end, fasteued to

an iron rod with a wooden handle, and with

which solder is melted and applied in the

ordinary method of working.

Soldier (soTjer), n. [O.Fr soldier, soldoier,

from I. L solaarius, solidarius, a soldier;

Li: one who receives military pay, from L.

'•■It'-*, solidus, military pay: lit. a solid piece

of money. (See Solid.) Mod. Fr. soldat, a

soldier, is from a form solidatus] 1. A man

engaged in military service ; one whose oc

cupation is military ; a man who serves in

an army ; one of an organized body of com

batants.

Then a soldier.

Full of strange oaths and bearded like the pan],

Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel.

Seeking the bubble reputation

Even m the cannon's mouth 1 Shah.

Z <!•-"■ , from the L. rolidus, the name of a coin,

—*t^"* originally one who performed military service,

not in fuluiine.it of the obligations of the feudal law,

bat axKm constraint, and for stipulated pay. Soldier,

therefore, in its primary signification is identical with

*irc>i •».; or wierctnary. G. P. Marsh,

2. A common soldier; a private; a member

of a military company who is not an officer.

TVat in the captain's but a choleric word

Which in the soldier is Sat blasphemy. Shak.

X Emphatically, a brave warrior ; a man of

nulhViry experience and skill, or a man of

distinguished valour.—4. A white ant See

Temlxstx. — Soldiers and sailors, soldier-

beetles.

Soldier-beetle ( sol'jer-be-tl ), n. A name

given to coleopterous insects of the genus

Telephorus, from their reddish colour, or

from their combativenesa. They are car

nivorous and voracious insects.

Soldier-crab (sol'jer-krabX n. A name given

to the hermit-crab, from its extreme com

bat! venesa.

Boldleress faoTjer-ea), n. A female soldier.

Beau. <L- Ft.

Soldiering (suTjer-ing), ». The state of being

a soldier; the occupation of a soldier.

Soldierlike, Soldierly(s61'jer-lik, sdl'jer-li),

a. Like or becoming a soldier; brave; mar

tial ; heroic ; honourable. ' A soldier-like

word.* Shak.

His own (face) tho' keen and bold and soldierly

Sear'd by the dose ecliptic, was not fair.

Tennyson.

Soldiership (s6I'jer-slilp),n. Military quali

ties; military character or state; martial

skill ; behaviour becoming a soldier. 'Set

ting my knighthood and my soldiership

aside.' Shak.

Hunting is the best school of soldiership.

Prof. Blac&ie.

Soldiery (soTJer-i),«. 1. Soldiers collectively;

a body of military men.

I charge not the soldiery with ignorance and con

tempt oflearning, without exception. Swift.

2. t Soldierahip ; military service. Sir P.

Sidney.

Soldiery t (sol'jer-i), a. Of or relating to sol

diers; military. 'Soldiery ballads.' Milton.

Soldo (sol'do), «. [It. -b'r. sol, sou.] A small

Italian coiu, the twentieth part of a lira.

Sole (sol), n. [Fr. sole, the sole of the foot,

of a shoe, dec. , a beam, the fish, from 1. solea,

a sandal, a Bole, the fish, a sill, of same ori

gin as solum, the base, the soil, solidus, solid. ]

1. The under side of the foot.

From the crown of his head to the sole of his foot

he is all mirth. Shak.

2. The foot itself. Spenser. [Rare ]-3. The

bottom of a shoe or boot ; or the piece of

leatherwhich constitutes the bottom. 'Danc

ing shoes with nimble soles.' Shak,

The caliga was a military shoe with a very thick

sole, tied above the instep. Arbuthnot.

4. The part of anything that forms the bot

tom, and on which it standsupon the ground ;

the bottom or lower part of anything; as,

(a) in agi-ie. the bottom part of a plough, to

the forepart of which is attached the point

or share, (b) In far. the horny subBtance

under a horse's foot, which protects the

more tender parts, (c) In fort, the bottom

of an embrasure or gun-port, (d) Naut. a

piece of timber attached to the lower part

of a rudder, to render it level with the false

keel. («) The seat or bottom of a mine: ap

plied to horizontal veins or lodes. (/) The

floor of a bracket on which a pluminer-

block rests, (g) The plate which constitutes

the foundation of a mariue steam-engine,

and which is bolted to the keelsons, (ft) The

floor or hearth of the metal chamber in a

furnace, (i) In carp, the lower surface of a

plane.— 5. A marine fish belonging to the

Pleurouectidse or flat-Ashes, of an oblong

form, with a rounded muzzle. It is the P.

solea, Linn., the Solea vulgaris, Cuvier, and

Sole (Solea vulgaris).

Is so called probably from its shape. These

fish abound on the British coast, and also

on all the coasts of Europe, except the most

northern, where the bottom is sandy. They

furnish a wholesome and delicious article

of food. They sometimes ascend rivers, and

seem to thrive quite well in fresh water.

The sole sometimes grows to the weight of

6 or 7 lbs. The name is also given to certain

other flat-fishes of the genera Monochirus,

Achirus, Brachirus, and Plagusia.

Sole (sol), v.t. pret. ct pp. soled; ppr. soling.

To furnish with a sole; as, to sole a shoe.

Sole (sol), a. [L solus, alone; same origin aa

L. salvus (whence safe, salvation), Gr.hotos,

entire, Skr. sarva, the whole] 1. Single;

being or acting without another; unique;

alone in its kind; individual; only; as, God

is the sole creator and sovereign of the

world. * The sole inheritor of all perfections. '

Shak. — 2. In law, single; unmarried; as, a

femme sole. —Sole corporation. See Corpora

tion Sole under Corporation.—Sote tenant.

See underTexant.—Syn. Single, individual,

only, alone, solitary.

Sole (sol), adv. Alone; by itself; singly.

But what the repining enemy commends.

That breath fame blows; that praise, sole pure. tran

scends. Shak.

Solea (so'le-a), n. [L., a slipper] 1. The

under surface of the foot or hoof of an ani

mal; the sole. —2. The sole; a genus of mala-

copterygious fishes belonging to the Fleuro-

ncctidn or flat-fish family. S. vulgaris is the

common sole. See Sole.

Solecism (sol'e-sizmV n. [Or. soloikismos,

said to be derived from Soloi, in Cilicia,

the Athenian colonists of which lost the

purity of their language.] 1. An impro

priety In the use of language, arising from

ignorance; a gross deviation from the idiom

of a language, or a gross deviation from

the rules of syntax. Among modern gram

marians the term is often applied to any

word or expression which does not agree

with the established usage of writing or

speaking. As customs change, that which

may be regarded as a solecism at one time

may at another be considered as correct

language. Hence a solecUm differs from a

barbarism, which consists in the use of a

word or expression altogether contrary to

the spirit of the language.

There is scarce a solecism in writing which the

best author is not guilty of. Addison.

2. Any unfitness, absurdity, or impropriety,

as in behaviour; a violation of the rules of

society.

To take

Assay of venison or stale fowl by your nose.

Which is a solecism at another's table. Alassinger.

The idea of having committed the slightest sole

cism in politeness was agony to him. Sir IV. Scott.

Soleclst (sore-sist),n. [Or. soloikutis.] One

who iB guilty of a solecism in language or

behaviour.

Solecistic, Solecistical (sol-e-sis'tik, sol-e-

sis'tik-al), a. Pertaining to or involving a

solecism; incorrect; incongruous.

The use of these combinations, with respect to the

pronouns, is almost always solecistical. Tyrwhitt.

Soleclstlcally (sol-e-sis'tik-al-li), adv. In a

solecistic manner.

Solecize (•ore-six), v.i. [Or. soloikizo".] To

commit solecisms. Dr. H. Store.

Sole-leather (s6TleTH-er), n. Thick strong

leather used for the soles of shoes.

Solely (sol'li), adv. Singly; alone; only;

without another ; as, to rest a cause solely

on one argument; to rely solely onone'sown

strength. 'Me left solely heir to all his

lands.' Shak.

Solemn (sol'em), a. [L. sollemnis, sollennis,

that occurs every year, hence, from the

Btated occurrence of religious festivals, re

ligious, festal, solemn—sollus, all, every, and

1. annus, a year. See Solid.] 1. Marked

by religious rites or ceremonious obser

vances ; connected with religion ; sacred.

'Before the solemn priest I have sworn.'

Shak. 'Feasts so solemn and so rare.' Shak.

The worship of this image was advanced and a

solemn supplication observed every year.

Stillingjteet.

2. Fitted to excite or express awful, rever

ent, or serious reflections; awe-inspiring;

serious; grave; impressive; as, a solemn

pile of building. 'Suits of solemn black.'

Shak. 'With solemn march goes slow and

stately by them.' Shak.

There reign'd a solemn silence over all. Spenser.

8. Accompanied by seriousness or impres-

siveness in language or demeanour; impres

sive; earnest; as, to make a solemn promise;

a solemn utterance. ' With a solemn ear

nestness.' Shak.

Why do you bend such solemn brows on met Shak.

4. Affectedly grave, serious, or important;

as, to put on a solemn face.

The solemn fop, significant and budge;

A fool with judges, amongst fools a judge.

Camper.

5. Accompanied with all due forms or cere

monies; made in form; formal; regular: now

chiefly a law term; as, probate in solemn

form.

Solemness (sol'em-nes), n. The Btate or

quality of being solemn; solemnity; serious

ness or gravity of manner.

Prithee, Virgilia, turn thy solemness out o' door and

go along with us. Shak.

Solemnity (so-lem'ni-ti), n. (Fr. solennite

See Solemn.] 1. The state orquality of being

solemn; grave seriousness; gravity; impres-

aiveness; solemness; as. the solemnity of his

manner; the solemnity of the ceremony.—

2. Affected or mock gravity or seriousness;

a look of pompous importance or grandeur.

Solemnity's a cover for a sot. Young.

8. Stateliness; dignity. [Rare]

So my state,

Seldom but sumptuous, showed like a feast.

And won by rareness such solemnity. Shak.

ch. chxin. ch. Sc. locA; g. go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; . sin*?; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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4. A rite or ceremony performed with re

ligious reverence ; religious or ritual cere

mony; as, the solemnities at a funeral.

Great was the cause ; our old solfunities

From no blind zeal or fond tradition rise.

But saved from death, our Argives yearly pay

These grateful honours to the god of day. Pop*.

5. A proceeding adapted to impress awe or

reverence. 'The forms and solemnities ot

the last judgment.* Atterbury.— 6. In late, n

solemn or formal observance; the formality

requisite to render a thing done valid.

Solemnizate t (so-lem'niz-at), v.t To sol

emnize.

Solemnization (8orem-niz-a"shon), n. The

act of solemnizing; celebration.

Soon after followed the solemnization of the mar

riage. Bacon.

Solemnise (sol'envulz). v.t. pret. & pp. sol

emnized; ppr. solemnizing. [O. Fr. solemni-

ser. See SOLEMN.] 1. To dignify or honour

by ceremonies ; to celebrate ; to do honour

to; as, to solemnize the birth of Christ

To solemnize this day the glorious sun

Stays in his course mnd plays the alchemist Shak.

Their choice nobility and flow'r

Met from all parts to soltmnize this feast. Milton.

2. To perform with ritual ceremonies nnd

respect, or according to legal forms : used

e-pt-'ciully of marriage. 'Our nuptial rites

be solemnized.' Shak. ' Baptisms to be ad

ministered in one place, and marriages to be

solemnized in another.' Hooker. —8. To

make grave, serious, and reverential; as, to

solemnize the mind for the duties of the

sanctuary.

Solemnizer (Bol'em-niz-er), n. One who

solemnizes; one who performs a solemn

rite.

Solemnly (sol'em-li), adv. In a solemn

manner; as, (a) with religious ceremonies;

reverently; devoutly. (6) With Impressive

seriousness.

I do solemnly assure the reader that he is the only

person from whom I have heard that objection.

Swift.

(c) With all due form ; ceremoniously; for

mally; regularly; as, this question has been

solemnly decided in the highest courts, (d)

With formal gravity, importance, or state-

liness; with pompous or affected gravity.

Dryden.

Solemnness (sol'em-nes), n. Same as So-

lemness.

Solempnely.t adv. Solemnly. Chaucer.

Solen (solen), n. [Or. solin, a tube, a kind

of shellfish.] 1. A genus of lamellibranchi-

ate molluscs, forming the type of the' family

Solenidas, and known by the common name

of razor-shell. The species are found in all

parts of the world on sandy beaches or

shoals, where they burrow vertically, and

He concealed at a depth of about 6 inches,

when the tide leaves the beach dry. They

are distinguished by the great length of the

respiratory tubes; hence perhaps the name,

although it may also apply to the shell,

which resembles a tube. —2. In surg. a semi

circle of thin wood, or strips of wood, used

for preventing the contact of the bed-clothes

in wounds, fractures, etc.

Solenaceous (so-le-na'shus), a. Relating

to the Solenacea.

SoleneSB (soTnes), n. The state of being sole,

alone, or being unconnected with others;

singleness. Chesterfield.

Solenette ( sol-net'), n. [Dim. of sole.] A

small British fish, Monochirus tingulatulus,

closely allied to the sole. It is seldom more

than 6 inches long, and of a reddish-brown

colour.

Solenidee, Solenacea (so-le'ni-de, so-le-na'-

se-a), n. pi. A family of lamellibranchlate

molluscs, including the genus Solen and

several others.

Solenlte (so'ie-mt), n. [From Or. sdlin, a

pipe or tube J A finely-leaved fossil plant

from the oolite series of the Yorkshire coast,

supposed to belong to the order Marslliaceic,

and so called from its flstular or pipe-like

shape.

Solenodon (so-Ie'no-don), n, [Or. solen, a

tube, and odous, odontos, a tooth.] A genus

of insectivorous mammals of the family

Talpidtc, and of which the agouta of Cuba

nnd llayti is the sole member. See Agouta.

Solenoid (so'le-noid), n. [Or. s6le"n, a tube,

nnd eutos, appearance. J In electro-dynamics,

n helix of stout copper wire having the con

junctive wire turned back along its axis, so

as to neutralize that component of the effect

of the current which is due to the length of

the helix, and reduce the whole effect to

that of a series of equal and parallel circular

currents.

Sole-plate (soTpIat), n. In mach. the bed

plate; as, the sole-plate of an engine.

Soler.t Soleret (sorer, sorer), n. [From L.

sol, sun See Sollar.] A loft or garret ; a

Bollar.

I thought to have lodged him in the solere chamber.

Sir W. Scot/.

Soleret (sol'er-et), n. See Solleret.

Solert (sol'ert),a. [L.solers,solertu] Crafty;

subtle. 'Because man was the wisest (or

most solert and active) of all animals.' Cud-

worth.

Solertiousness (so-ler'shus-nes), tx The

quality of being solert; expertness; crafti

ness; slyness. Hacket.

Soleship (Bdl'ship), n. Single state; sole-

uess. [Rare. ]

This ambition of a sole power . . . this dangerous

saltship is a fault in our church indeed.

Sir E. Derinjr.

Soleus (solS-us), n. [L., from kolea, a sole]

A muscle of the leg, shaped like the sole-

fish. It serves to extend the foot

Sol-fa (sol'fa), n. See TONfC Sol-FA.

Sol-fa (sol'fa), v.i. In music, to sing the

notes of the scale In their proper pitch,

using the syllables do (or ut), re, mi, /a, sol,

la. si, which, when applied to the notes of

the natural scale, that of C, are equivalent

to C, D, E, F, G, A, B.

Sol-fa (sol'fa), v.t. To sing, as the notes of

a piece of music, to the syllables do, re, mi,

fa. sol, la, si, instead of to words. See SOL-

MIZATION.

Solfanarla (sol-fa-na'ri-a), n. [It ] A sul

phur mine.

Solfatara (sol-fa-ta'ra), u. [It, name of a

volcano near Naples. ] A volcanic vent emit

ting sulphureous, muriatic, and acid vapours

or gases.

Sol-feggiare (sol-fej'i-a"re), v.i. [It] To

sol-fa

Solfeggio (Bol-fej'i-6), n. [It.] In music,

(a) a system of arranging the scale by the

names do (or ut), re, mi, fa, sol, la, si. (!>) An

exercise in scale singing. See SOLMIZATION.

Soli (so'Ii). pi of solo. See Solo.

Solicit (so-lis'it), v.t [Fr. solliciter, from L.

sollicito, from sollicitus, agitated, anxious,

solicitous, from sollus, whole, and cieo,

eitum, to move, to stir, to agitate. Sec Solid. ]

1. To ask from with some degree of earnest

ness ; to make petition to ; to apply to for

obtaining something.

Did I solicit thee

From darkness to promote mcT Milton.

2. To ask for with some degree of earnest

ness; to seek by petition; as, to solicit an

office; to solicit a favour.

But would you undertake another Suit,

1 had rather hear you to solicit that.

Than music from the spheres. Shak.

[1 and 2 are the ordinary meanings of this

verb.]—3. To awake or excite to action; to

summon; to invite.

That fruit solicited her longing eye. Milton.

Sounds and some tangible qualities solicit their

proper senses, and force an entrance to the mind.

l.ocke.

4. To try to acquire; to try to obtain. [Rare.]

To solicit by labour what might be ravished by

arms was esteemed unworthy of the German spirit.

Gibbon.

5. To disturb; to disquiet; to make anxious:

a Latiuism.

Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid. Milton.

But anxious fears solicit my weak, breast.

Dryden.

6.t To enforce the claims of; to plead; to act

as solicitor for or with reference to.

Should

Nfy brother henceforth study to forget

The vow that he hath made thee, I would ever

Solicit thy desert. Ford.

7. In law, (a) to incite to commit a felony.

<M To endeavour to bias or influence by

offering a bribe to.

The judge is solicited as a matter of course by the

parties, and they do not approach empty-handed.

Brougham.

Svn. To ask, request, crave, supplicate, en

treat, beg, beseech, implore, importune.

Solicit (so-lis'it), v.i. To moke solicitation

for some one or for a thing.

There are a great number of persons who solicit for

places. Addison.

Solicltant (so-lis'it-ant), n. One who so

licits.

Solicitation (s6-lis'i-ta"shon). n. The act of

soliciting; as, (a) an earnest request; a seek

ing to obtain something from another with

some degree of zeal and earnestness ; as,

the solicitation of a favour, (b) Excitement;

invitation.

Children are surrounded with new things, which.

by a constant solicitation of their senses, draw the

mind constantly to them. Lock*.

(-.) Endeavour to influence to grant some

thing by bribery.

The practice of judicial solicitation has even pre

vailed in Jess despotic countries. Brougham.

(d) The offence of inciting or instigating a

person to commit a felony. It is an indict

able offence, although no felony be in fact

committed.—Syn. Request, asking, suppli

cation, entreaty, importunity.

Solicitor (so-lis'it-er), n. [See Solicit ]

1. One who solicits; one who asks with ear

nestness.—2. An attorney; a law agent; one

who represents another in court.

Be merry, Cassio.

For thy solicitor shall rather die

Than give thy cause away. Shah.

Tn England the term was formerly applied

distinctively to agents practising before the

courts of chancery, but by the Judicature

Act of 1873 all persons practising before the

supreme courts at Westminster are now

called solicitors. (Sec ATTORNEY.) In Scot

land the term solicitor is applied to writers

or general legal practitioners, and is syn

onymous with attorney in England. Gener

ally in the V. State* solicitor and attorney

are synonymous,nnd they also act as counsel.

Solicitor-general (so-lis'it-er-jen'er-alX «-

An officer of the crown, next in rank to the

attorney-general, with whom he is in fact

associated in the management of the legal

business of the crown and public offices.

On him generally devolves the maintenance

of the rights of the crown in revenue cases,

patent causes, Ac. The solicitor-general of

Scotland Is one of the crown counsel, next

in dignity and importance to the lord-ad

vocate, to whom he gives his aid in protect

ing the interests of the crown, in conducting

prosecutions, &c.

Sollcitorship (so-lis'it-er- ship), n. Rank or

condition of a solicitor. Massinger.

SoliCltOUS (so-lis'it-us), a. [L. soUieUus.

anxious, disturbed, uneasy. See Solicit]

Anxious, whether to obtain, as something

desirable, or to avoid, as something evil;

eager; concerned; apprehensive; disturbed;

uneasy; restless: careful: followed by about

or for (rarely of) before the object. * A

worldly solicitous temper.' Locke.

The tender dame solicitous to know

Whether her child should reach old age or no.

Addison.

No man is solicitous about the event of that which

he has in his power to dispose of. South.

He was solicitousfor his advice. Clarend**.

Our hearts are pure when we are not solicitcur <f

the opituon and censures of men. 7***- Taylor.

Solicitously (sd-lis'ft-us-liX adv. In a so

licitous manner; anxiously; with core and

concern.

He would surely have as solicitously promoted

their learning as ever he obstructed it.

Dr. H. Mere.

Solicitousness (so-lis'it-us-nes), n. The

state of being solicitous; solicitude. Boyle.

Solicitress (so lis'it-res), n. A female who

solicits or petitions

Beauty is a good solicitress of an equal suit, espe

cially where youth is to be the judge thereof.

Fuller.

Solicitude (so-lis'i-tud), n. [L, sollicitudo.

See SOLICIT.] The state of being solicitous;

uneasiness of mind occasioned oy the fear

of evil or the desire of good ; carefulness;

concern; anxiety. 'The great labours of

worldly meu, their solicitude and outward

shows.' Sir W. Raleigh— Care. Solicitude,

Concern, Anxiety. See under Cakk.—Syn.

Carefulness, concern, anxiety, care, trouble.

SoUdtudinoUBt (so-lis'i-tud-in-us), a. Full

of solicitude. [Rare.]

Move circumspectly, not meticulously, and rather

carefully solicitous, than anxiously solicitudinous.

Sir T. BrcTffte.

Solid (sol'ld), a. [Ft. solide, from L. solidus,

solid, firm, compact, from same root as so

lum, the soil (whence E. soil), sollus, whole

(whence the sol- in solicit, solemn), salens,

safe (E. safe). Or. holos, whole, Skr. sarva,

whole. ] 1. Having the constituent particles

so connected together that their relative

positions cannot be altered without the Ap

plication of sensible force ; possessing the

property of excluding all other bodies from

the space occupied by itself; impenetrable;

hard; firm; compact: opposed to liquid and

gaseous. Seethe noun.

O, that this too. too solid flesh wouM melt.

Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew. Shah.

2. Not hollow; full of matter; as, a strfitf

globe or cone, as distinguished from a hol

low one. —3. Having all the geometrical

Kate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc_ (ey.
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dimension* ; having length, breadth, and

thickness; cubic; as, a solid foot contains

1728 tclid inches. —4. Firm; compact; strong;

u, a solid pier; a $olid pile; a solid wall

s' Sound; not weakly. ' A solid and strong

constitution of body to bear the fatigue.'

Watts.—& Substantial, as opposed to frivol

ous, fallacious, or the like; worthy of credit,

trust, or esteem ; not empty or vain ; real ;

true; just; valid; firm; strong.

If sdut happiness we prize.

Within our breast this jewel lies. Cotton,

7. Grave; profound; not light, trifling, or

superficial.

These wanting wit, affect gravity, and go by the

name of to!id men. Dryden .

a Financially sound or safe; possessing

plenty of capital; wealthy; well-established;

reliable.—9. In bot of a fleshy, uniform, un

divided substance, as a bulb or root; not

spongy or hollow within, as a stem.—Solid

angle, an angle formed by three or more

plane angles meeting in a point, but which

are not in the same plane, as the angle of a

die. the point of a diamond, <fcc. See An

gle.—Solid measure. Same as Cubic mea

sure.— Solid square (milit.), a square body of

troops; a body in which the ranks and files

are equal —Solid problem, a problem which

cannot be constructed geometrically, that

is by the intersections of straight lines and

circles, but requires the introduction of

some curves of a higher order, as the ellipse,

parabola, and hyperbola, which, being the

sections of solids, give rise to the term solid

problem. The algebraic solution of a solid

problem leads to a cubic or biquadratic equa

tion.—Sts. Hard, strong, compact, firm,

dense, impenetrable, cubic, substantial,

stable. sound, valid, true, real, just, weighty,

profound, grave, important

Wild fsol'id). n. 1. A firm compact body; a

body the cohesion of whose particles is so

strong that they move in a combined mass

ud retain their relative positions A solid

is thus distinguished from a liquid, whose

parts or particles yield to the slightest im

pression, and are easily made to move

amongst each other. In solids the attractive

forces of the particles are greater than the

repulsive, and the particles consequently ad

here with greater or less force; in liquids the

attractive and repulsive forces are balanced,

and in gases the repulsive forces prevail.—

3. Id geom. a body or magnitude which has

three dimensions— length, breadth, and

thickness, being thus distinguished from a

surface, which has but two dimensions, and

from a tine, which has but one. The boun

daries of solids are surfaces. —Regular solid*

are those which are bounded by equal and

regular planes. All other solids are called ir-

rtgular —3. In anatomy and medical science

the bones, flesh, and vessels of animal bodies

are called solid*, in distinction from the

blood, chyle, and other fluids.

Solldago (sol-i-da'go), n. [From L. soli

dus, solid, on account of the vulnerary pro

perties of the plants.] A genus of plants,

nst order Composite, chiefly natives of

North America, and distinguished by the

following characters—florets of the ray about

Ave, yellow, furnished with a hair-like pap-

Sus; anthers without bristles at the base;

ivolacre much imbricated; fruit nearly

cylindrical. Most of the numerous species

have erect rod -like, scarcely branched

stems, with alternate serrated leaves, and

terminal spikes or racemes of small yellow

flower*. 5. Virgaurea (the common golden-

r<*l) is the only British species, and is com

mon in woods and heathy thickets.

SoUdaret (sol'i-d&r). ft. [L. solidus, a coin

of Ksryiog value. ) A small piece of money.

Here's, three sdidartt for thee; good boy, wink at

rae, and wy thou saw'st me not. Shak.

tolidarityfsol-i-dar'i-tiXn, [Fr. solidarity.]

fhe mutual responsibility existing between

two or more persons; communion of in

terests and responsibilities. 'Solidarity, a

vord which we owe to the French com-

nwnbts.' Trench.

E'ctt attentive rcvarder of the character of St.

rani, cot only as he was before his conversion, but

*J ^ Mr-ears to us till hi* end, must have been struck

*ra two things* on«, the earnest insistence with

■ht.h fc* recommends * bowels of mercies,' as he calls

rt«n. tieekncsa, humbleness of mind, gentleness,

^Tarpntrfarbearance, crowned all of them with that

»«i.iij (■( charity " which is the bond of perfectn ess;'

ta< frtter, the force with which he dwehs on the sol-

Li*my fta trsf the modern phrase) of man; the joint

•J-ereK, thai is. which binds humanity together, the

**F «f respecting every one's part in it, and of doing

Justice to Jus efforts to fulfil that part. Matt- Arnold.

Solidate (sol'i-dat), v.t. [L. solido, solida-

luiit, to make solid See SOLID. ] To make

solid or firm. Cowley.

Solldlflable (so-lid'i-fi-a-bl), a. Capable of

being solidified or rendered solid.

Solidification (Bo-lid'i-fl-ka"shon), n. The

act or process of making solid; specifically,

in physics, the passage of bodies from the

liquid or gaseous to the solid state. It is

accompanied by evolution of heat without

the body exhibiting a decrease of tempera

ture, and in general by change of volume.

Solidify (so-lld'i-fi), vd. pret. & pp. solidi-

fled; ppr. solidifying. [L. solidus, solid, and

facio, to make.] To make solid or compact.

Solidify (so-lid'1-fiX v.i. To become solid

or compact; as, water solidifies into ice

through cold.

Solidism (sol'id-izm), n. In med. the doc

trine that refers all diseases to alterations

of the solid ports of the body. It rests on

the opinion that the solids alone are en

dowed with vital properties, and that they

only can receive the impression of morbific

agents and be the seat of pathological phe

nomena.

Solidist (sol'id-ist), n. One who believes in

or maintains the doctrine of solidism.

Solidity (so-lid'i-ti), n. [Ft. solidiU, L. so-

liditas. See Solid.] 1. The state or quality

of being solid : (a) that property of bodies

by which the particles cohere with greater

or less force and cannot be made to alter

their relative positions without the applica

tion of sensible force; firmness; hardness;

density; compactness: opposed to fluidity.

That which hinders the approach of two bodies

moving one toward another I call solidity. Locke.

(&) Fulness of matter: opposed to hollow-

ness. (c) Strength or stability; massiveness.

('/ ) Moral firmness; soundness; strength; va

lidity; truth; certainty: opposed to weakness

or fallaciousness ; as, the solidity of argu

ments or reasoning; the solidity of princi

ples, truths, or opinions.

His fellow-peers . . . have been convinced by the

solidity of his reasoning. Prior.

2. In geom. the quantity of space occupied

by a solid body. Called also Its Solid or

Cubic Content or Contents. The solidity of a

body is estimated by the number of cubic

inches, feet, yards, Ac., which it contains.

3. A solid body or mass.

Heavens face doth glow;

Yea, this solidity and compound mass,

With tristful visage, as against the doom.

Is thought-sick at the act. Shak.

8YN. Solidness, firmness, density, compact

ness, hardness, strength, soundness, validity,

wetghtiness, certainty, certitude.

Solidly (sol'id-li), ado. In a solid manner;

as, (a) firmly; densely; compactly; as, the

parts of a pier solidly united. (6) Firmly;

truly; on firm grounds.

A complete brave man ought to know solidly the

main end of his being in the world. Sir A'. Drgby.

Solidness (sol'id-nes), n. l. The quality of

being solid; solidity. 'The closeness and

solidness of the wood.' Bacon,—Z Sound

ness; strength; truth; validity, as of argu

ments, reasons, principles, Ac.

Solidum (sol'id-um), n. 1. In arch, the die

of a pedestal.—2. In Scot* law, a complete

su hi. To be bound in solidum, to be bound

for the whole debt though only one of several

obligonts. When several debtors are bound

each for his own share they are said to be

bound pro ratd.

Solidungula (sol-id-iing/gula), n.pl. [L. sol

idus, solid, and un-

gula, hoof.] The

family of hoofed

quadrupeds, com

prising the horses,

asses, and zebras,

characterized by

the feet having

only a single per

fect toe, each in

closed in a single Foot and Foot-bones of the

broad hoof, with- Horse.showingthesingletoe.

out supplemen

tary hoofs. Called also Equidce (which

Bee).

Solidungular (sol-ld-ung/gu-lerX a. Same

as Solidunqulous.

Solldungulate (sol-ld-ung'gu-lat), a. and n.

Pertaining to, or a quadruped of, the family

Solidungula or Equidse.

Solidunqulous (sol-id-ung'gu-Ius), a. Per

taining to the family Solidungula; having

hoofs that are whole or not cloven; as. the

horse is a solidungulous animal. Sir T.

Browne.

Solidus (sol'i-dus), n. [ L. ] The name

given after the time of Alexander Severus

to the old Roman coin aureus, equivalent

to £1, Is. l£d. at the present value of gold.

Its value was subsequently much dimin

ished. A solidus of silver was also coined,

which also underwent great variations in

weight and fineness. It is historically repre

sented by the soldo of Italy and the sol or

sou of France.

Solifidian(sol-i-fld'i-an), n. [L. solus, alone,

and fides, faith.] One who maintains that

faith alone, without works, is necessary to

justification. Hammond.

Sollfldian (sol-i-fld'i-an), a. Holding the

tenets of Solifidions. Feltham,

Solifldianism fsol-i-fld'i-an-izm), n. The

tenets of Solifldians.

Soliform (sd'li-form), a. [L. sol, soils, the

sun, and forma, shape] Formed like the

sun. Cudworth. [Rare.]

Soliloquize (so-lil'd-kwiz), v.i. pret. & pp.

soliloquized; ppr. soliloquizing. To utter a

soliloquy; to talk to one's self

Soliloquy (sd-lil'6-kwi), n. [L. soliloquium

—solus, alone, and loquor, to speak.] 1. A

talking to one's self; a monologue; a talking

or discourse of a person alone, or not ad

dressed to another person, even when others

are present. Bp. Hall.

Lovers are always allowed the comfort of soliloquy.

Spectator.

2. A written composition, reciting what It is

supposed a person speaks to himself.

The whole poem is a soliloquy. Prior.

Soliped, Solipede (sori-ped, soll-ped), it

[L. solus, alone, single, and pes, pedis, a foot. ]

An animal whose hoof is not cloven; oue of

the Solidungula. 'The solipedes or firm-

hoofed animals.' Sir T. Browne.

SolipedaL Solipedous (so-lip'e-dal, so-lip'-

e-dus), a. Having hoofs which are not cloven ;

solidungular.

Solisequious (so-li-se'kwl-us), a. [L. sol,

solis, the sun, and sequor, to follow] Fol

lowing the course of the sun; as, the suu-

flower is a solisequious plant

Solitaire (sol-i-tar), u. [Fr. solitaire, from

L. solitarius. See Solitary.] 1. A person

who lives in solitude; a recluse; a hermit.

Often have I been going to take possession of tran

quillity, when your conversation has spoiled me for a

solitaire. Pope.

2. An ornament for the neck or ears; an ar

ticle of jewelry in which a single precious

stone is set. —3. A game which oue person can

play alone; particularly, a game played on a

board indented with thirty-three or thirty-

seven hemispherical hollows, with an equal

number of balls. One ball is removed from

the board, and the empty hollow thus left

enables pieces to be captured singly as in

draughts. The object of the player is to

take all the pieces except one without mov

ing diagonally or over more than two spaces

at a time. —4. A bird of the genus Pezophaps,

belonging to the dodo family, but differing

from the dodo in having a smaller bill and

shorter legs. P. solitarius, the only species

of whose existence there is any evidence, is

now, like the dodo, extinct, and became so

since 1691, when the island of Rodriguez,

situated about 300 miles to the east of the

Mauritius, where its remains have been

found, was first inhabited.—&. The name

given in Jamaica to a Bpecies of thrush,

the Ptilogonys armillatus. It sings very

sweetly, and is met with among the moun

tain woods.

Solitarian (sol-i-ta'ri-an), n. A hermit.

' The dispersed monks and other solitariane.'

Sir H. Twisden.

Solitarietyt (sol'i-ta-ri"e-ti), n. State of

being solitary. Cttdworth.

Solitarily (sol'i-ta-ri-li), adv. In a solitary

manner; in solitude; alone; without com

pany.

Feed thy people with thy rod, the flock of thine

heritage, which dwell solitarily in the wood.

Mic. vii. 14.

Solitariness (sol'i-ta-ri-nes), n. 1. The state

of being solitary or apart from others; re

tirement, or habitual retirement. 'At home,

in wholesome solitariness* Donne.—2. The

state of not being frequented ; solitude ;

loneliness : applied to place ; as, the solita

riness of the country or of a wood.

Solitary (sol'i-ta-ri), a. [Fr. solitaire; L. *©Zt-

tarius, from solus, alone (whence solo]

1. Living alone; not having company; des

titute of associates; being by one's self; in

clined to be alone; as, some of the more

ferocious animals are solitary, Beldom or

ch, chain; eh. Sc. locA; , sinj; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.— See KEY.,rro; J, job; u, Fr. tou;
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never being found in flocks or herds. ' Those

rare and Military, these in flocks.' Milton.

Hie home unto my chamber.

Where thou shall find me mI and solitary. Shak.

2 Not much visited or frequented; remote

from society; retired; lonely; as, a solitary

residence or place.—3. Passed without com

pany; snared by no companions; lonely. ' In

groves to lead a solitary life.' Dryden —

4. Free from the sounds of human life; still;

dismal.

Let that night be solitary, let no joyful voice come

therein. J*>b »«• 7-

6. Single; Individual; as, & solitary instance

of vengeance; a solitary example.

A solitary shriek, the babbling cry

Of some stroni; swimmer in his agony. Byron.

6. In hot. separate; one only in a place; as,

a solitary stipule. A flower is said to be

solitary when there is only one to each

peduncle; a seed when there is only one in

a pericarp—Svs. Sole, only, alone, lonely,

retired, separate, single, individual, deso

late, desert.

Solitary (sol'i-ta-ri), n. One that lives alone

or in solitude; a hermit; a recluse. 'The

accommodations that befit ^solitary.' Pope.

Solitude (sol'i-tud), Ti. [Fr. solitude, from

L. solitudo, from solus, alone. J 1. A state of

being alone; a lonely life; loneliness.

Whoever is delighted with solitude is cither a wild

beast or a god. Bacon.

2. Remoteness from society; destitution of

company: applied to place; as, the solitude

of a wood or a valley; the solitude of the

country.

The solitude of his little parish is become matter

of great comfort to him. kY. Law.

3. A lonely place; a desert.

In these deep selitudts and awful celts.

Where heavenly, pensive contemplation dwells. Pope.

Stn. Loneliness, solitariness, loneness, re-

tiredness, recluseness.

Bolivagant, Solivagous (so-liv'a-gant. so-

Hv'a-gus), o. [L. solus, alone, and vagans,

vagantis, ppr. of vagor, to wander] Wan

dering alone. [Rare]

Solivo (so-levO, n. [Fr] A Joist, rafter, or

piece of wood, either slit or sawed, with

which builders lay their ceilings.

Sollar (sol'iir), n. [L. solarium, a gallery or

balcony exposed to the sun, from sol, the

sun. ] 1. 1 Originally, an open gallery or bal

cony at the top of a house, exposed to the

Bun, but latterly used to signify any upper

room, loft, or garret —2. In mining, the

entrance to a mine, especially an entrance

of lioards.

Sollecito (sol-lech'e-to). [It] In music, a

term denoting that the music Is to be per

formed with care.

Solleret (sol'ler-et), n. [Ft.

solleret, sole ret, dim. of O.Fr

soller, a slipper. ] One ol

the overlapping plates thai

formed the iron shoe of ar

armed knight. See accom
panyiug '■ ni, also cut AR

MOUR.

Sol-lunar (sol-

lu'uar), a. [L. sol,

the sun, and

luna, the moon.

See Lunar.] In

pathol. applied

to the influence

supposed to be

produced on va

rious diseases when the sun and moon arc

in a Btate of conjunction.

Solmlzatlon,Solmlsatlon(sol-mLz-a'Bhon),

7i. [From the syllables sol, mi.] In music,

the act or art of giving to each of the seven

notes of the scale its proper sound or rela

tive pitch ; an exercise for acquiring the

true intonation of the notes of the scale,

first by singing them in regular gradation

upwards and downwards, and then by skips

over wider intervals, an acquirement of the

first importance to the learner of vocal

music. To facilitate this various expedients

have been devised, the most popular being

the association of the several sounds with

certain syllables, such as ut, re, mi, fa, sol,

la, said to have been first UBed by Guldo of

Arezzo in the eleventh century— an addi

tional syllable, si, for the seventh of the

scale, being introduced at a much later

date. These seven syllables are still used

by the French, but the Italians substituted

do for ut, which was objected to as wanting

euphony. According to some musical sys

tems do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si are respec-

Sollerets fa) and Jambe ( '■),

fifteenth century.

tively equivalent in absolute pitch to the

notes C, D, E, F, G, A, B of the natuml scale

(that of C), but according to others they are

used as the names of the first, second, third,

Ac, note of scales founded on any note, do

being always the first, tonic, or key note.

In the tonic sol-fa method these syllables

are thus modified — doh, ray, me, fah,*oh,

lah, te. See Tonic Sol-fa.

Solo (solo), 7i. It. pi. Soil (so'Ie). Eng. pi.

SolOS (so'ldz). [It, from L solus, alone]

A tune, air, or strain to be played by a

single instrument or sung by a single voice

without or with an accompaniment, which

should always be Btrictly sulwrdinate.

SOlograph (so'16-graf), n. [L. sol, the sun,

and Or. graphs, to write.] A name some

times given to pictures on paper taken by

the talbotype or calotype process. Sim-

monds.

Soloist (B616-ist), n. A solo singer or per

former.

Solomon's Seal (sol'5-monz Bel), n. The

common name of the species of Polygona-

tum, a genus of liliaceous but not bulbous

plants, with axillary cylindrical six-cleft

flowers, the stamens inserted in the top of

Solomon's Seal (Polygonatum vM/pare).

the tube, and the fruit a globose three-

celled berry, with two seeds in each cell.

Species are found in England and Scotland,

as well as on the Continent. They were for

merly classed under Convallaria.

Solpuga (sol-pu'ga). n. See next article.

Solpugldae (sol-pu'ji-dc), n. pi. A family of

arachnidans, order Adelarthrosomata, of

which the typical genus is Solpuga or Gale-

odes. See Galeodbs.

Solstice (sol'stisj.n. [Fr., from L. solstitium

—sol, the sun, and stitium, from sto,statum,

to stand.] l.t A stopping or standing still

of the sun. 'The supernatural solstice of

the sun In the days of Joshua.' Sir T.

Browne.—2. In astron. (a) the point in the

ecliptic at the greatest distance from the

equator, at which the Bun appears to stop

or cease to recede from the equator, either

north in summer or south in winter; a tro

pic or tropical point. There are two aol-

stices—the summer solstice, the first degree

of Cancer, which the sun enters about the

21st of June; and the winter solstice, the

first degree of Capricorn, which the sun en

ters about the 22d of December, (fr) The

time at which the sun Is at its greatest dis

tance from the equator, and when its diur

nal motion in declination ceases, which hap

pens at midsummer and midwiuter.

Solstitial (sol-stish'al). a. 1. Pertaining to

a solstice; as, a solstitial point. The solsti

tial points, those two points in the ecliptic

which are farthest from the equator, and at

which the sun arrives at the time of the

solstices. They are diametrically opposite

to each other, and the distance of each

from the equator is equal to the obliquity

of the ecliptic—Solstitial colure. See CoL-

ure.—2. Happening at a solstice; especially,

with reference to the northern hemisphere,

at the summer solstice or midsummer.

'Solstitial summer's heat' Milton.

Solubility (sol-u-bil'i-ti). n. 1. The quality

of being soluble; the quality of a l»ody which

renders it susceptible of solution; suscepti

bility of being dissolved in a fluid. — 2. In

hot. a capability of separating easily Into

parts, as that of certain legumes to divide

transversely into pieces.— 3. Capability of

being solved, resolved, answered, cleared

up, or disentangled, as a problem, question,

doubt, or the like.

Soluble (sol'u-bl), a. [L. solubilis, from soteo,

to melt] 1. Susceptible of being dissolved

In a fluid; capable of solution. Sugar is

soluble in water; salt is soluble only to a

certain extent, that is, till the water is

saturated.—2. Fig. capable of being solved

or resolved, as an algebraical equation ; ca

pable of being disentangled, cleared up, un

folded, or settled by explanation, as a doubt ,

question, Ac.

Had he denounced it as a fruitless question, and

!to understanding) soluble hy none, the world might

lave been spared a large library of resultless dispu

tation. Sir J-r". /I'riM..';.'..

More soluble is this knot

By gentleness than war. Tennyson.

Solubleness (sol'u-bl-nes), ;i. The state or

character of being Boluble; solubility.

Solum (so'lum), n. [L.the ground.) In

Scott law, ground; a piece of ground.

Solus (solus), a. [L] Alone: chiefly used

in dramatic directions, and the like; as.

enter the king solus. Sola Is the feminine

form.

Solute (sft-lOf). <*• [L. solutus, pp. of toZco.

solutum, to loose.] l.t Loose; free: diseur-

Bive ; as, a solute interpretation. Bacon.—

2. Relaxed; hence, Joyous; merry.

Bacchus, purple god of joyous wit,

A brow solute ana ever-laughing eye. Young.

3. In hot. loose; not adhering: opposed to

adnate; as, a solute stipule. — 4. Soluble; as,

a solute salt

Solute t (sO-luf), v.t, 1. To dissolve.—2. To

absolve.

Solution (sd-lu'shon), n, [L. solutio, from

solvo, to loosen, melt, dissolve. See Solve.)

1. The act of separating the parU of any

body -. disruption ; breach ; as, a solution of

continuity. The phrase solution of continuity

is specifically applied in surgery to the separ

ation of connection or connected substances

or parts, as by a fracture, laceration, A . -

2. The transformation of matter from either

the 6olid or the gaseous state to the liquid

Btate through the mediation of a liquid called

the solvent, or sometimes the menstruum ;

the combination of a liquid or a gas U>

form a homogeneous liquid ; i tic state of

being dissolved. When a liquid adheres to

a solid with sufficient force to overcome its

cohesion, the solid is said to undergo solu

tion, or to become dissolved. Thus sugar

or salt are brought to a state of solution by

watcr, camphor or resin by spirit of wine,

silver or lead by mercury, and so on. Solu

tion is facilitated by increasing the extent

of surface in a Bolid, or by reducing it to

powder. Heat also, by diminishing cohe

sion, favours solution; but there are excep

tions to this rule, as in the case of lime and

its salts, water just above the freezing-point

dissolving nearly twice as much lime as it

does at the boiling-point If a solid body

be introduced In successive small portion*

Into a definite quantity of a liquid capable

of dissolving it, the first portions disappear

most rapidly, and each succeeding portion

dissolves less rapidly than its predecessor,

until solution altogether ceases. In such

cases the forces of adhesion and cohesion

balance each other, and the liquid is said

to be saturated. Various solids dissolve in

the same liquid at very different rates; thus

baric sulphate may be said to be insoluble

In water; calcic sulphate requires 700 parts

of water for solution; potassic Bulphate, 16;

magnesic sulphate, 1 5. When water is satu

rated with one salt it will dissolve other

salts without increase of bulk. It some

times happens that the addition of a second

Bolid will displace the first already in solu

tion.— 3. The liquid produced as result of

the process or action above described ; the

preparation made by dissolving a solid in a

liquid; as, a solution of salt; a rotation of

salt, soda, or alum; solution of iron, &c—

Chemical solution, a perfect chemical union

of a solid with a liquid, in accordance with

the laws of definite proportions. — Mechani

cal solution, the mere union of a solid with

a liquid in such a manner that its aggre

gate form is changed without any alteration

of the chemical properties of either the

solid or its solvent; thus copper dissolves

in nitric acid, but ouly after conversion by

the acid into nitrate of copper: sugar dis

solves in water without undergoing any

chemical change. — Mineral solution. See

under Mineral.—4. The act of solving, or

the state of being solved, explained, cleared

up, or removed ; resolution ; explanation .

as, the solution of a difficult question in

morality; the solution of a doubt in casuistry.

Something yet of doubt remains.

"Which only thy solution can resolve. Milton.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abuue; J*, Sc ley.
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it Release; deliverance: discharge. —6. Dis

solution; disunion * Solutions of conjugal

society.' Locke, — 7. In math, the method

of resolving a problem, whether algebraical

or geometrical, or of finding that which the

problem requires to be found; but the word

ii frequently understood to apply to the

answer or result of the operation itself.—

8. In rned. the termination of a disease,

especially when accompanied by critical

symptoms; the crisis of a disease.— 9. In

nnl law, payment; satisfaction of a creditor.

Solutive (sol'u-ttv), a. 1. Tending to dis

solve; loosening; laxative. 'Abstersive.open-

ing. and tolutive as mead.' Bacon.—2. Cap

able of t«eing dissolved or loosened.

Solvability (sol-va-bU'i-ti). n. 1. Capability

of being solved; solubility. —2. Ability to

pay all just debts.

Solvable (sol'va-bl). a. 1. Capable of being

solved, resolved, or explaiued.— 2. Capable

of being paid —3. t Solvent Fuller.

Solvableaess (sol'va-bl-nes), n Solvability.

Solve (solvX v.t pret & pp. solved; ppr.

talcing. [L. solvo, solutum, to loosen, re

lease, free, for se-luo, from se, apart, and

Im, to let go, to «et free.] 1. To explain or

clear np the difficulties in; to resolve; to

make clear; to remove perplexity regarding;

ac, to tolce difficulties, 'When God shall

solve the dark decrees of fate.' TickeU.

It it mere trifling to raise objections merely for the

lake of Answering and soiz-ing them. Ir'atts.

2. To operate upon by calculation or mathe

matical processes so as to bring out the

required result ; as, to solve a problem. —

Sm, To explain, resolve, unfold, clear up,

disentangle.

Solve t (solv). n. Solution. Shak.

Solvency (sol'ven-si), n. [See Solvent.]

The state of being solvent ; ability to pay

all debts or just claims ; as, the solvency of

a merchant is undoubted.

Solvend (sol'vend), n. A substance to be

dissolved

Solutions differ from chemical compounds in retain

ing the properties both of the solvent and of the

ixvfiid. C. Tomtinson.

Solvent (sol'vent), a. [L. solvent, solventis,

ppr. of solve, to loosen.] 1. Having the

power of dissolving; as, a solvent body.—

1 Able to pay all just debts; as, the merchant

U solvent - 3. Sufficient to pay all just debts;

as. the estate is solvent.

Solvent (sol' rent), ». Any fluid or substance

that dissolves or renders liquid other bodies;

s menstruum. Water is of all solvents the

most universal and useful The solvent of

resinous bodies is alcohol, and of some other

similarly constituted substances. Naphtha,

oil of turpentine, and ether are solvents of

caoutchouc; chlorine and aqua rvgia, or

mtro-muriatic acid, are solvents of gold. In

most cases heat increases the solven t powers

of bodies.

Solver (sol'ver). n. One who or that which

solves or explains.

Soluble (sol'vi-bl), a. Solvable (which see).

Solyt (soli), adv Solely. 'Seeing herself

all toly comfortless." Spenser.

Soma, (so'ina). «.. A plant belonging to the

oat order Asclepiadacese, the Aselepias

aada; also an intoxicating drink obtained

from tiie plant, which played an important

part in the great Vedic sacrifices of the an

cient Hindu*.
ftomal (sd-nmjr), n. [Hind , a church or as

sembly.] A sect which has sprung into ex

istence among the Hindus, professing a pure

theism, and exerctBing a system of eclecti

cism in regard to Christianity and other

systems of religion. Brahmo is very fre

quently prefixed to indicate its monotheistic

chars U-r See Brahmo-somaj.

Somaterla (so-ma-te'ri-a), n. The genus

containing the eider-duck. See EIDER

Somatic, Somatlcal (sd-roat'ik, sd-mat'ik-

slXo. [Or. *>>matikos, from soma, the body.]

Corporeal ; pertaining to a body.

ft a unquestioned that in many cases genius is

afcol mitt smmarie imperfection. Tem/le Bar.

Jim shown that in the British official nosology

*nenul diseases were classified as disorders of the

OcLcct. the idea of somatic disease as associated

wtti msuuty being studiously ignored. Dr. Take.

Sonutlca (so-mat'iks), n. pi. Same as Soma-

JoUw

SomatlBt (somat-ist), n. [See above.] One

who admits the existence of corporeal or

material beings only; one who denies the

existence of spiritual substances; a materi

alist

SonuLtOCytt (s6'ina-td-sist). n. [Or. ttima,

soouUos, a body, and kystis, a cavity.] A

peculiar cavity in the coenosarc or connect

ing medium of the Calycophoridic (Hydro-

zoa).

Somatology (sd-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [Or. soma,

somatus, the body, and logos, discourse.]

1. The doctrine of bodies or material sub

stances: opposed to psychology. —2. That

branch of physics which treats of matter

aud its properties.— 3. A treatise or teaching

regarding the human body.

Somatome (so'ma-tom), n. [Or. soma, body,

and tome, a cutting.] One of the sections

into which certain animal bodies are struc

turally divided; one of the ideal sections

into which an animal body may be regarded

as divided.

SomatOtomy (s6-ma-tot'o-mi),n. [Or. soma.

sdmatos, body, and tome, incision.] The dis

section of the human body; anatomy. [Rare.]

Somber (som'ber), a. Same as Sombre: a

spelling confined to America.

Sombre (som'ber), a. [Fr. sombre. Accord

ing to Diez from L. sub, under, and umbra,

a shade] 1. Dark; dull; dusky; gloomy; as,

a sombre hue; sombre clouds.—2. Dismal;

melancholy ; dull ; the reverse of cheerful.

'With bloodshot eyes and sombre mien.'

Grainger.

Sombre (som'ber), n. Gloom; obscurity;

sombreness

Sombre (som'ber), v t. To make sombre,

dark, or gloomy; to shade.

Sombrely (som'ber-li), adv. In a sombre

manner; darkly; gloomily.

Sombrenesa (som'ber-nes), n. State or qua

lity of being sombre; darkness; gloominess.

Sombrerite (som-bra'rit), n. An earthy

mineral consisting mainly of calcic and alu-

minic phosphates. It forms a large portion

of some small islands in the Antilles, espe

cially of Sombrero, and has been used as an

artificial manure and fur the manufacture

of phosphorus. It is supposed to be the de

cayed bones of turtles and other marine

animals. Called also Sombrero-guano.

Sombrero(8om-bra'r6), n. (Sp. , from sombra,

a shade. See Sombre.] A broad-brimmed

hat.

Sombrero-guano ( Bom-bra'r6-gwa,n6 ), n-

Same as Sombrerite.

Sombroua (som'brus), a. Sombre; gloomy.

'A certain uniform strain of sombrous gra

vity.' T. Warton,

Before me rose an avenue

Of tall and sombrous pines. Longfellow.

Sombrously (sonrlorus-li), adv. In a som

brous manner; gloomily; sombrely.

Sombrousness (eom'brus-nes), n. State of

being sombroua

Some (sum), a. [A. Sax. sum, som, some,

oue, a certain, also about, as sume Un gedr,

about ten years; Goth, sums, some one, I eel.

suinr, some, a certain, Dan. somme ( pi. ),

some ; Dan. and Sw. som, who, which ; per

haps of same origin as same.] 1. Expressing

a certain quantity of a thing, but indeter

minate ; consisting of a portion greater or

less; as, give me some bread; drink some

wine; bring some water.

It is some mercy when men kill with speed. Webster.

2. Expressing a number of persons or things,

greater or less, but indeterminate. 'Bore

us some leagues to sea.' Shak.

Some theoretical writers allege that there was a

time when there was no such thing as society.

Blaehstone.

In the above two senses some is also used

without the noun (see also No. 8); as, give

me some (bread, money, Ac).

Seme trust in chariots, and some in horses. Ps. xx. y.

3. Indicating a person or thing, but not

known, or not specific and definite: often

almost equivalent to the indefinite article;

as, some person, I know not who, gave me

the information ; some man will direct you

to the house.

Let us slay him, and cast him into some pit. and

we will say, some evil beast hath devoured him.

Gen. xxxvii. 30.

I n this sense often followed by or other, or a n-

other. 'By some device orother.' Shak. 'Wor

shipped some idol or another.' Thackeray.

4. Expressing indeterminately that a thing

is not very great; a little; moderate; as, the

censure was, to some extent, just—&. Used

before a word of number, with the sense of

about or near ; as, a village of some eighty

houses; some two or three persons; some

seventy milesdistant. 'Some dozen Romans

of us. ' Shak. —6. Considerable in number or

aim nt i ty. * When the object is at some good

istance.' Bacon.— 7. Applied to those of

one part or portion; certain ; in distinction

from others; as, some men believe one thing,

and others another. —8. Some, in the sense of

a part, a portion, is often used without a

noun, and then is nearly equivalent to a

pronoun : often followed by of; as, we con

sumed some of our provisions, and the rest

was given to the poor.

Some to the shores do fly.

Some to the woods. Daniel.

Your edicts some reclaim from sin.

But most your life and blest example win. Dryden.

In this sense some is very commonly re

peated, as above, and formerly other some

was frequently used in the second place.

Some wns also frequently used pronominally

as a singular = one. Hence the old and

exceedingly common all and some — one and

all. We find in Byron even the possessive

some's. ' Howsoe'er it shock some's Belf-love. '

In Scotland, as well as in the United States,

some is often used by the illiterate in the

sense of somewhat, a little, rather; as, I am

some better; it is some cold.

Some (sum). [A. Sax. -sum, Icel. -sum, Dan.

■som, D. -zaam, O. -sum. all terminations

denoting likeness, being of same origin as

same. Comp. -ly, which is equivalent to

like.) A termination of certain adjectives ;

as in handsome, mettlesome, blithesome,

tuUome, lonesome, gladsome, gamesome. It

indicates a considerable degree of the thing

or quantity; as, mettlesome, full of mettle

or spirit; gladsome, very glad or Joyous In

buxom the termination is somewhat dis

guised.

Somebody (sum'bo-di), n. 1. A person un

knownor uncertain; a person indeterminate.

Jesus said, Somebody hath touched me.

Luke vtii. 46.

We must draw in somebody that may stand

'Twixt us and danger. Sir J. Denhatn.

Somebody, surely, some kind heart will come.

To bury me. Tennyson.

2. A person of consideration.

Before these days rose up Theudas, boasting him

self to be somebody. Acts v. 36.

Somedealt (sum'del), ado. In some measure

or degree; somewhat Spelled also Somedel,

Somedele.

Somegate (sum'gat), adv. Somehow; some

where. [Scotch.]

Somehow (sum'hou), adv. One way or other;

in some way not yet known ; as, the thing

must have happened somehow or other.

It keeps one on, somehow, and you know it.

Dickens.

Somert (sora'er), u. A sumpter-horse.

Somersault, Somerset (sum'er-salt, sum'-

er-set),n. [Corrupted from O.Fr. souorwau/*;

It soprassalto, lit an overleap; from L.

supra, over, and salio, to leap.] A leap by

which a person turns with the heels thrown

over his head, completing a circuit, and

again alights on his feet

Somerset (sum'er-setX n> A saddle, the

flaps of which are stuffed before and behind

the legs of the rider.

SomervUllte (som'er-vil-it), n. A Vesuvian

mineral, occurring In pale, dull, yellow

crystals, related to gehlenite. It is com

posed chiefly of silica, alumina, lime, and

magnesia.

Somesuch (sum'such), a. Denoting a person

or thing of that kind.

Something (sum'thing), n. 1. An indeter

minate or unknown event; an affair; a mat

ter; as, something must have happened to

prevent the arrival of our friends; I shall

call at two o'clock, unless something should

prevent.—2. A substance or material thing

unknown, indeterminate, or not specified ;

as, a machine stops because something ob

structs its motion; there must be something

to support a wall or an arch.

Looking westward, I beheld

A lomething in the sky. Coleridge.

I'll give you a drop of something to keep the cold

out. T. Hughes.

3. A part; a portion more or less; an indefi

nite quantity or degree; a little.

Something yet of doubt remains. Milton.

Still from his little he could something spare.

To feed the hungry and to clothe the bare.

H'. //arte.

4. A person or thing meriting consideration;

a person or thing of importance.

If a man think himself to he something, when he

is nothing, he deceiveth himself. Gal. vi. 3.

Something (sum'thing), adv. 1. In some

degree or measure; somewhat; rather; a

little. 'He is something peevish that way.'

Shak.

He will hold thee, when his passion shall have spent

its novel force,

Something letter than his dog, a little dearer than

his horse. Tennyson.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g. go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, win; w, wig; wh, wnig; ih, azure,—See KKV.
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2. At some distance.

It must be done to-night, and something from the

palace. Shak.

Sometime (sum'tim), adv. 1. Once; formerly.

' Heme the hunter sometime a keeper here

in Windsor forest' Shak.—2. At one time

or other; now and then.

Nothing in him seem'd inordinate,

Save sometime too much wonder of his eye. Shak.

Sometime (sum'tlm), a. Having been for

merly; being or existing formerly ; former;

late; whilom. 'Our sometime sister, now

our queen.' Shak.

Ion, our sometime darling, whom we prized

As a stray gift, by bounteous Heaven dismissed.

Taifou rd.

Sometimes (sum'timz), adv. 1. At times;

at intervals; not always; now and then; as,

we are sometimes indisposed, sometimes oc

cupied, sometimes at leisure; that is, at some

times.

It is good that we be sometimes contradicted.

Jer. Taylor.

2. Once; formerly; at a past period indefi

nitely referred to.

That fair and warlike form.

In which the majesty of buried Denmark

Did sometimes march. Shak.

Used adjectively. 'My sometimes royal

master's face.' Shak.

Somewhat (sum'whot), n. 1. Something,

though uncertain what.

There's semen-hat in this world amiss

Shall be unriddled by and by. Tennyson.

2. More or less; a certain quantity or degree,

indeterminate; a part, greater or less.

Somewhat of his good sense will suffer in this trans

fusion, and much of the beauty of bis thoughts wiil

be lost. Dryden.

Somewhat (sum'whot), adv. In some de

gree or measure; rather; a little; as, this is

somewhat more or less than was expected ;

he is somewhat aged; he is somewhat disap

pointed; somewhat disturbed.

Somewhen (Bum'when), adv. At some time,

indefinitely. 'At a later time, somewhen

before the eighth century.' Dr. J. A. H.

Murray [Rare]

Somewhere (suni'whar), adv. In or to some

Jilace or other unknown or not specified;

n one place or another; as, he lives some

where in obscurity. 'Somewhere gone to

dinner.' Shak.

Somewhile (sum'whfl), adv. Once; for a

time. Spenser. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Somewhither (sum'whiTH-er), adv. To

some indeterminate place.

Somewhither would she have thee go with her.

Shak.

Somite (so'mit), n. [Or. sdma, a body] A

single segment in the body of an articulated

animal. B. A. Nicholson.

Somme,t a. Some. Chancer.

Somme.t n. A sum. Chaucer.

Sommeil t (som-ma-y or som-mal-y), n.

[Fr., sleep, repose, from L somnus, sleep.)

1. Sleep; slumber—2. In music, a grave air

in old serious operas, so named as inducing

sleepiness.

Sommer.t n. Summer. Chaucer.

Sommer (sum'er), n. In arcA. same as Sum-

mer. Ency. Brit.

Sommering(sum'er-ing). See Summering.

Sommerset (sum'er- set), n. Same as

Somersault.

Somnambular (som-nam'bu-ler), a. Of or

relating to somnambulism or sleep. 'Som

nambular repose.' E. B. Browning.

Soninambulate (som-naroTm-lat), v.i. fL.

somnus, sleep, and ambulo, ambulatum, to

walk. ] To walk in sleep; to wander in a

dreamy state, as a somnambulist. Carlyle.

SomnambuIatlon(som-namt)U-la"'shon),n.

[L. somnus, sleep, and ambulatio, ambula

tions, a walking, from ambulo. to walk]

The act of walking in sleep; somnambulism.

Somnambulator (som-nam'bu-lat-er), n.

Same as Somnambulist

Sonmambule (som-nam'bul). n. A som

nambulist; a sleep-walker. Quart. Rev.

Somnambulic (som-nam'bu-Uk),a. Walk

ing in sleep; pertaining to or practising

somnambulism ; somnambulistic. Quart

Rev.

Somnambulism (som-nam'bu-lumj). n. [See

Somnambclate.] A peculiar perversion of

the mental functions during sleep, in which

the subject acts automatically. The organs

of sense remain torpid and the intellectual

powers are blunted. During thiB condition

some instinctive excitation may take place,

and there may be the production of im

pulses, in consequence, of different kind?

Walking in sleep is the most palpable, but

not the most marvellous characteristic of

this condition. The person affected may

perform many voluntary actions implying

to all appearance a certain degree of per

ception of the presence of external objects.

The somnambulist gets out of bed, often

dresses himself, goes out of doors, and walks

frequently over very dangerous places in

safety. On awaking in the morning he is

either utterly unconscious of having stirred

during the night, or remembers it as a mere

dream. Sometimes the transactions of the

somnambulist are carried much farther; he

will mount his horse and ride, or go to his

usual occupation. In some cases somnam

bulists are capable of holding conversation.

Somnambulism occurs in the sensitive and

excitable, often in conjunction with other

nervous affections, and is hereditary. Arti

ficial somnambulism is induced in mesmer

ism, and the consciousness is for the time

entirely absorbed by one set of ideas. See

Mesmerism.

Somnambulist (som-nam'bu-list). n. One

who is subject to somnambulism; a person

who walks in his sleep.

Somnambulistic (som-nam'bu-li8"tik), a.

Relating or pertaining to somnambulism ;

affected by somnambulism.

Somnert (sum'ner), n. A suinmoner; an

apparitor.

Somner and Sumner, however, are current as pro-

per names. Another form of this word is Summers,

upon which the remark has been made that those

proper names which seem to be derived from the

seasons, are only so in appearance. Sfring is a

topographical term, and Winter same as Vintner,

Autumn being non-existent. Latham.

Somnlal (som'ni-al), a. [L. somnium, a

dream. ] Pertaining to or involving dreams;

relating to dreams. * The somnial magic

superinduced on, without suspending, the

active powers of the mind. ' Coleridge. [Rare. ]

Somnlatlve (som'ni-at-iv), a. Pertaining to

dreaming; relating to or producing dreams.

Coleridge. [Rare.]

Somniculoust (som-nik'u-lus), a. [L som-

niciUosus, drowsy, from somnus, sleep.]

Inclined to sleep; drowsy.

Somniferous (som-nifer-us),a [L. somnifer

—somnus, sleep, and fero, to bring; Fr.

somnifere] Causing or inducing sleep; so

porific; as, a somniferous potion. Burton.

Somnific (som-nifik), a. [L. somnus, sleep,

and/act'o, to make ] Causing sleep; tending

to induce sleep; somniferous; soporific.

SomnifugOU3(som-nifu-gus).a. [L. somnus,

sleep, and fugo, to put to flight] Driving

away sleep; preventing sleep.

Somniloquence (som-nil'6-kwens), n. The

act or custom of talking in sleep; somnilo-

quism.

Somniloqulsm (som-nil'5-kwizm), n. Som

niloquence, or sleep-talking.

Somniloquist (som-nil'6-kwist),n One who

talks in his sleep.

Somnlloquous (som-nil'd-kwus). a. [L.

somnus. sleep, and loquor, to speak.] Apt

to talk in sleep.

Somniloquy (som-nil'o-kwi), n. [See above. ]

A talking in sleep; the talking of one in a

state of somnipathy.

Somnipathlst (som-nip'a-thist), ». A per

son in a state of somnipathy.

Somnipathy (soni-nip'a-thi), n. [L. somnus,

sleep, and Gr. pathos, suffering.] Sleep

from sympathy or some external influence,

as mesmerism.

Somnium (som'ni-um), n [I. ., from somnus,

sleep.] A dream.

Somnolence, Somnolency (som'no-lens.

som'no-len-si), n. [L.L. somnolentia, torn-

nulentia, from L somnulentus, sleepy, from

somnus, sleep.] 1. Sleepiness; drowsiness;

inclination to sleep.

On the box sat a fat and red-faced boy in a state of

somnolency. Dickens.

2. In pathol. a state intermediate between

sleeping and waking.

Somnolent (soni'no-lent), a. [See above.]

Sleepy; drowsy; inclined to sleep.

He had no eye for such phenomena, because he

had a somnolent want of interest in them.

De Quincey.

Somnolently(som'n6-lent-liXadtT. Drowsily.

Somnolism (som'no-lizm), n. The state of

being in magnetic sleep; the doctrine of

magnetic sleep.

Somnopathist (som-nop a-thist), n. Same

as Somnipathlst.

Somnopathy (som-nop'a-thi), n. Same as

Somnipathy,

Somnus (som'nus), n. In cUiss. myth the

personification and god of sleep, descrilted

as a brother of Death (Mors), and as a son

of Night (Nox). In works of art, Sleep and

Death are represented alike as two youths

sleeping or holding inverted torches in their

hands. Dr. W. Smith.

Somone.t v.t. To summon Chaucer. Writ

ten also Sompne.

Sompne.t v.t. Same ns Somonc. Chauctr.

Sompnour, t Somnour, t n. An officer em-

ployed to summon delinquents to appear in

ecclesiastical courts: now called an appar

itor. Chaucer.

Son (sun), n. [A. Sax. sunu, Icel. sonr, sunt,

Sw. *o)t, Dan. son. Goth, sunus. O HG rtinv.

Mod. G. sohn. The word is widely spreid,

and the Sanskrit form of it is not very dif

ferent from the English, viz. sunu, son. The

root meaning is seen in Skr. tu, to beget ]

1. A male child; the male issue of a parent

father or mother; as, Jacob had twelve torn;

Ishmael was the son of Hagar by Abraham.

It is also used of animals. ' A black ball,

the son of a black cow.' Darwin—2. A male

descendant, however distant ; hence in the

plural, sons signifies descendants in general,

a sense much used in the Scriptures.

Adam's sons are my brethren. Shak.

8. One adopted into a family; any young

male dependant; any person in which the

relation of a son to a parent is perceived or

imagined.

The child grew, and she brought him umoPhatidii

daughter, and he became her son. Ex. u. i:

4. The compellation of an old man to a young

one, of a confessor to his penitent, of a priest

or teacher to his disciple : a term of affection

Be plain, good son, and homely in thy drift. Shit

And Samuel arose and went to Eli. and said, Her?

am I ; for thou didst a call me. And he answered. 1

called not, my son; lie down again, i Sain, ai d.

6. A native or inhabitant of a country.

Britain then

Sees arts her savage sens controuL fefe.

6. The produce of anything.

Earth's tail sons, the cedar, oak. and pine.

Sir A' Blackmcri

7. A person whose character partakes so

strongly of some quality or characteriatk-

as to suggest the relationship of ton and

parent; as, sons of light; sons of pride.

They are villains, and the sons of darkness SJut.

When night

Darkens the street, then wander forth the seit

Of Belial. Mitt.-*

8. The second person of the Godhead; Jesua

Christ, the Saviour: called the Son of God.

and Son of Man.

The Father sent the Son to be the Sariour of the

world. i John ir «

The term son of God is also applied in Scrip

ture to an angel; and also to a true believer.

who is the son of God by adoption.

As many as arc led by the Spirit of God theyire

the sons ofGod. Rom. via. u

Sonance (so'nans), n. l t A sound; a tunc.

a call Shak.—2. Sound; the quality of be

ing sonant.

Sonant (sd'nant), a. [L. sonant, ppr. of «iw,

to sound. J 1. Pertaining to sound ; sound

ing.—2. in pronunciation, applied to certain

alphabetic sounds, as those of the vowels.

semi-vowels, nasals, and fiat mutes, as b, d,

v, z, g, the sound of which is prolonged

or uttered with Borne degree of resonance

or intonation, in opposition to aspirates, as

s, th, and hard mutes or surds, as/, p, I

Sonant (so'nant), tl In pronunciation, a

sonant letter. See the adjective. No. 2.

Sonata (so-na'ta), n. [It., from It and 1

souare, to sound.] In music, a term origin

ally applied to any kind of composition for

instruments, in contradistinction to vocal

compositions, which were called cantata*

The name was subsequently, however, re

stricted to compositions for solo instru

ments (generally the pianoforte). Sonatas

are of a certain form, consisting of several

movements— at first, three, the allegro,

adagio, and rondo, to which afterwards a

fourth was added, the minuetto or scben»>

—which differ from each other in time and

sentiment, but are held together by Vie

general character pervading them all

SonchUB (sonTras), n. [L., Gr. tongehet, the

sow-thistle] A genus of plants, nat order

Composita?, sub-order Cichoracea; Thespe-

cies are inhabitants of Europe. Asia, Africa.

and America, and four are natives of Great

Britain, where they are known by the name

of sow-thistle. The most common species

is S. oleraceus (the common sow-thistle). It

has downy subumbellate flower - stalks .

small yellow flowers, and a conical involu

cre when in seed, and is greedily fed upon

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub. bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. atwue; y, 8c. ley.
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by many animals. It grows in waste places,

the burden of fields, and hedges.

Soncy (son's!), a. 1. Lucky: fortunate. [Old

ami provincial J—2. Plump and full of per

son. See Sonsy.

Sond,t n. Sand. Chaucer.

Sonde, t n. [From send] A message; a

sending; a visitation, a dispensation. Chau

cer,

Sondeli (son'de-li), n, A species of shrew or

insectivorous mammal, a native of India.

See MoswoiROU.

Sone.t adv. Soon. Chaucer.

Song (songX n. [A. Sax. sang, tang, from

tiwjan, to sing. See SING.] 1. That which

hi sun? or uttered with musical modulations

of the voice, whether of the human voice or

that of a bird ; a singing. —2. A little poem

to be sung, or ottered with musical modula

tions; a ballad. The term is applied to either

a short poetical or musical composition, but

most frequently to both in union. As a

poetical composition it may he largely de

fined a abort poem divided into portions of

returning measure, and turning upon some

single thought or feeling. As a union of

poetry aud music, it may be defined a very

brief lyrical poem, founded commonly upon

agreeable subjects, to which is added a me

lody for the purpose of singing it. As de

noting a musical composition, song is used

to signify a vocal melody of any length or

character, and not confined to a single

movement; but as regards performance, it

Is generally confined to an air for a single

voice—airs for more than one voice being,

however, sometimes called part-songs. See

Part-song — 3. A lay; a strain; a poem.
•Nothing but songs of death.' Shak.

The bard (hat fin.t arWn'd our native tongue,

Tuod to his British lyre this ancient tong.

Dnrdtn.

4 P.-etry in general; poetical composition;

poesy, verse.

The subject for heroic song

Pleaj'd me. Milton.

5 A mere trifle: something of little or no

value; as, I bought it for a mere song.—An

old song, a trifle; an insignificant sum.

1 do not inrend to be thus put off with an o/.t song.

Dr. H. More.

The cost would be a trifle—an old song. Byron.

—STN. Sonnet, ballad, canticle, carol, can-

2onet, ditty, hymn, descant, lay, strain,

poesy, verse.

Song/ pret. of sing. Sung or sang. Spenser.

Song-bird (song'berd), n. A bird that sings.

The song-birds are chiefly confined to cer

tain families of the order Insessores.

Song-craft (song'kraft), n. The art of com

posing songs: skill in versification. 'Writ

ten with little skill of song-craft.' Longfel

low.

Songful (songrul), a. Disposed or able to

sinjr: melodious.

Songlsh (song'ishA a. Consisting of or con-

Uiriing songs. [Rare. ]

The songish pan must abound in the softness and

varv^j of numbers, its intention being to please the

hearing. Dryden.

Songless (songTes), a. 1. Destitute of the

power of song; as, songless birds—2. With

out song; not singing.

Silent ro«5 the songless gondolier. Byron.

Bonij-spajrow (song'spa-rd), n. 1. A name

•"mettines given to the hedge-sparrow

(which see> —2. A bird of the finch family,

found in North America; the FringUla me-

Mia

Songster (song'ster), n. [A. Sax. sangestre,

a female singer—sang, a song, and fern,

term, -estre. About the fourteenth century

*mn*Ur began to be applied to males)

1- One who sings; one skilled in singing: not

often applied to human beings, or only in

slight contempt-—2 A bird that sings; as,

the tittle songster in his cage.

Songstress (song'stres), n. [Songster and

term -ess. The word has thus a double fern,

termination See Songster.] A female

Mnger. ' The voice and skill of a real song-

rtrtt* ' T Warton.

Song-thrush (song'thrnsh), n. The mavis

or throstle (Turdut musicus). See Mavis.

Soniferous (so-nifcr-us).a. [L. sonus, sound,

sxAfero, to bear.) Conveying sound; pro-

facing sound. A distinction has been made

Vtween soniferous bodies and sonorous

""dies, the latter class being such as produce

°r originate sound, and the former such as

e-mvey the sound, or rather the vibrations

of the latter, to the ear.

SDn-ln-law (sun'in-la), n, A man married

to one's daughter.

Soilless (sun'lesV a. Having no son; without

a son. ' Make her sonless. Marston.

Sonne, t n. The Bun. Chaucer.

Sonnet (son'et), n. [Fr. sonnet, from It. son-

netto, a dim. from L. sonus, a sound. See

Sound. ] 1. A form of verse of Italian origin,

consisting of a short poem of fourteen lines,

two stanzas of four verses each, called the

octave, and two of three each, called the ses-

tette, the rhymes being adjusted bya particu

lar rule. The octaveof the proper sonnet con

sists of two quatrains, the rhymes of which

are restricted to two — one for the first,

fourth, fifth, and eighth lines; the other for

the second, third, sixth, and seventh. In the

sestette, which is commonly made up of two

tercets, the rhymes maybe two or three, va

riously distributed. The sonnet generally

consists of one principal idea, pursued

through the various antitheses of the differ

ent strophes. The lightness and richness of

the Italian and Spanish languages enable

their poets to express every feeling or fancy

in the sonnet; but with us it has been found

most suitable to grave, dignified, and con

templative subjects.—2. A short poem; a

ballad; a song. 'And sung his dying sonnets

to the fiddle" Dr. Wolcot.

I have a sonnet that will serve the turn. Shak.

Sonnet (son'et), pi. To compose sonnets.

Nor list I sonnet of my mistress' face.

To paint some blowesse with a borrow'd grace.

B/. Hall.

Sonneteer (son-et-erO, v. i. To conipoBe son

nets; to rhyme. 'Rhymers sonneteering in

their sleep." E. B. Browning.

Sonneteer (son-et-erO. n. [Ft. sonnetier] A

composer of sonnets or small poems; a Bmall

poet: usually in contempt.

What woful stuff this madrigal would he.

In some starv'd hackney sonneteer or me. Pope.

Sonneting (son'et-ing), n. The act of com

posing sonnets, or the act of singing.

I.eavie groves now mainely ring,

With each sweet bird's sonneting. W. Browne.

Sonnetlst (son'et-ist), n. A sonneteer. ' A

new-found sonnetist. Bp. Ball.

Sonnetlze (son'et-Iz), v.i. To compose son

nets.

Sonnet-writer (son'et-rit-er), n. A writer

of sonnets; a sonneteer.

Sonnish.t a. Like the sun or the beams of

the sun; sunny. Chaucer.

Sonnite (sunlt), n. One of a Mohammedan

sect; a Sunnite. See Sunnite, Sunnah.

Sonometer (sd-nom'et-er), «. [L sonus,

sound, and Or. metron, a measure.] 1. An

apparatus for illustrating the phenomena

exhibited by sonorous bodies, and the ratios

of their vibrations, by the transverse vibra

tions of tense strings or wires —2. An instru

ment consisting of a small bell fixed on a

table for testing the effects of treatment for

deafness —3. In elect, an apparatus for test

ing metals by bringing them in contact with

an induction coil, with which is associated

a telephone and microphone. Each metal,

acting differently on the coil, produces a

different sound.

Honorific (Bo-nd-rif'ik). a. [L tonus Bound,

and facio, to make] Producing sound; as,

the sonorific quality of a body. Watts.

Sonority (sd-no'ri-ti), n. Sonorousness.

Athenaeum. [Rare]

Sonorous (sd-no'rus), a. [I* sonorus, from

sonus, sound. See Sound.) 1. Giving sound,

as when struck; resonant; sounding; as,

metals are sonorous bodies. ' Sonorous metal

blowing martial soundB.' Milton.—2. Loud

sounding ; giving a clear, loud, or full-vol-

umed sound; as, a sonorous voice. 'A deep

sonorous sound.' Longfellow. —3. Yielding

sound; characterized by sound; sonant; as,

the vowels are sonorou*.—4. High sounding;

magnificent of sound.

The Italian opera, amidst all the meanness and

familiarity of the thoughts, has something beautiful

and sonorous in the expression. Addison.

—Sonorous figures, a name given to those

figures which are formed by the vibrations

produced by sound. Thus, when some fine

sand is strewed on a disc of glass or metal,

and a violin-bow drawn down on its edge, a

musical note will be heard, and at the same

instant the sand will be in motion, and

gather itself to those parts which continue

at rest, that is, to the nodal lines, forming

what are termed sonorous figures. See No

dal Lines under Nodal.

Sonorously (sd-no'rus-li), adv. In a sonor

ous manner; with sound; with a high sound.

Sonorousness (sd-no'rus-neB), n. The state

or quality of being sonorous ; as, (a) the

quality of yielding sound when struck, or

coming in collision with another body; as

the sonorousness of metals. (6) Having or

giving a loud or clear Bound; as, the sonor

ousness of a voice or an instrument, (c) Mag

nificence of sound.

Sonshlp (sun'ship), n. The state of being

a son, or of having the relation of a sou;

filiation. ' Admission or adoption into son-

ship.' Waterland. 'The badge and cogni

zance of sonship.' Dr. U. More.

Sonsy, Sonsie (son's!), a. [Gael, and Ir.

sonas, prosperity, happiness.) Lucky; for

tunate; happy; good-humoured; well-con

ditioned; plump; thriving; having sweet

engaging looks. [Provincial English and

Scotch.)

Sontlest (son'tiz), n. A corruption perhaps

of sanctity, or of Fr. santi, health. The

form santy also occurs.

By God's tonties, 'twill be a hard way to hit. Shak.

Soocey (so'se). n. A mixed striped fabric of

silk and cotton in India. Simmonds.

SoochonK (sb-shong'), n. Same as Souchong.

Soodra, Sooder (sb'dra. sb'der), n. The

fourth or lowest caste into which the Hin

dus are divided. It comprehends the arti

sans and labourers. Written also Sudra.

See CASTK.

Soofee (sb-fe'), n. Same as Soft, Sufi.

Soofeeism (sb-fe'izm), n. Same as Sofism,

Sufism.

Sooja (sb'ja), n. The Japanese name of the

sauce known in this country by the name of

soy (which see).

Soojee (sb'je), n. In Hindustan, a granular

preparation of wheat. It is a kind of semo

lina.

Sool t (sol), it, A relish eaten with bread.

See Soul.

Soon (Bon), ad i'. [O.E. sone, sune, A. Sax.

*6na, soon; O.FriB. s6n, Goth, suns, O.D.

saen, soon, immediately. Probably from

pronominal root seen in A. Sax. se, Skr. mi.

that. ] 1. In a short time ; shortly after

any time specified or supposed ; as, soon

after sunrise; soon after dinner; I shall soon

return; we shall soon have clear weather.

Now doth he frown.

And 'gins to chide, but soon she stops his lips.

Shak.

2. Early; without the usual delay; before

any time supposed.

How is it that ye are come so toon to-day?

Ex. U. 18.

3. Easily; quickly; shortly.

Small lights are soon blown out, huge fires abide.

Shak.

4. Readily; willingly; gladly. In this sense

generally accompanied by would or some

other word expressing will.

1 -would as soon see a river winding am ng woods

or in meadows, as when it is tossed up m so many

whimsical figures at Versailles. Addison.

6.t So early as; no later than: used in

several old phrases; as, soon at night, that

is, this very night; this evening.

We'll have a posset for't soon at night, in faith, at

the latter end of a sea-coal fire. Shak.

Similarly, 'soon at five o'clock;' 'soon at

Bupper-time.' Shak.—As soon as, so soon as,

immediately at or after another event; as,

as soon as the mail arrives, I will inform

you.

It rame to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the

camp, that he saw the calf and the dancing.

Ex. xxxii. 19.

—Sooner or later, at a future time, near or

remote.

The establishment of limited constitutional govern

ment will sooner or later be made universal.

Brougham.

—Early, Socn, Betimes. See under Early.

Syn. Early, betimes, quick, quickly, prompt

ly, presently.

Soon* (boh), a. Speedy; quick. * A soon and

prosperous issue.' Sir r. Sid)iey. 'Hake

your soonest haste.' Shak.

Soondree (sbn'dre), n. The native name of

a tree found on the coasts of India wherever

the tides occasionally rise and inundate the

land It belongs to the genus Heriteria | //.

robusta), and is said to give name to the

Sonderounds, or great forest of soondree

trees, a woody tract of country on the Bay

of Bengal, forming the delta of the Ganges.

Written also Sundra-tree.

Soonee (sbne), n. Oue of a Mohammedan

sect; a Sunnite.

Soonlyt (sbn'li), adv. Quickly; speedily.

A mason meets with a stone that wants no cutting,

and soonty approving of it, places it in his work.

Dr. H. More.

Soop (sop), v.i. To Bweep. [Scotch.]

en, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, .Job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Kir.
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Sooping (sop'ing). n. [Scotch.] I. The act of

sweeping. — 2. What is swept together: gen

erally in the plural.

Soordt (sord), n. The skin or outside of

bacon. Bp. Hall. .

Soorma (sor'ma), n. A preparation of anti

mony with which Indian women anoint the

eyelids. Simmonds.

Sooshong (so-shong'), n. A kind of black

tea. See Souchong.

Soosoo (so'so), n. The Bengalese name of n

cetaceous mammal, the Platanista gange.ti-

cus. It resembles the dolphin in form, and

attains a length of about 12 feet It in

habits the Ganges ; is most abundant in the

sluggish waters of its delta, but is found also

as far up the river as it is navigable.

Soot(sbt),n. [A.Sax.8<l(,Icel.»e7,I)an.sotf,L.G.

sott Comp. Gael, suith, Ir. suithche, suthche,

soot] A black substance formed by combus

tion, or disengaged from fuel in the process

of combustion, rising in line particles and

adhering to the sides of the chimney or pipe

conveying the smoke. The soot of coal and

that of wood differ very materially in their

composition, the former containing more

carbonaceous matter than the latter. Coal-

soot contains substances usually derived

from animal matter ; also sulphate and hy-

drochlorate of ammonia; and has been used

for the preparation of the carbonate. It

contains likewise an empyreumatic oil; but

its chief basis is charcoal, in a state in which

it is capable of being rendered soluble by

the action of oxygen and moisture ; and

hence, combined with the action of the am-

moniaeal salts, it is used as a manure, and

acts very powerfully as such. The soot

of wood has been minutely analysed, anil

found to consist of fifteen different sub

stances, of which ulmin, nitrogenous mat

ter, carbonate of lime, water, acetate and

sulphate of lime, acetate of potash, carbon

aceous matter insoluble in alkalies, are the

principal.

Soot ( sot), v.t To cover or foul with soot

"Sooted o'er with noisome smoke.' Chap

man.

Soote.t Sote.t a. Sweet Sir K. Digby.

Sooterkin. (sot'er-kin), n. [Comp. Prov. E.

and Sc. softer, Prov. G. suttern, to boil

gently.] A kind of false birth fabled to be

produced by the Dutch women from sitting

over their Btoves ; hence, an abortive pro

posal or scheme. Swift; Carlyle.

Sootflake (sot'fiak), n. A flake or particle

of soot; a smut; a smudge.

The sootftakt of so many a summer still

Clung to their fancies. Tennyson.

Sooth (sbth), n. [A. Sax. s6th, true, truth;

Dan. sand, leal *annr, Goth, sunis, true.

This word has lost an n; comp. tooth, soft.

It would appear to have been originally a

present participle, corresponding to Skr.

sunt, being, and therefore meaning lit ' be

ing,' or 'that is.'] 1. Truth; reality.

He looks like sooth ; he says he loves my daughter,

1 think so too. Ska*.

Used frequently in asseverations.

In sooth, I know not why I am so sad. Shut.

2. t Prognostication. Spenser.

Sooth (sbth), a. l.t True; faithful. CAo«-

cer; Spenser— 2. Pleasing; delightful. 'Jel

lies soother than the creamy curd.' Keats.

[Rare.}—3. t Cajolery; fairness of speech.

That e'er this tongue of mine,

That laid the sentence of dread banishment

On this proud man, should take It off again

With word* of sooth. Shak.

Soothe (sbTn), v. t. pret. <£ pp. soothed; ppr.

soothing. [A. Sax. gesOthian, to flatter, from

sOth, truth. (See Sooth.) The original

meaning would be to assent in a servile

manner to another, to be ready in every

case to assert that what lie says is sooth.]

1. To please with blandishments or soft

words; to cajole; to flatter; to humour.

Is't good to soothe him in these contraries? Shai.

Can I soothe tyranny f Dryden,

I've tried the force of every reason on him,

Sooth'd and caress'd, been angry, sooth'd again.

Addison.

2. To soften; to assuage; to mollify; to calm;

as, to soothe one in pain or passion, or to

soothe pain.

Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast

Congreve.

3. To gratify; to please; to delight 'Sooth'd

with his future fame.' Dryden.—Syn. To

soften, assuage, allay, compose, mollify,

tranquillize, pacify, mitigate.

Soother (soTH'er), n> One who or that

which soothes, softens, or assuages; a flat

terer.

I do defy

The tongues of soothers. Shai.

Soothfast (soth'fast), a. [Sooth and fast

Comp. steadfast] True; truthful; of scrupu

lous veracity.

Abandon all affray, be soothfast in your sawes.

Mir./or Mags.

Soothfastness (soth'fast-nes), n. Truthful

ness; reality.

Soothing (sbTH'ing), p. and a. Flattering ;

softening; assuaging.

Soothingly (soTn'ing-li), adv, In a sooth

ing manner; with flattery or soft words.

Soothlyt (sbth'li), adv. [A. Sax. sOthllce.

See Sooth.] In truth ; really. 'Soothty to

tell them I have seen your face.' Sir M.

Hales.

Soothsay (sbth'sa), v.i. [Sooth and say]

To foretell; to predict Acts xvL 16.

Soothsay t (sbth'sa), n. 1. A true saying: a

prediction. ' In wittie riddles and in wise

sootiisayes.' Spenser. —2. A portent; an

omen.

And but that God turne the same to good sooth-say.

The ladie's safetie is sore to be dradu. Spenser.

Soothsayer (sbth'sa-cr), n. One who fore

tells or predicts ; a foreteller ; a prognosti-

cator.

A soothsayer bids you beware the Ides of March.

Shai.

Soothsaying (sbth'sa-ing), n. 1. A foretell

ing; a prediction.

Divinations, and soothsayings, and dreams are vain.

Ecclus. xxxiv. 5.

2.t A true saying; truth.

Sootlness (sbt'i-neB), n. The quality of be

ing sooty or foul with soot; fuliginousness.

Sootlsh (sbt'ish), a. Partaking of soot; like

soot; sooty. 'Things become black and

sootish.' Sir T. Browne.

Sooty (sbt'i), a. [See Soot.] Pertaining

to, producing, consisting of, covered with,

containing, or resembling soot; fuliginous;

dusky; dark. 'By Are of sooty coal.' Milton.

' Under the sooty flag of Acheron.' Milton.

Sooty t (sbt'i). v.t. To black or foul with

soot 'Sootied with noisome smoke.' Chap

man.

Sop (sop), n. [CloBely connected with sup,

soup; Icel. soppa, sopi, a sop, a sup; Sw.

soppa, broth, soup; D. sop, L.G. soppe,&&op.]

1. Anything steeped or dipped and softened

in liquor, but chiefly something thus dipped

in broth or liquid food, and intended to be

eaten. ' The waters . . . should make a

sop of all this solid globe.' Shak.

Sops in wine, quantity for quantity, inebriate more

than wine itself. Bacon.

2. Anything given to pacify: so called from

the sop given to Cerberus to pacify him, in

the ancient story.

To Cerberus they give a sop.

His triple barking mouth to stop. Swift.

Softs were given to the congressional watch-dogs

of the free states. To some, promises were made,

by way of opiates; and those whom they could

neither pay nor drug were publicly treated with in

solence and scorn. Ir*. Chambers.

3. t A thing of little or no value. Piers Plow

man—Sop inwinej the clove-pink (Dian-

thus Caryophyllus), probably because it was

dipped in wine to give it flavour. Spenser.

Sop (sop), v.t pret & pp. sopped; ppr. sop

ping. To Bteep or dip in liquor.

Sopet (sop). Soap.

Soper.t n. Supper. Chaucer.

Soph (sof). n. [L. sophUta. See Sophism.)

1. In the English universities, abbreviation

of Sophister.

Three Cambridge softks, and three pert Templars

came, . . .

Each prompt to query, answer, and debate. Pope.

2. In the American colleges, abbreviation of

Sophomore.

Sophl (so'fl), n. A title of the king of Per

sia. Same as Soft.

Sophie, t Sophicalt (sof'ik, sof'ik-al), a. [Gr.

sophos, wise, sophia, wisdom.] Teaching

wisdom. Harris.

Sopliime,+ n. A sophism; a subtle fallacy.

Chaucer.

Sophism (sof'izra).n. [Fr. sophisme, from Gr.

sophisma, a clever or cunning contrivance,

a trick, a quibble such as the sophists used,

a sophism, from sophizomai, to play the

Bophist, from sophos, clever, skilful, wise.]

A speciouB proposition; a specious but falla

cious argument; a sublety in reasoning; an

argument that is not supported by Bound

reasoning, or in which the inference is not

justly deduced from the premises ; any fal

lacy designed to deceive. 'Full of Bubtile

sophisms which do play with double senses

and false debate.' Spenser.

When a false argument puts on the appearance of

a true one, then it is properly called a sophttm or

fallacy. Watts.

If such miserable sophisms were to prevail, there

would never be a good house or a good government

in the world. Maeautay.

Sophist (sof'ist), n. [L. sophista, from Gr.

sophhtes, a sophist See Sophism.] L Ori

ginally, a wise man; a clever man; one who

stood prominently before the public as dis

tinguished for intellect or talent of some

kind; specifically , in Greek hist, one of a class

of leading public teachers in aucient Greece

during the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. At

first there were found among this class men

of the highest accomplishments that the

age could furnish, who taught whatever

was known of astronomy, geography, anil

physicB.as well as the newly started contro

versial discussions in ethics and metaphy

sics, and the general public comprehended

under this uame Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

and their disciples and followers. As the

professional teachers, however, unlike the

philosophers named, taught for pay, and

as their ranks became swelled by shallow

and superficial associates, the title sophist

gradually acquired a predominating bad

sense, coming to mean, in the language

of Aristotle, 'a pretender to knowledge, a

man who employs what he knows to be fal

lacy, for the purpose of deceit and of getting

money,' and the members of the profession

were publicly condemned as men who spent

their time in verbal niceties, verbal quibbles,

and philosophical enigmas. — 2. A captious

or fallacious reasoner; a quibbler.

Sophister (sof'ist-er), n. [See Sophist]

1. A professional teacher of philosophy: a

Bophist ; hence, a quibbling disputant ; a

plausible fallacious reasoner.

A subtle traitor needs no sophister. Sh*i.

Aludimus the sophister hath arguments to prove

that voluntary and extemporal farexcelleth premedi

tated speech. Hooker.

2. In the University of Cambridge, a student

advanced beyond the first year of his resi

dence. The entire university course con

sists of three years and one term. During

the first year the students have the title of

freshmen, or first -year men; during the

second, second-year men, or junior sophs or

sophistertt; during the third year, third-year

men, or senior sophs or sophixters; and in

the last term, questionists, with reference

to the approaching examination. In the

older American colleges, the junior and

senior classes were originally—and in some

of them are still — called junior sophisters

and senior sophisters.

Sophister t (sof'ist-er), v.t. To maintain by

a fallacious argument or sophistry. Foxe.

Sophistic, Sophistical (s6-fis'tik, sd-fts'tik-

al), o. [Fr. sophistique. See Sophism ] Fal

laciously subtle; containing sophistry; not

sound; quibbling; as, sophistical reasoning

or argument. ' False pretence and sophistic

reasoning. ' Burke.

His argument, though ingenious, is altogether so

ph istical. Mafa ttt/ty.

Sophlstically (so-fls'tik-al-li), adv. In a so

phistical manner; fallaciously. ' Bolingbroke

argues most sophistically.' Swift

Sophisticalness (sd-fis'tik-al-nes), n The

state or quality of being sophistical.

Sophisticate (s6-fls'tik-at), v.t pret *pp. so

phisticated; ppr. sophisticating. [L.L. *©-

phisticare, from L. sophisticus, sophistical;

lit. pertaining to a sophist. See Sophist]

1. To corrupt; to pervert; to wrest from the

truth.

If the passions of the mind be strong they easily

sophisticate the understanding. filter-.

The only persons among the heathens Tifcn ayWi

tieated nature and philosophy in this particular were

the Stoicks. South.

2. To adulterate; to render spurious by ad

mixture; as, to sophisticate liquors.

They purchase but sophisticated ware. sOryden.

Stn. To adulterate, debase, corrupt, vitiate.

Sophisticate, Sophisticated ($6 fis'tik-at.

so-fls'tik-at-eu), a. Adulterated; not pure;

not genuine.

So truth, when only one supplied the state.

Grew scarce and dcir, and yet sophtsticate.

Drydem.

Sophistication (sd-fls'ti-ku/'shon). n. 1 The

act of adulterating; a counterfeiting or de

basing the purity of something by a foreign

admixture; adulteration.

The drugs and simples sold in shops generally are

adulterated by the fraudulent avarice of the sellers,

especially if the preciousness may make their sophis

tication very beneficial Seyie.

Fate, far, tit, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; f, Sc. fey.
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1 The set or art of quibbling or arguing in a

plausible or fallacious manner. ' Skill in spe-

cial pleading and ingenuity in sophistication'

Mn. Cowden Clarke.—3. A fallacious argu

ment iutended to deceive; a quibble.

They are both as rank sophistications as can be ;

sSeer beggings of the question. L. Hunt,

Sophl£ticator (&6 fiVtik-at-er), n One who

sophisticates; one who adulterates; one who

injures the purity and genuineness of any

thing by foreign admixture. ' That the so-

phuticator* of wine may suffer punishment

above any ordinary thief.' Tob. Whitaker.

Sophistry (sof'ist-ri). n. 1. Fallacious rea

soning; reasoning sound in appearance only.

The** men hare obscured and confounded trie na

ture of thing? by their false principles and wretched

sophistry. South.

it Argument for exercise merely. Felton.

—fallacy, Sophistry. See under FALLACY.

Sophomore (&of'd-m6r), n, [From Or.

f<>pho4, wise, and tnona, foolish] In Amer

ican colleges, one belonging to the second

of the four classes ; one next above a fresh

man.

Sophomoric, Sophomorical (sof-o-mor'ik.

sof-6-mor'ik-al), a. Pertaining to a sopho

more; inflated in style or manner. [Ameri

can]

Sophora (<<">■ fr/ra), ", [Altered from sophira,

the Arabic name of a papilionaceous tree.)

A genus of plants, nat. order Leguminosrc.

The species are ornamental shrubsand trees,

found incentralani tropical Asia, also in the

warm parts of North America, and the equi

noctial and sub- tropical parts of South Amer

ica, They have pinnate leaves, and terminal

racemes or panicles of whitish flowers, but

differ greatly In general appearance, some

being trees, othere shrubs, and one or two

herbaceous plants. The species best known

rn England are S.japonica and S. chinensis.

Sophta (sof'ta). See Softa.

Sopite t (aoplt), v.t [L. sopio, sopitum, to

put to sleep. See SoKmiFEiiOls] To lay

asleep; to put to sleep or to rest ; to lull.

' Disputes arising concerning religion, which

were not then quite sopited.' A. Wood,

Sopiting (so'pit-ing), ik In Scots law,

setting at rest; quashing.

What could a woman desire in a match more than

the tefitirif of a very dangerous claim and the alli

ance of a son-in-law noble, brave, well-gifted, and

highly connected. Sir It'. Scott.

Sopitiont (s6 pish'on), n. [See Sopite.]

The state of being put to sleep; sleep; slum

ber, dormancy ' Dementation and topition

of reason. ' Sir T. Browne.

Sopor (so'porX n. [L] A deep sleep from

which a person can with difficulty be

awakened. ' To awake the Christian world

out of this deep sopor or lethargy.' Dr. H.

More

Soporate t (s6'por-at), v.t [L soporo,

soporatum, to put asleep. See SOPOR-

IFKeocs. ] To lay asleep.

Soporiferoua (sd-pd-rirer-us), a. [L sopo-

r\/cr — sopor, soporis, a heavy sleep, and

/ero, to bear, to bring. Sopor is from the

root sop (whence also somnus, sleep), Skr.

nap, to sleep] Causing sleep or tending

to produce it; soporific.

While the whole operation wax performing I lay in

• prufound sleep by the force of that soperiftrous

■wditiue. Swift.

Soporiierously (so pd-rifer-us-li), adv. In

a aoporifcrou* manner; so as to produce

sleep.

Soporiferousness (sd-pd-rirer-u«-nes), n.

The quality of being soporilerous or of caus

ing sleep.

Soporific (sd-pd-riTlkX a. [L. sopor, sleep,

andfacio, to make.] Causing sleep; tending

to cause sleep ; as, the soporific virtues of

opium,

The clear harangue, and cold as it is clear.

Falls soporific on the listless ear. Cowper.

Soporific (so-pd-rif'lkX n. A medicine,

drug, plant, or other thing that has the

quality of inducing sleep.

Soporous, Soporose (*6'por-us, sd'por-os),

a [L. toporus. from sopor, sleep.] Caus

ing sleep; sleepy.

Sopper (sop'er), n. One who sops or dips in

Ui|Uor something to be eaten.

Soppy (sop'i), a Sopped or soaked in liquid;

uturated; like a sop.

Ii (Yarmouth) looked rather spongy and soppy, I

thought Dickens.

topra. (so'pra). [It, from L. supra, above.]

la niiLnc, a term sometimes used to denote

the upper or higher part; as, nelta parte di

"pm, in the upper part; di topra, above.

Sopranist (so-pra'nist), n. A treble singer.

Soprano (so-prn'no). n. It. pi. Soprani <su'-

pra'ne), K. pi. Sopranos (so-pra'noz). In

music, ( a ) the highest species of female voice,

whose ordinary easy range is from C below

the treble staff to G or A above it. Highly

trained voices can frequently take four

notes higher, some even reaching to F in

alt The raezzo-Bopmno compass is about

a third lower, viz. from A to F. (6) A

singer having such a voice. In both senses

equivalent to Treble, the English term,

which is falling out of use among musicians.

Sorance t (sor'ans), n. Sore; soreness.

Seldom or never complain they of any sorance in

other parts of the body. Holland.

Sorb, Sorb-tree (sorb, sorb'tre). n. [Ft.

sorbe, L. sorbus, the sorb or service-tree. 1

The service-tree {Sorbus domestica) or its

fruit.

Sorb-apple (sorb'ap-1), n. The fruit of the

service-tree.

Sorbate (What), n. A salt of sorbic acid.

Sorbefacient(sor-l^-fa'shi-ent), n. [L. sor-

beo, to absorb, nm\ facio, to make.] lamed.

that which produces absorption.

Sorbefadent(sor-be-fa'shi-ent), a. In med.

producing absorption.

Sorbent (sorb'ent). An absorbent. [Rare]

Sorbet (sor'bet), n. A kind of beverage;

sherbet. Smollett.

SorblC (sor'bik), a. Pertaining to the sor

bus or service-tree; tfs, sorbic acid.—Sorbic

acid (CcHgOj), an acid obtained from mount

ain-ash berries.

Sorbile t (sor'bil), a. [L. sorbeo, to absorb]

That may be drank or sipped.

Sorbine, Sorbite (sor'bin, sor'blt), n. (C*

HlsOa ) A crystalline, unfermented sugar,

isomeric with grape and milk sugar, existing

in the ripe juice of the mountain-ash berries

(Pyrus Aucuparia).

Sorbitiont (sor-bi'shon), n. [L. sorbitio. sor-

bit wni.s, from sorbeo, to drink.] The act of

drinking or sipping.

Sorbonical (sor-bon'ik-al), a. Belonging to

a Sorbonist.

Sorboniflt (sortxra-lit). n. A doctor of the

Sorbonne, in the University of Paris.

For he a rope of sand could twist

As toogh as learned Sorbonist. Hudibras.

Sorbonne (sor-bonO, n. A celebrated insti

tution founded in connection with the Uni

versity of Paris in 1262 by Robert de Sorbon,

chaplain and confessor of Louis IX. The

college of the Sorbonne was one of the four

constituent parts of the faculty of theology

in the University of Paris. It exercised a

high iniluence In ecclesiastical affairs and

on the public mind, especially in the six

teenth and seventeenth centuries. It was

suppressed during the revolution and de

prived of its endowments. At the recon

struction of the university in 1803 the build

ing erected for it by Richelieu, andstiU called

the Sorbonne, was given to the theological

faculty in connection with the faculties of

science and belles-lettres.

Sorbus (sor'biis), n. A Linnrean genus of

plants, comprising the mountain -ash, rowan-

tree, and service-tree. See Ptrus, Mount

ain -ash. Service-tree.

Sorcerer (sor'ser-er), n. [Ft. sorcier, a sor

cerer, from L.L. sortiarius, one who throws

a lot or declares a lot, from I sors, sortis,

a lot (whence also sort). As to the form of

this word corap. fruiterer, Fr. fruitier.) A

conjuror; an enchanter; a magician. ' Drug-

working sorcerers that change the mind.'

Shak.

The Egyptian sorcerers contended with Moses.

Watts.

Sorceress (sor'ser-es), n. A female sorcerer.

Bring forth that sorceress condemn*J to burn. SMak.

Sorcerous (sor'ser-us), a. Pertaining or be

longing to sorcery. ' Med'ciuea black and

sorcerous. ' Chapman.

Sorcery (sor'ser-i), n. (0 Fr. sorcerie. See

Sorcerer. ] Divination by the assistance or

supposed assistance of evil spirits, or the

power of commanding evil spirits; magic;

enchantment; witchcraft; charms.

So much of adder's wisdom I hare learn'd

To fence my ears against thy sorceries. Milton.

Sord t (sdrdX n. Sward. ' An altar . . .

rustic of grassy sord* Milton.

Sordavalite (sorMa-val-it), n. A mineral,

so mimed from Sordatala, in Finland. It is

nearly black, rarely gray or green; and con

tains silica, alumina, magnesia, and peroxide

of Iron.

Sordes (sor'dez), n. [L.] Foul matter; ex

cretions; dregs; filthy, useless, or rejected

matter of any kind. 'The Boil and sordes

wherein mineral masses were involved and

concealed. ' Woodwa rd.

Sordet (sor'det), n. Same as Sordine.

Sordid (soi'did), a. [Fr. sordidc, from L.

sordidus, from sordeo, to be dirty, foul, filthy,

from sordes, dirt, filth. Hastiness.] 1. Filthy;

foul; dirty; gross. [Obsolete or poetical]

There Charon stands, who rules the dreary coast;

A sordid tfod. Dryden.

2. Vile; base; mean; as, vulgar, sordid mor

tals. —3. Meanly avaricious; covetous; nig

gardly.

He may be old

And yet not sordid, who refuses gold.

Str y. Denham.

Stn. Filthy, foul, dirty, gross, vile, base,

avaricious, covetous, niggardly.

Sordldityt (sor-did'i-ti), «. Sordidness;

meanness; abjectness. 'weary and ashamed

of their own sordidity and manner of life.'

Burton.

Sordidly (sorMid-li), adv. In a sordid man

ner; meanly; basely; covetously.

Sordidness (sur'did-nes), n. The state or

3uality of being sordid; as, (a) filthiuess;

irtiness.

Providence deters people from sluttislincss and

sordidness, and provoke:, them to cleanliness. Kay.

(b) Meanness; baseness. 'The madnesses of

Caligula's delights, and the execruble sor

didness of those of Tiberius. ' Cowley.

(c) Niggardliness.

Sordine (sodden), n. A mute for a musical

instrument. See MUTE, 3.

Sordino (sor-de'no), n. [It] Same as Sor

dine. —Con sordini, with the mutes on.—

Senza sordini, with the mutes off.

Sore (sor), a, [A. Sax. «<tr, sore, painful,

also a sore, sorrow, pain ; Icel. sdrr, sore,

aching, painful, sdr, a sore, a wound ; Dan.

soar, Goth. «at'r, a wound; O.H.G. scr.griet,

a wound ; 8c. sair, sare, sore, heavy, exces

sive. Of same origin is sorry, while sorrow

is connected.] 1. Painful; being the seat

of pain ; tender and painful from pressure ;

as, a boil, ulcer, or abscess is very sore; a

wounded place is sore; inflammation ren

ders a part sore. 'A sore eye.* Shak. 'His

wounds will not be sore\ ' Shak. —2. Tender,

as the mind; easily pained, grieved, or vexed;

feeling aggrieved ; galled ; as, he felt very

sore on the subject of his defeat.

Malice and hatred are very fretting, and apt to

make our minds sore and uneasy. Ti/totson.

S. Violent with pain or trouble ; Bevere ;

grievous; distressing; as, a sore disease; sore

evil or calamity; a sore night 'Punished

with sore distraction.' Shak.

My loins are filled with a sore disease.

Ca*nmon Prayer.

4. Violent; accompanied with great exer

tion; severe.

Sore hath been their fight

As likeliest was when two such foes met armed.

Milton.

5.t Criminal; evil.

To lapse in fulness is sorer than to lie for need.

SMak.

Sore (a6r), n. [See above.] 1. A place in an

animal body where the skin and flesh are

ruptured or bruised, bo as to be tender or

painful ; a spot on the surface of the body

where there is pain; a boil, an ulcer, a

wound, Ac. 'A salve for any sore.' Shak.—

2. Grief; affliction; mental pain or trouble.

Sore (sor), adv. (A. Sax. s&re. See the ad

jective.) 1. With painful violence; intensely;

severely; grievously.

Thy hand presseth me sore. Comteton Prayer.

2. Greatly; violently; deeply; as, he was

sore afflicted at the loss of his son.

Sore sigh'd the knight, who this long sermon heard.

Dryden.

3. Sorely; Badly.

That whereas through our sins and wickedness we

are sore let and hindered in running the race set be

fore us. Kingsicy.

Boret (sorX v.L To wound; to make sore.

And the wyde wound . . .

Was closed up as it had not been sord. Spenser.

Sore,* c.i. To soar. Chaucer.

Sore (Bdr), n. (Fr. saure, sor, sorrel, reddish.

Both bird and quadruped are so called from

their colour.) 1. A hawk of the first year.

2. A buck of the fourth year. See Sorel.

Soreddae, Soricidaa (Bd-res'i-de, sd-ris'i-de),

n. pi. [L. sorex, sorieis, a shrew-mouse, and

Gr. eidos, resemblance. ] A family of in

sectivorous mammals, comprehending the

shrews, shrew-mice, musk-rats, Ac.

Sorediferous(8d-rS-difer-us),a. [Soredium,

and L. /ero, to bear.] In hot. bearing so

redia.

ch, cAain; cii. Be locA; g, go; j, job; U, Fr. ton; ng, sina; TH, "an; th, thin, w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Sorediuin fso-re'di-um), n. pi. Soredia ( ••

re'dl-a). [Kroni Gr. S'tros, a heap.] In bat.

one of the little mealy patches scattered

over the surface of the thallus in lichens.

Sore-falcon (sor'fa.-kn), n, A falcon of the

first year. See Sore, a hawk.

Sorehon (sor'hon), n. In Ireland, formerly

a tax imposed upon tenants for the main

tenance of their lord or his men ; a custom

which subjected a tenant to maintain his

chieftain gratuitously, whenever the latter

wished. Spenser.

8orel (Bor'el), n. [Dim. of tort, a buck.] l. A

buck of the third year, the order being

fawn, pricket, sorel, sore. —2. The colour

sorrel.

Sorel (sor'el), a. Same as Sorrel.

Sorely (soYli), adv. In a sore manner; griev

ously; greatly; violently; severely; as, to

be sorely pressed with waut; to be sorely

wounded.

Soreness (sdYnes). n. The state of being

-"iv. as, (a) tenderness; paiufulness; as, the

soreness of a boil, an abscess, or wound.

(6) Tenderness of mind or susceptibility of

mental pain; the state of having the feel-

iugs galled. 'The soreness of his late pangs

of conscience. ' Dr. H. More.

Sorex (so'reks), n. A genus of Insectivorous

mammals, the type of the family Soreeidas,

including the shrew-mice.

Sorghum (sor'guni). «. (From sorghi, its

Indian name] A genus

of grasses, the species

of which are known by

the general name mil

let. They are tall grasses

with Bucculent steins,

and are found in the

tropical parts of Asia,

whence they have spread

to the warmer parts of

Europe. S vulgarc It the

largest of the small

cereal grains, and is

called guinea-corn and

Indian millet. The dif

ferent kinds are called

jowar in India, where

many of the inhabitants

live upon these small dry

grains, as upon rice. It

has been introduced into

the south of Europe,

where it is chiefly used for feeding cattle

and poultry, but it is also made into cakes.

Soricidre, n. See Sorecidjs.

Sorites (Bd-ri'tez), n. [L., Gr. sOreitH, from

soros, a heap.] In logic, an abridged form

of stating a series of syllogisms in a series

of propositions so linked together that the

predicate of each one that precedes forms

the subject of each one that follows, till a

conclusion is formed by bringing together

the subject of the tlrst proposition and the

predicate of the last. Thus:—

All men of revenge have their souls often

uneasy.

Uneasy souls are a plague to themselves.

Now to be one's own plague is folly in the

extreme.

Therefore all men of revenge are extreme

fools.

A sorites has as many middle terms as

there are intermediate propositions between

the first and the last; and, consequently, it

may be drawn out into as many syllogisms.

Soritical (so-rit'ik-al), a. Pertaining to or

resembling a sorites.

Sorn (sorn), v. i. [Perhaps from O. Fr. sorner,

to play tricks, to jest, to cheat ] To obtrude

one's self on another for bed and board.

[Scotch.]

Sorner (sor'ner), n. One who sorns; one who

obtrudes himself on another for bed and

board. In Scots law, one who takes meat

and drink from others by force or menaces

without paying for it. This offence was

formerly so prevalent in Scotland that the

severest penalties were enacted against it,

and at one period it was punishable with

death.

Sororal (so-rS'ral), a. [L. soror, sister.] Of

or pertaining to it sister or sisters; sisterly.

'The sororal relation.' H. Mann.

Soroiicide (so-ro'ri-sid), ». [L. soror, sister,

and ccedo, to strike, to kill] 1. The murder

of a sister.— 2. The mnrderer of a sister.

(Rare.]

Sororize (sor'o-riz), tu". [L soror, sister : on

type of fraternize.) To associate as sisters;

to be in communion or sympathy, as sisters.

[Rare]

Sorosis (so-ro'his), n. [ From Gr. sorot, a

Sorghum vulg-are

(Indian millet).

heap] in hot. a name applied to a fleshy

mass composed of many flowers, seed-ves

sels, and receptacles consolidated so as to

form an anthocarpus or compound fruit,

as pine-apple, bread-fruit, mulberry.

Sorraget (sor'aj), n. [Probably fiom Fr. sur,

above.] The blades of green wheat or bar

ley.

Sorrancet (sor'ans), n. Same as Sorance.

Sorrel (sor'el), o. [A dim. form from O.Fr.

sor, sore, sorrel: origin doubtful.] Of a red

dish or yellowish brown colour; as, a sorrel

horse.

Sorrel (sor'el), n. A reddish or yellow brown

colour.

Sorrel (sor'el), n. [Fr. mrelle, a species of

sorrel, from O.U.G. stir, sour. See BOUB.]

The popular name of certain species of Ru-

mcx, h H. Acetosa, Ji. Acetosella, &c, so

named from its acid taste. (See RUMEX.)

The wood sorrel is Oxalis Acetosella; the

mountain sorrel UOxyria rcniformis; the

red or Indian sorrel is Hibiscus Sabdarifa.

—Sorrel tree, a North American tree of the

genus Andromeda, the A. arborea, which

sometimes attains the height of 60 feet. It

is well adapted for an ornamental plant.—

Salt of sorrel, binoxalate of potash.

Sorrily (sor'i-lij.adr. In a sorry or wretched

manner; meanly; despicably; pitiably.

Thy pipe, O Pan, shall help, though I sing sorrily.

Sir P. Sidney.

Sorriness (sor'i-nes), n. The state or quality

of being sorry or pitiful ; meanness ; poor

ness; desplcableness.

Sorrow (sor'd), n. [O.E. sorxce, sorewt, A.

Sax. sorg, sorh, care, sorrow; lcel. Pan. and

Sw. sorg, G. sorge, Goth, saurga — sorrow.

From same root as sore, sorry.] The un

easiness or pain of mind which is produced

by the loss of any good, real or supposed, or

by disappointment in the expectation of

good; grief at having suffered or occasioned

evil; regret; sadness; mourning.

Why, I am sorry for thee, gentle Silvius,—

Wherever sorrow is relief would be. Shak.

This is truth the poet sings.

That a sorrow's crown of sorrow is remembering

happier things. Tennyson.

—Affliction, Grief, Sorrow. See under AF

FLICTION.— SYN. Affliction, grief, sadness,

mourning.

Sorrow (sor'o), v.i. [See the noun.] To be

affected with sorrow; to suffer mental pain

from evil experienced, feared, or done; to

feel sorry; to grieve; to be sad.

Now I rejoice, not that ye were made sorry, but

that ye sorrowed to repentance. 2 Cor. vit. 9.

Fortune had left to both of us alike

What to dc-hght in, what to sorrow for. Shak.

Stn. To grieve, mourn, weep, lament, be

wail.

Sorrowed* (Bor'od), pp. Accompanied with

sorrow; full of sorrow. Shak.

Sorrowful (sor'o-ful), a 1. Full of sorrow;

exhibiting sorrow; sad; depressed; dejected.

* A woman of a sorrowful spirit.' 1 Sam. i. 15.
•Old Titus' sorrowful house.' Shak. -+2. Pro

ducing sorrow; exciting grief; mournful; as,

a sorrowful accident. —3. Expressing grief;

accompanied with grief. 'Sorrowful meat.'

Job vi. 7.—8TH. Sad, mournful, diBmal, dis

consolate, drear, dreary, grievous, lament

able, doleful, baleful, distressing.

Sorrowfully (sor'o-ful-li), adv. In a sorrow

ful manner; in a manner to produce grief.

Sorrowfulness (sorYj-ful-nes), n. State of

being sorrowful; grief.

SoiTOWless (sor'o-les). a. Without sorrow.

Sony (sor'i), a. [A. Sax. suriy. sdri, from

sdr, sore. See SORE.] 1. Grieved for the

loss of some good; pained for some evil ex

perienced, apprehended, ordone: often used

us expressing slight or transient regret; as,

1 am sorry you cannot come; he is sorry he

cannot accommodate you.

I am sorry for thee, friend; 'tis the duke's pleasure.

Sh.it.

2.t Melancholy; dismal; mournful; sad. 'A

sorry sight as ever seen with eye.' Spenser.

'The place of death and sorry execution.'

Shak. —3. Poor; mean; vile; worthless; as,

a sorry slave; a sorry excuse. ' Coarse com

plexions and cheeks of sorry grain. ' Milton.

*A Blight and sorry business.' Bentleu.—

Syn. Afflicted, mortified, vexed, chagrined,

moan, vile, poor, worthless, paltry.

Sort (sort), n. [Ft. sorte, sort, kind, species,

from L. sors, sortis, a lot, condition; also

Fr. sort, lot. fate, from same Latin word.]

1. A kind or species; any number or collec

tion of individual persons or things charac

terized by the same or like qualities; a class

or order; as, a sort of men; a sort of horses;

a sort of trees; a sort of poems or writings.

We are spirits of another sort. Shak.

Things arc ranked under names into sorts or spe

cies only as they agree to certain abstract ideas.

Lode.

2. Manner; form of being or acting.

Flowers, in such sort worn, can neither be smelt

nor seen well by those that wear them. Hooter.

To Adam in what sort shall I appear! Milton.

Is there no sort of condoning a mistake in the world?

It'. Black.

3. Degree of any quality.

I shall not be wholly without praise, if in some sort

I have copied his style. Dryden.

4. A number or collection of things which

are of the same kind or suited to each other,

or which are used together; a set; a suit.

Johnson,—5. t Condition above the vulgar;

rank.

Is signior Montanto returned from the wars?—I

know none of that name, lady; there wai none such

in the army of any sort. Shak.

6.t A company or knot of people; a flock; a

troop. Spenser.

Some mile o' this town, we were set upon

By a sort of country fellows. B. Jensen.

7.t Lot; chance; fate; destiny. Chaucer.

No, make a lottery,

And by device, let blockish AJ.ik draw

The sort to fight with Hector. ShaJt.

—Out of sorts, (a) in printing, out of type

of a particular letter. (&) Out of order;

not in one's usual state of health; unwell.

[Colloq.]

Sort (sort), v.l. 1. To separate, as tilings

haviug like qualities, from other things, and

place them in distinct classes or divisions;

to assort; to arrange; as to sort cloths ac

cording to their colours ; to sort wool or

thread according to its fineness.

Shell fish have been by some of the ancients com-
pared and sorted with insects. .';..•.■.

Rays which differ in refrangibility may be parted

and sorted from one another. A'n^n.

2. To reduce to order from a state of con

fusion. ' But God sort all ! ' Shak. — S. To

conjoin; to put together in distribution.

'When she sorts things present with things

past.' Sir J. Davies.—4. To choose from a

number; to select

Send his mother to his father's house.

That he may sort her out a worthy spouse.

Chitftmtn.

6.1 To suit; to render conformable; to con

form; to accommodate.

I pray thee sort thy heart to patience. Shak.

6.t To assign; to appropriate. Shak.— 7. To

correct by stripes ; to punish ; to chastise.

[Scotch.]

Sort (sort), v.i. 1. To be joined with others

of the Bame species.

Nor do metals only sort with metals in the earth,

and minerals with minerals. .'; -. .1 ;, _i- ._■.

2. To consort; to associate.

The illiberally of parents toward children makes

them base, and sort with any company. Baron.

3. To suit; to fit.

They are happy whose natures sort with their vo

cations. Bacon.

4. To terminate; to issue; to have success:

to fall out. 'Things sort nut to my will.'

Herbert.—5. To agree; to come to an agree

ment

Sortable (sort'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being

sorted. -2. t Suitable; befitting. 'Nothing

sortable either to Ids disposition or breed

ing.' Howell.

Sortablyt (sort'a-bl i). adv. Suitably; fitly

Sortalt (Bort'al), a. Pertaining to or desig

nating a Bort. Locke.

Sortancet (sort'ans),n. Suitableness; agree

ment Shak.

Sorter (sort'er), n. One who separates and

arranges; as, a letter-sorfev; a wool-*ortrr.

Sortes (sor'tez), n. pi. [L., pi. of sors, lot,

decision by lot.] A kind of divination by

the chance selection of a passage from an

author'B writings. This was a practice com

mon in ancient times and in the middle

ages. The method pursued by the ancients

was generally to write a number of verses

of a favourite poet on separate slips, put

them in an urn, draw out one at random.

and from its contents infer good or bad for

tune. This means of arriving at a know

ledge of the future was known as Sorte*

Homerica*. Sortes Viryilianor, Ac. , according

to the name of the poet from whose work*

the lines were chosen. Among the Chris

tians of the middle ages the Bible was usexl

for a similar purpose; the book being opened

by hazard, or a pin stuck between the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Be. tey.
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leaves, and the first passage catching the

eye was considered as indicating the in

quirer's fate. Such lots were called Sortes

mUkct

Sortie (sor'ti), n. [Fr., from sortir, to issue.]

The issuing of a body of troops from a be

sieged place to attack the besiegers; an out-

rush of a beleaguered garrison; a sally.

Sortilege (sor'ti-lej), n, [Fr., from L. sor-

tilegutm—sorg, lot, and Ifgo, to select] The

act or practice of drawing lota; divination

by lots. 'A woman infamous for sortileges

and witcheries. ' Sir W. Scott

SorWegloust (sor-ti-le'jus), a. Pertaining

to sortilege.

Sortilegy (sor'ti -le-ji), n. Same &s Sortilege.

Even in ssrHttgWS and matters of greatest uncer

tainty there is a settled and preordered course of

effect Sir T. BrcTvue.

Sortition (sor-ti'shon), n. [L. sortitio, sor-

titionii, from sorttor, to cast or draw lots,

from tors, sortie, a lot.] Selection or ap

pointment by lot 'Barbarous sortitions.'

Bp, Hall

Sortment (sort'men t), n. 1. The act of sort

ing; distribution into classes or kinds.—

2. A parcel sorted; assortment

Sonis (so'rus). n. pi. Sorl (so'ri). [Gr. sdrot,

a heap] In bot. a small clus

ter of minute capsules on the

back of the fronds of ferns.

Sori are of various forms and

variously arranged. In most

instances they are covered

with a peculiar projecting

portion of the epidermis,

which is called the indtt-

sium, and forms an import

ant characteristic in the

systematic arrangement of

these plants. The woodcut

shows the frond of Trichop-

Urti excelsa with sori.

Sorwe.tn. Sorrow. Chaucer.

Sory (Bd'ri), #k The ancient name of sul

phate of iron.

Bory Hsor'iXa. Sony; sorrowful. Chaucer.

So-so (so'sd), a. Neither very good nor very

bad; indifferent; middling; passable.

lie (Bums) certainly wrote some so so verses to the

tree of liberty. Pro/, ll'iison.

80S8 (sos). r.i. 1. [Comp. A. Sax sesszan, to

settle] To fall at once into a chair or seat;

to sit lazily. ' Sotting in an easy chair. ' Swift.

1 [See the noun, a ] To make up or pre

pare messes or mixed dishes of food. Sir

W Scott [Scotch. J

SoMt (sos), v.t To throw carelessly; to

loss.

&OSS (ftos), n. 1. A lazy fellow.—2. A heavy

fall—3 [Gael, sos, a coarse mess or mixture]

A heterogeneous mixture ; a mess ; a dirty

puddle. [All provincial and colloq]

Sostenuto ( sos-te-nu'to ). [It, sustained]

in music, a term implying that the notes of

the movement or passage,or note over which

it is placed, is to be held out its full length

in an equal and steady manner.

Sot (sot), n, (Fr. sot, a fool, probably from

the Celtic; comp. lr. suthan, a blockhead,

totaire, a fop ] 1 A stupid person; a block

head; a dull fellow; a dolt

Remember

First to possess his books; for without them

He's but a sat. as I am. Shai.

i A person stupefied by excessive drinking;

an habitual drunkard. Drydcn.

Sot (sot), v.t. To stupefy; to infatuate; to

besot (Rare. ] Drydcn.

Bot(sotX r.i. To tipple to stupidity.

He continued to doze and sot, and tell a tedious

story, as most other landlords usually do.

Gotdsmith.
Beyond the few lazy and reckless vagabonds with

«wn he sauntered away his time in the fields, or

"*&* in the aie-bouic, he had not a single friend or

K^uaiatance:. Dickens.

Srtadean, Sotadic (s6'ta-de-an, so-tad'ik),

a Pertaining to or resembling the lascivi

ous and abusively scurrilous verses of the

Gr««k poet Sotadcs, who lived in the third

' entury B C

Sotadic (so-tad'ik), n. A sotadean verse or

poem.

8otfc* a. Sweet Chaucer.

Sotel,to. Subtle; artfully contrived. Chan

cer.

Soterlology (so-te'rl-oro-ji). n. (Gr. sole-

'«*, saving, salutary, sotCr, a saviour, and

luges, discourse. ] 1. A discourse on health;

the science of promoting and preserving

health —2. The doctrine of salvation by

J«u* Christ

Both, fa Sooth; true; certain. Chaucer.

Sothern,* a. Southern. Chaucer.

Sothfast.ta. [SoUi and fast] Fast or firm

in truth; true. Chaucer.

Soth fastness, t 7t. Steady or firm adherence

to truth, truth. Chaucer.

Sothiac, Sothic(soth'i-ak. soth'ik),a. [From

Sothis, the dog-star, at whose heliacal rising

the year was supposed to commence.] Of

or pertaining to the dog-star Sothis.—Sothic

year, the ancient Egyptian year of 365 days

without any intercalation. It was divided

into twelve months of thirty days each, with

five days added at the end. The period of

1460 Julian years was the Sothiac period.

8othly,t adv. Truly; certainly. Chaucer.

Sothuess.t n. Truth; reality. Chaucer.

Sothsaw,t n. [Soth, and A. Sax. sagu, a

saying. See Saw.] True saying; veracity.

Chaucer.

Sotuia (sot'ni-a), n. A company or squadron

in a Russian regiment, or more properly in

a Cossack regiment.

Sottish (sot'ish), a. Pertaining to a sot;

having the character of a sot; (a) dull;

stupid; senseless; doltish; very foolish.

How ignorant are sottish pretenders lo astrology!

Stvift.

(6) Dull with intemperance; given to tippling

and drunkenness; pertaining to drunken

ness; as, a man of sottish habits.—Syn. Dull,

stupid, senseless, doltish, infatuate.

Sottishly (sot'ish-li).adD. In a sottish man

ner; stupidly; senselessly; without reason.

' Superstition sottishly ignorant.' Qlanville.

Sottishness (sot'ish-nes), n, The state or

quality of being sottish; (a) dulness in the

exercise of reason; stupidity.

Few consider into what degree of sottishntss and

confirmed ignorance men may sink themselves.

South.

(b) Stupidity from intoxication ; drunken

stupidity; drunken habits generally.

No sober temperate person can look with any coro-

Elacency upon the drunkenness and sottishness of

is neighbour. South.

SottO (sot'tO). [It., under, below, beneath]

In music, a term signifying below or infe

rior; as, sotto il soggetto, below the subject;

sotto twee, in an undertone; with a restrained

or moderate voice.

Sou (sb). n. pi. SOUS (sbz). [Fr., from L.

solidus, a coin, properly a solid or entire

piece.] An old French copper coin, tweuty-

four of which made a livre.or shilling. The

present five-centime pieces, twenty of which

make a franc, are still popularly called sous;

but all regular money accounts in France

are made out in francs and centimes.

Souari (sou-a're), n. See Saouari.

Soubah (sotm), n. In India, a grand divi

sion of the country ; a province, such as

Bengal.

Soubahdar (sb'ba-diir), n, 1. In India, the

governor of a large province. — 2. A native

sepoy officer with the same rank as a cap

tain.

Soubrette (sb-bref), ". [Fr] A waiting-

maid; specifically, in theatricals, a female in

a comedy, Ac, generally a servant-girl, who

acts the part of an intrigante; a meddle

some mischievous young woman.

Souce (sous), n. See Souse.

Souchet (sb-sha), n. [Fr] The pendulous

mucilaginous tubers of Cyjwrug esculentus,

cultivated in the south of Europe, and eaten

like nuts. They are sold in the bazaars of

Egypt combined with rice in the form of

cakes, and. toasted, have been tried as a

substitute for coffee. They are nutritive

and stimulant.

Souchong (sb-shong'). n. [Chinese, little

sprouts.] A kind of black tea.

Soudan, t n. [Fr. soldan.) A sultan. Chau

cer.

Soudanesse,t n. A sultaness; the wife of

a sultan. Chaucer.

Souded,t pp. (0. Fr. souder, to solder. See

SoLUKK.] Consolidated; united; confirmed.

C/inin'i-r.

SouffltS (soi-laV n. [Fr., from souffier, to

puff, soujfle, a breath, a puff.] A light dish

composed of white of eggs, flavoured with

chocolate, vanilla, orange-flower, &c., and

baked.

Sough (suf ), «. [W. socJt. a sink or drain]

A drain; a sewer; au adit of a mine. Hay.

[Obsolete or local.]

Sough (suf, or with the Scotch pron. Bueh),

D.t. [O.K. swough, from A. Sax. sweqan, to

sound, from sweg, a sound, but modified by

onomatopoeia.] 1. To emit a rushing or

whistling sound, like that of the wind. [Old

and local English and Scotch. ]—2 To breathe

as in sleep. [Scotch.]

Sough (&u£h), v.t. To utter in a whining

or monotonous tone. Sir W.Scott. [Scotch.]

See the noun, 4

Sough (suf, or with the Scotch pron. such),

u. [A. Sax. sweg. a sound. See the verb]

1. A murmuringsound; arushfng or whistling

sound, like that of the wind; a deep sigh.

'Or listen to the whispering leaves or the

solemn sough of the forest.' W. Howitt.

November chill blaws loud wi' angry sough. Burns.

2. A gentle breeze; a waft; a breath.

A sough of glory' shall breathe on you as you come.

B. B. Browning.

3 Any rumour that engages general atten

tion. [Scotch.]

* I hae heard a sough' said Annie Winnie, ' as if

Lady Ashton was nac cannie body.' Sir W. Scott.

4. A cant or whining mode of speaking, es

pecially in preaching or praying; the chant

or recitative peculiar to the old Presbyteri

ans in Scotland. [Scotch.]—To keep a calm

sough, to keep silence; to be silent [Scotch]

How tout, man! keep a calm sough; better to

Beech a fool than fight with him. Sir W. Scott.

Sought (sat), pret & pp. of seek.

I am found of them who sought me not. Is. Ixv. i.

Soulee (sb'je). n. Same as Soojee.

Souke,t v.i. or t. To suck. Chaucer.

Soul (sol), n. [O.E. and Sc. saul. A. Sax.

sdwel. sdwl; aword common to the Teutonic

languages: Icel. sdla, Goth. saicala.Q. scele,

the soul. Grimm derives saivala from saivs,

the sea (see Ska), the soul being regarded

as the moving billowy element of man. Ben-

fey connects it with the verb toes*.] 1. The

spiritual, rational, and immortal part in

man which distinguishes him from brutes;

the immaterial part of man ; the immortal

spirit which inhabits the body; that part of

man which enables him to think and reason,

and which renders him a subject of moral

government; as, the immortality of the soul

is a fundamental article of the Christian

system.

In the same way all the modifications of the think

ing being—all the sensations, thoughts, and passions

—require to be embraced in some general idea, as

the ultimate ground and possibility for these modifi

cations, as the noumenon of these phenomena. This

idea is that of an Fgo—of a personality—of a soul in

short. C. H. Leives.

2. The immaterial part of a beast, when

considered as governed by human affections;

the seat of life in an animal.

To hold opinion with Pythagoras

That souls of animals infuse themselves

Into the trunks of men. Shak.

3. The moral and emotional part of man's

nature; the seat of the sentiments or feel

ings, in distinction from intellect.

Hear my soul speak :

The very instant that I saw you, did

My heart fly to your service. SHak,

4. The understanding; the intellectual prin

ciple.—5. The animating or essential part;

the vital principle; the source of action; the

essence ; the chief part ; as, he Is the very

stntl of honour. ' The very bottom and the

soulot hope." Shak. Hence—6 The inspirer

or leader of any action, or the like; as, the

soul of an enterprise ; an able commander

is the soul of an army.—7. Spirit; courage;

fire; grandeur of mind or other noble mani

festation of the heart or moral nature.

That he wants caution he must needs confess.

But not a soul to give our anus success. Young.

8. Internal power or principle.

There is some soul of goodness in things evil.

Shak.

0. A spiritual being; a disembodied spirit.

Every .■-.■-.' in heaven shall bend the knee.

Milton.

10. A human being; a person; as, there was

not a soul present.

It is a republic ; there are In it a hundred burgeois,

and about a thousand souls. Addison.

11. A familiar compilation of a person, but

often expressing some qualities of the mind;

as, alas, poor soul; he was a good soul. ' A

poor, mad soul.' Shak. — Cttreo/smds,m the

Church of England, an ecclesiastical charge,

in which parochial duties and the adminis

tration of sacraments are included, primar

ily vested in the bishop of the diocese, the

clergy of each parish acting as his deputies.

—Soul is much used in composition, form

ing compounds, many of which are self-

explanatory ; as, *oi/J-betraying, «ou£-calm-

ing. soul- destroying, soul- diseased, soul-

entrancing, soul-lelt, #ct</-hardened, sotil-

refreshing. .(rowi-reviving, soul • searching,

sou(-stirring, *ot^-subduing, *ou/-vexed, and

the like. — Syn. Spirit, life, courage, fire,

ardour.

eh, eAain. ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; tu, fAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, aiure.—See Kky.
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Soul (&61), v.t. To imbue with a soul or

mind. (Rare.]

Soul (sol or s61). n. [A. Sax. sufol, sufel, sujl,

broth, pottage, a dainty; Icel. sufi, whatever

is eaten with bread; 8w. so/eel, Dan. suul;

from root of sup. ] Anything eaten with

bread, as butter, cheese, milk, Ac. It is also

written Sool and Stuck, and corresponds to

the Scottish word Art/ cAe». Grose. [Provincial

English.]

Soult (sol), v.i. (From the above word, or

from Fr. souler, to satiate, from L. satulltts,

satiated.] To afford suitable sustenance.

' Bread and weldings souling well.' Warner.

Soulamea (so-lii'me-a), n. [From nuulamoe,

the native name, signifying king of bitter

ness.] A genus of plants, nat. order Slm-

anibere, S. amara, the only species, a tree

with simple alternate leaves, small green

flowers in short axillary spikes, and heart-

shaped fruits, is a native of the Moluccas.

It is intensely bitter, and is used medicin

ally in cases of cholera, pleurisy, and inter-

mlttents.

Soul-bell (sol'bel), n. The passing-bell.

We call them tout-belts, for that they signify the

departure of the soul, not for that they help the pal-

sage of the soul. Rp. Halt.

Soul-curer (s61'kur-er\ n. A physician of

the soul; a parson. Shak.

Souldert (sdl'dcr), n. Solder.

Souldlert (sol'jer), n. Same as Soldier.

Souled (sold), a. Furnished with a soul or

mind; instinct with soul or feeling: often in

composition; as, noble-souled, me&n-souled.
• The Grecian chiefs, though largely souled.'

Dryden.

Soul-fearing (sol'fer-ing), o. Terrifying the

soul; appalling.

Till their (cannon's) soul -/taring clamours have

brawl'd down

The flinty riljs of this contemptuous city. Shak.

Soul-foot (soTfut), n. Same as Soul-scot.

Soulless (sol'les), a. 1. Without a soul; with

out life; dead. ' A brainless head and soul

less body. ' Sir E. Sandys. ' Clay not dead,

but soulless.' Byron.—2. Without greatness

or nobleness of mind; mean; spiritless; base.
•Slave. soulless villain.' Shak.

Soul-sCOt. Soul-shot (sol'skot, sdl'shot), n.

In old eccies. law, a kind of heriot or funeral

duty paid to the church; a mortuary. See

Mortuary, 1.

Soul-sick (sGTsik), a. Diseased in mind or

soul; morally diseased. Beau. A Fl.

Soun,t n. Sound; noise. Chaucer.

Sound (bouiuI), a. [A. Sax. sund, gesund,

sound, healthy; L.G. Dan. and Sw sund (not

in Icel). G. gesund, D. zond, gezond; from

root of t. sanus, whole, sound (whence sane,

sanitary); Gr. saos, sos, safe] 1. Healthy;

not diseased; having all the organs and fa

culties complete and in perfect action ; not

being in a morbid state ; as, a soitnd mind ;

a found body. —2. Whole; uninjured; un

hurt; iiimi ut Hated ; not lacerated or bruised ;

as, a sound limb.

Thiu dost breathe;

Hast heavy substance; blecd'st not: art sound.

Shak.

3. Free from imperfection, defect, or decay;

perfect of the kind ; as, sound timber ; a

sound ship; sound fruit.

Look that my staves be sound and not too heavy.

Shak.

4. Honest; honourable; virtuous; blameless.

In the way of loyalty and truth

Toward the king, my ever royal master,

Dare mate a sounder man than Surrey can he.

Skat.

b. Founded in truth; firm; strong; valid;

solid; that cannot be overthrown or refuted;

as, sound reasoning; a sound argument; a

sound objection; sound doc trine; soitnd prin

ciples.

About him were a press of gaping faces.

Which scem'd to swallow up his sound advice.

Shak.

6. Right ; correct; well-founded ; free from

error; orthodox. 2 Tim. i. 13.—7. Founded

in right and law; legal; valid; not defective;

that canuot be overthrown; as, a sound title

to land ; sound justice. Spenser.—&. Fast;

profound; unbroken; undisturbed.

New waked from soundest sleep.

Soft on tlie fiow'ry herb I found me laid

In balmy sweat. MiltOH.

9 Heavy; laid on with force; lusty; forcible;

severe; as, a sound beating.

The men . . . give sound strokes with their clubs

wherewith they fight. Abp. Abbot.

—Sound is sometimes used In the formation

ofcompounds of obvious meaning; as, sound-

headed, sound-hearted, sound-timbered, and

the like.

Sound (sound), adv. Soundly; heartily.

'Pinch him sound.' Shak.

So sound he slept that naught might him awake.

Sfenser.

Sound (sound), n. [A. Sax. sund, a narrow

sea, a strait, a sound; Icel. suml, a strait, a

chanuel, also a lane or narrow passage, a

defile; Dan. Sw. and G. sund, a Btrait or

sound; from root of sunder, a sound being

the water sundering or separating two pieces

of land] A narrow passage of water, as a

strait Itetween the main land and an isle, or

a strait connecting two seas, or connecting

a sea or lake with the ocean; as, the sound

which connects the Baltic with the ocean

between Denmark and Sweden. —Sound

dues, the sea-toll formerly collected at Etsi-

nore on all vessels passing the Souud be

tween Denmark and Sweden.

Sound (sound), n. [A Sax. sund, a swim

ming, from sunmman, to swim; Icel. sund-

magi, the swimming bladder, lit the 'swim-

maw,' from tund. a swimming.] 1. The air-

bladder of a flsh.—2, A name for the cuttle

fish.

Sound (sound), v.t. [Probably from Fr. fon

der, to measure the depth of, to sound,which

is supposed to be from L. sub, under, and

unda. a wave, but may be rather from

the Teutonic; comp. A. Sax. sundgyrd, a

sounding yard or pole, sundline, a sounding-

line. See Sound, a narrow sea.1 1. To mea

sure the depth of; to fathom; to try or test,

as the depth of water and the quality of the

ground, by sinking a plummet or lead, at

tached to a line on which are marked the

number of fathoms. A cavity in the lower

end of the lead is partially rilled with tallow,

by means of which some portion of the

earth, sand, grave], shell b, Ac. , of the bottom

adhere to it and are drawn up. Numerous

devices are in use for testing the nature of

the bottom, as a pair of large forceps or

scoops carried down by a weight, which are

closed when they strike the ground, and so

inclose some of the sand, shells, Ac.; a cup

at the bottom of a long leaden weight, which

is closed by a leathern cover wheu full, Ac.

<to.—2. In surg. to examine by means of a

sound; to introduce a sound into the blad

der of, in order to ascertain whether a stone

is there or not—3. To try; to examine; to

discover or endeavour to discover, as that

which lies concealed in another's breast; to

search out the intention, opinion, will, or

desires of. ' To sound the abyss of science.'

Tennyson.

I was in jest.

And I y that offer meant to sound your breast.

Dryden.

I've sounded my Numidians man by man.

Addison.

Sound (sound), v.t. To use the line and

lead in searching the depth of water.

The shtpmen . . . sounded, and found it twenty

fathoms. Acts ixvii. 27, 38.

Sound (sound), n. [Fr. sonde, a sounding-

line; a probe. See the verb ] In surg. any

elongated instrument, usually metallic, by

which cavities of the body are sounded or

explored; specifically, an instrument which

surgeonsintroduce into the bladder in search

of stone.

Sound (sound), n. [O.E. soun, soujne, from

Fr. son, L. sonux, a sound; cog Skr. svan,

to sound. The d has been added, as in

round (to whisper), lend, /and (a labourer).]

1. That which is heard; the effect which is

f>roduced by the vibrations of a lx>dy aflect-

ng the ear; an impression, or the effect of

an impression, made on the organs of hear

ing by the vibrations of the air or other

medium with which these organs are in

contact, which vibrations are caused by

the vibrations or tremulous motions of the

sounding body; noise; report; as, the sound

of a trumpet or drum ; the sound of the

human voice; a horrid sound; a charming

sound; a sharp aound; a high sound; aloud

sound; a low sound; an acute sound; a

grave sound. No body can emit a sound

unless it be put into a tremulous or vibra

tory motion; and hence sound, considered

with respect to the sounding body, consists

of a motion of vibration impressed on the

parts of the body; this motion is communi

cated to the air which surrounds the body,

and produces in it corresponding undula

tions, by which the ear being affected the

sensation of sound is produced. The propa

gation of sound is not instantaneous, that is

to say, the seusation is not produced at the

same inBtant as the motion in the sonorous

body which causes it; for if a gun or a piece

of ordnance be discharged at a considerable

distance the flash will be first seen, and

after some seconds have elapsed the report

will be heard. In like manner lightning

always precedes thunder, and if the thunder

cloud be at a considerable distance several

seconds will elapse before the thunder is

beard. It has been ascertained that the

velocity of Bound through air at 0° Centi

grade is about 1090 feet per second. The

velocity Is modified by such causes as toe

wind, and is affected by the temperature,

pressure, and humidity of the air at the

time. Sound is propagated or radiates from

the sounding body in all directions and iu

straight lines, and diminishes in intensity

as it recedes from the sounding body; so

that at different distances from the body it

is inversely as the squares of those distances.

When sound is arrested in its progress by a

smooth, hard, or elastic surface, as a rock,

the wall of a house, of a cavern, or of a

vault, it is thrown back or reflected, and

thus forms what is called an echo, the Uw

of the reflection being that the angle of re

flection is always equal to the angle of in

cidence. Sounds are usually classified under

the two heads of noises and musical sound».

A musical sound is caused by a regular series

of exactly similar disturbances or pulses suc

ceeding each other at precisely equal Inter

vals of time. If these conditions are not ful

filled the sound is a noise. Musical sounds

differ in intensity, in pitch, and in quality:

intensity depends upon the amplitude of the

vibrations; pitch depends upon the number

of vibrations in a stated time (sound is aud

ible, as a general rule, when the number of

vibrations are more than 10 and less than

36,000 per second); the quality of a sound

depends on the configuration or internal

structure of the individual sound-waves.

See Acoustics.—2. Noise without significa

tion; empty noise; noise and nothing else.

It is the sense and not the sound that must be the

principle. Lotke.

Sound (sound), v.i. [See the noun,] 1. To

make a noise; to utter a voice; to make an

impulse of the air that shall strike the organs

of hearing with a particular effect; as, an

instrument sounds well or ill; it sounds

shrill; the voice sounds harsh. 'And first

taught speaking trumpets how to sound.'

Dryden. —2. To seem or appear when uttered ;

to appear on narration; as, this relation

§ounds rather like a Action than a truth.

How oddly will it sound that I

Must ask my child forgiveness. Shjk

3. To be conveyed in sound; to be spread or

published.

From you sounded out the word of the Lord.

1 riies. l a

4.t To signify; to mean; to Import.

The cause of divorce mentioned in the Uw is trans

lated 'some uncicann ess.' but in Hebrew it s,*unds

' nakedness of aught, or any real nakedness.' Attlttt..

—To sound in damages, in late, to have the

essential quality of damages: said of an

action brought, not for the recovery of a

specific thing, as replevin, debt, etc., but for

damages only, as trespass, Arc.

Sound (sound), v.t. 1. To cause to make a

noise ; to play on ; as, to sound a trumpet

or horn.

Sound all the lofty instruments of war. Shak,

2. To utter audibly ; to express ; to pro

nounce; as, to sound a note with the voice

3. To order or direct by a Bound ; to give a

signal for by a certain sound ; as, to sound

a retreat

To sound a parley to his heartless foe. Sh.it.

4. To celebrate or honour by sounds; to

spread by sound or report ; to publish or

proclaim ; as, to sound the praises or fame

of a great man or a great exploit.

Thou sun, of this great world both eye and soul.

Acknowledge him thy greater, sound his praise.

Milton.

Soundt (sound), v. i. To swoon. Shak.

Soundable (sound'a-bl), a. Capable of being

Bounded.

Soundage (sound'nj), n, Saut. dues for

sounding.

Sound-board (soundT>6rd), n. See Soryn.

ING-BOARD.

Sound-Doarding (Bonnd'bdrd-ing), n. In

carp, short boards which are disposed trans

versely between the joists, or fixed in a parti

tion for holding the substance called pug

ging, intended to prevent sound from beins

transmitted from one part of a house to

another.

Sound-DOW (sonnd'bd). n. The part of a

bell on which the clapper strikes. The

Fate, far, fat, fall; rae, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y\ Sc. fey.
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1-bow is the point of greatest thick

ness, anil is considered as unity in stating

the proportions of the bell.

S^ande.t v.t. [See Sound, a.] To make

sound; to heal. Chaucer.

Sounder i ^ound'er), n. That which sounds;

specifically, iu Uleg. a device, consisting of

an electro-magnet with an armature having

a lever attached thereto, used in lieu of a

register, the communications being read by

»>un<l alone.

Sounder t (sonn'der), t*. A herd of wild

swine. Bran. <L- Fl.

Sounding (sound'ing), p. nnd o. 1. Causing

sound; sonorous; making a noise.—2. Hav

ing a magnificent or lofty sound ; bombas

tic; as, mere sounding phrases.

Sounding (sound'ing), n. 1. The act of one

who or that which sounds, in any of the

senses of the verbs. — 2. pi. The depths of

water in rivers, harbours, along shores, and

even in the open seas, which are ascertained

in the operation of sounding. The term is

also used to signify any place or part of the

ocean where a deep sounding-line will reach

the bottom; also, the kind of ground or

bottom where the line reaches.—In sound

ings, so near the land that a deep-sea lead

will reach the bottom. —To strike soundings,

to find bottom with the deep-sea lead.

Sounding-board (sound'ing-bordx ». 1. A

canopy over a pulpit, Ac , to direct the sound

of a speaker's voice toward the audience.—

* In building, a board used in the deafening

of floors, partitions, &c. See Sound board-

ISQ —3l The upper surface board of a wind-

chest in an organ. —4. A thin board over

which the strings of a pianoforte, violin,

guitar, Ac, are stretched, and which pro

pagates and enhances the sound. Called

also Sound-board,

Sounding-lead ( sound 'ing- led), n. The

weight used at the end of a sounding-line.

Sounding-line (soundlng-lln), n. A line

for trying the depth of water.

Sounding-post (sound'ing-post). n. In

music, a small post in a violin, violoncello,

Ac , set under the bridge for a support, ami

for propagating the sounds to the body of

the instrument.

Sounding-rod (sound'ing-rod), n, A gradu

ated rooTor piece of iron used to ascertain

the depth of water in a ship's hold.

Soundless (sound'les), a. Incapable of

being sounded or fathomed; unfathomable.

He upon your soundless deep doth ride. Shak.

Soundless (soundles), a. Raving no sound;

noiseless; silent: dumb. Shak.

Soundly (sound*!!), adv. {From sound, en

tire. J In a sound manner; as, (a) thoroughly ;

satisfactorily; well.

Good Catesby, go, effect this business soundly.

Shalt.

(6) Healthily; heartily, (c) Severely; lustily;

with heavy blows; smartly; as, to beat one

soundly. 'I had swinged him soundly.'

Shak. (d) Truly; without fallacy or error;

as, to judge or reason soundly, (e) Firmly;

as. a doctrine soundly settled. (J) Fast;

closely; so as not to be easily awakened; as,

to sleep soundly.

Soundness ( sound 'nes). n. The state of

being sound; as, (a) freedom from imperfec

tion, defect, or decay; wholeness; entire-

aesa; as, the soundness of timber, of fruit,

of the teeth, of a limb. Ac. (6) An unim

paired state of the bodily or mental organs

or faculties; healthiness; as, soundness of

mind ; soundness of the body ; the sound

ness of the constitution ; the soundness of

health.

I would I had that corporal soundness now. ShaJt.

(O Firmness; validity; strength; solidity;

truth.

1h\<* uresitppo*erl. it may stand then very well with

*Ueo^rh and t+undHtts of reason even thus to answer.

Hooker.

(rf) Truth; rectitude; freedom from error

or fallacy; orthodoxy; as, soundness of

faith —Syx. Firmness, strength, solidity,

Tsliditr, sanity , healthiness, truth,rectitude,

orthodoxy.

Sound-post (sonnd'post), n. A prop inside

a violin, <tc. See SOUNWNO-POST.

Bonne, t p.». To grow sound; to become

whole. Chaucer,

Bonne, t r »- To sound: to be consonant to;

to harmonize with; hence, also, to tend

towards: followed by unto, in, or into.

Chaucer.

Soup (sop), n. [Fr. soupe, a word of Ger

manic origin; O. suppe, D. soep, Dan. suppe,

IceL sxtpa —soup, broth, Ac. Akin sup,

sip, sop } A kind of broth; a sort of food

made generally by boiling flesh of some

kind in water with various other ingre

dients. Soups are of many different kinds ;

as, brown soup, white soup, hare soup, turtle

soup, pease soup, die.—Portable soup, a sort

of cake formed of concentrated soup, freed

from fat, and, by long-continued boiling,

from all the putrescible parts.

Soup (soup), n. A sup; a drop or small quan

tity ; a considerable quantity of drink or of

any thin food. [Scotch.]

I daresay he wad gar them keep hands aft" mc—

and he wad gar them (fie mc my souf porridge and

bit meat. Sir U ', Scott.

Soupt (sop), v.t. 1. To breathe out, as

words Camden.— 2. To sup; to swallow.

Wicklife.

Soupt (soj>), v.t. To sweep; to pass with

pomp. 'Souping in side robes of royalty.'

Bp. Hall

Soupcon (s<Jp-son), n. [Ft. , 0 Fr. souspecon,

a suspicion.] A very small quantity; a

taste; as, water with a soupcon of brandy.

Soupet (Bbp), v.i. [Fr. souper, to sup. See

Sup.] To Bup; to take the evening meal.

Chaucer,

Souper.t n. Supper. Chaucer.

Souper (sbp'er ), n. In Ireland, a name ap

plied in derision to a Protestant mission

ary or convert from Popery, from the fact

that the missionaries are said to assist their

work by distributing soup to their converts.

Soup-kitchen (sbp'kich-en), n. A public

establishment supported by voluntary con

tributions for preparing and'supplying soup

to the poor.

Souple (sb'pl), n. [Scotch] 1 That part

of a flail that strikes the grain ; the BWiple.

2. A piece of wood used as a cudgel. Sir

W. Scott.

Souple (so'pl), a. Supple; active; subtle;

pliant Chaucer. [Old English and Scotch]

A souple jad she was and Strang. Burns.

Soup-maigre (sop-ma'gr), n, [Fr] Thin

soup made chiefly from vegetables, a little

butter, and some spices.

Soup-ticket (soj/ttk-i't), n. A ticket given

to the poor to authorize them to receive

soup at a soup-kitchen.

Soupy (abp'i), a. Like soup; having the

consisteucc or appearance of soup. ' A

soupy fog.' Jean Ingelotc. [Colloq.j

SOUT (sour), a. [A. Sax. sur, sour, acid;

Icel. siirr, Dan. suur, D. zuttr, O. H.G. stir.

Mod. G. sauer; also found in Celtic : W. and

Armor. sur—sour. Sorrel is from this word

through the French.] 1. Having an acid

taste; Bharp to the taste; tart: acid; as,

vinegar is tour; sour cider; sour beer.

The mellow plum doth fall, the green sticks fast.

Or being early pluck'd Is sour to taste. Shak.

2. Harsh of temper; crabbed; peevish; aus

tere; morose; as, a man of a sour temper.

Lofty, and sour, to them that lov'd him not ;

But to those men that sought him, sweet as summer.

Shak

3. t Afflictive; hard to bear; bitter; disagree

able to the feelings; distasteful in any man

ner.

Let me embrace thee, sour adversity. Shak.

4. Expressing discontent, displeasure, or

peevishness; as, he never uttered a sour

word.

The lord treasurer often looked on me with a sour

countenance. Swift.

5. Gloomy; dismal; sad; a3. a sour retreat

from mankind. Addison. 'Sour melancholy.'

Shak. — 8. Spoiled by keeping, as milk;

rancid; musty. —Sour grapes. See under

Orai'B. — Stn. Acid, sharp, tart, acetous,

acetose , harsh ,acrimonious,crabbed ,dogged,

currish, peevish.

Sour (sour), n. A sour or acid substance.

The sweets we wish for turn to loathed sours.

Shak.

SOUT (sour), v.t. 1. To make acid; to cause

to have a sharp taste

So the sun's heat, with different pow'rs,

Ripens the grape, the liquor sours. Snrtft,

2. To make harsh, cold, or unkindly.

Tufts of grass sour land. Mortimer,

3. To make harsh in temper; to make cross,

crabbed, peevish, or discontented; as, mis

fortunes often tour the temper.—4. To cause

to gloom; to cloud. [Rare.]

And now Adonis . , .

Souring his checks cries, 'Fie. do more of lore!'

Shak.

6 To make uneasy or less agreeable; to em

bitter.

Hall, great king!

To sour your happiness 1 must report

The queen is dead, Shak.

C. To macerate, as lime, and render flt for

plaster or mortar.

SOUT (sour), v.i. 1. To become acid ; to ac

quire the quality of tartness or pungency

to the taste ; as, cider sours rapidly in the

rays of the sun. — 2. To become peevish,

crabbed, or harsh in temper.

What betwixt shame and pride,

New things and old, himself and her, she sour'd

To what she is. Tennyson.

Source (s6rs), n, [Fr. source, O.Fr. sorcc.

for xnrse, from sursa, a late feminine parti

cipial form, from L. surgo, to rise, contr.

for surrigo, for subrego— sub, under, and

rcgo, to direct. See REGENT.] 1. The spring

or fouutain-head from which a stream of

water proceeds; any collection of water

within the earth or upon its surface in which

a stream originates; as, the St. Lawrence

has its source iu the great lakes of America.

' The hidden sources of the Nile.' Addison.

Great floods have flown

From simple sources. Shak.

2. First cause; original; one who or that

which originates or gives rise to anything;

as, ambition, the love of power and of fame,

have been the sources of half the calamities

of nations; intemperance is the source of

innumerable evils to individuals.

Famous Greece,

That source of art and cultivated thought. li'atUr.

Thou source of all my bliss, and all my woe,

That found'st me poor at first, and keep'st me so.

(joidsmith.

Sour-crout (sourTcroutX n. Same as Sauer

kraut.

Sourdet (sbrd^, v.i. [Fr. sourdre, from

L. surf/ere, to rise. See Source.] To rise ;

to spring or issue; to have or take its source,

as a spring or river.

Sourdet (sor'det), n. Same as Sourdine, 1.

Sourdine (sor-den), n. [Fr] 1. A sordine;

a mute. See Mute, 3.-2. A stop on the

harmonium, which, by limiting the supply

of wind to the lower half of the instrument,

enables the performer to play full chords

with softness.

Sour -dock (sourMok), n. Sorrel (Rumex

Acetosa).

Sour-eyed (soured), a. Having a •ross or

sullen look. * Sour-eyed disdain. ' Shak.

Sour-gourd (sour'gbrd), n. A name given

to trees of the genus Adansonia and their

fruit. The Ethiopian sour-gourd is A. digi-

tata, known also as the baobab or monkey-

bread. The sour-gourd is A. Gregorii, or

eream-of-tartar tree. See Adansonia.

Sour-gum (sour'guni), n. See Black-gum.

Souring (souring), «. 1. That which makes

acid. 'A double squeeze of souring in his

aspect' Smollett—2. A local name for the

crab-apple.

Sourish (sourish), a. Somewhat sour; mo

derately acid ; aa, sourish fruit ; a sourish

taste. Boyle.

Sour-kTOUt (BOUTTcrout), fi. Same as Sauer

kraut.

Sourly (sourli), adv. In a sour manner;

as, (a) with acidity; acidly, (b) With peevish

ness; with acrimony.

And when a woman woos, what woman's son

Will sourly leave her till she hath prevailed? Shak.

(c) Discontentedly.

As bad dispositions run into worse r habits, the

evening doth not crown but sourly conclude the day.

Sir T. Browne.

Sour-milk (sour/railk),n. A name for butter

milk. [Local.]

Sourness (sour'nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being sour; as, (a) acidity; sharpness

to the taste; tartness; as, the soxtmess of

vinegar or of fruit, (6) Asperity; harshness

of temper.

Take care that no sourness and moroseiH'ss mingle

with our seriousness of mind. R. A'etsvtt.

SouroCk (sOr'ok), n. Sorrel. [Scotch.]

Hegh, gudeman ! but ye hae been eating sourocks

instead o Jang kail. OaJt.

Sour-sop (sour'sop), n. 1. The large succu

lent fruit of Anona muricata. It is closely

allied to the custard-apple. It is of consid

erable size, often weighing upwards of 2 lbs.

It is greenish on the outside, and covered

with prickles; the pulp is white, with a

pleasant slightly acid flavour. —2. A cross

crabbed person.

Sour-tree (Bour/tre),n. Same as Sorrel Tree.

See Sorrel.

Sour-WOOd (sour'wOd), n. Same as Sorrel

Tree.

Sous (so), n. Properly the plural of sou. a

French coin, but by some writers used with

a singular meaning. 'Not a tow* to save me

ch. cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; U, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, tnin; w, trig; wh, trMg; zh, azure—See KEY.
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from gaol.' Arbuthnot. 'Would not have

cared a sous.' Sterne.

Souse (sous), n. [A form of sauce (which

see).] 1. Pickle made with salt; sauce.—

2. Something kept or steeped in pickle; espe

cially, the ears, feet, Ac, of swine pickled.

And he that can rear up a pig in his house

Hath cheaper his bacon, and sweeter his souse.

Tusser.

3. The ear: in contempt. ' With souse erect

or pendant, winks or haws, snivelling.' J.

Fletcher.

Souse (sous), v.t. pret. & pp. soused; ppr.

sousing. 1. To steep in pickle.

Oil. though it stink, they drop by drop impart ;

But souse the cabbage with a bounteous heart.

Pofe.

2. To plunge into water.

They roused me over head and ears in water when

I was a boy. Addison.

Bouse(sous), v.i. [Comp O. sausen, to rush.]

To fall suddenly on ; to rush with speed, as

a hawk on its prey.

Jove's bird comes sousing down from upper air.

Dryden.

Souse (sous), u. A violent attack, as of a

bird striking its prey; hence, a blow. Spen

ser.

Bouse (sous), v.t. To Btrike with sudden

violence, as a bird strikes its prey.

The gallant monarch is in arms;

And like an eagle o'er his airy tow'rs.

To souse annoyance that comes near hts nest. Skak.

Souse (sous), adv. With sudden violence.

'Run souse against his chaps.' Young.

[Familiar.]

Souse, Source (sous, sors), n. [Fr. sous,

under, beli >w ] In arch, a support or under

prop. Qwilt.

Souslik (s\is'Iik), n. A pretty little rodent

quadruped, the SpennophUus citillus. See

Suslik.

Soustenu, Soutenu (sos'te-nb, so'te-no).

[Fr., sustained.] In her. a term applied

when a chief is, as it were, supported by a

small part of the escutcheon beneath it, of

a different colour or metal from the chief,

and reaching, as the chief does, from side

to side, being, as it were, a small part of

the chief of another colour, and supporting

the real chief.

Soutane (so-tan'). n. [Fr., from L.L. nib-

tana, from L. subtus, beneath] A white

woollen cassock worn by the Roman Catholic

clergy as an under -garment beneath the

rochet.

Souter (so'ter), n. [A. Sax. sutere, from L.

sutor, a shoemaker, from suo, to sew.] A

shoemaker; a cobbler. [Old English and

Scotch ]

A conqueror ! a cobbler t hang him souter '

Beau. £r Ft.

Souterly (so'ter-li), a. Like a cobbler; low;

vulgar. [Old English and Scotch.]

You souterly knaves, shew you all your manners at

oncet Old flay.

Souterrain + (sot'er-an), n. [Fr. See Sub

terranean] A grotto or cavern under

ground.

Defences against extremities of heat, as shade,

grottoes, or souterrains, are necessary preservatives

of health. Arbnthnot.

South (south), n. [A. Sax. sftth, probably

toTxunth, from mnne, the sun; Icel. suthr,

suitnr, Dan syd, sonden,O.K.O. sund. Mod.

O. siid, south.] 1. One of the four cardinal

points of the compass, directly opposite to

the north. The north and south are oppo

site points in the horizon, each ninety de

grees, or the quarter of a great circle, dis

tant Don the east and west. The meridian

of every place is a great circle passing

through the north aud south points. —2. The

region, tract, country, or locality lying op

posite to the north, or situated nearer the

south point than another point of reckon

ing. "The queen of the south.' Matt xii. 42.

'The palms and temples of the south.' Ten

nyson.— 3. The wind that blows from the

south.

When tempest of commotion, like the south

Borne with black vapour, doth begin to melt. Shak.

South (south), a. Situated in the south, or

in a southern direction from the point of

observation ; lying toward the south; per

taining to the south; proceeding from the

south. ' When he qufeteth the earth by the

south wind.' Job xxxvii. 17. — The South

Sea, a name formerly applied to the Pacific

Ocean, especially the southern portion of

it — South Sea Bubble or ,SWi<j*m*, a disas

trous financial speculation which arose in

England in the beginning of last century.

It originated with the directors of a joint-

stock company, which, in consideration of

certain exclusive privileges of trading to the

South Seas, offered the government easier

terms for the advance or negotiation of loans

than could be obtained from the general

public. In 1720 the proposal of the company

to take over the entire national debt in con

sideration of 5 per cent was accepted by the

House of Commons, and possessing other

sources of revenue the directors held out

promises to the public of paying as much as

60 per cent on their shares. It became Boon

apparent that such magnificent promises

could never be fulfilled, and in a few months'

time the collapse came which ruined thous

ands, from the chancellor of the exchequer

down to the pettiest speculator.

South (south), adv. Toward the south; from

the south.

His regiment lies half a mile at least

Si >uth fro in the mighty power of the king, Shak.

Such fruits as you appoint for long keeping gather

in a fair and dry day, and when the wind bloweth not

south. Bacon.

South (south), v.i. 1. To move or turn to

wards the south; to veer toward the south.

2. In atttroH. to arrive at or pass the meridian

of a place; as, the moon souths at nine.

Soutncottian (south-kot'i-an), n. One of the

followers of Joanna Sovthcott, a religious

fanatic, who was born in Devonshire in 1750.

She first pretended to a divine mission, and

held herself out as the woman spoken of in

the book of Revelation. In 1814 she an

nounced herself as the mother of the pro

mised Shiloh, whose speedy advent Bhe pre

dicted. Her death, in December of that year,

did not undeceive her disciples, and the sect

continued to exist for many years.

South-down (south 'doun), n. One of a

noted breed of English sheep; mutton from

this sheep. (See SHEEP.) 'His curdiest

salmon declined, his wonderful south-down

sent away scarcely tasted' Lever.

South-down (south 'doun), a. Of or per

taining to the South -downs of England;

as, South-down sheep.

Southeast (south'est), n. The point of the

compass equally distant from the south and

east.

Southeast (south'est), a. In the direction

of, pertaining to, or coming from the south

east; as, a southeast wind.

Southeaster (south'est-er), n. A wind from

the southeast.

Southeasterly, Southeastern (south-esf-

er-li, south-est'em), a. Same as Southeast.

Souther (sou'TBer), n. Solder. [Scotch ]

Souther (south/ex), n. A wind from the

south.

Southerliness (suTH'er-li-nes), n. State of

being southerly.

Southerly (suTH'er-li), a. 1. Lying in the

south or in a direction nearly south; as, a

southerly point—2. Coming from the south

or a point nearly south.

1 am but mad north northwest: when the wind b

southerly

I know a hawk from a handsaw. Shak.

Southern (BUTH'ern), a. [A. Sax. suthem,

from suther, truth, south. See South. ] 1. Be

longing to the south; Bituated in the south;

lying on the south side of the equator; as,

the southern hemisphere; southern latitudes;

southern signB ; Ac. — 2. Coming from the

south; as, a southern breeze.

Men's bodies are heavier when southern winds blow

than when northern. Bacon.

Southern (suTH'ern), n. Same as Southron.

Southern Cross (suTii'ern kros), n. In

astron. a small bright constellation (Crux)

in the southern hemisphere, the principal

stars of which are arranged in the form of

a cross.

Southerner(BUTH'ern-er), n. An inhabitant

or native of the south, especially of the

southern states of America.

Southernllness (suTH'ern-li-nes), n. State

of being southerly.

Southernly (sofB'ern UX adv. Toward the

south.

Southernmost (suTH'ern-most), a. Furthest

toward the south.

Southernwood (suTn'ern-wud), n. A plant

nearly allied to the wormwood, Artemisia

Abrotanum. It is found in almost every

cottage garden, and was formerly employed

in medicine as a stomachic and stimulant.

See Artemisia.

Southing (southing), n. 1. Tendency or

motion to the south.—2. The time at which

the moon or other heavenly body passes the

meridian of a place. — 3. In navig. the differ

ence of latitude made by a ship in sailing to

the southward.

Southly t (south'li), adv. Toward the south;

southerly.

Southmost (south'most), a. Furthest to

ward the Bouth.

Southness (aouth'nes), n. The name given

to a tendency of a magnetic needle to point

toward the south.

Southron (suTH'ron), n. A native or ii ■] . , ■

itantof a southern country or of the southern

part of a country; specifically, a term for

merly applied in Scotland to a native o(

South Britain; an Englishman.

Southsay,t Southsayer.t See SooTnaAV,

Soothsayer.

Southward (south'werd), adv. Toward the

south; as, to go southward.

Southward (south'werd), a. Lying or situ

ated toward the south; directed towards the

south. ' The sun lookingwith a southwar-i

eye upon him.' Shak. — The southumrd, the

southern regions or countries.

Countries are more fruitful to the so ..'•'. - - r .■ thaa

in the northern parts. Raleigh.

Southwest (south -west'), « The point of

the compass equally distant from the south

and west.

Southwest (south'west), a. 1. Lying in the

direction of the southwest; as, a southwest

country.—2. Coming from the southwest; as,

a southwest wind.

Southwester ( south -west'erX n. L A

strong, Bouthwest wind—2. A waterproof

hat with a flap hanging over the neck, worn

in bad weather. Frequently contracted into

Sou'wester.

Southwesterly (south-west'er-li), a. L In

the direction of southwest or nearly so —

2. Coming from the southwest or a point

near it; as, a southwesterly wind.

Southwestern (south-west'ern), a. In the

direction of southwest or nearly so; as, to

sail a southwestern course.

Southwestward (south-west'werd), a. and

adv. Towards the southwest.

Souvenance, I Sovenance t (so've-nans, w-

ve-uans), n. [Fr.] Remembrance. Spelled

also Sovenaunce. Spenser.

Souvenir (so-ve-nerT, n. [Fr.] Thatwhiih

reminds or revives the memory of anything;

a remembrancer; a keepsake; as, a souvenir

of a person; a souvenir of a visit to a place

Soveralnly.t adv. Above all. Chaucer.

Sovereign (soWer-in), a. [O.E. soteraine,

souvereyn, from O.Fr. soverain. Mod. Ft.

stniverain; It. sovrano, soprano; from LL

superanus, from L. super, above, over. The

g seems to have got into this word from a

fancied connection with reism. See Sov

ran.] 1. Supreme in power; possessing m-

ftreme dominion; independent of and oii-

Imited by any other; highest in power;

hence royal; princely. 'The remembrance

of Mb most sovereign name.' Shak.

None of us who now thy (Trace implore

But held the rank of sovereign queen before. Drydm.

And sovereign law,—that states collected will . . .

Sits empress, crowning good, repressing ilL

Sir I*'. Jones.

2. Efficacious in the highest degree; effec

tual: said especially of medicines. ' A «r-

ereign preservative of God's people. ' Booker.

And telling me. the sovertign'st thing on earth

Was parmacety for an inward bruise. Shak.

S. Supreme; paramount; excellent; com

manding. ' A man ot sovereign parte.' Shak.

'Yond same sovereign cruelty.' Shak. —

Sovereign state, a state having the admin

istration of ita own government, being "."*

dependent on or subject to another power.

Sovereign (sov'er-in), n. 1. One who exer

cises supreme control; a supreme ruler; the

person having the highestpoweror authority

in a state or the like, as a king, queen, em

peror, Ac. ; a monarch.

Let me kiss my sovereign's hand. Shak.

By my sovereign and his fate I swear. Dryden.

2. (a) A gold coin current at 22*. 6d. from

the reign of Henry VIII. to that of James L

(6) A gold coin of the value of 20*., and

weighing 123 274 grains Troy, the standard

of the English coinage at the present day —

Stn. King, prince, monarch, potentate,

ruler.

Soverelgnlze t (sov'er-in-u), v.i. To eser-

ciBe supreme authority.

Nimrod was the first that sovereignized over men.

Sir T. Herbert

Sovereignly (sov'er-in-u). adv. Supremely;

in the highest degree. [Rare.]

He was sovereignly lovely in himself. B>}1*.

Sovereignty (sov'er-in-tl), n, 1. The stateof

being a sovereign ; the supreme power io a

state ; the possession of the highest power

Fate, far, fat, fall; m6, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, 3c. try-
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or of uncontrollable power; monarchical

«way.

Then 'tis most like

The sottni^nty will fall upon Macbeth. Skak.

2 Predominant power or character; supre

macy; supreme excellence. Shak.— S. Me

dicinal efficacy. Shak.

Soma (sov'ran), n. and a. Same as Sove

reign, and etymologically a more correct

ipelling. ' Since he who now fa sovran can

dispose and bid what shall be right. ' Milton.

'0 Father . . . thy sovran sentence." Mil-

ton. "0 socran Blanc . . . sole sovran of

the rale. ' Coleridge.

SOW (sou), n [A. Sax sugu, L.G. mtgc,

O.D. sows, sogh, Mod.D. zeug, O.H.G. sd,

ModG. mu, Dan. and Sw. go, sow. Cog.

L «», Gr. hus, sow. Perhaps from root

«*, to bring forth (whence ton).] 1. The

female of the hog kind or of swine.—2. An

insect; a milleped; the sow -bug. — 3. In

founding, (a) the name given by the work

men to the main channel in the floor of

a smelting furnace into which the liquid

metal is first made to enter. The side

channels which branch off from the sow

are termed pig*, while the metal which

fills the sow is called sow-metal, and that

which fills the pigs pig-metal. (&) The

piece of metal cast in this channel; an

oblong mass of metal —4. A military struc

ture of the nature of a movable covered

shed, anciently used in sieges to cover and

protect men who were employed in sapping

and mining operations.-—To have, take, or

get the right (or wrong) sow by the ear, to

pitch upon the right (or wrong) person or

thing; to come to the right (or wrong) con

clusion.

You have a wrong sou/ by the tar. Hudibras.

Sow (so), v. t pret. towed; pp. sowed or sown;

ppr. sowing. [A. Sax. idwan (pret. sedw; pp.

tlwen; so Sc. saw. soo, sawn); IceL sd, Dan.

taae, G sden, Goth, saian. From same

root as L. sero, satuin, to sow (whence sea

son). Seed Is from this stem.] 1. To scat

ter, as seed upon the earth, for the purpose

of growth; to plant by strewing; as, to sow

gram ; to sow beans. ' Plant nettles or sow

lettuce ' Shak. "When to turn the fruitful

soil, and when to sow the corn.' Dryden.

Whatsoever a man sewetk that shall he also reap.

Gal. vi. 7.

2 To scatter seed over for growth; to sup

ply or stock with seed.

And i^» the fields and plant vineyards, which may

yield fruits of increase. Ps. cvii. 37.

The intellectual faculty is a goodly field, and it is

the worst husbandry in the world to sow it with

trifles. Sir M. Halt.

3. To spread abroad; to cause to extend; to

disseminate ; to propagate ; as, to sow dis

cord.

Born to afflict my Marcia's family,

And sow dissension in the hearts of brothers.

Addisjn.

4. To scatter over; to besprinkle. 'Sowed

with stars the heaven thick as a field'

MUton

SOW (so), r 1 To scatter seed for growth and

tile production of a crop.

They that sow in tears shall reap in Joy.

Ps. exxvi. 5.

Bowt (to), t.f. To sew.

Bowa (so'aX n. An umbelliferous plant

cultivated in India. It is the A nethum Soxca,

the aromatic seed of which is much used by

the natives in cookery as well as for medi

cinal purposes.

flowana (so'anxX **• P*- Same as Sowens.

Sowar (son'ar), n. [Hind] A trooper; a

mounted soldier belonging to the irregular

cavalry.

Sow-bane (tou'ban), n. Another name for

QetUe-leaved goosefoot (Chenopodium mu-

nle\ Called also Hog'sbane.

Sow-bread (5011'bredXn. A plant of the genus

Cyclamen, the C. europamm, so named

from its roots being said to be the principal

food of the wild boars of Sicily.

Sow-bus; (sou'bug), n. An isopodous crus-

laceoas animal; a milleped

lowte (sous), n. and v. t. Same as Souse.

Soweus (so'eni), n. pi. [Sc. sowen, weaver's

pwte, is the singular. Comp. A. Sax. sedw.

slue, paste] A nutritious article of food

nude from the farina remaining among the

hoiks of oats, much used In Scotland. The

husks (called in Scotland seeds), after being

separated from the oatmeal by the sieve,

still retain a considerable portion of fari

naceous matter. A quantity of the husks

U steeped in water till the farinaceous mat

ter is dissolved, and until the liquid has be-
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come sour. The whole is then put into a

sieve, which allows the milky liquid to pass

through into a barrel or other vessel, but

retaius the husks. The starchy matter gra

dually subsides to the bottom of the barrel.

The Bour liquor is then decanted off, and

about an equal quantity of fresh water

added This mixture, when boiled, forms

sowena In Englaud it is more commonly

called flummery. Written also Sowins.

' These sowing, that is, flummery.' Mortimer.

See where Norah with the sowins comes. Swi/t.

Sower(sd^r), n. 1. One who sows or scatters

seed.—2. That which sows seed; a sowing-

machine.—3. One who scatters or Bpreads; a

disseminator; a breeder; a promoter. ' Term

ing Paul. . . a sower of words, a very babbler

or trifler,* Hakewell.

They are the sowers of suits, which make the

court swell, and the country pine. Bacon.

Sower, t n. A sore or buck in its fourth year.

Chaucer.

Sowing-machine (so'ing-ma-shen), n, A

machine for depositing seeds in the soil,

either equally over its surface or in rows.

Various machines of this kiud have been

contrived.

Sowlna (sd'inz), n. pi. See Sowens.

Sowl.t Sowlef (Boul),r.(. [Prov. E. alsosoU,

to pull or haul, to pull by the ears; comp.

Prov. G. mucin, to tug, to drag.] To pull

by the ears; to pull about

Hell go, he says, and sou-it the porter of Rome

gates by the ears. Shait.

Sowlet (soul), n. See Soul.

Sowm (soum), n. and o. See next entry.

Sowming (soum'ing). [Sowm is probably

the same as sum, Sc. sowm, soom, aud rowm,

from A. Sax. rum, room, space.] A term

used In Scots law in conjunction with rowm-

ing.—Sowming and rowming, the term now

applied to the action whereby the number

of cattle to be brought upon a common by

the persons respectively having a servitude

of pasturage may be ascertained. The cri

terion is the number of cattle which each of

the dominant proprietors is able to fodder

during winter. A sowm of land is as much

as will pasture one cow or ten sheep, or in

some places one cow and five sheep ; and,

strictly speaking, to sowm the common is to

ascertain the several sowms it may hold,

and to rowm it is to portion it out amongst

the dominant proprietors.

Sown(sdn), pp. of sow.

Sowtert (sou'ter), n. Same as Souter.

Sow-thistle (sou'this-1), n. The common

name of several British species of plants of

the genus Sonchus, said to be eaten by swine

and some other animals. See Sonchus.

Soy (soi), n. 1. A kind of sauce prepared in

China and Japan from a small bean, the

fruit of the Soja hispida. It is eaten with

fish, cold meat, Ac. There are two or three

qualities of soy, but the Japan soy is reck

oned the best.—2. The plant from the seeds

of which the sauce is prepared See Soja.

Soya (soi'a), n. Same as Sowa.

Soylet (soil), v.t. To solve.

Likewise mayest thou soyle all other texts.

TyndaU.

Soylet (soil), n. 1. Soil.— 2. In hunting, the

mire in which a beast of the chase wallows;

the prey. Spenser.

Soyled (soild). p. and a. [See Soil, v.t., to

feed.] High-fed; pampered. 'The fitchew

and the soyled horse.' Shak.

Soymlda (soi-mi'da), n. [Telugu name] A

genus of plants, nat. order Meliacero, pecu

liar to the East Indies. The bark of S./ebri-

fuga, the rohuna of Hindustan, is a useful

tonic In India in intermittent fevers, and

has been employed successfully in this

country in cases of typhus. It is a tall tree

with paripfnnate leaves and large panicles

of flowers, and yields a strong timber. Called

also Redtcood.

Soynedt (soind), p and a. [Fr. soigner, to

care for] Filled with care; alarmed.

Sozzle (sozl), v. t. [From so**.] 1. To mingle

confusedly. [Local. 1 — 2. To spill or wet

through carelessness; to move about con

fusedly or carelessly. [United States.]

Spa (spa), n. A general name for a mineral

spring, or the locality in which such springs

exist; from Spa, a celebrated watering-

place In Belgium.

She has been as healthy as the German spa.

Sheridan.

Spaad (spiid), n. [D. spaath, G. spath, spar]

A kind of mineral; -pur.

Space (spas), n. [Fr. cspace, from L. spatium,

6pace, fmm root sjhi, to stretch; comp.

SPADDLE

span.] 1. Extension, considered indepen

dently of anything which it may contain;

extension in all directions: extension con

sidered in its own nature without regard to

anything external, or that which always re

mains the same and is infinite and immov

able ; room: in this sense called absolute

space.

Pure space is capable neither of resistance nor mo-

tion. Locke.

Making no attempt to analyse the notion of sface,

... it will be sufficient for present purposes to uy

that we know space as an ability to contain bodies. I

am aware that this is no definition properly so called,

seeing1 that as the words 'contain' ana 'bodies' both

imply ideas of space, the definition involves the thing"

to be denned. But leaving out as irrelevant all con

siderations of the mode in which we come by our

ideas of space, and of bodies as occupying space, it

will I think be admitted that the antithesis between

bodies and an ability to contain bodies truly repre

sents the contrast in our conceptions of the sensible

non-ego (matter) and the insensible non-ego (space).

H. Spencer.

2. Any quantity or portion of extension; the

interval between any two or more objects;

as, the space between two hills or two stars:

in this sense called relative space.

A heavy balustrade, ornamented from space to

space with huge grotesque figures of animals.

Sir IV. Scott.

3. Quantity of time; duration; also, the in

terval between two points of time. 'Nine

times the space that measures day and

night' Milton.

God may defer his judgment for a time, and give a

people a longer space for repentance. TUlotson.

4. A short time ; a while. ' To stay your

deadly strife a space.' Spenser. [Rare.]—6. In

printing, (a) the interval between words in

printed matter, (6) A kind of blank type,

with a shorter shank than the letter types,

for separating words.—6. In music, one of

the four intervals between the five lines of a

staff. Spaces are named from the notes that

occupy them; thus, the spaces of the bass

staff counting upwards are known as A, (',

E, and G; those of the treble staff, F, A, C,

and E.

Space t (spas), v.i. To rove; to pace; to

roam about. 'And loved in forests wild to

space.' Spenser.

Space (spas), v.t. pret. & pp. spaced; ppr.

spacing. To arrange at proper intervals;

to arrange the spaces in ; specifically, in

printing, to arrange the spaces and inter

vals in or between so that there may be no

glaring disproportion ; as; to space a para

graph; to space words, lines, or letters.—

To space out, to widen the intervals between

words or lines in a page for printing.

Spacefult (spas'ful), a. Wide; extensive.

Spaceless (spasles), a. Destitute of space.

Coleridge.

Space-line (spaslln), n. In printing, a thin

piece of type-metal, not so high as type, to

fiut between and increase the width of the

ines, and for other purposes: generally

called a Lead.

Space-rule (spas'rol), n. In printing, a. flno

fine cast type high, and to any length re

quired, used for printing the lines in tabular

matter.

Spaclally (apa'shi-al-li), adv. As regards

or with reference to space. Written also

Spatially.

Things, spacially, are either inclusive or co-exclusive.

Sir tV. Hamilton

Spacious (spa'shus), a. [Fr. spadeux; L.

spatiosus. See Space] 1. Inclosing an ex

tended space; vast in extent; wide extended.

'A spacious plain outstretched in circuit.'

MUUm.

The spacious firmament on high.

With all the blue ethereal iky. Addiscn.

2. Having large or ample room ; not con

tracted or narrow; roomy; as, a spacious

church, hall, or the like.—Syn. Wide, ex

tensive, ample, capacious, roomy.

Spaciously (spa'shus-li), adv. In a spn-

cious manner; widely; extensively.

Spaciousness (spa'shus-nes), n. The qua

lity of being spacious ; largeness of extent ;

extensivene>s; roominesa

The spacioustttss of house was such that it had

three galleries, each of them a mile lung. Hakcnui.

Spadassln (spa-das'in), n. [Fr., from It.

spada, a sword, from L. spatha, a broad flat

instrument, a broad pointless sword.] A

swordsman; a bravo; a bully.

Bully swordsmen, ' spadassins' of that party, gn

swaggering; or indeed they can be had for a trine >•{

money. Cariyle.

Spaddle (spadl), n. [Dim. of spade.] A llttlo

spade.

Others destroy nml« with a spaddle, waiting in the

mornings and evenings for them. Mortimer.
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Spade (spad), n. [A. Sax. spadu; L.G. D.

Dan. and Sw. spade, IceL spadi, O. spaten,

borrowed from L. spatha = Gr. spathe', any

broad blade of wood or metal. From the

Latin come also It. spada, Sp. cspada, Fr.

{■}> e, a sword.] 1. An ln&trument for dig

ging or cutting the ground, provided with

a broad blade of iron, with a cutting edge,

and having a stout handle, adapted to be

used with both hands and one foot.—To call

a spade a spade, to call things by their

proper names even though these may seem

a little coarse; to speak plainly and without

mincing matters. ' To call a spade a spade,

a bawd a bawd.' John Taylor.

I have learned to call wickedness by its own terms :

a tig a fijj, and a spade a spade. John Knox.

2. One of the four suits nf cards, from the

spade-like figures on each of the cards of

the suit: in this sense used in the plural,

though the singular may be used for a single

card of the suit; as. to lead spades, or to lead

a spade. ' The figure was originally designed

to represent the head of a pike; but the

name is, perhaps, derived directly from

Spanish cspada, sword—these cards among

the Spanish bearing the figure of a sword.'

Goodrich.

Spade (spad). v.t. To dig with a spade ; or

to pare off the sward of land with a spade.

Spade (spad), n. A hart three years old.

Written also Spaid.

Spade (spad), n. [L spado, a eunuch. ] 1. A

eunuch.—2. A gelded beast.

Spade-bayonet (spad'ba-on-et), n. A broad-

bladed bayonet which may be used for dig

ging shelter holes or rifle-pits.

Spade-bone (spad'bon), n. The shoulder-

blade; the scapula.

Spadeful (spad'ful), n. As much as a spade

will hold.

Spade-guinea (spad'gi-ne), n. A guinea

with a spade-formed shield bearing the coat

of arms on the reverse.

Spade-handle (spad-han'dl), n. In maeh.

a pin held at both ends by the forked end

of a connecting-rod. Goodrich.

Spade-husbandry (spadliuz-band-ri), n.

A mode of cultivating the soil and improv

ing it by means of deep digging with the

spade instead of the subsoil-plough.

Spade-Iron (spad'i-ern), n. In her. the term

used to denote the iron part or shoeing of a

spade.

Spadiceoufl (spu-dish'us), a. [L. spadicetis,

from spadix, a light red colour.] 1. Of a

light red colour, usually denominated bay.

Sir T. Browne.—2 In hot. said of a sort of

aggregate flower, having a receptacle com

mon to many florets, within a spathe, as in

palms, Dracontium, Arum, Ac.

Spadicose (spa'di-kos), a. In bot. growing

on the Bpadix.

Spadille, Spadillo (spa-dir, spa-dil'yo), n.

[Fr. spadille, Sp. espadilla, dim. of espada.

See Spade 1 The ace of spades at ombre

and quadrille.

Spading (spad'ing), n. The operation of

digging with a spade; the operation of par

ing off the surface or

sward of grass land

by means of the paring

spade with an intent to

burn it, and thus im

prove the land.

Spadix (spa'diks), n.

[L.) In bot. a form of

the inflorescence of

plants, in which the

flowers are closely ar

ranged round a fleshy

radius, and the whole

surrounded by a large

leaf or bract called a

spathe, as in palms and

arumB. See cut Inflor

escence.

Spado (spa'do), n. [L.]

1. A castrated animal ; turn,

a gelding. — 2. In civil

law, one who from any cause has not the

power of procreation; an impotent person.

Spadroon t (spa-drbnO, n. [Fr. and Sp. es-

padon.lt. spadone. See Spade.] A cut-and-

thrust sword, lighter than a broadsword

Spae (spa), v i and t. [A Scandinavian word :

feel, spd, Dan. spaae, to foretell; comp. G.

spahen, to look; L. specio, to see.] To fore

tell; to divine; to forbode; as, to spae one's

fortune. [Scotch.]

Spae-man (spa'man), n. A prophet; a di

viner; a soothsayer. [Scotch.]

Spaer (spii'er), n. One who spaes; a fortune-

,Spai

Arum macula*

teller. 'A spaer o" poor folk's fortunes.'

Blackwood's Mag.

Spae-wife (Bpa'wif), n. A female fortune

teller. [Scotch.]

Many remembered that Annaple Bailyon wandered

through the country as a beggar and fortune-teller,

or spae-tviPe. Sir IV. Scott.

Spagyric,* Spagyricalt (spa-jir'ik.spa-jlr'-

lk-al), a. [Ft. spagirique, formed from Or.

spao, to draw, to separate, and ageiro, to

assemble, to bring together.] Chemical or

alchemical.

Spagyrict (spa-jir'ik), n. A chemist, espe

cially one devoted to alchemical pursuits.

Spagyristt (spaj'ir-ist), n. 1. A chemist or

alchemist.—2. One of a sect of physicians

who pretended to account for the changes

which occur in the human body in health

and disease, in the same manner as the

chemists of their day explained those of the

inorganic kingdom.

Spahee, Spahi (spaTie, spaTii), n. [Turk.

sipahi; Per xipahec. See Sepoy.] 1. One

of the Turkish cavalry. The Spahis were

disbanded, along with the Janissaries, in

1826. — 2 A native Algerian cavalry-soldier

in the French army.

Spaid (spad), ». A hart three years old.

Spall (spal). v.t. [See Spale] In mining,

to break up, as ore, into small pieces for the

purpose of easily separating it from the

rock. Written also Spale.

Spall (Bpal), n. A chip. See Spale.

Spalrge (sparj), v.t. [Fr. aspcrger, from L.

spargo, to scatter, to besprinkle.) To dash;

as, to spairge water; to bespatter by dashing

any liquid; to sully by reproach. [Scotch]

Spait (spat), «. See Spate.

Spake (ftpak). One of the forms of the pre

terite of speak, the other, and more com

monly used form, being spoke.

Still she spake on. and still she spake of power.

Tennyson.

Spake-net (spak'net), n. A net for catching

crabs.

Spalacotherium (spara-kd-the"ri-um), n.

[Gr. spalax, spalakos, mole, and tfitrion, a

wild beast.] An extinct genus of mole-like

insectivorous marsupials, founded by Owen

on the teeth and jaw-bones found in the

dirt-beds of Purbcck, Dorsetshire. ,

Spalax (spal'aks), n. [Or., a mole.] A genus

of rodent animals of which the Spalax

typhlus or slepez may be taken as the type.

See Slepez.

Spale (spiil). n. [D. spell, a chip: 0. and

Prov. G. spellen, to split. Akin spelk, spalt,

split] A chip or splinter of wood. [Scotch.]

Spale (spal), v.t. In mining, (a) to inflict a

fine upon for breach of some rule of the

mine. (&) Same as Spail.

Spall (spal), v.t. To split; to splinter. See

Spale, Spail.

Spall (spal). n. In masonry, a chip driven

off by the hammer.

Spall, Spalle (spal), n. [O.Fr. espavle. It.

spalla, the shoulder, from L. spathvla,

spatula, a dim. of spatha. a broad flat

wooden instrument. See Spade. ] The

shoulder. Spenser. | Old English and Scotch.]

Spalt (spalt), n. [See Spale.) A whitish

scaly mineral, used to promote the fusion

of metals.

Spalt (spalt), a. [Akin to split, spelk, Ac]

1. 1 Brittle; liable to break or split [Local.]

Of all oke growing in England, the park oke is the

softest, and far more spalt and brickie than the hedge

oke. Hoiinshed.

2. Frail; clumsy; heedless; pert. [Local.

Spalt (spalt), p. t. and i. [ Dan. spalte, to Bplit.

See Spale.] To split off, as chips from tim

ber. [Provincial English. ]

Span (span), n, [A. Sax. span, sponn, a span

(the measure); IceL sponn, Dan. spand, D.

span, Q. spanne, the measure of a span, all

from verb signifying to extend, to stretch,

to measure, seen in A. Sax. and O.H.G. span-

nan, to clasp, join, measure, span, probably

also in L. spatium, space; Gr. spao, to draw.

In sense 5 the word seems to come directly

from the D. span, a span or yoke, the origin

being the Bame.] 1. The space from the end

of the thumb to the end of the little finger

when extended ; nine inches ; the eighth of

a fathom.—2. A short space of time.

Life's but a span; 111 every inch enjoy, Farqnhar.

For, indeed, 't is a sweet and peculiar pleasure

To possess but a span of the hour of leisure

In elegant pure and aerial minds. Keats.

S. In arch, an imaginary line across the

opening of an arch or roof by which its ex

tent is estimated ; the spread or extent of

an arch between its abutments.—4. Naut. a

rope fastened at both ends so that a pur

chase may be hooked to its bight. Also, a

double rope, having thimbles attached be

twixt its two parts, and used as a fair-leader

for ropes. —6. A pair of horses ; a yoke of

animals; a team. It is generally applied in

America to a pair of horses of nearly the

same colour, and otherwise nearly alike,

which are usually harnessed side by side.

In South Africa it is applied generally to

other animals than horses, as to a yoke of

oxen.

Span (span), v.t. pret. & pp. spanned; ppr.

spanning. 1. To measure by the hand with

the fingers extended, or with the fingers

encompassing the object: as, to span a space

or distance; to span a cylinder.—2. Tomes-

sure or reach from one aide of to the other;

as, a bridge spans the river.

This soul doth span the world. Herbert.

The rivers were spanned by arches of solid ma

sonry. Prescott.

3. Naut. to confine with ropes; as, to span

the booms.—4, To shackle the legs of, as a

horse; to hobble. [Local]

Span (span), v.t To be well matched for

running in harness; as, the horses spa n welL

[United States.]

Span (span), pret. of spin.

Spanaemia (spa-ne'mi-aX n. [Gr. spanis,

scarcity, and haiina, blood.] In patkol.

{>overty of blood ; that condition of the blood

n which its solid constituents are dhniu-

ished. Written also Spanemy.

Spanaemic, Spanemlc (spa-ue'mik). a. In

med. relating to spansemia; having the

quality of impoverishing the blood.

Spanaemic, Spanemlc (spa-ne'mik), n. A

medicine having the power, real or fancied,

of impoverishing the blood.

Spancel (Bpan'&el), n. [A. Sax. spannan, to

join, and sdl, a rope, a fastening] A rope

to tie a cow or a horse's hind-legs. [Local]

Spancel (span'selX v.t. pret. & pp. «#»-

celled; ppr. tpaneeuiag.

To tie the legs of a hone

or cow with a rope.

[Local.]

Spancelled (span'seld).

pp. In her. an epithet

for a horse that has tbe

fore and hind leg of the

near side fettered by

means of fetterlocks fas

tened to the ends of a

stick.

Span-COunter (span'konn-ter). n. An old

game thus played : one threw a counter en

the ground, and another tried to hit it with

his counter, or to get it near enough for him

to span the space between them and touch

both the counters. In either case he won;

if not, his counter remained where it fell.

and became a mark for the first player, and

so alternately till the game was won. Called

also Span-farUting, Span-feaOier,

Spancelled.

the king, from me, that for his father's sake.

■ the Fifth, in whose time boys went tarp**-
Tell the king

Henry the FiftL. _
counter tor French crowns, I am content he ihaU

Span-dogs (Bpan'dogz), n. pi. A pair of iron

nooks or bars, with sharp claws at one end,

linked together and used to grapple timber.

the fangs of the extended ends being driven

into the log.

Spandrel (span'drel), n. [Old forinB «w-

dere, splawuirel, from O.Fr. efpfanaaer, to

level, plane, lay even. See Esplaxaia]

In arch, the irregular triangular space com

prehended between the outer curve or ex-

trados of an arch, a horizontal line drawn

from its apex, and a perpendicular line from

its springing; also, a space on a wall, between

the outer mouldings of two arches, and a

horizontal line, or string-course, above them;

likewise between similar mouldings and the

line of another arch rising above, and In

closing the two. In Gothic architecture the

spandrels are usually ornamented with tra

cery, foliage, *c. BrUton,-SpandrelvaU,

a wall built on the extrados of an arch fill

ing in the spandrels.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abixnc; $, Sc, tey.
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Spane (*P*n), vt- tA- Sax. *panu, gpana,

rrov.E. spean, spent, a teat. Lit. to teat,

that ft, to deprive of the pap. J To wean.

[Provincial English and Scotch.]

Spanemy (spa-ue'mi), n. Same as Sparue-

mia.

Span-farthing, Span-feather (span'far-

THing. span'feTtt-er), «. See Span-counter.

8pangM5pang).n. [SeeSpANGLE.] A spangle

or tinning ornament ; a thin piece of metal

or other shining material. ' Glittering

spang*.' Spenser.

Spang* (spang), v t To spangle; to set with

ppangles. 'Crimson velvet spang'd witli

stars of gold. ' Bamfield.

Spang (spang), r.i. [Akin tospan] To leap;

to spring. [Scotch. J

Spang (spang), v. t To cause to spring; also

to span or measure by the hand. [Scotch ]

Spang (*pang), n. 1. A spring; the act of

springing —2. A span. [Scotch.]

Spangle (spang'gl), n. [Dim. of spang, a

ipangle; A. Sax. spange, a buckle, a clasp.

probably also a brooch, a stud, and the like;

D. tpang, Icel. *p<>ng, a spangle, a stud ;

perhaps from root of span.] 1. A small

plate or boss of shining metal ; a small cir

cular ornament of metal stitched on an

article of dress.—2. Any little thing spark

ling and brilliant, like pieces of metal; a

final] sparkling object. ' The rich spangles

that adorn the sky.' Waller.

They would pell me with starry spangles and shells.

Tennyson.

1 A spongy excrescence on the leaves and

tender branches of oak; an oak-apple.

Spangle (spang'gl), c.t. pret. <fc pp. spangled;

ppr spangling. To set or sprinkle with

spangles; to adorn with small distinct bril-

lUnt bodies; as, a spangled breastplate.

What stan do spangle heaven with such beauty?

Shak.

Let the splendour fall

To spangle all the happy shores. Tennyson.

le (spang'gl), p. i. To glitter; to glisten.

lare J

Spangler (spaug'trieri, n. One who or that

which spangles. Keats.

Spangly (spanggli), a. Of or pertaining to

a -sp;ingle or spangles ; resembling or con

sisting of spamdes; glittering; glistening.

'BursU of spangly light' Keats.

Spaniard (span'yerd), n. A native of Spain.

Sjjaniel(span'yel),H. [O.Fr. espagneul. Mod.

rr. ipagneul, lit. a little Spanish dog, from

Xew L Bispanialns, Spanish, from L. His-

pania, Spain.) I. The name given to several

varieties or distinct breeds of the canine

race, all more or less elegant. Their distin

guishing characteristics are a rather broad

muzzle, remarkably long and full ears, hair

plentiful and beautifully waved, particu

larly that of the ears, tail, and hinder parts

Spaniel.

<rf the thighs and legs. The prevailing col

on* U liver and white, sometimes red and

*hite or black and white, and sometimes

de*p brown, or black on the face and breast,

•ith a tan spot over each eye. The English

ipauiel is a superior and very pure breed;

tn 1. although the name spaniel would seem

to indicate a Spanish origin, it is most pro-

wMy indigenous. It was much used in th<>

days of falconry to start the game. The

JftaUer spaniel or King Charles's dog (Canis

vrerxpilis, Linn.) is a small variety of the

«*y»el use,! as a lapdog. The Maltese dog

ttd the lion-dog {Cants leoninus) are also

■J»U species of spaniel. The water-spaniel6,

wge and small, differ from the common

•paniel only in the roughness of their cnats,

*dJ in nniting the aquatic propensities of

™ ' "i.l .I-.,- with the tine hunting

<l**ttttei of their own race. Spaniels possess

■ipjat share of intelligence, affection, and

°**4Jtnce, which qualities, combined with

Ottcb beauty, make them highly prized as

compaslmu. — 2. Used as an emblem of

fawning submissiveness ; heuce, a mean,

cringing, fawning person.

I am your ss\t*tiel; and. Demetrius,

The more you beat me I will fawn on you. Shak.

Spaniel (span'yel), a. Like a spaniel; fawn-

lngly submissive ; mean ; servile ; cringing.

* Low-crooked courtesies, and base spaniel

fawning.' Shak.

Spaniel (span'yel), v.i. To fawn; to cringe;

to be obsequious. Churchill.

Spaniel (span'yel), v.t. To follow like n

spaniel. 'The hearts that spaniel'd me at

heels.' Shak.

Spaniel-like (span'yel -Ilk), a. Like a spaniel.

Sjxiniei-like. the more she spurns my love.

The more it grows and fawneth on her still. Shak.

Spanish (Spanish), a. Pertaining to Spain.

Spanish (span'ish), n. The language of

Spain.

Spanish - bayonet (span'ish-ba-on-et), n.

The popular name of a species of Yucca,

growing in Central America, having very

sharp-pointed rigid leaves.

Spanish -black (span'ish-blnk), n. A soft

black, prepared by burning cork, used in

painting.

Spanish-broom (span'ish-brbm),n. A plaut

of the genus Kpartium, the S. junceutn. It

has been cultivated in British gardens for

upwards of 300 years. A good fibre is ob

tained from the macerated twigs, which is

made into thread in Languedoc, and into

cord and a coarse sort of cloth in Dalmatia.

Spanish-brown (span'ish-broun), n. A spe

cies of earth used in painting, having a dark

reddish-brown colour, which depends upon

the sesquioxide of iron.

Spanish-burton (span'ish-ber-ton), n. See

fil'KTON.

Spanish-chalk (span'ish -chak),u. A variety

of steatite or soap-stoue, obtained from

Arragon in Spain.

Spanish-cress (span'ish-kres), n. A species

of pepperwort, of the genus Lepidium {L.

Cardatnines). Loudon.

Spanish-elm (span'ish-elm), n. An ever

green tree of Mexico and the West Indies,

yielding a tough elastic wood of a fine grain

(Cordta gerasacanthtts).

Spanish-Ferreto (span'ish-fer-ra'to), n. A

rich reddish brown, obtained by calcining

copper and sulphur together in closed cru

cibles. Weale.

Spanish-fly (span'ish -fit), n, A coleopterous

insect, the Cantharis vesicatoria, about

3 inch long.and of a bright green colour, with

bluish-black legs and antenna;, used in veai-

catories or compositions for raising blisters.

See Cantharis.

Spanish-grass (span'ish-gras), n, Same as

Esparto Grass. See Esparto.

Spanish -Juice (span'ish-jus), n. The ex

tract of the root of the liquorice, Glycyr-

rhiza glabra.

Spanish-moss (span'ish-mos), u. See Bar-

ba-Hispanioa.

Spanish-nut (spnn'ish-nut), n. A bulbous

plant, the Moraa Sisyrinchium of the south

of Europe.

Spanish-potato (span'ish-po-ta-to). n. The

sweet-potato (Convolnilus Batatas).

Spanish-red (span'ish-red), ft, An ochre,

resembling Venetian red, but slightly yel

lower and warmer.

8panish-soap(span'ish-s6p),n. SeeCASTiLE-

SOAP.

Spanish-White (upan'ish-whit), u. Origin

ally, a white earth from Spain, uged in

painting; at present, a pigment prepared

from chalk which has been separated in an

impalpable form by washing.

Spanish -windlass (span'ish-wind-Ias), n.

An apparatus used in ships for setting up

rigging, Ac. It consists of a wooden roller,

about which a rope is wound, having an

Iron bolt inserted in its bight for heaving

the roller round.

Spank (spangk), v.t. (Probably from span

Comp. Bo. spang for span] To strike with

the open hand; to slap.

Spank (spangk), n. A sounding blow with

the open hand.

Spank (spangk), v. i. [From span (which see);

comp. Sc. spang, to leap.) To move with

a quick lively step between a trot and a

gallop; to move quickly and with elasti

city.

Hen- a fjentl'-man in .1 natty gig, with a nich-trm-

ting horse, came spanking towards us over the com

mon. Thackeray.

Spanker (spang'ker), n. [From spang, a

spangle. See Spangle. ] 1. 1 A small copper

coin. Sir J. Denham. — 2. A gold coin.

[Provincial English]

Spanker (spang'ker), n. [From spank, to go

quickly.] 1. One that takes long strides in

walking; a fast-going or fleet horse. [Colloq. ]
2. ATaut. a ship's driver; a large fore-aml-

s s. Spanker.

aft sail set upon the mizzen-mast of a ship

or barque, the top extended by a gaff, the

foot by a boom. It is also called the Mizzen.

3. A tall person; anything larger than com

mon. [Colloq.]

Spanking (spangk'ing), ». and a. [Colloq.]

1. Moving with a quick lively pace; dashing;

freegoing. — 2. Stout ; large ; considerable ;

Bolid. [Colloq.]

He sent the governess away with a first-rate char

acter and a s/\inktng present. It'. Collins.

—Spanking breeze, a strong breeze.

Spanless (span'les), a. Incapable of being

spanned or measured.

Span-long (span'long), a. Of the length of

a span. 'Span-long elves.' B. Jonson.

Spanner (span'er), n. 1. One that spans.—

2.t The lock of a fusee or carbine, or the

fusee itself,— 3. A screw-key; an iron instru

ment used in the manner of a lever for

tightening up the nuts upon screws.—4. A

cross brace. —5. In a marine steam-engine,

the lever of parallel motion or rod which

connects the jointed rods with the radius-

bar. Also, in some of the earlier engines,

the hand-bar or level* by which the valves

were moved for the admission and shutting-

on* of the steam.

Span-new (span'nu), a. [O.E. spannewe,

sponnewe, Icel. spdn-nyr, span-new, lit.

chip-new, splinter-new, from spon or span,

A. Sax. spdn, a chip or splinter; Icel. spdnn,

G. span, a chip. In allusion to work fresh

from the hands of the workman ; so Dan.

splinterny, lit. splinter-new. See also Spick-

AND-SI'AN.] Quite new; bran-new; fire-new.

Am I not totally a spanneiv gallant.

Fit for the choicest eyet Beau. & Fl.

Spannlshing.t n. [O.Fr. espanouissement,

Fr. tpanouissement, from L. expando— ex,

out. and vando, to spread.] The blow of a

flower, homaunt of the Rose.

Span-piece (span'pes), n. In arcA. the

collar-beam of a roof.

Span-roof (span'rbf), n. In arch, a name

sometimes given to the most common roof

ing which is formed by two inclined planes

or sides, in contradistinction to a shed or

lean-to roof.

Span-saw (span'Ba). n. A frame-saw.

Span-worm (span'werm), n, A name fre

quently given in the United States to cater

pillars of moths of the family Oeometrida;,

of which the canker-worm is an example,

from their appearing to measure the ground

step by step as they proceed. Called also

hooper.

Spar (spar), n. [A. Sax. spcer, spatrsttin, a

kind of stone] In mineral, a term em

ployed to include a great number of crys

tallized, earthy, and some metallic sub

stances, which easily break into rhomboidal,

cubical, or laminated fragments with pol

ished surfaces, but without regard to the

ingredients of which they are composed.

Hence, a specific epithet must be employed

to express the constituent parts as well as

the figure; as, for instance, calcareous spar,

fiuor-spar, gypseous spar, adamantine spar,

Iceland-spar, Ac. Among miners, the term

spar is frequently used alone to express any

bright crystalline substance, but in miner

alogy, Btrictly speaking, it is never so em

ployed.

Spar (spar), n. [O.E. sparre, Icel. sparri,

sperra, a spar, a rafter; Dan. sparre, a rafter;

O.H.G. sparro, Mod. G. sparren, a beam, a

bar.] A long piece of timber of no great

ca, cAatn; ch, Sc. locA; gi^o; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, aln^; th, (Aen; th, thin; w, u>ig; wh, whig; zh, anire.—See Ket,
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thickness; a piece of sawed timber; a pole:

now chiefly technical or local ; as, (a) a com

mon rafter of a roof, as distinguished from

the principal rafters. (6) Naut. a long beam:

a general term for masts, yards, booms, and

gun's. (c» The mast or jib of a derrick; one

of the elevated inclined timbers which form

sheers for the masting and dismasting of

vessels, (d) The bar of a gate.

Spart (spar), v.t. pret «fc pp. sparred; ppr.

sparring. [A. Sax. sparran, sparrian, to

bar, to shut, lit. to shut with a spar. See

the noun. Spcrr is another form. ] To bar;

to shut, close, or fasten with a bar.

Calk your windows, spar up all your doors.

B. Jonson.

Spar (spar), v.i pret. & pp. sparred; ppr.

sparring, [O.Fr. esparer (It. spararc), to

fling out the hind -legs, to kick, from L.

ex, out, and parer, to ward off, to parry

(which see). The word was originally used

in cock-flghting, sparring being the com

mencement of a cock-fight.] 1. To rise and

strike with the feet or spurs: said of cocks.

A young cock will spar at his adversary before his

spurs are grown. Gilbert White.

2. To move or flourish the fists in front of

the body, as in boxing; to move the arms in

a way suitable for immediate attack or de

fence ; to fight with boxing-gloves; to box.

'Come on,' said the cab«driver, sparring away

like clockwork. Dickens.

3. To quarrel in words; to dispute; to wran

gle. [Colloq.]

Spar (spar), n. In boxing, (a) a preliminary

motion or flourish of the partially bent arms

in front of the body; a movement in which

the boxer is prepared to act offensively or

defensively, (6) A boxing-match; a contest

with boxing-gloves.

' Oh, oh ! * cried out Murray, entering the room at

the moment, and Ruby faced out and had a spar

with him. Mrs. Riddeil.

Sparable (spar/a-bl), n, [Corruption of spar-

row-bill, from the shape.] A kind of nail

driven into the soles of shoes and boots.—

Sparable tin, a Cornish name for small crys

tals of tin-stone, from their imaginary re

semblance to this species of nafl.

Sparadrap (spaya-drap), n, [Fr.] A cere

cloth.

Sparage, Sparagus (spar'aj. spar'a-gus), n.

Asparagus. [Obsolete ur vulgar.]

Sparblet (spar'bl),v.J. [O.Fr. esparpiUer, to

scatter.] To disperse; to scatter; to rout

Fabyan.

Spar-deck (sparMek),*!. Naut a term some

what loosely applied, though properly sig

nifying a temporary deck, consisting of spars

supported on beams, laid in any part of a

vessel. It also means the quarter-deck,

gangways, and forecastle of a deep-waisted

vessel, and is applied to the upper entire

deck of a double-banked vessel without an

open waist.

Spare (spar), v. t. pret & pp. spared; ppr.

sparing. [A. Sax. sparian, Icel. and Sw.

spara, Dan. spare, Q. and D. sparcn, to

spare. Same root as L. parco (for sparco),

to spare] 1. To use frugally; not to be pro

fuse of; not to waste; to dispense cautiously.

The rather will I spare my praises towards him;

knowing him is enough. Shaft.

Thou thy Father's thunder didst not spare.

Milton.

2. To part with without inconvenience; to

do without; to dispense with. 'Nor can we

spare you long.' Dryden.

I could have better spared* better man. Shah.

3. To omit ; to forbear; to withhold ; to re

frain from; as, wo might have spared this

toil and expense.

Be pleased your politics to spare. Dryden.

In this sense often with an infinitive as ob

ject

To pluck and eat my fill I spared not Milton,

But. if thou spare to fling Excalibur,

I will arise and slay thee with ray hands.

Tennyson.

4. To use tenderly; to treat withpity, mercy,

or forbearance: to forbear to afflict, punish,

or destroy. 'Spare us, good Lord. Coin.

Prayer.

My husband is thy friend ; for his sake spare me.

Shak.

5. To hold in reserve for the use of another;

to give; to afford; to grant; to allow.

My youth can better spare my blood than yon.

Shak.

Where angry love did never spare

One breath of kind and temp'rate air.

Roscommon.

6. To forbear to inflict or Impose upon; to

withhold from.

Spare my sight the pain

Of seeing what a world of tears it cost you.

Dryden.

7. To save, withhold, or gain, as from some

engrossing occupation or pressing necessity.

All the time he could spare from the necessary

cares of his weighty charge he bestowed on prayer

and serving of God. Knotles.

Spare (spar), v.i. 1. To live frugally; to be

parsimonious or frugal; not to be liberal or

profuse. ' A niggardly host and more spar

ing guest' Shale.

Who at some times spend, at othars spare,

Divided between carelessness and care. Pope.

2. To use mercy or forbearance; to forgive;

to be tender; as, strike and do not spare.

Spare (spar), a. [A. Sax spcer, moderate,

spare; Icel. spari (in compounds), spare, re

served. See the verb.] 1. Scanty; not plen

tiful or abundant ; as, a spare diet—2. Par

simonious; chary; sparing

He was spare but discreet of speech. Camu.

3. Over and above what 1b necessary; which

may be dispensed with; not wanted; super

fluous; as, I have no spare time on my

hands. ' If that no spare clothes he had to

give.' Spenser. — 4. Ileld in reserve; not

required for present use ; used in an emer

gency; as, a spare anchor; a spare bed.—

o. Lean; wanting flesh; meagre; thin. 'Too

spare of flesh. ' Tennyson.

O give me the spare men, and spare me the great

ones. Shah.

6. Slow. [Provincial English.]—Syn. Scanty,

parsimonious, superfluous, lean, meagre,

thin.

Sparet (spar), n. 1. Moderation; restraint.

' Killing for sacrifice without any spare.'

Holland. —2. Parsimony ; frugal use ; econ

omy.

Our victuals failed us though we made good spare

of them. Bacon.

3. An opening In a gown or petticoat; a

placket Skelton.

Sparefult (spartul), a. Sparing; chary.

Fairfax.

Sparefulnesst (spar'ful-nes), n. The quality

of being spareful; spariugness. Sir P. Sid

ney.

Sparely (spiir'li), adv. In a spare manner;

sparingly. Milton.

Spareness (spar'nes), n. State of being lean

or thin; leanness.

Sparer (spar'er), n. One that Bpares; one

that avoids unnecessary expense.

By nature far from profusion, and yet a greater

sparer than a saver. IV&tton.

Sparerib (spar'rib), n. [Spare, lean, and

rib.] Hie piece of a hog taken from the

side, consisting of the ribs with little flesh

ou them.

Sparganium (spar-ga'nl-um), n. [From Or.

sparganon, a fillet, because of the ribbon

like leaves] A genus of plants, nat. order

Typhacero. The species are monoecious, and

the flowers are arranged iu dense spherical

heads; the leave* are linear. These plants

are found commonlyin ditches and marshes

of the northern hemisphere. Three of them

are common in Great Britain, where they

are known by the name of Bur-reed.

Sparganosis (apar'gan-6-ais), n. [This

word should be spargosis, from Or. spargao,

to swell to bursting. Sparganosis properly

means a wrapping in swaddling-clothes.]

In pathol. extreme distension of the breasts

by milk. Dnnglison.

Sparge (sparj), v.t. [L. spargo, to sprinkle.

See Asperse.] To dash or sprinkle; tothrow

water upon in a Bhower of small drops. See

Sparger.

Spargefaction I (spar-Je-fak'shon), n. [L.

spargo, to sprinkle, and facio, to make.]

The act of sprinkling.

The operation was performed by spargefaction in

a proper time of the moon. Swift.

Sparger (sparj'er). n. A sprinkler; usually,

a cup with a perforated lid, or a pipe with a

perforated nozzle: used for damping paper,

clothes, Ac. ; specifically, a copper cylinder

used by brewers for dashing or sprinkling.

Simmonds.

Spar-hawk (sparTiak), 71. A sparrow-hawk.

Sometimes the spar-hawk wheel'd along, Tennyson.

Spar-bung (spar/hung), a. Hung with spar,

as a cave.

Sparids (sp&'ri-dft), n. pt. [L. sparus. the

gilt-head, and Or. exdos, likeness. ] A family

of acanthopterygious, teleostean fishes, of

which the genus Sparus is the type. They

somewhat resemble the perches in form, the

body being generally of an ovate form and

covered with large scales. The dorsal fin is

single, is not protected by any scales, and

its anterior rays are not spinous. The pec

toral and ventral fins are sharp-pointed; the

tail-fin notched. The gill-cover is shining,

and has no proper spines or denticulations.

Gilthcad {Chrysophryj aurata).

The teeth are sometimes acute, and some

times broad and rounded, and adapted, for

crushing the shells of Mnllusca and Crus

tacea, upon which these fishes chiefly feed.

The palate is toothless, and the mouth not

protractile. The Sparidse are moBtly inhabi-

tantsof warm climates. They are edible, and

Bonie of them highly esteemed. British ex

amples are the gilthead (Chrysophrys au

rata) and the sea-bream (Pagrus Centro-

donttts). The sargus of the Romans (Sargux

Rotidetetii) and the sheep's-head of North

America {S. oris) belong to this family.

Sparing (sparing), a. 1. Scanty; little.

Of this there is with you sparing memory or nane.

Bacon.

2. Spare; not abundant; abstemious.

Good air, solitary groves, and sparing diet, suffi

cient to make you fancy yourself one of the fathers

of the desert. Pope.

3. Saving; parsimonious; chary.

Virgil being so very sparing of his words, and leav

ing so much to be imagined by the reader, can never

be translated as he ought in any modem tourue.

Dryden.

4. Willing to pity and spare; merciful.

Their king . . . was sparing and compassionate

towards his subjects. Bacon.

Sparingly (spar'ing-11), adv. In a sparing

manner; as, (a) not abundantly, (b) Frugally;

parsimoniously; not lavishly.

Commend but sparingly whom thou dost love.

Sir J. Denhane.

(c) Abstinently; moderately.

Christians are obliged to taste even the innocent

pleasures of life but sparingly. Atttrtury.

(d) Seldom; not frequently.

The morality ofagrave sentence affected by Ij3can

ts more sparingly used by Virgil. Dryden.

(e) Cautiously; tenderly; with forbearance.

Touch this sparingly, as 'twere far off. Shai.

Sparlngness fspar'ing-nes), n. The quality

of being sparing; as, (a) parsimony; want

of liberality. ' The sparingness of our alms.*

Dr. H. More. (6) Caution; wariness.

Spark (spark), n. [A. Sax. spearca, L.G.

sparke, D. spark, sperk, also sprank, a spark.

From the same root as spring, sprinkle,

and probably as L. spargo, to scatter, to

sprinkle. In meanings 4 and 5 the origin

may be different; corup. Icel. sparkr, lively,

sprightly.] 1. A small particle of fire or

ignited substance which is emitted from

bodies in combustion.

Man is bom unto trouble as the sparks fly upward.

Job v. 7.

2. A small shining body or transient light; a

sparkle.

All the haft twinkled with diamond sparks. Tennyson.

3. A small portion of any thing active or vivid;

that which, like a spark, may be kindled into

flame or action. 'If. any spark of life be yet

remaining.' Shak.

We have here and there a little clear fight, and

some sparks of bright knowledge. I^oeJbe.

4. A brisk, showy, gay man. ' The finest

sparks and cleanest beaux.' Prior—6 A

lover; a gallant; a beau.—Electric spark.

See under ELECTRIC.

Spark (spark), v.i. 1. To emit particles of

Are ; to sparkle. * Her eyes do spark as

Btars.' P. Fletcher— 2. To play the spark

or gallant 'A Bure sign that his master

was courting, or, as it is termed, sparking.

within.' W. Irving.

Spark-condenser (spiirkTion-den-ser), »-

1. In elect, an instrument having a glass cage

iu which a spark may be passed between the

battery connections. It is used for burning

Fate, far, fat, fail; mS, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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metals or obtaining the spectra of gases, and

is designed to isolate the atmosphere in

which the experiment is conducted; also to

enable the experiment to take place in an

atmosphere of any required condensation or

t -ii i] i iy —2. A means of carrying away sparks

from a locomotive chimney to a chamber

where they are extinguished.

Sparker (spark'er), n. A contrivance, used

chiefly in the chimneys of locomotives fired

with wood, to arrest sparks, while allowing

the passage nf smoke. Called also Spark-

arrester. [American.]

Sparkml (sparkTul), a. Lively; brisk; gay.

' Our spark/ut youth.' Camden.

SpaxklBh (spark'ish), a. 1. Airy; gay.

h anything mote smartish and better-humoured

thin Venus' accosting her son in the de^rts of

Libya! Walsh..

2. Showy; well dressed; fine.

A daw to bespnrkxsh, tricked himselfup with all the

gay feathers be could muster. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Sparkle (sparTcl), ri pret. <fc pp. sparkled;

ppr. sparkling. [Freq. from spark (which

see).] 1. To emit sparks; to send off small

ignited particles, as burning fuel, <&c. —

2. To shine as if giving out sparks ; to glit

ter; to glisten; to flash with small flashes;

to twinkle; as, a brilliant sparkles; sparkling

stars.

But their eyes, especUlly those of the women, are

full of expression, sometimes sparkling with lire, and

sometimes melting with softness. Coot.

S. To emit little bubbles; as, sparkling wine.

8ts. To shine, flash, glitter, glisten, gleam,

scintillate, radiate, coruscate.

Sparkle Opar'kl), v.t [Meaning 2 seems to

nave arisen from a confusion with sparpii

(which see).] 1. To emit with coruscations;

to throw out; to shine with. 'Eyes that

sparkle fire.' Dryden.— 2-t To scatter; to

auperse.

Tis now scarce honour

Far you that never knew to fight but conquer.

To sparkle such poor people. Beau. &■ Fl.

The Danes had prepared a navy to come to rob in

England, but it was sparkled. Leland.

Sparkle (aparTd). n, 1. A spark; a luminous

particle; a scintillation. 'Some sparklet of

his flery temper.* Prescott. 'Sent a blast

of sparkles up the flue." Tennyson.—ft Lu

minosity; lustre.

I hold my beauty.

Wash but these sorrows from it, of a sparkle

As right and rich as hers. Sean. & Fl.

Sparkler (spark'ler), n. One who or that

which sparkles; one whose eyes sparkle.

Addison,

Sparklet (spark'Iet), n. A small spark.

' Heaven's twinkling sparklets.' Cotton.

Sparkliness t (sparrli-nesi n. Vivacity.

Aubrey.

Sparkling (sparkling), p. and a. Emitting

sparks: glittering; brilliant; lively; as,

sparkling, wines; sparkling eyes. 'A mix

ture of some bright sparkling colours.'

Locke. 'Gemmed with sparkling, descrip

tive verse.' Edin. Rev.

Sparkiingly (spark'ling-U), adv. in a

ii'trkliug manner; with twinkling or vivid

brilliancy.

Sparklingness (sp&rk'ling-nes), n. The

quality ufbeing sparkling; vivid and twink

ling lustre

Sparling (spar 'ling), n. [O. spierling, a

sparling.] A smelt.

Sparlyre t (spar'lir), n, [A. Sax. sparr-lira.]

The calf of the leg. Wickliffe.

Sparold (spa'roid), a and il [L. spams, the

gilthead, and Gr. eidos, likeness.] Of or

belonging to the Sparidre; one of the Sparida?.

Spar-piece (sp&r'pes), n. In area, the

collar-beam of a roof; span-piece. Good-

rick-

SparpU,t Sparpoll* (spaVpil. spar'poil). v.t

[O.Fr. esparpiuer, to scatter.] To scatter ;

to spread abroad; to disperse, Wickliffe.

Sparret (roar), v.t [Same as spar, gper] To

bar, to bolt; to shut Spenser.

Sparret (*par). n. A spar; a wooden bar.

Chaucer.

Sparrow (spa'ro), n. [O K. sparwe, A. Sax.

*j*tff*a, Goth, spartea, Dan. spurv, I eel.

*y*rr, O. spar, sperling, sparrow.] A small

iosessorial bird of the genus Pyrgita (P. do-

metUea\, family Fringillida?, and sub-order

C-jairoatres. This well-known bird is the

constant attendant on man wherever it

U found It inhabits the British Islands

sad other parts of Europe, and has been in

troduced into North America and Austra

lia The habiU of the common sparrows,

their amazing fecundity, their strong attach

ment to their young, the truculent battles

in which they will occasionally engage in

troops when excited upon some difference

of opinion arising out of questions of love

or nest-property, their familiarity, not to

say impudence, and their voracity, are fa

miliar to all They often do great injury to

the cornfields, but they also do great ser

vice to the farmer in destroying grubs,

caterpillars, &c, in spring and in the early

part of Bummer. The tree-sparrow (P. mon-

tana), the only other British species, is also

very widely distributed. It very closely re

sembles the common sparrow, but is of

smaller size. See also Hedge-sparrow,

Reed-sparrow.

Sparrow-bilKspa'ro bil), n. See Sparable.

Sparrow-grass (spa'ro-gras), n. A corrup

tion of Asparagus.

Sparrow-nawk (spa'ro-hak), n. [So named

from its being destructive to sparrows. ] The

common name of a hawk well known in

Britain. Only one species belongs to Britain ,

the Accipiter nisus, A. or Nisus fringilla-

rius, a small hawk, al>out 12 inches in length.

It is a bold, active bird, very destructive to

s fti. *-

I pP***Se*sAv-

Sparrow-hawk [Accipiter nisus).

pigeons and small birds. The sparrow-hawk

of Australia {A. torquatus) is marked by a

collar of numerous bars of white. 1 ts habits

are very similar to those of the European

sparrow-hawk. The American sparrow-hawk

is the Faleo sparverius, Linn. It is similar

in size to the sparrow-hawk, but rather allied

to the kestrel.

Sparrow-wort (spa'ro-wert), n. The com

mon name of plants of the genus Passerina

Sparry (aparT), a. Resembling spar or con

sisting of spar; spathose; abounding with

spar.

As the rude cavern's sparry sides

When past the miner's taper glides. J, Baillie.

—Sparry anhydrite. Same as Cube-spar, a

Bub-species of prismatic gypsum found in

the salt-mines of Halle, &c.—Sparry iron,

sparry iron ore, a carbonate of iron. Called

also Spathic or Spathose Iron, Siderite. The

clay ironstones, or the clay-bands and black-

bands of the coal and other formations, be

long to this family of iron ores.

Sparse (spars), a. [L. sparsus. pp. of spargo,

to strew, to scatter, to bestrew, sprinkle,

akin to Gr. speiro, to sow] 1. Thinly scat

tered ; set or planted here and there ; not

dense; as, a sparse population,—2. In bot.

hot opposite, nor alternate, nor in any ap-

fmrent regular order : applied to branches,

eaves, peduncles, &c.

Sparse t (spars), v. t. To disperse; to scatter.

As when the hollow flood of air in Zephire's check

doth swell

And sparsttk all the gathered clouds. Chapman.

Sparsedly (spars'ed-li), adv. In a scattered

manner; dispersedly.

Sparsely (apara'Ii). adv. In a scattered or

sparse manner; thinly.

Sparseness (apara'nes), n. The state of

being sparse; thinness; scattered state; as,

sparseness of population.

Sparslm (spar'sim), odp. [L.] Scatteredly;

here and there.

Spartan (spar'tan), a. Pertaining to ancient

Sparta; hence, hardy; nndaunted; as. Spar

tan souls; Spartan bravery; Spartan sim

plicity of manners.—Spartan dog, a blood

hound; heuce.a cruel or bloodthirsty person.

O Spartan dog.

More fell than anguish, hunger, or the sea. Shak.

Sparterie (spar'ter-i), n. [Sp. esparteria, a

place for making articles of esparto. See

Esparto.] A collective name for the vari

ous kind of articles manufactured from es

parto-grass, as mats, nets, cordage, ropes,

Ac.

Sparthe.t n. [Icel. spartha] An axe or

halbert. Romaunt of the Rose.

Spartina(spar-trna\n. [Fron\QT.sparting,n

rope made from broom. ] A genus of grasses.

Two species. S. stricta and S.alUrnifolia, are

British plants known by the name of cord-

grass. The first is a remarkably stiff and

rigid plant, growing in muddy salt marshes

on the east and south-cast coasts of Eng

land.

Spartium(spar/shi-urn),7i. [From Gr. spar-

ton, cordage, the use made of the plant In

early ages.] A genus of ornamental plants,

nat. order Leguminosre, which differs from

the common broom (Sarothamnus) in the

calyx being split above, and thus one in

stead of two lipped, 5. junceum (Spanish-

broom) Inhabits the south of Europe. It

has yellow sweet-scented flowers, and green

rush-like twigs. Its seeds are emetic, pur

gative, diuretic, and tonic, and are employed

medicinally in cases of dropsy. See Spanish-

broom.

Spar-torpedo (spar-tor-pe'do), n. A torpedo

carried on the end of a spar rigged over

board from the bows of a vessel, and fired

either by contact or by electricity.

Sparus (spa'rus), n. [L., the gilthead] A

genus of acanthopterygious fishes belonging

to the family Sparidre. The species are

chiefly known In England by the name of

gilthead, though that name should properly

be restricted to the Chrysophrys aurata, a

fish of an allied genus found plentifully in

the Mediterranean, and which at times

visits the coasts of Great Britain. See SpA-

Rn>ji.

Sparvert (sparser), ». The canopy of a bed.

See Sperver.

Spary (spa'ri), a. Sparing ; parsimonious.

Holland.

Spasm (spazm), n. [Fr. spasrne, L. spasmus,

from Gr. spasmos, from spad, to draw, to

pull, to wrench] 1. In med. an abnormal,

sudden, and more or less violent contrac

tion of one or more muscles or muscular

fibres. Spasm is either clonic or tonic. In

clonic spasm the muscles or muscular fibres

contract and relax alternately in very quick

succession, producing the appearance of

agitation, as in epilepsy. In tonic spasm the

muscles or muscular fibres contract in a

steady and uniform manner, and remain

contracted for a comparatively long time,

as in tetanus. Some cases of spasm appear

to be intermediate between these two varie

ties. —2. A sudden, violent, and generally

fruitless effort; as, a spasm of repentance.

Spasmatical (spaz-mat'ik-al), a. Relating

to Bpasms; spasmodical.

Spasmodic (spaz-mod'ik). a. [Ft. sjtasmo-

aique; Gr. spasmos, spasm, and eidos, like

ness.] 1. Relating to spasm; consisting in

spasm ; convulsive ; as, a spasmodic affec

tion; spasmodic asthma; spasmodic cholera.

2. Marked by strong effort, but of brief du

ration; violentand short-lived; as, spasmodic

efforts ; spasmodic industry. — Spasmodic

school, a name given in ridicule to certain

authors, including Philip Bailey, Gilfillan,

Alexander Smith, Ac, whose writings were

considered to be distinguished, to a greater

or less degree, by an overstrained and un

natural style.

Spasmodic ( spaz-mod'ik ), n. A medicine

good for removing spasm ; an antispasmodic.

Spasmodical (spaz-mod'ik-al), a. Relating

to spasm; spasmodic.

Spasmodically (spaz-mod'ik-al-li), adv. In

a spasmodic manner.

Spasmology(spaz-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. spasmos,

spasm, and logos, discourse.] The doctrine

of spasms.

Spastic (spas'tik), a. [Gr. spastikos. See

Si>asm] Relating to spasm; spasmodic.

Spasticity (Bpas-tis'i-ti), n, 1. A state of

spasm—2. The tendency to or capability of

suffering Bpasm.

Spat (spat), pret. of spit.

Spat (spat), n, [Possibly from root of spit.

that which is ejected.] The spawn of shell

fish; specifically, the name given to the de

veloping spawn of the oyster.

Spat (spat), n. 1. A blow. [Local.)—2. A

petty combat; a little quarrel or dissension.

[United States.]

Spat (spat), v.i. To dispute; to quarrel.

Smart.

Spat' (spat), v.t. To spatter; to defile.

Thy mind is spotted, spatted, spilt.

Thy souie is soyld with sinne. Kendall.

Spat, Spatt (spat), n. A short spatterdash,

reaching to a little above the ankle. [Scotch. ]

f

ch. eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, tAiu; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Violet Spatangus (5. pur.

Aureus). One half shown with

its spines removed.

Spatangidae (spa-tan'ji-de), n. pi. A tribe

of fossiTechinites or sea-urchins peculiar to

the chalk anil greensand. See next article.

Spatangus (spa-taug'gus). n. [L., from Gr.

spatangos, a Bea-

urchin.] A genus

of Echinoidea or

sea-urchins, fa

mily Eehinidaj,

otherwise called

* heart - urchins '

from their shape,

characterized by

the bilabiated

mouth being in

the third region

of the axis of the

base, and the

anus in the side

of the truncated

extremity. The

species are nu

merous. They are generally of an oval or

cordate form, with very slender spines.

Spatch-cock (spach'kok). u. [Probably

kitchen English for despatch-cock.] A fowl

killed, ami immediately broiled, for some

Budden occasion.

Spate (spat), n. [Perhaps of same root as

speic. Levins (1570) gives spate as an Eng

lish word meaning a torrent.] In Scotland,

a sudden heavy Hood, especially in mountain

streams, caused by heavy rainfalls: an in

undation: a great torrent of rain. Written

also Spait,

Spatha (spa'tha), n. In bot same as Spathe

Spathaceous (spa-tha'shusV a. In bot

having that sort of calyx called a spathe ;

resembling a spathe; spathal.

Spathal (spa'thal), a. In bot. furnished with

a spathe; as, spathal flowers.

Spathe (spath), «. [L. spatha, Gr. spathf,

a broad blade, the spathe

of a flower.] In but. a large

membranaceous bract

situated at the base of a

spadix, which it incloses

as a sheath. It is seen in

the greatest perfection in

the palms and arums.

Swathed (spiithd), a. In

bot. having a spathe or

calyx like a Bheath.

Spathella (spa-thel'la), n.

[Dim. of L. spatha, a blade. ]

Spathe—Flower of In bot. another name for

Cocoa Palm. the Gtumella,or inntr husk

of grasses.

Spathic (apath'ik), a. [Ft. spathique, from

spath; G. spath, spar] In mineral, applied

to minerals having an even lamellar or flatly

foliated structure.—Spathic iron, carbonate

of iron; an ore of iron of a foliated structure,

and a yellowish or brownish colour. See

Sparry Iron uuder Sparry.

Spathlform (spatb'i-form), a. Resembling

spar in form ; as, the ochreous, spatiUJarm,

and mineralized forms of uranite.

BpathlUa (spa-th ilia), n. A secondary spathe

in a spathaceous inflorescence, as in palms.

Spathodea (spa-th6'de-al, n, [Gr. spathe, a,

broad blade, and eidos, likeness, in reference

to the form of the calyx.] A genus of plants,

uat. order Bignoniacem. The species are

truly splendid plants when in flower, the

flowers being orange-coloured, yellow, or

purple. They are inhabitants of tropical

Asia and Africa.

Spathose (spath'fls), a. 1. In bot. relating

to or formed like a spathe ; spathaceous.—

2. In mineral, sparry; of the nature of spar;

occurring in broad plates or lamellae ; foli

ated in texture. — Spathose iron. Same as

Spathic Iron.

Spathous (spath'us), a. In bot. same as

Spatfiose.

Spathulate (apath'u-lat). Same as Spatu-

late.

Spatial (spa'shi-al), a. Of or pertaining to

space.

Spatially (spa'shi-al-li), adv. Having refer

ence to or ab regards space. Written also

Spacially (which see).

Spatiatet (spa'shi-at), p. i. [L. spatior, spa-

tiatus, from spatium, space. See Space.]

To rove; to ramble.

Confined to a narrow chamber he could spatiate

at large through the whole universe. Btntley.

Spatter (spat'ter), v.t, [Freq. from old spat,

akin to spit, spot, spout, and spew ; comp.

sputter.) 1. To scatter a liquid substance

on; to sprinkle with anything liquid or

semi-liquid that befouls; to bespatter; as,

to spatter a coat; to spatter the boots with

mud; to spatter the floor. [This word is

applied always to fluid or moist substances.

We say, to spatter with water, mud, blood,

or gravy. ]

The pavement swam in blood, the walls around

Were spatter'd o'er with brains. Addison.

2. Fig. to asperse; to defame.—3. To scatter

about; as, to spatter water here and there —

4. To throw out anything offensive; as, to

spatter foul speeches.

Spatter (spat'ter), v.i. To throw out of the

mouth in a scattered manner; to sputter.

See Sputter.

Spatterdash (spat'ter-dashV n. [Spatter

and dash.] A covering of cloth or leather

for the leg, fitting upon the shoe ; a gaiter ;

a legging.

Spatterdashed (spat'ter-dasht), a. Wear

ing spatterdashes. Thackeray.

Spattle t (spatl), n. Spittle. Bale.

Spattle (spat'l). n. [See Spatula.] 1. A

spatula.—2. In pottery, a tool for mottling

a moulded article with colouring matter.

Spattling-poppy (spat'Iing-pop-pi),n. The

bladder-campion (Suene inilata), a perennial

which grows in cornfields and dry pastures,

and near the sea-shore, the young shoots of

which are sometimes used like asparagus.

Spatula (spot'u-la), n. [L., dim. of spatha.

Gr. spathe, a broad flat instrument See

SPADK.] 1. A flat sort of knife with a thin

flexible blade, used by druggists, painters,

&c, for spreading plasters, working pig

ments, tfce.— 2. In surg. a flat instrument,

angular or Btraight, for depressing the

tongue and keeping it out of the way in

operations about the throat or larynx.

Spatularia (spat-u-hVri-a). n. [From the

form of the snout. See Spatula] A genus

of fishes belonging to the sturgeon tribe.

Spatularia, upper (i) and under (a) view.

They are remarkable for the form of their

snouts, which are enormously long and

leaf-like in form. The type of the genus is

the paddle-fish of the Mississippi.

Spatulartdae (spat-u-lar'i-de), n. pi. A Bmall

family of ganoid fishes, nearly allied to the

sturgeons, of which Spatularia is the type.

See Spatularia.

Spatulate (spat'u-lat), a.

Shaped like a spatula ; resem

bling a spatula in shape ; spe

cifically, in bot. applied to a

leaf having a linear form en

larging suddenly into a round

ed extremity.

Spauld, Spawld (spald), n.

[O.Fr. espatile, Fr. ipaule, the

shoulder, from L. spatula,

spathula, dim. of spatha, a

broad, flat instrument] The

shoulder. [Scotch.]

Spavin (spavin), n. [O.Fr. espavent (* a

Bpaven In a horse.' Cotgrave), also espar-

vain. Mod. Fr. fparvin. It. spavenio. Ori

gin doubtful.] A disease of horses affect

ing the hock-joint, or joint of the hind-leg,

between the knee and the fetlock. It oc

curs iu two forms : (a) bog or blood spavin,

in which the Joint is distended by Bynovia

or joint oil. (6) Bone spavin, or Bpavin

proper, where there is a morbid deposition

of bony substance, such as to unite separate

bones — a form which is sometimes incur

able.

Spavined (spav'ind), a. Affected with

spavin. 'A blind, spavined, galled hack,

that was only fit to be. cut up for a dog-

kennel.' Goldsmith.

Spaw (spa). «• Same as Spa.

Spawder (spa'der), n. An injury arising

from the legs of animals being forced too

far asunder on ice or slippery roads. [Pro

vincial.]

Spawl (spal), v.i. [Contr. from A. Sax. spadl,

spatl, spittle, from spaitan, spatan, to spit.

See Spit. ] To throw saliva from the mouth

in a scattering form ; to disperse spittle in

a careless dirty manner.

Why must he sputter, spawt, and slaver it? S-ret/t.

Spawl (spal), n. Saliva or spittle thrown

out carelessly. Dryden.

Spawl (spal), n. [See SPALE.] A fragment

of stone; a spall.

Spawling (spallng), n. Saliva thrown out

carelessly; spawl. 'Marble floors with

drunken spawUngs Bhine." Congreve,

Spawn(span), n. (Ithasnoplural.) [Perhaps

from A. Sax. sptwan, to spew or spit out; or

from A. Sax. spana, spanti, Prov. E spean,

spans, a teat The term spat, young oys

ters, gives some support to the former ety

mology. ] 1. The eggs or ova of fishes, frogs,

&c., from which, wheu fertilized by the

males, a new progeny arises that continue*

the species. In the oviparous fishes with

distinct sexes the eggs are impregnate*!

externally, and arrive at maturity without

the aid of the mother. The spawn being

deposited by the female, the male then

pours upon it the impregnating fluid. In

the ovoviviparous fishes sexual intercourse

takes place, and the eggs are hatched in

the uterus. Fisbes exhibit a great variety

iu regard to the number of their eggs. In

some the number is small, while in others

it is prodigiously great In the spawn of a

cod-flsh, for example, no fewer than three

and a half millions of eggs have been found.

In general, before spawniug, fish forsake the

deep water and approach the shore.and some

fish leave the salt water and ascend the

rivers before spawning, and then return

again.—2. Any product or offspring: an ex

pression of contempt. 'Slander, meanest

spawn of hell.* Tennyson.

'Twas not the spawn of such as these

That dyed with Punic blood the conquered seas.

jZesCprr*m&n.

3. A name given to the buds or branches

which are produced from underground

stems of plants— 4. The white fibrous mat

ter forming the matrix from which fungi are

produced; the mycelium of fungi.

Spawn (span,, v.t 1. To produce or deposit,

as fishes do their eggs.— 2. To bring forth ;

to generate: in contempt

What practices such principles a* these may

spawn, when they are laid out to the sun, you may

determine. Locke.

Spawn (Bpan), v.i. 1. To deposit eggs, as fish

or frogs.— 2. To issue, as offspring : in con

tempt

It is so ill a quility. and the mother of so many ill

ones thai spawn from it. that a child should be

brought up in the greatest abl»orrence of it. L*ck*.

Spawner (spau'er), n. The female fish.

The barbel . . . both the sfitwner and the melter

cover their spawn with sand. /*. Huitou.

Spay (spa), V.t [A Celtic word: Manx spoiy,

Gael, spoth, to castrate; same root as L.

spado. Or. spadon, a eunuch.] To extirpate

the ovaries of: a process applied to female

animals, to incapacitate them for producing

young. The operation is performed gen

erally when the animal is young, and is meant

to prevent conception and promote fatten

ing.

Spay (spa), n. [Other forms are spaie, spaid,

sjxide, spayade; origin unknown] The male

of the red-deer in his third year.

Spayade (spa'ad), n. [See above.] In her.

a stag in his third year.

Speak (spek), v.i. pret. spoke (spake archaic,

poetical); pp. spoken (spoke obs. or vulgar);

ppr. speaking. [0. E. speken, A. Sax. specan,

sprecan, D. and L.G. spreken, G. spmchen,

to speak. Wedgwood connects it with L.G.

spaken, to crack with drought, comparing

Sc. crack, familiar talk, conversation, with

E. crack, a fissure. As to the omission of

the r comp. speckled, Sc. spreckled, A. Sax.

ireccan.irreecau, to rouse] 1. To utterwords

or articulate sounds; to express thoughts by

words; as, man everywhere is able to iqteak.

Speak, Lord, for thy servant hearetb. i Sam. Li. 9.

2. To utter a speech, discourse, or harangue;

to express thoughts in more formal language

than in ordinary talk or conversation; to

utter thoughts in a public assembly.

Many of the nobility made themselves popular b»

speaking in parliament against those things which

were most grateful to his majesty. Cusrendot.

The man seemed to be able to speak in no other

way ; and, I have little doubt, spoke as bombastically

as he talked. c- A ■Wfl-

8. To talk; to express opiuionB; to dispute.

We must speak by the card, or equivocation will

undo us.
Shak.

4 To discourse; to make mention; to tell by

writing.

Lucan speaks of a part of Cesar's army that came

to him from the Leman lake. A**i*m.

The Scripture speaks only of those to whom it

speaks.
//am tnand.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; li, Sc. abune; y. Sc try
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S. '1 .. give sound; to Bound.

Moke all your trumpets speak. Shak.

6 To communicate ideas in any manner; to

express thought generally; to be expressive.

There'* language in her eye, her cheek, her lip ;

Nay. her foot speaks. Shak.

Abate the stride which speaks of num. Tennyson.

— To speak for, to argue in favour of ; to

plead the cause of; to intercede for; to urge

the claims of; to defend the cause of; to be

the representative or spokesman of; to ex

press the opinions of.

The general and his wife are talking of it :

And she speaks for you stoutly. Shak.

An honest man, sir, is able to speak f*r himself,

when a knave fa not. Shak.

Sorely I shall be allowed to speak for mine own self.

Tennyson.

— To speak out, to speak loud or louder;

hence, to apeak boldly or unreservedly ; to

disclose or tell aloud whAt one knows or

thinks about a subject ; to disclose what is

hidden or concealed.—To speak up, to speak

In a loud or louder tone ; to express one's

thoughts freely, boldly, or unreservedly; to

apeak out—To speak tcell for, to be a com

mendatory or favourable indication of ; as,

bis eagerness speaks well for his success. —

To speak with, to converse with; as, let me

gprak with my son.—Speak, Talk. Speak is

more general in meaning than talk. Thus

a man may speak by uttering a single word,

whereas to talk is to utter sentiments con

secutively; so, a man may be able to speak

though he is not able to talk. Speak is also

more formal in meaning; as, to speak before

a "Milium audience; while talk implies a

conversational manner of speaking.—Syn.

To say, tell, talk, converse, discourse, articu -

late, pronounce.

Speak (spek), v.t 1 To utter with the

mouth; to pronounce; to utter articulately.

The-, sat down with him upon the ground seven

days and seven nights, and none spake a word unto

Inn. Job ii. i j.

% To tell; to say; to make known orally; to

declare; to announce; as, to «p«a*the truth;

to speak one's mind. 'Speak to me who

thou art' Shak.—3. To proclaim ; to cele

brate.
It is my father s music

To speak your deeds- Shak.

Report speaks thee a bonny monk. Sir IV. Scott.

A. To talk or converse in ; to utter or pro

nounce, as in conversation ; as, a man may

know how to read and to understand a lan

guage which he cannot speak. — 6. To ad

dress ; to accost.

He will smile upon thee, put thee in hope, and

r-fi. thee Cur. Ecctus. Bra, 6.

A To exhibit ; to make known ; to declare ;

to express in any way.

Let heaven's wide circuit speak

The Maker's high magnificence. Mitten.

Till back the maiden fell, and lay.

Speaking a still good-morrow with her eyes.

Tennyson.

—To speak a ship, to hail and speak to her

captain or commander. —Say, Speak, Tell.

See Sat

Speakable (spck'a-bl), a. I. Capable of or

nt for being spoken. ' Oaths . . . most hor

rible, and not speakable.' Shak.— 2. Having

the power of speech. [Rare. ]

Say

How earnest thou speakable of mute. Milton.

Speaker (spek'er), n. l. One who speaks.

% One who proclaims or celebrates.

After my death I wish no other herald.

No other speaker of my living actions. Shak.

?. One that utters or pronounces a discourse;

usually, one that utters a speech in public,

or one that practises public speaking ; as,

be is a good or fluent public speaker.—

4 One who is the mouthpiece or spokesman

of another; especially, one who presides

over a deliberative assembly, preserving

order, and regulating the debates; as, the

rakerin the Housesof Lords and Commons

Britain; the sj>eaker of the House of Re

presentatives in America; the speaker of

the parliamentary bodies of many of the

J'.i ir . ■)-. colonies, 6tc. The speaker of the

British House of Commons is a member of

the house, elected by desire of and with the

approbation of the crown to act as chairman

or president, in putting questions, reading

bills, keeping order, controlling the debates

of the house, &c. He is not to deliver his sen

timents upon any question, or give his vote,

except in a committee or in case of an equal

ity of votes, when he has the privilege of

giving a casting-vote. It is also the duty of

the ftpeaker to interrupt a member whose

language is indecorous, orwho wanders from

the subject of debate ; he may also stop a

debate to remind the house of any standing

order or established mode of proceeding

which he sees about to be violated. He,

however, submits everything to the decision

of the house. He is a member of the privy-

council, and ranks after the barons. He has

a salary of £6000 a year, with a free resi

dence. On vacating his office he is made a

peer, and receives a pension of £4000. The

lord chancellor, or the keeper of the great

seal, is speaker of the House of Lords ex

officio. He can speak and vote on any

question.

Speakership (spek'er-ship), n. The office

of speaker.

Speak - house (speklious), n. See Speke-

HOUSE.

Speaking (apek'ing), a. I. Used for the pur

pose of conveying speech or the sounds of

the voice; as. a speaking-trumpet. —2. Ani

mated ; forcibly expressive ; as, a speaking

portrait; a speaking likeness.

A representation, borrowed, indeed, from the ac

tual world, but closer to thought, more speaking and

significant, more true than nature and b(e itself.

Dr. Caird.

—Speaking acquaintance, on acquaintance

of a slight or not very intimate nature, the

parties concerned generally limiting them

selves to the interchange of mere phrases of

courtesy on meeting or the like.

I have the honour of a speaking acquaintance

with such a patriarch as you describe. Dickens.

—To be on speaking terms, to be slightly

acquainted, as from occasional or frequent

meeting, and interchanging terms of civil

ity, Ac.

Speaking-trumpet (spek'ing-trum-pet), n.

A trumpet-shaped instrument by which the

sound of the human voice may be reinforced

so that it may be heard at a great distance.

Speaking-tube (spek'ing-tub), n, A tube of

gutta percha or other material for commu

nicating orally from one room to another.

Spear (sper), n. [A. Sax. spere, D. and Q.

speer, Don. sper, Icel. spjor; comp. L. sparus,

a hunting Bpear. Probably akin to spar, a

beam or rafter, and to spire.] 1. A long

pointed weapon used in war and hunting,

Ancient Spears.

a. Time of Edward IV, (a spetum). *, Time of

Jnines 1. (a partisan), c, Time of Cromwell {a pike).

d. Time of Henry VII. e. Time of Henry VIII.

by thrusting or throwing; a lance. — 2. A

man armed with a spear; a spearman.

'Flesh and wine to feed his spears.' Tenny

son.— Z. A sharp-pointed instrument with

barbs, used for stabbing fish and other ani

mals —4. A shoot, as of grass: more com

monly called a spire.—5. The feather of a

horse : called also the streak of the spear.

It is a mark in the neck, or near the shoulder

of some barbs, which is reckoned a sure sign

of a good horse. — Spear side, sometimes

spear half, a term occasionally used for the

male line of a family, in contradistinction

to spindle side (or spindle half), the female

line.

Spear (sper). v.t. To pierce with, or as with,

a spear; to kill with, or as with, a spear;

as, to spear a fish. 'The sparrow spear'd

by the shrike. ' Tennyson.

Spear (sper), v.i. To shoot into a long stem.

See Spire.

Spearer (speYer), n. l. One who spears —

2. t A spearman.

Spear -foot (sperrut), n. The off foot be

hind of a horse.

Spear-grass (speYgraa), n. A name applied

to various long sharp-leaved grasses. ' Tickle

our noses with spear-grass.' Shak.

Spear-hand (speYhand), n. In the manege,

a horseman's right hand, that being the

hand in which the spear is held.

Spear-head. (sperTied), n. The metal point

of a spear.

Spearman (speYman), n. One who is armed

with a spear. Ps. lxviii. 30.

Spearmint (speYniint), n, A plant of the

genus Mentha, the M. viridis. See Mint.

Spear -thistle (speYthis-l), n. A plant of

the genua Cnicua, the C. lanceolatus. It

grows on waysides and in pastures. The

leaves are downy beneath, and their points

long and very sharp, and it has handsome

heads of purple flowers.

Spearwort (sper'wert), n. A plant of the

genus Ranunculus. The great spearwort

is the /(. Lingua, and the lesser spearwort

is the R. flammula. Both are British plants.

See Ranunculus.

Spec (spek), n. A colloquial abbreviation of

Speculation; as, thi& is a good spec.

They said what a wcry gen'rous thine o' them to

have taken up the case on spec, and to charge noth

ing at all for costs, unless they got em out of Mr.

Pickwick. Dickens.

Speces.t n. pi. Species; sorts or kinds.

CAattcer.

Specht, Speight (spekt, spat), n. [G. speeht,

the woodpecker; Icel. spaetr, Dan. spette;

probably allied to h.picus.] A woodpecker.

[Obsolete or local. ]

Special (spesh'al), a. [Ft. special, from L.

specialis, from species, kind (which see).]

1. Pertaining to, constituting, or designating

a species or sort.

A special idea is called by the schools a species.

Watt*.

2. Particular; peculiar; differing from others;

extraordinary; uncommon.

Can such things be.

And overcome us lilce a summer's cloud,

Without our special wonder? Shak.

Our Saviour is represented everywhere in Scripture

as the special patron of the poor and afflicted.

Atterbn ry.

3 Designed for a particular purpose or occa

sion ; affecting a particular person ; as, a

special constable; & special correspondent;

a special act of Parliament.

There is a special providence in the fall of a spar

row. Shak.

4 Confined to some particular class of sub

jects; devoted to a distinct field or range;

as, a special dictionary, as one of medicine

or law.—5. Chief in excellence.

The king hath drawn

The special head of nil the land together. Shak.

—Special administration. See under AD

MINISTRATION. —Special agent, an agent

authorized to transact only a particular

business for his principal, as distinguished

from a general agent. —Special bail. See

underBail.—Special bailiff, a person named

by a party in a civil suit for the purpose of

executing some particular process therein,

and appointed by the sheriff on the applica

tion of such party. — Special bastard, one

born of parents before marriage, the parents

afterwards intermarrying.—Special case, a

statement of facts agreed to on behalf of

two or more litigant parties, and submitted

for the opinion of a court of justice as to

the law bearing on the facts so stated. In

Scots law, in civil jury cause8, a special case

differs from a special verdict only In this,

that the special verdict is returned by the

jury, whereas the special case is adjusted

by the parties themselves, or by their coun

sel, and sets forth the special facts on which

I they are agreed without the evidence.—

' Special constable, a person sworn to aid the

constituted authorities, military or civil, in

maintaining the public peace on occasions

I of exigency, as to quell a riot. —Special con

tract. See SPECIALTY.—Special correspond

ent. See under Cokrespondent.—Special

demurrer, one in which the cause of demur*

rer is particularly stated.—Special impar

lance, one in which there is a saving of all

exceptions to the writ or count, or of all

exceptions whatsoever. — Special injunc

tions, those prohibitory writs or interdicts

against acts of parties, such as waste, nuis

ance, piracy, &e.—Special jury. See under

JURY.—Special license, a license obtained

from the Archbishop of Canterbury, which

enables a priest to marry the parties with

out the publication of bans, and also at any

time or place other than those necessary in

i b . -.';mi 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, *\ng; th, theu; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcMg; zh, azure.— See KEY.
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ordinary cases — Special occupancy, where

an estate is granted to a man and bis heirs

during the life of cestui que vie, and the

grantee dies without alienation, and while

the life for which he held continues the

heir will succeed, and fa called a special oc

cupant—Special paper, a list kept in court

for putting down demurrers, Ac., to be ar

gued. Special plea, a plea in bar in a crim

inal matter, not being a plea of the general

issue. Such pleas are of four kinds—a former

acquittal, a former conviction, a former at

tainder, or a pardon.—Special pleader, a

member of one of the Inns of Court whose

professional occupation it iB to give verbal

or written opinions on matters submitted

to him, and to draw pleadings, civil and

criminal, and such practical proceedings

as may be out of the usual course.—Special

pleading, (a) the allegation of special or new

matter as distinguished from a direct denial

of matter previously alleged on the other

aide, (b) The science of pleading, which,

until the passing of an act in 1852, consti

tuted a distinct branch of the law, having

the merit of developing the points in con

troversy with great precision. Its strictness

and subtlety were frequently a subject of

complaint, and one of the objects of the act

was to relax and simplify its rules, (c) A

popular term for the specious but unsound

or unfair argumentation of one whose aim

was victory rather than truth. —Special pro

perty, a qualified or limited property, as the

property which a man aquires in wild ani

mals by reclaiming them.—Special tail is

where a gift is restrained to certain heirs of

the donee's body, and does not descend to

the heirs In general.—Special verdict is a

verdict in which the jury find the facts and

state them as proved, but leave the law

arising from the facts to be determined by

the court.

Special (Bpesh'al), n. 1. A particular; a spe

cial or particular thing or person. 'Pro

mises of long life annexed to some specials

of his service.' Hammond.—2. Any person

or thing appointed for a special purpose or

occasion, as a constable, a railway train,&c. ;

as, they travelled by special to Edinburgh;

the riot was so great that the specials were

called out

Specialist (spesh'al-ist), n. A person who

devotes himself to a particular branch of a

profession, art, or science; a person who

Ins studied and acquired a special know-

ledge of some particular subject Thus

oculists and auriste are specialist* as re

gards surgery.

Speciality (Bpesh-l-ari-ti),n. 1. A particular

matter or point; a specialty. Sir M. Hale.

2 That property by which a person or thing

is specially characterized; that in which one

is specially versed ; that branch of science

or art to which one specially devotes him

self; as, he has a wide knowledge of science,

but botany is his speciality.

It is in this way that you escape from the wretched

narrow - mindedness which ii the characteristic of

every one who cultivates his speciality alone.

Lord Lytton.

8. A quality or attribute peculiar to a spe

cies

Specialization (spesh'al-lz-a"8hon), n. The

act of specializing; the act of devoting to a

particular use or function, as the setting

apart of a particular organ for the perform

ance of a particular function; special deter

mination.

proved experimentally that every bundle of

nerve-fibres, and every ganglion, has a special duty

t ofi

ity still more special

. great hemispherical gai

alone this specialization of duty does not hold ?

and that each part of every such bundle, and every

such ganglion, has a duty still more special. Can it

be, then, that in the great hemispherical ganglia

Herbert Spencer.

Specialise (spesh'al Tz), v.t pret. & pp. spe

cialized; ppr. specializing. 1. To mention

specially. —2. To assign a specific use or pur

pose to; to devote or apply to a specific use

or function.

It is useless to speculate upon the use of these

rude yet venerable weapons. Almost as well might

we ask to what purpose could they not be applied 1

Numerous and specialized as are our modern instru

ments, who would care to describe the exact use of a

knife? Ed. Rev.

Specially (spesh'aMi), adv. 1. In a special

manner; particularly; especially.—2. For a

particular purpose; as, a meeting of the

legislature is socially summoned.

Specialty (Bpesh'al-ti), n. 1. A particular

matter or thing; a particular point.

The specialty of rule hath been peglected. Shalt.

On these two general heads all other specialties

are dependent Hooker.

2. A special term or article in a contract

Let specialties be therefore drawn between us.

Shak.

[Now little used iu the senses above, its com

mon acceptations being the following.] —

3. That property by which a person or thing

is characterized; that in which one is spe

cially versed ; that branch of science or art

to which one specially devotes himself. See

Speciality, 2. —4. In law, a special contract;

an obligation or bond ; the evidence of a

debt by deed or instrument under seal. Such

a debt is called a debt by specialty in dis

tinction from simple contract. — Specialty

debts, in law, bonds, mortgages, debts se

cured by writing under seal.

Specie (spe'shi), n. [The ablative form of

L. species, and so used as an English word

probably from its occurrence in the fre

quent phrase ' paid in specie.' See SpKCIES.]

Gold, silver, Ac., coined, ami used as a cir

culating medium of commerce; hard money;

coin : in contradistinction to paper-money,

as bank-notes, bills, <fec.

Species (speshez), n. sing, and pi. [L., a see

ing, that which is seen, appearance, shape,

a peculiar sort, kind, or quality, from L.

specio, to look at, to behold: Gr. skeptd, skep-

toinai; Skr. pash, to see; akin spite, spice,

spy, despise, respect, spectacle, &v. Meaning

6 is derived from the fact that in L. Latin

species (both in Bing. and pi.) came from

having the meaning of wares in general to

have the meaning of valuables, precious

goods In French it is the plural especcs

that is used for specie.] 1. Visible or sens

ible representation ; appearance to the senses

or the mind; sensible or Intellectual repre

sentation; an image. [Rare.]

An apparent diversity between the species visible

and audible Is that the visible doth not mingle in the

medium, but the audible doth. Bacon.

Wit ... Is no other than the faculty of Imagina

tion in the writer which searches over all the memory

for the species or ideas of those things which it de

signs to represent Dryden.

2. t A public spectacle or exhibition; a show.

Shows and species serve best with the people.

Bacon.

3. A class, collection, or assemblage of things

or beings classified or associated according

to attributes or properties which are deter

mined by scientific observation; as, (a) a

group of animals or plantB which generally

bear a close resemblance to each other in the

more essential features of their organization,

which produce fertile progeny, and which

may, In the generality of cases, produce indi

viduals varying from the general type of the

group, the variation, however, being in all

cases of a limited kind. Under this definition

the various species, 'kinds' of animals and

plants, and their included varieties may be

comprehended; and this mode of stating

the idea of species at the same time leaves

the great question of the 'origin of species,'

raised chiefly by Darwin and his followers,

an open one, and one which must be left

for future observers to settle. Up till a

recent time naturalists regarded species as

unchanging throughout the longest succes

sion of ages, except within narrow and

marked limits. Tims Button defines a spe

cies as ' a constant succession of individuals

similar to, and capable of reproducing each

other ; ' and Cuvier as ' a succession of Indi

vidualswhich reproduces and perpetuates it

self.' (/') In mineralogy, chemistry, andsuch

sciences as relate to inorganic substances,

species is regarded by some writers as being

determined by identity of physical proper

ties, as specific gravity, hardness, Ac; and

by others, as constituted by chemical com

position, the natural properties going fur

nothing. In scientific classification species

unite to form groups called genera, which

are included in orders, the ordeis forming

classes, and so on. — 4. In logic, a group of

individuals agreeing in common attributes

and designated by a common name ; a con

ception subordinated to another conception,

called a genus or generic conception, from

which it differs in containing or compre

hending more attributes, and extending to

fewer individuals; thus 'man' is a species

under 'animal* as a genua, and 'man' in Its

turn may be regarded as a genus with re-

Bpect to European, Asiatic, and the like.—

5. Kind; sort; variety; description; as, a

coarse species of wit; a species of low cun

ning; a fine specie* of cloth; a rare species

of generosity—6. t Metal coined into a cir

culating medium; coin; specie.

Rome possessed a much greater proportion of the

circulating species of its lime than any Buropeas

city. Arrutknet.

Species, your honour knows, is of easier conveyance.

Garnet.

7. t In med. (a) a component part of a com

pound medicine; a simple. (6) A compound

powder of any kind- Quincey. - - 8. In eiril

Jaw, the form or shape given to materials ,

fashion or shape: form; figure. BurriH.

Specific (spe-sif'ik), a. [Fr. sp/eifique, from

L. species, and facia, to make.] 1. Pertsin-

ing to, characterizing, or constituting a spe

cies; possessing the peculiar property or

properties which constitute somethings spe

cies and distinguish It from other things; aa,

the specific form of an animal or a plant; the

specific qualities of a plant or a drug; the

specific difference between an acid and in

alkali; the specific distinction between vir

tue and vice.

Specific difference is that primary attribute which

distinguishes each species from one another. Wans.

2. Tending to specify or particularize; defi

nite; precise; sa,^ specific statement—&. Id

med, acting upon some particular organ

more than upon others ; possessed of pecu

liar efficacy in the cure of a particular dis

ease. See the noun.— 4. In law, having i

certain form or designation; observing a

certain form; precise. — Specific centre, the

point or locality where any species of ani

mals or plants had its origin, and from which

its Individuals became diffused. — Specific

character, that which distinguishes one spe

cies from every other species of the same

genus : the essential character of a species

—Specific gravity. See under Gravity.—

Specific heat See Heat. — Specific legacy,

in law, a bequest of a particular thing, ss

of a particular piece of furniture, specified

and distinguished from all others —Specific

name, the name which, appended to the

name of the genus, constitutes the distinc

tive name of the species: originally applied

by Liimams to the essential character of the

species, or the essential difference. The

present specific name he at first called the

trivial name.

8peclflC (spe-sif'ik), n. 1. In med. a remedy

which exerts a special action in the preven

tion or cure of a disease ; an infallible, or

supposed infallible remedy.

If she would drink a pood decoction of sarsa, with

the usual specifics, she might enjoy a good health.

W 'iseman.

2. Something certain to effect the purpose

for which it Is used ; an unfailing agent

'The most approved specific tor getting out

the stain of red wine.' Dr. H. More.

Speclfical (spe-Bifik-al), a. Same as Spe

cific, lilackstone.

Specifically (spe-aif'ik-al-li), adv. In a spe

cific manner; according to the nature of the

species; definitely; particularly. 'Those

several virtues that are specifically requisite

to a due performance of this duty.' South.

But it is rather manifest that the essence of spirits

is a substance specifically distinct from all corporeal

matter whatsoever. Dr. H. Meet.

Speclflcalness (spe-siflk-ol-nes), n. State

of being speclfical.

Specificatet (spe-sifik-at), v.t. pret £ pp.

specificated; ppr. specificating. [L. speewt,

form, and /ado, to make. ] To show, mark,

or designate the species or the distinguish

ing particulars of a thing; to specify. Sir

M. Bale.

Specification (spes'i-fl-ka''shon), n. 1. The

act of specifying or determining by s mark

or limit; notation of limits.

This specification or limitation of the question hin

ders the disputers from wandering away from the

precise point of inquiry. Watts.

2. The designation of particulars; particular

mention; as, the specification of a charge

against a military or naval officer. —3. A par

ticular and detailed account or description

of a thing; specifically, a statement of par

ticulars, describing the dimensions, details,

peculiarities, <fcc.. of any work about to be

undertaken, as in architecture, building,

engineering, Ac. It is a condition in patents

that the inventor should give a specification

of his invention, in which the nature of the

invention must be particularly described

and ascertained. — 4. An article, item, or

particular specified. —6. In Scots law, the

formation of a new property from materials

belonging to another.

Spedficness (spe-sifik-nes), n. The state

or character of being specific.

Specify (spes'i-fi). v.t pret. A pp. specified;

ppr specifying. (Ft, specifier, as if from a

L. specifico — species, and/aoo. to make]

To mention or name distinctively; to desig

Fate, far, fat, fall; m£, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abune; V, Sc fey-
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nate in words, so as to distinguish a thing

from every other; as, to specify the uses of

a plant; to specify the articles oue wants

to purchase.

He has there given as an exact geography of

Greece, where the countries and the uses of (heir

seals, are spoiled. Pope.

Specimen (spesl-men), n, [L. specimen, lit.

that by which a thing is seen and recognized,

a mark or token, an example or specimen,

from specto, to look, to behold. See Species ]

A part or small portion of anything intended

to exhibit the kind of the whole, or of some

thing not exhibited ; a sample ; as, a speci

men of painting or composition; a specimen

of one's art or skill.—Specimen, Sample. A

specimen is a portion of a larger whole em

ployed to exhibit the nature or kind of that

of which it forms a part, without reference

to the relative quality of individual por

tions; thus a cabinet of mineralogical speci

mens exhibits the nature of the rocks from

which they are broken. A sample is a por

tion taken out of a quantity, and implies that

the quality of the whole is to be judged by

it, and not rarely that it is to be used as a

standard for testing the goodness, geuuine-

nets, purity of the whole, and the like In

many cases, however, the words ore used

indifferently.

Spedology (spo-shi-ol'o-ji), n. The doctrine

of species.

Specioslty (spe-shi-osl-ti), n. The state of

being specious; a specious show; a specious

or thing. " Professions built so

yon fpeciosity instead of performance. '

(«pe'shus\ a. [Fr. spicieux; L.

, showy, beautiful, plausible, from

r'pecves, look, show, appearance. See SPE

CIES.] l.t Pleasing to the eye; outwardly

pleasing; snowy; beautiful; fair. 'A virgine

ful specious, and semely of stature.' Metri

cal Romance of fourteenth century. ' As

sweet to the smell as specious to the sight'

Fuller.

The rest, far greater part.

Will deem In outward rites and specious forms

Religion satisfied. Atilton.

* Apparently right; superficially fair, just,

or correct; plausible; appearing well at first

view ; as, specious reasoning ; a specious ar

gument ; a specious objection. ' And count

thy specious gifts no gifts, but guiles.' Mil-

torn.

A mans acts are slavish, not true but specious; his

▼err thoughts are false, he thinks too as a slave and

1 he have got Fear under his feet.

CarlyU.

—Ostensible,Colourable, Specious, Plausible.

See under Ostensible.—Syn. Showy, plaus

ible, ostensible, colourable, feasible.

Speciously <«pe'shus-li), adv. In a Bpecious

manner; with a fair appearance; with show

of right; as, to reason speciously. 'That

personated devotion under which any kind

of impiety is wont to be disguised and put

off more speciously.' Hammond.

Spaciousness (spe'shus-nes), n. The qua

lity of being specious; plausible appearance;

fair external show ; as, the speciousness of

an argument

Speck (spek).n. [A. Sax. specca, L.O. spaak,

% speck; perhaps from root of spew; comp.

spot and spit.] 1. A spot; a stain; a blemish;

■ small place in anything that Is discoloured

by foreign matter, or is of a colour different

from that of the main substance; as, a speck

on paper or cloth.

The tittle rift within the lovers lute,

Or little pitted speck in garner'd fruit,

Thai rotting inward slowly moulders all

Ten nyson.

I A small particle or patch ; as, a speck of

snow on a hill. ' The bottom consisting of

gray sand with black specks.' Anton's

Vvyagti.— Syn. Spot, stain, flaw, blemish.

Speck <-pek). v t. To spot; to mark or stain

in spots or drops. 'Speck'd with gold ' Mil

ton.

Speck (spek). u. [D. spek, fat; A Sax. spic,

bacon.] 1- Blubber, the fat of whales and

other mammalia. In South Africa, the fat

flesh of the hippopotamus 1b so called by the

Dutch.—2 t Bacon.—Speck falls, in whale-

faking, falls or ropes rove through blocks

for hoisting the blubber and bone off the

whale.

Speckle (spekT), n [Dim. of speck.] A little

spot in anything, of a different snbstance or

colour from that of the thing itself; a speck.

Speckle (spekl). v t. pret & pp. speckled;

ppr speekiing. To mark with small spots

of a different colour from the ground or

Speckled (spek/ld), v. ami a.

with specks or speckles; vi

1. Marked

ariegated with

spots of a different colour from the ground

or surface of the object; as, the speckled

breast of a bird; a speckled serpent Dryden.

2. In her. spotted over with another tincture.

Speckledness (spek'ld-nes), «. The state of

being speckled.

Specksloneer(spek-shon-erO.n. [See Speck,

blubber.] In whale-fishing, the chief har-

pooner; he also directs the cutting opera

tions in clearing the whale of its blubber

and bones.

Speckt (spekt), n, [See SPECHT.] A wood

pecker. Written also Speight [Obsolete

or local.]

Specs, Specks (speks), n. pi. A vulgar ab

breviation for Spectacle*.

Spectacle (spek'ta-kl), n. [Fr. from L. spec-

taciilitm,tTQTnsj>ecto,tobeho\(i,treti,Qfspecio,

to see. See Species.] 1. A show; a gazing-

stock; something exhibited to view; usually,

something presented to view as extraordi

nary, or something that is beheld as unusual

and worthy of special notice; specifically, a

pageant; a gorgeous or splendid show; an

exhibition which is mainly attractive to the

eye; as, a dramatic spectacle.

We are made a spectacle unto the world, and to

angels, and to men. x Cor. iv. 9.

In open market-place produced the)* me.

To lie a public spectade to all. Shak.

2. Anything seen ; a sight. ' The dreadful

sjjectacle of that sad house of pride.' Spen

ser. — 3. pi. A well-known and invaluable

optical instrument used to assist or correct

some defect In the organs of vision. Spec

tacles consist of two oval or circular lenses

mounted in a light metal frame which is

made up of the 'bows,' 'bridge, 'and' sides 'or

'temples.' The frame is so constructed as

to adhere to the nose and temples, and keep

the lenses in the proper position. Spectacles

which are merely fixed on the nose are usu

ally called eye-glasses. Spectacles with

convex lenses are used to aid the sight of

the aged, or those who are termed long or

far sighted; and spectacles with concave

lenses are used to assist the vision of those

who are near-sighted. In long-sighted per

sons the refractive powers of the eye are

too feeble, or the cornea is too much flat

tened; hence, the rays of light coming from

an object after entering the eye do not con

verge sufficiently soon to be brought to a

focus, and form a perfect image of the ob

ject on the retina. The convex lens coun

teracts this defect by increasing the con

vergence of the rays, and causing them to

meet at the retina Short-sightedness is a

defect the very reverse of that which has

been stated, and hence must be corrected

by opposite means, namely, by concave

lenBes. In both cases the value of spectacles

dependsupon their being accurately adapted

to the state of the eye. Spectacles with col

oured lenses, as green, blue, neutral-tint,

Bmoke-colour, etc., are used to protect the

eyes from a glare of light. Divided spec

tacles have each lens composed of two semi

circles of different foci neatly united; one

half for looking at distant objects, and the

other for examining things near the eye.

Another kind, called periscopic spectacles,

has been contrived in order to allow con

siderable latitude of motion to the eyc-B

without fatigue. The lenses employed in

this case are either of a meniscus or con

cavo-convex form, the concave side being

turned to the eye. Spectacles with glazed

wings or frames partly filled with crape or

wire-gauze are used to shield the eyes from

dnst, Ac. Spectacles, as they fonn ;in in

strument of binocular power, ore usually

designated a pair of spectacles. — If The eye;

the organ of vision.

And bid mine eyes be packing with my heart

And called them blind and dusky spectacles.

For losing ken of Albion's wished coast. Shak.

5. pi. Fig. something which aids the intel

lectual sight

Shakespeare . . . needed not the sptctacltsot books

to read nature. Dryden.

Syn. Show, sight, exhibition, representation,

pageant

Spectacled (spek'ta-kld), a. Furnished with

or wearing spectacles. 'As spectacled she

sits in chimney nook-' Keats. —Spectacled

bear, a bear of the genus Tremarctos, the

sole representative of the Ursidw in South

America So called from the light-coloured

rings round the eyes having exactly the ap

pearance of a pair of spectacles; the rest of

the face and body being black.

Spectacular (spek-tok'u-ler),a. 1. rertatn-

ing to or of the nature of a show or spectacle;

as, a spectacular drama ' Spectacular

sports." Hickes.—2. Pertaining to spectacles

or glasses for assisting vision.

Spectant (spek 'taut), ppr. [L. spectans,

spectantis, ppr. of specio, to behold.] In

her. a term applied to an animal at gaze, or

looking forward ; sometimes termed in full

aspect The term is likewise applied to any

animal looking upwards with the nose bend-

wise.

Spectationt (spek-ta'shon),n. [L. spectatio,

spectationis, from specto. See SPECTACLE.]

.Regard; look; aspect; appearance.

This simple spectation of the lungs is differenced

from that which concomitates a pleurisy. Harvey.

Spectator (spek-ta'fcor), n. [L. , from specto,

freq. of specio, to look, to behold. See SPE

CIES.) One who looks on ; one that sees or

beholds; a beholder; one who is present at a

play or spectacle; as, the spectators of a

show; the spectators were numerous

There be of them that will themselves laugh to set

ou some quantity of barren spectators to lau^h too.

Shak.

SYN. Looker-on, beholder, observer, witness.

Spectatorlal (spek-ta-to'ri-al), a. Pertain

ing to a spectator. Addison.

Spectatorship (spek -ta'tor ship), n. LI The

act of beholding. 'Some death more long

in tqiectatorship.* Shak. —2. The office or

quality of a spectator. Spectator. [Rare.]

Spectatress.Spectatrix(spek-ta'tres,Bpek-

ta'triks), n. [L. svectatrix. See SPECTATOR ]

A female beholder or looker on. Howe;

Jeffrey.

Spectral (spek'tral). a. L Pertaining to a

spectre; ghostlike; ghostly.

Some of the spectral appearances which he had

been told of in a winter's evening. Sir U '. Seett.

2. Pertaining to ocular spectra ; pertaining

to the solar or prismatic spectrum: exhibit

ing ili' hues of the prismatic spectrum ;

produced by the aid of the spectrum; as,

spectral colours; spectral analysis.

Spectrally (spek'tral-li). adv. In a spectral

manner-like a ghost or spectre. Whitties.

Spectre (spek'ter), n. [Fr. spectre; from L.

spectrum, an appearance, an apparition,

from specto, to behold. See Species.] 1. An

apparition; the appearance of a persou who

is dead; a ghost; a spirit; a phantom.

The ghosts of traitors from the bridge descend.

With bold fanatic spectres to rejoice. Dryden.

Lest the spectre of indefeasible right should stand

once more in arms on the tomb of the house of York,

the two houses of parliament showed an earnest de

sire for the king's marriage with the daughter of Ed

ward IV. Hailam.

2. In zool. (a) one of a family of orthopterous

insectB. See I'm Asm h.k. (6) A species of

qtiadrumanous mammal (Iscmur spectrum,

Linn.), so called on account of its nocturnal

habits, attenuated frame, long and skeleton

like limbs, and the gliding, stealthy, noise

less motion by which it surprises a sleeping

prey. Owen.

Spectre-bat (spek'ter-bat), n. See PHYLLO-

STOMII>£.

Spectre-logical (spek-tro-loj'ik-al), a. Of or

pertaining to spectrology; performed or de

termined by spectrology ; as, spectrological

analysis.

Spectrology (spek-trol'o-ji), n. [Spectrum.

and Gr. logos, discourse] That branch of

science which determines the constituent

elements and other conditions of bodies by

examination of their spectra.

Spectrometer (spek-trom'et-er), n. [Spec-

trum, and Or. wiefron, a measure.] An ap

paratus attached to a Bpectroscope for pur

poses of measurement, consisting of a tul»e

containing an engraved or photographed

scale, the image of which is transmitted so

as to appear side by side with the spectrum.

Spectroscope (spek'tro-Bkop), n. [Spec

trum, and Or. skopcS, to look at.] The in

strument employed in spectrum analysis.

It usually consists of a tube with a slit at

one end, and a convex lens called a colli

mator at the other, from which parallel rays

of light proceed; a prism, or train of prisms,

to separate the differently refrangible rays;

and a telescope to view a magnified image

of the Bpectrum produced.

Spectroscopic, Spectroscoplcal (spek-tro-

skop'ik, spek-tro-skop'ik-al), a. Of or per

taining to the spectroscope or spectroscopy.

Spectroscopically (spek-tro-skop'ik-al-li ),

adv. In a spectroscopic manner; by the use

of the spectroscope.

Spectroscopic (spek'tro-skop-ist), n. One

who uses the spectroscope ; one skilled in

spectroscopy.

cfa, cAain; ch, Sc locA; g. go; J, job; h, Ft. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icaig; zh, azure,—See Key.
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Spectroscopy (spek'tro-Bkop-i), n. That

branch of science, more particularly of

chemical science, which is concerned with

the use of the spectroscope and with spec

trum analysts.

Bpectrum(Bpek'trum). n pi. Spectra (spek'-

tra). It A spectre; an apparition.

Lavatcr puts solitariness a main cause of such

spec rums or apparitions. Burton.

2. An image of something seen, continuing

after the eyes are closed, covered, or turned

away. 1 f , for example, we look intensely with

one eye upon any coloured object, such as a

wafer placed on a sheet of white paper, and

immediately afterwards turn the same eye

to another part of the paper, we shall see a

similar spot, but of a different colour. Thus,

if the wafer be red, the seeming spot will be

green; if black.it will be changed into white.

These images are also termed ocular spectra.

3. The oblong figure or stripe formed on a

wall or screen by a beam of light, as of the

sun, received through a small hole or slit

and refracted by being passed through a

prism. This stripe is coloured throughout

its length, the colours shading insensibly

into one another from red at the one end,

through orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,

to violet at the other. This analysis is due

to the different refrangibilities of the com

ponent rays, the violet being the most re

frangible and red the least Besides the

coloured rays, the spectrum contains ther

mal or heating rays, and chemical rays. The

heating effect of thesolarspectrum increases

in going from the violet to the red, and still

continues to increase for a certain distance

beyond the visible spectrum at the red end,

while the chemical action is very faint in

the red, strong in the blue and violet, and

sensible to a considerable distance beyond

the violet end. The actinic rays, or those

beyond the violet, may be rendered visible

by throwing them upon a surface treated

with some fluorescent substance. (See AC

TINISM.) A pure spectrum of solar light is

crossed at right angles by numerous dark

lines, called Fraunho/er's linen (which see),

each dark line marking the absorption of a

particular elementary ray. By means of

these dark lines and certain bright lines

analogous to them, to be referred to, facts

of the highest importance, especially in

chemistry, have been ascertained. For the

proper understanding of the import of these

lines, five principles require to be kept in

view. Firtft. an incandescent solid or liquid

body gives out a continuous spectrum.

Second, an incandescent gaseous body gives

out a discontinuous spectrum, consisting of

bright lines. Third, each element when in

the state of an Incandescent gas gives out

lines peculiar to itself. Fourth, if the light

of an incandescent solid or liquid passes

through a gaseous body, certain of its rays

are absorbed, and black lines tn the spec

trum indicate the nature of the substance

which absorbed the ray. Fifth, each ele

ment, when gaseous and incandescent, emits

bright rays identical in colour and position

(in the spectrum with those which it absorbs

from light transmitted through it Now,

applying these principles to the solar spec

trum, we And, from the nature and position

of the rays absorbed, that its light passes

through hydrogen, potassium, sodium, cal

cium, barium, magnesium, zinc, iron, chro

mium,cobalt, nickel, copper,and manganese,

all in a state of gas, and constituting part

of the solar envelope, whence we conclude

that these bodies are present in thesubstance

of the sun itself, from which they have been

volatilized by heat. Tho moon and planets

have spectra like that of the sun, because

they shine by its reflected light, while, on

the other hand, each fixed star has a spec

trum peculiar to itself. It has been already

said that the Incandescent vapour of each

elementary substance has a characteristic

spectrum, consisting of fixed lines, which

never changes. This furnishes the chemist

with a test of an exquisitely delicate nature

for the detection of the presence of very

minute quantities of elementary bodies.

Thus, by heating any substance till It be

comes gaseous and incandescent and then

taking its spectrum, he is able by the lines

to read off, as it were, from the spectrum

the various elements present in the vapour.

Four new elements, viz. rubidium, caesium,

indium, and thallium, have thus been de

tected. The employment of the spectrum

for the detection of the presence of ele

mentary bodies, whether by observing the

rays they absorb or those they emit, is called

spectrum or spectral analysis, and the in

strument employed a spectroscope (which

seeX

Specular (spek'u-ler), a. [L. specularis,

from speculum, a mirror, from specio, to

see. See Specie^.] l. Having the qualities

of a mirror or looking-glass; having a smooth,

reflecting surface; as, a specular metal; a

specular surface. 'The skill of specular

stone.' Donne. —2. t Assisting sight by means

of optical properties.

Thy specular orb

Apply to well-dissected kernels. J. Philips.

3. t Affording view.

—Specular iron ore, a hard, crystallized va

riety of haematite, consisting of anhydrous

ferric oxide of a dark-red colour, inclining

to black.

Specularia (spek-u-la'ri-a). n. A genus of

plants, nat order Campanulacea1. The spe

cies are small annual plants, with alternate,

entire, or toothed leaves, and sessile, axil

lary, or shortly-stalked blue, white, or violet

flowers. S. hybrida is a native of the corn

fields of Great Britain. S. speculum is a

pretty annual, commonly cultivated under

the name of Venus'* looking-glass.

Speculate (Bpek'u-Iat), v.i. pret. A pp. specu

lated; ppr. speculating. [L. speculor, specu-

latus, to view, to contemplate, from specula,

a lookout, from specio, to see. See SPECIE!*,

Ac.] 1. To meditate; to revolve in the mind;

to consider a subject by turning it in the

mind and viewing it in its different aspects

and relations ; to theorize ; as, to speculate

on political events; to speculate on the pro

bable results of a discovery.— 2. In com. to

purchase goods, stock, or other things with

the expectation of an advance in price and

of Belling the articles with a profit by means

of such advance; to eugage in speculation :

frequently applied to unsound business

transactions; as, to sjxculate in coffee, or in

sugar, or in bank stock.

Speculate (spek'u-lat), v. t. To consider at

tentively; to examine; as, to speculate the

nature of a thing. (Rare. ]

We conceit ourselves that we contemplate absolute

existence when we only speculate absolute privation.

Sir If. Hamilton.

Speculation (spek-u-bVshon). n. \.\ The act

oflookingon; examination by the eye; view.

Though we upon this mountain's basis by

Took stand for idle speculation, .s hah.

2. Mental view of anything in its various as

pects and relations; contemplation ; intellec

tual examination; as. the events of the day

afford matter of serious speculation to the

friends of Christianity.

Thenceforth to speculations high or deep

I turn'd iny thoughts. Milton.

3. Train of thoughts formed by meditation;

a theory or theoretical view.

From him Socrates derived the principles of mo

rality and most part of his natural speculations.

Sir It'. Temple.

4. That part of philosophy which is neither

practical nor experimental. Fleming. —

6.t Power of sight; vision.

Thou hast no speculation in those eyes

Which thou dost glare with. Shalt.

6. In com. (a) the act or practice of laying

out money or of incurring extensive risks

with a view to more than the usual success

in trade; the buying of articles of merchan

dise, shares, stocks, or any purchasable com

modities whatever in expectation of a rise of

price, and thereupon again to the buyer; an

anticipation on the part of a trader that de

mand will be excessive or that supply will be

deficient: the term is generally used with

some slight meaning of disapprobation, (b)

A single act of speculation ; a hazardous com

mercial or other business transaction entered

into in the hope of large profits. 'A vast

speculation had failed.' Tennyson.

The establishment of any new manufacture, of any

new branch of commerce, or of any new practice of

agriculture, is always a speculation, from which the

projector promises himself extraordinary profits.

Adam Smith.

7. A game at cards, the leading principle of

which is the purchase of an unknown card

on the calculation of its probable value, or

of a known card on the chance of no better

appearing during the game, a portion of the

pack not being dealt. Latham.

Speculatlst (spek'u-lat-ist), n. One who

speculates or forms theories; a speculator;

a theorist ' The very ingenious speculatist,

Mr. Hume.' Dr. Knox.

Speculative (spek'u-lat-iv), a. [Fr. spfcu-

lat\f. See Speculate] 1. Given to specu

lation ; contemplative. ' The mind of man

being by nature speculative,' Hooker.—

2. Pertaining to, involving, or formed by

speculation; theoretical; ideal; not verified

by fact, experiment, or practice; as, ascheme

merely speculative.

The speculative part of philosophy is metapbvsici

The speculative part of mathematics is that which has

no application to the arts. Fleming.

For they were discussing not a steculatizv matter,

but a matter which had a direct and practical connec

tion with the most momentous and exciting disputes of

their own day. Macaulay.

3. Pertaining to or affording sight. ' Posted

on his speculative height' Cowper. —

4. t Watching; prying. * My speculative and

offlced instruments.' Shak.

Counsellors should not be too speculative into their

sovereign's person. Bacon.

5. Pertaining to, or given to, speculation in

trade; engaged in speculation or precarious

ventures for the chance of large profits.

The speculative merchant exercises no one regular,

established, or well-known branch of business.

Adam Smith.

Speculatively (spek'u-lat-iv-li), adv. In a

speculative manner; as. (a) contemplatively;

with meditation, (b) Ideally; theoretically;

in theory only, not in practice; aa. proposi

tions seem often to be speculatively true

which experience does not verify.

It is possible that a man may speculatively prefer

the constitution of another country . . . befure thai

of the nation where lie is born and lives. Srvift.

(c) In tlie way of speculation in trade, &c.

Speculativeness (spek'u-lat-tv-ne*X n.

The state of being speculative, or of con

sisting in speculation only.

Speculator (spek'u-lat-£r), n. 1. One who

speculates or forms theories; a theorizer.—

_ t An observer; a contemplator; a spy; a

watcher. Sir T. Browne.

All the boats had one speculator to give notice wlien

the fish approached. Broome.

3 In com. one who speculates in trade; one

who buys goods or other things with the ex

pectation of a rise of price and of deriving

prnflt from such advauce.

Speculatorlalt (spek'u-la-td"ri-al),a. Specu

latory.

Speculatory (spek'u-la-to-ri), a. 1. Exer

cising speculation; speculative. Carcw.—

2. Intended or adapted for viewing or espying.

Both these were nothing more than speculatory out

posts to the AIceman-street. T. K'artan.

Speculist (spek'u-list), n. An observer; a

speculator. Goldsmith. (Rare.]

Speculum (spek'u-luni). n. [L.. a mirror,

from specio, to look, to behold] 1. A minvi

or looking-glass.—2. In optics and astron. a

reflecting surface, such aa is used in reflect

ing telescopes, usually made of an alloy of

copper and tin (see Speculum Metal below),

but frequently now of glass. Those of glass

are covered with a film of silver on the aide

turned toward the object, and must not be

confounded with mirrors, which are coated

with tin-amalgam on the posterior aide.—

3. In surg. an instrument used for dilating

any passage, as the ear, or parts about the

uterus, with a reflecting body at the end.

upon which a light being thrown the condi

tion of the parts is shown. — 4. In 200I. a

bright spot on animals, often iridescent, as

upon the wing of a duck, tail of a peacock.

Ac—Speculum metal, metal used for mak

ing the specula of reflecting telescopes. It

is an alloy of two parts of copper and one

of tin. its whiteness being improved by the

addition of a little arsenic.

Sped (sped), pret. and pp of speed.

Spede, t v. I. To speed ; to despatch. Chaucer.

Spedeful.to. Effectual; successful. Chaucer.

Speece I (sp^s). n. Kind; species. B. Jonsmt.

Speech (spech), n. [A. Sax. spate, speech

See Si'EAK ] 1. The faculty of uttering ar

ticulate sounds or words, as in human beings;

the faculty of expressing thoughts by words

or articulate sounds; the power of speaking.

God's great (jift of speech abused

Makes thy memory confused. Tennyso*t.

2. That which is spoken; language; words

as expressing ideas.

My father's of a better nature, sir.

Than he appears by speech. Shak

Thought is deeper than all speech ;

Feeling deeper than all thought. C. P. Crmnch.

3. A particular language, as distinct from

others; a dialect.

I am the best of them that speak this speech. ShaJb.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; °, Sc. try.
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1 The act of speaking with another; conver-

uUod; talk.

I would by and by have some speech with you. Shak.

Look to it that none hare speech of her. Sir ft '. Scott.

5. Anything said or spoken; an observation

expressed in words; talk; mention; common

laying:

The duke . , . did of me demand

What was the speech among the Londoners

Concerning the French journey. SAak.

6. Formal discourse in public ; oration ;

harangue; as, the member has made his

first speech in Parliament. — 7. Speaking ;

utterance of thoughts. ' I with leave of

,:■■-!■ implor'd, replied.' Milton. —Reported

or oblique speech. See Oblique.— Speech,
lit" /.-.■/.'■■<- Oration. Speech is generic, and

applies to any kind of address; it is the

tiling spoken without reference to the man

lier of speaking it. Harangue is a noisy

speech, usually unstudied and unpolished,

addressed to a large audience, and specially

intended to rouse the passions. Oration is

a formal, impressive, studied, and elabor

ately polished address.

Speech t (spech), v. i. To make a speech; to

harangue.

Speech-crier (spechTcri-Gr), ft One who

Gawks about printed accounts of the exe

cution, and confessions, when any are made,

of criminals, accounts of murders, &c.

Speech-flay (speeh'da), n. The periodical

examination day of a public school.

I lure still the gold t'tui your papa gave me when he

CAtae to our speech -d.ty at Kensington. Thackeray.

Speech!ul (speeh'fu.1). a. Full of talk ; loqua

cious. [ Rare. ]

Speechiflcation (spSch'i-fl-ka"shon), n. The

si-t of niakiug speeches or of haranguing.

[Humorous or contemptuous.]

Speechifier (speeh'i-fi-er), n. One who

speechifies ; one who is fond of making

speeches; a habitual speech-maker. George

JSKot. (Humorous or contemptuous. J

Speechify ( spech' i-fi}, v.i. pret. A pp.

speechified; ppr. speechifying. To make a

speech; to harangue. [Humorous or con

temptuous. }

Speecningt (spech'ing), n. The act of mak

ing a speech.

Speechless (spechles), a. 1. Destitute or de

prived of the faculty of speech; dumb; mute.

He that neTer hniin a word spoken, it is no wonder

he remain speechless. Holder.

3. Not speaking for a time; silent; tempor

arily dumb. ' Speechless with wonder, and

half dead with fear' Addison,

Speechlessness (spechles-nes),/*. The state

of beiug speechless; muteness.

Speech-maker (spech'mak-er), n. One who

makes speeches ; one who speaks much in

public assemblies.

Speed (*ped), p. i. pret & pp. sped, speeded;

ppr. rpeeding. [A. Sax. spfdan, to hasten,

to prosper; LO. spoden, spuden, spijden,

I'. spoeden, O- sputen, to hasten, to advance

quickly; from an older strong verb; A. Sax.

tp-JiMn, to succeed, to prosper, to thrive;

O.H.O. spvoan, spudn, to succeed. See also

the noun ) 1. To make haste; to move with

celerity.

If prayers

es, I to that placeCoold alter high decrees.

Would speed L»efore thee, and be louder heard.

Milton.

1 To advance In one's enterprise ; to have

success; to prosper; to succeed.

An honest tale speeds best being plainly told. Shak.

S. To have any condition or fortune, good

or ill; to fare

Come you to rue at night; you shall know how I

speed. Shak.

Ships heretofore in seas like fishes sped.

The mightiest still upon the smallest fed. Waller.

Speed (*ped), v.t. 1. To despatch; to send

away quickly; to send away in haste.

He ■•**■■} him thence home to his habitation. Fair/ax.

2 To hasten; to hurry; to put in quick mo

tion; to accelerate; to expedite. 4 But sped

bis steps along the hoarse resounding shore. '

bry&en.

It shall be speeded well. Shak.

%. To hasten, to a conclusion; to carry

through , la execute ; to despatch ; as, to

speed judicial acta. Jylife.— 4. To assist;

U» help forward ; to hasten. 'With rising

galea that sped their happy flight.' Drydcn

5. To favour; to make prosperous; to cause

to succeed

Heaven so speed me in my time to come. Shak.

<? To dismiss with good wishes or friendly

**rrice*

For I, who bold sage Homer's rule the best.

Welcome the coming, speed the going guest. Pope.

7t To make to be versed; to acquaint. ' In

Chaucer I am sped.' Skelton.—S. To bring

to destruction; to despatch; to kill; to ruin;

to destroy.

A plague o* both your houses ! I am sped. Shak.

A dire dilemma 1 either way I'm sped I

If foes, they write, if friends, they read me dead.

Pope.

Note. —The phrase ' God-speed * is now gene

rally considered as equivalent to 'may God

give you success.' But probably it was ori

ginally 'good-speed,' good in Anglo-Saxon

being written g6d: ' I bid you or wish you

good speed,' that is, good success. See

Speed, n. 1.

Speed (sped), n. (A. Sax. sped, haste, dili

gence, success, prosperity, wealth, from

spdwan, to succeed (see the verb); O.H.G.

spuot, prosperity, haste] 1. Success; for

tune; prosperity in an undertaking. 'Happy

be thy speed.' Shak.

0 Lord God of my master Abraham, I pray thee,

send me good speed this day. Gen. xxiv. 12.

The prince, your son, with mere conceit and fear

Of the queen's speed, is gone. Shak.

2. Swiftness; quickness; celerity; haste; de

spatch ; rapid pace or rate ; as, a man or a

horse runs or travels with speed; a bird flies

with speed; to execute an order with speed;

the steamer went full speed. 'Hides at

high speed.' Shak.—Z. Impetuosity; head

long violence.

1 pray you, have a continent forbearance till the

speed of Ins rage goes slower. Shak.

4. A protecting and assisting power. ' Saint

Nicholas be thy speed.' Shak.—Syn. Swift

ness, celerity, quickness, haste, despatch,

expedition, hurry, acceleration.

Speeder (sped'er), n. 1. One who speeds.—

2. A kind of machine for forwarding things

in manufacture.

Speedful (sped'ful), a 1. Full'of speed;

nasty. —2. Successful; prosperous; advan

tageous.

And this thing hesayth shall be more speedful and

effectual in the matter. Sir T. More.

Speedfully (sped'ful-li), adv. In a speedful

manner; speedily; quickly; successfully.

Speedily; (sped'i-lii adv. In a speedy man

ner; quickly; with haste; in a short time.

'Haste you speedily to Angelo.' Shah.

' Send speedily to Bertran.' Dryden.

Speedlness (sped'i-nes), n. The quality of

being speedy ; quickness ; celerity ; haste ;

despatch. Shak.

Speedless (spgdles), a. 1. Having no speed.

2. Not prosperous; unfortunate; unsuccess

ful. 'Speedless wooers.' Chapman.

Speedwell (sped'wel), ft [Probably from

growing on roadsides, and, as it were, plea

santly saluting travellers, or from cheering

them on their way.] The common name of

plants of the genus Veronica, nat order Scro-

phulariaceo;. The species consist of herbs,un

der shrubs, or shrubs, with opposite, alter-

Gcrmander Speedwell {Veronica Chamadrys)-

nate.or vertlcillate leaves The flowers are

of a blue, white, or red colour, having two

stamens, and are arranged in axillary or

terminal spikes or racemes. The species

are numerous, and many of them ornamen

tal; they are distributed over all parts of

the world, and are especially abundant in the

temperate climates. The number of British

species is considerable. V. officinalis, or com

mon Bpeedwell, was once extensively used as

a substitute for tea. and also as a tonic and

diuretic. V. Teucrium, or germander-leaved

speedwell, has much the same properties as

common speedwell, and atone time entered

into the composition of several esteemed

diet-drinks. V. Chamadrys, or germander

speedwell, is a very general favourite, on

account of its being among the very first

that opens its flowers in the early spring. It

is sometimes known by the name of bird's-

eye and forget-me-not.

Speedy (sped'i), a. 1. Quick; swift; nimble;

nasty; rapid in motion; as, a speedy flight

How near's the other armyt—

Near, and on speedy foot. Shak.

2. Quick in performance ; not dilatory or

slow; as, a speedy despatch of business.—

3. Near; quickly approaching; soon to be

expected.

I will wish her speedy strength. Shak.

Speel (spel), v.t. and i. [Etyni. doubtful ]

To climb; to clamber. [Scotch.] Written

also Speil.

Speelken (spelTten), n. Same as Spellken.

Speer (sper), v.t To ask. See Speih.

Speering, Spelling, (speVing), n. [Scotch.

See SPEIR.] Inquiry; investigation; infor

mation got by asking questions ; as, to get

speerings of a person s whereabouts.

Speet t (spet), v. I To stab.

Speeton-clay (spe'ton-kla), ft A dark blue

laminated bed of clay, containing nodules of

clay ironstone, found at Specton, near Scar

borough, and supposed from its fossils to

represent the lower greensand.

Speight (spat), n. [See Specht.] A wood

pecker. [Obsolete or local. ]

Spell (spel), v. t. and i. Same as Speel

Speir (sper), v.t. and i. [A. Sax. spyrian, Icel.

spyrja, to search out by the track or trace,

to inquire, from spot, D. syoer, G. spur, a

track.] To make diligent inquiry; to ask;

to Inquire. [Scotch] Written also Speer,

Spere, Spier.

Speiss (spis), n. [0.] A residue, consisting

of nickel, arsenic, sulphur, with traces of

cobalt, copper, and antimony, found in the

bottoms of crucibles in which smalts or co

balt-glass has been melted.

Speke-house (spSk'hoiiB), n. The room in

a convent in which the inmates were allowed

to speak with their friends. Written also

Speak-house.

Spektakel, t n An optical glass. Chaucer.

Spelaean ( Bpe-le'an ), a. [L. spelasum, Gr.

spelaion, a cave.] Of or pertaining to a cave

or caves; dwelling iu a cave or caves. ' Those

primitive spelaean people who contended

agaiustaud trapped the mammoth. '.FroMr'*

Mag.

Spelding, Speldron (spel'ding, spel'dron).

ft [Sc. spela, to spread out, to expand, from

root of G. spalten; Sw. spjala, to cleave, to

divide. See Spale, Spall] A small flsh

split and dried in the sun. [Scotch.]

SpeleaxctoB(spe-le-ark'tos),n. [Grr.tpgfoioti.

a cave, and arktos, a bear.] A genus of fossil

mammalia belonging to the orderCarnivora

and family rrsldre or bears.

Spelful (spel'ful),ff. Having spellsor charms.

Spelk (spelk), n. [A. Sax. spelc, from same

root as spelding (which see).] A splinter; a

small stick or rod used in thatching. [Pro

vincial.]

Spell (spel), n. [A. Sax. spell, a saying,

Bpeech, tale, charm, incantation; lcelspjall,

a saying, story, discourse; O.G. spel, a his

tory, fable, incantation ; Goth, spill, a say

ing, tradition. This word forms the latter

part of gospel] l.t A story; a tale. Chau

cer.—2. A charm consisting of some words

of occult power; any form of words, whether

written or spoken, supposed to be endowed

with magical virtues; an incantation; hence,

any charm.

Never harm.

Nor spell, nor charm

Come our lovely lady nigh. Shak.

Spell (spel), v.t pret. A pp. spelled or spelt;

ppr. spelling. [A. Sax. spellian, to say, speak,

tell, from spell, a Baying, speech; D. spellen,

to spell (a word); Goth, spillon, to declare,

narrate, to relate; O Fr. espeler, Mod. Fr.

Speler, to spell, is from the Germanic]

l.t To tell; to relate; to teach; to disclose.

Might I that holy legend find.

By fairies spelt in mystic rhymes. Warton.

2. To repeat, point out, write or print the

proper letters of in their regular order; to

form by letters.

Yes, yes; he teaches boys the hom-book. What

is a, b, spelt backward, with the horn on his head?

Shak.

Rural carvers, who with knives deface

The panels, leaving an obscure, rude name

In characters uncouth, and ./..'.' amiss. Confer.

3 To read; to read with labour ordifflculty;

to discover by characters or marks : often

with out; as, to spelt out the sense of an

author. ' To spell out a God in the works of

ch, cAain. ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sinj;; TH, than; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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creation/ South.—4. To act as a spell upon;

to fascinate; to charm. 'Spell'd with words

of power.' Dryden. 'Such tales as needs

must with amazement spell you.' Keats.—

6. To make up ; to constitute, as the letters

constitute a word. [Rare.]

The S,ixon heptarchy, when seven kingi put to

gether did spell but one in effect. Fuller.

Spell Opel), v.i. 1. To form words with the

proper letters, either In reading or writing.
• Read by rote aud could not spell.' Shak.—

2. To read.

Where I may sit and rightly spell

Of every stir th.»t heaven tloth shew.

And every herb that sip* the dew. Milton.

Spell (spel), p. t. [A. flax, spetian, to supply

the room of another; gjteling, spelung, a

turn, a change. Connections doubtful.] To

supply the place of; to take the turn of at

work; to help; to relieve.

Spell (spel), n. [See the above verb.] 1. A

piece of work done by one person fn relief

of another; a turn of work; a single period

of labour.

Their toil is so extreme, that they can not endure

it alxive four hours in a day, but are succeeded by

spells. Carrm.

2. A short period; a brief unbroken time;

a while or season ; as, we have had a long

spell ot wet weather—8. Gratuitous helping

forward of another's work; ob, a wood-tfjwU.

[United States.)
Spell-bound (spellbound), a. Bound as by

a spell or charm ; as, he stood as If spell

bound.

Speller (spel'er), n. 1. One that spells; one

skilled in spelling. — 2. A book containing

exercises or instructions in spelling; a spell

ing-book.—3. In her. a branch shooting out

from the flat part of a buck's horn at the

top.

Spellful (spel'ful), a. Full of spells or

charms. 'Each spellful mystery.' Uoole.

[Rare. J

Spelling (spel'ing), n. The act of one who

spells; the manner of forming words with

letters; orthography.

False spelling is only excusable in a chamber-maid.

Swift.

Spelling-bee (spel'lng-be), n. See under

BEE. 2.

Spelling-book (spel'ing-bnk), n. A book for

teaching children to spell and read.

Spellken (spel'ken), n. [D. gpeel, G. spiel,

a play, and E. ken.] A play-house; a theatre.

[Low slang.]

Who in a row. like Tom, could lead the ran.

Booze in the ken, or at the spellken hustle T

Byron.

Spell-Stopped (spel'stopt). o. Stopped by

a spell or spells; spell-bound, Shak.

Spell-work (spel'werk), n. That which is

worked by spells or charms; power of magic ;

enchantment. 'Those Peri isles of light

that hang by spell-work in the air.' Moore.

Spelt (spelt). A preterite aud past partici

pial form of gpell.

Spelt (spelt), n. [A. flax. $pett, L. G. and D.

spelt, (i. spelz, from root of split] An In

ferior kind of wheat, TriticumSpelta. Called

also German Wheat

Speltt (spelt), v.t [G spa Iten; akin spad

ing, spelk] To split; to break. ' Feed geese

with oats, spelted beans.' Mortimer.

Spelt (spelt), n. See Spalt.

Spelter (Bperter),n. [L.G. spialter, G. and P.

Kpiauter, spelter, zinc; akin pewter. Kindred

forms, the one with and the other without

an initial s, are not uncommon. Comp. spike,

pike, sneeze, neeze.] A name often ap

plied in commerce to zinc.

Speluncl (spe-lungk1), ». [L. spelunca] A

cave; a cavern.

Spence (spens), n. [0. Fr. despense, a but

tery, from dexpendre, L. dispenderc, dispen-

sum, to weigh out, to distribute, to dis

pense— dis, distributive, and pendo, to

weigh.] 1. A buttery; a larder; a place

where provisions are kept

Ere yet in scorn of Peter's-pence,

And ntimbcr'd bead and shrift.

Bluff Harry broke into the sferiee.

And tum'd the cowls adrift. Tennyson.

2. In .Scotland, the apartment of a house

where the family sit and eat

Spencer (spen'ser), n. One who has the care

of the spence or buttery.

Spencer (spen'ser), n. An outer coat or

jacket without skirts, named from an Earl

Spencer, who, it is said, cut in joke the tails

from his coat, aud declared a garment of the

resulting shape would become fashionable.

Spencer (spen'ser), n. Xiaut a fore-and-aft

sail set abaft the fore aud main masts; a

trysail.— Spencer-mast, a small mast on

which a spencer is hoisted.

Spend (spend), v.t. pret. & pp. spent; ppr.

spending. [A. Sax. spendan, dspendan, bor

rowed from L. expendo or dispendo, to weigh

out, to dispense.] 1. To lay out; to dispose

of; to part with; as, tofpeudmoneyforcloth-

ing-

Wherefore do ye spend money for that which is not

bread r Is. It. s.

2. To consume; to exhaust; to waste; to

squander; as, to spend an estate in gaming

or other vices.—3. t To bestow; to devote; to

employ.

I . . . am never loth

To spend my judgment. C. Herbert.

4. To pass, as time; to suffer to pass away.

They spend their days in wealth, and in a moment

go down to the graTe. Job xxt. 13.

The lamplighter . was dressed to spend the

evening somewhere. Dickens.

6. To exhaust of force or strength; to waste;

to wear away; as, a ball had spent its force.

'Their bodies spent with loug labour and

thirst' Knolles. 'The storm, its burst of pas

sion spent. ' Tennyson,— To spend a mast, to

break a mast in foul weather.

Spend (spend), v.t. 1. To make expense; to

make disposition of money.

He spends as a person who knows that he mast

come to a reckoning, South.

2. To be lost or wasted; to vanish; to be dis

sipated ; to be consumed ; to dissipate or

spread ; as, caudles spend fast in a current

of air.

The vines they use for wine are so often cut that

their sap spendetk into the grapes. Bacon.

The sound spendetk and is dissipated in the open

air. Bacon.

Spend-all (spend'al). n. A spendthrift; a

prodigal. Old play (1009) quoted by Nares.

Spender (spend'er), n. 1. one that spends.

Let not your recreations be lavish spenders of your

time ; but healthful, short, and apt to refresh you.

Jer. TayU>r.

2. A prodigal; alavisher. Bacm.

Spendthrift (spend 'thrift), n. One who

spends his means lavishly, profusely, or im-

Srovfdently; an improvident person; a pro-

igal.

The son, bred in sloth, becomes a spendthrift, a

profligate, and goes out of the world a beggar.

South.

Often used as an adjective ; as, spendthrift

ways.

Spendthriftyt (spend'thrift-f), a. Prodigal ;

lavish; extravagant

Spenserian (speu-se'ri-anVa. Of or relating

to the poet Spenser; specifically, applied to

the style of versification adopted by Spenser

in his Fai'ry Queen. It consists of a strophe

of eight decasyllabic lines, and an Alexan

drine, aud has a threefold rhyme, the first

and third lines forming one, the second,

fourth, fifth, and seventh another, and the

sixth, eighth, and ninth the third. It is the

stateliest of English measures, aud was

adopted by Byron in his Childe Harold.

Spent (spent), pret. A pp. of spend. 1. Worn

out; wearied; exhausted.—Spent ball, a can

non or rifle ball, which reaches an object

without sufficient force to pass through it,

or to wound otherwise than by a contusion.

2. Having deposited the spawn; specifically,

said of a herring which has spawned.

Sper, 1 Sperri (apex), rU. [Icel.jrperra.Dan.

sjterre, G. sperren. A. Sax. sparrian (whence

spar, v.t] To shut in; to bolt in; to fasten

or secure.

With massy staples.

And corresponding <uid fulfilling bolts,

Sperrs up the sons of Troy. Shak.

Sperablet (spe'ra-bl), a. (L. sperabilis. from

spero. to hope. Capable of being hoped for;

within the bounds of hope. Bacon.

Sperable. Sperrable (speYa-bl), n. Same

as Sparable.

Cob clouts his shoes, and, as the story tells.

His thuiub-nailes paired afford him sperrables.

Herrieh.

Speraget (sper'aj). n. Asparagus. "The

sperage and the rush.' Sylvester, Du Bar-

tas.

SperatOt (spe'ratX a. [L. speratus.) Hoped

for.

Spere (sper), v.t. and i. Same as Speir.

Spere (sper), n. In arch, an old term for

the screen across the lower end of a dinlng-

hall to shelter the entrance.

Spere, t n. A sphere. Chaucer.

Spere, t n. A spear. Chaucer.

Spergula (sper'gu-la), it. [From L. spargo,

to scatter, because it expels its seeds.] A

genus of plants, nat order Cnryophyllacere.

The species axe found in fields and culti

vated ground, especially on sandy soils, all

over the world. They have slender stems,

very narrow often whorled leaves, and small

white fine petailed flowers. S. aroeuris

(corn-spurreyoryaiT)i8 a well-known plant,

growing in cornfields. In some parts of the

Continent it is sown as fodder. Cattle and

sheep are fond of it; hens also eat it, and

are said to lay a greater number of eggs in

cousequence.

Sperm (sperm), n, [Fr. tperme, from h. and

Gr. sperma, a seed, from Gr. speird, to sow.]

1. The seminal fluid of animals; semen.

Bacon.— 2. A common and colloquial con

traction for Spermaceti.—3. Spawn of fishes

or frogs.

Spermaceti (sper-ma-se'ti). n. [L sperma,

sperm, and cetus, a whale. ] A fatty ma

terial obtained chiefly from cavities in the

skull of the Physeter or Catodon macrv-

cephalus, a species of whale generally met

with in the South Seas, but occasionally

also on the coasts of Greenland. (See Cach

alot. ) The spermaceti 1b also found dif

fused through the blubber. During the

life of the animal the spermaceti is in a

fluid state, and on the head being opened

Spermaceti Whale {Physeter marrtvepkalMs).

has the appearance of an oily white liquid.

On exposure to the air the spermaceti con

cretes, and deposits from the oil. They are

then separated and put into different bar

rels. Some of the larger whales have been

known to yield 24 barrels of spermaceti, and

from 70 to 100 barrels of oil After being

purified by an elaborate process the sper

maceti concretes into a white, crystallired.

brittle, semitranspaxent unctuous substance

nearly inodorous and insipid. It dissolves

in boiling alcohol, and as the solution cools

it is deposited in perfectly pure lamellated

crystals. It is then called cetfn. Sperma

ceti is a mixture of various fatty acids, and

derivatives of the acids. It is bland and de

mulcent, with considerable nutritive qua

lities when taken internally. It is chiefly

employed externally as an ingredient in

ointments and cerates. It is also largely

used to form candles.

Spermaceti (sper-ma-se'ti), a. Relating to

or made uf spermaceti.

Spermaceti-oll (sper-ma-se'M-oil), n. Same

as Sperm-oiL

Spermaceti-whale (sper-ma-se'ti-whal). n.

The Physeter macrocephalut. See SPER

MACETI.

Sperniacoce (sper-ma-ko'se), n. [From Gr.

sperma, seed, and akokfi.a point— in allusion

to the capsule being crowned by the calycine

points] A genus of plants, the button-

weed, nat. order Ruhiacero. They are usu

ally annual herbs, sometimes undershruhs,

with opposite sessile or sub-sessile leaves,

and usually small densely-whorled or capi

tate hermaphrodite flowers in terminal aud

axillary clusters. The species are abundant

in tropical parts of the world. The roots

of S. Poayaand ferruginea form substitutes

for ipecacuanha

Spermagone (spernia-gdn), n. [Gr sperm a,

a seed, gone:, generation.] In hot. one of

the thalline capsules or cysts in lichens con

taining spermatia. Cooke.

Spermagonium (sper-ma gft'ni-um), n. pi.

Spennagoiiia^per-ma-gd'nt-a) [SeeSpKR-

magonk ] In bot. a spermagone.

Spermarium, Spermary (sper-ma'ri-um.

sper'ma-ri), n. The organ in male unimala

in which spermatozoa are produced; the

spermatic gland or glands (testes) of the

male.

Spermatheca ( sper* ma • the - ka X n. [Gr.

sperma, seed, and thiki, case.] A cavity in

certain female insects (e.g. queen-bees) in

which the sperm of the male is received.

Spermatia ( sper-mat'i-a ), n. pi. [ A dim.

from Gr. sperma, sperma tos, a seed.] In bot

linear bodies found in the spcrmagones of

lichens, supposed to be possessed oi a fer

tilizing power.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Spermatic (sper-niat'ik), a. 1. Consisting

uf swd : setuinaL — 2. Pertaining to the teiheu ,

or conveying it; as, spermatic vessels; sper

matic artery, cord, and veins.

Spermatical (sper-niat'ik-alX a. Spermatic.

Bacon.

Spennatlam (spertna-tizni), n. [Or. sper-

matizo, to bear or produce seed.] 1. The

emission of sperm or seed. — 2. The theory

that the germ in animals 1b produced by

ipermatic animalcules.

Spennatiiet (sper'raa-tiz), v.i. To yield

seed; to emit seed or sperm. Sir T. Browne.

Spermatoblast (sper*ma-to-blast), «. [Gr.

sperma. spermatos, seed, and blastos,& germ. ]

Certain stalk-like filaments in the seminal

ducts upon which the spermatozoa are de

veloped.

Sperrnatocele tspeVma-to-seT^a [Gr. $per-

ma, spermatos, seed, and W«. a tumour.]

A swelling of the spermatic vessels, or ves

sels of the testicles.

Spermato-cystidluni (sper'ma-td-sis-tid'I-

umX n- (Gr. sperma, a seed, and kystis, a

bladder.] A name given to the supposed

male organ of mosses.

Spermatogenous (sp6r-ma-toj'en-us), a.

(Gr. sperma, spermatos, seed, and gennao,

to produce ] Sperm-producing,

Spermatoid (ajK-rma-toid), a. [Gr. spenna,

spermatos, seed, and eidos, form.] Sperm

like; resembling sperm or semen.

Spermatology (sper-ma-toro-H), n. [Gr.

sperma, spermatos, seed, and logos, dis

course ] Scientific facts regarding sperm.

Spermatoon (sp^r'ma-to-"n ), n, pL Sper-

m&toa (speVma-td^-a^ [Gr. sperma, sper-

matt*, seed, and dan, egg.] A cell constitut

ing a nucleus of a sperm-cell.

Spermatophore (sper/raa-td-fdr% n. [Gr.

rpenna, spermatos, seed, and phoreo, to

bear] One of the cylindrical capsules or

tubular sheaths which in some animals

carry or surround the spermatozoa. Some-

tunes called the Moving Filaments of Need-

ham.

Spermatophorous (sper-ma-tofo-rus), a.

Bearing or producing Bperm or seed; sem

iniferous.

Spermatorrhea (sper/ma-tfi-re"a). n. [Gr.

sperma. sperma Cos, seed, and rheo . to flow. ]

Emission of the semen without copulation.

Spermatozold ( sper'ma-td-z6"id ), n. (Gr.

sperma, spermatos, seed, zoon, a living crea

ture, and eidos, resemblance.) A minute

ciliated thread-like body, exhibiting very

actire spontaneous motion, found in the

antheridia of cryptogamic plants, and re

garded as analogous to the spermatozoon of

animals, as possessing fecundative power.

Spermatozoon ( sper'ma-to-z6"on \ n. pi.

Spermatozoa (sper'ina-to-zd"a). [Gr. sper-

ma.fpermatos, seed.and zoon, a living being.]

One of the microscopic animalcular-like

bodies devaloped in the semen of animals,

each consisting of a body and a vibratile

filamentary tail, exhibiting active move

ments comparable to those of the ciliated

z<v>spores of the algse, or the ciliated epi

thelial cells of animals Spermatozoa are

eatntial to impregnation.

Sperm-cell (spenu'sel), n. A cell contained

in the liquor seminis, in which are developed

the spennatoa or nuclei from which the

tptnuatozoa originate.

Spermic (sper'mik), a. Of or pertaining to

ipermorseed.

Spennidium (aper-mid'i-um), n. [From Gr.

■prnno, seed, and eidos, resemblance.] In

»t a small seed-vessel, more commonly

called an Athene.

Spermoderm (sper'roo-derm), n. [Gr. sper-

sm, seed, and derma, akin, j In hot. the

whole integuments of a seed in the aggre

gate; properly, the testa, primine, or exter

nal membrane of the seed of plants.

Spermogonla (sper-roo-g6'nl-a), n pL Same

*& Spermagonia. Treat, of Bot

Sperm -Oil (sperm'oil), n. The oil of the

spermaceti-whale, which is separated from

the spermaceti and the blubber. This kind

of oil Is much purer than train-oil, and

bums away without leaving any charcoal

■;n the wicks of lamps. In composition it

differs but slightly from common whale-oil.

SpermologlBt (aper-mol'o-jist), n, [See

srtKJtaTOLOGT.] One who treats of sperm

orseeda

Spermology ( iper-mol'd-j 0, n. [Gr. sperma,

*ed, Ugm, discourse. ) That branch of

wience which investigates sperm or seeds;

atrtattae on sperm or seeds.

Spermophllus(Aper-mori-IUB),TL [Gr.sper-

■w. seed, and phileO, to lova] Cuvier's

name for a genus of Rodentia, that of the

marmots that have cheek-pouches. The

superior lightness of their structure has

caused them to be called Ground-squirrel*.

Eastern Europe produces one species, S.

citUlus, called also the suslik or zizel.

Several species are found in North America.

Spermophorum ( sper-mofo-rum X »- In

Cot. a cord which bears the seeds of some

plants; also, the placenta itself.

Spermotheca (sper'mo-the-ka), n. [Gr. sper

ma, seed, and thekr, case.] In bot. the seed-

vessel ; the case in which seeds are con

tained.

Sperm-whale (sperm'whal), n. See Sper

maceti and Cachalot.

Sperr, v.t. See Sper.

Sperset (Bpers), v.t. To disperse. Spenser.

Sperver (sper'verV, n. 1. in arch, an old

name for the wooden frame at the top of a

bed or canopy. Sometimes the term in

cludes the tester or head-piece.—2 Iu her.

a tent. Written also Sparcer.

Spett (spet), v.t To spit; to throw out.

'When the dragon womb of Stygian dark

ness spets her thickest gloom.' Milton.

Spett (spet), n. Spittle. Lovelace.

Spetches (apech'ez), u. pi. A name for the

offal of akin and hides, from which glue is

made.

Speturn (spe'tum), n. A kind of spear used

in the fifteenth century. See cut Spear.

Sp6W(spu),0.t. [Spelled also Spue.] [A.Sax.

splwan, to spit, to spew; cog. D. spentwen,

spuwen, to vomit; G. speien, O.G. spiwan.

Icel. spyja, Goth, speiwan, to vomit, to spit;

these leutonic forms being cognate further

with L. spuo, to vomit, which appears to

have given rise to the spelling spue. Spit

is from same root] 1. To vomit; to puke;

to eject from the stomach.—2. To eject; to

cast forth. ' Hollow places spew their watery

store.' Itryden. — 'i. To cast out with abhor

rence.

Bpew(spu), v.i To vomit; to discharge the

contents of the stomach. 'Better 'twas

that they should sleep or spew.' B. Jonson.

Spewer (spu'er), n. One who spews.

Spewluess (spu'i-nes), n. The state of be

ing spewy, moist, or damp. 'The coldness

and spewitless of the soil. Bp. Gauden.

Spewy (spu'i), a. Wet; boggy; moist; damp.

The lower valleys in wet winters are so sfieny, that

they know not how to feed them. Mortimer.

Sphacel (sfas'el), n. Gangrene. See Spha

celus.

Sphacelate (sfas'e-lat), v.i, [See Sphace

lus.] 1. To mortify; to become gangren

ous, as flesh.— 2. To decay or become cari

ous, as a bone.

Sphacelate (afas'e-lat), v.t To affect with

gangrene.

Sphacelate, Sphacelated (sfas'e-lat, sfas'-

e-lat-ed), a. In bot. decayed, withered, or

dead.

Sphacelation (sfas-e-la'shon), n. The pro

cess of becoming or making gangrenous;

mortification.

Sphacelism, Sphacelismus ( sfas'g-lizm,

sfas-d-Iiz'mus), n. A gangrene ; an inflam

mation of the brain.

Sphacelus (sfas'e-luR), n. [Gr. sphakelos,

from sphazfi. to kill.] In med. and surg.

(a) gangrene; mortification of the flesh of a

living animal (b) Death or caries of a bone.

Sphaeralcea (sfe-ral-se'a), n. [Gr. sphaira,

a globe, and alkea, marsh-mallow. The car

pels are disposed in a round head.] A genus

of plants, nat. order Malvaceae, much resem

bling Malva In habit. The species are trees

or shrubs, with toothed or three to Ave lobed

leaves,and flowers of a reddish or flesh colour.

With the exception of one or two natives of

the Cape of Good Hope, they are confined

to tropical America. They are all of them

elegant flowers, and thrive well in gardens

in this country. S. eisplatina is used medi

cinally in Brazil as a demulcent, in the same

manner as marsh-mallows are in Europe.

Sphseranthus (sfe-ran'thus), n, [From Gr.

sphaira, a globe, and anthos, a flower— in

allusion to the globular headsof the flowers. ]

A genus of much-branched, glutinous,

smooth, ordowny annual weeds with winged

stems.oblong or lanceolate decurrent leaves,

and flower-heads in dense spherical clusters,

nat order Compositse. They are common

In tropical parts of the Old World. Some

of them are bitter and aromatic.

Sphaereda (sffi-re'da), n. [Gr. sphaira. a

sphere, and eidos, resemblance—in allusion

to the globular berry-like bodies terminat

ing the branchleta. ] A name applied to cer-

tain vegetable organisms, consisting of a

Btriated stem wi th numeroussmall branches,

occurring in the oolite. Page.

Sphffirenchyma (sfe-reng'ki-ma), n. [Gr.

sphaira, a sphere, and enchyma, anything

poured out.) A name given to spherical or

spheroidal cellular tissue, such as is found

in the pulp of fruits. Treas. of Bot.

Sphaerta (sfe'ri-a), n. [From Or. sphaira,

a globe— from their shape.] A genus of

fungi, nat. order Sphmriacei, of very large

extent and various habit. The species are

generally found upon decaying vegetable

matter, as on the bark of the Btem and

branches of decayed trees, and also on de

caying leaves, on the stems of grasses, and

on the Burface of decaying wood. The spe

cies are very numerous.

Sphserlacei ( sf6-ri-a'se-I ), n. pi. A large

order of sporidlferous fungi, mostly of

minute dimensions, abundant on decayed

wood, herbaceous stems, marine algae, dung,

and sometimes parasitic on the bodies of

insects.

Sphserldlum fsfe-rld'i-umV n. pi Sphse-

ridia (sfe-rid'l-a). [Gr. sphaira, a sphere,

and eidos, resemblance.] In zool. one of

the curious stalked appendages with button

like heads, covered with cilia, carried on

the tests of almost all sea-urchins (Echin-

oidea). These spheeridia arc supposed to

be orgaus of sense, probably of taste. 11. A.

Nicholson.

Sphserlsterium ( sf6-ris-te'ri-um ), n. [L,

from Gr. sphairisterion, from sphairistls, a

hall-player, from sphaira, a globe, a ball.]

In ane. arch, a building for the exercise of

the ball: a tennis-court.

Sphsaroblastus (afe-ro-blas'tus), n. [Gr.

sphaira, a sphere, and blastos, a sprout]

In bot. a cotyledon which rises above-ground,

bearing at its end a spheroid tumour.

Sphaerococcoidea (sfe'rd-ko-koi"d$-a), n, pi.

[Gr. sphaira, a sphere, kokkos, a berry, and

eidos, resemblance.] A natural order of

rose-spored nigra, with spores contained in

necklace-like strings, comprising several of

our most beautiful species belonging to the

genera Delesseria and Xitophyllum. Its

members are found in most parts of the

world.

Sphaerodus (sfe'ro-dus), n. [Gr. sphaira, a

globe, and odous. a tooth.] A fossil genus

of fishes from the oolitic and cretaceous

strata.

Sphaerogastra (sfe-rC-gas'traY n, pi. [Gr.

spha ira , Bphere, and gastir, belly. ] The true

spiders. Called also Araneida (which seeX

Sphaerosiderite (sfe'rd-sid"er-it> See Sphe-

kosiperite.

Sphaerospore (Bfe'ro-spor), n. In bot. the

quadruple spore of Borne aigals.

Sphaerularla (sfd-ru-la'ri-a), n, A nematode

or round parasitic worm existing in certain

species of bees. The female is nearly an

inch in length, and consists of little else

than a mass of fatty tissue with reproductive

organs, neither mouth, oesophagus, intes

tine, nor anus being present The male is

only about the 28,000th part the size of the

female.

Sphaerullte (sfe'ru-lit). See Spherultte.

Sphagnel, Sphagnacese (sfag'ne-i, sfag-na'-

se-e), n. pi. A family of cladocarpous

mosses,of peculiar habit,dis

tinguished especially by the

modeof branching, the struc

ture of the leaves, sporanges,

and antheridia, and by the

absence of roots, except in

the early stages of growth.

See Sphagnum.

SphagnoUB(sfag/nus),a, [See

below.] Pertaining to bog-

moss; mossy.

Sphagnum (sfag'nura), n.

[ijr.gphagnos.ii kind of moss.]

A genus of mosses, the only

one of the nat. order Sphag-

nei. The plants of this genus

are widely diffused over the

surface of the earth in tem

perate climates, readily re

cognized by their pale tint,

fasciculate branchlets, and

apparently sessile globose

capsules. They are aquatic

plants, and constitute the

great mass of our bogs in

swampy and moory districts.

sphagnum. The formation of peat in

such situations is often

owing, in a great measure, to these plants.

Sphalero-carpium (sfarer-o-kar"pi-um), n.

[Gr. sphaleros, delusive, and karpos, fruit]

ch,caain; ch, Sc locA; g, go; j,job; h, Fr. ton; ng, si no:; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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In bot, the collective fruit of the yew,

1 -lit inn. Ac.

Sphecidse, Sphegidae (BfL''si-de,Bfg'ji-d$),n,

p t A family of hymenopterous Insects of the

section Fossores. Several species are found

in England, where they are known as sand-

wusps. They usually make burrows in the

sand for nidiflcation.

Sphenacanthus (sfe-nn-knn'thus), n. [Qr.

sphen, a wedge, and akantha, a spine] A

genus of fossil fishes from the coal-forma

tion of Seotlaud.

Sphene (sfen), n. [Fr. sphene, from Or.

sphin, a wedge.] A mineral composed of

silicic acid, titanic acid, and lime. Its col

ours are dull yellow, green, gray, brown,

and black. It is found amorphous and in

crystals. The primary form of its crystal is

an oblique rhombic prism.

Spheniscidae (Bfe-niB'i-de), n. pi. The pen

guins, a section of birds of the family Bre-

vipennatse, order Nntatores, in which the

wings are completely rudimentary, without

quills, and covered with a scaly skin. See

Penguin.

Sphenocephalus (sfe-no-sefal-us), n. [Or.

ftphtn, sphfnos, a wedge, and kephali, the

head.] in anat. a malformation of the head

by which the upper part of the cranium has

a wedge-like appearance.

Sphenodon ( sfe'no-don ), n. [Gr. tphin,

sphfnos, a wedge, and odous,odontos, a tooth. ]

A peculiar genus of lizards, regarded as

forming a family by itself. The only known

species (S. punctatum) is a native of New

Zealand, and, although once abundant, is

now being rapidly thinned. Of late it has

become the favourite food of the pig, and is

eaten by man. It frequents rocky islets,

living in holes in the sand or amongst atones.

It is also called Hatteria punctata.

Splenogram (sffe'nd-grara), n. [Or. sphfn,

sphSnos, a wedge, and gramma, a letter.]

A cuneiform or arrow-headed character.

See Cuneiform.

Sphenographer (sfe-nog'raf-er), n. One

versed In splenography or in deciphering

cuneiform inscriptions.

Sphenographic (sfe-no-graf'ik), a. Of or

pertaining to splenography.

Sphenographist (sfe-nog'raf-iBt), n. Same

as Sphenographer.

SphenogTaphy(Bfe-nog'ra-fl).». [Or. sphin,

sphfnos, a wedge, and graphs, to write. 1

The art of writing in wedge-shaped and

arrow-headed characters ; the art of deci

phering cuneiform writings; that branch of

philological science which concerns itself

with such writings.

Sphenoid, Sphenoidal (afe'noid, sfe-noid'-

al), a. [Or. sphin, a wedge, and eidos, form. ]

Resembling a wedge.—Sphenoid bone, the

pterygoid bone of the basis of the skull, so

named because it is wedged in amidst the

other bones of the head.

Sphenoid (sfe'noid). n. 1. In crystal, a

wedge-shaped crystal contained under four

equal isosceles triangles. —2. In anat. the

sphenoid bone.

Spheno-maxillary (sfe-nd-mak'sil-la-ri), a.

Relating to the sphenoid and maxillary

bones.

Spheno-orbltar (sfe-nd-or'bi-tar), a. In

anat. a term applied to the anterior part of

the body of the sphenoid bone, which is de

veloped by a variable number of points of

ossification.

Spheno-palatlnate (sfe'nS-pa-lat"in-at), a.

Relating to the sphenoid and palate bones.

Spheno-palatlne (sfe-nd-pal'a-tin), a. Per

taining to the sphenoid and palate bones.—

Spheno-palatine ganglion, the largest of the

cranial ganglia.

Spheno-parletal (sfe'nd-pa-rl"et-al), a. Re

lating to the sphenoid and parietal bones.

Sphenophyllum (ste-no-fll'lum), n. [Or.

sphen, sphe'nos, a wedge, and phyllon, a leaf. ]

A fossil genus of plants from the coal-mea

sures, held by some to have represented the

pine in the ancient world. Brongniart, on

the other hand, regards the species as her*

haceous plants allied to the pepper.

Sphenopterls (sfe-nop'ter-is),n. (Gr. sphfn,

spheno*, a wedge, and pteris, a kind of fern,

from pteron, a wing, a leaf.] A genus of

fossil ferns, remarkable for the wedge-shaped

divisions of their fronds. They occur pro

fusely in the carboniferous system, less so

in the new red sandstone, and scarcely at

all in the greensand.

Spheno-temporal {sfe-no-tem'pd-ral), a.

Relating to the sphenoid and temporal

bones.

Spheral (sfe'rul), a. 1. Of or pertaining to

the spheres or heavenly bodies ; inhabiting

the spheres. ' The spheral souls that move

through the ancient heaven of song-illu

mined air.' Swinburne.—2. Rounded like a

sphere; sphere-shaped; hence, symmetrical;

perfect.

Sphere (spher), n. [L. sphorra, from Gr.

sphaira.a ball, a globe.] 1. In geom.a, solid

body contained under a Bingle surface, which

in every part is equally distant from a point

called its centre. It may be conceived to be

generated by the revolution of a semicircle

about its diameter, which remains fixed, and

which is hence called the axis of the sphere.

A section of a sphere made by a plane passing

through its centre is called a great circle of

the sphere; and when the cutting plane does

not pass through the centre the section is

called a small circle of the sphere. A sphere

is two-thirds of its circumscribing cylinder.

Spheres are to one another as the cubes of

their diameters. The surface of a sphere

is equal to four times the area of one of its

great circles, and the solidity is found by

multiplying the cube of the diameter by
■5230 or | of 7854; or by multiplying the

area of a great circle by <j of the diameter.

2. An orb or globe, as the sun, the earth, the

stars, or planets; one of the heavenly bodies.

First the sun, a mighty sphere, he fram'd. Milton.

3. A circular body; a disc. [Rare.]

With a broader ifhere the moon looks down. Hood.

4. An orbicular body representing the earth

or the apparent heavens; a celestial or ter

restrial globe. — 5. In astron. (a) the con

cave expanse of the heavens, which appears

to the eye as the interior surface of a hol

low sphere inclosing the earth, which is

placed at its centre. In this sphere all the

heavenly bodies appear to be fixed, and at

equal distances from the eye. It is also

called the Celestial Sphere. The equator,

ecliptic, meridians, Ac, are circles of the

celestial sphere. (6) One of the supposed

concentric and eccentric revolving trans

parent shells in which, according to the old

astronomers, the stars, sun, moon, and

planets were set, and by which they were

carried in such a manner as to produce their

apparent motions.— 6. In logic, the extension

of a general conception, or the totality of

the Individuals or species to which it may

be applied.—7. Circuit or range of action,

knowledge, or influence ; compass; province;

employment.

Every man, versed in any particular business, finds

fault with these authors, so far as they treat of mat

ters within his sphere. Addison,

8. Rank; order of society.

Like some poor gfirl whose heart is set

On one whose rank exceeds her own.

He mixing with his proper sphere.

She finds the baseness of her lot. Tennyson.

9.t An orbit; a socket.

I could a tale unfold whose lightest word

Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood.

Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres.

ShmM.

—Armillary sphere, an artificial represen

tation of the circles of the sphere, by means

of rings. See Armillary.—Oblique sphere,

that in which the circles of daily motion are

oblique to the horizon, as is the case to a

spectator at any point between the equator

and either pole.—Parallel sphere, that in

which the circles of daily motion are paral

lel to the horizon. A spectator at either of

the poles would view a parallel sphere.—

Right sphere, thnt aspect of the heavens in

which the circles of daily motion of the

heavenly bodies are perpendicular to the

horizon. A spectator at the equator views

a right sphere.— Harmony or music of the

sj>heres. See under Harmony.—Projection

of the sphere. See PROJECTION.

Sphere (sfer), v.t. pret. * pp sphered; ppr.

sphering. 1. To place in a sphere or among

the spheres.

And therefore is the glorious planet, Sol,

In noble eminence cnthron'd, and sphered

Amidst the other. ShaJt.

Because 1 would have reached you, had you been

Sphered up with Cassiopeia. Tennyson.

2. To form into roundness; to round; hence,

to give perfect or complete form to.

Light from her native east

To journey through the airy gloom began.

Sphered in a radiant cloud ; for yet the sun

Was not. Milieu.

Not vassals to be beat, nor pretty babes

To be dandled ; no, but living wills and sphered

Whole in ourselves, and owed to none. Tennyson.

Sphere-born (sfeVborn), a. Born among

the spheres. Milton.

Sphere-melody (sfeYniel-odi), n. Melody

or harmony of the spheres. See under Hah

MONY.

Sphere-music (sfeVmu-zik), n. The music

or harmony of the spheres. See under Hak-

MONY.

SphereOtype (sfer'S-d-tlp), n. [Gr. sphaira.

sphere, and typos, a type or figure. 1 A posi

tive collodion photograph taken on glass by

placing a mat before the plate, so as to give

a distinct margin to the picture. B. B.

Knight.

Spheric (sfer'ik), a. Same as Spherical. £.

B. Browning.

Spherical (sferlk-al), a. [Fr. sphtriquc; L

spheericus. See SPHERE. ) 1. Having the

form of a sphere; globular; orbicular; as, a

spherical body.

We must know the reason of the spherical figures

of the drops. Glanz-il.

2. Pertaining to a sphere ; belonging to s

sphere. — 3. Relating to the orbs of the

planets; planetary.

We make guilty of our disasters the sun, the moon

and the stars, as if we were villains by necessity:

fools by heavenly compulsion ; knaves, thieves, an!

treachers by spherical predominance. Shmi.

—Spherical aberration. See Aberration.

—Spherical angle, an angle formed on the

surface of a sphere by the intersection of

two great circles. —Spherical excess, the ex

cess of the sum of the three angles of i

spherical triangle above two right angles or

180°, the three angles of every spherical tri

angle being greater than two right angles.

—Spherical geometry, that brauch of geom

etry which treats of spherical magnitudes;

as, spherical triangles, arcs, and angles.—

Spherical lune, a projection of the surface

of a sphere included between two great

semicircles having a common diameter—

Spherical polygon, a portion of the surface

of a sphere bounded by the arcs of three or

more great circles.—Spherical or globular

projections, the projections of the circles of

a sphere upon a plane —Spherical triangle,

a triangle formed on the surface of a sphere

by the mutual intersection of three great

circles. Spherical triangles are divided into

right-angled, oblique-angled, equilateral,

isosceles, Ac. , as plane triangles are. —Spher

ical trigonometry, that branch of trigonom

etry which teaches to compute the side*

and angles of spherical triangles. See Tri

gonometry.—Spherical bracketing, in arch.

brackets so formed that the surface of the

lath-and-plaster work which they support

forms a spherical surface.

Spherically (sfer'ik-al-li), adv. In the form

of a sphere. Wotton.

Spherlcalness (sfer'ik-al-nes), n. lite state

or quality of being spherical; sphericity.

Sphericity (sfe-ris'i-ti), n. The state or qua

lity of being spherical or orbicular; globu-

larity; roundness.

Water consists of small, smooth, spherical parti

cles; their smoothness makes them slip easily upon

one another: the sphericity keeps them from touch

ing one another in more points than one. Cheyie.

Sphericle (sferl-kl), n. A small sphere.

Spherics (sferlks), n. In geom. the doctrine

of the properties of the sphere considered as

a geometrical body, and in particular of the

different circles described on its surface,

with the method of projecting the same on

a plane ; spherical geometry and trigono

metry.

Spherograph (sfe'rd-graf), n. [Gr. sphaira,

a sphere, and grapho, to write, to describe ]

A nautical instrument consisting of a stereo-

graphic projection of the sphere upon a disc

of pasteboard, in which the meridians and

parallels of latitude are laid down to single

degrees. By the aid of this projection, and

a ruler and index, the angular position of a

ship at any place, and the distance sailed,

may be readily and accurately determined

on the principle of great circle sailing.

Spheroid (sfeYoid), n. [Qr. sphaira,a sphere,

and eidos, form.] Abody or figure approach

ing to a sphere, but not perfectly spherical

In geom. a solid generated by the revolu

tion of an ellipse about one of its axes. When

the generating ellipse revolves alwtit its

longer or major axis, the spheroid is oblong

or prolate; when about its less or minor

axis, the spheroid is oblate. The earth is an

oblate spheroid, that Is, flattened at the

poles, so that its polar diameter is shorter

than its equatorial diameter. (See Earth. )

The same figure is assumed by the other

planets; hence, the properties of the oblate

spheroid are of great importance in geodesy

and astronomy.
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Spheroidal (sfe-nnd'al), a. 1. Having the

form of a spheroid.-2. In crystal, bounded

by several convex faces. —Spheroidal bracket

ing, in arch, bracketing which has a sphe

roidal surface. —Spheroidal condition, the

condition of a liquid when, on being placed

on a highly heated surface, as red hot metal,

it assumes the form of a more or less flat

tened spheroid, and evaporates without

ebullition. The spheroid in this condition

does not touch the Burface of the metal, but

floats on a layer of its own vapour, and

evaporates rapidly from its exposed surface.

It is heated mainly by radiation from the

hot surface, because conduction is impos

sible since tbe layer of intervening vapour

conducts heat very feebly. The formation

of a layer of non-conducting vapour explaius

why it is possible to dip the wetted hand

into molten iron with impunity.

Spheroidic, Spheroidical (sfe-roid'ik, sfe-

roid'ik-al), a. Same as Spheroidal.

Spheroidicity, Spheroidity(sfe-roi-dis'i-ti,

sfe-roi'di-ti), n. The state or quality of

being spheroidal.

Spherometer(sfe-rom'et-er),n. [Gr.jpAat'ra,

a sphere, and metron, a measure.] An in

strument for measuring the thickness of

small bodies when great accuracy is required,

as the curvature of optical glasses, &c.

Spherosiderite (sfe-ro-sid'er-it), n, [Or.

rphaira, a sphere, and sideros. iron] A sub

stance found in spheroidal masses in the

basaltic compact lava of Steinheim. Called

also Glass Lava or Hyalite.

Spherula (sfeKu-la), ft, [L. sphaerula, a little

sphere.] A spherule: a term applied to the

globose peridium of some plants.

Spherulate (sfer'u-lat), a. Covered or

studded with spherules; having one or more

rows of minute tubercles.

Spherule (sfer'ul). ?l [See Spherula.] A

little sphere or spherical body. Mercury or

quicksilver, when poured upon a plane, di

vides itself into a great number of minute

spherules.

Spherullte (sfer'u-lit), n. [Or. sphaira, a

sphere, and lithos, a stone] 1. A variety of

obsidian or pearl-stone, found in rounded

grains—2. See Radiolite

Bphery (sfer'i), a. 1. Belonging to the

spheres.

She can teach ye how to climb

Higher than the sphery chime. Atitton.

2. Resembling a sphere or star in roundness,

brightness, or the like. 'Hermia's sphery

eyne.' Shak.

Sphex (sfeks), n, [Gr. sphex, a wasp.] A

genus of insects. Same as Ammophita.

Sphincter (sflngk'ter), n. IGr. sphingktfr,

from sphingd, to constrain, to draw close ]

In aunt, a name applied generally to a kind

of circular muscles, or muscles in rings,

which serve to close the external orifices of

organs, as the sphincter of the mouth, of the

eyes, Ac, and more particularly to those

among them which, like the Bphincter ani,

haTe the peculiarity of being in a state of

permanent contraction, independently of

the will, and of relaxing only when it is re-

SHired that tbe contents of the organs which

ley close should be evacuated.

Bphlnx (sflngks), n pi. Sphinxes (sftngks'-

«2) (Gr. sphingx, L. sphinx. ] 1. In Greek

myth, a she-monster, said to have proposed

a riddle to the Thebans and to have killed

those with the head of a ram criosphinxes,

and those with the head of a hawk hieraco-

sphinxes. The Egyptian sphinx was proba

bly a purely symbolical figure, having no

Otek Sphinx, from a sculpture in British Museum.

sll who were not able to guess it. It was

tt hut solved by GSdipus, whereupon the

iphmx slew herself. In art this monster 1b

often represented with the winged body of

■ lion with the breasts and head of a wo

man—2. In Egyptian antiq. & figure of some

what similar shape, having the body of a

bon (seldom winged), and a human (male or

female) or animal head. The human-headed

figures have been called androsphfnxes ;

Egyptian Sphinx, from the Louvre Museum.

historical connection with the Greek fable,

and the Greeks may have applied the term

sphinx to the Egyptian statues merely on

account of an accidental external resem

blance between them and their own figures

of the sphinx.—3. A person who proposes

riddles, puts puzzling or obscure questions,

or who talks enigmatically.—4. A genus of

lepidopterous insects, section Crepuscularia;

the hawk-moths. They receive their generic

name from the attitude of several of the ca

terpillars, which resembles that of the

fabled monster so called. See Sphingidj;.

6. The Cynocephalus passio, or Guinea ba

boon.

Sphingidffl (sfln'ji-de), n. pi. A family of lepi

dopterous insects, section Crepuscularia.

The insects belonging to this division gen

erally fly in the evening or early in the

morning, but there are many which fly in

the daytime. This family embraces some

of the largest European Lepidoptera, as the

death's-head hawk-moth,the Sphinxatropos,

Linn., the privet hawk-moth (Sphinx ligus-

tri).

Sphraglde (sfra'jfd). «. [Fr. sphragide, from

L. sphragis, sphragidU, a kind of stone used

for seals; Lemnian earth; from Gr. sphragis,

sphragidos, a seal. The earth is said to have

been so called because sold In sealed packets. ]

A species of ochreous clay, which falls to

pieces in water with the emission of many

bubbles. Called also Earth of Lemnos.

Sphraglstics (sfra-jis'tiks), n. [Gr. sphra-

gistikos. of or for sealing, from sphragis, a

seal.] The science of seals, their history,

peculiarities, and distinctions. The chief

object of this science is to ascertain the

age and genuineness of the documents to

which seals are affixed.

SphrigOSls (afrig'o-sis). n, [Gr. sphrigad, to be

full of health and strength.] Over-rankness,

a disease in fruit-trees and other plants, as

turnips, in which the plant tends to grow to

wood or stem and leaves in place of fruit or

bulb, Ac, or to grow so luxuriantly that the

nutritious qualities of the plant are injured,

as in the potato. Sphrigosis is sometimes

due to over-manuring.

SphygmiC (sftg'mik), a. [Gr. sphygmos, the

pulse] Of or pertaining to the pulse.

Sphygmograph(sflg'md-graf),H. [Gr. sphyg-

mos, a pulse, and graphd, to write] An in

strument which, when applied over an ar

tery, indicates the character of tbe pulse as

to the force and extent of undulations, re

gistering them on a strip of paper moved by

watch-work. It reveals in a very delicate

and beautiful manner, by the tracing of a

pencil on the paper, the force of the heart

beats, and in making experiments with dif

ferent kinds of medicines it shows their

effect on the nervous system.

Sphygmographic (Bflg-mo-grnFik), a. Of

or pertaining to the sphygmograph; regis

tered or traced by the sphygmograph.

'Sphygmographic tracing of the cardiac

movementof ^the) arterial pulse.' Dr. Car

penter.

Sphygmometer (sflg-mom'et-er), n. [Gr.

sphygnws, a pulse, and metron, measure. ] An

instrument for counting the arterial pulsa

tions; a sphygmograph.

Sphyrsenidae (sfl-re'ni-de), n. pi. [Gr.

sphyraina, the hammer- fish] A fnmfly

of acantnopteryglous (teleostean) fishes,

nearly allied to the perches. The species

are elongated, active, predaceous fishes,

having the jaws armed with formidable

teeth. They live principally in tropical seas,

although one or two species are found In

the Mediterranean. The barracuda of the

West Indies (Sphyrcena picuda) is a large

and powerful fish, as much dreaded as the

white shark.

Splalt (spi'al), n. A spy; a scout 'The

prince's spiaU have informed me.' Shak.

Spica (spi'ka), n. [L., an ear of corn.] In

surg. a bandage so named from its turns

being thought to resemble the rows of an

ear of corn.—Spica descendens, the uniting

bandage used in rectilinear wounds. It con

sists of a double-headed roller with a longi

tudinal slit in the middle, 3 or 4 inches long.

Spicate, Splcated (spHtat, spi'kat-ed), a.

[L. spicatus, pp. of spico, to furnish with

spikes, from spica, a spike.] In bot. having

a spike or ear; eared like corn.

Splccato (spik-ka'td). [It, divided] In

music, a term which indicates that every

note is to have a distinct and detached

sound, and in regard to instruments played

with a bow it denotes that every note Is to

have a distinct bow.

Spice (spis), n. [O.Fr. espice. Mod. Fr. Spice,

Sp. especia. It. spezie, from L. species, ap

pearance, species, kind, sort, in late Latin,

goods, wares, assorted goods, especially

spices, drugs, &c, of the same sort. See

Species.] 1. A vegetable production, fra

grant or aromatic to the smell and pungent

to the taste, such as pepper, nutmeg, ginger,

cinnamon, and cloves, used in sauces and in

cookery.—2. A small quantity, giving a sea-

Boning to a greater; something that en

riches or alters the quality of a thing in n

small degree, as spice alters the taste of a

thing; a small admixture ; a flavouring ; a

smack; as, there's a spice of conceit about

him.

Variety's the very spice of life

That gives it all its flavour. Cenvper.

Spicet (spis). n. [Ft. esplcc. a kind or spe

cies; L. species, a species. It is thus really

the same word as above.] A sample; a spe

cies.

Justice, although it be but one entire virtue, yet is

described in two kinds of spices. Sir T. Blyct,

Spice (spis), v.t. pret. & pp. spiced; ppr.

spicing. 1. To season with spice; to mix

aromatic substances with; to season, literally

or figuratively ; as, to spice wine ; to spice

one's conversation with scandal.—2. To im

pregnate with a spicy odour. ' In the spiced

Indian air.' Shak.—Z.i To render nice ; to

Beason with scruples.

Take it, 'tis yours;
Be not so spiced; it is good gold. Beau. &• Fl.

Spice-apple (spis'ap-l), n. A kind of apple.

Spice-bush (spis'bush), n. Same as Spice-

wood.

Splce-nut (spis'nut), n. A gingerbread nut.

Spicer (spis'er), ft* 1. One that seasons with

Bpice.—2. One who deals in spice.

Spicery(spiB'er-i), n. [O.Fr. espicerie. Mod.

Fr. tpxecrie. See SPICE.] 1. Spices in gen

eral; fragrant and aromatic vegetable sub

stances used in seasoning.

Tlieir camels were loaden with spicery and balm

and myrrh. Raleigh.

2. A repository of spices. ' The spicery, the

cellar, and its furniture.' Addison.

Spice-WOOd (spis'wud), n. Lindera benzoin

(Lauras benzoin, Linn.), an American shrub,

the wild-allBpfce or benjamin-tree.

Spiciferous (spi-sifer-us), a. [L. spicifer,

bearing spikes or ears, from spica, an ear,

and fero, to bear.] Bearing ears, as corn;

producing spikes; Bplcated; eared.

Spiclform (spi'si-form), a. In bot. spike-

shaped.

Spidly (spls'i-li), adv. In a spicy manner;

pungently; with flavour.

Spiclness (spls'i-ne&), n, Quality of being

Bpicy.

Spick* (splk), n. A spike; a tenter.

Splck-and-Span (spik'and-span), a. or adv.

[Spick, a spike, and span, a chip, a splinter.

(See Span-new.) Spick and-span new means

therefore nail and chip new, newly shaped

and put together. Comp. D. spikspelder-

vieuw, speldemieuw (speld. spelde, a pin),

gpiksplinterniemc.] In full used adverbi

ally with runs = quite new; bran-new ; also

used adjectively ; as, a spick-and-span suit

of clothes.

I keep no antiquated stuff;

Btit spick-and-span I have enough. Hudibras.

SpiCknel (spik'nel). See Spignel.

Splcose (spik'os). a. [From L. spica, a spike

or ear] Having spikes or ears; eared like

corn. Written also Spicous.
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Spicosity (spi-kos'i-ti), n. The state of

being splcoBe, or of having or being full of

ears, like corn.

Spicous (splk'us), a. Same as Spicose.

Splcula (spik'fl-la), n. pi. SpiculSB (spilr/u-

1.-) 1 1. i In bot. (a) a small spike or spike-

let. (6) A pointed, fleshy, superficial ap

pendage.

Splcular(apik'u-ler).a. [L. rpiculurn, adart]

Resembling a dart; having sharp points.

Splculate (spik'u-lat),p.(. [L. spicule, spicu-

tatum, to sharpen, from spiculum, dim. of

spicum, for ipica, a point] To sharpen to

a point. ' Spiculated paling. ' W. Mason.

Splculate (spik'u-lat). o. [L. spiculatus. pp.

of spiculo, to sharpen to a point, from sytcu-

lum, a point.] Covered with or divided into

fine points; specifically, in bot. (a) covered

with pointed fleshy appendages,as a surface.

(6) Applied to a spike composed of several

smaller Bpikes crowded together.

Spicule (spik'ul), n. [L. spicula.] 1. In

bot. aspikelet—2. In zool. one of the minute

limy or flinty particles found in sponges,

and also in the tissues of some ccelenterate

animals.

Spiculiform (spik'ul-i-form), a. Having the

form of a spicule.

SplculigenouB (spik-u-lij'en-us), a. [L.

spiculum, a dart, and gigno, genui, to pro

duce.] Containing or producing spicules.

Spicy (spis'i), a. [Yrom spice.] 1. Producing

spice; abounding with spices.

As ... off at sea north-east winds blow
Sitbrean odours from the ./;.:■ shore

Of Arab* the bless'd. Milton.

2. Having the qualities of spice; flavoured

with spice ; fragrant ; aromatic ; as, spicy

plants. ' The spicy nut-brown ale.' Milton.

' Spicy gales. ' Pope. —3. Having a sharp fla

vour; pungent; pointed; keeu; as, a spicy

debate.—4. Showy; handsome; smart; as, a

spicy garment. [Colloq.]

Spider (spi'der),**. [for spinder for spinner,

one that spins, formerly a spider; so G.

spinne, a spider, from spinnen, to spin. As to

the omission of n, comp. other, tooth, Ac]

1. The common name of animals of the Lin-

mean genus Aranca, now divided not only

into many genera, but into many families,

constituting a section (Araneida)of the class

Arachnida, order Pulmouaria. The head and

chest are united to form a segment known as

a cephalothorax ; no wings are developed,

and breathing is effected by means of pul

monary or lung sacs. Spiders are remark

able for spinning webs for taking their prey

and forming a convenient habitation. The

abdomen of the spiders is unjointed, and

Is furnished with from four to six cylindri

cal or conical mammilla? or processes, with

fleshy extremities,which are perforated with

numberless small orifices for the passage of

silky filaments of extreme tenuity, with

which they form their webs, and which pro

ceed from internal reservoirs. The legs

number four pairs, and no antenna; are de

veloped. Their mandibles are terminated

by a movable hook, flexed lnferiorly, under

neath which, and near its extremity, which

is always pointed, is a little opening that

allows a passage to a venomous fluid con

tained in a gland of the preceding joint.

After wounding their prey with theirnooked

mandibles, they inject this poison into the

wound, which suddenly destroys the victim.

A very great diversity exists in the modes

in which spiders construct their webs, and

in the situations in which they are placed.

Some spiders do not catch their prey by

entangling them in their webs, but roam

abroad in search of them.

My brain more busy than the labouring spider

Weaves tedious snares to trap mine enemies.

Sha*.

The spider's touch, how exquisitely fine!

Feels at each thread, and lives along the line.

Pofe.

2. Something resembling or supposed to

resemble a spider, as a kind of gridiron, or

a trivet to support vessels over a fire. —

S. In mach. (a) a skeleton of radiating

spokes, as a rag-wheel (which see). (6) The

internal frame or skeleton of a gear-wheel,

for instance, on which a cogged rim may be

bolted, shrunk, or cast (e) The solid in

terior portion of a pibton to which the pack-

iug is attached, and to whose axis the piston-

rod is secured. E. H. Knight—4. Naut. (a)

an iron outrigger to keep a block clear of

the ship's Bide. (6) An iron hoop round the

mast for the attachment of the futtock-

shrouds; also, a hoop round a mast provided

with belaying pins.

Spider-catcher (spi'der-kach-er), n. One

who or that which catches Bpiders; specifi

cally, a bird, the wall-creeper (Tichodroma

muraria), found in southern Europe. Also,

a genus of birds (Arachnothera) inhabiting

the Indian Archipelago, whose favourite

food is Bpiders.

Spider* crab (spl'der-krab), n. Same as

bca-spider.

Spider-fly (spi'der-fli). »■ A dipterous insect

of the family Pupipara. There are many

species of these found parasitic on birds and

quadrupeds. They belong to the genera

Hippobosca and Nycterobia.

Spiderlike (spi'der-lik), a. Resembling a

Bpider. Shak.

Spider-line (spi'der-Hn), n. One of the

threads of a spider's web ingeniously sub

stituted for wires in micrometer scales, in

tended for

Coaita or Spider-monkey.

mung-ki). u.

Anamegiven

to many spe

cies of pla-

tyrhlne or

New World

monkeys,but

more especially to members of the genus

Ateles, which are distinguished by the great

relative length, Blenderness, and flexibility

of their limbs, and by the prehensile power

of their tails.

Spider-orchis (spi'der-or-kis), n. The com

mon name of two British species of Ophrys,

O. arachnites (late spider-orchis), and 0.

aranifera (early spider-orchis). See OPHRYS.

Spider-shell (spl'der-shel), n. A species of

the genus Murex.

Spiderwort (spi'der-wert), n. The common

name of plants of the genus Tradescantia,

one species of which, T virginica, is culti

vated in gardens.

Spiegeleisen (spe'gel-i-sen), n. [G—Spiegel,

a mirror, and eisen, iron : named from its

fracture showing large smooth shining sur

faces.] A peculiar kind of cast-iron made

from specular iron ore, or hseinatite, con

taining a large percentage of carbou and

manganese. Being remarkably free from

impurities, as phosphorus, sulphur, silica,

&c, it is largely used in the Bessemer pro

cess of steel-making for the purpose of re

introducing carbon.

Spiegelerz (spe'gel-erz). n. [Q. Spiegel, a

mirror, and erz, ore.] Specular ironstone;

a variety of hematite.

Spier (sper), v.t. and t. To ask; to inquire.

Sir W. Scott. (Scotch.) See SPEIH.

Spiffy (spif'i), a. Spruce; well-dressed.

[.Slang.]

Spigella(spI-J51i-a),n. [In honour of Adrian

van der Spiegel, latterly professor of medi

cine at Padua, and a botanical author, who

died 1625. ] Worm-seed or worm-grass, a

genus of plants, nat. order Loganiacess. It

consists of annual and perennial herbs, with

opposite or whorled ovate or lance-shaped

leaves, and carmine, blue, or purple flowers.

They are natives of North and South Ame

rica. The root of S. marylandica is used in

America as a vermifuge; aud if administered

in large doses it acts powerfully as a cath

artic. S. A nthelmia possesses powerful nar

cotic properties, and is used in the same

manner as the last.

Spigelian (spi-je'li-an). a. [See Spiqklia.]

In anat. applied to one of the lobes or divi

sions of the mammaliau liver (Lobulus

Spigelii).

Spightt (spit), n. Spite; grudge; reluctance.

Spenser.

Spightt (spit), v.t. To spite. Spenser.

Spightt (spit), n. [See Specht.] A wood

pecker. Holland.

Spignel (spig'nel), n. [A contr. of spike-

nau.) The common name of plants of the

genus Athamanta.

Spignet (spig'net), n. [Corrupted from

sinkenard.) A plant of the genus Aralia

(A. racemosa). Asa Qray. See Spikenard.

BpigOt (spig'ot), n. [O.E. spigotte, speget.

spykette, dim. forms from spick=spike. See

Spike.] A pin or peg used to stop a faucet,

or to stop a small hole in a cask of liquor;

a spile.

Take out the tpifot and clap the poiat In your

mouth. Swtfi.

Spigurnel (spi-gur'nel), n. In law, a name

formerly given to the sealer of the writs in

Chancery.

Spike (*pik), ". [Same word as pike with

initial s; Ice!, spik, Sw. spik, a spike. Cog.

L. spica, a sharp point, an ear of corn; W.

yspig, a npike. (See PICK, PIKE.) Meanings

6 and 6 are drectly from the Latin. As to

kindred forms with and without initial s,

see Sneeze.] 1. A large nail or pin. gener

ally of iron, but sometimes of wood— 2. A

piece of pointed iron like a long nail, in

serted with the point outwards, as on the

top of walls, gates, Ac, to prevent people

from passing over them. — S. A nail or instru

ment with which the vents of cannon are

rilu-d up.—4. Something of similar shape to

the above articles.

He wears on his head the corona radiata. another

type of his divinity: the spikes that shoot oot repre

sent the rays of the sun. Addison.

5. An ear of corn or grain.—6. In bot. a spe

cies of infloresceuce in which the flowers

a. Spike of Ptantago major, b. Section of It to

show the sessile flowers, c. Spike of Le/ium perms**,

d, Spikeietof do.

are sessile along a common axis, as In the

Plantago, or common plantain.

Spike (spik). n. A species of lavender, La

vandula Spica; spike-lavender.

Spike ( spik ). v. t pret. A pp. spiked; ppr.

spiking. 1. To fasten with spikes or foug

and large nails; as, to *pifr<* down the planks

of a floor or bridge — 2, To set with spikes ;

to furnish with spikes.— 3. To fix upon a

spike.—4 To make sharp at the end. John

son.—b. To stop the vent of with a spike.—

To spike a gun or cannon, to fill up the

touch-hole by driving a nail or spike forcibly

into it, in order to render it unserviceable.

Spike-lavender (spik1a-ven-der),n. A kind

of lavender, Lavandula Spica, from which

spike-oil is ob

tained.

Splkelet (splf-

let), n. In bot.

a small spike

making a part of

a large one; or a

subdivision of a

spike ; as, the

fpikelets of

grasses.

Spike - nail

(spik'nal), n. A

nail of 3 inches

iu length and

upwards. See

Spike

Spikenard
(spik'nardX n.

[Fr. spicanard.

See Sj ikk.

Nabs. ] 1. A

highly aroma

tic herbaceous

plantgrowingin

the East indies.

the Nardo-

stachys Jata-

wtajm'.natorderValerianacere The root has

a strong smell and a sharp bitterish taste.

This is the true spikenard of the ancients,

and it has enjoyed celebrity from the earliest

period, on account of the valuable extract

or perfume obtained from its roots, which

was used at the ancient baths and at

feasts. It is called jatamansi or balchur by

the Hindus, and stimbul or tunbul by the

Spikenard [S'ardostacnys

yatamami\.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; $, Sc ley.
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Arabians. Differences of opinion exist re

specting the nature of the fragrance of the

jttamansi. It is, however, highly esteemed

in the East as a perfume, and is naed to

scent oils and unguents. The name spike

nard u» applied to various other plants, as

to Valeriana celtica, Andropogon Nardus,

Lavandula Spica. In the United States it

is applied to Aralia racemosa.—'L A name

jriren to various fragrant essential oils.—

Ploughman's spikenard. See under PLOUGH

MAN.

Spike-oil (spik'oil), n. A volatile oil ob

tained by distilling Lavandula Spica with

water. It has a less agreeable odour than

true lavender-oil. and is specifically heavier.

It is obtained from the leaves and stalks,

true lavender-oil from the flowers, of several

species of Lavandula.

Spike-plank (spifplangkXn, [Comp. ntfce-

tub,] Saut. in Polar voyages, a platform

projecting across the vessel before the

mixzen-mast, to enable the ice-master to

cross over and see ahead, and so pilot her

clear of the ice. Admiral Smyth.

Spike-tush (spuVrush), n. The common

name of several British plants of the genus

Eleocharis. See Eleocharis.

Spike-team (spik'teni), n. A wagon drawn

i iv three horses, or by two oxen and a horse.

BartietL [United States.]

Spike-tab (splk'tub), n. [A. Sax. tpic, fat;

feet spik, blubber; G. speck, fat, bacon.]

A vessel in which the fat of bears, seals,

and minor quarry is set aside till a 'making

off ' gives an opportunity for adding It to the

blabber in the bold. Admiral Smyth.

Spiky (spitf), a. L In the shape of a spike;

having a sharp point or points.—2. Set with

spikes.

The spiky wheels through heaps of carnage tore.

Pop*.

Spllanthes (spi-lan'thez), n. [Or. spilos, a

spot, and antrum, a flower— in allusion to

the original species having yellow flowers

and a brown disc. ] A genus of plants, nat.

order Composite. They are tropical, smooth,

annual, branching weeds, with opposite

lance-shaped or ovate leaves, and stalked,

terminal, solitary, yellow flower-heads. The

Inrolucre and receptacle of S. oleracea are

said to act as a powerful stimulant of the

salivary organa.

8pile (spil). n [D. spijl, LG. spi'e, a bar. a

stake; 0. speil, a skewer. See Spill, n.]

L A small peg or wooden pin used to stop a

spile-hole in a cask or barrel.— 2. A stake

driven into the ground to protect a bank,

form wharfs, abutments, Ac. ; a pile.

Spile (spil), v.t. pret A pp. spiled; ppr. spil

ing. [See above] To supply with a faucet

and spigot, as a cask of liquor.

You must not suppose, your highness, that I ne

glected to avail myself (unknown to the Aga) of the

peculiar properties of the wine which those casks

contained. I had them spiled underneath, and, con-

■umIy running off the wine from them, filled them

ed afresh, Afa rryat.

Spile-hole < spiThol \ n A small aperture

nude in a cask, usually near the bung-hole,

to afford access to the air, in order to per

mit the contained liquor to flow freely.

SpUlkln (spil'i-kiu), n. [Dim. of spill, spile, a

splinter] L A peg of wood, bone, ivory, &c,

for making the score at cribbage and other

games —o pi a game played with such in

struments; pushpin.

Spill (spil), n. (In some of the senses pro

bably the same as spile, a peg; D. spil, a pin,

a pivot, a spindle; G. spille, a spindle, a

peg ; in others rather allied to spall, spell,

spaU, a chip, spall, to chip or break.] 1. A

small p«g or pin for stopping a cask ; a spi

got; a spile ; as, a vent-hole stopped with a

tpiU—2 t A piece broken off; a splinter.

What to reserve their relicks many yea res.

Their silver spurs, or spills of broken speares.

Bp. Halt.

It A little bar or pin of iron. Rich. Carets.

ItA little sum of money. Ayliffe.—h A

■trip of paper rolled up, or a small slip of

wood, used to light a lamp, a cigar, Ac.

8plU(spQ), v.t. pret. A pp. spitted or spilt;

ppr spilling. [A. Sax. spillan, to spill, to

rain, to waste, to destroy; L. G. and D.

spUlen, to waste, to spend; IceL spilla, to

spofl, to destroy; Dan. spilde, to spill, to lose,

to waste Perhaps from same root as spall,

rpalt, and split.} l To suffer to fall or run

oat of a vessel ; to lose or suffer to be scat

tered: applied only to fluids and to sub

stances whose particles are small and loose;

sa. to spill water from a pall; to spill spirit

or oil from a bottle ; to spill quicksilver or

powders from a vessel or a paper; to spilt
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sand or flour. Spill differs from pour In

expressing accidental loss; a loss or waste

not designed, or contrary to purpose. —2. To

suffer or to cause to flow out or lose; to

shed : used especially with regard to blood,

as in cases of murder or wilful slaughter ;

as, a man spills another's blood. ' To revenge

his blood so justly spilt.' Dryden.

' They have taken the child

To spill his blood and heal the land. Tennyson.

3t To injure; to destroy: to ruin. 'To

spill and spoil thy house with fire.' Turber-

vUle.

So full of artless jealousy Is guilt.

It spills itself in fearing to be spilt. Shak.

4. Saut. to discharge the wind from, as from

the belly of a sail, in order to furl or reef it.

6. To throw, as from a horse or carriage.

[Colloq. or slang.]—6.t [In this seuse from

noun spill, a piece.] To piece or diversify

with spills or small pieces; to inlay. ' Pave

ment . . . with ivory spilt.' Spenser.

Spill (spil), v.i. l.t To waste; to be prodi

gal. Sir P. Sidney.— 2. To be Bhed; to be

suffered to fall, be lost, or wasted.

He was so topfull of himself, that he let it spill on

all the company. // alts.

Spiller (spil'er), n. 1. One that spills or

sheds.—2. A kind of fUbing-Iine. See BOL

TER.

Spillet-flshing/, Spilliard-fishing (spil'et-

ndh-ing, spil'yard-nsh-ingXn. A name given

to the method of Ashing in the west of Ire

land, in which a number of hooks are set

on snoodB, all on one line. Called also Bui-

tow, Bultow-jishing.

Spilliken (spil'i-ken), n. Same as Spiliken.

Spilling-line (spil'ing-lin), n. Xuiit a line

fixed occasionally to the main and fore sails

of a ship in tempestuous weather, to spill

them, in order that they may be reefed or

furled more conveniently.

Spilt (spilt), pret. & pp. of spill.

Spilth (spilthl n. [From spill; comp. tilth

from till, stealth from steal,} Spilling; that

which is spilt; that which is poured out

with lavish profusion. ' With drunken spilth

of wine.' Shak.

But when one conies to transcribe such passages

the pen drives heavily amid the radiant riot of Sower-

soft speech, and the supreme spilth of starry syl

lables. Ed. Dtrwden.

Spilus fspilus), n. [Gr. spiles, a spot] In

pathol. same as Nosvus (which see).

Spin (spin), v.t. pret. spun (span is now ob

solete or provincial); pp.*pun; ppr. spinning.

[A. Sax. spinnan, pret. span, pp. sputum a;

common to the Teutonic tongues: D. and

O- spinnen, 0. E.G. and Goth, spinnan, Dan.

spihde, IceL and Sw. spinna—to spin. Sup

posed to be of same root as span and Gr.

spao, to draw. Hence spindle, spinster,

spider.} 1. To draw out aud twist into

threads, either by the hand or machinery ;

as, to spin wool, cotton, or flax ; to spin

Soats' hair. 'Beholding how the tlirids of

fe they span.' Spenser.

All the yarn she (Penelope) spun in Ulysses' ab

sence, did but fill Ithaca with moths. Shak.

2. To make or work on as if by spinning; to

draw out tediously; to extend to a great

length.

I passed lightly over many particulars on which

learned and witty men might spin out large volumes.

Sir Jt. L'Estrattge.

The lines are weak, another's pleased to say;

Lord Fanny spins a thousand such a day. Pope.

8. To protract; to spend by delays; as, to

spin out the day in idleness.

By one delay after another they spin out their

whole lives. Sir R, LEstrange.

4. To whirl rapidly; to cause to turn with

great speed; as, to spin a top; to spin a coin

on a table.—5. To form, as a filament or

thread, by the extrusion of a viscid fluid,

which hardens on coming into contact with

the air : said of spiders, silk-worms, and the

like; as, a spider spins a web.—To spin hay

{mil it \ to twist it Into ropes for convenient

carriage on an expedition.—To spin a yarn,

to tell a long story: originally a seaman's

phrase. [Colloq.]

Spin ( spin ), v. l 1- To perform the act of

making threads; to work at drawing and

twisting threads; as, the woman knows how

to spin; a machine or mule spins with

great exactness.

They neither know to spin nor care to toil. Prior.

He spins and weaves, and weaves and spins.

Con/per.

2. To revolve ; to move round rapidly; to

whirl, as a top or a spindle.

Let the great world spin for ever down the ringing

grooves of change. Tennyson.

SPINDLE

3. To stream or Issue in a thread or small

current; as, blood spins from a vein.

Make incision in their hides.

That their hot blood may spin in English eyes.

Shak.

4. To run or drive with great rapidity; to go

quickly; as, to spin along the road. [Colloq.]

While the money lasts make it spin. IV. Collins.

Spill (spi"\ n. The act of spinning; a rapid

uninterinitted action ; a single effort, as in

a race; as, a rapid spin along the road.

[Colloq.]

Teetotums we've for patriots got.

Who court the mob with antics humble ;

Like theirs the patriot's dizzy lot,

A glorious spin, and then—a tumble. Moore.

Spina (sprna). n. pi. Spina (spi'ne). [L.J

A thorn; a prickle; the backbone or spine.

Spinaceous (spi-na'shus), a. Relating to

spinach, or the class of plants to which it

belongs.

Spinach, Spinage (spin'aj), n. [O.Fr. es-

tn'noche, espinace. It. spinace, Sp. espinaca,

D. spinazie., from L. spina, a spine— being

named from the prickles on its fruit.] Spl-

nacia, a genus of plants, nat. order Cheno-

podiaceffi. There is only one species, S. oler

acea (common spinach), well known on ac

count of its use in the kitchen. It is eaten

sometimes in salads, but more frequently

cooked in various ways. It is wholesome and

agreeable, but contains little nutriment

There are two principal varieties cultivated

in gardens — the prickly -fruited and the

smooth-fruited.—New Zealand spinach, Tc-

tragonia expansa, used instead of common

spinach.

Spinacia(spi-na'si-a), n. A genus of plants.

See Spinach.

SpinacldSB (spl-nas'i-de), n. pi. Picked dog

fishes, a family of small sharks,distinguished

by having the dorsal fins furnished with a

strong spine, which they are said to employ

as a weapon, bending themselves into the

form of a bow, and then striking with great

force.

Spinal (spi'nal). a. [L. spinalis. See Spink]

Pertaining to the spine or backbone of an

animal; as, the spinal cord; spinal muscles;

spinal arteries. — Spinal column, the con

nected vertebneof the back; a bony column

Bitnate at the posterior and central part of

the trunk, extending from the head to the

sacrum; the spine; the backbone. See Spine.

—Spinal cord or spinal marrow, the elon

gated mass of nervous matter contained in

the osseous canal of the spine. It gives rise

to thirty-one pairs of nerves, being the origin

of most of the nerves of the trunk of the

body.

Spindle (spln'dl),n. [A. Sax. spindel, spindl,

spinl, lit. the Instrument for spinning,

from spinnan, to spin ; so also 0. Sw.

and Dan. spindel. (See SPIN.) The d has

Intruded into the word the same way as

In gender, thunder.] 1. In spinning, (a) a

pendent piece of wood for twisting and

winding the fibres drawn from the distaff,

(6) The pin used in spinning-wheels for

twisting the thread, and on which the

thread, when twisted, is wound, (c) One of

the skewers or axes of a spinning-machine

upon which a bobbin is placed to wind the

yarn as it is spun.—2. Any slender pointed

rod or pin which turns round, or on which

anything turns; as, the spindle of a vane;

the spiiidle of the fusee of a watch; a small

axle or axis, in contradistinction to a shaft

or large axle, as the arbor or mandrel in

a lathe. — Live spindle, the revolving ar

bor of a machine tool.—Dead spindle, the

arbor of a machine tool which does not

revolve. —3. A vertical shaft supporting

the upper stone or runner of a pair in

a flour-mill. — 4. In vehicles, the tapering

end or arm on the end of an axle-tree.—

5. In weaving, the skewer in a shuttle on

which a bobbin or cop of yarn is fixed.—

6. The stem of a door knob, which actuates

the latch. —7. In ship-building, (a) the upper

main piece of a made mast, (b) An iron

axle flitted into a block of wood, which Is

fixed securely between two of the ship's

beams, and whereon the capstan turns.—

a In foundingl the pin on which the pattern

of a mould is formed.—9. In building, the

same as Newel.— 10. A long slender stalk.

Mortimer. ■— 11. In geom. a solid generated

by the revolution of the arc of a curve-line

about Its chord, in opposition to a conoid,

which is a solid generated by the revolution

of a curve about Its axis. The spindle is

denominated circular, elliptic, hyperbolic,

or parabolic, according to the figure of its

ch. chain, Ch, 3c. locA; g, go; J. job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, fAen; th, fAin; w, trig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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generating curve. —12 A name given to the

shells of certain molluscs, from their re

semblance to a spindle, as in species of the

genera Ftisus and Rostellaria. Called also

Spindle-shell. -- 13. A measure of yarn; in

cotton a spindle of 18 hanks is 15,120 yards;

in linen a spindle of 24 heers is 14,400 yards.

Spindle (spin'dl), v.i. pret. «fe pp. spindled;

ppr. spindliJtg. in shoot or grow in a long,

slender stalk or body. ' When the flowers

begin to spindle.' Mortimer.

Spindle-legged (spiu'dl-legd), a. Having

long, Blender legs.

Many great families are insensibly fallen off from

the athletic constitution of their progenitors, and arc

dwindled away into a pale, sickly, spindlt-ttggeJ

generation of valetudinarians. Taller.

Spindle-legs, Spindle-shanks (spin'dl-

fegz, spiu'di-shangkB), n. A tall, slender

person: UBed humorously or in contempt.

Spindle - shanked ( spin ' dl - shangkt), a.

Having long, slender legs.

Her lawyer is a little, shrivelled, spindle-shanked

gentleman. Addison.

Spindle-shaped (spin'dl-shapt), a. Having

the shape of a spindle; fusiform.

Spindle - shell ( spin ' dl - shel ), it. See

Spindle, 12.

Spindle-side (spin'dl-sld), n. The female

side in descent. 'King Lycaon, grandson

by the spindle -side of Oceanus. J. R.

Lowell.

Spindle-tree (spin'dl-tre), n. A shrub of

the genus Euonymus, K. europorus. The

WM.nl ib hard and fine-grained, ami Is used

for the finer articles of turnery and for

spindles. See EuoNYMUS.

Spindle -worm (spin'dl-wenn), n. The

caterpillar of a lepidopterous insect (Gvr-

tyna Zece) which injures maize plants.

(American.]

Spindling (spin'dl-ing), n. Same as Spindle-

tree.

Spindrift (spin'drift), n. [A form of spoon-

drift (which see).] Naut. the blinding haze

of salt water which is blown from the sur

face of the sea in hurricanes.

Spine (spin), n. [L. spina, a thorn, from

a root seen also in spike, pike. From the

Latin word come also (through the French)

spinach, spinel, spinet, spinney ] 1. The

backbone of a vertebrated animal, so called

from the thorn-like processes of the ver

tebra?. In reference to man it is the articu

lated bony column, consisting of thirty-

three vertebral, and reaching from the head

down the back, including the ob sacrum and

coccyx, being the series or assemblage of

vertebrae which sustains the rest of the

body, contains the spinal marrow, and to

which the ribs are connected. See Verte

bra. —2. A thorn; a sharp process from the

woody part of a plant. It differs from a

prickle, which proceeds from the hark. A

spine sometimes terminates a branch, and

sometimes is axillary, growing at the angle

formed by the branch or leaf with the stem.

The wild apple and pear are armed with

spines; the rose, bramble, gooseberry, <fcc.,

are armed with prickles.

Some leaves which do not freely develop in the

usual manner assume a dry, hardened appearance,

and pass into spines. Hetistow.

3. In anat. a sharp process of a bone. Dun-

glison. - 4. In tool, properly astout. rigid, and

pointed process of the integument of an

animal, formed externally by the epidermis

and internally of a portion of the cutis or

corresponding structure. The term is fre

quently applied to a stout, rigid, and pointed

process of the epidermis only. — 5 A ridge

of mountains, especially a central ridge.

Spinel (spi-nef). n. [Fr. spinelle. It. spinella.

Probably applied originally to a mineral

with spine-shaped crystals, from L. spina,

a spine. ] A sub-species of corundum, which

occurs in regular crystals and sometimes in

rounded grains. Its colours are red, black,

blue, green, brown, and yellow. It consists

chiefly of alumina, with smaller proportions

of magnesia, silica, and protoxide of iron.

Clear and finely-coloured red varieties are

highly prized as ornamental stones in jew

elry. The red varieties are known as spinel

ruby or balas ruby, while those of a darker

colour are called Ceytonite or Pleonast. It

is found in the beds of rivers in Ceylon and

Siam, and embedded in carbonate of lime in

North America and Sweden. Written also

Spinelle.

Splnellane (spi-nel'an). n. A blue variety

of nosean occurring in small crystalline

masses and in minute crystals, found near

Andernach, on the Rhine.

Spinelle (spi-neK), n. Same as Spinel.

Splnescent (spi-ues'ent), a. [L. spinescens.
*!-in- *<■>• ntis, ppr. of spinesco, to grow thorny.

from spina, a thorn.) In bot. becoming hard

and thorny, terminating in a spine, or some

what spinose.

Spinet (spin'et), ;i. [O.Fr. espinette, Fr.

eyinette, It. spinetta, from L. spina, a thorn,

because its quills resemble thorns. See

Spine.] A stringed musical instrument,

which differed from the virginal only in

being of a triangular form. See Virginal.

—Dumb spinet. Same as Manichord.

Spinet t (spin'et), n. [L. spinetum, from

spina, a thorn] A small wood or place

where briers and thorns grow; a spiuney.

' A satyr, lodged in a little spinet.' B. Jon-

son.

Splnetedt (npin'et-ed), a. [See Spinet, the

instrument] Cleft; opened; split. * A goose

quilj sjiinrtt'il,' Ascham.

Spiniferlte (spi-nif'er-It), n, [L. spina, a

spine, and fero, to bear.] A name given to

certain minute organisms beset with spines

occurring in the chalk flints. Their real

nature is unascertained, but they have been

supposed to be the gemmulea of sponges.

Spiniferous (spi-nifer-us), a. [I. spina,

spine, and fero, to bear.] Producing spines;

bearing thorns; thorny.

Splniform (spin'i-form), a. [L. spina, a

Bjiine, aiid/orma, form.] Having the form

of a spine or thorn.

Splnigerous (spi-nij'er-us). a. [L. spina,

spine, and yero, to bear.] Bearing a spine

or spines.

Spinlness (spin'i-nes), ». The quality of

being spiny.

Spink (Bpingk), n. [Sw. spink; allied to

flnch.) A finch, especially the chaffinch.

(Provincial. J

The spilt; chants sweetest in a hedge of thorns.

fP. Harte.

Spinnaker (spin'ak-er), n. [From spin, in

sense of to go rapidly, j A jib-headed racing

sail carried by yachts, Bet when running

before the wind on the opposite side to the

main-sail.

Spinner (spin'er), n. 1. One who or that

which spins; one skilled in spinning —

2. A spider; specifically, the garden spider

with long jointed legs. 'Her waggon-spokes

made of long spinners' legs.' Shak.—Z. A

Bpinneret.

Spinneret (spin'er-et), n. One of the

nipple-like organs with which spiders and

some insects, as the silk-worm, form their

webs or silk.

Spinnerule (spin'er-ul), n. Oue of the

numerous minute tubes with which each

spirim-ret of the spider is Btudded, every

one of which emits a thread of inconceivable

fineness.

Spinnery (spiu'er-f), n. A spinning-mill.

Spinney, Spinny(spiu'i),n. [O.Fr. csjnnaye,

a thorny plot, a place full of briers, from

espine, a brier or bramble, from L. spina,

a thorn, the spine] A small wood with

undergrowth; a clump of trees; a small

grove or shrubbery. 'Black fir spinnies.'

Kingsley. ' A land . . . covered with

. . . timber, with here and there a nice

little gorse or spinney.' T. Hughes.

Spinning-Jenny (spfn'ing-jen-ni), n. The

name given to the first spinning-machine by

means of which a number of threads could

be spun at once. It was invented about

1707 by James Hargreaves, a Lancashire

weaver, and consisted of a number of spin

dles turned by a common wheel or cylinder

worked by hand.

Spinning-mill (spin'ing-mil), n. A mill or

factory where spinning ib carried on.

Spinning-wheel (spin'ing-whel), n. A ma

chine for spinning wool, cotton, or flax into

threads by the hand. It consists of a wheel,

band, and spindle, and is driven by foot or

by hand. Before the introduction of ma

chinery for spinning there were two kinds

of spinning-wheels in common use, the large

wheel for spinning wool and cotton, and the

small or Saxon wheel for spinning flax.

Splnny (spin'i), n. See Spinney.

Spinose (spiu'os), a. Spinous.

Spinoslty (spi-nos'i-tl), n. 1. The state of

being spinous or spinose. —2. Fig. thorny;

also something thorny or crabbed. Dr. H.

More.
Spinoso- dentate (spi-nd'B6-denwtat), a.

In bot. having teeth tipped with Bpines.

Spinous (spin 'us), a. [L. spinomts, from

spina, a spine or thorn.] 1. Full of spines;

armed with thorns: thorny, as a plant. —

Spinous leaf, a leaf having its margin beset

with spines, as In thistles.— 2. In anat. ap

plied to certain processes of bones.

Spinozlsm (api'no-zizni), n. The system of

Philosophy of Baruch Spinoza, who was

■ •in in Amsterdam in 1632 of a Jewish

Portuguese family, and died at the Hague

In 1677. This system Is based on the idea

of an original substance embracing all ex

istence, substance in this sense meaning

something very different from what we usu

ally understand by the word. This original

BUbstance, in which all antagonism between

mind and matter, liberty ana necessity, <fcc.,

ceases, all subjects of finite consciousness

disappear, he called God; by which he un

derstood that which has an independent

existence, and the understanding of which

does not require the idea of anything else.

ThiB substance is infinite, and nought else

exists; it is incapable of creating anything

material or intellectual, for all matter and

mind are comprehended in itself; its attri

butes are infinite thought and infinite ex

tension. God, this all-embracing being, can

act only in accordance with the established

order, for otherwise we must suppose him

capable of a change of nature, or that

there exists a nature different from his own.

Thought and extension, spirit and matter,

finite and infinite, motion and repose, good

and evil, causes and effects, are attributes

of this sole substance, which produces noth

ing but modifications of itself. All that

exists is only a necessary succession of

in. i. l.s of being in a substance for ever the

same.

Splnozlst (xpl'nd-zist), n, A l>eliever in the

doctrines of Spinoza,

Spinster(spin'ster), n. [Spin, andfem term.

-tter. See -Ster. ] 1. A woman who spins, or

whose occupation is to spin : formerly also

applied sometimes to a man. ' The spinsters,

carders, fullers, weavers.' Shak. Hence—

2. In law, the common title by which an

unmarried woman, from a viscount's daugh

ter downward, is designated in England. It

may be used adjectively.

Here tiie spinster aunt uttered aloud shriek, ,-\t. i

became senseless. Dwhrttr.

S.t A woman of an ill life or character: so

called from being forced to spin in the

house of correction. Beau, <fc FL

Spinstryt (spin'stri), It The business or

work of Bpinning. Milton.

Spinthere (spin'ther), n. [Fr. tpinthrre,

from Gr. spinthfr, a spark ] A mineral of h

greenish-gray colour. It is a variety of

sphene.

Spinule (spin'ul). n. [L. spinula, dim. of

sjiina, a spine.] A minute spine.

Spinulescent (Bpin-u-les'ent), a. In bot.

having a tendency to produce small spines;

somewhat thoruy.

Spinulose, Spinulosis (spin'u-los, spin'u-

lus), a. In bot. covered with small spinea.

Splnuloso-ciliate (spin'u-16-s6-aU"i-at), a.

In bot. ciliated with fine spines.

Spiny (spin'i). a. 1. Full of spines; thorny;

as, a spiny tree.—2. Like a spine; slender.

' Spi'ny grasshoppers. 'CAa/mui«.—3. Thorny;

perplexed; difficult; troublesome, 'The

spiny deserts of scholastic philosophy.' War-

burton.

Spiny (spin'i), n. Same as Spinney.

Splont (spi'on), n. [Fr. espion, a spy.] A

spy. 'Captain of the spions.' Heywood.

Spira (spira), n. [L.J In arch, the base of

a column. This member did not exist in the

Doric order of architecture, but is always

present in the Ionic and Corinthian.

Splrable 1 (Bplr'a-bl), a. Capable of being

breathed; resplrable.

Spiracle (spir'a-kl), n. [L. spiraexdunx,

from spiro, to breathe] Any small hole,

aperture, orifice, or vent in animal or veget

able bodies by which air or other fluid is

exhaled or inhaled; specifically, the breath

ing-pores or apertures of the breathing-tubes

of insects; also, the single nostril of the hag-

fishes, the blow-hole of the cetaceans, Ac.

Spiraea (spi-re'a). n. [Or. speiraia, from

sjteira, a spire, something twisted, in allu

sion to the flexile branches l»eing suitable

for twisting into garlands ] A genus of

plants, nat order Rosacea?. The specie?,

which are diffused through the temperate

parts of the northern hemisphere, consist of

small unarmed shrubs or perennial herb*,

with simple or compound leaves and racemes

or corymbs of white or reddish flower*.

Several North American. Indian, and Ja

panese shrubby species are in cultivation,

and are deservedly esteemed for their orna

mental flowers. Two species are British,

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc, abune; f, Sc. wy.
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and are known by the name of meadow

sweet (which see).

Spiral (gpi'ral), o. [Fr. spiral, from L spira,

a coil, a apire. See Spirk.J 1, Winding

round a fixed point or centre, and continu

ally receding from it, like a watch-spring.

See the noun.—2. Winding round a cylin

der or other round body and at the same

time rising or advancing forward, like a

cork-screw; as, the column in the Place Ven-

dome at Paris is divided by a spiral line

into compartments; a whirlwind is so named

from the spiral motion of the air.

Where upward, in the mellow blush of day,

The noisy bitter d wheeled his spiral way.

l-ongftltow.

3 Pointed or shaped like a spire.—Spiral

pump, a form of the Archimedean screw

water elevator. See ArcJiimedean screw un

der Archimedean —Spiral screw, a screw

formed upon a conical or conoidal core.—

Spiral spring, a coil whose rounds have the

same diameter, and which is generally util

ized by compression or extension in the line

of itsasR—Spiral vessels, in vegetable anat.

fine transparent membranous tubes, with one

or more spiral fibres

coiled up in their inte

rior. They are gener

ally present among the

other vessels of plants,

and in trees are found

chiefly in the medullary

sheath surrounding the

pith. The fibre coils

eitherfrom right to left,

or the reverse, some

what in the manner of

a corkscrew. The fibre

may be single ordouble,

or it may be composed

of numerous threads.

Their function is sup

posed to be that of

the conveyance of air.

They are very seldom found in the root

or bark of wood, but are frequently abun

dant in the other parts, especially in the

leaves and flowers. They are easily discov

ered on breaking asunder the leaves and

stalks of many plants, when the fibres may

be unrolled, and present themselves as deli

cate filaments like the threads of a cobweb.

The woodcut shows (1) a compound spiral

vessel; (2) three simple spiral vessels —

Spiral wheels, in mach a species of gear

ing which serves the same purpose as bevel-

wheels, and is better

adapted for light ma

chinery The teeth are

formed upon the cir

cumference of cylin

ders of the required

diameter, at an migle

with their respective

axes, when the direc

tion of the motiou is to

be changed. By this

construction the teeth

become in fact small

portions of screws or

spirals winding round

the cylinders, whence

the name Wheels of this kind are used

when the two shafts require to pass each

other; when the shafts are in the same

plane bevel-wheels are employed.

Spiral (spi'ral), n. 1. In acorn, the name

given to a class of curves distinguished by

this property, that they continually recede

from a centre or fixed point, while they con

tinue to revolve about it The moving point

is the generatrix of the spiral, the fixed

point is the pole of the spiral, and the dis

tance from the pole to any position of thi-

generatrix is the radius vector of that point

spirals receive different names from the

properties by which they are characterized,

or from their inventors; as. the spiral of

ArrAinudcs (see ARCHIMEDEAN); the hyper-

Wtc spiral (see HvPERBOLic); the loaarith-

*Me spiral (see Logarithmic); the loxo-

dromve spiral (see LOXODROMIC); the para-

teLU spiral (see PARABOLIC); &c. —2. A helix

•rf curve which winds round a cylinder like

»%CTtW.

Spirality (spi'ral-i-ttX n. The state of being

•piraL

Spirally (spi'ral-li), adv. In a spiral form

or direction; in the manner of a screw.

Spirant (tpi'rant), n. A consonant in the ar-

Lictuatmn uf which the breath fs not wholly

■topped, the articulating organs being so

modified as to allow the sound to be pro-

Spiral Wheels.
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longed ; a continuous consonant. Spirants

are such as h, th,f, s. &c.

Spirailthy (spi-ran'thi), n. [Gr. speira, a

twist, and anthos, a flower. ] In bot the oc

casional twisted growth of the parts of a

flower.

Spirationt (spi-ra'shon), n. [L. spiratio,

spirationis, from L. spiro, to breathe.] A

breathing.

God did by a kind of spimtion produce them.

Barrow.

Spire (spir). n. [ In senses 1 and 2 from L.

spira, a spiral, the base of a column, from

Or. speira, a spiral line, something twisted.

The word in the other senses (which are the

oldest senses in English) seems to be of

different origin; comp. L. G. spier, a little

point or sharp end; D. spier, a spire or blade

of grass; Dan. spire, a germ, a sprout; sjiiir,

a spire (in arch.); Icel. spira, a spar. These

words may be connected with spear and

spar. The architectural meaning may be

due partly to the Classic partly to the Teu

tonic] 1. A winding line like the threads

of a screw ; a spiral ; anything wreathed or

contorted; a curl; a twist; a wreath.

Mis head . . .

With bumish'd neck of verdant gold erect

Amidst his circling spires, that on the grass

Floated redundant. Milton,

2. A term applied collectively to the convo

lutions of a spiral shell, which are placed

above the lowest or body whorl, whatever

shape it may assume. —3. A body that shoots

up to a point; a tapering body; a conical or

pyramidical body; specifically, the tapering

portion of a steeple rising above the tower;

a steeple. 'With glisfring spires and pin

nacles adoru'd.' Milton.

Utter your Jubilee, steeple and spirel Tennyson

The earliest spires, in the architectural

sense, were merely pyramidal or conical

roofs, specimens of which still exist in

Norman buildings. TheBe roofs, becoming

gradually elongated and more and more

acute, resulted at length in the elegant

tapering spire ; among the many existing

examples of which, probably that of Salis

bury is the finest. The spires of mediroval

architecture (to which alone spires are ap

propriate) are generally square, octagonal.or

circular in plan; they are sometimes solid.

more frequently hollow, and are variously

ornamented with bands encircling them,

with panels more or less enriched, and with

spire lights, which are of infinite variety.

Their angles are sometimes crocketted, and

they are almost invariably terminated by a

flnial. In the later styles the general pyra

midal outline is obtained by diminishing

the diameter of the building in successive

stages, and this has been imitated in modern

spires, in which the forms and details of

classic architecture have been applied to

structures essentially medheval The term

spire is sometimes restricted to signify such

tapering buildings, crowning towers or tur

rets, as have parapets at their base. When

the spire rises from the exterior of the wall

of the tower without the intervention of a

parapet it is called a broach (which see).—

4. A stalk or blade of grass or other plant.

He cannot make one s/ire of grass more or less

than he hath made. Sir At. H.tte.

5. The top or uppermost point of a thing;

the summit. 'The spire and top of praises.'

Shak.—Q. In mining, the tube carrying the

train to the charge in the blast-hole; so

called from the spires of grass or rushes

being used for the purpose.

Splret (spir), v.L To shoot forth. Spenser.

Spire (spir), v.i. 1. To shoot; to shoot up

pyramidically. 'Or point their spiring tops

to heaven.' Southcy.

She spired into a yellow flame. J'merson.

2. To sprout, as grain in malting.

Splret (spir), v.i I L. spiro, to breathe.] To

breathe. Vicars.

Spired (spird), a. Having a spire.

Spire-light (spirTIt), n. The window of a

spire.

Spire-Steeple (spiratep-1), n. The portion

of a steeple formed by the spire. [Rare.]

Splrifer (spi'ri-fer), n. [h. spira, a spire,

and fero, to bear. ] A fossil genus of hrachio-

poda, having a shell with two internal, cal

careous, spiral appendages, the 'carriage-

spring apparatus.'

Splriferidae (spi-ri-ferT-de). n. pi. An ex

tinct family of molltiscoids, of the class

Brachlopoda, of which the genus Spirifer is

the type.

SPIRIT

Spirit (spirit), n. [L. spiritus, breath, cour

age, vigour, the soul, life, from spiro, to blow,

to breathe. In poetry this word often oc

curs as if it were pronounced monosyllabi-

cally {sprit)', hence the contracted forms

sprite, spright] l.t Breath; the breath of life,

hence, life itself; vital power. 'The breath

of heaven hath blown his (the coal's) spirit

out.' Shak.—2.t A breath of air; air; wind.

'A raw spirit or wind which is the princi

pal cause of tension in the stomach.' Bacon

"The mild air . . . breathed forth sweet

spirit' Spenser.—3. Immaterial intelligence;

an intelligence conceived of apart from any

physical organization or material embodi

ment.

If we seclude space there will remain in the world

but matter and mind, body and spirit. Watts.

4. The intelligent, immaterial, and immortal

part of man; the soul, as distinguished from

the body which it occupies.

But there is a spirit in man ; and the inspiration of

the Almighty giveth them understanding. Jobxxiii. a.

As the body without the spirit is dead, so faith with

out works is dead also. James ji. a6.

5. A disembodied soul; the human soul after

it has quitted the body.

Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was : and

the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.

Kccles. xii. j.

By which also he went and preached unto the spirits

in prison. i Pet. Hi. 19.

6. An apparition; a spectre; a ghost

Whilst young preserve his tender mind from all im

pressions of spirits and gobliiii in the dark. Locke.

7. A supernatural being; an angel, fairy, elf,

sprite, demon, or the like.

I am a spirit of no common rate . . .

And 1 will purge thy mortal grossness so

That thou shaft like an airy spirit go. Shak.

Next him Moloch, sceptcr'd king,

Stood up, the strongest and the fiercest spirit

That fought in heaven. Milton.

8. Vivacity, animation, ardour, enthusiasm.

courage, vigour, aud the like ; as, a lad of

great spirit: often in the plural.

The King's party, called the Cavaliers, began to

recover their spirits. Swi/t.

The Atlantic was roused. Mrs. Partington's rpirit

was up; but I need not tell you the contest was un

equal. -S. Smith.

9. A person considered with respect to his

peculiar characteristics of mind or temper;

especially, a man of life, fire, or enterprise.

'The choice and master spirits of this age.'

Shak.

Oft-pitying Cod did well-formed spirits raise.

Pit lor the toilsome business of their days.

To free the groaning nation, Con-ley.

10. Temper or disposition of mind; mental

condition, character, nature, or tendency;

intellectual, moral, or emotional state;

mood; humour: often used in the plural;

as, to be in high or low spirits.

God has . . . made a spirit of building succeed a

spirit of pulling down. South.

A perfect judge will read each work of wit

With the same spirit that its author writ. Pope.

11. That which pervades and tempers the

whole nature of a thing; the active, vital,

or essential part of anything; inspiring or

actuating principle; chief part, property, or

quality ; quintessence ; essence. ' When

April . . . hath put a spirit of youth in

everything,' Shak.

O spirit of love, how quick and fresh art thou ! SMak.

12. Real meaning; intent, as opposed to the

letter or formal statement.

Who also hath made us able ministers of the new
testament ; not of the letter, but of the spirit ■ for the

letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life. 2 Cor. iii. 6.

13. Tenuous, volatile, airy, or vapoury sub

stance of active qualities. ' All bodies have

spirits and pneumatical parts within them.'

Bacon.— 14. A liquid obtained by distillation,

especially alcohol, the spirit or spirits <>f

wine, from which it was originally distilled.

15. pi. Brandy, gin, rum, whisky, and other

distilled liquors containing much alcohol, as

distinguished from wine and malt liquors.

10. A solution of tin in an acid used in dye

ing—17. t An aspirate; a breathing, as the

letter A. ' The unnecessary and troublesome

luggage of spirits and accents.' Dalgamo.

Be it letter or spirit, we have great use for it in our

tongue. B. yonson.

—Animal spirits, (a) liveliness of disposi

tion; constitutional briskness and gaiety;

as, to be full of animal spirits. (6) An old

name for nervous force, or the fluid sup

posed to circulate through the nerves, and

regarded as the agent of sensation and mo

tion.— Holy Spirit, or the Spirit, the Spirit of

God, or the third person of the Trinity; the

en, eAain; eh, Sc. locA; 8. ffo; i,Job; n, Fr. ton; ng, %\ng\ TH. then; th, (Ain; w, trig wh, teAig; th, azure— See K.BT.
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Holy Ghost —Medicinal spirit*, medicines

prepared either by macerating the bruised

seeds, flowers, herbs, Ac, in alcohol or

spirit for two or three days before distilla

tion, and ttien drawing it off by a gentle

heat, or extemporaneously by adding a

proper proportion of essential oil to pure

spirit of the prescribed strength. In this

way are prepared spirit of aniseed, of cassia,

cinnamon, Juniper, lavender, peppermint,

rosemary, «c. They are principally used

as aromntics and stimulants. — Rectified

spirit, proof spirit made pure by distilla

tion.—Spirit of hartshorn, salt, turpentine,

Ac. Set* under HARTSHORN, SALT, TURPEN

TINE, Ac—Syn. Life, ardour, tire, courage,

animation, cheerfulness, vivacity, enter

prise.

Spirit (spirtt), v.t. 1. To animate with vig

our; to excite; to encourage; as. civil dissen

sions spirit the ambition of private men. It

is sometimes followed by up. ' We spirited

him up to combining.' Macmillan's Mag,

Shall our quick blood, spirited with wine.

Seem frosty? Shak.

2. To convey away rapidly and secretly, as if

by the agency of a spirit; to kidnap.

The ministry had him spirited away and carried

abroad as a dangerous person. Arbuthnot.

I felt as if I had been spirited into some castle of

antiquity. A". P. Willis.

Spiritally t (spir'it- al-li), ado. By means of

the breath; as a spirant non-vocal sound.

Conceive one of each pronounced spiritally, the

other vocally. Holder.

Spirit-colour (spirtt-kul-er), n. A mixture

of dye-extracts with an acid solution of tin

(called technically spirit). Such colours are

used in calico-printing, and ore brilliant but

fugitive.

Spirit-duck (spirtt-duk), n. A name given

in the United StateBto Clangulaalbeola from

its expertness in diving and its sudden ap

pearances and disappearances. See Buffkl.

Spirited ( spirtt-ed), a. 1. Animated; full

of life; lively; full of spirit or flre; as,

a spirited address or oration ; a spirited

answer.

Dryden's translation of Virgil is noble and spirited.

Pope.

2. Having a spirit of a certain character:

used in composition, as in high -spirited,

low-spirited, mean-spirited. — 3. Possessed

by a spirit. [Rare]

So talk'd the spirited, sly snake. Milton.

Syn. Lively, vivacious, animated, ardent,

active, bold, courageous.

Spiritedly (spirTt-ed-li), adv. In a spirited

or lively manner; with spirit; with strength;

with animation.

Spiritedness (snirtt-ed-nes), n. 1. The state

of being spirited; liveliness; life; animation.

2. Disposition or character of mind : used

in compounds; as, high-spiritedness, low-

spiritedness, mean - spiritedness, narrow -

spiritedness.

Spiritful (spir'it-ful), a. Lively; full of

spirit. [Rare.)

The man, so late so sfiritfut,

Fell now quite spiritless to earth. Chapman.

Spiritfully (spirtt-ful-li), adv. In a lively

manner. [Rare.]

Splritfulness (spirtt-ful-nes), n. Liveli

ness; sprightliness. [Rare.]

A cock's crowing is a tone that corresponds to

sinking, attesting his mirth and spin/fulness.

Harvey.

Spiriting (spir'it-Ing), n. The business,

work, or service of a spirit; hence, work

quickly and quietly done, as if by a spirit.

Ariel. I will be correspondent to command,

And do my spiriting gently. SaaJk.

Spiritism (spirtt-izm), n. Same as Spiritu

alism, 3.

Spiritist (spirtt-ist), n. Same as Spiritu-

alist, 3.

Spirit-lamp (spirtt-lamp), n. A lamp in

which alcohol is used instead of oil.

Spiritless (spir'it-les), a. 1. Destitute of

spirits; having lost one's vivacity; wanting

cheerfulness; dejected; depressed—2. Des

titute of vigour, life, courage, or fire. ' De

graded, spiritless outcast.' Canning.—3. Hav

ing no breath; extinct; dead. ' The spiritless

body.' Q-reenhitt.

Spiritlessly (spirtt-les-li). ado. In a spirit

less manner; without spirit; without exer

tion Dr. H. More.

Spiritlessness (spir'it-les-nes), n. The

state or quality of being spiritless; dulness;

want of life or vigour.

Spirit-level (spir'it lev-el), n. An instru

ment employed for determining a line or

plane parallel to the horizon, and also the

relative heights of ground at two or more

stations. It consists of a tube of glass nearly

filled with spirit of wine, and hermetically

sealed at both ends, bo that when held with

its axis in a horizontal position the bubble

of air which occupies the part not filled with

the liquid rises to the upper surface and

stands exactly in the middle of the tube.

The tube is placed within a brass or wooden

case, which is laid on the surface to be tested,

and the slightest deviation from the hori

zontal is indicated by the bubble rising to

wards the higher end of the tube. It is used

In various trades for ascertaining whether

the upper surface of any work be horizontal.

When employed in surveying it is attached

to a telescope or theodolite to indicate when

these instrumentsare brought to a horizontal

position.

Spirit-merchant (spir'it-mer-chant), n.

One who is licensed to sell spirituous liquors,

as brandy, rum, whisky, Ac.

Spiritoso (spir-i-to'so). [It., spirited ] In

music, a term denoting that the movement

to which it is prefixed is to be performed in

a spirited manner.

Spiritoua (spirtt-us), a. 1. Having the qua

lity of spirit; resembling spirit; defecated;

pure. ' More refined, more spiritous and

pure.' Milton.—2.1 Ardent; active.

Spiritousness (spirtt-us-nes), n. The state

of being spiritous; a refined state; fineness

and activity of parts; as, the thinness and

spiritousness of liquor.

Splrlt-rapper (spirtt-rap-er), n. One who

believes or professes to believe that he can

evoke spirits of deceased pen-ons and hold

intercourse with them by raps made by

them upon a table in answer to questions,

or by their causing the table to tilt up.

Spirit-rapping (spir'it-rap-ing), n. The

general name given to certain so-called

spiritualistic manifestations, as audible raps

or knocks on tables, table-turning, and kin

dred demonstrations. See Spiritualism, 3.

Spirit-room (spir'it-rdm), 7i. A department

of the hold of a ship in which the spirits

and wines are kept.

Spirit-stirring (spirtt-ster-ing).a. Stirring,

rousing, or animating the spirit 'The

spirit-stirring drum.' Shak.

Spiritual (apirtt-u-al), a. [L. spiritualis,

Ft. spirituel. See Spirit.] 1. Pertaining to

or consisting of spirit ; not material ; exist

ing imperceptibly to the organs of sense;

incorporeal; as, a spiritual substance or be

ing. ' All creatures, as well spiritual as

corporeal. ' Bentley.

Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth.

Unseen, both when we wake, and when we sleep.

Milton.

2. Pertaining to the intellectual and higher

endowments of the mind; mental; intellec

tual.—3. Pertaining or relating to the moral

feelings or states of the soul, as distinguished

from the external actions; reaching and

affecting the spirit.

God's law is spiritual; it is a transcript of the

divine nature, and extends its authority to the acts

of the soul of man. Sir T. Browne.

4. Pertaining to the soul or its affections as

influenced by the Divine Spirit; proceeding

from or controlled and inspired by the Holy

Spirit; pure; holy; sacred; divine. Rom. i.

11; Eph.i.3; Gal. vi. 1 —5. Relating to sacred

things; not lay or temporal ; pertaining or

belonging to the church; ecclesiastical; as,

the spiritual functions of the clergy; the

lords temporal and spiritual; a spiritual

corporation. —Spiritual corporations, cor

porations where the members are entirely

spiritual persons, and incorporated as such,

for the furtherance of religion and perpetu

ating the rights of the church. They are

either sole, as bishops, certain deans, parsons,

and vicars; or aggregate, as deans and chap

ters, prior and convent, abbot and monk. —

Spiritual courts, courts having jurisdiction

over matters appertaining or annexed to

ecclesiastical affairs.

Spiritualism (spirtt-u-al-izm), n. 1. The

state of being spiritual; spiritual character.

Miltnan.— 2. In philos. the doctrine of the

existence of spirits as distinct from matter.

Spiritualism, as distinguished from materi

alism, maintains the existence of spirit,

which materialism denies or ignores, but it

does not necessarily deny the existence of

matter. Sometimes, however, the name is

applied specifically to that system accord

ing to which all that is real is spirit, soul,

or self; that which is called matter, or the

external world, being either a succession of

notions impressed on the mind by the Deity,

or else a mere educt of the mind itself.-'

3. The belief that communication can be hrM

with departed spirits by means of phe

nomena manifested through a persoii ci

special susceptibility, called a medtui,,;

spiritism. These communications may be

made by the agency of raps, through writ

ing by impression, through direct spirit-

writing, and through spirittouches. Spirit

ualists also believe in manifestations thruugh

outward voices and appearances, through

warning and prophetic dreams, and through

inward spiritual impressions. They also

believe in apparitions of materialized spirit

forms which can be felt, embraced, aii.j

even photographed. As a system spiritual-

ism originated in America in 1348.

Spiritualist (spirtt-u-al -1st), n, 1 One who

professes a regard for spiritual tilings only;

one whose employment is spiritual.

May not he that lives in a small thatched bocoe

. . . preach as loud, and to as much purpose, uooc

of those high and mighty spiritualists f Edutrd.

2. One who admits the reality of an intelli

gent being, distinct from the perceptible

universe; one who maintains that all which

is real is spirit See Spiritualism, 2 -

3. One who believes that intercourse may

be held with departed spirits through the

agency of a medium; one who pretends to

hold such intercourse; a spiritist

Spiritualistic (spirtt-u-al-ist"ik), a. Of or

relating to spiritualism ; produced or sup

posed to be due to the agency of spirits; as,

spiritualistic manifestations.

Spirituality (spirtt-u-ar"i-tf). n. I. The

state or quality of being spiritual ; spiritual

character; immateriality; as, the spiritual

ity of the soul. South.

If this light be not spiritual, it approachrtfc oeu-

est to spirituality. Raki£h

2. The state of having the thoughts turned

to spiritual things. ' That we may pray with

mm* spirituality.' Jer. Taylor.

Much of our spirituality and comfort in pobfa

worship depend on the state of mind in which ve

come. Bicterstetk

3. That which belongs to the church, or to

a person as an ecclesiastic, or to religion,

as distinct from temporalities : generally in

plural.

During the vacancy of a see, the archbishop it

guardian of the spiritualities thereof. Blactswm

4. t An ecclesiastical body.

Five entire subsidies were granted to the km£ by

the spirituality. Fuller.

—Spirituality of benefices, the tithes of land,

Ac.

Spiritualization (spirtt-u-al-Iz-a"shf>n). n.

The act of spiritualizing. In old chew, the

operation of extracting spirit from natural

bodies.

Spiritualize (spirtt-u-al-IzV r.f. pret 4 pp.

spiritualized; ppr. spiritualizing. [Fr. spit-

itualiser.] 1. To make spiritual or m<«

spiritual; to refine intellectually or morally;

to purify from the corrupting influences <tf

the flesh, the grosser senses, or of the wcrM;

as, to spiritualize the soul or the earthly

affections. 'Our bodies iu some spiritual

ized form which we understand not' IF.

Gilpin. —2. To infuse spirituality or life into;

to inform with spirit or life.

This seen in the clear air. and the whole spin!*-

aUsed by endless reoiikvtions, fills the eyeind the

heart more forcibly than I can express. Cariyle.

3. To convert to a spiritual meaning; to

draw a spiritual meaning from; as, toiptr-

itualize a text of Scripture.—! In chew, (n)

to extract spirit from, as certain natural

bodies. (6) To convert into spirit, or to im

part the properties of spirit to.

Spirltualizer (spirtt-u-al-Iz-er). n. One who

spiritualizes. 'The most licentious of Mi*

allegoristB, or the wildest of the spiritual-

izers, ' Warburton.

Spiritually (spirtt-u-al-li), adv. In ft spir

itual manner; without corporeal grossnesi

or sensuality; with purity of spirit or heart.

Spiritual-minded (spirtt-u-al-nilnd-ed), a.

Having the mind set on spiritual thine*;

having holy affections.

Spiritual - mindedness ( spirt t-ti-al -mind-

ed-nes), n. The state of being spiritual-

minded.
Spiritualneas (spirt t-u-al-nes),n. The state

or quality of being spiritual; spirituality

Spiritualty t (apirtt-u-al-ti), n. An eccieiias-

tical body. Shak.

Spirituosity (spirtt-u-os"i-ti). n. Spinto-

ousness; ethereality. Cudworth.

Spirituous (spirtt-u-us),a. [Fr. spirituevx.

from L. spirUus, spirit] 1. Containing

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abiine; }\ Sc ley
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spirit as the characteristic ingredient: con

sisting of refilled spirit; alcoholic; ardent;

as. tpirituou* liquors, — 2. Having the qua

lity of spirit; ethereal; immaterial; intan

gible. 'Impure souls . . . in their spiritu-

vits, vaporous, and airy body.' Cudicortk,—

3.t Uvely; active; gay; cheerful.

The inind of man is of that spirituous, stirring

nature, that it is perpetually at work. South.

He was to the last but of a thin and spare consti

tution; jet otherwise exceedingly lively and spiritu*

SMS. Ward.

4 t Enlivening; cheerful; not dull: of things.

Wotton.

Sptrituousness (apir'it-u-us-nes), n. The

quality of being spirituous. 'The spiritu-

ousness of the liquor.' Boyle.

Splritus (spir'it-us), n. [L.J A breathing;

an aspirate.— Spiritus asper (lit.), a rough

breathing; in Qreelegram,the mark(' ) placed

before certain wortls commencing with a

vowel, to indicate that it should be pro

nounced with a sound like words beginning

with an aspirated A in English ; also placed

over f, the Greek equivalent of r.—Spirit us

Unit, a soft breathing ; the mark ('), denot

ing the absence of the rough breathing.

Spirketting (spi'r'ket-iug), n. In ship-

ouilding, the Btrake wrought on the ends of

the beams ; or where there are ports, it is

the two strakes worked up to the port-sills.

Splrling (sperTing), n. Another name of

the Sun It.

Splrolobea ( spT-rd-16'lre-e \ n, pi. One of

the divisions of the Crucifene, distinguished

by having the cotyledons iucumbent and

spirally twisted.

Spirometer (spl-rom'et-er), n. [L. spiro, to

breathe, and Or. inctron, a measure.] A

contrivance for determining the capacity of

the human lungs. The instrument most

commonly employed consists of an inverted

chamber submerged in a water-bath. The

breath is conducted by a flexible pipe and

Internal tube, so as to collect in the cham

ber, which rises in the water, and is fitted

with an index which marks the cubic inches

of air expired after a forced inspiration.

Splrorbls (spI-rorT>is), n. [L, spira, a coil,

a spire, and orbis, a globe.] A genus of

parasitic shells belonging to the family of

the Serpulidtc. This little white shell is

coiled round into a spiral disc-like form,

and is common on the shells of lobsters.

Spirt (spSrt), v.t [The same word (with

metathesis) as IceL spretta, Sw. sprit ta, G.

spritzen, to squirt, to spirt; A. Sax. spry-

tan, to sprout. Spurt is another form, aud

sprout is little else. The root is that of

spring.] To throw or force out in a jet or

stream; as, to spirt water from the mouth,

or other liquid from a tube.

Oft the loose stones spirt up a muddy tide

Beneatli thy careless foot. Gay.

Spirt (spirt), v.i. 1. To gush or issue out

in a stream, as liquor from a cask ; to rush

from a confined place in a small jet or

stream.

Thus the small jet. which hasty hands unlock.

Spirts in the gard'ner's eyes who turns the cock.

Pops.

2. To make a short and rapid effort, as in

running or boat-racing; to spurt; to put on

a spirt or spurt. T. Hughes. [Colloq ]

Spirt (spert), ». 1. A sudden or violent

ejection or gushing of a liquid substance

from a tube, orifice, or other confined place;

a jet.

But while the two were sleeping, a full tide

Rose with a ground-swell,* hich.on the foremost rocks

Touching, ufjetted iu spirts of wild sea-smoke.

Tennyson.

2. A sudden effort; a spurt [Colloq.]

Splrtle (sper'tl X v.t [Freq. of *pirt.J To

spirt in a scattering manner.

The brains and mingled blood were xfrtrtled on the

wall. Drayton.

Spirilla (spi'ru-la), n. [L., dim. of spira, a

spire ] A genus of cephalopoda having a

discoid niultilocular shell, and forming the

type of the family Spirulidse. SeeSriRi'LlDJE.

SplrulldSBCspi-ru'li de),n pi. [Spirula (which

t. Spirula austra/is. 2, The shell shown separately

see), and Or. eidos, likeness.] A small family

of cuttle-fishes or cephalopoda, comprising

only three known species, so named from

their very delicate shell being rolled into a

spiral form. The shells are very numerous

on the shores of New Zealand, and are

sometimes brought to England by the Gulf-

Btream ; but the animal forming them ia

extremely rare, being seldom found except

in a fragmentary state.

Spirulite (spi'ru-lit), n. A fossil spirula.

Spiry (spi'ri), a. [ From spire. ] 1. Of a spiral

form; wreathed; curled. ' Hid in the spiry

volumes of the suake.' Dryden.—Z. Having

the form of a spire or pyramid; tapering like

a spire. * Spiry turrets.' Pope.

So the pine.

From Taurus hewn, mature in spiry pride, . . .

Is seen to rise. Glover.

3. Abounding in spires or Bteeples; as, spiry

towns. Thomson.

SplSB t (spis), a. [L. spissus, thick] Thick;

close; uense. Brerewood.

Spissated (spis'at-ed), a. [L spisso, spis-

satum, to thicken, from spissus, thick.]

Inspissated; thickened, as by evaporation.

'The spissated juice of the poppy.' War-

burton. [Rare.]

Splssitude (spis'i-tud). n. [L. spissitudo,

from spissus, thick.] Thickness of soft sub

stances; the densenessorcompactness which

belongs to substances not perfectly liquid

nor perfectly solid; as, the spissitude of

coagulated blood or of any coagulum.

Spissitude is subdued by acrid things, and acrimony

by inspissating. Areulhnot.

Spit (spit), n. [A. Sax. spitu, a spit ; D. spit,

spet, a spit; Icel. spyta, a spit, a wooden

peg ; G. spiess, a spit, a pike; spitz, pointed.

From a root spi, to be pointed; seen also in

spike.] 1. A long pointed spike, prong, or

bar, usually of metal, on which meat is

roasted. ' Like a rabbit on a spit.' Shak.—

2. A small point of land running into the

sea, or a long narrow shoal extending from

the shore into the sea; as, a *pif of sand.—

3. In printing, the mark ( t ) ; the obelisk or

dagger. Bp. Hall.—4. A spade; hence, such

a depth of earth as is pierced by the Bpade

at once; a spadeful. [Provincial]

Spit (spit), v.t. pret A pp. spitted; ppr. spit

ting. [From the noun.] 1. To thrust a spit

through ; to put upon a spit; as, to spit a

loin of veal. — 2. To thrust through ; to

pierce. 'Infants spitted upon pikes Shak.

I spitted frogs, I crush'd a heap of emmets.

Dryden.

3. To spade; to dig. [Provincial.]

Spltt (spit), v.i. To roast anything on a

spit; to attend to a spit; to use a spit

Spit (spit), v.t. pret. A pp. spat or spit; ppr.

spitting. [A. Sax. spittan, Dan. spytte, Icel.

spyta, to spit out ; same root as spew. See

Si'EW.J 1. To eject from the mouth; to

thrust out, as saliva or other matter from

the mouth ; as, to spit blood.

A large mouth, indeed.

That spits forth death and mountains. Shak.

2. To eject or throw out with violence; to

belch. 'To spit forth their iron indigna

tion (of cannons).' Shak.

Spit (spit), v.i. 1. To throw out saliva from

the mouth. ' And like a free American upon

the floor he spat.' Bon Gaultier Ballads.

When he had thus spoken, he spat on the ground,

and made clay of the spittle. Jn. ix. 6.

A maid came from her father's house to one of the

tribunals of the Gentiles, and declaring herself a

Christian spit in the judge's face. South.

2. To mizzle; to rain slightly. 'Our com

mon expression 'it spits with rain." B.

Spencer.—To spit on or upon, to treat with

gross insult or contempt. 'Spitting on all

antiquity before them.' South.

Spit (spit), n. 1. What is ejected from the

mouth; saliva. —2. The spawn or eggs of cer

tain insects; as, cuckoo-«ptt.

Spltalt (spit'al), n. [Corrupted from Aos-

pital ] An hospital. Spelled also Spittle.

Spltal-houset (spit'al-hous), n. A hospital.

Spitbox (spit'boks). n. A vessel to receive

discharges of spittle.

SpltchCOCk (spich'kok), v.t To,split an eel

lengthwise and broil it.

If you chance to be partial to eels,

Then—crede experto—trust one who has tried—

Have them spmntock'd or stew'd—they're too oily

when fried. Harham.

Spitchcock (spich'kok), n. An eel split and

broiled.

Spite (spit), 71. [An abbreviated form of

despite, O.Fr. dexpit, L. desptctus. from

despicio, to look down upon -de, down, and

speeio, to behold. See SPECIES] 1. A dis

position to thwart and disappoint the

wishes of another; ill-will, malice, hatred,

malevolence, or malignity. 'The ragged 'at

hour that time and spite can bring.' Shak.

He cone, ye critics, and restrain your spite,

Coarus writes on, and will for ever write. Pope.

2. A manifestation of malevolence or malig

nity; that which is done to mortify another.

I'll find Demetrius and revenge this spite. Shak.

3. Chagrin; mortification; vexation; trouble.

The time is out of joint, O cursed spite.

That ever I was born to set it right : Shak.

—In spite of, lit. in defiance or contempt

of; in opposition to all efforts of; hence,

simply notwithstanding^ Sometimes spite

of is used without in/ 'Since, «pite of

him, I'll live in this poor rhyme.' Shak.

Whom God made use of to speak a word in season,

and saved me in spite of the world, the devil, and

myself. South.

in spite 0/ all applications, the patient grew worse

every day. AroutAnot.

—Notwithstanding, In spite of. See under

Notwithstanding.—Syn. Rancour, ill-will,

hatred, malignity, malice, malevolence,

pique, grudge, chagrin, mortification.

Spite (spit), v.t. pret. <fc pp. spited; ppr.

spiting. 1. To mortify; to treat maliciously;

tu thwart malignantly.

I'll sacrifice the lamb that I do love.

To spue a raven's heart within a dove. Shak.

2. To fill with spite or vexation ; to offend ;

to annoy.

Darius, spited at the Magi, endeavoured to abolish

not only their learning but their lan^ua^e.

Str Vr. Temple.

3. t To be angry or vexed at.

The Danes, then generally pagans, spited places of

religion. Puller.

Spiteful (srlt'rul). a. Filled with spite;

having a malicious disposition; malignant;

malicious. 'A wayward son, spiteful and

wrathful' Shak.

Spitefully (spit'ful-li), adv. In a spiteful

manner; malignantly; maliciously.

At last she spitefully was bent

To try their wisdom's full extent. Swift.

Spitefulness (splt'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being spiteful; the desire to vex,

annoy, or do mischief, proceeding from irri

tation; malice; malignity.

It looks more like spitefulness and ill nature than

a diligent search after truth. Kf.it.

Spitfire (spit'flr), n, A violent or passionate

fterson; one who Is irascible or fiery. 'The

Ittle spitfires' Carlyle. [Familiar]

Spitful (spit'ful), n. A spadeful [Local]

SpitOUB, t a. Spiteful ; angry. Chaucer.

SpltOUSly.tadD. Angrily; spitefully. Chau-

eer.

Spit-poison (splt'poi-zn), n. A venomous

or malicious person; one given to calumny.

' The scourge of society, a spit -poison, a

viper." South,

Spitted (spit'ed), p. and a. 1. Put upon a

spit; pierced, as if by a spit.—2. Shot out

into length: said of the horns of a deer.

Bacon.

Spitten (spit'n),pp. The obsolescent pp. of

spit

Spltter (spit'er), n. 1. One that puts meat

on a spit— 2. A young deer whose horns

begin to shoot or become sharp; a brocket

or pricket

Spltter (spit'er), n. One who spits or ejects

saliva from the mouth.

Spittle (spin), n. [From spit; A. Sax. spatl,

spatl, L.O. spittel, spedel, spittle.] Saliva;

the thick moist matter which is secreted by

the salivary glands; saliva ejected from the

mouth.

His heart too great, though fortune little.

To lick a rascal statesman's spittle. Swift.

Spittle (spit'l), n. [Dim. of spit, a spade]

A small sort of spade.

Spittle (spit'l), v.t. To dig or stir with a

small spade. [Local.]

Spittle (spitl). See Spital.

Spittle-sermont (spit'1-ser-mon), n. A ser

mon preached at or for behoof of a spital or

hospital. B. Jonson.

Spittly (spit'l-i), a. Resembling spittle;

slimy; full of spittle.

Spittoon (spit-tonO. n. A spitbox. 'Spit

ting alternately into the spittoon on the

right hand side of the stove, and the spittoon

on the left' Dickens.

Spitvenom (ppit'ven-om), n. Poison ejected

from the mouth.

The spitvenom. of their poisoned hearts breaketh

out to the annoyance of others. Hooker.

Splachnei, Splachnace»(splak'n£-i, -1 1 ■ k

nii'se-e), n. pi. A uat order of acrocarpous

mosses, of which the genus Splachnum is

the type. See Si'Lachkux.

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; j, job; ft. Fr. ton; ng, sing: TH. then: th, thin; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Splachnum(splak'num),7». [From Qr.splach-

non, a word used by Dioscorides to desig

nate lichens and mosses.] A genus of cryp-

togamic plants belonging to the Mnsci or

mosses. The species are remarkable amongst

their tribe for their size and beauty, as well

as singularity. Several species are British.

The most commou in England is the S.

ampuUaceuM, purple gland -moss, found

growing chiefly on rotten cow-dung.

Splale.ttJ.t [See Display.] To display; to

unfold; to expand; to extend. Chaucer.

Splanchnic (splaugk'nik), a. [Gr. tplaneh-

na, the bowels.] Belonging to the entrails;

as, the splanchnic nerve.

Splanchnography (aplangk-nog'ra-fl). n.

[Gr. splanchtia, the bowels, and grapho, to

write.] An anatomical description of the

viscera.

Splanchnology (splangk-nnt'o-ji), n. [Gr.

itplanchna, bowels, anil logon, discourse.]

1. The doctrine of the viscera, or a treatise

or description of the viscera.—2. The doc

trine of diseases of the internal parts of the

body.

Splanchno - skeleton (splangk'no-skel-c-

ton), n. See Skeleton.

Splanchnotomy (splangk-not'o-mi).n. [Gr.

itplanchna, the bowels, and tome, t\ cutting,

from temno, to cut] In anat. the dissec

tion of the viscera.

Splash (splash), v.t. [A form of plash, with

intens * prefixed. For kindred forms with

and without initial s, see Sneeze] 1. To

spatter with water, or with water and mud;

to dash a liquid upon or over, especially

muddy water or mud ; as, he got splashed

in the puddle. — 2. To dash or spatter; to

cost or dash in drops; as, to splash dirty

water on one's clothes.

Splash (splash), v.i. To strike and dash

about water, or something liquid.

Splash (splash), n. 1. Water, or water and

dirt, thrown upon anything, or thrown from

a puddle and the like.—2. A noise or effect.

as from water or mud thrown up or dashed

about.

The splash and stir

Of fountains spouted up and showering down.

Tennyson.

3. A spot of dirt or other discolouring or

disfiguring matter; a blot; a daub.

Rahul's . . . very mode of writing is complex, nay,

is careless, incondite; with dashes mid splashes, . . .

with involutions, abruptness, whirls, and tortuosities.

Cartylt.

4. A complexion powder used by ladies to

whiten their necks and faces, generally the

finest rice flour.

Splash-hoard (splosh'bord), n. A guard in

front of a wheeled vehicle, to prevent the

driver or occupants from being splashed by

mud from the horses' heels.

Splasher (splosh'er). n. 1. One who or that

which splashes. Specifically— 2. A screen

or guard placed over locomotive wheels to

prevent persons on the engine coming in

contact with the wheels, and also to protect

the machinery from any wet or dirt thrown

up by the wheels.

Splash-wine (splash' wing), n. Same as

Splash-board.

Splashy (splash'i), a. Full of dirty water;

wet; wet ami muddy.

Splatter (splat'er), v.i. [Probably formed

from spatter,\ike flutterfrom sputter; com\*.

also splotch, f<pot. For the presence or ab

sence of a liquid after a mute in kindred

forms, Bee Speak.] To make a noise, as in

water.

Splatter-dash (splat'er-dash), n. An up

roar; a bustle. [Colloq.]

Splay (spla), v.t. [Abbrev. from display)

l.t To display; to unfold; to spread. 'Each

bush a bar, each spray a banner splayed.'

Mir. /or Mags.—2. To dislocate or break a

horse's shoulder-bone.—3. In arch, to slope;

to form with an oblique angle, as the jambs

or sides of a window. See the noun.

Splay (spla), ft. In arch, a sloped surface,

or a surface which makes an oblique angle

lIori-ZonuL Section of Window. A A, The

internal Splay.

with another, as when the opening through

a wall for a door, window, Ac, widens in

wards. A large chandler is called a splay.

Splay (spla), a. Spreading out; turned out

ward; wide; as, a splay-toot; a splay-month.

Splay, Splae (spla), v.t. After two pieces

of cloth nave been run up in a seam, to sew.

down the edges somewhat in the form of a

hem. [Scotch.]

Splay, Splae (spla), n. The hem made as

described under above verb.

Splayfoot, Splayfooted (spla'fut, spirit

ed), a. Having the feet turned outward ;

having fiat feet.

Splay-fOOt (spla'fut).n. A foot turning out

ward and with a flat under surface ; a flat

foot.

Splay-mouth (Bpla'mouth), n. A wide

mouth; a mouth stretched by design. 'To

see the people when splay mouths they

make.' Dryden.

Splay-mouthed (sphVmouTiid), a. Ilaving

a wide or splay mouth.

Spleen (splen). n. [L. splen, Gr. splen, the

Bpleen.] 1. The milt ; a spongy glandular

organ situated in the upper part of the ab

domen, near the cardiac or gullet end of the

Btomach. It has an oval figure, and forms

one of the ductless glands concerned in the

elaboration of the blood. The ancients

supposed this to be the seat of melancholy,

anger, or vexation, and sometimes of per

verse mirth. Hence— 2. Anger; latent spite;

ill-humour; malice; as, to vent one's spleen.

In noble minds some dregs remain.

Not yet purged off, of spleen and sour disdain.

Pope.

3 A fit of anger. Shak. — i. Melancholy;

hypochondria; low spirits; vapours.

There ts a luxury in self-dispraise;

And inward self-disparagement affords

To meditative spleen a grateful feast.

Wordsworth.

5. t A sudden fancy ; a caprice ; a whim.

Beau. <i- Fl.—6i A sudden motion or im

pulse. 'With swifter spleen than powder

can enforce.' Shak.

Nrief as the lightning in the colly'd night.

That in a spleen unfolds both heav'n and earth.

Shak.

7.t A fit of laughter; immoderate merri

ment 'Abate their over-merry spleen.' Slink.

Spleen (splen), u.(. To deprive of the spleen.

Animals spleened grow salacious. Arbuthnot.

Spleenative,t Spleenltivet (spl6n'a-tiv),a.

Same as Splenitive.

Spleenful ( splen 'ful), a. Full of or dis

playing spleen; angry; peevish; fretful;

melancholy ; hypochondriacal. ' Spleenful

speeches.' Hood.

Myself have calm'd their spleenful mutiny, Shak.

Then rode Gcraiut a little spleenful yet.

Tennyson,

adv. In a spleen-Ipleenfully (splen'ful-li),

ful manner.

Spleenish (splen'ish), a. Spleeny; affected

with spleen.

Spleenlshly (splen'ish-li), adv. In a spleen

ish manner.

Spleenlshness (splen'ish-nes), n State of

being spleenish.

SpleenlOBS (splenitis), a. Having no spleen;

hence, kind; geutle ; mild. 'A splee7iless

wind so stretcht her wings to waft us.'

Chapman.

Spleenwort (splen ' wert), n. [Spleen, and

wort, a plant] The common name of va

rious British ferns of the genus Asplenium.

These plants were so named because they

were supposed to remove disorders of the

spleen. They grow upon rocks and old

walls. See Asplenium.

Spleeny (splen'i), a. Full of or character

ized by spleen; (a) angry; peevish ; fretful ;

ill-tempered; irritable.

Yet t know her for

A spleeny Lutheran; and not wholesome lo

Our cause. Shak.

(b) Melancholy; affected with nervous com

plaints.

Spleget (splej'et). n. [Probably an errone

ous form of pledget. ] A wet cloth for wash

ing a sore.

Splenalgla, Splenalgy (sple-nnl'ji-a, sple-

nal'ji), n. [Or. splen, the spleen, and algos,

pain. ] A pain in the spleen or its region.

Splendent (splen'dent), a. [L. spleiulens,

tpleiutentis, ppr. of splendeo, to shine.]

1. Shining; resplendent; beaming with light;

m, splendent planets —2. Very conspicuous;

illustrious. Sir H. Wotton. — 'i. A term ap

plied to minerals to indicate their degree

of lustre. See LUSTUK.

Splendid (splen'did), a. [Ft. splendide, L.

splendidus. (rom splendeo. to shine.] 1. Mag

nificent; gorgeous; dazzling; sumptuous;

as, a splendid palace; a splendid procession;

a splendid equipage; a splendid feast or

M?

jl, £. js"

spleudu.

entertainment 'Our state of splendid vas

salage.' Milton.

Neighbours look aside as the carriage passes in

which she is so splendid and lonely. Thackeray.

2. Illustrious; grand; heroic; brilliant; noble;

glorious; as, a splendid victory; a splendid

reputation. 'So splendid in his acts aud

his attire.' Tennyson, ' Such splendid pur

pose in his eyes.' Tennyson.

Splendldloust (splen-did'i-us), a. Splendid;

magnificent. ' His brows encircled with

splendidious rays. ' Drayton,

Splendidly (splen'did-li), ado. In a splen

did maimer; brilliantly ; gorgeously; mag

nificently ; sumptuously; showily; gloriously.

Though it look splendidly ... it will prick your

fingers. Jer. Taylor.

You will not admit you live splendidly.

Dr. Hellore.

Splendidness (splen'did -nes). n. The qua

lity of being splendid; splendour; lnagnifi-

cence. ' Liveries whose gaudiness evinces

not the footman's deserts, but his lord's

splendidness. ' Boyle.

Splendor (splen'der), ». Same as Splen

dour.

Splendour (splen'der). n. [Fr. splendeur,

L. splendor, from splendeo, to shine, to be

bright] 1. Great brightness; brilliant lustre;

as, the splendour of the sun.

A sudden splendour from behind

Flush'd all the leaves with rich gold green.

Jennyson.

2. Great show of richness and elegance; mag

nificence; pomp; parade; as, the splendour

of equipage or of royal robes; the splendour

of a procession or of ceremonies. 'Splen

dour of htihit and retinue.' South. —3. Bril

liance; glory; grandeur; eminence; as, the

splendour of a victory.—

4. In her. the term used of

the sun when represented

with a human face and en

vironed with rays. — SvN.

Lustre, brilliance, magni

ficence, gorgeousness, dis

play, showiness, pomp,

parade, grandeur, glory,

renown.

Splendrous, i Splendor-

oust (splen'drua, splen'dor-us), o. Having

splendour. * Whose splendrous arms shone

like a mighty flame.' Drayton.

Splenetic (sple-net'ik or splen'e-tik). a. [L.

spleneticus, from splen. the spleen.] Af

fected with spleen; peevish; fretful.

You humour me when I am sick ;

Why not when I am splendid Pepe.

Syn. Morose, gloomy, sullen, peevish, fret

ful.

Splenetic (sple-net'ik). n. A person affected

with spleen.

This daughter silently lours; the other steals a

kind look at you; a third is exactly well- behaved; and

a fourth a splenetic. Tatter.

Splenetical (sple-net'ik-nl), a. Splenetic;

affected with or relating to the spleen.

I have received much benefit touching my <y»/r»«-

fical infirmity. It otton.

Splenetically(sple-net'ik-al-li), adv. In a

moroBe or splenetic manner.

Splenetlvet (splen'et-iv), a. Same as Splen-

xtive.

Splenic, Splenica! (splen'ik, splen'ik-al), a.

[Kr. spleniaue, L splenicus, from splen, the

spleen.] Belonging to the Bpleen; as, the

splenic vein.

Splenlsht (sple'nish),a. Affected with spleen ;

peevish; fretful.

Splenitis (sple-ni'tis), n. [Gr. sptfn, spleen,

and term, -itu, signifying iiitlanuuatiou.] In

flammation of the spleen.

Splenitive' (splen'i t-lv), a. Splenetic; fiery;

passionate; irritable. 'Though I am not

splenitive and rash.' Shak.

SplenlUB (sple'ni-us). n. A tint muscle, situ

ated between the back of the car and pos

terior part of the neck.

Splenlzatlon (splen-Ix-a'shon),H In pathol.

a change produced in the lungs by inflam

mation, in which they resemble the sub

stance of the spleen.

Splenocele (splen'o-sel), n. [Gr. tpUn, sple-
■nos, spleen, and k£le, a tumour.] A heruia

of the spleen.

Splenography (sple-nog'rn-fl), n. [Or. splfn\

splenos, the Bpleen, and graphd, to describe. ]

An anatomical description of the spleen.

Splenoid (sple'noid), a. [Or. splrn. spleen,

and eidos, resemblnnce.] Spleen-like; hav

ing the appearance of the spleen.

Splenology (sple-noro-Ji), n. (Gr. nplin,

splenos, Bpleen, and logos, discourse.] A

treatise on the spleen.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J\ So. ley.
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Splenotomy (sple-nofo-mi), n. [Or. spltn,

splenos. spleen, and tomi, a cutting.] Ana

tomical dissection of the spleen.

Splent (splent). a 1. A form of Splint.—

2. Same as Splent-coal

Splent-coal (splent'kdl). n. A Scotch term

for a hard laminated variety of bituminous

coal, intermediate in texture between can-

nel and common pit coal.

Bplenule (splen'ul), n. A small or rudi

mentary spleen. Owen.

Splauctian. Spleughan (splu'chan), n.

[GaeL spliuchan ) A tobacco pouch; hence,

a pouch or pocket generally.

But I was saying there's some siller in tlm ifleu.

than that's like the Captain's ain, for we've aye

counted it such, baiih Aiue and me. Sir II'. Scott.

Splice (splis), v.t. pret. & pp. spliced; ppr.

splicing. (Dan. splisse, splidse, D. splitten,

8w. splissa. to splice; G. splissen, to splice,

tpUiuen, to split, to cleave. Closely akin to

rpiit (which see). The ends of the rope are

split in splicing.] l.To uniteor join together,

ai two ropes or the parts of a rope by inter

weaving the strands of the ends; also, to

unite or join together by overlapping, as

two pieces of timber, metal, or the like. See

the noun.— 2. To marry: said of the clergy

man or person who performs the ceremony.

[Slang.] — To splice the main brace, in sea

men's phrase, is to give each person on

board an extra glass of grog in cases of cold,

wet, Ac ; to take a dram.

Splice (splis), n 1. The union or joining

together of two ropes or parts of a rope by

a particular manner of interweaving part of

the untwisted strands. The long splice oc

cupies a great extent of rope, but by the

three joinings being fixed at a distance from

oue another, the increase of bulk is dimin-

xasacfl

Sptices of Ropes.

4. Short Splice. *, Long Splice, c. Eye Splice.

iahed. hence it is adapted to run through

the sheave-hole of a block, Ac. The short

splice is used upon cables, slings, and all

ropea in general which are not intended to

run through blocks. The eye splice forms a

aort of eye or circle at the end of a rope, and

is used for splicing in thimbles, Ac—2. The

junction of two pieces of wood or metal by

overlapping and bolting or otherwise fasten

ing the ends; a scarf (which see).—3. Mar

riage. 'Till the splice is made, she has a

right to please herself ' Comhill Mag. (Slang]

Spline (splin), n. In mach. a rectangular

piece or key fitting into a groove in the hub

of a wheel, and a similar groove in a shaft,

so that, while the wheel may slide end-ways

on the shaft, both must revolve together.

3plin.lng-mach.ine (splin'ing-ma-sheu), n

A machine- tool for cutting grooves.

Splint (splint), n. [A nasalized form of split;

Dan. Sw. and G splint, a splinter. Splinter

U a derivative form. See Splinter. 1 1 A

piece of wood or other substance split off;

a splinter—2. In sura, a

thin piece of wood or other

tulastance, used to hold or

confine a broken bone

when set, or to maintain

any part of the body in a

fixed position. —3, In far.

riery, (a) the splint-bone.

(6) A disease affecting the

splint-bone, as a callosity

or excrescence.—4. One of

the overlapping plates used in the manufac

ture of splint-armour, particularly at the

bend of the arm. in order to allow freedom

of motion. See Splint-armour.

Splint (splint), v.t. 1. To splinter; to shiver.

Finrin. [Bare ]—2 To join together, con

fine, or support by means of splints, as a

brr.ken limb.

Splint-armour (splint'ar-m6r), n. A name

given to that kind of armour which is made

of several overlapping plates. It never came

into very general use. because the convexity

of the breast-plate would not allow the body

to bend, unless the plates were made to

overlap upwards, and this rendered them

Splints (Armour).

liable to be struck into and drawn off by

the martel-de-fer of an antagonist. Meu-

Splint-armour.

tion of splint-armour first occurs about the

reign of Henry VIII.

Splint-bone (splint'bon), n. One of the two

small bone6 extending from the knee to the

fetlock of a horse, behind the canou or

■hank-bone.

Splint-coal (splint'kol), n. Same as Splent-

coal.

Splinter (splin'ter), ii. [A nasalized form

from split; D. and G. splinter, si splinter;

G. also splitter. See Splint] A fragment

of anything split or shivered off more or

less in the direction of its length ; a thin

piece (in proportion to its length or thick

ness) of wood or other solid substance rent

from the main body; a splint; as, splinters

of a ship's side or mast rent off by a shot.

' Not worth the splinter of a lance.' Shnk.

' Into fiery splinters leapt the lance.' Ten

nyson.

Splinter (splin'ter), v.t. (D. splinteren, Dan.

splintre, to splinter, to shiver. See above.]

1. To split or rend into long thin pieces; to

shiver; as, the lightning splintered the tree.

'The postern gale shakes,' continued Rebecca;

'it crashes—it is splintered by his blows.'

Sir If. Scott.

2. To splint ; to support by a splint, as a

broken limb.

This broken joint entreat her to splinter, and this

crack of your love shall grow stronger than it was

before. Shnk.

Splinter (Bjilin'ter), v.t To be split or rent

into long pieces ; to shiver. ' A lance that

splinter'd like an icicle." Tennyson

Splinter-bar (spliu'ter-bilr), n. A cross-bar

in front of a vehicle to which the traces of

the horses are attached: also, the cross-bar

which supports the springs.

You might have got a hearse up that staircase, and

taken it broadwise, with the sflinter-oar towards the

wall, and the door towards the balustrades, and done

it easy. Dickens.

Splinter-proof (splin'ter-prbf), a. Proof

against the splinters of bursting shells.

Splintery (spliu'ter-i), o. 1 Consisting of

or resembling splinters.—2. In mineral, a

term applied to a fracture of minerals when

the surface produced by breaking is nearly

even, but exhibits little splinters or scales,

somewhat thicker at one extremity than

the other, and still adhering to the surface

by their thicker extremities.

Split (split), v.t. pret. & pp. split (sometimes

splitled); ppr. splitting. (Not ill A. Sax. or

Icel. ; tplat is an O.K. form: LB. splitten.

sjiliten, O.D. splitten, spletten, Dan. splitte,

G.sjileuten,0.lL.G. spllzan. Allied to spalt,

and more closely to splice. Splint, splinter

are derivative forms.] 1. To divide longi

tudinally or lengthwise; to separate or part

in two from end to end by force; to rive ; to

cleave; as, to split a piece of timber; to

split a board. 'Made of splitled quills.'

Chapman.

Do't, and thou hast the one half of my heart ;

Do*l not, thou splitfst thine own. Shak.

2. To tear asunder by violence; to burst; to

rend; as, to split a rock or a sail. 'And

when cold winter split the rocks in twnin.'

Dryden.

Our ship was splitled in the midst. Shak.

3. To divide or break into parts as by dis

cord ; to separate into parts or parties.

'Shem being yet alive and his family not

split into its branches.' Bp. llorsley.

In states notoriously irreligious, a secret and ir

resistible power splits their counsels, and smites their

most refined policies with frustration and a curse.

South.

4. To cause to ache or throb 'To split the

ears of the groundlings.' Shak.— To split

hairs, to make too nice distinctions.—To

split the sides, to burst with laughter. —To

split a cote, iu parliamentary and other elec

tions when a voter divides his vote among

the number of candidates to be elected, he

is said to split his vote ; on the other hand,

when he gives his vote to oue candidate

only, he is said to plump his vote.

Split (split), ».i l. To part asunder; to

suffer disruption; to burst; as, vessels split

by the freezing of water in them. —2. To

burst with laughter.

Eacfa had a gravity would make you sflit. Pope.

3. To throb painfully, as if like to burst.

' Pale men with splitting heads ... on the

morning after a heavy drink.' Lawrence —

4. To be broken ; to be dashed to pieces.

The seamen spied a rock, and the wind was so

strong that they were driven directly upon it, and

immediately sflit. Swift.

5. To differ in opinion; to separate. 'Struck

upon the corn-laws, where we split.' Ten

nyson.—6. To inform, as upon one's accom

plices ; to betray confidence ; to divulge a

secret. [Low.]

Where a gentleman acts like a gentleman, I'm not

the man to go and sflit upon him for a word.

Thackeray.

7. To run with long strides ; to run with

speed. [Colloq] 'To see him splitting at

that pace, and cutting round the corners.'

Dickens.—To split on a rock, to fail ; to err

fatally; to have the hopes and designs frus

trated.

These are the rods on which the sanguine tribe of

lovers daily sflit. Addison.

Split (split), n. 1. A crack, rent, or longi

tudinal fissure.—2 A division or separation,

as in a political party; a breach; as, there

is a split in the cabinet— 3. t A splinter; a

fragment. 'Be crushed to splits. Ford —

4. One of the short flat strips of steel, cane,

etc., placed in vertical parallel order at

small distances from each other in a frame

to form the reed of a loom. The threads of

the web are passed through the splits, which

beat up the weft to compact the fabric—

6. One of the cleft twigs of willow, <fcc, used

in basket-weaving. —6. pi. A term used in

the leather trade for divided skins which

have been separated into two sections by

the cutting machine.

Split (split), p. and a. 1. Divided; separated ;

rent; fractured—2. In bot. deeply divided

into segments; cleft.

Split-Cloth (spllt'kloth), n. In surg. a band

age which consists of a central portion and

six or eight tails. It is chiefly used for the

head.

Split-pease (splifpez), n. Husked pease,

split for making pease-soup or pease-pud

ding.

Splitter (split'cr). n. One who or that which

splits. * Those splitters of parsons in sunder.'

Swift.

Splore (splor), n. A frolic; a noise; a quar

rel; a row; a riot. Burns. [Scotch.]

Splotch (sploch), n. [From sjmt, with in

serted I, as in spatter, splatter, spatter,

splutter, and term, borrowed from blotch.)

A spot : stain ; a daub : a smear. ' A great

sjrfotch of Biinshine. ' Keble.

The leaves were crumpled, and smeared with stains

and sflatches of grease. Miss Rraddon.

Splotchy(sploch 'i),a. Marked with splotches

or daubs.

There were splotchy engravings scattered here and

there through the pages of Monsieur FeVaTs romance.

Miss Hraddon.

Splutter (splufer), n. [From sputter, with

fnsertedi. See SPLOTCH.] A bustle; a stir

[Colloq ]

Bull-hearted M. de Malseigne draws his sword;

and will force egress. Confused splutter. Cartyle.

Splutter (splut'er), v.i. To speak hastily

and confusedly; to sputter. [Colloq.]

Splutterer (splut'er-er), n. One who splut

ters.

Spodomancy(spod'6-man-si). n. [Gr. spodos,

a cinder, and manteia, divination. ) Divina

tion I iy ashes.

SpodomantlC (spod-6-man'tik). a. Relating

to spodomancy, or divination by means of

ashes. Kingsley.

Spodumene(spod'u-incn),ii. [Tr.spodumenc,

Gr. spodoumenus, part, passive of spodoo, to

reduce to ashes, from spodos, ashes. ] A

mineral, hard. brittle.andtranBluceut.called

by Haiiy tripha ne. It occurs in laminated

masses, easily divisible into prisms with

rhomboidal bases: the lateral faces smooth,

shining, and pearly; the cross fracture un

even and splintery. Before the blowpipe

it exfoliates into little yellowish or grayish

scales; whence its name. It is found at Uto

in Sweden, in the Tyrol, in Ireland, and

North America It consists of silica and

alumina, with 8 to 10 per cent of lithia, and

a little protoxide of iron.

ch. eAain; ch, Sc. lo«A; g, go; j.job; u, Fr. ton; , sing; TH. then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icnig; zh, azure—Sec Kit.
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Spofflsh. Spoffy (spof'ish, spof'i), a. Iluat-

Uiij5 ; demonstratively smart ; umcious.

tColloq]

He invariably spoke with astonishing rapidity;

was smart, spoffish, and eight-and-twenty.

Dickens.

Spoil (spoil), v.t. pret. «fc pp. sjwilcd, fre

quently contracted, especially when used

adjectivally, to spoilt; ppr. spoiling. [ Fr.

spolter, to spoil, to despoil, to Btrip, from L.

tcftoiiare, to plunder, from spoltum, plunder.

Despoil is the same word with prefix de. This

word has to some extent borrowed its mean

ings from the verb to spill, from the simi

larity in form. The case is the same with

the intransitive verb and the noun.] 1. To

plunder; to strip by violence; to rob: with

a person or thing as object, and of before

that which is taken ; as, to spoil one of his

goods or possessions. 'To spoil the city and

your royal court.' Shale.

My sons their old unhappy sire despise.

Spoil'd of his kingdom, and depriv'd of eyes. Pope.

The Heathen of the Northern Sen.

Lured by the crimes and frailties of the court.

Begin to slay the folk, and spoil the land.

Tennyson.

2. To seize by violence; to take by force; as,

to spoU one's goods. 'This mount with all

his verdure spoil'd.' Milton. — 8. To cor

rupt; to vitiate; to mar; as, to spoil a child

by over-indulgence.

Spiritual pride spoils many graces. Jer. Taylor.

I must not spoil the force of the Italian superlative

by translating it. Rnskin.

4 To render useless by injury; to injure

fatally; to ruin; to destroy; as, to spoil paper

by wetting it; to spoil the eyes by too much

reading.

Thou hast spoilt the purpose of my life. Tennyson.

Spoil (spoil), v.i. 1. To practise plunder or

robbery. 'Outlaws, which lurking in woods,

used to break forth to rob and spoil.' Spen

ser.—2. To decay; to lose the valuable quali

ties; to be corrupted; as, fruit will soon

spoil in warm weather.

Spoil (spoil), n. [See the verb.] 1. That

which iB taken from others by violence or

without license; particularly in war, the

fd under taken from an enemy; pillage;

iooty. 'The spoil got on the Antiates.*

Shale.

Now gentle gales,

Fanning their odoriferous wings, dispense

Native perfumes, and whisper whence thev stole

Those balmy spoils. Milton.

2. That which is gained by strength or effort

' Each science and each art his spoil.' Bent-

ley.—3. The act or practice of plundering;

robbery; waste.

The man that hath no music In himself.

Nor is not mbv'd with concord of sweet sounds,

Is lit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils. SAak.

4. The slough or cast skin of a serpent or

other animal —5. The surplus excavated

material which is laid down by the side of a

line of railway, canal, or other work, or at

the moui li of a pit or mine, to save the ex

pense of removal— 6. Corruption; cause of

corruption; ruin.

Villanous company hath been the spoil of me.

Shak.

SpOllable (spoil'a-bl), a. Capable of being

spoiled.

Spoil-bank (spoil'bangkX « A mass of ex

cavated material, as in making a railway.

See Spoil, 5.

Spoiled, Spoilt (spoild, spoilt), p. and a.

Deprived of its valuable qualities ; cor

rupted; marred; vitiated; destroyed; mined.

—Spoiled or spoilt child, a child ruined by

being petted or over-indulged; hence, a

person who has had more of his own way

than was good for him; as, a spoiled child

of fortune.

Spoiler (spoil'er), n. One that spoils; as,

(n) a plunderer; a pillager; a robber, (b) One

that corrupts, mars, or renders useless.

Spoil -five (spoi.'fiv). n. A round game of

cards played with the whole pack, and by

any number of persons up to ten, each player

receiving five cards. Three tricks make the

game, and when no one can take so many

the game is said to be spoiled.

SpOllfulfspoU'ful), a. Wasteful; rapacious.

Spenser. [Poetical and rare.]

Spoil-sport (spoil'sport), u. One who spoils

or mars sport or enjoyment.

Mike I-ambourne was nevera make-bate or hspoil-

sport or the like. E'en live and let others live, that

is. my motto. Sir It'. Seat/.

Spoke (spdk\ pret. of speak.

Spoke (spok), n. [A. Sax. sptlca, Tcel. spdki,

a spoke; cog. D. speck, L. O. speke, O. speiehe.

Same root as spike, spigot, pike. ] 1. The ra

dius or ray of a wheel; one of the small liars

which are Inserted in the hub or nave, and

which serve to support the rim or felly. —

2. The round of a ladder. — 3. One of the

handles jutting from the circumference of

the steering-wheel of a vessel. — 4. A con

trivance for fastening the wheel of a vehicle

in order to prevent its turning when going

down a hill.—To put a spoke in one's wheel,

to put an impediment in one's way; to thwart

one's purpose or deBign. De Quinceu.

Spoke (spok), v.t. To fit or furnish with

spokes.

Spoken (spti'kn). pp. 6t speak: nBcd adjec

tivally for oral, as opposed to written. Also

used as if instead of the present participle

speaking in such colloquial compounds as,

a civil-spoken gentleman. 'The pleasanteBt-

spoken gentleman ever you heard.' Dickens.

Spoke-shave (spok'shav), n. A sort of small

plaue used for dressing the spokes of wheels

and other curved work, where the common

plane cannot be applied.

Spokesman (spoks'man), n. One who speaks

for another or others.

He shall be thy spokesman unto the people.

Hxod. Iv. 16.

Spolla opima (spSli-a 6-pi'ma). n. pi. [L.]

Ill ancient Rome, the most select spoil taken

from an enemy; hence, any valuable booty

or pillage.

Spoliazy ( spoli-a-ri ), n. [L. spoliarUtmJ]

The place in the Roman amphitheatres

where the slaughtered gladiators were

dragged, and where their clothes were

stripped from their bodies.

Spoliate (sp<y*li-at), v.t. pret <fe pp. spoliated;

ppr. spoliating. [L. gpolio, spoliatum, to

plunder. See Spoil.] To plunder; to pil

lage; to despoil. 'The other great Whig

families who had done something more for

it than spoliate their church and betray

their king.' Disraeli

Spoliate (spoli-at), v.i. To practise plun-

iier; to commit robbery.

Spoliation (spo-li-a'shon), n, 1. The act of

plundering; robbery; plunder. 'A system

of legal spoliation.' SirG. C. Lewis.—2. The

act or practice of plundering in time of war,

especially of plundering neutrals at sea un

der authority—3. Eccles. the act of an in

cumbent in taking the fruits of his benefice

without right, but under a pretended title

— Writ of ^puliation, a writ obtained by one

of the parties to a suit in the ecclesiastical

courts, suggesting that his adversary has

wasted the fruits of a benefice, or received

them to his prejudice.

Spollatlve (spo'li-at-iv), a. Tending to take

away or diminish; specifically, in med. less

ening the mass of the blood.

Spoliator (spoil-at-ex), n. One who commits

spoliation.

Spoliatory (spoli-a-to-rt), a. Consisting in

spoliation; causing spoliation; destructive.

'Sometimes not a whit more unjust or spoli-

atory measures.* Quart. Rev.

Spondaic (spon-dii'ik), a. 1. Pertaining to

a spondee; denoting two long feet in poetry.

2. Composed of spondees in excess; as, a

spondaic hexameter, which has a spondee

in the fifth foot instead of the regular dactyl.

Spondalcal (spon-da'ik-al), a. Spondaic.

Spondal (spon'dal), n. [Corruption for

spotufyt.] A joint or joiuing of two pieceB.

Jer. Taylor. [Rare]

Spondee ( spon'dS ). n. [Fr. spond/e, from

L. spondeus. Or. spondcim, from Or. ipandi,

a solemn libation, because Buch libations

were accompanied by a Blow and Bolemn

melody. ] A poetic foot of two long syllables,

used in Greek and Latin poetry.

Spondlacese.Spondlel (spon -d i-a'sg-e. spon'-

ui-e-i), n. pi. A tribe of Anacardiacea?,

raised by some botanists into a distinct or

der, distinguished from the other tribes of

Anacardiacea? by the ovary' being two to five

celled instead of single-celled. The fruits of

some of the species are known as hog-plums

(see Hoq-plum), and the fruit of Spondias

dulcis, of the Society Isles, has been com

pared to the pine-npple The bark, fruit,

seeds, ami leaves of some species are used

medicinally.

Spondlas (spon'di-as), n. [Or. spnndias,

spodia*, a kind of plum-tree] A gtnua <>f

plants belonging to the nat. order Anuear-

dlacene, or, according to some botanists, to

a small order called Spondiacece. See J i ■ ■ 3-

PLUM

Spondyl, Spondyle (spon'dil). n. [L. spon-

aylus; Or. spondyln*, a joint of the back

bone ] In anat. a joint of the backbouc; a

vertebra. Sir T. Browne.

Spondylidffl (spon-dil'i-de), n. pi. A family

of marine concnifers, named from the genus

Spondylus (which see).

Spondylua (spon'di-lus), n. [L., a joint of

the backbone] A genus of inequivalved

lamellibranchiate molluscs with unequal

beaks, the hinge with two recurved teeth,

separated by a small hollow. Spondyli are

found only in the ocean, attached to rocks,

corals, «fec. They are remarkable for their

spines, and the richness of colouring of the

sheila The spring oysters, water-clam, Ac.,

belong to this genus. It is made the type

of a family, Spondybdan

Spone.t n. A Bpoon. Chaucer.

Spong (spong), n. A projection of land: an

irregular, narrow, projecting part of a field.

Fuller. [Obsolete or provincial English.]

Sponge (spunj), n. [O.Fr. esponge. Mod. Fr.

eponge, from L. spongia. Or. spongia, spon-

gos, a sponge.] 1. A name given by natur

alists to the animals of the class Spongida,

sub-kingdom Protoroa. Sponges are com

pound Protozoa, their living parts consisting

of an aggregation of protoplasmic units.

The skeleton may be horny, flinty, or limy.

(See Spongida.) In common usage the

term is employed to designate the fibrous

framework of sponges, as sold in our shops,

lliis framework is soft, light, and porous,

easily compressible, readily imbibing fluids,

and thereby distending, and as readily giv

ing them out again upon compression. The

domestic uses of sponge are familiar to all.

It is indispensable to the surgeon. Burnt

sponge was formerly a valued remedy for

scrofulous diseases and goitre ; but iodine

and bromine, from which it derived all its

value, are now administered in other forms.

Mattresses, Ac, are stuffed with sponge;

and it is also employed as a filter and as a

polishing material for fine surfaces. Sponges

are usually prepared before they come into

the market, by being beaten and soaked In

dilute muriatic acid, with a view to bleach

them and dissolve any adherent portions of

carbonate of lime. The kindB fit for use are

found in the seas of warm climates. Two

species are chiefly brought from the Levant,

and a coarse one from the West Indies and

the coast of Florida.— 2. One who pertina

ciously lives upon others ; a sycophantic or

cringing dependant; a parasite; a sponger.—

3. In gun. a Kind of mop for cleaning cannon

after a discharge. It consists of a cylinder

of wood covered with sheepskin or with a

carpet-like fabric For rifled guns a brush-

top is used. For small guns it is commonly

fixed to one end of the handle of the ram

mer. — 4. In the manege, the extremity or

point of a horseshoe, answering to the heel,

&. Any sponge- like substance; as, (a) in

baking, dough before it is kneaded and

formed, when full of globules of carbonic

acid, generated by the yeast or leaven. (6) In

metal, iron in a soft or pasty condition, as

delivered in a ball from the puddling fur

nace.—Platinum sponge , spongy platinum.

See Platinum.—Pyrotechnical sponge. See

Amadou. r-Waxed sponge. Same && Sponge-

tent.—To set a sponge, in cookery, to leaven

a small mass of dough to be used in leaven

ing a larger quantity. — To throw up the

sponge, to acknowledge that one is con

quered or beaten; to submit; to give up the

contest or struggle: a phrase borrowed

from the practice of the defeated party in a

pugilistic encounter tossing up the sponge

used to freshen their champion, in token of

his defeat. [Slang]

Sponge (spunj), D.t pret. «fc pp. sjyonged;

ppr. sponging. 1. To cleanse or wipe with

a sponge ; as, to sponge the body; to sponge

a slate or a cannon. — 2. To wipe out with a

sponge, as letters or writing; to efface; to

destroy all traceB of.

God hath now

S&angtd and made blank of crimeful record all

My mortal archives. Tennyson.

3. To drain; to harass by extortion; to

squeeze; to plunder.

Mow came such multitudes of our nation ... to

be sponged of their plate and moneyT South.

4. To gain by sycophantic or mean arts. 'To

sponge a breakfast once a week.' Sw\fL

(Sponge, except in the noun sense, is fre

quently spelled Spunge, especially by the

older writers.]

Sponge (spunj). rt. 1. To suck in or imbibe,

as a spouge.—2 To live by or practise mean

arts ; as, an idler who sponges on liis neigh

bour.

Hull passes the season in London, sponging for

dinners, and sleeping in a garret near his club.

Thackeray.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 5', Sc. fry.
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Sponge-cake (apunj'kakx n. A sweet-cake:

so caTled from its light make.

Sponge-crab (spunj'krab). n. A name given

tocrustaceous animals of thegeuusDrumia.

Spongelet(spunj'let), n. A spongiole (which

see).

SpongeOUS (spunj'us), a. Resembling a

sponge; of the nature of sponge; full of small

pores.

Sponger (spunj'er), n. 1. One who uses a

sponge. — 2. A parasitical dependant : a

hanger-on for a maintenance. Sir R. L'Es

trange.

Sponge-tent (spuuj'tent), n. In surg. a

preparation of sponge, formed by dipping

it into hot melted wax plaster and pressing

till cold between two iron plates; used for
dilating wounds, fistulous cancers, A■■_■.

Sponge-tree (spunj'tre), n. An evergreen

tree of the genus Acacia (A. Famesiana),

found in St Domingo, the flowers of which

yield a delicious perfume.

Spongla (spon'J i-a), n. [h., a sponge. See

Sponge.] The generic name under which

Linnfcus and many subsequent naturalists

have ranked the very numerous forms of or

ganization analogous to the sponges of com

merce, and embracing what is now included

in the order Spongida. The term Spoiigia

is now restricted to a genus of that order.

Spongida, Spongida (spon'ji-da, spon'ji-

de), n. pi. An order of Protozoa or lowest

animals class Rhizopoda, sometimes ele

vated into a distinct class. The members

are composed of two elements, an internal

supporting framework or skeleton, and a

soft gelatiuous investing substance called

sarcode, or * flesh.' The framework consists

of the horny, reticulated, elastic fibres of a

substance called keratode, which interlace

in every direction, strengthened by calcare

ous, or, more generally, by siliceous spicula.

This framework is the sponge of commerce.

On examining it we find it filled with pores,

having larger openings or canals at wider

distances, called oscitla or vents. The

sponge -flesh investing this framework is

composed of an aggregation of orgauless,

protoplasmic, and amoebiform bodies, some

ciliated and others capable of emitting

pseudopodia. A constant circulation of

water goes on in the living sponge, the cur

rents being drawn in by the pores and ex

pelled by the oscula by means of vibratile

cilia lodged in cells or chambers situated

beneath the superficial layer, and by this

circulation the animal is nourished. Repro

duction takes place both by gemmation and

true ova. In the skeletons of the true cal

careous and siliceous sponges the keratode

Is awanting. Sponges have been classified

into three groups: (a)Myxospongiae,in which

no skeleton of any kind exists, (6) Calci-

spongite, or Hmy sponges, which have no

homy skeleton, but are composed of limy

spicules, (c) Fibrospongiie, or those in

which a fibrous skeleton exists.strengthened

<j-ii lily by flinty spicules.

Spongiform (spunj'i-form), a. Resembling

a sponge; soft ami porous; porous.—Spongi

form quartz, float-stone (which see).

Sponginess (spunj'i-nes), n. The quality or

state of being spongy or porous.like sponge.

Sponging -house (spunj'hig-hous), n. A

virtualling-house, or tavern, where persons

arrested for debt were kept by a bailiff fur

twenty-four hours before being lodged in

£>-!i.. in order that their friends might

ave an opportunity of settling the debt.

Sponging-hoiiBcs were usually the private

dwellings of bailiffs, and were so named

fn>m the extortionate charges made upon

prisoners for their accommodation therein.

Spongiole (spunj'i-61), n. [Fr. spongiole, L.

spongiola, dim. of spongia. See SPONGE.]

In bot. the extremity of the

fibre of a root, which was

formerly erroneously sup

posed to be destitute of epi

dermis, presenting an open

spungy character, and there

fore capable of absorbing

moisture from the surround

ing medium; a spongelet.

The woodcut shows a highly

magnified vertical section of

an orchis root, up the spong

iole.

Spongiolite (spon'ji&llt). »

j<»r. spongion, a sponge, and

UthoB, a stone. ] One of the minute siliceous

spicules, or needles, found in large numbers

in the skeletons of sponges, as also fossil in

flints.

Spongiole.

SponglopUlne (spun-ji-op'il-in), n. [Gr.

spongion, a sponge, and pilos, felt] In

surg. a substitute fur a poultice, made of an

absorbent stratum of sponge and fibre on an

india-rubber backing.

Sponglose, Spongious (spunj'i-6s, spunj'i-

us), a. Sponge-like; full of small cavities,

Uke sponge; somewhat spongy; as, spongi

oid bones.

Sponglte (spon'jlt), n, A term applied to a

fossil apparently identical in structure with

sponge.

Spongold (spone'goid), a. [Gr. spongos, a

sponge, and cuius, form, ] Resembling

sponge; sponge-like; spongy.

Spongy (spunj'i), a. 1. Resembling asponge;

Boft and full of cavities; of an open, loose.

easily compressible texture; as, a spongy ex

crescence; spongy earth; spongy cake. 'That

sad breath his spongy lungs bestowed.'

Shak.—2. Wet; rainy. ' Spongy April.' Shak.

3. Having the quality of imbibing like a

sponge; hence, drenched; soaked. ' His

spongy officers.' Shak.

There is no lady of more sorter bowels.

More spongy to suck in the sense of fear, Shak.

— Spongy platinum. See PLATINUM —

Spongy stem, in hot a stem internally com

posed of elastic cellular tissue.

Sponne,tpret.of spinne{spin). Spun. Chau

cer.

Spousal (spon'sal). a. [L sponsalis. See

Spouse.] Relating to marriage or to a

spouse.

Sponsible (spon'sl-bl), a. [Scotch] 1. Cap

able of discharging an obligation; respon

sible. Lockhart.—Z Respectable;creditable;

becoming one's station.

Sponsing (spon'sing), n. Same as Sponson.

Sponsion (spon'shon), n. [L. sponsio, spon-

sionvt, a solemn promise orengagement, from

spondeo,sponsum, to promise solemnly. See

Spouse.] 1. The act of becoming surety for

another.—2. In international (ait-, an act or

engagement made on behalf of a state by

an agent not specially authorized. Such

conventions must be confirmed by express

or tacit ratification.

Sponslonal (spon'shon-al), a. Responsible;

implying a pledge. [Rare]

He is righteous even in that representative and

sportsiona/ person he put on. ■'''/■ Leigkton.

Sponson (spon'son), n. Xaut. the curve of

the timbers and planking towards the outer

■I

r a, Sponson.

part of the wing, before and abaft each of

the paddle-boxes of a steamer. — Sponson

beam, one of the two projecting beams

uniting the paddle-box beam with the side

of a steamer.

Sponsor (spon'sor). n. [See Sponsion] l. A

surety; one who binds himself to answer for

another, and is responsible for his default.

2. One who is surety for an infant at bap

tism, professing the Christian faith fn its

name, and guaranteeing its religious edu

cation ; a godfather or godmother. See

Godfather.

SponBOlial (spon-Bo'ri-al), a. Pertaining to

a sponsor.

Sponsorship (spou'sor-ship), n. State of

being a sponsor.

Spontaneity (spon-ta-ne'i-ti), n. [Fr. spon-

mniUi.} 1. The state or quality of being

spontaneous, or of acting from native feel

ing, inclination, or temperament, without

constraint orexternal force. —2. The doctrine

that there is a tendency, for the various

muscular movements called voluntary, to

begin without reference to any purpose or

end, being prompted simply by the discharge

of power from the brain, and being entirely

independent of the stimulus of sensations

The great uctivity of young animals, ;is

puppies and kittens, after refreshment and

repose, is a good example of spontaneity —

3. In bwL the tendency to change in animals

and plants, which is not repressed by en

vironment.

Spontaneous (spon-ta'ne-us), a. [L. spon-

ummtt, from spmite, of free will] 1. Pro

ceeding from natural inclination, disposi

tion, or tendency, without constraint or

external force; impulsive; as, a spontaneous

gift or offer.— 2. Acting by its own impulse,

energy, or natural law, without external

force ; as, spontaneous motion; spontaneous

growth; spontaneous combustion.

Those operations of the mind which are continually

going on without any effort or intention on our part

are spontaneous. Fleming.

3. Produced without being planted, or with

out human labour; as, a spontaneous growth

of wood. — Spontaneous combustion. See

Combustion. —Spontaneous generation. See

GKNKltATION. —Spontaneous rotation. See

Rotation.

Spontaneously (spon-ta'ne-us II), adv. In

s spontaneous mauner; as, (a) of one's own

iuternal or native feeling; of one's own

impulse; of one's own will or accord; as.

he acts spontaneously. (6) By inherent or

natural force or energy; without the im

pulse of a foreign cause: used of things.

Whey turns spontaneously acid. Arbuthnot.

It is to be remarked that some objects exist or

grow up spontaneously, of a kind suited to the supply

of human wants. y. S. Mill.

Spontaneousness (spon-ta'ne-us-nes), n.

The state or quality of being spontaneous;

spontaneity. "The spontaneousness of many

of their animal motions.' Sir M. Hale.

SpontOOn(spon-tdn'), n. [Fr. sponton. espon-

ton, it. spontone, spuntone, spoil toon, from

punto, L. punctum, a point. See Point.]

A kind of half pike; a military weapon for

merly borne by officers of infantry, and used

as a medium for signalling orders to the

regiment

SpOOK (spbk), n. [Borrowed from the Dutch

or German: D. spook, L.G. spok, G. spuk, a

hobgobliu.] A ghost; a hobgoblin. [Ameri

can.]

Spool (Bpol), n. [D. spoel, Dan. and Sw.

spole, G. spule, spool.] A piece of cane or

reed, or a hollow cylinder of wood, <fcc, used

to wind thread or yarn on. See Bobbin.

Spool (spol), at To wind on Bpools.

Spooler (spbTer), n. One who uses a spool.

Spool-holder (spol'hol-der), n. 1. A stand

for a spool or spools of sewing-thread; a

spool-stand.—2. In warping, a creel on which

spools are placed on skewers.—3. A skewer

on a sewing-machine to hold a spool of

thread.

Spool -Stand (spol'Btand), n. A frame for

holding spools of fine thread, turning on

pins, used by ladies at their work.

Spoom (spom), v.i. [Probably from spume,

foam, to go foaming through the sea; comp.

skim, scum.] Saut. to sail steadily and ra

pidly before the wind. Written also Spoon.

When virtue spoonts before a prosperous gale.

My heaving wishes help to fill the sail. Dryden.

Spoon t (spbn), v.i. [See above] To run

before the wind; to spoom.

We might have spooned before the wind a* well as

they. Pepys.

Spoon (spon), n. [A. Sax. spfin. Icel. sjHjnn,

spdnn, Dan. and D. spaan, G. span, a chip,

a splinter, the meaning being originally a

chip of wood for supping up liquids. Hence

span-new.] 1. A small domestic utensil,

with a bowl or concave part and a handle,

used at table for taking up and conveying

to the mouth liquids and liquid food. Spoons

are made of various materials, sizes, and

shapes, and for different purposes, as for

cooking, serving food, for soup, tea, eggs,

mustard, Ac. Spoons, when made of silver

or plated metal, are generally formed by

stamping with dies, with more or less of

ornamenting and finishing by hand. Spoons

of Britannia metal and similar fusible alloys

are formed by casting in brass moulds.

Spoons for the administration of medicine

to invalids in a recumbent posture and for

the use of the moustached are made with a

cover or Bhield which converts the pointed

end into a funnel.

lie must have a long spoon that must eat with the

devil. Shak.

2. A foolish fellow; a simpleton; a spooney.

[Slang.]

The man that's fond of early stirring

Must be a spoon. Hoed.

—Apostles' spoon. See under Apostle. —

Wooden spoon, in Cambridge University, a

term applied to the student last on the list

of mathematical honours.

We submit that a mHSm spoon of our day would

ch, c.aiii. ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, >ob; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin?; TU, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, w/dg; zh, azure.—See KET.
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not be justified in calling Galileo and Napier block

heads because they never heard of the (.Inferential

calculus. Macaulay.

— To be born with a silver spoon in one's

mouth. See under Born.

Spoon (spon), v.t. To take up or out with a

spoon or ladle.

Spoon-bill(spOn'bi]),». 1. The popular name

of the birds of the genus Platalca belonging

White Spoon-bill {PiataUa lettcerodia).

to the heron family (Ardeidre), order Gralla-

tores, from the shape of the bill, which is

somewhat like a spoon or spatula. They

live in society in wooded marshes, generally

not far from the mouths of rivers, and on

the sea-shore. The white spoon-bill (P.

leucoTOdia) inhabits Europe generally, being

rare, however, in England, although com

mon in Holland in summer. As winter

approaches it migrates to more southern

regions, particularly the salt marshes on

the coast of Italy, till the milder weather

recalls it. The roseate spoon-bill (P. ajaja)

is an American species, with the plumage

of a fine rose colour.—2. A name given to a

kind of sturgeon (Polyodon spatula) found

in the Ohio, Mississippi, Ac. It is remark-

. able for the uncommonly elongated and

flattened snout, which it uses for digging in

the mud in search of food, and for wanting

those bony plates which generally form so

characteristic an adornment of the sturgeon.

Spoon-bit (spon'bit), n. In carp, a hollow

bit with a taper point for boring wood.

Spoon-drift (spdn'drift). 71. [For sjtoom-

drift See Spoom. ] Naut. a showery

sprinkling of sea-water or fine spray swept

from the tops of the waves by the violence

of the wind in a tempest, and driven along

before it, covering the surface of the sea.

Written sometimes Spindrift

Spooney (spon'i), n. A stupid or silly fellow;

a noodle; a ninny; a spoon. [Slang.]

There is no doubt whatever that I was a lackadai

sical young sfooney. Dickens.

Spooney, a. See Spoony.

Spoonful (Bpbn'ful), n. 1. As much as

a spoon contains or is able to contain; as,

a ten-spoonful.—2. A small quantity. Ar-

bnthnot.

Spoon -gouge (spdn'gouj). n. In car%t. a

gouge with a crooked end used iu hollowing

out deep parts of wood.

Spoonlly (spon'i -II), adv. In a weak or

spoony manner.

Spoon-meat (spbn'met), n. Food that is or

must be takeu with a spoon; liquid food.

' Diet most upon spoon-meats.' Harvey.

Spoon-worm (spon'werm), n. A radiated

animal of the class Echinodermata and

genus Th.'ilassema (T. Neptuni), so called

on account of the spoon-like appendage to

the proboscis. All the species are remark

able for the wonderful power of contraction

and expansion possessed by the skin and

the extraordinary manner in which they

can alter their shape. See Sipunculoi-

HEA.

Spoonwort (spbn'wert), n. A plaut,

CocJitearia officinalis. See Scurvy-grass.

Spoony, Spooney (spon'i), a. Soft; silly;

weak-minded; specifically, weakly or fool

ishly fond; showing calf love. 'Not actually

in love, but only spoony.' Lever.

His grandson was not to his taste; amiable no

doubt, but spoony. Disraeli.

Spoor (spor). n. [Borrowed from D. spoor,

G. spur, a track; the same word as A. Sax.

and Icel. spor, a track ] The track or trail

of a wild animal or animals, especially such

as are pursued as game: used originally by

travellers in South Africa.

Sporangia.

Sporades (spo'ra-dez), n.pl. [Gr. See Spo

radic. ] 1. A group of scattered islands;

especially applied to a cluster of islands in

the Archipelago. —2. In anc. astron. a name

given to stars which were not included in

any constellation. They are now distin

guished by the name of (informed Stars.

Sporadial (spo-ra'di-al), a. Scattered; spo

radic. [Rare.]

Sporadic, Sporadical (spo-rad'ik, spo-rad'-

ik-al). a. [Kr. sporadi<jue, from Gr. sporadi-

kos, from sporax, dispersed, from speirO, to

sow, to scatter. ] Separate; single; scattered;

occurring singly or apart from other tilings

of the same kind.—Sporadic disease, in med.

a disease which occurs in single and scattered

cases, in distinction from epidemic and en

demic, which affect many persons at the same

time.—Sporadic plants, inbot species which

occur in more than one of the separate dis

tricts assigned to particular floras. Henslow.

Sporadically (spO-rad'ik-al-li), adv. In a

sporadic or scattered manner; separately;

singly; dispersedly.

Sporangiopnorum (spd-ran'ji-of"6-rum), n.

[L. sporangium, and Gr. phored, to hear.]

In ix.it. the axis or columella on which are

borne the sporc-caBes of

some ferns.

Sporangium ( spo-ran ' ji-

um), n. pi. Sporangia

(spo-ran'ji-a). [Gr. spina,

a seed, and angos, a ves

sel.] In bot. the case in

which the spores or repro

ductive germs of crypto

gams are formed. The woodcut shows (1) the

sporangium of the male-fern, (2) sporangium

burst and the spores escaping.

Spore (spor), n, [Gr. sporos, spora, seed.]

1. In bot. the reproductive body of a cryp

togam. As this body does not contain an

embryo, but consists merely of one or more

cells variously combined together, it is called

a spore to distinguish it from a true seed.

Amongst fungi the name is

a restricted to those reproduc

tive bodies which axe pro

duced either singly or in

little chains at the tips of the

fruit - bearing threads. See

SporL'LE. The woodcut Bhows

(a) spores of Agan'cus gram-

mocephaliis, (b) sporophores

or stalks supporting spores of

ditto, (e) sterigmata or spi

cules of ditto, (d) trama (net

work) of spawn of ditto. --

2. In tool, a term applied to

one of the germs of many of

the lower animals, such as Infusoria, which

may be borne in immense quantities by the

atmosphere.

Spore, t n. [See Spur] A spur. Chaucer.

Spore-Case (sporTf-as), n, In bot. the spo

rangium or immediate covering of the spores

of cryptogams.

Spprid (spo'rid), n. In bot. same as Spore.

Lindkif.

Sporidiferous, Sporidiiferous (spo-rid-if-

cr-us, spo-rid'i-if er-us), a. In bot. bearing

sporidia.

Sporidiola (spo-rid'i-6 la), n. [Dim. from

sjwridium.] In hot. the spores or sporules

of thallogens and acrogens.

Sporidium (sp6-rid'i-uml „ a,

n. pl.Sporidla(sp6-rid'i-a).

In bot. a name given to the

spores of fungi and lichens

when they are contained in

asci. Sporidia, like spores,

may consist of one or more

cells, and these may be

covered with a distinctly

organized cuticle, as in

many truffles, a shows

asci of Peziza, b sporidium

from ditto, c Bporidium of

Sphce-ria palustris, d ditto

of Sphrvria sipMria.

Sporiferous(sq>6-rif'er-us),a. Inbot. bearing

spores.

Spome.t v.t. To spurn; to strike at; to

strike the foot against anything. Chaucer.

Sporocarp, Sporocarpium (sp6'r6-karp,

spo-ro-kar'pi-um). n. [Gr. spora, a seed,

and karpos, fruit] In bot. a term used

almost synonymously with sjwraiigiuin

(which see) It is used of a combination

of sporangia when placed near together,

especially when any number of sporangia

are inclosed in a common membrane.

Sporocladium (spo-ro-kla'di-um), n. [Gr.

sporos, seed, and klados, a branch.] In bot.

Spores.

Sporidia.

a branch on which the reproductive bodies

of some algals are found.

Sporocyst (sp&'ro-sist), n. In bot. the spore-

case of algals.

Sporoderm (spo'ro-derm), n. In bot. the

skin of a spore.

Sporogen (spo'rfi jen), n. [Gr. sporos, seed,

and gennao, I produce.] In bot. a plaut

producing spores instead of seed.

Sporophore (spd'r6-for),n. [Gr. sporos, seed,

and pharos, bearing.] In bot, (a) a name

given to the fertile cells in the nakedspored

fungi. (6) A illamentous process supporting

a spore.

Sporophyllum (spo-rof'il-um), n. (Or.

sjtoros, seed, and phyllon, a leaf. ] In bot. the

little leaflet or leaf-like receptacle which in

some alga? bears the tetraspores.

Sporosac (spo'ro-sak), n. [Gr. sporos, Beed,

and sakkos, a bag.] In zool. the simple

generative buds of certain hydrozoa on

which the medusoid structure is not devel

oped. H. A. yicholson.

Sporozold (spo-ro-zo'id), n. In jihysiol. a

moving spore furnished with cilia or vibra-

tile processes.

Sporran, Sporan(spor'an),7i. [Gael.sporan.]

The pouch or large purse worn by High

landers iu full dress, usually made of the

Sporrans.

1, Fancy dress Sporran. ?, Sporran as worn by

the 93d Regiment.

skin of some animal with the hair on, and

often ornamented with silver and stones.

It is worn in front of the kilt or philibeg.

' Bring me my sporran.'—The person he addressed

. . . brought . . . a targe leathern pouch, such as

Highlanders of rank wear before them when in full

dress, made of the skin of the sea-otter, richly gar

nished with silver ornaments and studs. Sir If. Scott.

Sport (sport), n. [An abbrev. of disport;

O.Vt. desport. See Disport.] 1. A pas

time or amusement in which a person en

gages; a play; a game; a diversion; a

merry-making; a mirthful proceeding; as,

the sports of which children are so fond.

''Hi ink it but a minute spent in sport.'

Shak.

1 ler sports were such as carried riches ofknowledge
upon the stream of delight. Sir /■'. Sidney.

2. Amusement or entertainment which a

person receives from something; fun or

enjoyment experienced; diversion.

They called for Samson out of the prison-house ;

and he made them sport. J"dg. xvi. 35.

For 'tis the sport to have the engineer

Hoist with his own petar. Shak.

8. In a restricted sense, an out-of-door recrea

tion such as grown men indulge in, more espe

cially hunting or fishing, also horse-racing,

Ac: often such amusements collectively;

as, to be very fond of sport 'The king, who

was excessively affected to hunting and the

sports of the field.' Clareiulon.— 4. Jest, as

opposed to earnest; a joke.

In a merry sport. ... let the forfeit

Be nominated for an equal pound

Of your fair flesh. Shak.

h. Mockery; mock; contemptuous orderisive

mirth; ridicule; derision.

They made a sport of his prophets. 1 Esdras i. 51.

8. That with which one plays, or which Is

driven about; a toy; a plaything. 'Flitting

leaves, the s%mrt of every wind.' Urydcn.

Men are x/»»r of circumstances, when

The circumstance!* teem the sport of men.

Byron.

7. Flay; idle jingle.

An author who should introduce such a sport of

words upon our stage, would meet with small ap

plause. If- Broome.

S. Any organism deviating from the normal

or natural condition; an aberrant natural

production; a monstrosity; a hums nature.

Yes—I nursed thee, , . . thou monstrous sport of

nature. Byron.

Specifically, in bot. a plant that assumes a

character and appearance distinct from the

normal type; a bud or portion of a plaut

fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; 5*. Be. fey.
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that assumes such a form.—0. Amorous dal

lying; wantonness. Sfiak.—Jn spurt, in jest;

for play or diversion.

Sj is the man that deceiveth his neighbour, and

saiih. Am not 1 in sport f Fro v. xxvi. 19.

8ys. Play, game, diversion, amusement,

frolic, mock, mockery, mirth, jest, joke.

Sport (sport). v.t 1. To divert; to make

merry: used with the reflexive pronoun.

Against whom do ye sport yourselves t Is, Ivii. 4.

5 To represent by any kind of play. 'Now

sporting on thy lyre the love of youth."

Drydetu—Z. To exhibit or bring out in pub

lic ; t«> wear; as. to sport a new equipage;

t-.i apart a new hat. [Colloq.J

A man could not go about his duties in a natural

way, and take every one as he came, but was obliged

to lAke part in questions, . , . and must sport an

opinion when he really had none to give.

7. H. Newman.

—To sport of, to utter sportively; to throw

off with easy and playful copiousness.

He thus sports off& dozen epigrams. Addison.

—To sport one's oak, to keep the outer door

of one's chambers, rooms, or apartments

shut: a slang phrase much used by barris

ter* of the Temple or Inns of Court and

students at the universities.

Sport (sport), v.t. 1 To play; to frolic ; to

wanton; to make merry.

If all the year were playing holidays.

To >fert would be as tedious as to work. Shak.

2. To trifle.

If any man turn religion into raillery, by bold jests,

he renders himself ridiculous, because he scurfs with

his own life. Abp. TUtotion,

3 To practise the diversions of the field.—

4. In hot. to assume a character different

from the specific or varietal type : said of a

plant, bud. or shoot.—Syn. To play, frolic,

came, wanton.

SportabUlty (sport-a-biri-ti), n. Frolic-

someness. Sterne. [Rare.]

Sportal (sport'al), a. Of or pertaining to

sports; used in sports. 'Sportal arms.'

Dryden. [Rare.]

Sporter (sport'er), n. One who sports; a

sportsman. 'As this gentleman aud I have

been old fellow gporters.' Goldsmith.

Sportful (sportful), a. 1. Full of sport; fro

licsome; full of jesting; Indulging in mirth

or play; as, a sportful companion.

Down he alights among the sportful herd. Milton.

2- Sportive ; done in jest or for mere play.

*A sportful combat.' Shak.—3.t Amorous;

wanton

Ler Kate be chaste and Dian sportful. Shak.

Sportfully (sport'fuI-li),flkii?. In a sportful

manner; m mirth; in jest; for the sake of

diversion; playfully; wantonly.

Sportfulness (sport'fql-nes), n. The state

of being sportful or playful; a playful dis

position ; playfulness; as, the sportfulness

<>f kids and lambs. Donne.

Sporting; (sporting), p. and a. 1. Relating

to or practising sport or sports- 2. In hot.

assuming the character of a sport. Dar

win. See Sport, n 8. —Sporting hook, a book

in which !>ets, Ac, are recorded.—Sporting

kf,iLMe, a house frequented by sportsmen,

letting men. gamblers, and the like —Sport-

ir»'t tnan, one who practises field-sports;

also, a horse-racer, a pugilist, a gambler, a

iM-ttor. and the like.

Sporting (spdrt'ing), n. The act of engag

ing in sports, diversions of the field, Ac.

SportlngTy (spfirt'ing-li), adv. In a sport

ive ronnner; sportively; in jest. Hammond.

Sportive (sport'iv), a. 1. Tending to or en

coding in sport; gay; merry; frolicsome;

playful.

Is it I

That drive thee from the sportive court? Shak.

I am not in a spertive humour now. Shak.

i Amorous; wanton; sportful. 'My sportive

bl<*>d' Shak. — SVK. Gay, playfnl, merry,

ipruzlitly. jocund, jesting,wanton, ludicrous.

Sportively (sport iv-li), adv. In a sportive

• >rpla\ful manner

Sportiveness (sjMirt'iv-nes), n The state of

being sportive; disposition to mirth; play

fulness; mirth; gaiety; frolicsomeness : as,

the *p*trHv*ne** of one's humour. Iz. Walton.

Sportlesa* (uport'lea), a. Without sport or

mirth; joyless. 'Sportless nights.' Ph.

Fletcher

Sportling (fiporfling), n. A little person or

creature that sports or plays. [Rare]

When Wfitn the lambkins play—

Pretty tpertiings. full of May. J Philips.

Sportsman (sports'ruau). n. One who pur

sues the sports of the field ; one skilled in

hunting, shooting, fishing, at.

Gray dawn appears; the sportsnum and his train

Speckle the bosom of the distant plain. Cemptr.

Sportsmanship (spdrts'man-Bhip), n. The

practice of sportsmen; skill hi field-sports.

Sportularyt (spor'tu-la-ri), a. [See 8PORT-

ule. ] Subsisting on alms or charitable con

tributions. 'These sportulary preachers.'

Bp. Hall.

Sportule t (spor'tul), n. [L. sportula, a little

basket, dim. of sporta, a wicker basket ] An

alms ; a dole ; a charitable gift or contribu

tion ; a largess, either of meat or money,

given by princes or great men to the poor

people. Ayliffe.

Sporule (sporul).n. [A dim. from spore.] In

hot. a little spore. The word is sometimes

used generally in the same sense as spore,

sometimes to denote a distinct granule

within a spore. Treas. of But.

Sporuliferous (spor-u-lif'er-iis), a. [E. spo

rule, and L.fero, to produce.] In hot. bear

ing sporules.

Spot (spot), n. [The same word as D. spat,

a spot, a speckle; Dan. spcette, a spot, a fleck;

Icel. spotti, spottr, a bit, a small piece. Per

haps from same root as spit, spatter.] 1. A

mark on a substance made by foreign mat

ter ; a speck ; a blot ; a place discoloured ;

as, the least spot is visible on white paper.

Out, damned spoil out, I say I Shak.

2. A stain on character or reputation; some

thing that soils purity; disgrace; reproach;

fault; blemish. Eph. v. 27.

Yet Chloe sure was form'd without a spot. Pope.

They will have it (our character) free from spot and

Speck. Dickens.

3. A small extent of space; aplace; a locality;

any particular place. 'Fix'd to one spot.'

Otway.

The spot to which I point is paradise. Milton,

1 A jolly place,' said he. ' in times of old I

But something ails it now ; the spot is cursed.'

// 'ordsivorth,

4 A small part of a different colour from

the ground on which it is; as, the spots on

cards; the spots of a leopard. ' The drowsy

east with spots of gray.' Shak.—5. A variety

of the common domestic pigeon, so called

from a spot on its head just above its beak,

rj. A dark place on the disc or face of the

sun or of a planet. See SOLAR, SUN.— Upon

the spot, immediately; before moving; with

out changing place.

It was determined upon the spot. Sw(ft.

SVN. Stain, flaw, speck, blot, disgrace, re

proach, fault, blemish, place, site, locality.

Spot (spot), v.t pret. & pp. spotted; ppr. spot

ting. 1. To make a spot, speck, or fleck

upon; to discolour; to stain; as, to spot a

garment; to spot paper — 2. To mark with

a colour different from the ground. "A

handkerchief spotted with strawberries.'

Shak.—3 To put a patch or patches on (the

face) by way of ornament. 'Faces spotted

after the Whiggish manner.' Addison —

4. To stain; to blemish; to disgrace; to tar

nish, as reputation.

My virgin life no spotted thoughts shall stain.

Str P. Sidney.

Shame

Which, like a canker in the fragrant rose.

Doth spot the beauty of thy budding name. Shak.

5. To mark, as with a spot ; to mark as of

suspicious or doubtful character ; to mark

or note, so as to ensure recognition; to note

something as peculiar to, in order to iden

tify; hence, to catch with the eye; to recog

nize. [Colloq]

A person has spotted another through the Minds.

O. IK Holmes.

At length he became spotted. The police got to

know him, and he was apprehended, tried, and con

victed. Mayhrtv.

6. In horse-rating, to indicate, give a hint

as to, or name ; as, to spot the winner of a

future race.— TV) spot timber, to cut or chip

it, In preparation for hewing.

Spot-lens (spnt'lenz), n. In optics, a con

densing lens in a microscope, in which the

light is confined to an annular opening, the

circular middle portion being obstructed by

a spot, which forms the dark background

behind the semi-translucent illuminated ob

ject.

Spotless (spotles), a. 1. Free from spots,

foul matter, or discoloration 'This pal-

liament of white and spotless hue.' Shak.—

2. Free from stain or impurity ; pure ; im

maculate; rs. a spotless mind; spotless beha

viour. 'A spotless virgin and a faultless

wife.' Waller.—Syn. Vnspotted, blameless,

unblemished, pure, immaculate, irreproach

able.

Spotlessly (spotles-li), adv. In a spotless

manner.

Spotlessness (spotles-nes). n. The state or

quality of being spotless; freedom from spot

or stain; freedom from reproach.

Spotted (spot'ed), p. and a. Marked with

spots or places of a different colour from

the ground; as, a spotted garment 'The

spotted panther." Spenser.—Spotted fever,

the name given to a species of typhus fever

accompanied by a rash or eruption of red

spots.

Spottedness (spot'ed-nes), n. The state or

quality of being spotted.

Spotter (spot'er), n. One that makes spots.

Spottiness (spot'i-nes),n. The state or qua

lity of being spotty.

Spotty (spot'i), a. Full of spots ; marked

with discoloured places; spotted. ' To descry

new landB, rivers or mountains in her (the

moon's) spotty globe.' Milton.

Spousaget (spouz'aj).n. [Sec Spouse.] The

act of espousing. Whentley.

Spousal (spouz'al), a. [From spouse ] Per

taining to espousal or marriage; nuptial;

matrimonial; conjugal; connubial; bridal;

as, spousal rites; spousal ornaments. ' Would

chant, in lonely peace, the spousal verse.'

Wordsworth.

Spousal (spouz'al), n. Espousal; marriage;

nuptials: generally used iu the plural; as,

the spousals of Hippolita.

The amorous bird of night

Sung spousal, and bid haste the evening star.

Milton.

Spouse (spouz), n. [O.Fr. espouse; Mod. Fr.
epouz (in; !>(■.), Spouse (fern), from I* spon-

sus, betrothed, pp. of spondco, to promise

solemnly, to engage one's self; akin to Gr.

spendo, to pour out a libation, libations

being often made in solemn engagements.]

One engaged or joined in wedlock; a mar

ried person, husband or wife. ' That I that

lady to my spouse had won.' Spenser.

Ladies, even of the most uneasy virtue.

Prefer a spouse whose age is short of thirty.

Byron.

Say ... if ever maid or spouse.

As fair as my Olivia, came

To rest beneath thy boughs, Tennyson.

[Formerly spouse was sometimes used dis

tinctively for a bridegroom or husband,

spousess for a bride or wife.]

Spouset (spouz), v.t- pret. A pp. spoused; ppr.

spousing. To wed ; to espouse. Milton.

See Espouse.

Spouse-breach t ( spouzTirech ), n. Adul

tery-

Spouseless (spouzles), a. Destitute of a

husband or of a wife ; unmarried ; as, a

spouseless king or queen.

The spouseless Adriatic mourns her lord. Byron.

Spousesst (spouz'es), n. A bride or wife; a

married woman. Fabyan.

Spout (spout), it. [A word from root of spit,

speie, perhaps directly from D. spuit, a spout,

spuiten, to spout.] 1. A nozzle or a pro

jecting mouth of a vessel, used in directing

the stream of a liquid poured out; an ajut

age; as, the spout of a pitcher, of a tea-pot

or water- pot. 'A fountain with a hundred

spouts.' Shak.—2. A pipe or conduit; a pipe

for conducting water as from a roof.

In this single cathedral the very spouts are loaded

with ornaments. Addtson.

3. A kind of sloping trough for conveying

coal, grain, Ac., iutoaparticularreceptacle;

a shoot; specifically, the lift or shoot in a

pawnbroker's shop; and hence, vulgarly, the

pawnbroker's shop itself. — Up the spout, at

the pawnbroker's. [Slang]— 4. A water

spout. ' The dreadful spout which shipmen

do the hurricano call.' Shak.

Spoilt (spout), v.t l.To pour out in a jet

and with some force; to throw out through

a spout or pipe; as, an elephant spouts water

from his trunk. ' Your statue spouting blood

in many pipes.' Shak.—2. To utter or de

liver for effect in the manner of a mouthing

actor or orator; to speak with some pom

posity; to mouth.

Pray, spout some French, son. Beau. &■ Ft.

3 To pawn; to pledge. [Vulgar]

Spout (spout), v.i. 1. To issue with violence,

as a liquid through a narrow orifice, or from

a spout; to spurt; as, water spouts from a

cask or a spring; blood spouts from a vein.

'Spouting rills. Thomson.

She made her Mr**! in siKht of Collatine . . .

Spout from the maiden fountain in her heart.

Tennyson.

ch, cAain; ch.Sc.locA; g. go; j. job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin#; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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2. To make a speech, especially in a pom

pous manner. [Colloq.]

Spouter (spout'er), n, One who spouts; one

who makes speeches in a pompom or affected

manner; a speechifler; hence, a mean actor.

The quoters imitate parrots or professed sfiouttrs,

in committing words only to memory, purposely for

the sake of ostentation. Dr. A'tiox.

Spout-fish (spout'flsh), n, A fish or marine

animal that spouts water; specifically, a

name given to several species of bivalve

mollusca, especially Myaarenaria, M. trun-

cata, ami Solen siliqua, because on retiring

Into their holes they squirt out water.

Spout-hole (spout'hol), n. An orifice for

the discharge of water.

Spoutless (spout'les), a. Having no spout.

*The spoutless tea-pot.' Cowper.

Spout-shelHspnut'shel). n. A name some

times given to the pelican's foot (Aporrhais

pes peiicanC), a British mollusc: so called

from the manner in which the aperture of

the shell is lengthened into a kind of spout

in front. See also Spout-fish.

Sprack (sprak), a. [Icel. sprakr, brisk,

sprightly, also sparkr, brisk, lively. Comp.

also Ir. and Gael, spraic, strength, vigour,

spraiceach, vigorous, strong; E. spree.] Vig

orous; sprightly; spruce; lively; animated;

quick; alert. [Old and provincial English.]

[Shakspere has it in the form sprag, being

put into the mouth of Sir Hugh Evans, a

Welshman, who pronounces Ate, hcec, hoc,

as hig, h<rg, hog.]

If your Royal Highness had seen him dreaming

and doting about the banks of Tully Veolan like an

hypochondriac person, you would wonder where he

hath sae suddenly acquired all this fine sprack fes
tivity and Jocularity. Sir ltr. Soft.

Sprag (sprag). n. [Comp. Icel. spraka, a

small flounder.] A young salmon. [Local.]

Sprag (sprag), ». [Allied to sprig.) A billet

of wood; specifically, in mining, a diagonal

prop or Btay for preventing the roof of a

mine from sinking In. JSdin. Rev.

Sprag (sprag), v.t pret & pp. spragged; ppr.

spragging. To prop by a sprag; alBo to stop,

as a carriage, on a steep gradient, by putting

a sprag in the spokes of the wheel

Spralch (sprachX n. 1. A cry; a shriek.—

£ A collection; a multitude, from the idea

of the noise made; a-, a spraich of bairns.

Jam tenon. [Scotch . ]

Spralch (sprach), v.i. To cry; to shriek.

[Scotch. 1

Spralckle, Sprackle (sprakl, sprakl), v.i.

[Icel. sprokla. See Sprawl. ] To clamber;

to get on with difficulty. Sir W. Scott; Burns.

[Scotch.] Written also Sprachle.

Sprain (spran), v.t. [O.Fr. espreindre, to

force out, to strain, from L. exprimcre. See

Express. ] To overstrain, as the muscles or

ligaments of a joint so as to injure them,

but without luxation or dislocation.

Sprain (spran), n. A violent straining or

twisting of the soft parts surrounding a joint,

without dislocation. The ordinary conse

quence of a sprain is to produce some de

gree of swelling and inflammation in the in

jured part.

SpraintB (sprants), n. pi. [O.Fr. esprainten.

Mod. Ft. epreintes. lit outpressings, from

O Ft. espreindre. See SPRAIN.] The dung

of an otter. Ktngsley.

Sprang (sprang), pret. of spring.

Sprat (sprat), n. [Formerly also sprot, from

L>. and L.G. sprot, G sprotte, sprat, from

root of verb to sprout.] A small fish, Uar-

engula (Clupea) sprat-tits, family Clupeidie.

At one time the sprat was thought to be

the young of the herring, pilchard, or shad;

but it can be easily distinguished from the

young of either of these fishes by means of the

sharply notched edge of the abdomen. It is

alsodistinguishablehy the ventral flnsbegin-

niug beneath the first ray of the dorsal fin, and

not beneath the middle of it, and by the

want of axillary scales to the ventral flns.

It is found in the North Atlantic and Medi

terranean. It is also found in great abund

ance on many parts of the British coasts. It

is generally considered as a delicious, well-

flavoured, and wholesome fish. It is known

in Scotland by the name of garvie, or garvte

herring.

Sprat (sprat), n. [Also called sprot; the

same word as sprout.] The name given in

Scotland to a coarse rush {Juncus articu-

latm . which grows on marshy ground. It

is used for fodder and for thatch.

Sprattle (sprat'l), v.i. [See Sprawl.] To

scramble. [Scotch.]

Sprattle (sprat'l ).». A scramble; a struggle;

a sprawl. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch]

Sprawl (spral), v.i. [Probably a contr.

word allied to BO. sprattle, sprackle, sprachle,

to scramble, Dan. sprdlle, sprdlde, to sprawl;

Sw. sprattla, to palpitate; Icel. sprokla,

spraukta, to kick with the feet ; sprathka,

to sprawl] 1. To spread and stretch the

body carelessly in a horizontal position; to

lie with the limbs stretched out or strug

gling; hence, to struggle in the agonies of

death; as, a person sprawls on a bed or on

the ground.

First hang the child that he may see it spratvl.

Shah.

Some lie sprawling on the ground,

Witli many a gash and bloody wound.

Httdibras.

2. To progress when lying down with awk

ward extension and motions of the limbs;

to scramble in creeping.

The birds were not fledged; but in spra-wling and

struggling to get clear of the flame, down they tum

bled. Sir It. L'Bstrange.

3. To spread irregularly, as vines, plants,

or trees; to spread ungracefully, as hand

writing.—4. To widen or open irregularly,

as a body of cavalry.

Sprawl (spral), n. A small twig or branch

of a tree; a spray. [Local.]

Spray (spra). n. [A. Sax, spree, a spray, a

branch; Icel. sprek, a twig; O.O. sjtraioh,

twigs; allied to «pru/(which see).] l.A small

shoot or branch; the extremity of a branch;

a twig. 'Two fast-growing sprays.' Shak.

'The blue-bird balanced on some topmost

spray.' Longfellow. —2. The small branches

of a tree collectively; as, the tree has a

beautiful spray.

Spray (spra), n. [From A. Sax. sprfgan, to

pour; D. spreijen, to spread, to scatter;

from root of spring, sprinkle.] 1. Water

flying in small drops or particles, as by the

force of wind, or the dashing of waves, or

from a waterfall and the like.

Winds raise some of the salt with the spray.

Arbuthnot.

Down a little freshet sprang

From mossy trough

And splashed into a rain of spray.

yean Titgel-rw.

2. The vapour from an atomizer.

Spray (spra). v.t. To let fall in the form of

spray. Matt. Arnold. [Poetical]

Spray-drain(spra'dran). n. Inagri. a drain

formed by burying the spray of trees in the

earth, which serves to keep open a channel.

Drains of this sort are much in use in grass

lands.

Sprayey (spra'i), a. Full of or laden with

sprays or twigs; consisting of sprays; bushy.

Heaths and ferns that would hare overtopped a

tall horseman mingled their sprayey leaves with the

wild myrtle and the arbutus. Lever.

Spreacherie, Spreachery (sprech'er-i). n.

Same as Spieayherte. Sir W. Scott

Spread (Bpred), v.t. pret. A pp. spread; ppr.

spreading. [A. Sax. spraedan, L.G. spreden,

D. spreiden (and spreijen), Dan. sprede, G

spreiten, to spread, to scatter, &c; not im

probably from same root as broad, with pre

fixed *. ] 1. To extend in length and breadth,

or in breadth only; to stretch or expand to

a broader surface ; as, to spread a carpet

or a table-cloth ; to spread a sheet on the

ground.

Silver spread into plates is brought from Tarshish

and gold from Uphaz. Jer. x. 9.

2. To open; to unfold; to unfurl; to stretch;

as, to s\)read the sails of a ship. ' A parcel

of land where he had spread his tent.' Gen.

xxxfii. 19.

Love, free as air, at sight of human ties.

Spreads his light wings, and in a moment flies.

Pope.

3. To cover by extending something; to

cover; to extend over; to overspread.

The workman melteth a graven image, and the

goldsmith sprt.ideth it over with gold. Is. xl. 19.

And an unusual paleness spreads her face.

Granville.

4. To extend; to shoot to a greater length in

every direction; to reach out; to put forth;

as, to spread one's arms.

Rose, as in dance, the stately trees, and spread

Their branches hung with copious fruit. Mtlton.

5. To divulge; to publish, as news or fame;

to cause to be more extensively known; as,

to spread a report.

They, when they were departed, spread abroad

his fame in all that country. Mat. ix. 31.

Great fear of my name "mongst them was spread.

Shak.

6. To propagate; to cause to affect greater

numbers; as, to spread a disease. —7. To

emit; to diffuse, as emanations or effluvia;

as, odoriferous plants spread their fra

grance.

They with speed

Their course through thickest constellations held,

Spreading their bane. Milton.

8. To disperse; to scatter over a larger sur

face; as, to spread manure; to spread plas

ter or lime on the ground- 9. To set and

furnish with provisions; bb, to spread a

table. — Syn. To stretch, extend, unfold,

diffuse, propagate, disperse, publish, distri

bute, scatter, circulate, disseminate.

Spread (spred), v.i. 1. To extend itself in

length and breadth, in all directions, or in

breadth only ; to be expanded to a broader

surface or extent ; to be extended or

stretched; as, the larger elms spread over a

space of 40 or 50 yards in diameter ; or the

shade of the larger elms spreads over that

space. * Jove's spreading tree.' Shak.

Plants, if they spread much, arc seldom tall. Bacon.

My Eustace might have sat for Hercules;

So muscular he spread, so broad of breast.

Tennyson.

2. To be propagated or made known more

extensively; as, ill reports sometimes spread

with wonderful rapidity —3. To be propa

gated from one to another ; as, a disease

spreads into all parts of a city.

Lest his infection, being of catching nature.

Spread further. Shak.

Spread (spred), n, 1. The act of spreading

or state of being spread; extent; compass.

I have a fine spread of improvable land. Addison.

The lines which bound the spread of particular

vegetable productions do not coincide with any of

the separate meteorological boundaries. U'hcwtll.

2. Expansion of parts.

No flower has that spread of the woodbind. Bacon.

3, A cloth used as a cover; as, a bed spread.

[United States.]— 4. A table, as spread or

furnished with a meal ; a feast * To judge

from the spread on the board.' R. H. Bar-

ham. [Colloq.]—5. The privilege of demand

ing shares of stock at a certain price, or of

delivering shares of

stock at another price,

within a certain time

agreed on.

Spread-eagle (spred'e-

gl), n. in her. same as

an eagle displayed, or an

engle having the wings

and legs extended 011

each side of the body.

Spread-eagle (spred'-

e-gl), a. Pretentious;

boastful; defiantly l>ombastic; as, & spread-

eagle style; a sjrread-eagle oration.

Spreader (spred'er). n. 1. One who or that

which spreads, extends, expands, or propa

gates; as, a sj>reader of disease.—2. One who

divulges; one who causes to be more gener

ally known; a publisher.

If it be a mistake, I desire I may not be accused

for a spreader of false news. Swi/t.

Spreadingly (spred'ing-Ii), adv. In a spread

ing manner; increasingly. Milton.

Spreagh, Spreath (spreeh, spreth). n. [Ir.

and Gael, spreidh, cattle. ] Prey ; booty ;

lit. cattle. Written also Spreith. [Scotch.]

Spreagherle, Sprechery (sprech'er-i), n.

Cattle-lifting; prey-driving; also,am all spoil;

paltry booty of small articles. Sir IT. Scott.

[Scotch] Written also Spreachery, Spreach

erie.

Spree (spro), a. [Ir. spre, a spark, anima

tion, spirit, vigour; comp. jtpracir. ] A merry

frolic; especially, a drinking frolic; a drink

ing bout; a carousal. Sir W. Scott. [Colloq.]

Sprenget (sprenj). v.t. [A. Sax. sprengan,

spramgan, to sprinkle.] To sprinkle; to

scatter; to disperse. Chaucer.

Sprent, t Spreintt (sprent), pp. [See above ]

Sprinkled; spread over. 'Otherwhere the

snowy substauce iynrU with vermeil.'

Spenser.

Sprew (spro), n. [D. sprouie. spruw, Sc.

sproo, the disease called thrush. ] The name

given in America to a disease of the mucous

membrane; thrush (which see).

Sprey (spra). a. Spruce; spry. [Local.]

Sprig (sprig), n. [A. Sax. spree; Sw. spricka,

to sprout; from same root aa spring, but

non-nasalized. Allied also to spray, & twig.]

1. A small shoot or twig of a tree or other

plant ; a 8pray ; as, a sprig of laurel or of

parsley. 'Sprigs of rosemary.' Shak.— 2. An

offshoot; a slip; a scion; a youth; a lad:

used ns a term of slight disparagement ; as,

a sprig of nobility. ' A sprig whom I remem

ber with a whey-face and a satchel not so

many years ago.' Sir W. Scott. —3. The re

presentation of a small ornament of the

Spread-eagle.

Fate, far, fat, fail; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. iey.
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nature of a branch In embroidery, or woven

or printed on textile fabrics. —4. A small brad

or nail without a head. [Local.]—5. A tri

angular piece of tin plate, to confine a pine

of glass in a sash until the putty dries —

C A<iM/. a small eye-bolt ragged at the point.

Sprig (sprig), v.t. 1. To mark or adorn with

the representation of small branches; to

work with sprigs; as, to sprig muslin.—

2. To drive Bprigs into.

Sprig-bolt (sprigtiolt). n. See Rao-bolt.

Sprig-crystal (sprigTcris-tal), n In wi ineraL

a crystal or cluster of prismatic crystals of

quartz, adhering to the stone at one end,

and terminating at the other end in a point

Woodteard.

Spriggy (sprig'iX a. Full of sprigs or small

branches

Spright (sprit), n, [Contr. for spirit, and

speluTl erroneously, sprite being the better

spelling] 1. A spirit or sprite ; a shade ; a

soul ; an incorporeal agent ; an apparition ;

a gho*L 'Legions of spright*.' Spenser.

' And gaping graves receiv'd the guilty

spright , Dryden.

The ideas of goblins and sprights have no more to

d" with darknex* than light; yetlet but a foolish maid

Inculcate these often on the mind or a child, possibly

be shall never be able to separate them again.

Locke.

The word now usually means a kind of elf,

goblin, or fairy, and the Bpelling spright

may be regarded as obsolete or obsolescent.

Sprightly and not spritely, however, is still

the "common spelling. — 2. t Power which

gives cheerfulness or courage ; that which

produces mental excitement; spirit

Hold thou my heart, establish thou my sprights.

Sir P. Sidney.

S t Mood ; mental disposition or condition ;

temper or state of mind. ' Weariness with

heavy spright* Shak. —4.t An arrow.

We had in u$c for sea fight short arrows called

sprights, without any other heads save wood sharp

ened: which were discharged out of muskets, and

would pierce through the sides of ships where a bullet

would not. Bacon.

Spright t (sprite p. t . To haunt, as a spright

' I am sprighted with a fool.' Shak.

Sprightfult (sprit'ful), a. Sprightly; lively;

brisk; nimble; vigorous; gay. 'Spoke like a

sprightftd noble gentleman.' Shak. 'Steeds

tprighf/ui as the light.' Coieley.

Sprightfullyt (sprit'ful-li),adp. In a spright

ly manner ; "briskly; vigorously; with great

spirit Shak.

Sprightfulnesat (sprit'ful-nes), n. Spright-

hness; briskness; liveliness; vivacity.

Sprightless t (sprit'les), a. Destitute of life

or spirit; dull; sluggish; as, virtue's spright

less cold ' Surrey.

Sprightliness (apritll-nes). n. The state

or quality of being sprightly; liveliness;

life; briskness; vigour; activity; gaiety; vi

vacity.

In dreams it is wonderful to observe with what a

sprrghu%ness and alacrity she (the soul) exerts her

self! Addison.

Sprightly (sprit1i),a. [Also written spritely.

See 8i*RiaHT. ] 1. Having the quality of a

spirit or spright Shak.—2. Lively; spirited;

brisk; animated; vigorous; airy; gay; as, a

sprightly youth; a sprightly air; a sprightly

dance. 'And sprightly wit and love in

spires.' Dryden,

The sprightly Sylvia trips along the green. Pop*.

Used adverbially.

See your guests approach.

Address yourself to entertain them sprightly.

And let's be red with mirth. Shak.

Stn. Lively, brisk, animated, vigorous, airy,

gay. active, agile, assiduous, alert.

Spring (spring), v. i. pret sprung, sprang;

pp. sprung; ppr. springing. [A. Sax. spring-

on, pret. sprang, pi sprungon, pp. sprung-

en ; common to the Teutonic languages :

D. and G springen, Sw. and Icel. springa.

Dan. springe. From a root seen also in

sprinkle, sprig, spray.] 1. To rise or come

forth, as out of the ground; to shoot up. out,

or forth; to begin to appear; to come to light;

to emerge; to come into existence; to issue

into sight or knowledge : used of any man

ner of growing, rising, or appearing, as a

plant from its seed, rivers from their source,

and the like : often or usually followed by

*ip. forth, or out. 'Cause the bud of the

tender herb to spring forth.' Job xxxviii 27.
•When the day began to spring.' Judg.

xix25. 'The teeth of the young not sprung.'

Ray. ' And the blood sprang to her face.'

Tennyson.

rUdst thou Jway'd as kings should do, . . .

Giving no ground unto the house of York,

Tbey never then had strung like summer flies.

O spring to light 1 auspicious babe, be born. Pope,

2. To issue, proceed, or originate, as from

parents, ancestors, or from a country; as,

sprung from a noble family. 'Our Lord

sprang out of .hula.' Heb. vii. 14.— 8. To

result, as from a cause, motive, reason, prin

ciple, or the like; as, the noblest title

springs from virtue. ' My only love sprung

from my only hate.' Shak.

Strength added from above ; new hope to spring

Out of despair. MUton.

4. To grow; to thrive.

What makes all this but Jupiter the king.

At whose command we perish and we spring.

Dryden.

5. To leap; to bound; to jump.

Away he springs and hastetli to his horse. Shak.

The mountain stag that springs

From height to height, and bounds aionj; the plains.

J. Philips.

To the altar-stone she sprang alone. Tennyson.

6. To fly back; to start; as, a bow, when

bent, springs back by its elastic power.—

7. To start or rise suddenly, as from a covert.

'A covey of partridges springing in our

front' Addison. 'Watchful as fowlers when

their game will spring.' Otway.—&.'ro shoot;

to issue with speed and violence.

And sudden light

Sprung through the vaulted roof. Dryden.

9. To warp or become warped ; to bend or

wind from a straight or plane surfnee, as a

piece of timber or plank in seasoning.—To

spring at, to leap toward; to attempt to

reach by a leap. — To spring forth, to leap

out ; to rush out. — To spring in, to rush in ;

to enter with a leap or in haste.— To spring

on or upon, to leap on ; to rush on with

haste or violence; to assault

Spring (spring), v.t. 1. To start or rouse,

as game ; to cause to rise from the earth or

from a covert; as, to spring a pheasant.

The scent grows warm ; he stops, he springs the

prey. Gay.

2. To produce quickly or unexpectedly.

The nurse, . . . surprised with fright.

Starts up and leaves her bed, and springs a light

Dryden.

3. To contrive, produce, or propose on a

sudden; to produce unexpectedly; to start

or set on foot

The friends to the cause sprang a new project.

Swjft.

4. To cause to explode ; to discharge; as, to

spring a mine.

I sprung a mine, whereby the whole nest was over

thrown. Addison.

5. To cause to open ; as, to spring a leak.—

6. To crack ; to bend or strain so as to

weaken; as, to spring a mast or a yard. —

7. To cause to close suddenly or come to

gether violently, as the parts of an instru

ment which are acted upon by a spring; as,

to spring a rattle; to spring a trap.—8. To

bend by force, as something stiff or strong;

to insert, as a beam in a place too short for

it, by bending it so as to bring the ends

nearer together.and allowing it to straighten

when in place: usually with in: as. to spring

in a slat or bar. Goodrich—9. In arch, to

commence from an abutment or pier; as, to

spring an arch. —10. To pass by leaping; to

jump; to leap. 'Tosprtng the fence.' Thom

son.—To spring a butt (naut.), to loosen the

end of a plank in a ship's bottom. — To spring

the luff (nattt.), to yield to the helm and

sail nearer to the wind than before: said of

a ship.

Spring (spring), n 1. A leap; a bound ; a

violent effort; a sudden struggle.

The pris'ner with a spring from prison broke.

Dryden.

2. A flying back; the resilience of n body

recovering its former state by its elasticity;

as, the*prt'rt<7of a bow. —3. Elastic power or

force.

Heav'ns! what a spring was in his arm. Dryden.

The soul is gathered within herself and recovers

that spring which rs weakened when she operates

more in concert with the body. Addison.

4. An elastic hotly, made of various materials,

as a strip or wire of steel coiled spirally, a

steel rod nr plate, strips of steel suitably

joined together, a mass or strip of india-

rubber, itc, which, when bent or forced

from its natural state, has the power of

recovering it again in virtue of its elas

ticity. Springs are used for various pur

poses—diminishing concussion, as in car

riages; for motive power, acting throngh

the tendency of a metallic coil to unwind

itself, as in clocks and watches; or to com

municate motion by sudden release from a

state of tension, as the bow to the arrow,

the spring of a gun-lock, Ac. : others are em

ployed to measure weight and other force,

as in the spring-balance, as regulators to

control the movement of wheel-works, etc.

5. Any active power; that by which action

or motion is produced or propagated.

Our author shuns by vulgar springs to move

The hero's glory. Pop*.

These are the daily causes of war and springs of

negotiation with absolute princes. Brougham.

6. A natural fountain of water ; an issue of

water from the earth, or the basin of water

at the place of its issue. Springs have their

origin in the water which falls upon the earth,

and sinks through porous soils till it arrives

at a stratum impervious to water, where it

forms subterranean reservoirs at various

depths. When confined in this manner it is

subject to the pressure of the water which

fills the channels through which it has de

scended, and when this pressure is sufficient

to overcome the resistance of the superin

cumbent mass of earth the water breaks

through the superficial strata, and gushes

forth in a spring. In descending downwards

and rising upwards through various mineral

masses the water of springs becomes impreg

nated with gaseous, saline, earthy, or metal

lic admixtures, as carbonic acid gas, sulphur

etted hydrogen gas, nitrogen, carbonate of

lime, silica, carbonate of iron, Ac When

these substances are present in consider

able quantity the springs become what are

known as mineral springs, acquiring the

peculiar properties which give them their

medicinal value. Warm and hot springs are

common, especially in volcanic countries,

where they are sometimes distinguished by

violent ebullitions. (See Geybek.) As a

general rule springs are permanent in pro

portion to the depth to which the water

which supplies them has descended from

the surface. Some springs run for a time

and then stop altogether, and after a time

run again, and again stop; these are called

intermittent springs. (See under INTER

MITTENT.) Others do not cease to flow, but

only discharge a much smaller quantity of

water for a certain time, and then give out

a greater quantity; these are called variable

or reciprocating springs.

His steeds to water at those springs

On chaticed flowers that lies. Shak.

Used adjectively.

He bathed himself In cold spring water in the

midst of winter. Locke.

7. Any source of supply; that from which

supplies are drawn ; as, the real Christian

has in his own breast a perpetual and inex

haustible spring of joy. ' The sacred spring

whence right and honour stream.' Sir J.

Davits.— 8. One of the four seasons of the

year; the season in which plants begin to

vegetate and rise ; the venial season. For

the northern hemisphere the spring season

commences when the sun enters Aries, or

nbout the 21st of March, and ends at the

time of the summer solstice, or about the

22d of June. In common language, spring

commences in February or March and ends

in April or May. Hence—9. The early part;

the first and freshest part of any state or

time; as, the spring of one's life. 'Love's

gentle spring.' Shak. — 10. Saut. (a) the

start, as of a plank ; an opening in a seam ;

aleak.

How to shift his sails :

Where her springs are, her leaks, and how to stop

'em. B. Jensen.

(ft) A crack in a mast or yard, running

obliquely or transversely, (c) A rope passed

out of a ship's stem, and attached to a cable

proceeding from her bow, when she is at

anchor. It is intended to bring her broad

side to bear upon some object (ti) A rope

extending diagonally from the stern of one

ship to the head of another, to make one

ship sheer off to a greater distance.—11. t A

plant; a shoot; a young tree; also, a grove

of trees; a small shrubbery. 'When the

spring is of two years' growth.' Evelyn.

Time's glory is ....

To dry the old oak's sap and cherish springs. Shak.

Yonder spring of roses interniiu'd

With myrtle. Milton.

12. t A youth; a springa!. Spenser— 13. t A

race. 'Who on all the human spring con

ferred confusion.' Chapman. — 14. That

which causes one to spring; specifically, a

quick and cheerful tune. Beau. d> Fl.

[Old English and Scotch.]- Spring of pork,

the lower part of the fore-quarter, which is

divided from the neck, and has the leg and

foot, without the shoulder.

Can you be such an ass. my reverend master.

To think these springs ofpork will shoot up Caes-irs.

Beau. &■ At.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; 2h, azure—See Key.
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—Sprint/ of day, the dawn; the dayspring.

'Came to pass about the spring of the day.'

1 Sam. ix. 26.

SpringaU springaldt (ipring'al, spring*.

altl). it. [Perhaps from spring, the season,

and aM, old.] An active young man; a youth.

Springal (spring'al), «. [O.Kr. espringale,

iromG. springen, to spring. ] An ancient war

like engine, used (or shooting large arrows,

pieces of iron. Ac. It is supposed to have

resembled the cross-bow in its construction.

Written also Springald.

Spring-back (spring'bak), «. In book-bind-

ing, a curved or semicircular false hack,

made of thin sheet-iron or of stiff paste-

hoard fastened to the underside of the true

back, and causing the leaves of a hook thus

bound to spring up and lie Hat: commonly

used in binding ledgers and other blank

hooks.

Spring-balance (spring'bal-ans), rt A con

trivance for determining the weight of any

article hy observing the amount of deflection

or compression which it produces upon a

helical steel spring properly adjusted and

fitted with au Index working agaiimt a gra

duated scale. Another form of spring-

balance is made in the shape of the letter

C, the tipper end being suspended by a ring,

and the lower end affording attachment for

the hook whereby the object is suspended.

As the bow opens a finger traverses a gra

duated are and registers the weight.

Spring-beetle (spring'be-tl), n. In entom.

an insect of the family Klateridre. See

Elatkrjda

Spring-block (spring' blok), n. Naut. a

common block or dead-eye connected to a

ring-ltolt by a spiral spring. It is attached

to the sheets, so as to give a certain amount

of elasticity.

Spring-board (sprin(T*b6rd), n. An elastic

board used in vaulting, Av.

Spring-bok, Spring-boc ( springbok ), n.

|I> , In the springing buck.] Antilope eti-

ehore, a species of antelope, nearly allied to

the gazelle, very abundant in South Africa.

It is a very beautiful animal, of graceful

form and fine colours — fulvous brown on

Spring-bok [Antilope euchore).

the upper parts, pure white beneath, with

a broad band of deep vinous red where the

colours me t on the flanks. It is larger

than the roebuck, and its neck and limbs

much longer and more delicate. It receives

its name from its singular habit of leaping

perpendicularly when alarmed, or as it

scours the plain, to the height of several

feet.

Spring-box (spring'boks), n. The box which

contains the mainspring of a watch or other

mechanism.

Sprink-buck (spring/buk), n. Spring-bok

(which see).

Spring-carriage (spring'kar-rij),/!. A wheel

carriage mounted upon springs.

Spring-cart (spring'kart), n. A light cart

mounted upon springs.

Spring-crocus (spring'kro-kus), n, A spring

flowering plant, the Crocus vernus.

Springe (sprinj), n. (From tpring; comp.

D. spring-net, a net to catch birds; O.E.

springle, G. sprinkcl, a springe.] A noose,

which being fastened to an elastic body is

drawn close with a sudden spring, by which

means it catches a bird or other animal; a

gin; a snare. 'A woodcock to my own

tpring*,' Shak.

For the wild bird the busy springes *et.

Or spread beneath the sun tlic dripping net.

Byron.

Springe (sprinj), v.t. pret. & pp. springed;

ppr. tpringring. To catch in a Bpringe; to

ensnare.

We springe ourselves, we sink in our own bogs.

Beau. 6- Fl.

Springer (spring'er), n. l. One who springs;

one that ruuses game.—2. In arch. («) the

impost or place where the vertical rapport

to au arch terminates and the curve of

the arch begins. (6) The lower voussoir or

bottom stone of an arch which lies imme

diately upon the impost, (e) The bottom

stone of the coping of a gable. id) The rib

of a groined roof or vault.—3- A name given

to various animals; as, (a) a variety of dog

nearly allied to and resembling the setter;

(b) the grampus; (c) the spring-bok.—4. A

young plant. Erelyn.

Springer-antelope (spring'cr-an-tu-ldp), n.

The spring-bok (which see).

Spring-feed (spring'fed), n. In agri. herb

age produced in the spring.

Sprlng-gardent (spring' gar-dn), n. A gnr-

den where concealed springs were made to

spout jets of water upon the visitors.

I Jke a spring-garden shoot his scornful blood

Into their eyes durst come to tread on him.
Beau. &■ Fl.

Spring-grass (spring'gras), n. A British

grass, of the genus Anthoxanthum, the A.

ewfora/M»i, which grows in pastures and mea

dows. It is one of the most early grasses,

flowering early in April, hence the name.

The sweet scent of new-made hay is in a

great measure owing to this plant. It is

one of the sweetesWas well as one of the

most useful of our pasture grasses.

Spring-gun (spring'gun), n. A gun which

is discharged by the stumbling of a tres

passer upon it or against a wire connected

with the trigger.

Sprlng-haas (springTias), n. [D.. lit. spring-

hare.] A species of jerboa found in South

Africa. Called also Cape Leaping Hart. It

is remarkable for its jumping powers.

Spring-halt (spriug/hftU),H. Same as String-

halt. Shak.

Spring-head (spring'hed), n. A fountain or

source; an originating source; a fountain-

head. Sir T. Herbert; Bolingbroke.

Spring-headed (spring'hed-ed), a. Having

heads that spring afresh. ' Spring-headed

Hydres.' Spenser.

Spring-hook (spring'hok), n. In locomotives,

a hook fixing the driving-wheel spring to

the frame.

Springiness (spring'i-nes). n. l. The state

of being springy; elasticity.

The air is a thin fluid body endowed with elasticity

and springiness, capable of condensation and rare

faction. Bentley.

2 The state of abounding with springs; wet

ness; spongiitess, as of land.

Springing (springing), p. and a. Arising;

shooting up; leaping; proceeding; rousing.

In her. a term applicable to beasts of chase

in the same sense as salient to beasts of

prey. It is also applied to fish when placed

in bend. —Springing course, in arch, the

horizontal course of stones from which an

arch springs or rises.

Springing (springing), n, 1. The act or pro

cess of leaping, arising, issuing, or proceed

ing.—2. Growth; increase. Ps. lxv. 10.—

3. In arch, the point from which an arch

springs or rises; a springer.

Spring-latch (spring'lach), n. A latch that

snaps into the keeper after yielding to the

pressure against it.

Springlet (spring!), n. A springe; a noose.

Rich. Carew.

Springlet (springaet), n. A little spring; a

small stream.

But yet from out the little hill

Oozes the slender s/rittglet still. Sir ft \ Scott.

Spring-line (spring'lln}, n. In military

cngin. a line passing diagonally from one

pontoon of a bridge to another.

Spring-lock (spring'lok), n. A lock that

fastens with a spring.
Springoldt (sprIngJgold),». Same a*Spring-

aid.

Spring-pin (spring'pin), n. In locomotives,

an iron rod fitted between the springs and

the axle-boxes to sustain and regulate the

pressure of the axles. Weale.

Spring-rye (spring'ri), n. Rye that is sown

in the spring.

Spring-stay (spring'sta), n. Naut a smaller

stay used to assist the regular one.

Spring-tall (spring'tal), n. An insect of the

family I'odurida: (which see).

Spring-tide (spring'tid), n. 1. The tide

which happens at or soon after the new and

full moon, which rises higher than common

tides. At these times the sun and moon are

in a straight line with the earth, and their

combined influence in raising the waters of

the ocean is the greatest, consequently the

tides thus produced are the highest. See

Tide. — 2. The time or season of spring;

spring-time. Thornton.

Spring-time (spring'tim). ". The spring.

'In the spring-time, the only pretty ring

time.' Shak.

Spring-water (spring'wa-ter), n. Water is

suing from a spring: in contradistinction to

river water, rain water, &c.

Spring-wheat (spring'whet), n. A species

of wheat to be sown in the spring: bo called

In distinction from winter-wheat.

Springy (spring'i), a. [from spring.] l. Hav

ing elasticity like that of a spring; elastic;

light; as, springy steel; a springy step.

Though her little frame was light, it was firm and

springy. Sir If. Scott.

2. Abounding with springs or fountains;

wet; spongy; as, springy laud.

Sprinkle (spring/kli.u.f. pret. <fcpp. sprinkled;

ppr. sprinkling. [A dim. form from O.K.

sprinke, A. Sax. sprencan, for sjtrengan, to

sprinkle, to scatter, caua. of springan, to

spring; comp. D. sprenketen, to sprinkle;

G. sprenkeln, to speckle, to spot. See

Spring.] 1. To scatter in drops or particles;

to cast or let fall in fine separate particles;

to strew. Ex. ix. 8; Num. viii. 7.

Upon the heat and flame of thy distemper

Sprinkle cool patience. Shak.

2. To besprinkle; to bestrew; to bedrop; as,

to sprinkle the earth with water; to sprinkle

a floor with sand.

Whips he wore

Of many a coloured plume sprinkled with gold,

Milton.

3. To wash; to cleanse ; to purify. * Having

our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience. '

Heb. x. 22.

Sprinkle (spring'kl), v.i. 1. To perform the

act of scattering a liquid or any fine sub

stance so that it may fall in small particles.

The priest . . . shall sprinkle of the oil with his

fimjiT. Lev. xiv. i6.

2. To rain moderately or with drops falling

infrequently; as, it began to sprinkle.—3. To

fly in small drops or sprinkles.

It wilt make the water sprinkle up in a fine dew.

Bacon.

Sprinkle (spring'klj, n. 1. A small quantity

scattered; a sprinkling. —2. A utensil to

sprinkle with; a sprinkler, as a loose brush

for sprinkling holy water. 'An holy water

sprinkle, dipt in dew.' Spenser.—3. A tink

ling sound; a tinkle. [Rare.]

At Sorrento you hear nothing but the light surges

of the sea and the sweet sprinkles of the guitar.

J.andor.

Sprinkler (springkler), n. One who or that

which sprinkles.

Sprinkling (springkling). ». 1. The act of

scattering in small drops or particles. —2. A

small quantity falling in distinct drops or

parts, or coming moderately; as, a sprink

ling of rain or snow. Hence—3 A small or

a moderate number or quantity distributed

like separate drops, or as if scattered like

drops.

In none of these languages (Italian. French and

Spanish) is there more than a mere sprinkling of the

modem element. Craik.

Sprint t (sprint), pp. of old springen, to

sprinkle. Sprinkled; sprent. 'The leaf well

■print with honey-dew.' fir J. Harington.

Sprint-race (sprint'ras), n. A short race

run at full speed.

Sprint-runner (aprint'run -er). n. One who

runs sprint-races.

Sprit' (sprit), v.t. [A form of spirt, spurt]

To throw out with force from a narrow ori

fice; to eject; to spirt. Sir T. Browne.

Sprit (sprit), v.i. [A. Sax spryttan, to sprout,

to bud ; a form closely allied to sprout

(which see).] To sprout; to hud; to germi

nate, as barley steeped for malt.

Sprit (sprit), n, [In meaning 1 from A. Sox.

Sprit-sail rigged Boat.

tpre6t, a sprout, a shoot, tpryttan, to sprout;

in meaning 2 from D. spriet, a sprit, boeg

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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sprit, the bowsprit; but the two words are

really the same.) l.t A shoot; a sprout—

i Stout, (a) a small boom, pole, or spar

which crosses the sail of a boat diagonally

from the mast to the upper aftmost comer,

which it is used to extend and elevate. The

lower end of the sprit rests in a sort of

wreath, called the snotter, which encircles

the mast at that place. (6) The bowsprit

Sprite (sprit), H. The same as Spright, but

in modern usage the common meaning is a

kind of fairy, elf, or goblin, and in this sense

the spelling sprite is much more common

than sprigkt See SPRIGHT.

Of these am I, who thy protection claim,

A watchful sprite, and Ariel is my name. Pope.

Splitefill1 (sprit'fiil). Same as Sprightful.

Spritefully t (sprit'ful-li). Same as Spright-

Spritelesst (spritles), a. Same as Spright-

Sprlteliness (sprit'li-neB). Same as Spright-

liiiess.

SprttelyCsprmi). Same as Sprightly (which

is now the more common spelling).

Spritlng (sprit'ing), n. Same as Spiriting.

Sprit-sail (tprit'tal), n. NauL (a) the sail

extended by a Eprit, chiefly used in small

Sprit-sails.

a. Sprit-sail, b. Sprit-sail topsail, c. Sprit-sail top-

gallant sail.

boats. See under Sprit. (6) A sail, now

disused, attached to a yard which hangs

under the bowsprit of large vessels. It was

furnished with a large hole at each of its

lower corners, to evacuate the water with

which the cavity or belly of it is frequently

filled by the surges of the sea when the ship

pitches. — Sprit-sail top-sails and sprit-mil

top-gallant sails were also formerly used,

but not now.—Sprit-sail yard, a yard slung

across the bowsprit A Bprit-sail used to be

rigged on it See cut Jib-boom.

Sprocket-wheel(sprok'et-whcl), n. in viach.

aame as Hag-wheel.

Sprod (sprod), n. A salmon in its second

year. [Provincial English.]

Sprongt (sprong), old pret of spring.

Sprot (sprot), n. The Scotch name for a

kind of rush. See Spkat.

Sprout (sprout), v.i. [O.E. sprouten, spruten,

in form more closely connected with L.G.

sprutten, D. spruiten, to sprout, than with

A. Sax. spre6tan (sprgian), to sprout, to

sprit, from tpretH, a sprout, a sprit See

the noun. Akin Kpirt, sprit, spurt] 1. To

shoot, as the seed of a plant ; to germinate;

to begin to grow ; to push out new shoots.

' But the young buds sprouted on.' Bacon.

'Sprouting with sudden leaves of Bprightly

green- ' Pryden. —2. To shoot into ramifica

tions.

Vitriol is apt to sprout with moisture. Bacon.

3. To grow, like shoots of plants; as, a deer's

horn begins to sprout.

Sprout (sprout), h. [A. Sax. sprote, Icel.

sproti, D. spruit, a sprout, a sprig ; A. Sax.

also sjrre6t. See the verb.] 1. The shoot or

bud of a plant; a shoot from the seed, or from

the stump, or from the root of a plant oi

tree; a shoot from the end of a branch. 'The

tender sprouts of shrubs.' Hay.

Stumps of trees lying out of the ground, will put

forth sprouts for a tune. fi.icot.

2. pi Young coleworts.

Spruce (sprtis). a. [According to some

authorities corrupted from Pruce, that is.

Prussian, the form spruce leather, as well

as pruee leather l>eing found, and this lea

ther having been regarded as particularly

fine and elegant. Others prefer O. E. protts,

print. O. Ft pruz. N. Fr. preux, brave,valiant

Perhaps rather akin to sprug, sprack, or to

tprttnt. sprout.] l.t Brisk; dashing; active.

Now my spruce companions, is all ready, and all

thingt DeatT Shak.

2. Trim; neat without elegance or dignity;

smug; dandified: formerly applied to things

with a serious meaning; now chiefly applied

to persons with a slight degree of contempt |

'The spruce and jocund spring.' Milton.

Spruce (sprbs), v.t pret. A pp. spruced; ppr.

sprucing. To trim or dress in a spruce

manner, or with affected or finical neatness;

to prink. 'To spruce his plumes.' Dr. H.

More.

Spruce (Bprbs), v.i. To dress one's self with

affected neatness.—To spruce up, to dress

one's self sprucely or neatly. 'Till she had

spruced up herself first' Burton.

Spruce, Spruce-fir (sprbs, sprbs'fer), n.

[According to one view from O.K. Spruce,

Pruee, Prussian, because the tree was first

known as a native of Prussia. But comp.

G. sprossen-fichte, the spruce-fir, lit sprout-

fir, from sp'rossen, young sprouts, spriessen,

to sprout According to Wedgwood the

tree was called the sprout- fir from its

sprouts being used in making beer, spruce-

beer (that is sprout-beer).] The name given

to several species of trees of the genus Abies.

The Norway spruce-fir is A. excelsa, which

yields the valuable timber known under the

name of white or Christiana deal. The white

spruce is the A. alba, which grows in the

colder regions of North America. The black

spruce-flr is the A. nigra, which is a native

of the most inclement regions of North

America, and attains the height of 70 or SO

feet, with a diameter of from 15 to 20 inches

Its timber is of great value on account of

its strengtli, lightness, and elasticity. It is

employed for the yards of ships, and from

the young branches is extracted the essence

of spruce, so well known as a useful anti

scorbutic. The red spruce is A. rubra. The

hemlock spruce-fir is the A. canadensis, a

noble species, rising to the height of 70 or

80 feet, and measuring from 2 to 3 feet in

diameter. It grows abundantly nearQuebee,

in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Vermont,

and the upper parts of New Hampshire.

The wood is employed for laths, and for

flL

Norway Spruce {Abies excelsa).

coarse in-door work. The bark is exceed

ingly valuable for tanning.

Spruce-beer (spi'bs'lier),»i. [See Spruce, n.]

A fermented liquor made from the leaves

and small branches of the spruce-flr or from

the essence of spruce, boiled with sugar or

molasses, and fermented with yeast. There

are two kinds, the brown and the white, of

which the latter is considered the best, as

being made from white sugar instead of

molasses. Spruce-beer forms an agreeable

and wholesome beverage, and is useful as

an antiscorbutic.

Spruce-leathert (sprbs'leTii-er), n, [Pruce

or Prussian leather. See SPKUCE, a and n.]

A corruption of Prussian leather; pruce.

Sprucely (spros'H), adv. In a spruce man

ner; with extreme or affected neatness.

Spruceness (sprds'nes), n. The state or

quality of being spruce ; neatness without

taste or elegance; trimness; fineness.

Spruce-OChre (sprds'6-ker), n. Brown or

yellow ochre.

Sprue (sprd). n. 1. Tn founding, (a) the in-

gate through which melted metal is poured

into the mould. (6) The waste piece of

metal cast in the ingate; hence, dross; scoria,

(c) A piece of metal or wood used by a

moulder in making the ingate through the

sand.—2. In med. same as Sprew.

Sprug t (sprug), v.t. [Comp. sprack, quick.

lively, active, and spruce.] To make smart

—To sprug up, to dress neatly. [Provincial.]

Sprug (sprug), n. [Perhaps from its liveli

ness. See SrKCQ, v.] A sparrow. [Scotch.]

John Wilson was a blustering fellow, without the

heart of a sprug. Sir ft'. Scott.

Sprung (sprung), pret. & pp. of spring.

Spruntt (sprunt), v.i. [From root of sprout,

with insertion of nasaL Compare jtitter,

jlinder; split,8]>Unt; strut .Sc.strunt; strreckle,

sprinkle.] 1. To Bpring up; to germinate. —

2. To spring forward or outward. Somer-

ville.—To sprunt up, to bristle up ; to show

sudden resentment [Colloq. United States. ]

Sprunt (sprunt), n. l.t A leap; a spring.—

2. A steep ascent in a road. [Local.]—

3. t Anything short and not easily bent

Spruntt (sprunt).a. Active; vigorous; strong;

lively; brisk. E. Phillips.

Spruntlvt (sprunt'li), adv. 1. Vigorously;

youthfully; like a young man.—2. Neatly;

gayly; bravely.

How do I look to-day? Am I not drest spruutlyi

B. Vouson.

Spry (spri). a. [Allied to spree, sprack (which

see).] Having great power of leaping or

running; nimble; active; vigorous; lively.

[Provincial English; United States colloq.]

If I'm not as large as you,

You are not so small as 1,

And not half so spry. Jiwersott.

Spud (spud), n. [Perhaps a form of tpade ;

but comp. Dan. spud, Icel. spjot, a spear, E. a

spit.] 1. 1 A short knife. 'A*ptidordagger.'

Hollawi.—2. Any short and thick thing : in

contempt; specifically, (a) a piece of dough

boiled in fat [United States.] (6) A potato.

[Scotch slang.]—3. A sharp, straight, narrow

spade with a long handle used for digging

out heavy rooted weeds, &c. — 4, A kind

of small spade with a short handle for using

with one hand.

Spue (spu), v.t. and t. Same as Spew. Rev.

ili. 1(3.

Spuilzle, Spulzle (spiil'ye), n. [Fr. spolier,

from L. vpoliare, to strip, to plunder. See

Spoil.] Spoil; booty. In Scots law, the

taking away of movable goods in the posses

sion of another, against the declared will of

the person, or without the order of law.

Written also Spulyie.

Spuilzle, Spulzle (spiil'ye), v.t. and i. To

carry off a prey ; to spoil ; to plunder. Sir

W. Scott.

Spuke (spuk), n. [See SPOOK.] A spirit or

spectre; a spook.

Spule-bane (spiil'ban), n, [O.Fr. espaule;

Fr. fpaule, the shoulder. Sec SPAULD. ] The

shoulder-bone. [Scotch.]

Spuller (spul'er). ft, [For spooler, from

spool.] One employed to inspect yarn, to

see that it is well spuu and fit for the loom.

[Local.)

Spume (spurn), ft, [L. spuma, from spuo, to

spit out. See SPEW.] Froth; foam; scum;

frothy matter raised on liquors or fluid sub

stances by boiling, effervescence, or agita

tion. 'A froth and spume.' Sir T. Browne.

The billows Rreen

Toss'd up the silver spume against the clouds.

Keats.

Spume (spurn), v.i. 1. To froth; to foam.—

2. Same as Spoom.

Spumeoust (spu'me-us), a. (L. spumetts,

from spuma, spume.] Foamy; spumous;

spumy.

Spumescence (spu-mes'ens). n. Frothiness;

' the state of foaming or being foamy.

Spumescent (spu-mes'ent), a. [L. spumes-

cens, ppr. of spumesra, to grow foamy, from

spuma, foam.] Resembling froth or foam;

foaming.

Spumldt (spu'mid), o. Spumous; frothy.

Spumlferous (spu-mif'eriis), a. [L spuma,

foam, and fero, to produce.] Producing

foam.

Spumlness (spu'mi-nes), n. Quality of being

spumy.

Spumous, Spumy (spu'mus, spu'mi), a.

[L. tqmmosus, from spuma, spume or froth.]

Consisting of froth or scum ; foamy. 'The

spumous and florid state of the blood.' Ar-

buthnot.

The spumy waves proclaim the wnt'ry w ar.

D>yden.

Spun (spun), pret & pp. of spin.

Spunge (spunj), u., v.t., and v.i. Same as

Sponge.

Spunger (spunj'er), n. Same as Sponger.

ch, Main; ch. Sc. loeA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, fAen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Spunginfr-house (spunj'ing-hous), n. Same

as Sponying-house.

Spun-gold (spun'gotd), n. Flattened gold,

or silver-gilt wire wouud on a thread of

yellow silk.

Bpunk(spungk). n. [Ir, sponc, tinder, touch

wood, sponge, Gael, spong; from L. spongia,

a sponge.] 1. Touchwood; tinder; a kind of

tinder made from a species of fungus; ama

dou. 'Spunk, or touchwood prepared.* Sir

T. Browne. —2. A quick, ardeut temper;

mettle; spirit; pluck. 'Thy girl, perhaps a

lass of spunk. ' Wulcot. ' Men of spunk, and

spirit, and power, both of mind and body.'

Prof. Wilson. S. A very small flre; a flery

spark or small flame; also, a lueiler-match.

[Scotch. ]

Spunkie (spungk'i), n. [From spunk.]

[.Scotch.] 1. The- ignis fatnus, or Will-with-

a-wisp. Burns.—2. A person of a flery or

irritable temper. Gait.

Spunky, Spunkie (spiingk'i), a. [Scotch.]

1. Spirited; flery; irritable; brisk.—2. An

epithet applied to a place supposed to be

haunted, from the frequent appearance of

the ignis fatuus. 'The spunkie huwe.' Tan-

nahill.

Spun-silk (spun'sflk), n. See under SUjK.

Spun -silver ( spun' ail -ver), n. Flattened

silver wire wound round a thread of coarse

silk.

Spun-yarn (apun'yarn), n. Naut. a line or

cord formed of two, three, or more rope-yarns

twisted together. The yarns are usually

drawn out of the strands of old cables and

knotted together. Spun-yarn is used for

various purposes, as serving ropes, weaving

mats, &c.

Spur (sper), n. [A. Sax. spura, spor, spora, a

spur; lcel.*pon, Dan.jjpore.O.G. spor, Mod.G.

sporn; probably of same root as spear.

Spurn is a derivative form.] 1. An instru

ment having a rowel or little wheel with

sharp points, worn on horsemen's heels to

prick the horses for hastening their pace,

lu early times it took the simple form of a

Ancient Spurs.

a, Frankish Spur (tenth cent.), b, Brass Spur

(temp. Henry IV.). r, Long-spiked rowel Spur

(temp. Edw. IV',). d. Lone -necked brass Spur

(tenip. Henry VII.). t, Steel Spur (temp. Henry

sharp-pointed goad, the rowel first appearing

in the end of the thirteenth century. Spurs

were especially the badge of knighthood.

Hence, towin one's spurs, to become a knight;

to achieve the utmost one can in any line or

profession; to become especially and notably

distinguished. —2. That which goads, impels,

or urges to action; incitement; instigation;

incentive; stimulus.

What need we any spur but our own cause

To prick us to redress f Shaft,

& The largest or principal root of a tree.

' By the spurs plucked up the pine and ce

dar.' Shak.

My chestnut-woods

Of V.illombrosa. cleaving by the spurs

To the precipices. E. B. Browning.

4. Something that projects; a snag. —6. The

hard- pointed projection on a cock's leg which

serves as an instrument of defence and annoy

ance. —6. In geng. a mountain, or mountain

mass, that shoots from a range of mountains

or from another mountain and extends for

some distance in a lateral or rectangular

direction.- 7. A spiked iron worn by sailors

upon the bottom of their bootB to help them

when standing upon the carcass of a whale,

and stripping off the blubber.—8. In carp, a

brace connecting or strengthening a post and

some other part, as a rafter or cross-beam.—

0. A sea-swallow. [Provincial.]—10. In hot.

(a) any projecting appendage of a flower re

sembling a spur. (6) A seed of rye affected

with some species of fungus and assuming

the appearance of aspur;ergot.— 11. In/art. a

wall that crosses a part of the rampart nnd

joins it to an interior work. — 12. In ship

building, (a) a shore or piece of timber ex

tending from the bilge-way, and fayed and

bolted to the bottom of the ship on the stocks,

(o) A curved piece of timber serving as a half-

beam to support the deck where a whole

beam cannotbe placed.—13.1n med. the angle

at which the arteries leave a cavity or truuk.

Dunglison.

Spur (sper), v.t. pret. & pp. spurred; ppr.

spurring. 1. To prick with Bpurs; to incite

to a more hasty pace; as, to spur a horse.—

2. To urge or encourage to action or to a

more vigorous pursuit of an object; to incite ;

to instigate; to impel; to drive; to stimulate.

' That affection may spur them to their duty. '

Locke.

Love will not be spurr'd to wh.it it loathes. Shak.

3. To put Bpurs on ; to furnish with spurs;

as, a traveller booted and spurred.

Spur (sper), v.i. 1. To spur one's horse to

make it go fast; to ride fast.

Now spurs the 'lated traveller apace

To gam the timely inn. Shak.

The roads leading to the capital were covered with

multitudes of yeomen spurring hard to Westminster.

Macaulay.

2. To press forward.

Some bold men, by spurring on. refine themselves.

Grew.

Spurgall ( sper'sal ), v.t. To gall or wound

with a spur. Shak.

Spurgall (sper'gal), n. A place galled or

excoriated by much using of the spur.

Spurge (sperj), n. [O.Fr. espurge, spurge,

from L. expurgare, to purge — ex, out of,

and purgo, to purge.] The common name

of the different species of British plants of

the genua Euphorbia. They abound with

an acrid, milky juice. The caper-spurge is

the E. Lathi/ris, the oil of the seeds of which

is a substitute for croton-oil; the cypress

spurge is the E. Cyparissias, a virulent

poison; the petty spurge is the E. Peplus,

once used as a powerful purgative. See

Euphorbia.

Spur-gear, Spur-gearing (sper'ger, sper'-

ger-ing). u. Gearing in which spur-wheels

are employed.

Spurge -flax ( sperj 'flaks), n. A plant,

Daphne Gnidium, a native of Spain.

Spurge - laurel ( sperj' la -rel), n. The

Daphne La areola, a shrub, a native of

Britain, possessing acrid properties. See

Daphne.

Spurgewort (sperj'wert), n. Spurge (which

sei). .

Spurglngt (sperj'ing), n. Purging. B.

Jonson.

Spurious (spu'ri-us), a. [L spurius, bastard,

from same root as Gr. speiro, to sow seed.]

1. Notlegitimate; bastard; as, spurious issue.

Your Scipios, Caesars, Pompevs, and your Catos,

These ijods on earth, are all the spurious brood

Of violated maids. Addison.

2. Not proceeding from the true source or

from the source pretended; not being what

it pretends or appears to be; not genuine;

counterfeit; false; adulterate.

I never could be imposed on ... to take your

genuine poetry for their spurious productions

Dryden.

A London minister could still (circa 1650) undertake

to prove the doctrine of the Trinity by a syllogism,

supported by a spurious test: 'There are three that

bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and

the Holy Oliost, and these three are one.'

Eilicr Hopkins.

—Spurious disease, a disease commonly mis

taken for and called by the name of some

thing which it is not; as, spurious pleurisy,

i.e. rheumatism of the intercostal muscles.

—Spurious wing, in ornith. three orfiveqnill-

like feathers placed at a small joint rising at

the middle part of the wing; the bastard

wing. Swainson.—SYN. Counterfeit, false,

adulterate, suppositious, fictitious, bastard

Spuriously (>pu'ri- us- li),ritf p. In a spurious

manner; counterfeitly; falsely.

Spuriousness 'Bpu'ri-us-nes), n. 1. The

state or quality of being spurious, coun

terfeit, false, or not genuine; as, the spuri-

ousness of drugs, of coin, or of writings.—

2. Illegitimacy; the Btate of being bastard

or not of legitimate birth; as, the spwrious-

ness of issue.

Spurless (spernes), a. Having no spurs.

Spurling (spelling), n. A smelt or spirting.

Spurling-Uue (sper'Hng-lin), n. Naut.

the line which forms the communication

between the wheel and the tell-tale.

Spurn (spern), v.t. [A derivative of *pwr;

A. Sax. spunian, to spurn ; Icel. sjxirna,

s-pyrna, to kick, to spurn; O.H.G. tpurnan,

spornan, to kick.] 1. To drive back or away,

as with the foot; to kick. ' And foot me as

you spurn a stranger cur.' Shak.—2. To re

ject with disdain; to scorn to receive or ac

cept; to treat with contempt.

Domestics will pay a more cheerful Service when

they find themselves not spurned because fortune

has laid them at their masters' feet. Locke.

Spurn (spern), v.t L To kick or toss up

the heels.

The drunken chairman in the kennel s/urns. Gay.

2. To dash the foot against something; to

strike with the foot; to stumble.

The maid . . . ran upstairs, but, spurning at the

dead body, fell upon it in a swoon.

Pipe G- A rbuthnot.

3. To manifest disdain or contempt in reject

ing anything; to make contemptuous oppo

sition ; to manifest contempt or disdain in

resistance. 'Nay more, to spurn at your

most royal image.' Shak.

Spurn (spern), n. 1. A blow with the foot ;

a kick. [Rare.]

What defence can properly be used in such a des

picable encounter as this but either the slap or the

spurn. Milton.

2. Disdainful rejection; contemptuous treat

ment.

The insolence of office, and the spurns

That patient merit of the unworthy takes. Shak.

Spume t (spern), v.t. To spur. Spenser.

Spurner (spern'er), 11. One who spurns.

Spurney (sper'ni), n. A plant : probably a

corruption of sjmrreu.

Spur-pruning (sper'pron-ing), 11. A mode

of pruning trees by which one or two eyes

of last year's wood are left and the rest cut

off, so as to leave short rods.

Spurre(sper), n. A name of the sea-swallow.

Spurred (sperd), a. 1. Wearing spurs; as, a

spurred horseman. —2. Having prolongations

or shoots like spurs. — Spurred corolla, a

corolla which has at its base a hollow pro

longation like a horn, as in antirrhinum.—

Spurred rye, rye affected with ergot. See

Ergot.

Spurrer (speYer), n. 1. One who uses spurs.

2. Something that incites or urges on ; as. a

spurrer to exercise and amusement. Swift.

Spurrey (sper'ri). n. [D. and O.Fr. spurrie,

U. spurrey, spurre.] The common name of

plants of the genus Spergula. See Spek-

GUI.A.

Spur-rial, Spur-ryal (speYrt-al), n. See

Sl'UR-ROTAL.

Spurrier (sper'ri-cr). n. One whose occu

pation is to make spurs. Maeaulay.

Spur-royal (spcrYoi-al), n. A gold coin, first

made in the reign of Edward IV. In the

reign of James I. its value was 15*. It was

so named from having on the reverse a sun

with the four cardinal rays issuing from it

so as to suggest a resemblance to the rowel

of a spur. Sometimes written Spur-rial or

Spur-ryal.

Spurry (sper'ri), n. Same as Spurrey.

Spurt ( spert ), r. t. [A form of spirt (which

see).] To throw out in a stream or jet, as

water ; to drive or force out with violence ;

to spout; to squirt; as, to spurt water from

the mouth or from a tube.

Spurt (spert), v.i. 1. To gush out in a small

stream suddenly and forcibly, or at inter

vals, as blood from an artery; to spirt. —

2. To make a short extraordinary effort, as

in running, &c. ; to spirt.

Spurt (spert), n. 1. A forcible gush of liquid

from a confined place; a jet — 2 t A shoot; a

hud.—3. A short sudden outbreak.

A sudden spurt of woman's jealousy. Tennyson.

4. A sudden extraordinary effort for an emer

gency; a short sudden act.

The long, steady sweep of the so-called * paddle*

tried him almost as tuuch as the breathless strain of

the spurt. I\ Hughes.

Spurtle (sper'tlX v.t. fFreq. from fptrrt ]

To shoot iu a scatter

ing manner. Drayton.

Spur-way(sper'wa),/*.

A horse-path ; a nar

row way; a bridle

road; away for a single

beast.

Spur - wheel ( spcr"-

whel), n. In maeh. a

wheel in which the

teeth are perpendicu

lar to the axis, and in

the direction of radii.

A train of such wheels

working into each

other Ib called spur-gear.

Spur -Wing (sper'wing), n. 1. The English

name for a species of wading birds of the

Spor-wheeL

Fate, far. fat, fall: me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, 3c. fr-jr.
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genus Parra, having the wing armed with a

bony spur. They inhabit Africa and South

America. — 2. The name given to the species

of geese of the genua Plectropterus. They

Are natives of Africa, and have two strong

spnrs on the shoulder of the wing.

Spurwort (sperVert), n. A British plant

of the genus Sherardia, the S- arvensis,

called also Field-madder. See Field-mad

der.

Sputation (spu-ta'shon), n. [L. mute,

sputatnm, to spit] The act of spitting;

that which is spit up. 'A moist sputation

or expectoration." Harvey.

Sputatlve (spu'ta-tiv). o. [See above.]

Spitting much; inclined to spit. Wotton.

Sputet (sput), f.I. To dispute. Wieklitfe.

Sputter (sput'er). v.i. [From root of spout

and spit, and closely akin to spatter; L.Q.

tputtern, to sputter.] 1. To spit, or to emit

saliva from the mouth in small or scattered

portions, as in rapid speaking; to speak so

rapidly as to emit saliva.

They could neither of them specie their rage ; and

*o fell a sputtering at one another, like two roasting

apples. Congrei*.

2. To throw out moisture hi small detached

part*

Like the preen wood.

That, sputtering in the flame, works outward into

tears. Drydert.

S~ To fly off in small particles with some

crackling or noise. 'When sparkling lamps

their sputtering lights advance.' Dryden.

Sputter (sput'er). v.t. To utter rapidly

and with indistinctness; to jabber. ' In the

midst of caresses ... to sputter out the

basest accusations.' Swift.

Sputter (sput'er), it. 1. Moist matter thrown

out in small particles.—2. A noise; a bustle;

an uproar.

Sputterer (spnt'er-er), n. One that sput

ters.

Sputum (spu'tum), n. [L., from spuo, to

spit out.) 1. Spittle; salival discharges

from the mouth—2. In med. that which is

expectorated or ejected from the lungs.

Spy (spi), " [O.Fr. espie, a spy, a scout,

from the verb (which see).] 1. A person

who keeps a constant watch on the actions,

motions, conduct, Ac, of others; one who

secretly watches what is going on. Shale.

Every corner was possessed by diligent spits upon

their master and mistress. Clarendon.

2. A secret emissary sent into the enemy's

camp or territory to inspect their works,

ascertain their strength and their inten

tions, to watch their movements, and report

thereon to the proper officer. By the laws

of war among all civilized nations a spy is

subjected to capital punishment— 3. t The

pilot of a vesseL

Spy (sPt). v.t pret. <fc pp. spied; ppr. spying,

[O.Fr espier, to spy or espy, from OYH.G.

spehdn, spioliAn, to search out, examine, in

vestigate—the root being the same as in L.

specio, to see, Skr. spac, to look. See SPE

CIES.] 1. To gain sight of; to discover at a

distance, or in a state of concealment; to

see; to espy: as, to spy land from the mast

head of a ship.

A* a lifter, who by chance h.ith spied

In some purlieu two gentle fauna at play.

Straight crouches clise. Milton.

One, in reading, skipped over all sentences where

he spied a note of admiration. Siuift,

2 To gain a knowledge of by artifice; to dis

cover by close search or examination.

Look about with your eyes; j^y what things are

to be reformed in the Church of huglantl. Latimer.

3- To explore: to view, inspect, and examine

secretly, as a country: usually with out.

Motes sent to spy out Jaazer. and they took the

villages thereof Num. xxi. 33.

Spy (apU p »"■ To search narrowly; to scru

tinize; to pry.

It is my nature's plague

To spy into abuses. ShaJc,

Spyalt (spi'al). n. A spy. Spenser.

Spyboat (spi'bdt). n. A boat sent to make

discoveries and bring intelligence.

Giving the colour of the sea to their spyboats. to

k?ep them from being discovered, came from the

Veoeti. Arbuthnot.

Bpycraft (spiTcraft). 11. The art or practices

of a spy; the act or practice of spying.

AH attempts to plot against the Government were

rendered impracticable by a system of vigilance,

jealousy, spycraft, sudden arrest, and summary pun-

i.liruent. Brougham.

Spy -glass (spt'glas), n. A telescope, espe

cially a small telescope.

Spylsm (spi'ism), n. The act or business of

spying; the system of employing spies.

Spy-money (spi'mun-l), n. Money paid to

a spy; a reward for secret intelligence. Ad

dison.

Spyret (spir), v.i. [See Spire.] To shoot

forth. Spenser.

Spy - Wednesday (spi-wens'da), n. An old

name given to the Wednesday immediately

preceding Easter, in allusion to the betrayal

of Christ by Judas Iseariot.

Squab (skwob), a. [A word which also oc

curs without the *. According to "Wedg

wood, from the sound made by a soft lump

falling.] 1. Fat; short and stout; plump;

bulky-— 2. t'nfledged; unfeathered; as, a

squab pigeon.

Why must old pigeons, and they stale, be drest,

When there's so many sjuab ones in the nestT

Dr. W. King.

Squab (skwob), n. 1. A young pigeon or

dove.— 2. A short fat person.

Gorgonius sits abdominous and wan,

Like a fat squab upon a Chinese fan. Ccwptr.

3. A kind of sofa or couch : a stuffed cushion.

'Punching the squab of chairs and sofas

with their dirty fists.' Dickens.

On a large squab you find her spread. Pope.

Squab (skwob), adv. Striking at once; with

a heavy fall; plump. [Colloq.]

The eagle took the tortoise up into the air and

dropt him, squab, upon a rock. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Squab (skwob), v.i. To fall plump.

Squabash (skwa-bosh'), v.t. To crush; to

quash. [Colloq.]

His (Gifford's) satire of the BavLid and Ma:vi.id

squabathed, at one blow, a set of coxcombs who

might have humbugged the world long enough.

Sir If. Scott.

Squabbish, Squabby (skwob'ish, skwol/i),

a. Thick: fat; heavy.

Diet renders them of a squabbish or lardy habit of

body. Hat ivy.

Squabble (skwol/lXr.i. pret&pp.squabbled;

ppr squabbling. [Perhaps imitative of con

fused sound; comp. Sw. kdbbla, to quarrel;

D. kibbeten, to wrangle, kabbelen, to dash as

waves; L.G, kabbeln, to quarrel; G. quali-

beln, to vibrate.) 1. To engage in a low

noisy quarrel or row ; to quarrel and fight

noisily; to brawl; to scuffle; to wrangle.

Drunk? and speak parrot? and squabbled swagger?

swear? and discourse fustian with one's own shadow?

ShaJt.

2. To debate peevishly; to dispute.

The sense of these propositions is very plain,

though logicians might squabble a whole day whether

they should rank themselves under negative or

affirmative. It'atts.

Syn. To dispute, contend, scuffle, wrangle,

quarrel, brawl.

Squabble (akwol/1), v.t. In typog. to put

awry; to disarrange or knock off the straight

line, as types that have been set up. A page

is said to be squabbled when the letters

stand much awry, and require painstaking

readjustment.

Squabble (skwobl), n. A scuffle; a wrangle;

a brawl; a petty quarrel.

Pragmatic fools commonly begin the squabble, and

crafty knaves reap the benefit. Sir R. L*Estrange.

Squabbler (skwobler), n. One who squab

bles; a contentious person; a brawler; a

noisy disputant.

Squabby. See Squabbtsh.

Squab-chick (skwob'chik),?*. A chicken not

fully feathered. [Local.]

Squab -pie (skwob'pi), n. A pie made of

squabs or young pigeons: also, a pie made

of meat, apples, and onions.

Squacco (skwak'6), n. A species of heron,

Ardea cmnata.

Squad (skwod), n. [Abbrev. of squadron, or

directly from Fr. escouade.] 1. Milti. any

small number of men assembled for drill or

inspection.— Awkward squad, the body of

recruits not yet fitted to take their place in

the regimental line.—2. Any small party of

men; as, a squad of navvies; a set of people

in general.

Squaddy (skwod'i), a. Squabby. ' A fatte

squaddy monke that had beene well fedde

in some cloyBter.' Greene. [Old English

and American.]

Squadron (skwod'ron), n. [O.Fr. esquadron.

Mod. Fr. escadron, from It. squadrone, a

squadron, from squadra, a square— L. ex,

and quadra, a square, from quatuor, four]

1. In its primary sense, a square or square

form ; and hence, a square body of troops;

a body drawn up In a square. [Rare.]

Those half-rounding guards

Just met, and closing stood in squadron \o\n*d.

Milton.

2. The principal division of a regiment of

cavalry. The actual strength of a squadron

varies with that of the component troops,

but it ranges from 120 to 200 sabres. A

squadron is divided into two troops, each

of which is commanded by its captain, as

sisted by a lieutenant and sub-lieutenant.

Each regiment of cavalry consists of three

or four squadrons. —3. A division of a fleet;

a detachment of ships of war employed on

a particular service or station, and under

the command of a commodore or junior

flag-officer.

Squadroned (skwod'roud), a. Formed into

squadrons or squares. Milton.

Squalid (swol'idX a. [L. squalidits, stiff

with dirt, filthy, squalid, from squaleo, to

be foul or filthy.} Foul; filthy; extremely

dirty; as, & squalid beggar; a squalid house.

' Uncomb'd his locks, and squalid his attire. '

Dryden.

SqualldfiB (skwali-de). n. pi. [L. squalus, a

fish of the shark or dog-fish family, and Or.

eidos, resemblance.] A family of elasmo-

branchiate fishes, which includes the vari

ous species of sharks. The type of this

family is the Linuaan genus Squalus. See

Shark.

Squalldlty (skwo-lid'i-ti), n. The state of

being squalid; foulness; fllthiness.

Squalidly (swol'id-li), adv. In a squalid,

filthy manner.

Squalidness (skwol'id-nes), n. Same as

Squalidity.

Squall (skwal), v.i. [An imitative word:

Icel. skval, a squall or scream, sfcvala, to

scream. Akin squeal.] To cry out; to scream

or cry violently, as a woman frightened or

a child in auger or distress; as, the infant

squalled.

I put five (of the Lilliputians) into my coat pocket;

and as to the fifth, I made a countenance as if I

would eat him alive. The poor nun squalled ter

ribly. Sivi/t.

Squall (Bkwal),n- V A loud scream; a harsh

cry. 'The short, thick sob, loud Bcream.

and shriller squall.' Pope.— 2. A sudden

gust of wind, frequently occasioned by the

interruption and reverberation of the wind

from high mountains; a sudden and vehe

ment succession of gusts, often accompanied

by rain, snow, or sleet; a flaw.

A lowering squall obscures the northern sky.

Falconer.

—A black squall, one attended with a dark

cloud, diminishing the usual quantity of

light.—A thick squall, one accompanied with

hail, sleet, &C.—A white squall, one which

produces no diminution of light — To look

out for squalls, to be on one's guard ; to be

on the watch. [Colloq. ]

Squaller (skwal'er), u. One who squalls;

one that shrieks or cries loud.

Squally (skwal'i), a. 1. Abounding with

squalls; disturbed often with sudden and

violent gUBts of wind; as, squally weather.

2. Having unproductive spots interspersed

throughout: said of a field of turnips or

corn. [Provincial,]— 3. In weaving, faulty

or uneven, as cloth.

Squaloid (skwa1oid),a. [L. squalus, a shark,

and Or. eidos, likeness.] Like a shark, or

resembling a shark.

Squalor (skwol'er or skwalor), n. [8ee

SquAi.ID.] Foulness; fllthiness; coarseness.

'Nostiness, squalor, ugliness, hunger.' Bur

ton.

Sir Leicester's gallantry concedes the point, though

he still feels that to bring this *ort uf squalvr among

the upper classes is really—really—. Diciens.

—Squalor carceris, in Scots law, a term

meaning merely the strictness of imprison

ment which a creditor is entitled to enforce,

with the view of compelling the debtor to

pay the debt, or disclose any funds which

he may have concealed.

Squalus (skwoTus), n. [L., a fish of the

shark or dog-flBh family.] The generic name

given by Linneus to the sharks. See Shark.

Squama (skwa'ma). n. pi. Squamae (skwa'-

me). [L, a scale. SeeSqtiAMors.] 1. In fat.

one of the bractese of an amentum or catkin;

one of those parts which are arranged upon

a plant in the same manner as the scales of

fishes and other animals, as the undeveloped

external leaves of the buds of most plants.

2. In anat. an opaque and thickened lamina

of the cuticle; a horny scale.

Squamaceous (skwa-ma'shus), a. Same as

Squamose.

Squamata (skwa-mii'ta), n. pi. [L. See

SquAMA. J The division of reptiles compris

ing the Ophidia (snakes) and Lacertilia

(lizards), in which the integument develops

horny scales, but there are no dei-mal ossifi

cations.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng. sing; th, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Squamate, Squamated (skwa'mat, skwa'-

mat-ed>, a. Squaniose; covered with small

scale-like bodies.

Squame.t u. [L. squama, a scale.] A scale.

Chaucer.

Squamella (skwa-meHa), n. [L., dim. of

squama, a scale.] In bot. a membranous

scale-like bract, common on the receptacle

of the species of Composittc.

Squamellate, Squamulose (Bkwa-mel'lat,

skwam'u-los), a. In bot. furnished with

little scales.

Squamiform (Bkwa'mi-form),a. [L. squama,

a scale, and forma, form.] Having the form

or shape of Bcales.

Squamlgerous (Bkwa-mij'er-us). a. [L.

Hquamiger—squama, a scale, and gero, to

bear.] Bearing or having scales.

Squamipen (skwa'mi-pen), n. One of the

Squamipennes.

Squamipennes (skwa'mi-peu-nez), n. [L.

$quama, a scale, and penna, a wing or tin.]

A family of acanthopterygious (teleostean)

fishes, so named on account of their tins

being covered with scales, not only on the

parts which have soft rays, but frequently

also on those that have spinous ones. They

were all included by Linnaeus in the genus

Cluctodon. They are chiefly small fishes,

abundant in the seas of hot climates, and

of the most beautiful colours. They frequent

rocky shores, and their Hesh is, generally

speaking, very wholesome and palatable.

Called also Chwtodontidaz.

Squamoid (skwa'moid), a. [L. squama, a

scale, and Gr. eidos, form.] Resembling a

scale or scales; also covered with scales or

scale-like integuments; scaly.

Squamosal(skwa-m6'sal),a. Inanat. Same

as Squamous. II. Spencer.

Squamous, Squamose (skwa'-mus, skwa-

mos'), a. [L. squamosum, from squama, a

scale, from a root skad, Skr. chhad, to cover,

to conceal.] Covered with or consisting of

scales ; resembling scales ; scaly ; as. the

squamous cones of the pine.— Squamous

bulb, a bulb in which the outer Bcales are

distinct, fleshy, and imbricated, like the

inuer scales, as in the white and orange

lilies.—Squamous bonus, in anat. the bones

of the skull behind the ear, so called be

cause they lie over each other like scales --

Squamous suture, the suture which con

nects the squamous portion of the temporal

bone with the parietal.

Squamule ( skwam'ul ). n. [L., sqitama, a

scale.] In hot. a minute scale in the flower

of a grass.

Squamulose* a. See Squamellate.

Squander (skwon'der), v.t. [From A. Sax.

Bicindan. swand, swundeii, to waste away,

vanish; O.H.O. suandian. G. schwinden. to

vanish; (ver)schwenden, to squander. The

q has been inserted as in O.E. souelter for

swelter, squete tor swete (sweet), vulgar squim

tor swim, <fec. See Squeamish.] 1. To spend

lavishly or profusely; to spend prodigally;

to dissipate; to waste without economy or

judgment ; as, to squander one'B money or

an estate.

The crime of squandering health is equal to the

folly. Rambler.

2.t To scatter; to disperse. ' In many thou

sand islands that lie squandered in the vast

ocean.' Howell

Our squandered troops he rallies. Dryden.

Syn. To spend, expend, waste, lavish, dissi

pate.

Squander (skwon'der), n. Act of squander

ing. | Rare. }

Squanderer (skwon'der-er), n. One who

squanders; one who spends his money pro

digally, without necessity or use; a spend

thrift; a prodigal; a waster; a lavfsher.

Plenty in their own keeping teaches them from the

beginning to be squanderers and wasters. Lctke.

Squanderlngly(skwon'der-ingli), adv. In

a squandering manner; by squandering; pro

digally; lavishly.

Square (skwar), a. [O.Fr. esquarre, a square;

It. squadra; from L. ex, and quadra, a

square, fromquadnts. square, quatuor, four.

See Squadron, Quarry.] 1. Having four

equal sides and four right angles; as, a

square room; a square figure.—2. Forming

a right angle; as, a square corner. —3. Hav

ing a shape broad for the height, with recti

lineal and angular rather than curved out

lines ; as, a man of a square frame. ' My

queen's square brows' (that is forehead).

Shak.— 4. Exactly suitable or correspondent;

true; Just

She's a most triumphant lady, if report be square

to her. Shak.

5. Rendering equal justice; exact; fair;

honest

Let's have fair pUy;
Square dealing I would wish you. Beau. &• Fl.

6. Even; leaving no balance; as, to make or

leave the accounts square. —7. Leaving

nothing; hearty; vigorous.

By Heaven, square caters I

More meat, I say. Beau. & Fl.

8. Complete; satisfying; as, & square meal.

[Colloq.]—9. JVaut at right angles with the

mast or the keel, and parallel to the horizon.

—Three square, five square, having three or

five equal sides, Ac. : an old and unwarrant

able use of square. — Square measures, the

squares of lineal measures, as a square inch,

a square foot, a square yard, &c—Square

number, the product of a number multiplied

into itself. Thus the squaws of the natural

numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, Ac, are respectively

1, 4. 9, 16, 25, &c—Square root, in art (A. and

alg. that root which being multiplied into

itself produces the given number or quan

tity. Thus 8 is the square root of 64, for

8x8 = 64; I is the square root of %. for » x \

= %. Also x% is the square root of x*. for

x- x xi=x* ; a+x is the square rootof aa+2

ax + x*, for (a+x) x (a + z) — a?+2 ax + x*.

When a given number or quantity is not nn

exact square, its square root can only be

found by approximation. Thus the square

root of 2 is 1-41421, azc.—All square, all ar

ranged; all right. Dickens.

Square (skwar), n. (See the adjective.] 1. In

mom. a four-sided plane rectilineal figure,

having all its sides equal, and all its angles

tight angles; a rectangular figure formed

from any given line as the side.—2. What

nearly approaches this shape ; a square

piece or square surface. ' He bolted his food

down his capacious throat in squares of 3

inches.' Sir W. Scott. Hence-^a) a pane of

glass. (6) In printing, a certain number of

lines forming a portion of a column nearly

square: used chiefly in reckoning the prices

of newspaper advertisements.— 3. An area

of four sides with houses on each side; some

times a square block of houses; alBO, some

times an area formed by the meeting or in

tersection of two or more streets.

The statue of Alexander VII. stands in the Urge

square of the town. Addison.

4. Aninstrumentusedbyartiflcers, draughts

men, and others for trying or describing

right angles. It consists of two rules or

branches fastened perpendicularly at one

end of their extremities so as to form a right

angle. When one ruler joins the other in

the middle in the form of a T, it is called a

T-*quare. Hence—5. A measure, standard,

pattern, or model.

Those that affect antiquity will follow the square

thereof. Afi'lhm.

6. In arith. and alg. the number or quan

tity produced by multiplying a number or

quantity by itself. Thus 64 is the square of

8, for 8x8 = 64. — 7. t Rule; regularity; exact

proportion; justness of workmanship and

conduct ' Corinth many ways reproved,

they of Galatia much more out of square.'

Hooker.

I have not kept my square; but that to come

Shall all be done by tlie rule. Shak.

8. A square body of troops. 'The brave

squares of war." Shak. Specifically, milit.

a body of infantry formed into a rectangu

lar figure with several ranks or rows of

men facing on each side, with officers, horses,

colours, &c, in the centre. The front rank

kneels, the second and third stoop, and the

remaining ranks (generally two) stand. This

formation is usually employed to resist a

cavalry charge. Hollow squares are fre

quently formed with the faces fronting in

wards when orders and instructions, Ac,

are to he read and the like.— 9. 1 Extent equal

on all sides; compass or extent. [But the

meaning in the extract is doubtful.]

I profess

Myself an enemy to all other joys

Which the most precious square of sense possesses,

And find I am alone felicitate

In your highness' dear love. Skak.

10. Level; equality; geuerally with the.

We live not on the square with such as these.

Such are our betters. Dryden.

11. In astral, quartile; the position of planets

distant 90 degrees from each other. ' Their

planetary motions and aspect, in sextile,

square, and time.' Milton.— 12 t A quarrel.

See Square, v.i, 2.—13. t The front part of

the female dress near the bosom, generally

worked or embroidered.

Between her breasts, the cruel weapon rives

Her curious square, eoiboss'd with swelling gold

Fairfax.

—Geometrical square, a quadrant (which

see).—Magic square. See MAGIC—Square

of an anchor, the upper part of the shank

of an anchor —Square of 'flooring or roofing,

a measure of 100 superficial feet— To see

how the squares go, to see how the game

proceeds, how matters are going on; a

phrase taken from the game of chess, the

chess-board being formed with squares.

One frog looked about him to see hmu squares
•went with their new king. Sir R. L'Estrange.

—Method of least squares, the method of

finding the probable error in assuming the

mean of a number of discordant observa

tions of a phenomenon. In the application

of this method, the rule in all caseB is the

same ; namely, that that result has the

greatest probability in its favour, the as

sumption of which makes the sum of the

squares of the errors the least possible, pro

vided that all the observations are equally

worthy of confidence. The method of least

squares is now universally used in as

tronomy.—On or upon the square, all right;

so as not to be objectionable ; fair and

strictly honest; as, to play upon the square;

to act on the square.

Amongst known cheats, to play upon the square

You'll be undone. Rochester.

I must keep things on the square if I can, sir. . . .

I must preserve peace among them. Dickens.

— To break squares, to depart from an ac

customed order. — To break no squares, to

make no difference; to give no offence.

I will break no squares whether it be so or not.

Sir R. J 'Estrange.

Square (skwar), v.t. pret. & pp. squared;

ppr. squaring. 1. To form with four equal

sides and four right angles. —2. To reduce or

bring accurately to right angles and straight

Hues; as, to square masons' or carpenters'

work.—3. To reduce to any given measure

or standard; to compare with a given stan

dard.

Stubborn critics, apt, without a theme

For depravation, to square the general sex

By Cressid's rule. Shak.

4. To adjust ; to regulate ; to mould ; to

shape; to accommodate; to fit

O, that ever I had squared me to thy counsel. Shak.

Eye me, blest Providence, and square my trial

To my proportioned strength. Sfilton.

5. To hold a quartile position respecting.

O'er Libra's sign a crowd of foes prevails.

The icy Goat and Crab that square the scales.

Creech.

6. To make even so ns to leave no differ

ence or balance; as, to square accounts —

7. In math, to multiply by itself; as, to

square a number. — 8. A'aut. to place at

right angles with the mast or keel ; as, to

square the yards. — To square the circle, to

determine the exact area of a circle in

square measure. See Qtjadrati re. — To

square the shoxdders, to elevate the shoul

ders so as to give them a square or angular

appearance ; a movement of scorn or diB-

gust. Sir W. Scott.

Square (skwar), v.i. 1. To suit; to fit; to

accord or agree; as, his opinions do not

square with the doctrines of philosophers.

If we bring in our mind* this conception of design,

nothing can more fully square with and (it in than

such instances as these. It'hm-ell.

2. t To quarrel ; to go to opposite sides; to

take an attitude of offence or defence.

Are you such fools

To square for this? Shak.

3. To take the attitudes of a boxer; to spar:

often followed by up. (Colloq]

Here Zack came in with the gloves on. squaring

on the most approved prize-fighter principles as he

advhnced. It'. Cfilins.

Square-built (skwar'bin), a. Of a square

build; having a shape broad for the height

and bounded by rectilineal rather than by

curved lines; as, a square-built man.

Square-coupling (sWar'ku-pl-ing ), a In

mill-work, a Kind of permanent coupling, of

Square-coupling.

which the coupling-box is made in halves

and square, corresponding to the form of the

two connected ends of the shafts. The two

Fate, far, fat, full; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abime; 5\ Sc. ley.
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halves of the box are bolted together on the

opposite Bides as represented by the an

nexed figure.

Square-file (skwar-fil), n. A file which is

si i Mure in its transverse section; it is usu

ally tapering, and has one smooth side.

Square-framed(skwar,framd),a. In joinery,

applied to a work when the framing has all

the angles of its styles, rails, and mount

ings square without being moulded.

Square-Joint (skwar'joint), n, A joint in

wooden stuff in which the edges are brought

squarely together without rabbeting,tongue,

or feather.

Squarely (skwarTi), adv. 1. In a square

form: as, squarely built. — 2. In a square

raanuer; suitably; honestly. 'To deal

squarely and openly.' Sterne.

Squareness (skwar'nea), u. 1. The state of

being square —2. Suitableness; fairness In

dealing.

Squarer (skwar'er), n. 1. One who squares;

as, a squarer of the circle— 2. t One who

quarrels; a hot-headed contentious fellow.

Ik there no young squarer now that will make a

voyage with him to the devil r Shak.

3. One who spars; a sparrer.

Square-rig (akwar'rig), n. jVaut. that rig

in which the lower sails are suspended from

horizontal yards. See next entry.

Square-rigged(skwar'rigd),a. tfaut. a term

applied to a vessel whose principal Bails are

extended by yards suspended by the middle,

and not by stays, gaffs, booms, and lateen

yards. Thus a ship and a brig are square-

rigged vessels.

Square-roof (skwar'rdf), n. A roof In which

the principal rafters meet at a right angle.

Square -sail (skwar'salV n. A sail ex

tended on a yard suspended by the middle

and hanging horizontally, as distinguished

from other sails which are extended ob

liquely.

Square-toed (skwar'tdd). a. 1. Having the

toes or end square. 'Obsolete as fardin-

gales, ruffs, and square-toed shoes.' Dr. W.

Knox.—2. Formal; precise; finical; puncti

lious; prim.

! 1 hi- we not almost all learnt these expressions of

old f.xtzics, and uttered them when in the square-toed

state? Thackeray.

Square-toes (skwar*tdz). n. A precise, for

mal, old-fashioned personage. The term

arose from the wearing by gentlemen of the

old school of the square-toed boots or shoes

fashionable in their younger days.

Lewis XIV the old iquaretoer, the idol of

bijfwijfgery, was in my mind an undoubted and royal

snob. Thackeray.

Now, don't you be jawing away about young

Square-tees. He's no end of a sucking wiseacre.

T. Hughes.

Squarish (skwarMsh), a. Nearly square.

Squarrose, Squarrous (skwar'ds, skwaV-

us).a. |L squarrosus, rough, scurfy. scabby.]

In hot. covered with processes spreading at

right angles or in a greater degree.

Squarrose-slashed (skwar'Os-slasht), a. In

bit. slashed with minor divisions at right

angles to the others; squarrosolacinlate.

Lindley.

Squarroso- dentate (skwar-ro's6-den"tat),

a. In bot bearing teeth on the margin not

lying in the plane of the leaf, but forming

an angle with it

SquarroBO-Iaciniate (skwar-r6's5-Ia-siu"l.

at), a. In but. lacerated or slashed in a

squarrose way, as a leaf; squarrose-slashed.

Squarroso -pinnatipartlte (skwar-ro'so-

pln-nat-i-part'ltX a. In bot. deeply pinna-

tifM with squarrose divisions, as the leaf of

Achillea mOle/olium.

SquarTOSO-pinnatlsect (skwar-r6'sd-pin-

nat"i-st-kt), a. In bot pinnatifid with the

segments so straggling as to appear on dif

ferent planes, as a leaf.

Siuarrulose (skwarru-IdsX a. In bot. some

what squarrose; slightly squarrose.

Squafih (skwosh), v t. [O. E. squaechen, from

O.Fr. esquachier, esquacher, escaeher, Mod.

Kr teacher, to crush, to squash, from L. ex,

oat, entirely, and coactare, to constrain,

from eoactus, pp. of cogo, coactum, to force

(whence cogent). As regards the noun, per

haps onomatopoeia has had some influence

in attaching the particular meanings to this

word. See also Squat.] To crush; to beat

or press into pulp or a flat mass.

Squash (skwosh). n. 1. Something soft and

easily crushed; something unripe and soft;

especially, an unripe pea-pod.

Not yet old enough for a man, nor young enough

for a boy ; as a squash is before 'tis a peascod.

Shah.

2. A sudden fall of a heavy soft body; a shock

of soft bodies.

Since they will overload my shoulders, I shall throw

down the burden with a squash among them.

Arbuthnot.

Nfy fall was stopped by a terrible squash, that

sounded louder than the cataract of Niagara. Swift.

Squash (skwosh), n. [From American In

dian name : 'Askutasquash, . . . which the

English from them call squashes.' Roger

Williams. From asquash (pi), raw, green.]

A plant of the genus Cucurbita, C. Melopepo,

and its fruit, cultivated in America as an

article of food. See GotJRl).

Squash is an Indian kind of pumpion that grows

apace. Boyle.

Squash (skwash), n. [Comp. musquash]

'The American name for a species of weasel.

The smell of our we.isels, and ermines, and pole

cats is fragrance itself, when compared to that of

the squash and the skunk. Goldsmith.

Squash-bug (skwosh'bug). n. A name given

in the United States to insects well known

for their destructive ravages upon squash

and pumpkin plants.

Squasher (Bkwosh'er). n. One who squashes.

Squash-gourd, Squash-melon (skwosh'-

gord, skwosh'mel-on), n. The Cucurbita

Melopepo. See Squash.

Squashlness (Bkwosh'i-nes), n. The state

of being squashy, soft, or miry. [Colloq.]

'Give a trifle of strength and austerity to

the squashiness of our friend's poetry, and

reduce in almost every piece its quantity to

half.* Landor.

Squash -vine (skwosh'vln), n. Same as

Sqtuish or Squash-gourd.

Squashy (skwosh'i),a. Soft and wet; miry;

muddy; pulpy. [Colloq.]

Squat (skwot), v.i, pret A pp. squatted; ppr.

squatting. [From Prov. E. quat, to squat or

cowerdown;O.Fr.?ua{tr,toduck.tobend;It

quattire, quattare, to squat or cower down,

to lie close; same origin as squash,v.t] l.To

sit down upon the hams or heels, as a

human being; to sit close to the ground; to

cower, as an animal ; as, to squat down on

one's hams.—2. To settle on land, especially

public or new lands, without any title or

right; as, to squat upon a piece of common.

Macaulay. See SQUATTER,

Squsvt ( skwot ), v.t. 1. 1 To bruise or make

flat by a fall. — 2. To put on the hams or

heels ; to cause to cower or lie close to the

ground: used reflexively. 'Then squatted

himself down with his legs twisted under

him.' Marryat.

Squat (skwot), a. [See the verb. ] 1. Sitting

on the hams or heels ; Bitting close to the

ground; cowering.

Him there they found.

Squat like a toad, close at the ear of Eve. Milton.

2. Short and thick, like the figure of an ani

mal squatting. 'The body squat or tall.'

Prior.

Squat (skwot), n. 1. The posture of one

who sits on his hams, or close to the ground.

She sits at squat and scrubs her leathern face.

Dryden.

2t A sudden or crushing fall. 'Bruises,

squats, and falls ' G. Herbert.—Z. hi mining,

(a) A flat bed of ore extending but a little

distance, (6) A sort of mineral which con

sists of tin ore and spar.

Squaterole (skwat'er-61), n. A name some

times given to the gray plover or sandpiper.

It is an English form given to the generic

name Squaterola.

Squatlna (Bkwa-tl'na), n. [L . a kind of

fish, a skate.] A genus of cartilaginous

flshes somewhat akin to the rays, belonging

to the family Squatinidrc. The S. angelus

is the angel-fish or monk-Ash. See Angel-

FISH.

Squatinidffl (Rkwa-tin'i-dS), n. pi. A family

of sharks in which the body is depressed,

and the pectoral and ventral fins large and

broad, so that the members somewhat re

semble the rays. The genus Squatina is the

type.

Squatter (skwot'er), n. 1. One that squats

or sits close. — 2. One that settles on new

land, particularly on public land, without a

title. In Australia the term is also applied

to one who occupies an unsettled tract of

land as a sheep-farm under lease from gov

ernment at a nominal rent The word is

sometimes used in a looser and wider sense.

We then discover that the elTect, if not the object.

of the Bill would be to overturn the parochial system

on which the Church (of England) is established, and

to throw open the services and representative author

ity of the Church to any squatters who could coax or

bully the bishop into granting them a licence.

Sat. Rev. |

Squatting (skwat'ing), a. Adapted or used

for settling or squatting on ; occupied by

squatters.

Wodgate was the sort of squatting district of the

great mining region, Disraeli.

Squaw (skwa), n. [Amer. Indian] Among

American Indians, a female or wife.

Squawk (skwak), v.i. [See Squeak.] To

cry with a loud harsh voice.

Your peacock perch, pet post

To strut and spread the tail, and squawk upon.

Browning,

Squawl (skwalV v.i. To squall.

Squaw-root (skwa'rot), n. A singular scaly

plant (Conopholis americana, nat order

Orobanches), a native of America, found

growing in clusters among fallen leaves iu

oak woods.

Squaw-weed (skwa'wed), n. A medicinal

plant, the Senecio aureus, used in diseases

of the skin.

Squeak (skwek), v.i. [Imitative; comp.

squawk; O. quieken, to squeak; Sw. sqvdka.

to cry like a frog.] 1. To utter a sharp,

shrill cry, usually of short duration ; to cry

with an acute tone, as a fretful child, a pig,

a mouse, or the like ; or to make a sharp

noise, as a pipe or reed, a wheel, a door,

and the like. 'And the sheeted dead did

squeak and gibber.' Shak. 'As naturally

as pfgs squeak.' Hudibras.

Who can endure (o hear one of the rough old

Romans squeaking through the mouth of an eunuch !

Addison.

2. To break silence or secrecy ; to confess ;

to speak.

If he be obstinate, put a civil question to him upon

the rack, and he squeaks, I warrant him. Dryden.

Squeak ( Bkwek ), n. A sharp shrill sound

suddenly uttered, either of the human voice

or of any animal or instrument, such as a

child utters In acute pain, or as pigs utter,

or as is made by carriage wheels when dry,

or by a pipe or reed. 'Many a dreadful

grunt ana doleful squeak.' Dryden. 'The

coquette . . . with a great many skittish

notes, affected squeaks" A ddison.

Squeaker (skwelferj. n. l. One that squeaks

or utters a sharp shrill sound. 'Mimical

squeakers and bawlers.' Echard.—2. A pi

geon under six months of age.

Squeakingly ( skwek 'ing-li), adv. In a

squeaking manner.

Squeal (skwel). v.i. [A thfn form of squall

(which see). It implies a shriller sound.]

To give a more or less prolonged cry with a

sharp shrill voice, as certain animals do, in

dicating want, displeasure, or pain.

She pinched me, and called me a squealing chit.

Steele.

Squeal (skwel), n. A shrill sharp cry; a

squeak.

Squeamish (skwe'mlsh),o. [Prov. E. sweam-

ish; O. and Prov. sweam, an attack of sick

ness, from A. Sax. stcima, a swimming or

giddiness. The q has been inserted partly

perhapB through the influence of qualmish,

the meaning being similar; but see Squan

der.] Having a stomach that is easily

turned, or that readily nauseates anything;

hence, nice to excess In taste; fastidious;

easily disgusted; apt to be offended at

trifling improprieties; scrupulous.

?uoth he, that honour's very squeamish

hat takes a basting for a blemish. Hudibras.

True humanity consists not in a squeamish ear;

it consists not in starting or shrinking at tales of

misery- C. y. Fax.

Stn. Qualmish, fastidious, dainty, overnice,

scrupulous, straitlaced.

Squeamishly (akwe'inish-li), adv. In a

squeamish or fastidious manner; with too

much niceneBB. T. Warton.

Squeamlshnesa (skwe'mish-nes), n. The

state or quality of being squeamish ; exces

sive niceness; fastidiousness; excessive scru

pulousness.

The thorough-paced politician must presently laugh

at the squeamishness of his conscience. South.

Squeamous t (akwe'raus), a. Squeamish.

Squeasinesst(skwe'zi-nes),n. Nausea; quea-

slness. ' A squeasiness and rising up of the

heart against any mean, vulgar, or mechani

cal condition of men.' Hammond.

Squeasy t (skwg'zi), a. Queasy; nice; squeam

ish; scrupulous.

Squeezability ( skwez-a-bil'i-ti ), n. The

state or quality of being squeezable. Spec-

tatur newspaper.

Squeezable ( skwez'a-bl ), a. 1. Capable or

admitting of being squeezed.— 2. Fig. cap

able of being constrained ; as, a squeezable

government. [Colloq.]

Squeeze (skwez), v.t. pret. & pp. squeezed;

ppr. squeezing. [Formerly squise, squize.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc locA; S> ffo; j, job; n. Fr. ton; ng. slno-; th, then; th. (Aim w. trig; wh, tcAlg; zh, azure—See Key.
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SQUEEZE

from A. Sax. cwUan, cicj)san, to crush, to

squeeze; with the common addition of ini

tial s; cog. with L.G. qucge, a bruise; Sw.

qvasa, to crush; G. quetschen, to squash, to

bruise.] 1, To press between two bodies;

to press closely; to crush; as, to squeeze an

orange with the fingers or with an instru

ment; to be squeezed in a crowd : often to

press so as to expel juice or moisture. Shah.

2. To clasp closely; to press lovingly.

When Florio speaks, what virgin could withstand.

If gentle Damon did not squeeze her hand. Pop*.

3. To oppress so as to make to give money;

to harass by extortion. —4. To force by pres

sure ; to compel or cause to pass ; as, to

squeeze water through felt: often with out;

as, to squeeze out a tear.— SYN. To press,

crush, compress, clasp, hug, crowd.

Squeeze (skwez), v.i. 1. To press; to press

among a number of persons; to urge one's

way; to pass by pressing.

Many a public minister comes empty in ; but when

he has crammed his guts, he is fain to squrtJit hard

before he can get off. Sir Jt. L'Estrange.

2. To pass through a body on pressure being

applied. Newton.—To squeeze through, to

pass through by pressing and urging for

ward; as, to squeeze through a crowd.

Squeeze (skwez), n. 1. Pressure; compres

sion between bodies.—2. A hug or embrace.

Squeezer (skwez'er), n. 1. One who or that

which squeezes.—2. pi. In iron- working, a

machine sometimes employed for shingling,

or expressing the Bcoriw from the puddled

balls. Its action resembleB that of a huge

pair of pliers worked by machinery.

Squeezing (skwez'ing), n. 1. The act of

pressing; compression; oppression.—2. That

which is forced out by pressure. 'The dregs

ami squeezing* of the brain.' Pope.

Squelch(skwelch), p. t. [From Prov. E. quelch,

a blow (with prefixed s through influence of

squash. &c); allied perhaps to quell.] To

crush; to destroy. [Colloq.J

He has almost trod my guts out.—

O, 'twas your luck and mine to be squflck'd.

Bea.u. GrFt.

Squelch (skwelch), e.i. To be crushed.

Squelch (skwelchX n. A fiat heavy falL

[Colloq.]

So soon as the poor devil had recovered the

squelch, away he scampers, bawling like mail.

Sir Jt. L'Estrange.

Squencht (skwensh). v.t. To quench.

Squeteague (skwe-tCg'), n. An American

flsh, the Labrus squeteague of Mitchell, the

Otolithusregalis of Cuvier, very common in

the waters of Long Island Sound and adja

cent bays, where it is captured in large

quantities for the table. It produces a dull

sound like that of a drum.

Squib (skwib), n. [From O.E. squippe, for

swippe (comp. squeamish for similar letter

change), to move along swiftly, to sweep

along; IceL svipa, to flash, to dart, svipr, a

swift movement; allied to sweep and swoop.

Skeat.] 1. A little pipe or hollow cylinder

of paper filled with gunpowder or other

combustible matter which being ignited it

flies along, throwing out a train of fiery

sparks, and bursting with a crack. ' Hung

up by the heels like meteors, with squibs

in their tail*.' B. Jonson,

Lampoons, like squit>s, may make a present blaze.

IVatltr.

2. A sarcastic speech or little censorious

writing published; a petty lampoon; as, an

election squib; a squib upon a rival.—3. t A

petty satirist.

The squibs are those who. in the common phrase

of the word, are called libellers, lampooners, and

pamphleteers. Steel*.

Squib (skwib), v.i. pret. ifcpp. squibbed; ppr.

squibbxng. To use squibs or sarcastic or

severe reflections; to contend in petty dis-

fiute; as, two members of a society squib a

ittle in debate. [Colloq. United States.]

Squid (skwid), u. [Probably from squib, from

its squirting out black matter.] A popular

name of certain cuttle-fishes belonging to

the dibrauchinte group of the class Cepha

lopoda, and included in several genera, of

which the most familiar is that of the cala-

maries. See CALAMARY.

Squier.t n. andw. Same m Squire. Chaucer.

Squlerie.t n. A company or number of

squires. Chaucer.

Squlggle (skwigT), v.i. [Probably for swig-

gle (comp., as to letter change, squib above),

this being a non-nasalized and dim form

akin to swing, stray, swag. See those words]

1. To shake a fluid about in the mouth with

the lips closed. [Provincial.]—2. To move

Squill (Scilla marititna).
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about like an eel; to squirm. [Vulgar,

United States.]

Squill (skwil).n. [Vr.squille; tTom'L.squiUa,

scilla, Gr. skilla, a squill.] A plant of the

genus Scilla. nat. order Liliaceee, nearly

allied to the hyacinths, onions, Ac, having

a spreading perianth, stamens shorter than

the perianth, smooth filaments, a three-

parted ovary, and

a three-cornered

capsule with three

many - seeded

cells. Two spe

cies are indigen

ous to Britain—

S, verna, very

abundant on the

cliffs of Cornwall,

and frequent

also in the Ork

ney and Shetland

Isles, and S. au-

tumnalis, which

grows also in

Cornwall and in

other parts of

England, not being confined to the sea

shore. The term squill is more particu

larly applied to the Scilla marititna (Ur-

ginea Scilla), officinal squill or sea-onion,

which has a large acrid bulbous root like

an onion. It is a native of the sandy shoreB

of the Mediterranean. The bulb has beeu

known as a medicine from the earliest ages,

and is still used as a diuretic and expector

ant. In large doses it causes vomiting,

purging, and may even prove fatally poison

ous. S. Pancrateon (Urginea Pancrateon),

pancratic squill, inhabits the Mediterranean

coast, aud is used in the same way as the

officinal squill, but is said to be milder iu

its effects.

Squill (skwil), n. [L. squilla, scilla, a small

flsh of the lobster kind.] 1. A stomapodous

crustaceous animal of the genus Squilla.

See Squilla.—2. An insect, called also Squill

Insect, from its resemblance to the preced

ing, having a long body covered with a crust,

the head broad and squat.

Squilla (skwil'la),n. A genus of crustaceans,

order Stomapoda, the type of the family

Squillfdre, having the body long and semi-

cylindric, somewhat resembling that of a

lobster. The shell consists of a single shield

of an elongated quadrilateral form, covering

the head, the antennae aud eyes excepted,

which are placed on a common anterior

articulation The eyes are placed on very

short footstalks. The species are chiefly

inhabitants of the seas of warm climates.

The best known of the numerous species is

the locust shrimp, mantis-crab, or mantis-

shrimp (S. mantis) of the Mediterranean.

Squillagee, Squllgee (skwil'a-je. skwil'je).

n. Saut. (a)& small swab made of untwisted

yarn. (6) An instrument in the form of a

hoe, covered with leather, used to rub the

decks after washing.

SqullUdffl (skwil'li-de), n. pi. [L. squilla,

squill, and Or. eidos, resemblance.] A family

of stomapod crustaceans, of which the genus

Squilla is the type. See Squilla.

SqulLUtlC (skwil-lit'ik), a. Of, pertaining

to, or obtained from squills. ' Squtllitic vine

gar.' Holland.

Squinance t (skwi'nans), «. Same as Squi-

nancy, 1.

Squinancy (skwi'nan-si) n. [Fr. squinancie.

See Quinsy.]

It The quinsy

(which see).—

2. A British

plant of the

genus Asperula,

the A. cynan-

chica, called

also Squinancy

Wort and Small

Woodruff. It

is a perennial

plant withwhite

flowers in ter

minal panicles,

and grows on

chalky downs in

many parts of

Britain. See

WOODRUFF.

Squlnch, Sconce (skwinsh, skons),n. [See

Sconce.] In arch, a small pendentive arch

(or several combined) formed across an

angle, as In a square tower to support the

side of a superimposed octagon. The appli

cation of the term may have been suggested

Squinch, Maxstokc Priory,

Warwickshire.

SQUIR

by this structure resembling a corner cup

board, which was also called a squinch or

sconce.

Squlnsyt (skwin'zi), n. Same as Quinsy.

Squint (skwint), a. [Comp. O. and Prov. E.

squinny, squiny, to squint; allied to D

schuinte, a slope, scAtu'n, schuinsch, sloping,

oblique; perhaps connected with askant,

but the history of the word is somewhat ob

scure.] 1. Looking obliquely; looking not

directly; looking askance. 'Banish squint

suspicion.' Milton.—2. Not having the optic-

axes coincident : said of the eyes; a defect

occasioned by a permanent shortening of

one of the lateral Btraight muscles, and a

permanent elongation of its antagonist.—

Squint quoin, in arcA. an external oblique

angle.

Squint (skwint),*?. i- 1. To look with the eyes

differently directed.

Some can squint when they wilL Bacon.

2. To have the axes of the eyes not coinci

dent; to be affected with strabismus; as, a

person squints badly.— 3. To run or be di

rected obliquely; to have au indirect refer

ence or bearing.

Not a period of this epistle but squints towards,

another over against it. /V/y.

In prudence, too, you think my rhymes

Should never squint at courtiers' crimes. Gay

Squint (skwint), v.t. 1. To turn (the eye) to

an oblique position.

Perkin began already to squint one eye upon the

crown and another upon the sanctuary. Awm,

2. To cause to look with non-coincident op

tic axes; to form to oblique vision.

He (rives the web and the pin, squints the eye. and

makes the hare-lip. SJuiA.

Squint (skwint), n. 1. The act or habit of

squinting; an oblique look.— 2. An affection

of the eyes In which the optic axes do not

coincide; as, one that has a sqtiint.—3. In

arch, an oblique opening passing through

Squint, Minster-Lovell Church, Oxfordshire. A A,

Squints. It B, Traosepts. C, Chancel. D, Altar.

the walls of many old churches, usually

constructed for the purpose of enabling a

person in the transepts or aisles to see the

elevation of the host at the high altar. The

usual situation for a squint 1b on one or

both sides of the chancel arch; but they are

also found in other positions though always

directed to an altar Generally they are not

above a yard high, and 2 feet wide, but

sometimes they form narrow arches 10 or

12 feet in height, as at Minster-Lovell, Ox

fordshire. The name Hagioscope is some

times applied to them.

Squint- eye (skwinfl), n. An eye that

squints.

Squint-eyed (skwinfid), a. 1. Having eyes

tnatsquint; having eyes with non-coincident

axes. — 2. Oblique ; indirect ; malignant

'False and squint-eyed praise.' Sir J, Den-

ham.— 3. Looking obliquely or by side

glances; as, squint-eyed jealousy or envy.

Squintifego (skwint-i-fc'go), a. [A fanciful

formation from squint) Squinting. 'The

timbrel and the squinti/ego maid.' Dryden.

[Obsolete and low 1

Squinting (skwint'ing), n. The act or habit

of looking squint; strabismus (which see).

Squintlngly (skwiut'ing-li), adv. With

squint look; by side glances.

Squiny, Squinny (skwiu'O.Jr.i. To look

squint. [Old aird provincial.]

I remember thine eyes well enough. Dost thou

squiny at me f Shai.

Squir.i Squirri (skwer), v.t. and i [Proba

bly imitative of the sound of a body passing

rapidly through the air; comp. whirr, whiz ]

To throw with a Jerk; to cau-e to cut along;

to move, as anything cutting through the

air.

Fate, far, fat, fall; m6, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abune; y. 8c. fey.
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Squiralty (skw ir'al-ti), n. Same as Squire

archy. [Rare.]

Squirarchy (skwir'ar-ki),"- SameasSquire-

archy.

Squire (skwir), n. [A contr. of esquire. See

LsquiRE.) 1. The title of a gentleman next

in rank to a knight.

The rest are princes, barons, knights, squirts.

And gentlemen of blood. Shak.

2. An attendant on a knight; the knight's

shield or armour bearer.

Then tending her rough lord tho' all unask'd

In silence did hint service as a squire. Tennyson,

Hence—3. An attendant on a great warrior,

a noble or royal personage, or the like; also,

in colloquial language, a devoted male at

tendant on a lady; a male companion; a

beau; a gallant.

Marry, there I'm called

The squirt of dames, or servant of the sex.

Massinger.

4 A title popularly given to a country gen

tleman— 5. In the United States, a title of

magistrates and lawyers. In New England

it is given particularly to justices of the

peace and judges; in Pennsylvania to jus

tice* of the peace only.

Squire (skwirX ft. pret. &pp. squired; ppr.

2uiring. 1. To attend, as a squire.—2. To

tend, as a beau or gallant; to escort; as, to

squire a lady to the gardens. [Colloq.]

He (a Frenchman) squires her to everyplace she

visits, cither on pleasure or business. //'. Guthrie.

Squire t (skwir),;*. (O.Fr. esquierre, a square.

See SqUARE.] A rule; a foot-rule; a square.

Not the worst of the three but Jumps twelve foot

and a half by the squire. Skak.

Squirearch (skwlr*ark), n. A member of

the squirearchy. Ld. Lytton.

Squirearchal (skwlr-ark'al), a. Of or per

taining to a squirearchy.

Squirearchy (skwlr'ark-i). n. The squires

or gentlemen of a country taken collectively;

the domination or political influence exer

cised by squires considered as a body.

Written also Squirarchy.

Squireen (skwi-ren'X «. A small or petty

squire ; a half-squire, half-farmer. ' Ignorant

and worthless squireens.' Macaulay. [Irish.]

SquirehOOd (skwir'hud), n. The rank and

state of a squire. Swift.

Squireling (skwirling), n, A small or petty

squire. Tennyson. [Used in contempt.]

Squirely (skwir'li), a. Becoming a Bquire.

Shelton.

Squireship (skwlr'ship), n. Squlrehood.

Shelton.

Squirm (skwenn), v.t or L [Perhaps a

modiflcatiou of swarm, to wriggle up a

tree, the q being Inserted as in squander,

prueamish. Some connect it with Lith. kirm,

Skr. krimi, a worm. ) 1. To move like a worm

or eel, with writhing or contortions. [Local.]

S. To climb by embracing and clinging with

the hands and feet, as to a tree without

branches. [United States.]

Squirm (skwenn). n. 1. A wriggling motion,

like that of a worm or eel.—2. iVauf, a twist

in a rope.

Squirr. See Sqcib.

Squirrel (skwh/rel), n. [O.Fr. esmtirel, e$-

evret, Mod.Fr. fcureuil, from L.L. sciuri-

olus, dim. of L. sciurus, Or. skiouros, a squir

rel—riria, a shadow, and oura, a tail. Lit.

the animal that shades itself with its tail]

Common Squirrel {Sciurus vulgaris)

A small rodent mammal of the family

Scluridte, the type of which is the genus

Sciurus, or true squirrels. This family com

prehends three groups— the true squirrels

(Sciurus), the ground-squirrels (Tamias), and

the flying-squirrels (Pteromys and Sclurop-

terus). The true squirrels are distinguished

by their strongly compressed Inferior incisors

and by their long bushy tail. They have four

toes before and five behind. The thumb of

the fore-foot is sometimes marked by a tu

bercle. They have in all four grinders, vari

ously tuberculated, and a very small addi

tional one above in front, which very soon

falls. The head is large, and the eyes pro

jecting and lively. Several species are enu

merated, as the common squirrel, which in

habits Europe and the north of Asia, the

cat-squirrel and gray squirrel, both Amer

ican species. The common British squirrel

(Sciurus vulgaris) and several other species

are remarkably nimble, running up trees

and leaping from branch to branch with

surprising agility. They subsist on nuts,

acorns, seeds, &c., of which they lay up a

store for winter, some of them in hollow

trees, others in the earth. The fur of some

of the American species is an article of com

merce. See also Ground -squirrel and

Pteromys.

Squirrel-corn (sk wir'rel-korn),n. The Amer

ican name for a fragrant plant of the genus

Dicentra(Z). canadensis), nat order Fumari-

acese.

Squirrel-fish (skwir'rel-fish), n. A sort of

perch.

Squirrel -monkey (skwir'rel-mnng-kl), n.

A platyrhine monkey of the genus Calli-

thrix, inhabiting Brazil, resembling in gen

eral appearance and size the familiar squir

rel. See Saooin.

Squirrel-tail (skwir'rel-tal), n. A name

for a species of wild barley, Hordeum

maritimum.

Squirt (skwert), v.t [Prov.E. swirt, L.G.

swirtjen, to squirt, the q being inserted as

in squander, squeamish. Comp. also Icel.

skvetta, to squirt] To eject or drive out

of a narrow pipe or orifice in a stream; as,

to squirt water.

The hard-featured miscreant coolly rolled his to

bacco in his cheek and squirted theJuice into the

fire-grate. -Sir IV. Scott.

Squirt (skwert), v.i. 1. To be thrown out

or ejected from a narrow orifice in a rapid

stream ; as, water squirts from a pipe. —2. To

throw out words. [Old slang]

You are so given to squirting up and down, and

chattering-, that the world would say, I had chosen a

jack-pudding for a prime minister. SirJi. LEstrange.

Squirt (skwert), n. 1. An instrument with

which a liquid is ejected in a stream with

force; a syringe.

His weapons are a pin to scratch and a squirt to

bespatter. Pofe.

2. A small jet; as, a squirt of water.— a A

foppish young fellow; a whipper-snapper.

[Colloq. United States]

Squirter (skwertfer), n. One who or that

which squirts.

Squirting-cucumber (skw6rt'ing-ku-kum-

ber), n. One of the popular names of

the fruit of Ecballium agreste, which, when

nearly ripe, separates suddenly from its

peduncle, at the same time ejecting its

juices and seeds.

Squlry t (skwi'ri), n. The body of squires;

the squirearchy.

Sradha, Shraddha (sradTia, shrad'ha). n.

A fuiiLi al ceremony paid by the Hindus to

the manes of deceased ancestors, to effect,

by means of oblations, the re-embodying of

the soul of the deceased after burning his

corpse, and to raise his shade from this world

up to heaven among the manes of departed

ancestors.

Sravaka (sr&'va-ka or shra'va-ka), n, [Skr.

stu, to hear.] A name given to those dis

ciples of Buddha who through the practice

of the four great truths attain the dignity

of saints.

Stab (stab), v.t. pret. & pp. stabbed; ppr.

stabbing. [A word allied to staff, though

its history is uncertain. Probably directly

from the Celtic; comp. GaeL stob, Ir.

stobaim, to stab, to thrust or drive into

something; Gael, stob, a stake; Sc. stob, a

stake, a prickle, a small Instrument for

boring holes; also Goth, stabs, a rod; G.

stab, a staff. Comp. also stub.] 1. To pierce

or wound with a pointed weapon; to kill by

a pointed weapon ; as, to be stabbed by a

dagger or spear; to stab fish or eels. ' Whose

daggers have stabbed Caesar.' Shak.—2. To

drive, thrust, or plunge, as a pointed wea

pon. ' Stab poniards in our flesh.' Shak.—

3. To pierce in a figurative sense ; to injure

secretly or by malicious falsehood or slan

der; to inflict keen or severe pain on.

'Stabbed through the heart's affections.'

Tennyson.

I am stabbed with laughter. Skat.

Stab (stub), v.i. 1. To give a wound with a

pointed weapon; to aim a blow with a

pointed weapon ; as, to stab at a person.

None shall dare

With shorten'd sword to stab in closer war. Dryden.

2. To give a mortal wound; to mortify; to

be extremely cutting.

She speaks poniards, and every word stabs. Skak.

Stab (stab), n. 1. The thrust of a pointed

weapon. 'To fall beneath a base assassin's

stab.' Howe. — 2. A wound with a sharp-

pointed weapon. 'His gashed stahg.' Shak.

3 An injury given in the dark; a sly mis

chief ; keen, poignant pain. * This sudden

stab of rancour.' Shak.

'Stab (stab), n. An abbreviation employed

by workmen for established wages, as op

posed to piece-work.

Stabat Mater (sta'bat ma'ter). [L., the

mother stood] The first words, and hence

the name, of a mediaeval hymn still sung in

the ecclesiastical services of the Roman

Catholic Church during Holy Week. It has

been set to music by Pergoiesi, Rossini, and

other famous composers.

Stabber (stab'er), n, 1. One that stabs; a

privy murderer. ' A lurking, waylaying

coward, and a stabber in the dark.' Pope.

2. Naut a small marline-spike to make

holes with; a pricker.

Stabbingly (stab'ing-ll), ado. In a stabbing

manner; with intent to do a secret act

maliciously. Bp. Parker.

Stabilify (eta-biVi-fi), v. t To render Btable,

fixed, or firm; to establish. 'Render solid

and stabilify mankind.' Browning.

Stabiliment (sta-bil'i-raent), n, [L. stabili-

mentum, from stabilio, to make firm. See

Stable. ] Act of making firm ; firm sup

port. [Rare.]

They serve totstabiliment, propagation, and shade.

Derham.

Stabilitatet (sta-btl'i-tat). v.t. To make

stable; to establish. Dr. H. More.

Stability (sta-bil'i-ti), n. [L. stabilitas, from

stabilis. stable. See Stable.] 1. The state

or quality of being stable or firm; stableness;

firmness; strength to stand without being

moved or overthrown; as, the stability of

an edifice or other erection; the stability of

a system: the stability of a throne; the sta

bility of a constitution or government. —

2. Steadiness or firmness of character; firm

ness of resolution or purpose; the qualities

opposite to fickleness, irresolution, or in-

eonstaney; as, a man of little stability or of

unusual stability.—&i Fixedness, as op

posed to fluidity. 'Since fluidness and sta

bility are contrary qualities.' Boyle.—Sv.n.

Steadiness, stableness, constancy, immova

bility, firmness.

Stable (sta'bl), a. [L. stabili.*, from sto, to

stand, a widely-spread root, being also seen

in E. stand (which sec).] 1. Firmly estab

lished ; not to be easily moved, shaken, or

overthrown; firmly fixed or settled; as, a

stable government; a stable structure.

If the world be in the middle of the heart it will be

often shaken . . . but Cod in it keeps it statu.

Abp. Leighton.

2. In physics, a term applied to that condi

tion of a body in which, if its equilibrium

be disturbed, it is immediately restored, as

in the case when the centre of gravity is

below the point of support. —Stable and

unstable equilibrium. See EQUILIBRIUM.—

3. Steady in purpose; constant; firm in

resolution ; not easily diverted from a pur

pose; not fickle or wavering; as, a stable

man; a stable character.

Ev'n the perfect aneels were not stable.

But had a fall more desperate than we. Siry. Davits.

4. Abiding; durable; not subject to be over

thrown or changed ; as, this life is not stable.

Syn. Fixed, established, immovable, steady,

constant, abiding, strong.

Stable t (sta'bl), v.t. To fix; to establish.

Strype.

Stable (sta'bl), n. [L. stabulum, a standing-

place, a stage, a Btable, from sto, to stand.

See the adjective.] A building constructed

for horses to lodge and feed in, and fur

nished with stalls, and proper contrivances

to contain their food, and necessary equip

ments.
If your husband have stables enough, yon11 look

he shall lack no bams. Shat.

This fs now the regular use of the word,

but it has been, and in America still is, used

in a wider sense, equivalent to a house,

shed, or building for beasts generally to

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; th, tAiu; w, wig; wh, wAig; xh, azure.—See KEY.
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lodge and feed in, as a cow-house or the

like.

And I will make Rabbah a stable for camels.

Ezek. xxv. 5.

Stable (sta'bl), v.t. pret. & pp. stabled; ppr.

stabling. To put or keep in a stable.

Stable (sta'bl), v.i. To dwell or lodge in a

stable; to dwell, as beasts; to kennel.

In their palaces.

Where luxury late reign'd, sea monsters whelp'd

And stabled. Milton.

Stable-boy (staTjl-boi), n. A boy who at

tends at a stable. Siri/t.

Stable-man (sta'bl-man), n. A man who

attends in a stable ; a groom ; an ostler.

Swift

Stahleness (sta'bl-nes), n. The state or

quality of being stable; stability; as, (a)

fixedness and steadiness as regards position;

firmness of position ; strength to stand or

remain unchanged; as, the stableness of a

throne or of a system of lawB. (b) Steadiness;

constancy; firmness of purpose; as, stable

ness of character, of mind, of principles

or opinions. 'Justice, verity, temperance,

stableness.' Shak.

Stabler (stabler), n. A stable-keeper; one

who stables horseB. [Local.]

Stable-room (sta'bl-rbm), n. Room in a

stable; room for stables.

Stable-stand (sta'bl-stand), n. In old Eng.

law, the position of a man who is found

at his standing in the forest with a cross

bow bent, ready to shoot at a deer, or with

a long-bow; or standing close by a tree with

greyhounds in a leash ready to slip. This

is one of the four presumptions that a man

intends Btealing the king's deer.

Stabling (sta'bl -in g), n. 1. The act or prac

tice of keeping in a stable. —2. A house, shed,

or room for keeping horses; also, in a wider

sense, a house, shed, or place of Bhelter for

other beasts. 'A stabling now for wolves.'

Thornton,

Stablisnt (stab'liBh), v.t. fOFr. establir,

establissant. Mod. Fr. Ctablir; from L sta-

bilio, to cause anything to stand firmly. See

Stable] To settle in a state for perma

nence; to make firm; to fix; to establish.

His covenant sworn

To David, stablish'd as the days of Heaven.

Milton.

Stablishment t (stab'lish-ment), n. Estab

lishment.

Stably ( sta'bl i), adv. In a stable manner;

firmly; fixedly; steadily; as, a government

stably settled.

Stabulation^ (stab-u-la'shon), n. [L. stabu-

latio. See Stable, n.] 1. Act of housing

beasts. — 2. A place or room for housing

beasts.

Staccato (stak-ka'to> [It, pp. of staccare,

for distaccare, to separate = Fr. detacher, to

separate. See Detach.) In music, discon

nected; separated; distinct: a direction to

perform the notes of a passage in a crisp,

detached, distinct, or pointed manner. It

is generally indicated by dots or dashes

placed over the notes, the dash implying

the strongest or most marked degree of stac

cato or crispness. A certain amount of time

is subtracted from the nominal value of any

note performed staccato.

Stacner (stach'er), v.i. [An allied form of

stagger.] To stagger. [Scotch.]

Stac'nys (sta'kis), n. [Or., an ear of corn,

from the mode of flowering.] A genus of

plants belonging to the nat. order Labiates.

The species are very numerous. They are

herbs or uudershrubs with entire or toothed

leaves, and sessile or very shortly stalked

purple, scarlet, yellow, or white flowers

arranged in whorls. They are widely dis

tribute 1 through the temperate regions of

the globe. Four species are British, and are

known under the name of woundwort. The

most beautiful species of the genus is S.

coccinea, a native of Chili and Peru. It has

large dark scarlet flowers an inch in length.

Stachytarplia, Stachytarpheta (stak-i-

tar'fa, stak-i-tar'fe-ta), n. pi. [Gr. stachys,

an ear of corn, and tarpheios, thick, from

its method of flowering] A genus of aro

matic flowering plants, nat. order Verbe-

naceoe.. natives, for the most part, of tropical

or sub-tropical America. S. iamaicensis is

held in high esteem in Brazil for its medi

cinal qualities, and its leaves are used to

adulterate tea. In Austria it Is sold under

the name of Brazilian tea.

Stack (stak), n. [A Scandinavian word;

Icel. stakkir), Sw. stack, Dan. stak, a stack,

a pile of hay; Prov. O. stock, heustock, a

stack, a hay-stack. From the same root as

stake, stick, stock.] 1. Corn in the sheaf,

hay, pease, straw, <fcc. , piled up in a circular

or rectangular form, coming to a point or

ridge at the top, and thatched to protect it

from the influence of the weather. —2. A

pile of wood containing 108 cubic feet; also,

a pile of poles orwood of indefinite quantity.

Against every pillar was a stack of billets above a

man s height. Baccrt.

3. A number of funnels or chimneys standing

together.—i A single chimney or passage

way for smoke; the chimney or funnel of a

locomotive or steam-vessel.—5. A high rock

detached ; a columnar rock ; a precipitous

rock rising out of the sea. Sir W. Scott.

—Stack of arms, a number of muskets or

rifles placed together with their breeches

on the ground, and the bayonets crossing

each other, so as to form a conical pile.

Stack (stak), v.t. To pile or build into the

form of a stack; to make into a large pile;

as, to stack hay or grain. —To stack arms

(milit), to set upmuskets, rifles, or carbines

together, with the bayonets crossing each

other or united by means of ramrods or hooks

attached to the upper band of the weapon,

so as to form a sort of conical pile.

Stackage (stak'aj), n. 1. Hay, grain, and

the like, put up in stacks. [Rare.]—2. A tax

on things Btacked.

Stack-borer (stak'bor-er),n. An instrument

for piercing stacks of hay, to admit air,

where the hay has acquired a dangerous

degree of heat.

Stack-cover (stak'kuv-er), n. A cloth or

canvas covering for suspending over stacks

during the time of their being built, to pro

tect them from rain.

Stacket (stak'et),n. A stockade. Sir W. Scott

Stack-funnel (stak'fun-nelXn. A pyramidal

open frame of wood in the centre of a stack.

Its object is to allow the air to circulate

through the stack, and prevent the heating

of the grain. See Stack-stand.

Stack -guard (stak'gard), u. A canvas

covering for a hay or other stack ; a stack-

cover.

Stackhousiacese (stak'hous-i-a"se-e), n. pi.

[In honour of Mr. Stackhouse, a British bo

tanist.] A family of dicotyledonous poly-

petalous plants allied to Celastraceie, con

sisting of about twenty species, all herba

ceous, with a perennial and often a woody

Btock, simple erect stems, alternate small

narrow leaves, and terminal racemes of

small white or yellow flowers. With the

exception of two, they are all Australian,

and are of no special interest.

Stacklng-band, Stacklng-belt (stak'ing-

band, stak'ing-belt), n. A band or rope used

in binding thatch or straw upon a stack.

Stacking-Stage (stak'ing-staj), n. A scaf

fold or stage used in building stacks.

Stack -stand (stak'stand), n. A basement

of timber or masonry, sometimes of iron,

raised on props and placed in a stack-yard,

Stack-stand with Stack funnel

on which to build the stack. Its object is

to keep the lower part of the stack dry, and

exclude vermin.

Stack-yard (stak'yard), a A yard or in-

closure for stacks of hay or grain.

Stacte (stak'te), n. [Gr. stakti, the oil that

drops from myrrh, from staid, to drop, to

distil.] One of the sweet spices which com

posed the holy incense of the ancient Jews.

Two kinds have been described, one the fresh

gum of the myrrh tree (Balsa jnodendron

Myrrha), mixed with water and squeezed

out through a press; the other kind, the

resin of the Btorax (Styrax officinale), mixed

with wax and fat. Exod. xxx. 34.

Staddle (stad'l), n. [A. Sax. stathol, stathel, a

foundation, a basis, firm seat ; from root of

stead, steady, stand. ] 1. 1 A prop or support;

a staff; a crutch. Spenser. — 2. The frame

or support of a stack of hay or grain ; a

stack-stand.—3. A young or small tree left

uncut when others are cut down.

If you leave your staddles too thick you shall never

have clean underwood, but shrubs and bushes.

Bacon.

4. In agri one of the separate plots into

which a cock of hay is shaken out for the

purpose of drying.

Staddle (stad'l), v.t 1. To leave the staddles

in, as a wood when it is cut. Tusser.—2. To

form into staddles, as hay.

Staddle - roof (stadl-rbf), n. The roof or

covering of a stack.

Stade (stad), u. A furlong; a stadium (which

see). Donne.

Stade (stad), n. Same as Staith.

Stadium (sta'di-um), u. [I... from Gr. sta-

de-it ] 1. A Greek measure of 125 geometri

cal paces, or 625 Roman feet, equal to 606

feet 0 inches English ; consequently the

Greek stadium was somewhat less than our

furlong. It was the principal Greek mea

sure of length.—2. The course for foot-races

at Olympia in Greece, which was exactly a

stadium in length. The name was also given

to all other places throughout Oreece

wherever games were celebrated. — 3. In

med. the Btage or period of a disease, espe

cially of an intermittent disease.

Stadlet (stad'l), n. Same as Staddle.

Stadtholder (stafh61d-er), n, [D. stadhou-

der—stad, a city, and houder, holder. ] For

merly, the chief magistrate of the United

Provinces of Holland ; or the governor or

lieutenant-governor of a province.

Stadtholderate, Stadtholdership (staf-

hdld-er-at, stat'hold-er-ship), n. The ofllce

of a stadtholder.

Staff (staf), n. pi. Staves, Staffs (stavz,

stafs), (in last two senses always the latter).

[A. Sax. steef, a stick, a staff, a support; D.

and LG. staf, a staff, a sceptre; Icel stafr,

a BtafT, a post, a stick ; G. stab, a staff. From

same root as stab, and Skr. stabh, stambh,

to make firm] 1. A stick carried in the

band for support; a walking-stick. Hence—

2. A support; that which props or upholds.

The boy was the very staff of my age, my very prop.

Shak.

Thou trustest in the staff of this broken reed.

Is. xxxvi. 6.

Bread is the staffof life. Swift.

3. A stick used as a weapon ; a club ; a cud

gel; as, the stick used at qu&Tter- staff.

' With forks and staves the felon to pursue.'

Dryden.—4. A long piece of wood used for

many purposes; as, (a)t a pole; a stake.

'The rampant bear chaln'd to the ragged

staff.' Shak. (b) The long handle of an in

strument or weapon, as the staff of a spear;

the spear itself.

There stuck no plume in any English crest

That is removed by a staffof France. Shak.

Hence, to break a staff, to tilt; to combat with

a spear. 'Apuisny tilter, that . . . breaks

his staff like a noble goose.' Shak. (c) A

straight-edge for testing or truing a line or

surface ; as, the proof staff used in testing

the face of the Btone in a grind-mill. (<i) In

surv. a graduated stick, used in levelling.

See also Cross-staff, Jacob's-staff. («) In

ship-building, a name given to several meas

uring and spacing rules. (/) JVatif. a light

pole erected in different parts of a ship 011

which to hoist and display the colours ; as,

the ensign-staff for displaying the ensign;

the Jlagstaff for displaying the flag, and the

jack-staff for extending the jack.— 5. t The

round of a ladder.

Descending and ascending by ladders, I ascended

at one of six hundred and tlurty-nine stow.

Dr. J. Campbell.

6. In surg. a grooved steel instrument hav

ing a curvature, used to guide the knife or

gorget through the urethra into the bladder

m the operation of lithotomy.—7. The name

of several instruments formerly used iu

taking the sun's altitude at sea; as, the fore-

staff, back-staff, croBS-staff. &c. (See these

terms) - 8 . t A stanza; a stave.

Cowley found out that no kind of staff'is proper

for a heroic poem, as being all too lyrical. Dryden.

9. The five parallel lines, and the four spaces

between them, on which notes and other

musical characters are placed.—10. TnorcA.

same as Rudenture.—11. An ensign of au

thority ; a badge of office ; as. a constable's

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; u6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc, fey.
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siaff. "This staff, mine office-badge." Shak.

See Pastoral-staff, Crozier.

The Eail of Worcester

Hath broke his staff, resigned his stewardship.

Shak,

12. [From staff, as an ensign of authority.]

Mi' if. a body of officers whose duties refer

to an army or regiment as a whole, and who

are not attached to particular subdivisions.

The staff of the British army includes the

general officers commanding divisions, dis

trict brigades, Ac ;—the officers of the quar

termaster-general's and the adjutant-gener

al's departments: called the General Staff;

—officers attached to commanding general

officers as military secretaries and aides-de

camp: called the Personal Staff;—officers

employed in connection witli the civil de

partments at the war office; and those en

gaged in recruiting and garrison work. A

regimental staff, consisting of adjutant,

quartermaster, paymaster, Ac, is attached

to each regiment— 13. A body of executive

officers attached to any establishment for

the carrying out of its designs, or a number

of persons, considered as one body, intrusted

with the execution of any undertaking ; as,

the editorial and reporting staff of a news

paper; the staff of the Geological Survey; a

hospital staff, Ac.

The college staffs hare not yet broken up.

AiacmiUan's Mag.

Staff-angle (stafang-gl), n. In plastering,

a square rod of wood, standing flush with

the wall on each of its sides, at the external

angles of plastering, to prevent their being

damaged.

Staff-bead (started), n. In arcA. see Angle-

bead.

Staff-hole (stafTiol), n. In metal, a small

hole in the puddling-furnace through which

the puddler heats his staff. Weale.

Staffier- (staf'i-cr), n. An attendant bearing

a staff. 'Staffier* on foot' Hudibras.

Staffisht (staf'ish), a. Stiff; harsh. Ascham.

Staff-man (stafman), n. A workman em

ployed in silk-throwing.

Staff-officer (stafof-fis-er),n. Milit.an officer

upon the staff of an army or regiment. See

STAFF.

Staff-sergeant (stafsar-jant), n. One of a

superior class of non-commissioned officers

belonging to the staff of a regiment, as the

quartenuaster-sergean t, arraourer-sergean t ,

hospital-sergeant, Ac.

Staff-sling (stafsliug), n. A leathern sling

fixed on to one end of a shaft about a yard

in length. The slinger held it with both

hands, and could hurl stones with great

violence. It was subsequently employed to

thrtiw grenades. Chaucer.

Staff-striker t (staf'stri-ker), n, A sturdy

Iwggar; a tramp.

Staff-tree (Btartre), n, Celastrus, a genus

of plants allied to the genera Euonymus

and Catha. The species are evergreen

shrubs and climbers, and are found in the

temperate regions of tropical countries, ap

pearing in greatest number in the Hima

layas.

Stag (stag), n. tFr°™ the root of A. Sax.

sttgan, Ieel. stiga, G. steigen, to mount; lit.

the mounter. (SeeSTAIR.) The name, un

der slightly different forms, is given to male

animals of very different species; I eel. steggr,

a male fox, a gander, a drake, also the male

of several wild animals; Sc. staig, a stallion;

O.E. stag, a castrated bull, a young horse, a

cock-turkey; staggard, a hart in its fourth

year ] 1. The male red-deer or a generic

name of the red-deer (Cervu* elaphiu) ; the

male of the hind; a hart: sometimes applied

particularly to a hart in its fifth year. The

■tag is a native of Europe and Northern

Asia. In Britain it is now found wild only

in the Highlands of Scotland. It is called

the red-deer from the reddish-brown colour

of the upper parts in summer, the colour in

winter being rather grayish-brown. A full-

■ized stag with his antlers well-developed

Is a magnificent animal, standing about

4 feet high at the shoulder, and having horns

3 feet in length. (See Antler.) The females

are quite hornless, and smaller. These

animals feed on grass, buds, and young

■hoots of trees. Ac. In winter they associ

ate in herds. (See cut Deer.) In America

the stag is represented by the wapiti (C.

canadensis).—2. A colt or filly; also, a romp

ing girl; a hoyden. (Provincial ] — 3. The

male of the ox kind, castrated at such an

age that he never gains the full size of a

bull; a bull-staff Called also in some parts

of England and Scotland Bull-segg. —t In

commercial slang, (a) an outside irregular

dealer in stocks, not a member of the ex

change, (b) A person who applies for the

allotment of shares in a joint-stock com

pany, not because he wishes to hold the

shares, but because he hopes to sell the

allotment at a premium. If he fails in this

he forbears to pay the deposit, and the al

lotment is forfeited.

Stag (stag), Ft. In com. to act as a Btag on

the stock exchange. See STAG.

Stag-beetle (stag'be-tl), n. A name of

beetles of the genus Lucanus, a genus of

lamelticorn coleopterous insects, fam. Lu-

canidee. The common stag-beetle (Lucanus

cervus) is one of the largest of British in

sects, distinguished by the enormous size

Staff-beetle {Lucanus cerrus)

of the horny and toothed mandibles in the

males, and by the rather long elbowed an

tenna;, which are terminated by a perfoli-

ated club, and are composed of ten joints,

the first being very long. It is common in

some localities in the neighbourhood of

London, and Is often 2 inches long, of a black

colour. See LuOAjrrnjL

Stag-dance ( stagMana ), n A dance per

formed by males only; a bull-dance. [United

States. ]

Stage (staj), n. [O. Fr ettage. Mod. Fr. itagc,

Pr. estatge, a stage, a story of a house, from

a hypothetical 1. form statiewn, from sto,

statum, to stand (whence station, Ac).]

l.t A floor or story of a house. Wickliffe.—
■_' A floor or platform of any kind elevated

above the ground or common surface, as for

an exhibition of something to public view;

as. a stage for a mountebank; a stage for

speakers in public. ' High on a stage be

placed to the view. ' Shak.

We princes . . . are set on stages in the sight and

view of all the world. Queen Eltxabeth.

3. A floor elevated for the convenience of

performing mechanical work and the like ;

a scaffold; a staging; as, seamen use floating

stages, and stages suspended by the Bide of

a snip, for caulking and repairing.—4. The

raised platform on which theatrical per

formances are exhibited ; the flooring in a

theatre on which the actors perform; hence,

the stage, the theatre ; the profession of

representing dramatic compositions; the

drama, as acted or exhibited; as, to take to

the stage; to regard the stage as a school of

elocution.

All the world's a stage.

And all the men and women merely players. Shak.

I.o ! where the stage, the poor degraded stage.

Holds its warped mirror to a gaping age.

Sfrague.

5. A place where anything is publicly exhib

ited; a field for action; the scene of any

noted action or career; the spot where any

remarkable affair occurs.

When we are born, we cry that we are come

To this great stage of fools. Shak.

6. A place of rest on a journey, or where a

relay of horses is taken, or where a stage

coach changes horses ; a statiou ; as, when

we arrive at the next stage we will take

some refreshment. Hence— 7. The distance

between two places of rest on a road ; as, a

stage of 15 miles. 'Performing the journey

by easy stages.' Smiles.

Brother, you err, 'tis fifteen miles a day.

His stage is ten. Beau. &■ Fl.

8. A single step of a gradual process; de

gree of advance; degree of progression, either

in increase or decrease, in rising or falling,

or in any change of state ; as, the several

stages of a war; the stages of civilization or

improvement; stages of growth in an animal

or plant; stages of a disease, of decline or

recovery.

Such a polity is suited only to a particular stage in

the progress of society. Macttuiay.

9. A coach or other carriage running regu

larly from one place to another for the con

veyance of passengers, Ac; a stage-coach.

'A parcel sent by the stage.' Cowper.

I went in the six-penny stage. Swift.

10. In arch, the part between one splayed

projection and another in a Gothic buttress;

also, the horizontal division of a window

separated by transoms.—11. A wooden struc

ture on a beach to assist in landing; a land

ing-place at a quay or pier. It sometimes

rises and subsides with the tide, or is lowered

or raised to suit the varying height of water.

12. In optics, the platform on which an ob

ject is placed to be viewed by a microscope.

Stage t (staj), v t. To exhibit publicly, as in

a theatre. Shak.

Stage - box (staj'bokB), n. A box in a the

atre close to the stage. Shnmonds.

Stage - carriage (staj'kar-rij), n. A stage

coach.

Stage - coach (BtajTcoch), n. A coach that

runs by stages ; or a coach that runs regu

larly every day or on stated days between

two places, for the conveyance of passengers.

Stage - coachman (staj'kdch-man), n. A

driver of a stage-coach.

Stage - direction ( staj-di-rek'shon ), n. A

written or printed instruction as to action

or the like, which accompanies the text of

a play. 'Like the barbarous monsters in

the stage-direction in King Lear.' Thack

eray.

Stage -door (staj'ddr), n. The door giving

access to the stage and the parts behind it

in a theatre; the actors' and workmen's

entrance to a theatre.

Stage -driver (staj'driv-er), n. One who

drives a stage-coach.

Stage -effect (staj'ef-fekt), n. Theatrical

effect; effect produced artificially and de

signedly.

Stagelvt (stajli), a. Pertaining to a stage;

becoming the theatre; theatrical. Jer.

Taylor.

Stage - manager (staj-man'aj-er), n. In

theatres, one who superintends the produc

tion and performance of a play, and who

regulates all matters behind the scenes.

Stage-play (staj'pla), n. A theatrical enter

tainment; a play adapted for representation

on the Btage.

The clause . . distinguishes SAtire properly from

stage-Hays which are all of one action, and one con

tinued series of action. Drydtn.

Stage-player (staj'pla-er), n. An actor on

the stage; one whose occupation is to repre

sent characters on the stage. 'Stage-players

or actors.' Arbuthnot.

Stager (staj'er), n. l.t A player. B. Jonson

[Rare.] — 2. One that has long acted on the

stage of life; a person of experience, or of

skill derived from long experience.

One experienced stager, that had baffled twenty

traps and tricks before, discovered the plot.

SirJt. /.'Estrange.

You will find most of the old stagers still stationary

there. Sir It'. Scott.

3. A horse employed in drawing a stage

coach.

Stagery (staj'er-i), n. Exhibition on the

stage. 'A piece of stagery, or scene-work.'

Milton.

Stage-struck (staj'strukX a. Smitten with

a love for the stage; possessed by a passion

for the drama; seized by a passionate desire

to become an actor.

'You are a precious fool. Jack Buncc,' said Cleve

land, half angry, and, in despite of himself, half

diverted by the false tones and exaggerated gesture

of the stage-struck pirate. Sir H ". Scott.

Stag-evil (stag'e-vil), n, A disease in horses,

tetanus or lock-jaw.

Stage-wagon (staj'wag-on), n. 1. A wagon

for conveying goods and passengers, by

stages, at regularly appointed times.—2.f A

stage-coach.

Stage-whisper (staj'whis-per), n. A loud

whisper, as by an actor in a theatre, meant

to be heard by those to whom it is not pro

fessedly addressed; an aside.

This was conveyed in the tone in which ladies usu

ally give admonitions to servants in company, that is

to say, a low one; but which, like a stage-whisfer,

from its peculiar emphasis, is most distinctly heard

by everybody present. Dickens.

Stage-wright (stai'rit), n. A dramatic

author ; a play-wright ' Your stagers and

your stage-wrights too.' II Jonson.

Stagey (itaj'I), a. Of or pertaining to the

stage; resembling the manner of dramatic

performers; theatrical, in a depreciatory

sense; as, to have a very stagey manner.

Staggard (stag'ard), n. [From stag.] A

stag four years old.

Stagger (stag'er), v.i, [From old (and prov.)

«foX«r, to Btagger, from root of stake, comp. to

ch, Main; ch, Sc. locA; g, go\ j, job; h, Fr. ton: ng, sin^; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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stick fast; O.D. staggeren, Dan. dial staggre,

Sc. stacker, stacker, Icel. «taAxa, to stagger,

to totter.] 1. To reel; to move to one side

and the other in standing or walking ; not

to stand or walk with steadiness.

Deep was the wound ; he stagger'd with the blow.

Dryden.

2. To fail ; to cease to stand firm ; to begin

to give way. ' The enemy staggers. ' Addi

son.—3. To hesitate; to begin to doubt and

waver in purpose; to become leas confident

or determined.

He (Abraham) staggered not at the promise of

God through unbeliefT Rom. iv. ao.

Stagger(stag'er).!?.!. 1. Tocausetoreel Shak.

2. To cause to doubt and waver; to make to

hesitate ; to make less steady or confident ;

to shock. 'The question did at first so

stagger me.' Shak. * To stagger credibility.'

Burke.

When a prince fails in honour and justice, it is

enough to stagger his people in their allegiance.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Stagger (stag'er), n. 1. A sudden swing or

reel of the body, as if the person were about

to fall

The individual . . . advanced with a motion that

alternated between a reel and a stagger.

G. A. Sala.

2. pi I A sensation which causes reeling.

Shak. — 3. pl.\ Perplexity; bewilderment;

confusion.

I will throw thee from my care for ever

Into the staggers, and the careless lapse

Of youth and Ignorance. Shak.

4. pi. A disease of horses and cattle attended

with reeling or giddiness. In the horse it

appears in two forms—mad or sleepy stag

gers and grass or stomach staggers; the for

mer of which arises from inflammation of

the brain, the latter being due to acute in

digestion.

Stagger-bush (stag'er-bqsh), n. An Ameri

can plant, Andromeda mariana, growing

in low sandy places near the coast, having

large white nodding flowers and leathery

leaves. It is said to be poisonous to sheep

that eat it

Staggeringly ( stag'er-ing-li ), adv. In a

staggering or reeling manner; with hesita

tion or doubt.

Stagger - wort (stajrer-wert), n. Same as

liagwort.

Stag-hound (stag'hound), n. A large and

powerful kind of hound used in hunting the

stag or red-deer.

Staging (staj'ing), n. 1. A temporary struc

ture of posts and boards for support, as for

building; scaffolding. —2. The business of

running or managing, or the act of travel

ling in stage-coaches.

Staglrite (staj'i-rit), n. See Staqyrite.

Stagnancy (stag'nan-si), n, [See Stagnant.]

1. The state of being stagnant or without

motion, flow, or circulation, as in a fluid ;

stagnation.— 2. Anything stagnant; a stag

nant pool. ' Stagnancies left by the flood.'

Cotton.

Stagnant (stagnant), a. [L. stagnans, stag-

nantis, ppr. of stagno, to stagnate. See

Stagnate.] 1. Not flowing; not running in

a current or stream; motionless; standing;

hence, impure from want of motion ; as, a

stagnant lake or pond; stagnant blood In

the veins.—2. Inert; inactive; sluggish; tor

pid ; dull ; not brisk ; as, business is stag

nant. ' The gloomy slumber of the stagnant

soul.' Johnson.

For him a stagnant life was not worth living.

Palfrey.

Stagnantly ( stag'uant-li ), adv. In a stag

nant or still, motionless, inactive manner.

3tagnate (stag'nat), v.i. pret & pp. stag

nated; ppr. stagnating. [L. stagno, stagna-

tum, to stagnate; stagnum, a piece of stand

ing water, a pool (whence stank and tank).]

1. To cease to run or flow; to be motion

less; to have no current; as, water that

stagnates in a pool or reservoir soon be

comes foul.

1 am fifty winters old ;

Blood then stagnates and grows cold. Cotton.

2. To cease to be brisk or active; to become

dull, quiet, or inactive ; as, commerce stag

nates; business stagnates.

Ready-witted tenderness . . . never stagnates in

vain lamentations while there is room for hope.

Sir II. Scott.

Stagnate t (stag'nat), a. Stagnant. 'A

stagnate mass of vapour.' Young.

Stagnation ( stag-na'shon ), n. I The con

dition of being stagnant; the cessation of

flowing or circulation of a fluid; or the state

of being without flow or circulation ; the

state of being motionless; as, the stagnation

of the blood; the stagnation of water or air;

the stagnation of vapours.—2. The cessation

of action or of brisk action; the state of be

ing dull; as, the stagnation of business.

A spot of dull stagnation, without light

Or power of movement, seem'd my soul. Tennyson.

Stag-worm (stagVerm), n. An insect that

is troublesome to deer.

Stagyrlte (staj'i-rit), n. An appellation

given to Aristotle from the place of his

birth, Stagira, in Macedonia.

Stahlian (stal'i-an), n. A believer in or sup

porter of Stall Ha 1 1 ism.

Stahlianism, StahUsm(sta]'i-an-teml staT-

izm), n. The doctrine of Staid, a German

physician, who held the theory of a vital

force or anima residing in the body, whose

motions it directed. See also Phlogiston.

Staid (stadX pret & pp. of stay.

Staid (stad), a. [From stay, to stop.] Sober;

grave; steady; sedate; regular; not wild,

volatile, flighty, or fanciful; as, a staid

elderly person. ' My staider senses.' Shak.

'Staid wisdom.' Milton.

The doctor, who was what is called a staid, dis

creet personage, appeared somewhat unwilling to

gratify our curiosity. T. Hook.

Staidly ( stadli ), adv. In a staid manner ;

calmly; soberly.

Staidness (stad'nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being staid; sobriety; gravity; sedate-

ness; steadiness; regularity. 'The staidness

and sobriety of age. Dryden.

Stalg (stag), n. [See Stag. ] A young horse

not yet broken in for work or riding; a

stallion. [Scotch.]

Stain (stun), v.t. [An abbrev. of distain

(which see); comp. sport, from disport. ] 1. To

discolour by the application of foreign mat

ter ; to make foul ; to spot ; as, to stain the

hand with dye; to stain clothes with vege

table juice. 'An image like thyself, all stain'd

with gore.' Shak.— 2. To colour, as wood,

glass, or the like, by a chemical or other

process; to tinge with colours which chemi

cally combine with, or which penetrate, the

substance of; as, to stain wood; to stain

glass. 'Turned -up bedsteads made of

stained wood.' Lhckens. — 3. To dye; to

tinge with a different colour; as, to stain

cloth. —4. To impress with figures or pat

terns in colours different from the ground;

as, to stain paper for hangings.— 5. To soil

or sully with guilt or infamy; to tarnish; to

bring reproach on; as, to statn the character;

stained with guilt—3.t To darken; to dim;

to obscure; to eclipse.

She stains the ripest virgins of her age.

Beau. &• FL

Clouds and eclipses stain both moon and sun.

SHaJt.

7.t To deface; to disfigure; to impair, as

shape, beauty, excellence, or the like. ' And

but he's something stained with grief.' Shak.

1*11 corrupt her manners, stain her beauty. Shak.

8. t To corrupt; to pervert; to deprave. Shak

—Svn. To spot, blot, soil, dye, sully, dis

colour, disgrace, taint

Stain (stan), n. 1. A spot; discoloration from

foreign matter; as, a stain on a garment or

cloth.—2. A natural spot of a colour differ

ent from the ground. 'Swift trouts, diver

sified with crimson stains. ' Pope.

Under her breast . . . ties a mole.

. . . You do remember

This stain upon herf Skat.

3.t A slight taste or quality; a tincture; a

tinge.

You have some stain of soldier In you; let me ask

you a question. Shak.

4. Taint of guilt or evil; tarnish; disgrace;

reproach; as, the stain of sin. ' Some stain

or blemish in a name of note.* Tennyson.

Our opinion is, I hope, without any blemish or stain

of heresy. Hooker.

6. Cause of reproach; shame; disgrace.

Hereby I will lead her that is the praise and yet

the stain of all womankind. Sir P. Sidney.

Sys. Blot, spot, taint, pollution, sully, blem

ish, tarnish, disgrace, infamy, shame.

Stain (stan), v.i. To take stains; to become

stained or soiled; to grow dim; to be ob

scured. 'If virtue's gloss will stain with

any soil.' Shak.

Stainand ( stau'and), a. In her. a term ap

plied to the colours sanguine and tenne1

when used in the figures called abatements

or marks of disgrace.

Stained (stand), p. and a. 1. Having a stain

or stains; discoloured; spotted; dyed; blot

ted; tarnished. — 2. Produced by staining.

'Wash away thy country's stained spots.'

Shak.—Stained glass, glass painted with me

tallic oxides or chlorides, ground up with

proper fluxes, and fused into its surface at

a moderate heat. Stained glass is employed

in ornamenting the windows of churches as

well as of other public and private build

ings. The colours produced are all trans

parent, and therefore can be viewed only by

transmitted light.

Stainer (stan'er), n. 1. One who stains,

blots, or tarnishes.—2. A workman engaged

in staining: often used as the second ele

ment of a compound, as In paper-stainer.

Stainless (stan'les), a. 1. free from stains

or spots. 'Faultless length and stainless

hue. Sir P. Sidney.—2. Free from the re

proach of guilt; free from sin; immaculate.

' A stainless wife.' Tennyson.

Stainlessly (stanles-li), adv. In a stainless

manner; with freedom from stain.

Stair (star), n. [O.K. stayre, steyer, lit. that

by which a person sties or mounts (see Sty);

A. Sax stceger, from sttgan, Icel. stiga, O.

steigen, to ascend, to climb, whence also

stUe (on a fence), and the first part of stir

rup.] Originally, any succession of steps

to mount by. ' Cords made like a tackled

stair.' Shak. Now, usually a succession of

steps rising one above the other arranged

as a way between two points at different

lu-ights in a building, Ac: used often in

plural in same sense, while the singular is

also employed to mean a single step. ' A

winding staire.' Chaucer. ' On the highest

stayre of the honourable stage of woman-

head.' Spenser. * Up stairs and down stairs.'

Shak. ' Up the cork-Bcrew stair. ' Tennyson.

' Up a flight of stairs into the hall. ' Tenny

son.

The stairs, as he treads on them, kiss his feet

Shak.

Satan, . . . now on the lower stair

That scaled by steps of gold to heaven gate.

Milton.

-—Pair of stairs, a set or flight of steps or

stairs (see Pair); more properly perhaps

two flights. See extract.

It is usual to divide the stair, when the height of

the stories is considerable, into flights or sections

separated by landing-places, and each flight might

not improperly be considered an independent stair.

Now, in the great majority of stairs, there was but one

intermediate landing-place, and of course the whole

ascent from floor to floor was divided into two flights

or stairs, and thus formed a /air ofstairs.

G. P. Marsh.

—Flight of stairs, a succession of stops in a

continuous line or from one landing to an

other. — Below stairs, in the basement or

lower part of a house. — Up stairs, in the

upper part of a house,

Stair-carpet (starTtar-pet), n. A carpet for

covering stairs.

Staircase (starTcas), n. The part of a build

ing which contains the stairs. Staircases are

straight or winding. The straight are called

fliers or direct fliers —Staircase shells, shells

of the genus Solarium.

Stair-foot (star'fut), n. The bottom of a

stair. Bacon.

Stairhead (startled), n. The top of a stair

case.

Stair-rod (star*rod), n. A metallic rod for

holding a stair-carpet to its place.

Stairway (starVa), n. A staircase. Moore.

Stair-wire (staVwir), n. A stair-rod.

The very stair-vires made your eyes wink, they

were so glittering. Dickens.

Staith (stath). n. [A. Sax. stctth, a shore,

bank, a landing-place, station; Icel. stoth, a

harbour, a station, from root of stead, stand. ]

An elevated wharf with a chute for shipping

cool, A'c. [North of England.]

Stalthman (stath'man), n. A man engaged

in weighing and shipping coals at a staith.

Staithwort (stath'wert), n. Another name

for Coletcort.

Stake (stakX n. [A. Sax. staca, L.O. staire,

D. staak, Dan. stage; from the root of stick,

stock.] 1. A piece of wood or timber sharp

ened at one end and set in the ground, or

prepared for setting, as a support to some

thing, as part of a fence, &c. Thus stakes

are used to support vines, to support hedges,

salmon nets, Ac.

Sharp stakes, pluckt out of hedges

They pitched in the ground. Shak.

Was never salmon yet that shone so fair

Among the stakes of Dee. Kingsley.

2 A post to which a bear was tied to be

baited.

Have yon not set mine honour at the stake.

And baited it with all the unmuzzled thoughts

That tyrannous heart can think T Shak.

3. The post to which one condemned to die

by fire was fastened ; as, to suffer at the

stake, that is, to Buffer death,often a martyr's

r^\

Fate, Or, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndle, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; tt, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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death, by burning. —4That which is pledged

or wagered; that which is laid down to

abide the issue of a contest, to be gained

by victory or lost hy defeat; something

hazarded. ' Whose game was empires, and

whoae stake* were thrones. ' Byron. ' One

who had a stake in the county.' Dickens.

The game was «o contrived that one particular

cut took up the whole stake, and when sonic others

came up, you laid down. Aroufhnot.

5 The state of being laid or pledged aa a

wasrer, the state of being put at hazard : pre

ceded by at; as, his honour is at stake.

Hath any of you great interest at stake in a distant

pan of the world! Hath he ventured a gixxi share of

his fortune T Bp. Atltrbury.

6. A small anvil to straighten cold work, or

to cat and punch upon. Moxon.—7. In ship

building, one In the regular ranges of planks

on the bottom and sides of a snip reaching

from the stem to the stern. Weale.

Stake (stak), v.t pret. & pp staked; ppr.

ttaking. L Tout and plant like a stake; to

fasten, support, or defend with stake*; as,

to stake rines or other plants.

I have a soul of lead

So sijitr me lo the- ground I cannot move. Shak.

1 To mark the limits of by stakes: with out;

aa, to stake out land; to stake out a new

road or the ground for a canal.— 3. To wager;

to pledge; to put hazard upon the issue of

competition, or upon a future contingency.

Ill stake yon lamb that near the fountain plays.

Pope.

Thus id our country the dearest interests of parties

have frequently been staked on the results of the re

searches of antiquaries. Macaulay,

1 To pierce with a stake. Spectator.

Stake-fellOW (stak'fel-16), n. One tied or

burned at the stake with another. Southey.

Stake-head (stak'hed). n. In rope-tnaking,

a stake with wooden pins to keep the strands

apart.

Stake-bolder (stakliold-er), n. 1. One who

holds stakes, or with whom the bets are de

posited when a wager is laid.—2. In law,

one with whom a deposit is made by two or

more who lay claim to it

Stake-net (stnk'net), n. A form of net for

catching salmon, consisting of a sheet of

net-work stretched upon stakes fixed Into

the ground, generally In rivers or frithB,

where the sea ebbs and flows, with contriv

ances for entangling and securing the fish.

Staker.t vi. To stagger. Chaucer.

Staktometer (stak-tom'et-er), is. [Or. stak-

tot. falling by drops, and metron, a mea

sure- 1 Lit a drop measure. A glass tube

having a bulb in the middle, and tapering

to a fine orifice at one end, used for ascer

taining the number of drops in equal bulks

of different liquids. Called also Stalag-

mometer.

Stalactlc, Stalactical (sta-lak'tik. sta-Iak'-

tik-aJ), a. [From stalactite] Pertaining to

stalactite; resembling a stalactite. 'This

sparry, stalact icttl substance.' Derham.

Stalactlform (sta-lak'ti-formX a. Having

the form of a stalactite; like stalactite; sta

lactical.

Stalactite (sta-lalr/tit), n. [From Gr. stalak-

to9, trickling or dropping, from stalasso or

stalazO, to let fall drop by drop.] A mass of

^>--

Cave with Stalactites and Stalagmites.

calcareous matter, usually in a conical or

1 • lindrJcal form, pendent from the roofs of

careraa, and produced by the filtration of

water containing particles of carbonate of

lime through fissures and pores of rocks.

Similar masses are frequently to be seen

also depending from stone bridges or else

where. The water being evaporated leaves

a deposit of lime behind it, which, by the

continued trickling of the water, gradually

increases in size. As some of the water

often drops to the floor also, a mass of the

same kind is formed below, called a stalag

mite. See Stalagmite. [The plural is regu

lar, sta-lak'tits, but Byron unwarrantably

uses sta lak'U-tez ]

Stalactitest (sta-lak-ti'tez), n. A stalactite.

Woodward.

Stalactitlc. Stalactttical (sta-lnk-tit'ik,

sta-lak-tit'ik-al), a. Having the form or

character of stalactite ; containing stalac

tites.

Stalactitiform (sta-lak-tit'i-form), a. Same

as Stalaetiform.

Stalagmite (sta-lag'mit), n. [Gr. stalagmos,

a dropping, irom stalazo, to drop. See STA

LACTITE. ] A deposit of stalactitic matter on

the Moor of a cavern. Simultaneously with

the formation of the Btalactite a similar but

upward growth takes place at the spot ver

tically below where the successive drops of

water fall and evaporate. Tins sometimes

forms continuous sheets over the surface,

sometimes rises unto columns, which meet

and blend with the stalactites above. See

Stalactite.

Stalagmltic, Stalagmltlcal(sta-lag-mlt'ik,

sta-Iag-mit'ik-al), a. Relating to or having

the form of stalagmite.

Stalagmitically (sta-Iag-mit'ik-al-11), adv.

In the form or manner of stalagmite.

Stalagmometer (sta-lag-inom'et-er), n.

Same as Staktometer.

Staldert (stal'der), n. [From stall, to set or

place] A wooden frame to set casks on.

Stalding (stald'ing), n. A counterfeit coin

of the reign of Edward I., worth about £<f. ,

manufactured abroad and surreptitiously

introduced Into England.

Stale (stal), a. [From same root as stall,

the meaning being from standing long;

comp. O.D. stel, that remains standing,

quiet, ancient. See Stall, »*.] 1. Vapid or

tasteless from age; having lost Its life,

spirit, and flavour from being long kept;

as, stale beer. 'That stale, old, mouse-

eaten, dry cheese.' Shak.—2. Not new; not

freshly made; as. stale bread, or that which

has been baked at least twenty-four hours.

3. Having lost the life or graces of youth ;

long past prime ; decayed.

A state virgin sets up a shop in a place where she

is not known. Spectator.

4. Out of regard from use or long familiarity;

trite; common; having lost its novelty and

power of pleasing; musty ; as, a stale remark.

'A proverb never stale in thrifty mind.'

Shak. 'Within a dull, stale, tired bed.'

Shak.

They reason and conclude by precedent.

And own Jta/f nonsense which they ne'er invent Pope.

Stale (stal), n, [From Stale, a.] l.t That

which has become vapid and tasteless or is

worn out by use, as old, vapid beer, beer

kept until flat. Hence—2. t A prostitute.

I stand dishonour'd that have gone about

To link my dear friend to a common stale. Shak.

Stale (stal), v.t. pret. <fr pp. staled; ppr.

staling. To make vapid, useless, cheap, or

worthless; to destroy the life, beauty, or use

of; to wear out.

Age cannot wither her, nor custom state

Her infinite variety. Shak.

Stale (staR n. [O.Fr. estal, Mod. Ft. Hal,

place, stall, market, from OH. G. stal, stall.]

l.t Something set or offered to view as an

allurement to draw others to any place or

purpose; a bait; a decoy; a stool-pigeon;

specifically, the form of a bird set up to

allure a hawk or other bird of prey. Mir. for

Mags.

Still as he went he crafty stales did lay. Spenser.

A pretenre of kindness is the universal stale to all

base projects. Dr. H. More.

2. t A stalking-horse.

Dull, stupid Lentulus,

My state with whom I stalk. B. fenson.

3. In chess-playing, stalemate. ' A stale at

chess.' Bacon. — A. f A laughing-stock; a

dupe; an object of ridicule.

I pray you, sir, is it your will

To make a stale of me amongst these mates! Shak.

6t [See Stale, v.i.) Urine, as of horses and

cattle.

Stale (stal), v.i. [D. and G. stallen, Dan.

staUe, Sw. stalla, to make water, from

"llil stal, A. Sax. stall, a Btable; or from

O.Fr. estal, a standing still, estaler, to come

to a stand, the ultimate origin being the

same.] To make water: to discharge urine,

as horses and cattle. Hudibras.

Stale (stal), n. [A. Sax. stel, stela, L.G. and

l ■ steel, G. stiel, a stalk, stock, handle, pro

bably from root of stalk.] A long handle;

as, tin: stale of a rake.

Stalely (stal'li), adv. 1. In a Btale man

ner.—2. t Of old ; of a long time.

All your promised mountains

And seas I am so stately acquainted with. B. Jonson.

Stale-mate (stal'mat), n. In chess-playing,

the position of the king when stalled or set,

that is, when bo situated that, though not

in ch«ck, he cannot move without being

placed in check, there being no other avail

able move. In this case the game is drawn.

Stale-mate (stal'mat), v.t To subject to

a stale-mate in chess ; hence, to put in a

corner; to put or bring to a stand; to per

plex completely ; to nonplus. * I stale

mated him.' Macmillan's Mag.

StaleneS8 (stal'nes), n. The state of being

stale ; as, (a) vapidness; the state of having

lost the life or flavour; oldness; as, the

staUness of beer or other liquors; the stale-

nest of provisions. (6) The state of being

out of regard; triteness; commonness; as,

the staleness of an observation.

Stalk (stak), n. [Probably from Dan. stilk,

Icel. stilkr, a stalk, and akin to E. stale, a

handle, the vowel being modified by the

influence of the verb to stalk or other

words. In last sense directly from this

verb.] 1. The stem or main axis of a

plant; that part of a plant which rises im

mediately from the root, and which usually

supports the leaves, flowers, and fruit; as,

a stalk of wheat, rye, or oats; the stalks of

hemp.—2. The pedicel of a flower, or the

peduncle that supports the fructification

of a plant, called the flower-stalk. —3. The

stem of a quill; anything resembling the

stalk or stem of a plant; as, the stalk of

a spoon; the stalk of a tobacco-pipe, &c—

4. In arch, an ornament in the Corinthian

capital which resembles the stalk of a

plant, and which is sometimes fluted.

From it the volutes and helices springs —

5 t One of the upright pieces of a ladder

in which the rounds or steps are placed.—

0. A high, proud, stately step or walk.

' With martial stalk. ' Shak.

The which with monstrous stalk behind him stept.

And ever as he went due watch upon him kept.

Spenser.

Stalk (stak), v.i. [A. Sax. stcetcan, to

go softly or warily; Dan. stalke, to stalk;

from stem of steal, meaning literally to

walk in a stealthy manner. As to form of

word comp. talk (and tell), walk] 1. To

walk softly and warily; to walk in a sly or

stealthy manner.

Bertram

Stalks close behind her like a witch's fiend,

Pressing to be employed. Dryden.

2. To walk behind a stalking-horse; to pur

sue game by approaching softly and warily

behind a cover.

The king crept under the shoulder of his led horse

and said, Imust stalk. Bacon.

3. To walk with high and proud steps; to

walk in a lofty or dignified manner; to pace

slowly: sometimes implying the affectation

of dignity.

With manly mien he stalk'Jalong the ground. Dryden.

Then stalking through the deep

He fords the ocean. Addison.

Stalk (stak), v.t. In sporting, to pursue

stealthily; to pursue behind a cover; to

watch aud follow warily for the purpose of

killing.

As for shooting a man from behind a wall, it is

cruelty like to stalking a deer. Sir W. Scott.

When a lion is very hungry, and lying in wait, the

sight of an animal may make him commence stalk-

ingiu Dr. Livingstone.

Stalked (stakt), a. Having a stalk or stem.

Stalker (st#k er), n. 1. One who stalks.—

1. A kind of flshing-net.

Stalk-eyed (stak'id), a. In zool. applied to

certain Crustacea named PodophthalmatA,

which have the eyes set at the end of foot

stalks of variable length. The lobster,

shrimp, and crab are examples of this

group.

Stalking (stak'ing), n. In sporting, the act

of approaching game softly and warily, tak

ing advantage of the inequalities of the

ground, &c., as in deer-stalking or as in

fowling.

cb, casta; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; tk, then; th, thin; tr, wig; wh, tcnig; rh, azure.— See KEY.
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Stalking-horse (stak'ing-hora), >> l. A

horse, or figure made like a horse, behind

which ft fowler conceals himself from the

sight of the game which he is aiming to kill.

Hence — 2. Anything thrust forward , to

conceal a more important object ; a mask ;

a pretence.

Hypocrisy is the devil's stalking-horse under an af

fectation ofsimplicity and religion. SirR.L'Estrange.

Stalkless (stalCles), a. Having no stalk.

Stalklet (stak'let), n. In bot. a secondary

petiole; a petlolule; the stalk of a leaflet.

Stalky (stftk'i), a. Hard as a stalk ; resem

bling a stalk. ' At the top bears a great

xtalky head.' Mortimer.

Stall (stal), n. [A. Sax. steall, stall, place,

station, stall, stable; Icel. stallr, a shelf or

other support, a stall; D. stal, G. stall,

Dan. staid, a stall, a stable, Ac. ; O.H.G.

stallan, G. stellen, to place. The ultimate

root is that of stand, ] l.The stand or place

where a horse or an ox is kept and fed ; the

division of a stable, or the apartment for

oue horse or ox; as, the stable contains eight

or ten stalls.—2. A stable; a place for horses

or cattle.

At last he found a stall where oxen stood. Drydcn.

3. A bench, form, or kind of table in the

open air, where anything is exposed to sale.

' Nature's coarser wares that lie on the stall,

exposed to the transient view of every com

mon eye.' Olanville.— 4. A small house or

shed, either in the open air or within a large

building, in which merchandise is exposed

for sale, or in which an occupation is carried

on; as, a butcher's stall. — 5. A fixed seat

inclosed, either wholly or partially, at the

Stalls, Higham Ferrers Church, Northamptonshire,

back and sides, in the choir or chancel of

a cathedral, collegiate church, &c, and

mostly appropriated to some dignitary of

such churches. — 6. The chief seat on the

dais in a domestic hall. Lydgate. —7. A high-

class seat in a theatre.—8. In mining, an

opening made between pillars in the direc

tion that the work is progressing or trans

versely.— 9. The name given by garotters and

pocket-pickers to the parties who walk be

fore {fore-stall) and behind (back-stall) the

person who is to operate and his victim, so

as to conceal the crime, make off with the

booty, and otherwise assist the escape of

the actual robber.

Stall (st. i\).v.t I T<> put intoastall or stable,

or to keep in a stall ; as, to stall a horse.

' Where king Latinus then his oxen stall'd.'

Dryden.—1.\ To fix or fasten bo as to pre

vent escape; to secure.

When as thine eye hath chose the dame.

And stalfd the deer that thou shouldst strike.

ShaJt.

3.t To install; to place in an office with the

customary formalities.

And see another as I see thee now,

Deck'd in thy rights, as thou art stall'd in mine.

Shak

4. To plunge into mire, so as not to be able

to proceed; as. to stall horses or a carriage.

Burton. — 5.t To place and keep securely-

'Stall this in your breast' Shak.—6.t To

forestall.

That is not to be stall'd by my report,

This only must be told. Massinger

7. To satiate; to fatten. [Provincial English. ]

Stall (stal), v.i. U To live as in a stall ; to

dwell; to inhabit

We could not stall together

In the whole world. Shak.

2. To kennel, as dogs. Johnson.—8. To be

tired of eating, as cattle.—4. To be set fast,

as in mire.

Stallage (stal'aj), n. 1. The right of erect

ing stalls in fairs, or rent paid for a stall.—

2t Laystall; dung; compost.

StaUationt (stal-a'shon), n. Installation.

' His stallation drew near.' Ld. Herbert.

Stall-board (staj'bord), n. One of a series

of floors on to which soil or ore is pitched

successively in excavating.

StaHert (stal'er), n. A standard-bearer.

Fuller.

Stall-feed (started), v.t. To feed and fatten

in a stall or stable, or on dry fodder; as, to

stall-feed an ox.

Stalling (staling), n. Stabling.

Hire us some fair chamber for the night.

And stalling for the horses. Tennyson.

Stallinger (stal'in-JGrX «• One who keeps

a stall. [Local.]

Stalling-ken (staring-ken), n. A house for

receiving stolen goods. Dekker. [Old slang.]

Stallion (stal'yun), n. [0-E- stalon, stal-

lant, O.Fr. estalon (Mod. Fr. ttaloix), a stal

lion; It. staUone; from O.H.G. stal. E. stall;

lit. the horse kept in the stall. See Stall.]

A horse not castrated; an entire horse; a

horse kept for breeding purposes.

Stallman (stat'man), n. A man who keeps

a stall-

The stallman saw my father had (a strong fancy)

for the book the moment he laid his hands upon it.

Sterne.

Stall-reader (stal'red-er), n. One who reads

books at the stall where they are sold.

Cries the stall-reader, ' Bless us, what a word on

A title page is this I' MiUon.

Stalwart, Stalworth fatal'wert,stal'werth),

a. [O.E. stalword, stallworth, from A. Sax.

st&lwcorth, lit. worthy of place, from stal,

stall, place, position ;hence estimable, brave.

See Stall] 1. Brave; bold; redoubted;

daring. 'A stalwart tiller of the soil.' Prof,

Wilson.

Well by his visage you might know

He was a stalworth knight, and keen.

Sir IK Scott.

2. Tall and strong; large and strong in frame.

[The spelling stalworth is now obsolete or

obsolescent]

Stalwartht (stal'w6rth),a. Same as Stalwart.

Stalwartness (stal'wert-nes), n. The state

or quality of being stalwart.

Stalwortnness (stal'werth-nes), n. Same

as Stalwartness

Stamblia (stambTia), n. See I. at.

Stamen (sta'men), u. pi. Stamens (sta'raenz)

(only in the fourth sense) or (in the other

three senses) Stamina (stam'i-na). [ L. sta

men, pi. stamina, the warp of a web. a thread,

the fibre of wood ; Gr. tt&mOn, the warp

of a web, from root sta, to stand.] 1. A

thread, especially a thread of the warp; the

warp in the ancient upright loom at which

the weaver stood upright instead of sitting.

2. [Probably only used in the plural.] The

fixed, firm part of a body, which supports

it or gives it its strength and solidity; as,

the bones are the stamina of animal bodies;

the ligneous parts of trees are the stamina

which constitute their strength. Hence—

3. pi. Whatever constitutes the principal

strength or support of anything ; power of

endurance ; Btaying power ; long lasting

strength or vigour ; backbone ; as. the sta

mina of a constitution or of life; the stamina

of a state.

He succeeded to great captains who had sapped

the whole stamina and resistance of the contest.

De Quintty.

The tea (in coffee-houses) is usually of the weakest,

its constitution is delicate, it waiits stamina and

vitality. Mrs. Riddell.

4. In bot. the male organ of fructification in

plants, formed principally of cellular tissue.

It is situated im

mediately within

the petals, and

is composed, in

most cases, of

three parts, the

filament, the an

ther, and the

pollen, of which

the two latter

are essential, the

other not. The

stamens and pis

tils constitute

the sexual or reproductive organs of plants.

Generally they both exist in the same

a a. Stamens, s, Stigma.

flower, which is thus Baid to be herma

phrodite or perfect. The number of sta

mens varies in different plants, from one to

a hundred or more. With respect to their

directions they are named erect, indexed,

reflexed, spreading, ascending, decimate;

and their insertions with regard to the ovary

are said to be hypogynous, epigynous, or

perigynous. (See these terms.) It was on

the number of stamens and their arrange

ments and relations, that Linmeus founded

the classes of his sexual system of plants.

Stament (sta'men),n. SeeSTAMIN. Chaucer.

Stamened (sta'mend), a. Furnished with

stamens.

Stamfortis t (stam-for'tls), n. Same as Sta-

nium.

Stamint (sta'min), n. [O.Fr. estamine, Fr.

itamine, alight kind of stuff, a bolting cloth,

from O.Fr. estame, It. stame, yarn, worsted,

from L. stamen, a fibre. See Stamen.

Stammel.] A slight woollen stuff; linsey-

woolsey. Chaucer.

Stamina (stam'i-na), n. Plural of stamen

(which see).

Staminal (staro'l-nal), a. Pertaining to

stamens or stamina; consisting in stamens

or stamina. Balfour.

Staminate (stam'i-nat), a. Furnished with

stamens.

Staminate (stam'i-nat), v.t. pret A pp.

staminated; ppr. staminating. To endue

with stamina.

Stamineal (sta-min'e-al), a. Same as Sta-

mineous.

Stamineous (sta-min'e-us), a. [L. stamin-

eus, consisting of threads, from stamen, a

fibre.] 1. Consisting of stamens. —2. Possess

ing stamens. — 3. Pertaining to the stamen

or attached to it; as, a stamineous nectary.

Staminldluxn (sta-mi-nid'i-um), n. pi. Sta-

minldia (sta-mi-nid'1-a). [L. stamen, sta-

minis, a stamen, and Gr. eidou, resemblance. ]

The antheridium, an organ in cryptogamic

plants equivalent to a Btamen.

Stamlnlferous (sta-mi-nif'er-us). a. [I.

stamen, staminis, a stamen, and fero, to

bear.] Bearing or having stamens.—.4 sta-

miniferous flower is one which has stamens

without a pistil.—A staminiferous nectary

is one that has stamens growing on it.

Staminode, Stamlnodium (stam'in-dd,

stam-i-no'di-um), n. [L. stamen, and Gr.

eidos, shape.] An abortive stamen, or an

organ resembling an abortive stamen.

Stammel t (Btam'el), n. [O.Fr. estamet, a

coarse woollen cloth ; estame, a woollen

stuff ; from L. stamen, a thread. See Sta-

min ] 1. A kind of woollen cloth, which

seems to have been often of a red colour.

Hence— 2. A coarse kind of red. inferior to

fine scarlet. B. Jonton.

Stammel t (stam'el), a. Of a reddish colour;

pertaining to the cloth culled stammel.

And see to yon pretty wench, Adam, who comes

tripping through them all with her milk pail. She

has a stammel waistcoat, like your favourite Cissiy

Sutherland. Sir /f. Scett.

Stammer (stam'er). v.i. [A freq. form from

a root stam; A. Sax. stamor, stamer, Icel.

stamr, stammr, stammering, speaking with

difficulty; O.E stamercn, stamber, to stam

mer; Sc. stammer, to stumble; L G. stam-

mern, D. stameren, stamelen, G. stammeln,

Icel. stamma, to stammer. Allied to

stumble.] To make involuntary breaks or

pauses in speaking; to hesitate or falter in

speaking ; and hence, to speak with stops

and difficulty; to stutter. 'The new strong

wine of love that made my tongue so stam

mer and trip.' Tennyson.

Your hearers would rather you should be less cor

rect than perpetually stammering, which is one of

the worst solecisms in rhetoric. Stt'ift.

Stammer (stam'er), v. t. To utter or pro

nounce with hesitation or imperfectly: fre

quently with out. 'His pale lips faintly

stammered out a ' No." Dickens.

Stammer (stam'er), n. Defective utterance;

a stutter; as, to be troubled with a stam

mer. See Stammering.

Stammerer (stam'er-er), n. One that stam

mers, stutters, or hesitates in speaking.

Stammering (stam'er-ing), ft. The act of

stopping or nesifating in speaking; an affec

tion of the faculty of speech characterized

by irregular.imperfect,or spasmodic actions

of the muscles concerned in articulation.

It manifests itself in a difficulty in begin

ning the enunciation of words, especially

such as begin with on explosive consonant,

or in a spasmodic and for a time an incon-

trollable reiteration of the same syllable

after the word is begun; this latter defect

Fate, far, fat, fall; me\ met, her; pine, pin; note. not. mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; ft Sc. fey.
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being also called stuttering. Stammering is

always increased by emotional disturbance,

and is much mitigated, and often cured, by

the patient acquiring confidence in himself,

never attempting to speak in a hurry or

when the chest is empty of air, or by read

ing measured sentences slowly and with de

liberation.

Stammering (stam'er-hjg), a. Character

ized by spasmodic or defective speech; hesi

tating in speech; apt to stammer; stutter

ing. 'Stammering tongues.' Dryden. 'Stam

mering accents." Dr. Caird.

Stamrheringly (stanver-ing-li), adv. With

stammering; with Btops or hesitation in

■peaking.

Stamp (stamp), v.t. [IceL stampa, Dan.

stampe, Sw. stampa. D. stampen, G. stamp-

fen. to stamp with the feet, nasalized forms

from stap, stem of D. stappen, IceL stappa,

G. stap/en, to step, to set down the feet, to

stamp. Akin step. The Germanic word

passed into the Romance languages : O.Fr.

(stamper. Hod. Fr. Hamper, It. stampare,

Sp. estampar] I. To strike, beat, or press

forcibly with the bottom of the foot, or by

thrusting the foot downward.

Coder my feet I stamp thy cardinal's hat. Shak.

He frets, he fumes, he stares, he stamps the ground.

- -. . Dryden.

2. To impress with some murk or figure; to

mark with ait impression; as, to stamp a

plate with arms or initials. 'Stamped coin.'

SAafr. — 3. To impress; to imprint; to fix

deeply; as, to stamp virtuous principles on

the heart 'Wax . . . wherein is stamped

the semblance of a devil' Shak.

God has stamped no original characters on our

minds, wherein wc may read his being. Locke.

Stamps God's own name upon a lie just made.

To turn a penny in the way of trade. Ctrwper.

4. To coin; to mint; to make current Shak.

5. To affix a stamp (as a postage or receipt

stamp) to; as, to stamp a letter or newspaper.

6. To cut into various forms with a stamp.

7. To crush by the downward action of a

kind of pestle, as ore in a stamping-mill.—

To stamp out, to extinguish, as fire, by

stamping with the foot on ; hence, to extir

pate, as a disease which has broken out in

a herd of cattle, by destroying the animal

or animals affected; hence, to extirpate

generally; to eradicate ; to exterminate ; to

suppress.

A capital thing were these proverbs and sayings

tor stamping out what were called notions or" up-

pt^haess in children, or hopes of having everything

their own way. ft*. Chambers.

Stamp (stamp), t). i. To strike the foot forci

bly downward. *A ramping fool to brag

ami stamp and swear.' Shak.

Stamp (stamp), n. 1. The act of stamping;

as, a stamp of the foot ' And, at our stamp,

here o'er and o'er one falls. ' Shak.—2. Any

instrument for making impressions on other

bodies ; an engraved block, or the like, by

which a mark may be delivered by pressure.

Tis gold so pure.

It cannot bear the stamp without alloy. Dryden.

3. A mark imprinted; an impression. 'The

rank ia but the guinea stamp.' Burns.

That sacred name gives ornament and grace.

And. like his stamp, makes basest metals pass.

Dryden.

4. That which is marked ; a thing stamped.

' Hanging a golden stamp about their necks. '

Shak.—5 t [Ft. estampe.) A picture cut in

wood or metal, or made by impression; an

engraving; a plate.

At Venice they put out very curious stamps of the

sercrai edifices which are most famous for their

beauty and magnificence. Addison.

4, An official mark set upon things charge

able with some duty or tax showing that

the duty is paid; the impression of a pub

lic mark or seal made by the government

or its officers upon paper or parchment

whereon private deeds or other legal in

struments are written, for the purposes of

revenue; as. the stamp upon a bond or in

denture. Hence, pi Stamps- Stamp-duties.

See Stamp-duty.—7. A small piece of paper

having a certain figure impressed by go

vernment, sold to the public to be attached

to a paper, letter, or document liable to

duty, in order to show that such has been

paid, as, a postage stamp; a receipt stamp.

& An instrument for cutting out materials

(as paper, leather. Ac.) into various forms

by a downward pressure.—9. A character or

repatatiun, good or bad, fixed on anything.

The persens here reflected upon are of such a

per~.ili.ir stamp of impiety, that they seem formed

into a kind of diabohcaJ society for the finding out

new experiments in »)cc- South.

10. Currency; value derived from suffrage or

attestation; authority.

The common people do not Judge of vice or virtue

by morality or immorality, so much as by the stamp

that is set upon it by men of figure.

Sir R. L Estrange.

11. Make; cast; form; character; as, a man

of the same stamp, or of a different stamp.

' A soldier of this season's stamp.' Shak —

12. In metal, a kind of hammer or pestle

raised by steam or water power for crushing

or beating ores to powder; anything like

a pestle used for pounding or beating.

Stamp-act (stamp'akt),n. An act for regu

lating the imposition of stamp-duties; espe

cially, an act passed by the British parlia

ment in 1765, imposing a duty on all paper,

vellum, and parchment used in the Ameri

can colonies, and declaring all writings on

unstamped materials to be null and void.

This act roused a general opposition in the

colonies, and was one cause of the revolu

tion.

Stamp-collector (stamp'kol-lek-ter), n.

1. A collector or receiver of stamp duties.—

2. One who collects rare or foreign stamps

as articles of curiosity or the like.

Stamp- distributor (stamp'dis-tri-but-er),

n. An official who issues or distributes

government stamps.

Stamp-duty (stamp'du-ti), n. A tax or

duty imposed on pieces of parchment or

paper, on which many species of legal in

struments are written. Stamp-duties on

legal instruments, such as conveyances,

deeds, legacies, etc., are chiefly secured by

prohibiting the reception of them in evi

dence unless they bear the stamp required

by the law.

Stampede (stam-ped'), n, [Amer. Sp. es-

tampida, a stampede. ] A sudden fright seiz

ing upon large bodies of cattle or horses, in

droves or encampments on the prairies, and

causing them to run for long distances;

a sudden scattering of a herd of cattle or

horses; hence, any sudden flight, as of an

army, in consequence of a panic.

The panic nVht of the Federals at Bull Run, near

the Potom.ic, U.S., in 1S61, was a stampede,

Brewer.

Stampede (stam-ped'), v.i. To take sudden |

flight, as if under the influence of panic

terror.

Stampede (atam-ped7). v.t pret A pp. stam

peded; ppr. stampeding. To cause to break

off in a stampede; to cause to take to panic

flight

Horses on their first few days* journey are easily

stampeded, and will sometimes stray home again.

Caps, May ue Reid.

Stampedo (stam-pe'do). n. Same as Stam

pede. 'A sudden stampedo or rush of

horses.' W. Irving. [Rare.]

Stamper (stamp'erX n. 1. One who stamps;

as, a stamper in the post-office.— 2. An in

strument for stamping; a stamp.

Stamp -hammer (BtampTiam-mer), u. a

direct-acting hammer where the hammer-

block is lifted vertically, either by cams or

friction-rollers, or, as is more commonly the

case, by steam or water pressure acting on

a piston in a closed cylinder. Percy.

Stamp -bead (stanip'hed), n. The heavy

metal block forming the head or lower end

of a bar which is lifted and let fall verti

cally, as in a stamping-mill.

Stamping - machine (stamp'ins-ma-ahen),

n. A machine for forming articles or im

pressions by stamping, as for manufacturing

pans, kettles, spoons, forks, and other ar

ticles from sheet-metal, by means of blocks,

dies, and a heavy hammer.

Stajnplng-mill (stamp'ing-mi]), n. An en

gine by which ores are pounded by means

of a stamp.

Stamping-press (stamp'ing-pres), »• Same

as Stamping-machine.

Stamp -note (stamp'not), n. In com. a

memorandum delivered by a shipper of

goods to the searcher, which, when stamped

by him, allows the goods to be sent off by

lighter to the ship, and ia the captain's au

thority for receiving them on board. Sim-

monds

Stamp* office (stamp'of-fis), n. An office

where government stamps are issued, and

stamp-duties and also taxes are received.

Stance (stans), n. [From L. sto, stare, to

stand, through the French.] A site; a sta

tion; an area for building: a position.

[Scotch.]

The boy . . . danced down from his stance with a

gaUiard sort of step. Sir «*. Scott.

Stanch (stansh). r. t [O. Fr. estaneher. Mod.

Fr. etancher, to stop from running, to stanch.

supposed to be from a L.L. stancare, for L.

stagnare, to make or be stagnant See Stag

nate.] 1. To prevent the flow of, as blood;

to stop the flow of blood from, as from a

wound; to stop; to dry up.

Iron or stone laid to the neck, doth stanch the

bleeding of the nose. Bacon.

Then came the hermit out and bare him in.

There stanch'd his wound. Tennyson.

2.t To quench, as fire or as thirst; to allay

the craving of. * Covetise of men that may

not be stanched.' Chaucer. 'To stanch his

thrust (thirst). ' Gower.

Stanch (sttinsh), v.i. To stop, as blood; to

cease to flow.

Immediately her issue of blood stanched.

Luke viii. 44.

Stanch (stansh), a. [From the above verb,

the literal meaning being Btopped, tight,

and, as applied to a ship, not leaky. See

theverb.] [Written also Staunch.) 1. Strong

and tight; not leaky; Bound; firm; as, a

stanch ship. 'Stancher vessels, and more

sunny days.' Boyle. — 2. Firm in principle;

steady; constant and zealous; hearty; loyal;

as, a stanch republican ; a stanch friend or

adherent. 'A stanch churchman.' Addison.

In politics I hear you're stanch. Prior.

8.t Close; secret; private.

This is to be kept stanch and carefutly watched.

Locke.

Stanchel (Btan'shel), n. In arch, a stan

chion.

Stancher (stansh'er), n. One who or that

which stanches or stops the flowing of blood.

Stanchion (stan'shon), n. [0. Fr. estanson,

estancon, from estance, that which sup

ports, from a L.L. form stantia, from L. sto,

to stand. ] 1. A prop or support; a post, pillar,

beam, or the like, used for a support, as a

piece of timber supporting one of the main

parts of a roof.—2. In shtp-bttilding, an up

right post or beam of different forms, used

to support the deck, the quarter-rails, the

nettings, awnings, aud the like.

Stanchion-gun (stan'shon-gun), n. A pivot-

gun; a boat gun for wild-duck shooting.

Stanchless (stansh1es),a. Incapableofbeing

stanched or stopped; unquenchable; insati

able. ' a. stanchless avarice.' Shak.

Stanchness (stansh'nes), n. The state or

quality of being stanch; as, (a) the state of

being strong, sound, firm, or not leaky. 'To

try the stanchness of the phial.' Boyle, (b)

Firmness in principle; closeness of adher

ence.

Stanck,t Stankt (stangkX a. [O Fr. estane,

It. stanco, tired, wearied.] Exhausted; faint;

weak; worn out; weary. Spenser.

Stand (stand), v.i. pret & pp. stood; ppr.

standing. [A. Sax. standan, pret. stod, pp.

standen, Icel. standa, ORG. standan, stan-

tan, Goth, standan, I), staan, Q. stehen;

from a root common to the Indo-European

languages, being seen also in L. sto. Gr.

(hi)stanai, Skr. sthd. Stand is a nasalized

form of a stem stad, and is akin to stead.

Stall, still, stool, etc., are from the same root,

and through the French and Latin come

stage, state, station, stable, Ac] 1. To be sta

tionary or at rest in an erect or upright

position; to be set in an upright position; as,

(a) to rest on the feet in an erect position,

as opposed to sitting, lying, or kneeling:

said of men or beasts. 'Stands he, sits her

or does he walk'r' Shak. (b) To be on end; to

continue upright; as, a beam stands on end.

' A field of standing corn.' Drayton.—2. To

be as regards position or situation ; to oc

cupy a permanent place; to have Its site or

situation; to hold a place; to be situated or

located ; as, London stands on the Thames

'Where thy nose stands.' Shak. 'Seeing

those beads of sorrow stand in thine (eyes).'

Shak.

Stands Scotland where it did? ShaJr.

3. To cease from progress; not to proceed;

to come to a state of rest; to cease moving

in any direction ; to stop action or move

ment; to stop; to pause; to halt

I win tell you who time ambles withal, who time

gallops withal, and who he stands still withal. Shak

I charge thee stand.

And tell thy name. Dryden.

4. To continue or remain without ruin or

injury; to hold out against or withstand

tendencies to impair, injure, or decay; to

\*e permanent; to last; to endure; to abide.

' While England stands.' Shak. 'Our peace

shall stand as firm.' Shak ' A living tem

ple, built by faith to stand.' Milton.—& To

maintain one's ground or position ; not to

fall or fail ; to be acquitted or saved

' Headers by whose judgment I would stand

eh, chain; fin, «c loc*; g. go; j, >ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, amy; ra, then, th, thin, w, trig; wh. irAig; ih, azure -See KKT.
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or fall' Addition —6. To maintain a fixed,

firm, or steady attitude ; to take up a fixed

position, as of opposition, resistance, or de

fence. ' And when they stand against you,

may they fall/ Shak.

The king granted the Jews which were in every

city to gather themselves together, and to stand for

their life. EsL via. ii.

7. To persevere; to persist

Never stand in a lie when thou art accused, but

auk pardon and make amends. fer. Taylor.

The emperor, standing upon the advantage he

had gut by the seizure of Uieir fleet, obliged them to

deliver. S-wifl.

8. To be pertinacious, unyielding, or obsti

nate; to insist, as, not to stand on cere

monies. See also phrases below,

Stand not upon the order of your going.

But go at once. Shak.

9. To be placed with regard to relative posi

tion, rank, or order.

Among liquids endued with this quality of relaxing,

warm water stands first. Arbuthnot.

Theology would truly enlarge the mind were it

studied with that freedom and that sacred charity

which, it teaches; let this therefore stand always

chief. Watts.

10. To be in a particular state or condition;

to be; as, how stands the matter with you?

I hope you will stand my friend. 'Thus it

stands with me.' Shak. ' For my wife, I

know not how it stands.' Shak.

I stand resigned and am prepared to go.

Dryden.

11. To be consistent; to agree; as, it stands

to reason. See also phrases below.

His faithful people, whatsoever they rightly ask,

the same shall they receive, so far as may stand with

the glory of God, and their own everlasting good.

Hooker.

Doubt me not; by heaven I will do nothing

But what may stand with honour. Masstnger,

12. To be in the place; to represent; to be

equivalent.

Their language being scanty, had no words in it to

stand for a thousand. Lode.

13. To become a candidate for an office or

the like; as, he stood for the borough at last

election. ' How many stand for consul

ships?' Shak. —14. To hold a certain course,

as a ship ; to be directed towards any local

point; as, to stand for the harbour.

From the same parts of heaven his navy stands.

Dryden.

15. To measure, as from the feet to the

head, or from bottom to top. ' He stood four

feet six inches and three quarters in his

socks.' Dickens.—16. To stagnate; not to

fiow; as, a standing pool. 'The black water

of Pomptina stands.' Dryden,—17. To be

valid; to continue in force; to have effi

cacy; not to be void. ' No conditions of our

peace can stand.' Shak.

God was not ignorant that the judges, whose sen

tence in matters of controversy he ordained should

stand, would be deceived. Hooker.

[Note. Stand with many adverbs receives

the sense of motion as previous to coming

to rest, or of a state caused by previous

motion, and becomes equivalent to to step,

to go, to come ; as, to stand aloof; to stand

apart; to stand aside; to stand back; to stand

forth, and the like.]— 1 7> sta nd against, to

resist; to oppose; as, one candidate stands

against another at an election. —To stand by,

(a), with by the adverb, (1) to be present

without taking an active part; to be a spec

tator; to be near.

Now Margaret's curse is fallen upon our heads,

For standing by when Richard stabbed her son.

Shak.

(2) To be placed or left aside ; to be ne

glected or disregarded.

In the meantime we let the command stand by ne

glected. Dr. H. More.

(b) With by the preposition, (1) to support ;

to defend; to assist; not to desert

The ass hoped the dog would stand by him if set

upon by the wolf. Sir Jt. L Estrange.

(2) To rest in; to repose on.

iThfs reply standeth all by conjectures. ti'hitgtft.

(3) Naut to attend to and be prepared for

action ; thus to stand by a rope is to take

hold of it; to stand by the anchor, to pre

pare to let it go.—Tostand/ast, to be fixed;

to be unshaken, unwavering, or immovable.

My covenant shall standfast with him.

Ps. Ixxxix. 38.

—To stand /or, (a) to espouse the cause of;

to side with ; to maintain ; to support ; to

defend. 'Freedom we all stand for.' B.

Jonson.

I'll stand to^ayfor thee and me and Troy. Shak.

(6) To represent; to take the place of.

A face, a leg, a head stood/or the whole. Shak.

My will shall standfor law. Shak.

in To offer one's self as a candidate.

I heard him swear.

Were he to standfor consul ne'er would he

Appear i' the market-place. Shak.

(d)Xaut. todirectthe course towards; as, the

enemy stood for the shore—To stand from

(naut), to direct the course from.— To stand

tn, or stand in for, to direct a course toward

land or a harbour.—To stand in hand, to

be conducive to one's interest; to be ser

viceable or advantageous.— To stand off, (a)

to keep at a distance. (&) Not to comply.

Stand no more off.

But give thyself unto my sick desires. Shak.

(c) To keep at a distance in friendship or

social intercourse; to forbear intimacy.

Though nothing can be more honourable than an

acquaintance with God, we stand offdom it.

Atttrbury.

(rf) To appear prominent; to have relief.

Picture is best when it standeth off as if it were

carved. il'otton.

—To stand off and on (naut), to sail toward

land and then from it—To stand or stand

in (with personal objects, the person being

really in the dative), to cost; as, that coat

stood him four pounds.

These wars — I mean the Punic wars—could not

have stood the human race in less than three millions

of the species. Burke.

—To stand on. (a) See To stand upon, (b)

Naut. to continue in the same course or

tack.—To stand out, (a) to project; to be

prominent 'Stood out the breasts, the

breasts of Helen.' Tennyson.

Their eyes stand out with fatness. Ps. IxxiiL ?.

(6) To persist In opposition or resistance;

not to yield or comply; not to give way or

recede.

His spirit is come in.

That so stood out against the holy church. Shak.

—To stand to, (a) to ply; to apply one's

seKto.

Stand to your tackles, mates, and stretch your oars.

Dryden.

(6) To remain fixed in a purpose or opinion.

I will stand to it, that this is his sense.

Stiiiing/leet.

(c) To abide by; to adhere, as to a contract

assertion, promise, Ax.; as, to stand to an

award; to stand to one's word, (d) Not to

yield; not to fly; to maintain the ground.

Their lives and fortunes were put in safety, whether

they stood to it or ran away. Baco*i.

(e) To be consistent, or tally with ; as, ft

stand* to reason he could not have done so.

—To stand together, to be consistent; to

agree.—To stand to sea (naut), to direct

the course from land.— TV* stand under, to

undergo; to sustain.—To stand up, (a) to

rise from sitting ; to rise to one's feet ; to

assume an erect position. (6) To arise in

order to gain notice.

Against whom when the accusers stood up, they

brought none accusation of such things as I sup

posed. Acts xxv. 18.

(c) To rise to make a claim or a declaration;

to rise in opposition, revolt, or the like.

' We all stand up against the spirit of

Coesar.' ' Once we stood up about the corn.'

Shak. (d) To rise and stand on end; as, his

hair stood up with fear. — To stand up

against, to place one's self in opposition to;

to resist.

He called into his civil pursuits the same energy

which enabled him to stand up against so many

years of constant, and, to but his own mind, hopeless

defeat in the field. Brougham.

—To stand up for, to rise in defence of; to

defend; to justify; to support or attempt to

support; as, to stand up for the adminis

tration.— To stand upon, (a)i to concern; to

interest.

Docs it not stand them upon, to examine upon

what grounds they presume it to be a revelation from

GodT Locke.

(6) To value; to pride.

We highly esteem and stand much upon our birth,

Ray.

(c) To insist on ; to attach a high value to ;

to make much of. ' You stand upon your

honour! ' ' This fellow doth not sta nd upon

points.' Shak. (d) To depend on. * It stood

upon the choice of friends.' 'Your fortune

stood upon the casket there.' Shak. — To

stand with, to be consistent

It stood -with reason that they should be rewarded

liberally. Sir J. Davies.

Stand (stand), v t. 1. To place or set in an

erect position; to set up. [Colloq.]

* And as concerning the nests and the drawers,' said

Sloppy, after measuring the handle on his sleeve,

ana softly standing the stick aside against the wall,

' why, it would be a real pleasure to me.' DirJtens.

2. To endure; to sustain; to bear; as, I can

not stand the cold or the heat. Hence, to

stand it, to be able to endure or bear

something, or to maintain one's ground or

state ; as, the expense is so great that we

cannot stand it; she screamed so loud that

he could not stand it.—Z. To resist without

yielding or receding; to withstand.

He stood the furious toe. Pope.

4. To await; to Buffer; to abide by.

Bid him disband his legions, . . .

And stand the judgment of a Roman senate.

Addison,

5. To be at the expense of; to pay for; as, to

stand treat. [Colloq]

Asked whether he would stand a bottle of cham

pagne for the company, he consented. Thackeray.

—To stand one's ground, to keep the ground

or station one has taken; to maintain one's

position, in a literal or figurative sense; as.

an army stands its ground when it is not

compelled, to retreat; a man stands his

ground in an argument when he is able to

maintain it, or is not refuted.

Peasants and burghers, however brave, are unable

to stand theirground against veteran soldiers.

Afacatclay.

—To stand fire, to remain while being shot

at by an enemy without giving way.— To

stand trial, to sustain the trial or examina

tion of a cause; not to give up without trial.

Stand (stand), n. [From the verb. J L The

state of standing; a cessation of progress,

motion, or activity ; a Btop ; a halt ; as, to

make a stand; to come to a stand, either in

walking or in any progressive business.—

2. A point or condition beyond which no

further progress is made.

Vice is at stand, and at the highest now. Dryden.

The sea, since the memory of all ages, hath con

tinued at a stand, without considerable variation.

Bei/tley.

3. A state of hesitation, embarrassment,

difficulty, or perplexity.

A fool may so far imitate the mien of a wise man

as at first to put a body at a st.tnd what tn make of

him. Sir H. L'Estrangt.

4. A place or post where one stands, or a

place convenient for persons to remain for

any purpose; a station; as, his stand was on

the top of a hill. —5. Rank ; post ; station ;

standing. [Rare.]

Father, since your fortune did attain

So high a stand, I mean not to descend. Daniel.

6. A halt made for the purpose of resisting

an attack; the act of opposing or resisting;

as, the little party made a gallant stand.

We are come off

Like Romans, neither foolish in our stands.

Nor cowardly in retire. Shak.

7. A young tree, usually reserved when the

other trees are cut ; also, a tree growing or

standing upon its own root, in distinction

from one produced from a scion set in a

stock, either of the same or another kind of

tree.—8. A small table or frame, on or in

which articles may be put for support; as, a

candle stand; on umbrella stand; oron which

?:oods may be exposed for sale; a stall; as, a

rait stand.—Q. In com. a weight of from

2$ cwt to 3 cwt of pitch. —10. A place or

station In a town where carriages, cabs, and

the like stand ready for hire.—11. The place

where a witness stands to testify in court—

12. An erection or raised platform for spec

tators at open-air gatherings, such as horse

races, cricket matches, and the like.— IS. A

beer barrel standing on end. ' This stand

of royal blood shall be abroach, atilt' Beau.

<£* FL—Stand of arms (milit), a musket or

rifle with its usual appendages, as a Kayonet,

cartridge-box, Ac.-Syn. A stop, halt, stay.

rest, station, position, interruption, obstruc

tion, perplexity, difficulty, embarrassment,

hesitation, support, table, frame.

Standage (stand'aj), n. In mining, a space

for retaining water in shafts.

Standard (stand'ard),n, [FromO.Fr.e-stanrf-

art, estendart. Mod. Fr. itendard. It sten-

dardo, Sp. estandarte, Pr. estandart, these

forms, according to Littre\ being from the

Teutonic verb to stand, the old standard

being a pole or mast set up during a battle;

according to Diez, Brachet, 4c. from L. er-

tendere, to extend, to spread out, to display.

There is no doubt that in the Teutonic lan

guages the word was looked upon as con

nected with stand, and several of the mean

ings in English (as 6 and 8 below) have

arisen in this way. Conip. also D. standaard,

M.H.G. stanthart, Mod.O. standarU.] 1. In

its widest sense, a flag or ensign round whkh

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 8c. mbune; y, Sc. fry.
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men rally, or under which they unite for a

common purpose ; a flag or carved symboli

cal figure. &c., erected on a long pole or

staff, serving as a rallying-point or the like.

Id a more strict sense the term is applied

to a flag which bears the arms, device, or

motto of the owner, long in proportion to

its depth, tapering towards the fly, and, ex

cept when belonging to princes of the blood-

royal, slit at the end. The so-called British

royal standard is more correctly a banner,

being a square flag.and having its whole field

covered solely by the national arms. The

cavalry standards are also, properly speak

ing, banners, and are of small size, of a col

our corresponding to the regimental facings,

and charged with the cipher, number, in

signia, and honours of the regiment. The

infantry corresponding flags are called col

our*.—2. That which is capable of satisfy

ing certain defined conditions flxed by the

psoper authorities; especially that which is

established by competent authority as a rule

or measure of quantity; the original weight

or measure sanctioned by government,

and committed to the keeping of a magis

trate, or deposited in some public place, to

regulate, adjust, and try weights and mea

sures used by particular persons in traffic;

as, by the burning of the House of Commons

in 1 s: l the standards were destroyed ; the

imperial yard is the standard of lineal mea

sure in Britain ; the pound troy is the stan

dard of weight See Measure, Weioht. —

3. That which is established as a rule or

model, by the authority of public opinion, or

by respectable opinions, or by custom or gen

eral consent; that which serves as a test or

measure; as, writings which are admitted to

be the standard of style and taste; to have a

low standard by which to Judge of morality.

'The court, which used to be the standanl

of propriety and correctness of speech.'

SvifL

When people hare brought right and wrong to a

false standard, there follows SB envious malevolence.

Sir /t. L'Estrange.

A disposition to preserve, and -in ability to improve,

taken together would be Bty standard of ■ states

man. Burke.

4. In coinage, the proportion of weight of

fine metal and alloy established by autho

rity.

That precise weight and fineness, by law appro

priated to the pieces of each denomination, is called

the sLindard. Locke.

The standard of gold coins in Britain is

at present 22 carats, that is, 22 parts of

fine gold and 2 of alloy; and the sovereign

should weigh 123274 grains troy. The

standard of silver coins is 11 ounces 2 dwts.

of pure silver and IS dwts. of alloy, making

together 1 lb. troy; and the shilling should

weigh 87272 grains. — 5. In hort. a tree or

shrub which stands singly, without being

attached to any wall or support; also, a

shrub, as a rose, grafted on an upright stem

6. In shipbuilding, an inverted knee placed

upon the deck instead of beneath it, with

its vertical branch turned upward from that

which lies horizontally.—7. In bot. the upper

petal or banner of a papilionaceous corolla,

& In earp. any upright in a framing, as the

quarters of partitions, the frame of a door,

and the like. — 9. t A candlestick of large

size, standing on the ground, with branches

for several lights.

Standard (standard), a. 1. Having a per

manent quality ; capable of satisfying certain

conditions flxed by competent authority;

fixed; settled; as, ^standard work; a stand

ard measure; standard weight, Ac.

In comely rank call every merit forth ;

Imprint on every act its standard worth. Prior.

2. In hort. not trained on a wall, A*c; stand

ing by itself; as, a statulard pear-tree;

standard rosea — Standard stars, a name

given by astronomers to those stars which

are best known and best adapted for ob

servation.

Standard-bearer (stand'ard-bar-er), n. An

officer of an army, company, or troop that

bears a standard.

And if my standard-dearer fall, as fall full well he

may . . .

Press where ye see my white plume shine, amidst the

ranks of war. Macau/ay.

Standardize ( stamvard-iz ), v.t. To bring

up to or to recognize as a standard.

Stand - crop (stand'krop), n. A plant, the

Crassula minor,

Standel t ( stand'el ), n. 1. A tree of long

standing. Fuller.—2. In law, a young store

oak-tree, twelve of which were to be left In

every acre of wood at the felling thereof.

Stander (stand'er), n. 1. One who stands. —

2. In the early church, one of the third or

highest class of penitents. See Consis-

TENTES.—3.t A tree that has stood long.

Stander-by (stand'cr-bi).n. One that stands

ne.tr; one that is present; a mere spectator;

a bystander.

When a gentleman is disposed to swear, it is not

for any standersl-y to curtail his oaths. Shak.

Stander-grass, Standard-grass (stand'-

er-gras, stand'ard-gras). n. A name given

by the old botanists to some species of

Orchis, as O. mascula.

Stander-up (stand'Or-up),n. One who takes

a side.

Standers-up for their country, and for the liberties

. . . of the subject. South.

Standing (stand'ing), p. and a. 1. Estab

lished, either bylaw or by custom, Ac; con

tinually existing; permanent; not tempo

rary; as, a standing army, that is, a regular

army inconstant service, as distinct from the

militia—2. Lasting; not transitory; not lia

ble to fade or vanish ; as, a sta tiding colour.

3. Stagnant; not flowing; as, standing water.

4. Fixed ; not movable ; as, a standing bed :

distinguished from a truckle bed.— 5. Re

maining erect; not cut down; as, standing

corn. — Standing orders, the orders made

by either house of parliament, or other

deliberative assembly, respecting the man

ner in which business shall be conducted

in it—Standing rigging (naut.), the cord

age or ropes which sustain the masts and

remain flxed in their position. Such are

the shrouds and stays.

Standing (stand'ing), n, l. The act of stop

ping or coming to a stand ; the state of be

ing erect upon the feet; Btand.—2 Continu

ance; duration or existence; as, a custom of

long standing. — 3. Possession of an office,

character, or place. 'A patron of long

standing.' Dryden.

I wish your fortune had enabled you to have con

tinued longer in the university, till you were of ten

years' standing. Swift.

4. Station; place to stand in.

I will provide you with a good standing to see his

entry. Bacon.

6. Power to stand.

I sink in deep mire, where there is no standing.

PS. UlZ. 3.

0. Condition in society; relative position;

rank; reputation ; as, a man of good stand

ing or of high standing among his friends.

Standtsh (stan'dish^. it, [Stand and dish.]

A case for pen and ink. * A standish, steel

and golden pen.' Pope.

Stand-pipe (stand'pip),n. 1. A vertical pipe

erected at a well or reservoir, into which

water is forced by mechanical means, in or

der to obtain a head pressure sufficient to

convey it to adistance.—2. Also,a small pipe

inserted into an opeuing in the water-main

in a street.

Stand-point (staud'point), n. [A modern

word probably based on G. standpunkt.] A

fixed point or station;

a basis or fundamen

tal principle; a posi

tion from which

things are viewed,

and in relation to

which they are com-

fiarcdand judged; as,

Le looked at every

thing from the statid-

point of a philoso

pher.

Stand-rest (stand'-

rest), n, A kind of

stool which supports

aperson behind while

standing almost in an

upright position at a Stand-rest

desk, an easel, Ac.

Stand-still (stand'stil), n. Act of stopping;

state of rest; a stop; as, to come to a stand

still.

Stand-Up (stand 'up), a. In punilism, a

term applied to a fair boxing-match, where

the combatants stand manfully to each

other, without sham or false falls; as, a fair

stand-up fight.

If it should be pitted . , . for a stand-up fight, . .

its best friends would have most reason to deplore

the inevitable results. Times newspaper.

Stane(stan), n, A stone. [Scotch]

Stane-raw, Staney-rag (stan'ra, stan'l-

rag), n, [Scotch Perhaps= stain- ra<?.] A

foliaceous lichen of the genus Parmelia (P.

saxatilis), used by Highland peasants to

make a brown dye for domestic purposes.

Called also Slack Crottles, and in Shetland

Scrottyle.

Stang (stang), n. [A. Sax. staeng, stcng, a

pole; D. steng, stang, Q. stange, stenge, Dan.

stang, IceL string, bar, l>eam, pole; from root

of sting, stick] l.t A pole, rod, or perch; a

measure of land.—2 A long bar; a pole; a

shaft — To ride the stang, to be carried on a

pole on men's shoulders, in derision : a pun

ishment inflicted in former times on wife or

husband beaters and the like. [Provincial.]

Stang (stang), ft. A sting. [Scotch.]

Stang (stang), v.t. To sting. [Scotch]

Stang (stang), v.i. To snoot with pain.

[Local]

Stang-ball (stang'bal), n. A projectile con

sisting of two half-balls connected by a bar;

a bar-shot.

Stanhope (stanliop), n, A light two-wheeled

carriage without a top: so called from the

gentleman Stanhope, for whom it was con

trived.

The vehicle was not actually a gig, neither was it

a stanhope. Dickens.

Stanhope - lens (stanliSp-lenz), n. A lens

of small diameter with two convex faces of

different radii, and inclosed in a metallic

tube.

Stanhope-press (stanTiop-pres), n. [After

the inventor, the Earl of Stanhope.] A kind

of printing-press.

Staniel (stan'yel). n. Bams as Stannel.

Stanlelry (stan'yel-ri), n. The act or prac

tice of hawking with staniels; ignoble fal

conry.

Stanium (sta'ni-nm ), n. A strong cloth of

a superior quality worn during the Anglo-

Norman period. Also called Stam/ortis.

Stank, t a. See Stanck.

Stank (stanck), v.i. [Sw. stanka, to sigh.]

To sigh. [Provincial]

Stank (Btangk), old pret. of stink. Stunk is

now used.

Stank (stangk), n. [O.Fr. cstang, Pr estanc.

It stagno, from L. stagnum, a piece of stand

ing water, a pool. See Stagnate.] A pool;

a pond; a ditch. [Scotch. ]

Stannary (stau'a-ri), a. [L. stannum, tin.

See STANNUM.] Relating to the tin-works;

as, the stannary courts In Devonshire and

Cornwall, for the administration of justice

among those connected with the tin-mines.

Stannary (stan'a-ri). n. [See the adjective.]

A tin-mine; tin-works. The term is now

used as including by one general designa

tion the tin-mines within a particular dis

trict, the tinners employed in working them,

and the customs and privileges attached to

the mines and to those employed in them.

The great stannaries of England are those

of Devon and Cornwall.

Stannate (stan'at), u. [L. stannum, tin.

See Stannary, «.] A salt of stannic acid.

Stannel (stan'el), n. [Probably a corruption

of stand-gale, which name the bird has from

Its habit of sustaining itself in one position,

always with its head to the wind, by a rapid

motion of its wings. From this peculiarity

it has its synonym mnd-hover.] The kes

trel, a species of hawk, called also Stone-gall.

Written also Staniel, Stanyel, Stannyel. See

Kestrel.

Stannic (stan'ik), a. [L. stannum. tin.] Per

taining to tin; procured from tin; as. the

stannic acid (Sn H20 ). a hydrate obtained

from stannous oxide, which unites with bases

to form the salts called stannates.

Stanniferous (stan-ifer-UB),fi, [L. stannum,

tin, and/ero, I bear.] Contaiuingoraffording

tin.

Stannine (stan'in), n. (I. stannum, tin.]

A brittle, steel-gray or Iron-black ore of tin,

of metallic lustre, consisting of tin and sul

phur, with some copper and iron, and gener

ally zinc, found in Cornwall; tin pyrites.

Called also from its colour Bell-metal Ore.

Stannotype (stau'6-tip), ft, [L, stannum,

tin, and Gr. typos, impression.] lnphotog. a

picture taken on a tin plate.

Stannous (stan'us), a. Of, or pertaining to,

or containing tin; as, stannous oxide, or

protoxide of tin (SnO).

Stannum(stan'um),n. [Originally stagnum,

a mixture of silver and lead. This word was

probably influenced in its ultimate form

(staimum) and sense of tin (which it assumed

about the fourth century) by the Cornish

word staen, tin ] Tin.

Stannyel t (stan'yel), n. Same as Stannel.

Stant.> Yor Standeth. Chaucer.

Stantlentt (Btan'shent), » A stanchion.

Stantion (Btau'shuu), n. Same as Stemson.

Stanza (stan'za), n. [It, a stanza; property

an abode, a lodging, a stop, a stanza, from L.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, yo; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing J TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See Kkv.
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stans, stantts, ppr. ofsto, to stand. The stanza

has its name from its being, as it were, a com

plete period at the end of which a stop or

pause in the versification is made.] 1. In

poetry, a number of lines or verses connected

with each other, and properly ending in a full

point or pause; apart of a poem containing

every variation of measure in that poem. A

stanza presents in metre, rhymes, and the

number of its lines a combination which re

peats itself several times in the course of the

same poem. A stanza is variously termed ter-

zina, quartetto, sestina, ottava, &c, accord

ing as it consists of three, four, six, or eight

lines.

Horace confines himself to one sort of verse or

start c.t in every ode. Dryden.

2. In arch, an apartment or division in a build

ing; a room or chamber.

Stanzaic (stan-za'ik), a. Consisting of or re

lating to Btanzas; arranged as n stanza

Stanze,t Stanzot (stanz, stau'zo), u. A

stanza. Shak.

Stapedial (sta-pe'di-al), a. [See below]

Stirrup-shaped; as, the stapedial bones of

the ear.

Stapedius (sta-pe'di-us).n. [FromL stapes,

a stirrup ) A small muscle of the internal

ear inserted into the neck of the stapes or

stirrup, which it draws obliquely upwards.

Stapella(sta-pe'li-a), n. (Named by Linnrcus

after Boderus Stapel, a physician of Amster

dam, and commentator on Theophrastus. ]

An extensive and curious genus of plants,

nat. order Aselepiadaceoe, or milk-weeds.

Most of the species are natives of the Cape

of Good Hope. They are succulent plants,

without leaves, frequently covered over with

dark tubercles, giving them a very grotesque

appearance. In most instances the flowero

give off a very unpleasant odour, like that

Stapelia variegata.

of rotten flesh, insomuch that the name of

carrion-flower has been given to some of

these plants. They are, nevertheless, culti

vated on account of their singular and beau

tiful flowers.

Stapes (sta'pez), n. [L. , a stirrup.] In anat.

the innermost of the small bones of the ear:

bo called from its form resembling a stirrup.

Staphisagria (staf-i-sa'gri-a), n. [L. and Gr.

staph is, stavesacre, and Gr. agria, fern, of

Xios, wild.] Stavesacre {Delphinium Sta-

, ,,'sagria).

Staphyle (stafMe), n. [Gr. staphyU, a bunch

of grapes.] In anat. the uvula.

Staphylea (staM-le'a), n. [From Gr. sta-

phytt, a bunch, the flowers and fruits being

disposed in clusters. The Greek name was

staphylode ndron.) Bladder-nut. a genus of

plants, group Staphyleacetc. The species,

which are few, are dispersed over the tem

perate regions of the northern hemisphere.

S. pinnata, or common bladder-nut, is a

native of central and eastern Europe, and is

sometimes cultivated in shrubberies. It has

pinnate leaves, white pendulous racemose

flowers, and large inflated capsules. The

wood Is used for various kinds of turning.

StaphyleaceSB (sta-flre-a"se-e),n.z>{. A small

group of plants belonging to the nat. order

Sapindacesc. The species are shrubs, with

opposite pinnate leaves, and small white

stipulate flowers, arranged in panicles or

racemes. There are only three genera be

longing to the group, which inhabit the

warmer and temperate parts of the earth.

Only one species is found in Europe, the Sta

phylea pinnata. The seeds of all contain a

mild oil, which may be expressed.

StaphyUne (staf'i-Hn), a. [Gr. staphyU. a

bunch of grapes.] In mineral, having the

form of a bunch of grapes; botryoidal.

Staphyilnldse (staf-Min'i-de),n.pi, A family

of coleopterous insects, of which the genus

Staphylinus is the type.

Sta/hytin its otens (Fetid

kove-beetle).

Staphylinus (staf-i-li'nus), n. A genus

of coleopterous insects, with short wing-

sheaths, the type of the family Staphy-

linidrc; the

rove - beetles.

The species are

usually found

under dead

leaves, stones,

dung, Ac. The

S. otens, com

mon in this

country, lias

received the

name of the

cock-tail beetle

or devil's coach-

horse. It is of

a dead black.thickly punctured,and covered

with short hairs.

Staphyloma (staf-i-16'ma), n. [Gr. sta-

phyli, a grape] A name given to different

tumours of the anterior surface of the globe

of the eye. Dunglison. Called also Staphy-

losis.

Staphyloplasties (staf'il-6-plas"tik), a. Of

or relating to staphyloplasty.

Staphyloplasty (staTilo-plas-ti), n. [Gr.

staphyU, the uvula, and plassd, to form.]

In surg. the operation for replacing the soft

palate when it has been lost.

Staphyloraphy (staf-i-lor'a-fl), n. [Gr. sta

phyle, the uvula, and raphe, a suture, from

raptd, to join by sewing.] In surg. the oper

ation of uniting a cleft palate.

Staphylosis (staf-i-16'siB), n. Same as Sta-

jthyloma.

Staphylotomy (stafil-o-tom), n. [See Sta-

I'Hvlotomy.] In surg. a knife for operating

upon the uvula or palate.

Staphylotomy (staf-i-lot'o-ml), n. [Gr. sta

phyU, the uvula, and tomi, a cutting, from

temnO, to cut] Iu surg. amputation of the

uvula.

Staple (sta'pl), u. [A. Sax. stapel, a prop,

trestle, also a step; D. stapel, a stem, sup

port, the stocks for a ship, heap, staple; G.

stupet, a post, prop, stocks, heap, emporium;

so also Sw. stapel, Dan. stabel. The root is

that of stamp and step. The development

of meanings, that which stands or rests

firmly, prop, support, heap, wares heaped

up or accumulated, etc., does not present

much difficulty. In some of the above mean

ings it resembles stock; conip. the stocks of

a shin, a stock of gooda In meaning 6 it

may l>e rather from stop; comp. stopple.]

1. According to old usage, a settled mart or

market ; an emporium ; a town where cer

tain commodities are chiefly taken for sale.

In England, formerly, the king's staple was

established in certain ports or towns, and

certain goods could not be exported without

being first brought to these ports to be rated

and charged with the duty payable to the

king or public. The principal commodities

on which customs were levied were wool,

skins, and leather, and these werw originally

the staple commodities.

Bruges . . . was the great staple Tor both Mediter

ranean and northern merchandise. Hallatn.

Hence—2.The principal commodity grown or

manufactured in a country, district, or town,

either for exportation or home consumption,

that is, originally, the merchandise which

was sold at a staple or mart; as, cotton is the

staple of several of the southern states of

America.

As I told you before, the whale Is the staple of this

Island. Marryatt.

3. The principal element of or ingredient in

anything; the chief constituent; the chief

item; as, politics were the staple of his con

versation.

He lias two very great faults, which are the staple

of his bad side. DicJeens.

4. The material or substance of anything; raw

or unmanufactured material. —5. The thread

or pile of wool, cotton, or flax; as, wool of a

< < i. irse*(< 1 /,/,'..r a finestaplc; cotton of a short

staple, long staple, fine staple, <fca—6. A loop

of iron, or a bar or wire bent and formed with

two points to be driven into wood to hold a

hook, pin, bolt, &c. ' Massy staples, and cor-

responsive and fulfilling bolts. ' Shak. —7. In

coal-mining, a small underground pit sunk

from the workings on an upper Beam to those

of a lower one for the purpose of promot

ing ventilation. Tomlinnon.—S.t A district

granted to an abbey. Camden.—Staple of

land, the particular nature and quality of

land.

Staple (sta'pl), a. 1. Pertaining to or being

a mart or staple for commodities; as, n staple

town.—2. Mainly occupying commercial en

terprise; established in commerce; tu.astaple

trade. — 3. According to the laws of com

merce; marketable; fit to be sold. 'Will take

off their ware at their own rates, and trouble

not themselves to examine whether it be sta

ple or no.' Swift. [Rare.]—4. Chief; principal;

regularly produced or made for market; as,

staple commodities.

Staple (sta'pl), v.t. pret. & pp. stapled;

ppr. stapling. To sort or adjust the different

staples of, as wool.

Stapler (sta'pl-er). n. 1. A dealer in staple

commodities. ' The staplers of Hamburgh. '

Howell.—2. One employed in assorting wool

according to its staple.

Star (star), n. [A word common to all the

Indo-European languages. A. Sax. steorra,

Sc. starn, I eel. stjarna. Goth, stairno, D.

ster, O.D. sterne, G. stem; cog. L. Stella

(for sterula, also astrum), Gr. asttr, Armor.

and Corn, steren. Per. satarah, Skr. tdrd (for

stdrd), Vedic Skr. stri, pi. staras—star. Pro

bably from root of E. strew, Skr. stri, to

strew, from the heavenly bodies scattering or

sprinkling light. ] 1. In a popular sense, any

celestial body whatever except the Bun and

moon; but, in astron. the term is usually re

stricted to one of those self-shining bodies

constituted like the sun, situated at im

mense distances from us, and doubtless, like

our sun, the centres of systems similar to our

own. Stars are distinguished from planets

by remaining apparently immovable with

respect to one another, and hence they were

called fixed stars, although their fixity has

been disproved in numerous cases, and is no

longer believed in regard to any. The prin

cipal points which form the subjects of as

tronomical inquiries regarding the stars are

their apparent and relative magnitudes, their

distribution, their number, their distances,

motions, and nature. In order to distinguish

the stars one from another the ancients di

vided the heavensinto different spacescalled

constellations, which they supposed to be

occupied by the figures of animals and other

objects, as a lion, a bear, a man, a lyre. <fcc.

(SeeCoNSTELLATlON.) The stars are divided,

according to their brightness, into stars of

the first, second, third, &c, magnitudes; but

no magnitude, in the proper sense of the

word, has yet been observed in any star. All

the stars beyond the sixth or seventh magni

tude are called telescopic stars, as they cannot

be seen without the aid of the telescope.

The gradations of magnitude among the tele

scopic stars are continued by astronomers

from the eighth down to the sixteenth.

The stars are very irregularly distributed

over the celestial sphere. Iu some regions

scarcely a star is to be seen, while in others

they seem crowded together, especially in

the Milky Way, where they appear, when

viewed through a powerful telescope, to be

crowded almost beyond imagination. Of the

stars visible to the naked eye at any one time

the number probably does not exceed a few

thousands, but in the telescope theirnuraber

1b so great as to defy all calculation ; and, be

sides, there is every reason to believe that

there are countless hostB which lie beyond

the reach of the most powerful telescopes

The distances of the fixed stars from the

earth are very great The nearest yet found,

that of * Centauri, a double star in the south

ern hemisphere, being calculated at 20 bil

lions of miles, so that light takes 3£ years to

travel from it to our earth. Many stars have

been observed whose light appears to un

dergo a regular periodic increase and diminu

tion of brightness, amounting, in some in

stances, toa complete extinction and revival.

These ore called variable and periodic stars.

It is found that some stars, formerly distin

guished by their splendour, have entirely

disappeared, others have shone forth with

extraordinary brilliancy, and, after a longer

or shorter period, have gradually died away

and become extinct These are called tem

porary stars. Many of the stars are found,

when observed with telescopes of high mag

nifying power, to be composed of two, and

some of them of three or more stars in close

juxtaposition. These are termed double and

multiple stars. The appearances known as

nebulae ore, in many cases at least, agglom

erations of stars, separated from our system

and from one another by unfathomable star

less intervals See NEBULA. — Binary stars,

sidereal systems composed of two stars re

volving about each other in regular orbits.

—Falling or shooting stars. See FALLINO-

STAK.—Pole-star, a bright star in the tail of

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; v. Sc. tey.
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Crsa Minor, so called from being near the

north pole —Parallax stars, those having a

sensible parallax, as Arcturus, Capella, Pol-

iris, Ac —The watery star, the moon. 'Nine

changes of the watery star.' Shale. —2. In

■■v.--/ a heavenly body supposed to have in-

Bueuce over a person's life; a configuration

of the planets supposed to influence fortune.

Hence the expression, ' You may thank your

ttan tor such and such an event.'

Let those who are in favour with their stars

Of public honour and proud tides boast. Sfutk.

1 That which resembles ft star; specifically,

(a) an ornamental figure rayed like a star

worn upon the breast to indicate rank or

honour.

A little dry old nun. without a star.

Not like a king. Shak.

(6) A radiated mark in writing or printing;

an asterisk; thus, * : used as a reference to

s note in the margin or to fill a blank in

writing or printing where letters or words

are omitted, (c) In pyrotechny, a small piece

of inflammable composition, which burns

high in air with a coloured flame, depending

onthecharacteroftheingredientsemployed,

and presents the appearance of a star. — 4. A

person of brilliant and attractive qualities,

especially In a public capacity, as a distin

guished and brilliant

theatrical performer. —

;>. In her. the estoile. a

charge frequently borne

on the shield, which dif

fers from the mullet in

having its rays or points

waved instead of straight,

and in having usually

six of these points, while star of eight points.

the mullet has only five,

and these straight. When the number is

greater the points are waved and straight

alternately, —ft In fort, a small fort having

flveormore points, orsallent and re-entering

angles flanking one another. Called also

Star Forts.

Hexagonal Star Fort. Octagonal Star Fort.

Star-fort, — Star of BethUhem, a plant

of the genus Ornithogaluin (0. umbel-

iatum), growing in pastures and woods.

—Star of the earth, Plantago Coronopus,

growing in dry, sandy places—Order of the

Star, an order of knighthood formerly ex

isting in France, founded In 1300, in imita

tion of the order of the Garter in England,

which was then recently instituted —Star

of India, an order of knighthood instituted

in 1S61 to commemorate the direct assump

tion of the government of India by Queen

Victoria There are three classes of knights

-Knights Grand Commanders (G.C.S.I.),

Knights Commanders, (K.C.S.I.), and Com

panions (C a L X The insignia of the order

are a collar, badge, and star. The collar

in«ipiia of the Order of the Star of India.

wmisUof a doable chain of gold, bearing

the heraldic rose of England, palm-branches,

*nd lotos-flowers, with an imperial crown at

the lower part of the collar. The badge is a

flve-pointed star, suspended from the crown,

with an oval medallion attached containing

an onyx cameo profile bust of Queen Victoria

and the motto. The star of the order is a flve-

pointed star of diamonds, surrounded by an

azure belt bearing the motto in diamonds,

and having wavy rays of gold all round it—

Star is frequently used in the formation of

compounds of very obvious signification; as,

star -aspiring, star-beam, star -bespangled,

star -bestudaed, star •bright, star -broidered,

star-crowned, star -directed, star-led, star-

paved, star-roofed, star-sprinkled, and the

like.

Star (star), v.t. pret. A pp. starred; ppr.

starring. To set or adorn with stars or

bright radiating bodies; to bespangle; as. a

robe starred with gems. 'Shall star the

black earth with brilliance.' Tennyson,

Star (star), v.i. To shine as a star; to be

brilliant orprominent; to shine above others,

as an eminent theatrical performer; to ap

pear as an actor in a provincial theatre

among inferior players.

Star (star), n. [Heb. shetar, shtar, a deed

or contract.] An ancient name for all deeds,

releases, or obligations of the Jews, and

also for a schedule or inventory. See Star-

chamber.

Star-anise (star'an-is), n. llUcium anisa-

fi'ui, a plant inhabiting China, nat. order

Magnoliaceae. It derives its name from the

stellate form of its fruit, which is about

1 inch in diameter. This fruit forms a con

siderable article of commerce amongBt

Asiatic nations. It is commonly used as a

condiment In the preparation of food, and

native physicians prescribe it as a stomachic

and carminative, while Europeans employ

it to aromatize

certain liquors.

Star-apple(8tar'-

ap-1), n. The

popular name of

several species of

Chrysophyllum.

whose fruit is

esculent Chryso

phyllum Cainito

is the most im

portant species.

It is a native of

the West Indies.

The fruit resem

bles a large

apple, which in

the inside is di

vided into ten

cells, each con

taining a black

seed, surrounded

by a gelatinous

pulp. It is eaten

in the warm climates of America by way of

dessert.

Star-blasting (star'blast-ing), n. The per

nicious influence of the stars.

Bless thee from whirlwinds, star-blasting, and tak

ing. 5Art.fr.

Star-blind (star'blind), o. [A. 8ax. stare-

blind, Dan. starbliiul,sta?rblind, D sterblind,

O. staarblind; Dan. star, D. and G. staar,

cataract, glaucoma; from same root asstare. ]

Purblind ; seeing obscurely, as from cata

ract: blinking.

Starboard (stiir'bord), n. [A. Sax. stedrbord;

that is, steer-board, from ste6ran, to steer,

the old rudder being a kind of large oar

used on the right side of the ship. See

STEER.] Naut. the right hand side of a

ship or boat when a spectator stands with

his face towards the head, stem, or prow:

opposed to port or old larboard. See PORT.
Starboard (staiJb6rd(). a. A'aut. pertaining

to the right hand side of a ship; being or

lying on the right side; as, the starboard

shrouds; starboard quarter; starboard tack.

Starch (starch), «. [From starch (adjective),

a softened form of stark, stiff, strong; A.

Sax. stearc, rigid, stiff; G. starke, strength,

starch, stark, strong. See Stark] (CsHi0Oj

or C12H20Ol0-) A proximate principle of

plants, universally diffused in the vegetable

kingdom, and of very great importance. It

occurs in seeds, as in those of wheat and

other cereal grains, and also in leguminous

plants; in roots, as in the tubers of the po

tato; in the stem and pith of many plants,

as in the sago plant ; in some barks, as in

that of cinnamon; and in pulpy fruits, such

as the apple Finally, it is contained in the

expressed juice of most vegetables, such as

the carrot, in a state of suspension, being

Star-apple {Ckrysophyllun

Cnittito).

Starch Granules in

Potato.

deposited on standing. The starch of com

merce is chiefly extracted from wheat flour.

When pure, it is a snow-white powder of

a glistening appear

ance, which makes a

crackling noise when

pressed with the fin

ger. It is composed

of transparent round

ed grains, the size of

which varies in differ

ent plants, those of the

potato being among

the largest, and those

of wheat and rice the

smallest. It is insolu

ble in cold water, alco

hol, and ether; but

when heated with

water it is converted

into a kind of solu

tion,which,on cooling,

forms a stiff semi-opaque jelly. If dried up.

this yields a translucent mass, which softens

and swells into a Jelly with' water. It is em

ployed for stiffening linen and other cloth.

When roasted at a moderate heat in an oven

it is converted into a species of gum em

ployed by calico-printers; potato starch

answers best for this purpose. (See DEX

TRINE.) Starch is convertible into sugar by

dilute sulphuric acid. Starch forms the

greatest portion of all farinaceous sub-

stances, particularly of wheat flour, and it

is the chief ingredient of bread. The wood

cut shows the cells of the common potato

(Solatium tuberosum) filled with starch

granules, a a. — 2. A stiff formal manner;

starchedness ; as, to take the starch out of

a person.

This professor is to infuse into their manners tli.it

beautiful political starth which may qualify them far

levees, conferences, visits, &c. Addison.

Starch* (starch), a. [See the noun] Stiff;

precise; rigid. 'Misrepresenting sobriety

as a starch and formal thing.' KiUingbeck.

Starch (starch), p. t. To stiffen with starch.

'With kerchief starch'd and pinners clean.'

Gay.

Star-Chamber (star'cham-ber), n. [Said to

be so called because the roof was orna

mented with stars, or from certain Jewish

contracts and obligations, called tffarrs(IU-b.

shetar, pronounced shtar), preserved in it.]

Formerly, a court of civil and criminal juris

diction at Westminster. It consisted ori

ginally of a committee of the privy-council,

and was remodelled during the reign of

Henry VIII., when it consisted of four high

officers of Btate, with power to add to their

number a bishop and temporal lord of the

council, and two justices of the courts of

Westminster. It had jurisdiction of for

gery, perjury, riots, maintenance, fraud,

libel, and conspiracy, and in general of

every misdemeanour, especially those of

public importance; it was exempt from the

intervention of a jury, and could inflict any

punishment short of death. Under Charles

I. the scope of the Star-chamber was ex

tended to cases properly belonging to the

courts of common law, solely for the pur

pose of levying fines. Its process was sum

mary, and often iniquitous, and the punish

ment it inflicted often arbitrary and cruel.

This court was abolished by statute 16

Charles I.

Starched (starcht), p. and a. 1. Stiffened

with starch. ' The starch'd beard.' J5. Jon-

ton.—2. Stiff; precise; formal. ' A starched

squeezed countenance, a stiff formal gait'

Swift

Starchedness (starcht'nes), n. The state

of being starched; stiffness in manners; for

mality. 'The starchedness of Mb own na

tion.' L. Addison.

Starcher (starch'er), n. One who Btarches,

or wboBe occupation is to starch.

Starch-hyacinth (staruh'hi-a-sinth), n. A

plant, the Muscari racemosum, of the same

nat order with the hyacinth, and named

from the smell of the flower. Called also

Musk-hyacinth and Grape-hyacinth.

Starchly (starch'li), adv. In a starchy man

ner; with stiffness of manner; formally.

'Talk starchly, and affect ignorance of what

you would be at' Swift.

Starchness (starch'nes), n. Stiffness of man

ner; preciseness.

Starch-sugar (starch'shu-ger), n. See Glu

cose.

Starchy (starch'i), a. 1 . Consisting of starch ;

resembling starch.—2, Stiff; precise; formal

in manner; as, a starchy personage.

eh, dUin; ch, Sc loeA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinj7; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh. tcAig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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Btar-connert(star'kon-er), n. A star-gazer.

Gascoigne.

Star-crossed (stiir'krost), a. Not favoured

by the stars; ill-fated. 'A pair of star-

cross'd lovers.' Shak.

Stare (star), n. [A. Sax. steer, Icel. stari,

Sw. stare, G. staar, gtahr, same origin as L

sturnus, a starling. The root is possibly

that of star, from the speckled coat of the

bird. Starling is a diminutive] A starling:

a common name in various localities. Sir

T. Elyot; Pennant; Selby; F. 0. Morris.

Stare (star), v.i. pret stared; ppr. staring

[A. Sax. starian, to stare, to gaze; D. and

L.G. staren, G. starren, Icel. stara. The

literal meaning is to look fixedly, the root

being that of c and Sw. starr, stilT, rigid,

fixed, £. stark, stiff, strong. Stern and

starve are also akin, and bo are L. sterilis,

ban-en; Gr. stereos, Ann. See also Star-

Bliki>.] 1. To look with fixed eyes wide

open . to fasten an earnest look on some

object; to gaze, as in admiration, wonder,

surprise, stupidity, horror, fright, impu

dence, Ac.

Look not big, nor start, nor fret. Shak.

2. To stand out stiffly, aa hair; to be promi

nent; to t>e stiff; to stand on end; to bristle.

'The staring straws and jaggs in the hive.'

Mortimer.

Art thou some god, some angel, or some devil.

That makest my blood cold, and my hair to stare t

Ska*.

Stare (star), v.t. To affect or influence by

staring, as to drive away or abash; to look

earnestly or fixedly at; to look at with either

a bold or vacant expression.

I will stare him out of his wits. Shak.

The wit at his elbow gare him a touch upon the

shoulder, and stared him in the face with so bewitch

ing a grin that the whistler relaxed his fibres.

Spectator.

— To stare in the face, fig. to be before the

eyes, or undeniably evident. 'The law . . .

that stares them in the face, whilst they are

breaking it.' Locke.

Stare (star), n. The act of one who stares;

a fixed look with eyes wide open. 'A va

cant stare.' Tennyson.

Starer (star'er), n. One who Btares or gazes.

'Stupid starers* Pope.

Stirfe,* pret. of stem. Died; perished.

Chaucer.

Star-finch (stitr'nnsh), n. A name given to

the redstart.

Star-fish (star'Ash), h. A term in its widest

application embracing all the echinoderms

i. Sun Star-fish [Seiasterfaf/osa). a. Bullhorn Star

fish (listerias aHrantiaas).

comprised in the orders Ophiuroldea and

Asteroidea, but more commonly restricted

to the members of the latter order, of which

the common genus Asterias may be taken as

the type. It is covered with a tough leathery

skin beset with prickles, and has the form

of a star, with five or more rays radiating

from a central disc. In the middle of the

under surface of the disc is situated the

mouth, opening into a digestive system

which sends prolongations into each ray.

If the prickly skin be removed it will be

seen to be supported by a series of plates

beautifully jointed together. On the under

surface of each ray the plates exhibit a series

of perforations, through which, in the living

state, the ambulacra or tubular feet can be

protruded so as to effect locomotion. Star

fishes are found in almost all tropical and

European seas, and some species are found

as far north as Greenland. The cut shows

two common British species, the one be

longing to the five-rayed stara, the other to

the sun-stars, with many rays. The latter

has the rays twelve to fifteen in number.

Star-fort (star'fort), n. See Stab, 6.

Star-fruit (stiir'frst), n. See actinocarpcs.

Stargazer (star'gaz-er), n. l. One who gazes

at the stars; a term of contempt for an as

trologer, sometimes used humorously for an

astronomer. Is. xlvil. 13. —2. A species of

acanthopterygfous fishes of the Perddss

family, the Uranoscopus scaber, inhabiting

the Mediterranean, and so called beoause

the eyes are situated on the topof the nearly

cubical head, and directed towards the

heavens.

Stargazing (star'gaz-ing), n. The act or

practice of observing the stars with atten

tion; astrology. Sictft.

Stargazing (stilr'gaz-ing), a. Looking at or

admiring the stars.

Star-grass (star,gras),n. 1. Star-wort(which

see).—2. Hypoxis erecta, a small grass-like

plant, having star-shaped yellow flowers.—

3. A smooth, stemless, very bitter plant, of

the genus Aletris, having fibrous roots, and

small flowers in a wand-like spiked raceme.

Star-hawk (star'hak), n. [Perhaps for

sparhawk. ] A species of hawk. Ainsworth.

Staring (staring), a. 1. Gazing fixedly; look

ing with fixed gaze; fixed. 'Staring eyes.*

Spenser. 'A staring look.' Surrey.—

It Standing stiffly up; bristling.

Staring (staring), adv. Staringly; so as to

stare wildly. ' Squire South, stark, staring

mad.' Arbuthnot.

Staringly (star'ing-li), adv. In a staring

manner; with fixed look.

Star-Jelly (Btar'jel-li). ?i. Star-shoot (wldch

see).

Stark (stark), a. [A. Sax. steare, stiff, hard,

rough; G. and Sw. stark, D. sterk, Icel.

sterkr. The root is that of G. starr, stiff.

It is also fn K. stare, stern. Starch is a

softened form.] 1. Stiff; rigid, as in death.

Many a nobleman lies start and still",

Under the hoofs of vaunting enemies. Shak.

2. Strong; rugged; powerful.

A stark moss-trooptne Scot was he

As e'er couched Border lance by knee.

S*r If. Srott.

3 t Entire; perfect; profound; absolute.

Consider the start security

The commonwealth is in now. fl. jfottsoH.

4. Mere ; gross ; pure ; downright ' Pro

nounces the citation stark nonsense. ' Collier.

Stark (stark), adv. Wholly; entirely; abso

lutely; as, stark mad; stark blind; stark

naked. 'Held him strangled in his arms

till he was stark dead.' buller.

Starkly t (stark'li), adv. In a stark manner;

stiffly; strongly.

As fast loctcM up in sleep, as guiltless labour

When it lies starkly in the traveller's bones. Shak.

Starless (star'les), a. Having no stars vis

ible or no starlight; as, a starless night.

Starlet (star'Iet), n. A small star.

Nebulae tiny be comparatively near, though the

starlets of which they are made up appear extremely

minute. H. Sfencrr.

Starlight (starlit), n. The light proceeding

frointne stars.

Nor walk by moon

Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet.

Mtlton.

Starlight (starlit), a. Lighted by the stars,

or by the stars only. 'A starlight evening

and a morning fair.' Dryden.

Starlike (starlik), a. 1. Resembling a star;

Btellated ; radiated like a star; as, starlike

flowers.— 2. Bright; lustrous; shining; lumi

nous. ' The star-like sorrows of immortal

eyes.' Tennyson,

The having turned many to righteousness shall

confer a starltke and immortal brightness. Boyle.

Starling (starling), n [Dim. of stare, a star

ling. See Stare] Au insessorial bird be

longing to the conlrostral family of Cuvier's

great order Passeres, of the genus Sturnus

and family Sturnidre. The common star

ling, Sturnus vulgaris. Is found in almost

all parts of Europe ; it is between 8 and 9

Inches in length. The colour is blackish,

with blue, purplish, or cupreous reflections,

and each feather is marked at the extremity

Starling {Sturnus i-ulfarts).

with a whitish triangular speck, and these

specks are the stars from which the name

of the bird seems to be derived. Starlings

live much about buildings, and nestle in

holes of walls, crannies of rocks, and open

ings in hollow trees. They are often kept

fn cages, and may he taught to whistle some

tunes, and even to pronounce words and

sentences. Called also Stare.

Starling (star'lingXn. 1. In hydraulic engin.

one of a number of piles driven in outside

the foundations of the piers of a bridge, to

break the force of the water. Written also

Sterling— %\ A penny of sterling money.

Chaucer.

Starlit (starlit), a. Lighted by stars; as, a

starlit night.

Star-monger (star'mungger), n. An astrol

oger; a quack. Swift.

Star-nose (sUr'noz), n. A North American

genus (Condylura) of moles (Talpids?), dis

tinguished by bearing at the extremity of

its muzzle a remarkable structure of fleshy

and somewhat cartilagiuous rays disposed

in the form of a star.

Starost (star'ost), n. In Poland, a nobleman

possessed of a castle or domain, called a

starosty.

Starosty (star'os-tl), n. [See above.] In

Poland, a name given to castles and do

mains conferred on noblemen for life by the

crown.

Star-pagoda (star'pa-gS-da).n. A gold coin

of the East Indies. In Madras its value is

7s. Gd.

Star-proof (star'prof), a Impervious to the

light of the stars. 'Branching elm star-

proof.' Milton.

Star-read,' Star-redet (star'redyn. [Star,

and rede, counsel.] Knowledge of the stars;

astronomy. ' Who in star-read were wont

have best insight.' Spenser.

Starred (start!), p. and a. 1. Studded, de

corated, or adorned with stars. Milton.—

2. Influenced by the stars: usually in com

position; as, ill-starred. ' Starr'd most un

luckily.' SJ\ak. — 3. Cracked, with many

rays proceeding from a central point ; as, a

starred pane of glass; a starred mirror.

Star-reed ( starred1 n. A Peruvian plant

of the genus Aristolochia. the A. fragrant-

issitna, the root of which is highly esteemed

in Peru as a remedy against dysenteries,

malignant inflammatory fevers, colds, rheu

matic pains, cVc. Lindley.

Starriness (sta^i-nes), n. The state of being

starry.

Starry (starT), a. [From sfar.] 1. Abounding

with stars; adorned with stars. ' Above the

starry sky." Pope.— 2. Consisting of or pro

ceeding from stars; stellar; stellary; aa,

starry light; starry flame. 'The starry in

fluences. Sir W. Scott. — 3. Shining like

stars; resembling Btars; as, starry eye*.

' Garlands pied and starry sea- flower

crowns.' Shelley —i. Having rays arranged

like those of a star; shaped like a star; stel

late ; stelliform. — 5, Connected with the

stars. ' The starry Galileo.' Byron.

Star-shake (star'shak), n. A defect in tim

ber, consisting in clefts radiating from the

pith to the circumference.

Star-shine (star'shin). n The shine or light

of a star or stars; starlight. ' By star-shine

and by moonlight.' Tennyson.

Star-shoot, Star-shot(star'shdt, star'shot).

n. A gelatinons substance often found in

wet meadows, and formerly supposed to be

the extinguished residuum of a shooting-

star. It is, however, of vegetable origin.

being the common nostoc. See XosTOC

I have seen a good quantity of that jelly, by the

vulgar called a star-shoot, as if it remained upon the

extinction of a falling star. Baton*

Star-shooter (star'shot-er), n. A contemp

tuous term for the early observers of the

heavens.

Star-shot, n. See Star-shoot.

Star -Slough (star'sluf), n. Same as Star-

shoot.

Star-spangled (star'spang gld). a Spotted

with stars; as, the star-xjHiuglcd banner, or

national flag of the I'nited States.

Star-spotted (star'spot-ed), a. Spotted or

studded with stars.

Star-Stone (star'stdn), n. 1. A rare variety

of sapphire. When cut. and viewed in a

direction perpendicular to the axis, it pre

sents a peculiar reflection of light In the

form of a star.—2. Same as Psarolite.

Start (start), v.i. [O.E. sterte, sturte , stirte ;

not in A. Sax. or Icel.; allied to D start n

Dan. styrte, O. stiirzen, to precipitate, to

rush or hurl headlong. From root of stir }

1. To move suddenly and spasmodically; to

move as if by a twiteh ; to make a sudden

and involuntary motion of the body, caused

Fate, far, fat, fall; mfi, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; il, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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by surprise, pain, or any sudden feeling or

emotion.

I start as from seme dreadful dream.

And often ask myself if yet awake. Dryden.

t To shrink; to wince.

With trial fire touch me his finger-end ;

. . , but if he start,

I: i> the flesh of a corrupted heart. Shah.

% To make a sudden or unexpected change

of place; to rise or otherwise move quickly;

to spring from a place or position; to dart;

as, to start from one's seat; to start aside ;

to start out of the way of something. ' Make

thy two eyes, like stars, start from their

spheres. ' Shak.

Out into the road I started. Tennyson.

4. To change condition at once; to make a

sudden or instantaneous change.

Our Ion*,- wax candles with short cotton wicks, . . .

Start into light, and make the lighter start,

James Smith.

5. To set out; to commence a course, as a

race, a journey, or the like; to begin or en

ter any career or pursuit.

At once they start, advancing in a line. Dryden.

6. To be moved from a fixed position; to lose

its hold ; to be dislocated ; as, the nail has

started; the stave started,—To start after,

to set out in pursuit of; to follow.—To start

ttgainxt, to become a candidate in opposition

to; to oppose.—To start for, to become a

candidate for, as for some office.—To start

up, to rise suddenly, as from a seat or

couch; to come suddenly into notice or

importance.

The mind often works in search of some hidden

idea, though sometimes they start itf in our minds

of their own accord. Lock*.

Start (start), v.t. 1. To alarm; to disturb

suddenly; to startle. ' Every feather starts

you.' Shak.

Upon malicious bravery dost thou come.

To start oiy quiet J Shak.

1 To rouse suddenly from concealment; to

cause to flee or fly; as, to start a hare or a

woodcock; to start game —3. To produce

suddenly to view; to conjure up.

Brutus will start a spirit as soon as Caesar. Shak.

4. To invent or discover; to bring within

pursuit

Sensual men agree in the pursuit of everypleasure

they can start. Sir If. Temple.

5. To begin; to commence; to set agoing; to

originate; as, to start an enterprise; to start

a newspaper.

I was engaged in conversation upon a subject which

the people love to st\trt in discourse. Addison.

6. To move suddenly from its place; to make

to lose its hold; to dislocate; as, to start a

uail ; to start a bone. — 7. Naut. to empty,

as liquor from a cask; to pour out; as, to

start wine into another cask.—To start an

anchor, to make it lose its hold of the

ground. — To start a tack or a sheet, to slack

it off a little.

Start (start), n. 1. A sudden Involuntary

twitch, spring, or motion, caused by sur

prise, fear, pain, or the like ; as, a start of

surprise.

The fnght awaken'd Arcitc with a start. Dryden.

2. A sudden voluntary movement or a change

of place. — 3- A quick movement, as the re

coil of an elastic body; a shoot or spriug.

Bacon; A* Greta. — 4. A bursting forth; a

•ally; as, tttarU of fancy. Sir ft. L' Estrange.

To check the starts and sallies of the soul.

Addison.

5. A sudden fit ; sudden action followed by

intermission; a spasmodic effort; a hasty or

capricious impulse ; as, to work by fits and

starts.

For she did speak tn starts distractedly. Shak.

Nature docs nothing by starts and leaps, or in a

fcurrj Sir ft. L'Estrange.

%■ A sudden beginning of action or motion;

s sudden rousing to action; the setting of

something agoing.

How murh I had to do to calm his rage !

Now tear I this will give it start again. Shak.

" Yirtt motion from a place; act of setting

cut; first motion in a race; the outset.

The start of first performance is all. Bacon.

Yon Hand hke greyhounds in the slips,

Straioj£g upon the start. Shak.

—Totjet or have the start, to be beforehand

*ith another ; to gain the advantage in a

similar undertaking: to get ahead: with of.

'rtbotud get the start of the majestic world.'

Siak.

She might hare forsaken him, if he had not rot the

sun uf her. Dryden.
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Start (start), n. [A. Sax. steort, a tall, an

extremity; L.G. stert, D. staart, Icel. stertr,

G. sterz, the tail of an animal.] The tail of

an animal ; something like a tail ; hence, a

plough-tail ; a handle. Hence the name of

the bird redstart; that is, red tail. [Obsolete

or provincial. ]

Starter (start'er), n. One who starts; as,

(a) one who sets out on a race, a journey, a

pursuit, or the like, (b) One who or that

which sets persons or things in motion, as a

person who gives the signal for the begin

ning of a race, a lever or rod for setting an

engine in motion, or the like, (c) One who

shrinks from his purpose; one who suddenly

moves or Biiggests a question or an objec

tion, (d) A dog that rouses game.

Startful (start'ful), a. Apt to start; skit

tish. (Rare.]

Startfulness (stait'fuLnes), n. Aptness to

start [Rare.]

Star-thistle (star'this-i). n. A plant of the

genus Centaurea, the C. Calcitrapa, which

grows in gravelly, sandy, and waste places

in the middle and south of England, espe

cially near the sea, and is remarkable for

its long spreading spiny bracts. — Yellow

star-thistle, the Centaurea solstitialis, occa

sionally seen in fields and waste places,

principally in the east and south of Eng

land, and near Dublin. It is also called St.

Barnaby's Thistle—Jersey star-thistle, the

Centaurea Isnardi, which grows in pastures

In Jersey and Guernsey.

Starting-bar (start'ing-bar), n. A hand

lever for moving the valves bo as to start a

steam-engine.

Starting-holet (start'ing-hol), n. A loop

hole; evasion; a subterfuge. Shak; Dr. a.

More.

Startingly (start'ing-11), ado. By sudden

fits or .starts; spasmodically.

Why do you speak so startingly and rash ? Shak.

Starting-place (start'ing-plas), n. A place

at which a start or beginning is made. Sir

J. Denham,

Starting-point (start'ing-point), n. The

point from which anything starts; the point

of departure.

Starting-post (start'ing-pdst), n. A post,

stake, barrier, or place from which compe

titors in a race start or begin the race.

Startish (starfish), a. Apt to start; skit

tish; shy: said of horses. [Colloq.l

Startle (starUlt, v.i. [Dim. of start] To

move spasmodically or abruptly, as on feel

ing a sudden alarm ; to start ' At last she

startled up.' Hood.

Why shrinks the soul

Back on herself, and startles at destruction?

• Addison.

Startle (starOl), v.t. pret & pp. startled;

ppr. startling. l.To excite by sudden alarm,

surprise, or apprehension; to shock; to

alarm; to fright.

The supposition at least that angels assume bodies

need not startle us. Lo<ke.

2. To deter; to cause to deviate. [Rare.]

They would find occasions enough, upon the ac

count of his known affections to the king's service,

from which It was not possible to remove or startle

him. Clarendon.

Stn. To start, shock, fright, frighten, alarm,

surprise.

Startle (start! ), n. A sudden motion or

shock occasioned by an unexpected alarm,

surprise, or apprehension of danger; a start.

After having recovered from my first startle, I was

well pleased with the accident. SpectUitor,

Startling (startling), p. and a. Impressing

suddenly with fear or surprise; Btrongly ex

citing or surprising; shocking; as, sistart-

Ung discovery.

Startlingly (starfling-li), adv. In a start

ling manner.

Startlish (start'lish), a. Apt to start;

Btartish. [Colloq.]

Start-upt (start'up). n. 1. One that comes

suddenly into notice; an upstart

That young start-up hath all the glory of my over

throw. Shak.

2. A kind of rustic shoe with a high top or

half gaiter. 'His hose about his heels, and

huge start-ups upon his feet' Sir W. SeoU,

Start-upt (startup), o. Suddenly coming

into notice or importance; upstart ' A new

start-up sect* Bp. Warburton.

Whoever weds Isabella it shall not be Father Fal-

conara's start-up son. H. Walpole.

Starvation (star-va'shon), n. [This is one

of those words which have a Latin termi

nation tacked on to an Anglo-Saxon base ;

comp. flirtation, talkative, readable, &c. It

STATE

was first used, according to Horace Walpole,

by Henry Dundas, the first Lord Melville, in

a speech on American affairs in 1775, which

obtained for him the nickname of Starva

tion Dundas. It is now in perfectly good

use. ] The state of starving or being starved ;

a suffering extremely from cold or want of

food.

Starvation, we are also told, belongs to the class

of "vile compounds,' from being a mongrel; as if

English were not full of mongrels, and as if it would

not be In distressing straits without them.

Fitxedward Hall.

Starve (starv), v.i. [A. Sax. steorfan, pret.

titearf, to perish of hunger or cold; L.G.

starven, D. sterven, G. sterben, to die. The

root is probably the same as in G. starr,

stiff; E. stare, L. torpeo (for storpeo), to be

rigid or torpid.] l.f To die; to perish; to

be destroyed.

For our redemciouii lie star/ upon the rood.

Lydgate.

2. To perish with or suffer extremely from

hunger; to suffer extreme poverty or want;

to be very indigent.

Sometimes virtue starves, while rice is fed. Pope.

3. To perish or die with cold; to suffer ex

tremely from cold. * Starving with cold as

well as hunger.' Irving.—4. To be hard put

to it through want of anything.

The pens of historians, writing thereof, seemed

sta* veafoi matter, in an age so fruitful of memorable

actions. Fuller.

Starve (starv), v.t. pret. &pp starved; ppr.

starving. 1. To kill or distress with hunger;

to distress or Bubdue by famine; as. to starve

a garrison into a surrender. 'Give them

life whom hunger starved half dead.' Shak.

Attalus endeavoured to starve Italy by stopping

their convoys of provisions from Africa.

Arbuthnot.

2. To destroy by want; as, to starve plants

by the want of nutriment—3. To kill, afflict,

or destroy with cold. 'Comfortless, as

frozen water to a starved snake.' Shak

From beds of raging fire to starve in ice

Their soft ethereal warmth. Milton.

4. To deprive of force or vigour.

The powers of their minds are starved by disuse.

Locke.

Starveling (staiVIing), a. Hungry; lean;

pining with want

Poor starveling bant, how small thy gains! Swift.

Starveling (startling), n. An animal or

plant that is made thin, lean, and weak

through want of nutriment * And thy poor

starveling bountifully fed. ' Donne.

Starwort (Btar'wert), n. 1. The popular

name of plants of the genus Callitriche;

known also by the name of water starwort.

They are obscure floating plants of no known

use.—2. A small plant of the genus Stellnria,

having star-shaped flowers; chickweed.—

Sea starwort, a British herbaceous plant of

the genus Aster, the A. Tripolium. It has

pale blue flowers with a yellow disc, and

grows in salt marshes.

Stasis (stas'is}, ». [Or., a stationary pos

ture.] In mea. a stagnation of the blood or

other fluids in the body.

Statal (stat'al), a. Of or relating to a state,

as distinguished from

the general government.

[Rare.]

Statant (sta'tant), a.

[From L. sto, to stand.]

In her. a term for beasts

when borne in a stand

ing position with all

four legs upon the

ground

Statarian t ( sta - ta ' ri -

an), a- Steady; well-dis-

' A detachment of your statarian

Abr. Tucker.

Lion statant.

ciplined.

soldiers.*

Statarianlyt (sta-ta'ri-an-li), adv. In a sta

tarian manner. 'My statarianly disciplined

battalion.' Abr. Tucker.

Stataryt (sta'ta-ri), a. [h. statarius. See

State] Fixed; settled. 'The set and sta-

tary times of paring nails aud cutting of

hair.* Sir T. Broirne.

State (stat). n. [O. Fr. estat, state, case, con

dition, circumstances, dec; Mod. Fr. Hat;

L. status, state, position, standing, from

sto, to stand. See Stand.] 1. Condition as

determined by whatever circumstances; the

condition or circumstances of a being or

thing at any given time; situation; position;

as, the state of one's health; the state of

public affairs; the rouds are in a wretched

state ; to be in a state of uncertainty. ' Nor

laugh with his companions at thy state.'

ca. cAain: fih, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; h. Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH. (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tenig; zh. azure.—See KEY.
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Shak. ' The past and present stateot things. '

Dryden. ' The state of the question. ' Boyle.

1 Runic; condition; quality.

Fair dame, I am not to you known.

Though in your state of honour I am perfect. Shak.

3. Royal or gorgeous pomp; appearance of

greatness.

In state the monarchs march'd. Dryden.

Where least of stale there most of love is shown.

Dryden.

4. Dignity; grandeur.

She instructed him how he should keep state, yet

with a modest sense of his misfortunes. Bacon.

f> t A person of high rank. ' She is a

duchess, a great state.' Latimer.

The hold design

Pleas'd highly those infernal states. Milton.

fl. Any body of men constituting a commu

nity of a particular character in virtue of

certain political privileges, who partake

either directly or by representation in the

government of their country; an estate; as,

the states of the realm in Great Britain are

the Lords, spiritual and temporal, and the

Commons. See EsTATB.—7. A whole people

united into one body politic; a civil and

self - governing community ; a common

wealth: often with the, and signifying the

body politic to which the party speaking

belongs.

In Aleppo once.

Where a malignant and a turban'd Turk

Beat a Venetian and tradue'd the state. Shak.

Municipal law is a rule of conduct prescribed by the

supreme power in a state. Btackstone.

8. The power wielded by the government of

a country ; the civil power, often as con

trasted with ecclesiastical; as, the union

of church and state —9. One of the com

monwealths or bodies politic which to

gether make up a federal republic, which

stand in certain specified relations with the

central or national government, and as re

gards internal affairs are more or less inde

pendent— 10. t A republic, as opposed to a

monarchy. Dryden.—11. t A seat of dignity;

a throne.

This chair shall be my state. Shak.

12 ( A canopy; a covering of dignity. 'His

high throne, under state of richest texture

spread.' Milton.—13. t Estate; possession.

Strong was their plot.

Their states far off, and they of wary wit. Daniel.

u.i The highest and stationary condition

or point, as that of maturity between growth

and decline, or as that of crisis between the

increase and the abating of a disease. Wise

man.— 15. That which is stated or expressed

in writing or in words or figures; a state

ment; a document containing a statement.

He sat down to examine Mr. Owen's states.

Sir IV. Scott.

[When state is used adjectivally, or as the

tlrst element in a compound, it denotes pub

lic, or what belongs to the community or

body politic; as, state affairs; state policy. ]

State (stat), v.t. pret. <fcpp. stated; ppr. stat

ing. 1. To8et;tosettle;toe8tablish. [Rare]

Who calls the council states the day. Pofe,

2, To express the particulars of; to set down

in detail or in gross; to represent fully in

words; to make known specifically; to ex

plain particularly; to narrate; to recite; as,

to state an opinion; to state the particulars

of a case.

I pretended not fully to state, much less demon

strate, the truth contained in the text. Atterbury.

—To state itt\ to assume state or dignity; to

act or conduct one'sself pompously. 'Rarely

dressed up, and taught to state it.' Beau.

A Fl.

State t (stat), a. Stately. ' So stiffe and so

state.' Spenser.

State-ball (stafbal), n. A ball given by a

sovereign; a ball at a palace.

State-barge (stat'barj), ». A royal barge,

or one belonging to some civil government.

State -bed (stat 'bed), n. An elaborately

carved or decorated bed.

State-ca.rrlage(stat'kar-rij),n. The carriage

of a prince or sovereign, used when he ap

pears publicly in state.

State-craft (Btat'kraft). n. The art of

conduct! ng state affairs; state management;

statesmanship.

The Normans were contentious in the extreme.

They were unscrupulous in state-craft. SirE. Creasy.

State-criminal (stat'krim-in-al), n. One

who commits an otfence against the state,

as treason; a political offender.

Stated (stat'ed). a. 1. Settled; established;

regular; occurring at regular intervals; not

occasional; as. stated hours of business.—

2. Fixed; established; as, a stated salary.

'The stated and unquestionable fee of his

office.' Addison.

Statedly (Btat'ed-li),adc. At stated or settled

times; regularly; at certain intervals; not

occasionally.

Stateful t (stat'ful), a. Full of state; stately;
■ A stateful silence.' Marston

State-house (stat'hous), n. The building in

which the legislature of a state holds its sit

tings; the capitol of a state. [United States.]

Stateless (stiit'les), a. Without pomp.

Statelily(stat'li-li).arfp. In a stately manner.

'Thou steppest statelily.' Sir It. Taylor.

[Rare]

Stateliness (statli-nes), n. The condition

or quality of being stately; loftiness of mien

or manner; majeBtic appearance; dignity;

grandeur.

For stateliness and majesty what is comparable to

a horse! Dr. H. More.

It is a poor error to figure them as wrapped up in

ceremonial stateliness, avoiding the most gifted men

of a lower station. Carlyle.

Stately (statli), a. 1. August: grand; lofty:

majestic; magnificent 'High cedars and

other stately trees.* Raleigh— 2. Elevated:

dignified; magisterial. 'A stately style.'

Shak. ' Think 1 am grown on the sudden

wonderfully stately and reserved.' Swift.

Stately (stat'li), adv. Majestically; loftily.

* Stately tread, or lowly creep.' Hilton.

Statement (stat'ment), n. 1. The act of

stating, reciting, or presenting verbally or

on paper—2. That which is Btated; a fonnal

embodiment in language of facts or opin

ions; a narrative; a recital; the expression

of a fact or of an opinion; as, a verbal

statement; a written statement.

State-monger (stat'mung-ger), n. One

versed in politics, or one who dabbles in

state affairs.

State-paper (stnt'pa-per), n. A paper re

lating to the political interests or govern

ment of a state.

State-prison (Btat'pri-zon), n. 1. A jail for

political offenders only— 2. A public prison

or penitentiary. [United States.]

State - prisoner ( stat ' pri - con - er ), n. One

confined for a political offence.

Stater (stat'er), n. One who states.

Stater (sta'ter),n. [Qt. stater] Thenameof

certain coins current in ancient Greece and

Persia. A gold stater of Athens was worth

about 10*. ; a silver stater about 3*. Gd. ; a

Persian gold stater, £1, 1«.

State-room (stat'rbm), ft, 1. A magnificent

room in a palace or great house. —2. A

small, elegantly fitted up cabin, generally

for two persons, in a steamer.—3. An apart

ment in a railway sleeping-carriage.

States-general (stats'jen-er-al), n. pi. The

bodies that constitute the legislature of a

country, in contradistinction to the assem

blies of provinces ; specifically, the name

given to the legislative assemblies of France

before the revolution of 17S9, and to those

of the Netherlands.

Statesman (stats'man), n. 1. A man versed

in the arts of government ; usually, one

eminent for political abilities; a politician.

The corruption of a poet is the generation of a

statesman. Pofe.

2. One employed in connection with the ad

ministration of the affairs of government

It is a weakness which attends high and low; the

statesman who holds the helm, as well as the peasant

who holds the plough. South.

3 A small landholder, as in Cumberland.

[Provincial.]

Statesmanlike (stnts'man-lik), a. Having

the manner or wisdom of statesmen; worthy

of or becoming a statesman; as, a states

manlike measure.

Statesmanly (stats'man-li), adv. Relating

to or befitting a statesman; statesmanlike.

De Quincey.

Statesmanship (stats'man-ship), n. The

qualifications or employments of a states

man; political skill.

Stateswoman (stats'wn-man), n. A woman

who meddles in public affairs. B. Jonxon.

State-SWOrd (stat'sfird), n. A sword used on

state occasions, being borne before a sove

reign by a person of high rank.

State-trial (stat'tri-al), u. A trial of a per

son or persons for political offences.

Static (stat'ik), a. Same as Statical.

Statical(*tat'ik-al),a. [SeeSTATICs.] 1. Per

taining to bodies at rest or in equilibrium.

2. Acting by mere weight without producing

motion; as, statical pressure.— Statical elec

tricity, electricity produced by friction. See

Galvanism.

Statically (stat'ik -al-li). a&9 In a statical

manner; according to statics.

StatlCG (stafi-sfi). n [L. static*, from Gr.

statikf, an astringent herb, from statiko*.

making to stop—in allusion to the powerful

astringency of some of the species.] A ge

nus of herbaceous or subshnibby plants.

n it. order Plumbaginacea?, characterized

by the flowers being spiked or panicled; the

calyx funnel-shaped, of one piece, plaited,

and somewhat scarious; the petals five.

Static e latifolia.

slightly connate; the BtamenB attached to

the base of the petals; and the nut one-

seeded, inclosed in the calyx. Several spe

cies are natives of Britain, growing near the

sea, most of them on muddy shores and in

salt marshes. A number are cultivated in

Britain, among them being S. latifolia, a

Siberian species with blue flowers. The root

of one species, 5. caroliniana, a very' power

ful astringent, is used in North America for

all the purposes of kino and catechu.

Statics (stat'iks). n, [Fr. statique, from Gr.

statiki, the science which ascertains the pro

perties of bodies at rest, statics, from stati-

kot, causing to stop or stand. Same root as

stand. ] That branch ofdynamicswhich treats

of the properties and relations of forces In

equilibrium—equilibrium meaning that the

forces are in perfect balance, so that the body

upon which they act is in a state of rest

According to the classification still employed

by many writers on the subject the word

statics is used in opposition to dynamics,

the former being the science of equilibrium

or rest, and the latter of motion, both toge

ther constituting mechanics. But among

more recent authors mechanic* is used to

express not the theory of force and motion,

but rather its application to the arts. The

word dynamics is employed as expressing

the science which treats of the laws of force

or power, thus corresponding closely to the

old use of the term mechanics; and this

Bclence is divided into statics and kinetic*,

the first being the science which treats of

forces considered as producing rest, and the

second as treating of forces considered as

producing motion. The two great propo

sitions in statics are that of the lever and

that of the composition of forces; but it

also comprehends all the doctrines of the

excitement and propagation of forces or

pressures throngh the parts of solid bodies

by which the energies of machines are pro

duced.— Social statics, that branch of soci

ology which treats of the forces which con

stitute or regulate society as it exists for

the time being.

Station ( sta'shon ), n. [L. statio. stationis,

from sto, to stand; Er. station. See Stanp j

1. 1 The act or mauuerof standing; attitnde;

posture; pose.

An eye like Mars to threaten and command ;

A station like the herald Mercury.

New-lighted on a heaven-kissing; lull. Shak.

it A state of rest; a standing.

Her motion and her station all are one. SA*k.

All progression is performed by drawing on f>t

impelling forward what was before in start** at at

quiet. Sir T. SHMW

3. The spot or place where anything stands,

particularly where a person habitually

Btands or is appointed to remain for a time;

post assigned ; as, the station of a sentinel

'The cherubim taking their station* to guard

the place.' MUtoiu—i. Situation; position.

The fig and date, why love they to remain

In middle station and an even plain? frier.

6. Employment; occupation; business; sphere

or department of duty.

No member of a political body so mean, but ft may

be used in some station or other. Sir A\ L'Estranf*.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h^r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; V, St f*jr.
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6 Condition of life ; social position ; rank ;

itate. 'They in France of the beat rank and

station.' Shak.

When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway,

The post of honour U a private station. Addison.

7 !□ ■practical atom, the place selected for

planting the instrument with which an ob-

wrvatiou is to be made, an angle taken, or

such like. as in surveying, levelling, measur-

in;- heights and distances, Ac. —8. The place

where the police force of any district is

assembled when not on duty; a district or

brunch police-office. —9. A building or build

ings erected for the reception of passengers

sod goods intended to be conveyed by rail

way; a place where railway trains regularly

stopfnr the taking on of passengers or goods.

10. EccUs. (a) the faat of the fourth and

sixth days of the week, Wednesday and

Friday,, hi memory of the council which

condemned Christ, and of his passion. (6) A

church, among Roman Catholics, where in

dulgences are to be had on certain days,

(c) One of the places at which ecclesiastical

processions pause for the performance of an

act of devotion ; formerly, the tomb of a

martyr or some similar sacred spot ; now,

one of those representations of the succes

sive stages of our Lord's passion which are

often placed round the naves of large

churches, and by the side of the way lead

ing to sacred edifices, and which are visited

in rotation.—11. In tool and hot. the pecu

liar locality where each species naturally

occvat. — Military station, a place where

troops are regularly kept iu garrison.—

Xaral station, a safe and commodious shel

ter or harbour for the warlike or commer

cial ships of a nation, where there is a dock

yard and everything requisite for the repair

of ships.

Station (sta'shon), v.t To assign a station

or position to; to appoint to the occupation

of a post, place, or office; as, to station

troops on the right or left of an army; to

station a sentinel on a rampart ; to station

ships on the coast of Africa or in the West

Indies; to station a man at the head of the

department of finance : often with reflexive

pronouns; as. to station one's self at a door;

hence, stationed = having taken up a station.

Not less one glance he caught

Thro' open d-xtr* of Ida staticn'd there.

I'ruhakcn. clinging to her purpose. Tennyson.

Stations! (sta'ahon-al), a. Pertaining to a

station.

Stationariness (sta'shon-a-ri-nes), n. The

quality of being stationary; fixity.

Stationary ( sta'shon-a-ri ), a. [L. station-

arius] l. Remaining in the same station

or place; not moving; not appearing to

more ; stable ; fixed ; as, the sun becomes

stationary in Cancer in its advance into the

northern signa.

Io amonomy a planet is said to be at its station,

or to l< i&itto'iarj. when its motion in right ascen

sion eeas«. or its apparent place in the ecliptic re-

ifcaua for a few days unaltered. Brandt Hr Cox.

£ Xot remaining In the same condition;

neither improving nor getting worse; neither

growing greater nor less. — Stationary dis-

taus, a name given by some authorities to

certain diseases which depend upon a par

ticular state of the atmosphere, and which

prevail in a district for a certain number of

years, and then give way to others. iJiin-

gtvon.— Stationary engine, a steam-engine

m a fixed position, which draws loads on a

railway by means of a rope or other means

of communication, extending from the sta-

ti"a of the engine along the line of road.

Station-bill (sta'ahon-hil), n, Naut. a list

containing the appointed posts of the ship's

company when navigating the ship.

Sution-clerk (sta'shon-klark), n. A clerk

%t s railway station.

Stationer (sta'shon-er), n. [Probably the

name was first given to persons selling

books, relics. Arc, In connection with some

Nation in the ecclesiastical sense ; comp.

' I only say, that your standing stationers,

;«nd assistants at your miracle-markets and

miracle-forges, are for the most part of

lewdest life.' Sheldon. Or simply from

booksellers originally having a station or

■tall (L.L. statio) at fairs or In market

places.] l.f A bookseller or publisher.

^jr* modern tragedies are beautiful on the stage,

■*■ V« Tryph'Mi trie stationer complains they are

«W<wl asked far in his shop. Drydtn.

i One who sells paper, pens, pencils, ink,

and various other materials connected with

•riting.

Stationery (sU'shon-er-i), n. The articles

usually sold by stationers, as the various

materials employed in connection with

writing, such as paper, account-books, pens,

pencils, Ink, and even writing-cases, port

folios, pocket-books, albums, inkstands, and

the like—Stationery office, an office in Lon

don which is the medium through which

all government offices, both at home and

abroad, are supplied with writing materials.

It also contracts for the printing of reports,

Ac.

Stationery (Bta'shon-er-i). a. Belonging to

a stationer; as, stationery goods.

Station-house (sta'shon-hous), n. A place

of arrest or temporary confinement; a police-

station.

Station-master (sta'shon-mas-ter), n. The

official iu charge of a station ; specifically,

the person in charge of a railway station.

Station-pointer (sta'shon-point-er), n. In

sum, an instrument for expeditiously laying

down on a chart the position of a place

from which the angles subtended by three

distant objects, whose positions are known,

have been measured.

Station-Staff (sta'shon-staf), n. An instru

ment for taking angles in surveying.

Statism (stat'izra ), n. The art of govern

ment; hence, in a depreciative sense, policy.

Hence it is that the enemies of God take occasion

to blaspheme, and call our religion statism. South.

Statist (stat'ist), n. 1. 1 A statesman; a poli

tician; one skilled in government 'Statists

Indeed, and loversof their country.' Milton.

2. A statistician [As in this meaning the

word Is derived from statistics, when so used

it seems better to pronounce it stat'ist]

Statistic (stvtis'tik). a. Same as Statistical.

Statistical (sta-tis'tik-al), a. Of or relating

to statistics ; as, the statistical department

of the British Association; statistical re

ports; statistical inquiries.

Statistically (sta-tia'tik-al-11), ado. In a

statistical manner; by the use of statistics.

Statistician (stat'is-tiBh"an), n. One versed

in statistics; one who collects, classifies, or

arranges facts, especially numerical facts,

relating to the condition of a community or

state, with respect to extent, population,

wealth, Ac.

Statistics (sta-tis'tiks), n. [Kr. statistique,

from Gr. statos, fixed, settled, from stem

sta-, to stand. See Stand.] 1. A collection

of facts relating to a part or the whole of a

country or people, or of facts relating to

classes of individuals or interests indiffer

ent countries; especially, those facts which

illustrate the physical, social, moral, intel

lectual, political, industrial, and economical

condition or changes of condition, and which

admit of numerical statement and of ar

rangement in tables. —2. That department of

political science which classifies, arranges,

and discusses statistical facts.

StatistolOgy (stat-Js-toro-ji), n. [Statistics,

and Gr. logos, discourse.] A discourse or

treatise on statistics.

Stative (sta'tiv), a. [L. stativus, stationary,

stativa, a stationary camp, from sto, to

stand.] Pertaining to a fixed camp or mili

tary posts or quarters.

Statoblast (stat'6-blast), n. [Gr. statos, sta

tionary, and blastos, a bud] A peculiar in

ternal bud developed in the body cavity of

some of the molluscoid Polyzoa, and which,

on being liberated on the death of the pa

rent organism, ruptures and gives exit to

a young polyzoon of essentially the same

structure as the adult This mode of repro

duction is called reproduction by internal

gemmation. The fact that those stato-

blasts contain no germinal vesicle nor ger

minal spot, and never exhibit the phenom

enon of yolk cleavage, as well as the con

clusive fact that true ova and ovary occur

elsewhere in the same individual, are quite

decisive against their being eggs. They are

therefore simply internal gemma? or buds.

Statuat (stat'u-a), n. [L] A statue. 'Even

atthebaseof Pompey's statua.' Shak. 'Like

dumb statuas or breathing stones.' Shak.

Statuary (stat'u-a-ri), n, [Fr. statuaire,

from L statuarius, from statua, a statue]

1. The art of carving or making statues; the

art of modelling or carving figures repre

senting persons, animals, &c. : a branch of

sculpture. 'Architecture and statuary.'

Sir W. Temple.—% Statues regarded collec

tively. — 3. One that professes or practises

the art of carving or making statues.

On other occasions the statuaries took their sub

jects from the poets. Addison.

Statue (stat'u), n. [Fr. statue, L. statua,

from statuo, to set, to place, from stem of

sto, to stand.] 1. A lifelike representation

of a human figure or animal in some solid

substance, as marble, bronze, iron, wood,

Ac, or in some apparently solid substance;

a sculptured, cast, or moulded figure of

some size and in the round.—2. A picture.

Massinger. [Obsolete and rare.]—Equestrian

statue, a statue in which the figure is repre

sented as seated on horseback.

Statue (stat'u), v.t. To place, as a statue;

to form a statue of.

The whole man becomes as if stained into stone

and earth. Fetiham.

Statued(stat'ud), o. Furnished with statues.

'Pacing in sable robes the statued half

Longfellow.

Statuesque (stat-u-eskO, a. Partaking of or

having the character of a Btatue.

In such statuesque, taper-holding attitude, one

fancies De Launay might have left Thurtot, the red

clerks of the Bassoche, Cure* of Saint-Stephen, and

all the tag-rag-aiid-bobtail of the world to work their

wilL Car/y/e.

Statuesquely(stat-u-esk1i). adv. In a stat

uesque manner; in the manner of a statue.

' Statuesquely simple.' J. R. Lowell.

Statuette (stat-u-et'X n. [Fr] A small

statue; a statue Bmnller than nature.

Statuminate t (sta-tu'min-at), v. t. [L. statu-

mino, statuminatum, Uom statumen, a sup

port, a prop, from statuo, to place.] To

prop; to support as with a pole or prop. B.

Jorison.

Stature (stat'fir), n. [Fr., L. statura, from

sto, statum, to stand.] 1. The natural height

of an animal body; bodily tallness: gener

ally used of the human body. 'Foreign

men of mighty stature.' Dryden. — 2.t A

statue. Drayton. [An erroneous usage.]

Statured (stat'urdX a. Arrived at full stat

ure. [Rare.]

Status (sta'tus), n. II.."] 1. Stunding or posi

tion as regards rank or condition. ' A pin a-e

. . . decisive of a man's social status.' 0. W.

Holmes.— 2. Position of affairs.—Status quo,

the condition in which the thing or things

were at first ; as, a treaty between belliger

ents, which leaves each party in statu quo

ante bellum, that is, with the same posses*

sion and rights they had before the war

began.

Statutable (stat'Ot-a-bl), a. [From statute)

1. Made or introduced by statute; proceed

ing from an act of the legislature; as, a

statutable provision or remedy.—2. Made or

being in conformity to statute; standard.

I met with one who was three inchesabove five feet,

the statutable measure of that club. Addison.

Statutably (stat'ut-a-bli), adv. In a man

ner agreeable to statute.

Statute (stat'ut), n. [Fr. statut, t. statutum,

from statuo, to set up, to fix, to determine.

See Stand] 1. A law proceeding from the

government of a state; an enactment of the

legislature of a state; a written law; in

Britain, an act of parliament made by the

sovereign by and with the advice of the

Lords and Commons. Some ancient statutes

are in the form of charters or ordinances,

proceeding from the crown, the consent of

the Lords and Commons not being expressed.

Statutes are either public or private (iu

the latter case affecting an individual or a

company); but the term is usually restricted

to public acts of a general and permanent

character. Statutes are said to be declara

tory of the law as it stood before their pass

ing; remedial, to correct defects in the

common law, and penal. Imposing prohibi

tions and penalties. Statute is commonly

applied to the acts of a legislative body

consisting of representatives. In monarchies

not having representative bodies, the laws

of the sovereign are called edicts, decrees,

ordinances, rescripts, Ac. — 2. The act of a

corporation or of its founder, intended as a

permanent rule or law; as, the statutes of a

university.— 3. \n foreign and civil law, any

particular municipal law or usage, though

not resting for its authority on judicial de

cisions or the practice of nations. Burrill;

Worcester. — 4. A statute-fair. [Provincial

English.]—Statute labour. In Scotland, the

amount of work appointed by law to be fur

nished annually for the repair of highways

not turnpike.—Statute law, a law or rule of

action prescribed or enacted by the legisla

tive power, and promulgated and recorded

in writing; also, collectively, the enactments

of a legislative assembly, In contradistinc

tion to common late.

Statute-book (stat'ut-huk), n. A register

of statutes, laws, or legislative acts.

This, however, does not appear in the statute-bock.

UmUmm.

ea, cAain; ch. 3c. loch; 8. ff°l 1» j°b; n, Fr. ton; ng. sing; th, (Aen; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, trftig; zh, azure.—Bee Key.
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Statute-cap (stat'ut^kap), n. A woollen cap

enjoined to be worn by a statute passed in

1571 in the interest of the capmakers.

' Plain statute-cap*/ Shak.

Statute-fair (stat'ut-far), n, A fair held hy

regular legal appointment, in contradis

tinction to one authorized only by use and

wont.

Statute-merchant (stat'ut-mer-chant), n.

In law. a bond of record, now obsolete, ac

knowledged before the chief magistrate of

tome trading town, on which, if not paid at

the day, an execution might be awarded

against the body, lands, and goods of the

obligor.

Statute-roll (stat'ut-rol), n. An enrolled

statute. IIaltam.

Statute-staple (stat'ut-sta-pl), n. Iu laic,

a bond of record, now obsok-te, acknow

ledged before the mayor of the staple, by

virtue of which the creditor might forthwith

have execution against the body, lands, and

goods of the debtor on non-payment.

Statutory (stat'u-to-ri), a. Enacted by

statute; depending on statute for its autho

rity; as, a statutory provision or remedy.—

Statutory law. Same as Statute Law. See

under Statute.

Staunch (st&ush). See Stanch.

Staurolite (sta'ro-lit), n. [Gr. Mtauros, a

cross, and litftos, a stone.] See Caoss-STONE.

Called also Staurotide.

Stauropus (sta'ro-pus), n. [Gr. stauros, a

cross, and pons, the foot ] A genus of noc

turnal lepidopterous insects. S. fagi is

known by the name of the lobster-moth. It

varies from 2 to 3 inches in expanse, and is

curiously marked. It is found in various

parts of the south of England, but is a rare

species.

Stauroscope (sta'ro-skop), n. [Gr. stauros,

a cross, and skopeo, to see.] An optical in

strument, invented by Von Kobell of Ba

varia, for examining toe polarizing struc

ture of crystalline bodies,

Staurotide (sta'ro-tid), n. [Gr. mtauros, a

cross, and eidos, form.] Same as Stauro

lite.

Staurotypoua (sta-rot'i-pus),a. [Gr. stauros,

a cross, and typos, form.] In mineral, hav

ing its maeles or spots in the form of a cross.

Stave (stav), n. [From staff; IceL stef, a re

frain or burden.] 1. A pole or piece of

wood of some length; specifically, (a) one

of the thin narrow pieces of timber of which

casks, tubs, buckets. &c, are made. (6) One

of the boards joined laterally to form a

hollow cylinder, a curb for a well or shaft,

the curved bed for the intrados of an arch,

Ac (c) One of the spars or rounds of a rack

to contain hay in stables for feeding horses;

of a ladder; of a lantern wheel, etc.—2. A

stauza; a verse; a metrical portion.

Chant me now some wicked stave. Tennyson.

A stive is n portion of a song or poem, containing'

a given number of verses, arranged according to

some given law, and ending with a period, or at least

with some important division of a sentence. Guest.

3 In music, the five horizontal or parallel

lines, and the spaces, on which the notes,

itc, of tunes are written or printed ; the

staff. —Sta ves of a carbuncle, in her. the eight

rays which issue from its centre.

Stave (stav), v.t. pret. * pp. stove or staved;

ppr. staving. 1. To break in a stave or

staves of ; to break a hole in ; to break; to

burst; as, our boat is stove; to stave a cask.

2. To suffer to be lost by breaking the cask ;

to pour out

All the wine in the city hath been staved.

Sir E. Sandys.

3. To push, as with a staff; hence, to put off;

to delay: often with off.

The condition of a servant staves him offXo n dis

tance. South.

Answer'd with such craft as women use,

Guilty or guiltless, to stave off*, chance

That breaks upon them perilously. Tennyson.

4. To furnish with staves or randies.—6. To

make firm by compression; to shorten or

compact, as a heated rod or bar by endwise

blows, or as lead in the socket-joints of

pipes.—To stave and tail, a phrase current

iu bear-baiting: to stave being to check the

hear with a staff, and to tail to hold back

the dog by the tail; hence, to cause a cessa

tion or stoppage. Iludibras. — To stave it

out, to fight it out with staves; to fight till

a decisive result is attained. Iludibras.

Staves (stavz), n. The plural of staff and

stave.

Stavesacre (stavz'a-ker), n. [A corruption

of Gr. staphisagria (which see).] Lark-spur

(Delphinium Staphysagria), the seeds of

which are emetic, purgative, acrid, and nar

cotic, and are used for destroying vermin,

for curing the itch, and in the Levant for

intoxicating fish. See Delphinium.

Stavewood (stav'wud), n. A tall West

Indian tree, Simaruba amara. It yields

the drug known as simaruba-bark, which is

employed as a bitter tonic in diarrhoea and

dysentery, as well as in various forms of in

digestion.

Staw (sta), v.t. [Dan. staae. Sw. staa, to

stand. See STAND] To be fixed or set; to

stand still, as a cart. [North of England.]

Staw (sta). v.t. To put to a stand; to sur

feit; to glut; to clog; to disgust. Burns.

[Scotch ]

Stay (sta), v.i. pret staid, stayed; ppr. stay

ing. [Derived by some from O.Fr. esteir,

ester, to be, remain, continue, from L. stare,

to stand. (See Stand.) But the transitive

sense seems to occur fully as early in Eng

lish, and it is hardly possible that the above

French verb could have given such a form as

stay, with its various meanings, intransitive

and transitive. The origin, therefore, is

probably different. See Stay, v.t] 1. To

remain in a place; to be or continue in a

place ; to abide for any indefinite time ; to

dwell; hence, to delay; to be long; to tarry;

as, do you stay here, while I go to the next

house; stay here a week.

But where is Kate? I stay too long from her.

S*M*.

2. To take a position In resistance or oppo

sition; to be fixed, steady, or firm.

I stay here on my bond. Shah.

3. To continue in a state; to remain.

The flames augment, and stay

At their full height ; then languish to decay.

Dryden.

4. To wait; to attend; to forbear to act ' I

stay for Tuxnus. * Dryden.

Would ye stay for them from having husbands?

Ruthi. 13.

f> To stop; to stand still.

She woald command the hasty sun to stay.

S/enser.

6. To have an end; to cease.

An't please your grace, here my commission stays.

Sheik.

7. To dwell in thought or speech; to linger.

I must stay a little on one action. Dryden,

8. To rest; to rely; to confide in; to trust.

Because ye despise this word, and trust in oppres

sion and perverseness, and stay thereon.

Is. xxz. 13.

9. To wait ; to give ceremonious or submis

sive attendance : with on or upon.

Our throats are sentenced and stay upon execution.

Shah.

I have a servant comes with me along.

That stays upon nie. Shak.

10. Naut. to change tack; to be In stays, as

a ship.

Stay (sta), v.t. pret. & pp. staid, stayed; ppr.

staying. [Iu meaning 6", and probably in all

others, the origin is O.Fr. rstayer. to prop,

support, keep steady, from O D. or Fl. stacye,

staede, a prop, Htaeden, to establish; akin to

E. stead, steady. See alBo Stay, v.i.] 1. To

make to stand ; to stop ; to hold from pro

ceeding; to withhold; to retard; to put off.

'To stay the judgement o' the divorce.'

Shalt. 'To stay these sudden gusts of pas

sion.' Howe. ' With a finger stayed Ixion's

wheel. ' Keats.

All that may stay the mind from thinking that true

which they heartily wish were false. Hooker.

2. To cause to cease; to finish; to end.

Now stay your strife ; what shall be is dispatch'd.

Shah,

3. To delay; to obstruct; to hinder from

proceeding; to keep back.

Your ships are staid at Venice. Shah.

I was willing to stay my reader on an argument

that appeared to nie to be new. Locke.

4. To abide; to undergo; to meet; to stand.

She will not stay the siege of loving terms.

Nor bide the encounter of assailing eyes. Shak.

5. To remain for the purpose of; to wait for,

or till the period of. or in order to partake

of or be benefited by ; as, my father stays

his coming. Shak.

Arming myself with patience

Tfi stay the providence of those high powers

That govern us below. S/iah.

Mr. M. . . . came to breakfast and stayed dinner.

Charlotte Bronte'.

6. To prop; to hold up; to support Ex.

xvii. 12.

He that stands upon a slippery place

Makes nice of no vile hold to stay nun up. Shah.

Sallows and reeds for vineyards useful found

To stay thy vines. Dryden.

7. Naut. to tack ; to arrange the sails and

move the rudder so as to bring the ship's

head to the direction of the wind.— To stag

a mast (naut.), to incline it forward or aft,

or to one side, by the stays and back-stays

—To stay the stomach, (a) to satisfy hunger;

to stop the cravings of hunger.

He has devoured a whole loaf uf bread and butter,

and it has not staid his stomach for a minute.

Sir IV Scott.

(b) To satisfy or restrain a strong desire.

False knight, thou com'st to see thy ladve love.

And can'st not stay thy stom.uk for an hour.

Sir H. Taylor.

Stay (sta), n. [From the verb; but as mean

ing a certain rope in a vessel the origin is

different, viz. A. Sax. stag, IceL Dan. Sw.

D. and G. stag, a stay. ] 1. Continuance in a

place ; abode for a time indefinite ; as, you

make a short stay in the city.

Your stay with hiin may oot be long. Shak

2. A lingering; delay; tarrying.—a Continu

ance in a state or condition.

The conceit of this inconstant stay

Sets you most rich in youth before my sight. Shah.

4. Stand; stop; cessation of motion or pro

gression.

Works adjourned have many stays:

Long demurs breed long delays. Southve/t.

6. Stop; obstacle; check; obstruction; hin-

derance from progress. 'GrievM with each

step, tormented with each stay.' Fairfax

6.t Restraint of passion; prudence; moder

ation; caution; steadiness; sobriety.

With prudent stay he long deferr*d

The rough contention. Philips.

7. A fixed state; fixedness; stability; per

manence.

Alas 1 what stay is there in human state ! Dryden.

at A hook or clasp. Cotgraoe.— ft.* A sta

tion or fixed anchorage for vessels. Sir P.

Sidney.—Id. That which supports or extends

anything, or keeps it in a particular posi

tion ; a prop ; support * Hy only strength

and stay!' Milton. 'The Lord was my

stay.' Ps. xviii. 16.

Trees serve as so many stays for their vine*.

A ddison.

Specifically, (a) in building, a piece per

forming the office of a brace, to prevent the

swerving or lateral deviation of the piece

to which it is applied, (b) In steam-engine*,

(1) a rod, bar, bolt, or gusset in a boiler, to

hold two parts together against the pressure

of steam ; as, a tube stay; a water-space stay .

Ac. (2) One of the sling-rods connecting a

locomotive boiler to its frame. (3) A rod

beneath the boiler supporting the inside

bearings of the crank-axle of a locomoUve,

(c) In mining, a piece of wood used to secure

the pump to an engine-shaft (<f) A'aut a

strong rope used to support a mast, and

leading from the head of one mast down

to some other, or to some part of the veaaeL

Stays and Stay-sails.

r, Fore-topmast stay-sail.
■2, Miiin-topiuast stay-sail.

3, Main-topgallant stay

sail.

4, Main-royal stay-sail.

5, Mizzen stay-sail.

6, Mizzen -topmast stay

sail.

7, 8, Fore, main, and miz

zen topmast and top

gallant. -mast back

stays.

9, Fore-stay.

10, Main-stay.

11, Mizzen-stay.

Those stays which lead forward are called

fore-and-aft stays; and those which lead

down to the vessel's sides, backstay*. —

Spring-stays, a kind of assistant stays ex

tending in a direction nearly parallel to the

principal stays.—In stays, or hove in stays,

the situation of a vessel when she is staging,

or going about from one tack to the other.

— To miss stays, to foil in the attempt to

tack about—Slack in stays, the situation of

a ship when she works slowly in tacking,

(e) A rope used for similar purposes ; a guy

supporting the mast of a derrick, Ac. —

11. pi. (In composition the singular is always

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. 8c. abune; y, 3c. fey.
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used; as, staylace, staymaker.) A kind of

waistcoat, stiffened with whalebone or other

material, worn by females, sometimes by

men; a bodice; a corset: bo called from the

support it gives to the body. The origiual

stays were in two pieces with a lacing before

and behind; hence the plural designation.

No stubborn stays her yielding shape embrace.

Stay-bar (st&'bar), n. 1. In arch, the hori

zontal iron bar which extends in one piece

along the top of the mullions of a traceried

window —2. Same as Stay-rod.

Stay-bolt (sta'bolt), ii. In mach. a bolt or

rod binding together opposite plates.

Stay -busk (sta'busk), n. A stiff piece of

wood, steel, or whalebone for the front

support of a woman's stays.

Stayed* (stad), p. and a. Staid (which see).

Butler

Stayedly t (stadli), adp- Staidly.

Stayednesst (stad'nes), n. 1. Staidness

Camden.—2. Solidity; weight.

Stayer (sta'er), n. 1. One who or that which

stays; one that stops or restrains; one who

upholds or supports; that which props.—

2. A man or horse able to hold ou for a long

course. [Colloq]

Stay-bole (staliol), n. A hole in a stay-sail

through which it is seized to the hanks of

the stay.

Staylace (stalas), n. A lace for fastening

the stays or bodice in female dress.

Stayless (stales), a. Without stop or delay.

Mir. /or Mags. [Rare. ]

Staymaker (ata'mak-er), n. One whose oc

cupation is to make stays.

Our ladies choose to be shaped by the staymater.

Jos. Sfience.

Stay -plough (sta'plou), ». A plant, same

as tiestharrow.

Stay-rod (sta'rod), n. 1. In steam-engines,

(a)oneof the rods supporting the boiler-plate

which forms the top of the fire-box, to keep

the top from being bulged down by the pres

sure of steam. (6) Any rod in a boiler which

supports plates by connecting parts exposed

to rupture in contrary directions, (c) A

tension-rod in a marine steam-engine.—2. A

tie-rod in a building, Ac., which prevents

the spreading asuuder of the parts con

nected.

Stay-sail (sta'sal). n. Any sail which hoists

upon a stay. See under Stay.

Stay -tackle (sta'tak-l). il A large tickle

attached to the main-stay by means of a

pendant, and used to hoist heavy bodies, as

boats, butta of water, and the like.

Stay-wedge (sta'wej), n. In locomotives,

a wedge fitted to the inside bearings of the

driving axles to keep them in their proper

position.

Stead (sted), n. [A. Sax. stede, styde, D.

and L.G. stede, Dan. tied, IceL stadr, Goth.

ttaths, G statt, place, stead ; from root of

stand (which see). Hence steady, stead

fast, steading.] 1.1 Place, in general.

Fly, therefore, fly this fearful stead. Spenser.

2 Place or room which another had or might

have; preceded by in; as, David died, and

Solomon reigned in his stead: hence instead.

Now cold despair succeeding in her stead.

To tivid paleness turns the glowing red. Dryden.

3 The frame on which a bed is laid: now

rarely used except with bed prefixed.

The genial bed.

Sallow the feet, the borders, and the stead. Dryden.

4. A steading (which see). — To stand in

stead, to be of use or advantage.

The smallest act of charity shall stand us t'n great

stead Atterbury.

—To do stead, to do service to. [Rare]

Mere thy sword can do thee little stead. Milton.

—Stead is common as the second element in

topographical names, and occurs as second

element in roadstead, homestead, Ac.

Stead isted), v t. 1. To stand in stead to; to

be of use to; to assist; to benefit.

For lo.

My intercession likewise steads my foe. Shat.

How hath it steaded man to pray and pay

Tithes of the corn and oil. Edwin Arnold.

H To fill the place of another; to replace:

with up.

We shad advise this wronged maid to steadup your

appointment, go in your place. Shah.

Steadfast (sted'fast), a. [Stead and fast]

1. Past fixed; firm; firmly fixed or estab

lished. ' By its own weight made steadfast

and immovable.' Congreve. — 2. Constant;

firm ; resolute ; not fickle or wavering.

'Steadfast in the faith.* 1 Pet. v. 0. —

3. Steady; unwavering. 'With a steadfast

eye.' Shak. ' Uuconcern'd, with steadfast

sight." Dryden. Written also Stedfast.

Steadfastly (sted'fast li), adv. In a stead

fast manner: (a) with fixed eyes. 'She

looks so steadfastly.' Shaft, (b) Firmly;

with constancy or steadiness of mind.

Steadfastly believe that whatever God has revealed

is infallibly true. Wake.

Steadfastness (sted'fast-nes), n. The state

of being steadfast: (a) firmness of standing;

fixedness in place. (6) Firmness of mind or

purpose; fixedness in principle; constancy;

resolution; as, the steadfastness of a person's

faith; he adhered to his opinions with stead-

fastness. —SVM. Constancy, resolution, im

mutability, unchangeableness.

Steadily (sted'i-li), adv. In a steady manner:

(a) with firmness of standing or position;

without tottering, shaking, or leaning; as.

he kept his arm steadily directed to the

object. (6) Without wavering, inconstancy,

or irregularity; without deviating; as, he

steadily pursues his studies.

Steadiness(sted'i-nes), n. The Btate of being

steady: (a) firmness of standing or position;

a state of being not tottering or easily moved

or shaken; as, a man stands with steadiness;

he walks with steadiness, (b) Firmness of

mind or purpose; constancy; resolution; as,

a man has steadiness of mind, steadiness in

opinion, steadiness in the pursuit of objects.

(c) Consistent, uniform conduct

Steadiness is a point of prudence as well as of

courage. Sir H. L'Estrange.

Steading (sted'ing), n. [See Stead.] A

farm-houseand offices, that is, barns, stables,

cattle-yards, Ac. ; a farmstead; a homestead.

(Northern English and Scotch.]

Steady (sted'i), a. [A. Sax. stedig, from stede,

place (see Stead); D. stadig, steady; G.

st&tig, constant] 1. Firm in standing or

position; firmly fixed; not tottering or shak

ing.

I'll see if his head will stand steadier on a pole

or do. Shat.

£. Constant in mind, purpose, or pursuit;

not fickle, changeable, or wavering; not

easily moved or persuaded to alter a pur

pose ; as, a man steady in his principles,

steady in his purpose, steady in the pursuit

of an object.

A clear sight keeps the understanding steady. Locke.

3. Regular; constant: undeviating; uniform;

as, the steady course of the sun; steer the

ship a steady course; a large river runs with

a steady stream; a steady breeze of wind.—

Syn. Fixed, steadfast, firm, regular, unde

viating, unremitting, constant, uniform, in

variable.

Steady (Bted'i), v.t pret. <fc pp. steadied;

ppr. steadying. To make steady ; to hold

or keep from shaking, reeling, or falling;

to support; to make or keep firm; as,

steady my hand.

The bird . . . thus steadied . . . works and

plasters the materials imo the face of the brick or

stone. Gilbert White.

Steady (sted'i), v.i. To become steady; to

regain or maintain an upright position; to

move steadily. * She steadies with upright

keel. ' Coleridge.

Steady-rest (sted'l-rect), n. Same as Back

rest.

Steak (stak). n. [A Scandinavian word:

IceL steik, Sw. stCk, a steak, from steikja,

Dan. »^, Sw. sUka, to roust.] A slice of

beef, pork, venison, &c, broiled or cut for

broiling. 'To feast on ale and steaks.'

Swift.

Steal <steT). v.t. pret. stole; pp. stolen, stole;

ppr. stealing. [A. Sax. statan, stelan, pret.

stiel, pp. stolen, to steal, to move in a stealthy

manner, to insinuate one's self; D. steUn,

IceL stela, Goth. stUan, G. stehlen, to steal.

Same root raGt. stereo, to deprive,Skr.*f*na*\

a thief. Hence stealth, stalk, v. ] 1. To take

and carry away feloniously; to take clandes

tinely without right or leave, as the personal

goods of another. See THEFT.

How then should we steal out of thy lord's house

silver or gold? Uen. sliv. a

2. To take or assume hypocritically.

Oh, that deceit should steal such gentle shapes.

And with a virtuous vizard hide foul guile 1 Skat.

8. To withdraw clandestinely ; to creep ; to

slink furtively: used reflexively.

He will steal himselfinto a man's favour and for a

week escape a great deal of discoveries. Shat.

4. To gain or win by address or gradual and

imperceptible means.

So Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel.

3 Sam. xv. 6.

5. To do or effect so as to escape observation;

to perform secretly; to try to accomplish

clandestinely ; as, to steal a look. ' "i'were

good, methinks, to steal our marriage.' Shak.

Therefore, always, when thou changes! thine

opinion or course, profess ii plainly, ;*»■! declare it,

together with the reasons that tuove thee to change,

and do not think to steal it. Bacon.

—To steal a march, to march secretly; to

gain an advantage stealthily.

To tell the truth. Mr. Harding had made up his

mind to steal a march upon the archdeacon.

Trrilef*.

Syn. To filch, pilfer, purloin, cabbage.

Steal (stel), v.x. 1. To practise or be guilty

of theft

Thou shall not steal. Ex. xx. 15.

2. To withdraw or pass privily; to slip along

or away unperceived; to go or come fur

tively. ' From whom you now must steal

and take no leave.' Sfiak.

to fly all company, one night

Sir A Sidney.

How many a holy and obsequious tear

Hath dear religious love storn from mun eye. Shat.

Fix'd of mind

she stole away.

A soft and solemn breathing sound

Rose like a steam of rich distill'd perfumes.

And stole upon the air. Milton.

Steal (stel). n. The handle of any imple

ment; a haft or helve. Written also Stale,

Steel, Stele. See Stale. [ProvinciaL]

Stealer (steTer), n. One that steals; a thief.

The transgression is in the stealer. Shat.

Stealer (steTer), ». In ship-building, n$an& as

Steeler.

Stealing (stel'ing), n. 1. The act of one who

steals ; theft. — 2 That which is stolen ;

stolen property: used chiefly in the plural.

Stealingly (stel'ing-li), adv. By stealing;

sidy; privately; imperceptibly. (Rare]

Stealth (stelth), n. [From steal; comp.

heal,heaith; till, tilth.} l.t The act of steal

ing; theft

The owner proveth the stealth to have been com

mitted ou htm by such an outlaw. Spenser.

2f The thing stolen. Spenser.— 3. A secret

or clandestine method of procedure; a pro

ceeding by secrecy; means unperceived em

ployed to gain an object; way or manner

not perceived : used in a good or bad sense.

Do good by itealth, and blush to find it fame. Pope.

The monarch Minded with desire of wealth.

With steel invades the brother's life by stealth.

Dryden.

4. t A going secretly. ' Your stealth unto this

wood.' Shak.

Stealthfult (stelth'ful), a. Giventostealth;

stealthy. Chapman.

Stealthfullyt (stelth'fnUi),arftj. Stealthily.

Stealthfulnesa t (stelth'ful-nes), n. stealth-

iness.

Stealthily (stelth'i-li), adv. In a stealthy

mannerjoy stealth.

Some cold night

The cominp husbandman comes stealthily.

And there is fire and brimstone for my lords.

Sir//. Taylor

Stealthlness (stelth'i-nes), n. The stttte,

quality, or character of being stealthy.

Stealthy (stelth'i), a. Done by stealth;

accomplished clandestinely ; accompanied

by efforts at concealment; done furtively;

furtive; sly; as, a stealthy movement; a

nteaIthy glance. 'Murder . . . with his

stealthy pace.' Shak.

Steam (stem), n. [A. Sax. stfm, stedm,

steam, vapour, smoke; D stoom, Kris, stoame,

steam; L.G. stum, drift of snow or rain.

Perhaps from a root Mam, signifying dark,

seen without the s in Skr. tamas, darkness,

timira, dark.] 1. The vaporous substance

into which water is converted under certain

circumstances of heat and pressure; water

in a gaseous state. Water gives off vapour

or steam at every temperature—a low tem

perature not preventing the formation of

steam, but only decreasing its density. The

term, however, is strictly applied to the

elastic aeriform fluid generated by heating

water to the boiling-point. When water

in au open vessel is heated to the tempera

ture of 212* F., or to the boiling-point, glo

bules of steam are formed at the bottom,

and rise to the surface ; and the continued

application of heat, even though increased

indefinitely, will only cause a more copious

and rapid formation of steam, and will fin

ally evaporate the whole of the water with

out raising the temperature of either. In

this case all the heat which enters into the

water is solely employed in converting it

into steam of the temperature of boiling

water. But If the water be confined in a

strong close vessel, both it and the steam

which it produces may be brought to any

ch, chain; eh, 8c. locA; g, go; j, >ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, then; th, (Aiu; w, icig; wh, ir/iig; xh, iuure.—See KfcV,
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temperature; and as steam at 212" occupies

nearly 1700 times the space of the water

from which it is generated, it follows that,

when thus confined, it must exercise an

enormous elastic or expansive force, which

may also be shown to be proportional to Its

temperature. Steam which has received

additional heat apart from water Is called

superheated steam, and approximates to the

condition of a perfect gas. Steam, however,

as used in the steam-engine holds water in

suspension mechanically, and differs sen

sibly from the condition of a perfect gas.

It is called saturated or wet steam. When

the temperature of saturated steam is con

siderably above 212* F. the steam formed

under such circumstances is termed high-
pressure steam; at 212J F. it is termed low-

pressure steam, and its pressure is equal to

that of one atmosphere, or 147 lbs. on the

square inch. Steam in its perfect state iB

transparent, colourless, and invisible; but

when it has been deprived of part of its

beat by coming into contact with cold air,

it suddenly assumes a cloudy appearance,

and is condensed into water. Hence ap

pears another important property of steam,

its condensibility; so that whenever cold is

applied to it it suddenly returns to the

liquid state, and Urns can be employed to

produce a vacuum. From the properties

above briefly adverted to. steam constitutes

an invaluable agent for the production

of mechanical force, as exemplified in the

vast and multiplied uses of the steam-

engine. Steam is also employed as an agent

in distributing the heat used for warming

buildings, in heating baths, evaporating

solutions, distilling, brewing, drying.dyeing,

ami even for cookery.—2. In popular usage,

the visible moist vapour which rises from

water, and from all moist and liquid bodies,

when subjected to the action of heat ; as,

the steam of boiling water, of malt, of a tan-

bed, <fec. This is properly water in a minute

state of subdivision arising from the con

densation of steam. Hence a haze caused

by the suo'b heat Wordsworth.—3. Any ex

halation. 'A steam of rich, distilled per

fumes.' Milton.

Steam (stem), v.i. 1. To give out a steam or

vapour; to give out any fume or exhala

tion. ' Ye mists that rise from steaming

lake/ Milton.

Let the crude humours dance

In heated brass, steaming with fire intense.

Philips.

2. To rise In a vaporous form; to pass off in

visible vapour. 'When the last deadly

smoke aloft did steam.' Spenser.

The dissolved amber . . steamed away into the

air. Boyle.

3. To move or travel by the agency of steam.

'The vessel steamed out of port.' A*. P.

Willis.

Steam (stem), v.t. 1. To exhale; to evapor

ate. 'In slouthful Bleepe bis molten heart

to steam.' Spenser. [Rare.]—2. To expose

to steam; to apply steam to for softening,

dressing, or preparing; as. to steam cloth;

to steam potatoes instead of boiling them;

to steam food for cattle.

Steam-boat (stem'bot), n. A vessel moved

by the power of a steam-engine acting upon

paddle-wheels, a screw-propeller, or other

mechanism for propelling it through the

water.

Steam-boiler (stem'boil-er), n. A strong

metallic vessel, usually of wrought -iron

plates rivetted together, in which water is

converted into steam for the purpose of

supplying steam-engines, or for any of the

other purposes for which steam is used in

the arts, or in domestic economy; a steam

generator. See Boiler, 3.

Steam -brake (stem'brak), n. In rail, a

brake made by steam to act upon the car

riage wheels and stop their motion.

Steam-car (steni'kar). n, A car drawn or

driven by steam-power.

Steam-carriage (stemTcar-rij), n. A loco

motive eugine adapted to work, on common

roads; a road-steamer.

Steam-casing (stem'kas-ing), n. A vacuity

surroundingany vessel, pipe, Ac. , into which

steam may be admitted, in order to prevent

the loss of heat by radiation; a steam-jacket.

Steam - chamber (stem'cham-ber), n. A

division or compartment in the boiler of a

Bteam-engine above the water.whence steam

is conducted to the engine. Called also

Steam-room and Steam-dome.

8team- chest (stem'chest), n, 1. A box or

chamber above a steam-boiler to form a

reservoir for the steam, and from whence it

passes to the engine; in locomotive engines,

a box attached to the cylinders, into which

the steam is admitted by the regulator.

The slide-valve works in this box over the

steam-ports, which open Into it from the

cylinder.—2. In calico-printing, a form of

steam apparatus in which steam is applied

to cloth in order to fix the colours. —3. A

chamber heated by steam, and used for

softening timber which is to be bent to a

curved form, as ships' planking. Called also

a Steamer.

Steam - chimney (stera'chim-ni), n. An

annular chamber around the chimney of a

boiler-furnace for superheating steam.

Steam -cock (stem'kok), n. A faucet or

valve in a steam-pipe.

Steam - coll ( stem'koil ), n. A steam-pipe

used in molt vats, vacuum-pans tie., bent

provemenU from the hands of Newcoiueu,

Beighton, Blakey, and others. Still, how

ever, it was imperfect and rude iu its con

struction, and was chiefly applied to the

draining of miues or the raising of water.

Up to this time it was properly an atmo

spheric engine, as the actual moving power

was the pressure of the atmosphere, the

steam only producing a vacuum under the

Kiston. The steam-engine was brought to a

igh state of perfection by the celebrated

James Watt about the year 1782. The nu

merous and vital improvements introduced

by him, both in the combination of its me

chanism and in the economy of its manage

ment, have rendered the steam-engine at

once the most powerful, the most easily ap

plied and regulated, and generally speaking

the least expensive of all prime movers for

impelling machinery of every description.

Condensing Steam-engine

a. The steam-cylinder; b, the piston; e, the upper steam-port

eam-port; ee, the parallel motion;

II, the fly-wheel; k k, the eccentric a

d. the lower

i, the crank ;

its rod for working the steam-valve; /, the steain-

steam-port; ee, the parallel motion; ff, the beam; jr. the connecting-rod;

ii, the fly-wheel; k k, the eccentric and its rod for working the stcam-valvi . .

valve and valve-casing ; m, the throttle-valve ; n. the condenser ; o, the injection-cock ; /, the

air-pump; q, the hot-well; r, the snifting-valve for creating a vacuum in the condenser pre

vious to starting the engine; J, the feed-pump for supplying the boilers; t, the cold-water

pump for supplying the condenser cistern; u, the governor.

into a shape to occupy the bottom or sides,

so as to have a large surface in compact

space.

Steam-colours (stem'kul-erz), n. pX In

calico-printing, a mixture of dye extracts

and mordants in which the chemical re

action fixing the colouring matter to the

fibre is produced by Bteam.

Steam -crane (stem'kran). n. A crane

worked by steam, frequently carrying the

steam-engine upon the same frame.

Steam-cylinder (stein'si-lin-der), n. The

cylinder of a steam-engine.

Steam-dome (stem'd&m), *»■ In steam-

engines, same as Steam-chamber.

Steam - dredger ( stein 'dreJ-erX n. See

Drewino-machine.

Steam-engine (stem'en-jin), n. An engine

worked by steam, or an engine In which the

mechanical force arising from the elas

ticity and expansive action of steam, or

from its property of rapid condensation, or

from the combination of these principles, is

made available as a source of motive power

in the arts and manufactures, and iu loco

motion. The invention of the steam-engine

has been ascribed by the English to the

Marquis of Worcester, who published an ac

count of it about the middle of the seven

teenth century. By the French the inven

tion has been ascribed to Papin towards the

close of the same century. Papin's plan

contained the earliest suggestion of a va

cuum under a piston by the agency of steam.

The first actual working steam-engine of

which there is any record was invented and

constructed by Captain 8avery, an English

man, to whom a patent was granted for it

in 1698. This engine was employed to raise

water by the expansion and condensation of

steam. The steam-engine received great im-

Steam-engines vary much in magnitude,

form, and proportions, as well as in the de

tails of the machinery by which the power

of the steam is applied, but all work upon

substantially the same principles which

were embodied in Watt's steam-engine, and

to understand one is to understand all. The

above illustration represents a sectional

elevation of a Condensing Steam-engine.

The construction and action of the steam-

engine will be readily understood from this

illustration. The pipe which conveys the

steam from the boiler opens into the part

marked I, which incloses a movable valve

by means of which the steam may be alter

nately admitted into the cylinder a by the

upper port c and lower d ; between these

points the piston b works steam-tight. The

valve I is so contrived that while it allows

Bteam to pass into the cylinder through one

of the ports, it shall at the same time open

a communication between the opposite side

of the piston and the condenser n, which is

a hollow vessel kept constantly immersed

in cold water, a portion of which is admitted

into it by the injection-cock o; conse

quently, the steam thus admitted is in

stantly deprived of its heat, and reconverted

iuto its original form of water, thereby

forming a vacuum. Thus it will be seen

that, on the communication being opened

up between the boiler and either side of the

piston, the latter will ascend or descend in

the cylinder unimpeded by the resistance of

the atmosphere against the other side, and

with a force proportional to the pressure of

the steam; and as the motions of the steam-

valve I are regulated by the engine itself,

the above action is kept up continuously.

The alternating rectilinear motion thus

geuerated within the cylinder is transin it

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abuue; y, Sc. tey.
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ted. by means of a rod attached to the pis

ton, to a strong beam //, movable upon a

central axis, a system of jointed rods e e,

called the parallel motion, being interposed

fur the purpose of neutralizing the disturb

ing action which the circular path of the

beam would otherwise exert upon the pis

ton. The reciprocating motion of the beam

is now, through the intervention of the con

necting-rod g and crank A, converted into

a circular or rotatory motion, which is ren

dered continuous and uniform by the fly

wheel i, to the axis of which the machinery

to be impelled is connected. The air-pump

p for withdrawing the vapour and water

from the condenser, the feed-pump s for

supplying the boilers, and cold-water pump

t for supplying the condenser cistern, are

all worked by rods from the beam; and the

governor u, for maintaining uniformity of

motion, is driven by a band from the crank

shaft. The above description refers more

immediately to that class of steam-engines

called low-pressure or condensing engines,

in which the power derived from the rapid

condensation of the steam is made available

In combination with that due to its elasti

city; but if we suppose the condensing ap

paratus removed, and the waste steam al

lowed to escape into the atmosphere, it will

then be equally applicable to that kind

called high-pressure or non-condensing en

gines, which employ the elastic action of

the steam alone. Steam-engines are classi

fied in various ways, as portable, marine, lo

comotive, pumping, blowing, winding, &c.

According to the arrangement of the chief

parts they are classed as beam, oscillating-

cylinder, horizontal, vertical, ike. The me

chanical energy of a steam-engine is usually

estimated in horse -power. See Horse

power.

Steamer (stem'er), n. 1. A vessel propelled

by steam; a steam-ship. —2. A fire-engine

the pumps of which are worked by steam.

3. A vessel in which articles are subjected

to the action of steam, as in washing or

cookery. See Steam-chest— 4. In paper-

making, a vessel in which old paper, fibre,

tVv , is treated in order to soften it —6. An

apparatus for steaming grain preparatory

to grinding.—6 A locomotive for roads. See

Road-steamer.

Steamer -duck (stem'er-duk), n. A large

species of duck of the genus Micropterus

(.If. brachyptervs), distinguished by its small

short wings, and the swiftness with which

it paddles over the water. Called also

Race-horse.

Steam - gas (stem'gaa), n. Same as Super

heated Steam. See under Steam.

Steam-gauge (stem'gaj), n. An attachment

to a boiler to indicate the pressure of steam;

a pressure-gauge. There are many forma

One of the older is a bent tube partially filled

with mercury, one end of which springs

from the boiler, so that the steam raises the

mercury according to the amount of pres

sure. A very common form of gauge is that

known as Bourdon's, which consists essen

tially of a flattened metal tube, closed at

one end and bent circularly, into which the

steam is admitted. As such a tube tends to

straighten itself out by the force of the

steam the amount of pressure can easily he

ascertained by an attached index apparatus.

Steam - governor (stem'gu-vern-er). See

Governor.

Steam-gun (stem'gun). n. A gun the pro

jectile force of which is derived from the

expansion of steam issuing through a shotted

tube.

Steam-hammer (stemtiam-er), n. A form

of heavy forge hammer operated by steam,

consisting usually of a steam cylinder and

piston, with metal striker attached, placed

vertically over the anvil. There are two

principal varieties: in one the cylinder is

fixed, and the hammer is attached to the

piston-rod, and is operated by the direct

action of the Bteani in the cylinder; in the

other the piston is fixed, and the hammer is

attached to the lower end of the cylinder,

which similarly rises and falls by the action

of the steam in the cylinder. The former is

known as Naamyth's, and the latter as Con-

die'-* hammer, which is shown in the cut at

tached. I n the entablature of the figure is a

steam and exhaust valve, and attached to it

a hollow piston-rod, acting as steam and

exhaust pipe, to which the piston is attached

as a fixture. The steam, being introduced

into the cylinder or hammer immediately

above the piston, presses the cylinder cover,

and raises the hammer between the guides

to the required height The steam being

then cut off, and the exhaust-valve opened,

Steam-hainmer.

the hammer falls, not only with the velocity

of gravity, but with the additional velocity

produced by the compression of the air un

der the piston during the latter portion of

the hammer's ascent, which, acting as a

recoil, adds considerably to the effect of

the blow. With the most powerful ham

mers steam is also introduced on the under

side of the piston, so as to augment still

further the speed and force of the blow.

The valves and valve-gearing are so arranged

that the person in charge of the machine

can arrest the motion of the hammer while

falling, or cause it to fall at any moment

while ascending. In Ramsl>ottom's ham

mer two hammer cylinders move horizon

tally in the same line, but in opposite direc

tions, and the piece to be forged is placed

between the two. There are some other

kinds of steam-hammers suitable for light

work, in most of which the hammer-head

is attached to the end of a horizontal shaft

which acts as a lever, the fulcrum of which

is nearer the free end of the shaft than the

end bearing the hammer. The hammer is

raised by cams attached to a revolving

drum, and falls when by the revolution of

the drum the shaft is freed from one of the

cams. These are often called Steam-tuts.

Steamlness ( Btem'i-nes ), n. The state or

quality of being steamy or vaporous; vapor-

ousness; mistiness.

Steam-jacket (stem'jak-et), n. Same as

Steajn-casinq,

Steam- kitchen (stem'kieh-cn), n. An ap

paratus for cooking by steam.

Steam-launch < stemlansh ), n. A large

kind of boat propelled by steam.

Steam-navigation (stem'nav-i-ga-shon), «.

The art of applying the power of steam to

the propulsion of boats and vessels; the art

of navigating steam-vessels.

Steam-packet (stem'pak-et), n. A packet

or vessel propelled by steam, and running

periodically between certain porta

Steam - pipe (stem'pip), n. Any pipe used

for couveying steam from a boiler to a

steam-engine, or through a workshop for

the purpose of heating, or for any other

purpose.

Steam - plough ( stem'plon ), n. A plough

or gang of ploughs worked by a steam-engine

instead of horses.

Steam- port (stem'port), n. In locomotive

engines, the name given to two oblong pass

ages from the steam-chest to the inside of

the cylinder, by which the steam enters and

returns, above and below the piston Known

as the induction port or the eduction port

respectively, according to the course of the

steam.

Steam-power (stem'pou-er), n. The power

of steam applied to move machinery or pro

duce any results.

Steam - press (stem'pres), n. A press ac

tuated by steam-power acting directly or

intermediately; specifically, a printing-press

worked by steam.

Steam-propeller (stem'prd-pel-£r).n. Same

as Screw-propeller. See under Screw.

Steam-ram (stem'ram), n. See Ram, 3.

Steam-room (stem'rom), n. Same as Steam-

chamber.

Steam-ship (stem'ship), n. A ship propelled

by steam.

Steam-tight (stem'tit), a. Capable of re

sisting the passage of steam.

Steam-tilt (stem'tilt), n. See Steam-ham-

MKK.

Steam-trap (stem'trap), n. A contrivance

for permitting the passage of wuter while

preventing that of steam.

Steam-tug (stem-tug), n. A steamer used

for towing ships.

Steam - vessel ( stem'ves-el ), n. Same as

Steam-ship.

Steam-wheel (stem'whel), n. Another name

for a rotatory steam-engine. See under Ro

tatory.

Steam-whistle (stem'whis-1), n. A sound

ing device connected with the boiler of a

steam-engine, either stationary, locomotive,

or marine, for the purpose of announcing

hours of work, signalling, &c. The annexed

figure represents a section of a locomotive

steam-whistle ; a a is a tube fixed to the

top of the boiler, and opening into its inte

rior; it is commanded by a stop-cock e ; the

tube is surmounted by a hollow piece 6. per

forated with holes, and surrounded by n

thin brass cup cc; the respective diameters

of the piece b and cup c being so adjusted

as to leave a very narrow orifice all round.

Another thin brass cup d is fixed in an in

verted position at a short distance above

the upper surface of the parts b and c, so

as to present a sharp edge exactly opposite

the orifice above mentioned. On opening

the stop-cock e the steam, rushing with

great violence through

the circular orifice, en

counters the edge of

the cup c, and thereby

produces a loud and

shrill sound which may

be heard at the dis

tance of several miles.

Steam - whistles are

made to give musical

tones varying in pitch

by graduating the

length of the pipe or

cup, and a series of

whistles tuned to dif

ferent notes and oper

ated by keys forms the

musical instrument

called the calliope.

Steam -Winch (stem'winsh), n. A form of

winch or hoisting apparatus in which rota

tory motion is imparted to the winding axle

from the piston-rod of a steam-engine, di

rectly, or indirectly by means of bevel-gear

ing, the direct action giving most rapidity,

the indirect most power.

Steamy (stem'i), a. Consisting of or abound ■

ing in steam; resembling steam; vaporous;

misty.

Stean (sten), n. and r. See Steen.

Stearate (ste'a-rat), n A salt of stearic

acid. The neutral stearates of the alkalies

are perfect soaps.

Stearic (ste-ar'ik). o. Of, pertaiulng to, or

obtained from stearin e —Stearic acid (C19

H»02), a mono»asic acid, perhaps the most

important and most abundant of the fatty

acids. It exists in combination with gly

cerine, as stearine, in beef and mutton fnt,

and in several vegetable fats, such as the

butter of cacao. It is obtained from stear

ine by saponification, and also from mutton

suet by a similar process. Stearic acid is

in the form of brilliant white scaly crystals;

it is inodorous, tasteless, insoluble in water,

but soluble In alcohol and ether. It bums

like wax, and is used in the formation of

candles It forms compounds with the

alkalies, earths, and metallic oxides, which

are called stearates.

Stearine, Stearin (ste'a-rin), n, [Gr. etear,

suet.J (CttHnaOj.) 1. The chief ingredient

of suet and tallow, or the harder ingredient

of animal fats, oleine being the softer one.

It is obtained from mutton suet by repeated

solution in ether and crystallization. It

may also lie obtained by pressing tallow be

tween hot plates, and afterwards dissolving

in hot ether, which on cooling deposits the

stearine. It has a pearly lustre, is soft to

the touch, but not greasy. It is insoluble

in water, but soluble in hot alcohol and

ether. When treated with superheated

steam ft is separated into stearic acid and

glycerine, and when boiled with alkalies is

saponified, that is, the stearic acid combines

with the alkali, forming soap, and glycerine

is separated. When melted it resembles

Steam-whistle.

cn, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g.po; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, aiiio-; th, tlten; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See KET.
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wax. There are three stearines, which may

he all regarded as derivatives of glycerine

In which one, two, or three O H groupg are

replaced by the radical atearyl. Natural

stearine is the tristearyl derivative of gly

cerine.—2. A popular name for stearic acid

as used in making candles.

Stearinery (ste'ar-in-er-i), n. The process

of making stearine from animal or vegetahle

fatB: the manufacture of stearine or stearine

products.

Stearone (Bte'a-ron). ft (CMH70O ) A sub

stance obtained by the partial decomposi

tion of stearic acid. It is a volatile liquid,

and seems to be stearic acid deprived of two

equivalents of carbonic acid.

Stearoptene (ste-a-rop'ten), n. A crystal

line substance contained in many essential

oils. See El.boptkne.

Stearyl (ste'ar-il), n. (C^H^O.) The radi

cal of stearic acid.

Steatite (ste'a-tlt), n. [Fr. stMtite, from

(Jr. stear, steatos, fat, tallow] Soapstone;

so called from its smooth or unctuous feel;

a sub-species of rhombofdal mica. It is of

two kinds, the common and the pagodite or

lardstone. It is sometimesconfounded with

talc, to which it is allied. It is a compact

stone, white, green of all shades, gray.

brown or marbled, and sometimes herbor

ized by black dendrites. It is found in me

talliferous veins, with the ores of copper,

lead, zinc, silver, and tin. It is a hydrated

silicate of magnesia and alumina. It is used

in the manufacture of porcelain, in polish

ing marble, Ac; as the basis of rouge and

other cosmetic powders; in the composition

of crayons, Ac.

Steatitic (ste-a-tit'lk), a. Pertaining to

steatite or soapstone; of the nature of stea

tite or resembling it.

Steatocele (ste-at'6-seT), n. fGr. stear, fat,

kf.U, a tumour.] A tumour of the scrotum,

containing fat.

Steatoma(ste-a-to'ma), n. [Or., from stear,

fat. J A lupia or wen, i>. an encysted tu

mour, containing matter like suet.

Steatomatosis (ste-a-tom'at-us), a. Of the

nature of a steatoma.

SteatOpyga(ste-a-tnp'i-ga).n [Or. stear, ste-

a tits, tat,and pygitbuttcn:ks.) The name given

to a remarkable accumulation of fnt on the

buttocks of certain Africans, especially of

female Hottentots.

Steatopygous (stea-top'i-gus), a. Relating

to or characterized by steatopyga; having

fat huttockB.

Stedfast (sted'fast). See Steadfast.

SteoV Stedet (sted),n. [See Stead.] Place

or station. Spenser

Steet (ste), n. [A. Sax. sttgan, to mount.

See Stair.] A ladder.

Steed (sted),n. [A. Sax. sttd, stida, a steed:

perhaps from stem of stand, a horse kept

standing in the stable; comp. stallion, a

xfatt-horse] A horse; especially, a spirited

horse for state or war: used chiefly in poe

try ami poetical or picturesque prose.

' Mounted upon a hot and flery steed. ' Shak.

' Like a steed that knows his rider.' Byron.

Stout are our men, and warlike are our sterf/s.

Waiter.

Steek, Steik (stek), v.t. [A Scotch word;

A. Sax. stieian, to pierce, to stick, to stick

in. See Stick. Stitch] 1. To pierce with

a sharp-pointed instrument; to stitch or

sew with a needle.—2. To close or shut; as,

to steek a door.

Steek, Stelk (stek), n. The act of stitching

with a needle; a stitch. [Scotch.]

Steel (stel), n. [A. Sax. stCl. L.G. D. and Dan.

staal. Icel. sUU, G. stakltQ.Q. staked. Wach-

ter and Adelung connect the word with G.

stachel, a prick, from sleeken* to stick, to

prick, on type of Fr. aeier, steel, from L.

acies, a point, an edge] 1. Iron combined

with a small portion of carbon. Steel usu

ally contains also small quantities of sili

con, phosphorus, manganese, and sulphur,

but iron and carbon appear to be its only

essential constituents. The relative pro

portions of iron and carbon vary in steel

of different qualities; but iu that used

for ordinary purposes the carbon amounts

from about 0 5 to 1ft per cent, the tough

ness, tenacity, and hardness increasing with

the increase of the carbon, the elasticity di

minishing as the hardness increases, and

vice versa. At a red heat steel is malleable

and may be welded. The colour is a bright

grayish white, the texture closely granular,

the specific gravity varying from 762 to 7 81.

Steel formed from bar-iron by cementation

1b called blistered steel, from its surface ac

quiring a blistered character in the process.

(See Cementation.) When blistered steel

is rolled or l>eaten down into bars, it is

called shear-steel, and if it be melted, cast

into ingots, and again rolled out into bars,

it forms cant-steel. Cast-steel is now largely

manufactured by what is known as Besse

mer s process. (See Bbssemer's Process.)

Natural or German steel is an impure

and variable kind of steel procured from

caat-iron, or obtained at once from the ore.

The natural steel yielded by cast-iron, manu

factured in the refining houses, is known by

the general name of furnace steel, and that

which has only been once treated with a re

fining furnace is particularly called rough

steel. The peculiarity of steel, upon which

its high value in the arts in a great measure

depends, is its property of becoming hard

after being heated to redness and then sud

denly cooled by being plunged Into cold

water, and of being again softened down to

any requisite degree by the application of a

certain temperature. This process is called

tempering. It is found that the higher the

temperature to which steel is raised, and the

more sudden the cooling, the greater is the

hardness; and hence, any degree of hard

ness can be given to steel which is required

for the various purposes to which it is ap

plied. According to the degree of hardness

to which steel is tempered it assumes

various colours, and formerly these colours

served as guides to the workman. Now,

however, a thermometer, with a bath of

mercury or oil, is employed, and the opera

tion of tempering is performed with a much

greater degree of certainty. The uses of

steel in forming various kinds of instru

ments, edge-tools, springs, Ac, are well

known.—Indian steel, SeeWoorZ.—2. Fig.

a weapon; particularly, an offensive wea

pon, as a sword, spear, and the like.

Shall I Sir Pendants of Troy become.

And by my side wear steel t ShaJk.

While doubtlne thus he stood,

Receiv'd the steel bath'd in his brother's blood.

J*rydr*i.

3. A kind of steel file for sharpening knives.

4. A piece of steel for striking sparks from

flint to ignite tinder or match. —5. Anything

of extreme hardness; hardness; sternness;

rigour. * Hands of steel.' Johnson, ' Man

hood's heart of steel.' Byron.

Steel (stel), a. 1. Made of steel; as, a steel

Slate or buckle. — 2. Resembling steel in

ardness; hence, unfeeling; rigorous. 'Thy

steel bosom.' Shak. 'The flinty and steel

couch of war.' Shak.—Steel tops, the manu

facturing term for such small articles as

cork-screws, buckles, button-hooks, boot-

hooks, Ac, when made of poliBhed steel.

Steel (stel), v.t. 1. To overlay, point, or

edge with Bteel ; as, to steel the point of a

sword ; to steel a razor; to steel an axe. —2. To

fortify as with steel; to make hard or stub

born; to render insensible or obdurate; as, to

steel one's heart against mercy. 'Lies well

steel'd with weighty arguments.' Shak. *An

aged knight, to danger steel'd.' Sir W. Scott.

O God of battles, tteel my soldiers' hearts. Shak.

3. To cause to resemble steel, as in smooth

ness, polish, or other qualities.

These waters, steel'd

By breezeless air to smoothest polish. H'ordsu-ertk.

Steel-bow (stelTwu), a. A term in Scots

law, steel-bow goods consisting in corn, cattle,

straw, implements of husbandry, delivered

by the landlord to his tenant, by means of

which the tenant is enabled to stock and

labour the farm, and in consideration of

which he becomes bound to return articles

equal in quantity and quality at the expira

tion of the lease. The origin of the term is

uncertain. Bell's Diet.

Steel-bronze (stel'bronz), n. A very hard

and tenacious alloy, composed of about 00

parts copper to 10 parts tin, used as a sub

stitute for steel, especially in the manufac

ture of cannon.

Steel-cap (steTkap), n. A cap or head-piece

of steel; armour for the head.

Steel-Clad (stel'klad), a. Clad with steel

mail or armour; as, steel-clad warriors.

Steel-engravingtstel'en-grav-ing),?*. l. The

art of engraving upon steel-plates for the

purpose of producing prints or impressions

in ink, upon paper and other substances —

2. The design engraved upon the steel-plate.

3 An impression or print taken from the

engraved steel-plate.

Steeler (steTer), n In ship-building, the

foremost or aftmost plank in a strake, which

is dropped short of the stem or stent post.

Spelled also Stealer.

Steellness (stol'i-nes), it The state of being

steely; great hardness.

Steeling (stering).n. 1. The process of weld

ing a piece of steel on that part of a cutting

instrument which is to receive the edge.—

2. The process of covering a metal-plate

with steel by voltaic electricity for the pur

pose of rendering it more durable. It Is ap

plied to stereotype and engraved copper

plates.

Steeling-strake (BtcTingstrak), n. Same

as Steeler (which see).

Steel-pen (steTpen), n. A pen made of

steel.

Steel-plate (steTplat). n. 1. A piece of steel

flattened or extended to an even surface, and

of uniform thickness. Such plates are used

as armour for the Bides of war-ships, and

for other purposes —2. A plate of polished

steel on which a design is engraved for the

purpose of transferring it to paper by im

pressing or printing.— 3. The impression or

print taken from the engraved plate.

Steel-trap (steTtrap), n. A trap for catch

ing wild animals, consisting of two iron-

toothed jaws, which close by means of a

powerful steel spring, when the animal dis

turbs the catch or tongue by which they are

kept open.

Steel-vine (steTwin), n. Wine in which

steel filings have been placed for some time:

used medicinally. Simmonds.

Steely (stel'i), a. 1. Made of Bteel; consist

ing of steel. 'The steely point of Cliffords

lance.' Sluik.

Around his shop the steely sparkles flew. Gay.

2. Resembling steel In hardness; hard; firm;

stubborn.

That she would unarm her noble heart of that

steely resistance against the sweet blows of lore.

Sir P. Sidney

3. Resembling the surface of polished steel.

Steelyard (steTyard), n. [Steel and yard.]

An instrument for weighing bodies, consist

ing essentially of a rod or bar A B marked

with notches designating the numberof tons,

hundredweights, pounds, Ac,, and a weight

E which is movable along this bar, and

which is made to balance the weight of the

body D by being removed at a proper dis

tance from the fulcrum. The principle of

_Jt

Steelyard.

the steelyard is that of the lever, where an

equilibrium is produced when the products

of the weights on opposite sides into their

respective distances from the fulcrum are

equal to one another. Hence a less weight

is made to indicate a greater by being re

moved to a greater distance from the ful

crum. For weighing heavy loads the steel

yard is a convenient instrument, but for

smaller weights it is lass accurate than the

common balance.

Steen,! Stean t (sten), n. [A. Sax. stoma, a

kind of drinking vessel.] A vessel of clay

or Btone.

Steen, Stean (sten), v.t. To line with stone

or brick, as a well, cesspool, Ac.; to mend

with stones, as a road. [Provincial.]

Steenbok (sten'ltok or stan'bok), n. (D.

steen, stone, and Ml a buck.) A species

of antelope, the A ntilope (Nanatragus) tra-

gulus. which derives its name from inhabit

ing the stony plains and rocky hills of South

Africa. Its flesh is esteemed excellent veni

son. Spelled also Steinbok.

Steenlng, Steanlng (steu'ingV n, Iu oreA.

the brick or stone wall or lining of a well

or cesspool, the use of which is to prevent

the irruption of the surrounding soil.

Steenkirk, Steinkirk (sten'ktrk). n, A

name brought into fashion, after the battle

of Steenkirk, for several articles, especially

of dress, as wigs, buckles, powder, Ac, and

especially large, elaborately ornamented

nerk-ties. itacaulay.

Steep (step), a [A Sax stedp. high, lofty;

Icel. steyptkr, steep, rising high; profcsbq

nllied to stoop, and signifying literally sink

lag down abruptly; coup. L. altvu. Inch or

deep. Sttrple seems a derivative form.l

.Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; f, Sc ley.
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1. Making a large angle with the plane of

the horizon ; ascending or descending with

great inclination ; precipitous ; as, a sleep

bill or mountain ; a sleep roof; a steep

ascent; a steep declivity. —2. t Not easily

accessible; lofty; elevated; high.

To a room they came.

Steep and of state. Chapman.

3. High-priced; dear. [Slang.]

Steep (step), n. A precipitous place; a rock

or bill which slopes with a large angle to

the plane of the horizon; a precipice. ' On

Sunium's marbled steep. ' Byron.

We had on each side rocks and mountains broken

into a thousand irregular streps and precipices.

Addison.

Steep (step! v.t. [D. and O. stippen, Fris.

stiepen, to dip, to steep. Perhaps connected

with sleep, adjective, and literally meaning

todip down abruptly ] To soak In a liquid; to

macerate; to extract the essence of by soak

ing; as, cloth is steeped in lye or other liquid

in bleaching or dyeing; plants and drugs are

steeped in water, wine, and the like, for the

purpose of tincturing the liquid with their

qualities. Often used figuratively. 'My sense

in Lethe steep.' Shak. '(Aheart)*n?epedin

selfishness.' Thackeray. ' Steeped to the lips

in misery.* Longfellow.

Steep (step), n. 1. Something that is steeped

or used in steeping ; a fertilizing liquid in

which seeds are steeped to quicken germin

ation.—2. A rennet-bag.

Steep-down (step'doun), a. Having steep

descent 'Steep-down gulfs of liquid fire.'

Shak.

Steepen (stepn), v.i. To become steep.

As the way steepened, ... I could detect in the

hollow of the hill some traces of the old path.

Hugh Miller.

Steeper (step'er), n. A vessel, vat, or cistern

in which things are steeped.

Steepiness (step'i-nes). n. The state or

quality of being steepy or steep ; steepness.

'The cragginess and steepiness of places.'

Howell. [Rare.]

Steeping (step'ing), n. A counterfeit of the

reign of Edward I., of the value of about a

halfpenny, coined abroad and smuggled into

England.

Steeple (ste'pl), n. (A. Sax. stepel, stypel, a

steeple, a tower; L.G. stipel, a pillar, a sup

porter, a pillar attached to a great building;

IceL siopull, a steeple, a pillar ; allied to

steep(wh\ch see). ] A lofty erection attached

to a church, town-house, or other public

edifice, and generally intended to contain

its bells. Steeple is a general term applied

to every appendage of this description,

whether in the form of a tower or a spire,

or, as is usual, a tower surmounted by a

spire. *A weather-cock on a steeple.' Shak.

' Far from steeples and their sacred sound. '

Dryden.

Steeple -bush (ste'pl -bush), n. A plant,

hard-hack (which see).

Steeple-Chase ( ste'pl-chas), n. A kind of

horse-race across a difficult tract of country

in which ditches, hedges, fences, and other

obstacles have to be jumped as they come in

the way. It is said that the name is derived

from the fact that originally any conspicu

ous object, such as a church-steeple, was

chosen as a goal, towards which those taking

part In the race were allowed to take any

course they chose. The steeple-chase course

of the present day is marked out by flags,

between which the rider must pass before

he can win the race.

Steeple-cnaser(ate'pl-chas-er),n. One who

rides in steeple-chases; a horse engaged in

a steeple-chase; a horse trained for running

steeple-chases.

Steepled (ste'pld), a. Furnished with a

steeple ; adorned with, or as with, steeples

or towers ; towering up.

A stetfltd turbant on her head she wore. Fairfax.

Steeple-house t (st#pl-hous), n. A church:

a term of contempt. HaUyxeell.

Steeply (stepll), adv. In a steep manner;

with steepness; with precipitous declivity;

as, a height rising steeply up.

Steepness (steVnes), n. The state of being

steep: precipitousness; as. the steepness of a

hill, a bank, or a roof. ' The barrenness of

the rock, or the steepness of the ascent'

Addison.

Steepy (step'i). a. Having a steep or pre

cipitous declivity; as, steepy crags: a poeti

cal word. ' The steepy cliffs. ' Dryden.

Steer (ster), n. [A. Sax. jrfeor, D. and O.

slier, Icel. stjorr, Goth. stiur, a steer, a bull.

Probably from same root as Skr. sthura,

strong, and cognate with L. taunts, Or,
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tauros, a bull, these words having loBt the

s. For loss or retention of initial s see

snffzk.] A young male of the common

ox or ox kind. ' With solemn pomp then

sacrifie'd a steer.' Dryden. See Ox.

Steer (ster), v.t. [A. Sax. stedran, styran, to

rule, govern, direct, steer; Dan. styre, IceL

tt&ra, G. steuern, to steer; Goth, stiurjan,

to establish, to settle. Probably from same

root as Gr. stauros, a stake; Skr. sthCivira,

firm.] 1. To direct and govern the course

of. by the movements of the helm. ' Boats

that are not steered.' Shak. Hence—2. To

control or govern the course of; to direct;

to guide. ' That with a staff his feeble steps

did steer. ' Spenser.

A rarer spirit nerer

Did steer humanity. Shak.

Steer (ster), v.i. 1. To direct and govern a

ship or other vessel in its course; as, for

merlyseamen steered by the stars; they now

steer by the compass. —2. To direct one's

course at sea; to sail; to take a course at

the direction of the helm ; as, a ship steers

for Liverpool- ' Steering . . . towards the

isle of Rhodes.' Shak.—3. To have a certain

character aB regards answering the helm ;

as, a ship steers with ease. —4. Fig. to con

duct one's self; to take or pursue a course

or way.

Steer t (ster), n. A rudder or helm.

Steer (ster), v.t. To stir; to touch; to meddle

with so as to injure. [Scotch.]

Steerage (ster'aj), n. 1. The act or practice

of directing and governing in a course ; as,

the steerage of a ship.

He left the city, and, in a most tempestuous season,

forsook the helm and steerage of the comiaon wealth.

Milton.

2. XauL the effect of a helm on the ship;

the peculiar manner iu which an individual

ship is affected by the helm —3. An apart

ment in a snip forward of the great cabin,

from which it is separated by a bulk-head

or partition. In merchant ships this place

is sometimes fitted up with berths for the

petty officers and sailors, and in passenger

ships it is the part allotted to the inferior

class of passengers, hence called steerage

passengers.

It being necessary for me to obserre strict econo

my, I took my passage in the steerage. Dukens.

4. The part of a ship where the tiller tra

verses; the hinder or stern part.—5. Direc

tion; regulation; management. [Rare.]

But He that hath the steerage of my course

Direct my sail Shak.

6. That by which a course is directed. [Rare. ]

Inscribed to Pho-bus here he hung on high.

The steerage of liis wings. Dryden.

Steerage-way (steVaj-wa), n. Naut. that

degree of progressive movement of a ship

which renders her governable by the helm.

Steerer(ster'er).n. One that steers; a steers

man, lip. Pearson.

Steering - sail (BteYing-sal), n. A sail to

assist in steering a vessel.
Steering-wheel ( sterling-whel). n. The

wheelby which the rudder of a ship is

turned and the ship is steered.

Steerless t (sterleB), a. Having no rudder.

Steerling (sterling), n. A young steer or

bullock.

Steersman (sterz'man), n. One that steers;

the helmsman of a ship. ' A ship by skilful

steersman wrought.' Milton.

The joyful steersman clears his way

And comes to anchor in his inmost bay. Dryden.

Steersmate* (sterz'mat),n. One who steers;

a steersman or helmsman. ' Such & steers-

mate at the helm.' Milton.

Steeve (stev), v.i. [Akin to stiff, and per

haps directly from the Dutch; comp V.stevig.

stiff, firm. A steeving bowsprit has its name

from the lower end being fixed stiff or firmly

and immovably in the vessel, a horizontal

one being movable] Naut. to project from

the bows at an angle instead of horizontally:

said of a bowsprit.

Steeve (stev). v.t. pret. A pp. steered; ppr.

steeving. Naut. to give a certain angle of

elevation to: said of the bowsprit.

Bteeve (stev), n. Saut. (a) the angle which

the bowsprit makes with the horizon, (b) A

long heavy spar, with a place to fix a block

at one end, and used in stowing certain

kinds of cargo, which need to be driven in

close.

Steeve (stev). a [A form of stiff.] firm;

compacted ; not easily bent or broken.

[Scotch ]

Steevely(stev/li),rtrft?. [See Steeve.] Firmly;

stoutly. [Scotch.}

Steeving (stewing), n. Saut, the angle of

elevation which a ship's bowsprit makes

with the horizon.

Steg (steg), n. [Icel. steggr, the male of

several animals. See Stag.] A gander.

[Local]

Steganographist (steg-a-nog*ra-fist). n, [Gr

steganos, secret, and graph6, to write.] One

who practises the art of writing in cipher

Steganography (steg-a-nogVn-fl), n. The

art of writing in cipher, or in characters

which are not intelligible except to the per

sons who correspond with each other; cryp

tography. 'Occult notes, steganography,

polygraphy. ' Burton.

Steganophthalmata (steg'an-of-thal-ma"-

ta), n. pi. [Gr. strganos, covered, and oph-

thalmos, the eye.) A terra applied to cer

tain ('hidden-eyed') Medusa;, in which the

sense-organs ('marginal bodies') are pro

tected by a sort of hood. The Steganoph-

tholmata are now separated from the true

Medusids, and placed in a separate divi

sion under the name of Lveernarida. See

LrcEBNARIDA. H. A. Nicholson.

Steganophthalmate (steg'an-of thal"mat).

a. and n. Belonging to or one of the Slog

anoph thalmata.

Steganopod (steg'an-o-podV n, [Gr. stega

nos, covered, and pons, poaos, a foot.] One

of a family of swimming-birds with the four

toes connected by the same web, as the

pelicans.

Stegnosifl (steg-nd'sis), n. [Gr] Constipa

tion.

StegnOtlC (stegnofik). n. [Gr. stegnotiko* ]

Tending to render costive, or to diminish

excretions or discharges generally.

Stegnotlc (ateg-not'ik), n. A medicine

wntch tends to produce costiveness; one

that diminishes excretions or discharges

generally.

Stein (sten), v.L [A. Sax. sUenan, to stone]

To line with stone and brick, as a well.

Loudon.

Steinbock (stra'bok),n. i.The German name

of the ibex, an animal inhabiting the moun

tainous regions of southern Europe. —2.Same

jus Steenbok.

StelnheiUte (stinTiIl-U). n. [From Count

Steinheil, a governor of Finland. ] A mineral

of a blue colour, a variety of iollte.

Stela, Stele ( ste'la, ste'le ), n. [Gr. stilt, a

post or slab, an upright stone, from stem sta,

to stand.] 1. In arcA. a small column with

out base or capital, serving as a monument,

a milestone, and the like.—2. In archatol. a

sepulchral slab or column, which in ancient

times answered the purpose of a gravestone.

Stele t (stel), n. A stale or handle ; a stalk

Stelecnite (stele-kit), n, [Fr. sUUchite.

from Gr. stelechos, the crown of the root, the

stem or trunk ] A fine kind of Btorax, in

larger pieces than the calami te.

Stelene (ste'len), a. [See Stela.] Resem

bling or used as a stela; columnar.

Stell (stel), n. [Allied to stall. See below )

A sort of fenced in fnclosure forming a shel

ter for cattle or sheep. [Northern English. ]

Stell (stel). v.t [D. and G. stellen, to set.

to place; akin stall.] To fix; to set; to place

in a permanent manner ; to place against a

fixed support; as, to stell his foot against

tin.' wall [Old English and Scotch.]

Mine eye hath played the painter anil hath sttVd

Thy beauty's form in table of my heart. Shak.

Stella (stella), n. [L., a star.] In surg. a

bandage so named because it makes a cross

or star on the back. It is a roller applied

so as to keep back the shoulders, and has

been often employed in cases of fracture of

the clavicle, sternum, and scapula.

Stellar (atelier), a. [L. stellaru, from stella.

a star] 1. Pertaining to stars; astral; as, a

stellar figure. '(The stars) shed down their

stellar virtue." Milton.— 2. Starry; full of

stars; set with stars; as, stellar regions.

Stellarla ( stel-la'ri-a ), n. [From L. stella.

a star— the flowers are star-like] A genus

of plants, nat. order Oaryophyllacero, section

Alsinetc; stitch-wort. Most of the species

are weeds, which are distributed over the

temperate and cold regions of the world.

They are slender, usually smooth herbs, with

broad or grassy leaves and white flowers in

dichotomous cymes. Several species art-

found in Britain. They possess no active

properties, and few of them are thought

worthy of cultivation. 5. Bolottta, a British

species, called great stitch-wort, is a han-l-

some plant. S. media is the common chick-

weed.

Stellary (stel'ler-i), a. &tme as Stellar.

Stellatffl (stel la'teX n. See GaliaCEJI

ch, cftsln; eh. Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, 9ing\ in, then; th, fAin: w. wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Stellate Leaves.

Stellate (stellat), a. [L. steUatus, pp. of

stellu, to Ret with stars, from Stella, a star.]

1. Resembling a star; radiated.— 2. In boL

arranged in the form

of a star. — Stellate

or vertieUlate leaves

are when more leaves

than two surround

the stem in a whorl.

or when they radiate

like the spokes of a

wheel, or like a star.

—A stellate bristle

or hair is a bristle or

hair which branches

at the end in a star-

shaped manner. — A stellate Jlower is a

radiate flower.

Stellated (stellated), a. Same as Stellate.

Stellationt (stel-la'shon), «. [L. Stella, a

star.] Radiation of light.

Stelledt (steld), a. [A. Sax. steel, a place,

post; G. stellen, to place. See STELL, v.t.)

Fixed.

The sea with such a storm, as his hare head

In hell-black night endur'd, would have buoy'd up,

And quench'd the steUed fires. Shak.

[Some commentators define the word as

'stellated,' 'starry.']

Stelleridse (ste-lcr'i-de), n. [L. stella, a star. ]

Same as Asteriada.

Stellerlne (stel'ler-In), n. The Rhytina

Stelleri. See RHYTINA.

Stelliferous (stel-lifer-us). a. [L. stella, a

star, and fero, to produce.] Having or

abounding with stars.

Stelliform (Btel'li-form). a. [L. stella, star,

ami forma, form.) Like a star; radiated.

Stelllfyt (sterii-fi), v.t. To turn into or

make to resemble a star ; to make glorious ;

to glorify. * By him who seeks to stellify

her name.' Drayton,

Methought I saw him stellified in heaven. Rowley,

StelllO (fttelli-o). n. [L., a lizard.] A genus

of Iguanfda? or lizards having the tail sur-

rounded by rings, composed of great scales

which are often spiny.
Stellion (stelrH-on), n. [L. stellio, stellionis.]

A newt spotted with stars, called also the

Star-lizard; a species of the genus Stellio.

Stellionate (stel'li-on-at), n. [L. steUiona-

tut, cosenage, from stellio, a lizard, and, fig.,

a crafty, knavish person.] In Scots aud

Rom. laic, a term used to denote all such

crimes in which fraud is an ingredient as

have no special names to distinguish them,

and are not defmed by any written law, as

when one sells the same thing to two pur

chasers, when a debtor pledges to his credi

tors what does not belong to him, substi

tuting base for precious metals, dealing in

counterfeit or adulterated goods, &c

It discerneth of crimes of stellionate, and the in-

choations towards crimes capital, not actually com

mitted. Bacon.

St-ellite (stent), n. [L. stella, a star, and Qr.

Uthos, a stone.] Same as Pectolite.

Stellular (ster*u-16r). a. [From L. stellula,

dim. of stella, a star. ] 1. Having the appear

ance of little stars.—2. In nat. hist, having

marks resembling stella? or stars. The sur

face of the tubipora or organ-pipe coral is

covered with a green fleshy substance,

studded with stellular polypi.

Stellulate (stei'u-lat), a. Resembling little

stars.

Stelocblte (ste16-klt), n. [See Stelechite.]

A name given to osteocolla.

Stelography (ste-logYa-fl), n. [Gr. st&lo-

?-aphia—steli, a pi liar, and graphd, to write. ]

he art of writing or inscribing characters

on pillars. Stackhouse.

Stem (stem), n. [A. Sax. stemn, for stefn,

stofn, the stem of a tree; Icel. stofn, stomn,

the stem or trunk of a tree ; Dan. stamine,

It stain, G. stamm: same root as L. stipes,

the trunk of a tree. The root is ultimately

that of stand. Stem, of a ship, is closely

allied] 1. The principal body of a tree,

shrub, or plant of any kind ; the firm part

which supports the branches; the ascending

axis, which grows in an opposite direction

(•• the root or descending axis; the stalk.

The stem is composed of fibrous, spiral, and

cellular tissues, arranged in various ways,

mostly assuming a cylindrical form and

having a perpendicular direction, and bear

ing upon it the various parts of the plant

Its form and direction, however, are subject

to much variation in particular cases. In

regard to Internal structure there are three

Enncipal modifications of stems character-

tic of the three great natural classes into

which the vegetable kingdom is divided,

namely, exogens, endogens, and acrogens.

Stems are herbaceous or woody, solid or

hollow, jointed or unjointed, branched or

simple. Sometimes they are so weak as to

be procumbent, although more generally

Arm and erect; sometimes weak stems are

twining, or are upheld in various ways by

the climbing habit of the plant. In some

plants the stem is so short as to seem to he

wanting, the leavesand flower-stalks appear

ing to spring from the top of the root. There

are also stems, such as the rhizoma and

tuber, which, being subterranean, have been

mistaken for roots. —2. The peduncle of the

fructification, or the pedicel of a flower ;

that which supports the flower or the fruit

of a plant; the petiole or leaf-stem. ' Two

lovely berries moulded on one *tcm. '—3. The

stock of a family; a race or generation of

progenitors. * All that are of noble stem.'

Milton.—i~ A branch; a branch of a family.

This is a stem

Of that victorious stock. Shak.

5. Anything resembling the stem of a plant;

as, the stem or tube of a hydrometer or ther

mometer; the stem or stalk of a tobacco-

pipe, &c. — 6. In music. ___^__

the upright or downright f" ■■■j-—W—^U

line added to the head \——m— Cr^j

of a note; thus:

Stem (stem), n. [Probably directly from the

Scandinavian ; Icel. stemni, stamn, ste/ni,

stofn, the Btem of a ship; A. Sax. stefn, D.

steven, a prow. The origin is the same as

that of stem, a trunk] 1. A curved piece of

timber or combination of timber to which

the two sides of a ship are united at the

fore end. The lower end of it is scarfed to

the keel, and the bowsprit rests upon its

upper end. This is frequently called the

main stem to distinguish it from the false

stem or cutwater. The outside of the stem

is usually marked with a scale of feet show

ing the perpendicular height from the keel.

The use of this 1b to ascertain the draught of

water at the fore part. Hence—2. The for

ward part of a vessel; and fig. an advanced

or leading position; a look-out —From stem

to stern, is from one end of the ship to the

other, or through the whole length.

Stem (stem), v.t. pret * pp. stemmed; ppr.

stemming. [From the above noun. Stem,

to dam up, is of different origin.] 1. To

make progress against, as a tide ora current;

to make way against by sailing or swimming;

to press forward through; as, the ship was

not able with all her sails to stem the tide.

' Ere sharp-keel'd boats to stem the flood

did learn.' Dryden.

As doth a sail, filt'tl with a fretting; gust.

Command an argosy to stem the waves. Shak.

2. To dash against with the stem; to cut as

with the stem; as, the vessels stemmed each

other.

Stem (stem), v.i. To make way in opposi

tion to some obstruction, as a current of

water, the wind, and the like.

They on the trading flood.

Through the wide Ethiopian to the Cape

Ply stemming nightly toward the pole. Milton.

Stem (stem), v.t. [Icel. stemma, Sw. stamma,

to stem, stop, or dam up ; G. sttimmen, to

dam, to bank up; perhaps allied to stamp.]

To dam up ; to stop ; to check, as a stream

or moving force.

At length Erasmus, that great injured name,

The glory of the priesthood and the shame,

Stemm'a the wild torrent of a barb rous age.

And drove those holy Vandals off the stage. Pope.

Stem- clasping (stem'klasp-ing), a. Em

bracing the stem with its base; amplexicaul,

as a leaf or petiole.

Stemet (stem), v.t [Sec Steam.] To ex

hale; to evaporate. Spenser.

Stem-leaf (stem'lef), n. A leaf growing

from the stem.

Stemless (stemlea), a. Having no Btem;

having the stem so little developed as to

appear to be wanting; acaulescent

Stemlet (stem'let), n, A small or young

stem.

Stemmata (stem'a-ta), n.pl. [Gr. stemma,

stemmatog, a wreath, a garland, from stepho,

to Burround, to encircle.] The visual organs,

ocelli, or simple eyes of certain animals,

as insects, spiders, ami crustaceans-

StemmatopuB(stem-at'6-pus). n. [Gr. stem

ma, stemmatos, a crown or garland, and

pons, the foot ] Cuvier's name for a genus

of seals, containing the hooded seal. See

Seal.

Stemmer (stem'er), n. In mining, a piece

of Iron with which clay Is rammed into the

blasting-holes to make them water-tight.

Stemple (stem'pl), n. In wining, one of the

cross bars of wood in the shaft of a mine, in

some places serving the purpose of ladders.

Stemson (stem'son), n. In ship-building, a

piece of curved timber fixed on the niter

part of the apron inside. The lower end is

scarfed Into the keelson, aud receives the

scarf of the Btem, through which it is bolted.

Stem-winder (stem'win-der), n. A watch

which is wound up or regulated by means of

a contrivance connected with the stem, and

not by a key.

Stench (stensh), n. [A softened form of

A. Sax. stene, E. stink (which see).] An ill

smell; offensive odour.

(In Cologne)

I counted two-and-seventy stenches.

All well defined and several stinks. Coleridge.

Stench* (stenBh), v.t To cause to emit a

hateful smell. 'Dead bards stench every

coast.' Young.

Stench t (stensh), v.t. To stanch; to stop.

' Restringents to stench and incrassatives to

thicken the blood.' Harvey.

Stench-trap (stensh 'trap), n. Same as

Stink-trap.

Stenchy t (stensh'i), a. Having an offensive

smell. ' Stenchy vapours.' John Dyer.

Stencil (Bten'sil), n. [Perhaps from O. Fr es-

fanc*. asiipport,«t<a>i*er, to suppoit(whenee

stanchion), a stencil forming a guide or sup

port in making letters, Ac, from L. sto, to

stand.] A thin plate of metal, leather, or

other material, used in painting, marking,

Ac. The pattern is cut through the material

composing the stencil, which 1b applied to

the surface to be painted. The brush then

being brought over the stencil, only the in

terstices representing the pattern receive

the colours. Sometimes the stencil has the

pattern pricked in outline only; in this case

it is struck with a small bag containing pow

dered chalk, and the pattern so outlined is

afterwards painted in.

Stencil (sten'sil), v.t. To form by means of

a stencil; to paint or colour with stencils.

' A sentence which is stencilled in black . . .

on the whitewashed walls of nearly every

other house in the street' Huskin,

Stenciller (sten'sil-er), n. One who works

or paints in figures with a stencil.

Stencil-plate (sten'sil-plat), n. A stencil.

Stend (stend), v.i, [From O.Fr. eetendre, to

lengthen, widen, extend.] To leap; to

spring ; to walk with a long step or stride.

[Scotch.]

Stend (stend), n. A leap; a spring; a long

step or stride. [Scotch. ]

Stenograph (sten'6-graf), v.i. To write or

represent by stenography. III. London News.

[Rare.]

Stenograph (sten'6-graf), n. A production

of stenography; any writing in shorthand.

I saw the reporters' room, fn which they redact

their hasty stenographs. Emerson.

Stenographer(sten-og'ra-fer).n. [Gr. stenos.

close, narrow, and grapho, to write.] One

who is skilled in the art of shorthand writ

ing.

Stenographic, StenogTaphlcal (sten-6-

graf'ik, steno-graf'lk-al), a. [See above.]

Pertaining to stenography or the art of writ

ing in shorthand; expressed in shorthand.

Stenographist (ste-nog'ra-flst), n. A sten

ographer; a shorthand writer.

Stenography (ste-nog'ra-fl), n. [See Sten

ographer.] A generic term which embraces

every system of shorthand, whether based

upon alphabetic, phonetic, or hieroglyphic

principles. To those systems, however,

which are based upon the phonetic principle

the name phonography is generally given.

See Phonography.

Mr, Pickwick was sufficiently versed in the stran

ger's system of stenography to infer from this rapid

and disjointed communication that he had contracted

an acquaintance with the All-Muggletons. Ditkens.

Sten0phyll0U8(ste nofil-usor sten-6-fll'us),

a. [Gr. stenos, narrow, and phytlon, a leaf. J

In bot. having narrow leaves.

Stent (stent), v.t. To keep within limits; to

restrain; to stint Spenser.

Stent, 1 v.i. To Btint; to cease; to desist.

Chaucer.

Stent (stent), n. [O.E. and Sc. extent, valu

ation: L.L. extenta, valuation, from exten-

dere, O. Fr estendre, to estimate. ] 1. In Scots

law, a valuation of property in order to

taxation; a taxation; a tax. --Stent master,

a person appointed to allocate the stout or

tax on the persons liable.—Stent roll, the

cess roll.—2. An allotted portion or quantity;

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; $, Sc. tey.
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a task; a piece of work to be performed in a

determined time; stint [Scotch.]

Stent (stent), v. t [See the noun. ] In Scot*

law, to assess; to tax at a certain rate.

Stent (stent), n. In mining, the rubbish con

stituting the waste heaps at mines. Called

also Trade, Deads, Altai, Stuf.

Stentlng (stent'ing), n. An opening in a

wall in a coal-mine. [Provincial English.]

Stentor (sten'tor), n. 1. The name of a

Greek herald in the Trojan war, who, ac

cording to Homer, had a voice as loud as

that of fifty other men together; hence, a

person having a very powerful voice.—2. A

genus of infusorial animalcules, so named

from the trumpet-like shape of the body.

They are among the largest of the Infusoria,

and are usually found adhering to the stems

and leaves of aquatic plants.

Stentorian (sten-t6'ri-an), a. [From Sten

tor] l Extremely loud or powerful—

'Stentorian clamours.' Sir T. Herbert

At that moment the waiter entered the room, and.

In a stentorian voice, laid, ' Gentlemen, is either of

your names Gurneyt* r ' T. Hook.

2. Able to utter a very tbud sound; as, sten

torian lungs.

Stentoriouat (sten-Wri-us), a. Stentorian.

'The luuduess of his stentorious voice.'

Fuller.

Stentoronict (sten-tS-ron'ik), a. Very loud;

stentorian. Warburton,

StentOTOphonic (sten't6-r6-fon"ik), a.

[From Stentor, and Or. phoni, voice.] Speak

ing or sounding very loud. * Stent'rophonic

voice.' Butler.

Of this stentorophonie horn of Alexander there is a

figure preserved in the Vatican. Dcrham.

Step (step), v.i. pret. ds pp. stepped; ppr.

tl'ppitig. [A Sax stepvan, stapan, to step;

O.Fris. steppa, stapa, O.Sax. stapan, D. and

L.G. stappen; cog. Gr. steibQ, to step, to

tread. Stamp is an allied form with nasal,

and staple is from the same root] LTomove

the leg and foot in walking; to advance or

recede by a movement of the foot or feet;

as, to step forward or to step backward.

He pays you as surely as your feet hit the ground

they step on. Shak.

2. To go; to walk; to march; especially, to

go a little distance, and with a limited pur

pose; as, to step to one of the neighbours.

Step into the chamber. Sir John. Shak.

My judgement is, we should not step too far

Tul we had his assistance by the hand. Shak,

3. To advance or come as it were by chance

or suddenly. 'By whose death he's stepp'd

into a great estate. ' Shak.

The old poets step in to the assistance of the med

allist, Addison.

4. To walk gravely, slowly, or resolutely.

Home the swain retreats.

His Sock before him stepping to the fold.

Thomson.

5. To go in imagination; to move mentally.

They are stepping almost three thousand years

back into the remotest antiquity. Pope.

—To step aside, (a) to walk to a little dis

tance; to retire from company. (6) To de

viate from the right path; to err.

To step aside is human. Burns.

—To step out, to increase the length, but

not the rapidity of the step.—To step short

(mUit), to diminish the length or rapidity

of the step, according to the established

rules

Step (step). t>. t 1. To set, as the foot 'Sir,

step your foot, give answer.' Shak. 'When

Hiram stepped foot in the Metropolis.' R.

B. Kimball—2. Naut to fix the foot of, as

a mast in its step ; to erect in readiness for

setting sail.

Step (stepX n. [A. Sax. steep, stap, O. Fris.

and D. stap. See the verb ] 1 A pace; an

advance or movement made by one removal

r»f the foot, as in walking. 'To measure

kingdoms with his feeble steps.' Shak.

(1 .ife's) checkered paths ofjoy and woe

With cautious steps we'll iread. Mat. Cotton.

Hence, in pi. walk; passage; course in which

oue goes.

Conduct my steps to find the fatal tree

In this deep forest. Vryden.

But not by thee my steps shall be,

l:or ever and for ever. Tennyson.

t One remove in ascending or descending

a stair; one of the gradients in a staircase,

which is composed of two parts, the tread,

or horizontal part, and the finer or vertical

part ' Down the steps and through the

court' Tennyson.

The breadth of every single step or stair should be

never less than one foot. It'otton.

8. The space passed over or measured by

one removal of the foot; the distance be

tween the feet in walking or running.

The gradus, a Roman measure, may be translated

a step, or the half of a passus or pace. Arbuthnot.

4 A small space or distance.

There is but a step between me and death.

i Sam. xx. 3.

It is but a step to the Wells, and we can walk there.

Thackeray.

5. Gradation; degree.

The same sin . . . hath sundry steps and decrees.

Perkins.

6. Degree or grade in progress or rank; par

ticularly, a forward move ; decisive gain or

advantage; a higher grade of rank; promo
tion. • * Where you got your step,' said

George' (that is, rise fu rank). Thackeray.

' To earn a garter or a step in the peerage.'

Macaulay.

To derive two or three general principles of motion

from phenomena, and afterward to tell us how the

properties and actions of all corporeal things follow

from those manifest principles, would be a great step

in philosophy. Newton.

7. Footstep; print or impression of the foot;

track; footprint—8. Gait; manner of walk

ing; sound of the step or setting down the

foot; footfall; as, the approach of a man is

often known by his step. ' A step of lightest

echo.' Tennyson.—9. A proceeding; one of

a series of proceedings ; measure ; action.

'No unchaste action or dishonoured step.'

Shak.

The reputation of a man depends on the first steps

he makes in the world. Pope.

Beware of desperate steps. The darkest day,

Live till to-morrow, will have pass'd away.

Cffwper.

10. The round of a ladder. — 11. pi. A self-

supporting ladder with flat steps, much used

indoors in reaching to a high position. Called

also a Set of Steps, a Step-ladder.

A pretty portable set 0/ steps in one corner of the

room showed that those even in the higher shelves

were intended for use. Trottope.

12. Naut a block of wood, or in large ships,

a solid platform upon the keelson, support

ing the heel of the mast—13. In carp, any

piece of timber having the foot of another

fixed upright in it—14. In vehicles, a foot-

piece for ascending or descending from a

carriage.—15. In macA. (a) the lower brass

of a Journal-box or pillow-block, (b) A

socket or kind of bearing for the lower pivot

of a spindle or vertical shaft—16. In music,

a term often applied to one of the larger

diatonic degrees or intervals of the scale,

as between one and two—To take a step or

steps, to make a movement in a certain

direction, either actually or as beginning

any business. ' I should take no step with

out advice.' Sir H. Taylor.

They have religion enough to be afraid of damna

tion, though not enough to take the proper steps to

avoid it. Ir. Gilpin.

—Step by step, (a) by a gradual and regular

process. 'Step by step show it another.'

Locke, (b) Moving as fast; keeping pace.

IJngering perdition . . . shall step by step attend

You and your ways. Shak.

Step- (step). [A Sax. stedp; common to the

Teutonic tongues; origin doubtful] A prefix

used in composition before father, mother,

son, daughter, brother, sister, child, etc., to

indicate that the person spoken of is a rela

tive only by the marriage of a parent ; as,

a stepmother h a father's wife, when the

real mother is dead.

Stepbrother (step'bruTH-er), n. A Btep-

father or stepmother's son by a former wife

or husband.

Stepchild (step'child), n. The child of a

husband or wife by a formerwife or husband.

Stepdame (step'dara), »■ A stepmother.

Shak.

Stepdaughter (step'da-ter), n. The daugh

ter of a husband or wife by a former wife or

husband.

Stepe.t a. Bright; glittering: said of eyes.

Chaucer.

Stepfather (step'fa-THer). n. A mothers

second or subsequent husband.

Step-grate (step'grat), n. In macA. a form

of grate forfuel, in which the bars rise above

each other like steps in a stair.

Stephanlte (steTan-H), n. [After the Aus

trian Archduke Stephen] Native sulphide

of silver and antimony. Called also Black-

silver,

Step-ladder (steplad-erX «• A portable

ladder usually naving flat steps, and its own

means of support by struts or posts.

Stepmother (step'muTH-er), n. A father's

second or subsequent wife.

Step-parent (step'pii-rent), n. A stepfather

or stepmother. Brande A- Cox.

Steppe (step), n. [G. steppe, Bus. stepy', n

steppe.] A Russian name applied to those

extensive plains which, with the occasional

interpolation of low ranges of hills, stretch

from the Dnieper across the south-east of

European Russia, round the shores of the

Caspian and Aral Seas, between the Altai

and Ural chains, and occupy the low lands

of Siberia. In spring they are covered with

verdure, but for most of the year they are

dry and barren. —Steppe murrain, rinder

pest (which see).

Stepper (step'er), n. One who steps; one

that has a gait good or bad : often applied

to a horse in reference to his trotting qua

lities. ' My horse is a good stepper.' W.

Collins.

Stepping-stone (step'ing-sMm), n. 1. A

raised stone in a stream or in a swampy

place to save the feet in walking.

The tall flag-flowers when they sprung

Below the range of stepping- stones. Tennyson.

2. An aid or means by which an end may be

accomplished or an object gained; an assist

ance to progress.

These obstacles his genius had turned into stepping-

stones. Macautay.

Stepsister (step'sis-ter), n. A stepfather's

or stepmother's daughter by a former wife

or husband.

Stepson (step'son), n. The son of a husband

or wife by a former wife or husband.

-Ster. A termination as in maltster, game

ster, spinster, songster, denoting occupation.

In the earliest times, and up to about the

end of the thirteenth century, it was gene

rally the sign of the feminine gender, cor

responding to the masculine -ere or -er. In

the fourteenth century it began to give place

as a feminine termination to the Norman

-ess. In modern literary English there is

now only oue feminine word with this suffix,

viz. spinster, but huckster was used very

late as a feminine; and in Scotch and pro

vincial English seaster is still used. When

the suffix -ster was felt no longer to mark

the feminine distinctively, some new fcnii-

nines were formed by the addition of the

termination -ess to the -ster, as songstress

and seamstress.

The suffix -ster now often marks the agent with

more or less a sense of contempt and depreciation,

as punster, trickster, gamester. Dr. Morris.

But we cannot recognise the termination -ster as

being, or as having been at some time past, a femi

nine formative in every instance. Not only does the

present use of such old words as Siixster, huckster,

maltster, songster, Webster, not to urge the more

recent oldster, youngster, roadster, make it hard to

f>rove them all feininines; but even if we push mtr

nquiries further back we nowhere find the group

clearly defined as such except in modern Dutch.

There was in Anglo-Saxon bacere and bacistre, and

yet Pharaoh's baker in Genesis xl. is txeeistre. Grimm

conjectured that these nouns in -estre are all that is

left of an older pair of declensions, whereof one was

masculine in -estra, the other feminine in -estre.

J, Earie.

Stercoraceous (ster-kft-ra'shus), a. (L ster-

cus, dung] Pertaining to dung, or partak

ing of its nature. ' A putrid, stercoraceous

taste. ' A rbuthnot

Stercoranism (ater/ko-ran-lzmXn. Inecclcs.

hist the doctrine or belief of the Stercoran-

ists.

Stercoranlst, Stercorarlan (sterkd-ran-

iBt, ster-k6-ra'ri-an), n. {Fr. stercorani*te,

L. stercus, stercoris, dung] In eccles. hist.

one of a party in the fifth and sixth centuries

who held that the consecrated elements in

the eucharist undergo the process of diges

tion, so that the divine body, if materially

present, must be changed into the fecal sub

stance : so called in contempt

Stercorary (ster'kO-ra-ri), n. fLL. strr-

corarium. See above.] A place properly

secured from the weather for cuiitainiuj

dung.

Stercoratet (sterTtd-rat), n. Dung ; excre

ment.

Stercoration (ster-ko-ra'shon), n. [L. stcr-

caratio.stercorationis, from atercoro. toduii^r,

from strrcus, stercoris, dung.] 'Ihe act »f

manuring with dung. Bacon.

Stercorianlsm (ster-ko'ri-an-izm), n. Doc

trine of the Stercoranists.

StercoriBt (steKkd-rist), n. A Stercoranist

Stercoryt (sterlto-ri), n. Excrement; dung.

Skelton.
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Sterculla (ster-ku/li-a), n. [From L Sttrrcu-

lius, a deity presiding over manure, from

stercus, dung. The flowers and leaves of

some of the species are foetid. ] A genus of

plants which gives its name to the nat. order

Stereuliacea?. The species consist of various

sized trees with soft timber, which are found

in tropical parts of the world, with simple

■Mai

Stcrculia Chicha.

or compound leaves and axillary panicles or

racemes of flowers. Several of them are

mucilaginous, and others yield fibre which

is converted into ropes. a9 the bark of S-

guttata. The seeds of S. (now Cola) acumi

nata afford the cola-nut (which see^ The

seeds of S. Chicha are eaten as nuts by the

Brazilians, and the seeds of all the genus are

filled with an oil, which may be expressed

and used for tamps.

Sterculiacesa (ster-ku1i-a"se-e), n.pl. A nat.

order of polypetalous exogeus, allied to

Malvaceae, but differing from them in

having always two -celled anthers. The

plants of this order are trees or shrubs,

with alternate, stipulate, simple, and often

toothed leaves, with a variable inflorescence

and a stellate pubescence. They are na

tives of tropical and sub-tropical regions.

The species are chiefly remarkable for the

abundance of mucilage they contain, and

are stimulant and emetic. The principal

genera are Helicteres, Sterculia, Bombax,

Dombeya, Byttneria, Lasiopetalum, and

Hermannia. The most important member

of the order is the cocoa-tree (Theobroma

Cacao).

Stere (star), n. [Fr. stere. from Gr. stereos,

solid.] The French unit for solid measure,

equal to a cubic metre, or 85 "3156 cubic feet.

Stere, t «. A pilot; a helmsman ; a rudder

or helm. Chaucer.

Stere, t v.t or i. To stir. Chaucer.

Stereless,t a. Without a rudder. Chattcer.

Sterelmintha (ste-rel-min'tha), n. pi. [Gr.

stereos, solid, and helmins, helminthos, an

intestinal worm. ] A primary division of

Entozoa, comprising those intestinal worms

which have no true abdominal cavity, as

the tape-worm and trematode worms. See

Trematoda.

Stereobate (ster'e 6-bat), -n. [Fr. trtirto-

bate, from Gr. stereos, solid, and basis, a

base.] In arch- the lower part or basement

of a building; a kind of continuous pedestal

under a plain wall: distinguished from a

stylobate, under a series of columns or

pilasters.

Stereochrome (ster'e-6-krom), n. A stereo-

chromic picture. See Stereochroxy.

Stereochromic (ster'e-d-krom"ik), a. Of or

pertnining to stereochromy ; produced by

stereochromy.

Stereochromy (ster-e-ok'ro-mi), n. [Gr.

stereos, solid, hard, and chroma, colour] A

method of wall-painting invented by Pro

fessor von Fuchs of Munich, by which the

colours are covered with a varnish of water-

glass.

Stereo-electric (ster'e o-e-lek"trik\ a. A

term sometimes applied to the electric

current which ensues when two solids,

especially two metals, as bismuth and anti

mony, are brought together at different

temperatures. The stereo-electric current

is thus distinguished from voltaic or hydro

electric, for which the presence of fluids is

necessary.

StereOgnathUB (ster-eog'na-thns), n. [Gr.

stereos, solid, nnd gnathos, a jaw.] Same as

Microlcste* (which see).

Stereogram, Stereograph (stereogram,

ster'e-o-graf), n. [Gr. stereos, solid, and

grapho, to write.] A diagram or picture

which represents objects in such a way as

to give the impression of relief or solidity;

specifically, a double photographic picture

or pair of pictures on a slide for the stereo

scope.

Stereographic, Stereographies! (ster'e-o-

graf'ik, ster'e-6-graf "ik-al), a. [From

stereography.) Made or done according to

the rules of Btereography; delineated on a

plane; as, a stereographic chart of the earth.

—Stereograph t'c projection, that projection

of the sphere which is represented upon

the plane of one of its great circles, the eye

being situated at the pole of that great circle.

See under Projection.

Stereographically (ster/e-6-graf"ik-*l-li),

adv. In a stereographic manner; by de

lineation on a plane.

Stereography (ster-e-og'ra-fl), n. [Or.

stereos, firm, and grapho, to write.] The

art of delineating the formsof solid bodies on

a plane; a branch of solid geometry which

demonstrates the properties and shows the

construction of all solids which are regularly

defined.

Stereometer (ster-e-om'et-er), n. [Gr.

stereos, solid, and metron, a measure. ]

1. An instrument for measuring the solid

or liquid contents or the capacity of a

vessel—2. An instrument for determining

the specific gravity of liquids, porous bodies,

and powders, Ac.

Stereometric, Stereometrical (ster'e-6-

mef'rik, ster/e-6-met"rik-nl), a. Pertaining

to or performed by stereometry.

Stereometry (ster-e-oni'et-ri), n. [Gr.

stereos, firm, fixed, and metron, a mea

sure.] 1. The art of measuring solid bodies

and finding their solid contents.—2. The art

or process of determining the specific gra

vity of liquids, porous bodies, &c.

Stereomonoscope (ster'e-o-mou"o-sk6p), ».

[Gr. stereos, solid, mows, alone, single, and

skopeo, to see. ] An instrument with two

lenses for exhibiting on a screen of gronnd

glass a single picture so as to give it all the

effect of solidity.

Stereopticon ( ster - e - op ' ti - kon ), n. [ Gr.

stereos, solid, and optikon, relating to sight.]

An instrument, consisting of a sort of double

magic lantern, for exhibiting photographic

pictures greatly magnified upon a wall or

screen with stereoscopic effect.

Stereoscope (ster'e-6-sk6p), n. [Or. stereos,

solid, and skopeo, to view. ] An optical instru

ment to illustrate the phenomena of binocu

lar viBion. An object viewed by both eyes does

not appear to each under the Bame angle;

hence whateverwe look upon is apprehended

by the sense of vision through the medium of

two distinct images which unite in the sen-

sorium of the brain and give us the idea of

substance and solidity. The stereoscope is

an optical apparatus which enables us to look

upon two pictures taken underaBmall differ

ence of angular view, each eye looking upon

one picture only; and thus, as in ordinary

vision, two images are conveyed to the brain

which unite into one, exhibiting the objects

represented under a high degree of relief.

A reflecting form of stereoscope wasinvented

Stereoscope.

by Sir C. Wheatstone in 1S38 It is so con

structed that the two pictures are reflected

to the eyes from two small plane mirrors

placed at right angles the faces being towards

the observer. Subsequently Sir D. Brewster

invented the lenticular or refracting stereo

scope, based on the refractive properties of

semi-double convex lenses. This hs the one

now in general use. There are many forms

of it, one of which is shown in the figure.

a a are tubes containing the two halves of a

lens; b b is a glass slide on which the two views

are depicted by the photographic process; eis

a flap, covered with s light-coloured paper to

receive the light and reflect it upon the slide,

the lid on the top admitting light when the

pictures are opaque. When the tubes a a are

adj usted to su it the eye the observer takes the

one picture into the right eye and the other

into the left eye, but the perceptive faculty

apprehends only one image, and that in bold

substantial relief and intensity.

Stereoscopic, Stereoscopical (Bter'e-6-

skop"ik, ster/S-6-skop'ik-al), a. Pertaining

to the stereoscope; adapted to the stereo

scope; produced by the stereoscope; as,

stereoscopic pictures: stereoscottic views.

Stereoscopically (ster'e-o- skop"ik-al-10.

adv. In a stereoscopic manner; by means of

the stereoscope.

Stereoscopi8t (ster-e-osTco-pist), n. One

versed in the use or manufacture of stereo

scopes.

Stereoscopy ( ater-e-osTio-pi ). n. The art

of using or manufacturing stereoscopes or

stereoscopic pictures.

Stereotomic, Stereotomical (ster'e-o-

toui"ik, stere-6-tom"ik-alX a- Pertaining

to or performed by stereotomy.

Stereotomy (ster-e-ot'o-mi). n. JGr.

stereos, fixed, and tome, a cutting, from

temno, to cut] The science or art of cut

ting solids into certain figures or sections.

Stereotrope (ster'e-o-trop), n. [Gr. stereos,

solid, and tropf, a turning, from trepd, to

turn.] An instrument by which an object

is perceived as if in motion and with an ap

pearance of solidity or relief as in nature,

ltconsistsof a series of stereoscopic pictures,

generally eight, of an object in the successive

positions it assumes in completing any mo

tion, affixed to an octagonal drum revolving

underan ordinary lenticularstereoscope, and

viewed through a solid cylinder pierced in its

entire length by two apertures, which makes

four revolutions for one of the picture-drum.

The observer thus sees the object constantly

in one place, but its parts apparently in mo

tion and in solid and natural relief.

Stereotype (ster'e-S-tip). n. [Gr. stereos,

fixed, and typos, type, form.] 1. Lit. fixed

metal type; hence, a plate cast from a stucco

or papier-mache mould, on which is a fac

simile of the superficies of arranged types,

which plate being fitted to a block may be

used under the press exactly as movable

types are used, and being retained may serve

at any time to throw off an additional im

pression. The plates are composed of an

alloy similar to ordinary type-metal. The

original process, invented by Mr. William

Ged, a goldsmith of Edinburgh, consisted in

taking a stucco cast of a form of type, which,

after being subjected to a gradual baking,

was used as a mould to obtain the fae-simile

of the form of type. This process has been

greatly supplanted by what is known as the

papier-mache' process. This generally con

sists in covering the form, the fnce of which

is oiled, with a soft, moist matrix of several

Bheets of tissue, blotting, and brown paper,

stuck together by a mixture of glue, paste,

and powdered French chalk, the tissue paper

being next the type. A wet linen cloth is laid

over the paper, and the matrix is dabbed by

& beating-brush so as to drive the soft paper

into all the interstices between the letters

of the form. The hollows which now ap

pear in the back are filled up by a smooth

coat of stucco; and the matrix, after being

backed up by a sheet of strong paper, is

next subjected to a heavy pressure over a

steam-chest and thoroughly dried while still

connected with the type. It is then removed

and placed in a casting-box, into which

molten metal is poured, bo as to produce

from the matrix a plate with the type in

relief. When the metal is set the mould is

opened, the matrix removed, and the plate

trimmed and prepared for use. For rotary

printing-machines both matrix and plate

form the segment of a circle to enable the

plate to fit on to the impression cylinder.

For printing the finer class of illustrated

books. Ac, plates are produced by the pro

cess of electrotyping. See Electrotype.—

Stereotype block, a block of wood on which a

stereotype is mounted to make it type high.

2. The art of making plates of fixed metallic

types ; the process of producing printed

work in such a manner.
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S^reotype (ster*e-6-tipX a. 1. Relating to

lit? art of stereotyping ; pertaining to fixed

metallic types. — 2. Done by fixed metallic

types or plates of fixed types; as, stereotype

work: stereotype printing; a stereotype copy

of the Bible.

Stereotype (Bter'e-d-tlp), it pret A pp.

stereotyped; ppr. stereotyping. 1. To cast.

as a stereotype plate. —2. To prepare for

printing by means of stereotype plates; as.

to stereotype the New Testament; certain

societies have stereotyped the Bible.—S. To

fix or establish firmly or unchangeably.

He throws the whole of his heart into eloquent

description! of places that have stereteype/t tltem-

sdves id his memory in their most minute details.

FdiH. Rev.

Stereotyped (ster'6-d-tipt), p. and a.

1 Made or printed from stereotype-plates.

2. Formed in a fixed unchangeable manner ;

as, stereotyped opinions.

Froa 1797 to the present hour, the amount of the

Uad-taa remains stereotyped. Eclec. Xev.

Stereotype-plate (ster/e~d-tip-platx n. A

sheet of metal taking the place of type or

woodcuts fur printing, usually mounted on

blocks of wood to the height of type. Sim -

PWTkf*.

Stereotyper (ster*e*6 tip-er), n. One who

stereotypes or who makes stereotype.

Stereotypery (ster'e-o-tip"6r-i), n, 1. The

art or work of making stereotype-plates.—

2 The place where stereotype - plates arc

made; a stereotype foundry.

Stereotypic (ster'e-d-tip"ik), a. Of or re

lating to stereotype or stereotype-plates.

Stereotypic (ster'eo-tip-ist), n. One who

makes stereotype-plates; a stereotyper.

Stereotypographer (ster'e-d-tl-pog*'ra-fer),

ik. A stereotype printer.

Stereotypography (ster^ d-ti-pog"ra-fl), n.

The art or practice of printing from stereo

type.

Stereotypy ( ster'e-d-tip-i ). n. The art or

business of making stereotype-plates.

Sterll-coal (ster/il-k61), n. In mining, black

clay or shale at the head of a coal-seam.

Sterile (sterllX * {Ft. sterile, from L.

sterilis, barren, unfruitful, unproductive;

cog. Gr. steiros, barren, stereos, stiff, bard ;

Skr. ttari,* barren cow; G. start, stiff, rigid;

K to stare.) 1. Barren; unfruitful; not fer

tile; producing little or no crop; as, sterile

land; a sterile desert; a sterile year.

This goodly fnunt. the earth, seems to me a sterile

promontory. Sha*.

x Barren; producing no young; or, of seeds

or plants, not germinating; not producing

other plants.

Sw is prcm rtrr&e and barren, and her births of

animate arc now very inconsiderable. Dr. H. Mart.

3 Barren of ideas ; destitute of sentiment ;

u, MtterUe production or author.—4. In Dot.

hearing only stamens; staminate; as, & sterile

flower or plant.

Sterility (ste-riH-tl), n. [L. sterilitas; Fr.

sterUite. See STERILE] The state of being

sterile: (a) barrenness; unproductiveness;

unfruitfulness ; the quality or state of pro-

daring little or nothing ; as, the sterility of

lsnd or soil (ft) Barrenness: unfruitfulness;

the Btate of not producing young, as of ani

mals (c) Want of the power of producing

anything; barrenness of ideas or sentiments;

want of fertility or the power of producing

sentiment ; as. the sterility of an author or

of his mind.

He had more frequent occasion for repetition than

arty tmet ; yat on* cannot ascribe this to any strriUty

of expression, hot to the genius of his times, which

dehgated in Ibcac reiterated verses. Pope.

Sterilize (ster'iMxX *•*■ pre! A pp. steril

ized; ppr sterUUistg. 1. To make sterile or

barren ; to impoverish, as land ; to exhaust

of -fertility ; as, to sterilize soil or land.

[Rare J — E. To deprive of fecundity, or the

power of producing young.

Sterlet (ster'let), n. [Ku*. sterliad] A

Sterlet \Anpenser rurhenus).

fuoid fish of the Caspian and of various

rivers in Russia, the Acipenser ruthenvs,

highly esteemed for its flavour, and from

whose roe is made the finest caviare. It is

a small species of sturgeon.

Sterling (sterling), a, [Said to l»e from the

Esterlings or Basterlings, the old popular

name in England of traders from the north

of Germany (east from England), whose

money was of peculiar purity, and who In

the reign of King John first stamped pure

coin in England. But this origin is doubt

ful. According to Wedgwood sterling was

originally the name of the English penny,

the standard coin in which it was stipulated

that payment should be made ; it was sub

sequently applied to the coinage of England

in general.] 1. An epithet by which English

money of account is distinguished, signify

ing that it is of the fixed or standard national

value; as, a pound sterling; a shilling ster

ling; a penny sterling, — 2. According to a

fixed standard ; having a fixed and perma

nent value. ' If my word be sterling yet

in England.' Shak —3 Genuine; pure; of

excellent quality; as, a work of sterling

merit; a man of sterling wit or sense.

Dn these foreign contemporaries of ours still exhi

bit, in their characters as men, something of that

sterling nobleness, that union of majesty with meek

ness, which we must ever venerate in those our spiri

tual fathers t Car/yte.

Sterling (sterling), n. l.t An old name In

England for a penny. — 2. English money.

'And Roman wealth in English sterling

view.' Arbuthnot [Rare. J—3. Standard;

rate. [Rare. ]

Sterling (sterling), n. A series of piles to

defend a pier, <fcc. See Starling.

Stern (stern), a. [A. Sax sterne, styrne,

stern, severe; same root as to stare'; Sw.

stirna, to look at with fixed eyes; G. starr,

stiff, rigid; O.H.G. storntn, to be stiff or

astonished ; also connected with E. stark. ]

1. Severe, as regards facial expression ; aus

tere ; gloomy ; rigid ; grim ; fixed with an

aspect of severity and authority; as, a stem

look; a stern countenance; a stern frown.

I would outstare the sternest eyes that look. Shak

2. Severe of manner; pitiless; unkind; rigid;

harsh: said of persons or things. ' Stem as

tutors, and as uncles hard' Ihyden,

When that the poor have cried C&sar h.ith went :

Ambition should be made of sterner stuff. Shak.

3. Fierce and rude; cruel; ferocious. 'The

stern tyrant war.* Shak.

How many lambs might the stern wolf betray.

If like a lamb he could his looks translate I Shak.

4. Rigidly steadfast; immovable; as, stern

virtue; *frmhonesty.—Syn. Severe, austere,

rigid, rigorous, harsh, cruel, unrelenting.

Stern ( stern X n. [O. E. steorne, either from

A. Sax. stedran, to steer, and ern, a place;

or from A. Sax. steam, a helm (also from

stedran).) 1. The hind part of a ship or

other vessel, or of a boat; the part opposite

to the stem or prow. —2. f The helm of a

vessel—3. t Post of management; direction.

'And sit at chlefest stern of public weal."

Shak. — It The tail of an animal. 'And

then his sides he swinges with his sterne.'

Chapman.—By the stern* a phrase which is

used of a ship when it is more deeply laden

abaft than forward.

Sterna (ster/na), n. The generic name of

the terns or sea-swallows. See Tern.

Sternage t (stern'ajX «. Steerage or stern.

Shak.

Sternal (stcfnal), a. 1. Pertaining to the

sternum or breast-bone. —2. On the same

side with the breast-bone; in front; anterior.

Huxley.

Sternalgia (ster-nal'ji-a), n. [Gr. sternon,

the breast-bone, and algos, pain.] 1. Pain

about the sternum or breast-l>one. — 2. A

name of the pectoral angina; angina pecto

ris. Dunglison.

Sternbergia (stera'ber-Ji-a), n. A fossil

plant, probably monocotyledonouB, allied

to the Pandanacea), occurring in the sand

stones of the coal-measures.

Sternbergite (stera'herg-it),n. [From Connt

Sternberg. J A foliated ore of silver, consist

ing of silver, iron, and sulphur.

Stern-board (stem'bord), n. Xatit. the

backward motion of a vessel ; hence, a loss

of way in making a tack —To make a stern-

board, to fall back from the point gained in

the last tack ; also, to set the sails so as the

vessel may be impelled stern foremost.

Stern -chase ( stern'chas ). n. A chase In

which two vessels sail on one and the same

course, one following in the wake of the

other; as, a stern-chase is a long chase.

Stern-chaser (stern 'chas-er), n. A cannon

placed in a ship's stern, pointing backward.

and intended to annoy a ship that is In pur

suit of her.

Sterned (sternd), a. Having n stern: used

In composition; as, square-sterned, pink-

sterned, Ac.

Sterner t (stern'er), n. A director. rRarc 1

Stern-fast (stem 'fast), n. A rope or chain

used to confine the stem of a ship or other

vessel to a wharf or quay.

Stern-frame (stern'fiamX n The several

pieces of timber which form the stern of a

ship—the stem-post, transoms, and fashion-

pieces.

Sternidffl (sttVni-de). n. rf A family of

web-footed long-winged birds, commonly

known as Sea-swallows and Tern*. See

TERN.

Stern-knee (stera'ne).n. The continuation

of a vessel's keelson, to which the stern-post

is secured by bolts. Called also Sternson

and Sternson-knee.

Day by day the vessel crew.

With timbers fashionccTstrong and true,

Sternson and keelson and sternsou-kn re.

Langfttlew.

Sternly (sternli), adv. In a stem manner;

with an austere or stern countenance; with

an air of authority.

Sternly he pronounced

The rigid interdiction. Miltrn.

Sternmost (stcrn'most), a. Farthest in Uie

rear; farthest astern; as, the sternmost ship

in a convoy.

Sternness (stera'nes), n. The state or

quality of being stern : (a) severity of look ;

a look of austerity, rigour, or severe author

ity. 'The sternness of his presence.' Shak.

(6) Severity or harshness of manner; rigour.

I hare sternness in my soul enough

To hear of soldiers ' work. Dryden.

Sterno- (ster'na). A frequent element in

anatomical terms, denoting some relation to

the sternum or breast-bone ; as, sterno-ela-

vieular articulation, ligaments extending

from the sternum to the clavicle; sterno

costal, relating to the ribs and breast-bone;

sterno-hyoideiis, a muscle arising from the

sternum and inserted into the os hyoideus :

it depresses the larynx; sterno-thyroideus,

a muscle arising from the sternum and in

serted into the thyroid cartilage : it draws

the larynx downwards.

Sternon (Bter'non), n, [Or.] The breast

bone; the sternum.

Stern-port (stern'pGrt), n. A port or open

ing in the stem of a ship.

Stern-post (stern'pdst), n. The principal

fiece of timber in a vessel's Btern-frame

ts lower end is tenoned into the keel, and

to it the rudder is hung and the transoms

are bolted.

Stern-sheets (stern'shots), n. That part of

a boat which is between the stern and the

aftmost seat of the rowers, usually furnished

with seats for passengers.

He has no objection to boat-service, as he sits,

clown always in the stern-sheets, which is net fatipu-

injj. Marryatt.

Sternsman t (steraz'man), n. A steersman;

a pilot.

Sternson (stern'son), n. See Stern-kihee

Sternum (ster'num), tl fL., Gr. sternon, the

breast-bone.] The breast-bone; the bone

which forms the front of the human client

from the neck to the stomach.

Sternutation (ster-nu-ta'shon), n. [L. tter-

nutatio, sternutationis, from sternuto, to

sneeze, freq. of stentuo, to sneeze.] The act

of sneezing-

Sternutative (ster-nu'ta-tlvX a. [L. ster-

nuo, to sneeze.] Having the quality of pro

voking to sneeze.

Sternutatory (ster-nfl'ta-to-ri), a. [Fr. ster

nutatoire, fromL. afernuo, to sneeze.] Hav

ing the quality of exciting to sneeze.

Sternutatory (ster-nu'ta-to-ri), n. A sub

stance that provokes sneezing. The most

familiar sternutatories are snuffs of differen t

kinds. They are chiefly employed to occa

sion a violent succussion of the frame, either

to restore suspended respiration, as in sonic-

cases of fainting, or to dislodge some foreign

body from the nasal passages or windpipe.

Stern-way ($tern'wa), n. The movement of

a ship backward, or with her stern fore

most— To /etch stern-way, to acquire mo

tion astern.

Sterquilinous (ster-kwirin-us), a. [L.

sterqttilinium, a dunghill, from stercv*.

dung.] Pertaining to a dunghill; mean;

dirty; paltry.

Any sterqutltncus rascal is licenced to throw dirt in

the faces of sovereign princes in open printed lan

guage. Hjwett.

to. enain; ch, 3c. locA; g, go; J.^ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng. sirkT; *h, then: th. £Ain; w, wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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Sterre.t n. A star. Chaucer.

Stertt, n. A start; a leap. —At a stert, im

mediately Chaucer.

Sterte.t v.i. To start; to pass away; to rise

quickly. Chaucer.

Stertorloust (ster-to'ri-us), a. Same as

Stertorous.

Stertorous (ster'tor-us), a. [L. sterto, to

snore] Characterized by a deep snoring,

such as frequently accompanies certain

diseases, as apoplexy; hoarsely breathing;

snoring accompanied by a loud and labori

ous breathing. ' That stertorous last fever-

sleep.' Carlyle.

The day has ebbed away, and it is night in his

room, before the stertorous breathing lulls.

Dickens.

Sterve.t Sterven,' v.i. To starve; to die;

to perish. Chaucer.

Sterve.t v.t. To cause to perish; to starve.

Spenser.

Stet (siii). [L, let it stand] In printing,

a word written upon proofs to signify that

something which has been deleted is after

all to remain. It is often used as a verb;

as, the passage was stetted.

Stethometer (ste-thom'et-er), n. [Or. sti-

thou, the breast, and tnetron, a measure. ] An

instrument for measuring the external

movement in the walls of the chest during

ordinary or tidal respiration. In one form

a cord or band is extended round the chest,

and its extension as the thorax is expanded

works an index figure on a dial-plate.

Stethoscope (steth'6-skdp), n. [Or. stithos,

the breast, and skoped, to examine.] An in

strument used by medical men for distin

guishing sounds within the thorax and other

cavities of the body. In its simplest and

most common form it consists of a simple

hollow cylinder of some fine-grained light

wood, as cedar or maple, with one extremity

¥
Stethoscope.

funnel-shaped and furnished with a conical

plug; the other with a comparatively large

orbicular ivory plate, fastened by a screw.

In using it the fuunel-shaped extremity,

either with or without the plug, is placed

upon the body, and the ivory plate to the

ear of the listener. Flexible instruments

of rubber are also used, and are provided

with one or two ear-tubes, in the latter case

the sounds being appreciable by both ears.

See AUSCULTATION.

Stethoscoplc, Stethoscoplcal (steth-6-

skop'ik, steth-o-skop'ik-al), a. Of or per

taining to a stethoscope; obtained or made

by means of a stethoscope ; as, a stethosco-

pic examination.

Stethoscoplcally(steth-5-8kop'ik-a1-li),affp.

In a stethoacopic manner; by means of a

stethoscope.

StethOBcopist (steth'd-skop-ist). n. One

versed in the use of the stethoscope.

Stethoscopy (ste-thos'ko-pi), n. The art of

stethoacopic examination.

Steve (stev), v. t. [ From stevedore ] To stow,

as cotton or wool in a ship's hold. [Local.]

Stevedore (ste've-ddr), n, [Sp. estieador, a

packer of wool, etc., from estivar, to stow,

to ram tight, L. stipo. stipare, to cram, to

stuff] One whose occupation is to stow

goods, packages, »tc . in a ship's hold; one

who loads or unloads vessels.

Stevent (stev'en).n. [ A. Sax «^/u,Icel.*fe/n«,

the voice, a cry.] An outcry; a loud call; a

clamour; voice; sound; noise; instituted,

announced, or appointed time; hence, ap

pointment. Chaucer.

Stew(stu), v.t [O.E. stue, ttuwe, from O Fr.

estuver (Mod. Fr. Hucer\ to stew, to bath<>,

from estuve, a stove, a hot room, from L.L.

ntuba, from O. H.G. stupa, a stove. See

Stove] To boil slowly in a moderate man

ner or with a simmering heat; to cook or

prepare, as meat or fruit, by putting It into

cold water, and bringing it very gradually

to a low boiling-point; as. to stew meat; to

stew apples; to stew prunes.

Stew (stu), v.i. To be boiled In a slow gen

tle maimer, or in heat and moisture.

Stew (stu), n. [O Kr estuve, a stove, a sweat

ing-house. In last three meanings from

stew, v.t See above] l.t A hot or heated

place; a house or place furnished with warm

water or vapour baths; a bagnio.

The Lydians were inhibited by Cyrus to use any

armour, and give themselves to baths and stews.

Abbot.

2 A house of prostitution; a brothel: gene

rally In the plural form, though with a sin

gular meaning. 'Making his own house a

stetces, a bordel, and a school of lewdness.'

South. * In a tavern or a stewes he and his

wild associates spend their hours.' B. Jon-

son.

There be that hate harlots and were never at the

strws. Ascham.

3. t A prostitute. In this sense also the plural

form has been used in the singular sense.

And shall Cassandra now be turned, in common

speeche, a staves t Whetstone (quoted by Nares).

4. A dish that has been cooked by stewing;

meat stewed; as, a stew of pigeons.— 6. A

stew-pan.— 6. A state of agitation, confu

sion, or excitement [Colloq.]

He, though naturally bold and stout,

* In short was iu a most tremendous stew.

H. //. fiarham.

Stew (stu), n. [Perhaps connected with

state.] A small pond where fish are kept

for table; a store pond.

I made a triangular pond or little stew with an ar

tificial rock. Evelyn.

Steward (stii'erd), n. [O.E. styward, A. Sax.

stiweard, stigeweard, a steward, lit. a sty-

ward, from stige, a sty, a pen for cattle, and

weard, ward, a keeper. The original sense

is one who took charge of the cattle, which

constituted the chief wealth of a household. ]

1. A man employed on a large estate or estab

lishment, or in a family of consequence or

wealth to manage the domestic concerns,

superintend the other servants, collect the

rents or income, keep the accounts, Ac,

2. An officer of state; as, lord high steward;

ftcxeard of the household, 4c. The lord

high steward of England was one of the an

cient great officers of state, the greatest

under the crown. This office was anciently

the inheritance of the Earls of Leicester,

till forfeited by Simon de Montfort, to

Henry III., at the close of whose reign it

was abolished as a permanent dignity. A

lord high steward is now made only for par

ticular occasions, namely, a coronation or

the trial of a peer, the office to cease when

the business requiring it is ended. In the

former case the lord nigh steward is com

missioned to settle matters of precedence,

etc. ; in the latter, to preside in the House

of Lords. The lord steward of the household

is an officer of the royal household, who is

head of the court called the Board of Green

Cloth, which has the supervision of the

household expenses and accounts, the pur

veyance of the provisions, and their payment,

4c. He selects and has authority over the

officers and servants of the household, ex

cept those of the chamber, chapel, and

stables, and he appoints the royal trades

men. —3. In Scotland, an officer appointed

by the king over special lands belonging to

himself, having the same proper jurisdiction

as that of a regality; also, the deputy of a

lord of regality.—Steward, or high steward

of Scotland, an ancient chief officer of the

crown of the highest dignity nnd trust He

had not only the administration of the crown

revenues, but the chief oversight of all the

affairs of the household, and the privilege

of the first place in the army, next to the

king, in the day of battle.—*. An officer in a

college who provides food for the students

and superintends the concerns of the kit

chen —5. An officer on a vessel whose duty

is to distribute provisions to the officers and

crew. In passenger ships, a man who su

perintends the provisions and liquors, waits

at table, Ac —6. A fiscal agent of certain

bodies; as, the steward of a congregation of

Methodists, etc.

Steward (stu'erd), v.t To manage as a

steward.

Did he thus requite his mother's care in steward'

iug the estate? Fuller.

Stewardess (stft'erd-es), n. A female stew

ard ; specifically, a female who waits upon

ladies in passenger vessels, etc.

Stewardly (stu'erd-li), adv. With the care

of a Bteward. [Rare.]

It is with a provident deliberation, not a rash and

prodigal hand, to be dealt ; and to be stewardty dis

pensed, not wastefully spent. Canon Tooker.

Stewardry (stfi'erd-ri), n. Office of stew

ard; superintendence.

Stewardship (stu'erd-ship), n. The office or

functions of a steward.

Give an account of thy stewardship, for thou

mayest no longer be steward. L.uke xvi. 2.

Stewartry (stu'ert-ri), n. l.t Stewardship;

superintendence. Byrom.—2. In Scotland, a

jurisdiction over a certain extent of terri

tory, nearly the same with that of a regality;

also, the territory over which this jurisdic

tion extends. Most stewartries consisted of

small parcels of land which were only parts

of a county; but the stewartry of Kirkcud

bright, and that of Orkney and Zetland,

make counties by themselves.

Stewishl (stii'ish), a. Suiting a brothel.

' Stewish ribaldry. ' Bp. Hall.

Stew-pan (stu'pan), n, A pan In which

meat and vegetables are stewed.

Stew-pot (stu 'pot), n. A pot used for

stewing.

Steye.t Styet (stl), v.t. [A. Sax. sttgan, to

ascend, to mount up, a word which appears

also in stair, stirrup, stile.] To ascend; to

soar. Chaucer.

Steyere,t n. A stair. Chaucer.

Sthenic (sthen'ik), a. [Or. tthenos, strength.]

In med. attended with an unnatural and

morbid increase of vital energy and strength

of action in the heart and arteries; phlogistic.

Sthenic diseases are opposed to diseases of

debility or asthenic diseases.

Stiacciato (ste-at-eha'to), n. [It, crushed,

flat from stiaceiare, to crush, stiacciata, a

cake] In the fine arts, a style of sculpture

in very low relief, adopted for works which

can be allowed little projection from the sur

face or base-line chosen.

Stian, Styan (sti'an), n A humour in the

eyelid; a sty (which see).

Stibble (stibl), n. Stubble. [Scotch]

Stibbler (stibler), n. A ludicrous designa

tion for a clerical probationer. [Scotch.]

Stibbornet(8tib'born),a. Stubborn. Chaucer.

Stibial (stib'i-al), a. [L. stibium, antimony. ]

Like or having the qualities of antimony;

antimonial.

St-ibialism (stib'I-al-izm), n. Antimonial

intoxication or poisoning. Dunglison.

8tiblated(stib'i-at-ed), a. Impregnated with

antimony.

Stibic (stib'ik), a. Same as Antimonic.

Stiblous (stib'i-us), a. Same as Antimoni-

ovs.

Stibium (stib'i-um), n. [L.] Antimony.

Stlbnite (stib'nit), n. [li stibium, anti

mony.] Trisulphideof antimony, consisting

of 72-88 antimony and 27 12 sulphur. I his

ore usually occurs crystallized in variously

modified and terminated rhombic prisms.

The colour is lead-gray; it is sometimes

blackish and dull externally, and with an

iridescent tarnish. Stibnite is very brittle,

yielding to the pressure of the nail. This

ore is the source of most of the antimony of

commerce. Called also Antimony-glance.

Stlccado (stik-ka'dd), n. [It] A musical

instrument, the sounds of which are pro

duced by striking on little bars of wood,

which are tuned to the notes of the diatonic

scale, and struck with a little ball at the

end of a stick.

Stlch (stik), n, [Or. stichos, a line, a verse.]

1. A verse, of whatever measure or number

of feet—2. A line in the Scriptures.— 3. A

row or rank of trees.

Stichic(stik'ik),a. Relating to or consisting

of lines or verses.

Stichidium (sti-kld'f-um), n. [Or. stichos, a

rank, a line, and eidos. appearance, resem

blance.] A peculiar kind of lauce-shaped,

pod-like receptacle in the alga), containing

tetraspores.

Stichomancy(stik'd-man-Pl), n, [Gr. stichos.

a line or verse, and manteia, divination]

Divination by lines or passages in books

taken at hazard; bibliomancy.

Stichometrical (stik-6-met'rik-alX a. Of

or pertaining to stichometry; characterized

by stichs or lines.

Stichometry (sti-kom'et-ri). n. [Or. stichos,

a verse, and tnetron, measure.] 1. Measure

ment or length of books as ascertained by

the number of verses which each book con

tains—2. A division of the text of books into

lines accommodated to the sense: a practice

followed before puuetuation was adopted.

Prof. W. H. Smith.

Stick (stik). n. [A. Sax. stieca, a stick, a staff,

astake.aspike; Icel. «ftA-a,astick, asforfuel,

a yard measure: from the root seen in verb to

stick (which see), and akin to stake, stock. In

meaning 6 from the verb to stick. ] 1 A piece

of wood of indefinite size and shape, gener

ally long and rather slender; a branch of a

tree or shrub cut or broken off; a piece of

wood chopped for burning or cut for any

purpose; as, to gather sticks In a wood. 'He

that breaks a «ticAr of Gloster's grove.' Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fnll; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mtive; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc, fey.



STICK

And while the children of Israel were in the wilder

ness they found a man that gathered sticks upon the

Sabbath day. Num. xv. 33.

2. A rod or wand; a staff; a walking-stick;

as, he never goes out without his stick.—

3 Anything shaped like a slick; as, a stick

of sealing-wax. —4. A contemptuous term ap

plied to an awkward or incompetent person.

' He is a stick at letters.' Cornhill Mag —

b. In printing, an instrument in which

types are composed in words, and the words

arranged to the required length of the lines.

Called also Composing-Mick (which see).—

6*. A thrust with a pointed instrument that

penetrates a body; a stab.—Gold-stick, Sil

ver-stick. See under those head intra. —7. The

number of twenty-fire eels. Called also a

Strike. A bind contains ten sticks.

Stick (stik), o.t. pret & pp. stuck; ppr.

sticking. [A. Sax stician, to stab, to pierce,

to adhere, to cleave to; Dan. stikke, D. sicken,

to thrust, to pierce, to stick; G. stecken, to

stick or be stuck, to thrust, to stand fast;

also stechen, to puncture, to sting ; from a

root stig, seen also in L. stinguo, to quench,

stimulus (for stigmuius). Or. Btizd, to prick,

and in £. sting. Stitch (Sc. stock) is a soft

ened form from this.] 1. To pierce with a

.sharp instrument; to stab with a weapon.

'To stick the heart of falsehood.' Shak.

[ Xot used in this sense now except in the

Scotch and other dialects, in which to stick

a beast is to slaughter it with the knife; so

to stick a man, to kill him with a knife or

sword.] — 2. To thrust so as to wound; to

cause to peuetrate.

Thou slickest a dagger in me. Shak.

3. To fasten or cause to remain by piercing;

to thrust in; as, to stick a pin on the sleeve.

4. To fasten or attach by causing to adhere

to the surface; as, to stick on a patch or

plaster; to stick on a thing with paste or

Blue. —5. To attach or fasten in any manner;

to place in a firm position; to fix; to settle.

* With two pitch-balls stuck in her face for

eyes.' Shak. ' I stuck my choice upon her.'

Shak.—6. To set; to fix in; as. to stick card

teeth; hence, to set with something pointed

or with what is stuck in ; to furnish by in

serting in the surface; as, to stick a cushion

full of pins. 'A lemon stuck with cloves.'

Shak. ' My shroud of white stuck all with

yew.' Shak.—7. To fix on a pointed instru

ment; as, to stick an apple on a fork. —8. In

printing, to compose or arrange in a com

posing-stick; as, to*t*c* type.—To stick out,

to project; to cause to be prominent—To

stick one's set/ up, to put on grand airs; to

conduct one's self proudly or haughtily; to

ape the grandee.

Stick (stik). v.i. 1. To cleave to the surface,

as by tenacity or attraction ; to adhere ; as,

glue stick* to the fingers; paste sticks to the

wall, and causes paper to stick.

I will cause the fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy

scales. Ezek. xxix 4.

1 To be fastened or fixed by insertion or by

piercing or being thrust in; as, the dogger

sticks in the wound. 'Lucretia's glove,

wherein her needle sticks.' Shak—3. To

remain where placed ; to become attached ;

to hold fast to any position ; to adhere ; to

cling; to abide; to unite closely. 'A born

devil, on whose nature nurture can never

stick.4 Shak.

If on your fame our sex a blot has thrown,

Twill ever stick, through malice of your own. Young.

4 To be hindered from proceeding or mak

ing progress; to be restrained from moving

onward or from action of any kind; to be

arrested in a course, career, or the like ; to

stop; as, the carriage sticks in the mire.

I had most need of blessing, and ' amen '

Stuck in my throat. Shak.

They never doubted the Commons; but heard all

stuck in the Lords' house. Clarendon.

b. To be brought to a standstill; to be em

barrassed or puzzled.

They will stick long at part of a demonstration for

want of perceiving the connection between two ideas.

Locke.

6 To scruple ; to hesitate : often with at.

' To stick at nothing for the public interest '

Addison.

Rather than impute our miscarriages to our own

corruption, we do not stick to arraign providence

itself. Sir R. L'Estrange.

7. To adhere closely in friendship and affec

tion.

There is a friend that sticketk closer than a brother

Prov. xviii. 24.

—To stick by, (a, to adhere closely to; to be

constant to; to be firm in supporting.

We are your only friends; stick by us and we will

stick by you. Davenant.
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(6) To be troublesome by adhering.

I am satisfied to trifle away my time rather than let

it stick by me. Pope.

—To stick out, (a) to project; to be pro

minent.

His bones that were not seen, stick out. JobxxxiiL at.

(6) To refuse to treat, to surrender, or to

comply; to hold out; as, to slick out for

more favourable terms.—To stick to, to be

persevering in holding to; to abide firmly

and faithfully by ; as, if you have given a

promise, stick to it ' Being so convinced,

pursue it and stick to it' Tillotson, — To

stick up (up being the adverb), to assume a

stiff, upright position; to stand on end; as,

his hair sticks up; the collar is sticking up.

—To stick up {up being the preposition), to

put a stop to ; to cause to fail ; as, to stick

up a game; the concern was stuck up.

I Colloq. ] — To stick up for, to espouse or

maintain the cause of; to fight or act in de

fence of; to defend; as, to stick up for an

absent and slandered friend; to stick up for

the truth or one's rights.—To stick upon, to

dwell upon; not to give up.

If the matter be knotty the mind must stop and

buckle to it, and stick upon it with labour and

thought. Locke.

Stick-Chimney(stik'chirn-ni),n. A chimney

made with sticks laid crosswise and plas

tered with clay inside and out They are

common in the log-cabins of the western

United States.

Sticker (stik'er), n. 1. One who or that which

sticks or causes to adhere; as, a bill-sticker.

2. One who or that which sticks or stabs; as,

a pig-«rie*-*r. —3. An article of merchandise

which sticks by the dealer and does not

meet with a ready sale. [United States.]—

4. A rod connecting the far end of the key

of an organ-manual with the lever by which

the valve is opened to allow the wind to pass

from the chest to the appropriate reed or

pipe of the organ. —5. pL The arms of a crank-

axis employed to change the plane and direc

tion of a reciprocating motion. For distinc-

tinn the arms are thus named when they act

by compression and trackers when they act

by tension. The axis is termed a roller.—-Q. A

sharp remark, very pointedly made, and cal

culated to silence a person or put him com

pletely down. Thackeray. [Colloq.]

Stickful (stik'ful), ». In printing, as mnch

arranged type as can be contained in a com

posing-stick.

Stickiness (stik'i-nes), n. The quality of

being sticky ; adhesiveness ; viscousness ;

glutinousness; tenacity; as, the stickiness of

glue or paste.

Sticking-piece (stik'ing-pes), n. A joint of

beef cut from the neck of the ox; ft is con

sidered coarse meat, only fit for gravy beef

or family pies.

Sticking-place (stlk'ing-plas), n. Point of

determination.

But screw your courage to the sticking-plaee

And we*ll not faiL Shak

Sticking-plaster (stik'ing-plas-ter),n. An

adhesive plaster for closing wounds; court-

plaster.

Stick-insect (sthYin-sekt), n. A popular

name given to certain insects of the family

Fhasmidffi. Called also Walking-stick. See

PHASMIDA

Stick-lac (stik'litk). See Lac.

Stickle (stik'lX v.i. pret. & pp. stickled; ppr.

stickling. [ Modified by influence of stick

from O.K. stihtle, stightle, stitle, to rule, di

rect, hold sway or government, from A. Sax.

stihlan, to order, to dispose, to govern.]

It To interpose between combatants and

separate them; to arbitrate.

The same angel (In Tasso), when half of the Chris

tians are already killed, and all the rest are in a fair

way of being routed, stickles betwixt the remainders

of God's hosts and the race of fiends; pulls the devils

backwards by the tails, and drives them from their

quarry. Dryden

2. To take part with one side or other.

Fortune, as she wont, turn'd fickle,

And for the foe began to stickle. Hudibras

3. To contend, contest, or altercate in a

pertinaciousmanneron insufficient grounds;

to pertinaciously stick up for some trifle.

'The obstinacy with which he stickles for

the wrong.' Uazlitt.—A. To play fast and

loose; to pass from one side to the other;

to trim.

Sticklet (stik1),e.f. To intervene in; topart

the combatants in ; to arbitrate between or

in. Drayton.

They ran to him, and pulling him bark by force,

stickled that unnatural fray. Sir P. Sidney.

STIFF

Stickle (fitikl). n. A rapid shallow in a

stream. [Obsolete or provincial]

Patient anglers, standing all the day

Near to some shallow stickle, or deep bay.

U'. Browne.

Stickleback (stikl-bak), n. [O.E. stickle,

a prickle, a sting, a spine, and back; romp.

D. stekelvischje, G. stachelfiseh, that is,

stickle- or prickle-fish.] The popular name

for certain small teleostean fishes which

constitute the genus Gasterosteus. This

genus is arranged by Cuvier with the mail-

cheeked acanthopterygians, but by other

naturalists it is referred to a distinct family

Gasterosteidee. The species are found in

the ponds and streams of this country, as

well as in salt-water ; they are very active

and voracious, and live upon aquatic insects

and worms. The sticklebacks are among

the very few fishes which build nests for their

young, and they were the first fishes in

which this habit was observed. The most

common species is the three-spined stickle

back, banstickle, or tittlebat (O. aculeatus,

or trachurus), which is distinguished by the

body being protected at the sides with

shield-like plates, and by the possession of

three spines on the back. It is of an olive

colour above and silvery white beneath, and

varies from 2 to 3 inches in length.

Stlckle-bag (stikl-bag), n. Same as Stickle-

back. Jz. Walton.

Stickler (stik'ler), n. l.tA person who at

tended upon combatants in a trial of skill

to part them when they bad fought enough,

and to see fair play; a second to a duellist ;

one who stands to judge a combat; an arbi

trator or umpire, as of a duel. ' And stickler-

like the armies separates.' Shak.

Basatius the judge appointed sticklers and trumpets

whom the others should obey. Sir /'. Sidney.

2. An obstinate contender about anything,

often about a thing of little consequence;

as, a stickler for the church or for liberty.

The tory or high church clergy were the greatest

sticklers against the exorbitant proceedings of King

James. Swift.

Sticky ( stik'i), a. Having the quality of

adhering to a surface; inclining to stick;

adhesive; gluey; viscous; viscid; glutinous;

tenacious; as, gums and resins are sticky

substances. Bacon.

Stlctaistik'ta), n. [From Or. stiktos, dotted,

in allusion to the little pits on the under

surface of the fronds.] Lungwort, a genus

of lichens found growing upon trees. See

Lungwort, 2.

Stiddy (stid'i), n. [See Stithy.] An anvil;

a stithy.

Stlet (stl), v.i. [A. Sax. sttgan, to mount.

See STEYB.] To soar; to ascend.

From this lower track he dared to stie

Up to the clowdes Spenser.

Stleve (stev), a. Same as Steeve. [Scotch.]

Stievely (stev'li), adv. Same as Stccvetv.

Stiff (stif), a. [A. Sax. stif, but this form

seems to be extremely rare, the regular form

being stith, showing a similar interchange of

/and th as is shown by strife, A. Sax. strith;

warth, wharf, ariver bank. The word occurs

with/in some of the other Teutonic tongues:

O.Fns. stcf.D.stijf, L.G. stief.G. steif Root

in sta, Skr. sthti, to staud.] 1. Not easily

bent ; not flexible or pliant ; not flaccid :

rigid; as, stiff wood; stiff paper; cloth *tiff

with starch; a limb stiff with frost. 'Rising

on stiff pinions. ' Hilton, * Stood stiff as a

viper frozen.' Tennyson.—2. Not liquid or

fluid; thick and tenacious; inspissated; not

soft nor hard; as, stiff paste. ' I grow stiff

as cooling metals do.' Dryden.—3. Drawn

very tight; tense; as, the cord was quite *t iff.

4. Not easily moved; not to be moved with

out great friction or exertion ; not working

smoothly or easily. ' My joints are some

what stiff.' Tennyson.—b. Not natural and

easy ; not flowing or graceful ; not easy in

action or movement; cramped; constrained;

as, a stiff %ty\Q of writing or speaking.—fi Ri

gidly ceremonious; haughty and unbend

ing; formal in manner; constrained; af

fected; starched; as, stiff behaviour.

The French are open, familiar, and talkative : the

Italians stiff, ceremonious, and reserved. Addison.

7. Impetuous in motion; strong; violent: as,

a stiff breeze. ' A stiff gale. ' Sir J. Den-

ham.—8. Strong; as, a stiff tumbler of punch.

0. Not easily subdued; firm in resistance or

perseverance; obstinate; stubborn; pertina

cious.

It is a shame to stand stiffin a foolish argument.

The Cretans own their c

Stiffto defend their hospitable laws. Dryden.

Jer. Taylor.

\ their
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10. Harsh; grating;disagreeable;unpleasAnt;

unpalatable. 'This is stiff news.' Shak.—

11. S'aut. bearing a press of canvas without

careening much; as, a stiff vessel : opposed

to crank.— SYN. Rigid, inflexible, flrni, solid,

strong, stubborn, obstinate, pertinacious,

harsh, formal, constrained, cramped, af

fected, starched.

Stiff- bit (stifbit), n. A bit for a horse's

mouth, consisting of a stiff bar with rings

at ttie ends, and differing from the snaffle,

in which the bar is jointed, and from the

curb-bit, which has branches.

Stiff-borne (stifborn), a. Carried on with

unyielding constancy or perseverance.
• None of this . . . could restrain the stiff-

borne action.' Shak.

Stiffen (stifn),n.t [See the adjective.) 1. To

make stiff ; to make less pliant or flexible ;

as, to stiffen cloth with starch. ' Stiffen the

sinews, summon up the blood.' Shak.—

2. To make torpid. 'Stiffening grief.' Dry-

den.—§. To inspissate; to make more thick

or viscous; as, to stiffen paste.

Stiffen (stifn), v.i. 1. To become stiff; to

become more rigid or less flexible.

Like bristles rose my st(ff~ning hair. Dryden,

2. To become more thick or less soft; to be

inspissated; to approach to hardness; as,

melted substances stiffen as they cool * The

tender soil then stiff'ning by degrees.'

Dryden.—& To become violent, strong, or

impetuous; as, a stiffening breeze. —4. To

become leas susceptible of impression ; to

become less tender or yielding; to grow

more obstinate.

Some souls we see

Grow hard and stiffen with adversity. Dryden.

Stiffener (stifn-er), n. One who or that

which stiffens; specifically, a piece of stiff

material inside a neckcloth. ' Many other

anomalies now obsolete, besides short-

waisted coats and broad stiffeners.' George

Eliot.

Stiffening (stif/n-ing), n. 1. The act or pro

cess of making stiff.—2. Something that is

used to make a substance more stiff or less

sort.

Stiffening-order (stirn-ing-or-der), n. A

custom-house warrant by which ballast or

heavy goods may be taken on board before

the whole inward cargo is discharged, to pre

vent the vessel getting too light.

Stiff-hearted (stif'hart-ed), a. Obstinate;

stubborn; contumacious.

They are impudent children and stiff-hearted.

Ezek. li. 4.

Stiffiflh (stif'isli), a. Somewhat stiff; pretty

strong; as, a stijfixh glass of grog. [Colloq.]

Stiffly (stif'li ). ado. Iu a stiff manner; as,

(a) rigidly; unbendingly; strongly; firmly.

And you, my sinews, grow not instant old.

But bear tue stiffly up. Shak.

(b) Rigorously; obstinately; stubbornly; un

yieldingly. ' If any man shall say, swear,

and stiffly maintain.' Burton, (c) In a

cramped, constrained, or affected manner;

formally; as. to write stiffly.

Stiff-neck (stifnek), n. A condition of the

neck in which every movement of the head

causes extreme pain. It is due to rheumat

ism of the muscles lying on the side of the

neck. Usually only one side of the neck is

affected, the head being drawn more or less

obliquely towards that side, but occasion

ally both sides are attacked, in which case

the head is kept rigidly erect.

Stiff- necked (stif'nekt), a. Stubborn; in

flexibly obstinate; contumacious; as, a stiff-

necked people.

This stiff-necked pride nor art nor force can bend.

Sir y. Denkam,

Stiff -neckedness fBtif'nekt-ncs), n. The

quality of being stiff-necked; stubbornness.

Stiffness (stif'nes), n. The state or quality

of being stiff; as, (a) want of pliableness or

flexibility; the firm texture or state of a

substance which renders it difficult to bend

it; as, the stiffness of iron or wood; the stiff

ness of a frozen limb.

An icy stiffness

Benumbs my blood. Sir J. Deitham.

(b) A state between softness and hnrdness;

viscidness; spissitude; as, the stiffness of

syrup, paste, size, or starch, (c) The state

of being difficult to move, or of not moving

or working easily or smoothly, (rf) Tension;

as, the stiffness of a cord, (e) Obstinacy;

stubbornness; contumaciousness.

The vices of old age hare the stiffiiess of it too.

South.

Stiffness of mind is not from adherence to truth,

but submission to prejudice. LeeAt.

(/) Formality of manner; coastraint; affected

precision.

All this religion sat easily upon him, without stiff-

tiess and constraint. Atte>bury.

(g) Affected or constrained manner of ex

pression or writing; want of natural sim

plicity and ease; as, utiffness of style.

Stifle (sti'fl), v.t pret. & pp. stifled; ppr.

stifling. [From Prow E. stye, a suffocating

vapour, or from IceL stifla, to dam up, the

sense being influenced by stive, to stuff up

close.] 1. To kill by impeding respiration,

as by covering the mouth or nose, by in

troducing an irrespirtible substance into the

lungs, or by other means; to suffocate or

greatly oppress by foul air or otherwise; to

smother.

So he wrapped them and entangled them, keeping

down by force the feailier bed ana pillows unto their

mouths, that within a while smored and stifled, their

breath failing, they gave up to God their innocent

fcouls. Str T. A/ore.

Steed with kisses, a sweet death he dies. Dryden.

I took my leave, being half stated with the close

ness of the room. Swift.

2. To stop the passage of; to arrest the fpee

action of; to stop; to extinguish; to deaden;

to quench; as, to stifle the breath; to stifle

flame; to stifle souud.

But sighs were stifled in the cries of blood. Dryden.

They (coloured bodies) stop and sfite in themselves

the rays which they do not reflect or transmit.

Anutcm,

3. To suppress ; to keep from any active

manifestation; to keep from public notice;

to conceal ; to repress ; to destroy ; as, to

stifle inquiry; to stifle a report; to stifle

passion; to stifle convictions.

You excel in the art (A stifling and concealing your

resentment. sivift.

Every reasonable man will pay a tax with cheerful

ness for stijling a civil war in its birth. Addison.

Stifle (sti'fl). v.i. To suffocate; to perish by

suffocation or strangulation. Shak.

Stifle (sti'fl). n. [Perhaps from stiff.] l. The

joint of a horse next to the buttock, and

corresponding to the knee in man. Called

also the Stifle-joint — 2. A disease in the

knee-pan of a horse or other animal.

Stifle -bone (sti'fl-bdn), n. A bone in the

leg of a horse, corresponding to the knee-

pan in man.

Stifle-joint (sti'fl-joint), n. Same as Stifle, 1.

Stigma (stig'ma), n. E. pi. Stigmas (atig'-

maz). used chiefly in first three senses ; L.

pi Stigmata (stig'ma-ta), used in all the

senses, out chiefly in last three. |L.. from

Gr. stigma, literally a prick with a pointed

instrument, from stizO, to prick. See Sting.]

1. A mark made with a red-hot iron; a brand

impressed on slaves and others. —2. Any

mark of infamy, slur, or disgrace which at

taches to a person on account of evil con

duct.

Happy is it for him. that the blackest stigma that

can be fastened upon liim is that his robe* were

whiter than his brethren's. Bp. Hall.

3. In hot. the upper extremity of the style,

and the part which iu impregnation receives

the pollen. It is

composed of cell- «

ular tissue, and

has its surface

destitute of true

epidermis, and is

usually moist.

When the style

is wanting, the

stigma is said to

be sessile, as in

the poppy and

tulip. In many Section of Flower, j. Stigma.

plants there is

only one stigma, while in others there are

two, three, five, or many, the number of

stigmas being determined by that of the

styles. The stigma is generally terminal,

or placed at the end of the style; but

it is sometimes lateral, or occupying its

side, as in Ranunculus. — 4. One of the

apertures in the bodies of insects and ar-

achnida communicating with the trachea:

or air-vessels. —6. A small red speck on

the human skin, causing no elevation of

the cuticle ; a natural mark or spot on the

skin. —6 pi. In the R. Cath. Ch. marks

said to have been supernaturally impressed

upon the bodies of certain persons in imita

tion of the wounds on the crucified body of

Christ; as, the stigmata of St. Francis.

Stigmaria (stig.ma'ri-a), n. [From Gr. stig-

ma, a mark] A fossil of the cool forma

tion, now ascertained to be the root of the

Sigillaria (which see).

Stigmatlc (stig-mat'ik), a. 1. Marked with

a stigma.— 2. Having the character of a

stigma— 3. In but belonging or relating to

the stigma.

Stigmatlc (stig-mat'ik), n. 1. A notorious

profligate or criminal who has been branded;

one who bears about him the marks of in

famy or punishment. — 2. One on whom na

ture has set a mark of deformity.

But like a foul, misshapen stigtnatie,

Mark'd by the destinies to be avoided. Sha*.

Stigmatical (stig-iuat'ik-al), a. Same as

Stigmatic. 'That apish and stigmatical

friar.' Bp. Halt.

Stigmatically (stig-mat'ik-al-li), adv. With

a mark of infamy or deformity.

Stigmatlst (stig'nui-tist), n. One on whom

the marks of Christ's wounds, or stigmata,

are said to be supernaturally impressed.

Stigmatization, Stigmatisation (stig'ma-

tiz-a"shon), n. The name applied to the sup

posed miraculous impression on the bodies

of certain individuals oX themarks of Christ's

wounds.

Stigmatize (stig'mat-iz), v.t pret & pp.

stigmatized; ppr. stigmatizing. [Fr. stig

ma-titter; Gr. stigmatizo, to brand. .See

Stigma.] 1. To mark with a stigma or brand;

as, the ancients stigmatized their slaves and

soldiers.

That . . . bold ont both their ears with such de

light and ravishment, to be stigmatised and bored

through in witness of their own voluntary arid beloved

baseness. Milton.

2. To set a mark of disgrace on; to disgrace

with some mark or term of reproach or in

famy. 'The gentleman whom he stigmatizes

as a 'duffer." Cambridge Sketches.

Sour enthusiasts affect to stigmatise the finest and

most elegant authors, ancient and modern, as dan

gerous to religion. Addison.

Stlgmatized(stlg'mat-lzdXp.anda.l. Marked

with a stigma; branded with disgrace.—

2. Resembling stigmata; as, the stigmatized

dots on the skin in measles. See Stigma, 5.

Stigmatose (stig'ma-tos), a. In hot. of or

relating to the stigma; stigmatlc.

Stilar (stil'er), a. Pertaining to the stile of

a dial M"Xon.

Stllblte (stirbit), n, [Gr. stilM, to shine.]

A mineral of a shining pearly lustre, of a

white colour, or white shaded with gray,

yellow, or red. It has been associated with

zeolite, and called foliated zeolite and radi

ated zeolite. Werner and the French miner

alogists divide zeolite Into two kinds, meso-

type and stilbite; the latter is distinguished

by its lamellar structure.

Stile (stil), 7i. [See Style] A pin set on

the face of a dial to form a shadow.

Erect the stile perpendicularly over the suh-stilar

line, so as to make an angle with the dial-plane equal

to the elevation of the pole of your place. A/exon.

Stile (stil), n. [A. Sax. stigel, a step, a lad

der, from sttgan, to mount, which appears

also in stair, stirrup, being the same verb

as IceL stiga, G steigen, Goth, eteiyan, to

climb, to ascend; Skr. stigh, to ascend. J I. A

step or series of steps, or a frame of bars

and steps, for ascending and descending in

getting over a fence or wall. ' Ever bided

tryst at village stile.' Tennyson.

>'i
on, jog on. the footpath way,

nd merrily hent the stile-*. Skat.

2. In carp, the vertical part of a piece of

framing, into which timber the ends of the

rails are fixed by mortises and tenons.

Stiletto ( st i -let' to ). n. [It. dim. of stilo, a

dagger, from L stilus, a pointed instrument,

a style, Gr. stylos, a column, a pillar.] 1. A

small dagger with a round pointed blade

about 6 inches long.— 2. A pointed instru

ment for making eyelet-holeB in working

muslin.—3.t A beard trimmed into a sharp-
pointed form. ■ He that wears a stiletto on

his chin.' Ford.

Stiletto (sti-Iet'to), v.t To stab or pierce

with a stiletto. 'A crowd, which, if it had

its will, would stiletto every soldier that

pipes to it' liuskin.

Still (stil), a. [A. Sax. stille, still, quiet,

firm, fixed; D. irfti-, silent, peaceable, calm ;

Dan. stiUe, G. still, calm, tranquil, still.

From root of stand, seen also in stall, O.

stellen, to place. Ac, See STAND. ] 1. Silent;

Uttering no sound; noiseless.

^The sea that roared at thy command,

At thy command was still. Addison.

2. Not loud; gentle; soft; low. 'Still rau-

sick.' Careio.

A still small voice spake unto me.

Thou art so full of misery.

Were it not better not to be? Tennyson.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n&te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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.3. Quiet; calm; not disturbed by noise or

agitation; as, a still atmosphere; a still

evening. ' In the calmest and moat stillest

night/ Shak — -i. Motionless; as, to stand

■sua; to lie or sit still.

Beneath this starry arch

Naught resteth or is still. H. Martineatt.

ft. Not sparkling or effervescing; as, still

bock.—6. t Continual; constant.

But I of these will wrest an alphatiet.

And. by stUt practice, learn to know the meaning.

Shak.

Stn. Silent, noiseless, gentle, soft, low, quiet,

calm, serene, motionless, stagnant

Still (stil), t>.*. [A. Sax. stdlan. See the ad

jective.] l. To bring to silence; to silence.

With his name the mothers stilt their babes. Shak

If any friend

Cpave way to words of pity or complaint.

Me stilUd them with a prompt reproof.

IrordsTvorthx

'i. To make quiet; to stop, as motion or agi

tation ; to check or restrain ; as, to still the

raging sea.— 3. To appease; to calm; to

quiet, as tumult, agitation, or excitement;

as, to still the passions. 'To still my beat

ing mind.* Shak. — Syn. To silence, quiet.

calm, allay, lull, pacify, appease, suppress,

stop, check, restrain.

Still (stil), n. Calm; silence; freedom from

noise.

He had nerer any jealousy with his father, which

■ ;■.. ht give occasion of altering court or council upon

the change ; but all things passed in a still. Bacon.

Still (stil). adv. 1. To this time; till now; now

no less than before; yet. 'To hearken if

his foes pursue him stUL ' Shak.

It hath been anciently reported, and is stiff received.

Bacon. .

2. In future no less than formerly; for ever.

Honour, riches, marriage-blessing,

I-ong continuance, and increasing.

Hourly joys be still upon you. SkaJb.

3. Neverthelesa ; notwithstanding what has

happened or been done; in spite of what

has occurred; all the same: sometimes used

as a conjunction.

Though thou repent, yet I hare stilt the loss. Shak,

The desire of fame betrays an ambitious man into

indecencies that lessen his reputation ; he is still

afraid lest any of his actions should be thrown away

in private. Addison.

-4. In an increasing degree; with repeated

and added efforts; even yet: very common

with comparatives; as, still more, still bet

ter, still greater; a still further advance of

prices may be expected.

The guilt being great, the fear doth still exceed.

Shak.

The moral perfections of the Deity, the more atten

tively we consider, the more perfectly stilt shall we

know them. Addison.

5. Always; ever; continually; habitually.

And still they dream that they shall still succeed.

And still arc disappointed. Conifer.

Trade begets trade, and people go much where

many people have already gone ; so men run still to

a crowd in the streets, though only to see.

Sir IV. Ttmptt.

6. After that ; after what is stated ; in con

tinuance.

In the primitive church, such as by fear were com

pelled to sacrifice to strange gods, after repented,

and kept still the office of preaching the gospel.

—Still and anon, at intervals and repeat

edly; continually.

And, Uke the watchful minutes of the hour,

Still and anon cheered up the heavy time. Shak.

Still (stil), n. [Abbrev. tram distil] l.Au

apparatus for separating, by means of heat,

volatile matters from substances containing

them, and re-condensing them into the

liquid form. It assumes many forms accord

ing to the purposes for which it is used ; but

it consists essentially of two parts, a vessel

Section of Still.

in which the substance to be distilled is

heated,andonein which the vapour is cooled

and condensed. The most important use of

stills is in distilling spirituous liquors. (See

Distillation.) In the illustration a is the

body or boiler which contains the substance

whose vapours are to be distilled; b the head

in which the vapour is collected, and from

which it is conveyed to the worm, a coiled

tube which is packed in the refrigerator E,

the cold water in which exercises a condens

ing action upon the vapour. The vapour thus

condensed makes its exit in drops or in a

small stream into a vessel called a recipient.

8. The house or works in which liquors are

distilled; a distillery.

Still (stil), v.L [Abbrev. from distil.] l.t To

cause to fall in drops. Dryden.—2. To expel

spirit from liquor by heat and condense it in

a refrigerator; to distil. See DISTIL.

Still 1 (stil), v.i To drop; to fall in drops.

Spenser. See Distil.

Stillatitious (stil-a-tish'us), a. [L. stilla-

titius, from stillo, stilUitum, to drop, from

stilla. a drop.] Falling in drops; drawn by

a still. [Rare.]

Stillatory(Btil'a-to-ri), n. 1. An alembic; a

vessel for distillation; a still. Bacon.—2. A

laboratory; a place or room in which distil

lation is performed; a still-room. Wotton.

Still-birth (stil'berth), ». State of being

still-born; birth of a lifeless thing.

StiU-born(stil'born),a. 1. Dead at the birth;

born lifeless; as, a. still-born chihi.—2. Abor

tive; unsuccessful; as, a still-born poem.

My first essays dropped stilt-born from the press,

l/uine.

Still-breeding, (stirhred-ing), a. Continu

ally propagating. ' A generation of still-

breeding thoughts.* Shak.

Still-hum (stil'bern), v.t. To burn in the

Sroeess of distillation; as, to still-burn

randy.

Still-Closing (stiTkloz-lng), a Always unit

ing or coalescing again. 'The still-closing

waters. ' Shak.

Stiller (stil'er), n. One who stills or quiets.

StlU-gazing(stir'gaz-ing), a. Silently or con

tinually gazing. 'Silent wonder of still-

gazing eyes.' Shak.

Still-house (stil'hous), n. A distillery; or,

rather, the part containing the still.

Stllllcide (stil'i-Bid), n, [L. stillicidium—

stilla, a drop, and cado, to falL ] It A con

tinual falling or succession of drops.

The stillirides of water, if there be water enough

to follow, will draw themselves into a small thread,

because they will not discontinue Bacon.

2. In law, the right to have the rain from

one's roof to drop on another's laud or roof.

Stillicidious (stil-i-sid'i-us), a. Falling in

drops. Sir T. Browne.

Stilliform (stil'i-form). a. [L. stilla, adrop,

and forma, form. ] Drop-shaped.

Stilling (stiKing), n. [L.G. stclling, from G.

stcllen, to set, to place.] A stand for casks.

Written also Stillion.

StiUingla (stil-lin'ji-a), n. [In honour of

Dr. Benjamin StUlingJteet, an eminent Kng-

lish botanist] A genus of plants, nat. order

Euphorbiacea;, one of the species being the

famous tallow-tree of China (S. sebifera).

The species consist for the most part of

shrubs with stipulate alternate leaves and

flowers in spikes, the upper being male and

the lower female, found in the warmer parts

of both hemispheres. The tallow-tree of

China grows to the height of a pear-tree,

having a trunk and branches like the cherry,

and foliage like the black poplar. Its fruits,

which are about half an inch in diameter,

contain three seeds thickly coated with a

fatty substance which furnishes the Chinese

with candles and oil for their lamps. The

tallow obtained from the fruit is also em

ployed in medicine instead of lard.

Stillion (stil'yon), n. Same as Stilling

StilUtory (still- to- ri), n. Same as StUla-

tory. Shak.

StiU-life (stil'Iif), n. Inanimate objects,

BUch as dead animals, furniture, fruits, &c,

represented by the painter's ait.

Even that, which according to a term of art, we

commonly call still-life, mufl have its superiority and

just preference in a tablature of its own species.

Shaftesbury.

Stillness (stil'nes), n. The state or quality

of being still: (a) freedom from noise or mo

tion; calmness; quiet; silence; as, the still

ness of the night, the air, or the sea (6)

Freedom from agitation or excitement; as,

the stillness nf the passions (c) Habitual

silence; taciturnity. Shak.

Still-peering (stii'per-ing), a. Appearing

still 'TU& still-peering ttir. Shak. Undoubt

ful word. ]

Still-room (stil'rom), n. 1. An apartment for

distilling; a domestic laboratory. —2. An

apartment where liquors, preserves, and the

like are kept

Still-stand (stil'stund), n. A stand-BtUl; a

halt;aBtop. [Hare.]

The tide, swell'd up unto his height.

Then makes a stiU-sland, running neither way.

Shak.

Stilly (stUll a. Still; quiet. 'Oft in the

stilly night. Moore.

Stilly (atil'li), adv. 1. Silently; without

noise.

From camp to camp, through the foul womb of night.

The hum of either army stilly sounds. Shalt.

2. Calmly; quietly; without tumult 'He

. . . stilly goes his way.' Dr. H. More.

Stilpnomelane istilp-no'me-lanX n, [Or.

stilpnos, shining, and melas, melanos, black.]

A black or greenish-black mineral found in

Silesia and other places, and consisting

chiefly of silica, oxide of iron, alumina, and

water.

Stilpnosiderite (stilp-no-sid'er-it), n. [Gr.

stilpnos, shining, and sideros, iron.] A min

eral of a brownish black colour, massive, in

curving concretions, splendent and resin

ous. It is an hydrated peroxide of iron.

Stilt (stilt), n. [Prov. K stilt, a crutch, a

plough-handle; Dan. stylte, Sw. stylta, L.U

and D. stelt, G. stelze, a stilt The root is

probably that of stand] 1. A long piece of

wood with a rest for the foot, used in pairs

for walking with the feet raised above the

ground.

Men must not walk upon stilts.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. A root which rises above the surface of

the ground supporting a tree above it, as in

the mangrove. Dampier.—Z. In arch, a

starling.—4. The stilt-bird (which see).

Stilt (stilt),t'.£. To raise on stilts, or as if on

stilts.

Stilt-bird, Stilt-plover (stilt'berd, stilt'-

pluv-er), n, A wading bird having remark-

Stilt-plover {Himantoptts nulanopttnts).

ably long slender legs, a feature from which it

derives its common name. The stilt-bird of

this country is the Hiwantojms melanop-

terus of naturalists. It has a long straight

bill, also very long wings for its size. It is

a bird of rare occurrence in Britain. It

exhibits a general white colour, the back

and wings in the male being deep black,

whilst those of the females are of a brown

ish-black hue. The average length of the

stilt -bird is about 12 or 13 inches The

legs, which are of a red colour, measure

from IS to 20 inches. They are destitute of

a hind toe, and the three front ones ate

united by a membrane at their bases. Other

species are found in America and Australin.

See HillanTorus.

Stilted (stilted), p. and a. Elevated, as if

on stilts; hence, pompous; inflated; stiff ami

bombastic: said of language; as, a stilted

mode of expression; a stilted style.—Stilted

arch, a term applied to a form of the arch

which does not

springimmedi-

ately from thn

imposts, but

from a vertical

piece of ma

sonry resting

on them so as

to give to tlie

Stilted Arch. arch an ap

pearance of

being on stilts. Arches of this kind occur

frequently hi all the mediaeval styles, espe

cially as a means of maintaining a uniform

height when arches of different widths were

used in the same range.

Stiltify (stiltfi-fi), v.t. To raise as on stilts.

Byron.

ch, cAain; cb, Sc. locA; g, poj j, job; n, Fr. Urn; ng, sin^; th, then; th, (Ain; w, trig; wll, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Stilton (stil'ton), a. Applied to a well-

known and highly esteemed solid, rich,

white cheese, originally made at Stilton,

Huntingdonshire, but now chiefly made in

Leicestershire.

Stilton (stil'ton), n. Stilton cheese. See

the adjective.

Stilt-plover, n. See Stilt-bird.

Stilty (stilt'ij.a. Iuflated; pompous; stilted.

Quart. Rev.

Stime (stim), n. [A. Sax. sctma, a gleam,

brightness.] A glimpse; a glimmer; the

faintest form of any object; the slightest

degree perceptible or imaginable. [Scotch.]

StImpart (stim'part), n. The eighth part of

a Winchester bushel. [Scotch )

Stimulant (stim'u-lant), a. (L. stimulant,

stimulantis, ppr. of stimulo. See Stimu

late.] Serving to stimulate ; provocative ;

inciting ; specifically, in med. producing a

quickly diffused and transient increase of

vit il energy and strength of action in the

heart and arteries.

Stimulant (stim'u-lant), n. 1. That which

stimulates, provokes, or incites; a stimulus;

a spur.

The stimulant used to attract at first must be not

only continued, but heightened to keep up the at

traction. Dr. H. Afore.

2. In med. an agent which produces a quick rjr>

diffused and transient increase of vital

energy in the organism or some part of it.

Stimulants ore of two classes: the former

comprises medicinal substances; the latter

warmth, cold, electricity, galvanism, and

mental agents such as music, joy, hope,

Ac. Ammonia, alcohol, and sulphuric ether

are commonly employed as Btimulants,

Stimulants have also been divided into gen

eral and topical, according as they affect

the whole system or a particular part.

Stimulate (stim'u-Iat), v.t. pret & pp. stim

ulated; ppr. stimulating. [L stimulo, stim-

ulatum, to prick with a goad, to urge on,

from stimulus, a goad. Root stig. Or. stizo,

to prick; allied to stick, sting (which see).]

1. Lit. to prick or goad. Hence—2. To ex

cite, rouse, or animate to action or more

vigorous exertion by some pungent motive

or by persuasion ; to spur on; to incite; as,

to stimulate one by the hope of reward, or

by the prospect of glory.

I am certain that rapid travelling is a great aid to

mental activity. It rouses, excites, quickens, ami

stimulates the soul. Cornhtlt Mag.

8. To excite greater vitality or keenness

in; in med. to produce a quickly diffused

and transient increase of vital energy and

strength of action in; to excite the organic

action of, as any part of the animal economy.

' A dull and sluggish sense, a flat and insipid

taste of good, unless it be quickened and

stimulated.' Cttdworth.—9YH. To animate,

incite, encourage, impel, urge, instigate,

rouse, spur.

Stimulate (stfm'u-lat), v.i. To act as a

stimulus. ' Urged by the stimulating goad.'

Gay.

Extreme cold stimulates, producing first a rigour,

and then a glowing heat: those things which stimu

late in the extreme excite pain. ArbutHnet.

Stimulation (stira-u-la'shon), n. 1. The act

of stimulating or exciting; the effect pro

duced. ' The providential stimulations and

excitations of the conscience.' Bp. Ward.—

2. In med. a quickly diffused and transient

increase of vital energy.

Stimulative (stim'u-hit-Iv), a. Having the

quality of stimulating.

In his translation of the Scriptures he left out the

Book of Kings, as too congenial and too itimulatrtn?

to their warlike propensities. Milman.

Stimulative (atim'u-lat-iv), n. That which

stimulates; that which rouses into inure

vigorous action.

The grief which the loss of friends occasioned

Johnson seems to have been a frequent stimulative

with him to composition. Sir y. Hawkins,

Stimulator (sthn'u-lat-er), n. One that

stimulates.

Stlmulatress (stim'u-lat-res), n. A female

who stimulates or animates.

Stimulose (stim'u-los), a. In hot. covered

with stings or stimuli.

Stimulus (atira'u-lusTTrv pi. Stimuli (stim'-

u-li). [L. See Stimulate.>x^. Lit. a goad;

hence, something that exciteror rouses the

mind or spirits; something that incites to

action or exertion; an incitement; as, the

hope of gain is a powerful stimulus to labour

and action.—2. In med. that which produces

a quickly diffused or transient increase of

vital energy and strength of action.—3. In

but. a sting; as, the nettle is furnished with

stimuli.

Sting (sting), v.t. pret «fc pp. stung (stang is

obsolete); ppr. stinging. [A. Sax. stingan,

to thrust, to stab, to pierce, to sting; IceL

stinga, Sw. stinga, Dan. stinge (and stikke),

O. H(.;. stingan, Goth, stiggan. A nasalized

form corresponding to stick, stitch; akin

also to stink. The same root is also in stim

ulate (which see).] 1. To pierce or wound

with the sharp-pointed organ with which

certain animals and plants are furnished ;

to poison or goad with a sting ; thus a bee,

a scorpion, or a nettle may sting a person.

Also said of serpents and other animals (as

sea-nettles). 'Those thorns that in her

liosom lodge to prick and sting her.' Shah.

What, wouldst thou have a serpent stinglhcc twiccT

Saat.

2. To pain acutely, as if with a sting; as, the

conscience is stung with remorse.

Slander stings the brave. Po/e.

3. To stimulate; to goad.

She was trying to task herself up to her duty. At

last she stung herself into its performance by a suspi

cion. Mrs. Gasket/.

Sting (sting), t. i. To use a sting; to practise

stinging, as bees: used also of serpents

bitiug.

At the last it (wine) bitcth like a serpent, and

stingeth Like an adder. Prov. xxiii. 3^.

Sting (sting), n, [A. Sax. sting, Icel.

stingr. See the verb] 1. A sharp-pointed

weapon or instrument with which certain

insects are armed by nature for their

defence, and which they thrust from the

hinder part of the body to pierce any animal

that annoys or provokes them, in most

instances this instrument is a tube, through

which a poisonous matter is discharged,

which inflames the flesh, and in some

instances proves fatal to life. Also applied

indiscriminately to such organs as the poison-

fangs or teeth of serpents or the poison-fangs

in tne mouths of spiders.—2. The thrust of a

sting into the flesh. 'Smart as lizards' stings.'

Shak.—3. Anything that gives acute pain; as,

the stings of remorse; the stings of reproach.

' Slander, whose sting is sharper than the

sword's.' Shak. — 4. The biting, sarcastic,

or cutting effect of words ; the point, as in

an epigram.

It is not the Jerk or sling of an epigram, nor the

seeming contradiction of a poor antithesis. DryHen.

6. That which gives the principal pain or

constitutes the principal terror.

The sting of death is sin. 1 Cor. xv. 56.

6 An impulse: an incitement; a stimulus.

' The wanton stings and motions of the sense '

Shak.—7. lubot. anamegiventoasortof hair

with whichmany plants are furnished, which

secretes a poisonous fluid, which, when intro

duced under the skin of animals, produces

pain. Thestingingnettlesare provided with

this kind of weapon, and also several species

of the nat. order Malphigiacene.

Sting-and-ling (sting'and-ling), adv. [Sting,

a pole, and ling, a rope.] [Scotch.] 1. By

force; vi et armis.—2. Entirely; completely.

S»r W. Scott.

Stingaree (sting-ga-re*), n. Same as Sting

ray.

Sting-bull (sting'bul), n. A fish of the genus

TrachimuCT. draco). See Wekver.

Stinger (sting'er), n. He who or that which

stings, vexes, or gives acute pain.

Sting -fish ( sting 'flsh), n. The Traehinus

vipera. See Wf.evek.

Stingily (stin'ji-li), adv. In a stingy manner;

with mean covetousness; in a niggardly

manner.

Stinginess (stin'ji-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being stingy; extreme avarice; mean

covetousness; niggardliness.

Stinging (stlng'ing), p. and a. 1. Piercing

with, or as with, a sting; goading; causing

acute pain; sharp; keen; pungent; as, a

stinging blow; a stinging reproof.

He wrapped her warm in his seaman's coat.

Against the stinging blast. Longfellow.

2. In tot. applied toaplantcovered with rigid,

sharp-pointed, bristly hairs which emit au

irritating fluid when touched, ns the nettle.

Stingingly(sting'ing-li), adv. "With stinging.

Stingless (sting'les), o. Having no sting.

Shak.

Stingo (Bting'gfi), n. [From sting, alluding

to the sharpness of the taste.] Pungent or

strong ale; rare good liquor. ' A cup of old

stingo.' Addison. [Colloq.l

Sting-ray (sting'ra), n. A flsh belonging to

the genus Trygon,nat order Elasmobranchii,

family Trygonidn?. It is remarkable for its

long, flexible, whip-like, and smooth tail,

which is armed with a projecting bony spine,

very sharp at the point, and furnished along

both edges with sharp cutting teeth. Only

one species (7*. pastinaca) occurs in the

British seas, and is popularly known as the

Jlre-jiaire.

Stlng-winkle (stlng'wing-kl), n. The

fishermen's name for a common species of

shell, Murex erinaceus. It is so named by

them from its making round holes in the

other Bhell-fish with its beak.

Stingy (sting'i), a. Having power to sting or

produce pain ; btinging; as, a stingy criticism.

Stingy (stin'ji), a. [Perhaps from sting;

comp. spring, springe; swing, swinge. But

more probably for skingy, skinchy, from

Prov. £. skinch, to give scant measure, to

pinch. (See Skinch.) The change of ** to

st is exemplified by Sc. stime, from A. Sax

sctma, a gleam.] 1. Extremely close-fisted

and covetous; meanly avaricious: niggardly;

narrow-hearted; as. & stingy churl. ' A stingy

old dog he is. ' Dickens.

He { Harold) pained a reputation which citing to all

his descendants of beinp rather near and stingy to his

retainers in the matter of meat and drink. Edtn. Rev.

2. Scanty; not full or plentiful. * When your

teams drag home the stingy harvest ' Long-

fellow.

Stink (stfngk), v.i. pret stunk (stank Is ob

solescent); ppr. stinking. [A. Sax. stincan,

to give out an odour good or had, D. and G.

stinken, Dan. stink*, to stink. Closely allied

to sting, and therefore to stick. Stench is a

derivative and softened form. 1 To emit a

strong offensive smell; to send out a disgust

ing odour; hence. Jig. to be in bad odour; to

have a bad reputation.

When the children of Amnion saw that they stant

before David, the children of Ammon sent and hired

the Syrians of Bethreliob. 3 Sam. x. 6.

Stink (stingk), v.t. To annoy with an offen

sive smell.

Stink (stingkX n. 1. A strong offensive smell ;

a disgusting odour; a stench. — Z A dis

agreeable exposure. [Slang]

Stinkard (stingk'ard), n, 1. A mean, stink

ing, paltry fellow.

You perpetual stinkard, go; talk to tapsters and

ostlers, you slave. B. jfonsoa.

2. A name given to the teledu (Mydau*

mCliceps\ See TELEDU.

Stink-ball (stingk'bal), n. A preparation

of pitch, rosin, ni tre, gunpowder, cole-

phony, asafcetida, and otner offensive and

suffocating ingredients, placed in earthen

jars, formerly used for throwing on to an

enemy's decks at close quarters, and still in

use with Eastern pirates.

Stinker(Rtingk'er), n. One whoor that which

stinks; something intended to offend by the

smell; a stinkpot. Harvey.

Stinkhorn (stingk'horn), n. A species of

fungus, Phallus impudicus.

Stinklngly (stingk'ing-li), adv. In a stink

ing manner; disgustingly; with an offensive

smell.

Stinkpot (ptiimk'pot). n. 1. A pot or

jar of stinking materials ; a chamber-pot

Smollett.—2. A disinfectant Harvey. See

STINKER.—3. A stiuk-ball (which ace).

Stinkstone(stingk'Btdn),n. Sameas^inlAra-
amile. •

Stinktrap (stingk'trap), n. A contrivance

to prevent the escape of effluvia from the

openings of drains; a stench-trap.

Stinkwood ( stingk 'wudX- »■ See Oreo-

daphne.

Stint (stint), v.t. [A. Sax. styntan, stintan,

to blunt or dull, from stunt, blunt, dull,

stupid; Sw. stunta. to shorten; IceL stu ttr

(without the u), short, stytta. to shorten.

See Stcnt.] 1. To restrain within certain

limits ; to bound ; to confine ; to limit ; to

restrict to a scanty allowance; as, to stint

the mind in knowledge; to stint a person in

his meals.

Nature wisely stints our appetite. Dryden.

2. t To put an end to; to cause to cease; to

stop entirely. ' Make war breed peace,

make peace st in t war.' Shak. 'Stint thy

babbling tongue.' B. Jonson.~3. To assign

a certain task in labour, which being per*

formed the person is excused from further

labour for the day or for a certain time.—

4. To spare; to slacken: with au infinitive.

Spare not to spur, nor stint to ride,

until thou come to fair Twecd&idc. Sir IV. Scot/.

Stint (stint), v.t. Tocease; tostop; to desist

' And swears she'll never stint.' Shak.

Stint (stint), n. 1. Limit; bound; restraint.

'To sacrifice without stint your thought,

your time, your money.* Kingslry —2. A

quantity assigned; proportion allotted; an

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, movs; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; J, Sc. ley.
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allotted task or performance; as, a certain

ttint of work.

He lives very much like other men in the House

hold Brigade; plays heavily, though not regularly;

but he always has two ajfitires dearur, at least, on

hand at once; that's his stmt. Lawrence.

a A name given to certain species of birds

of the genus Tringa, family Scolopacidre, as

T- minute and T. Temminckii.

Stlntance t (stint'ans), n. Restraint; stop

page; stint.

Stintedness (stint'ed-nes), n. State of being

stinted.

Stillter (stinfer), n. One who or that which

stints. South.

Stlpa (sti'pa), n. A genus of grasses. See

Fkather-grass.

Stipe (stip), n [L. stipes, a stock, a trunk.]

In hot (a) the petiole of the fronds of ferns.

(b) The stem of tree-ferns, (c) The stem

which carries the pileua of such fungi as the

agarics,

Stipel (sti'pel), n. In bot a secondary stip

ule situated at the base of the leaflets of a

compound leaf.

Stipend (sti'pend), n. [L. stipendium—stips,

a tlonation, and ptndo, to weigh out] Any

periodical payment for services; an annual

salary or allowance; especially, the Income

of an ecclesiastical living. In Scotland, a

term applied specifically to the provision

made for the support of the parochial min

isters of the Established Church. It consists

of payments made in money or grain, or

l»oth, varying in amount according to the

extent of the parish and the state of the

free teinds, or of any other fund specially

set apart for the purpose.

Stipend (sti'pend), v.t To pay by settled

stipend or wages. Shelton. [Rare.]

Stlpendarian (stl-pen-da'ri-an), a. Mer

cenary: hired; acting from mercenary con

siderations; stipendiary. ' Stipendarian ra

pacity. ' Anna Seward.

Stipendiarian (sti-pen'di-a"ri-an), o. Act

ing from mercenary considerations ; hired ;

stipendiary.

Stipendiary (sti-pen'di-a-ri), n. [L. stipen-

diarius. See Stipend.] Receiving wages

or salary; performing services for a stated

price or compensation.

His great stipendiary prelate came with troops of

evil appointed horsemen not half full. Knolles.

—Stipendiary estate, in law, a feud or estate

granted in return for services, generally of

a military kind. — Stipendiary magistrate,

in Britain, a paid magistrate acting in large

towns under an appointment by the home-

secretary on behalf of the crown.

Stipendiary (sti-pen'di-a-ri), n. 1. One who

pt-rfonuB services for a settled payment,

salary, or stipend.

If thou art become

A tyrant's vile stipendiary. Glover.

2. A stipendiary magistrate. Seethe adjec

tive. —3. In law, a feudatory who owed ser

vices to his lord.

Stipendiate (sti-pen'di-at), v.t. To endow

with a stipend or salary.

It is good to endow colleges, and found chairs, and

!■> ttxpe-ndiate professors. is. Taylor.

Stipend!ess (sti'pend-les), a. Without a

stipend or compensation.

Stipes (sti'pez), n. In hot. same as Stipe.

Stipiibrm(8tip'i-form),a. [L. stipes, n trunk,

and forma, form.] In bot. having the ap

pearance of the trunk of an endogenous tree.

u the papaw and other simple -stemmed

exogens.

Stlpitate (stip'i-tat). a. In bot. elevated on

a stalk which is neither a petiole nor a pe

duncle, as, for example, some kinds of car

pels.

Stipple (stipl), v.t. [D. stippelen, dim. and

fren. of D. and G. stippen, to make dots or

points; D. stip, L.G. stippe, a dot, a point]

To engrave by means of dots, in distinction

from engraving in lines; as, to stipple a

head.

The interlaying of small pieces can not altogether

avoid a broken, stippled, spotty effect. Mtlman.

Stipple, Stippling (stint, stipt-ing), n. In

engr. a mode of producing the desired effect

by means of dots ; also called the dotted

style, in contradistinction to engraving in

lines. By this method the resemblance to

chalk drawings is produced. Few plates in

stipple are now produced without a large

admixture of line in all parts, flesh excepted.

Stlptlc (stip'tik). n. and a. See Sttpttc.

Stlpula (stip'u-la), u. pi. Stipulae (stip'u-

lej. Same as Stipule.

Stipulaceous, Stipular (stip-u-la'shus,

ttip'u-lcr), a. In hot of, or belonging to,

or standing in the place of stipules ; grow

ing on stipules, or close to them ; as, stijnt-

lar glands.— Stipular buds, such as are en

veloped by the stipules, as in the tulip-tree.

Stipulary (stip'u-la-ri), a. In bot. relating

to stipules; stipular.

Stipulate (stlpTi-lat), v.i. pret. * pp. stipu

lated; ppr. stipulating. [L. stipulor, stipu

late, to covenant,to stipulate; origin doubt

ful; comp. O.L. stipulus, firm.] To make

an agreement or covenant with any person

or persons to do or forbear anything; to

contract; to settle terms; to bargain; as, A

has stipulated to build a bridge within a

given time ; B has stipulated not to annoy

or interdict our trade ; A has stipulated to

deliver me his horse for fifty guineas.

The Romans . . . stipulated with the Carthagini

ans to furnish them with ships for transport and war.

A rbuthnot.

Stipulate (stip'u-lat), a. In bot having

stipules on it; as, a stipulate stalk.

Stipulated (stip'u-lat-ed), p. and a. Agreed

on; contracted; covenanted; determined by

stipulation. ' The prelates might send their

stipulated proportion of vassals into the

field.' Hatla in.

Stipulation (stip-u-la'shonX n. [L. stipu-

latio, stipulation^. See STIPULATE.] l.The

act of stipulating, agreeing, or covenanting;

a contracting or bargaining.—2. That which

Is stipulated or agreed upon ; a contract or

bargain, or a particular article or item in a

contract ; as, the stipulations of the allied

powers to furnish each his contingent of

troops; a contract containing so many stipu

lations.— 3. In law, an undertaking in the

nature of bail taken in the admiralty courts.

4. In bot. the situation and structure of the

stipules.

Stipulator (stip'u-lat-er), n. One who stipu

lates, contracts, or covenants.

Stipule (stip'ul), n. [L. stipula, a stalk,

a straw, dim. of stipes, a trunk.] In hut. a

small leaf-like appendage to the leal Stip

ules are commonly situated

at the base of the petiole in

pairs, either adhering to it

or standing separate. They

are usually of a more deli

cate texture than the leaf,

but vary in this respect as

well as in form and colour.

In describing them the terms

used for the leaf are em

ployed. They are generally

considered as analogous to

the leaves, or accessory to

them, and are sometimes

transformed into leaflets.

Stipules are not of constant

occurrence, not being found

in all plants; but where

they occur they frequently characterize a

whole family, as in Leguminosse, Rosacea?,

Malvacew, Ac.

Stipuled (stip'uld), a. In bot. furnished with

stipules or leafy appendages.

Stir (ster), v.t. pret. <fc pp. stirred; ppr. stir

ring. [A. Sax. styrian, stirian, to stir, to

move, to agitate; allied to D. storen, Sw.

stbra, G. storen, to disturb; the root being

probably seen also in start, storm*] 1. To

move; to change place in any manner.

My foot I had never yet in five days been able to

stir. Sir If '. Temple.

2. To agitate; to cause the particles of, as of

a liquid, to change places by passing some

thing through it; to disturb.

My mind is troubled, like a fountain stirred. 5A<i*.

3. To agitate; to bring into debate; to moot;

to start.

Stir not questions ofjurisdiction. Bacon.

4.To incite to action; to instigate; to prompt.

'An Ate stirring him to blood and strife.'

Shaft. — 5. To excite; to raise; to put into

motion. 'And for her sake some mutiny

will stir.' Dryden.—6. To awaken; to rouse,

as from sleep.

Nay, then, 'tis time to stir him from his trance.

Shalt.

—To stir up, (a) to incite; to animate; to

instigate by inflaming passions ; as, to stir

up a nation to rebellion.

The words of judas were very good, and able to

stir them up to valour. a Mac. aiv. 17.

(6) To excite ; to put Into action ; to begin ;

as, to stir up a mutiny or insurrection ; to

stir up strife, (e) To quicken ; to enliven ;

to make more lively or vigorous ; as, to stir

up the mind, (d) To disturb ; as, to stir up

the sediment of liquor—Syn. To move, in

cite, awaken, rouse, animate, stimulate, ex

cite, provoke.

Stir (ster), v.i, 1. To make a disturbing or

agitating motion, as in a liquid by passing

something through it.

The more you stir in it the more it stinks.

Lord Lytton.

2. To move one's self; to go or be carried in

any manner; to change place ; to pass from

inactivity to motion ; as, he is not able to

stir from home, or to stir abroad.

I will not let him stir

Till I have used the approved means 1 have. Shak.

3. To be in motion ; not to be still ; to )><*

enlivened ; as, he Is continually stirring.

'All bell shall stir for this.' Shak. 'Such

a merry, nimble, stirring spirit' Shak.—

4. To become the object of notice or conver

sation; to be on foot. ' What wisdom stirs

amongst you ? ' Shak.

They fancy they have a right to talk freely upon

everything that stirs or appears. ft alls.

6. To be roused; to be excited.

You show too much of that

For which the people stir. Shak.

6. To be already out of bed in the morning.

If the gentlewoman that attends the general's wife

be stirring, tell her. there's one Cassio entreats of

her a little favour of speech. Shak.

Stir (ster), n. [IceL styrr, a stir, tumult,

brawl, disturbance. See the verb] l.The

state of being in motion or in action; agita

tion; tumult; bustle; noise or various move

ments.

Why all these words, this clamour and this stir f

Sir J. Denham.

Consider, after so much stir about the genus and

species, how few words have yet settled definitions.

Lotke.

2. Public disturbance or commotion; tumul

tuous disorder; seditious uproar.

Being advertised of some stirs raised by his un-

naturatsons in England, he departed from Ireland

without a blow. Sir ?. Davits.

3. Agitation of thoughts; conflicting pas

sions ; excitement * The fits and stirs ofs

mind.' Shak.

Stir (stir), n. Sir. Sir W. Scott. [Scottish

vulgarism. ]

Stirabout fstcr'a-bout), n. A dish formed

of oatmeal boiled in water to a certain con

sistency, or of oatmeal and dripping mixed

together and stirred about in a frying-pan.

Stiriated (stlrt-ftt-ed), a. [L. stiria, an

icicle.] Adorned with pendants like icicles.

Stirious t (stirt-us). a. [See above.] Re

sembling icicles. Sir T. Browne.

Stlrk (stcrk), n. [A. Sax. styrc, styrie. a

dim. from steor, a steer.] A bullock or heifer

between one and two years old. [Scotch.]

Stlrless (stertes), a. Still without stirring;

very quiet.

Stlrp t (sterp), n. [h. stirps, a stock.] Stock;

race ; family. ' So is she Bprong of noble

stirpe.' Chaucer. 'Divers great families and

stirps.' Spenser.

Stlrpiculture(ster'pi-kul-tur),n. [L. stirps,

a stock, and cultura, culture.] The breed

ing of special stocks or races.

Stirps (sterps), n. pL Stirpes (stcYpez).

[L.] In law, the person from whom a family

ib descended ; family ; kindred. See Per

stirpes, under Per.

Stlrraget (steVaj), n. The act of stirring;

Btir ; commotion. ' Every small stirrage

waketh them.' Granger.

Stirrer (ster'er), n. 1. One who stirs or is

In motion.—2. One who or that which puts

in motion; especially, an instrument to keep

a solution or the like from settling, or to

mix more completely the components of a

mixture.—3. A riser in the morning.

4. An inciter or exciter; an instigator.—

Stirrer up, an exciter; an instigator. 'A

stirrer up of quarrels betwixt thy neigh

bours. ' A rbuth not.

Stirring (stertng), p. and a. 1. Being con

stantly in motion ; characterized by stir or

bustle ; active in business : habitually em

ployed in some kind of business; accus

tomed to a busy life. ' A more stirring and

Intellectual age than any which has gone

before it' Southey—2. Animating; rousing;

awakening: stimulating; exciting; as, a stir

ring oration.

Stirrup (ster'rup), n. [A. Sax. sttgerap, stlg-

nlp, sttrtlp, a stirrup, from sttgan, to mount

or ascend (O.K. steye, stye), and rdp. a rope;

I eel. stigreip. The first part of this word also

occurs in stile, stair] 1. A strap or some

thing similar hanging from a saddle, and

having at its lower end a suitable appli

ance for receiving the foot of the rider, u*ed

to assist persons in mounting a horse, and

ch. cAsin; ch, 8c. locA; $> 90; J. job; n, Ft. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, CAin; w, wig; wh, te/tig; zh, azure. —See KEY.
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to enable them to sit steadily in riding,

as well as to relieve them by supporting a

part of the weight of the body. —2. A'aut. a

rope with an eye at its end, through which

a foot-rope is rove, and by which It la sup

ported. The ends of stirrups are nailed to

the yard, and they steady the men when

reefing or furling sails.— 3. In inach, any

piece resembling in shape and functions the

stirrup of a saddle.

8tlmip-cup (BteYrup-kup), n. A cup of

liquor presented to a rider on having

mounted his horse at parting. Sir W. Scott.

Stirrup -Iron (sterTup-I-eru), «. The iron

portion of a stirrup.

Stirrup-leather (sWr'rup-leTH-er), n. The

leather portion of a stirrup.

Stlrrup-plece(Bt(':r'rup-pes),». Anamegtven

to a piece of wood or iron in framing, by

which any part is suspended ; a vertical or

inclined tie.

Stlrrup-strap (Bterrup-strap), n. A stirrup-

leather.

Stitch (stich), v.t. [Softened form of stick,

Sc. steke, A. Sax. stician, to pierce;G.rfic&n,

to embroider, to stitch. Comp. kirk, church;

dike,ditch,&c. See STICK.] 1. To form stitches

in; to sew in such a manner as to show on

the surface of the fabric a continuous line

of stitches ; as, to stitch a collar or a shirt-

front.—2. To unite together by sewing; as,

to stitch the leaves of a book.—3. In agri.

to form into ridges.— To stitch up, to mend

or unite with a needle and thread ; as, to

stit-ch up a rent; to stitch up an artery.

Stitch (stich), t>.i. To practise stitching; to

practise needlework. Hood.

Stitch (stich), n. 1. A single pass of a needle

in sewing. —2. A single turn of the thread

round a needle in knitting ; a link of yarn ;

as, to let down a stitch; to take up a stitch.

3. In agri. a space between two double fur

rows in ploughed ground; a furrow or ridge.

And many men at plough he made, that drove earth

here and there,

And turned up stitches orderly. Chapman.

4. A local sharp pain ; a sharp spasmodic

pain in the intercostal muscles, like the

piercing of a needle; as, a stitch in the side.

The entrance of Mrs. Wilfer, majestically faint, and

with a condescending stitch in her side, which was

her company manner. Dickens.

6. A contortion or twist of the face. Jfnr-

ston.— 6\t Space passed over at one time;

distance; way.

You have yonc a good stitch; you may well be

aweary. Jinnyan.

Stitchel (stich'el), n. A kind of hairy wool.

[Local. J

Stitcher (stlch'er), ft. One that stitches.

Stltchery (stich'er-i), n. Needlework: in

contempt.

Come, lay aside your stitchery; play the idle house

wife with me this afternoon. Shak.

Stltchfalien t (stich'fal-n), a. Fallen, as a

stitch in knitting. Drydcn.

Stitching (stich'ing), n. 1. The act of stitch

ing. —2. Work done by sewing in such a

manner that a continuous line of stitches is

shown on the surface of the fabric—3. t The

forming of land into ridges or divisions.

StitchWOrt (atich'wert), n. [From one of

the species being supposed to be an effectual

cure for stitch in the side.] The English

name of the British species of plants belong

ing to the genus Stellaria. See .Stellaria.

Stith, t Stithet (stith). n. An anvil 'The

smith that forgeth sharp swerdes ou his

stith.' Chaucer.

Stith,t Stithet (stith), a. [See Stiff] Stiff;

strong; rigid.

Stithy (stiTH'i), n. [Also stiddy, Sc. studdy,

Ieel. stethi, an anvil ; from same root as K.

steady, stead.] An anvil

' [,et me sleep on that hard point,' said Varney: ' I

cannot else perfect the device I have on the stithy.'

Sir fV. Scott.

Stithy (stiTH'i), v.t. To forge on an anvil.

'The forge that stithied Mars his helm.'

Shak.

Stive (stiv), v.t. pret <fc pp. stived; ppr. stiv-

ing. [Probably from an O.Fr. estiver, cor

responding to It. stivare, Sp. estivar, to

stuff, to stow, from L. ittipare, to cram. In

meaning 2 rather a form of stew. Comp,

also *((/&.] l.f To stuff; to cram; to crowd;

hence, to make hot, sultry. and close. 'His

chamber being commonly stftwd with friends

or suitors of one kind or other.' Sir H.

Wotton.~-2. To stew, as meat.

Stive (stiv), v.n. To be stilled; to stew, as

in a close atmosphere.

I shall no out in a br.at. One can get rid of a few

hours in that way instead of sttvinj? in a wretched

boteL George Eliot.
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Stive (stiv), n. [Comp. G. staub, Dan. stopv,

dust.] The floating dust in flour-mills dur

ing the operation of grinding. Simmonds.

Stive, t »■ A brothel; a stews. Chaucer.

Stiver (sti'ver), n. [D. stuiccr, Dan. styrer.)

1. An old Dutch coin and money of account,

worth about Id. sterling. Hence—2. Any

thing of little value ; a button ; a straw ; a

fig. 'I care not a stiver for popularity.'

Lord Lytton.

Stiver t*( sti'ver), n. An inhabitant of the

stews; a harlot. Beau. <£* Fl.

Stoa (sto'a), n. [*ir. , a porch.] In Greek

arch, a term corresponding with the latin

pnrtieus, the Italian portico, and the English

porch.

Stoak (st6k), v. (. [Comp. G. stocken, to stop. ]

To stop up; to choke, [local.]

Stoat (atot), n. [Probably from Armor, stfit,

ataot, urine of animals; staoWrez, that can

not retain Its urine ; from the fetid odour

given out by the fluid secreted by the anal

glands. ] The ermine, an animal of the genus

Mustela, the M. Erminea. See ERMINE.

Stoble t (atCbl), n. Stubble.

Stocaht (sto'ka), n. [Ir. and Gael, stocach,

a kitchen-lounger. ] An attendant; a hunger-

on : an old Irish term. Spenser.

Stoccade, Stoccado (stok-kad', stok-kii'do),

/*. [Fr. estoccade, Sp. estocada, It stoccata,

a thrust with a weapon, from Fr. estoc, Sp.

sstoque. It stoco, a rapier, from G. stock, a

stick. See Stock.] 1. A stab; a thrust with

a rapier.

In these times you stand on distance, your passes,

stoccados. and I know not what Shak.

2. A stockade. See Stockade.

Stoccade (stok-kadO, v. t. Same as Stockade.

Stochastic t (sto-kas'tik), a. [Gr. stochas-

tikos, conjectural, from stochazomai, to aim

at a mark, to conjecture, from stochos, a

mark.] Conjectural; able to conjecture.

Sir T. Browne.

Stock (stok), n. [A. Sax. stoc, stocc, a stem,

stick, block; D. and Dan. stok, Icel stokkr,

G. stock, stick, .stock, block, Ac, In the

plural stocks (of a vessel). The root is that

of stick, v. and n. ; the primary notion seems

to be that which sticks or pierces, or that

which is stuck in and remains fast, and

thence a trunk or stem. The derivative

meanings are generally not difficult to fol

low out] 1. The stem or main body of a

tree or other plant ; the fixed, strong, firm

part; the trunk. Job xiv. 8.—2. The stem

in which a graft is inserted, and which is its

support; also, the stem or tree that furnishes

Blips or cuttings (hence meaning 6). 'A

gentler scion to the wildest stock.' Shak.

' Fair slips of such a stock. ' Shak.

The scion overruleth the stock quite. Bacon.

S. Something fixed and solid ; a block; a post;

a pillar; hence, what is lifeless and sense
less. 'When all our fathers worshipped

stocks and stones.' Milton.—4. A person who

is as lifeless, dull, and senseless as a post or

block

Let's be no stoics, nor no stocks. Shak.

5. The principal supporting or holding part;

the part in which others are inserted or to

which they are attached in order to give a

firm support or hold; specifically, (a) the

wooden support to which the barrel, &c, of

a rifle or like firearm is attached. (6) The

handle by which a boring-bit is held and

rotated; a bit stock; a brace (which see).

(c)The block of wood which constitutes the

body of a plane and in which the cutting

iron is fitted, (if) The support of the block

on which an anvil ib fitted, or of the anvil

itself, (e) The bar or cross-piece at the

upper end of the shank of an anchor cross

ing the direction of the flukes transversely

so as to cause the points of the flukes to

enter the ground. (/) An adjustable wrench

for holding screw-cutting dies.—6. The origi

nal race or line of a family; the progenitors

of a family and their direct descendants;

lineage; family. ' Children of the atode of

Abraham.' Ac. xiii. 26*.

Thy mother was no goddess, nor thy stock

From Daidanus. Sir J. Dcnham.

7. The property which a merchant, a trades

man, or a company has invested in any

business, including merchandise, money,

and credits; more particularly, the goods

kept on hand by a commercial house for the

supply of its customers.

Who trades without a stock has naught to fear.

Cibber.

8. Capital invested, having been contributed

by Individual) jointly ; as, (a) a fund em

ployed in the carrying on of some business

STOCK.

or enterprise, divided into shares and owned

by individuals who jointly form a corpora

tion; shares; as, bank stock; railway stock.

[In England stock is distinctively used for

shares of £100 each.] (b) A fund consisting

of a capital debt due by government to in

dividual holders, who receive a fixed rate

of interest; money funded in government

securities; as, 3 per cent stock. The various

kindB of Btocks are called also the jndilic

funds.

Here stocks, the stnte-barometers we view

That rise or fall by causes known to few. Crabbe.

9. Supply provided; store; accumulation;

provision; fund; hoard.

Each by a native stock of honour great,

May dart strong influence. Prior,

He proposes to himself no small stock of fame in

future age* in being the first who has undertaken this.

deni^n, Arbuthnot.

10. In agri. (a) the collective animals used

or reared on a farm : called also Live Stock;

as, the farm carries a great deal of stock;

to be a rearer of stock. See under Iive. a.

(6) The implements of husbandry and pro

duce Btored for use. Called also Dead

Stock. —11 That portion of a pack of cards

not dealt out at certain games, but which

are left on the table, and may be drawn

from as occasion requires. — 12. t A cover

ing for the leg; a stocking. ' A linen stock

on one leg, and a kersey boot-hose on the

other.' Shak —13. A kind of stiff wide band

or cravat worn round the neck.—14. t That

part of the tally which the creditor took

away as the evidence of the king's debt; the

part retained in the exchequer being called

the counter-foil. — 15. Rags and other ma

terial used for making paper.— 10. liquor in

which meat, bones, vegetables, &c., have

been boiled, used to form a foundation for

soups and gravies.—17. A good kind of red

and gray brick, used for the exterior of walls*

and the front of buildings. — 18. A name ori

ginally applied to a cruciferous garden plant,

Matthiola incana (called more fully stock-

gillyflower), but now extended to the vari

ous species of Matthiola, and to certain

allied plants of the same order. (See Mat

thiola.) if. incana 1b probably the parent

of the greater number of the hoary-leaved

varieties cultivated in Britain, and known

as Brompton stock, queen stock, &c. M. si-

nuata 1b another British variety with large

purple flowers. M. annua is the source of

the common or ten weeks' stocks, and M

grceca of the smooth-leaved annual Btocks.

They are all exceedingly fragrant, but many

only so during the night The Virginia

stock (Malcolmia rnarititna) has been intro

duced from the Mediterranean, and like the

species already mentioned is a great fa

vourite in the flower-garden on account of

its beauty and fragrance.—19. pi. See sepa

rate entry.—Stock in trade, the goods kept

for sale by a shopkeeper; the tools, fittings,

and appliances of a workman ; hence, a per

son's mental resources or capabilities.— 7\>

take stock, to make an inventory of stock or

goods on hand; hence, to make an estimate,

set a value generally ; to observe particu

larly or to investigate for the purpose of

forming an opinion. 'His father's spies

taking stock of every incident, and possibly

reporting it at head quarters.' F. W. Robin

son.

Stock t ( stok ), n. [ See STOCCADE. ] 1. A

thrust with a rapier.—2. A long rapier.

Stock (stok), v.t 1. To lay up in store; to-

put aside or accumulate for future use; as,.

to stock goods. — 2. To provide or furnish

with stock ; to supply with stock ; to Btore ;

to fill ; to supply ; as, to stock a warehouse,

that is, to fill it with goods; to stock a farm,

that is, to supply it with cattle, or in some

uses of the phrase, to supply it with do

mestic animals, seed, implements, Ac. ; to

stock land, to occupy it with a permanent

growth, especially of grass. —3. To put in

the stocks. Shak.—4. To put into a pack:

aa, to stock cards.—5. To Buffer cows to re

tain their milk for twenty -four hours or

more previous to sale—C. To attach to or

to supply with a stock handle or the like ;

as, to stock an anchor. — To stock up, to ex

tirpate; to dig up.

The wild boar not only spoils her branches, but

stocks nf her roots. Dr. H. Afore.

Stock (stok), a. Kept in stock; constantly

ready for service; habitually used; standing;

permanent; as, a stock play; a stock jest;

a stock subject; a stock sermon. ' A stork

charge against Kaleigh.' C Kingsley. 'The

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 3c. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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master of the house who was burning to tell

one of his seven stock stories.' Dickens.

Stock (stok), v.i, 1. To branch out into va

rious shoots immediately above ground; to

tiller: applied to grasses, grains, or flowers.

About two months ago broad blanks were to be

seen on many oarnelds. and though they have stocked

a kttie, the crop is yet far too thin.

Scotsman newspaper.

2. To send out sprouts, as from a stem which

had been cut over: said of a tree or plant

Stock-account (stuk'ak-kouut), n. Iu earn.

the account iu a ledger showing on one side

the amount of the original Block with accu

mulation*, and on the other the amount of

what is withdrawn

Stockade (stok-ad'), n. [From stock, a stem

or stake.] 1. In fort, a fence or barrier con-

atmotod by plautiug upright in the ground

Stockade.

trunks of trees or rough piles of timber so

as to inclose an area which is to be de

fended.—2 An inclosure or pen rande with

post* and stakes.

Stockade (stok-adO. v.t. pret. A pp. stock

aded; ppr. stoekaditig. To surround or for

tify with sharpened posts fixed in the

ground.

Stock-breeder (stokTired-er), «. A person

who chiefly devotes his attention to the

breeding of live stock or domestic animals,

as oxen or horses.

Stockbroker (stok'bro-ker), n. A broker

who deals In the purchase and sale of stocks

or shares.

Stock-dove (atok'duv), m. The wild pigeon

of Europe (Columfxt cenas\ so called accor

ding to some writers because it was at one

time believed to be the stock of the many

varieties of the domestic pigeon, but ac

cording to others from its breeding in the

stocks of trees.

Stocker (stoker), n. A man engaged in

making stock-locks. Simmonds.

Stock-exchange (stok'eks-chanj), n. 1. The

building, place, or mart where stocks or

shares are bought and sold.—2. An associa

tion of brokers and dealers or jobbers in

stocks, bonds, and other securities created

under state or municipal authority, or by

corporations concerned in the business con

nected with the carrying on of railways,

mines, manufactures, banks, or other com

mercial or industrial pursuits.

Stock-farmer (stok'far-mer), a, A farmer

who devotes himself to the breeding and

rearing >.f different kindsof live stock, espe

cially horses and cattle.

StOCk-feeder (stok'fed-or), n. One who de

votes himself to the feeding or fattening of

lire stock; a stock-farmer.

Stock-flan (stok'Hsh), n. Fish, as cod, ling,

bake, tonk, split open and dried in the sun

without salting.

Stock-gillyflower(stok'jil-li-nou-er), n. See

btock, u

Stock-gold (strtk'gotd), n. Gold hoarded or

accumulated so as to form a stock. [Rare ]

Stockholder (stok'hold-cr), n. One who is

a proprietor of stock in the public funds, or

in the funds of a hank or other company.

Stockinet (stok'in-et), n. An elastic, knit,

textile fabric, of which stockings, under

garments, Ac., are made. Goodrich.

Stocking (stok'ing), n. [From stock, in sense

of stocking or leg covering. 'The clothing

of the legs and lower part of the lx>dy for

merly consisted of a single garment called

hose, in French chansges. It was afterwards

cut in two at the knee3, leaving two pieces

of dress, viz., knee-breeches, or, as they were

then called, uppcrstocks, or In French haut

de. chausses, and the netherstocks or stock

ings, in French has de chausses, and then

■imply bus. Jn these terms the element

stock is to be understood in the sense of

stomp or trunk, the part of a body left when

the limbs are cut off' Wedgxcood] A close-

fitting covering for the foot and leg. Stock

ings were anciently made of cloth or milled

stuff, sewed together, but they are now

usually knitted by the hand or woven in a

frame, the material being wool, cotton, or

silk.

Stocking (stok'ing), v.t. To dress in stock

ings; to cover as with stockings.

StocJting'd with loads of fat town-dirt he roes.

Drydm.

Stockinger (stok'ing-er), n. One who knits

or weaves stockings.

Stocking-franie (stok'ing-fram). u. A ma

chine for weaving or knitting stockings or

other hosiery goods.

Stocking-loom (stok'ing-loin), n, A stock

ing-frame.

Stocking-weaver (stok'ing-wev-erX n. One

who weaves stockings.

Stockish (stokish), a. Like a stock or block;

stupid; blockish. [Rare]

Since naught so stockish, hard, and full of rage,

Dut music for the time doth change his nature,

Shak.

Stock -Jobber (stok'job-er), n. One who

speculates in stocks for gain; one whose oc

cupation is to buy and sell stocks or shares.

Stock-jobbery (stok'job-er- i), n. The prac

tice or business of dealing in stocks or

shares: used in a disparaging sense.

Stock -Jobbing (stok'job-ing ), ». The act

or art of dealing in stocks or shares.

Stock-list (stoklist), n. A list published

daily or periodically iu connection with a

stock-exchange, enumerating the leading

stocks dealt in, the prices current, the actual

transactions, <fcc.

Stock-lock (stoklok), n. A large inferior

kind of lock fitted into an outer wooden

case or frame, such as is used iu doors of

outhouses and the like.

Stock-man (stok'nian), n. One having the

charge of stock; a herdsman. [Australian.]

Stock-market (stok'mnr-ket), ». 1. A mar

ket where stocks are sold; a stock-exchange.

2. A cattle-market

Stock -pot (stok'pot), n. In cookery, a pot

in which stock for soups or gravies is boiled.

Stock - punished (stok'pun-isht), a. Pun

ished by being confined in the stocks.

' Whipped from tithing to tithing, and

stock-punished.' Shak.

Stock -purse (stok'pers), n. 1. A common

purse.— 2. Mdif. savings made in the outlay

of a corps, and applied to regimental pur

poses.

Stocks (stoks), n. pi. 1. An apparatus for

merly used for the punishment of petty

offenders, as vagrants, trespassers, and the

like. It usually consisted of a frame of

Punished in the Stocks.

timber with holes in which the ankles, and

sometimes both the ankles and wrists, of

the nifenders were confined.- 2 The frame

or timbers on which a' ship rests while

building.

Stock-station (stok'sta-shon), n, A station

or district where cattle are reared. [Aus

tralian.]

Stock-still (stok'stil), a. Still as a fixed

post; perfectly still. 'Stood t>tock-still for

sheer amazement.* Tennyson.

Our preachers stand t//v*-.uV// in the pulpit, and

will not so much as move a finger to set off trie best

sermon. Addison.

Stock-taking (stok'tiik-ing), n. A periodi

cal examination, inventory, and valuation

of the stock or goodB in a shop, warehouse,

or other business premlses.

Stock-work (stok'werk), n. In mining, a

method of working ore where, instead of

lying iu veins or strata, it is found in solid

masses, so that it is worked lu chambers

and stories.

Stocky (stok'O. «• Stout of person ; rather

thick than tall or corpulent.

They had no titles of honour among them, but such

as denoted some bodily strenfjth or perfection ; as.

such an one the tall, such ait one the stocky, Mich an

one the gruff. Addison,

Stock -yard (stok'yard), n. A yard or in

closure in which live stock is temi>orarily

kept, as on the way to or from market.

Stoecblology ( ste-ki-ol'o-ji ), n. Same as

Stoichwlogy.

Stcechlometrical (ste'ki-6-met'Tik-al), a.

Same as Stoichiomctricat.

Stcechiometry (ste-ki-om'et-ri), n. Same as

Stoichionutry.

Stoic (sto'ik), n. [Gr. Stoikos, from Stoa, a

porch in Athens where the philosopher Zeno

taught] 1. A disciple of the philosopher

Zeno, who founded a sect about 303 B.C. He

taught that men should be free from pas

sion, unmoved by joy or grief, aud submit

without complaint to the unavoidable neces

sity by which all things are governed. The

Stoics are proverbially known for the stern

ness and austerity of their ethical doctrines,

and for the influence which their tenets

exercised over some of the noblest spirits

of antiquity, especially among the Romans.

Their system appears to have been an

attempt to reconcile a theological panthe

ism and a materialist psychology with a

logic which seeks the foundations of know

ledge in the representations or perceptions

of the senses, and a morality which claims

as its first principle the absolute freedom

of the human will. The Stoics teach that

whatever is real is material ; matter and

force are the two ultimate principles; mat

ter is of itself motionless and unformed,

though capable of receiving all motions and

all forma Force is the active, moving, and

moulding principle.and is inseparably joined

with matter ; the working force in the uni

verse is God, whose existence as a wise

thinking being is proved by the beauty and

adaptation of the world. The supreme end

of life, or the highest good, is virtue, that

is, a life conformed to nature, the agree

ment of human conduct with the all-con

trolling law of nature, or of the human with

the divine will ; not contemplation, but ac

tion, is the supreme problem for man; vir

tue is sufficient for happiness, but happi

ness or pleasure should never be made the

end of human endeavour. The wise man

alone attains to the complete performance

of his duty; he is without passion, although

not without feeling; he is not indulgent,

but just toward himself and others; he alone

is free ; he is king and lord, and is inferior

in inner worth to no other rational being,

not even to Zeus himself. Hence—2. A per

son not easily excited: an apathetic person,

or one who appears or professes to be indif

ferent to pleasure or pain. 'A stoic of the

woods, a man without a tear.' Campbell.

Stoic (sto'ik), a. Pertaining to the Stoics

or to their teaching; as, a Stoic philosopher;

the Stoic doctrine.

Stoical (sto'ik-al), a. 1. Pertaining to the

Stoics or to their doctrines. —2. Sot Affected

by passion; able completely to repress feel

ing; manifesting or maintaining indifference

to pleasure or pain. 'The happiness of a

stoical disposition.' Dr. Knox. 'A stoical

contempt of riches.' Tatler.

Stoically (sto'ik-al-li), adv. Iu the manner

of the Stoics or of a Stoic (in Bense 2); with

out apparent feeling or sensibility; with in

difference to pleasure or pain ; as, stoically

to bear pain.

Stolcalness (sto'ik-al-nes), n. The state of

being stoical; indifference to pleasure or

pain.

Stoichlology (stoi-ki-ol'o-ii), n. [Gr. stoi-

cheion, an element or first principle, and

logos,discourse. ] 1. That branch of physiology

which treats of the elements or proximate

principles of which the body is constituted.

2. The doctrine of the elementary requisites

of mere thought. Sir W. Hamilton.

Stolchlometrlcal (stoiki-o-inet"rik-al), a,

Pertaining to stoichiometry.

Stoichiometry (stoi-ki-om'et-ri), n, [Gr.

stoicheion, element, and metron, measure. ]

In chem. the science of atomic proportions

or chemical equivalents.

Stoicism (Btd'i-sizm), n, 1. The opinions

and maxims of the Stoics—2. A real or pre

tended indifference to pleasure or pain; the

bearing of paiu without betraying feeling;

insensibility.

Fichte's metaphysical theory may be called in

nutrition, ami re.idily enough misapprehended; but

the sublime stoicism at his sentiments must find some

response in many a heart. Cartylc.

StOiCityt (sto-is'i-tl), n. Stoicalness. C.

Jonson.

ch. eAaln; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sitvy; th, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, wAlg; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Stoit, Stoiter (stoit, stoit'erX v.i. [Comp.

Icel. steyta, to push, to cast, Sw. gtoeta, to

dash one thing forcibly against another.]

[Scotch.] To walk in a staggering way; to

totter; to stumble on any object.

Stoke (stok), v.t. pret. & pp. stoked; ppr.

stoking. [Akin to stick, stock. Prov. £.

stoke, a stick or stake.] To poke, stir up,

supply a fire with fuel, and attend to its

combustion : applied chiefly to furnaces,

such as the furnaces of steam-engines.

Much '-.Win is needed to stoke the furnace of a

stfr.im -boiler successfully; and one stoker will often

be able to keep the steam well up when another of

eijual strength and diligence will fail altogether.

Brandt.

Stoke (stdk), v i. To attend to and supply a

furnace with fuel; to act as a stoker.

Stoke-hole (stok'hol), n. The mouth to the

grate of a furnace ; also, the space in front

of the furnace where the stoker stands.

Stoker (stok'er), n. [See Stoke, v.t] l. One

who feeds and trims a furnace or large Are;

especially, one employed to tend the fur

nace of a locomotive or marine engine. —2. A

poker. [Rare.]

Stokin, Stoken (stok'in, stdk'en), n. A kind

<>f apple: possibly from Stoke in Hereford-

Khire.

Stola (st61a), n. [L., from Or. stole*, equip

ment, a woman's robe, clothing, from stelio,

Roman Matron attired in the Stola.

to array, to equip, to send.] A garment

worn by the Roman women over the tunic;

it came as low as the ankles or feet, and

was fastened round the body by a girdle,

leaving broad folds above the breast, and

had a Bounce sewed to the bottom. It was

the characteristic dress of the Roman ma

trons, as the toga was of the men, and was

not allowed to be worn by women divorced

from their husbands, or by courtesans.

Stole ( - ' • 'I ). pret. of steal.

Stole (stol), n. [O.Fr. cstole, L. stola. See

Stola.] 1. A garment resembling the stola;

n long robe or garment worn by ladies, and

reaching to the ankles or heels. Spenser. —

2. A long narrow band or scarf with fringed

i, Stole. a, Priest wearing the Stoic, A A.

ends, worn by ecclesiastics of the Roman

and English churches, by deacons over the

left shoulder, being fastened under the right

arm; by bishops round the neck, with both

ends pendent in front to the knees; and by

priests similarly, but with the ends crossed

over the breast at mass. —Groom of the stole,

the first lord of the bed-chamber in the

household of the English kings.

Stole (stol), n. Same as Stolon, 1.

Stole t (stdl), n. A stool. Chaucer.

Stoled (stold), a. Wearing a stole or long

robe; robed like an antique statue. 'Pro

phets brightly stoled in shining lawn.' <?.

Fletcher. [Poetical]

Stolen (stoln), pp. The passive participle

of steal.

Stolen waters are sweet. Prov. ix. 17.

Stolid (stol'id), a. [L. stolidus, dull, doltish;

akin to stultvs, foolish, aud probably from

root of I. sto, E. btu u:l. I Dull; foolish;

stupid.

Stolidity (sto-lid'i-ti), n. The state or qua

lity of being stolid; dulness of intellect;

stupidity.

These certainly are the foots in the text, indocile,

intractable fools, whose stolidity can baffle all argu

ments, and be proof against demonstration itself.

Bentley.

Stolidness (stol'id-nes), n. Same as Stolid

ity (which see).

Stolon, (sto'lon), n. [L. stolo, stolotiis.]

1. In hot. a sucker which at first appears

at the surface of the ground and then

strikes downwards, piercing the soil or root

ing into it. Treas. of Bot -2. In zool. the

connecting processes of Barcode in the For-

aminifera; the connecting tube in the social

ascidianB; the processes sent out by the

cccnosare of certain Actinozoa.

Stolonlferous (st6-lon-if'er-us), a. [L. stolo,

stolonis, a sucker, and fero, to produce.]

Producing suckers ; putting forth suckers ;

as,a stolon\ferous stem; stoloniferous grasses.

Stoma (sto'ma), u. pi. Stomata (sto'ma-ta).

[Gr.] 1. In hot (a) a minute orifice or pore

in the epidermis of leaves, &c., which opens

directly into the air cavities pervading the

a, Stomata—1, Strobilanihts sabititatia

„ 2, CrvtOH trtHeratum.

„ 3, Limnocharis plumieri.

parenchyma, and through which exhalation

takes place; a breathing-pore; astomatium.

(6) The opening providetl on the side of the

spore-case of ferns, through which dehis

cence takes place, (c) The ostiolum of cer

tain fungals, or the orifice through which

their spores are discharged.—2. In zool. one

of the breathing-holes of insects or similar

animals. They are situated along the sideB

of the body in insects.

Stomacace (sto-mak'a-se), n. [Gr. stoma-

kaki — stoma, the moutli, and kakos, evil,

bad.] A fcetor in the mouth, with bloody

discharge from the gums, which are ulcer

ated along their edges.

Stomach (stum'ak), n. [L. stomachus, the

gullet, ccsophagus, stomach, from Gr. sto-

machos, the throat, the gullet, from stoma,

a mouth.) 1. A membranous receptacle,

the principal organ of digestion, in which

food is prepared for nourishing the body.

The human stomach is of an irregularly

conical or pear-shaped form ; it is situated

in the epigastric region, lying almost trans

versely across the upper and left portion

of the abdominal cavity. Ita largest ex

tremity is directed to the left, its smaller

to the right. Its superior orifice, where the

ccsophagus terminates, is called the cardia;

the inferior orifice, where the intestine be

gins, the pylorus. The stomach is composed

of three coats or membranes, connected by

a firm but very extensive cellular tissue.

The external or peritoneal coat is a dense

firm membrane: the internal or mucous coat

is soft and vascular; the central coat is

muscular. The glands of the stomach are

situated in the mucous coat. The arteries

of the stomach come chiefly from the cce-

liac artery, and are accompanied by veins

which terminate in the vena? porter, or veins

conveying venous blood to the liver for the

purpose of secreting bile. The nerves of

the stomach are very numerous, and come

from the eighth pair and the sympathetic

nerve. The lymphatic vessels are distri

buted throughout the whole substance, and

proceed immediately to the thoracic duct.

The stomach owes its digestive powers

chiefly to the gastric juice, an acid liquid

which is secreted by innumerable follicles

in the mucous coat, and the action of which

upon various elements of food is somewhat

similar to that of prolonged boiling in water.

Digestion is also aided by the performance of

certain well-defined stomachic movements,

which are well calculated to mix and thor

oughly combine the food particles with its

contained fluids. In mammals there are

three kinds of stomachs, simple, complex,

and compound. In the simple it consists of

a single cavity, as in man and the Camivora,

A.'\ This is the most common form. The

complex has two or more compartments

communicating with each other, with no

marked difference of structure, as in the

kangaroo, squirrel, porcupine, Ac. The

Cetacea have from five to seven such com

partments. The compound stomach is pe

culiar to the ruminants. It consists of

four compartments, differing materially in

size and fn the structure of the lining

mucous membrane. The first and largest

cavity is the paunch or rumen, into which

the food is first received; the second, the

honeycomb or reticulum, so named from its

lining membraue forming deep polygonal

cells; the third, the psalterium or omasum,

called 'manyplies' or 'moniplies^Scottish),

from its foliated structure. All these three

compartments are merely useful in the pre

paring the food for the fourth or true stom

ach, called also reed or abomasum, where

the gastric Juice is secreted and food finally

digested. See Ruminantia. — 2. Any spe

cialized cavity for the digestion of food, such

as the digestive cavity in Hydrozoa, <fcc.—

3. The desire of food caused by hunger ;

appetite; as> a good stomach for roast beef.

As appetite or stomach to meat is a sign of health

in the body, so is this hunger in the soul a vit.-d qua

lity, i/ammjnd.

4 Inclination; liking.

He which hath no stomach to this fight

Let liiin depart. Shah.

5.t Violence of temper; anger.

Stem was hts look, and full of stomach vain.

Sfttnser.

O.t Sullenness; resentment; wilful obstinacy;

stubbornness.

This sort of crying proceeding from pride, obstin

acy, and stomach, the will, where the fault lies, must

be bent. Loch*.

7t Pride; haughtiness.

He was a man

Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking

Himself with princes. S'tah,

8. t The throat; the gorge; the gullet. ' Spite

ful tongues in cankered stonuichs placed. '

Raleigh.

Stomach (stum'ak), r.(. l.t To resent; to

remember with anger.

The lion began to show his teeth, and to stomach

the affront Sir X. L'UstraHgt.

2. To bear without open resentment or with

out opposition; to brook; as, to stomach an

atfront. [Colloq.]

Stomach t (stum'ak), v.t. To be angry

' What one among them commonly doth not

stomach at such contradiction." Hooker.

Stomachal (stum'ak-al), a. [Fr. stomacal.]

Cordial; stomachic.

Stomacher (stum'ak-er), n. 1. An orna

mental covering for the breast, fanning put

of a lady's dress. 'A stately lady in a dia

mond stomacher and a long black hood.'

Johnson,—2. One who stomachs,

Stomachfult (stum'ak-ful), a. Wilfully ob
stinate; stubborn; perverse. ■ A stomach/ul

boy put to school.' Sir R. V Estrange.

Stomachfullyt (stura'ak-ful-li), adv. In an

angry manner. Bp. Bali.

Stomachfulness t (stuiu'ak-ful-nes), n.

Stubbornness; sullenness; perverse ubsti-

uacy. Granger.

Stomachic (sto-mak'ik), a. 1. Pertaining

to the stomach; as. stomachic vessels —

2. Strengthening to the Btomach ; exciting

the action of the stomach. 'Gluttonously

fond of whatever would yield him a little

solacement. were it only of a stomachic cha

racter.' Carlyle.

Stomachic (sto-mak'ik), n. A medicine that

strengthens the stomach and excites ita

action.

Stomachlcal (sto-mak'ik-al), o. Same as

Stomachic. Wiseman,

Stomaching' (stum'ak-ing), 11. Resentment.

'Tis not a time for private stomaching Shak

Fate, far. fat, fall; m£, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; f, Sc. tey.
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Stomachless (stum'ak-les), a. Being with

out a stomach or appetite. 'Thy sleeps

broken, thy meals stomachless.' Bp. Halt.

Stomachoust (stuni'ak-us),a. Stout; sullen;

obstinate. ' Stem looks and stomachous dis

dain ' Spenser.

Stomach-piece (stum'ak-pes), n. Naui. the

same as Apron (which see).

Stomach-pump (stum'ak-pnmp),n. A small

pump or syringe used in medical practice,

for the purpose of emptying the stomach

and introducing cleansing or other liquids.

It resembles the common syringe, except

that it has two apertures near the end, in

stead of one, in which the valres open differ

ent ways, so aa to constitute a sucking and

a forcing passage. When the object is to

extract from the stomach, the pump is

worked while its sucking orifice is in con

nection with a flexible tube passed into the

stomach; and the extracted matter escapes

by the forcing orifice. When it is desired,

on the contrary, to throw cleansing water

or other liquid into the stomach, the tube

is connected with the forcing orifice, by

which the action of the pump is reversed.

Stomach - staggers (stum'ak-stag-erz), n.

A disease in horses, depending on a para

lytic affection of the stomach. In this dis

ease the animal clozes in the stable and rests

his head in the manger; he then wakes up,

and falls to eating, which he continues to do

till the stomach swells to an enormous ex

tent, and the animal at last dies of apoplexy

or hia stomach bursts.

Stomachy t (stum'a-ki), a. Obstinate; sullen.

Stomapod (std'ma-pod), n. A member of

the order Stomapoda,

Stomapoda (std-map'd-da), n. [Or. stoma,

a mouth, and pons, podos, a foot] An order

of malacostracous crustaceans, having six

to eight pairs of legs, mostly near the mouth

(hence the name); eyes pedunculate; bran

chiae when present suspended beneath the

Stomapoda.

j, Sfuilla sfylifera. a, Phytlosorna commune.

abdomen, or attached to the thoracic legs.

They are found chiefly in intertropical

climates, and are almost without exception

marine. The order includes the locust

shrimps (Squilla), the glass shrimps (Erich-

thysX and the opossum shrimps (Mysis).

Stomapodous (sto-map'd-dus), a. Pertain

ing or belonging to the Stomapoda.

Stomata (sttVma-ta). See Stoma.

Stomate (std'mat),a. In bot. having stomata.

See Stoma.

Stomate, Stomatium (std'mat, sto ma'shi-

um), n. In hot see STOMA, 1 (a).

Stomatic (std-mat'ik), n. A medicine for

diseases of the mouth.

Stomatic (std-mat'ikX a. Of or pertaining

to a stoma or to stomata.

Stomatiferous (stom-a-tif'er-us), a. In but.

bearing stomates.

Stomatitis (stom-a-tftis), n. [Or. stoma,

the mouth.] In pathol. inflammation of the

mouth.

Stomatoda (stom'a-to-da), n. pi. A division

of the Protozoa, including those forms which

possess a mouth. See Stomatode.

Stomatode (stom'a-tddX a. [Gr. stoma, sto-

matoft, a mouth.] Possessing a mouth; spe

cifically applied to a division of the Proto

zoa.

As regards the classification of the Protozoa, a

rough and useful division is into mouth-bearing or

stomatode Protozoa, in which there is a distinct mouth;

and mouthless or 'astomatous' Protozoa, in which

there is no mouth. H. A. Nicholson.

Stomato - gastric ( atom ' a - 15 - gas " trik ), a.

Of or pertaining to the mouth and stomach.

Stomatomorphous (storo'a-td-mor"fus), a.

[Gr. stoma, stomatos, a mouth, aud morphi,

a form.] In bot. mouth-shaped.

Stomatoplastlc(stom'a-td-plas"tik), a. [Gr.

stoma.stomatos,&mouth,a.naplassd,totoTm.]

In surg. applied to the operation of forming

a mouth where the aperture has been con

tracted from any cause. Dunglison.

Stomatoscope (stom'a-td-skdp), n. [Gr.

stoma,stomatos,*mouth,andskopeo, to view. ]

Any instrument for keeping the mouth open

so as to permit the parts within to be in

spected. Dunglison.

Stomatous (stom'a-tus), a. Furnished with

stomata.

Stomp (stomp), v.i. To stamp with the foot.

[Vulgar.]

Stondt (stood), n. [For stand.] 1. A stand;

a post; a station. Spenser.—2. A stop; an

impediment or hinderance. 'When there

be not stonds nor restiveneas in a man's

nature. ' Bacon.

Stondemt pp. of stonde {stand). Stood.

Chaucer.

Stone(ston),n. [A. Sax. «fdn,astone,arock—a

word common to all the Teutonic languages:

D. L.G. and Dan. steen, Sw. shin, Icel. steinn,

G. stein, Goth, stains, stone. Cog. Slav.

stjena, Gr. stia, stion, a small stone, a pebble.

Probably from root sta, seen in E. to stand.]

I. A hard concretion of some species of earth,

as lime, silex, clay, and the like; a hard, com

pact mineral body of any form and size,

usually composed of various simple min

erals. The principal component parts of

stones are silex, alumina, zirconia, glucina,

lime, and magnesia; sometimes the oxides

of iron, manganese, nickel, chromium, and

copper are also found to enter into their

composition. As distinguished from a rock

a stone is usually a mass of no great size,

generally such as can be lifted or moved

about, whereas a rock 1b a solid and immov

able portion of the earth's crust. Stones

are of various degrees of hardness and

weight; they are brittle and fusible, but

not malleable, ductile, or soluble in water.

.Stones are of extensive use for a great va

riety of purposes— for building, paving,

grinding, ornamental purposes, &c—2. The

material obtained from stones or rocks; the

kind of substance they produce; as, a house

built of a hard stone; a wall of stone; a

quarry producing fine, close-grained stone.

5. A gem ; a precious stone. ' Two stones,

two rich and precious stows. ' Shak. —4. What

Is made of stone; as, (a) a monument erected

to preserve the memory of the dead.

Should some relentless eye

Glance on the stone where our cold relics lie. Pope.

(b) A gun-flint

Where's the stone of this piece t

Thedrummer took it out to light tobacco. Beau. & Ft.

6. What resembles a stone; as, (a) a calcu

lous concretion in the kidneys or bladder;

hence the disease arising from a calculus.

(6)A testicle. Shak. (c) The nut of a drupe or

stone fruit, or the hard covering inclosing

the kernel, and itself inclosed by the pulpy

pericarp. 'Cracking the stones of the fore

said prunes.' Shak.—6. A common measure

of weight in use throughout the north-west

and central countries of Europe, but varying

much in different countries. The English ini-

Eerial standard stone is 14 lbs. avoirdupois,

ut other values are in regular use, varying

with the article weighed; thus, the stone of

butcher's meat or fish is 8 lbs., of cheese

16 lbs., of hemp 32 lbs., of glass 5 lbs.—

7. Symbol of hardness, torpidness, and insen

sibility; as, a heart of stone.

He is a stone, a very pebble stone, and has no mora

pity in him than a dog. Shak.

8. In printing, same as Imposing-stone. ■ -

9. A hailstone.

Let heaven engender hail.

And poison it in the source, and the first stone

Drop in my neck. Sha 1-.

lO.t A thunderbolt.

Are there no stones in heaven

But what serve for the thunder? Shak.

II. t A term applied to the glass of a mirror;

a mirror.

Lend me a looking-glass.

If that her breath will mist or stain the stone.

Why then she lives. Shak.

—Artificial stone, a concreted material ap

plied to numerous purposes, asmaking build

ing blocks, flagstones, tiles, statuary, vases,

grindstones, sewer-pipes, Ac. There are

many varieties, most of which have a base

of hydraulic mortar, with which sand and

pulverized stone of different kinds are mixed.

—Meteoric stone. See Akrolite —Philoso

pher's stone. See under Philosoph er. — To

leave no sUnxe unturned, to do everything

that can be done; to use all practicable

means to effect an object; to spare no exer

tions.

He crimes invented, left unturn'd no stone

To make my guilt appear and hide his own. Drytttn.

Stone (stdn), a. Made of stone or like stone;

as, & stone jug.—Stone age. See under Agk.

Stone (stdn), v.t. pret. & pp. stoned; ppr. ston

ing. [See the noun.] 1. To pelt, beat, or

kill with stones.

And they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, ami

saying. Lord Jesus, receive my spirit. Acts vii. 59

2. To make like stone; to harden. [Rare. )

O perjur'd woman, thou dost stone my heart. Shak.

3. To free from stones; as, to stone raisins. —

4. To wall or face with stones; to line or for

tify with stones; as, to stone a well; to stoju

a cellar.

Stone-axe (stdn'aks), n. 1. An axe with two

somewhat obtuse edges used in hewing

stone.—2. A kind of axe made of stone, such

as are used among some savage tribes.

Stone-blind (stdn 'blind), a. Blind as a

stone; perfectly blind.

Stone-blue (stdn'blu), ». A compound of

indigo and starch or whiting.

Stone-borer (stdn'bdr-er), n. One who or

that which bores stones; specifically, a term

applied to certain lamellibranchiate mol

luscs, which by means of rasp-like Imbrica

tions with which their shell is armed per

forate or bore into rocks, Ac. See Pholas.

Stone-bow (ston'bd), n. A cross-bow for

shooting stones.

Whoever will hit the mark of profit must, like

those that shoot with stone-bows, wink with one eye.

Afarsfon.

Stone-bramble (stdn'bram-blX n. A plant,

the Rubus Chamatmorus. Called also

Cloudberry and Roebuck-berry.

Stone -brash (stdn 'brash), n. In agri. a

subsoil composed of shattered rock or stone.

Stone-break (ston'brak), n. A plant, saxi

frage.

Stone-buck (stdnTjuk), n. The steenbok,

an animal of the antelope kind.

Stone -butter ( stdn ' but -er), n. A sort of

alum.

Stone-cast (atdn'kastV n. The distance

which a stone may be thrown by the hand;

a stone s-cast; a stone s-throw.

About a stone-cast from the wall

A sluice with blackcn'd water slept- Tennyson.

Stone -chat, Stone - chatter (stdn 'chat.

Btdn'chat-er), 71. [Stone and chatter.] An

insessorial bird of the family of warblers,

Saxicola rubicola. The stone -chat is com

mon in Europe, and frequents moors ami

other open wastes. It runs with much

celerity, and its food consists of insects

and worms. In Scotland the wheat-ear (S.

ctnanthe) is often named stone -chat or

stane-chack. Called also Moor-titling.

Stone-coal (stdn'kdl), n. Hard coal ; anthra

cite.

Stone-cold (stdnTcdld), a. Cold as a stone.

At last as marble rock he standeth still,

Stone<old without, within burnt with lore's flame.

Dryden.

Stone-colour (stdn'kul-er), n. The colour

of stone; a grayish colour.

Stone-coral (stdnTco-ral), n. Coral which

is in masses, in distinction from that which

is in the form of branches.

Stone-cray (stdnTtra), n, A distemper in

hawks.

Stone-crop (ston'krop), n. [A. Sax. stdn-

crop, crop having the sense of a bunch or

cluster. The plants grow on rocks.] The

common name of various British species of

plants of the genus Sedum. See SEDUM.

Stone-crush (stdnTcrush). n. A sore on the

foot occasioned by a bruise. [Local.]

Stone-curlew (stdn'ker-lu), n. See Stone-

clover and Willet.

Stone-cutter (stdnTcut-er), n. One whose

occupation is to hew or cut stones for build

ing, ornamental, or other purposes.

Stone-cutting (stdnTtut-ing), n. The busi

ness of cutting or hewing stones for walls,

monuments, &c.

Stone-dead (stdn'ded), a. As lifeless as a

stone.

Stone-deaf (stdn'def), a. Deaf as a stone;

totally deaf.

Stone-deaf, that sort of deafness which prevents a

man from hearing his own voice. IV. Collins.

Stone-dresser (stdn'dres-er), n. One who

tools, smooths, and shapes stone for build

ing purposes. Simmonds.

Stone -eater (stdn'et-er), n. Same us

Stone-borer.

Stone-falcon (stdn'fa-kn), n. See Merlin

Stone-fern (stdn'fern), n. A native British

fern (Allosorus crispus).

Stone-fly (stdn'fll), n. A species of neurop-

terous insect (Perla bicaudata), much used

as a bait in trout-Ashing.

en. eaain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, shy; TH, Men; th, thin; w, wig; wh, uAig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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Stone-fruit (ston'frdt), n. I mil whose

seed-t are covered with a hard shell envel-

"I""1 In the pulp, as peaches, cherries,

plums. Ac. ; a drupe.

Stone-gall (ston'gal), " 1. The name given

to a roundish mass of clay often occurring in

variegated sandstone.—2. Same as Stannel.

Stone-grig (Bton'grig). n. The pride or

mud - lamprey ( A mmocostes branchialis).

See AMMOC03TE8.

Stone-hammer(stdnTiam-er), n. A hammer

for breaking or rough-dressing stones.

Stone-hard (■♦ton'bard), a. Hard as a stone;

unfeeling. 'Thy stone-hard heart.' Shak.

Stone-hawk (ston'hak), n. Same as Stone-

falcon. See MKKLIN

Stone -hearted ( ston' hart -ed), a. Hard

hearted; cruel; pitiless; unfeeling; stony

hearted.

Weep, ye stone ■ hearted men! Oh, read and

pity] IV. Browne

Stone -horse (ston'hors), n. A horse not

castrated.

Stone-house (stonlious), n. A house built

of stone.

Stone-lily (Btonli-li), n. A popular name

for fossil crinoideans or encrinites, espe

cially for Encriniti* moniliformis, from the

resemblance of their rayed receptacles and

slender columns to the flower and stalk of

the lily.

Stone-marten (aton'mar-ten), n. See

Marten.

Stone-mason (st6n'ma-sn), n. One who

dresses stones for building, or builds with

them; a builder in stone.

Stone - merchant (ston'mer-chant), n. A

dealer in building, paving, or other stones.

Stone-mortar (ston'mor-tar), n. A large

mortar used in sieges for throwing a mass

of small stones or hand-grenades upon the

heads of an enemy.

Stone-OChre(ston'o-ker),n. An earthy oxide

of iron which forms a yellow pigment of

considerable permanence in oil or water

colours.

Stone-oil (ston'oil), n. Bock-oil or petro

leum.

Stone-parsley (ston'pars-Ii), n. A British

plant of the genus Sison, the & Amomum.

Called also Hedge Stonewort. See Stso.v.

Stone-pine (st6n'pin),n. A tree of the genus

Pinus, the P. Pinea, common in the south

of Italv. See Pine.

Stone-pit (stdn'pit), n. A pit or quarry

where stones are dug.

Stone-pitch (stdu'pich), n. Hard inspis

sated pitch.

Stone-plover (ston pld-ver), n. A large

species of plover, the (Edicnemus crepitans.

It is pretty generally distributed through

out Europe; in some parts, as in Britain and

Germany, it is migratory; but it iB seldom

Stone-plover ((Edicnemus crepitans).

Been in the north of England, and scarcely

ever in Scotland. It appears in England

at the latter end of April, frequents open

hilly situations; makes no nest, but lays

two eggs on the bare ground, and emigrates

in amall flocka about the end of September.

Called alKo Stone-curlew, Thick-kneed Plo

ver or Bustard, and simply Thick-knee.

Stone-pock (ston'pok), n. An acrid and

hard pimple which suppurates.

Stone-quarry (ston'kwo-ri), n. A pit or ex

cavation out of which stones are dug.

Stoner (ston'er), n. One who beats or kills

with Btones. jBorrow.

Stone-root (Bton'rot), ft. The popular name

In North America of a medicinal plant, the

Collingonia canadensis. It possesses diu

retic and stomachic properties.

Stone's-cast (stoiiz'kast), n. A Btone-cast.

A madder thing to kc them ride, though not half

a stone's-casf. Sir T. Herbert.

Stone-seed (ston'sed), n. A perennial plant

(Lithospennum officinale). SeeGROMWELL.

Stonesfleld Slate (stonz'feld slit), n. in

;!"■( a slaty calcareous limestone, forming

a constituent portion of the lower oolite

formation, and abounding in organic re

mains. In it was first detected mammalian

remains of the secondary epoch.

Stone-BhOt(«t6n'shot),n. 1. An early form of

projectile for a cannon, consisting of a lump

or bullet of stone, afterwards superseded by

iron shot.—2. The distance a stone can be

shot or thrown.

He show'd a tent

A stone-sliot off. Tennyson.

Stonesmickle, Stonesmitch (stdnz'mik-1,

stonz'micb). n. The stone-chat.

Stone-snipe (stdn'snlp). u. A large North

American snipe, GainoeUa melanoleuca.

Stone-squarer (ston'skwar-er), n. One who

forms Btones into square shapes ; a stone

cutter. 1 Ki. v. 18.

Stone's-throw (stouz'thro), n. A stone-

cast.

Stone-still (ston'stil), a. Still as a stone;

perfectly still or motionless.

1 will not struggle ; I will stand stow-still. Shak.

Stone-wall (stou'wal), n. A wall built of

stones.

Stone-ware (ston'wnr), n. A species of pot

ter's ware made from a composition of clay

and flint. The clay is beaten in water and

purified, and the flint is calcined, ground,

and suspended in water, and then mixed (in

various proportions for various wares) with

the former liquor. The mixture is then dried

in a kiln, and being afterwards beaten to a

proper temper, ft becomes fit for being

formed at the wheel into dishes, plates,

bowls, <frc. These are baked in a furnace

and glazed by common salt. The salt being

thrown into the furnaceis volatilized by heat,

becomes attached to the surface of the ware,

and is decomposed, the muriatic acid flying

off and leaving the soda behind it to form a

fine thin glaze on the ware, which resists or

dinary acids.

Stone-work (stdn'werk), n. Work consist

ing of Btone; mason's work of stone.

Stonewort (ston'wert), n. The common

name of Sison Amomum; stone-parsley. (See

Sison.) The same name is also given to

plants of the genus < 'hum.

Stonily (ston Mi), adv. With stony cold

ness or unimpressiveness; in a manner sug

gestive of the qualities of a stone; Inflexi

bly; harshly.

Stoniness (ston'i-nes), n. [From stony.]

1. The quality of being atony or abounding

with stones; as, the stoniness of ground ren

ders It difficult to tilL — 2. Hardness of

heart.

He hath some stoniness at the bottom.

Hammond.

Stontt For Stondeth, Standeth. Chmt-

cer.

Stony (ston'f). « [A. Sax. st/mig. See

Stone. J 1. Pertaining to, made or consist

ing of, abounding in, or resembling stone;

as, a stony tower; stony ground. * Sparry or

stony icicles.' Woodward.

With love's light wings did \ o'er-perch these walls;

For stony limits cannot hold love out. Shall.

2. Petrifying; converting to Btone. "The

ntony dart of senseless cold.' Spenser.^

3. Hard; cruel; unrelenting; pitiless.

I will clear their senses dark.

What may suffice, and soften stony hearts

To pray, repent, and bring obedience due.

Milton.

4. Obdurate; perverse; morally hard. 'Every

glance of their young eyes full of desper

ation and stony depravity.' Ruskin.

Stony-hearted (ston'i-hart-ed), a. Hani-

hearted; insensible to feeling; unfeeling;

obdurate.

Stood (stud), pret. and pp. of stand.

Stook (stuk), n. [L.G. stake, G. stanch, a

heap] A shock of corn, consisting, when

of full size, of twelve sheaves. [Mainly a

Scotch or Northern English word.]

Thus she stood amid the stoats.

Praising God with sweetest looks. Hood.

Stook (stuk), v.t. To set up, as sheaves of

grain, in stooks or shocks. [Scotch. ]

Stooker (atuk'er), n. One who sets up

sheaves in stooks or shocks in the harvest-

field. Prof. Wilson.

Stool (stol), n. [A. Sax. stol, a stool, chair.

throne. Beat; D. stoel, Sw. and Dan. stol,

Icel. stoll, O. stuhl, Ooth. stolls, a seat, a

throne: cog. Slav, stul, stol. The root is that

of stand, stall, still, Q. stellen, to place, Ac.]

1. A seat without a back, often consisting

of a circular or quadrilateral block with

three or four legs, intended as a seat for one

person. They are known by purpose, as a

footstool, a piano-stool, &c. ; or by construc

tion, as afolding-stool, &c

If a chair be denned a seat for a single person,

with a back belonging to it, then a stool is a seat for

a single person without a back. IVatts.

2. The seat used in evacuating the bowels ;

hence, an evacuation; a discharge from the

bowels.—3. The root or stump of a timber-

tree which throws up shoots; also, the set

or cluster of shoots thus produced. —\. The

mother plant from which young plants are

propagated by the process of layering.

Lindley. —5. Xaut. a small channel in the

side of a vessel for the dead-eyes of the back

stays ; also, a piece of plank fastened to a

ship's side to receive the birthing of the gal

lery.—6. [See Stale in this sense.] An arti

ficial duck or other water-fowl used as a

decoy. [Local, United States.]— Stoat of

repentance, in Scotland, an elevated seat in

the church on which persons in former times

were made to sit during divine service as a

punishment for fornication and adultery.

See Cutty-stool.—Stool ofa window, or win

dow-stool, in arch, the Hat piece upon which

the window shuts down, corresponding to

the sill of a door.

Stool (stol), v.i. In agri. to tiller, as grain;

to shoot out stems from the root.

StOOl-ball (stoTbal), n. A play at ball for

merly in vogue, especially among young

women. Chapman; Prior.

Stool-end (stoTend), n. In mining, a por

tion of the rock left unworked for the pur

pose of supporting the rest

Stool-pigeon (stbt'pij-on), n. [Probably for

stale-pigeon. See Stale, a decoy] A pigeon

used as a decoy to draw others within a net;

hence, a person used as a decoy for others.
Stoom (stbru), '■■.'. [See STUM.] To stum

(which see).

Stoop (stop), v.i. [A. Sax. stupian, O.D.

stoepen, stuipen, to stoop, to bow; Icehstupa,

to stoop; N. stupa, to fall, stoypa, to

cast down, stup, a steep cliff; Sw. stupa, to

incline, to lower, to fall; probably akin to

steep.] l..To bend the body downward and

forward; to bend down the head and upper

half of the body; as, to stoop to pick up a

book.

So stooping down, as needs he must.

Who cannot sit upright. Coivper.

2. To bend or lean forward with the head

and shoulders; to have the back lx>wed or

bent; to get the habit of beuding; to be

come crooked; as, men stoop in standing or

walking, either from habit or from age.

A good leg will fall; a straight back will stoop; a

black beard will torn white. Shalt.

3. To yield; to submit: to bend by compul

sion ; to take an inferior or subordinate

position.

Death his death's wound shall then receive, and stoop

Inglorious. Milton.

Mighty in her ships stood Carthage long,

Yet stoop'd to Rome, less wealthy, but more strong.

Dryden.

4. To descend from rank or dignity; to con

descend ; to humble or lower one's self.

' When lovely woman stoops to folly.' Gold

smith.

Where men of great wealth stoop to husbandry, it

multiplieth riches exceedingly Bacon,

5. To come down on prey, as a hawk; to

pounce; to make a swoop.

The holy eagle

Stoop'd, as to foot us. Shalt.

The bird of love stoop'd from his aery tour.

Two birds of gayest plume before him drove.

Milton.

6. To sink when on the wing; to alight ' And

stoop with closing pinions from above.' Dry-

den.

Cowering low

With blandishments, each bird stoop'dan his wing.

Milton.

Wisdom is often nearer when we stoop than when

we soar. IVordsrvorth.

Bra. To bend, bow, yield, submit, conde

scend, descend.

Stoop (stop), v.t 1. To bend or bow down

ward and forward; to bow down; to abase.

' Have stooped my neck under your injuries. '

Shak.

The king before the Douglas" rage

Stoop'd his anointed head as low as death. Shot,

2 To cause to incline downward ; to bend

forward ; as, to stoop a cask of liquor.—

3t To cause to submit; to overcome; to

prostrate.

Many of those whose states so tempt thine ears

Are stooped by death, and many left alive.

Chapman.

it To debase; to subject, with degradation

or infamy. Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fall; ni6, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. icy.
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Stoop (stop), n. 1. The act of stooping or

bending the body forward; a habitual bend

of the back or shoulders; as, to walk with a

stoop. — 2. Descent from dignity or superi

ority; condescension.

Can any loyal subject see

With patience such a stoop from sovereignty?

Dryden.

3. Fall of a bird on his prey; swoop. 'An

eagle made a stoop at him.' Sir R. L'Es-

trange.

StOOp (stop), n. [A. Sax. stoppa, Icet staup,

a cup, a drinking vessel; V. stoop, a measure

of about two quarts ; Sw, stop, a measure

of about three pints.] A vessel of liquor;

as, a stoop of wine or ale. 'A stoop of wine.'

Skak. See Stocp.

StOOP (stop), n. [D. stoep (pron, stoop); the

word was brought to America by the Dutch

colonists. ] The steps at the entrance of a

house: door-steps; also, a porch with a bal

ustrade and seats on the sides. [United

States.]

Nearly all the houses were built with their gables

to the street, and each had heavy wooden Dutch

stomps, with seats at the door. y. F. Cooper.

Stoop-and-roop (stup-and-rup), adv. Com

pletely; altogether, that is, stump- and-

rump. 'We are ruined stoop-and-roop.'

Sir w. Scott. Written also Stoup~and-roup.

[Scotch ]

Stooper (stbp'er), n. One who stoops or

bends the body forward.

Stoopingly (stop'ing-li), adv. In a stooping

manner or position ; with a bending of the

body forward.

Stoor, n. See Stour.

Stoothing (stoth'ing), n, In arch, a pro

vincial term for battening.

Stop (atop), v.t. pret. A pp. stopped; ppr.

stopping. [A. Sax. stoppian, forstoppian,

to stop up; O. Sax. stuppon, D. and L.Q.

stoppen, Dan. stoppe, Sw. stoppa, Icel.stoppa,

all to stop up; probably borrowed from L. L.

stitppo. stupjmre, to stop up with tow, from

L. stuppa. tow, whence also come It. stop-

pare, O. Sp. estopar, Ft. etmtper, to stop

with tow.] 1. To close up by filling, stuffing,

or otherwise obstructing ; also to fill up a

cavity or cavities in; as, to stop a vent; to

stop the ears; to stop a rotten tooth.

Imperious Cxsat dead and turned to clay.

Might stop a hole to keep the wind away. Shah.

■* To stanch or preventfrom bleeding; hence,

to make whole; to heal: applied to wounds

ox hurts. 'And atop those maims of shame.'

Skak.

Have by some surgeon, Shylock, on your charge.

To stop his wounds, lest he should bleed to death.

Shak.

:: To obstruct; to render impassable; as, to

stop a way, road, or passage.

Mountains of ice, that stop the imagined way

Beyond Petsora eastward to the rich

Cathaian coast Milton.

4. To check, stay, arrest, keep back, in n

variety of usages; as. (a) to impede; to stand

in the way of ; to arrest the progress of ;

as, to stop a passenger in the road ; to stop

the course of a Btream ; to stop the ap

proaches of old age or infirmity.

Can any dresses find a way

To step the approaches of decay? SackviiU.

(b) To restrain; to hinder; to suspend; as,

to stop the execution of a decree, (c) To re

press; to suppress; to finish; to put an end

to; as, to stop the progress of vice. 'And

atop the rage betime.' Shak. 'To stop effu

sion of our Christian blood. ' Shak. (d) To

hinder from action or practice.

No man shall stop me of this boasting, a Cor. xi to.

Whose disposition, all the world well knows.

Will not be rubb'd nor stopp'd. Shak.

e) To check in utterance; to silence. 'The

grief. . . that stops his answer so.' Shak.

if) To keep back and refuse to pay; to keep

Do you mean to stop any of William's wages about

the sack he lost the other day at Hinckley fair?

Shak.

5. To regulate the sounds of with the fingers

or otherwise ; as. to stop a string.—6. NauL

to make fast; to stopper.—7. To point, as a

written composition ; to punctuate. 'If his

sentences were properly stopped.' Landor.

Stm. To stuff, obstruct, check, stay, arrest,

keep back, hinder, impede, delay, inter

rupt, restrain, repress, suppress, finish, end.

Stop (stop), v.i. 1. To cease to go forward ;

to stand still.

Some strange commotion

Is in his brain ; he bites his> lip, and starts ;

Stops on a sudden, looks upon the ground. Shak.

*L To cease from any motion, habit, practice,

or course of action; to check one's self; as,
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when you are accustomed to a course of

vice it is very difficult to stop.

You have often

Begun to tell me what I am, but stopp'd

And left me to a bootless inquisition. Shak.

The swallow stopt as he hunted the bee. Tennyson.

3. To remain; to stay; to reside temporarily;

to have lodgings; to tarry; as, when you

come to town, stop with me instead of going

to a hotel. [Colloq.J

Stop (stop), n. 1. The act of stopping or the

state of being stopped; cessation of progres

sive motion; hindcrance of progress, action,

or operation; interruption ; pause; termin

ation; as, a stop in speaking, writing, walk

ing ; to put a stop to a noise or a quarrel

' Martius was a little at a stop.' Bacon.

Occult qualities put a stop to the improvement of

natural philosophy. Newton.

It is a k*reat step toward the mastery of our desires,

to give this stop lo them. Locke.

2. The act of filling up or closing, as an

aperture. 'A breach that craves a quick

expedient stop.' Shak, — & That which

stops, hinders, or obstructs; obstacle; im

pediment; hinderance. 'The stops that

hinder study quite. ' Shak.

Blessed be that Cod who casts rubs, stops and

hindrances in my way, when I am attempting the

commission of such a sin. South.

A fatal stop travers'd their headlong course.

/laurel.

4. In music, (a) the closing of an aperture in

the air-passage of an instrument, or pressure

of the finger upon the string so as to modify

the sounds, (b) That by which the sounds of

musical instruments are regulated, as one

of the vent holes of a wind-instrument, orthe

place In a stringed instrument pressed on for

the production of a musical sound. The stops

of an organ are a collection of pipes similar

in tone and quality, which run through the

whole or a great part of the compass of the

instrument. By means of a variety of stops

the organist can change the quality of tone,

the power of sound, and the compass of the

instrument In great organs the stops are

numerous and multifarious; but the princi

pal ones are the two diapasons, the princi

pal, the twelfth, the fifteenth, the sesquiai-

tera, the mixture or furniture, the trumpet,

the clarion, and the cornet. The choir-organ

usually contains the stopt diapason, the

dulciana, theprincipal, thejlute, the twelfth,

the bassoon, and the vox huvtana. The stops

of an organ are so arranged, that by means

of registers the air proceeding from the

bellows may be admitted to supply each

stop or series of pipes, or excluded from it

at pleasnre; and a valve is opened when the

proper key is touched which causes all the

pipes belonging to the note, in those series

of which the registers are open, to sound at

once. Several of the stops are designed to

produce imitations of different musical in

struments, as the trumpet, clarion, comet,

axid jtute stops.—6. A point or mark in writ

ing, intended to distinguish the sentences,

parts of a sentence or clauses, and to show

the proper pauses in reading; a punctuation

mark. The stops generally used are the

comma, semicolon, colon, and period. To

these may be added the marks of interroga

tion and exclamation.—6. In joinery, one of

the pieces of wood nailed on the frame of a

door to form the recess or rebate into which

the door shuts. — 7. Xaut. a projection at

the upper part of a mast, outside of the

cheeks.— 8. In optics, a perforated diaphragm

between two lenses, to intercept the extreme

rays that might disturb the perfection of

the image.

Stop-cock (stopTtok). n. An instrument

used to turn off or regulate the supply of

water, gas, Ac., which flows through pipes.

See Ball-cock.

Stope (stop), v. t. and i. [From step. Com p.

stick, stoke.) In mining, (a) to cut away

the ore so that the upper or under surface

presents the form of a series of steps. (6) To

fill in with rubbish, as a space from which

the lode has been worked out

Stope (stop), n. In mining, a horizontal

layer of ore forming one of a series of steps

into which it has been excavated.

Stopen.t pp. ot steppe. Stepped; advanced.

Chaucer.

Stop-gap (stop'gap),n. 1 That which closes

or fills up a gap or other opening. —2. A

temporary expedient ; as, he pretended ill

ness as a stop-gap.

Sloping (stdp'ing), n. In mining, the act of

cutting mineral ground with a pick, work

ing downwards; the act of forming into

stones.

STORAX

Stopless (stoples), a. Not to be stopped.

'Staple** as a running multitude.' sir W.

Davenant.

Stop-motion (stop'md-ahon'), n. An ar

rangement in a machine by which the break

age of material in transitu, or the failure of

supply of the material under treatment,

causes an arrest of the motion.

Stoppage (stop'aj), n. 1. The act of stop

ping or arresting progress or motion ; or

the state of being stopped; as, the stoppage

of the circulation of the blood; the stoppage

of commerce.

We were tripping away . . . when we came upon

my lady in a street stoppage '" her chair.

Thackeray.

2. A deduction made from pay or allowances

to repay advances, &c—Stoppage in tran

situ, in law, the right which an unpaid ven

dor of goods has, on hearing that the vendee

is insolvent, to stop and reclaim the goods

while in their transit and not yet delivered

to the vendee.

Stopper (stop'er), n. 1. One who stops,

closes, shuts, or hinders; that which stops

or obstructs; that which closes or fills a

vent or hole in a vessel.—2. NauL a stout

rope with a knot at one end, and sometimes

a hook at the other, used for various pur

poses, as for checking and holding fast a

rope cable, &c. Stoppers for chain cables

are of various kinds, such as an iron clamp

with a lever, a double claw of iron with a

rope attached. Arc.

Stopper (stop'er), v.t. To close or secure

with a stopper. — To stopper the cable, to

put stoppers on it to prevent it from run

ning out of the ship when riding at anchor.

Stopper -bolt (Btop'er-bolt), n. NauL a

large ring-bolt driven into the deck before

the main hatch, etc., for securing the stop

pers to.

Stopper-hole (stop'er-hol), n. In iron-pud

dling, a hole in the door of the furnace

through which the iron is stirred, and the

operation observed.

Stopping (stop'ing), n. 1. The act of one

who stops. — 2. Something that stops; as,

(a) in mining, a door or screen in a gallery

which stops the passage of air at a certain

point. (6) In dental surg. material for filling

carious teeth, (c) In farriery, a ball or pad

for stuffing Lite space on a horse's foot within

the inner edge of the shoe.—3. In etching,

see Stopping-out.

Stopping-brush (stop'ing-brush), n. 1. In

hat-inakxng, a brush used to sprinkle boiling

water upon the napping and the hat body

to assist in uniting them.—2. In etching, a

camel's-hair brush, used in stopping out

portions of etched plates.

Stopping-out (stop'ing-out), n. In etching,

a method of covering certain parts of the

plate with a composition impervious to acid,

to protect them from the action of the acid,

either totally or for a time, so as to give

effect to lines varying in darkness and

breadth.

Stop -plank (stop'plangk), n. One of the

planks employed to form a sort of dam in

some hydraulic works. They generally oc

cupy vertical grooves in the wing wales of

a lock or weir, to hold back water in case of

temporary disorder of the lock-gates.

Stopple (stop'l), n, [Dim. of stop; L.G.

stiippel, G. stopfel, stopsel, a stopple. J That

which stops or cIoscb the mouth of a vessel;

as, a glass stopple; a cork stopple.

Stopple (stop!), v.t. pret. & pp. stoppled;

ppr. stoppling. To stop or close with a

stopple.

Stop-valve (stop'valv), n. 1. In hydraulics,

a valve which closes a pipe against the pass

age of fluid. It is usually a disc which occu

pies a chamber above the pipe when the

passage-way through the latter is open, and

is driven down by a screw to stop the aper

ture. — 2. In steam-engines, a valve fitted

to the steam-pipes where they leave the

several boilers, in such a way that any

boiler may be shut off from the others and

from the engines.

Stop-watch (stop'woch), n. A watch used

iu norse-racing. Ax., in which one of the

hands can be stopped on the completion of

the race, so as to mark with accuracy the

time occupied in running it

Storage (stor'aj), n. 1. The act of storing;

the act of depositing in a Btore or ware

house for safe-keeping ; the safe-keeping of

goods in a warehouse.—2. The price charged

or paid for keeping goods in a store.

Storax (sto'raks), n. [L. storax, styrax, from

Gr. styrax, storax.] A resinous and odor

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.joh; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin*;; THf then; th, iAin; w, irig; wh, wAig; zh, arure—See K«T
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tferous balsam. It is obtained by incisiona

made in the branches of the Styrax officin

alis, a small tree which grows in the Levant,

and also known by the name of storax. The

best fs imported in red tears, but the com

mon sort in large cakes. This last is the

most fragrant, though very impure. Storax

has un agreeable, slightly pungent, and aro

matic taste; it is stimulant, and in some

degree expectorant. Formerly it was much

employed in medicine, but it is now little

used, except in perfumes. Another kind of

storax, called benjamin storax, is obtained

from the Styrax Benzoin,& native of Sumatra

ami Java. See Styrax. —Liquid storax is

obtained from Liquidambar styracijtua, a

tree which grows in Virginia, and other spe

cies. It is greenish, of an agreeable taste

and aromatic smell.

Store (stor), n. [O.E. stoor, store, store.

farm-stock, from O.Fr. estor, store, provi

sions, from estorer, to erect, furnish, equip,

store, from a verb stauro, staurare, seen in

L. instauro, to repair, to re-stor«, erect, from

the root of sto, stare, E. to stand.) 1. That

which is collected, accumulated, hoarded,

or massed together; a stock accumulated

as for future use; a supply; a hoard; speci

fically, in the pi. articles, particularly of

food, accumulated for some specific object;

supplies, as of provisions, ammunitfon.arms,

clothing, and the like, for an army, a ship,

Ac; as, military or naval stores; the winter

stores of a community or family.

Until her fruits come in, yc shall eat of the old store.

Lev. xxv. n.

Supine amidst our flowing store.

We slept securely, and we dreamt of more.

Dryden.

Hence — 2. A great quantity; a large num

ber; abundance; plenty. ' Years good store

heap on my bending back.' Dryden. 'Store

of happy days.' Tennyson.

With store of ladies whose bright eyes

Rain influence and judge the prixe. Milton.

3. A place where supplies, as provisions,

ammunition, arms, clothing, and the like,

are kept for future use ; a storehouse ; a

warehouse; a magazine. Milton. Hence—

4. A place where goods are kept for sale

either by wholesale or retait ; a shop ; as, a

book-store; a dry-goods store. [American;

common also in British colonies.]— In store,

in a state of accumulation; on hand; ready

to be produced. 'And I have better news

in store for you.' Shak. — To set store by, to

have a high opinion of; to set a great value

on; to appreciate highly.

It appears therefore the more strange that he

should set so much store by proving that there are

fundamental rights of the people as well as of the

crown in Russia. Brougham.

Store (stor), a. 1. Hoarded; laid up; as,

store treasure, store fruit, <tc.

Of this treasure the gold was accumulate and store

treasure ; but the silver is still growing. Bacon.

2. Containing stores; set apart for receiving

stores or supplies of food-stuffs, Ac, for

future use. ' All the store cities that Solo

mon had.' 2 Chr. viii. 4.—3. Obtained at a

store or Bhop ; purchased or purchasable at

a shop or store ; as, store clothes, that Is,

ready-made clothes, as distinguished from

clothes made to order. [American ]

Store (stdr), v.t. pret. A pp. stored; ppr.

storing. 1. To collect or accumulate in, as

a supply for future use; to furnish : to sup

ply; to replenish. "Her mind with thou

sand virtues stored.' Prior.

Wise Plato said the world with men was stor'd.

Sir J. Denham.

2. To stock against a future time ; as. a for

tress well stored with provisious. 'Having

stored a pond of four acres with carp, tench,

and other flsh.' Sir M. Hale.—3. To deposit

in a store or warehouse for preservation ;

to warehouse; as, to store goods.

Store -fanner (storTar-mer), n. A farmer

who devotes himself chiefly to the breeding

of sheep and cattle.

Storehouse (stortious), n. l A house in

which things are stored; a building for keep

ing grain, food-stuffs, or goods of any kind;

a magazine; a repository; a warehouse.

They ne'er cared for us yet; suffer us to famish,

and their storehouses crammed with grain. ShaJt.

The Scripture of God is a storehouse abounding

with inestimable treasures of wisdom and knowledge.

Hooter.

2. t A store; a great quantity. Spenser.

Store-keeper (storTtep-er), n. One who has

the care of stores or of a store or warehouse;

a shopkeeper. See STORK, 4.

Store-master (stdr'maa-ter), n. The tenant

of a sheep-farm. [Scotch. ]

Store-pay (stoKpa), n. Payment for goods

or work in articles from a store or shop in

stead of cash: a common way of buying pro

duce in rural districts. [United States]

Storer (stoker), n. One who lays up or

forms a store.

Store-room (stoVrom), n. A room set apart

for the reception of stores or supplies.

Store-ship (stor'ship). n. A vessel employed

to carry stores for the use of a fleet, for

tress, or garrison.

Storey (std'riX n. A stage or floor of a

building. See Story

Storge (stor'ge),?!. [Or, sforr^, from sterna,

to love] That strong instinctive affection

which animals have for their young; paren

tal affection; tender love.

StoriaLta. Historical; true. Chaucer.

Storied (std'rid), a. [From story.] l. Painted

with scenes from stories or history; adorned

with historical paintings.

Storied windows, richly dight.

Casting a dim religious light. Milton,

And foremost in thy various gallery

Place it where sweetest sunlight falls

Upon the storied walla. Tennyson.

2. Related, referred to, or celebrated in

story or history; having connected stories,

tales, or legends.

To-morrow hurry through the fields

Of Flanders to the storied Rhine. Matt. Arnold.

Storied (sto'rid). o. Having stories or stages;

as, a four-*ton"erf building.

Storler t (sto'ri-er), n. A relater of stories ;

an historian.

StOlifyt (sto'ri-ff), v. t. To form or tell stories

of.

Stork (stork), n. [A. Sax. store, D. Dan. and

Sw. stork, Icel. storler, OHO. stork. Mod.

G. storch, stork; root meaning doubtful.] A

name given to the birds of the genus Cico-

iii.i and of the sub-family Ciconinro, but es

pecially to C. alba (the common or white

stork). They are tall and stately birds, and

easily distinguished from the herons by their

small mouth, the beak being moderately

cleft and des

titute of the

nasal furrow.

Most of them

inhabit Eu

rope. Their

food consis-.ts

of flsh, rep

tiles, small

quadrupeds,

worms, and

insects. The

common stork

(Cieonia al

ba) is found

throughout

the greater

part of Eu

rope (being a

very rare visi

tant of Bri

tain), but

passes the win

ter in Africa

and Asia. The adult is pure white, with

the exception of the black quill feathers of

the wings, the scapularies, and greater

wing-coverts, and the red beak, legs, and

toes. It is about 3 feet 6 inches in length,

and when erect its head is about 4 feet from

the ground. It is remarkable for its great

affection towards its young, and, according

to popular belief, for its attention towards

its parent* in old age. The black stork

IC. nigra) occurs in Poland and Prussia, and

In the sequestered parts of the Alps. The

American stork is the C. Mamtari; and the

gigantic stork, or adjutant of Bengal, is the

C. argala.—lu her. the stork, as an emblem

of piety and gratitude, is a frequent bearing

in coat-armour.

Stork's -bill ( storks'bil ), n. The common

name of British plants of the genus Ero-

dium; also applied to plants of the genus

Pelargonium, uat order Geraniacero: so

called from the beak of the fruit resembling

in form the bill of a stork.

Storm (storm), n. [A. Sax. D. L.O. Dan. Sw.

Icel. storm, G. stunn, Btorm, tempest, tu

mult. The word passed into the Romance

languages, whence It. stormo, O.Fr. estotir,

bustle, light. O.E. stour. The same root is

seen in stir, strew, L. sterno, Skr. stri, to

strew.] l. A violent commotion or disturb

ance of the atmosphere producing or accom

panied by wind, rain, snow, hail, or thunder

White Stork {Cieonia alba).

and lightning; a tempest; often also a heavy

fall of rain or snow.

0 beat those storms and roll the seas in vain. Poft.

2. A violent disturbance or agitation of hu

man society; a civil, political, or domestic

commotion; a tumult; a clamour.

1 will stir up in England some black storms. SkaJt.

Mark'd you not how her sister

Began to scold and raise up such a storm. Shesk.

3. A violent or destructive calamity; distress

ful state of matters; extreme distress; adver

sity. 'A brave man struggling in the storm*

of fate." Pope.—4. MUit. a violent assault on

a fortified place or strong position; a furi

ous attempt by troops to capture a fortified

place by scaling the walls, forcing the gates,

and the like.

How by storm the walls were won.

Or how the victor sacked and burnt the town.

Dryden.

—Magnetic storm,*, violent and unusual dis

turbance of the magnetism of the earth

over a wide area, as indicated by changes

in the deviation of the needle and the in

tensity of the magnetic force.

Storm (storm), v.i. To attack and attempt

to take by scaling Che walls, forcing gates or

breaches, and the like ; to assault , as, to

storm a fortified town. 'There the brazeu

tower was storm'd of old." Pope.

Storm (storm), v.i. 1. To raise a tempest.

Spenser.—2. To blow with violence; also, to

rain, hail, snow, and the like, especially with

violence: used impersonally; as, it storms.

3. To rage; to be in a violent agitation or

passion; to fume.

Wherefore storm you sot Shat.

When you return, the master storms, the lady scoi-is.

Swi/l

Storm-beat, Storm-beaten (stonubet.

storm ' bet -n), a. Beaten or impaired by

storms. Spenser. 'My storm-beaten face.'

ShaJe.

Storm-bird (stormT)erd), ft. The storm-

petrel.

Storm-blast (stormTdast), n. The blast of

a tempest

Wrathful he (Thorl ' blows in his red beard f that

is the rustling sterm-biatt before the thunder begin.

Carlyie.

Storm -COCk (stonu'kok). n. The missel-

thru sli.

Storm-cone (storm'kon), it A cone con

sisting of tarred canvas extended on a frame

3 feet high and 3 feet wide at base, used

either alone or along with the drum as a

storm-signal. See Storx-SIQNAL

Storm-door (storm'ddr), n. An outer or ad

ditional door for protecting against storms

or the inclemency of the weather.

Storm-drum (storm'drum), n. A cylinder

of tarred canvas extended on a hoop 3 feet

high and 3 feet wide, anil showing as a

square, hoisted in conjunction with the

cone as a storm-signal. See Storm-mgnal.

Storm-flncb (storm'fiush), n. The storm-

petrel.

Stormful (storm'ful), a. Abounding with

stonus.

Nature, too, is putting forth her green hop<-s under

bright sunshine defaced by the storm/ul eAst.

Ca rlyle.

Stormfulness (storm'ful-nes), n. The state

of being stormful ; abundance of storms.

Coleridge.

Storm-glass (stomi'glas), n. A weather

glass consisting of a tube containing a

chemical solution sensible to atmospheric

changes. In fine weather the sulistances in

solution are Bald to settle at the liottom of

the tube, leaving the liquid comparatively

clear ; previous to a storm the substances

rise, and the liquid assumes a turbid and

flocculeut appearance.

Stormlness (stor'mines), n. The state of

briii- stormy or of being agitated or visited

by violent winds; tempestuousness; impet-

uousness.

Stormlng-party (9torm'ing-par-ti),n. MUit

the party to whom the duty of making the

first assault is assigned in storming a fur-

tress.

Stormless (stormles), n. Free from storms.

Storm-petrel (storm'pe-trel), n. See Te-

thel.

Storm-proof (storm'prbO, a Proof against

storms or bad weather.

Storm-sail (storm'sal), n. A sail made of

very stout canvas, of smaller si?e than a

sail in ordinary use, employed in violent

gales of wind.

Storm-signal (storm'sig-nal), n. A signal

for indicating to mariners and fishermen

the probable approach of a storm by means

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; ;. . Sc. fry.
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of a cone and drum. (See Storm-cose,

Storm-drum.) The cone exhibited alone

with its apex down portends a south gale;

with its apex

up a north

gale. The cone

with the apex

down and the

drum over it

portends dan

gerous winds

from the south;

with the apex

up and tht

drum under

dangerous

winds from the

north. Storm-

signals are ex

hibited at all

coast - guard

stations and

at many ports.

Storm stayed,

Storm- stead

(storm'stid.

storm'sted), a.

Prevented

from proceed- TTlmiii ■hnal indicating dangcr-

ii ) " on or in- ous Wia^s from the south.

terrupted dur

ing the course of a journey or voyage by

the inclemency of the weather.

Storm-wind (storm'wind), n. The wind or

blast of a storm or tempest; a hurricane.

And now the stcrm-wind came, and it

Was terrible and strong. Coleridge.

Storm-window (storm'win-do), ». An outer

window to protect the inner from the ef

fects of storms or the inclemency of the

weather; also, in some localities, a window

raised from the roof and slated above and

on each side.

Stormy (stor'mi), a. 1. Characterized by

storm or tempest; tempestuous; accom

panied with furious winds ; boisterous ; as,

a stormy seasou ; a stormy day or week.

'Stormy blustering weather.' Shak.

The stormy March has come at last.

With wind and clouds and changing skies.

Bryant.

2. Violent; passionate; rough; easily roused

to strife. 'His stormy passion.' Shak, 'The

stormy chiefs of a desert but extensive do

main. Sir W. Scott. — Stormy petrel. See

Petrel.

Storthing (storting), n. [Dan. stor, great,

and thing, court] The parliament or su

preme legislative assembly of Norway; the

great court or representative of the sov

ereign people. It is elected triennially, and

holds annual sessions. When assembled the

storthing divides itself into two houses, one

fourth of the members constituting the lag-

thing, and the remaining three-fourths the

odeUthing.

Storven, t pret. pi. of sterve (eta rre). Chau

cer.

Story (sto'ri), n. [A shorter form of history

(which see).] 1. A narrative or recital of

that which has occurred ; an account of

past events or transactions; history.

The four great monarchies make the subject of an

cient story. Sir IV. Temple.

Till in all lands, and thro' all human story

The path of duty be the way to glory.

Tennyson.

2. A narrative or account of an incideut or

event; a short narrative; an account given

about a matter or a person.

Story, Cod bless you ! I have none to tell. sir.

Only last night, a drinking at ' The Chequers,'

This poor old hat and breeches, as you see, were

Tom in a scuffle. Canning.

S. A fictitious narrative less elaborate than

a novel ; a short imaginative tale ; a short

romance.

Voltaire has a curious essay to show that most of

our best modern stories and plots originally belonged

to the eastern nations. /. D'Israeli.

4. A he; a falsehood. [Euphemistic and

colloq.]

I wrote the lines ; claimed them : he told stories.

R. H. Barhant.

Story (sto'ri), v.t pret. & pp. storied; ppr.

storyi)ig. To tell in historical relation; to

make the subject of a story, narrative, or

account; to narrate.

How worthy he is, I will leave to appear hereafter,

rather than story him in his own hearing. Shak.

What the sage poets taught by the heavenly Muse,

Storied of old in high immortal verse.

Ofdire chimeras, and enchanted isles. Milton.

Story (sto'ri), n. [Probably as Wedgwood

thinks from O.Fr. estorer, to build. (See
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Store.) Or perhaps directly from E. store:

a story would then be a place for containing

a store.] A stage or floor of a building; a

subdivision of the height of a house; a set

of riK ims on the same floor or level. A story

comprehends the distance from one floor to

another; as, a story of nine, ten, twelve, or

sixteen feet elevation. Hence each floor ter

minating the space is called a story; as, a

house of one story, of two storUs, of five

stories. Spelled also Storey.

Story (sto'ri), v.t. pret. & pp. storied; ppr.

glorying. To arrange under one another; to

arrange in stories; to build in Btories. [This

verb is rarely used except in the passive

participle.]

Because all the parts of an undisturbed fluid are of

equal gravity, or gradually placed or storied accord

ing to the difference of it, Ac. Bentley.

Story-book (sto'ri-buk), n. A book con

taining one or more stories or tales; a book

consistiug of a collection of short tales.

Story-post (Bto'ri-post), n. An upright post

to support a floor or superincumbent wall.

Story-posts are chiefly used in sheds, work

shops, and wooden houses.

Story-rod (sto'ri-rod), n. In carp, a rod

used in setting up a staircase, equal in

length to the height of a story of a house,

and divided into as many parts as there are

intended to be steps in the stair so that the

steps may be measured and distributed with

accuracy.

Story-toller (sto'ri-tel-er), n. 1. One who

tells stories, true or fictitious ; a writer of

storieB.— 2. An historian: in contempt. Swift.

3. A euphemism for a liar. [Colloq.]

Story-telling (sto'ri- tel-ing), n. The act of

relating stories, true or fictitious; lying.

Story-writer (sto'ri-rit-er), n. 1. A writer

of stories, -if A historian ; a chronicler.

1 Esdras ii. 17.

Stot (stot), n. [A. Sax. stotle, a hack, poor

horse, Sw. stut, a bull] l.t A horse.

This reve sate upon a right good stot. Chaucer.

2. A young bullock or steer. [Scotch. ]

Stote (stot). See Stoat.

Stoundt istound), n. [A. Sax. IceL Dan.

and Sw. stund, a space of time, an hour, D.

stoiui, G. stunde. It ultimately came to

mean a brief space, an instant, then a throb

of pain, a brief pang.] 1. A moment; an

instant; a short Bpace of time; hour; time;

season. — 2. A shooting pain ; a pang. —

3. Sorrow; grief.— 4. Astonishment; amaze

ment. 'We stood as in astound.' Gay.

Stoundt (stound), v.i. To be in pain or

sorrow.

Stound t (stouud), pp. Stunned. Spenser.

Stound (stound), n. [O.E. stonde, a stand.]

A vessel to put small beer in. [Provincial.]

Stoundemele, t adv. [Stound, an instant,

and term, -meal, -mete, as in piecemeal;

A. Sax. stundmeelum.] Momentarily; every

moment Chaucer.

Stoup (stop), n. [Icel. staup, A. Sax. sloppa,

a pot, a vessel, a cup. See Stoop.] 1. A

basin for holy water, usually placed in a

Stoup, Maidstone Church, Kent.

niche at the entrance of Roman Catholic

churches. Called also Asperstrrium, Biniticr

(which see).—2. [In this sense usually pro

nounced stoup.] A deep and narrow vessel

for holding liquids ; a flagon ; also, a vessel

used as a measure; as, a pint stoup; a mutch-

kin stoup; a gill *(oi<p. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch]

Stoupen.t For StopcnJ pp. of step. Ad

vanced; as, stoupen in age. Chaucer.

Stour (stOr), n. [O.Fr. cstour. See STORM.]

l.t A battle or tumult; encounter; passion.

1 In every warlike stour. ' Fair/ax.

STOVE

The dreadful stour

None could escape, nor aught its force assuage.

Southty.

2. Dust, more particularly dust in motion.

Burns. [Scotch]

StOUT, StOOr (stor), a. [A. Sax. star, great,

vast Common also to Sw. Dan. and Icel]

Tall; large; strong; stern.— Stour-looking t

gruff-looking. [Scotch. ]

Stourbridge -clay (stour'hrij-kla). n. A

variety of clay from Stourbridge, in Wor

cestershire, resembling potter s clay, but of

a dark colour. It is employed in the manu

facture of crucibles.

Stoure.t Stowre.t n. fSeeSTor/R.] A fight;

a battle; tumult; passion; danger; misfor

tune. Spenser.

Stout (stout), a. [O.E. stoute, stoiete, from

O.Fr. estout, estot, bold, from the Teutonic;

L.G. stolt, D. stout, O. stolz, bold, stout,

haughty. The word is perhaps from same

root as stilt, L. stolidus, stolid, this root

being that of stand, L, stare, Skr. sthtl,

to stand, and the primary sense standing

boldly up or forward.] 1. Strong; lusty;

vigorous; robust.

A stouter champion never handled sword. Sha*.

2. Bold; Intrepid; valiant; brave.

He lost the character of a bold, stout, magnanimous

man. Clarendon.

3. Proud; resolute; obstinate.

The lords all stand to clear their cause

Most resolutely stout, Danitl.

4. Strong; firm.

The stoutest vessel to the storm gave way. Dryden.

5. Rather corpulent, or fat and fleshy in

proportion to sire; bulky or thickset. [A

modern, popular, and colloquial meaning.)

Stout (Btout), n. The strongest kind of

porter. There are several varieties of it, as

brown stout, doubis etout.

Or kindly, when his credit's out.

Surprise him with a pint of dent. Swift.

Stouth-and-routh (stouth and-routh), n.

[Stouth, what is stowed or hoarded up, and

routh, plenty.] Plenty;abundanoe. [Scotch.]

It is easy for your honour and the like of you gentle

folks to say sae, that hae stouth-and-routh, and fin

and fending, and meat and claith, and sit dry and

canny by the fireside. Sir If. Scott.

Stout-hearted (stoufhart-ed), a. Having

a stout or brave heart IV lxxvi. 5.

Stouthrief (stouth'ref), n. [Sc. stouth, that

which is stowed or laid up, and rief, the

carrying off by force.] In Scot* law, theft,

accompanied by violence ; robbery. The

term is usually applied in cases in which

robbery is committed within a dwelliug-

house.

Stoutly (stoutfli). ado. In a stout manner;

lustily; boldly; obstinately. 'She speaks

for you stoutly. ' Shak.

The cock, with lively din, . . .

Stoutly struts his dames before. Milton.

Stoutness ( stout 'nes), n. The state or

quality of being stout; as, (a) vigorous-

ncss; robustness; sturdiness; lustineBS. (£>)

Boldness; courageousness ; valour. 'The

very true sign of his virtue and stoutness.'

Ascham. (c)Obstinacy; stubbornness; pride.

' His stoutness, when he did stand for consul,

which he lost for want of stooping.' Shak.

(d) Fulness and fleshiness; corpulence;

bulk [Colloq.]

Stove (stov), n, [A. Sax. stofa, sto/e, a bath

room, a hot chamber, IceL stofa, older stufa,

a bathing-room with a stove, a chamber, D.

sloof, a stove, a furnace, L.G. stove, stave, G.

stube, a room. The word passed from the

Germanic into the Romance tongues, hence

O. Fr. estuve, It. stufa, Ac. See STEW. ] 1. 1 A

hothouse; a house or room artificially

warmed.

When a certain Frenchman came to visit Melanch-

thon he found him in his stove, with one hand dandling

his child in the swaddling clouts and the other holding

a book and reading it. Fuller.

2. A small box with an iron pan used for hold

ing coals to warm the feet— 3. An apparatus

in which a flre is made for warming a room

or house, or for cooking or other purposes.

It usually consists of an inclosure of metal,

brick, or earthenware, which is heated by

burning a flre, generally excluded from sight,

withinIt, which gives out its heat to the air by

contact, and tosurrounding objects by radia

tion. The heating medium may be burning

wood, coal, petroleum, or gas. The simplest,

most effective, and economical of all forms is

the old familiar Dutch stove, a hollow cyl

inder or other form of iron, standing on the

floor, close at top, with bottom bars on which

the coals, Ac, rest. The door by which the

ch, cAain; ch, So. locA; g, go; j,job; h, Fr. ton; ng, si?ij; TH, then; th, thin; w, u-ig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Klw
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coals are put in being kept shut the air for

combustion enters below the bars, and a pipe

Issuing near the top carries the smoke into a

flue iu the wall. But as this form of stove

was found objectionable from the metal be

coming overheated and the air in the apart

ment becoming unwholesomely dry, many

kinds of improved stoves have now taken its

] -lace. — 4. In hort. a hothouse or structure in

which artificial heat is maintained at a con

stantly high temperature. Such structures

may be heated by smoke flues, or by hot-

water or steam-pipes, or by fermenting bark.

The temperature should never be lower than

GO' Fahr. See Bark-bkd.

Stove (stov), v. t. pret. & pp. stoved; ppr. aton

ing. 1. To keep warm in a house or room by

artificial heat; as, to stove orange trees and

myrtles.—2. To heat, as in a stove; as, to stove

feathers. —3. To cook in a cloBe vessel; to

stew. [Scotch.]

Stove (stov), pret of stave.

Stove-bouse (stdvOiousXn. Same as 5fotv, 4-

Stover <sto'vcr), n. [A contr. of estocer. ]

Fodder and provision of all sorts for cattle.

Where lire nibbling sheep,

And flat meads tlintch'd with stover them to keep.

Shak

Stow(sto), v.t. [Lit. toputintoitsplace.from

O.E. and A. Sax. stow, a place; comp. D.

stouwen. G. stauen, Dan. stuve, to stow, to

pack. ] 1. To put in a suitable place or posi

tion; to put in a convenient, concealed, or

out-of-the-way place; to lay up; to put up;

to pack; as, to stow bags, bales, or casks in a

ship's hold; to stow hay in a mow; to stoic

sheaves.

Foul thief! where hast thou staved my daughter!

Shak.

2. To accumulate or compactly arrange any

thing in; to fill by packing closely; as,iostow

a box or the hold of a ship.

StOW(stou), v t. [Comp. L.G.«tuu>, aremnaut,

stuf, blunt, stumpy.] To cut off; to crop;

to lop. Sir W. Scott [Provincial English

and Scotch. ]

Stowage(st6'aj),n, 1. Theactoroperationof

stowing or placing in a suitable place or

receptacle. — 2. Room for the reception of

things to be stowed.

In every vessel there is stowage for immense trea

sures. Addison.

3. The state of being stowed away or laid up;

as, I am anxious to have the plate and jewels

in safe stowage. Shak. —4. Money paid for

stowing goods. — 5. That which is stowed.

[Rare.]

We ha' ne'er better luck

When we ha" such stowage as these trinkets with us.

Beau. cV Fl.

Stowaway (std'a-wa), n. One who conceals

himself aboard a vessel when she Is about to

leave port, and who does not mean to dis

cover himself until too far from the shore to

be sent back, for the purpose of obtaining a

free passage.

Stowce, n. Some as Stoce.

StOwTe(stour).a. Strong. O.Herbert. [Old

English and Scotch.]

Stow-wood (sto'wnd), n, Naut. billets of

wood used as chocks for steadying casks in

a vessel's hold.

Strabism (stnVbizm), n. Same as Stra

bismus.

Strabismus (stra-biz'mus), n. [Or. stra-

bistnos, from strabizd, to squint, strabos,

strabdn, twisted, squinting, from strepho, to

turn.] A non-coincidence of the optic axes

of the eyes upon an object, occasioned by a

permanent lengthening of one of the lateral

muscles of the ball of the eyeand a permanent

shorteuingof itsantagonist; squinting. This

disorder may often be to a great extent over

come, especially In children, by blindfolding

the sound eye, presuming one only to be af

fected. In very bad cases, especially those

of squinting inwards, the deformity may be

greatly relieved by an operation, which con

sists in dividing the internal rectus muscle

of the eyeball.

Strabotomy(stra-bot'o-mi), n. [Gr. strabos,

squinting, and tome, cutting] In sunt, the

operation for the cure of squinting by cutting

the muscle or muscles that distort the eye

ball. Dunglison.

Strachy.t n. A name or title of doubtful

meaning used once by Shakspere.

There is example for't ; the Udy of the strachy mar

ried the yeoman of the wardrobe. Shah.

Stracken,t pp. of strike. Stricken. Chau

cer.

Straddle (stradl), v.i. pret. A pp. straddled;

ppr. straddling. [A freq. form from A. Sax.

strtdan, to stride.] To part the legs wide;

to stand or walk with the legs far apart; to

sit astride.

Down in the cellars merry bloated things

Shoulder'd the spigot, straddling on the butts

While Uie wine ran. Tennyson.

Straddle (stradl), v.t To place one leg on

one side and the other on the other Bide of;

to stand or sit astride of; as, to straddle a

fence or a horse.

Straddle (stradl), n. 1. The act of standing

or sitting with the legs fur apart.—2. The

distance between the feet or legs of one who

straddles.—3. On the stock-exchange, a con

tract giving the holder the privilege of call

ing for the stock at a fixed pnee, or of

delivering it at the same price to the party

who signs the contract.

Straddle-legged (atradl-legd), a. Having

the legs wide apart; with the legs astride of

an object W. H. Russell.

Strae (stra), n. Straw.—Strae-death, a nat

ural death on one's bed (straw), as opposed

to a violent or accidental death. Burns.

[Scotch]

Straggle (stragl), v.i. pret A pp. straggled;

ppr. straggling. [Freq. from 0. E. stroke, to

wander, to stray, A. Sax. strican, to go, or

from A. Sax. straegan, to scatter, to spread. ]

1. To wander from the direct course or way;

to rove ; as, when troops are on the march,

the men should not be allowed to straggle.—

2. To wander at large without any certain

direction or object; to ramble.

The wolf spied a straggling kid.

Sir K. L'Estrange.

3. To escape or stretch beyond proper limits;

to spread widely apart * to shoot too far in

growth.

Trim off the small, superfluous branches on each

side of the hedge that straggle out too far.

Mortimer.

4. To be dispersed ; to be apart from any

main body ; to stand alone ; to be isolated ;

to occur at intervals or apart from one an

other; to occur here and there; as, the

houses straggle all over the district. See

also Straggling.
Straggler (straggler), n. 1. One who strag

gles; one who has deserted or has been left

behind by his fellows; one that departs

from the direct or proper course ; one that

rambles without any settled direction; as,

stragglers from the main body of the army.

2. A vagabond; a wandering, shiftless fellow.

'Let's whip these stragglers o'er the seas

again.' Shak.— 3. Something that shoots

beyond the rest or too far ; an exuberant

growth.

Let thy hand supply the pruning-knife

And crop luxuriant stragglers. Drydett,

4. Something that stands apart from others.

Straggling (strag'ling), p. and a. 1. Wan

dering; roving; ranging loose; separated

from the maiu body ; spreading or stretching

out irregularly.

They found in Burford some of the struggling

soldiers, who, out of weariness stayed behindT

Lord Clarendon.

To our feelings, this entire episoile runs like strag-

gtiug bindweeu through the whole growth of the

piece, not so much uniting, as encumbering and

choking up what it meets with. Carfyle.

2. Scattered; dispersed; standing apart

Wide was his parish, not contracted close in streets,

but here and there, a straggling house; yet still he

was at hand, Dryden.

Straggling (strag'ling), n. A mode of dreBs-

ingtne surfaces of grindstones.

Stragglingly ( strag' ling -li), adv. In a

straggling manner.

Straggling -money (stragTing-mun-ni), n.

In the navy, (a) money given to those who

apprehend deserters or others who have

overstayed their leave of absence or strag

gled. (6) Money deducted from the wages

of a man absent from duty without leave.

Stranl-ateln (straTstln), n. [6. strahl, a

beam or gleam, and stein, stone.] Another

name of actinolite.

Straight (strat), a. [O.E. streght, streight,

Sc. tftravght, straight, streight, straughte,

stretched, from O. E. strecche, streke, A. Sox.

streccan, to stretch (see Stretch). L. G.

and D. strak, Q. struck, straight, are from

same stem. This word is distinct in origin

from strait, though they have often been

confounded in spelling.] 1. Passing from

oue point to another by the nearest course;

right, in a mathematical sense; not bent or

crooked; direct; not deviating; as, a straight

line; a straight piece of Umber; & straight

course.

There is no tnoe such Caesars; other of them may

have crooked noses, but to owe such straight arms.

Straight Arch.

2. Upright; according with justice and rec

titude; not deviating from truth or fairness.

3. In card-playing, of a regularly graduated

value, as the ace, king, queen, knave, Ac. :

a term used in the game of bluff.—Straight

arcJi, in arch, the arch

over an aperture in

which the iutrados is

straight, oran arch con

sisting of straight lines

and a pointed top, com

prising two sides of an

equilateral triangle. Its

form may be considered

as intermediate be

tween the semicircular and the pointed

arch.

Straight (strat), adv. 1. Immediately ; di

rectly; in the shortest time.

I know thy generous temper well ;

Ming but the appearance of dishonour on it.

It straight takes Are, and mounts into a blue.

Adduon.

She saw it waxing very pale and dead.

And straight all flush'd. Keats.

1 Directly; in a straight line. 'Moating

straight obedient to the stream.' Shak.

Straight (strat), n. Straight port; straight

direction; as, the straight of a piece of tim

ber.

Straight (strat), v.t. To make straight ; to

straighten. [Bare.]

The old gypsy in the meantime set about arranging
■■■■*-■ and straightiHM

Sir tr. Scott.

i gypsy u

the dead body, composing its limbs, and straighting

the arms by its side.

Straight (strat), a. Narrow. See Strait.

Straight-edge (strat'ej). n. A slip of wood

or metal made perfectly straight on the

edge, and used to ascertain whether a sur

face is exactly even, or for drawing straight

lines.

Straighten (stratfn), v.t. To make straight;

to reduce from a crooked to a straight form.

A crooked stick is not straightened except it be as

far bent on the clean contrary side. Hooker.

The farmer was full of his subject ; he straightened

himself up, adjusted his cravat.

Harper's Monthly Mag.

Straighten (strat'n), v.t See Straiten.

Straightener (strat'n-er), n. One who or

that which straightens.

Straightfortht (strat'forth). adv. Directly;

straightway. Spenser.

Straightforward (strat'for-werd), a. 1. Pro

ceeding in a straight course; not deviating.

2. Upright; honest; open; uudeviatiug; as,

a straightforward character.

A secure, universal, straightforward business, to

be conducted in the gross, by proper mechanism,

with such Intellect as comes to hand. Carlyle.

Straightforward, Straightforwards

(strat'for-werd, Btratfior-werdz X adv. Di

rectly forward.

Straightforwardly (strat'for-werd -li), adv.

In a straightforward manner.

Straightforwardness (strat'for-werd-nes),

n. The state or quality of being straight

forward; direction in a straight course; uu

deviatiug rectitude ; as, a man of remarkable

straightforwardness.

Straight-joint (strat'joint), a. A term ap

plied to a floor the boards constituting

which are so laid that the joints form a con

tinuous line throughout the length.

Straightly (stratTi), ado. In a straight line;

not crookedly; directly; as, to run straightly

on.

Straightly (strfttli), adv. See Straitly.

Straightness (strat'nes), n. The quality or

state of being straight ; as, the straightness

of a line.

Straight-plght t (strafplt), a. Straight-

fixed ; erect. ' Straight - pight Minerva.*

Shak.

Straightway (strat'wi). adv. Immediately;

forthwith; without loss of time; without

delay.

And straightway the damsel arose and walked.

Mark v. 42.

Straightwayat (strat'wftz), adv. Straight

way.

As soon as Iron is out of the fire, it deadeth straight-

ways. Bacon.

Strait (strak), n. A stroke; a blow. [Scotch.]

Stralk (strak), n. Same as Stroke.

Strain (stran), v.t. [From O.Fr. estraindre,

estreindre,streii%dre, to strain,wring, squeeze,

etc., Mod. Fr. etreindre, from L. stringo,

stringere, to strain, to draw tight, pp. stric-

tus. Strict, strait, stringent are from this

verb ; so constrain, restrain, restrict, con

striction, etc.] 1. To stretch; to draw with

force; to extend with great effort; as, to

strain a rope; to strain the shrouds of a

ship; to at ruin the strings of an Instrument.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mbve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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* A bigger string more strained, and a lesser

rtriwi leu strained.' Sir T. Browne.—'!, To

make tighter; to bind closer. *To strain

bis fetters with a stricter care.* Dryden.—

a To injure or weaken by stretching or

overtasking; to subject to too great stress

or exertion ; to harm by a twist or wrench ;

hence, to sprain ; as, to strain a horse by

overwork; to strain the arm or the muscles.

Prudes decay'd about may tack.

Strata their necks with looking bade. Swift.

A To exert to the utmost; to ply hard ; to

put to the utmost strength or exertion ; as,

men in desperate cases will strain them

selves for relief. 'He sweats, strains his

young nerves. ' Shak.

They strain their warbling throats

To welcome in the spring. Dryden,

5. To press or squeeze in an embrace.

Our king has all the Indies in his arms.

And more and richer, when he strains that lady.

Shak.

I would hare strained turn with a strict embrace.

Dryden.

6. To push beyond the proper extent or

limit; to carry too far; to do violence to.

Strain not the laws to make their torture grievous.

Addison,

Your way is to wrest and strain some principles

maintained both by them and me, to a sense repug

nant with their other known doctrines, Water/ana.

7. To force ; to constrain ; to make uneasy

or unnatural.

The quality of mercy is not strain'd. SftaM.

His mirth is forced and strained. Sir J. Denham.

& To urge; to press.

Note, if your lady strain his entertainment

With any strong or vehement importunity. Shak,

9 To press or cause to pass through some

porous substance, originally by squeezing;

to purify or separate from extraneous mat

ter by filtration; to filter; as, to s<ram milk;

water may be strained through sand.

I at each sad strain will strain a tear. Shak.

—To strain courtesy, to use ceremony; to

stand upon form or ceremony ; to insist on

the precedence of others. Shak.—To strain

a point, (a) to make a special, and often in

convenient, effort; to do something incon

venient or distasteful.

Would it not be worth yoar while to strain a

fetnt to oblige under Mrs. Siddeil.

(6) To exceed one's duty ; to overstep one's

commission.

We've not quite so much proof as I could wish. It

would be straining a point to arrest him, as it stands.

Lawrence.

Strain (striin), r. i. 1. To exert one's self; to

make violent efforts. 'Straining with too

weak a wing. * Pope.

To build his fortune I will strain a little. Shak.

2. To be filtered; as, water straining through

sand becomes pure.

Strain (stran). n. 1. A violent effort; an ex

cessive stretching or exertion of the limbs

or muscles, or of the mind. ' Whether any

poet . . . has exerted a greater variety of

powers with less strain and less ostenta

tion.' Landor. —2. An injury by excessive

exertion, drawing, or stretching; an injuri

ous stretching of the muscles or tendons.—

1 Internal action; motion of the mind; im

pulse; feeling.

If it did infect my blood with joy.

Or swell iny thoughts to any strain of pride. ShaA.

4. A continued course of action ; manner or

style of conduct; bearing; conduct 'A

strain of gallantry.* Sir W. Scott.

Such take too high a strain at first. Bacmt.

5. A poem: a song; a lay. 'All unworthy of

thy nobler strain.' Sir W. Scott—e\ In

music, (a) in a general sense, a tune; a

melody or part of a melody.

Then- heavenly harps a lower strain began.

Dryden.

I was aO ear.

And took in strains that might create a soul

Under the ribs of death. Mtfton.

(6) In a stricter sense, a section of a melody

ending with a cadence.— 7. The subject or

theme of a poem, discourse, o*cc. ; manner

of speaking or writing; style. ' The genius

and strain of the book of Proverbs.' Tillot-

ton.— & In mech. the force which acts on

anj material, and which tends to disarrange

it* component parts or destroy their cohe

sion; also, any definite alteration in the

form or dimensions of a given portion of

nutter. In solid bodies strain 1b always ac

companied with internal stress, and this

property of exerting stress when strained is

called elasticity.

Strain (stran), n. [O. E. strene, streen, stren,

A. Sax. strynd, stock, race, from strynan,

strednan, to produce.] 1. Race; stock; gen

eration; descent; hence, family blood; qua

lity or line in regard to breeding. 'If thou

wert the noblest of thy strain,' Shak. 'Ani

mals and plants ... of the same variety

but of another strain.' Darwin.—1. Heredi

tary or natural disposition; turn; tendency.

'Have shewn to-day your valiant strain.'

Shak.

Intemperance and lust breed diseases which, pro

pagated, spoil the strain of a nation. TiUotson.

3. Rank; character; kind; sort

But thou who, lately of the common strain,

Wert one of us. Dryden,

Strainable (stran'a-bl), a. Capable of being

strained or pushed beyond the proper ex

tent. Bacon.

Strainer (stran'erV n. I. One who strains.

2. That through which any liquid passes for

purification; an instrument for filtration.

Straining-piece (stran'ing-p£s), n. In carp.

a beam placed between two opposite beams

to prevent their nearer approach, as rafters,

braces, struts, dec. ; a strutting-piece. If

such a piece performs also the office of a

sill it is called a straining sill.

Straintt (strant), n, A violent stretching

or tension; a strain. Spenser.

Strait (strat), a. [O.E. streyt, strcit, straytt

from O.Fr. estreit, estroit. Mod. Fr. Hroit,

narrow, from L. strictus, pp. of stringo, to

draw tight. See Strain, v.t} 1. Narrow;

not wide.

Strait is the gate, and nnrrow is the way that lead-

eth to life, and few there be that find it. Mat. vii. 14.

2. t Tight; close. ' In your stra it strossers. '

Shak—3.t CIobc; familiar: near; intimate.

'A strait degree of favour. Sir P. Sidney.

4.t Strict; rigorous. 'Whom I believe to be

most atrait in virtue.' Shak.

He now, forsooth, takes on him to reform

Some certain edicts, and some strait deu'ees.

Shak.

6. Difficult; distressful. *To make your

strait circumstances yet straiter.' Seeker.—

6.t Stingy; avaricious.

I do not ask you much,

I beg cold comfort ; and you are so strait.

And so ingrateful, you deny me Uiat. ShaA.

Strait (strat), n. 1. A narrow pass or pass

age.

Honour travels in a strait so narrow,

Where one but goes abreast. SJutk.

2. A strip of land between two waters ; an

isthmus. 'A dark strait of barren land.'

Tennyson. (Rare.}—3. A narrow passage of

water between two seas or oceaus: often

used In the plural; as, the Strait or Straits

of Gibraltar; the Straits of Magellan; the

Straits of Dover.—4 Distress; difficulty; dis

tressing necessity. ' I'll serve you better in

a strait. ' Tennyson.

Let no man who owns a Providence, become de

sperate under any calamity or strait whatsoever.

South.

Strait t (strat), v.t. To put to difficulties.

If your lass

Interpretation should abuse ; and call this

Your lack of love, or bounty; you were straited

For a reply. ShaA.

Strait t (strat), a. Straight; not crooked.

Strait t (strat), adv. Straightway.

Straiten (strat'n). v.t. 1. To make strait; to

contract; to confine; to hem in; to narrow.

'In narrow circuit straUen'd by a foe.'

Milton.

Waters, when straitetud, as at the falls of bridges,

give a roaring noise. Bacon.

The causes which straiten the British commerce,

will enlarge the French. Addison.

2. To make tense or tight. "Gasps as they

straiten at each end the cord.' Pope . — 3. To

distress ; to perplex ; to press with poverty

or other necessity; to put in pecuniary diffi

culties; as, a man straitened in bis circum

stances, or in straitened circumstances.

Straitforward (strat'for-werd), a. Straight

forward.

Strait - handed (strafhand-ed), a. Parsi

monious; niggardly; close-fisted. [Rare.]

Strait-handedness (strafhand-ed-nes), n.

Niggardliness; parsimony. Bp.Hall. [Rare.]

Strait -Jacket (strat'jak-et). See Stkajt-

WAISTCOAT.

Strait-laced (stratlast), a. 1. Having the

stays or bodice tightly laced.

2. Stiff; constrained. Hence — 3. Rigid in

opinion; strict in manners or morals.

Men of a more sanguine and cheerful temper are

not so strait-laced in their principles.

Dr. J. Goodman.

Strait-laced, bnt all-too-full in bud

For Puritanic stays. Tennyson.

Straitly (straitTi), adv. In a strait manner:

(a) narrowly ; closely. (6) Strictly ; rigor

ously.

Those laws be straitly required to be observed

without breach or blame. Hooker.

(c) Closely; intimately.

Straitness (stratfnes), n, The state or qua

lity of being strait: (a) narrowness. 'By

reason of the straitness of all the places.'

2 Mac. xii. 21. (6) Strictness ; rigour. ' If

his own life answer the straitness of his

proceeding.' Shak. (c) Distress; difficulty;

pressure from necessity of any kind, par

ticularly from poverty, (d) Want; scarcity.

' The straitness of the conveniences of life

amongst them.' Locke.

Strait - waistcoat (atrat'wast-k5t), n. A

garment made of some strong material,

with long sleeves, which are tied behind

the body so that the arms cannot be ex-

tracted, used to restrain a lunatic person or

one labouring under violent delirium. Called

also Strait-jacket.

Strake t (strak), pret of strike. See STRIKE.

Strake, t ft. To proceed directly; to go.

Chaucer.

Strake (Btrak), n. [See Streak.] It A

streak. — 2. t A narrow board. — 3. A band

on the fellies of a wheel ; in sections, and

not continuous like a tire.—4. In ship-build

ing, a continuous line of planking or plates

on a vessel's side, reaching from stem to

stern.—5. In mining, an inclined trough for

separating ground ore by means of a now of

water.

Strale t (stral), n. [Comp. A. Sax. stral, an

arrow.] The pupil of the eye. Withals.

Strain (stram), v.i. [L.G. strammen, Dan.

stramme, to strain, to stretch; LO.rtromm,

Dan. stram, stretched] 1. To spring or re

coil with violence. Halliwell. [Provincial

English.]— 2. To spread out the limbs; to

walk with long ungraceful strides. Good

rich. [Vulgar.]

Stram (stram), v.t To dash down violently;

to beat Halliwell. [Provincial English.]

Stramash (stra-ruash'), n. [Fr. estramacon,

a blow, a cuff, from It stramazzare, to

knock down, from mazza, a club, a mace.

See Mack] A tumult; fray; fight; struggle.

[Scotch and Provincial English.]

They had a noble stramash at Folly Bridge.

alacmiltaris Afajr.

Stramash (stra-mashO, v. t. [See the noun. ]

To strike, beat, or bang; to break; to de

stroy. [Scotch and Provincial English.]

Stramazount (stram'a-xbn), n. [It stra-

mazzotie, a cut, a slash, from stramazzare, to

knock down. See Stramash.] A descend

ing blow or cut with a sword, in opposition

to a stoccade or thrust /.'. Jonson.

Stramineous (stra-min'e-us), a. [L. stra-

mineus, from stramen, straw] L Strawy;

consisting of straw.—2. Chaffy ; like straw ;

light. Burton.

Strammelt (stram'el), n. [See Stramine

ous] A cant word for straw. Sir W.Scott.

Stramonium, Stramony (Btra-m6'ni-um,

stram'o-ni), n. [Origin doubtful.] A narcotic

plant, the Datura Stramonium; the thorn-

apple. See Datura.

Strand (strand), n. [A. Sax. D. Dan. Sw.

and G. strand, IceL strond, strand, shore,

coast; root meaning doubtful] 1. The shore

or beach of the sea or ocean, or of a large

lake, and perhaps of a navigable river.

'Kissed the Cretan strand." Shak.— 2. A

small brook or rivulet; also, a passage for

water; a gutter. [Old English and Scotch]

Strand (strand), v. i. 1. To drift or be driven

on shore; to run aground; as, a ship strands

at high water. 'Stranding on an isle at

morn.' Tennyson.—2. To have progress in

terrupted; to come to a stand-stUL

There is little harm in their (Claude and Poussin's)

works being purchased at high prices; their real in

fluence is very slight, and they may be left without

grave indignation to their poor mission of furnishing

drawing-rooms and assisting strmnded conversation.

Ruskin.

Strand (strandX v.t. To drive or run aground

on the sea-shore; as, the captain stranded

his ship.

Strand (strand), n. [D. streen, G. strdhne,

a skein, a hank, a strand of a rope.] One

of the twists or parts of which a rope is

composed. ' The dusky strand of death in

woven here.' Tennyson.

Strand ( strand ). v.t To break one of the

strands of, as a rope.

Strang (Strang), o. Strong. [North English

and Scotch. ]

ch, cAain; ch, Sc loca; g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, tAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Strange (stranj), a. [O.Fr. estrange. Mod.

Fr. it-range, from L. extraneus, that is with

out, from extra, on the outeide—ex, out of,

and affix -tra. See Contra.] 1. Foreign;

belonging to another country- 'One of the

strange queen's lords. ' Shak.

I do not contemn the knowledge of strange and

divers tongues. Ascham.

2. Not one's own; not pertaining to one's

■elf or one's belongings; belonging to others.

Strange fowl light upon neighbouring ponds.

Shak.

So she. Impatient her own faults to see.

Turns from herself, and in strange things delights.

Sir J. Davits.

3. New; unused before; not before known,

heard, or seen; as, the former custom was

familiar, the latter was strange to them.

Our strange garments, cleave not to their mould

But with the aid of use. Shak,

4. Wonderful; causing surprise; exciting

curiosity; extraordinary; remarkable^ singu

lar. ' I might perceive strange alteration in

me.' Milton.

'TU strange, but true ; for truth is always strange,—

Stranger than Action. Byron.

6. Odd ; unusual ; irregular ; not according

to the common way.

He's strange and peevish. Shak.

6. Reserved ; distant; estranged ; not fami

liar.

Why do you look so strange upon your wife?

Shak.

7. Unacquainted; not knowing. 'Joseph

. . . made himself strange unto them.' Gen.

xlii 7.

I know thee well;

But in thy fortunes am unlcuuM and strange. Shak,

&t Backward; slow.

Who, loving the effect, would not be strange

In favouring the cause. Beau. & Ft.

—To make strange, to seem to be shocked;

to look astonished.

She makes it strange; but she would be best pleased

To be so anger'd with another letter. Shak.

Strange is sometimes uttered by way of ex

clamation.

Strange! what extremes should thus preserve the

snow,

High on the Alps, or in deep caves below. Walter.

—Strange sail (riant.), an unknown vessel.

—Eccentric, Singular, Strange, Odd. See

under Eccentric. — Wonderful, Strange,

Surprising, Curious. See under Wonder

ful.—Syn. Foreign, outlandish, unfamiliar,

new, wonderful, astonishing, marvellous,

remarkable, unusual, odd, uncommon, ir

regular, peculiar, queer, eccentric.

Strange t (stranj), v.t. To alienate; to

estrange.

Stranget (stranj). v.i. 1. To wonder; to be

astonished. Fuller.—2. To be estranged or

alienated.

Strange - achieved (stranj'a-chevd). a.

Acquired in strange ways, or from foreign

sources.

For this they have engrossed and piled up

The canker d heaps of strange-achieved gold.

Shak.

Strange-disposed (stranj-dis-pozdO, a. Of

a remarkable disposition or nature. ' A

strange-disposed time.' Shak.

Strangefult (stranj'ful), a. Strange; won

derful ' Strangefull signes.' Sylvester.

Strangely (stranj li), adv. 1. In a strange

maimer; in a manner or degree to excite

surprise or wonder; wonderfally; remark

ably. 'Woven so strangely in one piece.'

Shak.

How strangely active are the arts of peace.

Dryden.

2. In a distant and reserved manner; in the

manner of one who does not know another

or pretends not to know him. 'You all

look strangely on me.' Shak.

Against that time when thou shall strangely pass,

And scarcely greet me with that sun, thine eye. Shak.

3. With some relation to foreigners; foreign-

wise; in aforeign place; at or to a distance,

[Rare.]

I do in Justice charge thee

That thou commend it strangely to some place

Where chance may nurse or end it. Shak.

Strangeness (stranj'nes), n. The state or

character of being strange; (a) the state of

being foreign; foreignness; the state of be

longing to another country.

If I will obey the gospel, no distance of place, no

strangeness of country can make any man a stranger

to me. Be*. A/7,1.-,

(6) Distance in behaviour; reserve; coldness;

forbidding manner.

Will you not observe

The strangeness of his altcr'd countenance? Shak.

{<•) Remoteness from common manners or

notions; uncouthness; oddness; singularity.

Worthier than himself

Here tend the savage strangeness he puts on. Shak.

(d) Alienation of mind; estrangement; mu

tual dislike.

This might seem a means to continue a strange

ness between the two nations. Bacon.

(e) Wonderfulness ; the power of exciting

surprise and wonder; uncommouness that

raises wonder by novelty.

This raised greater tumults in the hearts of men

than the strangeness and seeming unreasonableness

of all the former articles. South,

Stranger (stran'jer), n. [O.Fr. estranger.

See Strange] 1. A foreigner; one who be

longs to another country.

I am a most poor woman and a stranger

Born out of your dominions. Shak.

2. One of another place, in the same coun

try; one whose home iB at a distance from

where he is.—3. One unknown or at leaBt

not familiar; as, the gentleman is astran-

ger to me. ' The writings of his friends and

strangers.' Bp. Fell.

I do desire we may be better strangers. Shak.

4. One not knowing; one ignorant or unac

quainted.

My child is yet a stranger in the world. Shak.

I was no stranger to the original. Dryden.

6. A guest; a visitor; one not belonging to

the house.

Fit to honour and receive

Our heavenly stranger. Milton.

6. One not admitted to any communication

or fellowship; one having no community.

I unspcak my detraction; here abjure

The taints and blames I laid upon myself.

For strangers to my nature. Shak.

7. In law, one not privy or party to an act

It is often used adjectively. * The stranger

queen.' Shak. ' The stranger guest.' Pope.

Strangert (stran'jer), v.t To estrange; to

alienate. Shak.

Strangle (strang/gl), v.t. pret. & pp. stran

gled; ppr. strangling. [O.Fr. estrangter, Fr.

Hrang&r, from L. strangulo, to strangle;

Gr. stranggalad, stranggaloG, to twist up, to

knot, from stranggO, to draw tight, to bind

or tie tight Same root probably as E. string. ]

1. To destroy the life of by compressing the

windpipe; to choke.

Our Saxon ancestors compelled the adulteress to

strangle herself Aytiffe.

% To suppress; to hinder from birth or ap

pearance; to stifle. ' Strangle such thoughts. '

Shak.

By the clock, lis day;

And yet dark night strangles the travelling l.imp.

Shak.

3. t To suffocate by drowning. Defoe.—Syn.

To choke, suffocate.smother, stifle, suppress.

Stranglet (strang'gl), n. Strangulation.

Chaucer.

Strangleable (strang'gl-a-bl), a. Capable

of being strangled. Chesterfield. [Rare. ]

Strangler (strang/gler), n. One who or that

which strangles or destroys.

The baud that seems to tie their friendship to

gether will be the very strangler of their amity.

Shak.

Strangles (strang'glz), u. pi. In farriery, a

disorder which attacks horses, and generally

between the ages of three and five years. It

consists of an abscess which occurs between

the branches of the lower jaw. The disease

is considered contagious. There is a similar

infectious disease of swine called also

strangles.

Strangulate (strang'gulat), a. In hot.

Same as Strangulated.

Strangulated (strang/gfi-lat-ed), a. 1. In

surg. having the circulation stopped in any

Eart by compression; as, a hernia is said to

e strangulated when it is so compressed

as to obstruct the circulation in the part

and cause dangerous symptoms.—2. In hot.

contracted and expanded in an irregular

manner.

Strangulation (strang-gu-la'shon), n. [L.

strangulatio, strangulationis. See STRAN

GLE.] 1. The act of strangling; a sudden

and violent compression of the windpipe,

constriction being applied directly to the

neck, either around it or in the fore part,

so as to prevent the passage of air, and

thereby suspend respiration and life.—2. In

vied, the state of a part too closely con

stricted, as the throat in hysterics or the in

testines in hernia.

StrangurlOUB (strang-gu'rl-us), a. Labour

ing under strangury; of the nature of stran

gury; denoting the pain of strangury.

Strangury (strang'gu-ri), n. [L. strangttria,

Gr. strangouria—stranz, strangos, a drop,

and ouron, urine.] 1. A disease In which

there is pain in passing the urine, which is

excreted by drops.—2. In bot. a disease in

plants produced by tight ligatures.

Strap (strap), n. [A collateral form of strop.

from root of stripe, strip (which see). ] 1. A

long narrow slip of cloth or leather or

other substance of various forms and for

various uses, and often provided with a

buckle ; as, the strap of a shoe or boot ;

straps for fastening trunks or other baggage,

for stretching limbs in surgery, for connect

ing the separate parts of a set of harness to

gether, Arc —2, In b«t. the flat part of the

corollet in ligulate florets; also, the leaf ex

clusive of its sheath In Borne grasses—3. In

carp, an iron plate for connecting two or

more timbers, to which it is bolted or

screwed. —4. In mach. a band or strip of

metal, usually curved, to clasp and hold

other parts.—6. Naut. a piece of rope, gen

erally spliced into a circular wreath, and

used to surround the body of a block so that

the latter may be hung to any particular

station about the masts, yards, or rigging.

Sometimes a hoop of iron is used instead of

rope.—6. Milit a strip of worsted, silk, gold,

or silver, worn on the shoulder that has no

epaulette.—7. A piece of leather prepared

for sharpening a razor, usually written

Strop.

Strap (strap), v.t pret. &pp. strapped; ppr.

strapping. 1. To beat or chastise with a

strap.—2. To fasten or bind with a strap.—

3. To sharpen with a strap; to strop, as a

razor.—4. To hang. ' Mony a pretty man

has been strapped for It' Sir W. Scott

[Scotch.]

Strap-head (strapped), n. In mach. a jour

nal-box formed at the end of a connecting-

rod.

Strappado (strap-pa'dd), n, [O.Fr. strap-

ode, Sp. estrapada, It. strappata, a pull,

strappado; from strappare, to pull.] A

military punishment formerly practised. It

consisted in having the hands of the of

fender tied behind his back, drawing him

up by them to a certain elevation by a rope,

and then suddenly letting him drop to within

a certain distance of the ground.

Would you have him tortured?—I would have him

proved.—

Best try him then with goads, or burning irons;

Put him to the strappado. B. Jenson.

Strappado (strap-pa'ddX v.t. To torture by

the strappado. Milton.

Strapper (Btrap'er), tl 1. One who uses a

strap.—2. Anything bulky; a large tall per

son. [Local. ]

Strapping (strap'ing), o. [Comp. whacking,

thumping, bouncing, Otundering. The idea

of large size is connected with that of vio

lent action.] Tall; lusty; handsome. [Colloq.]

Sir. we'll maintain you no longer.— Then your

wives shall, old AcUcon. There are five-and-tfiirty

strapping officers gone this morning to live at free

quarters in the city. Farquhar.

Strapplet (strapTj, v.t. To bind with a strap;

to strap; to entangle. 'And the reins strap-

pled his fellows.' Chapman.

Strap-shaped (strap shapt), a. In <■•■ ■

ligulate (wnich Bee).—Strap-Shaped corolla,

a corolla which is tubular at the base, then

slit on one side, so that the limb becomes

flat, as in the dandelion.

Strap-work (strap'werk), n. A style of

architectural ornamentation or enrichment

general in the fifteenth and sixteenth cen

turies, but of which specimens exist exe

cuted as far back as the eleventh century,

consisting of a narrow fillet or band folded

and crossed, and occasionally interlaced

with another.

Strapwort (strap'weTt), n. A British plant

of the genus Corrigiola, the C. Uttoralis, nat.

order Illecebracese or knot-grass tribe. It

Is an annual with spreading stems, leaves

between lance-shaped and linear, and nu

merous white flowers. It grows on the east

ern coast of England.

Strass (stras), n. [From the name of Its

German inventor.] A variety of flint-glass,

but containing more lead, and, in some

cases, a smaller proportion of borax, used in

the manufacture of artificial gems.

Strata, See Stratum.

Stratagem (strat'a-jem),n. [Fr. stratageme,

from L. strategema, Gr. stratfgfma, a piece

of generalship, a stratagem, from stratiged,

to lead an army, from straUgos, a general—

stratos, an army, and ago. to lead. ) 1. An

artifice, particularly in war; a plan or scheme

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me\ met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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for deceiving an enemy. 'To tutor thee Id

stratagems ot war.' Shak —2. Any artifice; a

trick by which aome advantage is intended

to be obtained.

Those oft are stratagems which errors seem. Ayv.

it A dreadful deed; anything amazing and

appalling.

Tbe man that hath no music in himself,

Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,

U at for treasons, stratagems and spoils. Shak.

Stn. Artifice, finesse, trick, deception, delu

sion, wile, snare.

Stratagemlc, Stratagemical(strat-a-jem'-

ik, strat-a-jem'ik-al), a. Containing strata

gem or artifice. [Rare.]

His wife, to gain entirely his affections, sent hint

this straxagtmttai epistle. Swift.

Btratarithmetry ( strat-a-rith'met-ri X n.

[Gr. stratos, an army, arithmos, a number,

and metron, measure. ] 3IUU. the art of

drawing up an army or body of men in a

geometrical figure, or of estimating or ex

pressing the number of men in such a figure.

Strategetic, Strategetical (strat-e-jet'ik,

strat-e-jet'ik-al), a. Same as Strategic.

Strategetically ( strat-e-jet'ik-al-li ), ado.

In a strategetical manner.

Strategetics (strat-e-jet'ikaX »■ Same as

Strategy.

Strategic, Strategical (stra-tej'ik. stra-tej'-

ik-al), o. Pertaining to strategy ; effected

by strategy j of the nature of strategy or

artifice.—Strategic point, any point or region

in the theatre of warlike operations which

affords to its possessor an advantage over

his opponent—Strategic lute, a line Joining

strategic points.

Strategically (stra-tej'ik-al-li), ado. In a

strategic manner.

Strategics (Btra-tej'iks), n. pi. Same as

Strategy (which see).

Strategist (strafe]ist). n. One skilled in

strategy.

Strategns (stra-te'gus), n. [Or. stratfgos.

See Stratagem. ) An Athenian general

officer

Strategy (strat'e-ji), n, l. Properly, the

science of combining and employing the

means which the different branches of the

art of war afford, for the purpose of forming

protect"of operations, and of directing great

military movements; generalship. Strategy

may be defined as the art of moving troops

so as to be enabled either to dispense with

a battle, or to deliver one with the greatest

advantage and with the most decisive re

sults. Tactics is the art of handling troops

when in actual contact with the enemy.—

2. The use of artifice, finesse, or stratagem

in carrying out any project

Strath (strath), n. [Gael, smth.; W. ystrad,

a valley or valley bottom] In Scotland, a

valley of considerable size, often having a

river running through it and giving it its dis

tinctive appellation; as. Strattepey, Strath-

don, Stratheam, &c. ; Strathmore, or the

great valley.

Strathspey (strath-spa'), n. 1. In Scotland,

a species of dance in duple time, supposed

to have been first practised in the district

from which it received its name. It resem

bles the reel (which see), but moves slower.

2. A species of dance music used in this

dance.

Stratification (strat'i-fl-kii"shon), n. [From

stratify.] 1. The processby which substances

in the earth have been formed into strata

or layers.—2. The state of being stratified ;

the arrangement of substances in strata or

layers, one npon another, like the leaves of

a book; as, the stratification of rocks. 'A

mass in which there is no stratification,'

Dr. Button -3. In phytsiol the thickening

of a cell-wall by the deposition of successive

layers of thin membrane; also, the arrange

ment of the layers so deposited.

Stratified (strat'i-fid), p. and a. Arranged

or disposed in layers or strata; as, stratified

Stratiform (strat'i-form). a. In the form

of strata: applied to rock masses, whether

aqueous or igneous, having more or less a

stratified appearance.

Stratify (stratfi-fi), v.t. prct A pp stratified;

ppr. stratifying. [Fr. stratificr—L. stratum,

and/acto. tomake. See Stratum] To form

into a layer or layers, as substances in the

earth; to lay or arrange in strata.

Stratigraphic, Stratigraphical (strat-i-

grafik, strat-i-graf'ik-al), a. Of or relating

to strata or their arrangement ; having re

gard to the manner in which strata are dis

posed in nature.

8tratlgTaplilcally(Btrat-igraf'ik-al-li),odu.

In a stratigraphical manner; as regards

stratigraphy or the disposition of strata.

StratlgTaphy(stra-tig'ra-fl),n. [L. stratum,

a stratum, and Gr. graphu, to describe. ] That

department of geology which treats of the

arrangement of strata, or the order in which

they succeed each other.

Stratlomidas (strat-i-om'i-de), n. pi [Gr.

stratios, warlike, myia, mya, a fly, and eidos,

resemblance. ] A family of dipterous insects.

They are mostly small, but gaily coloured

insects, most numerous in moist situations,

while others live in decomposing matter or

in decayed wood. There are a considerable

number of British species. The larva? of

Stratiomys chamctlcon are completely aqua

tic.

Stratlotes (strat-i o'tez), n, [Gr. stratidtis,

a soldier, a kind of water plant, from strat

ios, an army, from the long sword -like

leaves.] A genus of aquatic plants, nat order

Hydrocharidacea\ There is only one species

a native of Britain, the S. aloides or water-

soldier, which grows in lakes, pools, and

ditches. It is a singular plant, with nume

rous sword-shaped leaves and white flowers,

from a compressed two-leaved spathe.

Stratocracy (stra-tok'rn-si), n. [Gr. stratos,

an army, and krateo, to hold.] A military

government; government by military chiefs

and an army.

Ever since the invasion of Kouli Khan, Indostan,

from being a well-regulated government, became a

scene of mere anarchy or stratocracy; every great

man protecting himself in his tyranny by hit soldiers.

//'. Guthrie.

Stratographlc, Stratographlcal (strat-o-

graf'ik. strat-o-grafik-al), a. Of or relating

to stratography.

Stratograpbically ( strat-o-graf' ik-al-Ii ).

attv. In a stratographic manner.

Stratography (stra-tog/ra-fl),n. [Qr.stratos,

an army, and grapho, to describe. ] De

scription of armies, or what belongs to an

army.

Stratometer (stra-tom'i-ter), n. An instru

ment for determining in what manner geo

logical strata press upon each other.

Stratonlc (stra-ton'ik), a. [Gr. stratos, an

army] Pertaining to an army. [Rare.]

Stratotic (stratot'ik), o. Warlike; mili

tary. [Rare.]

Stratum (stra'tum), n. pi. Strata (strii'ta).

[L., what is spread or stretched out, from

sterna, stratum . to strew (whence also street);

the root is that of E. to strew. ] 1. In geol.

a layer of any deposited substance, na sand.

clay, limestone, Ac. which is spread out

over a certain surface by the action of water,

or in some cases by wind, especially such a

layer when forming one of a number super

posed. The deposition of successive layers

of sand and gravel in the bed of a river, or

in a canal, affords an illustration l>oth of the

form and origin of strata. Geologists gene

rally make a distinction between a stratum

and a bed, restricting the latter term to the

thicker kind of strata; others, however, use

the terms synonymously. Strata may be

said to vary in thickness from a few inches

to several feet. A single stratum again is

often seen to be made up of thinner layers,

called tamiiur. Strata are separated from

each other by seams or parallel planes,

and sometimes by joints or Assures, forming

some angle with the planes. When strata

do not lie horizontally but are inclined, they

are said to Up towards some point of the

compass, and the angle they make with the

horizon is called the angle of dip or inclina

tion. The direction or strike of the strata

is Indicated by a horizontal line at right

angles to the dip. When strata protrude

above the surface, or appear uncovered,

they are said to crop out. They are said to

be cor\ff/rmable when their planes are paral

lel, whatever their dip may be ; and uncon

formable when a set of them are connected

with another, so that the planes of stratifi

cation of the one series have a different di

rection from thnt of the other series. On

examining the crust of the earth we find

that it consists chiefly of distinct strata of

different materials. These differ in depth

and extent, but they are found to follow

each other on the large scale, as masses in

an apparently regular and uniform succes

sion, in all places, districts, and countries,

where they admit of examination, and have

been attentively studied. They appear in

most instances to rest upon, and are blended

with, invaded, and, in some few instances,

overflowed, as it were, by unstratifled rocks

See Geoloov.— 2. A bed or layer artificially

made of some material.

Stratus (Btra'tus), n. [L., a strewing, a

covering, a coverlet. See Stratum. ] A

form of cloud. See under Cloud.

Straucht, Straught (stracht). v.t Tomake

straight; to stretch. Sir W. Scott [Scotch.]

Straughte,t pp. of strecche. Stretched.

Stravalg (stra-vag'), v.i. [From O.Ft. estra-

vagucr. It stravogare, from L. extravagare.

—extra, beyond, and vagor, to wander.] To

stroll; to wander; to go about idly. [Scotch.)

Stravalger (stra-viig'er), n. One who wan

ders about idly; a stroller; a wanderer

[Scotch.]

Straw(stra). n. [A. Sax. streaic, straw, hay.

a bed, from stem of strei'twian, strcdician, to

strew; Icel. strd, Dan. straa, D. stroo, O.

stroh, straw, litter; cog. L. stramen,stramen-

tum, straw, litter, from stemo, stratum, to

strew. See Strew] 1. The stalk or stem

of certain species of grain, pulse, Ac, chieflv

of wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, and

pease: as, the wheat is Bhort in the strtiw;

or a piece of such a stem. * When shepherds

pipe on oaten straws.' Shak. "Start at

wagging of a straw.' Shak.—2. A mass of

the stalks of certain species of grain when

cut, and after bring thrashed; as, a bundle

Of a load of straw. [In this sense the word

is used as a collective noun and does not

admitof a plural.]—3. Anything proverbially

worthless; the least possible thing.

I don't care a strav/ for Mrs. Botibol. Thackeray.

—Man of straw, the figure of a man formed

of a suit of old clothes stuffed with straw ;

hence, the mere resemblance of a man; an

inefficient person; a person of little or no

means or substance ; an imaginary person ;

as, to fight with a man of straw.—In the

straw, lying in. as a mother; in child-bed.—

Straw frequently forms the first element in

compounds, many of which are self-explana

tory: ss straw-crowned, straw-rooted, #t raw-

stuffed, and the like.

Straw t (stra). v.t. To spread or scatter.

See Strew and Strow.

He took the calf which they had made, and burnt

it in the fire, and ground it to powder, and stranrj

it upon the water, and made the children of Israel

drink of it. Ex. xxxiL ao.

Strawberry (stra'be-ri). n. [A. Sax. straw-

berie, streow-berie, strawberry, from its habit

of spreading or strewing itself along the

ground. ] The English name of the fruit

and plant of the genus Fragaria, nat order

Rosacea?. It is remarkable for the manner

in which the receptacle, commonly called

the fruit, increases and becomes succulent;

the proper fruit being the small achenia

which it bears upon its surface. The species

are perennial plants, throwing out runners;

the leaves are trifoliate, each leaflet being

coarsely toothed. The receptacle is round,

and assumes a variety of colours, from a

scarcely perceptible pink to a dark red.

All the species are natives of temperate or

cold climates, and are found in Europe,

America, and the mountains of Asia The

following species afford the varieties of

cultivated strawberries: (1) Wood straw

berry {F. vesca), found wild in woods and

on hillsides throughout Europe, and abun

dant in Great Britain. Of this species

there are several varieties cultivated in gar

dens, as the red, the white, the American,

and Danish Alpine strawberries; the red

rerpctual Alpine Strawberry [Fragaria ...:.>. n.

wood strawberry, the white wood straw

berry, and the red and white Alpine bush

strawberry. (2) The Alpine strawberry (£'.

coltina), a native (if Switzerland and Ger

many. The varieties of strawberries called

green are the produce of this species. (3)

Hautbois strawberry (F. elatior). a native of

ch, cnain; eh, Sc. locA; g, ox>; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, &\ng; TH, fnen; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, irAig; zh, azure —See Key.
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North America. It is the parent of a great

number of sorts known in gardens, most of

which are much prized, as the black, brown,

and common hautbofs, the globe, the large

flat hautnois, the long-fruited muscatella,

and Sir Joseph Banks. (4) Virginian straw*

berry (J**, virginiana or caroliniana), a native

of Virginia. To this species belongs the

great list of sorts cultivated in gardens, and

known by the name of scarlet and black

strawberries. The various kinds of scarlet,

globe, cone, and some pine strawberries,

are produced from this species. (6) Large-

flowered strawberry (P. grand(flora) is sup

posed to be a native of Surinam, and to

have furnished our gardens with the Borts

called pine strawberries. (G) Chili straw

berry (F. chilensis), a native of Chili and

Peru, and the parent of a number of mostly

inferior strawberries. Strawberries are

much valued for dessert, and are of very

general use in confectionery.—Strawberry

leaves (from the coronet of a duke being

adorned with eight strawberry leaves), a

symbolical expression for a dukedom.

The kinj* invested the fortunate husband with the

strawberry leaver, and he might have twined them

round a less worthy brow. Cornhill Mag.

Strawberry-blite (stra'be-rl-blit), n. See

BLiTrii.

Strawberry-bush (stra^e-ii-bush), n. A

low. upright or Btraggling American shrub

of the genus Euonymus < /.' americanus),

allied to the burning bush, having rough

scarlet pods.

Strawberry - pear (stra'be-ri-par), n. A

plant of the genus Cereus, the C. triangu

laris, nat. order Caetaeerc. which grows in

Strawberry-pear {Cerent triangularis).

the West India Islands. It bears the best

flavoured fruit of any of the order. It is

sweetish, slightly acid, pleasant, and cool-

iug-

Strawberry -tomato (strn'be-ri-W-ma-to),

n. The name of a plant of the genus Phy-

salis (P. Alkekengi), nat. order SolanacesB,

known also as Winter-cherri/. cultivated for

its fruit, which is of a bright red colour, of

the size of a small cherry, and makes a deli

cate sweetmeat.

Strawberry-tree (stra'be-ri-tre), n. An

evergreen tree of the genus Arbutus, the A,

Vnedo, a native of the south of Europe, and

found in a wild state near Killaruey in Ire

land; the fruit is of a fleshy substance, like

a strawberry, and is edible, though not

agreeable. In Spain both a sugar and spirit

are extracted from it.

Straw-board (stra'bord), n. Thick paper-

board made altogether or principally from

straw, and used in bookbinding, button-

making, paper-box manufacture, &c.

Straw-bonnet (stra'bon-net), n. A bonnet

for females, made of plaited straw.

Straw-braid (stra/brad), n. Same as Straw-

plait.

Straw -built (strn/bilt), a. Built or con

structed of straw. 'The suburb of their

straw-built citadel.' Milton.

Straw-COlOUT (stra'kul-er), n. The colour

of dry straw; a beautiful yellowish colour.

Straw-colour, Straw-coloured (stra'knl-

er, stra'kul-erd), a. Of a light yellow, the

colour of dry straw. ' Your straw-colour

beard.' Shak.

Straw- cutter (stra'kut-er), n. An instru

ment to cut straw for fodder or for other

purposes.

Straw-drain (stra'dran), n. A drain filled

with straw.

Straw-hat (stra'hat), n. A hat made of

plaited straw.

Straw-house (straTious), n. A house for

holding straw after the grain has been

thrashed out.

Straw-paper (stra'pa-per), n. Paper made

either wholly or principally from straw.

Straw-plait, Straw-plat (stra'plat, stra'-

plat), n. A plait or braid formed of straws,

generally wheat or rye, plaited together,

from J inch to 1 inch broad. Such plaits

when sewed together, according to fancy or

fashion, form different descriptions of ladies'

bonnets or men's hats. There are various

kinds of plait in general use, some of which

are composed of entire itrawi and others of

split straws. The finest plait is made in the

neighbourhood of Leghorn, and the Dun

stable manufactures in Bedfordshire are

also of a fine quality.

Straw-rope (stra'rop), n. A rope made of

straw twisted, anil used to secure the thatch

of corn ricks and stacks, and also the thatch

ot the poorer description of cottages.

Straw-worm (strn'werm), n, A worm bred

in straw; the caddis-worm.

Strawy (straT), a. Pertaining to, made of,

or like straw ; consisting of straw; resembling

straw.

There the strawy Greeks, ripe for his edge,

I .! .1 down before him like a mower's swath.

Shak.

Stray (stra), v.t [O.Fr. estrayer, estraier,

Pr. estradier, to wander, to ramble; from

O.Fr. estree, Pr. estrada, It. strada, a road

or street; from L.L. strata, a Btreet. (See

Street.) Or the word may be derived di

rectly from L. extra. See Stray, n.1 1. To

wander, as from a direct course; to deviate

or go out of the way or from the proper

limits; to go astray; as, a sheep strays from

the flock; a horse strays from an inclosure.

Indeed, a sheep do*h very often stray,

An if the shepherd be a while away. Shak.

2. Fig. to wander from the path of duty or

rectitude; to err; to deviate; as, to pardon

one who strays. ' Win straying souls with

modesty. ' Shah.—3. To move about at large,

or without settled purpose or direction; to

roam; to rove.

Lo, the glad gales o'er all her beauties stray.

Breathe on her lips and in hex bosom play. Pope

Yea, but here

Thy feet have strayed in after hours

With thy lost friend among the bowers.

Tennyson.

4. To run in a serpentine course; to wind.

My eye. descending from the hill, surveys

Where Thames anions the wanton valleys strays.

Denham.

Syn. To deviate, wander, err, swerve, rove,

roam, ramble, wind.

Strayt (stra), v.t To cause to stray; to mis

lead; to seduce. Shak.

Stray (stra), a. Having gone astray; strayed;

wandering; straggling; as, a stray sheep or

bullock. ' Picking off stray fellows on shore

with a main-deck thirty-two.' Hannay.

Stray (stra), n. [O.Fr. estrayer, a waif, a

stray, a chattel or beast unowned, from

estrayer, to stray. Or according to Wedg

wood, from L. extra, without, through L.L.

extrarius, astray beast, a stranger.] 1. Any

domestic animal that has left an iuclosure

or its proper place and company, and wan

ders at large or is lost; an estray. 'Im

pounded as a stray the King of Scota' Shak.

Seeing him wander about, I took him up for a

stray, Dryden.

2. The act of wandering. [Rare.]

I would not from your love make such a stray.

To match you where I hate. ShaJt.

Strayer (stra'er), n. One who strays; a wan

derer.

Stre.t n. Straw. Chaucer.

Streak (strek), n. [A. Sax. fttrica, a line, a

stroke; IeeL*rri/fr, a stroke with a pen; Dan.

streg, L.G. and D. strcek, a stroke, a streak,

a line; from stem of strike.) 1. A line or

long mark of a different colour from the

ground; a stripe. ' Chequering the eastern

clouds with streaks of light/ Shak.

What mean those colour'd streaks in heaven?

Milton.

2. Naut same as Strake.—3. In mineral, the

colour and appearance of a mineral which

arises from its being scratched.— 4. t The
rung of a ladder. ■ Putting a streak in your

ladder, when you was ou the last step of it.'

Cumberland.

Streak (strek), v. t [See the noun. ] To form

streaks or stripes in; to stripe; to variegate

with lineB of a different colour or of differ

ent colours. 'A mule admirably streaked and

dappled with white and black.' Sandys.

'Now streak'd and glowing with the morn

ing red.' Prior.

Streak (strek), v.t. [Old and northern form

of stretch. See STRETCH] It To stretch ;

to extend.

Down

He rushed, and streaked him. Chapman.

2. To lay out, as a dead body. Spelled also

Streik. Streek. [Provincial and Scotch.]

Streak (strek), v.i. [O.E. streke, A. Sax.

strican, to go; G. streichen, to run, to rush.]

To run swiftly. [Now local or vulgar.]

Streaky (strek'i), a. Havingstreaks orstripes;

striped; variegated with lines of a different

colour.

Stream (strem), n. [A. Sax. stream, a stream,

a river; D. stroom. Icel. straumr, Dan. and

Sw. strom, G. strom; probably from root of

strew, though some take it from root seen

in Skr. sru, to flow, in which case the t

would be non-nulical ; comp. Ir. sreamh, a

stream, a rill, a spring. ] 1. Any river, brook,

rivulet, or course of miming water; as, a

country which has numerous streams, large

and small.

He brought streams also out of the rock, and

caused waters to run down like rivers. Vs. bxzviiL it.

2. A flow of any fluid or Ifrjnid substance, as

of blood, melted metal, die.; a gush; an out

flow; also, a steady flow of air or gas. ' Like

two streams of incense free.* Tennyson —

3. A steady current in the sea or in a river;

especially, the middle or most rapid part of

a tide or current; as, to float with the stream;

the Gulf Stream.—-4. An issuing in beams or

rays; steady flow of light; as, a stream of

light. —5. Auything issuing from a source

and moving with a continued succession of

parts; as, a stream of words; a stream uf

sand. 'A Stream of beneficence.' Atterbury.

Q. A continued current or course; the course

or current of affairs or events; current;

drift. 'The very stream of liis life.' Shak

'Which way the stream of time doth run.*

Shak.—7. A multitude or number of indi

viduals moving uniformly forward without

interval ; as, a stream of people.

Stream (strem), v.i. 1. To flow in a stream;

to move or run in a continuous current
•Within those banks where rivers now

stream,' Milton.

Oil all sides round

Streams the black blood. Pop*.

2. To pour out or emit an abundant stream,

as of tears. 'Grateful Greece with stream

ing eyes.' Pope. —3. To issue with continu

ance, not by fits.

And to imi>erial Love, that God most high

Do my sighs stream, ShaJt.

I. To issue or shoot in streaks or beams;

as, light streaming from the east

From op'ning skies may streaming glories shine.

Putt.

5. To stretch iu a long line; to hang or float

at full length. ' Standards aud gonfalons

. . . stream in the air.* Milton. 'All her

bright hnir streaming down.' Tennyson.

Stream (strem), v.t 1. To send forth in a

current or stream; to cause to flow; to pour

'As fast as they stream forth thy blood.'

Shak. — 2. To mark with colours or em

broidery in long tracts.

The herald's mantle is streamed with gold. S^. -'i

—To stream a bv.oy, to let it drop into the

water previously to casting aucbor.

Stream-anchor (strem'ang-ker), n. Naut

an anchor of a size intermediate between

the small bower-anchor and the kedge. It

is used for warping and like purposes.

Stream-cable. See Cable.

Streamer (strem'er), n- 1 A long narrow

flag ; a pennon extended or flowing in the

wind.

Brave Rupert from afar appears.

Whose waving streamers the glad general know*.

Orydaa.

2. A stream or column of light shooting up

ward from the horizon, as m some forms of

the aurora borealis. ' Shot like a streamer-

of the northern morn.' Tennyson.

And red and bright the streamers light

Were dancing [a the glowing north. Sir If. SevSt.

3. In mininp, a person who works in Bearch

of stream-tin.

Streamful (strem'ful), a. Full of streams

or of water. ' The streamful tide. ' Dray

ton.

Stream -Ice (atremls), n. A collection of

pieces of drift or bay Ice joining each other

in a ridge, following in the line of current.

Streaming (strem'fng), n. In fin mining,

the management of a stream-work or uf

stream-tin during the process of refinement.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; piue, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abtme; y, Sc. Uy
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Streamlet (strfimlet). n. A small stream ;

a rivulet; a rilL *lTnnumber*d glittering

streamlet*. ' Thomson.

Stream - measurer (strern'mezh-ur-er), n.

An instrument for measuring the velocity

of a stream of water at different depths.

Stream-tin (strem'tin), n. In mining, tin

ore or native oxide of tin, found beneath

the surface of alluvial ground, in rounded

particles and masses, mixed with other

alluvial matters. It is separated from the

earthy matters by passing a stream of water

over it : hence the name.

Stream-work (strem'werk), n. An estab

lishment where tin ore is worked in the

open air by means of a stream of water.

Streamwort (strem'wert), n. A name

sometimes given to plants of the order Ha-

loragacese.

Streamy (streml), a. 1 Abounding with

running water.

Arcadia

However streamy now, adust and dry.

Denied the goddess water. Friar.

2 Having the form of a stream or beam of

light

His nodding helm emits a streamy ray. Pope.

Strecche,t v.t or i. To stretch. Chaucer.

Street, Strelk (strek), v.t To stretch; to

lay out, as a dead body. See Streak.

Streel (strel), v.i. [A. Sax strati, tapestry,

straw laid down; from stem of strew.] To

trail; to drag; to stream. 'A yellow satin

train that streeled after her like the tail of

a comet* Thackeray. [Rare.]

Street (stretX n. [A. Sax. strat, strete, a

street, from L. strata (via), a paved way,

from stemo, stratum, to spread out, to

strew, to pave. (See STRATUM, STRKW.)

Thi3 is one of six words recognized as in

herited directly from the Roman invaders,

the others being ceaster (Chester), coin (Lin

coln), /oss, port, and wall] It A highway

or road. Coverdale —2. A way or road in a

city having houses on one or both sides,

chiefly a main way, in distinction from a

lane or ailey; the houses as well as the open

way; as, a well-built street; a handsome

Street.

O. how it yeam'd my heart when I beheld

In London streets that coronation day. Sh.tt.

Street-arab (strSt'ar-ab), n. See Arab, 2.

Street -car (strefkar), n. A tramway-car

which runs in a city or town.

Street - door (stret'dor), n. The door of a

house or other building which opens upon a

street.

Street-orderly (stret'or-der-li), n. One who

cleans the streets; a scavenger.

Street-sweeper (stret'swep-er), n. One who

or that which sweeps the streets; specifi

cally, a machine provided with long brushes

aud scrapers, and drawn by horses, for re

moving dust, mud, Ac . from the streets.

Street-walker (stret'wak-er). n. 1. A com

mon prostitute: from her walking the streets

at night.—2. An idler.

Street - walking (stret'wak-ing). n. The

practice of a street-walker; public prostitu

tion.

Street-ward (stret'ward), n. Formerly, an

officer who had the care of the streets.

Streetward (stret'werd), a. Adjoining the

street; looking out on the street. 'Their

little streetward sitting-room. ' Tennyson.

Streetway (stret'waX **• The open space

of a street.

Btrelghtt ("strat). n. I. A narrow; a strait

2 Difficulty; distress.—3. An old cant mum-

for a narrow alley in London frequented by

loose persons. B. Joiuon.

Btrelghtt (strat), a. Narrow; strait. See

.STRAIT.

Strelght t (strat), adv. Strictly. See Strait.

Strelgbtent (strat'u), v.t. Same a&Straiten.

Drayton.

Streine, t v. t To constrain ; to press closely.

Chaucer.

Strelte.t a. Strait Chaucer.

Strelltl (Btrcl'itB), n, [Rus. strielUtz, an

archer, a shooter, striclti, an arrow] A sol

dier of the ancient Muscovite guards, abol

ished by I'eter the Great

Strelitzia (stre-llt'zi-a),n. [N'amed byAiton

in honour of the queen of George III., from

the house of Mecklenburg-Srre/tfz ] A genus

-■f plants, nat. order Musacese, growing in

Car* Colony, having rigid glaucous leaves,

and singularly irregular and gorgeous flow

ers of a yellow, blue, or white colour.

Streine t ( atrem ), v.i. To stream ; to flow.

Cha itcer.

Streme.t n. A stream; a ray of the sun.

Chaucer.

Stremma (strem'ma), n [Gr., a twist, a

wrench, a strain, from strepho, to twist, to

turn] In pathol. a strain or sprain of the

parts about a joint.

Strene t (stren), n. [O.E. stren, strend,

A. Sax. itrjjnd, stock, race, generation, tribe,

strynan, strednan, to beget, procreate,

breed.] 1. Race; offspring.—! Descent;

lineage. Spenser. See Strain.

Strengest,t a. truperl. Strongest. Chaucer.

Strength (strength), n. [A. Sax. strengthu,

strength, from Strang, strong; comp. length

and long. See Strong.] 1. That property,

attribute, or quality of an animal body by

which it is enabled to move itself or other

bodies. The strength of animals is the

muscular force or energy which they are

capable of exerting; as, not to have strength

enough to lift the arm or to walk. In order

to compare the effects produced by differ

ent animals, or the same animal under dif-

erent circumstances, it is usual to estimate

the force required to raise or transport 1 lb.

through 1 toot of space in 1 minute of time,

which force is called the dynamic unit.

Hence, if an animal, as a horse, for ex

ample, is capable of raising 33,000 lbs. 1

foot high in a minute, he must exert a

force 33,000 times greater than that required

to raise 1 lb. through the same space in the

same time. Of the different modes of esti

mating human strength the most practically

useful is the observation of the average

effect produced daily by a labourer who

continues his exertions for a number of suc

cessive days, as in transporting materials in

a wheel-barrow, carrying or dragging a load,

working a pump, turning a winch, rowing a

boat. Ac—2, The quality of bodies by which

they sustain the application of force with

out breaking or yielding; solidity or tough

ness; as, the strength of a bone; the strength

of a beam; ti\e strength ot a wall: the strength

of a rope. The conditions which detenume

the strength of solid bodies, and their power

to resist forces tending to produce fracture,

are found by experiment. A force acting

on solid bodies may tend to separate its

parts in different ways. Thus a body may

be torn asunder by a stretching or tensile

force or direct pull applied in the direction

of its fibres, as in the case of ropes, dec. ; or

it may be broken across by a transverse

strain, crushed by a pressure exerted in the

direction of its length, twisted, shorn across,

Ac—3. Power or vigour of any kind; ability

to do or bear; capacity for exertion, whether

physical, intellectual, or moral; as, strength

of mind, memory, or judgment; strength of

evidence, argument, or persuasion; strength

of feeling, affection, and the like.

This act

Shall bruise the head of Satan, crush his strength.

Mitton.

Aristotle s large views, acuteness and penetratic

alight, and s

IcJ.

of thought, and strength of judgment, few have

equalled. Locke.

4 Power of resisting attacks; as, the strength

of a castle or fort.

Our castle's strength

Will laugh a sieije to scorn. Shak.

5. One who or that which is regarded as

embodying force, strength, or firmness ;

that on which confidence or reliance is

placed; support; security. ' My only strength

aud stay.' Milton.

God is our refuge and strength. Ps. x!vi. i.

6. Force or power in expressing meaning by

words; vigour of style; nervous diction; as.

a writer of great strength. The strength

consists in the full aud forcible exhibition

of ideas, by which a sensible or deep im

pression is made on the mind of a hearer or

reader.

And praise the easy vigour of a line.

Where Dcnhaiu's strength and Waller's sweetness

join. Fop*.

7. Vividness ;intensity;brightness; clearness;

brilliance; as, strength of colour or light.

His countenance was as the sun shineth in his

strength. Rev. L 16.

8- Intensity or degree of the distinguishing or

essential element or constituent; the quality

of producing sensible effects on other bodies;

latency: said of liquors and the like; as. the

strewith of wine or spirits; the strength of

a potion or a poison; the strength of an acid.

9. That quality which tends to secure results;

the effective power in an institution or what

is established ; legal or moral force ; the

quality of binding, influencing, or constrain

ing; as, the strength of social or legal ob

ligations; the strength of law; the strength

of public opinion or custom.—10. Force as

measured or stated in figures; amount or

numbers of any body, as of an anny, fleet,

or the like, 'Of what strength are they

afoot?" Shak. *To descry the strength of

the enemy.' Shak—11. Force proceeding

from motion and proportioned to It; vehe

mence; impetuosity; as, the strength of a

current of air or water—12. t Fortification;

fortress; stronghold. ' Fenced in by certain

strengths.' B. Jonson.

This inaccessible high strength, the scat

Of Deity supreme, us dispossessed.

He trusted to have seizea. MUton.

13. In the fine arts, boldness of conception

or treatment. ' Caraccis strength, Correg-

gio's softer line.' Pope.— On or upon the

strength of, in reliance upon the value of;

on the faith of; as. to do something on the

strength of another's promise. ' The allies,

after a successful summer, are too apt, ujton

the strength of it, to neglect preparation for

the ensuing campaign.' Addison.—Snt.

Force, power, robustness, toughness, stout

ness, brawniuess, lustiness, firmness, so

lidity, puissance, efficiency, energy, vehe

mence.

Strength t (strength), v.t. To strengthen.

Daniel

Strengthen (strength 'en), v.t To make

strong or Btronger ; (a) to add strength to,

either physical, legal, or moral; to confirm;

to establish; as. to strengthen a limb; to

strengthen an obligation; to strengthen au

thority. (6) To animate; to encourage; to fix

in resolution.

Charge Joshua, and encourage him, and strengthen

him. Deut. iii. a6.

(c) To make greater; to add intensity to.

'To strengthen that impatience.' Shak. (d)

To cause to increase in power or security.

Let noble Warwick. Cobham. and the rest. . . .

With powerful policy strengthen themselves. Shak.

Syn. To invigorate, confirm, establish, for

tify, animate, encourage, intensify,heighten.

Strengthen (strength 'en), v.i. To grow

strong or stronger.

The young disease that must subdue at length.

Grows with his growth, and strengthens wuli his

strength. Pope.

Strengthener (strength'en-er), n. One who

or that which strengthens; one who or that

which increases strength, physical or moral;

specifically, in mid. something which, taken

into the system, increases vital energy and

strength of action.

Strengthful ( strength ' ful ), a. Abounding

in strength; strong. Marston.

Strengthfulness (strength'iul-nes). n. The

state or quality of being strengthful or

strong; fulness of strength.

Strengthless ( strength 'les), a. Wanting

strength, in any sense of the word; destitute

of power, potency, efficacy,Ac. 'Twostrength-

less doves.' Shak. 'Liquor . . . strengthless

or insipid.' Boyle.

Strengthner (strength'n-er), n. Same as

Strengthener.

Strengthyt (strength'!), a. Having strength;

strong.

Strenuity t (stre-nu'i-ti),n. Same as Strenu-

ousness.

Strenuous (stren'u-us), a [L. strenuus. rig

orous, strenuous; allied toGr. strenes, strong,

hard, and perhaps to E. strong.) 1. Eagerly

pressing or urgent; zealous; ardent; bold;

earnest; valiant; intrepid; as, a strenuous

advocate for national rights ; a strenuous

opposer of African slavery; a strenuous de

fender of his country. ' A man who was a

strenuous royalist till after the battle of

>'aseby.' Macaulay.

This convention met with strenuous opposition in

France. Hallam.

2. Necessitating vigour or energy; accom

panied by labour or exertion.

Nations grown corrupt

Love bondage more than liberty ;

Bondage with ease than strenuous liberty. MUton.

Strenuously (stren'u-us-Ii), ml v. In a stren

uous manner; with eager and pressing zeal;

ardently; boldly; vigorously; actively.

Strenuousness (stren'u-us-nes), n. The

state or quality of being strenuous; eager

ness ; earnestness ; active zeal ; ardour in

pursuit of an object or in opposition to a

measure.

Strepe.t v. t. To strip. Chaucer.

Strepent (atrep'ent), a. [L strepens, stre-

pentis, pyr. ofjfrrpo.tomakoanoise] Noisy;

loud. 'The strepent horn.' Shenstone.

[Rare. ]

Streperous ( strep 'er- us), a. [L strcpo 1

Loud: boisterous. ' A streperous eruption.'

Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]

eh, cAain; ch, 8c. loefl; g, go; j, job; h. Fr. ton: ng, sing; Til, then; th, thin; w, wh, waig; zh, azure.—See Kby.
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Strephon (Btre'fon). n. The name of a shep

herd in .Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia in love

with a shepherdess named Chloe. Hence,

sometimes applied as a generic epithet to a

sentimental or languishing lover. 'Turn

their attention away while Strephon and

Chloe were billing and cooing.' Thackeray.

StrepitOSO (strep-i-to'so). [It, noisy.] In

music, a term denoting that the part to

which it is prefixed is to be performed in an

impetuous and boisterous style.

Strepsicere (strep'si-ser), n. A member of

the Strepsiceretc.

Strepaicereae (strep-si-se're-e), n. pi. [Gr.

strephd, strepsn, to twist, and keras, a horn.]

A subdivision of the Bovideo or hollow-

horned ruminants, characterized by horns

generally subangular, with a more or less

distinct ridge or keel on the front angle, and

twisting in a direction contrary to those of

the sheep. The genus StrepsieeroB is the

type. The species are Asiatic and African.

Strepslceros(strep-Bis'e-ros),n. [See above.]

A genus of hollow-horned ruminants, the

type of the subdivision Strepsicerea? (which

see). The S. koodoo or koodoo is the best-

known species. See Koodoo.

Strepsipter (Btrep-sip'ter), n. An insect of

the order Strepsiptera.

Strepsiptera (strep-aip'ter-a). n. pi. [Gr.

strephn, strepso, to twist, and pUron, awing.]

A small order of parasitic insects, having the

front pair of wings in the form of twisted

filaments, the posterior pair fan-shaped,

Strepsiptera.—a, Sty/0/1 Dalit, b. Do. magnified.

c, Pseudelytra. d. Double antennae.

whence the name Rhipiptera also given to

the order. The females are apterous, and

never leave the abdomen of the wasp or bee

to which they are attached. Naturalists now

very generally regard the Strepsiptera as an

anomalous and degraded group of parasitic

coleoptera.

Strepsipteran (strep-sip'ter-an), a. Same

as Strepsipter.

StrepsipterouB (strep-sip'ter-us), a. Of or

belonging to the Strepsiptera.

Strepslrhina ( strep - si -ri'na), n. pi. [Gr.

strepho, strepso, to twist, and Wit*, rhinos,

the nose.] A section of Quadrumnna in

Owen's system, characterized by the nostrils

being curved or twisted, whilst the second

digit of the hind limb has a claw. This sec

tion is often called Prosimiee, and it includes

several families, of which the aye-ayes, loris,

and true lemurs arc the most Important It

Is chietly referrible to Madagascar as its

geographical centre, but it spreads west

wards into Africa and eastwards into the

Indian Archipelago. In many works the

Galeopithecus is also placed in this section.

Streptospondylus (strep-td-spon'dil-us), n.

[Gr. streptos, turned back or reversed, and

spondylos, vertebra.] A fossil crocodilian

reptile the vertebra) of which have a ball-and-

socket articulation in a position the reverse

of the ordinary type, whence the name. It

occurs in the Wealden of Sussex and the Isle

of Wight.

Stress (Btres), n. [O.Fr. estrecer, estrecier,

Mod.Fr. Urecir, to Btraiten, to narrow, from

a hypothetical L.L. form strictiare, from L.

at rictus, pp. of stringo,strictum,to draw tight,

to compress. Distress is from the same verb,

with prefix dig. (See also Strain.) In the

sense of distress it is simply an abbrev. of

that word.] 1. Constraining, urging, or Im

pelling force; constraining power or Influ

ence ; pressure ; urgency ; violence. ' By

stress of weather driven. Drydcn.

Shall they, who by the stress of grinding toil

Wrest from the unwilling earth his luxuries.

Perish for crime? Shelley.

2. Effort or exertion made; strain.

Though the faculties of the mind are improved by

exercise, yet they must not be put to a stress beyond

their strength. Locke,

3. Weight, importance, or influence, im

puted or ascribed; important part 'This,

on which the great stress of the business

depend-*.' Locke.

Consider how great a stress he laid upon this duty

. . . and how earnestly he recommended it.

Atterbury.

4. In mech. force exerted in any direction or

manner between contiguous bodies or parts

of bodies, and taking specific names accord

ing to its direction or mode of action ; as, (a)

tensile stress, tending to draw or pull the

parts of a body asunder; (6) compressive

stress, tending to crush a body; (c) trans

verse or lateral stress, tending to bend It

and break it across, the force being applied

laterally, and acting with leverage; (d) tor

sional stress, tending to twist it asunder, the

force acting with leverage; and (e) shearing

stress, tending to cut it through. —5. Ac

cent; emphasis; as, the stress on a particu

lar syllable or word. —6. t Distress. 'Sad

herself of his heavy stress.' Spenser.—7. In

Scots law, (a) the act of distraining; dis

tress. (6) An ancient mode of taking up

indictments for circuit courts.

Stress (stirs), v.t 1. To press; to urge; to

distress ; to put to difficulties. ' If the

magistrate be so stressed that he cannot

protect those that are pious and peaceable.'

Watcrhouse. [Rare.]—2. To subject to stress

or force. ' Those portions of ice which are

most stressed. ' Prof. Everett

Stretch (Btrech), 0. t. [O. E. strecehe, a softened

form of old strike, Sc. or Northern E. streek,

streik, A. Sax. streccan, D. strekken, G.

strecken, Dan. strakke, to draw straight, to

stretch. Straight is a derivative, and stroke,

streak, strike, stroke, string, strong are more

or less closely connected, as Is L. stringo,

to draw tight] 1. To draw out; to extend

in length; as, to stretch a cord or rope be

tween two points ; often to draw tight ; to

moke tense.—2. To extend in any direction;

to spread ; to expand ; as, to stretch cloth ;

to nt retch the wings; to stretch one's Belf.

What more likely to stretch forth the heavens, and

lav the foundations of the earth, than infinite power!

Abfi. Tillotson.

3. To reach out; to put forth; to hold out

Stretch thine hand unto the poor. EccUis. vii. 32.

4. To strain by the exercise of force; to ap

ply stress or effort to; to extend or distend

forcibly. '(Groans) did stretch his leathern

coat almoBt to bursting.' Shak. 'Stretch

thy chest' Shak.

The ox hath stretched his yoke In vain. Shak.

6. To exaggerate; to extend too far; as, to

stretch the truth; to stretch one's credit

They take up, one day, the most violent and

stretched prerogative. Burke.

—To stretch a point. Same as To strain a

point. (See under STRAIN, v.t) Sir W.

Scott.

Stretch (strech), tit. 1. To extend; to reach;

to be continuous over a distance ; to be

drawn out in length or in breadth, or both;

to spread ; as, a line that stretches between

two points; a lake stretches over a hundred

miles. —2. To be extended or to bear ex

tension without breaking, as elastic sub

stances; to attain greater length.

The inner membrane . . . because it would stretch

and yield, remained unbroken. Boyle.

3. To sally beyond the truth; to exaggerate;

as, a man who Is apt to stretch has less

credit than others. [Colloq. ]

What an allay do we find to the credit of the most

probahle event, that is reported by one who uses to

stretcht Dr. H. More.

4. Haut. to sail under a great spread of can

vas. In this It differs from stand, which

implies no press of sail; as, we were stand-

ing to the east when we saw a ship stretch

ing to the southward.—5. To make violent

efforts In running.—To stretch out, to give

a long pull in rowing. Dickens. —Stretch

out! an order to a boat's crew to pull strong.

Stretch (strech), n. 1. The act of stretch

ing or the Btate of being stretched; reach;

effort; struggle; Btrain. ' A great and sud

den stretch or contortion.' Hay. Often fu

the phrase on or upon the stretch.

Those put lawful authority upon the stretch to the

abuse of power, under colour of prerogative.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

I had to watch signals all the way, one every two

miles, so that me and my stoker were on the stretch

all the time, doing two things at once—attending to

the engine and looking out. Dickens.

Similarly at or on a stretch, at one effort;

at one time. ' Could not entertain the child

long on a stretch.' Lord Lytton.—2. The

extent to which anything may be stretched;

hence, the utmost extent or reach of mean

ing, power, or the like. * The utmost stretch

that nature can.' Granville.

At all their stretch her little wings she spread.

Dryden.

Quotations in their utmost stretch can signify no

more than that Luther lay under severe agonies of

mind. Atterbury.

3. A continued Burface ; an extended por

tion ; as, a great stretch of grassy land ; a

stretch of mountainous country.—4. Maut

the reach or extent of progress on one tack;

a tack.— 6. Course; direction; as, the stretch

of seams of coal.

Stretcher (streeh'er), n. l. One who or that

which stretches or expands; specifically, (a)

an instrument for expanding gloves. (6) An

expanding last for distending boots or shoes.

(c) A frame for expanding a canvas for paint

ing, (d) One of the rods in an umbrella

attached at one end to one of the ribs, and

at the other to the tube sliding upon the

handle. —2. In masonry, a brick or Btone

laid horizontally with its length in the di

rection of the face of the wall. It' Is thus

distinguished from a header, which is laid

lengthwise across the thickness of the wall,

so that its small head or end is seen in the

external face of the walL— 3. In carp. a.

tie-timber in a frame.—4. Xaut. a narrow

piece of plank placed across a boat for the

rowers to set their feet agaiiiBt; also, a

cross piece placed between a boat's sides

to keep them apart when hoisted up and

griped.—6. A flat board on which corpses

are stretched or laid out previously to cof

fining. —6. A litter or frame for carrying Bick,

wounded, or dead persons; also, a wooden

frame on which violent persons ore strapped

in order to transport them from one place

to another.

The senseless body was lifted and carried into the

nearest chemist's shop, and thence borne on a

stretcher to the hospital. Mrs. Rtddeil.

7. A statement which overstretches the truth;

a lie. [Colloq.]

StretcrUng-courBe(strech'ing-kdrs), n. In

masonry, a course of stretchers.

Stretching-machine (strech'ing-ma-shon),

n. A machine in which cotton goods and

other textile fabrics are stretched, by which

means all their warp and woof yarns are

laid in truly parallel directions.

Stretching-piece (strech'ing-pes), n. See

Strut.

Stretta (stret'ta), n. [It] In music, a enda

or final passage taken In quicker time than

the preceding movements.

StrettO (stret'to), n. [It, from L. stric-

tus, narrow, strait, from stringo, to draw

tight.] In music, the special passage in a

figure in which the whole of the parts, or as

many as possible, take up the subject at as

abort an interval of time as possible.

StrettO (stret'to), a. In music, a term which

signifies that the movement to which it is

prefixed is to be performed in a quick, con

cise manner: opposed to largo.

Strew (strd or str6), v.t. pret. strewed; pp.

strewed or strewn; ppr. strewing. [A Snx.

streowian, stre&wian, strewian, to strew, to

scatter ; Goth, straujan, D. strooijen, G.

streuen, Icel. strd, Dan. & Sw. strii; same

root as straw, star, and also as I xbrno,

stratum (whence E. srrattiffi), Gr. strongmi,

Skr. stri, to Bpread out, to strew. This verb

is also written straw or straw, but the last

form is obsolete.] 1. To scatter; to spread

by scattering: always applied to dry sub

stances separable into parts or particles;

as, to strew seed in beds; to strew Baud on

or over a floor; to strew flowers over a

grave. —2. To cover by scattering or being

scattered over. 'The snow which does the

topof Pindus strew.' Spenser. 'Every stone

that strews the ground.' Dickens —3. To

Bcattcr, cast, or throw loosely apart ' Ami

strew'd hiB mangled limbs about the field.'

Dryden.—4. To spread abroad ; to give cur

rency to. ' I have strew'd it in the common

ear.' Shak. ' She may strew dangerous con

jectures.' Shak.

Strewing (strb'ing or stro'lng), n. 1. The

act of scattering or spreading over. —2. Any

thing strewed or fit to be strewed.

The herbs that have on them the cold dew o' the

night

Are streairtgs fitt'st for graves. Shah.

Strewmentt (strb'ment), n. Anything scat

tered in decoration. Shak.

Stria (stri'n), n. pi. Btrt»(stri'e). [L] 1 A

technical term for a slight superficial furrow

or a fine thread-like line or streak seen on the

surface of a shell, mineral, plant, or other

object, longitudinal, transverse, or oblique.

2. In arch, a fillet between the channels or

flutes of columns, pilasters, and the like —

3. In nud. a large purple Bpot, like the mark

produced by the stroke of a whip, appearing

under the skin in certain malignant fevers.

Fate. far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. Sc. fey.
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Striate, Striated (stri'at, stri'at-ed), a. [L.

striatus, pp. of strut, to streak, from stria,

a streak. 1 1. Marked with strife; marked

or scored with superficial or very slender

lines; marked with fine parallel lines.—2. In

the fine arts, disposed in ornamental lines,

parallel or wavy. — 3. Having a thread-like

form. Ray.— Striated fibre, in anat the

muscular fibre that ministers to the animal

functions. See Non-striated.

Striate (stri'at), v.t pret & pp. striated;

ppr. striating. To mark with Btrire. 'Stri

ated longitudinally.' Owen.

Striation (stri-a'shon), n. The state of being

striated, or marked with fine parallel lines.

Specifically, (a) in anat. aud physiol. the

grooved appearance of cell walls caused by

the deposition of lamelite or layers of dif

ferent refractive powers on the inner side

of the cell membrane. (6) In geol. the

grooving or channelling of rock surface by

masses of ice having stones frozen into their

under surfaces passing over them.

Striature (stri'at-ur), n. Disposition of

stria?; striation.

Strict* (strik), n, [L. strix, a screech-owl.)

A bird of ill omen. Spenser.

Stricken (strik'n), pp. of strike: generally

used as an adjective. 1. Struck; smitten; as,

the stricken deer. See Strike.

When I first saw her 1 was presently stricken (with

lore). Sir P. Sidney.

2. Advanced; worn; far gone.

Abraham and Sarah were old and well stricken in

aye. Gen. xviii. n.

S. Whole; entire: said of an hour as marked

by the striking of the clock.

He persevere! for a stricken hour in such a tor

rent oi unnecessary tattle. Sir If. Scott.

Strickle (strikl), n. [From strike.] 1. A

strike; an instrument to strike gram to a

level with the measure.—2. An instrument

for whetting scythes. —3. An instrument

used in moulding pipes.

Strickler, Strickless (strikler, strides), n.

A strickle or strike. [Local.]

Strict (strikt), a. | L. strictus, pp. of stringo,

to draw tight, compress; whence also strain,

stress.) 1. 1 Strained; drawn close; tight

'To strain her In a strict embrace.' Dry-

den. ' With most strict ligature." Arbuth-

not—2.f Tense; not relaxed; as, a strict or

lax fibre. — 3. Exact ; accurate ; careful ;

rigorously nice. ' He observed strict silence.'

Macaulay.

And fall into deception unaware,

Not keeping strictest watch. Milton.

V Regulated by exact rules; observing exact

rules; rigorous; severe; as, to be strict in

observing the Sabbath. 'Fate inextricable

or strict necessity. ' Milton,

If a strict band be kept over children from the be

[finning. Ihey will in that age be tractable. Locke.

b. Positive; definite as to terms; stringent;

as, a strict injunction to do something.—

0 Rigidly interpreted; confined; limited;

not with latitude; as, to understand words

In a strict tense.— Strict settlement, in law,

a settlement by which land iasettled to the

parent for life, and after his death to his

first and other sons in tail, trustees being

interposed to preserve the contingent re

mainders.—Syn. Exact, accurate, nice, close,

rigorous, severe, stringent.

Strictly (strikfli), adv. In a strict man

ner; as, (a) exactly; with nice or rigorous

accuracy. 'Not only water, strictly so called,

but the whole mass of liquid bodies.' T.

Burnet, (ft) Positively; definitely. 'Charge

him strictly not to proceed.' Dryden. (c)

Rigorously; severely; without remission or

indulgence.

Examine thyself strictly, whether thou didst not

best at first. Baton.

Strictness (strikt'nes). n. The state or

quality of being strict; as, (a) exactness

in the observance of rules, laws, rites, and

the like; rigorous accuracy; nice regularity

or precision.

I could not grant too much or distrust too little, to

men that pretended singular piety and religious

strictness. G'.i uden .

(b) Rigour; severity; stringency.

These commissioners proceeded with such strict

ness and severity as did much obscure the king's

mercy. Bacon.

Stricture (strik'tur), n. [Fr. ; L. strictura.

from stringo, strictum, to draw tight. See

STRICT.] it Strictness. 'A man of stric

ture and firm abstinence.' Shale. —if A

stroke; a glance ; a touch. Sir M. Hale.—

3. A touch of sharp criticism; critical re

mark; censure; as, to pass strictures on one's

conduct.

Thus have I past through all your letter, and given

myself the liberty of these strictures by way of re

flection on all ana every passage. Hamtnond.

A. In wed. a morbid contraction of some

mucous canal or duct of the body, as the

oesophagus, intestines, urethra, vagina, Ac.

Strictured (strik'turd), a. Affected with

stricture; as, a strictured duct

Stride (strid), v. i. pret. strode; pp. stridden ;

ppr. striding. [A. Sax strtdan, pret. #rr<id,

pp. striden, to stride, to walk, bestridan,

to bestride; L.G. striden; comp. Dan. stritte,

to straddle; also O. streiten, to contend.]

1. To walk with long steps. 'Hell trembled

as he strode. ' Milton.

Mars in the middle of the shining shield

Is grav'd, and strides along the held. Dryden.

2. To stand with the feet far apart; to

straddle.

Stride (strid), v.t. 1. To pass over at a step;

as, to stride a ditch. —2. To sit astride on ;

to bestride; to ride upon. 'Striding the

blast.' Shak.

I mean to stride your steed. Shak.

Stride (strid), n. [From the verb.] 1. A

step, especially one that is long, measured,

or pompous; a wide stretch of the legs.

Her voice theatrically loud,

And masculine her stride. Swift.

2 The space measured by the legs far apart;

the ground covered by a long step; hence, a

short distance.

Betwixt them both was but a tittle stride.

That did the house of richesse from hell-mouth divide.

Spenser.

Strident (stri'dent), a. [L. stridens, striden-

tis, ppr. of stiideo, to creak. J Creaking ;

harsh; grating.

Bt.iv.i! brava! old Steyne's strident voice was

heard roaring over all the rest. Thackeray.

Stridor (stri'dor), n. [L. See Strident] A

harsh creaking noise or a crack. — Stridor

dentium [L ], grinding of the teeth; a com

mon symptom during sleep in children

affected with worms or other intestinal irri

tation. It occurs also in fevers as asymptom

of irritation of the brain.

Stridulate (strid'u-lat), v.i [See Stridu

lous. ] To make a small, harsh, creaking

noise, as some insects.

StrldulatlOll (strid-u hVshon), n. The act

of making a small, harsh, creaking noise;

specifically, the power possessed by certain

male insects of producing a shrill grating

noise by friction between a serrated part of

the body and a hard part, with the view of

attracting the females.

Stridulator (strid'u-la-tor), n. That which

atridulates or makes a harsh creaking noise.

Darwin.

Stridulatory(strid'u-la-to-ri),a. Harsh and

creaking; stridulous. Darwin.

Stridulous (strid'u-lus), a. [L. stridulus,

from strideo, to creak, to rattle.] Making

a small harsh sound or a creaking; having

a thin squeaky sound.

A thin thread of water trickling through a leaden

tube yields a stridulous and plaintive sound com

pared with the full volume of sound corresponding

to the full volume of water. De Quincey.

Strife (strif ). n, [O.E. stryf, striif, strife,

trouble, apparently the direct descendant

of A. Sax. strlth, strife, contest, Icel. strith,

affliction, calamity, war, strife, the th being

changed to/ by the influence of strive, O.Fr.

estriver, to strive, estrif, strife, which itself,

however, is probably from the Icelandic or

Norse. See Strive, and also Stiff for

similar interchange of sounds. ] 1. 1 The act

of striving or doing one's best ; earnest at

tempt or endeavour. 'With strife to please

you.' Shak.—2. Exertion or contention for

superiority; contest of emulation, either by

intellectual or physical efforts ; emulation.

' Weep with equal strife who should weep

most. Shah\

Thus gods contended, noble strife.

Who most should ease the wants of life. Congreve.

3. Contention in anger or enmity ; discord ;

contest; combat; quarrel or war.

Twenty of them fought in this black strife. Shak.

These vows thus granted, raised a strife above.

Betwixt the god of war and queen of love. Dryden.

4. t Opposition; contrariety; contrast. Shak.

5 t That which is contended against ; occa

sion of contest. Spenser.

Strifeful (strifful), o. Full of strife; con

tentious; discordant

The ape was strifeful, and ambitious. Spenser.

Striga (stri'ga), n. pi. Strigffl <stri'je> [L. ]

1. lu bot. a straight, hair-like scale, consti

tuting a species of pubescence In plants. —

2. In arch, the fluting of a column.

Strigida (strij'i-de), «. pi. [Or. strix, strigos,

an owl, and eidos, likeness.] A family of

nocturnal birds of prey, comprehending the

owls.

Strigil (strij'il), n. [L. strigilis, a strigil,

from stringo, to draw tight, to graze, to

scrape.] An instrument of metal, ivory, or

horn, used by the ancients for scraping the

skin at the bath.

Strigilose (strij'ilos), a. [Dim. of strigose]

In bot. Bet with stiff, slender bristles.

Strigmentt (strig'ment), n. [L. strigmen-

turn, from stringo, to draw tight, to graze.]

Scraping; that which is scraped off. 'The

strigments and sudoriferous adhesions from

men's hands.' Sir T. Browne.

Strigocephalua (stri-go-sefal-us), n. [Gr.

strix, strigos, an owl, and kephali, the head. ]

A genus of fossil brachiopoda, from the De

vonian strata of Plymouth, the Eifel, Ac.

StrigODB (stri'gops), n. [Gr. strix, strigos,

an owl, and dps, the eye, countenance.] A

curious genus of birds of the parrot family,

so called from its having some resemblance

to anowL Onespecies (S. habroptyltts\ called

the kakapo, is known, of a greenish and

mottled hue. It Is a native of New Zealand.

Sec Kakapo.

Strigose, Strigous (stri'gos, stri'gus), a. In

bot. having strigte; hispid; a strigous leaf is

one set with stiff lanceolate bristles.

Strike (strik). v.t. pret struck; pp. struck,

stricken (but the latter is now commonly an

adjective); ppr. striking. Strook, an old past

participle, is wholly obsolete, as al&ostrucken

in English, though in common use in Scot

land. [The literal meaning fs to draw a

stroke or streak upon ; A. Sax. strica, a stroke

or line, a prick ; strican, to go rapidly In a

straight course; dstrtcan, to strike, to smite;

D. strijken, to sweep, to rub, to spread over,

to stroke; G.streichen, Icel. strykja, to stroke,

to flog. See also Stretch, Strip.] l. To

touch or hit with some force, either with

the hand or an instrument; to smite; to give

a blow to, as with the hand, a stick, a whip,

a ball, or an arrow; as, an arrow struck the

shield ; a ball strikes a ship between wind

and water. Often with down, off, up, &c.

See phrases below. Similarly to strike a

person dead, to kill him with a blow or

blows.

The servants did strike him with the palms of their

hands. Mark xiv. 6$.

He at Philippi kept

His sword e'en like a dancer, while I struck

The lean and wrinkled Cassius. Shak.

2. To give, deal, or inflict: with blow or

similar word as object 'Him that struck

more blows for Rome. ' Shak.

Who would be free, themselves must strike the Uotv.

Byron.

3. To dash; to knock; to throw with a quick

motion : with the instrument as object; as,

to strike one's foot against a stone. 'Struck

his hand upon his breast. ' Shak.

They shall take of the blood, and strike it on the
two side posts. f ■ v. xii. 7.

4. To produce by a blow or blows ; as, to

strike fire; to strike a light— 6. To stamp

with a stroke; to impress; hence, to mint; to

coin; a», to strike com at the mint; to strike

sovereigns.

This is given as the reason for not striking silver

money. Brougham.

Q. To light upon; to hit

A judicious friend . . . presses the advantage and

strikes the critical minute. Jeremy Collier.

7. To prostrate; to blast; to confound, as

by superhuman power or the influence of

planets; as, to be moon-*fruc*.

The red pestilence strike all trades in Rome. Shak.

If I do wake, some planet strike me down.

That I may slumber in eternal sleep. Shak.

8. To make to disappear; to erase; to efface;

to blot : with out, away, &c. ; as, to strike

out an item in an account

That thou didst love her, strikes some scores awry

From the great compt. Shak.

9. To thrust in ; to cause to enter or pene

trate; as, a tree strikes its root deep.— 10. To

punish; to afflict: as smite is also used.

To punish the Just is not good, nor to strike princes

for equity. Prov. xvu. at>.

11. To cause to sound ; to notify by sound ;

as, the clock strikes twelve; hence, to begin

to beat, as a drum; to begin to sing or play,

as a song or tune: often with up. 'Strike

up the drums. ' Shak. ' Strike a free march

to Troy.' Shak.

That heaven and earth may strike their sounds to

gether

Applauding our approach. Shak.

eh, Main: 6h, Sc. IocA; fe*. 'J'r~ J. job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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STRIKE STRING

12. To impress strongly ; to affect sensibly

with strong emotion; as, to strike the raiiul

with surprise; to strike with wonder, alarm,

dread, or horror ; the spectacle struck him

greatly.

I am struck with sorrow. Shot.

Nice works of art strike and surprise us most on

the first view. Atterbury.

13. To produce by a sudden action; to effect

at once.

It cannot be this weak and writhled shrimp

Should strike such terror to his enemies. Skat.

Waving wide her myrtle wand.

She strikes a universal peace through sea and land.

Milton.

14. To affect in some particular manner by

a sudden impression or impulse; as, the

plan proposed strikes me favourably ; to

strike one blind ; to strike one dumb. — 15. To

make and ratify; as, to strike a bargain. 'To

strike perpetual leagues.' Philips. [Comp.

L. fcedus ferire, to strike a treaty; also the

phrase to strike hands, below. ]—16. To level,

as a measure of grain, salt, or the like, by

scraping off with a straight instrument what

is above the level of the top.—17. To lower,

as the yards of a vessel ; to let down, as a

sail or flag, in token of submission or sur

render; to take or bring down, as a tent.

See also phrases below.

Now Margaret

Must strike her sail, and learn awhile to serve

When kings command. Skat.

18 t To take forcibly or fraudulently; as,

to strike money. Goodrich, — 18. To lade

into a cooler, as the cane -juice in sugar-

making. — 20. t To stroke ; to pass lightly,

as with the hand. 'Strike his hand over

the place, and recover the leper.' 2 Ki. v.

11. — Well struck or stricken in years, of

an advanced age. 'His noble queen, well

struck in years. Shak.— To strike a balance,

in book-keeping, to bring out the amount

due on one or other of the sides of a debtor

and creditor account ; hence, in general, to

ascertain on which side the preponderance

is.

The decision in its favour is formed by striking a

balance of good and evil, in which the advantages

are found upon the whole to preponderate against

election and for inheritance. Brougham.

—To strike a centre or centering, in arch.

see Cknterinq.—To strike down, to pros

trate by a blow or blows; to fell—To strike

hands with, (a) to shake hands with. (6) To

make a compact or agreement with; to agree

with. — To strike a jury, in law, to constitute

a special jury ordered by a court, by each

party striking out a certain number of names

from a prepared list of jurors, so as to re

duce it to the number of persons required

by law.—Strike me luck, strike me lucky, an

expression used by the lower orders when

making a bargain, derived from the old cus

tom of striking hands together as a ratifica

tion of the bargain, when the buyer left in j

the hand of the seller an earnest penny.

Come, strike me luck with earnest, and draw the I

writings. Beau. &• Ft.

But, if that's all you stand upon.

Here, strike me tuck, it shall be done. Hudibras.

—To strike off, (a) to erase from an account;

to deduct; as, to strike off the interest of a

debt, (b) To impress; to print; as, to strike

off a thousand copies of a book, (c) To sepa

rate by a blow or auy sudden action ; as, to

strike off a man's head with a scimitar ; to

strike off what is superfluous or corrupt—

To strike oil, to And petroleum when boring

for it; hence, to make a lucky hit, especially

financially.— To strike out, (a) to produce by

collision ; to force out ; as, to strike out

sparks with steel.

My pride struck out new sparkles of her own.

Dryden.

(b) To blot out; to efface; to erase.

To methodize Is as necessary as to strike put.

Pope.

(c) To plan or excogitate by a quick effort;

to devise; to invent; to contrive; as, to

strike out a new plan of finance.—To strike

sail, to lower or take in sail; hence, to cease

to make progress; to stop.—To strike sound

ings (tiaut), to ascertain the depth of water

with the hand-lead, &c.— To strike a tent,

to loosen the cords and pegs of a tent for

the purpose of removing it. — To strike up,

(a) to drive up with a blow, (ft) To begin to

play or sing ; as, to strike up a merry air.—

To strike work, to cease work, especially till

some dispute between employers and em

ployed is settled. See verb intransitive.

Strike (strik). v.i. l. To make a quick blow

or thrust ' Willing to wound and yet afraid

to strike.* Pope.

It pleas'd the king

To strike at me upon his misconstruction. SAak.

2. To use one's weapons; to be active in

fight or on any occasion of employing force;

to fight; as, to strike for one's country.

'Gods arm strike with us.' Shak. — 3. To

hit; to collide; to dash; to clash; as, a ham

mer strikes against the bell of a clock.—

4. To sound by percussion, with blows, or

as with blows ; to be struck ; as, the clock

Strikes.

A deep sound strikes like a rising knell. Byron.

6. To hit; to touch; to glance; to graze; to

act on by appulse.

Hinder light from striking on it, and Its colours

vanish. Locke.

6. To run or dash upon the shore, a rock, or

bank; to be stranded; as, the ship struck at

twelve, and remained fast—7. To pass with

a quick or strong effect; to dart; to pene

trate. 'Till a dart strike through his liver.'

Prov. vii. 23.

Now and then a beam of wit or passion strikes

through the obscurity of the poem. Dryden.

8. To lower a sail, a flag, or colours in token

of respect, or to signify a surrender of the

ship to an enemy; to yield.

The interest of our kingdom is ready to strike to

that of your poorest fishing towns. Su-ijt.

9. To quit work in order to compel an in

crease or prevent a reduction of wages.—

To strike at, to make or aim a blow at ; to

attempt to strike ; to attack 'To strike at

power which for themselves they sought'

Dryden. —To strike home, to give an effective

blow. 'Who may, in the ambush of my

name, strike home.' Shak. —To strike in,

(a) to go in suddenly; to disappear from the

surface, with internal consequences, as an

eruption on the skin, (6) To put in one's

word suddenly; to interpose; to interrupt.

I proposed the embassy of Constantinople for Mr

Henshaw, but my Lord Wtnchelsea struck in.

Evelyn.

—To strike into, (a) to be put by some sud

den act or motion into any state ; to break

forth into ; to commence suddenly ; as, to

strike into a run. ' It struck on a sudden

into such reputation that,' Ac. Dr. S. More

(6) To turn into quickly or abruptly; to be

take one's self speedily into.

It began raining, and 1 struck into Mrs. Vanhom-

righ's, and dined. Swift.

—To strike in with, to conform to; to suit

itself to; to join with atonce.—To strikeout,

(a) in boxing, to deliver a blow directly from

the shoulder. (6) To direct one's course in

swimming; as, to strike out for a buoy,

(c) To wander; to make a sudden excursion;

as, to strike out into an irregular course of

life.—To strike up, to begin to play or sing ;

to begin to perform music ; as, being asked

to play he immediately struck up. 'Come,

harper, strike up.' Swtft.

Strike (strik), n. 1. An instrument with a

straight edge for levelling a measure of

grain, salt, and the like, for scraping off

what is above the level of the top; a strickle.

2. A bushel; four pecks. Tusser. [Provin

cial English!—3. A measure of four bushels

or half a quarter. [Provincial English]

What dowry has she?—Some two hundred bottles.

And twenty strike of oats. Beau &■ Ft.

4. Full measure ; hence, excellence of qual

ity. ' Three hogsheads of ale of the first

strike.' Sir W. Scott.—b. The act of work

men in any particular branch of industry

discontinuing work with the object of com-

Selling their employer to concede certain

emands made by them : distinguished from

a lock-out, which is the retaliatory measure

adopted by the employers to resist such

action by stopping their works. — 0. In

sugar-making, the quantity of syrup, the

contents of the last pan, emptied at once

into the coolers.—7. Inflax-working, a hand

ful of flax that may be heckled at once.—

8. In metal-working, (a) a hook in a foundry

to hoist the metal; (6) a puddler's stirrer;

a rabble. — 9. t The iron stanchel in a gate or

palisade. — 10. In geol. the horizontal direc

tion of the outcropping edges of tilted strata.

It is at right angles to the dip. See STRATUM.

—By the strike, by measure not heaped up,

as is usually done with potatoes, apples, <tc ,

but having what was above the level of the

measure scraped off with a strike. —Strike

of day, the dawn or break of day. ' If I was

to speak till strike o' day.' Dickens. [As to

this phrase comp. 8c. screigh of day, also

A. Sax. strican, to go.]

Strike -block (strik'blok), n. In carp, a

Jtlane shorter than a jointer, used for shoot-

ng a short Joint.

Striker (strik'cr). n. 1. One who strikes;

one who is ready to use force; hence, a rob

ber. Shak.—2. In Scrip, a quarrelsome man.

Tit 1. 7.-3. That which strikes; specifically,

(a) a species of tilt-hammer operated di

rectly from the engine; (6) a hardened mould

upon which a softened steel block is struck,

to receive a concave impression ; (c) a har

poon.—4. t A wencher. Massinger.

Striking (strik'ing). a. [For association of

size or irepressiveness with blows, see under

Whopper, Strapping] Affecting with

strong emotions; surprising; forcible; im

pressive; as, a striking representation or

image; a striking resemblance of features.

The image is striking and the observation just.

/. trtsrvelu

Striking (striking), n. The act of one who

strikes. — Striking distance, the distance

through which a given effort or instrumen

tality will be effective.

Strikingly (strik'ing-li), ado. In a striking

manner; In such a manner as to affect or

surprise ; forcibly ; strongly ; impressively.

' Many strikingly poetic passages. ' T. War-

ton.

StrikingnesB (Btrik*lng-nes), «. The quality

of being striking, or of affecting or surpris

ing.

StTikle (strikl), n. Same as Strickle.

String (string), n. [A. Sax. string, streng,

D. streng, Icel. strenar, Dan. and Sw. strung,

G. Strang, string, line, cord; from a root

meaning to strain, to draw tight; akin to

L. stringo, to draw tight (whence strain,

strict); strangulo, to strangle; and seen also

in E. strong, and perhaps in stretch, strike.]

1. A small rope, line, or cord, or a slender

strip of leather or other like substance, used

for fastening or tying things.

ni knit it up in silken strings

With twenty odd-conceited true-love knots. Skat,

2. A ribbon.

Round Ormond's knee thou ty'st the mystic string.

Prior.

3. A thread on which anything is filed; and

hence, a set of things filed on a line ; a suc

cession of things extending In a line ; as, a

string of shells or beads.

A long sea-coast indented with capacious harbours,

covered with a string of islands. Otbbon.

4. A strip of leather or the like, by which

the covers of a book are held together.

I know many of those that pretend to be great

rabbies in these studies have scarce saluted them

from the strings and the title-page. Milieu.

5. The chord of a musical instrument, as of

a pianoforte, harp, or violin ; as, an instru

ment of ten strings.

There's not a string attuned to mirth

But has its chord in melancholy. Hood.

Hence, pi. The stringed instruments of an

orchestra, as distinguished from the brasses

and other wind-instruments; as, a fine vol

ume of sound from the strings. The word

is often used adjective! y.

There is not one sh ing instrument that scents

comparable to our violins. Addison,

6. A fibre, as of a plant

Duck weed puiteth forth a little string into the

water from the bottom.

7. A nerve or tendon of an animal body.

' Heart with strings of steel/ Skok.

The string of his tongue was loosed. Mark vii- 35.

8. The line or cord of a bow.

The wicked bend their bow, they make ready

their arrow upon the string. Ps. xi *.

9. A series of things connected or following

in succession; any concatenation of things;

as, a string of arguments ; a string of pro

positions.—10. In shipbuilding, the highest

range of planks in a ship's ceiling, or that

between the gunwale and the upper edge of

the upper deck ports.—11. The tough sub

stance that unites the two parts of the

pericarp of leguminous plants; as, the

strings of beana —12. In mining, a small

filamentous ramification of a metallic vein.

13. In arch, a string-course (which see) —

14. In billiards, the number of points made

in a game.— To have two strings to the bow,

to have two expedients for executing a pro

ject or gaining a purpose, the one in case

the other fails; to have two objects in view

or ends to be attained. [Colloq }— To harp

upon one string, to talk incessantly about

one thing or one subject [Colloq]

String (string), v.t pret. A pp. strung; ppr

stringing, 1. To furnish with strings.

Orpheus' lute was strung with poets' sinews. ShaJt.

Has not wise nature strung the legs and feet

With firmest nerves? Cay.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abvne; f, 8c, Up.



STRING-BAND 2*27 STROBILITE

1 To put in tune the strings of, as of a

stringed instrument.

For here the muse so oft her harp has strung.

Thai not a mountain rears its head unsung.

Addison.

3. To put on a string; as, to string beads or

pearls.—4. To make tense; to impart vigour

to; to tone.

Toil strung the nerves and purified the blood.

DrydcH.

5 To deprive of strings; to strip the strings

from ; as, to string beans.

String - band (strlng'baod), n. A band of

musicians who play only or principally on

stringed instruments : opposed to a brews-

band.

String- bark (string 'bark), n. Same as

Stringy-bark.

String-beans (string'benz). n. pi. The

common name in the United States for

French beans, from the string-like substance

stripped from the side of the pod in prepar

ing it for the table.

String - board (atring'bord), n. In carp, a

board that supports any important part of

a framework or structure; especially, a

board which sustains the ends of the steps

in a wooden staircase. Called also a String-

piece or Stringer.

String-course (stringTcors), n. In arch, a

narrow moulding or projecting course con

tinued horizontally along the face of a build

ing, frequently under windows. It is some

times merely a flat band.

Stringed (stringd), a. 1. Having strings;

as, a stringed instrument. —2. Produced by

strings. ' Answering the stringed noise.'

Milton.

Stringency (strin'jen-Bi), n. State or char

acter of being stringent ; strictness; as, the

stringency of regulations.

Stringendo (stnn-jen'dd), n. [It] Inwitwic,

a direction to accelerate the time.

Stringent (striu'jent), a. [L. stringens,

stringentis, ppr. of stringo, to draw tight.

See Strict.] l.t Binding tightly; drawing

tight Thomson —2. Making strict claims or

requirements; strict; rigid; binding strong

ly; as, to make stringent regulations against

some practice.

They must be subject to a sharper penal code, and

to a more stringent code of procedure, than are ad-

ministered by the ordinary tribunals. Macaulay.

Stringently (strin'jent-li), adv. In a strin

gent manner.

StringentneSB (strin'Jent-nes), »- Strin

gency.

Stringer (string'er), n. 1. One who strings;

as, (a) one who makes or furnishes strings

for a bow. "The ftetcher, who made the

arrows; and the stringer, who made the

strings.' Harts, (b) One who arranges on a

string; as, a bead or pearl stringer.— 2. In

rail, engin. a longitudinal timber on which

a rail is fastened, and which rests on trans

verse sleepers.—3. In ship-building, an in

side atrake of plank or of plates, secured to

the ribs and supporting the ends of the

beams; a shelf. — 4. In carp, see String-

board.—5. t A fornicator; awencher. Beau.

«fc Fl.

String-nalt(8tringTialt),n. A sudden twitch-

ingof the hinder leg of a horse, or an invol

untary or convulsive motion of the muscles

that extend or bend the hough. Written

sometimes Spring-halt

Stringiness (string'i-nes), n. The state of

being stringy; fibrousness.

Stringless (stringles), a. Having no strings.

'A stringless Instrument.' Shak.

String - piece (string'pes), n. 1. That part

of anight of stairs which forms its ceiling

or soffit —2. See String-board.—3. Along

piece of timber, especially one used to sup

port a floor.

Stringy (string'!), a. 1. Consisting of strings

or small threads: flbrons; filamentous; as.

a stringy root. ' The tough and stringy coat

of the arecanuf Cook.— 2. Ropy; viscid;

gluey; that may be drawn into a thread.—

3. Sinewy; wiry. 'A stringy little man of

about fifty.' Jerroid.

Stringy-bark (stringl-bark), n. A name

given to several Australian trees of the

genus Eucalyptus, from the character of

their bark, as to £ robusta, the bark of

which is used by the aborigines to make

cordage and canvas.

StrtnkJe (stringk'l), v.t. and i. [Comp.

sprinkle and strew.) To strew or sprinkle

sparingly. [Old English and Scotch.]

Strinkling (stringk'ling), u. [Old and

Scotch.] 1. The actof one who strinkles.—

2 That which is strinkled.

Men whose brains were seasoned with some stri/tA-

lines at least of madness and phrensy.

Dr. H. Afore.

Strip (strip), v.t. pret. A pp. stripped; ppr.

stripping. [O.K. at ripe, stryppe, strcpe,

A. Sax. strypan, bestrypan, also strepan, to

strip, to Bpoil; cog. L.G. strippen, stripen,

strepen, D. stroopen, G. streifen, to strip off,

to take the skin or covering from ; closely

akin to stripe, strap, strop; not improbably

from a stem which may be regarded as a

varying form of the stem of strike.] 1. To

pull or tear off, as a covering ; as, to strip

the skin from a beast; to strip the bark from

a tree ; to strip the clothes from a man's

back : sometimes emphasized with of.

And he stripped off'his clothes also, i Sam. x\x. 34.

She stripp'd it from her arm. Shak.

2. To deprive of a covering; to skin; to peel:

usually with of before the thing taken away;

as, to strip a beast of his skin ; to strip a

tree of its bark; to strip a man of his

clothes. Hence, absolutely, to strip one's

self, to take off one's clothes.—3. To deprive;

to bereave ; to make destitute ; to despoil ;

to divest: usually with of before the thing

taken away; as, to strip a man of his posses

sions; to strip a tree of its fruit. 'If such

tricks strip you out of your lieutenancy.'

Shak. 'That which lays a man open to an

enemy, and that which strips him of a

friend.' South,—4. To tear off the thread

of: said of a screw or bolt; as, the screw

was stripped—5. To uncover; to unsheathe.

'Strip your sword stark naked.' Shak.—

(it To pass rapidly; to run or sail past ; to

outrun ; to outstrip. ' When first they

stripped the Maleau promontory.* Chap-

man.

Before he reached it he was out of breath.

And then the other stripped him. Beau. eV Ft.

7. To press out the last milk of, at a milk

ing; to milk dry; as. to strip a cow. —

8. To unrig ; as, to strip a ship. — 9. In agri.

to pare off the surface in strips, and turn

over the strips upon the adjoining surface.

10. t To separate; to put away: with from.

'His unkindness that stript her from his

benediction.' Shak.

Strip (strip), v.i. 1. To take off the cover

ing or clothes; to uncover; to undress.—

2. To loose the thread or have the screw

stripped off: said of a screw or bolt; as, the

screw strips.

Strip (strip), 71. [See Strip, v. t. . and Strips. ]

1. A narrow piece, comparatively long; as,

a strip of cloth. ' Lawny strips thy naked

bosom grace.' Bp. Hall.—2. In mining, an

Inclined trough in which ores are separated

by being disturbed while covered by a stream

of water descending the strip. — 3. In joinery,

a narrow piece of board nailed over a crack

or joint between planks.

Strip (strip), n. [Norm, estrippe, waste.]

Waste; destruction of fences, buildings, tim

ber, &c. [American law term.]

Stripe (strip), n. [From the stem of verb to

strip; L.G. stripe, D. streep, Dan. stripe, G.

streif, a stripe.] 1. A line or long narrow

division of anything of a different colour

from the ground ; as, a stripe of red on a green

ground; hence, any linear variation of colour.

2. A strip or long narrow piece attached to

something of a different colour; as, a long

stripe sewed upon a garment —3. The wale

or long narrow mark discoloured by a lash

or rod. —4. A stroke made with a lash, whip,

rod, strap, or scourge.

Forty stripes may he give him, and not exceed.

Dent. «v. 3.

With his stripes we are healed. Is. liii. 5.

6. Colour as the badge of a party or faction ;

hence, distinguishing characteristic ; char

acter; feature; as, persons of the same poli

tical stripe. Goodrich. [United States.]

Stripe (strip), v.t. pret. A pp. striped; ppr.

striping. 1. To make stripes upon; to form

with lines of different colours; to variegate

with stripes.— 2. To strike; to lash. [Rare]

Stripe,* v.t. To strip. Chaucer.

Striped (stript), a. Having stripes of dif

ferent colours.

Strip-leaf (stripler),**. Tobacco from which

the stalks have been removed before pack

ing. Simmonds.

Stripling (stripling), n. [From strip, stripe;

IceL stripr, a stripling; primarily, a tall

slender youth, one that shoots up suddenly;

comp. slip, scion.] A youth in the state of

adolescence, or just passing from boyhood

to manhood; a lad.

And the king said. Inquire thou whose son the

stripling is. 1 Sam. xvii. 56.

Used adjectively.

And now a stripling- cherub he appears. Mi!ten.

Stripper (strip'er), n. One that strips.

Strippett (strip'et), n. [A dim. from strip

or stripe; comp. Sc. «frtpe, a small stream, ]

A small brook ; a rivulet. ' A little brooke

or strippet.' Uolinshed.

Stritchel (strich'el), n. A strickle. [Local.]

Strive (Btriv), v.i pret. strove; pp. striven

(rarely strove); ppr. striving. [0. Fr. estricer,

to strive, to contend, derived by some from

O.H.G. streban, G. streben, Dan. slrabc, D.

streven, to strive, to be eager, to endeavour;

but perhaps ratherfrom IceI.rtHM,strife,the

word being introduced from the Old Norse. ]

l.To make efforts; to use exertions; to endea

vour with earnestness; to labour hard; to do

one's best; to try: applicable to exertions of

body or mind ; thus, a workman strives to

perform his task before another; a student

strives to excel his fellows in improvement

'Having strove in vain to restore it.' Sir

W. Scott.

I'll strive to take a nap. Shak.

Strive to enter in at the strait gate. Luke xiii. 34.

Was it for this that his ambition strove

To equal Cesar first, and after Jove? Cowley.

2. To contend; to struggle In opposition; to

battle; to fight: followed by against or with

before the person or thing opposed ; as, %t rive

against temptation ; strive for the truth.

My spirit shall not always strive with man.

Gen. vi. 3.

So those great lords

Drew back in wrath, and Arthur strove with Rome.

Tennyson.

3. To quarrel or contend with each other ;

to be at variance one with another, or come

to be so; to be in contention, dispute, or

altercation. 'And still they strove and

wrangled. ' Tennyson.

Do as adversaries do in law.

Strive mightily, but eat and drink as friends. Shak,

4. To oppose by contrariety of qualities.

Now private pity strove with public hate.

Reason with rage, and eloquence with fate.

Derham.

6. To vie; to be comparable to; to emulate;

to contend in excellence.

Not that sweet grove

Of Daphne by Orontes, and the insptr'd

Castaltan spring, might with this Paradise

Of Eden strive. Milton.

Stn. To labour, endeavour, try, contend,

struggle, aim, quarrel, dispute, wrangle,

contest, vie, emulate.

Strive (striv), n. A striving; an effort; a

strife. [Old English and Scotch. ]

Stliver (strlv'er), n. One that strives or

contends; one who makes efforts of body

or mind.

An imperfect strrver may overcome sin in some

instances. Gtanville.

Strivingly (striv'ing-li), adv. In a striving

manner; with earnest efforts; with struggles.

Strlx (fitriks), n. [L., an owl.] A genuB of

nocturnal birds of the order Raptores, com

prehending, as originally constituted by

Linnaeus, all the birds now included in the

family Strigidro, but by later naturalists re

stricted to a few members of that family,

the best known of which is S. flammea (the

white-owl, barn-owl, or screech-owl). See

Owl.

Stroamt (strom), v.i. [Perhaps allied to

stream.] l.t To wander about idly and

vacantly. —2. To walk with long strides.

[Provincial English.]

Stroblla (stro-blla), n. [Gr. strobiles, a top

or fir-cone.] In zool. the adult tape-worm

with its generative segments or proglottides;

also applied to one of the stages in the life-

history of the Lucernarida.

Strobilaceous (strd-bi-la'shus), a. Same as

Strohilifonn.

Strobile (stro'bil), n, [Gr. stroHlos, a pine-

cone.] l.In hot. a

catkin the car

pels of which are

scale-like, spread

open, and bear

naked seeds, as

In the fruit of the

pines; a cone.—

2. Same as Stro-

bilia.

Strobillform

(strd-biri-form.).

a. Shaped like a

strobile.

Strobillne (stro-briin), a. Pertaining to a

strobile; cone-shaped.

Strobilite (stro-bl'lit), n. [Gr. strobiles, a

pine-cone, and lithos, a stone.] A generic

term for certain fossil con iferous cones, with

Strobile. Section of Strobile.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, ga\ J,;ob; n, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, irAIg; rh, azure.—See KBT.
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tapering truncated scales, occurring in the

coal, Has, and other formations. Page.

Strobilus (stro-ui'lus), n. Same as Strobile.

Strocal, Strode (strdTcal, stnVkl), n. An

instrument used by glass-makers to empty

the metal from one pot to another. Spelled

also Strokal, Strokle.

Strode (strod), n. Same as Strude.

Strof,t pret. of strive. Strove; contended.

Chaucer.

Strokal (stro'kal). n. See Strocal.

Stroke, t Strookt (strdk, strok), pret. of

strike. Struck.

Stroke (strok), n. [From strike, but in last

meaning from the verb to stroke.] 1. A blow;

a knock ; the striking of one body against

another; the act of one body upon another

when brought suddenly into contact with it;

the sudden effect of forcible contact; as, a

piece of timber falling may kill a man by

its stroke ; more specifically, a blow struck

by means of the human arm; a hostile blow;

a blow with a weapon; as, a man, when

whipped, can hardly fail to flinch or wince

at every stroke. ' Struck for himself an evil

stroke.' Tennyson.

How now I what noise? That spirit's possessed with

haste

That wounds the unresisting postern with these

strokes. Shak.

He entered and won the whole kingdom of Naples

without striking a stroke. Bacon.

2. The agency of any hostile and pernicious

power; fatal assault or attack; as, the

stroke of death. 'The stroke of war." Shak.

'The most terrible and nimble stroke of

quick, cross lightning.' Shak.—3. A sudden

attack of disease or affliction; calamity; mis

hap. ' Some distressful stroke that my youth

suffered.' Shak.

At this one stroke the man look'd dead in law.

W. Hartt.

4. The moment of striking: applied to a

clock; the sound of a clock, &c., announc

ing the time.

What is't o'clock!

Upon the stroke of four. Shak.

6. A dash in writing or printing; a line; the

touch of a pen or pencil; as, a hair-stroke.

O, lasting as those colours may they shine,

l-'ree as thy stroke, yet faultless as thy line. Pope.

6. A touch; a masterly effort; a successful

attempt; as, a stroke of genius. 'A notable

stroke of good-breeding.* Sir R. L"Estrange.

'The boldest strokes of poetry.' Dryden.

He will give one of the finishing strokes to it.

Addison.

7. A sudden burst or flash. ' A stroke of cruel

sunshine on the cliff.' Tennyson.—8.t Power;

efficacy; influence.

He has a great stroke with the reader, when he

condemns any of my poems, to make the world have

a better opinion of them. Dryden.

9. Series of operations; as, to do a great

stroke of business. [Familiar.]— 10. A throb;

a pulsation; a beat. 'Twenty strokes of the

blood.' Tennyson.—11. The sweep of an oar;

as, to row with a long stroke. —12. The stroke-

oar or strokesman. 'Pulls stroke in the

Boniface boat.' Thackeray. — 13. In steam

engin. the entire movement of the piston

from one end to the other of the cylinder.—

14. A caress; a gentle rubbing with the hand,

expressive of kindness.

His white-man'd steeds that bow'd beneath the yoke,

He cheer'd to courage with a gentle stroke. Dryden.

—A stroke above, a degree above, higher or

better than. ' She was a stroke above the

other girls.' Dickens. [This phrase is bor

rowed from the strokes or lines marking the

degrees on a scale. ]

Stroke (strdk), v.t. pret. A pp. stroked; ppr.

stroking. [A. Sax. strdcan, strdcian, D.

strooken. Icel. strjuka, strykja, Dan. stryge,

G. streichen, to stroke, to touch lightly.

From stem of strike, streak.] 1. To rub

gently with the hand by way of expressing

kindness or tenderness; especially, to nib

gently in one direction; to soothe,

He dried the falling drops, and, yet more kind,

He strok'd her cheeks. Dryden.

Hence, to stroke the wrong way of the hair

is (Jig.) to ruffle; to annoy. [Colloq.J

Somebody's been stroking him the wrong way of

the hair. Trollofe.

2. To make smooth.—3. In masonry, to work

the face of a stone in such a manner as to

produce a sort of fluted surface.

Stroke-oar (strok'or), n. The aftmost oar

of a boat or the man that uses it; the strokes-

man.

A great deal of chancing and fidgeting, conse

quent upon the election ot a stroke-oar. Dickens.

Stroker(strdk'er),n. 1. One who strokes; one

who pretends to cure by stroking. ' Cures

worked by Greatrix the stroker.' Warburton.

2. A flatterer. 'Dame Polish, my lady's

stroker.' B. Jonson.

Strokesman (stroks'man), n. In rowing, the

man who rows the aftmost oar, and whose

stroke is to be followed by the rest; stroke-

oar.

Strokle (strd'kl), n. See Strocal.

Stroll (strol), v.i. [A word of doubtful ori

gin. Wedgwood quotes an old form stroyle

(1652), and adduces several somewhat simi

lar Teutonic forms, as Prov. G. strolen, strol-

chen, struolen, strielen, to rove, to stroll.]

To rove; to wander on foot; to ramble idly

or leisurely.

These mothers stroll to beg sustenance for their

helpless infants. Swi/t.

Then we strolfd

For half the day thro' stately theatres. Tennyson.

—Strolling player, an inferior actor or stage-

player who goes about from place to place,

and performs wherever an audience can be

obtained. —Stn. To rove, roam, ramble,

saunter, range, stray.

Stroll (strdl), n. A wandering on foot; a

walking idly and leisurely; a ramble.

Stroller (stdl'er), n. One who strolls; a

vagabond; a vagrant; an itinerant player.

Such a scenic exhibition, to which the Coliseum

amphitheatre was but a stroller's barn, as this old

globe of ours had never or hardly ever beheld.

Carlyle.

Stroma (strd'ma), n [Gr. stroma, a bed,

from stronnymi, to spread out, to strew]

1. In atutt. the bed or foundation texture of

an organ, or of any deposit ; as, the amor-

?hous stroma of scrofulous deposits.—2. In

ot. the fleshy substance in some fungous

plantain which the peritheciaare immersed.

Stromatic(str6-inut'ik), a. [Gr. strbrnateus,

a coverlet, pi. strOmateis, patchwork, from

stroma, a bed, from stronnymi, to strew.]

Miscellaneous; composed of different kinds.

[Rare,]

Stromatology (atrd-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

strdma, a bed, a stratum, and logos, dis

course. See Stroma. J That branch of geo

logy which treats of the formation of strati

fied rocks, their succession and organic re

mains. [Rare.]

Stromb (strom), n. A mollusc of the genus

Strombus.

Strombidse (strom'bi-de).».»£. A family of

marine testaceous gasteropoda, of which the

genus Strombus is the type.

Strombinae(strom-brnS),n. pi Asub-family

of the Strombidee, consisting of the true

wing-shells, in which the outer lip is greatly

dilated, with a lobe at the base.

Stromblte (stroni'bit), ». A fossil shell of

the genus Strombus.

Strombuliform (strom-bu/li-formj.a. [From

a modern strombulus, formed as a dim. of

L. strombus (which see).] In geol. formed

like a top.

Strombus (stroraTms), n. {L. strombus, a

spiral shell, from Gr. strombos, anything

twisted or turned, a spiral shell, a top]

The name given by Linnams to a' genus

of gasteropodous shells. The aperture is

much dilated, the lip expanding and pro

duced into a groove. In some of the shells

of this genus the spines are of great length,

Winged Strombus (5. tricornis).

and are arranged round the circumference

of the base, being at first tubular, and after

wards solid, according to the period of

growth. Only two species have been found

in the seas of this country. Cuvier places

this genus under his pectinibranchfate gas

teropoda, and Lamarck divides It into two

sub-genera, Strombus proper, and Ptero-

ceras.

Stromeyerlte (stro-mi'er-ft), n. [After the

chemist Stromeyer. ] A steel-gray ore of

silver, consisting of sulphur, silver, and

copper.

Stromnite (strom'nU), n. A mineral. See

BARTSTRONTIAN ITK.

Stronde.t n. A strand; a shore; a beach.

Chaucer.

Strong (strong), a. [A. Sax. Strang, strong,

strong, robust, powerful; Icel. strange,

strong, strict, severe, Dan. and D. streng,

O. H.G. strangi, strong, robust, holding fast;

Mod. G. streng, strenge, severe, strict, rig

orous ; from same root as string, and L.

stringo, to draw tight (whence strict).

Strength is a derivative.] 1. Having physi

cal active power, or physical power to act ;

especially, having the power of exerting

great bodily force; vigorous; robust; mus

cular; as, a patient is recovering from sick

ness, but is not yet strong enough to walk ;

a strong man will lift twice his own weight.

'That our oxen may be strong to labour/

Ps. cxlir. 14.

Orses the strong to greater strength must yield.

Dryden.

2. Having physical or mental passive power;

having ability to bear or endure.

Know how sublime a thing it is to suffer and be

strong. Longfeltav.

3. Naturally sound or healthy; not readily

affected by disease; hale; as, a strong con

stitution. — 4. Firm; solid; compact; not

easily broken. 'Strong as the axle-tree on

which heaven rides.' Shak. "Hurst the

strong nerves and crushed to solid bone.'

Pope. — h. Well fortified; able to sustain

attacks; not easily subdued or taken; as, a

strong fortress or town.

The hilly or strong country extended in those parts

to no great distance from the towns. Brougham.

6. Having great military or naval force;

powerful; as, a strong army or fleet; a

strong nation; a nation strong at sea.—

7. Haviug great wealth, means, or resources;

as, a strong house or company of merchants.

8. Having force from moving with rapidity:

violent ; forcible ; impetuous ; as, a strong

current of water or wind; the wind waa strong

from the north-east ; we had a strong tide

against us.— 9. Powerful; forcible; cogent;

adapted to make a deep or effectual impres

sion on the mind or imagination ; working

forcibly; effectual; as, a strong argument;

strong reasons; strong evidence; a strong

example or instance; he used strong lan

guage.

Strong reasons make strong actions. Shak.

10. Ardent; eager; zealous; earnestly en

gaged; as, a strong partisan; a strong Whig

or Tory. ' Her mother, ever strong against

that match.' tSAoir. —11. Having virtues of

great efficacy, or having a particular quality

in a great degree; as, a strong powder or

tincture; a strong decoction; strong tea;

strong coffee. —12. Full of spirit; intoxicat

ing; as, strong liquors.—13. Affecting the

senses forcibly; as, (a) affecting the sight

forcibly; bright; glaring; vivid; as, a strong

light. * A strong and full white.' Newton.

(6) Affecting the taste forcibly; as, the

strong flavour of onions, (c) Affecting the

smell powerfully; as, a strong scent. ' Poor

suitors have strong breaths. ' Shak. —14. Sub

stantial; solid, but not of easy digestion.

But strong meat bclongeth to them that are of full

age. Heb. y. 24.

15. Well established; valid; confirmed; firm;

not easily overthrown or altered.

In process of time, an ungodly custom grown

strong was kept as law. Wisdom of Solomon nr. 16.

16. In a high degree; great; violent; vehe

ment; earnest. 'With strong crying and

tears.' Heb. v. 7.

Is it possible . . . you should fall into so strong a

liking with old Sir Ronald's second son! Shak.

17. Having great power to act; furnished

with abilities; having great resources; able;

powerful; mighty.

His mother was a witch, and one so strong

That could control the moon, make Rows and ebbs.

Shak.

I was stronger in prophecy than in criticism.

Dryden.

18. Having great force, vigour, power, and

the like, as of the mind, intellect, or any

faculty; as, a man of strong powers of mind;

a man of a strong mind or intellect.; a man

of strong memory, judgment, or imagina

tion. ' Divert strong minds to the course of

altering things' Shak.—19. Having great

force; comprising much in few words; for

cibly expressed.

Like her sweet voice is thy harmonious song.

As high, as sweet, as easy, and as strong.

Fd. Smith.

20. In a relative sense, when preceded by

numerals, amounting to; powerful to the

extent of; as, an army 10,000 strong.

First demand of liiin how many horse the duke ts>

strong, Shak.

Fate, fur, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, "bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. ley.
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21. Acting by physical force ; effected by

strength.

If, Collatine, thine honour lay in me,

From me by strong assault it is bereft. Shak.

I wot not by what strong escape

He broke from those that had the guard of him.

Shak.

22. In com. tending upwards in price; rising;

as, a strong market.—23. In gram, applied

to inflected words when inflection ia ef

fected by internal vowel change and not by

adding syllables; thus, swim, swam, swum

i» a strong verb. See Weak. —To go or

come it strong, to do a thing with energy

and perseverance. [Slang.]—Strong is used.

as an element in many self-explanatory com

pounds; as, strong- backed, strong- fisted,

j<fro?i0-bodied,*tfron0-smelling,*froM0i-voiced,

and the like. — Syn. Vigorous, powerful,

stout, robust, solid, firm, hardy, muscular,

forcible, cogent, valid, tainted.

Strong* (strong), pp. of string. Strung.

Spenser.

Strong-barred (strongTiard), a. Shut with

strong bolts. 'Strong-barred gates.' Shaft.

Strong - based (strong'bazd). a. Standing

on a firm foundation. 'The strong-based

promontory. ' Shak.

Strong-besieged (strong'be-sejd), a. Hard

beset; besieged by a strong force. 'Strong-

besieged Troy.' Shak. [Rare.]

Strong - bonded (BtrongT>ond-edX <*■ Im

posing a strong obligation. ' That strong-

bonded oath.' Shak. [Rare.]

Strong-fixed (strong-flkstXa. Firmly estab

lished? ' Strong-fixed is the house of Lan

caster.' Shak.

Strong - framed (strong'frarad), a. Of a

strong make.

I am strong-framed; he cannot prevail with me.

Shak.

Stronghand (strong'hand), n. Violence;

force; power.

It was their meaning to take what they needed by

strenghand. Raleigh.

Stronghold (atrongTioldX n. A fastness; a

fort; a fortified place; a place of security.
•Officers intrusted by Edward with the

keeping of this renowned stronghold.' Sir

W. Scott. 'Strongholds of truth.' Locke.

Stronglsh (strongiahX a. Somewhat strong.

Byron. [Colloq. ]

Strong-knit (strong'nltX «- Firmly joined

or compacted. ' Strong-knit sinews. ' Shak.

Strongly (strongMi), adv. In a strong man

ner; with strength; with great force or

power: (a) with parts strong and well put

together; as, a strongly built man ; a strongly

constructed ship, (o) In a high degree;

much; violently. 'Some passion that works

him strongly.' Shak. (c) Firmly; in such

a manner as not easily to be shaken or

removed. ' You are so strongly in my pur

pose bred.' Shak. (rf) In a manner suitable

/• t resisting attack; as, a town strongly for

tified. («) vehemently ; forcibly; eagerly;

with energy; as, the evils of this measure

were strongly represented to the govern

ment; to object strongly. 'So strongly urged

past my defence. ' Shak.

Strong-minded (strong'mlnd-edXa. 1. Hav

ing a strong or vigorous mind.—2 Not ac

cording to the female character or manners;

nnfeminine: applied ironically to women

claiming equality with man.

Strong-room (strong'rbm), n. A fireproof

and burglar-proof apartment in which valu

ables are kept

He would hand the diamonds over in safety to the

t inker s strong-rtwm. Thackeray.

Strong -set (strong'set), a. Firmly set or

compacted.

Strong-tempered (strong-tem'perdXa. Very

hard. 'Strong-tempered steel.' Shak. [Rare.]

Strong-water (strong'wa-terX n. Distilled

or ardent spirits. Bacon. [Obsolete as a

singular, but still sometimes used in plural. ]

StrongyUdffl(stron-jiI'i-de),u.pi. [Or. stron-

gylus. round, and eidos, resemblance.] A

family of nematode worms of which the ge

nus Strongylus is the type. See STRONOV-

ma

Strongylus (stron'ji-lus). n. [Gr. strongy-

lot, round, circular] A genus of intestinal

worms in Rudolphi's classification, charac

terized by having a cylindrical body, the

anal extremity of which, in the male, is

surrounded by a kind of pouch of a varied

shape, from which is protruded a small fila

ment or spiculum. S armatus infests the

mesenteric arteries of the horse and ass,

producing aneurisms. S. gigas is the largest

nematode worm at present known to infest

man or any other animal, the male measur

ing from 10 inches to 1 foot in length, whilst

the female is said to attain a length of over

3 feet.

Strontia (stron'shi-a), n, fSrO.) An oxide

of strontium occurring in a crystalline

state, as a carbonate, in the lead -mines of

Strontian, in Argyleshire, whence its name.

It was discovered by Dr. Hope in 1792. It

has subsequently been found in England,

America, and France; but strontitic min

erals are rather rare. The pure earth to

which the name of strontia is given is

prepared from the carbonate exactly like

baryta. It is a grayish-white powder, in

fusible in the furnace; of a specific gravity

approaching that of baryta, having an acrid

burning taste, but not so corrosive as baryta,

though sharper than lime, and an alkaline

reaction. It becomes hot when moistened,

and slakes into a pulverulent hydrate

(Sr(HO>2), dissolves in 150 parts of water

at <jij , and in much less at the boiling-point,

funning an alkaline solution called strontia

water, which deposits crystals in four-sided

tables as it cools. These crystals have the

composition Sr(IIO\,,81LO. It is readily

distinguished from baryta by forming with

hydrochloric acid a chloride which crystal

lizes in needles, and is very deliquescent,

and soluble in alcohol, to which it gives the

property of burning with a crimson flame.

The sulphate of strontia is found native,

and some of the native varieties have a pale

blue tint, whence the term coelestin (which

see). The nitrate of strontia is used in

making fireworks, as it communicates a

magnificent red colour to flame.

Strontian (stron'shi-an), n. A name some

times given to strontia.

Strontian (stron'shi-an), a. Pertaining to

strontia; containing strontia. — Strontian

yellow, a solution of strontia added to chro-

mate of potash. It is a pale canary-yellow,

and is a permanent colour.

Strontlanite (stron'shi-an-H), n. Native

carbonate or strontia, a mineral that occurs

massive, fibrous, stellated, and crystallized

in the form of a hexahedral prism, modified

on the edges, or terminated by a pyramid.

It was first discovered in the lead-mines of

Strontian, in Argyleshire.

Strontites (stron-ti'tez), n. The name given

to strontia by Dr. Hope, who first obtained

this earth from Btrontianite, or native car

bonate of strontia. This name was modified

into strontia by Klaproth.

Strontitic (stron-tit'ik), a. Pertaining to

strontia or strontium.

Strontium (stron'shi-um), n. [From Stron

tian, in Argyleshire. where its carbonate

occurs.) Sym. Sr. ; at. wt. 175. The metal

of which strontia 1b the oxide, procured

from the carbonate of strontia by Davy in

1808. It is a dark yellow substance, less

lustrous than barium; sp. gr. 254: it is dif

ficultly fusible, and not volatile. When ex

posed to the air it attracts oxygen, and be

comes converted into strontia, or protoxide

of strontium ; when thrown into water it

decomposes it with great violence, produc

ing hydrogen gas, and forming with the

water a solution of strontia. Strontium is

harmless, while barium and all its com

pounds are poisonous.

Strook (strbk), old pret. of strike. Dryden.

BtrOOtt (strut), v.i. To swell out; to strut.

' The mizzens strooted with the gale. ' Chap

man.

Strop (Btrop), n. A strap (See Strap.)

This orthography is particularly used for a

strip of leather, or a strip of wood covered

with leather or other suitable material, used

for sharpening razors and giving them a flue

Bmooth edge; a razor-strop.

Strop (stropX v.t pret. <fc pp. stropped; ppr.

stropping. To sharpen with a Btrop or strap;

as, he stropped his razor.

Strop (strop), n. [O.Fr. strope, the loop

whereby the oar of a skiff hangs to the thowle;

Fr. strove, estrope, a strop ; from L. strop-

pus, struppus, a band.] 1. Naut a piece

of rope, spliced generally into a circular

wreath, used to surround the body of a

block, so that it may be hung to any par

ticular situation about the masts, yards, or

rigging. It is also used for other purposes

2. In rope-making, a rope with an eye at

each end, used in twisting strands

Strophe (stro'fe), n. [Gr. strophe, a turn,

from strepho, to turn. ] 1 n the Greek drama,

that part of a choral ode sung in turning

from the right to the left of the orchestra,

antistrophe being the reverse. Hence, In

ancient lyric poetry, a term for the former

of two corresponding stanzas, the latter

being the antistrophe. The term is some

times used in regard to modern poetry.

S trophic (stro'flk), a. Relating to or con

sisting of strophes.

Strophiolate. Strophiolated (strd'fi-o-lat,

stro tt-o-lat-ed),a. In but. having strophioles

or caruncles, as seeds

Strophiole ( Btrd'ft-61 ), n, [L. strophiolum,

a garland] In hot a little tubercular part

near the base or hiluni of some seeds, par

ticularly those of the papilionaceous order;

a caruncle.

Strophulus (strofu-lus), n. [L , dim. of

strophus, from Gr. atrophos, a handlet, from

strepho, to turn.] yA papular eruption upon

the skin peculiar to infants, and exhibiting

a variety of forms known popularly as red-

gum, white-gum, tooth-rash, tfce.

Strosserst (stros'erz), n. pi. A kind of cov

ering for the leg: supposed by some com

mentators to be the same as Trousers.

Shak.

Stroud (stroud), n. A kind of coarse blan

ket or garment made of strouding, worn by

North American Indians.

Strouding (stroud'ing), n. A coarse kind

of cloth employed in the trade with the

North American Indians; material for

strouds.

Strontt (stroutX v.i. [See Strut] To

swell; to puff out; to strut. ' Mustachins

strouting long, and chin close -shaved.'

Fair/ax.

Stroutt (strout), v.t. To awell or puff out ;

to enlarge by affectation.

I will make a brief list of the particulars in an his

torical truth nowise jtrvitfed, nor made greater l>y

language. Bacon.

Strove (strov), pret. of strive.

Strow (stro), v.t pret. stroiced; pp. strowed

or tit row a; ppr. strowing. Same as Strew.

'Since the Hebrides were strown with the

wrecks of the Armada.' Maeatday.

All heaven bursts her starry flower?,

And straws her lights below. TtnttysM.

Strowt (str6),o. [From*(roic,4(reio.] Loose;

scattered.

Strowit (strolX v.i. To stroll

Stroy t (stroi), v. t. To destroy.

Struck (strut;), pret. & pp. of strike. See

Strike.

Strucken (struk'n), pp. of strike. 'The

strucken deer.' Shak. [Old English and

Scotch.]

Structural (struIr/tur-alX «■ Pertaining to

structure; as, structural peculiarities in an

animal.

Structure (strulr/turX n. [L. structura, from

struo, struetuin, to build; whence construct,

instruct, destruction.] 1. Act of building;

practice of erecting buildings. [Rare. ]

His son builds on and never is content.

Till the last farthing is in structure spent. Dryden.

2. A building of any kind, but chiefly a build

ing of some size or of magnificence; an edifice.

There stands a structure of majestic frame. Pofe.

3. Manner of building; form; make; con

struction. ' Want of insight into the struc

ture and constitution of the terraqueous

globe, ' Woodward.—4. The arrangement of

the parts in a whole, as of the elements of a

sentence or paragraph; the arrangement of

the constituent particles of a substance or

body; as, the structure of a rock or mineral.

Change the structure of the sentence; substitute

one synonyme for another and thewhole effect is de

stroyed. Maeatday.

5. Miinner of organization ; mode in which

different organB or parts are arranged ; as,

the structure of animals or vegetables or

any of their parts. Sometimes nearly equi

valent to organization, as in extract under

Structured. — Structure of rocks, in geol.

the arrangement of their parts, viewed on

a larger scale than that of their texture.

Thus, a rock is said to have a massive struc

ture when it is of a uniform texture over a

great extent and presents no internal divi

sion into strata, columns, <£c. ; so when it is

internally divided by fissures into column

like masses of various sizes and forms it is

said to have a columnar structure; when

composed of parallel plates a tabular struc

ture.

Structured (struk'turd), a. In biol. possess

ing a regular organic structure ; exhibiting

differentiation of parts for vital functions

Since the pnssing from a structureless state to a

structured state is itself a vital process, it follows

that vital activity must have existed while there was

yet no structure. H- S/v>icer.

ch. cAaln; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j,job; fa, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, uaig; zh. azure.—See Key.



STRUCTURELESS i3U STUBBORN

Structureless (struk'tur-les), o. Devoid of

structure. See extract under Structured.

Structurist (struk'tur-ist), n. One who

makes structures; a builder. [Rare.]

Strude t (strud), n. A stock of breeding

mares; a stmt Bailey.

Struggle (strugQ), v.i. pret. &pp. struggled;

ppr. struggling. [Formerly stroggle, strogle,

meaning to struggle, and also to complain

or grumble. Of doubtful origin. Cotup.

O.Sw. strug, a quarrel. Scruggle, scriggle are

also found. ] 1. To make efforts with a twist

ing or with contortions of the body.

So saying he took the boy, that cried aloud

And struggled hard. Tennyson.

2. To use great efforts; to labour hard ; to

strive ; to contend ; as, to struggle to save

life; to struggle with the waves; to struggle

against the stream. —3. To labour in pain

or anguish; to be in agony; to labour in any

kind of difficulty or distress.

'Tis wisdom to beware.

And better shun the bait than struggle in the snare.

Dryden.

SVN.To writhe, twist, strive,contend,labour,

endeavour.

Struggle (strugTj, n. 1. A violent effort with

contortions of the body; a contortion of dis

tress; agonized effort; agony; as, thedeath-

struggle. ' The uneasy struggles of a man fast

bound and fettered.' Waterland. 'What

convulsive struggles he may make to cast

the torture off from him?' Carlyle. — 2. A

forcible effort to obtain an object or to avoid

an evil; an effort to get on in the world; as, a

man's early struggles with poverty.—3. Con

test; contention; strife; as, a struggle formas

tery; a struggle betweeu bodies of troops.

Struggler (strug'ler), n. One who struggles,

strives, or contends.

Strull (strul), n. A bar so placed as to resist

weight.

Strum (strum), v.i. [An imitative word.]

To play unskilfully and coarsely on astringed

instrument; to thrum; as, why do you keep

strumming in that way?

Strum (strum), v.t. To play, as a stringed

instrument, unskilfully or noisily; as, to

utrum a piano.

Struma (strb'ma), n. pi Struma (strb'me).

[I*, from strues, a pile, a heap, from struo,

to build.] 1. A term frequently used as equi

valent to scrofula, and sometimes to bron-

ckocele or goitre. See SCROFULA aud GOITRE.

2. In hot. a swelling in some leaves at the

extremity of the petiole, where it is con

nected to the lamina, as in Mimosa sensi-

tiva. Also, in mosses, a dilatation or swell

ing which is sometimes present upon one

aide of the base of the theca.

StrumatlC (atrb-mat'ik), a. Same as Stru-

i nose.

Strumlform (strb'mi-form), a. In hot

having the appearance of a struma.

Strumose, Strumous (Btni'mSs, stro'mus),

a. 1. Scrofulous.—2. Inbot. having struma;.

See Struma.

Strumousness (strb'mus-nes), n. The state

or quality of being strumose.

Strumpet (strum'pet). n. (Origin doubtful,

butprobably from the Romauce. Wedgwood

takes it from O.Fr. strupre, stupre, L. stup-

rum, fornication, debauchery. It may per

haps rather be a nasalized form from O.Fr.

stropier, estropier. It. stroppiare, Sp. estro-

pear, to lame, to maim, in allusion to the

effects of venereal diseases. ] A prostitute;

a harlot.

Strumpet (strum'pet), a. Like a strumpet;

false; inconstant 'Beggar'd by the strumpet

wind.' Shak.

Strumpet (strum'pet), v.t. 1. To debauch.

Shak. ; Massinger. — 2. To call or give the

reputation of a strumpet ; hence, to belie;

to slander. ' With his untrue reports strum-

pet your fame.' Massinger.

Strumstrumt (strum'strum), n. A rude

musical instrument of the nature of a cittern

or guitar. Dampier.

Strumulose (strb'mu-lds), a. [ Dim. of stru

mose. ] In bot. furnished with a small struma.

Strung (strung), pret. of string.

Strunt (strunt), v.i. {A nasal form of strut]

To walk sturdily; to walk with state; to

strut. (Scotch.]

Strunt (strunt), «. l. Spirituous liquor of

any kind. Bum*. — 2. A pet ; a sullen fit

Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Struse (stro'se), n. A long, burdensome

craft used for transport on the inland waters

of Russia.

Strut (strut), v.i. pret. & pp. strutted;

ppr. strutting. [O.K. strut, strout, to swell

or bulge, to strut; Dan. strutte, to strut,

to stick out ; L.G. strutt, stiff, sticking

out; O. strotzen, to teem, superabound. ]

1. To walk with a lofty, proud gait and

erect head; to walk with affected dignity or

pompousness.

1 .' ■•: -, he not hold up his head and strut in his eaitf

Shak.

2 t To swell; to protuberate.

The bellying canvas strutted with the pale. Drydcn.

Strut (strut), n. 1. A lofty, proud Btep or

walk with the head erect; affectation of dig

nity in walking. ' An ungainly strut in their

walk." Swift.—2. In carp, (a)apieceof timber

obliquely placed from a king or queen post

to support or strengthen a rafter or a hori

zontal piece ; a brace ; a stretching-piece.

(b) Any piece of timber in a system of fram

ing which is pressed or crushed in the direc

tion of its length, and whose principal func

tion is to hold things apart; as, the struts of

a roof or a gate.

Strut t (strut), a. Swelling out; protuberant

He beginneth now to return with his belly strut

and fulL Holland.

Stru thio (stro'thi-6), n. [L. ; Or. struthion,

a sparrow, an ostrich.] A genus of birds of

the order Grallatores of Cuvier or Cursores

of others. See Ostrich.

Struthiola (strb'thi-6-la), n. [Dim. of

Or, struthion, a sparrow, from the re

semblance of the seeds to a beak. ] A genus

of heath-like shrubs from the Cape of Good

Hope, nat. order Thymelacere.

Struthionidse (str<>-thi-on'i-d6), n. pi. [Or.

sti -a n, inn , an ostrich, and eidos, resemblance.]

A family of terrestrial birds incapable of

flight, the wings being, in the majority of

instances, merely rudimentary, but having

long and strong legs, which enable them to

run with great rapidity. This family in

cludes the ostrich, cassowary, emu, &c,

and is equivalent to the Brevipennes of

Cuvier and the Rati tic of Huxley. See Bre

vipennes, Ratit*.

Struthious (stro'thi-us). a. [L. struthio, an

ostrich.] Pertaining to or like the ostrich;

belonging to the ostrich tribe.

Strutter (strut'er), n. One who struts; a

pompous fellow.

Strutting (strut'ing), n. In carp, diagonal

braces between joistB to prevent side de

flection.

Strutting -beam, Strut-beam (strut 'ing-

bem, strutfbem), n. An old term for a collar-

beam.

Struttingly(»tnit'inp-li), adv. In a strutting

manner; withaproud, lofty step; boastingly.

Strutting-plece (strut'ing-pes), n. Same as

Straining-piece (which see).

Strychnia, Strychnine (strik'ni-a, strik'-

nin), n. [Gr. strychnos, a name of several

plants of the nightshade order.] (.<'... II... S.,

<>.. .) A vegetable alkaloid, the sole active

principle of Strychnos Tieutf,themost active

of the Java poisons, and one of the active

principles of S. Ignatii, S. nux-vomica,

S. colubrina, Ac. It is usually obtained

from the seeds of S. nux-vomica. It is col

ourless, inodorous, crystalline, unalterable

by exposure to the air, and extremely bitter.

It is very insoluble, requiring 7000 parts of

water for solution. It dissolves in hot al

cohol, although sparingly, ff the alcohol be

pure and not diluted. It forms crystal lizable

salts, which are intensely bitter. Strychnine

and its salts, especially the latter from their

solubility, are most energetic poisons. They

produce lock-jaw and other tetanic affec

tions, and are used in very small doses as

remedies in paralysis.

Strychnic (strik'nik), a. Of, pertaining to,

obtained from, or including strychnine; as,

strychnic acid.

Strychnlna (strik-ni'na), n. Same as Strych

nia.

Strychnos (strik'nos), n. [Gr. See Strych

nia. ] A genuB of plants, nat. order Logani-

acero. It Is composed of trees or shrubs

which do not yield a milky juice, and have

opposite, usually nerved leaves and corym

bose flowers; some of the species are pos

sessed of tendrils, and are climbing plants.

They are found principally in the tropical

parts of Asia and America. Among the

species are S. nux-vomica, poison-nut or

ratsbane (see NUX-VOMICA), and S. potato

rum, or clearing-nut, an abundant plant in

the woods and mountains of the East Indies.

The seeds, when dried, are sold by the na

tives for the purpose of clearing muddy

water. The St. Ignatius' bean is a native

of Cochin-China, the Philippine Islands, and

other parts of Asia; hut the exact species

so called is not known. (See St. Ignatius'

bean, under Saint.) S. colubrina, snake-

wood or snake-poison nut, is a native of the

coasts of Coromandel and of Silhet. It is

considered by the Indian doctors as an effec

tual remedy for the bite of the cobra da

capello. (See SNAKE -WOOD.) S. toxifera,

wooraly or poison-plant of Guiana, is used

by the natives as an arrow-poison ; S. Pseudo-

quina is a native of Brazil Its bark is said

to be fully equal to cinchona in curing in

termittent fevers. The fruit of this species

is eaten by the native childreu.

StrytulUa. For Stryfefull.\ Full of strife;

contentious. Spenser.

Stub (stub), n. [Probably directly from the

■Scandinavian ; Icel. stubbi, stubbr, stobbi,

a stub, a stump; Dan. stub, stubble, a stump;

L.G. stubbe, D. stobbe, the stump of a tree;

A. Sax. styb, steb, a stock, a tree trunk.

Wedgwood is probably right in connecting

it with stab and stamp. He thinks the radi

cal idea is a sharp, abrupt thrust, whence

the meaning of a body by which such a

thrust can be made, any abrupt projection

or object standing out of the surrounding

surface. Stump is a nasalized form of this

word, and stultble is closely connected.]

1. The stump of a tree ; that part of the

stem of a tree which remains fixed in the

earth when the tree is cut down. 'Low

stubs gored his feet' Coleridge.

Upon cutting down of an old timber tree, the stub

hath put out sometimes a tree of another kind.

Bacon.

2. t A log; a block; a dolt; a dullard. ' Our

dullest and laziest youth, our stocks and

stubs.' Milton. — 8. A stub-nail; iron made

therefrom; stub-iron. E. H. Knight

Stub (stub), v.t. pret & pp. stubbed; ppr.

stubbing. 1. To grub up by the roots ; to

extirpate; as, to stub up edible roots; to

stub a tree. Swift.—2. To clear of roots; as,

to stub laud. Tennyson.— Z. To strike the

toes against a stump, stone, or other fixed

object. [United States.]

Stubbed (stub'ed), a. [From stub; comp.

Dan. stubbe. to dock, to curtail] 1. Short

and thick like something truncated; blunt;

obtuse. 'Stubbed hornB.' B. «/o«*©».—

2. t Hardy; not nice or delicate. 'Stubbed,

vulgar constitutions.' Berkeley.

Stubbeduess (stub'ed-nes), n. Bluutness;

obtuseness.

Stubblness (stub'i-nes), n. 1. The state of

being stubby.—2. Same as Stubbedness.

Stubble (stubl).it. [A dim. form from stub;

Dan. & Sw. stub, stubble.] The stumps of

wheat, rye, barley, oats, or buckwheat, left

in the ground ; the part of the stalk left in

the ground by the scythe or sickle.

After the first crop is off, they plough in the wheat

stubble. Mortimer.

Stubbled (stub 'Id), a. 1. Covered with

stubble. 'The stubbled plain.' Gay.—

2.t Stubbed.

Stubble -fed (stubl-fed), a. Fed, as cows

or geese, on the fine natural grass that grows

among stubble.

Stubble-goose (stubl-gos), n. A goose fed

among stubble.

Stubble-plough (stubl-plouV n. A plough

for turning up ground on which stubble is

left.

Stubble-rake (stul/1-rak), n. A rake with

long teeth for raking together stubble.

Stubbly (atub'li).a. 1. Covered with stubble;

having stubble; stubbled; as, stubbly fields.

2. Resembling stubble; short and stiff; as,

a stubbly beard.

Stubborn(8tub'orn),a. [O.E. stubborne,stub-

orne, stoburn, stiborne, Ac, from*(«6,A.Sax.

styb, lit. likea *fn?». Blockish, blockish, hence

obstinate. The termination seems to point to

an A. Sax. adjective stybor (from styb), with

common term, -or, to which the term, -n or

-en was added.] 1. Unreasonably obstinate;

inflexibly fixed in opinion; not to be moved

or persuaded by reasons; inflexible; refrac

tory; as. Hstubborn son; a stubborn mind or

soul. ' Obstinate, stubborn to justice.' Shak.

2. Persevering; persisting; steady; constant.

' Stubborn attention and more than common

application.' Locke.—3. Stiff; not flexible ;

as, a stubborn bow. 'Stop their mouths

with stubborn bits.* Shak. * A plant of stub

born oak." Dryden. — 4. Hardy; firm; en

during without complaint

Patience under torturing pnin,

Where stubborn Stoics would complain. Sw{ft.

5t Harsh; rough; rugged*. ' Your stubborn

usage of the Pope.' Shak. ' Though autho

rity be a stubborn bear.' Shak.

We will not oppose anything that (s hard and stub

born, but by a soft anvwer deaden their force.

Burnet.
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6. Not easily melted or worked ; as. ft stub

born ore or metal; refractory.—Obstinate,

Stubborn. See under Obstinate. —Syn. Ob

stinate, indexible, refractory, intractable,

obdurate, headstrong.coutuniaclous, steady,

constant, hardy.

Stubbornly (stnb'orn-li). adv. In a stubborn

manner -obstinately ; inflexibly; contuma

ciously. ' When stubbornly he did repugn

the truth.* Shak.

Stubbornness (atub'orn-nes), n. The state

of being stubborn; as, (a) perverse and un

reasonable obstinacy; inflexibility; contu

macy.

Stubbornness and obstinate disobedience must be

mastered with blows. Locke.

(b) Stiffness; want of pliancy, (c) Refrac

toriness, as of ores (d)t Roughness; harsh

ness; ruggedness, Shak.—Syn. Inflexibility,

pertinacity, obdurateness, contumacy, per-

verseness, persistency, refractoriness.

Stubborn - shafted (stub'orn-shaft-ed), a.

Having a stubborn, stiff, or unbended shaft

or trunk. 'Stubborn-shafted oaks.' Tenny

son.

Stubby (stub'i), a. 1. Abounding with stubs.

1 Short and thick; short and strong; as,

stubby bristles.

Stub-end (stub'end), n. In mach. the en

larged end of a connecting-rod, to which

the strap is fastened. Goodrich.

Stub-iron (stubl-ern). n, Iron formed from

stub-nails, used principally for making gun-

barrels of superior quality. E. 11. Knight.

Stub-mortise (stub mor-tis), n. A mortise

passing through only a part of the timber

in which it is formed.

Stub-nail (stub'nal), n. A nail broken off;

a short thick nail.

StUCCO (stuk'ko),n. [It .from O.H.G. stucchi,

a crust] 1. Fine plaster, used as a coat

ing for walls, and to give them a finished

surface. Stucco for internal decorative pur

poses, such as the cornices and mouldings

of rooms and the enrichment of ceilings, is

a composition of very fine sand, pulverized

marble, and gypsum, mixed with water till

it is of a proper consistency. Within a short

time after being first applied it begins to

set or gradually harden, in which state it

is moulded, and may at length be finished

np witti metal tools. The stucco employed

for external purposes is of a coarser kind,

and variously prepared, the different sorts

l>eing generally distinguished by the name

of cements. Some of these take a surface

and polish almost equal to that of the finest

marble. The third coat of three-coat plaster

is termed stucco, consisting of fine lime and

sand. There is a species called bastard

Ktucco, in which a small portion of hair is

used. Rough stucco is merely floated and

brushed with water, but the best kind is

trowelled—2. Work made of stucco.—3. A

popular name for plaster of Paris or gypsum.

Stucco (stuk'kd). v.t To plaster; to over

lay with fine plaster. 'Stuccoed halls.'

Warton.

Stuccoer (stuklco-er), n. One who stuccoes;

one who applies stucco to walls, &c; one

who works or deals In stucco.

Stucco-work (stuk'k6-werk), n. Orna

mental work composed of stucco, such as

cornices, mouldings, and other ornaments

in the ceilings of rooms.

Stuck (stuk), pret and pp. of stick.

Stuck t (stuk), a Stucco.

Stuck* (stuk), n. A thrust.

1 had a pass with a rapier, scabbard and all ; and

he give* me the stuck in with such a mortal motion,

that it is inevitable. Shak.

Stuckle (stuk'l), ft, A number of sheaves

set together in the field; a stook. [Local]

8tuckling (stukling). n. An apple pasty,

thin, somewhat half circular iu shape, and

not made in a dish. [Local ]

Stuck-up (stuk'up), a. Giving one's self

airs of importance; unreasonably puffed up;

affectedly self-important or vain; exclusive,

from an undue sense of one's own import

ance or position in society; aping the man

ners or assuming the dignity, bearing, or

importance of one's superiors. [Colloq.]

The airs of small, stuck-up men are amazingly

ridiculous. A . AT. H. Boyd.

Stud (stud), n. [A. Sax. studu, a prop, a

rapport, a nail ; Icel. stod, a post, a prop ;

D. ttut, a stay, prop, support ; Sc. stut, a

prop; probably from stem of steady (which

see). As to meaning 5 comp. O. staude, a

shrub, a perennial plant.] 1. A nail with a

large head, inserted in work chiefly for or

nament; an ornamental knob.

A belt of straw, and ivy buds.

With coral clasps and amber studs. Raleigh.

Crystal and myrrhine cups, emboss'd with gems

And studs of pearl. Milton.

2. An ornamental button or catch for a

shirt front, held In Its place by being in- j

serted in a hole worked for it, and admitting

of being transferred from one shirt to an

other. —3. A supporting beam ; a piece of tim

ber inserted in a sill to support a beam; a

post or prop. Jer. Taylor; Mortimer. —

4. In mach. (a) a short rod fixed in ami pro

jecting from something, sometimes forming

a journal, (b) A stud-bolt.—5. t A stem; a

trunk. Spenser.

Stud (stud), r t. pret. & pp. studded; ppr.

studding. 1. To adorn with shining studs

or knobs.

Thy horses shall be trapp'd,

Their harness studded all with gold and pearl.

Ska*.

2. To set with detached ornaments or pro-

mfnentobjects; to set thickly, as with studs.

' Heaven's ebon vault studded with stars.'

ShrlUy.

Stud (stud), n. [A. Sax. stod, a stud of breed

ing horses, especially mares, stodhors, a

stallion; G. stute, a mare; akin steed (which

see).] A collection of breeding horses and

mares, or the place where they are kept.

In the studs of Ireland, where care is taken, we see

horses bred of excellent shape. Sir II'. Temple.

Stud-bolt (stud'bolt), n. In mach. a bolt

with a thread at either end, to be Bcrewed

into a fixed part at one end, and have a nut

screwed on it at the other.

Stud-book (stud'buk), n. A book containing

a genealogy or register of horses or cattle

of particular breeds, especially of the off

spring of famous thoroughbred sires or

dams.

Studderyt (stud'er-i), n. A place for keep

ing a stud of horses. ' For whose breede

and maintenance . . . King Henry the Eight

erected a noble studdery.' llolinshed.

Studding (stud'ing), it In carp. Btuds or

joists collectively, or material for studs or

joists.

Studding-sail (stud'ing-sal), n. [From*ftfd,

a support, or altered from steadying-sail.)

Xaut. a sail set beyond the skirts of the prin

cipal sails during a light wind. — Lowerstud

ding-sails are set beyond the leeches of the

mainsail and foresail, aud fixed nearly in

the same manner.—Topmast and top-gallant

studding-sails are set on the outside of the

top-sails and top-gallant sails ; they are

spread at the foot by booms, which slide

out from the extremities of the main and

fore yards, and have their heads or upper

edges attached to small yards, which are

hoisted up to the topsail and top -gallant

y;\T<\-&Tma.—Studding-sail booms, long poles

Studding ,.:iils.

a. Royal studding-sail ; b. Top-gallant studding-

sail, c. Topmast studding-sail, d, e. Studding-sail

booms.

sliding through boom-irons at the extremi

ties of the yardB and from the vessel's sides,

used to spread the studding-sails.

Student (stu'dent), n. [L. studens, stu-

dentis, ppr. of studco, to study.] 1. A per

son engaged in study; oue who is devoted

to learning ; a scholar ; as, the students of

an academy, of a college or university ; a

medical student; a law student.— 2. A man

devoted to books; a bookish man; as, a

hard student; a close student

Keep a gamester from dice, and a good student

from his book., and it is wonderful. Shak.

3. One who studies or examines; as, a stu

dent of nature's works.

Studentship tetu'dent-ship), n. The state

of being a student.

Stud-horse (stud'hors), a [See Stud.] A

breeding horse; a horse kept for propagat

ing his kind.

Studied (stud'id), p. and a. 1. Made the

subject of study ; closely examined ; read

with diligence and attention ; well con

sidered; as, the book has been studied; the

subject has been well studied. — 2. Well

versed in any branch of learning; qualified

by study; learned; as, a man well studied In

geometry, or in law or medical science.

1 shrewdly suspect that he is little studied in the

theory of moral proportions. Burke.

3 Premeditated; deliberate; carefully and

studiously contrived or thought out; as, a

studied insult

The flattering senate

Decrees him divine honours, and to cross it

Were death with studied torments. Massintjer.

4. t Having a particular inclination.

A prince should not be so loosely studied as to re-

mcniDcr so weak a composition. Shak.

Studiedly (stud'id-li), adv. In a studied

manner.

Studier (stud'l-er), n. One who studies; a

student.

You are a professed studier of human nature— it is

the book you love to read. Mrs. S. C. Hall.

Studio (stu'di-6), n. [It. 1 The working

room of a painter or sculptor.

Studious (stu'di-us), a. [Fr. studieuz, !,.

studiosus. See Study.] 1. Given to study;

devoted to the acquisition of knowledge

from books; as, a studious scholar. 'The

studious universities.' Shak.— 2. Given to

thought or to the examination of subjects

by contemplation ; contemplative.— 3. Ear

nest; eager to discovcrBomething or to effect

some object; busy; diligent; as, to be studi

ous to please. * Wary in thy studious care.'

Shak. ' Studious to find new friends and

new allies.' Tickell.—4.. Attentive to; care

ful: witho/.

You that are so studious

Of my affairs, wholly neglect your own.

Massinsfer.

6. Planned with study; deliberate; studied.

For the frigid villany of studious lewdness, for the

calm malignity of laboured impiety, what apology

can be invented? Rambler.

6. Favourable to study; suitable for thought

and contemplation. [Foetical]

But let my due feet never fail,

To walk the studious cloisters pale. Milton.

Studiously (stu'di-us-li), adv. In a studious

manner; as, (a) with study; with cIobc at

tention to books; as. he is studiously in

clined. (6) With diligence; with zeal and

earnestness; diligently; carefully; atten

tively.

Acts of outrage and tumultuous excesses in a free

state are blazoned in minute detail, and descend to

posterity ; the deeds of tyranny are studiously and

perpetually suppressed. Hallant.

Studiousness (stu'di-us-nes), n. The qua

lity of being studious; the habit or practice

of study; addictedness to books; thought-

fulness; diligence.

Men arc sometimes addicted to studiousness and

learning, sometimes to ease and ignorance.

Haken/ill.

Studwork (stud'werk), n. A wall of brick

work built between studs.

Study (stud'i), n. | J. studium, a busying

one's self about a thing, zeal, study, applica

tion to learning, from studco, to busy one's

Belf about, to apply one's self to, to study.]

1. A setting of the mind or thoughts upon

a subject; hence, application of mind to

books, to arts or science, or to any subject

for the purpose of learning what is not be

fore known; as, to be fond of study.

By labour and intent study (which I take to be my

portion in this life), joined with the strong propense

of nature, I might perhaps leave something so writ

ten to aftertimes as they should not willingly let it

die. Milton.

Study gives strength to the mind; conversation,

grace. Sir H'. Temple.

2. Earnest mental endeavour; absorbed or

thoughtful attention; earnestuess; diligence;

eagerness.

It is my study to seem despiteful and ungentle to

you. Shak.

Just men they seem'd, and all their study bent

To worship God aright and know his works.

Milton.

3. Any particular branch of learning that is

studied; auy object of study.

Studies serve for delight, for ornament, and for

ability. Baton.

The proper study of mankind is man. Pope.
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4. A building or an apartment devoted to

study or to literary employment; the room

or apartment in which a person studies.

Get me a taper in my study, Ludus. ShaJt.

5. Deep cogitation; a fit of thought; reverie.

The king of Castile, a little confused, and in a study

said. That I cannot do with my honour. Bacon.

6. In the fine arts, (a) a work undertaken

for improvement in the art and often left

incomplete. (6) A preparatory sketch from

nature to be used in the composition of

other larger and more finished works. Thus,

entire figures in some instances; in others,

human heads, hands, or feet, animals, trees,

plants, flowers, and in short anything de

signed from nature, receive the general

name of studies.—7. In music, a piece of in

strumental music composed for the purpose

of familiarizing the player with the diffi

culties of his instrument.

Study (stud'i), v.i. pret & pp. studied; ppr.

studying. [See the noun.] 1. To apply the

mind to books or learning ; as, he studies

eight hours in the day—2. To fix the mind

closely upon a subject; to think seriously

or earnestly; to dwell in thought; to ponder.

'To study where I well may dine.' Shale.

I found a moral first, and then stududtor a fable.

S-wifl.

3 To endeavour diligently; to be zealous.

We beseech you . . . that ye study to be quiet,

and to do your own business. i Thes. iv. 10, n.

Study (stud'i), v.t. 1 To apply the mind to

for the purpose of learning; to read and

examine for the purpose of learning and

understanding; as, to study law or theology;

to study languages. —2. To consider atten

tively; to examine closely; as, study the

works of nature.

Study thyself: what rank or what dejjree

Thy wise Creator has ordain'd for thee. Dryden.

3. To form or arrange by previous thought;

to devise; to think intently on. 'To study

fashions to adorn my hotly.' Shak.— A. To

con over, or to commit to memory.

Where did you study all this goodly speech ! Shak.

5, To have careful regard to ; to be zealous

for; to be solicitous for the good of; as, to

study one's own interests; to study one per

son and neglect another.

Study, Studdie (stud'i), n. [See Stithy.]

A smith's anvil or forge. [Scotch.]

StuHa (stc/fa), n. [It.] A jet of steam issu

ing from a fissure of the earth in volcanic

regions.

Stuff (stuf). n. [O.Fr. estoffe, Fr. itoffe, stuff,

matter, substance, material, according to

Littre from O. staff, stuff, which he derives

directly from L. stuppa, stupa, tow, oakum,

whence also G. stop/en, to stop or stuff up.]

1. In its widest sense substance or matter

indefinitely ; more particularly, the matter

of which anything is formed; material to be

worked up in any process of manufacture.

When that the poor have cried, C.-esar hath wept :

Ambition should be made of sterner stuff". Shak.

Degrading prose explains his meaning ill,

And shows the stuff, and not the workman's skill.

AnwMtmw.
Do not squander time; for that is the stuff which

life is made of. Franklin.

2. Furniture; goods. 'If a man deliver

money or stuff. ' Ex. xxii. 7.

He took away locks, and gave away the king's

stuff. Harvard.

The farmer vext packs up his beds and rh.iirc

And all his household stuff. Tennyson.

3. Essence; elemental part.

Yet do I hold it very stuff o' the conscience

To do no contrived murder. Shak.

4. A medicine or mixture; a potion.

I did compound for her

A certain stuff, which, being ta'cn, would seize

The present power of life. Shak.

5. In com. (a) a general name for all kinds

of fabrics, of silk, wool, hair, cotton, or

thread manufactured on the loom ; as, silk

stuffs; woollen stuffs, (b) Particularly, wool

len cloth of slight texture, for linings and

women's apparel and the like. —6. Refuse or

worthless matter; anything worthless or

trifling; hence, foolish or irrational lan

guage; nonsense; trash; as, you are talking

Anger would indite

Such woful stuff as I or Shadwel) write. Dryden.

Stuff (stuf), v.t l. To fill by packing or

crowding material into; to cram full; to

load to excess; to crowd.

I will stuffyour purses full of crowns. Shak.

This crook drew hazel boughs adown.

And stuff d her apron wide with nuts so brown.

Gay.
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2. To fill or pack with material necessary to

make complete ; as, to stuff a bed-tick or a

cushion. —3. To cause to swell out 'Lest

the Gods . . . should with a dropsy stuff thy

skin.' Dryden,—i. To fill the skin of, as a

dead animal, for presenting and preserving

its form; as, to stuff a bird.—5. To form or

fashion by stuffing.

An eastern king put a Judffe to death for an iniqui

tous sentence, and ordered lus hide to be stuffed into

a cushion, and placed upon the tribunal. Sttn'/i.

6. To crowd with facts ; to cram the mind

of; sometimes, to crowd or fill with false or

idle tales or fancies.

For thee I dim these eyes, and stuff this head

With all such reading as was never read. /' ft.

7. To fill by being put into anything.

With inward arms the dire machine they load,

And iron bowels stuff the dark abode. Dryden.

8. To thrust in; to crowd; to press; to pack

firmly.

Put roses into a glass with a narrow mouth, stuff

ing them close together. Bacon.

0. To fill with seasoning; as, to stuff a leg of

veal.

Stuff (stuf), v.i. To feed gluttonously.

'Taught harmless man to cram and stuff.'

Sicift.

Stuffed (stuft), p. and a. Having the nose

obstructed, as during a cold.

I'm stuff'd, cousin; I cannot smell. Shak.

Stuffer (stufer), n. 1. One who stuffs; speci

fically, one who stuffs the skins of animals

for the purpose of preserving as specimens,

&c. ; as, a bird-stuffer. —2. That which stuffs;

specifically, a machine or instrument for

filling in stuffing or seasoning; as, a sausage-

stuffer.

Stuff-gown (stuf'goun), n. A gown made

of stuff; hence, metonymically, a juuior bar

rister, or one under the rank of queen's

counsel, and therefore not entitled to wear

a silk gown.

Stuffiness (stuf'i-nes). n. The state or qua

lity of being stuffy, close, or musty; as, the

stuffiness of a room.

Stuffing (stuf'ing), n. 1. That which is used

for filling anything; as, the stuffing of a

saddle or cushion.— 2. Seasoning lor meat;

that which is put into meat to give it a

higher relish.

Arrach leaves are very good in pottage and stuff

ings. Mortimer.

Stuffing-box (stnf'ing-boks), n. In macA.

a contrivance for securing a uteam, air, or

water tight joint when

it is required to pass

a movable rod out of

a vessel or into ft. It

consists of a close box

cast round the hole

through which the rod

passes, in which is laid,

around the rod and in

contact with it.a quan

tity of hemp or india-

rubber packing. Tliis

packing is lubricated

with oily matter, and

a ring, as shown in the

annexed figure, is then

placed on the top of it

and pressed down by

screws.so as to squeeze c^™ TsSSJ

the packing into every box.

crevice. The stuffing-

box is used in steam-engines, pumps, on the

shaft of a screw-steamer where it passes

through the stern, &c.

Stuffy (stun), o. [Comp. stive.] 1. Difficult

to breathe in; close; musty: said of a room.

' The salon was beginning to get sluffq and

hot' Sunday at Home, — 2 Stout; mettle

some; resolute. [Scotch.]—3. Angry; sulky;

obstinate. [United States.]

Stuke t (stuk), n. Stucco.

Stull (stul), n. [Perhaps connected with

stool; comp. O. elollen, a stand, a support]

In mining, (a) an arching of boards serving

to protect the workmen from stones falling

from the roof. (6) Same as Dunning.

Stulm (stulm), n. [Comp. Sw. stall, G. sfoi-

len, a gallery] A shaft to draw water out

of a mine. [Local or obsolete.]

Stulp (stulp). n. [Icel. stiilpi. a post, a pil

lar; Dan. Sw. and O.D. stolpe.) A short

stout post driven into the ground for any

purpose. (Provincial English.)

Stultification ( stul'ti-fl-ka"shon ). n. The

act of stultifying or state of being stultified.

Stultifler (stul'ti-fi-er), n. One who stulti-

flea

Part of Steam-engine

STUMP

Stultify (stul'ti-fi), e.t pret A pp stulti

fied; ppr. stultifying. [L. ..in I in.., foolish,

and/acio, to make.] 1. To make fooliah; to

make a fool of. Burke.— 2. To look upon as

a fool or as foolish.

The modern sciolist stultifies all understandings

but his own. and that which he regards as his own.

Heszlitt.

8. In law, to allege or prove to be insane,

for avoiding some act. — To stultify one's

self, to unsay, directly or by implication,

what one has already asserted ; to lay one's

self open to an accusation of self-contradic

tion.

StultUoquence (stul-til'okwensX «. (L.

stultus, foolish, and loquentia, a talking,

from loquor, to speak. ] Fooliah talk ; a

babbling.

Stultlloquent (stul-til'o-kwent), a. Given

to stultilouuence, or foolish talk.

StultUoquently ( stul-til'o-kwent-li ). adv.

In a stultiloquent manner; with foolish

talk.

Stultlloquy ( stnl-til'o-kwi ), n. [L stulti-

loquium. See STULTILOQUKNCE.] Foolish

talk; silly discourse; babbling. 'A mere

stultiloquy, or talking like a fooL' Jer.

Taylor.

Stum (stum), n. [D. Horn, unfermented

wine, must, wine that has not worked, from

stom, G. stumm, Dan. and Sw. -taw, dumb,

mute.] 1. Unfermeuted grape-juice; mast

or new wine, often mixed with dead or vapid

wine to raise a new fermentation.

Let our wines, without mixture or stum, be all fine.

Or call up the master, and break his dull noddle.

B. Jesutm.

2. Wine revived by being made by must to

ferment anew. Iiudibra*.

Stum (stum), v. 1. pret. * pp. stummed; ppr.

stumming. 1. To renew by mixing with

muBt and fermenting anew. ' We arum our

wines to renew their spirits.' Sir J. Flayer.

2. To fume a cask with brimstone. [Pro

vincial]

Stumble (stumtil), v.i. pret rt pp. stumbled;

ppr. stumbling. [0. E. stomble, stotnel. a

form allied to Prov. E. stammer, Sc. stam

mer, IceL stumra, to stumble, to walk with

uncertain steps ; Dan. dial, ttumle, ttumre,

to stamp, to totter; E. stump; L.G- alum-

win, stumpern, to walk with heavy steps ;

N. stumble, to totter. Allied also probably

to step and stamp.] 1. To trip in walking

or moving in any way upon the legs; to

strike the foot so as to fall or to endanger a

fall; to stagger after a false step.

The way of the wicked is as darkness : they know

not at what they stumble. Prov. iv. 19.

My mind

Stumbles, and all my faculties are lamed.

Tewtjrrtm.

2. To walk in a bnngling, noisy, and un

steady manner. ' He stumbled up the dark

avenue.' St'r »'. Scott.—3. To fall into crime

or error; to err.

He that lovelh his brother, abideth in the light, and

there is none occasion of stumiliug in him.

r Jn. ii. 10.

4. To strike upon without design; to fall on;

to light ou by chance: with on or upon.

Ovid stumbled by some inadvertence :..-.*..■ Lisia

In a bath. Drjdn.

Many of the greatest inventions have been acci

dentally stumbled ufon by men busy and mquisStive

Jhwa*

Stumble (stumlil), v.t. 1. To cause to stum

ble ; to cause to trip or stagger ; to trip up.

' False and dazzling fires to stumble men.'

Milton.—2. To confound; to puzzle; to put

to a nonplus; to perplex; to embarrass.

One thing more stumbles me in the very foundation

of this hypothesis. La<Jbe.

Stumble (stum'bl), n. 1. The act of stum

bling ; a trip in walking or running. — 2. A

blunder; a failure.

One stumble is enough to deface the character of

an honourable life. Sir Jt. UEstmuge.

Stumbler (stnm'bler), u One that stumbles

or makes a blunder.

A stumbler stumbles least in rugged way.

C. Hertert

Stumbling-block (stum'bling-blokXn. Any

cause of stumbling; that which forms a dif

ficulty in one's way : that which causes of

fence : generally used in figurative sense.

We preach Christ crucified, unto the )ews a stum
!•:'".■,. ,:.: -• , and unto the Greeks foolishness.

I Cor, L 33.

Stumblingly (stum'hling-li), adv. In a

stumbling manner. Sir P. Sidney.

Stumbling-stone(sttimlding-ston),n. Same

as StumbKng-block. T Burnet

Stump (stump), n [A nasalized form of

stub; Dan. stump, a fragment, a stump,

stump, blunt, dull; D. stomp, a stomp.

stomp, blunt, dull ; G. stumpf, a stump, a

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound;
ii, Sc. abuuc; J', Sc. ley.
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short end, shortened, docked, blunt. See

8TUR] 1. The fixed or rooted part of any

thing remaining alter another part has been

lopped oft. destroyed, or the like; as, (a) the

stub of a tree; the part of a tree remaining

in the earth after the tree is cut down, or

the part of any plant left in the earth after

it is cut down, (b) The part of a limb or

other body remaining after a part is am-

fmtated or destroyed; as, the stump of a

eg, of a finger, or a tooth—2. pi Legs; as,

to stir one's stumps. [Colloq.] — 3. One of

the three posts constituting the wicket at

the game of cricket Their lower ends are

pointed bo as to be easily driven into the

ground, and the height at which they Btand

when fixed is 27 inches; the space between

them must not allow of the ball passing

through. The top of each stump is grooved,

and in the grooves the small pieces of wood

called bails are laid, from Bttinip to stump.

4. A short thick roll of leather or paper cut

to a point, and used to rub down the harsh

or strong lines of a crayon or pencil draw

ing, for shading it, or for rubbing solid tints

on paper from colours in powder.—On the

stump, in the course of itinerating through

a district or country and making speeches

at different places, for political or other

purposes Saturday Rev. [Originally United

States. The word had its origin in the prac

tice of itinerant orators using the stump of

a tree to speak from in lately cleared dis

tricts]

Stump (stump), v. t. 1. To cut oft a part of;

to reduce to a stump; to lop.

Around the stumped top soft moss did grow.

Dr. H. Mart.

1. To strike, as anything fixed and hard,

with the toe. [Vulgar.]— 3. To challenge;

to defy ; to puzzle ; to confound. [Colloq.

and low, United States. ]—4. To make a tour

through or to travel over, making speeches

for political or personal purposes. Satur

day Rev. See the noun.—5. In cricket, (a) to

knock down a stump or stumps of,

A herd of boys with clamour bowl'd

And stump'd the wicket. Tennyson.

(&) To put out of play by knocking down the

wicket which the player or batsman is try

ing to defend, when he is oft the ground

allotted to him by the laws of the game :

sometimes with out; as, he was stumped, or

stumped out T. Hughes. Hence—6. To de

feat, impoverish, or ruin.

Don't you know our history?—haven't you heard,

my dear fellow, we are stumped* T. Hook.

Stump (stump), v.i 1. To walk stiffly,

heavily, or noisily.— 2. To make electioneer

ing or other such speeches from the stump

of a tree or other elevation : in a contemp

tuous Beuse. (American.] — To stump it,

(a) to make an escape ; to take to flight ; to

run off. [Slang.]

Stump it, my cove; that's a Bow-street runner.

Lord Lytton.

(6) To travel about making stump-speeches.

—To stump up, to pay or hand over money;

as, I will make him stump up for my lost

time. [Colloq. ]

Stumper (stumper), n. 1. One who stumps.

1A boaster. — 3. A story that puzzles or

creates incredulity. [Colloq. United States]

Stump-orator (Bturop'or-a-ter), n. A man

who harangues the populace from the stump

of a tree or other elevation; a frothy or

bombastic speaker.

Stump-oratory (stump'or-a-to-ri), n. Ora

tory such as that of a stump-orator.

Stump-speaker (stump'spek-er), n. A pop

ular political speaker. [United States. ]

Stump-speech (stump'spech), n. A speech

made from the stump of a tree or other im

provised platform; an electioneering speech

in favour of one's self or some other politi

cal candidate ; a loud, frothy, bragging, or

bombaBtic harangue. [United States.]

Stumpy (stump'i). a. 1. Full of stumps.—

2. Short; stubby. [Colloq]

Stun (stun), v.t. pret. A pp. stunned; ppr.

stunning. [A. Sax. stunian, to stun, to make

stnpid with a noise; G. staunen, to be aston

ished, to be stupefied. Perhaps from same

root as L. tono, to thunder, with prefixed «.]

1 . To overpower the sense of hearing of ; to

blunt or stupefy the organs of hearing of;

to confound or make dizzy by loud noise or

sound.

Still shall I hear, and never quit the score.

Stunned with hoarse Codrus' Theneid o'er and o'er?

Dryden.

2. To render insensible or dizzy by force or

violence ; to render senseless by a blow.

One hunt; a pole-ax at "■* saddle-bow.

And one a heavy mace to stun the foe. Dryden.

3. To surprise completely; to overpower.

William was quite stunned at my discourse, and

held his peace. De Foe.

Stung (stung), pret it pp. of sting.

Stunk (stungk), pret of stink.

Stunner (stun'er), «. 1. One who or that

which stuns. —2. Anything that stuns or

astonishes by its appearance or other quali

ties; anything wonderfully or extraordinar

ily good; something first-rate: often applied

to a person or thing of very showy appear

ance. [Slang.]

I am busy working a cap for you, dear aunty, . . .

and I think wheu finished it will be quite a stunner.

Dtitn Ramsay.

Stunning; (stun'ing), a. Of unusual quality

or qualities; first-rate; excellent; very good;

as, n stunning girl; stunning cigars; stun

ning wine. [Slang.]

Stunt (stunt), v.t. [A form of stint; A. Sax.

stintan, to be weary, stunt, blunt, stupid;

Icel. (non-nasalized) stuttr, short, stunted ;

O.Sw. stutt, stunt, docked, short; G. stutzen,

to dock, to shorten.] To hinder from free

growth; to shorten or check in growth; to

dwarf; as, to stunt a child; to stunt a plant

When, by a cold penury, I blast the abilities of a

nation, and stunt the growth of its active energies,

the ill I may do is beyond all calculation. Burke.

Stunt (stunt), a 1. A check in growth —

2. That which has been checked in its

growth; a stunted animal or thing. — 3. A

young whale, two years old, which, having

been weaned, is lean, and yields but little

blubber.

Stuntedness (stuntfed-nes), n. The state

of being stunted.

Stuntlnesst (stunfi-nes),n. Same n&Stnnted-

ness.

Stuntness (stunt'nes), n. Shortness; ab

ruptness. [Rare.]

Short sentences are prevalent In our language, as

long ones are in German. In all things we incline to

curtnes? and stuntness. y. Earle.

Stupa (sto'pa), n, [Skr. stupa, an accumu

lation, a mount, a stupa or tope.] The name

given by Buddhists to certain sacred monu

mental structures. As distinguished from

the dagoba, the true stupa commemorates

some event, or marks some spot, held dear

by the followers of Buddha; while the dago

ba contains relics of that deity. The names,

however, are Bometimes confounded.

Stupa, Stupe (stO'pa, stup), n. [L. stupa,

tow.] Flannel, flax, or other such articles

wrung out of hot water, plain or medicated,

applied to a wound or sore.

Stupe (stop), v.t. To apply a stupa or stupe;

to foment. Wiseman.

Stupe t (stOp), n. A stupid or foolish pcr-

sou. Bvekerstaff.

Stupefacient (stO-pe-fa'shi-ent), a. [L. stu-

pejaciens, stupefacientis, ppr. of stupefacio.

See Stupefaction.] Having a stupefying

power.

Stupefacient (8tu-pe-fft'8hf-ent),n. A medi

cine which produces stupor or insensibility;

a narcotic.

Stupefaction (stu-pe-fak'shon), n, [L. stu

pefacio. See Stupefy.] I. The act of stupe

fying or state of being stupefied. —2. A stolid

or senseless state; insensibility; dulness;

torpor; stupidity.

Resistance of the dictates of conscience brings a

hardness and stupefaction upon it. South.

Stupefactlve ( stu-pe-fak'tlv ). a. Causing

insensibility ; deadening or blunting the

sense of feeling or understanding; narcotic.

Stupefactlve (stu-pe-fak'tiv).H. That which

stupefies ; specifically, a medicine that pro

duces stupor; a stupefacient. 'Teaching

us to refuse any anodynes or stupe/actives.'

Bp. Reynolds.

Stupenedness (stu'pe-fid-nes), n. The state

of oeing stupefied; stupefaction; insensi

bility. 'The deadness and stupefiedness of

the part.' Boyle.

Stupefler (stu'pe-fi-er), n. One who or that

which stupefies, or makes dull or stupid.

Stupefy (stu'pe-fi),r.f. pret & pp. stupefied;

ppr. stupefying. [Fr. stupe'fier, from L. stu-

pefacere—stupeo, to be struck senseless, and

facio, to make.] 1. To blunt the faculty of

perception or understanding in ; to deprive

of sensibility; to make dull or dead to ex

ternal influences; to make torpid; &s,stupe-

fied by narcotics or by a blow on the head.

' As the fumes of drink discompose and stu

pefy the brain of a man overcharged with

it' South—2. t To deprive of material mo

bility.

It is not malleable; but yet it is not fluent, but

stupefied. Bacon.

[Sometimes incorrectly written stupify.]

Stupendt (stu-pend'), a. Stupendous. lStu-

pend and admiralde conclusions.' Burton.

Stupeudiousl (stO-pen'di-us), a. Stupend

ous. ' At sight of that stupendious bridge

his joy increased.' Milton.

Stupehdiouslyt (stu-pen'di-us-li),adi>. Stu

pendously. Sandys.

Stupendous (stu-pen'dus), a. [L. stupendous,

wonderful, amazing, astonishing; from stu-

peo. to be struck senseless, to be astonished. ]

Striking dumb by magnitude; hence, aston

ishing; great and wonderful; of astonishing

magnitude or elevation; grand; a&,nstupen-

dous pile; & stupendous edifice; a. stupendous

mountain.

All are but parts of one shtpendous whole. Pope.

Those temples, palaces, and piles stupendous.

Of which the very ruins are tremendous. //. Smith.

Stupendously (stu-pen'dus-li), adv. In a

stupendous manner.

Stupendousness (stu-pen'dus-nes), n. The

quality or state of being stupendous.

Stupent (stO'pent),a. [L stupens. stupentis,

ppr. of stupeo, to be stupefied.] Confounded;

astounded; stunned into-Bilence. [Rare.]

We will say mournfully, in the presence of Heaven

and Earth, that we stand speecldess, stupent, and

know not what to say ! Carlyie.

Stupeous (stu'pg-us), a. [L. stupa, tow.]

Resembling tow ; covered with long loose

hairs or filaments like tow; stupose.

Stupid (stu'pid), a. [h. stupidtts, from stu

peo, to be astonished, to be struck sense

less. ] 1. Deprived temporarily or perma

nently of the jwrceptive, thinking, or reason

ing faculties; bereft of feeling; in a state

of stupor; dull as regards the faculties;

deadened; insensible; stupefied. 'Stupid

with age.' Skak.

With wild surprise,

A moment stupid, motionless he stood. Thomson.

And Enid could not say one tender word

She felt so blunt and stupid at the heart.

Tennyson.

2. Devoid of understanding; possessed of

dull gross folly.

No man who knows aught can be so j/»#/:'rftr>deny

that all men naturally were born free. MUicn.

3. Characterized by or resulting from stu

pidity; formed without skill or genius;

senseless; nonsensical.

Observe what loads of stupid rhymes

Oppress us in corrupted times. Swiff.

Stupidity (stO-pid'i-ti). «. [Fr. stupidiU,

L. stupiditas. See Stu Pin.] The state or

quality of being stupid ; as, (a) insensibility

to external impressions; numbness of feel

ing; stupor; astonishment.

A stupidity

Past admiration strikes me. joined with fear.

Chapman.

(6) Extreme dulness of perception or under

standing; dull foolishness.

Pure stupidity is of a quiet nature, and content to

be merely stupid. Carlyie.

Syn. Insensibility, torpldness. deadness,

sluggishness, sottishness, doltishness, block-

ishness, senselessness.

Stupidly (stO'pid-li), adv. In a stupid man

ner; as, (a) with suspension or inactivity of

understanding or perception, (b) "Without

the exercise of reason or judgment; with

dull folly.

Stupldness (stO'pid-nes), n. Stupidity.

Stupifier (stO'pi-fi-er), n. Same as Stupefier.

Stupify (stO'pi-fi), v.t. Same as Stupefy.

Stupor (stO'por), n. [L.] 1. Great diminu

tion or suspension of sensibility; suppres

sion of sense; a state in which the faculties

are deadened or dazed; as, the patient 1b in

a stupor. 'A stupor or dull pain in the

thigh.' Arbuthnot—t Intellectual insensi

bility ; moral deadness ; heedlessness or in

attention to one's interests.

Our church stands haltered, dumb, tike a dumb

ox ; lowing only for provender (of tithes); content, if

it can have that; or, with dumb stupor, expecting its

further doom. Carlyie.

Stupose (9tu'p6s),a. [From L. stupa, tow.]

In oot. having a tuft of hairs; composed of

matted filaments like tow.

Stuprate(stO'prat),t» t. pretcfc pp. stuprated;

ppr. stuprating. [L. stupro, stupratum, to

defile, from stuprum, defilement] To ravish;

to debauch. Heywood.

Stupratlon (stu-pra'shon), n. Rape; vio

lation of chastity by force. Sir T. Browne.

Stuprum (stO'prum), n. [L] 1. Forcible

violation of the person; rape.—2. In civil

law, every union of the sexes forbidden by

morality.

Stupulose (stu'pO-lds), a. [Dim. of stupose.}

In tot covered with coarse, decumbent hairs.

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ion; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Sturdied (sterMid), a. Affected with the

disease called sturdy; as, 'sturdied sheep.'

Sir W. Scott.

Sturdily (sterMi-li), adv. In a sturdy man

ner; stuutly; lustily. ' Toughly chew and

sturdily digest' Donne.

Sturdineaa (sterMi-nes), n. The state or

quality of being sturdy; stoutness; lustiness;

vigorousness.

Sturdy (sterMi), a [Commonly derived from

O.Fr.estourdi, Mod. Fr.tSfourdi.stupid, giddy,

inconsiderate; like It stordire, to deafen,

to stupefy, possibly, according to Diez, from

a form extordire, for extorpidire—h. ex, and

torpidus, stupefied, from torpeo, to be numb.

But more probably from Icel. stirdr, hard,

stiff, unbending, harsh; perhaps from root

of stark, stare.] It Foolishly obstinate;

stupidly hardened; stubborn; stiff-necked.

A sturdy hardened sinner advances to the utmost

pitch of impiety with less reluctance than he took

the first step. Atterbury.

2. Stiff; stout; strong; as, & sturdy oak.

He was not of a delicate contexture, his limbs

rather sturdy than dainty. fPettttH.

3. Exhibiting strength or force ; forcible ;

lusty; violent; vigorous. 'A few sturdy

steps.' Sir W. Scott.

How bowed the woods beneath their sturdy stroke I

Gray.

4. Robust in body; strong; stout; vigorous

and hardy; as, a sturdy ploughman.

The men of the north, for the sake of material in

terests, succumbed to a course of treatment which

their more sturdy ancestors would not have endured

from an English ministry. W. Chambers.

Sturdy (ster'di), n. [Gael, stuird, stuirdean,

vertigo, drunkenness, sturdy.] A disease in

sheep, marked by a disposition to stagger,

sit on the rump, turn towards one side,

stupor, Ac. It is caused by the presence

within the brain of the cystic form (Coenu-

rus) or immature embryo of a particular

speciesof tape- worm(7VrmaCtr-uuru*),vary

ing in size from that of a pea to that of a

pigeon's egg. The sheep attacked are gene

rally under two years old, and a radical cure

is rarely effected, puncturing and trephining

the head over the injured part giving but

temporary relief.

Sturgeon (ster'jon), n. [Fr. esturgeon, from

LL. sturio, from O.H.G. sturio, A. Sax.

styria, Mod. G. 8w, and Dan. star, sturgeon.]

V v~

Sturgeon [Acipenser sturio).

A ganoid fish of the genus Acipenser, family

Sturionidie, the members uf which family

are popularly included under the name

sturgeon. The general form of the sturgeon

is similar to that of the shark, but the body

is covered with numerous bony plates in

longitudinal rows; the exterior portion of

the head is also well mailed ; the mouth

placed under the snout is small and eden-

tated; the palatal bones, soldered to the

maxillaries, convert them into the upper

iaw. The mouth, placed on a pedicel that

has three articulations, is more protractile

than that of a shark. The eyes and nostrils

are on the side of the head, and cirri are

inserted under the snout On the back is a

single dorsal fin, and the tail is forked. The

sturgeons ascend the larger rivers of Europe

in great abundance, and are the objects of

important fisheries. The flesh of most of

the species is wholesome and agreeable food;

their ova is converted into caviare, and their

air-bladder affords the finest isinglass. The

common sturgeon(.4c»j>enwr*furw) isfound

in most of the large rivers of Europe. Its

flesh is delicate and well-flavoured, some

what resembling veal. When caught in the

Thames, within the jurisdiction of the Lord-

mayor of London, it is a royal fish, reserved

for the sovereign. The sterletM . ruthenus)

is found in the Volga and the Danube. (See

Sterlet.) The great or white sturgeon, or

beluga (A. huso), is found in the Danube,

the Volga, and other rivers running into

the Black and Caspian Seas. It frequently

exceeds 12 aud 15 feet in length, and weighs

above 1200 pounds. The flesh is not much

esteemed, but the finest isinglass is made

from its air-bladder. There are several spe

cies peculiar to North America,

Sturioiies, Sturionidse (stu-ri-6'nez, stu-ri-

on'i-de), n. pi. A family of ganoid fishes, of

which the common sturgeon (Acipenser

sturio) is the type. See Sturgeon.

Sturionian (stu-rf-6'ni-an), n. A member

of the family Sturiones or SturionidDo.

Sturk (sterk), n. A young ox or heifer. See

Stirk. [Local.]

SturnidSB (ster'ni-de), n. pi. The starlings,

a family of insessorial birds, of which Stur-

nus is the type genus.

Sturnus (ster'nus), n. [L, a starling] A

genus of insessorial birds, of which the com

mon starling (Sturnus vulgaris) is a familiar

example. See Starlino.

Sturt (sturt), v.t. [Sw. storta, to vex, to dis

turb; G. stbren, to disturb; akin stir.] To

vex; to trouble. [Old and provincial.]

Sturt (sturt), v.t. To startle; to be afraid.

Burns. [Scotch.]

Sturt (sturt). n. Trouble; disturbance;

vexation; wrath; heat of temper. [Scotch.]

Sturt(stert), ?i. In mining, an extraordinary

profit made by a tributer by taking the ex

cavation or cutting of a course of ore at a

high price.

Stutt (stut), v.i. To stutter.

Nay, he hath Albano's imperfection too,

And stuts when he is violently moved. Marston.

Stutter (stut'er), v.i. fD. stotteren, L.G.

stotern, G. stottern, to stutter ; freq. forms

corresponding to 0. and Prov. E. stut, to

stutter, to stagger; Sc. slot, to rebound; LO.

stolen, to knock; Icel. stauta, to strike.] To

stammer; to hesitate in uttering words.

When I want to apologize I always stutter.

i^ord Lytton.

Stutter (stut'er), n. 1. A stammer; a hesi

tation in speaking ; as, to be troubled with

n stutter. See Stammer.—2,t A stutterer.

' Many stutters (we find) are choleric men.'

Bacon.

Stutterer (stut'er-er), n. One who stutters;

a stammerer.

Stuttering (stut'er-ing), ft. A hesitation in

speaking, in which there is a spasmodic and

uncontrollable reiteration of the same syl

lable. See Stammering.

StUtteringly (stut'er-ing-li), adv. In a stut

tering manner; with stammering.

Sty(sti), n. [A. Sax. sttge, Icel. stla, Dan.

sti, Sw. stia, O.H.G. sttga, a sty, a swine's

sty. The first part of steward is this word.]

1. A pen or fnclosure for swine. Hence—

2. Any filthy hovel or place ; a place of bes

tial debauchery. ' To roll with pleasure in

a sensual sty.' Milton.

Sty (sti), v.t pret «fc pp. stied; ppr. stying.

To shut up in a sty.

Styt (sti), v.i. [A. Sax. sttgan, to mount, to

ascend. See STEYE ] To soar; to ascend.

' With bolder wing shall dare aloft to sty.'

Spenser.

Sty, Styan (sti, sti'an), n. Samo as Stye.

There is a sty grown o'er the eye o' th' Bull,

Which will go near to blind the constellation.

Beau, cr Ft.

Styan (sti'an), n. Same as Stye.

1 knew that a styan on the eye could be easily re

duced. De Quiucey.

Styca (sti'ka), n. [A. Sax stic, stye; comp.

A. Sax. sticce, G. stuck, a piece.] An Anglo-

Saxon copper coin of the value of half a far

thing. It seems to have been principally, if

not wholly, coined in the kingdom of Nor-

Stycaof Eanred, King of Northumberland.

thuraberland. It bore the king's name on

one side and the coiner's on the other.

Stye (sti). u. [A. Sax. sttge nd. a tumour on

the eye, from sttgan, to rise.] A small in

flammatory tumour of the nature of a boil

on the edge of the eyelid, particularly near

the inner angle of the eye; hordeolum.

Written also Sty and Styan.

Styet (sti), v.i. Same as Sty.

Stygian (stij'i-an), o. [L. stygius, from Styet,

Gr. Styx, Stygos, the Styx, said to mean lit

erally the Hateful, from stygeo, to hate.]

Pertaining to Styx, fabled by the ancients

to be a river of hell over which the shades

a. Style; b. Stigma.

of the dead passed; hence, hellish; infer

nal.

At that so sudden blaze, the Stygian throne

Bent their aspect. Milton.

Stylagalmalc (sti'la-gal-ma"ik), n. or a.

[Gr. stylos, a pillar, and agalina, an image.]

In arcn. performing the office of a column;

as, stylagaUnaic figures or images.

Stylar (stll'er), a. Pertaining to a style;

stilar.

Stylate (sti'lat), a. In hot. having a per

sistent style.

Style (stil), n. [Fr. style, from L stilus, stylus,

a stake, a pale, a pointed instrument, a style

for writing on waxen tablets, hence mode of

expression; from root of stimulus, Gr. stizo.

to prick, E. stick, sting (which see).] 1. A

pointed instrument or iron bodkin used by

the ancients for writing by scratching on

wax tablets. While the pointed end was used

to form the letters, the other end, which

was made blunt and smooth, was used for

making erasures. From the instrument of

writing the word came to signify a particular

manner of writing. See 3 below. — 2. Any

thing resembling a style in being pointed; as,

(a) a pointed tool used in graving; a graver.

(b) A pointed surgical instrument ; a probe.

(c) The pin or gnomon of a sun-dial, which

projects the shadow on the plane of the dial.

(d) In but. the prolongation of the summit

of the ovary which sup

ports the stigma. Some

times it is entirely want

ing, and then the stigma

is sessile, as in the poppy

and tulip. When the

ovary is composed of a

single carpel, the style

is also single, and the

number of styles varies

according to the number

of carpels, though when

the carpels are numerous

the styles may be united.

Considered in reference to its direction or

position, the style may be lateral, basal, ver

tical, included, protruded, ascending, or de

cimate. Viewed in reference to its form, it

may be filiform, subulate, trigonal, clavi-

form, or yetaloui. Viewed with reference

to its divisions, it may be simple or divided;

when the divisions do not extend far, it is

slit; when more prolonged, partite. Thus

it may be bifid or bipartite, triAd or tripar

tite, &c. After fecundation the style gen

erally falls off, when it is said to be cadu

cous; but when it remains, it is said to be

persistent. —3. Wanner of writing with re

gard to language; the peculiar manner in

which a person expresses his conceptions;

the particular mode or form of expressing

ideas in language which distinguishes one

writer or speaker from another; the dis

tinctive manner of writing which belongs to

each author, and also to each body of

authors, allied as belonging to the same

school, country, or epoch.

Proper words in proper places make the true de

finition of a style. Swift.

Yet let some lord but own the happy lines.

How the wit bii^luens and the ityle refines? Ftpe.

The style which deals in lone sentences or in short

sentences, or indeed which has any trick in it, is a

bad style. . . . The best thine which, to my mind,

has been ever said about style was said in a meta

phorical way, the writer declaring that the style

should, as it were, involve and display the subject-

matter, as the drapery in a consummate statue folds

over and around trie figure. Sir A. Helps.

4. Mode of presentation, especially in music

or any of the fine arts; characteristic or pe

culiar mode of developing an idea or accom

plishing a result Style in the arts depends

on the character of the artist, the subjects,

the art itself, the materials used, the object

aimed at, &c. The style varies in different

periods, and is also influenced by differences

of national character. The various branches

of an art, too, have each its peculiar style.

Thus in poetry there are the epic, lyric, and

dramatic styles; in music, the sacred, opera,

and concert styles, the vocal and instru

mental styles, the sonata and symphony

styles, &c. ; in painting there are the histori

cal, landscape, Ac, styles.— 5. External man

ner or fashion; often, manner deemed ele

gant and appropriate in social demeanour;

fashion: as, the entertainment was got up

in excellent style.—6. Phrase of address or

appellation; formal or official designation;

title; as. any one having the style of majesty.

' One style to a gracious benefactor, another

to a proud insulting foe.' Burke.—7. In

arch, a particular character as to the gen

Fate, far, fat, fall: me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte. not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. ahttne; y. Sc. tey.
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end artistic Idea pervading a building; as,

the Gothic style, the Grecian style, the

Moorish style, the Norman style, dec—8. In

chron. a mode of reckoning time with re

gard to the Julian and Gregorian calendar.

(See Gregorian, Julian.) Style is Old or

-V- ic. The Old Style follows the Julian man

ner of computing the months and days, in

which the year consists of 3(25 days and to*

hours. This is something more than 11

minutes too much, and in the course of time,

between Cnsar and Pope Gregory XIII.,

this accumulated error amounted to 10 days.

Gregory reformed the calendar by retrench

ing 10 days, and Axing the ordinary length

of the civil year at 365 days; and to make

up for the odd hours it was ordained that

every fourth year (which we call leap-year)

should consist of 3G6 days. But the true

length of the solar year is only 365 days 5

hours 43 minutes 51*6 seconds; hence, four

solar years would fall short of four years of

395 days 6 hours each, or of four Julian

years, three of 365 days and one of 366

days, by 44 minutes 33 6 seconds, and 400

solar years would fall short of 400 Julian

years by 74 hours 16 minutes, or by a little

more than three days. This error it was or

dained should be rectified by omitting three

days in three of the four years which com

pleted centuries; or, in other words, that

the centuries divisible without remainder

by 400, should alone of the centuries be ac

counted leap-years. Thus 1600, 2000, 2400

would be leap-years, but not 1700, 1800,

1900, 2100, 2200, 2300. This mode of cor

recting the calendar has been adopted at

different times in almost all civilized na

tions with the exception of Russia and

those countries where the Greek Church

is predominant, which still adhere to the

Old Style. In England the Gregorian or

New Style was adopted by act of parlia

ment in 1752, and as one of the years con

cluding a century in which the additional

or intercalary day was to be omitted (the

year 1700) had elapsed since the correction

by Pope Gregory, it was necessary to omit

11 instead of 10 days in the current year.

Accordingly 11 days in September, 1752, were

retrenched, and the 3d day was reckoned

the 14th. The difference between the Old and

New Styles is now 12 days.—Style ofa court,

in law, the practice observed by any court

in its way of proceeding. —Juridical styles, in

Scot* law, the particular forms of expres

sion and arrangement necessary to be ob

served in formal deeds and instruments.—

Diction, Phraseology, Style. See under

Diction.

Style (stilX v.t pret. A pp. styled; ppr. styl

ing. To entitle; to term, name, or call; to

denominate.

The chancellor of the exchequer they had no mind

should be styled a knight. Clarendon.

He who lint made use of that contemptible min

eral (iron) way be truly styled the father of arts.

Locke.

sv n. To call, name, denominate, designate,

term, characterize.

Stylet (sti'let), n. In sura, a probe.

Stylidiace» (atMid'i-a"se-e), n. pi. Style-

worts, a nat. order of monopetalous dicotyle

dons, chiefly containing plants belonging to

tilt; genus Stylidlum (which see).

8tylidium (stUid'i-uni), ?k [Gr. stylos, a

Stylidiuin laricifolium.

colnmn, and eidos, likeness] A genus of

Australian plants, nat order Stylidiacea\

remarkable for the peculiarly irritable col

umn which bears both the stamens and

pistil. This column is jointed, and when

touched at a particular point it throws itself

with force from one side of the flower to the

other, bursting the anther-lobes and scat

tering the pollen on the stigma. The spe

cies are herbaceous plants or small shrubs,

with scattered entire, sometimes whorled

leaves, and pink, white, or violet, rarely

yellow flowers. Some are very ornamental

Stylifonn (stni-form), a. [L. stylus, style,

and /orina, form.] Having the shape of or

resembling a style, pin, or pen; styloid.

Styline (strlin), a. In b<A. of or pertaining

to the style.

Styliscus (sti-lis'kuB), n. In hot. the channel

which passes from the stigma of a plant

through the style into the ovary.

Stylish (stil'ish), a. Being in fashionable

form, or in high style; being quite in the

mode or fashion; showy: as, a stylish house,

dress, manner, and the like. [Colloq.]

Stylishly (stil'ish-li), adv. In a stylish man

ner; fashionably; showily. [Colloq]

Stylishness (stlHsh-nes), n. The state or

quality of being stylish, fashionable, or

showy; showiness; as, the stylishness of dress

or of an equipage. [Colloq.]

Stylist (sti'list), n. A writer or speaker

who is careful of Ills style; a master of style;

a critic of style.

Stylistic (sti lis'tik), n. 1. The art of form

ing a good style in writing.—2. A treatise on

style. [Rare.]

Stylistic (Bti-lis'tik), a. Of or relating to

stylo.

Still, the extreme uncertainty of the evidence which

identifies any existing manuscript as an actual pro

duction of the translator Wycuffe, and the great

stylistic differences between the works usually as

cribed to him, require us to use grewl caution in

speaking of the characteristics of his diction.

G. P. Marsh.

Stylite (stl'lit), n. [Gr. styliUs, from stylos,

a pillar.] In eccles. hist, a pillar-saint; one

of those ascetics who, by way of penance,

passed the greater part of their lives on

the top of high columns or pillars. This

mode of self-torture was practised among

the monks of the East from the fifth to the

twelfth century. Perhaps the most cele

brated was St. Simeon the Stylite, who

lived in the fifth century, and is the sub

ject of one of Tennyson's shorter poems.

Stylo- (sti'16). A frequent prefix in anato

mical terms applying to muscles which are

attached to the styloid process of the tem

poral bone; as, «ti/fo-glossus, afyfo-hyoideus,

«fj/to-mastoid foramen, «fyZo-pharyngeus.

Stylobate (stilo-bat), n. 1 1, stylobates, sty-

looata, from Gr. stylobate*— stylos, a pfl-

S, Stylobate.

lar, and bates, one that treads, from baind,

to go. ] In arch, generally, any sort of base

ment upon which columns are placed to

raise them above the level of the ground or

floor; but, technically, a continuous un

broken pedestal upon which an entire range

of columns stands, contradistinguished from

pedestal*, which are merely detached frag

ments of a stylobate placed beneath each

column.

Stylobatlon (sti-lo-ba'shon), n. In arch, the

pedestal of a column.

Stylobite (Btn6-bH), n. Gehlenite (which

see).

Stylographlc, Stylographlcal (sti-ld-graf'-

ik, sti-16-graf'ik-ai), a. Pertaining to or used

in stylography ; as, stylographic cardB, or

such as may be written on with a style.—

Stylographic pencil, a pencil or style for this

kind of writing.

Stylography ( sti-log'rafl ), n. [Gr. stylos,

a style, and graphs, to write] Art of trac

ing with a style ; a method of drawiug and

engraving with a style on cards or tablets.

Stylohyoid (sti-16-hi'old), a. In anat. per

taining to the styloid and hyoid processes.

'The stylo-hyoid ligament.' Dunglison.

Styloid (sti'loid), a. [Gr. stylos, a style, and

eidos, likeness ] Having some resemblance

to a style or pen ; as, the styloid process of

the temporal bone.

Stylospores.

Stylomastoid (stM6-mas'toid), a. In anat.

pertaining to the styloid and mastoid pro

cesses. 'The stylomastoid artery.' Dun

glison.

Stllomaxillary (stl-16-mak'sil-la-ri),a. [Sty

loid (process) and maxillary.] In anat. of

or pertaining to the styloid processes and

the jaw; aa the stylomaxillary ligament.

Stylometer (sti-lom'et-er), n. [Or. stylos, a

column, and metron, a measure.) Au in

strument for measuring columns.

Stylopod, Stylopodium (BtHo-pod, sti-lo-

po'di-um), ». [Gr. stylos, a pillar, a style,

and pous, podos, a foot] In hot. one of the

double fleshy discs from which the styles in

the rmbelliferce arise.

Stylops (stilops), n. [Gr. stylos, a pillar,

and ops, the eye.] A genus of insects the

members of which are the chief representa

tives of the order Strepsiptera. The females

are wingless and footless grub-like crea

tures, living as parasites on the bodies of

bees, wasps, Ac.

Stylospore (sti'16-spor). n. In bot. a name

given to naked spores

in certain genera of

Fungi from their

being produced at the

tips of short thread

like cells, or more

rarely on branched

threads. In some

genera, as in Tym-

panis, naked spores

and asci are produced

from the same hy-

inenium. — Treas. of

Bot. The cut shows

(M ascus of Tympanis

sah'gna; a a, stylospores of do.; c, stylo-

spores of Cenangiumfraxini.

Stylosteglum (stllos-te'ji-um), n. [Gr.

stylos, a style, and stego, to cover closely.]

In bet. the same as Corona In stapelias and

similar plants.

Stylus (stilus), n. [L] Sec Style, l. Writ

ten also Stilus.

Stymphalldes (stim-fali-dSzX n. pi. In

Greek myth, certain foul birds of prey— so

named from frequenting the lake Stympha-

lus in Arcadia, or from a hero Stymphalus,

whose daughters they were supposed to bo—

having iron wings, beaks, and claws. They

could Bhoot their feathers like arrows, and

thus kill man and beast. Eurystheus im

posed on Hercules the labour of driving

them from their abode.

Styptic (stip'tik), a. [Ft. styptique; L. styp-

txcus; Gr. styptikos, from styphd, to contract.]

l.t Astringent; producing contraction.

Fruits of trees and shrubs contain phlegm, oil, and

an essential salt, by which they arc sharp, sweet, sour,

or styptic. Arbuthnot.

2. Having the quality of restraining hemor

rhage; stopping the bleeding of a wound.

Styptic (stip'tik), n. l.t An astringent.—

2. A medicament employed for the purpose

of checking a flow of blood by application

to the bleeding orifice or surface.

Styptlcal (stip'tik-al). a. Same as Styptic.

Stypticity (stip-tis'i-ti). n. The quality of

being styptic. Sir J. Floyer.

Styracese, Styracacese ( sti-ra'se-6, sti-ra-

ka'se-e), n. pi. [From styrax. ] A small nat.

order of plants belonging to the polycarpous

group of monopetalouB exogens. The spe

cies are trees or shrubs with alternate leaves

without stipules. The flowers are usually

axillary, and are either solitary or clustered

with membranaceous bracts ; the fruit is a

drupe, the seeds few or solitary, with the

embryo lying In the midst of albumen. The

species are found in the temperate and tro

pical parts of North and South America,

and also in Nepaul and China. The order

is chiefly remarkable for furnishing the ato-

rax and benzoin of commerce. Some of the

species are used for dyeing yellow. The

order includes the snowdrop tree of North

America, Ualesia tetraptera.

Styraclne, Styracln (sti'ra-sfn), n. (C,.HW

£.) A crystalline substance extracted from

storax. It is neutral, and has the proper

ties of a resin.

Styrax (sti'rakB), n. [L. and Gr. styrax or

storax.] A genus of plants, nat. order Sty

racese, of which it is the type. The species

are elegant trees and shrubs, mostly covered

with stellate hairs, with entire leaves and

white or cream-coloured racemose flowers.

They ore principally natives of America and

Asia; one is found in Europe, and one in

Africa. S. oMcinalis, or officinal storax, is

a native of Syria, Italy, and most part* of

i-h. eAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; u, Fr ton; ng, am;/: TH, than; th, thin: w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure. — See KEY.
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the Levant It yields the storax of com

merce, and which is used in medicine. S.

Benzoin (gum-benjamin tree) is a native of

Styrax Benzoin.

Sumatra and Java. It yields the gum ben

zoin or benjamin of commerce, also used

In medicine. (See Storax, Benzoin.) The

hardy species of Styrax are well adapted

for shrubberies, on account of their foliage

and handsome flowers.

StyTian (stir*! an), n. A native of Styria, a

province of Austria.

StyTian (stir'i-an), a. Of or belonging to

Styria

Styrole, Styrol (sti'rol), n. (C9He.) Oil of

storax, obtained from styracine by distilling

it with hydrate of lime.

Stythe (stith), n. [Perhaps allied to stifle.]

In mining, a miner's term for the suffocating

odour of choke-damp which follows an ex

plosion of fire-damp in a mine.

Styx (stiks), n. In clans, myth, the prin

cipal river of the lower world, round which

it passed seven times, and which had to be

crossed in passing to the regions of disem

bodied souls.

Suability (su-a-bU'i-ti), n. Liability to be

sued . the state of being subject by law to

civil process.

Suable (su'a-bl), a. Capable of being or

liable to be sued; subject by law to be called

to answer in court.

Suadet fswad), v.t. To persuade.

Suage t (swaj), v.t. To assuage.

Suant (su'ant), a. [O.Fr. suant, suiant, ppr.

of wire, to follow. See Sue] Even; uni

form ; spread equally over the surface.

Written also Suent. [United States, local]

Suantly(su'ant-U), adv. Evenly; smoothly;

regularly. [United States, local ]

Suasible (swa'zi-bl), a. [From L suadeo,

suasum, to advise, to persuade.] Capable

of being persuaded ; easily persuaded. [Rare. ]

Suasion, (awa'zhon), n. The act of persuad

ing; as, moral suasion. ' The subtle suasion

of the devil." Sir T. More.

Suasive (swa'ziv), a. [From L. suadeo, sua

sum, to advise, persuade.] Having power

to persuade. South,

Suaslvely (swa'ztv-li), adv. In a manner

tending to persuade. ' Let a true tale . . .

be suasively told them.' Carlyle.

Suasory (swa'zo-ri). a. [L. suasorius, from

huadeo, suasum, to advise, persuade. ] Tend

ing to persuade; having the quality of con

vincing and drawing by argument or rea

son. *A stuuory or enticing temptation.'

Bp. Hopkins.

Suave (swav), a. [Fr. suave, sweet, pleas

ant, from L. suavis, sweet. See Suavity]

Gracious or agreeable in manner; blandly

polite; bland; pleasant. 'A slight disturb

ance of his ordinary suave and well-bred

equanimity.' Ld. Lytton.

Suavely (swav'li), adv. In a suave manner;

blandly; with a pleasant manner of address;

as, to speak suavely.

Suavifyt (swav'i-fi), v.t [L. suavis, sweet,

and facio, to make.] To make affable.

Suaviloquentt (Bwa-vil'o-kwent), a. Speak

ing suavely or blandly; using soft and agree

able speech.

Suaviloquy t (swa-vil'o-kwi). n. f L. suavis,

sweet, and loquor, to speak ] Sweetness of

speech.

Suavity (swav'i-ti), n. [Fr. suaviU, L.
.- ■■""' '" •. from suavis, sweet, from the same

root as suadeo, to persuade, and as E. sweet. ]

1. The state or quality of being suave ; gra-

c.iousness and politeness of address; agree-

ableness; pleasantness; as, suavity of man

ners; suavity of language, conversation, or

address. 'All that grace, that nobleness,

that suavity, under which lay ... a seared

conscience and a remorseless heart.' Mac-
a "In if ■_' t Sweetness to the taste. Sir T.

Browne—8.t What is pleasant or agreeable.

' Some sauvities and pleasant fancies within

ourselves. ' GlanvilU.

Sub- (sub). [A particle which in origin is the

same as E. up. ] A Latin preposition, denoting

lit. under or below, used in English as a prefix

to express an inferior position or intention,

and also a subordinate degree, or some

degree, and sometimes the least sensible

degree, of that which the word to which it

is prefixed expresses. The last letter of

this prefix is often changed into the letter

which begins the next pliable, as in *t«cinct,

suffer, tfu^gest, summon, suppress, (fcc. In

chemical nomenclature, when sub is prefixed

to the name of a salt it denotes a deficiency

of acid and an excess of base.

Sub (sub). "- A colloquial contraction for

a subordinate; an inferior officer, function

ary, or the like.

Subacetate (sub-as'e-tat), n. An acetate

having an excess of the base; as, subacetate

of lead; subacetate of copper or verdigris.

Subacid (sub-aB'id), a. Moderately acid or

sour; as, a subacid juice. Arbuthnot.

Subacid (sub-as'id), n. A substance moder

ately acid.

Subacrid(sub-ak'rid), a. Moderately Bharp,

pungent, or acrid. Sir J. Floyer.

Subactt (sub-aktf), v.t. [L subigo, subactum

—sub, under, and ago, to lead, to bring. ] To

reduce; to subdue. Bacon.

Subactlont ( sub-ak'shon ), n. [See above.]

The act of reducing to any state, as of mix

ing twobodies completely or of beating them

to a powder. Bacon.

Subacute (sub-a-kuf), a. Acute in a modi

fied degree.

Subadar (BO-ba-darO- See Soubahpar,

Sub-aerial (Bub-a-e'ri-al), a. Under the

air or sky; specifically, in geol. used of phe

nomena taking place on the earth's surface

under the open air: opposed to subaqueous.

I-onjf before the eruptions began the Silurian rocks

had been sculptured into hilts and valleys by the action

chiefly of the sub**fri.ai forces. "James Getkit.

The term iuf>-aerial Is intended to apply to those

material* which are derived from atmospheric waste

but have not been reasserted in water. Prqf. Young

Sub-agency (sub-a'jen-si), n. A subordinate

agency.

Sub-agent (sub-a'jent), n. In law, the agent

of an agent

Subah (so'ba), n. [Per. and Hind.] In

India, a province or vlceroyship.

Subahdar (sb-ha-daiO, fi See Soubatidar,

Subaldt (sub-ad'), v.t. To give secret or pri

vate aid. ' Subaiding such, who else could

not subsist' Daniel.

Subalate (sub-a'lat), n. In bot. slightly

alate or alated.

Sub-almoner (sub-al'mon-er), n. A subor

dinate almoner. Wood.

Sub-alpine (sub-al pin), a. Of or belonging

to a region on lofty mountains immediately

below the Alpine.

Subaltern (subaltern or sub-al'tern, the

former always in the logical Bense), a.

(Fr. subaltcrne, from L. sub, and altcrnus,

alternate, from alter, the other. ] Holding

an inferior or subordinate position; specifi

cally, in the army, below the rank of a

captain; as, a subaltern officer. Swift.—

Subaltern or subaltemating propositions,

in logic, universal and particular proposi

tions which agree in quality but not in quan

tity; as, 'every vine is a tree;' 'some vine is a

tree.'—Subaltern species or genus, in logic,

that which is both a species of some higher

genus and a genus in respect of the species

into which it is divided.—Subaltern opposi

tion is between a uidversal and a particular

of the same quality.

Subaltern (sub'al-t*rn or sub-al'tern), n.

One who holds a subordinate position; spe

cifically, a commissioned military officer

l>elow the rank of captain.

Subaltemant (sub-al-ter'nant), n. In

logic, a universal, as opposed to a parti

cular.

Subalternate (sub-nl-ter'nat), a. 1. Succes

sive; succeeding by turns.—2. Subordinate;

subaltern; inferior. 'Subalternate or subor

dinate one to the other.' Canon Tooker.

Subalternate (Bub-al-ter'nat), n. In logic,

a particular, as opposed to a universal.

Subalternating (sub-al-U-r'nat-ing), a.

Succeeding by turns.

Subalternatlon (Bub-al'ter-na"shon), n.

State of inferiority or subjection; being

subalternate. Hooker.

Sub-angular (sub-ang'gu-ler), a. SllghUy

angular.

Subapennine (sub-ap'en-nln), a. Under

or at the foot of the Apennine mountains;

specifically, in geol. a term applied to a

series of strata of the older and newer

pliocene period. These strata rest uncon-

formably upon the inclined beds of the Ap-

ennine range, and are composed of sand,

clay, marl, and calcareous tufa.

Sub-apical (sub-ap'ik-al), a. Under the

apex ; of or pertaining to the part just

l>elow the apex.

Sub-aquaneoust (aub-a-kwjVne-us), a.

Being or living underwater; subaqueous;

subaquatic. Blount.

Subaauatic, Subaqueous (sub-a-kwat'ik,

sub-ak'we-us), a. [L. sub, under, and aqua,

water.] 1. Being under water or beneath

the surface of water. —2. In geol. formed

under water; deposited under water; as,

subaqueous formations.

Sub-arachnoid (sub-a-rak'noid), a. In

limit applied to the space between the

arachnoid membrane and the pia mater.

Sub -arborescent (8ub-ar'bor-es"ent), a.

Having a somewhat tree-like aspect.

Sub-arctic (sub-ark'tik). a Applied to a

regiou or climate next to the arctic; ap

proximately arctic.

Subarcuated (subar'ku-at-ed), a. Having

a form resembling that of a bow; somewhat

arcuated or incurved.

Subarratlon (sub-ar a'shon). n. [L. tnb,

under, and arrha, earnest-money. ] The

ancient custom of betrothing by the be-

Btowal, on the part of the man, of marriage

gifts or tokens, as money, rings, or other

articles, upon the woman.

Subastral (sub-as'tral ), a. [L sub, under,

and astrum, a constellation. J Beneath the

stars or heavens ; terrestrial.

Subastringent (sub-as-trin'Jent), a. As

tringent in a small degree.

Subaud (sub-ad'), v.t. [L. subaudio.] To

supply mentally, as a word or an ellipsis.

[Rare. I

Subaudition (sub-a-di'shon), « [L. sub-

auditio, subaudition is, front subaudio, to

understand or supply a word omitted—tub.

under, and audio, to hear.] The act of

understanding something not expressed ;

that which Ib understood or implied from

that which is expressed; understood mean

ing.

On this subject of rmbmmf&Om I will at present

exercise your patience no farther. Horn* I. -t.r

Subaxillary (sub-aks'il-la-ri), a. [L. sub,

under, and axilla, the armpit ] 1. Under the

armpit or the cavity of the wing. 'Subaxil

lary feathers.' Pennant.—2. In &of. placed

under the axil or angle formed by the branch

of a plant with the stem or by a leaf with

the branch.

Sub-base, Sub-bass (811110)53, subtias), n

In music, the deepest pedal stop or thelowest

notes of an organ. Called also Sub-bourdon.

Sub-beadle (sublw-dl), n. An inferior or

under beadle. 'Simple messengers or sub-

beadles.' Ayliffc.

Sub-bourdon (sub-boVdon), n, [Prefix sub,

and Fr. bomdon, a bass. 1 Same as Subbam

Sub-brachlal (sub-bm'ki-al). a. Relating

or belonging to the order of subbrachians

Sub-brachiales (sub-bra'ki-a-lez), n pi.

A group of malacopterygious fishes. See

Malacoiterygii.

Subbracnian (sub-bra'ki an), n. and a. One

of or belonging to the group Sub-hrachialea.

Sub-breed(sub'bred),n. A distinctly marked

subdivision of a breed. Darwin.

Subcalcareous (sub-kal-ka're-usX a. Some

what calcareous.

Sub - cartilaginous (sub-kar/ti-laj"in-usX

a. 1. Situated under or beneath cartilage.

2. Partially gristly.

Subcaudal (sub-ka'dal),a. Lying or situated

beneath the tail.

Subcelestial (sub-s^-les'ti-al). a. Being be

neath the heavens; as, subcelestial glories.

Glancille.

Subcentral (sub-sen'tral), a. 1 . Being under

the centre. —-2. Nearly central, but not quite.

Sub-chanter (sub'chant er). n. An under

chanter; a deputy of the precentor of aca>

thedral. 'Sub-chanters of Heaven's har

mony.' Sir J. Davies.

Subclrcular (sub-ser'ku-ler), a. Somewhat

or nearly circular. Own.

Sub-Class (sulvklas), n. A subdivision of a

class, consisting of orders allied to a certain

extent.

Subclavian (Bub-klH'vi-an).(i. [L. tub, under,
and clavis, a key, used in sense of Gr. '"<.'.•■.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; f, Se fe>.
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the collar-bone. ] Situated under the clav

icle or collar-bone; as, the subclavian veins

anil arteries. See THORAX

Sub-columnar (sub-ko-lunrner), a. Ingeol.

approximately columnar.

Sub-committee (sub-kom-mit'e), n. An

under committee ; a part or division of a

committee.

Sub-compressed (sub-kom-presfX a. Par

tially or somewhat compressed; not fully

compressed.

Sub-concave (sub-konTcav), a. Slightly con

cave. Otctn.

Sub-conformable (sub-kon-forni'a-bl), a.

Partially conformable.

Sub-conical (sub-kon'ik-al),n Slightly coni

cal.

Sub—consdous (sub-kon'shus), a. 1. Par

tially orfeebly conscious. —2.Occurringwith

out an attendant consciousness: said of

states of the soul.
Sub-constellatlon(Hubrkon-steMa"shon),ii.

A subordinate or secondary constellation.

Sub-contract (subTcon-trakt). n. A con

tract under a previous contract.

Sub-contracted (sub-kon-trakt'ed), a. Con-

tracteti after a former contract; betrothed

for the second time.

Tis she is tub- contracted to this lord.

And I, her husband, contradict your bans. Shak.

Sub-contractor (sub-kon-trakt'er), n. Oue

who takes a portion of a contract, as for

work, from the principal contractor.

Sub-contrary(suh-koii'tra-ri),o. 1. Contrary

in an inferior degree. In grout, when two

similar triangles are so placed as to have a

common angle at their vertex, and yet their

bases not parallel, they are said to be sub-

contrary, as the triangles acb, cde. In such

tri'ifigles the angles at the bases are equal,

bat on the contrary sides.— Sub-contrary

section, in geom. the sec

tion of an oblique cone c

with a circular base, cut

by a plane not parallel to

the base, but inclined to

the axis so that the section

is a circle. In this case

the plane of the section,

and the section of the

base, are equally inclined

to the axis, bat the in- D<

clinations are in opposite

directions. —2. I u logic («),

applied to the particular A K

affirmative proposition

and theparticular negative proposition,with

relation to the universal affirmative proposi

tion and the universal negative proposition

above them, which have the same subject

and predicate; thus, 'some man is mortal,'

and 'some man is not mortal,' are tub-con

trary propositions, with relation to 'every

man is mortal,' and ' no man is mortal,' which

are contraries. (6) Applied to the relation be

tween two attributes which co-exist in the

same substance, yet in sucli a way that the

more there is of one the less there is of the

other.

Sub-contrary (sub-kon'tra-ri), n. In logic, a

sub-contrary proposition.

8ub-cordate (sub-korMat), a. Somewhat

cordate: in shape somewhat like a heart; as,

a tub-cordate leaf.

Sub-costal (sub-kos'tal). a. [L. tub, under,

and casta, a rib] Situated under or between

the ribs. —Sub-costal muscle*, the internal

intercostal muscles.

Subcranial (sub-kra'ni-alX a. Fnder the

cranium or skull.

Sub-crystalline (sub-kris'tal-in), a. Imper

fectly crystallized.

Subcutaneous (sub-ku-ta'n§-us), a. Situ

ated under the skin. In anat. a term ap

plied to the platysma myoldes muscle, and

to some nerves, vessels, stands, Ac, which

are very superficial—Subcutaneous saw, a

*orgical Instrument by which bony sections

may be made without large incisions in the

flesh. —Subcutaneous syringe, an instrument

for injecting medicinal solutions beneath

the skin

Subcuticular (suh-ku-tik'u lcr), a. Being

under the cuticle or scarf-skin.

Sub-cylindrical (sub-si -II n'drik-al). a. Ap-

pTi<rimate!y or imperfectly cylindrical.

Subleacon (sub'de-kn), n. Ecclcs the lowest

of the greater orders in the Roman Catholic

Church. His office Is to assist the deacon

at mas*.

Subdeaconry. Subdeaconship (subMe-kn-

ri. sab'de-kn-shipX a The order and office

of subdeacon in the Roman Catholic

Church.

Subdean (sub'den), n. An under dean ; a

dean's substitute or vicegerent.

Subdeanery (Bub'den-er-i), n. The office

and rank of subdean.

Subdecanal (sub-dek'an-al), a. Relating to

a subdean or subdeanery.

Subdecuple (sub-dek'u-pl), a. Containing

one part <>f ten. Johnson.

Subdelegate (sub'del-e-gat), n. A subor

dinate delegate.

SuMelegate (sub-del'e-gat), v.t. To appoint

to act as subdelegate or under another.

Subdented (sub-dent'ed), a. Indented be

neath.

Subdeposit (sub'de-poz-it), n. That which

is deposited beneath something else.

SubderisoriOUB t (sub'der-i-s6"ri-us), o.

[ !.. prefix sub, and derisorius, Berving for

laughter, ridiculous. See DERISION. J Ri

diculing with moderation or delicacy. Dr,

II. More.

Subderivative (sub'de-riv-a-tiv), n. A word

following another lu immediate grammati

cal derivation, or a word derived from a

derivative, and not directly from the root.

Subdial (sub-di'al), a. [L. subdialis, in the

open air.] Of or pertaining to the open air;

being under the open sky. (Rare]

Subdialect (sub'di-a-lekt). n. An inferior

dialect; a subordinate or less important or

prominent dialect.

Subdlchotomy (sub-di-kot'om-i), n. A sub

ordinate or inferior dichotomy or divisiun

into pairs; a subdivision. 'Many subdichot-

omies of petty schisms.' Milton. [Rare.]

Sub-dilated (sub-di-lat'ed), a. Partially di

lated.

Subdistinction (sub-dis-tingk'shon), n. A

subordinate distinction. 'Needless distinc

tions and subdislinctions.' Sir M. Hole.

Subdltitious (sub-di-tish'us), a. [L sul>-

dititius, from subdo, subditum, to substitute

—sub, under, and do, to give,] Put secretly

in the place of something else; foisted in.

[Rare.]

Subdlversify (sub-di-ver'si-fl), v.t To di

versify again what is already diversified.

[Rare.]

Subdivide (sub-di-vld^, v.t. pret. & pp. sub

divided ; ppr. subdividing. [L. subdioido.

See Divide.] To divide the parts of into

more parts ; to part into subdivisions ; to

divide again, as what has already been di

vided. Iz. Walton.

The progenies of Cham and Jsphet swarmed into

colonies, and those colonies were subdivided into

many others. Dryden.

Subdivide (smVdi-vid'), v.i. To be subdi

vided ; to separate or go apart into subdi

visions.

Amonpt some men a sect is sufficiently thought

to be reproved, if it subdivides and breaks into little

fractions, or changes its own opinions. Jer. Taylor.

Subdivine (sub-df-vinO, « Divine in a par

tial or lower degree.

Subdivisible (sub-di-viz'i-bl), a. Suscepti

ble of subdivision.

Subdivision (sub-di-vi'zhon),n. l.The act of

subdividing or separating a part into smaller

parts.

When any of the parts of any idea are farther di

vided, in order to a clear explication of the whole,

this is called a subdivision. Watts.

2. The part of a thing made by subdividing;

the part of a larger part.

In the decimal table, the subdrvt'liens of the cubit,

as span, palm, and digit, are deduced from the

shorter cubit. Arbuthnot.

SubdolOUS (sub'do-lus), a. [L. subdolus,

cunning, ily—sub, and dolus, deceit.] Some

what crafty; sly; cunning; artful; deceit

ful. ' Illusive simulations and subdolous ar

tifices.' Harrow. 'His subdolous serenity

and treacherous calm, as of a faithless sum

mer sea.' West. Rev.

SubdominantO»ub-dom'in-ant),n. In music,

the fourth note of the diatonic scale lying a

tone under the dominant or fifth of the scale.

Thus in the scale of C, F is the subdomlnant,

and G the dominant; when G is the tonic or

key-note, C is the subdomlnant, and D the

dominant, when D is the tonic G is the sub-

dominant and A the dominant, and so on

proceeding by fifths.

Subduable(8Ub-du/a-bl).a. Capable of being

subdued; conquerable.

Subdual (sub-du'al), n. The act of subdu

ing. 'The subdual of the passions.' War-

burton.

Subduce, Subduct (sub-dus', rab-dukf), v.f-

pret & pp. subduced, subducted; ppr. sub-

ducing, subducting. [L. subduco, subduc-

tum—sub. under, and duco, to draw, to

lead.] 1. To withdraw; to take away. 'Pur

chased with moneyfubfuclVt/ from the shop '

Idler.

How well might you have thought, our master is

not subduced, but risen. Bf. Hall.

2. To subtract by arithmetical operation.

If out of that supposed infinite multitude of ante

cedent generation we should by the operation of the

understanding subduce ten, whether we subduct that

number of ten,' &c. Sir At. Hale.

Subduction (sub-duk'shon), n. 1. The act

of subducting, taking away, or withdrawing.

Bp. IIall.—2. Arithmetical subtraction. Sir

if. Hale.

Subdue (sub-duO, v.t. pret & pp. subdued;

ppr. subduing. [O.Fr. subduzer, to subdue,

from L. sub, under, and duco, to lead.] 1. To

conquer and bring into permanent subjec

tion ; to reduce under dominion ; as, Ca?aar

subdued the Gauls; Augustus subdued

Egypt. In this sense the word implies con

quest or vanquishing, but it implies also

more permanence of subjection to the con

quering power than either of these words.

'John of Gaunt which did subdue the great

est part of Spain.' Shak.—2. To overpower

by superior force ; to gain the victory over;

to bring under; to vanquish. ' Tugged for

life and was by strength subdued.' Shak.

Lay hold upon hiin ; if he do resist

Subdue him at his peril. Shak.

3. To overcome by discipline ; to bring un

der, as what is refractory ; to tame ; as, to

subdue the passions; to subdue a stubborn

child. —4. To prevail over by some mild or

softening influence ; to overcome, as by

kindness, persuasion, entreaties, or other

mild means; to gain complete sway over;

to melt ; to soften ; as, to subdue one by ar

gument or entreaties.

My hearts subdued

Even to the very quality of my lord. Shak.

If aught

Therein enloy'd were worthy to subdue

The soul of man. Milton.

Claspt hands and that petitionary grace

Of sweet seventeen subdued me ere she spake.

Tennyson.

5. To bring down; to reduce.

Nothing could have subdu'd nature

To such a lowness, but his unkind daughters.

Shak.

6. To tone down ; to soften ; to make less

glaring in tone or colour: in this sense gen

erally a past participle; as, subdued colours;

a subdued light.—7. To improve by cultiva

tion; to make mellow.

Nor is't unwholesome to subdue the land

By often exercise. May.

—Conquer, Vanquish,Subdue, &c. See under

Conquer. — Syn. To conquer, overpower,

overcome, vanquish, crush, tame, reduce,

subjugate, oppress, soften, melt

Subduement (sub-du'ment), n. Conquest

Shak.

Subduer (Bub-du'er), n. One who or that

which subdues; one who conquers and brings

into subjection; a conqueror; a tamer.

Subdulcid (sub-dul'sid), a. [L. prefix sub,

and dulcis, sweet] Somewhat sweet; sweet

ish. Evelyn. [Rare. ]

Subduple (sub-dti'pl), a. [L. sub, and du-

plus, double.] Containing one part of two.

Subduple ratio, in math, the ratio of 1 to

2 ; thus 3 to 6 is a subduple ratio, as 0 to S

is a duple ratio.

Subdupllcate (sub-du'pHkat), a. [Sub and

duplicate] In math, expressed by the square

root; as, the subduplicate ratio of two

quantities, that is, the ratio of their Bquare

roots. Thus the subduplicate ratio of a

to 6 is the ratio of \fa to \fb~, or it is the

ratio whose duplicate is that of a to b. The

term is little used by modern mathemati

cians.

Sub-dural (sub-dO'ral), a. In mint, applied

to a space between the dura mater and the

subjacent arachnoid membrane.

Sub -editor (sub-ed'it-er), n. An assistant

editor of a periodical or other publication.

Subelongate (sub-e-long'gat), o. Not fully

elongated; somewhat elongated.

Sub-epidermal (sub-e-pi-der'mal),a. Lying

immediately under the epidermis, or scarf-

skin or outer bark; as, sub-epidermal layers

of cellular tissue.

Subequal (sub-e'kwal), a. Nearly equal.

Suberate < su'ber-at \ n. [L. suber, cork.]

(C<|HUMS04.) A salt of suberic acid.

Subereous (su-be're-us). a. Of the nature

of cork; suberose.

Suberic (su-ber'ik), a. [Ft. subtrique. See

Suberate.] Pertaining to cork.—Suberic

acid (CHHu04), an acid substance produced

by treating rasped cork with nitric acid. It

is also produced when nitric acid acts on

ch, cAam; eh, Sc. locft; g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, ning; ?h, then; th, thin; w, icig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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stearic acid, margaric acid, oleic acid, and

other fatty bodies. It forms small granular

crystals; its acid powers are but feeble; it

Is very soluble in boiling water, in alcohol,

and ether ; it fuses at about 300', and sub

limes iu acicular crystals.

Suberin, Suberine (su'ber-in), n. [L. suber,

the cork-tree.] The name given to the cel

lular tissue of cork after the various soluble

matters have been removed by the action

of water and alcohoL It is a form of cellu

lose.

Suberose (sub'e-ros), a. [L sub, and erosus,

gnawed.] In bot. having the appearance of

being gnawed; appearing as if a little eaten

or gnawed.

Suberose, Suberous (su'ber-6s, su/ber-us),

a. [from L. suber, cork.] Of the nature

or texture of cork; corky; soft and elastic.

Sub-family (sub'fa-mi-li), n. In not hist

a subdivision of a family; a subordinate

family.

Sub-feudation (sub-fu-da'shon), n. Same

as Subinfeudation.

It seems most probable that this practice, which is

called subjeudation or sub-infeudation, lur^an while

the feud was only for life. Brougham.

Sub-feudatory (sub-fud'a-to-ri), n. An in

ferior tenant who held a feud from a feuda

tory of the crown or other superior.

The smaller proprietors or feudatories of the prince

had, of course, proportionably few inferior vassals,

or sub-jeudatories. Brougham.

Subfibrous (sub-fi'brus), a. Somewhat or

slightly fibrous.

Subfossil (sub-fos'silX a. Applied to re

mains only partially fossilized.

Subfumigatlon (sub'fu-mi-ga"shon), n. [L.

subfumigatio. ] A species of charm by

smoke. See SUFFUMIOATION.

Subfusk, Subfuscous (sub-fusk', sub-fus'-

kus), a. f I- subfuscus— sub, slightly, and

fuscus, dark, dusky, gloomy.) Duskish; mo

derately dark; brownish; tawny. 'Curtains

subfusk. ' Shenstone. [ Rare. J

Subgelatinous (sub-je-lat'in-uB), a. Imper

fectly or partially gelatinous.

Subgeneric ( sub-je-ner'ik ), a. Pertaining

to a subgenus.

Subgenus (sub'je-nus), n. A subdivision of

a genus comprising one or more species.

Subget.t a. Subject. Chaucer.

Subglaclal (sub-gla'shi-al), a. Belonging to

the under side of a glacier; under a glacier;

as, a nubqlacial stream.

Sub -globose (sub-glob'os), a. Not quite

globose.

Subglobular (sub-glob'u-ler), a. Having a

form approaching to globular.

Subglumaceoua (sub - glu - ma ' sh us ), a.

Somewhat glumaceous.

Sub-governor (sub'guv-ern-er), n. An un

der or subordinate governor.

Subgranulax (sub-gran'u-Ier), a. Somewhat

granular.

Sub-group (sub'grOp), n. In scientific classi

fications, the subdivision of a group. Dar

win.

Subnastatlon (sub-has-ta'shon), n. [L. mb-

hastatio, subhastationis, from subhasto, to

sell by public auction—sub, under, and hasta,

a spear. ] A public sale of property to the

highest bidder; a sale by auction : so called

from the Roman practice of planting a spear

on the spot where a public sale was to take

place. Bp. Burnet.

Subhomblendic (sub-horn-blend'ik), a. In

geol.fi term applied to rocks containing dis

seminated hornblende.

Bubhumerate t (sub-hu'mer-at), v.t. [L.

Sreflx sub, and humerus, the shoulder.] To

ear by placing a shoulder under; to take

on one's shoulders. Feltham.

Sublncusatlon t (sub-in'ku-za"shon), n. \\,

sub, under, and incusatio, accusation.] A

slight charge or accusation. Bp. Hall.

Subindlcate (sub-in'di-kat), v.t. To indi

cate by signs ; to indicate in a less degree.

[Rare).

Sublndication (sub-ln'dl-kiV'shon), n. The

actof indicating by signs; a slight indication.

The types of Christ serve to the subindication and

shadowing of heavenly things. Barrow.

Sublnducet (snb-in-dua'), vt To insinuate;

to suggest; to offer or bring into consider

ation imperfectly or indirectly. Sir E.

Dering.

Subinfer t (sub-in-ferO, v t and I To infer

or deduce from an inference already made.

Bp. Hall.

Subinfeudation (subm'fu-da"shon), n.

In late, (a) the act of enfeoffing by a tenant

or feoffee out of lands which he holds of the

crown or other superior; the act of a greater

baron who grants land or a smaller manor

to an inferior person ; a feudal subletting.

(6) Under tenancy.

The widow is immediate tenant to the heir, by a

kind of subiu/eudation or under tenancy.

Btackstotte.

SubingTessiont(sub-in-gre'shon), n. Secret

entrance. Boyle.

Subitane t (sub'i-tan), n. A sudden. Milton.

Subitaneous t (sub-i-ta'ne-us), a. [L subi-

taneus, sudden, from subitus, sudden. See

SI'mjen.] Sudden; hasty.

Subitaneousness t (sub-i-ta'ne-us-nes), n.

Suddenness.

Subitany t (sub'it-a-ni), a. Sudden.

Sublto (su'bi-to). [It. See Sfbitaneods.]

In music, quickly; suddenly: a term of direc

tion; as, volti subito, turn (the leaf) quickly.

Subjacent (sub-ja'sent), a. [L. subjacens,

subjacentis, from subjaceo, to lie under—sub,

under, andjaeeo, to lie.] 1. Lying under or

below; iugeol. a term applied to rocks, beds,

or strata which lie under or are covered by

others. —2 Being in a lower situation,though

not directly beneath.

The superficial pans of mountains are washed

away by rains, and borne down upon the subjacent

plains. Woodward,

Subject (sub'jekt), a, [L. subjectus, pp. of

subjicio, to throw, place, or bring under—

sub, under, and jacio, to throw (whence ob-

ject, eject, inject, &c.).] 1. Placed or situate

under. 'Above the subject plain.' Spenser.

2. Being under the power and dominion of

another.

Esau was never subject to Jacob. Locke.

Scotland, though in name an independent king

dom, was during more than a century really treated,

in many respects, as a subject province. Atacauiay.

3. Exposed ; liable, from extraneous or in

herent causes; as, a country subject to ex

treme heat or cold; a person subject to

attacks of fever.

Most subject is the fattest soil to weeds. Shak.

All human things are subject to decay. Dryden.

4. Being that on which anything operates,

whether intellectual or material ; as, the

subject matter of a discourse. —5. Submissive;

obedient. Tit. iii. 1.— Syn. Liable, exposed,

obnoxious, subordinate, subservient, infe

rior.

Subject (sub'jekt), n. [See the adjective.)

1. One who is placed under the authority,

dominion, or influence of some one else;

specifically, one that owes allegiance to a

sovereign and is governed by his laws ; one

who lives under the protection of, and owes

allegiance to, a government; as, the natives

of Great Britain are subjects of the British

government; the natives of the United States

and naturalized foreigners are subjects of

the federal government; men in free govern

ments are subjects as well as citizens; as

citizens they enjoy rights and franchises, as

subjects they are bound to obey the laws.

'My subject with my subjects under him.'

Tennyson,

The subject must obey his prince, because God

commands it, and human laws require it. Swift.

2. A person as the recipient of certain treat

ment ; one who or that which is exposed or

liable to something.

Alack, alack, that heaven should practise stratagems

Upon so soft a subject as myself. Shak.

What, have I 'scaped love-letters in the holiday-

time of in v beauty, and am now a subject for themr

Shak.

3. One who or that which is the cause or

occasion of something.

I am the unhappy subject of these quarrels. Shak.

4. That which is brought under or submitted

to any physical operation or process ; spe

cifically, a dead body for the purposes of

dissection.— 5. That on which any mental

operation is performed; that which is spoken

of, thought of, or treated of or handled;

as, a subject of discussion before the legis

lature ; a subject of negotiation.

O sure I am, the wits of former days

To subjects worse nave given admiring praise.

Shak.

This subject for heroic song pleased me. Mi/ton.

6. The hero of a piece ; the person who is

treated of; the principal character.—7. Tn

logic, that term of a proposition of which

the other is affirmed or denied. Thus in

the proposition ' Plato was a philosopher,'

Plato is the subject, philosopher being its

predicate, or that which is affirmed of the

Bubject. Also in the proposition, ' No man

living on earth can be completely happy,'

man living on earth is the subject, can be

is the affirmative particle orcopulative, and

completely happy is the predicate, or that

which is denied of the subject. —8. Ingram.

that which is spoken of; that of which any

thing is affirmed; the nominative of a verb.

9. In philos. (a) the mind, soul, or personality

of the thinker—the Ego; the thinking agent

or principle. The object is its correlative,

and uniformly expresses anything or every

thing external to the mind; everything or

anything distinct from it— the non-Ego.

The universe itself, when considered as a

unique existence, is an object to the thinker,

and the very subject itself (the mind) can

become an object by being psychologically

considered. These correlatives, subject and

object, correspond to the first most import

ant distinction in philosophy, viz. the ori

ginal antithesis of self and not-self.

You think, and what does thinking include? Mani

festly a subject and an object—a thinking being and

thought itself. J. D. Aloretl.

(6) That in which any quality, attribute, or

relation inheres, or to which any of these

appertains; substance; substratum.

That which manifests its qualities— in other words,

that in which the appearing causes inhere, that to

which they belong—is called their subject, or sub

stance, or substratum. Sir IV. Hamilton.

10. In music, the principal phrase or theme

of a movement, from which all the subor

dinate ideas spring or are developed. —II. In

the fine arts, the incident chosen by an ar

tist; the design of a composition or picture;

anything which constitutes the object or

aim of any work of art.—Syn. Matter, ma

terials, theme, topic.

Subject (sub-jektO. v.t. 1. To bring under

power or dominion; to subdue; to bring

under sway; as, Alexander subjected a great

part of the civilized world to his dominion.

{He confederates to)

Subject his coronet to his crown and bend

The dukedom yet unbow'd. Shak.

In this and other meanings seldom used ab

solutely, that is, without words expressive

of the thing to which another is made sub

ject—2. To put under; to lay under.

In one short view subjected to our eye.

Gods, emperors, heroes, sages, beauties lie. Pofie.

3, To expose ; to make liable or obnoxious ;

as, credulity subjects a person to impositions.

If the vessels yield, it subjects the person to all the

inconveniences of an erroneous circulation.

A rbuthnot.

4. To submit; to make accountable.

God is not bound to subject his ways of operation

to the scrutiny of our thoughts. Locke.

6. To make subservient. ' Subjected to his

service angel wings.' Milton.—6. To cause

to undergo; to expose, as in chemical or

other operations ; as, to subject a substance

to a white heat; to subject it to a rigid test.

Subjected (sub-jekt'ed), p. and a. 1. Sub

jacent. ' Down the cliff as fast to the sub

jected plain.' Milton.— 2.t Having the qua

lities of a subject as opposed to a sovereign.

Subjected thus.

How can you say to me I am a Icingf Shak.

3. t Becoming a subject; due from a subject.

Shak. — 4. Reduced to the dominion of an

other; enslaved.

He is the most subjected, the most enslaved, who is

so in his understanding. Locke.

Subjection (sub-jek'shon), n. 1. The act of

subjecting or subduing; the act of vanquish

ing and bringing under the dominion of

another. ' The conquest of the kingdom and

the subjection of the rebels.' Sir. M. Hale.

2. The state of being under the power, con

trol, and government of another ; service.

' Both in subjection now to sensual appetite.'

Milton.

Because the subjection of the body is by natural

necessity the subjection of the will unto God volun

tary, we stand in need of direction after what sort

our wills may be conformed to his. Hooker.

Subjectlst (sub'jekt-ist), n. One versed in

subjectivism; a subjectivist. Eclec. Rev.

Subjective (sub-jek'tiv), a. 1. Relating to

a subject in a political sense. ' All subjective

duty. Sir J. Da vies. [Rare.]—2. Relating

to the subject, as opposed to the object. —

Subjective and objective, in philos. express

the distinction which in analysing every in

tellectual act we necessarily make between

ourselves, the conscious subject, and that of

which we are conscious, the object Sub

jective applies to the manner iu which an

object is conceived of by an individual sub

ject, and objective Isexpressive of that which

truly belongs to an object, which forms

part of its character for people at large.—

Subjective truth or reality is that which is

verified by consciousness; objective truth or

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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reality is that which results from the nature

and relation of things.

Certainty is distinguished into objective and sub

jective; objective is when the proposition is certainly

true of itself; and subjective is when we are certain

of the truth of iL It'atts.

3. Applied, in literature and art, to a pro

duction characterized by the prominence

given to the Individuality of the author or

artist ; as, the subjective school of painting;

the writings of Shelley and Byron are essen

tially subjective; the dramas of Shakspere

and the novels of Scott objective.

They (the ' Iliad' and ' Odyssey') are so purely ob

jective that they seem projected, as it were, into this

visilile diurnal sphere with hardly a subjective trace

adhering to them, and are silent as the stars con

cerning their own genesis and mutual relation.

Pro/. Geddes.

Subjectively (sub-jek'tiv-li), adv. In a sub

jective manner; in relation to the subject;

as existing fn a subject or mind.

Subject!veness (sub-jek'tiv-ues), n. State

of Sting subjective; subjectivity.

Subjectivism (sub-jek'tiv-isra), n. 1. In

metaph. the doctrine of Kant that all human

knowledge is merely relative, or that we

cannot prove it to be absolute; the doctrine

that we cannot prove that what appears

true to us must in like manner appear true

to all intelligent beings; the doctrine which

refers all knowledge to subjective states or

impressions. Fleming.—2. Same as Subjec

tivity, 3.

Subjectlvlst (sub-jek'tiv-lst), n. In metaph.

one who holds the doctrine or doctrines of

snbJectiviBm.

Subjectivity (sub-jek-tiv'i-ti), n, 1. The

state of being subjective.—2. That which is

treated subjectively; that which relates or

pertains to self, or to impressions made upon

the mind. —3. The individuality of an author

or artist as exhibited in his works.

Subjectless (Bub'jekt-les), a. Having no

subjects.

The subject without the king can do nothing ; the

subjectless king can do something. Cariyle.

Subject-matter (sub'jekt-iuat-er), n. The

matter or thought presented for consider

ation in Borne statement or discussion. ' The

style and subject-matter of most comical

theatrical interludes.' Prynne. 'The*u6-

jeet-matter of my discourse.' Dryden.

As to the subject-miit:* r, words are always to be

understood as having a regard thereto. Blackstone.

Subjectness (sub'jekt-nes), n. The state or

condition of being Bubject; subjection.

[Rare.]

Subjee (subje'). «■ An Indian name for the

leaves or capsules of the Indian hemp.

Subjiciblet (sub-Jis'i-bl), a. Capable of

being subjected. Jer. Taylor.

Subjoin (sub-join'), v.t To add at the end;

to add after something else has been said

or written; as, to subjoin an argument or

reason.—STN. To affix, annex, attach, con

nect.

Subjoluder (sub-join'der), n. A remark fol

lowing or subjoined to another; a rejoinder.

Lamb.

Sub judice (sub Ju'dl-se> [L.] Before the

judge ; not decided ; under judicial con

sideration.

Subjugate (sub'jfl-gat), v.t pret. & pp. sttb-

jugated; ppr. subjugating. [L. subjugo, sub-

jugatum—sub, under, and iugum, a yoke.]

To subdue and bringunder the yoke of power

or dominion; to conquer by force, and com

pel to BUbmit to the government or absolute

control <>f another.

He subjugated a king, and called him his vassal.

Baker.

Is a few months Cromwell subjugated Ireland as it

had never been subjugated during the five centuries

of slaughter which had elapsed since the landing of

the first Norman settlers. Macaulay.

—Conquer, Vanquish, Subdue, Subjugate.

See Conquer.

Subjugation (sub-ju-ga'shon),n. The act of

subjugating or bringing under the power or

absolute control of another; subjection.

Subjugator (sub'ju-gat-er), n. One who

subjugates or enslaves; a conqueror. Cole

ridge.

Subjunction (Bub-jungk'shon), n. The act

of subjoining, or state of being subjoined.

Bubjunctive (sub-Jungk'tiv), a. [L. subjunc-

ticus, from subjungo, subjunetum, to Join or

yoke to— sub, under, and jungo, to join.]

1. 1 Subjoined or added to something before

said or written.

A few things more, subjunctive to the former, were

thought meet to be castigated in preachers of that

time. Bf. li.uic

3. In gram, designating a mood or form of

verbs expressing condition, hypothesis, or

contingency, generally subjoined or subor

dinate to another clause or verb, and pre

ceded by a conjunction; as in the sentence,

' If that be the case then 1 am wrong.'

Subjunctive (sub-jungk'tiv), n. In gram.

the subjunctive mood.

The subjunctive (in English) Is evidently passing

out <>f use, and there is good reason to suppose that

it will soon become obsolete altogether.

G. P. Marsh.

Sub-kingdom (subTtlng-dum), n. A subor

dinate kingdom.—Sub-kingdoms ofanimals,

tin- great primary groups into which the

animal kingdom is divided, viz. Protozoa,

Cmlenterata, Annulolda, Annulosa, Mollus-

ca, and Vertebrato.

Sub-lauate(sub'la-nat), a. In W somewhat

lanate or woolly.

Sublapsarian (sub-lap-sa'ri-an), n. [I. sub,

under, and lapsus, a sliding, a fall.] One

who maintains the doctrine that the decrees

of election and reprobation were made by

God in foresight of and regard to the fall

of Adam and the sin imputed to all his

posterity, wherefore, in compassion, he de

creed to send his Son to rescue a great num

ber from their lost state, and to accept his

obedience and death on their account The

decree of reprobation, according to the Sub-

lapsarians, is nothing but a pretention or

non-election of persons, whom God left as

he found, involved in the guilt of Adam's

transgression,when he withdrew some others

as gudty as they. Sublapsarian is opposed

to supralapsartan.

Sublapsarian (sub-lap-sa'rt-an), a. Relat

ing to the Sublapsarians or to their opinions.

'According to the sublapsarian doctrine.'

Hammond. See the noun.

Sublapsarianism (sub-Iap-sa'ri-an-iim), n.

The doctrine of the Sublapsarians.

Sublapsary (sub-lap'sa-ri), n. and a. Sub

lapsarian.

Sublate (sublat), v.t [L. sublatum, supine

of tollo, to take away, to remove- sub, un

der, and tollo, to raise.] To take or carry

away; to remove. 'Sublated and plucked

away.' Hall. [Rare.]

Where the propositions! lines are of uniform

breadth, it is hereby shewn, that all such opposition

is sublated. Sir it". Hamilton.

Sublatlon (sub-la'shon). n. [See Sublate. ]

The act of taking or carrying away. Bp.

Hall. [Rare.]

Sublative (sublat-lv), a. [See Sublation.]

Of depriving power; tending to take away.

Sublease (sub'les), n. In law, an under

lease; a lease of a farm, a house, &c. , granted

by the original tenant or leaseholder.

Sub-lessee (Bub-les-seY), n. The receiver or

holder of a sublease.

Sublet (sub-let'), v.t. To underlet; to lease

to another person, the party letting being

himself lessee of the subject.

Sublevation (sub-lS-va'shon), n. [L. suble-

vatio, sublevationis, from sublevo, suble va-

turn, to lift up from below, to raise up—sub,

under, below, and levo, to lift, to raise.]

1. The act of raising on high ; elevation.—

2. A rising or insurrection. ' Any general

commotion or sublevation of the people.'

Sir W. Temple.

Sub-librarian (sublibrarian), n. An un

der librarian; an assistant librarian.

Sub-lieutenant (sub1ef-ten-ant), n. An in

ferior or second lieutenant.

Subllgation ( sub-li-ga'ahon ), n. [L. subli-

gatw, subligationis, from sublujo, to bind

below— sub, under, below, and hgo, to bind.]

'I'll'.- act of binding underneath.

Subllmable (sub-lim'a-bl), a. [From sub

lime.) Capable of being sublimated. See

Sublimation.

Sublimableness (sub-llm'a-bl-nes), n. The

quality of being sublimable.

Sublimary(Bub-lim/a-ri).a. Elevated. 'Each

sublimari/ gueBt.' Brome. [Rare ]

Sublimate (sut/li-mat), v.t. pret. & pp. sub

limated; ppr. sublimating. [L sublimo, sub-

limatum, to raise, elevate. See sublime ]

1. To bring (a solid substance, such as cam

phor or sulphur) by heat into the state of

vapour, which on cooling returns again to

the solid state. See Sublimation.—2 Fig.

To refine and exalt; to heighten; to elevate.

And as his actions rose, so raise they still their vein.

In words whose weight best suits a sublitnated strain.

Dryden.

Sublimate (sublimit), n. Anything which

is sublimed ; the result of a process of sub

limation.— Corrosive sublimate. See Corro

sive.—Blue sublimate 1% a preparation of

mercury with flowers of sulphur and sal

ammoniacum, used in painting.

Sublimate (Bubll-mAt), a. Brought into a

state of vapour by heat, and again con

densed, as solid substances.

Sublimation (Bub-li-ma'shon), n. 1. In chem.

the act or process of sublimating; a process

by which solid substances are, by the aid

of heat, converted into vapour, which is

again condensed into the solid state by the

application of cold. Sublimation bears the

same relation to a solid that distillation

does to a liquid. Both processes purify the

substances to which they are severally ap

plied, by separating them from the fixed

and grosser matters with which they are

connected. Sublimation is usually con

ducted in one vessel, the product being de

posited in the upper part of the vessel in

a solid state, and often in the crystalline

form, while the impurity remains in the

lower part. If iodine, for example, be heated

in a Florence flask a purple vapour rises,

which almost immediately condenses in

small brilliant, dark-coloured crystals in

the upper part of the flask, the impurity

remaining in the lower. The vapour of

some substances which undergo the process

of sublimation condenses in the form of a

fine powder called JUnoers; such are the

JUnoers of sulphur, Jlowers of benzoin, and

others of the same kind. Other Bublimates

require to be In a solid and compact form,

as camphor, hydrochlorate of ammonia, and

all the sublimates of mercury.— 2. Act of

heightening or improving; what is highly
refined or purified. ■ Religion, the perfec

tion, refinement, and sublimation of moral

ity.' South. Used adjectively: Sublimation

theory, in geol. and mining, the theory that

the matter of mineral veins was introduced

as vapour and afterwards condensed.

Sublimatory (subll-ma-to-ri), n. A vessel

used in the process of sublimation.

Sublimatory (sub'Ii-ma-to-ri), a. Tending

to sublimate; used in sublimation.

Sublime (sub-lim'X a. [L.sublimis, elevated,

exalted, lofty, sublime; origin doubtful,

usually supposed to be from sublero, to lift

up from beneath — sub, under, and levo, to

lift.] 1. High in place; exalted aloft; ele

vated.

Sublime on these a tow'r of steel is rear'd.

Dryden.

2. High in excellence; exalted by nature;

elevated far above men in general by lofty

or noble traits : said of persona.

The age was fruitful in great men, but if we except

the sublime Julian leader, none, as regards splendour

of endowments, stood upon the samelevel as Cicero.

De Quiucry.

3. Striking the mind with a sense of gran

deur or power, physical or moral; calculated

to awaken, or expressive of, awe, veneration,

heroic or lofty feeling, and the like ; lofty ;

grand; noble : said of a natural object or of

scenery, of an action or conduct, of a dis

course, of a work of man's hands, of a spec

tacle, and the like ; as, sublime scenery ; a

sublime deed. ' Easy in style thy work, in

sense sublime.' Prior. 'How sublime a

thing it is to suffer and be strong.' Lontj-

fellow.— 4.t Elevated by joy; elate; lifted

up. 'Sublime with expectation.' Milton.—

6. Lofty of mien ; elevated in manner or ex

pression.

His fair large front and eye sublime declar'd

Absolute rule. Milton.

Shakspcare, on whose forehead climb

The crowns o' the world : O eyes sublime

With tears and laughters for all time.

B. B. Browning.

6t Haughty. Spenser.—Sublime geometry,

a name given by the older mathematicians

to the higher parts of geometry, in which

the infinitesimal calculus, or something

equivalent, was employed. — The sublime,

what is sublime ; sublimity ; as, (a) what is

grand or lofty in style.

The sublime rises from the nobleness of thoughts,

the magnificence of words, or the harmonious and

lively turn of the phrase. Addison.

The sublime of Homer, in the hands of Pope, be

comes bloated and tumid, and hisdescription tawdry.

Ctmpsr,

(b) The grand in the works of nature or art.

as distinguished from the beautiful : occa

sionally with the Indefinite article, to ex

press a particular character or variety of

sublimity.

There is a suMime in nature, as (n the ocean or

the thunder—in moral action, as in deeds of daring

and self-denial—and in art, as in statuary and paint

ing, by which what is sublime in nature and in moral

cltaracter is represented and idealized. Fleming.

STN. Exalted, elevated, high, mighty, lofty,

grand, noble, majestic.

Sublime (sub-Urn'), v. t. pret. A pp. sublimed;

ppr. subhmitig. l.t To raise on high. Sir

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, ffo; j. job; ft, Kr. ton; ng, sin/?; th, then; th, *Ain; w, trig; wh, whig; rh, azure.—See KBV.
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J. Denham. — 2. To exalt; to heighten; U>

improve.

The sun . . .

Which not alone the southern wit sublimes.

But ripens spirits in cold northern climes. Pope.

3. To dignify; to ennoble.

An ordinary gift can not sublime a person to a

supernatural employment. y*er. Taylor.

4. To sublimate (which see).

Sublime (sub-liui'), v. i. To be susceptible

of sublimation; to he brought or changed

into a state of vapour by neat, and then

condensed by cola, as a solid substance.

' Particles of antimony which will not sub

lime alone.' Newton,

Sublimely (sub-lim'li), adv. In a sublime

manner; with elevated conceptions; loftily;

as, to express one's self sublimely.

In English lays, and all sublimely great,

Thy Homer charms with all his ancient heat.

Parmil.

Subllmeness (sub-lhn'nes), n. The condi

tion or quality of being sublime; loftiness

of style or sentiment; sublimity.

Sublimiflcation t (sub-lim'i-fl-ka/'shon), n

Act of making sublime, or the state of being

made sublime.

Sublimitation (sub-lim'it-iY'shon), n. A

subordinate or secondary limitation.

When you attempt to read an Act of Parliament,

where the exceptions, the secondary exceptions to

the exceptions, the limitations and the sublimit*-

lions, descend, seriatim, by a vast scale of depen

dencies, the mind finds itself overtasked.

De Quiueey.

Sublimity (sub-lim'i-ti), n. [Fr. sublimit*;

L. sublimitas, from sublimit, elevated. See

SUBLIME ] 1. The state of being sublime;

that character or quality of anything which

marks it as sublime; grandeur; especially,

(a) height in excellence ; loftiness of nature

or character: moral grandeur; as, God's in

comprehensible sublimity; the sublimity of

an action.

The sublimity of the character of Christ owes

nothing to his historians. Buckminster.

8) Loftiness of conception; loftiness of sen-

inent or style.

Milton's distinguishing excellence lies in the sub

limity of his thoughts. Addison.

(c) Grandeur; vastness; elevation, whether

exhibited in the works of nature or of art ;

as, the sublimity of a scene or of a building.

2. The emotion produced by what is sub

lime; a feeling produced by the contempla

tion of great scenes and object", or of ex

alted excellence. Note. The true nature of

sublimity, whether of the emotion or that

which causes it, is a subject of great interest

and importance in mental philosophy, and

it has always been a favourite subject of

speculatiou. The invariable condition of

sublimity in objects, either material or

moral, is vastness, power, or intensity. The

invariable condition of the emotion of sub

limity—that which distinguishes this emo

tion from every other emotion—is a com

prehension of this vastness of power, with

a simultaneous feeling of ourowu compara

tive insignificance. The antithesis to the

emotion of sublimity is the emotion of con

tempt. In every case of sublimity in ma

terial objects, whatever feelings may simul

taneously concur, vastness will be found to

be an invariable condition—vastneBs either

of form or of power, as in the violent dash

ing of a cataract, in the roar of the ocean,

in the violence of the storm, in the majestic

quiet of Mount Blanc, preserving its calm

amidst all the storms that play around it.

In the moral world the invariable condition

of sublimity is intensity. Mere intensity is

sufficient to produce the sublime. Lear, who

appeals to the heavens, 'for they are old

like him,' is sublime from the very intensity

of his suffering* and his passions. Lady

Macbeth is sublime from the intensity of

her will, which crushes every female feel

ing for the attainment of her object Scre-

vola, with his hand in the burning coals,

exhibits an intensity of will which is sub

lime. In all the cases above mentioned we

are moved by a vivid feeling of some greater

power than our own, or some will more ca

pable of suffering, more vast in its strength.

than our feeble vacillating will— 3. t The

sublimest or highest degree of anything;

the height.

The sublimity of wisdom Is to do those things liv

ing, which are to be desired when dying.

Jer. Taylor.

Sublineation (sub-lin'e-a"shon), n, Mark

of a line or lines under a word or words in

a sentence or under another line.

Sublingual (suli-ling'gwal) a. Situated

under the tongue; as, the sublingual glands.

Sublition (sub-li'shon), n. [L. sublino, sub-

litum, to smear, to lay on as a ground col

our—sub, under, and lino, to daub, to be

smear.] Iu painting, the act or art of lay

ing the ground colour under the perfect

colour.

Sublittoral (sub-lit' tdral), a. [L. «u&, under

and littus, littoris, the sea-shore.] Under tin

shore. Sum//

SublObular (sub-lob'u-lcr), a. Situated

under a lobe or lobule; as, the sublobulai

veins of the liver. Dunglison.

Sublunar (sub-lu'ner), a. Situated beneat !

the moon. ' This vast sublunar vault' Mil

ton.

The city's moonlit spires and myriad lamps

Like stars in a sublunar iky did glow. Shelley.

Sublunary (subTu-na-ri), a. 1. Situated

under the moon. Hence—2. Pertaining to

this world; terrestrial; mundane; earthly;

worldly; as, sublunary affairs.

All things sublunary are subject to change.

Dryden.

All sublunary comforts imitate the changeable-

ness as well as feel the influence of the planet they

are under. South.

Sublunary! (sub'lu-na-ri), n. Any worldly

thing.

That these sublunarits have their greatest fresh

ness placed only In hope, it is a conviction unde

niable (as) that upon enjoyment all our Joys do

vanish. Fettham.

Sub-luxatlon (sub-luk-sa'shon), n. In surg.

an incomplete luxation or dislocation ; a

sprain.

Submammary (sub-m.im'ma-ri). n. Situated

under the mammaeorpaps; as, submammary

inflammation, that is. Inflammation of the

areolar tissue beneath the pap.

Submarginal (sub-mar'jin-al), a. In hot.

situated near the margin.

Submarine (sub-ma-ren'), a. [L. rub, and

marinus, belonging to the sea, from mare,

the sea.] Situated, existing, acting, or

growing at some depth in the waters of the

sea; remaining at the bottom or under the

surface of the sea; as, submarine plants;

submarine navigation; submarine telegraph.

Submarine forests, a geological term ap

plied to beds of impure peat, consisting of

roots, stems, and branches of trees, Ac, oc

cupying the sites on which they grew, but

which by change of level are now submerged

by the sea Such submarine forests do not

contain any trees that are not found grow

ing at the present time. They belong to the

recent or quaternary period, and occur

above the boulder-clay. They have been

traced for several miles along the margins

of the estuaries on the north and south

shores of the county of Fife.

Submarine (sub-ma-ren'), n. A submarine

plant.

Sub-marshal ( sub'mar-shal ), n. A subor-

dinate or deputy marshal.

Submaxillary (sub-inaks'il-la-ri), a. Situ

ated under the jaw.—Submaxillary glands,

two salivary glands situated, one on either

side, immediately within the angle of the

lower jaw.

Submedial (sub-me'di-al), a. 1. Lying under

the middle.—2. In geol. a term synonymous

with Transition, and applied to the lower

secondary rocks, which bear a close resem

blance to tome of the primary rocks, though

differing in being often fragmentary, and

containing organic remains.

Submedian (sub-me'di-au), a. Same as Sub-

medial.

Submedlant (sub-me'di-ant), n. In music,

the sixth note of the diatonic scale, or mid

dle note between the octive and subdomiu-

ant In the scale of C, A is the submedl

ant

Submental (sub-men'tal), o. [L sub, under,

and mentum, the chin.] In anat. under the

chin; as, the submental artery or vein.

Dunglison.

Submerge (sub-mfirjO. v.t pret <fc pp. sub

merged; ppr. submerging. [L. submergo—

sub, under, and meryo, to plunge.] 1. To

put under water; to plunge. —2. To cover

or overflow with water; to drown.

So half my Egypt were submerg'd and made

A cistern for scaled snakes ! Shak.

Submerge (sub-merj'), v.i. To plunge under

water; to be buried or covered, as by a

fluid ; to sink out of sight.

There is ... a plot, which emerges more than

once, for carrying the king to Rouen; plot after plot,

emerging and submerging, like ignes fatui in foul

weather, which lead nowhither. Carty/e.

Submergence (sub-mftrj'ens). n. Act of

submerging or plunging under water.

Submerse (sub-men*), v.t. pret & pp. sub

mersed; ppr. submersing. [L. subtnergo, sub-

mertum—sub, under, and mergo, to plunge.]

To submerge; to put under water; to drown.

[Rare]

Submerse, Submersed (sub-mers'. sui>-

merst'), a. In bot. being or growing under

water, as the leaves of aquatic plants.

Submersion (sub-mer'shon), n. [L submer-

sw, submersionis.] 1. The act of submerging

or putting under water or other fluid, or of

causing to be overflowed ; the act of plung

ing under wnter or of drowning. — 2. The

state of being put under water or other

fluid, or of being overflowed or drowned.

Sir M. Sale.

Submetallic (sub-me-tal'ik), a. Imperfectly

or partially metallic; as, a submetallic

lustre.

Submlnister (sub-min'is-ter), v.t. [L. sub-

ministro — sub, and ministro, to attend,

serve.] To supply; to afford.

Even the inferior animals have sukministered unto

man the invention of many tilings natural, artificial,

and medicinal. Str M. Hale.

Submlnister (sub-min'is-ter), v.i. To sub

serve; to be useful.

Passions, as fire and water, are good servants but

bad masters, and subminister to the best and worst

of purposes. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Subministrant (sub-min'is-trant), a. See

St'BMlNlsTKR. J Subservient; subordinate.

'That which is subservient and subminis

trant.' Bacon.

Submlnlstrate (sub-min'is-trat), v.t Same

as Subminister.

Nothing subminisirates apter matter to be con

verted into pestilent seminaries than steams of nasty

folks. Harvey.

Submlnlstration (8ub-min'is-tra"shon). n.

The act of furnishing or supplying. Wvt-

ton.

Submisst (sub-mis'), a. [L. submissus, pp.

of submitto, submissum. SeeSUBMiT.] 1. Sub

missive; humble; obsequious.

Nearer his presence—Adam, though not awed.

Yet with submtss approach, and reverence meek.

As to a superior nature, bowing low. Milton.

2. Low; soft; gentle. 'The voices of them

more submiss. Dr. John Smith.

Submission (sub-ml'shon), n. [L. submi*-

»io, submissionie, from submitto, submuuntm.

See Submit] 1. The act of submitting; the

act of yielding to power; surrender of the

person and power to the control or govern

ment of another.

Submission, dauphin ! 'tis a mere French word ;

We English warriors wot not what it means.

SAaJt.

2. The state of being submissive; acknow

ledgment of inferiority or dependence ;

humble or suppliant behaviour; meekness;

resignation.

In all submission and humility,

York doth present himself unto your highness.

Shut.

3. Acknowledgment of a fault ; confession

of error.

Be not as extreme in submission, as in offence.

SA.it.

4. Compliance with the commands or laws

of a superior; obedience; as, the submissum

of children to their parents is an indispens

able duty.— &. Iu law, an agreement by

which parties agree to submit a disputed

point to arbitration.

Submissive (sub-nnYiv}, a. 1. Inclined, dis

posed, or ready to submit; yielding to power

or authority; obedient; humble.

Her at his feet submissive in distress.

He thus with peaceful words uprais'd, MUton.

2. Testifying or showing submission ; per

taining to submission : of tilings.

On what submissive message art thou sent? Shak.

He, in delight.

Both of her beauty and submissive charms

Smiled with superior love. A/tiffin.

SYN. Obedient, compliant, yielding, obse

quious, subservient, humble, modest, pas

sive.

Submissively* (sub-mis'iv-li), ado. In a sub

missive manner; with submission; with ac

knowledgment of inferiority; humbly.

But speech even there submissrifly withdraws.

From rights of subjects and the poor man's cause.

Pope.

Submlsslveness (sub-mis'lv-nes). n. 1. The

state or quality of being submissive; a sub

missive temper or disposition.—2. Humble

ness ; acknowledgment of inferiority. —

3. Confession of fault; penitence.

Frailty gets pardon by submissrvtttess.

O. Herbert.

Fate, far, fat, fall; roe\ met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Submisslyt (sub-niisli), adv. Humbly, with

submission.

Humility consists not in wearing mean clothes and

Kxng softly and submissty, but in mean opinion of

yself. fer. Taylor.

Submlssness * (sub-mls'nes), n. Submissive-

ue-Njs; humbleness; obedience.

] honour your names and persons, and with all

submissness prostrate myself to your censure and

service. Burton.

Submit (suh-rnit'),». t pret. & pp. submitted;

ppr. submitting. \L. submitto—sub, under,

and mitto, to send] l.t To let down; to

cause to sink; to lower.

Sometimes the hill submits itself a while. Dryden.

2-t To put or place under.

The bristled throat

Of the submitted iaciiAce with ruthless steel he cut.

Cha/man.

3. To yield, resign, or surrender to the

power, will, or authority of another: with

the reflexive pronoun.

Return to thy mistress, and submit thyself under

her hands. Gen. xvi. 9.

Wives, submityourselves unto your own husbands.

Eph. Y. 22.

4. To place under the control of another; to

subject; to surrender.

She sets her forward countenance

And leaps into the future chance

Submitting all things to desire. Tennyson.

5. To leave or commit to the discretion or

judgment of another ; to refer ; as, to «*6-

mil a controversy to arbitrators; to submit

a question to the court

Submit (sub-mif), v.i. 1. To yield one's per

son to the power of another; to give up re

sistance ; to surrender ; as, the enemy sub

mitted. * Courage never to submit or yield. '

Milton.

In the summer of 1647, about twelve months after

the last fortress of the Cavaliers had submitted to the

parliament, the parliament was compelled to submit

to its own soldiers. Macaiilay.

2 To yield one's opinion to the opinion or

authority of another; as, on hearing the

opinion of the court the counsel submitted

without further argument.—3. To be sub

ject; to acquiesce in the authority of an

other.

To thy husband s will

Thine shall submit. Mi/ten.

4. To be submissive; to yield without mur

muring; as, religion requires us to submit

to pain, disgrace, and even death.—Syn. To

yield, surrender, bend, stoop, acquiesce,

comply.

Submitter (sub-mit'er). n. One who sub

mits. ' Confident submitters of themselves

to this empirick's cast of the dye.' Whit-

lock.

Submonlsht (sub-mon'ishX v.t. [L. tub-

moneo— sub, under, slightly, and maneo, to

remind, to admonish.] To suggest: to

prompt * The submonishing inclinations of

my senses. ' Granger.

Bubmonitiont (sub-m6-ni'shon), n. Sug

gestion. 'The submonitions of his own- con

science.' Granger.

Submucous (sub-mu'kus), a. In ana t lying

or pertaining to the parts under a mucous

membrane; as, the submucous tissue.

Submultiple (sub-mul'tipl), n. A number

or quantity which hi coutained in another

a certain number of times, or is an aliquot

part of it. Thus 7 is the submultiple of 56,

being contained in it eight times.

Submultiple (sub-murti-pl), a. An obso

lescent term applied to a number or quan

tity which is exactly contained in another

number or quantity a certain number of

times; as, a submultiple number.—Submul

tiple ratio, the ratio which exists between

an aliquot part of any numl>er or quantity

and the number or quantity itself: thus,

the ratio of 3 to 21 is submultiple, 21 being

a multiple of 3.

Submuscular (sub-mus'kuler).a. In anat.

lving or pertaining to the parts under a

muscle or muscles.

Subnarcotlc(sub-nar-kot'ik), a. Moderately

narcotic

Subna8cent(sub-nas'ent),a. [L. subnascens,

tubiutMcentiit, ppr. of subnascor, to grow

under— sub, under, and nascor, to grow.]

Growing underneath. ' Subnascent young

trees.' Evelyn.

Subnectt (sub-nekf), v.t. [L. subnecto—

sub, under, and neelo, to tie.] To tie, buckle,

<>r fasten beneath.

Subnext (sub-neks'), v.L Tosubjoin: to add.

U»UantL

Subnormal (subnormal), n. In conic sec

tions, u sub-perpendicular, or the portion

of a diameter intercepted between the ordi

nate and the normal. In all curves the

subnormal is a third proportional to the

subtangent and the ordinate. See Normal,

Ordinate, subtangent.

Subnotatlon (sub-nd-ta'shon), u. [L. sub-

notatio, subnotationuf, from subnoto— sub,

under, and noto, to mark, to note. ] Same

as Rescript (which see).

Subnude (sub-nud'), a. In bot. almost naked

or bare of leaves.

Subnuvolar (sub-nu'vo-IerX a. [A sort of

hybrid word between Latin and Italian : L.

subnubilus, somewhat cloudy, It. nuvola,

cloud.] Somewhat cloudy; partially cov

ered or obscured by clouds. 'Subnuvolar

lights of evening.' Lord Houghton, [Per

haps the only instance of the use of this

word.]

Subobscurely (sub obskurli), adv. Some

what obscurely or darkly. 'The book of

Nature, where, though subobscurely and in

shadows. Thou hast expressed Thine own

image. ' Donne.

Subobtuse (sub-ob-tus'X a. Somewhat or

partially obtuse.

Suboccipital ( sub-ok-sip'it-al ), a. Being

under the occiput ; as, the suboccipital

nerves.

Suboctave (sub-ok'tAv), n. An eighth part

or octave. 'Our gallon, which has the pint

for its suboctave.' Arbuthnot.

Suboctuple (sub-ok'tu-pl), a. Containing

one part of eight Bp. Wilkins.

SubOCUlar (sub-ok'u-fert.a. [L. subocularis.]

Being under the eye. Barrow.

Sub-officer (sub'of-fis-er), n. An under-

officer.

Subopercular (sub-o-perTtu-ler), a. Of or

pertaining to the suboperculum.

SubOperculum (sub d-per'ku-lum), n. The

lower part or section of the gill-covers of a

fish. See Operculum. 3.

Suborbicular, Suborbiculate(sub-or-bik'-

u-ler, sub-or-bik'u-lat), a. Almost orbicu-

late or orbicular; nearly circular.

Suborbital (sub-or'bi-talX a. Seated be

neath the orbital cavity ; infra-orbital ; as,

the suborbital artery.

Suborbltar (sub-or'bi-ter), a. Same as Sub

orbital.

Sub-order (sub-orMer), n. A subdivision of

an order fu classifications ; a group of ani

mals or plants greater than a genus and

less than an order ; thus, the Conirostres

are a sub-order of the Passeres; the Papilio-

nacea* of the Leguminosee.

Subordinacy (sub-oKdin-a-si), n. [See Sub

ordinate] The state of being subordinate

or subject to control. 'With due subjec

tion and subordinacy of constituent parts.'

Shaftesbury.

Pursuing the imagination through all its extrava

gancies, is no improper method of correcting, and

bringing it to act in subordinacy to reason.

Spectator.

Subordinance (sub-orMi-nans), n. Same

as Subordinacy.

Subordinancyt fsub-orMin-an-si), n. 1. Sub

ordinacy.— 2. Subordinate places or offices

collecti vely. ' The subordinancy of the gov

ernment changing hands so often.' Sir W.

Temple.

Subordlnary (sub-orMin-a-ri). n. In her. a

figure borne in charges in coat-armour, not

considered to be so honourable as an ordi

nary, to which it gives place and cedes the

principal points of the shield. According

to some writers, an ordinary, when it com

prises less than one-fifth of the whole shield,

is termed a suboniinary.

Subordinate (sub-or'din-at), a. [L, sub,

under, and ordinatus. pp. of ortlino, to set

in order, from ordo, order] 1. Placed in a

lower order, class, or rank ; occupying a

lower position in a descending scale.

These carry such plain characters of disagreement

or affinity that the several kinds and subordinate

species of each are easily distinguished. // 'oodtvard.

2. Inferior In order, in nature, In dignity,

in power, importance, &c. ' Any operation

of subordinate spirits.' Addison.

It was subordinate, not enslaved, to the under

standing. South.

Subordinate (sub-or'din-at), v.t pret. & pp.

subordinated ; ppr. subordinating. 1. To

place in an order or rank below something

else; to make or consider as of less value or

importance; as, to subordinate one creature

to another; to subordinate temporal to

spiritual things.

AH that is merely cirirutn«:tanti.il shall be subor

dinated to and in keeping with what is essential.

Dr. i it r.i.

2. To make subject ; as, to subordinate the

passions to reason.

The stars fight in their courses under Ms banner,

and subordinate their powers to the dictates of his

will. South.

Subordinate (sub-or'din-at), n. One inferior

in power, order, rank, dignity, uttice, Ac.;

one who stands in order or rank below an

other; often one below and under the orders

of another.

His next subordinate

Awakening, thus to him in secret spake. Milton.

Subordinately (sub-orMin-at-li), adv. In a

subordinate manner; in a lower order, class,

rank, dignity, or the like; of inferior im

portance. "The highest step of ill, to which

all others subordinately tend.' Dr. It.

More.

Subordlnatenesa (sub-or'din-at-nes), n.

State of being subordinate or inferior.

Subordination (sub-oi-'dJn-a"8hon), n. [See

Subukhinatk.] 1. The act of subordinat

ing, subjecting, or placing in a lower order,

rank, or position. — 2. The state of being

subordinate or inferior to another; Inferior

ity of rank or dignity.— 3. Place of rank

among inferiors. 'Persons who, in their

several subordinations, would be obliged to

follow the example of their superiors.'

Sw\ft.—4. The state of being under control

or government ; subjection to rule ; as, a

victory would be a calamity if purchased at

the expense of habits of subordination.

Subordinative (sub-or'din iit-lv), a. Tend

ing to subordinate ; causing or implying

subordination or dependence ; employed to

iutroduce a subordinate clause in a sentence;

as, & subordinative conjunction.

Suborn (sub-orn'). v.t. [Fr. suborner, to

suborn, to bribe, from L. suborno, to equip

or prepare, properly, to equip or prepare

secretly, to instigate secretly, to suborn—

sub, under, and orno, to equip, to prepare

(whence adorn).] 1. In law. to procure or

cause to take such a false oath as consti

tutes perjury. — 2. To bribe or otherwise

induce to give false testimony or do some

other wickedness. *0r else thou art sub-

orn'd against his honour.' Shak. — 3.t To

procure by indirect means.

So men oppress'd. when weary of their breath

Throw on the burthen, and suborn their death.

Dryden.

Subornation (sub-orn-a'shon), n. 1. In law,

the crime of suborning ; a secret or under

hand preparing, instructing, and bringing

forward a witness to give false testimony ;

any act that allures or disposes to perjury.

— Subornation of perjury, the wilfully pro

curing of any person to take a false oath

amounting to perjury. It is essential to

this offence that the false oath should l>e

actually taken. The same punishment is

assigned to subornation as to perjury.—

2. The act of procuring one by persuasion,

bribery, Ac, to do a criminal or bad action.

Foul subornation is predominant. Shak.

Suborner (Bub-orn'er).n. One who suborns;

one who procures another to take a false

oath, or to do a bad action. Bacon.

Suboval (sub-6'val), a. Somewhat oval.

Subovate, Subovated (sub-6'vat, sub-6'-

vat-ed), o. Almost ovate; nearly in the

form of an egg. but having the inferior ex

tremity broadest.

Suboxide (sub'oks-Id), n. An oxide which

contains less oxygen than the normal oxide.

[Not now much used.]

Subpedunculate (sub-pe-dung'ku-lat), a.

In zool. and bot. supported on a very snort

stem ; having a short peduncle.

Subpellucid (sub-pel-lu'sid), a. Nearly or

almost pellucid; somewhat pellucid or clear.

Subpentangular (sub-pen-tang*gu-ler), a.

Nearly or almost pentangular; not quite

pentangular.

Subperitoneal (sub-per'itd-ne"al), a. In

ii nut situated under the peritoneum ; per

taining to the parts under the peritoneum.

Dunglison.

Subperpendicular (sub-per'pen-dik"u-lei ),

n. A subnormal (which see).

Subpetiolate (sub-pet'i-6-lat), a. In bot

having a very short petiole.

Subplinth (sub'plinth), n. In arch, a second

and lower plinth placed under the principal

one in columns and pedestals.

Subpoena <sub-p6'na), n. [L. sub, and pcena,

pain, penalty.] In law, a writ or process

commanding the attendance in a court of

justice of the witness on whom it is wired

under a penalty. The writ commands the

person to lay aside business and all excuses,

and to present himself at the time and place

ch, eAain: ch, Sc. locA; £, go; J, job; n, Ft. ton; ng. slnj/; TH. (Aen; th, thin; w. trig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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■perilled under penalty of £100. If the wit

ness is required to bring writings, books,

or the like with him, the writ is called a

subpama duces tecum. If the witness dues

not attend, and has no legal excuse, such as

serious illness, he may be sued iu an action

of damages or imprisoned for contempt of

court; but his travelling expenses must

have been paid beforehand.

Subpoena (sub-pe'ua), v.t. To serve with a

writ of subposna; to command attendance

in court by a legal writ; as, to subpoena a

witness.

I *u lately subpoenaed by a card to a general as

sembly. Lord Chesterfield.

Subpolar (sub-poTer), a. Under or below

the poles of the earth; adjacent to the

poles.

Subpolygonal (sub-po-lig'on-al), o. Nearly

polygonal; imperfectly polygonal; somewhat

polygonal

Sub-porphyrltlC(sub-por'fl-rit"ik),a. Allied

to porphyry, but containing smaller and less

distinctly marked points or crystals.

Subprefect (sub-pre'fekt), n. A subordinate,

under assistant, or deputy prefect. 'Every

prefect, every subprefect . . . might be

equally despotic in his own department.'

S. Sharpe.

Subprehensile (sub-pre-hen'sil), a. Imper

fectly or partially prehensile; prehensile in

an inferior degree.

Subprlnclpal (sub'prin-si-pal), n. 1. An

under principal.—2. In carp, an auxiliary

rafter or principal brace.

Subprior (sub'pri-or), n. Eccles. the vice

gerent of a prior; a claustral officer who

assists the prior.

Subpubic (sub-pu'bik), a. Situated under

the pubes <>r pubis ; as, the pubic arch ; the

pubic membrane, Ac. Dunglison.

Subpurchaser (sub'per-ehas-er), n. A pur

chaser who buys from a purchaser.

Subquadrate (sub-kwod'rat), o. Nearly

quadrate or square.

Subquadruple (sub-kwod'ro-pl), a. Con

taining one part of four; as, subquadruple

proportion. Bp. Wilkin*.

Subquinquefld (sub-kwinTtwe-fld), a. Al

most quinquefld.

Subquintuple (sub-kwin'tu-pl), a. Contain

ing one part of five ; in the ratio of one to

five; as, subquintuple proportion. Bp. WU-

kius.

Subrameal (sub-ra'me-al), a. [Prefix sub,

ami I., ramus, a branch.] Growing on a

branch below a leaf.

Subramose, Subramous (sub-rtYmos, sub-

ra'mua), a. In boL slightly ramose; having

few branches.

Sub-reader (sub'red-er), n. An under reader

in the inns of court.

Sub-rector (sul/rek-ter), n. A rector's de

puty or substitute.

Subreglon (sub-re'jun). n. A subdivision,

section, or part of a region.

No family of birds peculiar to the region is found

in all the subrrgions. Bncy. Brit.

Sub-rellglon (sub-re-lij'on), ft. A faith, doc

trine, or belief approaching the sacreduess

of religion; an inferior religion. [Rare.]

Loyalty is in the English a sub-religion. Bmerson.

Subreption (sub-rep'shon), n. [L. subreptio,

from subripio, tntbreptum, to snatch or take

away secretly — sub, under, secretly, and

rapio, to snatch away.] 1. The act of ob

taining a favour by surprise or unfair repre

sentation, that is, by suppression or fraudu

lent concealment of facts. 'Lest there

should be any subreption in this sacred

business ' Bp. FIalL—± In ScoU law, the

obtaining gifts of escheat, tfce., by conceal

ing the truth. Obreption signifies obtaining

such gifts by telling a falsehood.

Subreptitlous t (sub-rep-tish'us), a. [L.

surreptitius. See Subreption.] Falsely

crept in; fraudulently obtained. See SUR

REPTITIOUS.

Subreptitiously t (sub-rep-tish'us-lf), adv.

Surreptitiously; by stealth.

Subreptivet (sub-rcp'tlv), a. .Surreptitious.

Sub-resin (sub'rez-in), n. That portion of a

resin soluble only in boiling alcohol, and

precipitated again as the alcohol cools,

forming a kind of seeming crystallization.

Subrigld (sub-rij'id), o. Somewhat rigid or

stiff.

Subrlguous (sub-rig'Q-us), a. [L. subriquus

—sub, under, and riguus, watered, from

ri/jo, to water.] Watered or wet beneath;

well-watered. BUmnt.

Subrogate (sub'ro-gat), v.t. [L. subrogo,

subroffatum, to cause to be chosen in place

of another, to substitute—sub, and rogo, to

ask, to propose for election.] To put in the

place of another; to substitute. Barrow.

See Surrogate.

Subrogation (sub-rd-ga'shon), n. In civil

law, the substituting of one person in the

place of another, and giving him his rights;

but, in its general sense, the term implies a

succession of any kind, whether of a person

to a person, or of a person to a thing.

Subrotund(sub-rd-tund'),a. Almost rotund

or round; almost orbicular.

Subsallne (sub-sa-lin'). a- Moderately saline

or salt.

Subaalt (sub'salt). n. In chem. (a) an oxy-

salt having two or more equivalents of base

to one of acid. i/<> An oxyBalt having a sub

oxide for its base, as subacetate of mercury,

which consists of one equivalent of acetic

acid and one of suboxide of mercury, (c) A

haloid or analogous salt, containing fewer

equivalents of the electro-negative than of

the electro-positive component, as Bubchlo-

ride of copper or subcyanide of copper.

Worcester.

Subsannatlont (sub-san -a'shon), n. [From

L. subsanno, subsannare, to insult by de

risive gestures—sub, and sauna, a grimace,

a mocking.] Derision; scorn; mockery; dis

honour.

Idolatry is as absolute a subsannation and vilifica
tion of God as in. .]...<_■ could invent. Dr. H. More.

Subsaturated (sub-sat'u-rat-ed), a. Not

completely saturated.

It must be either perfectly dry, or at the least sub*

saturated. D. A'. Clark.

Subsaturation (sub-sat'u-ra"shon), n. The

condition of being subsaturated. 'The con

dition of subsaturation of the air.' D. K.

Clnrk.

Subscapular (suh-skap'u-ler), a Beneath

the scapula or shoulder-blade. -Subscapular

artery, the large branch of the axillary ar

tery, which rises near the lowest margin of

the scapula.—Sxtbscapular muscle, a tendin

ous and fleshy muscle situated under the

shoulder-blade, adhering to the capsular

ligament, and inserted into the upper part

of the lesser tuberosity, at the head of the

os humeri. Its principal office is to roll the

arm inwards. It likewise serves to bring it

close to the ribs.

Subscapulary (sub-skap'u-la-ri), a. Same

as Subscapular.

Subscribable (sub-skrlb'a-bl ), a. Capable

of being subscribed. Coleridge.

Subscribe (sub-skrnV), v.t. pret. <fe pp. sub

scribed; ppr. subscribing. [L. subscribo—

sub, under, and scribo, to write.] 1. Lit. to

write beneath; hence, to sign with one's

own hand ; to give consent to. as to some

thing written, or to bind one's self to by

writing one's name beneath; as, parties sub

scribe a covenant or contract ; a man sub

scribes a bond or articles of agreement.

All the bishops subscribed the sentence. Milmatt.

2. To attest by writing one's name beneath;

as, officers subscribe their official acts; and

secretaries and clerks subscribe copies of

records.—3. To promise to give by writing

one's name; as, each man subscribed ten

pounds or ten shillings.—4. t To submit; to

lay down.

The king gone to-night ! subscribed his power t

ShaJt.

M To write down or characterize as.

Claudio undergoes my challenge; and either I must

shortly hear from him, or 1 will subscribe him a cow*

ard. Shak.

Subscribe ( sub-Bkrib'). v.L 1. To promise

with others a certain sum for the promotion

of an undertaking by setting one's name to

a paper.

This prints my letters, that expects a bribe.

And others roar aloud, 'Subscribe, subscribe.'

Pof*.

2. To give consent; to assent

We will all subcribe to thf advice. SA.it.

So «pake much humbled Eve; but Fate

Subscribed noL Milton,

8. To enter one's name for a newspaper, a

book, and the like.—4.1 To yield; to submit.

For Hector, in his blaze of wrath, subscribes

To tender objects. Shalt.

Subscriber (sub-skrib'cr), n. One who sub

scribes: one who signs an announcement,

acknowledgment, &c.; one who admits, con

firms, or binds himself to a promise or obli

gation by signing his name; specifically,

(a) one who contributes to an undertaking

by paying or promising to pay a stated sum.

(b) One who enters his name for a news

paper, periodical, book, or the like.

Subscript (sub'skript), a. Underwritten;

as, the Greek iota (/) subscript; thus, tp,

which is equivalent to ok.

Subscript (sub-skript'), «. Something un

derwritten. ' Be they postscripts or sub

scripts. ' Bentley. [Rare. ]

Subscription (sub-skrip'shon), n. [L. svb-

scriptio, from subscribo, subscriptum. See

Subscribe.] 1. The act of subscribing, writ

ing under, or signing; the act of formally

binding one's self to fulfil a promise or obli

gation, or of formally acknowledging, attest

ing, or assenting, by signing one's name. —

2. That which is subscribed; as, (a) anything

underwritten. * The cross we had seen iu

the subscription.' Bacon, (b) The signature

attached to a paper, (c) Consent, agreement,

or attestation given by signature, ((f) A sum

subscribed; the amount of sums sultscribed;

as, an individual subscription, or the whole

subscription to a fund.

Subsection (sub'sek-shon), n. The part or

division of a section; a subdivision or sec

tion of a section.

Subsecutet (sub'se-kut), v.t. [L subsequor,

subsccutus, to follow close after, from sub,

and sequor, to follow.] To follow so as to

overtake; to follow closely; to pursue. 'To

follow and detain him, if by any possibility he

could be subsecuted and overtaken. ' Halt.

Subsecutive (sub-sek'ii-tiv), o. [Fr. subse"-

cutif, lit 'in L. subsequor, subsccutus. See

Subsecute] Following in a train or suc

cession. [Rare.]

Subselllum (sub sel'li-urrAn. pi. Subsellia

(sub-sel'li-a). [L. subscllium, a bench or

■eat—sub, under, and sella, a seat.] A small

shelving scat in the stalls of churches or

Subsellia, All Souls. Oxford (the Seat turned up).

cathedrals, made to turn up upon hinges.

bo as to serve either as a sent or to lean

against in kneeling, as occasion requires.

Subsellia are still inconstant use on the Con

tinent, though comparatively seldom used

in England. Called also Miserere.

Subsemitone (sub'seni-i-ttm). n. In music.

the seventh note of the diatonic scale. Thus

B is the subsemitone in the scale of C, F£

in that of G, E in that of F, and so on.

Called also the Subtonic and the Leading or

Sensible Note.

Subsenslble (sub-sens'! bl). a. Deeper than

the range of the senses; too profound for

the senses to reach or grasp.

Through scientific insight we are enabled to enter

and explain that ru^sensible world into which all

natural phenomena strike their roots. /Vii/. Tyndall

Subseptuple (sub-sep'tu-pl). a. Contaiuing

one of seven parts. Bp. Wilkins.

Subsequence, Subsequencyisub'se-kwens.

sub'se-kwen-fti), n. 1. The state of being Bub-

sequent or of coming after something. * By

which faculty (reminiscence) we can notice

of the order of precedence and subsequence

in which they are post.' JV. Grew.—2. t The

act of following. 'The heliotrope's subse-

quency to the course of the sun. ' Greenhill.

Subsequent (sub'se-kwent), a. [L. subse

quent, subsequentis. ppr. of subsequor, to

follow close after— sub, under, close, be

hind, and sequor, to follow.] 1. Following

in time; coming or being after something

else at any time, indefinitely; as. subsequent

events; subsequent ages or years; a period

long subsequent to the foundation of Rome.

This article is introduced as subsequent to the

treaty of Munster. Sn.-ift.

2. Following in the order of place or succes

sion; succeeding; as, a subsequent clause in

a treaty.

The subsequent words come on before the prece

dent vanish. Jt.non.

Fate, for, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abnne; f, Sc. tey
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Syh. Succeeding, following, later, poste

rior.

Subsequently (sub'se-kwent-li), adv. In a

subsequent manner, time, position, or the

like: at a later time; In time, place, or order

after something else.

Subserous (aub-se'rus), a. In anat. situated

under a serous membrane; of or pertaining

to parts so situated.

Subserve (sub-servO, v.t. pret & pp. sub

served; ppr. subserving. [L. subservio—sub,

uuder. and servio, to serve. See Sertk.]

ToserveinsulwribuatJonorinstrumeutally;

to be subservient or instrumeutal to; to

promote.

It is a greater credit to know the ways of captivat

ing Nature, and making her subserve our purposes,

than to have learned alfthe intrigues of policy.

Glanville.

Subserve (sub-servO. v.i. To serve iu an

inferior capacity; to be subservient or sub

ordinate.

Not made to rule.

But to subserve where wisdom bears command.

Milton.

Subservience, Subserviency (sub-ser'vi-

ens, sub-ser'vi-en-si). n. The state of being

subservient; use or operation that promotes

some purpose.

There is an immediate and agile subservience of

the spirits to the empire of the souL Sir At. Hale.

Arrangement, disposition of parts, subserviency of

means to an end . . . imply the presence of intelli

gence and mind. Paley.

Subservient (sub-ser'vi-ent), a. [L. subser-

viens, subservientis, ppr. of subserous. See

Subserve. ] 1. Useful as an instrument to

promote a purpose; serving to promote

some end.

Hammond had an incredible dexterity, scarcely

ever reading anything which he did not make sub

servient in one ktnd or other. Bp. Fell.

2. Acting as a subordinate instrument; fitted

or disposed to serve in an inferior capacity;

subordinate.

These ranks of creatures are subservient one to

another. Ray.

The foreigner came here poor, beggarly, cringing,

and subservient, ready to doff his cap to the meanest

native of the household. Sir If. Scott.

Subserviently (subser'vi-ent-li), ado. In a

subservient manner.

The worst of all evils were made to contribute sub

serviently to the good and perfection of the whole.

Cudxvorth.

Subsesqul (sub-sesliwi). [L. sub, under, and

sesqui. one half more.] In chem. a prefix

to chemical words denoting that the ele

ments are combined in the proportion of

two to three; specifically, that two electro-

negatives are combined with three electro

positive equivalents; as, subsesqui-acetate,

a salt containing two equivalents of acetic

acid for every three of the base.

Subsessile (sub-ses'sil). a. In hot. almost

sessile; having very short footstalks.

Subsextuple (sub-seks'tu-pl), a. Contain

ing one part in six. tip. Wilkins.

Subside (auh-sid'j. v.i pret. <fc pp. subsided;

ppr. subsiding. [L. subsido—sub, under, and

svio, to settle, from root of sedeo, to sit, and

of E. sit] 1. To sink or fall to the bottom;

to settle, as lees.— 2. To fall into a state of

quiet ; to cease to rage ; to be calmed ; to

become tranquil: to abate; as, the tumults

of war will subside.—3. To tend downward;

to sink.

With terror trembled heaven s subsiding hill.

Dryden.

STN. To sink, settle, fall, abate, intermit,

cease, retire, ebb.

Subsidence (sub-sid'ens), n. I. The act or

process of subsiding, sinking, or falling, as

In the case of lees of liquors—2. The act of

sinking or gradually settling lower; a sink

ing into the ground; as, the subsidence of

ground or a building.—3. The act of calm

ing down or becoming tranquil. 'The sub

dual or subsidence of the more violent pas

sions.' Warburton.

Subsidencyt (Bub-sld'en-si). n. Subsidence.

'This gradual subsidency of the abyss.' T.

Burnet.

Subsidiarily (sub-sid'i-a-ri-li), adv. In a

subsidiary manner.

Subsidiary ( sub-sid'i-a-ri ), a. [L. subsidi-

ariu*. Bee SUBSibY.J 1. Lending some aid

or assistance; aiding: assistant; furnishing

help. 'To supply that defect with some

subsidiary supposition.' Sir if. Hate.

They constituted a useful subsidiary testimony of

another state of existence. Coleridge.

2. Furnishing additional supplies; as, a sub

sidiary stream—3. Relating or pertaining

to a subsidy; founded on or connected with

a subsidy or subsidies; as, a subsidiary

treaty. Subsidiary quantity or symbol, in

math, a quantity or symbol which is not es

sentially a part of a problem, but is intro

duced to help in the solution. The term is

particularly applied to angles in trigono

metrical investigations.—Subsidiary troops,

troops of one nation liired by another for

military service.

Subsidiary (sub-sid'i-a-ri), n. One who or

that which contributes aid or additional

supplies; an auxiliary; an assistant. Ilam-

mond.

Subsidize ( Bub'si-diz ), v.t. pret. & pp. sub

sidized; ppr. subsidizing. [From sxibsidy.]

To furnish with a subsidy; to purchase the

assistance of by the payment of a subsidy

to.
He employed the remittances from Spain to subsi

dise a large body of German mercenaries. Prescott.

Subsidy (sub'si-di), n. [L. subsidium, from

sub, under or beneath, and sedeo, to sit;

lit. that which is placed beneath as a sup

port, hence support, assistance, reserve

troops.] A pecuniary aid; an old in money;

especially, (a) in Eng. hist, an aid or tax

formerly granted by parliament to the

crown for the urgent occasions of the realm,

and levied on every subject of ability ac

cording to the value of his lands or goods ;

a tax levied on a particular occasion. 'That

made us pay . . . one shilling to the pound

the last subsidy.' Shak.

In this yeare ... a subsii/ie was granted to the

king of [he ibrteth part of everie man s goods.

Holinshed.

A". Hen. I hare not been desirous of their wealth.

Nor much oppress'd them with great subsidies.

Shak.

(b) A sum paid, often according to treaty,

by one government to another, sometimes to

secure its neutrality, but more frequently

to meet the expenses of carrying on a war.

The continental allies of England were eager for

her subsidies, and lukewarm as regarded operations

against the common enemy. Sir E. Creasy.

Subsign (sub-sin'), v.t. To sign under; to

write beneath ; to subscribe. ' Subsigned

with crosses and single names without sur

names.' Camden.

Subsignatlon (sub-sig-na'shon), n. The act

of writing the name under something for

attestation. 'The epistle with subsignation

of the scribe and notary.' Sheldon.

Subsist (sub-sisf), v.i. [Ft. subsister, from

L. subsisto—sub, under, and sudo, to stand,

to be fixed, from stot to stand.] 1. To exist;

to have continued existence. 'Those ideas

which Plato sometimes maintains to be sub

stances, and to subsist alone by themselves.'

Cudworth —2. To continue; to abide; to re

tain the present state; to remain.

Finn we subsist, but possible to swerve. Milton.

The land subsists, and the land is almost the only

thing that subsists. Everything which isproduced

perishes, and most things very quickly, y . S. Mill.

3. To be maintained with food and clothing;

to be supported; to live. ' Had it been our

sad lot to subsist on other men's charity.'

Atterbury. —4. To inhere; to have existence

by means of something else.

Though the general natures of these qualities are

sufficiently distant from one another, yet when they

come to subsist in particular*, ami to be clothed

with several accidents, then the discernment is not

so easy. South.

Subsist (subsist'), v.t. To feed; to main

tain; to support with provisions.

It would be impossible to subsist a large force

marching on a single road. Sat, Rev.

Subsistence (sub-sis'tem). n. [Fr. subsist-

ance. See Subsist.] I. Ileal being; actual

existence.

Not only the things had subsistence, but the very

images were of some creatures existing.

Stilling/lett.

2. That which furnishes support to animal

life; means of support; support; livelihood.

The labour employed in producing the stock of

subsistence forms a great and important part of the

past labour which has been necessary to enable pre

sent labour to be carried on. y. S. Mill.

3. The state of being subsistent ; inherence

iu something else; as, the subsistence of qua

lities in bodies. —Stn. Living, livelihood,

support, sustenance, maintenance, compe

tence.

Subsistency (snb-sis'ten-si), n. 1. Subsist

ence; support for life. [Rare.] —2 t Continu

ance; continued life.

A great part of antiquity contented their hopes of

subsistency with a transmigration of their souls.

Sir T. Brcnt-ne.

Subsistent (sub-sis'tent), a. [L. subsystem,

subsistent is, ppr, of subsisto. See SUBSIST.]

1. Having existence ; continuing to exist.

'Such as deny there are spirits subsistent

without bodies.' Sir T. Browne.— 2. Inhe

rent; as, qualities subsistent in matter.

These qualities are not subsistent in those bodies,

but are operations of fancy begotten in something

else. Benttey.

Sub-sizar (sub-si zar), n. In Cambridge

University, an under-sizar ; a student of

lower rank than a sizar.

A sub-sititr means merely a poor scholar, for whom

the college has set apart certain means of assistance.

Farrar.

Subsoil ( sub'soil ), n. The under-soil ; the

bed or stratum of earth or earthy matter

which lies immediately under the surface

soil. In agriculture a great deal depends

on the character of the subsoil, more espe

cially as to whether it does or does not per

mit water to pass through it. —Subsoil

plough, a form of plough adapted to follow

the common plough, and loosen the subsoil

at the bottom of the furrow, without rais

ing it to the surface, so as to form a porous

foundation for the mould which will be

turned upon it by the ordinary plough in

its next furrow.

Subsoil (sub'soil), v.t. In agrL to employ

the subsoil plough upon ; to turn upas deeply

as into the subsoil.

The farmer drains, irrigates, or subsoils portions

of it. y.S.Mill.

Subsolar, Subsolary (sub-soler, sub-su'la-

ri), a. [L. sub, under, and sol, the sun]

Being under the sun; terrestrial. "Thiswft-

solary ball.' Brome.

Sub-species ( sub'spe-shez ), n. A subordi

nate species; a division of a species.

Subspherical (sub-sfer'ik-al), a. Partially

or imperfectly spherical; of a form approach

ing a Bphere.

Substance (sub'stans). n. [Fr. substance,

from L. substantia, from subtdans, substan-

tis, ppr. of substo— sub, uuder, and sto, to

stand.] 1. Body; matter; material; that of

which a thing consists or is made up; also,

kind or character of matter; as, a light sub

stance; a solid substance; to discover a sub

stance of a peculiar character. ' All of one

nature, of one substance bred.' Shak. 'As

thin of substance as the air.' Shak.—2. That

which is real; that which makes a thing ac

tual ; that which constitutes a thing really

a thing, and not a semblance or imaginary

existence.

If aught within that little seeming substance

. . , may fitly like your grace.

She's there and she is yours. Shak.

He the substance, not the appearance, chose.

Dryden.

3. The most important elements in any ex

istence; the characteristic constituents col

lectively ; the essential, main, or material

part; the purport; as, in this epitome we

have the substance of the whole book. 'The

substance of a hundred pages.' Addison.

Unto your grace do I in chief address

The substance of my speech. Shak.

This edition is the same in substance with the

Latin. Burnet.

4. Solidity; firmness; substantiality; as, a

thing with little substance in it — 6. Goods;

material means and resources; riches;

estate; means of living.

His (Job's) substance also was seven thousand

sheep, three thousand camels, &c. Job i. 3.

We are . . . exhausting our substance, but not for

our own interest. Swift,

6. In philos. that which underlies or is the

permanent subject or cause of all phenom

ena, whether material or spiritual; the sub

ject which we imagine to underlie the attri

butes or qualities by which alone we are

conscious of existences ; that which exists

independently and unchangeably, in con

tradistinction to accident, which denotes

any of the changeable phenomena in sub

stance, whether these phenomena are ne

cessary or casual, in which latter case they

are called accidents in a narrower sense.

The relation of accident to substance is

called the relation of inherence, and corre

sponds to the logical relation of subject and

predicate, because the substance is the sub

ject to which are assigned the qualities,

states, and relations as predicates; substance

itself is the essence which is capable of these

phenomena, and in spite of these changes

remains the same. Substance is, with re

spect to the mind, a merely logical distinc

tion from Its attributes. We can never

imagine it, but we are compelled to assume

it. We cannot conceive substance shorn

of its attributes, because those attributes

are the sole staple of our conceptions; but

we must assume that substance is some

ch, Main; ch, Sc. loch; g, o-o; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, Bint?; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcnig; zh, azure. — See KEV.
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thing different from its Attributes. Sub

stance is the unknown, unknowable sub-

stratum on which rests all that we experi

ence of the external world.—7. In theol. that

which forms the divine essence or being;

that in which the divine attributes inhere.

The Son is said to be the same substance as the

Father— that is, truly and essentially God as the

Father is. F.den.

Substance t (sub'stans), v.t To furnish

with substance or property; to enrich.

Chapman.

Substant (sub'stant), a. Substantial. J E.

lieade. [Rare.]

Substantia (sub-stan'shl-a), n. [L ] Ulti

mate substance upon which the properties

of matter rest.

Substantial (snb-stan'shal), a. 1. Belong

ing to substance; real; actually existing.

If this atheist would have his chance to be a real

and substantial agent, he is more stupid than the

vulgar. BentUy.

2. Real ; solid ; true; not seeming or imagi

nary; not illusive. ' If happiness be a sub-

sta ni ial good.' Sir J. Denhain. 'The sub

stantial ornaments of virtue.' Sir R.

VEstrange.

All this is but a dream.

Too flattering-sweet to be substantial. Shak.

3. Corporeal; material

The sun appears flat like a plate of silver, the moon

a* bin as tlie sun, and the rainbow a large substan

tial arch in the sky, all which are gross falsehoods.

Watts.

4. Having firm or good substance; strong;

stout; solid; as, substantial cloth; a sub

stantial fence or gate. 'Most ponderous

and substantial things.* Shak. 'Substantial

doors.' Milton.— 5. Possessed of consider

able substance, goods, or estate; moderately

wealthy; as, a substantial freeholder or far

mer; a substantial citizen. 'Substantial

yeomen and burghers.' Sir W. Scott.—Syn.

Real, actual, corporeal, material, solid, true,

strong, stout.

Substantialia (sub-stan'shi-a"li-a), n. pi.

[L-l In Scots law, those parts of a deed

which are essential to its validity as a for

mal instrument.

Substantiality (sub-stan'shl-ar'i-ti), n, 1. The

state of being substantial, or having real

existence. 'Substantiality ot the aon\.' War-

burton.—2. Corporeity; materiality.

The soul is a stranger to such gross substantiality.

Granville.

Substantialize (sub-stan'shal-Iz), v.t. To

render substantial.

Substantially (sub-stau'shal-in, adv. 1. In

the manner of a substance; with reality of

existence.

In him all his Father shone

Substantially express'd. Milton.

2. In a substantial manner; strongly; solid

ly.—3. Truly; really; effectually.

The laws of this religion would make men, if they

would truly observe them, substantially reti^rii>us

towards God, chaste and temperate. Tillotson.

4. In substance; in the main; essentially;

by including the material or essential part;

as, this answer is substantially the Bame as

that before given.—5 . With competent goods

or estate.

Substantlalness (sub-stan'shal-nes). n.

The state or quality of being substantial;

firmness ; strength ; power of holding or

lasting; substantiality; as, the substantial-

7w.ss of a wall or column.

Substantial (sulvstan'shalz), n. pi. Essen

tial parts. A yliffe.

Substantiate (sub-stan'shi-at), v.t. pret. &

pp. substantiated; ppr. substantiating. 1. To

make to exist ; to make real or actual.

The accidental of any act is said to be whatever

advenes to the act itself already substantiated.

AytiJT:

2. To establish by proof or competent evi

dence; to verify; to make good; as, to sub

stantiate a. charge or allegation; to substan

tiate a declaration.

Observation is in turn wanted to direct and sub

stantiate the course of experiment. Colertd^e.

Every word of these very critics, who would lead

all into issues absolutely antagonistic, . . . will be

found thoroughly and completely to substantiate

this. J. Hutchison Stirling.

Substantiation (sub-stan'8hi-a"shon), u

The act of substantiating or proving; evi

dence; proof.

Substantival (sub'stan-ti-val), a. Relating

to or like a substantive.

Substantive (sub'stan-tiv). a. [L. substan-

tivus, substantive, self-existent; substantia

vum verbuni, the substantive verb.] 1. Be

tokening or expressing existence; as, the

substantive verb to be. —2. Depending on

itself; independent.

He considered how sufficient and subst,mtive this

land was to maintain itself without any aid of the

foreigner. Bacon.

Reasoners have set up the rights of rulers as having

a substantive and separate existence. Brougham.

3. Solid; enduring; firm. [Rare]

Strength and magnitude are qualities which im

press the imagination in a powerful and substantive

flatter.

—Substantive colours, those which, in the

process of dyeing, remain fixed or perman

ent without the intervention of other sub

stances,in distinction from adjective colours,

which require the aid of mordants to fix

them.

Substantive (sub'stan-tiv), n. In gram, a

noun; the part of Bpeech which expresses

something that exists, either material or

immaterial. See Noun.

Substantive (sub'stan-tiv), v.t. To convert

into or use as a substantive. 'An adjective

substa nticed. ' Cudworth. [ Rare. ]

Substantively (sub'stnn-tiv-li), adv. 1. In

a substantive manner ; in substance ; essen

tially; as, a thing may be apparently one

thing and substantively another. —2. In

gram, as a substantive or noun; as, an adjec

tive or pronoun may be used substantively.

Substantiveness (sub'stan-tiv-nes), n. The

state of being substantive. J. II. Newman.

[Rare]

Substernal (sub-steYnal). a. In a not situ

ated beneath the sternum; as, the subster

nal lymphatics.

Substile (sub'Btfl). n. See Substylk.

Substitute (sub'sti-tut), v.t pret A pp.

substituted; ppr. substituting. [L. substituo,

substitutum — sub, under, and statuo, to

place, to set (whence statute, Ac). J 1. To

put in the place of another ; to put in ex

change.

Some few verses are inserted or substituted in the

room of others. Longreve.

2.t To appoint; to invest with delegated

authority.

But who is sitbstituted 'gainst the French,

I have no certain notice. Shak.

Substitute (sub'sti-tut), n. 1. One person

put in the place of another to answer the

same purpose; one acting for or put in the

room of another; as, a person may be n sub

stitute with full powers to act for another

in an office; the orthodox creed of Christians

is that Christ died as the substitute of sin

ners; specifically (mt/t'f.), one who for a con

sideration serves in an army in the place of

a conscript.—2. One thing put in the place

of another; one thing Berving the purpose

of another. ' Substitutes and shadows of

things more high in substance and efficacy.'

Barrow. ' Masks as the sole substitute for

the modern parasol.' De Quincey—Substi

tutes in an entail, in law, those heirs who

are called to the succession on the failure of

others.—Syn. A deputy, secondary, proxy.

Substitution (sub-sti-tu'shon), a. 1. The

act of substituting or putting one person or

thing in the place of another; as, the substi

tution of an agent, attorney, or representa

tive to act for one in his absence; the sub

stitutional bank-notes for gold and Bilveras

a circulating medium. —2. State of being put

in the place of another. —3. The office of a sub

stitute; delegated authority. Shale. [Rare. ]

4. In grant, syllepsis, or the use of one word

for nnother.— 5. In law, (a) in the civil law,

a conditional appointment of an heir, (6) In

Scots law, the enumeration or designation of

the heirs in a settlement of property.—6. In

chem. a term applied to a wide range of phe

nomena or transformations. The simplest

cases are those in which one element pre

sented to a compound of another, under

appropriate conditions, expels or eliminates

that other in the elementary form, taking its

place iu the new compound formed. It is one

of the three principal methods employed in

examining the chemical composition of or

ganic bodies, the two other methods being

oxidation and reduction. Called also Meta-

lepsy.—T. In alg. the putting of one quantity

in the place of another, to which it is equal

but differently expressed.—8 In theol. the

doctrine that Christ suffered vicariously,

being substituted, as it were, for the sinner,

and that his sufferings were expiatory-

Substitutional (sub-Bti-tu'shon-al). a. Per

taining to or implying substitution; supply

ing the place of nnother.

Substitutionary (sub - sti - tu 'Bhon • al - li),

adv. In a substitutional manner; by way

of substitution. Eclec. Hev.

Substitutionary (snb-sti-lu'shon-a-ri), a.

Relating to or making substitution; substi

tutional.

Substitutive (sub'sti-tut-ivl a. Tending to

afford or furnish a substitute; making sub

stitution; capable of being substituted.

Those substitutii-e particles, which serve to ssi-flr

the room of some sentence or complex part of it, are

stiled interjections. Bf. H'lliOu.

Substractt (sub-strakf), v.t To Buhtract

Substract was formerly used in (errorieoiui

analogy with abstract.

Substractlont (sub-strak'ahon), n Sub

traction.

Substractort (sub-strak'ter). n. One who

subtracts; a subtracter; hence, a detractor:

a slanderer. Shak.

Substrate' (sub'strat), u. A substratum.

Substratet (sub-strat'J, of. [L. iubeterno,

substratum— sub, under, and »ten\o, U>

strew. J To strew or lay under anything.

'The melted glass being supported by the

subtstrated Band.' Boyle.

Substratum (sub-stra'tum), n. [L tubatra-

tus, spread under. See Stratum. ] l. That

which is laid or spread under; a stratum of

earth lying under another; hence, in a$ri.

the subsoil. —2. In inctapL the matter or

substance supposed to furnish the !>asis in

which the perceptible qualities inhere. See

StBSTANCK.

When Berkeley denied the existence of matter, >w

meant by 'matter' that unknown substratum, The

existence of which Lot ke had declared to be i cc-

cessary inference from our knowled£e of qualities.

but the nature of which roust ever be altogether

hidden from us. G. H. level.

Substruct (sub-stnikt), v.t [See below;

To lay as the foundation of; to build be

neath. [Rare.]

He substructs the region of Asia as the base.

Substruction (sub-Btruk'ahon), n. [L nifc-

structio, substruetionis, from subttruo, tab-

structum—sub, under, and utruo, to build ]

An under-building; a mass of building be

low another; a foundation.

It is a magnificent strong building, with a sub

struction very remarkable. Ei-ely.

Substructure (stib-struk'tur), a An audit

structure; a foundation.

Substylar (sub-sti'ler), a. Of or pertaining

to or consisting of the substyle.—Subtle/bit

line, in dialling, a right line on which tin.*

gnomon or style is erected at right angles

with the plane.

Substyle (sub'atil), n. In dialling, the line

on which the style or gnomon stand s.forratnt

by the intersection of the face of the dial

with the plane which passes through the

gnomon. Written also Substile.

Subsultive, Subsultory (sub-sul'tiv, sub-

sul'to-ri), a. [From L. subsilio. iubtvttu».

to leap up—sub, under, and salio, to leap 1

Moving by sudden leaps or starts; makini:

short bounds; having a spasmodic chara*. -

ter.
The earth, I was told, moved up and down like the

boiling of a pot. . . . This sort ot subsultivr taodrm

is ever accounted the most dangerous. Bf. Artti'fT.

In reality this invaluable merit tends to an exc«-,

and the 'style <ouf4? .is op|>osed to the 'style **»■

teuue,' flippancy opposed to solemnity, the su±:k-

tory to the continuous, these are the two frequent Ex

tremities to which the French manner betrays men.

Ik Owner,.

Subsultorily (sub-surto-rl-li),arfi> In a «'»■

sultory or bounding manner; by leaps, itart!.

or twitches. Bacon.

Subsultus (sub-sul'tus), n. [From L. svh-

silio, subsultum—sub, under, and aouo. t"

leap] In med. a starting, twitching, orct-it-

vuisive motion ; as, subsultus of the ttii

dons.

Subsume (sub-sumO, v.t [L sub. under.

and sumo, to take] To include under a

more general class or category; tu piste

under and as being comprehended in a

wider notion: mainly a logical term.

St. Paul who cannot name that word •sinners,' t*t

must straight subsume in a parenthesis, 'of *hom i

am the chief.' tf.imMt**'-

To subsume is to place any one cojjuitioo ut^cr

another as belonging to it. In the judgruent ' *■

horses are animals' the conception 'horws t* «*■

sutned under that of animals. Flemtag

Subsumption (sub-sum'shon), n. 1. The a< t

of subsuming; the act of including und«r

something more general, as a particular

under a universal, a species under a genu>.

and the like.

The first act of consciousness was a lubswHf-'"*

of that of which wc were conscious under the* *-■-

tioa. Sir If j^jwiiVa

2. That which is subsumed: the buD'T

clause or premiss of a syllogism.

Thus, if one were to say, 'No man is wise i» *3

i'iite, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; , Sc. abune; >', Sc iti-
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thingV and another to respond. ' But you are a man,'

this proposition is a suhmmfitioit under the former.

Fleming.

—Subsumption of the libel, in Scots law, a

narrative of the alleged criminal act, which

must specify the manner, place, and time

of the crime libelled, the person injured, &c.

Subsumptlve (sub-sum'tiv), a. Of or re-

1 itmg to a subsumption; of the nature of a

subsumption.

Sub-tack (sub'tak). n. In Scot* law, an

under lease; a lease of a farm, a tenement,

Ac. granted by the principal tenant or

leaseholder.

Subtaugent (sub'tan -jen t), n. In conic sec

tions, the segment of a produced diameter

or produced axis, intercepted between an

ordinate and a tangent, both drawn from

the same point in the curve. Thus, let c A

be part of a parabola, A G its axis, C T a tan

gent to the curve at the point c, meeting

the axis produced in T, and c D an ordinate

to the axis, drawn from the point c; then

the segment D T of the produced axis inter

cepted between c T and c D is called the sub-

tangent. Also, if c Q be drawn from the

point c, perpendicular to the tangent c T

and meeting the axis in a. then c a is called

the normal; and D a, the part of the axis

intercepted between the ordinate c d and

the normal, is called the subnormal.

Subtartarean (sub-tar- tn're-an). a. Being
or living under Tartarus. • Subtartarean

powers.* Pope.

Subtegulaneous (sub-teg/u-la"neus).a. [L

subtegulaneus — sub, under, and tegula,

tiles, a roof] Under the eaves or roof;

within doors. [Rare. ]

Subtenant (sub-ten'ant), n. The tenant

under a tenant; one who rents land or

houses from a tenant.

Subtend (sub-tend'), v.t. [L. subtendo—

sub. under, and Undo, to stretch.] To ex

tend under or be opposite to: a geometrical

term; as, the side of a triangle which sub

tends the right angle.

Subtense (sub-tens'), n. [L. subtendo, sitb-

tentum, subtensum, to stretch underneath.]

Inborn the line subtending or stretching

across ; the chord of an arc; a line or angle

opposite to a line or angle spoken of.

Subtepid (sub-tep'id), a. Slightly tepid;

very moderately warm.

Subter (sub'ter). A Latin preposition signi

fying under, used as a prefix lu English with

the same meaning as sub, but less general

in its application.

Subterfluent, Subterfluous (sub-ter'flu-

ent, sub-ter'ttu-us). a. [L. subterjluens, sub-

terjlnentis, pj»r. of subterjluo. to How beneath

—subter, under, beneath, and jluo, to flow.]

Running under or beneath.

Subterfuge (sub't^r-fuj). n. [Ft. subterfuge,

L.L. tubterfugium, from L. subter, under,

undfugio, to flee J That to which aperson

resort* for escape or concealment ; a shift ;

an evasion; an artifice employed to escape

censure or the force of an argument, or to

justify opinions or conduct.

Affect not little shifts and subterfuges to avoid the

force of an argument. Watts.

Stn. Evasion, elusion, shift, quirk, escape,

prevarication.

8ubterposition(sub'ter-p6-zi''shon), n. The

state of lying or being situated under some

thing else; specifically, in geol. the order or

arrangement in which strata are situated

below each other.

8ubterrane(sub'ter-ran),n. [See below.] A

cave or room under ground. [Poetical aud

rare.]

Subterraneal t (sub-ter-ra'ne-al), a. Same

as Subterranean. Boyle.

Subterranean (sub-ter-ra'n€-an), a. [L.

subterraneus—sub, under, and terra, the

earth.] Being or lying at some depth in

the earth; situated within the earth or un

der ground; as, subterranean springs; a sub-

terranean passage. —Subterranean forest, a

forest or considerable number of trees lying

below the surface of the earth, and generally

covered with peat to a greater or less depth.

Such forests are found in various parts of

Scotland, England, Ireland, and elsewhere.

Subterraneous (sub-ter-ra'ne-us). a. Same

as Subterranean, but now much less com

mon.

Subterraneously (sub-ter-ra'ne-us-li), adv.

In a subterraneous manner; after the man

ner or a mine in war; hence, secretly; im

perceptibly. Is. D' Israeli.

Subterranityt (sub-ter-ran'i-ti),n. A place

under ground.

We commonly consider subWranities not in con

templations sufficiently respective unto the creation.

Sir T. Browne.

Subterranyt (sub'ter-ra-ni), n. That which

lies under ground. Bacon.

Subterranyt (sub ter-ra-nl), o. Subter

ranean.

Metals are wholly subtcrrany, whereas plants are

part above earth and part under. Bacon.

Subterrene (sub-ter-ren').a. Subterraneous.

Jer. Taylor.

Subtile (sub'til or sutT), a. [Fr. subtil, from

L. subtil U. slender, fine, delicate, subtile, for

subtetis, from sub, under, and tela, for texela,

a web, from tern, to weave (whence tex

ture).] 1. Tenuous; thin; not dense or gross;

extremely fine; as, subtile air; subtile va

pour; a subtile medium; subtile odours or

effluvia. 'A much tubttfer medium than air.'

Newton—2. Delicately constituted or con

structed; nice; flue; delicate. ' Mure .subtile

web Arachne cannot spin." Spenser.

I do distinguish plain

Each subtile line of her immortal face.

Sir J. Davies.

3. Penetrating; acute; piercing. ' Slow dis

ease and subtile pain.' Prior.—L Charac

terized by acuteness of mind ; refined ;

shrewd; discerning; &*,&subtUe understand

ing or argument—5. Sly; artful; cunning;

crafty; insinuating; deceitful; treacherous;

as, a subtile person; a subtile adversary; a

subtile scheme. [In the last two senses

usually written Subtle.]

Subtilely (sub'til-li or sut'l-li), adv. In a

subtile manner; thinly; finely; not grossly;

artfully; subtly.

Subtilenes8(sub'til-nes orBufl nes), n. The

quality or state of being subtile: (a) thin

ness; rareness; as, the subtilemsh of nir.

(b) Fineness; acuteness; as, the tnbtileness

of an argument. (••) Cunning; artfulness;

as, the subtile ness of a foe.

Subtiliatet (sub-tiri-at).D.t. [See Subtile]

To make subtile; to make rare or thin.

Matter, however subtiliated, is matter still. Boyle.

Subtlliatlont (sub-tiri-iV'shon), n. The act

of making thin or subtile. ' By subtiliation

and rarefaction.' Bogle.

Subtilism (sub'til-izm or sut'1-izm), n. The

quality of being subtle: subtlety. ' The high

orthodox subtilism of Duns Scotus. ' Milman.

Subtlllty (sub-til'i-ti), n. The quality of

being subtile; fineness; subtileness. [Rare.]

Subtilization (sub'til-iz-a"Bhon). n. 1. The

act of making subtile, fine, or thin.—2. In

chem. the operation of making so volatile as

to rise in steam or vapour. —3. Refinement

in drawing distinctions, Ac.

Subtilize (sub'til-iz), v.t. pret. A pp. sub

tilized; ppr. subtilizing. [Fr. subtiliser, from

L. subtilis. See Subtile.] 1. To make thin

or fine; to make less gross or coarse.—2. To

refine; to spin into niceties; as, to subtilize

arguments. ' In agitating and subtilizing

questions of faith.' Warburton.

Subtilize (sub'til-iz), r »'. To refine in argu

ment; to make very nice distinctions.

Qualities and moods some modern philosophers

have subtilised on. Sir A*. Digby.

Subtilty (sub'til-ti orsutl-ti), n. [Fr. tub-

HlUi, L. subtilitas. See Subtile] 1. The

state or quality of being subtile; thinness;

fineness; tenuity; as, the subtilty of air or

light; the subtilty of sounds.—2. t An intri

cate or quaint device, symbol, or emblem.

Lelarut.—S. Refinement in drawing distinc

tions or the like; extreme niceness or acute

ness.

Intelligible discourses are spoiled by too much rub-

tilty in nice division!, Locke.

4. Slyness in design; cunning; artifice. [In

the two last senses usually written Subtlety.]

Subtle i.-ut'I). a. [See Subtile] 1. Thin;

fine; nice; delicate: subtile. 'A point as

subtle as Arachne's broken woof.' Shak.—

2. Sly in design; artful; cunning: insinuating:

applied to persons; as, a, subtle foe. 'The

serpent, subtlest beast of all the field.' Mil-

ton. —3 Cunningly devised; as, a subtle

stratagem.—4. t Being other titan in seem

ing; acting under the cover of a false ap

pearance; deceptive; treacherous.

The subtle traitor

This day had plotted in the council-house

To murder me. Shak.

5. Characterized by acuteness or delicacy,

as of thought, mind, workmanship, and the

like; acute of intellect; discerning; refined;

nicely perceptive or capable of flue execu

tion.

Praised be the Art whose subtle power could stay

yon cloud. It'ordrworth.

Near him stood the Lady of the l-ake,

Who knows a subtler magic than his own.

Tennyson.

6.t Made level or smooth by careful labour;

even. ' Like to a bowl u\*on&subtlt ground.'

Shak.—STN. Artful, crafty, cunning, insinu

ating, wily.

Subtleness (sut'1-nes), n. The quality of

being subtle; artfulness; cunning.

Subtlety (sufl-ti), n. 1. The quality of being

subtle or sly; cunning; craftiness; artful

ness; wiliness.

For in th« wily snake

Whatever sleights, none would suspicious mark.

As from his wit and native subtlety

Procceding. Milton .

2. Acuteness of intellect; nicety of discrimi

nation.—3. t False appearance; deception;

illusion. * Unlearned in the world's false

subtleties.' Shak.

Subtle - Witted (But'1-wit-ed). a. Sharp-

witted; crafty. 'The subtle-witted French

conjurers.' Shak.

Subtly (sutli). adv. In a subtle manner:

(a) slily; artfully; cunniugly.

Thou seest

How subtly to detain thee I devise. Milton.

(b) Nicely; delicately. 'Substance and ex

pression subtly interblended.' Dr. Caird.

In the nice bee, what sense so subtly true.

From poisonous herbs extracts the healing dew!

Pope.

(c) Deceitfully; delusively.

Thnn proud dream.

That play'd so subtly with a king's repose. Shak.

SubtOnlC (sub-ton'ik), n. 1. In pron. an

elementary sound or element of speech hav

ing a partial vocality; a vocal or sonant

consonant. Goodrich. —2 In music, the semi

tone or note next below the tonic; the lead

ing note of the scale. Called also Sub*

semitone.

Sub-torrid fsub-tor'id), a. Approximately

torrid; applied to a region or climate bor

dering on the torrid.

Subtract (sub-trakf), v.t [L. subtraho, sub-

tractum—sub, under, beneath, behind, and

traho, to draw.] To withdraw or take a

part from the rest; to deduct; as, to sub

tract 4 from 8.

All material products consumed by any one. while

he produces nothing, are so much subtracted for the

time, from the material products which society would

otherwise have possessed. y. S. Mill.

Subtracter (sub-trak'ter), n. I. One who

Bubtracts. --2. \ The number to be taken from

a larger number; the subtrahend.

Subtraction (sub-trak'shon), n. [L. sub-

tractio, subtractions. See Subtract ] 1. The

act or operation of taking a part from the

rest. —2. In arith. the taking of a lesser

number from a greater of the same kind or

denomination; the operation of finding the

difference between one numberand another,

the less being subtracted from the greater.

In alg. the operation of subtraction is in

cluded under addition, the rule being to

change the sign and add—3. In law, a with

drawing or neglecting, as when a person

who owes any suit, duty, custom, or service

to another, withdraws ft, or neglects to per

form it

Subtractive (sub-trak'tiv), a. 1. Tending o»

having power to subtract. —2. In math, hav*

ing the minus sign (-) placed before it.

Subtrahend (sub'tra-hend), n. [L. subtra-

hendus, that must be subtracted, fut. part,

pass, of subtraho—sub, under, and traho, to

draw] In math, the sum or number to be

subtracted or taken from another, which ia

called the minuend.

Subtranslucent (sub-trans-lu'sent), a. Im

perfectly translucent.

Subtransparent (sub-tranB-pa'rcnt), a.

Imperfectly transparent.

Subtriangular (sub-tri ang'gu-ler). a.

Nearly but not perfectly triangular. Dar

win.

Subtrlfid (sub-tri'fld), a. Slightly trifld.

Subtrihedral (sub-tri-he'dral), a. Shaped

somewhat like a three-sided pyramid; as,

the subtrihedral crown of a tooth. Owen.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc locA; g,go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; th, azure—See Key.
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Subtriple (sub-tri'pl), a. Containing a third

ur one of three parts, as 3 is subtriple of 9.

—Subtriple ratio, the ratio of 1 to 3.

Subtriplicate (sub-tripli-kat), a. In the

ratio of the cube roots; thus yTa to \/ b is

the subtriplicate ratio of a to b.

Sub-troplcal (sub-trop'i-kal), o. Adjoining

the tropics; indigenous to or characteristic

of the regions lying near the tropics.

Subtrude (sub-trbcV), v.t. pret. & pp. sub-

traded; ppr. subtruding. [L. sub, under, and

trudo, to thrust] To insert or place under.

[Rare ]

Subturriculate (sub-tur-rlk'Q-lat), a. In

c*mch. slightly turrlculate.

Subtutor (sub'tu-tor), n. An under tutor.

Sub-typical (sub-tip' i-kal), a. Not quite

true to the type; slightly aberrant; ex

pressing a condition between typical and

aberrant.

Subularia (su-bu-la'ri-a), n. [L. subula. an

awl, from suo, to sew, from the shape of the

leaves.] A genus of plants, nat. order Cru-

cifene, found in the gravelly bottoms of

lakes, usually in shallow water, in North and

Central Europe. North Asia, and the Nor

thern United States. S. aquatica, or awl-

wort, the only species, consists merely of a

tuft of white fibrous roots, narrow awl-

shaped leaves, and a leafless stalk, bearing

a few small white flowers. It is indigenous

to Scotland and the North of England and

Ireland. See Awlwort.

Subulate, Subulated (sutm-lat, su'bu-lat-

ed), o. [From L. subula, an awl] Shaped

like an awl; awl-shaped, (a) In bot. a subu

late leaf is linear at the bottom, and gradu

ally tapering toward the end. Applied also

to filaments, styles, or stigmas, (b}ln conch.

applied to shells tapering to a point, (c) In

entom. an epithet given to a long thin cone,

softly bent throughout its whole course.

Subulicornes (sii-bu']i-kor"nez), n. pi. [ L.

subula, an awl, and cornu, a horn.] A divi-

Subulicomes—Afrion puella.

a. Head. b. Antenna.

sion of neuropterous insects, having awl-

shaped antenna?. It Includes the dragon-

flies, and Ephemera or may-flies.

Subullfonn (suTju-li-form), a. Same as

Subulate.

Subullpalp (su/bii-li-palp), n. [L. subula,

an awl, and palpus, a feeler.] One of a

section of caraboid beetles, including those

which have the exterior palps or feelers awl-

shaped. Brande A Cox.

Subumbonal (sub-um-bfi'nal), a. In conch.

under or beneath the umbo in bivalves.

Subundatlont (sub-un-da'shon), n, [L. sub,

under, and unda, a wave.] Flood; deluge.

HuloeL

Subungual, Subunguial (sub-ung'gwal,

sub-ung'gwi-nl),a. [L. <m&,uuder,and unguis,

a nail. ] Under the nail.

Suburb (sub'erb), n. [L. suburbium—sub,

under, near, and urbs, a city.) 1. An out

lying part of a city or town; a part without

the city boundaries but in the vicinity of a

city; as, Hampstead is a suburb of London:

often used in the plural to signify loosely

some part near a city; as, a house stands in

the suburbs; a garden is Bituated in the

suburbs of London or Paris. —2. The confines;

the out part. 'The suburb of their straw-

built citadel.' Milton.

Suburban (sub-er'ban), a. [L. svburbanui.

See Suburb] Pertaining to, inhabiting, or

being in the suburbs of a city. 'Suburban

villas. ' Cowper.

Suburban (sub-erTian), n. One who dwells

in the suburbs of a city.

Suburbed (sub'erbd), a. Having under the

walls. ' Bottreaux Castle . . . suburbed with

a poor market town.' Carets. [Rare. J

Suburbial, Suburbian (sub-er'bi-al, sub-

eVbi-an), a. Suburban. 'Suburbial fields.'

T. Warton.

Poor clinches the suburbian muse affords.

And Panton waging harmless war with words.

DryHen.

Suburbicarian, Suburbicarv (sub-er7>i-

ka"rl -an. sub-er'bi-ka-ri), a. [L.L. suburbi-

carius. See Suburb. J Being in the suburbs:

an epithet applied to the provinces of Italy

which composed the ancient diocese of

Rome. 'The pope having stretched his

authority beyond the bounds of his suburbi

carian precincts.' Barrow.

Sub-variety (sub'va-ri-e-ti), n. A subordi

nate variety or division of a variety.

Subvene (sub-ven'), v.i. pret <fe pp. subvened;

ppr. subvening, [See Subvention.] To come

under, as a support or stay; to arrive or

happen bo aa to obviate something.

A future state must needs subvene to prevent the

whole edifice from falling into ruin. Harburton,

Subventaneoust (sub-ven-ta'ne-us), a. [L

subvc7itancus—sub,un<\eT, and ventus, wind]

Effected by means of wind. Sir T, Browne.

Subvention (sub-ven'shon), n. [From L,

subvenio, subventum, to come to, to come to

one's assistance — sub, under, and ratio,

ventum, to come.] 1. The act of coming

under. 'The subvention of a cloud which

raised him from the ground.' Stackhouse.

2. The act of coming to relief; support; aid.

3. A government grant or aid; pecuniary aid

granted.

Subverset (sub -vers'), v.t. To Bubvert.

Spenser.

Subversion (sub-ver'shon), n. [L. subversio,

subversionis, from subverto, subversion. See

Subvert] The act of subverting or over

throwing, or the state of being overthrown ;

entire overthrow ; utter ruin ; destruction ;

as, the subversion of a government or state;

the subversion of despotic power; the sub

version of the constitution or laws; the sub

version of an empire. 'Subversion of thy

harmless life." Shak. 'The subversion (by

a storm) of woods and timber.' Eveli/n.—

Syn. Destruction, ruin, overturning, down

fall, extinction, suppression.

Subversionary (sub-ver'shon-a-ri), a. De

structive; subversive.

Subversive (sub - vers 'iv), a. Tending to

subvert; having a tendency to overthrow

and ruin. 'Utterly subversive of liberty.'

Abr. Tucker.

Subvert (sub-vertf), v.t. [L. subverto—sub,

and verto, to turn.] 1. To overthrow from

the foundation; to overturn; to ruin utterly;

to destroy. ' Razeth your cities and subverts

your towns.' Shalt.

This would subvert the principles of all knowledge.

Locke.

If the government were subverted by physical

force, all this moveable wealth would be exposed to

imminent risk of spoliation and destruction.

Macatday.

2. To corrupt; to confound; to pervert, as

the mind, and turn from the truth. 2 Tim.

it.14.—Syn. To overthrow, overturn.destroy,

ruin, reverse, extinguish, suppress.

Subvertant, Subverted (sub-vert'ant. sub

verted), p. and a. In her reversed; turned

upside down or contrary to the natural po

sition or usual way of bearing.

Subverter (sub-vert'er), n. One who sub

verts; an overthrower. Waterland.

Subvertible (sub-vert'i-bl), a. Capable of

being subverted.

Subway (sub'wa), n. An underground way;

an accessible underground passage contain

ing gas and water mains, telegraph wires,

&c., all of which may be readily examined,

altered, or repaired, without disturbing the

street surface and obstructing traffic.

Subworker (sub'werk-er), n. A subordinate

worker or helper. 'A subworker to grace.'

South,

Succades (sukTcadz), n.pl. [L. tuccut, juice.]

A commercial name sometimes given to

green fruits and citron, candied and pre

served in syrup; sweetmeats. Defoe; Siin-

monds,

Succedaneous (suk-se-da'ne-us), a. [L. *t«-

cedaneus, supplying the place of something

— sub, under, and cedo, to give way, to yield. ]

Pertaining to or acting as a succedaneum ;

supplying the place of something else; being

or employed as a substitute.

Succedaneum(suk-se-da'ne-um), n. pV Suc-

cedanea (suk-se-da'ne-a). [See above. ] One

who or that which supplies the place of

another ; that which is used for something

else; a substitute.

In lieu of me you will have a very charming succe

daneum. Lady Harriet Stanhope. H. It'tiifoic.

It is your souls that lie dead, . . . and are not

souls at all. but mere suecedanea for salt to keep

your bodies and their appetites from putrefying.

Lari vie.

Succeed (auk-Bed*), v t. [Fr. suece'der, from

L. succedo, successum—sub, under, in place

of, and cedo, to go. See Cede.] 1. To take

the place of ; to be heir or successor to; aa,

the king's eldest son succeeds his father on

the throne.

Not Amurath an Amurath succeeds,

But Harry Harry. Ska*.

2. To fall heir to; to inherit. [Rare.]

Else let my brother die.

If not a feodary, but only he

Owe and succeed thy weakness. ShaJt.

3. To follow; to come after; to be subsequent

or consequent to.

The curse of heaven and men succeed their evils.

Skai.

Those destructive effects . . . succeeded the curse.

Sir T. Browne.

4.1 To prosper; to make successful.

Cod was pleased to succeed their endeavours.

Stilling/feet.

—Follow, Succeed, Ensue. See under FOL

LOW.

Succeed (suk-BedO, v.i 1. To follow; to be

subsequent; to come after; to come next;

to come in the place of another or of that

which has preceded ; as, day succeeds to

night, and night to day.

Enjoy till I return

Short pleasures ; for long woes are to succeed.

Milton.

Revenge succeeds to love, and rage to grief.

Dryden.

2. To become heir; to take the place of one

who has died; specifically, to ascend a throne

after the removal or death of the occu

pant

No woman shall succeed in Salique land. Skat.

If the father left only daughters, they equally sue-

cteded to him. Sir M. Hate.

St. Elmo consoled the mariner for the loss of Castor

and PoIUi*. The Virgin Mother and Cecilia suc

ceeded to Venus and the Muses. Macaulay.

3. To come down by order of succession; to

descend; to devolve.

A ring the county wears

That downward hath succeeded in his house

From son to son, some four or five descents.

Shak.

i To be successful in any endeavour; to

obtain the object desired ; to accomplish

what is attempted or intended.

It is almost impossible for poets to succeed without

ambition. Dryden.

The surest way not to fail is to determine to suc

ceed. Sheridan.

6 To terminate according to desire; to turn

out successfully; to have the desired result;

as, his plan succeeded admirably. —6.f To

go under cover.

Or will you to the cooler cave succeed t Dryden.

7. t To approach. Spenser.

Succeedant (suk-s£d'ant), ppr. In her. suc

ceeding or following one another.

Succeeder (suk-sed'er), n. One who suc

ceeds; one who follows or comes in the place

of another; a successor. 'Richmond and

Elizabeth, the true succeeders of each royal

house.' Shak. 'The sole succeeder to their

wealth.' Tennyson.

Succeeding (suk-sed'ing). n. 1. The act of

oue who succeeds.—2. t Consequence; result.

Is it not a language which I speak T—A most harsh

one ; and not to be understood without bloody suc

ceeding. Skak.

Succentor (suk-sen'tor), n. 1. In a church

choir or concert, one who sings the bass or

lowest harmonized part— 2. In cathedral

cAuccAea.aprecentor'sdeputy; a sub-chanter.

at An inciter. 'The prompter and succen

tor of these cruell enterludes.' Holland.

Success (suk-ses'), n. [L. successus, from

succedo. See SUCCEED] 1. The termination

of any affair, whether happy or unhappy;

the issue; the result; more especially (when

unaccompanied by a qualifying epithet), a

favourable or prosperous termination of

anything attempted ; a termination which

answers the purpose intended. 'Fear of

bad success in a bad cause.' Shak. 'Tickled

with good success.' Shak.

Go bid the priests do present sacrifice.

And bring me their opinions of success. Skak.

Or teach with more success her son,

The vices of the time to shun- Waller.

Every reasonable man cannot but wish me success

in this attempt. Tiliotson.

Military successes, above all others, elevate the

minds of a people. Atterbury.

1.\ Succession; order following one another.

Spenser; Shak,

Successary (suk-ses'a-ri), a. Derived or ob

tained by succession, as honours. Beau. <fc

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abwne; y, 5c. fey.
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Successful (suk-Bes'fiil), a. Having or re

sulting in success; obtaining or terminating

in the accomplishment of what is wished or

intended ; hence, prosperous ; fortunate ;

happy; (is, a successful application of medi

cine; a successful experiment in chemistry

or in agriculture ; a successful enterprise; a

tucce&ftd merchant. Welcome nephews

from successful ware. ' Shak. * The rage of

a successful rivaL' Dryden.—Fortu)uite,

Successful. Prosperous. See FORTUNATE.

Successfully (suk-ses7ul-li). adv. In a suc

cessful manner; with a favourable termina

tion of what is attempted ; prosperously ;

favourably. 'A reformation successfully

carried on/ Swift

Successfulness (suk-ses'ful-nes), n. The

condition of being successful; prosperous

conclusion; favourable event; success.

Succession (suk-se'shon). n. [L. successio,

nursssionis, from succedo, successum. to

come in the place of. See SUCCEKD.] 1. A

following of things in order; consecution;

series of things following one another, either

hi time or place ; as, a succession of events

in chronology; a succession of kings or bish

ops; his fortune was lost by a succession of

commercial disasters.

Tbe peculiar art which he (Milton) possessed of

communicating his meaning circuitously through a

luog su.cessi."u of associated ideas, and of intimating

more than he expressed, enables him to express

tliose incongruities which he could not avoid.

Macaulay.

t The act of succeeding or coming in the

place of another ; as, this happened after

the succession of that prince to the throne;

the succession of heirs to the estates of their

ancestors; collateral succession. —3. An order

or series of descendants; lineage; succes

sors collectively; heirs.

Cassibelan ... for him

And his sttcetssion granted Rome a tribute.

Yearly three thousand pounds. « ShaM.

4 The act or right of succeeding or coming

to an inheritance ; the act or right of en

tering upon an office, rank, Ac., held by

another ; as, he holds the property by the

title of succession.

Yau have the voice of the king himself for yoor

suetrssion in Denmark. SJtaA.

What people is so void of common sense.

To »ote succession from a native prince f Dryden.

5 \ That which is to come; futurity.—6. t The

person succeeding to rank, office, or the

like. Milton.—7. In music, (a) the order in

which the notes of a melody proceed. (6)

Same as Sequence.—Law of succession, or

taw of descent (which is the more correct

term in English law), the law or rule accord

ing to which the succession to the property

of deceased individuals is regulated. In

general this law obtains only in cases where

a deceased party has died intestate, or in

cases where the power of bequeathing pro

perty by will is limited by the legislature.

In England primogeniture is the general

rale in cases of real estate, the eldest son

and his issue taking the whole freehold pro

perty; failing which stock the next eldest

•on, and so on. When males fail the daugh

ters succeed, who take not in order of seni

ority, hut all together. When there are no

lineal descendants the nearest lineal ances

tor succeeds. In regard to movable property

no right of primogeniture,nor anypreference

of males to females, is recognized, the pro

perty being divided in equal portions among

the children or kinsmen of the deceased,with-

out respect to sex or seniority.—Succession

duty, a tax imposed on every succession to

property, according to Its value and the re

lation of the person who succeeds to the

previous owner. —Apostolical succession, in

therA the alleged transmission, through the

episcopate, of the power and authority com

mitted by Christ to his apostles for tbe

guidance and government of the church. —

Succession of crops, in agri. the rotation of

crops. See Rotation.

Successional (suk-se'Bhon-al), a. Relating

to succession; implying succession; existing

in succession; consecutive. 'Successional

teeth' Otren.

^uccessionally (suk-se'shon-al-Ii), adv. In

i successional manner ; by way of succes

sion.

Successionlst (suk se'shon-ist), n. One who

adheres to succession, especially apostolical

Recession.

Successive (suk-ses'iv), a. [L. succcssivus,

following, successive, from succedo, succes-

«•». to follow after, to come in the place.

S*< Ekcteeti. ] 1 . Following in order or un

interrupted course, as a series of persons or

things, and either in time or place; consecu

tive; as, the successive revolutions of years

or ages; the successive kings of Egypt; seven

successive pages or chapters. ' Send the

successive ills through ages down.' Prior —

2.t Inherited by succession; having or giv

ing the right of succeeding to an inheri

tance; hereditary.

And, countrymen, my loving followers.

I'icad my successive title wiln your swords. Shak.

Successively (suk-ses'iv-li), adv. 1. In a suc

cessive manner; in a series or uninterrupted

order, one following another; as, he left

three sons, who all reigned successively.

The whiteness at length changed successively into

blue, indigo and violet. Newton.

2. By order of succession and inheritance.

But as successively from, blood to btood.

Your riyht of birth, your dupery, your own. Skak.

3t Successfully; fully; completely; entirely.

Fairfax.

Successiveness (suk-ses'iv-nes),n. The state

of being successive.

Successless (suk-sesles).a. Having no suc

cess; unprosperous; unfortunate; failing to

accomplish what was intended.

Success/ess all her soft caresses prove. Pope.

I speak not to implore your grace.

Well know I for one moment s space

Successless might I sue. Sir IP. Scott.

Successlessly (suk-sesles-li), adv. In a suc

cessless manner; without success.

Successlessness (suk-ses'les-nes), n. The

state or quality of being successless; unsuc-

cessfulness; unprosperous conclusion.

Successor (Buk-ses'or), n. [L] One that

succeeds or follows; one that takes the

place which another has left, and sustains

the like part or character: correlative to

predecessor; as, the successor of a deceased

king ; the successor of a president or gover

nor; a man's son and successor.

I here declare you rightful successor

And heir immediate to my crown. Dryden.

Succiduous (suk-sid'u-us), a. [L. succiduus,

sinking, falling, from succido, to fall under,

to sink down—sub, under, and cado, to fall.]

Ready to fall; falling. [Rare.]

Succiferous ( suk-sii'fir-us), a. [L. succus,

juice, and fcro, to bear.] Producing or con

veying sap.

Succinate (sulr/ain-at), n, A salt of succinic

acid.

Succinated (sulr/sin-at-ed), a. Combined

with or containing succinic acid.

Succinct (suk-singkt'X a. [L- *uecinc(iM—

sub, up, and cingo, cinctum, to gird. ]

l.t Tucked up; girded up; drawn up to

permit the legs to be free. * His habit fit

for speed succinct. ' Milton. * His vest suc

cinct.' Pope.—2. Compressed intofewwords;

characterized by verbal brevity; short; brief;

concise ; as, a succinct account of the pro

ceedings of the council.

A strict and succinct stile is that where you can

take nothing away without loss, and that loss to be

manifest. B. yonsen.

A tale should be judicious, clear, succinct;

The language plain, and incidents well link d.

— Concise, Succinct, Condensed, See under

Concise.— 8yn. Short, brief, concise, com-

peudious, summary, laconic.

Succinctly ( suk-Bingktli ), adv. In a suc

cinct manner; briefly; concisely; as, the

facts were succinctly stated.

Succinctness (suk-singkt'nes), n. The state

or quality of being succinct ; brevity ; con

ciseness; as, the sticcinctness of a narration.

Succinic (suk-sin'ik). a. [L. succinum, am

ber.] Pertaining to amber; obtained from

amber—Succinic acid (CiKtOfi, an acid ob

tained from amber by distilling it It is

also one of the products of the oxidation of

stearic and margaric acids. When pure it

is a white crystalline substance. It was

formerly employed in medicine under the

name of salt of amber, but it is now chiefly

used in combination with ammonia, form

ing succinate of ammonia, in chemical in

vestigations, especially in precipitating iron

from solution. It is a dibasic acid.

Succinite (suk'sln-it), n. [L. succinum, am

ber ] An amber-coloured variety of lime-

garnet.

Succinous(Buk'sin-us), a. [See Succinic]

Pertaining to or resembling amber.

Succisiont ( suk-si'zhon X n- [L. wiccwto]

The act of cutting off or down. 'In the

succision of trees.' Bacon.

Succory <suk'ko-ri), n. [A corruption of

chicory (which see).] A plant of the genus

Cichofium, the C. Intybus, found growing

wild on calcareous soils in England, and in

most countries of Europe. See Chicory.

Succose (suk'kds), a. I nil of juice.

Succotash (suk'k6-tash), n. [From Ameri

can Indian name.] Green maize and beans

boiled together, originally a North Ameri

can Indian dish. [United States.]

The wise Huron is welcome ; he is come to eat his

succotash with his brothers of the lakes.

y. F. Cooper.

SuCCOUT (suk'er), v.t [O.Fr. sucurre, sou-

courre, Mod. Ft. secourir, from L. succurro,

to run up to the aid of — sub, under, and

curro, to run] Lit. to run up to the aid of;

hence, to help or relieve when in difficulty,

want, or distress; to assist and deliver from

suffering; as, to succour a besieged city; to

succour prisoners. 'To succour tbe weak

Btate of sad afflicted Troy.' Spenser.

He is able to succour them that are tempted.

Heb ii. iS.

Syn. To aid, assist, help, relieve, cherish,

comfort.

SuCCOUT (suk'6r), n. 1. Aid; help; assist

ance; particularly, assistance that relieves

and delivers from difficulty, want, or dis

tress. ' My father flying for succour to his

servant.' Shak. — 2. The person or thing

that brings relief; troops serving as an aid

or assistance. 'The levied succours that

should lend him aid.' Shak.

Our watchful general had discerned from far

The mighty succour which made glad the foe.

DryJen.

Succourable (suk'er-a-bl), a. 1. Capable of

being succoured or relieved; admitting of

succour. — 2. t Affording succour or relief;

helpful; helping.

The goodness of God, which is very succciiraNr,

serveth for feet and wings to his servants that are

wrongfully traduced. Cleaver.

Succourer (suk'er-er), n. One who succours

or affords assistance or relief; a helper; a

deliverer.

She hath been a succourer of many, and of inysell

also. Rom. xvi. 2.

Succourless (suk'er-les), a. Destitute of

succour, help, or relief. ' Leave them slaves

and tfuccourte**. ' Beau. <£- Fl.

Succuba (suk'ku-ba), n. pi. SUCCUDSS (suk'-

ku-be). [L. succuba, one who lies under an-

other—sub, under, and eubo, to lie.] A kind

of female demon formerly believed in. Such

demons were fabled to have connection with

men in their sleep.

Succubous (BukTtu-bus), a. [See Succuba]

In bot. a term applied to the leaves of cer

tain of the Jungerraanniacea;, intimating

that the anterior margin of the one passes

beneath the posterior margin of that suc

ceeding ft: opposed to incubous.

Succubus (siuVku-bus), n. [See Succuba]

A kind of male demon formerly believed

in. * A churchyard carcass raised and set

a-strutting by the inflation of some hellish

succubus within.' Warburton.

Succula (suk'ku-la), n. A bare axis or cylin

der with staves on it to move it round, but

no drum.

Succulence, Succulency(suk'ku-iens, suk'-

kulen-st), n. The state or character of

being succulent; juiciness; as, the succulence

of a peach.

Succulent (sukTrii-lent), a. [L. succulentus,

from succus, juice] Full of juice; juicy.

'Succulent herbage.' Dr. H. More. 'As

the leaves are not succulent' Cook. — Suc

culent plants, plants remarkable for the

thick and fleshy nature of their stems and

leaves. This character prevails in the na

tural orders Cactacere, Crassulaceai, and Me-

sembryace*. but often occurs also in genera

of other orders, as in aloes and several other

Liliacew. It consists in a peculiar develop

ment of cellular tissue, and the plants live

in great part by nourishment derived from

the atmosphere rather than from the soil.

SueculentSS (suk-ku-len'te), n. pi. A nat

order of plants in the Linmcan system. It in

cludes those families which are remarkable

for the succulent character of their leaves,

as Saxifragacea:, Crassulacece, Ficoidea:. Ac.

Succulently (suk'ku-lent-li), adv. In a suc

culent manner; Juicily.

Succulous (suk'ku-lus), a. Succulent.

Succumb (suk-kum'). v.i. [L »ticcum6o—

sub. under, and cumbo, to lie down.] To

sink or give way without resistance; to

yield; to submit

To their wills we must succumb. Iludibras.

He (Vercinpetorix), too, had finally succumbed,

had been led captive in Caesar's triumph.

Sir E. Creasy.

Succursal (suk-ker'sal), a. [Ft. succursale,

supplementing a parish church, fylise suc-

ch, caain; ch, Sc. locA; g, yo; j, job; , Ft. ton; ng, ii»<jr; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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curtate, a chapel of ease, from L. L. mcfttr-

*t«. luccour. See Succoi'it.] Serving tut a

chapel of ease: said of a church attached by

way of succour to a pariah church.

Not a city was without its cathedral, surrounded

by its suceursal churches, its monasteries and con

vents. Milman.

SUCCUB (sukTcus), n. [L.) In med. a term

frequently employed to denote the extracted

juice of different plants; aa, succus li*iuuri-

tux, Spanish liquorice, Are.

SuccussatlonCBiik-kuB-a'ahon), n. [L. sue-

cttsso, succussare, a freq. from succutio. suc-

cussutn, to Ming or toss up — sub, from be

neath, up, and (juatio, to shake] 1. A trot

or trotting. 'Or lift one foot before and

the cross foot behind, which is nucewtmtion

or trotting ' SirT. Browne. [Rare.]—2 A

shaking; suceussion.

Succuaaion (suk-ku'shon), n. [L succussio,

succussionis. a shaking, from succutio, $uc-

cussum, to tling or toss up. See Succussa-

TION.] 1. The act of shaking; a violent

shock.—2. In med. an ague; a shaking, par

ticularly of the nervous parts by medical

stimulants. —3. A mode of ascertaining the

existence of a liquid in the thorax by

slightly shaking the patient's body and lis

tening to the sounds thereby produced.

Succussive (suk-kus'iv). a. [See above ]

Characterized by a shaking motion, espe

cially an up and down movement, and not

merely tremulous oscillation ; as. the sue-

ctmsive motion in earthquakes. Dana.

Such (such), a. [O.K. sutche, siciche,sicilehe,

swilk. A. Sax. swilc, swyle, from str,i ~ho, and

llc = like; the word is therefore literally so-

like, like that. Corresponding forms occur in

theotherTeutonic tongues. So which = who-

like; O.E. thilk, Prov. E. CAiVAr = that-lfke.]

1. Of that or the like kind or degree; simi

lar; like; as, we never saw such a day: fol

lowed by as before the thing which is the

subject of comparison; as, we have never

had such a time as the present; give your

children such precepts as tend to make

them wiser and better. It is to be noted

that the indefinite article a or an never

immediately precedes such, but is placed

between it and the noun to which it refers,

or such comes after the noun preceded by

the article; as, such a man; such an honour;

I never saw a man such as he. Adjectives

may come between the indefinite article and

the noun: as, such a good man; so also an

other. Such comes directly before nouns

without tiie article; as, such weather; *ucA

men. — 2 The same as mentioned or spe

cified; in thia condition; so; not other or

different.

That thou art happy, owe to Cod;

That thou continu si such, owe to thyself.

Milton.

3. Belonging to that class.

In it he melted lead for bullets

To shoot at foes and sometimes pullets.

To whom he bore so fell a grutcn.

He ne'er Rave quarter t'any such. Hudibras.

4. Certain: used to indicate or suggest in a

general and indefinite manner persons or

things already named or pointed out, or

which could have been named or pointed

out had the speaker pleased.

When in rushed one, and tells him such a knight

Is new arrived. Daniel.

G. Used emphatically without the correla-

tive = extraordiuary; very great; very much;

very considerable; so good; so bad. 'Could

come to such honour.' Shak.

1 shall have such a lifel Shak.

—Such is often used adverbially with the

sense of so; to so great a degree; so greatly;

a*, such terrible enemies ; such different

ideas. —Such and such, or such or such, cer

tain; some: used to represent the object

generally or indefinitely, as particularized

in one way or another, or one and another

not then mentioned or pointed out

I have appointed my servants to such and such a

place. i Sam. ixl a.

J saw hitn yesterday, or t'other day;

Or then, or then ; w ith such or such. Shak.

The same sovereign authority may enact a law,

commanding such or such an action. South.

—Such like, (a) of the like kind; of the same

sort; similar. 'Plate. Jewels, ami such like

trifles.' Shak. (b) Similar persons or things;

so forth; et cetera: used at the close of

enumerations. 'Virtue, youth, liberality,

and such like.' Shak.

Suchwise (such'wlz), adv. In such a man

ner; so.

8uck(suk). v.t. [OE.souke,suke, soke, A. Sax.

*it can, swjan, O. saugen, Icel. sjuga, suga,

Dan. suge; cog L. sugo, Gael, sugaidh. It.

suigim, to suck.] 1. To draw into the mouth

by the action of the lips and tongue, which

serves to produce a vacuum ; as, to suck

water into the mouth. 'The milk thou

sucked'*t from her.' Shak. See SUCTION.—

2. To draw something from with the mouth;

specifically, to draw milk from; as, the

young of an animal *uc*athe mother or dam

or the breast.

I can suck melancholy out of a song as a weasel

sucks eggs. Shak.

Did a child suck every day a new nurse, it would

be no more affrighted with the change of faces at

six months old than at sixty. Locke.

3. To draw in or imbibe by any process re

sembling sucking; to inhale: to absorb; as. to

suck in air; a sponge sucks in water: usually

with in, out, away, Ac. —4. To draw or drain.

' Old ocean suck'd through theporou-* globe.'

Thomson. —b. To draw in. as a whirlpool;

to swallow up; to ingulf. ' As waters are by

whirlpools sucked and drawn.' Dryden.—

To suck in, (a) to draw into the mouth; to

imbibe: to absorb, (b) To cheat; to deceive;

to take in. [Colloq. and low.]—To suck up,

to draw into the mouth —To suck the mon

key (naut), to suck spirits surreptitiously

from a cask by means of a straw; hence, to

take spirits in any underhand way.

Suck (suk), v.i. 1. To draw fluid into the

mouth; to draw by exhausting the air, as

with a tube.

Where the bee sucks, there suck I. Shak.

% To draw milk from the breast; as, a child

or the young of a mammal is first nourished

by sucking.

Suck (suk), n. 1 The act of drawing with

the mouth. —2. Milk drawn from the breast

by the mouth.

I h:\ve.given suck, and know

Mow tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me.

Shak.

3 t Juice; succulence— 4. A small draught.

[Colloq.]

No bouse? nor no tobacco T—Not a suck, sir;

Nor the remainder of a single can. Massing**.

Suckatash (suk'a-taah), «- Same as Suc-

cotanh.

Sucken (auk'ii). n. [A. Sax. socn. privilege,

jurisdiction, from soc, n soke, liberty, privi

lege. See Soc] In Scots law, the district

attached to a mill, or the whole lands as-

tricted to a mill, the tenants of winch are

bound to bring their grain to the mill to

be ground. The tenants subjected to this

astrictiou are called suckencrs. See'fHlKL-

AGE.

Suckener (suk'n-er), n. A tenant bound

to bring his grain to a certain mill to be

ground. See SUCKEN.

Sucker (suk'er), u. 1. One who or that which

sucks or draws with the mouth.—2. The pis

ton of a suction-pump.

Oil must be poured into the cylinder that the

sucker may slip up and down in it more easiiv

Boyle.

3. A pipe or tube through which anything

Is drawn.- 4. Inoot. a shoot or branch which

proceeds from the roots or lower part of the

stem of a plant, as in many roBes and in

various trees : so called perhaps from its

drawing its nourishment from the root or

stem. — 5. A name of certain fishes; as, (a)

the sucking-flsh. (6) The lump-fish or lump-
sucker. <(.•) A common river fish in New

England, a species of the genus Catastoiuus.

6. A small piece of leather having a string

attached to the centre of it, used by children

as a plaything by being rendered flexible

by wetting and pressed firmly down on a

smooth object, as a stone, when the adhesion

of the two surfaces, owing to atmospheric

pressure, enables the stone, even though of

considerable weight, to be lifted by pulling

the string. —7. t A parasite; a Bponger.—

8. A cant name for an inhabitant of Illinois.

[United States.]—9. One who extorts money

from a candidate. [United States.]— 10. A

hard drinker; a soaker.

Sucker (suk'er), v.t. To strip off shoots; to

deprive of suckers; as, to sucker maize.

[United States.]

Sucket (suk'et), i». A sweetmeat for suck

ing or dissolving in the mouth.

Bring hither siukets, candied deUcates,

We'll taste some sweetmeats, gallants, ere we sleep.

Oldflay, quoted by Mares.

Suckin (suk'in), n. See Sicken.

Sucking (suk'ing), p. and a. 1. Drawing or

deriving nourishment from the mother's

breast ; as, a sticking child ; a sticking cub.

Hence — 2. Fig. very young and inexperi

enced ; undergoing training ; in the early

stage of a career; in leading-strings. ' No end

of a sucking wiseacre.' T. Hughes. [Colloq]

The curates . . . she . . . looked urwin as tuck

ing saints. Charlotte BronU.

Sucking-bottle (suk'ing boM), n. A bottle

to be filled with milk fur infants to suck in

stead of the pap; a feeding bottle.

Sucking-flan, (suk'ing fish), n a fish of the

genus Kchineis. the E remora. placed by

Cuvier among the Discoboli, but by Midler

assigned to the Anacanthfni. It inhabits

the Mediterranean Sea, the Indian Ocean.

Ac See KemoUA.

Sucklng-pump (suk'ing-pump), n. The

common or suction pump. See Pump.

Suckiny.t n. [O.Fr. sounuenie] A loose

frock worn over other clothes. Jlomaunt vf

the Rose,

SUCkle (sukl), v.t pret. A pp. suckled; ppr.

suckling. [Freq. from suck.] To give suck

to; to nurse at the breast.

She was a witfht, if ever such wi^ht were.

To suckle fouls and chronicle small beer. Shak.

Suckle t (suk'l). n. A teat. 'Two papa,

which are not only suckles, but serve for

stilts to creep ashore upon. ' Sir T. Herbert.

Buckler (suk'l-er), 7i. An animal that suckles

its young; a mammal. Whewclt.

Suckling (suk'ling). n. 1. A young child or

animal nursed at the breast. 'liabts and

sucklings.' Ps. viii. 2 ' Human sucklings.'

Tennyson.—2. A sort of white clover.

Sucrose (su'kros), n. A general name for

the sugars identical in composition and in

many properties with cane-sugar, but de

rived from different sources, as beet, tur

nip, caiTot, maple, birch. Ac The formula

of the sucrosea is wC^H^jO,,.

Suction (suk'shon). n~ [O.tr. suction, from

L. sugo, suctum, to suck] The act of suck

ing; the removal of atmospheric pressure

from any-interior space so as to allow atmo

spheric pressure to act externally; thus,

when water is sucked up through a tube, the

air Is exhausted from the latterby the mouth.

and then the pressure of the external air on

the fluid forces it up through the tube. See

Pump.

Suction-Chamber (suk'shon-cham-ber), n.

The chamber, barrel, or cylinder of a pump

into which the water or other fluid is deliv

ered from the suction-pipe.

Suction-pipe (suk'shon pip), n- The pipe

leading from the bottom of a pump Iiarn-l

or cylinder to the well, cistern, or reservoir

from which the water or other liquid is to

l>e drawn up. See PUMP.

Suction-pump ( suk'shoupump ). n. The

common house or sticking pump. See Pump.

Suctoria (suk-tO'ri-a), n pi. [h. sugo. suc

tum, to suck] A zoological term applied

in classification to various groups of animals;

as, (a) an order of infusoria m which the

body is generally provided with a number

of radiating filamentous tubes which are

furnished at their extremities with suctorial

discs, and which are capable of exsertion

and retraction; these tubes Itoth seizing the

prey, and serving as vehicles for ingesting

the food. (6) That order of parasitic insecU

which contains the fleas, and which live by

sucking the blood of men aud some species

of quadrupeds and birds, (c) An order of

Annelida, containing the leeches, which are

provided with a sucking disc at N<th ex

tremities of the body, (d) A group of lower

fishes comprehending those which have a

circular mouth adapted for suction, as the

lamprey.

Suctorial (suk-to'ri-al), a. 1. Adapted for

sucking; as, a suctorial mouth, disc, Ac —

2. Living by sticking; as. the humming-birds

are suctorial birds.— 3. Capable of adhering

by sucking; as, the lamprey is a suctorial

fish.

Suctorian (auk-Wri-an\ n. An animal be

longing to one of the groups of Suctoria.

Suctorious (suk-t&'ri-us), a. Same as Suc

torial.

Sud (sud), v.t. To cover with drift-sand by

a flood.

Sudak (sii'dak). n. [Rus.] A fish, a specie*

of Terca {P. Sandra\

Sudamina (su-dam'i-na), n. pi. [From L

sudor, sweat.] In pathol. vesicles resem

bling millet-seeds in form and magnitude,

appearing iu puerperal fever, typhus, Ac.

Sudaryt (su'da-ri), n. [L. sudarium, from

sitdo, to sweat.] A napkin or handkerchief

Sudatlon (su-da'shon), n [L. sudatio. suda-

tionis, from sudo, to sweat] A sweating

Sudatorium (su-da-t6'ri-um), n [L] A

hot-air bath for producing perspiration.
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Sudatory (su'thi-to-ri), n. [L. sudatorium,

from suao, to sweat. J A hut-house; a sweat

ing liath. Evelyn.

Sudatory (su'da to-ri), o. Sweating; per

il piriug.

Sadden (sud'en), a. [O.E soden, sodeyn,

O.Fr. sodain. sudain, soubdain. Mod. Fr.

s»udain; from I.L. subitanus, from L. subi-

taneus, from subitum, sudden, from subeo,

subitum, to come or go under, to come on

secretly, to steal upon~*u6, under, and

eo, to go. J 1. Happening without or with

scarcely a moment's notice ; coming on in

stantaneously ; coming unexpectedly or with

out the common preparatives.

Sudden fear troutileth thee. Job xxii. 10.

For when they shall say. Peace and safety, then

sudden ties! ruction corneUi upon them, i Toes. v. 3.

2 Hastily put In use, employed, or prepared;

quick; rapid. 'The apples of Asphaltis ap

pearing goodly to the sudden eye.' Milton.

Never was such a sudden scholar made. Skat.

8. Hasty; violent; rash; precipitate; pas

sionate. Shak. 'Somewhat choleric and

sudden.' Byron,—Ona sudden, of a sudden.

sooner than was expected; without the usual

preparatives; all at once and without pre

paration: hastily; unexpectedly.

How art thou lost, how on a sudden tost! Milton.

When you have a mind to leave your master, grow

rude and saucy ofa sudden, Swift.

On the suddtn is also used, and in Shak-

»pere we find * On such a sudden. '—Syn. Un

expected, unanticipated, quick, rapid, hasty,

abrupt, unlooked-for.

Suddenly (sud'en-li), adv. In a sudden or

unexpected manner; unexpectedly; hastily;

without preparation or premeditation.

Therefore shall his calamity come suddenly.

Prov. vi. is-

If thou canst accuse, . . .

Do it without invention suddenly. SHak.

Suddenness (sud'en-nes), n. State of being

sudden ; a coming or happening without

previous notice.

The rage of the people is like that of the sea.

which, once breaking bounds, overflows a country

with that suddenness and violence as leaves no hope

of flying. Sir tf. Temple.

Suddenty (sud'en-ti), n. Suddenness.—On

a suddenly, on a sudden; without premedi

tation. Sir W Scott. [Scotch.]

Sudder (sud'er), n. In India, the chief seat

or headquarters of government, as distin

guished from the moffussU or interior of the

country.

Sudor (su'dor), n. [L ] Sweat or perspira

tion. —Sudor A M£Zica?i!/0,sweating-sickness.

Sudoriferous (su-do-rifer-ua),a. [L. sudor,

sweat, and/ero, to bear, to produce] Pro

ducing sweat; secreting perspiration; aa,

the sudoriferous canals of the skin.

Sudorific (su-do-rifik), a. [Fr. sudorifique—

L sudor, sweat, and facio. to make.] Caus

ing sweat. ' A decoction of sudorific herbs.'

Bacon

Sudorific (Bu-do-rif'ik). n. A medicine that

produces sweat; a diaphoretic. Arbuthnol.

SudorlparoUB(su-do-rip'a-rus),a [L. sudor,

sweat, and pario, to produce.] Sweat-pro

ducing: specifically, applied to the glands

which secrete perspiration. They are em

bedded in the subcutaneous fat, and open

Into a spiral duct terminating by a pore on

the surface of the epidermis, through which

the sweat exudes.

Sudorous' (su'dor-us), o. [L. sudorus, from

sudor, sweat, from sudo. to sweat.] Con

sisting of sweat. Sir T. Browne.

Sudra (sd'dra). n. [Hind, sudra; Skr. cudra.]

The lowest of the four great castes among

the Hindus.

Suds (sudz), n pi. [From the stem of seethe;

comp. G. sitd, a seething, from sieden, to

seethe.] A lixivium of soap and water, or

water impregnated with soap, and fonning

a frothy mass.—To be in the suds, to be in

turmoil or difficulty. [Familiar.]

Will ycu forsake me now and leave me 1 the suds.

Beau. & Fl.

Sue (su), v.t. pret. <fc pp. sited; ppr. suing.

[O.E. suute, scire, from O.Fr. suir, sewir,

trivir, Mod. Fr. suivre, from a form sequere,

for h. tsequi, to follow, which is akin to Gr.

hepo, hepomai, to follow, being from a root

sak, which appears in Skr. sakis, L. socius,

a friend, and is perhaps the root of seek.

This verb appears also in pursue, ensue,

suit, suite. ] 1. To follow up; to seek after;

t<» try to win ; to ply with love; to seek in

marriage.

I was beloved of many a gentle knight.

And sued Mill sought with all the service due.

Sue me, and woo me, and flatter me.

Spenser.

Tennyson.

2. To seek justice or right from by legal

process; to institute process in law against;

to prosecute in a civil action for the recovery

of a real or supposed right ; as, to sue one

for debt: to#u<* one for damages in trespass.

3. To gain by legal process.

I am denied to sue my livery here. Shak.

4. In. falconry, to clean the beak— 5. Naut.

to heave high and dry on a shore; as, to sue

a ship. R.H. Dana.—To sue out, to petition

for and take out; or to apply for and obtain;

as, to sue out a writ in Chancery; to sue out a

pardon for a criminal

Sue (su),tu. 1. To prosecute; to make legal

claim; to seek for something in law; as, to

sue for damages.—2. To seek by request; to

make application; to petition; to entreat;

to plead.

By adverse destiny constrain'd to sue

For counsel and redress, he sues to you. Pope.

3. To pay court or pay one's addresses as a

suitor or lover; to play the lover; to woo or

be a wooer.

Has she no suitors! . . . Such as sue and send.

And send and sue again but to no purpose.

Massinger.

4. Naut. to be left high and dry on the

shore, as a Bhip. ft 11. Dana.

Suent (su'ent), a. [See Suant. ] Even;

smooth; plain; regular. [Local.]

Suently (Bu'ent-li), adv. Evenly; smoothly;

regularly. [Local.]

Suer (su'er), n. One who sues; a suitor.

Suet (su'et), n_ [Probably from O.Fr. sen,

sieu, Mod. Fr. suif, L. sebum, tallow, grease.

It is difficult to account for the adding of

the t] The fatty tissue situated about the

loins and kidneys of certain animals, and

which is harder and less fusible than the

fat from other parts of the same animals.

There are several kinds of it, according to

the species of animal from which it is pro

cured, as that of the hart, the goat, the ox,

and the sheep. That of the ox and sheep

is chiefly used, and when melted out of its

containing membranes it forms tallow.

Mutton suet is used ns an ingredient in

cerates, plasters, and ointments; beef suet,

and also mutton suet, are used in cookery.

Suety (su'et-i), a. Consisting of suet or re

sembling it; as, a suety substance.

Suffectt (suf-fekf), v.t [L. sujleio, affec

tum, to supply, to suffice. See SUFFICE.]

To substitute.

The question was of suffecting Amadeus, Duke of

Savoy, a married man, in the room of Hugenius.

Up. Hall.

Suffer (Buffer), v.t. [O.Fr. suffrir, soffrir,

sofferre. Mod. Fr. souffrir, from a L.L. form

sufferrere, for sufferre, inf. of L. suffero, to

Buifer, to endure—sub, under, and/rro = Gr.

phero, Skr. bhri, to carry, to bear. See Bear.]

1. To feel or bear what is painful, disagree

able, or distressing ; to submit to with dis

tress or grief; to undergo: as, to suffer acute

bodily pain; to suffer grief of mind.

A man of great wrath shall suffer punishment.

Prov. xix. 10.

Shall we then live thus vile, the race of heaven.

Thus trampled, thus expelled, to suffer here.

Chains and these torments? Milton.

Each had suffered some exceeding wrong.

Tennyson.

2. To endure without sinking; to Bupport

bravely or unflinchingly; to sustain; not to

sink under.

Our spirit and strength entire.

Strongly to suffer axiA support our pains. Milton.

3. To be affected by; to undergo; to be acted

on or influenced by; to sustain: to pass

through. ' When all that seems shall suffer

shock.' Tennyson.

Nothing of him that doth fade

But doth suffer a sea-change

Into something rich and strange. Shak.

4. Not to forbid or hinder; to allow; to per

mit; to tolerate.

Suffer the little children to come unto me, and for

bid them not. Mark x. 14.

Thou wilt not leave me in the loathsome grave

His prey, nor suffer my unspotted soul

For ever with corruption there to dwell. Milton.

—Allow, Permit, Suffer, Tolerate. See AL

LOW.—Svn. To undergo, endure, support,

sustain, feel, bear, permit, admit, allow,

tolerate.

Suffer (suffer), v.i. 1. To feel or undergo

pain of body or mind; to bear what is incon

venient.

O well for him whose will is strong !

He suffers, but he will not sufferlong. Tennyson.

2. To undergo punishment; to be executed.

The father was first condemned f> suffer on a day

appointed, and the son afterward, the day following.

Clarendon.

3. To be injured; to sustain loss or damage.

Public business suffers by private infirmities

Sir IV. Temple.

Sufferable (suf'fer-a-bl), a. 1. Capable of

being tolerated or permitted; allowable.

It is sufferable in any to use what liberty they list

in their own writing. Sir H. ll'otton.

2. Capable of being endured or borne.

It schal be more suffrable to the lond of men of

Sodom and Gomor in the daie of judgement than to

thilkecitee. li'ickttffe.

3.t Capable of suffering or enduring ; toler

ant.

The people are thus inclined, religious, frank e.

amourous, ireful!, sufferable of iufinit paines.

Hotinshed.

SufferablenesB (suf'fer-a-bl-nes), n. The

state or quality of being sufferable or en

durable; tolerableness.

Sufferably (suf'ter-a-bli), adv. In a suffer

able manner; tolerably.

Yet sufferably bright, the eye might bear

The ungrown glories of his beamy hair. sfddison.

Sufferance (suffer-ans), n. 1. The state of

Buffering ; the bearing of pain ; endurance ;

pain endured; misery.

He must not only die.

But thy unkindness shall the death draw out

To ling'ring sufferance. Shak.

2. Submission under difficult or oppressive

circumstances; patient endurance. 'But

hasty heat temp ring with sufferance wise.'

Spenser.— 3. Negative consent by not for

bidding or hindering; toleration; allowance;

permission.

In their beginning, they are weak and wan.

But soon through sufferance grow to fearful end.

Spenser.

In process of time, somewhiles by sufferance, some-

whiles by special leave and favour, they erected to

themselves oratories. Hooker.

4. In customs, a permission granted for the

shipment of certain goods. — Sufferance

wharf, a wharf on which goods may be

landed before any duty jb paid. Such wharves

are appointed by the commissioners of the

customs.—On sufferance, by passive allow

ance, permission, or consent; without being

actively interfered with or prevented; with

out being positively forbidden.

Indeed it begins to grow upon me that we are in

India rather on sufferance, and by force, than by

affection. If. H. Ausselt.

—An estate at sufferance, in law, the hold

ing by a person, who comes into possession

of land by lawful title, but keeps it after

the title ceases, without positive leave of

the owner. Such person is called a tenant

at sufferance.

Sufferer (suf'fer-er), n. 1. One who suffers;

one who endures or undergoes pain, either

of body or mind ; one who sustains incon

venience or loss ; as, sufferers by poverty

or sickness ; men are sufferers by fire or

losses at Bea.

The best of men

That e'er wore earth about him was a sufferer—

A soft, meek, patient, humble, tranquil spirit—

The first true gentleman that ever breathed.

Dekker.

2. One that permits or allows.

Suffering (suffering), n. The bearing of

pain, inconvenience, or loss; pain endured ;

distress, loss, or injury incurred; as, suffer

ings by pain or sorrow ; sufferings by want

or by wrongs.

To each his sufferings : all are men

Condemned alike to groan. Gray.

It would be bold to say how much the Crusades, at

such a time, enhanced the mass of human suffering.

Milman.

Sufferingly (suf'fer-ing-li), adv. With suf

fering or pain.

Suffice (suf-fis'), v.i. pret. & pp. sufficed; ppr.

sufficing. [O.E. suffise, suffytte, from Fr.

iitjire, suffisant, to suffice, L. suffeio, to be

sufficient, to suffice—sub, under, nm\ facio,

to make.] To be enough or sufficient; to be

equal to the end proposed.

To recount almighty works

What words or tongue of seraph can suffice.

Or heart of man suffice to comprehend? Milton.

May not that earthly chastisement suffice f

Longfellow.

Suffice (suf-fisO, v.t 1. To satisfy; to con

tent ; to be equal to the wants or demands

of.

Let it suffer thee; speak no more unto me of this

matter. Deut. iii. 36.

For why! The good old rule

Sufficeth them; the simple plan.

That they should take who have the power

And they should keep who can.

Wordsworth.

2.t To afford; to supply.

The pow'r appeas'd, with wind /n/fffVthesnil.

Dryden.
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Sufflclencet (suf-n'shens), n. Sufficiency.

Sufficiency (suf-n'shen-ai), n. 1. The state of

beinfl sufficient or adequate to the end pro

posed.

His sufficiency is such, that he bestows and pos

sesses, his plenty being unexhausted. Boyle.

2. Qualification for any purpose; ability;

capacity. 'A substitute of most allowed

sufficie ncy. ' Shak.

The wisest princes need not think it any . . . dero

gation to their sufficiency to rely upon counsel.

Bacon.

De Wit was a minister of the greatest authority and

sufficiency ever known in their state.

Sir IV. Temple.

3 Adequate substance or means; compe

tence. ' An elegant sufficiency, content, re

tirement, rural quietness, friendship, books.'

Thornton. — 4. Supply equal to wants; ample

stock or fund. —5. Conceit; self-confidence;

self-sufficiency.

Sufficiency is a compound of vanity and ignorance.

Sir Jr. Tctnfle.

Sufficient (suf-fi'shent), a. [L. sufficient,

sujlicic »>L<. ppr. of sufficio, to suffice. See

Suffice] 1. Equal to the end proposed;

adequate to wants; competent; enough; as,

provision sti[iicient for the family; water

sufficient for the voyage; an army sufficient

to defend the country.

My grace is sufficient for thee. a Cor. xii. 9.

2. Possessing adequate talents or accom

plishments: of competent power or ability;

qualified; fit; competent; capable.

Who is sufficient for these things! 1 Cor. ii. 16.

My meaning in saying he is a good man is to have

you understand me that he is sufficient. Shak.

3. Self-sufficient; self-satisfied; content.

Thou art the most sufficient (I'll say for thee).
Not to believe a thing. Beau. &■ Fi.

Sufficient reason, according to the philo

sophical system of Leibnitz, a principle

which admits nothing to exist without a

•ufficient reason of its existence, though that

reason may not be known to us. Of con

tingent truths or facts, a sufficient reason

must be found which may be traced up

through a series of preceding contingencies

till they ultimately terminate in a necessary

substance, which is a sufficient reason of

the whole series of changes, and with which

the whole series is connected. In this way

Leibnitz demonstrated the being of God.

The same principle has been employed in

mathematics to prove the equality of sym

metrical Bolids or magnitudes which cannot

be made to coincide or to fill the same

space. Playfair, in his notes to his edition

of Euclid's Elements, has expressed this

principle as a general axiom, thus: ' Things

of which the magnitude is determined by

conditions that are exactly the same, are

equal to one another; or two magnitudes

A ami B are equal, when there is no reason

that A should exceed B, rather than that B

should exceed A.' By the aid of the prin

ciple of sufficient reason we can compare

geometrical quantities, whether they be of

one, of two, or of three dimensions, nor is

there any danger of being misled by this

principle so long as it is confined to the ob

jects of mathematical investigation; but in

physical and metaphysical questions it can

not be applied with equal safety, because in

such cases we have seldom a complete de

finition of the thing which we reason about,

or one which includes all its properties.—

STN. Enough, adequate, competent, full,

satisfactory, ample, abundant.

Sufficiently (suf-fl'shent-li), adv. 1. To a

sufficient degree; to a degree that answers

the purpose or gives coutent ; as, we are

sufficiently supplied with food and clothing;

a man sufficiently qualified for the discharge

of his official duties.

If religion did possess sincerely and sufficiently

the hearts of all men, there would be need of no

other restraint. Hooker.

2. To a considerable degree ; as, he went

away sufficiently discontented.

Sufflclngness (suf-fis'ing-nes), n. The qua

lity of sufficing. [Rare.]

Suffisance,t n. Sufficiency; plenty; satis

faction.

Sufflsant.t a. Sufficient. Gower.

Suffix (suf'ftks), it [L. nuffixus, pp. of suffigo,

suffixum, to fasten beneath, to fasten or fix

to, to affix— sub, under, and figo, fixum, to

fix] 1. A letter or syllable added or an

nexed to the end of a word; an affix; a post

fix. —2. In math, a term used to denote the

indices which are written under letters, as

a* xj, x?, x?, Ac

Suffix (suf'flks), v.t. To add or annex a let

ter or syllable to a word.

Sufflxion (suf-nk'shon), n. The act of suf

fixing, or the state of being suffixed.

Sufnamlnatet (suf-fiam'in-iit), v.t. [L. suf-

jlamino, sujftaminatum, to check or clog,

from sufflamcn. a drag-chain, a brake. ] 1. To

retard the motion of, as a carnage, by pre

venting one or more of its wheels from re

volving, either by a chain or otherwise.—

2. To stop; to impede,

God could anywhere suffiaminate and subvert the

beginnings of wicked designs. B,irr<nv.

Suffiate (suf-flaf), v.t. [L. sufflo, sutitatum

—sub, under, and^fo, to blow.] To blow up;

to inflate. Bailey. [Rare]

Sufflatlon (suf-fla'shou), n. [L. sufflatw.]

The act of blowing up or inflating. [Rare.]

Suffocate (suf'fo-kat), v.t. pret. & pp. suffo

cated; ppr. suffocating. [L. sttffoco, suffo-

catum — sub, under, and faux, faucis, the

throat, the gullet] 1. To choke or kill by

stopping respiration, as by hanging, drown

ing, or respiring carbonic acid gas; to stifle,

as by depriving of air.

The theatre, too small, shall suffocate

Its squeezed contents. Cvwfier.

2. To impede respiration in; to compress so

as to prevent respiration.

And let not hemp his windpipe sufficate. Shak.

3. To stifle; to smother; to extinguish; as,

to suffocate fire or live coals.

So intense and ardent was the lire of his mind, that

it not only was not suffocated beneath the weight of

fuel, but penetrated the whole superincumbent mass

with its own heat and radiance. Macaulay.

Suffocate (suf'fo-kat), u. i. To become choked,

stifled, or smothered; as, we are suffocating

in this close room.

Suffocate (suf'fo-kat), a. Suffocated. Shak.

Suffocatingly (suf'fo-kat-ing-Ii), adv. In a

suffocating manner; so as to suffocate; as,

suffocatingly hot.

Suffocation (suf-fo-ka'shon), n. 1. The act

of suffocating, choking, or stifling.—2. The

condition of being suffocated, choked, or

stifled.

It was a miracle to scape suffocation. Skak.

Suffocative (suf'f6-kat-iv), a. Tending or

able to choke or stifle. 'Suffocative catarrhs.'

ArbuthnoL

Suffolk Crag (suf'fok krag), n. In geol. a

marine deposit of the older pliocene period.

It consists of beds of Band and gravel,

abounding in shells and corals. This deposit

is so named from its being found in Suffolk,

crag being a local name for gravel.

Suffolk-punch (sui'fok-punsn),n. A variety

of English horse, strongly built, of a stout

round shape, with a low heavy shoulder,

excellent for pulling heavy weights.

Suffosslon (suf-fos'shon), n. 1L. suffossio,

suffossionis, from suffodio, to dig under—

sitb, under, and foaio, to dig.] A digging

under; an undermining. ' Those suffossiotut

of walls, those powder-trains.' Bp Hall.

Suffragan (suf'fra-gan), a. [Fr. suffragant,

L. suffragans, suffraganiis, ppr. of suffragor,

to vote for, from suffraginm, a voting tab

let, a vote. See Suffrage.] Assisting; as,

a suffragan bishop. In ecclesiastical usage

every bishop is said to be suffragan rela

tively to the archbishop of his province.

Suffragan (suf'fra-gan), n. 1. A bishop who

has been consecrated to assist the ordinary

bishop of a see in a particular portion of his

diocese.—2. A term of relation applied to

every ordinary bishop with respect to the

archbishop who is his superior.

Suffragansbip (suffragan-ship), n. The

station of suffragan.

Suffragantt (suf'fra-gant), n. An assistant;

a favourer; one who concurs with; a suffra

gan. 'More friends and suffragants to the

virtues and modesty of sober women, than

enemies to their beauty.' Jcr. Taylor.

Suffragant (suf'fra-gant), o. Assisting.
• Chief ruler and principal ruler everywhere,

and not suffragant and subsidiary.' Florio.

Suffragatet (suffra-gat), v.t. [L. suffragor,

suffragatus, to vote for. See SUFFRAGE.]

To vote with. Sir M. Uale.

Suffragatort (suffra-gat-or), n. [L.] Oue

who assists or favours by his vote.

Suffrage (suf'fraj), n, (Fr. suffrage, L. suf

fragium, a vote. Origin doubtful.] 1. A

vote or voice given in deciding a controverted

question, or in the choice of a man for an

office or trust; the formal expression of an

opinion on some doubtful question; consent;

approval.

I .1. mi. ■:■■:■■■ and St. Austin confirm by their suf

frages the observation made by heatlicn writers.

Atterbury.

By the general suffrage of the civilized world, hrs

pl.ice has Deen assigned among the greatest masters

of the art. Macaulay.

2. Testimony; attestation; witness.

Every miracle ts the suffrage of Heaven to the

truth of a doctrine. South.

3. Kccles. (a) a short petition, such as those

after the creed in matins and even-song.

{b) Prayer in general, as those offered for

the faithful departed.— 4. t Aid; assistance:

a Latinism.

Suffraglnoust (suf fraj'in-us), a. [L. suf-

frago, the pastern or hough.] Pertaining

to the knee-joint of a beast.

Suffrutescent (suf-fro-tes'ent), a. Moder

ately frutescent.

Suffrutex (suf'fr6-teks), n, [See Suffruti-

COHE.] An undershrub or shrub of a small

size, herbaceous at the ends of the shoots,

but woody at the base.

Suffruticose (suf-fro'ti-kos), a. [L sub, and

fruticoKwt, fromfrutex, a shrub] In bot. un

der-shrubby or part shrubby; permanent <»r

woody at the base, but the yearly branches

decaying, as sage, thyme, hyssop, Ac

SuffrutiCOUS (suf-fro'ti-kus), a. Same as

Suffruticose.

Suffumigate (suf-fu'mi-gat), v.t, [L. wuf-

fumigo, suffumtgare— sub, under, and fu-

migo, to smoke, from fumus, smoke.] To

apply fumes or smoke to the parts of, as to

the body in medical treatment.

Suffumigatlon (suf-fu'ini-ga"shon).n. l.The

operation of applying fumes to the parts

of the body; fumigation.—2. The act of burn

ing of perfumes : one of the ceremonies in

incantation. ' A simple suffumigation . . .

accompanied by availing ourselves of the

suitable planetary hour.' Sir W. Scott

Suffumlget (suf-fu'mij), n. A medical fume.

Suffuse (suf-fuz'), v.t. pret. & pp. suffused;

ppr. sruffusing. [L. suffundo, suffuxum—sub,

and Jundo, to pour, to pour out] To over

spread, as with a fluid or tincture; to fill or

cover, as with something fluid; as. eyes suf

fused with tears. 'When purple light shall

next suffuse the skies.' Pope. ' She looked;

but all suffused with blushes.' Tennyson.

To feel at least a patriot's shame.

Even as I sing, suffuse my face. Byron.

Suffusion (suf-fu'zhon), n. [L. suffusio, suf-

fusionis, from suffundo. See StFFUSE. ]

1. The act or operation of suffusing or over

spreading, as with a fluid or with a colour.

2. The state of being suffused or spread

over.

To those that have the jaundice or like suffusion

of eyes, objects appear of that colour. Kay.

3. Tliat which is suffused or spread over, as

cataract on the eye, or an extravasation of

some humour.

So thick a drop serene hath quench'd their orbs.

Or dim suffusion vcil'd. MUton.

Sufi (su'fl). n. See SoFL

Suflsm (su'nzni), n. See Sofism.

Sug (sug), 11. [Perhaps allied to L. sugo, to

suck.] A small kind of worm.

Sugar (shu'ger), «. [Fr. sucre. It zuechem.

not from L saccharutn, Gr. sakcharon. sugar,

but from the Ar. sukkar, sugar, which has

also produced the Sp. and Pg. azucar. Sugar

was little known in Europe till the time of

the crusades. Hie Greek anil Arabic words

are from Per. shakhara, Prakrit sakkara,

Skr. carkard, sugar. The Sanskrit form sig

nified originally grains of sand, and was

transferred to sugar which resembles such

grains. The root is Skr. cri, to break into

fragments.] 1. A well-known sweet granu

lar substance, prepared chiefly from the ex

pressed juice of the sugar-cane {Saeeharum

officinarum). but obtained also from a great

variety of other plant?, as maple, beet-root,

birch, parsnip, <fec. The process of manu

facturing cane-sugar consists, generally, in

pressing out the juice of the caneB by pass

ing them between the rollers of a rolling-

mill. (See Sugar-mill) The juice is

received In a shallow trough placed be

neath the rollers. This saccharine lfquor

is concentrated by boiling, which expels the

water; lime is added to neutralize the acid

that is usually present; the grosser impuri

ties rise to the surface, and are separated

in the form of scum. When duly concen

trated the syrup is run off into shallow

wooden coolers, where it concretes; it is

then put into hogsheads with holes in the

bottom, through which the molasses drain

off into cisterns below, leaving the sugar in

the state known in commerce by the name

of raw or mutcovado sugar. This is further

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, inet, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abuse; y,Sc.fey.
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purified by solution in water unit nitration.

first through cotton bags, then through

layers of animal charcoal, boiling down un

der diminished pressure, and crystallization.

Thus clarified it takes the names of lump,

loaf, refined, Ac., according to the different

degrees of purification. The manufacture

of sugar from beet-root is carried on to a

very considerable extent in France, Ger

many, Austria. Belgium, Holland, Russia,

Ac. In the United States and in Canada great

quantities of sugar are obtained from the Bap

of tho sugar-maple (Acer saccharinum). Su

gar is a proximate element of the vegetable

kingdom, and is found in most ripe fruits and

uiany farinaceous roots. By fermentation

sugar is converted into alcohol, and hence

forms the basis of those libstances, as mo

lasses, grapes, apples, malt, Ac, which are

used for making intoxicating liquors. The

West Indies, Brazil, British Guiana, and Java

are the principal sources whence our sup

plies of cane-Bugar are derived; the sugar

used on tho Continent is chiefly obtained

from the beet. Sugarwasonly vaguely known

to the Greeks and Romans: it seems to have

been introduced Into Europe during the

time of the crusades. The cane was grown

about the middle of the twelfth century in

Cyprus, whence.some timelater.it was trans

planted into Madeira, and about the begin

ning of the sixteenth century it was thence

carried to the New World. Of all vegetable

principles it is considered by many eminent

physicians as the most wholesome and nu

tritious. Chemically, sugar is the represen

tative of a class to which the name of sucrose

or saccharose is givvn. Besides the sucrose*

the chemist is acquainted with another

group of bodies represented by the sugar

<>f most fruits, which he calls glucoses. The

sucroses have the general formula n < ', . n ,

O,,: the glucoses, the general formula

nC«H1306(n being a whole number, whether

unity or greater than unity is not as yet

certainly known). When completely oxi

dized all sugars yield carbon dioxide and

water; much heat is evolved during the

oxidation. — 2. That which resembles sugar

iu any of its properties; as, sugar of lead,

the acetate of lead,called ffaccAarurn.«atur/ii

by the older chemists, from a supposed re

semblance in its crystals to sugar, or from

their having a slight sweetness in the

mouth. Sugar of lead, though poisonous,

is useful in medicine, having a strongly de

tersive quality; and it is much employed in

calico-printing. —3. Fig. sweet, honeyed, or

soothing words; flattery employed to dis

guise something distasteful. —Sugar of milk,

lactine (which see).—Sugar of acorns, quer-

cite (which see).

Sugar (shu'ger), a. Made of sugar.

Sugar (shu'ger), v.L 1. To impregnate, sea

son, cover, sprinkle, or mix with sugar.—

2. Fig to cover, as with sugar; to sweeten;

to disguise, so as to render acceptable what

is otherwise distasteful. ' We do gugar o'er

the devil himself.' Shak. ' But flattery still

in tntgar'd words betrays.' Sir J. Dcnham,

Sugar-baker (su«'ger-bak-er), n. One who

refines sugar.

Sugar-bean (shu'ger-ben), n. In hot. (a) tho

Phaxeolus saccharattus, a sweet and nutri

tious pulse cultivated in the West Indies,

(ft) The scimitar-podded kidney-bean (P. lu-

natus), a native of Eastern India

Sugar-beet (shu'ger-bet). n. A species of

beet, particularly Beta alva, or Silesian

beet, from whose root sugar is obtained.

The yellow beet (B. major), the red (B. ro-

jnana), and the common or field beet(J5. vul

gari*). are all used for the manufacture of

sugar.

Sugar-berry (shu'ger he-ri), n. A smallish

American tree (Celtis occidentalis), bearing

a sweet edible drupe, which is sometimes

administered in the United States in dysen

tery.

Sugar -bush (shu'ger-bush), n. Same as

Sugar-orchard.

Sugar-camp (shu'ger-knmp), n A place in

or near a maple forest or orchard where the

sap from the trees is collected and manu

factured into sugar. [American ]

Sugar - candian t (shu-gcr-kan'di-an), n.

Sugar-candy. Bp. Ball.

Sugar -candy ( shu'ger-kan-di ). n. Sugar

clarified and concreted or crystallized.

Sugar-cane (shu'ger-kan), n. The cane or

plant from whose Juice sugar is obtained ;

SaccAantm oficinarum. It is a tall hand

some grass, 18 to 20 feet high, with jointed

stems, large firm, thin leaves, and very

| numerous flowers arranged iu a regular

ample panicle, and each enveloped in a dense

tuft of silky hairs.

See Saccharum.

1 Sugar-house (shu'ger-

hous). n. A building

in which sugar is re

fined.

Sugariness (shu'ger-

i-nes), n. The state or

quality of being sugary

or sweet

Sugaring ( shu'ger -

ing), n. 1. The act

of sweetening with

sugar. — 2. The sugar

used for sweetening.

3. The process of mak

ing sugar.

Sugar -kettle (shu'-

ger-ket-l), n. A boiler

used for boiling down

saccharine juice.

Sugarless (shn'ger-

les), a. Free from su

gar.

Sugar - loaf ( shu'ger-

16f), n. 1. A conical Sugar-cane [Sacehnrttm

mass of refined sugar. officmarum).

2. A high -crowned

conical hat, shaped like a sugar-loaf.

Do I not know you, grannam, and that sugar-loaf$

y U'efister.

Sugar-maple (shu'ger-ma-pl), n. A tree of

the geuus Acer, the A. saccharinum, a na

tive of North America, where it is also

known under the uame of rock-maple. Its

average height is from 50 to 60 feet, with a

diameter of from 12 to 18 inches. From its

sap sugar is manufactured in considerable

quantities in the United States and Canada

As the ascending sap is richest hi sugar the

trees are tapped in the early spring. Two

holes about 20 inches from the ground are

bored in the tree, and wooden spouU are

driven into them, which convey the sap into

troughs or pails placed on the ground. From

lh'.- troughs it is conveyed to boilers, and

manufactured into sugar on the spot. See

Maple.

Sugar-mill (Bhu'ger-mil), n. A machine for

pressing out the juice of the sugar-cane. It

consists usually of three heavy rollers,

placed horizontally and parallel to each

other, one above and between the other

two. These are driven by a steam-engine, by

water, or by animal power. The canes are

made to pass between the rollers, by which

ineaus they are crushed, and the juice ex

pressed from them. The annexed illustra

tion represents a form of sugar-mill in com

mon use. The motive power is applied direct

ly to the upper roller, and is communicated

with an equal velocity, by means of spur

pinions, to the two lower rollers, which are

brought nearly into contact with the upper,

and the extremities of the axes of which are

seen in the cut. The canes are spread upon

the feeding-table regularly, and as nearly as

possible at right angles to the axes of the

rollers, and are first drawn downward be

tween the upper and first lower roller, then

upwards between the upper and second

lower roller, being thus crushed so as to

separate the liquor, which flows downwards

into the hollow l>ed of the mill, and is then

drawn off by a spout, while the empty canes

are detached from the rollers, and guided to

the floor of the mill by the delivering board.

Sugar-mlte (shu'ger-mit), n. A species of

Aearina or mite, Acarus sacchari, found in

raw or unrefined sugar. The Insect, which

is so small as to be hardly discernible by the

naked eye, has an oval-shaped body, the

mandibles are scissor-like, and the feet have

I suckers. Grocer's itch is probably caused

by ttit'se creatures.

j Sugar-mould (shu'ger-mold), n. A conical

mould in which sugar-loaves are formed iu

the process of refining. Urn.

I Sugar-nippers (shn/ger-nlp-AriX n. pi. A

i tool for cutting loaf-sugar into small lumps.

1 Simmonds.

Sugar-orchard (shu'ger-or-cherd), n. A

I collection or small plantation of maples

used for making sugar. Called also Sugar-

bush. [American. 1

Sugar-planter (shu'ger-plant-er), n. One

who owns or manages land devoted to the

cultivation of the sugar-cane.

Sugar-plum Oafaa'gsr-ptaini n. A species

of sweetmeat made of lioiled sugar and

various flavouring and colouring ingredients

into a round shape, or into the shape of

flattened balls or discs, * If a child mtiBt

have sugar -plums when be has a mind.*

Locke.

Sugar-reflner (sliuger-re-fln-er), n. One

who refines sugar.

Sugar-reflnery (shu'ger-re-fin-er-i), n. An

establishment where sugar is refined ; a

sugar- house.

Sugar-tongs (shu'ger-tongz),n.x4. A small

itiMniment, generally made of silver or

plated metal, used for lifting small lumps

of sugar at table.

Sugar-tree (shu'ger-tre), n. The sugar-

maple (which see).

Sugary (shu'ger-i), a L Resembling, con-

taming, or composed of sugar; sweet 'With

1 1 io *i':r(iry sweet thereof allure.' Spenser.

2. Fond of sugar or of sweet things; as,

sugary palates.

Sugescent (Bu-jes'ent), a. [L, sugens, suck

ing.] Relating to sucking. Ptiuy.

Suggest (su-jesf or sud-jest'; some say sug-

jesr), v.t. [L. mtggcru, suggcxtttm, to put

under, to offer, to furnish, to suggest—tub,

under, and gero, to carry, to bring.] L To

introduce indirectly to the mind or thoughts;

to catl up to the mind; to cause to be

thought of by the agency of other objects.

Fie. fie. Master Ford ! are you not ashamed I What

spirit, what devil suggests this imagination? Skit*.

Some ideas are suggested to the mind by all the

ways of sensation and reflection. Lacttt.

The growing seeds of wisdom that suggest.

By every pleasing image they present.

Reflections such as meliorate the heart Can/er

2. To propose with diffidence or modesty; to

put before the mind indirect ly or guardedly ;

to hint; as, to suggest a different plan ; to

suggest a new mode of cultivation.—St To

seduce; to tempt 'Knowing that tender

youth is soon suggested.' Shak.—4.\ To

inform secretly.

We must suggest the people in what hatred

He still hath held them. SHaJt.

Suggest, flint. See IlINT —SYN. Hint, al

lude, intimate, insinuate

Suggest (su-jesf or sud-jesf), at To make

■oggestiona of evil; to present evil thoughts

to the mind. Tennyson.

Suggester (su-jest'er or sud-jest'er), n. One

that suggests. 'Some unborn suggester of

tbOM treasons.' Beau, d- PI

Suggestion (su-jest'yon or snd-jest'yon). n.

1. file act of suggesting, or that which is

suggested; a hint; a first intimation or pro

posal; as, the measure was ndopted at the

suggestion of an eminent philosopher.

One slight suggestion of a senseless fear,

lufus'd with cunning, serves to ruin me Dryden

2. A prompting, especially a prompting to

I do evil; a secret incitement; temptation;

1 Beduction.

Why do I yield to that suggestion t Shak.

For all the rest.

They'll take suggestion as a cat laps milk Shak

3. Presentation of an idea to the mind ; as,

the suggestions of fancy or imagination; the

suggestions of conscience. — 4. In mctaph.

HUBS as Association. — Principle of sugges

tion, association of ideas.— Bclative sugges

tion, judgment. See Association.— 5.'t A

crafty device. Ilolinshed. — 6. In law, in

formation without oath; as, (a) an informa

tion drawn in writing, showing cause to

have a prohibition, (6) A surmise or repre

sentation of something, enrolled upon the

record of a suit or action at the instance of

a party thereto.

Suggestive (su-jest'ivorsud-jest'iv),fl. Con

taining a suggestion or hint; calculated to

suggest thoughts or ideas; suggesting what

ch. cAain; ch, 8c. locA; g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; n%, ting; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, urnig; zh, arure.—See Ket.
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does not appear on the surface. ' A . . .
.•.<>•! i---t i <■■- memoir of their author.' Edin.

Jtev.

He (Bacon) is throughout, and especially in his

essays, one of the most suggestive writers that ever

wrote. It'hately.

Suggestively (su-jest'iv-li or sud-jest'ivli),

ado. In a suggestive maimer; hy way of

suggestion.

Suggeativeness (su-jest'iv-ues or sud-jest'-

iv-nes), n. The state or quality of being

suggestive.

Suggestment (su-jest'ment or sud-jest'-

nient), n. Suggestion, j R.ai e .]

Suggestress (su-jest'reB or sud-jest're»), «.

A female wlio suggests, ' The suggestress of

suicides.' De Quincey.

Suggilt (sug'jil), v.t [SeeSuGGiLATE.] 1. To

make livid hy bruises— 2. To defame; to

sully; to blacken. 'Openly impugned or

secretly suggilled.' Strype.

Suggllatet (sug'jil-at), v.t. [L. suggillo, sug-

gitlatum, to beat black and blue, to insult,

to revile.] To beat livid or black and blue.

Wiseman.

Suggllation (sug-jil-a'shon), n. A livid or

black and blue mark; a blow; a bruiBe;

ecchymosis: also applied to the spots which

occur in disease and in Incipient putrefac

tion.

Suicidal (sui-sid'al), a. Partaking or of the

nature of the crime of suicide; as, suicidal

mania

Suicidally (su-i-sid'al-li), adv. In a suicidal

manner.

Suicide (su'i-sid), n. [Fr. suicide, suicide,

the crime and the person; in ttrst sense from

i. L. suicidium, from L. sui, of himself, and

ci'lium, as in homicidium, parricidium,

from ccedo, to kill. In second sense, as if

from a form suicida. corresponding to L.

homicida, a homicide, parricida. a parri

cide; the last part of the word being like

wise from ccedo, to kill.] 1. Self-murder;

the act of designedly destroying one's own

life. To constitute suicide, in a legal sense,

the person must be of years of discretion

and of sound mind. By the common law

the consequences of suicide were the de

privation of Christian burial rites, and the

forfeiture to the crown of all the personal

J»roperty which the party had at the time

le committed the act hy which the death

was caused, including debts due to him,

but it was not attended with forfeiture of

freehold or corruption of blood. The statute

33 and 31 Vict, xxiil. abolished forfeiture

to the crown.—2. One guilty of self-murder;

a felo de se, or a person who, being of the

yeai sof discretion and in his senses, destroys

himself.

If fate forbear* u«, fancy strikes the blow,

We make misfortune, suicides in woe. Young.

3u\icidical(su-i-sid'ik-al),(i, Suicidal. [Rare]

Sulcidlsm (su'i-sid-izm), n. A disposition

to suicide

Sulclsm' (su'i-sizm), n. Selfishness; egotism.

Whitlock.

Suidae(su'i-de), n. pi. ; I. sus.suis, a sow, and

Gr. eidos, resemblance.] The swine, a fam

ily of ungulate (artiodactyle or ' even-toed *)

mammalia, of high importance to man for

economical purposes. The animals com-

Char.icter-t of Sui da-.

a. Skull of Wild Boar. A, Teeth of the upper jaw.

c. Teeth of lower jaw. d. Fool. /, Hones of foot.

posing this family are characterized by hav

ing on each foot two large principal toes,

shod with stout hoofs, and two lateral toes,

which are much shorter and hardly touch

the earth. The incisor teeth are variable

in number, but the lower incisors are all

levelled forwards; the canines are projected

from the mouth and recurved upwards.

Wild Hoar (£«J scrofa).

The muzzle is terminated by a truncated

snout, fitted for turning up the ground. The

family includes the domestic hog, of which

there is an endless variety of breeds ; the

wild boar (Sits scrofa, Linn), which is the

parent stock of our domestic hog ; the

masked boar of Africa, or wart-hog (Phaco-

ehaerus); the babyroussa. a native of Asia;

and the peccary (Dicotyles, Cuv.), a native

of America.

Sui generis (sui jen'er-fs). [L. ] Of his or

its own or peculiar kind: singular.

Sulllaget (su'il-aj), n. [Fr. souillage, from

souiller, to sully, to soil. See Soil. J Same

as Sullage.

Sullline (su'il-Hn). a. [L. sus, suit, a sow.]

Of or pertaining to the Suidn?, or hog family.

Suing t (su'ing), n. (Fr. sucr, to sweat. L.

sudo] The process of soaking through any

thing. Bacon.

Suist (sit'ist), n. [L. suns, one's own.] One

who merely seeks to gratify himself, a self

ish person; a self-seeker; an egotist. Whit

lock.

Suit (sut), n. [Norm, nut, a suit; Fr. suite,

succession, following, train, attendants, set,

Ac. See SUE.] 1. Lit. a following; the act of

pursuing, u game; pursuit: and so used in

the old English statutes, A'c—2. t Consecu

tion; succession; series; regular order.

They s-iy it is observed in the Low Countries . .

that every five and thirty years the same kind and

suit of years and weathers comes about again.

Bacon.

5. The act of suing; an attempt to attain a

certain result; a seeking for something by

petition or application; an address of en

treaty; a petition; a request; a prayer.

'Many shall inake#u<Y unto thee.' Job xi. 19.

Lord, grant me one suit, which is this: deny me all

suits which are bad for me. hutler.

Especially, (a) a petition made to any one

of exalted station, as a monarch or great

prince; a court solicitation.

Good lords, although my will to Rive is living.

The suit which you demand is gone and dead.

Shak.

(6) Amorous solicitation; courtship; an at

tempt to win a woman in marriage; a pro

posal of marriage. 'Each rival *urt suspend.'

Pope.

1 hope my master's suit will be but cold. Shak.

Since many a wooer doth commence his suit

To her he thinks not worthy. Shak.

4. A set; a number of things used together,

and in a degree necessary to be united, in

order to answer the purpose ; as, a suit of

curtains; a suit of armour: a suit of sails

f<>r a ship: sometimes with less dependence

of the particular parts on each other, but

still united in use; as, a suit of clothes.

'Home four suits of peach-coloured satin.'

Shak. ' Three horses and three goodly suits

of arms.' Tennyson.—5. Things that follow

in a series or succession; the collective num

ber of individuals composing a series; a set

of things of the same kind or stamp; as, a

suit (ut sttite) of rooms, Ac. Specifically, one

of the four sets or classes into which playing

cards are divided; as, to play a card of the

wrong suit.

To deal and shuffle, to divide and sort

Her mingled suits. Cowftr.

6. Retinue; a company or number of attend

ants or followers; attendance; train; as, a

nobleman and his nut [In this sense the

word Is usually written suite (which see) ]—

7. In law. (a) an action or process for the

recovery of a right or claim; legal applica

tion to a court for justice; prosecution of

right before any tribunal; as, a civil suit; a

criminal suit; a suit in chancery. Where

the remedy is sought in a court of law the

terra suit is synonymous with action; but

when the proceeding is In a court of equity

the term .-"it alone is used. The term is also

applied to proceedings in the ecclesiastical

and admiralty courts.

In England the several suits or remedial instru

ments of justice are distinguished into three kinds,

actions personal, real, and mixed. Btackstont.

(b) The witnesses or followers of the plain

tiff in an action at law—8. ]n feudal late, a

following or attendance; as, (a) attendance

hy a tenant on his lord, especially at his

court; (6) attendance for the purpose of

performing some service ; (c) the retinue,

chattels, offspring, and appurtenances of a

villein. — Tofollow suit, to play a card of the

same suit; hence, to do as another does; to

follow the lead or example of another or

others.—Out of suits, no more in service

and attendance; having no correspondence;

at discord or out of harmony.

Wear this for me ; one out of suits with fortune.

That would give more, but that her hand lacks means.

Shak.

Suit (sut), v.t. 1. To adapt; to accommo

date; to tit or make suitable; as, to suit one's

self to one's circumstances.

Suit the action to the word, the word to the action.

SAak.

2. To become; to be adapted or fitted to; to

be suitable to. 'Such furniture as suits the

greatness of his person.' Shak.

The duke is humorous; what he is indeed.

More suits you to conceive than I to speak of.

Ska*.

Raise her notes to that sublime degree.

Which suiti a song of piety and thee. Prior.

3. To fit; to be adapted to; to be in proper

position or condition for.

Perhaps

She could not fix the glass to suit her eye.

TettttytmH,

4. To be agreeable to; to fall in with the

wishes or convenience of; as. that arrange

ment did not .-"it him at all; to suit one's

tastes.—5.t To dress; to clothe.

I'll disrobe me

Of these Italian weeds, and suit myself

As does a Briton peasant Shak.

Such a Sebastian was my brother too,

So went he suited to his watery tomb. Sh,ik.

Suit (sut), v.i. To agree; to accord; to cor

respond : generally followed by with or to.

'Something made to suit with time and

place.' Tennyson.

The place Itself was suiting to his care.

Dryden.

Give me not an office

That suits tutth me so ill. Addison.

SYN. To agree, accord, comport, tally, cor

respond, match, answer.

Suitability (sut a bil'i-ti). n. The quality

of being suitable; suitableness.

Suitable (sut'a-bl), a. Capable of suiting;

suiting or being In accordance; fitting; ac

cordant; agreeable; proper; becoming; as,

ornaments suitable to one's character and

station; language suitable to the subject

* Making suitable returns in acts of charity.'

Atterbury. 'Some course suitable to thy

rank.' Massinger.

What is amiss in them, you gods, make suitable

for destruction. Shak.

Suitableness ( sut'a-bl-nes), n. The state or

quality of being suitable, fitted, or adapted;

fitness; propriety ; agreeableness. 'Those

sympathies and suitablenesses of nature

that are the foundation of all true friend

ship." South. — STB. Fitness, propriety,

agreeableness. correspondence, congruity,

computaldlity, consistency, consonance.

Suitably (sut'a-lili).arfo. In a suitable man

ner; fitly; agreeably; with propriety.

Whosoever speaks upon an occasion may take any

text suitable thereto, and ought to speak suitably

to that text. South.

Suit-broker (sufbrok-ir), n. One who made

a regular trade of obtaining favours for

court petitioners. Massinger.

Suite (swet), n, [Fr. See suit] 1. A com

pany Or number of attendants or followers;

retinue; train; as, a nobleman and his suite.

' Had there not come in Tydeus and Telenor

with fifty in their suite to hisdefence.' Sir

P. Sidney—2. A number of things having

a connection together, spoken of as a whole;

a collection of things of the same kind; a

series; as, to occupy a suite of rooms

Suiter (sut'er), n. A suitor. Hooker.

Suith Old (sutlidld). ?i. In feudal law, a

tenure in consideration of certain services

to a superior lord.

Suiting (sut'ing), n. Cloth for making a

suit of clothes: u tailor's term.

Fate, for, fat, fall; rue, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pouud; u, Sc . abuue; ft Sc. ley.
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Suitor (sut'or), n. 1. In law, a party to a

suitor litigation.— 2. A petitioner; an appli*

cant; one who sues, petitions, or entreats.

She bath been & suitor to mc for her brother.

Shak.

3. One who solicits a woman in marriage; a

wooer; a lover.

He passed a year under the counsels of his mother,

and then became a suitor to Sir Roger Aslitoit's

dangliter. IVvtton.

Suitress (sut'res), n. A female supplicant.

Route.

Sulcate, Sulcated (sul'kat, sul'kat-ed). n.

[L. sulcatus, pp. of sulco, to furrow, from

sulcus, a furrow. J Furrowed; grooved;

having longitudinal furrows, grooves, or

channels: applied more especially to stems.

leaves, seeds, Ac. , of plants; the surfaces of

various molluscous shells, Ac.

Sulcation (sul-ka'shou), n. A channel or

furrow.

Sulcus (sulTcus), n, pi. Sulci (sul'sl). If. 1 A

groove orfurrow; a term applied in anatomy

to grooves on the surface of bones and other

organs.

Sulk (sulkX ''■■'■ [From sulky ] To indulge

in a sullen or sulky fit or mood: as, to sulk

at not getting one's own way. IColloq.]

I left him as I found him, to sulk. T. Hook.

Sulkily (sul'ki-li), adv. In a sulky manner;

sullenly; morosely.

Sulkiness (sul'ki-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being sulky; sullenness; sourness;

moroseness.

Sulks (sulks), n. pi. State of sulkiness;

sulky fit or mood; as, to be in the sulfa; to

have a fit of the sulfa. [Familiar.]

Sulky (sul'ki), a. [A. Sax. solcen, sluggish,

sulky; dsealcan, to depress, to make dull or

dispirited; seolcan, to languish.] Sullen;

sour; morose; doggedly keeping up ill-feel

ing and repelling advances.

It is surely better to be even weak than malignant

or sulky. Dr. A'nax.

Sulky (sullci), n. [So called from accom

modating only one person, who may be re

garded as sulkily desiring to be left alone.]

A light two-wheeled carriage for a single

person, drawn by one horse, used as a plea

sure-carriage and fur trials of speed between

trotting-horses.

Sullt (sul), n. [A. Sax. sulh] A plough.

Suilaget(sul'aj),r*. [SeeSciLLAQE. The word

has no doubt been affected by the verb to

sully.] A drain or collection of filth; sewage.

The streets were exceedingly targe, well-paved,

having many vaults and conveniences under them for

sullage. Evelyn.

2. That which sullies or defiles. ' Xo tinc

ture, milage, or defilement.' South.—3. In

founding, the scoria which rises to the sur

face of the molten metal in the ladle, and

which is held back when pouring to pre

vent porous and rough casting. —4. Silt and

mud deposited by water.

Sullen (sul'en), a. [O.E. solein, tolain,O.Fr.

#o(atn, Pr. solan, from LL. solanus, fromL.

*ol tut, alone, sole. See Sole.] 1. Gloomily

angry and silent; cross; sour; morose;

affected with ill-humour. ' Our sulky sullen

dame.' Burns. 'Sullen as a beast new-caged.'

Tennyson,

Still is he sullen, still he lours and frets. Shak.

2. Mischievous; malignant; unpropitious;

foreboding ill; baleful.

Such sulltn planets at my birth did shine.

They threaten every fortune mixt with mine.

Dryden,

3. Obstinate; intractable.

Thing! are as sullen as w# are. Tillotsen.

4 Gloomy; dark; dismal; sombre. 'Night

with Iut *'ii//c/i wings.' Milton.

Why are thine eyes fix'd to -the sullen earth? Shak.

The dull morn a sullen aspect wears. Crabbe.

5. Sorrowful; sad; melancholy; dismal. 'Sul

len dirges.' Shak.

Be thou the trumpet of our wrath,

And sullen presage of your own decay. Shak.

6. Slow-moving; sluggish; dull—7.t Lonely;

isolated; solitary. Gower.

Sullen t (sul'en), v.t To make sullen, mo

rose, or obstinate.

In the body of the world, when members are tut-

lend, and snarl one at another, down falls the frame

of all. Feltkam,

Sullenly (sul'en-li), adv. In a sullen man

ner; gloomily; intractably; with morose

ness.

fie sullenly replied, he could not make

These offers now. Dryden.

Sullenness (snl'en-nes), n. The state or

quality of being sullen; ill nature with si

lence; silent moroseness; gloominess; sour

ness; intractableness.

Sullens (sul'enz), n.pl. A morose temper;

gloominess ; a fit of sullenness ; the sulks.

'Let them die that age and sullens have.'

Shak.

Sulleryt (sul'er-i), n. [See Sull] A plough-

land.

Sullevatet (sul'Ie-vat), v.t. [L.sublcvo,sub-

levalum. to lift up from beneath. ] To cause

to make an Insurrection ; to excite, as to

sedition.

How he his subjects sought to sullrvate

And breake the league with France. Daniel.

Sulliage (Bul'i-aj), n. Same as Sullage.

Sully (sul'i), v.t. pret. & pp. tulliea; ppr.

sullying. [O. E. sotien, A. Sax. solian, to

soil or sully; Goth, bi-sauljan, to sully or be

foul; further connections doubtful] 1. To

soil; to dirty; to spot; to tarnish. * And

statues sullied yet with sacrilegious smoke.'

Roscommon,— 2. To dim; to darken.

Let there be no spots to sully the brightness of

this solemnity. Atterbury.

3. Fig to stain; to tarnish; as. character

sullied by infamous vices. ' Weakened our

national strength, and sullied our glory

abroad. ' Bolingbroke.

Sully (sul'i), r.i. To be soiled or tarnished.

Silvering will sully and canker more than gilding.

Macon.

Sully (sul'i), n. Soil; tarnish; Bpot.

A noble and triumphant merit breaks through little

spots and sullies on lits reputation. Spectator

Sulphacid (sulf'as-id), n. An acid in which

sulphur takes the place of oxygen; a sulpho-

acid.

Sulpnamate (sulTa-mat), n. See Sulpha-

mic.

SulphamiC (sul-fam'Ik), n. Having sul

phur and ammonium as the characteristic

constituents. — Sulpkamic acid, an acid,

the ammonium salt of which is produced

by the action of dry ammonia on dry sul

phur trioxide. It may be regarded as sul

phuric acid in which one O H group is re

placed by XHa; thus, S03 • §5 . It ia a

monobasic acid, forming salts called sul-

phamates ; of these ammonium sulphaniate,

S0S J ^"jj *, is one of the best known.

Sulphainlde (sul'fa-mid), n. (N.,H,SOa.) A

compound which may be regarded as two

molecules of ammonia in which two hydro

gen atoms are replaced by the group S02.

Sulphate (sul'fat), n. [From sulphur.) A

salt of sulphuric acid. Sulphuric acid is

dibasic, forming two classes of sulphates,

viz. neutral sulphates, in which the two

hydrogen atoms of the acid are replaced

by metal, and acid sulphates, in which one

hydrogen atom only is so replaced. The

general formula of the former class is M2S04,

and of the latter MHSO. (M represents a

monovalent metal.) Of the sulphates, some

are found native; Borne are very soluble,

some sparingly soluble, and some insoluble.

All those that are soluble are recognized in

solution by the test of nitrate or chloride of

barium, which causes a white precipitate of

sulphate of barium, insoluble in acids. All

the insoluble sulphates, when fused with

carbonate of soda, yield sulphate of soda,

which may be recognized as above. Some

neutral sulphates occur in the anhydrous

state, and others occur combined with

water. The most important sulphates are-

sulphate of aluminium and potassium, or

alum; sulphate of ammonium, employed for

making carbonate of ammonia; sulphate of

copper, or blue vitriol, much used as an

escharotic in surgery, and also used in dye

ing and for preparing certain green pig

ments; sulphate of iron, or green vitriol,

used in making ink, and very extensively in

dyeing and calico-printing; it is also much

used m medicine ; sulphate of calcium, or

gypsum; sulphate of magnesium, or Epsom

Baits; sulphate of manganese, used in calico-

printing; sulphate of mercury, used in the

preparation of corrosive sublimate and of

calomel; bfsulphate of potash, much used

as a flux in mineral analysis; sulphate of

sodium, or Glauber's salts; sulphate of quin

ine, much used in medicine; sulphate of

zinc, or white vitriol, used in Burgery. also

in the preparation of drying oils for var

nishes, aud in the reserve or resist pastes of

the calico-printer. Many double sulphates

are known.

Sulphatlc(sul-fat'ik). a. Relating to, con

taining, or resembling a sulphate.

Sulphide (sul'fidy n. A combination of sul

phur with any other element, or with a body

which can take the place of an element; a

sulphuret

The sulphides are, for the most part, analogous in

composition to the oxides, and like the latter in^y \<c

divined into acid and basic sulphides, or sulphur

acids and sulphur bases, which are capable of unit

ing together and forming sulphur salts. Double sul-

f>ktde, a compound of two sulphides, as sulpharseni-

atc of sodium, which is a compound of sulpharseiiic

add, or pentasulphide of arsenic, and sulphide of so.

dium.— Metallic sulphide, a compound of sulphur

and metal. //'. Alien Miller.

Sulphindigotic (sulfin-di-got"ik), a. See

SULPIIOINWGOTIC.

Sulphion (surfl-on), n. A term applied to

a hypothetical body consisting of one equi

valent of sulphur and four equivalents of

oxygen: so called in reference to the binary

theory of salts. Graham.

Sulphlonide (sul'n-on-Id). n. A name given

in the biuary theory of salts to a compound

of sulphion with a metal, or with a body

representing a metal; as, sulphionide of

sodium, otherwise called sulphate of soda.

Graham.

Sulphite (sul'fTt), n. [From sulphur, t A

salt of sulphurous acid. The sulphites are

recognized by giving off the suffocating

Bmell of sulphurous acid when acted on by

a stronger acid. A very close analogy exists

between them and the carbonates.

Sulpho-acid ( sul'f6-as-id ), n. An acid in

which sulphur takes the place of oxygen :

thus we have sulpho-acetic achi, sulpho

cyanic acid, etc., which may be regarded as

the oxyaeid in which the oxygen of the

group OH is replaced by S ; these acids are

formulated as containing the group SH.

Sulphocyanate, Sulphocyanide (sul-fo-

si'an-at, sul-f6-Bi'an-id),n. A salt of sulpho-

cyanic acid.

Sulphocyanic (sul'fd-si-an-ik), a. Of, per

taining to, or containing sulphur and cyano

gen, or derived from sulphocyanogen.—

Sulphocyanic acid (CNH8), an acid occur

ring in the seeds and blossoms of cruciferous

plauts.and in the saliva of man and the sheep.

It is a colourless liquid of a pure acid taste,

and smells somewhat like vinegar. It col

ours the salts of peroxide of iron blood-red.

It yields salts called sulphocyanates, or

sometimes sulphocyanides.

Sulphocyanogen (surf6-st-an"o-jen), n.

((C N)a S. ) A compound of sulphur and cyano

gen, called also sulphocyanic anhydride. It

is obtained in the form of a deep yellow

amorphous powder, insoluble in water, al

cohol, and ether, but is dissolved by strong

sulphuric acid.

Sulphoindigottc (surfd-in-di-got"ik), a.

Pertaining to, derived from, or containing

sulphuric acid and indigo. Written also

Sulphindigotic. — Sulphoiiuligotic or sul-

phitidigotic acid ( C8H5NO. SOs ), an acid

formed by the action of sulphuric acid on

indigo. When 1 part of pure indigo is added

to 8 parts of sulphuric acid, the addition of

water causes the deposition of a purple

powder called sulphopurpuric acid, while

a blue solution is obtained. The blue solu

tion contains two acids, sulphoindigottc

acid and hypo-sulphoindigotic acid.

Sulphopurpuric Add (sul'fo per-pu"rik

as'id). n. See under Sulfhoinwgotic.

Sulpho-salt, Sulphosel (sul'fo-salt, sul'fd-

sel), n. A salt in which oxygen is replaced

by sulphur. Called also Sulphur-salt.

Sulphovinate (sul-fo-vi'uat), n. A salt of

sulphovinic acid.

Sulphovinic ( Bul-f6-vin'ik ), o. Pertaining

to, derived from, or containing sulphuric

acid and Bpfritsof wine or alcohol. —Sulpho

vinic acid ((Cj H5) H SOA an acid produced

by the action of sulphuric acid upon alcohol,

and called also acid sulphate of ethyl, or

ct bylie blsulphate. It has a very sour taste.

and cannot be concentrated by evaporation

without being decomposed into alcohol and

sulphuric acid. It forms with most bases

crystallizable salts, called sulphovinates,

which are all soluble.

Sulphur (surfer), n. [L. sulfur, sulphur. \

1. Sym. S. At. wt. 32. Brimstone, an ele

mentary non -metallic combustible Bub-

stance, which has been known from the

earliest ages of the world. It occurs in

great abundance in the mineral, sparingly

in the vegetable, and still more sparingly

in the animal kingdom. It occurs some

times pure or merely mixed, and sometimes

in chemical combination with oxygen and

various metals, forming sulphates and sul

phides. It is found in greatest abundance

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. tori; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, «ig; wh, irAig; zh, azure— See Kky.
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and purity in the neighbourhood of vol-

canoe?, modern or extinct, as in Sicily; and,

as an article of commerce, is chiefly im

ported from the Mediterranean. That which

is manufactured in this country is obtained

by the roasting of iron pyrites. It is com-

mouly met with in two forms; that of a

compact, brittle wlid, and a fine powder.

It is nearly tasteless, of a greenish yellow

colour, and when rubbed or melted emits a

peculiar odour. Its specific gravity is 1*99;

it is fusoluble in water, and not very readily

soluble in alcohol, but is taken up by spirits

of turpentine, by many oils, and by carbon

disulphide. It is a non-conductor of elec

tricity. It is readily melted and volatilized.

It fuses at 232* Fahr., and between 2 ■_' and

280* it possesses the greatest degree of

fluidity, and wheu cast iuto cylindrical

moulds forms the common roll-sulphur of

commerce. It possesses the peculiar pro

perty of solidifying at a higher degree, or

when raised to 320*. Between 430° and 480"

it is very tenacious. From 480 to its boil

ing-point (702") it again becomes liquid. At

702' it rises in vapour, and in close vessels

coudenses in the form of a fine yellow pow

der, called flowers of sulphur. Wheu sul
phur is heated to at lea.-t 430s, and then

poured into water, it becomes a ductile

mass, and may be employed for taking the

impressions of seals and medals. Sulphur

exists in two distinct crystalline forms, and

also as an amorphous variety: these modifi

cations are characterized by differences in

specific gravity, in solubility in various

liquids, and in many other points. Sulphur

combines with oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine,

Ac, forming various important compounds.

It unites also with the metals, forming sul

phides. It is of great importance in the

arts, being employed in the manufacture of

gunpowder, lucifer-matches, vulcanite, and

sulphurous and sulphuric acids. It is also

employed in medicine, and for various other

purposes.—Crude sulphur, the result of the

distillation of native sulphur. —Sulphur

group, the elementary substances sulphur,

selenium, and tellurium; all having a strong

attraction for oxygen — Jioll or stick sul

phur, sulphur refined and cast into wooden

moulds.— 2. t Considered as that of which

lightning consists.

To tear with thunder the wide cheeks o' the air.

And yet to charge thy suifhttr with a bolt

Tii.it should but rive au oak. Shak.

—Stones of sulphur, thunderbolts. Shak.

Sulphurate (sul'fu-rat), a. Belonging to

sulphur; of the colour of sulphur. 'A pale

sulphurate colour.' Dr. H. More. [Rare.]

Sulphurate (sul'fu-rat), v.t. To impregnate

or combine with sulphur; to Bubject to the

action of sulphur

Sulphuration (sul-fu-ra'shonX ". L Act of

dressing or anointing with sulphur. Bentley.

2. The subjection of a substance, such as

straw-plait, silks, woollens, a:c , to the action

of sulphur for the purpose of bleaching.

Sulphurator (sul'fu-ra-ter), n. An appara

tus for impregnating with or exposing to

the action of sulphur; especially, an appa

ratus for fumigating or bleaching by means

of the fumes of burning sulphur.

Sulphureity (sul-fer-e'i-ti), n. The state

of being sulphureous. /; Jonson. [Rare.]

Sulphureous (sul-fu're-us), a. Consisting

of sulphur; having the qualities of sulphur

or brimstone; impregnated with sulphur;

sulphurous. 'Etna vomiting sulphureous

fire.' Dryden.

Sulphureously (sul-fu're-us-li), adv In a

sulphureous manner. Sir T. Herbert.

Sulphureousness (sul-fu're-us- ties), n. The

state or quality of being sulphureous.

Sulphuret (snl'fu-ret), «■ Same as Sulphide.

Sulphuretted (sul'fu-ret-ed), a. Applied to

bodies having sulphur in combination —

Sulphuretted hydrogen (U3S), a compound

formed when hydrogen and sulphur coma

in contact in the nascent state. It is a

transparent colourless gas, recognized by

its peculiar fetid odour, resembling that of

{mtrid eggs. It is very deleterious to animal

ife. anu is often formed where animal

matters or excrements putrefy. It is the

active constituent of sulphureous mineral

waters. It is also known by the name of

Uydrotidphttric Acid, Sulphydric Acid, aud

Hydrothutnic Acid. It Is usually prepared

by decomposing a metallic sulphide, espe

cially sulphide of iron or of antimony, by

mean? of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid.

Sulphuric (sul-fu'rik), a. Pertaining to or

obtained from sulphur. — Sulphuric acid, oil

of vitriol, a most important acid, discovered

by Basil Valentine towards the close of the

fifteenth century. It was formerly procured

by the distillation of dried sulphate of iron,

called green vitriol, whence the corrosive

liquid which came over in the distillation,

having an oily consistence, was called oil of

vitriol. It is now prepared in this and most

other countries by burning sulphur, or more

frequently iron pyrites, in closed furnaces,

and leading the fumes, mixed with oxides

of nitrogen, into large leaden chambers,

iuto which jets of steam are continuously

sent. The oxides of nitrogen are produced

by the action of sulphuric acid upon nitre

contained in pots, which are placed between

the sulphur ovens and the chambers. The

sulphur dioxide takes away part of the oxy

gen from the oxides of nitrogen, which are

again oxidized by the air in the chambers.

The sulphur trioxide produced unites with

the steam to form sulphuric acid. The acid

produced in the chamber is condensed in

leaden vessels until it reaches a certain

gravity, when it is run into glass, or some

times into platinum vessels, where the con

densation is continued. Pure sulphuric

acid is a dense, oily, colourless fluid, hav

ing, when strongly concentrated, a specific

gravity of about 1 8. It is exceedingly acid

and corrosive, decomposing all animal and

vegetable substances by the aid of heat. It

unites with alkaline substances, and sepa

rates most of the other acids from their

combinations with the alkalies. It has a

very great affinity for water, and unites with

it in every proportion, producing great heat;

it attracts moisture strongly from the atmo

sphere, becoming rapidly weaker if exposed.

The sulphuric acid of commerce is never

pure, but it may be purified by distillation.

With bases sulphuric acid forms salts called

sulphates, some of which are neutral and

others acid. By concentrating sulphuric

acid as far as is possible without decompo

sition, and cooling the liquid so obtained,

crystals of the true acid, EUSO* are formed.

The ordinary acid is a hydrate of H5SO4 of

varying composition. A form of sulphuric

acid known as Xordhauscn acid is prepared

by heating green vitriol in closed vessels; it

is a solution of sulphur trioxide in sulphuric

acid (HaSO^SOg), or it may be regarded as

pyrosulphuric acid t II_s..n?). The best test

of the presence of sulphuric acid, whether

free or combined, is a Boluble compound of

barium. Thus, when a solution of chloride

of barium is added to a liquid containing

sulphuric acid it causes a white precipitate,

viz. sulphate of barium, which is not only

insoluble in water, but in the strongest

acids. Of all the acids the sulphuric is the

most extensively used iu the arts, and is in

fact the primary agent for obtaining almost

all the others by disengaging them from

their saline combinations. Its uses to the

scientific chemist are innumerable. In

medicine it is used in a diluted state as n

refrigerant See Sulphate. —Sulphuric

ether, ethylic, vinic. or ordinary ether —

(CjHfl^jO—a colourless transparent liquid.

of a pleasant smell and a pungent taste, ex

tremely exhilarating, and producing a de

gree of intoxication when its vapour is in

haled by the nostrils. It is produced by

distilling a mixture of equal weights of sul

phuric acid and alcohol, and by various other

means. Its specific gravity is 0 720. It is

extremely volatile and highly inflammable;

aud its vapour, mixed with oxygen or atmo

spheric air, forms a very dangerous explo

sive mixture. It dissolves in 10 parts of

water, and is miscible with alcohol and the

fatty and volatile oils in all proportions. It

is employed in medicine as a stimulant and

antispasmodic. The vapour of ether has

beeu administered with success to patients

when about to undergo surgical operations,

but it is now to a great extent superseded by

chloroform. True sulphuric ether, known

also as mlphate of ethyl—(C*H*)g80«—is an

oily liquid, of burning taste and ethereal

odour, resembling that of peppermint, of

6p. gr. 1 120, and almost incapable of being

distilled without decomposition, as at a

temperature of about 2S0* it resolves itself

into alcohol, Butphurous acid, aud oleflant

gaa.—Sutphuric oxide, or sulphur trioxide

(SO;i), is a white crystalline lx>dy produced

by the oxidation of sulphurous oxide (which

see). When this oxide is thrown iuto water

it combines rapidly with the latter to form

sulphuric acid.

Sulphurine ( sul'fer-In ), a. Pertaining to

or resembling sulphur; sulphureous. Bailey.

[Rare]

Sulphuring ( sul'fer-ing ). n. 1. In bleach-

'■•.'■ * process of bleachiug by exposure to

the fumes of sulphur, or by means of sul

phuric acid.—2. In ealico-prinling, the pro

cess of exposing printed calicoes to sulphur

ous acid fumes in the operation of fixing

steam-colours.

Sulphur-ore (sul'fer-6r), n. The commer

cial name of iron pyrites, from the fact that

sulphur and sulphuric acid are obtained

from it.

Sulphurous (snl'fer-us), a. Made or im

pregnated with sulphur; like sulphur; con

taining sulphur. 'There's the sidphurou*

pit' Shak.—Sulphurous oxide, a gas formed

by the combustion of sulphur iu air or dry

oxygen. It is transparent and colourless,

of a disagreeable taste, a pungent and suffo

cating odour, is fatal to life, and very Inju

rious to vegetation. At 45", under the pres

sure of two atmospheres, it becomes lfquid,

and also at 0" under the pressure of one at

mosphere. It extinguishes flame, but is not

itself inflammable. It has considerable

bleaching properties, so that the fumes of

burning sulphur are often used to whiten

straw, and silk and cotton goods. This gas

is also called Sulphur Dioxide; when Ted

Into water it forms sulphurous acid I ! f ; "-< » I

This acid readily takes up oxygen, passing

into sulphuric acid ; it is dibasic, forming

salts called sulphites.

Sulphur -salt (surfer-salt). See Sulpho-

9ALT.

Sulphur-wort (sul'fer-wert), n. A plant,

hog's fennel, of the genus Peucedanum, the

P. officinale. See PEUCEDANUM.

Sulphury (sul'fer-i), a. Partaking of sul

phur; having the qualities of sulphur.

'Death rides upon the sulphury Biroc'

Byron.

Sulphydric (sulf i'drik), a. See under Sul

phuretted.

Sulpitian (sul pi'shi-an), n. In the R. Cath.

Ch. one of an order of priests established in

France in 1642 for the purpose of training

young men for the clerical office : so called

from the parish of St. Svlpice, Paris, where

they were first organized.

Sultan (sul'tan), ". [Ar. «uff<ln; Chal. shU-

ton, one in power, a ruler, magistrate, from

shdlat, to exercise or have dominion.] The

ordinary title of Mohammedan sovereigns ;

as, the StUtati of Zanzibar or of Marocco ;

by way of eminence, the appellation given

to the ruler of Turkey, who assumes the

title of Sultan of sultans.

Sultana (sul-ta'na), ». 1. The queen of a

sultan; the empress of the Turks; a sul-

tnness —2. A name given to birds of the

genus Porphyrio, family Rallidie. The P.

Sultana {P^rfkyna martinica).

martinica is a magnificent species of marsh-

bird found In the West Indies and the

southern United States. Like its congeners,

it has long toes which Bupport it on the

aquatic herbage which often covers the

places of its resort

Sultana-bird (sul ta'na-berd), «. See Sul

tana.

Sultanate (sul'tau-at), n. The rule or do

minion of a sultan; sultanship.

Sultaness (sul'tan-es), n. A sultana.

Sultan-flower (siil'tan-flou-er), m. A name

given to two species of composite plants of

the genus Amberboa — A. odoratn, called

also Sweet Sultan, aud A. mosehatu, called

also Purple Sultan.

J
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SlUtanlC (sul-tan'ik), a. Of or belonging to

a sultan; imperial.

Sultanin (sul'tan-in). n, 1. A former Turk

ish money of account, worth 120 aspers;

also, a gold coin worth 10#.—2. The Vene

tian gold sequin. Simmonds.

8ultanry (siil'tan-ri), n. The dominions of

a Bultan. 'The tultanry of the Mamelukes.'

Bacon.

SultansMp (sul'tan-ship), ». The office or

BUte of a sultan.

Sultany t (sul'tan-i), n. Same as Sultanry.

Sultriness (sul'tri-nes), iv. The state of

being sultry; heat with a moist or close air.

Sultry (sul'tri), a. [A form of sweltry, O.E.

sueltrie, sultry, from sweIter, which again is

from swell, to faint, to t>e oppressed with

heat See SWELT.J 1. Very hot, burning,

and oppressive. ' Libya's sultry deserts. '

A ddison. ' The burning sky arid sultry sun. '

Dryden. —2. Very hot and moist, or hot,

close, stagnant, and heavy, as air or the at

mosphere.

Sum (sum), n. [O.Fr. sume, some, Mod. Fr.

somme, from L, summa, a sum, fern, of sum-

mus, highest, superl. of superus, that is

above, from super, above.] 1. The aggre

gate of two or more numbers, magnitudes,

quantities, or particulars: the amount or

whole of nny number of individuals or par

ticulars added; as, the sum of 5 and 7 is 12;

the turn of a and 6 is a + b.

How precious also are thy thoughts to me, O God :

how great is the sum of them! Vs. cxxjux. 17.

You know how much the gross sum of deuce-ace

amounts to. Shak.

Hence—2. The whole number or quantity.

The stretching of a span

Buckles in his sum of age. Shak.

The glory of the sum of things

Will dash along the chords and go. Tennyson.

3. A quantity of money or currency; any

amount indefinitely; as, I sent him a firm

of money, a small sum, or a large sum; I re

ceived a large sum in bank-notes. 'Cer

tain sums of gold.' Shak. — 4. The whole

abstracted; the principal points or thoughts

when viewed together; the amount; the sub

stance; as, this is the mmi of all the evidence

in the case ; this is the sum and substance

of all his objections; the*Hi/i of all I have

said is this. 'This is the very mm of all.'

Shak.

The sum of duty let two words contain ;

O may they graven on thy heart remain !

Be humble and be just. Prior.

— In sum, in short; iu brief.

In sum. no man can have a greater veneration for

Chaucer than myself. Dryden.

6. Height; completion.

Thus have I told thee all my state, and brought

My story to the sum of earthly bliss. Milton.

C. An arithmetical problem to be solved, or

example of a rule to be wrought out ; such

a problem worked out and the various steps

shown

He took out of it a large sheet of paper, folded

small, and quite covered with long sums carefully

worked. From the glimpse I had of them, I should

say that I never saw such sutns out of a school

ciphering -book. Dtckens.

Sum (sum), v.t. pret. & pp. summed; ppr.

summing. I. To add into one whole; to add

together and find what the whole amount is;

to cast up; to ascertain the totality of: often

followed by up; as, to sum or to sum up a

column of figures. 'Summed the account

of chance. ' Shak.

The hour doth rather sum up the moments than

divide the day. Bacon.

Sum up at night what thou hast done by day.

And iu the morning what thou hast to do.

George Herbert.

2. To bring or collect into a small compass;

to comprise in a few words: usually with up;

as, to sum up evidence; he summed up his

arguments at the close of his speech with

great force and effect.

' Go to the ant. thou sluggard," in few words, sums

ti? the moral of this fable. Sir M. VEstrange,

3. t In falconry, to have (the feathers) full

grown and in full number. ' Wilh prosperous

wing full su m m'd. ' Milton.

Feather YJ soon and fledge

Their pens they summ'd. Mil/on.

Hence — 4. t To supply with full clothing.

Beau. <k Fl.—To sum up evidence, to reca

pitulate to the jury, in a clear and suc

cinct manner, the different facts and cir

cumstances which have been adduced in

evidence in the case before the court, giving

at the same time an exposition of the law

where it appears necessary: said of the pre

siding judge in a jury court. It may also be

said of a counsel summing up his own case

at the close of the evidence which he has

adduced.

Sumac, Sumach (su'mak), n. [Fr. sumac.

from Ar. summak, sumach, from suiiuika,

to be tall.] 1. A genus of plants (Rhus),

of many species, some of which are used

in tanning, some in dyeing, and some in

medicine—2. The powdered leaves, pedun

cles, and young branches of certain spe

cies of Rhus used in tanning and dyeing.

The sumac of commerce is

chiefly obtained from the

Jt/iuH Coriaria. (See Rhus.)

Written also Shumach.

Sumage, t Summage t

( sunt Hij ), «■ A toll for

carriage on horseback ; a

horse-load.

Sumatrail (sb-ma'tran), n.

A native or inhabitant of

Sumatra

Sumatran (stt-ma'tran), a.

Of or relating to Sumatra

or its inhabitants.

Sunibul (auni'bul), n. An

Eastern name for the root

of an umbelliferous plant,

Euryangium Sumbul. It

contains a strongly odor

ous principle, like that of

musk, and is regarded as an

antispasmodic and stimu

lating tonic Also an East

ern (Arabic) name of spike

nard (which see).

Sumless (sum'les), a. Not

to be summed up or com

puted; of which the amount cannot be as

certained ; incalculable ; inestimable.

As rich with praise

As ts the ooze ami bottom of tlie sea

With sunken wreck and sum/ess treasuries. Shak.

Summarily (sum'a-ri-li), adv. 1. In a sum

mary maimer ; briefly; concisely; iu a nar

row compass or in few words; as, the Lord's

Prayer teaches us summarily the things we

are to ask for.—2. Inashort way or method;

without delay.

When the parties proceed summarily, and they

choose the ordinary way of proceeding, the cause is

made plenary. Ayliffe.

Summarize, Summarise (sum'a-riz), v.t

pret. Jk pp. summarized; ppr. summarizing.

To make a summary or abstract of; to reduce

to or express in a summary ; to represent

briefly.

Summary (sum'a-ri), a. [Ft. sommaire,

summary, compendious. See SUM.] 1. Re

duced into a narrow compass or into few

words; short; brief; concise: compendious;

as, a summary statement of arguments or

objections,—2. Rapidly performed; quickly

executed; effected by a short way or method.

He cleared the table by the summary process of

tilting everything upon it into the fireplace. Dickens.

3. In laiP, said of proceedings carried on by

methods intended to facilitate the despatch

of business; thus, a summary conviction is a

conviction before magistrates without the

intervention of a jury; such also is the com

mittal of an offender by a judge for con

tempt of court.— Syn. Short, brief, concise,

compendious, succinct, prompt, rapid.

Summary (sum'a-ri), n. [L. sutmnarium,

a summary, from summa, a sum. See Sum. ]

1. An abridged or condensed statement or

account ; an abstract, abridgment, or com

pendium, containing the sum or substance

of a fuller statement; as, the comprehen

sive summary of our duty to God in the

first table of the law.

And have the summary of all our griefs.

When time shall serve, to show in articles. Shak.

2. In laiv. a short application to a court or

judge without the formality of a full pro

ceeding.

Summation (sum-ii'shou), n. 1. The act of

forming a sum or total amount

Of this series no summation is possible to a finite

intellect. De Quineey.

2. An aggregate.—Summation of series, in

math, see Seriks.

Summer (sum'er), ». Oue who sums; one

who casts up an account.

Summer(sum'er), n. [A. Sax. sumor, sumer;

common to the Teutonic languages; O.H.G.

aud I eel. suinar, G, and Dan. sommer, Sw.

sonxmar, D. sower, zomer. The origin is

doubtful, though probably the root is that

of sun.] 1. That season of the year when

the sun shines most directly upon any re

gion; the warmest season of the year. North

of the equator it may be roughly said to in

clude the months of June, July, and August.

Astronomically considered, summer begins

iu the northern hemisphere when the sun

enters Cancer, about the 21st of June, and

continues for three months, till September

23d,duringwhichtimethesun, beingnorthof

the equator, shines more directly upon this

part of the earth, which renders this the

hottest period of the year. In latitudes south

of the equator just the opposite takes place,

or it is summer there when it is winter here.

The entire year is also sometimes divided

into summer and winter, the former signi

fying the warmer aud the latter the colder

part of the year.—2. A whole year; a twelve

month.

Five summers have I spent in furthest Greece. Shak.

—Indian summer. See under INDIAN.—St.

Martin's summer, a period of flue weather

after winter has set in, occurring about St

Martin's day, November 11th; hence, pros

perity after misfortune.

Hxpcct Saint Martin s summer, halcyon days,

Since I have entered into these wars. Shak.

Those last few years were her summer cf St.

Martin. Lawrence.

Summer (sum'er), a. Relating to summer;

as, summer heat.

He was sitting in a summer parlour. Judg. iii. ao.

Summer (sum'er), v.i. To pass the summer

or warm season. 'The fowls shall summer

upon them.' Is. xvilL 6.

And thou shalt walk in soft white light with kings

and priests abroad.

And thou shalt summer high in bliss upon the hills

of Cod. A ird.

Summer (sum'er), v.t 1. To keep or carry

through the summer. [Rare.]

Maids well summered and warm kept are. like flies

at Bartholomew-tide, blind, though they have their

eyes. Shak.

2. To feed during the summer, as cattle.

[Scotch.]

Summer (sum'er), «. [Fr. sommier, a pack-

horse, a rafter, from L. sagmarius. from L.

and Gr. sagma, a pack-saddle.] In building,

(a) a large stone, the first that is laid over

columns and pilasters, beginning to make a

cross vault, or a stone laid over a column

and hollowed to receive the first haunch of

a platband. (6) A lintel, (c) A large timber

or beam laid as a bearing beam, (d) A girder.

(e) A brest-summer.

Summer-COltfl (sum'er-kolts), n. pi. A pro

vincial term for the quivering, vaporous a; -

pearance of the air near the surface of thu

ground when heated in summer.

Summer-cypress (sum'er-si-pres), n. A

plant, a species of Kochia, K. scojxiria.

Summer-duck (sum'er-duk), n. A very

beautiful North American migratory spe

cies of duck (Dendronessa sponsa or Aix

sponsa), belonging to the section having the

hind toe destitute of membrane, very similar

to the mandarin duck of the Chinese. It

has been found capable of domestication.

Called also Wood-duck.

Summer -fallow (sum'er-fal-16), n. [See

Fallow.] Naked fallow; land lying bare

of crops in summer, but frequently ploughed,

harrowed, and rolled so as to pulverize it

and clean it of weeds.

Summer-fallow (sum'er-fal-16), a. Lying

fallow during the summer.

Summer-fallow (sum'er-fal-16), v.t To

plough and let lie fallow; to plough and

work repeatedly in summer to prepare fur

wheat or other crop.

Summer-house (sum'er-hous), n. 1. A

house or apartment iu a garden to be used

in summer.—2. A house for summer resid

ence.

Summering (sum'er-ing), n. 1. In arch, in

cylindrical vaulting, the two surfaces inter

secting the intrados of a vault in lines parallel

to the axisof the cylinder. In conic vaulting,

where the axis is horizontal, the two surfaces

which, if produced, would intersect the axis

of the cone. Gwilt. Written alsoSomi/ien'/ijr.

2. A kind of early apple —3. t Rural merry

making at midsummer; a summer holiday.

Nana.

Summerllne3B(sum'er-li-nes), n. The state

of having a mild or summer-like tempera

ture. Fuller. [Rare.]

Summersault (sum'er-salt), n. See Somer

sault.

O'er each hillock it will vault.

And nimbly do the summersault. Drayton.

Summer-seeming (sum'er-seui-ing), a.

Appearing like summer; full-blown; rank

or luxuriant. ' Summer -seeming lust*

Shak.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; b, Fr. ton; ng, Biny; TH, CAen; th, CAin; . trig; wh, icAig; zh, azure. —See KEY.
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Summerset (sum er set), /< Same as

Somersault.

Summer-stir (sum'er-ster), v.t Tosummer-

fallow.

Summer-stone(9um'er-st6n), n. See Skew-

corbel.

Summer -swelling (sum'er-swel-ing), a.

Growing up in summer. 'The summer-

swelling flower.' Shak.

Summer-time (Bum'er-tim), n. The summer

season. ' The genial sumtner-time.' Long

fellow.

Summer-tree (sum'er-tre), n. A beam full

of mortises for tlie reception of the ends of

joists.

Summer-wheat (sum'er-whet), n. Wheat

sown in spring, as opposed to winter-icheat

or that which is sown in autumn.

Summery (sum'er-i), a. Of or pertaining to

summer; like summer. (Rare.]

Summist (sum'ist), n. One who fonns au

abridgment or summary. [Rare.]

A book entitled The Tax or the Apostolical

Chatnlwr or Chancery, whereby may be learned

more sorts of wickedness than from all the sum-

mists and the summaries of all vices. Bp. Bull.

Summit (sum'it), n. [Fr. sommet, dim. of

0. Kr. som, a summit, from L. summum,

highest part. See SUM] 1. The top; the

highest point; as, the*u7n»uf of a mountain.

* Fixed on the summit of the highest mount'

Shak.—2. The highest point or degree; ut

most elevation ; as, the summit of human

fame. — 3. In conch, the most elevated point

of the shell where the hinge is placed.

Summitless (sum'it-les), a. Having uo

summit. Sit 11. Taylor.

Summit-level (sum'it -lev- el), n. The

highest level; the highest of a Beries of

elevations over which a canal, watercourse,

railway, or the like is carried.

Summity ( (suni'it-i), n. (L. summitas, from

luiniuiu, highest] 1. The height or top of

anything. Swift. — 2. The utmost degree;

perfection. Jer. Taylor.

Summon (sum 'on), v.t. [O.E. somone,

8omne,8ompne,tron\0.¥r.somoner,sumuner,

semoncr. Mod. Fr. semondre, to move, from

L. sutnitionere, submoncresub, under, pri

vately, and moneo, to remind (whence moni

tion, monitor, Ac ). ] 1. To call, cite, or notify

by authority to appear at a place specified, or

to attend in person to some public duty, or

both ; especially, to command to appear in

court; as, to summon a jury; to summon

Witnesses. ' Nor trumpets summon him to

War.' Dryden.

The I arliament is summoned by the king's writ or

letter. Blackstone.

2. To call; to send for; to ask the attendance

of.

Then summon'd to the porch we went. Tennyson.

3. To call on ; to warn ; especially, to call

upon to surrender; as, to summon a fort

' Summon the town. ' Shak.

Coal-Mack clouds that shadow heaven's light

Do summon us to part and bid good night. Shat.

4. To call up; to excite into action or exer

tion; to rouse; to raise: with up; as, summon

up all your strength or courage.

Stiffen the sinews, summon up the blood. Shak.

—Call, Convoke, Summon. See Call.—Stn.

To call, cite, notify, convene, convoke, in

vite, bid, warn, rouse, excite.

Summoner (sum'on-er). n. One who sum

mons or cites by authority; especially, one

employed to warn persons to appear in

court; also, a former name for an apparitor.

Summons (sum'onz), ».; apparently plural

but really singular and used as such, the

plural being summonses. (Fielding, how

ever, has the erroneous expression: 'all

these summons proving ineffectual.') [O.E.

somons, souwunce, O.F'r. semonce, semonse,

a summons, fern, forms of semons, pp. of se

mondre. See Summon.] 1. A call by autho

rity or the command of a superior to appear

at a place named, or to attend to some pub

lic duty.

This summons he resolved not to disobey.

Bp. Felt.

He sent to summon the seditious and to offer par

don; but neither snmntons nor pardon fU regarded.

Hayiva rd.

2. An invitation or asking to go to, or appear

at, some place; a call, with more or less

earnestness or insistence.

Then flew in a dove

And brought a summons from the sea. Tennyson.

3. In law, a call by authority to appear in a

court; also, the written or printed document

by which such call is given; a citation to

appear before a judge or magistrate; spe

cifically, (a) a writ calling on a defendant

to cause an appearance to the action to be

entered for him within a certain time after

service, in default whereof the plaiutiff may

proceed to judgment and execution, (b) An

application to a judge at chambers, whether

at law or in equity, (c) A citation summon

ing a person to appear before a police magis

trate or bench of justices, (d) In Scots law,

a writ issuing from the Court of Session in

the sovereign's name, or. if in a sheriff court,

in the name of the sheriff, setting forth the

grounds and conclusions of au action, and

containing a warrant or mandate to messen-

gers-at-arma or sheriff-officers to cite the

defender to appear in court— 4. Milit. a call

to surrender.

Summons (sum'onz), v.t. To serve with a

summons; to summon. Swift. [Obsolete

and Scotch.]

Suiiimum Bonum (sum'mumb6'num). [L]

The chief good.

Sumnert (sum'ner), n. A summoner. Mil

ton.

Sumoom (su-momO. »■ Same as Simoom.

Sump (sump), n. [L.G. Sw. and Dan sump,

I_> tomp, O. sumpf, a swamp, marsh, pool.]

1. A puddle or pool uf dirty water. [Pro

vincial.]— 2. A pond of water reserved for

salt-works. —3. A round pit of stone, lined

with clay, for receiving the metal on its first

fusion—4. The cistern or reservoir made at

the lowest point of a mine, from which is

pumped the water which accumulates there.

Sumph (sumf), n. [A nasalized form of Sc.

gonf, a stupid person, a sumph, correspond

ing to D. #1'/, dull, melancholy, doting.] A

dunce; a blockhead; a soft dull fellow.

[Scutch.]

A more than usual sumph produced an avenging

epigram upon him and two other traitors.

Prof. Wilson.

Sumphlsh (sumf'ish), a. Like a sumph;

characteristic of a sumph; stupid. 'The

sumphish mob." Itamsay. [Scotch.]

Sumpit (sum'pit), u A small poisoned dart

or arrow, thrown by means of a sumpitan

(which see).

Sumpitan (sum'pit-an), n. A long straight

cane tube or blowpipe, in which a poisoned

dart is placed and expelled by the breath.

It is used by the natives of Borneo and

other islands in the Eastern Archipelago.

Sumpter (sump'ter), n. [Corrupted from

O.Fr. gamier. Mod. Ft. sommier, Vr.saumirr,

from L. L. saumarius, salmarius, from L.

sagmariug, a pack-horse, from L. and Gr.

sagma, a pack-saddle, a load. See Summer.]

l.f A pack; a burden. Beau, tt Ft.—2. An

animal, particularly a horse, that carries

clothes or furniture, or necessaries for a

journey; a baggage-horse; a pack-horse.

With full force his deadly bow he bent,

And fcathcr'd fates among the mules and sumpters

sent. Dryden.

Sumpter (sump'ter), a. Applied to an ani

mal, as a horse or mule, that carries neces

saries, as of an army; as, a sumpter horse;

a sumpter mule.

Sumpter -saddle (sump'ter-sad-1), n. A

pack-saddle.

Sumption! (sum'shon), n. [L. smnptio,

sumptionis, from sumo, snmptnm, to take.]

The act of taking. Jer. Taylor.

Sumptuary (sump'tu-a-rt), a. [L. snmptu-

arius, from sumptus, expense, from sumo,

sumptum, to take up, use, spend—sub, and

emo, to buy, originally to spend.] Relating

to expense ; regulating expense or expendi

ture.—Sumptuary laws, laws made to re-

M i.i mi • v'-.'s- m apparel, food, or any luxu

ries. Such laws at one time or .mother

have been in force in many states.

It is the highest impertinence and presumption,

therefore, in Icings and ministers, to pretend to watch

over the economy of private people, and to restrain

their expense, either by sumptuary Unvs or by pro-

hibiting tiie importation of foreign luxuries.

Adatn Smith.

Sumptuosityt (sump-tu-os'i-ti), n. [From

sumptuous. ] Expensiveness ; costliness.

Raleigh.

Sumptuous (sump'tu-us), a. [L. sumptu-

osus, from sumptus, cost, expense. See

Sumptuary. ] Costly ; expensive ; heuce,

splendid; magnificent; as, a sumptuous

house or table; sumptuous apparel.

We are too magnificent and sumptuous in our

tables and attendance. Atterbury.

She spoke and turned her sumptuous head, with eyes

Of shining expectation fixtd Dn mine. Tennyson.

Syn. Costly, expensive, splendid, magnifi

cent, lordly, princely.

Sumptuously (sump'tu-us-li), adv. Iu a

sumptuous manner; expensively; splendidly;

with great magnificence.

Sumptuousness (sump'tu-us nes), n. The

state of being sumptuous; costliness; ex

pensiveness; splendour; magnificence.

I will not fall out with those who can reconcile

sumptuousness and chanty. B^yle.

Sumpturet (sump'tur), n. Sumptuousness:

magnificence. Chapman.

Sun (sun), n. [A. Sax. i»nn« (fern ), Icel

O.H.G. and Goth, sunna (Goth- also twmo\

G. sonne, L.G. sunne, I). ton. There are kin

dred forms with final I, Icel. 90%, Dan. and Sw

sdl, also rarely A. Sax. s6l; these forms coin

ciding with L. sol; also (with common inter

change of s and h) Gr. helios, W. haul. Corn.

houl, Armor, heol. From a root meaning to

shine.] 1. The splendid orb or luminary

which, being in or near the centre of our sys-

temof worlds, gives light and heat to all the

planets, and is therefore the primary cause

of all the motions and changes effected on

the surface of our globe by those mighty

agents. All the planets and comets of our

system revolve round the sun as a common

centre, at different distances and in different

periods of time. Itsmean apparent diameter

is about 32 minutes, and its mean distance

from the earth about 02,000,000 of miles.

Its real diameter is 800,000 miles, and hence

its volume is equivalent to about 11 million

times the volume of our earth ; but its mean

density is only a fourth of that of the earth.

It revolves on its axis from west to east in

25$ of our mean solar days, the axis being

inclined at an angle of 82* 40/ to the plane

of the ecliptic. When viewed through

powerful telescopes the sun's disc iaobserved

to have large and perfectly Mack spots upon

it, several of which are usually visible at

once. These spots present the appearance

of black irregular patches, and hare been

proved to be hollows in the luminous sur

face of the suu. (See Solar spots under

Solar.) These spots appear and disappear

very irregularly, some lasting for weeks and

months, others only a day. Around the

Bpots, and on other places, there are often

masses brighter than the general surface,

called faculce or torches. The general sur

face itself is not uniform, hut appears mot

tled, and made up of bright roundish patched,

with soft edges, sprinkled irregularly on a

less luminous background. The luminous

surface of the sun is called the photosphere.

The photosphere is overlaid by an atmo

sphere which is invisible under ordinary cir

cumstances, but reveals itself to the spectro

scope, and at a total eclipse forms the white

halo or corona which is seen surrounding the

moop. Within the corona are seen oddly

shaped masses of a red colonr.projecting con

siderably at various points beyond the moon's

edge, and these projections are united by a

continuous belt of similar, though less vivid

colour. This belt is called the chromosphere,

and these reddish masses are great clouds

or flames of incandescent hydrogen. Tbe

spectroscope has shown the sun to be eom-

f>osed of substances identical, partly at

east, with those composing the earth, as

hydrogen, sodium, iron, magnesium. The

matter is so intensely hot as to be largely

in the state of vapour, The amount of light

sent forth by the buii is not exactly measur

able, but the amount of heat has beeu pretty

accurately computed, and it is certainly

enormous. It is equivalent in mechanical

effect to the action of 7000 horse-power on

every square foot of the solar surface, or to

the combustion on every square foot of up

wards of 13$ cwts. of coal per hour.—2. In

popular usage, the sunshine; a sunny place;

a place where the beams of the sun fall; as,

to stand in the sun, that is, to stand where

the direct rays of the sun fall.— 3, Anything

eminently splendid or luminous; that which

is the chief source of light, honour, glory,

or prosperity.

The sun of Rome is set. Shai.

I will never consent to put out the sum of sover

eignty to posterity. HtJton B*sititt.

4. The luminary or orb which constitute

the centre of any system of worlds ; as. the

fixed stars are suns in their respective sys

tems.—5. A revolution of the earth round

the sun; a year.

Vile it were

For some three suns to store and hoard myself.

Ttunysc**,

— Under the sun, in the world ; on earth: a

proverbial expression.

There is no new thing under the sun. Ecclcs. L 9

—Sun of -righteousness, in Scrip. Christ, as

being the source of light, animation, and

comfort to his disciples.—Sun and pUnttt

Fate, fiir, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; \\ Sc f*-y.
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wheels, an ingenious contrivance adopted

by Watt in the early history of the steam-

engine, for converting the reciprocating

Sun and Planet Wheels.

motion of the beam into a rotatory mo

tion. In the annexed figure the sun wheel

a, ia a toothed wheel fixed fast to the axis

of the fly-wheel, and the planet wheel b is a

similar wheel bolted to the lower end of the

connecting-rod c; it is retained in its orbit

by a link at the back of both wheels. By

the reciprocating motion of the connecting-

rod the wheel 6 is compelled to circulate

round the wheel a, and in so doiug carries

the latter along with it. communicating to

the fly-wheel a velocity double of its own. —

Sun forms the first element of many self-

explanatory compounds; as run-bright, sun-

clad, (fun-dried, sun-like, sun-lit, sun-

scorched, etc

Sun (snnX v.t pret <fc pp. tunned; ppr.

running. To expose to the bud's rays ; to

warm or dry in the light of the sun ; to in-

solate; as, to sun cloth; to sun grain. ' To

tun thyself in open air.' Dryden.

Like rooming doves

That sun their milky bosoms on the thatch.

Tennyson.

Sun, Sun-hemp (sun, sunliemp), n. See

Suss.

Sunbeam (sunT>em), n, A ray of the sun.

'The tray motes that people the tunbeatns.'

Milton

This was a truth wrote with a sunbeam, legible to

all raaobirid- South.

Sun-bear (smVbir), n. The name given,

from their habit of basking in the sun, to

a group of bears with short fur, generally

dark, and with a large white or yellow patch

on the breast. They are found in Central

Asia, in Java, and other East Indian islands.

The species climb cocoa-trees and destroy

the fruit They form the genus Helarctos.

B. malayanu* is the bruang or Malayan

nun-bear. See Broano.

Sun-bird (siuVberd), n. A bird of the genus

Cinnyris or Nectannia, family Cinnyridw or

Nectariniadae, found principally inthe tropi

cal parts of Africa and Asia, and in the ad

jacent islands. They are small birds, with

plumage approaching In splendour to that

Sea-birds \Cynntris a/ra), male and female.

c-f the humming-birds, which in many re

spects tbey resemble. They live on insects

and the juices of flowers; their nature is

gay, and their Bong agreeable. They hold

the same place in the Old World that hum

ming-birds do in the New. They build in

the hollows of trees or in thick bushes.

Some of them, however, make dome-like

nesta, which they suspend at the extremi

ties of twigs or branches.

San-blink(sun'hlingk),n A flash or glimpse

of sunshine. Sir W. Scott [Scotch]

Sun-bonnet (sun^on-net), n. A lady's bon

net having a shade as a protection from the

sun.

Sun-bow (sun'bo),n. An iris formed by the

refraction of light on the spray of cataracts,

or on any rising vapour.

The sun-b&iv's rays still arch

The torrent with the many hues of heaven. Byron.

Sun-bright (sun'brit), a. Bright as the sun;

like the sun in brightness; as, a tun-brvjht

shield. ' Iler sun-bright eye. ' Shak.

Sun-burn (sun'bern), v.t. To discolour or

scorch by the sun; to tan.

Sun-burn, Sun-burning (sun'bern, sun'-

bem-ing), n. The burning or tan occasioned

by the rays of the sun on the skin.

Sun -burner (sun'bern-er), «. See Sun

light.

Sunburnt (sun'bernt), a. l. Discoloured

by the heat or rays of the sun; tanned;

darkened in hue; as, a sunburnt skin.

'Sunburnt and swarthy though she be.'

Dryden.— 2. Scorched by the sun's rays; as,

' the sunburnt soil.* Sir It. Blackmore.

Sun-burst (sun'berst), n. A sudden flash of

sun-light. Moore.

Sun-clad (eun'klad), a. Clothed in radiance;

bright. 'The sun-clad power of Chastity.'

Milton.

Sundanese, Sundaneslan (sun'dan-ez, sun-

dan-eVyau), n. One of a section of the

Malay race inhabiting Malacca, the Sunda

Archipelago, and the Philippines.

Sundanese, Sundanesian(»un'dan-ez, sun-

dan-eVyan), a. Of or belonging to the Sun-

da Archipelago,or the nativesorinhabitants.

See the noun.

Sundart (sun'dart). n. A ray of the sun.

Hemans.

Sunday (sun'da), n, [A. Sax. sunnan-da?g,

that is, day of the sun ; G. sonntag, Dan.

sondag, D. zondag; so called because this

day was anciently dedicated to the sun or

its worship] The first day of the week; the

Christian Sabbath; the lord's -day. See

Sabbath.

Father, and wife, and gentlemen, adieu;

I will to Venice ; Sunday comes ajiace:

We will have rings and things and fine array;

And kiss me, Kate, we will be married o' Sunday

Shak.

E'en Sunday shines no Sabbath-day to me. Popt.

Sunday (sun'da),a. Belonging to the Lords-

day, or Christian Sabbath.

Sunday-letter (sun'da-let-er), a The do

minical letter. See under Dominical.

Sunday-school (suu'da-skbl), n. A school

for the religious instruction of children and

youth on the Lord's-day.

Sunder (sun'der), v.t. [A. Sax. sunderian,

sundrian, syndrian, from sundor, sunder,

asunder, separate, apart; similarly Icel. tun

dra, Dan. tbndre, D. zonderen, G. sondern,

to separate. A. Sax. sundor, IceL tundr,

Sw. Dan. sbnder, G. sonder, Goth, sundro,

asunder, apart, appear to be comparative

forms. Hence sundry, asunder. Sound, a

channel, is of closely allied origin] To

part; to separate; to keep apart; to divide;

to disunite in almost any manner, as by

rending, cutting, or breaking; as, to sunder

a rope or cord; to sunder a limb or joint;

to sunder friends or the ties of friendship.

'The sea that sunders him from thence.'

Shak. 'Crantor's body tunder'd at the

waist.* Dryden.

This man with lime and rough-cast doth present

Wall, that vile Wall which did these lovers sunder.

Shak.

As he sat

In hall at old Carleon, the high doors

Were softly sunder'd, and thro' these a youth

r*ast. Tennyson.

Sunder (sun'der), v.t. To part; to be sepa

rated; to quit each other.

Even as a splitted bark, so sunder we. Shak.

Sunder (sun'der), n. A separation or divi

sion into parts : used chiefly, if not exclu

sively, in the phrase in sunder, in two.

' Gnawing with my teeth my bonds in sun

der.' Shak.

He breaketh the bow, and cutteth the spear in

sunder. pj, XW\. 9.

Sunder (sun'der), v.t To expose to, or dry

in, the sun. [Provincial]

Sun-dew (sun'du), n, A genus of plants

(Drosera), nat. order Droseraeeae, of which

it is the type. See Drosera.

Sun-dial (sun'di-al), n. An instrument to

show the time of day by means of a shadow

cast by the sun. A sun-dial consists of two

parts—the style, usually the edge of a plate

of metal or a small rod, always made paral

lel to the axis of the earth, and pointing to

the north pole; and the dial-face, on which

are marked the directions of the shadow for

the several hours of the day, their halves,

quarters, Ac. But the forma which may be

Sun-dial.—Face of Horizontal Dial, shadow pointing

to one o'clock.

given to dials are almost infinite. The most

common form is the horizontal dial, having

the plane of the dial parallel to the horizon,

and consequently making with the style an

angle equal to the latitude of the place,

Biuee the style must always point to the

north pole. The hour lines intersect each

other at the point where the style intersects

the dial plane, and the angles they make

with one another and with the meridian

line, or line for twelve o'clock, depend on

the latitude. In vertical dials the position

of these lines depends on the latitude and

the aspect of the face.

Sun-dog (sun'dog), n. A luminous spot oc

casionally seen a few degrees from the sun,

supposed to be formed by the intersection

of two or more haloes. Sometimes the spot

appears when the haloes themselves are

invisible.

Sundown (sun'doun),n. Sunset; sunsetting.

'Oft when sundown skirts the moor.' Ten

nyson. This word seems not older than the

present century. Though in good usage

the equally appropriate sunup is as yet only

an Americanism.

Sundra-tree (sun'dra-tre), n. Same as Soon-

dree.

Sun-dried (sun'drid), a. Dried in the rays

of the sun.

The building is of sun-dried brick. Sir T. Herbert.

Sundries (sun'driz), n. pi Various small

things, or miscellaneous matters, too minute

or numerous to be individually specified.

They were recruiting themselves after the fatigues

and terrors of the night, v.iih tea and sundries.

Dickens.

Sundrily (sun'dri-li), adv. In sundry ways;

variously. Fabyan.

Sundry (sun'dri), a. [A Sax. sundrig, syn-

drig, from sundor, separate. See SUNDER.)

Several ; divers ; more than one or two ;

various. ' For sundry weighty reasons.'

Shak.

I have composed sundry collects. Sanderson.

Sundry foes the rural realm surround. Dryden.

—All and sundry, all both collectively and

individually; as, be it known to all and

sundry whom it may concern.

Sundry-man (sun'dri-man), n. A dealer in

suudnes, or a variety of different articles.

Sunflsh. (sun'fishY n. l. The name of fishes

of the genus Orthagoriscus, a genus of tele-

ostean fishes belonging to the family Dio-

dontida?, and so named on account of the

almost circular form and shining surface of

the typical species. The sunflsh appears

like the head of a large fish separated from

the body. While swimming it turns upon

itself like a wheel. It grows to a large size.

Short Sun fish {Orthagoriscus moia).

often attaining a diameter of 4 feet and

sometimes even that of 12 feet. It is found

in all seas from the Arctic to the Antarctic

circle. Its liver yields a large quantity of

oil, which is in repute among sailors as an

external application for the cure of sprains,

rheumatism, Ac. Two or three species are

known.— 2. The basking-shark.— 3. A small

fresh-water fish of the perch family, belong

ing to the genus Pomotis. Also called Pond-

perch. [United States.]

Sunflower (sun'flou-er), n. The English

name of a genus of plants called Helianthus,

so named from the form and colour of the

ch. eaain; <'!-. Sc. locA; g. 90; UJoh; h, Ft. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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flower, or from its habit of turning to the

sun See Helianthts.

Buns (SUD&X pret A pp. of ring. * While to

hid harp divine Amphion ru ng. ' Pope.

'Died round the bulbul as he rung.' Ten

nyson.

Many a noble wax-song had he rung. Tennyson.

Sunk (sungk). pret dr pp. of rink. * Or tossed

by hope, or runk by care." Prior.

Sunken (sungk'n). a. Lying on the bottom

of the sea or other water; fallen or pressed

down; low. 'Sunken wreck and sumless

treasuries." Shale.

Sunlets (sungk'eUY n pi. Provision of

whatever kind [Scotch.]

Sunk-fence (sungk'fens), n. A kind of fence

no part of which projects above the general

level of the ground It is usually a ditch

with a retaining wall on one side, and is

used upon the edge of a garden bordering

on a park, so as to give an apparently greater

extent to the grounds.

Sankle (sungk'i), n. A low stool. Sir W.

Scott. [Scotch. ]

Sunless ( sunles ), a. Destitute of the sun

or its rays; shaded

Where Alph. the sacred rWer, ran

Through caverns measureless to man

Down to a sunless sea. Coleridge.

Sun-light (sunlit), n. 1. The light of the

sun. [In this sense perhaps more frequently

written Su nlight. }—2. A large reflecting clus

ter of gas-burners placed beneath an open

ing in a ceiling, for lighting and ventilating

a large room. Called also Sun-burner.

Sunlit ( sunlit X a. Lit or lighted by the

sun.

Sunn, Sunn-hemp (sun, sunlietnp), n. A

material similar to hemp, imported from

the East Indies, and extensively used in the

manufacture of cordage, canvas, Ac. It is

obtained from the stem of the Crotalaria

Sunn \Crotalarusjnncea).

juneea, a shrubby leguminous plant, 8 to

12 feet high, with a branching stem, lance-

shaped silvery leaves, and long racemes of

bright yellow flowers. Called also Bombay

Hemp, Madras Hemp, Sun, Sun-hemp, Sun-

plant.

Sunna, Sunnah (son's), n- The name given

by Mohammedans to the traditionary por

tion of their law, which was not, like the

Koran, committed to writing by Moham

med, but preserved from his lips by his im

mediate disciples, or founded on the autho

rity of his actions. The orthodox Moham

medans who receive the Sunnah call them

selves Sunnites, in distinction to the various

t-ecta comprehended under the name of

Shiites. See SHUTE.

Sunnlah (son'i-a), a. The sect of Sunnites.

See 9UBTVA

Sunnlness (Bun'i-nes), n. State of being

sunny.

Sunnite, Sunni (snnTt, sun'i), n. One of

the so-called orthodox Mohammedans who

receive the Sunnah as of equal importance

with the Koran. See Sunna and Miinr.

Sunnud (sun'nud), n. In India, a patent,

« -barter, or written authority.

Sunny fsun'i). a 1. Like the sun ; shining

<*r dazzling with light, lustre, or splendour;

radiant; bright

Her sunny locks

Hang on her temples like a golden fleece. SAai.

2. Proceeding from the sun j as, runny

beams.—3. Exposed to the rays of the sun ;

lighted up. brightened, or warmed by the

direct rays of the sun; as, the runny side of

a hill or building. ' Her blooming moun

tains and her runny shores.' Addison.

Sunny - sweet ( sun'i-swet ), a Rendered

sweet or pleasantly bright by the sun, Ten

nyson.

Sunny -warm ( sun'i-warm ), a. Warmed

with sunshine ; sunny and warm. Tenny

son

Sun -opal (sun'o-pal), n, A variety or spe

cies of opal displaying bright yellow and

red reflections. Called also Fire-opal See

GlRASOLK, 2.

Sun - pan ( sun'pan ), n. A pan or tank in

which clay was formerly left to lie until fit

to use in making pottery.

Sun -picture (sun'pik-tur\ n. A picture

taken by means of the sun s rays ; a photo

graph.

Sun-plant (sun'plantX n. See Scnn.

Sunproof (sun'prbf). a Impervious to the

rays of the sun. ' Thick arms of darksome

yew, run-proof.' Marston.

Sunrise (sun'riz), n. L The rise or first ap

pearance of the sun above the horizon in

the morning, or the atmospheric phenomena

accompanying the rising of the sun; the

time of such appearance, whether in fair or

cloudy weather; morning; as, a beautiful

runrire.—2. The region or place where the ,

sun rises; the east; as, to travel towards the

runrire.

Sun - rising; ( sun'riz-ing In. 1. The rising I

or first appearance of the sun above the

horizon; sunrise. ' Bid him bring his power

before run-riring.' Shak.—2. The place or

quarter where the sun rises; the east

The giants of Ubanus mastered ail nations from

the xirn-mmf to the sunset. Raleigh.

Sunset ( sun'set ), n. 1. The descent of the

sun below the horizon; the atmospheric

phenomena accompanying the setting of the

sun; the time when the sun sets; evening

'The twilight of such day as after runset

fadeth in the west" Shak. Hence—2. Fig.

the close or decline.

*Tis the sunset of life gives me mystical lore.

Cmmptoft

3. The region or quarter where the sun sets;

the west See Sus-rising, 2.

Sun-settinK(sun'set-ing),n. Same as Sunset.

Sun-shade (sun'shad). n. Something used

as a protection from the rays of the sun; as.

(a) a small umbrella or parasol, (b) A small

framework covered with silk, <fcc., in front

of a lady's bonnet (e) A kind of awning

projecting from the top of a shop window.

Sunshine (sun'shin), n. 1. The light of the

sun, or the space where it shines; the direct

rays of the sun, or the place where they

fall.

But all sunshine, as when his beams at noon

Culminate from th* equator. Milton.

2. Fig. the state of being cheered by an

influence acting like the rays of the sun ;

warmth; illumination; pleasantness ; any

thing having a genial or beneficial influence;

brightness; cheerfulness.

The man that sits within a monarch's heart.

And ripens in the sunshine of bis favour. Shak.

Nothing earthly gives or can destroy

Toe soul's calm sunshine and the heartfelt joy.

Pope.

Sunshine (sun'shin), a Same as Sunshiny.

'Send him many years of sunshine davs.'

Shak

Sunshiny (sun'shln-i), a. l. Bright with

the rays of the sun; having the sky un

clouded in the daytime ; as, sunshiny wea

ther.

We have had nothing but sunshiny days, and daily

walks from eight to twenty miles a day. Lamb.

% Bright like the sun. ' Flashing beams of

that sunshiny shield.' Spenser.

Sun-smitten (sun'smit-n), p, and a. Smit
ten or lighted by the rays of the sun. lSun-

rmitten Alps.' Tennyson.

Sun - spurge ( sun'gperj X n. A plant. Eu

phorbia helioscopia. Called also Cat'$-milk

and Wartwort.

Sun-Star (sun'star), n. A star-fish of a scar

let colour, the Solaster papposa or nn allied

species, having a large number of rays.

Sun stone (sun'stdn), n. A popular name

given to various minerals, as (a) a very hard

and semitransparent variety of quartz,called

also Cat's-eye (which see). (6) A variety of

oligoclase or Boda-felspar containing minute

particles of specular iron.

Sun-stricken (sun'strik-n),p. and a Stricken

by the sun; affected by sun-stroke Ten

nyson.

Sunstroke (sun'str6k),n. A sudden affection

of the human body caused by the sun or his

heat; specifically, a very fatal affection of

the nervous system of frequent occurrence

in tropical climates, especially among the

white races, and in temperate region* dur

ing very warm summers. It has been de

scribed as acute poisoning of the nerve-

centres with superheated blood, the result

ing phenomena being acute paralysis of the

nerve-centres, principally the centres of re

spiration and heart movements. It is gen

erally caused by exposure of the head and

neck to the direct rays of the son, but is

not infrequently brought on by intense tro

pical heat the contamination of the air, as

from overcrowding in barracks and on ship

board, prolonged marches or other over

exertion, intemperate habits, and the like

Called also Ictus Solis. Coup de Soleil, and

Insolation.

Sunup (sun'ap). n. [Formed on the model

of rundown, and equally appropriate. See

Sundown.] Sunrise. [CnitedStates.]

Such a horse as that might get over a food deal

of ground atwiit sunup awd sundew. J. *. Cmper.

Sunward (sun'werd), adv. Toward the sun.

Sunwise (sun'wix), adc. In the direction of

the sun's course; in the direction of the

hands of a watch lying with its face up.

Sun-worship (sun'wer-ship), ft. The wor

ship or adoration of the sun as the symbol

of the deity, as the most glorious object in

nature, or as the source of light and heat

See Fire-worship.

Sun-worshipper ( sun'wer-sbip-ex), «. A

worshipper of the sun ; a fire-worshipper.

See 1'ire-worship.

Sun-year (sun'yerX n. A solar year.

Sup (supX v.t. pret & pp. rupped; ppr. tup

ping. [A. Sax. supan, to sup, to drink; Ism.

rupa, LG. supen, D. zuipen, O.G. r%fau.

G. sav/en, to sip or sup. Sip is a lighter

form of this, and soup, supper are of same

origin, but come to us directly from the

French.] 1. To take into the month with

the lips, as a liquid ; to take or drink by a

little at a time; to sip.

There III sup

Balm and nectar in my cup. Craska-n.

2. To have as one's lot; to be afflicted with;

as, to rup sorrow— 3. To eat with a spoon.

[Scotch.]

Sup (sup), v.i. 1. To eat the evening meal

When they had supped, they brought Tobias in.

Tobit vat. i.

Where sups he to-night ? Shak.

2. To take in liquid with the lips; to sip.

Nor. therefore, could we sup or swallow without it

(the tongue). .Y. Grew.

Supt (sup), vt. To treat with supper.

Sup them well, and look unto them alL Shah.

Let "hat you have within be brought abroad.

To sup the stranger. Chapman.

Sup (sup), ft. A small mouthful, as of liquor

or broth; a little taken with the lips; a sip.

Tom Thumb got a fiit?e sup.

And Tomalin scarce kis»t the cup. Drnyten.

Supawn (su-pan'X il In the United States,

an Indian name for boiled Indian meal

Super- (super). [L ; cog. Gr. hyper, Skr.

upari, E. over, G. titer.] A Latin preposi

tion much used in composition as a prefix,

having (a) a prepositional meaning = over

or above, in place or position, as in super

structure; (b) an adverbial meamng=over,

above, or beyond, in manner, degree, mea

sure, or the like, as in jruperexcellent In

chem. it is used similarly to per.

Super (super), n, A contraction used col-

loqufaJhr for certain words of which it is

the pretix; as, (a) a supernumerary; bpeenV

cally, a theatrical supernumerary. (6) A

super-hive.

Superable (sii'per-a-bl), a. [L. ruperabW*.

from supero, to overcome.] Capable of be

ing overcome or conquered.

Antipathies are generally superable by a single

effort. Johnson.

Superableness (su'per-a-hl-nes), n. The

quality of being superaHe or surmountable

Superably ( su'per-a-bli ), adv. So as may

be overcome.

Superabound ( pii'per-a-liound" X v.i. To

abound above or beyond measure: to be very

abundant or exuberant; to be more than

sufficient

You suferabennd with fancy; you hare more of

mind than of body. HewlL

Superabundance (su'per-a-bun"dflnsX n.

The state of being superabundant ; more

than enough; excessive abundance.

The one (manufacture) is in an advancing

an J has therefore a continual demand for new hand*;

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, St ahune; y, Be. fey.
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the other is in a declining state, and the superabun

dance of bands is continually increasing.

AHnm Smith.

Superabundant (sii'per-a-bun"dant), a.

Abounding to excess ; being more than ia

sufficient. 'Superabundant zeal.' Swi/l,

Superabundantly (8u'per-a-bunwdant-li),

tide. In a superabundant manner; more

than sufficiently.

Nothing but the uncreated infinite can adequately

fill and superabundantly satisfy the desire. Cheyne.

Superacldulated (su'per-a-sid'ru-lat-edX a.

Acidulated to excess.

Superadd (super-ad'), v.t. To add over and

above; to add or join in addition.

The peacock laid it extremely to heart that he

had not the nightingale's voice superadded to the

beauty of his plumes. Sir R. VEstrange.

The strength of a living creature, in those external

motions, is something distia-t from and superadded

to its natural gravity. Bp. triUtins.

Superaddition(Bu'per-ad-di"Bhon),n. LThe

act of superadding or adding something over

and above.—2. That which is superadded.

Let the same animal continue long in rest, it will

perhaps double its weight and balk; this superadds

tun is nothing but fat. Arbuthnot.

Superadvenlent (su'per-ad-ve"ni-ent), a-

[Prefix super, and adcenient] 1. Coming

upon; coming to the increase or assistance

of something.

The soul of man may have matter of triumph when

he has done bravely by a suferattvenient assistance

of his God. Dr. H. Mart,

2 Coming unexpectedly. [Rare]

Superaltax (Bu'per-al-ter), n, A ledge or

shelf over or at the back of an altar for sup

porting the altar-cross, vase and flowers, <fcc.

Called also Retable.

SuperangeUc ( su'per-an-jeVik ). a. More

than angelic ; superior in nature or rank to

the angels ; relating to or connected with a

world or state of existence higher than that

of the angels Milman,

Superannuate (su-per-an'nu-at), v.t. [See

below.] 1. To Impair or disqualify by old age

and infirmity ; as, a superannuated magis

trate.—2. To allow to retire from service ou

a pension, on account of old age or infir

mity ; to give a retiring pension to; to pen

sion; as, to superannuate a seaman.

Superannuate t (su-per-an'nu-at), v.i. [Pre

fix super, above, beyond, and L. annus, a

year.] 1. To last beyond the year.

The dying in the winter of the roots of plants that

are annual seemeth to be partly caused by the over-

expence of the sap into stalk and leaves, which being

prevented, they will superannuate. Bacon.

2. To become impaired or disabled by length

of years ; to live until weakened or useless.
• Some superannuated virgin that hath lost

her lover.' Howell.

Superannuation (su-per-an'nu-H"shon), n.

1. The state of being too old for office or

business, or of being disqualified by old age;

senility; decrepitude. 'The mere doting of

superannuation.' Pownall. 'Slyness blink

ing through the watery eye of superannua

tion.' Coleridge. — 2. The state of being su

perannuated or removed from office.employ

ment, or the like, and receiving an annual

allowance on account of old age, long ser

vice, or infirmity.—3. The pension or annual

allowance granted on account of long ser

vice, old age. and the like.

Superb (su-perb'Y a. [Fr. superbe; L.

superbus, proud, from super (which Bee)]

1.Grand; magnificent; august; Btately; splen

did; as, a superb edifice; a superb colon

nade.—2. Rich; elegant; sumptuous; showy;

a-*, superb furniture or decorations. * In a

superb Ami feather'd hearse.' Churchill.—

3 Very fine; first-rate ; as, a superb exhibi

tion.

Superbipartlent (su'per-bl-par'shi-ent). n.

[L. super, over, bis, twice, and partiem,

parUentis, ppr. of partio, to divide] A

number which divides another number

nearly, but not exactly, into two parts,

leaving the one part somewhat larger than

Che other.

Superbly (su-perbli). adv. In a superb,

magnificent, or splendid manner; richly;

elegantly; as, a book superbly bound.

Superbness (su-perh'nes). n. The state of

being superb; magnificence.

Supercargo (su-per-kar'g5). n. Lit. a

person oyer the cargo; a person in a mer

chant ship whose business is to manage

the sales and superintend all the commer

cial concerns of the voyage.

Supercelestlal (su'per se-les"tl-al), a.

Situated above the firmament or great vault

of heaven. 'Any supercelestial heaven.'

Raleijh.

Supercharge (su'per-charj), v.t In her. to

place one bearing on another.

Supercharge (su'pcr-charj), n. In her. one

figure borne upon another.

Superchery (su-perch'e-riX »• [Fr. su-

percherie.) Deceit; cheating; fraud.

Superciliary (su-per-sil'i-a-n), a. [L. super-

ctiium, the eyebrow — super, above, and

cilium, an eyelid] Pertaining to the eye

brow; situated or being above the eyelid.—

Superciliary arch, the bony superior arch

of the orbit.

Supercilious (sti-per-sil'i-us). a. [L. super-

ciiiosus. See above.] 1. Lofty with pride;

haughty; dictatorial; overbearing; as, n

supercilious officer.

They (school-boys) would be glad to learn that a

man is called supercilious because haughtiness with

contempt of others is expressed by the raising of the

eyebrows or supercilium. Trench.

2. Manifesting haughtiness, or proceeding

from it; overbearing; arrogant; as, astiper-

cilious air; supercilious behaviour. 'The

deadliest sin, I say, that same supercilious

consciousness of no sin.' Curlyte.

Superciliously (su-per-sU'i-us-li), adv. In

a supercilious manner ; haughtily; with an

air of contempt.

Frederick superciliously replied that he could

dispense with the assent of the Patriarch. Milman.

Superciliousness (su-per-sil'i-us-nes), n.

The state or quality of being supercilious;

haughtiness; an overbearing temper or

manner. Boyle.

Supercilium\su-pc>r-sil'i-um), n. pL Super-

cilia (su-per-sil'i-a). [L., an eyebrow.]

1. In anat the eyebrow; the projecting

arch, covered with short hairs, above the

eyelid.—2. In anc. arch, the upper member

of a cornice. It is also applied to the small

fillets on each side of the scotia of the Ionic

base.

Supercolumnlatlon (su'perko-lura-ni-a"-

shon), n. In orcA. the placing of one order

above another.

Superconception (su'per-kon-sep"shon), n,

A conception after a former conception;

superfetation.

Superconsequencet (super-kon'sg-kwens),

n. Remote consequence. Sir T. Browne.

Supercrescence (su-per-kres'ens), n. [L.

super, and crescens, growing. ] That which

grows upon another growing thing; a para

site. Sir T. Browne. [Rare]

Supercrescent (su-per-kres'ent), a. Grow

ing on some other growing thing. [Rare.]

Super-cretaceous (su'pcr-kre-ta"shus), a.

See SlPRA-CBKTACKOUS.

Supercurloua (su-per-ku'ri-us), a. Ex

tremely or excessively curious or inquisitive.

Evelyn.

Superdominant (su-per-dorn'm-ant), n.

In music, the note above the dominant; the

sixth note of the diatonic scale; thus, A is

the superdominant in the scale of C, E in

the scale of G, and so on.

Supereminence (su-per-em'in-ens), n.

The state of being supereminent; eminence

superior to what is common; distinguished

eminence; as, the supereminence of Cicero

as an orator.

He was not for ever beset with the consciousness

of his own supereminence. Prof. Wilson.

Supereminency t (su-per-em'in-en-si), n.

Same as Supereminence.

Supereminent ( su - per - em ' in - ent ), a.

Eminent in a superior degree; surpassing

others in excellence, power, authority, and

the like. ' Revealing to us his supereminent,

sovereign authority, uncontrollable domin

ion, and unquestionable authority over us.'

Barrow.

Few of that profession have here grown up to any

supereminent height of learning, livelihood, or au

thority. Fuller.

Supereminently (su-per-em'in-ent-lix adv.

In a supereminent manner; in a superior

degree of excellence; with unusual distinc

tion. Barrow.

Supererogant (su-per-er'd-gant), a. Super

erogatory (which see).

8upererogate (su-per-er'6-gat), v.i, [L. su-

pererogo, supcrerogatum, to pay over and

above—super, over, above, and erogo, to

spend or pay out after asking the consent

of the people—e, ex, out, and rogo, to ask.]

To do more than duty requires; to make up

for some deficiency in another by extraordi

nary exertion.

The fervency of one man in prayer can not super-

erogate for the coldness of another. Milton.

It was their (the Crusaders') very judgment that

hereby they did both merit and sufxrerofate ; and

by dying for the cross, cross the score of their own

sins, score up God as their debtor. Fuller.

Supererogation (su'per-er-6-ga"shon), n.

The act of one who supererogates; per

formance of more than duty requires. —

Works of supererogation, in the B. Cath. Ch.

a class of good works which are considered

as not absolutely required of each individual

as conditions to salvation. Such good deeds,

it is believed, God may accept in atonement

for the defective service of another.

There is no such thing as works of supereroga

tion; no man can do more than needs and is his duty

to do, by way of preparation for another world.

Tillotson.

Supererogative (su-per-er'6-gaMv), a. Su

pererogatory. [Rare.]

Supererogatory (su-per-er'6-ga-to-ri), a.

Partaking of supererogation; performed to

an extent not enjoined or not required by

duty; as, supererogatory services. Howell.

Superessentlal (su'per-es-sen"shal), a.

Kssential above others, or above the consti

tution of a thing.

Superethlcal (su-per-eth'ik-al), a. Trans

cending the ordinary rules of ethics; more

than ethical.

Moral theology contains a supercthical doctrine,

as some grave divines have ridiculously called it.

Bolingbroke.

Superexalt (su'per-egz-alt"). v.t To exalt

to a superior degree.

God having superexalted oar Lord ... is there

fore said to have seated him at his right hand.

Barroiv.

Superexaltatlon (su'per-egx-alt-a"shon), n.

Elevation above the common degree.

Superexcellence(su-per-ek'sel-kns), n. Su

perior excellence.

Superexcellent (su-per-ek'sel-Ient), a. Ex

cellent in an uncommon degree; very ex*

cellent

Suffer him to persuade us that we are as gods,

something so superexcellent, that all must reverence

and adore. Dr. H. More.

Superexcrescence (su'per-ekB-kres"ens), n.

Something superfluously growing.

Superfecundation(au'pei-fe-kun-da"shon),

n. [L. super, over, and fecundus, fruitful]

The impregnation of a female already preg

nant; superfetation; superconception. See

Superfetation.

Superfecundlty (su'per-fe-kund"i-tf), n.

Superabundant fecundity or multiplication

of the species.

Superfetate (su-per-fe'tat), v.t. [L super-

feto—super, over, after, and/rto, to breed.]

To conceive after a prior conception.

The female brings forth twice in one month, and so

is said to superfetate, which . . . is because her eggs

are hatched in her one after another. A'. Grew.

Superfetation, Superfcetation (su'per-fe-

ta'shon), n, [See auove.] 1. A second con

ception after a prior one, and before the

birth of the first, by which two fetuses are

growing at once in the same womb; super-

conception. The possibility of superfetation

In the human female has been vigorously

opposed by some eminent physicians and as

vigorously defended by others. Some believe

that up to the third month of gestation a

second conception may follow the first, and

that this will satisfactorily account for all

the cases of superfetation on record.—2. An

excrescent growth. [Rare.]

It then became a superfetation upon, and not an

ingredient in, the national character. Coleridge.

Superfete t (su'pcr-fet), v. i. To superfetate.

Howell.

Superfete t (su'per-fet), v.t. To conceive

after a former conception. Howell.

Superflcet (su'per-fls), n. Superficies;

surface. Dryden. See Superficies,

Superficial (su-per-flsh'al), a. [L. super-

ficialis. from superficies, a surface. See SU

PERFICIES.] l. Lying on or pertaining to

the superficies or surface ; not penetrating

the substance of a thing; not sinking deep;

as, a superficial colour; a superficial cover

ing-

From these phaenomena several have concluded

some general rupture in the superficial parts of the

earth. 7. Burnet.

■2. Reaching or comprehending only what is

apparent or obvious; not deep or profound;

not learned or thorough; not comprehending

or connected with the essential nature or

cause of things. ' Aveiysu}>erficial,iguor&nt,

unweighing fellow.' Shak. * A vain, super

ficial writer, who prided himself in leading

the way on more topics than the present'

Disraeli.

Their knowledge is so very superficial, and so itt-

grounded. that it is impossible for them to describe in

what consists the beauty of these works. Dryden.

Superflcialist (su-pcr-flsh'al-ist). n. One

who attends to anything superficially; one

ch. cAain; ch. 8c. locA; g. ^o; j, job; u, Fr. ton; ng. sin?; th. (Aeu; th, thin, w, wig; wh, u-Aig; xh, azure.—See KEY.
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of superficial attainments; a sciolist; a

aroatt rer.

Superficiality (su-per-flsh'i-aT'i-ti), n.

1. The quality of being superficial; want of

depth or thoroughness; shallowness.

She despised superficiality, and looked deeper

than the colours of things. Lamb.

2. That which Is superficial or shallow; a

superficial person or thing. 'Purchasing

acquittal by a still harder penalty, that of

being a triviality, superficiality, self-adver

tiser, &c.' Carlyle.

Superflclallze (su-per-flsh'al-iz), v t. To

treat or regard in a superficial, shallow, or

slight manner.

Superficially (su-per-nsh'al-li), ado. In a

superficial manner ; as, (a) on the surface

only ; as, a body mtperficially coloured.

•■<<< Without close attention ; without going

deep; without penetration; without search

ing to the bottom of things; slightly; not

thoroughly.

You hare both said well.

And on the cause and question now in hand

Have glozed, but superficially. Shak.

Superflcialness (su-per-fish'al-nes), n.

The state of being superficial; as, (a) shal

lowness; position on the surface. (6)

Slight knowledge; shallowness of observa

tion or learning; show without substance.

Superficiary (su-per-flsh'i-a-ri), a. [L. *u-

perficiarius. ] In law, situated on another's

land. W. Smith.

Superficiary (su-per-flsh'i-a-ri), n. In law,

one to whom a right of surface is granted;

one who pays the quit-reut of a house built

on another man's ground.

Superficies (su-per-fish'ez), n. [L., from

super, upon, and facies, face] 1. The sur

face; the exterior part or face of a thing.

A superficies consists of length and breadth

without thickness, and therefore forms no

part of the substance or solid content of a

body; as, the superficies of a plate or of a

sphere. Superficies is rectilinear, curvilinear,

plane, convex, or concave,—2. Iu law, every

thing on the surface of a piece of ground or

of a building, which is so closely connected

with it by art or nature as to constitute a

Eart of the same, as houses, trees, and the

ke; particularly, everything connected with

another's ground, and especially a real right

that is granted to a person. Burriil.

Superfine (su per-fin'), a. 1. Very fine or

moat fine; surpassing others in fineness; as,

superfine cloth.—2. Excessively or faultily

subtle; over-subtle; as, the superfine dis

tinctions of the schools. Locke.

SuperflnenesB (su per-fin'nes), n. Quality

of being superfine.

Superfluence (su-per'flu-ens), n. [L. super,

and fluo, to flow.] Superfluity; more than

is necessary. Hammond. [Rare.]

Superflultance t (su-per-flu'it-ans), n. [L.

super, and fluito, to float.] The act of float

ing above or on the surface; that which

floats on the surface. ' Spermaceti, which

Is a supertluitance on the sea. * Sir T. Browne.

Superflultantt (su-per-flu'it-ant), a. Float

ing above or on the surface.

Superfluity (su-per-flu'i-ti), n, [Ft. super-

fluite*, L. superfluitas—super, and fiuito. to

float, intens. offluo, to flow.] 1. A quantity

that is superfluous or in excess ; a greater

quantity than is wanted ; superabundance ;

redundancy; as, a superfluity of water or

Jrevisions. 'Superfluity of naughtiness.'

am. i. 21.

There is a superfluity of erudition In his novels that

verges upon pedantry. Edin. Rev.

2. Something that is beyond what is wanted;

something used for show or luxury rather

than for comfort or from necessity; some

thing that could be easily dispensed with;

as, the luxuries and superfluities of modern

life.

Superfluous (su-per'flu-us), a. [L. super-

fluus, overflowing—super, and yfuo, to flow.]

1. More than is wanted or sufficient; un

necessary from being in excess of what is

needed; excessive; redundant; as, a compo

sition abounding with superfluous words.

Superfluous branches

We lop away, that bearing boughs may live.

Shak.

2 t Supplied with superfluities; having some

what beyond necessaries. ' The superfluous

and lust-dieted man.' Shak.—3. t Unneces

sarily concerned about anything.

I see no reason why thou shouldst be so superflu

ous to demand the time of the day. Shak.

—Superfluous interval, in music, an interval

that exceeds a true diatonic interval by a

semitone minor. —Superfluous polygamy

(Polygamia superflua), a kind of inflores

cence or compound flower, in which the

florets of the disc are hermaphrodite and

fertile, and those of the ray, though female

or pistilliferous only, are also fertile. —Svn.

Unnecessary, useless, exuberant, redundant,

needless.

Superfluously (su-per'flu-us-li), adv. In a

superfluous manner; with excess; in a de

gree beyond what is necessary. ' Doing no

thing superfluously or in vain.' Dr. H.

More.

Superfluousness (su-peVflu-us-nes), n. The

state of being superfluous or beyond what

is wanted.

Superflux (siyper-fluks), n. [Prefix super,

and flux.] That which is more than is

wanted; a superabundance or superfluity.

Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel.

That thou mayst shake the superflux to them.

Shak.

Let him lay down his brothers, and 'tis odds but

we will cast him in a pair of ours (we have a super-

flux) to balance the concession. Lamb.

Superfcetation, n. See Scperfetation.

Superfbliation (su'per-fd-li-a'shon), n. Ex

cess of foliation. 'The disease of super-

foliation . . . whereby the fructifying juice

is starved by the excess of leaves. ' Sir T.

Browne.

Superfrontal (su-per-front'al). n. Eccles.

the part of an altar-cloth that covers the

top, as distinguished from the antependium,

or part which hangs down in front.

Superheat (su'per-het), v.t To heat to an

extreme degree or to a very high tempera

ture; specifically, to heat, as steam, apart

from contact with water until it resembles a

perfect gas.

Superheater (su'per-hfit-er), n. In steam

engin. a contrivance for increasing the tem

perature of the steam to the amount it

would lose on its way from the boiler until

exhausted from the cylinder. This end is

frequently attained by making the steam

travel through a number of small tubes

several times across the uptake or foot of

the chimney before it enters the steam-

pipe.

Super-hive (su'per-hiv), n. A kind of upper

story to a hive, removable at pleasure.

Superhuman (su-per-hu'man), o. Above or

beyond what is human; hence, sometimes,

divine.

It is easy for one who has taken an exaggerated

view of his powers to invest himself with a superhu

man authority. Dr. Moaley.

Superhumeral (su-per-hu'raer-al), n. [L.

super, above, and humerus, the shoulder.]

Eccles. a term of no very definite applica

tion, being sometimes applied to an arch

bishop's pallium and sometimes to an amice.

Pugin.

Superimpose (su'peT-im-poz"), v.t. pret. <fe

ftp. superimposed; ppr. superimposing. To

ay or impose on something else; as, a stra

tum of earth superimposed on a different

stratum.

Superimpositlon (su-pcr.fni'pd-zi"shon), n.

The act of superimposing or the state of

being superimposed on something else.

Superlmpregnatlon (su'per-im-preg-na"-

slii'ii), n. 'llit: act of impregnating upon

a prior impregnation ; impregnation when

previously impregnated; superfetntion.

Superincumbence, Superincumbency

(Bu'per-in-kum"bens, su'per-in-kum"ben-si)1

n. State of lying upon something.

Superincumbent (su'per-in-kunv'bent), a.

Lying or resting on something else; as, a

superincumbent bed or stratum. Woodward.

Superinduce (su'per-in-dus"). v.t. pret. A

pp. superinduced; ppr. superinducing. To

bring in or upon as an addition to some

thing.

Long custom of sinning superinduces upon the

soul new and absurd desires. South.

Superinducement (su'per-in-du8"ment), n.

The act of superinducing.

Superinductlon (Bu'per-in-duk"shon), n.

The act of superinducing.

A good inclination is but the first rude draught of

virtue; the superinduction of ill habits quickly de

faces it, Scuth.

Superinfuse (su/per-in-fuz"), v.t. To infuse

over.

Supertnjectlon(Bu'per-in-jek/'shon), n. An

injection succeeding another.

Supertnspect (su'per-in-spekt"), v.t. To

oversee; to superintend by inspection.

Superinstltutlon (au'per-in-Bti-tu 'shon), n.

One institution upon another, as when A. is

instituted and admitted to a benefice upon

a title, and B. is instituted and admitted

upon the presentation of another.

SuperinteUectual (*u'per-in-teUek"tu-al).

a. Being above intellect.

Superintend (su'per-in-tend"), v.t, [L. su-

perintendo, to have the oversight of.] To

have or exercise the charge and oversight of;

to oversee with the power of direction ; to

take care of with authority ; as, an officer

superintends the building of a ship or the

construction of a fort

The king will appoint a council, who may super

intend the works of this nature, and regulate what

concerns the colonies. Bacon.

Srs. To oversee, overlook, supervise, over

rule, guide, regulate, control.

Superintendence (su'per-in-ten"dens), n.

The act of superintending; care and over

sight for the purpose of direction, and with

authority to direct. ' An admirable indica

tion of the divine superintendence and

management' Sir J. Dcrham.—Sxs. In

spection, oversight, supervision, care, direc

tion, control, guidance.

Superlntendency (su'per-in-ten"den-si). n.

Same as Superintendence. 'Such an uni

versal superintendency has the eye and

hand of Providence over all.' South.

Superintendent (su'per-in-ten"dent), n.

1. One who superintends or has the over

sight and charge of something with the

power of direction ; as, the superintendent

of an almshouse or workhouse; the superin

tendent of public works; the superintend

ent of customs or finance.—2. A clergyman

exercising supervision over the church and

clergy of a district, but without claiming

episcopal authority. Goodrich. — Stn. In

spector, overseer, supervisor, manager, di

rector, curator.

Superintendent (su'per-in-ten"dent), a.

Overlooking others with authority; over

seeing. ' The superintendent deity who

hath many more under him.' Stillingfleet,

Superintender (su'ner-in-ten"der). n. Oue

who superintends or who exercises over

sight; a superintendent

We are thus led to see that our relation to the Su

perintender of our moral being, to the Depositary of

the supreme law ofJust and right, is a relation of in

calculable consequence. It'keweii.

Superinvestiture (su'per-in vesfi-tur), fl

An upper vest or garment. [Rare.]

Superior (su-pe'ri-er), a. [L. compar. of

superus, upper, high, from super, above.

See SUPER.] 1. More elevated in place;

higher; upper; as, the superior limb of the

sun; the*u/Kriorpartofan image. —2.Higher

in rank or office ; more exalted in dignity;

as, a superior officer ; a superior degree of

nobility.

Tyrants are upon their behaviour to a superior

power. Sir X. L Estrange.

3. Higher or greater in excellence; surpass

ing others in the greatness, goodness, ex

tent, or value of any quality; as, a man of

superior merit, of superior bravery, of su

perior talents or understanding.

He laughs at men of far superior understandings

to his for not being so well dressed as himself.

Snifl.

4. Being beyond the power or influence of;

too great or firm to be subdued or affected

by; as, a man superior to revenge: used nnlv

predicatively.

There is not on earth a spectacle more worthy than

a great man superior to his sufferings. Addison.

6. In logic, greater in extension or compre

hension; more comprehensive; wider.

Biped is a genus with reference to man and bird,

but a species with respect to the superior genus

animal. J. S. Mill.

6. In hot. (a) growing above anything; thus,

a calyx is said to be superior when it appears

to grow from the top of an ovary, and the

ovary is superior when growing above the

origin of the calyx, (b) Next the axis; be

longing to the part of au axillary flower

which .is toward the main stem. Called

also Posterior, (c) Pointing toward the apex

of the fruit; ascending: said of the radicle.

—Superior courts, the highest courts in a

state; in England, a name given to the

courts of Chancery, Queen's Bench, common

pleas, and exchequer at Westminster. In

Scotland the superior courts are the Court

of Session, Court of Justiciary, and court

of exchequer. — Superior planets, those

planets which are more distant from the

sun than the earth, as Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus, and Neptune.—Superior conjunc

tion, in astron. see Conjunction.

Superior (su-pe'ri-er), n. 1. One who is

superior to or above another ; one who is

higher or greater than another in social

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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station, rank, office, dignity, power, excel

lence, ability, or qualities of any kind.

Behold him humbly cringing wait

Upon the minister of state:

View him soon after to inferiors

Aping the conduct of superiors. Goldsmith.

Specifically—2. Thechiefof amonastery.con-

veut, or abbey.—3. In Scot* law, one who or

whose predecessor has made an original

grant of heritable property on condition

that the grantee, termed the vassal, shall

annually pay to him a certain sum (com

monly called feu-duty) or perform certain

services. —I. In printing, a small letter or

figure used as a mark of reference or for other

purposes; thus, a' or i»: so called from its

position, standing above or near the top of

the line.

Superioress (su-pe'ri-er-es), n. A woman

who acts as chief in a convent, abbey, nun

nery, and the like; a female superior; a lady

superior.

Superiority (sup«'ri-or"i-ti), "• I. The state

or quality of being superior; the condition of

one who or that which is superior, more ad

vanced or higher, greater or more excellent

than another in any respect; as, superiority

In age, rank, ordignity; to attain superiority

over a people.

The person who advises does in that particular ex

ercise a superiority over us, thinking us defective in

ide~ "our conduct or understanding. Addison.

2. In Scots lav), the right which the superior

enjoys iu the land held by the vassal. (See

Superior. 3} The superiority of all the

lands in the kingdom was originally in the

sovereign —Svx. Pre-eminence, excellence,

predominancy, prevalency, ascendency,

odds, advantage.

Superiorly (su-pe'ri-er-li), adv. 1. In a su

perior manner.—a In a superior position.

Superjacent (su-per-ja'sent), a. [L. super,

above, and jacens.jacentis, ppr. oijaceo, to

lie.) Lying above or upon. 'The inclined

broken edges of a certain formation covered

with their own fragments beneath super

jacent horizontal deposits.' WheweU.

Superlatlont (su-per-la'shon), n. [L. super-

latio. See Superlative.) Exaltation of

anything beyond truth or propriety.

There are words that as much raise a style as others

can depress it; superlation and overmuchness am

plifies. B. jtonson.

Superlative (su-perla-tlv). o. [L stiper-

lativus, from superlatus, pp. of super/ero,

to carry over or beyond—super, over, and

/fro. to carry ] 1. Raised to or occupying

the highest pitch, position, or degree; most

eminent; surpassing all other; supreme; as,

a man of superlative wisdom or prudence,

of superlative worth; a woman of superlative

beauty. 'Superlative and admirable holi

ness. ' Bacon.

Ingratitude and compassion never cohabit in the

same breast, which shows the superlative malignity

of this vice. South.

2 In gram, applied to that form of an ad

jective or adverb which expresses the high

est or utmost degree of the quality or man

ner; as, the superlative degree of comparison.

Superlative (au-perla-tiv), n. 1. That which

is highest orof most eminence. —2. In gram.

(a) the superlative degree of adjectives or

adverbs, which is formed by the termination

-est, as meanest, highest, bravwf ; or by the

use of most , as most high, moxf. brave; or by

least, as least amiable. (6) A word in the

superlative degree ; as, to make much use

Of superlatives.

Some have a violent and turbid manner of talking

and thinking : they are always in extremes, and pro

nounce concerning everything in the superlative.

Watts

Superlatively (su-perla-tiv-li), ado. l. In

a superlative manner or manner expressing

the utmost degree.

I shall not speak superlatively of them, but that I

inay truly say. they are second to none in the Chris

tian world. Bacon.

2. In the highest or utmost degree.

The Supreme Being is a spirit most excellently

glorious, superlatively powerful, wise, and good.

_ . . Beutley.

Superlatlveness (su-perla-tiv-nes), n. The

*tate of being superlative or in the highest

degree.

Superlunar, Superlunary (su-per-lu'ner,

su-per-lu'iia-ri), a. [Super, and lunar, lun-

ary ) Being above the moon; not sublunary

or of this world. ' The head that turns at

superlunar things.' Pope. • Superlunary

felicities' Young.

Supermedial (sii per-me'dl-al), a. Lying or

being above the middle.

Supermolecule (su-per-niol'e-kul), n. A

compounded molecule or combination of

two molecules of different substances.

Supermundane (su-per-mun'dan), a. Being

above the world.

Supernacular (su-per-nak'u-ler), o. Having

the quality of supernaculum ; of first-rate

quality; very good: said of liquor.

Some white hermitage at the Haws (by the way,

the butler only gave me half a glass each time) was

supernacular. Thackeray.

Supernaculum (su-per-nak'u-lum), n.

[L.L. supernaculum—super, above, over, and

O. nagel, a nail. The term was borrowed

from the Continent.) It A kind of mock

Latin term intended to mean upon the nail,

used formerly by topers. Xares.

To drink supernaculum was an ancient custom

not only in England, but also in several other parts

of Europe, of emptying the cup or glass, and then

pouring the drop or two that remained at the bottom

upon the person's nail that drank it, to show that he

was no flinchcr. Brand.

2. Good liquor, such as one will drink till

not enough is left to wet one's nail

For the cup's sake I'll bear the cupbearer.—

"Tis here, the. — siipcrnaculumi twenty years

Of age, if 'tis a day. Byron.

Supernal (su-per'nal), a. [L. supernus,

from super, above. See Super.) 1. Being in

a higher or upper place or region; situated

above us; as, supernal regions. 'All the

heavens and orbs supernal.' Raleigh. —

2. Relating to things ahove; celestial ; hea

venly. ' That supernal Judge that stirs good
thoughts.' Shale. • Errands of supernal

grace.' Milton.

Supernatant (su-pcr-na'tant). a. [L. super-

natctns, supernatantis, ppr. of superrujto—

super, above, over, and nato, to swim.)

Swimming above ; Boating on the Burface ;

as, oil supernatant on water; supernatant

leaves. Boyle.

Supernatatlon (su'per-na-ta"shon), n. The

act of floating on the surface of a fluid.

Bacon; Sir T. Browne.

Supernatural (su-per-nat'u-ral), a. Being

beyond or exceeding the powers or laws of

nature; not occurring through the operation

of merely physical laws, but by an agency

above and separate from these. It is stronger

than preternatural, and is often equivalent

to miraculous.

No man can give any rational account how it is

possible that such a general Rood should come by

any natural means. And if it be supernatural, that

grants the thing I am proving, namely, such a Su

preme Being as can alter the course of nature.

Bp. IVilkins.

Cures wrought by medicines are natural operations;

but the miraculous ones wrought by Christ and his

apostles were supernatural. Boyle.

—The supernatural, that which is above

or beyond the established course or laws of

nature; thatwhich transcends nature; super

natural agencies, Influence, phenomena, and

so forth; as, to laugh at a belief in the

supernatural.

Supernaturalism (su-per-nat'u-ral-ixm), n.

1. The state of being supernatural. — 2 A

term used chiefly in theology, in contradis

tinction to rafionaivm. In its widest extent

supernaturalism is the doctrine that religion

anil the knowledge of God require a revela

tion from God. It considers the Christian

religion as an extraordinary phenomenon,

out of the circle of natural events, and as

communicating truths above the compre

hension of human reason. See Rational

ism.

Supernaturalist (su-per-nat'ural-ist), n.

One who upholds the principles of super

naturalism. See SUPERNATURALISM, 2.

Supernaturallstlc (super nat'u-ral-ist"ik),

o. Relating to supernaturalism.

Supernaturallty (su-per-nat'u-ral"i-tiX n.

The state or quality of being supernatural

Supernaturallze (su-per-nat'u-ral-iz), v.t.

To treat or consider as belonging or pertain

ing to a supernatural state; to elevate into

the region of the supernatural; to render

supernatural.

He IDante) would typify the grace of God in that

Beatrice he had already supernaturalited into some

thing which passeth all understanding.

J. R. Lowell.

Supernaturally (su-per-nat'u-ral-li), adv.

Iu a supernatural manner; in a manner ex

ceeding the established course or laws of

nature.

The1 Son of God came to do everything in miracles,

to love supernaturally, and to pardon infinitely.

South.

Supernaturalness(su-per-nat'u-ral-iies),n.

The state or quality of being supernatural.

Supernumerary (su-per-nu'ine-ra-ri), a.

[L super, above, beyond, and mtHientx, a

nurnlier. ) 1. Exceeding a number stated or

prescribed ; as, a supernumerary officer in

a regiment. 'The odd or supernumerary

six hours.' Bolder.—2. Exceeding a neces

sary or usnal number.

The additional tax is proportioned to the super

numerary expense this year. Addison.

Supernumerary (su-per-nu'mer-a-ri), n. A

person or thing beyond the number stated,

or beyond what Is necessary or usual; espe

cially, a person not formally a member of

an ordinary or regular body or staff of offi

cials or employes, but retained or employed

to act as an assistant or substitute in case

of absence, death, or the Uke; as, the super

numerary took the wounded officer's place

during the fight; a supernumerary who can

play leading actor's parts at an hour's notice.

Superordlnatlon (su'per-or-di-na"shon), n.

The ordination of a person to fill an office

still occupied, as the ordination by an eccle

siastic of one to fill his office when it be

comes vacant by his own death or otherwise.

After the death of Augustine, Laurentius. a Roman,

succeeded him, whom Augustine, in his lifetime, not

only designed for, but ordained in that place. . . .

Such a superortiznatiort in such cases was canonical,

it being a tradition that St. Peter in like manner

consecrated Clement his successor in the Church of

Rome. Fuller.

Superpartlculart (su'per-pttr-tik"u-ler), a.

A term applied to a ratio when the excess of

the greater term is a unit, as the ratio of

1 to 2, or of 3 to 4.

Superpartient t (su-per-par'shi-ent), o. [L.

superpartiens, superpartientis—super, over,

and portions, ppr. of partio, to divide. ) A

term applied to a ratio when the excess of

the greater term is more than a unit, as

that of 3 to 5, or of 7 to 10.

Superphosphate (su-per-fos'fat), n. A phos

phate containing the greatest amount of

phosphoric acid that can combine with the

base. Superphosphate of lime, formed by

treating ground bones, bone-black, or phos-

fihorite with sulphuric acid, is much used

n agriculture as a fertilizer.

Superplantt (su'per-plant), n. A plant

growing on another plant ; a parasite ; an

epiphyte.

No suptrplant is a formed plant but mistletoe.

Bacon.

Superpleaset (su-per-plez'), v.t. To please

exceedingly.

He is confident it shall superplease

Judicious spectators. B. jtonson.

Superplust (su'per-plus). Same as Surplus.

Goldsmith.

Superplusage t (su'per-plus-aj), n. That

which is more than enough; excess; sur

plusage.

Superpolitic (su-per-pol'i-tik),«. More than

politic. ' Superpolitie design.' Jer. Taylor

Superponderatet (su-per-pon'der-at), v.t.

To weigh over and above.

Superpose (su-per-pozO, v.t. pret * pp.

superposed; ppr. superposing. [Vr. super-

poser, from prefix super, and poser, to lay.

See Pose] To lay upon, as one kind of

rock on another.

Superposition (su'per-p6-zish"on),n. I. The

act of superposing; a placing above; a lying

or being situated above or upon something.

2. In geof. the order in which mineral masses

are placed upon or above each other, as

more recent strata upon those that are

older, secondary rocks upon primary, ter

tiary upon secondary, Ac. —3. In geom. the

process by which one magnitude may be con

ceived to be placed upon another, so as

exactly to cover it, or so that every part of

each shall exactly coincide with every part

of the other. Magnitudes which thus coin

cide must be equal.

Superpraise (su-per-prazO. v.i. To praise

to excess. ' To vow, and swear, and super-

praise my parts." Shale.

Superproportion (su'per-pr6p6r"shon). n.

Excess of proportion.

Superpurgation (su'per-per-ga"shon), n.

More purgation than is sufficient. Wiseman.

Superreflection (su'per-re-flek"shon), n.

The reflection of an image reflected Bacon

Super-regal (su-per-re'gal). a. More than

regal, \rarburton.

Superreward (su'pcr-re-ward"), v.t. To re

ward to excess. ' Superrewarded by your

Majesty's benefits which you heaped upon

me.' Bacon.

Super-royal (su-per-roi'al), a. Larger than

royal, the name of a large speciesof printing

paper.

Supersallency (super-sili-en-si), n. [See

below.) The act of leaping on anything.

Sir T. Browne. [Rare. )

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. loca; g, go; J. job; n, Ft. ton; ng, sing; m. fAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, u>Aig; zh, azure-See Key.
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Supersalient (su-per-stVli-ent), a. [Prefix

super, and L. salient, leaping, ppr. of salio,

to leap.] Leaping upon. [Rare.]

Supersalt (su'per-saR), n. An obsolete

chemical term fur a salt with a greater nuni-

berof equivalents of acid than base: opposed

to subsalt

Supersaturate (su-per-sat'u-rat), v.t, To

saturate to excess ; to add to beyond satu

ration.

Supersaturation (su'per-sat-u-ra"shon), n.

The operation of saturating to excess, or of

adding beyond saturation ; the stale of be

ing thus supersaturated.

Superscapular (su-per-skap'u-ler), a. Situ

ated above the scapula or shoulder-blade;

as, the superscapular muscles.

Superscribe (su-per-Bkrib'), v.t pret & pp.

superscribed; ppr. superscribing. [L. super-

scribo—super, over or above, and scribo, to

write] 1. To write or engrave on the top,

outside, or surface ; to inscribe ; to put an

inscription on. 'An ancient monument,

superscribed.' Addison.— 2. To write the

name or address of one on the outside or

cover of; as, to superscribe a letter.

Superscript t ( strper-skript ), n. The ad

dress of a letter; superscription. Shale.

Superscription (su-per-skrip'shonLn, 1. The

act of superscribing.—2. That which is writ

ten or engraved on the outside or above

something else ; especially, an address on a

letter.

The subscription of his accusation was written

over, THE KING OF THE JEWS. Mark xv. ao.

Supersecular (BU-per-sek'u-ler), <*. Being

above the world or secular things. ' Cele

brate tins feast . . . not in a worldly but

supersecular manner.' Bp. Hall.

Supersede (su-per-sed'), v.t. pret & pp.

superseded; ppr. superseding. [L. super-

sedeo, to Bit over, to be superior to, to re

frain, to omit— super, and sedeo, to sit]

1. To make void, inefficacious, or useless by

superior power, or by coming in the place

of ; to set aside ; to render unnecessary ; to

suspend.

In this genuine acceptation of chance, nothing is

supposed that can supersede the known laws of natu

ral motion. Bentley.

2. To come or be placed In the room of;

to displace ; to replace ; as, an officer is su

perseded by the appointment of another

person.—SYN. Tosuspend, set aside, replace,

displace, overrule, succeed.

Supersedeas (su-per-s€'d6-as), n. [L., 2d

pers. sing. pres. subj. of supersedeo. See

Supersede. ] In law, a writ having in gen

eral the effect of a command to stay, on

good cause shown, some ordinary proceed

ings which ought otherwise to have pro

ceeded.

Supersedere (su'per-se-de"re), n. In Scots

law, (a) a private agreement amongst credi

tors, under a trust-deed and accession, that

they will supersede or sist diligence for a cer

tain period. (6) A judicial act by which the

court, where it sees cause, grants a debtor

protection against diligence, without con

sent of the creditors.

Supersedere (su-per-se'dur), n. The act of

superseding; supersession; as, the super-

sedure of trial by jury.

Superseminatet (su-per-sem'i-nat), v.t. To

scatter seed over or above; to disseminate.

That cannot be done with joy, when it shall be

indifferent to any man to supersentinate what he

pleases. Jcr. Taylor.

Supersensible (su-p£r-sen'si-bi), a. Beyond

the reach of the senses ; above the natural

powers of perception; supersensuaL—The

supersensible, that which is above the senses;

that which is supersensuaL 'The felt pre

sence of the supersensible.' Brit. Quart. Rev.

Supersensitiveness (su-per-sen'si-tiv-ues),

n. Morbid sensibility; excessive sensitive

ness.

Supersensual (su-per-sen'su-al), a. Above

or beyond the reach of the senses,

Supersensuoufl(su-per-sen'su-us),a. 1. Su

persensible; supersensuaL —2. Extremely

sensuous; more than sensuous.

Superserviceable t (su-per-ser'vU-a-blX a.

Over serviceable or officious ; doing more

than is required or desired. ' A . . . super-

serviceable, finical rogue.' Shak.

Supersession (su-per-se'shon), n. The act

or superseding or setting aside; superse-

dure.

The genera] law of diminishing return from land

would have undergone, to that extent, a temporary

supersession. y. S. Mi//.

Supersolar (Bu-per-soler), a. Above the

sun. 'The supersolar blaze.' Emerson.

[Rare]

Superstition (Bu-per-Bti'shon), n, [L. super-

stitio, superstitionis, originally a standing

still at, a standing in fear or amazement,

hence excessive religious fear, superstition,

from supersto, to statu! over— super, over,

and sto, to stand.] 1. A belief or system of

beliefs by which religious veneration is at

tached to what is altogether unworthy of it;

belief in and reverence of things which are

no proper objects of worship; a faith or ar

ticle of faith based on ignorance of or on

unworthy ideas regarding the Deity. See

extracts.

(Teachers who shall) the truth

With superstitions and traditions taint. Milton.

Superstition (is) any misdirection of religious feel

ing; manifested either in showing religious venera

tion or regard to objects which deserve none; that

is, properly speaking, the worship of false gods ;

in the assignment oT such a degree, or such i '' such a degree, or such a kind

of religious veneration to any object, as that object,

though worthy of same reverence, does not deserve;

or in ihe worship of the true God through the medium

of improper rites and ceremonies. Wkately.

As a rule superstition is to be regarded as a parody

of faith, the latter being a belief founded on credible

authority or other sufficient evidence, white supersti

tion is a belief on insufficient evidence or on no evi

dence at all. J. H. Blunt.

2. A practice or observance founded on such

a belief; a rite or practice proceeding from

excess of scruples in religion ; excess or ex

travagance in religion ; the doing of things

not required by God, or abstaining from

things not forbidden.—3- Credulity regard

ing the supernatural, or regarding matters

beyond human powers ; belief in the direct

agency of superior powers in certain events,

as a belief in witchcraft, magic, and appa

ritions, or that the divine will is declared

by omens or augury; that the fortune of in

dividuals can be affected by things indiffer

ent, by things deemed lucky or unlucky; or

that diseases can be cured by words, charms,

or incantations.

Sir, your queen must overboard; the sea works

high, the wind is loud, and will not lie till the ship

be cleared of the dead.

That's your superstition. Shak.

4. Excessive nicety; scrupulous exactness.

Superstition!st t ( su-per-sti'shon-ist ), n.

One addicted to superstition. Dr. II. More.

Superstitious (su-per-sti'shus), a. 1. Be

lieving superstitions; holding superstitions;

addicted to superstition; over-scrupulous

and rigid in religious observances ; full of

idle fancies and scruples in regard to reli

gion; as, superstitious people.— 2. Pertain

ing to, partaking of, or proceeding from su

perstition ; as, superstitious rites ; supersti

tious observances.

The noblest of you will take the staff and sandal

In superstitious penance, and walk afoot to visit the

graves of dead men. Sir If. Scott.

3. Over-exact; scrupulous beyond need;

ldolatrously devoted.

Have I with all my full affections

Still met the king' loved him next heaven? obeyed

him I

Been out of fondness superstitious to him T Snout.

—Superstitious use, in law, the use of land,

Ac, for the propagation of the rites of a re

ligion not tolerated by the law.

Superstitious, Credulous, Bigoted. The supersti

tious are too ceremonious or scrupulous tn matters

of religious worship; the credulous are too easy of

belief; the oigrtea are blindly obstinate in their

creed. The opposite extreme of superstition is ir

reverence; of credulity, scepticism. Credulity is the

most inconsistent, and fanaticism the most intolerant,

of the religious affections. Angus.

Superstitiously (su-per-sti'shus-li), adv.

In a superstitious maimer: (a) with exces

sive regard to uncommanded rites or unes

sential opinions and forms in religion.

You are like one that superstitiously

Doth swear to the gods. S/uiA.

(6) With too much care ; with excessive ex

actness or scruple. 'Too scrupulously and

superstitiously pursued.' Watts, (c) With

extreme credulity in regard to the agency

of superior beings in extraordinary events.

Superstitiousness (su-per-sti'shus-nes), n.

The state or quality of being superstitious ;

superstition.

Superstrain (su-per-stran'X v.t. To over

strain or stretch. Bacon. iRare.]

Superstratum (su-per-stra'tum), n, A stra

tum or layer above another, or resting on

something else. Byron.

Superstruct (su-per-strukt'), v.t. [L. super-

struo, supergtructum—super, over.and struo,

to build.] To build upon; toerect. [Rare]

This is the only proper basis on which tosufier-

struct first innocence and then virtue. Dr. H. More.

Superstruction (su-per-struk/shonXn. 1. The

act of erecting or building upon.—2. That

which is erected on something else; a super

structure.

My own profession hath taught me not to erect

new superstructtons on an old ruin.

StrJ. Denhnm.

Superstractive (su-per-struk'tiv). a. Built

or erected on something else. Hammond.

Superstructure (su-per-struk'tur),n. LAny

structure or edifice built on something else;

particularly, the building raised on a foun

dation. This word is used to distinguish

what is erected on a wall or foundation

from the foundation itself. — 2. Anything

erected on a foundation or basis; as, in edu

cation we begin with teaching languages as

the foundation, and proceed to erect on that

foundation the superstructure of science.—

3. In raUway engm. the sleepers, rails, and

fastenings of a railway, in contradistinction

from a road-bed.

Supersubstantial (su 'per- sub-atan'shal \

a. More than substantial; beyond the do

main of matter; being more than substance.

'Heavenly supersubstantial bread.' Jer.

Taylor.

Supersubtle (su-per-sutT), a. Over-subtle;

cunning; crafty in an excessive degree. 'An

erring barbarian and a supersubtle Vene

tian." Shale.

Supertemporal (su-per-tem'pd-rul), a. ami

u. Transcending time, or independent of

time; what is independent of time.

Plotinus and Numenius, explaining Plato's sense,

declare him to have asserted three supertemporais

or eternals, good, mind or intellect, and the soul of

the universe. Cttdvtorth.

Superterrene (su'per-te-ren"), a. Being

above ground or above the earth; superter-

restrial.

Superterrestrial { su'per-te-res"trf-al Y a.

Being above the earth, or above whai be

longs to the earth.

Supertonic (BU-per-ton'ik), n. la music,

the note next above the key-note; the second

note of the diatonic scale; thus, D 1b the

supertonie of the scale of C ; A the super-

tonic of the scale of G ; and so on.

Super-tOtus (su'per-to-tusl. n. [L. , over all. ]

In anc. costume,Mme bb Balandrana. Strutt.

Supertragical(su-per-traj'ik-al),a. Tragical

to excess.

Supertuberation (8u'per-tu-ber-a"sbnn), n.

The production of young tubers, as potatoes,

from the old ones while still growing.

Super-tunic (su'per-tu-nik), n. An upper

tunic or gown.

Supervacaneous t (su'per-va-ka"n6-us), o.

[L. supervacaneus—super, over, above, and

vaco, to make void.] Superfluous; unneces

sary; needless; serving no purpose.

I held it not altogether supervacaneous to take a

review of them. Howell.

Supervacaneouslyt(Bu'per-va-ka"n6-us-li),

adv. In a superfluous manner; needlessly.

Supervacaneousne8Si(8u'per-va-ka"ne-us-

nes), n. Needlessness; superfluousness.

Supervene (su-per-ven'), v.i. pret. super

vened; ppr. supervening. [L. supervenio—

swwjr, above, over, and venio, to come. ]

1. To come upon as something extraneous;

to be added or joined.

Such a mutual gravitation can never supervene to

matter, unless impressed by divine power. Bentley.

1. To take place; to happen.

A tyranny immediately supervened. Burte.

Supervenient (su-per-v6'ni-ent), o. L. Com

ing upon as something additional or extrane

ous; superadvenient; added; additional.

That branch of belief was in him supervenient to

Christian practice. H.immoni.

2. Arising or coming afterwards. Black-

stone.

Supervention (su-per-ven'shon), n. The

act of supervening.

Supervisal (su-per-viz'al), n. The act of

supervising; overseeing; inspection; super

intendence.

Supervise (super-viz'), v. t pret. A- pp. super

vised; ppr. supervising. [ L. super, over,

above, and viso, to look at attentively, from

video, visum, to see.] 1. To oversee for di

rection; to superintend; to Inspect; as. to

supervise the making of a railway.—2. t To

look over so as to peruse ; to read ; to read

over.

You find not the apostrophes, and so miss the ac

cent; let me supervise the caiuonet. Shat.

Supervise t (su'per-vlz), n. Inspection.—On

the supervise, at sight. Shak.

Supervision (su-p£r-vi'/.hon), «. The act of

supervising; superintendence; direction; as,

to have the supervision of a coal-mine.

Supervisor (su-per-vir'er), n. 1. One who

supervises; an overseer; an inspector; a

Fate, far, fat, fall; m$, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound, u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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superintendent; as. the supervisor ot a

cnal-mine; a supervisor of the customs or of

the excise.—2. t A spectator; a looker-on.

Shak. —3. t One who reads over, as for correc

tion. ' The author and supervisor* of this

pamphlet' Dryden,

Supervisory (su-per-vrzo-ri), a. Pertaining

to or having supervision.

Supervive (su-per-vivO, v.t. [L super. over,

above, and vivo, to live.] To live beyond;

to outlive; to survive; as, the soul will

supervive all the revolutions of nature.

[Rare]

Supervolute (su'per-v&-lut"), ts. [L. super,

upon, and volutus, rolled.) In boL having

one edge rolled inwards, and enveloped by

the opposite edge, also rolled inwards, as

the leaves of an apricot-tree.

Supervolutive (super-voru-tiv), a. In bot.

applied to an {estivation or vernation in

which the leaves are supervolute.

Supination (supi-na'shou), n. [L. supinatio,

tupiiuitionU, froui supino, to bend back

ward. See Supine.] 1. The act of lying or

state of being laid with the face upward.—

2. The movement in which the forearm and

hand are carried outwards, so that the an

terior surface of the latter becomes superior;

or the position of the hand extended out

wards with the palm upwards.

Supinator (su-pm'at-er), n. [See Supina

tion.] In anat a name given to those

muscles which turn the hand upwards, as

the supinator lougus and the supinator bre-

vis.

Supine (su-pin'). a. [L. supinus, bent back

wards, lying on the back, sloping, negligent,

connected with sub, and Or. hypo, under.]

1. Lying on the back or with the face up

ward: opposed to prone.—2. Leaning back

ward; inclined; sloping: said of localities.

If the vine

On rising ground be pUc d. or hills supine.

Extend thy loose battalious. Dryden.

3, Negligent; listless; heedless; indolent;

thoughtless; inattentive; careless.

He became pusillanimous and supine, and openly

exposed to any temptation. Woodward.

Supine (su'pin), n. [L supinum (verbum),

from supinus, lying on the back, bent or

thrown backwards Why the part of the

verb has this name Ib not obvious.] A part

of the Latin verb, really a verbal noun,

similar to our verbals in -inn, with two

cases. One of these, usually called the first

supine, ends in urn, and is the accusative

case. It always follows a verb of motion;

as, aouf deambiUatum,ho has gone to walk,

or he has gone a-walking. The other, called

the second supine, ends in u of the ablative

case, and is governed by substantives or ad

jectives ; as, facile dictu, easy to be told,

literally, easy in the telling.

Supinely- (su-pinli), ado. In a supine man

ner: (a) witli the face upward. (6) Care

lessly; indolently: listlessly; drowsily; in a

heedless, thoughtless state.

Beneath a verdant laurel's ample shade, . . .

Horace, immortal bard I supinely laid. Prior.

Supineness (su-pin'nes), n. The state of

being supine : {a) a lying with the face up

ward. (») Indolence; Ustlessness; drowsi

ness; heedlessness; as, many of the evils of

life are owing to our own supineness.

Suplnltyt (su-pin'i-ti), n. Supineness. 'A

Kitpinity or neglect of enquiry.' Sir T.

Browne.

Suppage t (sup'aj), n. [From sup.) What

may be supped; pottage. Hooker.

Suppalpatlon (sup-pal-pa'shon), n. [From

L. suppedpor, to caress a little—sub, under,

indicating a little, and palpo, to caress]

The act of enticing by soft words. Up.

Ball.

Supparasitatlont (snp-par'a-Bi-ta"shon). n.

[L supparasitor—sub. and parasitus, a pa

rasite. ] The act of flattering merely to gain

favour. Bv. Hall.

Supparasitet (sup -par' a -sit), v.t. [See

above.) To flatter; to cajole. Clarke.

Suppawn (su-pan'). See SEPAWN.

Suppedaneous (sup-pe-da'ne-us), a. [L.

suppedaneum, a footstool—sub, under, and

pes, pedis, the foot ] Being under the feet

Sir T. Browne.

Suppeditatet (snp-ped'i-tat), v.t [L. sup-

peatto, suppeditatum—sub, under, and pes,

pedis, the foot] To supply; to furnish. Bp.

Pearson.

Suppedltatlont (sup-ped'i-ta"ahonX n. [L

snppeditatio, suppeditationis. See above.]

Supply ; aid afforded. Bacon.

Supper ( sup'er ), n. [ O. E. sopert O.Fr. to

per, super, Mod. Vr. souper. See Sup.] The

evening meal; the last repast of the day.

I have drunk too much sack at supper. Shak.

Your supper is like a Hidalgo's dinner; very little

meat and a great deal of table-cloth. Longfellow.

—Lord's supper. See under Lord.

Supper (sup'er), v.i. To take supper; to

sup.

Supperless (sup'er-les),a. Wanting supper;

being without supper; as, to go supperless

to bed.

Swearing and supperless the hero sate. Pope.

Supper-time ( sup'er- timX n. The time

when supper is taken; evening.

It is now high supper-time, and the night grows to

waste. Shak.

Supplant (sun-planf), v.t. [Ft. supplanter,

from L supplantare, to trip up one s heels,

to throw to the ground, to overthrow—sub,

under, and planta, the sole of the foot ]

l.t To trip up, as the heels. 'Supplanted

down he fell.' Milton.—2.1 To overthrow;

to cause the downfall of. Massinaer. —

St To remove; to displace; to drive or

force away. * Lest . . . the people . . . sup

plant you for Ingratitude.' Shak.

I will supplant some of your teeth. Shak.

We must supplant those rough rug-headed kerns.

Shak.

4. To remove or displace by stratagem ; or

to displace and take the place of; as, a rival

supplants another in the affections of his

mistress, or in the favour of his prince.

5. To displace ; to uproot ' Supplant the

received ideas of God.' Landor —Syn. To

remove, displace, supersede, undermine.

Supplantatlon (sup-plan-ta'shon), n. The

act of supplanting. Coleridge.

Supplanter (sup-plant'er), n. One who

supplants or displaces. South.

Supple (supl), a. [Ft. souple, from L. sup-

pl>x. suppliant, bending the knee — sub,

under, and plico, to fold. See PLY, v.t.)

1. Pliant; flexible; easily bent; as, supple-

joints; supple fingers. ' That are of suppler

joints.' Shak. 'The supple knee.' Milton

2. Yielding; compliant; not obstinate.

If punishment . . . makes not the will supple, it

hardens the offender. Locke.

3. Capable of moulding one's self to suit a

purpose; bending to the humour of others;

flattering; fawning. 'Having been supple

and courteous to the people.' Shak —

SYN. Pliant, flexible, yielding, limber, lithe,

flexile, compliant, bending, flattering, fawn

ing, servile.

Supple (supl), v.t. pret & pp. suppled; ppr.

suppling. 1. To make soft and pliant; to

render flexible ; as, to supple leather.

To supple a carcass, drench it in water. Arbuthnot.

2. To train, as a horse for military purposes.

3. To make compliant, submissive, humble,

or yielding. 'A mother persisting till she

had bent her daughter's mind, and suppled

herwilL' Locke.

Supple (sup'l), v.i. To become soft and

pliant. 'The stones . . . suppled into soft

ness.' Dryden.

Supple-chappedt (supl-chapt), a. Having

a supple jaw; having an oily tongue. 'A

supple-chapped flatterer.* Marston.

Supple-Jack (sup'1-jak), n, A popular name

given to various strong twining and climb

ing shrubs. The supple-jack imported into

Europe from the West Indies for walking-

sticks Is the barked branches of one or more

species of Paullinla, nat order Sapindacese.

The name is also given to a rhamnaceous

twiner {Berchemia volubilis), found in the

Southern States of America.

He was in form and spirit like a sutple-faek, . . .

yielding but tough; though he bent he never broke.

It'. /rvifljT.

Supplely (sup'Ili), adv. Softly; pliantly;

mildly. Cotgraie.

Supplement (suple-nient). n. [L supple

ment urn, from suppleo, to fill up, to make

full — sub. aud pteo, to AIL See Supply]

1. An addition to anything, by which its

defects are supplied, and it is made more

full and complete. The word is particularly

used of an addition to a book or paper.—

2.t Store; supply.

We had not spent

Our ruddie wine a ship-board; supplement

Of L\rge sort each man to his vessel drew.

Chapman.

3. In trigon. the quantity by which an arc

or an angle falls short of 180 degrees or a

semicircle ; or it is what must be added to

an arc or angle in order to make a semi

circle or two right angles. Hence, two

angles which are together equal to two

right angles, or two arcs which are together

equal to a semicircle, are the supplement*

of each other. Thus, In the figure, the angle

bck is the supplement of the angle bca,

and bca is the supple

ment of B c E ; also, the

arc eb is the supple

ment of the arc ba

and ba is the supple

ment of EB. Hence,

when an angle is ex

pressed in degrees.min

utes, and seconds, its

supplement is found

by subtracting the degrees, minutes, and

seconds from ISO*.—Letters of supplement,

in Scots law, letters obtained on a warrant

from the Court of Session, where a party is

to be sued before an inferior court, and

does not reside within its jurisdiction. In

virtue of these letters the party may be

cited to appear before the inferio*judge.—

Oath in supplement, in Scots law, an oath

allowed to be given by a party in his own

favour, in order to turn the semiplena pro-

batw, which consists in the testimony of

but one witness, into the plena probatio,

afforded by the testimony of two witnesses.

Supplement (sup'le-meut), v.t. To fill up

or supply by additions; to add something to,

as a writing, itc.

Causes ofone kind must be supplemented by bring

ing to bear upon them a causation of another kind.

Is. Taylor.

Supplemental, Supplementary (sup-le-

meu'tal, sup-le-menUi-i i ). a. Of the nature

of a supplement; serving to supplement; ad

ditional; added to supply what is wanted; as,

a supplemental law or bill. —Supplemental

air. Same as Residual Air. See under Resi

dual.—Supplemental arcs, in trigon. arcs of a

circle or other curve which have a common

extremity, and together subtend an angle of

180" or two right angles at the centre. Thus

In the figure under Supplement, a b and

B e are supplemental area Also the chords

of such arcs are termed supplemental

chords.—Supplemental triangle, a spherical

triangle, formed by joining the poles of

three great circles. — Supplemental versed

sine,in trigon. the subvened sine or the differ

ence between the versed sine and the dia

meter.

Supplementation (sup'le men-ta"shon), n.

The act of supplementing, filling up, or add

ing to. Kingsley.

Suppleness (supines), n. 1. Hie quality of

being supple or easily bent; pliancy; pliable-

ness; flexibility; as, the supple nets of the

joints. — 2. Readiness of compliance; the

quality of easily yielding; facility; as, the

suppleness of the will.—SYN. Pliancy, pli-

ableness, flexibility, limberness, litheuess,

facility, compliance.

Suppletive (sup'le-tiv).a. Supplying; sup

pletory.

Suppletory (suple-to-ri), a. [FromL. sup-

pteo, supptetum, to supply.] Supplying de

ficiencies; supplemental.—Suppletury oath.

Same as Oath in Supplement. See under

Supplement.

Suppletory (supTS-to-ri), n. That which is

to supply what is wanted. Jer. Taylor.

Supplial (sup-pli'al), n. The act of "supply

ing or the thing supplied. ' The supplial ot

our imaginary and therefore endless wants.'

Warburton.

It contains the choicest sentiments of English wis

dom, poetry, and eloquence; it ra.iy be deemed a

supplial q{ many books. C. Richardson.

Suppliancet (sup-pli'ans), n. 1. The act of

supplying; assistance. —2. That which fills

up or occupies ; that which gives satisfac

tion or gratification; pastime; diversion.

A violet in the youth of primy nature.

Forward, not permanent, sweet, not lasting.

The perfume and suppliance of a minute. Shak.

Suppliance (supli-ansX n. The act of sup-

SHeating; supplication; entreaty. 'When

reece her kuee in suppliance bent' Hal'

leek.

Suppliant (supli-ant), a. {Ft. suppliant,

ppr. of supplier, to eutreat, from L. supplico,

to supplicate (which see).} 1. Entreating;

beseeching; supplicating; asking earnestly

and submissively.

The rich grow suppliant, and the poor grow proud.

Dryden.

2. Manifesting entreaty; expressive of hum

ble supplication. *To bow and sue for

grace with suppliant knee.' Milton.

Suppliant (sup'li-ant), n. A humble peti

tioner; one who entreats submissively.

Spare this life, and hear thy suppliant's praver.

Dryden.

ch, cAain; fch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. tun; ug, si«i»; TB, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure,—See Ii.Li".
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Suppliantly (sup'li-ant-liV adv. In a sup

pliant manner; as a suppliant.

SuppliantneSB (supli-ant-nes), n. Quality

of being suppliant.

Supplicuncy (sup'li-kan-si), n. The act of

supplicating: supplication; suppliance.

Supplicant (sup'li-kant), a. [L. supplicant

See Supplicate! Entreating; asking sub

missively. Bp. Bull.

Supplicant (sup'li-kant), n. One who sup

plicates or humbly entreats ; a petitioner

who asks earnestly and submissively; a sup

pliant. Atterbunj.

Supplicantly (sup'li-kant-li), adv. In a

supplicant manner.

Supplicat (8up'll-kat),n. [L.,hesupplicateB.]

In English universities, a petition; particu

larly, a written application with a certificate

tliat the requisite conditions have been com

plied with.

Supplicate (sup'li-kat), v.t. pret & pp. sup

plicated; ppr. supplicating. [L. mpplico,

supplicatum, from supplex, humbly beg

ging, suppliant— sub, under, and plico, to

fold. See Ply, v.t) 1. To entreat for; to

seek by earnest prayer; as, to supplicate

blessings on Christian efforts to spread the

gospel.—2. To address in prayer; as, to sup

plicate the throne of grace. ' Shall I brook

to be supplicated? Tennyson.—8YN. To en

treat, beg, petition, beseech, implore, im

portune, solicit, crave.

Supplicate (sup'li-kat), v.i. To petition with

earnestness and submission; to implore; to

beseech.

A man cannot brook to supplicate or bey. Bacon.

Did they hear me, would they listen, did they pity me

supplicating ! Tennyson.

Supplicatingly (supli-k&t-ing-li), adv. In

a supplicating manner; by way of supplica

tion.

Supplication (sup-li-kii'shon), n. [L. sup-

plicatio. See Supplicate] 1. The act of

supplicating; entreaty; humble and earnest

prayer in worship.

Now therefore bend thine ear

To supplication; hear his sighs, though mute.

Milton.

2. Petition; earnest request.

Are your supplications to his lordship! Let me

see them. Shak.

8. In ancient Rome, a religious solemnity or

thanksgiving to the gods decreed when a

great victory had been gained, or in times

of public danger or distress.—Supplications

in the quill, written supplications. Shak.

[Other explanations are also given.]—Syn.

Entreaty, prayer, petition, solicitation, crav

ing.

Supplicator (sup'li-kat-er). n. One who

supplicates; a supplicant. lip. Hall.

Supplicatory (sup'li-ka-to-ri), a. Contain

ing supplication; humble; submissive; pe

titionary. 'A more exquisite model of sup

plicatory devotion.' Bp. Hall.

Supplicavlt (sup-li-ka'vit). [L ] In law, a

writ formerly issuing out of the King's

(Queen's) Bench or Chancery for taking the

surety of the peace against a man.

Supplle.t v.t. To Bupplicate. Chaucer.

Supplier (sup-pli'er), n. One who supplies.

Supply (sup-pli'), v.t. pret. & pp. supplied;

ppr. supplying. [Fr. supplier, to supply, to

fill up, from L, supplcre, to fill up — sub,

under, and pleo, to fill, whence also supple

ment, complete, replete, accomplish, replen

ish, plenary, Ac., the root being that of E.

full.] 1. To furnish with what is wanted;

to afford or furnish a sufficiency for; to

make provision for; to provide: with with

before that which is provided; as, to supply

the daily wants of nature; to supply the

poor with bread and clothing; to supply the

navy with masts and spars ; to supply the

treasury with money; the city is well sup

plied with water.

Yet, to supply the ripe wants of my friend

I'll break a custom. Shak.

Clouds, dissolved, the thirsty ground supply.

Dryden.

2. To serve instead of; to take the place of;

to fill: especially applied to places that have

become vacant; to fill up. 'When these

sovereign thrones are all supplied.' Shak.

' The chairs of justice supplied with worthy

men." Shak.

In the world I fill up a place which may be better

supplied when I have made it empty. Shak.

Burning ships the banish'd sun supply. Walter.

The sun was stt, and Vesper, to supply

His absent beams, had lighted up the sky.

Dryden.

3. To give; to grant; to afford; to bring or

furnish in general.

I wanted nothing fortune could supply. Dryden.

Nearer care . . . supplies

Sighs to my breast, and sorrow to my eyes. Prior.

4. To gratify the desire of; to content. Shak.

5. To fill up as any deficiency occurs ; to

strengthen with additional troops; to rein

force. Spenser; Shak. — Syn. To furnish,

provide, afford, administer, minister, con

tribute, accommodate, fill up.

Supply (sup i»li ), n. 1. The act of supply

ing; a furnishing with what is wanted; re

lief of waut; cure of deficiencies.

That, now at this time your abundance may be a

supply tor their want, that their abundance also may

be a supply for your want. a Cor. viii. 14.

2. That which is supplied; sufficiency of

things for use or want; a quantity of some

thing furnished or on hand; a stock; a store;

as, a supply of food, fuel, clothes, or liquor;

a supply of cotton—3. Especially, the pro

vision necessary to meet the wants of an

army or other great body of people; neces

saries collected ; stores: used chiefly in the

plural; as, the army lost its supplies.—4. A

grant of money provided by a national as

sembly to meet the expenses of government

The right of voting supplies in Britain is

vested in the House of Commons, and the

exercise of this right is practically a law for

the annual meeting of Parliament for re

dress of grievances. But a grant from the

Commons is not effectual in law without the

ultimate assent of the sovereign and the

House of Lords. Sir E. May.—h.\ Addi

tional troops; reinforcements; succours:

used both in singular and in plural in this

sense. Shak. — Commissioners of supply.

See Commissioner.

Supplyantt (sup-pli'ant), a. Auxiliary;

suppletory; furnishing a supply.

With those legions

Which I have spoke of, whereunto your levy

Must be supplyant. Sluik,

Supplymentt (sup-pli'ment), n. A furnish

ing an additional assistance or a continu

ance of supply.

I will never fail

Beginning or supplymtnt. Shak.

Support (sup-porf). v.t. [Fr. supporter, to

Bupport, bear, endure, &c, from L. sup-

porto, to carry, bring, convey— sub, under,

and porto, to carry, whence export, import,

report, &c.) 1. To bear; to sustain: to up

hold ; to prop up ; to keep from falling or

sinking; as, a prop or pillar supports a struc

ture; an abutment supports an arch; the

stem of a tree supports the branches.

The palace built by Picus, vast and proud.

Supported by a hundred pillars stood. Dryden.

2. To endure without being overcome ; to

bear; to endure; to undergo; as, to support

pain, distress, or misfortunes.

I a heavy interim shall support

By his dear absence. Shak.

This fierce demeanour and his insolence.

The patience of a God could not support.

Dryden.

3. To uphold by aid. encouragement, or

countenance ; to keep from fainting, sink

ing, failing, or declining ; as, to support the

courage or spirits. —4. To represent in acting

on the stage; to act; as, to support the char

acter of King Lear ; to support the part as

signed.—5. To be able to supply funds for

or the means of continuing; as, to support

the annual expenses of government—C. To

be able to carry on ; to be able to continue;

aB, to support a war or a contest; to support

an argument or debate.—7. To maintain with

the necessary means of living; to provide

for; to supply a livelihood to; as, to support

a family; to support a Bon at college; to sup

port the ministers of the gospel. —8. To keep

up by nutriment ; to sustain ; to keep from

failing ; as, to support life ; to support the

strength by nourishment.—fl. To keep up in

reputation; to maintain; as. to support a

good character. 'In the most exact regard

support the worships of their name.* Shak.

10. To verify; to make good; to substantiate;

. as, the testimony is not sufficient to support

the charges; the evidence will not support

the statements or allegations. —11. To assist;

to further; to forward; to second; to aid; to

help: as, to support a friend or a party.—

12. To vindicate; to maintain; to defend

successfully; as, to be able to support one's

own cause—13. To accompany as an honor

ary assistant; to act as the aid or attendant

of; as, the chairman of the meeting was

supported by, Ac.— 14. To second, as a pro

posal or motion at a public meeting; as, the

amendment was Btrongly supported by other

speakers. — To support arms (mUit), to

carry the rifle vertically at the left shoulder,

supported by having the hammer rest nn

the left forearm, which is passed across the

breast—Syn. To bear, bear up, uphold, sus

tain, prop, endure, undergo, maintain, veri

fy, substantiate, countenance, patronize,

help, assist, back, second, succour, favour,

nourish, cherish, shield, defend, protect

Support (sup-port7), n. 1. The act or opera

tion of supporting, upholding, sustaining, or

keeping from falling ; sustaining effect or

power.

Two massy pillars

That to the roof gave main supfai t. Miltsn.

2. That which upholds, sustains, or keeps

from falling; that upon which another thing

is placed ; a base; a basis; a prop, a pillar.

a foundation of any kind— 3. That which

maintains life; sustenance; the necessaries

of life.

Clinging infants ask support in vain. Shenctour.

4. Maintenance; subsistence; livelihood

A thousand pound a year, annual support.

Out of his grace he adds. Shak.

6. The act of forwarding, assisting, main

taining, vindicating, &c ; as, to speak in

support of one's opinion.—6. The mainten

ance, keeping up, or sustaining of any

thing without suffering it to fail, decline,

or terminate; as, the support of health,

spirits, strength, or courage ; the support

of reputation, credit, <fcc. — 7. That which

upholds or relieves ; aid; help; succour;

assistance.—8. In law, the right of a person

to have his buildings or other landed pro

perty supported by his neighbour's hou&e

or land. — Points of support, in arch, see

Point.—Syn. Prop, stay, strut, maintenance,

subsistence, assistance, favour, countenance,

encouragement, aid, help, succour, susten

ance, food.

Supportable Oup-port'a-bl), a. 1. Capable

01 being supported, upheld, or sustained —

2. Capable of being borne, endured, or tol

erated; bearable; endurable; as, the pain

is supportable, or not supportable; patience

renders evils supportable; such insults are

not supportable.

A healthy, rich, jolly, country gentleman . if miser

able, has a very supportable misery. Thackeray

3. Capable of being supported, maintained,

or defended ; as, the cause or opinion is

supportable.

Supportableness (sup-port'a-bl-nes), n

The Btate of being supportable.

Supportably (sup-p6rt'a-bli),adr. Inaanp-

portable manner.

Supportauce (sup-port'ans). n. l_t That

which keeps from tailing or sinking: a prop;

a Bupport. ' Some supportanee to the bending

twigs.' Shak.—2t That which keeps up and

preserves from failing: an upholding. ' The

supportanee of his vow " Shak.—3. In Scott

tow, assistance rendered to enable a person,

who Jb otherwise incapable, to go to kirk or

market, so as to render valid a conveyance

of heritage made within sixty days before

death.

Supportattont (sup-

por-ta'ahon), n. Main

tenance; support 'The

firm promises and sup-

portations of a faithful

God.' Bp. Hall

Supported (sup - port'-

ed), p. and a. In her a

term applied to an ordi

nary that has another

under it by way of sup

port; as, a chief supported.

Supporter (sup-port'er), n. 1. One who bup-

porteormaJnUins;as,(a)one who gives aid or

helps to carry on; a defender; an advocate; a

vindicator; as, the supporters of the war; the

supporters of religion, morality, justice, Ac

' Worthy supporters of such a reigning im

piety." South. (5) An adherent; one who

takes part ; as, the supporter of a party or

faction, (c) One who accompanies another

on some public occasion as an aid or attend

ant; one who seconds or strengthens by aid

orcountenance. (rf) A sustainer; a comforter.

The saints have a companion and supporter- m all

their miseries. South.

2. That which supports or upholds; that

upon which anything is placed; a support,

a prop, a pillar. &c. * A building set upon

supporters. ' Mortimer.—Specifically, (a) in

ship-building, a knee placed under the

cat- head. Also, same as Bibb, (ft> In her.

a figure on each side of a shield of arms,

appearing to support the shield. They

consist usually of animals real or fabulous,

as the lion and the unicorn in the arms of

A, A chief. B. A bar

supporting it

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. ahune; y, Sc. fry.
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Britain ; also, of men in armour, and some*

times of naked men. The origin of sup

porters is not well ascertained, but the

most probable opinion seems to be that

they are a comparatively modern Inven

tion or ornamental addition by painters and

limners. Supporters are used by all peers of

the realm, knights of the Garter, knights

fraud crosses of the Bath, by many Nova

cotia baronets, and the chiefs of Scottish

clans. They nave been granted also to muni

cipalities, and to the principal mercantile

companies of the city of London. (e)In surg.

a broad, elastic, or cushioned band or truss

for the support of any part or organ, as the

abdomen.

Supportful t (sup-port'fnl), a. Abounding

with support.

Upon the Kolian gods' support/ul winffS,

With chearful shouts they parted from the shore.

Mir. for Mags.

Supportless (sup-pdrtles), a. Having no

support.

Supportmentt (sup-p6rt'ment), n. Support.

Milton.

Supposable (sup-p6z'a-bl), a. Capable of

being supposed or imagined to exist; as,

that is not suppf>sctble.

Supposal(sup-p6z'al), n. The supposing of

something to exist; supposition; belief;

opinion. ' Holding a weak supposal of our

worth. * Shak.

Interest with a Jew never proceeds but upon gup-

posal at least of a firm and sufficient bottom. South,

Suppose (sup-poz'). v.t. pret. & pp. sup

posed ; ppr. supposing. [ Fr. supposcr—

prefix sup for sub, under, and poser, to

place. (See Pose.) In last meaning from L.

suppono, suppositum. See Suppositious.]

1. I'o lay down without proof, or state as a

proposition or fact that may exist or be

true, though not known or believed to be

tine or to exist ; or to imagine or admit to

exist for the sake of argument or illustra

tion; to assume to be true; to assume hypo-

thetically; to advance by way of argument

or illustration; as, let us suppose the earth

to be the centre of the system, what would

be the consequence?

When we have as great assurance that a thing is,

as we could possibly, supposing it were, we ought

not to doubt of its existence. Tillotson.

2. To imagine; to be of opinion; to presume;

to think to be the case; to Burmise.

Let not my lord suppose that they have slain all the

young men, the king s sons ; for Amnon only is dead.

a Sam. xiii. 32.

I suppose your nephew fights

In neit day's tourney. Tennyson.

3. To imagine; to form in the mind; to figure

to one's self.

More rancorous spite, more furious raging broils.

Than yet can be imagined or supposed. Shak.

4. To require to exist or be true; to imply;

to involve by inference; as, the existence of

tilings supposes the existence of a cause of

the things.

This jupposetft something without evident ground.

Sir M. Hale.

One falsehood supposes another, and renders all

you say suspected. Charlotte Lennox.

6.t To put, as one thing by fraud in the

place of another.—Syn. To imagine, think,

believe, conclude, judge, consider, view, re

gard, conjecture, surmise, guess, presume,

imply, involve.

Suppose (sup-poa/). v.i. To make or form

a supposition; to think; to imagine.

For these are not drunken, as ye suppose.

Acts ii. 15.

Suppose* (sup-poxO, n. Supposition; posi

tion without proof; presumption; opinion.

' We come short of our suppose.* Shak.

Supposed (sup-pdzd'), /'. and a. Laid down

or imagined as true ; imagined ; believed ;

received as true. —Supposed bass, in music,

any bass note in an inverted chord, as con

tradistinguished from the real bass, root, or

generator, as the bass notes E or G in the

inverted common chord of C.

Supposer(sup-p6z'er), n. One who supposes.

Supposition (sup-pd-zish'on). n. 1. The

act of supposing; the act of laying down a

hypothesis; reasoning by hypothesis; as, to

argue by supposition. — 2. That which is

supposed or assumed hypothetical^ ; an

assumption; hypothesis.

This is only an infalliliility upon supposition, that

if a thing be true it is impossible to be false.

Tillotson.

3 A surmise; a conjecture; a guess; an

opinion; as, I thought it was he, but that

wnt, a mere supposition.— 4. An imagination;

a conceit. .Shak.

Suppositional (sup-po-zish'on-al), a.

Founded or based on supposition ; hypo

thetical; supposed. ' Knowledge of future

things . . . not absolute but only supposi

tional.' South.

Supposititious (sup-poz'i-tish"uB), a.

[L. supposititius, false, fraudulently sub

stituted, from suppono, supiiositum, to

place under, to substitute fraudulently—

sub, under, and pono, to place. In mean

ing 2 the word has been influenced by sup

pose.] 1. Put by trick in the place or char

acter belonging to another; not genuine;

counterfeit; as, & supposititious 1 ;hild; ^sup

posititious writing.

There is a L.itm treatise among the supposititious

pieces ascribed to Athanasius. Bp. II aterland.

2.t Founded on supposition; hypothetical;

supposed.

Some alterations in the globe tend rather to the

benefit of the earth and its productions than their

destruction, as all these supposititious ones mani

festly would do. If'oodward.

SupposititiouBly(Bup-poz'i-tish"us-li),atft>.

1. In a supposititious manner; spuriously.

2- Hypothetically ; by supposition. Sir T.

Herbert.

SupposltitiOUsne8S(8up-poz'i-tiBh"u3-ne8),

n. The state of being supposititious.

Suppositive (sup-poz'i-tiv), a. Supposed;

including or implying supposition. *A

suppositive intimation and an express pre

diction.' Bp. Pearson.

Suppositive (sup-poz'i-tiv). n. A word

denoting or implying supposition, as if,

granted, provided, and such like.

The suppositives denote connexion, but assert not

actual existence. Harris.

Suppositively (sup-poz'i-tiv-li), adv. "With,

by, or upon supposition.

The unreformed sinner may have some hope sup.

positively if he do change and repent; the honest

penitent may hope positively. Hammond.

Suppository (sup-poz'i-to-ri), n. In ined.

(a) a body introduced into the rectum, there

to remain and dissolve gradually in order

to procure stools when clysters cannot be

administered, (b) A plug to hold back

hemorrhoidal protrusions.

Supposuret (sup-poz'ur), n. Supposition;

hypothesis. Hudwras.

Suppress (sup-pres'). v.t. [L. supprimo,

suppressurn—sub, under, and premo, pres-

sum, to press.] 1. To overpower and crush;

to subdue ; to put down ; to quell ; to de

stroy; as, to suppress a revolt, mutiny, or

riot; to suppress opposition.

Every rebellion, when it is suppressed, makes the

subject weaker and the government stronger.

Sir y. Davits.

2. To keep in; to restrain from utterance or

vent; as, to suppress sighs.

Well didst thou, Richard, to suppress thy voice.

Skat.

3. To retain without disclosure; to conceal;

not to tell or reveal; as, to suppress evidence.

She suppresses the name, and this keeps him in a

pleasing suspense. W. Browne.

4. To retain without communication or mak

ing public; as, to suppress a. letter; to suppress

a manuscript.—5.To hinder from circulation;

to stop; to stifle; as, to suppress a report.—

6. To stop by remedial means; to restrain; as,

to suppress a diarrhoea, a hemorrhage, and

the like.—Syn. To repress, crush, subdue,

quell, put down, overthrow.overpower.over-

whelm, restrain, retain, conceal, stifle, stop,

smother.

Suppressor (sup-pres'erX n. One that sup

presses; a suppressor.

Suppressible (sup-pres'i-bl). a. Capable of

being suppressed or concealed.

Suppression (sup-pre'shon), ti. [L. suppres-

sio, suppressions. See SUITRESS.] 1. The

act of suppressing, crushing, or destroying,

or the state of being suppressed, destroyed,

quelled, and the like; as, the suppression of

a riot, insurrection, or tumult. ' A magnifi

cent society for the suppression of vice.'

Carlyle.—2. The act of retaining from utter

ance, vent, or disclosure; concealment; as,

the suppression of truth, of reports, of evi

dence, and the like. 'The suppression or

Bubtle hinting of minor details. Dr. Caird.

3 The retaining of anything from public

notice; as, the suppression of a letter or

any writing.

You may depend upon a suppression of these verses.

Pope.

4. The stoppage, obstruction, or morbid re

tention of discharges; as, the suppression of

urine, of diarrhoea, or other discharge. —

5, In gram, or composition, omission; ellip

sis ; as, the suppression of a word or words

in a sentence, as when a person says, ' This

is my book,' instead of Baying ' This book is

my book.'

Suppressive (sup-pres'iv), a. Tending to

suppress; subduing; concealing.

Johnson gives us expressive and oppressive, but

neither impressive nor suppressive, though proceed

ing as obviously from their respective sources.

Seward.

Suppressor (Bup-pres'er), n. [L.] One who

suppresses; one who subdues; one who pre

vents utterance, disclosure, or communica

tion.

Suppurate (sup'pu-rat), v.i. pret A pp. sup

purated; ppr. suppurating. [L. suppuro,

suppuratuin—sub, and pus, puris, matter]

To generate pus ; as, a boil or abscess sup

purates.

Suppurate (sup'pu-rat), v.t. To cause to

suppurate. Arouthnot. [Rare.]

Suppuration (sup-pu-ra'shon), n. L. sup-

puratio. See Suppurate] 1. The process

of producing purulent matter, or of forming

pus, as in a wound or abscess.—2. The mat

ter produced by suppuration.

Suppurative (sup'pu-rat-iv), a. [Fr. sup-

puratif. See SUPPURATE] Tending to Bup-

purate; promoting suppuration.

In different cases, inflammation will bear to be

called adhesive, or serous, or hemorrhagic^ or sup

purative. Dr. p. M. Latham.

Suppurative (sup'pu-rat-iv), n. A medi

cine that promotes suppuration.

If the inflammation be gone too far towards a sup

puration, then it must be promoted wilh suppura-

lives, and opened by incision. ll'isetnan.

Supputatet (sup'pu-tat), v.t [See below.]

To reckon ; to compute.

SupputaUont (aup-pu-ta'shon), u. [L. sup-

putatio, supputationis, from supputo, to

reckon — sub, under, and puto, to reckon.]

Reckoning; account; computation. 'The

supputation of time.' Holder.

Supputet (sup -piif). v.t. [Ft. supputer.

See above.] To reckon ; to compute; to im

pute. 'Stand free in>mthiisupputed shame.'

Drayton.

Supra- (supra). A Latin preposition signi

fying above, over, or beyond, and used as a

prefix much in the same way as super.

Supra-axillary (su-pra-aks'il-la-n). a. In

bot. growing above the axil ; inserted above

the axil, as a peduncle. See si.tkafolia-

ceous.

Supraciliary (su-pra-siri-a-ri), o. [L. supra ,

above, over, and ctlium, eyebrow. ] Situated

above the eyebrow.

Supra-costal (su-pra-kos'tal), a. [Prefix su

pra, and costal.] Lying above or upon the

ribs ; as, the supracostal muscles, which

raise the ribs.

Supra-cretaceous (su'pra-kre-ta"8hus), a.

In geol. a tenn applied to certain deposits

lying above the cretaceous formation, or of

more recent origin than the chalk.

Supra - decompound ( su ' pra - de - kom"-

pound), a. More than decompound; thrice

compound.—A supra-decompound leaf, in

bot. a leaf in which a petiole, divided

several times, connects many leaflets, each

part forming a decompound leaf.

Suprafoliaceous (su'pra-f6-li-a"shu3), a.

[L. supra, above, over, and folium, a leaf ]

In bot. inserted into the stem above the

leaf or petiole, or axil, as a peduncle or

flower.

Suprafollar (su-pra-fo'li-er), a. [L. supra,

above, &rtd folium, a leaf.] In bot. growing

upon a leaf.

Supralapsarian (su'pra-lap-Ba"ri-an). n.

[I., supra, above, over, and lapsus, a fall.]

In theol. one who maintains that God, an

tecedent to the fall of man or any know

ledge of it, decreed the apostasy and all its

consequences, determining to save some

and condemn others, and that in all he does

he considers his own glory only.

Supralapsarian (sii pra-lap-sa"ri-an), a.

Of or pertaining to the Supralapsorions or

to their doctrines.

Supralapsarianism (su'pra-lap-sa"ri-an-

izm), n. The doctrine or system of the Su

pralapsarian B.

Supralapsary (su-pra-lap'sa-ri), n. and a.

Supralapsarian.

Supralunar ( su-pra-lu'ner ), a. [L. supra,

above, and luna, the moon.] Lit. beyond

the moon ; heuce, very lofty ; of very great

height.

Supramundane (su-pra-niun'dan), a. [L.

supra, above, and mundus, the world. ]

Being or situated above the world or above

our system; celestial. 'In the form of God,

clothed with all the majesty and glory of

the supramundane life.' IIally mil.

eh, cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; Til, then; tii, thin, w, trig; wh, whig, zh, azure.—See Key.
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Supranaturalisin ( su-pra-uat ' u-ral-izm ).

See SUFEIINATURAUSH.

Supranaturalist (su-pra-nafu-ral-ist). See

SUFKRNATl'HAMST.

Supraoccipital (su'pra-ok-sip"it-al), a. In

anat. above the occiput

Supra-orbital (su-pra-or/bit-al),a. In anat.

being above the orbit of the eye. — Supra

orbital artery, an artery Bent oh* by the

ophthalmic, along the superior wall of the

orbit.

Supra-orbitary, Supra-orbitar (su-pra-

or bit-a-ri, su-pra-or'bit-er), a. Same as Su

pra-orbital.

Supraprotest (su-pra-pr6'test), n. In law,

an acceptance of a bill by a third person,

after protest for non-acceptance by the

drawer.

Suprarenal ( su-pra-re'nal ), a. [L. supra,

above, over, and rcn, renes, the kidneys.]

In anat. situated above the kidneys.—Su

prarenal capsules, two minute, yellowish,

triangular, glandular bodies which exist,

one at the front portion of the upper end

of each kidney. Their exact functions are

as yet uncertain.

Suprascapulary, Suprascapular (su-pra-

skap'u-la-ri, su-pra-skap'u-ler),a. [L. supra,

above, over, and scapula, the shoulder.]

Being above the scapula.

Supraspinal (su-pra-spi'nal). a. In anat.

(«) situated above the spine. (6) Above the

spine or ridge of the scapula or shoulder-

blade.

Supravision t ( su-pra-vi'zhon ). n. Super

vision. 'A severe supra vision, and animad

version." Jer. Taylor.

Supravulgar (su-pra-vul'ger), a. Being

above the vulgar or common people. [Rare]

Supremacy (su-prem'a-si), n. [See So-

l'KKME.] The state of being supreme or in

the highest station of power; highest au

thority or power ; as, the supremacy of the

king of Great Britain; the supremacy of

parliament.

But as we. under heaven, are supreme head.

So under Him that great supremacy.

Where we do reign we will alone uphold. Skak.

1 am ashamed that women are so simple . . .

To seek for rule, supremacy, and sway.

When they are bound to serve, love, and obey.

Shah.

—Papal supremacy, the authority, legisla

tive, judicial, and executive, which the pope

exercised over the churches of England,

Scotland, and Ireland until the middle of

the sixteenth century, when it was abol

ished, and which still continues to be more

or less recognized in all countries whose in

habitants are in communion with the Church

of Rome.—licgal supremacy, the authority

and jurisdiction which the sovereign of Eng

land exercises over the Church of England,

as being the supreme head on earth of that

church. This authority is not legislative,

but judicial and executive only, and the

most familiar form in which it appears is

in the nomination to bishoprics and arch

bishoprics. Henry VIII. was first acknow

ledged supreme head of the church in 1528;

and this supremacy was confirmed by par

liament to him, his heirs, and successors,

kings of this realm, in 1534.—Oath of su

premacy, in Great Britain, an oath denying

the supremacy of the pope in ecclesiastical

or temporal affairs in this realm. It was by

many statutes required to be taken, along

with the oath of allegiance and of abjura

tion, by persons in order to qualify them

selves for office, &c; but a greatly modified

and simpler form of oath has now super

seded them.

Supreme (su-prem*), a. [L. sitpremus, from

superus, al>ove, upper, higher, from super.

See SUPER ] 1. Highest in authority; hold

ing the highest place in government or

power. 'Sin which is the highest degree of

treason against the supreme Guide and Mon

arch of the whole world.' Hooker.

My soul aches

To know, when two authorities are up.

Vly soul i

itnoritic!

Neither supreme, how soon confusion

May enter 'twixt the gap of both. Shak.

2. Highest or most extreme, as to degree ;

greatest possible; utmost; as, supreme love

or wisdom: sometimes joined to words with

a bad sense; as, supreme folly or baseness.

The lower still I fall; only supreme

In misery. Milton.

No single virtue we could most commend,

Whether the wife, the mother, or the friend;

For she was all in that supreme deyree.

That, as no one prevailed, so all was she. Dryden.

3. In hot. sitnated at the highest part or

point. — The Supreme, the most exalted of

beings; the sovereign of the universe; God.

—Supreme Court ofJudicature, in England,

the court constituted in 1»75 by the union

and consolidation together of the following

courts, viz. the Courts of Chancery,of Queen's

Bench, of Common Pleas, of exchequer, of

admiralty, probate, and of divorce and mat

rimonial cases— such supreme court con

sisting of two permanent divisions, called

the High Court of Justice and the Court of

Appeal.

Supremely (su-prem'li). adv. 1. With the

highest authority; as, he rules supremely.—

2. In the highest degree ; to the utmost ex

tent. 'The starving chemist in his golden

views supremely blest.' Pope.

Sur- (sen. A prefix from the French, con

tracted from L. super, and signifying over,

above, beyond, upon. It is sometimes

merely intensive. See Super.

Sura(sb'ra), n. [Ar. ] A chapter of the

Koran.

These chapters were, it is asserted, (riven forth

sometimes as a whole, sometimes in driblets, and

often in single verses. Such driblets Mohammed, it

is said, directed his amanuensis to enter 'in the rura

which treated of such and such a subject.' If this

tradition beauthentic.it would indicate that Moham

med wished the Koran to be arranged according to

its matter, and not chronologically ; and hence the

difficulty of assigning dates to each sura, or portion

of a sura, is indefinitely increased. Brand* <S* Cox.

Suradannl (so-ra-dan'ni), n. A valuable

kind of wood growing in Demerara, much

used for timbers, rails, naves and fellies of

wheels, and the like.

Suraddltlont (ser-ad-di'shon), n. [Prefix

sur, on or upou, and addition.] Something

added or appended, as to a name.

He served with glory and admired success,

So gained the suraddition Leonatus. Shak,

Sural (su'ral), n. [L. sura, the calf of the

leg.] Being in or pertaining to the calf of

the leg; as, the sural artery. Wiseman.

Surancet (shor'ans), n.

Assurance. Shak.

Sur-ancree (ser-an'kre).

[Fr.] In her. a term ap

plied to a cross wiLh

double anchor flukes at

each termination.

Surat(sb-rat'),n. Coarse

short cotton grown in

the neighbourhood of

Sural, in the Bombay

presidency.

Surbase (ser'bas), n. [Prefix sur, and base. ]

In arch, the crowning moulding or cornice

of a pedestal ; a border or moulding above

the base, as the mouldings immediately

above the base of a room, Langhorne.

Surbased (ser'bast), a. In arch, having a

surbase, or moulding above the base.—Sur

based arch, an arch whose rise is less than

hah* the span.

Surbatet (ser-baf),«.f. pret. <ft pp. surbated;

ppr. surbating. [Fr. solbattre, pp. solbatu,

from Bole, L. solea, a sole, and Ft. battre, to

beat] 1. To make sore the soles by walk

ing; to bruise or batter by travel.

Chalky land surbates and spoils oxen's feet.

Mortimer.

2. To fatigue by marching.

Their march they continued ail that night, the

horsemen often alighting that the foot might ride,

and others taking many of them behind them ; how

ever, they could uot but be extremely weary and

surbated. Clarendon.

Surbeat t (ser-bet'), v.t Same as Surbate.

Surbed (ser-bed1), v.t pret & pp. surbedded;

ppr. surbedding. [Prefix sur, and bed.] To

set edgewise, as a stone ; that is, in a posi

tion different from that which it had in the

quarry.

Surbett ( sorbet'), pp. and a. Surbated;

bruised. 'A traveller with feet surbet.'

Spenser.

Surcease (ser-seB'), v.i. pret. surceased; ppr.

surceasing. [Formerly written surcesse,

sursease, and baaed directly on Fr. surseoir,

pp. sursis, 'to surcease, pawse, intermit,

leave off" (Cotgravc), from prefix sur, and

seoir, to sit, from L. sedeo, to sit; whence

also surseance, a surceasing, a giving up.

But the latter portion of the word was early

confounded with cease, Fr. cesser, to cease ;

hence the modern spelling.] To cease; to

stop; to be at an end; to leave off; to refrain

finally. [Obsolete or poetical.]

To fly altogether from God . . . under that pre

tence to surcease from prayers, as bootless or fruit

less offices, were to him no less injurious than perni

cious to our own souls. Hooker,

Nor did the British squadrons now surcease
To gall their foes overwhelmed. A. Philips.

Cross svnvancree.

Surceaset (series'), v.t To stop; to put an

end to; to cause to cease.

All pain hath end, and every war hath peace,

but mine nor price nor prayer may surcease.

Spenser.

Surcease (ser-seV), n. Cessation; stop.

'Time that there were an eud and surcease

made of this immodest . . . manner of

writing.' Bacon. [Obsolete or poeticaL]

Eagerly I wished the morrow; vainly I had sought

to liorrow

From my books surcease of sorrow—sorrow for the

lost Lcnore. Pot.

Surcharge (ser-charjO, v.t pret. & pp, sur

charged; ppr. surcharging. [Prefix *wr. over,

and charge.] 1. To overload; to overburden;

as, to surcharge a beast or a ship; to sur

charge a cannon.

Your head reclined, as hiding grief from view.

Droops like a rose surcharged with morning dew.

Drvden.

2. In law, (a) to overstock ; especially, to

put more cattle into, as a common, than the

person has a right to do, or more than the

herbage will sustain, (ft) In equity, to show

an omission In, as in an account, for which

credit ought to have been given. Story.—

3. To overcharge ; to make an extra charge

upon.

Surcharge (ser'charJX *■ 1 A charge or

load above another charge; hence, an exces

sive load or burden; a load greater than con

be well borne.

For that the air, after it hath received a charge.

doth not receive a surcharge, or greater charge, with

like appetite as it doth the first. Bacen.

2. In law,{a) an extra charge made Ity aste*-

sors upon such as neglect to make a due

return of the taxes to which they are liable.

(b) In equity, the showing of an omission in

an account for which credit ought to have

been given. —Surcharge andfalsifies ticm. In

taking accounts in the Court of Chancery

a sure/targe is applied to the balance of the

whole account, and supposes credit* to be

omitted which ought to be allowed ; and a

falsification applies to some item in the

debits, and supposes that the item is wholly

false or in some part erroneous. —3. An over

charge beyond what is just and right.—Sur

charge of forest, the putting of more cattle

into a forest, by a commoner, than be has a

right to do.

Surcharger (ser-charj'er), n. 1. One that

overloads or overstocks. —2. Surcharge of

forest (which see).

Surcingle (ser'sing- gl), n. [O Fr. sursangle,

prefix sur( = L. st/p^upon),and L. cingulum,

a belt] 1. A belt, band, or girth which

passes over a saddle, or over anything laid

on a horse's back, to bind it fast, — 2. The

girdle with winch clergymen of the Church

of England bind their cassocks.

Surcingle (ser-sing'gl), v.t To furnish with

a surcingle; to bind or attach with a sur

cingle. 'Each homely groom . . „ sur

cingled to a galled hackney's hide.' Bp.

Hall.

Surclet (ser'kl), n. [L. surculus, a young

twig or branch.] A little shoot; a twig; a

sucker. 'Boughs and surcles of the some

shape.' Sir T. Broivne.

Surcoat (ser'kot), n. [Prefix *«r=L. super,

over, and L.

coat.) 1. The

name given to

on outer gar

ment worn in

the thirteenth

and fourteenth

centuries, and

even later, by

both sexes, and

showing a great

variety offorms,

short or long.—

2. A kind of

loose sleeveless

wrapper for

merly worn over

a coal of mail to

protect it from

wet ltwasopen

in front, usually

reached to the

mid-leg.and was

girt to the waist

by the sword-

belt. In late ex

amples surcoats

were often em

blazoned with

the wearer's arms, but were originally of

one colour, or simply variegated.

Surcoats seem to have originated with the <ra-

Surcoat.—Monument of Wil

liam I.oiigespee, Salisbury Ca

thedral.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; f, St ley.
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r»i lers, partly for the purpose of distinguishing the

many different nation* serving under toe banner of

the cross. Aleyrick.

Surcreaset (aeVkres), n. [O.Fr. surcrez,

surcroist, an overgrowth—preflx sur, over.

and L eresco, crcscere, to grow.] Abundant

or excessive growth or increase.

Their surcrtast grew so great, as farced them at last

& bees do when they cast.

Drayton.

To seek another soil, as bees do when they cast.

Surcrewt (ser'krft), n. [Preflx sur, over,

and Ft. erne, a growth.] Additional collec

tion; augmentation. 'Returning with a

tttrcrew of these splenetic vapours that are

called hypochondriacal.' Wotton.

Surculatet (serTtu-lati, v.t [L. surcuio, ftur-

culatiun, from surculus, a young twig or

shoot] To prune.

Surculation t ( ser-ku la'ahon ), n. Act of

pruning. Sir T. Browne.

Surculose. Surculous (serTcu-lds, serTtu-

lus), a. [See below. J In bat. being full of

shoots or twigs.

SurculUB (ser'ku-lus), n. pi. Surcull (serTcu-

li). [h ] In hot. any little branch or twig;

applied by Linnnma particularly to the stem

of mosses, or the shoot which bears the

leaves.

Surcurrent (ser-ku'rent), a. In hot a term

applied to a leafy expansion running up the

stem: the opposite of deeurrent

Surd (serd), o. [L. surdtts. deaf] l.t Not

having the sense of hearing; deaf. ' A surd

and earless generation of men, stupid unto

all instruction.' Sir T. Browne.—2.1 Un

heard. 'Surd modes of articulation. ' Ken-

rick. — 3. In math, not capable of being ex

pressed in rational numbers; as, a turd ex

pression, quantity, or number. See the noun.

4. In phofietics, uttered with breath and not

with voice; devoid of proper vocality; not

sonant: toneless; specifically, a term applied

to the hard mute consonants of the alpha

bet See the noun.

Surd (aerd), n. 1. In math, an irrational quan

tity ; a quantity which is incommensurable

to unity. Or, a surd denotes the root of

any quantity, when that quantity is not a

complete power of the dimension required

by the index of the root Hence, the roots

of such quantities cannot be expressed by

rational numbers. Thus the square root of

2 (or VI), the cube root of 4 ( v^4), the fourth

root of 7 (\/f), Ac, are surds, for they can

not be expressed by rational numbers.—

2 In phonetics, a consonantal sound uttered

with breath and not with voice; a non-

sonant consonant; a hard check; as, p, f, s,

t, k, as opposed to b, v, z, d, g, which are

called soft checks, flats, or sonants.

Surdalt (serMal), a. Surd

Surdtny t (serMi-ni), n. A corrupt form of

Sardine.

He that eats nothing but a red-herring to-day

Nh;UI ne'er be broiled for the devil's rasher ; a pile her,

signor; a surdiny, an olivet that I may be a philo

sopher first, and immortal afterwards. Bean. e> Ft.

SurcUta8(ser'di-tasX n, [L. SecSrjRD.] Deaf

ness; hardness of hearing.

SurcUtvt (ser'di-U), n. Deafness.

Sure (snor), a. [Fr. sur, O.Fr. seur, seur, Pr.

segur, from L. securus, unconcerned, secure

—se, apart, and euro, care. This is there

fore the same word as secure] 1. Perfectly

confident or uudoubting; certainly knowing

and believing; implicitly trusting; unques

tioning ; having no fear of being deceived,

disappointed, or of being found at fault;

certain of one's facts, position, or the like ;

fully persuaded.

Friar Laurence met them both ;

Him he knew well, and guess'd that it was she;

But being maslc'd he was not surt of it. Shak.

Be silent always when you doubt your sense ;

And speak, though surt, with seeming diffidence.

Pope.

2. Certain to And or retain; as, to be sure of

success; to be sure of life or health.—3. Fit

or worthy to be depended on ; capable of

producing the desired effect or of fulfilling

the requisite conditions; certain not to dis

appoint expectation; not liable to failure,

loss, or change; unfailing; Arm; Btable;

Bteady; secure; certain; infallible.

The testimony of the Lord Is sure. Ps. xix. 7.

I wish your horses swift and surt of foot. Shak.

Virtue, dear friend, needs no defence;

The surest guard is innocence. Roscommon.

l Out of danger; secure; safe.

Fear not : the forest Is not three leagues off;

If wc recover that, we are surt enough. Shak.

5. t Betrothed; engaged to marry.

The king was surt to Datnc Elizabeth T-ucy, and

her husband before God. Sir T. Afore.

—To be sure or be sure, without doubt; cer

tainly; as, will you go? To be sure, J -lull

[Colloq. ]— To make sure, (a) to make certain;

to secure so that there can be no failure of

the purpose or object

Give diligence to make your calling and election

surt. 3 Pet L 10.

He bade me make sure of the bear, before I sell

his skin. Sir Jt. L'Estrange.

A peace cannot fail, provided we make surt of

Spain. Sir W. TtmjU.

(6)t To make fast by betrothal ; to betroth.

'She that's made sure to him she loves not

well.' Cotgrave.—Sure as agun, unfailingly

or absolutely certain. [Colloq.]—Syn. Cer

tain,unfailing, infallible, Arm, stable,steady,

secure, safe, confident, positive.

Sure (slibr), adv. Certainly; without doubt;

doubtless.

Surt, upon the whole, a bad author deserves better

usage than a bad critic. Pofe.

*Tis pleasant, surt, to see one's name In print.

Byron.

Surebyt (shor/bi), n. Same as Suresby.

Surefooted (BhbYfut-ed), a. Not liable to

stumble, slide, or fall; having a firm, secure

tread; as, a surefooted horse. 'Surefooted

griefs, solid calamities.' O. Herbert.

Surely (shorli), ado. 1. Certainly; infallibly;

undoubtedly.

In the day that thou catest thereof, thou shalt

surety die. Gen. iL 17.

And surely as I live, I am a maid. Shak.

He that created something out of nothing, surely

can raise great things out of small. South.

2. Firmly; stably; safely; securely. 4That

I may surely keep mine oath.' Shak.

He that walketh uprightly walketh surely.

Pro*, a. o.

Surely is often used with a certain intensive

force uot easy to define, but sometimes

nearly equivalent to an interrogative clause;

as, surely you do not think so ( = you do not

think so, do you?); or expressing a doubt in

the mind of the speaker ; as, surely he can

not have been so wicked. It is often nearly

equivalent to verily, of a truth.

Surety, I think you have charms. Shak.

Surely, surely, slumber is more sweet than toil, the

sin ire

Than labour in the deep mid-ocean, wind and wave

and oar. Tennyson.

Surement,t ». Security for payment Chau

cer.

SurenesB (shorties), n. The state of being

sure or certain; certainty.

He diverted himself with the speculation of the

Seed of coral ; and for more surruess he repeats it.

(foodward,

Suresbyt (shorz'bl), n. [From «ure,on type

of rudesby. ] One who may be surely de

pended on. 'Old suresbyes to serve for all

turns." Coryat

Suretiship (shortf-ship), n. Same as Surety

ship.

He that haieth suretiship is sure. Prov. si. 15.

Surety (shorti), n. [Fr. sureU. See SURE. ]

1. Certainty; indubttableness.

Know of a surety, th.it thy seed shall be a stranger

in a land that is not theirs. Gen. xv. 13.

2. Security; safety.

Yet for the more surety they looked round about.

Sir P. Sidney.

3. That which makes sure, firm, or certain;

foundation of stability; ground of security.

Myself and all the angelic host . . . our happy state

Hold, as you yours, while our obedience holds;

On other surety none. Atiiton.

4. Evidence; ratification; confirmation.

She call'd the saints to surety

That she would never put it from her finger,

Unless she gave it to yourself. Shak.

5. Security against loss or damage; security

for payment.

There remains unpaid

A hundred thousand more, in surety of the which

One pa,rt of Aquitain is bound to us. Shak.

6. In law, one bound with and for another

who is primarily liable, and who is called

the principal ; one who enters into a bond

or recognizance to answer for another's ap

pearance in court, or for his payment of a

debt or for the performance of some act,

and who, in case of the principal's failure.

Is compellable to pay the debt or damages ;

a bondsman; a bail.

He that is surety for a stranger shall smart for it.

Prov. si. 15.

Hence—7. A substitute; a hostage.—Surety

of the pence, the acknowledgment of a bond

to the sovereign, taken by a competent

judge of record, for keeping the peace. A

magistrate or a Justice of the peace may

bind all those to keep the peace who make

affray, or contend together with hot and

angry words, or go about with unlawful

weapons or attendance to the terror of the

people. So if a private man has just cause

to fear that another will burn his house, or

do him a corporal injury, or will procure

others to do so, he may demaud Burety of

the peace against such person, and every

justice of the peace is bound to grant it if

satisfied that the person liaa good grounds

for the application.

Burety (aborti), v.t To guarantee; to be

bail or security for.

The jeweller that owes the ring Is sent for

And lie shall surety me. Shak.

Suretyship (shbYti-ship), n. The state of

being surety ; the obligation of a person to

answer for the debt, fault, or non-perform

ance of another, and to nmke good any loss

occasioned thereby.

Surf (serf), n. [Origin doubtful. Perhaps

from O.Fr. surfiot, the rising of billow upon

billow — sur, above, and fiot, a wave. In

meaning 2 the origin is no doubt different.]

1. The swell of the sea which breaks upon

the shore, or upon sandbanks or rocks. —

2. In agri. the bottom or conduit of a drain.

[Local]

Surface (seYffts),n. [Fr. surface, from sur,

upon, and face, or directly from L. sujterfi-

cies.] l.The exterior part of anything that has

length and breadth; one of the limits that

terminates a solid; the superficies; outside;

as, the surface of the earth; the surface of

the sea; the surface of a diamond; the sur

face of the body; the surface of a cylinder;

an even or an uneven surface. Popularly,

surface is often used to signify, not merely

the outside or exterior boundary of any sub

stance, but also a certain thickness of the

exterior material part. In this way we

speak of the surface of the earth, the sur

face of the soil, of taking off the surface of

anything, Ac. —2. lu geom. a superficies;

that which has length and breadth only,

and so distinguished from a line, which has

length only, and from a solid, which has

length, breadth, and thickness. The ex

tremities of a surface are lines, and the

intersections of one surface with auotherare

also lines.—A plane surface is that in which

any two points being taken the straight line

between them lies wholly in that surface.

—A surface which may be cut by a plane

through any given point, so that the line of

common section of the plane and surface

may be a curve, is called a curved surface;

as the surface of a Bphere, cylinder, or cone.

Surfaces are distinguished algebraically by

the nature and order of their equations.

Thus, we have surfaces of the Bret order, or

plane surfaces, and surfaces of the second

order, or curved surfaces. Surfaces are also

distinguished by their mode of generation;

thus the surface of a sphere is generated by

the revolution of a semicircular arc about

the diameter, which remains fixed. In

physics, a surface is supposed to be com

posed of a number of material particles,

placed together side by side, without any

opening or interstice between them. Such

a surface, therefore, cannot be said to be

absolutely destitute of thickness, but may

be regarded as a film of matter whose thick

ness is indefinitely small.—Tabular surface,

a surface generated by a circle of a given

radius, which moves with its centre on a

given curve, and its plane at right angles to

the tangent of that curve. — Ruled surface, a

surface described by the motion of a straight

line, which neither remains parallel to a

given line nor always passes through a given

point, as conoidal surfaces. —Developable

surface, a surface that can be unwrapped

in a plane without any doubling of parts

over one another, or separation, as the sur

faces of the cylinder and cone.— Undevelop

able surface, a surface that cannot be de-

velopedln the plane.—3.Outward or external

appearance; what appears on a slight or

casual view or without examination; as,

this arrangement, on the surface, was very

advantageous.— 4. In fort, that part of the

side which is terminated by the flank pro

longed, and the angle of the nearest bastion.

Surface (sertas), a. Of or pertaining to the

Burface; external; hence, superficial; spe

cious; insincere; as, mere surface politeness

or loyalty.

Surface (ser'fas), v.t. pret A pp. surfaced;

ppr. surfacing. 1. To put a surface on, or

give a surface to; specifically, to give a fine

surface to; to make plain or smooth.—2. To

work over the surface of, as ground, in

searching for gold.
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Surface -chuck (ser'fas-chuk), n. A face

plate chuck in a lathe to which an object is

fixed fur turning.

Surface-condenser (ser/fas-kon-den-scr),n.

In steam-engines, an apparatus by which

steam from the cylinder Is condensed. It

usually consists of a large number of brass

tubes united at their ends by means of a

pair of Hat steam-tight vessels, or of two

sets of -radiating tubes. This set of tubes is

inclosed in a casfug, through which a suffi

cient quantity of cold water is driven. The

steam from the exhaust pipe is condensed

as it passes through these tubes, and is

pumped away by the air-pump.

Surface-gauge (ser'fas-gaj), n. An instru

ment fur testing the accuracy of plane sur

faces.

Surface-grub (ser'fas-grub), n. The cater

pillar of the great yellow underwing moth

{Triphoena pronuba). When full grown it

is nearly 1} inch long, pale green with a

brownish tinge, black dots, three pale lines

down the back. It is frequently destructive

to the roots of grass, cabbages, and turnips.

Surface-Joint (serTas-joint), n. A joint

uniting the ends or edges of metallic sheets

or plates. They are generally formed by

laps or flanges, soldered or riveted. E. II.

Knight.

Surfaceman (ser'fas-man), n. In rail, a

person whose duty it is to keep the perma

nent way in order.

Surface - printing (ser'fas-print-ing), n.

Printing from an inked surface, in contra

distinction to plate-printing, in which the

lines are filled with ink, the surface cleaned,

and the ink absorbed from the lines by pres

sure on the plate. Books, newspapers,

woodcuts, and lithographs are examples of

surface-printing. E. II. Knight,

Surfacer (ser'fas-er), n. 1. A machine for

planing and giving a surface to wood.—

2. One who digs for gold in the surface soil.

Surface-roller (ser'fas-rol-er), n. The en

graved cylinder used in calico-printing. E.

II. Knight.

Surface-water (ser'fas-wa-ter), n. Water

which collects on the surface of the ground,

and usually runs off Into drains, sewers, and

the like.

Surface-working (serTas-werk-ing),*!. The

operation of digging for gold or other min

erals on the top soil.

Surf-boat (serfhot), n. A peculiarly strong

and buoyant boat capable of passing with

safety through surf.

Surf-duck (serfduk), n. A species of scoter

(Oidtmia pergpiciilata), about the size of a

mallard, rarely seen on the British coasts,

but frequent on the coasts of Labrador,

Hudson's Bay. and other parts of North

America. It dives so swiftly that it is ex

tremely difficult to shoot except when on

the wing. Called also Surf-scoter,

Surfeit (ser'ftt), n. [O.Fr. surfait, excess—

sur, over, and fait, pp. otfaire, L. facere, to

do. See Fact, Feat] 1. Excess in eating

and drinking; a gluttonous meal by which

the stomach is overloaded and the digestion

deranged.

Now comes the sick hour that his tur/eit mnde.

Shak.

2. Fulness and oppression of the system,

occasioned by excessive eating and drink

ing.

Too much a surfeit breeds, and may our child annoy:

These fat and luscious meats do but our stomachs

cloy. Drayton.

3. Disgust caused by excess; satiety; nausea.

Matter and argument have been supplied abun

dantly, and even to surfeit, on the excellency or our

own government. Burke.

Surfeit (ser'flt), v.t [From the noun.] l.To

feed so as to oppress the stomach and de

range the functions of the system; to over

feed so as to produce sickness or uneasiness;

to overload the stomach of.

The surfeited grooms

Do moclc their charge with snores. Shak.

2. To All to satiety and disgust; to cloy; as,

he surfeit* us with his eulogies.

Surfelt(ser'(ltX v.i. To be fed till the system

is oppressed, and sickness or uneasiness

ensues.

They are as sick that surfeit with too much, as

they that starve with nothing. Shak.

Surfeiter (ser'nt-er), n. One who surfeits

or riots; a glutton; a reveller. 'This amor

ous surftiter.' Shak,

Surfeit-swelled (ser'ftt-sweld), a. Swelled

or tumefied with a surfeit or excessive eating

and drinking or other overindulgence. Shak.

Surfeit-water (ser'flt-wa-ter), n. Water for

the cure of surfeits. Locke.

Surfel.t Surflet (ser'fD.r t. Towash, as the

face, with a cosmetic supposed to have been

prepared from sulphur.

She shall no oftener powder her hair, rttrfle her

cheeks . . . but she shall as often gaze on my pic

ture. Fork.

Surf-scoter (serf' skd-ter), n. See Surf-

duck.

Surfy (ser'fi), a. Consisting in or abounding

with surf; resembling surf; foaming.

Scarce had they cleared the surfy waves

That foam around those frightful caves.

Af<x>re.

Surge (serj), n. [O.Fr. surgeon, sourgcon, a

spring, a spouting up, from L. surgere, to

rise. See Source ] l.t A spring; a foun

tain; a source of water—2. A large wave or

billow; a great rolling swell of water.

He flies aloft, and with impetuous roar.

Pursues the foaming surges to the shore. Dryden.

3. A swelling or rolling prominence; an un

dulation.

At what seemed its northern extremity, the hills of

Arqua rose in a dark cluster of purple pyramids

. . . two or three smooth surges of inferior hill ex

tended themselves about their roots. Ruskin,

4. The act of surging, or of heaving in an

undulatory manner. — 5. In ship-building,

the tapered part in front of the whelps,

between the chocks of a capstan, on which

the messenger may surge.

Surge (serj), v.t. Saut. to let go a portion

of a rope suddenly; to slack a rope up sud

denly when it renders round a pin, a winch,

windlass, or capstan.

Surge (serj), v.i. pret surged; ppr. surging.

[See the noun.] 1. To swell; to rise high

and roll, as waves.

The surging waters like a mountain rise. S/enser.

2. Saut. to slip back; as, the cable surges.

Surgeful (serjTul). o. Full of surges. ' The

surgeful tides.' Drayton.

Surgeless (serj'les), a. Free from surges ;

smooth; calm.

Surgent (ser'jent), a. [L. surgens, surgentis,

ppr. of surgo, to arise, to mount up.] Lit.

mounting up. In geol. appellative of the

fifth of Prof. H. Roger's divisions of the

palaeozoic strata in the Appalachian chain,

corresponding to a certain extent with the

middle Silurian.

Surgeon (Ber'jun), n. [O.Fr. surgien, contr.

for chirurgien, O.E. chirurgeon, from L.cAt"r-

uraxa, Gr. cheirourgos, a surgeon, an oper

ating medical man—Gr. cheir, the hand, and

ergon, work.] One who practises surgery;

in a limited sense, one whose profession or

occupation is to cure diseases or injuries of

the body by manual operation. In a more

general sense, one whose occupation is to

cure disease or injury, whether by manual

operation or by medical appliances em

ployed externally or internally. See Sur

gery.—Royal College of Surgeons of Eng

land, an institution for the training, exam

ination, and licensing of practitioners of

medicine, dating its origin from the year

14C0. The buildings of the college, which

include a museum, library, and lecture

theatre, are situated in Lincoln's Inn Fields,

London.

Surgeon-apothecary (ser'jun-a-poth"e-ka-

ri), n. One who is both surgeon and apothe

cary.

Surgeoncy (ser'jiiu-si), n. The office of

surgeon, as in the army or navy.

Surgeon-dentist (serjun-den-tfot), n, A

dental surgeon; a qualified dentist.

Surgeon-fish (ser'jun-flsh),?!. An acanthop-

terygious or spine-finned fish of the genus

AcanthuniB (A. chirurgus), so called from

a lance-like spine on each side near the tail.

Surgeonryt (seVjun-ri). n. The practice of

a surgeon; surgery; a Burgery.

Surgery (s£r'jer-f). n. [For surgeonry]

1. Ihe operative branch of medicine; that

branch of medical science and practice

which involves the performance of oper

ations on the human subject, whether with

or without instruments, as in the curing of

wounds or lesions, the removal of injured

parts or morbid growths, the reducing of

dislocations, Ac The department of sur

gery is distinguished from that of physic

inasmuch as the latter is concerned mainly

with the treatment of disease by the ad

ministration of drugs or other substances;

but the two departments are apt to run to

gether at certain points, and a strict line of

demarcation between surgery and physic

cannot be easily traced. They are based on

the same ultimate principles, and the exer

cise of their different branches requires the

same fundamental knowledge.—2. A place

where surgical operations are performed, or

where medicines are prepared.

Surglant (ser'ji-ant). a. In her. the same as

Rousant or Rising (which see).

Surgical (Ber'jik-alX a. Pertaining to sur

geons or surgery; done bymeansof surgery;

as, surgical instruments; surgical operation.

Surgy (scVji),a. Rising in surges or billows;

full of surges; produced by surges, 'O'er

the surgy main.' Pope. ' The surgy mur

murs of the lonely sea.' Keats.

Suricate (su'ri-kat), n. [Native South Af

rican name.] The Ryzaena Capensis, or

Suricata Zenik, a carnivorous animal found

in South Africa, bearing some resemblance

to the common polecat and ferret. It is

somewhat smaller than the domestic cat,

and when tamed is a useful inmate of a

house, extirpating rats, mice, and other

vermin. Called also Zenik.

Surinam Bark (so-re-nam' bark), n. The

bark of the Andira inermis, or cabbage-

bark tree, a leguminous plant of the West

Surinam Bark {Andira inermis).

Indies, with alternate pinnate leaves and

terminal panicles of reddish lilac flowers.

It is also called IForm-oar*. and is used in

medicine, especially as an anthelmintic

Surinamine (so-re-nam'in), n. An alkaloid

obtained from Surinam bark. It is crystal-

lizable. and forms crystallizable salu.

Surinam-toad (bo-re-nam'tod), n. A very-

ugly batrachian reptile of the section Pi-

pidie, infesting houses in Guiana and Suri

nam. See Pipa.

Surlntendant (ser-ln-ten'dant), n. A su

perintendent. C. Richardson. [Rare.]

Surlily (serTI-li), adv. In a surly morose

manner.

Surliness (serli-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being surly; gloomy moroseness;

crabbed ill-nature ; as, the surliness of a

dog. 'To prepare and mollify the Spartan

surliness with his smooth songs and odes.'

Milton.

Surling' (seizing), n. A sour morose fel

low. * These sour svrlings.' Camden.

Surloin (serloiu). See Sirloin.

Surly (Ber'li), a. [Old form sirly or syrhj:

probably, as Wedgwood thinks, for sir-tike

- magisterial, arrogant] l.t Arrogant;

haughty. 'To grow proud, to take a surly

state upon him.' Cotgrate. — 2. Gloomily

morose; crabbed; snarling; sternly sour;

with churlish ill-nature; cross and rude; as,

a surly fellow; a surly dog.

It would have galled his surly nature. Skat.

3. Ungracious; churlish: said of things.

It (Jude-t) would have lain in exile from the great

human community, had not the circulation of com

merce embraced it. and self-interest secured it a surly

and contemptuous regard. J. M.tritneaH.

4. Rough; dark; tempestuous. * Nowsoften'd

into joy the surly storm.' Thomson. —

5. Gloomy; dismal. 'That surly spirit. Me

lancholy.' Shak.

When I am dead

Then you shall hear the surly sullen bell. Sfusk

Surmark (seVniark), n. In ship-butiding,

(a) one of the stations of the rib-bands and

harpings which are marked on the timbers.

See Ribband-line, (ft) A cleat temporarily

placed on the outside of a rib to give a hold

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. So. abune; y. Sc. ley.
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to the rib-band by which, through the

shores, it is supported on the slip-way.

Surmisalt (ser-iui'zal), n. Surmise. 'This

needless surmisal.' Milton.

Surmise (ser-niiz'), n. [O.Fr. surmise, ac

cusation, from surmettre, pp. surmis, sur-

mite, to impose, to accuse, from prefix sur,

L. super, upon, above, and mettre, L. mit-

tere, to send, to let go, to put forth.] 1. The

thought or imagination that something may

be, of which however there is uo certain or

strong evidence; speculation; conjecture;

as, the surmises of jealousy or of envy.

Function

Is smother'd in surmise, and nothing is

But what is not. Shak.

Silent we with blind surmise

Regarding, while she read, Tennyson.

2. t Thought; reflection.

Being from the feeling of her own grief brought

By deep surmise of others* detriment. Shak.

Srx Conjecture, guess, supposition, hypo

thesis, speculation.

Surmise (ser-miz'), v.t. pret <fc pp. sur

mised; ppr. surmising, [See the noun.] To

guess to be the case with but little ground

to go upon ; to imagine; to entertain in

thought upon slightevidence; to conjecture;

to suspect

It wafted nearer yet, and then she knew

That what before she but surmis'd, was true.

Dryden.

This change was not wrought by altering the form

or position of the earth, as was surmised by a very

learned man, but by dissolving it. Woodward.

Surmiser (ser-miz'er), n. One who sur

mises, lip. Fell.

Surmising (ser-iniz'ing), n. The act of sus

pecting; surmise; as, evil surmising*. ITim.

vi. 4,

Surmount (ser-mount',), v.t. {Fr. surmon-

ter—sur, over, above, and monter, to mount.]

1. To mount or rise above.

The mountains of Olympus, Athos, and Atlas, sur.

mount all winds and clouds. Raleigh.

2. To conquer; to overcome; as, to sur

mount difficulties or obstacles. 'To sur

mount the natural difficulties of the place.'

.Sir J. Hamcard.—3. To surpass; to exceed.

' Whn t surmounts the reach of human sense. '

Mtiton.

This Hector far surmounted Hannibal. Shak,

Sts. To overtop, conquer, overcome, sur

pass, exceed, excel, vanquish, subdue.

8unnountaDle(srr-mount'a-bl), a. Capable

of being surmounted or overcome; conquer

able; superable. 'Several arguments hardly

surmountable.* Stackhouse.

Snrmountableness (sermount'a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being surmountable.

Surmounted (ser-mount'ed), p. and a.

L Overcome; conquered; surpassed.— 2. In

her. the term used of a charge when it has

another charge of a different metal or colour

laid over it. When it is an animal that

has a charge placed over It debruised is the

term used. See Debruised.— Surmounted

arch or dome, an arch or dome that rises

higher than a semicircle.

Surmounter (ser-niount'er), n. One who or

that which surmounts.

Surmullet (ser'mul-et), n. [Fr. surtnulet. the

red mullet, for sormulet. from O. Fr.sor, Mod.

Fr. saur, reddish-brown, sorrel, and mulct,

a mullet. See Sore, a hawk, a deer.] The

common name for fishes of the family Mul-

lidaj, formerly included in the perch family,

but distinguished by haviug two dorsal fins

placed at a very wide interval, the first

being spinous. Two long barbels hang from

the under jaw, or, when not in use, are folded

up against it. The typical genus is Mullus.

The red or plain surmullet (J/, barbatus or

rubcr) inhabits the Mediterranean, and at

tains a length of about 12 Inches. Its flesh

is esteemed very delicious, and was extra

vagantly prized by the Romans. It is re

markable for the brilliancy of its colours.

common on the southern and south-western

shores of England.

Surmulot (ser'mu-Iot), n. [Fr., from wur,

O.Fr. sor, reddish-brown, sorrel, and mulot,

a field-mouse.] A name given by Button to

the brown rat (Mus decumanus).

Surname (ser'nam), n. [Prefix sur, over and

above, and name.] 1. An additional name ;

a name or appellation added to the bap

tismal or Christian name, and which be

comes a family name. Surnames with us

originally designated occupation, estate,

place of residence, or some particular thing

or event that related to the person. Thus

William Itufus or red; Edmund Ironsides;

Robert Smith, or the smith; William Tur

ner. Surnames seem to have been formed

at first by adding the name of the father to

that of the son, and in this manner several

of our surnames were produced. Thus from

Thomas William's sou we have Thomas Wil

liamson; from John's son we have Johnson,

&c.

There still, however, wanted something to ascer

tain gentility of blood, where it was not marked by

the actual tenure of land. This was supplied by two

innovations, devised in the eleventh and twelfth cen

turies, the adoption of surnames and of armorial

bearings. Hallam.

2. An appellation added to the original

name. 'My surname Coriolanus.' Shak

Surname (ser'nam), v.t. pret <£ pp. sur-

named; ppr. surnaming. To name or call

by an appellation 'added to the original

name; to give a surname to.

Another shall subscribe with his hand to the Lord,

and surname himself by the name of Israel.

Is. xliv. 5.

And Simon he surnatned Peter. Mark hi. 16,

Plain Surmullet {Mullus barbatus).

The striped or common surmullet (M. sur-

rniUetus) is Bomewhat larger, but equal to

the red surmullet in delicacy. It is pretty

Surnomlnal (ser-nom'in-al), a. [Prefix sur,

over, above, and L. nomen, nominis, a name. ]

Relating to surnames.

Surpass (ser-pas7), v.t [Fr. surpasscr—sur

ana passer, to pass beyond.] To exceed; to

excel; to go beyond in anything good or bad;

as, Homer surpasses modern poets in sub

limity; Pope surpasses many poets in smooth

ness of versification; Achilles surpassed the

other Greeks in strength and courage.

She as far sur/asset/t Sycorax

As great'st does least. Shak.

A nymph of late there was.

Whose heav'nly form her fellows did tmrfmju,

D*yden,

STS. To exceed, excel, outdo, outstrip.

Surpassable (ser-paa'a-bl), a. Capable of

being surpassed or exceeded.

Surpassing (ser-pas'ing), p. and a. Excel

lent in an eminent degree ; exceeding others.

' O thou that with surpassing glory crown'd.'

Milton.

Surpassingly (ser-

pasing-li), oap. In

a very excellent

manner, or in a

degree surpassing

others.

Surpassingness

(ser-pas'ing-nes), n.

The state of sur

passing.

Surplice (soph's),

n. [¥r. surplis,OFr.

surpeliz, Pr. sobre-

pehtz, L.L. super-

pellteium, L. super,

over, andpellteium ,

a coat, a tunic, lit.

a skin coat, from

pellicius, made of

skins, from pellis, a

skin.] A white gar

ment worn by

priests, deacons,

and choristers in

the Church of Eng

land and the Ro

man Catholic

Church over their

other dress during

the performance of

religious services. It is a loose, flowing

vestment of linen, reaching almost to the

feet, having sleeves broad and full, and

differs from the alb only in being fuller and

having no girdle nor embroidery at the foot

Surpliced (ser'plist), a. Wearing a surplice.

"The surpliced train." Mallet.

Surplice-fee (ser'plis-fe), n. A fee paid to

the clergy for occasional dutleB, as on bap

tisms, marriages, funerals, Ac. T. Warton.

SurpliB,tn. [Fr.] A surplice. Chaucer.

Surplus (ser'plus), n. [Fr. surplus, from

sur, L.#K7>er,overand above, and plus, more.]

1. Overplus; that which remains when use

Surplice. Brass of Prior Ne-

lond, Cowfold, Sussex.

is satisfied ; excess beyond what is pre

scribed or wanted; more than -unices. The

word is often used adjectively; as, surplus

labour; surplus population, «fec.

It is a surflus of your grace, which never

My life may last to answer. Shak.

2. In law, the residuum of an estate after

the debts and legacies are paid.

Surplusage (sfir'plus-aj), u. 1. Surplus; as,

surplusage of grain or goods beyond what is

wanted.—2. In law, something in the plead

ings or proceedings not necessary or rele

vant to the case, and which may be re

jected.—3. In accounts, a greater disburse

ment than the charge of the accountant

amounteth to.

Surprisal (ser-prlz'al), n. [See Surprise ]

The act of surprising or coming upon sud

denly and unexpectedly.or the state of being

taken unawares; a surprise.

This strange surprisal put the knight

And wrathful squire into a fright. Jiudtbras.

Surprise (ser-priz'), n. [Fr. surprise, from

surpris, pp. of surprendre, to take by sur

prise, to surprise—prefix *ur,over,above,and

prendre= L. prendere, for prchendere, to lay

hold of, to seize (as in apprehend, compre

hend, &c. ). ] 1. The act of comiug upon una-

wares.or of taking suddenly and without pre

paration; as, the fort was taken by surprise.

2. The state of being seized with aslotii&h-

ment; an emotion excited by something hap

pening suddenly and unexpectedly, as some

thing novel told or presented to view; won

der; astonishment; amazement; as, nothing

could exceed Ms surprise at the narration

of these adventures.

Never was heard such a terrible curse I

But what gave rise

To no littie surprise.

Nobody seemed one penny the worse I

R. H. Rarham.

3. t A dish covered with a crust of raised

paste, but with no other contents. 'That

fantastic dish some call surprise.' Dr. W.

King. — Surprise cadence, in music, same

as Interrupted or Deceptive Cadence. See

under CADENCE.—Surprise party, a party

of persons who assemble by mutual agree

ment, but without invitation, at the house

of a common friend. [United States.]

Aunt Pardon wisely said no more of the coming

surfrise party. Bayard Taylor.

Surprise (ser-priz'), v.t pret. A pp. sur

prised; ppr. surprising. [See SURPRISE, n.]

I. To come or fall upon suddenly and unex

pectedly; to assail unexpectedly; to attack

or take unawares. 'By his foe surprised at

unawares.' Shak. 'When subtle Greeks

surprised King Priam's Troy.' Shak.

The castle of Macduff I will surprise. Shak.

Who can speak

The mingled passions that surfris'd his heart?

Thomson.

One visitor, described as a distinguished man of

letters, thinks M. le Goupils has surprised the se

cret of the sculptors of the sixteenth century-

Fraser s Mag.

2.t To seize suddenly; to take prisoner.

Is the traitor Cade surprised* Shak.

3. To confuse; to perplex; to confound. 'The

ear-deafening voice o' the oracle so surprised

my sense.' Shak.

I am surprised with an uncouth fear. Shak.

4. To strike with wonder or astonishment

by something sudden, unexpected, or re

markable either in conduct, words, or Btory,

or by the appearance of something unusual;

as, we are surprised at desperate acts of

heroism. — 5. To lead, bring, or betray un

awares. 'If by chance he has been sur

prised into a short nap at sermon.' Addi

son. —6. t To hold possession of; to hold.

Not with me

That in my hands surprise the sovereignty.

Itebster

Surpriser (ser-priz'er), n. One who sur

prises.

Surprising (ser-priz'ing), p. and a. Exciting

surprise; wonderful; astonishing; extraor

dinary; of a nature to excite wonder and

astonishment ; as, surprising bravery ; sur-

jnising patience ; a surprising escape from

danger. — Wonderful, Strange, Surprising,

Curious. See under Wonderful.

Surprisingly (ser-priz'ing-li), adv. In a

surprising manner or degree; ns, he exerted

himself surprisingly to save the life of his

companion.

Surprisingness (ser-priz'ing-ncs), n. State

of being surprising.

Surprizet (ser-pnV). *•*■ [See Surprise.]

To seize; to surprise. Spenser.

ch, cAain; th, Sc. loch; g, go; J. job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, a/ure.—See KEY.
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Surquedous.t Surquedroua t (seYkwed-

us, ser'kwed-rus), a. [See below.] Con

ceited; proud; arrogant.

Surquedrie.t Surquedryt (serTtwed-ri), n.

10. Fr. surcuider, to presume, surcuidance,

arrogance, presumption, disdain—«ur, over,

above, and cuider, to think, from L. cogito,

cogitare, to think, to cogitate. Comp. outre-

cuidance] Overweening pride; arrogance.
•Without suspect of surquedry.' Donne.

Surquedyt (serTcwed-i), n. [See Surqued-

RIE. ] Presumption; insolence. Sir W. Scott.

Surrebut (Ber-re-lmf). "■»'• [Prefix stir, and

rebut. ) In law. to reply, as a plaintiff, to a

defendant's rebutter.

Surrebutter (ser-re-but'er), n. The plain

tiff's reply in pleading to a defendant's re

butter.

Surrelnedt (ser-rand*), a. [Prefix sur, ami

rein.) Overridden or injured; exhausted

by riding too hard; knocked up. 'A drench

for surreined jades.' Skak.

Surrejoin (scr-re-join'), v.i. [Prefix sur,

and rejoin ) In lam, to reply, as a plaintiff,

to a defendant's rejoinder.

Surrejoinder (ser-re-join'deT), n. The an

swer of a plaintiff to a defendant's rejoinder.

Sur-renal (ser-re'ual), a. In anat. same as

Suprarenal.

Surrender (ser-ren'der), v.t. [O.Fr. sur

render, to deliver— sur, over, and rendre,

to render. See Render.] 1. To yield to

the power of another; to give or deliver up

possession of upon compulsion or demand;

as, to surrender one's person to an enemy ;

to surrender a fort or a ship.— 2. To yield

in favour of another; to resign in favour of

another; to cease to claim or use; as, to

surrender a right or privilege; to surrender

a place or an office.— 3. To relinquish; to

let be taken away-

Ripe age bade liim surrender late

His life and long good fortune unto final fate !

Fair/ax.

4. In law, to make surrender of. See the

noun. —5. To yield to any influence, passion,

or power: with reflexive pronouns; as, to

surrender one's self to grief, to despair, to

indolence, or to sleep.

Surrender ( ser-ren'der ), v. i. To yield ; to

gi ve up one's self into the power of another;

as, the enemy, seeing no way of escape, sur

rendered at the first summons.

This mighty Archimedes too surrenders now.

GianvilU.

Surrender (ser-ren'der), n, l. The act of

surrendering ; the act of yielding or resign

ing one's person or the possession of some

thing into the power of another; a yield

ing or giving up; as, the surrender of a

castle to an enemy; the surrender of a

right or of claims. — 2. In insurance, the

abandonment of an assurance policy by the

party assured on receiving a portion of the

premiums paid. The amount payable on

surrender of a policy, called surrender value.

depends on the number of years elapsed

from the commencement of the risk.—3. In

law, (a) the yielding up of an estate for life,

or for years, to him that has the immediate

estate in reversion or remainder, and is

either in fact or in law. A surrender in

fact must be made by deed, which Is the

allowable evidence. Surrejider in law is

one which may be implied, and generally

has reference to estates or tenancies from

year to year, Ac. (6) The giving up of a

principal into lawful custody by his bail.

(c) The delivery up of fugitives from justice

by a foreign state; extradition—Surrender

of copyholds, in law, the yielding up of the

estate by the tenant into the lord's hands,

for such purpose as is expressed In such

surrender. It is the mode of conveying

copyhold.

Surrenderee (ser-ren'der-e"). "- In law, a

person to whom the lord grants surrendered

land ; the cestui que use ; one to whom a

surrender is made.

Surrenderor (ser-ren'der-or). n. In law,

the tenant who surrenders an estate into

the hands of his lord; one who makes a sur

render. -

SuTTendryt (ser-ren'dri), n. A surrender.

' An entire stn-rendry of ourselves to God.'

Dr. H. More.

Surreptlon (ser-rep'Bhon), n. [L. surreptio,

surreptionis, from surripio, surreptum, to

snatch or take away secretly—sub, under,

secretly, and rapio, to snatch. In meaning

2 from L. surrepo, to creep or steal—sub,

under, and repo, to creep. 1 1. The act or

process of getting in a surreptitious manner,

or by stealth or craft.

Fame by sune/tion got

May stead us for the time, but lastcth not.

B. youson.

2. A coming unpercetved ; a stealing upon

insensibly. 'Sins of a sudden surreption.'

IIammond, [ Rare. ]

Surreptitious (ser-rep-tish'us), a. [L. sur-

reptitius. Sec above.] Done by stealth or

without proper authority; made or pro

duced fraudulently; accompanied by under

hand dealing. 'Surreptitious practices.'

Dr. H. More.

All the other editions are stolen and s trreftitious,

Fo/>e.

O ladies! how many of you have surreptitious

milliners' bills! Thackeray.

Surreptitiously (ser.rep-tish'us-Ii), adv.

In a surreptitious manner; by stealth; in an

underhand way; fraudulently.

Surrogate (sur'rd-gat), n. [L. surrogatus,

substituted, pp. of surrogo, stirrogatum, to

put in another's place—sub, under, and rogo,

to ask.] 1. In a general Bense, a deputy; a

delegate; a substitute; a person appointed

to act for another, particularly the deputy of

an ecclesiastical judge, most commonly of a

bishop or his chancellor.—2. In some of the

American states, an officer who presides

over the probate of wills and testaments,

and the settlement of estates.

Surrogate (sur'rd-gat). r r [See above] To

put in the place of another. [Rare.]

Surrogateshlp ( sur 'ro-gat- ship), n. The

office of surrogate.

Surrogatlon (Bur-ro-ga'shon). ?». The act of

substituting one person in the place of an

other. Bp. Hull. [Rare ]

Surrogatum (sur-rd-ga'tura). n. [L. See

Surrogate, «.] In Scots law, that which

comes iu place of something et*e.

Surround (ser-round'J, v.t. [Prefix sur, and

round] 1. To encompass; to environ; to

inclose on all sides; to inclose, as a body of

troops, between hostile forces, so as to cut

off means of communication or retreat ; to

invest, as a city; as, to surrowui a city;

they surrounded a body of the enemy. —

2. To lie or be on all sides of; to form an in-

cloBure round; to envirou; to encircle; as,

a wall or ditch surrounds the city.

But cloud instead, and ever-during dark

Surrounds me. Milton.

3. To pass round ; to travel about ; to cir

cumnavigate ; as, to surround the globe.

Sir W. Temple. — Stn. To encompass, en

circle, environ, inclose, invest, hem in, fence

about.

Surround (serroundO.n. A method of hunt

ing some animals, such as buffaloes, by sur

rounding them and driving them over a

precipice or into a deep ravine or other

place from which they cannot escape.

Surrounding (ser-round'ing), n. 1. An en

compassing. — 2. Something belonging to

those things that surround or environ ; an

external or accompanying circumstance ;

one of the conditions environing one: gener

ally in the plural; as, a dwelling and its

surroundings.

Did the sensitive, shy genius feci that fn the pro

duction dated from each scene there would be some

trace of what Yankees call the surroundings amid

which it was produced. A. A*. H. Boyd.

[But the word is not specially an Ameri

canism. ]

Surroy (ser'roi). See Clarencbtjx.

Sur-royaJ (ser-roi'al). n. The crown antler

of a stag. See Antler.

Sursanure, t n. [Fr. sur, and sain, L sanus,

sane, sound] A wound healed outwardly

only Chaucer.

Surseancet (ser-se'ans), n. [Fr. See Sur-

ckase.] Subsidence; quiet. 'Peace, silence,

and surseance,' Bacon.

Sursolid (ser-sol'id), n. [Prefix sur, and

solid.) Iu math, a name given to the fifth

power of a number ; or the product of the

fourth multiplication of a number con

sidered as the root. Thus3x3 = 9, the square

of 3, and 9 x 3 = 27, the third power or cube,

and 27 x 3 = 81, the fourth power, and

81x3 = 243, which is the sursolid ot S.

Sursolid (ser-sol'id), a. Of, pertaining to,

or involving the fifth power.—Sursolid pro

blem, in math, a problem which cannot be

resolved but by curveB of a higher kind than

the conic sections.

Surtax (ser'taks), n. [Prefix sur, and tax.)

A tax heightened for a particular purpose ;

an extra tax.

Surtout (ser-td'), n. [Fr. sur-tout, overall

—sur—L. super, over, and tout = L. tatus,

whole] 1. Originally, a man's coat to be

worn over his other gnrments ; but in mo

dern usage, an upper coat with long wide

skirts; a frock-coat—2. In her. an escutcheon

placed upon the centre of a shield of arms;

a shield of pretence.

Surturbrand (seYter-brandX n, [IceL sur-

tarbrandr—svartr, black, and brandr, a fire

brand.] Fibrous brown coal or bituminous

wood found in the north of Iceland. It has

a great resemblance to the black oak found

fn bogs, is used for fuel, and is capable of

being made Into articles of furniture,

8urveance,t n. [Fr.] Surveyance; super

intendence. Chaucer.

Surveillance (ser-val'yans),n, [Fr. See be

low.] Watch; inspection; oversight; super

intendence.

That sort of surveillance of which, in all ages, the

young have accused the old. Sir ir~. SeaO.

Surveillant (ser-val'yant), n. fFr, from

surveiller, to watch over, from L. super,

over, and vigilare, to watch. ] One who

watches over; a spy; a supervisor or over

seer. (Rare.]

Surveillant (ser-val'yant). a. Watching

over another or others; overseeing; observ

ant: watchful. [Rare.]

Survenet (BeT-ven'), vt [Ft. survenir—stir,

and wnir, to come.] Tosupervene; tocome

as an addition. * A suppuration that sur-

venes lethargies.' Harvey.

Survenue t (serVe-nuY n. The act of step

ping or coming in suddenly or unexpectedly.

Nor did the fundamentals (of government) alter

either by the diversity and mixture of people of seve

ral nations in the first entrance, nor from the Danes

or Normans in their survenue. A*. Bacon.

Survey (ser-va'), v.t. [O.Fr. surveer, sur-

veeir, surveoir — sur, over, and veer, veeir,

veoir, Mod. Fr. voir, L. videre, to see.] 1. To

inspect or take a view of ; to overlook ; \< •

view with attention, as from a high place;

as, to stand on a hill and survey the sur

rounding country.

Far as the breeze can bear, the billows foam.

Survey our empire, and behold our home. Byron.

2. To view with a scrutinizing eye ; to exa

mine.

With such alter"d looks.

All pale and speechless, he survey'dme round.

Dryden.

3. To examine with reference to condition,

situation, and value; to iuspect carefully

with a view to discover the real state of; as,

to survey a building to determine its value,

Ac.

1 am come to survey the tower this day. Shat.

4. To determine the boundaries, form, ex

tent, position, Ac., of. as of any portion of the

earth's surface by means of linear and angu

lar measurements, and the application of

the principles of geometry and trigonome

try; to determine the form, dimensions, Ac.,

of tracts of ground, coasts, harbours, Ac.,

so as to be able to delineate their several

dimensions, positions, Ac, on paper. See

Surveying.— 5. To examine and ascertain,

as the boundaries and royalties of a manor,

the tenure of the tenants, and the rent and

value of the same.—6 t To Bee; to perceive.

The Norwegian lord surveyiur vantage.

With furbish'd arms and new supplies of men

Began a fresh assault. SMak.

Survey (seYva or ser-va', the latter the ori

ginal pronunciation), n. 1. A general view;

a sight; a prospect; as, he took a survey of

the whole landscape 'Time, that takes

survey of all the world.' Shak.

Under his proud survey the city lies.

Str1?, Denh.tm.

2. A particular view; an examination or in

spection of all the parts or particulars of a

tiling, with a design to ascertain the condi

tion, quantity, or quality; as, a survey of

the stores, provisions, or munitions of a

ship; a survey of roads and bridges; a sur

vey of buildings intended to ascertain their

condition, value, and exposure to fire.

O that you could turn your eyes toward the naj>es.

of your necks, and make but an interior survey of

your good selves. Shai.

3. The operation of finding the contour,

dimensions, position, or other particulars of

any part of the earth's surface, tract of

country, coast, harbour. Ac, and represent

ing the same on paper: also, the measured

plan, account, or exposition of such an ope

ration. See Surveying, and Ordnance Sur

vey under Ordnance.—4. A district for the

collection of the customs, under the insi«c-

tion and authority of a particular officer.

[I'nited States. ]— Trigonometrical sitrccy.

See under Trigonometrical. —Syn Review,

examination, inspection, retrospect, pro

spect.

SurveyaV Surveyance t (ser-va'al, ser-vi'-

ans), n. Survey; a viewing.

Jfate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. teu.
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Surveying (ser-va'ing), n- The act of de

termining the boundaries and area of a por

tion of the earth's surface by means of

measurements taken on the spot; the art of

determining the form, area, surface contour,

Ac, of any portion of the earth's surface,

aud delineating the same on a map or plan.

—Land surveying, where the object to be

attained is the determination of the area,

shape, &c. of a tract of land, usually of no

rery great extent—Marine or hydrograpki-

cat surveying consists in determining the

forms of coasts and harbours, the positions
■.'■ id distances of objects on the shore, of

islands, rocks, and shoals, the entrances of

rivers, the depth of water, nature of the

bottom Ac—Military surveying. See Re-

r. .xnaissanck — Mining surveying may be

either for the purpose of determining the

situation and position of the shafts, gal

leries, and underground excavations of a

mine already in existence: or for determin

ing the proper positions for the shafts, gal

leries, rfe., of a mine yet to be opened.—

Plane surveying, where no account is taken

of the curvature of the earth, in opposition

to geodetic surveying —Railway surveying,

where the object is to ascertain the best

line of communication, whether by rail

ways, common roads, or canals, between two
■_*■!■ Vcl points; it also includes all surveys for

the construction of aqueducts for supplying

water to towns, Ac— Topographical survey

ing, the determination not only of the direc

tions and lengths of the principal lines of a

tract to he surveyed, but also of the undu

lations of the surface, the directions and

locations of its water-courses, and all the

accidents, whether natural or artificial, that

distinguish it from the level plain.—Those

extensive operations which have for their

object the determination of the latitude and

longitude of places, and the length of ter

restrial arcs in different latitudes, also fall

under the general term surveying, though

they are frequently called trigonometrical

surveys, or geodetic operations, and the sci

ence itself geodesy.

Surveyor (ser-vaYT), n. 1. An overseer; one

placed to superintend others. Shak.—2. One

that views and examines for the purpose of

ascertaining the condition, quantity, or qua

lity of anything; as, a surveyor of roads and

bridges; a surveyor of shipping; surveyors

of ordnance—3- One who measures land, or

practises the art of surveying.

Surveyor - general (ser-va'er-jen"er-al), n.

1. A principal surveyor; as, the surveyor-

general of the king's manors, or of woods

and parks in England.— 2. The chief sur-

Teyor of lands ; as. the surveyor-general of

the fnited States, or of a particular state.

I United States.]

Suxveyorshlp (ser-va'er-ship), n. The office

of a surveyor.

Surviewt (ser-vu*), v.t. To survey. Spenser.

Surviewt (sefvu), » Survey.

Survise* (ser-viz'), v.t. [Fr. rur=L. super,

over, above, and riser, to look.] To look

over; to supervise. B. Jonson.

Survival (ser-viv'al), n. (See Survive.]

1 The act of surviving or outliving; a living

beyond the life of another person; the out

living of anything or event—2. In archceol.

any habit, usage, or belief remaining from

ancient times whose origin is often un

known or imperfectly known; the continued

existence of some custom, or the like, which

has lost the special significance and Impor

tance that formerly belonged to it ; thus

the habit of wearing finger-rings may he

add to be a survival from less civilized times;

so the bonfires still kindled at certain times

in some parts are a survival from sun or

fire worship.— Survival of the Jittest See

Jfiatural Selection under SELECTION.

Survivance, Survlvancy (ser-viv'ans, ser-

vir'an-ftikn. Survivorship. Burnet. [Rare]

Survive (ser-viv'), v.t. pret. & pp. survived;

ppr. surviving. [Fr. snrtn'vre, L. supervivo

—super, over, beyond, and vivo, to live ]

1 To outlive; to live beyond the life of; as,

the wife survives her husband, or a husband

survive* bis wife.
I'll j . ■ i:r ,■ her of

Her widowhood, be it that she survive roe,

Is ail my lands and leases whatsoever. Shik.

2. To outlive anything else ; to live beyond

any event; as, many men tin- rive their use

fulness or the regular exercise of their rea-

■SBB.
Survive (ser-viv/), v.i. To remain alive; to

live after the death of another or after any

thing else that has happened

Yea, though I die, the scandal will survive. Shak.

Try pleasure,

Which when no other enemy survives,

Still conquers all the conquerors. Siry. Denham,

Survivency (ser-viv'en-si), n. A surviving;

survivorship. [Rare.]

Surviver (ser-viv'er), n. One who survives

or outlives; a survivor.

Surviving (ser-viv'iiig), p. and a. Remaining

alive; yet living; as, surviving friends or

relatives.

Survivor (ser-viv'er), n. 1. One who lives

after the death of another, or after some

event or time.

Death is what man should wish. But, ohl what fate

Shall on thy wife, thy sad survivor, wait. JioToe.

The survivors might well apprehend that they had

escaped the shot and the sword only to perish by

famine. Afaca utay.

2. In tow, the longer liver of two joint ten

ants, or of any two persons who have a joint

interest in anything.

Survivorship (ser-viv'er-shlp), n. 1. The

state of outliving another, or of living after

some event or time; survival

We are now going into the country together, with

only one hope for making this life agreeable, stir-

vit -orsh ip. Steele.

2. In tow, the right of a joint tenant or other

person who has a joint interest in an estate

to take the whole estate upon the death of

the other. When there are more than two

joint tenants the whole estate remains to

the last survivor by right of survivorship.

—Chance of survivorship, the chance that a

person of one age has of outliving a person

of a different age. Thus, according to the

Carlisle tables of mortality, the chance of

survivorship for two persons aged twenty-

five and sixty-five are eighty-nine and eleven

respectively, or about eight to one that the

younger will survive the older.

Surya (sor'ya), n. In Hindu myth, the god

of the sun.

Sus (sub), n. [L.] A genus of pachydermat

ous animals, which includes the domestic

hog. See SOTOA

Susceptibility (sus-sep'ti-bil"i-ti). n. I. The

state or quality of being susceptible; espe

cially, the capability of receiving impres

sions or change, or of being influenced or

affected; sensitiveness.—2. Capacity for feel

ing or emotional excitement; sensibility.

His character seems full of susceptibility; perhaps

too much so for its natural vigour. His novels, ac

cordingly . . . verjje towards the sentimental.

Cartyle.

Syn. Capability, sensibility, feeling, emotion.

Susceptible (sus-sep'ti-bl), a. [Fr. suscep

tible, from L. suscipio. susceptum—sus for

subs, a form of sub, under, and capio, to

take] 1. Capable of admitting anything

additional, or any change, affection, or in

fluence; as, a body susceptible of colour or

of alteration; a body susceptible of pain.

It sheds on souls susceptible of light.

The glorious dawn of an eternal day. Young.

2. Capable of emotional impression; readily

impressed ; impressible ; sensitive. ' The

jealousy of a vain and susceptible child.'

Ld. Lytton.

Susceptibleness (sus-sep'ti-bl-nes), n. Sus

ceptibility.

Susceptibly (sus-sep'ti-bli), adv. In a sus

ceptible manner.

Susceptlont (sus-sep'shon), n. The act of

taking.

They confessed their sins to John in the susceftion

of baptism. Jf*"*- Taylor,

Susceptive (sus-sep'tiv). a. Capable of ad

mitting ; readily admitting ; susceptible.

'The more susceptive of good impressions.'

Barrow.

SusceptlvenessCsus-sep'tiv-nesV n. Quality

of being susceptive; susceptibility.

Susceptivity (sus-sep-tiv'i-ti), n. Capacity

of admitting; susceptibility.

Nor can we have any idea of matter, which does

not imply a natural disccrptibility, and susceptivity

of various shapes and modifications. tt'ollaston.

Susceptor (sus-sep'tor), n. [L.J One who

undertakes; a godfather. Dr. Puller.

Suscipiency (sus-sip'i-eu -si), n. Reception;

admission.

Susclplent (sus-sip'i-ent), a. Receiving;

admitting. Barrow.

Susciplent (sus-sip'i-eut), n. One who takes

or admits; one that receives.

The sacraments and ceremonies of the Gospel ope

rate not without the concurrent actions, and moral

influences of the sincipient. Jer. Taylor.

Suscltability t (sus'slt-a-l>n"i-ti). n. The

state or quality of being readily roused.

raised, or excited; excitability. /; Jonson.

Suscitatet (sus'i-tat), v.t. pret. <fc pp. susci-

tated; ppr. suscitatmg. [L. suscito, susci-

tatum, to rouse, to excite—sus for subs, un

der, and cito, to incite, to rouse. See Cite]

To rouse; to excite; to call iuto life and

action.

He shall sutcitate or raise the courage of all men

Inclined to virtue. Sir y. hlyot.

Suscitatlon t (sus-i-ta'shon), n. The act of

raising or exciting. Bp. Pearson.

Suslik (sus'lik), n. [Rus ] A pretty little

animal of the marmot kind, Spennophilus

citillus, of a grayish brown, waved or spotted

Suslik {Spermophilus a'tillus).

with white. It is found in Bohemia, and as

far north as Siberia, and has a particular

taste for flesh, not sparing even its own

Bpecies. It is named also the earless mar

mot.

Suspect (sus-pekf), v.t. [L. susjricio, sits-

pectum—sus for subs, a form of sub, under,

aud specio, to look, to look at. See Species. ]

1. To imagine to exist; to have a vague or

slight opinion of the existence of, often on

weak evidence or on no evidence at all ; to

mistrust.

I am surprised with an uncouth fear :

A chilling sweat o'erruns my trembling joints;

My heart suspects more than mine eyes can see.

Shak.

From her hand I could suspert no ill. Milton.

2. To imagine to be guilty, but upon slight

evidence or without proof; as, we often

suspect a person who is innocent of the

crime.

I do suspect thee very grievously. SMaJb.

3. To hold to be uncertain ; to doubt ; to

mistrust.

I cannot forbear a story which is so well attested,

that I have no manner of reason to suspect the truth.

Addison.

4.t To respect; to esteem. ' Not suspecting

the dignity of an ambassador, nor of his

country.' A'orth. [A Latinism.]—Stn. To

mistrust, distrust, surmise, doubt.

Suspectt (sus-pekf), v.i. To imagine guilt,

danger, or the like.

But, oh! what damned minutes tells he o'er

Who dotes, yet doubts; suspects, yet strongly loves.

S*a*.

Suspectt (sus-pekf t, a. 1. Doubtful; uncer

tain. Glanville.—2. Suspected. Chaucer.

What I can do or offer is suspect. Milton.

Suspect (sus-pekf), n. l.t Suspicion.

And draw within the compass of suspect

Th' unviolated honour of your wife. ShaS-.

2. t Something suspicious; something causing

suspicion. 'And lastly that the novelty,

though it be not rejected, yet be held for a

suspect' Bacon.—3, A suspected person;

one suspected of a crime, offence, or the

like.

Whose case in no sort I do forejudge, being igno

rant of the secrets of the cause, but take him as the

law takes him, hitherto for a suspect.

Arth. Wilson.

Suspecta (sus-pek'ta). n. pi. [L. pp pi. neut.

of suspicio, suspectum, to suspect.J One of

the three sections into which the colubrine

snakes are divided according as they are

venomous or otherwise, the other two being

Innocua and Venenosa. In this section

there are canaliculated fangs placed in front

of the superior maxilla; with smaller solid

teeth in front of them. The Suspecta com

prise certain unimportant snakes, partly

aquatic and partly terrestrial in their habits,

and all belonging to the Old World.

Suspectable (sus-pekfa-hl), a. Liable to be

suspected. [Rare.]

It is an old remark, that he who labours hard to

clear himself of a crime he is not charged with, ren

ders himself suspectable.

O'tot. from newspaper by Nares.

Suspectant, Spectant(sus-pekfant, spekf-

ant), a. In her. looking upwards, the rose

bendways.

Suspectedly (sns-pekt'ed-li), adi;. In a sus

pected manner; so as to excite suspicion;

so as to be suspected. Jer. Taylor.

f
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Suspectedneaa (sus-pekt'ed-nes), n. State

of being suspected or doubted.

Suspecter (sus-pekt'er), n. One who sub-

pects. ' A base suspecter of a virgin's hon

our' Beau. <fc FL

Suspectful (sus-pekt'ful). a. 1. Apt to sus

pect or mistrust — 2. Exciting suspicion.

'The dangerous and suspectful translations

of the apostate Aquila.' Milton.

Suspection t (sus-pek'Bhon), n. Suspicion.

Suspectless (sus-pekt'les), a. 1. Not sus

pecting; having no suspicion. 'Eighty of

them being assembled and suspectless of

harm.' Sir T. Herbert.—2. Not suspected ;

not mistrusted.

Suspectless have I travelled all the town through.

And in this merchant's shape won much acquaintance.

Beau. c> FL

Suspend (suspend'), v. t. [L. suspendo -sits,

from subs, collateral form of sub, under, and

pendo, to hang, to cause to hang down]

1. To cause to hang; to make to depend

from anything; to hang; as, to suspend a

ball by a thread; to suspend a body by a

cord or by hooka.—2. To make to depend

on.

God hath ■ . . suspended the promise of eternal

life upon this condition, that without obedience and

holiness of life no man shall ever see the Lord.

Tillotson.

3. To cause to cease for a time ; to hinder

from proceeding; to interrupt; to stay; to

delay.

If it shall please you to suspend your indignation

against my brother till you can derive from him better

testimony of his intent, you shall run a certain course.

Ska*.

The guard nor fights nor flies; their fate so near

At once suspend* their courage and their fear.

Sir y. Denham.

4. To hold in a state undetermined ; as, to

suspend one's judgment or opinion.

A man may suspend his choice from being deter

mined for or against the thing proposed, luThc has

examined whether it be realty of a nature to make

him happy or no. Locke.

5. To debar, usually for a time, from any

privilege, from the execution of an office, or

from the eujoyment of income.

Good men should not be suspended from the exer

cise of their ministry and deprived of their livelihood,

for ceremonies which are acknowledged indifferent.

Bp. Sanderson.

6. To cause to cease for a time from opera

tion or effect; as, to suspend the Habeas

Corpus Act.—Suspended animation, a tem

porary cessation of animation; especially,

asphyxia.—Suspended cadence, in music, an

interrupted cadence. See CADENCE.—Sus

pended note, in mime, a note continued from

one chord to another to which it does not

properly belong, and to a proper interval

of which it must eventually give way. See

Suspension.—Syn. To hang, interrupt, in

termit, stay, delay, hinder, debar.

Suspend (suspend'), o.i. To cease from

operation; to desist from active employ

ment ; specifically, to stop payment, or be

unable to meet one's engagements,

uspender (sus-pend'er), n. 1. One that

suspends.— 2. One of the two straps worn

for holding up trousers, Ac. ; one of a pair

of braces.

Suspensation (sus-pen-sa'shon), n. A tem

porary cessation.

Suspense (ails-pens'), u. [From L. suspen

ses, suspended. See Suspend.] 1. The state

of having the mind or thoughts suspended ;

especially, a state of uncertainty, usually

with more or less apprehension or anxiety ;

indeterminatiou; indecision.

Suspense in news is torture, speak them out.

Milton.

Long and sharp was the suspense. Diy after day

the folks of Clovcruook would call to know the best

or the worst. D. jferroid.

2. Cessation for a time; stop. 'A cool sus

pense from pleasure or from pain." Pope —

3. In fate. suspension; a temporary cessation

of a man's right, as when the rent or other

profits of land cease by unity of possession

of land and rent.—Suspense account, in book

keeping, an account in which sums received

or disbursed are temporarily entered, until

their proper placein the books isdetermined.

SuBpenset (ails-pens'), a. 1. Held or lifted

up; suspended. 'The great light of day . . .

suspense in heaven.' Milton. — 2 Held in

doubt or expectation. —3. Expressing or pro

ceeding from suspense or doubt ' Looks

suspense.' Milton.

UuspensibiUty (sus-pen'si-biri-ti). n. The

capacity of being suspended or sustained

from sinking; as, the suspensibility of in

durated clay in water.

8uspensible (sus-pen'si-bl), a. Cnpable of

being suspended or held from sinking.

Suspension (sus-pen'shon), n. [L. suspensio,

suspensionis. See Suspend. ] 1. The act

of suspending, hanging up, or of causing

to hang by being attached to something

above. —2. The act of holding over, delay

ing, interrupting, ceasing, or stopping for

a time; the state of being delayed, inter

rupted, «Vf. ; as with reference (a) to labour,

study, pain, and the like; as, a suspension

of hostilities. (&) To decision, determina

tion, and the like; as, to plead for a suspen

sion of judgment or opinion until fresh evi

dence is brought forward, (c) To the pay

ment of claims; as, the suspension of a bank

or commercial house, (d) To punishment

or sentence of punishment, (e) To the hold

ing of office, power, prerogative, and the

like ; as, the suspension of an officer or of a

clergyman. (/) To the action, operation,

or execution of law, or the like; as, the sus

pension of the Habeas Corpus Act.—3. In

rhet. a keeping of the hearer in doubt and

in attentive expectation of what is to follow,

or what is to be the inference or conclusion

from the arguments or observations.— 4. In

law, the temporary stop of a man's right, as

when a seignory, rent, or other profit out

of land, by reason of the unity of possession

of the seignory, rent, &c, and of the land

out of which they issue, lies dormant for a

time.—5. In Scots law, a process in the su

preme civil or criminal court, by which exe

cution or diligence on a sentence or decree

is stayed until the judgment of the supreme

court is obtained on the point.—0. In music,

the holding or prolongation of a note or

tone in any chord which follows, by which

a discord is frequently produced. The first

appearance of the note to be suspended is

termed its preparation (a, in example); its

,<»>.

9 i c
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Suspension (i) from above ; (?) from below.

presence as a discord, its percussion (&); its

removal to a note of concord or rest in key,

or some legitimate sound of a sequence, its

resolution (e). Percussion usually occurs in

the Btrong accent of a bar. When the sub-

ftension is from above, as at (1), a descent

b necessary for its resolution; when from

below, as at (2), the resolution Is by ascent.

7. The state of solid bodies, the particles of

which are held undissolved in a fluid and

may be separated from it again by filtration.

—Points of suspension, in mech. the points,

as in the axis of a beam or balance, at which

the weights act, or from which they are sus

pended. —Suspension bridge. See Bridge.

—Suspension railway, a railway in which

the body of the carriage is suspended from

an elevated track or tracks on which the

wheels run. — Suspension of arms, a short

truce or cessation of operations agreed on by

the commanders of the contending parties,

aa for burying the dead, making proposals

for surrender or for peace, <fcc —Suspension

and interdict, in Scots law, a judicial remedy

competent in the bill chamber of the Court

of Session, where the object is to stop or

interdict some act or to prevent some en

croachment on property or possession, or

in general to stay any unlawful proceeding.

The remedy is applied for by a note of sus

pension and interdict See INTERDICT. —

Pleas in suspension, in lair, those pleas

which show some matter of temporary inca

pacity to proceed with the action or suit—

Syn. Delay, interruption, intermission, stop,

withholding.

Suspensive (sus-pens'iv), a. Tending to

Buspend or to keep in suspense ; uncertain;

doubtful ' Psyche ... in suspensive

thoughts awhile doth hover.' Beaumont.~~

Suspensive conditions, in Scots law, condi

tions precedent, or conditions without the

purification of which the contract cannot

be completed.

Suspensor (sus-pens'or), n. Something

which suspends; as,(rt) In «/r«7.abag attached

to a strap or belt, used to support the scro

tum, as in hernia, &c. (b) In hot a cellular

cord by which the embryo of some plants is

suspended from the foramen or opening of

the seed, (c) The longitudinal ligament of

the liver.

Suspensory (sus-pen'so-ri), a. 1. Sus

pended; hanging; depending. —2. That

suspends; suspending; as, a susjtensory

muscle.

Suspensory (sus-pen'so-ri), n. See Suspen

sor.

Suspicablet (sus'pi-ka-bl), a. [L. suspica-

bUts, from suspicor, to suspect See Sus

pect. ] That may be suspected ; liable to

suspicion. 'Suspicable principles nud . . .

extravagant objects.' Dr. U. More.

Suspicion (aus-pi'shon). n. (L. suspicio,

suspieionis. See Suspect.] 1. The act of

suspecting; the feeling of one who BuspecU;

the sentiment or passion which is excited

by signs of evil, danger, or the like, without

sufficient proof; the imagination of the ex

istence of something, especially sometiling

wrong, without or with slight proof.

Suspicion always haunts the guilty mind;

The thief doth fear each hush an officer. Shak.

Suspicions among thoughts are like bats among

birds, they ever ny t>y twilight. Bacon.

And oft, though wisdom wake, suspicion sleeps

At.wisdom's gate, and to simplicity

Resigns her charge, while goodness thinks no ill

Where no ill seems. Mtlton.

2.t Regard; consideration. 'Without the

suspicion of expected reward.' Milton. —

Syn. Jealousy, distrust, mistrust, doubt,

fear.

Suspiciont (sus-pi'shon), r. (. To regard with

suspicion; to suspect; to mistrust; to doubt

South.

Suspicious (sus-piBh'us), a. [L. suspiciosus.

See Suspicion] 1. Inclined to suspect; apt

to imagine without proof.

Nature itself, after it has done an injury, will ever

be suspicious, and no man can love the person he

suspects. South.

2. Indicating suspicion or fear.

A wise man will find us to be rogues by our faces;

we have a suspicious, fearful, constrained counten

ance. Swi/t.

3. Liable to cause suspicion; adapted to raise

suspicion; giving reason to imagine ill; as,

an author of suspicious innovations; a per

son met under svspicious circumstances.

I spy a black, suspicious, threat'ning cloud. Shak.

4. Entertaining suspicion; cherishing suspi

cion; distrustful: with of before the object

Many mischievous insects are daily at work to

make men of merit suspicious ty'each other. F*pe.

Syn. Distrustful, mistrustful, Jealous,doubt

ful, dubious, questionable.

Suspiciously (sus-pish'us-li), adv. 1. In a

suspicious manner; with suspicion. — 2, So

as to excite suspicion.

Suspiciousness (sus-pish'us-nes), n. The

state or quality of being suspicious; as, (a)

the being liable to suspicion or liable to i <e

suspected; as, the suspiciousness of a man's

appearance, of his weapons, or of his ac

tions. (6) The quality or state of being apt

to suspect; as, the suspiciousness of a man's

temper or mind.

Suspiciousness is as great an enemy to wisdom as

too much credulity, it doing oftentimes as hurtful

wrongs to friends. Fuller.

Suspiral (Bus-plr'al), n. [See Suspire.]

1. A breathing-hole; a vent or veutiduct -

2. A spring; of water passing underground

toward a cistern or conduit. [Rare in both

Benses. ]

Susplratlon (sus-plr-a'&hon), n. [L. suspir-

atio, suspirationis. See SUSPIRE.] The act

of sighing or fetching nlong and deep breath ;

a sigh. ' Windy suspvrat ion of forced breath.'

Shak.

Suspire (sus-pirO. ». i. [L. sttspiro, to breathe

out, to sigh—svs tor subs, collateral form of

sub, under, and spiro, to breathe (whence

expire, inspire, resjrire, Ac.).) 1. To fetch

a long, deep breath; to sigh. Shak.—SLt To

breathe.

Did he suspire.

That light and weightless down perforce must move.

Shak.

Suspire t (sus-pir'), n. A deep breath; a

sigh.

Or if you cannot spare one sad suspire

It docs not bid you laugh them to their graves.

MasiiHger.

Suspired t (sus-plrd'), a. Earnestly longed

for; ardently wished or desired.

O glorious morning, wherein was born the expecta

tion of nations ; and wherein the long suspired Re

deemer of the world did, as his prophets had cried.

rend the heavens, and come down in the vesture of

humanity ! tfatten.

Sussex Marble (sus'seks mar'hi X n. In

?eol. a fresh-water deposit which consti-

utes a member of the Wealden group. It

occurs in layers varying from a few inches

to upwards of a foot' in thickness, the layers

being separated by seams of clay or loose

friable limestone. It occurs in gTeat abund

ance in Sussex, hence the name. It is of

various shades of gray and bluish-gray.
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mottled with green and yellow. It bears a

high polish, and is extensively used for

architectural and ornamental purposes.

Sustain (sus-tan'), v.t. [O.Fr. sustenir, sos-

Unir (Mod. Fr. soutenir\ from L. sustineo—

sus for tubs, a collateral form of sub, under,

and teneo, U> hold (whence contain, retain.

At: ) ] 1. To bear up; to uphold ; to sup

port; as, a foundation sustains the super

structure; a beast sustains a load. 'The

prop that doth sustain my house.' Shah:

"To crush the pillars that the pile sustain.'

Dryden.— 2. To hold suspended; to keep

from falling; as, a rope sustains a weight

& To keep from sinking in despondence; to

support

If he have no comfortable expectations of another

life to sustain hun under the evils in this world he is

of all creatures the most miserable. Tillatsou.

4 To maintain; to keep alive; to support;

to subsist; to nourish; as, provisions to

sustain a family or an army; food insufficient

to sustain life. —5. To support In any con

dition by aid; to vindicate, comfort, assist,

or relieve. ' His sons, who seek the tyrant

to sustain,' Dryden.—-6. To endure without

failing or yielding ; to bear up against ; as,

able to sustain a shock. —7- To suffer; to

have to submit to; to bear; to undergo.

You shall sustain more new disgraces. Shak.

8. To allow to proceed before a court ; to

hold as well based; to continue; not to dis

miss or abate; as, the court sustained the

action or suit—9. To establish by evidence;

to bear out; to prove; to confirm; to make

good; to corroborate; as, such facts sus-

tain the statement; the evidence is not suffi

cient to sustain the charge.—10. In music,

to give the full length or time value to; to

continue, as the sound of notes through

thuir whole length.—SvN. To bear, support,

uphold, prop, subsist nourish, assist, re

lieve, suffer, uudergo, endure.

Sustain t (sus-tanO. n. That which upholds.

* My sustain wa3 the Lord.' Milton,

Sustainable (sus-tan'a-bl), a. Capable of

being sustained or maintained ; as, the

action is not sustainable.

Sustained (sus-taud'). p. and a. Kept up

to one pitch or level, especially a high pitch.

'The sustained melody of his verse.' Craik.

'Sustained thought* Edin. Rev.

No other means can be devised of making the

councils consistent and sustained. Brougham,

—Sustained note or tone, in music, a note

prolonged through several bars while other

parts are ascending or descending. It differs

from organ or pedal point only in its occur

ring in the upper or middle parts.organ-point

being In the bass.

Sustainer (Bus-tau'er), n. One who or that

which sustains ; as, (a) a supporter, main-

tainer. or upholder. 'The first founder,

sustainer, and continuer thereof." Dr. H.

More. ['.') A sufferer. 'Hast a sustainer

been of much affliction.' Chapman.

Sustainxnent (sus-tan'ment), n. The act

of sustaining; support. 'Hunting, which

was their only sustainmetU.' Milton,

Sustenance fsus'ten-aus), n. [O.Kr. susten

ance. See Sustain. ] 1. The act of sus

taining; support; maintenance; subsistence;

as, the sustenance of life. ' For the sus

tenance of our bodies many kinds of food.'

Hooker.—2. That which supports life; food;

victuals; provisions; as. to refuse to take any

sustenance. 'Gained for her a scanty sus

tenance. ' Tennyson.

Susteutacle t ( sua - ten ' ta - kl ). n. [ L. sits-

tentaculum.] Support; sustenance. Dr.

H. More.

Sustentation (sus-ten-ta'shon), n. [L. sus-

tentatio, sustentationis, from sustento, to

hold up, baton*, of sttstineo. See Sustain]

1. Support; preservation from falling. ' As

cent and sustentation aloft' Boyle—2. Use

of food. Sir T. Browne.—3. Maintenance;

support of life. ' Means of life and susten

tation.' Bacon. —Sustentation fund, a cen

tral fund collected from each congregation

belonging to the Free Church of Scotland,

from which each clergyman in possession

of a cure is paid an equal sum annually.

Suster, i n. Sister. Chaucer.

Susurration ( su-ser-ra'shon ), n. [L. su~

gurratio, susurrationis, front susurro, to

whisper.] A whispering; a soft murmur.

Howell.

Susurrous (su-sur'rus). a. [L. svsurrus,

a whisper.] Whispering; full of sounds

resembling whispers; rustling.

High up on the same end of the wall there were

•yes peering through, and a gentle, susurrvus

whispering. //'. H. Russell.

SuBurrus (su-sur'rus), n, [L] A soft,

humming, murmuring, sound; a whisper.

All the halls will be overflowing and buzzing with

the matin susumts of courtiers. De Quincey.

Sutile (su'til), a. [L. sutilis. from suo,

sutum, to sew.] Done by stitching. 'The

fame of her needle work, ' the sutile pic

tures,' mentioned by Johnson.' Boswell.

Sutler (sut'ler), n. [0. D. soeteler, D. zoe-

telaar, a sutler, from soetelen, to perform

menial offices or dirty work. Allied to G.

sudler, a dabbler, a scullion, from sudeln,

to splash or puddle about, to soil, to do

dirty work. ] A person who follows an

army and sells to the troops provisions,

liquors, or the like.

Sutling (sut'ling), a. Belonging to sutlers;

engaged in the occupation of a sutler.

Siltor (su'tor), n. A syrup made by the

Indians of the river Gila, in the United

States (Arizona), from the fruit of the Cactus

pittahaya.

Sutra (sb'tra), n. [Skr., a thread, a string.

The sultras are leaves held together by strings

passed through holes in them.] The name

given to certain collections or books of

aphorisms in Sanskrit literature, forming

the Vedangas, or six members of the Veda,

See Vkdanqa.

Suttee (sut-te"), n. [Skr. satt, from sat, good,

pure; properly, a chaste and virtuous wife.]

1. A Hindu widow who immolates herself

on the funeral pile, either with the body of

her husband, or separately, if he died at a

distance. —2. The voluntary self-immolation

of nindu widows on the funeral pile of their

husbands. The origin of this horrid custom

is uncertain. It is not absolutelycommanded

in the sacred books of the Hindus, but they

speak of it as highly meritorious, and the

means of obtaining eternal beatitude. The

practice is now abolished in British India,

and is all but extinct in the native states.

Sutteeism (sut-te'izm), n. The practice of

self-immolation among Hindu widows.

Suttle (sutl), n. In com. a term applied to

weight when the tare has been deducted and

the tret has yet to be allowed.

Sutural (su-tu'ral), a. 1. Kelating to a su

ture or seam.—2. In bot. taking place at a

suture; as, the sutural dehiscence of a peri

carp.

Suturate (su'tur-at), v.t To join or unite

by a suture; to sew or knit together. 'Six

several bones . . . suturated among them

selves.' Dr. John Smith.

Suture (su'tur), n. [L. sutura, from suo, to

sew] 1. The act of sewing; also, the line

along which two things or parts are joined,

united, or sewed together so as to form a

seam, or something resembling a seam.—

2. In sura, the uniting of the lips or edges of

a wound by stitching. —

Z.inanat. the seam or joint

which unites the bones of

the skull, or the peculiar

articulation or connection

of those bones ; as, the

coronal suture; the sagit

tal suture. — 4. In bot. the

seam of a dehiscent peri

carp where the valves

unite. — 6. In entom. the

line at which the elytra

meet, and are sometimes d s, Dans! Suture."

confluent—6. In conch, the

line of junction in the whorls of spiral shells,

or that line by which two parts join or fit

into each other.

Sutured (Bti'turd),a. Having sutures; united.

Suversed (su'verst), n. A mathematical

term applied to the supplement of a versed

sine, or the difference of a versed sine from

the diameter of the circle. See SINE.

Suwarrow-nut(su-war'd-nut), n. The large

flat fruit of a tree of the genus Caryocar, the

C. nuciferum, nat order Rhizobolacerc.

Written also Saouari- and Souari-nut See

Caryocar.

Suzerain (su'ze-riin), n. [Fr. , formed from

prefix sus, above, over, L. sumum, on type

of souverain, from L. super, above.] A feu

dal lord or baron; ft lord paramount

Suzerainty (su'ze-ran-ti), n. [Fr. suzer-

ainU, from suzerain, a lord paramount]

The office or dignity of a suzerain; para

mount authority or command.

When Philip Augustus began his reign his do

minions were much less extensive than those of the

English ting, over whom his suzerainty was merely

nominal. Brougham.

I hold my kingdom of God and the sword, and will

acknowledge no suzerainty beyond that.

M. W. Freeman.

Swa,t adv. [A. Sax.] So. Chaucer.

7- s. Ventral Suture.

Swab (swnb). n [Same word as Sw. swabb,

swab, a swan; kindred forms are D. zwabber,

G. schwabber, Dan. svabre, a swab, a mop ;

probably from a verb signifying to splash or

dash among water; comp. Prov. E. swab,

to splash; G. schwabbeln, schwappeln, to

splash ; perhaps from the root of sweep

(which see).] 1. A mop for cleaning floors,

ships' decks, and the like. — 2. A bit of

sponge, cloth, or the like, fastened to a

handle for cleansing the mouth of the sick,

or for giving them nourishment —3. In

founding, a small tapering tuft of hemp,

charged with water, for touching up the

edges of moulds.—4. A cleaner or sponge

for the bore of a cannon. —5. t A cod or pod,

as of beans, pease, and the like.—6. An epau

let, being humorously compared to a swab

or mop. [Colloq ]

Swab(swob), v.t. pret. «fc pp. scabbed; ppr.

swabbing. To apply a swab to; to clean with

a swab or mop; to wipe when wet or after

washing; as, to swab the deck of a ship.

Swabber (swob er), n. One who uses a swab

to clean a floor or deck ; on board of ships of

war, an inferior officer, whose business is to

see that the ship is kept clean.

Swad (swod), n. [Perhaps a sort of hybrid

form based upon squash (peascod) and cod.

As to similarity in meanings, comp. squash.

In meaning 4 a form of squad.] A pod, as

of beans or pease. [Local. ]—2. t A short fat

Serson.—3. A silly orcoarse fellow; a country

umpkin.

There was one busy fellow was their leader,

A blunt, squat swad, but lower than yourself.

B, Jonsen.

4. A lump, mass, or bunch; also, a crowd; a

squad. [Vulgar.]

Swaddle (swod'l), v.t pret. <fe pp. swaddled;

ppr. swaddling. [O.K. swadil.swadet.swath-

ete, to bind, from A. Sax. sworthil, swethel,

a swaddling - band ; same origin as swathe,

swath. See Swathe.] 1. To bind, as with

a bandage; to bind tight with clothes; to

swathe: used generally of infauts; as, to

swaddle a child.

They rrvaddled me up in my night-gown with long

Eleces of linen till they had wrapped me in about a

undred yards of swathe. Addison.

2.t To beat; to cudgel. Beau, d- Fl.

Swaddle (swod'l), n. A cloth or band bound

tight round the body of an infant. ' Put to

bed fn all my swaddles.' Addison,

Swaddleband ( swod'1-band ), n. Same as

Swaddling-ba nd. Massinger.

Swaddler (swod'ler), n. A contemptuous

epithet applied by Roman Catholics in Ire

land to Protestants, especially to the more

evangelical and active sects, as the Method*

ists.

Swaddling - band, Swaddling - cloth

(swod'ling-band, Bwod'ling-kloth),». A band

or cloth wrapped round an infant. Job

xxwiii. 9; Luke ii. 7.

Swaddling- clout (swod'ling-klout), n. A

swaddling-band. Spenser.

Swag (swag), v.i. [A form allied to firing,

sway, and perhaps Influenced to some ex

tent by sag and wag; comp. Icel. svegja, to

make to sway; sveigja, to sway; G. schwan-

ken, to sway; hence swagger.] 1. To sink

down by its weight ; to lean ; to sa<*. A".

Qrew.—2. To move as something heavy and

pendent; to sway.

Swag (swag), n. 1. An unequal hobbling

motion. [Local.]— 2. A large quantity; a

lot ; hence, plundered property ; booty.

[Slang.]

Swag-bellied (swagT>el-lid), a. Having a

prominent overhanging belly.

Your Dane, your German, and your swag-bellied

Hollander arc nothing to your English. ShaJk.

Swag-belly (swag'bel-li), n. 1. A prominent

or projecting belly; a swag-bellied person.

Creat overgrown dignitaries and rectors, with rubi

cund noses and gouty ancles, or broad bloated faces,

dragging along great swag-bellies ; the emblem* of

sloth and indigestion. Smollett,

2. A large tumour developed in the abdo

men, and which is neither fluctuating nor

sonorous. Dunglisoik

Swage (swaj), v.t [An abbrev. of assuage

(which see).] To ease; to soften; to miti

gate.

Apt words have power to swage

The tumours of a troubled mindT Milton.

Swaget (swaj), v.i. To abate; to assuage.

Swage (swaj), n. An implement used by

blacksmiths and other metal-workers in

forging. The tool has a face of a given

shape, the counterpart of which is imparted

to the heated metal, against which it is

forcibly impressed, as by hammering, Ac.

ch, cAaiu; eh, Sc locA; 6) ff°i j» J°b; h> Fr. ton; ng, &ing; iu, (/*t-n; tli, !hiu; w, u>fg; \vh, whim zh, azure.—See Key.
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Swage (3waj), v.t. To shape by means of a

swage; to fashion by hammering in a groove

or mould, having the required shape.

Swagger (swag'er), v.i [A freq. from swag

(which see). Coiup. Swiss schwaggeln, to

stroll about] 1. To boast or brag noisily;

to bluster; to bully; to hector. 'A rascal

that swaggered with me last night (that is

tried to bully me).' Shale.

Drunk? squabble? nmggtrt and discourse fustian

with one's own shadow? O thou invisible spirit of

wine ! Shak.

It was something to nvaggtr about when they

were together after their second bottle of claret.

Disraeli.

2. To strut with a defiant or insolent air; to

strut with an obtrusive affectation of su

periority; as, he went swaggering down the

street.

Swagger (swag'er), v.t To influence by

blustering or threats; to bully; as, to swag

ger one out of countenance. Sitrift.

Swagger (swag'er), n. A piece of bluster;

boastfulness, bravado, or insolence in man

ner; an insolent strut 'An impudent swag

ger.' Marryat

He gare a half swagger, half leer, as he stepped

forth to receive us. Irving.

Swaggerer (swag'er-er), n. One who swag

gers; a blusterer; a bully; a boastful noisy

fellow. Shale.

Swaggy (swagT). a. [From swag] Sinking,

hanging, or leaning by its weight ' His

sicaggy and prominent belly. ' Sir T. Browne.

Swain ( swan ), n. [A. Sax. swein, swdn, a

herdsman, a swain; Icel. sveinn, a boy, a

youth, a servant; 0. Sax. fiofn, Dan. svend,

a journeyman; probably allied in origin to

son.] 1. A young man dwelling in the couu-

try; a country servant employed in hus

bandry; a rustic.

Behold the cot ! where thrives the industrious swain.

Crabbe.

Hence— 2. A country gallant; a lover or

sweetheart generally: in poetry and pic

turesque prose.

Blest rtJi«.r.' whose nymphs in every grace exceL

Pope.

STX Countryman, peasant, hind, clown,

rustic.

Swainish (swan'ish), a. Rustic; boorish.

An ungentle aud swainish breast' Milton.

Swainmote, Sweinmote (swan'mot, swln'-

mot), n, [Strain, and mote, meeting] An

old English forest court, held before the

verderora as judges, the swains or free

holders within the forest constituting the

jury. Its principal jurisdiction was to in

quire into the oppressions and grievances

committed by the officers of the forest

Swaip (swap), v.i. [Form of sweep.] To

walk proudly ; to sweep. [Local.]

Swal,* pret. of swell. Swelled.

Swale (swal), n, 1. A shade or shady spot.

2. A valley; a low place; a moor. — 3. [See

Sweal.] A gutter in a candle. [Provincial

English in all senses.]

Swale (swal), v.i. To waste; to consume.

See Sweal.

Swale (swal), v.t. [See Sweal] To dress,

as a hog for bacon, by singeing or burning

off his hair. [Provincial English.]

Swallet (swal'etx h. [Possibly from swell;

comp. G. schwall, a swell of the sea, a bil

low, from sehwellen, to swell.] In tin min

ing, water breaking in upon the miners at

their work.

Swallow (swollo), n. [A. Sax. swalewe,

swealwe, D. zwatuw. Icel audSw. svata, Dan.

scale, O.H.G. sualawa, Mod G. schwalbe,

swallow. ] A common name of a number of

iiisessorial birds of the llssirostral section of

the order, several species of which are well-

known in this country. They are remark

able for their dense plumage, extreme

length of wing, and velocity of flight, while

then1 feet and legs are comparatively weak.

Their food consists of insects, which they

catch in the air, and thus they pass more of

their time upon the wing than most other

birds. Their bill is short and very broad

at the base, so that the gape is remarkably

wide. They are found almost all over the

world. In temperate climates the swallows

are migratory birds, marking the arrival of

spring by their coming, and giving notice

that summer is over by their departure to

warmer regions. The common species in

Britain are the chimney swallow (Hirundo

rustiea), the house-martin (H. urbica\ and

the sand-martin (H. ripariay The chimney

swallow has the tail very deeply forked, the

two outside feathers l>eing far longer than

any of the others. It Is about Sj inches

in length. The upper parts and a broad

bar across the breast are bluish black, the

forehead and throat chestnut, the under

surface white. The nest Is cup-ahaped,

Chimney Swallow [Hirundo rustiea).

made of mud, and placed in chimneys,

under open roofs, or in similar situations.

The house-martin is glossy black above.

whitish below and on the rump, and the

tail is not so markedly forked. It builds a

hemispherical nest of mud or clay under

eaves. Ac, with the entrance on one side.

The sand-martin is smaller than either of

the above, brownish on the upper parts,

white below, with the tail moderately

forked. It makes its nest in steep saudy

banks, excavating by means of its bill a gal

lery IS inches or more in depth for the pur

pose. The purple martin (tl. purpurea) is

a very common species in North America,

and is a great favourite in the northern

parts, where, like the British species, it

serves as a herald of spring. Several other

species belong to America.

Swallow (swoHo), v.t. [A. Sax. swelgan,

swilgan, to swallow; L.G. swalgen, D. swel-

gen, Dan. stxilge, Icel. svelma, O.G. swelhan,

Mod.G. schwelgen, to swallow, to gulp down;

from same stem O.E. swolgh, swalgh, Icel.

srelgr, Dan. scdlg, Sw. svalg, G. schwalg, a

gulf or abyss, a whirlpool, the gullet] 1. To

take into the stomach; to receive through the

gullet or oesophagus into the stomach ; as,

to swallow food or drink.— 2. To draw into

an abyss or gulf; to ingulf; to overwhelm;

to absorb: usually followed by up. 'In bogs

swallow'd up and lost' Mdton.

The earth opened her mouth and rwallfived them

t*p. Num. xvi. 33.

;'. To take into the mind readily; to receive

or embrace, as opinions or belief, without

examination or scruple ; to receive impli

citly; to drink in ' With open mouth swal

lowing a tailor's news.' Shak. 'Though

that story ... be not so readily swallowed.'

Sir T. Browne.

Here he delights the weekry news to con.

And mingle comments as he blunders on ;

To sukUTow all their varying authors teach.

Crafib*.

4. To engross to one's self; to appropriate.

Homer . . . has swallowed up the honour of those

who succeeded him. Pope.

5. To occupy; to employ; to take up.

The necessary provision of life swallows the great-

est part of their time. Loobe.

6. To seize and waste ; to exhanst ; to con

sume. 'For swallowing the treasure of the

realm.' Shak.

Corruption swallow'd what the liberal hand

Of bounty scatter'd. Thomson.

7. To engross the faculties of; to engage

completely.

The priest and the prophet have erred through

Strong drink, they are swallowed up of wine.

Is. xxviii. 7.

S. To pnt up with ; to bear; to take patiently;

as, to swallow an affront—9. To retract ; to

recant ' Swallowed his vows whole. * Shak,

Swallow (Bwolld), n. 1. The gullet or ceso-

f>hagus; the throat. —2. Capacity for swal-

owing; voracity. ' There being nothing too

gross for the wallow of political rancour.'

Prof. Wilson.—3. Taste; relish; inclination;

liking. ' I have no swallow for it' Massin-

ger.—4. As much as is swallowed at once.

Swallower ( swoHo-er ), u_ Oue who swal

lows; also, a glutton. Tatler.

Swallow-fish (swoHd-flsh). n. A sea-flsh of

the genus Trigla, the T. hirundo, remark

able for the size of its gill fins. Called also

the Sapphirine Gurnard.

Swallow-stone (swolld-ston), n Chelido-

nius lapis, a stoue which Pliny and other

authors affirm to be found in the stomachs

of young swallows.

SwallOW-tall (swond-tal). n. 1. A plant, a

species of willow. 'The shining willow they

call swallow-tail.' Bacon.—;2 In joinery, the

same as Dove-tail.— 3. In fort, an outwork

composed of two redans, and called also

Queue d'Hyronde. See REDAN.—4. A swal

low-tailed coat Lord Lytton.—5. The point*

of a burgee.

Swallow-tailed (swollo-tald), a. 1. Of the

form of a swallow's tail; having tapering or

pointed skirts; as, & swallow-tailed coat.—

2. In joinery, dove-tailed. — Swallow-tailed

butterfly, swallow-tailed moth, names given

to the Papilio maehaon, a large and t>eauti-

ful 6peciesof butterflies; and to the Durap-

teryx Sambucaria, a common British moth:

so called because in both insects the hinder

wings are prolonged to form pointed tails

or projections —Swallow-tailed hawk, a spe

cies of hawk, Xauclerus fureatus, found in

the Southern States of America.

Swallow-wort (swol'lo-wert), n. The Eng

lish name of various species of plants of the

genus Asclepias, nat. order Asclepiadaceie;

also, a name given to the common celandine

(Cheltdonium majus).

Swam (swam), pret. of swim.

Swamp (swomp), n. [Closely akin to sump,

a pond, and also to A. Sax. nramm, Dan.

and Sw. nvawp, Icel. sxbppr, G. schwamm,

a sponge; from root of swim.] A piece of

spongy land; low ground saturated with

water ; soft wet ground which may have a

growth of certain kinds of trees, but is unfit

For agricultural or pastoral purposes, being

thus distinguished from bog or marsh,though

often used as synonymous with those words,

as also with fen and morass.

Swamp (swomp). v.t. 1. To plunge, whelm,

or sink in a swamp, or as in a swamp.—2. To

plunge into inextricable difficulties. ' Hav

ing swamped himself in following the ignis

fatuus of a theory.' Sir W. Hamilton. —

3. Ifaut. to overset, sink, or cause to become

filled, as a boat, in water; to whelm.

Swamp-cabbage (swompTiab-baj), n. Same

as Skunk-cabbage.

Swamp -hare ( swomp 'har), u. Same as

Water-rabbit.

Swamp-hickory (swonipluk-o-ri), n. See

Hickory.

Swamp-locustTree (swomplo-kust tre), n.

A thorny leguminous tree (Gleditschia jnono-

sperma) inhabiting the Southern States of

America. Called also Water-locust.

Swamp- oak (swomp'dk), n. A species of

oak (Quercus bicolor) common on low ground

in Canada and the Cnited States.

Swamp-ore (swomp'or), n. Same as Bog

Iron-ore (which see).

Swamp-pink (swomp'pingk), n. The popu

lar name of the wild honey-suckle (Azalea

riscosa). [United States.]

Swamp - sassafras (swomp-sas'sa-frasX •'-

See Sassafras.

Swamp-wood ( swomp'wud ). See Rope-

bark.

Swampy (swomp'i).a. Consisting of swamp;

like a swamp; low, wet, and spongy; as,

swa mpy land

Swan (swon), n. [A. Sax. swan; common

to the Teutonic languages: D. zwaan, IceL

sxanr, Sw. scan, Dan. scans, O.G. sunn,

suano, G. schwan; probably from same root

as Skr. tvafi, L. sono, to sound. See Sound. ]

A natatorial bird of the genus Cygnus aud

family Anatids. They are found upon rivers

and small pools of fresh water, rather than

Wild Swan or Hooper {Cpgnus JiemsX.

the sea or the larger lakes. They are among

the most ornamental of all the water-birds,

on account of their great size, the graceful

ness of their forms and motions, and the

snowy whiteness of the plumage of those

species with which we are most familiar.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abune; y. Sc ley.
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The species which inhabit or visit Britain

are the mute or tame swan (Cygnus olor),

the wild swan or hooper (C ferus\ and the

Bewick swan (C. Bewiekiii The black swan

(C. atratus) is an Australian species, about

Black Swan (Cygnus atratus).

the size of the tame swan. Like the white

swan, it is frequently kept as an ornament

in parkB in this country. Other species are

the Polish swan (C. inimitabUis), the Amer

ican swan (C. amerieanus), the trumpeter

swan (C. buccinator), also an American

form, and the black-necked swan (C. nigri-
r ■!•■'.-■• of South America. In England the

swan is said to be a bird-royal, in which no

subject can have property, save by special

permission of the crown. A mark or badge

was granted to those who enjoyed this right,

mud the ceremony of swa n-upping, swan-

hopping, or swan-marking is yet annually

carried out on the Thames on behalf of the

crown, of the University of Oxford, and sev

eral of the London companies or guilds.

The swan-marks are made upon the upper

mandible with a knife or other sharp instru

ment

Swan-down (swon'doui)),n. Same usSwans-

down.

Swan - flower (swon'flou-er), n. A name

given to orchids of the genus Cycnochcs, in

allusion to the column, which is long and

gracefully curved, like the neck of a swan.

Swang (swang), n. [A form of swamp (which

see).] A piece of low land or green sward

liable to be covered with water; also, a

swamp or bog. [Provincial English.]

8wanherd (swonlierd), n. One who tends

swans.

No person having swans could Appoint a mmnAent

without the king's suttnherd's license. YarrtU.

Swanhopplng (swonTiop-ing), n, [A cor

ruption ofswan-upping, ] See under Swan.

T. Hook

Swank (swangk), a. [Allied to O. gchwank,

pliant, flexible, supple.] Thin; slender;

pliant; agile. [Scotch.]

Swankie, Swanky (swangk'i), n. An active

or clever young fellow. Skinner, [Scotch. ]

Swanking (swangk'ing). a. Supple; active.

Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Swan-like (swonlik), a. Resembling a swan.

'A swan-liie end.' Shak.

Swan-mark (swon'raark), n, A mark indi

cating the ownership of a swan.

The rwmrn mmri, called by Sir Edward Coke.

cigninota, was cut in the skin of the beak of the swan

with a sharp knife or other instrument. YarrtlL

Swan - neck ( swon'nek ). n. The end of a

pipe curved or arched like the neck of a

ma.

Swannery (swon'er-i), n. A place where

swans are bred and reared.

Swanpan (swan'pan), n. Same as Shwan-

pan.

Swans-down (swonz'doun), n. 1. The down

of the swan.—2. A fine, soft, thick woollen

cloth; also, a thick cotton cloth with a soft

pile or nap on one side.

Swan-shot (swon'shot), n. A large kind of

shot used for swan-shooting.

] made him take the two fowling.pieces, which we

always carried, and loaded them with large swan-

shot, as big as small pistol-bullets. Defoe.

Swanskin (swon'skin), n. 1. The skin of a

swan with the feathers on.— 2. A kind of

fine twilled flannel ; also, a kind of woollen

blanketing used by letterpress printers and

engravers.

SwapfswopXade. [Comp.G. schwapp, ablow,

also as interj slap I smack! perhaps from

sound of a hasty blow or smack.] Hastily ;

at a snatch ; with hasty violence [Provin

cial English .]

Swap (swop), v.t pret. & pp. swapped;

ppr. swapping. [Allied probably to sweep

and swoop; conip. G. sehwappen, to strike,

to swap. The sense of barter may come

from the habit of striking hands on a bar

gain. Comp. to strike a bargain. See Swap,

adv.] 1. To strike with a sweeping stroke;

to knock down. [Old and provincial.] —

2. To swop; to barter; to exchange. [Colloq.]

Swap (swop), r.t. 1. To fall completely

down.—2. To ply the wings with a sweeping

noise.—3. To swop.

Swap (swop), n. 1. A blow; a stroke. Beau.
&• Fl. [Old and provincial.]—2. A barter;

an exchange. Sir W. Scott. [Colloq]

Swape (swap), n. [Collateral form of sweep,

swipe.) 1. A machine for raising water, con

sisting of a bucket hung to the end of a

counterpoised lever; a sweep or swipe.—

2. A sconce or light-holder. — 3. A pump-

handle.—4. A long oar; a sweep.

Swappet (swap), v.t. and i. To swap; to

throw down; to strike off. Chaucer.

Sward (sward), n. [A. Sax. sweard, O.D.

sicaerde. Mod. D. zwoord, Dan. sveer, IceL

svordr, G. schicarte, all signifying the skin

of bacon, and then sward or surface of the

earth.] 1. A skin ; a covering. Halliwell.

[Provincial English.] — Sward pork, bacon

cured in large flitches. Halliwell.— 2. The

grassy surface of land; turf; that part of

the soil which is filled with the roots of

grass, forming a kind of mat When covered

with green grass it is called green-sward.

Sward (sward), v.t To produce sward on;

to cover with sward. Mortimer.

Sward-cutter (swardTtut-er). n. 1. A form

of plough for turning overgrass lands.—2. A

lawn-mower.

Swarded (sward'ed), o. Covered with award.

' The warded lea.' J. BaiUie.

Swardy (sward'i), a. Covered with sward

or grass; as, swardy land.

Sware (swar), old pret of swear.

Cophetua swart a royal oath :

' This beggar maid shall l>e my queen ! ' Tennyson.

Swarf (swarf ), v.i. [Akin to swerve (which

see).] To faint; to swoon. Sir W. Scott.

Swarf (swarf), u. Stupor; a fainting flit; a

swoon. [Scotch.)

Swarf (swarf), n. L Iron-filings. E. H.

Knight; Siinmonds.—2. The grit worn away

from grindstones used in grinding cutlery

wet. Haltiiccll. [Provincial English. ]

Swarf-moneyt (swarf'mun-i), n. In feudal

law, money paid in lieu of the service of

castleward.

Swarm (swarm), n, [A. Sax. swearm, a

swarm ; IceL scannr, a tumult ; O. H. G.

swarm. Mod. G. Schwann, noisy revelry, a

swarm, schwdrmen, to buzz, to riot, to

swarm. Bavar. scJiwurm, confusion in the

head, throng, swarm. The root meaning is

seen in G. schwirren, to whirr, to whizz, to

chirp, Ac: Skr. svar, to sound. See the

verb, also Swear] 1. A large number or

body of small animals or insects, particu

larly when moving in a confused mass. A

swarm of flies in vintage time.' Milton.—

2. Especially, the cluster or great number of

honey-bees which emigrate from a hive at

once, and seek new lodgings under the direc

tion of a queen; or a like body of bees united

and settled permanently in a hive. — 3. A

great number or multitude; particularly, a

multitude of people in motion: used some

times of inauimate objects. 'This swarm

of fair advantages.' Shak.

Her men.

Seeing the mighty swarm about their walls.

Left her and Bed. Tennyson.

Stn. Multitude, crowd, throng, cluster.

Swarm (swarm), v.i. [A. Sax swearmian,

L.G. swarmen, G. schwdrmen, Dan. svdrme,

Sw. svdrma, to swarm, to rove, to wander,

to revel. See the noun.] 1. To collect and

depart from a hive by flight in a body, as

bees; as, bees swarm in warm, clear days in

summer.—2. To appear or collect in a crowd;

to congregate or throng in multitudes ; to

crowd together with confused movements.

In crowds around the swarming people join.

Dryden.

O, what a multitude of thoughts at once

Awaken'd in me swarm. Milton.

S. To be crowded ; to be overrun ; to be

thronged with a multitude of animals in

motion; to abound; to be filled with a num

ber or crowd of objects. 'Swarming with

caterpillars.' Shak.

Every place swarms with soldiers. Spenser.

4. To breed multitudes.

Not so thick swarm'd once the soil

Bedropt with blood of Gorgon. Milton.

Swarm* (swarm), v.t. To crowd or throng.

' To swarm us round about' Sackcille.

Swarm (swarmXr.»'. (Perhapsakin toswerve,

but more probably to squmn, which may

either be derived from this or the origin of

this. See Squirm.] To climb a tree, pole,

or the like by embracing it with the arms

and legs, and scrambling; to shin.

At the top was placed a piece of money, as a prize

for those who could swarm up and seize it. Coxe.

Swarming (swarming), n. 1. The act of

coming oil in swarms as bees—2. In boL a

method of reproduction observed in some

of the Confervacete and Desmidiaces, in

which the granules constituting the green

matter become detached from each other

and move about in their cells ; then the ex

ternal membrane swells and bursts, and the

granules issue forth into the water to become

new plants

Swart, Swarth (swart, swarth),a. [A. Sax

swart, sweart; common to all the Teutonic

tongues; Goth, svarts, O. Sax. O. Fris, and

L.G. swart, IceL *t'arf>, G. schwarz, D. nrart

—black, dark. Grimm allies «rar* with L.

surdus, deaf, dull, indistinct, as if the ori

ginal meaning is of a colour not to be per

ceived.] Being of a dark hue; moderately

black; swarthy: said especially of the skin.

'A nation strange with visage swart.' Spen

ser. * Lame, foolish, crooked, *irarf.' Shak.

' Your sicarth Cimmerian.' Shak.

Swart (swart), v.t. To make tawny. Sir

T. Browne.

Swart-back (swarfbak),n. The great black-

backed gull (Larus marinus). [Scotch.]

Swarth (swarth), n. An apparition of a per

son about to die; called in Scotland a wraiUi.

[Provincial English.]

These apparitions are called fetches, and in Cum

berland swarfAs. Grose.

Swarth (swarth), "■ 1. The sward.

Groans are heard on the mountain swarth. Hogg.

2. The swath ; one of the bands or ridges of

grass, hay, Ac, produced by mowing with

the scythe.

An aflectioned ass, that cons state without book

and utters it by great swartAs. ShaJt,

Swarthily (swarth'i-li),adp. With a swarthy

hue.

Swarthlness, Swarthness (swarth'i-nes,

swarth'nes), ii. The state of being swarthy;

tawniness; a dusky or dark complexion.

Swarthy (swarth'i).a. [From swarth.swart.

See Swart.] Being of a dark hue or dusky

complexion; tawny or black; as, the Moors,

Spaniards, and Italians are more swarthy

than the French, Germans, and English. 'A

swarthy Ethiope.' Shak. 'Hard coils of

cordage, swarthy fishing-nets.' Tennyson.

Their swartAy hosts would darken all our plains.

Aadtson.

Swarthy t (swarth'i), v.t. To blacken; to

make swarthy.

Now will I and my man John sn-artAy our faces

over as if that country's heat had made 'em so.

Con/ey.

SwartlneSB (swart'i-nes), n. The state of

being swart or swarthy; a tawny colour.

Swartish (swart'ish), a. Somewhat swart,

tlark, or tawny.

Swartness (Bwart'nes), n. Swarthlness.

Sir W. Scott

Swart-Star (swart'stiir), n. The Dog-star :

so called because it appears in the heat of

summer which darkens or makes swart the

complexion.

Shades, and wanton winds, and gushing brooks.

On whose fresh lap the swart-star sparely looks.

Milton.

Swartyt (swart'i).a. Swarthy; tawny. Shak.;

Burton.

Swartzia (swart'zf-a), n. [In honour of Olof

Swartz, M.D., a long time resident in the

West Indies, and author of a work on the

botany of these islands. 1 A genus of legu

minous trees, the species of which are na

tives of South America and the West India

Islands. They are mostly large forest trees

yielding ahard durable timl>er having simple

or pinnate leaves, and axillary racemes of

flowers. The S. tomentosa is a high thick

tree growing in Guiana. It has a fine red

dish-coloured wood, which becomes black

by age, and is considered very indestructible.

The bark is very bitter, and is used as a

medicine in Guiana

Swarve (swarv), r i. To swerve; to incline

to one side. Spenser; Sir W. Scott [Old

English and Scotch]

Swash (swosh), n. [Probably from sound of

splashing water; comp. Sw. swassa. to blus

ter, to bully, to swagger. Akin swish.] 1. A

blustering noise; a vapouring. [Slang.]—

ch, Main; Oh, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ti, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; in. tAen; tli. thin, w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, azui?.—See RET.
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2. Impulse of water flowing with violence ;

a dashing or splash of water. Coles.—3. A

narrow sound or channel of water lying

within a sandbank, or between that and

the shore. [United States.]— 4. A roaring

blade; a swaggerer; a swasher.—6. Liquid

filth; wash; hogwash. Tyndale.

Swash (swosh), v.i. 1. To bluster; to make

a great noise; to make a show of valour; to

vapour or brag.—2. To spill or splash water

about ; to dash or flow noisily ; to Bplash ;

as, water swashing on a shallow place.—

S.t To fall violeutly or noisily.

They offered to kiss her and swashed down upon

her bed. ssoltnshad.

Swasht (swosh), n. In arch, an oval figure,

whose mouldings are oblique to the axis of

the work. Jos. Moxon.

Swash (swosh), a. [A form akin to squash. ]

Soft, like fruit too ripe ; swasby. [Provin

cial English.]

Swash-bank (swoshTiangk), n. The crown

ing portion of a sea-embankment E. U.

Knight.

Swash-bucket (swosh'buk-et), n. The com

mon receptacle of the washings of the scul

lery; hence, a mean slatternly woman. [Pro

vincial English.)

Swash -buckler ( swosh'buk-ler), n. A

swaggering blade; a bravo; a bully or brag

gadocio.

A bravo, a swashbuckler, one that for money and

good cheerc will follow any man to defend him ; but

if any danger come be runs away the first, and leaves

him in the lurch. Ftorio.

Swasher (swosh'er). n. One who swashes

or makes a blustering show of valour or

force of arms; a braggart; a bully.

I have observed these three swashers . . . three

such antics do not amount to a man. Skak.

Swashing (swosh'lng), p. and a. 1. Having

the character of a swasher; swaggering;

slashing; dashing.

We'll have a swaskinr and a martial outside.

Skat.

2. Having great force; crushing.

Gregory, remember thy swashing blow. Shot.

Swash-letter (swoshlet-er), n. In printing,

a name common to letters whose termina

tions project considerably beyond the shank,

thus K. Q. R, At

Swash-plate (swosh'plat), n. In meeh. a

disc B, fixed on

a revolving axis

A in an Inclined

position, for the

purpose of com

municating a re

ciprocating mo

tion to a bare, in

the direction of

its length. The

excursion of the

bar c varies with

the inclination

of the plate to

the axis, accord

ing to a very ob

vious law.

Swash-way(swosh'wa), n. Same asStmwn, 3.

Swashy (swosh'i), a. Same as Swash.

Swat (swat), old and prov. (Scotch) pret. of

sweat.

Swatch (swach), n. [From swath, a band

or fillet. See below] It A swath. Tusser.

2. A pattern, generally of cloth; a specimen

of any kind. [Scotch]

Swath (swath), n. [ A. Sax. swathe, sweeth,

a track, a way, a path, a swath ; D. zwaad,

G. sehwaden, a swath, a row of grown grass.

The original meaning Is probably a long

fillet or band, as a swaddling-band. See

Swaddle.] 1. A line or ridge of grass or

corn cut and thrown together by a scythe

or mowing-machine. — 2. The whole reach

or sweep of a scythe or mowing-machine ;

as, a wide stnatA.—3. A band or fillet; a band

age; a swathe. Shak.

Swath-bondt (swath'bond),n. A swaddling-

band.

Swathe (swaTH), v.t. pret & pp. swathed;

ppr. swathing. [Icel. svatha, to swathe;

A Sax. swtihian, to bind. See Swath,

Swaddle.) 1. To bind with a band, band

age, or roller; as, to swathe a child.

Their children are never swathed or bound about

with anything when first born. Abf. Abbot.

2. To make a bundle of; to tie up in bundles

or sheaves, as corn. ' Swathed or made into

sheaves.' Cof^rotw.— 3. To bind about; to

inclose; to conflne. 'Who hath swathed in

the great and proud ocean with a girdle of
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sand.' Bp. Hopkins — i. To wind or fold

together; to bind; to wrap.

Last night the gifted seer did view

A wet shroud rwathed round ladye gay.

Sir IV. Scott.

Swathe (swaTH), n. A bandage ; a band or

fillet. Young.

Swathey ( swath'i ), a. Of or pertaining to

a swath; consisting of or lying In swaths.

' And lays the grass in many a swathey line.'

J. Baillie.

Swatnlng-clothes(swaTH'ing-kiaTHz),n.pJ.

Swaddling-clothes. Shak.

Swats (swats), n. pL [A. Sax. ncote, swatan,

beer, ale] Ale or beer. 'Reaming stool*,

that drank divinely.' Burns. (Scotch.)

Swatte.t pret of swete (sweaty Sweated.

Chaucer.

Swatter (swat'er), ». t. [Comp. Bav. sehwad-

dern, to splash, to spill ; Sw. squattra, to

chatter.] To splutter; to flounce; to move

rapidly in any fluid, generally in an undu

lating way. Sir D. Lyndsay. [Scotch.]

Sway (swa), v.i. [Prov. & sweg, swev/h,

sway, to swing, to sway ; perhaps from the

Scandinavian; Icel. sveggja, to make to sway,

to veer; sveigja, to bend, to yield, to swerve;

Dan. svaie, to swing, sveie, to bend; L.G.

swajen, to waver in the wind, D. swaeijen,

to swing. Same root as swing, swag, wag. ]

1. To be drawn to one side by weight ; to

hang in a heavy, unsteady manner; to lean;

to swag; as, a wall sways to the west.

The balance sways on our part. Bacon.

2. To move or advance to one aide ; to in

cline to one side ; hence, to have the Judg

ment or feelings inclining one way.

This battle fares like to the morning's war . . .

Now sways it this way. like a mighty sea, . . .

Now sways it that way. Shak.

3. To have weight or influence.

The example of sundry churches . . . doth sway

much. Hooter.

4. To bear rule : to govern. ' Hadst thou

sway'd as kings should do.' Shak.—5.1 To

advance steadily onwards.

Let us sway on and meet them in the field. Skak.

—To sway up (rutut), to swing up by pull

ing a rope ; to throw a strain on a mast-

rope, in order to start the mast upwards,

so that the fid may be taken out previously

to lowering the mast

Sway (swa).r.t. [See the verb intransitive]

1. To move backwards and forwards; to

wave or swing; to wield with the hand; as,

to sway the sceptre. — 2. To bias literally

or figuratively; to cause to lean or incline to

one side ; to prejudice ; as, the king was

swayed by his council from the course he

intended to pursue.

God forgive them that so much have swa} 'd

Your majesty's good thoughts away from me. Shot.

As bowls run true by being made

On purpose false, and to be sway'd. Hudtbras.

3. To rule; to govern; to influence or direct

by power and authority, or by moral force ;

to manage.

She could not rway her house. Skak.

This was the race

To rway the world, and land and sea subdue.

Dryaen.

Take heed lest passion rway

Thy judgment to do aught, which else free will

Would not admit. Milton.

4. NauL to hoist; to raise: particularly ap

plied to the lower yards and to the topmasts.

—Guide, Direct, Sway. See under Guide.

Stn. To wield, swing, move, wave, bias, rule,

govern, direct, influence.

Sway (swa), n. 1. The swing or sweep of a

weapon.
With huge two-handed rway

Brandish'd aloft, the horrid edge came down

Wide-wasting. Stilton.

2. The motion of a thing moving heavily.

Are not you moved when all the sway of earth

Shakes like a thing unnrm? Shak.

[The sway of earth, according to Cralk, may

be explained as the balanced swing of earth. ]

8. Preponderance ; turn or cast of the bal

ance.

Expert

When to advance, or stand, or turn the rway

Of battel. Milton.

4. Power exerted in governing; rule; do

minion; control.

When vice prevails and impious men bear rway.

The post of honour is a private station. Addison.

5. Influence; weight or authority that in

clines to one side; as, the sway of desires;

all the world is subject to the sway of

fashion—6. A switch used by thatchers to

bind their work.—Stn. Swing, sweep, rule,
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dominion, control, influence, direction, pre

ponderance, ascendency.

Sway-backe4(swa'bakt),o. Same aSwayed,

p. and a.

Sway-bracing (swa/bras-ing), n. The hori

zontal bracing of a bridge, to prevent lateral

swaying.

Swayed (swad), p. and a. Strained and

weakened in the hinder parts of the body :

applied to overworked horses. ' Swayed in

the back and shoulder-shotten." Shak.

Swayful (swa'ful). a. Able to sway; sway

ing; powerful. 'Cytheria'sttnaj(/to power."

Fawkes. [Rare. ]

Sweal (swel), v.i. [A. Sax. swflan, to burn

slowly without flame, from sw6l , heat ; cog.

L.G. swelen, G. schwelen, to burn slowly, to

sweal; Icel. svcela. thick choking smoke.

Sioelt, sultry are from this stem] 1. To

blaze away; to swale.—2. To melt and run

down, as the tallow of a candle ; to waste

away without feeding the flame.

Sweal (swel), v.t. To dress, as a hog, by

burning or singeing; to swale.

Swear (swar), tu. pret swore (formerly

sware); pp. sworn; ppr. swearing. [A. Sax.

swerian, to swear, pret. swOr, pp. sworen;

same as the twer of answer; common to the

Teutonic tongues ; D. zwcren, G. schwtiren,

O.G. sweran, swerjan, Goth, ma ran, Icel.

sverja, Sw. swdrja, Dan. svarge, to swear.

Probably from same root as In swarm, and

Skr. svar, to sound. ] 1. To affirm or utter

a solemn declaration, with an appeal to God

for the truth of what is affirmed; to declare

or affirm in a solemn manner.

Ye shall not swear by iny name falsely. Lev. six. ta

But I say to you. Swear not at all. Mat. v. 34.

O. swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon.

Shak.

2. To promise upon oath; to vow; to promise

In a solemn manner.

Jacob said. Swear tome this day; and he rware

unto hiin. Gen. xxv. 33.

3. To give evidence on oath; as, to swear to

the truth of a statement.

At what ease

Might corrupt minds procure knaves as corrupt

To nurar against you. Shak.

4. To use profane language; to be profane;

to practise profaneness; to use the name or

names of God irreverently in common con

versation; to utter profane oaths.

If I do not put on a sober habit.

Talk with respect and invar but now and then.

Skat.

The swearer continues to swear; tell him of bis

wickedness ; he allows it is great, but he continues to

sivcar on. ''*• Gilfitn,

—To swear off, to swear out, to renounce

solemnly; as, to swear off drinking.

I hear your grace hath sworn out housekeeping.

Swear (swar). v.t. 1. To utter or affirm with

a solemn rfppeal to God for the truth of the

declaration; as, to swear an oath.

And Galahad sware the vow.

And good Sir Bors. our Lancelot's cousin, sware.

Tennyson.

2. To promise in a solemn manner; to vow.

Well, tell me now what lady is the same

To whom you swore a secret pilgrimage. Skak.

3. To put to an oath; to cause to take an

oath; to bind by an oath; as, to swear wit

nesses in court; to swear a jury; the witness

has been strum; the judges are sworn into

office. ' 1 dare be sworn for him.' Shak.

I'll kiss thy foot ; I'll swear myself thy subject.

Shak.

Let me swear you all to secrecy. Dryaen.

She called Mary, a thousand times, the most cruel

of girls, aiidjrcoreher to secrecy by a hundred oaths.

Troilofe.

4. To declare or charge upon oath ; as, to

swear treason against a man.— 5. To appeal

to by an oath; to call to witness. [Rare.]

Now by Apollo, king, thou swear'st thy gods in vain.

6 To utter In a profane manner, or by using

the name or names of God usreverently.

Being thus frighted swears a prayer or two

And sleeps a>;ain. Shak.

—To swear the peace agaiml one, to make

oath that one is under the actual fear of

death or bodily harm from some person. In

which case the person must find sureties of

the peace. See Sckktt.

Swear (swe>), a. Lazy; indolent. [Scotch]

See suiKii

Swearer (swaVer), n. 1. One who swears;

one who calls Ood to witness for the truth

of his declaration. — 2. A profane person;

one who habitually utters profane oaths.

' And make our swearers priests. ' Shak.

Sweat (swet), n. [O.E. swet, swat, swote,

A. Sax. swAt, sweat. The A 8ax. regularly

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J\ Sc. ley.
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produced swote, and the form mceat comes

rather from the verb, or from the Scandin

avian forms: IceL sveiti, Sw. svctt, Dan.swd;

comp. also LG. gweet, D. zwcet.Q. schweiss.

From a root seen also in L. tudtrr, sweat ;

Or. hidros, sweat, hydur, water (where A = «);

Skr. stedas, sweat ] 1. The fluid or sensible

moisture which is excreted from the skin of

an animal. See Perspiration.

In the sweat of thy face shaft thou eat bread.

Gen. iii. i£.

2. The state of one who sweats.

Soft on the flowery herb I found me laid

In balmy sweat. Milton.

S. That which causes sweat; labour; toil;

drudgery.

This painful labour of abridging1 was not easy, but

a matter otsweat and watching. * Maccab- ii. an.

4. Moisture exuded from any substance;

as, the sweat of hay or grain In a mow or

stack.—5. t Sweating sickness.

Thus, what with the war, what with the sweat.

what with the gallows, and what with poverty, I am

custom-shrunk. Skak.

Sweat (swet\ v.i. pret. <fc pp. sweat or

totaled. [A. Sax swcetan, IceL sveita, 10.

sweten, D. sweeten, G. schwilzen. See the

noun.] 1. To excrete sensible moisture from

the skin. * Mistress Paire at the door, sweat

ing and blowing.' Shak.— 2. To toil; to

labour; to drudge. ' If you do sweat to put

a tyrant down. ' Shak.

Shall I sweat for you J Shak.

He'd haTe the poets meat. Waller.

3. To emit moisture, as green plants in &

heap.—4. To lose or squander money freely;

to bleed. Ld. Lytton. [Slang]

Sweat (swetX tit. 1. To cause to excrete

moisture from the skin; as, his physicians

attempted to meat him by the most power

ful sudorifics.—2. To emit or suffer to flow

from the pores; to exude; to shed. 'To

make mine eyes to sweat compassion.' Shak.

For him the rich Arabia sweats her gums. Dryden,

3. To extort or extract money from; to fleece;

to sponge on; to bleed. Ld Lytton. (Slang.]

—To sweat coins, more especially gold coins,

to remove a portion of them by snaking them

in bags, so that a portion of the metal is

worn off, yet the diminution of the value is

not readily perceived. It Cobden.

Sweater (swet'er), n. 1. One who sweats. —

2. One who or that which causes to sweat ;

specifically, (a) a sudorific ; (6) a grinding

employer; one who sweats his workpeople;

especially, one who employs working tailors

at low wages.

The sweater is the greatest evil in the trade ; as

the swearing system increases the number of hands

to an almost incredible extent—wires, sons, daugh

ters, and extra women all working long days.

Mayhew.

Sweath-band t (swaTH'band), n. A swad-

dliniz-band. Spenser.

Sweatily (swetri-li), ado. In a sweaty man

ner; so as to be moist with sweat.

Sweatiness (swet'i-nes), n. The state of

being sweaty or moist with sweat.

Sweating -oath (swetfing-bathX «* A su

datory; a bath for producing sensible sweat;

a stove.

Sweating -house (swet'ing-hous), n. A

house for sweating persons in sickness.

Sweating-Iron (swet'ing-i-ern), n. A kind

of knife or scraper to remove sweat from

horses.

Sweating-room (swet'ing-rbm), n, LA

room for sweating persons. — 2. In dairy

business, a room for sweating cheese and

carrying off the superfluous juices.

Sweating - sickness (swet'ing-sik-nes), n.

Sudor anglicanus, ephemera sudatoria, or

ephemera maligna; an extremely fatal, feb

rile epidemic disease which made its appear

ance in England in August, 1435, and at

different periods up till 1551, and which

spread very extensively on the Continent.

It was characterized by profuse sweating,

and was frequently fatal in a few hours.—

italwah sweating-sickness, a disease occur

ring In India, which appears to be allied to

the worst form of cholera, and to bear a

close relation to malignant congestive fever.

Dunglison.

Sweating-system (swet'ing-sis tem% n. A

term applied, particularly in the tailoring

trade, to the practice of employing men,

women, and children to make up clothes in

their own houses at very low wages. See

Sweater.

Sweaty (swet'i), a. 1. Moist with sweat; as,

a sweaty skin ; a sweaty garment 'Their

sweaty night - caps.' Shak ' A sweaty

reaper.* Milton. —2. Consisting of sweat.

' No noisy whiffs or sweaty streams.' Swift.

S. Laborious; toilsome. 'This sweaty haste.'

Shak. * The sweaty forge. ' Prior.

Swede (swed), n. l. A native of Sweden-—

2. A Swedish turnip.

Swedenoorgian (swe-dcn-bor'ji-ari). a. Re

lating to Emanuel Swedenborg, or to the

doctrines taught by him.

Swedenborgian(swe-den-bor/ji-an),n. One

who holds the doctrines of the New Jeru

salem Church as taught by Emanuel Swe

denborg, a Swedish nobleman, born at Stock

holm in 1689. He professed himself to be

the founder of the New Jerusalem Church,

alluding to the New Jerusalem spoken of

in the book of the Revelation, and conceived

that the members of this church were gifted

with peculiar insight into spiritual things.

The Swedenborgians believe that the regen

erate man is in direct communication with

angels and with heaven. They maintain

that the sacred Scriptures contain three

distinct senses, called celestial, spiritual,

and natural, which are united by corres

pondences, and are accommodated respec

tively to particular classes, both of men and

angels. They hold that there have been

various general judgments ending particu

lar dispensations of divine revelation. The

last was in 1757, when Swedenborg received

the office of teaching the doctrines of the

new church promised in the Apocalypse.

As this church is to be eternal there will be

no other general judgment, but each indi

vidual is judged soon after death. There

are numerous societies of them both in

Great Britain and America.

Swedenborgianlsm (Bwe-den-bor'ji-an-

i/.u\). n. The doctrines and practice of the

Swedenborgians.

Swedish (swed'ish), a. Pertaining to Sweden

or its inhabitants. —Swedish turnip, the

Brassica eampestris rutabaga, a hard sort of

turnip, knowu by its glaucous leaves and

its somewhat elongated bulb. See Tu&nip.

Swedish (swed'ish), u. The language of the

Swedes.

Sweep (swep), r.f. pret & pp. swept; ppr.

sweeping. (There seem to be two allied

verbs under this form, the one denoting

chiefly to clear or brush away, the other to

move rapidly. A Sax. swiipan, swaepest,

swaptk, pret. swedp, pL swedpon, pp.swdpen,

IceL sopa, O.Fria. svipa, to sweep with a

besom, &c ; also IceL sveipa, to stroke, to

brush, to sweep,to swoop, and tvipa, to swoop,

to dart, to go swiftly; Goth, sveipan, to flow

swiftly, to sweep ; G. schweifen, to roam, to

drag,to sweep along. Swoop, swipe are differ

ent forms of this word.] 1. To brush or rub

over with a brush, broom, or besom, for re

moving loose dirt; to clean by brushing; as,

to sweep a chimney or a floor. * The besom

that mustsweep the court clean of such ftl th. '

Shak. ' Ears that sweep away the morning

dew.' Shak, — 2. To drive or carry along or

off by a long brushing stroke or force, or

by flowing on the earth; as, the wind sweeps

the snow from the tops of the hills; a river

sweeps away a dam, timber, or rubbish; a

flood sweeps away a bridge or a house.

You seem d that wave about to break upon me

And sweef me from my hold upon the world.

Tennyson.

Hence— 3. To drive, destroy, or carry off

many at a stroke, or with celerity and vio

lence; as, a pestilence sweeps off multitudes

in a few days; the conflagration swept away

whole streets of houses.

With equal speed the torrent flows

To sweef fame, power, and wealth away.

Feukm.

4. To rub over; to touch in passing; to graze.

'Whose garments sweep the ground.' Pope.

Their long descending train.

With rubies edg'd and sapphires, swept the plain.

Dryden.

5. TocarrywithalongswingingOTdraffvring

motion; to carry with pomp. 'And like a

peacock jftwtfp along his tail.' Shak.—Q. To

pass over so as to clear; to clear.

But first seren ships from Rochester are sent

The narrow seas of all the French to sweep.

Drayton.

7. To strike with a long stroke; to brush or

traverse quickly with the fingers.

Wake into voice each silent string.

And sweep the sounding lyre. Pope.

8. To move swiftly over or along: as, the

wind swept the surface of the sea. 'As

choughs . . . madly sweep the sky.' Shak.—

9. To carry the eye over; to view with pro

gressive rapidity; as, to sweep the heavens

with a telescope.

Here let us sweef the boundless landscape.

Thomson.

10. To draw or drag something over; as, to

sweep the bottom of a river with a net, or

with the bight of a rope to hook an anchor.

11. To propel by means of a sweep or long

oar.

Brigs of 386 toss have been swept at three knots or

more. Admiral Smyth.

Sweep (swep), v.i. [See Sweep, v.t] L To

pass with swiftness and violence, as some

thing broad or brushing the surface of any

thing; as, a sweeping flood. 'A sweeping

rain which leavet h no food.' Prov. xxviii s.

2. To pass over or brush along with. celerity

and force ; as, the wind sweeps along the plain.

'The sweeping whirlwind's sway. Gray.—

3. To pass with pomp; as, a person sweeps

along with strain: sometimes with an inde

finite it

She sweeps it through the court with troops of ladies.

Skat.

4. To move with a long reach; to move with

a swinging motion ; as, a sweeping stroke.

Stars shooting through the darkness, gild the night

With sweeping glories and long trails of light.

Dryden.

5. To take in a view with progressive ra

pidity; to range, as the eye or a telescope.

Far as the ranging eye can sweep,

A dazzling deluge reigns. Thomson*

Sweep (swep), n. 1. The act of sweeping.—

2. The compass, reach, or range of a con

tinued motion or Btroke; as, a long sweep,—

3. The compass of any turning body or mo

tion; as, the sweep of a door. — 4. The com

pass of anything flowing or brushing; as,

the flood carried away everything within its

sweep.—b. Violent and general destruction;

as, the sweep of an epidemic disease.—6. Di

rection of any motion not rectilinear; as,

the sweep of a compass.—7. The direction or

turn of a curve, as of a road, an arch, and

the like. ' The road which makes a small

sweep.' Sir W. Scott Hence, a circular

or semicircular or curved carriage-drive

through the lawn in front of a house.

Dr. and Mrs. Grantly were disturbed in their

sweet discourse by the quick rattle of a carriage and

pair of horses on the gravel sweef. Treilofe.

8. Compass or extent of excursion ; range.

' Beyond the farthest sweep of the telescope. '

Craik.— 9. A rapid surrey with the eye.—

10. In shipbuilding, the mould of a ship

when she begins to compass in at the rung-

heads; also, any part of a ship shaped by the

segment of a circle; as, a floor-sweep; a back

sweep, Ac—11. A'aut a large oar, used in

small vessels sometimes to assist the rudder

in turning a ship in a calm, but usually to

assist the motion of the ship.—12. In metal

reJining,Kn old name for the almond-furnace.

13. t The balista or engine anciently used in

war for throwing stones into fortresses. [The

term is still used in heraldry. 1—1-4. One who

sweeps; a sweeper; specifically, a chimney

sweeper. — 16. An engine for drawing up

water from a well; a swape. Written also

Swipe, Swepe. — 16. In loam moulding, a

pattern shape consisting of a board,of which

the edge is cut to the form of the cross-

sectional outline of the article to be moulded.

The surface of the mould or core is formed

by moving the sweep parallel to the axis at

right angles to its length. For hollow ar

ticles, as pipes, sweeps are made in pairs,

Moulding Sweeps.

one for ' running up * the core, and the other

for forming the interior of the mould. They

are consequently the reverse of each other,

and the radii differ by a quantity equal to

the thickness of the metal of the pipe to be

cast Thus, supposing the internal diame

ter of the pipe to be 24 inches, and the

thickness of the metal 1 inch, the diameter

a of each core and sweep will be 12 inches,

and the diameter b of the mould-sweep 13

inches. Sweeps are employed for many

other symmetrical forms besides cylinders.

17. In card-playing (a) in the game of cas-

sino, a pairing or combining all the cards

on the board and so removing them all. (b)

In whist, the winning of all the tricks in a

hand.—18. Same as Sweepstakes. iColloq.]

—Sweep of the tiller (naut), a circular frame

on which the tiller traverses in large ships.

Sweep-bar (swep'bar), n. The bar of a wa

gon which is fixed on the hind part of the

ch. cAaiu; Ah, Sc, locA; g, go; j.job; n. Ft. ton; ng, ting; TH, fften; th, win; w, udg; wh, icAig; zh, arure.—See KKT.
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fore-guide, and passes under the hind-pole,

which slides upon it

Sweeper (swep'er), n. One who or that

which sweeps.

Sweeping (swep'ing), p. and a. Including

or comprehending many individuals or par

ticulars in a single act or assertion; as, a

sweeping charge; a sweeping declaration; or

the like.

We have not a single person we can depend upon

for the sweeping and convincing answer we ought to

make. Lord Lytton.

Sweeping (swep'ing), n. 1. The act of one

who or that which sweeps; also, the result of

such act. ' A sweeping of the arm.' Tenny

son.—% pi. Things collected by sweeping;

rubbish, ' The sweepings of the finest lady s

chamber.' Swi/t.

Staves, the chance meetings of every conquered

country, . . . made up the bulk of the population of

the Italian peninsula. Creasy.

Sweepingly (swep'ing-li), adv. In a sweep

ing manuer.

Now I say boldly and sweepingty, that this is not

the fact. Gladstone.

Sweepingness (swep'ing-nes), a. The qua

lity of being sweeping or comprehensive; as,

the sweepingness of a charge.

Sweep-net (swep'net), n. A large net for

drawing over a wide compass.

Sweepstake (swep'stak), n. l. A mode of

playing by which all the tricks are taken.

' To play at sweepstake and take all to

gether. ' Heylin. —2. Same as Sweepstakes.

Sweepstakes (swep'staks), n. sing, or pi.

1. A gaming transaction, in which a num

ber of persons join in contributing a certain

stake, which becomes the property of one or

of several of the contributors under certain

conditions. Thus, in horse-racing each of

the contributors has a horse assigned to him

(usually by lot), and the person to whom

the winning horse is assigned gains the

whole Btakes, or the stakes may be divided

between two or three who get the two or

three horses first In the race.—2. A prize in

a horse-race or the like made up of several

stakes.—3. A sweepstake.

Sweep-washer (swep'wosh-er), n. In gold

and silver refining, the person who extracts

from the sweepings, potsherds, «fcc., the

small particles of those metals which are

contained in them.

Sweepy (swep'i), a. 1. Passing with speed

and violence over a great compass at once;

sweeping.

The branches bend before their sweepy sway.

Dryden.

2 Strutting. 'His sweepy train.' Watts.—

3. Wavy.

And its fair river gleaming in the light.

With all its sweepy windings. J. Baillie.

Sweer, Sweir (swer), o. [A. Sax. swar,

swere, heavy, lazy, idle; G. schwer, heavy.]

1. Lazy; indolent.—2. Reluctant; unwilling.

[Scotch]

Sweet (swet), a. [A. Sax. swite, swlt, O. Fris.

twite, D. zoet, O.H.O. stwzi. Mod. G. sUss,

Icel. scetr, sotr, Goth, sutis, for svotis. From

a widely spread root, seen also in L. suavis,

for suadvis, sweet; Gr. hidys, agreeable;

handand, to please; Skr. svddus, sweet, svad,

to taste. Suave, assuage, are from the L.

suavis, through the French.] 1. Having a

pleasant or agreeable taste or flavour like

that of sugar or honey: opposed to sour and

bitter.

Bacchus, that first from out the purple grape

Crushed the sweet poison of misused wine. MUton.

2. Pleasing to the smell; fragrant. 'Burn

sweet wood to make the lodging sweet'

Shak.—3. Pleasing to the ear; making ex

cellent music; soft; melodious; harmoni

ous.

Her speech is graced with sweeter sound

Than in another's song is found. Waller.

4. Pleasing to the eye; beautiful.

Thou hast the sweetest face I ever look'd on.

Ska*.

6. Pleasing, agreeable, or grateful to the

mind; exciting pleasant or agreeable feel

ings.

'Tis tweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark

Bay decp-mouth'ri welcome as we draw near home:

Tis sweet to know there is an eye will mark

Our coming, and look brighter when we come.

Byron.

6. Mild; soft; gentle.

Canst thou bind the sweet influences of Pleiades.

lob xxxviii, 31.

oft : "7. Kind; obliging; mild; soft; bland; as,

sweet manners.

Since his ways are sweet

And theirs are bestial, they hold him less than man.

TennySon.

8. Fresh; not salt or salted.

The sails are drunk with showers, and drop with rain.

Sweet waters mingle with the briny main. Dryden.

0. Not changed from a sound or wholesome

state ; as, (a) not Btale ; as, sweet butter.

(6) Not sour; as, sweet milk or bread, (c) Not

putrescent or putrid; as, sweet meat.—Sweet

herbs, fragrant herbs cultivated for culinary

purposes.—A sweet tooth, a great liking for

sweet things or sweetmeats. — To be sweet

upon, to be in love with; to have an especial

fondnesa for. [Colloq. ]

' I think he ts sweet upon your daughter'—* Tut.

my good sir, . . . young people, young people. No

more sweetness than is in that.' Dickens.

—Sweet Is often used in the formation of self-

explaining compounds; as, sweet-flavoured,

sweet-tempered, streW-toned, and the like. —

Svn. Dulcet, luscious, fragrant, melodious,

harmonious, pleasant, agreeable, grateful,

mild, bland, fresh.

Sweet (swet). n, 1. That which is sweet to

the taste: used chiefly in the plural; as, (a)

sweetmeats; confectionery; preserves; sugar;

honey, &c. (b) Home-made wines, meads,

metheglin, ox.—2. That which is pleasant

to the sense of smell; a perfume. 'Odori

ferous sweets.' Prior.—Z. Something pleas

ing or grateful to the mind; as, the sweets

of domestic life; the sweets of office.

Sweets grown common lose their dear delight.

SAmA.

4. A word of endearment 'Wherefore frowns

my sweet Y B. Jonson.

Sweet-apple (swet'ap-1), n. Same as Sweet-

sop.

Sweet-bay (swet'ba), n. A plant of the

genus Laurus(Z>. nobilis). See Laurel.

Sweet-bread (swet'bred), n. The pancreas

of an animal, as of a calf or sheep, used as

food.

Sweet-breasted (swefbrest-edX a. Sweet-

voiced: from breast, in the old sense of mu

sical voice. 'Sweet-breasted as the night

ingale or thrush.' Beau. «fc FL

Sweet-brier, Sweet-briar (swefbrf-er), n.

Rosa rubiginosa, a bushy species of rose

with small leaves and flowers, a native of

Britain, growing in open bushy places, and

remarkable for the sweet balsamic smell of

its leaves, on account of which it is often

planted in hedges and shrubberies.

Sweet-calabash (Bwet-kal'a-bash), n. A

West Indian species of passion-flower (Pas-

sifiora maliformis), producing large flowers

and a round edible fruit

Sweet -calamus, Sweet-cane (swet-kal'a-

mus, swet' kan), n. An aromatic plant,

sometimes called Lemon-grass and Spike-

nard.

Sweet-dcelv (swet-sis'e-Ii). n. A plant of

the genus Myrrhis {M. odorata). See Myr

rh is.

Sweet-clstus (swet-sis'tus), n. A shrub of

the genus Cistus (C. villosus).

Sweet-corn (swet'korn), n, A variety of

maize, of a sweet taste.

Sweeten (swet'n), of. [Sweet, and verb-

forming suffix -en, to make.] 1. To make

sweet to the taste.

Sweeten your tea, and watch your toast. Swift.

2. To make pleasing or grateful to the mind;

as, to sweeten life; to sweeten friendship.—

5. To make mild or kind.

Devotion softens his heart, enlightens his mind,

sweetens his temper. //'. Law.

4. To make less painful

And she thy cares will sweeten with her charms.

Dryden.

5. To increase the agreeable qualities of; as,

to sweeten the joys or pleasures of life. —

6. To soften to the eye; to make delicate.

Correcgio has made his name immortal by the

strength he has given to his figures, and by rtceeten-

ing his lights and shades. Dryden.

7. To make pure and wholesome by destroy

ing noxious matter; as, to sweeten rooms or

apartments that have been infected ; to

sweeten the air.—8. To make mellow and fer

tile; as, to dry and sweeten soils.—9- To re

store to purity; as, to sweeten water, butter,

or meat.

Sweeten (swet'n), v.i. To become sweet

Where a wasp hath bitten tn a grape, or any fruit,

it will sweeten hastily. Bacon.

Sweetener (swet'n-er), n. One who or that

which sweetens; one who palliates; that

which moderates acrimony.

But you who, till your fortune's made,

Must be a sweetener by your trade.

Must swear he never meant us ill. Swift,

Powder of crab's eyes and claws, and burnt egg

shells, are prescribed as sweeteners of any sharp

humours. Sir IV. Temple.

Sweetening (swet'n-ing), n. 1. The act of

one who sweetens.—2. That which sweetens.

Sweet-fern (swet'fern), n. A small North

American shrub, having sweet-scented or

aromatic leaves resembling fern -leaves

(Comptonia asplenifvlia). Goodrich.

Sweet-flag (swet'flag), n. A plant of the

genus Acorus (A. Calamus). See Sweet-

rcsh.

Sweet-gale (swet'gaU, n. A plant of the

genus Myrica (M. Gale), called also Dutch

Myrtle (which see).

Sweet-grass (swet'gras*, n. The EnglUh

name of various species of plants of the

genus Qlyceria (which see).

Sweet-gum (swefgum), n. A tree of the

genus Liquidambar, the L. styracifiua.

Sweetheart (awefhart), n. [Said by some to

be from sweet, and aug. personal suffix -art,

-aid, as in braggart, drunkard, laggard, but

there seems to be no foundation for this

statement. It used formerly to be written

as two words, and was so written in the end

of the thirteenth century.] A lover male

or female.

Mistress, . . . you must retire yourself

Into some covert ; take your sweethearts hat

And pluck it o'er your brows. ShaJk.

Sweetheart (swet'hart), v.t. To act the

part of a lover to; to pay court to; to gal

lant; as, to sweetheart a lady. [Colloq.]

Sweetheart (swet'hart), v.i To perform the

part of a lover ; to act the gallant ; to play

the wooer; as, he is going a sweethearting.

Sweeting (swe t'ing), n, 1. A sweet apple.—

2. A term of endearment. 'Trip no further,

pretty sweeting.' Shak.

Sweetish (swct'ieh). a. Somewhat sweet or

grateful to the taste.

Sweetishness(swet'i&h-nes), n. The quality

of being sweetish.

Sweet-John (swet'jon), n. A name some

times given to a variety of pink (DianthusX

generally to narrow-leaved varieties of D.

barbatus.

Sweet-leaf (swetflef), «- A small evergreen

tree or shrub (Symplocos tinctoria) growing

in Georgia and Carolina, the leaves of which

are used for dyeing silk a bright yellow

colour. They have a sweetish taste, and

are much relished by cattle. Called also

Horse-sugar.

Sweetly (sw&flf), adv. In a sweet manner;

gratefully; agreeably; harmoniously. 'Smell

ing so sweetly.' Shak. 'Walk softly and

look sweetly.' Shak. 'The Holy Spirit who

sweetly and mightily ordereth all things.*

Card. Manning.

He sweetly temper'd awe. Dryden.

No poet ever stt'eetly sung

Unless he was, like Phoebus, young. Swift.

Sweet-marjoram (swet-mar'jd-ram), n, A

very fragrant plant, of the genus Origanum,

the O. Majorana. See Marjoram.

Sweet-maudlin (swet-mad'ltn), n. A spe

cies of Achillea, the A. Ageratum.

Sweetmeat (swet'met), n. An article of

confectionery made wholly or principally of

sugar;fruit preserved withsugar.as peaches,

pears, melons, nuts, orange-peel, and the

like.

Sweetness (swet'nesV n. The quality of be

ing sweet, in any of its senses; as, (a) grate

fulness to the taste or to the smell ; fra

grance ; agreeableness to the ear ; melody ;

as, sweetness of taste ; sweetness of the voice.

(6) Delightful character possessed by pol

ished and poetical language, usually con

trasted with strength.

Keats, enchanted with the study of the Elizabethan

poets, revived in his ' Hndyiuion' the over-luxuriant

sweetness of Marlowe's 'Scstiad.' Quart. Rev.

(c) Agreeableness of manners ; gentleness ;

mildness; obliging civility; as, sweetness of

behaviour, (d) Softness: mildness; amiabil

ity. 'A most amiable sweetness of temper.'

Sw^ft.

Sweet-Oil (swet'oil), n. Olive-oil.

Sweet-pea (swet'pe), n. Lathyrus odoratus,

an annual much cultivated in our gardens

on accouut of its showy sweet-scented

flowers, two or rarely three being together

on one peduncle.

Sweet - potato (swet'pd-ta-tu), n. A plant

of the genus Batatas (B. edulis), nat. order

Convolvulaceee. The leaves are smooth,

usually hastate or three-lobed ; the flowers

are white externally and purplish within,

disposed In clusters upon axillary foot

stalks. The roots are fleshy and spindle-

shaped, and were formerly imported into

England by way of Spain from the West

Indies, and sold as a delicacy, which is the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; )', Sc. ley.
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potato of Shakspere and contemporary

writers, the common potato being then

scarcely known iu Europe. See Batatas.

Sweet-potato {Batatas edulis).

Sweet -root (swgt'rbt), n. The liquorice

(Glycyrrhiza glabra).

Sweet-rush (swet'rush), ». A plant of the

f;enus Acorus (A. Calamus), found growing

n ponds, by the banks of rivers, and other

wet places in England, and in the cooler

parts of the Continent, of India, and of

North America. From the lower part of

the thick jointed rhizome or root-stock nu

merous roots are thrown down, while from

the upper surface arise a number of sword-

shaped leaves, from 2 to 3 feet in length,

sheathing at the base, also a long leaf-like

stalk from which issues a spike of densely-

packed greenish flowers. All parts of the

plant, but especially the perennial rhizome

(known as calamus-root), have a strong

aromatic and slightly acrid taste; and hence

the rhizome is used in medicine as a stimu

lant and tonic in some kinds of indigestion,

and it is said to be useful in ague. It is also

Sweet-rush {Acorus Calamus}.

used by confectioners as a candy; by per

fumers in the preparation of aromatic vine

gar and other perfumed articles, as hair-

powders ; and by manufacturers of beer and

gin as a flavouring ingredient.

Sweet-scented ( swet'sent-ed ), a. Having

a sweet smell; fragrant. — Sweet - scented

?rass, a plant of the genus Anthoxauthum

A. odoratum\ See SPRING-GRASS.

Sweet -BOP (swet'sop), n. An evergreen

shrub or tree, Anona squamosa, allied to

the custard-apple. It grows in the West

Indies, and bears a greenish fruit, sweet

and pulpy, covered with scales like a pine

apple.

Sweet - sultan (swet-sul'tan), a. See Sul-

TANTLoWER.

Sweet-violet (swgt-vl'd-let), n. A plant of

the genus Viola, the V. odorata, a favourite

flower, and a native of England.

Bweet-water (swet'wa-ter). n. A variety

of white grape containing a sweet watery

juice. Simmonds.

Sweet-william (swet-wil'vam), n. A plant

of the genus Dian thus, the D. barbatus. a

spsjeftMOl pink of many varieties, cultivated

in flower-gardens.

Bweet-willow (swet-wil'd), n. Same as

Sweet-gale.

Sweet-WOOd (swet'wud). n. 1. Another

name for the Laurus nobills, or sweet-bay.

See LACRKL-—2. The timber of Oreodaphne

rxattata, a tree growing in Jamaica.

Sweetwort (swet'wert), n. Any plant of a

sweet taste.

Sweet -wort (swet'wert), n. A Bweet infu

sion of malt for brewing; the saccharine in

fusion produced by mashing.

Swegh,t n. [See Sway.] A violent motion.

Chancer.

Sweinmote, n. See Swainmote.

Swell (swel), pi. pret. swelled; pp. swelled

or swollen. Swollen is now more frequently

used as an adjective. [A. Sax. swellan,

pret. sweat, sweoll, pp. swollen, to swell, to be

tumid; I eel. svella, to swell, to grow wrath

ful; D. zwetlen, G. sckwellen, to swell, dilate.

<fcc. Origin doubtful; perhaps same word

as well, to bubble up, with an intens. s.

Some connect it with L. salum, the sea]

1. To grow bulkier; to dilate or extend the

exterior surface or dimensions by matter

added within, or by expansion of the in

closed substance; as.thelegsstrWf in dropsy;

a bruised part swells; a tumour swells; a

bladder sxcells by inflation. — 2. To increase

in size or extent by any addition; as, a river

swells and overflows its banks.— 3. To rise

or be driven into waves or billows; as, in a

tempest, the ocean swells into waves. 'The

swelling Adriatic seas.' Shak.—4. To be in

flated; to belly, as sails.— 5. To protuberate;

to bulge out; as, a cask swells in the middle.

6. To rise in altitude ; as, land swells into

hills. —7. To be puffed up with some feeling;

to show outwardly elation or excitement;

hence, to strut; to look big; as. to swell with

pride, anger, rage, or the like.

Here he comes s?velling like a turkey cock. Shak,

Your equal mind yet swells not into state. Dryden,

You swell at the tartan, as the bull is said to do at

scarlet. Sir IV. ScoU.

8. To rise and gather; to well up. 'The

tears that sweU in me.' Shak.- -9. To grow

and increase in the mind. 'The uuseen

grief that swells with silence in the tortured

bouI.' Shak. — 10. To become larger in

amount; as, many little debts added swell

to a great sum.—11. To gain or increase in

intensity, strength, or volume, as sound.

Swell (swel). v.t. 1. To increase the size,

bulk, or dimeusions of; to cause to rise,

dilate, or increase ; as, rains and dissolving

snow swell the rivers in spring, and cause

floods. 'The water swells a man.' Shak.—

2. To aggravate; to heighteu.

It is low ebb with the accuser, when such pecca

dillos are put to smell the charge. Atterbury.

3. To inflate ; to puff up ; to raise to arro

gance. 'If it did swell my thoughts to any

strain of pride.' Shak.

The king of men. who. swoln with pride.

Refused his presents, and his prayers denied.

Dryden.

4. To increase gradually the in tensity, force,

or volume of; as, to swell a tone.

Swell (swel), n 1. The act of swelling; rise;

gradual increase; as, (a) augmentation in

bulk ; a dilating or bulging, (6) Elevation ;

rise : referring to height, (c) Increase of

strength, intensity, or volume : referring to

sound. 'And when music arose with its vo-

luptuousffuW/.' Byron. (tf)Increaseofpower

in style; increase of rhetorical force. 'The

swell and subsidence of his periods.' Landor.

2. An elevation of land ; a rounded height;

an undulation; as, a wide plain abound

ing with little sxcells. — 3. A succession of

long unbroken waves setting in one direc

tion, as after a storm ; the waves or fluc

tuations of the sea after a storm ; a bil

low; a surge; as, a heavy swell is setting

into the harbour. — 4. In music, (a) a gra

dual increase and decrease in the volume

of sound; the crescendo and diminuendo

combined. (6) The sign -sc^ ^I^*,

which indicates increase and decrease in the

volume of sound, (c) An arrangement in an

organ (and in some harmoniums) whereby

the player can increase or diminish the in

tensity of the sound at will. In the organ

it consists of a series of pipes with a sepa

rate key-board, and forming a separate de

partment (called the swell -organ). The

loudness or softness of the tone is regulated

by opening or shutting, by means of a pedal,

a set of slats like a Venetian blind, which

forms part of the frame in which the pipes

are inclosed.—5. A slang word applied some

times in a laudatory sense to a person of

high standing or of great mark or impor

tance, but more generally in a depreciatory

sense to a showy, dashing, assuming person,

as a fashionable person, a dandy, a fop, or

the like.

Bruce can't be such a swell as one fancied. He's

only taken a second. /-'arrar.

Swell (swel), a. Pertaining to a swell or

swells; characterized by more or less showi-

ness in dress ; Bhowily or assumingly gen

teel; dandified. [Slang. J

We don't know many people here yet. Tis rather

a swell neighbourhood. Dean Ramsay.

Swelling (swel'ing), n. 1. A tumour, or any

morbid enlargement of the natural size; as,

a swelling on the hand or leg.—2. Protuber

ance; prominence.

The superficies of such plates are not even, but

have many cavities and swellings. Newton.

3. A rising or inflation, as by passion or

other powerful emotion; as, the swellings of

anger, grief, or pride.

Wherefore more proudly docs the genUe knight

Rein in the swelling of ate ample might? aeats.

4. An overflow; an inundation.

Behold, he shall come up like a lion from the swell.

ing of Jordan. Jer. xlix. 19.

Swelling (swel'ing), p. and a. 1. Turgid; in-

Hated ; "bombastic ; as, swelling words; a

sieelling style.—2. Grand; pompous; magni

ficent. ' A more swelling port than my faint

means would grant continuance.' Shak.

Swellish (swel'ish), a. Pertaining to or

characteristic of a swell or dandy; foppish;

dandifled; stylish; would-be fashionable or

aristocratic ; as, he puts on swellish airs.

[Colloq. or slang.]

Swell -mob (swel' mob), n. The class of

pickpockets who go about genteelly dressed

in order to mix In crowds, Ac, with less

suspicion or chance of recognition. [Slang. ]

He is renowned for his acquaintance with the

swell-mob. Dickens.

Swell -mobsman (swel-mobz'man), n. A

member of the swell-mob; a genteelly-clad

pickpocket. Mayhew. [Slang.]

Swell-organ (swel'or-gan), n. See Swell,

n. 4. (c>

Swelt t (swelt), pret cfc pp. of swell.

Swelt t (swelt), v.i. [A. Sax. swellan, Goth.

swiltan, ga-swiltan. to perish, to die; Icel.

svelta.Hw. svalta.Dan. suite, to die, to starve;

lit. to perish from heat, the root being Been

in A. Sax. swelan, to burn. (See Sweal.)

Hence swelter, sweltry, sultry.) 1. To die;

to perish. — 2. To faint; to swoon, as by ex

cess of heat; to broil with heat.

No wonder is though that 1 swelte and swete.

Chaucer.

Nigh she swell for passing joy. Spenser.

Swelt t (swelt), r.(. To overpower, as with

heat; to cause to faint; to swelter.

Is the sun to be blamed that the traveller's cloak

swells him with heat T Bf. Hall.

Swelter (swel'ter), v.i. [From swelt (which

see).] 1. To be overcome and faint with

heat; to be ready to perish with heat.—

2.f To welter; to soak; as, knights sweltered

in their gore. Drayton.

Swelter (swel'ter), v.t 1. To oppress with

heat ' One climate would be scorched

and sweltered with everlasting dog-days.'

Bentley. — 2.f To accumulate by internal

heat.

Toad, that under cold stone

Days and nights hast thirty-one,

Sweller'd venom sleeping got. Shak.

['Sweltered venom' is also explained as

venom moistened with the animal's sweat.)

Sweltryt (swel'tri), a. [O.E. sueltrie, CrotO

swelter (which see); hence, sultry, a slightly

modified form] Suffocating with heat; op

pressive with heat; sultry.

Swepe (swep), n. A large kind of oar. See

Sweep.

Swept (swept), pret. <fc pp. of sweep.

Swerd t (swerd), n. Sward.

Swern.t For Siceren,) pres. tense pi. of swere

(swear). Chaucer.

Swertla (swer'ti-a), n. [In honour of Iman

Swert, a famous cultivator of bulbs and

flowers in Holland. ] A genus of perennial

herbs, nat. order Gentianacete. They have

radical, nerved, ovate leaves, attenuated at

each extremity, and usually purple, star-

shaped flowers. They are natives of Central

Europe aud Asia, occurring also in Northern

India. The Tartars apply the leaves to

wounds, and the Russians use an infusion

of them medicinally.

Swerve (swerv), v.i. pret. swerved; ppr.

swerving. [O.E. swarve. A. Sax. sweor/an;

same word as Icel. svar/a, to swerve, to

sweep aside, D. zwerven, to swerve, to rove,

to wander, L.G. swarven. to swerve, O.H.G.

and O.ftax. suerban, Goth, scairban, to wipe

or whisk away. According to Wedgwood

the radical image is a hum or confused

noise, whence we get that of whirling, turn

ing aside, Ac. ; so that it may be connected

with swarm. In sense 4 it corresponds with

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; n, It ton; ng, sinj; TH, taen; th, fAIn; w, wig; wh, irAig; rh, arure. -See KKT.
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swarm, to climb] 1. To wander; to rove;

to stray; to roam; to ramble.

A maid thitherward did run

To catch her sparrow which from her did abtt*

Sir P. Sidney.

2. To wander from any line prescribed or

from a rule of duty; to depart from what

is established by law, duty, or custom ; to

deviate.

Nor number, nor example with him wrought

To swerve from truth or chance his constant mind.

MiUon.

In the execution of their trusts theyrmow from

the strict letter of the law. Clarendon.

Many who, through the contagion of evil example,

rwerve exceedingly from the rules of their holy reli

gion. Atierbury.

3. To turn to one side; to bend; to iDdine;

to waver. 'The battle swerved.' Milton.

' Pastoral rivulet that swerves to left and

right thro' meadowy curves." Tennyson.—

4. To climb or move upward by winding or

turning.

The tree was high.

Yet nimbly up from bough to bough I swerv'd.

Dryden.

Swet (swet), pret A pp. of sweat. [Kare.]

Swete, t o. i. To sweat Chaucer.

8weven,t n. [A. Sax. swefen, from swefan,

to fall asleep, to sleep ; Icel. svefn, sleep-

Same root as L. somnus. Or. hypnos. Bleep,

8kr. svap, to sleep] A dream. Chaucer.

Dan Cupido

Sure sent thy Ike rweven to mine head. Oldplay.

Swlch,t Swllket (swich, swilk), a. [See

SrcH.J Such.

Swidder (swid'er), n. and v. i. See Swtthkr.

Swietenia (swi-e-te'ni-a), n. [In honour of

Gerard Van Swieten, a Dutch botanist and

author.] A genus of plants, nat. order

Cedrelacea?, found in the hot parts of the

world, forming large trees, and yielding

valuable timber. See Mahogany.

Swift (swift), a. [A. Sax. swift, from the

stem of swifan, to move quickly, to turn

round, to revolve; Icel. svifa, to be carried,

to glide, svif, sudden movement; D. zweven,

0. schweben, Dan. srceve, to wave, to float,

to hover; same root as K. sweep and swoop.)

1. Moving with great speed, celerity, velo

city, or rapidity; fleet; rapid; quick; speedy.

The race is not to the nvift, nor the battle to the

strong. Ecclcs. BL it.

True hope is rarijt, and flies with swallow's wings;

Kings it makes gods, and meaner creatures kings.

Skak.

2. Ready; prompt; quick * Having so swift

and excellent a wit Shak.

Let every man be swift to hear, slow to speak,

slow to wrath. Jam. i, 19.

3. Coming suddenly, without delay.

There shall be false teachers amongyou, who privily

shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the

Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves

swift destruction. 2 Pet n. a.

4. Of short continuance; rapidly passing.

'Make swift the pangs of my queen's tra

vails.' Shak.

Swift (swift), adv. In a swift or rapid

manner; swiftly. 'Light boats sail swift'

Shak.

Swift (swift), ft. 1. The current of a stream.

' He can live in the strongest swifts of the wa

ter.' Iz. Walton. [Rare.]—2.Areelortuming

instrument for winding yarn.—3. The com

mon name of birds of the genua Cypselus,

Common Swift {Cypselm afut\

family Cypselidse. They have an outward re

semblance to the swallows, but differ much

from them in various structural points. The

common swift (C. apus) has the greatest

powers of flight of any bird that visits Britain.

Its colour ia in general a sombre or sooty

black, with a grayish-white patch under the

chin. The beak is black, shorter than that

of the swallow, and without the lateral

bristles. The wings are even longer than

those of the Bwallow, and are sickle-Bhaped.

The tarsi are short, and feathered to the

toes, which are all directed forwards. The

swifts pass most of their time in the air,

where they pursue their insect prey. Their

flight is swift aud shooting, and their scream

very different from the twittering of the

swallow. They build their nests in holes

in the walls of houses, in rockB, and some

times in hollow trees. The swift reaches its

summer quarters later, and leaves earlier

than the Bwallows. Another species, the

white-bellied or Alpine swift (C. alpinus), is

known in this country, but it is only a rare

straggler. The weight of the swift is most

disproportionately small to its extent of

wing, the former being scarcely an ounce,

the latter IS inches, the length of the body

being near 8 inches. The swift is widely

spread through Europe, Asia, and Africa.

The American swift (Chcetura pelasgia) is

smaller, has the hind-toe directed back

wards, and the tail-feathers stiff as in wood

peckers. It is commonly called the chim

ney swallow — 4. The common newt or eft.

a species of lizard.

Swlfter(swiffer),n. [Icel. sviptingr.] Haut.

arope used to confine the bars of the capstan

in their sockets while men are turning it;

also, a rope used to encircle a boat longitu

dinally to strengthen and defend her sides in

collision. Swifters also are two shrouds fixed

on the starboard and lnrboard sides of the

lower masts, above all the other shrouds, to

give the masts additional security.

Swifter (swiffer), v.t. SauL to stretch, as

shrouds, by tackles.

Swlftfoot ( swift' fut). a. Swift of foot;

nimble. 'The swiftfoot hare,' Mir. for

Mags.

Swift-footed (Bwift'fut-ed), o. Fleet; swUt

in running.

The swift-footed martin pursued him. Arbittkttee.

Swift-handed (swift'hand-ed), a. Prompt

of action; ready to draw the Bword. *A

swift-handed, deep-hearted race of men.'

Carlyle.

Swift-heeled (swiffheld), a. Swift of foot.

She takes delight

The mrifl-heetd horse to praise. Congrrve.

Swiftly (swiffli), adv. In a swift or rapid

manner; fleetly; rapidly; with celerity; with

quick motion or velocity.

Pleas'd with the passage we slide swiftly on, Dryden.

Swiftness (swift'nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being swift; speed; rapid motion;

quickness; celerity; velocity; rapidity; ex

pedition : a word of general import, appli

cable to every kind of motion and to every

thing that moves; as, the swiftness of a

bird; the swiftness of a stream; swiftness of

descent in a falling body; swiftness of

thought; <£c.

Enforced she was to wed him in her tears

And with a shameful swiftness. Tennyson.

Swlft-wlnged (swift'wingd), a. Rapid in

flight *Nor staying longer than one swift-

wxnged night' Prior.

Swig (swig), v.t. [A. Sax. swQgan, swelgan,

to swallow, to devour. The change swilg,

swig, is similar to that in balg, bag. See

Swill. Swallow.] 1. To driuk by large

draughts; to drink off rapidly and greedily;

as, to swig one's_liquor. [Colloq.]—2.t To

edily.

Creech.

suck greedily. ' The lambkins swig the teat '

Swig (swig), v.i. To take a swig or deep

draught ; as, he swigged at the bottle.

[Colloq.]

Swig (swig), 11 ] \ large draught. 'The

sailor having taken a sung at the bottle.'

Marryat. (Colloq. ] — 2. Ale and toasted

bread. Latham.—3. Naut. a pulley with

ropes which are not parallel.

Swig (swig),u.(. [Comp. A. Sax. swigan, to be

silent] To castrate, as a ram, by binding

the testicles tight with a string so that they

mortify and slough off. [Local.]

Swill (swil), v.t [From A Sax. mwUian, 3c.

stoeel, to wash ; partly influenced by the allied

A. Sax. swilgan, swelgan, to Bwallow, G.

schwelgen, to drink hunt, to revel. See Swal

low, Swig.] 1. To wash; to drench. [Old

English and Scotch.]

As fearfully as doth a galled rock

O'erh.tng and jutty his confounded base,

SwilTd with the wild and wasteful ocean. Shak.

2. To drink grossly or greedily. ' Devouring

sliced beef and swilling port and punch.'

Smollett.

The wretched bloody and usurping boar . . .

Swill* your warm blood like wash. Sh*ii

3, To inebriate; to swell with fulness.

I should be loth

To meet the rudeness and swtUd insolence

Of such late wassailcrs. UiUan.

Swill (swilX v.i. 1. To drink greedily; to

drink to excess. South.—2. t To be intoxi

cated.

Swill (swil),n. 1. Large draughts of liquor;

or drink taken in excessive quantities. —

2. The wash or mixture of liquid substances,

given to swine. Called also Stealings.

Give swine such swill as you hare. Mortimer.

Swiller (swfl'er), n. One who swills; one

who drinks voraciously.

8wllley (sWilli X n. [In meaning 1 from

swill; in meaning 2 doubtful.] 1 An eddy

or whirlpool [Provincial.]—2. A coal-field

of small extent. [Provincial]

Swillinga (swil'ingz), n. pi Swill.

Swim (swim), v.i. pret swam or swum; pp.

swum; ppr. swimming. [A. Sax nnmnuui,

£ret .-'.runt, pi. swummon, pp. swummen;

.0. swimmen, Icel. svimma, O. schwimmeu

—to swim ; probably connected with sound

(of the sea) and with swamp. In the sense

of being dizzy it is of different origin, viz.

Icel svima, to be giddy, A. Sax. swlma, IceL

svimi, dizziness, stupor. See Squeamish.)

1. To be supported on water or other fluid ;

to float; not to sink; as, any substance will

swim whose specific gravity is less than Mi. t

of the fluid in which it is immersed.—2. To

move progressively in water by means of

the motion of the hands and feet or of fins.

Leap in with me into this angry flood.

And swim to yonder point. SMai.

3. To glide with a smooth motion.

A hov'ring mist came swimming o'er his sight.

Dryden.

4. To beflooded ; to beoverflowed or drenched :

as, the earth swims in rain.

AU the night make 1 my bed to swim; I water my

couch with my tears. Ps. vi. 6.

Sudden the ditches swell, the meadows swim.

Thornsen,

6. To overflow ; to abound ; to have abund

ance. 'They now swim in joy.' Milton.—

6. To be dizzy or vertiginous; to have giddi

ness; to have a Bensatinn as if the head

were turning round. 'Which oftentime I

read, till my head swims.' Tennyson.

Swim (swimX v.t 1. To pass or cross by

swimming; to move on or in by Bwimming;

as, to swim a stream.

Sometimes he thought to swim the stormy main.

Dryden.

2. To immerse in water that the lighter

parts may swim ; as, to swim wheat for

seed.—3. To cause to swim or float ; as, to

swim a horse across a river.

Swim (swiml n. 1. The act of swimming;

period or extent of swimming; as, to take a

long swim.—2. A smooth, gliding motion.

Both the swim and the trip are properly mine;

everybody will affirm it that has any judgment in

dancing, 1 assure you. B. JoHstm.

3. The air-bladder or sound of fishes.

Swimmer (swim'er). n, 1. One who swims.

A solitary shriek, the bubbling cry

Of some strong swimmer in Ins agony. Byrom.

2. A bird that swims, as the duck and goose;

specifically (pi.), an order of birds. See

Katatores.—3. pi. A tribe of Bpiders (Ara-

neidro natantes) which live in water, and

there spin their webs to entrap their prey.—

4. A protuberance on the leg of a horse.

Swlmmeret (swim'er-et), n. In zool. the

hinder limb or abdominal appendage of

crustaceans (lobsters), in which the endo-

podite and exopodite are well developed.

The awimmerets are used by these animals

for the purpose of bearing the eggs.

Swimming (awim'ingVn. 1. The act or art of

sustaining and propelling the body in water.

A great proportion of the animal tribes are

furnished witli a greater or less capacity for

swimming either in water or on its surface,

but man is unqualified for swimming with

out learning to do bo as an art, owing to the

structure of his body. The head by its gra

vity naturally sinks in water, and thus causes

drowning, unless it, or at least the mouth,

can be kept above the surface by art 1'ho

art of swimming chiefly consists in keeping

the head above water, and using the hands

and feet as oars and helm. — 2, Dizziucss.

'Taken with a grievous swimming in my

head.* Dryden.

Swimming-bath ( swim 'ing- bath), n, A

bath large enough for swimming in.

Swimming-bell (awim'ing-bol), n. In zool

same ns Jtectucalyz (which see).

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J'. Sc. ley.
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Swimming-belt (swim'ing-belt), n. An air-

inflated belt, worn round the person as a

support in the water. Simmonds.

Swimmingly (sunning In, adv. In an easy,

gliding manner, as if swimming; smoothly;

without obstruction; with great success.

[Colloq.]

The Bill went swimmingly through the Commons,

the majority of two gradually swelling into eleven,

Disraeli.

Swimmingness (swim'lng-nes), n. The

state of swimming; an appearance of swim

ming. *A swimmingness in the eyes.' Con

jures*.

Swimming-pond (swim'ing-pond), n. An

artificial pond, generally with a sloping bot

tom, in which the art of swimming is learned

or practised.

Swlmmtog-atone (swim'ing-ston), n, A

li><ht spongy kind of quartz. Called also

Floating-intone

Swindle (swin'dl), v.t pret. A pp. swindled;

ppr. swindling [A word introduced during

last century ; G. schwindeln, to act giddily,

to cheat, schwindelei, fraud, schwindler, a

swindler, from schwindel, dizziness, infatu

ation; from same root as swoon, and A. Sax.

swindan, to languish.] Tocheatanddefraud

grossly, or with deliberate artifice; as, to

swindle a man out of his property.

Lanotte. . . . under pretext of finding a treasure,

had swisuUed one of them out of three hundred

livres. Cartylt.

Swindle (swin'dl), n. The act or process of

swindling; a fraudulent scheme intended to

dupe people out of money ; an act of clust

ery; an imposition.

Swindler (swin'dler),n. One who swindles;

one who defrauds grossly, or one who makes

a practice of defrauding others by imposi

tion or deliberate artifice; a cheat; a rogue.

We affix to the terra the character of premeditated

imposition ; so that a swindler comes under the

criminal code, and may be prosecuted accordingly,

yames. Military Dictionary.

Swine (swln), n. sing, and pi. [A. Sax swtn,

a widely spread word; D. zirijn, G. schwein,

Dan. sviin, Icel. *Ti>»,Goth.tt«in,Pol. sioinia,

Bohem. swine; same root as sow, L. sua. See

Sow. ] An ungulate ; a mammal of the genus

Sua, which furnishes man with a large por

tion of his most nourishing food; a hog.

The fat or lard of this animal enters into

rarious dishes in cookery. The numerous

varieties of the hog or swine bred in Britain

are partly the result of climate and keep in

the European variety, and partly the effects

of crossing with the Chinese hog.

Swine -bread (swin'breU), n. A kind of

plant, truffle.

Swine-case, Swine-crue (awhVtt* swm'-

kru). n. A hog-sty; a pen for swine. Called

also a Swine-cot. [Local]

Swine-drunk (swln'drungk), a. In a state

of beastly intoxication; beastly drunk.

Shot.

Swine-grass (swln'gras), n. A plant, knot

grass. Polygonum ariculare.

Swineherd (swin'herd), n. A herd or keeper

of swine.

Swine-oat (swin'ot). n. A kind of oats cul

tivated for the use of pigs, as in Cornwall ;

the Avena nuda of botanists.

Swine-plpe (swm'pip), n. A local name of

the redwing thrush (Turdus iliacus).

Swine-pox (swin'poks), n. A variety of the

chicken-pox, with acuminated vesicles con*

tainlng a watery fluid; the water-pox.

Swine's-cresa (swinzkres), n. A plant of

the genus Senebiera, the S. Coronopus, called

also Wart-creu. See SENE

BIERA.

Swine s-feather (swinz'feTH-

er), n. A small spear about

6 inches long, called also a

Bog's Bristle, anciently used

as a bayonet. The name was

afterwards, in the seven

teenth century, applied to a

similar spear fitted into the

musket rest in order to render

ft a defence against cavalry.

Swine-stone (swin'ston). n.

A name given to those kinds

of limestone which, when

rubbed, emit a fetid odour,

resembling that of naphtha

combined with sulphuretted

hydrogen. See ANTHRACoN- SwineVfeather.

ITS,

Swine-Bty (swin'sti), n. A sty or pen for

swine.

Swine-thistle (swln'this-l), n. A plant, the

sow-thistle (Sonchujt oleraceus).

Swing (swing), v.t pret & pp. swung; ppr.

wringing, [A. Sax. stcingan, pret swung, pp.

swungen, to beat, to dasn, to scourge, whence

bwengan, to shake, to vibrate ;cog. L O. swing-

an, Dan. tvinge, Sw. gwinga, G. schwingen.

Swinge is a somewhat modified form, swingle

is a derivative, and swink, sway, swag con

nected forms.] 1. To move to and fro, as a

body suspended in the air; to wave; to vi

brate; to oscillate.

I tried if a pendulum would swing faster, or con

tinue swinging longer in our receiver, if exhausted.

Boyle.

2. To practise swinging; to fly backward

and forward, as on a suspended rope ; as, a

man swings for health or pleasure.—3.Naut

to move or float round with the wind or

tide, as a ship riding at a single anchor.—

4. To be hanged; to be suspended by the

neck. [Colloq.]

I prophesy that before long you and your nasty

cur willboth swing together. Marryat.

Swing (swing), v.t. 1. To make to sway or

oscillate loosely ; to cause to vibrate or wave,

as a body suspended in the air.

They get on ropes, as you must have seen the

children, and are swung by their men visitants.

Steele.

2. To whirl round in the air; to wave; to

move to and fro ; to brandish ; to flourish ;

as, a man swings his arms when he walks.

'Swing thee in the air, then dash thee

down. Milton.

The fiery Tybalt, with his sword prepared,

Which, as he brenthed defiance to my ears,

He swung about his head and cut the winds.

Skak.

He swings his tall, and swiftly turns him round.

Dryden.

—To swing a ship, to bring the ship's head

to each point of the compass in succession,

in order to correct the compass by ascer

taining the amount of local deviation.

Swing (swing), n. 1. The act of swinging;

a waving or vibratory motion of a thing sus

pended and hanging loose; oscillation; mo

tion from one Bide to the other; the sweep

of a moving body; as, some people walk

with a swing; the swing of a pendulum.—

2. A line, cord, &e, suspended and hanging

loose, and on which something may swing

or oscillate ; also, an apparatus suspended

for persons to swing in, generally consists

ing of a Beat suspended m the loop of a

rope, the two ends of which are attached

overhead.

Some set up swings In the streets, and get money

of those who will swing in them. Dampitr,

& Influence or power of a body to which is

given a swaying motion.

The ram that batters down the wall.

For the great swing and rudeness of his poise.

They place before his hand that made the engine.

Skak.

4. Free course; abandonment to any motive;

unrestrained liberty or license. * Take thy

swing.' Dryden.

Let them all take their swing

To pillage the king. Swift.

5. Unrestrained tendency; natural bent; as,

the swing of propensities.

Were it not for these, civil governments were not

able to stand before the prevailing swing of corrupt

nature, which would know no honesty but advantage.

Soutk.

6 In mack, the distance from the head-

centre of a lathe to the bed or ways, or to

the rest—7. In vehicles, the tip or projection

of the top of a wheel outward from the

vehicle.

Swing-beam (swing'bem), n. In railway

macn. a cross-piece sustaining the body of

the carriage, and so suspended from the

framing of a truck that it may have an

independent lateral motion. Goodrich.

Swing-boat (swing'bot), a. A boat-shaped

carriage slung from a frame, swinging in

which is a favourite amusement with young

people at fairs, etc.

AH the caravans and swing-boats, and what not,

used to assemble there. Mayhtw.

Swing - bridge ( swing'brlj \ n. A form of

bridge that may be moved by swinging, so

as to afford passage for ships on a river,

canal, at the mouth of docks, etc. A usual

form consists of two sections, each of which,

when opened, is landed on its own side of

the water, the extended ends of the two

meeting in the middle and affording a bridge

across. Another form is when the whole

bridge is swung to one side ; and a third,

where the whole bridge rotates from its

centre on a pier in the middle of the water

way, so as to make a passage on each side

of It Called also Swivel- bridge, Pivot-

bridge.

Swinge (swinj), v.t. pret A pp. swinged;

ppr. swingeing. [A. Sax. swingan, to swing,

to whip. See SWING.] 1. To beat soundly;

to whip; to chastise; to punish. 'And

swinges his own vices in his son.' Dryden.

Now will he be swinged for reading my letter.

Skak.

2.t To move, as a lash; to lash.

He, wroth to see his kingdom fail.

Swinges the scaly horror of his folded Mil. Milton.

Swiliget (swinj), n. 1. A sway. 'That whilom

herebare swinge among the best' Mir. for

Jfap*.— 2. A swing; the sweep of anything

in motion.

The shallow water doth her force Infringe,

And renders vain her tail's impetuous swinge.

Holler.

Swinge t (swinj). v.t To singe. Spenser.

Swinge t (swinj), n, A singe. Beau. &■ Fl.

Swinge - buckler t (swinjOmk-ler), n. A

swasn-buekler; a riotous fellow; a roisterer.

Vim had not four such rwingtouckiers in all the

inns of court again. Skak.

Swingeing (swinj'lng), a. [It is customary

to associate the idea of greatness or size

with that of a heavy blow. See Whopper. ]

Great; huge. 'A swingeing sum.* Arbvth-

not. *A swingeing recompense.* Byron.

[Colloq.)

Swingeingly ( swinj 'ing-li), adv. Hugely;

vastly; greatly. [Colloq.]

Swingel ( swing'el ), n. That part of a flail

that falls upon the grain in threshing; a

swiple. [Local. ]

Swinger (swing'er in meaning 1, swinj'er in

2 and 3), u. 1. One who swings; one who

hurls.—2. One who swinges.—3. t Anything

very great or astonishing ; a stunner. ' To

make the wassaile a swinger* Herrick.

Swinging (swinging), p. and a. 1. Moving

to and fro; oscillating; waving; brandishing.

2. Huge; very large; swingeing. [Colloq.]

Swinging-boom (swinglng-bbm), n. A'aut.

the span which distends the foot of a lower

studding-sail.

Swingingly (swing 'ing-li), ado. Vastly;

hugely. [Colloq.]

Swinging -saw (swingTng-sa), n. A saw

swinging in an arc from an axis overhead.

Swingism (swtng'izm), n. The practices of

those agitators who, from 1830 to 1833, were

in the habit of sending threatening letters

signed 'Swing' or 'Captain Swing' to far

mers, landed proprietors, Ac. , commanding

them to give up the use of the thrashing-

machine, to pay a higher wage to their em

ployees, and the like, and in case of non

compliance threatening the destruction of

the obnoxious person's property; incendiar

ism In the fancied promotion of the interests

of agricultural labourers.

Thus, at one time, we have burking—at another,

swingism—now suicide is in vogue, &c.

Ld. lytton.

Swing-knife (swing/nif),n. Same as Sicingle-

staff.

Swingle (swing'gl), v.i. [A freq. from swing. ]

To dangle; to wave hanging.—2. t To swing

for pleasure.

Swingle (swing'gl). v.t. pret A pp. swingled;

ppr. swingling. [A freq. of swing, A. Sax.

swingan, to swing, to swinge.] 1. To beat;

to scutch or clean, as flax, by beating it with

a wooden instrument resembliug a large

knife. [Provincial.]—2. To cut off the tops

of without pulling up the roots, as weeds.

Swingle (swing'gl), n. 1. A scutcher; a

swingle-staff—2. In wire-working,* wooden

spoke fixed to the barrel that draws the

wire.—3. One of the spokes in the roller of

a plate-press.—4. Same as Swingel.

Swingle-staff, Swingling-knife (swing'gl-

Btaf, swing'gling-mf), n. Different names

of an instrument formerly used for beating

flax or hemp, in order to separate the shives

or woody part from the fibres ; a scutcher.

This is effected now by machinery. Called

also Swingle, Swing-knife, Swingling-staff,

Swingling-wand.

Swingle -tree ( swing'gl-tre ), n. Same as

Swing-tree.

Swingle - wand ( swing' gl - wond ), n. A

swingle-staff.

Swingling - machine ( swing ' gllng - ma -

shen ). «. A machine for swingling flax.

Swingling-staff (swing'gling-staf), n. See

Swingle-staff.

Swingling - tow (swing'gling-tO), n. The

coarse part of flax separated from the finer

by swingling and hatcheling.

Swing-plough (swing'plou), n. Any plough

without wheels.

Swing -tree (swing'tre), n. A cross-bar by

which a horse is yoked to a carriage, plough,

eh, cAain; ch, Sc. loca; g, go; j.job; h, Ft. ton; ng, aln^; TH, tAen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zu, Mure.—See KKT.
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Ac, and to which the traces are fastened.

Called also Single-tree, Swingle-tree.

Swing -wheel (swing/wliel), n. The wheel

in a timepiece which drives the pendulum.

In a watch or balance-clock: it is called the

balance-wheel.

Swinish (swln'ish), o. Befitting swine; like

swiue; gross; hoggish; brutal; as, & swinish

drunkard or sot 'Swinish gluttony.' Hil

ton.

Learning will be cast into the mire and trodden

down under the hoofs of a nninisk multitude.

Burke.

Swinishly (swin'ish-Ii), ado. In a swinish

mauner.

Swinishness (swin'ish-nes), n. Quality of

being swinish.

Swlnkt (swingk), v.i. [A. Sax. swincan, to

labour: a slightly different form of twingan,

to beat, to labour. See SWING] To labour;

to toil ; to drudge. ' They do swink and

sweat. ' Spenser.

Bwlnkt (swingk), v.t To overlabour; to

cause to toil or drudge; to tire with labour.

The rwink'd hedger at hit supper sat. Milton.

Swlnkt (swingk), n. Labour; toil ; drudg

ery. Spenser.

8winker t (swingk'er), n. A labourer; a

ploughman.

Swipe (swip), n. [Also written swape, sweep;

from stem of sweep, swoop; comp. lcel. svipa,

a whip. ] Same as Swape.

Swipe (swip), v.t and i. pret. & pp. swiped;

ppr. swiping. [See above ] To strike with

a long or wide sweeping blow ; to deliver a

hard blow or stroke with the full swing of

the arms; to strike or drive with great force.

The first ball of the over. Jack steps out and meets,

swiping with all his force. T. Hughes.

Swipes (swips), n. pi. [O. E. swipe, to drink

off nastily ; Dan. svip, thin and tasteless

beer, swipes ; G. schwappen, schweppen, to

splash, dilnntsgeschwepe, thin watery beer]

Poor washy beer; a kind of small-beer; tap-

lash. Written also Swypes. [Vulgar.)

The twopenny is undeniable; but it is small swypes

—small swypes—more of hop than malt—with your

leave I'll try your black bottle. Sir tV. Scott.

Swlpey (swi'pl), a. Drunk; intoxicated.

Household Words. [Slang]

Swlple (swip'l), n. [From swipe. See Swipe,

aand v.t] The effective end-piece of a flail;

a swlngel ; called in Scotland a eouple.

Swlpper (swip'er), o. [lcel. svipal, svipull,

agile, from svipe, to move quickly; same

item assiceep, swoop.] Nimble; quick. [Pro

vincial English.]

Swire (swir), n. [A. Sax. swfro, swpra, swura,

sweora, the neck; lcel. «t»<rt. the neck.]

1. The neck. —2. The declination of a moun

tain or bill near the summit ; a hollow be

tween two hills. Also written Swyre. [Old

English and Scotch in both senses]

Swirl (swerl), v.i. [Dan. svirre, to whirl, to

turn round ; the root may be the same as

that of swerve. Whirl probably has had

some influence on the form] To form

eddies; to whirl in eddies.

The river swirled along, glassy no more, but dingy

gray with autumn rains and rotting leaves.

Kingsley.

Swirl (sw6rl), «. A whirling motion; an

eddy, as of water ; gyration ; whirl ; a twist

or contortion in the grain of wood; a curl.

'The swirl of those spumy and hissing

waves.' Farrar.

The silent slvirl

Of bats that seem to follow in the air

Some grand circumference of a shadowy dome.

h. B. Browning.

Swlrlle (swirli), a. 1. Pull of contortions

or twists; entangled: applied to grass, Ac.

2. Pull of knots ; knaggy. ' A swirlie, auld

moss-oak.' Burns. [Scotch.]

Swish (swish), v.t [Allied to switch] To

flog ; to lash ; as, he was most deservedly

swished. [Slang.]

Swiss (swis), n. 1. A native or Inhabitant

of .Switzerland.—2. The language of Switzer

land.

Swiss (swis), a. Of or belonging to Switzer

land or the Swiss. — Swiss muslin, a fine,

open, transparent cotton fabric.

Switch (swich), ii. [Comp. L.G. zwukse,

swutsche, a switch, according to Wedgwood

from the swishing sound made by a pliant

rod in passing rapidly through the air.

Rather the same word as lcel. svigi, sveigr,

a switch— from root of swing, swinge.] 1. A

small flexible twig or rod.

On the medal, Mauritania leadsa horse bya thread

with one hand, and in the other holds a sn<itc*.

Addisen.

2. In rati a contrivance for transferring

a railway train or part of it from one line

of rails to another. Switches are pieces

of railway bars movable upon joints at

one end, and applied at the points of

junction between two lines of rails, for the

purpose of guiding the wheels of the car

riages from the oue to the other. They

are susceptible of considerable variety of

form and application. They may be either

single or double, self-acting or worked by

hand, Ac. The annexed woodcut at once

illustrates the principle and gives an ex

ample of a very common arrangement of

single switch; no is the straight, and 66 the

diverging line of railB; c the switch, laid

upon broad flat chairs, and turning on a

joint at oue extremity; cd, a rod joining the

end of the switch to the switch handle in

the box d, from which the switch is moved,

the wheels being guided by such movement

upon the diverging line, as may be required;

ae is the point (not movable) on the other

f~i
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Single Switch.

side of the way; // the guard-rail for guid

ing the wheels. See Railway.—3. In teleg.

a device for connecting one circuit with

another, or for dividing a circuit into two

part*, or for altering any of the connections

of a line or circuit; a shunt—4. A cue of

false hair, or of some substance made to

resemble hair, fastened together at one end

and worn by ladies.

Switch (swich), v.t 1. To strike with a

small twig or rod; to beat; to lash.— 2. In

rati, to transfer by a switch ; to transfer

from one line of rails to another. — S. In

elect, to shift to another circuit; to shunt.

Switch t (swich), v.i. To walk with a jerk.

Swltchel (swich'el), n. A beverage made of

molasses and water. [United States]

Switching (swich'Ing), n. 1. Shunting.—

2. A beating with a switch—Switchitig of

hedges, the cutting off of the one years

growth which protrudes from the sides of

the hedges.

Switching-hill (awich'ing-bil), n. An in

strument used in pruning hedges.

Switchman (swich'man), n. One who has

charge of the switches on a railway; a points

man.

Swlth, Swlthe (swith), adv. [A. Sax. swith,

strong,very, very much ; lcel. svithr, prompt,

quick; Goth, swinths, strong.] Instantly;

quickly; speedily; promptly. [Old English

and Scotch.]

My Ladye reads you swith return. .Sir IV. Scott.

Swith (swith), interj. Begone; be off.

[Scotch.]

Swither, Swldder (swim'er, swid'er), n.

[Etym. doubtful. Comp. lcel. svithra, to

burn] Doubt; hesitation; perplexity; state

of irresolute wavering. 'A hank'riug swi

ther.' Burns. [Scotch.]

Swither (swiTH'er), v. L 1. To emit a whirr

ing sound; to whiz. [Scotch] Hogg.—

2 To doubt: to hesitate. [Scotch.] Writ

ten also Swidder.

Swltzert (swit'zer), n. A native of Switzer

land; a Swiss; specifically, in hist one of a

hired body-guard attendant on a king.

Where are my Switstrs t Let them guard the door.

Swlve t (swiv), v. t and i. [A. Sax. swt/an.

Swivel.

to move quickly.] To perform the act of

copulation with; to have sexual intercourse.

Chaucer.

Swivel (swlv'el). n. [A freq. form, from

A. Sax. swi/an, to move quickly, to be

turned round, to revolve; O.Fris. swiva, to

be unsteady, to move about; IceL sv\f, a

quick turn, xveijta, to set in circular motion;

SI.H.G. sw{fen, O.H.G. sui/an, to be turned

round. Akin sweep, swift. ] 1. A fastening

so contrived as to allow

the thing fastened to turn

freely round on its axis; a

piece fixed to a similar

piece, or to any body, by

a pin, or otherwise, so as

to revolve or turn freely

in any direction; a twisting link in a chain

consisting of a ring or hook ending in a

headed pin which turns in a link of the

chain so as to prevent kinking —2. Milit a

small cannon or piece of artillery, fixed in

a swivel in such a manner as to be turned

in any direction.—3. In saddlery, a loop or

runner through which the check-rein passes.

E. H. Knight

Swivel (swivel), v.i. To turn on a staple,

pin, or pivot.

Swivel-eye (swiv'el-r), «• A squint-eye.

She found herself possessed of what is colloquially

termed a swivel-eye. Dickens.

Swivel-eyed (swivel-id), a. Squint-eyed.

Swivel-gun (swiv'el-gun), n. Same aa

Swivel, 2.

Swivel-hook (swiv'el-hok), n. A hook that

turns in the end of a block strap, for readily

taking the turns out of a tackle—Swivel-

hook block, a pulley block in which the sus

pending hook is swivelled to the block so

that the latter may turn to present the

sheave in any direction.

Swivel-Joint (swiVel-joint), n. A section

in a chain or a joint on a rod. which allows

the parts to twist without distortion or

kinking.

Swivel -loom (swiv'el-lom), n. A kind of

loom formerlyused for the weaving of tapes

and narrow goods.

Swizzle (swizl), n. [Connected with swig

or swill] 1. A beverage made of ale and

beer mixed. Wright [Local English.]—2. A

colloquial term applied to drink generally;

tipple. Hannay.

Swizzle (swiz'l), v.t To drink; to swilL

[Colloq.)

Swob (swob), n. A mop. See Swab.

Swob (swob), v.t To clean or wipe with a

swob. See Swab.

Swobber (swob'er), n. 1. One who swabs or

cleans with a mop; a swabber— 2. pi. Four

Srivileged cards, only used incidentally in

ettlng at the game of whist.

The clergyman used to play at whist and swoooers:

playing now and then a sober game at whist for

pastime, it might be pardoned ; but he could not

digest those wicked swobbers. Swift.

Swollen, Swoln (swoln), p. and o. Swelled;

as, a swollen river.

Swolowe,tn. [See Swallow] A whirlpool;

a cavern in the earth. Chaucer.

Swolwe,t v.t To swallow. Chaucer.

Sworn (sworn), old pret. of swim (which see).

Bwonken,! pp. of swink. Laboured. CAati-

cer.

Swoon (swon), v.i, [A. Sax. swunan, dswun-

an, to swoon, from stem of swindan, to lan

guish, also seen in swindle, squander (which

see), and O.G. swluan, to faint, to waste

away, to languish.] To faint; to sink into a

fainting fit, in which there is an apparent

suspension of the vital functions and mental

powers.

I sittoou almost with fear. Shut.

The most in years swoon'd first away for pain.

Dryden.

Feeling all along the garden-wall.

Lest he should xtiwi and tumble. Tcnnyscn.

Swoon (swon), n. The act of swooning, or

the state of one who has swooned ; a faint

ing fit; syncope; leipothymia

Swooning; (swon'ing). n. The act of faint

ing; syncope. ' Thence faiutings, swoonings

of despair' Milton.

Swoonlngly (swon'ing-li), adv. In a swoon

ing manner.

Swoop (swop), v.t. [A form of sweep; A. Sax.

svttpnn, to sweep.] 1. To fall on at once and

seize; to dash upon while on the wing; as, a

hawk swoops a chicken ; a kite swoops up a

mouse. — 2. To seize; to catch up; to take

with a sweep.

The physician looks with another eye on the medi

cinal herb than the grazing ox which sw-oops it in

with the common grass. Glateviile.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Swoop (swop), v.i. It To pass with pomp;

to sweep.

Proud Tamer nw^/ with such. A lusty train.

As fits so brave a flood. Drayton.

2. To descend upon prey suddenly from a

height, as a hawk; to stoop.

Like the king of birds swooping oxi his prey, he

fell on some galleys separated t>y a considerable in*

terval from their companions. Prescott.

Swoop <£wop), n. The sudden pouncing of

a rapacious bird on its prey ; a falling on

and seizing, as of a bird on its prey.

O hell-kite t AU?

What, all my pretty chickens and their dam

At one fell jtww/ f SJiafi.

The eagle fell into the fox's quarters and earned

away a whole litter of cubs at a raw;.

Sir A. VEstrange.

Swoopstake t (swop'stak), n. Same as

Sweepstake.

Swop (swop), v.t. To exchange ; to barter ;

to swap. 'Would have swoppd youth for

old age.' Dryden. [Colloq.] See 3WAP.

Swop (swop), n. An exchange; a barter.

These had made a foolish jm/ between a couple

of thick bandy legs and two long trapsticks.

Addison.

Sword (sord), n. (A. Sax. sweord, swurd,

sword, O.Sax. swerd.D. zwaard, L.G. sweerd,

Dan. ztotrd, Icel. scerth. G. schwert, O.G.

swert, sword. Origin uncertain; perhaps

from same root as Skr. svar, to shine.] 1. An

offensive weapon having a long strong blade

(usually of fine polished steel),either straight

and with a sharp point for tlirusting, as the

modern rapier; with a sharp point and one

or two cutting edges for thrusting and strik

ing, as the broadsword; or curved, and with

a sharp convex edge for striking, as the

eastern scimitar, Ac. The blade is fixed

by a tang into the handle, which is fur

nished with a guard and guard-plate or

basket for protecting the hand, and a metal

knob called the pommel; these together

constituting the hilt. The half of the blade

nearest the point is known as the foible or

faible; that nearest the hilt, the forte. The

sword is usually suspended from the waist

bya sword-belt, and worn in a sheath called

the scabbard. —2. The emblem or symbol of

(a) justice, judicial vengeance or punish

ment; or (b) of power or authority.

She quits the balance, and resigns the sword.

Dryden.

For he (the ruler) beareth not the sword in vain.

Kora. ziii. a.

3. Destruction by the sword or in battle ;

war; dissension.

I came not to send peace but a sword. Mat. x. 34.

4. The military profession; the profession

of arms; arms generally.

It hath been told him that he hath no more autho

rity over the sword than over the law. Milton.

5. In weaving, one of the arms by which

the lay of a loom is supported. —Sword of

state, the Bword which is borne before the

king, lords, and governors of counties, cities,

or boroughs. &c. Four swords are used at

the corouation of a British sovereign, viz.

the sword of Btate, properly so called; the

sword of mercy, which is pointless ; the

sword of spiritual justice, and the sword of

temporal justice.

Sword-arm (sord'arm), n. The right arm;

the arm that wields the sword.

Sword-bayonet (sord'ba-on-et), n. A short

sword which can be attached to a rifle by a

ring formed in the guard, and a spring along

the grips. See cut under Bayonet.

Sword-bearer (sordljar-er), n. An attend

ant who bears or carries his master's sword;

specifically, a btate official such as he who

carries a sword as an emblem of justice

before the Lord-mayor of London when he

goes abroad on ceremonial occasions.

Sword-belt (sord'belt), n. A belt by which

a swurd issuspeuded and borne by the side.

Sword-blade (sdrdljlad), n. The blade or

cutting part of a sword.

Sword-breaker (&6rd'brak-er), n. A sword-

shaped weapon formerly ustd, much broader

than an ordinary sword, and having long

teeth on one edge intended to catch and

break an enemy's sword.

Sword-cane (sdrd'kan). n. A cane or walk

ing stick containing a long pointed blade,

as in a scabbard, or from which a shorter

blade is made to dart out on the touch of a

spring.

Swordcut (sord'kut), a. A cut or wound

made with a sword. ' Seam'd with an ancient

swordcut on the cheek." Tennyson.

Sword-cutler (sord'kut-ler), n. One who

makes or mounts bworda.

Sword-dance (sdrd'dans), n, 1. A dance in

which swords are brandished or clashed to

gether by the dancers.— 2. A dance peculiar

to the Scotch Highlanders, in which two

swords are laid crosswise on the ground, the

skill of the dancer being shown in never

touching the swords with his feet while

dancing over them with various intricate

steps or motions.

Sworded (sord'ed), a. Girded with a sword;

wearing a sword. ' The sworded seraphim.'

MUton.

Swordert (sdrd'er), n. One who uses or

fights with a sword ; one skilled in the use

of the sword; a gladiator; a swordsman; in

contempt, a cut-throat.

A Roman rtvorder and banditto slave

Murther'd sweet Tully. SMak.

Sword-flght (sord'fit). n. Fencing; a com

bat or trial of skill with swords.

Some they set to fight with beasts, some with one

another; these they called gladiatores, sword-players;

and this spectacle munus gladiatorum, a sword-jighi.

Hakewiil.

Sword-fish (sdrd'Ash), ft. An acanthop-

terygious (teleostean) fish of the genus

Xiphias, family Xiphiidtc, which is closely

allied to the Scomberidao, or mackerel tribe.

The single known species (X gladius) is an

inhabitant of the Mediterranean and At

lantic, and occasionally visits our coasts.

It is remarkable for its elongated upper Jaw,

which forms a sword-like weapon, whence

the name. It measures from 10 to 15 and

Sword-fish {Xiphiasgladius).

even sometimes 20 feet in length. The body

is covered with minute scales, the sword

forming three-tenths of its length. On the

back it has a single long elevated dorsal fin,

but it is destitute of ventral fins. The

sword-fish attacks other fishes with its jaw,

and it sometimes perforates the planks of

ships with the same powerful weapon, parts

of which have been left sticking in the tim

ber. The flesh is very palatable and nutri

tious.

Sword-grass (s6rd'gras),n. A general name

for sedgy plants, on account of their sword-

shaped leaves.

Sword-hand (sordTiand).n. Therighthand;

the hand which holds the sword.

Sword-knot (sdrd'not), n. A ribbon or

tassel tied to the hilt of a sword. Pope.

Sword-law (sordla), ». Government by the

sword or by force; violence.

So violence

Proceeded, and oppression, and raord-law.

Through all the plain, and refuge uone was found.

Milton.

Swordless (sord'les). a. Destitute of a

sword. ' With swordless belt and fetter'd

hand.' Byron.

Sword-lily (sdrdlil-i). n. The English name

of plants of the genus Gladiolus (which Bee).

Swordman (sdrd'man), n. A soldier; a

swordsman.

Essex was made lieutenant-general of the army,

the darling of the swordmen. Clarendon.

Swordmanshlp t ( sord ' man - ship ), n.

Swordsmanship.

Sword-mat (sord'mat), n. Xaut. a mat

woven by means of a piece of wood, resem

bling a sword.

Sword-play (sSrd'plii), n. A combat of

gladiators; a sword-fight.

Sword-player (s6rd'pla-er), n. One who

exhibits his skill in the use of the sword; a

fencer; a gladiator. See quotation uuder

Sword-fight.

Sword-shaped (sord'shapt), a. Shaped like

a sword ; ensiform.—Sword-shaped leaf, a

leaf that is laterally flattened, erect, and

resembling the blade of a sword, as in Iris.

Swordsman (sordz'inan), n. 1. A man who

carries a sword ; a fighting man; a soldier.

Written also Swordman.—2. One skilled in

the use of the sword; a feucing-master.

I was the best swordsman in the garrison. Dickens.

Swordsmanship (sdrdz'niau-ship), n. The

state of being a swordsman ; skilful use of

the sword.

Swore (swor), pret of swear.

Sworn (sworn), pp. of swear.— Sworn bro

thers, brothers or companions in arms, who

according to the laws of chivalry vowed to

share their dangers or success with each

other; hence, aclose intimate or companion.

I ara sworn brother, sweet.

To grim necessity; and he and I

WiUkeep a league till death. Sha*.

—Sworn enemies, enemies who have taken

an oath or vow of mutual hatred ; hence,

determined or irreconcilable enemies. —

Sworn friends, friends bound to be true to

each other by oath; hence, close or firm

friends.

Swough,t n. [A. Sax. swdgan, to make a

sighing noise; Goth, ga-eicogjan, to sigh;

allied to A. Sax. swfg, a sound.] 1. A sigh;

a sound; a noise. Chaucer. — 2. A swoon.

Chaucer.

Swough,t n. Lobs of sensation or conscious

ness; stupor; stupefaction; swoon. Chaucer.

Swound (swound), v.i. To swoon. Shak.

(Old or poetical and provincial ]

Swound (swound), n. A swoon. [Poeticaland

provincial.]

It flung the blood into my head, and I fell into a

swound. Coleridge.

The landlord stirred

As one awaking from a swound. Longfellow.

'Swouns (swbnz), interj. A corruption or

abbreviation of God's wounds: used as a sort

of oath of confirmation.

'Swonnst I shall never survive the idea.

Sir IV. Scott.

S-wrench (es'rensh), n. A wrench or span

ner of an S-shape with an adjustable jaw at

each end and at different angles. The shape

enables it to reach parts not so readily ap

proached by the ordinary wrench.

Swum (swum), pret. A pp. of stcim. ' An

eye that suntm in thanks.' Tennyson,

Swung (swung), pret. & pp. of swing. ' Bells

that swung, moved of themselves.' Tenny

son.

Swypea (swips). Same as Swipes.

Swyre (swir). Same as Swire.

Syalite (si'al-it), n. A plant, DUlenia spe-

ciosa.

Syb (sib), a. Related by blood. (Old Eng

lish and Scotch] See Sib.

Sybarite (sib'a-rit). it, [Fr. Sybarite, from

I. Sybarita, Or. Sybarites, an inhabitant of

Sybaris, an ancient Greek city of southern

Italy proverbial for the effeminacy and

voluptuousness of its inhabitants.] A per

son devoted to luxury and pleasure.

All is calm as would delight the heart

Of Sybarite of old. Thomson.

The hardy warrior of the mountains degenerated

into a vulgar Sybarite. His manliness became effem

inacy; his piety a rituaJ of priests; himself a liar, a

coward, and a slave. J. A. Fronde.

Sybaritic, Sybaritlcal (sib-a-rit'ik, sib-a-

rit'ik-al), a. Luxurious; wanton.

Dine with me on a single dish, to alone to philoso

phy for the sybaritic dinners of Prior Park.

Bf. ll'arburton.

Sybaritism (sib'a-rit-izm), n. The practices

of the Sybarites; voluptuous effeminacy.

Sybo (sibfiX » pi. Syboes (si'boz). (Fr. ci-

ooule, L. cepula, dim. of cepa, an onion]

An onion that does not form a bulb; a young

onion drawn from the bed before the bulb

has been formed : a commou ingredient iu

soups and sauces. [Scotch.]

Sycamine (sik'a-miu), n. [Gr. sykaminos]

The mulberry.

If ye had faith as a grain of mustard-seed, ye might

' up tiy

Luke xvii. 6.

say unto this sycamine tree. Be thou pluiked

the root, and be thou planted in the sea.

Sycamore (sik'a-mdr), n. [Fr. sycomore, L.

sycomorus, from Gr. sykoinoros, the fig-mul

berry—sykon, a fig, and moron, the black

mulberry.] 1. A tree of the genus Fleas, the

F. Sycotnorus, or sycamore of Scripture. It

is very common in Palestine, Arabia, and

Egypt, growing large and to a great height,

and though the grain is coarse, much used

In building, and very durable. Its wide-

spreading branches afford a grateful shade

in those hot climates, and its fruit, which is

produced in clustered racemes upon the

trunk and the old limbs,issweetand delicate.

Also written Sycomore. — 2. Acer Pseudo-

platanus, or sycamore-maple, a well-known

large timber-tree, long naturalized in Eng

land, and much used in ornamental plant

ing. The timber is used for certain parts of

musical instruments, and various other pur

poses. There are several varieties. Usually

called Plane-tree in Scotland— 3. A name

eh. cAain; ch, So. loch; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; tli, thin; w, trig; wh, trAig; zh, azure. —See K.ET.
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frequently given in America to the plane-

tree (Platanus occidentalis). Also called

Button-wood or Cotton-xcood.

re {Fiats Sycontorus).

Sycamore-moth (sik'a-raor-moth), n. A

large and beautiful moth, whose caterpillar

feeds on the leaves of the sycamore.

Syce (sis), n. A native groom. [Indian]

Sycee, Sycee-sllver (ai-se', sl-se'sil-ver), n.

The Hue Bilver of China cast into ingots in

shape resembling a native shoe, and weigh

ing commonly rather more than a pound

troy. These ingots are marked with the seal

of the banker or assay**r as a guarantee of

their purity.

Sychee (si-che'), n. The Chinese name for

black tea.

Sychnocarpous (sik-nO-kar'pus), o. [Gr.

sychnos, frequent, and karpos, fruit.] In bot.

having the power of bearing fruit many

times without perishing; as, sychnocarpous

plants.

Syclte (sl'ult), n. [Or. sykitt*, fig-Hke, from

sykon, a fig.] A name which some authors

give to nodules of flint or pebbles which

resemble a fig.

Sycoma (Bi-ko'ma), n. [Or. syk6ma, from

sykon, a fig. ] In med. a wart or excrescence

resembling a fig, on the eyelid, the anus, or

any other part.

Sycomore(sik'6-mdr). Same as Sycamore, 1.

SyconuB (si-ko'nus), n. [Gr. sykon, a fig]

In bot. a fleshy, hollow receptacle, contain

ing numerous flowers which are combined

In the fruit, as in the fig. Called also £></-

conium.

Sycophancy (sik'6-fan-si), n. [L. sycophan-

tm See Sycophant] The character or

characteristic of a sycophant; hence, mean

tale-beartng ; obsequious flattery; servility.

Warburton.

Sycophant (silr/dfant), n. [Gr. sykophantis,

a common informer, a false accuser, a slan

derer, a backbiter—tryiron, a flg, and phaino,

to show ; lit. a fig-shower or an informer

about figs; but there is no historic know

ledge how thennme arose. Theold statement

that the sycophant was one who informed

on others for exporting figs from Attica or

plundering sacred fig-trees, may have been

a mere invention to explain the term, which

does not occur with such a literal meaning.]

l.t A tale-bearer or informer in general.

The poor man that hath naught to lose is not afraid

of the sycophant. Holland.

2. A parasite; n mean flatterer; especially, a

flatterer of princes and great men.

A sycophant will everything admire :

Each verse, each sentence, sets his sou] on fire:

All is divine 1 there's not a w ord amiss 1 Dryden.

Sycophant (sik'o-fant), v.t 1. To play the

sycophant toward; to flatter meanly and

officiously. — 2. t To inform or tell tales of to

gain favour; to calumniate.

He ni.ii; :■■-. it his business to tamper with his reader

by sycophanting and misnaming the work of his

enemy. Milton.

Sycophant, Sycophantlze (sik'd-fant. sik'-

o-fant-iz), v. i. To play the sycophant. [Rare. ]

Sycophantic (sik-6-fan'tik). a. Belonging

to a sycophant ; resembling a sycophant or

what belongs to one; obsequiously flatter

ing; parasitic; courting favour by mean adu

lation.

'Tls well known that in these times the illiberal

sycophantic manner of devotion was by the wiser

sort contemned. Shaftesbury.

—Sycophantic plants, or parasites, such as

adhere to other plants and depend op them

for support

Sycophantical (sik-o-fan'tik-al), a. Syco

phantic. ' A sycophantical parasite/ Mil

ton,

Sycophantish (sik'6-fant-fah), a. Like a

sycophant; parasitical; sycophantic.

Sycophantism (sik'd-fant-izin), n. Syco

phancy. 'Servile sycophantism.' Dr. V.

Kjiox.

Sycophantlze, v.i. See Sycophant.

Sycophantryt (sik'd-fant-ri), n. Mean and

officious tale-bearing or adulation. Barrow.

SycOBls(si-k6'sis).n. [Gr. sykosis, from sykon,

a fig.] A cutaneous disease, which consists

of an eruption of inflamed but not very hard

tubercles, occurring on the bearded portion

of the face, and on the scalp, and usually

clustering together in irregular patches.

Syderolite(8id'er-d-lit).n. A kind of earthen

ware made in Bohemia, resembling Wedg

wood-ware. Simmonds.

Syenite (si'en-it), n. A compound rock com

posed of quartz, hornblende, and felspar,

of a grayish colour; so called because abun

dant near Syene in Upper Egypt, and much

quarried here by the ancient Egyptians for

mouumental purposes. Syenite often bears

the genera] aspect of a granite, but it is the

presence of hornblende as a constituent part

which distinguishes this rock from certain

granites that accidentally contain horn

blende. It frequently contains mica, and

occasionally epidote. the structure of syen

ite is commonly granular, but the grains

are sometimes coarse and sometimes very

fine.

Syenitic (si-en-it'ik), a. Containing syenite;

resembling syenite or possessing some of Its

properties. —Syenitic granite, granite which

contains hornblende. — Syenitic porphyry,

fine-grained syenite containing large crys

tals of felspar.

Syk,t Syke.ta. Sick. Chaucer.

Syke, t *.i [A. Sax. sican, to sigh.] To sigh.

Chaucer.

Syke.t n. A sisrh. Chaucer.

Syke, Sike (sik), u. [Icel. sik, a ditch, a

trench.] A small brook or rill in lowground;

a marshy bottom with a small stream in it

without sand or graveL [Provincial Eng

lish and Scotch.]

Syl-. The form of the Greek prefix syn when

preceding a component commencing with I,

as in Wl;ih.lt:

Syle (sil). "■ [Also in form sill; Icel. til, sili,

any fish of the herring kind.] The young of

herring. [Provincial English.]

But our folk calls them sylc, and nought but sytc.

And when they're grown, why then we call them

herring. Jean Ingtl&tu.

Syllabarium (BiHa-ba"ri-um), n. pi Sylla-

baria (sina-ba"ri-a). [L.L., from L. syl-

laba, Or. syllabi, a syllable.] A catalogue

of the primitive syllables of a language.

Syllabary (sil'la-ba-ri), n. Same as Sylla

barium.

Syllabe (sil'ab), n. A syllabe. B. Jonson.

SyUabic, Syllablcal (sil-lab'ik, si i-labik-al).

a. ilr syllabique, from L. syllaba, a syl

lable] 1. Pertaining to a syllable or syl

lables; as, syllabic accent—2. Consisting of a

syllable or syllables; as, a syllabic augment.

—Syllabic tune, a tune in which but one note

is allotted to one syllable of the words, and

hence containing no slurs. The grandest of

our psalm and hymn tunes, as French and

Old Hundredth, are of this character.

Syllabically (sil-lab'ik-al-li), adv. In a syl

labic manner.

Syllabicate (sil-lab'i-kat), v. t. To form into

syllables.

Syllabication (siUab'i-ka"shon), n. The act

of forming syllables; the act or method of

dividing words into syllables.

Syllabincatlon(sU-lab'i-n-ka"&hon),n.Same

as Syllabication.

Syllabify (sil-lab'i-fi), v.t To form Into syl

lables.

Syllabist (sillab-ist). n. One versed In di

viding words into syllables.

Syllable (sil'la-bl), n [Fr. syllabe, L. syl

laba, from Gr. syllabe—ei/l for syn, together,

and lambano (2d aorist elabon), to take; Skr.

labh, to get, to obtain. As to the termina

tion in the English word comp. participle,

principle.] 1. A sound or a combination of

sounds uttered together, or at a single

effort or impulse of the voice, and consti

tuting a word or part of a word. A syllable

may consist of a vowel by itself, as a in

amen, o in over, and the like ; of a vowel

and one consonant, as in go, do, in, at;

or of a combination of consonants, with

one vowel or diphthong, as strong, shoi{t,

camp, strands. A syllable usually contains

at lenBt one vowel or open sound, but In

English there are one or two consonantal

sounds each of which may form a syllable

by itself; thus. In tickle, reckon, the final

syllable is really I and ft, A word is called

according to the number of syllables it

contains: a monosyllable, or a word of one

syllable; a dissyllable, or a word of two syl

lables; trisyllable, a word of three syllables;

polysyllable, aword of many syllables. —2. In

writing and printing, a section or part of a

word divided from the rest, and capable of

being pronounced at one impulse of the

voice. It may or may not correspond to

the syllable of the spoken language. —3 The

least expression of language or thought; a

particle. ' So many melancholy stories with

out one syllable of truth." South.

Syllable (sMa-bl), v.t. pret & pp. syllabled;

ppr. syllabling. To utter; to articulate.

A 'Ty tongues that sytlablt men's names

On sands, and shores, and desert wildernesses.

Syllabub (sil'la-bub), n. Same as Sillabub.

Syllabus (sil'Iabus), n, [L., from the same

source as syllable.] 1. A compendium con

taining the heads of a discourse, of a course

of lectures, Ac. ; an at»tract; a table of con

tents, of a scheme of lessons, A*c. 'Turning

something difficult In his mind that was not

in the scholastic syllabus.' Dickens.—2.8pe-

cifically, in the /torn. Cath. Ch. a summary

enumeration of the points decided by an

act or decree of ecclesiastical authority;

more especially a document issued by Pope

Pius IX. in 1864 in which eighty current

doctrines, institutions, dec, of the age are

condemned as heresles,including pantheism,

rationalism, socialism, Bible societies, Arc,

Syllepsis (sil-lep'sis), n. [Gr. syllepsis, a

taking together, from syUamban6, to take

together, to lay hold of. ] In rhet and gram.

(a) a figure by which we conceive the sense

of words otherwise than the words import,

and construe them according to the inten

tion of the author; the taking of words in

two senses at once, the literal and meta

phorical, as in the following passage, where

the word 'sweeter' is used in both senses.

The judgments of the Lord are true and righteocs

altogether: . . . sweeter also than honey and the

honey-comb. I' xiz. % in.

(b) A figure by which one word is referred

to another in the sentence to which it does

not grammatically belong, as the agreement

of a verb or adjective with one rather than

another of two nounB with either of which

it might agree; as, rex et regina beatL

Sylleptlc, Sylleptlcal (sil-lep'tik, sal-lep'-

tik-alj, a. Relating to or implying sylJep-

Sylleptically (sil-lep'tik-al-li), ode. By way

of syllepsis.

Syllogism (sil'16 jizm). ft, [Fr. syUogirme,

L. syuogismus, from Gr. syllogismos, a syllo

gism, from syllogizomai, to reckon all to

gether— syl for syn, with, together, and

Jfgizomai, to reckon, to conclude by reason

ing, from logos, word, reason, Ac., from

''':'", to gather, to collect, to reckon all to

gether.] 1. In logic, a form of reasoning

or argument, consisting of three proposi

tions, of which the two first are called the

premises, and the last the conclusion. In

this argument the conclusion necessarily

follows from the premises; so that if the

two first propositions are true the conclusion

must be true, and the argument amounts to

demonstration. Thus, a plant has not the

power of locomotion; an oak is a plant;

therefore an oak has not ths power of loco

motion. These propositions are denomi

nated the major, the minor, and the con

clusion. The three propositions of a syllo

gism are made up of three ideas or terms,

and these terms are called the mayor, the

minor, and the middle. The subject of the

conclusion is called the minor term ; its

predicate Is the major term, and the middle

terra is that which shows the connection

between the major and minor term in the

conclusion ; or it is that with which the major

and minor terms are respectively compared.

Syllogisms are divided by some into single,

complex, conjunctive, Ac., and by others

Into categorical, hypothetical, conditional.

Ac. What is called the figure of a syllopiam

is the proper disposition of the middle term

with reference to themajorand minorterms.

The figures are by many logicians reckoned

four, but the fourth is now usually consid

ered as both unnatural and unnecessary,

being only an awkward Inversion of the first,

to forms of which, indeed, all the other

figures are held to be reducible. The mood

of a syllogism Is the designation of its three

propositions, according to their quantity

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil> pound; u, 8c. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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and quality. The quantity and quality of

propositions, in logic, are marked by arbi

trary symbols, as A, E, I, O. Every asser

tion may be reduced to one of four forms—

the universal affirmative, marked by A; the

universal negative, marked by E; the par

ticular affirmative, marked by I; and the

particular negative, marked by O. From

these, by combination, all syllogisms are

derived. In order to remember the figures,

certain mnemonic words have been long

used by writers on logic; thus, under the

first figure, we have Barbara, Celarent, Darii,

Ferio; under the second, Cesare, Caniestres,

Festino, Baroko; under the third, Darapti,

Disamis. Datisi, Felapton, Bocardo, Fenso;

and under the fourth, Bramantip. Camenes,

Dimaris, Fesapo, Fresison. (See these

words. ) Each of these words designates a

particular mood. The rules of syllogism

may be thus briefly expressed: (a) one at

least of the premises must be affirmative,

and one at least universal ; (6) the middle

term must enter universally in one of the

premises ; and (c) the conclusion must not

apeak of any term in a wider sense thau it

was spoken of in the premise in which it

entered. A term universally spoken of is

either the subject of a universal affirmative,

or the predicate of any negative. Syllo

gisms are nothing else thau reasoning re

duced to form and method, and it Is well to

know, when an argument is presented in a

puzzling or perplexing form, with perhaps

a suppression of one of its essential propo

sitions, how to supply the suppressed pre

mises and put the argument into regular

order the truth or fallacy of the reasoning

then become apparent at a glance. —2. The

art or act of syllogizing or of reasoning syl-

logistically. Locke. [Rare. ]

8yUoglatlC (sil-16-jls'tik), o. Pertaining to

a syllogism; consisting of a syllogism; or of

the form of reasoning by syllogisms; as,

smllogUtic arguments or reasoning. "That

class of persons who do not recognize the

wylUnjigtie method as the chief organ for in*

restivating truth.* Carlyle.

Sylloglstical (ail-ld-jis'tik-al), a. Same as

Svlto<iistic. Sir M. Halt.

SyUogistically (sil-16-jis'tik-al-li), adv. In

a syllogistic manner; in the form of a syllo

gism; by means of syllogisms; as, to reason

or prove syllogistically.

A man knows (int. and then he is able to prove

syllogistically ; so that syllogism comes after know

ledge, when a man has no need of it. Locke.

Sylloglxation (airid-jtz-a"shon), n. A rea

soning by syllogisms.

Syllogize (sil'lo-jiz), v.t. pret syllogized; ppr.

syll'jgiting. To reason by syllogisms.

Men have endeavoured ... to teach boys to syl

logixc. or to frame arguments and refute them, with

out real knowledge. / ' atts.

Syllogize (silld-jU), v.t To frame or put

into the form of a syllogism ; to express in

syllogistic form.

He was an * priori logician, not unwilling to syllo-

jriMf invidious verities wherever they might lead hiin.

y. Jt. Lowell,

Sylloglzer (sind-jlz-er), n. One who syllo

gizes or reasons by syllogisms. Sir E. Der-

ing.

Sylph (sill), n. [Ft. sylphs, a sylph; accord

ing to Littre from an old Gaulish (Celtic)

word found on inscriptions, which after

having disappeared, at least from written

works, was revived by Paracelsus] An im

aginary being inhabiting the air; an ele

mental spirit of the air, according to the

system of Paracelsus, holding an interme

diate place between material and immaterial

being* They are male and female, have

many human characteristics, and are mortal,

but have no soul. The term in ordinary

Language is used as feminine, and often ap

plied figuratively to a woman of graceful

and slender proportions.

I should as soon expect to meet a nymph or a

ty'pM. lot a wife or a mistress. Sir It'. Temple.

She possessed the form and hue of a wood-nymph,

with the beauty of a sylph. Sir IV. Scott.

Sylphld (sil'fldX n. A diminutive of sylph.

Yc sylphs and sylpkids, to your chief give ear.

Fays, fairies, genii, elves, and demons, hear. Pope.

Sylva. (sil'va), n. [L., a wood or forest.] The

ft^wt trees of any region or country. Writ

ten also Silva.

Sylvan (sil'van), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a

wood or forest; forest-like; hence, rural;

rustic

Enough for me that to the listening swains,

tnxu m these fields, 1 sang the sylvan strains.

Pope.

2. Abounding with woods; woody; shady.

Cedar and pine, and fir and branching palm,

A sylvan scene. Milton.

Sylvan (sil'van), n. [L. SUvanus, Sylvanus.]

A fabled deity of the wood; a satyr; a faun;

sometimes, a rustic.

Her private orchards, wall'd on ev'ry side.

To lawless sytvans all access deny a. Pope.

Sylvanite (sil'van-H), n. A telluride of gold

and silver discovered in Transylvania. See

SILVANITE.

Sylvatic (sil-vat'ik), a. Sylvan; relating to

woods. [Rare.]

Sylvestrian (sil-ves'tri-an), a. Sylvan; in

habiting the woods. [Bare.]

Sylvia (sil'vi-a), n. [From L. sylva, a wood.]

A genus of insessorial birds of the dentiros-

tral tribe and family Sylviadat. of which S.

syldcola (wood-warbler or wood-wren), S.

trochilus (the willow-warbler), S. hortensis

(the garden-warbler), and S. rubecula or

Erythaca rubecula (the redbreast), are com

mon British examples.

SylriacUe (sil-vi'a-de), n, pi. A family of

dentirostral birds comprehending the black

cap, nightingale, hedge-sparrow, redbreast,

redstart, stouechat, wheatear, whitethroat,

and those birds popularly known as war

blers.

Sylviculture (sil-vikul'tur), n. [L. sylva,

a wood or forest, and cultura, culture.] The

culture of forest trees; arboriculture; for

estry.

Sym>. prefix. See Stn.

Symar (si-maY), n. Same as Simar.

Symbal (aim'bal), n. Same as Cymbal.

Symbol (aim'bol), n. [L. symbolum, from

Or. symbolon. a sign by which one knows or

infers a thing, a symbol, from symbaU6, to

infer, conclude —sym for tyn, with, together,

and hallo, to throw, bring, or put. In Chris

tian writers it came to mean a creed or con

fession, lit their watchword or sign. In 5

and tf the word is rather taken from L. sym-

bola, Gr. symboU, a contribution to a com

mon fund, the elements of the word being

the same.] 1. An object animate or inani

mate standing for or calling up something

moral or intellectual ; an emblem ; a repre

sentation ; a figure ; a type ; as, the lion is

the symbol of courage; the lamb is the sym

bol of meekness or patience; the olive branch

is the symbol of peace, the sceptre of power.

Were't to renounce his baptism.

All seals and symbols of redeemed sin.

His soul is so enfetter'd to her love.

That she may make, unmake, do what she list.

Skak.

A symbol is a sign included In the idea which It

represents, e sj. an actual part chosen to represent

the whole, or a lower form or species used as the re-

presents live of a higher in the same kind. Celeridge.

2. A letter or character which is significant;

a sign; as, the letters and marks represent

ing things and operations in chemistry,

mathematics, astronomy,Ac—3. That which

specially distinguishes one regarded in a

particular character or as occupying a par

ticular office and fulfilling Its duties: a figure

marking the individuality of some being or

thing; as, a trident is the symbol of Neptune,

the peacock of J uno, &c. —4. In theol. an ab

stract or compendium ; the creed or a sum

mary of the articles of religion— 5. f Contri

bution to a common stock; share.

There (in Westminster Abbey) the warlike and the

peaceful, the fortunate and the miserable, the beloved

and the despised princes, mingle their dust and pay

down their symbol of mortality. Jtr. Taylor.

They do their work in the days of peace and a

wealthy fortune, and come to pay their symbol in a

war or is a plague. jfer. Taylor.

G.t Lot; sentence of adjudication.

The rich and the poor, the prevailing tyrant and

the oppressed party, shall all appear to receive their

symbol. yer. Taylor.

—Chemicalsymbols. SeeunderCHEMlCAL.—

Mathema tical symbols,letters and characters

which represent quantities or magnitudes,

and point out their relations. The symbols

generally recognized by mathematicians

consist of the capitals of the Roman alpha

bet and the small letters of the Italic; the

small letters of the Greek alphabet and such

capitals as are distinguishable from the cor

responding Roman ones; the Arabic nu

merals and occasionally the Roman ones;

accents, figures, and letters superflxed and

suffixed; as, a", a„; o* at; a- a.; the

signs, +, -, x, -f-, :, \J, f, =, <. >, Ac.

Symbol (simTxil), v.t. To symbolize. 'The

living passiou symbofd there.' Tennyson.

SymbolSBOgraphy (sira-lK>r5-og"ra-flV n.

[Or. symbolawn, a mark or sign from which

one concludes anything, a contract (see

Symbol), and graphd, to write] In law, the

art or cunning rightly to form and make

written instruments. It is either judicial

or extra-judicial, the latter being wholly

occupied with such instruments as concern

matters not yet judicially in controversy,

such as instruments of agreements or con

tracts, and testaments or last wills. Whar

ton.

Symbolatrous (slm-borat-rus), a. [See

below.] Apt or inclined to worship, rever

ence, or overestimate symbols or types.

Baring-Gould.

Symbdlatiy (sim-bol'at-ri), n. [Gr. sym

bolon, a symbol, and latreia, service or wor

ship.] The worship, reverence, or overestl-

mation of symbols or typea Baring-Gould.

Eote. According to correct etymological con

struction this and the preceding word should

be wri tten Symboloiatry and Symbololatrous.

Symbolic (sim-bol'ik). n. Same as ,Syi*i-

bolics.

Symbolic, Symbolical (sim-bol'ik, stm-bol'-

ik-al),a. 1. Pertaining to a symbol or sym

bols; of the nature of a symbol; standing or

serving as a symbol; representative; as, the

figure of an eye is symbolical of sight and

knowledge.

The sacrament if a representation of Christ's

death, by such symbolical actions as he appointed.

y<r. Taylor.

2. In gram, said of a class of words which

by themselves present no meaning to the

mind, and which depend for their intelligi

bility on a relation to some presentive word

or words. Pronouns, prepositions, conjunc

tions, and the auxiliary verbs are symbolic

words. See Preskntive.—Symbolical attri

butes, in the hue arts, certain figures or

symbols usually introduced in representa

tions of the evangelists, apostles, saints, &c,

as the keys of St. Peter, the lamb of St.

Agnes. — Symbolical books, such books as

contain the fundamental doctrines,or creeds

and confessions, of the different churches,

as the Confession of Augsburg received by

the Lutherans, the Thirty-nine Articles of

the Church of England, Ac—Symbolical de

livery, in law, the delivery of property sold

or resigned, by delivering something else as

a symbol, token, or representative of it—

Symbolical philosophy, the philosophy ex

pressed by hieroglyphics.

Symbolically (sim-bol'ik-aMi), adv. In a

symbolic manner; by signs; typically; as,

courage i& symbolically represented by a lion.

Symbolicalness isiin-boi'ik-al-nes), n. The

state or quality of being symbolical.

Symbolics (sini-bol'lks), m 1. The study of

the symbols and mysterious rites of anti

quity.—2. The study of the history and con

tents of Christian creeds and confessions of

faith.

Symbolism (sim'bol-izm). n, l.The investing

of things, as certain practices in ritual, with

a symbolic meaning ; the regarding of out

ward things as having an inner and symbolic

meaning.—2. An exposition or comparison

of Bjmbolsorcreeds.—3. Symbolic character;

specifically, in gram, the character or quality

of those words which present no meaning

to the mind, and which depend for their

intelligibility on a relation to some presen

tive word or words, or which express rela

tion between presentive words. See Sym

bolic—4. In chem. a combining together or

consent of parts or ingredients.

Symbolist (sim'bol-ist), n. One who sym

bolizes; one who employs symbols.

Symbolistic, Symbolistical (sim-bol-isf-

ik, sim-bol-lst'ik-al ), a. Characterized by

the use of symbols; as, symbolistic poetry.

Symbollzatlon. (sim'bol-iz-a"shon), u. The

act of symbolizing ; resemblance in proper-

tiea Sir T. Browne.

Symbolize (sim'bol-Iz), v.t pret. & pp. sym

bolized; ppr. symbolizing. 1. To represent

by a symbol or by symbols.

Dragons, and serpents, and ravening beasts of

prey, and graceful birds that in the midst of them

drink from running fountains and feed from vases

of crystal; the passions and the pleasures of human

life symbolised together, and the mystery of its re

demption. Rusttn.

2. To regard or treat as symbolic ; to make

representative of something.

We reade in Pierius that an apple was the hiero-

glyphick of love . . . and there want not sonic who

nave symbolised the apple of Paradise Into such con

structions. Sir T. Brovue.

S.t To make to agree in properties.

Symbolize (sim'bol-iz). v.i. 1. To express

or represent in symbols or symbolically ; to

use symbols.

In later centuries, I suppose, they would go on in

en, eoain; ch, Sc. locA; g, yo; j, jub; fi, Fr. ton; ng, ting; IB, then; tb, CAin; w, tcig; wh, icaig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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singing, poetically symbolising, as our modern paint-

ers paint, when it was no longer from the innermost

heart, or not from the heart at all. Carlyle.

2. To agree ; to hold the same faith or reli

gious belief. [Rare]

The believers in pretended miracles have always

previously symbolised with the performers of them.

G. S. Faber.

3. t To harmonize; to have a resemblance of

qualities or properties.

The pleasing of co\o\ir symbolixeth with the pleas

ing of a single tone to the ear; but the pleasing of

order doth sjtmboiiltt with harmony. Bacon.

They both symbolize in this, that they love to look

upon themselves through multiplying glasses. Howell.

Symbologlcal (sim-ho-loj'ik-al), a. Pertain

ing to symbology. See Symboloqt.

Symbologist (sim-bol'o-jist), n. One versed

ui lymboTogy. See Stmbology.

Symbology fiim-bol'o-ji), n. [Gr. sym-

Solon, symbol, and logos, discourse.] The

art of expressing by symbols. J)e Quinary.

Note. According to correct etymological

construction this and the two preceding

words should be written Symbolology, Sym-

bolological, and Symbolologist.

Symbranchidse (sim-brang'ki-de), n. pi.

[Gr. syn, together, and branchia, gills.] A

family of teleostean or bony fresh-water

fishes, belonging to the group Vhysostomi,

in which the gill-passages unite so as to

open externally by a single orifice on the

lower surface of the neck. The species are

all tropical.

Symmetral (sim'met-ral), a. Commensur

able; symmetrical. Dr. If. More.

Symnietrian (sim-me'tri-an), n. One emi

nently studious of proportion or symmetry

of parts.

His face was a thought longer than the exact sym-

mttnaits would allow Sir P. Sidney.

Symmetric (sim-met'rlk), a. Same as Sym

metrical, but used chiefly in mathematics.

Symmetrical (sim-met'rik-al), a. Possess

ing, exhibiting, or involving symmetry; as,

(a) well-proportioned in its parts; having its

parts in due proportion as to dimensions;

as, a symmetrical building; his form was

very symmetrical. (o) In bot. haviug the

number of parts of one series corresponding

with that of the other series; as, for ex

ample, when a flower with five sepals has

five petals, and five, or ten, or fifteen sta

mens, (c) In math, having corresponding

parts or relations. Thus two curves or two

plane figures are symmetrical with respect

to a given line when for each point on one

side of the line there is a corresponding

point on the other side, similarly situated,

and equally distant from it. Two solids are

symmetrical when they are so situated with

respect to an intervening plane that the

several points of their surfaces thus corre

spond to each other in position and dis

tance. Similarly a figure and its reflected

image are symmetrical with respect to the

plane of a mirror. In analysis, an expres

sion is symmetrical with respect to several

letters when any two of them may change

position and not affect the expression ; as,

the expression ah -f-ac -f-ad-f ae + bc+bd+

be+cd+ce+de is symmetrical, for there is

no interchange of any two letters that will

alter the function.

Symmetrically (sim-met'rik-al -II), adv. In

a symmetrical manner; with due propor

tion of parts.

Symmetricalness (sim-met'rik-al-nes), n.

The state or <|uality of being symmetrical.

Symmetrician (siin-ine-tri'Bhi-an), n. Same

as Symmetrian.

Symmetrlst (sirn'me-trist), n. One very

studious or observant of symmetry or due

proportion; a symmetrian.

Some exact symmefrists have been blamed for

being too true. If'otton,

Symmetrize (sim'me-trlz), vt. pret. & pp.

symmetrized; ppr. symmetrizing. To make

proportional in its parts; to reduce to sym

metry.

He would soon have supplied every deficiency,

and symmetrised every disproportion. Burke.

Symmetry (sim'me-tri), n. [Gr. symmetria—

sym for syn, with, together, and metron,

measure ; Fr. symHrie.] 1. A due propor

tion of the several parts of a body to each

other; adaptation of the dimensions of the

several parts of a thing to each other, or

the union and conformity of the members

of a work to the whole; as, the symmetry of

the human body; the symmetry of a column

or of a church tower.

He . . . long desired

A certain miracle of symmetry,

A miniature of loveliness, all grace,

Suinm'd up and closed in little Juliet. Tennyson.

2. In bot. the orderly and similar distribu

tion of a certain number of parts in plants;

correspondence as regards numerical rela

tionship between sepals, petals, and sta

mens. See Symmetrical.—3. In zool. (a)

the general plan or type of arrangement of

the elements of form of the animal frame

It is of three kinds: zonal symmetry, as in

Annulosa, where the merosomes or elements

of form are arranged in a zonal manner, one

after the other, in a longitudinal axis; bi

lateral symmetry, as in vertebrates, <fcc, in

which the body can be divided into symmet

rical halves by a line passing down through

the median vertical plane; and radial sym-

mctni, us in Crclenterata and Echinozoa, in

which the parts of the body are disposed in

a radial manner around a central point,

which is generally the mouth, (b) The dis

position of Biich organs in vertebrates as

are disposed symmetrically in the body, as,

for example, the lungs. — Uniform symme

try, in arch, that disposition of parts in

which the same ordonnance reigns through

out the whole.

Sympathetic (sim-pa-thet'ik), a, [Fr. sym-

vathiqu*. See Sympathy.] 1. Pertaining

to, expressive of, produced by, or exhibiting

sympathy.

Thine, too. these golden keys, immortal boy!

This can unlock (he gates of joy;

Of Horror that, and thrilling Fears,

Or ape the sacred source of sympathetic Tears.

2. Having sympathy or common feeling

with another; susceptible of being affected

by feelings like those of another, or of feel

ings in consequence of what another feels.

Your sympathetic heart she hopes to move. Prior.

And wiser he whose sympathetic mind

Exults in all the good of all mankind. Goldsmith.

3. In phvsiol. &nd pathol. produced by sym

pathy. See Sympathy, 3.—Sympathetic ink.

See INK.—Sympathetic nervous system, a

set of nerves in vertebrate animals, fonning

a nervous system distinct from and yet con

nected with the chief nerve-centres or cere

brospinal nervous system. The sympathe

tic system consists of a series of ganglia

or nervous masses connected together by

nerve-cords, the ganglia being disposed

along the spine from the base of the skull

to their termination in the coccyx. The

name sympathetic nerve was formerly given

to this system from a belief that it formed

the means whereby the sympathies between

different organs and parts were exhibited.

The chief duties of these nerves appear to

consist in the regulation of processes of in

voluntary motion, of Becretion, and of nu

trition.— Sympathetic powder, an alchemic

preparation, said to be composed of cal

cined sulphate of iron prepared in a parti

cular manner, and to have the wonderful

property of curing a wound if applied to the

weapon that inflicted it, or to a cloth

dipped In the blood which flowed from it,

although the patient was at a distance.—

Sympathetic sounds, sounds produced from

solid bodies by means of vibrations caused

by the vibrations of some sounding body,

these vibrations being communicated by-

means of the air or some intervening solid

body.

Sympathetica! (sim-pa-thet'ik-al), a. Same

as Symjxtthetic. ' Sympathetical and vital

passionB. ' Bentley.

Sympathetically (sim-pa-thet'ik-al-li),adw.

Iu a sympathetic manner; with sympathy

or common feeling; in consequence of sym

pathy; by communication from something

else.

He seems to have caught sympathetically Sandys s

sudden impulse to break forth into a devout son); at

the awful and inspiring spectacle. T. Ilarton.

Sympathise, r.f.nndz Some m Sympathize.

Sympathist (sim'pa-thist), n One who feels

sympathy; a sympathizer. Coleridge.

Sympathize, Sympathise (sim'pa-thlz),

v.i. pret. & pp. sympaUUzed, sympathised;

ppr. sympathizing, sympathising. [Fr. sym

pathiser. See Sympathy] 1. To have a

conmiou feeling, as of bodily pleasure or

pain.

The mind will symAithixe so much with the an

guish and debility of trie body, that it will be too dis

tracted to fix itself in meditation. Bucimtnster.

2. To feel in consequence of what another

feels ; to be affected by feelings similar to

those of another, in consequence of know

ing the person to be thus affected.

Common experience is my guide, and that must

have informed everybody how much we continually

sympathise with the sentiments and affections of the

company among whom we converse. Abr. Tucker.

3. To express sympathy; to condole. [Colloq.]

4. To agree; to tit; to harmonize.

Green is a pleasing colour, from a blue and a yel

low mixed together, and by consequence blue and

yellow are two colours which sympathize. Drydtn.

Thou shalt lower to his level day by day,

What is fine within thee growing coarse to lyrnps-

thise with clay. Tennysen.

8ympathizet (slm'pa-thuO, v.t, 1. To hare

sympathy for; to share in; to participate ia

All that are assembled in this place,

That by this sympathised one day's error.

Have suffered wrong, go keep us company. Shot.

2. To form with suitable adaptation; to con

trive with congrulty or consistency of parU;

to match in all the concomitants of; to har

monize in all the parts of.

Arm. Fetch hither the swain; he must carry me a

letter.

Moth. A message well sympathised; a horw to be

ambassador for ah ass. Shot.

Sympathizer (sim'pa-thiz-er), n One who

sympathizes with or feelB for another; one

who has a common feeling with other*, or

takes common action with them io any

cause or pursuit.

Sympathy (sim'pa-thi). n, [Fr. fympathie,

L. sympathia, from Gr sympatkeia—tyfi,

with, and pathos, suffering.] 1. Feeling cor

responding to that which another feels; the

quality or state of being affected by the

affection of another, with feelings corre

spondent in kind, if not in degree; compas

sion ; commiseration: in this sense fol

lowed by for; as, to have sympathy /or a

person in distress.

It is always thought a difficult problem to account

for the pleasure received from the tears, and grief,

and sympathy of tragedy, which would not be the

case if all sympathy was agreeable. An hospital

would be a more entertaining place than a bail.

Hmvu.

2. An agreement of affections or inclina

tions, or a conformity of natural tempera

ment, which mokes two persona pleased

with each other; mutual or reciprocal affec

tion or passion : in this sense followed by

with; as, to have sympathy with ;i person in

his hopes, aspirations, aims, and the like.

To cultivate sympathy, you must be amoiifr living

creatures, and thinking about them. Kusiiu.

3. In physiol. and pathol (a) that state of

an organ or texture having a certain rela

tion to the condition of another organ or

texture in health and disease; a related

state of the vital manifestations or ac

tions in different organs or textures, such

that when one part is excited or affected,

others are also affected or disordered; that

relation of the organs and parts of a living

body to each other, whereby a disordered

condition of one pnrt induces more or let*

disorder in another part; as, for example,

the pain in the brow caused by taking a

draught of cold water into the stomach, the

pain in the right shoulder arising frum

disease of the liver; the irritation and vo

miting produced by a tumour of the brain,

and the like. (6) The influence which the

physiological or pathological state of one

individual has in producing the same or an

analogous state In another at the same time

or in rapid successiou, as exemplifii'd in the

hysterical convulsions which affect a num

ber of females on seeing one of their com

panions suffering from hysteria; the tick

ling in the throat caused by the coughing of

another person ; the yawning produced by

seeing another yawn, and the like. —4. A

tendency of certain inanimate things to

unite or to act on each other; as, the *yrwj«i-

thy between the loadstone and iron.—StS.

Fellow-feeling, compassion, commiseration,

pity, tenderness, condolence, agreement

Sympepsis (sim-pep'sis), n. (Gr. <y», to

gether, and jtepsis, a ripening.] In med. a

ripening of inflammatory humours.

Symphenomena (sini-fe-nom'e-ua), nyl

(Gr. syn, together, and phenomena (which

see).] .Natural sounds or appearances of a

kind or character similar to others ex

pressed or exhibited by the same object

.Stormon(A.

Symphenomenal (sira-fenom'e-nal), a. Of

or pertaining to symphenomena: designat

ing significant words imitative of natural

sounds or phenomena. Stormonth.

Symphonla(sim-f6'ui-a), n. [L. See ^m-

rHONY.] A symphony.

Symphonic (aim-foii'ik). a. 1. Some as

&ymphonioit&.—Z. In music, pertaining or

relating to or characteristic of a symphony;

ns, a composition in symphonic form.

SrmphonlOUB (sim-fd'ni-us). a 1. Agree

ing in sound ; accordant ; harmouiou*

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, 3c. fry
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' Soundssymphonions of ten thousand harps. '

Hilton —2. In mutic, same as Symphonic.

Symphonist (sint'fo-nist), n. A composer

o( symphonies; as, Haydn, Mozart, and

Beethoven are the greatest of the earlier

*ltmphonixt#.

Symphonizet (si in 'fd -niz). r.i pret sym-

phonized ; ppr. symphoniHng. To agree

with; to harmonize. ' The law and the pro

phets «ymp/icHt>*w? with the gospel." Boyle.

Symphony (sim'fo-ni), n, [Fr. symphonic;

L. symphonia, from Gr. symphonia — syn,

with, and phone, voice.] 1. A consonance

or harmony of sounds agreeable to the ear,

whether the sounds are vocal or instrumen

tal, or both.

Th« trumpets sound,

And warlike symphony i» heard around. Dryden.

2. In mtisie, (a) a name formerly given to an

overture or any long composition after that

manner. (6) A short introductory, inter

mediate, or concluding instrumental part in

a composition predominantly vocal; a ritor-

nelle or ritornello. Most commonly, (c) an

elaborate composition for a full orchestra,

consisting usually, like the sonata, of three

or four contrasted but intimately related

movements, as an andante followed by an

allegro, another andante varied or an adagio,

a minuet with its trio or a scherzo, the

whole closing with a lively rondo or rapid

finale. (d)A name formerly applied to vari

ous instruments, as the virginal and the

bagpipe.

Symphoricarpos, Symphoria (sim'fo-ri-

fcar' pos, simfo'ri-a), ». (From Or. sympho-

red, to accumulate, and karpos. fruit— in

allusion to its clustered bunches of fruit.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Caprifoliacea?,

the species of which are natives of North

and South America They are elegant bushy

shrubs, with small white or rose-coloured

flowers. S. raeemosiis is the snowberry,

which has become very common in our gar

dens, and has large globular white fruits.

Symphyllous (sim-fillus). a. [Gr. syn, to-

gether, and phyllon, a leaf.] In bot. gamo-

phyllou* (which see).

Symphyseal (sim-fiz'e-al), a. Relating to

symphysis.

Symphyseotomy (sim'n-sS-ot"o-ml), n. [Gr.

symphysis, and tome, a cutting.] In sitrg.

the operation of dividing the symphysis

pubis for the purpose of facilitating labour.

Symphysis (sini'fl-sis). n, [Gr. symphysis,

from symphyu, to grow together. See SYM

PHYTUM ] In anat. («) the union of bones

by cartilage; a connection of bones without

a movable joint. (6) A coalescence of a nat

ural passage (c) The point of union be

tween two parts; a commissure, (d) At

tachment of one part to another; insertion.

Symphytism (sim'fl-tizm), n. [Or. sym-

phyo, to grow together—syn, together, and

phyd, to grow] In gram, the name given

by Earle to that tendency or habit, in that

class of words termed by him symbolic,

of coalescing with a principal word so that

the resulting compound either is really one

word or has the appearance of being one

word. Symphytism is of two kinds—(1) Par

ticle-composition, or the coalescence of a

particle with a principal word, as nUt for ne

wilt; nat for nt wat, not to know; aboard for

on board, Ac. (2) Flexion, when a coalition

of this kind gives any word a grammatical

flexibility and a faculty of indicating rela

tion, time, Arc, as in Gr. didomi, I give,

where im*=I, didos, where s=su, thou, Ac;

O.E. theech, thee ich (so miiy I prosper),

A. Sax. the6n. to prosper, and ten, I; O.E.

shatbe for shall be.

Symphytum (sini'fl-tum). n. [Gr. symphyo,

to grow together—syn, together, and phyd,

to grow—in reference to the healing quali

ties of the plants ] A genus of plants, nat.

order Boraginaceie. The species are rough

herbaceous plants, with broad leaves aud

terminal twin racemes of (yellowish, blue,

or purple) flowers. They inhabit chiefly

Europe and Asia. S. officinalis, or common

comfrey, is found in Britain on the banks of

rivers and ditches. Its root abounds in a

mucilage which is useful in irritations of

the throat, intestines, and bladder. There

are several other species, one of which, 5.

asperrimum, has lately been much advo

cated as a desirable green fodder plant for

cattle

8ympiesometer(sim'pi-ez-om"et-er).n [Gr.

Mympiesis, compression, from sympiezd, to

presa together — syn, together, piezo, to

Ereas, and metron. a measure] A kind of

arometer, contrived by Mr. Adie of Edin

burgh, for measuring the weight of the at

mosphere by the compression of a column

of gas. It consists of a glass tube about

18 Inches long, having the lower end bent

up like the tube of the wheel-barometer,

each end being terminated by an elongated

bulb. The upper end is hermetically sealed,

but the lower end is left open. The upper

part of the tube is filled with hydrogen gas,

and the lower part with some fixed oil.

The pressure of the atmosphere is exerted

upon the surface of the oil, which is exposed

to It in the turned-up open end of the tube.

This pressure causes the oil to stand at a

certain height in the tube, and to produce

a certain compression in the column of

hydrogen gas. As the atmospheric pressure

becomes greater the oil will rise and the

gas will be compressed into less space. The

change in the bulk of the gas caused by a

change in the atmospheric pressure is mea

sured by a scale. The syrapiesometer is

sensitive, but inferior in accuracy to the

common barometer. Written also Simpie-

someter.

Sympleslte (slm'ple-sit), n. A mineral of

an indigo colour, supposed to be an arseni-

ate of the protoxide of iron.

Symplocarpus (sim-plo-kar'pusX n. [Gr.

symplokf, connection, and karpos, fruit]

A genus of plants, nat order Orontiacetc.

The S. fatCdus is the skunk -cabbage of

Xorth America See Skunk-cabbage.

Symploce (sim'plG-se). n [Gr. symplokr,

from syn, together, and ploke, a twisting or

folding.] In rhet. the repetition of a word

at the beginning and another at the end of

successive clauses, as in the sentence, 'Mercy

descended from heaven to dwell on the

earth; Mercy fled back to heaven and left

the earth.' Spelled also Simploce.

SymplOCOS (sim'plo-kos), n. [From Gr. sym-

ploke (see Symploce) — the stamens being

united at the base.] A genus of plants, by

some considered as the type of a nat. order

SymplocaceKJ, by others referred to Styra-

cacese. The species are trees inhabiting

North and South America and tropical Asia,

having simple (usually toothed) leaves, and

small yellowish flowers in axillary clusters

or racemes. They all possess an astringent

principle in their leaves, and some, as S.

tinctoria (sweet-leaf), are used in dyeing.

Symposiac (sim-po'zi-ak), a. Pertaining to

symposia or computations and merry-mak

ing ; happening where company is drinking

together; as, symposiac meetings. 'Sympo

siac disputations amongst my acquaintance. '

Arbuthnot.

Symposiac (sini-po'zi-ak), n. A conference

or conversation of philosophers at a ban

quet.

Symposlarch (sira-p6'zi-ark), n [Gr. sym-

poxiarchfs— symposion, a feast, and archi,

rule.] In Greek antia. the president, direc

tor, or manager of a least.

As Alexander and Caesar were born for conquest,

so was Johnson for the office of a symposiarch, to

preside in all conversations. Sir J. Hawkins.

Symposiast (sim-po'zi-ast), n. One engaged

with others at a symposium, convivial meet

ing, banquet, or the like. Scotsman news

paper.

Symposium (sim-p6'zi-um), n. pL Sympo-

Bla (sim-pd'zi-a^ [L. symposium, from Gr.

symposion, a drinking party, a feast, from

syn, with, and posts, a drinking, from pind,

to drink.] A drinking together; a merry

feast; a convivial meeting.

In these symposia the pleasures of the table were

improved by lively and liberal conversation. Gibbon.

Symptom (sim'tom), n. [Fr. symptome,

fromGr.symptoina—yyn,together,andptp«d,

to fall. Properly, something that happens

in concurrence with another thing, as its

concomitant.] 1. In med. any affection

which accompanies disease; a perceptible

change in the body or its functions which

indicates disease ; one of the phenomena

from which the existence and nature of a

disease may be inferred. —2. A sign or token ;

that which indicates the existence of some

thing else; as, open murmurs of the people

are a symptom of disaffection to law or gov

ernment

It has become almost fashionable to stigmatize

such sentiments as no better than empty declama

tion; but it is an ill symptom, and peculiar to modern

times. C<mptr.

Syn. Token, indication, mark, note, sign.

Symptomatic, Symptomatica! (sim-to-

matik, sim-to-mat'ik-al), a. 1. Pertaining

to symptoms. — 2. Being or serving as a

symptom; indicating the existence of some

thing else. 'Symptomatic of a shallow un

derstanding and an unamiable temper.'

Macaulay.—Z. According to symptoms ; as.

a *ymptomatical classification of diseases.—

Symptomatic disease, in med. a disease which

proceeds from some prior disorder in some

part of the body. Thus a symptomatic

/ever may proceed from local injury or local

inflammation: opposed to idiopathic disease.

SymptomaticaUy (slm-to-mafik-al-liX adv.

In a symptomatic manner; by means of

symptoms; in the nature of symptoms.

Symptomatology (Bim'to-ma-toro-ji), n.

[Gr. symptoma, symptOmatos, a Bymptom,

and logos, discourse.] In med the doctrine

of symptoms; that part of the science of

medicine which treats of the symptoms of

diseases, including diagnosis, or the deter

mination of diseases from their symptoms,

and prognosis, or the determination of their

probable course and event.

Syn-. A Greek preposition and common

prefix, corresponding to the Latin prefix

con, and signifying with, together, along

with, &c. Before certain consonants it is

changed into syl, sym, sys, aud sometimes

the final consonant is dropped.

Synaeresls (si-ne're-sis), n [Gr. synairesis—

syn, together, and hairo, to take.] In gram.

the contraction of two syllables or two

vowels into one, by suppressing one of the

syllables or by the formation of a diphthong,

as ne'er for never, Atreides for Atreutes.

Synagogal (sin-a-gog'al), a. Synagogical.

Synagogical (sin-a-goj'ik-al), a. Pertaining

or relating to a synagogue.

Synagogue (siu'a-gog).ii. [Fr.synagogue.GT.

*ynag<x}£—syn, together, and agii, to bring.]

1. A congregation or assembly of Jews met for

the purpose of worship or the performance of

religious rites. —2. The house appropriated

to the religious worship of the Jews. Tra

dition traces back the origin of the syna

gogue to patriarchal times, but it more pro

bably dates from the Babylonish captivity,

when the temple worship was necessarily

iu abeyance. Synagogues were erected not

only in towns and cities but also in the

country, especially near rivers, that they

might have water for their purifications

and ceremonies. At the extreme east end

of the building was the holy ark, containing

copies of the Pentateuch ; in front of this

was a raised platform for the reader or

preacher. The men sat on one side of the

synagogue, the women on the other, a par

tition 6 or G feet high dividing them. The

chief seats for which the scribes and Phari

sees strove were situated near the east end.

The synagogue was governed by a council

or college of elders, over whom was a presi

dent called the ruler of the synagogue. The

service consisted of prayers, reading the

Scriptures, and preaching and expounding

of them. The chief ruler or one of the

council might call upon any one present to

address the people, or even a stranger might

volunteer to speak. The synagogue service

was at first confined to the Sabbath-days

and festivals, but was latterly extended to

Mondays and Thursdaya The modern syna

gogue differs little from the ancient, but

the women are now provided with seats in a

low latticed gallery.—The Great Synagogue,

an assembly or council of 120 members said

to have been founded and presided over by

Ezra after the return from the captivity.

Their duties are supposed to have been the

remodelling of the religious life of the peo

ple, and the collecting and redacting of the

sacred books of former times. Hence—3. Any

assembly of men. * A synagogue of Jesuits.'

Milton. [Bare.]

Synalepha, Synaloepha ( sin-a-le'fa ), ».

[Gr. synatoiphr, a melting together, from

synaleipho, to melt together—syn, together,

and aleipho, to Bmear. ] In gram, a contrac

tion of syllables by suppressing some vowel

or diphthong at the end of a word before

another vowel or diphthong, as th' enemy

for the enemy. Dryden.

Synallagmatic (-in-anag-mat"ik), a. [Gr.

fj/nallagmatUcos, from synallagma, a mutual

agreement, a contract, from synallasso, to

exchange, to negotiate with—syn, with, and

allasso, to change.] In civil law, an epithet

applied to a contract or treaty imposing

reciprocal obligations.

The other Communes will enter the confederation

by a synalLigmatic treaty. Pall Mall Gaxette.

Synanthene (sin-an'the-re). n. pi. [See be

low. ] In bot. same as Compositor (which see).

Synantherous (sin-an'thcr-us), a. [Prefix

syn, with, together, and anther.] In bot. a

ch, cAain; ch, 3c locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ung; th, then; th. fAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KKY.
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term applied to composite plants in which

the anthers are united so aa to form a tube

round the style.

Synanthous (sin-an'thus), a. [Gr. syn, with,

toother, and anthos, a flower.] In bot. ex

hibiting a union of several usually distinct

flowers.

Synanthy (sin-an'thi),n. [See Synanthous]

In bot. the more or less complete union of

several flowers that are usually distinct.

Synapta (sin-ap'ta), n. A genus of echino-

derms, belonging to the order Holothuri-

dse. The body is covered with a coriaceous,

sometimes soft integument, containing mi

nute anchor-shaped spicules, by means of

which the animal moves. The month is

surrounded by tentacles. These animals

sometimes break themselves into pieces

when in ill health or put into impure water.

Synaptase (siu'ap-tas), n. lu chein. same

as EtnuUin.

Synapticulse (sin-ap-tik'u-le), n. pi. [Gr.

synapto, to fasten together—syn, together,

and hapto, to fasten.] In 200I. transverse

props sometimes found in corals, extending

across the loculi like the bars of a grate.

Synarchy (sin'ar-ki).n. [Gr. synarchia—syn,

with, and archi, rule.] Joint rule or sove

reignty. ' The synarehies or joint reigns of

father and son.' Stack-house.

Synartesls (sin-ar-te'sis), it. [Gr., a fasten

ing together—syn, together, and artao, to

fasten.] A fastening or knitting together;

the state of being closely united; close or

Intimate union. Coleridge.

Synarthrodlal(sin-ar-thV6'dl-al),a. Of. per

taining to, or in the nature of synarthrosis.

Dungiiaon.

Synarthrosis (sin-ar-thrO'sis), n, [Gr. syn

arthrosis—syn, with, and arthrod, to articu

late, from arthron, a joint] In anat. union

of bones without motion; close union, as in

sutures, symphysis, and the like. Wiseman,

Bynastry (Bin'as-tri), n. [Gr. syn, together,

with, anil astir, a star.] Coincidence as re

gards stellar influence ; the state of having

similar starry influences presiding over one's

fortune, as determined by astrological cal

culation. J. L. Motley. [Rare. )

Synaxia (sin-ak'sis), n. [Gr., from synago,

to bring together—syn, together, and agd,

to lead, to drive] A congregation; also, a

term formerly used for the Lord's supper.

Jer. Taylor.

Syncarpium (sin-kaYpi-um), n. [Gr. syn,

together, and karpos, fruit] In out an ag-

Syncarpium.—Fruit of the Ancna squamosa.

gregate fruit in which the ovaries cohere

into a solid mass, with a slender receptacle,

as in magnolia, anona, Ac.

Syncarppna (sin-kar'pus). a. [Gr. syn, to

gether, and karpos, fruit] In bot. having

the carpels of a compound fruit completely

united, as in the apple and pear.

Syncategorematictsin-kat'e-go-re-maf'ik),

n. (Gr. syn, together, and katigorima, a

predicate.] In logic, a word which cannot

be used as a term by itself, as an adverb or

preposition.

Syncategorematlc(sin-kat'e-go-re-roat''lk),

a. In logic, applied to words which cannot

singly express a term, but only a part of a

term, as adverbs, prepositions, «ftc.

Synchondrosis (sin-kon-drd'sis), n. [Gr.

synchondrosis—syn, together, and chondros,

a cartilage.] In anat. the connection of

bones by means of cartilage or gristle, as in

the vertebra. Wiseman.

Synchondrotomy (sin-kon-drot'o-mi), n.

In surg. symphyseotomy (which see).

Synchoresls (sin-ko-re'sis), n. [Gr. syn-

cftdrfruf, concession, from synchoreO, to come

together, to meet] In rhet. a concession

made for the purpose of retorting more

pointedly.

Synchronal (sin'kron-al), o. [Gr. syn, with,

and chronos, time.] Happening at the same

time ; simultaneous. ' That glorious state

of the church which is synchronal to the

second and third thunder. Dr. 11. More.

Synchronal (sin'kron-al), n. That which

happens at the same time with something

else, or pertains to the same time. ' Those

Beven synchroitals that are contemporary to

the six first trumpets.' Dr. H. More.

Synchronical (sin-kron'ik-all a. [See Syn

chronism ] Happening at the same time;

simultaneous. Boyle.

Synchronlcally (sin-kron'ik-al-li), adv. In

a synchronical manner. ' Either synchrony

ically or successively, according to the order

of impression.' Belsham.

Synchronism (sin'kron-izm), n. [Fr. syn-

chroaUme, Gr. synehronismos, from syn-

chronizo, to be contemporary, from syn-

chronos, synchronous—syn, with, and chron

os, time.] 1. Concurrence of two or more

events in time; sfmultaneousness. 'The

coherence and synchronism of all the parts

of the Mosaical chronology.' Sir M. Hale.

% A tabular arrangement of historical events

and personages, grouped together according

to their dates.—3. In paint the represent

ation of several events happening at differ

ent times, or of the same event at different

moments of its progress, in the same pic

ture.

Synchronistic (sin-kron-lst'ik), a. Pertain

ing to synchronism; as, synchronistic tablea

Synchronization (siu'kron-iz-a"shon), n.

1. The act of synchronizing —2. The concur

rence of events iu respect of time.

Synchronize (sin'kron-lz), v.i. pret A- pp.

synchronized; ppr. synchronizing. To con

cur at the same time; to agree in time.

The path of this great empire, through its arch of

progress, syiuhronixed with that of Christianity,

Dc Quincej.

Synchronize (sin'kron-lz). v.t. To make to

agree in time; to cause to indicate the same

time, as one time-piece with another; to

regulate or control, as a clock, by a standard

time-piece, such as the chief clock in an ob

servatory; as. all the clocks within this

circuit were electrically synchronized by the

observatory clock.

Synchronizer (sin'kron-iz-er), n. One who

or that which synchronizes; a contrivance

for synchronizing clocks.

Synchronology (sin-kro-nol'o-ji), n. Chro

nological arrangement side by aide.

Synchronous (sinTcron-us), a. [See Syn

chronism J Happening at the same time;

simultaneous.

Here the murmur, which li one to the ear. may be

two in fact. The two are made one by being syn

chronous with the systole of the ventricle.

Dr. P. Af. Lathstm.

Synchronously (sin'kron-us-li), adv. In a

synchronous manner; at the same time.

Synchrony (sin'kro-ni), n. [See Synchron

ism.] Identity or contemporaneity in time.

The second assumption is that geological contem

poraneity is the same thing as chronological syn

chrony, fiuxtey.

Synchysis (sinlri-sis), n. [Gr., from syn,

together, and chysis. a pouring, from ched,

to pour] Confusion or derangement; spe

cifically, (a) in rhet a confused arrangement

of words in a sentence which obscures the

sense, (b) In med. a morbid state of the

vitreous body of the eye, in which it is re

duced to a diffluent condition. Dunglison.

Syncladel (sln-kla'de-I), n. pi. A section of

mosses, contaiuing only the nat. order

Sphaguei (which see).

Synclinal (sinklin'al), rr. [Gr. synklino, to

incline together—syn. together, and klinO,

to incline.] 1. Sloping downward in oppo

site directions so as to meet in a common

point or line.—2. In geol. dipping toward a

common line or plane; as, syncltnal strata;

formed by or pertaining to strata dipping

In such a manner; as, a synclinal valley; a

synclinal line or axis. See Anticlinal.

Synclinal (sin-klin'al), n. A synclinal line

or axis.

Synclinical (sln-klra'ik-al), a. Same as

Syticlinal. [Bare. ]

Syncopal (sin'k6-pal), a. Pertaining to or

resembling syncope.

Syncopate (sin'kd-pat), v. t. pret. & pp. syn

copated; ppr. syncopating. [See Syncope.]

1. To contract, as a word, by taking one or

more letters or syllables from the middle,

as exemplified in Gloster for Gloucester, &c.

2. In music, to commence, as a tone or note,

on an unaccented part of a bar, and con

tinue into the following accented part See

Syncopation.

Syncopation (sin-ko-pa'Bhon), n. [See Syn

cope.] 1. The contraction of a word by

taking a letter, letters, or a syllable from

the middle, as in the seaman's JocsU for

forecastle, and the like.

The time has long past for such syncopations and

compressions as gave us 'arbalist,' 'governor,' 'pe

dant,' and ' proctor," from ' .■ircub.iluu.' ' gubcroator,'

* pidiia^ogans,' and ' procurator.'

Fitsedwari Hall.

2. In music, the suspension or alteration of

rhythm by driving the acceut to that part

of a bar not usually accented, the accented

Sart of a bar being usually occupied by the

ret note, and the unaccented by the last

note. Syncopation may be completed in a

bar as shown at (a), or it may extend over

several, aa shown at (b\

Syncopation.

Syncope (sinTcd-pe), n. [Gr. tynkope, from

synkoptfi, to beat together, to weary—syn,

together, and kopto, to strike, to cut otl)

1. hi music, the same as Syncopation.—iThe

contraction of n word by elision; an elision

or retrenchment of one or more letters or a

syllable from the middle of a word, as in

ne'er for never, ev'ry for every, Ac. See also

Syncopation, Syncopate. - 3. In vied, a

fainting or swooning ; a diminution or in

terruption of the motion of the heart, ami

of respiration, accompanied with a suspen

sion of the action of the brain and a tempo

rary loss of sensation, volition, and other

faculties.—4 A sudden pause or cessation;

a suspension; temporary stop or inability to

goon.

Revelry, and dance, and show.

Suffer a synco/c and solemn pause;

While God performs upon the trembling ttage

Of his own works his dreadful pan alone.

Crmfcr.

Syncopist (shVko-pist), n. One who con

tracts words by syncope.

Syncopize (siu'ko-plz). v.t pret & pp. sy*-

eopized; ppr. sy)icopizing. To contract by

the omission of a letter or syllable; to syn

copate.

Syncratlsm (sin'krat-izm), n. Syncretism

(which see).

Syncretic (sin-kret'lkX « A syncretist

Syncretic (sin-kretfik), a. Of ur pertaining

to Byncretispi; characterized by syncretism.

Syncretism (sin'kret-izm), n. [Fr. syncri-

tisme, from Gr. synkritismos, the union of

two parties against a third, from tynkiB-

izo, to make two parties join against a third

—syn, with, together, and krHizo, to behave

like a Cretan, that is, to lie] The attempted

reconciliation or union of irreconcilable

principles or parties, as in philosophy or

religion; the jumbling together of different

philosophical or theological systems, with

the view of their becoming one, without

due regard to their consistency: opposed to

eclecticism.

He is plotting a carnal syncretism, and attempbEg

the reconcilement of Christ and Belial. Sojoct.

And even so, German Protestantism is a mere jt«-

crefiim of various opinions, which entirely denks

the divine origin of Christianity. Edm. Xn>.

Syncretist (sinTtret-ist), n. One who at

tempts to blend incongruous tenets or doc

trines of different schools or churches into

a system; especially, a follower of CallutuE,

a Lutheran divine, and professor of theology

at Helmstadt, who, about the beginning of

the seventeenth century, endeavoured t«i

frame a religious system which should mute

together the different professors of Chris

tianity.
Syncretlstlc (sin-kre-tisfik), a. Pertaining

to the .syneretists.

Syncriflls (sin'kri-sis), n. [Or., a compari

son, from syn, together, and itrwirt, a de

cision, a choosing, from krind, to decide, to

judge] In rhet. a figure by which opposite

things or persons are compared.

Synd (synd), v.t. [Perhnps same word ai

feel, synda, to swim. J To rinse. [Scotch]

Syndactyl (sin-dak'tilX n. One of a group

of insessorial birds. See STNDACTTU.

Syndactyll (sin-dak'tUi). n. pi. tGr. syn,

together, and daktylos, a finger or ^J*

group of insessorial birds, including Uwm

which have the external toe nearly as long

as the middle one, and united to it m f*r m

the second joint. This group contains the

bee-eaters, motmots, kingfishers, todies, aw

hornbills. ,_.
Syndactylic, Syndactylous (sm-dak-ui-

ik, sin-dak'til-us). a. Having the charac

teristics of the syndactyll
Syndesmography (siu-des-mog'ra-fu a

[Gr. syndesmos, a ligament, and graphi, *

description] In anat a description or ac

count of the ligaments of the body.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abttne; y, St icy.
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Syndesmology (sin-des-mol'o-ji), n. [From

Gr. syndesmos, a ligament {■■{in. together,

and desmos, a band), and logos, discourse.]

In anat. a treatise on or scientific facts re

garding the ligaments that connect the

parts of the skeleton.

Syndesmosis (sin-des-md'sis), n. [Gr. syn

desmos, a ligament. See above.] In anat.

a species of symphysis, or mediate connec

tion of bones, in which they are united by

ligament, as the radius with the ulna.

Syndesmotomy (sin-des-mot'o-mi), n. [Gr.

syndesmos, a ligament (see above), and tome,

a cutting, from temnd, to cut] In a nut. the

dissection of the ligaments.

Syndic (sin'dik), n. [I., syndicus, from Gr.

*yndikos, helping in a court of justice, an

advocate~si/n, with, and diki, justice.] An

officer of government, invested with differ

ent powers in different countries; a kind of

magistrate intrusted with the affairs of a

city or community; also, one chosen to

transact business for others. In Geneva the

syndic was the chief magistrate. Almost

all the companies in Pans, the university,

Arc, had their syndics. The University of

Cambridge has its syndics, chosen from the

senate to transact special business, as the

retaliation of fees, forming of laws, and the

like.

Syndicate (sin'dik-at), n. 1. A council, or

body of syndics; the office, state, or juris

diction of a syndic.

A syndicate has just been appointed at Cambridge

to consider a memorial presented by tutors of col

leges. Athenaitm.

2. An association of persons formed with the

view of promoting some particulnr enter

prise, discharging some trust, or the like.

Syndicate t (sin'dik at), v.t. To judge; to

censure.

Aristotle undertook to censure and syndicate his

master, and ali law-makers before him. Hake-will,

Syndrome (sin'drd-me), n. [Gr. syndroms,

a running together—syn, together, and dro-

inos, a running, a course.] 1. Concurrence.

GlanvilU. — 2. In med. the concourse or

combination of symptoms in a disease.

Syne (syn), adv. [Scotch.] 1. Since; ago.—

2. Afterwards; then; next; as, he did that

and syne something else. — Laiig syne or

auid lang time, long ago, the days of long

ago, $yne being in this phrase a sort of noun.

—Soon or syne, sooner or later.

Synecdoche (si-nek'do-ke), n. [Gr., from

synekdechomai, to receive jointly—*yn,with,

and ekdechoma i. to receive. ] In rhet. a figure

or trope by which the whole of a thing is

put for a part, or a part for the whole, as

the genus for the species, or the species for

the genus, Ac. ; as for example : a fleet of

ten sail (for ships); a master employing new

hands (workmen), and the like.

Synecdocnlcal ( sin-ek-dok'ik-al ), a. Ex

pressed by synecdoche ; implying a synec

doche.

[sis is used for Themesis by a syneedochical kind of

speech, or a poetical liberty, in using one for another.

Drayton.

SynecdOChically (sin-ek-dok'ik-al-li), adv.

According to the synecdochical mode of

speaking. Bp. Pearson.

Synechia (sin-e-kl'a), n, [Gr. synecheia, con

tinuity, adherence, from synechd, to hold

together—syn, with, together, and echo, to

have, to hold. ] A disease of the eye in

which the iris adheres to the cornea, or to

the capsule of the crystalline lens.

Synecphonesis (si-nek'fo-ne"sis), n. [Gr.,

from vynekphoned, to utter together— syn,

with, and ekphGneb, to cry out—eh, out, and

phdned, to sound, to call, from phoni, sound,

voice.] In gram, a contraction of two syl

lables into one; symeresis.

Synedrous (si-ne'drus), a. [Gr. syn, toge

ther, and hedra, an angle] In hut a term

applied to leaves or other parts growing on

the angle of a stem.

Synenia (sin'e-ina), n. In bot. that part of

the column of an orchid which represents

the filament of the stamens.

Synepy (Bin'e-pi), n. [Gr. synepeia, union

of sounds—syn, with, together, and epos, a

word.] In rhet the interjunction of words

in uttering the clauses of sentences.

Syndesis (si-ne're-sis), n. Same as Syna-

resit.

Synergetic (sin-er-jet'ik). a. [Gr. synergSti-

kos. see Synergist.] Working together;

co operating.

Synergism ( sin-eVjizm X "- The doctrine

of the Synergists. See SYNERGIST.

Synergist (sin-er'jist), n. [Fr. synergiste,

from Gr. synergo, to work together— syn,

with, together, and ergon, work.] In eceles.

hist, one of a party in the Lutheran Church,

who, about the end of the sixteenth century,

denied that God was the sole agent in the

conversion of sinners, and affirmed that

man co-operated with divine grace in the

accomplishment of this work. Hallam.

Synergistic, Synergistical (siu-er-jist'ik,

Bin-er-jist'ik-al), a. 1. Of or relating to the

Synergists or their doctrines.—2. Working

together; co-opentting.

Synergy (sin'er-ji), ». [Gr. syn, together,

and ergon, work. ] A correlation or con

course of action between different organs in

health, and, according to some, in disease.

Dunglison,

Syngenesla (sin-je-ne'si-a), n. pi. [Gr. syn,

with, and genesis, generation.] The name

of the nineteenth class of plants in the

sexual system of Linnams, consisting of

those plants of which the anthers are united

Syngenesis—Seneciojacobaa.

1, Floret magnified. 2, Section of floret magnified.

into a tube, the filaments on which they are

supported being mostly separate and dis

tinct. The flowers are compound. There

are five orders, namely Polygamia cequalut,

Polygamia superjlua Polygamia/rustranea,

Polygamia necessaria, ana Polygamia segre-

gata. The thistle, tansy, daisy, southern

wood, sunflower, and marigold are exam

ples.

Syngenesian, Syngenesious (sin-je-ne'si-

an, sin-je-ne'si-us), a. In bot. pertaining to

the class Syngenesia; having the anthers

united at the edges so as to form a tube.

Syngnathidss (sin-gna'thi-de), n. pi [Gr.

sy}i,with,gnatho8, a jaw.] Afamilyof lopho-

branchiate fishes, including the pipe-fish

(which see). They are named from their

jaws being united and elongated to form a

tubular snout.

Syngnathus (sin-gna'thus), ». [See above.]

A genus of lophobranchiate fishes; the pipe

fishes. See Pipe-fish.

Syngraph (sin'graf), n. [Fr. syngraphe;

from L. syngrapha, Gr. syngraphi — syn,

with, and grapho, to write.] A writing

signed by both or all the parties to a contract

or bond.

Synizesis (sin-i-ze'sis), n. [Gr. , from synizd,

to sit with or together— syn, with, and hizo,

to sit, to sit down, to seat.] 1. In med. a

closed pupil; an obliteration of the pupil of

the eye, causing a total loss of vision.— 2. In

gram, the contraction of two syllables, as

two vowels, into one; Bynecphonests.

Synneurosls (sin-nu-ro'sis), n. [Gr. syn,

with, and neuron, a nerve or sinew. ] In mint.

the connection of parts by means of liga

ments, as in the movable joints.

Synocha (ain'o-ka), n. [Gr. synochf, from

synechd, to hold together. ] A species of

continued fever characterized by increased

heat, by quick, strong, and hard pulse, by

the urine being highly coloured, and by the

Blight disturbance of the mind. Dunglison.

Synochal (sin'o-kal), a. In med. pertaining

to synocha.

Synochus (sin'o-kus), n. [Gr. synochos,

joined together, from synecho, to hold to

gether—sun, together, and echo, to have, to

hold. ] Continued fever compounded of

synocha and typhus, in its commencement

often resembling the former, and in its pro

gress the latter. Dunglison.

Synocreate (sin-ok're-at), a. [Gr. syn, toge

ther, and L. oerea, a greave, a boot. ] In bot.

said of stipules uniting together on the

opposite side of the stem from the leaf, and

inclosing it in a sheath.

Synod (sin'od), n. [Ft. synode, L. synodus,

from Gr. synodos—syn, and hodos, a way, a

journeying.] 1. In eceles. hist, a council or .

meeting of ecclesiastics to consult on mat

ters of religion. Synods are of four kinds:

(1) General or ecumenical, which are com

posed of bishops and delegated clergy from

different nations. (2) National, in which

the bishops and delegated clergy of one

nation meet, to determine points of doctrine

or discipline. (3) Provincial, in which the

bishops and delegated clergy of one pro

vince only meet. This is called a convoca

tion. (4) Diocesan, in which the bishop and

delegated clergy of a particular diocese meet

In the Established Church of Scotland, a

provincial synod is one of the church courts,

composed of the several presbyterieB within

the bounds prescribed by the General As

sembly, or of the ministers and elders who

stand on the roll as constituent members of

such presbyteries. The synod Ib a court of

review immediately above the presbytery,

but its judgments may be brought under

the review of the General Assembly by refer

ence, complaint, or appeal. Other presby-

terian bodies have synods, which are simi-„

larly constituted.—2. A meeting, convention,

or council

Well have ye judged, well ended long debate,

Synod of gods ! Milton.

3. A conjunction of two or more planets or

stars.

To the blank moon

Her office they prescribed ; to the other five

Their planetary motions and aspects.

In sextile, square, or trine, and opposite.

Of noxious efficacy, and when to join

In synod unbenign. Milton.

Synodal (sin'od-al), n, 1. A tribute or pay

ment in money paid to a bishop on his Easter

visitation, by his clergy in virtue of his

holding a synod— 2. A name sometimes

§iven to constitutions made in provincial or

iocesan synods.

Synodal (sin'od-al), a. Pertaining to or

occasioned by a synod; synodicai 'The

authority of some synodal canons.' Milton.

[Rare]

Synodic, Synodicai (si-nod'ik, si-nod'ik-al),

a. 1. Pertaining to a synod; transacted in a

synod; as, synodicai proceedings or forms.

St. Athanasius writes a synodicai epistle to those

of Antioch, to compose the differences among them

upon the ordination of Paulinus. Stitlingfleet.

2. In astron. pertaining to a conjunction or

two successive conjunctions of the heavenly

bodies.—Synodicai month, the period from

one conjunction of the moon with the sun

to another. This is called also a lunation,

because in the course of it the moon ex

hibits all its phases. This month consists

of 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes, 2 37 seconds.

—Synodic revolution ofa plai\et,vi\t\\ respect

to the sun, the period which elapses between

two consecutive conjunctionsor oppositions.

The duration of this period is easily deter

mined when the difference between the

mean motion of the planet and sun, in a

§iven interval of time, is known; for this

ifference is to 360" as the given interval to

the synodic revolution.

*' ( sl-nod'ik-al-li ), adv. By theSynodically (si-nod'i

authority of a synod.

The alterations made by the commissioners were

brought to the convocation, then sitting, where they

were synodicalty agreed uoon. Nelson.

Synodlst (sin'od-ist), n. One who adheres

to a synod.

These synodists thought fit in Latin as yet to vail

their decrees from vulgar eyes. Fuller.

Syncecious fsi-ne'shus), a. [Gr. syn, with,

together, and oiJcos,a. house.] In bot. having

male and female organs on the same head.

Synomosy (si-nd'mo-Bi), n. [Gr. synomosia

—syn, with, and omnymi, to swear.] Sworn

brotherhood; also, a society in ancient

Greece, nearly resembling amodern political

club.

Synonym (Bin'6-nim), n. [Fr. synonyme,

Gr. synonym-OS, having the same signification

—syn, with, together, and onoma, a name.]

A word having the same, or nearly the same,

signification as another; one of two or more

words which have the same meaning. See

extract.

Properly defined, synonyms are words of the same

language and die same grammatical class, identical

in meaning ; or, more generally, synonyms are words

of the same language which are the precise equiva

lents of each other. And if a definition of the word

in the singular be insisted on, we may say that a nourt

or other part of speech, identical in meaning witrt

another word of the same language and the same

fgrammatical class, is the synonym of that word ; or,

ess specifically, a synonym is a word identical in

ing with another word of the same language

and the same grammatical class. But though this is

the proper definition of true synonyms, it is by no

means the ordinary use of the tenn, which is gener-

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ug, ting; TU, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure. - -See Ket.
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ally applied to words not identical, hut similar, in

meaning. Both in popular literary acceptation, and

as employed in special dictionaries of such words,

synonyms are words sufficiently alike in general sig

nification to be liable to be confounded, but yet so

different in special definition as to require to he dis

tinguished. G. P. Marsh.

Synonymalt (si-non'i-mal),a. Synonymous.

Synonymally t (si-non'i-nial-li), adv. Syn

onymously.

Synonyme (sin'6-nira),n. Same as Synonym.

Synonymic, Bynonymical ( sin 6-nim'ik,

sin-6-nim'ik-al), a. Synonymous.

Synonymicon (sin-d-nim'ik-on). n. A dic

tionary of synonymous words. W. Taylor.

Synonymist (si-non'im-ist), n. 1. One who

collects and explains synonyms.—2. In bot.

a person who collects the different names

or synonyms of plants, and reduces them to

one another.

Synonymlze (si-non'im-Iz), v.t pret & pp.

tynonymized; ppr. synonymixing. To ex

press by words of the same meaning; to ex

press the meaning of by a synonym.

This word ' fortis ' we may synonyntire after all

these fashions; stout, hardy, valiant, doughty, cour

ageous, adventurous, brave, bold, daring, intrepid.

Camden.

Synonymous (sl-non'fm-us), a. Having the

character of a synonym ; expressing the

same thing; conveying the same idea.

These words consist of two propositions, which are

not distinct in sense, but one and the same thing vari

ously expressed; for wisdom and understanding are

synonymous words here. TUtotson.

Synonymously (si-non'im-UB-U), adv. In a

svnonymous manner; in thesame sense; with

tiu1 same meaning.

Synonymy (sf-non'i-mt), n. 1. The quality

of being synonymous or of expressing the

same meaning by different words.—2. In

rhct. a figure by which synonymous words

are used to amplify a discourse.—8. A sys

tem of synonyms.

Synopsis (si-nop'sis), n. pi. Synopses (si-

nop'sez). [Gr. , from syn, with, together, and

opsis, a sight, view.] A kind of summary or

brief statement giving a general view of

some subject; a collection of heads or short

paragraphs so arranged as to exhibit the

whole in a general view; a conspectus.

That the reader may see in one view the exactness

of the method, as well as force of the argument, I

shall here draw up a short synapsis of this epistle.

// (i re urton.

Synoptic (si-nop'tik), n. One of the synop

tic gospels. See the adjective.

Yet the Tubingen professors and our Liberal

newspapers must surely have something to go upon,

when they declare that the Jesus of the Fourth Gos

pel speaks quite differently from the Jesus of the

Synoptics, and propound their theory of the Gnostic

artist inventing, with profoundly calculated art, his

fancy Gospel. Matt. Arnold.

Synoptic, Synoptical (si-nop'tik, sl-nop'-

tik-al), a. Affording a synopsis or general

view of the whole or of the priucipal parts of

a thing; as, a synoptic table.—Synoptic gos-

pels, a term applied to the gospels of Saints

Matthew, Mark, and Luke, because they pre

sent a synopsis or general view of the same

series of events, whereas in the fourth or

St. John's gospel the narrative and dis

courses are different. The synoptic gospels

present more of the human side of Christ's

life, St. John's gospel more of the divine.

Synoptically (si-nop'tik-al-li ), ado. In a

synoptical manner ; in such a manner as to

present a general view in a short compass.

Sir W. Pettie.

Synoptlst (si-nop'tist), n. One of the writers

of the synoptic gospels—Matthew, Mark, or

Luke.

Synorhlzous(sin-d-ri'zusXa* [Gr. syn, with,

and rkiza, a root] In bot. a term applied

to plants whose seeds have the point of the

radicle incorporated with the albumen, as

the pines, firs, Conifene, and other polycoty-

ledonous plants.

Synosteography (sl-nos'te-og"ra-fl), n. fGr.

syn, with, osteon, a bone, and graph6, to

describe.] In anat. a description of the

joints.

Synosteology (si-nos'te-oro-il), n. [Or. syn,

with, osteon, a bone, and logos, a discourse.]

In anat. a treatise upon joints. Dunglison.

Synosteosls (si-nos'te-6"sis), n. [Gr. syn,

with, and osteon, a bone. 1 In anat unity

by means of bone. Dunglison.

Synosteotomy (si-noB'teofom-i), n. [Gr.

syn, with, osteon, a bone, and temti6, to cut ]

In anat. dissection of the joints. Dungli

son.

Synovia (si-no'vi-a), n. [Gr. syn, with, and

oon, h. ovum, an egg. ' A word invented

by Paracelsus.' Ltiire*.] A thick, viscid,

yellowish-white fluid, somewhat resembling

white of egg in appearance, secreted for the

purpose of lubricating the various joints of

the body by a membrane which lines the

cavities of the articulations.

Synovial ( si-n6'vi-al ), a. Pertaining to or

consisting of synovia; secreting a lubricat

ing fluid; as, the synovial membrane; syno

vial gland.

Synovitis (sin-6-vi'tis), n. [Synovia, and

term, -itis, denoting inflammation.] Inflam

mation of the synovial membraue.

Syntactic, Syntactical ( sin-tak'tik, sin-

tak'tik-al), a. [See SYNTAX.] 1. Conjoined;

fitted to each other. Johnson.— 2. Ingrain.

pertaining or according to the rules of syn

tax or construction. 'The various syntac

tical structures occurring in the examples.'

Johnson.

Syntactically (sin-tak'tik-nl-li), adv. In a

syntactical manner; as regards syutaz; in

conformity to syntax.

Syntax (sin'taks), n. [Or. syntaxis, arrange

ment, disposition, from syntassO, to put to

gether in order— syn, with, together, and

taste, taxd, to put in order.] 1. In gram.

the construction of sentences; the due ar

rangement of words or members of sen

tences in their mutual relations according

to established usage. Syntax includes con

cord and government and the order of wordB,

or collocation. — 2. t Connected system or

order; union of things.

They owe no other dependence lo the first than

what is common to the whole syntax of beings.

ClitH-villr.

Syntaxis (sin-tak'sis), n. Same as Syntax.

Syntectic, Syntectlcal(sfn-tek'tik, sin-tek'-

tik-al), a. Relating to syntexis; wasting.

Synteresls (sin-te-re'sis), n. [Gr., a watch

ing closely, from syntireo, to watch closely

together—syn, with, together, and tcreo, to

watch, to guard.] 1. In med. preservative

or preventive treatment; prophylaxis-—

2. Conscience regarded as the internal re

pository of the laws of right and wrong. Bp.

Ward; Whewell.

Synteretlc (sin-tc-ret'ik), a. In med. per

taining to synteresis; preserving health;

prophylactic.

Syntexis (sin-tek'sis),n. [Gr. *i/>if**x«,from

syntekO, to melt or waste away—syn, with,

and teko, to melt.] In med. a wasting of

the body; a deep consumption.

Synthermal (sin-ther'mal), a. [Gr. syn, to

gether, and therml, heat.] Having the

same degree of heat Smart.

Synthesis (sin'the-sis), n. pi. Syntheses

(siu'tbe-sez). [Gr. synthesis, a putting or

placing together, from syntiihtmi, to place

or put together—syn, with, and tithimi, to

place. ] 1. Composition, or the putting of two

or more things together, as in compound

medicines.—2. In logic, the combination of

separate elements of thought Into a whole,

as of simple into compound or complex con

ceptions, species into genera, individual

propositions into a system, and the like;

that process of reasoning in which we ad

vance by a regular chain from principles

before established or assumed, and proposi

tions already proved, till we arrive at the

conclusion. Synthesis is also called the

Direct Method or Composition, and is the

reverse of analysis or resolution. See An

alysis.

Analysis and synthesis, though commonly treated

as two different methods, are, if properly understood,

only the two necessary parts of the same method.

Each is the relative and correlative of the other.

Sir f*y. Hamilton.

1 In surg. the operation by which divided

parts are united.— 4. In ehem. the uniting

of elements into a compound ; composition

or combination : the opposite of analysis,

which is the separation of a compound into

its constituent parts. That water is com

posed of oxygen and hydrogen is proved

both by analysis aud synthesis.

Syntheslse (sin'the-siz), v.t. To combine or

bring together, as two or more things; to

unite in one.

That yellow is but little different from white is

illustrated in the beautiful experiment of Newton's

of synthesisinff the colours of the spectrum by re

flection from seven moveable mirrors.

C. IVtHxfumraX

Syntnesist (sin'the-sist), n. One who em

ploys synthesis, or who follows synthetic

methods.

Synthetic, Synthetical (sin-thet'ik, sin-

thet'ik-al), a. Pertaining to synthesis; con

sisting in synthesis or composition; as, the

synthetic method of reasoning, as opposed

to the analytical.

Philosophers hasten too much from the analytic to

the synthetical method; that is, they draw general

conclusions from too small .-» number of particular

observations and experiments. BoliH£brobe.

Synthetlcally (sin-thet'ik-al-li), adv. In a

synthetical manner; by synthesis; by com

position.

Synthetlzet (sin'thet-Tz), v.t. pret. <fc pp.

syn ttu tized; ppr. synthetizing. To unite in

regular structure.

Svntomy (sin'to-mi), n. [Gr. syntomia,

from syntemnu, to cut short— syn, together,

with, and temno, to cut.] Brevity; concise

ness. [Rare.]

Syntonin (siu'to-nm), n. [Gr. synteind, to

render tense.] Muscle fibrin; the basis and

principal constituent of the contractile tis

sues, consisting of carbon 54 00, nitrogen

16"05, oxygen 21 60. hydrogen 7 28, and sul

phur 1 1 1. Although syntonin is most readily

obtained from muscle it exists in all proteid

substances. Called also Musculine.

Synzygla (sin-zij'i-a), n. In bot. the point

of junction of opposite cotyledons.

Sypher-Jolnt (si'fer-joint), n. In carp, a

lap-joint for the edges of boards, leaving a

flush surface.

Syphilis (sifi-lis), n. [A name invented by

the Italian Fracastoro, who wrote a cele

brated Latin poem on thisdisease ('Syphilis,

Bive Morbi Gallic! libri tres'Y published in

1530. The name was derived directly from

Syphilus, a character in the poem, the origin

of whose own appellation is doubtful ; per

haps Gr. syn, with, aud philos, love. ] A con

tagious and hereditary venereal disease,

characterized in its primary stage by chan

cres or ulcers of a peculiar character on

the genitals, succeeded by inguinal buboes.

So far the disease is local. The indications

of a secondary or constitutional affection

are ulcers in the throat, copper -coloured

eruptions on the skin, pains in the bones,

nodes, Ac.

Syphilitic (sif-i-lit'ik), a. Pertaining to or

of the nature of syphilis; infected with

syphilis.

Syphilization, Syphilisation ( sim-i-ra''-

shnn). n. A saturation of the system with

syphilis by means of repeated inoculations :

a mode of treatment suggested not only for

the cure of syphilis, but also as rendering

the body insusceptible of future attacks.

Syphilize, Syphillse (sif'IUz), v.t To in

oculate or saturate, as the system, with

syphilis.

Syphiloid (alfl-loid), a. [Syphilis, and Gr.

eidos, form. ] Resembling or having the char

acter of syphilis; as, syphiloid affections.

Syphon, n. See Siphon.

Syphonlc (si-fon'ik), a. See StPHOimx

Syren (si'ren). See Siren.

Syriae (str'i-ak), a. [L. Syriacus.] Pertain

ing to Syria or its language ; as, the Syriae

version of the Pentateuch; Syriae Bible.

Syriac (sir'i-ak), n. The language of Syria,

especially the ancient language of that

country. It differs very little from the

Chaldee or Eastern Aramaic, and belongs

to the Semitic family of languages.

Syriacism (sir'i-a-sizm), n. A Syrian Idiom.

The New Testament, though it be said originally

writ in Greek, yet hath nothing near so many Atti

cisms as Hebraisms and Syriacisms. Mitten.

Syrian (sir'i-an), a. Pertaining to Syria.

Syrian (sir'i-an), n, A native or inhabitant

of Syria.

Syrtanism (sir'i-an-izm), n. A Syrian idiom,

or a peculiarity in the Syrian language.

Syrlasm (sir'i-azin), n. The same as Syrt

anism.

The Scripture Greek is observed to be full of Syrt-

asms and Hebraism i U'arourton.

Syringa <si-ring'ga), n. [Gr. syrinx, syringos,

a pipe, a tube. The name is said to have

been given in both cases from the use of the

plants for making pipes or pipe-stems. Hence

also pipe, pipe-tree were former names for

the lilac.] 1. A genus of plants, nat order

Olcaceee; the lilacs. The species are decidu

ous shrubs, natives of Europe and the colder

parts of Asia. The leaves are simple; the

flowers are purple or white, very fragrant,

and arranged in thyrsoid terminal panicles.

S. vulgaris (the common lilac) is one of the

commonest ornaments of our shrubberies,

blossoming together with the laburnum in

May. (See Lilac.) Other species are, S.

JosUcea, anativeof Transylvania; S.persica,

the Persian lilac; S. chinensis, the Chinese

lilac. — 2. The name applied by Touraefort

to the genus Philadelphus, and still popu

larly given to the mock-orange (Philadel

phus coronarius). Its stems are straight

and filled with medulla, so that they have

been used as pipe-stems.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Syringe (siKinj), n, (Gr. syrinx, syringos, a

pipe, a tub*, from syrizO, to pipe or whistle. ]

A portable hydraulic instrument of the pump

kind.commonly employed to draw in a quan

tity of water or other fluid, and to squirt or

eject the same with violence. In its simplest

form it consists of a small cylindrical tube

with an air-tight piston fitted with a rod

and handle. The lower end of the cylinder

terminates in a small tube, which being

immersed in any fluid, and the piston then

drawn up, the fluid 1b forced into the body

of the cylinder by the atmospheric pressure.

By pushing back the piston to the bottom

of the cylinder the contained fluid Is ex

pelled in a small jet The syringe acts on

the principle of the sucking-pump, and is

used by surgeons, Ac., for washing wounds,

for injecting fluids into animal bodies, and

other purposes. A larger form fs used for

watering plants, trees, Ac, The Byringe is

also used as a pneumatic machine for con

densing or exhausting the air in a close

vessel, but for this purpose two valves are

necessary.

8yTlngo (sb/inJX v.t pret. A pp. syringed;

ppr. syringing. To inject by means of a

pipe or syringe; to wash and cleanse by in

jections from a syringe. Wiseman.

Syringe (sir'injX ».*. To make use of a

syringe; to inject water with a syringe.

Prior.

Syringin, Syringine (ai-rin'jin, ai-rin'iin),

n. (CitHaOwHaO. ) The bitter principle of

the Syiinga vulgaris. It is crystalline and

soluble jn alcohol

Svringodendron. (si-ring'g5-den"dron), n.

[Gr. syrinx, syringos, a pipe, and dendron,

a tree.] The name formerly given to many

species of Sigillaria (a genus of extinct fossil

trees) on account of the parallel pipe-shaped

flutinga which extend from the top to the

bottom of their trunks.

Syrtngopora (Bi-ring-gop'd-ra), n. pi. [Gr.

ssprinx\ syringos, a pipe, and para, a pore.]

A genns of palaeozoic corals, abounding in

the carboniferous limestone, and closely

akin to the organ-pipe coral of Australian

seas.

Syringotomy (sl-ring-goto-mi), n, [Fr. sy-

ringotomie—Gr. syrinx, syringos. a pipe or

tube, a fistula, and tcmnO, to cut.] The

operation of cutting for fistula.

Syrinx (bi'ringks), n. [Gr. syrinx, a pipe.

.See svui.NfiE.] l. In surg. a fistula.—2. In

music, a wind-instrument composed of reeds

of different lengths tied together. It is also

known by the name of Pandean Pips* or

Pan's Pipes, its invention having been as

cribed to Pan, the Greek sylvan deity.

8yrma (ser'nia), n. [Gr., from syro, to drag,

to trail] In antiq. a long dress reacliiiig to

the ground, worn by tragic actors.

Syrop (sir'op), n. Same as Syrup.

Syrpliidae (ser'flde), n. pL [Gr. syrphos,

serphos, a small winged insect.] A family

of dipterous insects some of which have

larva? that feed on the larvtu of bees and

wasps, the insects themselves bearing a

most striking resemblance to these insects.

The genus Syrphus is the type of the family.

Syrrhaptes (sir-rap'tez), n. [Gr. syn, to

gether, and rhapto, to sew—from the union

of the toes.] A genus of grouse, of which

only one species, S. paradoxus or S Pallasii

(the three-toed sand-grouse, called also

from its peculiarities heteroditc grouse), is

known. It is a native of the steppes of Cen

tral Asia, but sometimes occura in Europe,

sod has even been shot in Britain. It has

long pointed wings and tail and only three

toes, the tarsi being feathered and the toes

united for the greater part of their length.

Syrt (sert). n, [Fr. syrte, L. syrtis, Gr. ttyr-

tis, a sandbank, especially a name applied

to two on the north coast of Africa, from

syro", to draw along ) A quicksand.

The shatter'd mast.

The syrt, the whirlpool and the rock. Young.

Syrtic (ser'tik),a. filiating toasyrtorquick-

sand. Ed Rev.

Syrtis (ser'tis). n. pL Syrtes (sor'tez). [ L.

SeeSTRT.J A quicksand.

guenched in a boggy syrtis, neither sea

Nor good dry Una. Milton.

Syrup (sb/up), n. [Fr. strop, It siroppo,

from Ar. sharab, drink, beverage, syrup,

from sharaba, sharib, to drink, whence also

sherbet and shrub.] 1. In mrd. a saturated

or nearly saturated solution of sugar in

water, either simple, flavoured, or medi

cated with some special therapeutic or

compound.— 2. The uncrystalliznble fluid

Anally separated from crystallized Bugar in

the refining process, either by the draining

of sugnr in loaves, or by beiug forcibly

ejected by the centrifugal apparatus in pre

paring moist sngar. This is the ordinary or

'goldeu syrup' of the grocers, but in the

sugar manufacture the term syrup is ap

plied to all strong saccharine solutious

which contain sugar in a condition capable

of being crystallized out, the ultimate un

crvstallizable fluid being distinguished as

molasses or treacle.

Syruped (air'upt), p. and a. Sweetened by

or aa by moistening or mixing with syrup.

We'll lick the syntfit leaves,

And tell the bees mat theirs is gall. Drayton.

Syrupy (sir'up-i), a. Like syrup or partak

ing of its qualities; sirupy.

Syssarcosls (sis-ar-kd'sis), n. [Gr., from

syssarkoo, to unite by flesh—syn, with, and

sarx, sarkos, flesh.] In anat. a species of

union of bones, in which one bone is united

to another by means of an intervening

muscle.

Systaltic (sis-tal'tik). a. [Gr. systalWcos,

drawing together, from systelto, to draw to

gether—syn, with, together, and steUo, to

send.] In med. having alternate contrac

tion and dilatation; taking place by alter

nate contraction and dilatation; as, the sys

taltic action of the heart

Systasis (sis'ta-sis), n. [Gr. systasis, from

Sinistemi. See Ststem.] A setting toge-

ter; a union; a political union; a political

constitution. [Rare.]

It is a worse preservative of a general constitution

than the systasis of Crete, or the Confederation of

Poland, or any other ill-devised corrective which has

j et been imagined in the necessities produce! by an

ill -constructed system of government. Burke.

System (sis'tern), n, [Fr. systems, L. sys-

tema, Gr. systima, from synistemi, to place

together—syn, with, together, and hisUmi,

to set.] 1. Any combination or assemblage

of things adjusted into a regular and con

nected whole ; a number of things or parts

so connected as to make one complex thing;

things connected according to a scheme; as,

a system of canals for irrigation; a system

of pulleys; a system, of forces acting on a

body'.

Every work, both of nature and art, is a sy strut;

and, as every particular thing, both natural and arti

ficial is for some use or purpose out of and beyond

itself, one may add to what has already been brought

into the idea of a system its conduciveness to this

one or more ends. Let us instance in a watch.

Butler.

Hence, more specifically, (a) a number of

heavenly bodies connected together and

acting on each other according to certain

laws; as, the solar system; the system of

Jupiter and his satellites. ' Star and sys

tem rolling past' Tennyson.

Who sees with equal eye. as God of all,

A hero perish or a sparrow fall.

Atoms or systems into ruin hurled.

And now a bubble burst and now a world. Pope.

(6) An assemblage of parts or organs in an

animal body which are composed of the same

tissues or are essentially necessary to the

performance of some function ; as, the ab

sorbent system, the nervous system, the vas

cular system ; hence, also, the body itself as

a functional unity or whole; as, to take poi

son into the system.—1. A plan or scheme

according to which things are connected

into a whole ; a regular uuion of principles

or facts forming one entire whole; an as

semblage of facts, or of principles and con

clusions scientifically arranged, or disposed

according to certain mutual relations so

as to form a complete whole ; a connected

view of all the truths or principles of some

department of knowledge; as, a system of

philosophy; sl system of government; a sys

tem of divinity; a system of botany or of

chemistry.—3. Regular method ororder; as,

to have no system in one's business or study;

to work according to a system. —4. In astron.

any hypothesis or theory of the disposition

and arrangements of the heavenly bodies

by which their phenomena, their motions,

changes,Ac. ,are explained; as, the Ptolemaic

system; the Copernican system; a system of

the universe, or of the world. See Solar. —

5. In fine arts, a collection of the rules

and principles upon which an artist works.

6. In anc. music, an interval compounded

or supposed to be compounded of several

lesser intervals, as the octave, the elements

of which are called diastema.

Systematic, Systematical (sis-te-mat'ik,

sis-te-mat'ik-al), a. 1. Pertaining to system;

consisting in system ; methodical ; formed

with regular connection and adaptation or

subordination of parts to each other, and

to the design of the whole; as. a systematic

arrangement of plants or animals; a sys

tematic course of study.

Now we deal much in essays, and unreasonably

despise systematical learning; whereas'our fathers

had a great value for regularity and system. Watts

2. Proceeding according to syBtem or regu

lar method; as, a systematic writer.—3. Of

or pertaining to the system of the universe;

cosmical ' Upon which accounts these

ends may be called cosmical or systemati

cal.' Boyle.

Systematically(9is-te-mat'ikal-li), adv. In

a systematic manner; in the form of a sys

tem; methodically.

Systematlsm (sis'tem-at-izm), n. Reduc

tion of facts to a syBtem.

Systematlst (sis'tem-at-ist), «. 1. One who

forms a system or reduces to system.—2. One

who adheres to a system. Henslaw.

Systematization (sis'tem-at-Iz-a"shon), n.

The act of systematizing; the act or process

of reducing to system, or of forming into a

system. 'The systematization and deliber

ate carrying out of mental operations.' //.

Spencer.

Systematize (sls'tem-at-iz), vt pret. A pp.

systematized; ppr. systematizing. (Fr. sys-

Umatiser, from Gr. systima, systimatos. .See

System ] To reduce to system or regular

method; as, to systematize the principles of

moral philosophy. 'Before medicine and

architecture were systematized into arts,'

Harris.

The Goths had some general notions of the feudal

policy, which were gradually systematized.

Ld Lyttrlton.

Systematizer (sis'tem-at-iz-er), n. One who

reduces things to system.

Aristotle may be called the systematizer of his

master's doctrines. Harris.

Syatematology (shVtem-a-toroji), n. [Gr.

systima, systimatos, system, and logos, dis

course. ] Knowledge or information regard

ing systems.

Systemic (sis-tem'ik), a. 1. Pertaining to a

system. — 2. In physiol. pertaining to the

body as a whole; common to a general sys

tem ; aa, systemic circulation ; that is, the

circulation of the blood through the body

generally, as distinguished from that other

circulation which is confined to the respir

atory organs and the heart, or the pulmon

ary or respiratory circulation

The blood of reptiles is cold — that is to say.

slightly warmer than the external medium—owing

mainly to the fact that the pulmonary and systemic

circulations are always directly connected together,

either within the heart or in its immediate neignlwmr-

hood, so that the body is supplied with a mixture of

venous and arterial blood in place of arterial blood

alone. H. A. Sicholson.

SystemizaUon (sis'tem-I-za"shon >, n. Same

as Systematization. A'. Webster.

Systemize (sis'tem-iz), v.t Same as Sys

tematize. X. Webster.

Sy sterilizer (sis'tem-Iz-er), n. Same as Sys

tematizer. A. Webster.

Systemless (sis'tem-Ies), a. 1. Without

system. —2. In bioL not exhibiting any of

the distinct systems or types of structure

characteristic of organic life, that is the

radiate in the vegetable kingdom, and the

vertebrate, dec, in the animal kingdom;

thus in the vegetable kingdom the Alga? and

in the animal kingdom the Protozoa are

systemless.

System-maker (sis'teni-mak-er), n. One

who makes or constructs a system or sys

tems: generally used with a sense of slight

contempt

We system-makers can sustiin

The thesis which you grant was plain. Prior.

System-monger<siB'tem-mung-gdr), n. One

excessively fond of making or framing sys

tems.

A system-memrjer, who without knowing anything

**■
ing. Chtsterjteld.

of the world by experience, has formed a system c

it in Ills dusty cell, lays it down that flattery isjjleas-

Systole (ahVtd-le), n. [Or. syetoli, from sys-

tellti, to contract—syn, together, and steUO,

to Bend.] 1. In gram, the shortening of a

long syllable.—2. Iu physiol. the contrac

tion of the heart and arteries for expelling

the blood and carrying on the circulation.

Sec Diastole.

Systolic (ais-tol'ik), a. Relating to systole;

contracting.

Systyle (sis'tll). a. [Gr. systylos—syn, with

or together, and stylos, a column] In arch.

having columns standing close: (a) having

columns placed in such a manner that they

are two diameters of a column apart, (b)

ch, cAain; ch, Sc locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; Til, then; th. thin; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Having ft row of columns Bet close together

all round, as the Parthenon at Athens.

Syte t (sit), n. Site; situation. Spenser.

Sythe (sIth). See Scythe.

Syver (si'ver). n. [Of Biinie origin as sewer. ]

A covered drain; a sewer; a gutter; also, the

grating or trap of a street drain. Written

also Siver. [Scotch.]

Syzyglum(si-zrji-ur.i),n. [FromGr. syzygos,

coupled—syn, together, and zygon, a yoke

—in allusion to the manner in which the

branches and leaves are united by pairs.]

A genus of plants, uat. order Myrtaceaj.
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The species inhabit tropical countries; they

are trees or shrubs of a highly ornamental

appearance, from their smooth shining

leaves, which are opposite and entire : the

flowers are in cymes or corymbs. S. guine-

ense, which grows on the coast of Guinea

and Senegal, has been employed as a remedy

in rheumatism. S. Jambolanum is exten

sively cultivated in the East Indies on ac

count of its edible fruit, sometimes called

Java plum by Europeans, but jamoon by

the natives. It is of a rich purplish colour,

and of a subastringent sweetish taste, which

TABERNACLE

is more agreeable to the native than to the

European palate. The bark is astringent,

and dyes a brown colour; the wood is hard

and durable, and much employed.

Syzygy (si'zi-ji), «• [Or. syzygia—syn, to

gether, and zygon, a yoke.] 1. In astron. the

conjunction or opposition of a planet with

the sun, or of any two of the heavenly

bodies. On the phenomena and circum

stances of the syzygies depends a great part

of the lunar theory—2. In mm the coupling

of different feet together iu Greek or Latin

verse.

T.

T is the twentieth letter of the English

alphabet, a sharp mute consonaut, closely

allied to d, both being dentals. In forming

It the tip of the tongue is pressed close to

the root of the upper teeth, as may be per

ceived iu uttering the syllables at, ta,ot, to.

This is also the position of the tongue for

the letter d, as in the syllables ad, da, od,

do; but d is uttered with voice, whereas t

is entirely non-vocal. In reality. ( can be

hardly said to have any sound at all, its use,

like that of the other sharp mutes k and p,

being merely to modify the manner of utter

ing the vocal Bound which precedes or fol

lows it. When t is followed by A in the

same syllable, as in think, that, tcith, the

combination forms two distinct sounds-

surd or breathed, as in think, and sonant or

vocal, as in that These sounds were repre

sented by two characters in Anglo-Saxon

and Old English, and it is a pity the old

letters were given up. The letters (i before

a vowel, and unaccented, usually pass into

the sound of sh, us in nation, motion, par

tial, which are pronounced nashon, moshon,

parshal. In this case t loses entirely its

proper sound or use, and bejng blended with

the subsequent letter a new sound results

from the combination, which is in fact a

simple sound. If « or x precede ti (as in

mixtion, question), t retains its own Bound,

though in this case many speakers soften

it to ch as in church, as they also do in

such words as mixture, posture. In com

paring words common to the Iudo- Euro

pean tongues we And that (as formulated

by Grimm's law) t in English (as also in

Dutch, Icelandic, Gothic, <xc ) corresponds

to d in Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit, and

to * or z in German. Thus E. tooth-=

L. dens, dentis, Gr. {o)dous, (o\dontos, Skr.

dant, G. zahn; E. foot = L. pes (peds), pedis,

Gr. pous, podos, Skr. pada, G. fuss; E. two

= L. duo, Gr. dyd. Skr. dva, G. zwei; E. to

eat-h. edo, Gr. edo, Skr. ad, G. essen, and

so on. An « before t, however, hinders this

change from taking place, and hence the t

in E. stand appears also in L. sto, Gr. his-

Umi, and G. stehen. The English th, on the

other hand, answers to ( in Latin, Greek,

and Sanskrit, and to d in German; thus E.

thou = h. and Gr. tu, Skr. tvam, G. du; E.

three = L. tres, Gr. treis, Skr. tri, G. drei.

Hence It comes that G. tag = E. day; gut =

.good, wasser = water, and zahm = tame. In

some Latin words d has been changed to I,

hence t in E. tear (n,)=l in L. lacrima (for

dacrima), Fr. larme, a tear. A final t has

become attached to many English words to

which it does not properly belong, this being

particularly the case after n and s, as in

tyrant, pheasant, ancient, amutst, whilst,

against,czc. It has sometimes dropped out,

as in beet, last; so th has disappeared from

worship. This letter is often doubled in the

middle of words, seldom at the end, as in

butt, mitt T is often used to denote things

of this form, as the T-palace in Mantua. See

T-BANDAGK, T-BEARD, T-CLOTH, T-IRON, T-

joint, T-SO.UARE —To a T, exactly, with the

utmost exactness ; as, to suit or fit to a T.

The allusion is to a mechanic's T-square, by

which accuracy in making angles, <Src, is

secured. [Familiar.]

Wc could manage this matter to a T. Sterne.

Tab (tab), «. [In some of the senses perhaps

altered from tag. ] 1. The latchet of a shoe or

half-boot, fastened with a string or buckle.

2. The metallic binding on the end of a boot

or corset lace.—3. A lace or other border,

resembling that of a cap, worn on the inner

front edges of ladies' bonnets.—4. The hang

ing sleeve of a child's garment.—5. One of

the revolving arms which lift the beaters of

a fulling-mill. [Local or technical in all

Benses. ]

Tabaccol (ta-bak'ko),«. Tobacco. Minshew.

Tabachtr ( tab-a-sheY), »■ Same as Taba-

sheer.

Tabanidsa (ta-ban'i-de).n.pi. [See Tabanus. ]

A family of dipterous insects, of which Ta

banus is the typical genus. They are popu

larly known by the names breeze, cleg, or

gadfly, and are particularly annoying to

cattle, the skins of whicli are often streaked

with blood from their bites.

Tabanua (ta-ba'nus), «. IL., a horse-fly.] A

genus of dipterous insects, family Tabanidre,

of which T. bocinns, or gadfly, is the largest

British species. It is extremely troublesome

to cattle.

Tabard (ta'bard), n. [Fr. tabard, Sp. and

Pg. tabardo, It. tabarro, LL. tabarrus, ta-

bardus, a cloak. Origin doubtful.] An

ancient close-fitting garment, open at the

Bides, with wide sleeves, or flaps, reaching

to the elbows. It was worn over the body

armour, and was generally emblazoned with

the arms of the wearer or of his lord. At

first the tabard was very long, reaching to

the mid-leg, but it was afterwards made

Tabard, Sir John Cornwall. Ampthill Church, Beds.

shorter. It was at first chiefly worn by the

military, but afterwards became an ordinary

article of dress among other classes in

France and England in the middle ages.

In this country the tabard is now only worn

by heralds and pursuivants of arms, and is

embroidered with the arms of the sovereign.

This garment gave name to the ancient hos

telry from which Chaucer's Canterbury pil

grims started. Written also Taberd, Tabert.

Tabarder (ta-biird'er), n. One who wears a

tabard; specifically, a Bcholar belonging to

the foundation of Queen's College, Oxford,

whose original dress waB a tabard. Often

written in this sense Tabardeer.

Tabaret (tab'a-ret). n. [Probably connected

with tabby.] A stout satin -striped silk,

used for furniture.

Tabasheer (tab-a-BherO. »■ TAr. tabdshir.]

A concretion found in the joints of the bam

boo and other large grasses. It consists of

silica mixed with a little lime and vegetable

matter, and is formed probably by extrava

sation of the juices in consequence of a

morbid state of the plant, it is highly

valued in the East Indies as a tonic, and as

sucli is often chewed along with betel. It

Is used also In cases of bilious vomitings,

bloody flux, piles, <fcc. Its optical properties

are peculiar, inasmuch as it exhibits the

lowest refracting power of all known sub

stances. The sweet juice of the bamboo

stalks lias also been called tabasheer.

Tabblnet (tal/i-net), n. Same as Tabinet

Tabby (tab'i), «. [Fr. tabis, Sp. Pg. and It.

tabi, L.'L.attabi, from Ar.'attdbi, a rich kind

of watered silk, from el 'attabiya, a quarter

of Bagdad where this stuff was manufac

tured, so named after a prince called Attab.

In meaning 2 the origin is doubtful. ] 1. The

name given to a kind of rich silk and other

stuffs watered or figured by being passed

through a calender, the rollers of which are

variously engraved. The engraved parts,

pressing unequally upon the stuff, renders

the surface unequal so as to reflect the rays

of light differently, and produce the appear

ance of waves. ' Brocadoes, and laces, and

tabbies, and gauzes.' Swift—2. A mixture

of lime with shells, gravel, or stones in

equal proportions, with an equal proportion

of water, forming a mass which, when dry,

becomes as hard as rock. This is used in

Morocco as a substitute for bricks or stone

in building. Weale.—3. A cat of a mixed or

brindled colour; any cat. [Colloq.]—4. An

old maiden lady; an ancient spinster; a

gossip. [Colloq]

Upon the rest 'tis not worth while to dwell,

Such talcs being for the tea-hours of some tabby.

Byron.

Tabby (tab'i), a. [See the noun ] 1. Having

a wavy or watered appearance. * My false

taby wastecoate with gold lace.* Pepys.

Written also Taby. — 2. Brinded; brindled;

diversified in colour; as, a tabby cat.

Tabby (tab'i), v. t pret. & pp. tabbied ; ppr.

tabbying. To calender so as to give a

tabby or wavy appearance to, as stuffs ; to

water or cause to look wavy; as, to tabby

silk, mohair, ribbon, &c. This is done by a

calender without water.

Tabby-cat (tab'ikatV n. A brinded cat

Tabbying (tab'i-ing), n. The art or oper

ation of passing stuffs between engraved

rollers to give them a wavy appearance :

called also Watering.

Tabet (tab), n. A wasting of the body; tabes.

Tabefaction (ta-bMak'shon), n. [See TA-

befy.1 A wasting away; a gradual losing

of flesh by disease; emaciation.

Tabefy (tab'e-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. tabejied;

ppr. tabefying. [L. tabes, a wasting away,

and facio, to make.] To cause to consume

or waste away; to emaciate. [Rare.]

Meat eaten in greater quantity than is convenient

tabejfi^s the flesh. Harvey.

Tabelllon (ta-belll-on), n. [L. tabellio. from

tabella, a tablet, dim. of tabula, a tablet]

A kind of secretary or notary; a scrivener.

Such a functionary existed under the Roman

Empire, and during the old monarchy in

France. Cotgrave.

Taber (ta'ber), v.i. Same as Tabor.

Her maids shall lead her as with the voice of doves,

tabtring upon their breasts. Nahum ii. 7.

Taberd (ta'bard). Same as Tabard.

Tabern (tah'ern). ». [L. taberna.H tavern.]

A cellar. Hallheell. [Provincial English]

Tabernacle (tab'er-na-kl), n. [L. taberna-

cuhtm, a tent, a dim. from taberna. a hut.

a shed, a tavern, from root of tabula, a

board, a tablet, a table.] 1. A slightly cou-

Fftte, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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strncted temporary habitation ; especially,

a tent or pavilion.

How goodly Are thy tents, O Jacob, and thy taber

nacles, O Israeli Num. xxiv. 5.

Pavilions numberless and sudden rear'd.

Celestial tabernacles, where they slept. Atilton.

2. In Jewish aiUiq. a movable building, so

contrived as to be taken to pieces with ease

and reconstructed, for the convenience of

being carried during the wanderings of the

Israelites in the wilderness. It was of a

rectangular figure, 45 feet by 15, and 15 feet

in height. The interior was divided into

two rooms or compartments by a vail or

curtain, and it was covered with four differ

ent spreads or carpets. The outer or larger

compartment was called the holy place,

being that in which incense was burned

and the show-bread exhibited; and the

inner the most holy place, or holy of holies,

in which was deposited the ark of the coven

ant. It was situated in a court 150 feet by 75,

surrounded by screens 74 feet high. —3. A

temple; a place of worship; a sacred place;

specifically, thetemple of Solomon. Ps. xv. 1.

4, Any small cell or repository in which holy

or precious things are deposited, as an orna

mented chest placed on Roman Catholic

altars as a receptacle of the ciborium and

pyx ; or, a reliquary or small box for the

Sresentation of relics and the like.—5. The

uman frame.

Yea I think it meet, as long as 1 am in this taber

nacle, to stir you up by putting you in remembrance;

knowing that shortly I must put off this my taber

nacle, even as our Lord Jesus Christ hath showed

me. 1 Fet. i. 13, 14.

6. In Goth. arch, a canopied stall or niche; a

cabinet or shrine ornamented with open-

worked tracery, dec ; an arched canopy over

a tomb ; also, a tomb or monument. —

7. Xaut an elevated socket for a boat's

mast, or a projecting post to which a mast

may be hinged when it is fitted for lowering

to pass beneath bridges. — Feast of taber

nacles, the last of the three great annual

festivals of the Israelites, which required

the presence of all the people in Jerusalem.

Its object was to commemorate the dwelling

of the people in tents during their journeys

in the wilderness; and it was also a feast of

thanksgiving for the harvest and vintage.

It was celebrated in autumn, at the conclu

sion of the vintage, and lasted eight days,

during which the people dwelt in booths

made in the streets, in courts, or on the

tops of their houses, of the leafy branches

of certain trees. These booths were intended

to represent the tents in which the Israelites

dwelt in the wilderness. See Lev. xxiii.

Tabernacle (tab'er-na-kl), u.t. pret & pp.

tabernacled; ppr. tabernacling. To sojourn;

to reside for a time; to be housed.

He assumed our nature, and tabernacled among us

in the flesh. Dr. y. Scott.

Tabernacle (tab'er-na-kl), a. In arch, same

as Tabernacular.

Tabernacular (t*b-er-nak'u-ler), a. Sculp

tured with delicate tracery or open work;

latticed.

The sides of every street were covered, the clois

terscrowned with rich and lofty pinnacles, and fronted

with tabernacular or open work. 7*. If a rton.

TabernSBmontana (ta-ber'ne-mon-ta"na),

n. [In honour of James Theodore Taber-

turmontama. a celebrated physician and

botanist ) A large tropical genus of glabrous

trees or shrubs (nat. order Apocynaceas),

with opposite leaves, and cymose, white or

yellowish, often rather large flowers. They

possess amilky juice, which is not poisonous,

as in many allied genera, but perfectly

wholesome. T. utilis is the hya-hya or cow-

tree of Deraerara, the thick juice of which

is used as milk.

Tabes (ta'bez), n. [L., from tabeo, to waste

away. J A dysthetic or cachectic disease,

characterized by a gradually progressive

emaciation of the whole body, accompanied

with languor, depressed spirits, and, for

the most part, imperfect or obscure hectic,

without any topical affection of any of the

viscera of the head, chest, or belly.—Tabes

mesenteriea, that wasting of the body which

follows scrofulous inflammation of the me

senteric glands —Tabes dorsalis, an impair

ment of general health, attended by ema

ciation, muscular debility, and signs of ner

vous exhaustion, occasioned by an inordi

nate indulgence of the sexual appetite. It

is so called from the weakness which it

causes In the back and loins | Tabes dorsali*

has been used by some writers of eminence as

synonymous with tabes mesenteriea.]

Tabetic (ta-bet'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

tabes; of the nature of tabes; affected with

tabes; tabid.

Tabid UiLb'id). a. [L. tabidus, from tabeo,

to waste.] Relating to tabes; wasted by

disease; tabetic.

In tabid persons milk is the best restorative.

Arbuthnot.

Tabidly (tab'id-li), adv. In a tabid manner;

wastingly; consumptively.

Tabidness (tab'id-nes), u. State of being

tabid or wasted by disease ; emaciation ;

tabes.

TablflC (ta-blfik), a. [Tabes, and L. facia,

to make, to cause.] Causing consumption;

wasting.

Tablnet (tab'i-net), n. [According to Trench

from a French Protestant refugee of this

name who first made tabinet in Dublin.] A

name applied to one or two fabrics : (o) a

kind of taffety or tabby; (6) a fabric of silk

and wool used for curtains, f-

Tabltude (tab'i-tQd), n, [L. iabitndo.] The

state of one affected with tabes.

Tablature (tabla-tur), n. [Fr. tablature.

See Table.] 1. A painting on a wall or

ceiling; a single piece comprehended in

one view, and formed according to one

design. Shaftesbury. — 2. In music, the ex

pression of sounds or notes of composition

by letters of the alphabet or ciphers, or

other characters not used in modern music.

In a stricter sense, the manner of writing a

piece for the lute, theorbo, guitar, bass-viol,

or the like, which is done by writing on

several parallel lines (each of which repre

sents a string of the instrument) certain

letters of the alphabet, referring to the frets

on the neck of the instrument, the time

value of the notes being indicated by various

arbitrary sfgns written over the lines. This

mode of writing music has long been disu sed.

3. In anal, a division or parting of the skull

into two tables.

Table <uVbl). n. [Fr. tabic, a table for taking

food, fare or viands, a tablet, a list, a kind

of game, A c. , from L tabula, a board, a paint

ing, a tablet, a table of laws, or the like,

from a root ta, to extend, and suffix bula.

Comp. fabula, a fable, from fari, to speak.

Of allied origin also tavern, tabernacle. The

same root is in thin (which see).] 1- A flat

surface of some extent; a flat smooth piece;

a tablet; a slab. 'A bagnio paved with

fair tables of marble.' Sandys.—2. An ar

ticle of furniture, consisting usually of a

frame with a flat surface or top of boards or

other material, supported by legs, and used

for a great variety of purposes, as for holding

dishes of meat, for writing on, do.

Curlers he was, lowely, and servysable

And carf byfbrn his fadur at the table. Chaucer.

3. Fare or entertainment of provisions; as,

he keeps agood table. —4. The persons sitting

at table or partaking of entertainment * To

set the ta hie on a roar. ' Shak.

I drink to the general joy o' the whole table. Shak.

5. A thin piece of something for writing on;

a tablet; hence (in pi.) a memorandum

book. Ex xx.vii 15. 'Written . . . not on

tables of stone, but on fleshly tables of the

heart' 2 Cor. iii 3. 'In the midst of the

sermon, pulls out his tables in haste, as if

he feared to lose that note.' Bp. Hall.—

6. t A picture; a painting; also, a surface to

be drawn or painted on. 'To sit and draw

his arched brows . . . in our heart's table.'

Shak.

Learning flourished yet in the dry of Sicyon, and

they esteemed the painting of tables in that city to

he the perfectest for true colours and fine drawing of

all other places. North.

7. That part of a machine-tool on which work

is placed to be operated upon. —8. The board

or bar in a draw-loom to which the tails of

the harness are attached. —9. In arch (a) a

tablet; a flat surface, generally rectangular,

charged with some ornamental figure. When

it projects from the naked of the wall it is

termed a raised or projecting table ; when

it is not perpendicular to the horizon it is

called a raking table ; and when the surface

is rough, frosted, or vermiculated it is called

Krustictable. Gwilt (5) A horizontal mould

ing on the exterior or interior face of a wall,

placed at different levels, which form base

ments, separate the stories of a building, and

crown its upper portions; a string-course.

Oxford Glossary.— 10. In persp. same as Per

spective Plane. See Perspective. — 11. In

anat one of the two bony plates or lamina?,

which, with a cellular structure between

them, form the bones of the skull.—12. In

glass manuf. (a) a circular Bheet of 'crown'

glass, usually about 4 feet in diameter

Twenty-four tables make a case. (6) The

flat plate with a raised rim on which plate-

glass Is formed.—13. In palmistry, the whole

collection of lines on the palm of the hand.

Mistress of a fairer table

Hath not history nor fable. B. yonson.

14. pi. The gameofdraughtsorbackgammon,

so called from the small tablets used in play

ing these games.

Monsieur the nice

That when he plays at tables chides the dice. Shak.

We are in the world like men playing at tables,

jcr. Taylor.

15. A presentation of many items or par

ticulars in one connected group ; especially

when the items are in lists or columns; as,

(a) a collection of heads or principal matters

contained in a book, with reference to the

pages where each may be found: an index;

as, a tabic of contents. (6) In math. , astron. ,

etc., an arranged collection of many par

ticulars, data, or values; a system of num

bers calculated for expediting operations, or

for exhibiting the measures or values of some

property common to a number of different

bodies in reference to some common stand

ard; also, a series of numbers which pro

ceed according to some given law expressed

by a formula; as, table* of logarithms, tables

of anuuities, tables of rhumbs, tables of the

powers or roots of the different numbers,

tables of multiplication, tables of specific

gravity, of refractive powers, of the expan

sions of bodies by heat, Ac. ; tables of ab

erration, of refraction, and the like.—16. In

jewelry, the upper and fiat surface of a dia

mond or other precious stone which has

the sides only cut in angles.— 17. pi In

Scotch eccles. hist the designation given to

the permanent council held in Edinburgh

for managing the affairs of the Covenanters

during the reign of Charles I. This council

is said to have been so named from a green

table at which the members sat — The

Lord's table, the sacrament or holy com

munion of the Lord's supper.—Round table.

See ROUND—Tables Toletanes, the Alphon-

sine astronomical tables, so called from their

being adapted to the city of Toledo. Chaucer.

— Twelve tables, the tables containing a

celebrated body of ancient Roman laws.

These laws were drawn up by the decemvirs,

B.C. 451, and hence they were at first called

the laws of the decemvirs. They were origin

ally only ten in number, but two more were

added to them B.C. 450. The twelve tables

are called by Livy the source of public and

private law; and the text of them was pre

served down to the latest age of Roman

literature. They formed the basis of the

greater part of Roman jurisprudence. — To

lay on the table, in parliamentary practice

and in the usage of corporate and other

bodies, to receive any document, as a re

port, motion, or the like, but to agree to

postpone its consideration indefinitely.—

To turn the tables, to change the condition

or fortune of contending parties: a meta

phorical expression taken from the vicissi

tudes of fortune in gaming.—Toserve tables,

in Scrip, to administer the alms of the

church. Acts vi. 2.

Table (ta'bl), v.t pret & pp. tabled; ppr.

tabling. 1. To form into a table or catalogue;

to tabulate; as, to table fines.

Though the catalogue of his endowments had

been tabled by his side and I to peruse him by items.

Shat.

2.t To represent, as in a picture or'paint-

Ing; to delineate, as on a tablet 'Tabled

and pictured in the chambers of meditation. '

Bacon.—3.t To board; to supply with food.

When he himself tabled the lews from heaven, that

omer, which was every man's daily portiou of manna.

is computed to have been more than might well have

sufficed the heartiest feeders thrice as many meals.

Milton.

4. To lay or place upon a table.

Forty thousand francs; to such length will the

father-in-law . . , table ready-money. Cartyle.

5. To lay on the table in business meetings,

whether public or private; to enter upon the

record; as, to table charges against some one;

to table a motion to be considered at a subse

quent meeting. —6. In carp, to let, as one piece

of timber into another, by alternate scores

or projections on each to prevent the pieces

from drawing asunder or slipping upon one

another.—7. Xaut to make broad hems in

the skirts and bottoms of (sails) in order

to strengthen them in the part attached to

the bolt-rope. R. H. Dana.

ch, cAain; ch, 8c. loM; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin*/; TH, (Aeu; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KXY.
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Table (ta'bl), v.i. To board ; to diet or live

at the table of another.

He (Nebuchadnexzarl wasdriven from the society
of men to table with the beasts. • South.

Table (ta'bl), a. Appertaining to or pro

vided for a table: as, table requisites.

Tableau (tab-16'). 11. pi. Tableaux (tab-

ldz'). [Ft] 1. A picture; a striking and vivid

representation. —2. Performers grouped in

a dramatic scene, or any persons regarded

as forming a dramatic group; especially, a

group of persons so dressed and placed as to

represent some interesting scene by way of

amusement. In this sense called also a

Tableau Vieant.

Table-beer (ta'bl-ber). n Beer for the table

or for common use ; a kind of beer of no

(Treat strength.

Table-bell (ta'bl-bel), n. A Bmall bell to be

used at table for calling servants.

Table-book (ta'bl-buk), n. 1. A book on

which anything is engraved or written with-

outink; tablets. ' II I had played the desk or

table-book/ Shak.

Put into your table-book whatever you Judge wor

thy. Drydett.

2. A book, generally handsomely bound, and

illustrated and intended to lie on a table

for the amusement of visitors. Ac.

Table-cloth (tabl-kloth), n. A cloth for

covering a table, particularly for spreading

on a table before the dishes are set for

meals.

Table-Clothing (ta'bl -kloTH-ing), n. Table

linen.

I've got lots o' sheeting, and table-clothing . and

towelling. George Eliot.

Table-cover (ta/bl-lcuv-er), n. A cloth made

of wool, (lax. cotton, Ac., muRlly woven or

stamped with a pattern, and laid on a table

between meal-times.

Table d'hote (ta'bl-ddt). [Fr.] A common

table for guests at a hotel; an ordinary.

Table-diamond (tald-dia-mond), n. A dia

mond whose upper surface Is quite flat, the

sides only being cut in angles.

Table-knife (ta'bl-nif), n. An ordinary knife

used at table, as distinct from a fruit-knife,

Ac.

Table-land (ta'bl-land), n. A stretch of

elevated Hat land ; a plateau ; a plain ele

vated considerably above the level of the

sea, and ha v i ng more or less steep acclivities

on every side. The chief table-lands are

those among the Andes, those of Mexico,

and those of Central Asia.

The toppling crags of Duty sealed.

Are close upon the shining table-lands

To which our Cod himself is moon and sun.

Tennyson.

Table-layers(ta'bl-lii-erz),n.pJ. Inocof. that

peculiar structure in certain granites, green

stones, and other igneou3 rocks, which gives

to their sections the appearance of stratifi

cation. Page. Called also Pseudo-strata.

Table-linen (ta'bl-lin-en), n. The linen

used for and at the table, such as table

cloths, napkins, Ac. ; rianery.

Table-man (ta'bl-man), n. A man or piece

at draughts. Bacon.

Tablementi (taTd-ment), n. In arch, a flat

surface; a table. 'Tablements and chapters

of pillars.' Holland.

Table-money (ta'bl-mun-I), n. An allow

ance to general-officers in the army and

flag-officers in the navy in addition to their

pay as a compensation for the necessary ex

penses which they are put to in fulfilling

the duties of hospitality within their re

spective commands.

Table-moving (ta'bl-mov-ing), ». Same as

Table-turning.

Tabler (taTd-er), n. 1. One who tables.—

2. One who boards others for hire.

But he is now to come

To be the music-master; tabler, too,

He is, or would be. B. yoniOH.

Table-rent (ta'bl rent), n. In aid Eng. law,

rent paid to a bishop, Ac. , reserved and ap

propriated to his table or housekeeping.

Table-shore (ta/bl-sh6r), n. Naut. a low

level shore.

Table-spar (taTtl-spar). See Tabular Spar

tinder Tabular.

Table-spoon (taTjl-spfin), n. The ordinary

large spoon used at table.

Table-spoonful (ta/bl-spon-fnl), n. The full

or once tilling of a table-spoon; as much as

a table-Bpoon will hold.

Table-sport* (ta'bl-spdrt), n. The object of

amutemeut at table; a butt.

If I find not what I seek, show no colour for my ex

tremity ; let me for ever be your table-sport. Shak.

Tablet (tablet), n. [Fr. tablette, dim. of

table] 1. A small table or flat surface —

2. A small flat piece of wood, metal, ivory,

Ac. , prepared to write, paint, draw, or en

grave upon. Anciently, tablet* covered with

wax, paper, or parchment were used as or

dinary writing materials. Tablets of ivory,

metal, stone, or other substance were also

usedin judiciary proceedings, and all public

acts and monuments were in early ages pre

served on such materials. —3. A slab of wood,

stone, Ac., or a plate of metal on which

anything is painted, engraved, or the like.

'The pillar'd marble, and the tablet brass.'

Prior.

Through alt Greece the young gentlemen learned

... to design on tablets of boxen wood. Dryden.

In the dark church like a ghost

Thy tablet glimmers to the dawn. Tennyson.

4. pi. A kind of pocket memorandum-book.

5. A small flattish cake, as of soap.

It hath been anciently In use to wear tablets of ar-

senick. or preservatives, against the plague. Bacon.

6. In med. a solid kind of electuary or con

fection made of dry ingredients, usually

with sugar, and formed into little flat

squares. Called also Lozenge and Troche.—

7. In arch. Same as Table, 0.

Table-talk (ta'bl-tak), n. Conversation at

table or at meals; familiar conversation.

He improves by the table-tali. Guardian,

I see myself an honour'd guest.

Thy partner in the flowery walk

Of letters, genial table-ta/k.

Or deep dispute, and graceful jest. Tennyson.

Table-talker (ta*hl-tak-eT), n. A conversa

tionist; one who studies to lead or outshine

others in table-talk; a verbal monopolist.

Table-turning (ta'bl-tem-ing), n. One of

the alleged phenomena of spiritualism, con

sisting of certain movements of tables at

tributed to an exertion of power of departed

Bpirits, or to the development of latent, vital,

or spiritual forces: generally considered.

however, to be the result of simple physical

causes. Called also Table-moving, Table-

tipping.

Tabling (ta'bling), n. 1. A forming into

tables.—2. In carp, the letting of one timber

into another by alternate scores or projec

tions, as in ship-building.— 3. In sail-mak

ing, a broad hem made on the skirts of sails

by turning over the edge of the canvas and

sewing it down —4. t The act of playing at

tables—6. t Board ; maintenance.

My daughter hath there already now of me ten

poundes which I account to be given for her tabling-;

after this ten poundes will follow another for her ap

parel. Jl. Bernard.

—Tabling of fine*, in late, the forming into

a table or catalogue the Snea for every

county, giving the contents of each flue

passed in any one term. This was done by

the chirographer of fines of the Common

Pleas.

Tabling -house t (taTtling-hous), n. 1. A

house where gaming-tables were kept

They allege that there Is none but common game-

houses and tabiing-houses that are condemned, and

not the playing sometimes in their own private

houses. Northbroeke.

2. A boarding-house.

Tablinum (tab-li'num), n. (X.) In Rom.

antia. an apartment in a Roman house in

which records were kept and the hereditary

statues placed. It was situated at the fur

ther end of the atrium opposite the door

leading into the hall.

Taboo (tabs'), n. The setting of something

apart, either as consecrated or accursed, the

idea of prohibition being conveyed in either

sense ; the state of being so set apart: the

name of an institution which was formerly

in existence throughout Polynesia and New

Zealand, but has now to a large extent dis

appeared ; hence, a total prohibition of in

tercourse witli or approach to anything; as,

to put something under taboo. ' South-sea

isle taboo.' Tennyson.

Taboo (tab»'). t>. t. To put under taboo; to

forbid, or to forbid the use of; to interdict

approach to or contact or intercourse with,

as for religious reasons; as, to taboo the

ground set apart as a sanctuary for crimi

nals; a tabooed subject Is one not to be dis

cussed.

Tabor (ta/bor), n. [O.Fr. fooottr, Mod. Fr.

tambour. Sp. and Pg. tambor, probably from

Per. tablr, a tabor] A small drum beaten

with one stick, used as an accompaniment

to a pipe or fife. Written also Tabour.

If you did but hear the pedlar at door, you would

never dance again after a tabor and pipe. Shak.

Tabor (tailor), v.i. 1. To play upon a tabor

2. To strike lightly and frequently. Nah. il. 7.

Tabor (talior), ti.f. To sound by beating a

tabor. Chaucer.

Taborer (ta'bor-er), n. One who beats the

tabor.
I would I could see this laborer. Slutk.

Taboret (ta"bor-et), n, [From tabor] A

small tabor. Written also Tabouret.

Taborine (ta'bb-ren), n. [Fr. toooimn. See

Tabor. ] 1. A tabor ; a small drum in form

of a sieve; a tambourine. Also written

Tabourine.—i. A common side drum.

Taborlte (ta'bor-It), n. A name given to

certain Hussites, or Bohemian reformers, in

the fifteenth century, from Tabor, a hill-

fort which was their stronghold, called after

Mount Taoor in Palestine.

Tabour (tabor), n. and ». Same as Tabor.

Tabourer (ta'bor-er), n. Same as Taborer.

Tabouret ( tabo-ret ), n. [Fr.. a dim. of

O.Fr. faootir, a tabor. Meanings 2 and S are

from its shape. ] 1. Same as Taboret.

They shall depart the manor before him. with

trumpets, tabourets, and other minstrelsy. Spectator,

2. A seat without arms or back ; a stool—

3. A frame for embroidery. — Right of tlie

tabouret (droit de tabouret), a privilege for

merly enjoyed by ladies of the highest rank

at the French court of sitting on a tabouret

in the presence of the queen: corresponding

to droit defauteuil enjoyed by gentlemen.

Tabourlne (tS1>b-ren),n. Same as Taborine.

Beat loud the tabourincs, let the trumpets blow.

Shak.

Tabrere * (ta'brer), n. A taborer. Spenser.

Tabret (ta'bret), n. [A dim form. See Ta

bor ] A tabor. 1 Sam. xviii. 6.

Tabu (ta-bo7), n. Same as 'faooo.

Tabula (tab'u-la), n. [L] A table; a tablet;

a fiat surface ; specifically, in zool. the hori

zontal plate or floor found in some sclero

dermic corals, extending across the cavity

of the theca from side to side. — Tabula rata,

a smoothed tablet : applied figuratively Ui

any object ou which no impression has been

made, as the mind of an infant, and the

like.

Tabular (tab'u-ler), a. [L. tabularu, from

tabula, a table.] 1: In the form of a table :

having aflat surface; as, a tabular rock.—

2. Having the form of lamina; or plates ' All

the nodules. . . except those that are tattt-

for and plated. ' Woodward. —S. Set down in

or forming a table, list, or schedule; as.afa*-

wlar catalogue of substances. — 4. Derived

from or computed by the use of tables ; as.

tabular right ascension— Tabular crystal,

one in which the prism is very short.—

Tabular spar, in mineral, a silicate of lime,

generally of a grayish-white colour. It oc

curs either massive or crystallized, in rec

tangular four-sided tables. Tabular spar

is the schaalstein of Werner, and the pris

matic auglte of Jameson. Called also rYol-

lasttmite. — Tabular structure, in imneraf.

a form of structure consisting of parallel

plates separated by regular seams. It is

the consequence of crystallization, and is

not uncommonly confounded with stratifi

cation—Tabttlar differences, in logarithmic

tables of numbers, a column of numbers

marked D. consisting of the differences of

the logarithms taken in succession, each

number being the difference between the

successive logarithms in the same line with

it. When the difference is not the same

between all the logarithms iiKhe same line

the number which answers most nearly to

it, one part taken with another, is inserted.

In the common tables of logarithms the

logarithms of all numbers from 1 to 10,000

can be found by inspection, but by the aid

of the tabular differences the logarithms

of numbers between 10,000 and 1,000,000

may be found. Also, by the aid of the same

differences the number corresponding to

any given logarithm can be found to five or

six places. In logarithmic tables of sines,

tangents, secants, cosines, cotangents, and

cosecants there are three columns of tabu

lar differences in each page. The first of

these is placed between the sinea and co

secants, the second between the tangents

and cotangeuts, and the third between the

secanla and cosines. These numbers are

the differences between the logarithms on

the left hand, against which they are placed,

and the next lower, increased In the pro

portion of 100 to 60. The use of these dif

ferences is to facilitate the finding of the

logarithmic sine, tangent, secant, Ac, for

any given degrees, minutes, and seconds, or

the degrees, minutes, and seconds corre

sponding to any given logarithmic sine,

tangent, secant, Ac.

Fate, far, fat, f»ll; me\ met, her; pine, pin; ndte. not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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Tabularizatlon (tab'u-ler-iz-a"shon),n. The

act of tabuhirizing or forming into tables;

tabulation.

Taoularize (tab'u-ler-Iz), v. t To make tables

of; to form into or reduce to tables; to tabu

late.

Tabulate (tab-u-la'ta), n. pi. [Prom tabula]

A group of sclerodermatous zoantharia in

winch the septa or partitions ore rudimen

tary or entirely absent, the tabulae, or hori

zontal transverse plates, well developed,

dividing the visceral chamber into a scries

of stories.

Tabulate (tab'u-Iat), v.t pret & pp. tabu

lated; ppr. tabulating: 1. To reduce to

tables or synopses.

A philosophy is not worth the having, unless its

results may be tubulated, and put in figures.

is, Taylor.

I To shape with a flat surface.

Tabulate (tab'u-lat), a. Table-shaped; tab

ulated; specifically, of or pertaining to the

group of corals Tabulata. ' The so-called

'tabtdats corals." H. A. Nicholson.

Tabulation (tab-u-la'shon), a The art or

act of tabulating or forming tables, or throw

ing data into a tabular form; data put into

a tabular form.

The value of such a tabulation was immense at the

time, and is even still very great. Whcwell.

Tact (tak), n. [A form of tack] In law, a

kind of customary payment by a tenant.

Tacahout (tak'a-hut), n, [Ar.] The native

name of the small gall formed on the tama

risk-tree {Tamarix indica). See Mahee.

Tacamahac, Tacamahaca (talr/a-ma-hak,

tak'a-raa-ha 'ka), n. 1. The popular name of

Ieica Tacamahaca, a tree of South America;

also of the form of Calophyllum Tnophyl-

lutn occurring in Madagascar and the Isle

of Bourbon, and of Populue balsamifera, a

tree of North America.—2. A resin, the pro

duce of Calophyllum Inophyllum and of

Elaphrium tomentosum, a tree of Mexico

and the West Indies. It occurs in yellow

ish pieces, of a strong smell and a bitterish

aromatic taste.

Tacca (takTsa). n. [Malay] A genus of

plants, the type of the nat. order Taccaceie,

containing six or seven species, natives of

tropical Africa and America, the hotter parts

of India, and the South Sea Islands. It

Tacca pinnatifida.

consists of perennial, often large herbs with

tuberous roots, simple or pinnate radical

leaves, and greenish or brown flowers ar

ranged in an umbel at the top of a leafless

scape, and surrounded by an involucre of

simple bracts. From the tubers of some

species, especially T. pinnatifida, a white,

highly nutritious substance, like arrow-root,

is separated, which is employed as an article

of diet by the inhabitants of the Malayan

Peninsula and the Moluccas. The petioles

and stalks of T. pinnatifida, boiled for some

time, are also employed as articles of diet

in China and Cochin-China.

Tace (ta'cha). In music, a direction that a

particular voice, instrument, or part is to

be silent for a certain specified time.

Taces (taVezX »■ pi Armour for the thigh.

SeeTASSEa.

Tacet (ta'set), v. [L , it is silent ; third pen.

sing. pres. ind. of tacco, to be silent] In

music, same as Tace.

Tac - tree ( tak'fre ), a. In old laic, exempt

from rents, payments, Ac.

Tach, Tache (tach), n. [A softened form

of tack. See Tack] Something used for

taking hold or holding; a small hook; a

catch; a loop; a button.

Make fifty laches of gold, and couple the curtains

together with the lathis. lix. xxvi. 6.

Tache t (tush), n. [Ft.) A spot or blemish.

Chaucer.

First Jupiter that did

Usurp his father's throne.

Of whom e'en his adorers write

Evil t.iches n-.tny a one. Warner.

(tak-e-og'ra-fl), n. Same asTacheography

Tachygraphy.

Tachometer (ta-kom'et-er), n. [Or. tachoa,

speed, and inetron, measure.] An instru

ment for measuring velocity; especially,

(a) a contrivance for the purpose of indicat

ing small variations in the velocity of ma

chines, one form of which consists of a cup

and a tube opening into its centre, both

being partly filled with mercury or a col

oured fluid, and attached to a spindle. This

apparatus is whirled round by the machine,

and the centrifugal force produced by this

whirling causes the mercury to recede from

the centre and rise upon the sides of the

cup. The mercury in the tube descends at

the same time, and the degree of this de

scent is measured by a scale attached to the

tube. On the velocity of the machine being

lessened the mercury rises in the centre,

causing a proportionate rise iu the tube.—

(6) An instrument forraeasuring the velocity

of running water in rivers, &c., as by means

of its action on a flat surface connected

with a lever above the surface carrying a

movable counterpoise, or by its action on

the vanes of a wheel, whose revolutions are

registered by a train of wheelwork.

Tachydidaxy (tjik,i-di-dak"sl),n. [Or. taehys,

quick, and aidaxis, teaching] A short me

thod of imparting knowledge. [Rare.]

Tachydromian ftak-i-drrVmi-an ), n, l. A

bird of the genus Tachydromus.—2. One of

a tribe of saurians of the same name.—

3. One of a family of dipterous insects.

Tacdiydromus(ta-kid'ro-mus),n.[Gr.(acAy»,

quick, and dromon, a running.] 1. Accord

ing to Illiger, a genus of wading birds, the

Cursorius of Lac^pede.— 2. A sub-genus of

saurian reptiles found in the Indian Islands

and China.

Tachygraphlc, Tachygraphical (tak -i-

graf'ik, tak-i-grafik-al), a. Of or pertaining

to tachygraphy; written in shorthand.

Tachygraphy (ta-kig/ra-fl), n. [Gr. tachys,

quick, and graphs, to write.] The art or

practice of quick writing; shorthand; sten

ography. Sometimes written Tacheography.

[Rare.]

Tachylite (tak'i-llt), n. [Gr. tachys, quick,

and lithos, a stone. The name has reference

to the facility with which it fuses under the

blow-pipe.] A black vitreous mineral of the

hornblende family, occurring in amorphous

fragments in the softer trap -rocks, aud

nearly allied to obsidian and isopyre.

Tachypetes (ta-kip'e-tezX n. [Gr. tachys,

quick, and petomai, to fly.] Vielllot's ge

neric name for the frigate-bird.

Tacit (tas'it), a. [L. tacitus, silent, from

taceo, to be silent] Implied but not ex

pressed ; silent ; as, tacit consent is con

sent by silence, or not interposing an ob

jection. ' A natural and tacit confederation

amongst all men, against the enemy of hu

man society, pirates.' Bacon.

In elective governments there is a tacit covenant,

that the king of their own making shall make his

makers princes. Sir A'. UEstrange.

—Tacit relocation. See RELOCATION.

Tacitly (tas'it-li), adv. In a tacit manner;

silently; by implication, without words; as,

he tacitly assented.

While they are exposing another's weaknesses,

they are tacitly aiming at their own commendations.

Addison.

Taciturn ( taa'i-teni ), a. [L. taciturnus,

from tacit wt, silent, from taceo, to be silent.]

Habitually silent; not given readily to con

verse; not apt to talk or speak.

Grieve was very submissive, respectful, and re

markably taeitnm. Smollett.

Taciturnity ( tas-i-tern'i-tl ), n. [Fr. tart-

turnitt, L. taciturnitas.] 1. The state or

quality of being taciturn ; habitual silence

or reserve in speaking. 'Too great loqua

city, and too great taciturnity by fits.' Ar-

buthnot.—t In Scot* law, a mode of extin

guishing an obligation in a shorter period

than by the forty years' prescription. This

mode of extinguishing obligations is by the

silence of the creditor, and arises from a

presumption that, in the relative situations

of himself aud creditor, he would not have

been so long silent if the debt had not been

paid or the obligation implemented.

Taciturnly (ta*'i-tem-IJ), adv. In a taciturn

manner; silently; without conversation.

Tack (tak), n. [Probably of Celtic origin;

Ir. taca, a pin, a nail, a fastening; GaeL

tacaid, a tack, a peg; Armor, tach, a small

nail; comp. also D. tak, Dan. takke, G.

zacke, a prong, a jag, Ac. This word also

appears in attach, attack (which see).] 1. A

small, short, sharp-pointed nail, usually

having a broad head. Tacks are used for

various purposes, as for stretching cloth

upon a board, and fastening elightly any

covering. — 2. A hook or clasp ; a stitch

or similar slight fastening connecting two

pieces. [Provincial English and Scotch.] —

3. Naut (a) a rope used to confine the fore

most lower corners of the courses aud stay

sails, when the wind crosses the ship's

course obliquely; also, a rope employed to

pull the lower corner of a studding-sail to

the boom. (6) The part of a sail to which

the tack is usually fastened ; the foremost

lower corner of the courses. Hence, (e) the

course of a ship in regard to the position

of her sails; as, the starboard tack, or port

tack; the former when she is close-hauled

with the wind on her starboard, the latter

when close-hauled with the wind on her

port side.—4. t That which is attached; au

appendix; a supplement; addition.

Some tacks had been made to money-bills in King

Charles's reign. Burnet.

5. In Scots law, a contract by which the use

of a thing Is set, or let, for hire; a lease; as,

a tack of land — Hard tack. See Hard

tack. [Tack here may be the same as tack,

touch, taste, flavour. See separate entry.]

—To bear or to hold tack, an old phrase sig

nifying to last or hold out.

Martilmas beefe doth bear good facte

When countrey follte do dainties lacke. Tusitr.

If this twig be made of wood

That will hold tacit. Hudibras.

—Tack of a flag, a line spliced into the eye

at the bottom of the tabling, for securing

the flag to the halliards.

Tack (tak), v.t. (See the noun] 1. To fasten;

to attach. * In hopes of getting commendam

tacked to their sees.' Swift. 'And tack the

centre to the sphere.' G. Herbert. — 2. To

attach, secure, or unite together in a slight

or hasty manner; to fix or join together, as

by tacks or stitches; as, to tack together the

sheets of a book.

There's but a shirt and a half in all my company;

and the half shirt is two napkins tacked together and

thrown over the shoulders like an herald's coat with

out slesves. Shak.

3. To add as a supplement to, as to a bill in

its progress through parliament; to append.

I-e-t them take care that they do not provoke us to

tuck in earnest. How would they like to have bill*

of supply with bills of attainder tacked to them.

Macaulay.

Tack (tak), v.t. To change the course of a

ship by shifting the tacks and position of

the sails from one side to the other; to alter

its course through the shifting of the tacks

and sails. Tacking is an operation by which,

when a ship is proceeding in a course mak

ing any acute angle with the direction of

the wind on one of her bows, her head is

turned towards the wind, so that she may

sail on a course making nearly the same

angle with its direction on the other bow.

This is effected by means of the rudder and

sails. ' As when a boat tacks, and the Black

enM sails flap. ' Tennyson.

Monk, . . . when he wanted bis ship to tack to

larboard, moved the mirth of his crew by calling out,

* Wheel to the left.' Macaulay.

Tack (tak), n. A shelf on which cheese is

dried. [Local.]

Tackt (tak), n. [Perhaps littrally something

tacked on or attached to one.] A stain; a

blemish; a spot

You do not the thing that you would ; that is per-

haps perfectly, purely, without some tack or mixture.

Hammond.

Tackt (tak),n. [A corruption of tact.) Touch;

feeling; flavour; taste.

Or cheese, which our fat soil to every quarter sends,

Whose tack the hungry clown and plowman so com

mends. Drmyton.

Tack-duty (tak'du-ti), n. In Scots law, rent

reserved on a tack or lease.

Tacker (tak'er), ». One who tacks or makes

an addition.

Tacket(tak'et), n. [From fae* ] A short nail

with a large prominent head, worn in the

soles of strong shoes; a clout-nail or hob

nail. [Scotch.]

eh, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; to, Fr. ton; ng, sin?; ra, then; th, <Aln; w, trig; wh, wAfg; zh, azure.—See KBV.
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Tacking (tak'ing), n. In law, a union of

securities, given at different times, all of

which must be redeemed before an inter

mediate purchaser can interpose his claim.

Tackle (tak'l), n. [From the stem of tack

and take; in the naut. sense perhaps di

rectly from L. G. and D. takel, Dan. takkel,

tackle, the tackle of a vessel] 1. An appara

tus or that part of on apparatus by which

an object is grasped, fastened, moved, or

operated; especially, one or more pulleys or

blocks rove with a single rope or fall, used

for raising and lowering heavy weights and

the like. —2. Instruments of action; wea

pons.

She to her tackle fell. //udibras.

8. t An arrow. Chaucer. — 4. All the ropes

of a ship and other furniture of the masts.

Warm broke the breeze against the brow.

Dry sang the tackle, sang the sail. Tennyson.

See also such compounds as Fishing -

tackle. Fish-tackle, Ground -tackle,

Gun-tackle, Tack-tackle, Ac.

Tackle (tak'l), v.t. pret. & pp. tackled; ppr.

tackling. 1. To supply witti tackle.

My ships ride in the bay.

Ready to disemtioguc, tackled and niann'd,

Ev'n to ray wishes. Btau. &• Ft.

2. To operate, move, fasten, or the like, by

means of tackle. —3. To set vigorously to

work upon; to attack for the purpose of

controlling or mastering.

The greatest poetess of our day has wasted her

time and strength in tackling windmills under con

ditions the most fitted to insure her defeat.

Dublin Univ. Mag.

Tackle (takl),v.i To go vigorously to work;

to make a bold attack : followed by to; as,

they tackled to bravely. [Colloq.]

The old woman . . . tackled to for a fight tn right

earnest. S. /.over.

Tackled (takld). p. and a, Made of ropes

tacked or looped together.

My man shall

Bring the cords, made like a tackled stair. Shak.

Tackling (takl-ing), n. 1. Furniture of the

masts and yards of a ship, as cordage, sails.

Ac.— 2. Instruments of action; as, fishing

tackling.

I will furnish him with a rod. tf you wilt furnish him

with the rest of the tackling, and make him a fisher.

Is. Walton.

3. Cordage, straps, or other means of attach

ing an animal to a carriage; harness, or the

like.

Tacksman (taks'nian), n. In Scot a late, one

who holds a tack or lease of land from an

other; a tenant or lessee. [Scotch.]

Tacks-pins (taks'pinz), n. pi. Naut. pins in

serted Into holes in various parts of a vessel

for belaying running gear to. Also called

Belaying-pins.

Tack-tackle (tak'tak-1), n. Naut. a small

tackle for pulling down the tacks of the

principal sails.

Taconic System (ta-kon'ik sis'tem), n. In

geol. a system of upper Cambrian or lower

Silurian rocks lying in the United States to

the east of the Hudson, and bo named from

the Taconic range in the western slope uf

the Green Mountains. The system consists

of slates, quartz-rock, and limestone.

Tact (takt). n. [Ft. tact, touch, feeling, tact,

from L. tactus, from tango, tactum, to touch,

from which stem also. tactile, tangible, con

tact, contagion, Ac. See also Taste, Tax]

1. Touch; feeling.

Did you suppose that I could not make myself sen

sible to tart as well as sight, and assume corporeality

as well as form. Southey.

2. Peculiar skill or faculty; nice perception

or discernment; skill or adroitness in doing

or saying exactly what is required by cir

cumstances; as, to be gifted with feminine

tact.

And loved them more, that they were thine,

The graceful tact, the Christian art. Tennyson.

He had formed plans not inferior in grandeur and

boldness to those of Richelieu, and hadcarried them

into effect with a tact and wariness worthy of Ma-

zarin. Macaulay.

3. The stroke in beating time in music.

Tactable (tak'ta-bl), a. [See Tact.) Capa

ble of being touched or felt by the sense of

touch. ' They (women) being created to be

both tractable and tactable.' Massinger.

Tactic (tak'tik), n. System of tactics.

It seems more important to keep in view the gen

eral tactic on which its leader was prepared with

confidence to meet so unequal a force. It was the

same that Wallace had practically taught, and it had

just recently helped the Flemings to their victory

of Courtrai. J. H. Burton.

Tactic, Tactical (tak'tik, tak'tik-al),a. [See

Tactics.) Pertaining to the art of military

and naval dispositions for battle, evolutions.

Ac—Tactical point (milit), any point of a

field of battle which may impede the ad

vance of an enemy to one's attack, or may

facilitate the advance of one's army to at

tack the enemy.

Tactically (tak'tik-al-li), adv. In a tactical

manner; according to tactics.

Tactician (tak-tish'an), n. One versed in

tactics; an adroit manager or contriver.

Tactics (tak'tiks), n. [Fr. tactique, Gr. tak-

tikos, fit for ordering or arranging, hi tak-

tiki (techne, art), the art of drawing up sol

diers in array, from tasso, taxd, to arrange,

put in order.] 1. The science and art of

disposing military and naval forces in order

for battle, of manoeuvring them in presence

of the enemy or within the range of his

fire, and performing military and naval

evolutions. That branch which relates to

land forces is termed military tactics, and

that which relates to naval forces, naval

tactic*. The first treats of the mode of dis

posing troops for battle, of directing them

during its continuance, the conduct of a

retreat, and the exercises, arms, Ac., neces

sary to fit troops for action; and the latter

treats of the art of arranging fleets or squad

rons in such an order or disposition as may

be mostconvenient for attacking the enemy,

defending themselves, or of retreating with

the greatest advantage. See Strategy.—

Grand tactics comprehends everything that

relates to the order, formation, and dispo

sition of armies, their encampments, Ac.—

Elementary tactics comprehends the drill

ing and formation of soldiers, and all the

modes of training them for action.—2.t The

art of inventing and making machines for

throwing darts, arrows, stones, and other

missile weapons.

Tactile (takHil), a. [Fr. tactile, from L. tac-

tUis, from tango, to touch.] Capable of

being touched or felt; perceptible by touch;

tangible.

At this proud yielding word.

She on the scene her tactile sweets presented.

Beau. & Ft.

All tactile resistances are unconditionally known as

co-existent with some extension. H. Spencer.

TactUity (tak-til'i-ti), n. 1. The state of

being tactile; tangibleness ; perceptibility

by touch. — 2. Touchiness. Sydney Smith.

[Rare.]

Tactinvariant(tak-tin-va'ri-ant), n. In alg.

the invariant which, equated to zero, ex

presses the condition that two quantic

curves or surfaces touch each other.

Taction (tak'shon), n, [L. tactio, tactitionis,

from tango, to touch.] L The act of touch

ing; touch.

They neither can speak, or attend to the discourses

of others, without being roused by some external

taction. Chesterfield.

2. In geom. the same as Tangency or Touch-

ing.

Tactless (taktles), a. Destitute of tact.

Tactual (tak'tu-al), a. Pertaining to the

sense or the organs of touch; consisting in

or derived from touch.

Whether visual or tactual, every perception of the

space-attributes of body is decomposable into per

ceptions of relative position. //. Spencer.

In the lowest organisms we have a kind of tactual

sense diffused over the entire body; then, through

impressions from without and their corresponding

adjustments, special portions of the surface become

more responsive to stimuli than others.

Pro/. Tyndall.

Tade, Taid, Ted (tad, ted), n. A toad.

[Scotch.]

Tadorna (ta-dor'na), n. [Etym. unknown]

A genus of ducks, which includes the shel

drake (T. vulpatiser).

Tadpole (tad'pOl), n. [O.E. tadde, Prov. E.

and Sc. tade, A. Sax. tadie, a toad, and pole,

poll, the head. Comp. Prov. E. polhwig,

polliwog, pollhead, Sc. powhead, a tadpole.]

The young of a batrachfan animal, especially

of a frog in its first state from the spawn;

a porwigle. See Frog.

Tadpoledom(tad-poTdum), n. The tadpole

state. Kingsley.

Tadpole-fish (tad'pol-flsh), n. A somewhat

rare teleostean fish, of the genus Raniceps,

the R. trifurcatus, belonging to the family

Gadidte. It is about 1 foot in length, and

in its general form and colour bears some

resemblance to the imperfect animal from

which it derives its name. It has been

taken on the Scottish coast, and also on the

Cornish and Devon coasts.

Tae (ta), n. A toe. [Scotch.]

Tae (ta), a, [Scotch: = ae, one, with the

t of the old neuter article that, the.] One;

as, the tae half and the tither = the one half

and the other (O.E. that one, that other).

Tae (ta), prep. To. [Scotch. J

Tsedium (te'di-um), n. [L.] Weariness;

irksomeness. See Tedium.— Totdium vita,

weariness of life; ennui: a mental disorder.

Tael (tal), n. In China, a denomination of

money worth about 6*. sterling; also, a

weight of 1J ox.

Ta'en (tan). The poetical contraction of

Taken.

Taenia (te'ni-a), n. [L. tonus,from Gr. tainia,

a fillet or ribbon.] 1. The tapeworm, a genua

of internal parasites (Entozoa). See Tape

worm —2. In arch, the fillet or band which

separates the Doric frieze from the archi

trave.—3. Iu surg. a ligature; a long and nar

row ribbon. — Tcenia hippocampi, in anat.

the plaited edges of the processes of the

fornix, which pass into the inferior cornua

of the ventricles of the brain.— Tatnia semi-

circularis, a white line running in the groove

between the optic thalami and corpora

striata.

Taeniada (te'ni-a-da), n. pi An order of in

ternal parasites (Entozoa), sub-kingdom An-

nuloida, class Scolecida, and division Platy-

elmia; the tapeworms. Called also Ces-

toidta. See TAPEWORM.

Tsenioid (te'ni-oid), a. Ribbon-shaped; re

sembling or related to the tapeworm or the

Taeniada.

Taenioldea (te-nl-oi'de-a), n. pi. A family of

intestinal worms, in Cuvier's classification,

of which the genus Taenia is the type.

Tanioidese (te-ni-oi'de-e), n.pl. Same as

Cepolida.

Tsaniopterls (t€-ni-op'ter-is), n. [Gr. tainia.

a ribbon, and pteris, a fern. ] A genus of fossil

ferns, with broad ribbon-like leaves, found

in the oolitic series of Yorkshire and Scania.

Tae-ping (ta-e-pingO, n. [Chinese, Univer

sal Peace.] One of a body of very formid

able rebels who first appeared in China in

1850. The tae-pings were not suppressed

till 1866, and their suppression was effected

with English assistance.

Tafelspath(ta'fel-spath),n. [G., from tafel,

a table, and spa th , spar. ] A lamellar mineral

of a yellowiah-gray or rose-white, forming

masses of prisms interlaced tn the gang,

chiefly lime and silex.

Taffata (taf'fa-taX n. Same as Taffeta.

Tafferel, n. See Taffrail.

Taffeta, Taffety (taf'fe-ta. taffe-ti), n. [Fr.

taffetas, It. taffeta, from Per. tdftah, pp. of

verb tH/tan, to weave.] A name given

originally to all plain silk goods, but now

become a generic name for plain silk, gros

de Naples, shot silk, glace, and others. The

term has also been applied to mixed fabrics

of silk and wool. — Taffeta phrases, fine,

smooth, or soft phrases or speech, as op

posed to homespun, blunt, plain phrases or

speech. Shak.

Taffrail, Tafferel (tafral. taTe-rel), n, [D.

tafereel, a panel, a picture, from tafel, a

table, a picture, from L tabula, a table.]

Sunt, the rail over the heads of the stern-

timbers, extending across the stem from one

quarter-stanchion to the other. The word

seems also to have originally meant the

upper fiat part of a ship's stern, and to have

been so applied because this part is often

ornamented with carving or a painting.

Young's Nautical Dictionary gives tafferel-

rail as equivalent to taffrail.

A ball of blue flame pitched upon the knight heads,

and then came bounding and dancing aft to the taff

rail. Marryat.

Taffy (taf'i), «* -A kind of candy made of

sugar or molasses boiled down and poured

out in shallow pans. Written also Toffy.

Taffy (taf'i), n. [Welsh pron. of Davy, the

familiar form of David.] A Welshman.

Tafia (ta'fl-a), n. [Fr., from Malay tdf ta, a

spirit distilled from molasses.] A variety

of rum distilled from molasses.

Tafllet (taf'i-let), n. A fig or date of superior

quality imported from Tafilelt, a principa

lity of Marocco.

Tag (tag), n. [A word which appears to be

aTeutonic form of tack; Dan. tag. a grasp,

a handle; Sw. tagg, a point; Icel. taug, a

string, a cord. See TACK.] 1. A metallic

point to put to the end of a string; as, the

tag of a lace.—2. Anything hanging loosely

attached or affixed to another; any small

appendage, as to an article of dress; a direc

tion-card or label. ' Footmen in their tags

and trimming.' Dickens. — 3. The end or

catchword of an actor's speech. — 4. Some

thing mean and paltry, as the rabble.

Will you hence

Before the tag return T SAax.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. ley.
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6. A young sheep of the first year. Also

written Teg.—6. A kind of child's play in

which one of the players Is at first pitched

upon to run after the others and endeavour

to touch or tag one of them, on which the

player tagged takes his place in chasing

hiiu and the others. Spelled also Tagg. In

Scotland it is called Tig-tag or Tig.

They all played tagg till they were well warmed.

Henry Brooke.

Tag (tag), v.t pret. <fc pp. tagged; ppr. tag

ging. 1. To fit with a poiut; as, to tag lace.

All my beard

Was tagg'd with icy fringes. Tennyson.

2. To fit one thing to another; to append; to

tack or Join on.

His courteous host

Tags every sentence with some fawning word.

Dryden.

I have no other moral than this to tag to the pre

sent story. Thackeray.

3. To join or fasten.—4. To tip or touch, aa

in the game of tag.

Tag (tag), v.i To follow closely or as an

appendage : generally with after.

Tag-belt, n. See Tag-sore.

TageteB (taj'et-ezY n, [From Tages, an

Etruscan god, usually represented as a beau

tiful youth: the allusion is to the beauty of

the flowers.] A genus of showy annuals

cultivated under the names of French and

African marigolds, and characterized by

compound flowers, involucre simple, com

posed of five bracts, which are united into

a tube; florets of the ray, five (in some cases

three to four), persistent; pappus of five

erect bristles. T. patula is the French

marigold, of which many varieties are cul

tivated, some with double flowers variegated

with gold and orange-brown. T. erecta, the

African marigold, is a larger plant with

double yellow flowers.

Tagger (tag'er), n. 1. One who tags or at

taches one thing to another ; as, a tagger of

verses. [Familiar. J — 2. Anything pointed

like a tag. 'Porcupines' small taggers.' Cot

ton. — 3. A very thin kind of tin-plate used

for coffin-plate inscriptions and tops of um

brellas.

Taghalrm (t&'ya-rem), n. [Gael., an echo.]

A mode of divination practised among the

Highlanders. A person wrapped in a fresh

bullock's skin was laid down alone at the

bottom of a waterfall or precipice, or other

wild place. Here he revolved any question

proposed ; and whatever his exalted imagi

nation suggested was accepted aa the re

sponse inspired by the spirits of the place.

I ..is; evening-tide

Brian an augury hath tried.

Of that dread kind which must not be

Unless in dread extremity.

The Tagh.tirm called ; by which, afar.

Our sires foresaw the events of war. Sir //'. Scott.

Taglet (taglet), n. A little tag.

Taglla (tAl'ya), n. [It.] A particular com

bination of pulleys, consisting of a set of

sheaves in a fixed block and another set in

a movable block to which the weight is

attached.

Tagliacotian (taTi-a-kd"shi-an). See Tali-

aootian.

Taglionl ( tal-yO'ne). n. An overcoat: so

named from a celebrated Italian family of

professional dancers. ' His taglioni or com

fortable greatcoat ' Sir W. Scott,

Tag-lock t (tag' Ink). *i. An entangled lock;

an elf-lock. Xares.

Tag-rag (tag'rag), n. A term applied to the

lowest class of people ; the rabble : often

amplified into tag-rag and bobtail. Called

also Hag-tag.

If the fag-rag people did not clap him, and hiss

hi in, according as he pleased and displeased them,

... I am no true man. Shak.

Tag-sore, Tag-belt (tag'sor. tagTjelt), n. A

disease in sheep in which the tail becomes

excoriated and adheres to the wool in con

sequence of diarrhoea.

Tag-tall (tap/tal), n. 1. A worm having its

tall of a different colour from the body.

Iz Walton.— 2. An onhanger; a parasite; a

sycophant; a dependant

Tagua (tag'u-a), n. Phytelephas macro-

earpa; the Panama name for the palm which

yields the vegetable ivory. See ivory-nut.

Taguan (tag'u-an). n. Pteromys petaurista,

the flying-squirrel of India. See Pteromys.

Tagulcatl ( tag-wg-ka'te ), n. The white-

lipped peccary (Dicotyles labiatut), a mam

mal of the order I'ngulata, family Suide,

Inhabiting Paraguay and adjacent districts.

It is most destructive to the maize crops

and cultivated grass. See Peccary.

Taigle (ta'gl), at [Scotch. Allied to tan]

1. To detain; to impede; to hinder.—2. To

fatigue; to weary. Sir W. Seott.

Tall (tal), n. [A. Sax. tcegel, tcegl, Icel. tagl,

L.G. and Sw. tagel, O.H.G. zagal. The ori

ginal meaning was hair, as seen from Goth.

tagl, hair.] 1. That part of an animal con

sisting of the termination of the spinal or

vertebral column, and terminating its body

behind, the term including also any natural

covering or appendage of this part, as hair

or feathers. In many quadrupeds the tail

is a muscular shoot or projection covered

with skin and hair hanging loose from the

extremity of the vertebra?. In birds the tail

consists of feathers or is covered with them,

and serves to assist in directing their flight

In fishes the tail is usually formed by a gra

dual tapering of the body, ending in a fin

called the caudal fin, which is always Bet

vertically at the extremity of the spine, so

as to work from side to side, forming the

chief organ of progression.—2. The tail of a

horse mounted on a lance, and used as a

standard of rank and honour among the

Turks and other eastern nations. The three

grades of pashas are distinguished by the

number of tails home on their standards,

three being allotted to the highest digni

taries or viziers, two to the governors of

the more important provinces, and one to

the sanjaks or governors of less important

ftrovinces.—3. The hinder, lower, back, or

nferior part of a thing, as opposed to the

head, the chief or superior part

And the Lord shall make thee the head and not

the tail. Deut. uviii. 13.

4. Any long terminal appendage ; anything

that from its shape or position resem

bles the tail of an animal, as (a) in bot

a downy or feathery appendage to certain

seeds, formed of the permanent elongated

style; also, any elongated flexible terminal

part, as a peduncle or petiole. (6) That ten

don of a muscle which is fixed to the movable
part (<■) The part of a musical note, as a

minim or crotchet, which runs perpendicu

larly upward or downward from the head

or body; the stem, (cf) Saut. a strap con

nected with a block, by which it may be

secured to a rope, spar, or the like. (>■) In

arch, the bottom or lower part of a member

or part, as a slate or tile. (/) In astron. a

luminous train extending from the nucleus

or body of a comet often to a great dis

tance, and usually in a direction opposite

to the sun.—5. A train or body of followers

or attendants. D. Jonson.

'Ah! . . . if you Saion Duinhc-wa&scl (English gentle

men) saw but the Chief with his tail on I ' With his

tail onl* echoed Edward in some surprise. 'Yes—

that is with all his usual followers when he visits those

of the same rank.* Sir W. Scott.

6. The side of a coin opposite to that which

bears the head or effigy ; the reverse : used

chiefly in the expression 'heads or tails,'

when a coin is tossed up or spun round for

the purpose of deciding some point by the

side turned up when it falls.—7. The final

portion of what takes place or has duration;

as, to come in at the tail of an entertain

ment; the tart of a storm. [Colloq.]—8. In

surg. a portion of an incision at its begin

ning or end, which does not go through the

whole thickness of the skin, and is more

painful than a complete incision. Called

also Tailing—9. pi. Tailings. Sec Tailing.

4—Tail of the eye, the outer corner of the

eye: used generally when referring to a

stolen secret glance. [Colloq. ]

Miss L. noticed this out of the tail ofher eye.

Dickens.

—Tail of a lock, on a canal, the lower end

or entrance into the lower pond. — Tail of

the trenches, in fort, the post where the

besiegers begin to break ground and cover

themselves from the fire of the defenders of

the place in advancing the lines of approach.

—To turn tail, to run away; to flee; to shirk

an encounter.

Would she turn fail to the heron, and fly quite

out another way ; but all was to return in a higher

pitch. Sir P. Sidney.

— With one's tail between one's leg*, with a

cowed or abject air or look, like that of a

beaten cur; having a humiliated appear-

pearance. [Colloq . )

He came out with his tail between his legs.

Cornhill Mag.

Tall (tal), v.i. To follow, droop, or hang

like a tail. —To tail up and down the stream

(naut. ), to swing up and down with the tide:

said of a ship at anchor in a river.— To tail

off, to fall behind, as In the hunting field.

[Sporting slang]

Tall (tal). p.f. 1. To pull by the tail.

The conquering foe they soon assailed.

First Trulla staved and Cerdoa tailed.

Until their mastirf.i loosed their hold. Mudibras.

2. t To follow or hang to, like a tail; to be

intimately attached to, as something which

cannot be easily got quit of.

Nevertheless his bond of two thousand pounds

wherewith he was tailed continued uncancelled, .mil

was called on the next Parliament. Fuller,

—To tail in, in carp, to fasten by one of

the ends into a wall or any support; as, to

tail in a timber.

Tail (tal), n. [O.Fr, a cutting, from Fr.

tailler, to cut Seen also in entail, detail,

retail.) In fair, limitation; abridgment.—

Estate tail, or estate in tail, a freehold of

inheritance limited to a person and the

heirs of his body, general or special, mule

or female. See Entail.

Tallage, t Talliaget (tal'*J. tal'i-aj), v.

[Ft. taillage, from tailler, to cut off. See

Retail.] Lit aportion cut out of a whole:

a share; a share of a man's substance paid

away by way of tribute; hence, a tax or toll.

Tail-block (tal'blok), n. Naut. a single block

having a short piece of rope attached to it

by which it may be fastened to any object

at pleasure.

Tail-board (t&l'lrtrd). n. The board at the

hinder end of a cart or wagon which enn

be removed or let down for convenience in

unloading.

Tall - coat (t iil'kot). n. A coat with tails ; a

dress-coat

Tall-drain (tal'drin), n. A drain forming

a receptacle for all the water that runs out

of the other drains of a field or meadow.

Tailed (tald), a. Having a tail; as, snouted

and tailed like a boar. Frequently used in

forming compounds; as, long-tailed crusta

ceans; tAt-tatted sheep.

Tall-end (tal'end), n. The latter end; the

termination. 'The tail-end of a shower.'

W. Black.

Tailing (tal'ing). h. 1. In building, the part ot

a projecting stone or brick inserted into a

wall.—2. In surg. same as Tail, 8.-3. pi. The

lighter parts of grain blown to one end of

the heap in winnowing. [Local. ]—4. pi. The

refuse part of the stamped ore thrown behind

the tail of the huddle or washing apparatus,

and which is dressed a second time to secure

whatever metal might still remain in it.

Called also Tail*.

Taillagert (tal'aj-er), n. [See Taillk, Tal

lage/! A collector of taxes. Chaucer.

Tallle (tal), n, [Ft., from tailler, to cut. See

Tailor.] It A tally; an account scored on

a piece of wood. Chaucer.—2. In old French

law, a tax, tallage, or subsidy ; any imposi

tion levied by the king or any other lord

on his subjects.— 3. In Eng. law, the fee or

holding which Is opposite to fee simple.

Taille is thus called because it is so minced or

pared that it is not in his free power to be disposed

of who owns it ; but it is by the first giver cut or divided

from all other and tied to the issue of the donee.

Con-ell.

Tailless (talles), a. Having no tall; desti

tute of a tail.

In the Isle of Man we have a tailless kind of caL

H. Spencer.

Taillle (tal'e), n. Same as Tailzie.

Tailor (ta'ler), n. [Fr. tailleur, from tailler,

to cut, from a L. form taleare, to cut, from

talea, a rod. See Retail.] 1. One who*e

occupation is to cut out and make chiefly

men's outer clothing, as coats, vests, trou

sers, &c, but sometimes also to fashion the

heavier and stronger female outer garments,

as jackets, &c. Formerly the tailor seems

to have been more extensively employed in

making female articles of dress.

Come, tailor, let us see these ornaments,

Lay forth the gown. Skat.

2. A name given in the United States to a

fish resembling the shad, but inferior to it

in size and flavour.

Tailor (ta'ler), v.i 1. To practise making

men's clothes.—2. To deal with tailora, as

for clothing.

You have not hunted or gambled or tailored much.

Macmtllan's Mag.

Tailor-bird (taler-nerd). n. A bird of the

genus Orthotomus (0. longicaudus), family

Sylviadie, having a long, graduated tail, the

feathers of which are narrow. These birds

construct their nests at the extremity of a

twig, taking one large or two small leaves

and sewing their edges together, using the

Mil as a needle and vegetable fibre as

thread. Within the hollow thus made a

downy substance, sometimes mixed with

feathers, is placed to receive the eggs. They

ch, Main; £h, 8c. loeA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin*;; TH, Men; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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are natives of India and the Indian Archi

pelago. The Sylvia citticola, common in

various parts of Italy, constructs its nest in

a Bimilar manner, and is also called the

tailor-bird.

Tailoress (ta'ler-es), n. A female who makes

garments for men.

Tall -pl©ce (tal'pes), ». A piece forming a

tail : a piece «at the end ; an appendage ;

specifically, (a) a small cut or ornamental

design placed at the end of a chapter or

section in a book as an ornamental ending

of a page. (6) A somewhat triangular-shaped

piece of wood (generally ebony) attached to

the lower end of the body of an instrument

of the violin kind. The broad end is pierced

with holes, in which the strings are fas

tened.

Tail-race (tal'raa), n. The stream of water

which runs from the mill after it has been

applied to produce the motion of the wheel.

Tails - common (talz'kom-mon), n. In

mining, washed lead ore.

Tail-stock (tal'stok), n. The support, in a

lathe, bearing up the tail-screw ami adjust

able centre, in contradistinction to the head-

stock, which supports the mandrel.

Tail-trimmer (tal'trim-er), n. In building,

a trimmer next to the wall into which the

ends of joista are fastened to avoid flues.

Tail-valve (tal'valv), n. Same as Snifting-

valve (which Bee).

Tail-vice (tal'vis), n. A small hand-vice

with a tail or handle to hold it by.

Tail-water (t&l'wa-ter), n. The water flow

ing from the buckets of a water-wheel in

motion.

Tailzie, Tailyie (tal'yg). n. [Fr taUler, to

cut off. See Tailor ] In Scots law, an old

term to denote a deed creating an entailed

estate.

Tailzie, Tailye (tal'yS), v.t. To entail; as,

to tailzie an estate or lands. [Scotch.]

Tain (tan), n. [O.K. teine, teyne, a thin

plate, L. taenia, a band, a fillet.] A thin

tin-plate; tin-foil for mirrors- Simmonds.

Taint (tant), v.t. [0 Fr. taindrc, pp. taint;

Mod.Fr. teindre, teint; from L. tingere, to

wet or moisten, whence also tinge, attaint,

tincture, tint.] 1. To imbue or impregnate

with something odious, noxious, or poison

ous; to infect; to poison; as, putrid sub

stances taint the air. 'And human carnage

taints the dreadful shore.' Pope.— 2. To

corrupt, as by incipient putrefaction; as,

tainted meat. —3. To stain; to sully; to

pollute; to tarnish. * Tainted with the said

murder.' Holland.

We come not by the way of accusation

To taint that honour every good toninie btwses.

Ska*.

4t To attaint. See Attaint.— Stn. To

corrupt, infect, contaminate, defile, pol

lute, vitiate, poison.

Taint (tant), v.i. 1. To be infected or cor

rupted; to be touched with something cor

rupting.

I cannot taint with fear. SJtat:

2. To he affected with incipient putrefac

tion; as, meat soon taints in warm weather.

Taint (tant). n. 1. Something that infects

or contaminates; vitiating or corrupting in

fluence; infection; corruption.

If this be a taint which so universally infects man

kind the greater care should be taken to lay it open

under its own name. Locke.

He had inherited from his parents a scrofulous

taint, which it was beyond the power of medicine to

remove. MacauLty.

2. A stain; a spot; a blemish on reputation.

Nor I

Unspeak mine own detraction ; here abjure

The taints and blames I laid upon myself. SkaJt.

3. t Colour; hue; tinge. 'Face rose-hued,

cherry-red, with a silver faint like a lily.*

Greene.—4. A kind of spider of a red colour

common in summer. Sir T. Browne.

Taint t (tant), a. Tainted; touched; imbued.

A pare unspotted heart.

Never yet taint with love, 1 send the king. Shak.

Taint t (tant), n. [Perhaps from Fr. tenter,

L. tentare, to try. See Tempt.] 1. Trial;

proof.— 2. A trial of a lance; an injury to a

lance without breaking it— 3. A thrust of a

lance which fails of its effect; a breaking a

lance in an encounter in an unknightly or

unscientific manner.

This taint he fallowed with his sword drawn from

a silver sheath. Chapman.

Taint t (tant), v.i. [See above.] To make

an ineffectual thrust with a lance.

Taint f (tant), v t. 1. To injure, as a lance,

without breaking.— 2. To break, as a lance,

in an unknightly or unskilful manner ; to

make trial or proof, as of a lance or staff.

I have

A staff to ttiint, and bravely save the splinters.

If it break in the encounter. Massinger.

Taintless (Unties), a. Free from taint or

infection; pure. Swift.

Taintlessly (tant'les-li), adv. Without

taint.

Tainture (tan'tur), n. [Fr. tainture, L tinc-

tura. See TAINT. ] Taint ; tinge ; defile

ment; stain; spot [Rare.]

Peace, if it may be,

Without the too much tainture of the honour.

Beau. t~ Ft.

Taint-worm (tant'werro), n. A worm that

taints; a destructive parasitic worm.

As killing as the canker to the rose

Or taint-urortn to the weanling herds that graze.

Milton.

Tairge (tarj), v.t. [Scotch.] A targe.

Talrn (tarn), n, A torn. Coleridge.

Taiflch (tisch), n. [Gael.] The voice of a

person about to die beard in the person's

absence.

Some women . . . said to him they had beard

two (aisefts, that is, two voices of persons about to

die; and what was remarkable, one of them was an

English ta.sch, which they never heard before.

Boswett.

Talt (tat), n. [led. tata, shreds, taeta, to

tease or pick wool; Sw. taatte, a portion of

lint or wool.] A small portion of anything

consisting of fibres or the like ; as, a tait of

wool; a tait of hay. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Written also Tate.

Taivert (ta'vert), a. See Tavert.

Tajacu, Tajassu (ta-jit'sb, ta-jas'b), n.

Dicohjles torquatus, or peccary, a species of

pig inhabiting the eastern side of South

America. See Peccary.

Take (tak), c. t. pret took ; ppr. taking ; pp.

taken. [ A Scandinavian word : Icel. (pret.

tdk, pp. Ukinn) and 0. Sw. taka. Mod. Sw.

taga, Dan. tage, to take, to seize, &c. ; allied

to Goth. Wean, to touch ; tackle is from

same stem. The Anglo-Saxon word to take

was ninuxn. According to some authorities

from a root tag, seen in L. tango, taction, to

touch (whence tangible, tact, &c, >. ] 1. To

receive or accept, as something offered: cor

relative to give, and opposed to refuse or

reject.

Take what he gives, since to rebel is vain. Dryden.

Ah, takt the imperfect gift I bring. Tennyson.

2. To grasp with the hand or with any Instru

ment; to get into one's hold or possession;

to acquire or assume possession of; to lay

hold of; to seize; to grasp.

I took by the throat the circumcised dog.

And smote him, thus. Skai.

3. To seize or lay hold of and remove; to

carry off; to remove in general; to abstract;

to transfer: with from, off, Arc, when the

person or place is mentioned ; as, to take a

person's goods from him.

Then shall two be in the field; the one shall be

taken, and the other left. Mat. xxiv. 40.

You take my house when you do take the prop

That doth sustain my house. Skai.

Those we lore first axe taken first. Tennyson.

4. To catch suddenly, as by artifice or sur

prise; to catch In a trap. Bnare, or the like;

to entrap; to ensnare; hence, to come sud

denly or unexpectedly upon; to circumvent;

to surprise.

I have ta'en yon napping. Shak.

Take ns the foxes, the little foxes that spoil the

vines. Cant. ii. 15.

Men In their loose unguarded hours they take.

Not that themselves are wise, but others weak. Pope.

5. To take prisoner; to capture; to catch.

Valentine, if he be ta'en, must die. SAak.

They entering ... on every side slew and took

three hundred Janizaries. Knolles.

6. To obtain possession of by force of arms;

to cause to surrender or capitulate ; to con

quer. 'And, liken Sinon, take another Troy."

Shak.—7- To gain or Beeure the interest or

affection of; to captivate; to chnnn; to de

light; to please; to attract; to allure.

Lu*t not after her beauty In thine heart : neither let

her take thee with her eyelids. Prov. vi. 35.

The harmony . . .

Suspended hell, and took with ravishment

The thronging audience. Mitten.

There was a something in those half-seen features

—a charm in the very shadow that hung over their

imagined beauty—which took me more th.in all the

outshining loveliness of her companions. Moore.

8. To understand in any particular sense or

manner; to comprehend; to apprehend.

Why, now you take me ; these are rites

That grace love's days and crown his nights:

These are the motions I would see. B. yonion.

Give them one simple idea, and see that they take

it right and perfectly comprehend it. Locke.

9. To receive with good or ill will; to be

affected favourably or unfavourably by ; U*

feel concerning. ' Unless I took all patiently

I should not live.' Shak. ' How takes he my

death?' Shak. 'You must not take mv

former sharpness ill. ' Shak. —10. To receivi-

in thought; to entertain in opinion; to look

upon as; to suppose; to regard; to consider:

as, this I take to be his motive : often with

for.

He was deceived, and so took that for virtue and

affection which was nothing but vice in disguise.

South.

So soft his tresses, fill'd with trickling pearl.

You'd doubt his sex, and take himyor a girl. Tate.

11. To avail one's self of; to employ; to use;

to occupy; as, to take precaution; to take

proper measures; to take the necessary steps

to secure success; to take counsel or advice;

to take warning.

Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat or

what ye shall drink. Mat. vi. 25.

This man always takes time, and ponders things

maturely before he passes his Judgment. Il'atts.

12. To render necessary; to demand; to re

quire: frequently used impersonally with it;

as, it takes three feet to moke a yard; tf takes

long study to make a ripe scholar; it takes so

much cloth to make a coat—13. To seize on;

tocatch; not to let slip; nottoneglect. 'We

must (ate thecurrent when it serves.' Shak.

' Let's take the instant by the forward top.*

Shak. 'The next advantage will we take

throughly." Shak—14. To choose and make

one's own; to select; to be in favour of; as,

to take a wife; to take a side. ' I take thee

for wife.' Shak.

The nicest eye could no distinction make

Where lay the advantage, or what side to Like.

Drydtn.

15. To have recourse to; to betake one's self

to; to turn to; as, to take shelter; to take a

different course.

Tigers and lions are not apt to take the water.

Sir M. Hade.

Observing still the motions of their flight

took.

He alone

What course they took.

flii'l

'rydtn.

To find where Adam sheltered, took his way. Mitten.

16. To accept the promise, declaration, con

ditions, <fcc, of; to close with; toholdrespon-

aible.

Old as 1 am, I lake thee at thy word.

And will to-morrow thank thee with my sword.

Dryden.

17. To form; to fix; to adopt 'Resolutions

taken upon full debate.' Clarendon.— 18. To

put on; to assume; to pass into.

Take any shape but that, and my firm nerves

Shall never tremble. Skak.

19. To receive and swallow, as food or drink ;

as, he taken h hearty meal; will you tair« wine

with me? to take a pill or draught

This is the fourteenth day that ye have tarried and

continued fasting, having taken nothing. Wherefore

I pray you to take some meat. Acts xxvii. 33, j*.

20. Tocopy; to delineate; to draw; as, the por

trait or landscape was beautifully taken.

Our phcenix queen was pourtrayed too so bright

Beauty alone could beauty take so right Dryetts*.

21. To put into writing; to make a mark or

observation or memorandum of; to note

down; as, to take the prisoner's confession

or declaration ; the reporters took the speech ;

to take an Inventory; to take a note.—22. To

seize; to attack; to fasten on; to smite; to

blast; to injure: said of a disease, malignant

Influence, or the like. Shakspere has ' A fit

of madness took him. ' * Being taken with the

cramp.' 'Old John of Gaunt is grievous

Bick, suddenly taken. '—23. To catch; to be

infected or seised with; as, to take a cold, a

fever, dec. ' As men take diseases one of an

other." Shak.—24. To receive, as any temper

or disposition of mind; to experience; to in

dulge; to feel; to enjoy; as, (Shak.) 'Take

thou no scorn to wear the horn.' ' Take pa

tience.' ' Now I have taken heart thou van-

ishest' 'Take mercy on the poor souls.*

'Take comfort' 'I should take a displea

sure against you.'

Few are so wicked as to take delight

In crimes unprofitable. Drydtn.

Children . . . take a pride to behave themselves

prettily, perceiving themselves esteemed. Locke.

25. To bear or submit to without Ill-will or

resentment; to endure; to tolerate; to put

up with. 'Won't you, then, take a jest?"

Spectator.

He met with such a reception as thosconry deserve

who are content to hike it. Su-iO.

26. To draw; to derive; to deduce.

The firm belief of a future judgment is the most

K;it- . far, f.it, full; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move: tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abune; y. Sc f*y
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forcible motive to a good life, because taken from

this consideration of the most Lasting happiness .md

misery. TilloUon.

27. To enter into possession of by hiring,

renting, or leasing ; as, to take a house ; to

take a pew or a box for the year; to take a

farm. —28. To conduct; to lead; to convey;

to transport; to carry; as, to take one home;

he was taken to prison; to be taken by rail

way or steamer to London. ' Take the

stranger to my house, and with you take

the chain.' Sliak. — 29. Not to refuse or

balk at; to leap: to clear; as, that horse taken

his fences or his ditches gallantly. 'Tocudgel

you and make you take the hatch. ' Shak. —

30. To place one's self in; to occupy; to sit

or stand in; as, take your places; take your

seats; the president took the chair at eight.

31. To deal; to give; to strike; to deliver,

as a cuff or blow. * I will take thee a box

on the ear.' Shak,—Take, with the sense

of do, -make, produce, obtain, u«< , &c., is

often coupled with a noun, so that both

are equivalent to a single verb; as, to

take breath ; to take effect ; to take hold ;

to take leave ; to take the liberty ; to take

notice; and the like. — To take aback, to

surprise or astonish, especially in au abrupt,

disappointing, and unpleasant way; to con-

found; as, his impudence took me fairly

aback. — To take advantage of, (a) to use

any advantage offered by; to make oppor

tune use of and profit or benefit by; as,

to take advantage of the favouring breeze

or of the fine weather. (6) To catch or

seize by surprise or cunning ; to make use

of favourable circumstances to the preju

dice of; as, to take the advantage of a per

son's good-nature, weakness, confidence, or

the like. — To take adieu, to bid adieu or

farewell; to take leave. ' We took our last

adieu.' Tennyson.—To take aim, to direct

the eye or weapon; to aim.

Clipid all arm'd ; a certain aim he toot '

At a fair vestal throned by the west. Shak.

—To take air, to be divulged or made public;

to become known; to he disclosed, as a secret.

The cabal, however, began to take air from the

premature mutinous language of those concerned.

Sir It'. Scott

—To take the air, to take an airing, to walk,

drive, or stay in the open air for the sake of

the health— To take arm*, or take upanne,

to commence war or hostilities. 'To take

arms against a sea of troubles, and,by oppos

ing, end them.' Shak. — To take away, to

remove; to set aside; to make an end of.

If we tike away consciousness of pleasure and pain

it will be hard to know wherein to place personal iden

tity. Locke.

By your own law I take your life away. Dryden.

—To take a ball, in cricket, to strike ordrive a

ball with the bat, as opposed to blocking, or

stopping it, or the like.

He blocked the doubtful balls, missed the bad ones,

took the good ones, and sent them flying to all parts of

the field. Dickens.

—To take breath, to stop, as from labour or

exertion, in order to breathe or rest; to rest,

refresh, or recruit one's self after fatigue.

Before I proceed I would take some breath. Bacon.

—To take care, to be watchful, vigilant, or

careful; to be wary; to be thoughtful or cau

tious; as, take care and be not deceived.—To

take eare of, to have the eharge or care of; to

superintend; to keep watch over; as, to take

eare of one's health, property, or children.

Old Mr. Lowndes, the famous secretary ofthe Trea

sury in the reigns of King William. Queen Ann. and

King George I., used to say. fti4r<7rrY<ythe pence and

the pounds will take care ^themselves. Chesterfield.

—To take chance, or one'a chance, to submit to

hazard; to run the risk. 'You must take your

chance.' Shak. 'Wilt take thy chance with

me?" Shak,— To take down, (o) to bring or

remove from a higher to a lower place or posi

tion; hence, to conquer; to humble; to abase.

Take down their mettle, keep them lean and bare.

Dryden.

Lacquers were never so saucy and pragmatical as

now, and he should be glad to sec them taken down.

Addison.

(6) To swallow; as, to take down medicine,

(c) To pull down; to pull to pieces: to re

duce to separate parts ; as, to take down a

house, a clock, or the like, (d) To put in

writing; to write down; to record; as, to

take down a sermon in shorthand ; to take

down a visitor's addresB; to -take down a

witness's statement—-To take earth, in fox

hunting, to escape into its hole: said of the

fox; hence. .#7. to hide or conceal one's self.

Follow yonder fellow, and see where he takes earth.

Sir It'. Scott.

— To take effect, (a) to be efficacious: to have

the intended or natural effect or influence;

as, the poison took effect immediately, (b)

To come into operation or action ; as, the

law will not take effect till next year.—To

take farewell. Same as To take adieu or

Totakeleave. Tennyson—To take the field,

to commence the operations of a campaign;

hence, fig. to occupy or step into a position

of activity, as an opponent, rival, com

petitor, and the like. — To take fire, to be

come ignited or inflamed; to begin to burn

or blaze ; hence, fig. to become highly ex

cited, as with anger, love, enthusiasm, or

other strong feeling —To takefrom,(a) to re

move from. (6) To subtract or deduct from;

as, to take three from six.— To take heart,

to become brave, courageous, or confident.

Footprints that perhaps another, . . .

Seeing, shall take heart again. Longfellow.

—To take to heart, to be keenly or deeply

affected by; to feel sensibly; as, to take a

reproach or disappointment to heart; he

took the disgraceful exposure bo much to

heart that he left the country.— To take

heed, to be careful or cautiouB. * Take heed

lest passion sway thy judgment.' Milton.

Take heed what doom against yourself you give.

Dryden.

—To take heed to, to attend to with care.

I will take heed to my ways, tliat 1 sin not with my

tongue. Fi, uzix. i.

—To take hold, to seize; to grasp; to obtain

possession; to gain control or power over:

followed by of before the object; sometimes

formerly by on.

Fangs and sorrow shall take hold rf them. Is. xiii. 8.

Judgment and justice take hold on thee.

Job xxxvi. 17.

Horatio . . . will not let belief take hold ofhim.

Shak.

Not doth the general care take hold on me. Shak.

—To take horse, to mount and ride ahorse

or horses.

Then linger not, roy lord ; away, take horse. Shak.

—To take in, (a) to receive, admit, or bring

into one's house, company, or the like; to en

tertain.

I was a stranger, and ye too* me in. Mat.xxv.35.

(6) To inclose, fence, or reclaim, as land.

Upon the sea-coast are parcels of land that would

pay well for the taking in. Mortimer.

(c) To encompass or embrace; to comprise;

to include; to comprehend.

This love of our country takes in our families,

friends, and acquaintance. Addison.

(d) To reduce or draw into a less compass;

to make less in length or width ; to con

tract; to brail or furl, as a sail.

Mrs. Stanhope had been obliged to have every

one of her dresses taken in from the effect of her

journey. Trollop*.

(e) To give admission to; to allow to enter

or penetrate; as, a leaky ship takes in water.

'_")To receive into the mind or understand

ing; to admit the truth of; as, we won't

take that story in.

Some genius can take in a long train of proposi

tions, fv'atts.

(f/)t To win or gain by conquest; to cap

ture. ' To take in a town with gentle words.'

Shak. 'Mused of taking kingdoms in.'

Shak.

Should a great beauty resolve to take me in with

the artillery of her eyes, it would be as vain as for a

thief to set upon a new-robbed passenger.

Suckling.

(h) To circumvent; to cozen; to cheat; to

deceive; as, he was completely taken in by

a sharper. [Colloq.] (i) To receive regu

larly; to be a subscriber to, as a newspaper

or periodical.

He was in the habit of taking- in two French pro

vincial newspapers. //*. Collins.

—To take in hand, to undertake to manage;

to attempt to execute.

Nothing would prosper that they took in hand.

Cttirendon,

—To take in vain, to use or utter unneces

sarily, carelessly, or profanely, as an oath.

Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God

in vain. Ex. xx. 7.

—To take leave, (a) to bid farewell; to de

part.

But haw to take last leave of all 1 loved?

Tennyson.

(o) To permit to one's self; to use a certain

degree of license or liberty; as, I take leave

to deny that—To take the liberty of, to take

liberties with. See LIBERTY.— TV* take no

tice, (a) to regard or observe with atten

tion; to watch carefully; to give some at

tention to. (6) To show by some act that

in;

observation is made ; to make remark ; to

mention.

He took notice to his friends of the king's conduct.

jfohnson.

—To take oath, to swear judicially or with

solemnity. *W'e take all oath of secrecy.'

Bacon.—To take oath 0/, to administer an

oath to. 'She, first taking au oath of them

for revenge.' Shak.—To take off, («) to re

move or lift from the surface, outside or

top; as, to take off the clothes ; to take off

one's hat or shoes. (6) To remove to a dif

ferent place; to carry or transfer to another

place; as, take o/the prisoner to jail; take

yourself off. (c) To remove or put an end to

so as to deprive one of. ' Your power and

yourcommand is taken off.' Shak. ' Whose

life she had toVnojT by poison.' Shak. (rf)To

put to death ; to Kill ; to make away with.
•Whose execution takes your enemy off.'

Shak. (c) To invalidate; to lessen or weaken;

to destroy.

This takes not off the force of our former evidence.

Stillingleet.

(J) To deduct from; as, this sum is taken off

his salary; to take a penny off the income-

tax.

The justices decreed to takeoff* halfpenny in n

■mart from the price of ale. Swift.

(a) To withdraw; to withhold; to call or

draw away.

Keep foreign ideas from taking offout minds from

its present pursuit. Locke.

(A) To swallow; to drink out 'The moment

a man takes off his glass.' Locke. (») To

make a copy of, to reproduce. ' Take off nil

their models in wood.' Addison. 0") To

mimic ; to imitate, as in ridicule ; to per

sonate; to caricature; to make game of: as,

the mimic takes off that proud strutting

fellow to the life. (*) To purchase; to take

in trade.

The Spaniards have no commodities that we will

take off. Locke.

(f) To find place for; to dispose of.

More are bred scholars than preferments can take

off- Bacon .

—To take on, or upon, to undertake the

charge, performance, responsibility, etc., of;

to assume; to appropriate; to bear.

Ye take too much upon you. seeing all the congre

gation are holy. Num. xvi. 3.

The office

Becomes a woman best ; I'll take't upon me.

Dryden.

She loves me, ev'n to suffer for my sake ;

And on herself would my refusal take. Dryden.

—To take order,i to exercise authority; to

take measures. — To take order with.i to

check; to restrain. 'He was taken order

with before it came to that' Bacon. —To

take out, (a) to remove from within a place,

or from a number of other things; as, to take

an invalid out for a walk; to take one out

of difficulties. (6) To remove by cleansing

or the like; as, to take out a stain, a blot, or

the like, (e) To put away; to cause to be

no longer operative; to put an end to; as,

to take the pride or nonsense out of a young

ster; to take the fighting or the strength out

of one ; running takes the wind out of him .

(d) To obtain or accept as an equivalent; as,

he took the amount of the debt out in goods.

(e) To procure for one's self; to get drawn

up and issued for one's own use; as, to take

out a patent, a summons, or the like. — To

take it out of a person, to exact or compel

satisfaction or an equivalent from him: as,

he pays him well, but takes it out of him in

hard work; he cheated me, but I took tt

out of him in blows. — To take paitts, to

use all one's skill, care, and the like.—To

take part in, to slime; to partake of; as,

take part in our rejoicing.—Take part with,

to join or unite with.—To take one's part, to

espouse ones cause; to defend one. — To

take place, (a) to happen; to come to pass;

as, the event took place a week ago; the per

formance takes place at seven o'clock. (.'/>

To have effect; to prevail.

Where arms take place all other pleas are vain.

Dryden.

—To take root, (a) to form or strike a root,

as a plant ' Unwholesome weeds take root

with precious flowers." Sliak. (0) To be

come firmly fixed or established. ' I have

seen the foolish taking root.' Job v. 3.— To

take stock. See STOCK.— To take time, (a)

to act without haste or hurry, and with due .

deliberation; hence, to be in no haste or

excitement; to be patient; to wait with

calmness; as, be cautious and take time.

(6) To require, demand, or necessitate a

portion or period of time ; as. it will take

some time to learn that—To take tent, to

ch, c/iaiu; cb, St locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Vr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, fAln; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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take heed ; to be careful or cautious. Sir

W. Scott.—To take thouaht, to be solicitous

or anxious * Take no thought for your life.'

Mat. vi. 25. —To take up, (a) to lift; to raise.

'Take her up tenderly, lift her with care.'

Hood. (6) To obtain on credit.

Men, for want of due payment, arc forced to take

up the necessaries of life at almost double value.

StLtfl.

(c) To begin.

They shall take up a lamentation for thee.

ILcck. xxvl. 17.

(d) To bring or gather together; to fasten or

bind ; as, to take up the ravelled threads,

(r) To begin where another left off; to keep

up in continuous succession.

Soon as the evening shades prevail.

The moon lakes up the wondrous tale.

Addison,

(/) To preoccupy; to occupy; to engross; to

engage; to employ. 'Religion taken up his

whole time.' Locke. 'The place is taken

up before.' Dryden. ' The buildings about

took up the whole space.' Sir W. Temple.

' Princes were taken up with wars.' Sir W.

Temple. ' An artist now taken up with this

invention.' Addison, (g) To seize; to catch;

to arrest; as, to take up a thief or a vaga

bond. ' I was taken up for laying them

down.' Shak. (A) To answer by reproof;

to reprimand.

One of his relations took him ufi roundly for stoop

ing so much below the dignity of his profession.

Sir B. L Estrange.

(1) To carry on or manage; to undertake; to

charge one's self with ; as, to take up a

friend's cause or quarrel. (J) To arrange or

settle; to bring to an end.

• Let him let the matter slip, and I'll give him my

horse.' ... 'I have his horse to taken/ thequarrcl.'

Shak.

(k) To believe; to admit 'The ancients

took up experiments on credit.' Bacon. (I)

To enter upon; to adopt 'Lewis Baboon

had taken up the trade of clothier.' Ar-

buthnot. (m) To pay and receive ; as, to

take up a bill or note at the bank—To take

up arm*. Same as To take arms.—To take

upon. Same as To take on.—To take with,

(a) to accept or have as a companion; as, he

took his brother with him on a journey or

In a partnership, (b) To be clear and ex

plicit, as with another person, so that he

can follow aud understand. ' Sof1 1 take me

with you.' Shak.

Take(tak), r.t. l.Tomoveordirect the course;

to resort to or to attach one's self ; to be

take one's self; as, the fox being hard

pressed, took to the hedge.

The defluxion taking to his breast, wasted his

lungs. Bacon.

2. To gain reception; to please; as, the play

will not take unless it is set off with proper

scenes.

Each wit may praise it for his own dear sake.

And hint he writ it, if the thing should take.

.Addison.

3. To have the intended or natural effect.

In impressions from mind to mind, the impression

t,i kefft. Haion.

4. To catch; to fix or be fixed; as, he was

inoculated, but the Infection did not take.

When name taktth and openeth, it givcth a noise.

Bacon.

6. To admit of being represented in a photo

graph; to admit of a picture being made; to

have the quality of being capable of being

fihotographed; to have the quality of coni

ng out; as, my face does not take welL—To

take after, (a) to learn to follow; to copy;

to imitate; as, he take* after a good pat

tern. (6) To resemble; as, the son takes after

his father. — To take from, to derogate or

detract from.

It takes not from you that you were born with

principles of generosity. Drydtn.

—To take on, (a) to be violently affected; to

grieve; to mourn; to fret; as, the child

takes on at a great rate, (6) To assume a

character; to act a part ' I take not 071 me

here as physician.* Shak.—To take to, (a) to

become fond of; to become attached to; as,

to take to books; to take to evil practices.

If he does but take to you, . . . you will contract

a great friendship with him. H. H'atfole.

(b) To resort to; to betake to.

Men of learning who take ta business, discharge It

generally with greater honesty than men of I he world.

Addison.

—To take up, (a) to stop.

Sinners at last take up and settle in a contempt of

all religion. Tiilotson.

(6)t To reform.

This rational thought wrought so effectually, that

it made him take up, and from that time prove a good

husband. Locke.
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—To take up with, (a) to be contented to

receive; to receive without opposition; to

put up with; as, to take up with plain fare.

In affairs which may have an extensive influence

on our future happiness, we should not take up with

probabilities. II alts.

(b) To lodge with; to dwell with; to associate

with.

Are dogs such desirable company to take up with I

South.

—To take with, to please; to be favourably

regarded by.

Our gracious master is a precedent to his own sub

jects, and seasonable mementos may be useful : and,

being discreetly used, cannot but take well -with him.

Baton.

Take (tak), n. 1. The quantity of anything

taken or received; receipts; catch, especially

the quantity of fish taken at one haul or

catch or upon one cruise.

They (ladies holding stalls at a charity bazaar)

make merchandise of their smiles, and drive a roaring

trade in their cartes-de-vistte and autographs, with

miserable little coat bouquets made up and fastened

in by their own hands, and sold at prices more like

the current rates of El Dorado than of London ; so

that their take soon swells beyond their neighbours'

and rivals* Saturday Rev.

2. In printing, the quantity of copy taken in

haud by a compositor at one time.

Take-in (tak-inO, n. 1. A fraud; a cheating

act; imposition. [Colloq.]

The correspondent, however, views the whole per

formance as a take-in. Saturday Rev.

2. The party cheating. [Colloq.]

TakeLt 11. [See Tackle.] An arrow. Chau

cer.

Taken (tak'n). pp. of take.

Take-off (tak'of), n. Au imitation of a per

son , especially by way of caricature. [Colloq ]

Taker (Uk'er), n. 1. One that takes or re

ceives; one who catches or apprehends; one

that sulHlues aud causes to surrender; as,

the taker of captives or of a city. Specifi

cally—2. One who takes a bet

(The reputation of the horse) made the betting

j to i on him ; but takers were not wanting, calculat

ing on the horse'!> truly Satanic temper. Lawrence.

Taking (tak'ing), p. and a. 1. Alluring;

attracting; engaging; pleasing. 'Subtile in

making his temptations most taking.' Ful

ler.—2. Infectious; catching; as, the itch is

very taking. [Colloq]

Come not near me.

For I am yet too taking for your company.

Beau. &■ FL

Taking (tak'ing), n. 1. The act of gaining

possession; a seizing; seizure; apprehension.

2. Agitation; distress of mind.

What a taking was he in,

asked what was in the basket.

then your husband

Skak.

.'it Malignant influence.

Bless thee from whirlwinds, star-blasting, and

taking. Shak.

Takingly (tak'ing-li), adv. In a taking or

attractive manner. 'So I shall discourse in

some sort takingly.' Beau. <fc Fl.

Takingness (tak'ing-nes), n. The quality

of pleasing or of being engaging. 'Com

plaisance and takingness. ' Jcr. Taylor.

Taky ( tak'i ), a. Capable of taking, capti

vating, or charming; designed to attract

notice and please; taking; attractive. [Slang

or colloq.]

He now proceeded to perform by one great effort

those two difficult and delicate operations in art,

technically described as putung in taky touches, and

bringing in bits of effect. 14'. Col/ins.

Talapoln, Telapoin (tal'a-poin, tel'apoin),

n. l. The title, in Siam, of a priest of Fo ;

a bonze. 'Oriental mullah, bonze, or tala-

poin.' Carlyle—2. A species of monkey,

the Cercopithecus tala-

poin.

Talaria (ta-la'ri-a). n. pi.

1 1. ! The small wings

attached to the ankles of

Hermes or Mercury in

representations of this

deity. They sometimes

appear as growing from

the ankle, more com

monly as attached to

sandals, one on each side

of each ankle.

Talbot (tal'bot), n. [Probably from the

Talbot family, who bear the figure of a dog

in their coat of arms ] A kind of hound,

and probably the oldest of our slow-hounds.

He had a broad mouth, very deep chops,

very long and large pendulous ears, was

fine coated and usually pure white. This

was the hound formerly known as St

Hubert's breed, and it is probably the origin

of the bloodhound.

Talaria.
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Talbotype (tal'bo-tip), n. A photographic

process invented by H. Fox Talbot, in which

paper, prepared in a particular maimer, is

used instead of the silvered plates of I>a-

guerre. Called also Calotyj e (which seel

Talc (talk), n. [Fr. talc; 8p. and Pg. talcn,

from Ar. talq, talc] A magnesian mineral,

consisting of broad, flat, smooth lamina? or

filates, unctuous to the touch, of a shining

ustre, translucent and often transparent

when in very thin plates. By the action of

fire the laminsc open a little, the fragment

swells, and the extremities are with diffi

culty fused into a white enamel. When

rubbed with resin talc acquires positive

electricity. Its prevailing colours are white,

apple-green, and yellow. There are three

principal varieties of talc, common, earthy,

and indurated. Talc is a silicate of mag

nesium, with small quantities of potash,

alumina, oxide of iron, and water. It hi

used in many parts of India and China as

a substitute for window - glass ; indurated

talc is used for tracing lines on wood, cloth,

etc., instead of chalk. Talc is met with iu

several parts of Scotland, chiefly in connec

tion with serpentine, and on the Continent

Several varieties are found in India and

Ceylon. — Oil of talc, a name given by old

writers to an alchemical nostrum famous as

a cosmetic, considered as a substitute for

and superior to ceruse. It was given out to

be prepared from talc by calcination and

other processes, and it is probable that the

unctuous feel of that mineral may have in

duced the belief that it contained an oil-

He should have brought me some fresh oil eftalc.

These ceruses are common. Massingrr.

Talclte (tal'sitX n. In mineral, same as

Saerite (which seel.

TalCky, Talcy (talk'i), c. Same as Talcum.

Talcose, TalCOUS (talk'da, talk'us). a. Like

talc; consisting of talc; containing talc.—

Talcose granite. See PROTOOESE—Tateese

rocks, rocks resembling the micaceous rocks,

aud comprising chlorite-slate, talc-slate, and

serpentine.

Talc-schist (talk'shist), n. In mineral a

schistose metamorphic rock, consisting of

quartz and talc, foliated and more or less

crumpled, and having a greasy or sospy feel.

It Is commonly associated with mica-schist

serpentine, and steatite.

Talc-slate (talk'slat), n. A talcose rock,

consisting of talc and quartz arranged iu

1amime.

Tale (till), n. [Two words closely akin in

origin seem to be mixed up here, one mean

ing speech, talk, Ac. the other numWr,

reckoning; A. Sax. talc, talu, speech, voice,

talk, a tale, and tal, tal, reckoning, number;

comp. led. tal, talk, conversation, a num

ber, tola, a speech, a number, and as verb

to speak, to talk; Dan. tal, number, fair,

speech, talk, discourse, also to talk; D. tal,

number, taal, language, Bpeech. 6. rahl.

number; from the stem of talk, tell] 1. That

which is told; as, (a) an oral relation; hence,

anything disclosed; information.

Wc spend our years as a tale that is told. FLit.a

Every tongue brings in a several tale.

And every tale condemns me for a villain. Sh*:k.

I can tell thee pretty tales of the duke. Shak.

(6) A narrative, oral or written, in prose or

verse, of events that have really happened

or are imagined to have happened ; a short

story, true or fictitious; aa, a winter's taU ;

a tale of woe.

Ay me ! for aught that I could ever read.

Could ever hear by tale or history.

The course of true love never did run smooth.

Shak.

2. A number or quantity told, reckoned,

estimated, or set down; especially,* reckon

ing by counting or numbering; an enumer

ation ; a number reckoned or stated. 'The

ignorant, who measure by taU, not weight.

Hooker. 'She takes thetaJeof all the lamb*.'

Dryden.

Money being the common scale

Uf things by measure, weight, and tale.

NudO-ras.

This is almost certainly the meaning in

Milton's—

And every shepherd tells his tale

Under the hawthorn in the dale. L'AiUgro, ©?. e&

where the poet is speaking of the various

sights and sounds characteristic of morning

S-t In law, a count or declaration.—His tale

is told. Jig. his race is run; it is all over with

him; he is no more. W. H. Ainsieorth.—

—Desperate tale. See extract

Much in the same way Henry discharged Wolsry s

obligations, when he seized the cardinal's propert-*-.

paying off the unfortunate debtors by 'desptrwmt

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y\ Sc. fey.
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tales;' that is. -by bonds due to the crown, but long

since abandoned as hopeless—a method of paying

piKxl debts by bad ones ; a stroke of finance more to

bt admired than imitated. Quart. Rev.

Talet (tal), v i To tell stories. Gower.

Tale (tal), n Same as Tael (which Bee).

Talebearer (tal'bar-er), n. A person who

officiously tells tales likely to breed mischief;

one who carries stories and makes mischief

in society by his officiousne&s.

Where there is no talebearer, the strife ceaseth.

Prov. xxvi. 20.

Talebearing (tal' baring), a. Olliciously

communicating Information.

Talebearing (tal'bar-ing), n. The act of

spreading tales officiously; communication

ut secrets maliciously.

Tuaothy was extremely officious about their mis

tress's person, endeavouring by flattery and taltbear-

tttg, to set her against the rest of the servants.

Arbuthnot.

Taled (tiled), n A sort of habit worn by

the Jews, especially- when praying in the

Vvnagogue.

Taleful (tal'ful). a- Abounding with stories.

The cottage hind . . . taleful there

Recounts Ins simple frolic. Thomson.

Talegalla (tale-galla). n. [Native name.]

A genus of rasorial birds, the species of which

are natives of Australia and New Guinea.

The best known is the Brush-turkey (which

see).

Tale-mastert (tal'mas-ter), n. The author

or originator of a tale.

1 teli you my tale and my tale master. Fuller.

Talen,t pres. tense pi. of tale, v.i. Chaucer.

Talent (tal'eut), «. [Fr. talent, L. talentum,

from Gr. UUanton, a thing weighed, a bal

ance, from obs. talad, to bear, kindred with

Skr. ruM, a balance, from tul, to lift up, to

raise up; a root which appears also in I. toUo,

tub*, to lift up; Goth, thula, and O E. and Sc.

thole, to bear, to suffer.] 1. The name of a

weight and denomination of money among

the ancient Greeks, and also applied by

Greek writers and their translators to va

rious standard weights and denominations

of money of different nations; the weight

and value differing In the various nations

and at various times The Attic talent as

a weight contained 60 Attic niinte, or 0000

Attic drachmae, equal to 50 lbs. 11 oz. Eng

lish troy weight. As a denomination of

silver money it was equal to £243. 15*. The

great talent of the Romans is computed to

be equal to £99, 6s. Sd. sterling, and the

little talent to £75 sterling. A Hebrew weight

and denomination of money, equivalent to

3000 shekels, also receives this name. As a

weight, therefore, it was equal to about

93] H*. avoirdupois ; as a denomination of

ailrer it has been variously estimated at

from £340 to £390. the higher value being

that given by the latest authorities.—2. A

gift, endowment, or faculty; some peculiar

faculty, ability, or qualification natural or

acquired. 'Wit, knowledge, or any other

talent whatsoever.' Addison.

He a chiefly to be considered in his three different

tiltnts, as a critic, a satirist, and a writer of odes.

_ Drydeu.
The mow necessary talent, therefore, in a man of

conversation, which is what we ordinarily intend by

a iae gentleman, is a jjood judgment. Steele.

S. Mental endowments or capacities of a su

perior kind; general mental power: used in

this sense either in singular or in plural: as,

a man of talents; a man of great talent. This

and the previous application of the word are

probably borrowed from the Scriptural par-

aide of the talents. Mat xxv. 'The aristo

cracy of talent' Coleridge. 'All the real

talent and resolution in England/ Hmkin.

Like other men of talent, Fielding was unfortunate

„. Sir If. Scott.
His talents, his accomplishments, his graceful man

ners made him generally popular. Macaulay.

4 1 Quality; character; characteristic.

Lord Rake and Lord Foplinglon give you 'theii

l*Uttt\n their bile. Jeremy Collier.

M Disposition; inclination.

Though the nation generally was without any ill

talent to the church in doctrine or discipline, yet they

»ere not without a jealousy that popery was not

enough discountenanted. Clarendon.

M Desire; affection; will. Chaucer.—Ability,

Capacity, Talent. See Ability: — Qenius,

AbilitU*, Talents, Arc. See Genius.

Talented ( tal'ent-ed ). a. Furnished with

talents or great mental powers; possessing

talents or endowments. [This word, aa

shown by the first quotation below, was

introduced long ago, but seems not to have

heeu in common use till quite recent times.
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Coleridge and others have strongly objected

to it (the former calling it * a vile and bar

barous vocable), but without any good

reason. The chief objection to it has been

that it Is a 'pseudo-participle,' a participle

without a verb corresponding to it, but

there are many words of exactly analogous

formation in quite good usage; comp. gifted,

lettered, turreted, booted, bearded, slippered,

landed, Ac. Mr. Fitzedward Hall instances

outtalented and untalented from Richard

son.)

What a miserable and restless thing ambition is,

when one talented but as a common person, yet, by

the favour of his prince, hath gotten that interest,

that in a sort all the keys of England hang at his

ginlle. Abp. Abbot (1562-1633).

The way in which tatented and many of its fellows

were once frequently used shows that these words,

to the consciousness of our ancestors, began with

being strictly participles. At present they have the

function of participial adjectives : and. what between

their distinctive termination and their history, they

are, therefore, to be considered, on scientific prin

ciples, as developments from ideal verbs. The

analogy on which they are formed is, further, so well

established, that, whatever Coleridge dogmatized in

his haste, * mere convenience ' is quite ground enough

to justify us in coining terms on the same model

whenever they may be really required.

Fitzedward Nail

Tale-piet, Tale-pyet (tai'pi-etX n. [From

Sc. piet, a magpie, because of its chattering.]

A tell-tale; a tale-bearer. [Scotch.]

Never mind me. sir— I am no lalepyet; but there

are mair een in the world than mine. Sir it'. Scott.

Tales (ta'lez), n. pi. [L. talis, pi. tales.] In

law, persons of like reputation or standing;

persons in the court from whom the sheriff

or his clerk makes selections to supply the

place of jurors who have been impannelled

but are not in attendance. It is the first

word of the Latin sentence (tales de circum-

stantibus) which provides for this contin

gency.— To pray a tales, to pray that the

number of jurymen may be completed.

It was discovered that only ten special jurymen

were present. Upon this, Mr, Sergeant Buzfuz

frayed a tales: the gentleman in black then pro

ceeded to press into the special jury two of the com

mon jurymen. Pickens.

—Tales book, a book containing the names

of such as are admitted of the tales.

Talesman (talez-man), n. In law, a person

summoned to act as a juror from among the

by-standers in open court.

Taleteller (tal'tel-er), n. One who tells tales

oratories; specifically, one who tells mali

cious or officious tales; a talebearer.

Tale -wise (tal'wiz), a. Being in the man

ner of a tale.

Tale-Wise (tal'wiz), adv. In the manner of

a tale or story.

Tallacotian (tall-a-k6"shi-an), a. Of, per

taining, or relating to Taliacotius or Taglia-

cozzi, professor of anatomy nnd surgery at

Bologna towards the end of the sixteenth

century.—Taliacotian operation. Same as

Rhinoplastic Operation.

Taliatlont (tal-i-a'shon), n. [See Talion. I

A return of like for like.

Taliera, TaUlera Palm (tal-i-e'ra, tal-i-e'ra

pain), n. The Corypha Taliera, an elegant

stately species of palm inhabiting Bengal,

allied to the taliput. It has gigantic fan-

shaped leaves, which are used by the natives

of India to write upon with their steel stiles,

and for other purposes.

Tallng t (tal'ing). n. Story-telling. Chaucer.

Talion (tail-on), n. (Fr. talion, L. talio,

from talis, such.] The law of retaliation,

according to which the punishment inflicted

is the same in kind and degree as the injury,

as an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, <fcc.

This mode of punishment was established

by the Mosaic law. Lev. xxiv. 20.

Crimes not capital were punished by fines, flagel

lation, and the law of talion, eye for eye.

Dr. A. Geddes.

Talipat (tall-pat), n. See Taliput.

Talipes (tal'i-pes), n. [L. talus, an ankle,

and pes, a foot] The disease called Club

foot.

Taliput, Tallput-tree (tall-nut, tall-put-

tre), n. [Singhalese name] The great fan-

palm (Corypha umbraculi/era), a native of

India, Ceylon, Ac The straight cylindrical

trunk, which rises sometimes to the height

of 70 or even 100 feet, is crowned with a

tuft of enormous fan-like leaves, usually

about 18 feet long and 14 feet broad, com

posed of from 90 to 100 radiating segments

plaited like a fan till near the extremity.

Those leaves are used for covering houses,

making umbrellas, fans, and frequently used

as a substitute for writing-paper. At the

age of thirty or forty years or more the tree
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flowen, and after producing fruit generally

dies. The flower-spike, 30 feet high and

covered with white blossoms, is a beautiful

object.

Taliput {Coryfha umbraculi/era).

Talisman (tails-man), ». [Fr. and Sp. talis-

man; Ar. telsam, pi. telsanuin, a magical

figure, a horoscope, from Byzantine Gr. tel-

esina, incantation, Gr. tele6, to perform, to

accomplish, from telos, an end ] 1. A charm

consisting of a magical figure cut or engraved

under certain superstitious observances of

the configuration of the heavens ; the seal,

figure, character, or image of a heavenly

sign, constellation, or planet engraven on a

sympathetic stone, or on a metal corre

sponding to the star, in order to receive its

influence. The word is also used in a wider

sense and as equivalent to amulet The talis

man is supposed to exercise extraordinary

influences over the bearer, especially in

averting evils, as disease, sudden death, and

the like. Hence — 2. Something that pro

duces extraordinary effects; an amulet; a

charm; as, a talisman to destroy diseases.

Talismanlc, Talismanical (taMs-manlk,

tal-is-man'ik-al), a. Having the properties

of a talisman, or preservative against evils

by secret influence; magical.

The figure of a heart bleeding upon an altar, or

held in the hand of a cupid, has always been looked

upon as talismanic in dresses of this nature.

Addison.

Talismanist (tal'is-man-ist). n. One who

uses a talisman or deals with talismans.

Defoe.

Talk(tak), v.i. [A word related to tale, tell.

in much the same way as stalk to steal, hark

to hear, and icatk to G. wallen. See Tale,

Tell. ] 1. To utter words ; to speak ; as. to

talk in one's sleep; thechild can talk already

What, canst thou talk) quoth she, hast thou a tongue?

Sham,

2. More especially, to converse familiarly ;

to speak, as in familiar discourse, when two

or more persons interchange thoughts; to

hold converse.

I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with you,

but I will not eat with you. Shak.

3. To speak incessantly or fmpertinently; to

prate; to prattle; to babble.

A good old man, sir ; he will be talking; Shak.

4. To confer; to reason.

Let me talk with thee of thy judgments. Jer. xii. 1.

6. To give an account ; to mention ; to tell ;

to communicate by writing, by signs, or by

words not necessarily Bpoken.

The natural histories of Switzerland talk much of

the fall of these rocks, and the great damage done.

Addison.

—To talk to, to advise or exhort; to remon

strate with; to reprove gently; as, I will talk

to my son respecting his conduct — To talk

from the point, subject, Ac., to direct one's

markB or speech from the matter under

consideration ; to wander from in speaking

from the topic in discussion.

Talking from the point, he drew him in . . .

Until they closed a bargain. Tennyson.

—To talk to the point, subject, Ac, to con

fine one's remarks to the matter in hand ;

to keep to the required subject.— Speak,

Talk. See Speak.

Talk (tak), v.t. 1. To UBe as a meaus of con

versation or communication ; to speak ; as.

<*, j, job; h, fr. ton; ug, wing; th, then; lh, thin; w, wig; uh, traig; ah, azure.—See KSY,£j*a*ii, tli, dc. lucA;
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to talk French or German—2. To speak; to

utter; as, to talk treason; to talk nonsense.

- Vim that talked the trash that made me

sick.' Tennyson. —& To pass or spend in

talking: with away; as, to talk aicay an

evening. -4. To influence by talking; to have

a certain effect on by talking: with words

expressive of the effect. ' Talk thy tongue

weary;' 'Talk us to silence;' 'Talk him out

of patience;' "They would talk themselves

mad.' Shak.—Hence the phrases, to talk one

down = to silence one with incessant talk ;

to talk one out of = to dissuade one from,

as a plan, project, Ac.; to talk one ooer=to

gain one by persuasion ; to talk one up to =

to persuade one to undertake.—To talk over,

to talk about; to deliberate upon; to dis

cuss. * Sat and eat, and talked old matters

over.' Tennyson.

Talk (tak), n. 1. Familiar conversation;

mutual discourse; that which is uttered by

one person in familiar conversation, or the

mutual converse of two or more.

Should a man full of talk be justified T Job xi. 2.

In various talk th" instructive hours they past. Pope.

2. Report; rumour.

I hear a talk up and down of raising money. Locke.

3. Subject of discourse; as. this noble achieve

ment is the talk of the whole town.

And what delipht to be by such extolled.

To live upon their tongues and be their talk 1

Milton.

4. A more or less formal or public discussion,

held by a body of men, or by two opposing

parties concerning matters of mutual inter

est; a negotiation ; a conference; a palaver.

Syn. Conversation, colloquy, discourse, chat,

dialogue, conference, communication.

Talk t (talk), n. Talc.

Talkative (tak'a-tiv), a. [This is a hybrid

word, English with a Latin termination. See

Starvation] Inclined to talk orconverse;

ready or apt to engage in conversation ;

freely communicative; chatty.

If I have held you over Ion?, lay hardly the fault

upon my old age, which io its disposition is talkative.

Sir P. Sidney.

—Talkative, Loquacious, Garrulous. Talfr

atioe is said of a person who is in the habit

of speaking frequently, without, however,

necessarily implying that much is said at

once; thus, a lively child may be talkative.

A loquacious person is one who has this

inclination with a greater flow of words.

Garrulous is the word applied to old age,

and implies feeble, prosy, continuous talk,

with needless repetitions and tiresome ex

planation of details. The subject of a gar

rulous person's talk is generally himself and

his own affairs.

Talkatively 1. ta kV ti v-1 i), adv. In a talka

tive manner.

Talkativeness (tak'a-tiv-nes), n. The qua

lity of being talkative; loquacity; garrulity.

Learned women have lost all credit by their im

pertinent talkativeness and conceit. Swift.

Talker (tak'er), «. 1. One who talks; also,

a loquacious person; a prattler.

If it were desirable to have a child a mere brisk

talker, ways might be found to make hiui so. Locke.

2. A boaster; a braggart.

The greatest talkers in the days of peace have

been the most pusillanimous in the day of temptation.

Jer. Taylor.

Talking ( tak'ing ), a. L Given to talking ;

garrulous; loquacious.

The hawthorn bush, with scats beneath the shade.

For talking age and whimpering lovers made.

Gctdsmith.

2. Having the power of speech or of uttering

words ; as, a talking parrot.

Talky (talk'i), a. Talcky (which see).

The talky flakes in the strata were all formed be

fore the subsidence, along with tile sand.

// 'oodivard.

Tall (tal), a. [Probably from W. tul, tall,

towering, whence taldu, to make high, to

grow tall, talaad, to elevate, to grow tall ]

1. High in stature; long and compara

tively slender: applied to a person or to a

standing tree, mast, pole, or other erect

object of which the diameter is small in

proportion to the height. Hence we speak

of a tall man, a tall pine, a tall steeple,

but not of a tall house, a tall mountain.
•Cut down the tall cedar trees.* 2 Ki. xix.

23. ' Two of far nobler shape, erect and tall. '

Milton. ' Some tall tower. ' Young. 'His

own children tall and beautiful.' Tennyson,

2. Having height, whether great or small,

without reference to comparison or relation.

'Bring me word how tall Bhe is.' Shak.—

3. t Sturdy; lusty; bold; spirited ; courageous.

' Good soldiers and tall fellows.' Shak.

No, by this hand, sir.

We fought like honest and tall men. Beau, er Ft.

Thy spirits are most tall. Beau. &■ Fl.

Shakspere speaks of a tall man of his

hands, for which phrase see under Hand.—

4. As an American colloquialism, (a) great;

excellent; tine; remarkable; as. a tall tight;

tall walking; a tall spree. (6) Extravagant;

bombastic; as. (all talk. The word was for

merly used with somewhat similar meanings

in England; thus Bentley has 'So tall a

compliment to Cicero.'

Tallage, Talliage (tal'aj, taJ'i-aj),n. [Writ

ten also tallage, taillage, from Fr. taUler,

to cut off. See Retail.) A term formerly

applied to subsidies or taxes of every kind,

but denoting, in its more proper and re

stricted sense, those taxes to which, under

the Anglo-Norman kings, the demesne lands

of the crown and all the royal towns were

subject. These taxes were more rigorous

and arbitrary than those imposed on the

gentry.

Impositions on merchandise at the ports could no

more be levied by the royal prerogative after its

enactment, than internal taxes upon landed or move

able property, known in that age by the appellations

of aids and tallages. Hallasn.

Tallages, however arbitrary, were never paid by

the barons or freeholders, nor by their tenants,

HaUam.

Tallage (tal'aj), v.t To lay an impost upon;

to cause to pay tallage.

Tallagert (tal'aj-er), n. A tax or toll ga

therer.

Tallet, Tallot (tal'et, tal'ot), n. [Said to be

a corruption of prov. t hay-loft.] A hay-loft.

Sat. Rev [Provincial English.] Written

also Tallit, TaUat.

Tallicoonah - oil (tal-i-kb'na-oil), n. The

oil procured from the seeds of the Carapa

Touloucouna or C. guineensis, a tree grow

ing in Sierra Leone. It is also known by the

name of Kundah-oil, and is much esteemed

as an anthelmintic.

Tallier (tallier), n. One who keeps a tally.

Tallit (tal'it), n. See Tallet.

Tallnesa (tal'nes), n. The state or quality

of being tall; height of stature. ' A hideous

giant, . . . that with his tallness seemed to

threat the sky. ' Spenser.

Tallow (tal'16), n. [A. Sax. talg, Dan. Sw.

and G. talg, Icel. tolg, D talk, tallow; coinp.

Goth tulgus, firm.] The harder and less

fusible fats melted and separated from the

fibrous ormembranous matter which ia natu

rally mixed with them. These fats are

mostly of animal origin, the most common

being derived from sheep and oxen. When

pure, animal tallow is white and nearly

tasteless; hut the tallow of commerce usually

has a yellow tinge. All the different kinds

of tallow consist chiefly of stearin, palm itin,

and olein. In commerce tallow is divided

into various kinds according to its qualities,

of which the best are used for the manu

facture of candles, and the inferior for

making soap, dressing leather, greasing ma

chinery, and several other purposes. It is

imported in large quantities from Russia,—

Mineral tallow. The same as Hatchetine

(which see). — Vegetable tallow, a kind of fat

resembling tallow obtained from various

plants, as from the fruit of plants of the

order Dipteraceo?.

Tallow ( tal'16 ), v.t 1. To grease or smear

with tallow.—2. To fatten; to cause to have

a large quantity of tallow; as, to tallow

sheep.

Tallow-candle (tallo-kan-dl), n. A candle

made of tallow.

Tallow - catch (tanfi-kach), n. A tallow-

keech. 'Thou whoreson, obscene, greasy

tallow-catch.' Shak.

Tallow-chandler (tal'Id-chand-ler), n. [See

Chandler.] One whose occupation is to

make, or to make and sell tallow candles.

Tallow -chandlery (tana-chand-ler-ij, n,

1. The business or occupation of a tallow-

chandler. — 2. The place where a tallow-

chandler carries on his business.

Tallower (tal'ld-er), n. 1. A tallow-chand

ler. —2. An animal disposed to form tallow

internally.

Tallow-face (taMd-faa), n. One of a sickly;

pale complexion. Shak.

Tallow-faced (tallo-fast), a. Having a

sickly complexion: pale. Burton.

Tallow-grease (tallo-gres). n. Tallow, es

pecially candle-fat. [Familiar and local. J

Tallowing (tallS-big), n. The act, practice,

or art of causing animals to gather tallow,

or the property in animals of forming tallow

internally.

Tallowifih (tarid-ish), a Having the pro

perties or nature of tallow; resembling tal

low.

TallOW-keech(tal'16-kecli),n. [See Keecii.]

A mass of tallow rolled up into a lump for

the tallow-chandler. Also called Tallow-

catch.

Tallow-tree (taHo-tre), n. The name given

in different parts of the world to trees of

different kinds, which produce a thick oil

or vegetable tallow, capable of being used

for making candles. The tallow-tree of

Malabar is Vatcria indica, nat. order Dip-

teracere, that of China, Stitlingia sebifera,

nat. order Kuphorbiaceie, and that of .Sierra

Leone, Pentadesina butyracea, nat order

Guttifenc.

Tallowy (tallo-l), a. Greasy; having the

qualities of tallow.

Tallwood (tal'wud), n. [Tall is from Fr.

taille, a cut, a cutting.] Firewood cut in

billets of a certain length. Calthrop.

Tally (tal'li), n. [Fr. taille. a tally, a cut, a

cutting, from tattler, to cut See Retail.]

1. A piece of wood ou which notches or

scores are cut, as the marks of number. In

purchasing and selling it was customary for

traders to have two sticks, or one stick cleft

into two parts, and to mark with scores or

notches on each the number or quantity of

goods delivered, or what was due between

debtor and creditor, the seller or creditor

keeping one stick, and the purchaser or

debtor the other. Before the use of writing,

or before writing became general, this or

something like it was the usual method of

keeping accounts. In the exchequer tallies

were formerly used, which answered the

purpose of receipts as well as simple records

of matters of account Hence the origin of

exchequer bills. In former times of finan

cial difficulty, from the period of the Nor

man conquest the practice had been to

issue exchequer tallies. An exchequer tally

was an account of a sum of money lent to

the government, or of a sum for which the

government would be responsible. The tally

itself consisted of a squared rod of hazel or

other wood, having on one side notches,

indicating the sum for which the tally was

an acknowledgment. Ou two other sides

opposite to each other, the amount of the

sum, the name of the payer, and the date of

the transaction, were written by an officer

called the writer of the tallies. This being

done the rod was then cleft longitudinally

in auch a manner that each piece retained

one of the written sides, and one half of

every notch cut in the tally. One of these

parts, the counterstock, was kept in the ex

chequer, and the other, the stock, only

issued. When the part issued was returned

to the exchequer (usually in payment of

taxes) the two parts were compared, as a

check against fraudulent imitation. This

ancient system was abolished by 25 Geo.

III. lxxxii.; and by 4 and 5 Will. IV. xv.

all the old tallies were ordered to be de

stroyed. The size of the notches made on

the tallies varied with the amount The

notch for £100 was the breadth of a thumb;

for£l the breadth of a barleycorn. A penny

was indicated by a slight slit—2. Anything

made to suit or correspond to another.

So suited in their minds and persons.

That tlicy were (ratn'd the tallies for each other.

Dryden.

3. A label or ticket of wood or metal used

in gardens, for the purpose of bearing either

a number referring to a catalogue, or the

name of the plant with which it is con

nected.—4. An abbreviation of Tally-shop.

Tally (tal'li), v.t. pret <fe pp. tallied; ppr.

tallying. [As to meaning 1 see the noun

Tally.] 1. To score with correspondent

notches; to fit; to suit; to make to corre

spond.

1' hey ace not so well taltiedXo the present juncture.

Pope.

2. Naut to pull aft, as the sheets or lower

comers of the main aud fore saiL

And while the lee clue-garnet's lower'd away,

Titut aft the sheet they tally, and belay. Falconer.

Tally (tal'li), v.t. To be fittod; to suit; to

correspond; to conform; to match.

t found pieces of tiles that exactly tallied with the

channel. Addison.

Your idea . . . tallies exactly with mine.

H. U'atpole.

Tallyt (tal'li), adv. [See Tall, 3.] Stoutly;

with spirit

You, Lodowiclt.

That stand so tally on your reputation.

You shall be he shall speak it. Beau. 3- Fl.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y. Sc. ley.
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Tally HO (taTU ho"), interj. and n. The

huntsman's cry to urge on his hounds.

Tallyman (taTli-raan).tt. L One who carries

on a tally -trade; one who sells goods on

credit, or on terms of payment by small

weekly sums till the debt is paid.—2. One

who keeps a tally or account

Tally-shop (tal'li-shop), n. A shop or store

at which goods or articles are sold on the

tally-system (which seeX

Tally-system, Tally-trade (tani-sis-tem,

tal'li-trad). n. A system of dealing carried

on in London and other large towns, by

which shopkeepers furnish certain articles

on credit to their customers, the latter

agreeing to pay the stipulated price by cer

tain weekly or monthly instalments Both

seller and purchaser keep books in which

the circumstances of the transaction and

the payment of the several instalments are

entered, and which serve as a tally and

counter-tally. The goods thus furnished are

usually of inferior quality, and the prices

exorbitant.

Talma ( tal'ma), n. [Probably after Talma;

the French tragedian. ] A kind of large

cape, or short, full cloak worn by ladies aud

also by gentlemen.

Talmi-gold (tal'rae-gdldX n. A yellow alloy

consisting of 90 per cent copper and -■ • zinc,

covered with a very thin sheet of gold, used

for trinkets. The gold varies from 003 to

fully 1 per cent WeaU. Called also Abys-

Sinian gold.

Talmud (taVmud), n. [Chal. talm&d, in

struction; Heb. and Syr. talmUL, a disciple,

from Idmad, to learn, to teach.] The body

of the Hebrew civil and canonical laws, tra

ditions, and explanations, or the book that

contains them. The authority of the Tal

mud was long esteemed second only to that

of the Bible, and according to its precepts

almost the whole Jewish people have con

tinued to order their religious life down

almost to the present day. It contains the

laws, and a compilation of expositions of

duties imposed on the people, either in

8cripture, by tradition, or by authority of

their doctors, or by custom. It consists of

two parts, the Mishna and the Oemara, the

former being the written law, and the latter

a collection of traditions and comments of

Jewish doctors.

There are two Talmudj, both havinp the same

Mix/tun, or text . . . but each a different Gemara,

or commentary. They are called the yerns<tlfm

Talmud and the Babylonian Talmud. The latter

is always preferred by the Jews to the former, but by

Christians is less highly esteemed. Kitto.

Well rersed was he in Hebrew books,

Talmud and Targum, and the lore

Of K nhiis Ttnnyson.

Talmudlc, Talmudical (tal-mud'ik, tal-

m u ' l'ik -a 1 ), a. i'ertaining to the Talmud ; con

tained in the Talmud; as, Talmudic fables.

Talmudist (tal'mud-ist), n. One versed in

the Talmud.

Talmudistic (tal-mnd-istfik), a. Pertaining

to the Talmud ; resembling the Talmud ;

Talmudic.

Talon (tal'onX n. [Fr. and Sp., the heel,

from L talus, the ankle, the heel J 1. The

claw of a bird of prey.

Swfvrps

The Tultnre, beak and tnlon, at the heart

Made for alt noble motion. Tennyson.

% In arch, same as Ogee,—3 In lock*, the

shoulder on the bolt against which the key

presses in shooting the bolt

TalOOlC, TalOOkah (ta-luk', ta-luk'a), n. A

district or dependency in India, the revenues

of which are under the management of a

talookdar. Sitnmonds.

Talookdarda luk'darj.n. In India, a native

acting as the head of a revenue department

but under a superior, or zemindar, through

whom he pays his rent; a petty zemindar.

Ta-lOU (ta-lu'X n. The Chinese name for a

frlass flux, consisting chiefly of silicate of

ead with a little copper, used as an enamel

colour on porcelain. Watts' Diet of Chem.

Talpa (tal'pa), n, [L., a mole.] 1. The mole,

a genus of insectivorous mammals. The

common mole (T. europea, Linn.) is well

known from its subterranean habits, and its

vexatious burrowings in cultivated grounds.

See Mole. —2. In pathol. a tumour under the

skin: also, an encysted tumour on the head:

so called because it is vulgarly supposed to

burrow like a mole.

Talpldaa (tal'pi-deX n. pi. [L. talpa. a mole,

and Or. eidog, resemblance] The family of

moles. See Mole.

Talus (ta'lus). », [L. tahts. the ankle ] 1. In

anat. the astragalus, or that bone of the

foot which is articulated to the leg; the

ankle.—2. In areh. the slope or inclination

of any work, as of a wall inclined on its face,

either by decreasing its thickness toward

the summit, or by leaning itagainst a bank.

3. In /"ft. the slope of a work, as a bastion,

rampart, or parapet. In this signification

the word is also written Talut.—A. In geol.

a sloping heap of broken rocks and stones

at the foot of any cliff or rocky declivity.

The term sudafrial is intended to apply to those

materials which are derived from atmospheric waste,

but have not been assorted in water. The talus

found at the foot of every cliff consists of debris

which may be washed down in part by rain, but the

quantity of water is not sufficient to five it a stratified

character. The coarser materials are found at the

bottom of the slope, which has the fan-shaped char

acteristic of all sediment allowed to spread without

restraint from a single point. Prof. Young.

5. In mrg. a variety of club-foot, in which

the heel rests on the ground and the toes

are drawn towards the leg. Goodrich.

Talut (ta'lutX n. See Talus, 3.

Talvas (tal'vas), n. A kind of wooden buck

ler or shield, of an oblong form, bent on

each side and rising in the middle. It was

used in the fourteenth century.

Talwood (tal'wud), n. Same as Tallwood.

Tamabllity (tam-a-bil'i-ti), n The quality

of being tamable; tamableness.

Tamable (tam'a-bl), a. Capable of being

tamed or subdued ; capable of being re

claimed from a wild or savage state.

Tamableness (tani'a-bl-nes), n. The quality

of being tamable.

Tamandua (ta-man'du-a), n. The name

given to a species of ant-enter, the Murine-

cophaaa tamandua or Tamandua tetra-

dactyla, about the size of a full-grown cat.

Called also Little Ant-bear. See ANT-

EATER.

Tamanolr(tam'an-war), n, Thenativename

of the edentate mammal known ns the

great ant-eater or ant-bear, the Myrmeco-

phagajubata. See Ant-bear.

Tamanu (tam'a-nti), n. The nntive name

of a green heavy resin from the Society

Islands, obtained from CalophyUum Ino-

jahuUuin, Called also Tacamahac

Tamarack: (tani'a-rak), n. The black or

American larch (Larix ainericaiui). Called

also Hackmatack.

Tamara-spice (tam'a-ra-spls), n, [An East

Indian name.] A spice consisting of equal

parts of cinnamon, cloves, and coriander-

seeds, with half the quantity of aniseed and

fennel-seed, all powdered. It is a favourite

condiment with Italians.

Tamaricaces (tam'a-ri-ka"se-e), n. pL [See

Tamarisk.] A small nat. order of poly-

petalous exogens. The species are either

shrubs or herbs, inhabiting chiefly the basin

of the Mediterranean. They have minute

alternate simple leaves and usually small

white or pink flowers in terminal spikes.

They are all more or less astringent, and

their ashes after burning are remarkable

for possessing a large quantity of sulphate

of soda. See Tamarisk.

Tamarin (tam'a-rin), n. [Native name in

Cayenne.] The common name for the spe

cies of the sub-genus Midaa of South Ameri

can monkeys. The tamarins are active,

restless, and Irritable little creatures, two

of the smallest being the silky tamarin

(Midfta rwalia) and the little lion monkey

(M. leonina). the

latter of which,

though only a

few i noIks in

length, presents

a wonderful re

semblance to

the lion.

Taniariiidftam'-

a-rind), n. [It.

and Sp. tama-

rindo. Ft. tama

rin, from Ar.

tamr - Hindi,

from tamr, fruit,

date, and hindi,

Indian ; akin

Heb. tamar, a

palm-tree, from

tamar, to stand

erect] A genus

of plants (Tama

rindus), nat or

der Leguminosrc.

The name is also

given to the fruit The tamarind-tree (T. in-

dica) is the only species of the genus Tama-

rindus.but it has two varietiespcharacterized

Tamariod ( Tunttnndus

indiea).

by the varying length of the pod. The East

Indian variety hits long pods about t» inches

iu length, witli six to twelve seeds, whereas

the West Indian variety has much shorter

pods, containing one to four seeds. Hie tree

has an elegant appearance, from its grace

ful pinnated foliage and its racemes of

sweet-smelling flowers, the calyx of which

is yellow, the petals yellow streaked with

red, the filaments purple, and the anthers

brown. Both varieties are cultivated for

the sake of their shade, and their cooling

grateful acid fruit. The pulp is imported

into European countries. In the East In

dies it is dried either in the sun or artifi

cially with salt added, which latter kind is

sent to Europe. The West Indian tama

rinds are put into jars with layers of sugar

between them, or with boiling syrup poured

over them, and are called prepared tama

rinds; but the East Indian tamarinds arc

most esteemed The pulp is frequently eni-

fdoyed in medicine; it is cooling and gently

axntive, and is peculiarly grateful in fevers

and inflammatory diseases.

Tamarind-flRh (tamWind-flsh), n. A pre

paration of a kind of East Indian ti-li with

the acid pulp of the tamarind fruit, much

esteemed as a breakfast relish in India.

Tamarisk (tam'a-rlsk), n. (L. tamarisctts,

tatnarix, said to be from the plants growing

on the banks of the Tamarit,novt the Tatnbro,

on the borders of the Pyrenees. ] The com

mon name of

plants of the

genus Tamarix,

the type of the

nat. order Tam-

aricaceee. The

species are

shrubs or small

trees, clothed

with very small

green leaves

and long spikes

of pink flowers.

/'. galtica is a

native of

France and of

the Mediter*

ranean, and is

naturalized on

some parts of

the southern

English coast

Its ashes con

tain a large

quantity of sul

phate of soda. T indica (the Indian tama

risk) produces galls which are used in dye

ing and iu photography. (SeeMAHEK.) The

largest and most elegant species is T. oriev-

talis, a native of Arabia, Persia, and the

East Indies. The bark of T a/ricana is

used in medicine as a tonic, and its ashes,

like those of T. (tallica, yield a large quan

tity of sulphate of soda.

Tamarix (tam'a-riks), n. A genus of plants.

See Tamarisk.

Tambac (tam'bak), n. 1. Same as Tombac.

2. Agallochum or aloes-wood.

Tambour (tam'bor), n. [Fr. tambour. See

Tabock] L A drum.

When I sound

The tambiur at Cod, ten cities hear

Its voice, and answer to the call in arms. Sonthry.

—Tambour de Basque, a tambourine. —2. In

arch, (a) a term applied to the naked port

of Corinthian and Composite capitals, which

bear some resemblance to a drum. It is

also called the vase, and campana, or the

bell. (6) The wall of a circular temple sur

rounded with columns, (c) The circular

vertical part both below and above a cu

pola, (d) A kind of lobby or vestibule of tim

ber work with folding doors, and covered

with a ceiling, as within the porches of

churches, &c, to break the current of wind

from without, (e) A cylindrical stone, such

as one of the courses of the shaft of a

column.—3. A circular frame on which silk

or other stuff is stretched for the purpose of

being embroidered: so called from its re

semblance to a drum; also, the embroidery

worked upon it. Machines have been con

structed for tambour working, and continue

to be used with success.—4. In fort, a kind

of work formed of palisades, or pieces of

wood 10 feet long planted closely together,

and driven firmly into the ground, and in

tended to defend a road, gate, or other en

trance.

Tambour ftamttor), r. t. and t. To embroider

with a tambour; to work on a tambour frame.

Tamarisk ( J.tmarixgitlliat).

ch, cAain; ch, 3c. locA; g, go; j.jot ; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, u-Aig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Tambourine (tam-bu-ren'), ». [Fr. tam*

bourin, from tambour, a tabor. See TABOR.]

1. A musical instrument of the drum species.

It is much used among the Biscayans, and

heuce is also known by the name of tambour

de Basque. It is formed of a hoop, like one

end of a drum, over which parchment is

stretched. Small pieces of metal called

jingles are inserted in the hoop, to which

also small bells are sometimes attached. It

is sounded by sliding the fingers along the

parchment, or by striking it with the back

of the hand or with the fist or the elbow;

a timbrel.—2. A lively French dance, for

merly in vogue in operas. It was accom

panied with a pedal bass in imitation of the

drone caused by rubbing the thumb over

the skin of a tambourine.

Tambour-work (tam'bor-werk), n. A kind

of embroidery. See Tambouu. 3.

Tambreet (taiu-bret'), n. The name given

by the natives of New South Wales to the

duck-bill or Ornithorhynchus.

Tamburln,t Tamburinei (tum-bu-ren'), n.

Same as Tambourine. Spenser.

Tamburone (tam-bu-r&'na), n. [It.] The

Italian name for the military bass-drum.

Tame (tarn), a. [A. Sax. tarn, tame, gentle,

mild; D. Dan. Sw. and Goth, tain, Icel.

tamr, O. H.G. zam. Mod. O. zahm. tame. The

root is the same as in L. domo, to tame, sub

due, conquer, dominus, a lord; Or. damao,

to subdue; Skr. dam, to subdue, to tame.]

1. Having lost its native wildness and shy

ness ; accustomed to man ; domesticated ;

domestic; as, a tame deer; a tame bird.—

2. Wanting in spirit; submissive; subdued;

depressed ; spiritless. ' Vou, tame slaves

of the laborious plough.' lioscommon.

He's no swaggerer, hostess; a tame cheater, i' faith.

Shak.

S Unanimated; without spirit; insipid; dull;

wanting in interest; flat; as, a tame poem;

his anecdotes are very tame; the scenery

was quite tame.— 4. Without earnest feeling

or fervour; listless; cold.

He that is cold and tame in his prayers hath not

tasted of the deliciousness of religion and the good

ness of God. Jer. Taylor.

6. Accommodated to one's habits; grown

into a custom; wonted; accustomed. [Rare.]

Sequestering from me all

That time, acquaintance, custom and condition

Made tame and most familiar to my nature. Shak.

6. Harmless; ineffectual; impotent.

His remedies are tame i" the present peace. Shak.

Tame (tarn), v.t pret. & pp. tamed; ppr.

taming. [A. Sax. tamian, from the adjective]

1. To reclaim; to reduce from a wild to a

domestic state ; to make gentle and fami

liar; as. to tame a wild beast.—2. To subdue;

to crush; to conquer; to depress; as, to tame

the pride or passions of youth.

I'll tame you ; I'll bring you in subjection. Shak.

Nay—yet it chafes me that I could not bend

One will ; nor tame and tutor with mine eye

That dull cold-blooded Cicsar. Tennyson.

Tame* (tam), v.t. [Fr. entamer, to cut into,

to make the first cut upon, to begin upon]

To l>egin upon by taking a part of; to broach

or taste, as liquor; to deal out; to divide;

to distribute.

In the time of the famine he is the Joseph of the

country, and keeps the poor from starving. Then

he tameth his stacks of corn, which not his covet-

ousness, but providence, hath reserved for time of

need. Fuller.

TameablUty (tam-a-bil'1-ti), n. Capability

of being tamed; tameableness. Sydney

Smith.

Tameable (tftm'a-bl), a. Tamable.

Ganzas are supposed to be great fowls, of a strong

flight, and easily tameable, divers of which may be so

brought up as to Join together in carrying the « eight

of a man. Bp. If'itki'is.

Tameless (tamles), a. Incapable of being

tamed; untamable.

The tameless steed could well his waggon wield.

BA Hall.

Tamelessuess (tam'les-nes), n. The state

or quality of being tameless; untamable-

ness. Byron.

Tamely (tam'H), adv. In a tame manner;

with unresisting submission; meanly; ser

vilely; without manifesting spirit; as, to

submit tamely to oppression; to bear re

proach tamely. 'When you can tamely

suffer to be abused.' Swift.

Tameness (tam'nes), n. 1. The quality of

being tame or gentle; a state of domestica

tion.— 2. Unresisting submission; meanness

in hearing insults or injuries; want of spirit.

3. The state of being without interest.

In ;mty. or animation; as, the tameness of a

narrative; the tameness of the Bcenery.

Tamer (tiira'er), n. One who tames or sub

dues; one that reclaims from wildness.

Daughter of Jove, relentless power.

Thou tamer of the human breast. Gray.

Tamias (ta'mi-as), n. [Gr., a steward, a

store-keeper, from the cheek -pouches in

which these animals can carry a quantity

of food or from their laying up large stores

in their holes.] A genus of rodent mam

mals, allied to the true squirrels, but dis

tinguished from them by the possession of

cheek-pouches, and their habit of retreat

ing into underground holes. They are of

small size, and all of them marked with

Btripes on the back and sides. Lister's

ground-squirrel (T. Listeri) is very common

in the United States, where it is popularly

known as hackee, chipmunk, or chipmuck.

The striped ground-squirrel < '/' striatum) is

a very small species, inhabiting the vicinity

of the Rocky Mountains, and an allied spe

cies is said to be very common in Siberia,

See GROlWn-SQUIRBEL.

Tamil (tam'il), n. 1. One of a race of men

inhabiting South India aud Ceylon, and he-

longing to the Dravidiau stock. The Tamils

form by far the most civilized and ener

getic of the Dravidian peoples. —2. The lan

guage spoken in the south-east of the Mad

ras Presidency, and in the northern parts of

Ceylon. It fs a member of the Dravidian or

Tamilian family. See Dravidian.

Tamilian (ta-mil'i-an), a. Of or pertaining

to the Tamils or their language. See above.

Taurine, Taminy (tam'in, tam'i-ni), n. [Fr.

4famine. See Stamin. ] 1. A strainer or

bolter of hair or cloth. —2. A thin woollen

or worsted stuff, highly glazed. Written

also Tammin.

Tamis ( tam'i ), n. [ Fr. , from D. terns, E.

temse, a sieve.] A sieve; a scarce. Written

also 'l'ii a, u,i/

Tamis -bird ( ta'mis-berd ), n. A guinea-

fowl.

They are by some called the Barbary-hen; by others

the Tamis-bird, and by others the bird of Numidia.

Goldsmith.

Tanikin (tam'kin), n. [For tampkin.) The

stopper of a cannon. See Tampion.

Tammany-rlng (tam'ma-ni-ring), n. [From

Tammany, ki\ American Indian chief,who for

his reputed virtues was in the latter years

of the Revolution facetiously chosen patron

saint of the new- republic, his name being

adopted by several secret societies] A New

York political combination which, by exten

sive briber)' and intrigue, secured the con

trol of the elections In that city and the

management of the municipal revenues,

which were unscrupulously plundered; any

combination for Bimilar purposes.

Tammin (tam'in), n. See Tam ink

Tanimuz (tam'muz), n. A word occurring

once in the Bible, and probably designating

the Phoenician Adonis. H1b feast began

with mourning for his loss.

And behold there sat women weeping for Tammus.

Ezek. viii. 14.

Tammy (tam'i), n. See Tamis.

Tamp (tamp), v.t. [Fr. tamponner, taper,

Pr. tampir. See Tampion] 1. In blasting,

when the hole is drilled and charged with

powder to ram it tight, with dry sand, tough

clay, or some other substauce, to prevent the

explosion taking effect by way of the hole.

The term is similarly used in some other

cases. See TAMPING. —2. To force in or down

by frequent, somewhat light, strokes; as, to

tamp mud so as to make a smooth place.

Tampan (tam'pan),ij. A South African tick,

remarkable for the venom of its bite. Dr.

Livingstone.

Tamper (taro'per), v.t, [Probably a form of

temper.] 1. To meddle; to be busy ; to try

little experiments ; to have to do with any

thing without fitness or necessity; as, to

tamper with a disease.

'Tis dangerous latnp'rittg with a muse.

Roscommon.

The Tudors, far from considering the law of suc

cession as a divine and unchangeable institution,were

constantly tampering with it. Macaulay.

2. To meddle with, especially so as to alter

by corruption or adulteration ; to make to

be not genuine: as, the text has been tam

pered with —3. To practise secretly, as by

bribery or other unfair underhand means;

to influence towards a certain course by se

cret and unfair means: as. the witness has

been tampered with. Tamper is generally

followed by with in all the senses. In the

following extract, however, it is used inde

pendently.

Others tampered

For Fleetwood, Desborough, and Lambert.

Hudtbras.

Tamper (tamp'er), n. 1. One who tamps.

or prepares for blasting, by stopping the

hole iu which the charge 1b placed.—2. An

instrument used in tamping; a tamping-bar

or tamping-iron.

Tamperer (tam'per-er). n. One who tam

pers; one who uses unfair, underhand means

in dealing with a person to bring him over

to his ends.

He himself was not tortured, but was surrounded

in the Tower by tamperers and traitors, and so made

unfairly to convict himself out of his own mouth.

Household Words,

Tamping (tamp'ing), n. [See Tamp] 1. In

blasting, the act or operation of Ailing up a

blast-hole above the charge, so as to direct

the force of the explosion laterally and rend

the rock.—2. In milit. mining, the operation

of packing with earth, sand, &c, that part

of a mine nearest to the charge, to increase

its effectiveness in a given direction.—3. In

smelting, the operation of stopping with

clay the issues of a blast-furnace.— 4. The

material used for the above purposes.

Tamping-bar, Tamping-iron (tamp'tng-

bar,tamp'ing-I-em).M. A bar of copper, brass,

or wood used in packing tamping upon a

charge.

Tampion ( tam ' pi - on ), 11. [Fr. tampon, a

nasalized form from tapon, tape, a bung,

from the German or Dutch word equivalent

to E. tap, a plug or stopper. See Tap.]

1. The stopper of a cannon or other piece of

ordnaace, consisting of a cylinder of wood

placed in its muzzle to prevent the admis

sion of water or dust; ariso, the wooden bot

tom for a charge of grape-shot.—2. A plug

for stopping closely the upper end of an

organ-pipe. Written also Tampoon, Tom-

pion.

Tampon (tam'pon), n. [See Tampion] In

surg. a plug inserted to stop haemorrhage.

Tampoon t (tam'pun). n. 1. A tampion.—

2 The bung of a vessel.

Tam-tam (tam'tam),?i. [Hind., from sound

of drum.] 1. A kind of native drum used

in the East Indies and in Western Africa.

The tam-tam is of various shapes, but gene

rally it is made of a hollow cylinder formed

fessfis**' :

Various forms of Indian Tam-tams.

of fibrous wood, such as palm-tree, or of

earthenware, each end covered with skin.

It is beat upon with the fingers, and also

with the open hand, and produces a hollow

monotonous Bound. Public notices, when

proclaimed in the bazaar or public parts of

Eastern towns, are generally accompanied

by the tam-tam. Written also Tom-tom.—

2. A Chinese goug.

Tamulian ( ta-mu'li-an ), a. Same as Ta

milian.

Tanius (ta'mus), n. [L. tamnus, tamus, a

kind of wild climbing plant] A genus of

plants, nat. order Dioscoreacere. The T. com

munis, or black bryony, is a very common

plant in hedges and thickets throughout

Europe, and is very frequent in England. It

is a climbing herbaceous plant, having very

large tubers, shining heart-shaped pointed

leaves, and racemes of small greenish dioe

cious flowers, which are succeeded by shin

ing red berries. The whole plant contains

a bitter acrid principle, which renders it

unwholesome.

Tan (tan), v.t. pret, A pp- tanned; ppr. tan

ning. [Fr. tanner, to tan, tan, oak bark

for tanning; probably from Armor, tann,

oak, or from G. tanne, a fir From Fr. tan

ner comes also tatcny.) 1. To convert into

leather, m animal skins, by steeping them

in an infusion of oak or some other bark, by

which they are impregnated with tannin or

tannic acid, an astringent substance which

exists in several species of bark, and thus

rendered firm, durable, and in some degree

impervious to water. -2. To make brown; to

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note. not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound, u, 6c. abunc J', 9c. Icy.
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imbrown liy exposure to the rays of the aim;

to make sunburnt

His face all &*»»Vwith scorching sunny ray

As tie had tmvell'd many a sunny day

Through, broiling sanda of Araby and Ind.

Spenser.

3.t To deprive of the freshness of youth; to

impair the freshness and beauty of.

Reckoning time, whose million 'd accidents, . . .

Tan sacred beauty. Shak.

4. To beat ; to flog ; to thrash. [CoUoq. or

low.]

The master couldn't tan him for not doing it.

Mrs. H. Weed.

Tan (tan), v.i. 1. To get or become tanned ;

as, the leather tans easily.— 2. To become

tan-coloured or tawny; as, my face taits

quickly with the sun.

Tan (tan), n. 1. The bark of the oak, willow,

chestnut, larch, and other trees abounding

in tannin, bruised and broken bya mill, and

used for tanning hides. Tan, after being

used in tanning, is utilized in gardening for

making hot-beds; and it is also made into

cakes and used as fuel. Called in this form

Tan-balls or Tan-turf—2. A yellowish-brown

colour, like that of tan.—3. An inibrowning

of the skin by exposure to the sun, especially

in tropical countries; as, hands covered

with tan.

Tan (tan), a. Of the colour of tan; resem

bling tan; tawny.

Several black and (an spaniels of the breed of

King Charles the Second, were reposing near hiin

on velvet cushions. Disraeli.

Tanacetum (tan-a-se'tum), n. [See Tansy.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Composita?,

containing about thirty species, natives of

Europe, North Africa, North and Central

Asia, and North America. They are tall

annual or perennial herbs, with usually

finely divided leaves and button-like heads

of yellow flowers. T. vulgare, or common

tansy, is a well-known plant, being abun

dant in Britain and throughout Europe on

the borders of fields and roadsides. Every

part of the plant is bitter, and it is consid

ered as tonic and anthelmintic, tansy-tea

being an old popular medicine. It is now

cultivated in gardens mainly for the young

leaves, which are shredded down and em

ployed to flavour puddings, cakes, etc.

Tanager (tan'a-jer), n. A bird of the genus

Tanagra (which see).

Tanagra (tan'a-gra), n. [Braz. langara, a

Tanager {Tanagra cyanoceflutla).

tanager. ] A genus of passerine birds of the

finch family (Fringillidie), having a conical

beak, triangular at the base, the upper man

dible notched towards the tip, and its ridge

arched. There are several species, all re

sembling the finches proper in their habits.

They are remarkable for their bright col

ours. They are chiefly inhabitants of the

tropical parts of America.

Tanagrlnse (tan-a-grfnfiln, pi. A sub-family

of passehue birds, family Friugillidre; the

tanagers. See Tanagra.

Tan-balls (tan bah), n. pi. The spent bark

of the tanner's yard pressed into balls or

lumps, which harden on drying and serve

for fuel. Called also Tan-turf.

Tan-bed (tan'bed), n. In hart, a bed made

often; a bark bed or stove. SccBakk-bed.

Tandem (tan'dem), adv. [L, at length, that

is, after a certain interval of tilth*. Its use

in the English sense is by a mere pan or

joke] One harnessed behind the other; as.

to drive tandem, that is, with two horses

harnessed singly one before the other in

stead of abreast.

Tandem (tan'dem), n. [See above.] A two-

wheeled carriage drawn by two horses har

nessed one before the other.

The Duke of St. James's now got on rapidly, and

also found sufficient time for his boat, his ((indent,

and In* tuilette. Disraeli.

Tang (tang), n. [' A metaphor from a ring

ing sound. Twang and tang are both used

for a loud ringing sound and a stroug taste."

Wedgwood. ] 1. A strong taste or flavour;

particularly, a taste of something extrane

ous to the thing itself; as, wine or cider has

a tang of the cask. —2. Specific flavour or

quality; characteristic property; distinctive

tinge, taint, or the like. ' A cant of philoso-

phlsm and a tang of party politics.' Jeffrey.

Such proceedings had a strong tang of tyranny.

Fuller.

3. Sound; tone; especially, a twang or sharp

sound. 'She had a tongue with a tang.'

Shak.

There is a pretty affectation in the Allemain, which
gives their speech a ditferent .'■;■■ from ours.

Hetder.

Tang (tang), v.t To ring; to twang; to

cause to sound loudly. 'Let thy tongue

tang arguments of state.' Shak.—To tang

bees, to strike two pieces of metal together

so as, by producing a loud sound, to induce

a swarm of bees to settle.

Tang (tang), n. [Probably a modification of

tongue, O.E. tong, or allied to tongs.] A

projecting part of an object which is in

serted into and bo secured to another; as,

(a) the part of a knife, fork, chisel, file, and

the like, which goes into the handle. (6) The

projecting part of the breech of a musket

which goeB into the stock, (c) The part of

a sword-blade to which the hilt is fasteued.

(d) The tongue of a buckle.

Tang (tang), n. A kind of sea-weed; tangle.

Tangalung (tan'ga-lung), n. [Native name.]

An animal of the civet kind, Vivcrra Tanga-

lunga, belonging to Sumatra. It is about

2£ feet long, the head measuring nearly

7 inches in length, and the tail 11 inches.

The body is furnished with a close downy

covering of soft hairs next the skin.

Tangence (tan'jens), n. A touching; tan-

gency.—The point of tangence is the point

of contact of a tangent line.

Tangency (tan'jen-si), n. State of being

tangent; a contact or touching.—Problem

of tangencies, among the old geometers, a

branch of the geometrical analysis, the gen

eral object of which was to describe a circle

passing through given points, and touching

straight lines or circles given in position,

the number of data being always limited to

three.

Tangent (tan'jeut), n. [L. tangent, tangen-

titt, ppr. from L tango, to touch. Akin Kiel]

In geom. a straight line

which touches or meets

a circle or curve in one

point, and which being

produced does not cut it,

as A, B, c, i>, E, P in fig. 1.

Euclid has shown that

the straight line drawn at

right angles to the diam

eter of a circle, from the

extremity of it, is a tan

gent to the circle. Iu trigon. the tangent of

an arc or angle is a straight line touching the

circle of which the arc is a part, at one ex

tremity of the arc, and meeting the diameter

passing through the other extremity. Thus,

in fig. 2, let A n be a straight line drawn

touching the circle ADB at a, one extrem

ity of the arc A B. and

meeting the diameter

ib produced, which

passes through the

other extremity B in

the point H ; then AH

is the tangent of the

arc A B, or of the angle

acb, of which a b is

the measure. The tan

gent of an arc or angle

is also the tangent of

its supplement. Thus,

A II is the tangent

of the supplement a I, or of the angle A c I ;

for it is easy to see that the definition above

given applies equally to the arc AB and to

the arc A I. The arc and its tangent have

always a certain relation to each other; and

when the one is given in parts of the radius,

the other can always be computed by means

of au infinite series. For trigonometrical

purposes tangents for every arc from 0 de

grees to 00 degrees, as well as sines, cosines,

«£e.,have been calculated with reference to

a radius of a certain length, and these or

their logarithms formed into tables. In

the higher geometry the word tangent is

not limited to straight lines, but is also ap

plied to curves in contact with other curves,

and also to surfaces.—MeUtod of tangents,

the name given to the calculus in its early

period. When the equation of a curve is

given, and it is required to determine the

tangent at any point, this is called the direct

method of tangents; and when the subtan

gent to a curve, at any point, is given, and

it is required to determine the equation of

the curve, this is termed the inverse method

of tangents. The above terms are synony

mous with the differential and integral cal

culus. — Natural taiujents, tangents ex

pressed by natural numbers.—Artificial tan

gents, tangents expressed by logarithms.—

To go or fly off at a tangent, to break off

suddenly from one line of action, train of

thought, or the like, ami go on to someth hag

else.

From Dodson and Fogg's his mind fine iffat a

tangent to the very centre of the history of the queer

client. Dickens.

Tangent (tan'jent), a. Touching; inborn.

touching at a single point; as, a tangent

Hue; curves tangent to each other—Tan

gent galvanometer. See under Galvan

ometer. — Tangent plane, a plane which

touches a curved surface, as a sphere, cylin

der, &c—Tangent sailing. Same as Middle-

latitude Sailing. See under Middle.—Tan-

?ent scale, a form of breech Bight for cannon,

ts base has a curvature corresponding to

the circumference of the breech of the gun,

and its face is cut into steps corresponding

to angles of elevation. — Tangent screw, a

screw which acts in the direction of a tan

gent to an arc or circle. Such screws are

used for minute adjustments of instruments

of precision, as a considerable amount of

rotation in the screw gives but a small

amount of rotation to the circle or wheel.

See Worm-wheel.

Tangential (tan-jen'shal). a. Pertaining to

a tangent ; iu the direction of a tangent.—

Tangential force, (a) the same as centrifugal

force, (b) In main, a force which acts upon

a wheel in the direction of a tangent to the

wheel is said to be tangential, aud this is

the direction in which motion is communi

cated between wheels and pinions, or from

one wheel to another. —Tangential plane.

The same as Tangent Plane. See under

Tangent, a.

Tangentially (tan-jen'shal-li), adv. In a

tangential maimer; in the direction of a

tangent.

Tangerine (tan'jer-in), n. [From Tangier*]

Anesteemed small-fruited variety of orange.

Tang-flBh (tang'ftsh), ft, [From tang, a kind

of sea-weed.] A name given to the seal in

Shetland.

Tanghin (tan'gin), n. [The native name in

Madagascar. J A deadly poison obtained

from the seeds of Tanghinia renenifera. See

Tanohinia.—Trial by tanghin, a kind of or

deal formerly practised in Madagascar to de

termine the guilt or innocence of an accused

person, by taking the tanghin poison. The

seed was pounded and a small piece swal

lowed by each person to be tried. If the ac

cused retained the poison in the system

death quickly resulted—a proof of guilt; if

the stomach rejected the dose little harm

supervened— and innocence was established.

By the influence of Christianity its use has

been discontinued. Spelled also langnin.

Tanghinia (tan-gin'i-a), n. [See above.] A

Tanghinia venenifera.

genus of plants belonging to the nat. order

Apocynacew. T. venenyfera is a tree which

produces the celebrated tanghin poison of

Ui, chsda ; ch, Sc. \och; Si 9°'j J»/ob; n, l-'r. ton; ng, &ing; TU, (Aen; th, (/tin; w, wig; wh, whig; th, azure. —See Rev.

Vol. IV, 158
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Madagascar. The poisonous quality resides

In the kernel, aud one seed is said to be suffi

cient to kill twenty persons. It has smooth

alternate thickish leaves, and large terminal

cymes of pink flowers, which are succeeded

by large purplish fruits containing a hard

stone surrounded by a thick fibrous flesh.

The geniiB is now often united with Cerbera.

Tangibility (tan-ji-bil'i-ti). it. The quality

of being tangible or perceptible to the touch

or sense of feeling.

Tangibility ami impenetrability were elsewhere

made by him the very essence of body. Cudivorth.

Tangible (tan'ji-bl), a. [Fr. tangible, L

tamjibUis, from tango, to touch. See TACT.]

1. Capable of being touched or grasped. —

2. Perceptible by the touch; tactile.

By this sense (touch), the tangible qualities of

bodies are discerned, as hard, soft, smooth. Locke.

3. Capable of being possessed or realized ;

real; as, tangible security. 'Direct and

tangible benefits to ourselves and others.'

Southey.—t Readily apprehensible by the

mind; clear; evident; as, his actings afforded

tangible proof of his guilt.

This is an inference resting on broad and tangible

proofs accessible to all the world. Btukie.

Tanglbleness (tan'ji-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being tangible; tangibility.

Tangibly (tan'jt-bli), ado. In a tangible

manner; so as to be perceptible to the

touch.

Tangle (tang'i), ». [From tana, a sea-weed]

A water-spirit of the Orkneys which appeared

sometimes as a little horse, at other times as

a man covered with sea-weed. Keigktley.

Tanglerlne (tan'jer-In), n. Same as Tan

gerine.

Tangle (tang'gl), vt. pret. <fc pp. tangled;

ppr. tangling. [Allied to Icel. thongull,

thang, Dan. and G. tang, tangle, sea-weed;

nasalized forms corresponding to A. Sax.

tetgl, Goth, tagl, hair, a tail.] 1. To unite or

knit together confusedly; to ravel; to inter

weave or interlace, as threads, so as to make

it difficult to unravel the knot

His speech was like a tangled chain. Shak.

2. To insnare ; to entrap ; as, to be tangled

in the folds of dire necessity. ' Tangled in

amorous nets.' Milton.

The Dauphin . . .

Stands with the snares of war to tangle thee. Shak.

3. To embroil; to embarrass; to confuse; to

involve; to complicate.

When my simple weakness strays

Tangled in f.rbitldcn ways. Crashaio.

Clear-headed friend, whose joyful scorn.

Edged with sharp laughter, cuts atwain

The knots that tangle human creeds.

Tennyson.

Tangle (tang'gl). v.i. To be entangled or

united confusedly.

Tangle (tang'gl), n. [See the verb.] 1. A

knot of threads or other things united con

fusedly, or so interwoven as not to be easily

disengaged; as, hair or yarn in tangles.

Were it not better done as others use,

To sport with Amaryllis in the shade.

Or with the tangles of Neaeras hair. Milton.

2. pi. A device used in dredging, for sweeping

the sea-bed in order to obtain delicate forms

of marine life, too small or frangible to be

obtained by ordinary dredging. It consists

of a bar supported on runners, and serving

to drag after it a series of masses of hemp,

each of which is a sort of mop which en

tangles the more minute and delicate forms

of marine life without injuring them. —

3. Any perplexity or embarrassment—4. A

name given to some species of Bea-weed be

longing to the genus Lam i nana (which see).

Called also Tang—b. A tall, lank person;

any long dangling thing. [Scotch.]

Tanglingly (tang'gling-li), adv. In a tang

ling manner.

Tangly (tang'gli), a. Knotted; intertwined;

intricate.

Tangly (tang'gli), a. Covered with sea-weed

or tangle.

Prone, helpless, on the tangly heach he lay.

Falconer.

Tangram (tan'gram), n. A Chinese toy used

sometimes in primary schools as a meanB

of instruction. It consists of a square of

thin wood, or other material, cut into seven

pieces of various shapes, as triangle, square,

parallelogram, which pieces are capable of

being combined in varinus ways so as to

form a great number of different figures.

Tangs (tangz), n. pi. Tongs. Written also

• Taings. [Scotch.]

Tangum (tan'gum), n. A variety of piebald

horse found in Thibet.of which it is a native.

It appears to be related to the Tartar horse.

Tangum or Thibet Horse.

Tan-house (tan 'nous), n. A building in

which tanner'B bark is stored.

Tanier (tan'i-er), n. Same as Tannier.

Tanist (tan'ist), n. [Gael, tanaunte, a lord,

the governor of a country ; in Ireland, the

heir-apparent of a prince: from tan, a region

or territory.] One of a family from which

the chiefs of certain Celtic races were chosen

by election: usually applied to the actual

holder of the lands and honours, and fre

quently to his chosen successor. See 'Ian

istky.

It was not unusual to elect a tanist. or reversionary

successor, in the lifetime of the reigning chief.

HaHam.

This family (the O'Hanlons) were tanisfs of a large

territory within the present county of Armagh.

Loiver.

Taniatry ( tan'lst-ri ), n. [See Tamst] A

mode of tenure that prevailed among vari

ous Celtic tribes, according to which the

tanist or holder of honours or lands held

them only for life, and his successor was

fixed by election. According to this cus

tom the right of succession was not in the

individual, but in the family to which he

belonged; that is, succession was hereditary

in the family, but elective in the individual.

The primitive intention seems to have been

that the inheritance should descend to the

oldest or most worthy of the blood and

name of the deceased. This was in reality

giving it to the strongest, and the practice

often occasioned bloody wars in families.

They were subject to the law of tanistry, of which

the principle is defined to be, that the demesne lands

and dignity of chieftainship descended to the eldest

and hi. ...i worthy of the %ame blood. Hallam.

Tank (tangk), n. [0. and Prov E and Sc.

stank, a tank, a pond, a wet ditch, from

O.Fr. estanc (Mod. Fr. Slang), Sp. estanqve,

It stagno, a pond, a pool, from L. stagnum,

a pond or pool of standing water (hence also

stagnant) ] A cistern or vessel of large size

to contain liquids ; specifically, (a) that part

of a locomotive tender which contains the

water. (6) The stationary reservoir from

which the tank of the tender is filled, (c) A

cistern for storing water on bonrd ship,

(rf) The cistern of a gas-holder, in which

the lower edge of the inverted chamber is

beneath the water-surface, forming a seal

for the gas. (*•) The term is also applied to

any chamber or vessel in which oil, molasses,

Ac, is stored for sale in measured quanti

ties or for occasional use.

Tank (tangk). n. 1. A small East Indian

dry measure of about 2-iO grains weight. -

2. A weight for pearls in Bombay of 72 grains.

Simmonds.

Tank (tangk), n. The end of a file, Ac,

which is inserted into the handle, the tang.

See Tang.

Tanka (tang'ka), n. 1. A kind of boat at

Canton. Macao, &c, rowed by women. It

is about 26 feet long. —2. A woman who plies

in such a boat Written also Tankia.

Tankard (tangTciirdl, n. [O.Fr. tanquart,

tawiuard, O.D. tanckaerd, a tankard, pro-

bably = fan* with the BUttix -ard.] A large

vessel for liquors, most commonly a rather

large drinking vessel, with a cover, usually

made of pewter, though also of gold, silver.

Ac. See Peq-tankabd, also Tankarp-

BEARER.

Marius was the first who drank out of a silver tatrk-

ard, after the manner of Bacchus. Arbuthnot.

Tankard (tang'kard), a. Of or pertaining

to a tankard; hence, convivial; festive; jo

vial. Milton.

Tankard-bearer (tang'kard-bar-er), n. One

who, when London was very imperfectly

supplied with water, fetched water in largi-

tankards holding two or three gallons from

the conduits and pumps in the street

To talk of your turn in this company, and to ax-

alone, like a tankard-bearer at a conduit ! Fie 1

K. y of't son.

Tankard-turnip (tang/kard-te>-nip), n. A

name given to such common field-turnips

as are of an oblong shape, and the roots of

which in general grow a good deal above

the surface of the ground. There are seve

ral varieties.

Tank-engine (tangk'en-jin). ». A locomo

tive which carries its own water and fuel,

and so dispenses with a tender, being itsel:

a combined engine aud tender.

Tankia (tang'ki-a). ft. Same as Tanka.

Tank -iron ( tangkl-ern ), n. Hate -iron,

thicker than sheet or stove-pipe iron, but

thinner than boiler-plate.

Tankllngt (tangk'ling), n. A tinkling.

Tank-WOim (tangk'werm), n. A nematode

worm atfounding in the mud in tanks in

India, and believed to be the young of the

Filarial or Dracunculw medinensis, or

guinea- worm, a troublesome parasite on

man. See Giisea-worm.

Tanllng (tan'ling). n. [Tan and term, -liiw ]

One tanned or scorched by the heat of toe

sun. 'Hot summer's tanlings, and the

shrinking slaves of winter.' Shak.

Tan-mill (tan'mil), u. A mill for breaking

up bark for tanning.

Tanna (tau'na), n. In India, a police sta

tion; also, a military post.

Tannable (tan'a-bl), a. Capable of being

tanned.

Tannadar (tan'na-dar), n. In India, the

keeper or commandant of a tanna.

Tannage (tan'aj), n. The act operation, or

result of tanuing; a tanning. ' Got his cheek

freBh tannage.' Browning.

Tannate (tan'at), n. A salt of tannic acid ;

as, the tannate of potash or of magnesia.

The tannates are characterized by striking

a deep bluish-black colour with the persalts

of iron.

Tanner (tan'er), n. One whose occupation

is to tan hides, or convert them into leather

by the use of ttin. — Tanner's bark, the bark

of the oak, chestnut, willow, and other

trees, which abounds in tannic acid, and is

employed by tanners iu the preparation of

leather. See Tan.—Tanner's waste, hide-

cuttings, Ac.

Tanner (tan'er), n. [From Gypsy tano, little

—the sixpence being the little coin as com

pared with a shilling.] A sixpence. [Slang.]

Tannery (tan'er-i), n. 1. A place where the

operations of tanning are carried on. — 2. The

art or process of tanning. ' Miraculous im

provements in tannery.' Cartyle.

Tannic (tan'ik), a. Applied to a peculiar

acid which exists in every part of all species

of oak, especially in the bark, but is found

in greatest quantity in gall-nuts. Tannic

acid, when pure, is nearly white, and not at

all crystalline. It is very soluble in water,

and has a most astringent taste, without

bitterness. It combines with animal gela

tine, forming an insoluble curdy precipitate

which has been called tannogclatine. It

derives its name from its property of com

bining with the skins of animals and con

verting them into leather, or tanning them.

It is the active principle in almost allastrin-

gent vegetables. The name tannic acid is

generally applied to what is really a mix

ture of several substances. Called also

Quercitannic.

Tannier ( tan'ni-er), n. A plant of the ge

nus Caladium (C. sagitta'/vlium), the leaves

of which are boiled aud eaten in the West

Indies.

Tannin (tan'in), n. Same as Tannic Acid.

See Tannic.

Tanning (tan'ing). n. 1. The practice, oper

ation, and art of converting the raw hides

and skins of animals into leather by effect

ing a chemical combination between the

gelatine of which they principally consist

and the astringent vegetable principle called

tannic acid or taunin. The object of the

tanning process is to produce such a chemi

cal change in skins as may render them un

alterable by those agents which tend to de

compose them in their natural state, and

fn connection with the subsequent opera

tions of currying or dressing to bring them

into a state of pliability and impermeability

to water which may adapt them for the

many useful purposes to which leather is

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, cub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; >', Sc. fey.
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applied. The larger and heavier skins sub

jected to the tanuing process, as those of

buffaloes, bulls, oxen, and cows, are techni

cally called hide*; while those of smaller

animals, as calves, sheep, and goats, are

called akin*. After being cleared of the

hair, wool, and fleshy parts, by the aid of

lime, scraping, and other means, the skins

are usually steeped in an infusion of ground

<>ak bark, which supplies the astringent or

tanning principle, and thus converts them

into leather. Different tanners, however,

vary much in the mode of conducting the

process of tanning, and also the skins in

tended for different kinds of leather require

to be treated differently. Various improve

ments have been made in the process of

tanning, by which time and labour are much

reduced ; but it is found that the slow pro

cess followed by the old tanners produces

leather far superior to that produced by

quick processes.— 2. Appearance or hue of

a brown colour produced on the skin by the

action of the sun.

Disease* and distempers, incident to our faces, are

industriously to be cured without any thought or

blame of pride; as flushing, redness, inflammation.

pimples, frecldes, ruggedness, tanning; and the like.

Jer. Taylor,

Tannometer (tan-om'et-erX «• A hydro

meter for determining the proportion of

tannin in tanning liquor.

Tan -pickle (tan'pik-1), n. The brine of u

tan-pit.

The charge of the public was lew than it had been

when the vessels were urneaworthy, when the sailors

were riotous, when the food was Alive with vennin,

when the drink Usted like tan-pickle, and when the

clothes and hammocks were rotten. Macautay.

Tan-pit (tan'pit). n. 1. A sunken vat in

which hides are laid in tan.—2. A bark-bed.

Tanrec (tan'rek), n. See Tenrec.

Tan -spud (tan'Bpud), n. An instrument

for peeling the bark from oak and other

trees. [ Local. ]

Tan-stove (tan'stov), n. A hot-house with

a bark-stove; also, the stove itself.

Tansy (tan'zi), «. [Fr. tanaun'e, tansy; Sp.

atanagia, costmary; said to be from Gr.

athanasia, immortality, from the medicinal

properties of some of the plants of this kind,

or because the dried flowers retain their

natural appearance. The generic name

Tanacetum seems to be a latinized form of

tansu] 1. The popular name of a genus of

plants. See TANACETCM. — 2. A favourite

dish of the seventeenth century, and even

later, made of eggs, cream, rose-water, sugar,

and the juice of herbs, as endive, spinage,

sorrel, tansy, and baked with butter in a

shallow pewter dish.

1 had a pretty dinner for them; viz., a brace of

•tewed carps. 5«c roasted chickens, and a Jowl of

salmon, hot, for the first course; a tansy, ami two

nub' tongues, and cheese, the second. k\pys.

Tant (tant), n. A small red spider. Called

also Taint.

Tantalise (tan'ta-Hz), v.t. See Tantalize

Tantalism (tan'tal-izm), n. [See Tantalize. ]

A punishment like that of Tantalus; a teas

ing or tormenting by the hope or near ap

proach of that which is desired, but which

is not attainable; tantaluation.

Is not such a provision like tantalism to this people!

J. Qnincy.

Tantalite (tan'ta-lit). n. The ore of the

metal tantalum: an opaque mineral, with

imperfect metallic lustre and iron -black

colour, found in Sweden and other places.

Tantalium (tan-ta'li-um),». See Tantalum.

Tantalization (tan'ta-liz-a"shon), n. The

act of tantalizing, or the state of being tan

talized.

Kozinantc's pains and tantaliaations'm this night's

round, were more irksome to the beast than all his

other outriding*. Cayton.

Tantalize (tan'ta-ltz), v.t. pret. <fc pp. tan

talized; ppr. tantalising. [From Tantalus,

a mythical king of Lydia or Phrygia, who

for divulging the secrets of his father Zeus

was condemned to stand In a lake of water,

which receded from him whenever he

stooped to drink, while branches loaded

with fruit, which always eluded his grasp,

were hung over his head.] To tease or tor

ment by presenting something desirable to

the view, but continually frustrating the

expectations by keeping it out of reach; to

excite expectations or fears which will not

be realized; to tease; to torment.

Thy vain desires, at strife

Within themselves, have tanLilis'd thy life.

Dryden.

I should otherwise have felt exceedingly tantalised

with living under the walls of so gre.-t a city, full of

objects of novelty, without being able to enter it.

Cook.

Tantalus Cup.

Stn. To tease, torment, excite, irritate,

provoke.

Tantallzer (tan'ta-liz-er), n. One that tan

talizes.

Tantalizing (tan'ta-liz-ing), p. and a. Teas

ing or tormenting by presenting to the view

something unattainable.

This was tempting news, but tantalising too.

Dtcketts.

The major was going on in this tantalizing way,

not proposing, anil declining to fall in love.

Thackeray.

Tantalizingly (tan'ta-liz-ing-li), adv. In a

tantalizing manner; by tantalizing.

Tantalum (tantalum), ». Sym.Ta, At wt

ls2. A rare metallic element discovered in

the Swedish minerals tantalite and yttro-

tantalite. It was long believed to be iden

tical with Niobium, but their separate

identity has been established. Written also

Tantalium.

Tantalus (tan'ta-lus), n. [See Tantalize.

The name was given because from their vora

city these birds seem never to have enough.]

A genus of wadiug birds, family Ardeida?

or heron family. T. loculator is the wood-

ibis of America, which frequents extensive

swamps, where it feeds on serpents, young

alligators, frogs, and other reptiles. The

African tantalus (T. ibis) was long regarded

as the ancient Egyptian ibis, but it is rare

in Egypt, belonging chiefly to Senegal, and

is much larger than the true ibis.—Tanta

lus cup, a philosophical toy,

consisting of a siphon so

adapted to a cup that the

short leg being in the cup,

the long leg may go down

through the bottom of it.

The siphon is concealed

within the figure of a man,

whose chin is on a level

with the bend of the siphon

Hence, as soon bb the water

rises up to the chin of the

image it begins to subside,

so that the figure, like Tan

talus in the fable (see

Tantalize), is unable to quench his thirst

Tantamount (tan'ta-mount), a. [Fr. tant,

L. tantuti. so much, and K.amount.] Equiva

lent, as in value, force.etfect.or signification;

as, Bilence is sometimes tantamount to con

sent.

Put the questions into Latin, we are still never the

nearer, they are plainly tantamount; at least the

difference to me is undiscernible. Waterland.

Actions were brought against persons who had de

famed the Duke of York; and damages tan/amount

to a sentence of perpetual imprisonment were de

manded by the plaintiff and without difficulty ob

tained. Macaufay.

Tantamount t (tnn'ta-mount), v.i. To be

tantamount or equivalent ' That which in

God's estimate may tantamount to a direct

undervaluing.' Jer. Taylor.

Tantity ( tan'ti-ti), n. A term used by Mr.

James Mill. See under Quantity.

Tantivy (tan-tiv'i), ado. [Said to be from

the note of a hunting horn.] Swiftly; speed

ily; rapidly.— 7*o rule tantwy, to ride with

great speed.

Tantivy (tan-tiv'i), n. 1. A rapid, violent

gallop. —-2. t A devoted adherent of the court

in the time of Charles II. ; a royalist. [The

nickname may be traceable to the fox

hunting habits of the country squires of the

period. ]

Those who took thr king's side were anti-Birming-

hnrns, abhorrcrs. .uid tantivies. These appellations

soon became obsolete. MacatUay.

Collier . . . was a Tory of the highest sort, such

as in the court of his age was called a tantivy.

Mar. i nlay.

3.t A mixture of haste and violence; a rush;

a torrent.

Sir. I expected to hear from you in the language of

the lost groat, and the prodigal son, and not in such

a tantivy of language; but 1 perceive your commu

nication is not always yea, yea. Cleaveland.

Tantivy (tan-tiv'i). v.i. To hurry off; to go

off in a hurry. Miss Burnry.

Tantlingt (tant'ling), n. [Based on tanta

lize.] One seized with the hope of pleasure

unattainable; one exposed to be tantalized.

Tantra (tan'tra), n. [Skr., from tan, to be

lieve. ] A division, section, or chapter of

certain Sanskrit sacred works of the wor

shippers of the female energy of Siva. Each

tantra has the form of a dialogue between

Siva and his wife. The tantras are much

more recent productions than the Vedas,

possibly posterior even to the Christian era,

although their believers regard them as a

fifth Veda, of equal antiquity and higher

authority.

Tantrism (tau'trizm), n. The doctrines of

the tantras.

Tantrum (tan'trum), n. [Prov. E. tantum,

from W. tant, tension, a sudden start or

Impulse, a gust of passion, a whim; from

root tan, seen also in E. thin.] A burst of

ill-humour; a display of temper; an ill-na

tured caprice: used chiefly in the plural; as.

sheisinherfcmfrm/i.0. Thackeray. [CoUoq J

Tan-turf (tan'terf), n. See Tan-balls.

Tan-vat (tan'vat), n. A vat in which hides

are steeped in liquor with tan.

Tan-yard (tan'yard), n. An inclosure where

the tanning of leather is carried on.

Tallystome (tan'is-tom), n. [Gr. UmyO, to

stretch, and stoma, the mouth. J One of

those dipterous inBeets, which have a pro

jecting proboscis, with the last Joint of the

antenna? undivided, including the gadflies.

Tauzlmat (tan'zi -mat), n. [Ar , pi. of tan-

trim, a regulation.] Lit. regulations. The

name given to the organic laws, constituting

the first contribution towards constitutional

government in Turkey, published in 1844

by Sultan Abdul-Medjid.

Tap (tap), v . t. pret. & pp. tapped; ppr. tap

ping. [Fr. taper, to tap, to rap, to strike.

tape, a tap, a slap, probably ultimately from

the sound (comp. rap, rat-tat. pat), though

the French verb is directly from the Teu

tonic; comp. Prov. G. tapp, tapps, a blow,

G. tappen, to grope ; Icel. tapsa, tcepta, to

tap or touch lightly] 1. To strike with

something small, or to strike with a very

gentle blow; to pat gently; as, to tap om*

with the hand; to tap one on the shoulder

with a cane.

He had always jolted and tapped their shoulders

when he went by. Dickens.

2. To put a new sole or heel on, as on a boot

or shoe. [Local.]

Tap (tap), v.i. To strike a gentle blow; as,

he tapped at the door.

Tap (tap), n. 1 A gentle blow; a slight blow

with a small thing.

She gives her right hand woman a tap on the

shoulder. Addison.

2. A piece of leather fastened upon the bot

tom of a boot or shoe in repairing or renew

ing the sole or heel.

Tap (tap! v.t. [A Sax. ta*ppan, to tap, to

draw out liquor; L.G. and I), tappen, Icel.

and Sw. lappa, G. zap/en; the lit. meaning

is to draw out liquids by removing the tap

or faucet See the noun.] 1. To pierce so

as to let out a fluid ; as, to tap a cask, a tree,

a tumour, or anything that contains a pent-

up fluid.

Wait with patience till the tumour becomes trouble

some, and then tap it with a lancet. Sharp*.

2. To treat in any analogous way for the

purpose of drawing something from; as, it

was discovered that the telegraph wires

had been tapped.— To tap the admiral, t<>

broach surreptitiously a cask of liquor: from

the story that whena certain admiral's body

was being conveyed to England in spirits.

the sailors tapped the cask containing it

and drank the liquor.—3. To cause to run

out by broaching the cask or vessel.

He has been tapping his liquors, while I have been

spilling my blood. Addiion.

Tap (tap), n. [A. Sax. Ueppa (whence the

verb tatppan, to tap). L.G. tappe, D. and

Dan. tap, Icel. tappi, G. zap/en, a tap, a

plug, a faucet; from same root as ftp and

top. Hence tapster, and from the German

through the French tamp, tampion.] 1. A

pipe or hole through which liquor is drawn

from a cask.—2. A plug or spile to stop a

hole in a cask.—3. The liquor, especially in

respect of quality, which is drawn through

a tap. [Colloq.]

Sending out a meagre sen-ant to offer a glass of

'something' to the post-boy, who answered that he

thanked the gentleman, but if it was the same tap as

he had tasted before, he had rather not. Dickens.

4. A tap-house or tap-room.—5. An instru

ment employed for cutting the threads of

internal screws or nuts. It consists sim

ply of an external or male screw of the re

quired size, formed of steel, and more or

less tapered, portions of the threads being

filed away in order to present a series of

cutting edges. This being screwed into the

nut in the manner of an ordinary bolt,

forms the thread required.— On tap, (a)

ready to be drawn; as, we have Bass on tap

(b) Broached or furnished with a tap; as,

the barrel of Bass is on tap.

Tap (tap), n. [Scotch] A top; a head; a

crest or the like.—Tap of tow, (a) the quan

tity of flax that is made up into a conical

ch. chain; ch, Sc. locn; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH. then; th. 'Ain; w, wig; wh, wMg: zh, azure—See Key.
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form to be put upon the distaff, (b) A very

irritable person ; a person easily inflamed,

like a bundle of flax

Tap-bolt (tap'bdlt), n. A bolt with a head

on one end and a thread on the other end,

to be screwed into Borne fixed part, instead

of passing through the part and receiving a

nut

Tap-Cinder (tap'sin-der), n. The slag pro

duced in the process of puddling iron.

Tape (tap), n, [A. Sax tceppe, a fillet, pro

bably like tapestry, tippet, from the Greek.]

1. A narrow fillet or band; a narrow piece

of woven work, used for strings and the

like; as, curtains tied with tape.— 2. Id

printing, one of the travelling bands which

hold and conduct the sheet of paper in a

steam-press; also, a similar band in a paper-

folding machine. — 3. Spirituous or fer

mented drink. [Slang.]

Tape (tap), v.t. To use sparingly; to make

a little go a great way: often with out Sir

W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Tapeiam (tap'izm), «. Same as Red-tapery.

Tape -line, Tape-measure (tap'lin, tap-

in. -/Ii'ur i, n. A tape marked with inches,

(fee, and inclosed in a case, used in mea

suring.

Tapen (tap'n), a. Made of tape. C. lieade.

Taper (ta'per), n. [A. Sax. tapor, taper;

probably from the Celtic; comp.W. tampr,

a taper, tampru, to burn like a torch; Ir.

tapar, a taper; also Skr. tap, to burn.]

1. A small wax candle; a long wick coated

with wax or other suitable material—2. A

small lighted wax caudle, or a small light.

Get me a taper in my study, Lucius. Shak.

3. Tapering form ; gradual diminution of

thickness in an elongated object; that which

possesses a tapering form; as, the taper of a

spire.

From the beaver the otter differs in his teeth, which

are canine; and in his tail, which is feline, or a long

taper. jV. Grew.

Taper (ta'per), a. [Supposed to be from the

form of a taper] Long and regularly be

coming slenderer toward the point; becom

ing small toward one end; as, taper fingers.

Taper (ta'per), v.i. 1. To become gradually

slenderer; to grow gradually less in diam

eter; to diminish in one direction; as. a

sugar-loaf tapers toward a point.— 2. To

diminish; to grow gradually less.

We saw Mm tapering away till he appeared ■ mere

speck, as he went down the mountain-side, and finally

disappeared altogether. W. H. Russell.

Taper (ta'per), v.t. To cause to taper; to

make gradually smaller especially in diam

eter.

Tapered (ta'perd), p. and a. Provided with

tapers; lighted with a taper or tapers.

The taper'd choir, at the late hour of prayer.

Oft let me visit. H'arton.

Tapering (ta'per-ing), a. Becoming regu

larly smaller in diameter toward one end;

gradually diminishing toward a point.

Taperingly (ta'per- iug-li), adv. In a taper

ing manner.

Taperness (ta'per-nes), n. The Btate of

being taper.

A Corinthian pillar has a relative beauty, depend

ent on its taperness and foliage. Snenstone.

Tapestry (tap'es-tri), n. fO.E. tapecery,

tapecerye, from Fr. tapisserie, tapestry, car

peting, from tapis, formerly tapestry, now

a carpet, from h. tapes, tapete, from Or.

tapis, tapitos, a carpet, a rug.] A kind of

woven hangings of wool and silk, often en

riched with gold and silver, representing

figures of m< a. animals, landscapes, <fcc .,

and formerly much used for lining or cover

ing the walls and furniture of apartments,

churches. &c. Tapestry is made by a process

intermediate between weaving and embroi

dery, being worked in a web with needles

instead of a shuttle. Short lengths of thread

of the special colours required for the de

sign are worked in at the necessary places

and fastened at the back of the texture.

The term tapestry is also applied to a variety

of woven fabrics having a multiplicity of

colours in their design, which, however, have

no other characteristic of true tapestry.

See GOBELIN —Tapestry carpet, the name

given to a very elegant and cheap two-ply

or ingrain carpet, the warp or weft being

printed before weaving so as to produce the

figure in the cloth.

Tapestry (tap'es-tri), v.t. pret. A pp. tapes

tried; ppr. tapestrying. To adorn with ta

pestry or as if with tapestry.

The Trosachs wound, as now, between gigantic

walls of rock tapestried with broom and wild roses.

Macaulay.

Tapet t (tap'et), n. [L. tapeU. See Tapes

try.] Worked or figured stuff; tapestry.

Spenser.

Tapeti (tap'e-tiX n. The Brazilian hare, the

Lepits Brasiliensis, a rodent mammal in

habiting South America.

Tapetless (tap'et-les), a. [Lit. not having

a tap or head.] Heedless; foolish. Burns.

[Scotch. ]

Tape-worm (tap'werm), n, [From their

resemblance in shape" to a tape.] The

name common to certain internal parasites

(Entozoa) constituting the order Cestoi-

dea or Trcniada of the sub-kingdom An-

nulotda, found in the mature state in the

alimentary canal of warm-blooded verte

brates. Tape-worms are composed of a

number of flattened joints or segments, the

anterior of which, or head (which is the true

animal), is furnished with a circlet of hooks

and suckers, which enable it to maintain its

hold on the mucous membrane of the intes

tines of its host. The other segments, called

proglottides, are simply generative organs

budded off by the head, the oldest being

furthest removed from it, and each con

taining when mature male and female or

gans. The tape-worm has neither mouth

nordigestive organs, nutrition being effected

by absorption through the skin. The length

of the animal varies from a few inches to

several yards. The ova do not undergo de

velopment in the animal in which the adult

exists. They require to be swallowed by

some other warm-blooded vertebrate, the

ripe proglottides being expelled from the

bowel of the host with all their contained

ova fertilized. The segments or proglottides

decompose and liberate the ova, which are

covered with a capsule. After being swal

lowed the capsule bursts and an embryo,

called a proscoUx, is liberated. This em

bryo, by means of spines, perforates the

tissues of some contiguous organ, or of a

blood-vessel, in the latter case being carried

by the blood to some solid part of the body,

as the liver or brain, where it surrounds it

self with a cyst, and develops a vesicle con

taining a flnid. It is now called a scolex or

hydatid, and formerly was known as the

cystic worm. The scolex is incapable of

farther development till swallowed and re

ceived a second time into the alimentary

canal of a warm-blooded vertebrate. Here

it becomes the head of the true tape-worm,

from which proglottides are developed pos

teriorly by gemmation, and we have the

adult animal with which the cycle begins.

Eight true tape-worms occur in man, Tamia

solium, the cystic form of which produces

the measles of the pig, being the most com

mon. Another, T. mcdiocan&llata, is de

veloped from the scolex, which causes

measles in the ox. The tape-worm of the

dog, T. serrata, is the adult form of the

scolex which produces staggers in sheep.

T. Echinococcus of the dog produces hyda

tids in man, through the development in

man of its immature young,

Tap-hole (tap'hol), n. The hole tn the pud-

dlmg-furnace through which the tap-cinder

is let out, and which during puddling is

stopped up.

Tap-house (taplious), n. A house where

liquors arc retailed; a house where beer is

served from the tap. Shak.

Taphrenchyma (taf-ren'ki-ma), n. [Or.

taphros, a pit, and enchyma, tissue—en, in,

and cheti, to pour.] In bot. pitted, dotted,

or porous tissue; bothreuchyma.

Taplnage.t n. [Fr. tapinois, by stealth.] A

lurking or skulking. Chaucer.

Tapioca (tap-16'ka), n. {Native American

name.] A farinaceous substance prepared

from cassava meal, which, while moist or

damp, has been heated for the purpose of

drying it on hot plates. By this treatment

the starch-grains swell, many of them burst,

and the whole agglomerates in small irregu

lar masses or lumps. In boiling-water it

swells up and forms a viscous jelly-like

mass. lire. See Cassava.

Tapir (ta'pir). n. [Fr. Sp. and Pg.. from the

native Brazilian name.] An ungulate or

hoofed animal of the genus Tapirus. The

nose resembles a small fleshy proboscis;

there are four toes to the fore-feet, and

three to the hind ones. The South Ameri

can tapir (T. americanus) is the size of a

small ass, with a brown skin, nearly naked.

The flesh is eaten. Another American spe

cies has been discovered in the Cordilleras,

the back of which is covered with hair, and

the bones of the nose more elongated and

approximating somewhat to the pala?othe-

vium . The T. malayanus or inditus is found

in the forests of Malacca and Sumatra. It

Malay Tapir (7". malayanus).

is larger than the American species, and is

a most conspicuous animal from the white

back, rump, and belly contrasting so

strongly with the deep Booty black of the

rest of the body as, at a little distance, to

give it the aspect of being muffled up in a

whfte sheet. The tapirs are allied both to

the hog and to the rhinoceros, but they are

much smaller than the latter. Fossil tapirs

are scattered throughout Europe, and

among them is a gigantic species, T. gigan-

teus, Cuv. . which in size must have nearly

equalled the elephant.

Tapiridffl (ta-pir'i-de), n. pi. The tapir tribe

of animals, which differ from the pig ti i)>e

in possessing only three toes on each hind

foot, and in the better development of the

proboscis.

Tapiroid ( ta'pir-oid ), a. [Tapir, and Gr.

eidos, resemblance] Allied to the tapir or

the tapir family.

Tapirotherium (ta'pir-6-the"ri-um),n, [Ta

pir, and Gr. therion, a wild beast] A fossil

quadruped of the eocene period, having in

timate structural relations with the exist

ing tapirs.

Tapirus (ta'pir-us), n. A genus of pachy

dermatous quadrupeds. See Tapir.

Tapis (tape), n. [Fr. See Tapestry.] Car

peting ; tapestry. Formerly tapestry was

used to cover the table in a council cham

ber; hence, to be on or upon the tapis, to be

under consideration, or on the table.

The house of lords sat till past five at nujht. Lord

Churchill and Lord Codolpnin went u*\:

no votes in the matter which -■. ■> s upon the tapis.

in went away, and gave

was upon the tapis.

Henry Lord Clarendon.

Tapis t (ta'pis), v.t. To cover with figures

like tapestry. Holland.

Tapiser.t n. [See Tapestry.] An uphol

sterer; a maker of tapestry. Chaucer.

Tapisht (tap'ish), v.t. or i. [Prov. E. tappis,

to be close to the ground, from Fr. («e) tapir,

tapissant, to squat; of same origin as taper,

to bung, to plug. See Tap] To cover; to

conceal; to hide; to lurk in a covert or hid

ing-place; to lie close to the ground, as par

tridges and game.

When the sly beast, tapish'd in bush or brier.

Nor art nor pains can rouse out of his place.

Fairfax.

Tapite.t v.t To cover with tapestry. Chau

cer.

Taplash (tap'lash), n. [From tap, a spigot,

and lash, probably = lush.] 1. Poor beer.

Did ever any man run such taplash as this at first

broaching? Bp. Parker.

2. The last running of small-beer; the dregs

or refuse of liquor. 'The taplash of strong

ale and wine.' Halliwell.

Tapling (tap'ling), n. The strong double

leather made fast to the end of each piece

of a flail.

Tapnet(tap'net), n. A frail or basket made

of rushes, dec, in which figs are imported.

Tappe.t »- A tap or spigot .Chaucer.

Tappet (tap'et), n. [A dim. from tap, to

strike gently.] 1. A small lever connected

with the valve of the cylinder of a steam-

engine. —2. Any small cam, more particu

larly when it acts only during a small part

of the revolution of the axis on which it is

fixed. Hence also the separate teeth of a

cam-wheel employed to lift a vertical bar

or stamper, are called tappet* when small,

and wipers when they are very large. —

Tappet motion, the apparatus for working

the steam-valve of a Cornish steam-engine,

consisting of levers connected to the valve?,

moved at proper intervals by tappets or

projecting pieces fixed on a rod connected

to the beam.

Tappioet (tap 'pis), v.t and i. Same as

Tapish. Sir W. Scott

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; y. Sc. fry
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Tap-pickle (tar/pik-1), n. The uppermost

and most valuable grain in a stalk of oats;

hence, fig. one's moat valuable possession;

in the case of a woman, chastity. Burns.

[Scotch.]

Tapping (tap'ing), n. In surg. paracente

sis, orthe operation of removing fluid from

any of the serous cavities of the body in

which it has collected in large quantity.

Tappit-hen (tap'it-hen), n. [Scotch.] 1. A

hen with a crest. — 2. A colloquial term de

noting a kind of tankard containing 3 quarts,

or according to some 1 quart, so named

from the knob on the lid as being supposed

to resemble a crested hen.

Their hostess appeared with a huge pewter mea-

surinp-pot, containing at least three English quarts,

familiarly denominated a taffit-hen. Sir Ik'. Scott.

Taproom (tap'rbra), n. A room in which

beer is served from the tap.

Tap-root (tap'rbt), n. The main root of a

plant which penetrates the earth directly

downward to a considerable depth.

Tap-rooted (tap'rot-ed), a. Having a tap

root.

Tapsalteerie (tap-sal-t€'ri), adv. Topsy

turvy. Burns. [Scotch.]

Tapster (tap'ster), n. [Tap, and term. -ster. ]

A person employed in a tavern, &c. , to tap

or draw ale or other liquor.

Taptoo (tap to'), 7i. A beat of drum. See

Tattoo.

Tapu (ta-puO, n. Same as Taboo.

Tapul (ta'pul).n. In milit. antiq. the sharp

Srejecting ridge down the centre of Borne

reastplates.

Taqua-nut (ta'kwa-nut), n. The seed or

nut of the South American tree Phytelephas

macrocarpa, introduced into this country

under the name of vegetable ivory, and used

as ivory.

Tax (tar), n. [A. Sax tent, tero, L.G. tar,

D. teer, Icel. tjara, G. theer, tar. Origin

link now a. J 1. A thick, dark-coloured, viscid

product obtained by the destructive distil

lation of organic substances and bituminous

minerals, as wood, coal, peat, shale, &c.

Wood-tar.such as the Archangel,Stockholm,

and American tars of commerce, is gener

ally prepared by a very rude process. A

conical cavity is dug in the ground, with a

cast-iron pan at the bottom, from which

leads a funnel. Billets of wood (such as

pine or fir) are thrown into this cavity, and

being covered with turf are slowly burned

without flame. The tar which exudes during

combustion is conducted off through the

funnel In this country wood-tar is chiefly

obtained as a by-product in the destructive

distillation of wood for the manufacture of

wood-vinegar (pyroligneous acid) and wood-

spirit (methyl alcohol). It has an acid re

action, and contains various liquid matters

of which the principal are methyl-acetate,

acetone, hydrocarbons of the benzene series,

and a number of oxidized compounds, as

carbolic acid. Paraffin, anthracene, naph

thalene, chrysene, dec, are found among its

solid products. It possesses valuable anti

septic properties, owing to the creasote it

contains, and is used extensively for coating

and preserving timber and iron in exposed

situations, and for impregnating ships' ropes

and cordage. Coal-tar is extensively ob

tained in Britain in the process of gas manu

facture. It is a very valuable substance,

In as much as the compounds obtained from

it form the starting-points in so many chem

ical manufactures. See Coal-tar. —2. A

Bailor: so called from his tarred clothes,

hands, Ac. ' Hearts of oak are our ships,

jolly tars are our men.' Sea song.

In Senates bold, and fierce in war

A land commander, and A tar. Swift,

Tar (tar), v. t. pret & pp. tarred; ppr. tarring.

To smear with tar; as, to tar ropes.—To tar

and feather a person, to pour heated tar

over him and then cover with feathers.

This mode of punishment, according to

Rymer's Fadera, is as old at least as the

crusades; it is a kind of mob vengeance still

taken on extremely obnoxious personages

in some parts of America.

Tart (tar), v.t. [Also tarre, tarr, and tarry,

from A. Sax. tirian, tirigan, tyrgan, Sc. targe,

tairge, D. tergen, to irritate, provoke, vex.

See also Tarry.] To incite; to hound; to

provoke. See TARRE.

Tara (ta'ra), n. A kind of plant. See Taro.

Tara-fern (ta'ra-fern), n. A species of fern

(Pterin esculenta) from the root or rhizome

of which a flour was obtained which formed

a staple article of food to the natives of

New Zealand before the settlement by the

British.

Tarandus (ta-ran'dus), n, [Altered from

L. tarandrus, supposed to be the reindeer. ]

In some systems of zoology the specific

name of the reindeer (Cervus Tarandus); in

others, a separate genus in which it is

classed under the name of Tarandus ran-

gifer.

TaranlB (tar'a-nis), n. [W. and Corn, tara a,

thunder.] A Celtic divinity, regarded as

the evil principle, but confounded by the

Romans with Jupiter.

Taranjion- shale (ta-ran'on-shal), n. In

geol. a pale-coloured shale constituting the

upper member of the Llandovery formation

of Silurian rocks. It has few fossils.

Tarantass (tar-an-tasO, n. A large covered

travelling carriage without springs, but

balanced on long poles which serve the pur

pose,and without seats,much used in .Russia.

Tarantella ( tar-an-tel'la ), n. [It, older

form tarantola, a spider. See Tarantula.]

A swift, whirling Italian dance in six-eight

measure; also, the music suited for the

dance.

Tarantism, Taxantlsmus(ta-ran'tizra,tar-

an~tiz'mus), n. [It. tarantismo. See Ta

rantula.] 1. A fabulous disease, said to

have been endemic in the neighbourhood

of Tarentum, characterized by an excessive

desire to dance to the sound of musical in

struments, and popularly supposed to be

caused by the bite of the tarantula. Ac

cording to others, the disease consisted in

a state of somnolency, which could not be

overcome except by music and dancing. —

2. A disease in its effects resembling St

Vitus's dance and leaping ague.

Tarantula (ta-ran'tu-la), n. [It. tarantella,

formerly tarantola; Fr. tarentule, from L.

Tarentum, now Taranto, in the south of

Italy, in whose

vicinity the ani

mal is found]

1. A kind of

spider, the Ly-

cosa tarantula,

found in some

of the warmer

parts of Italy.

When full

grown it is

about the size

of a chestnut,

and is of a

brown colour.

Its bite was at

one time sup

posed to be dangerous, and to cause the dis

ease called tarantism (which Bee); it is now

known not to be worse than the sting of a

common wasp.

Such three weeks of swearing! Saw the sun ever

such a swearing people T Have they been bit by a

swearing tarantula I Cartylt.

2. A dance ; also, the music to which it is

performed. See Tarantella.

Tarantulated (ta-ran'tu-lat-ed), p. and a.

Bitten by a tarantula; suffering from taran

tism.

Taraqulra (tar-a-k§'ra), n. A species of

American lizard.

Taraxacine (ta-rak'sa-sin), n, A crystalliz-

able substance extracted from the Taraxa

cum ojficinale or daudellon, and ou which

the active diuretic and tonic properties of

the rootstock probably depend.

Taraxacum (ta-rak'sa-kum), n. [From old

tarasacon, Ar. or Per. tarashaqun, taraxa

cum or wild endive.] A genus of plants,

nat order Composite. T. officinale is the

dandelion (which see).

Taraxis (ta-rak'sis), n. [Or., from tarasso,

to confound.] A slight inflammation of the

eye.

Tarboggin ( tar-bog'in ), n. The name in

Canada for a light sleigh or sledge. Also

called Toboggin.

Tarboosh, Tarbouche (tarT>6sh), n, [Ar.

name.] A red woollen skull-cap, usually

ornamented with a blue Bilk tassel, and worn

by the Egyptians, Turks, and Arabs; a fez.

Tarcelt (tar'sel), n. See Tercel.

Tardationt (tar-da'ahon), n. [From L. tardo,

tarda turn, to make Blow, from tardus, slow.

See Tardy. ] The act of retarding or delay

ing; retardation. Bailey.

Tardlgrada (tar'di-gra-da), n. pi. 1. Cuvier's

name for the first family of edentate mam

mals or quadrupeds, comprising, of living

genera, the sloth only. See Sloth. —2. A

family of mites. Same as MacrobiotidoB

(which see).

Tarantula [Lyeesa tarantula).

a. Arrangement of the eyes.

Tardigrade (tai-'-ii-i.'rad), a. [L. tardigradus

—tardus, slow, and gradus, step.] 1. Slow-

paced ; moving or stepping slowly. George

Eliot. —2. Of or pertaining to the family

Tardigrada.

Tardigrade ( tar'di-grad ), n. One of the

Tardigrada.

Tardigradoust (tar'di-grad-us), a. Moving,

walking, or stepping slowly; slow-paced.

' A slow and tardigradous animal' Sir T.

Browne.

Tardily (tar'di-li), adv. In a tardy manner;

withslow pace or motion; slowly. Shak.

Tardiness (tor/di-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being tardy ; as, (a) slowness, or the

slowness of motion or pace. (6) Unwilling

ness; reluctance manifested by Blowness.

(c) Lateness ; as, the tardiness of witnesses

or jurors in attendance; the tardiness of

students in attending prayers or recitation.

Tarditation t (tar-di-ta'shon), n. Slowness;

tardity. 'To instruct them to avoid all

Bnares of tarditation in the Lord's affairs. '

Herrick.

Tardity t (tarMi-tl), n. [L. tarditas, from

tardus, slow.] Slowness; tardiness.

Our explication includes time in the notions of ve

locity and tardity. Sir A'. Digby.

Tardo (tar'do), a. [It.] In music, a term

signifying that the piece to which it is affixed

is to be performed slowly.

Tardy (tar'di), a. [Fr. tardif, tardy, slow,

backward, as if from a form tardivus, from

L. tardus, slow (whence retard). ) 1. Moving

with a slow pace or motion; slow. 'Check

the tardy flight of time.' Sandy*.—2. Late;

dilatory ; not being up to time. 'The tardy

plants in our cold orchards plac'd. ' Waller.

You may freely censure him for being: tardy in his

payments. Arbuthnot.

8. Characterized by or proceeding from re

luctance; unwilling to move or act; hang

ing back. 'Tardy to vengeance, and with

mercy brave.* Prior.—To take one tardyA

to take or come upon one unprepared, un

ready, or unaware.

But if thou think'st I took thee tardy.

And darest presume to be so hardy,

f fortTo try thy fortune o'er afresh,

I'll wave my title to thy flesh. Hudibras.

Tardyt (tar'di), v.t. pret. A pp. tardied; ppr.

tardying. To delay; to make tardy; to hin

der.
Which had been done.

But that the good mind of Camillo tardied

My swift command. Skat.

Tare (tar), n. [Probably shortened from

some of the provincial names such as tare-

■fitch, targrass, which seem to be from the

provincial tare, brisk, eager; conip. quick-

grass.) The common name of different

species of Vicia, a genus of leguminous

plants, known also by the name of vetch.

There are numerous species and varieties

of tares or vetches, many of which have

been proposed to be Introduced into gen

eral cultivation, but that which is found

best adapted for agricultural purposes is

the common tare (Vicia sativa), of which

there are two principal varieties, the sum

mer and winter tare. They afford excellent

food for horses and cattle, and hence are

extensively cultivated throughout Europe.

(See Vetch.) The name tare is also given

to two British vetches which are sometimes

separated from Vicia under the name of

Ervuni, £. hirsutum, or hairy tare, and JS.

tetraspermum, or smooth tare. Both are

annuals, and are found growing in fields ami

hedges. The tare mentioned in Scripture

(Mat xiii. SC) is supposed to be the Lolium

temulentum or darnel (which aee).

Tare (tar), n. [Fr. tare, Pr. It. and Sp. tara,

O. Sp. atara, tare; from Ar. tarha, or, wiih

the article, at-tarha, waste, tare] In com.

a deduction made from the gross weight of

goods as equivalent to the real or approxi

mate weight of the cask, box, bog, or other

package containing them. Tare is aaid to

be real when the true weight of the package

is known and allowed for, average when it

is estimated from similar known cases, and

customary when a uniform rate is deducted.

Tare (tar), v.t pret * pp. tared; ppr. taring.

To ascertain or mark the amount of tare.

Tare (tar), a pret. of tear, now obsolete or

poetical.
Dragons of the prime

That fare each other in their slime. Tennyson.

Tarentella (tar-en-teFla), n. Some as Ta

rantella.

Tarentism (ta-ren'tizm),a. Same as Taran

tism (which see).

ch, chain; ch, Sc. loch; g, yo; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, si?ig; th, then: th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Tareutula (ta-ren'tu-la), *». 8ame as Ta

rantula.

Targant, Torgant (tar'gant, tor'gant), a.

[A corruption for turquent, from L. torquens,

torquentis, ppr. of torqueo, to twist J In

tor. see Torched.

Targe (tarj), n. A target or shield. See

Takget, 1. [Now only poetical.]

Woe is my heart

That the poor soldier that so richly fought.

Whose rap1- chained gilded arms, whttse naked breast

Stepp'd before targes of proof, cannot be found.

Shak.

Ill fared it then with Roderick Dhtr,

That on the field his targe he threw,

Whose brazen studs and tough bull-hide

Had death so often dash'd aside. Sir If, Scott.

Targe, Tairge (tarj, t&rj),v.t. [A. Sax. tiri-

gan, tyrgan, I), tergen, to vex. provoke, irri

tate. See Tar. to incite.] [Scotch.] 1. To

beat; to strike. — 2. To keep in order or

under discipline.

Ciillum Beg took this opportunity of discharging

an obligation, by mounting guard over the hereditary

tailor of Slioch nan Ivor; and, as he expressed him

self, tarred him tightly till the finishing of the job.

Sir W. Scott.

3. To rate or reprimand severely.—4. To ex

ercise; to catechize or cross-examine se

verely. Burns.

Target (tar'get), n. [Formerly written also

targuet, & dim. form from O.Fr. targue (also

targe), 'a kind of targuet or shield almost

square' (Cotgrave); targud, 'armed or cov

ered with a targuet' (Cotgrave); the French

being probably taken from OHO. zarga,

Mod. G. zarge, a frame, border, brim, »£c.

The word in similar forms is widely spread,

probably by borrowing. ] 1. A shield or

buckler of a small kind, circular in form,

Leather-covered Highland Target.

cut out of ox-hide, mounted on light but

strong wood, and strengthened by bosses,

spikes, Ac, often covered externally with

a considerable amount of ornamental work.

These four came all a-front and mainly thrust at

me. I made me no more ado, but took all their

seven points in my target, thus. Shak.

2. The mark set up to be aimed at in

archery, musketry, or artillery practice and

the like. An archery target usually con

sists of leather or canvas stuffed with straw,

and painted with concentric rings of various

colours, the centre generally golden. The tar

gets used in rifle practice in Britain are gen

erally square or oblong metal plates, and are

divided into three or more sections, called

bull's-eye, inner (or centre), and outer, count

ing from the centre of the target to its

edges; some targets have an additional di

vision called a magpie, situated between the

outer and the inner. It is the marksman's

aim to put his shots as near the central

point as possible, as If he hits the bull's-eye

there are counted in his favour 5 points,

the centre 4 points, the magpie 3 points,

and the outer 2 points or some similar pro

portions.

Targeted (tar'get-ed), a. Furnished or

armed with a target; having a defensive

covering like a target. ' Not rough and tar-

geted as the rhinoceros.' Bp. Gauden.

Targeteer, Targetier (tar-get-er'), ?l One

armed with a target.

For horsemen and for targetiers none could with him

compare. Chapman.

Targum (tiir'gum). n. [Chal. targum, inter

pretation, from targem, to interpret] A

translation or paraphrase of the Hebrew

Scriptures in the Aramaic or Chaldee lan

guage or dialect, which became necessary

after the Babylouish captivity,when Hebrew

began to die out as the popular language.

The Targuin, long preserved by oral trans

mission, does not seem to have been com

mitted to writing until the first centuries

of the Christian era. The most ancient and

valuable of the extant Targuins are those

ascribed to or called after Onkelos and Jon

athan Ben Uzziel. All the Targums taken

together form a paraphrase of the whole of

the Old Testament, except Xehemiah, Ezra,

and DanieL

Targumlst (tiir'gum- ist), n. The writer of

a Targum ; one versed in the language and

literature of the Targums. Milton.

Tarliood (tar'hud), n. The state of being a

tar or sailor; sailors collectively. 11. Walpole.

Tartan (tar'i-an ), n. [W.] A kind of an

cient British shield.

Tariff (tarif), n. [Br. tarif, Bp. tarifa, from

the Ar. tarif, explanation, information, a

list of things, particularly of fees to be paid,

from 'arafd, to inform.] 1. A list or table

of goods with the duties or customs to be

paid for the same, either on importation or

exportation; a list or table of duties or

customs to be paid on goods imported or

exported whether such duties are imposed

by the government of a country or agreed

on by the governments of two countries

holding commerce with each other. The

principle of a tariff depends upon the com

mercial policy of the state by which it is

framed, and the details are constantly fluc

tuating with the change of interests and the

wants of the community, or in pursuance

of commercial treaties with other states.—

2. A table or scale of charges generally.—

3. In the United States, the term applied to

a law of congress fixing the import duties.

Tariff (tarif), v.t. To make a list of duties

on, as on imported goods.

Tarin (tarsal n. [Fr.] The siskin.

Tarlatan (tai'la-tanXn. [Perhaps Milanese

tin fnnhinjin Tlnwij worihnT ] A thin cotton

stuff, resembling gauze, used in ladies'

dresses.

Tarn (tarn), n. [I eel. tjiirn, a tarn.] 1. A

small mountain lake or pool, especially one

which has no visible feeders. ' Fled like a

glittering rivulet to the tarn.' Tennyson

And soon a score of fires I ween.

From height, and hill, and cliff were seen, . .

They gleamed on many a dusky tarn.

Haunted by the lonely earn. Sir 11' Scott.

2. A bog; a marsh; a fen. [Local]

Tarnation (tar-na'ahon), n. A euphemistic

substitute for Damnation: a softened oath

in use among Americans. Used also adjec-

tively and adverbially; as, it's tarnation

strange. 'A tarnation long word.' Ld.

Lytton.

Tarnish (tar'nish), tU. [Fr. ternir, to make

dim, ppr. temissant, from O.H.G. tarnjan,

to cover, to conceal; cog. A. Sax. dernan, Sc.

dern, to conceal, to hide ; A. Sax. derne, se

cretly.] 1. To soil by an alteration induced by

the air, or by dust, and the like; to diminish

ordestroy the lustre of; to sully; a&,to tarniah

a metal ; to tarnish gilding; to tarnish the

brightness or beauty of colour.—2. To give,

as to gold or silver, a pale or dim cast with

out either polishing or burnishing it.—8. To

diminish or destroy the purity of; to cast a

stain upon; to sully; as, to tarnuh reputa

tion or honour.

Let him pray for resolution, that he may discover

nothing that may discredit the cause, tarnish the

glory, and weaken the example of the suffering.

Jeremy Collier.

Tarnish (tar'nish), v.i. To lose lustre; to

become dull ; as, polished substances or

gilding will tarnish in the course of time.

If a fine object should tarnish by having a great

many see it, or the music should run mostly into one

man s ears, these satisfactions would be made in-

closure. Jeremy Collier.

Tarnish (tar'nish), n. A spot; a blot; soiled

state.

Tarnisher (tar'nish -cr), n. One who or that

which tarnishes.

Taro (ta/ro), n. [Native name] A plant of

the genus Colocasia, C. esculcnta, C. mac-

rorhiza, and other species, nat. order Ar-

acea?, cultivated in the Pacific Islands for

the sake of its esculent root, which, although

pungent and acrid in its natural state, be

comes mild and palatable by washing or

boiling after being deprived of its rind. A

pleasant flour is also made of the roots or

tuber, and the leaves are used as spinach.

The name is also given to the allied Cala-

dium esculcnta, whose tuberous root and

leaves are used in the same manner.

Taro (tii'io), n. A Maltese money of account,

worth about \%d. sterling.

Taroc (tar\*k). n. A game at cards played

with seventy-eight cards.

Tarpan (titr'pan), n. The wild horse of

Tartary, belonging to one of those races

which are by some authorities regarded as

original, and not descended from domestic

animals. They are not larger than an ordi

nary mule, are migratory, and have a toler

ably acute sense of smell. Their colour is

invariably tan or mouse, with black mane

and tail. During the cold season their hair

Tarpan of Northern Asia,

is long and soft, lying so close as to feel like

a bear's fur, and then it is grizzled; in sum

mer it falls much away, leaving only a cer

tain quantity on the back and loins. They

are sometimes captured by the Tartars, bat

are reduced with great dinlculty to subjec

tion.

Tarpaulin, Tarpauling (tar-palin. tar-pa'-

ling), n. [Tar, and O. E. pauliug, a covering

for a cart or wagon, equivalent to palling.

See Ball.] 1. Canvas well daubed with tar,

and used to cover the hatchways, boats, &c. ,

on shipboard, and also to protect agricul

tural produce, goods in transit, *c., from

the effects of the weather.—2. A sailor's hat

covered with painted or tarred cloth ; a

painted or tarred canvas cover generally.—

3. A Bailor. [Colloq.]

To a landsman, these t.irfaulins, as they were

called, seemed a strange and half-savage race.

ilacaniay.

Written also Tarpawliug.

Tarpeian (tiir-pe'i-an). a. Epithet of a

rock on the Capitoline hill at Home over

which persons convicted of treason to the

state were hurled. It was bo named, ac

cording to traditiou. from Tarpeia, a vestal

virgin of Rome, and daughter of the gover

nor of the citadel on the Capitoline. who,

covetous of the golden bracelets worn by

the Sabine soldiery, opened the gate to them

on the promise of receiving what they wore

on their left arms. Disgusted with her

treachery they overwhelmed and crushed

her to death with their shields, and she was

buried at the base of the rock.

Bear him to the rock Tarfeian, and from thence

Into destruction cast him. ShaJt.

Tarquinlsh (tar'kwin-iBh), a. Like Tarqitin,

a king of Rome; proud; haughty.

Tarrace, Tarrass (tar'as), n. [G. tarrass,

trass, tarrace, probably of similar origin to

Fr. terrasse, earthwork, from terte, L. terra,

earth.] A volcanic earth of the Eifel dis

trict of the Khine used as a cement: also, a

plaster or cement made in Holland from a

soft rock near Collen. Written also Terrace?

and Trass. See TRASS.

Tarragon (tar'a-gon), n. [0. Fr. targou (Mod.

Fr. estragon), Sp. taragona. It. targone, tar

ragon, from X.Ii. name draco, for the proper

Latin name dracunculus, a dim. of dracot a

dragon.] A plant of the genus Artemisia,

A. Dracunculus, used for perfuming vinegar

in France.

Tarret (tar), v.t To stimulate; to urge on;

to provoke. See Tar, to provoke.

Like a dog that is compelled to fight.

Snatch at his master that doth tarre him on.

Shak.

Tarriance (tarl-ans), n. [From tarry.) A

tarrying ; delay ; lateness. [Obsolete or

poetical.]

So feared the king,

And, after two days* tarriance there, return 'd.

Ten nysori.

Tarrier (tar'i-er), n. A dog. See Terkier.

Tarrier (tar'i-er), n. One who or that which

tarries or delays.

Writs of error are the farriers that keep his client

undoing somewhat the longer. Sir T. Qi-erbnry.

Tarrock (tar'<»k), n. [Greenland tatarrok.

tarrock.] A name given to the young of

the Larvs trulaetylus, or kittiwake gull.

See KiTTrwAKE.

Tarrow (tar'o), v.i. To delay; to hesitate;

to feel reluctance ; to loathe ; to refuse.

[Scotch.]

Tarry (tar'i), v.i. pret. <£ pp. tarried; ppr.

tarrying. ['ThiBWord seems to be due to

the confusion of two others. . . , These two

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, 8c. abune; V, 8c. ley.
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are (1) A. Sax. tirian, tyrgan, to irritate,

vex, to 'tarre' on, as when one sets oil a

dog, Du. tergen, to provoke, O.Fr. tarier, to

imtate. tornient; aud (2) O.Fr. targier, to

delay, from L. tardare. In borrowing the

latter word, English lias allowed it to ap

proach the form of the former.' Skeat.

L. tardare is from tardus, slow, whence

tardy,] 1. To stay; to sojourn; to abide; to

continue; to lodge.

Tarry all night and wain your feet. Gen. xix. a.

2. To stay or remain behind; to wait.

Tarry ye here for us, until we come again unto you.

Hi. xxiv. 14.

3. To put off going or coming; to delay; to

loiter; to defer.

Come down to me, tarry not. Gen, xhr. 9.

A chieftain to the Highlands bound,

Cries, boatman, do not tarry.

And I'll give thee a silver pound

To row us o'er the ferry. Campbell.

SYN To abide, continue, lodge, await, loiter.

Tarry (tari), v t. To wait for.

I cannot tarry dinner. SJia&.

He that will have a cake out of the wheat must

tarry the grinding. SMaJk

Tarry t (tar'i), n. Delay; itay.

Tarry (tar'i), a. Consisting of tar, or like tar;

partaking of the character of tar; smeared

with tar— Tarry finger*, thieving fingers;

pilfering fingers. [Scotch.]

The gipsies hae tarry fingers, and ye wud need an

e'e in your neck to watch them. (Salt.

Tarsal (taVsal), a. 1. Pertaining to the

tarsus or instep; as, the tarsal bones. —2. Of

or pertaining to the tarsi of the eyelids; as,

the tarsal cartihiges.

Tarse (tars), n. The same as Tarsus (which

see).

Tarsel (tiir'scl), u, A kind of hawk; a

tiercel.

Tarsi See Tarsus.

Tarsia, Tarslatura (tib/si-a, tar'si-a-Wra),

n. [It.] A kind of mosaic wood-work or

marquetry much in favour in Italy in the

fifteenth century. It was executed by inlay

ing pieces of wood of different colours and

shades into panels of walnut-wood, so as to

represent landscapes, architectural scenes,

figures, fruit, flowers, Ac.

Tarsier (tar'sl-er), n. An animal of the

genus Tarsi us (which see).

Tarsius (tar'si-ua), n, [From tarsus.] A

genus of quadrumanous mammals of the

lemur family inhabiting the Eastern Archi

pelago. In this genus the bones of the tar-

-iu are very much elongated, which gives

the feetand handsa disproportionate length.

Tarsius spectrum, the tarsier, seems to be

the only species known. It is about the

size of a squirrel, fawn-brown in colour, with

large ears, large eyes, and a long tufted tail.

It is nocturnal in its habits, and lives among

trees. Its favourite food is lizards.

Tarso-metatar8US(tai-'s6-me-ta-tar/'8usXn.

I'he single bone in the leg of birds produced

by the union and ankylosis of the lower or

distal portion of the tarsus with the whole

of the metatarsus.

Tarsorraphy (tar-sorra-fl), n. [Tama, a

cartilage of the eyelids, and Gr. raphe, seam,

suture, from raptif, to sew.) In sura, an

operation for diminishing the size of the

opening between the eyelids when it is en

larged by surrounding cicatrices. Vunyli-

miv.

Tarsotomy ( tar-sot'6-mi ), n. [ Tarsus, a

cartilage of the eyelids, and Gr. tome, a cut

ting, from temno, to cut.] In surg. the sec

tion or removal of the tarsal cartilages.

Uunglison.

Tarsus (tar'sus). n. pL Tarsi (tar's!). (Gr.

tarsos, any broad, fiat surface, tarsus podos,

the flat part of the foot. ] 1. In anat. (a) that

part of the foot which in man is popularly

known as the ankle, the front of which is

called the instep. It corresponds with the

wrist of the upper limb or arm, and is com

posed of seven bones, viz. the astragalus, os

calcis (heel), os navicular?, os cuboides, and

three others, called ossa cuueifonnia. See

Fix>T. (6) The thin cartilage situated at the

edges of the eyelids to preserve their firm
ness and shape. —2 In ■ ■■< '■ > n i the last segment

of the leg. It is divided into several joints,

the last being generally terminated by a

biu . which is sometimes single and some

times double. —3. In omith. that part of the

leg (or properly the foot) of birds which ex

tends from the toes to the first joint above;

the shank. The single bone of this portion

corresponds with the tarsus and metatarsus

conjoined. See Tauso-mktatarsl-3.

Tart (tart), a. [A. Sax, teart, acid, sharp,

from stem of teran, to tear.] L Sharp to

the taste; acidulous; as, a tart apple.—

2. Sharp; keen; severe; as, a tart reply; tart

language; a tart rebuke.

Why so tart a favour

To trumpet such good tidings. Skak.

Tart (tart), n. [Ft. tarte, tourte, Sp. torta,

tarta, It. torta, tart, from L. tortus, ppr. of

forgtiio, to twist; originally anything twisted,

then, specifically, a piece of pastry in a

twisted form. Comp. a roll, from being

rolled. ] A species of small open pie or piece

of pastry, consisting of fruit baked and in

closed in paste.

Tartan, Tartane (tar'tan), n. [Fr. tartane.

It. Sp. and Pg. tartana, from At. taridah,

a kind of vessel specially adapted for trans

porting horses.] A vessel used iu the Medi-

Tanan.

terranean both for commercial and other

purposes. It is furnished with a single

mast on which is rigged a large lateen sail;

and with a bowsprit and fore-sail. When

the wind is aft a square sail is generally

hoisted like a cross-jack.

I set out from Marseilles to Genoa in a tartane,

and arrived late at a small French port called Cassis.

Addison.

Tartan (tar'tan), ». [Fr- tiretaine, tirtaine,

linsey-woolsey. Of unknown origin.] A

well-known species of cloth, checkered or

cross-barred with threads of various colours.

It was originally made of wool or silk, and

constituted the distinguishing badge of the

Scottish Highland clans, each clan having

its own peculiar pattern. An endless va

riety of fancy tartans are now manufactured

for ladies' dresses, some of wool, others of

silk, others of wool and cotton, or of silk

aud cotton. The term is also applied to the

checkered patterns themselves in which the

cloth is woven, and which is frequently

printed or painted on various surfaces, as

paper, wood, Ac

Mac Caltununore's heart will be as cold as death

can make it, when his heart docs not worm to the

tartan. Sir 11'. Scott.

Tartan (tar'tan). a. Consisting of, made

from, or resembling tartan; as, a tartan

plaid or shawl.

Tartar (tar'tar), n. [Fr. tartrc. It. and Sp.

tartaro, L.L. tartarum, the liard deposit in

wine casks. ' It is called tartar,' says Para

celsus, ' because it produces oil, water, tinc

ture, and salt, which burn the patient as

Tartarus (hell) does.' Another derivation

is from Ar. dourd, sediment, lees, dregs. ]

Impure acid tartrate of potassium, called also

argal or argol, deposited from wines com

pletely fermented, and adhering to the sides

of the casks in the form of a hard crust, vary

ing from pale pink to dark red according as

it has separated from white or red wines.

When tartar is purified it is quite white, and

forms cream of tartar, which is much used

in dyeing, and also in medicine as a laxative

and diuretic. See CREAM.—Salt of tartar,

carbonate of potassium obtained by calcin

ing cream of tartar.—Soluble tartar, neutral

tartrate of potassium salt, obtained by add

ing cream of tartar to a hot solution of car

bonate of potassium till all effervescence

ceases. It has a mild saline, somewhat

bitter taste, and is used as a laxative.—

Tartar emetic, a double tartrate of potass

ium and antimony, an important compound

used in medicine as an emetic, purgative,

diaphoretic, sedative, febrifuge, and coun

ter-irritant—Tartar of the teeth, an earthy-

like substance which occasionally concretes

upon the teeth, and is deposited from the

saliva. It consists of salivary mucus, anf-

mal matter, and phosphate of lime.

Tartar t (tar'tar), n. [L. Tartarus.] HelL

Follow me.—To the gates of Tartar, thou mfltt

excellent devil of wit SA.i*.

Tartar (tar'tar), n, [A corruption of Tatar.

When, in the reign of St. Louis of France,

the hordes of the Tatar race were devastat

ing Eastern Europe, news of their ravages

were brought to the pious king, who ex

claimed thereupon with horror. ' Well may

they be called Tartars, for their deeds are

those of fiends from Tartarus.' The appo-

siteness of the appellation thus metamor

phosed made it be received, and from that

time French authors—and after them the

rest of Europe—have called the Tatars,

Tartars.] 1. A native of Tartary; a name

rather loosely applied to members of various

Mongolian or Turanian peoples in Asia and

Europe. — 2. A name given to couriers em

ployed by the Ottoman Porte, and by the

European ambassadors in Constantinople. —

3. A person of a keen, irritable temper; as

applied to a woman, a shrew ; a vixen ; as,

she's a regular tartar.— To catch a tartar,

to lay hold of or encounter a person who

proves too strong for the assailant.

Tartar (tar'tar), a. Pertaining to the Tar

tars.

Tartarean, Tartareous (lar-ta're-an, tar-

ta're-us), a. Pertaining to Tartarus.

Tartareous (tar-ta're-us), a. 1. Consisting

of tartar; resembling tartar or partaking of

its properties.— 2. In but. having a rough

crumbling surface, like the thallus of some

lichens. — Tartareous mesa, a lichen, the

Lecanora tartarea, which yields the red and

blue cudbear, aud is the source of litmus.

Tartarian, Tartaric ( tar-ta'ri-an, tar-tar'-

ik), a. Pertaining to Tartar*, in Asia.

Tartaric (tap-tank), a. Of, pertaining to,

or obtained from tartar. — Tartaric acid

(C4H«0«), the acid of tartar. It exists in

grape juice, in tamarinds, and several other

fruits; but principally in Id tartrate of pot

assium, or cream of tartar, from which it ia

usually obtained. It crystallizes in large

rhombic prisms, transparent and colourless,

and very soluble in water. It is inodorous

and very sour to the taste. A high temper

ature decomposes it, giving rise to several

new products. The solution of tartaric acid

acts with facility upon those metals which

decompose water, as iron and zinc. Tartaric

acid is dibasic; its salts are called tartrates.

Tartaric acid has a most remarkable dispo

sition to form double salts, as the tartrate

of potassium and sodium or Kochellc salts;

the tartrate of potassium and antimony, or

tartar emetic. There are five modifications

of tartaric acid, characterized chiefly by the

differences in the action exerted by them

upon a ray of polarized light; Buchasdextro-

or ordinary tartaric acid, lrovo- tartaric acid

para-tartaric or racemic acid, meso-tartaric

acid, and meta-tartaric acid. Tartaric acid

is largely employed as a discharge in calico-

printing, and for making soda-powders. In

medicine it is used in small doses as a re

frigerant

Tartarine (tar'ta-rin), n. An old name of

potash.

Tartarizatlon (tar,ta-riz-a"shon), n. The

act of tartarizing or of forming tartar.

Tarta rise (tiir'tar-iz), v.t pret. & pp. tar-

tarized; ppr. tartarizing. To impregnate

with tartar; to refine by means of the salt

of tartar.

Tartarous (tar'tar-us), a. Containing tar

tar; consisting of tartar, or partaking of its

qualities.

Tartarous ( tar'tar-us ). a. Resembling, re

lating to, or characteristic of aTartar; wild;

savage; ill-conditioned; ill-natured. 'The

tartarous moods of common men. ' B.Jomon.

Tartarum (tar'ta-runi), ft. A preparation

of tartar, called petrified tartar.

Tartarus (tar'ta-rus), n, [Or. Tartan*.] A

deep aud sunless abyss, according to Homer

and the earlier Greek mythology, as far

below Hades as earth is below heaven. It

was closed by Iron gates, and in it Jupiter

imprisoned the rebel Titans. Later poets

describe Tartarus as (be place in which the

spirits of the wicked receive their due pun

ishment; and sometimes the name is used

as synonymous with Hades, or the lower

world In general.

Tartaryt (tar'ta-ri), n. Tartarus. Spenser.

Tarterine t (tar'ter-in), n. A kind of silk

stuff, said to have been so named because

obtained from the Tartars (Tatars).

Tartish (tart'ish), a. Somewhat tart.

eh, caain; ch, Sc. loc/t; g, go; j,;ob; n. Fr. ton; ng, siay; th, then; th, Utiu; w, trig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See KET*
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Tartlet (tartlet), n. A small tart; a piece

of pastry, -^d. Lytton.

Tartly (tart'li), ado. In a tart manner; as,

(«) sharply; with acidity of taste. (6) Sharp

ly; with severity; as, to reply or rebuke

tartly, (c) With sourness of aspect.

How tartly that gentleman looks!—He is of a very

mel.incholy disposition. Shak.

Tartness (tart'nes), n. The state or quality

of being tart: (a) sharpness to the taste;

acidity; as, the tartness of wine or fruit.

(b) Sharpness of language or manner; acer

bity; keenness; severity; as, the tartness of

Ills rebuke.—Acrimony, Tartness, &c. See

Acrimony.—Syn. Sourness, keenness,sever

ity, acrimony, asperity, acerbity, harshness.

Tartrate (taYtrat), n. [From tartar.^ A

salt of tartaric acid; as, tartrate of potassa;

tartrate of soda. Some of the tartrates are

neutral, as the tartrates of ammonia, pot

ash, soda, and lime; others are acid, as the

acid tartrate of ethyl, the acid tartrate of

potash or tartar. The tartrates have the

general formulae MH.H4C4Os, and iL H^

C|06, where M represents a monovalent

metal. The salts represented by the first

formula exhibit an acid reaction. A large

number of double tartrates are also known.

Tartuffe, Tartufe (tar-tof'),n. [Ft. tartufe,

u hypocrite, from Tartufe, the name of the

principal character in Moliere's celebrated

comedy.) A hypocritical pretender to devo

tion; a hypocrite.

artufflsh, Tartufish (tax-tbf'ish), a. [See

above] Hypocritical; rigid or precise in

behaviour.

God help her, said I ; she has some mother-in-law,

or tartitfish aunt, or nonsensical old woman, to con

sult upon the occasion as well as myself. Sterne.

Tartufflsm(tar-t6f'izm), n. The practice

of a tartuffe or hypocritical devotee.

Tar-water (tar'wa-ter), n. 1. A cold infu

sion of tar, which was formerly a celebrated

remedy for many chronic affections, espe

cially of the lungs; as, Bp. Berkeley's cele

brated treatise on tar-water. — 2. The am-

moniacal water obtained by condensation

in the process of gas manufacture.

Tar-well (tarVel), n. In gas manuf. a re

ceptacle in which is collected the tarry

liquid which separates from the gas when

it leaves the condensers.

Tast (tas),/*. [Ft.] Aheap;apile. Chaucer.

Tasce (tas), n. Same as Tasse, Tasset.

Tasco (tas'ko), n. A sort of clay for making

melting-pots.

Tasimeter (ta-zim'e-ter), ?i. [Or. tasis, a

stretching.tension, from feuid,to stretch, and

metron,& measure.] An instrument invented

by Mr. Edison of America for measuring

extremely slight variations of pressure, and

by meaus of these other variations, such as

those of temperature, moisture, &c. It

depends on the fact that a piece of carbon

introduced into the course of an electric

current offers a resistance to the passage

of the current, which diminishes in a very

marked degree in proportion to the amount

of pressure exerted on the carbon. A small

disc of carbon and another of vulcanite are

held together between two platinum but

tons, which may be brought into connec

tion with a galvanic battery, and a strip of

some substance like gelatine, which con

tracts and expands with great readiness, is

so placed that by its variations in magni

tude it varies the pressure on one of the

platinum buttons, and hence on the carbon

disc. The variations thus produced in the

force of the electric current are measured

by a very delicate galvanometer, which is

also placed in the circuit. So delicate is the

instrument that the heat of the hand held

a few Inches off causes a deflection of the

needle; while by a slight alteration in form

the weight and vital heat of the minutest

insect may be determined.

Tasimetric (taz-i-met'rik), a. Pertaining

to the tasimeter; made by the tasimeter;

as. tasimetric experiments.

Task (task), n. [O.Fr. tasque, tasche. Mod.

Fr. Ulche, a task, from L.L. tasca, by meta

thesis from taxa ( = tacsa), from L. taxo, to

rate, to tax. See Tax, also Taste.] 1. Busi

ness imposed by another, often a definite

quantity or amount of labour; work to be

done; what duty or necessity imposes; duty

or duties collectively. 'My task of servile

toiL' Milton.

O. the world hath not a sweeter creature: she

might he by an emperor's side and command him

*"*'■ Shak.

Thou thy worldly task hast done.

Home art gone and ta'cn thy wages. Shak.

Specifically—2. A lesson to be learned; a

portion of study imposed by a teacher.—

3. Work undertaken; an undertaking.

His mental powers were equal to gTeater tasks.

Atterbury.

To use the words of one of the most famous sculp

tors of our day, 'to surpass the best works of the

Greeks is a hopeless task, to approach them a tri

umph.' Dr. Cairo-.

4. Burdensome employment; toil. 'Allwith

weary task fordone.' Shak. 'Sore task to

hearts worn out.' Tennyson. — To take to

task, to reprove; to reprimand; as, to take

one to task for idleness.

A holy man took a soldier to task upon the subject

of his profession. Sir R. VEstrange.

Syn. Work, labour, employment, business,

undertaking, toil, drudgery.

Task (task), v.t. 1. To impose a task upon;

to assign a definite amount of business or

labour to.

Return, and, to divert thy thoughts at home.

There task thy maids, ana exercise the loom. Dryden.

2. To oppress with severe or excessive labour

or exertion ; to occupy or engage fully, as

in a task.

We would be resolved

Before we hear him of some things of weight

That task our thoughts concerning us and France.

Shak

3. t To charge upon; to tax. ' Too impudent

to task me with errors.' Beau. <fr Fl.

Tasker (task'er), n. 1. One that imposes a

task. 'Now to task the tanker.' Shak.—

2. One that performs a task or piece of labour;

in Scotland, often a labourer who recei ves his

wages in kind.

Taskmaster (task'nias-ter), n. One who im

poses a task or burdens with labour; one

whose office is to assign tasks to others; an

overseer.

All is, if I have grace to use it so,

As ever in my great Taskmasters eye. Milton.

Task-work (task'werk), n. Work imposed

or performed as a task.

Taslet (tas1et),n. [A dim. of tame.} Apiece

of armour for the thigh. ' Tablets should

be made ball-proof.' Sir W. Scott.

Tasmanian(tas-ma'ni-an),a. Of, pertaining,

or indigenous to Tasmania or Van Diemen's

Land.—Tasmanian devil. See Dasyuke.—

Tasmanian wolf. See Thylacine.

Tasmanian (tas-ma'ni-an), n. A native or

inhabitant of Tasmania.

Tasraanite (tas'mau-it), n. A translucent,

reddish-brown fossil resin, occurring in

small scales or plates on the Mersey river,

Tasnjania, between the layers of a rock con

taining alumina and ferric oxide, forming

from 30 to 40 per cent of the entire deposit

After deducting 8 to 12 per cent ash it

agrees nearly with the formula CwHra03S.

Tasmannia (tas-man'ni-a), n. [After the

Dutch navigator Tasman, discoverer of Tas

mania or Van Diemen's Land.} A genus

of plants, consisting of one Tasmanian and

two Australian shrubs, nat. order Magnoli-

acere, closely allied to Drimys. The Tas

manian species, T. odorata, possesses aro

matic qualities, particularly in its bark,

which so closely resembles Winter's bark

(Drimys Winteri) that

it is substituted for it by

colonial doctors. Its

fruit is used by the col

onists for pepper.

Tass, Tasse (tag), n. [Fr.

tonne, a cup.] A cup.

Fill that glass, child! A

little tass of cherry brandy!

'Twill do thee all the good in

the world. Thackeray.

Tasse, Tasset (tas, tas

set), n. [Fr. tassette, the

tasse of a cuirass, ac

cording to Littre a dim.

of O. Fr. tasse a. pouch] Corselet wilh T

Armour for the thighs; a.d. 1525.

one of a pair of appen

dages to the corselet, consisting of skirts of

iron that covered the thighs. They were

fasteued to the cuirass with hooks.

Tassel (tassel), n. [O. Fr. tassel, a knob or

knot, a button, from L. taxillus, asmall cube

or die, a dim. of talus, a die, a small bone]

1. A sort of pendent ornament, consisting

generally of a roundish mould covered with

twisted threads of silk, wool, and the like,

which hang down in a thick fringe. Tassels

are usually attached to the comers of cush

ions, to curtains, walking-canes, umbrella

handles, sword hilts, Ac—2. Anything re

sembling a tassel, as the pendent head or

flower of some plants.

And the maize-field grew and ripened.

Till it stood in all the splendour

Of its garments green and yellow,

Of its tassels and its plumage. Longfellow,

3. A small ribbon of silk sewed to a book,

to be put between the leaves.

Tassel (tas'ael), vi. pret. <fc pp. tassclled;

ppr. tassellina. To put forth a tassel or

flower, as maize.

Tassel (tas'set), v.t. To adorn with tassels.

Tassel (taa'sel), n. 1. Same as Tercel, Tier

cel.—% Same as Torsel.—3. Same as Teasel.

Tassel ( tas ' Bel ). n. A struggle ; a conflict

[Scotch.] See Tussle.

Tassel-gentle, t Tassel-gent t (tas'sel-

jeu-tl, tua'sel-jent), n. [See TIERCEL] A

trained male goshawk or tiercel; a tiercel-

gentle. ' Espied a tassel-gent.' Spenser.

O, for a falconer's voice.

To lure this tassel-gentle back again I Shak.

Tassel-grass (tas'sel-grasX n. A British

plant of the geuus Ruppla, the R. ma-

ritima. See Ruppia.

Tasselled(tas'8eld),a. Furnished or adorned

with tassels; as, a tasseUed horn.

Tassie (tas'l), n, [Fr. tame. ] A cup or

vessel. 'A silver tassie.' Burns. [Scotch.)

Tastable (tast'a-bl), a. Capable of being

tasted; savoury; relishing.

Their distilled oils are fluid, volatile, and tastable.

Beyle.

Taste (tast), v.t pret, * pp. touted; ppr.

tasting. [O. Fr. taster (Mod. Fr. ttiter), to

handle, to feel, to taste, It. tastare, as if

from taxitare, a hypothetical freq. of L.

taxo, to touch repeatedly, itself a freq

from tag, root of tango, (actum, to touch

(whence tac(,&c.). See Tact, Tax.] Lt To

try by the touch; to handle; to inspect;

to examine; to try; to prove by trial; to test.

He now began

To taste the bow ; the sharp shaft took, tugged hard.

Cnaftnan.

2. To try by the touch of the tongue ; to

perceive the relish or flavour of by taking

a small quantity into the mouth.

The ruler of the feast had Listed the water that

was made wine. John li, 0.

3. To try by eating; to eat. 'Because I

tasted a little of this honey.' 1 Sam. xiv. 20

4. To become acquainted with by actual

trial; to experience; to essay; to undergo.

That he, by the grace of God, should faste death

for every man. Heb. ii. 9.

So shall thou be despised, fair maid.

When by the sated lover tasted. Carrw.

5. To participate in; to partake of: usually

with an implied sense of enjoyment, or rel

ish, or pleasure.

A nice and subtle happiness. I see,

Thou to thyself proposest, in the choice

Of thy associates. Adam 1 and wilt taste

No pleasure, though in pleasure, solitary. Milton.

When Commodus had once tasted human blood he

became incapable of pity or remorse. Gibbon.

Taste (tast), v.i. 1. To try food or drink by

the mouth; to eat or drink a little by wa>

of trial, or so that the flavour may be per

ceived; to test the flavour of: witho/ before

the object; as, to taste of each kind of wine.

Rosettes was seldom permitted to eat any other

meat but such as the prince before tasted oj'. Knoitts.

Ofthis tree we may not t,iste nor touch. Milton.

They never taste who always drink. Prior.

2. To have a smack; to excite a particular

sensation by which the quality or flavour is

distinguished; to have a particular quality,

flavour, relish, or savour when applied to

the tongue, palate, or other organs of taste;

to be tinctured; to smack; to savour: fol

lowed by of; as, this butter tastes of garlic.

If your butter tastes of brass it is your master's

fault, who will not allow a silver sauce-pan. Sit/ift.

3. To have perception, experience, or enjoy

ment; to partake: with of.

The valiant never taste ofdeath but once. Shak.

Of nature's bounty men forbore to taste. It alter.

4. To enjoy sparingly: with of.

Forage but tastes (/pleasures youth devours. Dryden.

Taste (tast), n. 1. The act of tasting; gus

tation. "The fruit of that forbidden tree

whose mortal taste brought death into

the world.' Milton.—% A particular sensa

tion excited by certain bodies, which are

called sapid, applied tq the tongue, palate,

Ac., and moistened with saliva; as. the

taste of an orange or an apple; a hitter

taste; an acid taste; a sweet taste. 'Sweet

tastes have sour closes/ Quarles—3. The

sense by which we perceive the relish or

savour of a thing when brought into im

mediate contact with special organs situ

ated in the mouth. The organs of this spe

cial sense are the papilla*, or processes on

the dorsum or surface of the tongue, and

also certain parts within the cavity of the

mouth and the throat, as the soft palate.

Fate, far; fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; it, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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the tousils, and the upper part of the

pharynx, obviously so disposed as to take

early cognizance of matters about to be

swallowed, and to act as sentinels for the

remainder of the alimentary canal, at the

entrance of which they are situated. The

tongue is also supplied with nerves of com

mon sensation or touch, and in some cases

it is difficult to distinguish between a sensa

tion which is merely one of touch, and that

arising from the exercise of the sense of

taste. —4. Intellectual relish or discern

ment; appreciation and liking: formerly fol

lowed by of, now usually by for; as, he has

a taste for reading, drawing, music, or the

like.

I have no Utste

Ofpopular applause. Dryden.

5. Nice perception, or the power of perceiv

ing and relishing excellence in human per

formances; the faculty of discerning beauty,

order, congruity, proportion, symmetry, or

whatever constitutes excellence, particu

larly in the fine arts and literature; that fa

culty of the mind by which we both perceive

and enjoy whatever is beautiful and sub

lime in the works of nature and art, the

perception of these two qualities being at

tended with an emotion of pleasure.

What then is Taste but those internal powers,

Active and strong, and feelingly alive

To each fine impulse? A discerning sense

Of decent and sublime, with quick disgust

For things deformed, or disarranged, or gross

In species! Akenside.

Taste, if ir mean anything but a paltry connoisseur-

shiji, must mean a general susceptibility to truth and

nobleness; a sense to discern, and a heart to love

and reverence all beauty, order, goodness whereso

ever or In whatsoever forms and accompaniments

they are to be seen. Carlyte.

Cy Manner, with respect to what is pleasing;

the pervading air, the choice of circum

stances, and the general arrangement in any

work of art, by which taste in the artist or

author is evinced; Btyle; as, apoemormusic

composed in good taste.

Consider the exact sense in which a work of art is

said io be ' in good or bad taste.' It does not mean

that it is true or false; that it is beautiful or ugly;

but that it does or docs not comply cither with the

laws of choice, which are enforced by certain modes

of life, or the habits of mind produced by a particular

sort of education. It does not mean merely fashion

able, that is, complying with a momentary caprice of

the upper classes; but it means agreeing with the ha-

bit ii.il sense which the most refined education com

mon to those upper classes at the period giv^s to

their whole mind, Rus&ut.

7. t Essay; trial; experiment.

I hope, for my brother's Justification, he wrote this

as an essay or taste of my virtue. Shak.

8. A Bmall portion given as a specimen or

sample; a little piece or sip tasted, eaten,

or drunk; a small bit; as, to give a taste of

one's quality, Ac. Bacon. — SYN. Savour,

relish, flavour, sensibility, goAt

Tasteful (tast'ful), a. 1. Having a high re

lish; savoury. "Tasteful herbs.' Pope.—

2. Capable of discerning and enjoying what

is In .nit mil, sublime, excellent, noble, and

the like; possessing good taste.

His tasteful mind enjoys

Alike the complicate charms which glow

Through the wide landscape. Ctnefer.

3. Characterized by or showing good taste;

imxlueed, arranged, constructed, or regu-

ated by good taste, or in accordance with

it; as, a tasteful design or pattern.

Tastefully (tast'ful-li), adv. In a tasteful

manner; with good taste.

Tastefulness (tast'fuhnes), n. The state or

quality of being tasteful.

Tasteless (tast'les), a Having no taste; as,

(a) exciting no sensation on the organs of

taste; insipid; as, a tasteless medicine, (b)

Incapable of experiencing the sense of

taste; as, the tongue when furred is nearly

tasteless, (c) Having uo power of giving

pleasure; stale; flat; insipid; as, tasteless

amusements, (d) Not originating from or

in accordance with the principles of good

taste; as, a tasteless arrangement of drapery.

' A tasteless dwelling on dirty details.' Aca

demy, (e) Not possessing appreciation or

enjoyment of what Is good, excellent, beau

tiful, sublime, or the like; having bad taste;

as. Mi.- only true poet or painter of a taste-

lesn age. ' If ... a critick is heavy and

tasteless ' A ddison.

Tastelessly (tastfles-li), adv. In a tasteless

manner.

Tastelessness (tast'Ies-nes), n. The state

or quality of being tasteless in any sense of

the word; as, (a) without flavour; insipid

ness. (6) An absence of good taste. (c)Want

of discernment for what is good, excellent,

beautiful, or the like.

The work of writing notes is performed by railing

at the stupidity, negligence, ignorance, and asinine

tastelessness of the former editors. Swift.

Taster (tast'er), n. 1. One who tastes; speci

fically, (a) one whose duty it is to ascertain

the quality of food or drink by tasting it

before submitting it to his master.

Shall man presume to be my master.

Who's but my caterer and tasterl Swift.

(6) One employed to test the quality of pro

visions and liquors by tasting samples sub

mitted to him by the vendors; as, a tea

taster; a wine taster.—2. Anything by which

or in which something is tasted, as a cheese-

taster, which is an auger-shaped instrument

for scooping out a piece to be tasted; a

dram-cup and the like.

Tastily (tast'i-li), adv. In a tasty manner;

with good taste.

TastO (tas'to), adv. [It., touch] In music,

a term denoting that the passage should be

performed with no other tones than unisons

and octaves.

Tasty (tast'i), a. 1. Having a good taste or

nice perception of excellence : applied to

persons; as, a tasty lady.—2. Being in con

formity to the principles of good taste; ele

gant; as, tasty furniture; a tasty dress.—

3. Palatable; nice; fine. [Colloq. in all

senses.]

Tat (tat), n. A name in India for cloth made

from the fibre of Corchorus olitorius or jute.

Siinmonds.

Tat(tat),n. A pony. 'Flocks of goats, sheep,

tats or ponies, camels, &c* W. II. Russell.

[Anglo-Indian.]

Tata (ta'ta), n. In West Africa, the resi

dence of a territorial or village chieftain.

The larger tatas are usually fortified.

Ta-ta (ta'ta), ». and interj. A familiar form

of salutation at parting; farewell; good-bye.

Tatar (ta'tar), n. A native of Tatary or Tar-

tary. .See Tartar.

Tatarwagges,tn. pi. [See Tatter.] Rag

ged clothes fluttering in the wind. Ilomaunt

of the Hose.

Tatch,t Tatchet (tach), «. [Fr. taehe, a

spot, stain, or blemish.] 1. A spot or stain;

a blemish.—2. A trick; a contrivance or plot.

Tate (tat), n. Same as Tait, [Scotch.]

Tath(tath), n. [Icel. tatli, duug, manure;

whence tatha. a manured field. ) 1. The dung

or manure left on lands where live stock is

fed on it:—2. Strong grass growing round the

dung of cattle. Spelled also Teathe.

Tath (tath i. v.t. To manure, as a field, by

allowing live stock to feed on it.

TatOO (ta-tc/), v. t. [See Tattoo. ] ' The man

tatoo'd or woaded.' Tennyson.

TatOU(tat'b), n. The native name of the

giant armadillo of South America, Dasy-

pus or Priodonta gigas.

TatOUay (tat'o-a), n. [Native name.] A

kind of armadillo (Dasypus tatottay or Xe-

nurus unicinctus) remarkable for the unde

fended state of its tail, which is devoid of

tin: bony rings that inclose this member in

the other armadillos, being only covered

with brown hair. For about 3 inches at its
pointed tip the under side of th^ tail is «iuit ■ ■

naked.

Tatouhou (tat'6-hb), « The native name

of Dasypus Peba or Tatusia septeincinctus.

a species of armadillo extremely comnion

in Paraguay. See PKUA.

Tatt(tat), v.i. To work at or make tatting.

Tatta (tat'ta), n. See TATTIB.

Tatter (tat'terV n. [Icel. toturr, tbtturr,

tatters, rags; the word is seen also in tat

terdetnalion, O.K. tattencagge,Hc. tatterwal-

lop.] 1. A rag or a part torn and hanging to

the thing: chiefly used in tbe plural.

Tear a passion to tatters, to very rags, to split the

ears of the groundlings. SMmJt,

2. A tatterdemalion.

What tatters that that walks there! Beau. O Fl

Tatter (tat'ter), v.t. [See the noun.] To

rend or tear into rags.

Like a lion that hath tatter ,1 here

A goodly heifer, there a lusty steer. Sylvester

Tatterdemalion (tat'ter-de-nia"li-on), n

[E. tatter, Fr. de, from, and O.Fr. maillon

(Mod. Fr. maillot), long clothes, swaddling-

clothes,] A ragged fellow.

Tattered (tat'terd), p. and a. 1. Rent In tat

ters; torn; hanging in rags; as, a tattered

garment. ' Where wav'd the tatter'd ensigns

of Rag-fair." Pope.—2. Dilapidated; show

ing gaps or breaks.

I do not like ruined, tattered cottages.

Miss Austen.

Tatter-waHop (tat'ter-wallop), n. Tatters;

rags in a fluttering state. [Scotch.]

Tattle (tat'ti), ». In the Fast Indies, a thick

mat or screen, usually made of the sweet-

scented cuscus-grass, ami fastened upon n

bamboo frame, which is hung at a door or

window, and kept moist so as to cool the

apartment. Written also Tatta, Tatty.

Tatting (tat'ing), n. [According to Brewer

from the East Indian word tattie. See above ]

1. A kind of narrow lace usod for edging,

woven or knitted from sewing-thread, with

a somewhat shuttle-shaped implement.—

2. The act of making such lace.

Tattle (tatT), v.i. pret. & pp. tattled; ppr.

tattling. [Probably like O.K. tatterM tattle.

and titter, an imitative word; comp. L.G

tateln, to gabble like a goose, to talk much

and quick; G. tattern, to prattle; D. tatern.

to stammer or stutter.] 1. To prate; to talk

idly; to use many words with little meaning.

'The world is forward enough to tattle of

them.' Locke. Sometimes used transitively.

' Then let the ladies ta ttle what they please. '

Shak.—2. To tell tales; to communicate se

crets; to blab; as, a tattling girl. Shak.

Tattle ( tatfl ), n. Prate ; idle talk or chat ;

trifling talk. 'The tattle of the day.' Swift.

Tattlement (tat'1-ment), n. Tattle; chatter.

Carlyle.

Tattler (tatfler), n» 1. One who tattles; an

idle talker; one that tells tales.—2. A name

applied to numerous birds of the snipe

family. The tattlers are of several genera

and many species.

Tattlery (tat'ler-i), n. Idle talk or chat.

Tattling (tailing), a. Given to idle talk;

apt to tell tales.

Excuse it by the tattling quality of the age. which

is always narrative. Dryden.

TatUingly (tatling-li), adv. In a tattling

tell-tale manner.

Tattoo (tat-to'). «. [Also written taptoo.

from D. taptoe, the tattoo — tap, a tap, a

spigot or faucet, and toe (pron. as E. to), to,

as in 'Clap the doors to' (Shak.). The word

therefore signified primarily the signal tor

the closing of drinking-houses. Comp. G

zapfenstreich, L.G. tappenslag, Dan. tap-

penstreg, all with the sense of tapstroke.

tapblow. ] A beat of drum and bugle-call at

night, giving notice to soldiers to repair to

their quarters in garrison or to their tents

in camp. — Devil's tattoo, that beating or

drumming with the fingers upon a table or

other piece of furniture, often practised by

people when vacant or impatient.

Mr. Gawtrey remained by the fire beating the

devifs tattoo upon the cllinmey-piece. Lord Lytton

Tattoo (tat-to'), v.t. and i. [A Polynesian

word.] To prick the skin and stain the

punctured spots with a colouring substance,

forming lines and figures upon the body.

See TATTOOiNa.

Tattoo (tat-tb^ n. What is tattooed. See

TATTOOING.

Tattooer (tat-to'erV n. One who tattoos.

Tattooing (tat-tb'ing), n. The act of one

who tattoos; the design produced by a tat

tooer, the art of a tattooer: a practice com

mon to several uncivilized nations, ancient

and modern, and to some extent employed

Tattooing.

Head of Ko-towa-towa, a New Zealand chief.

among civilized nations. It consists in mark

ing the skin with punctures or incisions,

and introducing into the wounds coloured

liquids, gunpowder, or the like, so as to pro

duce an Indelible stain, so that in this way a

variety of figures may be produced on the

face and other parts of the body. This prac

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locn, g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, aing; TH, tAen; th, Udn; w, icig; wh, w/dg; zh, azure.—See KKT.
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tice is very prevalent among the South Sea

Islanders,among whom are used instruments

edged with small teeth,somewhat resembling

those of a fine comb. These are applied to

the akin, and being repeatedly struck with

a small mallet the teeth make the incisions

required, while the colouring tincture is in

troduced at the same time. Degrees of rank

are indicated by the greater or less surface

of tattooed skin. Sometimes the whole

body, the face not excepted, is tattooed, as

among the New Zealanders.

Tatty (tat'i), a. Matted; rough and shaggy.

See Tautep. [Scotch.]

Tatty (tat'ti), n. See Tattie.

Tatu (tato), n. Same as Tatou. — Black

tatu. See Peba.

Tau (ta), n. [From tau, the Greek name of

the letter T.] 1. The toad-flsh of Carolina,

aspeciesofGadus((r. tau).

2. A species of beetle ;

also, a species of moth

(Phalena); also, a kind of

fly (Musca). — 3. In her.

the cross of St. Anthony,

called also the Cross Tau.

It is somewhat like tho

Grots potent, and derives

its name from the Greek

letter tau, which it re- Cross Tau.

semblcs in shape.

Taught (tat), a. Xaut. tight; taut (which

see).

Taught (tat), pret. and pp. of teach.

Tauld (tald). pret. and pp. Told. [Scotch.]

Taunt (taut), a. 10. Fr. tant, L. tantus. so

great.] A'aut. high or tall : an epithet par

ticularly applied to the mastB when they

are of an unusual length.

Taunt (taut), v.t. [O.Fr. tantcr, tenter, to

tempt, to try, to provoke, from L. tentare

(see TEMPT), to try, attack, excite, probably

influenced in its sense by O.Fr. tanner, Mod.

Fr. tancer, to scold, rebuke, taunt, which

according to Diez comes from L. tenere, to

hold, through a freq, form tentiare.) 1. To

reproach with severe or insulting words; to

cast something in the teeth of; to twit scorn

fully or insultingly; to upbraid. ' When I

had at my pleasure taunted her.' Shak.

The dress, the deportment, the language, the

studies, the amusements of the rigid sect were regu

lated (jii principles resembling those of the Pharisees,

who. proud of their washed hands and broad phylac

teries, taunted the Redeemer as a Sabbath-breaker.

Afacaitlay.

2.t To censure, blame, or condemn in a re

proachful, scornful, insulting manner: with

a thing as object.

Kail thou in Fulvia's phrase, and taunt my faults.

Shak.

Syn. To twit, upbraid, deride, ridicule, mock,

censure.

Taunt (tant). n. Upbraiding words; bitter

or sarcastic reproach; insulting invective.

'Scoffs and scorns, and contumelious tauntg.'

Shak. ' Sacrilegious taunt and impious jest.'

Prior.

Taunter (taut'er), n. One who taunts, re

proaches, or upbraids with sarcastic or cen

sorious reflections.

Tauntingly ( tant'ing-li ), adv. In a taunt

ing manner; with bitter and sarcastic words;

insultingly; scoffingly. 'Those who taunt

ingly reminded Fenwick that he had sup

ported the bill which attainted Monmouth.'

Macaulay.

Taunton (tau'ton), n. A kind of broad-cloth

manufactured at Taun'on in Somersetshire.

Taunua- slate (tou'nos-slat), n. Ingeol. a

clay-slate occurring in the Taunus range

in western Germany. It has a gray to violet

colour and silky iridescent lustre.

Taupie, Tawple (ta'pi), n. [A Scandi

navian word; Icel. tdpi, a fool; Sw. tapig,

simple, foolish; Dan. taabe, a fool. ] A fool

ish, thoughtless young woman. [Scotch. ]

She formally rebuked Eppie for an idle t.iupic. for

not carrying the gentleman's things to his mom.

Sir tf. Scott.

Taure, t n. The constellation Taurus.

Chaucer.

Tauricornous (tn'ri-kor-nus), a. [L. taunts,
■a bull, and cornu, a horn.] Having horns

like a bull. Sir T. Browne. [Rare.]

Tauridor (ta'ri-dor), n. [Sp. toreador.] A

bull-fighter. Sir W. Scott.

Tauriform (ta'ri-form), n [L. taunts, a

bull, and forma, form. ] Having the form of

a bull.

Taurine (ta'rin), a. [L. taurus, a bull]

1. Relating to a bull.—2. Relating to the

Linnrean genus Taurus, to which the com

mon bull or ox and cow belong.

Taurine (ta'rin), n. (C2HTNSO-) One of

the products of the decomposition of bile.

When pure it forms large prisms ; it is neu

tral, has a cooling taste, and is soluble in

water. It contains the elements of binoxa-

late of ammonia and of water. It was first

discovered in the bile of the ox, whence the

name.

Taurocoll, Taurocolla (ta'ro-kol, ta-ro-

kol'la), it. [Gr. tauros, a bull, kolla, glue.]

A gluey substance made from a bull's hide.

Tauromacliia, Tauromachy (ta-ro-nnV-

ki-a, ta-rum'a-ki), n. [Gr.—tauros, a bull,

and inachi, a fight] A public bull-fight,

such as are common in Spain.

Tauromachian (ta-rd-ma'ki-anX a. Relat

ing to public bull-fights; as, the Spanish

taste is tauromachian.

Tauromachian (tard-maTci-an), n. One

who engages in bull-lights; a bull-fighter; a

tauridor. [Rare. ]

Taurus (ta'rus), n. [L., a bull; allied to E.

steer (an ox). ] 1. The Bull ; one of the twelve

signs of the zodiac, which the sun enters

about the 20th April. Taurus is denoted by

the character & . — 2. The second zodiacal

constellation, containing, according to the

British catalogue, 141 stars. Several of

these are remarkable, as Aldebaran, of the

first magnitude, in the eye; the Hyades, in

the face; and the Pleiades, in the neck.—

3. A Linneeau genus of mammals, to which

the common bull or ox and cow belong.—

Taurus Poniatowski, a modern northern

constellation consisting of seven stars. It

is situated between Aquila and Ophiuchus.

Tau - Staff (ta'staf), n. [Gr. tau, the name

of the letter T.] In archosol. a staff with a

cross head or head in the shape of the letter

T. ' A cross-headed or tan-staff. ' Jos. A n-

derson.

Taut (tat), a. [A form of tight or closely

allied to it.] Tight; stretched out; not

slack : applied to a rope or sail ; also, pro

perly ordered; prepared against emergency.

written also Taught. [Mainly a sailors

term.]

Nelson's health had sufTered greatly while he was

in the A^ametmion. 'My complaint,' lie said, 'is

as if a girth were buckled taut over iny breast; and

my endeavour in tlic night is to get loose.' Seuthey.

Tautaug (ta-tagO. n. See Tautoq.

Tauted, Tautle (tat'ed, ta'ti), a. [Akin to

Sc. tait, a tuft of hair ; Icel. tieta, to tease

wool, t6t, a flock of wool.] Matted together:

spoken of hair or wool. Spelled also Ta wted,

Tawtie, Tatty, <tc. [Scotch.]

Tautegoricai (ta-te-gor'ik-al), a. [Gr. tau-

ton for to auton, the same, and agoreuo, to

speak. See Allegory.] Expressing the

same thing in different words: opposed to

allegorical. Coleridge.

Tautochrone ( ta'to-kron ), n. [Gr. tautos,

the same, and chronos, time.] In math, a

curve line such that a heavy body descend

ing along it by gravity will, from whatever

point in the curve it begins to descend,

always arrive at the lowest point in the

same time. The cycloid possesses this pro

perty. Also, when any number of curves

are drawn from a given point, and another

curve is so drawn as to cut off from every

one of them an arc, which is described by a

falling particle in one given time, that arc

is called a tautoctirone.

Tautocnronous (ta-tok'ron-us), a. Pertain

ing to a tautochrone; isochrouous.

TautOg (ta tog"), h. [The plural of taut, the

Indian name.] A fish (Tautoga nigra or

americana), family Labrida;, found on the

coast of New England, and valued for food.

It attains a size of 12 to 14 lbs. . and is caught

by hook and line on rocky bottoms. Called

also Black-fish.

Tautollte (ta'tol-It), n. A velvet-black min

eral occurring in volcanic felspathic rocks.

It is supposed to be a silicate of protoxide

of iron and silicate of magnesia.

Tautologic, Tautological (ta-tfl-loj'ik, ta-

to-loj'ik-al), a. [See Tautology.] Involv

ing tautology; repeating the same thing;

having the same signification; as, a tauto

logical expression or phrase. ' Tautological

repetitions.' Burton.—Tautological echo.&n

echo that repeats the same sound or syl

lable many times.

Tautologically (ta-to-loj'ik-al-li), adv. In

a tautological manner.

Tautologlst (ta-tol'o-jist), n. One who uses

different words or phrases in succession to

express the same sense.

Tautologize (ta-tol'o-jiz). v.i. pret. tfc pp.

tautologized ; ppr. tautologizing. To repeat

the same thing in different words.

Tli.it in this brief description the wise man should

tautologize, is not to be supposed. Dr. John Smith.

TautologOUS (ta-tol'o-gus),a. Tautological.

'Clumsy tautologous interpretation.' Acad

emy.

Tautology (ta-toTo-Ji), «• [Gr. tautologia—

tautos, the same, and logos, word or expres

sion. } A useless repetition of the same idea

or meaning in different words; needless re

petition of a thing in different words or

phrases; as, they did it successively one after

the other; both simultaneously made their

appearance at one and the same time. It

must be remarked that repetition is not ne

cessarily the same as tautology, repetition

being often necessary forclearness, emphasis,

or effect.

Tautoduslan ( ta-to-ou'si-an ), a. Same as

Tautousian.

Tautophonical (ta-td-fon'ik-al), a. Repeat

ing the same sound. [Rare.]

Tautophony (ta-tof'o-ni), n, [Gr. tautos.

the same, &ud phont, voice.] Repetition of

the same sound.

Tautousian, Tautousious (ta-tou'si-an,

ta-tou'si-us), a. [Gr. tautos, the same, and

ousia, being, essence.] In theol. having ab

solutely the same essence.

Tavern (tav'ern), n. [Fr. taverne, Pr. Sp.

and It. taverna, from L. taberna, a shed, a

tavern, from tab, root of tabula, a board.

See Table.] A house where wines and other

liquors are sold, and where entertainment

is provided for parties; a public-house

where refreshments in the shape of food and

liquor are supplied, and other accommoda

tion for the guests provided.

To reform the vices of this town, all taitrns and

alehouses should be obliged to dismiss their com

pany by twelve at night, and no woman suffered to

enter any tavern or alehouse. Swift.

Taverner (tav'er-nfir), n. One who keeps

a tavern.

After local names, the most in number have been

derived from occupations; as tailor, archer, taverner.

Camlien.

Taverningt (tav'er-ning), n. A feasting at

taverns. "The misrule of our taveminys.'

Bp. Uall.

Tavern-mant (taVern-manX n. 1. The

keeper of a tavern.—2. A tippler.

Tavers, Talvers (ta'verzX »■ pi- Tatters.

[Scotch. ]

They don't know how to cook yonder—they have

no gout—they boil the meat to tavers, ami tnak'

sauce o* the brue to other dishes. OaJt.

Tavert, Talvert (ta'vert), a. [For daivert,

benumbed, stunned, stupefied, a Scotch

word from same stem as deaf.] [Scotch.]

1. .Stupid; confused; senseless. Gait —

2. Stupefied with drink; intoxicated. Gait.

TaW (tfl), v. t. [A. Sax. tatcian, to prepare,

to taw; D. tonwen, to taw; G. zauen, to pre

pare, to soften, to tan, to taw; Goth, taujan,

to do, to work. The original meaning would

seem to have been to work or prepare in

general.] 1. To dress with alum and make

into white leather; to dress and prepare in

white, as the skins of sheep, lambs, goats,

and kids, for gloves and the like, by treating

them with alum, salt, and other matters.—

2. To beat — 3. t To torture; to torment

Chaloner.

Taw (ta), n. [Origin unknown] A marble

to be played with; a game at marbles.

Trembling I've seen thee dare the kitten's paw;

Nay, mix with children as they play'd at ftrw;

Nor fear the marbles as they bounding flew.

Marbles to them, but rolling rocks to you. Gay.

Tawdrily (ta'dri-li), adv. In a tawdry man

ner.

Tawariness (ta'dri-nes), n. The state or

quality of being tawdry; excessive finery;

ostentatious fiuery without elegance.

A clumsy person makes his ungraceful ness more

ungraceful by tawdriness of dress. Richardson.

Tawdry (ta'dri), a. [From St. Audrey, other

wise called St. Etheldreda, at whose fair,

held in the isle of Ely, laces and cheap gay

ornaments are said to have Iwen sold. In

this way tawdry would have meant origin

ally Bhowy.like things bought at St. Audrey's

fair. But more probably the original notion

was showy, like the necklaces that St. Au

drey used to wear, the application coming

from the legend which says she died of a

swelling in the throat, an ailment that she

recognized as a judgment for having been

fond of wearing fine necklaces in her youth.

According to the latter supposition the ad

jective would come from the noun tawdry

as the name of a kind of necklace; tawdry-

lace, a kind of necklace or girdle.] For

merly fine, showy, elegant; now only fine

and showy, without taste or elegance; hav

ing an excess of showy ornaments without

Fate, far, fat, fgll; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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grace; as, a tawdry dress; tawdry feathers;

tawdry colours.

He rails from morning to night at essenced fops

and tavdry courtiers. Spectator.

Tawdryt (ta'dri), n. A species of necklace

of a rural fashion; a necklace in general.

Of which the Naiads and blue Nereids make

Them tavdrits for their neck. Drayton.

Tawdry-lace t (ta'dri-los), n. [See Tawdry,

a. ] A kind of necklace; also, a kind of gir

dle. [Spenser uses it in the latter sense.]

Come, you promised me a tawdry-lace and a pair

of sweet gloves. Shak,

Tawe.t n. Tow. Chaucer.

Tawer (tft'er), n. One who taws; a dresser of

white leather.

Tawery (ta'er-i), n. A place where skins

are tawed.

Tawle (ta'i), o. Tome; tractable. [Scotch.]

Tawney (ti'ni), n. In her. see Tknn e

Tawiiiiiess (ta'ui-nes), >>■ The quality of

being tawny.

Tawny (ta'ui), a, [O.Fr. tani, tanned, ' also

swart, sallow, duskie or tawny of hue;' Yv.

tamtf, tanned, tan-coloured, tawny, pp. of

tanner, totan. (See TAN.) The spelling may

have been influenced by the verb to turn.)

Of a yellowish dark colour, like things

tanned, or persons who are sunburnt; as, a

tawny Moor or Spaniard ; the tawny sons

of Numidia; the tawny lion.

Tawny (ta/ni), v.t To make tawny; to tan.

Tawpie. n. See Tacpie.

Taws, Tawse (taz), n. [Softened from tags,

which is also a Scottish name of the instru

ment; or rather perhaps from A. Sax. tateian,

to tan, to beat, to strike.] A leather strap,

usually with a slit or fringe-like end, used

as an instrument of punishment by school

masters and others. [Scotch.]

Never use the tawse when a gloom can do the turn.

Ramsay.

Tax (taks). n. [Fr. taxe, from taxer, to tax,

from L. taxo, taxare, to handle, to rate, to

appraise, to estimate the worth of, also to

tax or censure, from tag, root of tango, to

touch. Task is essentially the same word,

with transposition of sounds. Tact is of

similar origin, so also taste, } 1. A contribu

tion levied by authority from people to de

fray the expenses of government or other

public services; as, (a) a charge made by

the national or state rulers on the incomes

or property of individuals, or on the pro

ducts consumed by them. A tax is said to

be direct when it is demanded from the

very persons who it is intended or desired

should pay it. as, for example, a poll-tax,

a land or property tax, an income-tax, taxes

for keeping manservants, carriages, dogs,

and the like. It is said to be indirect when

it is demanded from one person in the ex

pectation and intention that he shall in

demnify himself at the expense of another;

as for example the taxes called customs,

which are imposed on certain classes of im

ported goods, and those called excise duties,

which are imposed on home manufactures

or inland production, (b) A rate or sum

imposed on individuals or their property for

municipal, county, or other local purposes,

such as police taxes, taxes for the support

of the poor (poor-rates), taxes for the repair

of roads aud bridges, <fcc. In this country

house taxes or taxes on rental form the

largest part of the local revenues, municipal

revenues being, indeed, entirely raised from

this source—2. A disagreeable or burden

some duty or charge; an exaction; a requi

sition ; an oppressive demand; as, his exer

tions in the public cause are a heavy tax on

his time and strength—3. t Charge; censure.

He could not without grief of heart, and without

seme tax upon himself and his ministers for the not

executing the laws, look upon the bold license of some

pamphlets. C/arendon.

4.t A lesson to be learned; a task. Johnson.

Syn. Impost, tribute, contribution, duty,

toll, rate, assessment, exaction, custom,

demand.

Tax (tak-0. v.t. [See the noun.] 1. To sub

ject to the payment of taxes ; to impose a

tax on ; to levy money orother contributions

from, as from subjects to meet the expenses

of government; as. to tax land,commodities,

income; to tax a people.

I would not /.rrthe needy commons. ShaJt.

He taxed the land to give the money, a Ki. xxiii. 35.

2. To load with a burden or burdens; to

make demands upon ; to put to a certain

strain; as, to tax one's strength, memory,

credulity, or the like. —8. In law, to examine

and allow or disallow the items of charge

In; as, the court taxes bills of cost—4. To

charge; to censure; to accuse; usually fol

lowed by with, formerly by of and /or when

accompanied with an indirect object ; as, to

tux a man with pride ; he was taxed with

presumption.

My fore-past proofs, howe'er the nutter fall.

Sh.ill tax ray [ears (/"little vanity. ShaJi.

Men's virtues I have commended as freely as I

have taxed their crimes. Dryden.

He taxed not Homer nor Virgil/or interesting their

gods in the wars of Troy and Italy, neither would he

nave taxed Milton forms choice of a supernatural

argument. Dryden.

He brook'd not. he, that scoffing tongue

Should tax hi* minstrelsy with wrong.

Or call his song untrue. Sir IV. Scott.

Taxability (taks-a-bil'i-ti), n. The state of

being taxable.

Taxable (taks'a-bl), a. Capable of being

taxed ; liable by law to the assessment of

taxes; as, taxable commodities.

Revert to your old principles. . . . leave America,

if she has taxable matter in her, to tax herself.

Burke.

Taxableness (taks'a-bl-nes), n. The state

of being taxable.

Taxably (taks'a-bli), adv. In a taxable

manner.

Taxacese (tak-sa'se-e), n. pi. A sub-order of

Conifenc, sometimes regarded as a distinct

order, comprising trees or shrubs which in

habit chiefly the temperate parts of Europe,

Asia, Africa, and America. They have a

woody tissue marked with circular discB,

with evergreen, and mostly narrow, rigid,

entire, and veinless leaves, and are distin

guished from the Cupressinea; by the suc

culent cup which surrounds their seeds.

The order yields trees which are valued for

their timber, and, like the Conifenc, possess

resinous properties. See Coniperjs, Taxcs.

Taxation (tak-sa'shon), n. [L. taxatio, tax

ation^, a taxing, a valuing. See Tax, n.]

1. The act of laying a tax, or of imposing

taxes ou the subjects of a state or govern

ment, or on the members of a corporation

or company, by the proper authority; the

raising of revenue required for public ser

vice by means of taxes; the system by which

such a revenue is raised.

The subjects of every state ought to contribute to

the support of the government, as nearly a* possible

in proportion to their abilities; that is, in proportion

to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under

the protection of the state. In the observance or

neglect of this maxim consists what is called the

equality or inequality of taxation. Adatn Smith.

2. Tax or assessment imposed; the aggregate

of particular taxes.

He daily such taxations did exact. Daniel.

3.t Charge; accusation; censure; scandal.

My father's love is enough to honour; speak no more

of him.

You'll be whipt for taxation one of these days.

Shak.

1 The act of taxing or assessing a bill of

costs in law.

Taxatlvelyt (taks'at-iv-li), adv. As a tax.

Ayhffe.

Tax-cart, Taxed -cart (taks'kart, takst'-

kai-t), h. A light spring-cart upon which

only a low rate of tax is charged.

They (carts) are of all kinds, from the greengrocer's

taxed cart to the coster's barrow. Mayhem.

She begged that farmer Subsoil would take her

thither in his tax-cart. Troilope.

Taxel (tak'sel), n. The American badger

(Meles Labradorica), at first regarded as a

variety of the European badger, but now

found to differ so considerably that it has

been thought by some naturalists worthy of

being raised into a distinct genus, Taxidea.

Its teeth are of a more carnivorous charac

ter than those of the true badger, and it

preys on such small animals as marmots,

which it pursues into their holes, frequently

enlarging them so as to make the ground

dangerous for horses. Its burrowing powers

are remarkable, its hole being o or 7 feet

deep, aud running underground to a length

of 30 feet. Though termed Labradorica it

is not found in Labrador, but abounds in

the sandy plains near the Missouri and

Rocky Mountains. Its hair changes from

yellowish-brown in summer to hoary-gray

iu winter, becoming longer and more woolly.

Taxer (taks'er), n. 1. One who taxes.—2. In

Cambridge University, one of two officers

chosen yearly to regulate the assize of bread

and see the true gauge of weights and mea

sures observed; a taxor.

Tax-free(taks'fre),a. Exempt from taxation.

Tax-gatherer (taks'gaTH-er-er), il A col

lector of taxes. ' Horace being tiie sou of a

tax-gatherer or collector.' Dryden,

Taxiarch (taks'i-ark), n. [Gr. taxiarches—

taxis, a division of an army, and arche, rule.]

An Athenian military officer commanding a

taxis or battalion.

TaxiCOrn (taks'i-korn), n, A beetle of the

family Taxicornes.

Taxicornes (taks-i-kor'nez), n. pi [Gr. taxis,

regular order, and L. cornu, a horn, alluding

to the anteuua>. ] The second family of the

Taxicornes—Tetratemafungorum.

a. Antenna of Tetratorna. b. Antenna of Trachy-

scelis.

Jieteronierous Coluoptera in LatreQle's ar

rangement of insects. They live on fungi,

beneath the bark of trees, or ou the ground

under stones.

Taxidermic (taks-i-der'mik), a. Of or per

taining to taxidermy, or the art of preparing

and pieserving the skins of animals.

Taxidermist (taks'i-der-mist), n. A person

skilled iu taxidermy.

Taxidermy (taks'i-dex-mi), n. [Gr. taxis,

an arranging, order (from tasso, to arrange),

aud derma, skin] The art of preparing and

preserving the skins of animals, and also of

stuffing and mounting them so as to give

them as close a resemblance to the living

forniB as possible.

Taxin (tak'sin), n, [h. taxus, yew.] A resi

nous substance obtained from the leaves of

the yew-tree (Taxtt# baccata) by treatment

with alcohol and tartaric acid, 2 lbs. of the

leaves yielding 3 grains of taxin. It is

slightly soluble in water, dissolves easily in

alcohol, ether, and dilute acids, and is pre

cipitated from the acid solutions by alkalies

in white bulky Hocks.

Taxing-master (taks'ing-mas-ter), n. An

officer of a court of law who examines bills

of costs, and allows or disallows charges.

Taxis (tak'sis). n. [Gr. taxis, order.] 1. In

sura, an operation by which those parts

which have quitted their natural situatiou

are replaced by the hand without the assist

ance of instruments, as in reducing hernia,

<fcc—2. In anc. arch, that disposition which

assigns to every part of a building its just

dimensions. It is synonymous with Ordon-

nance in modern architecture.—3. In Greek

antiq. a division of troops corresponding in

some respects to the modern battalion.

Taxites (tak-si'tez), n. [L. taxus, the yew-

tree.] In gevl. the generic name for fossil

coniferous trees, allied to the yew, found

chiefly in the tertiary lignites and also in

the oolite.

Taxless (taks'les), o. Free from taxes.

Sylvester.

Taxodites ( tak-s6-di't«z ), n. A genus of

fossil plants, allied to the genus Taxodium

(deciduous cypress), occurring in tertiary

deposits.

Taxodium (tak-so'di-um). n. [L. taxus, a

yew, and Gr. eidos, resemblance.] A genus

': V:l ",-v "

Taxodium di»tichum.

of plants, nat. order Conifene, tribe Cupres

sinea?. It has been distinguished froni the

genus Cuprcssus principally ou account of

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; },jo\>; n, Fr. tow; ng, sing; th, Uieu; th, Uim, w, trig; wh, u>Aig; zh, arure.—See Key.
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the arrangement of the male catkins in race

mose panicles, the small number of flowers

in the female catkins, and the numbers of

cotyledons possessed by the embryo. The

T. distichum, or deciduous cypresa, a com

mon ornamental tree upon English lawns,

is a native of North Ameriea, where iU wood

is used for all the purposes to which timU.-r

is applied. The cones arc globular. The

bai k exudes a resin which is used by the

negroes for dressing wounds. The roots are

remarkable for the production of large coni

cal knobs, hollow inside. In America they

are used by the negroes for bee-hives.

Taxology (tak-sol'o-ji), n. [Gr. taxis, order,

and logon, a discourse.] Same as Taxonomy.

Taxonomlc (taks-6-nom'ik), a. Pertaining

to or involving taxonomy or systematic clas

sification; classificatory. Huxley.

Taxonomy (tak-sou'u-mi), n. [Gr. taxis,

order, and nomott, law. ] 1. That department

of natural history which treats of the laws

and principles of classification.—2. The laws

or principles themselves of classification.

Taxor (taka'or), n. Same as Taxrr. 2.

Tax-payer (takB'pa-er), n. one who is as

sessed and pays a tax.

Taxus (taks us), n. [L., a yew-tree.] A ge

nus of evergreen plants, thi type of the nat.

order or Bub-order Taxaceas; the yew. The

species are natives of Europe and North

America. See Ykw.

Taylor's Theorem. A formula of most ex

tensive application in analysis, discovered

by Dr. Brook Taylor, and published by him

in 1715. It is to the following effect. Let u

represent any function whatever of the vari

able quantity x; then if x receive any incre

ment, as h, 1st u become u' ; then we shall
du h d*u Aa dau hr

u-i

i—^- +, Ac, where d represents the

differential of the function k. The great

value of this theorem was overlooked till

it was made the basis of the differential and

integral calculus by Lagrange in 1772.

Tayra (ti'ra), n. A handsome weasel {Gatera

barbara) of South America, nearly as large

as the pine-marten. It is all black, save a

large white patch on the breast.

Tazel (ta'zl), n. A plant; teasel (which see).

Tazza (tat'sa), n. [It.] A large ornamental

cup or vase with a flat or shallow top, and

having a foot and handles.

T-baildage (te'band-aj).n, A surgical band

age shaped like a T. and consisting of a strip

of linen attached at right angles to another

strip.

T-beard (te'berd), n. A beard cut in the

shape of a T.

The Roman T, your T-beard is in fashion.

And twifold doth express th' enamoured courtier.

Beau. &■ Ft.

Tcha-lan (chii-lanO. ft A blue powder con-

taiiiin:,' copper, used by the Chinese for pro

ducing blue colours on porcelain.

Tchernozem ( cher'nd-zem ). «• [Rua., lit.

black earth] The local name for a black

earth of extraordinary fertility, covering at

least 100,000,000 acres, from the Carpathians

to the Ural Mountains, to the depth of from

4 to 20 feet, and yielding an almost unlimited

succession of similar crops without prepara

tion. It consists chiefly of silica with a littlo

alumina, lime, and oxide of iron, and about

7 per cent of vegetable mould, of which 2 45

is nitrogen gas. The nitrogen and other

organic mutter are no doubt the cause of its

fertility.

Tchetwertak (thet'ver-tak), n. A Russian

silver coin worth 25 copecks, or about 9|'/.

sterling.

Tchick: (chik), interj. 1. A sound produced

by pressing the tongue against the roof of

the mouth and suddenly withdrawing it,

used to quicken a lazy horse. 'Summing up

the whole with a provoking wink, and such

an interject!onal tchick as men quicken a

dull horse with ' Sir W. Scott.— 2. An ex

pression of surprise or of contempt.

Tchudi (chb'de), n.pl. A name applied by

the Russians to the Finnic races in the north

west of Russia. It has now acquired a more

general application, and is used to designate

the group of peoples of which the Finns,

the Esthonians, the LivonianB, and Lap

landers are members.

Tchudlc (chb'dik), o. Of or pertaining to

the Tchudi; specifically, designating that

group of Turanian tongues Bpoken by the

Finns. Esthonians, Livonians, and Lapland

ers. Spelled also Chudic, Tschudic.

T-Cloth (te'klotb), n. A plain cotton cloth

manufactured in this country for the India

and China market : so called from a large

letter T being stamped on it.

Tea (te). n. [ITr. the, from Chinese tha, the,

tcha, tea.] 1. The dried leaves of Thea sin

ensis or chinensis (the tea-plant), nat order

Ternstrbmiacea?, extensively cultivated in

China; also the plant itself. Teas are in com

merce all brought under two distinct terms,

green teas and ''lack teas, and it was at one

time believed that these were the products

of two different species of Thea, black tea of

T. Bohea, and green tea of T. viridis, now re

garded by botanists as mere varieties of T.

sinensis. Though the products of the same

species, black and green teas are mainly the

growth of different districts of China, but

the two varieties may be produced in either

district, the difference being attained by

diverse methodsof preparation. (See THEA.)

The black teas include bohea, congou, sou

chong, and pekoe ; the green teas twankay,

hysonskin, young hyson, hyson, imperial,

and gunpowder. An infusion of tea as a

beverage has slight nutritive value, but it

increases respiratory action, and seems to

have a decidedly stimulative and restorative

action on the nervous system, due to the

essential oil and theine it contains, whilst

the tannin which is also present is an astrin

gent. The use of tea in this country dates

from the middle of the seventeenth century-.

The following advertisement appeared in

the Mcrcurim Politicus of Sept. 30, 105S.

'That excellent and by all physitians ap

proved China drink called by the Chineans

Tcha, and by other nations tay, alios tee. is

sold at the Sultana Head Coffee House,

London.' An entry of Pepys's Diary in 1660

runs: 'I did send for a cup of tea, a China

drink, of which I had never drunk before.'

Substitutes for tea have been found in the

dried leaves of a number of plants, some of

which contain the same stimulating quality,

and to which the name tea has consequently

been applied. See the end of this article.—

2. A decoction or infusion of tea leaves in

boiling water, used as a beverage, which in

this country is generally mixed with a little

milk or cream and sweetened with sugar —

3. Any infusion or decoction of vegetables

for drinking ; as, sage tea ; chamomile tea,

&c. -i A soup or extract of beef; as, beef-

tea. See Beef-tea.—5. The evening meal,

at which tea is usually served.—Abyssinian

or Arabian tea, the leaves of Catha edtdis,

which are stimulant, anti-soporific, and anti-

narcotic, and used by the Arabs to produce

wakefulness.—Assam tea {Thea assamica),

a cultivated variety of the tea-plant now

grown extensively in Assam. — Australian

tea, several species of Leptospcrmum and

Melaleuca. — Brazilian lea, Stachytarpha

jamaicenxis. — Carolina tea, Ilex Caxsine

(vomitoria), which yields the 'black drink'

of the Indian ceremonials, and which Is still

used as a leverage by the poorer classes in

North Carolina.—Faam or Faham tea. See

Faam-tea.—Jesuits' tea, Psoralea glandu-

losa—Labrador tea. See Labrador-tea.—

New Jersey tea, red-root (Ceanothus ameri-

canus). — A'cio Zealand tea, Leptospermum

scoparium.—Paraguay tea, Hex paraguay-

ensis, or mate1. See .M.viu

Tea (to), v.i. To take tea. [Colloq.]

She asked him whether he intended to tea in his

rooms that evening. Farrar.

Tea (te). v.t To give tea to; to serve with

tea. (Colloq. ]

Tea-board (te'bord), n. A board to put tea

furniture on.

Tea-bug (teljug), n. A bug destructive to

tea-plants. This insect selects the tender

and more Juicy leaves, which are those of

most value to the tea-grower, puncturing

them with its long and slender proboscis in

the same manner as an aphis.

Tea-caddy (te'kad-i), n. A small box for

holding the tea used in a household.

Tea-cake (te'kiik), n. A light kind of cake

eaten with tea

Tea-canister (teTcan-is-ter), n, A canister

or box in which tea is kept.

Teach (tech), v.t. pret. & pp. taught (very

rarely teached); ppr. teaching. [O. E. teche,

softened from A. Sax. tatcan (pret. tahte,

pp. twht), to teach, to show, to point out,

to command; allied to tthan, to accuse;

Goth, teihan, O.H.O. zihan, G. zeigen. to

point out; cog. L. doceo, to teach, Gr. detTc-

vymi, Skr. die, to point out. to show. Token

is also of same root] 1. To impart instruc

tion to ; to educate ; to guide the studies

of; to couduct through a course of studies;

to impart knowledge or skill to; to instruct;

to inform.

He will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in

his paths. !■■.:■•

Men mi',-: be taught as if you taught them not.

And things unknown proposed as thing* forgot.

Pope.

There, in his noisy mansion skilled to rule.

The village master taught his little school.

Getldsmith.

2. To impart the knowledge of; to give in

telligence or information concerning; to

communicate and cause another to learn or

acquire ; to instruct, train, or give skill in

the use, management, or handling of; as, to

teach Latin or mathematics ; to teach sing

ing, dancing, or fencing; to teach the piano:

to teach false doctrine. It is often followed

by two objectives (as in Greek, Latin, San

skrit, <fcc), the one of the person, the other

of the thing; as, to teach a person grammar:

and in the passive one of the objectives is

still retained ; as, he was taught grammar;

grammar was taught him.

In vain they worship roe, teaching for doctrines

the commandments of men. Mat. xv. 9.

3. To let be known ; to tell ; as. Stoicism

taught how to bear oil with equanimity

' And that thou teachest how to make one

twain.' Shak —4. To make to know how;

to show how; to show.

They have taught their tongue to speak lies.

Jer. ix. 5.

She doth teach the torches to burn bright. Shak.

Teach (tech), v.i. To practise giving In

struction; to perform the business of a pre

ceptor.

The heads thereof judge for reward, and the priests

thereof teach for hire. Mic. iii. 11.

Teach. Teache (tech), n. In sugar-boiling.

one of the pans in which the cane-juice is

boiled, especially the last of the series, from

which the inspissated juice is poured into

the cooler.

Teachable (tech'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being

taught; as, a person or a subject is not

teachable.— 2. Apt to learn; readily receiv

ing instruction; docile.

We ought to bring our minds free, unbiassed, and

teachable, to learn cur religion from the word of God.

hVatU.

Teachableness (tech'a-bl-neB), n. The qua

lity of being teachable; commonly a will

ingness or readiness to be informed and in

structed; aptness to learn; docility.

Teacher (tech'er), n. 1. One who teaches or

instructs; one whose business or occupation

is to instruct others ; a preceptor ; an in

structor; a tutor.

Love had he found in huts where poor men lie,

His daily teachers had been woods and rills.

It'oriftiiorth.

2. One who instructs others in religion ; a

preacher ; a minister of the gospel ; some

times, one who preaches without regular

ordination.

The teachers in all the churches assembled them

selves. Raleigh.

Tea-chest (te'ehest), n. A slightly formed

box, usually covered with Chinese charac

ters and devices, and lined with thin sheet-

lead, in which tea is sent from China.

Teaching (tech'ing), n. 1. The act or buai-

nessof instructing.—2. That which is taught;

instruction. ' The teachings of the church. '

Buckle.

Teachless (techles), a. Unteachable; in

docile. Shelley.

Tea-cup (teTcup), n. A small cup for drink

ing tea from.

Teade.t Tedet (ted), n. [L. teeda, a nine-

tree, a torch.] A torch; a flambeau. Spen

ser.

Tea-dealer (te'del-er), n. One who deals in

or buys and sells tea; a merchant who sell.->

tea.

Tea-drinker (te'drlngk-er), n. One who

drinks tea; especially, one who uses tea as

a beverage habitually or in preference to

any other.

Tea-garden (t£'gar-den), n. A garden, gen

erally-attached to a house of entertainment,

where tea is served.

Teague (teg), n. [Comp. W. taiaicg, arustic.

a peasant, a clown.] An Irishman: in con

tempt. Johnson.

Teak (tek), n. [Tamil name] 1. A tree

which furnishes an abundance of ship tim

ber. It is the Tectona grandis, nat order

Verbenacese, and is a native of different

parts of India, as well as of Burmah and of

the islands from Ceylon to the Moluccas

It grows to an immense size, and is remark

able for its large leaves, which are from 11 ,

to 24 inches long, and from 6 to 18 broad

Fate, far, fat, fall; m£, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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2 The timber of the tree. This timber is

excellent for ship-building, and lias been

called the oak of the East. It works easily,

Tc.it {Tectona c-randis).

and, though porous, is strong and durable;

it is easily seasoned and shrinks but little,

and from containing a resinous oil it resists

the action of water, and repels the attacks

of insects of all kinds. Teak is also used

extensively in the East in the construction

of houses and temples. — African teak, a

timber similar to East Indiau teak, believed

to be the produce of Oldjieldia africana, nat.

order Euphorbiacese.

Tea-kettle (teTtet-l). n. A portable kettle

in which water is boiled for making tea.

Teak-tree (tek'trt), n. See Teak.

Teal del), u (Same as tel or taX in D. teling,

toting, a teal ; origin doubtful ] The com

mon name for ducks of the genus Querque-

dula, the smallest and most beautiful of the

Anatidie. or duck family. The common teal

(Q creeca) makes its appearance in England

about the end of September, and remains till

spring has made considerable progress, when

it generally returns again to more northern

localities to breed. In many parts of Scot

land, however, it remains all the year. Its

whole length is about 14 inches. The bill

has a horny tip, and is about as long as the

head. The plumage of the back is grayish

white, mottled with dark streaks; the wings

exhibit brown and purplish hues; the tail

is of a blackish brown tint. Teals frequent

fresh-water lakes, and feed on seeds, grasses,

Common Teal [Qnerouedula creeca).

water plants.and insects. The green-winged

teal (t/ earolinensis) is very like the com

mon teal, but is distinguished by a white

'.rest in front of the bend of the wings. The

Mui-winaed teal (Q dhcors) is somewhat

larger than the common teal, and is easily

domesticated. Both are North American.

Tea-lead (te'led), n. Thin sheet-lead, used

in lining tea-chests sent from China.

Team (tern), n. [A. Sax. team, offspring,

progeny, a succession, a series, a long row;

tfinan, Umaix, to teem, to bring forth; cog.

O.Fris. tAm, race, offspring, Ac. ; D. toom, a

brood of ducks; from the stem of A. Sax

redd, Goth, tiuhan, G. zielien, to draw,

whence also leel. taumr, D. room, G. zaum,

a bridie.J 1. A Hock or group of young ani

mal*, especially young ducks; a brood; a

litter. 'A team of ducklings about her.'

Holland.

*Y> have a few teams of ducks bred in the moors

where the sni|-es breed. Gilbert White.

2. A numl>erof animals moving together or

PoMing in a line. ■ Like a long team of

snowy swans on high.' Dryden —3. Two or

more horses, oxen,or other beasts, harnessed

together for drawing, as to a coach, chariot,

wagon, cart, sleigh, plough, and the like —

4. A number of persons associated, as for

the performance of a definite piece of work,

or forming one of the parties or sides in a

game, match, or the like; as, a team of foot

ball players, cricketers, oarsmen, etc.—5. In

old Eny. late, a royalty or privilege granted

by royal charter to a lord of a manor,

for the having, restraining, and judging of

bondmen and villeins, with their children,

goods, chattels, etc.

Team (tern), v.t. 1. To join together in a

team.

By this the Night forth from the darksome bower

Of Erebus her teamed steeds j;an call. Spenser.

2. To work, convey, haul, or the like with a

team.

Team-railway (tera'ral-wa), n. A railwav

on which horses are used as the motive

power.

Teamster (tem'ster), n. [renin and suffix

■ster.) One who drives a team.

Team-work (tem'werk), n. Work done by

a team, as distinguished from personal la

bour. [United States.)

Teany (te'ni), n. Iu her. same as Tenne.

Tea-Oil (te'oil), n. A name given to an oil

procured by expression from the seeds of

the Camellia oleifera of China.

Tea-plant (te'plant), it. Thea sinensis, the

plant from which the tea of commerce is

obtained. (See Thea.) Also, any plant an in

fusion of tile dried leaves of which is used

as a beverage.

Tea-pot (te'pot), n. A vessel with a spout

in which tea is made, and from wliich it is

poured into tea-cups.

Teapoy (te'poi), n. A three-legged table,

with a lifting top, inclosing tea-caddies, or

a small stand for holding tea-cup, BUgar-

basin, cream-jug, die. See extract.

Teapoy is in IlnH.inn often supposed to have con

nection with ttii; lint it has no more than Cream n'

Tartar has wlthCrim T.irtary. It is a word of An^lo-

Indian importation, viz.. tipJi, an Urdu or Aiit;]'.-

Indian corruption of the Pers. sipai, tripos (perhaps

to avoid confusion with seapoy). ana mc.inine a

three-legged tabic, or tripod generally. H. Yutt.

Tear (ter), n. [A. Sax. I*r, teur. tier, Icel.

tdr, Dan. taare, O.H.O. zahar.G. ztihre, Goth.

taper; a widely spread word, being cognate

with Or. dakry, O.L dacryma, L. lacryma

(whence Fr. larme. It and Rp. lagritna).

lr. dear, W. daiger, Gael, dear; from an

Indo-European root dak, meaning to bite.

The guttural, it will be seen, is quite lost in

English aud in several of the other formal

1. A dropor small quantity of thelimpid fluid

secreted by the lachrymal gland, and appear

ing in the eyes or flowing from them. The

lachrymal fluid serves to moisten the cornea

and preserve its transparency, and to re

move any dust or flue substance that enters

the eye and gives pain. The normally se

creted fluid, after performing its ordinary

functions, passes through the lachrymal

duets and sac into the nasal channels. Moral

and physical causes, however, as strong

passion (grief, sorrow, joy), incontrollable

laughter, pain, especially in the eye itself,

increase the Becretion considerably, ami

when the lachrymal duct does not suffice to

carry it off it runs over the eyelids. Teats

are a little heavier than water; they have

a salino taste and an alkaline reagency,

owing to the presence of free soda.

The big round tears

Coursed one another down his innocent nose

In piteous chase. Shak.

2. Something in the form of a transparent

drop of fluid matter; also, a solid, trans

parent, tear-shaped drop, as of some bal

sams or resins.

Let Araby extol her happy coast.

Her fragrant flowers, her trees with precious tears.

_ Dryden.

Tear (tar), v.t. pret tore; old pret tare; ppr.

tearing; pp turn. [A. Sax. taeran, teran, to

rend, to bite, pret. far, pp. toren; Goth.

(ga)tairan. to loosen, to dissolve; 0. H.G. zer-

ran, to cut, to tear; G. zehren. D. tcren. Dan.

tare, to consume, to waste; ultimately from

same root as Or. dero, to flay; Skr. dar, to

split. Tire is an allied word] 1. To sepa

rate the parts of by pulling; to pull apart by

force; especially, to pull. draw, or drag in

pieces by breaking the texture or fibres of;

to make a rent or rents in; as, to tear one's

clothes. 'Cancel and tear to pieces that

great bond.' Stiak.— 2. To form Assures or

furrows in by violence. ' Torrents tear the

ground.' Dryden.—3. Tolacerate; to wound.

as by the action of teeth or by dragging

something sharp over; as. to tear the skin

with briars or thorns. 'As this mouth

should tear this hand.' Shak. In this sense

also figuratively; as, a heart torn with an

guish.

The women beat their breasts, their cheeks they

"«r. Skat.

4. To divide by violent measures; to disturb,

agitate, excite, or disorganize violently; as,

a state or government torn by factions.—

5. To pull with violence; to drag; to move

or remove by pulling or violently, especially

with prepositions, as /rem, away, down, out,

etc.

The hand of fate

Has torn thee/rw/i me. Addison.

John lore ejfl^oxa Strut's servant's clothes.

Arbuthtiot.

6. To make or accomplish by reuding or

similar violent action; as. to tear a hole in

something. ' How these vain weak nails

may tear a passage.' Shak.—7. To burst; to

break. Shak.—To tear up, (a) to remove

from a fixed state by violence; as, to tear up

a tree by the roots. Oi) To pull to pieces

orshreds; to rend completely; as, to tear up

a piece of paper; to tear a sheet up into

strips. — To tear a cat,\ to rant; to rave;

to bluster: especially applied to stage rant

ing. Shak.~To tear the hair, to pull it or

pull it out in a violent or distracted man

ner: often as a sign of grief or rage.

Tear (tar), v.i. 1. To part, divide, or sepa

rate on being pulled or handled with more

or less violence; as. this cloth or paper does

not tear very readily.—2. To rave; to rage;

to rant; to move and act with turbulent

violence, as a mad bulL

And now two smaller Cratchits, boy and girl, came

tearing in. Sicken*.

Tear (tar), n. A rent; a Assure.—Tear and

trcar. deterioration by long or frequent use.

See Wear and tear, under Wear, n.

Tear-drop (teTdrop), n. A tear. ■ A tear

drop trembled from its source.' Teiinvmn.

Tearer (tarer), n I. One who or that which

tears or rends anything. —2. One that rages

or raves with violence; a violent person.

Tear-fcLUlngfter'rjtl-ingJ.a. Shedding tears;

tender. ' Tear-falling pity. ' Shak.

Tearful (terrul), a. Abounding with tears;

weeping; shedding tears. -Tearful eyes.'

Shak.

Tearing (taking), p. and a. Making a great

noise or bustle; ranting; raving; clamorous;

impetuous; as,aft'art;i^rtigeorpassion. 'im

mense dandies . . . driving in tearing cabs."

Thackeray. I'sed adverbially = violently,

extravagantly. ' This bull that went tearing

mad for the pinching of a mouse.' Sir Ji.

L'Estrange. [CoIloq.J

Tearless (terles), a. Shedding no tears;

without tears; unfeeling.

I ask not each kind soul to keep

Tearless when of my death he hears.

_ Malt. Arnold.

Tear-plt (ter pit), n. A sac or fold of the

skin under the eye. as in deer, sometimes

called the Sub-orbital Sinus or LacJm/mal

Sinus, the use of which is not well known.

Tear-stained (terttand), a. Having traces

of the passage of tears; as, tear-stained

cheeks. Shak.

Teary t (teVi), a. 1. Wet with tears; tearful.

'Her tcary face.' Chaucer—2. Consisting

of tears, or of drops resembling tears. • The

teary shower.' Lydgate.

Tea-saucer (te'sa-ser), n. A Bmall saucer

in which a tea-cup is set.

Tease (tez), v.t. pret. A- pp. teased; ppr.

teasing. [A. .Sax. Ursan, to gather, to pluck,

to tease, to annoy; Dan. torse, torssc, to tease

wool ; L. G. fewn, tbsen, to pull, to drag;

D. teezen, to pick, to tease; O.JI.G. zeisan,

G.zausen, to tug, pull. tear. Teasel is from

this verb, and tose, ttmee, tousy. tovsle, are

closely allied forms.] 1. To pull apart or

separate the adhering flbres of; to pick

into its separate flbres; to comb or card, as

wool or flax.—2. To employ the teasel upon;

to teasel for the purpose of raising a nap.-

S. To vex with importunity or Impertinence;

to harass, annoy, disturb, or irritate by petty

requests, by silly trilling, or by jests and

raillery'- ' Tcasint/ with obvious comment

and torturing with inevitable inference.'

Disraeli.

My friends te.rse me about him because he has no

estate. Spectator.

.SYN. To harass, annoy, disturb, irritate,

plague, torment, mortify, tantalize, cha

grin.

Teasel, Teazel (tc'zel), n. [A. sax tmi, \e&-

sel, from tenad.topluck.to tease. SeeTEASE.]

eh. cJian; ch, Sc.locA; g. go; j.job; ft, Kr. ton; ng, ting; TH, tten; th, thin; w. nig; wh, unlg; zli, ajure.-See Kev.
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1. The English name of seveml plants of the

genus DipsacuB. nat. order Dipsacear, The

fuller's thistle (1). FnUonum) is allied to the

teasel (D. tq/lvestrttt) which grows wild in

hedges. It is cultivated, in those districts

of England where cloth is manufactured, for

the sake of the awns of the head, which are

employed to raise the nap of woollen cloths.

Fuller's Teasel [Difsaats FitUonum). a, Scale of

the receptacle. p. Corolla.

For this purpose the heads are fixed round

the circumference of a large broad wheel or

drum so as to form a kind of brush. The

wheel is made to turn round while the cloth

Is held against the brush thus formed, and

the tine hooked awn of the teasel readily

insinuates itself into the web, and draws out

with it some of the fine fibres of the wool.

These are afterwards shorn smooth, and

leave the cloth with the fine velvet-like

nap which is its peculiar appearance. —

2. The burr of the plant.—3. Any contriv

ance used as a substitute for teasels in the

dressing of woollen cloth. [Written also

Teazle.]

Teasel, Teazel (te'zel), vt. To subject to

the action of teasels in the dressing of

woollen cloth; to raise a nap on by the

action of the teasel. Written also Teazle.

Teaseler, Teazler (te'zel-er), ». One who

uses the teasel for raising a nap on cloth.

Teasel-frame (te'zel-fram), n. A frame or

m! of iron bars in which teasel heads are

fixed for raising n nap or pile on woollen

cloth.

Teaser (tez'er), n. 1. One that teases or

vexes.— 2. The stoker or fireman in a glass-

work who attends the furnace. lu this

sense also written Teazer.

Tea-service (te'ser-vis), n. A complete set

of utensils required for the tea-table; tea-

things.

Tea-set (te'set), n. A ten-service.

Teasing (tez'ing), a Vexing; irritating;

annoying. ' Teasing ways of children.'

Wordttworth.

Tea-spoon (te'spon), n. A small spoon used

in drinking tea and other beverages.

Tea-spoonful (te'spbn-ful). n. As much

as a tea-spoon holds; specifically, in med.

about a fluid drachm.

Teat (tet), n, [Provincial also tet, tit, O. E.

tete, title, tette, A. Sax. tit, tttt, L. G. and

0. D. titte, G. zitze, teat. .Similar forms

occur in various other languages, and their

relation to the Teutonic forms is not clear.

Comp. Gr. titthe, the nipple, a nurse, Pr,

tette (which Rrachet takes from the Teu

tonic), It. tetta. Sp. teta; also W. tetk, Ir.

ami Gael did— teat. ] 1. The projecting

organ through which milk is drawn from

the breast or udder of females in the class

Mammalia; the nipple; the dug of a beast;

the pap of a woman. It consists of an
• 1. 1 1 1 • . erectile substance, embracing the

lactiferous ducts, which terminate on its

surface, and thus serves to convey milk to

the young of animals.

Infants sleep, ami are seldom awake but when

hunger calls for the teat. Lode.

2. A small nozzle resembling a teat.

Tea-table (te'ta-bl), n. A table on which

tea-furniture is set orat which tea is drank.

Tea-taster <te'tfist-er), n. A person em

ployed to test qualities of teas by tasting

their infusions, either in Chinese ports or

in Itritain, as fn the London docks.

Tea ted (tet'ed), a. Having teats; having

protuberances resembling the teats of ani

mals.

Teathe (tern), n. and v. See Tath.

(Provincial English]

Tea-things (te'thingz), n. pi Tea-service.

Teatin (te'a-tin), n. See Tiieatin.

Teatish t (tet'ish). a. [Perhaps from a child

fretful for the breast Other formsare teety,

Utty.] Peevish.

Whate'er she says.

You must bear manly, Rowland, for her sickness
Has made her somewhat teatish. Beau. &■ Ft.

Tea-tray (te'tra), n. A tray for a tea-ser

vice.

Tea-tree (te'tre). n. The shrub or plant

that produces the leaves which are im

ported and called tea. See THEA and TKA

Tea-urn (te'ern), n. A vessel in the form of

a vase, placed on the tea-table, for supplying

heated water for tea

Teaze-hole (toz'hol), n. The opening in the

furnace of a glass-work through which coals

are put in.

Teazel, Teazle (te'zl), n. and v.t. See

Teaskl.

Teazer (tez'er), n. See Teaser.

Teaze-tenon (tez'ten-on), n, In carp.

a tenon on the top of a tenon, with a

double shoulder and tenon from each, for

supporting two level pieces of timber at

right angles to each other.

Tebbad (teb'ad), n. The Persian name for

the scorching winds which blow over the

hot sandy plains of Central Asia, carrying

with them clouds of impalpable sand, which

are said to act like flakes of Are on travel

lers' skins.

Tebeth (te'beth), n. [Heb.] The tenth

month of the Jewish ecclesiastical year,

beginning with the new moon in December

and ending with the new moon in January-.

Teche.t v.t. To teach. Chaucer.

Techlly (tech'i-li), adv. In a techy manner;

peevishly; fretfully; irritably.

Techlness (tech'i-nes). ». The state or qua

lity of being techy; peevishness; fretfulness.

TechniC (tek'nik). a. Same as Technical.

Technlc (tek'nik), n. The method of per

formance or manipulation in any art; tech

nical skill or manipulation; artistic execu

tion.

They illustrate the method of nature, not the tech-

nic of a manlike artificer. Pre/. TyndaU.

Technical (tek'nik-al), a. [L. technicvn;

Gr. technikos, from techni, art.] Of or per

taining to the mechanical arts, or to any par

ticular art, science, profession, handicraft,

business, or the like; specially appropriate

to or characteristic of any art, science,

manufacture, or the like; as, a technical

word or phrase; a technical difficulty; tech

nical skill. ' Technical words or terms

of art' Locke. 'Technical dictionaries.'

Johnmn.

Of the terms of art I have received such ns could

be found either in books of science or ttckniml dic

tionaries. Johnsett.

It is hardly necessary to (jive any warning, gener

ally, against the unnecessary introduction of tech

nical language of any kind when the meaning can

be adequately or even tolerably expressed in com

mon, i.e. unscientific words. The terms and phrases

of art have an air of pedantic affectation, for which

they do not compensate by even the smallest ap

pearance of increased energy. li'hately.

Technicality (tek-Tii-kaTi-ti). n. 1. Techni-

calness (which see).— 2. That which is tech

nical or peculiar to any science, art, calling,

sect, ami the like; a technical expression.

They drew from all quarters the traditions, the

technicalities of art. Milman.

Technically (tek'ni-kal-li). adv. In a tech

nical manner; according to the signification

of terms of art or the professions.

Technicalness (t«*k'iii-kal -nea), n. The qua

lity or state of being technical or peculiar

to the arts; technicality.

Technicals (tek'ni-kalz), n. pi. Those things

that pertain to the practical part of an art

or science; technicalities; technical terms;

technics.

Techniclst (tek'ni-sist), n. One skilled in

technics or in the practical arts.

Teclmicological * ( tek'ni-k6-loj"ik-al), a.

Technological; technical.

Had the apostle used this techmevlegicat phrase

in any different sense from its common acceptation

he would have told us of it. Dr. John Scott.

Technics (tek'niks). n. sing, or pi 1. The

doctrine of arts in general; such branches

of learning as respect the arts. — 2. As a

plural, technical terms or objects; things

pertaining or relating to the practice of an

art. science, or the like.

Technological (tek-no-loj'ik-al), a. Per

taining to technology; pertaining to the

arts; as, technological institutes.

Technologist (tek-nol'o-jist), n. One versed

in technology; one who discourses or treats

of arts or of the terms of arts.

Technology (teknol'o-Ji), n. [Gr. techne.

art, and logon, word or discourse] That

branch of knowledge which deals with the

various industrial arts; the science or syste

matic knowledge of the industrial arts, as

spinning, weaviug, dyeing, metallurgy,brew

ing, and the like. [The word is sometimes

erroneously used as equivalent to termin

ology. ]

Techy, Tetchy (tech'i), a. [Corrupted from

touchy.] Peevish; fretful; irritable.

I cannot come to Cressid, but by Pandar,

And he's as techy to be woo'd to woo,

As she is stubborn-chaste against all suit. ShaA.

Tecoma (te-ko'ma), n. [Shortened from

tecomaxochitl, the Mexican name of the

species. ] A genus of plants nat. order

Bignoniacete. The species are erect trees

or shrubs or climbing plants, with un-

Tecoma tmpetiginosa.

equally pinnate or digitate simple leaves,

with terminal panicles of dusky red or

orange flowers. They are natives of the

Old and New World in tropical and sub

tropical climates. A climbing species, T.

radicans, a native of North and South

Carolina, of Florida and Virginia, Is a fa

vourite in this country as an ornamental

plant. From the shape of its corolla the

plant has received the name of trumpet

flower. Some of the species of Tecoma

are medicinal, as T. impetiginosa, which

abounds in tannin, and whose bark is bitter,

mucilaginous, and used in lotions, batht,

tfec, in cases of inflammations of the joint*

and debility.

Tectlbranchlata(tek-ti-brang'ki-a"ta),n,f>J

[L. tecliut, concealed or covered, and bran-

r/ive, gills] A division of gasteropodous

Mollusca, comprehending those species in

which the gills are attached along the right

side or on the back in form of leaves more

or less divided. The mantle covers them

more or less, and contains nearly always in

its thickness a small shell, which may be en-

mom

Tectibranchiata.

i, Pleurobrattehusfuttctatus. s. The shell that h

concealed within the mantle. 3, Shell partly exposed ,

as exemplified in the Bulla.

tlrely concealed or partly exposed They re

semble the Pectinibranchiata in the form of

the organs of respiration, and live.Iike them.

in the sea; but they are all hermaphrodites

The section includes the families of the

Tomatellidee, Bullidrc, AplyBiadm, Pleuro-

branchidre, and Phyllfdiadre.

Tectlbranchiate (tek-ti-brang'ki-at). a. A

term designating a section of gasteropodous

molluscs. See Tkctibranchiata.

Tectlyt (tekt'li), adv IL. tcctwt, hid.

covered, from tego, to hide, to conceal. ]

Secretly; covertly; privately. Holiiwhed

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. icy.
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Tectona (tek-to'mt), n [From its name in

Malabar.] A genua of plants, nut. order

Verbenacese; the teak. See TEAK.

Tectonic (tek-ton'ik). a. [L. Uctoniciis, G.

tefrtonikos, from tektiin, tektonos, a carpen

ter, a builder.] Pertaining to building or

construction.

Tectonics (tek-ton'iks), n. sing, or pi. The

science or the art by which vessels, imple

ments, dwellings, and other edifices are

formed on the one hand agreeably to the

end for which they are designed, and on the

other in conformity with sentiments and

artistic ideas. Fairholt.

Tectrlce8(tek'trl-sez), n. pi. [A modern

Latin word from L. tego, tectum, to cover]

In ornith. the feathers which cover the (mill-

feathers and other parts of the wing ; the

coverts.

Tecum, Tecum-ftbre (teTium, te'kum-fi-

ber), n. The fibrous produce of a palm-leaf,

resembling green wool, imported from Bra

zil. See TUCUM.

Ted (ted), v.t pret &. pp. tedded; ppr. ted

ding. [W. teddu, to spread out, tedu, to

stretch ont; tedd, a spread, a display; tedd-

us, spreading.] In agri. to spread to the

air after being reaped or mown ; to turn

(new-mowed grass or hay) from the swath

and scatter it for drying. ' Tedded grass.'

Milton. 'The tedded hay.' Coleridge.

The scythe lies glittering in the dewy wreathe of

tedded grass. Gray.

Tedder (ted'er), n. One who teds; an im

plement that spreads and turns newly mown

grass or hay from the swath for the purpose

of drying. See Hay-tedder.

Teddert (ted'er), n. Same as Tether.

We lire joyfully, going abroad within our tedder.

Bacon.

Tedder! (ted'er), v.t To tether. SeeTKTHKR.

Te Deum (tede'um), n. [From the first

words, Te Drum laudamus ] 1. The title of

a celebrated Latin hymn of praise, usnally

ascribed to St Ambrose and St. Augustine,

and well-known in this country through the

translation in the Book of Common Prayer,

commencing, 'We praise thee, O God.' It

is sung on particular occasions, as on the

new3 of victories, and on high festival days

in Roman Catholic and also in some Pro

testant churches. In the English Church

Te Deum is sung in the morning service be

tween tfie two lessons.

Te Deum was sung at St. Paul's after the victory.

HrJCOU.

Hence—2. A thanksgiving service in which

this hymn forms a principal part

Tedge (tej), n. In /minding, the pipe of the

flask-mould through which melted metal is

poured into it. Called also Ingate.

Teding-penny (ted'iug-pen-iii), n. Same as

Tithing-penny.

Tediosityt (te-di-oa'1-tf). n. Tediousness.

Tedious (ted 'y us), a. [O.Fr. tedieux, L. ttv-

duani*, from terdium, tedium, from Uedet, it

wearies.] 1. Involving or causing tedium;

tiresome from continuance, prolixity, or

slowness which causes prolixity; wearisome:

said of persons or things; as, a tedious

preacher; a tedious discourse. 'That T be not

further tedious unto thee.' Acts xxiv. 4.

Life is as tedious as a twice-told talc,

Vesing the dull ear of a drowsy man. Shnk.

2. Slow; as, a tedious course.—Svn. Weari

some, tiresome, fatiguing, sluggish, dila

tory, tardy.

Tediously (ted'yus-li), adv. In a tedious

manner; so as to weary.

Why ilnst thou . . . tediously prolong

Our mirthful marriage hour? Drayton.

Tediousness (ted'yus-nes), n. The state or

quality 'of being tedious ; wearisomeness;

prolixity; tiresomeness; slowness.

What a gift has John Halsebach, professor at

Vienna, in tediousness ! who. being to expound (he

prophet Isaiah to his auditors, read twenty-one years

on the first chapter, and yet finished it not. Fuller.

Tedisum, Tediousome(te'di-sum),a. Tedi

ous. [Scotch]

' It was an unco pleasant show,' s,iid the good-na

tured Mrs. Blower. ' only it was a pity it was sac tedi-

eusme.' Sir W. Scott.

Tedium (te'di-um), n. [L, tedium, from

Urdet, it wearies.] Irksomeness; wearisome

ness.

The tedium of his office reminded him more

strongly of the willing scholar, and his thoughts were

rambling from his pupils. Dickens.

Tee (te). n. In the East Indies, (a) an um

brella in general. (6) The umbrella-shaped

structure as a termination or ftnial crowning

the Buddhists' topes and Hindu pagodas. It

is supposed to be a relic shrine.

Tee (te), n. [Icel. tjd, to point out, to mark,

to note.] A mark set up in playing at

quoits; the mark made in the ice, in the

game of curling, towards which the stones

are pushed; the nodule of earth from which

a ball is struck off at the hole in the play of

golf. [Scotch. ]

Tee (te), v.t In golf- playing, to place (a

ball) on the tee preparatory to striking off.

All that is managed for you like a teed ball (my fa

ther sometimes draws his similes from his own fa

vourite game of golf). Sir IV. Scott.

Teel (tel), n. [Indian name] A plant, the

Sesamumindicvm.— Ttel-geeds,the produce

of this plant, from which an oil, known as

Gingitic oil, and resembling olive-oil in its

properties, is expressed. See SESAMUM.

Teem (tern), v.i. [A. Sax. timan, tyman, to

produce. See Team] 1. To bring forth

young, as an animal; to produce fruit, as a

plant; to be pregnant; to engender young;

to conceive.

If she must term.

Create her child of spleen. SAak.

Teeming- buds and cheerful greens appear.

Dryden.

2. To be full as if ready to bring forth ; to be

stocked to overflowing; to be prolific or

abundantly fertile. 'His mind teeming with

schemes of future deceit to cover former

villainy.' Sir W. Scott.

Teem (tern), v.t. To produce; to bring forth.

What's the newest grief!

Each minute teems a new one. Skak.

The earth obey'd, and straight

Opening her fertile womb, teem'd at a birth

Innumerable living creatures. Milton.

Teemt (tern), v.t [See Toon.] To pour.

Teem out the remainder of the ale into the tank

ard, and fill the glass with small-beer. Sivift.

Teemer (t£m'er), n. One who teems ; one

who brings forth young.

Teemful (teiu'ful), a. i. Pregnant; prolific.

[Poetical.]—2. t Brimful. Ainsworth.

Teemless (tew'les). a. Not fruitful or pro

lific: barren. 'Teemless earth.' Dryden.

[Poetical]

Teen,t Teenet (ten), n. [Also tene, A. Sax.

tedn, te6na, injury, vexation. See the verb.]

Grief; sorrow.

Tor there with bodily anguish keen.

With Indian heats ai last fordone,

With public toil and private teen.

Thou sank'st alone. Matt. Arnold.

Teen,t Teenet (ten), v.t. [A. Sax. tednan,

tynan, to irritate, to provoke; 0. D. tencn,

t'eenen, to irritate] To excite; to provoke;

to grieve; to afflict.

Teen (ten), v.t. [A. Sax. tynan, to inclose,

to shut in, to hedge.] To inclose; to make

a fence round. [Provincial English.]

Teen (ten), v.t To light, as a candle. See

Teem*, to kindle. Balliicell. [Provincial

English.]

Teenage (ten'aj), n. [See Teen, to inclose]

Wood for fences or inclosnres. [Provincial.]

Teendt (tend), v.t. [Also fi'mf, A. Sax. ten-

dan, tyndan, to kindle; Sw. Uinda, Dan.

tiinde, Q. ziinden, to kindle. Tinder is from

this stem.] Tokindle; to enkindle; to light.

Herrick.

Teendt (tend), v.i. To kindle; to take fire.

Wash your hands, or else the fire

Will not trend la your desire;

t'nwrvshed hands, ye maidens know.

Dead the fire, though yc blow. Herrick.

Teenfult (ten'ful), a. [See Teen, n,] Full

of grief: sorrowful; afflicted.

Teens (tenx), n. pi. The years of one's nge

having the termination -teen. These years

begin with thirteen and end with nineteen,

and during this period a person is said to

be in his or her teens.

Our author would excuse those youthful scenes.

Begotten at his entrance, in las teens. Granville.

Teeny (tc'ni), a. [For tiny.] Very small;

tiny.

Teeny (te'ui).ff. [See Teen, n.] Fretful; pee

vish. [Provincial. 1

Teer (ter), r. t. [Fr. tirtr, to draw] To stir,

as a calico-printer's sieve, which is stretched

on a frame.

Teerer (ter'er). «. A young person, boy or

girl, employed to stir the sieve to calico-

printers.

Teesdalia (tez-dali-a), n. A genus of cru

ciferous plants, so named after Mr. Tees-

dole, an English botanist The species,

which are not important, are small annual

smooth herbs, witlii stalked expanded vertical

leaves, and usually small and white flowers,

T. nudiemdis is a British species, found in

sandy and gravelly places.

Tee-tee (te'to), n. A name common to the

various species of the squirrel -monkeys or

sagoins of South America. Spelled also Tit i.

See SAGOIN.

Teeter (te'ter). v.t on'. [Prov. E. tittert to

see-saw. See Titter.] To ride on the enda

of a balanced plank, Ac., as children do for

amusement; to see-saw; to titter. [Ameri

can.]

Teetn (teth). pi. of tooih (which see).

Teethe (tern), v.i. [From the noun.] To

breed teeth.

Teething; (teTH'ing), n. The operation or

process of the first growth of teeth, or the

process by which they make their way

through the gums; dentition.

Teetotal (te'to-tal), a, [Formed by redupli

cation of initial letter of total, for the sake

of emphasis; comp. tee-forum; or, accord

ing to one story, total as pronounced by a

stutterer. J 1. Entire; complete; total.

[Slang or colloq ]— 2. Pertaining to teetotal

lers or to abstinence societies; as, a teetotal

meeting: a teetotal pledge.

Teetotalism ( te'to-tal-izm ), n. The prin

ciples or practice of teetotallers.

Teetotaller, Teetotaler (te'to-tal-er), n.

One who more or less formally pledges or

binds himself to entire abstinence from In

toxicating liquors, unless medically pre

scribed; a total abstainer.

Teetotally (te'to-tal-li), adv. Entirely; to

tally. [Colloq. or slang.]

An ugly little parenthesis between two still uglier

clauses of a teetotally ugly sentence. De Qnincey.

Tee-tOtum (te'to-tum). n. [That is Ttotitm,

tutum represented by T, from the T marked

upon it; comp. teetotal.] A small four-

sided toy of the top kind, used by children

in a game of chance. The four sides exhibit

respectively the letters A, T, N, D. The

toy is set spinning, and wins and losses are

determined according to the letter that

turns up when the tee-totum has ceased

whirling: thus A (Latin avfer, take away)

indicates that the player who has last spun

is entitled to take one from the stakes ; I>

{depone, put down), a forfeiture or laying

down of a stake; X {nihil, nothing), neither

loss nor gain ; T {totum, the whole), a title

to the whole of the stakes.

He rolled Mm about, with i hand on each of his

shoulders, until the stammerings of the gentleman . . .

were like those of a tee-r.tutn nearly spent. Dickens.

Teg", Tegg (teg), n. 1. A female fallow-deer;

a doe in the second year.—2. A young sheep,

older than a lamb.

Tegmen, Tegunien (teg'ruen, teg'u-men), n.

pL TegTnina.Tegiiraina (teg'nu-na, te-gu-

mi-na). [L.] 1. A covering. See Tegument

2. In hot. the inner akin which covers the

seed.

Tegmentum, Tegumentum(teg-men'tum,

teg-u-inen'tmn), n. pL Tegmenta, Tegu-

menta (tcg-men'ta, teg-u-meu'tal [L.,

from tego, to cover.] In hot the scaly coat

which covers the leaf-buds of deciduous

trees; one of these scales.

Teguexin ( te-gek'sin ), n. A large lizard

(Tettis Teguexin), family Teida), of Brazil

and Guiana, upwards of 5 feet in length.

having a very long tail, and said to give no

tice of the approach of an alligator oy hiss

ing. It swims well, and lives on fruits, in

sects, eggs, honey, &c, as well as on aqua

tic animals. It fights fiercely when attacked.

The scaly rings of its tail are held to be a

protection against paralysis, while its fat

is supposed to draw out thorns and prickles.

The name is often applied to other species

of the same family.

Tegula(teg'ula), ». pi. Tegulsa (teg'Q-le).

[L., a tile.] In entom. a name for a kind of

callosity which is seen at the origin of the

superior wings of the Hymenoptera.

Tegular (tejpu-ler), a. [L. tegula, a tile

(whence E. tile), from tego, to cover or make

close.] Pertaining to a tile; resembling ;t

tile; consisting of tiles.

Tegularly ( teg'ii-ler-li ). adv. [See Tegu

lar.] Iu the manner of tiles on a roof.

Tegulated ( teg'u-lat-ed ), a, Com]M)scd of

plates or scabs overlapping like tiles: said

specifically of ancient armour.

Tegument (teg'u-ment). n. [L. tegvmen-

tum, tegiutcntum, from tego, to cover.] A

cover or covering: specifically, a natural

covering, as of an 'animal; integument; spe

cifically, {a) in anat. the general name given

to the cuticle, rete muensum, skin, and adi

pose membrane, as being the covering of

every part of the body except the nails. ('»)

In hot same as Tegmentum, (c) Iu entom

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. \och\ g, px>; J, i'ob; n, Fr. ton; ng, %\ng; TH, tfien; th, (Aiu; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—Sec Key.
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n term applied to the coverings of the wings

of the order Orthoptera, or straight-winged

insects.

Tegumentary (teg-u-men'ta-ri), a. Pertain

ing to tegument?; consisting of teguments.

Tehee (te-he'), n. A laugh, so named from

the sound.

Our poor young prince gets his opera plaudits

changed into mocking tehees. Carlyie.

Tehee (te-he'), inter). A word, expressing a

laugh.

Tehee (te-he'), v.i. pret. it pp. teheed; ppr.

teheeing. To laugh contemptuously or in

solently; to titter.

That laugh'U and tthted with derision.

To see them take your deposition. Hudibras.

Teian, Tean ( te'i-nn, te'an ), a. Of or per

taining to Teas in Ionia; specifically, per

taining to the poet Anacreon, who was horn

there.

The Scian and the Teian Muse,

The hero's harp, the lover's lute.

Have found the fame your shores refuse. Byron.

Teidse (te'i-dfi). n. pi. The teguexins, a fa

mily of South American reptiles, order

Banna or lizards, suit-order Leptoglossjc or

slender-tongued lizards, corresponding to

the Monitoridto of the Old World. The

teguexin may be regarded as the type. See

TKHt'KXIN.

Te IgttUT (te ij'i-ter), n. [L., thee, there

fore.] One of the service-books of the Ro

man Catholic Church, used by bishops and

other dignitaries: so called from the first

words of the canon, 'Te igitur, clementis-

sime Pater.'

Teil, Tell - tree < tffl, tel'tre ), n. [Ft. teil,

tillful, from L. tilia, a lime or linden tree]

The lime-tree, otherwise called the Linden.

Addwon.

Teind (tend), n. [Icel. thtnd, a tenth, and

lience a tithe, from tin, ten; Sw. tiemle,

Goth, taihunda, the tenth.] In Scotland, a

tithe or tenth part paid from the produce

of land or cattle. After the Reformation

the whole teinds of Scotland were trans

ferred to the crown, or to private individu

als called titulars, to whom they had been

granted by the crown, or to fcuars or renters

from the church, or to the original founding

patrons, or to colleges or pious institutions.

Iiy a succession of decrees and enactments

these tithes were generally rendered re

deemable at a fixed valuation, but the clergy

have now no right to the teinds beyond a

suitable provision, called a stipend ; so that

teinds may now be described as that portion

of the estates of the laity which is liable to

be assessed for the stipend of the clergy of

the Established Church. As a fund for the

stipends of clergymen teinds are under the

administration of the Court of Session. —

Court of teindtt, a court in Scotland, other

wise called Commisswners of Teind*. The

powers conferred on this court are exercised

by the judges of the Court of Session, as a

parliamentary commission. Its jurisdiction

extends to all matters respecting valuations

and sales of teinds, augmentations of sti

pends, the disjunction or annexation of

parishes, Ac.

Teind- master (tend'mas-ter), n. In Scot-

bind, one who is entitled to teinds.

Teine.t n. See Teyne.

Teln-landt (ten'land), n. Thane-land. See

Thane.

TelnOSCOpe (ti'no-skdp), n. [Or. teind, to

extend, and nkopeo, to see.] The name given

by Sir David Brewster to an optical instru

ment, otherwise called the V3rut//i Telescope,

formed by so combining prisms that the

chromatic aberration of the light is cor

rected, and the linear dimensions of objects

seen through them are increased or dimin

ished.

Teint (tint or tant), n. [Fr. teint, from

tcindre, L. tingo, to dye.] Colour; tinge.

See Tint. [Poetical.]

Those lines of rainbow light

Are like the moonbeams when they fall

Through some cathedral window, but the feints

Are such ;is may not find

Comparison on earth. Shelley.

Telnturet (tiu'tur or tan'tur), n. Ternt.

Holland.

Tela (te'Ia), n. [L.] A web. In anat. a

term applied to web-like tissues; as, the tela

ndiposa, the adipose tissue.

Telamon(U la-inon), n. pi. Telamones(tel-

a-mo'uez). [Or. telamon, a bearer.] Inarch.

the figure of a man employed as a column

or pilaster to support an entablature, in the

same manner as caryatides. They were

called Atlantes by the Greeks. See Atlan-

TE3.

Telary (te'la-ri),a. [L. tela, a web] 1. Per-

1 taining to a web. —2. Spinning webs; as, a

j telary spider. 'The pictures of friary api-

| ders." Sir T. Browne.

Telarlyt (te'ler-lf), adv. In the manner of a

1 web. "Fclarhi interwoven.' sirT. Browne.

j Teldt (teld). For Told. Spenser.

Teledu (tele-do), n. [Native name.] A

Javanese carnivorous quadruped, family

Mustelida\ allied to the skunk, and like it,

when provoked, capable of diffusing a most

abominable stench; the stinkard (3fgdau*

welicepx). Its principal food consists of

earth-worms, which it turns up with its

snout

Telegram (tel'e-gram),n. [Gr. tele, far, and

gramma, what is written, from grapho, to

write. The word is said to have been coined

in America in 1852, and Greek scholars ob

jected to it as barbarous. Grapho, when

compounded with anything but a preposi

tion, becomes graph* ■■ : therefore, com

pounded with tile, the verb would be tele-

grapheu, tnul the noun from it tttegnpktma,

the English representative of which would

be telearapheme. The superior compact

ness of the illicit word, however, and the

analogy of such forms as chronogram, hyo-

gram, monogram, enabled it to carry the

day.] A communication Bent by telegraph;

a telegraphic message or despatch.

It is astonishing to see how rapidly a word is formed

and takes root, if it expresses something of the so-

called business of life. We all remember the intro-

ducttofl of the word telegram during the Crfnemn

war. as distinguished from telegraph, which had pre

viously, though cert.iinly not etymological J y, been

used in both significations. Chambers s Journal.

And then there is. as against the exact, but sur

feiting 'telegraphemc,* our lawless telegram, to which

is strictly applicable the maxim of the civilians, as

regards a clandestine marriage: 'Fieri non debuit,

sed factum, valet.' FiUeJward Hall.

— To milk a telegram, surreptitiously to

make use of a telegram designed for an

other. [Slang. 1

They receive their telegrams in cipher to avoid

the risk of their being mu'ied by rival Journals.

Titnes nert'sfafier.

Telegrammic (ttl -*" -gram'ik), a. Of or per

taining to a telegram; having the charac

teristics of a telegram; hence, brief; con

cise; succinct. [New and rare.]

Telegraph (tel'e-graf), n. (Gr. tele, far, at

a distance, and grapho, to write.] 1. A

general name for any instrument or appara

tus for conveying intelligence beyond the

limits of distance at which the voice is

audible, the idea of speed being also im

plied. Thus the naraa used to be given to

a semaphore or other signalling apparatus.

The word, however, is now usually restricted

in its application to the electric tele

graph, which from its power of rapidly con

veying elaborate communications to the

greatest distances has thrown all others into

the shade. The electric telegraph, as com

prising the entire system of apparatus for

transmitting intelligence by electricity, con

sists essentially (1) of a battery or other

source of electric power; (2) of a line-wire

or conductor for conveying the electric cur

rent from one station to another; (3) of the

apparatus for transmitting, interrupting,

and if necessary reversing the current at

pleasure; and (4) of the indicator or signal

ling instrument. For the chief forma of

battery in use see underGAi.VAXic. The line-

wires for overhead lines are usually of iron,

protected from atmospheric influence by gal

vanizing or by being varnished with boiled

linseed-oil, a coating of tar, or other means,

and are supported upon posts, to which

they are attached by insulators. (See INSU

LATOR..) In underground lines the wires

are insulated by a gutta-percha <r oilier

imn-ronduetiiig rnvering. an 1 inclosed in

iron or lead pipes. A description of the

line-conductor in submarine telegraphs will

be found under CABLE. The battery and

line-wire are common to all telegraphic sys

tems; it is in the method of producing the

signals that the great variation exists; but in

all of them advantage has been taken of "tie

or other of the three following properties of

the current : (1) its power of producing the

deflection of a magnetic needle, as in the

galvanometer (which sec); (2) it3 power of

temporarily magnetizing soft iron; and (S) its

power of producing chemical decomposi

tion. The needle -telegraph of Cooke and

Wheatstone is an application of the first of

these properties. In it a pair of needles is

used, one of which, being magnetized, is

1 placed within a multiplying coil, the other

| appearing ou the dial of the instrument,

The plane of the coil is vertical; the needles

hang on horizontal axes. The dial needle

deflects its upper end to the right or left in

accordance with the direction of the cur

rent, and it is by combinations of these de

flections that the letters, <fcc., are formed.

A double-needle telegraph, consisting of two

single needle-instruments, has been used;

but although it gives great increase of speed

of transmission, from its expenaiveoesi, re

quiring the maintenance of two systems of

line-wires, it can never be popular. The

needle-telegraph was never adopted out of

England, and even here the Morse has ben

generally substituted for it. Its transmitting

instrument is a reversing key, worked by a

handle, which appears on the instrument

below the dial-needle. The turning of this

handle in one direction or the other gives rise

to a current of electricity from the battery,

which passes through the instrumentaofboth

receiver and sender. The attention ot the

receiver is called by the preliminary mound

ing of an electric bell. Ifae elcctro-magtirl'C

instrument of Professor Morse is an appli

cation of the second of the above properties

By means of an electro-nuiguet.auamiaturr

which is attracted when the magnet is tern

porarily magnetized, a lever moved by the

armature, and a style which moves with

the lever, this instrument impresses a mes

sage in dots and dashes on a ribbon of mov

ing paper. (See MoRMS-ALPIUBKT ) A

modification of this instrument, called a

•ounder, in which the lever makes audible

sounds by coming in contact with a brass

rod, indicates the message by the length

of the strokes produced. Frequently the

Morse is simultaneously a recorder and

sounder. It being necessary that this in

strument should produce sharp and distinct

impressions, and the current being weak fn

stages over 60 miles, a relay is added to it

in the case of longer distances. (See Rem v )

The transmitting instrument is a lew,

which, on being pressed, permits the current

from the battery to flow into the liue-uire

during the time the contact is made Ifctfh

on account of its intrinsic merits and for tin

sake of uniformity the Morse is the most

extensively used system, being that in u*e

in America and on the Continent of Europe,

and being also largely employed in Britain.

Wheatetone'a 'universal telegraph' is also

one in extensive use. The euneuts employed

are magneto-electric, and are alternately

positive and negative. They produce suc

cessive reversals of polarity in an electro*

magnet, which acts upon a light steel 1MB-

net and causes it to rotate through a Ian:*

angle first in one direction and then in the

opposite. Each of these rotations causes a

ratchet-wheel to advance one tooth, and

this causes the pointer to advance one letter

At the same time the turning of the handle

by which the currents are generated cawe

the pointer of the sending iustrunieut t- ad

vance one letter for each current eeut. »

that the pointers at the two stations indi

cate the same letter. The same dial which

serves for sending also serves for raefonj:

It is surrounded by a number of keys of

buttons, and when any letter is to be Sent

its key is depressed, the operator continuing

all the while to turn the handle for generat

ing currents. The electro-chemical (Weyrcijw

of Alexander Bain of Edinburgh takes ad

vantage of the third of the above-ruentii>ned

properties of the current Upon a metallic

disc, which is carried round by dockwont.

is laid a sheet of paper- prepared by having

been dipped iu a solution of prussiate <ji

potass, nitric acid, and ammonia, over whan

rests a screw-plate, serving to guide & pw,

consisting of a piece of fine steel, connected

with the positive pole of the battery. tl«

metallic disc being connected with the neg

ative. The transmitting instrument is that

of Morse. When a current is transmittal

it decomposes the prussiate of potaae in

passing through the moistened paper, and

the add, uniting with the iron style at UV

positive electrode, forms ferrocyanide of

iron or Prussian blue, leaving a distinct

blue trace upon the paper moving nuder it

There are many more instruments, rooditi*

cations of one or other of the above. In

struments, as Hughes' telegraph, have been

invented which print the message in RomaJi

characters, but as yet they have beeo little

used. Autographic telegraph*, by which

writing or a design can bo produced in fac

simile have also been invented. Cntwrili*

telegraph effects this end by the use "1 a

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube. tub. bull; oil, pound; li. 8c. abnne; S, St ttjf.
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non -conducting ink and Bain's chemical

paper. Cowper's writing telegraph imitates

band-whtiug by a pen at the receiving

station being made to follow the move

ments of a pen at the sending station. Two

wires are necessary, one of them to pro

duce similarity of position as regards left

and right displacement, the other aa re

gards up and down displacement Strips of

paper are drawn past both pens by clock

work. In addition to the delicate mirror or

reflecting galvanometer (see GALVANOME

TER), which Sir W. Thomson invented in

connection with the Atlantic telegraph,

that distinguished electrician has invented

a self-recording instrument, consisting of a

light coil of wire, very delicately suspended

in a magnetic field, the motions of which

coil, when a current is passed through it,

are the means by which messages are re

corded. The coil is attached to a very light

glass siphon in the shape of an exceedingly

One capillary tube, through which ink from

a reservoir is drawn by electric attraction,

the reservoir and the moving paper ribbon

upon which the ink fulls being oppositely

electrified The extremity of the siphon is

not in contact with, but only very near the

paper When there is no current the ink

traces a straight line; when the current is

passing the marks or deviations constitut

ing the letters are produced. The delicacy

and rapidity of this instrument are even

greater than those of the mirror galvano

meter, and the siphon recorder accordingly

is highly valued. Although the possibility

of applying electricity to telegraphy was

thought of in the latter half of the eigh

teenth century, the principal elements of

success were wanting till the discoveries of

the galvanic pile by Volta in 1300, and of

electro-magnetism by Oersted in 1810, since

which Litter date the triumphs in electric

telegraphy have been achieved. In Britain

the first public introduction of telegraphy

was made in 1845, and thirteen years later

the submarine cable between the Old and

New Worlds was successfully laid. In 1872

a really workable mode of sending simulta

neously two messages in opposite directions

on the same line was introduced, and it

was also discovered that two messages could

be sent in the same direction (duplex tele-

graphyX The two plans being combined

formed qnadrnplex telegraphy, by which

the message-carrying powers of the wires

has been greatly multiplied. — 2 A tele-
■aphic communication; a telegram. 7Vof-

TUlafmill (li IT ijun. H r To transmit, con

vey, or announce, as a communication,

speech, or intelligence, by means of a tele

graph, especially by the electric telegraph;

as, to telegraph the queen's speech.

A httte before sunset, however. Blackwood in the

Euryalus teU^raplt^.i that they appeared deter

mined to go to the westward. Soutfuy.

Telegraphic (tel-5-grafik), a. 1. Pertaining

to the telegraph; made by a telegraph; as,

telegraphic movements or signals; telegra

phic art—2, Communicated by a telegraph;

as. telegraphic intelligence.

Telegr&phical (tel-e-graHk-alX a. Same as

TtU-jraphic

Tfelegraphlcally(tel-e-gTaf/ik-aMi),(wio. In

a tefc-.Ta.phic manner; by means of the tele

graph.

Telegraphist (te-leg'ra-flst), n. One skilled

in telegraphy; one who works a telegraph;

a telegraphic operator.

Telegraphy (te-leg'ra-A), n. The art or prac

tice of communicating intelligence by a

telegraph; the science or art of construct

ing or managing telegraphs-

Telemeter (te-leru'et-er), n. [Gr. tile, far,

and metron, a measure] An instrument

used among artillery for determining the

distance from the gun of the object fired

st

Tdlengiscope (t*1 len'ji-skdp), n. [Gr. tile,

at a distance, engyn, near, and skoped, to

view.] An instrument which combines the

powers of the telescope and of the micro-

*crtpe.

Teleologlcal (t*re-6-loj"ik-al), a. Pertain

ing to teleology.

T-lecloglcally (tel'e-d-loJ"ik-al-li), n. Inn

ideological manner.

St clot ojM exist for the observation of a kind of

neural objects which can be considered teleologi-

>ziij under the conception of natural end*.

Hhewell.

Teleologist (tel-tVol'o-jist), n. One versed

in teleology; one who investigates the final

cause or purpose of phenomena, or the end

fur which each has been produced.

It is a relief to us ... to fall back on the more

sober arguments of the teUologists, who, no doubt,

cannot prove from the works of creation infinite wis

dom, goodness, and power, but do prove an amount

of wisdom, goodness, and power which satisfies the

mind. Take for instance the. . . volume of Sir Charles

Bell on 'the Hand,' and say whether it is possible to

follow him through the niceties and beauty of adap

tation which he demonstrates without acknowledging

an inconceivable amount of ingenious contrivance

and benevolent design. Ed. Rev.

While the explanation of the teleologist is untrue, it

Is often an obverse to the truth; for though, on the

hypothesis of cvolutiou, it is clear that things are not

arranged thus or thus for the securing of special

ends, it is also clear that arrangements which do se

cure these special ends tend continually to estab

lish themselves—axe established by the fulfilment of

these ends. H. Sptnccr.

Teleology (tel-e-oTb-JI), n. [Gr. telos, teleos,

an end, and logos, discourse.] The science

or doctrine of final causes : (a) the doctrine

which asserts that all things which exist

were produced by an intelligent being for

the end which they fulfil; the science of the

ends or design for which tilings exist or were

created, (o) A name proposed by John

Stuart Mill for a science which should give

a reasoned exhibition to the ends of human

action.

Teleophyte (tel'S-6-flt), n. [Gr. teleos, com

plete, telos, teleos, an end, and phyton, a

plant] A plant composed of a number of

cellB arranged in tissues. U. Spencer.

Teleosaur (tel'e-o-sar), n, A fossil saurian

of the geuus Teleosaurus.

Teleosaurus (tel'e-d-sa/'rus), n. [Gr. teleios,

perfect, complete, and sauros, a lizard.] A

genus of fossil aaurians with long aud nar

row snouts. They are confined to the ooli

tic division of the secondary rocks.

Teleostean, Teleost (tel-e-os'te-an, (tel'e-

ost), it. A member of the order Teleostei

or bony fishes.

Teleostean (tel-e-os'te-an), a. Of or pertain

ing to the Teleostei.

Teleostean fishes (are) fishes of the kind familiar to

us in the present day. having the skeleton usually

completely os>i&ed and the scales horny. Danvin.

Teleostei (tel-e-os'te-i). »■ pi- [Gr. teleos, tel

eios, complete, and osteon, a bone.] An order

of tishes including the great majority of those

having a well -ossified endoskeleton, and

corresponding very nearly to Cuvier's osse

ous fishes, and to the orders Ctenoidei and

Cycloidei of Agassiz. The skeleton is well

ossified ; cranium provided with cranial

bones, and a mandible is present; the ver

tebral column consists of more or less ossi

fied vertebras; the pectoral arch has a cla

vicle, and the two pairs of limbs, when

present, are in the form of fins supported

by rays; the gills are free, a bony gill-cover

being always developed. The order com

prises almost all the common fishes. It

comprehends the sub-orders Malacopteri,

Acanthini, Acanthopteri, Plectognathi, and

LophobranchiL

Teleozoon (tel'eo-zd-onX «■ [Gr. teleos,

complete, telos, teleos. an end, and zoon, an

animal.] Any animal composed of a num

ber of cells and arranged in tissues. II.

Spencer,

Telephone (tere-fdn), n. [Gr. tile, at a dis

tance, and phone, sound.] In a general

sense any instrument or apparatus which

transmits sound beyond its natural limits of

audibility; thus the speaking-tube so much

used in conveying the sound of the voice

from one room to another in large build

ings, or a stretched cord or wire attached

to vibrating membranes or discs, constitutes

virtually a telephone. But the name is gen

erally restricted to an instrument trans

mitting sound by means of electricity and

telegraph wires. About the year I860 the

idea that sound-producing vibrations could

lie transmitted through a wire by means

of electricity began to be recognized by

several men of science. Beis of Fraukfort in

vented an apparatus which could reproduce

at a distant station the pitch of a musical

sound by means of a discontinuous current

along a telegraph wire. A great step in ad

vance was made in 1876 when Prof. Graham

Bell, a Scotchman resident in America, dis

covered an articulating telephone which de

pends upon the principle of the undulating

current, and by means of which the very

quality of a note, and therefore conversation

itself, could be reproduced at a distant sta

tion. Several varieties of telephonic appa

ratus are now In everyday use for inter

communication between distant places. The

Bell telephone in its common form is shown

In the accompanying cut. A strong ordi

nary bar magnet m has round one of its ends

a coil of flue silk-covered wire in metallic

Bell Telephone.

communication with the two terminals s s.

One of the terminals communicates through

a telegraph wire with one of the terminals

of the coil of a precisely similar instrument

at the other station, the remaining pair

of terminals being connected through the

earth, or through a return wire. Just in

front of the extremity of the magnet there

is a thin plate of iron p, and in front of this

again there is the mouth-piece of a speaking-

tube o. By this last the sounds to be trans

mitted are collected and concentrated, and

falling on the metal plate cause it to vibrate.

These vibrations in their turn excite undu

lating electric currents which correspond

exactly with the vibrations; that is, with

the original sounds. The electric currents

being transmitted to the receiving tele

phone cause corresponding vibrations in the

plate or disc in it, and these reproduce to

the ear the original sounds.

Telephone (tel'e-fdn), v.t. To transmit or

reproduce, as sounds, speech, or the like, by

means of the telephone.

Telephonic (tel-e-fon'ik), a. Of or relat

ing to the telephone; communicated by the

telephone; as, a telephonic communication.

Telephonist (te-leron-ist), n. A person

versed in telephony, or who operates on the

telephone.

Telephony (te-lefo-nl), n. The art or prac

tice of transmitting communications by the

telephone.

Telephorldse (tel-e-forT-de), n. pi. [See

Telepiiorus] A family of coleopterous in

sects of a long and narrow form, with per

fect wings and elytra, found in spring upon

flowers, especially those of the Unibelliferse.

They are very voracious, feeding not only

on other insects but on the weaker of their

own kind. Among children they bear the

names of soldiers, sailors, and doctors.

TelephoniS (te-lefo-rus), n. [Gr. telos, an

end, and phored, to bear.] A genus of cole

opterous insects, the type of the family

Telephoridee.

Telerpeton (te-ler'pe-ton), n. [Gr. tile, far,

and herpeton, a lizard.] A lizard-like reptile,

about 5 inches in length, found fossil in the

white sandstones of Cummingstone, near

Elgin, and so named from its supposed an

tiquity, the sandstones being referred to

the old red, in which case the telerpeton

would be the earliest quadruped discovered.

Subsequent investigations have led to the

strong suspicion that the sandstone is

triassic.

Telescope(tcl'S-skap), n. [Gr. tileskopos, far-

seeing, seeing afar, from tile, at a distance,

and skoped, to view.] 1. An optical instru

ment essentially consisting of a set of lenses

fixed in a tube or a number of sliding

tubes, by which distant objects are brought

within the range of distinct, or more distinct

vision. The law of action by which the tele

scope assists human vision is twofold,

and that under all the varieties of its con

struction. A distant object viewed by the

unaided eye is placed in the circumference

of a large circle, having the eye for its

centre, and consequently the angle under

which It Is seen is measured by the minute

portion of the circumference which it occu

pies. Now, when the distance is great, it

is found that this angle is too small to con

vey to the retina any sensible impression-

all the light proceeding from the object Is

too weak to affect the optic nerve. This limit

to distinct vision results from the small

aperture or pupil of the eye. The telescope

substitutes its large object lens or reflector

for the human eye, and consequently re

ceives a quantity of light proportioned to its

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; K. ffO\ j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; ill, then; th, thin; , wig; wh, ir/tig; zh, azure.— See Kst.
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area or surface; hence a distant point, inap-

f>reciable by the eye alone, is rendered via

ble by the aid of the telescope. The rays of

light, after transmission or reflection, con

verge to a point as they at first proceeded

from a point, and thus an image of the ob

ject is formed which, when viewed by the eye

piece or lens, is more or less magnified. The

telescope therefore assists the eye in these

twownys: it gathers up additional light, and

it magnifies the object; that is to say, its im

age. The refracting telescope is constructed

of lenses alone, which, by successive refrac

tions, produce the desired effect. This in

strument was formerly very cumbersome

and inconvenient, inasmuch as its length

hud to be increased considerably with every

accession of power; and though the substi

tution of achromatic for ordinary lenses has

rendered it more portable, its construction

even at the present day does not enable it

to compete with the reflecting telescope as

an astronomical investigator. The reflecting

telescope is composed of specula or concave

reflectors, aided by a refracting eye-piece.

To this instrument we owe the most won-

drons discoveries in astronomical science.

The names of Newton, Gregory, Herschel,

and Lord Rosse are connected with its his

tory. The following diagrams exhibit the

principles of construction and action in both

FifT- *■

sorts of telescopes. In fig.l, which illustrates

the refracting telescope in its simplest form,

a and fi are two lenses of different focal

lengths. Kays of light from a distant object

falling upon the object-glass a are con

verged to a focus at c. The eye-glass B, placed

at its focal distance from the point of con

vergence, gathers up the diverging rays and

carries them parallel to the eye, magni

fying the image formed at 0. The magni

fying power of the instrument is as A c : c B,

or as the focal length of one lens to that of

the other. In this construction the object is

inverted by the intersection of the rays, and

hence it is unsuitable for terrestrial pur

poses. To render the Image erect a moro

complicated eye-piece, consisting of two

additional lenses, is necessary. Fig. 2 shows

the structure of the reflecting telescope as

constructed by Dr. Gregory. A B is a large

speculum perforated in the centre; upon

this fall the rays b, a and d, c, which are

reflected to convergence at e, A smaller

speculum, c, takes up the diverging rays

and reflects them, slightly converging,

through the aperture o, where they are

received by a lens, and, after transmission,

they intersect at x, and proceed to the eye

glass, whence they emerge parallel. The

magnifying power of this instrument is great

for its length, being as °-xzC. In the

eC x o

telescope invented by Sir Wm. Herschel

there is no second speculum, and no per

foration in the centre of the larger one

placed at the bottom of the tube. The

latter is fixed in an inclined position so that

the image formed by reflection falls near

the lower side of the tube at its open end

or mouth, where it is viewed directly by an

eye-piece without greatly interfering with

the light. This arrangement, in the case of

large reflectors, is imposed by their great

weight and difficult management. Were it

otherwise the ordinary construction would

he preferred, the Inclination of the speculum

Iwlng a disadvantage. Chromatic aberra

tion, which arises from the different refran-

gibilities of the various coloured rays, and

leads to the formation, by a lens, of a separ

ate image of a bright object for each col

oured ray, is remedied by achromatizing the

lens, that is, by constructing it of two or

more lenses of different kinds of glass, so

that the colours, separated by one, shall be

reunited by the others. See Achromatic—

2. Same as Telescopium.—Prism telescope.

Bee TEINOSCOPK.

Telescope (tel'e-akdp), v.t. To drive the

parts of Into each other, like the movable

joints or slides of a pocket telescope: said

chiefly of railway-carriages or trains that

come in collision ; as. the two trains tele

scoped each other; the foremost carriages

were telescoped. [Colloq.J

Telescope (tel'e-skdp), v.i. To move in the

same manner as the Blides of a pocket tele

scope ; especially, to run or be driven to

gether so that the one partially euters the

other; as, the two carriages telescoped.

Telescope-carp (tel'e-ak6p-karp), n. The

scarlet-fish (which see).

Telescope-fly(tel'e-skop-fli), n, A dipterous

insect of the genus Diopsis. See Diopsis.

Telescope-shell (tel'e-skop-shel), n. The

name of a shell of a species of Turbo, with

plane, striated, and numerous spires.

Telescopic, Telescopical (tel'e-skop-ik,

tet'e-skop-ik-al), a. 1. Pertaining to a tele-

Bcope; performed by a telescope; as, a tele

scopic view.—2. Seen or discoverable only by

a telescope; as, telescopic stars.—3. Seeing at

a great distance; far-seeing.

Aristotle had the eye of a bird, both telescopic and

microscopic. ll'kately.

4. Having the power of extension by joints

sliding one within another, like the tube of

a pocket telescope ; especially, in vxach. con

structed of concentric tubes, either station

ary, as in the telescopic boiler, or movable,

as in the telescopic chimney of a war-vessel,

which may be put out of sight in action by

being closed endwise, or in the telescopic

jack, a Bcrew-jack, in which the lifting head

is raised by the action of two screws having

reversed threads, one working within the

other, and both sinking or telescoping within

the base—an arrangement by which greater

power is obtained.

Telescoplcally (tel-6-skop'ik-al-ll), adv.

By the telescope.

Telescoplform (tel-e-skop'i-form), a. Hav

ing the form or construction of a telescope.

Telescoplst (teV€-skop-istX n. One skilled

in using the telescope.

TeleBCopium (tel-e-sko'pi-um), n. The

Telescope, a constellation in the southern

hemisphere, situated south of the Centaur

and Sagittarius. It contains nine stars, all,

except one, of less than the fourth magni

tude. — Telescopium Herscheli, Herschel's

Telescope, a new asterism inserted in honour

of Sir William Herschel the astronomer. It

1b surrounded by Lynx, The Twins, and Au

riga. Seventeen stars have been assigned

to it.

Telescopy (te-les'ko-pi), n. The art of con

structing or of using the telescope.

Telesla (te-hVzi-a), n. [Fr. Ulisie, from Gr.

telesios, making perfect, from teleo, to finish,

to make perfect. ] A name sometimes given

to sapphire.

Telesm t (tel'ezm), n. [Gr. telesma, an incan

tation. See Talisman] A kind of amulet

or magical charm; a talisman. ' The conse

crated telesms of the pagans.' Dr. 11 More.

Telesraatical t (tel-ez-mat'ik-al), a. Per

taining to telesms; talismanic. 'A teles-

matic virtue.' Rycaut.

Telespectroscope (tel-e-Bpek'trd-sk6p), n.

[Gr. tele, far.ancfE. spectroscope.] Aninstru-

nieut composed of a telescope and spectro

scope, used for forming and examining spec

tra of the sun and. other planets or their

atmospheres.

Telestereoscope ( tel - e - ste" ' re" - 6 - 8k6p ), n.

[Gr. tile, far, aud E. stereoscope. ] An optical

instrument for producing an appearance of

relief in the objects of a landscape at moder

ate distances. It consists essentially of a

frame on which are Bet at a convenient dis

tance—say ^ feet— apart, two plane mir

rors at an angle of 45', which receive the

rays of light from the objects. These are

reflected to two central mirrors forming an

angle of 45" with the first in which they are

viewed by the eye. E. H. Kninht.

TelestiC (te-les'tik), a. [Gr. telos, an end]

Pertaining to the final end or purpose; tend

ing or serving to end or finish. Citdicorth.

Telestich. (te-les'tik), n. [Gr. telos. end. and

stichos, a verse.] A poem in which the final

letters of the lines make a name.

Telle (tel'ik), o. [Gr. telos, end.] Denoting

the final end or purpose. Thus Gr. hina

hopOs, when meaning ' in order that,' are

said to be telic, as distinguished from their

ecbatic use, when they denote * so that '

Tell (tel), v.t pret. & pp. told; ppr. telling.

[A. Sax. tellan, to tell, announce, reckon,

count; O. Kris, tella, I), tellen, Dan. Urlle.

Icel. telja, to tell, number, a ..- ; G. zahlen,

to number, erzahlen, to relate or narrate.

Closely akin to tale, talk (which Bee).] 1. To

express in words; to communicate to others;

to utter; to say.

I will not eat until I have toldmy errand. Gen. xxiv. 33.

2. To relate; to narrate; to rehearse; as, to

tell a story.

Life ... is a tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury.

Signifying nothing. Skak.

8. To make known by words; to divulge; to

publish; to disclose; to confess; to acknow

ledge; as, to tell a secret.

She never told her love,

But let concealment like a worm i' the bud

Feed on her damask cheek. Skat

Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in the streets of

Askelon. a Sara. L zo.

4. To solve; to explain; to interpret.

Whoso .ibked her for his wife,

His riddle told not, lost his life. Ska*.

5. To discern so as to be able to say; to dis

tinguish; to decide; to determine; to an

swer; to say; to indicate; as, he can't (fit

the one from the other; she can't tell which

she likes best. —6. To mention or number

one after another; to enumerate; to count;

to reckon. 'While one, with moderate

haste, might tell a hundred.' Shak. 'When

usurers tell their gold. ' Shak.

A child can tell twenty before he has any idea of

. infinite. Locke,

7. With a personal object, which is rather

to be regarded as a dative than as an objec

tive or accusative: (a) To give instruction

to; to make acquainted with; to Inform.

] told him of myself; which was as much

As to have asked him pardon. Skak.

(b) To give an order, command, or request to;

as, I told him to stay at home.— To tell off,

to countoff; especially, to count off, detach,

or select, as for some special duty; as, a

squad was told off to clear the streets.—Say.

Speak, Tell. See 8ay.—Syn. To utter, say,

communicate, impart, reveal, disclose, in

form, acquaint, report, repeat, relate, nar

rate, rehearse, recite, mention, bid.

Tell (tel), v. i. 1. To give an account; to make

report.

That I may publish with the voice of thanksgiving,

and tell of all thy wondrous works. Ps, xxvi ;.

2. To play the informer; to tell tales; to in

form; to blab; as, if you do I'll tell.—Z. To

take effect; to produce a marked effect; as.

every shot tells; every expression tells.—To

tell of, (a) to speak of; to mention; to nar

rate or describe, (b) To inform against; to

disclose some fault of. [In this use on is

often used for of, especially in colloquial

language.] — To hear tell, to hear mention

made; to learn by hearsay.

Tell t (tel), n. That which is told; narration;

account; story; tale. 'I am at the end of

my tell.' H. Walpole.

Teilable (tera-bl), n. Capable of being told.

Telled (teld). For Told. [Provincial ]

Teller (tel'er), n. 1. One that tells, relates,

or communicates the knowledge of some

thing.

Any one.

Regarding, well had deem'd he felt the tile

Less than the teller. Tennyson.

2. One who numbers; as, one who numbers,

tells, or records votes. The tellers in the

House of Commons are members appointed

by the speaker when a division takes place,

to count the votes for and against a pro

posed measure. There are two tellers ap

pointed for each party, of whom one for the

ayes and another for the noes are associated

to check each other in the telling. — 8. An

officer of the exchequer, in ancient records

called tallier. (See TALLY.) The tellers of

the exchequer were four in number: their

duties were to receive money payable to the

king, and to pay all money payable by the

king. The office was abolished in 1S34 by

4 and 5 Will. IV. xv., and the duties of the

four tellers are now performed by a comp

troller-general of the receipt and issue of

the exchequer—4. A functionary in a bank

ing establishment, whose business is to re

ceive and pay money over the counter.

TellerBhlp (tel'er-ship), n. The office or

employment of a teller.

TeLlina (tel-H'na), n. [Gr. Ullini, a kind of

shell-fish.] A genus of marine And fresh

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, hull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; }'. Sc. tey.
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water lamellibranchiate mollusca, charac

terized by the hinge of the shell having one

tooth on the left, and two teeth on the right

valve, often bifid. There

is a strong external liga

ment. The animal has

two slender diverging

siphons twice as long as

the shell. About 200 spe

cies are known, upwards

of twenty of which inha

bit the seas of our coasts.

The shells are often beau

tifully coloured. Many

species are found fossil.

Telling (toting! p. and

a. Operating with great

effect; highly effective;

impressive . as, a telling

speech.

Telling (tel'ing). n. The act of telling;

pi the act of telling what ought not to be

told; disclosure of a secret or what has been

received iu confidence ; illicit information.

—That's tellings, colloquial for that would

be giving information which ought to be

secret, that's asking me to blab.

•But now," observed Vanslyperken. "where U this

cargo io be seen, and when! ' Thais tellings,' re

plied the man. * I know that ; but you have come to

teU. or what the devil else!' replied Vanslyperken,

who was getting angry. * That's according ' re

plied the man. Marryat.

Tellina radiata.

Tellinidffl (tel-lin'i-de), n. pi.

bivalve molluscs, of which the genus Tellina

A family of

is the type. See Tellina.

TeLUnlte (tellin-It), n. Petrified or fossil

shells of the genus Tellina.

Tell-tale (tel'tal).a. Telling tales; officiously

or heedlessly revealing; blabbing; babbling.

Let not the heavens hear these tell-tale women

Kail on the Lord's anointed. Shah.

Tall-tale (tel'tal), ft. l. One who officiously

communicates information of the private

concerns of individuals ; one who tells that

which prudence should suppress.

You speak to Casca, and to such a man

That is no fleering Ull-tale. Shak.

A tell-tale out of school

Is of all wits the greatest fool. Swift,

2. A name given to a variety of instruments

or devices, usually automatic, used for

counting, indicating, registering, or other

wise giving some desired information; as,

(a) a piece of ivory, metal, or the like con

nected with the wind-chest of an organ, and

which shows by its rising or falling in what

degree the wind is exhausted. (6) A hang

ing compass. See under Compass, (c) An

index in front of the wheel of a ship, or in

the cabin, to show the direction of the tiller.

(rf) A turnstile placed at the entrance of a

hall or other place of resort, and having a

mechanism which records the number of

persons passing in or out («) A gauge or

index such as shows the pressure of steam

on an engine boiler, of gas on a gas-holder,

and the like. (/) A clock attachment for

the purpose of causing a record to be made

of the presence of a watchman at certain

intervals. Some forms of this device are

provided with a rotating paper dial, show

ing the hour and minute at which a watch

man touched a projecting button having a

point which punctuates the paper dial —

3 The name of two species of grallatorial

birds common in America, and so called

from their shrill whistle alarming ducks

about to be fired at by the sportsman. The

one is the Totanusjtaiipes, the other T. vo-

e\ferus.

Tell-trotht (tel'troth), n. One who speaks

or tells the truth ; one who gives a true re

port.

Caleb and Joshua, the only two tell-trvths, endeav

oured to undeceive and encourage the people.

Fuller,

Tellural (teMu'ral), a. [L. tellus, telluris,

the earth] Pertaining to the earth.

Tellurate (teHti-rat), n. A salt of telluric

acid.

Tellur-blBmuth (tellur-bis-muth), «. Tel-

luride of bismuth, an ore which occurs crys

tallized in small six-sided prisms. It is of

a steel-gray or zinc-white colour aud me

tallic lustre. It consists of 346 parts of tel

lurium, 60 of bismuth, and 48 of sulphur,

with traces of selenium.

Telluret (tenu-ret). n. Same as TeUuride.

Telluretted(tel-lu'ret-ed).n. Combined with

tellurium— Telluretted hydrogen (H2Te), a

gaseous compound obtained by the action

of hydrochloric acid on an alloy of tellurium.

It is a feeble acid, analogous in composition,

smell, and other characters to sulphuretted

hydrogen.

Tellurian (tel-lu'ri-an), n. Same as Tellu-

rion.

Telluric (tel-lu'rik), a. [Fr. tellurique, from

L. tellus, telluris, the earth.] Pertaining to

or proceeding from the earth ; as, a disease

of telluric origin. 'Amid these hot telluric

flames.' Carlule.—Telluric acid (H^TeO^,

an oxyacid of tellurium which is formed

when tellurium is deflagrated with nitre

Telluride (tel'lu-rid), n. A compound of

tellurium with an electro-positive element;

a telluret.

Tellurion (tel-lu'ri-on), n. [From L. tellus,

telluris, the earth. ] An instrument for show

ing in what manner the causes operate

which produce the succession of day and

night, and the changes of the seasons; a

kind of orrery.

Tellurlsm (teHur-izm), n. A theory account

ing for animal magnetism, propounded by

Kieser, who substituted the idea of a tel

luric spirit in place of the universal fluid

of Mesmer and the nervous atmosphere of

Kluge. Thisinfluenceorspirit was possessed

by all cosmical bodies, so that the moon

was held to magnetize the inhabitants of

the earth by night, the sun demagnetizing

them in the morning

Tellurite (tel'lu-rit), n. l. In chem. a com

pound of tellurous acid and a base.—2. In

mineral, a mineral found in small yellowish

or whitish spherical masses, having n radi

ated structure, occurring with native tellu

rium.

Tellurium (tel-lu'ri-um), it. [L. tellus, tel

luris, the earth. ] Sym. Te. At wt. 12a

An element discovered in 1782, combined

with gold and silver in the ores, and received

from Hungary. The ores are denominated

native, graphic, yellow, and black. The na

tive tellurium is of a colour between tin and

silver, andsometimes inclines to a steel-gray.

The graphic tellurium (or graphic gold) is

steel-gray; hut sometimes white, yellow, or

lead-gray. These ores are found massive or

crystallized. Tellurium is very brittle, and

has a sp. gr. of 6 7-6 1. It is very fusible,

and volatile at a red heat. It sometimes gives

forth an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen

during combustion, which has been ascribed

to the presence of minute portions of sele

nium.

TellurouB (tel-lQ'rus), a. Of, pertaining to.

or obtained from tellurium.— Tellurous acid

(HjTeOs), an oxyacid of tellurium, analo

gous to selenious acid, and like it formed

by the action of nitric acid on the metal.

It is a white insoluble powder, forming with

alkalies crystallizable salts.

Telotype (te'16-tip), n, [Gr. tile, far. and

typos, impression] A printing electric tele

graph.

Telaon (tel'son), n. [Gr., a limit ] In zool.

the last joint in the abdomen of Crustacea,

variously regarded as a segment without

appendages or as an azygous appendage.

Temen (te'men), n. A grain measure of

Tripoli, containing nearly 6 gallons.

Temerarious (tem-e-ra'ri-us), a. [L terns-

rarius, from temere, rashly, by chance.]

Heedless or careless of consequences; un

reasonably venturous; reckless; headstrong;

inconsiderate; rash; careless. ' Temerarious

Judgment.' Latimer.

Resolution without foresight is temerarious folly.

Sir R, L'Bstrange.

Temerarioualy (tem-e-ra'ri-us-li), adv.

In a temerarious manner; rashly; with ex

cess of boldness.

It asserts and enacts that they have no right, as

they ' temerariousty presume, ana usurpedly take on

themselves, to be parcel of the body, in manner

claiming, that without their assents nothing can be

enactedat any parliament within this land.

/Vallam.

Temeration ( tem-er-a'shon ), n. [ From L.

temero, temeratutn, to defile, violate, from

temere, rashly. ] Defilement ; contamina

tion.

Not those cryptic ways of institution by which the

ancients did hide a light, and keep it in a dark lan-

thom from the temeration of underhandliness and

popular preachers. yer. Taylor.

Temerity ( te-mer'i-ti \ n. [L. temeritas,

rashness, from temere, rashly; from same

root as Skr.mma*. darkness, E. dim] Heed

lessness of consequences; extreme venture-

someness; recklessness; rashness. 'The te

merity that risked the fate of an empire on

the chances of a battle.' ilallam.

It is notorious temerity to pass sentence upon

grounds incapable of evidence. Barrow.

SYN. Rashness, precipitancy, heedlessness,

incautiousness, Yenttiresomeness.

Temin (tem'in), n. A money of account in

Algiers, equivalent to 2 carubes, or 29 aspers,

about 17d. sterling.

Tempean (tena'pe-an). a. Of, belonging to,

or resembling Tempe, a beautiful vale in

Thessaly, famed by the classic poets; hence,

beautiful; delightful.

Temper (tem'per), v.t. [Fr. temptrer, from

L. tempero, to arrange properly, to regulate,

to mix properly, to temper, from temput,

temporis, time, perhaps originally portion

cut off, from root tem, as in Gr. temnd, to

cut; though some derive it from root tan,

to stretch, seen in E. th in. J 1. To proportion

duly as regards constituent parts; to unite

in due proportion; to adjust.

But God hath tempered the body together . . .

that there should be no schism in the body ; but that

the members should have the same care one for an

other, i Cor. xii. 24. 25.

2. To mingle, mix, or combine properly or

in due proportion ; to form by mixing in

gredients; to mix and work up; to com

pound ; to blend ' And temper clay with

blood of Englishmen.' SJiak.

And thou shalt make it a perfume, a confection

after the art of the apothecary, tempered together,

pure and holy. Ex. xxx. 35.

3. To qualify by intermixture of something;

to reduce to due condition by combining

with something else; as, to temper justice

with mercy. Milton,—4. Hence, to reduce

the excess, violence, harshness, or severity

of ; to assuage ; to mollify ; to soften ; to

moderate ; to soothe; to calm. ' With this

she wonts to temper angry Jove.' Spenser.

Woman, lovely woman—Nature made thee

To temper man ; we had been brutes without you.

Ottvay,

God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb. Sterne.

6. To form to a proper degree of hardness;

as, to temper iron or steel. See Tempering.

The tem/er'd metals clash, and yield a silver sound.

Dryden.

6t To govern: a Latinism.

With which the damned ghosts he governeth.

And fanes rules, and Tartare tempertth. Spenser.

7. In music, to adjust, as the scale of tones

or sounds of a fixed-toned instrument, so as

to enable it to he played in any key; to raise

or lower slightly, as the various notes of an

instrument, so that the intervals in each

key shall be as far as possible equally agree

able. See Temperament. —8. In founding,

to moiBten to a proper consistency; as. to

temper moulding clay. — Svn. To propor

tion, combine, mingle, reduce, moderate,

soften, mollify, assuage, soothe, calm.

Temper (tem'per), «. l.-Due mixture of

different qualities; the state of any com

pound substance which results from the

mixture of various ingredients; as, the tem

per of mortar.

That which we are, we are;

One equal temper of heroic hearts

Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will

To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

Tennyson.

11 That constitution of body arising from

the blendiug or mixture of the four princi

pal humours; temperament (which see).

The exquisiteness of his (Christ's) bodily temper

increased the exquisiteness of his torment. Fuller.

Concupiscence itself follows the crasis and temper

ature of the body. If you would know why one man

is proud, another cruel, another intemperate or lux

urious, you are not to repair so much to Aristotle's

ethics, or to the writings of other moralists, as to

those of Galen or of some anatomists, to find the

reason of these different tempers. South.

3. Disposition of mind; the constitution of

the mind, particularly with regard to the

gassions and affections; as, a calm temper; a

asty temper; a fretful temper.

Remember with what mild

And gracious temper he both heard and judg'd.

Milton.

There is no religion in any work of Titian's; there

Is not even the smallest evidence of religious temper

or sympathies either in himself or those Tor whom he

painted. Rusi-in.

4. t Calmness of mind; temperateness; mo

deration; self-restraint »

Restore yourselves to your tempers, fathers. (

B. yontoH,

To fall with dignity, with temper rise. Pope.

He had a violence of passion that carried him often

to fits like madness, in which he had no temper.

Bp. Burnet.

5. Heatof mind or passion; irritation; prone-

ness to give way to anger, rage, or the like;

as, the boy Bhowed a great deal of temper

when I reproved him. [Colloq.}— 6. The

state of a metal, particularly as to its hard

ness; as, the temper of iron or Bteel.—

7. Middle character, state, or course; mean

or medium.

If the estates of some bishops were exorbitant be-

ch. cAain: ch. Sc. locA; g. go; 1. job: h. Fr. ton; ng. ting; TH. then: th. tAin; W. trig; wh. wAig; xh, a^ure —See KEY
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fore the reformation, the present clergy's wishes

reach no further than that some reasonable temper

had been used instead of paring them so quick.

Swift.

The perfect lawgiver is a just temper between the

man of theory, who can see nothing but general

principles, and the mere man of business, who can

see nothing but particular circumstances.

Macaulay.

8. In sugar works, white lime or other sub-

atance stirred into a clarifler filled with

cane-juice, to neutralize the superabund

ant acid.—Syn. Disposition, temperament,

frame, humour, mood.

Temper (tem'per), v.i, l.f To accord.

Few men rightly temper with the stars. Shah,

That is, few men conform their temper to

their destiny.—2. To become soft and pli

able; to acquire a desired quality or state.

I have him already tempering between my finger

and my thumb. Shah.

Tempera (tem'pe-ni), n. [It.] In painting,

tiie same as Distemper.

Spare dusky tempera, curveless broken drapery,

ana sharp contour produce an effect of dryness to

which we are accustomed in Durcr's masterpieces.

Academy.

Temperable (tem'per-a-bl), a. Capable of

being tempered. Emerson,

Temperament (tem'per-a-ment). n. [L.

temperamentum, a mean, moderation, from

tempero. See Temper.] 1. State with re

spect to the relative proportion of different

qualities or constituent parts; constitution;

due mixture of opposite or different qua

lities; a condition resulting from the proper

blending of various qualities.

The common law has wasted and wrought out those

distempers, and reduced the kingdom to its just

state and temperament. Sir At. Halt.

2. A middle course or an arrangement reached

by mutual concession, or a tempering of the

extreme claims on either side ; adjustment

of opposing influences, as passions, interests,

doctrines, rules, and the like, or the means

by which such an adjustment is effected ;

compromise.

Safest, therefore, to me it seems that none of die

Council be moved unless by death or by just convic

tion of some crime. However, I forejudge not any

probable expedient, any temperament that can be

found in things of this nature, so disputable on either

side. Mitten.

Many temperaments and explanations there would

have been if ever I bad a notion that it {a pamphlet)

should meet the public eye. Burke.

Auricular confession ... an imperative duty in the

Church of Rome, and preserved as such in the six

articles, and in the codes published by Henry VIII.,

was left to each man's discretion in the new order; a

Judicious temfiera tftent which the reformers would

have done well to adopt in some other points.

Hallam.

3. That individual peculiarity of physical

organization by which themanner of acting,

feeling, and thinking of each person is per

manently affected. The ancients distin

guished four temperaments, which derived

their names from the fancied excess of one

or other of the principal humours or fluids

of the body; as, the choleric or bilious, from

Qr.choli, bile; the phlegmatic, tromphlegma;

the melancholic, from melaina, black, and

choli, bile; and the sanguine, from L. san

guis, blood. Many modern authorities have

adopted a classification indicative of the

fulness of habit and relative activity of the

nutritive functions, and cerebro-spinal ac

tivity, employing the terms sanguineous,

nervous, ncrvo-sanguineous, sanguineo-ner-

vous, lymphatic, and phlegmatic. Dr. Cullen

and others admit of only two temperaments,

the sanguine and the melancholic, consider

ing the phlegmatic a degree of the sanguine,

and the choleric of the melancholic; and

many of the so-called temperaments, as the

bilious, melancholic, and lymphatic have

been looked upon merely as departures from

health, the resultof imperfect development,

Incorrect habits, bad nutrition, and inactive

functions of the body, which may be modi-

fled or removed by corrected habits, regi

men, or medical treatment.—If Condition

as to heat or cold ; temperature. ' In pro

portion to the fertility of the soil and the

temperament of the climate.' Cook.

Bodies are denominated hot or cold In proportion

to the present temperament of our body to which

they are applied. Locke.

5. In music, a certain adjustment or regula

tion of the tones or intervals of the scale of

flxed-toned instruments, as the organ, piano,

and the like, with the view of removing an

apparent imperfection, and fitting the scale

for use in all keys without offence to the ear.

The intervals between the notes of the natu

ral scale are by no means equal. Thus, sup

posing the perfect octave to be divided into

fifty-three equal parts, or commas as they

are technically called, and taking C as the

key-note or tonic, the intervals between the

notes would be made up as follows: C to D,

9 commas; D to E, 8; E to F, 6; F to G, 9;

G to A, 8 ; A to B, 9 ; B to C, 5. We have

here three species of intervals, of which

those represented by 9 are called major

tones; those by 8, minor tones, and those

by 6, major semitones. A fixed-toned in

strument tuned on this principle would

fully satisfy the ear with the correctness of

its tones and the richness of its concords

while the key of C was adhered to. But if we

start, say, from D as a key-note, the propor

tions of the scale, or the sequence of the

major and minor tones and of the semitones,

are destroyed. D to E would form a toler

able, though not absolutely correct second,

but the third and seventh of the scale would

be entirely wrong. Were the major and

minor tones equal, and each semitone ex

actly half a tone, the insertion of a note

between each full tone, exactly dividing the

intervals between them, would give an

Ideally symmetrical scale, and it would be

immaterial where the scale began, as each

of the twelve notes would be available as a

key-note. Now, though such an equality is

contrary to the principles of harmonics, an

adjustment or arrangement of the sounds of

fixed-toned instruments founded on it gives

practically no offence unless to the critical

ear. In what is termed equal or even tem

perament, which is now, theoretically at

least, adopted for all pianos, organs, har

moniums, Arc, the twelve semitones are all

adjusted so as to stand at intervals of the

same length, and thus no advantage is given

to one key over another. In the unequal

or vulgar temperament, formerly adopted

for organs, some popular keys, as B7, F,

C, G, and I ►, were favoured at the expense

of the rest, that is, the true intervals of

the normal or natural scale were pretty

closely adhered to; but the harsh fifths

and thirds (the ' Wolf tones ' of musicians)

occurring in the keys written in several fiats

or sharps caused this system to be aban

doned. The different characters of the

various keys recognized on most fixed-toned

instruments could have no existence were

equal temperament absolutely adhered to,

and are due to the fact that some discrimi

nation is still practically used in favour of

certain popular keys, though not to such an

extent as to injure very sensibly the effect

of keys less favoured. The only instruments

of orchestral importance capable of pro

ducing just intonation, or of being played

in perfect tune, are those of the \iolin fam

ily, which in this respect approach the per

fection of the human voice; and were not

a habit of incorrect intonation too often

acquired by performing to the accompani

ment of tempered instruments, the skilful

singer or violinist could produce his notes

in true key relationship through the most

intricate modulations or changes of key.

Temperamental (tem'per-a-men"tal), a.

Constitutional. [Rare. ]

Intellectual representations are received with as

unequal a fate upon a bare temperamental relish or

disgust. Clanvilte,

Temperance (tem'per-ans), n. [Fr. temper

ance, from L. temperantia, moderation, so

briety, temperance, from tempero, to temper,

to restrain. See Temper.] 1. Moderation; the

observance of moderation ; temperateness ;

particularly, (a) habitual moderation in re

gard to the indulgence of the natural appe

tites and passions; restrained or moderate

Indulgence; abstinence from all violence or

excess, from improper indulgence, or from

the use of anything injurious to moral or

physical well-being; sobriety; as, temper

ance in eating and drinking; temperance in

the indulgence of joy or mirth.

When it (virtue) ruleth and ordereth our lust or

concupiscence, limiting' out a certain measure, and

lawful proportion of time unto pleasures, it is called

temperance. Holland,

If thou well observe

The rule of Not too much; by temperance taught

In what thou eat'st and drink'st; seeking- therefrom

Due nourishment, not gluttonous delight.

So inayst thou live, till, like ripe fruit thou drop

Into thy mother's lap. Milton.

Temperance permits us to take meat and drink not

only as physic for hunger and thirst, but also as an

innocent cordial and fortifier against the evils of life,

or even sometimes reason not refusing that liberty,

merely as a matter of pleasure. It only confines us

to such kinds, quantities, and seasons as may best

consist with our health, the use of our faculties, our

fortune. Sec. H'ollastem.

(b) Patience; calmness; sedateness; moder

ation of passion.

He cahn'd his wrath with goodly temperance.

Spenser.

Being once chafed he cannot

Be reln'd again to temperance. Shah.

2. t Temperature.

It (the island) must needs be of subtle and delicate

temperance, Shak.

The word is frequently used adjectivally;

as, the temperance movement; a temperance

society ; a temperance hotel ; a temperance

lecture, &c.— Temperance hotel, a hotel in

which no intoxicant liquors are supplied to

the guests.—Temperance society, an associ

ation formed for the purpose of repressing

drunkenness, and banishing it from society.

The basis on which these associations have

generally been formed has been that of an

engagement on the part of each member to

abstain from the habitual and improper use

or indulgence in intoxicating liquors. As

the most strictly limited use of intoxicants

as beverages is condemned by many social

reformers as physically and mentally injuri

ous, this name has been applied to, or as

sumed by, associations which are more cor

rectly designated total abstinence or teetotal

societies.

Temperancyt (teru'per-an-si), n. Temper

ance.

Temperate (tem'per-at), a. [L. temperatus,

pp. of tempero, temperatum. See Temper, j

1. Moderate; showing moderation; not over

passing due bounds; more especially, (a) mo

derate as regards the indulgence of the ap

petites or desires; abstemious; sober; as, tent-

£erate in eating and drinking; temperate

abits.

He that is temperate fleeth pleasures voluptuous.

Sir T. Ely*.

Be sober and temperate, and yon will be healthy.

Franklin.

(h) Not excessive as regards the use of lan

guage; not violent; calm; measured; as, a

temperate discourse or address ; temperate

language; to be temperate in one's language.

2. Not swayed by passion ; self-restrained ;

calm; cool; not going beyond due bounds.

Who can be wise, amazed, temperate and furious.

Loyal and neutral In a moment? Shah.

3. Proceedingfrom temperance; as, temperate

sleep.— 4. Moderate as regards amount of

heat; not liable to excessive heats: mild; as,

a temperate heat; a teinperate climate. —

5. t Not hot-blooded. Shak. — Temperate

tones, the spaces on the earth between the

tropics and the polar circles, where the heat

is less than in the tropics, and the cold less

than in the polar circles. The north temper

ate zone is the space included between the

tropic of Cancer and the arctic circle ; and

the south temperate zone, that between the

tropic of Capricorn and the antarctic circle.

See ZONE.—Temperate, Moderate. Seeunder

Moderate.—Syn. Moderate.self-restrained.

abstemious, abstinent, sober, calm, cool, se

date.

Temperate t (tem'per-at), v.t. pret A pp.

temperated; ppr. tempcrating. To temper;

to moderate. Marston.

Temperately (tem'per-at-li), adv. In a tem

perate manner or degree; as, (a) moderately;

not excessively.

By winds that temperately blow

The bark should pass secure and slow. Addison

(b) Without over-indtdgence in eating,drink

ing, or the like; soberly.

Cod esteems it part of his service if we eat or

drink ; so it be temperately, as may best preserve

health. Jer. Taylor.

(c) Without violent passion; calmly; se

dately.

Temperately proceed to what you would

Thus violently redress. Shak,

Temperateness (tem'per-at-nes), n. The

state or quality of being temperate : (a) mo

deration; freedom from excess; as, temper

ateness of language. (6) Due control of the

natural appetites or desires; temperance;

sobriety, (c) Calmness; coolness of mind.

Langley's mild temperateness

Did tend unto a calmer quietness. Daniel.

(d) Freedom from excessive heat or cold ;

as, the temperateness of a climate.

Temperative (tem'per-at-iv).a. Having the

power or quality of tempering.

Temperature (tem'per-a-tur). n. [Fr. tem

perature, from L. temperatura, due mea

sure, proportion, quality, temperature, from

tempero. See Temper.] 1. Constitution;

state; degree of any quality.

Memory depends upon the consistence and te*n-

perature of the brain. Watts.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met. her; pine, pin; n6te, not. move; tube, tub. bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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It Moderation; freedom from immoderate

passions.

In that proud port, which her so goodly graceth.

Most goodly temperature you may descry. Sfenter.

3. t Mixture, or that which is made by mix

ture ; a compound. ' Made a temperature

of brass and iron together.' Holland. 'A

proper temperature of fear and love.' Abp.

Seeker.— i.\ Temper of metals. 'The due

temperature of stiff steel' Holland.—

5.1 Moderate degree of atmospheric heat;

temperateness or climate, 'if instead of

this variation of heat we suppose an equa

lity or constant temperature of it before

the deluge.' Woodward.— 6. The state of a

body with regard to heat; the degree or

intensity of the heat effects of a body; the

thermal state of a body considered with

reference to its power of communicating

heat to other bodies. When two bodies are

in contact, and the flow of heat from the one

body to the other is equal— that is, when by

contact neither is heated or cooled by the

other—they are said to be of the same tem

perature. Two bodies may have the same

temperature and yet contain very different

aoantities of heat per unit of mass, so that

le temperature of a body is not a measure

of its heat If heat be considered as a

motion of the molecules of a body, temper

ature may be considered a measure of the

velocities of the molecules. When we speak

of a body having a ' high * or a * low tempera-

ture'it is implied that the condition of heat

In the body may be compared with some

standard. The means of such comparison

is the thermometer, and the most conveni

ent standard condition is apparently that

of a body at the melting-point of ice, which

is marked on the Centigrade thermometer

scale and on Reaumur's as zero. See Ther

mometer. — Ammal temperature, the de-

?ree or intensity of heat of animal bodies,

his varies considerably with the classes of

animals ; thus the average temperature of

mammals is stated at 101* Fahrenheit; that

of birds, at 107*. Below mammals and birds

animals are termed ' cold-blooded,' this term

meaning in its strictly physiological sense

that the temperature is usually that of the

medium in which they live, and that it varies

with that of the surrounding medium. The

average normal temperature of the human

adult is about 08*6, but in some cases of dis

ease, as fevers, it may rise to 106", 107*, or

even as high as 112*, while in other cases, as

morbus cseruleus and Asiatic cholera, it may

fall as low as 77* 5.—Mean temperature, a

mean of all the atmospheric temperatures

observed at a given place or under certain

circumstances at regular fntervals during a

certain space of time. The mean annual

temperature of any place is obtained by

taking a mean of all the temperatures indi

cated by the thermometer each day through

out the year. The temperature of a place

depends not only on its latitude, but also on

its elevation above the level of the sea, and

various other local causes, such as the na

ture of the soil, the prevailing winds, the

auantity of moisture, the electric state of

le atmosphere, and the physical character

of the adjacent countries and seas. But

no caase has such an effect in lowering the

temperature of a place as elevation above

the level of the sea; and hence near the

equator there are mountains which, owing

to their great elevation, are covered with

snow all the year round. (See SNOW-LINE.)

The temperature of the sea is more uniform

and moderate than that of the land.

Tempered (tem'perd), a. Having a certain

disposition or temper; disposed: often used

in composition; as, a vrell-tempered, good-

tempered, or bad-tempered man.

When was my lord so much ungently tempered.

To stop his cars against admonishment? SJtaJt.

—Tempered glass. See under Glass.

Tempering (tem'pfr-ing), n. The process

of giving the requisite degree of hardness

or softness to a substance, as to iron or

steel; especially, the process of giving to

steel the different degrees of hardness re

quired for the various purposes to which it

i- applied. The process essentially consists

lii plunging the steel when red-hot into cold

water or other liquid to give an excess of

hardness, and then gradually reheating it

until the hardness is reduced or brought

down to the required degree. The excel

lence of all cuttiug steel instruments de

pends on the degree of temper given to

them. Different degrees of temper are in

dicated by different colours which the steel

assumes. Thus steel heated to 450s, and

suddenly cooled, assumes a pale straw col

our, and is employed for making razors and

surgical instruments. See STEEL.

Tempest (tem'pest), «. [O.Fr. tempeste,

ModT Ft. tempite, from L. tempestas, time,

especially time with respect to its physical

qualities, weather, and specifically, bad

weather, a storm or tempest, from tempus,

time. See Temper] 1. An extensive cur

rent of wind, rushing with great velocity

and violence, and commonly attended with

rain, hail, or snow; a storm of extreme vio

lence; a gale; a hurricane.

What at first was called a gust, (be same

Hath now a storm's, anon a tempest's name. Donne.

2 A violent tumult or commotion ; pertur

bation; violent agitation; as, a tempest of

the passions; a popular or political tempest.

'These long storms and tempests of wars.'

Udall.

The tempest in my mind

Doth from my senses take all feeling else.

Save what beats there. Shalt.

Tempest (tem'pest), v.t. To disturb, as by

a tempest [Bare. ]

Part huge of bulk.

Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in Uicir gait.

It"iftit il: I.- ocean. Milton.

Tempest (tem'pest), v.i. To pour a tem

pest; to storm. [Bare]

Other princes ....

Thunder and temfest on those learned heads.

Whom Catsar with such honour doth advance.

B. jfortson.

Tempest-beaten (tem'pest-bet'n),a. Beaten

or disturbed, as by a tempest

In the calm harbour of her gentle breast

My tempest-beaten soul may safely rest. Dryden.

Tempeativet (tem-pes'tiv), a. [L tempes-

tivus, from tempestas, a season. See Tem

pest.] Seasonable. ' The cheerful and tern-

pestive Bhowers of heaven.' Heywood,

TempeBtivelyt (tem-pes'tiv-li), adv. Season

ably.

Dancing is a pleasant recreation of body and mind,

if tempestively used. Burton.

Tempestivityt(tem-pes-tiva-ti).u.[SeeTEM-

PESTIVE.] Seasonableuess. Sir T. Browne.

Tempest-tossed, Tempest-tost (tero'pest-

tost), a. Tossed, driven, or disturbed as by

a tempest

Though his bark cannot be lost.

Yet it shall be tempest-tost. Shak.

Tempestuous (tem-pes'tu-us), a. [L. tem-

pestuosus, from tempestas. See Tempest]

1. Very stormy; turbulent; rough with wind;

as, tempestuous weather; a tempestuous

night— 2. Blowing with violence.

Her looks grow black as a tempestuous wind.

Dryden.

3 Subject to fits of stormy passion; passion

ate.

Bruno was passionate, tempestuous, and weak.

Ottuia.

Tempestuously (tem-pes'tu-us-li), adv. In

a tempestuous manner; with great violence

of wind or great commotion ; turbulently.

' Tempestuously bold and sliameless. ' MiLton.

Tempestuousness (tem-pes'tu-us-nes), n.

The state or quality of being tempestuous ;

storminess; turbulence; as, the tempestu

ousness of the winter or of weather.

Templar (tem'plar).n. 1. One of a religious

mili tary order first es

tablished at Jerusa

lem in favour of pil

grims travelling to the

Holy Land. The order

originated with some

persons who, in 1118,

devoted themselves

to the service of God,

promising to live in

perpetual chastity,

obedience, and pov

erty, after the man

ner of canons. Bald

win II., king of Jeru

salem, bestowed on

them their first place

of residence in the

city, close to the

Temple, and an addi

tional building was

acquired from the

abbot and canons of

the church and con

vent of the Temple,

whence the order re

ceived the name Of Templar.—Monument in

the 'poor soldiers of Temple Church, London,

the Temple,' after

wards converted into Templars, or Knights

Templars. The knights wore a white cloak

adorned with a red cross of eight points (the

Maltese cross) on the left shoulder. In 1223

this order was confirmed In the Council of

Troyes, and subjected to a rule of discipline.

It nourished, became immensely rich and

powerful, and its members became so arro

gant and luxurious that the order was sup

pressed by the Council of Vienne in 1312.—

2. A student of the law, or a lawyer, so called

from having chambers in the Temple in

London. See Temple, 6.

The Whigs answered that it was idle to apply

ordinary rules to a country in a state of revolution.

that the great question now depending was not to be

decided by the saws of pedantic Templars.

Afaeaulay.

—Free Templar, Good Templar. See these

entries.

Templar (tem'plar), a. Of or pertaining to

a temple. * Solitary, family, and templar

devotion.' Coleridge. [Rare.]

Template (tem'plat), n. [See Templet.] A

working mould or pattern used in architec

ture, ship-building, machine-making, <£c. ; a

templet (which see).

The graphic method of study requires successive

gradations of detail, from the rough picturesque

sketch, in which the dream of the artist first takes

shadowy form, to full- sized working • drawing, or

template, by the aid of which the mason bews bis

quoins. Edm. Rev.

Temple (tem'pl), n. [Fr. temple, from L.

templum, a temple; originally a piece

marked or cut off, properly a piece marked

off by lines which the augurs traced for

their observations, then a piece of land

marked off from common uses, and dedi

cated to a god; from root tern in Gr. temno,

to cut, whence Gr. temenos, a temple.] 1. An

edifice dedicated to the service of some

deity or deities, and connected with some

pagan system of worship; originally, an edi

fice erected for some Roman deity; but the

term is generally applied to such edifices

among the Greeks, Egyptians, and other an

cient nations as well as to structures serv

ing the same purpose among modem hea

then peoples. The most celebrated and

imposing of the ancient temples were those

of the Greeks, such as that of Artemis or

Diana at Ephesus, that of Zeus Olympius

in Athens, and that of Apollo at Delphi.

The form most generally given to the an

cient temples was that of a rectangle, but

sometimes the construction was circular.

Vltruvius divides temples into eight kinds,

according to the arrangement of their

columns, viz. temples in antis (see Anta).

prostyle, amphiprostyle, peripteral, dipteral,

pseudo-dipteral, hypcethral, and monopteral.

(See these tei ins ) In regard to intercolum-

niatton, they are farther distinguished into

pyenostyle, si/style, eustyle, diastyle, and ar-

a-ostvle, and to the number of columns in the

portico, tetrastyle, hexastyle, octastyle, and

decastyle. (See these terms.) Of circular

temples there are two species, the monop

teral, without a cell, and the peripteral, with

a cell—2. Any one of the tnree successive

edifices built on Mount Moriah at Jerusa

lem, and dedicated to the public worship of

Jehovah. The first was erected by Solomon

about 1012 B.C., and was destroyed by Ne

buchadnezzar about 688 B.C. The second

was constructed by the Jews on their return

from the captivity about 536 B.C., and was

pillaged or partialtv destroyed several times,

as by Antiochus Epiphanes (170 B.c), Pom-

pey(63 B C ). Herod (37 B.C.). The third, the

largest and most magnificent of the three,

was begun by Herod the Great in 20 B.C.,

and was completely destroyed at the cap

ture of Jerusalem by the Romans, 70 a.d —

3. An edifice erected among Christians as a

place of public worship; a church.

Can he whose life is a perpetual insult to the autho

rity of God, enter with any pleasure a temple conse

crated to devotion and sanctified by prayer T

Buekminster.

4. A place in which the divine presence spe

cially resides.

Know ye not that your body is the temple of the

Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God.

and ye are not your own. t Cor. vi. 19.

6. The name of two semi-monastic estab

lishments of the middle ages, one in Lon

don, the other in Faris, Inhabited by the

knights Templars. The Temple Church,

London, is the only portion of either estab

lishment now existing. On the Bite of

both modern edifices have been erected,

those in London forming the two Inns of

Court called the Middle Temple and Iuner

Temple. Those buildings have long been

occupied by barristers, and are the Joint

property of the two societies, called the So

cieties of the Inner and of the Middle Tem

ch, cAain; ch. Sc. locA; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, si/iy; th, then; tli, thin: w, u-ig; wh, irAIg; zh, azure—See key.
S, 90;
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pie, which have the right of calling persons

to the degree of barrister.

Temple (tem'pl), v.t. To build a temple for;

to appropriate a temple to; to inclose in a

temple. [Rare]

The heathen, in many places, tempted and adored

this drunken god. Fettham.

Temple (tem'pl), n. [0. Fr. (and down to

end of seventeenth century) temple, Mod.

Ft. tempe, one of the temples of the head,

from L. tempora, the temple, properly the

right place, the fatal spot, pi. of tempus,

time. See Temper ] The Hat portion of

either side of the head above the cheek

bone, or between the forehead and ear. The

temples are distinguished into right and

i- ft See also Temporal, 4.

Temple (tem'pl), n, [Fr. temple, templet.]

A kind of stretcher used by weavers for

keeping the cloth at its proper breadth

during weaving.

Templeless (tem'pl-les), a. Devoid of a

temple. Ld. Lytton.

Templet (tem'plet), n, [In meaning 1 pro

bably from L. L templatus, vaulted, so that

the meaning was originally perhaps a mould

showing the proper curve of a vault or arch.

In raeaniug 2 from Fr. templet, a stretcher;

L. templum, a small timber.] 1. A pattern

or mould used by masons,

machinists, smiths, ship -

wrights, Ac It usually con

sists of a flat thin board, a

{tiece of sheet- iron, or the

ike, whose edge is dressed

and shaped to the required

conformation, and is laid

against the object being

moulded, built, or turned so

as to test the conformity of

the object thereto. Perfor

ated templets are used by

bollermakers and others to

lay out the holes for punch

ing. — 2. In building, (a) a

short piece of timber or

large stone placed in a wall to receive the

impost of a girder, beam, &c, and dis

tribute its weight (b) A beam or plate

spanning a door or window space to sus

tain Joists and throw their weight on the

piers.

Templin-oil (tem'plin-oil), n. Oil of pine-

cones; an oil isomeric with and very simi

lar to oil of turpentine, obtained by distil

lation of the cones of Pinus Pumilio.

Tempo (tem'pd), n. [It] In music, a word

used to express the rate of movement or

degree of quickness with which a piece of

music is to be executed. The degrees of

time are indicated by certain words such as

Jtrave (very slow), lento (slow), adagio or

argo (leisurely), andante (walking pace), al

legro (gay or quick), presto (rapid), preetis-

stmo (very rapid), &c. These terms are mo

dified by such words as molto (very), non

troppo (not much) A tempo denotes that

the former time is to be resumed, or a more

distinct time observed.

Temporal (tem'po-ral), a. [L. temporalis,

pertaining to time, temporal, from tempus,

temporis, time; also pertaiuing to the tem

pora or temples of the head (see Temple),

whence meaning 4. See also TEMPER.]

1. Pertaining to this life or this world; secu

lar; as, temporal concerns; temporal affairs.

In this sense it is opposed to spiritual; as,

temporal affairs or employments ought not

to divert the mind from spiritual concerns,

which are far more important. In thiB sense

also it is opposed to ecclesiastical; as, tem

poral power, that is, secular, civil, or politi

cal power.

With true prayers . . .

From fasting maids whose minds are dedicate

To nothing temporal. Shak.

AH temporal power hath been wrested from the

clergy and much of their ecclesiastic. Swift.

—Temporal lords, the peers of the realm as

distinct from the archbishops and bishops,

or lords spiritual.—2. Measured or limited

by time, or by this life or this state of things;

having limited existence: opposed to eter

nal.

The things which are seen are temporal, but the

things which are not seen are eternal, a Cor. iv. 18.

3. In gram, relating to a tense.—Temporal

augment. 8ee under AcoMENT.—4. Pertain

ing to the temple or temples of the head;

as, the temporal bone; a temporal artery or

vein; temporal muscle; temporal fossa, Ac.

The temporal bones are two bones Bituated

one on each side of the head, of a very irre

gular figure. They are connected with the
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occipital, parietal, sphenoid, and cheek

bones, and are articulated with the lower

jaw. The temporal artery is a branch of the

external carotid, which runs on the temple

and gives off the frontal artery. The tem

poral muscle, Bituated in the temple, serves

to draw the lower jaw upwards, as in the

action of biting. The temporal fossa is a

depression, observed on each Bide of the

head, which is filled with the temporal

muscle.

Temporal (tem'po-ral), n. Anything tem

poral or secular; a temporality.

Temporallty(tem-po-ral'i-ti)T n. 1. In Eng.

law, the state or quality of being temporary:

opposed to perpetuity— 2.t The laity. Sir

T. More.—Z. A secular possession; specifi

cally, pi. revenues of an ecclesiastic pro

ceeding from lands, tenements, or lay-fees,

tithes, and the like: opposed to spirituali

ties.

Temporally (tem'po-ral-li), adv. In a tem-

fionu manner; with respect to time or this

ife only. ' A temporally happy condition.'

South.

Temporalnesa (tem'po-ral-nes), n. The

state or quality of being temporal; worldli-

ness. Cotgrave.

Temporality (tem'po-ral- ti), n. 1. The laity;

secular people. Abp. Abbot.—2. A secular

possession; a temporality.

Temporaneoua t (tem-po-ra'ne-us), a. Tem

porary.

Temporarily (tem'po-ra-ri-li), adv. In a

temporary manner; for a time only; not per

petually.

Temporarinesa (tem'po-ra-ri-nes), n. The

state of being temporary: opposed to per

petuity.

Temporary (tem'po-ra-rf), a. [L. tempor-

arius, from tempus, temporis, time. See

Temper] Lasting for a time only; existing

or continuing for a limited time; as, the pa

tient has obtained temporary relief; there

Is a temporary cessation of hostilities; there

is a temporary supply of provisions ; in

times of great danger Rome appointed a

temporary dictator.

These temporary truces were soon made and soon

broken. Bacon.

One sect there was, which, from unfortunate tem

porary causes, it was thought necessary to keep

under close restraint. Macautay.

Syn. Transient, fleeting, transitory.

Temporization (tem'po-ri-xa"shon), n. The

act of temporizing.

Charges of temporization and compliance had

somewhat sullied his reputation. Johnson.

Temporize (tem'po-rlz), v.i. pret. A pp. tem

porized; ppr. temporizing. [Fr. temporiser,

from L. tempus, temporis, time.] 1. To com

ply with the time or occasion; to humour

or yield to the current of opinion or to cir

cumstances.

They might their grievance inwardly complain.

But outwardly they needs must temporize.

Daniel.

2. To try to suit both Bides or parties; to go

so far both ways; to trim; as, to temporize

between Catholics and Protestants —3. t To

delay; to procrastinate. Bacon. A. t To com

ply; to come to terms.

The dauphin is too wilful opposite.

And will not temporize with my entreaties:

He flatly says, he'll not lay down his arms. Shak.

Temporizer (tem'po-riz-er),H. One who tem

porizes; one who yields to the time or com

plies with the prevailing opinions, fashions,

or occasions; a trimmer.

A rout of temporizers, ready to embrace and

maintain all that is, or shall be, proposed, in hope of

preferment- Burton.

Temporizing (tem'po-m-ing), j>. and a. In

clined to temporize; complying with the

time or with the prevailing humours and

opinions of men; time-serving.

Theophilus could not but perceive the failure, and

disdain to imitate his father's temporizing policy.

Atitman.

Tempoiizlngly (tem'po-riz-ing-li), adv. In

a temporizing manner.

Temporlstt (tem'po-rist), n. A temporizer.

Why turn a temporist, raw with the tide?

Marston,

Temps, t n. [Ft.] Time. Chaucer.

Tempse (temps), n. Same as Temse.

Tempt (temt), v.t. [O.Fr. tempter, Mod. Ft.

tenter, from L. tempto, tento, Untare, to

try the strength of, to try, to prove, to test,

to urge, to incite, intens. of tendo, tentum,

to stretch; Baiue root as Gr. teirw, Skr tan.

See Thin. ] 1. To incite or Bolicit to an evil

act ; to entice to something wrong by pre-

senting arguments that are plausible or

convincing, or by the offer of some pleasure

TEMSE

or apparent advantage as the inducement;

to seduce.

Let not my worser spirit tempt me again

To die before you please. Shah.

Let no man say when he is tempted, I am tempted

of God ; for God cannot be tempted with evil, neither

tem/teth he any man; but every man is tempted when

he is drawn away of his own lust and enticed.

Jas.ir3.11,

2. To endeavour to persuade; to provoke;

to incite.

Tempt not the brave and needy to despair.

Dryden.

3. To call on; to invite; to induce.

Withhold thine indignation, mighty heaven.

And tempt us not to bear above our power. Shak.

Still his strength conceal'd.

Which tempted our attempt, and wrought our falL

Mitten.

4. To try to accomplish or reach; to venture

on; to attempt

Who shall tempt, with wand'ring feet.

The dark unbottom'd infinite abyss. Mxlten.

6. To provoke; to defy.

Ye shall not tempt the Lord your God. Deut. vi. 16.

Tempt him not so too far ; I wish, forbear :

In time we hate that which we often fear. Shak.

6. To try; to prove; to put to trial for proof.

God did tempt Abraham. Gen. xxiL 1,

Syn. To seduce, entice, allure, attract, de

coy, provoke, incite.

Temptability (temt-a-bil'i-ti), u. Quality

of being temptable.

Temptable (temt'a-bl). a. Liable to be

tempted.

If the parliament were as temptable as any other

assembly, the mangers must fail for want of tools to

work with. Stei/l.

Temptation (tem-ta'shon), n. 1. The act

of tempting; enticement to evil by argu

ments, by flattery, or by the offer of some

real or apparent good.

Most dangerous

Is that temptation that doth goad us on

To sin in loving virtue. Shak.

2. The Btate of being tempted or enticed to

evil. 'Lead us not into temptation.' Luke

zl 4.

By one man's firm obedience fully tried

Through all temptation. Milton.

3. That which is presented to the mind as

an inducement to evil; an enticement.

Dare to be great without » guilty crown.

View it, antflay the bright temptation down.

Dryden.

4 An allurement to anything indifferent or

even good. [Colloq.]

if 1

without, 1 know he will choose it.

Temptationless (tem-tii'shon-Ies). a. Hav

ing no temptation or motive. Hammond.

[Rare. ]

Temptatious (tcm-ta'shus), a. Tempting;

seductive. [Obsolete and provincial.]

Tempter (temt'er), n. One who tempts;

one who solicits or entices to evil.

Is this her fault or mine?

The tempter or the tempted? Shak.

Those who are bent to do wickedly will never want

tempters to urge them on. Titlotscn.

—The tempter, the great adversary of roan;

the devil. Mat. iv. 3.

So gloxed the tempter, and his proem tuned ;

Into the heart of Eve his words made way.

Milton.

Tempting (temt'ing), a. Adapted to entice

or allure; attractive; seductive; as, tempting

pleasures.

To whom he thus owed the service, often an im

portant one in such cases, of exhausting the most

tempting forms of error. It'hevtU.

Temptingly (temt'ing-li), atft?. In a tempt

ing manner; in a manner to entice to evil ;

so as to allure.

Temptingnesa (temt'ing-nes), n. The state

of being tempting.

Temptress (temt'res), n, A female who

tempts or entices.

She was my temptress, the foul provoker.

Sir IV. Scot*.

Temse, Tems (tems), n. [A. Sax. femes, a

sieve, temsian, to sift; D. tems, a colander, a

strainer, temsen, tostrain.) A sieve: asearce;

a bolter. (Obsolescentor provincial English. J

—According to Brewer the proverbial saying

' He'll never set the Thames on Are,' that is.

he'll never make any figure in the world,

contains this word in a corrupt form. ' The

temse was a corn sieve which was worked in

former times over the receiver of the sifted

flour. A hard-working, active man would

notunfrequently ply the temse so quickly as

to set Are to the wooden hoop at the bot

tom.' The explanation is plausible.

Set a deep glass of Rhenish wine on the contrary

casket, for if the devil be within, and that temptation.

Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fail; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 5*, Sc. tey.



TEMSE-BREAD

Temse-bread, Temsed-bread (tems'bred,

temst'bred), n. Bread made of hour better

sifted than common flour.

Temulence, Temulency (tem'u-lens, tem'-

Ci 1. n si), n. [O.Fr. temulence, from L. temu-

lentia, drunkenness, from a root tern seen

in temetu in, intoxicating drink, abstemious. )

Intoxication; inebriation; drunkenness.

Temulent (tem'u-lent), a. [L temulentus.

See TK.VULBNCR] Intoxicated; given to

drink.

He was recognized, in then rVwiw/^n/ Germany, as

the very prince of toper*. Sir It'. Hamilton.

Temulentive' (tem'u-lent-iv), a. Drunken;

in a state of inebriation.

Ten (ten), a. [A. Sax. tin, tyn, contracted

forms, as seen when compared with O. Sax.

tehan, Goth. taihun, O.H.G. zehan, xehun

(whence Mod. G. zehn); the Scandinavian

formB have lost the n: Icel. tiu, Sw. tio,

Dan. ti (like the ty of twenty, thirty, etc.);

compare also the cognate forms in the other

tongues: L. decern. Or. deka, Skr. dacan; W.
'/■■;/. Armor, dek. It. deag, Gael. deteK All

these forms are traced back to a common

Indo-Kuropean form dakan, dvakan, signi

fying twice five] Twice five; nine and one.

With twice ten sail I crossed the Phrygian sea.

Dryden.

Ten is often used indefinitely for many.

There's a proud modesty in merit.

Averse to 1 >egK ini;. and resolv'd to pay

Ten times the gift it asks. Dryden.

Tell (ten), n. 1. The decimal number, or the

number of twice Ave ; a figure or symbol

denoting ten units, as 10 or X—2. A play

ing card with ten spots.

But whiles he thought to steal the single ten.

The king was slily linger'd from the deck. Shalt.

—Ten bones, the ten Angers.

By these ten bones, my lords, he did speak them to

me in the garret one night. Shak.

—Ten commandments. See COMMANDMENT.

TenabLUty (ten-a-bil'i-ti), n. The state or

quality ofbeing tenable; tenableness.

Tenable (ten'a-bl). a. [Fr. tenable, from

tenir, L. Unco, to hold. 1 1. Capable of being

held, maintained, or defended against an

assailant, or against attempts to take it; as,

a tenable fortress.

Infidelity has been driven out of all its outworks;

the atheist has not found his post tenable, and is

therefore retired into deism. Addison.

- \ Capable of being retained; not let out;

not uttered; kept secret

If you have hitherto conceal'd this sight,

Let it be tenable in your silence still. Skat.

Tenableness (ten'a-bl-nes), n. The state of

being tenable; tenability.

Tenace (ten'as), n. In whist, the possession

of the best and third best cards by the last

player, so that he wins the last trick what

ever card is played against him.

Tenacious (te-na'shus), a. [I., tenax, ten-

ads, from teneo, to hold.] 1. Holding fast,

or inclined to hold fast ; inclined to retain

what is in possession : with of before the

thing held ; as, men tenacious of their Just

rights; men are usually tenacious of their

opinions, as well as of their property. ' A

resolute tenacious adherence to well chosen

principles.' South. — 2. Retentive; apt to

retain long what is committed to it; as, a

tenacious memory. Locke.—Z. Apt to adhere

to another substance; adhesive, as oily, glu

tinous, or viscous matter; as, few substances

are so tenacious as tar. Sewton.—i. Nig

gardly ; close - Asted. — 5. Tough ; having

great cohesive force among the particles,

so that they resist any effort to pull or force

them asunder; as. iron and steel are the

most tenacious of all known substances.

Tenaciously (te-na'shus-lU adv. In a te

nacious manner; as, (a) with a disposition

to hold fast what is possessed; Armly; de

terminedly. (6) Adhesively; with cohesive

force.

Tenaclousness (te-na'Bhus-nesX n. The

state or quality of being tenacious ; as, (a)

the quality of holding fast; unwillingness

to quit, resign, or let go; as, a man's tena-

ciousness of his rights or opinions, (b) That

quality of bodies which enables tnem to

stick or adhere to others; adhesiveness;
tenacity. (<•) That quality in bodies which

enables them to resist a severe strain with

out rupturing or splitting; tenacity, (d) Re-

tentiveness; sm, the tenacumsness of memory.

Tenacity (te-nas'i-ti), n, [Fr. Unacitd, L

tenacitas, from teneo, to hold.] 1. The qua

lity of being tenacious; adhesiveness; that

quality of bodies which makes them stick

or adhere toothers; glutinousneas; sticki-
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ness; as, the tenacity of oils, of glue, of tar,

of starch, and the like.— 2. That property of

material bodies by which their parts resist

an effort to force or pull them asunder, or

the measure of the resistance of bodies to

tearing or crushing : opposed to briUleness

or fragility. Tenacity results from the at

traction of cohesion which exists l>etween

the particles of bodies, and the stronger

this attraction is in any body the greater is

the tenacity of the body. Tenacity is con

sequently different in different materials,

and in the same material it varies with the

state of the botly in regard to temperature

and other circumstances. The resistance

offered to tearing i% called absolute tenacity,

that offered to crushing,retroactive tenacity.

The tenacity of wood is much greater in the

direction of the length of its fibres than in

the transverse direction. With regard to

metals the processes of forging and wire

drawing increase their tenacity in the longi

tudinal direction; and mixed metals have,

in general, greater tenacity than those which

are simple. See Cohesion.

Tenaculum (te-nak'u-lum), n. [L. , a holder,

from teneo, to hold.] A Burgical instrument

for seizing and drawing out the mouths of

bleeding arteries in operations, so that they

may be secured by ligaments. For this pur

pose it has a hooked extremity with a Ane

sharp point

Tenacyt (ten'a-si), n. Tenaclousness.

Highest excellence is void of all envy, selfishness,

and tenaey. Barrator.

Tenail, Tenaille (te-naO, n. [Fr. tenaUle,

from famir, L. teneo, to hold.] In fort, an

outwork or rampart raised in the main ditch

Immediately in frontof thecurtain, between

two bastions. In its simplest form it con

sists of two faces forming with each other

a re-entering angle; but generally it consists

of three faces forming two re-entering

angles, tn which case it is called a double

teuaille. Any work belonging either to per

manent or field fortification, which, on the

plan, consists of a succession of lines form

ing salient and re-entering angles alter

nately, is said to be d tenaille.

Tenaillon (te-nal'yon). n, [Ft., from te

naille. See Tenail.] In fort, a work con

structed on each side of the ravelins, like

the lunettes, but differing in this, that one

of the faces of the tenaillon is in the direc

tion of the ravelin, whereas that of the

lunette is perpendicular to it. Works of

this kind, however, are seldom adopted.

Tenancy (ten'an-si), n. [L tenantia. See

Tenant. 1 In laic, (a) a holding or posses

sion of lands or tenements from year to

year, for a term of years, for a life or lives,

or at will; tenure; as, tenancy in fee simple;

tenancy in tail; tenancy by the courtesy;

tenancy at will. (6)t A house of habitation,

or a place to live in, held of another.

Tenant (ten'ant), u. [Fr. tenant, holding,

ppr. of tenir, L. teneo, to hold.] 1. In law,

(a) a peraou who holds or possesses lands or

tenements by any kind of title, either in

fee, for life, for years, or at will. In the

ordinary acceptation of the word, one who

holds lands or houses under another, to

whom he is bound to pay rent, and who is

called in relation to him his landlord.

I have been your tenant and your father's tenant

these fourscore years. Sha-ib.

(b) A defendant in a 'real action ' See un

der Action.—The term is sometimes used

in reference to interests in pure personalty,

as when we speak of one as tenant for life

of a fund, Ac— Tenant in capite, tenant in

chief See Capitis. — Tenant in common,

one who holds or occupies lands or possesses

chattels along with another or other per

sons. In such a case each has an equal in

terest: but in the event of the deatli of

either his share does not go to the survivors,

as in the case of a joint-tenant, but to his

heirs or executors. See JOINT-TENANT —

Tenant by copy of court-roll, one who is ad

mitted tenant of any lands, Ac. within a

manor. — Tenant by courtesy. See under

CouRTEST. — Tenant in dower, a widow who

possesses land, Ac. , by virtue of her dower.

—Tenant in fee tail. See Tail.— Tenant in

fee simple. See WMM.—£oU tenant, one who

holds in his own sole right, and not with

another — Tenant at sufferance, one who,

having been in lawful possession of land,

keeps it after the title has come to an end

by the sufferance of the rightful owner.—

Tenatxt by the verge. See Verge—Tenant

at wUl, one in possession of lands let to him

Cross tenanted.

TENCH

to hold at the will of the lessor. —2. One who

has possession of any place ; a dweller; an

occupant ' The happy tenant of your shade.'

Cowley.

Can calm despair and wild unrest

Be tenants ofa single breast 1 Tennystn.

Tenant (ten'ant), v.t. To hold or possess as

a tenant

Sir Roger's estate is tenanted by persons who have

served him or his ancestors. Addison.

Tenant (ten'ant), v.i. To live as a tenant;

to dwell.

In yonder tree he tenanteth alone. Warren.

Tenant (ten'ant), ppr. [Ft. ] In her. a French

term for Holding, but met with in English

blazon.

Tenantable (ten'ant-a-bl), a. In a state of

repair suitable for a tenant 'Bound to

leave the place tenantable to the next that

shall take it' Sir J.

c w Suckling.

Tenantableness ( ten'-

ant-a-bl-nes), « State of

being tenantable.

Tenanted (ten'ant-edX a.

In her. tallied or let into

another thing ; having

something let in; as. a

cross tenanted, having

rings let into its extre

mities.

Tenantless (ten'ant-les), a. Having no ten

ant; unoccupied.

Leave not the mansion so long tenantless. Sh,ti.

Tenant-right (ten'ant-rit), tv 1. A kind of

customary estate in the North of England

falling under the general class of copyhold,

but distinguished from copyhold by many

of its incidents.—2. A term applied to de

note various rights or claims which tenants

maintain against their landlords, as the

right of the tenant, conceded in some parts

of the country, to compensation for the un

exhausted improvements of the land which

he has held, if he should be forced to leave

it The term is specifically applied to a

custom, long prevalent in Ulster, either en

suring a permanence of tenure in the same

occupant without liability to any other in

crease of rent than may be sanctioned by

the general sentiments of the community,

or entitling a tenant of a farm to receive

purchase - money, amounting to so many

years' rent, on its being transferred to an

other tenant

Tenantry (ten'ant-ri). n. 1. The body of

tenants; as, the tenantry of a manor or a

kingdom.— 2.t Tenancy.

Tenants have taken new leases of their tenantries.

Bp. Ridley.

Tenant-saw (ten'ant-sa), n. An erroneous

form for Tenon-saw.

Tench (tensh), n. [O.Fr. tenche. Mod. Fr.

tanche, from L. tinea, a tench. J A teleostean

fish belonging to the genus Tinea, family

CyprinidEc, of which T. vulgaris (the com

mon tench) is the type. It inhabits most

of the lakes of the European continent, and

in this country it is frequent In ornamental

waters and ponds. It attains a length of

from 10 to 12 inches. The colour is generally

Tench [Tinea vulgaris).

a greenish-olive alx>ve, a light tint predom

inating below. It is very sluggish, appa

rently inhabiting bottom-waters, and feed

ing on refuse vegetable matter. It is very

tenacious of life, and may be conveyed alivo

in damp weeds for long distances. The liesh

is somewhat coarse and insipid. The tench

was anciently supposed to have some heal

ing virtue in the touch. Walton says, ' I

Bhall tell you next, for I hope I may be so

bold, that the tench is the physician of

fishes, for the pike especially; and that the

pike, being either sick or hurt, is cured by

the touch of the tench. And it is observed,

that the tyrant pike will not be a wolf to

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; J, job; h. Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, fAen; th, fAin; w, trig; wh, trAig; xh, azure.—Sec KIT.



TEND

his physician, but forbears to devour him,

though he be never so hungry.'

Tend (tend), v.t [Contr. from attend. See

Attend] 1. To accompany as an assistant

or protector; to watch; to guard.

And flaming ministers to watch and tend

Their earthly charge. Milton.

The powers that tend the soul, . . .

And save it even in extremes, began

To vex and plague her. Tennyson.

2. To look after; to take care of; as, to tend

a child.—3. To be attentive to; to attend to;

to mind, 't'nsack'd of lamb or kid that

tend their play.' Stilton.—4. To wait npon

so as to execute; to be prepared to perform.

'By all the stars that tend thy bidding.'

Keats. [PoeticaL]—h. Saut to watch, as a

vessel at anchor, at the turn of tides, and

cast her by the helm, and some sail if neces

sary, so as to keep turns out of her cable.

Tend (tend), v.i. 1. To attend; to wait, as

attendants or servants. 'The riotous knights

that tend upon my father.' Skate,

O I that wasted rime to tend upon her.

To compass her with sweet observances.

Tennyson.

2 t To be in waiting; to be ready for ser

vice; to attend.

The associates tend, and everything is bent

For England. Shak.

3. To attend as something inseparable.

Threefold vengeance tend upon your steps. Shak.

4 To be attentive; to listen. ' Tend to the

master's whistle.* Shak.

Tend, Tende (tend), v.t In old Eng. law,

to make a tender of; to tender or offer.

Tend ( tend ), v. i. [L. tendo, to stretch out,

to extend, to bend one's footsteps; same

root as Gr. teino, Skr. tan, to stretch. See

Thin, Tender.] 1. To move in a certain

direction ; to be directed.

Love 1 his affections do not that way tend. Shak.

Here Dardanns was born, and hither tends.

Dryden.

The clouds above me to the white Alps tend.

Byron.

2. To be directed to any end or purpose; to

have influence towards producing a certain

effect; to exert activity or influence; to con-

tribute.

The laws of our religion tend to the universal hap

piness of mankind. Titlotson.

3. Xaut. to swing round an anchor, as a

ship.

Tendance (ten'dans). n. [For attendance.]

1. Attendance; state of expectation. Spen

ser.—2. Persons attending. ' His lobbies fill

with tendance.' Shak.—3. Act of waiting;

attendance.— 4. The act of tending or wait

ing on ; attention ; care. [Rare or poetical

in all its senses.]

Her sweet tendance hovering over him,

Fill'd all the genial courses of his Blood

With deeper and with ever deeper love.

Tennyson.

Tendencet (ten'dens), n. Tendency.

Tendency ( ten'den-si ), n. [Fr. tendance;

L tendens, ppr. of tendo, to stretch. See

Tend, to move.] The character of tending

towards some end; direction toward any

place, object, effect, or result; inclining or

contributing influence; inclination; as, read

such books only as have a good moral ten

dency; mild language has a tendency to

allay irritation. ' The tendencies and incli

nations of body and spirit' Watts.

The tendency of such pretences was to make

Father and Son one hypostasis or person, and was

in reality to deny that there was any Son at all.

Watertand.

Writings of this kind, if conducted with candour,

have a more particular tendency to the good of their

country. Addison.

Tender (ten'der). n. 1. One that tends; one

that attends or takes care of; a nurse.—

2. Naut a small vessel employed to attend

a larger one for supplying her with provi

sions and other stores, or to convey intel

ligence and the like.—3. In rail, a carriage

attached to the locomotive, for carrying the

fuel, water, dec.—4. t Regard; kind concern.

' Some tender of my life. ' Shak.

Tender (ten'der), v.t [Fr. tendre, to reach

or stretch out, from L. tendo, tendere. See

Tend.] 1. To offer in words, or to exhibit

or present for acceptance.

All conditions, all minds tender down

Their service to Lord Timon. Shak.

2. To offer in payment or satisfaction of a

demand, for saving a penalty or forfeiture ;

ns, to tender the amount of rent or debt.—

3 t To show ; to present to view. ' You'll

tender me a fool.' Shak.

Tender (ten'der), n. [See the above verb]

l.In law, an offer of money or any other thing
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in satisfaction of a debt or liability.—Ten

der of amends, an offer by a person who has

been guilty of any wrong or breach of con

tract to pay a sum of money by way of

amends. — Plea of tender, a plea by a de

fendant that he has been always ready

to satisfy the plaintiff's claim, and now

brings the sum demanded into court.—

Legal tender, coin or paper money which,

so far as regards the nature and quality

thereof, a creditor may be compelled to ac

cept in satisfaction of his debt. In Britain

gold coin Is always a legal tender, so far as

a debt admits of being paid in gold ; silver

coin is a legal tender in payment of a sum

not exceeding forty shillings ; and bronze

coin is a legal tender in payment of a sum

not exceeding one shilling. In England Bank

of England notes are a legal tender except at

the bank itself.—2. Any offer for acceptance;

as, the gentleman made me a tender of his

services. 'To declare the calling of the

Gentiles by a free, unlimited tender of the

gospel to alL* South.—3. An offer in writ

ing made by one party to another to execute

some specified work, or to supply certain

specified articles, at a certain sum or rate.

4. The thing offered.

That you have ta'en these tenders for true pay,

Which are not sterling. Shot.

Tender (ten'der), a. [Fr. tendre, from L.

tener, tender, from same root as tenuis,

thin, fine, tendo, to stretch (whence E.

tend), teneo, to hold, and E thin. (See

THIN.) The d is inserted as in gender, thun

der.] 1. Easily impressed, broken, bruised,

or injured; not firm or hard; delicate; as,

tender plants; tender flesh; tender grapes. —

2. Very sensible to impression and pain;

easily pained; very susceptible of any sen

sation. 'Your soft and tender breeding.'

Shak.

Our bodies are not naturally more tender than our

faces. Sir X. L'Estrange.

3. Delicate; effeminate; not hardy or able

to endure hardship. 'The tender and deli

cate woman among you.' Deut xxviii. 66.

4 Not strong from maturity; immature;

weak; feeble; as, a person of tender age.

My lord knoweth that the children are tender.

Gen . axxiii. 13.

5. Susceptible of the softer passions, as

love, compassion, kindness; compassionate;

pitiful ; easily affected by the distresses of

another or anxious for another's good; syni-

Eathetic ; affectionate ; fond ; as. a tender

ear t. ' A tender, fatherly regard. ' Shak.

All are men

Condemned alike to groan ;

The tender for another s pain.

The unfeeling for bis own. Gray.

6. Exciting kind concern; precious; dear.

I love Valentine ;

Whose life's as tender to me as my soul. Shak.

7. Expressive of the softer passions; adapted

to excite feeling or sympathy; pathetic; as,

tender expressions ; tender expostulations ;

a tender strain. ' So tender was her voice,

so fair her face.' Tennyson.

The tender accent of a woman's cry

Will pass unheard, will unregarded die. Prier.

8. Using language or having a style charac

terized by a certain softness or pathos.—

9. Careful to save inviolate or not to injure:

with of; as, be tender of your neighbour's

reputation.

The civil authority should be tender of the honour

of Cod and religion. Tiilotson.

10. Gentle; mild; unwilling to pain.

You that are thus so tender o'er his follies

Will never do him good. Shak.

11. Apt to give pain or to annoy when spoken

of; as, that is a tender subject.

In things that arc tender and unpleasing break the

Ice by some whose words are of less weight, and re

serve the more weighty voice to come in as by chance.

Bacon.

12. t Quick; keen; sharp.

The full-fed hound or gorged hawk,

Unapt for tender smell or speedy flight. Shak.

13. Delicate as to health; weakly. [Scotch.]

—Tender is used In the formation of sundry

self-explanatory compounds; as, tender-

lookfng, tender-tooted, Ac.—Syn. Delicate,

fragile, effeminate, soft, weak, immature,

compassionate, pitiful, kind, humane, mer

ciful, susceptible, careful, gentle, mild.

Tender t (ten'der), v.t. [From tender, the

adjective.] To treat or regard with kind

ness; to hold dear; to regard; to have a care

for; to esteem. * Tender yourself more

dearly.' Shak. * Your minion whom I ren

der dearly.' Shak. 'If with pure heart's
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love ... I tender not your beauteous

princely daughter.' Shak.

Here's a third, because we tender your safety, shall

watch you. A 7«u«.

Tender-dying (ten'der-dl-ing), a. Dying in

early youth.

As looks the mother on her lowly babe

When death doth close his tender-dying eyes. Shai

Tender-hearted ( ten 'der - hart - ed ). a.

1. Having great sensibility; susceptible of

impressions or influence.

When Rehoboam was young and tender-hearted,

and could not withstand them. a Car. xiu. 7.

2. Very susceptible of the softer passions of

love, pity, or kindness.

Auroerle, thou wecp'st, my tender-hearted coasin.

Shoe.

Tender-heartedly (ten'der-hart-ed-liX •*#*

In a tender-hearted manner; with tender

affection.

Tender-heartedness (ten'der-hart-ed-nesX

n. The state or quality of being tender

hearted; a tender or compassionate disposi

tion; susceptibility of the softer passions.

Tender-hefted (ttn'der-heft-ed), o. Moved

or heaving with tenderness; possessing great

tenderness. See Heft.

No, Regan, thou shalt never have my curse ;

Thy tender-hefted nature shall not give

Thee o'er to harshness. Shak.

[This is the only known example of the

word.]

Tenderling (ten'der-lingX n. 1. A fondling;

one made tender by too much kindness.—

2. One of the first horns of a deer.

Tender-loin (ten 'der -loin), n. A tender

part of flesh in the hind quarter of beef or

pork; the psoas muscle.

Tenderly ( ten ' der - li ), adv. In a tender

manner ; as, (a) with tenderness ; mildly ;

gently; softly; in a manner not to injure

or give pain. 'Will as tenderly be led by

the nose as asses are.' Shak. ' Brutus ten

derly reproves.' Pope, (b) Kindly; with

pity or affection; fondly. 'That so tenderly

and entirely loves him.' Shak. (c) With a

quick sense of pain ; keenly.

(This) the chancellor took very heavily; and the

lord Falkland, out of his friendship to him, more ten

derly, and expostulated it with the king with some

warmth. Clarendon.

Tenderness (ten'der-nes), n The state or

character of being tender in all senses ; as,

(a) the state of being easily broken, bruised .

or injured; softness; brittleness; as, the ten

derness of a plant; the tenderness of flesh.

(6) The state of being easily hurt ; soreness;

as, the tenderness of flesh when bruised or

inflamed.

Any zealous for his country must conquer that ten

derness and delicacy which may make him afraid of

being spoken ill of. Addison.

(c) Susceptibility of the softer passions; sen

sibility.

Well we know your tenderness of heart. Shak.

(d) Kind attention; anxiety for the good of

another or to savehim from pain, (e) Scrupu

lousness; caution; extreme care or concern

not to give or to commit offence.

My conscience first received a tenderness.

Scruple and prick on certain speeches utter'd

By the bishop of Bayonne. Shot.

(J) Cautious care to preserve or not to injure.

There being implanted in every roan's nature a great

tenderness o(reputation ; to be careless of it is looked

on as a mark of a degenerous mind. Dr. H. More.

(g) Softness of expression ; pathos. ' The

tenderness of Otway.' Shenstone.

Tendinous (ten'din-us), a. [Fr. tendinettx.

See Tendon] 1. Pertaining to a tendon;

partaking of the nature of tendons. —

2. Full of tendons; sinewy; as, nervous and

tendinous parts.

Tendraentt (tend'ment), n. Attendance;

care. Bp. Hall.

Tendo (ten'ddx n. [See Tendon. ] A

tendon. — Tendo Achilles, the large tendon

which connects the calf of the leg with the

heel. It was so named because, as fable

reports, Thetis, the mother of Achilles,

held him by that part when she dipped

him in the river Styx to render him invul

nerable, and so the only part al>out him

which was vulnerable was his heel.

Tendon (ten'don), n. [Fr. tendon, from L.

tendo, to stretch. See Tend, v.i.] In aunt a

hard, insensible cord or bundle of fibres by

which a muscle is attached to a bone or

other part which it serves to move. The

name tendons, however, is generally applied

only to those which are thick and rounded,

and which serve for the attachment of the

long round muscles, those which are broatt

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; plue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 3*. Sc fry.
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and flat being commonly called aponeuroses.

(See Aponeurosis.) Tendons are white and

shining tissues, composed of bundles of deli

cate fibres united by cellular tissue.

Tendotome (ten'dd-tom), n. [L. Undo, a ten

don, and tir. Umno, to cut.] In surg. a sub

cutaneous knife, having a small oblanceo-

late blade on the end of a long stem, and

used for severing deep-seated tendons with

out making a large incision or dissecting

down to the spot

Tendrac (ten'drak), n. See Tekkec.

Tendril (ten'dril), n. [O. Fr. tendritlon, a

tendril, a little gristle, from tendre, tender.

See Temper.] In boL a filiform spiral shoot

of a plant that winds round another body

for the purpose of support. Tendrils or cirri

are only found on those plants which are too

weak in the stem to enable them to grow

erect; they twist themselves in a spiral form

around other plants or neighbouring bodies,

and thus the plants on which they grow are

enabled to elevate themselves. In most

cases tendrils are prolongations of the peti

oles; but in some cases they are altered stip

ules, as in the cucumber, and in other cases

they are transformed branches or flower-

stalks, as in the vine.

Her unadorned golden tresses were

Disshevel'd. but in wanton ringlets waved.

As the Tine curls her tendrils. MUion.

Tendril (ten'dril), a. Clasping; climbing,

as a tendril.

The curling growth

Ot tendril hops, that flaunt upon their poles. Dyer.

Tendront (ten'dron), n. A tendril. ' Young

shoots and tendrons of the briers and bram

bles.' Holland.

Tendry (ten'dri), n. Proposal to acceptance;

a tender. Heylin. [Obsolete and rare.]

Tendsome (tend'sum), a. Requiring much

attendance; as, a tendsome child. [Provin

cial.]

Tenet (ten). See Teen, n. and v.t

Tenebrae (ten'e-brgx n. [L., darkness.] In

the it Cath. Ch. the office of matins and

lands in the last three days of Holy Week,

at which is used a triangular candlestick on

which are fifteen candles, one of which is

extinguished after each psalm.

Tenebricoset (te-ngTiri-koa), a. [L. tenebri-

coeus.from tenebros, darkness J Tenebrous.

TenebrtflC (ten-e-brifik), a. [L. tenebrae,

darkness, and facio, to make.] Producing

darkness; as, a philosopher once asserted

that night succeeded to day through the

influence of tenebrific stars.

The chief mystics In Germany, it would appear,

are the transceij.k-iu.il philosophers, Kant, Fkhte,

and Schelling ! With these is the chosen seat of

mysticism, these are its 'tenebrific constellations'

from which it doth * ray out darkness' over the earth.

Cartyle.

Tenebrificous t (ten-e-brifik-us), a. Causing

darkness. 'Authors who are tenebrificous

stars of the first magnitude.' Addison.

Tenebrio (te-neVbri-o), n. [L. , one who shuns

the light, from tenebrce, darkness. ] A spe

cies of coleopterous insect, the type of the

family Tenebrionidrc. The larvae of one

species (T. molUor) are the destructive meal

worms of our granaries, flour stores, Ac.

The perfect insect is of a pitchy or dark

chestnut colour, smooth, about i inch long,

with abort eleven-jointed antennae, andstout

le*s.
TenebriODid28(te-ne/bri-onwi-dgXn-pJ- [See

Tenebrio.] A family of coleopterous insects

belonging to the section Heteromera, distin

guished t>y having the body furnished with

wings. The species of the typical genus Te

nebrio are very numerous; they frequent

dark and obscure situations, as the lower

rooms of houses, cellars, Ax., whence the

name.

Tenebriouat (te-ne/bri-us),a. Same as Tene

brous.

S'ett moon and stars for villains only made.

To £\udc yet screen them with inebrious light ?

Young.

Tenebrose (ten'e-brds), a. Bark ; gloomy ;

tenebrous.

Tenebrosity (ten-e-bros'i-ti), n. The Btate

or quality of being tenebrose; darkness;

gloominess; tenebrouaness; gloom. 'Melan

choly . . . and tenebrosity of spirits.' Bur-

Tenebrous (ten'e-brusX a- [L. tenebrosus,

from tettebror, darkness.] Dark; gloomy.

* The tenebrous boughs of the cypress.' Long-

ftUwD

Tenebrousness (ten'e-brus-nes), n. The

state of being tenebrous; darkness; gloom.

Tenement (ten'e-ment), n. [O.Fr. tenement,

L.L. tenementum, from I* teneo, to hold.]
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1. An abode; a habitation; a dwelling; a

house. 'The tenement of clay (the body).'

Dryden.

To sage Philosophy next lend thine ear.

From Heaven discarded to the low.roof'd house

Of Socrates ; see there his tetiement. Aft/ton.

Who has informed us that a rational soul can in

habit no tenement unless it has just such a sort of

frontispiece! Locke.

2. An apartment or apartments in a building

used by one family; sometimes, an apart

ment or set of apartments in inferior build

ings occupied by a poor family.—3. In law,

any BpecieB of permanent property that may

be held, as land, houses, rents, commons, an

office, an advowson, a franchise, a right of

common, a peerage, dec. These are called

free or/rank tenements.

The thing1 held is a tenement, and the possessor of

It a tenant, and the manner of possession is called

tenure. Blackstone.

Tenemental (ten-6-ment'al), o. Pertaining

to a tenement or to tenements; pertaining

to what may be held by tenants; capable of

being held by tenants.

Tenemental Lands they distributed among their

tenants. Blackstone.

Tenementary (te-ne-meut'a-ri), a. Capable

of being leased; designed for tenancy; held

by tenants.

Ccorls among the Saxons were of two sorts; one

hired the lord's teuemtntary land like our farmers.

Spelman.

Tenement-house (ten'S-ment-hous), n. A

house or block of building divided into

dwellings occupied by separate families.

Tenendas (te-nen'das), n. [L., from teneo,

to hold. ] In Scots law, that clause of a

charter by which the particular tenure is

expressed. Bell.

Tenendum (te-nen'dum), n. [L. , something

to be held.] In law, that clause in a deed

wherein the tenure of the land 1b created

and limited. Its office is to limit and ap

point the tenure of the land which is held,

and how and of whom it is to be held

Tenentt (ten'ent), n. A tenet.

We shall in our sermons take occasion now and

then, where It may be pertinent, to discover the

weakness of the puritan principles and teuents to the

people. Up. Sanderson.

Teneriffe (ten-er-lf), n. A wine brought

from Teneriffe, one of the Canary Islands,

often Bold as Madeira, which it resembles

in appearance, being, however, a little more

acid in taste.

Tenerityt (te-neri-ti), n. Tenderness.

Tenesmic (te-neB'mik), a. In med. pertain

ing to or characterized by tenesmus.

Tenesmus (te-nes'mus), n. [h., from Or.

teinesmos, from teino, to stretch, to strain.]

In med. a continual inclination to void the

contents of the bowels, accompanied by

straining, but without any discharge. It is

caused by an irritation of the bowels or ad

jacent parts, and is a common symptom in

dysentery, stricture of the urethra, &c.

Tenet (ten'et), n. [L. tenet, he holds] Any

opinion, principle, dogma, or doctrine which

a person believes or maintains as true ; as,

the tenets of the Platonista, Christians, Pro

testants, Catholics, <fcc.

That all animals of the land are in their kind in the

sea, although received as a principle, is a tenet very

questionable. Sir T. Browne.

The religious tenets of his family he had early re

nounced with contempt. Ataeatttay.

Tenfold (ten'fold), a. and adv. Ten times

greater or more. 'Fire kindled Into ten/old

rage.' Milton.

I will reward thee . . . tenfold

For thy good valour. Shak.

Tenlold (Wnf-oid), a. Same as Tamioid.

Tennantite (ten'ant-It), n. A sub-species

of gray copper ore, a mineral of a lead col

our, or iron black, massive or crystallized,

found in Cornwall, England. It is an ar

senical sulphide of copper and iron, and so

named in honour of Smithson Tennant, a

celebrated chemist.

Tenney (ten'e), n. [Ft. tannf. See Tawny.]

In her. a colour, being a kind of chestnut or

orange-brown colour. It is seldom used in

coat armour. In engr. it is expressed by dia

gonal lines, drawn from the sinister chief

point, and traversed by horizontal ones.

Called also Taurney, Teany.

Tennis (ten'is), n. [Said to be from Fr. tenet,

take it (from tenir, L. tenere, to hold), a

word which the French use when the ball is

struck] A game in which a ball is driven

continually against a wall in a specially

constructed court, and caused to rebound

beyond a line at a certain distance by sev-
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eral persons striking it alternately with a

small bat, called a racket, the object being

to keep the ball in motion as long as possible

without allowing it to fall to the ground.

This game was Introduced into England in

the thirteenth century; it was very popular

with the nobility in the sixteenth century,

and continued to be so down to the reign of

Charles II. It is still played to Borne extent,

but modifications of the game, such as

rackets and lawn-tennis, seein now to be in

more favour. See Racket, Lawn-tennis.

Tennis t (ten'is), v.t. To drive, as a ball in

playing tennis.

These four garrisons issuing forth upon the enemy,

will so drive him from one side to another, and tenuis

him amongst them, that he shall find nowhere safe

to keep his feet in, nor hide himself. Spenser.

Tennis-ball (ten'is-bal), n. The ball used

in the game of tennis.

Tennis-court ( ten'is-k6rt V n. An oblong

edifice in which the game of tennis is played.

Tenon (ten'onX n- [Fr. tenon, from tenir,

L. tenere, to

hold.] The pro

jecting end of

a piece of wood

or other mate

rial fitted for

Insertion into

a correspond

ing cavity or

mortise in an

other piece, in

order to form a

secure Joint

Tenon (ten'on). v.t. 1. To fit for insertion

into a mortise, as the end of a piece of tim

ber.— 2. To join by means of a tenon.

Tenon-auger (ten'on-a-ger), n. A hollow

auger for cutting circular tenons, as in the

movable rollers for window-blinds, Ac.

Tenonlng-chisel (ten'on-ing-chiz-el), n. A

double-blade chisel which makes two cuU,

leaving a middle piece which forms a tenon.

E. H. Knight.

Tenon-saw (ten'on-sa), n. A small saw,

with a brass or steel back, used for cuttiug

a a. Mortises. **, Tenons.

Tenon-saw.

tenons: often corrupted into tenor-saw and

sometimes into tenant-saw.

Tenor (ten'or), n. [L. tenor, a holding on,

hence, course, career, tenor, and in legal

writers, general sense or meaning, from

teneo, to hold.] 1. Continued run or cur

rency; general direction; prevailing course;

mode of continuance.

Along the cool sequester'd vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenor of their way. Cray.

2. Stamp; character; nature.

This success would look like chance, if it were not

perpetual and always of the same tenor. Dryden.

3 That course of thought which holds on or

runs through the whole of a discourse; gen

eral course or drift or direction of thought;

general spirit or meaning; purport; sub

stance. 'A close attention to the tenor of

the discourse.' Locke.

Portia. Bid me tear the bond.

Shylock. When it is paid according to the tenor.

Sh,tk.

Does not the whole tenor ofthe divine law positively

require humility and meekness to all menf

Bp. Sprat.

4. In law, a transcript or copy. It implies

that a correct copy is Bet out, and therefore

the instrument must be set out correctly,

even although the pleader need not have

set out more than the substance or purport

of the instrument. — 5. In music, (a) the

highest of the adult male chest voices, the

ordinary compass of which is from the C in

the second space of the bass staff to A in

the second space of the treble staff; in rare

cases it may reach a note or two higher : so

called because in former times the holding

on, sustaining, or leading melody was given

to this voice, (&) The third of the four

parts in which concerted or harmonized

music 1b usually composed ; the part above

the bass. The music for this vocal part was

formerly, and sometimes is still written on

a Btaff marked with the tenor clef, but in

ordinary displayed or full acore music ft

appears on the staff marked with the treble

or Q clef, and is sung an octave lower; in

ch. cAsun; ch, Sc, loeA; g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ug, sing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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compressed or short score it is written on

the bass staff and its supplementary upper

ledger-lines, (c) One who possesses a tenor

voice, or who sings a tenor part (d) An in

strument which plays a tenor part

Tenor (ten'or), a. In music, of or pertaining

to the tcuor; adapted for singing or playing

the tenor; as, a tenor voice; a tenor instru

ment; a tenor part—Tenor bell, the

principal bell in a peal or set of IK—

bells. — Tenor clef, the C clef, placed [H|—

on the fourth line, for the use of [Hi

the tenor voice : Thus,

Tenore (ta-no'ra), n. [It] In mtttic, (a) a

tenor part (6) A tenor voice, (c) A tenor

Binger. —Tenore bufo,a. tenor singer to whom

a comic part, as in an opera, is assigned. —

Tenore leygUro, a tenor singer with a light

thin voice.—Tenore robusto, a tenor singer

having a strong, full, sonorous voice.

Tenorino (ta no-re'no), n, [It dim. of te

nore, a tenor. ] A tenor Binger having a

voice of a light, clear, thin quality.

Tenor-saw (ten'or-sa), u. See TKNON-SAW.

Tenotome (ton'o-t6m), n. In surg. a knife

for dividing the tendons.

Tenotomy ( te-not'o-mi ). n. [Or. tenon, a

tendon, and tome, a cutting.] In surg. the

division of a tendon ; an operation for the

removal of deviations of the Joints, as in

club-foot, Ac.

Tenpenny ( ten'pen-ni ), a. Valued at or

worth tenpence. — Tenpenny nail. See

Penst.

Ten-pins (ten'pinz). 7t. A game similar to

nine-pins, but played with au additional

pin.

Ten-pounder (ten'pound-eT). n. One who,

under the Franchise Reform Act of 1832,

was qualified to vote in parliamentary elec

tions in virtue of occupying or possessing

property to the annual rental value of £10.

Between 1832 and 1865 the ten-pounders rose to

463,000. Gladstone.

Tenrec, Tanrec (ten'rek, tan'rek), n. [Na

tive Madagascar name.] Centetes ecauda-

tus, an animal allied to the hedgehog inhab

iting Madagascar. It is ahout the Bize of

the European hedgehog, and is covered with

.;>•■■v^^^ 1

Tenrec {Centetes ecaudatus).

short thorny spines, having a long and

pointed muzzle. It is a nocturnal animal,

living in burrows; and it feeds on worms,

insects.snails, reptiles, A'-c. Though it has an

overpowering smell of musk it is a favourite

article of food with the natives of Madagas

car. There are several other species of

tenrec inhabiting Madagascar, as the spiny

tenrec or teudrac (C. spinosus) and the

handed tenrec (C. madagascarensis).

Tense (tens), a. [L. Unsus, pp. of Undo, to

stretch. See Tend, to move.] Stretched

until tight; strained to stiffness; rigid; not

lax; as, a Unse Abre.

For the free passage of the sound into the ear, it

is requisite that the tympanum be tense. Holder.

Tense (tens),n. [O.Fr. Una, Mod. Ft. temps,

from L. temptts, time. See Temper,] In

?'rom. one of the forms which a verb takes

n order to express the time of action or of

that which is affirmed. In English this may

be effected by internal vowel change, as in

ting, nang; by terminational inflection, as in

love, loved; or by adding auxiliary words, as

fn will sing, wiil love. The primary simple

tenses are three—those which express time

past, present, and future; but these admit

of modifications, which differ in different

languages.

Tensely (tens'li), adv. In a tense manner ;

with tension.

Tenseness (tens'nes), n. The state of being

tense or stretched to stiffness; Btiffness:

opposed to laxness; as, the tenseness of a

string or fibre; tenseness of the skin.

Tenaibility (ton-si-bil'i-ti), n. The state or

quality of being tensible or tensile.

Tensible (ten'si-bl), a. Capable of being

extended.

Cold is the closest, and therefore the heaviest, of

metals, and is likewise the most flexible and Unsible.

Bacon.

Tensile ( ten'sil ), a. 1. Of or pertaining to

tension; as, tensile strength.— 2. Capable of

tension ; capable of being drawn out or ex

tended in length or breadth.

All bodies ductile and tensile, as metals, that will

be drawn into wires . . . have in them the appetite

of not discontinuing. Bacon.

Tensiled (ten'sild), a. Rendered capable of

tension; made tensile. [Rare.]

Tensility (ten-sil'i-ti), n. The quality of

being tensile.

Tension (ten'shon), n. [L. Unsio, Unsionis,

from Undo, Unstim. to stretch. See Tend.]

1. The act of stretching or straining; as. the

tension of the muscles. 'Voice being raised

by stiff tension of the larynx.' Holder.—

2. The state of being stretched or strained

to stiffness; the state of being bent or

strained; as, different degrees of tension in

chords give different sounds; the greater

the tension the more acute the sound.

Hence — 3. Mental strain, stretch, or appli

cation; strong or severe intellectual effort;

Btrong excitement of feeling; great activity

or Btrain of the emotions or the wilL

My head aches, and the mind gets confused, if I

try to follow a complex train of reasoning, and I,

therefore, now do not read any book that is likely to

produce tension of thought. Dr. Forbes It'irtstow.

4. In meek, strain, or the force by which a

bar, rod, or string is pulled when forming

part of any system in equilibrium or in mo

tion. Thus, when a cord supports a weight

the finwion at every part of the string is

equal to that weight—5. In elect, intensity;

the degree to which a body is excited, as esti

mated by the electrometer. It must be distin

guished from quantity.— G. In physics, a con-

strained condition of the particles of bodies,

arising from the action of antagonistic forces,

in which they endeavour to return to the

natural Btate; elastic force. —The tenstim of a

gas is the degree of pressure it exerts on the

containing surface. In this seuse it is syn

onymous with expansiveforce or elasticforce,

and is measured by the weight which is ne

cessary and sufficient to balance its action

on a unit of the surface, as a square inch.

Thus a gas is said to have a tension of so

many pounds, or of so many atmospheres.

Tension-bridge (ten'shon-brij), n. A bridge

constructed on the principle of the bow,

the arch supporting the track or platform

by means of tension-rods, and the string

acting as a tie. Called also Bowstring

Bridge. E. H. Knight.

Tensloned (ten'shond), a. Subjected to ten

sion or Btretching ; extended ; drawn out ;

strained. 'A highly tensioned string.' Prof.

Tyndall.

Tension-rod (ten'shon-rod), n. A rod in a

truss or structure which connects opposite

parts and prevents them spreading asun

der.

Tensity (tens'i-ti), n. State of being tense;

tenseness.

Tensive ( teus'iv ), a. Giving the sensation

of tension, stiffness, or contraction. 'A

tensive pain from distension of the parts.'

Floyer.

Tensome t (ten'aum), a. Same as Tendsome

{which see).

Tenson (ten'son). n. [Fr tenson, It. ten-

zone, tenzione, from L.L. tensio, a conten

tion, a contest, from L. tendo, tensum, to

stretch.] A contention in verse l>efore a

tribunal of love or gallantry between rival

troubadours; hence, a subdivision of a chan

son composed by one of the contestants or

competitors. Spelled also Tenzon.

Tensor (ten'sor), n. [From L. tendo, ten-

sum, to stretch.] In anat. a muscle that

extends or stretches the part to which it 1b

fixed; as, the tensor paiati, the teftsor tym-

pani, Ac.

Tensure t (ten'shbr), «. Tension.

This motion upon the pressure, and the reciprocal

thereof, motion upon tensure, we call motion of

liberty, which is, when any body being forced to a

preternatural extent, restoreth itself to the natural.

Sacon.

Tent (tent), n. [Fr. tente, L.L. tenta, a tent,

lit. something stretched out or extended,

from L. tendo, to stretch] 1. A pavilion or

portable lodge consisting of Borne flexible

covering, such as animal skins, matting, can

vas, or other strong textile fabric, stretched

and sustained by poles. Tents have been

in use as ordinary dwelling-places among

the wandering tribes of mankind from the

earliest times. Among the more highly

civilized races they have been employed

chiefly as temporary dwellings for soldiers

in the field, travellers on expeditions, for

the accommodation, refreshment, die,, of

large bodies of people brought together on

some special occasions, as at hurse-racet,

fairs, and the like. The military tent is

made of canvas, which is supported by one

pole or more, and distended by means of

cords, which are made fast to pegs driven

into the ground. Large tents, such as are

erected for out-door fetes, are known by

the name of marquees.—2. A kind of pulpit

of wood erected out-of-doors, in which cler

gymen used to preach when the people were

too numerous to lie accommodated within

doors: still sometimes used. [Scotch.] —

3. Au apparatus used in field - photography

as a substitute for the dark room, it usu

ally consists of a tripod supporting a box

with a coloured glass window in front, and

furnished with drapery at the hack, so as

to cover the operator and prevent access of

light to the interior. It is generally fitted

with shelves and trays for holding various

appliances necessary to the artist

Tent, Tent-wine ( tent, tent'wtn), n. [Sp.

tinto, deep coloured, from L. tinctus. pp of

Ungo, to dye.] A kind of wine of a derp red

colour, chiefly from Galicia or Malaga in

Spain, much used as a sacramental wine.

Tent (tent), v.i. To lodge, as in a tent; to

tabernacle.

The smiles of knaves

Tent in my cheeks, and schoolboys' tears take op

The glasses of my sight. Ska*

Tent (tent), v.t. [Fr. tenter; L. tentare, to

handle, to feel, to try, freq. of tendo, to

stretch.] 1. To probe; to search as with a

tent; as, to tent a wound.

Ill tent him to the quick, SAat.

2. To keep open, as a wound, with a tent or

pledget

Tent (tent), n. [See Tent, to probe.] In

surg, a roll of lint or linen used to dilate an

opening in the flesh, or to prevent the heal

ing of an opening from which matter or

other fluid is discharged. A piece of sponge

dipped in hot melted wax, so as to be thor

oughly imbued with it, is called a sponge-

tent (which see).

Tent (tent), v.i. [From tend, to attend]

To attend; to observe attentively: generally

followed by to. [Old English and Scotch. 1

Tent (tent), v.t. To observe; to remark; to

heed; to regard. [Scotch.]

If there's a hole in a' your coats,

1 rede you tent it :

A chield's amang you taking notes.

And. faith, hell prent it. Sums.

Tent (tent), n. Attention; notice; caution;

care. 'Take tent to reading, exhortation '

WycUffe. [Old English and Scotch.)

Tentacle (ten'ta-kl), n. [Fr. tentaeule; LL

tentaculum, from Unto, to handle, to feel,

freq. of tendo, to stretch.] 1. In io©T an

elongated appendage proceeding from the

head or cephalic extremity of many of the

lower animals, and used as an instrument

of exploration and prehension. Thua the

oral arms of the polyps, the prehensile pro

cesses of the cirripeds and annelids, the

cephalic feet of the cephalopoda, the barb*

of fishes, are termed Unlades.—2. In bot a

kind of sensitive hair or filament, such a*

the glandular hairs of Drosera. Darwin.

Tentacular (teu-tak'u-ler), a. Of or per

taining to tentacles; in the nature of a ten

tacle or tentacles.

Tentaculated (tcn-tak'u-Iat-ed), a. Having

tentacles.

Tentaculiferous (ten-tak'u-lif"er-us\ a

[L. tentaculum, a tentacle, and /fro, to bear. ]

Producing or bearing tentacles.

Tentaculite (ten-tak'u-Ut). n. One of a

beautiful groupof small annulated, pointed

shells, fossil in the Silurian strata. They

have been referred to the Annulosa.

Tentaculum ( ten-tak'u-lum \ n. pL Ten-

tacula (ten-tak'u -la). Same as Tentacle.

Tentage t (tent'aj), n. An encampment or

collection of tents.

Upon the mount the king his tetttaer fixed.

Dravecm.

Tentationt (tenta'shon). n. [L tentatio.

See Temptation] Trial; temptation. 'The

violence of tentation.' Bp. Hall.

Tentative (ten'ta-tiv), a. [Fr. UnUttif,

from LL. Unto, tentatum, to try. See

Tempt. ] Based on or consisting in trial or

experiment; experimental; empirical.

Falsehood, though it be but tentative, is nc;:'.i-r

needed nor approved by the Cod of truth. Bf. •'. ■ *

The Baconian philosophy, which, though ir *_\.« .

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; J, Sc fey.
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■ preliminary and tentative hypothesis, strongly in*

sists upon the necessity of first collecting the facts,

2nd then proceeding to the ideas. Buckie.

Tentative (ten'ta-tiv), n. An essay; trial;

an experiment.

Some little tentative! were nude upon us, whether

we would be content to leave out all mention of his

majesty's mediation. Sir lr". Temple.

Tentatively (ten'ta-tiv-li ), ado. In a ten

tative manner; by way of experiment or

Mai

Tent-bed (tenfbed), n. A high post bed

stead, having curtains in a tent form above.

Tented (tenfed), a. Covered or furnished

with tents. 'The tented field.' Shak.

Tenter (ten'ter), n. [From tent, to tend.]

A person in a manufactory who tends or

looks after a machine or set of machines,

so that they may be In proper working order;

as, a loom tenter. He may also have the

supervision of a certain number of the hands

employed on such machines.

Tenter (ten'ter). u. [From L.tenttut. stretched,

from tendo, tentum, to stretch. See TEND,

to move.] 1. A machine or frame used in

the cloth manufacture to stretch out the

pieces of cloth, stuff, Ac., and make them

set or dry even and square. Along the cross-

pieces, both the upper and lower one, which

can be fixed apart from each other at any

required distance, are numerous sharp

hooks, called tenter-hooka, on which the sel

vedges of the cloth are hooked. — 2. A dry

ing-room.— 3. A tenter-hook.—On the ten-

ten, on the stretch; on the rack; in dis

tress, uneasiness, or suspense.

In all my past adventures,

I ne'er was set so on the tenters:

Or taken tardy with dilemma.

That ev'ry way I turn does hem me. Hudibras.

Tenter (ten'terX v.L To hang or stretch on

tenters, or as on tenters.

We may easily imagine what acerbity of pain must

be endured in his limbs being stretched forth, racked,

and tenterra". Barrow.

Tenter (ten'ter). v.i. To admit of being

stretched by a tenter.

Woollen cloths will tenter. Bacon.

Tenter-ground (ten'ter-ground), n. Ground

on which tenters are erected. Gray.

Tenter-hook, (ten'ter-hbk), u. l. A hook for

stretching cloth on a tenter.—2. Fig. any

thing that painfully strains, racks, or tor

tures, ' Difficulties which stretched his fine

genius on the tenter-hooks.' D'Israeli.

Tenth (tenth), a. [From ten. ] The ordinal

of ten; the first after the ninth.

Tenth (tenth), n. 1. The tenth part.—2. In

taw . (a) a temporary aid issuing out of per

sonal property, and granted to the king by

parliament : formerly the tenth part of all

the movables belonging to the subject. Mac-

aulay. (fr) Secies, the tenth part of the an

nual profit of every living in thekingdom.for-

raerly paid to the pope, but by statute trans

ferred to the crown, and afterwards made a

part of the fund called Queen Anne's Bounty.

3. In music, the octave of the third; an in

terval comprehending nine conjoint degrees,

or ten sounds, diatonicully divided.

Tenthly (tentb/li), adv. In the tenth place.

Tenthredlnidae (ten-thri-din'i-de), n. pi. A

family of hymenopterous insects, of which

the genus Teuthredo is the type. See Ten*

THBJEDO

Tenthredo (ten-thrt'dd), n. [Gr. tenthrtddn,

Tenthredo—Saw. fly .

a. Saw-fly of the turnip \Athalia spinarum centi-

f*li*\. o. Ovipositor of saw-fly magnified, c. The

same still more magnified to show the saw. d. Cater-

pillar of the saw-fly of the rose {Tenthredo rota).

e e. Caterpillars of the saw-fly of the willow {tXetnatuj

cifiraa}.

a kind of wasp or fly, perhaps the saw-fly]

A genua of hymenopterous insects, popu

larly known by the name of saw-flies, be

cause the female uses her ovipositor, which

is serrated like a saw, to cut out spaces in

the bark of trees, for the purpose of depo

siting her eggs, as the T. rosos, upon the

leaves of the rose-miBh. The genus Tenthre

do, Linn., is regarded in modern systems as

constituting a family named Securifera by

Latreille, and Tenthredinidrc by Leach.

Several species are found in this country.

In the larva state they feed upon the leaves

of plants and trees.

Tentle (ten'ti), a. Attentive; cautious;

careful. Burns. [Scotch.]

Tentiglnoust (ten-tij'in-us), a. [L. ten-

tigo, a stretching, lechernusness.] 1. Stiff;

stretched.—2. Producing lasciviousness. ' A

tentiginous humour.' Sicift.

Tentless (tentles), a. Inattentive; heedless.

[Scotch. J

III wander on with tentiess heed.

How never-halting moments speed.

Till fate shall snap the brittle thread. Burnt.

Tent-maker (tent'mak-ex), n. One who

makes tents Acts xviii. 3.

Tentorium (ten-td'ri-um), n. [L.,a tent]

In anat a process of the dura mater, which

separates the cerebrum from the cerebellum.

TentOry(ten'to-ri), n. [L. tentorium, a tent.]

The textile fabric of a tent.

The women who are said to weave hangings and

curtains for the prove, were no other than makers of

tenterus to spread from tree to tree. Evelyn.

Tent-stitch (ten t'stifh),u. A peculiar stitch

in fancy worsted work.

It's Mrs. Pomfrct, the lady's-maid, as I po to see.

She's teaching me tent-ititch and the lace-mending.

George Eliot.

Tenture (ten'tur), n. [Fr. tenture. See

Tknt] Paper-hangings or tapestry for a

wall.

Tent-wine (tent'winX n. A rich, red, Span

ish wine. See Tknt.

Tentwort (tent'wert), n. A fern. Asplenium

Ruta-muraria. Also called Wall-rue.

Tenuate (ten'u-at), v.t. [L. tenuo, tenuatum,

to make thin, from tenuis, thin.] To make

thin. [Rare.]

Tenues (ten'u-ez), n. pi [L. tenuis, thin,

slender] In gram, a term applied to the

three letters of the Greek alphabet *, *-, r.

In relation to their respective middle letters

or medials y,p, 3, and their aspirates x,$, ft

These terms may also be applied to the

corresponding letters and articulate ele

ments in any language.

Tenulf0ll0US(ten'u-i-f6'1i-us),rt. [L. tenuis,

thin, and folium, a leaf.] In hot. having

thin or narrow leaves.

TenulOUB t (te-nu'i-us), a. Rare or subtle;

tenuous: opposed to dense. Qlanville.

Tenulroster (ten'u-l-ro8"ter), n. A member

of the sub-order Tenuirostres.

TenuiroBtral f)ten/u-i-ros"tral), a. Slender-

beaked ; pertaining to the family of birds

called Tenulrostres.

Tenulrostrea (ten'Q-i-ros"trez), n. pi. [L.

tenuis. Blen

der, and ros

trum, & beak]

A sub-order of

Passerine or

nsessorlal

birds,compre

hending those

which have

the beak long

and slender,

gradually ta

pering to a

point. The

toes are very

long and slen-

der.the hallux

or hind - toe

especially bo.

Most of the

Tenulrostres live upon insects, but some

are said to live partially or wholly upon

the juices of flowers. The chief families are

the creepers (Certhiadse), the honey-eaters

(Melfphagidee), the humming-birds (Tro-

ehilidtc). the snn- birds (Nectariniadss), and

the hoopoes (Vpupidas).

Tenuis (ten'u-is), n. One of the Tenues

(which see).

Tenuity (te-nu'i-ti), n. [L. tenuitas, from

tenuis, thin. See THIN] 1. The state of

being tenuous or thin; thinness; smallness

in diameter; exility; thinness, applied to a

broad substance, and slenderness, applied

to one that is long; as, the tenuity of paper

or of a leaf; the tenuity of a hair of filament

2. Rarity; rareness; thinness, as of a fluid ;

as, the tenuity of the air in the higher re-

Heads of Tenuirostres.

a. Sun-bird (JVectarinia tt/ra).

b. Humming-bird [Trochittts rt-

curvircstns). c, European Nut

hatch [Sitta enro/ea).

gfons of the atmosphere; the tenuity of the

blood. —3. t Poverty.

The tenuity and contempt of elerpymen will soon

let them see what a poor car&isc they are, when

parted from the influence of that supremacy.

EtJton hasilite.

4. Simplicity or plainness; a quality of stylo

opposed to grandeur.

Tenuous (ten'ii-usX a. [L. tenuis, thin]

1. Thin; small; minute.— 2. Rare; subtle;

not dense. ' A tenuous emanation or con

tinued effluvium.' Sir T. Browne.

Tenure (ten'ur), n. [Fr. tenure, L.L. tenura,

from L. teneo, to hold] 1. The act, manner,

or right of holding property, especially real

estate. Land may be held according to two

main principles, the tenure being either

feudal or allodial. According to the latter

tenure, the whole right and title of the

land rests with the owner; according to the

former, the person possessing the subject

holds it from a superior, and this is the prin

ciple universal in England. According to

the theory in England all land is held of the

crown, either mediately or immediately.

The ownership of land is therefore never

unlimited as to extent, for he who is the

owner of land in fee, which is the largest

estate that a man can have in land, is not

absolute owner; he owes services in respect

of his fee (or fief), and the seignory of the

lord always subsists. All land in the hands

of any layman 1b held of some lord, to whom

the holder or tenant owes some service; but

in the case of church lands, although they

are held by tenure, no temporal services are

due, but the lord of whom these lands are

held muBt be considered the owner, al

though the beneficial ownership can never

revert to the lord. All the specieB of an

cient tenures may be reduced to four, three

of which subsist to this day:—(1) Tenure by

knight service, which was the most honour

able. This is now abolished. (2) Tenure

in free socage, or by a certain and deter

minate service, which is either free and

honourable, or villein and base. (3) Tenure

by copy of court roll, or copyhold tenure.

(4) Tenure in ancient demain. There was

also tenure infrankalmoigne, or free alms.

The tenure in free and common socage has

absorbed most of the others. (See Tenant,

Copyhold, Socage, Villknaoe.) In Scots

law the equivalent technical term is holding.

2. The consideration, condition, or service

which the occupier of land gives to his lord or

superior for the use of his land. -3 Manner

of holding in general ; the terms or condi

tions upon which anything is held or re

tained; as, in absolute governments men

hold their rights by a precarious tenure.

Sending it (the charge in the gun) skimming along

so near the surface of the ground as to place the

lives of the dogs on a rather uncertain ana precari

ous tenure. Dtckent.

Tenuto (ta-ntt'td). a. [It, held.] In music,

a term applied to a note or series of notes

having to be held or kept sounding the full

time.

Ten-week Stock. See Matthiola.

Tenzon (ten'zon), n. See Tenson.

Teocalli (te-o-kal11), n. [Lit. God's house ]

A temple among the Mexicans and other

aborigines of America. They were generally

solid four-sided truncated pyramids, built

terrace-wise, with the temple proper on the

platform at the summit. They were con

structed of earth, faced with brick, and many

still remain in a more or less perfect Btate.

And Aztec priests upon their teeeatiit

Beat the wild war-drum made of serpents' skin.

Loitgfelloiv.

Teopan (W'o-pan), n. [Lit. place of God]

Same as Teocalli.

Tepal (Wpal), n. [Formed by transposition

from petal, most probably under the influ

ence of sepal.) In hot. (a) a disused name

tor petal. (6) The pieces of a perianth, being

of an ambiguous nature, between calyx and

corolla

Tepefactlon (tep-6-fak'shon), n. [See Tepe

fy. ] The act or operation of warming, mak

ing tepid, or moderately warm.

Tepefy7 (tep'e-fi). v.t. pret. A pp. tepefied;

ppr. tepefying. [L. tepefacio—tepeo. to be

tepid, and facio, to make.] To make tepid

or moderately warm.

Tepefy (tep'e-fi), v.i. To become moder

ately warm.

Tepejllote (U-panie-16"ta), n. A Central

American name for a flower of a species of

Chamsedorea, which, while still inclosed in

the spathes, is highly esteemed as a culin

ary vegetable.

eh, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, uftig; zh, azure. —See Key.
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Tephxamaiicy (tef'ra-man-si), n. [Or.

lephra, ashes, and manteia, divination.]

Augury depending on the inspection of the

ashes of a sacrifice.

Tephrolte (tef'ro-It), n. [Or. tephros, ash-

gTay.] A silicate of manganese of an ash-

gray colour, found both massive and granu

lar in the United States.

Tephromancy (tef'rb-man-si), n. Same aa

Tephramaucy.

Tephromantia (tef-ro-man'tl-a), n. Same

as Tephrainancj/.

Tephrosla (tef-fo'zi-a), n. [Or. tephros, ash-

gray, from the colour of some of the species. ]

A genus of plants belonging to the papilion

aceous division of the Legumlnossa. It con

sists of shrubs, undershrubs, or herbs scat

tered over every quarter of the globe, and

mostabundant in warm regions. Tapollinea,

or Egyptian indigo, is a native of Kgypt and

Nubia, and yields a fine blue dye. Its leaves

are often mixed with Alexandrian senna. T.

toxicaria U a native of the West Indies and

Tephrosia toxicaria.

of Cayenne. The whole plant affords a nar

cotic poison, and the leaves are used for in

toxicating fish. T. viryiniana is considered

in America a powerful vermifuge. T. emar-

ffinata is a native of South America, Its

root is used for poisoning fish. T. tinctoria,

the Ceylon indigo, yields a blue colouring

matter, which is used in Ceylon for the same

purposes as indigo. T piscatoria, the

flsher's Tephrosia, is found in the East In

dies. It contains the narcotic principle of

the genus, and is used for poisoning fish. T.

Senna (Buga senna) grows on the banks of

the river Cauca, near Buga, in Colombia. Its

leaves are used by the natives for the same

purposes as senna.

Tepid ( tep'id ), a. [L. tepidus, warm, from

Upeo, to be warm; same root as Skr. tap, to

burn.] Moderately warm; lukewarm; as, a

tepid bath; tepid rays.

Such things as relax the skin are likewise sudofi-

fics, as warm water, friction, and tepid vapours.

Arbuthnet.

Tepidarium (tep-i-da'ri-um), n. [L., from

tepeo, to be warm.) In the ancient Roman

baths, the apartment in which the tepid

bath was placed ; also, the boiler in which

the water was warmed for the tepid bath.

TepidnesB. Tepidity (tep'id-nes, te-pid'i-tl),

n. The state of being tepid ; moderate

warmth; lukewarmness. 'Another fit of

drowBy negligence and tepidity.' Bp. Rich

ardson.

Tepor(te'por), n. [I*] Gentle heat; mode

rate warmth. ' The tepor and moisture in

April.' Arbuthnot.

Tequesquite (te-kesTtlt), n. [From a place

in Mexico.} A native crystallized carbonate

of soda, which is found in several lakes in

Mexico, and is used in the smelting of silver-

ore.

Teraph (teraf), «• pl.Teraphim(ter'af-im).

[Heb. Of uncertain origin; connected by

some with Serapis.] A household deity or

image reverenced by the ancient Hebrews.

The teraphim seem to have been either

wholly or in part of human form and of

small size. They appear to have been re

verenced as penates or household gods, and

in some shape or other to have been used as

domestic oracles. They are mentioned sev

eral times in the Old Testament.

Terapln (tcr*a-pin), u. See Terrapin.

Teraticalt (te-rat'ik-al). a. [Gr. teras, tera-

tog, a sign, a wonder.] Marvellous; prodigi

ous; incredible. 'Teratical stories.' Wol-

laston.

Teratogeny (ter-a-toj'e-ni), n. [Or. teras,

teratos, a wonder, and gennao, to produce.]

In med. the formation of monsters.

TeratOlite (ter'a-to-lit), n. [Gr. teras, tera

tos, a sign, a wonder, and lithos, a stone] A

kiud of clay or fine-grained silicate of alu

mina from the coal-formation of 1'lanitz in

Saxony, formerly supposed to possess valu

able medical properties, whence it had its

ancient name of Terra miracuiosa Saxonia.

Called also LiOwmaryc. Sometimes errone

ously spelled terratoLite, as If from terra,

earth.

Teratological (ter'a-td-loj"ik-al), a. Of or

pertaining to teratology.

Teratologlst (ter-a-tol'o-Jist), n, [See Ter

atology.] 1. One given to teratology; one

who deals In marvels; a marvel-monger.—

2. One versed in the Btudy of teratology.

Teratology (ter-a-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. tera$,

teratos, a prodigy, and logos, discourse]

l.t Affectation of sublimity in language;

bombast. Bailey.--2. That branch of bio

logical science which treats of monsters,

malformations, or deviations from the nor

mal type occurring in the vegetable and

animal kingdoms,

TeratOBaurus(ter,a-td-sa"rus), n. [Gr. arras,

teratos, a wonder, and ttauros, a lizard.]

Lit. wonderful lizard. A remarkable lizard

from the Keuper sandstone of Stuttgart,

whose remains indicate some affinities with

the existing genera Stellion and rromastix.

Terbium (ter'bi-um), n. An element now

known to be identical with erbiuiu.

Teroe (ters), n. [Fr. tierce, a third.] 1. A

cask whose contents are 42 gallons, the third

of a pipe or butt. See Tierce.—2. In Scots

law, a real right whereby a widow, who has

not accepted any Bpecial provision, is en

titled to a liferent of one-third of the heri

tage in which her husband died Infeft, pro

vided the marriage has endured for a year

and a day, or has produced a living child.

No widow is entitled to her terce until she

is regularly kenned to it See under KEN.

3. Eccles. one of the lesser hours of the

Roman breviary, bo called, from the time of

the day (the third hour) for which it is fixed.

Tercel (ter'sel), n. [See Tiercel.] The male

of the falcon, especially the common or pere

grine falcon {Falco peregrinus).

Tercelett (terslet), «. [Dim. of tercel ] The

male hawk; the male eagle. Chaucer.

Tercelleuet (ter'sel-lenX n. A small male

hawk. See extract

When hawks lay three egg*, the first produceth a

female and laiye bawk, the second of a iniddlcr

sort, and the third a smaller bird terctUtne or tassel

of the male sex. Sir T. Browne.

Terce-major(ters'ma-jer'), n. In card-play

ing, a sequence of the three best cards in

certain games.

Tercentenary (ter-sen'ten-a-ri), a. [L. ter,

thrice, and centenarius, centenary, from

centum, a hundred.] Comprising three hun

dred years; including or relating to the in

terval of three hundred years.

Tercentenary (ter-sen'teu-a-ri). n. A day

observed as a festival in commemoration of

some event, as the birth of a great man, a

decisive victory, or the like, that happened

three hundred years before; as, the Shak-

spere tercentenary.

Tercer (ters'er), n. In law,a. tenant in dower;

a doweress.

Tercet (ter'set), n. [Fr.] 1. In mvsic, a

third. — 2. In poetry, a group of three

rhyming lines: a triplet.

Tercine (ter'sin), n. [Fr., from L tcrtius, the

third.] In hot. the outer coat of the nulceus

of the ovule of a plant.

Terebate (ter'e-bat), n. In chem. a com

pound of terebic acid and a base.

Terebella (ter-e-bel'la), n. [Dim. of L. tere-

bra, a perforating instrument.] 1. In sury.

a trepan or trephine.— 2. A marine annelid

of the order Tubicolre, inhabiting a tube of

1 foot in length, composed of sand and frag

ments of shell cemented together by a glu

tinous secretion. Whcu alarmed the ani

mal takeB refuge in the further extremity of

the tube. See Tubicol^.

Terebene (ter'e-hen), n. [L terebinthus.

turpentine] The liquid product obtained

after the purification of oil of turpentine by

sulphuric acid

TereblC (te-reb'ik). a. Of, pertaining to. or

obtained from turpentine, — Terebic acid

M >li ,,.» »j) a dibasic acid, a product of the

action of nitric acid on turpentine - oil"

Called also Turpentinic, Terebilic, and Tere

binic Acid.

Terebinth (ter'e-binth), n. [L. terebinthus.

Gr. tcrebinthos, the turpentine-tree.] l.The

turpentine-tree, Pistacia Terebinthu*. See

PLSTACIA.

Here ftr°ws melampode everywhere.

And terebinth good for goats. Spenser.

2. The common name for various resinous

exudations, both of a tluid and solid nature,

such as common turpentine, produced from

J'inustylvestris. frankincense and Burgundy

pitch from Pinus Abies, Canada balsam from

Abies balsamifera. The volatile oil of vari

ous of these resins is called oil of terebinth,

or oil of turpentine.

Terebinthina (ter'e-bin-thr'naX n. An old

name for turpentine.

Terebintninate (ter-e-binth'i-natV a. Tere-

bintbiue; impregnated with the qualities of

turpentine.

Terebintninate (ter-e-binth'i-nat). n. In

vied, a preparation of the turpentine of fin.

The preparations of cinchona with the mineral

acids, the muriated tincture of iron, and the tere-

binthimttes are the most efficacious means of arrest-

i; ... the discharge. Cefbtxd,

Terebinthine (ter-e-binthln), a. [L. tere-

binthinus. See Terebinth.) Pertaining to

turpentine; consisting of turpentine, or par

taking of its qualities.

Terebra (tere-bra), n. [L, a boring instru

ment, from tero, to pierce.] 1. The borer in

the anal extremity of female hymenopteroos

Insects of the sectiou Tertbrautia, into which

the oviduct opens. See I^erebrantia. —

2. A genus of turreted, subulated marine

univalves. Several species are fossil.

Terebrantla (ter-e-bran'shi-a), n. [L. terrt-

brans, terebrantis, ppr. of terebro, to bore]

A section of hymenopterous insects, of

which the females are provided with an

instrument at the extremity of the abdomen

for making perforations in the bodies of

animals or in plants, for the deposition of

their eggs. It includes the genus Sirex.

which infests pine-trees; Cephus, perforating

oorn- stalks; and the ichneumons, which

pierce the skin of insects.

Terebrate (ter'e-brat), v.t. pret & pp. tere-

brated; ppr. terehrating. [L. terebro, terrt-

bratum, to bore, from terebra, a borer, from

tero, to pierce.] To bore; to perforate.

[Rare.]

Earthworms are completely adapted to their way

of life for terebrattng the earth ana creeping.

Derk*m*.

Terebratella (ter'e-bra-tel"la), n. (A dim.

of terebratula (which see).] A genus of

marine brachiopods, resembling Terebra

tula, of which about twenty species are

found fossil from the lias upwards, smd

about the same uumber continue to exist

Terebration (ter-e-bra'shon), n. The act of

boring. [Rare.]

Terebration of trees makes them prosper betrer.

Bacon.

Terebratula (ter-e-brat'u-laX n. [A dim.

form from tercbratus, pp. of terebro, to bore,

in allusion to the perforation of the beaavl

A genus of deep-sea brachiopod bivalve

molluscs found moored to rocks, shells. Ac.

One of the valves is perforated to permit

the passage of a fleshy peduncle, by means

of which the animal attaches itself to rocks,

shells, Ac. There are few recent species,

but the fossil ones are numerous, and are

found most abundantly in the secondary and

tertiary formations.

Terebratulida (ter'e-bra-tu'li-de), n, pL K

family of deep-sea bivalves belonging to the

group Articulata, of the class Bracltiopoda.

The genus Terebratula is the type. See

Tkrebratula.

Terebratulifonn (ter'e-bra-tu"li-fonn), «.

Shaped like the shell of Terebratula

Teredina (ter-e-di'na), n, [See Tkrkpo.I A

fossil genus of testaceous molluscs belong

ing to the family Tubicola? of Lamarck.

Teredine (ter'e-dlnXn. A borer; the teredo

Teredo (te-re'do), n. [L., from Or. tercd&n,

from tereo, to pierce, to bore ] A genus of la-

mellibranchiate molluscs, family Pholadidsf

The T. navalis, or ship-worm, is celebr»l#<i

on account of the destruction which it occa

sions to ships and submerged wood, by per

forating them in all directions in onier t+y

establish a habitation. It is a long, worm-

shaped, grayish-white animal,about 1 foot in

length and } inch in thickness. Its great

length is owing to the elongation of the

Biphonsor breathing tubes conveying water

to the gills. The two valves or halves of the

Fate, far, fat, fall; m6, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ti, Sc. abune; J\ Sc. ley.
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shell are small and globular In shape. The

viscera and body are mainly contained within

the valves. In excavating into the wood

Teredo nivalis, and piece of wood perforated by

Teredo*.

(the shell is the boring instrument) each in

dividual is careful to avoid the tube formed

by its neighbour, and often a very thin leaf

alone of wood is left between the cavities,

which are lined with a calcareous incrusta

tion. Many plans are tried to protect ships,

piers, Ac. , from this destructive animal, such

as copper sheathing, treating with creosote

or corrosive sublimate, or driving a number

of short broad-headed nails into the timber,

the rust from which spreads and prevents the

animal from settling. It is said to have been

originally imported from tropical climates;

but it has now become an inhabitant of most

of the harbours of this country.— T.gigantea,

a species 6 feet long and upwards, is found

in the East Indies in shallow water, where

it bores into the hardened mud of the sea

bed.

Teres (te'rez), a. [L.] Round; cylindrical:

in anat. applied to some muscles and liga

ments on account of their shape, as teres

major, teres minor, iigamentum teres, &c.

Terett (ter'et), a. Round; rounded off;

terete. 'Round and teret like a globe.' Fo-

therby.

Terete (te-rer),a. [L. teres, terete, rounded

off—properly, rubbed off— from tero, to rub. ]

Cylindrical and smooth; long and round;

columnar, as some stems of plants.

Teretoust (te-re'tus), a. Terete. 'Teretous

or long round leave* ' Sir T. Browne.

Tergal (ter'gall a, [L. tergum, the back.]

In anat. pertaining to the back; dorsal.

Tergant(ter'gant),a. [From L. tergum, the

back.) In her. showing the back part; as,

an eagle teraant displayed, an eagle dis

played showing the back. Called also Ter-

oianf. and Recursant.

Tergemlnal, Tergeminate (ter-Jem'In-al,

ter-Jem'in-at >, a. [See TERGEMINOOS.]

Thrice double; specifically, in bot. applied

to a leaf having a forked petiole which is

subdivided.

Tergemlnous(ter~Jem'in-us),a. [X. tergem-

inus— ter, thrice, and geminus, twin-born,

double.] Thrice double; three-paired; ter

geminate.

Tergiant (WKfi-ant), a. Same as Tergant.

Tergif/erous (ter-jif'erus), a. [L. tergum.

the back, and fero, to bear] Carrying or

bearing upon the back.—Tergiferous plant*.

such as bear their seeds on the back of their

leaves, as ferns. Called also Dorsiferous.

Tergiversate (ter'ji-ver-sat), v.i pret. & pp.

tergiversated; ppr. tergiversating. [L. ter-

gicersor, tergiversatus, to turn one's back,

to shift—tergum, the back, and verso, Intens.

of verto. to turn] To Bhift; to practise

evasion ; to make use of shifts or subter

fuges Cudworth.

Tergiversation (t«r'ji-ver-sa"shon). n.

1. The act of tergiversating; a shifting; shift;

subterfuge; evasion.

Writing is to be prelerred before verbal confer

ence*, as being more free from passion and tergiver-

tarian. Hramhall.

2. The act of changing or of turning one's

back npon one's opinions ; the act of turn

ing against a cause formerly advocated ;

fickleness of conduct.

The colonel, after all his tergiversation, tost his life

in the king's service. Clarendon.

Whilst Amelia did not in the least deplore . . .

Mr. Peel's late extraordinary tergiversation in the

fatal Catholic Relief Bill, &c Thackeray.

Tergiversator (ter'ji-ver-sat-er), n. One

who practises tergiversation.

Tergum (tergum), n. [L., the back.] In

Crustacea, the convex upper plate of each

segment
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Terlnt (te'rin), n. [Fr. tarin.) A kind of

singing bird ; a siskin. Cutgrace. Written

also Tarin.

Term (term), n. [Fr. terme, an end, word,

speech, period, Ac, from L. terminus, a

boundary (whence terminal, terminate,Ac);

akin to Gr. terma, boundary, limit; from

same root as L. trans, E. through.] 1. A

limit; a bound or boundary; the extremity

of anything; that which limits its extent.

Corruption is a reciprocal to generation, and they

two are as nature's two terms or boundaries. Baton,

2. The time for which anything lasts ; any

limited time; a time or period fixed in some

way; as, the term of Ave years; the term of

life. ' Doom'd for a certain term to walk

the night.' Shak.

To sleep thro' ternts of mighty wars.

And wake on science grown to more. Tennyson.

3. In universities and colleges, the period

during which instruction Is regularly given

to students. At Cambridge there are three

terms in the university year, viz. Michael

mas or October term, Lent or January term,

and Easter or midsummer term. At Oxford

there are four terms, viz. Michaelmas, Hil

ary, Easter, and Trinity. — 4. The time in

which a law court is held or is open for the

trial of causes. In England the law terms

were four in number, viz. Hilary term, be

ginning on the 11th and ending on the 31st

January; Easter term, beginning on the 16th

April and ending on the 8th ifay ; Trinity

term, beginning on the 22d May and end

ing on the 12th June; Michaelmas term, be

ginning on the 2d and ending on the 25th

November. The other portions of the year

were termed racafton. By section 26 of the

Judicature Act, 1873, the division of the

legal year into terms was abolished so far as

relates to the administration of justice; and

by the act 1875 the terms are to be super

seded for this purpose by the 'sittings 'of

the Court of Appeal and the 'sittings' in

London and Middlesex of the High Court

of Justice.—5. In law, an estate or interest

in land to be enjoyed for a fixed period, or

the period itself: called more fully term of

pears, term for pears. In Scots law, term is

a certain time fixed by authority of a court,

within which a party is allowed to establish

by evidence his averment.— 6. A day on

which rent or interest is payable. In Eng

land and Ireland there are four days in

the year which are called terms, or more

commonly quarter-days, and which are ap

pointed for the settling of rents, viz. Lady

Day, March 25; Midsummer, June 24;

Michaelmas Day, September 29; Christmas,

December 25. The terms in Scotland corre

sponding to these are Candlemas, February

2: Whitsunday, May 15; Lammas, August 1;

Martinmas, November 11. In Scotland

houses are let from 28th May for a year or a

period of years. The legal terms in Scot

land for the payment of rent or interest are

Whitsunday. 16th May, and Martinmas,

November 11, and these days (or the corre

sponding days Old Style) are what are most

commonly known as terms.—7. A word by

which something fixed and definite is ex

pressed; a word having a definite and spe

cific meaning, and naming or characterizing

some person, thing, act, quality, Ac; par

ticularly, a word Having a technical mean

ing ; as, a technical term; terms of science

and art; philosophical terms; terms of abuse.

Had the Roman tongue continued vulgar, it would

have heen necessary, from the many terms of art

required in trade and in war, to have made great ad

ditions to it. Swift.

8. pL In a general way, words; language.

A fool ;

Who . . . rail'd on Lady Fortune in good terms.

In good set terms and yet a motley fool. Shak.

God at List

To Satan, first in sin, his doom applied ;

Though in mysterious terms. Milton.

9. pi. Conditions; stipulations; propositions

stated and offered for acceptance.

If we can make our peace

Upon such large terms and so absolute. Shak.

On my terms thou wilt not be my heir. Dryden.

10. pi. Relative position; relation: footing;

as, to be on bad terms with a person.

"Tis not well

That you and I should meet upon such terms

As uow we meet. Shak.

11. pi. State; situation; circumstances.

The terms of our estate may not endure

Hazard so dangerous. Shak.

Shakspere uses terms often In a loose peri-

phrastical way; as, 'To keep the terms of

my honour precise'— that is, all that con-
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cerns my honour; 'In terms of choice

I am not solely led by nice direction of a

maiden's eye'—that is, with respect to the

choice. In other cases it is used in the

sense of point, particular feature, peculiar

ity; as, 'All terms ot pity.'— 12. In logic,

the expression in language of the notion

obtained In an act of apprehension. Terms

are divided into simple, singular, utiiver-

sal. common, univocai, equivocal, analogous,

abstract, concrete, Ac. A syllogism con

sists of three terms, the major, the minor,

and the middle. The predicate of the con

clusion is called the maior term, because it

is the most general, and the subject of the

conclusion is called the minor term, because

it is less general. These are called the ex

tremes ; and the third term, introduced as

a common measure between them, is called

the mean or middle term. — 13. In arch, a

pedestal widening towards the top, where

it merges into a bust; a terminal figure.

See Terminus.— 14. In geom, the extreme of

any magnitude, or that which limits or

bounds its extent ; as, the terms of a line

are points; the terms of a superficies, lines;

the terms of a solid, superficies.—15. In alg.

a member of a compound quantity, as a in

a+b, or ab in ab+cd. Hence the terms of

any compound quantity are the several

members of which it is composed, separated

from one another by the signs +, plus, or

— , minus. Thus a'1 6s x* - 2 a b x*+ y/ab . x*

is a compound quantity, consisting of three

terms.—Terms of an equation, the several

parts of which it is composed connected by

the signs of addition and subtraction. Thus

x*-6x"*+llx-G = 0 is an equation consist

ing of four terma—Terms of a fraction, the

numerator and denominator of that frac

tion.— Terms ofa proportion or progression,

the several separate quantities of wnich the

proportion or progression consists Trims

of a ratio, the antecedent and consequent

of that ratio.— 16. pi. In med. the monthly

uterine secretion of females.— 17. In ship

building, a piece of carved work placed

under each end of the taffrail and extending

to the foot-rail of the balcony. Called also

Term-piece, —To make terms, to come to an

agreement — To come to terms, to agree ; to

come to an agreement.—To bring to terms,

to reduce to submission or to conditions.—

Stn. Limit, bound, boundary, condition,

stipulation, period, session, word, vocable,

expression.

Term (tenu), v.t To name ; to call ; to de

nominate.

Men term what is beyond the limits of the universe,

' imaginary space.' Locke.

She sends her compliments, and says she doesn't

on the whole wish to term you unreasonable, and she

agrees. Dickens.

Termagancy (terW-gan-si). n. (From ter

magant, j The state or quality of being ter

magant; turbulence; tmnultuousness; as, a

violent termagancy of temper.

Termagant (ttVma-gant). n. [O. Fr. Ter-

vagant, It. Tervagantc, Tnvagante; pro

bably a name of Eastern origin brought

over by the Crusaders] 1. The name of a

fabled deity of the Mohammedans men

tioned by old writers, and introduced into

the moralities or other shows, in which

he figured as a most violent and turbu

lent personage. 'And oftentimes by Ter

magant and Mahound swore. ' Spenser.

I would have such a fellow whipped for o'erdoing

Termagant: it outherods Herod. Shak.

2.t A turbulent, brawling person, male or

female. * This terrible termagant, this

Nero, this Pharaoh.' Bale— 3. A boister

ous, brawling, turbulent woman ; a shrew;

a virago.

She threw his periwig into the fire. Well, said he,

thou art a brave termagant. Tatttr.

Termagant (ter'ma-gant), a. [See the

noun. ] Violent ; turbulent ; boisterous or

furious; quarrelsome; scolding.

'Twas time to counterfeit, or that hot, termagant

Scot had paid me scot and lot too. Shak.

The eldest was a termagant, imperious, prodigal,

profligate wench. Arbuthnot.

Termagantly (ter'ma-gant-11). arfti. In a

termagant, turbulent, or scolding manner.

Termer (term'er), n. l. One who travels to

attend a court term; one who resorted to

London in term time only for the sake of

tricks to be practised or intrigues to be

carried on at that period, the law terms

being formerly the great times of resort to

London not only for business hut pleasure.

Hares.—2. In law, same as Termor (which

see).
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Termea (teVmez), h. pi. Termites (ter'-

mi-toz >. A neuropterous insect, one of the

termites. See Termites.

Term-fee (term'fe), n. In law, a fee or

certain sum charged to a suitor for each

term his cause is in court.

Terminable (teKmin-a-bn, a. Capable of

being terminated ; limitable; coming to an

end after a certain term ; as, a terminable

annuity.

Terminableness (ter'min-a-bl-nes), n. The

state of being terminable.

Terminal (ter'roin-al), a. (From L. ter

minus. See TERM] 1. Relating to a bound

ary or termination; relating to or forming

the end or extremity; specifically, in but.

growing at the end of a branch or stem; ter

minating: &&i& terminal peduncle, flower, or

spike, — Terminal stigma, a stigma placed at

the end of the style.— 2. In logic, constituted

by or relating to a term.—Terminal figure.

See TERMINUS. 3 —Terminal velocity, iu the

theory of projectiles, the greatest velocity

which a body can acquire by falling freely

through the air, the limit beiug arrived at

when the increase of the atmospheric re

sistance becomes equal to the increase of

the force of gravity. — Terminal value and

terminal form, in math, the last and most

complete value or form given to an expres

sion.

Terminal (ter'min-al), n. That which ter

minates; the extremity; the end; especially,

m elect, the clamping-screw at each end of a

voltaic battery, used for connecting it with

the wires which complete the circuit

Terminalia (ter-rai-mVli-a), n. 1. pi. In

Rom. antiq. festivals celebrated annually in

honour of 7Vrminn*\ the god of boundaries.

They took place on the 23d of February.—

2- [From the leaves being crowded together

at the ends of the twigs.] As a noun in the

ring a genus of plants, nat order Coinbre-

tacete. The species consist of trees and

shrubs, with alternate leaves, inhabiting the

tropical parti of Asia and Africa, and spar

ingly represented in tropical America. T.

angustifolia, a native of the East Indies,

Terminalia Catappa.

yields a gum-resin similar to benzoin. T.

remix, a native of the Moluccas, abounds in

a resinous juice used as a varnish. The bark

and leaves of T. Catappa, a West Indian

species, yield a black pigment Indian ink

is manufactured from the juice of this tree.

The astringent fruits of several of the spe

cies have long been used in Indiafortanniug

and dyeing purposes, and are now largely

imported into Britain under the name of

mymoalans. The principal myrobalans are

the Belleric and Chebulic, the former the

fruit of T\ Bellcrica, the latter of T. Chebula.

With alum they give adurable yellow colour,

and with the addition of iron an excellent

permanent black.

Terminate (ter'mln-atX c t. pret A* pp. ter

minated; ppr. terminating [L. termino,

terminatum, to bound, to terminate. See

Term.] 1. To bound; to limit; to form the

extreme point or side of; to set a boundary

or limit to ; as, to terminate a surface by a

line.

She was his life.

The ocean to the river of his thoughts.

Which terminated alL Byron.

2 To end; to put an end to; as, to terminate

a controversy; a fever terminated bis life.—

S. To complete; to perfect ; to put the clos

ing or finishing touch to.

Dunne this interval of calm and prosperity he

(Michael Angelo) terminated two figures of slaves.

destined for the tomb, in an incomp.irahle style of

art. J. S. Harford.

Syn. To complete, perfect, finish, close, end,

bound, limit.

Terminate (ter'min-at), v. i". 1. To be limited

in space by a point, line, or surface; to stop

short; to end.

The left extremity of the stomach is bifid, and ter

minates in two round cul-de-sacs. Owen.

2. To end ; to close ; to come to a limit in

time.

The wisdom of this world, its designs and efficacy,

terminate on this side heaven. South.

Terminate (ter'min-at), a. Capable of com

ing to an end; limited; bounded; as, a ter

minate decimal. A terminate number is an

integer, a mixed num1>er, or a vulgar frac

tion. See INTERMINATE.

Termination (ter-mi-na'shon), n. 1. The

act of terminating; the act of limiting or

setting bounds; the act of ending or con

cluding.—2. Bound; limit in space or extent;

as, the termination of a line. —3. End in time

or existence; as. the termination of the year

or of life; the termination of happiness.

'The termination of the schism.' Hallam.—

4. In gram, the end or ending of a word; the

part annexed to the root or stem of an in

flected word; the syllable or letter that ends

a word. —6. End; conclusion; completion;

issue; result; as, the affair was brought to

a happy termination. — 6. Last purpose or

design. [Rare.]—7.t Word; term.

She speaks poniards, and every word stabs; if her

breath were as terrible as her terminations, there

were no living near her, she would infect to the north

star. Shak.

Terminational (ter-mi-na'shon-al), a. Of,

pertaining to, or forming a termination ;

forming the end or concluding syllable.

'The sense is expressed by terminational

or other modifications.' Craik.

Terniinative (ter'min-at-iv), a. Tending

or serving to terminate ; definitive ; ab

solute; not relative.

This objective, terminative presence flows from the

fecundity of the divine nature. /■',* Rust.

Terminatively (ter'niin-at-iv-li), adv. In a

terminative manner; absolutely; so as not

to respect anything else. Jer. Taylor.

Terminator (ter'min-at-eT). n. i. One who

or that which terminates.—2. In astron. the

dividing line between the enlightened and

the unenlightened part of a heavenly body,

as the moon.

Terminatory (teVmin-a-to-ri), a. Bound

ing; limiting; terminating.

Terminet (ter'minX v.t. To terminate

Bp. Hall.

Terminer (teVmin-er), n. Iu fair, a deter

mining; as, in oyer and terminer. See OYER.

Terminism (ter'min-izm), it. 1. In philos.

same as Nominalism.—2. In Oieol. the doc

trine that Ood has assigned to every one a

term of repentance during which his salva

tion muBt be wrought out.

Terminist (ter'min-ist), n. An upholder

of the doctrines included under the term

terminism ; specifically, in eccles. hist, one

of a sect of Christians who maintain that

God has fixed a certain term for the proba

tion of particular persons, during which

time they have the offer of grace, but after

which God no longer wills their salvation.

Terminological (ter'min 6 loj"ik-al), a. Of

or pertaiuiug to terminology.

Terminologically (ter'min-d-loj"ik-al-li).

adc In a terminological manner; in the

way of terminology.

He whose horizon is bounded by an historical

knowledge of the human machine, and who can only

distinguish termiHologiealty and locally the coarser

wheels of this piece of intellectual clockwork, may

be. perhaps, idolized by the mob; but he will never

raise the Hippocraric an above the narrow sphere of

a mere bread-earning craft. Dr. Forbes ll'utsiow.

Terminology (ter-mi-nol'o-ji), n. [Fr. ter-

minologie, from L terminus, a limit (in this

word, however, having the meaning of term

or appellation), and Or. logos, discourse. ]

1. The doctrine or science of technical terms;

teaching or theory regarding the proper use

of terms

It would he a mistake to represent these difficult

noble inquiries as having nothing in view beyond

ascertaining the conventional meaning of a name.

They are inquiries to determine not so much what is

as what should be the meaning of a name, which,

like other practical questions of terminology, re

quires. Arc. J. S. Mill.

2. Collectively, the terms used in any art,

science, and the like; nomenclature; as, the

terminology of botany. It is sometimes re

stricted to the terms employed to describe

the characters of things as distinguished

from nomenclature. See under NOMENCLA

TURE.

A scientific observer must be not only familiar with

the terminology ot his science, and be able to apply its

technical terms readily to the proper objects, uut he

ought likewise to have acquired that delicacy, rapid

ity, and correctness of discernment which the hatut of

observation, combined with knowledge, can alone

confer. Sir G. C. J-ents

Ternilnthus (ter-min'thus), n. [Or. te-rmin-

thos.] In med. an old term for a sort of car

buncle, spreading in the shape and assum

ing the figure and blackish-green colour of

the fruit of the turpentine-tree.

Terminus (ter'min-us), n. pi. Termini (ter'-

min-i). [L. See TERM.] 1 A boundary ; a

limit; a stone or other mark raised for mark

ing the boundary of

a property. — 2. The

Roman deity that pre

sided over boundaries

or landmarks. He

was represented with

a human head, with

out feet or arms, to in

timate that he* never

moved wherever he

was placed—3. A bust

or figure of the upper

ftortion of the human

K>dy, terminating in a

downwardly tapering

block; a pillar statue;

a half statue or bust,

not placed upon but

incorporated with, and

as it were immedi

ately springing out of

the square pillar

which serves as its

pedestal. Termini are

employed as pillars,

balusters, or detached

ornaments for niches,

dfce. Called also Term

and Terminal Figure.—4. The extreme sta

tion at either end of a railway or important

section of a railway.

Termitarlum (ter-mi-ta'ri-um), n pi Ter-

mitaria (ter-iui-ta'ri-a). The hillock or

residence of the termite or white ant. See

Termites.

Termitary (ter'mi-ta-ri), n. The domicile

of a community of termites; a termitarium.

Dr. H. A. Nicholson.

Termite (ter'mit), n. A white ant SccTer-

MITE.S

Termites, Termitidae (ter'mi-tez, ter-niifl-

de), n.pl. [h. termes, termitis, a wood-worm.]

A family of neuropterous insects, known by

the name of white ants, corresponding with

the Linnecau genus Termes. These insects

have little affinity with the true ants, which

are hymenopterous, although they resemble

them in their mode of life. They are chiefly

confined to the tropics, and are found very

plentifully in Western Africa. They unite in

societies, building their dwellings on the

ground, in the form of pyramids or cones, 10

or 12 feet high. These dwellings, which are

so firmly cemented as to be capable of bear

ing the weight of three or four men, are di

vided off into several apartments as maga

zines, chambers, galleries, &c. Every colony

of termites consists of a king and queen, both

of which are much larger than the other

members of the colony, and of workers and

soldiers, which are without wings. The king

and queen are the parents of the colony, and

are constantly kept together, attended by a

detachment of workers, in a large chamber

in the heart of the hive, surrounded by

Terminal Statue of Pan,

British Museum.

Termes beUicosus.

a. Larva or worker, > *. . , -

». Pup. or soldier. J **»*«>*«».

e. Perfect winged insect, reduced m size.

stronger walls than the other cells. The

queen is always gravid, the alnlomen being

enormously distended with eggs, which, as

they are dropped, relays of workers receive

and convey in their mouths to the minor

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; it Sc abune; y. Sc. fry.
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cells throughout the hive. At the beginning

of the rainy season a number of winged in

sects, both male and female, is produced,

Dwellings of Termites.

the wings having, in order to the future de

velopment of the insect, transverse seams

Across the roots, dividing the nervures.

These insects when mature leave the hive

and fly abroad, .afterwards shedding the

wings by means of the seams referred to,

and becoming the kings and queens of fu

ture colonies. The soldiers and workers,

both neuter, or of no fully developed sex,

anil differing merely in the armature of the

bead, are distinct animals from the moment

they leave the egg, the young differing from

the adult of the same class only in Bize. The

duties of the workers are to build the habi

tations, make covered roads, nurse the

young, attend on the king and queen, and

secure the exit of the mature winged in

sects, while to the soldiers, whose mandi

bles are powerfully developed for that pur

pose, is committed the defence of the com

munity, which duty they perform with both

system and desperate courage. There are

many species of termites, all of which are

fearfully destructive to wood. They have

been known to destroy the whole woodwork

of a house iu a single season.

TermitlnaB(ter-mi-ti'ne),H.pi. A division of

Neuroptera, including the termites or white

anta.

Termless (termles), a Having no term or

end; unlimited; boundless; endless.

These betraying lights look not up towards term-

leu Joys, nor down towards endless sorrows.

Rtlcigk.

Termly (Mrmlft «. Occurring every term;

as, 'termly fee.' Bacon.

Tennly (tfrm'li), adv. Term by term; every

term; as, a fee termly given. Bacon.

Termonology (ter-ruo-nol'o-ji), n. [Gr.

termon, termonos, an end or boundary, and

logos, discourse.] A word proposed to be

used for terminology, the latter being ob

jected to as a hybrid.

Termor (t^rm'or), n. In law, one who has

an estate for a term of years or for life.

Term-piece (temi'pes), n. See Term, 16.

Tern (tern), ». [Dan. terne, Icel. thcrna, a

tern, a sea-swallow.] A common name of

certain natatorial birds of the gull family

(Laridse). constituting the genus Sterna, by

some naturalists made the type of a distinct

family Sternidae. From their manner of

5>55*_- V-. _

Lesser Tern (Sterna minute),

flight, forked tail, and size they have re

ceived the name of sea-swallows. They are

constantly on the wing, skimming the sur

face of the water, preying on small fishes

and other animals. Many of them are birds

of passage, all which appear in Britain being

merely summer visitants. There are several

species, as the great or common tern or sea-
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swallow (5. hirundo), the black tern, the

roseate tern, the lesser tern (S. minuta), &c.

Tern (tern), a. [L. terni, three each, from

tres, three. ] Threefold; consisting of three:

chiefly used in botany.—Tern leaves (Julia

tenia), leaves in threes, or three by three;

three in each whorl or set.—Tern peduncles,

three growing together from the same axil

—Tern flowers, dowers growing three and

three together.

Tern (tern), n. That which consists of three

things or numbers together; specifically, a

prize in a lottery gained by drawing three

favourable numbers, or the three numbers

themselves.

She'd win a tern in Thursday's lottery,

B. R. Browning.

Ternary (ter'na-ri), a. [L. ternariwi, of

three. See Tern.] Proceeding by threes;

consisting of three; applied to things ar

ranged in order by threes; thus a flower is

said to have a ternary division of its parts

when it has three sepals, three petals, three

stamens, <fcc. The ternary number, in an

tiquity, was esteemed a symbol of perfec

tion, and held in great veneration.—Ter

nary compounds, in chein. combinations of

binary compounds with each other, as of

sulphuric acid with soda in Glauber's salt.

The term ternary is also applied to any

chemical substance composed of three ele

ments.

Ternary (ter'na-ri), n. The number three;

group of three.

Of the second tertiary of stanzas, the first endea

vours to tell something. "Johnson.

Temate (teYnat), a. [L.L. ternatus, from

terni, three each.] Arranged in threes; char

acterized by an arrangement of parts by

threes; in bot. a term applied especially

when leaflets are grouped in threes; as, a

ternate lea/, one that has three leaflets on a

i, Ternate Leaf. 2, Bitemate Leaf. s.Tritcrnate Leaf.

petiole, as in trefoil, strawberry, bramble,

Ac. If the three divisions of a ternate leaf

become farther subdivided into three leaf

lets each the leaf is biternate, and a still

farther subdivision produces a triternate

leaf, as shown in accompanying cut

Ternately (ter'nat-li), adv. In a ternate

manner.

TernatO -pinnate (tei-/na-to-pin"at), a. In

bot. applied to secondary petioles, on the

sides of which the leaflets are attached.

which proceed in threes from the summit of

a common petiole.

Teme-plate (tern'plat), n. A thin iron

plate coated with an amalgam of tin aud

lead. Weale.

Ternlon (te^ni-on), n Same as Ternary.

'Disposing them into ternions of three gen

eral hierarchies.* Bp. Hall.

Temstroemiace3e(t6n)-stre'mi-a"se-e),n.pi.

[In honour of Terwtrbm, a Swedish natu

ralist.] A nat. order of polypetaloua dico

tyledonous plants, consisting of trees or

shrubs, with alternate simple usually coria

ceous leaves without stipules. The flowers

are generally white, and are arranged in

axillary or terminal peduncles, articulated

at the base. This order is one of great eco

nomical importance, as it includes the

genus Thea, from which the teas of com

merce are obtained. The favourite garden

camellia also belongs to it. The plants be

longing to the order are principally inha

bitants of Asia and America.

Terpodlon (ter-po'di-on), n. [Gr. terpo. to

delight, and ode, a song.] A musical keyed

instrument, invented by John David Busch-

mann of Hamburg about 1816, resembling

a pianoforte in appearance, but producing

notes from blocks of wood struck with

hammers. The sound could be increased or

diminished at pleasure.

Terpsichore (terp-sik'd-re),n. [Greek name,

from terpo (f ut. terpso).io delight, and choros,

dancing.] In Greek mytii. one of the Muses,

Terpsichore.—Antique statue

in the Vatican.

TERRAPIN

the inventress and patroness of the art of

dancing and lyrical poetry. She is generally

represented with a lyre, having seven strings,

or a plectrum in

the hand, some

times in the act

of dancing, and

/r crowned with

■A flowers.

f Terpsichorean

( te-rp'si-ko-re"an),

a. Relating to

Terpsichore, the

muse who pre

sided over danc

ing and lyrical

poetry ; as, the

Terpsichorean art,

that is, dancing.

Terra (ter'ra), n.

The Latin word

for earth or the

earth.—Terra ca-

riosa, Tripoli or

rotten - stone. —

Terra Anna, firm

or solid earth ;

dry land, in op

position to water;

mainland, a continent, in opposition to in

sular territories.— Terra incognita, an un

known or unexplored region —Terrajaponi-

ca, catechu, a substance obtained from the

juice of a species of acacia: formerly sup

posed to be a kind of earth from Japan, hence

the name.—Terra nera (black earth), a na

tive, unctuous pigment, used by the ancient

artists in fresco, oil. and tempera painting —

Terra nobilis, an old name for the diamond.

—Terra ponderosa, barytes, or heavy-spar

(which we). — Terra di Sienna, See Sienna.

—Terra eigillata . or Terra lemnia, Lemnian

earth. See under Lemnian.—Terra verde,

green earth, a name given to two kinds of

native green earth used as pigments in paint

ing, one obtained near Verona, the other in

Cyprus. The former, which is very useful

in landscape-painting in oil, is a siliceous

earth coloured by the protoxide of iron, of

which it contains about 20 per cent.

Terrace (ter'as), n, [Fr terrasse, a terrace,

earthwork, from L.L. terracia, terrace, from

L. terra, earth] 1. A raised level space or

platform of earth, supported on one or more

sides by masonry, a bunk of turf, or the like,

such as may be seen in gardens, where they

are designed for cultivation, promenading,

Ac—2. A. balcony or open gallery. Holland.

3. The flat roof of a house, as in the case

of Oriental and Spanish houses.— 4. A street

or row of houses running along the face or

top of a slope: often applied arbitrarily to

ordinary streets or ranges of houses.

Terrace (ter'as), v.t. pret. & pp. terraced;

ppr. terracing. To form into a terrace; to

furnish with a terrace.

Methinks the grove of Baal I see

In terrae'd stages mount up high. Dyer.

Terra-cotta (terVa-kot'ta). n. [It, lit.

cooked or baked clay or earth; L. terra cocta,

cooked earth; Fr. terre-cuite.) A mixture

of fine clay and flue-grained white sand, as

that from Reigate, or calcined flints, with

pulverized potsherds or crushed pottery,

first slowly air-dried, then baked in a kiln

to the hardness of stone, much used in an

cient and modern architecture for decora

tions, statues, figures, vases, and the like.

Terra-cultural (ter-ra-kul'tur-al), a. Of or

pertaining to terra-culture ; agricultural.

[Rare]

Terra-culture (ter'ra-kul-tur), n [L. terra,

the earth, aud cttltura, culture ] Cultivation

of the earth; agriculture. [Rare.]

Terrae-filius (ter're-fll-i-us). n. [L., son of

the earth.] 1. A humorous designation of a

person of obscure birth or of low origin.—

2. In former times, a scholar at the t'niver-

sity of Oxford, appointed to make jesting

satirical speeches, and who often indulged

in considerable license in his treatment of

the authorities of the university.

Terraneous (te-ra'ne-us). a. [L. terra, the

earth.] In bot growing on land.

Terrapene (ter'a-peu).n. Same as Terrapin.

Terrapin (ter'apin), n. [Origin unknown.]

Thepopularnameof several species of fresh

water or tide-water tortoises constituting

the family Emydos, distinguished by a horny

beak.a shield covered with epidermic plates,

and feet partly webbed. They are active in

their habits, swimming well and moving

with greater agility on land than the land-

tortoises. They are natives of tropical and

ch, eAain; eh, 5c. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, u»Aig; zh, azure—See KEV.
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warmer temperate countries, many being

natives of North America. They feed on

vegetables, and also on fish, reptiles, and

other aquatic animals. Their flesh is much

esteemed. One species, called the salt-water

terrapin (Malachlemys concentrica), is very

abundant in the salt-water marshes around

Charlestown, and is brought to market in

immense numbers in spring and early sum

mer. The chicken tortoise (Emys reticu-

laria). so named from its flavour, is also an

esteemed American species.

Terraquean(ter-ak'we-an),a. Terraqueous.

'This terraquean globe.* Macmillans Mag.

[Rare.]

Terraqueous (ter-ak'we-us), o. [L. terra,

land, and aqua, water] Consisting of land

and water, as the globe or earth.

The (fraud terraqueous spectacle

From centre to circumference unveiled.

Wordsworth.

Terrart (teKrar), n. A register of lands; a

terrier (of land). Cowell.

Terras (terras'), n [*'r terasse. See Ter

race.] In her. the representation of a piece

of ground at the bottom of the base, and

generally vert.

Terras (ter'ras), n. Same as Trass.

Terret (ter), v.t. To provoke. See Tarrk.

Terre-blue (tar/blu), n. [Fr. terre, earth,

and E. blue.] A kind of light, loose earth.

Woodward.

Terreen (ter-ren'), n. [Fr. terrine, from

L. terra, earth.] A large dish, usually of

earthenware or porcelain; a tureen.

Terreity (ter-re'i-ti), n. [L. terra, the earth. 1

Earthinesa 'Aqueity, terreity, and sul-

phureity.' B. Joiison.

TaxreV Terellat (tercel, te-rel'la),/*. [Dim-

of L. terra, the earth.] A magnet of a just

spherical figure, and so placed that its poles,

equator, Ac, correspond exactly to those of

the earth.

Terremotet (ter'mot), n. [O.Fr. terremote,

h. terra, earth, and modus, motion.] An

earthquake.

All the halle quolce

As it a terremote were. Cower.

Terremottve (ter'md-tiv), a. [See Terre

mote. J Of or pertaining to, characterized

by, or causing motion of the earth's surface.

We may mark our cycles by the greatest known

paroxysms of volcanic and terremottve asrency.

Wheu-elt.

He observed also the frequent sympathy of vol

canic and terremottve action. fr HrweU.

Terrene (ter-ren'). a. [X. terrenus, from

terra, earth.] 1. Pertaining to the earth;

earthy; as, terrene substance.

1 would teach him . . . that Mammonism was not

tlie essence of his or of my station in God's Universe ;

but the adscititious excrescence of it ; the gross, ter

rene, godless embodiment of it. Carlyle.

2. Earthy; terrestrial.

God set before him a mortal and immortal life, a

nature celestial and terrene. Raleigh.

Terrene (ter-renO, n. 1. The surface of the

earth. [Rare and poetical]

Over many a tract . . . they march'd . . .

Tenfold the length of this terrene. Milton.

It A terreen or tureen. 'Tables loaded

with terrenes, filigree, figures, and every

thing upon earth.' H. Walpole.

Terrenity (ter-ren'i-ti), n. The state or

quality of being terrene; worldliness.

Being overcome debases all the spirits to a dull

and low terrenity. FtLtham.

Terreoust (ter'rfi-us), a. [L. terreus, from

terra, earth] Earthy; consisting of earth;

as, terreous substances; terreous particles.

Sir T. Brotone.

Terre-pleln (tar'planY n. [Fr.—terre = L.

terra, the earth, and ptein = L. planus, even,

level, plain. Hence it ought to be Terre-

plain.] In fort, the top, platform, or hori

zontal surface of a rampart, on which the

cannon are placed.

Terxestre,ta. Earthly; terrestrial. Chaucer.

Terrestrial (ter- res'tri-alX a. [L terrestris,

from terra, the earth.] 1. Pertaining to the

earth ; existing on this earth ; earthly : as

opposed to celestial.

There are also celestial bodies, and bodies terret-

trial- i Cor. XV. 40.

2. Representing or consisting of the earth;

as, the terrestrial globe. 'This dark terres

trial ball.' Addison.—3. Pertaining to the

world or to the present state; sublunary;

worldly; mundane. 'A genius bright and

base, of towering talents and terrestrial

aims.' Young. — 4. Pertaining to or con

sisting of land, as opposed to water. ' Ter

restrial parts of the globe.' Woodward.—

5. Confined to. inhabiting, or living on land

or the ground: opposed to aquatic, and

Bornetimes to arboreal; as. terrestrial ani

mals or plant*.—Terrestrial magnetism. See

Magnetism.

Terrestrial (ter-res'tri-alX n. L An inhabit

ant of the earth.

Rut Heaven, that knows what all terrestrials need.

Repose to night, and toil to day decreed. Pope.

2. pi. In nat. hist, (a) a section of the class

Aves (birds) corresponding to the orders

Cursores and Rasores. (6) A family of pul-

monated gasteropoda (c) A division of iso-

podous crustaceans. Brande d- Cox.

Terrestrially (ter-res'tri-al-li), adv. After

a terrestrial or earthly manner. 'Terres

trially modified, though called a celestial

or spiritual body in Scriptures.' Dr. H.

More.

Terrestrialness (ter-res'tri-al-nes),n. State

of being terrestrial.

Terrestrifyt (ter-res'tri-fl), v.t [L. terres

tris, from terra, the earth, and facio, to

make.] To reduce to earth, or to an earthly

or mundane state. * Though we should

affirm that heaven were but earth celestifled,

and earth but heaven terrestrified.' Sir T.

Browne.

Terrestrioust (ter-res'tri-us), a. 1. Earthy.

Sir T. Browne.— 2. Pertaining to the earth;

being or living on the earth ; terrestrial.

' Terrestriotis animals.' Sir T. Browne.

Terret, Territ (ter'et, ter'it), ». One of

the round loops or rings on a harness-pad

for the driving-reins to pass through.

When I fa saddler) was out of my time I worked

for another master, and then I found I could make

my pad territs. Mayhem.

Terre-tenant, Ter-tenant (ter'ten-ant,

ter'ten-ant), n. fFr. terre, the earth, and

t- -no nt. holding. See TENANT] In law, one

who has the actual possession of land; the

occupant

Terre-verte (ter'vart), n, [Fr. terre, earth,

and verte, green.] Same as Terra Verde.

See under Terra.

Terrible (ter'ri-bl), a. [Fr., from L. terri-

bilis, from terreo, to frighten; allied to Gr,

tied, to tremble, tre~ros. frightful ; Ir. tar-

roch, fearful, timid. SeeTERROR] l. Adapted

to excite terror, fear, awe, or dread; dread

ful ; formidable. ' Terrible as an army with

banners.' Cant. vi. 10. 'Prudent in peace,

aud terrible in war.' Prior.

Black tt stood as night.

Fierce as ten furies, terrible as nell,

And shook a dreadful dart. Milton.

2. Excessive; extreme; severe.

I liegnn to be in a terrible fear of him. and to look

upon myself as a dead man. Abp. Tillotson.

STN. Terrific, fearful, frightful, formidable,

dreadful, horrible, shocking, awful.

Terrlbleness (ter'ri-bl-nes), n. The quality

or state of being terrible; dreadfulness; for-

midableness; as, the terribleness of a sight.

Havinff quite lost the way of nobleness, he strove

to climb to the height of ternbleness.

Sir P. Sidney.

Terribly (ter'ri-bli), adv. In a terrible man

ner: (a) in a manner to cause terror, dread,

fright, orawe; dreadfully. ' Whenheariaeth

to shake terribly the earth." Is. ii. 21.

The polished steel gleams terribly from far.

Dryden.

(6) Violently; very greatly; excessively.

The poor man squalled terribly, Sttrfft.

Terricolffi (ter-rilr/6-le), n. pi {L. terra, the

earth, and colo, to inhabit] An order of

annelidans, including the earth-worms and

naiads.

Terricolous (ter-rik'o-lus), o. Inhabiting

the earth; living in the soil of the earth;

specifically, belonging to the Terricola:.

In the same manner as gallinaceous And strothious

birds swallow stones to aid in the trituration of their

food, so it appears to be with terricolous worms.

Darwin.

Terrier (ter'i-er), n. [Fr. terrier, the hole

or burrow of a rabbit or a fox, from terre, L.

terra, the earth. Equivalent therefore to

burrow-dop, being so called from following

its prey into holes or burrows.] A small

variety of dog, remarkable for the eager

ness and courage with which it goes to earth

and attacks all those quadrupeds which

gamekeepers call vermin, as foxes, badgers,

cats, rats, Ac. There are several varieties.

In Britain there are two prevalent kinds, the

one rough and wire-haired, known as the

Scotch terrier, the other smooth-haired and

generally more delicate in appearance, and

known as the English terrier. The Skye

terrier is a sub-variety of the Scotch terrier

peculiarly prized. The pepper and mustard

breeds, rendered famous by Sir Walter Scott,

m e highly valued. A large German variety,

called the Saujinder (boar-seeker), is used to

rouse the largest denizens of the forest from

their lairs. The Maltese terrier is about

the size of a ferret, and is generally a great

favourite with ladies. The bull-terrier, pro

bably a cross between the bulldog tad ter

rier, is one of the most savage and deter

mined of dogs. If any kind of dog is native

to Britain it 1s the terrier.

Terrier (tert-erXn. [Fr.terrier (L.L.ttrmriu*

liber, land book), from L. terra, the earth.]

In law, (a) formerly, a collection of acknow

ledgments of the vassals or tenant* of a

lordship, containing the rents and services

they owed to the lord, Ac. (b) In modem

usage, a book or roll in which the lands of

private persons or corporations are de

scribed by their site, boundaries, number

of acres, Ac.

Terrier t (ter'i-er), n. [0. Ft. terriere, an

auger. ] A wimble, auger, or borer.

Terrific (ter-rif'ik),a. [L. terrificue, from ter

reo, to frighten, and /aeto, to make. SeeTEK-

RiBLB.] Dreadful; causing terror; adapted

to excite great fear or dread; as, a terrify

form; a te rrijic sight 'The serpent .

with brazen eyea, and hairy mane terrific'

Milton.

Terrificalt (ter-rifik-al), a. Terrific.

Terrifically (ter-rif'ik-al-li), odt. In a

terrific manner; terribly; frightfuUy. Dt

Quincey.

Terrify (terri-fi), v.t. pret A pp. terrifitd;

ppr. terri/ying. [L. terreo, to frighten, and

facio, to make. See Terrible.] It To

make terrible.

If the law, instead of aggravating and terrifyi*£

sin, shall give out license, it foils itself. Mtito*.

2. To frighten; to alarm or shock with fear.

When ye shall hear of wars and commotions, bt

not terrified. Luke ixi. *

Terrigenous (ter-rij'en-us). a. [L. ter-

rigena, one born of the earth — terra, the

earth, and gigno, genui, to bring forth.]

Earth-born; produced by the earth -Ter

rigenous metals, the metallic bases of the

earths, as barium, aluminium, Ac

Territorial (ter-ri-to'ri-al). a. L PertaiDins

to territory or land ; as, territorial limits;

territorial jurisdiction.—2. Limited to a cer

tain district; as, rights may be personal or

territorial.

Territorialize (ter-ri-to'ri-al-Sz), r.f. pret

& pp. territorialized; ppr. territorialxzing

1. To enlarge or extend by addition of terri

tory.— 2. To reduce to the state of a territory.

Territorially (ter-ri-to'ri-al -li), adr. In re

gard to territory; by means of territory.

Territoried (ter'ri-to-rid), o. Possessed of

territory.

Territory (ter'ri-to-ri), tv IL terrUorium.

from terra, earth.] 1. The extent or com

pass of land within the bounds or belonging

to the jurisdiction of any sovereign, stale.

city, or other body; any separate tract of

land as belonging to a state: dominion;

sometimes also a domain or piece of land

belonging to an individual.

Unger not in my territories longer thin swiftest

expedition wili give thee time to lea*e our "y^

court. Skat.

Those who live thus mewed up within their ora

contracted territories, and will not look abroad be-

Kond the boundaries that chance, conceit, or laoKW

as set to their inquiries. IseSt-

Arts and sciences took their riw and finurUbcil

only in those small territories where the peor4e «rt

free, Smfl.

2. Any large tract of land; region; country;

as. an unexplored territory in Africa-

3. In the United States, a portion of the

country not included within the limits w

any state, and not yet admitted as a state

into the Union, but organized with a sepa

rate legislature, under a territorial governor

and other officers appointed by the presi

dent and senate of the United States. u**J-

rich.—Territory of a judge, In Scot* lav. the

district over which his Jurisdiction extendi

in causes and in judicial acts proper to him,

and beyond which he has no judicial autho

rity.

Terro-metallic (ter-ro-me-taHk). n- «

pottery, a material introduced by Mr. rea*

of Burslem. and consisting of a mixture if

several kinds of clay, pulverized and tem

pered to a very fine state, the iron-hanuiess

of the compound being due to the peculiar

quality of the clays employed.
Terror (ter'ror), n. [L. terror, from terreo.

to frighten. Probably from same root as

Gr. tre6, Skr. fro*, to tremble. See Tr.RW

Fate, far, fat, fall; me\ met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, 8c. abune; y, So f*T
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BU i I. Fear that agitates the body and

mind; extreme fear; violent dread; fright.

"The sword without and terror within."

Deut xxxii. 25.

Amare and terror seiz'd the rebel host. Jlfiltoti.

2. That which may excite dread; the cause

uf extreme fear.

Rulers are Dot a t€rror to good works, but to the

rrfl. Rom. xiii. 3.

There is no trrrtr, Cassius, In your threats. Shat.

—King of terrors, death.

Hi* confidence shall be tooted out of his taber

nacle, and it shall briny him to the king ofterrors.

Job xviii. 14.

—Rciqn of terror, in the history of the first

French revolution, a term generally applied

to that period during which the country

was under the sway of those rulers who

made the execution of persons of all ages,

seres, and conditions who were considered

obnoxious to their me&surea the principle

of their government. This period may be

said to have commenced in April, 1793.

when the revolutionary tribunal was ap

pointed, and to have ended in July. 1794,

on the overthrow of Robespierre and his

accomplices. —Alarm, Terror, Consterna

tion. See under Alarm.

Terror -breathing ( ter ' ror - breTH - ing ), a.

Inspiring terror; terrifying. 'The stern

throat of terror-breathing war.* Drayton.

TeTTOriam (terror-izm), n. The act of one

who terrorizes; a system of government by

terror; the practice of exercising intimida

tion to coerce people towards a certain

coarse.

Terrorist (terVor-ist), n. One who rules by

intimidation; one who advocates, recom

mends, or practises terrorism; specifically,

an agent or partisan of the revolutionary

tribunal during the reign of terror in

France.

Thousands of those hell-hounds called terrorists,

»hom they had shut up in prison on their last revolu

tion as the satellites of tyranny, are let loose on the

people. , Burke.

Terrorize (terYor-Iz), v.t. To impress with

terror or fear; to sway by terror; to terrify;

Co appal; to frighten.

TerTor-smitten(ter/ror-smit-n). o. Smitten

or affected with terror; terrified.

Terror-stricken, Terror-struck (terror-

-tnk-ii, ter'ror-strak), a. Struck with

terror; alarmed; appalled; terrified.

Terry (ter'ri), n. [Fr. tirer, to draw] A

textile fabric, with a long, smooth pile,

such as plush or velvet, and so called pro

bably from the drawing out of the wires

over which the warp is laid to make the

series of loops seen in Brussels carpet or

uncut velvet.

Terry-velvet (ter'ri-vel-vet), 11. A silk

plush or ribbed velvet.

Terse (tors), a [L. term*, pp. of tergo, to

rub or wipe.] It Wiped; rubbed; appear

ing as if wiped or rubbed; smooth.

Many stones, precious and vulfjar, although terse

and smooth, have not this attractive power.

Sir T, Browne.

±t Reflned; accomplished; polished: said

of persons, ' Your polite and terse gal

lants.' Massingcr. — 3. Free from super

fluity; neatly or elegantly compact or con

cise; neat and concise.

In eight terse lines has Ptwedrus told

(So frugal were the bards of old)

A tale of goats; and closed with grace.

Plan, moral, all, in that short space. IV. Whitehead.

Tersely (terVH), adv. In a terse manner;

neatly; compactly; concisely.

Fastirlious Brisk, a courtier, . , . speaks good

remnants ; swears tersely and with variety.

Jt. J'ohsen.

Terseness (tera'nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being terse; neatness of style; com

pactness; conciseuess; brevity.

His (Swinburne's) poems do not aim at terseness,

'. \ many of them run to an inexcusable length

through their iteration and diftuseness. So ignorant

is be of the value of conciseness that he fails to per

ceive that the point of Byron's inscription, * Cor Cor-

•iiarn.' on the tomb of Shelley, lies in its brevity, and

expands it into a sonneL Quart. Rev.

Ter-tenant, n. See Terre-tenant.

Terttal (teVshal), a. [L tertitu, third] A

term applied to the feathers growing on

the last or innermost joint of a bird's wing.

Ae<? Tertiary, n, (d\ Steaiftton,

Tertlal (ter'shal), n. In omith. one of the

tertUl feathers or tertiaries.

Tertian ( teVshan ), a. [L. tertianus, from

tertius, third. ) Occurring every other day;

as. a Urtian fever.

Tertian ( tcrahan ), n. 1. A fever or other

disease whose paroxysms return every other

day; an intermittent whose paroxysms occur

after intervals of about forty-eight hours.—

2. t A measure of 84 gallons, the third part

of a tun.

Tertiary (teVshi-a-ri), a. [L tertiarius,

from tertius, third J Of the third order,

rank, or formation; third— Tertiary colour,

a colour produced by the. mixture of two

secondary colours, as citrine, russet,or olive.

See TERTIARY, «. (c).— Tertiary era^or epoch,

in geol. the era during which the tertiary

formation was being deposited, correspond

ing to the earliest period in which mammals

appear. —Tertiary feather, in omith. see

Tertiary, n.—Tertiary formation, in geol.

the third great division of stratified rocks,

lying immediately above the secondary. The

earlier geologists used this term as desig

nating all strata above the secondary; but

later discoveries have tended to modify its

sense by way of restriction. As now em

ployed the term tertiary formation desig

nates the rock-system extending from the

ch alk(the highest memberof the secondary).

on which it rests, to the base of the post-

tertiary system, which latter, according to

some, includes the strata belonging to the

glacial epoch, while others leave them in

the tertiary. It is noteworthy that there is

a complete and entire physical break be

tween the rockB of the secondary or meso-

zoic and tertiary periods, the latter resting

in no instance conformably on the former,

while there is an equally complete break in

the life of the two periods, not a single se

condary animal or plant being known to

have survived the cretaceous period with

the exception of a few Foraminifera. In the

tertiary rocks, on the other hand, not only

are all the animals and plants more or less

like existing types, but we meet with a con

stantly increasing proportion of living spe

cies as we pass from the bottom to the top.

The classification of the tertiary formation

is based on this increase, the strata being

divided into two great groups as follows:—

(1) The Older Tertiary, comprising the

Eocene, with five per cent of living species,

and the Miocene, with twenty-five per cent.

(2} The Newer Tertiary, comprising the

Older Pliocene, containing fifty per cent of

living species, and the Newer Pliocene, con

taining ninety-five per cent.

Tertiary (ter'shi-a-ri), n. That which is ter

tiary or third in order or succession ; as,

(«) in geol. the tertiary system of rocks or

tertiary era. See the adjective. (6) A mem

berof the third division of amouastic order.

The order of St. Francis had, and of necessity, its

tertiaries like that of St. Dominic. Miltnan.

(c) A colour, as russet, citrine, olive, and

the like, produced by the mixture of two

secondary colours. The tertiaries are grays,

and are either red-gray, blue-gray, or yellow-

gray when these primaries are in excess, or

they are violet-gray, orange-gray, or green-

gray when these secondaries are in excess.

Fairholt. (d) In omith. one of the feathers

supported by that part of a bird's wing

which corresponds to the upper arm in

man, as distinguished from the primaries

tor quills) and the secondaries. Also called

Tertial.

Tertiate (ter'shl-at), v.t. pret. & pp. terti-

ated; ppr. tertiatinn. [L. tertio, tertiatum^

to do every third day, from tertius, third]

1. To do for the third time. Johnson.—

2. To examine, .-is the thickness of the metal

at the muzzle of a gun; or in general to ex

amine the thickness of ordnance, in order

to ascertain its strength.

Tertium quid (ter'slii-um kwid). [L.] a

third something in addition to two others,

what this something is being left indefinite.

Tertium sal (ter'shi-um sal),n. In old chem.

a neutral salt, as being the product of an

acid and an alkali, making a third substance

different from either.

TertlUlianlst (ter-tul'yan-ist), n. A mem

ber of a branch of the African Montanists :

so named from Tertullian, who embraced

Montanist opinions.

Terundus (ter-un'shi-us), n. [L., from ter,

three times, and uneia, an ounce] An an

cient Roman coin, being the fourth part of

the as, and weighing 3 ounces.

Teru-tero (ter-otero), n. A South Ameri

can bird of the plover kind ( Vanellus cay-

anensis), so named from its harsh screaming

voice, which disturbs the stillness of the

Pampas, especially at night. It resembles

the pewit, hut its wings are armed with

short spurs like those on the legs of the com

mon cock. When hatching, it attempts like

the pewit to draw away enemies from ita

nest by feigning to be wounded. Its eggs

are esteemed a delicacy.

Tery.ta. Full of tears. Chaucer.

Terza-rima (tar'tsa-re'ma), n. {It., third or

triple rhyme.] A complicated system of

versification, borrowed by the early Italian

poets from the troubadours. Byron adopted

it in his Prophecy of Dante.

Terzetto (tar-tset'to). n. [It ] In music, a

short composition, piece, or movement for

three performers, vocal or instrumental; a

short trio.

Tesho-lama (tesh'o-lii-ma), n. One of the

two popes of the Buddhists of Thibet and

Mongolia, the other being the Dalai-Lama,

each supreme in his own district. When the

Tesho dies his place is rilled by a child,

into whose body he has announced before

death his purpose of migrating. Called also

Bogdolama, Pen-chen. See Dalai-Lama

Tessaradecad (tes'sa-ra-de-kad), n. [Gr.

tessares, four, and dekas, the number ten.]

A group of fourteen individuals; an aggre

gate of fourteen. Farrar.

Tessella (teB-serla), n. pi. TeBsellae (tes-

sel'le). Same as Tessera.

Tesaellar (tes'sel-16r), a. Formed with tes

serae or in squares.

Tessellated (tes'sel-lat-ed), a. [L. tessella, a

little square stone; dim. of tessera, a square. )

Formed by inlaying differently coloured

materials in little squares, triangles, or other

geometrical figures, or by mosaic work. Also

written with one I. See Tessera.

The beauty, variety, and elaboration of the pave

ments formed by the ancients with variously coloured

tesserx, in the manner of mosaic, have been the sub

ject of admiration in modern times. . . . These tes-

se/ated pavements are also exceedingly interesting

from the cautious arrangements which, it is evident,

were observed in their structure. -Fairholt.

Tessellation (tes-sel-Ia'shon), n. 1. Tessel

lated or mosaic work.—2. The operation of

making tessellated work.

Tessellite (tes'sel-lit),n. Amineral; apophyl-

lite (which see).

Tessera (tes'se-ra), n. pi. Tessera? (tes'se-

re). [L., a cube, a die, from Or. tesseres,

four.] 1. A small cube or square resembling

our dice, and consisting of different mate

rials, as marble, precious stones, ivory.

Part of a Tessellated Pavement.

a a a. Tessera: of which it is composed.

glass, wood, Ac. These tesserae were used

by the ancients to form the mosaic floors or

pavements in houses, for ornamenting walls,

and like purposes. — 2. A small square of

bone, wood, Ac, used as a ticket of admis

sion to the theatre, or as a token for other

purposes, in ancient Rome.

Tesseraic (tes-se-ra'ik), a. Diversified by

tessera? or squares; tessellated.

Tesseral (tes'se-ral), a. 1. Pertaining to or

containing tessera:.— 2. In crystal, having or

characterized by three equal axes at right

angles, like the cube.

Tesserariant (tes-se-ra'ri-an),a. [L. tessera,

a die.] Of or pertaining to gambling; as, the

tesserarian art.

Tessular (tes'u-lcr), a. In crystal, related

to the cube, or having equal axes like the

cube; tesseral.

Test (test), n. (O.Fr. test. Mod. Fr. tit, from

L. testum. an earthen vessel, from testa, a

piece of earthenware, the shell of shell-fish

or testaceous animal, from a root signify

ing to be dry, whence also E. thirst.} 1. A

vessel used in refining gold and silver; a

cupel. See Cupel.— 2. Examination by the

cupel ; hence, any critical trial and exami

nation.

Let there be some more test made of my ntetal,

Before so noble and so great a figure

Be stamp'd upon it. Shak.

Thy virtue, prince, has stood the test of fortune

Ulte purest gold. Addison.

3. Means of trial ; as, to offer money as a

test of one's integrity.

The issue of life and death is put upon our conduct

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g.Jfo; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin?: MI, then; th. thin; w, wig; wh, irMg; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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and behaviour; that is, made the test we ate to be

tried by. Patty.

4. That with which anything is compared

for proof of its genuineness ; a touchstone ;

a standard

Unerring Nature . . .

Life, force, and beauty must to all impart.

At once the source, the end and test of art. Pope.

6. Means of discrimination ; ground of ad

mission or exclusion.

Our tttt excludes your tribe from benefit. Oryden.

6. Judgment; discrimination; distinction.

Who would excel, when few can make a test

Betwixt indifferent writing .ind the best? Drydtn.

7. In chem. a substance which is employed

to detect the presence of any ingredient in

a compound, by causing it to exhibit some

known property; a substance which, being

added to another, indicates the chemical

nature of that other substance by producing

certain changes in appearance anil proper

ties; a reagent; as, infusion of galls is &test

of the presence of iron, which it renders

evident by the production of a black colour

in water and other liquids containing that

metal; litmus is a test for determining the

presence of acids when uncombined or in

excess, as its blue colour is turned red by

acids.—Syn. Criterion, standard, experience,

proof, experiment, trial.

Test (test), v.t. 1. In metal, to refine, as

gold or silver, by means of lead, in a test,

by the destruction, vitrification, or scorifl-

cationof all extraneous matter—2. To put

to the test; to bring to trial and examina

tion; to prove the genuineness or truth of

by experiment, or by some fixed principle

or standard; to compare with a standard;

to try; as, to test the soundness of a princi

ple; to teat the- validity of an argument.

Strange

Was love's dumb cry defying change

To test his worth. Tennyson.

8 In chem. to examine by the application of

some reagent.

Tent (test), n. [L. teittt, a shell, Ac See

Test, n, above] 1. In zool. the outside

hard covering of certain animals; as, (a) the

shell of MolluBca, which are for this reason

sometimes called Testacea. (6) The cal

careous shell of sea-urchins (c) The thick

leathery outer tunic of the sea-squirts (Tuni-

cata). (<f) The calcareous shell of the Fora-

minifera, not as in the molluscs a true cuti-

cular secretion, but immersed in the sarcode.

2 In but. the outer coating or integument

i>f a seed.

Teat (test), v.t. [L. tutor, to bear witness,

to testify, to attest, whence contest, attest.

See Testament.] In law, to attest and

date; as, a writing tested on such a day.

Test (test), v.i. To make a will or testa

ment. [Old English and Scotch.]

A wife has power to test without the consent of her

husband. Bell.

Testt (test), n. [L. testis, a witness. See Tes

tament ] A witness. ' Prelates and great

lords o( England, who were . . . tests of that

deed.' Berners.

Testa (tes'ta), n. An animal's shell or in

tegument; a test.

Testable (test'a-bl), a. [L. testabilU, from

tester, to testify, to publish one's last will ]

In law, (o) capable of being devised or given

by will, (b) Capable of witnessing or of being

Testacea (tes-ta'she-a), n. pi. [L. testaceus.

covered with a shell, testaceous, from testa,

a shell.] Marine shelled animals, especially

mollusca. A term rarely used in modern

zoology, and most nearly corresponding in

significance to the division Lamellibranchi-

ata. The Testacea were the third order of

Vermes in the Linnrean system. Cuvier ap

plied this term to an order of his class

Acephala.

Testacean (testA'she-an), n. One of the

Testacea.

Testacean (tes-ta'she-an), a. Relating to the

Testacea.

Testacellus (tes-ta-sellus), n. [Dim. from

L. testa, a shell] A genus of pulmoniferous

gasteropods, which are furnished with a

diminutive shell, forming a shield or protec

tion to the heart. Two or three species

have been enumerated; they infest gardens

and nuraeries.

Testaceography ( tes-tfi'she-og"ra-fl ). [L.

testaceus. shelled, and Gr. graphv, to write.]

Same as Testaceology.

Testaceology (tes-ta'shc-oV'o-Ji), n. [L. tes

tacea (see TESTACEA), and Gr. logos, dis

course.] The science of testaceous molluscs;

concliology. [Rare.]

Testaceous (tes-ta'shus). a. [L testaceus,

from testa, a shell] 1. Pertaining to shells;

consisting of a hard shell, or having a hard

continuous shell —2. In bot. brownish yel

low, like that of unglazed brown earthen

ware— Testaceous animals, animals having

a strong thick entire shell, as oysters and

clams; distinguished from crustaceout ani

mals, whose shells are more thin and soft,

and consist of several pieces jointed, as lob

sters: n6w rarely used as a scientific term.

— Testaceous medicines, all preparations of

shells and like substances, as the powders

of crabs' claws, pearl, Ac.

Test-act (test'akt), n. In Eng. hist, an act

passed in the reign of Charles II.. providing

that all persons holding any important office,

civil or military, from the crown, or receiv

ing money therefrom, should take the oaths

of supremacy and allegiance, and subscribe

a declaration against transubstantiation,

and also receive the sacrament of the Lord's

supper according to the usage of the Eng

lish Church. It was repealed in 1S2S. See

under Corporation.

Testacy (tes'ta-si), n. In law, the state or

circumstance of being testate, or of leaving

a valid testament or will at death.

Testament (tes'ta-ment), n. [L. <e»tamen-

(i/»i from fe8t«r, to lie a witness, to make a

will, from testis, a witness; similarly testify,

testimony, attest, contest, Ac] 1. Iu taw, a

solemn authentic instrument in writing by

which a person declares his will as to the dis

posal of his estate and effects after his death;

a will In Scots law, the word testament,

in the strictly legal acceptation, signifies a

deed in writing, by which the granter ap

points an executor, that is. a person to ad

minister his movable estate after his death,

for the behoof of all who may be interested

in it A testament may thus consist merely

of the nomination of an executor, or it may

contain, along with such a nomination,

clauses bequeathing, in the form of legacies,

either the whole or part of the movable

estate. In its more common meaning, how

ever a testament is a declaration of what

a person wills to be done with his movable

estate after his death. See Will —2. The

name of each general division of the canon

ical books of the sacred Scriptures ; as, the

Old Testament; the New Testament. The

name is equivalent to covenant, and in our

use of it we apply it to the books which

contain the old and new dispensations: that

of Moses, and that of Jesus Christ When

used alone the word is often limited to the

New Testament.

TeBtamental (tes-ta-men'tal). a. Relating

to a testament or will; testamentary.

The testamentat cup I take.

And thus remember thee. Montgomery.

Testamentary (tes-ta-men'ta-ri), a. 1. Per

taining to a will or to wills; ns. (fsftimftifarj/

causes in law—2. Bequeathed by will; given

by testament.

How many testamentary charities have been de

feated by the negligence or fraud of executors!

3 Done or appointed by, or founded on. a

last will or testament; as, testamentary

guardians, that is, guardians appointed by

testament or wilL

Testamentation ( tes'ta-men-ta' shon ), n.

The act or power of giving by will. [Rare]

By this law the right of testamentation is taken

away, which the inferior tenures had always enjoyed.

' Burke.

Testamur (tes-ta'mur), n. [L., we testify]

A certificate given to an English university

student certifying that he has successfully

passed a certain examination : so called

from the opening words.

Testate (tes'tat), o. [L. testatns, having tes

tified, having published ones last will, pp.

of teslor. to witness, Ac] Having made and

left a will. 'Persons dying testate and in

testate.' Aylife.

Testate (tes'tat), «. In taw, one who has

made a will; one who dies leaving a will or

testament.

Testation (tes-ta'shnh). n. [L. testatio. from

testor. to witness. ) A witnessing or bearing

witness.

How clear a testation have the inspired prophets

of (Jod given of old to this truth. Bp. Hall.

Testator (tes-tat'or), n. [L.] A man who

makes and leaves a will or testament at

death.
Testatrix (tes-tat'riks). n. [L., fem. of tes

tator] A woman who makes and leaves a

will at death.

letter you.'

Testes (tes'tez). w. vl.

'.he

Testatum (tes-ta'tum). n. [L] One of the

clauses of an English deed, including a

statement of the consideration money, anil

the receipt thereof: called also the witness

ing or oj>eratice clause.

Teste (teste), n. [Ablative sing of L. <«fu.

a witness.] In taw. the witnessing clause of

a writ or other precept which expresses the

date of its issue. Wharton. See Writ.

Tester (tes'ter), n. [O.Fr. tettiere. n head

piece, the crown of a hat, Ac: O.Fr. teste.

Mod. Fr. t/te, a head, from L. testa , an earthen

pot, the skull, the head.) 1. The square

canopy over a four-post bedstead.

The flowers on my curtains and tester. I took for

men in continual movement. Or. Forhei IVvislox.

2. In arch, a flat canopy, as over a pulpit,

tomb, and the like.—3. An old French silver

coin, of the value of about sixpence sterling

(originally eighteenpence, afterwards nine-

pence), so named from the teste (bead) upon

ft; hence, in modern slang, a sixpence.

While I have a shilling, thou sha'u't want a tester.

Smollett-

Very leisurely, and as with a soul by no means to

be dazzled by sixpences, the barl-tr t<-ok up the

tester. JtmU.

Tester (tes'ter), n. One who tests, tries,

assavs, proves, or the like; as, a pood testei

Testere.t n. [Fr. tcsti>re. from O Fr teste.

Ft. Mi«\ the head ] A head-piece; armour

for the head. Chaucer.

Testernt (tes'tern), n. A sixpence. See Tes

ter.
Testernt (tes'tern), r.t. To present with a

testem or sixpence.

To testify your bounty, I thank you, you have ter-

Urn'el me. in requital whereof, henceforth carry your

[L. testis. See TES

TICLE ) in anat the testicles.

Test-rurnace ( test'ier-nas ), n. A form of

refining furnace of the reverberatory kind

for treating argentiferous alloy, as that of

lead rich in silver. E H. Knight.

Test-glass (test'glas). »i A glass vessel of

conical or cylindrical form, having a font

and sometimes a beak, used to hold liquids

for testing, or other chemical solutions.

E. II Knight.
Testicle (tes'ti-kl), n. IL. testiculus, dim of

testis, a testicle ] One of the glands which

secrete the seminal fluid in males.

Testlcond (tcs'ti-kond), a. [L. testis, a tes

ticle, and conrfo, to hide] Iu zool. said of

an animal having the testicles

concealed, as the Cetaeea.

Testicular (tes-tik'uler), a.

Same as Tesliculate.

Testlculate, Testlculated

(tes-tik'ti-lat,tes-tik'u-lat-ed).

o. In bot. (o) ahaped like a

testicle. (6) Having two

tubers resembling testicles, as

some species of orchis.

Testlere(tes-ti-arO,n. [OFr.

teste, the head.] A defence

Testlculate Root °« plate-armour for the head

—orchis Morto. of a war-horse.

Testlf, to. [O Fr. , from teste,

the head.] Headstrong; self-willed; testy.

Chaucer.
Testificate (tes-tiri-kat), n. In Scot* taw. a

solemn written assertion, not on oath, for

merly used in Judicial procedure.

Testification (tes'ti-fl-ka"shon), ». (L- «"-

tijicatio. See Testify.] The act of testify

ing or giving testimony or evidence. *A

more direct service and testification of our

homage to God.' South.

Testificator (tes'ti-fl-kat-er). n. One who

testifies; one who gives witness or evidence.

Testlfier (tes'ti-fi-cr), n. One who testifies;

one who gives testimony or bears witness to ,

prove anything.

The authority of the testifier is founded upon his

ability and integrity. By. Pearson

Testify (tes'ti-fi), v.i. pre*. A pp. testified;
ppr. testifying. [O. Fr. testifier, from L. (<■«-

titicor— testis, a witness, and/ncio, to make.

Sec Testament.] 1. To mnke a solemn de

claration, verbal or written, to establish

some fact; to give testimony for the pur

pose of communicating to others a know

ledge of something not known to them.

Jesus . . . needed not that any should testify of

man, fot he knew what was in man. Jn ti. se.

2. In tatc, to make a solemn declaration

under oath, for the purpose of establishing

or making proof of some fact to a court ; to

give testimony in a cause depending before

a tribunal.
One witness shall not testify against any person to

cause him to die. Hum. xxxv. jo.
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3. To declare a charge; to bear witness: fol

lowed by against

O Israel, ... 1 will testify against thee. Ps. 1. 7

\ testified against them in the day wherein they

sold provisions. Nth. xiii. 15.

Testify (tes'ti-fi), v. t. 1 To affirm or declare

solemnly for the pxirpose of establishing a

fact; to bear witness to; to give evidence

for.

We speak that we do know, and testify th.it we

have seen, and ye receive not our witness.

Jn. iii. ir.

2 In laic, to affirm or declare under oath

before a tribunal, for the purpose of proving

waan fact. — 3. To publish and declare

freely.

Testifying both to the Jews, and also to the Greeks,

repentance toward God and faith toward our Lord

Jesus Christ. Acts xx. ax.

Testily (tes'ti-li), adv. In a teaty manner;

fretfully; peevishly; with petulance.

Testimonial (tes-ti-mo'ni-al), n. [O. Fr. tee-

timoniale, from L. testimonium. See TES

TIMONY.] 1. A writing or certificate in fav

our of some one'a character or good conduct;

a writing produced by any one as evidence

for himself or his pretensions ; a certificate

of one's qualifications, or of the worth or

genuineness of anything.

It is possible to have such testimonials of divine

authority as may be sufficient tn convince the more

reasonable part of mankind, and pray what is want

ing in the testimonies of Jesus Christ! T. Burnet.

2. A gift raised by subscription in acknow

ledgment of nn individual's services, or as

a token of respect for his worth, presented

to himself in the form of a sum of mouey,

piece of plate, his portrait, or the like, or

if done after death, taking the form of a

monument, benevolent endowment, and the

like.

The portrait was intended as a testimonial, 'ex

pressive of the eminent services of Mr. B. in promot

ing and securing the prosperity of the town."

li\ Collins.

The late lamented O'Connell . . . over whom a

grateful country has raised such a magnificent testi

monial. Thackeray.

Testimonial (tes-ti-mo'ni-al), a. Relating

to or containing testimony.

A clerk does not exhibit to the bishop letters mis

sive or testimonial testifying his good beha\ iour.

Ayliffe.

Testimonialize (tes-ti-mo'ui-al-iz), v.t. To

present with a testimonial. [New and col-

loq.]

People were testimonializing his wife. Thackeray.

Testimony (tes'ti-mo-ni), n. [L. testimoni

um, from tester, to give witness, from tcstin,

a witness ] 1. A solemn declaration or affir

mation made for the purpose of establish

ing or proving some fact; statement or

statements made in proof of something

Testimony, in judicial proceedings, may be

verbal or written, but must be under oath.

2. Statement or declaration of facts ; tenor

of statements made; representation; de

claration; as, these doctrines are supported

by the uniform testimony of the fathers;

the belief of past facts must depend on the

evidence of human testimony, or the testi

mony of historians —3. Act of bearing wit

ness; open attestation ; profession.

Thou ... for the testimony of truth hast borne

Universal reproach. Milton.

4. Witness; evidence; proof of some fact.
■To this I call my friends in testimony.'

Tennyson. — 5. Anything equivalent to a

declaration or protest; a manifestation.

Shake off the dust under your feet, for a testimony

against them. Mark vL ii.

6. In Scrip, (a) the two tables of the law.

Thou rimft put into the ark the testimony which I

shall give thee. Ex. xxv. i6.

(ft) Divine revelation generally: that which

is divinely revealed or communicated; the

Word of God; the Scriptures.

The testimony of the Lord is sure, making wise

the simple. Ps, xix. 7.

—Evidence, Testimony. See underEviUKNCE.

Testimony t (tea'ti-mo-ni), v. t. To witness.

Let him be but testimmiieJ in his own bringings

forth, and he shall appear a scholar, a statesman,

and a soldier, Shak.

Testiness (tes'ti-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being testy; fretfuluess; peevishness;

petulance.

Testiness is a disposition or aptness to be angry,

Locke.

Testing (test'ing). n. 1. The act of one who

tests, or the act of apply in™ a test; as,

(a) the act or operation of trying the strength

of anything, as a chain, a tube, a beam,

rafter, &c, in order to ascertain whether

it is sufficiently strong to answer the pur

pose for which It is intended, (b) In chem.

the act or operation of examining by re

agents to detect the presence of any ingredi

ent, (c) In metal, the operation of refining

large quantities of gold or silver by means

of lead in the vessel cnlled a test; cupella-

tion. In this process the extraneous matter

is vitrified, scorified, or destroyed, and the

metal left pure.

Testing-Clause (test'ing-klaz). n. In Scots

law, the clause in a formal written deed or

instrument by which it is authenticated

according to the forms of law. It consists

essentially of the name and designation of

the writer, the number of pages of which

the deed consists, the names and designa

tions of the witnesses, the name and designa

tion of the person who penned the deed,

and the date and place of signing.

Test-Object (test'ob-jekt), n. A minute ob

ject, generally organic, whereby a person is

enabled to prove the efficiency of a micro

scope, only microscopes of a certain power

being capable of showing such objects, or

of enabling their markings or peculiar struc

ture to be clearly seen. The muscular fibres

of the mammalia, portions of the eye of

fishes, scales of the wings of insects, and the

shells or frustules of the Diatomaccie, are

very generally employed. See Test- PLa tk.

Testont (tes'ton), n. [O.Fr. See Tester.]

A tester; a sixpence.

You cannot give him less than a shilling in con

science; for the book he had it out of cost him a

teston at least. B Jensen.

Testone, Testoon (tea-ton*), n. [It testone.

See Teston.] An Italian silver coin worth

about 1* id. ; also, a Portuguese coin worth

about Id. sterling.

Test-paper (test'pa-per), n. 1. In chem. a

paper impregnated with a chemical re

agent, as litmus, Ac. , and used for detecting

the presence of certain substances, whose

presence causes a reaction and a change in

the colour of the paper —2. In law, an in

strument admitted as a standard of com

parison for hand-writing. [I'nited States.]

Test -plate (test'pliit), n. A finely-ruled

glass plate used in testing the power and

defining quality of microscopes. Some of

these ruled plates have the almost incredible

number of 225,000 lines to the inch.

Test-pump (test/pump), «. A force-pump

for testing the strength of boilers, tubes,

and other hollow articles by hydraulic

pressure.

Testrilt (tes'tril), «. A sixpence. See

Tester.

Str Toby. Come on, there's a sixpence for you;

let "s have a song.

Sir Andrew. There's a testril of me, too. Shak.

Test-tube (test'tub\ n. 1. A tube or thin

cylinder of glass used in testing and analys

ing liquids.—2. A chlorometer.

Testudlnal(tes-tu'diu-al),a. [SeeTESTTDO.]

Pertaining to the tortoise, or resembling it.

Testudinaria (tes-tu'di -na"ri-a), n. [L. tes-

tudo, a tortoise.] A genus of Dioscoreacea;,

characterized by the cork-like covering or

bark of its rhizome, which is wholly above-

ground. In time the covering cracks deeply

and forms large protuberances, which some

what resemble the shells of tortoises. The

best known species, T. elephantipes, is

grown in greenhouses in this country,

where it is called elephant's-foot. In refer

ence to its unwieldy rootstock. It is a na

tive of the Cape of Good Hope, where it is

called Hottentots' bread, from the fleshy in

teriors of the rhizomes having been used as

food by the Hottentots.

Testudinarious (tes-tu'di-na"ri-us), o. Re

sembling a tortoise-shell in colour; covered

with red, black, and yellow patches, like a

tortoise-shell.

Testudinata (tes-tu'di-na"ta), n. pi. [See

Testxdo.J Another name for the order

Chelonin, comprehending the tortoises and

turtles.

Testudlnate, Testudinated (tes-tu'din-at,

tes-tu'diu-at-ed), a. [L. tesfudinatus, from

testudo, a tortoise.] Resembling the back

of a tortoise; constructed like the back of

a tortoise; arched; vaulted.

Testudlneous (tes-tu-din'e-us), a. [See

above.] Resembling the shell of a tortoise.

TestudlnldSB (tes-tii-din'i-de'), n.pl. The

land-tortoises, a family of cheloniitn reptiles

distinguished by their highly-arched cara

pace and short clubby feet. See Tortoise.

TestUdO (tes-tu'do), n. [b , a tortoise, hence

the warlike contrivance, from U$ta, a shell]

1. Among the ancient Romans a cover or

screen which a body of troops formed with

their oblong shields or targets, by holding

them over their heads when standing close

Roman Testudo. from Trajan's Pillar.

to each other. This cover somewhat re

sembled the hack of a tortoise, and served to

shelter the men from missiles thrown from

above. The name was also given to a struc

ture movable on wheels or rollers fur pro

tecting sappers. — 2. A shelter Bimilar in

sdinpe and design to the above employed as

defences for miners. At., when working in

ground or rock which is liable to cave in.—

3. In mcd. an encysted tumour, which bus

been supposed to resemble the shell of a

turtle. Called also Talpa. — i. In zool. the

land-tortoises, a genus of chelonian reptiles.

See Tortoise.— 5. In music, a musical in

strument ; a species of lyre : so called in

allusion to the lyre of Mercury, fabled to

have been made of the shell of the sea-tor

toise.

Testy (tes'ti), a. [O.Fr. tcstu, headstrong,

wilful, obstinate; Mod. Fr, tit*; (mid O.Fr.

teste. Mod. Fr. U:tc, the head ;< onip. E. heady.

See TESTER] Fretful; peevish; petulant;

easily irritated.

Must 1 stand and crouch under your testy humour T

Shak.

My lord tired of his quiet life, and grew weary and

then testy at those gentle bonds with which his wife

would have held him. Thackeray.

Tetanic (te-tan'ik), a. Pertaining to or de

noting tetanus; as, tetanic spasm.

Tetanic (te-tan'ik), n. In mcd. a remedy

which acts on the nerves, and through them

on the muscles, as mix vomica, strychnia,

brucina, Ac. If taken in over-doses tetanies

occasion convulsions and death.

Tetanoid (tet'an-oid), a. [Gr. tetanos, te

tanus, andtfido3,resemblance.] Resembling

tetanus.

Tetanus (tet'a-nus), n. [Gr. tetanos, te

tanus, also stretched, from teino, to stretch.

See THIN] Spasm with rigidity; a disease

characterized by a more or less violent

and rigid spasm of many or all of the

muscles of voluntary motion. The varie

ties of this disease are: (1) trismus, or

locked-jaw; (2) opisthotonos, where the body

is thrown back by spasmodic contractions

of the muscles; (3) emprosthotonos, where

the body is bent forwards; (4) pievrothoto-

nos, where the body is bent to one side.

These affections arise more frequently in

warm climates than in cold. They are occa

sioned either by exposure to cold, or by

some Irritation of the nerves in consequence

of local injury by puncture, incision, i»r

laceration; hence the distinction of tetanus

into idiopathic and traumatic. Lacerated

wounds of tendinous parts prove, in warm

climates, a never-failing source of these

complaints. In cold climates as well as

In warm locked-jaw (in which the spasms

are confined to the muscles of the jaw or

throat) frequently arises in consequence of

the amputation of a limb, or from lacerated

wounds. Tetanic affections which arise in

consequence of a wound or locnl injury

usually prove fatal. Tetanus is also (Until

guished, according to its inten-ity, into

acute and chronic. — Artificial tetanus, a

state of the system induced by certain pol-

sons, as strychnia, bruciua, or their salts, in

eh. cfiain; Ch, Sc. locA; g. go; j.joh; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, fAen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure—See KEY
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which the symptoms of intense tetanus are

exhibited.

Tetartohedral (te-tar'to-he"dral)> o. [Gr.

tetartos, fourth, and hedra, a base.] In

crystal, having one-fourth the number of

planes requisite to complete symmetry.

Tetartohedrally (t§-taVtd-he"dral-li), adv.

In a tetartohedral form or arrangement.

Tetartohedrism(te-tar'to-he"drizm)1n. In

crystal, the state or property of being modi-

fled tetartohedrally.

Tetarto-prismatic (te-Ulr't6-priz-mat"ik))

a. [Gr. tetartos, fourth,] In crystal, same

as Triclinic.

Tetaug (te-tagO. «• Same as Tautog.

TetCh,t n. Same as Tache. Jtomaunt of

the Rose.

Tetchiness, Tetchy (tech'i-nes, teeh'i). See

Techiness, Techy.

Tete (tat), n. [Fr., head. See Teste a.]

False hair; a kind of wig or cap of false

hair. ' Her wig or tete . . . thrown care

lessly upon her toilette." Rev. R. Graves.

Tete-a-tete (tat'a-tat), adv. [Fr.] Head

to head ; cheek by jowl ; face to face ; in

private; in close confabulation.

I-ong before the squire and dame

Have, te*te-ajtu, relieved their flame. Prior.

Lord Monmouth fell into the easy habit of dining1

in his private rooms, sometimes t/fe-a-tfte with Villi: -

becque. Disraeli.

Te'te-a-te'te (tat'a-tat), a. Head to head ;

private ; confidential ; with none present

but the parties concerned; as, a ttte-il-tUe

conversation.

T6te-a~Mte (tat'a-tat), n. 1. A private in

terview with no one present but the parties

concerned; a friendly or close conversation.

2. A kind of sofa for two persons so curved

that they are brought face to face while

sitting on different sides of the sofa.

Tete-dU-pont (tat-du-pohY n. [Ft.] In

fort, a work that defends the head or en

trance of a bridge nearest the enemy.

Tether (teTH'er).n. [Also tedder, O.K. tedir;

not in A. Sax., but in similar forms in the

cog. languages: Ieel. tjdthr, a tether, tftthra,

to tether; O.Fria. tieder, tiader, L.G. tider,

O.Sw. tiuther, a cord, band, tether; from

same root as to tie, Goth, tiuhan, to lead,

to hold.] A rope or chain by which a graz

ing animal is confined within certain limits.

Often used figuratively in sense of course in

which one may move until checked ; scope

allowed.

They had nearly run to the end of their tether.

Trotlepe.

Tether (teTH'er), v.t. To confine, as a graz

ing animal, with a rope or chain within

certain limits.

He that bounded thy power tethered thee shorter.

Bf>. Halt.

Tethya (te'this), n. [Gr. tethys, an oyBter, a

kind of ascidian. ] A genus of nudibranchiate

gasteropoda, inhabiting the Mediterranean,

and characterized by having two rows of

branchiae, resembling branching tufts along

the back, and a very large membranous and

fringed veil on the head, which shortens as

it curves under the mouth. On the base of

the veil are two compressed tentacula, from

whose margin projects a small conical point.

Tetra-. [Gr., from tettares, tessares, four,

equivalent to L. quadri-] A prefix in com

pounds, derived from the Greek, signifying

four, fourfold ; as, te(rachord, tetragon, te-

trarch.

Tetrabranchiata (tet'ra-brang-ki-a"ta), n.

pi. An order of Cephalopoda, comprising the

two families Nautilida? and Ammonitides.

Of this order the pearly nautilUB may be re-

Tetrabranclliata.

Pearly Nautilus [Nautilus pompilius}. The shell

cut open, showing the chambers, the septa, the

■■:. l.'r:- .■:, and the animal, a, Kespiratory funnel.

b. Branchiae (the mantle cut open to show them).

c. Arms or brachial tentacles, d. Hood, e. Eye.

m. Mantle. «, Shell-muscle, s. Si phuncle.

girded as the type, being the only living

member of the order, though its fossil re

presentatives (Orthoceras. Ammonites, Ac.)

are remarkably abundant. The character

istic features of the order are the external

many-chambered shell, the septa between

the chambers of which are perforated by

the tube, called a 'siphxincle;' branchial

four in number, arms numerous. See also

NAUTILUS.

Tetrabranchiate (tet-ra-brang'ki-at), a.

[Gr. tetra, four, and branchia, gills.] Hav

ing four gills; as, the tetrabranchiate ceph

alopoda.

Tetracaulodon (tet-ra-kal'o-don), n, [Gr.

prefix tetra, four, kaulos, a stalk, and odous,

a tooth. ] A fossil animal gf the miocene

period, by some regarded as a distinct spe

cies, akin to the mastodon, and so named

from its having four tusks, two short ones

in the lower jaw in addition to the long

ones of the upper jaw. Owen regards it

simply as an immature Mastodon giganteux.

Tetracerus (te-tras'e-rus), n. [Gr. prefix

tetra, four, and keras, a horn.] The ge

neric name of a curious species of Indian

antelope {T. quadricornis), whose trivial

name is a Latin repetition of the Greek

generic one, both being due to the fact that

it has four horns. The front pair of horns

are very short and placed just ahove the

eyes, the hinder much longer and occupy

ing the usual position on the head. The

females are hornless. The animal has the

habit of making lofty bounds. The height

of the adult is about 20 inches, and the col

our bright bay above and gray-white below.

Tetrachenium, Tetrachoenlum (te-tra-

ke'ni-um), it, [Gr. prefix tetra, four, and

achenium. See ACHENE. ] In hot a fruit

formed by the adhesion of four achenia.

Tetrachord (tet'ra-kord), n. [Gr. tetra-

ciiordon—tetra, four, and chorde, a chord.]

A scale series of four notes. The word in

its modern sense signifies a half of the

octave scale, as C to F and G to C—Con

junct tetrachords, tetrachords which over

lap, as C to F and F to B.—Disjunct tetra

chords, tetrachords which have a degree

between them, as C to F and G to C.

Tetrachotomous (tet-ra-kot'6-mus), a.

(Gr. tetrachds, in a fourfold manner, and

temnd, to cut or divide.] Having a division

by fours ; separated into four parts or

series, or into series of fours; as, a tetra

chotomous stem.

Tetracoccous. (tet-ra-kok'kus), o. [Gr.

prefix tetra, four, and kokkos, a berry. ]

In bot. having four cells elastically dehis

cing and separating.

Tetracolon (tet'ra-kodon). n. [Gr. prefix

tetra, four, and kolon, limb, member.] In

pros, a stanza or division of lyric poetry con

sisting of four verses.

Tetrad (tet'rad), n. [Gr. tetras, tetrados,

the number four. ] 1. The number four; a

collection of four things, —2. In chein. an

atom the equivalence of which is four, or

an element one atom of which is equiva

lent, in combination, to four atoms of

hydrogen.

Tetradactyl (tet'ra-dak-til), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and daktylm, a finger or toe.] An

animal having four toes on each foot; a

tetradactylous animal.

Tetradactylous (tet-ra-dak'til-us), a. Hav

ing four toes on each foot.

Tetradecapoda (tet'ra-de-kap"o-da), n. pi.

[Gr. prefix tetra, four, deka, ten. and pons,

podos, a foot.] The name given by Agassiz

to a division of malacostraeous crustaceans

from their having, typically, seven pairs of

feet in the adult. They are the Edrioph-

thalmata of other zoologists.

Tetradiapason (tet'ra-dI-a-p:V'zon), n.

[Gr. tetra, four, and diapason.] Quadruple

diapason or octave; a musical chord, other

wise called a quadruple eighth or twenty-

ninth.

Tetradic (tet-rad'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

a tetrad; tetratomic.

Tetradite (tet'ra-dit), n. [From Gr. tetras,

the number four.] One in some way having

relation to the number four; as, (a) one who

regarded fourasamystic number. (6) Among

the ancients, a child born in the fourth

month or on the fourth day of the month.

(c) Eccles. one of certain sects who held this

number in especial honour, as the Manichees,

who. thinking this the perfect number, be

lieved there were four persons in the God

head.

Tetradrachm, Tetradrachma ( tet ' ra -

dram, tet - ra - drak ' ma ), n. [ G r. tetra-

drachmon — tetra, four, and drachma, a

drachm.] In anc. coinage, a silver coin

worth Us. 3d. sterling, the drachma being

estimated at 9Jd.

Tetradymite (tet'ra-di-roit), n. [Gr. tetra-

dymos, fourfold, from its occurrence in quad

ruple crystals.] Same as Bornite. Brande.

Tetradymous (tet'ra-di-mus), o. [See

Tetradymtte. ] In bot. having four cells

or cases.

Tetradynamia (tet'ra-di-na"mi-a). n.

pi. [Gr. tetra, four,

and rfi/nom«,power,

strength.] The fif

teenth class of

plants in the Lin-

mean system, com

prehending those

plants which bear

hermaphrodite

dowers with six sta

mens, four of thera

longer than the

other two. It was

divided into two

\\S/^y/' orders — Siliculosa,

mugr/ °f which the com-

ttl\lEi>' mon garden -cress

Wfjr and shepherd's -

yj purse are examples.

i and Silfquosa, of

which the mustard

Wallflower. and cabbage are

examples. All the

plants of this class are now included in the

nat. order Cruciferaa.

Tetradynamiari, Tetradynamouu (tet'ra-

di-na"mi-an. tet-ra-din'a-mus), a. In bot.

having six stamens, whereof four long ones

are arranged in pairs opposite to each other,

and alternate with two isolated short ones.

Tetraedral (tet-ra-e'dral). See Tetra-

HEDRAL.

Tetraedron (tet-ra-e'dron). See Tetra

hedron.

Tetragon (tet'ra-gon), n. [Gr. tetragonon

—tetra, four, and gonia, an angle.] 1. In

geoin. a figure having four angles; a quad-

Tetragons.

i. Square. 2, Parallelogram or Oblong. 3. Rhombus.

4. Rhomboid. 5 and 6, Trapezium.

rangle, as a square, a rhombus. &c—2. In

astrol. an aspect of two planets with regard

to the earth when they are distant from

each other 90° or the fourth of a circle.

Tetragonal (te-trag'on-al), a. 1. Pertaining

to a tetragon; having four angles or sides.

Thus a square, a parallelogram, a rhombus,

and a trapezium are tetragonal figures.—

2. In bot having four prominent longitudinal

angles.—Tetragonal ovary, one that is four-

sided.— Tetragonal stem, one that has four

sides, as in Lamium purpureum, — 3. In

crystal, same as Dimetric.

Tetragonlacese (tet-ra-gd'ni-a"se-e). n pi.

[Gr. tetra, four, and gonia, an angle, in

allusion to the fruit being four-angled. ]

A nat. order of incomplete dicotyledons,

having the genus Tetragonia as its type.

The plants of this order have thick succu

lent leaves, are chiefly maritime, and for the

most part natives of tropical regions. T.

cxpansa is a native of New Zealand and

Japan, and is used by the natives of those

countries as a remedy for scorbutic com

plaints. The genera Aizoon, Sesuvium. and

Trianthema are also included in this order,

which is often combined with Ficoiderc.

Tetragonlsm t (tet-rag'on-izm), 7k [See

Tetragon.] The quadrature of the circle.

Tetragonolepis (tet-rag'o-nol"e-pis), n.

[Gr. tetra, four, gonia, an angle, and lepis,

a scale. Lit. four-cornered 6cale.] A re

markable and numerous genus of fossil

ganoid fishes, chiefiy from the lias strata

of Dorsetshire: so called from their large

square scales. They beloug to the Pycnodont

family.

Tetra gonolobus (tet-rag'o-nol"6-bus), n.

[Gr. tetra, four, gonia, an angle, and loboa,

a pod, from the legumes being furnished

with four wings or four angles.] A genus

of plants, nat. order Leguminossc, papilion

aceous division, allied to lotus, with which

many authors unite it. The species are na

tives of Europe, and consist of herbs with

broad leafy stipules, trifoliate leaves, and

flowers seated on axillary peduncles, fur

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abwne; 5*. Sc. tei/.
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Tetragyma—Paris

•fundriff/ta.

■t. The four styles.

nfshed with a bract They have a close

resemblance to bird's-foot trefoil, and in

gardens are well adapted for ornamenting

rock-work. T. purpurea*, or purple-winged

pea, is anative of the south of Europe. There

is 11 variety of this species the legumes of

which are cooked and eaten in southern

regions in the same manner as French beans.

Tetragonous (te-tra'gon-us), a. Same as

Tetragoiuil.

Tetragram (tet'ra-gram), n. [Gr. utra-

grammos, with four lines— terra, four, and

gramma, a line.] In geom. a figure formed

by four right lines.

Tetragrammaton (tet-ra-grara'iua-ton), n.

[Gr. tetra, four, and gramma, graminatos,

a letter.] Among several ancient nations,

the mystic number four, which was often

symbolized to represent the Deity, whose

name was expressed in several languages

by four letters, as in the Assyrian Adad,

Egyptian Amon, Persian Soru, Greek Wwf,

anil Latin Deus.

Tetragyn(tet'ra-jin), n. [Gr. tetra, four, and

gynf, a female. ] Id

oof. a monoelinous or

hermaphrodite plant

having four pistils.

Tetragynla (tet-ra-jin'-

i-aX n. [See above.]

An order of plants in

several of the classes

in the Linnsean system.

It comprehends those

plants which have four

pistils. The holly fur-

niches an example.

Tetragynian, Tetra-

gynous(tet-ra-jin'i-an,

tet-raj'in-us), a. In bot. having four carpels

or four Btyles.

Tetrahedral ( tet-ra-he'dral ), a. [See

Tetrahedron.] 1. Having or composed of

four sides.— 2. In crystal, (a) having the

form of the regular tetrahedron. (6) Per

taining or relating to a tetrahedron or the

system of forms to which the tetrahedron

belongs. — Tetrahedral angle, in geom. a

solid angle bounded or inclosed by four

plane angles. Written also Tetraedral.

Tetrahedrite (tet-ra-he'drit), n. [Gr.

Utra, four, and hedra, a base.] A name

given to a group of isomorphous minerals,

crystallizing in hemihedral forms of the

monometric or regular system, and con

sisting of mixtures of sulphur-salts. The

name is more specifically given to the min

eral otherwise called fahl-orc or fahl-erz,

large tetrahedral crystals of which, having

mostly a rough dull surface, are found in

the Cornish mines near St. Austel. More

brilliant crystals occur at Audreasberg in

the Hartz, Kremnitz in Hungary, Freiberg

in Saxony, Ac.

Tetrahedron (tet-ra-

he'dron), n, [Gr. tetra,

four, and hedra, a

base.] Ingeom. a figure

comprehended under

four equilateral and

equal triangles, or a

triangular pyramid

having four equal and

equilateral faces. 1 1

is one of the five regular Bolids. In crystal.

the tetrahedron is regarded as a secondary

form of the octahedron, from which it is

derived by cutting away the alternate angles

or edges. Written also Telraedron.

Tetranexahedral ( tet-ra-heks'a-he"dral ),

a. [Gr. tetra, four, and hexahr.dral.] Hav

ing the form of a tetrahexahedrou.

Tetrahexahedron (tet-ra-heks'a-he"dron),

n. [Or. tetra, four, and

hexahedron. ] A solid

bounded by twenty -four

equal faces, four corre

sponding to each face of

the cube. Called also

Tetrakishexahedron.

Tetralogy (te-tral'o-]i), n.

[ Gr. tetralogia — tetra,

four, and fojufl discourse. ] Tetrahexahedron.

The name given to a col

lection of four dramatic compositions, three

tragic and one satiric, which were exhibited

together on the Athenian Btage for the

prize at the festivals of Bacchus.

Tetralophodon (tet-ra-lof'o-donV n. [Gr.

tetra, four, to-phos, a ridge, and odous, odon-

Ujs, a tooth.] A sub-genus of mastodons,

based on the form of the molars, which have

four gap-like transverse ridges. The other

sub-genus is Trilophodon (which see).

Tetrahedron.

'1^«

Tetramera (te-trara'er-a), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and meros, a part] Latreille's name

for a section of coleopterous insects, dis

tinguished by

having all the

tarsi four-

jointed, as in

the Rhyucho-

phora.

Tetramerous

(te-tram'er-us),

a. Consisting

of or divided

into four

parts; charac

terized by hav

ing fourparts;

specifically,(a)

in bot. applied Tetramera.—i.tamtaanroeincta.

to a flower Or ?. Foot of Tetraopes. 3, Foot of

other complex Mcga*ceiis.

organ having

its parts in fours, (ft) In entom. of or per

taining to the Tetramera.

Tetrameter (te-tram'et-6r), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and metron, measure. ] In anc. prosody,

a verse consisting of four measures, that is,

in iambic, trochaic, and anapaestic verse,

of eight feet; in other kinds of verse, of four

feet

Tetrameter (te-tram'et-er), a. Having

four metres. ' The Latin tetrameter iambic '

Tyrwhitt.

Tetramorph (tet'ra-morf), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and morphi. shape.] In Christian art,

the union of the four attributes of the evan

gelists in one figure, winged, and standing

on winged fiery wheels, the wings being

covered with eyes. It is the type of unpar

alleled velocity. Fairholt.

Tetrander (te-tran'der), n. [Gr. tetra, four,

and aner, atutros, a male.] In bot. a mono

elinous or hermaphrodite plant, having four

stamens.

TetraJXdlia(te-tran'dri-a),n.»i. [See above.]

The fourth class of plants in the Linnxan

Tetrandrta—Ludwigia fussieuoidts.

system, comprehending such as have four

stamens. The orders belonging to this class

are Monogynia, Digynia, and Tetragynia.

The teasel, dodder, and pond-weed furnish

examples.

Tetrandrian, Tetrandrous (te-tran'dri-an,

te-tran'drus). a. In bot. belonging to the

class Tetrandria ; monoelinous or herma

phrodite, and having four stamens.

Tetrant (tet'rant), n. [Gr. prefix tetra,

four] One of the four equal parts into

which the area of a circle is divided by two

diameters drawn at right angles to each

other. Weale. [Rare]

Tetranthera (te-tran'ther-a), n. [Prefix

tetra, four, and anther.] A large genus of

trees, chiefly natives of the tropics and warm

parts of the eastern hemisphere, nat. order

Lauraceoe. They have evergreen feather-

veined leaves aud Btnall heads of numerous

flowers. T. Iioxburghii or laurifolia is a

native of the mountains of India and China.

The fruit yields a kind of greasy exudation,

from which the Chinese make candles of a

bad quality, and which serves as a basis for

salves.

Tetrao (te-tra'6),n. [L., a grouse] The name

given by Linmcus to on extensive genus of

gallinaceous birds, characterized by a naked

and most generally red band, which occu

pies the place of the eyebrow. It includes

all the various species of grouse, the fran-

colins, partridges, aud quails. The genus

Tetrao, as now restricted, includes only

those members of the family Tetraonidte

which have the toes covered with horny

plates, and only rudimentary feathers on

the feet The species are natives of northern

and temperate regions. See Grouse.

Tetraodon (te-tra'6-don), n. Same as Tet-

rodon (which see).

Tetraonid (te-tra'6-nid), a. Of or pertain

ing to the Tetraonidte.

Tetraonid (te-tra'd-nid), n. One of the Tet-

raonidze.

Tetraonldse (tet-ra-on'i-de),n.;>J. The grouse

family, a family of birds belonging to the

sub-order Gallinaceae or Clamatores, of the

order Rasores, distinguished by a naked

band, often of a red colour, in place of an

eyebrow. It comprises the various species

of grouse (Tetrao), the ruffed grouse (Bo-

nasa), the cock of the plains (Centrocerus),

and the ptarmigans (Lagopus).

Tetrapetalous (tet-ra-pet'al-us), a. [Gr.

tetra, four, and petalon, a leaf. ] In bot. con

taining four distinct petals or flower leaves;

as, a tetrapetalous corolla.

Tetrapharmacon, Tetrapnarmacum

(tet-ra-for'ma-kon, tet-ra-far'ma-kum), n.

[Gr. utra, four, and pharmakon, a drug, a

remedy.] A combination of wax, resin, lard,

and pitch, composing an ointment

Tetraphyllous (te-traf'il-lus), a. (Gr. tetra,

four, and phyllon, a leaf.} In bot. having

four leaves; consisting of four distinct

leaves or leaflets.

Tetrapla (tet'ra-pla), n. [Gr. utraploo*,

fourfold.] The name given to on edition

of the Bible, arranged by Origen in four

columns, containing fourGreek versions, viz.

the Septuagint, that of A quila, that of Sym-

machus, and that of Theodosian ; also, a

version in four languages.

Tetrapneumonlan (tet'ra-nu-m6"ni-an ).

n. [Gr. Utra, four, and pneumon, a lung ]

One of a section of spiders (Araneldae), com

prehending those which have four pulmon

ary sacs.

Tetrapod (tet'ra-pod), n. [Gr. tetra, four,

and pons, podos, a foot. ] A four-footed ani

mal; especially an insect having only four

perfect legs, as certain Lepidoptera.

Tetrapodlchnlte (tet'ra-pod-ik"uit),tt. [Gr.

Utra, four, pous, podos, a foot, ana ichnos,

a footprint] In geol. the footprint of a four-

footed animal, as a saurian reptile, left on a

rock. See Ichnite.

Tetrapody (te-trap'o-di), n. [Gr. tetra, four,

and pous, podos, & foot] A series of 4 feet;

a measure or distance of 4 feet [Rare.]

Tetrapteran (te-trap'ter-an), n. [Gr. Utra,

four, and pteron, a wing.] An insect which

has four wings.

Tetrapterous (te-trnp'ter-us), a. [See Tet

rapteran ] Having four wings.

TetrapteniS (te-trap'ter-us), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and pteron, a wing or fin.] 1. A genus

of ocanthopterygious fishes, nearly allied to

the Xiphias or sword-fish. They inhabit

the Mediterranean. —2. A genus of fossil

Ashes peculiar to the chalk formation, and

characterized by the close apposition of their

pectoral and ventral fins.

Tetraptote (tet'rap-tot), n. [Gr. Utra, four,

and ptosis, a case in grammar, lit a falling,

fn mii pipto, 1 <> fall.] In gram, a noun that

has four cases only.

TetraquetrouB (te-trak'we-trus). a. [Gr.

Utra, four, andL. guadra tu#,four-coniered.]

In bot. having four very sharp and almost

winged corners.

Tetrarch (te'triirk or tet'rark), ». [Gr. te-

trarches—Utra, four, and arcJie, rule] A

Romau governor of the fourth part of a pro

vince ; a subordinate prince ; hence, any

petty king or sovereign. Lu. lii. 1.

Tetrarch t (tfi'trark or tet'rark), a. Four

principal or chief. 'Tetrarch elements.'

Fuller. [Rare.]

Tetrarchate (tc'trark-at or tet-rar'kat), n.

The district under a Roman tetrarch, or the

office or jurisdiction of a tetrarch.

Tetrarchical (tet-rar'kik-al), a. Pertaining

to a tetrarch or tetrarchy.

Tetrarchy (tet'rar'ki), n. Same as Tet

rarchate (which see).

Tetrasepalous (tet-ra-sep'al-us), a. [Gr.

tetra. four, and E. sepal, the leaf of a calyx.]

In bot. applied to a calyx which is composed

of four sepals.

Tetraspaston(tet-ra-spas'ton),n. [Gr. Utra,

four, and spa6, to pulL] A machine in which

four pulleys all act together. [Rare.]

TetraspermouB (tet-ra-sper'musX a. [Gr.

tetra, four, andsperma, seed.] In oof. having

four seeds—A tetraspermous plant is one

which produces four seeds in each flower.

Tetraspore (tet'ra-spor), n. [Gr. Utra, four,

and E. spore.] In bot. among the alga? a col

lection of spores. Usually there are four,

ch, eaain; fill, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sinjj; TU, (Aen; th, (A in; , wig; wh, tr/rig; zh, azure. — See KEY.
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Tetrastyle Temple-

l-'ortuiia \ in. i'.-.

whence the name; but sometimes we find

only three, and at other times as many as

eight or ten, in which latter case the tet-

raspore is sometimes said to be compound.

Tetrasporic(tot'ra-spor-ik), a. la bot. com

posed of tetraspores.

Tetrastic, Tetrastich (te-tras'tik), n. [Gr.

tetraxtichos —tetra, four, and stichos, verse.]

A Btanza, epigram, or poem consisting of

four verses.

Tetrastichous (te-tras'tik-us), o. In bot.

having a four-cornered spike.

TetrastOOn (te-tras'to-ou), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, and stoa, a por

tico] In arch, a court

yard with porticoes or

open colonnades on

each of its four sides.

Britton.

Tetrastyle(tet'ra-8tii),

a. aud ft, [Gr. tetra,

four, and stylos, col

umn.] In anc, arch.

having or consisting of

four columns ; having

a portico consisting of

four columns, as in the

temple of Fortuna

Virilis at Rome.

Tetrasyllable,Tetra-

syllabical (tet'ra-sil-

lab"ik, tet'ra-sil-lab"-

ik-al), a. Consisting of

four syllables.

Tetrasyllable (tet'ra-

sil-la-bl), n. [Gr. tetra,

four, aud syllabi, syllable.] A word con

sisting of four syllables.

Tetrathecal (tet-ra-the'kal), a. In bot. ap

plied to plants which have four loculaments

or cavities in the ovary.

Tetrathionic(tet'ra-thi-on"ik),<i. [Gr. tetra,

four, and Uieion, sulphur.] Appellative of an

unstable acid of sulphur containing oxygen

aud hydrogen (SsOgH2). at one time com

monly used to tone photographic prints,

but now disused.

Tetratomic (tet-ra-tom'ik), a. Same as

Tetradic.

Tetric,t Tetricalt (tet'rik. tet'rik-al). a |L.

tetricus, from teter, offensive, foul] Fro-

ward ; perverse ; harsh ; sour ; rugged.

Knolles.

Tetricalness i (tet'rik-al-nes), u The state

or quality of being tetric; frowordness; per-

verseneas. Bp. Gatulen.

Tetricityt (tet-ria'i-ti), n. Crabbedness;

perverseness; tetricalness.

Tetricous t (tet'rik-usV a. Tetric.

TetrodOtt (tet'ro-dou), n. [Gr. tetra, four,

and odous, a tooth] A genus of teleostean

fishes of the order Flectognnthi and family

Gymnodontes, distinguished by the posses

sion of four large teeth, the jaws being each

divided by a central suture. They have the

power of inflating the body with wind, which

causes them to float on the surface of the

water, and gives them an almost spherical

form. These fishes are confined to the seas

of warm climates. Written also Tetraodon.

See Globb-fish.

Tetryl (tet'ril), n. (04Ha). The hypothe

tical radicle of the fourth alcohol of the

OH3» + i series. In the free state it con

tains CBH13, having been first isolated by

Kolbe, who obtained it by electrolysis of

valerianic acid. Culled also Butyl.

Tetrylamine (te-tril'a-min), n. (Cj Hn N=

N . Hi-C^Hf.) A colourless transparent liquid

having a strongly ammoniacal and some

what aromatic odour, and producing dense

white fumes with hydrochloric acid. It is

produced by the action of potash on cyanate

orcyauurate of tetryl. Called also Butyla-

mine.

Tetrylene (tet'ri-len), n. {C4H8.) Oil-gas;

a gaseous hydrocarbon of the olenne series,

first obtained by the distillation of oiL See

Coal-gas.

Tetter (tet'ter), n. [A Rax tetr, G. titter,

tetter ; connections doubtful ; comp. Fr.

dartre, Skr. dardra, tetter.] 1. A vague

name of several cutaneous diseases, as

herpes, impetigo, drc.

A most instant tetter bark'd about.

Most Luar-likc, with viie and loathsome crust.

All iny smooth body. Sftak.

1. A cutaneous disease of animals which

spreads on the body in different directions.

and occasions a troublesome itching. It

may be communicated to man.

Tetter (tet'ter). ».(. To affect with the dis

ease called tetter. 'Those measles, which

we disdain should tetter us.' Shak.

Tetterous (tet'ter- us), a. Having the char

acter of tetter. 'A tetterous eruption.'

Quinsy,

Tetter-totter (tet'ter-tot-ter), n. [From

tiller, teeter, and totter.] A balancing play

of children; see-saw. Called also Titter-

cum-totter. [Provincial English.]

Tettigonia (tet-ti-go'ni-a), n. [Gr. tettix,

tettiyos, a kind of grasshopper, a cicada, and

gOnia, a corner.] A genus of hemipterous

insects, known by the name of leaf -hoppers.

T. vitis, destructive in vineyards, is found

in Europe and in the I'nited States.

Tettigoniadse ( tet-ti-go'ni-a-de). n. pi. Leaf-

hoppers, a family of hemipterous insects,

of which the genus Tettigonia is the type.

See Tettigonia.

Tettisht (tet'ish), a. [From Fr. ttte, a head.

See Testy.] Captious; testy. ' He is the most

tettish knave.' Beau, <t- FL See TEATtSH.

Tettyt (tet'i), a. [See TETTISH] Tetchy;

peevish; irritable. ' So cholerick and letty.

that no man may speak with them.' Button

Teucrium (tu'kri-um), ft, [From Teucer,

father-in-law of Dardanus, king of Troy-

certain healing virtues of the plant having,

it is said, been discovered by him.] A genus

of plants belonging to the Labiatas. There

are three British species, T. Chanuxdrys,

the common germander; T. Scordium, the

water germander; and '/'. Scorodonia, the

wood germander or wood sage.

Teuthidse, Teuthidans (tu'thi-de, tu'thi-

danz), h, pi [Gr. ieuthis, ieuthidos, a cuttle

fish.] A family of decapodous cephalopoda

comprising the calaniaries or squids. The

species are characterized by the possession

of an elongated body with lateral fins. The

shell, called the gladius or pen, is internal

and elongated, homy, and consists of a

median shaft and of two lateral wings.

The common calamary or pen-fish (Loligo

vulgaris), abundant on our coasts, is an

example.

Teatlose (tiit'los), ft, [Gr. teutlon, beet] A

kind of sugar, resembling glucose, said to

exist in the juice of beet.

Teuton (tu'ton). ft, [L Teutones, the Teu

tons, a latinized form of the native name

See DUTCH.] Originally, the name given to

members of an ancient German tribe first

heard of 320 B.C. ; ultimately applied to the

Germanic peoples of Europe in general, and

at present often used to include Germans.

Dutch. Scandinavians, and those of Anglo

Saxon descent, as when we speak of Teutons

as opposed to Celts.

Teutonic (ttt-ton'ik), a. Of or belonging to

the Teutons; of or belonging to the peoples

of Germanic origin; in the widest sense, per

taining to the Scandinavians, and to the peo

ples of Anglo-Saxon origin, as well as to Ger

man races proper. —Teutonic nations, the

different nations of the Teutonic race. These

are divided into three branches:—(1) The

High Germans, including the Teutonic in

habitants of Upper and Middle Germany;

those of Switzerland and the greater part

of the Germans of Hungary. (2) The Saxon

or Low German branch, including the Fris

ians, the Low Germans, the Dutch, the

Flemings, and the English descended from

the Jutes, Angles, and Saxons, who settled

in Britain. (3) The Scandinavian branch, In

cluding the Icelanders, the Norwegians, the

Danes, and the Swedes. — Teutonic Ian

guages, a tribe of tongues, belonging to the

great Aryan or Indo-European family, which

has been divided into three great Bections.

viz. : (1) Mceso-Gothic, the language used by

I'lphilas iu his translation of the Scripture*

made iu the fourth century for the Goths of

Mcesia. (2) German, subdivided into Low

German and High German. The Low Ger

man tribe of tongues are the Anglo-Saxon

or English, Old Saxon , Platt-Dcutsch or Low-

German proper, Frisian, Dutch,and Flemish

The High German has been divided into

three periods, Old High German, Middle

High German, and modern German. The

Scandinavian comprises Icelandic or Old

Norse, the Modern or pre

sent Norse, Danish, and

Swedish. — Teutonic cross,

in her. a name Bornetimes

given to a cross potent,

from its having been the

original badge assigned by

the emperor Henry VI. to

the kiiL-li i - of the Teutonic

order. — Teutonic order, a

military religious order of knights, estab

lished toward the close of the twelfth cen

1 1 n y , i 1 1 imitation of the Templars and Hospi

Teutonic Cross.

tollers. It was composed chiefly of Teutons

or Germans who marched to the Holy Land

in the Crusades, and was established in that

country for charitable purposes. At a later

period the conquests of the order raised it

to the rank of a sovereign power. It began

to decline iu the fifteenth century, and was

finally aliolished by Napoleon in 1S09.

Teutonic (tu-tou'ik).H. The language or lan

guages collectively of the Teutons. See the

adjective.

Teutonicism (tu-ton'i-sizm), n. A Teutonic

idiom or mode of expression; a Germanism.

Teutonize (td-ton-Iz'), v.t. To make Teu

tonic or German; to render conformable to

German idiom or analogies. Also as v.i., to

conform to German customs, idioms, Ac

Tew (tu), v.t. [A. Sax. taieian, to taw, to

work, to prepare, to beat As to meaning

4, see Tow.] 1. To work; to prepare by-

working; to be actively employed about; to

fatigue. [Provincial English.]—2. t To pull or

tease; to tumble over. Beau. d> FL--Z. To

beat or press, as leather, hemp, and the

like; to taw.—4.t To tow, as a ship or boaL

Drayton.

Tewt (tu), v.i To labour.

Tew (tu), n. [A. Sax. tawa, instruments,

tools. See also Tow.] 1. Materials for any

thing. — 2. An iron chain; a rope or chain

by which vessels were drawn along.

Tewel (tu'el), ft, [O.Fr. tuiel, tueii. Mod. Fr

tuyau, a pipe.] 1. A pipe ; a funnel, as for

smoke. Chaucer; E. 11. KnighL—'L Same

as Tuyere (which see).

Tewing-beetle ( tu'ing-be-tl ), n. A spade-

shaped insUumeut for tewmg or beating

hemp.

Tewtawt (tu'ta), v.t. [See TEW and TAW.]

To beat; to break, as hemp. See Tew.

Text (tekst), n. [Fr. texte, a text, the text

of a sermon, from L. textus, a tissue, a text,

from texo, textum, to weave, whence also

texture, textile, and (through the French)

tuuue. Subtile is also from stem of texo. ]

1. A discourse or composition on which a

note or commentary is written; the original

words of an author, in distinction from a

paraphrase or commentary; as, the text or

original of the Scripture, in relation to

the comments upon it ; infinite ]>aius have

been taken to ascertain and establish the

genuine original text. ' Vourexpo&itiou on

the holy text ' Shak. — 2. A verse or passage

of Scripture, especially one selected as the

theme or subject of a sermon or discourse.

' The parson made it his text.' Tennyson.

How oft, when Paul has served us with a text.

Has IZpictctus, Piata, Tully prcach'd. Ctnvfer.

Hence — 3. Any subject chosen to enlarge

and comment on; a topic.

No more; the text is foolish. Shak.

God takes * text, and preacheth Patience.

G. Herbert.

The maiden aunt

Took this fair day for text, and from it prcach'd

An universal culture for the crowd, Tennyson.

4. A particular kind of handwriting of & Urge

size; also, a particular kind of letter or

character; as, German text; large text;

small text. ' As fair as a text II in a copy

book.' Shak.

Textt (tekst), v.t. To write in large charac

ters, as in text-hand.

Indifferent judges might condemn me for

A most maliuous slanderer, nay text it

Upon my forehead. Sean. &• Fl.

Text-DOOk (teksfhuk), n. 1. A book con

taining a text or texts; as, (a) a book with

wide spaces between the lines of text for

notes or comments, (b) A book containing

a selection of passages of Scripture arranged

for easy reference.—2. A book used by stu

dents as a standard book for a particular

branch of study; a manual of instruction; a

book which forms the basis of lectures or

comments.

Text-hand (tekst'hand), n. A large hand in

writing; so called because it was the prac

tice to write the text of a book In a large

hand, and the notes In a smaller hand.

Textile (teks'til), a. [L. textilis, from texo.

to weave. See TEXT ] Woven or capable

of being woven ; formed by weaving ; as,

textile fabrics; textile materials, such as

wool. flax, silk, cotton.

Textile (teks'til). n. That which is or may

be woven; a fabric made by weaving. 'The

warp and woof of textiles.' Bacon.

Text-man (tekst'man), n. A man ready in

the quotation of texts. IRare.]

Men's daily occasions require the doing of a thou

sand things, which it woulu puxzlc the best textman

readily to bethink himself of a seatence in the Bibic

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; V, Sc. tey.
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clear enough to satisfy a scrupulous conscience of

the nature of. Bfi. Sanderson.

Textorlal (teks-to'ri-al), a. [See Textile]

Pertaining to weaving. ' The tectorial arts.'

T. Warton.

Text-pen (tekst'peu), n, A kind of metallic

pen used in engrossing.

Textrine (tekst'riu), a. rertaining to weav

ing; textorial ; as, the textrine art. Dcr-

ham.

Textual (teks'tu-al), a. 1. Fertaining to or

contained in the text; as, textual criticism;

a textual reading. Milton; Waterland.—

2. Serving for or depending on texts; textu-

ary. Bp. Hall.

Textualist (teks'tu-al-ist), n. 1. One who

is well versed in the Scriptures, and can

readily quote texts.

How nimble textualiits and grammarians for the
: ' .. .■ . . the rabbins are, their comment* can witness.

Lt^hf/oot.

> 2. One who adheres strictly to the text.

Textually (teks'tu-al -liX adv. In a textual

manner; in accordance with the text; placed

in the text or body of a work.

Textuary (teka'tu-a-ri), n. Same as Textu

alist. Milton.

Textuary (teks'tu-a-ri). a. 1. Textual; con

tained in the text.— 2. Serving as a text;

authoritative.

1 see no ground why his reason should l>e textuary

to ours, or that God intended him an universal head

ship. Glanville.

Textuelt (teks'tu-el), a. Keady at citing

texts Chaucer.

Textulat (teks'tu-ist), n. One ready in the

quotation of texts; a textman.

1 remember the little that our Saviour could pre

vail about i his doctrine of charity against the crabbed

tcxtuists of lus tinic. % Milton.

Texture (teks'tur), n. [L. tcxtura, from texo,

textum, to weave. See TEXT.] 1. The act

or the art of weaving. ' Before the inven

tion of texture' Sir t. Browne.— % A web;

that which is woven; a fabric formed by

weaving.

Others, far on the grassy dale.

Their humble texture weave. Thornton.

3. The disposition or connection of threads,

filaments, or other slender bodies inter

woven; the manner of weaving with respect

either to form or matter; as, the texture of

cloth or of a spider's web.

His high throne; which, under state

Of richest texture spread, at the upper end

Was placed in regal lustre. Mitton.

4. The disposition of the several elementary

constituent parts of any body In connection

with each other; or the manner in which

the constituent parts are united; as, the

texture of earthy substances or fossils ; the

texture of paper, of a hat, or skin ; a loose

texture; or a close compact texture.— Tex

ture of rocks, the mode of aggregation of the

mineral substances of which rocks are com

posed. It relates to the arrangement of

their parts viewed on a smaller scale than

that of their structure. (See structure.)

The texture of rocks may be compact.earthy,

granuhu'.crystalliue, scaly, lamellar, fibrous,

slaty, porphyritic, amygdaloid, «fec. — 5. In

anat. the particular arrangement of the

elements of the tissues which constitute an

organ.

Texture (teks'tur), v.t. To form a texture

of or with; to interweave, [Rare]

Texturyt ( teks'tu-ri ), n. The art or pro

cess of weaving. Sir T. Browne.

Teyne,t n. [L. tornia, a band.] A thin plate

of metal. * A.teyne of silver.' Chaucer.

THack ( thak ), n. [Older form of thatch.)

Thatch. [Old and provincial English and

Scotch.]— Under thack and raj*, under

thatch and rope: said of stacks in the harrr

yard when they are thatched in for ttie win

ter, the thatch being secured witli straw-

ropes ; hence, Jig. snug and comfortable.

(Scotch.]

Thack (thak), v. t. To thatch. [Obsolete or

Scotch.)

Thacket (thak), v.t. To thump; to thwack.

Chaucer.

Thacker (thak'er), n. Athatcher. [Obsolete

or Scotch.]

Thae (THaj, pron. These. [Scotch]

Tnairm (tharm), «. [See Tharm. 1 Small

gut ; catgut ; a fiddle-string. Sir W. Scott.

I scotch.]

Thai it mifera (thal-n-mif'cr-a), n. pi. [L

thalamus (Or. thalamos), a bed, and fero,

to bear.] In arch, the name given to sculp

tured kueeling figures supporting inscribed

tablets.

Thalamiflorse (thal'a-mi -fl6"re), n. pi. [L.

thalamus, thalami, a sleeping-room, a bed

chamber, and flos, florin, a flower. ] A class of

exogenous or dicotyledonous plants in which

Thalamiflora?.

i. Clematis. s. Chelidcniutn ma/us. 3. Geran

ium, a, Pistilla ; b. Stamina placed on the receptacle,

and under the piatilla; c, Receptacle; d, Calyx;

e. Petals.

the petals are distinct aud inserted with

the stamens on the thalamus or receptacle.

Tnalaminoral (thal'a-mi-flo"ral), a. In bot.

having the stamens arising immediately

from the thalamus ; belonging to the Thala

mi flora?.

Tlialamium (tha -lft'mi-inn), n. [Or. thala

mus, a bed. ] In but- a name given to several

cavities connected with reproduction; as,

(a) the hollow case containing spores in

algals. (6) A form of hymenium of fungaU.

S> The disc or lamina prolifera of licheus.

alamus (thal'a-mus), u. [Gr. thalamos,

a bed.] 1. In atiat. the place at which a

nerve originates, or has been considered to

originate ; specifically, one of two rounded

and irregular surfaces in the two lateral

ventricles of the brain, and in the third

ventricle, from which the optic nerves were

formerly thought to proceed. — 2. In bot.

(a) same as Thallus. (6) The apex of the

peduncle, sometimes dilated, to which the

floral organs are attached; torus.

Tlialarctos, Thalassarctos ( tha-lark'tos,

thal-as-ark'tos), n. [Gr. thalassa, the sea,

and arktos, a bear.] A genus of bears ac

cording to some naturalists-, including the

polar bear.

Thalassema (tha las-se'ma), n. [From Gr.

thalassa, the sea. ] The name given by Cuvier

to a genus of footless echinoderms, nat

order Sipunculoidea, having the body oval

or oblong, with the proboscis in form of a

reflectedlamina or spoon, but not forked.

ThalassiCOllida (tha-las'si-kol"li-da), n. pi.

[Gr. thalassa, the sea, kolla, glue, and eidos,

resemblance.] A family of Protozoa, order

Radiolatla, defined by Huxley as Rhizopoda

provided witli structureless cysts contain

ing cellular elements and sarcode, and sur

rounded by a layer of sarcoile, giving off

pseudopodia. which commonly stand out

like rays, but may and do run into one an

other, and so form net-works.

Thalassidroma (thal-as-sid'ro-ma), n. [Gr.

thalassa, the sea, i»nd dromos, the act of

running ] The generic name of the petrels.

See Petrel.

Tnalassinian (thal-as-shYi-an), n. A mem

ber of the family Thalassinido?.

Thalasalnldse ( thal-as-sin'i-de), n. pi. A

family of burrowing mncrurous decapods,

remarkable for the extreme elongation of

their abdomen and the small degree of con

sistence of their integuments.

Thalassiophyte (tha-la&'si 6-fit), «. [Gr.

thalassios, belonging to the sea, and phyton,

a plant.] A sea-plant; a general term ap

plied to the vegetable productions of the

ocean, of its

rocks, and of its

shores; an algal.

Thalassometer

(thal-as-som'et-

er), n. [Gr. tlta-

lassa, the sea,

and metrvn, a

measure. ] A

tide-gauge

Thaler (taler),

n. [G. See Dol

lar. ] A Ger

man coin, value

about &*. ster

ling.

Thalia (tha-li'a),

?t. [Gr. Thaleia,

from thallo, to

flourish, to

bloom.] In Greet

myth, the Muse

of comedy and

the patroness of

pastoral and

comic poetry.

She is generally

represented with a comic mask, a shepherd's

staff, or a wreath of ivy.

Thalia.—Antique statue in the

Vatican.

Thalian (tha-li'an), a. Relating to Thalia,

the Muse of pastoral aud comic poetry ;

comic.

Thallctrum (tha-lik'trum), n, [Gr. thalik-

tron, meadow-rue, from thalM, to bloom—

in allusion to the bright colour of the young

shoots.] A genus of plants belonging to

the nat. order Rannneulacea?, distinguished

by the absence of petals and of appendages

to the fruit. The species have usually a

fetid smell like rue, and hence are called

Meadow-ruts. See MEAlxvw-ltt'E.

ThalliC, Thallious (thal'lik, tharll-iu), a.

In chem. of, pertaining to, or containing

thallium; as, thallie&cla; thallious salts.

Thalllne (thal'in), a. In bot. pertaining to

a thallus ; of the character of a thallus.

Thallite (thal'llt), ft. [Or. thallos, a green

twig] In mineral, a substance variously

denominated by different authors. It is

the epidote of Hatiy. the delphinite of Snus-

sure, and the pistacite of Werner. It occurs

both crystallized and in masses.

Thallium (thallium), n. [Gr. thaUos, a

young green shoot—from the green line it

gives in the spectrum, aud which led to its

discovery.] Sym. Tl. At wt. 204; sp. gr. 11 U

A metal discovered by Crookes in 18C1 iu the

seleniferoiis deposit from a sulphuric acid

manufactory in the Harts. In its physical

properties it resembles lead, being slightly

heavier. It is very soft, fuses under a red

heat, and is soluble in the ordinary mineral

acids. With oxvgen it forms two com

pounds, TIjO and TUOu

TTm1i1um-glasB(thaVli-um-g!as), n. A glass

of great density and refracting power, in

the preparation of which thallium is used

instead of lead or potassium.

Thallogen, Thallophyte (thal'16-jen, thal'-

16-fit), 11. TGr. thallus, a young shoot, a

■prout, a frond, and root gen. to produce,

phyton, a plant] A name given to a stem-

less plant consisting only of expansions of

cellular tissue. Thallogens have no true

vascular system, but are composed of cells

of various sizes, which sometimes assume

an elongated tubular form, as in Chara.

The cells are sometimes united in one or

several rows, forming simple filaments, as

in Conferva?; or branched and interlaced

filaments, as in some fungi; or membranous

expansions, as in lichens and sea-weeds.

The term includes all the Cryptoganiia with

the exception of ferns and mosses.

Thallogenous (thai loj'en-us), a. In bot. of

or belonging to the thallogens.

Thallus (thattua), n. [Or. thallos, a young

Lichen—Parmelia fityiea. t. Thallus. <i, Apothecia,

shoot, a sprout, a frond.] In bot. a solid

mass of cells, or cellular tissue without

woody fibre. consisting of one or more layers,

usually in the form of a flat stratum or ex

pansion, or in the form of a lobe, leaf, or

frond, and funning the substance of the

thallogens.

Thames (temz). ». The river on which Lou-

dou stands. — He'll never set the Thames on

tire, said to be a corruption of he'll never

'set the tcmse on fire. See TEMSK.

Thammuz ( tham'muz), n. [Heb.] 1. The

tenth montn of the Jewish civil year, con

taining twenty-nine days, and answering to

a part of June and a part of July.— 2. A

Syrian deity for whom the Hebrew idola

tresses were accustomed to hold an annual

feast or lamentation, commencing with the

new moon of July: same as the Phoenician

Adon or Adonis. His death happened on

the banks of the river Adonis, and in sum

mer time the waters were said always to

become reddened with his blood.

Thammuz came next behind.

Whose annual wound on Lebanon allured

The Syrian damsels to lament his fate

In amorous ditties all a summer's day ;

While smooth Adonis from his native rock.

Ran purple to the sea, supposed witli blood

Of Tnammtt* yearly wounded. Milton.

Thamnlum (tham'ni-um), «. [Gr. thamnos,

a bush.] In bot. the branched bush-like

thallus of lichens.

oh. chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; 3, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; tu, tAen; th, thin; w, u>ig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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ThamnopMle (tham'no-fll), n. [Gr. Viam-

nos. a bush, and phited, to love.] A mem

ber of the sub-family Thaninophilina?, or

bush-shrikes. See Thamnophilin^k.

ThamnophilinsB (tham'nS-fl-li"ne), n. pi.

The bush-shrikes, a subfamily of dentiros-

tral passerine birds, family Loniidro or

shrikes. See SHRIKE.

Than (THan), conj. [A Sax. thcnnc, thanne,

thonne, than, then, the latter being the ori

ginal meaning. This word is therefore the

same as then; so that 'this is better than

that' is equivalent to 'this is better, then

that.'] A particle used after certain adjec

tives and adverbs which express compari

son or diversity, such as more, better, other,

otherwise, rather, else, and the like, for the

purpose of introducing the second member

of the comparison. Than is usually fol

lowed by the object compared in the nomi

native case, but sometimes the object com

pared is placed in the objective case, and

the particle is then considered by some

grammarians as a preposition. 'Thrice

fairer than myself.' Shak.

Among them that are born of women there hath

not risen a greater than John the Baptist; notwith

standing he that is least in the kingdom of heaven is

greater than he. Jn. xi. n.

Thou art a girl as much brighter than her.

As he is a poet sublimer than me. Prior.

A tragedy than which, since the days of the an

cients, there had been nothing more classic or ele

gant. Thackeray.

The object or second member of comparison

coming after than is often a clause with that

introducing it; as, I had rather be a sufferer

myself than that you should be. Or that

may be omitted, in poetry at least.

Since I suppose we are made to be no stronger

li't.t/i faults may shake our frames. Shak.

Thant (THan), adv. Then. Shaft.

Thanage (than'aj), n. The land granted to

a thane ; the district in which the thane

anciently presided ; the dignity of a thane.

Thanatid (tha-nat'i-sf), n. pi. [Gr. thanati-

kos, fatal, from thanatos, death.] A name

applied by Dr. William Farr, registrar-gen

eral, to lesions from violence tending to

sudden death.

Thanatoid ^than'a-toid), a. [Gr. thanatos,

death, and etdog, resemblance. ] Resembling

death; apparently dead. Dungltson.

Thanatology (than-a-tol'o-ji), n. [Gr. tha

natoa, death, and logos, discourse.] The

doctrine of, or a discourse on death.

Thanatophidla (than'a-to-fld"i-a), n. pi.

[Gr. thanatos, death, and ophis, a serpent.]

A general term for poisonous snakes.

ThanatOpsls (than-a-top'sis), n. [Gr. thana

tos, death, and opxis. a view.] A view or

contemplation of death. Bryant.

Thane (than), n. [A. Sax. thegen, thegn,

thin, a soldier, an attendant, a servant of

the king, a minister, a nobleman ; Icel. the-

gen, a brave man, freeman, warrior; O.H.lf.

degan, a soldier, male, disciple. Same root as

obsolete verb to the or thee. J A title of hon

our among the Anglo-Saxons. In England a

freeman not noble was raised to the rank of

a thane by acquiring a certain portion of

land—Ave hides for a lesser thane—by mak

ing tliree sea voyages, or by receiving holy

orders. Every thane had the right of vot

ing in the witenagemot, not only of the

shire, but also of the kingdom, when impor

tant questions were to be discussed. With

the growth of the kingly power the impor

tance of the king's thanes (those in the per

sonal service of the sovereign) rose above

that of the highest gentry, ealdormen and

bishops forming an inferior class. On the

cessation of his actual personal service about

the king the thane received a grant of land.

After the Norman conquest thanes and

barons were classed together. In the reign

of Henry II. the title fell into disuse. In

Scotland the thanes were a class of non-

military tenants of the crown, and the title

was in use till the end of the fifteenth ceu-

tury. The notion derived from Boece, and

adopted by Shakspere in 'Macbeth,' that

the Scotch thanes were all transformed into

earl*, has no historical foundation.

Thanedom (than'duni), n. The district or

jurisdiction of a thane.

Rarely met with in the south, thanedomttue found

mostly in Angus and Mearns and the northern shires

down to the Moray Firth. We must not expect to find

them in the fertile plains of the LowLuids, which were

speedily and entirely occupied by the southern settlers,

become feudal barons, nor yet in the inner fastnesses

nfllic mountains, where the Celtic institutions, unmodi

fied, excluded the Saxon title or office. Cosmo Junes,

Thanehood (than 'hod), n. l. The office,

dignity, or character of a thane.—2. Thanes

in general; the collective body of thanes.

J. H. Green.

Thane-land (thanlaud), n. Land granted

to thanes.

Thane-lands were such lands as were granted by

charters of the Saxon kings to their thanes with all

immunities, except the threefold necessity of expe

dition, repair of castles, and mending of bridges.

Ctrwett,

Thaneship (than'ship), n. The state or dig

nity of a thane; the seigniority of a thane.

Thank (thangk), v.t. [A. Sax. tha avian, to

thank, from the noun thane, thanks; G.

danken, to thank. See the noun. ] To ex

press gratitude to for a favour; to make

acknowledgments to for kindness bestowed

Heavens thank yon for't. Shak.

You shall find yourself to be well thank'd. Shak.

When I'm not thank'd at all I'm thank'd enough,

I've done my duty, and I've done no more. Fielding.

The word is often used ironically.

Weigh the danger with the doubtful bliss,

And thank yourself if aught should fall amiss.

Dryiien.

—I will thank you, a colloquial phrase of

civility introducing a request, equivalent

to, will you oblige me by doing or by giv

ing or handing me ; as, I will thank you to

shut the door, / will thank you for the

mustard, and the like—Thank you, a collo-

Juial or informal contraction of the phrase

thank you, which would be considered

somewhat stiff and format perhaps as a

simple expression of politeness in ordinary

circumstances. Thank you, or / thank you,

is often used in declining an offeror request,

both seriously and ironically.

Will't please your worship to come in, sir?

No, I thank you, forsooth, heartily. Shak.

Thank (thangk), n. [A. Sax. thane, thonc,

acknowledgment for a favour, thanks, ap

probation, also thought, mind, will ; Goth.

thagks, Icel. thbkk, D. and G. dank, thanks,

from stem of think.} 1. Expression of grati

tude; au acknowledgment made to express

a seuse of favour or kindness received: now

used almost exclusively in the plural.

If ye love them which love you, what thank have yet

Luke vi. 32.

The fool saith, I have no friends, I have no thank

for my good deed. Ecclus. xx. 16,

Thanks be unto God for his unspeakable (rift.

3 Cor. ix. 15.

The poorest service is repaid with thanks. Shak.

—Thanks! a common contraction for I give

(offer, render, arc.) thanks, thanks be to you,

or the like.

Thanks, good Egeus, what's the news! Shak.

2. t Good -will; gratitude; thankfulness.

Chaucer.

Thankful (thangk'ful), a 1. Impressed with

a sense of kindness received and ready to

acknowledge it; grateful.

Be thankful unto him and bless his name. Ps. c. 4.

As I am a gentleman I will live to be thankful to

thee for't. Shah,

A yellow eyelid fall'n

And closed by those who mourn a friend in vain.

Not thankful that his troubles are no more.

Tennyson.

2. Expressive of or by way of thanks. ' A

thankful sacrifice.* Shak.—3.t Claiming or

deserving thanks; meritorious; acceptable.

Ladies, look here ; this is the thankful glass

That mends the looker's eyes; this is the well

That washes what it shows. G. Herbert.

—Grateful, Thankful. See under Grateful.

Thankfully ( thangk 'ful-li), adv. In a

thankful manner; with a grateful feeling

on account of a favour or kindness received.

This ring I do accept most thankfully. Shak.

If you have liv'd, take thankfully the past. Dryden.

Thankfulness (thangk'ful-nes), n. The

state or quality of being thankful; feeling

of gratitude; acknowledgment of a favour;

gratitude.

The celebration ofthese holy mysteries being ended,

retire with all thankfulness of heart for having been

admitted to that heavenly feast. Jer. Taylor.

Thankless (thangkHes), a. 1. Unthankful;

ungrateful; not acknowledging favours.

That she may feci

How shnrper than a serpent's tooth \\ is

To have a thankless child. Shak.

2. Not deserving thanks or not likely to

gain thanks; as, a tfiankless task.

The contracting and extending the lines and sense

of others, if the first authors might speak fur them

selves, would appear a thankless office. Wotton,

Thanklessly (thangkTes-li),ad*v. Ina thank

less manner; without thanks; ungratefully;

in a grudging spirit.

The will of God may be done thanklessly. Bp. Hall.

Thanklessness ( thangk 'les-nes), n. Tho

state or quality of being thankless; ingrati

tude ; failure to acknowledge a kindness

' Worst of civil vices, thanklessness. ' Donne.

Thank-offering (thangk'of-fer-ing), n. An

offering made as an expression of thanks or

gratitude; an offering for benefits received.

A thousand thank-offerings arc due to that Provi

dence which has delivered our nation from these ali-

surd iniquities. H'atts.

Thanksglve t (thnngks'giv), v.t To cele

brate or distinguish by solemn rites in token

of thankfulness

To thanksgive or blesse a thing in a way to a sacred

use he took to be an offering of it to t iod.

Joseph Afede.

Thanksgiver (thangks'giv-erX n. One who

gives thanks or acknowledges a kindness.

'The devout thanksgiver David.' Barrow.

Thanksgiving (thangks'giv-ing), n. 1. The

act of rendering thanks or expressing grati

tude for favours or mercies.

Every creature of Cod is good, and nothing to be

refused, if it be received with, thanksgiving.

i Tim. iv. 4.

2. A public celebration of divine goodness;

also, a day set apart for religious services,

specially to acknowledge the goodness of

God either in any remarkable deliverance

from calamities or danger, or in the ordinary

dispensation of his bounties.—3- A form of

words expressive of thanks to God ; a grace*

or the like. ' In the thanksgiving before

meat.' Shak.

Thankworthlness ( thangk ' wer-THl-nes ),

ii. The state of being thankworthy.

Thankworthy (thangk'wer-THi), a. Wor

thy of or deserving thanks; meritorious.

For this is thankworthy, if a man for conscience

toward God endure grief, suffering wrongfully.

i Per ii. 19.

Thannah (than'a), n. [Hind. ] A police-

station.

These men were furnished as a sort of guard by the

various thannalts or police-stations along the road.

IK H. Russelt.

Thanust (tha'nus), n. [L.L.] A thane.

Thapsia (thap'si-a), n. [Gr. thapsia, a plant

used for dyeing yellow, brought from Thap-

sos.) A genus of plants, nat order TJmbel-

lifene. The species are mostly inhabitants

of the countries of the Mediterranean. They

are pereunlal herbs, with doubly or trebly

pinnate leaves, large compound umbels, and

yellow flowers. The roots possess acrid and

corrosive properties. The root of T. villosa,

when applied to the skin, causes inflamma

tion and vesication. T. silphium, a native

of the north of Africa, is supposed to l>e the

plant which produced the gum-resin called

silphium which was much prized by the

ancients.

Thar (thai1), n. A spccie3 of antelope (Cap-

rieornis bubalina) found in Nepaul.

Thar.t v.impen. [For tharf. from A. Sax.

tAiar/an, to haveueed.] ltbehoveth. Chau

cer.

Tharborough (tharlm-ro), n. [A corrup

tion of thirdborough.] A third borough; a

peace-officer. Shak.; B.Jonson.

Tharm (tharm), n. [A. Sax. thearm; Icel.

tharmr ; G. and D. darm, gut ] Intestiues

twisted into a cord, as for fiddle-strings, &c

[Local.]

That (THat), a. and pron. [A. Sax. that.

neut. of the demonstrative and def. art. ne,

also the (masc. ), sed (fern.), that (neut);

Goth, sa, so. thata, O. Fris. thet, Icel. that,

D. dat, G. das. Cog. Skr. sa, sd, tat See

also The.] 1. A word used as a definitive

adjective before a noun : (a) pointing to a

person or thing as before mentioned or sup

posed to be understood ; or used to designate

a specific thing or person emphatically, hav

ing more force than the de Quite article the,

which may, however, in some cases be sub

stituted for it.

It shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah

in the day ofjudgment, than for that city. Mat. x. 15.

The woman was made whole from that hour.

Mat. ir. xz.

(b) Frequently used in opposition to this, in

which case it refers to one of two objects

already mentioned, and often to the one most

distant in place or time; frequently, how

ever, mere contradistinction is implied; aa,

I will take this book, and you can take

that. one.

Of Zion it shall be said, this and t/tat man was born

in her. l's. Ixxvii. 5.

(c)Pointingnot somuch to personsand things

as to their qualities, almost equivalent to

such, or of such a nature, and occasionally

followed by as or that as a correlative.

* There cannot be that vulture in you to de-

voursoniauy.' Shak. ' Entertained with £Aaf

ceremonious affection as you were wont.'

Shak. * Whose love was of that dignity that

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc Uy.
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it went hand in hand with the vow.' Shak.

2. Used absolutely or without a noun as a

demonstrative pronoun (a) to indicate a

person or thing already referred to or im

plied, or specially pointed at or otherwise

indicated, and having generally the same

force and significance as when used as an

adjective; as, give me that; do you see

that} (6) Used in opposition to thU, or by

way of distinction.

If the Lord will, we shall live, and do this or that.

Jain. iv. 15.

This is not fair; nor profitable, that. Dryden.

When this and that refer to foregoing words,

thin, like the Latin Ate or the French ceci

(this), refers to the last mentioned, the latter,

and that, like the Latin Me and French cela.

to the first mentioned, the former. This

is an artificial grammatical rule, probably

founded on the Latin one, and adopted by

writers, but it can scarcely be said to rest on

any logical conception or law of thought.

Self-love and reason to one end aspire.

Pain their aversion, pleasure their desire ;

But greedy that, its object would devour.

This taste the honey, and not wound the flower. Pefe.

In all the above cases, that, when referring

to a plural noun, takes the plural form those;

as. that man, those men; give me that, give

me those ; and so on. (c) X'sed to represent

a sentence or part of a sentence, or a series

of sentences.

And when Moses heard th.it, he was content.

Lev, x, 20.

That here stands for the whole of what

Aaron had said, or the whole of the pre

ceding verse.

1 will know your business, that I will. ShaJt.

That sometimes in this use precedes the

sentence or clause to which it refers.

That be far from thee, to do after this manner, to

stay the righteous -with the wicked. Gen. xviii. 25.

That here represents the clause in italics.

It is used also as the substitute for an

adjective . as, you allege that the man is

innocent; that he Is not similarly it is often

used to introduce an explanation of some

thing going before. 'Religion consists in

living up to those principles, that is, in

acting in conformity to them.' (d) Used em

phatically, with a predicate, in phrases ex

pressive of approbation, applause, or en

couragement. ' Why, that's my dainty

Ariel I' Shak. 'That's my good son!'
Shak. ('■) By the omission of the relative

that often acquires the force of that which:

this is, however, not in accordance with

modern usage.

I earn that 1 eat, fret that I wear. Shak.

We speak that we do know, and testify that we

have seen. jn. iii. n.

3. Used as a relative pronoun, and in many

cases equivalent to who or which. It can

not, however, be relatively used with a

preposition preceding It, but may be so

used when ttie preposition is transposed to

the end of the clause; thus we say, the

man of whom I spoke, the book from which

I read, the spot near which he stood, the

pay for which he works; but we cannot say

the man 0/ that I Bpoke, Ac., though we may

say, the man that 1 spoke of, the book that I

read from, the place that he stood near, the

pay that he works for, and so on. When the

relative clause conveys an additional idea

or statement, who and which are rather to be

used than that, which, indeed, is sometimes

inadmissible ; thus we Bay : ' James, whom

I saw yesterday, told me,' but not ' James

that.' That properly introduces a restric

tive and explanatory clause (as exemplified

by 'The man that 1 spoke of,' Ac.), anil

though who and which are frequently used

in the same way, the use of that often avoids

ambiguity. See under Who.

He that reproveth a scorncr getteth to himself

shame. Prov. ix. 7.

In the following extract that, who, and

H-AiWi are used without any perceptible dif

ference.

Sometime like apes that mow and chatter at me

And after bite me, then like hedgehogs which

Lie tumbling in my barefoot way and mount

Their pricks <»t my footfall , sometime am 1

All wound with adders, who with cloven tongues

Do hiss me into madness. Shak.

With its use as a relative are to be classed

those cases in which it is used as a correla

tive to so or xuch. ' Who's so gross that

cannot ace this palpable device?' Shak.

* Whow firm that cannot be seduced?' Shak.

'Such allowed infirmities that honesty is

never free of.* Shak.—That, as a demon

strative and as a relative pronoun, may
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sometimes occur close together, but this

use is now scarcely considered elegant.

That that is determined shall be done. Dan. xi. 36.

That that dieth, let it die. Zech. xi. o.

That (THat), conj, 1. Introducing a reason;

in that ; because. ' Not that I loved Caesar

less, but that I loved Rome more.' Shak.

It is not that I love you less

Than when before your feet I lay. Hatter.

2. Introducing a drift or object or final end

or purpose = the phrases in order that, for

the purpose that, to the effect that.

Treat it kindly, that it may

Wish at least with us to stay. Cowley.

3. Introducing a result or consequence.

The custom and famili.irity of these tongues do

sometimes so far influence the expressions in these

epistles that one may observe the force of the Hebrew

conjugations. Locke.

4. Introducing a clause as the subject or ob

ject of the principal verb, or as a necessary

complement to a statement made.

*Tis childish error that they are afraid. Shak.

Albeit I will confess thy father's wealth

Was the first motive that I woo'd thee, Anne. Shak.

I have shewed before that a mere possibility to the

contrary can by no means hinder a thing from being

highly credible. Bf. li'ilkins.

6. Added formerly to other conjunctions

or to adverbs for the sake of emphasis.

'After that things are set in order here,

well follow them.' * Take my soul, before

that England give the French the foil.'

* What would you with her if that I be she ? '

' Since that my case is past the help of law. '

' When that my eye is famished for a look. '

Shak. —6. Used elllptically to introduce a

sentence or clause expressive of surprise,

indignation, or the like. ' That a brother

should be so perfidious?' ' O God, that men

should put an enemy in their mouths to

steal away their brains!' Shak.—7. Used

as an optative particle or to introduce a

phrase expressing a wish. '0, that you

bore the mind that I do I' Shak,—In that,

for the reason that; because.

Things are preached not in that they are taught,

but «'« that they are published. Hooker.

That (THat), adv. To such a degree; so; as,

he felt that bad. [Vulgar.]

Thatch (thach), 11. [Softened form of older

thackt which iB a common provincial Eng

lish and Scotch form ; A. Sax. thivc, Icel.

thak, a roof, thatch ; D. dak, 0. dach, a

roof. See the verb.] Straw, rushes, reeds,

heath, etc., used to cover the roofs of build

ings or stacks of hay or grain for securing

them from rain, Ac. "Icicles upon our

houses' thatch.' Shak. 'When from the

thatch drips fast a shower of raiu.' Hay.

Thatch (thach). v.t. [Softened form of

older thack, still a provincial form; A. Sax.

theccan, Sc. thack, theek, Icel. thekja, to

thatch, to cover; Dan. dakke, D. dekken, O.

decken, to cover; from same root as I* tego,

tectum, to cover (see Tile), Gr. tegos, *tcgox,

a roof, Skr. sthag, to cover. Deck is an

allied form. ] To cover with straw, reeds.

or some similar substance; as, to thatch

a house or a stable or a stack of grain.

' Roofd with gold, then thatch'd with home

ly reeds.' Dryden.

O knowledge ill-inhabited, worse than Jove in a

thatched house I Shak.

Thatched - head (thacht'hed), n. One

wearing the hair matted together: formerly

applied to an Irishman, from his thickly

matted hair. See Glib.

Ere ye go, sirrah Thatch'd-head, would 'st not thou

Be whipp'd, and think it Justice. Beau. C- Ft.

Thatcher (thaeh'cr), n. One whose occu

pation is to thatch houses. Swift.

Thatching (thach'ing), n. 1. The act or art

of covering with thatch.— 2. The materials

used for thatching: thatch.

Thatching -fork, Thatching - Bpale

(thach'ing -fork, thach 'ing-Bpal), n. An

implement with a forked blade and a cross

handle at one end for thrusting home the

tufts of straw in thatching. The blade is

usually formed of ash-wood, but sometimes

of thin iron.

Thatch -tree ( thach 'tre), n. A general

name for palms in the West Indies.

Thatte.t pron. or conj. Thnt. Chaucer.

Thaught(tli»t),H. [A corruption of thwart ]

A bench in a boat on which the rowers sit

See Thavart.

Thaumatolatry (tha-ma-tol'a-tri), n. [Gr.

thainaa, than matm, a wonder, and latreia,

worship.] Excessive admiration for what

is wonderful; admiration of what is miracu

lous.
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Thaumatrope ( tha ' ma • trdp ), n. [ Gr.

thauma, thaumatos, a wonder, and trepv,

to turn.] An optical toy, the principle of

which depends on the persistence of vision,

or on the well-known fact that when a

person whirls a burning stick rapidly round

a complete circle of light is seen marking

out the path described by the burning end.

It consists of a circular card, having two

strings fixed to it at the extremities of a

diameter. On one side of the card there is

drawn any object, such as a chariot, and on

the other the charioteer in the attitude of

driving, so that when the card is twirled

round rapidly by the strings the charioteer

jb seen driving the chariot.

Thaumaturge (tha'ma-terj), n. [See Thau-

M ATi kg i s. ] A dealer in miracles; a miracle

worker.

He is right also in comparing the wonderful work*

of Mohammed (who, however, according to the re

peated and emphatic declaration of the Koran, was

by no means a thaumaturge) with the Mosaic and

Christian miracles. Academy.

Thaumaturgic (tha-ma-ter'jik), a. Per

taining to thaumaturgy, magic, or legerde

main. ' The foreign quack of quacks with

all his thaumaturgic hemp-silks, lottery-

numbers, beauty-waters, <£c.' Carlyle.

Thaumaturgical (tha-ma-ter'iik-al), a

Same as Thaumaturgic. ' Thaumatur

gical motions, exotic toys.' Burton.

Thaumaturglcs (tha-ma-ter'Jiks), n. pi.

Feats of magic or legerdemain.

ThaumaturgiBt (tha'ma-ter-Jist), t*. One

who deals in wonders or believes in them ;

a wonder-worker.

Thaumaturgus (tha'ma-ter-gus), n. [Gr.

thaumatourgos. See below.] A miracle

worker: a title given by Roman Catholics

to some of their saints; as, Gregory Thau-

ma turgxis.

Thaumaturgy (tha'ina-ter-ji), n. [Gr.

thaumatourgia—thauma, tliaumatos, a won

der, and ergon, work.] The act of perform

ing something wonderful; wonder-working;

magic; legerdemain.

But in those despotic countries the police is so arbi

trary I Cagliostro's than maturgy must be overhauled

by die Empress's physician; ... is found>naught.

Carlyle.

Thave, n. See Theave.

Thaw (tha), v.i. [A. Sax. thawan, to thaw.

Prov. E.and Sc. thow, to thaw, a thaw; Icel.

thd, a thaw, theyja, to thaw; 0. thauen, to

melt, to thaw, O.fLQ.daujan, to waste away,

to melt. Probably from root of L. tabeo, t<>

waste away, tabes, a wasting.] 1. To melt,

dissolve, or become fluid, as ice or snow.-

2. To l>eeome so warm as to melt ice and

snow: said in reference to the weather, and

used impersonally—3. To become less cold,

formal, or reserved ; to become genial.

Arthur took a long time thawing too. T. Hughes.

—Melt, Dissolve, Thaw. See under Melt.

Thaw (tha), v.t. 1. To melt; to dissolve, as

ice, snow, hail, or frozen earth.- 2. To ren

der genial or less cold, formal, or reserved

Thaw the male nature to some touch of that

Which kills me with myself. Tennyson.

Thaw (tha), ». [See the verb.] 1. The melt

ing of ice or snow; the resolution of ice into

the Btate of a fluid; liquefaction by heat of

anything congealed by frost.—2. Warmth of

weather, such as liquefies or melts anything

congealed.

They Mum after, with great joy. saw the snow fall

in large flakes from the trees—a certain sign of at)

approaching thaw. Cook.

Thawy (thft'i), a. Growing liquid; thawing.

The (Tile. See end of art.), def. art. or defin

itive a. [A. Sax. the, sometimes used for the

more common se as the masc. nom. of the

def. art. or demonstrative pron. se, sc6, thovt

(see She and That); 0. Sax. the. 0. Kris

the, thi, D. and L. G. dc, Sw. and I)an. den,

G. der. In Anglo-Saxon the article under

went inflection, and the the used before a

comparative represents the instrumental

case thi, thy, the English phrase the more

the better thus corresponding closely to

the Latin quo utagis, eo melius.] 1. Used

before nouns with a specifying or limiting

effect; as, the laws of the twelve tables; the

independent tribunals of justice in our coun

try are the security of private rights and the

best bulwark against arbitrary power; Uic

sun is thr source of light and heat.—2. Used

before a noun in the singular number t"

denote a species by way of distinction or n

single thing representing the whole; as. the

fig -tree putteth forth her green figs; the

almond-tree shall flourish ; the grasshopper

shall he a burden.—3. In Scotland and Ire

land, sometimes used by way of emphatic

ch, -.'/lain; Oil, Sc \och; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; ill, <Aeu; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, u?Aig; zh, azure.—See Ke\.
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distinction, and placed before family names

with somewhat of the force of a title, in

dicating the head of the clan or family; as,

The Macnab; The Douglas; The O'Do-

noghue—4. Prefixed to adjectives used ab

solutely, giving them the force and func

tions of abstract nouns; as, a passion fur the

sublime and beautiful; the real and the ideal.

5. Used before adjectives and adverbs in

the comparative degree, in which case it

means by that; by how much; by so much;

OH that account; as, the longer we continue

in sin the mure difficult it is to reform.

[The is generally pronounced with the vowel

bound short, before a vowel somewhat like i

in pin, before a consonant often more like

it in but; but when used emphatically it is

pronounced as Uiee. In poetry the e was

formerly always, and is still sometimes, cut

off iu printing before a word beginning with

a vowel sound. ' Shook th' arsenal and fol-

mined over Greece.' Milton. The old con

tracted form y arose from a confusion be

tween the old character for th and that for

y—of course the y was never pronounced

as y.]

The.t i'.i. [See Thek.J To thrive; to pros

per. Chaucer.

Thea (the'a), n. [See Tea.] A genus of

plants, nat. order Ternstrcemiaceo), com-

Thea viridis.

prising the species yielding the tea of com

merce. Although botanists are now fur the

most part agreed that tea is the produce of

one species {T. sinensis or chinensis), yet

different modes of culture persevered in for

many centuries, as well as variations in

climate and soil, have caused the original

plant to diverge into two varieties so

well marked as to be entitled to distinct

names— viz. T. viridis and T. bohea. T.

viridis is a large, hardy, evergreen plant,

with spreading branches, its leaves 3 to 5

inches long, thin, very broadly lanceolate,

light green and wavy, with large and ir

regular serratures, the fiowere large, usu

ally solitary, and of a white colour. It is

found both in China and Japan. T. bohca

is a smaller plant than T. viiidis, and differs

from it in several particulars. From either

species, however, by means of a different

process of manipulation in the manufac-

U£&

Thca bohca.

tu I e, both black and green tea are produced.

Tea is cultivated in China over a great

extent of territory. It is also extensively

cultivated in Japan, Tonquin, Cochin-China,

and Assam In China the climate most

congenial to it seems to be that between

the 27th and Slst degree of north latitude.

Its growth is chiefly confined to hilly tracts

not suited to the growth of corn, and the

rearing of it requires great skill and atten

tion, as well as 1 he preparation of the leaves.

1 1 is perhaps impossible to state definitely the

native country of the tea-

plant. Hitherto the only

country in which botanists

have found it in a really

wild state is Upper As&im,

the plant indigenous to that

country being known as T.

assamicaar assamensis. This

botanists are Inclined to re

gard as the original of T.

viridis and T. bohea. See

Tea.

Theandric (the-an'drik), a.

[Gr. TheoH, God, and aner,

andros.a man.) Relating to

or existing by the union of

divine and human opera

tion in Christ, or the joint

agency of the divine and

human nature.

Theanthropic, Theanthropical (thc-an-

throp'ik, tne-an-thrup'ik-al), a. [See

Theanturofism.] Partaking both of the

divine and the human nature.

Theanthropism, Theanthropy (the-an'-

tliro-pizm, the-an'thro-pi), n. [Gr. Theos,

God, and anthropos, man.] 1. A state of

being God and man. Coleridge.—2. A con

ception of God or of gods as possessing qua

lities essentially the same as those of men

but on a grander scale. 'The anthropo

morphism, or theanthropism, as I would

rather call it, of the Olympian system.'

Gladstone.

Theanthropist (the-an'throp-iBt), n. One

who advocates or believes in theanthropism.

Thearchy (the'ar-ki), n. [Gr. Theos, God,

and arche, rule.} 1. Government by God;

theocracy. —2. A body of divine rulers; an

order or system of gods or deities, 'The

old Pelu^gie thearchies.' Qladxtone,

Theater (the'a-ter), n. An old and American

spelling of Theatre.

Theatin, Theatlne (the'a- tin), n. One

of an order of monks founded at Home

in 1524, principally by Gianpietro Caraffa,

archbishop of Ohieti, in Naples, the Latin

name of which is Tcate, hence the name

(Theatins or Tcating) given to the order.

Besides taking the usual monastic vows,

the Theatins hound themselves to preach

against heretics, to take upon them the

cure of souls, to attend the sick and crim

inals, to abstain from possessing property,

and not even to ask for alms, but to trust

to Providence for support, expecting, how

ever, that this support would be derived

from the voluntary alms of the charitable.

There were also Theatin nuns, who spent

their whole time in solitude and prayer.

The order flourished considerably in France,

Spain, and Portugal, but its influence is

now chiefly confined to the Italian pro

vinces.

Theatlne (the'a-tin), a. Of or pertaining

to the Tbeatines.

Theatrall (.the'a-tnd), a. Belonging to a

theatre.

Theatre (the'a-ter), n. [Fr. thMtre. from L

theatrnm, from Gr. thcatrvn, from theaomai,

to see, thca, a view.] 1. A building appro

priated to the representation of dramatic

spectacles; a play-house. Among the Greeks

and Romans theatres were the chief public

edifices next to the temples, and in point

of magnitude they surpassed the most spa

cious of the temples, having in some In

stances accommodation for as many as

from 10,000 to 40,000 spectators. The

Greek and Roman theatres very closely

resemble each other in their general form

and principal parts. The building was of

an oblong, semicircular form, resembling

the half of an amphitheatre, and was not

covered by a roof. The space appropriated

to the seats of the spectators was termed

carta by the Romans and koilon by the

Greeks. The seats were all concentric with

the orchestra, and were intersected in one

direction by ascents or flights of steps, di

viding the seats into so many compart

ments. The place for the players, iu front

of the seats, was called scout (ttkenil The

semicircular space between the scena and

the seats of the spectators was called

orchestra (orchestra), appropriated by the

Greeks to the chorus and musicians, and

by the Romans to the senators. Besides

these essential parts there were the pul-

pitum or stage proper, the proscenium,

and postsesnium, with regard to which

parts the Greek and Roman theatres dif

fered considerably. Scenery, in the mod

ern sense of the word, was not employed,

Obi

Theatre of Segesta, Sicily—restored.

but the stage machinery seems in many

cases to have been elaborate. In the early

days of the modern theatre the buildings

were only partially roofed, and the stage

but scantily if at all provided with scenery-

The interior of the theatres of the present

day are usually constructed on a horse

shoe or semicircular plan, and several tiers

of galleries run round the walls. The or

chestra is now solely occupied by the musi

cians of the establishment, and the stage,

which has a slight downward slope from

the back, is furnished with movable scenes,

which give an air of reality to the spec

tacle quite unattainable in the ancient

theatres.—2. A room, hall, or other place,

generally with a platform at one end, and

ranks of seats rising step-wise as they re

cede, or otherwise so arranged that a body

of spectators can have an unobstructed

view of the platform. Places of this de

scription are constructed for public lec

tures, scholastic exercises, anatomical de

monstrations, surgical operations before a

class, and the like. — 3. A place rising by

steps or gradations like the seats of a the

atre.

Sh:irie above shade, a woody theatre

Of stateliest view. Milton.

4. A place or sphere of action or exhibition;

n field of operations; the locality, district,

or scene where a series of events takes

place or may be observed; as, the tlieatre

of war.

Theatric (the-at'rik), a. Same as Theat

rical.

Load some vain church with old theatric State,

Turn arcs of triumph to a garden gate. Pafe.

Theatrical (the-at'rik-al). a. 1. Pertaining

to a tlieatre or to scenic representations;

resembling the manner of dramatic per

formers ; as, theatrical dress ; theatrical

performances; Oieatrical gestures.— 2. Cal

culated for display; pompous; as, theat

rical airs; a theatrical manner. — 3. Mere

tricious; artificial; false.

The tritks of the theatre are seldom natural, and

it is not without rcison that theatrical h.is become a

proverbial expression for false and artificial repre

sentations of the realities of life. Argyll.

Theatricality (the-at'ri-kari-ti), n. The

state or quality of being theatrical; some

thing that is theatrical; theatrical display.

Hypocrite, mummer, the life of him a mere theatri

cality; empty barren quack, hungry for the shout* of

mobs! Carlyit.

Theatrically (the-at'rik-al-li). adv. 1. In a

theatrical manner; in a manner suiting the

stage. * Her voice theatrically loud.' i'ope.

Hence—2. With vain pomp, show, or osten

tation ; with false glitter: unreally ; arti

ficially; as, to pose theatrically.

Theatricals (the-afrik*alz). n. pi All that

pertains to a dramatic performance, especi

ally such a performance in a private house;

as, to engage in private theatrical*.

Such fashionable cant terms as ASacCrtina/r, . . .

invented by the flippant Topham, still survive among

his confraternity of frivolity. D'Israeli.

Theave, Thave (thev. thiiv), «, rw. dajadr

a sheep, a ewe.] A ewe of the first year.

[Local]

Thebaia (the-ba'i-a), u. An alkaline base

found iu opium.

Thebald (the'ba-id), n. A poem con

cerning Thebes. Several classical authors

wrote poems under this name; but now it

is applied, by way of pre-eminence, to a

Latin heroic poem in twelve books written

by Statins, the subject being the civil war

between Eteocles and Polyuices, or Thebes

taken by Theseus.

Fate, far. fat, fall, me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; ft Sc ley.
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Thebain, Thebaiue (the-ba'in), n. Same as

Thebaui.

TUeban (the'ban), ft. A native or inhabi

tant of Thebes.

Tbeban (the'ban), a. Relating to Thebea.

— Theban year, in (inc. citron, the Egyptian

year, which consisted of 366 days 6 hours.

Theca (the'ka), u. pi. Thecse (the'se). [L.,

from Gr, th?ket a case.] A sheath or hollow-

case. Specifically, (a) in bot. a term used,

first, to designate the spore-cases of ferns.

mosses, and other cryptogamie plants (see

«:ut under Musci), and also as a designation

of the conical assemblage of spore-cases in

Equisetikcea. In both senses now little used.

<6) In anat. a term applied to the strong

fibrous sheaths in which certain soft parts

of the body are inclosed, as the canal of the

vertebral column, ami the canals in which

many of the long tendons of the muscles of

the hand and foot run.

Thecal (the'kal), a. Of or pertaining to a

theca.

Thecaphore ( the'ka-for), ft. [Gr. thiki, a

case or cover, and phoreH, to bear or carry.]

In bot. (a) a surface or receptacle bearing a

theca or thecte. (6) The stalk upon which

the ovary of some plants is elevated, as in

the caper-bush. Also called Gynophore.

ThecasporoUfl(the'ka-sp6r-us),a. Of or per

taining to fungi which have their spores in

thecre.

Thecidse (Ihe'si-de).n. pL A family of sclero

dermic corals belonging to the divisiou Ta-

btilata. See Tabclata.

ThecldixUs (the-sid'i-de). n. pi. A family of

hrachiopodous molluscs, in which the shell

is fixed to the sea-bottom by the beak of

the larger or ventral valve and the structure

is punctated. .

Thecla (thek'la), n. A genus of diurnal lepi-

dopterous insects, of which a few species

are met with in this country; luur-streak

butterflies. They abound in South America

and in India. The hind wing has generally

a short tail.

Thecodactyl (the-ko-dak'til), n. [Gr. tittle?,

a case or cover, and daktylos, a digit] The

name given by Cuvier to those lizards of the

gecko tribe which have the toes widened

throughout, and furnished beneath with

transverse scales divided by a deep longi

tudinal furrow, in which the claw may be

entirely concealed.

Thecodont (the'ko-dont), n. [Or. thtk?, a

case or cover, and odious, odontos, a tooth.]

One of a tribe of extinct saurian reptiles,

distinguished by having the teeth implanted

iu sockets, either loosely or confluent with

the bony walls of the cavity. The theco

donts are the most ancient of all the squa-

mate or scaly saurians, and the member! are

peculiar to the Permian and triassic strata.

The name Thecodotitosaurus has been given

to one of the genera belonging to this tribe;

iU remains were found in thedolomitic con

glomerate of Hedland near Bristol.

Thecodont (the'ko-dont), a. Of or pertain

ing to the thecodonts; resembling the the

codonts in having the teeth implanted in a

bony socket.

Thecodontosaurus (theko-dont'6-sa"rus).

n. [Thecodont, and Gr. sauros, a lizard. J

See under Thecodont.

Tliecosomata (the-ko-so'nia-ta), n. pi. [Gr.

tfiekS, a sheath, and soma, sdmatos, a body.]

A division of pteropodous molluscs.in which

the body is protected by an external shell.

Thedome.t n [From obi. tiie, thee, to thrive,

and term, dome.dom.] Success; prosperity.

Cha ucer.

Thee (Tile), pron. obj. case of t/iou. Thee

(like dw) represents both the accusative

and dative of the second personal pronoun,

and is therefore equivalent to A. Sax. thee,

tiit (ace), th? (dat). Icel. (Ait, titetr, Goth.

thuk, thus, G. a ich, dir, thee, and to thee.

See Thou.

Theet tthe), vi. [Also written tke, A. Sax.

(JUon, to thrive, to prosper; O.Sax. thihan,

Goth, theihan, D. dijen, G. (ge)deihen, to

grow, to flourish; from same root as Gr.

tek, to produce, to bring forth ; whence,

teknon, a child. From this stem comes

thane.] To thrive to prosper.

But you, fafr sir. whose pageant next ensue*.

Well mote ye thee, as well tan wish your thought.

S/enser.

Theech , a contraction for thee ich = so mote I

thee, so may I prosper.

Let be, quod he; it schal not be, so thtrch.

Chaucer.

Theek, Theilc (th£k). v.t. To thatch. [Pro

vincial English and Scotch.]

Theetsee (thet'se), n. The i ame given in

Pegu to Mctanvrrhoza usitatinsima, whose

coloured wood, on account of its excessive

hardness and great weight, is known as the

lignum vita? of Pegu. The wood is im

ported as a beautiful red dye. and its juice

yields an excellent black varnish. Written

also ThUsee, Thictsee, and Thetnee.

Thefely.t adv. Like a thief Chaucer.

Theft (theft), ft. [A. Sax. tlieofth, th%fth.

See Thief. Final th became t. as in height

(which see).] 1. The act of stealing. Inlaw,

the general name for the most ordinary

class of offences against property, for which

English law uses the term larceny. Simple

larceny, or theft, is committed by wrong

fully taking, against the will of the owner,

and carrying away the goods of another

with the fraudulent and felonious intent

wholly to deprive him of his property

therein. Hence it requires an actual taking,

and an actual carrying away for some dis

tance, to constitute the offence. Compound

larceny or theft is when the theft is accom

panied by aggravating circumstances, as

when it is committed upon the person, or

consists in stealing from a dwelling-house.

Taking from the person in a violent man

ner is robbery, and stealing in a dwelling-

house after having broken therein is burg

lar*. (See LARCENY.) In Scots law, theft

is defined 'the iutentional and clandestine

taking away of the property of another

from its legitimate place of deposit, or other

locus tenendi, with the knowledge that it is

another's, and the belief that he would not

consent to its abstraction, and with the in

tention of never restoriug it to the owner.'

2. The thing stolen.

If the theft be certainly found in his hand alive,

whether it be ox, or au, or sheep, he shall restore

double. Ex. xxii. 4.

Theft-bote (theft'bot), n. [Theft, and bote,

compensation.] In laic, the receiving of a

man's goods again from a thief, or a com

pensation for them by way of composition,

and to prevent the prosecution of the thief.

This offence, called otherwise compounding

felony, is punishable by fine and imprison

ment.

Thegither (THfi-giTU'er), adv. Together.

[Scotch.]

Thegn (than), n. Same as Thane.

Thegnhood (than'hbd), n. Thanehood.

The growth of the royal power, and the growth of

the importance of the thegnhood, went naturally

hand in hand. E. A. Freeman.

Theiform (the'i-form), a. [SeeTllEA.] Hav

ing the form of tea.

Theina (the-i'na). n. Same as Theine.

Thelne, Theln (thc'in), n [From Then, the

generic name of the tea-plant.] (C^H^NY^.)

A bitter crystallizable principle found in tea

and also in coffee and some other plants,

tea yielding 2 to 4 per cent. It is considered

to be the principle which gives to tea its

refreshing and gently stimulating qualities.

Called also Cafeinc (which see).

Their (THar), a. [A. Sax. thdra, theera, the

genit. pi. of the demonstrative se, sc6, that,

the, she, that (SeeTiiE,TnAT.) Or it may be

directly from the Scandinavian; Icel. their,

they, theirra, their. It first came into use in

the North of England. (See They.) Their has

replaced the older hire, A. Sax. hyra, heora,

genit. pi. of fu:, hed, hit, he, she, it.] Pertain

ing or belonging to them; as, their voices;

their garments; titcir houses; their laud;

their country.

Theirs (THarz). A possessive or genitive,

properly a double genitive of titty. Of the

same nature as hers, ours, yours, which, as

well as mint, thine, his, are used without a

noun following, and are therefore called in

dependent or absolute. They may lie used

either as nominatives, objectives, or simple

predicates.

Nothing but the name of zeal appears,

'Twixt our best actions and the worst of theirs.

Denham.

Theism (the'izm). n. [Fr. thtisme, from Gr.

Theos, God.] The belief or acknowledg

ment of the existence of a God as opposed

to atheism. Theism differs from deism, for

although deism implies a belief in the ex

istence of a God, yet it signifies in modern

usage a dental of revelation, which theism

does not. See Deism.

Theist (the'ist), n. One who believes in the

existence of a God. See tBJUBM, and ex

tract under Deist.

Averse as I am to the cause of theism or name of

deist, when taken in a MMc exclusive of revelation,

1 consider still that, in strictness, the root of all is

theism; and that to be a settled Christian, it is ne

cessary to be first of a\\& good theist. Shaftesbury.

Theistic, Theistical (the-ist'ik. the-ist'ik-

al), a. Pertaining to theism, or to a theist,

aooording to the doctrine of theists.

Thelodus (the'16-dua), n. (Gr. thtlt, a nip

ple, and odutts, a tooth.] A name given to

u fossil fish of unknown aftiuities from its

peculiar nuimtnilated teeth. Its remains

occur in the Silurian system.

Thelyphonidaa (thel-i fou'i-de), n.pl. [Gr.

th* ',■'■■ ;i '■ male, and pKonot, murder.] A fa

mily uf aiachnidaus, of the order PedipaJpi,

in appearance closely resembling the true

spiders, from which, however, they are dis

tinguished by the large size of their palpi

ami the absence of spinnerets. On the other

hand they differ from the true scorpions in

tlie form of the abdomen, and in the ab

sence of a sting at its extremity. They in

habit the hottest parts of Asia nnd America.

Them (TH em), pron. [Originally thum. thain,

the dat. pi. of se, scv. that, the, she, that,

the ace. pi. of which was thd, they. See

They, Their.] The dative and objective

case of they; those persons or things; those.

Go ye to them that sell, and buy for yourselves.

Stat. xxv. 9.

Then shall the king say to them on his right hand.

Come, ye blessed of my Father. Mat, xxv. 34.

In such phrases as tell them.give them, them

is the dative.

Thematic (the-mat'ik),a. Relating to or con

taining a theme or themes.

Thematist (the'ma-tist), n. A writer of

themes.

Theme (them), n, [Gr. thema, what is put

down, a proposition, a theme, a root word,

from Gr. tithemit to place.] L A subject or

topic on which a person writes or speaks;

anything proposed as a subject of discourse

or discussion.

When a soldier was tike them*, iny name

Was not far off. Shak.

Pools are my thetne, let satire be my song. Byron.

These unreal ways

Seem but the them* of writers. Tennyson.

2.t Cause; matter; question; subject.

Efery day some sailor's wife,

The masters of some merchant, and the merchant

Have just our tJumc of woe. shak.

3. A short dissertation composed by a stu

dent on a given subject.

Forcing the empty wits of children to compose

themes, verses, ana orations. Altitun.

4. In philol. a noun or verb not modified by

inflections, as the infinitive mood in Eng

lish; the part of a noun or a verb unchanged

in declension or conjugation.

The variable final letters of a noun are its case-

endings ; the rest is its theme. Prof. March.

6. In unts-ic, a series of notes selected as the

text or subject of a new composition; a sim

ple tune 011 which variations are made; the

leading subject in a composition or move

ment. — C. f That by which a thing is done;

an instrument; a means.

Nor shall Vanessa be the theme

To manage thy abortive scheme. Sn-rfr,

7. A divisiou for the purpose of provincial

administration under the Byzantine Em

pire. There were twenty -nine themes,

twelve in Europe and seventeen in Asia.

The remaining provinces, under the obedience of

the emperors, were cast into a new mould : and tlie

jurisdiction of the presidents, the consular*, and the

count! was superseded by the institution of the

themes or military governments, which prevailed

under the successors ol lleraclius. Oibbon.

Themis (the'mis), «. [Gr Themis.] 1. In

Greek myth, the goddess of law and justice.

Such thine, in whom

Our British Thtmis gloried with just cause.

Immortal Hale. Cewptr.

2. In outran, one of the asteroids, discovered

by De Gasparis in 1853. Its period of sideri al

revolution is 2034 days.

Themselves (Tiicm-selvrO.proM., pi. of /it'm-

se(f, herself, itself, and used like these

words. See Himself.

Themselves have made themselves worthy to suf

fer it. Hooker.

They open to themselves at length the wav.

Milton.

Then (THen), adv. [A Sax. titenne, thanne,

thvnne, then, an ace form belonging to the

pronominal stem the, that, correlative to

tticanne, when ; 0. l'ns\ titanic , thanne,

Goth, than, G. daun, then, at that time.

It is the same word u tin- conjunction than,]

1. At that time, referring to a time specified,

either past or future.

And the Canaamtc was then In the land. Gen. xii. 6.

Now I know in part; but then shall I know even

as I also am known. 1 Cor. xiii. n,

ch, r/dtin; ch, Sc. locA; g.yo; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin#; th, (Aen; th, thin, w, iMg; wh, if/tig; 2I1, azure—See Key.
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*J. Afterward; soon afterward or immedi

ately.

First be reconciled to thy brother, and then come

and offer thy gift. Mat. v. 34.

3. At another time; as, now and thai, at

one time and auother.

Now shaves with level wing the deep, then soars

Up to the fiery concave towering high. Milton.

—By then, by the time when or that.

By then supper is ended, the gallantry of the town

pass by. Milton.

—Till then, until that time.

Till then who knew

The force of those dire arms? Milton.

—Then is often used elliptically, like an ad

jective, for then existing; but this usage is

discountenanced by most careful writers.

' In his then situation.' Johnson.

The nephew of one of our thtn ministers. Whately.

—Therefore, Wherefore, Then, Accordingly,

Consequently. See Therefore.

Then (THen), conj. In that case; in conse

quence; therefore; for this reason.

So then they which be of faith are blessed with

faithful Abraham. Gal. iii. 9.

My affections

Are then most humble ; I have no ambition

To see a goodlier man. Shak.

Let reason then at her own quarry fly.

But how can finite grasp infinity J Dryden.

—But then, but on the other hand; but not

withstanding; but in return.

He is then a giant to an ape; but thtn Is an ape a

doctor to auch a man ? Shak.

From having as an adverb the force of 'after

that,' or 'in the next place,' then has been included

among illative conjunctions; the fact of one thing

following another being given as showing causation

or inference. . . . Then is more commonly used in a

compound phrase, so then, and then; but it may,

standing alone, have the full force of therefore, m

drawing an inference, or stating aii effect or a con

sequence. 'So then the cause was gained' signifies

* by those means it came about as an effect that the

cause was gained.' Prof. Bain.

Then-a-days (THen'a-daz), adv. In those

days ; in time past : opposed or correlative

to nowadays. North Brit. Rev. [Rare.]

Thenal, Thenar (the'nal, the'nar). a. Of

or pertaining to the thenar; as, the thenar

eminence; the thenal muscle.

Thenar (the'nar), n. [Or. thenar, from Oieno,

to strike] In anat. the palm of the hand

or the sole of the foot

Thenardlte(the'nar-dit),n. [From Thenard,

the name of a French chemist] (Na-jSO^.)

Anhydrous sulphate of sodium. It occurs in

crystalline coatings at the bottom of some

lakes at Espartiuas, near Madrid, and at

Tarapaca in Peru. It is used in the prepa

ration of carbonate of soda.

Thenard'S Blue (the'nardz Mu), n. [From

Thenard, the name of a French chemist.]

Same as Cobalt Blue.

Thence (Tliens), ado. [O.K. thens, thenneti,

Uiannes,lvom A. Sax. thanan.thonun, thence,

with change of suffix, the suffix es being a

genitive termination, as in hence, whence,

O. E. amiddes (amidst). ] 1. From that place.

When ye depart thence, ihake off the dust under

your feet. Mark vi. it.

2. From that time.

There shall be no more thence an infant of days.

Is. lxv. ao.

It. For that reason ; from that source ; from

this; out of this.

Rut thence I learn, and find the lesson true,

Oru^s poison him that so fell sick of you. Shak.

Not to sit idle with so great a gift

Useless, and thence ridiculous about him. Milton.

4. Not there; elsewhere; absent.

They prosper best of all when I am thence. Shalt,

—From thence, though pleonastic, is sup

ported by custom and good usage.

I will send, and fetch thee from thence.

Gen. xxvii. 45.

All mist from thence

Purge and disperse. Milton.

Thenceforth (THens'forth), adv. From that

time.

If the salt hath lost his savour, ... it is thence

forth good for nothing. Mat. v. 13.

This is also, like thence, preceded hyfrom—

a pleonasm sanctioned by good usage.

And from thenceforth Pilate sought to release him.

John xix. t2.

Resolving/>vw* thenceforth

To leave them to their own polluted ways. Milton.

ThenceforwardiTHens'for-wi^rd), nrff. From

thjit time or place onward.

Thencefromt (THeuVfrom),aa'r. From that

place.

Thennes,t adv. Thence. Chaucer.

Theunesforth.t adv. Thencoforth. Chau

cer.

Theo-. [Or. theos, God.] The first element

in many words of Greek origin referring to

the Divine Being or divinity.

Theobroma ( the-d-bto'raa ), ». [Gr. theos,

God, and broma, food = celeBtial food.] A

genus of plants, nat order Sterculiacese, or,

as arranged by other botanists, Byttneri-

acese, the species of which yield the cacao,

or cocoa, of commerce. They are small

trees with large simple leaves, and with the

flowers in clusters, and are all of them na

tives of South America. The most impor

tant species is the T. Cacao, the common

cacao or chocolate-nut tree, which is indi

genous in South America, but is extensively

cultivated in the West Indies and in the

tropical parts of Asia and Africa. See

Cacao.

Theobromine(the d-brd'm in), n. (CyHiX^O*)

A crystalline compound found in the seeds

of Theobroma Cacao. In composition it is

analogous to theine or caffeine.

Theochristic (the-6-kris'tik), a. [Gr. theos,

God, and christos, anointed, from chrid, to

anoint.] Anointing by God.

Theocracy (the-ok'ra-si), n. [Fr. thdocratie.

from Gr. theokratia—theos, God, and krate6,

to rule, kratos, strength.] Government of

a state by the immediate direction of God;

a stage of civilization and religion in which

political power is exercised by a sacerdotal

caste ; or the state thus governed. Of this

species the Israelites furnish an illustrious

example. The theocracy lasted till the time

of Saul.

Theocrasy (the-ok'ra-sl), n. [Gr. theos,

God, and lerasis, mixture.] 1. In anc. philos.

the intimate union of the aoul with God in

contemplation,which was considered attain

able by the newer Flatonists. Similar ideas

are entertained by the philosophers of In

dia, and by many religious sects.—2. A mix

ture of the worship of different gods.

Theocrat ( the'6-krat ), n. One who lives

under a theocracy; one who is ruled in civil

affairs directly by God.

Theocratic. Theocratlcal (the-6-krat'ik.

the-o-krafik-al), a. Pertaining to a theoc

racy; administered by the immediate direc

tion of God; as, the theocratical state of the

Israelites.

Mahomet, speaking in the name of Cod. exercised

a theocratic sway, and Uiat of the Grand Lima in

Thibet is similar. Fleming.

Theodicaea (the-od'i-s$"a), n. Same as The

odicy, but in less common use.

Theocilcean (the-od'i-se"an), a. Of or per

taining to theodicy.

Theodicy (the-od'i-si), n. [Gr. theos, God,

and dikaios, just.] 1. A vindication of the

dealings of Divine Providence with man;

any theory professing to reconcile the at

tributes of God with the present order of

things in the world ; or more specially, an

explanation of the existence of evil. This

subject was fully treated by Leibnitz, who

maintained that moral evil has its origin in

the free-will of the creature, that mankind

are designed to attain the utmost felicity

they are capable of enjoying, and that this

world is the best possible. —2. That part of

philosophy which treats of the being, per

fections, nud government of God, and the

immortality of the souL

The preacher will best help that consummation by

letting the light of the gospel shine clearly, and trou

bling himself, for the present, little with theodicies.

We are not Cod's advocates, we are his witnesses.

We have no case to establish for him, or for his truth.

We have simply to bear witness to the truth.

Rev. J. Batdivm Brown.

Theodolite (the-od'o-lit), n. [Perhaps from

Gr. thea, a seeing, hodos, a way, and litos,

plain, smooth, or from thea, and doulos,

a slave. The term is said to occur first

in Harris's Lexicon TecJtnicum, a diction

ary of the arts and sciences published at

London in 1704-10, being applied to a simple

instrument without glasses used in land-sur

veying.] A most important surveying in

strument for measuring horizontal and ver

tical angles by means of a telescope the

movements of which can be accurately

marked. This instrument is variously con

structed, but its main characteristics con

tinue unaltered in all forms. One of the

forms generally used is shown in the cut. a

and B are two concentric horizontal circular

plates which turn freely on each other. The

lower or graduated plate B contains the

divisions of the circle, and the upper or

vernier plate has two vernier divisions a

diametrically opposite, only one of which

is shown in the cut. The vertical axis c

consists of two parts, the one working

within the other. The external part is

attached to the graduated plate B, and the

internal to the vernier plate a. The plane

of the circle is adjusted to the horizon by

the screws b b b acting against a plate of

metal resting on the staff-head supporting

the instrument The vernier plate carries

two spirit-levels cc at right angles to each

other, by means of which the circle may

be brought accurately into the horizontal

plane. The horizontal axis of the vertical

limb E of the instrument is supported by

a frame firmly attached to the vernier

plate, and turning along with it about the

vertical axis. Parallel to the axis a tele

scope D, with an arrangement of fibres of

unspun silk called cross-wires in the prin

cipal focus of its object-glass, is attached,

which moves in the vertical plane by the

movement of the graduated circle E, and

is used for observing the objects whose

angular distance is to be measured, and

also for taking altitudes or measuring ver

tical angles; a spirit-level is fixed beneath

the telescope for horizontal adjustment.

(I is n niici.. »scopt: for reading off the de

grees on the horizontal circle ; e one for

those on the vertical limb. The screw g

clamps the collar to the vertical axis c,

and prevents motion; h turns the whole

round. To measure the angular distance

between any two objects, the telescope is

turned round along with the vernier circle

(the graduated circle remaining fixed) until

it is brought to bear exactly upon one of

the objects; it is then turned round until it

is brought to bear on the other.object, anil

the arc which the vernier has described on

the graduated circle measures the angle

required. The double vertical axis and the

use of the clamps enable the observation

to be repeated any number of times, in

order to ensure accuracy. The theodolite ia

not only a most essential instrument in

trigonometrical surveying for determining

stations and running base-lines, but also in

geodetical operations for assisting in deter

mining the length of an arc of the meridian.

For this latter purpose it requires to be

constructed on a large scale.

Theodolite - magnetometer { the-od'o-lit-

mug-net-om"et-er), n. An instrument em

ployed as a declinometer to measure varia

tions in declination, and as a magnetometer

in determinations of force.

TneodolitiC (the-od'o-lit"ik), a. Of or per

taining to a theodolite; made by means of

a theodolite; as, theodolUic observations.

Theodosian (the 6-do"si-an), a. Belonging

to the emperor Theodosius; relating to his

code of laws.

Theogonlc (the-6-gon'ik), a. Of or relating

to theogony.

Theogonismt (the-og'on-izm), n. Theogony.

Theogonist (the og'on-ist), n. One versed

in or a writer on theogony.

Theogony (the-ogVui), n. [ Fr. thiogonie? ;

Gr. theogonia—theos, a god, and gone', gene

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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ration, from root gen = Skr. jan, to beget]

The name given to the class of poems which

treat of the generation and descent of the

gods; as, the ancient Greek theogony of

Heaiod; hence, that branch of heathen the

ology which taught the genealogy or origin

of their deities.

There wo! of course be an established religion—an

Olympus, a Valhalla, or some system of a theogony

of theology, with temples, priests, liturgies, public

ewifessions in one form or another of the dependence

of the things we see upon what is not seen, with cer

tain ideas of duty and penalties imposed for neglect

»( it. Frottae.

Theologaster (the-ol'o-gas-ter), n. [From

thfot'Mjian and the pejorative termination

-aster.) A kind of quack in divinity; a pre

tended or superficial theologian. Burton.

[Rare]

Theolojffert (the-ol'o-]er), n. A theologist.
•Divers modern theologers.' Cudworth.

Theologian (the 6-ld'ji-an), n. [See Theol-

ogv.J A person well versed in theology, or

s professor of divinity; a divine.

Theologic, Theological (the-6-loj'ik, the-

6-)o]1k-al), a. [See Theology.] Pertaining

to theology, or the science of God and of

divine things; as, a theological treatise; the

ological criticism.

Theologically (the 6-loj'ik-al-lI), adv. In a

theological manner; according to the prin

ciples of theology.

Theologies (the-6-loj'ika), n. pi. Theology

(which see).

Theologist (the-ol'o-jist), n. A theologian:

less frequently used than this word.

Theologiiim (the-d-lo'ji-um). n, [See The

ology. ] A small upper stage in the ancient

theatre, upon which the machinery for

celestial appearances was arranged. Wealt.

Theologize (the-ol'o-jlz). v.t pret. & pp.

theologized; ppr. theologizing. To render

theological.

School-divinity was but Aristotle's philosophy theo-

legixed. Glaiiville.

Theologize (the-ol'o-JIz), v.i. To frame a

system of theology; to theorize or speculate

upon theological subjects.

Theologizer (the-ol'o-JIz-er), n. One who

theologizes; a theologian. [Rare.]

TheolOffUO (the'6-logX n. Theologist. ' He

(Jerome) was the theologue—and the word

is designation enough.' Is. Taylor. [Rare.]

Theology (the-ol'o-jT),n. [Fr. thtologic, from

Gr. theologia — theos, God, and logos, dis

course,] Divinity; the entire science of the

Christian religion; the Bcience which treats

of God and man in all their known relations

to each other; the science which treats

(a) of the character and attributes of God ;

if') the doctrine of man in his relations to

God; (c) the doctrine of the salvation of

man through the person and work of Christ;

(rf) the doctrines of the final state of all men ;

and («) the doctrine of the church, its con

stitution and government. In reference to

the sources whence it is derived, theology

is distinguished Into natural or philosophy

eal theology, which relates to the Knowledge

of God from his works by the light of nature

and reason; and supernatural, positive, or

mealed theology, which sets forth and sys

tematizes the doctrines of the Scriptures.

Theology is variously divided according to

the method of treating the subject, and the

part of the subject which is treated.—Dog

matic or theoretical theology, that part of

the science which aims pre-eminently to

state what is authoritatively taught,whether

by the Scriptures, the councils, or the

creeds. —Exegetical theology embraces the

interpretation of the Scriptures, the science

which teaches the principles to be observed

in interpretation ; and biblical criticism,

which examines and tries to establish the

genuine text, the authenticity of the various

books of the Bible, and the discussion of

kindred subjects. —Historical theology treats

of the history of Christian doctrines, of

heresies of the church, of councils, and the

like.—Metaphysical theology aims to sub

stantiate the teachings of the Bible by an

appeal to those primitive cognitions and

primary beliefs which the Bible always

assumes —Moral theology, a term formerly

in use, covered the ground now occupied

by mora] philosophy or Christian ethics.

— Polemical theology, or theological con

troversy, seeks to overthrow the positions

of other systems as well as to defend its

own. — Practical theology consists of an ex

hibition, first, of precepts and directions,

and secondly, of the motives from which we

should be expected to comply with these.—

Rational theology gives to human reason

the highest authority in determining what

is theological truth. — Scholastic theology

either proceeds by reasoning or derives the

knowledge of divine things from certain

established principles of faith.—Speculative

theology, a system in which theory predomi

nates over Scripture and all other authority.

—Systematic theology arranges methodi

cally the great truths of religion, so us to

enable us to contemplate them in their

natural connection, and to perceive both

the mutual dependence of the parts and the

symmetry of the whole. See Religion.

Theomachist (the-om'a-kist), n. One who

fights against the gods.

He had defended Christianity against the vile,

blasphemous, and impudent thtetnachists of the day.

Dt Quincey.

Theomachy (the-om'a-ki), n. [Gr. them, a

god, and machi, combat] 1. A fighting

against the gods, as the battle of the giants

with the gods in mythology.—2. A strife or

battle among the gods. Gladstone.—3. Op

position to the divine wilL

To have all men happy or unhappy as they were

our friends or enemies, and to give form to the world

according to our own humours, is the true theom

achy. Bacon.

Theomancy(thS-om'an-si),n. [Gr theos.God,

and tnantcia, prophecy.] A kind of divin

ation drawn from the responses of oracles,

or from the predictions of sibyls and others

supposed to be inspired immediately by

some divinity.

Theopaschite (the-6-pas'kit),n. [Gr. theos,

God, and pascho, to suffer. ] Same as Manor-

chian.

Theopathetic,Theopathic(the'6-pa-thet"-

ik, tne-6-path'ik), a. Relating to theo-

pathy. See extract under Theosophist.

Theopathy (the-op'a-thi), n. [Gr. theos,

God, and pathos, passion.] Emotion excited

by the contemplation of God ; piety, or a

sense of piety.

The pleasures and pains of theopathy ... all

those pleasures and pains which the contemplation

of God and his attributes, and of our relation to him,

raises up in the minds of different persons, or in the

same person at different times. Hartley.

Theophanlc (the-6-fan'ik), a. Relating to

a theophany; making an actual appearance

to man, as a god.

The notion of angels as divine armies is not like

that of the individual 'messenger' closely connected

with the theophanic history. Prof. iV. R. Smith.

Theophany (the-ofa-ni), n. [Gr. theos, God,

and phainomai, to appear. ] A term applied

to signify the manifestations of God to man

by actual appearance.

The Creator alone truly is; the universe is but a

sublime theophany, a visible manifestation of Cod.

Mitman.

Angelophany is a theophany as direct as is pos

sible to man. Prof. IK Jt. Smith.

Theophilanthropic (the,d-fll-an-throp"ik),

a. [Gr.] Pertaining to theophilanthropism

or to the theophilanthropists; uniting love

to God with that to man.

Theophilanthropism (thS'd-fl-lan"throp-

izni). n. Love to both God and man ; the

doctrines or tenets of the theophilanthrop

ists; theophilanthropy.

Theophilanthropist ( the ' 6 - fl - lan"throp-

ist), u. [Gr. theos, God, and philanthropos,

a lover of men See Philanthropist]

1. One who practises or professes theophil

anthropism.—2. One of a society formed at

Paris during the first French revolution. It

had for its object to establish a new religion

in place of Christianity, which had been

abolished by the Convention. The system

of belief thuB attempted to be established

was pure deism.

Theophilanthropy (the'6-n-lan"thr6-pi), n.

Same as Theophilanthropism.

TheophllOSOphlc(the'6-nl-d-Bof"ik),a. Com

bining, or pertaining to the combination of,

theism and philosophy.

Theophrastaceae (the'6-fras-ta"s6-e), n. pi.

[Named from the typical genus Theophras-

ta, which again was named in honour of

Theophrastus, the Peripatetic philosopher.]

A small nat. order of plants proposed by

De Candolle for Theophrasta and a few

allied genera, differing from Myrsinaceas (as

a tribe of which they are generally classed)

by the presence of scales in the throat of

the corolla, alternating with its lobes.

Theopneusted (the-op-nus'ted),a. Divinely

inspired; theopneustic.

Theopneustlc (the-op-nus'tik), a. [See

Theopneustt] Given by inspiration of the

Spirit of God.

Theopneusty (the'op-nus-ti), n. [Gr. theop-

neustos, inspired of God, from theos, God,

and pneo, to breathe.] Divine inspiration;

the supernatural influence of the Divine

Spirit in qualifying men to receive and com

municate revealed truth.

TheorhlSt (the-or'bist), n. One who plays a

theorbo.

Theorbo (the-or'bo), n. [It tiorba. Fr.

U'-orbe.) A musical instrument made like a

large lute, except that it has two necks or

juga, to the longest of which the bass strings

were attached. It was employed for ac

companying voices, and was in great favour

during the seventeenth century. See Arch-

lute.

One slovenly and ugly fellow, Signor Pedro, who

sings Italian songs to the theorbo most neatly.

Pepys.

Theorem (thS'6-rem), n. [Fr. thioreme, from

Gr. theorema, from theoreo, to look at, to

view.] 1. In math, a proposition to be

proved by a chain of reasoning; a truth

which is proved by reference to already

admitted truths ; auy proposition which

Btates its conclusion or makes any affirma

tion or negation, and requires its demon

stration; as distinguished from a problem,

which requires a conclusion to be arrived

at, without so much as stating whether that

conclusion is even possible. A theorem wants

demonstration only; a problem requires

solution, or the discovery both of method

and demonstration.—2. A speculative truth;

a position laid down as au acknowledged

truth; that which is considered and estab

lished as a principle.

By my theoremt.

Which your polite and terser gallants practise,

I re-refine the court, and civilize

Their barbarous natures. Massingtr,

3. In alg. and analysis, sometimes used to

denote a rule, particularly when that rule

is expressed by symbols or formula?; as. the

binomial theorem, Taylor'B theorem, Ac—

A universal theorem, a theorem which ex

tends to any quantity without restriction. -

A particular theorem, a theorem which ex

tends only to a particular quantity. — A

negative theorem, a theorem which expresses

the impossibility of any assertion.

Theorem (the'6-rem), v.t. To reduce to or

formulate into a theorem.

To attempt theorising on such matters would profit

little; they are matters which refuse to be theoremtd

and diagramed, which Logic ought to know that she

cannot speak of. Carlyle.

Theorematic, Theorematlcal (the'6-re-

mat"ik,the'6-re-mat"ik-al), a. Pertaining to

a theorem; comprised in a theorem; con

sisting of theorems; as, theorematic truth.

Theorematlst (the d-rem'a-tist), n. One

who forms theorems.

Theoremlc (the-d-rem'Ik), a. Theorematic.

Theoretic, Theoretical (the-6-ret'ik, the-

6-ret'fk-al), a. [Gr. theorUikos. See The

ory.] Pertaining to theory; depending on

theory or speculation; speculative; termin-

a ting in theory or speculation ; not practical ;

as, theoretical learning ; theoretic sciences.

The sciences are divided Into theoretical,

as theology, philosophy, and the like, and

practical, as medicine and law.

Weary with the pursuit of academical studies, he

no longer confined himself to the search of theoreti-

cat knowledge, but commenced, the scholar of hu

manity, to study nature and man in society.

Lanehome.

Theoretically (the-6-ret'ik-al-lI), adv. In a

theoretic manner; in or by theory; in specu

lation ; speculatively ; not practically ; as,

some things appear to be theoretically true

which are found to be practically false.

Theoretics (the-6-ret'iks), n, pi. The specu

lative parts of a science; speculation.

At the very first, with our Lord himself and his

apostles, as represented to us in the New Testament,

morals come before contemplation, ethics before

theoretics. H. B. Wilson.

Theoricf (the'6-rik), n. Speculation; theory.

'Old in judgment, theoric and practice.'

Massinger.

The bookish theoric.

Wherein the toged consuls can propose

As masterly as he; mere prattle, without practice,

Is all his soldiership. Shah.

Theoric, Theorical (thfi-or'ik, the-or'ik-al).

a. l.t Pertaining to theory; theoretic—

2. Pertaining to the Theorica (which see).—

Theoric fund, in Greek antiq. the surplus of

ordinary revenue which, after defraying all

charges of the peace establishment, was de

voted to the formation of a fund for fur

nishing to all citizens not absent from Attica

the sum of two oboli, the price of seats at

the great dramatic festivals.

ch. eAaln; ch, Sc locA; g, go; j. job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, fAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See K.xr.
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Theorlca (the-6'rlk-a), n. pi. [Gr. thedrikas,

of or belonging to seeing, ta theorika, public

money given to the poor to pay for seats at

the theatre, and for other purposes con

nected with spectacles. See Theory.] In

Greek antiq. a term applied to the public

moneys expended at Athens on festivals and

in largesses.

Theorlcally t (thS-or'ik-al-li), ado. Theor

etically; speculatively.

Theorlquer (the'6-rik), n. [Ft.] Theory.

He had the whole theoriqiu of war in the knot of

his scarf. Shak.

Theorist (the'6-rist). n. One who forms

theories; one given to theory and specula

tion.

The greatest theorists have given the preference

to such a government as that which obtains in this

kingdom. Addtion,

Theorizatlon (the-6-riz-n.'*hon). n. The act

or the product of theorizing; the formation

of a theory or theories; speculation.

Theorize (the'6-riz), v.i. pret. & pp. theor

ized; ppr. theorizing. To form a theory or

theories; to form opinions solely by theory1;

to indulge in theories; to speculate; as, U>

theorize on the existence of phlogiston.

Theorizer (the'd-riz-er), n. A theorist.

With the exception, in fact, of a few late absolutist

theorisers in Germany, this is, perhaps, the truth of

all others the most harmoniously re-echoed by every

philosopher of every school. Sir IV. Hamilton.

Theory (the'6-ri), n. [Fr. thSorie, from L

theoria, a theory, from Or. theoria, a look

ing at, contemplation, speculation, theory,

from theorem, to see, from theOros, an ob

server.] 1. Speculation; supposition explain

ing something; a doctrine or scheme of

tilings which terminates in speculation or

contemplation without a view to practice:

often taken in an unfavourable sense as im

plying something visionary; as, all that is

mere theory on your part—2. Plan or sys

tem; scheme.

If they had been themselves to execute their own

theory in this church, they would have seen, being

nearer. Hooker.

3 An exposition of the general or abstract

principles of any science; as, the theory of

music; the theory of medicine. — 4. The

science distinguished from the art; the rules

of an art, as distinguished from the prac

tice; to be learned in an art, the theory is

sufficient; to be master of it, both the theory

and practice are requisite.—5. In science, a

philosophical explanation of phenomena; a

connected arrangement of facts, according

to their bearing on some real or hypothe

tical law or laws; as, the theory of gravita

tion, the atomic theory, theories of light,

theories of heat, theory of combustion, lunar

theory, theory of dew, theories of the earth,

theory of moral sentiments, &c.

Practice alone divides the world into virtuous and

vicioos; but as to the theory slmA speculation of vir

tue and vice, mankind are much the same. South.

A theory is often nothing else but a contriv

ance for comprehending a certain number of

facts underone expression. Many theories are

founded entirely on analogy, and such the

ories may have all degrees of evidence from

the least to the greatest. The evidence of a

theory increases with the number of facts

which it explains, and the precision with

which it explains them. It diminishes with

the numberof facts which it does not explai u.

and with the numberof different supposi

tions that will afford explanations equally

precise. A theory may not deserve to be

rejected because it does not explain all the

phenomena, if it explains a great number

and be not absolutely inconsistent with any

one, but a single fact inconsistent with any

theory may be sufficient to overturn it.

— Theory is distinguished from hypothesis

thus: a theory is founded on inferences

drawn from principles which have been

established on independent evidence; a hy

pothesis is a proposition assumed to account

for certain phenomena, and has no other

evidence of its truth than that it affords a

satisfactory explanation of those phenom

ena. It is necessary to keep this distinction

in view, as the terms thenrtj and hypothesis

are very frequently confounded both in

speaking and writing.

Theosopher (the-os'of-er), n. Same as The-

osophist.

Theosophic, Theosophical (tlie-6-sof'ik,

the-6-sof'ik-al), a. Pertaining to theoso-

phism or to theosopbists; divinely wise.

Theosophically (the-6-sofik-al-li). adv. Tn

a theosophical manner; with direct divine

illumination.

The occur? ence being viewed as history or as

myth according as the interpreter is theosofhicatly

or critically inclined. Prof. It'. Ji. J$mt/h.

Theosophlsm (the-os'of-izm). n. [Gr. theos.

tfnd. and sophixma, comment, strphos, wise]

Pretension to divine illumination; enthu

siasm.

Theosophist (the-os'of-ist),n. One who pre

tends to divine illumination; one who pre

tends to derive his knowledge from divine

revelation.

Theosophist (is) a name which has been given,

though not with any very definite meaning, to that

class of mystical reli^'iius thinkers and writers who

aim at displaying, or believe themselves to possess,

■ knowledge of the divinity and his works bv super

natural inspiration. In this they differ from tlic mys

tics, who have been styled theopaihetic, whose ob

ject is passively to recover the supposed communica

tion of the divinity, and expatiate on the results. The

best-known names at this day of the theosophic order

are those of Jacob Bdhuie, Madame Guyou, Sweden-

borg, and Saint- Martin. Senoiling ana others, who

regarded the foundation of their metaphysical tenets

as resting on divine intuition, have been called the-

osophists, but with less exactness. Brande Or Cox.

Theosophistical ( the - os' o-flst"ik-al ), a.

Theosophical.

Theosophize (the-os'of-iz). v. i pret. and pp.

theosophized; ppr. theosophiziiuj. To treat

of or to practise theosophy.

Theosophy (the-os'o-H_), n. [Or. theosophia.

knowledge of divine things—theos, God. and

sophia, wisdom, from tfopAw, wise.] 1. Divine

wisdom; godliness.—2. A general namegiven

to those systems of philosophy which pro

fess to attain to a knowledge of the Divine

Being by spiritual ecstasy, direct intuition,

or special individual relations.

Theotechnlc (the-6-tek'nik), a. [Or. theos,

God, and techne, art] Pertaining to the ac

tion or intervention of the gods; operated or

carried on by the gods. 'The theotechnic

machinery of the Iliad.' Gladstone.

Theotheca (the'o-the-ka). n. [Gr. theos,

God, and thf.ke, a case.] See Monstrance.

Theow, Theowman (the-ou', thc-ou'man),

n. [A. Sax] A slave; a serf; a bondman.

Written also Their-.

Ther.t adv. 1. There; in that place.—

2. Where. Chaucer.

Therabouten.t ado. Thereabout. Chau

cer.

Theragain, t adv. Against that. Chancer.

TherapeutSB(ther-a-pu'te). n. pi. [Gr. thera-

pcutes, an attendant or servant, from the*

rnjteuo, to serve.] A Jewish sect of de

votees of the first century after Christ, so

called from the extraordinary purity of

their religious worship. They withdrew into

solitary places, where they devoted them

selves to a life of religious contemplation,

and to them with the Essenes the origfn of

monasticism in the Christian church has

been traced.

Therapeutic (ther-a-pu'tik). n. One of the

Jewish sect called TherapeuUe. Dr. Pri-

deaux.

Therapeutic, Therapeutical (ther-a-pu'

tik, ther-a-pu'tik-al)f a. IGr. therapeutOcos,

from therapeuo, to nurse, serve, or cure.]

Curative; pertaining to the healing art;

concerned in discovering and applying re

medies for diseases.

Medicine is Justly distributed Into prophylactic, or

the art of preserving health, and therapeutic, or the

art «f restoring it. Watts

Therapeutics fther-a-pu'tiks), n. That part

of medicine which relates to the composi

tion, the application, and the modes of op

eration of the remedies for diseases. It not

only includes medicines properly so called,

but also hygiene and dietetics, or the ap

plication of diet and atmospheric and other

non-medical influences to the preservation

or recovery of health.

Therapeutist (ther-a-pu'tist). n. One

versed in therapeutics.

Therapy t (ther'a-pi), n. [Or. therapeia. ser

vice, nurture, medical treatment.] Thera

peutics.

Therbeforne,t ado. Before that. Chaucer.

There (THiir), adv [O, K. ther, there, where;

A. Sax. thPr, thtrr, there, also where, the

locative case of the pronominal stem seen

in the, that, then, etc. Comp. here, where. In

the compounds thereafter, thereby, .tc. , there

is rather the dative case fern. sing, of the

definite article.] 1. In that place; at that

place; as, he stood there; my home is there.

It is often opposed to here, there generally

denoting the place most distant; but in some

cases the words when used together are

employed merely in contradistinction, with

out reference to nearness or distance.

Darkness there might well seem twilight here.

Milton.

2 In that object; therein.—3. At that point;

after going to such a length ; as, he squan

dered his fortune, but did not stop their —

he ruined his friends.—4. Into that place;

to that place; thither; as. how came that

there? I will go there to-mojrow. 'The

rarest that ere came there.' iynak. — 5. In

this point or matter; in this; by this.

Tybalt would kill thee.

But thou slew'st Tybalt ; the/ e thou art happy too,

Shak.

6. Used by way of calling the attention to

something, as to a person, object, or state

ment; as, do you see the man there? there

is my hand. "Louder the music there.'

Shak—7. It is used to begin sentences before

a verb when there is an inversion of the sub

ject.

And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou

art my beloved Son. Mark i. n.

Wherever there is sense or perception, there some

idea is actually produced. Locke.

There have been that have delivered themselves

from their ills by their good fortune or virtue.

Sncklint'.

8. L'sed like that in interjectioual phrases;

such as, there's a darling! there's a good boy!

' Why, there's a wench ! ' Shak.

Ay, touch him ; there's the vein I Shak.

In composition there has the sense of a pro

noun; as, thereny, which signifies by that.

Here and there, neither here mtr there. See

under Hrrr. — Here by there,\ here and

there. Spenser.

Thereabout (THnr'a-bont). adr 1. Near

that place.—2. Near that number, degree,

or quantity; as, ten men or thereabout. Tn

this sense thereabouts is often colloquially

used.—3. Concerning that. 'Much perplexed

thereabout.' Luke xxiv. 4.

Thereabouts (THar'a-bouts), adv. Same as

Thereabout. 'Five or six thousand horse

or thereabout*: Shak. [Colloq.]

Thereafter (THar-aft'er),(ni0. i. According

to that; accordingly.

When you can draw the head indifferently well,

proportion the body thereafter. Ptacham.

2. After that: afterward— 3. t Of or after

that sort. 'My audience is not thereafter.'

Latimer.

Thereanent (thar'a-nent), adv. Concerning

that ; regarding or respecting that matter.

[Scotch.]

Thereat (ralr-atf), adv. 1. At that place

Wide is the gate, and bro.id is the way, that lead-

eth to destruction, and many there are who go in

thereat. Mat. vii. rj.

2. At that thing or event; on that account

Every error is a stain to the beauty of nature; for

which cause it blusheth thereat. Hooker.

Thereaway (THar'a-wa), adr. 1. Away in

that place or direction.—2. About there or

that; thereabout. [Colloq.]

Thereby (THar-bi'), adv. 1 By that; by

that means; in consequence of that.

Acquaint now thyself with him, and be at peace ;

thereby good shall come to thee. Job «tt. at.

2. Annexed or attached to that. * Thereby

hangs a tale.' Shak. — 3. By or near that

place; near that number, quantity, or de-

Therefor (THar-for*), adv. For that or this

or it; as, you have caused me loss and I

must have compensation therefor.

Therefore (THer'for), conj. oradv. [There.the

dat. sing. fern, of the old def. art. , and for.

The e at the end of therefore, tcherefw-c, is an

erroneous addition, making the word look

as if it were a compound of fore, like before,

instead of for.] 1. For that; for that or

this reason, referring to something previ

ously stated.

I have married a wife, and therefore I cannot come

Luke xiv. m.

2. Consequently.

He blushes; therefore he is guilty. Spectator.

Therefore, wherefore, then. aceordiMigly, ct>ttse~

quetttly. Therefore is, for that reason or i hose rea

sons; n'herefcre is, fur which reason or reasons, anrt

applies to something immediately preceding. The-n

indicates a less formal conclusion, and is often appli

cable to physical sequence; these facts being s*t.

Accordingly is applicable to physical sequence only.

Both it and then often refer to a practical course fol

lowing from certain causes or facts. Consequently Ls

the most formal conclusive of the whole, though gen

erally confined to a practical sequence. Angles.

3. In return or recompense for this or that;

therefor.

What shall we have therefore f Mat. x\z. tt.

i. For that purpose.

So to his steed he got. and *gan to ride

As one tinfitt therefore. Spenser.

[In last two meanings probably pronounced

Tnar-for*. See Therkkor.]

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, mtfve: tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. attune; $, Sc. Icy.
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Therefrom (THar-fromO. adv. From this or

that. ' Turn not aside therefrom, to the

right hand or to the left.' Josh, xxiii. «.

Therein (THar-inO, adv. [A. Sax. thtr.rinne,]

1. In that or this place, time, or thing.

Bring forth abundantly in the earth and multiply

therein. Gen. ix. ;.

2. In that or this particular point or respect.

* Therein thou wrongst thy children.' Shak.

Therein our letters do not well a^rce. Shak.

Thereinto (THar-in-t©'), adv. Into that or

that place.

Let not them that are In the countries enter there

in/*. Luke xxi. ai.

Thereof (THar-ov^, adv. Of that or this.

la the day that thou eatest thereof, thou shall

surely die. Gen. li. 17.

Thereologist (ther.e-ol'o-jist),n. One versed

in thereology.

Thereology (ther-e-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr them, to

medicate, and logo*, discourse.] The art of

healing; therapeutics

Thereon (THar-ou'), ode. [A. Sax. thtvron.]

On that or this.

Then the king said, Hang him therein. Est. vii. 9.

Thereout (Tnar-out'),od 0. [A. Sax.f/utrri/*-.]

1. Out of that or this.

Me shall take thereout his handful of the flour.

Lev. ii. 9.

2 Without; out of doors. [Old English and

Scotch. J

And lyk a beste him seemed for to be.

And cct hay as an ox and lay thtr-oute Chancer.

Thereto (THar-tb'), adv. [A. Sax. tha-rto.]

To that or this. ' Add the fifth part thereto.'

Lev. t. 16.

Theretofore (Tnar-tti-fdrO.nrfy. Before that

time : tiie counterpart of heretofore, or be

fore this time. [Rare.)

Thereunder (THiir-un'der), adv. Under that

or this. Jiateigh.

Thereunto (THar-un-tb'), adv. Same as

Thereto. ' We yield thereunto our unfeigned

assent.' Hooker.

Thereupon (THar-up-on'), adv. 1. Upon

that or this.

The remnant of the house of Judah, they shall feed

thereupon. Zeph. ii. 7.

2. In consequence of that

He hopes to find you forward.

And thereupon he sends you this good news. Shak.

3. Immediately; at once: without delay.

Therewhile t (THar-whil'). adv. At the same

time.

Of this bodily reverence of God in hhchun.h the

government is moderate; God grant it he not loose

therewhite. Aty. laud.

Therewith (THar-with'). adv. With that or

this.

I have learned in whatever state I am, therewith

to be content. Phil. iv 11.

Therewithal (THar-with-aO. adv. 1. With

that or this; therewith.

His hideous tail then hurled he about.

And therewithal en wrapt the nimble thighs

*.ff his froth-foamy steed. Sfienser.

2.t At the same time.

Well, gire her that ring, and give therewithal

That letter. Shah,

3. t Over and above.

Therewithal the execrable act

On their late murther'd king they aggravate.

Daniel.

Therf-bread t (therfbred), n. [A. Sax. therf,

theorf, unfermented.] Unleavened bread.

Therfro.l adv. From that. Chaucer.

Thergaine,t adv. Against that. Chaucer.

Theriac. Theriaca (the'ri-ak, the-ri'a-ka ),

i*. (I* theriacafOr. theriaki. See Treacle.]

A name given anciently to various composi

tions esteemed efficacious against the effects

of poison, but afterwards restricted chiefly

to what has been called Theriaca Andro

mache or Venice treacle, which is a com

pound of Bixty-four drugs, prepared, pul

verized, and reduced by means of honey to

an electuary.

Theriac, Theriacal (the'ri-ak, the-ri'ak-al),

a. Pertaining to theriac; medicinal.

The virtuous bcznar is taken from the beast that

feedeth upon llie mountains, where there are theria

cal herbs. Bacon.

Therial (the'ri-al). a. Same as Theriac

Theriomorpha (the'riomorm), n. [Gr.

thtrion, a wild ttcast. and morphe, shape. ]

Owen's name for the order of tailless am

phibians generally known as Amira. Sec

ANCRA.

Theriotomy (the-ri-ot'o-mi).n. [Gr. therion,

a wild beast, and torn?, a cutting, from

temno. to cut.] The anatomy of animals;

zootomy.

Thermae (ther'me), n. pi. [L.. from Gr. ther-

man, warm] Hot springs or hot baths.

Thermal (ther'mal), a. [From Gr. thermos,

hot, warm, from them, to warm.) Pertain

ing to heat; warm. 'The thermal condition

of the earth." J. D. Forbes. — Thermal

springs, thermal waters, hot springs.—Ther

mal capacity, the quantity of heat required

to raise the temperature of a body one de

gree.—Thermal unity, a unit or standard

fixed upon for the comparison or calcula

tion of the quantity of heat. That some

times employed in England is the amount

of heat required to raise a pound of water

a degree of temperature measured on the

Fahrenheit scale, but the unit usually fixed

on by physicists is the quantity necessary

to raise a gramme of water one degree Cen

tigrade.

Thermally (ther'mal-li),ndo. In a thermal

manner; with reference to heat.

Thermantidote (ther-man'ti-dofc), n. [Gr.

thenna, heat, and E. antidote (which see). J

An East Indian apparatus for producing a

current of air.

The thrrmxtitulete. which is n sort of windmill

worked by hand to make a current of cool air. was

pouring its refreshing streams through the house.

If H. Russell.

Thermetograph (ther-raet'6-graf). «- Same

as Thermometroyraph. E. II. Knight.

Thermetrograph (ther-ruet'ro-graf), n.

Same as Thermometrograph.

Thermic (theVnuk). a. [Gr. therme, heat]

Of or relating to heat; thermal; as, thermic

lines.

His ifrcat work on volcanoes , . . contained a con

sistent hypothesis of the cause of the thermic dis

turbance. Gen. Sabine.

Thermldor (ther'ml-dor), n. [Ft., from Or.

thermos, warm.] The name of the eleventh

month of the year in the calendar of the

first French republic. It commenced on

tin- 19th of July, and ended on the 17th of

August.

Thermidorian (ther-mi-do'ri-an), n. One

of those who in 1794 took part in the com;*

d'ttat by which the fall of Robespierre was

effected. They were so named because the

'Reign of Terror' was brought to an end on

the 9th Thermidor.

Thermo-. [Gr. thermos, warm, therm?, heat. ]

The first part of a number of compound

words and usually signifying connected with

heat or temperature.

Thermo - barometer (ther'm6-bn-ronv"et-

er), n. 1. A thermometer which indicates

the pressure of the atmosphere by the boil

ing-point of water, used in the measurement

of altitudes—2. A siphon-barometer having

its two wide legs united by a narrow tube,

so that it can be used either in its ordinary

position as a barometer or in the reversed

position as a thermometer, the wide sealed

leg of the barometer then serving as the

bulb of the thermometer.

Thermo-chemistry (ther'roo-kem-ls-tri), n.

That branch of chemical science which in

cludes all the various relations existing be

tween chemical action and the manifesta

tion of that force termed heat.

Thermochroay ( ther-mok'ro-sl ), n. [Gr.

therme, heat, and chrottvf, colouring.] The

property possessed by heat of being com

posed, like light, of rays of different refran-

gibilities, varying in rate or degree of trans

mission through diathermic substances.

Thermo-current (thcVmo-ku-rent), n. The

current, as of electricity, set up by heating

a compound circuit consisting of two or

more different metals.

Thermo - dynamic (ther/mo-di-nam"ik), o.

Relating to thermo- dynamics; caused or

operated by force due to the application of

heat

Thermo - dynamics (theVmo-dl-nanTiks),

n. That department of physical science

which investigates the laws regulating the

conversion of heat into mechanical force or

energy, and vice versa; that branch of theo

retical physics which treats of bent as a

mechanical agent, and which forms the basis

on which the modern doctrine of energy is

founded.

Thermo -electrio (th6r'mo-e-lek"trik). a.

Pertaining to thermo-electricity; as, thermo

electric currents.

Thermo-electricity (thtr/mo-e-lck-tris"i-

ti), n. I. Electricity produced at the junc

tion of two metals, or at a point where a

molecular change occurs in a bar of the same

metal, when the junction or point is heated

above or cooled below the general temper

ature of the conductor. Thus when wires

or bars of metal of different kinds, as bis

muth and antimony, are placed in close con

tact, end to end, and disposed so as to form

a periphery or continuous circuit, ami heat

then applied to the ends or junctions of the

bars, electric currents are produced. —2. The

science that treats of the electric currents

that arise front heating the junction of two

heterogeneous conductors —Thermo-electric

alarm, an apparatus designed to Indicate

the rise of temperature beyond a certain

desired point; as for instance to show when

the bearings of shaftings are overheated,

or when a room is too warm from overheat

ing or in danger from fire. It consists of a

thermometer having a wire passing through

the bulb, and so connected with the mer

cury; and another entering the tube at the

top, and extending a certain distance down

wards. Each of these wires is connected

with a small open circuit having nn electric

battery and bell. Suppose the presence of

Hie in an apartment may be inferred from

the temperature rising to 100°, this actual

rise may be indicated by having the end of

the top wire set in the tube opposite this

degree on the scale. When the mercury

rises and touches 100" the circuit is com

pleted and the bell rung.— Thermo-electric

battery, or pile, an apparatus much used in

delicate experiments with radiant heat. It

consists of a series of little bars of antimony

and bismuth (or any other two metals of

different heat-conducting power), having

their ends soldered together and arranged

in a compact form; the opposite ends of the

pile being connected with a galvanometer,

which is very sensibly affected by the elec

tric current induced in the system of bars

when exposed to the slightest variations of

temperature. To the combined arrange

ment of pile and galvanometer the name of

thcrmo-imiltiplicr is given. — Thermo-elec

tric pair, two metal burs of different heat-

conducting power, having their ends sol

dered together, and the combined bar then

usually bent into a more or less horse-shoo

or magnet form for the purpose of bringim;

their free ends within a conveniently short

distance. They are used in thermo-electric

experiments, but as the electric current

developed in a single pair is very weak, a

considerable number are usually combined,

thus forming the thermo-electric pile or

battery. Bismuth and antimony are the

metals usually employed, the difference in

electro-motive force being greater between

them than between any other two metals

conveniently obtainable.

Thermo - electrometer (ther ' m& - e - lek-

trom"et-er), n. An instrument for ascer

taining the heating power of an electric

current, or for determining the strength of

a current by the heat it produces.

Thermogen (ther'mo-jen), n. [Gr. therme,

heat, ana genos, ginomai, to generate] An

old name for caloric.

Thermogenons (ther-moj'e-nus), a. Pro

ducing heat.

Thermograph (tluVmfi-graf).«. An instru

ment for automatically recording variations

of temperature.

Thermography (ther-mog'ra-ft), n. [Or.

therm?, neat, and graphd, to write.) A pro

cess by which engravings are copied on

metal plates, Ac., by the agency of heat.

Thermology (ther-mol'o-ji), w. [Gr. thennf,

heat, and logo*, discourse! A discourse on

or an account of heat. WheiecU.

Thermo - magnetism (ther-mo-mag'net-

izm), n. Magnetism resulting from, or as

affected by, the action of heat

Thermometer (ther-moru'et-er), n. [Gr.

thermos, warm, from therme", heat, and me-

tron, measure] An instrument by which

the temperatures of bodies are ascertained;

founded on the property which heat pos

sesses of expanding all bodies, the rate or

quantity of expansion being supposed pr<«-

fwrtional to the degree of heat applied, and

lence indicating that degree. The thermo

meter consists of a slender glass tube, with

a small bore, containing in general mercury

or alcohol, which expanding or contracting

by variations in the temperature of the

atmosphere, or on the instrument being

brought into contact with any other body,

or immersed in a liquid or gas which is to

be examined, the state of the atmosphere,

the body, liquid, or gas. with regard to heat,

is indicated by a scale either applied to the

tube or engraved on its exterior surface.

The ordinary thermometer consists of a

small tube, terminating in a ball containing

mercury, the air having been expelled and

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g. go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ug. sing; TH. fAen; th. thin: w. trig; wh, icAig; zh, azure —See KEY.
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the tube hermetically sealed. There are

two points on the scale, corresponding to

fixed and determinate temperatures, one,

namely, to the temperature of freezing

water, and the other to that of boiling

water. In the thermometer commonly used

in this country, that of Fahrenheit, the

former point is marked 32" and the latter

212"; hence the zero of the scale, or that

part marked 0°, is 32" below the freezing-

point, and the interval or space between

the freezing ami boiling points consists of

180°. The zero point is supposed to have

been fixed by Fahrenheit at the point of

greatest cold that he had observed, probably

by means of a freezing-mixture such as snow

and salt On the Continent, particularly in

France, and nowadays in all scientific in

vestigations, the Centigrade thermometer is

used. The space between the freezing and

boiling points of water is divided into 100

equal parts or degrees, the zero being at

freezing and the boiling-point at 100*.

Reaumur's thermometer, which is in use in

Germany, has the space between the freezing

and boiling points divided into SO equal

parts, the zero being at freezing. The fol

lowing formula; will serve to convert any

given number of degrees of Fahrenheit's

scale into the corresponding number of de

grees on Reaumur's and the Centigrade

scales, and vice ve.rsd: Let F, R, and C (the

0* of C. and R. being equal to F. 32", and the

three scales from freezing to boiling point

being F. 180°, C. 100*. R. 80*. or In the ratio

of 9", 6", 4") represent any corresponding

numbers of degrees on the three scales re

spectively, then: (F. -32°)x4 =R. ; (F. -32")

x * =C; R.x J+328= F.; C. x *+32* = F.;

C. x $ = R. ; R. x \ = C. For extreme degrees

of cold, thermometers filled with spirit of

wine must be employed, as no degree of

cold known is capable of freezing that

liquid, whereas mercury freezes at about

311" below zero on the Fahrenheit scale. On

the other hand, spirit of wine is not adapted

to high temperatures, as it is soon converted

into vapour, whereas mercury does not boil

till its temperature is raised to 660* F. Mer

cury is most commonly used for thermome

ters employed for indicating all ordinary

temperatures. For recording extremely

high temperatures the pyrometer is used;

and for indicating very slight variations the

thermo-electric battery is employed. As

the ordinary thermometer gives the tem

perature only at the time of observation,

the necessity for having an instrument which

would show the maximum and minimum

temperatures within a given period iseasily

apparent in all cases connected with me

teorology, and various forms of instruments

for this purpose have been invented. A

common form of maximum thermometer

consists of the ordinary thermometer fitted

with a piston which moves easily in the

tube. The instrument is placed horizon

tally, and the piston is pushed along the

bore as the mercury advances, and is left at

the highest point by the retiring fluid. This

point is noted by the observer, who then

erects the thermometer, causing the piston

to sink to the mercury, the instrument thus

being in condition for a fresh experiment.

A similar action takes place iu the spirit of

witieminimum thermometer, thesmall mov

able piston being, however, immersed in

the fluid and drawn back by the convex

surface of the contracting fluid, being left

at the point of greatest contraction. The

maximum and minimum instruments com

bined form the register or self-registering

tJiermometer.— Chromatic thermometer, an

arrangement of glass plates devised by Sir

David Brewster, exhibiting the difference

between their temperature and that of an

object with which they are brought in con

tact by the different hues of the polarized

light produced in the plates.—Differential

thermometer. See DlFHEKENTIAL.

Thermometrlc, Thermometrical (ther-

mo-met'rik, th*r-m6-met'rik-al), a. 1. Per

taining to a thermometer; as, the thermo

metrical scale or tube —2. Made by a ther

mometer; as, thermometrical observations.

Thermometrlcally (ther-mo-met'rik-al-li),

ado. In a thermometrical manner; by

means of a thermometer.

Thermometrograph(ther-m6-met'r6-graf).

n. [Or. therme. heat, metron. measure, and

grapho, to write.] A self-registering ther

mometer, especially one that registers the

maximum and minimum degrees of tem

perature during long periods.

TTiermo-multlpUer(ther-md-murti-pli-er),

n. An apparatus consisting of a thermo

electric pile and a galvanometer combiued.

See under Thermo-electricity.

Thermo -pile (ther'mo-pll), n. Same as

Thermo-electric Battery or Pile. See under

THERMO-KLKCTRICITT.

Thermoscope (ther'm6-sk6p),n. [Gr.thermi,

heat, and skopeO, to see.] An instrument

by which changes of temperature are indi

cated. The modification of the air ther

mometer, called by Leslie a differential

thermometer, was claimed by Couut Rum-

ford as one of his own inventions, under the

name of thermoscope. See Differential.

Th.ennoBCoplc,Tliermoacoplcal(ther-m6-

skop'ik, ther-mo-skop'ik-al), o. Pertaining

to the thermoscope; made by means of the

thermoscope; as, thermoscopU observations.

Thermostat (ther'mo-stat), ?*. [Gr. therme,

heat, and statos, standing.] A self-acting

apparatus for regulating temperature. A

thermostat was contrived by Dr. Ure for

regulating temperature in the processes of

distillation and vaporization in baths, hot

houses, in adjusting the heat of stoves and

furnaces, &c. It operates upon the princi

ple that when two thin metallic bars of

different degrees of expansibility are ri veted

or Boldered faceways together, any change

of temperature will cause the compound

bar to bend, the side on which the least

expansible bar is becoming concave, and the

other convex. These flexures are made to

operate in regulating valves. Btop- cocks,

stove-registers, Ac, and thereby to regulate

the flow of heated liquids, or the admission

or emission of air.

Thermostatic (ther-m5-stat'ik), a. Per

taining to the thermostat.

Thermo-tenslon (ther-m6-ten'shon), n.

Lit. a stretching by heat; specifically, a

process of increasing the direct cohesion of

wrought iron, consisting in heating the

metal to a determinate temperature, gene

rally from 500* to 600° F, and in that state

giving to it. by appropriate machinery, a

mechanical strain or tension in the direction

in which the strain is afterwards to be ex

erted. The degree of tensile force applied

is determined beforehand by trials on the

same quality of metal at the ordinary tem

perature, in order to ascertain what force

would, in that case, have been sufficient to

break the piece which is to be submitted to

thermo-tension.

Thermotic, Thermotical (ther-mot'ik,

ther - mot ' ik - al ), a. [From Gr. thermos,

warm.] Of or relating to heat; resulting

from or dependent on heat. 'This revolu

tionary thermotic discovery.' Huxley.

The doctrines of this kind which we have to notice

refer principally to the effect of the sun's heat on the

earth, the laws of climate, the thermotieal condition

of the interior of the earth, and that of the planetary

spaces, frhrtvelt.

Thermotics (ther-mot'iks), n. The science

of heat.

I employ the term thermctics to include all the doc

trines respecting heat which have hitherto been estab

lished on proper scientific grounds, If'heive/i.

Thermotype (theVmo-tip), n. [Or. thermi,

heat, ana typos, impression.] A picture-

impression, as of a slice of wood, obtained

by first wetting the object with dilute acid,

as sulphuric or hydrochloric, then printing

it, and afterwards developing the impres

sion by heat.

Thermotypy (ther-mot'i-pi), n. The act or

process of producing a thermotype.

Therologlst (the-rol'o-jist), n. One versed

in therology ; a student of therology or

mammalogy. ' A gentleman who, to use

a newly-coined transatlantic word, is cer

tainly one of the first therologists of his

country.' Academy. 25th Aug. 1877.

Therology (the-rol'o-ji), n. [Gr. thfr,

thiros, a wild beast, and logos, a discourse.]

That branch of zoology which treats of the

Mammalia: a term now sometimes substi

tuted for mammalogy on the ground that

the latter is a hybrid compound of Latin

and Greek.

Thesaurus (the-sa'rus), n. [L. thesaurus,

from Gr. tiiesauros, from (ti)themi, to place.]

A treasury. —Thesaurus verborum, a trea

sury of words; a lexicon.

These (THez),pron, and a. ; pi. of (Aw. When

these and those are used to contradistinguish

persons or things already referred to these

refers to the things or persons which are

nearest in place or order or which are last

mentioned. See This and That.

Some place the bliss in action, some in ease;

Those call it pleasure, and contentment these. Pope.

Theslcle (the'si-kl), n. [Dim. of thesis) A

little or subordinate thesis ; a proposition.

[Rare.]

Thesis (the'sis). n. pi. Theses (the'sez). [L.

thesis, Gr. thesis, a position, from tithPmi.

to set] 1. A position or proposition which

a person advances and offers to maintain,

or which is actually maintained by argu

ment; a theme; a subject propounded for

a school or college exercise ; the exercise

itself. Hence — 2. An essay or dissertation

upon a specific or definite theme, as an

essay presented by a candidate for a diploma

or degree, as for that of doctor of medicine.

I told them of the grave, becoming, and sublime

deportment they should assume upon this mystical

occasion, and read them two homilies and a thesis of

my own composing to prepare them. Goldsmith

3. In logic, an affirmation, in distinction

from a supposition or hypothesis. —4. A

term used by writers on ancient Greek

music, and supposed to be equivalent to

the unaccented or weak position of the

bar, and occasionally but needlessly used

by modern musicians in that signification:

weak beat or pulse.—5. In pros, the depres

sion of the voice in pronouncing the sylla

bles of a word; the part of a foot on which

the depression of the voice falls.— 6. In

rhetoric, the port of a sentence preceding

and corresponding to the antithesis.

The style of Junius is a sort ofmetre, the law ofwhich

is a balance of thesis and antithesis. Coleridge.

Theslum (the'shi-um), n. [L. therimn, Gr.

theseion, said to be from Gr. thc~s, a serf or

villain, from the mean appearance of the

plants. ] A genus of plants, nat. order

Santalacere. The species are Binall weeds,

scentless, and slightly astringent. T. lin-

ophyllum, or bastard toad-flax, is a British

plant, which grows in elevated pastures.

Thesmophoria (thes-mo-fo'ri-a), n. [Gr.,

from thesmophoros, law-giving, an epithet

of Demeter—thesmos, a law, and pliero, to

bear.] A famous ancient Greek festival

celebrated by married women iu honour of

Demeter as the 'mother of beautiful off

spring." Though not confined to Attica, it

was especially observed in that district.

Thesmothete (thez'mo-thet), n, (Gr thes-

mothetes. a lawgiver — thexmvs, law, and

tithe'mi, to place.] A lawgiver; a legislator;

one of the six Inferior orchons at Athens.

Thespesia(thes-pe'zhi-a),u. [FromGr. thea-

pesios, divine, in allusion to T. populnea

being planted in tropical countries near

churches.] A genus of plants, nat. order

Malvacese. The species are trees with large

entire leaves and large handsome flowers.

The rim of the calyx is entire, and the

outer calyx is formed of three leaves, which

Thespcsia populnea.

soon fall off. T. populnea, or the umbrella-

tree, is a native of the East Indies, Guinea,

and the Society Islands. It grows to the

height of about 40 feet, and has large yellow

flowers, with a dark red centre. In tropical

countries It is planted, for the sake of its

shade, about monasteries and convents, and

hence it is looked upon with a sort of reli

gious regard. Its wood is reckoned as al most

indestructible underwater, and it is there

fore much used for boat-building as well as

for carpentry purposes and house-building.

Thespian (thes'pi-an), a. [From The*}ri*,

who played an important part in the early

history of the drama in Greece about B.C.

635] Of or relating to Thespis. or to dra

matic acting in general; hence, t)\e Thets-

{yian art is equivalent to the drama. 'The

nghest stretch attained by the Thespian

art' Carlyle.

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. atwne; y, Sc. ley.
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Thessalonian (thes-Ba-lfi'ni-an), a. Of or

pertaining to Thessalonica, an important

city of Macedonia,

Thessalonian (thes-sa-lo'ni-an), n. A

native or inhabitant of Thessalonica

Theta (the'ta). n. [Gr. thita.] A letter of

the Greek alphabet corresponding to th in

such English words as thin: sometimes

called the unlucky letter from being used

by the judges in passing condemnation on

a prisoner, it being the first letter of the

Greek thanatos, death.

Thetch t (thech), v. t and »'. To thatch.

To plough, to plant, to reap, to rake, to sowe.

To hedge, to ditch, to thrash, to thetch, to mowe.

Spenser.

Thetlcal t (thet'ik-al), a. [From Gr the ti

kes. See Thesis.] Laid down; absolute or

incontrovertible, as a law. Dr. H. More.

Thetis (thet'is), n. 1. In Greek myth, the

daughter of Nereus and Doris, and hence

one of the Nereids. She was married to

Peleus, king of the Myrmidons, and became

the mother of Achilles. Thetis was a symbol

of water in the ancient cosmogonies.— 2. In

eutron. a small planet or asteroid revolving

between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, dis

covered April 17, 1852, by Luther.

Thetsee (thet'se), n. See Thbktsee.

Theurgic, Theurglcal (the-er'jik, the-er'-

jik-al), a. Pertaining to theurgy or the power

of performing supernatural tiling. — The-

urgic hymn*, songs of incantation.

Theuxgiflt(the'er-jist), n. One who pretends

to or is addicted to theurgy.

More refined necromancers or magicians call them

selves theurgists . . , thinking to have to do only

with good spirits. Hallywetl.

Theurgy (the'er-ji), n. [Gr. theourgia, from

theos, a god, and ergon, work. J The working

of some divine or supernatural agency in

human affairs; a working or producing

effects by spiritual means; effects or phe

nomena brought about among men by spir

itual agency; specifically, (a) divine agency

or direct interference of the gods in human

affairs or the government of the world.

Homer, with the vast mechanism of the Trojan war

tn his hands, and in such hands, and almost compelled

to employ an elaborate and vftriedrtwrvj', . . . was

In a position of advantage without parallel for giving

form to the religious traditions of his country.

Gladstone.

(&) A system of supernatural knowledge or

powers believed by the Egyptian Platonists

and others to have beeu communicated to

mankind by the beneficent deities or good

spirits, and to have been handed down from

generation to generation traditionally by

the priests, (c) The art of invoking deities

or spirits, or by their intervention conjuring

up visions, interpreting dreams, prophesy

ing, receiving and explaining oracles, etc. ;

the power of obtaining from the gods, by

meaus of certain observances, words, sym

bols, Ac., a knowledge of the secrets which

surpass the powers of reason to lay open

the future, etc. —a power claimed by the

priesthood of most pagan religions, (d)

That species of magic, which more modern

professors of the art allege to produce its

effects by supernatural agency, as contra

distinguished from natural magic.

Thewt (thu), n. [A. Sax thedto, custom,

manner, behaviour, from tfu-on, to flourish,

prosper, O.K. to thee.] Manner; custom;

habit ; form of behaviour : generally in the

plural.

Thew(thu), n. SeeTHEOW.

Thew (thu), n. [Perliaps from Icel. th}6,

the thigh, the buttocks, A. Sax. Otedh, the

thigh. The original meaning would there

fore be the muscular parts of the thigh;

hence muscle in general.] Brawn; muscle;

sinew; strength: generally in the pluraL

And I myself, who sat apart

And watched them, waxed in every limb;

I felt the thews of Anakim,

The pulse* of a Titan's heart. Tennyson.

Thewed t (thud), a. Accustomed; educated;

mannered.

Yet would not seem so rude and thrived ill.

As to despise so courteous seeming part. Spenser.

Thewed (thud), a. Having thews, muscle,

or strength; as, a vreU-thewed limb.

Thewy (thu'i), a. Brawny; muscular;

sinewy; vigorous; strong.

They (THa), pron ; possess, case their, obj.

case them. [O. E. tha, thei, which in the

thirteenth century came into use in the

north of England, displacing hi, hie, the

nom. pt of the A. Sax. pron. he, hed, hit.

It gradually became general, thei being the

regular form in Chaucer (genit. her, hir.here,

their, dat and ace. Arm, them), though

Piers Plowman has also Ay. They appears

to be based directly on A. Sax tlnl, nom. pi.

of the def. art., modified by the influence

of Icel their, they, nom. pL of the pers.

pron] The pi. form for all the genders of

the third pers. pron., that is, for he, she, or

it, thus denoting more than one persou or

thing.

They and their fathers have transgressed ajjainst

me. Ezek. u. 3.

lilcssed are they which do hunger and thirst after

righteousness. Mat. v. 6.

They of Italy salute you. Heb. xiiL. 24.

In the phrase they say ( = Fr. on dit), that

is, it is said by persons, indefinitely, they

Is used indefinitely, as our ancestors used

man, and as the French use on.

Thibaudla (ti-ba'di-a), n, [In honour of

Thiebaut de Berneand, secretary of the

Linwean society of Paris. ] A genus of

extremely elegant shrubs, nat. order Vac-

cinaeea*. having usually bright-red tubular

flowers and thick shining leaves. The spe

cies are mostly natives of Peru and New

Granada, though some (forming the genus

Agapetes of some authors) are found in

India, Iowa, and Madagascar.

Thibetan, Thibetlan (tib'et-an, U-beW-

an), a. Of or belonging to Thibet in Asia.

Thibet-Cloth (ti-befkloth), n. 1. A camlet

or fabric made of coarse goats' hair.—2. A

fine woollen cloth used for ladies' dresses

Thlble (thi'bl), n. [A Blightly different

form of dibble] 1. A dibble.—2. A porridge-

stick, a stick used for stirring broth, por

ridge, Ac: in Scotch Thivel or Theevle.

[Provincial in both senses.]—3. t A slice; a

skimmer; a spatula.

Thick (thik), a. [A. Sax. thice, O. Fris.

thikke, Icel. thykkr, Dan. tyk. D. dik, O.

dick, thick ; same root as A. Sax ththan,

thedn, to grow, to flourish.] 1. Having

more or less extent measured round the

surface in the direction of the breadth, or

from one surface to its opposite ; having

certain dimensions measured otherwise than

in length and breadth ; having more or less

extent in circumference or diameter : said

of solid bodies ; as, a plank three inches

Uiick; how thick is the paper?—2. Having

greater extent or depth than usual from

one surface to its opposite; relatively of

great circumference, depth, or diameter;

having considerable extent when measured

all round in the direction of the breadth:

opposed to thin, slender, slim ; as, a Uiick

stick; thick cloth; thick paper.

Thou art waxen fat ; thou art grown thick.

Deut. xxtii. 15.

3. Dense; inspissated; having great con

sistence ; containing much solid matter in

solution or suspension; not thin; as, thick

juice; thick vapour; thick tog.

Make the gruel thick and slab. Shah.

4. Not transparent or clear; dark; turbid;

misty; as, thick weather. 'A thick, misty

day.' Sir W. Scott—5. Close set or planted;

having things closely crowded together;

compact; close; dense. 'Thin mane, thick

tail Shak. 'A hollow cave amid the

thickest woods,' Spenser.—fl. Coming close

together; following each other closely ; as,

blows as thick as hail, — ?". Without pro

per intervals or flexibility of articulation;

indistinct ; as, thick utterance. ' My voice

was thick with sighs.' Tennyson.—8. Dim;

indistinct ; weak ; defective : said of the

sense of sight. 'My sight was ever thick.'

Shak—9. Dull; not acute or sensitive; not

quick; defective: said of the sense of hearing.

The king and queen of that country were thick of

hearing. Swift,

10. Mentally or morally dull; stupid; gross;

crass. ' Thick and unwholesome in their

thoughts.' Shak. — 11. Deep; heavy; pro

found.

Thick slumber hangs upon mine eyes. Shak.

12. Intimate ; very friendly ; fnmiliar.

[Colloq.]

Newcorae and I are not very thick together.

Thackeray.

She and Polly are as thick as thieves together.

Cornhill Mag.

[Thick as thieves is a sort of proverbial say

ing.]— Syn. Dense, close, compact, solid,

gross, coarse.

Thick (thik), n 1. The thickest part, or the

time when anything is thickest

Achimetes . . . in the thick of the dust and smoke

presently entered his men. KnkUet.

2. t A thicket or close bush.

Which when that warrior heard, dismounting

straight

From his t.vl! steed he rusht into the thick. Spenser.

And through the cumbrous thicks as fearfully he

makes.

He with his branched head the tender saplings

shakes. Drnyton.

3. A thick-headed, slow, or stupid fellow; a

dullard; a dolt. [Colloq ]

The question remains whether I should have got

most good by understanding Creek particles or

cricket thoroughly. I am such a thick. I never

should have had tune for both. T. Hughes.

—Thick and thin, whatever is in the way;

all obstacles or hinderances.

Through thick and thin she followed him.

Hndibras.

Thick (thik), adv. [A. Sax thicce] 1. In close

succession one upon another; crowdingly;

frequently ; fast or close together.

Favours came thick upon him. Wotton.

I hear the trampling of thick beating feet.

Dryden.

2. Closely; as, a plat of ground thick sown.—

3. To a great depth, or to a thicker depth

than usual; as, a bed covered thirl; with

tan ; land covered thick with manure. —

TAic* and three/old, in quick succession or

in great numbers.

They came thick and threefold for a time, till an

experienced stager discovered the plot.

Sir R. /,''Estrange.

Thick (thik), v.i. To become thick or dense;

to thicken.

Thick (thik), v.t. To make thick; to

thicken. Shak.

The nightmare Life-in-death was she.

Who thicks men's blood with cold. Co/eridge.

Thick-and-thin (thik'and-thin),a. 1. Ready

to go through thick and thin ; thorough ;

devoted ; as, a thick-and-thin supporter ; a

thick-and-thin advocate for a measure.—

2. Naut. said of the block of a tackle having

one of its sheaves larger than the other.

Thick-coming (thik'kum-ing), a. Coming

or following in close succession; crowding.

She is troubled with thick-coming fancies.

That keep her from her rest Shak.

Thicken (thik'u), v.t L To make thick or

thicker, in any seuse of the word: as, (a) to

make dense; to make close; to fill up the in

terstices of; as, to thicken cloth; to thicken

paint, mortar, or a liquid. (6) To make

frequent or more frequent; as, to thicken

blows.—2. t To strengthen; to confirm.

And this may help to thicken other proofs. Shak.

Thicken (thik'n), v.i. To become thick

or more thick, in any of the senses of the

word ; as, (a) to become dense ; as, the fog

thickens, (b) To become dark or obscure.

Thy lustre thickens

When he shines by. Shak.

(e) To be inspissated ; to be consolidated,

coagulated,or congealed; as, vegetable juices

thicken as the more volatile parts are eva

porated.

Water stopt gives birth

To grass and plants, and thickens into earth.

Prior.

(d) To become cIobo or more close or nu

merous ; to press ; to crowd : hence to be

come more animated through people crowd

ing.

The press of people thickens to the court. Dryden.

The combat thickens like the storm that flies.

Dryden.

Thickening (tbik'n-ing), n. Something put

into a liquid or mass to make it more thick

Thicket (thik'et), n. [From (Aic*; comp. O.

dickicht, from dick, thick.] A wood or col

lection of trees or shrubs closely set. ' A

ram caught in a thicket' Gen. xxii. 13. ' No

branchy thicket shelter yields. ' Tennyson.

Thicketty (thik'et-i). a. Abounding in
thickets. [Bare.] •Thicketty woods.' Mrs.

Marsh.

Thick-eyed (thikfd). a. Having dim eyes;

characterized by defective vision. ' Thick-

eyed musing and cursed melancholy.' Shak.

Thick-head (thik'hed), n. 1* A stupid fel

low; a blockhead; a numskull. — 2. One of

the birds of the sub-family Pachycephalia*,

or great-headed chatterers.

Thick-headed (thik'hed-ed), o. 1. Having a

thick or bushy head. ' Some thick-headed

tree.' Mortimer.—2. Having a thick skull;

dull; stupid.

Thickish (thik'ish), a. Somewhat thick.

Thick* knee (thik'ne), n. The common

name of birds of the genus (Edicnemus,

order Grallatores, connecting the bustards

and plovers. One species, the CE. crepitans,

is found in the southern parts of Britain,

where it is called the stone-citrUw or Nor

folk plover. See Stone-plover.

Thick-lips (thiklips), n. A person having

thick lips, a characteristic of the negro race;

ch, eAain; eh, Sc. loeA; S> ffo; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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an opprobrious term applied to Othello.

Shot.

Thickly (thik'li), adv. In a thick manner

or condition; as, (a) deeply; to a great

depth; as, paint laid thickly on. (b) Closely;

compactly; as, branches growing thickly,

(e) In quick succession; as, misfortunes

come thickly upon him.

Thickness (thik'nes), n. The state of

being thick, in any sense of the word ; as,

(a) the extent of a body from Bide to side, or

from surface to surface; as, the thickness

of a tree; the thickness ot a board; the thick-

nets of the hand; the thickness of a layer of

earth. (A) Denseness; density; consistence;

spissitude; as, the thickness of fog, vapour,

or clouds; thickness of paint or mortar; the

thickness of honey; the thickness of the

blood. (V) Closeness of the parts; the state

of being crowded or near ; as, the thickness

of trees in a forest; the thickness of a wood.

(rf) The state of being close, dense, or im

pervious; as, the thickness of shades, (e) Dul-

ness of the sense of seeing or hearing; want

of quickness or acuteness.

What you write i5 printed in large letters; other

wise between the weakness of my eyes and thickness

of hearing, 1 should lose the greatest pleasure.

Swift.

(/) Want of due distinction of syllables or

good articulation ; indistinctness or eon-

fusedness of utterance; as, the thickness of

his speech.

Thick-pleached (thik'plecht), a. Thickly

interwoven.

The prince and Count Claudio, walking in a thick-

pleached alley in my orchard, were thus much over-

neard by a man of mine. Shak.

Thickset (thik'set). a. 1. Close planted.

' A thickset thorny wood.' Dryden. —2. Hav

ing a short thick body; thick; Btout;

stumpy. 'Laying a short, thickset finger

upon my arm.' Lord Lytton.

Thickset (thik'set), n. 1. A close or thick

hedge.—2. Very thick or dense underwood;

bush; scrub. —S. A kind of stout twilled

cotton cloth; a kind of fustian cord or vcl-

veteen

Thick-sighted (thik'slt-ed). a. Having dim

or defective sight; purblind; short-sighted.

* Thick-sighted, barren, lean, and lacking

Juice.' Shak.

Thickskin (thik'skin), n. A Btolid. coarse,

gross person, especially one who is insen

sible to, or not easily irritated by taunts, re

proaches, ridicule, or the like; a blockhead;

a vulgar unpolished person. 'The shal

lowest thickskin of that barren sort.' Shak.

Thick-skinned (thik'skind), a. l. Having a

thick skin or rind; as, a thick-skinned ani

mal; a thick-skinned orange, or the like.—

2. Not easily moved or irritated, as by re

proaches, taunts, sneering, ridicule, and

the like; dull; insensible; stolid.

Thick-skull (thik'skul), n. A dull person;

a blockhead.

Thick-skulled (thik'skuld), a. Dull; heavy;

stupid; slowtoleam. 'This downright fight

ing fool, this thick-skulled hero.' Dryden.

Thick-Stuff (thik'atuf). n. In shipbuilding,

a general name for all planking above

4 inches in thickness.

Thider.t ado. Thither. Chaucer.

Thief (thef), n. pi Thieves (thevs). rA. Sax.

the6f, thidf, thff, Icel. thjofr, Sw. tjuf, D.

die/, G. dieb, O.H.G. diup, Goth, thjubs,

thief; root meaning doubtful] 1. A per

son who steals or Is guilty of theft; one

who takes the goods or personal property of

another without the owner's knowledge or

consent ; especially, one who deprives an

other of property secretly or without open

force: as opposed to a robber, who openly

uses violence.

A certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jeri

cho, and fell among thieves, whicn stripped him of

his raiment. Lu. x. 30.

2. A term of reproach; applied especially to

a person guilty of cunning, deceitful, or se

cret actions; an evil-doer. 'Angelo is an

adulterous thief.' Shak.—3. An excrescence

or waster in the snuff of a candle.

Where you see a thief in the candle, call presently

for an extinguisher. Rf. Halt.

—Thieves' Latin, a jargon used by thieves;

the cant or slang language peculiar to

thieves Sir W. Scott.

Thief-catcher (thef'kach-er), n. One who

catches thieves, or whose business is to de

tect thieves and bring them to justice.

My evenings all I would with sharpers spend.

And make the thief-catcher my bosom friend.

firamxton.

Thief-leader (thef'led-er), n. One who

leads away or takes a thief. [Rare]

A wolf passed by as the thief-leaders were drag

ging a fox to execution. Sir A'. L'Estrange.

Thief-stolen (thef'stol-n), o. Stolen by a

thief or thieves Shak.

Thief-taker (thef'tak-er), n. One whose

business is to find and take thieves and

bring them to justice.

Thietsee (thet'se), n. See Theetsek.

Thieve (thevX v.i. pret. <te pp. thieved; ppr.

thieving. [A. Sax. thedflan, to thieve. See

Thief. J To steal; to practise theft. 'Not

be always thieving on the main.' Byron.

Thieve (thev), v.t. To take by theft; to

steal. ' Affirms your Psyche thieved her

theories. ' Tennyson.

Thievery (thev'er-i), ft. 1. The practice of

stealing; theft.

Among the Spartans, thievery was a practice

morally good and honest. South.

2. That which is stolen.

Injurious time now, with a robber's haste.

Crams hts rich thiev'ry up he knows not how.

Shak.

Thieves'-vinegar (thfivz'vin-e-ger), n. a

kind of vinegar made by digesting rosemary

tops, sage leaves, Ac, in vinegar, anciently

believed to be an antidote against the

plague. It derived its name and popularity

from a story that four thieves who plun

dered the dead during the plague ascribed

their impunity to this infusion. It has been

long disused as worthless.

Thievish (thev'ish), a. 1. Given to stealing;

addicted to the practice of theft ; as, a

thievish boy.—2. Partaking of the nature of

theft; as, a thievish practice.—3.t Given to,

characterized by, or accompanied with rob

bery.

Or with a base and boist'rous sword enforce

A thievish living on the common road. Shak.

4. t Secret ; sly ; acting by stealth. ' Time's

thievish progress to eternity.' Shak. 'The

thievish minutes.' Shak,

Thievishly (theVish-ltt, adt>. In a thievish

manner; like a thief; by theft 'Thievishly

loiter and lurke.' Tusser.

Thievlshness (theVish-nes), n. The state

or quality of being thievish.

Thlg (thig), ft. IA. Sax. thicaan, thigan, to

take, receive, partake of; Icel. thig, thiggja,

to get, receive, accept, receive hospitality for

a night; Dan. tigge, to beg as a mendicant,

tigger, a beggar. The Scotch has probably

got the word from the Scandinavian.] 1. To

ask; to beg; to supplicate.

They were fain to thig and cry for peace and good

will. Pitscettie.

2. To go about receiving supply from neigh

bours, &.c. See TlllQOER. [Scotch in both

senses.]

Thigger (thig'er), n. One who thigs; a beg

gar; especially, one who solicits a gift or

assistance In goods or money, not on the

footing of an absolute mendicant or pauper,

but as one in a temporary Btrait having some

claim on the liberality of others. (Scotch.]

Thigh (thi). n. [A. Sax. the6h, Icel. thjo~,

OH G. dioh, thioh, D. dij, O.D. dygh, thigh;

probably of same stem as thick, and verb to

thee.] The thick, fleshy portion of the leg

between the knee and the trunk. Used

generally of man, sometimes of animals.

'Like the bee . . . our thighs packed

with wax, our mouths with honey.' Shak.

Thigh-bone (thi'bfln), n. The bone of the

thigh, a long cylindrical bone which is situ

ated between the pelvis and the tibia; the

femur.

Thllke t (Tiiilk). pron. [A. Sax. thyle, for

th$lic—th$, instrumental case of se,s*6, thcet

(see That), and He, like] That; that same.

Spenser.

ThlU (thit), ft. (A. Sax. Ml, thill, a stake,

pole, plank, also thel, a boaril or plank ; Icel.

thili, thil, a deal, a plank ; Sw. tilja, a pole,

a stake, a beam; allied to deal, a plank of

Sine. According to some from same root as

kr. tala, surface, L. tellns, the earth, the

earth's surface.] The shaft of a cart, gig,

or other carriage. The thills are the two

pieces of timber extending from the body

of the carriage, between which the horse is

put, and by which the carriage is supported

in a horizontal position. Written also Fill.

Thiller (thil'er), n. A thill-horse. Also

used in form Filler.

Thill-horse (thilliors), n. The horse which

goes between the thills or shafts and sup

ports them. Also called Fill-horse.

Thimble (thlm'hl). n. [From thumb, equi

valent to something suited for the thumb,

thimbles having no doubt been first worn

on the thumb, as the sailor's thimble still

is; comp. Icel. tfiumatl, the thumb, thundi,

a torn-thumb ] 1. A kind of cap or cover

for the finger, usually made of metal, used

by tailors and seamstresses for driving the

needle through cloth. Seamstresses use a

thimble having a rounded end with numer

ous small pits or indentations. Those used

by tailors, upholsterers, <fcc, are open at

the end.

Thou liest, thou thread, thou thimble. Shak.

2. In technol. any thimble-shaped appen

dage or fixture, as the coupliug-box in a

thimble-coupling (see Thimble-coupling);

a fixed or movable ring, tube, or lining

placed in a hole; a tubular cone for expand

ing a flue. — 3. Naut. an iron ring with a

hollow or groove round its whole circum

ference, to receive the rope which is spliced

about it

Thimble-berry (thim'bl-be-ri), n. A kind

of black raspberry (littbus occidentalis) com

mon in America.

Thimble-case (thlm'bl-kas), n. A case for

holding a thimble. 'A myrtle foliage round

the thimble-case.' Pope.

Thimble - coupling (thim'bl-ku-pl-ing). n.

In mach. a kind of permanent coupling, of

which the coupling-box consists of a plain

ring of metal, supposed to resemble a tai

lor's thimble, bored to fit the two connected

ends of the shafts. The connection is

secured either by pins passed through the

Thimble-coupling.

ends of the shafts and the thimble, as in the

figure, or by a parallel key or feather bedded

in the boss-ends of the shafts, and let into

a corresponding groove cut in the thimble.

This last is now the more common mode of

fitting. This kind of coupling is also known

under the names of king - coupling and

Jump-coupling.

Thimbleful ( thim'bl-ful ), n. As much of

anything as a thimble would hold; hence, a

very small quantity.

Yes, and measure for measure, too, Sosia; that is,

for a thimbleful of gold a thimbleful of love.

Drydert.

Thimblerig (thim'bl-rig), h. A sleight-of-

hand trick played with three small cups

shaped like thimbles, and a -mall ball or

pea. The ball or pea is put on a table and

covered with one of the cups. The operator

then begins moving the cups about, cover

ing the pea now with one, now with an

other, and winds up by offering to bet that

no one can tell which cup the pea is under.

Any one simple enough to bet with him is

seldom allowed to win, as the pea is gener

ally abstracted by sleight of hand.

Thimblerig (thim'bl-rig), v.t. To cheat by

means of thimblerig or sleight of hand.

Thimblerigger (thinVbl-rig-er), n. One who

practises the trick of thimblerig ; a low

trickster.

Thimblerigging; (thim'bl-rig-ing), a. Prac

tising the tricks of a thimblerigger.

Thimble-weed (thim'bl-wed). n. The popu

lar name in the United States of a plant of

the genus Rudbeckia, nat. orderCompositw.

nearly related to Helianthus. It is a tall

plant, resembling the sunflower, and is

used in medicine for Its diuretic and tonic

properties.

Thimet (tira). See Thyme.

Thin (thin), a. [A. Sax. thynne, thyn. Icel.

thunnr, D. dun, Sw. tunn, Q. diinn; from

the root of A. Sax. thenian, Icel. thenya,

G. dehnen, to stretch or extend ; cog, L.

tenuis, Skr. tanu*, thin; Gr. tanaos, out

stretched; W. tenau, teneu, thin, rare; Ir.

tana, thin, slender. The root is tan, fa. to

stretch, and is very widely spread in the

Indo-European languages, being seen in

L. tendo, to stretch (whence & fend); Or.

teind, to stretch, tonos, L. tonus, K. tone; L.

teneo, to hold (whence contain, <fcc), tener,

tender, tenor, tabula (E. table), taberna (K.

tavern), dec] 1. Having little thickness or

extent from one surface to the opposite) ;

slight; slim; unsubstantial; as, a thin plate

of metal; thin paper; a thin board; a tJtin

covering. *If your garments were thin.'

Shak. Hence— 2. Not sufficient for a co rering;

Kate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abuue; J\ Sc fey.
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easily seen through; slight; flimsy; as, a

thin veil; a thin disguise.

I come not

To hear such flattery now, and in my presence;

They arc too thin and bare to hide offences.

Shak.

3 Rare; not dense: used of the air and aeri

form fluids. ' In the day when the air is

more thin.' Baton. ' Thin winding breath.'

Shak, — 4. Deficient in such ingredient as

gives body or substance; wanting in some

characteristic ingredient : said of liquids or

semi-liquids; as. thin milk; thin blood ; thin

grueL 'To forswear thin potations.* Shak.

5. Not close ; not crowded ; not filling the

tpace; not having the individuals that com

pose the thing in a close or compact state ;

sparse; not abundant; as, the trees of a

forest are thin; the corn or grass is thin; a

thin audience in church is not uncommon.—

6. Not crowded or well filled ; not abound

ing; as,important legislative business should

not be transacted in a thin house.

Ferrarn is very Urge, but extremely thin of people,

Addison.

7- Not full or well grown. 'Seven Ut in ears

. . . blasted with the east wind.' Gen. xii C.

& Slim; small; slender; lean; as, a person

becomes thin by disease; some animals are

naturally thin,—9. Faint; feeble; slight; des

titute of fulness or volume, as sound.

Thin hollow sounds, and lamentable screams.

Dryden.

His voice was thin, as voices from the grave,

Tennyson.

It ii often used adverbially in composition

as the first element in compounds ; as, thin-

clad. * XAin-sown of people.* Bacon. ' The

1Ain-spun life.' Milton. It is also used in

the formation of a number of other self-

explanatory compounds, as thin-faced, thin-

lipped. fAin-peopled, <fcc.

Thin (thinX adv. Not thickly or closely; in

a scattered state : chiefly forming the first

part in compounda See above.

Thin (thin), v.t. pret <fc pp. thinned; ppr.

thinning, [See the adjective.] 1. To make

thin ; to make less thick ; to attenuate ; to

make slender or lean.

A troublous touch

Thinn'd, or would seem to thin her in a day.

Tennyson.

2. To make less close, crowded, or numer

ous; to diminish the number of; as, to thin

the ranks of an enemy; to thin the trees or

shrubs of a thicket.

One half of the noble families had been thinned

by proscription. Hallatn.

1 To attenuate; to rarefy; to make less

dense; as. to fAin. the air; to thin the va

pours; to thin the blood.

thin (thin), r.i. To diminish In thickness;

to grow or become thin : with out, away,

&c. ; thus geological strata are said to thin

out when they gradually diminish In thick

ness till they disappear.

Thine (IHin), pronominal adj. [A. Sax. thin,

thine, genit of thu, thou; like O.Sax. and

Icel thin, Sw. and Dan. din, Goth, theina,

G. drin, n being the sign of the genitive.
(See Thou.) • In the twelfth century the n

dropped off before a consonant, but was

retained (a) in the oblique cases, (b) in the

pioral (with final e), (c) when the pronoun

followed the substantive, and (d) before a

word beginning with a voweL' Dr. Morris.

The loss of the n produced the more modern

form thy.] Thy; belonging to thee; relat

ing to thee; being the property of thee. The

following quotations give examples of the

euphonic use of thine before a vowel, while

thy is used before a consonant.

Or»e every man thin* ear, but few thy voice. Shak.

When thou comest into thy neighbour's vineyard

then thou niightest eat grapes thy (ill at thine own

Pleasure, Deut. xxiii. 24.

In modern writings thy and thine are both

used before vowels, according to the indi

vidual predilections of the writer. Like

hen, our*, your*, theirs, mine, his, thine is

used independently or absolutely, that is,

without the noun with which it is associ

ated, serving either for a nominative or

objective or a predicate ; as. thine is good ;

give him thine; that book of thine. In these

uses thine, Ac, are used exactly like the

poi*ea*fve of a noun. It is to be observed

that thine, like thou, is now used only in

poetry, in solemn discourse, and in the

common language of the Quakers. In fa

miliar and common language your and yours

are always naed in the singular number as

well as the plural.

Thing (thing), n. [A. Sax. thing, a council,

meeting, court, cause, controversy, sake;

LG and O. ding, a thing, a matter, a cause;

Dan.and Sw. fmp.athing.a legal trial, acourt,

a place where magistrates perform some sol

emn act; Icel. thing, an assembly (see mean

ing 9 below), a conference, a household

article. The root meaning and connections

of this word are doubtful. Some connect

It with A. Sax. ththan or theon, O.E. thee,

to grow, thrive. The development of mean

ings judicial suit or controversy, cause,

sake, thing, is similar to that seen in

L. causa, a cause or suit, which becomes

Ft. chose, a thing. See also Sake] 1. Any

thing which can be made the subject of

consideration or discourse; whatever is sep

arable or distinguishable as au object of

thought; whatever exists, or is conceived

to exist, as a separate entity; anything, ani

mate or inanimate.

God made . . . every thing that creepeth upon

the earth after his kind. Gen. 1, 35.

Of law ... all things in heaven and earth do her

homage, the very least as feeling her care, and the

greatest as not exempted from her power. Hooker.

Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs

Upon the slimy sea. Coleridge.

2. An inanimate object, in distinction from

a living being; any lifeless material.

Keep a thing, its use will come. Tennyson^

3. Applied to man and animals, often in

pity or contempt, sometimes with a sense

of fondness, tenderness, or admiration.
• Thou noble thing !' Shak.

See, sons, what things you are. Shah.

I hold you as a thing enskyed and sainted. Shtii.

The poor thing sighed, and, with a blessing . . .

turned from me. Addison.

The seeming-in lured simple-hearted thing

Came to her old perch back. Tennyson.

4. An act; a deed; a transaction; a matter;

a circumstance; an event or action; that

which happens or falls out, or that which

is done, told, or proposed.

And the thing was very grievous in Abraham's

sight, because of his son. Geo. xxi. 11.

These things said Esaias, when he saw his glory.

}a. xii. 4'-

Things have fallen out, sir, so unluckily,

That we have had no time to move our daughter.

Shah.

What things have we seen

Done at the Mermaid! F. Beaumont.

5. A piece of composition, as a tale, a poem,

a piece of music, or the like. ' He coude

endite, and make a thing ' Chaucer.

I have a thing in prose begun above twenty-eight

years ago. Swift.

A pretty kind of—sort of—kind of thing.

Not much a verse, and poem none at all. /.. Hunt.

C. A portion or part ; an item or particular ;

as, I don't know a thing about it. ' Wicked

men who understand any thing of wisdom.'

Tillotson. With any, some, no, it is often

used adverbially in this sense, these words

now usually forming compounds with it

Sitters give us notice when a gentleman goes by,

especially if he be any thing in drink. Sivift,

7. pi. Clothes; accoutrements; furniture;

what one carries about with him; luggage.

The great master he found busy in packing up his

things against his departure. Knolles.

8. In law, a subject of dominion or pro

perty, as contradistinguished from nperson.

They are distributed into three kinds:

things real, comprehending lands, tene

ments, and hereditaments; things personal,

comprehending goods and chattels; and

things mixed, partaking of the character

istics of the two former, as a title-deed, <frc.

0. (pron. ting.) A judicial or legislative as

sembly among the Scandinavian peoples, as

In Iceland or Norway. The thingvalla in

Iceland was a spot in the southern part of

the island where the al-thing, or general

parliament, was accustomed in the middle

ages to meet.

Likewise the Swedish king

Summoned in haste a thing.

Weapons and men to bring

In aid of Denmark. Longfellow.

—The thing, as it ought to be ; In the nor

mal or perfect condition : a colloquial phrase

applied to an ideal or typical condition, as

of health, dress, conduct (when applied to

persons), of completeness, perfectness, ex

actness, and the like (applied to things).

A bishop's calling company together in tlus week

is, to use the vulgar phrase, not the thing.

Johnson.

His lordship complained of being rather unwell,

had a slight headache, and was not quite the thing

in his stomach. Trottope.

—Thing of nothing,! anything very worth

less.

Shall then that thing that honours thee.

How miserable a thing soever, yet a thing stilt.

And though a thing ofnothing, thy thing ever.

Beau. 6- Ft.

Thingumbob (thing'um-bob), n. (Humour

ously formed from thing ] A term used to

indicate that the speaker is at a loss for a

definite name. 'A lonely grey house, with

a thingumbob at the top ; a 'servatory they

call it.' Lord Lytton (Vulgar or colloq.]

Thin-gut (thin'gut), n. A starveling. "Thou

thin-gut! thou thing without moisture!"

Beau. & Fl. (Rare]

Think (thingk), v.i pret. & pp. thought; ppr

thinking. [A. Sax. thincan, more correctly

thencan, pret. thohte, pp. thoht, to think;

O. Sax. thenkjan, thahta, Goth, thagkjav.

thankjan, O.H.G. dankjan, Mod. G. and D,

denken, Icel. thekkja, Dan. tcenke; closely

allied to thank, and to A. Sax. thyncan,

to seem, whence methinks. By some taken

from a root signifying to produce, prepare,

&c, seen also in Gr. techne", art, L. tignum,

a beam.) 1. To have the mind occupied on

some subject; to have ideas, or to revolve

ideas in the mind ; to perform any meutal

operation, whether of apprehension, judg

ment, or illation; to have a succession of

ideas or intellectual states; to cogitate ; to

muse ; to meditate. * Think much, speak

little.' Dryden.

1 cannot speak, nor think.

Nor dare to know that which I know. Shak.

For that I am

I know, because I think. Drydei

2. To judge; to conclude; to determine; to

hold as a settled opinion ; to be of opinion ;

as, I think it will rain to-morrow.

Let them marry to whom they think best.

Num. xxxi i. 6,

I should sin

To think but nobly of my grandmother. Shak.

3. To purpose; to design; to mean; to hope;

to expect; to intend.

Thou thoughts/ to help me. Shak.

I know you think to dine with me to-day. Shak.

1 thought to promote thee unto great honour.

Num. xxiv. 11.

1 To imagine; to suppose; to fancy.

Edmund, 1 think, is gone

In pity of his misery, to dispatch

His 'nighted life. Sh,ik.

Let him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest

he fall. 1 Cor. x. la.

What is thisT his eyes are heavy : think not they are

glazed with wine. Tennyson,

6. To reflect; to recollect or call to mind.

And Peter called to mind the word that Jesus said

unto htm . . . and when he thought thereon, he

wept. Mark xiv. 72.

I pray you, think you question with the Jew. Shak.

6. To dwell upon our thoughts or percep

tions; to consider; to deliberate; as, think

how this thing could happen.

He thought within himself, saying, what shall I doT

Luke xii. 17.

I was thinking with what manners I might safely

be admitted. Shah,

Take a month to think,

And let me have an answer to my wish. Tennyson.

7. To presume; to venture.

Think not to say within yourselves. We have Abra

ham to our father. Mat. iii. 9.

[In several of the above examples this

verb is used in a sort of semi-transitive

way, being followed by an object clause.]

—To think of, to estimate; to esteem; as,

to think little of a book. ' Whom we know

and think well of.' Locke.—To think on or

upon, (a) to meditate or muse on. ' Think

on these things.' Phil. iv. 8. 'Not matters

to be slightly thought on. ' Tillotson. (6) To

light on or discover by meditation; aa, to

think on an expedient ' Venus thought on

a deceit* Swift, (c) To remember with

favour; to bear in mind; to have regard to;

to pay attention to; to provide for. ' Think

upon me, my God for good.' Neh. v. 19

'Then will I think upon a recompense."

Shak.—To think long, (a) to long for; to ex

pect with impatience.

Have I thought long to see this morning's face.

And doth it give me such a sight as this? Shak.

(6) To think the time long; to weary; to suf

fer from ennui. [Scotch.]—Syn. To cogitate,

reflect, ponder.contemplate, meditate,muse,

imagine, suppose, believe.

Think (thingk), v.t. 1. To form or harbour

in the mind; to conceive; to imagine. 'To

think so base a thought' Shak. 'If you

think this wickedness in me.' Tennyson.

Charity . . . thinketh no evil, i Cor. xiii. 4. 5.

2. To hold in opinion; to regard; to believe;

to consider; to esteem. ' Nor think super

fluous others' aid.' Milton.

1 have no other but a woman's reason ;

I think him so, because I think him so. Shak.

ch, eAain; ch, 8c. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, ufAig; zh, arure.—See Kkt.
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3.t To contrive; to "plan; to plot; to scheme.

'To think the death of her own son.' Beau.

& Ft.—4. To make an object of thought; to

form a conception of; as, one cannot think

the unconditioned.

Fichte was right in saying that God ought not to

be thought in connection with the world of sense, or,

indeed, at all ; and this for the simple reason that it

is impossible so to think him.

Trans, of Week's Origin of Language.

—To think scorn, to think that a thing, as

an act either done or suffered, would bring

one into contempt; hence, (a) to disdain to

do an act as being beneath one. ' He thought

scorn to Iny hands on Mordecai alone.' Est.

iii. 6. (6) To feel that an act done or threat

ened is Buch as to make one an object of

scorn or contempt; to feel deeply indignant:

frequently heightened by the addition of

/out.

And (I) thinkfoul seorn, that Parma, or Spain, or

any prince in Europe, should dare to invade the bor

ders of my realms. Queen Elizabeth.

Think (thingk), v.i. [A. Sax. thyncan, thin-

can, to seem, to appear, pret. tfiuhte, often

used impersonally with a dative; Goth, thugk-

jan, L. O. and D. dunken, G. diinken; allied

to the other verb to think, ] To seem : used

impersonally and now only along with me

in methinketh,methinks,methought,me being

in the dative. 'It thinketh me.' Chaucer.

'It thoghte them.' Gowcr. 'Mury and fair it

thoght ynow' — merry and fair it seemed

enough. Robert of Gloucester. See ME-

thinks.

Thinkable (thingk'a-bl), a. Capable of being

thought; conceivable; cogitable.

But what is the condition under which alone a re

lation is thinkable I It is thinkable only as of a cer

tain order—as belonging, or not belonging, to some

class of before-known relations. J. S. Mill.

Thinker (thingk'er), n. 1. One who thinks;

but chiefly, one who thinks in a particular

manner; as, a close thinker; a deep thinker;

a coherent thinker.—2. One who turns his

attention to, or writes on, speculative sub

jects; as, a distinguished thinker.

Thinking (thingk'ing), a. Having the fac

ulty of thought; cogitative; capable of a

regular train of ideas; as, man is a thinking

being.

When we say in English, he is a thinking man, an

understanding man, we mean not a person whose

mind is in actual energy, but whose miad U enriched

with a larger portion of these powers. Harris.

You think, and what does thinking include? Mani

festly a subject and ail object—a thinking being and

thought itself. J. D, Moretl.

Thinking (thingk'ing), n. The act or state

of one who thinks; thought; imagination;

cogitation; judgment.

I am wrapped in dismal thinkings. Skak

I heard a bird so sing.

Whose music, to my thinking, pleas d the king.

Shak.

Thinkingly(thingk'ing-li),adw. By thought.

Thinly (thin'li), adv. 1. In a thin, loose,

scattered manner; not thickly; as, ground

thinly planted with trees; a country thinly

inhabited. -2. Slightly; insufficiently.

This may help to thicken other proofs

That do demonstrate thinly. Shak.

Thinner (thin'er), n. One who thins or

makes thin.

Thinness (thin'nes), n. The state of being

thin; as, (a) smallness of extent from one

Bide or surface to the opposite; as, the Viin-

ness of ice; the thinness of a plate; the thin

ness of the Bkin. (6) Tenuity; rareness; as,
the thinness of air or other fluid. (<■) A state

approaching to fluidity, or even fluidity: op

posed to spissitude; as, the thinness of honey,

of whitewash, or of paint (d) Exility; small

ness; fineness; want of fulness; as, the thin

ness of a point ; the thinness of one's voice.

(e) Rareness; a scattered state; paucity; as,

the thinness of trees in a forest; the tliinness

of inhabitants.

Thlnnlsh (thin'ish), a. Somewhat thin.

Thin-skinned (thin'skind),o. Having a thin

skin;heuce,uudulysensitive;ea8ily offended;

irritable.

Thin-spun (thin'spun), a. Spun to thinness

or fineness; fine-spun ; thin: used figura

tively in the following quotation.

Comes the blind Fury with the abhorred shears

And slits the thin-spun life. Milton.

Thlr (THer), pron. [A Scandinavian form ;

Icel. their, they, their-si, these.] These.

Thir and thae - E these and those. [Scotch. ]

Third (therd). a. [O.E. thridde, A. Sax.

thridda. thrydda, the common metathesis

of r and the vowel giving third; cog. Goth.

thridja, Icel. thridi, thruija, Sw. and Dan.

tredie, D. derde, G. dritte, G. tritos, L. ter-

tins, Skr. tritiya, W. trydy, Gael, treas—all

from words signifying three respectively.

See Three.] 1. The next after the second;

coming after two of the same class ; the or

dinal of three. The third hour in the day,

among the ancients, was about nine o'clock

in the morning. —2. Constituting or being one

of three equal parts into which anything is

divided.—Third estate, (a) in Great Britain,

the commonalty or commons, represented

in the legislature by the House of Commons.

(6) In French hist, the Tiers Stat (which see).

— Third order, in R. Cath. Ch. an order

amongthe Premonstrants, Carmelites, Fran

ciscans, Augustines, Ac, composed of secu

lar associates not bound by vows, but con

forming to a certain extent to the general

designs of the order. — Third point. See

Tierce Point under TIERCE.—Third person,

in gram, the person spoken of. — Third

sound, in music, see Third, n.

Third (therd), n. l. The third part of Any

thing; one of three equal parts. 'This

ample third of our fair kingdom.' Shak —

2. The sixtieth part of a second of time—

8. In music, (a) an interval consisting of

(1) a major tone and a minor tone, as from

C to E; called a major third; (2) a major or

minor tone and a semitone, as from A to C;

called a minor third, (b) The upper of the

two notes including this interval.—4. pi. In

law, the third part of the estate of a deceased

husband, which, by the law of some coun

tries, the widow is entitled to enjoy during

her Ufe: corresponding to the terce of Scots

law.

Third! (therd), n. Thread.

For as a subtle spider, closely sitKng

In centre of her web that spreadeth round.

If the least fly but touch the smallest third.

She feels it Instantly. Ant. Brattr.

Third-borough (therd'bu-r6), n. An under

constable.

I know my remedy, I must go fetch the third-bor

ough. Shak.

Thirdly (therd'li). adv. In the third place.

Thirdpenny(therd'pen-ni).n. In Anglo-Sax.

law, a third part of the fines imposed at the

ancient county courts, which was one of the

perquisites of the earl of the district.

Third-rate (therd'rat), a. 1. In the navy,

applied to a certain class of men-of-war.—

2. Very inferior; as, a third-rate actor.

Thirl (therl), v.t [A. Sax. thirlian, thyrlian,

to lxire, thyrel, a hole, from thtirh, through;

the same word as thrill] To bore ; to per

forate. [Old English and Scotch.]

Thirl (therl), v.t. [Icel. Oirall, a thrall. ]

To enslave; to thrall; to bind or subject;

especially, to bind or astrict by the terms of

a lease or otherwise; as, lands thirled to a

particular mill. See Thirlage. [Scotch.]

Thirl (therl), n. In Scots law, a term used

to denote those lands the tenants of which

were bound to bring all their grain to a cer

tain mill. Called also Sucken.

Thirlage (therraj), n. [Equivalent to thrall-

aye. Seeabove.] In Scots law, aspecies of ser

vitude, formerly very common in Scotland,

and also prevalent in England, by which the

proprietors or other possessors of lands were

bound to carry the grain produced on the

lands to a particular mill to be ground, to

which mill the lands were said to be thirled

or astricted, and also to pay a certain pro

portion of the grain, varying 'n different

cases, as a remuneration for the grinding.

and for the expense of the erection and

maintenance of the mill. The principal

duty chargeable in thirlage was multure

(which Bee). There were also smaller duties

called sequels, which fell to the servants of

the mill, according to the particular usage

of each mill.

Thirst (therst), n. [A. Sax. thurst, thnrst,

O.Sax. thnrst, Goth, thaurstei, Icel. thorstt,

Sw. and Dan. torst. D. dorst, G. durst, thirst;

allied to Goth, thairsan. to be dry. thaursus,

dry; Icel- thurr, dry, therra, to dry, to wipe;

G. diirr, dry, the root being that of L. torreo,

to roast, to parch (whence torrent), torrid-

us, torrid, terra, the earth, the dry land; Gr.

tersomai, to be or become dry; Skr. tarsh, to

thirst.] 1. A term used to denote the sen

sations arising from the want of fluid nutri

ment; the desire, uneasiness, or suffering

occasioned by want of drink; vehement de

sire for drink. The sensations of thirst are

chiefly referred to the thorax and fauces,

but the condition is really one affecting the

entire body. The excessive pains of thirst

compared with those of hunger are due to

the fact that the deprivation of liquids is a

cunditiou with which all the tissues sympa

thize. Every solid and every fluid of the

body contains water, and hence abstraction

or diminution of the watery constituents is

followed by a general depression of the

whole syBtem. Thirst is a common symptom

of febrile and other diseases.

Wherefore is this that thou hut brought us up out

of Egypt, to kill us and our children and our cattle

viththirstt Ex. ivii. 3.

2. A want and eager desire after anything:

now usually with for or after before the ob

ject, formerly also of; as, a thirstfor worldly

honours; a thirst for praise. 'Thirst of

worldly good.' Fairfax. ' Thirst of know

ledge.' Milton. ' Thirst of praise.' Gran

ville.

I speak this in hunger for bread, not in thirst far

revenge. Shat.

3. Dryness; drought.

The rapid current which through veins

Of porous earth with kindly (hirst up drawn.

Rose a iresh fountain. Mi/ton.

Thirst (therst), v i. [A. Sax. thyrstan, Icel.

thyrsta, D. dorsten, G. diirsten. See the

noun.] 1. To experience a painful sensa

tion for want of drink; to have desire to-

drink.

The people thirsted there for water. El xvii. 3.

2. To have a vehement desire for anything.

My soul thirsteth for God, for the living God.

IS. xlii. 2.

That unhappy king, my master, whom

I so much thirst to sec. Shak.

Thirst (therst). v.t. To have a thirst for;

to want to drink. [Rare.]

He seeks his keeper's flesh, and thirsts his blood.

Prior.

Thirster (therst'er), n. One who thirsts.

Thirstily (thers'ti-li), adv. In a thirsty

manner.

Thirstiness (thers' ti-nes), n. The state of

being thirsty ; thirst ; vehement desire for

anything.

Thixstless(therst'les), a. Not having thirst:

having no vehement desire. ' Tkirstleut

minds.' />/>. Reynolds.

Thirsty (thers'ti), a. [A. Sax. thyrstig. See

THIRST, n. and v.i } 1. Feeling a painful sen

sation for want of drink; having thirst;

afflicted with thirst.

Give me, I pray thee, a little water to drink, for I

am thirsty. Judg. iv. 19.

I was thirsty, and ye gave me no drink.

Mat. xxv, 4?.

2. Very dry; having no moisture; parched.

* The thirsty land.' Is. xxxv. 7. — 3. Having

a vehement desire of anything, as in blood

thirsty. ' To be thirsty after tottering hon

our. ' Shak.

Thirteen (ther'ten), a. [A. Sax. thredt^ne.

later thritUne, thirteen, lit. three-ten, from

thred, three, and tyne, ten; so Icel. tftrettdn,

D. dertien, G. dreizehn, &.C.] Ten aud three;

as, thirteen times.

Thirteen (ther'ten), n. 1. The number which

consists of ten and three.—2. A symbol re

presenting thirteen units, as 13 or xiii.

Thirteenth (ther/tenth),a. [See Thirteen )

1. The third after the tenth; the ordinal of

thirteen; as, the thirteenth day of the

month. —2. Constituting or being one of

thirteen equal parts into which anything is

divided.

Thirteenth (ther'tenth), n. 1. One of thir

teen equal parts into which anything is di

vided. —2. In music, an interval forming

the octave of the sixth, or sixth of the oc

tave.

Thirtieth (ther'ti-eth), a. [From thirty.

A. Sax. thrittigdtha] 1. The tenth three

fold; the next in order after the twenty-

ninth; the ordinal of thirty; as, the thir

tieth day of the month. —2. Constituting or

being one of thirty equal parts into which

anything is divided.

Thirtieth (ther'ti-eth), n. Any one of thirty

equal parts into which anything is divided

Thirty (ther'ti), a. [A. Sax. thrittig. thrttig,

D. dertig, O.H.G. drizug. Mod.G. dreiszig'-

three times ten. The term. tig=L. decern,

Gr. deka, ten.] Thrice ten ; ten three tiroes

repeated, or twenty and ten; as, the month

of June consists of thirty days; Joseph

was thirty years old when he stood be

fore Pharaoh—Thirty yearn' tear, in hist a

series of wars carried on between the Pro

testant and Roman Catholic leagues in Ger

many. It commenced with the Bohemian

war (IG18), and ended with the Peace of

Westphalia (1648).

Thirty (ther'ti), n. 1. The number which

consists of three times ten. — 2. A symbol re

presenting thirty units, as 30 or xxx.

This (THts), o. and pron. pi. These (THez).

[A. Sax. masc. (am, fern, theos, neut. tAur,

Fate, far, fat, full; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; Sc. abune; J', Sc. tryu
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pL thds, which in later times became those,

these (O.E. also thine) beiiig rather formed

as a separate plural by the adding of e to

the singular. (See Those) O. Sax. these,

thius, thit, Icel, thessi, thetta, G. dieser,

diese, dieses. This is composed of the pro

nominal stems tha (Skr. ta) seen in the,

that, thither, Ac., and se, sa, he (=Skr. sa,

he).] 1. A demonstrative used to denote

something that is present or near in place

or time, or something just mentioned; as,

is this your younger brother? what tres

pass is this which ye have committed?

Who did sin. this man or his parents, that he was

born blind T Jn. ix. a.

When they heard this, they were pricked in their

heart. Ac. ii. 37.

In the latter passage this is a substitute for

what had preceded, viz. the discourse of

Peter just delivered. In like manner thi,s

often represents a word, a sentence, or

clause, or a series of sentences or events.

In some cases it refers to what is to be im

mediately related or done.

But know this, that if the goodman of the house

had known in what watch the thief would come, he

wouK1 have watched, and would not have suffered

his house to be broken up. Mat. xxiv. 43.

2. Applied to notions of time, this may refer

to (ft) the present time; now; as, this day.

' Between this and supper.' Shak. (b) Time

past; the time immediately before the pres

ent time; as, I have taken no snuff for this

month.

Nor need'st thou much importune me to that

Whereon t/'tu month 1 have been hammering.

Shak.

It is often used for these, the sum being

reckoned up, as it were, in a total. 'This

two and thirty years.' Shak.

I have not wept this forty years ; but now

My mother comes afresh into my eyes. Dryden.

The plural, however, is now more com

monly used by writers in such cases, (c)

Time next to come. ' Thin night I'll waste

in sorrow." Shak.

1 learn"d in Worcester as I rode along;

He cannot draw his power this fourteen days.

Shak.

la Shakspere the phrases this even and this

night occur, meaning last even, last night—

By this, by this time; as, by this the mail

has arrived.

By this the vessel half her course had run. Dryden.

This other day,! very lately; the other day.

You denied to right with me this other day. Shak.

3 This is frequently used to signify present

place, state, condition, position, or the like;

as, fnis (state of matters) is rather unpleas

ant

You shall leave this to-morrow. Troiiofit,

Since he left this, ... lie never as much as be

stowed a thought upon us. Lever.

4. This is used as opposed or correlative to

that This refers to the nearest person or

thing; that to the most distant. Frequently,

however, this and that denote reference in

definitely.
Two -■■' 1 ... from far making amain to us.

Of Corinth that of Epidaurus this. Shak.

This way and that the wav'ring sails tbey bend.

Pope.

A body of this or that denomination is produced.

Boyle.

When this and that refer to different things

before expressed, this refers to the thing

last mentioued, and that to the thing first

mentioned. See These, That.

Their judgment in this wc may not, and in tha/rtc

need not follow Hooker.

It is sometimes opposed to other.

Consider the arguments which the author had to

write this, or to design the other, before you arraign

him. Dryden.

Thisness (THis'ncs), n. The state or quality

of being this: hrcceeity.

Thistle (thia'IX » [A. Sax. thistel, Icel.

thistill.G. and D. distel, Sw. tistel, Sc. thris-

sie, thistle. Origin doubtful. ] The common

name of prickly plants of the tribe Cynara-

ceze, nat order Composite. The genus Car-

duus with its sub-genera Cirsium or Cnicus

and Silybum contains the greatest number

of those commonly recognized. There are

numerous species, moBtof which are inhabi

tants of Europe, as the musk-thistle (Car-

duu* nutans), milk -thistle (C. Marianus),

welted thistle (C. acanthoidex), slender-flow

ered thistle (C. tenuijlarus), the spear-thistle

(Cnicus lanceolatus), and field thistle (Cnicus

arcensis), a well-known plant, very trouble

some to the farmer. The blessed-thiBtle

(Carduus benedichts)at the pharmacopoeias,

Cnicus benedictus or Cirsium benedictum of

modern botanists, is a native of the Levant,

and is a laxative and tonic medicine. The

name thistle is also given to numerous

prickly plants belonging to other genera,

as the cotton-thistle belongs to the genus

Onopordum. The common cotton-thistle

(O. A eanthium) attains a height of from 4 to

6 feet. It is often cultivated as the Scotch

thistle, but it is doubtful whether the thistle

which constitutes the national badge has

any existing type, though the stemless

thistle (Citicus acaulis or Circium acaule)

is in many districts of Scotland looked on

as the true Scotch thistle. The carline

thistle belongs to the genus Carlina; the

star-thistle is the Centaurea Caleitrapa.

The sow-thistle belongs to the genus Son-

chus, and the globe -thiBtle to the genus

Echinops. Some species of the thistle are

admitted into gardens, where they form a

pretty variety for borders. Thistles sow

themselves extensively by means of their

winged seeds, and hence they are great pests

to the farmer. The thistle seems to have

been a national emblem in Scotland in the

time of James III., and ft was evidently

well known as such when Dunbar wrote his

poem of the ' Thistle and the Rose ' (1503).

— Order of Vie Thistle, a Scottish order

of knighthood, sometimes called the order

of St. Andrew. It was instituted by James

VII. (James II. of England) in 1687, when

Order of the Thistle—Star, Jewel, Badge,

and Collar.

eight knights were nominated. It fell

into abeyance during the reign of William

and Mary, but was revived by Queen Anne

in 1703. The insignia of the order consist

of a gold collar composed of thistles inter

laced with sprigs of rue; the jewel, a figure

of St. Andrew in the middle of a star of

eight pointed rays, suspended from the

collar; the star, of silver and eight-rayed,

four of the rays being pointed, while the

alternate rays are shaped like the tail-

feathers of a bird, with a thistle in the

centre Burrounded by the Latin motto Nemo

me impune lacessit; and the badge, oval,

with the motto surrounding the figure of

St. Andrew. The order consists of the sov

ereign and sixteen knights, besides extra

knights (princes), and a dean, a secretary,

the lyou-king-at-arms, and the gentleman

usher of the green rod.

Thistle- crown (this'l-kroun), n. A gold

coin of James I., king of England, of the

value of 4». It bore on the obverse a roBe,

and on the reverse a thistle, both crowned.

Thistle-arich(this'I-flnsh),n The goldfinch.

Thistlewarpt (thisl-warpV n. A bird, sup

posed to be the goldfinch (one of the names

of which is thistle-finch), so called from its

feeding on thistles. [The Or. akanthis, how

ever, is rather the siskin.]

Two sweet bird*, surnamed th' Acanthides.

Which we call thistle-warps, that near no seas

Dare ever come, but still in couples fly.

And feed on thistle-tops, to testify

The hardness of their first life in the last.

Chapman &• Marlowe.

Thistly (UuYl-i), a. 1. Overgrown with

thistles; abounding with thistles; as, thistly

ground. — 2. Resembling a thiBtle; prickly.

* His thistly bristles.' Sylvester.

Thither (TrfiTH'er), adv. [A. Sax. thider,

thyder, Icel. thathra, thither, there; from

demonstrative stem seen in the, that, and

suffix ther = tra in Skr. tatra, there, in that

place; from root tar, to go. ] 1. To that place:

opposed to hither.

This city is near . . . Oh let me escape thither.

Oen. xix. so.

When I am, thither ye cannot come. Jn. vii. 34.

Thither in this sense is now comparatively

little used, especially in ordinary prose or

in conversation, there having to a great ex

tent taken its place. It is still used in ele

vated style, however, as also where there

would be ambiguous. —2 To that end, point,

or result.— Hither and thither, to this place

and to that ; one way and another ; as, to

run hither and thither in perplexity.

Thithertot (THiTH'er-t6),atf*v. To that point ;

so far.

Thitherward (THiTH'er-werd), adv. Toward

that place.

They shall ask the way to Zion with their faces

thitherward. Jer, i. 5.

Thitsee fthit'se), n. See Theetsee.

Thivel (the'vl), n. A porridge-stick. See

Thible. [Scotch.]

Thlaspl ( thlas'pi ), n. [Gr., from thlao, to

crush, to bruise, from its seeds having been

bruised and UBed like mustard.] A genus

of herbaceous plants, nat order Cruciferre,

giving name to the tribe Thlaspidere. T. ar-

vense (field penny-cress or Mithridate mus

tard) occurs as a weed in cornfields, in some

places in great abundance. See 1'i-nnv-

cress.

Thla spideaa (thlas-pid'e-e), n. pi. A tribe of

plants of the nat. order Cruciferre, having

for its type the genus Thlaspi.

Thllpsis(thlip'sis), n. [Gr. thlipns, pres

sure, oppression, from thlibd, to press] In

med. compression, and especially constric

tion of vessels by an external cauBe; oppres

sion.

Tho' (THd). A contraction of Though.

ThOt (tho), ado. [A. Sax. tha, then, when.]

Then.

Tho to a hill his fainting flock he led. Spenser,

ThOt (THd). [A. Sax. thd, the.] The; those.

Chaucer.

Thof(Tiiof).conj. Provincial form of Though,

the old guttural being changed to /, as in

rough (now really ruf), <fcc.

There is not a soul of them all, tho/ he might not

care a brass penny for you before, who will not fill a

bumper to your health now. ;>" Baillit.

Thole (thol), n. fA. Sax: thai, a thole or

thole-pin; Icel. thollr, a thole-pin, a wooden

peg; L.G. dolle, D. dot. Probably connected

with thill rather than with the verb thole]

1. A pin inserted into the gnnwale of a boat

to serve as a fulcrum for the oar in rowing.

They are arranged in pairs, the Bpace be

tween forming one kind of rowlock. Also

written Thotcl, Thowel.

The sound of their oars on the tholes had died in the

distance. Longfellow.

2. The pin or handle of a scythe-snath.—

3.t A cart-pin. Palsgrave.

Thole (thol), n. (Gr. tholos, a dome.] In

arch, (a) same as Tholus. (b) The scutcheon

or knot at the centre of a timber-vault.

(c) A place in temples where votive offerings

were suspended. E. H. Knight.

Thole (thol), v.t pret. & pp. tholed; ppr.

tholing. [A. Sax. tholian, to bear, endure,

suffer; Goth, thulan. O.Eris. tholia, Icel.

thola, O.H.G. doljan, doUn, dultan, Q. dul-

den, and dial G. dolen, to bear, to endure,

to tolerate. From an Indo-European root

ta!. Skr. tul, to bear, seen also in L tollo, to

raise (whence extol), tolerare, to tolerate;

Gr. talao, to bear, tolma, bravery, talanton,

a balance, L.talentum, E. talent] To bear;

to endure; to undergo. Burns. [Old Eng

lish and Scotch.]

Thole (thol), v.i. To wait. [Old English

and Scotch.]

Thole-pin (thol 'pin), n. Same as Thole

(which see).

ThOlOhate (thol'6-bat), n. [Gr. tholos, a

coved roof, and basis, basis ] In arcA. the

substructure on which a dome rests.

Tholus (tholus). It, In one. arch, a name

given to any round building which termi

nated at the top in a point; a dome or cupola;

specifically, at Athens, the round chamber,

or Rotunda, in which the Prytanes dined.

The Thirty Tyrants on one occasion summoned

him, together with four others, to the Tholus, the

place in which the Prytanes took their meals.

G. H. Lewes.

Thomsean, Thomean (to-me'an). n. One

belonging to a church of early Christians,

ch, chain; th, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; u, Fr, ton; ng, aing; th, then; th, thin, w, trig; WO, wAig; zh, arure.— See Key.
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said to have been founded, on Die Malabar

coast of India, by St Thomas.

Thomaism.Thomism (tom'a-izm, tom'izm),

n. The doctrines of St. Thomas Aquinas

with respect to predestination and grace,

and especially the immaculate conception

of the Virgin.

Thomist (tom'ist), n. A follower of Thomas

Aquinas, in opposition to Scotist. See

SCOTIST.

Thomite (tom'it), n. Same as Thomcean.

Thomsonian (tom-so'ni-an), a. [After Its

founder, Dr. Samuel Thornton, of Massachu

setts.] Applied to a system of botanical

medicine, one of whose doctrines is, that

us all minerals are from the earth their ten

dency is to carry men into their graves,

whereas the tendency of herbs, from their

growing upward, is to keep men from their

graves.

Ttiomsonite (torn 'son-It), n. [From Dr.

Thomas Thomson, professor of chemistry in

the University of Glasgow] A mineral of

the zeolite family, occurring generally in

masses of a radiated structure, and of a

glassy or vitreous structure. It consists of

silica, alumina, and lime, with some mag

nesia and peroxide of iron, and 14 per cent

of water. See Mesole.

Thong (thong), n. [O.E. thwong, thwang,

as well as thong; A. Sax. thwang, thwong, a

thong, a leather Btrap; Icel. thvengr, a strap,

a latehet; from the stem of A. Sax. thwingan,

0. Sax. thuingan, Icel. thvinga, O.H.G.

dwingan, Mod. G. zwingen, to force, press,

compel, A.i- | A strap of leather used for

fastening anything. ' And nails for looseu'd

spears, and thongs for shields provide.'

Dryden. A long narrow Btrip of leather or

similar material. In following extract ap

plied to a rein or bridle.

How like a jade lie stood, tied to the tree.

Servilely master'd with a leathern reint

Hut when he saw his love, his youth's fair fee.

He held such petty bondage in disdain ;

Throwing the oase thong from his bending crest.

Enfranchising his mouth, his back, his breast. ShaJt.

Thong (thong), v.t. or i. To beat with a

thong; to lash. [Rare.]

She has hit Mrs. B. on the raw place, and smilingly

proceeds to thong again. Thacktray.

Thoom (thorn), n. Thumb. [Scotch.]

Thor (thor), n. [Tcel. Thdrr, contr. from an

older form Thonor, equivalent to A. Sax.

thunor, E. thunder. See THUNDER.] The

second principal god of the ancient Scandi

navians, the god of thunder. He was the son

of Odin, or the supreme being, and Jtirth,

the earth. He was the champion of the

gods, and called in to their assistance when

ever they were in straits. He was also the

friend of mankind, and the slayer of trolls

and evil spirits. He always carried a heavy

hammer (mjolnir, the crusher), which, as

often as he discharged it, returned to his

hand of itself ; he possessed a girdle which

had the virtue of renewing his strength.

Thor is represented as a powerful man in

the prime of life, with a long red beard, a

crown on his head, a sceptre in one hand,

and his hammer in the other. Thursday is

called after him, and his name enters as an

element into a great many proper names.

Thoracic (tho-ras'ikl, a. [See THORAX.)

1. Pertaining to the thorax or chest; as, the

thoracic arteries. — Thoracic duct, the trunk

of the absorbent vessels. It runs up along

the Bpine from the receptacle of the chyle

to the left subclavian vein, in which it ter

minates.— 2. Applied to a number of fishes.

See the noun.

Thoracic (tho-ras'ik), n. 1. A thoracic ar

tery. JJunglison. —2. lnich. oneof aLinuamn

order of bony fishes, having the ventral fins

placed underneath the thorax, or beneath

the pectoral fins. The thoracic fishes com

prehend the flounder, turbot, mackerel, Ac.

Tlioral (th6'ral), a. [From L. thorns, torus,

a couch, bed] 1. Pertaining to a bed —

2. Apellative of a line in the hand. Called

also the Mark of Venus.

Thorax (tho'raks), h. [Gr. thorax, the

chest, a breastplate. ] 1. The chest or that

cavity of the body formed by the Bpine,

ribs, and breast-bone, and situated between

the neck and the abdomen, which contains

the pleura, lungs, heart, cesophagus, thor

acic duct, Ac. The thorax or chest is di

vided by anatomiBtB into certain regions,

viz. the right and left humeral, the right

and left subclavian, the right and left mam

mary, the right and left axillary, the right

and left subaxUlary, the right and left scap

ular, the right and left interscapular, and

the right and left subscapular. 1 lie name is

also applied to the corresponding portions

of other mammals, to the leas sharply de

fined cavity in the lower vertebrates, as

Thorax in Man.

Thoracic regions denoted by thick black lines.

ii. Right and left Humeral; » », do. Subclavian;

33, do. Mammary; 4 4. do. Axillary; 55. do. Sub-

axillary or Lateral; 6 6, do. Scapular; 7 7, do. Inter

scapular; 8 8, do. Superior Dorsal or Subscapular.—

Viscera or contents of Thorax, the position of which

is indicated by dotted lines, a a. Diaphragm; b.

Heart; c. Lungs, d. Liver; e. Kidneys;/ Stomach.

birds, fishes, Ac, and to the segments in

tervening between the head and abdomen

in insects and other Arthropoda. In the

mammals the thorax is completely shut off

from the abdomen by the diaphragm or

midriff. In serpents and fishes the thorax

is not completed below by a breast-bone.

In insects three sections form the thorax,

(o) the pro-thorax, bearing the first pair of

legs; (6) the meso-thorax, bearing the second

pair of legs and first pair of wings ; and (c)

the meta-thorax, bearing the third pair of

legs and the second pair of wings. In the

crustaceans and arachnidans the head and

chest segments are united into a Bingle

mass, called the cephalo-thorax, while in

Myriopoda the chest segments are indis

tinguishable from those of the abdomen.—

2. A breastplate, cuirass, or corselet ; more

especially, the cuirass or corselet worn by

the ancient Greek warriors, corresponding

to the lorica of the Romans. It consisted

of a breast and a back piece fastened by

buckles, and was often richly ornamented.

Thoria, Thorlna (tho'ri-a, tho-ri'na), n.

[See THORITE] (ThO) A white earthy sub

stance obtained by Berzelius in 1828, from

the mineral called thorite, of which it con

stitutes 58 per cent. It is an oxide of

thorinum ; and when pure is a white powder,

without taste, smell, or alkaline reaction on

litmus. Its sp. gr. is 9 4. It is insoluble in

all the acids except the sulphuric.

Thorite (tho'rit), n. [From Thor, the Scan

dinavian deity.] A massive and compact

mineral, found in Norway, ki syenite, and

resembling gadolinite. It is of a black

colour, and contains about 53 per cent of

thorina, mixed with thirteen metallic and

other bodies.

Thorium, Thorinum (tho'ri-um, th6-ri'-

num), n. [See Thorite,] Sym. Th. At.

wt. 115 5. The metal of which thoria is the

oxide, discovered by Berzelius. It Sb in the

form of a heavy metallic powder, and has

an iron-gray tint. It burns in air or oxygen,

when heated, with great splendour, and is

converted into thorinaoroxideof thorinum.

It unites energetically with chlorine, sul

phur, and phosphorus. Hydrochloric acid

readily dissolves it, with the evolution of

hydrogen gas.

Thorn (thorn), n. [A. Sax. thorn, thyrn,

Goth, thaumus. 0. Sax. O- Fris. and Icel.

thont, Dan. torn, D. doom, G. dorn; same

word as Pol tarn, Bohem. trn; comp. alBo

Skr. trna. grass. Probably the root-meaning

is something that pierces, the root being

that of through, thrill, Ac] 1. A common

name of trees and shrubs of various orders,

which are armed with thornB, Bpines, or

prickles, as the black-thorn (Prunus com

munis), the buck-thorn (Rhamnus catharti-

cus), ChriBt'B thorn (Paliurus acuUatus),

Ac; but especially applied to trees and

shrubs of the genus Crataegus, of which the

common hawthorn (C. Oxyacantha) Is a

well-known species.

This man, with lanthorn, dog, and bush of thorn.

Presented) moonshine. Shak.

2. In general, any sharp-pointed spiny or

prickly process growing on a plant ; but

Btrictly, a sharp ligneous or woody Bhoot

from the stem of a tree or shrub, or a sharp

process from the woody part of a plant,

simply consisting of an abortive or imper

fectly developed branch,which has assumed

a hard texture and terminates in a sharp

point. Thorns or spines must not be con

founded with prickles; the former are con

tinuous with the woody tissue of the plant,

while the latter are simply indurated hairs,

merely attached to the surface of the bark

In common usage, however, thorn is applied

to the prickle of the rose, and in fact the

two words are used promiscuously.

Skies without cloud exotic suns adorn.

And rosea blush, but blush without a thorn.

Church iU.

3. Anything that prickles or annoys, as a

thorn ; any painful, irritating, or trouble

some obstacle or impediment; trouble; care;

vexation. ' Among the thorns and dangers

of this world.' Shak.

The guilt of empire; all its thorns and cares

Be only mine. Southemt.

4. The name given to the Anglo-Saxon letter

b tli. and the corresponding character in

Icelandic

Thorn (thorn), v.t. To prick or pierce as

with a thorn. [Rare and poetical.]

Tennyson.

A popular

I was the only rose of all the stock

That never tkorn'd htm.

Thorn-apple (thorn'ap-1), n

name of the Datura Stramonium. See Da

TURA.

Thorn-back (thorn'bak), n. 1. A species

of ray or Bkate (Haul cluvata) common on

the British and Irish coasts, distinguished

by the short and strong recurved Bpines

which are scattered over the back and

tail, whence its name. It grows to about

2 feet long, is very voracious, feeding on

small flounders, herrings, sand-eels, crabs,

lobsters, Ac Great quantities are taken

every year, and the flesh is considered to be

excellent food. The female is in Scotland

called the maiden-skate.—% A large species

of spider-crab, the Maia squinado, found in

our seas and in the Mediterranean, and so

named from the spines with which its cara

pace is roughened. This species is some

times figured on ancient cuius.

Thorn-bush (thorn'bu.sh), u. A shrub that

produces thorns. Shak.

Thorn -but (thom'but), n. [Comp. butt, a

flounder, -hot. in turbot.] A kind of sea-fish;

a turbot.

Thorn - hedge (thonVhej), «. A hedge or

fence consisting of thorn.

Thorntall (thorn'tal), n. A beautiful little

bird of Peru and Colombia, belonging to the

family Trochilida; (humming-birds).

Thorny (thor'ni), a. 1. Full of thoma or

spines; rough with thorns or prickles; as, a

thorny wood; a thorny tree. ' Thorny hedge

hogs. Shak. 'The thorny sharks.' Keats.

2. Troublesome; vexatious; harassing; per

plexing; as, thorny care.— 3. Sharp; prick

ing; vexatious; as, 'thorny points." Shak.

Syn. Prickly, spiny, briery, troublesome,

vexatious, harassing, perplexing, sharp,

pricking.

Thorough (thur'o), a. [O. E. thoroxc, thorowe,

thorw, thoru, thorough, through ; A, Sax.

thurh, thuruh, through, thoroughly. This

word is simply through differently spelled

and used; in thoroughfare, thorough-lighttd.

it retains the sense of Utrough. See i 1 1 1 ■<-• 1 «.; 11 .

1. Passing through.

Let all three sides be a double house, without

thorough lights on the sides. Baarn.

2. Passing through or to the end; hence,

complete ; perfect ; as, a thorough reforma

tion; thorough work.

A thorough translator must be a thorough poet.

Dryden.

—Thorough bass or base, the mode or art of

expressing chords by means of figures placed

over or under a given bass. These figures

86 86866 6 #6 B

54 6553S 3*5

33333 3 S3

Thorough Bass with upper parts supplied.

indicate the harmony through all the other

parts; hence the name. They are not, how

ever, intended to represent the melodic

movement or flow of the upper parts, but

merely the elements and nature of Die har

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abune; y, Sc. tey.
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roony on which these parts depend. Figures

written over each other indicate that the

notes they represent are to be sounded

simultaneously, those Btanding close after

each other that they are to be sounded suc

cessively. The common chord in its funda

mental form is generally left unflgured, and

accidentals are indicated by using sharps,

naturals, or flats along with the figures.

The term is often used in a wide sense as

equivalent to the science of harmony, and

sometimes even to musical science—a usage

not to be recommended, as it tends to con

fusion. —Thorough framing, an old term for

the framing of doors and windows.

Thorough t (thur'o), prep. 1. From side to

side, or from end to end; through.

Mark Antony will follow

Thorough the hazards of this untrod state.

With all true faith. Shak.

2. By means of. See Through.

Thorough (thur'o), n. 1. An interfurrow

between two ridges ; a channel for water.

[Provincial. J—2. In British hist a word used

in the reign of Charles I. by Wentworth,

earl of Strafford, in his confidential corre

spondence. He employed it to express the

scheme he meditated for subverting the

liberties of his countryrnen and making

Charles an absolute monarch.

The system which Laud was longing te pursue in

England, and which Stratford approved, is frequently

hinted at by the word Thorough. Hatlatn.

Thorought (thur'o). adv. 1. Thoroughly.

Chaucer. — 2. Through. ' Who half thorough

gives o'er.' Shale

Thorough-base (thur'd-bas), n. See under

TnoROUOH, a.

Thorough-brace (thur'd-bras),?!. A leather

thong supplying the place of a spring in a

carriage.

Thorough - bred ( thur'o-bred ). a. 1. Of

pure or unmixed breed, stock, or race; bred

from a sire and dam of the purest or best

blood; as, a thorough-bred horee.

The young gentlemen canter up on thorough-bred

hacks, spatterdashed to the knee. Thackeray,

Hence — 2. Having the qualities character

istic of pure breeding; high-spirited; mettle

some ; elegant or graceful in form or bear

ing, and the like.

Thorough-bred (thur'o-bred), n. An ani

mal, especially a horse, of pure blood, stock,

or race.

Thoroughfare (thur'd-far),*!. [A. Sax. thurh-

faru, a passage right through. See Thor

ough and Fark. ] 1. A passage through; a

passage from one street or opening to an

other; an unobstructed way; especially, an

unobstructed road or street for public traffic.

'The barren-beaten thoroughfare.' Tenny

son.—2.. Power of passing; passage. 'One

continent of easy thoroughfare.' Milton.

[Rare]

Thorough-going (thur'o-go-ing). a. Going

through, or to the end or bottom; going

or ready to go all lengths ; extreme ; as, a

thoroughgoing partisan or scheme.

So warmly, indeed, did those who had hitherto been

regarded as half Jacobites express their approbation

of the policy of the government, that the thorough-

going Jacobites were much disgusted. Macaulay.

Thorough-lighted(thur'd-lit-ed),a. Lighted

so that the light passes right through : ap

plied to a room or building which has win

dows on opposite sides, the light not being

intercepted by partitions.

Thoroughly (thur'o-li), adv. In a thorough

manner: fully; entirely; completely. 'Al

most thoroughly persuaded.' Shak. 'To

look into this business thoroughly.' Shak.

We can never be grieved for their miseries who are

thoroughly wicked. DryJen.

Thoroughness (thm-/6-nes), n. The con

dition of being thorough; completeness;

perfectness.

The Venetians were pushing forward their own

preparations with their wonted alacrity—indeed with

more alacrity than thoroughness. Prescott.

Thorough-paced (thur'o- pilst). a. Lit. per

fectly trained to go through all the paces

of a well-trained horse; hence, perfect or

complete; going all lengths; thorough-go

ing; downright; consummate; as, a thorough

paced Tory.

When it was proposed to repeal the test clause, the

ablest of those who were reckoned the most stanch

and thorough-faced Whigs fell off at the first mention

of it Swift.

Thorough -pin (thnr'd-pfn). n. A disease

in horses which consists of enlarged mucous

capsules growing on each side of the hocks,

giving somewhat the appearance as if a pin

were thrust through.

Thorough-sped I (thur'o-sped), a. Fully ac

complished; thorough-paced. ' Our thirrough-

sped republic of Whigs.' Swift.

Thorough-atitCht(thur'6-stich),adv. Fully;

completely; going the whole length of any

business. 'Perseverance alone can carry

us thorough-stitch.' Sir R. L'Estrange.

Many believe the bold Chief Justice Jeffreys, . . .

who went thorough-stitch in that tribunal, stands fair

for that office. Evelyn.

Thorough-wax (thur'o-waks), n. A plant

of the genus Bupleurum. the B. rotundi-

folium. Called also llare's-ear. SeeHARE'S-

EAR.

Thorough-wort (thuYo-wert), n. The popu

lar name of a composite plant, the Eupato-

rium perfoliatum, a native of North Ame

rica, valued for its medicinal uses. It is

also known by the name of Bone-set. See

Eupatorium.

Thorowt (thur'o), a. 1. Thorough ; passing

through.

He hoped a thororr passage to be that way.

Hackluyt.

2. Thorough; perfect; complete.

Thorowt (thur'o), prep. Through. ' Chris

tian resolution, that saileth, in the fraile

barke of the flesh, thorow the waves of the

world.' Bacon.

Thorowt (thur'o), adv. Through.

The future hides in it

Gladness and sorrow ;

We press still thorow.

Nought that abides in it

Daunting us,—onward. Carlyte.

Thorow-wax t (thur'o-waks), n. Same as

Thorough-wax.

Thorp, Thorpe (thorp), n. [A. Sax thorp,

O.Sax. thorp, tharp,lce\. thorp, Sw. and Dan.

torp, D. dorp, G. dorf, a village, a hamlet, a

group of houses. Vigfusson regards this

word as having been originally applied to

the cottagesof the poorer peasantrycrowded

together in a hamlet, instead of each house

standing in its own inclosure, the etymolo

gical sense being a crowd or throng, as seen

in L turba, a crowd, of which word this is

the Teutonic equivalent.] A group of houses

standing together in the country; a hamlet;

a village: used chiefly in place-names, and

names of persons derived from place*; as,

kXthorp, CopmanB(Aorpe\ Thorpe as a ter

mination of place-names is very common in

Lincolnshire.

Within a little thorp I staid at last, Fairfax

But he. by farmstead, thorpe, and spite,

Came crowing over Thames. Tennyson.

By thirty hills I hurry down.

Or slip between the ridges.

By twenty thorfs, a little town.

And half a hundred bridges. Tennyson.

Thos, Thous (thos, tho'us), n. [Gr. th&s, a

jackal.] A name given to a genus of dogs

intermediate between the wolf, the fox, and

the jackal, of alt of whose natures it some

what partakes. These dogs are larger than

Thous Dog of Senegal.

a jackal; they do not burrow, and are

marked on the back by black and white

colours, the rest of the fur being in general

ochrey buff. Among the different species

are the Thous anthus or Canis anthus (the

wild dog of Egypt), T. variegatus (Nubian

thous), T. mesomel&s (Cape jackal), T. senc-

galensis (Senegal thous or jackal). <tc.

Those (Tiioz), a. and vron. [O.K. that, thos,

A. Sax thds, these, pi. of thes, this. Those

is therefore historically the plural of this,

representing A. Sax. thds, and is virtually

another form of these. The old plural of

that was tho, A. Sax. thd.] Plural of that;

as, those men ; those temples. When those

and these are used as expressive of contra

distinction those refers to the things first

mentioned as these does to the last men

tioned. See These.

Thoth, from a bronze in the

British Museum.

Thoth (thoth), n. An Egyptian divinity

whom the Greeks considered to be identical

with Hermes or Mercury. He was regarded

as the inventor

of the sciences

and arts, and

especially of

speech and hier

oglyphics or let

ters. He is re

presented as a

human figure

with the bead of

a lamb or ibis.

Thou ( thou X

pron. ; in the

obj. and dat.

thee, pi. ye or

you. [A.Sax thti,

gen it. thin, dat.

thi, ace. thee,

thi, nom. pi. gf,

genitedwer.dat.

edw, ace. edwie,

e6w; there was

also a dual fn

Anglo - Saxon,

viz. git, ye two,

incer, of you

two, dat inc.

ace. indt, inc;

Tcel. and Goth, thd, D. Dan. and G. du. Cog.

Gr. ku, Doric tu, L. tu, Skr. tvam, Slav, ti,

W. ti, Gael, tu, thou. The stem in its ear

liest form was tva. (See also Thek, Thine,

YOU.) The use of the plural you for the

singular was well established by the time

of Chaucer] The second personal pronoun

in the singular number: used to indicate

the person spoken to; thyself. In ordi

nary language the plural form you is now

universally substituted, thou being used in

the poetical or solemn style, as also among

the Friends or Quakers.

Art thou he that should comeT Mat. xi. %

I will fear no evil, for thou art with me. Ps. xxiii. 4.

Thau, as in Shakspere's time, was (1) the pronoun

of affection towards friends. 1 . > of good-humoured su

periority to servants, and {$) of contempt or anger to

strangers. It had, however, already fallen some

what into disuse, and being regarded as archaic, was

naturally adopted {4} in the higher poetic style and

in the language of solemn prayer. E. A. Abbott.

It is often emphatically repeated in phrases

expressive of reproach, contempt, scorn,

anger, and the like ; as, ' Thou drunkard

thou;' ' Thou dissembler thou; ' ' Thou thing

of no bowels thou.' Shak.

Thou (THou), v.t To address with the pro

noun thou; to use the thou of a superior to.

See extract in above article.

If thou thouest him some thrice, it shall not be ami -

Shat.

ThoU(THou), v.i. To use thou and thee in

discourse.

Though (TH6),conj. [O.E. thoh.thogh, thowgh.

&c, A. Sax. thedh ; Icel. thd, O. Sax. and

0.0. (Aofc.Mod.G. docA, Goth. (Aa«A,thougb.

From the demonstrative stem seen in that,

the.] Granting, admitting, or allowing it to

be the fact that; even were it the case that;

if; notwithstanding that.

If thy brother be waxen poor . . thou shalt re

lieve him; yea, though he be a stranger.

Lev. xxv. 35.

Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him.

Job xiii. 15.

Not that I so affirm, though so it seem. Afiltoti

—As though, as if.

In the vine were three branches, and it was as

though it budded. Gen. xl. 10.

— What though, elliptically for what though

the fact or case is so = what does that mat

ter ? what does it signify? need I (we, you.

Ac.) care about that? 'But what thought

courage 1' Shak.

I keep but three men, . . but what though t yet

I live like a gentleman born. Sh.ik.

— While, Though. See While.—Although,

Thoitgh. See ALTHOUGH.

Though (tho), adv. Notwithstanding this

or that; however; for all that 'My legs are

longer though to run away.' 'Would Ka-

therine had never seen him, though!' Shak.

A good cause would do well though. Drydeu.

Thought (that), pret and pp. of think.

Thought (that), n. [A. Sax thoht, gethoht,

thedht, from thencan, to think, pret. thohte.

pp. gethoht; Icel. thdtti, 0.0. geddht. See

Think] 1. The act of thinking; the exer

cise or operation of the mind in any way ex

cept sense and perception.

Thought proper, as distinguished from other fact*

of consciousness, may be adequately described as

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; , sing; tu, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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the act of knowing or judging of things by means of

concepts. Dean Manscl.

This (faculty) to which I give the name of the

' elaboration faculty,' the faculty of relations or com

parisons, constitutes what is properly denominated

thought. Sir IV. Hamilton.

2. That which is thought; idea; conception;

as, (a) a judgment; an opinion; a conclu

sion.

Give thy thoughts no tongue

Nor any unproportioned thought his act. Shak.

Thus Bethel spoke, who always speaks his thoughts.

Pope.

Who with tame cowardice familiar grown.

Would hear my thoughts, but fear to speak their own.

Church ill.

(6) That which springs from, originates in,

or is produced by the imagination; a crea

tion of the mind having distinct existence

from the mind that created it; a fancy; a

conceit ' Thoughts that breathe, and words

that burn.' Gray.

Thoughts come crowding in so fast upon me that

my only difficulty is to choose or reject. Dryden.

To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

Wordsworth.

3. Serious consideration; deliberation; re

flection.

Pride, of all others, the most dangerous fault.

Proceeds from want of sense or want of thought.

Roscommon.

4. Intention; design; purpose.

All their thoughts are against me for evil. Ps. Ivi. 5.

5. The mental state of one who thinks; si

lent contemplation; deep cogitation, medi

tation, or study; as, lost in thought.

Sir Bedivere . . . paced beside the mere.

Counting the dewy pebbles, fia'd in thought.

Tennyson.

6. The power or faculty of thinking; the

mental faculty; the mind.

How far thou dost excel

No thought can think, nor tongue of mortal tell.

Shak.

For our instruction to impart

Things above earthly thought. Milton,

7. Anxious, brooding care; deep concern or

trouble; solicitude.

We4 me, or else I die for thought. SJtelton.

He so plagued and vexed his father with injurious

indignities that the old man for very thought and

grief of heart pined away and died. Holland.

Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or

what ye shall drink. Mat. vi. 35.

8. A thought, a small degree or quantity; as,

a thought hotter or larger. [Colloq. ]

His face was a thought longer than the exact sym-

metrians would allow. Sir P. Sidney.

My giddiness seized me, and though I now totter,

yet I think I am a thought better. S-wif:.

—Second thoughts, matnrer reflection ; after-

consideration ; as, on second thoughts I pre

fer going to-morrow.

Is it so true that second thoughts are best f

Not first, or third, which are a riper fruit?

Tennyson.

Syn. Idea, conception, imagination, notion,

fancy, conceit, supposition, judgment, opin

ion, conclusion, reflection, consideration,

meditation, contemplation, cogitation, de

liberation.

Thoughted (thafedX a. Having thoughts:

chiefly in composition; as, s&A-thouqhud.

Thoughtent (thatfen). l. Pret pi. of think.

Chaucer. — 2. A participial form; having

thoughts; thinking. Shah.

Thoughtful (that'ful), o. 1. Full of thought;

full of reflection; contemplative; employed

in meditation.

On those he mused within his thoughtful mind.

Dryden.

2. Attentive; careful; having the mind di

rected to an object ' Thoughtful of thy

gain, not of my own.' J. Philips.—3. Pro

moting serious thought; favourable to mus

ing or meditation.

War, horrid war, your thoughtful walks invades.

4. Full of anxiety or care; anxious; solici

tous.

Around her crowd distrust and doubt and fear,

And thoughtful foresight and tormenting care.

Prior.

Syn. Contemplative, meditative, reflective,

attentive, careful, considerate, deliberate,

wary, circumspect, discreet

Thoughtfully(that'ful-li),o<fi). Ina thought

ful manner; with thought or consideration;

with solicitude.

Thoughtfulness (that'ful-nes), n. The state

or quality of being thoughtful; deep medi

tation ; serious attention ; anxiety ; solici

tude.

Thoughtless (that'les), o. 1. Free from

thought or care; having no thought; heed-

lesB; careless; negligent—2. Stupid; dull.

Thoughtless as monarch oaks that shade the plain.

Dryden.

Thoughtlessly (that'les-li), adv. In a

thoughtless manner; without thought; care

lessly; stupidly.

In restless hurries thoughtlessly they live. Garth.

Th0UghtleSsne8S(that'les-nes),u. The state

or quality of being thoughtless; want of

thought ; heedlessness ; carelessness ; inat

tention.

What is called absence is a thoughtlessness and

want of attention about what is doiug. Chesterfield.

Thoughtsick (thafsik), a. Uneasy with re

flection.

Heaven's face doth glow '

With trustful visage ; and, as 'gainst the doom.

Is thoughtsick at the act Shak.

Thousand (thou'zand), n. [A Sax. th&send,

O.Sax. thusundig, Icel. thusundi, Oius-hund,

thus-hundrath, Dan. tusinde, D. tuysend,

Goth, thusundi, G. tauseiid. The word is

common also to the Slavonio languages, but

no cog. forms are found in Greek, Latin,

and Sanskrit The latter part of the word

is evidently- hundred. The first is generally

regarded as = ten; but Vigfusson connects

it with Icel. thysja, to rush, thyss, tumult,

from a crowd, regarding the whole word as

equivalent to swarm of hundreds.] 1. The

number of ten hundred; hence, indefinitely,

a great number.

A thousand shall fall at thy side, and ten thou

sand at thy right hand. Ps. xci. 7.

This word, like hundred, million, &c, as

sumes a plural termination when not pre

ceded by an ordinal numeral adjective, as

in the above passage —' ten thousand.'

How many thousands pronounce boldly on the

affairs of the public whom God nor men never quali

fied for such judgment 1 it'atts.

2. A symbol representing the number ten

hundred, as M, 1000.

Thousand (thou'zand), a. 1. Denoting the

number of ten hundred.—2. Proverbially,

denoting a great number indefinitely; as, it

is a thousand chances to one that you suc

ceed.

Thousandfold (thousandfold), o. Multi

plied by a thousand.

Thousandth (thousandth), o. 1. Next after

the nine hundred and ninety-ninth: the or

dinal of thousand; as, the thousandth part

of a thing.—2. Constituting or being one of

a thousand equal parts into which anything

is divided. Hence—3. Occurring as or being

one of a very great number; as, to do a thing

for the thousandth time.

Thousandth (thou'xandth). n. The thou

sandth part of anything; as, two thou-

sandths of a tax.

Thowel, Thowl (thai), n. [See Thole. ]

A pin inserted into the gunwale of a boat to

keep the oar in the rowlock when used in

rowing. Also written ThowU and Thole.

See Thole.

ThowleSS (thoules), a. [That is, thewless,

wanting thews. J Slack; inactive; lazy.

[Scotch.]

Thracian (thra'shan), a. Of or pertaining

to Thrace or Thracia, an extensive tract of

country which had the lower Danube for

its northern boundary. 'The Thracian

singer' (=Orpheus). Shak.

Thracian ( thra'shan ), n. A native or in

habitant of Thrace.

Thrackt (thrak), v.t. [Comp. A. Sax. thrcec,

thracu, force, strength, brunt; or W. trechu,

to overpower.] To load or burden.

Certainly we shall one day find that the strait gate

is too narrow for any man to come hustling in,

thracked with great possessions and greater corrup

tions. South.

Thrack- scat ( thrak'skat), n. In mining,

metal remaining in the mine.

Thraldom ( thral'dom ), n. [See Thrall. ]

The state of being a thrall; slavery; bond

age; a state of servitude; as. the Greeks

lived in thraldom under the Turks nearly

400 years.

He shall rule, and she in thraldom live. Dryden.

Thrall (thral), n, [A. Sax. thrasl, Icel. thrall,

Sw. trdl, Dan. trail, a serf, a slave. Accord

ing to Trench ' thrall and thraldom descend

to us from a period when it was the custom

to thrill or drill the ear of a slave in token

of servitude,' but this is somewhat doubtful. ]

1. A slave; a bondman.

Gurth born thrall of Cedric the Saxon has been

greatly pitied by Dryasdust and others. Cartyte.

2. Slavery; bondage.

For them I battle till the end.

To save from shame and thrall. Tennyson.

3. A shelf or stand; a stand for barrels.

George Eliot. [Provincial English.]

Thrall t (thral), tJ.t. To deprive of liberty;

to enslave; to enthrall.

Thrall t (thral), a. Bond; subject

Greatest kings-

Are thrall to change as well as weaker things.

Sir T. Herbert.

Thrall-like (thralllk). a. Like or charac

teristic of a thrall; slavish. 'Servile and

thrall-like fear.' Milton.

Thrang (thran^), a. [E. throng.] Crowded;

much occ!

[Scotch.]

ngX

ed;much occupied ; busy ; intimate ; familiar.

Thranlte (thra'mt), n. [Gr. thranitis, from

thranos, a bench, a form, especially the top

most bench in a trireme.] In Greek antiq.

one of the uppermost of the three classes of

rowers in an Athenian trireme.

Thrap (thrapX v.t. [Comp. Prov. E. /raped,

drawn or fixed tight. Halliteell.] NauL to

bind on ; to fasten round.

The hull was so damaged, that it had for snme

time been secured by cables, which were sewed at

thrapped round it. Southey.

Thrapple ( thrap '1), n. [See Thbopplk.]

The windpipe; the throttle; the thropple.

Thrasaetus (thra-sa'e-tusX n. [Gr. thnutt*.

bold, and aetos, an eagle.] The name of the

genus to which the harpy-eagle or crested-

eagle(7'. harpyia)ot South America belongs.

The characteristic features are the crctt

(which lies flat unless when the bird is

roused), the strength of the feet and length

of the claws, and the thickness of the bones,

the whole framework of the bird being ex

ceedingly powerful. The harpy-eagle lives

in thick forests and preys on sloths, deer, etc

Thrash, Thresh (t In ash, thresh), v.t. [A.Sax.

threscan, therscan, thriscan,to thrash (cornX

to beat; Goth, thriskan, IceL threskyd, Sw.

troska, Dan. tdrske, D. dorsken, O. H . G. drem-

can. Mod. G. dreschen; by some connected

with the root of L. tero, G. teiru, to rub, to

bruise, Ac.] 1. To beat out or separate the

grain or seeds from by means of a flail or

thrashing-machine, or by treading with

oxen ; as, to thrash wheat, rye, or oats.

First thrash the corn then after bum the straw.

ShaJk.

And his son Gideon threshed wheat by the wine

press to hide it from the Midianites. Judg. vi n,

2. To beat soundly with a stick or whip ; to

drub.

Thou scurvy valiant ass: thou art here but to

thrash Trojans, and thou art bought and sold among

those of any wit like a barbarian slave. Sha/t.

Thrash, Thresh (thrash, thresh), r.t. l. To

practise thrashing; to drive out grain from

straw ; as, a man who thrashes well. —2. To

labour; to drudge; to toil; to heat about

I rather would be Martins, thresh for rhymes.

Like his the scorn and scandal of the times.

DrydfM.

Thrashel, Thrashle (thrashT), n. An in

strument to thrash with ; a flaiL [Provin

cial English.]

Thrasher, Thresher (thrash'er. thresh'er),

7i. 1. One who thrashes grain.—2. A species

of shark, the Alopias or Alopecias vulpes,

or sea-fox, called the thrasher from its using

its tail-fin, which is nearly equal in length

to the whole body, as a weapon of attack.

SeeSEA-FOX.—Brown thrasher,&n American

singing bird of the thrush family, the Turdus

or Barporhynchus rufus.

Thrashing/Threshinfj (thrashing, thresh'-

ing), n. 1. The operation by which grain is

separated from the straw. This operation

is performed in various ways, as by the feet

of animals, by a flail, or by a thrashing-

machine. The first mode was that employed

in the ages of antiquity, and It is still prac

tised in the south of Europe, and in Persia

and India. Oxen were generally employed

for this purpose, either alone or with the

addition of a kind of roller studded with

iron knots, which the oxen dragged over

the corn-sheaves, which latter were spread

on a circular floor in the form of a circle,

the ends containing the grain being placed

towards the centre. Thrashing by the flail

is still practised in various parts of this and

other countries, but thrashing- machines

have been very extensively introduced,

which effect a great saving in time and La

bour to the farmer.—2. A sound drubbing.

Thrashing-floor (thrash'ing-flor), n. A floor

or area on which grain is beaten out In

eastern countries, from the earliest aces,

thrashing-floors were in the open air; out

in colder and moister climates, such as ours.

such floors mnst be under cover, as in a

barn.

Thrashing-machine, TliraBhing - mill

(thrash'ing-ma-sheu, thrash'ing-mil), n. a

machine for separating grain, as wheat.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. ab«ne; y, Sc. fey.
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oats, barley, Ac, from the straw; anil in

which the moving power is that of horses,

oxen, wind, water, or steam. The thrash

ing-machine was invented in Scotland in

1T5S by Michael Stirling, a farmer In Perth

shire; it was afterwards improved by Andrew

1—^T

Section of Scotch Thrashing-machine.

Meikle, a millwright in East Lothian, about

the year 1770. Since that time it haa under

gone various other improvements. The cut

shows in section a machine of this kind as

at present constructed. The principal fea

ture is the three rotatory drums or cylinders,

which receive motion from a water-wheel,

or from horse or steam power. The first drum

which comes into operation has projecting

ribs called beaters on its outer surface,

parallel to its axis. This drum receives a

very rapid motion on its axis. The sheaves

of corn are first spread out on a slanting

table, and are then drawn in with the ears

foremost between two feeding rollers with

parallel grooves. The beaters of the drum

act on the straw as it passes through the

rollers, and beat out the grain. The thrashed

straw is then carried forward to two succes

sive drums or shaker*, which, being armed

with numerous spikes, lift up and shake

the straw so as to free it entirely from the

loose grain lodged in it. The grain is made

to pass through a grated floor, and is gener

ally conducted to a winnowing-machine con

nected by gearing with the thrashing-ma

chine itself, by which means the grain is

separated from the chaff. Improved ma

chines on the same principle, many of them

portable, are extensively used in England

and America, those of the latter country

being in particular very light and effective.

The portable steam thrashiug-machine now

common in England and in many parts of

Scotland has no feeding-rollers, the corn

being fed direct to the first drum, which

revolves at a very high speed and separates

the grain by rubbing against a grating fitted

around the drum rather than by direct

beating. It gets through far more work

than the ordinary stationary mill. With a

portable engine the machine can be moved

from, field to field, and also from farm to

farm, thus being capable of performing the

thrashing-work of a wide district for the

whole season. The owner, by hiring it out,

can therefore soon recoup himself for the

high price of this machine as compared witli

the fixed mill.

Thrasonical ( thra - son 'ik-al), a. [From

Thraso, a boaster in old comedy.] 1. Given

to bragging; boasting— 2. Implying osten

tatious display; boastful. 'Caesar's thrason

ical brag of ' I came, saw, and overcame. ' '

Shak.

Thrasonlcally (thra-son'ik-aMIX adv. In

a thrasonical manner; boastingly. Johnson.

Thraste.t pret Thrust. Chaucer.

Thratch (thrach), v.i [Perhaps softened

from A. Sax. throe, thracu, force, from Idea

of straining.] To gasp convulsively, as one

does In the agonies of death. [Scotch ]

Thratch ( thrach ), n. The oppressed and

violent respiration of one in the last agonies.

[Scotch. ]

Thrave (thrav), n. [Icel, threjl, a thrave,

a number of sheaves ; Dan. trave, a score

of sheaves.] [Old English and Scotch]

1. Twenty-four sheaves of grain set up in

the field, and forming two stooka or shocks

of twelve sheaves each. Also written

Threat*. — 2. The number of two dozen;

hence, an indefinite number; a pretty large

number.

He sends forth thr.rvet of ballads to the sale.

Bfi. Hall.

ThraTet (thrav), n. A drove; a herd.

Thraw (thra), v.t [A. Sax. thrdwan, to

throw, to twist. See Throw] To twist;

to wrench ; to distort; to wrest [Scotch.]

Thraw (thra), v.i. [Scotch.] 1. To cast;

to warp.—2. To twist from agony.

Thraw (thra), n, [Scotch.] 1. A twist; a

distortion ; a wrench. —2. A pang ; a throe.

—Dead fAraw.the death throes; last agonies:

the term is also applied to any object

neither dead nor alive, neither hot nor cold.

Sir W. Scott—Heads and tftraws, lying side

by side ; the fee t of the one by the head of the

other,

Thraward, Thrawart (thra'ward, thra'-

wart), a. Froward; perverse; backward;

reluctant. [Scotch.]

Thraw-crook (thra'krok), n. An imple

ment with a crooked head used for twisting

straw-ropes, Ac. [Scotch.]

Thrawin, Thrawn (thra'in, thrau), p. and a.

Distorted; having the appearance of ill-hu

mour; cross-grained; of a perverse humour.

[Scotch.]

Thread (thred). n. [A. Sax. thrad, lit. what

is twisted, from stem of thrdwan, to wind,

to twist, to throw (as. to throw silk); Icel.

thrddr, Dan. traad, D. draad, G. draht,

wire, thread. See Throw ] 1. In a general

sense, the filaments of fibrous substances,

such as cotton, flax, silk, or wool, spun out

to considerable length, the common name

of such filaments being yarn. In a specific

sense, thread is a compound cord consisting

of two or more yarns, or simple spun threads,

firmly united together by twisting. The

twisting together of the different Btrands or

yarns to form a thread is effected by a thread-

frame or doubling and twisting mill, which

accomplishes the purpose by the action of

bobbins and flyers. It is used in some spe

cies of weaving, but its principal use is for

sewing. Hence—2. Used as an emblem of

life, as being spun and cut by the Fates.

Thy match was mortal to him, and pure grief

Shore his old thread in twain. Skak.

8. In mining, a slight vein of ore passing off

from the main vein into the rock. — 4. A

fine filament or thread-like body of any

kind; as, the filament of a flower, or of any

fibrous substance, as of bark, a fine fila

ment or line of gold or silver, a filament

of melted glass, <fec. — 6.t Distinguishing

property; quality; fineness. 'A neat cour

tier, of a most elegant thread.' B. Jonson.

6. Something continued in a long course or

tenor; as, the thread of a discourse.—7. The

prominent spiral part of a screw.—8. The

central line of a stream or watercourse.

Bouvier.—9. A yarn measure, containing in

cotton yarn 54 inches, in linen yam 00 inches,

and in worsted yarn 85 inches. Simmonds.

—Air threads, the fine white filaments

which are seen floating in the air in sum

mer, the production of spiders; gossamer.—

Thread and thrum, the good and bad to

gether: an expression borrowed from weav

ing, the thread being the substance of the

warp, and the thrum the end of the warp

by which it is fastened to the loom.

O fates! come, come;

Cut thread and thrum. Shak.

Thread (thred), v.t. 1. To pass a thread

through the eye or aperture of; as, to

thread a needle; to thread beads.—2. To pass

or pierce through, as through a narrow way

or channel, or through anything interwoven

or intricate.

They would not thread the gates. Shak.

Heavy trading ships, threading the Bosphonis.

Atitford.

With echoing feet he threaded

The secreteit walks of fame. Tennyson.

Threadbare (thred'lmr), a. 1. Worn to the

naked thread; having the nap worn off; as,

a threadbare coat; threadbare clothes, —

2. Worn out; trite; hackneyed; used till it

has lost its novelty or interest; as. a thread

bare subject; stale topics aud threadbare

quotations.

These uTire.il way?

Seem but the theme of writers, and indeed

Worn threadbare. Tennyson.

Threadbareness (thred'bar-nes), n. The

state of being threadbare or trite. 'The

sleekness of folly, and the threadbareness of

wisdom." Henry Mackenzie.

Thread-cell (thred'sel), n. See Nemato-

CYST, CNID.E.

Threaden (thred'n), a. Made of thread.

' Threaden sails.' Shak. [Rare.]

Threader (thred'er), /J. One who threads; a

device for guiding the thread into the eye

of a needle.

ThreadineBS (thred'i-nesX n. The state of

being thready.

Thread -lace (thrcd'las), n. Lace made of

linen thread.

Thread-needle (thred'ne-dl), n. A game in

which children stand in a row holding hands,

aud the outer one, still holding the one

next, runs between the others. HalliweU.

Called also Thread the Needle.

Thread-paper (thred'pa-per). n. Thin

strips of paper for wrapping up skeins of

thread.

What is become of my wife's t& read-fafer t Sterne.

Thread- plant (thred'plant). n. A plant

whose fibres or filaments may be manufac

tured into thread, as the flax and cotton

plants, various kinds of nettle and broom,

the stems of the wild hop, swallow-wort, «fcc.

Thread -Worm (thred'werm), n, A term

applied by some zoologists to an intestinal

worm of the order Nematoda; but restricted

by most writers to Oxyuris vermicularis,

which frequently occurs in great numbers

in the rectum of children particularly, and

gives rise to distressing symptoms, chief of

which is an intolerable itching.

Thready ( thred 'i), a. 1. Like thread or

filaments; filamentous; fibrous.—2. Contain

ing thread ; covered with thread. * The

thready shuttle.' Dyer.

Threap (threp), v.t. [A. Sax. thredpian, to

threap, reprove, afflict; allied to Icel. thre/a,

to wrangle or dispute ; probably of same

stem as threat.) To assert with pertinacity;

to continue to assert in reply to denial; as,

will ye threap that down ray throat? [Scotch

and provincial English] Spelled also Threep.

Threap (threp), v.i. [Scotch and provincial

English.] 1. To aver or assert with per

tinacity; to maintain by dint of assertion.

Burns.—2. To contend; to quarrel.

It is not for a man with 8 woman to threap.

Percy Relio.

3. To threaten.

He threafit to see the auld hardened blood-shed der.

Sir W. Scott.

Threap (threpV n. A vehement or pertina

cious affirmation ; au obstinate decision or

determination. [Provincial English or

Scotch. ] See Threep.

He has taken a threap that he would liare it 6nished

before the year was done. Cartyie.

Threasuret (threzh'ur), n. Treasure. Spen

ser.

Threat (thret), n. [A. Sax. Uiredt, reproof,

threat, punishment; Icel. thrtxta, a wrangle

or quarrel; thrata, Dan. tratte, to wrangle,

to quarrel; O.D. droten, to threaten; from

stem of A. Sax. thredtan, to tire, weary,

harass; Goth, thriutan, O.H.G. driuzan,

Mod. G. (ver)drieszen, to vex, annoy ; comp.

also G. drohen, to threaten. Threap is pro

bably also allied] A menace; denunciation

of ill to befall some one ; declaration of an

intention or determination to inflict pun

ishment, loss, or pain on another. 'Our

Boanerges with his threats of doom. ' Tenny

son.

There is no terror, Casstus, tn your threats. Shak.

In lata, any menace of such a nature and

extent as to unsettle the mind of the person

on whom it operates, and to take away from

his acts that free voluntary action which

alone constitutes consent

Threat (thret), v.t. and i. To threaten. Shak.

[Used only in poetry.]

Threaten (thret'n), v.t. [O.E. threatnen,

thretnen, a later form with inserted w.froin

A. 8:ix. thredtian, to threaten, to reprove,

to terrify, distress, vex, from thredt. See

THREAT.] 1. To declare an intention of

doing mischief to or bringing evil on, either

in case of something being done or not done,

or without any such proviso; to use threats

towards; to menace; to terrify or attempt

to terrify by menaces; as, to Vireaten a per

son with death (with being used before the

evil announced).

This letter he early bid me give his father.

Ami threatened mc H'ith death, going in the %-ault.

If I departed not and left htm there. Shak.

2. To charge or enjoin with menace.

Let us straitly threaten thein, that they speak

henceforth to no man in his name. Acts iv. 17.

3 To menace by action; to act as if intend

ing to injure ; as, to threaten a person with

a weapon (with being here used before the

instrument).—4. To be a source of menace

to.

He threatens many that hath injured one.

B. yonsOM.

5. To exhibit the appearance of bringing

Bonu'thing evil or unpleasant on ; as, the

clouds threaten us with rain or a storm —

0. To announce (evil) as about to happen or

ch. caain; ch.Sc.locA; g, go; j.^ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, %ing\ ill, then; th. /Ain; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure. —See KEY.
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be caused. ' The law that threatened death. '

Shak.

Our last light, that long

Had wjnk'd and threaten d darkness, flared and fell.

Tennyton.

Often followed by an infinitive clause.

' Hath threatened to put me into everlast

ing liberty.' Shak.

Threaten (thret'n), v.i. To use threats or

menaces.

An eye like Mars, to threaten and command. Shak.

Threatener (thret'n-er), n. One that threat

ens; a menacer.

Threaten the threatener, and outface the brow

Of bragging horror. Shak,

Threatening (thret'n-ing). a. 1. Indicating

a threat or menace; as, a threatening look.

2. Indicating something impending; as, the

weather is threatenitw; the clouds have a

threatening aspect—Threatening letters, as

cognizable in criminal courts, are of various

kinds : (a) letters threatening to publish a

libel with a view to extort money. (6) Let

ters demanding money or other property

with menaces, (c) Letters threatening to

accuse any person of a crime, for the pur

pose of extorting money, (d) Letters threat

ening to kill or murder any person. The

sender of such letters is liable to penal

servitude or imprisonment.

Threateningly (thret'n-ing-li), adv. With

a threat or menace; in a threatening man

ner. 'Threateningly replies.' Shak.

Threatfttl (thret'ful), a. Full of threats;

having a menacing appearance. Spenser.

Threatfully (thret'ful-li), ado. In a threat-

ful manner; with many threats. Hood.

Threatlesa (thret'les), a. Without threats;

not threatening. Sylvester.

Threave (threv), n. Same as Thrave.

Three (thra), a. [A word common to the

Indo-European languages. A. Sax. thrt,

thred, genit threOra, dat. thrim; cog. Goth.

threU, Icel. thrir, Dan. tre, D. drie, G. drei,

W. Ir. and GaeL tri, Lith. trys, L. tres,

tria (hence It. tre, Sp. tres, Fr. trois), Gr.

treis, tria, Skr. tri. Supposed to be from a

root tri, tar, to go, three going one farther

than two.] Two and one.

I offer thee three things. a Sam. xxiv. M.

Often used like other adjectives, without

the noun to which it refers.

(Abishai) attained not unto the fin\.thrce.

2 Sam. xxiii. 19.

—Threetimes-three, three cheers thrice re

peated.

Again, the feast, the speech, the glee . . .

The crowning cup, the three-times-three.

Tennyson.

—Three often forms the first element in com

pounds, denoting something which contains

three parts, portions, organs, or the like ;

as, (Aree-capsuled, three-celled, three-clett,

tAree-edged, three-flowered, three- headed,

three-lobed, (Area-nerved, tArge-petaled,

three-pronged, tAree-pointed, tAree-rlbbed,

rArec-seeded, tAr«-sided, (Ar« - stringed,

tAree-toed. (Aree-valved, and the like.

Three (thre), n. 1. The number which con

sists of two and one.—2. A symbol repre

senting three units; as, 3 or Hi.—Rule of

three, in arith. see PROPORTION, 7, and

Ratio.

Three -aged (thre'ajd), a. Living during

three generations. 'Three-aged Nestor.*

Creech.

Three-coat (thrS'kot). o. Having three

coats: (a) in plastering, applied to work

which consists of pricking-up, or roughing-

in, floating, and a finishing coat. (6) In

house-painting, applied to work when three

successive layers of paint are required.

Three-cornered (thre'kor-nerd), a. 1. Hav

ing three corners or angles; as, a (Aree-

cornered hat.—2. In bot. having three pro

minent longitudinal angles, as a stem. —

Three-cornered constituency, in parliamen

tary elections, a constituency in which there

are three members, for only two of whom

each voter is allowed to vote. This is a

device by which a large minority is enabled

to elect one of the three members, the

majority electing the other two.

Three-decker (thre'dek-er). n A vessel of

war carrying guns on three decks.

The shock

Of cataract seas that snap

The three-decker's oaken spine. Tennyson.

Three-farthingB (thre'far-THingz), n. A

very thin silver coin of the reign of Eliza

beth, bearing a profile of the sovereign,

with a rose at the back of her head, this

being a fashion of the time. Hence the

allusion in the following extract.

My arms such eel-skins stufTd, my face so thin

That in mine ear 1 durst not stick a rose

Lest men should say ' Look, where three-far

things goes." Shak.

He values me at a crackt three-farthings for aught

I see. B. yonson.

Threefold (thre'fold), a. Consisting of three

in one, or one thrice repeated ; triple ; as,

threefold justice.

A threefold cord is not quickty broken. Eccles. iv. 12.

Threefold (thre'foldX ado. In a threefold

manner; trebly: often used in an intensive

way, with the sense of much or greatly.

' Threefold distressed.' Shak.

'Tis three/old too little for carrying a letter to your

lover. Shak.

Three-foot (thre'fut), a. 1. Measuring three

feet; as, a three-foot rule.—2. Having three

feet. 'When on my three-foot stool I sit'

Shak.

Three-glrred (thre'gird), o. Surrounded

with three hoops. Burns. [Scotch.]

Threeling (thre'ling), n. In crystal a com

pound crystal consisting of three united

crystals.

Three-man (thrfi'man), a. Applied to some

thing requiring three men for its use or per

formance.

Fillip me with a three-man beetle. Shah.

~A three-man song, a song for three voices.

Shak.

Threep (threp), v.t. See Threap.

Threep (threp), n. [Scotch] A threap; a

pertinacious affirmation.—Anauld th reep . a

superstition obstinately persisted iu of old.

Sir W. Scott.—To keep one's threep, to con

tinue pertinaciously in any assertion or

course. Sir W. Scott.

Three-pence (thre'pensX n. A small silver

coin of three times the value of a penny.

A three-fence bow'd would hire me. Shah.

Three-penny (thre'pen-ni), a. Worth three

pence only; hence, mean; vulgar; of little

worth.

Three-pile (thre'pil), n. An old name for

the finest and most costly kind of velvet.

I have served prince Florizcl, and in my time wore

three-pile. Shak.

Three-piled t (thrS'pild), a. 1. Having the

quality of three-pile; hence, of the best or

most costly kind.

Thou art a.three~piled piece. Ill warrant thee. Shak.

2. Exaggerated; high-flown. 'Three -piled

hyperboles, spruce affectation.' Shak. [Per

haps lit. piled or heaped in a set or sets of

three.]— 3. Wearing three-pile: applied to

people of rank or wealth. Beau <fc Fl.

Three-ply (thre'pli), a. Threefold; con

sisting of three strands, as cord, yarn, Ac.;

consisting of three distinct webs inwrought

together m weaving, as cloth or carpeting.

Three-quarter (thre'kwar-ter), n. Any

thing three-quarters of its normal size or

proportions ; specifically, a size of portrai

ture measuring 30 inches by 25, or a portrait

delineated to the hips only : used also ad-

jectively.

Threescore (thre'skor), a. Thrice twenty;

sixty; as, threescore years: often used with

out the noun to which it refers. ' Threescore

audten.' Shak.

And the cay granrtstre, skill'd in gestic lore,

Has frisk d beneath the burden of threescore.

Goldsmith.

Three-suited (thr§'sut-ed), a. A word of

doubtful meaning used by Shakspere; per

haps having only three suits of clothes ; or

wearing three suits of clothes, probably

referring to a custom once prevalent among

the peasantry of Germany to put on their

whole wardrobe on festival occasions, one

suit over another ; hence, low-born ; peas-

antdike.

A knave; a rascal; an eater of broken meats; a

base, proud, shallow, beggarly, three-suited, hun

dred-pound, filthy, worsted-stocking knave. Shak.

Threne (thrSn). n. [L. threnus, Gr. threnos,

lamentation, from threomai, to cry aloud.]

A complaint ; lamentation ; a threnody.

' The threnes and sad accents of the prophet

Jeremy." Jer. Taylor.

Threnetlc, Threnetlcal ( thre - net ' ik,

thre-net'ik-al), a. Sorrowful; mournful.

Among all threnetical discourses on record, this

last, between men overwhelmed and almost annihil

ated by the excess of their sorrow, has probably an

unexampled character. Carlyle.

Threnode (thre 'nod), n. A threne or

threnody; a dirge.

Threnodial (thre-116'di-al), o. Of or per

taining to a threnody; elegiac. 'A tiireno-

dial flight' Southey.

Threnodlst (thre'nd-dist), n. A writer of

threnodies; a composer of dirges.

Threnody (thre'no-di), n. [Gr. thrtnodia—

threnos,lamentation, and ode, ode.] A song

of lamentation; a dirge; especially, a kiud of

occasional poem composed for the occasion

of the funeral of some distinguished person

age.

To-day her petulance wore another aspect. It was

like the intrusion of the petty miseries and mean an

noyances of daily life into the solemn story of a tra

gedy or the tender strains of a threnody.

Cernhill Mag.

Threpe.t v.i. Same as Threap.

Threpsology ( threp- sol' o-jiX »- [Gr.

threpsis, nutrition, and logos, discourse. 1

The doctrine of or a discourse on the nutri

tion of organized bodies.

Thresh, v.t. and i. See Thrash.

Thresh (thresh), n. A rush. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch.]

Thresher (thresh'er), n. 1. Same as 77i rtuAer

(which see).—2. A member of an Irish Cath

olic organization instituted in 1806. One of

the principal objects was to resist the pay

ment of tithes. Their threats and warnings

were Bigned ' Captain Thresher.'

Threshold (thresh'old), n. [A. Sax. thersc-

wald, thresc • icald, therscold, therxold, a

threshold, a bar of wood laid across the

door- step, from threscian, therscan, to

thrash grain, to beat, and apparently wald,

a wood, timber, either because this bar was

trod upon (thrashed) by every one who

entered, or because grain was beaten or

thrashed out on a wooden floor near the

door. Icel. thresjoldr, a threshold, is ex

plained by Vigfusson similarly as having

first meant a thrashing-floor, because in

ancient times the floor at the entrance was

used for thrashing, but it then came to

mean the block of wood or stone beneath the

door, the door-sill, or threshold, the latter

part of the word being=Icel. vdlir, a field]

1. The door-sill ; the plank, stone, or piece

of timber which lies at the bottom or under

a door, particularly of a dwelling-house,

church, temple, or the like; hence, entr

ranee; gate; door. 'Hell's dark threshold.'

Milton. — 2. Fig. Entrance ; the place or

point of entering or beginning; outset; as,

he is now at the threshold of his argument.

The fair new forms.

That float about the threshold of an age.

Like truths uf science waiting to be caught.

Tennyson.

Thresteft v.t. ori. To thrust Chaucer.

Threswold,t n. A threshold. Chaucer.

Threte.t v.t. To threaten. Chaucer.

Threttene.t a. Thirteen- Chaucer.

Threttle, Thretty (thret'iX a. Thirty.

[Old English and Scotch.]

Threw (thrb), pret. of throw.

Thribble (thribl), a. and n. Treble; triple;

threefold. [Provincial English.]

Thrice (thris), adv. [0. K (Arw*. thryee.

from thrie, three, with the genit term.,

like once, twice.] 1. Three times.

Before the cock crow, thou shah deny me thrice.

Mat. rrvL 3+.

Thrice he assayed, and thrice, in spite of scorn.

Tears, such as Angels weep, burst forth. AWtem.

And thrice he routed all his foes, and thricehe slew the

Slain. Drya'tn.

2. Repeatedly; emphatically; very much.

Thrice is he armed that hath his quarrel just. Shak.

Often used in composition as the first ele

ment of a compound, when it denotes in

tensity ; as. <Arice-blessed, (Arice-favoured.

thrice- happy, thrice - noble, thrice- worthy,

and the like.

Thrld (thrld), v.t. pret. & pp. thridded;

ppr. thridding. [A form of thread (which

see).] To pass through, as through an intri

cate way or narrow passage; to thread.

One gains the thicket and one thrids the brake.

Dryden.

Some thrid the mazy ringlets of her hair.

Some hang upon the pendants of her ear. Pef*.

' Glory to God,' she sang, and passed afar.

Thridding the sombre boskage of the wood

Toward the morning star. Tennyson.

Thrld t (thrld), n. Thread.

Thridace, Thrldacium (thri'daa, thri-da'-

si-um), n. [Gr. thridax, lettuce.] Lettuce

opium, the inspissated juice of the common

lettuce, which 1b slightly sedative. Called

also Lactucarium.

Thridde t a. Third. Chaucer,

Thrie8,t adv. Thrice. Chaucer.

Thrlfallow (thri'fal-16), v.t. To plough or

fallow for the third time before sowing

Tusser. Written also Thryfallow, Trifat-

low.

Fate, far, fat, fall, me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. try
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Thrift (thrift), n. [From thrive. ] 1. Fru

gality ; good husbandry ; economical man

agement in regard to property; economy.

The rest, . . . willing to fall to thrift, prove very

good husbands. Spenser.

To thrift and parsimony much inclin'd.

She yet allows herself that boy behind. Ccuper.

_.t A thriving state or condition; prospe

rity ; success and advance in the acquiai-

tiou of property; increase of worldly goods;

gain.

No, let the candied tongue lick absurd pomp,

And crook the pregnant hinges of the knee

Where thrift may follow fawning. Shak.

1 have a mind presages me such thrift. Shak.

3. Vigorous growth, as of a plant. [Obsolete

or local. ]—4. The English name of a genuB of

plants, Armeria, nat. order Plumbaginacese.

The flowers are collected in a rounded head;

the calyx is funnel-shaped, dry, and mem

branous; the petals, five, are united at the

base ; the styles, five, are distinct ; and the

stamens, Ave in number, are attached to the

base of the petals. Common thrift or sea-

pink (A. maritima) grows on the sea-coasts

of Britain and of Europe generally, and is

frequently found on high mountains. It is

often planted in gardens as a border-plant.

It has grass-like leaves, and dense heads of

pink or lilac flowers.

Thriftily (thrirti-li), adv. In a thrifty man

ner; frugally; carefully; with good hus

bandry.

ThriftinesB (thrifti-nes), n. The state or

quality of being thrifty; frugality; good

husbandry; as, thriftiness to save; thrifti

ness in preserving one's own.

Thriftless (thrift'les), a. 1. Having no

thrift, frugality, or good management; pro

fuse; extravagant

He shall spend mine honour with his shame.

As thriftless sons their scraping father's gold.

Shak.

2.t Producing no gain; unprofitable.

What thriftless sighs shall poor Olivia breathe !

Shak.

Thriftlessly (thriftaes-li), adv. In a thrift

less manner; extravagantly.

Thriftlessneas (thriftaes-nes), n. The qua

lity or state of being thriftless.

Thrifty (thrif'ti), a. 1. Having thrift; fru

gal ; sparing ; careful ; economical ; saving;

using economy and good management of

property.

I am glad he has so much youth and vigour left,

of which he has not been thrifty. Swift.

2. Thriving; flourishing; growing rapidly or

vigorously. [Obsolete or local.]

No grace hath more abundant promises made unto

it than this of mercy, a sowing, a reaping, a thrifty

grace. J?/, Reynolds.

3.t Well husbanded.

I have five hundred crowns.

The thrifty hire I wv'd under your father. Shak.

Thrill (thril), vt. [Formerly written thirl;

A. Sax. thyrlian, thyrelian(trom thirl, thyret,

a hole = tril of noatrii). to bore, to pierce with

a hole; D. drillen, to bore, to turn round, to

drill troops (whence E. to drill); O. drillen,

trillen, to drill or bore, also to drill troops;

from same root as through, L. trans. See

Through.] l.tTobore; to pierce; to perfor

ate. ' 3charp lance that thrilled Jbesu side.'

Jt Brunne.— I. Fig. To pierce; to pene

trate ; to affect with a pricking or tingling

sensation. 'The cruel word her tender

heart so thrill'd. Spenser. 'A servant that

he bred, thrill'd with remorse.' shak. 'Vivid

and picturesque turns of expression which

thrill the reader with a sudden delight.'

Matt. Arnold.

Thrill (thril), v.i. It To pierce; to pene

trate, as something sharp.

The thrilling' steel transpierced the brawny part.

Pope.

2. To pierce or wound the ear with a sharp

sound. ' Thrilling shrieks, and shrieking

cries.' Spenser.—:l To pass or run through

the system with tremulous motion, so as to

cause a slight shivering.

A faint cold fear thrills through my veins. Shak.

A sudden horror chill

Ran through each nerve and thrilled in every vein.

Addison.

4. To feel a tharp shivering sensation run

ning through the body; to shiver.

To seek sweet safety out

In vaults and prisons ; and to thrill and shake.

Shak.

5. To quiver or move with a tremulous

movement.

That last cypress tree

Green at the gate, which thrilled as we came out.

£. B. Brewtting.

Thrill (thril), n. [See the verb. ] 1. A warb

ling; a trill. See Trill.—2. t A breathing-

hole; a nostril

The hill of the dodo hooks and bends downwards :

the thrill or breathing-place is in the midst.

Sir T. Herbert.

3. A thrilling sensation; as, a thrill of

horror.

The least motion which they made.

It seemed a thrill of pleasure. Wordsworth.

Thrillant t (thril'ant), p. and a. Thrilling;

piercing. 'His thrillant spear.' . . . 'His

thrillant darts.' Spenser.

Thrillingly ( thril'ing-li ). adv. In a thrill

ing manner; with thrilling sensations.

ThxlUingiiess (thriring-nes), n. The qua

lity of being thrilling.

Thrimsa. See Thrymsa.

Thrincia (thrin'si-a), n. [Gr. thrinkos, a

coping, a battlement— in allusion to the

seed-crown of the marginal florets. ] A ge

nus of plants belonging to the tribe Cicho-

racew. of the nat. order Composites. T. hirta

is a British species, with lanceolate, sinu

ate, dentate, or hairy leaves, and yellow

dandelion-like flowers. It is found chiefly

in gravelly soil.

Thring t (thring), vt. [A. Sox. thringan, to

thrust, to press, to throng. See Throno.]

Topress; to crowd or throng. Chaucer.

Thrips (thrips), n. [Gr., a wood-worm.] A

genus of minute insects, order Hemiptera,

sub-order Homoptera, so closely allied to

A phis as to be included in the family Aphidii

of some naturalists. They ore extremely

agile, and seem to leap rather than fly.

They live on flowers, plants, and under the

bark of trees. T. cerealium is a common

British species, scarcely a line in length or

in extent of wing, residing in the spnthes

and husks of cereals, especially wheat, to

which it is moBt injurious.

Thrissonotus (thris'so-no-tus). n. [From

Gr. thrix, hair, and notos, the back. ] Bristle-

back, a fossil genus of fishes, characterized

by their bristle-like dorsal fin. They occur

in the lias and lower oolite. Page.

Thrissops (thris'ops), n. [From Gr. thrix.

hair, and opsis, appearance.) A genus of

fossil fishes characterized by the bristle-like

appearance of their fin-ray. They occur in

the lias and oolite. Agassiz.

Thrist (thrist), n. Thirst. Spenser. [Old

English and Scotch.]

Thrist©, tpret. of threste. Thrust. Chaucer.

Thristy (thris'ti), a. Thirsty. Spenser. [Old

English and Scotch.]

Thrive (thriv), v.i. pret. throw (sometimes

thrived); pp. thriven; ppr. thriving. [A

Scandinavian word : I eel. thrifask, to thrive

(a reflexive verb, sk meaning self : see Bask),

thrtft, thrift; Dan. trives, to thrive, trivelig,

thriving; comp. A. Sax. thraftan, to urge,

to impel; Icel. thrdask, to grow. Throdden

comes from this stem.] 1. To prosper in

anything desired ; to Bucceed in any way ;

to be fortunate.

If I thrive well, I'll visit thee again. Shak.

O son, why sit we here, each other viewing

Idly, while Satan, our great author, thrives

In other worlds? Milton.

2. To prosper by industry, economy, and

good management of property; to increase

in goods and estate; to keep increasing

ones acquisitions; as, a farmer thrives by

good husbandry.

* There take (says Justice), take ye each a shell :

We thrive at Westminster on fools like you ;

'Twas a fat oyster—live in peace—adieu.' Pope.

Diligence and humility is the way to thrive in the

riches of the understanding, as well as in gold.

Watts.

3. To be marked by prosperity; to have a

prosperous course ; to succeed; to flourish;

to go on or turn out well ; to have a good

issue.

I wish your enterprise may thrive. Shak.

Such a cure hath always been taken of the city

charities, that they have thriven and prospered gra

dually from their infancy down to this very day.

Atterbury.

4. To grow vigorously or luxuriantly; to

flourish; as, young cattle thrive in rich pas

tures; trees thrive in a good soil.

Love thrives not in the heart that shadows dreadeth,

Shak.

ThriveleSBt (thrlrles), a. Not thriving;

unsuccessful. 'A thriveless combat' Quarles.

Thriven (thriv'n), pp. of thrive.

Thrlver (thriv'er), n. One who thrives or

prospers; one who makes profit. 'Pitiful

thrivers.' Shak.

Thriving (thriving), a. Being prosperous

or successful; advancing in wealth; flourish

ing; increasing; growing; as, a thriving

mechanic; a thriving trader; a thriving

town.

Seldom a thriving man turns his land into money

to make the greater advantage. Locke.

Thrivingly ( thriVing-li ), adv. In a thriv

ing or prosperous way.

Thrivingness (thriv'ing-nes), n. The state

or condition of one who thrives; prosperity;

growth; increase.

Thro* (throX Contraction of Through.

Throat (thrfit), n. [A. Sax. throte; O.H.G.

droza, the throat; Mod. G. drossel, the gul

let, the throat, the throttle. Perhaps from

root of L. trudo, to thrust—the food being

thrust down by the action of swallowing.

Hence throttle. } 1. The anterior part of the

neck of an animal, in which are the gullet

and windpipe, or the passages for the food

and breath; in ana t. the fauces: the phar

ynx. See Trachea—2. t The voice.

The cock, that is the trumpet to the morn.

Doth with his lofty and shrill-sounding throat

Awake the god of day. Shak.

3. Entrance; main passage; as, the throat

of a valley, of a tunnel, and the like.

Calm and intrepid in the very throat

Of sulphurous war. Thomson,

4. In hot. the mouth of a monopetolous

corolla, or the circular line at which the

tube and limb unite.—5. Naut. (a) the cen

tral part of the hollow of a breast-hook or

transom which embraces the mast, (o) The

inner end of a gaff, where it widens and

hollows In to fit the mast, (c) The inner

part of the arms of an anchor where they

join the shank, (d) The upper front corner

of a fore-and-aft sail. — 0. In ship-building,

(a) the inside of the knee-timber at the

middle or turnsof the arms. (6) The middle

part of a floor-timber— 7. In arch, (a) the

part of a chimney between the gathering

and the flue. See cut under Fireplace.

(b) Same as Throating.—8. The narrowed

entrance to the neck of a puddling furnace,

where the area of flue passage is regulated.

9. The entrance-way in a thrashing-machine,

where the grain in the straw passes from

the feed -board to the cylinder. — 10. The

opening in a plane-stock through which the

shavings pass upward. — 11. That portion

of the spoke of a wheel just beyond the

swell at the Junction of the hub. E. II

Knight. —12. In fort, same as Gorge. — To

cut one's throat, a phrase frequently signi

fying to kill or murder one in any way.

When armour was worn the throat was the

most assailable part of an enemy.

Strike: down with them ; cut the villains* threats

Shak.

—To lie in one's throat, to lie outrageously.

—To give one the lie in his throat, to accuse

one of outrageous lying ; to throw back, ns

it were, a lie into the throat from which it

proceeded.

Throat (thrdt), v.t. l.t To utter in a gut

tural tone; to mutter.

So Hector hereto throated threats to go to sea in

blood. Chapman.

2. To mow beans in a direction against their

bending. [Provincial English.]

Throat-band, Throat-latch (thrdt'i.aml.

throt'lach), n. A Btrap of a bridle, halter,

&c, passing under a horse's throat.

Throat-holt (thrdtfbdlt), n. Naut. au eye-

bolt fixed in the lower part of tops and the

law-end of gulls, for hooking the throat-

nallyards to.

Throat-brail (thrOtfbral), n. Naut. a brail

attached to the gaff for trussing up the sail

close to the gaff as well as the mast.

Throat-bAllyaJti(thrdt'hal-yard)f n. Naut.

one of the ropes or tickles applied to hoist

the inner part of the guff and its portion of

the sail, and to hook them. on to the throat-

bolts.

Throating (thr&t'ing). n. In arch, the un

dercutting of a projecting moulding be

neath, so as to prevent rain-water from

dripping down the surface of the wall.

Throat -piece (thr6t'pes), n. In anc. ar

mour, a piece to cover or protect the throat.

Throat-pipe (throt'pip), n. The windpipe,

weasano, or trachea.

Throatwort (throt'wert), n. [From being

formerly used as remedies for throat ail

ments.) A name applied to one or two spe

cies of the genus Campanula.—Blue throat-

wort is a plant of the genus Trachelium, the

T. cceruleum.

Throaty (throt'i), n. Guttural; uttered back

in the throat.

The conclusion of this rambling letter shall be a

rime of certain hard throaty words which I was

taught lately. Hen/ell.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h. Ft. ton; ng, lin^; IH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; ih, azure.—See Key.
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Throb (throb), v.i. pret. & pp. throbbed; ppr.

throbbing. [O.E. tkrobbe. Origin doubtful]

1. To beat, as the heart or pulse, with more

than usual force or rapidity; to beat in con

sequence of agitation; to palpitate; as, the

heart throbs with joy, desire, or fear; the

violent action of the heart is perceived by

a throbbing pulse.

Yet my heart

Throbs to know one thing. Shah.

2. To quiver or vibrate.

Here may his head live on my throbbing breast.

Shak.

Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle-

flatfs were furt'd

In the Parliament of men, the Federation of the

world. Tennyson.

—Throbbing pain, in med. a pain which is,

or seems to be, augmented by the pulsation

of the arteries.

Throb (throb), n. A beat or strong pulsa

tion; a violent beating, as of the heart and

arteries; a palpitation.

Thou talk'st like one who never felt

Th' impatient throbs and longings of a «mi1

That pants and reaches after distant good.

Addison.

Perchance to lull the throbs of pain,

Perchance to charm a vacant brain. Tennyson.

Throbless (throbles), a. Not beating or

throbbing. Richardson,

Throdden (throd'n). v.i. [See Thrive.] To

grow; to thrive. [Local.]

Throe (thro), n. [A. Sax. thred, affliction,

suffering, thrOwian, to suffer, to endure;

Icel. thrd, a throe, a pang, longing, thrd, to

feel longing, to pant after; comp. also Icel.

thrd, a hard struggle, obstinacy; 8c. thraw,

to twist, to wrench, to sprain, to struggle

against, thrown, perverse, contrary, which

suggests a connection with the verb to

throw.] 1. Extreme pain; violent pang;

anguish; agony: particularly applied to the

anguish of travail in child-birth or parturi

tion.

My throes came thicker, and my cries increas'd.

Drydtn.

2. A cleaving tool; a frow (which see).

Throe (thrd), v. /. To agonize; to struggle

In extreme pain; to be in agony.

Throe (thro), v.t. To pain; to put in agony.

[Rare. ]

A birth indeed

Which throes thee much to yield. Shah.

Thrombolite (throm'bo-llt), n. [Or. throm-

bos, a clot, a lump, and liUws, a stone. ] In

mineral, an amorphous green phosphate of

copper.

Thrombosis (throm'b6-8is),n. [See Throm

bus.] In pathol. the condition of being

affected with thrombus; the obstruction

of a blood-vessel by the formation of a

fibrinous clot. See Thrombus.

Thrombus (throm'bus), n. [L., from Or.

thromboo, to clot.] In pathol. (a) a small tu

mour which sometimes arises after bleed

ing, owing to the blood escaping from the

vein into the cellular structure surround

ing it, and coagulating there. (6) A fibrin

ous coogulum or clot which forms in and

obstructs a blood-vessel.

Throne (thron), n. [O.Fr. throne, L. thronus,

from Gr. thronus, a seat, chair.] 1. An ele

vated and ornamental chair of state used

by a king, emperor, or pope. The term is

also applied to the seat of a bishop in his

cathedral church; to the official chair of the

presiding official of certain societies, or to

any similar seat; as, the throne of the masonic

grand-master, &c.—2. Sovereign power and

dignity; also, the wielder of that power:

usually with the.

Thy thront, O God, is for ever. Ps. xlv. 6.

The throne is fixed upon a pinnacle which per

petual beams of truth and justice irradiate. Hallam.

O joy to the people and joy to the throne.

Tennyson.

3. One of an order of angels who are usually

represented with double wings, supporting

the throne of the Almighty in ethereal

space.

Hear, all ye angels, progeny of light,

Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers.

Milton.

The thrones, seraphim, and cherubim approxi

mated most closely, with nothing intermediate, and

were more immediately and eternally conformed to

the godhead. Mitotan.

Throne (thron). v.t. pret. A pp. throned;

ppr. throning. 1. To place on a royal seat;

t<> entlirone.

As on the finger of a throned queen

The basest Jewel will be well esteem'd. Shak.

2. To place as on a throne ; to set in an ex

alted position; to exalt. Hilton.

Throne (thron), v.i. To sit on a throne; to

sit in state as a king.

He wants nothing of a god but eternity, and a

heaven to thront in. Shah.

Throneless (thronles), a. Without a throne;

deposed.

Must she too bend, must she too share

Thy late repentance, long despair.

Thou throneless homicide. Byron.

Throng (throng), n. [A. Sax. thrang, throng,

a press or crowd, from stem of thringan,

to press, to crowd, obs. to thring; Icel.

throng, a crowd, also distress, straits, throng-

va, to press, to squeeze; Dan. trang, narrow,

strait, want, need, tromge, to press, to need;

D. and O. dringen, to crowd, to force one's

way, to urge, to press; nasalized forms,

probably allied to Goth, threihan, to press,

urge; from same root as L. toraueo, to twist

(whence torsion, contort, Ac.). See also

Throw] 1. A multitude of persons or of

living beings pressing or pressed into a close

body or assemblage ; a crowd; as, a throng

of people at a play-house. ' The throng that

follows Cresar.' SAa*.—2. A great number;

as, the heavenly throng.

Not to know me argues yourselves unknown.

The lowest of your throng. Milton.

3. A number of things crowded or close to

gether. * The throng of words that come

with such more than impudent sauciness

from you.' Shak.

Throng; (throng), v.i. To crowd together;

to press into a close body, as a multitude

of persons; to come in multitudes.

I have seen

The dumb men throng to see him. Sh<ik.

Throng (throng), v.t. 1. To crowd or press;

to oppress or annoy with a crowd of living

beings.
Much people followed him, and thronged \\\m.

Mark v. 24.

2. To fill with a crowd. ' Throng our large

temples with the shows of peace.' Shak.

When more and more the people throng

The chairs and thrones of civil power. Tennyson.

Throng (throng), a. [Sc. and North E.

thrana, busy; Icel. throngr, narrow.] [Pro

vincial. ] 1. Thickly crowded together;

thronged; crowded. 'Ltncers are riding

as throng ... as leaves.' Sir W. Scott—
2. Much occupied or engaged ; busy. ■ As

throng as ever in pulling down houses.' Bp.

Sanderson.

Throngful (throng'fuU, a. Filled by a

throng; crowded; busy; thronged. 'Throng

ful streets.' Whittier. [Rare.]

Thronglyt (throngTi), adv. In crowds, mul

titudes, or great quantities. Dr. II. More.

Thronlzet (thronlz), v.t To enthrone. Fab-

yan.

Thrope,t n. A thorpe or village. Chaucer.

Thxopple (throp'l), n. [From O.E. throm

botic, A. Sax. thrdt-bolta, the throat; or cor

rupted from throttle.] The windpipe; the

throttle. Also written Thrapple. [Provin

cial.

Thropple (thropT), v.t To throttle; to

strangle. [Provincial.]

Throstle (thros'l), n. [A dim. form of fArtwA.

A. Sax. throstle, G. and Dan. drossel, Icel.

throstr, throstle; cog. Rus. drozd, L. tur-

dus, a thrush; perhaps also stork, starling.]

1. The song-thrush or mavis, a bird of the

genus Turdus, the T. musicus. See Mavis

and THRUSH.

The throstle with his note so true,

The wren with little quill. Shak.

2. A machine for spinning wool, cotton, Ac,

from the rove, consisting of a set of draw

ing-rollers with bobbins and flyers, and dif

fering from the mule in having the twisting

apparatus stationary: so named from the

noise it makes, which resembles the sing

ing of a thrush. Called also water-frame

because at first driven by water.

Throstle-COCk (thros'1-kok), n. The male

thrush.

The ousel and the throstle-cocke.

Chief musick of our Maye. Drayton.

Throstling (throsl-ing), n. [Supposed to

be from the whistling sound emitted in

breathing resembling the singing of the

throstle,] A disease of cattle of the ox kind,

occasioned by a swelling under their throats,

which, unless checked, will choke them.

Throttle (throt'l). n. [From throat.] It The

windpipe or trachea. ' No larinx or throttle

to qualify the sound.' Sir T. Browne.—

2. The throat. 'Leaving all claretless the

uninoistened throttle.' Byron. [Colloq.]

Throttle (throt'l), v.i. pret. A pp. throttled;

ppr. throttling. 1. To choke; to suffocate;

to have the throat obstructed so as to en

danger suffocation.—2. To breathe bard, as

when nearly suffocated.

Throttle (throt'l), v.t 1. To choke; to suf

focate; to stop the breath of by compressing

the throat; to strangle.

Grant him this, and the Parliament hath no more

freedom than if it sat in his noose, which, when he

pleases to draw together with one twitch of his nega

tive, shall throttle a whole nation, to the wish of Cali

gula, in one neck. Milton.

2. To pronounce with a choking voice; to

utter with breaks and interruptions, like a

person half suffocated. ' Throttle their prac

tised accents in their fears.' Shak.

Throttle-lever (throt'1-le-ver), n. In steam-

engines, the hand -lever by which the

throttle-valve is worked: used chiefly in lo

comotive engines.

Throttler (throt'ler), n. One who or that

which throttles or chokes.

Throttle-valve (throfl-valv), n. In steam-

engines, a valve which regulates the supply

of steam to the cylinder. In many engines

it consists of a disc turning on an axis and

occupying hi its transverse position the bore

of the main steam-pipe. In land engines its

action is usually controlled by the governor.

See Governor,

Through (thrb), prep. [O.E. thurgh, thureh,

thorugh, thorw, thorow, Ac; A. Sax. thurh,

O.Fris. thnich, Goth, thairh, L.G. dorch, G.

durch, D. door; cog. W. fru», Armor, tre,

through; L. trans, over, across. The root is

Indo-European tar, Skr. tri, tar, to pass over

or through, to penetrate ; a root seen also in

E. thrill, and in various Latin words and

English words from Latin, as trite, tribula

tion. Thorough is the same word.] 1. From

end to end of, or from side to side of; from

one surface or limit of to the opposite; as,

to bore through a piece of timber or through

a board; a ball passes through the side of a

ship. It is sometimes emphatically redu

plicated in the phrase through and through

Thy slander hath gone through and through her

heart Shak.

2. Between the Bides or walls of; as, to pass

through a gate or avenue.

Through thegates of iv'ry he dismissed

His valiant offspring. Drydtn.

medium, 03. By the instrumentality,

agency of; by means of.

Through these hands this science has passed with

great applause. Sir It- . Ttmpit.

4. On account of; out of; forced or influenced

by. 'Some falling merely through fear.'

Shak.

Some through ambition, or through thirst of gold.

Have slain their brothers, and their country sold.

Drydtn.

5. Over the whole surface or extent of;

throughout; as, to ride through the country.

We will make you famous through the world. Shak.

6. Among or in the midst of, in the way of

passage ; as, to move through water, as a

fish ; to run through a thicket, as a deer.—

7. Among, in the way of experiencing; as,

to pass through dangers or sufferings. —

8. From beginning to end of; to the end or

conclusion of; as, through the year; through

life.—Bu, With, Through. See Br.

Through (thrb), adv. 1. From one end or

side to the other; as, to pierce a thing

through.—2. From beginning to end ; as, to

rend a letter fArou^A.—3. To the end; to the

ultimate purpose; as, to carry a project

through.—To drop through, to fall to pieces;

to come to ruin ; to fail or perish ; as, the

scheme dropped through. 'Through idle

ness, the house droppeth through.' EccL x.

18. — To carry through, to complete; to ac

complish. — To fall through, to come to an

unsuccessful issue; to fail; as, the plnu fell

through.—To go through with something, to

prosecute it to the end.

Through (thrb), a. Going or extending with

little or no interruption from one important

or distant place or centre to another ; as, a

through pnssenger; a through Journey.

Through (thro), n. Same as Through-stone.

Through-holt (thro'bolt), n. A bolt which

passes through from side to side of what it

fastens.

Through-bred t (thrb'bred), o. Thorough

bred.

Through-carriage (thro'kar-riJX n. A

carriage belonging to a through-train.

Through- cold t (tbrb'kold), n. A deep-

seated cold. Holland.

Through-gang (thrb'gang), n. A thorough

fare. [Scotch.]

Through-ganging, Through-gaun (thro'-

gang-ing, thro gan), a. Getting quickly or

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; $, Sc ley.
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smartly through work; active; bustling;

stirring. [Scotch. ]

Ye're a gentleman, sir, and should ken a horse's

points ; ye see that through-ganging thing that Bal-

mawhapple's on ; 1 scllcd her till him. Sir W. Scott.

She seems to be a plump and jocose little woman ;

(flee, bljrthe, and through-gann for her years.

Blackwood's Mag.

Written by Gait Through-going.

Through-gaun (thrb'gan), n. A severe re

primand <>r scolding. Sir W.Scott. [Scotch]

Through-llghtedtthro'llt-e<l),a. Thorough-

lighted. Wotton.

Throughly t ( thrbli ). adv. 1. Completely ;

fully; wholly; thoroughly.—2. Without re

serve; sincerely. 'Truly and throughly to

live up to the principles of their religion.'

TUlotson.

Throughout(thr6-out0.?w€p. Quite through;

in every part; from one extremity to the

other. 'A clap of thunder as loud as to be

heard throughout the universe.' B. Jonson.

'Throughout the course of this long war.'

Atterbury.

Nor to their idle orbs doth sight appear

Of sun, or moon, or star, throughout the year.

Mi/ton.

Throughout (thro-ouf). adv. Everywhere;

in every part. 'His youth and age, all of a

piece throughout, and all divine.' Dryden.

Through-paoedt (thrb'past), a. Thorough

paced.

Through-rate (thrd'rat), n. A rate or sum

charged for carrying goods or passengers to

a distant destination, over the routes of

various carrying companies, aB by rail,

steamer, coach, &c, and generally fixed at

a lower figure than the consigner or passen

ger could obtain by separate arrangement

with each company.

Through -stane (thrb'stan), n. [A. Sax.

thruh, a grave, a stone chest or coffin, and

rtane, a stone] A flat gravestone. [Scotch.]

Through-Stone (thrb'stdn), n. Iu arcA. a

bonder (which see).

Through-ticket (thrtt'tik-et), n. A railway

or steam-boat ticket for the whole of a jour

ney, generally granted by one company and

entitling the holder to travel on more than

one company's lines or conveyances. >

Through-traffic (thrb'trafik), n. The traffic

from end to end of a railway system, ob be

tween two important centres at a wide dis

tance from each other: opposed to local

traffic

Through-train (thrb'trftn), n. A train

which goes the whole length of a railway,

or a long route; a train running between

two or more important centres at wide dis

tances, with few or no stoppages by the

way.

Throve (throv), pret. of thrive.

Throw (thrd), v.t. pret threw; pp. thrown;

ppr. throwing. [ A. Sax. thrdtcan, to turn,

to twist (as to throw silk), to throw; pret.

thre6w, pp. thro" wen; Sc. thraw, to turn

round, to twist; D. draaijen, G. drehen, to

twist, to turn: from same root as L. torqiteo,

to twist, and also to throw or hurl (whence

distort, torture). See also THRONG.] 1. To

fling or cast in any manner; to send to a

distance by a projectile force; to hurl; as,

to throw a stone with the hand, a sling, a

catapult, or the like ; to throw balls or shells

with cannon or mortars; a fire-engine thrown

water on a burning building.

Throw physic to the dogs ; 111 none of it. Shah.

% To drive, impel, propel, or expel with

sudden force or violence; todaBh; to give

sudden motion to ; as, a ship thrown on the

rocks; he threw himself on his foe; to throw

a building down. ' Debarr'd from Europe

and from Asia thrown.' Dryden, See also

phrases below.

What tempest, I trow, threat this whale - . .

ashore at Windsor? Shak.

On the first friendly bank he throws him down.

Addison.

3. To prostrato, as in wrestling; to over

turn.

Charles in a moment threw him, and broke three

of his ribs. Shak.

4. To divest one's self of; to cast off; to strip;

to shed.

There the snake throws her enaraelTd skin. Shah.

6. To make a cast with, as dice; to take one's

turn in playing at; to play with, as dice.

'Set less than thou throwest.' Shak.—6. To

give violent utterance or expression to ; to

cast; to send.

I have thrown

A brave defiance in King Henry's teeth. Shah.

7. To put on or over, with haste, force, or

negligence; to spread carelessly.

O'er his fair limbs a flowery vest he threm. Pope.

8. To wind or twist two or more filaments of,

as of silk, so as to form one thread; to twist

together, as singles in a direction contrary to

the twist of the singles themselves: applied

occasionally in a wide sense to the whole

series of operations by which silk is pre

pared for the weaver. —9. In pottery, to form

or shape roughly on a throwing-engine or

potter's wheel, as earthen vessels. — 10. To

fashion by turning on a lathe; to turn.—

11. To bring forth; to produce, as young;

to bear: said especially of rabbits.

When a pure race of white or black pigeons fhrorvs

a slaty-blue bird . . . we are quite unaule to assign

any proximate cause. Darwin.

12. To cause to take up a position by a rapid

march or by being rapidly transported ; as,

to throw troops into a town.—Throw away,

(a) to cast or fling to a distance; to put

suddenly out of one's own hand, possession,

or the like, (ft) To part with or bestow with

out compensation; to sacrifice needlessly;

to spend recklessly; to squander; to lose by

negligence or folly; to waste.

Dilatory fortune plays the jilt

With the brave, noble, honest, gallant man.

To throw herself away on fools and knaves.

Otway.

Had we but lasting youth and time to spare

Some might be thrown away on fame and war.

Dryden.

She threw away her money upon roaring bullies

who went about the streets. Arbatthtiot.

(c) To reject; to refuse: as, to throw away a

f:ood offer — To throw back, (a) to reflect, as

Ight, Ac. (6) To reject; to refuse. (c)To

cast back, as a reply: to retort —To throw

by, to cast or lay aside as useless. 'Like

one of Juno's disguises ... be thrown by,

or let fall.' B. Jonson.—To throw down,

(a) to cast on the ground or to a lower po

sition; to bring from an erect position; to

overturn; aa, to throw down a glove as a

challenge; to throw down a wall, (ft) To

subvert; to destroy.

Must one rash word, the infirmity of age.

Throw down the merit of my better years T

Addison,

—To throw in, (a) to cast or fling inside ; to

Inject, as a fluid, (ft) To put in or deposit

along with others; as, he has thrown in his

lot with yours, (c) To interpolate ; as, he

threw in a word now and again, (d) To add

without enumeration or value, or as if to

complete or effect a bargain or sale; as, I

will throw in this book if you buy the lot-

To throw off, (a) to cast off, away, or aside ;

to divest ones self of hurriedly or negli

gently; to abandon the use of; as, to throw

of one's clothes; to throw off all disguise.

(6) To expel ; as, to throw off a disease, (c) To

discard ; to reject ; as, to throw off a friend

or dependant—To throw on, to put on or

cover one's self hastily or carelessly with ;

as, he threw on his cloak.—To throw one's

self down, to lie down.—To throw one's self

on or upon, to trust or resign one's self to

the sustaining power, favour, benevolence,

protection, Ac., of; to repose upon; to con

fide or put trust in.

In time of temptation be not busy to dispute, but

. . . throwyour^elfupon God. Jfer. Taylor.

— To throw open, (a) to open suddenly or

widely; as, to throw open the doors or win

dows. (6) To give free or unrestricted ad

mission to; to remove all barriers, obstacles,

or restrictions from; as, the profession was

thrown open to everybody; the appointment

was thrown open to public competition.—

To throw out, (a) to cast out; to reject or

discard; to expel.

The other two, whom they had thrown out, they

were content should enjoy their exile. Swift.

(ft) To cause to project, or to become pro

minent; as, to throw out a pier, landing-

stage, or wing of a building, (c) To emit;

as, that lamp throws out a bright light.

(d) To give utterance to ; to insinuate ; aa,

to throw out a hint, a proposal, or the like.

(e) To put off the right track ; to confuse ;

as, noisy interruption always throws him

ot*f. (/) To leave behind ; to distance ; as,

a horse thrown completely out of the race.

(a) To reject ; to exclude ; as. the bill was

thrown out on the second reading. —To throw

over, to discard: to desert; to abandon; as,

he threw over his companion when he had

no further use for him. —To throw up, (a) to

erect or build rapidly ; to construct ; as. to

throw up a rampart, breastwork, or fortifi

cation, (ft) To resign; to give up; to aban

don; as, to throw up an appointment or com

mission; to throw up a losing business or

profession.

Bad games are thrown up too soon. Hudibras.

(e) To eject or discharge from the stomach;

to vomit "The substance the patient throws

up.' Arbuthnot.

Throw (thro), v.i. 1. To perform the act of

casting, flinging, or throwing. —2. To cast

dice.—To throw about, to cast about; to try

expedients. ' For better wind about to throw.'

Spenser, [Rare.]

Throw (thro), n. 1. The act of hurling, fling

ing, or throwing; a cast; a driving or pro

pelling from the hand or from an engine.

He heav'd a stone, and rising to the throw.

He sent it in a whirlwind at the foe. Addison.

2. A cast of dice; the manner in which

dice fall when cast; hence, risk; venture;

decision of fortune ; as, a good throw; none

but a fool hazards all upon one throw.

It is many million of millions odds to one against

any single throw that the assigned order will not be

cast Bentley.

3. The distance which a missile is or may be

thrown ; as, a stone's /Arete.—4-t A stroke ;

a blow.

Nor shield defend the thunder of his throws.

Spenser.

5t Effort; violent sally.

Your youth admires

The throws and swellings of a Roman soul.

Addison.

6. In steam-engines, the extreme movement

of a slide-valve, also of a crank or eccentric

measured on a straight line passing through

the centre of motion. Goodrich. — 7. In

muting, the amount of dislocation in a ver

tical direction produced by a fault in the

strata— 8. The agony of travail; throe.

'The mother's throws begin to come.' Dry

den. See Throe—9. A potter's wheeL—

10. A turner's lathe. [Local]

ThrOWt (thro), n. [A. Snx. thrah, thrag] A

brief space of time; a little while; a trice.

Downe himselfe lie I.iyd

\r<n

Sptuter.

• layd

Upon the grassy ground to slecpc a throw.

Throw-crook (thro'krbk), n. [From throw

in sense of twist] An instrument for twist

ing ropes out of hay or straw.

Thrower (thro'er), n. One who or that

which throws; specifically, («) a person who

twists or winds silk ; a throwster, (ft) A

potter who works a throwing wheel or en

gine.

Throwlng-englne (thro'ing-cn-jin), n. In

pottery, & revolving disc or table, carried by

an upright spindle, on which the mass of

clay is first roughly moulded by the hand

of the potter; a potter's wheel.

Throwlng-mill, Throwlng-wheel (thriV-

ing-mil. thro'ing-whel), n. Same as Throw-

ing-engine.

Thrown (thr6n), pp. of throw.— Thrown silk,

silk consisting of two or more singles twisted

together like a rope in a direction contrary

to that in which the singles of which it is

composed are twisted.

Throw-Off (thrd'of), n. A start in a bunt or

race.

Throwster (thrd'ster), n. One who throws

or twists silk; one who prepares silk for the

weaver.

Thrum (thrum), n. [Allied to D. dreum,

thrum, drowt, woof or weft; Icel. tAromr,

margin, edge, brink; O.G. drum, end; root

meaning doubtful. ] 1. The end of a weaver's

web; the fringe of threads by which it is

fastened to the loom, and from which the

piece of cloth when woven has to be cut off.

2. Any coarse yarn.—3. Anything resembling

a thrum, as a filamentous or fringe-like ap

pendage.

All moss hath here and there little stalks, besides

the low thrum. Bacon.

Thrum (thrum), v.t. 1, To furnish with

thrums, or appendages resembling thrums;

to put tufts, fringes, or other thread-like

appendages on. 'Are we born to thrum

caps or pick straws?' Quarles. — 2. JVauf. to

insert short pieces of rope-yarn or spun-yam

in, as in a sail or mat.

Thrum (thrum), v. i. pret & pp. thrummed;

ppr. thrummiiig. [Perhaps a form of drum;

or imitative, comp strum. ] 1. To play

coarsely or unskilfully on a stringed instru

ment; as, to thrum on a guitar; to fAmm

on a fiddle—2. To make a dull, drumming,

monotonous noise on anything, as with the

fingers. 'Thrumming on the table.' Ten

nyson.

Thrum (thrum), r. t. 1. To play roughly on

with the fingers, as on a piano, harp, or

guitar; to sound by fingering in a rough,

monotonous manner.—2. To drum; to tap.

For late, when bees to change their chimes began,

How did I sec them thrum the frying-pan!

Sheustone.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go\ J, ;ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sinj; TH, (Aen; th, (Aln; w, trig; wh, u-Alg; xh, azure.—See KET.
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—To thrum over, to tell over in a monoton

ous manner.

Thrummed-mat (thrumd'mat), n. jiaut,

a mat or piece of canvas with short strands

of yarn stuck through it, in order to make

a rough surface. It is used in a vessel's

rigging about any part, to prevent chafing.

Thrummy (thnuu'i), a. Consisting of, fur

nished with, or resembling thrums; as, a

thrummy cap.

Tnrumwort (thrum'wert). n. A name for

Actinocarpus Damasonium.

Thrush (thrush), n. [A. Sax. thrisc, Icel.

throstr, Sw. trout, Rus drozd; same root as

L. turdus, atltrush. Throstle is a dim. form.]

A name common to birds of the genus

Turdus, or of the family Turdidfe; but ap

plied by way of eminence to the song-thrush

(Turdus musicus). (See Mavis.) The

thrushes (Turdidre or Merulidce) form a fam

ily of dentirostral passerine birds, having

the bill of middle size, sharp edged, com

pressed, and decurved at the tip, with a

notch near the point, and a few loose hairs

over the base; the nostrils oval, lateral, half

Song-thrush or Mavis ( Tardus musicus).

concealed by membrane, the middle toe not

so long as the tarsus, and the outer toes

joined to it at the base. They resemble the

shrikes, but they are more frugivorous,

generally feeding upon berries, though they

prefer small animals, especially molluscs

and worms, when these can be obtained.

Their habits are mostly solitary, but several

Bpecies are gregarious in winter. Thrushes

have been celebrated from very remote an

tiquity on account of their powers of song;

they are widely diffused, being found in all

the quarters of <.he globe. Among European

thrushes we have the blackbird (Turdus

Merula or Mcrtila vulgaris), the black-

throated thrush (Turdus atrogularis), the

missel thrush (Turdus viscicorus). the field

fare (Turdus pilaris), the song-thrush or

throstle (Turdus musicus), the water-ouzel

(Cuiclus aquaticus), the rock-thrush (Petro-

cincla saxatilis), &c. Turdus erythrogaster

belongs to Asia; Turdus strepitans, to Africa;

and Turdus melodus, or the wood-thrush, to

America

Thrush (thrush), n. [Origin doubtful.] 1. An

affection of the inflammatory and suppur

ating kind, in the feet of the horse and some

other animals. In the horse it is in the

frog. -2. In pathol. a disease characterized

by roundish granular vesicles of a pearl

colour, affecting the lips and mouth, and

sometimes the whole alimentary canal, ter

minating in curd-like sloughs; occasionally

occurring in successive crops. It is common

in infants who are ill fed or brought up by

hand. In adults it commonly occurs in the

advanced stages of many diseases, as ty

phoid and other acute fevers ; in short, it

may arise in nearly all cases in which there

is great prostration of strength. Called also

Aphtkce and Prunella.

Thrush-lichen (thrush'li-ken), n. A lichen,

the Peltidea aphthosa, which grows on moist

alpine rocks. The Swedes boil it in milk,

as a cure for aphtha), whence the name.

Thrush-paste (thrush'past), n. An astrin

gent for curing thrush in the feet of horses.

It is composed of calamine, verdigris, white

vitriol, alum, and tar.

Thrust (thrust), v.t. pret. & pp. thrust; ppr.

thrusting, [O.E. thriste, thresste, an Icel.

v,-ord— thrysta, to thrust, to press, to com

pel ; connections doubtful, but probably

from same root as L. trudo, to thrust.] 1. To

push or drive with force; to drive; to force;

to impel ; as, to thrust anything with the

hand or foot, or with an instrument: very

commonly followed by away, from, tn, off,

Neither shall one thrust another. Joel it. 8.

Gehazi came near to thrust her away. 2 Ki. iv. 27.

Thrust in thy sickle, and reap. Rev. ziv. 15.

2. Fig. To drive ; to push.

And into the concession of this Ballarmine is thrust

by the force of our argument jfer. Taylor.

— To thruston, to impel; to urge.—To thrust

through, to pierce; to stab. 'I am eight

times thrust through.' Shak—To thrust out,

(a) to drive out or away; to expel.

They were thrust cut of Egypt. Ex. xii. 39.

(6) To push out or protrude; as. to thrust

out the tongue.—To thrust one's self in or

into, to obtrude; to intrude; to enter where

one is not invited or not welcome.

Who's there, I say! How dare you thrustyourselvts

Into my private meditations T Shak.

—To thrust together, to compress. ' He

thrust the fleece together.' Jung. vi. 38.

Thrust (thrust), v.t. 1. To make a push; to

attack with a pointed weapon; as, a fencer

thrusts at his antagonist.

Thou hast thrust sore at me, that I might fall.

Ps. civiii. 13.

He next his fauchion tried in closer fight;

But the keen fauchion had no power to bite;

He thrust, the blunted point returned again.

Dryden.

2. To enter by pushing; to squeeze in. 'And

thrust between my father and the god.'

Dryden.—3. To push forward; to come with

force; to press on; to intrude.

Young, old, thrust there

In mighty concourse. Cha/man.

4.t To rush forward ; to rush at. ' As doth

an eager hound thrust to a hind.' Spenser.

Thrust (thrust), n. 1. A violent push or

drive, as with a pointed weapon pushed

in the direction of its length, or with the

hand or foot, or with an instrument

Pyrrhus with his lance pursues,

And often reaches, and his thrusts renews.

Dryden.

2. Attack; assault.

There is one thrust at your pure, pretended me

chanism. Dr. //. Afore.

3. In mech. the force exerted by any body

or system of bodies, against another body

or system, such as the force exerted by raf

ters or beamB against the walls supporting

them.—4. In mining, a term applied to the

breaking down of the roof of a gallery, or

any similar opening, by the pressure of the

superincumbent rocks.—Thrust of an areh,

the force exerted by the arch stones, con

sidered as a combination of wedges, to over

turn the abutments or walls from which the

arch springs.

Thrust,t n. Thirst. Chaucer; Spenser.

Thruater (thrust'Sr), n. One who thrusts

or stabs.

Thrust-hoe (thrusfho), n. A hoe which is

worked by pushing: a Dutch hoe.

Thrusting (thrust'ing), n. 1. The act of

pushing with force.— 2. (a) The act of squeez

ing curd with the hand to expel the whey.

(6) pi. The white whey, or that which is last

pressed out of the curd by the hand, and of

which butter is sometimes made. [Provin

cial English.]

Thrusting - screw (thmst'ing-skrb), n. A

screw for pressing curd in cheese-making.

[Provincial English.]

Thrustle (thrusi), n. The thrush. See

Throstle.

Thrusty.t a. Thirsty. Chaucer

Thry-fallOW (thri'fal-16), v. t. Same as Thri-

fallow.

Thrymsa,Thrlnisa(thrim'sa),ti. An Anglo-

Saxon silver coin, believed by some to be of

the value of 3s , by others of the value of

3d., while others think it represented the

third of a shilling, or id.

Thuban (thb'ban), n. The star « of the con

stellation Draco. This star was once much

brighter than it is at present. It has been

supposed that the long Bloping passage from

the northern face of the great pyramid of

Egypt was constructed for the purpose of

watching the sub-polar meridional passage

of this star, the polar star (according to this

view) when the pyramid was built. Hodwell.

Thud (thud), n. [Imitative. Comp. A. Sax.

thoden, a noise, a din. ] The sound produced

by a blow upon a comparatively soft sub

stance ; a noise, as that of a heavy stone

striking the ground; hence, a stroke or blow

causing a dull, blunt, or hollow sound.

The shot went whistling through the air above our

heads and plunged with a heavy thud into the ground

. . . behind us. '/'. //. Russell.

Thug (thug), n. [Hind, thugna, to deceive]

A member of a peculiar confraternity or

association of robbers and assassins for

merly prevalent in India, principally in the

central and northern provinces. The Thugs

roamed about in bands, decoyed travellers

and others into retired spots and there plun

dered and murdered them, preferably by

strangulation, and only by the shedding <•(

blood when forced by circumstances. Their

motive was not so much lust of plunder as

certain religious ideas, and of their spoil

one-third was devoted to the goddess KAli,

whom they worshipped. In 1830 the British

government took vigorous measures for their

suppression, and Thuggery, as an organized

system, may be said to be completely ex

tinct.

Thuggee, Thuggery (thug-ge', thug'er-i), n.

The system of plunder and assassination

carried on by the Thugs; the profession and

practices of the Tltugs.

Thuggism, Thuggeeism (thug'izm. thug'e-

izini, /( Same as Thuggee. ' That thuggeei*m

again came to the knowledge of the Calcutta

Council in 1810.' Cyc. of India

Thultes (thu-i'tez), n. A genus of coniferous

plants occurring in the shale and coal of the

oolite, and so called from the resemblance

of their imbricated Btems and terminal

twigs to those of the modern Thuja orThuya

Page. Written also Thuytes.

Thuja, Thuya (tbu'ja.thu'ya),n. [Gr thyia.

an African tree with sweet-smelling wood,

used for making costly furniture, perhaps

from thyo, to sacrifice—the resin from the

tree being used instead of incense in sacri

fices.] A genus of plants, rat order Coni-

feraj. The species are known by the name

of arbor-vita, or tree of life; they are ever

greens, trees or shrubs, and are inhabitants

of Asia, Africa, and North America. T. oe-

cidentalis, the American arbor-vitas, and T.

orientalis, the Chinese arbor -vita, have

been introduced into this country as orna

mental plants.

Thule (thu'16), n. The name given by the

ancients to the most northern country with

which they were acquainted. This is be

lieved by some to have been Iceland, hy

others Norway, and by many the largest of

the Shetland Islands. Probably the word

did not always denote the same country or

island ; many, in fact, may not have attached

to it the idea of any precise country. The

Romans spoke of it as ultima Thule, the

farthest Thule. ' This ultimate dim Thule.'

Poe.

Where the Northern Ocean, in vast whirls.

Boils round the naked melancholy isles

Of furthest Thule. Thomstm.

Thullte (thu'lit), n. [From Thule (which

see).] In mineral, a rare variety of epidote,

of a peach - blossom colour, found in the

granite districts of Norway. It consists of

silica, alumina, and lime, with minute por

tions of soda, potash, and the oxides of irou

and manganese.

Thumb (thum). «. [A. Sax. thuma, IceL

thumalfinqr, D. torn melfi tiger, G. daume,

daumen, D. duim, thumb ; perhaps from

a root turn, to swell, seen in L. Cuomo, to

swell, whence tumid. ] The short, thick finger

of the human hand, or the corresponding

member of other animals: the first of the

fingers, differing from the rest in having
but two phalanges. - ITndt ■>■ one's thumb,

under one's power or influence; quite sub

servient to another.

She is obliged to 1« silent I 1 have her under my

thumb. Ruhardten.

Gunnhilda soon had him completely under her

thumb, and instead of his mnking her she uiima>1e

him, and was in every respect the evil genius of him

and his children. Hdin. Rex:

—Rule of thumb. See under Rule. — To

bite the thumb at. See Bite, v.t

Thumb (thum), v.t, 1. To handle awk

wardly ; to play with the fingers ; as, to

thumb over a tune.—2. To soil or wear with

the thumb or the fingers, or by frequent

handling.

He gravely informed the enemy that alt his cards

had been thumbed to pieces, and begged them fco

let him have, a few more packs. Alatautty.

Thumb (thum), v.i. To play on with the

lingers.

Thumb-band (thum 'band V n. A twist

of anything as thick as the thumb.

Thumb-blue (tlmm'blu), n. Indigo in the

form of small balls or lumps, used by

washerwomen to give a clear or pure tiut

to linen and the like.

Thumb-cleat (thum'klSt), n. Saut. a

cleat, resembling a thumb, for preventing

the topsail reef-earings from slipping, uud

other purposes.

Thumbed (thumd), a. Having thumbs.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, nut, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; v. Sc ley.
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Scotch Thumbkins, time of

Charles I.

Thumbiektns, Thumblkins (thum'i-kin*.X

n. pi. Same as Thutnbkins. [Scotch.]

Thumbkins (thum'kinz), n. pL An instru-

mentof torture for compressing the thumbs,

much used by the Spanish inquisitors,

and occasionally used in Britain when the

object was to ob

tain a confession

or recanta

tion through »—^

exquisite^^

pain without en

dangering the

life of the victim.

The last recorded

instance of their

application In

this country was

in the case of

Principal Car-

stairs, who in

1&S4 was ineffectually tortured at the orders

of the Scotch privy-council with the view

of making him reveal the secrets of the

Argyle and Monmouth parties. Called also

Thumb-screw.

Burnet is the chief authority about the torturing.

. . . He speaks of the thumbkins as an invention

for the occasion, but it was an instrument in com

mon use in countries better acquainted than Scot

land was with methods of torture, y. H. Burton.

Thumb-latch (thum'lach), a A kind of

door-latch, which receives its name from

the thumb being placed on the lever to

raise its latch.

Thumbless (thumles), a. Having no thumb ;

hence, clumsy; awkward; unskilful. 'The

servants thumblesse, yet to eat with lawless

tooth the floure of wheat' Herrick.

Thumb-mark (thum'mark), n. A mark

It- ft by the impression of the thumb, as on

the leaves of a book; hence, any mark re

sembling this.

Thumb-nut (thum'nut), n. A nut for a bolt

or screw, having wings which give a pur-

rhase to the thumb in turning it.

Thumb-ring (thum'ring), n. A ring for

merly worn on the thumb.

I could bare crept into an alderman's thumb-ring.

Shtxk.

Thumb-screw (thum'skrb), n. 1. A screw

which may be turned by the application

of the finger and thumb, as a screw for

fastening a window -sash. — 2. An ancient

instrument of torture for compressing the

thumbs. Called also Thumbkins (which

see).

Thumb-Stall (thum'stal), n. 1. A kind of

thimble or ferule of iron, horn, or leather,

with the edges turned up to receive the

thread in making sails. It is worn on the

thumb to tighten the stitches.—2. A case

or sheath of leather or other substance to

Lie worn ou the thumb.—3. Milit, a buck

skin cushion worn on the thumb, and used

to close the vent of a cannon while it is

being sponged.

Thumerstone (tb'mer-st6n), n. A mineral,

sn called from Thum, in Saxony, where it

was found. Called also Axinite (which see).

Thumite (tti'mit), n. Same as Thumerstone.

Thummlm (thum'im), «. pi. A Hebrew

word denoting perfections. The Urim and

Thummim were worn in the breastplate of

the high-priest, but what they were has

never been satisfactorily ascertained. See

Urim.

Thump (thump), n. [Allied to Dan. dump,

a plump, a plunge, dump, dull, low, D.

dompen, to plunge; ultimately perhaps of

Imitative origin; comp. bump, plump ] The

sound made by the sudden fall of a heavy

body, as by the stroke of a hammer, a blow

with a club. n«t, and the like; hence, a heavy

blow given with anything that is thick. ' The

distant forge's swinging thump profound.'

Wordsworth.

The watchman

that I awaked at

With heavy thum/, a lifeless lump.

They dropt down one by one. Coleridge.

Thump (thump), v. t. To strike or beat with

something thick or heavy.

Thump (thump), pi. To strike or fall on

with a heavy blow.

A watchman at night thumps with his pole. Swift.

Thumper (thump'er), n. [For association of

size or Impresslveness with blows or noise

aee Whopper.] 1. The person or thing that

thumps. —2. A person or thing which is huge

or great [Colloq.]

He cherished his friend, and he relished a bumper;

Yet one fault he had, and that was a thumper

Goldsmith.

rat a thump at my door

Tatter.

Thumping (thump'ing), a. [See Thuscpbr. J

Large; heavy. [Colloq.]

Let us console that martyr, I say. with thumping

damages ; and, as for the woman—the guilty wretch !

let us lead her out and stone her. Thackeray.

Thunder (thun'der), n, [A. Sax. thunor,

whence thunder, with insertion of d. as in

gender, jaundice ; the d is also inserted in

D. donder. Other forms are 0. Sax. thunar,

0. Fris. thuner, G. donner ; cog. L. tonitru,

Per. t audit r; all from a root seen in A. Sax.

thunian, to thunder, to rattle, L tono,

tonare, to sound, tintinabulum, a bell, the

ultimate root being tan or stan, whence

also E. stun, G. stbhnen, to groan, Or. stonos,

a groaning. The name Thor, Icel Th6rr,

the Scandinavian god of thunder, is simply

a form of this word.] 1. The sound which

follows a flash of lightning; a report due to

the sudden disturbance of the air produced

by a violent discharge of atmospheric elec

tricity or lightning. The character of the

sound varies with the force and the dis

tance of the discharge and the nature of

the surrounding country, and is no doubt

affected by the relative positions of the

clouds. A person in the immediate neigh

bourhood of a flash of lightning hears only

one sharp report, the sharpness being greatly

intensified when an object is struck by it.

A person at a distance hears the same report

as a prolonged peal, and persons in situations

at some distance apart hear it each in a dif

ferent way. These differences have not yet

been satisfactorily accounted for; the long

rolling effect may be due to echoes from the

clouds, and partly perhaps to there being a

number of partial discharges from the same

cloud at different distances from the ob

server. As sound travels at the rate of 1100

feet per second, while the passage of light

is almost instantaneous, the distance of the

observer from the discharge may be approxi

mately estimated by dividing the interval

in seconds between the flash and the report

by 5 or 4-8, the product being the distance

in miles to the place of discharge. Thunder

has never been heard 20 miles from the flash.

2. The destructive agent in a thunder-storm;

a discharge of lightning; a thunderbolt

I told him the revenging gods

'Gainst parricides did all their thunders bend.

Shak.

3. Any loud noise; as, thunders ol applause.

' The thunder of my cannon. ' Shak.

Welcome her, thunders of fort and of fleet 1

Tttinyson.

4. An awful or startling denunciation or

threat

The thunders of the Vatican could no longer strike

terror into the heart of princes, as in the days of the

Crusades. Preseett.

Thunder (thun'der), v.i. [From the noun.]

1. To produce the noise of thunder; to

make thunder: often impersonal; as, it

thundered yesterday.

Canst thou thunder with a voice like him? Job xl. o.

He would not flatter Neptune for his trident

Nor Jove for s power to thunder. Shak.

2. To make a sound resembling thunder;

to make a loud noise, particularly a heavy

sound of some continuance.

Ay me, what act,

That roars so loud, and thunders in the index? Shak.

His dreadful voice no more

Would thunder in my ears. Milton.

1 will have his head, were Richard thundering at

the gates of York. Sir tt\ Scott.

Thunder (thun'der), v. t. 1. To emit as with

the noise of thunder; to utter with a loud

and threatening voice; to utter or issue by

way of threat or denunciation.

Oracles severe

Were daily thunder'din our gen'ral's ear. Dryden.

An archdeacon, as being a prelate, may thunder

out an ecclesiastical censure. Ayliffe.

Should eighty thousand college-councils

Thunder ' Anathema,' fnend, at you. Tennyson.

2, To lay on with vehemence. ' To thunder

blows.' Spenser.

Thunderbolt (thun'der-bolt), n. 1. A shaft

of lightning; a brilliant stream of electricity

passing from one part of the heavens to

another, and particularly from the clouds

to the earth. The name originated in the

ancient notion that the destructive effects

of lightning could be caused only by a shaft

or bolt-like hard body being hurled at the

object destroyed. The terms thunderbolt

and thunderstone were hence frequently ap

plied to certain concrete substances found

in the earth which superstition credited

with such dreadful effects. (See Thunder-

stone.) In her. the thunderbolt is repre

sented as a twisted bar in pale, Inflamed at

each end, surmounting two jagged darts in

sal tire, between two wings expanded, with

streams of Are issuing from the centre.—

2. Fig. a daring or irresistible hero.

Who can omit the Gracchi, who declare

The Scipio's worth—those thunderbolts of war?

Dryden.

3. A dreadful threat, denunciation, cen

sure, or the like, proceeding from some

high authority; fulmination.

He severely threatens such with the thunderbolt of

excommunication. Hafceu-ili.

Thunder-burst (thun'der-berat), n. A burst

of thunder.

Thunder -Clap (thun'der-klap), n. A clap

or burst of thunder; sudden report of a dis

charge of atmospheric electricity ; a thun

der-peal ' When suddenly the thunder-clap

was heard. ' Dryden.

Thunder-cloud (thun'der-kloud) n A cloud

that produces lightning and thunder; a

cloud charged with electricity, recognizable

from its dark and dense appearance. Thun

der-clouds vary considerably in height; some

have been observed as high as 26,700 feet

above the ground, while others have been

seen at a height of only about 100 feet

Thunder-crack (thm/der-krak), n, A clap

of th under.

Nor is he mov'd with all the thunder-cracks

Of tyrant's threats. Daniel/.

Thunder-dint (thun'der-dint).n. The noise

of thunder; a thundering noise. Sir W.

Scott.

Thunder-dirt (thun'der-dert), n. The gela

tinous volva of lleodictyon, which is or was

formerly eaten by the aborigines of New

Zealand. [New Zealand]

Thunder-drop (thun'der-drop), n. One of

the large, heavy, thinly-scattered drops of

rain preluding a thunder-shower.

Her slow full words sank through the silence drear

As thunder-drops fall on a sleeping sea.

Tennyson.

Thunderer (thun'der-er), n. One who thun

ders ; specifically, (a) an epithet applied by

the ancients to Jupiter; (6) a name applied

to the Times newspaper, originally on ac

count of a series of telling leaders contri

buted by Mr. Edward Sterling when that

paper was under the editorship of Mr. Tho

mas Barnes, in the early part of this cen

tury.

Thunder-fish (thun'der-fish), n. A species

of fish of the family Silurida, found in the

Nile, which, like the torpedo, can give an

electric shock. The Arabs call it match.

It is the Malapterurus electricus of natural

ists.

Thunder -fit (thun'der-flt), n. A shock or

noise resembling thunder. [Rare.]

The ice did split with a Utunder-Jft;

The helmsman steer'd us through. Coleridge.

Thunder-head (thun'der-hed), n. In me

teor, a kind of cumulus cloud.

One of the smoke-columns of my illustration had

become exceedingly bright, and was curiously bent

to one side; and near the base of another a little

brilliant lump had developed itself, shaped much

like a summer ' thunder-head.' Perhaps the English

reader may pause for a moment at this word, which

does not appear in our dictionaries. The object de

picted in Professor Youngs illustration resembles

those white masses of cloud which are sometime*

called woolpacks (but technically called cumulus

clouds), very commonly seen on summer mornings.

R. A. Proctor.

Thundering (thun'der-ing), a. 1. Producing

or characterized by a loud rumbling or

rattling noise, as that of thunder or artil

lery. Hence — 2. Very large, fast, extraor

dinary, or the like : used colloquially as an

intensative. 'A thundering big stick.'

Thackeray.

He goes a thundering pace that you would not

think it possible to overtake liim. AY;-. T. Adams.

Thundering (thun'der-ing), n. The report

of discharge of lightning ; thunder.

Intreat the Lord . . . that there be no more mighty

thunderings and hail. Ex. ix. 28.

Thunderingly (thun'der-ing-li), adv. In a

thundering manner ; with loud noise.

ThunderleBS(thun'der-les), a. Unattended

by thunder or loud noise. 'Thunderless

lightnings striking under sea.' Tennyson.

The long waterfalls

Poured in a thunderless plunge to the base of the

mountain walls. Tentiyson.

Thunderous (thun'd6r-us), a. 1. Produc

ing thunder. ' How he before the thunder

ous throne doth lie.' Milton —2 Making a

noise like thunder ; giving a loud and deep

sound; sonorous; as, thunderous waves.

1 Scraps of thunderous epic* Tennyson.

ch, cAain; ch. Sc. loch; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin?; th. then; th, thin: w, trig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Thunder-peal (thun'der-pel), n. A peal or

clap of thunder. Tennyson.

Thunder -rod (thun'der-rod), n. Same as

Light ning-rod (which see).

Thunder - shoot t (thun'der-shot), t>.f. To

Btrike or destroy by a thunderbolt or light

ning. ' Thundershot and turned to ashes

as Olimpius.' Fuller,

Thunder-shower (thun'der-shou-er), n, A

shower that accompanies thunder.

Thunder - Stone (thun'der-ston), n. Same

as Thunderbolt, and formed upon the erro

neous fancy that the destruction occasioned

by lightning was effected by some solid

body. 'The all -dreaded thunder -stone.'

Shak.

And thus unbraced, Casca, as you see.

Have bar'd my bosom to the thunder-stone. Shak.

The name thunder-stone has been applied

to (a) a variety of crystalline iron pyrites

supposed to be the species of gem called

brontia, mentioned by Pliny; (6) a belem-

nite (which see); (c) one of the arrow-heads

of flint which were in use at an early period

among barbarous tribes.

Thunder - storm ( thun'der-storm ), n. A

storm accompanied with thunder.

Thunder-strike (thun'der-strik), v.t. 1. To

strike, blast, or injure by lightning, or as

with lightning; to strike, as with a thun

derbolt. [Rare.]

The armament* which thuutter-strike the walls

Of rock-built cities, bidding nations quake. Byron.

2. To astonish or strike dumb, as with some

thing terrible. [Rare except in the past

participle.]

Thunder - stroke t (thun'der-strok), n. A

thunder-clap; a stroke or blast by lightning.

' I took him to be killed with a thunder

stroke.' Shak.

Thunder-struck ( thun'der-struk ), p. and

a. 1. Struck, blasted, or hurt with light-

n i ng. ' Th under-stru ck Encelad us. ' A ddi*

son. —2. Astonished; amazed; struck dumb

by something surprising or terrible suddenly

presented to the mind or view. 'The min

isters were thunderstruck' Macaulay. [In

thiB sense generally without the hyphen.]

Thunder-thump t (thun'der-thump), n. A

thunderbolt. ' Thou that throwest the

thunder-thumps.' Oooge.

Thunder -tube (thun'der-tub), n. A ful

gurite (which see).

Thundery, Thundry (thun'der-i, thun'dri),

a. l.t Having the character of, or like

thunder. ' A cannon's thundry roaring ball. '

Sylvester, Du Bartas.—2. Accompanied with

thunder. 'Thundery weather.' Pennant.

[Rare.]

Thunny (thun'ni), n. Same as Tunny.

Thurgh,t prep. [A. Sax. thurh.] Through;

by means of. Chaucer.

Thurghfaxe.t «. A passage; a thorough

fare. Chaucer.

ThurghOUt.t prep. Throughout ; quite

through. Chaucer.

Thurible^thu'ri-

bl), n. [L. thu-

ribulum, from

Oms, thuris,

frankincense. ]

A kind of censer

of metal, some

times of gold or

silver, but more

commonly of

brass or latten.

in the shape of

a covered vase

or cup, perfor

ated so as to

allow the fumes

of burning in

cense to escape.

It has chains

attached, by

which it is held

and swung at

high mass, ves

pers, and other solemn offices of the Roman

Catholic Church.

Sweet incense from the waving thurible

Rose like a mist. Southey.

Thurifer(thu'ri fer),n. [SeeTncniFF.ROUS.]

In the It. Cath. Ch the ministering attend

ant at mass, vespers, and other solemn cere

monies, who carries the thurible or incense

vessel.

Thuriferous (thu-rif'er-us), a. [L. thurifer

— thus, thuris, frankincense, and /fro, to

bear.] Producing or bearing frankincense.

Thurification (thu'ri-fl-ka"Bhon),?i, [L.thus,

thuris, frankincense, and facia, to make.]

Thurible.

Tin' act of fuming with incense ; or the act

of burning incense.

Thurify (thu'ri-fi), v.t. To perfume with

odours as from a thurible; to cense 'Sensed

and thurified in the smoake.' A'ash.

Thurify (thu'ri-fiX t>.£ To scatter incense;

to cense.

Thurlnglan (thu-rin'ji-an), a. Of or per

taining to Thuringia, the general name for

a region of Central Germany which com

prised parts of the Prussian province of

Saxony and the Saxon duchies. Since the

fifteenth century it has had no definite

political signification.

Thurlnglan (thu-rin'ji-an), n. A native or

inhabitant of Thuringia.

Thurlnglte (thu-riu'git), n. [From Thur

ingia. where it is found.] In mineral, a

silicate of iron and aluminium occurring as

an aggregate of minute scales, which are

distinctly cleavable in one direction, have

an olive-green colour and nacreous lustre.

Thurl (therl).n. [A. Sax. thyrl, a hole. See

Thirl, Thrill] In mining, (a) a short

communication between adits in mines.

i h ; A long adit in a coal-pit

Thurrok.t n. [A. Sax. thurrue, a boat, pin

nace ] The hold of a ship. Chaucer.

Thursday (therz'da), n. [That is, Thor's

day, the day consecrated to Thor, the old

Scandinavian god of thunder, answering to

the Jove of the Greeks and Romans; lcel.

thorsdagr, Sw. and Dan. torsdag, A. Sax.

thunresdag, G. donnerstag. D. donderdag,

Thursday, lit. thunderday; comp. L. dies

Joeis, It. giovedi. Ft. jeudi, Jove's day,

Thursday] The fifth day of the week.

Thur8t,t n. Thirst.

ThUTSty.t. Thirsty.

Thus (thus), adv. [A. Sax. thus, a genit.

or an instrumental case of thes, theos, this,

this, as O.Sax. thius was an instrumental case

of tint, the neut. of these, this.] I. In this

way, manner or state ; pointing (a) to some

thing that is present and in view; as, you

may often see gardens arranged thus or thus.

(6) Pointing to what immediately follows.

Therein was a record thus written. Ezra vi. a.

Were he my kinsman, hrother, or my son.

It should be thus with luin : he must die to*morrow.

Sh.t*.

(e) Pointing to what precedes or has been

said.

Why hast thou thus dealt with usT Luke ii. 48.

Thus cavils she with every thing she sees. Shak.

2. Pointing to something that follows as an

effect; in consequence; accordingly; things

being so. ' Thus we are agreed." Shak.

Thus men are raised by faction, and decry'd.
And rogue and saint distinguished by their side.

Dryden.

3. Denoting degree or quality; to this de

gree or extent; so. * Even thus wise, that

is, thus peaceable.' Uolyday.

If study's pain be thus and this be so,

Study knows that which yet it doth not know.

Shttk.

—Thus far, thus much, to this point; to this

degree.

Thus far, with rough and all-unable pen,

Our bending Author hath pursued the story. Shak.

Vou would not do me thus much injury. Shak.

Thus far extend, thus far thy bounds;

This be thy just circumference, O world! Milton*.

Thus (thus), n. [L. thus, tus.] Frankin

cense (which see). The same name is given

to the resin of the spruce-fir.

ThUSSOCkt (thus'ok), n. Same as Tussock.

Thuya (thu'ya), 11. Same as Thuja.

Thuytes(thui'tez), 71. Same as Thuites.

Thwack (thwak). v.t [O.E. thack, A. Sax.

thacctan, to Btroke gently. The sense cor

responds rather with lcel. thjokka,to thwack,

beat, chastise ; thykkr, a thwack, a thump.

Whack is another form; comp. thicite, Sc.

white, to cut; Uiwittle, whittle; thworl,

whorl.] To strike with something flat or

heavy; to bang; to beat or thrash.

He shall not stay;

Well thwack him thence with distaffs. Shak.

8TN. To strike, bang, beat, thrash, belabour,

thump.

Thwack (thwak), n. A heavy blow with

something flat or heavy; a bang.

But Talgol first with hardy thwack

Twice bruised his head, and twice his back.

Hudibras.

Thwalte (thwat), «. [lcel. thveit, thveiti, a

piece or parcel of land; 'it BeemB to have

been originally used of an outlying cottage

with its paddock ' ( Vigfusson); from stem of

A. Sax. thwltan, to chop, to cut, whence

thwitUe.] In the north of England, a parcel

of ground reclaimed and converted to till

age. Thwaite chiefly occurs as the second

element in topographical names, especially

in the lake district of the north of England;

as in Bas&entliwaite, Croi&thwaite, Apple-

thwaite, Stouethwaite, &c.

Thwalte (thwat), n, A fish, a species of

shad; the twaite.

Thwart (thwart), o. [O.E. thvtert. from

Scandinavian neut. adj.; lcel. Otvert, lying

across, transverse, t/r/i thvert, across; Sw.

(part, Dan. teert (adv.), across; tveir, tver,

cross; the A. Sax. is thweorh. thweor; D.

dwars, dwers; G. rurrcA, twer. ] 1. Trans

verse; being across something else. * Moved

contrary with thwart obliquities.' Milton.

2.t Perverse; cross-grained.

If she must teem,

Create her child of spleen ; that it may live.

And be a th-wart disnatured torment to lier.

Shmk.

Thwart (thwart), v.t. 1. To cross; to place

or pass over. ' Their thwarted legs upon

their monuments.' Fuller. ' Thwarting the

wayward seas.' Shak.

Swift as a shooting star

In autumn thtvarts the night. Milton.

[In this sense obsolete or poetical.]—2. T»

cross, as a purpose ; to traverse ; to contra

vene; to frustrate or defeat ; as, to thwart a

purpose, design, or inclination; to thwart a

person ' If crooked fortune had not thwarted

me.' Shak.

The proposals of the one never thwarted the in

clinations of the other. South.

Thwart (thwart), v.i. 1. To go crosswise or

obliquely. Thomson.—2. To be in opposi

tion.

Any proposition . . . that shall at all th-tearf with

these internal oracles. Leeke.

[Rare in both senses.]

Thwartt (thwart), adv. Obliquely; athwart

Spenser.

Thwart (thwart), n. 1. Opposition; defiance.

*In thwart of your fair inclinations." Mis*

Burney. [Rare.]—2. Naut. the seat or bench

of a boat on which the rowers sit, placed

athwart the boat.

Thwarter (thwart'er), n, 1. One who or

that which thwarts or crosses.—2. A disease

in sheep, indicated by shaking, trembling,

or convulsive motionB.

Thwart-hawse (thwarfhas), adv. Xaur.

across the hawse.

Thwarting (thwart'ing). n. The act of one

who thwarts; a frustrating. 'The thwart-

ings of your dispositions.' Shak.

Thwartingly ( thwart'iug-li ). adv. In a

manner so as to thwart; in opposition.

Thwartly (thwart'li), adv. In a thwart

manner ; with opposition ; crossly ; per

versely.

Thwartness (thwart'nes), n. The state or

quality of being thwart; untowardncss: per-

verseness. 'Unkind usages or thwartness of

disposition.' Bp. Hall.

Thwartshlp (thwart'ship), a, Kaut. lying

across the vessel.

Thwartships (thwart'ships), adv. Xaut.

across the Bhip.

Thwlte t (thwit), v. t [A. Sax. th witan. to cut

off, to cut; Sc. white, to cut with a knife, to

whittle; comp. the forms thwack mid whack )

To cut or clip with a knife. Chaucer.

ThwiteM n. [A. Sax. See XUVJTB. ] A

whittle; a knife. Chaucer.

Thwltten,t pp. of thwite. Chipped with a

knife; whittled. Chaucer.

Thwittlet (thwiH). xxt. To whittla. See

Whittle.

Thworl, Thworle (thworl), n. A form of

Whorl (which see).

Thy (thI), pron. [See Think. ] Of or per

taining to thee: possessive pronoun of the

second person singular. It is used in the

solemn and grave style. See THINE.

These are thy glorious works. Parent of pood.

Mitten.

Thylne (thiTn), n. [Gr. thyinos, pertaining

to the tree thyia, thya, an African tree with

sweet-smelling wood, from thyd, to sacrifice. 1

An epithet for a precious wood, mentioned

Rev. xviii. 12. It is supposed to be that of

the white cedar (Cupressus thuyoides) or of

Callitris quadrivaltis. The latter conifer i»

a native of Barbary. and its resin is used in

varnish-making under the name of sandar-

ach. Its timber is much used in building:

mosques, &c, being considered by the ori

entals to be indestructible. Called alao

Sandarach-tree.

Thylaclne, Thylaclnus (thila-sin, thi-la-

ai'nus), n. [Gr. thylax, a pouch, and kyfin,

a dog. J A genus of carnivorous Marsupin I ia

inhabiting Tasmania T. cuiwcephalus, the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; ndte, not. move; tube. tub. bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J*. Sc. fey.
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native hyasna or dog-faced opossum of the

colonists is the only known species. In size

it is generally about 4 feet in total length,

though some specimens attain a much

greater size. It is nocturnal in its habits ;

of a fierce and most determined disposition,

and is very destructive to sheep and other

animals. It has an elongated and somewhat

dog-like muzzle, and a long tapering tail;

the fur is grayish-brown with a series of

boldly-defined stripes, nearly black in col

our, beginning just behind the shoulders

and ending upon the base of the tail. Called

also Tasmanian Wolf, Zebra Wolf, Tiger

Wolf.

Thylacoleo (thi-la-k6'le-6), n. [Gr. thylakos,

a pouch, and Icon (L. leo), a lion.] A re

markable extinct carnivorous marsupial,

whose bulk and proportions appear to have

been equalled only by our existing African

lion. The fossil remains of this formidable

quadruped(7\ caroi/ex) arefound embedded

in the pliocene strata of the Australian con

tinent.

Thylacotherlum (thi1a-kd-the"ri-um), n.

[Or. thylakos, a pouch, and therion, a wild

beast.} A small marsupial animal of the

oolite, apparently the same as the Amphi-

therium. Page.

Thyme ( tlm ), n. [ L. thymum, from Gr.

thynvon, thymos, thyme, from thyo, to offer

in sacrifice, probably because it was used to

burn on the altar, or from thyo, to smell.]

A genus of plants (Thymus), nat. order La-

i>int;i;. The species are small undershrubs,

most of them inhabitants of the Mediter

ranean region; they have small entire leaves

and small flowers in spikes or heads. The

common or garden thyme (T. vulgaris) has

long been a favourite plant on account of

its strong, pungent, aromatic odour and

taste, and many varieties of it are cultivated

in gardens. It is a native of the south-west

parts of Europe, and is employed for culi

nary purposes. It yields an essential oil,

which is extremely acrid and pungent. Wild

thyme or mother of thyme (T. Serpyllum)

grows in Britain on hills and in dry pastures,

and has the same sensible properties as the

garden thyme. Both species afford good

bee-posture; the leaves are used for flavour

ing soups, Ac. ; and a volatile oil—the oil of

origanum of commerce—is obtained from the

plant The lemon-scented thyme or lemon

thyme of our gardens is a variety of T. Ser-

pyUum. Cat-thyme Is an aromatic plant of

the genus Teucrium, the T. Marum, which

causes sneezing, and was formerly included

in the pharmacopoeia.

Thymelace2B,Tliymeleace89(tI-me-la'86-e,

tl-rae'le-a"s$-e), n. pi. [From Thymelea, one

of the genera, from Gr. thymelaia, Daphne

Qnidium, from thymos, thyme, and elaia,

an olive] A nat. order of shrubby exogens,

consisting of shrubs or small trees, rarely

herbs, with non-articulated, sometimes spiny

branches, having a very tenacious inner

bark. The species are not common in Eu

rope; they are found chiefly in the cooler

parts of India and South America, at the

Cape of Good Hope, and in Australia. The

daphnes are valued for their fragrance;

the various species of the Australian genus

Pimelea, and the Gnidias and Struthiolas

of the Cape of Good Hope, are favourite ob

jects of cultivation. The most remarkable

property of the order is the causticity which

resides in the bark. When applied to the

akin it acts as a blister ; and when chewed

it produces pain in the mouth. The berries

of Daphne Laureola are poisonous to all

animals except birds. The bark of some

species is manufactured into cordage.

Thymelaceous (ti-me-hVshus), a. In bot

belonging or relating to or like the Thyme-

lacere.

Thymele (thi-me'leV n. The skippers, a ge

nua of diurnal lepidopterous insects belong

ing to the family Hesperiidre. T. alveolus

(the grizzled skipper butterfly) is an elegant

British species, frequenting woods, com

mons, dry banks, and meadows, about the

end of May.

Thymiatechny(ti'mi-a-tek-nf), n. (Gr. thy-

mtama, incense, and technf, art.] In med

the art of employing perfumes in medicine.

Dunglison.

Thymol (tim'ol), n. (C,0HuO.) A kind of

stearoptene obtained from oil of thyme by

distillation.

ThymUB (thl'muB). n. \Gt. thymos, thyme.

The eland was so called because it was com

pared to the flower of this plant by Galen.]

I. A genus of plants. See THYME. — 2. In

anat. a glandular body, divided into lobes,

Bituated behind the sternum or breast-bone.

It is largest in the foetus, diminishes after

birth, and in adults often entirely disap

pears. It has no excretory duct, and its

use is unknown. In calveB and lambs it is

called sweet -bread; but the term sweet

bread is also applied to the pancreas, a very

different organ.

Thymy (tl'mi), a. Abounding with thyme ;

fragrant

The fields! All spring and summer is in them—

the walks by silent, scented paths—thymy slopes of

down overlooked by the blue line of lifted sea.

Ruskin.

Thynnufl (thin'us), n. [L., a tunny.] A

genus of fishes of the family Scomberidnj,

so closely allied to the genus Scomber

(mackerels) as sometimes to be regarded as

a subdivision of it. It includes the tunny

( V vulgaris), as also the bonito (T. pelamyx),

a pretty fish of a steel-blue colour, abundant

within the tropics. See TUNNY.

Thyreo-(thi'ie-o). [Gr. thyreos, a shield.] In

anat. a prefix appeariug in words which refer

to parts attached to the thyroid or shield-like

cartilage of the larynx; as, f/iyreo-hyoideus,

a muscle arising from the thyroid cartilage

and inserted into the hyoid bone. It brings

the larynx and hyoid bone toward each

other.

Thyroid, Thyreoid (thi'roid, thi'rc-oid), a.

[Gr. thyreos, a shield, and eidos, form] Re

sembling a shield ; applied to one of the

cartilages of the larynx so called from its

figure, to a gland situated near that carti

lage, and to the arteries and veins of the

gland.—The thyroid cartilage constitutes the

anterior, superior, and largest part of the

larynx.—The thyroid gland is situated on

the sides and front of the lower part of the

larynx and the upper part of the trachea.

It is copiously supplied with blood, but is

not known to furnish any secretion. Its

function is unknown, but from its situation

in connection with the trachea and larynx

it is usually described with these, although

taking no part in the function of respira

tion. It is the seat of the disease known

ms bronchocele or goitre.

Thyroideal (thi-roi-de'al), a. Relating

to the thyroid gland or cartilage.

Thyrse (thers), n. Same as Thyrsus.

Thyrsiform(ther'sl-form)>a. In bot. re

sembling a thyrsus.

Thyrsoid, Thyrsoldal (ther'soid, theY-

Boi-dal), a. In bot. having somewhat the

form of a thyrsus.

Thyrsus (ther'sus), n. [L. thyrsus, from

Gr. thyrsos, a thyrsus.] 1. One of the

most common attributes or emblems of

Bacchus and his followers. It consisted

often of a spear or staff wrapped round

with ivy and vine branches, or of a lance

having the iron part thrust into a cone of

pine, but in ancient representations it ap

pears in various forms. The Bacchanals

carried thyrsi in their hands when they

wings, which are nearly rudimentary, and

are almost destitute of nervures, but fringed

on the side with numerous close cilia. The

species are very small. Their metamorpho

sis is incomplete.

Thysanoura, Thysanura (this-a-nou'ra,

this-a-nu'ra), n. pi. [Gr. thysanouros, hav

ing a long bushy tail— thysanos, a fringe,

and oura, a tail.] A group of apterous in

sects that undergo no metamorphosis, and

have, in addition to their feet, particular

organs of motion, generally at the extremity

of the abdomen. The group was formerly

divided into two families, Lepisinidec and

Poduridre (which see). Recently it has been

divided into two orders by Sir John Lub

bock, (l)Collembola, comprising those mem

bers known as ' spring-tails,' and nearly

coequal with the old family Poduridre; (2)

Thysanura (restricted), comprising those

whose anal bristles do not form a spring, as

the Lepismidrc.

Thyself (THi-self), pron. A pronoun used

after thou, to express distinction with em
phasis. •Thou thyself shalt go;' that is,

thou shalt go and no other. It is sometimes

used without thou, and in the nominative

as well as objective case, its usage being

similar to that of myself, <kc.

These goods thyself can on thyself bestow. Dryden.

Tl (te), n. A hfghly useful liliaceous plant

of the genus Cordyline (C Ti, formerly Dra-

cana terminalis), nearly allied to the dra

gon-tree. It is a native of the south-east of

Africa, the Eastern Archipelago, the Sand

wich Islands, and the islands of the Pacific.

It rises to the height of about 12 feet, with

a tree-like form. The lanceolate leaves are

used as fodder, as also for thatch. Its root

when baked is a highly nutritious article

of food, and a sugar as well as an ardent

spirit is made from its juice.

Tlar(tl'ar), n. A tiara, [Poetical]

Of beaming sunny rays a golden tiar

Circled his head. Milton.

Tiara (ti-a'ra), n, [L. and Gr. tiara] 1. An

ornament or article of dress with which the

Various forms of Thyrsus, from ancient vases.

celebrated the orgies of Bacchus. — 2. In

bot. a form of inflorescence in which the

principal diameter of a panicle is in the

middle between the base and apex; but

generally applied, in a somewhat vague

manner, to any panicle in which the flower-

stalks are short, and the flowers are thus

close together, so that the panicle is dense.

Thysanopter (thi'san-op-ter), n. One of

the Thysanoptera.

Thysanoptera (thi-sa-nop'Wr-a), n. pi. [Gr.

thysanos, a fringe, and pteron, a wing] An

order of insects having long membranous

The Papal Tiara in its successive forms.

ancient Persians covered their heads; a kind

of turban. As different authors describe it

it must have been of different forms. The

kings of Persia alone had a right to wear it

straight or erect; the lords and priestB wore

it depressed, or turned down on the fore

side. Xenophon says the tiara was encom

passed with the diadem, at least in cere

monials.—2. The pope's triple crown. The

tiara and keys are the badges of the papal

dfgnity; the tiara of his civil rank, and the

keys of his jurisdiction. In its present

form it is composed of a high cap of cloth

of gold, encircled by three coronets, with a

mound and cross of gold at the top. From

the cap hang two pendants, embroidered

and fringed at the ends, and seme> of crosses

of gold. The cap alone was first adopted

by Damasus II. in 104S. It afterwards had

a plain circlet of gold put round it. It was

surmounted with a coronet by Boniface

VIII. The second coronet was added by

Benedict XII., to indicate the prerogatives

of spiritual and temporal power. It i> not

known who first adopted the third coronet,

indicative of the Trinity ; some say Urban

V.. others John XXII., John XXIII, or

Benedict XII.—3. Fig. the papal dignity.

Tiaraed (ti-a'rad), a. Adorned with a tiara.

Tlbt (tib), n. [Abbrev. from Tabitha.) l.A

low woman; a paramour; a prostitute.

Thou'rt the damned doorkeeper to every coystrel,

That hither comes enquiring for his Tib. Shak.

2. The ace of trumps in the game of gleek.

[The names Tib and Tom were generally

associated in both senses. See Tom.]

Tib-cat (tlbTtat). n. [Tib, female name,

corresponding to Tom in tom-cat. ] A female

cat. Haltiwell.

ch, ehzin; ch, Sc. loeA; 8. ff°J jijob; fl, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.— See KEY.
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Tibert, t Tybert t (til/ert or ti'bert), n. An

old name for a cat 'Shakapeare regards

Tybalt as the same, hence some of the in

sulting jokes of Mercutio, who calls Tybalt

'rat-catcher' and 'king of cats." Hares.

'Mongst those tiberts, who do you think there was?

B. Jonson.

Tibetan (ti-bet'an), n. 1. A native of Tibet.

2. The language of Tibet.

Tibia (tibia), n. [L., a musical pipe, the

large bone of the leg.] 1. A kind of pipe,

the commonest musical instrument of the

Greeks and Romans. It had holes at proper

intervals, aud was furnished with a mouth

piece, and the performer in blowing put

the end of it to Mb mouth. Two such pipes

were often played on simultaneously by

one person—2. In anat. the largest bone of

the leg. It is of a long, thick, and trian

gular shape, and is situated on the inner

side of the fibula, and articulates with the

femur, fibula, and astragalus; the ahin-bone.

See Leg. — 3. In entom. the fourth joint of

the leg.

Tibial(ti'hi-al), a. 1. Pertaining to the pipe or

flute called tibia.—2. Pertaining to the large

bone or shin-bone of the leg; as, the tibial

artery; tibial nerve.—The tibial arteries are

the two principal branches of the popliteal

artery.

Tibicinate (M-nhVin-at), v.i. [L. tibiccn, a

pipe-player, from tibia, a musical pipe.] To

play on a pipe. [Rare]

Tibio- tarsal (tib'i-6-tar"sal), a. In anat.

pertaining to the tibia and the tarsus.

TIC (tik), n. A local and habitual convulsive

motion of certain muscles, and especially of

some of those of the face; twitching; velli-

cation: sometimes applied to tic-douloureux

or facial neuralgia. See Tic-douloureux.

Tical (ti-kar), n, 1. A Siamese coin, worth

about 2s. 6d. sterling; also, a weight of

Slam equal to about 236 grains Troy.—2 A

Chinese money of account of the value of

about 6s. Sri. sterling; also, a Chinese weight

equal to about 41 oz.

Tic-douloureux (tik-dttlb-ru). n. [Fr. tic,

spasm, and douloureux, painful. ] A very

painful affection of a nerve, coming on in

sudden and excruciating attacks. It is cha

racterized by acute pain, attended with

convulsive twitchings of the muscles of the

face, and continuing from a few minutes to

several hours. Often called simply Tie.

Tlcet (tis), v.t. To entice; to seduce. Beau.

& Fl.

Hath some fond lover tictd thee to thy bane!

G. Herbert.

Ticementt (th/ment), n. Allurement; en

ticement.

Tichorhine (ti'ko-rln), n. [Gr. teichos, a

wall, and rhis, rhinos, the nose.] A fossil

species of rhinoceros (Rhinoceros tichorhin-

us), so called from the middle vertical bony

septum or wall which supports the nose.

Owen.

Tick (tik), n. [Contr. of ticket. To buy upon

tick = to buy on a ticket or note, or on credit. ]

Credit; trust; as, to buy upon tick. 'Play

on tick and lose the Indies.' Dryden.

Whoever needs anything else must go on tick.

Locke.

He bought them upon tick. Goldsmith.

Tick (tik), v.i. 1. To buy on tick ; to go on

trust or credit.—2. To give tick; to trust.

The money went to the lawyers; counsel won't tick.

A rbuthnot.

Tick (tik), n. [L. G. teke, D. teek, G. zecke,

tick.] 1. The name common to certain small

parasitical arachnldami or mites, constitut

ing the section Ixodes (called also Suctoria),

of the family Acarida, characterized by a

globose-ovate body of a livid colour, and a

mouth without mandibles in the form of a

sucker, by which they attach themselves to

sheep, oxen, dogs, goats, &c. The dog-tick

is Ixodes plumbeus. The harvest ticks or

harvest-bugs constitute the family Leptidse.

2. The tick-bean (which see).

Tick (tik), n. ID. tijk, 0.0. zeiche, a cover, a

tick, from L. theca, Gr. thiki, a case, a cover. ]

1. The cover or case of a bed, which contains

the feathers, wool, or other materials.—

2. Ticking (which see)

Tick (tik), v.i. [D. tikken, to touch slightly

and quickly, as with a pen ; to dot. From

sound.] 1. To make a small noise by beat

ing or otherwise, as a watch ; to give out a

succession of small sharp noises.

The gliding heavens are less awful at midnight

than the ticking clock. J. Martineau.

2. To strike with a small sharp sound, or

gently, as a bird when picking up its food.

Stan<l not ticking and toying at the branches, nor

at the boughs. Latimer.

Tick (tik), n. [See the verb.] 1. A Bmall

distinct noise, as that made by a going watch

or clock.—2. Any small mark intended to

direct attention to something else, or to

serve as a check. — 3. t A game, classed

among rural Bports. Nares. ' Tick or pri

son-base.' Drayton.

Tick (tik), v.t. 1. To mark with or as with

a tick; to make a tick or dot opposite; to

check by writing down a small mark: gene

rally with off.

When 1 hail got all my responsibilities down upon

my list, I compared each with the bill and ticked it off

Dickens.

2. To note or mark, as by the regular vibra

tion of a watch or clock.

I do not suppose that the ancient clocks ticked or

noticed the seconds. Toilet.

Tick-bean (tik'ben), n. [Probably from its

likeness in shape to the insect] A variety

of the common bean (Faba vulgaris), of a

smaller size. It is used for feeding horses

and other animals.

Ticken (tik'en), n. Same as Ticking.

Ticker (tik'er), n. A watch. Dickens.

[Slang.]

Ticket (tik'et), n. [O.Fr. esticquette, Mod.

Fr. etiquette, a bill, note, ticket, label, Ac.

See Etiquette.] A small piece of paper,

card-board, or the like, with something

written or printed on it, and serving as n

notice, acknowledgment, Ac; as, (a) a bill

posted up.

He constantly read his lectures twice a week for

above forty years, giving notice of the time to his

auditors in a ticket on the school-doors. Fuller.

(b) t A tradesman's bill or account; hence the

old phrase, to take goods on ticket (now con

tracted into on tick), to take goods to be put

in a bill, that is.ou credit.—<c)t A visiting-

card.

A ticket is only a visiting-card with a name upon

it ; but wc all call them tickets now. Miss Burney.

(d) A label stuck on the outside of anything

to give notice of something concerning it,

as to show the character or price of goods.

(e) A token of a right or debt, contained in

general on a card or slip of paper; as, a cer

tificate or token of a share in a lottery or

other mode of distributing money, goods,

and the like; a marked card or Blip of paper

given as an acknowledgment of goods de

posited or pledged, or as a certificate of

right of entry to a place of public amuse

ment, or to travel in a railway or by other

public conveyance. CO In Ainer. politics.

a printed list of candidates to be used at

an election; the names on a list of candi

dates; a set of nominations for election.—

Straight ticket, a ticket containing the regu

lar nominations of a party, without change.

—Scratched ticket, a ticket from which the

names of one or more of the candidates are

marked out. — Split ticket, a ticket repre

senting different divisions of a party, or

containing candidates selected from two or

more parties. Hence, the aggregate of prin

ciples adopted by a party; a declared system

of policy; as, the Republican or Democratic

ticket—The ticket, the right orcorrect thing.

'That's about the ticket in this country.'

Trollope. [Colloq. or slang.]

She's very handsome and she's very finely dressed,

only somehow she's not—she's not the ticket, you see.

Thackeray.

—Ticket of leave, a permit or license given

to a convict or prisoner to be, under cer

tain restrictions, at large and labour for

himself.

Ticket (tik'et), v.t. 1. To distinguish by a

ticket; to put a ticket on; m, to ticket goods.

2. To furnish with a ticket ; as, to ticket a

passenger to California [United States]

Ticket -day (tik'et-da), n. The day before

the settling or paying day on the stock ex

change, when the names of the actual pur

chasers are given in by one stockbroker to

another.

Ticketing (tik'et-ing), n. A periodical sale

of ore, especially of copper and lead, in the

English mining districts. The adventurers

and buyers meet round a table, when each

of the latter hands in a ticket bearing an

offer of so much per ton, and the lots are

sold to the highest bidder; hence the name.

Ticket-night (tik'et-nlt), n. A benefit at a

theatre or other place of public entertain

ment, the proceeds of which are divided

among several beneflciaires, each of whom

receives an amount equal in value to the

tickets individually disposed of, less an

equal share of the incidental expenses.

Ticket-porter (tik'et-por-ter), n. A licensed

porter who wears a badge or ticket, by

which he may be identified.

Ticket - writer (tik'et-rit-er), n. One who

writes or paints show-cards for shop-win

dows, <fec.

Ticking (tilr/ing), n. A sort of strong striped

linen or cotton fabric, used for the ticks of

beds, mattresses, Ac, to hold feathers, hair,

or other materials.

Tickle (tik'l), v.t. pret. & pp. tickled; ppr.

tickling. [A free, of tick, to touch lightly,

or it may be regarded as a metathesis of

kittle] 1. To touch lightly and cause a

peculiar thrilling sensation, which com

monly causes laughter, and if too long pro

tracted, a state of general spasm ; to titil

late.

If you tickle us do we not laugh? Shak.

2. To please by slight gratification ; to gra

tify in any manner; to stir up to pleasure,

&c.; to flatter; to cajole.

Such a nature.

Tickled with good success, disdains the shadow

Which he treads on at noon. Shak.

His ass's ears were tickled, and he learned to f.m-y

that he was intended by nature for the society wf

high people. Comhitl Mag.

3. To take or move by touching lightly.

[Rare.]

The cunning old pug . . . took puss's two foots.

And so out o' th' embers he tickled his nuts.

Byrom.

Tickle (tik'l), v.t 1. To feel titillation.

He with secret joy therefore

Did tickle inwardly in every vein. Spenser.

2. To excite or produce the sensation of titil

lation.

A feather or a rush drawn along the lip or cheek

doth tickle, whereas a thing more obtuse . . . doth

not. Bacon.

Tickle t (tiki), a. 1. Easily tickled; ticklish

2. Subject to change; inconstant; uncertain.

So tickle is the state of earthly things. Sfensar

3. Ticklish; wavering, or liable to waver

and fall at the slightest touch; unstable;

easily overthrown.

Thy head stands so tickle on thy shoulders, that a

milkmaid, if in love, may sigh it off. Shak.

The state of Normandy

Stands on a tickle point. Shak.

Tickle- brain t (tik'l-bran), n. He who or

that which tickles or pleases ; specifically,

strong drink.

Peace, good pint-pot ; peace, good tickle-brain.

Shak.

Tickle-footed t (tikl-fuA-ed), a. Uncertain;

inconstant; slippery.

You were ever tickle-footed. Bean. *> Ft.

Ticklenburg (tiklen-burg), n. A coarse

mixed linen fabric made for the West India

market. Simmonds.

Ticklenesst (tik'1-nes), n. Unsteadiness;

ticklishness. Chaucer.

Tickler (tik'ler), n. 1. One who or that

which tickles or pleases.—2. Something that

puzzles or perplexes; something difficult to

answer. [Colloq, ]

The Queen (Victoria) has written the King of the

French a tickler in answer to a letter he sent her.

Lord Palmerston.

3. A prong used by coopers to extract bungs

from casks.

Tickling ( tikling \ n. 1. The act of one

who tickles.— 2. The sensation similar to

that produced by tickling.

Ticklish (tik'li&h), a. 1. Sensible to the

feeling of tickling ; easily tickled ; as, the

bottom of the foot is very ticklish, as are

the sides; the palm of the hand, hardened

by use. is not ticklish. Bacon—2. Totter

ing; standing so as to be liable to totter and

fall at the slightest touch ; unfixed ; easily

moved or affected. 'So ticklish and totter

ing a foundation.' Woodward.—3. Difficult;

nice; critical.

Surely princes had need, in tender matter and

ticklish times, to beware what they say. Bacon.

Ticklishly ( tiklish-li ), adv. In a ticklish

manner.

Ticklishness (tiklish-nes), n. 1. The state

or quality of being ticklish or essily tickled.

Dr. O. Cheyne.—I. The state of being totter

ing or liable to fall.—3. Criticalness of con

dition or state.

Tick-seed (tik's§d). n. A name common to

plants of the genera Coreopsis and Corisper-

mum.

Tick-tack (tik'tak), adv. [A kind of redupli

cation of tick, intended to represent the

sound made by two vibrations, as of a pen

dulum.] With a sound resembling the beat

ing of a watch.

Tick-tack (tik'tak), n. [See the adverb.)

1. A sound like that made by a clock or

watch.—2. Same as Trick-track. Miltan.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Ticorea (ti-kd're-a). n. [Native name of

a species in Guiana.] A genus of South

American trees or shrubs with a branched

inflorescence of white flowers, nat. order

fiutacen. T. jasminijlora is a shrub from

7 to 3 feet high, a native of Rio Janeiro.

A decoction of the leaves 1b drank by the

Brazilians as a cure for framboesia. The

bark of T. febrifuga is intensely bitter, as

tringent, and is regarded a* a febrifuge in

Brazil

Tic-polonga (tik-pd-long'ga), n. An ex

tremely venomous snake, a native of India,

Ceylon, Ac, sometimes called also Katuka,

of the genus Daboia (D. elegant) and family

Viperidae. much dreaded by the natives.

The word tic-polonga signifies spotted po-

longa, the latter word being a kind of ge

neric title given by the natives to many ser

pents, no less than eight Bpecies being

classed under this common title. It is said

that the tic-polonga and the cobra are deadly

enemies ; and to say that two people hate

each other like the tic-polonga and cobra

is equivalent to our proverb respecting the

cat and dog. The tic-polonga is said always

to be the aggressor, to seek the cobra in its

hiding-place, and to provoke it to fight

There are many native legends in Ceylon

respecting the ferocity of this snake.

Ticuna - poison ( ti-kb'na-poi-zn ), n. An

arrow-poison used by the Ticunas and other

Indian tribes dwelling near the Amazons.

When given to animals it produces strong

convulsions, lasting for hours. It probably

contains picrotoxin, like other South Ameri

can arrow-poisons. Watta' Diet, of Chem.

Tld (tid), o. [Shortened from A. Sax Udre,

tidder, O. Fris. teddre, D. teeder, tender,

weak 1 Tender; soft; nice: now used only

in tidbit.

Tld (tid), n. [A form of tide, time, season,

opportunity. ] In agri. and hort, fit or favour

able season or condition; as, the land is in

fine tid for sowing; hence, humour. [Scotch. J

Summer fallow has enjoyed a most favourable tid

for working, and has pulverized down into fine mould.

Scotsman newspaper.

Tidal (tl'dal), a. Pertaining to tides; peri

odically rising and falling, or flowing and

ebbing; as, tidal waters.—Tula I air, the

air which passes In and out in breathing,

generally estimated at about 25 cubic

inches at each breathing. See Residual

air under Residual. — Tidal harbour, a

harbour in which the tide ebbs and flows,

in distinction from a harbour which is

kept at high-water by means of docks with

flood - gates. — Tidal rioer, a river whose

waters rise and fall up to a certain point in

its course under the influence of the tiik -

wave -Tidal train, a railway train which

runs in connection with a steamer. And

whose running is therefore regulated by the

state of the tide.

Ascertaining first, at what time during every even

ing of this month the tid,il tr.tins from Dover and

Foikatoae reach the London Bridge terminus.

IV. Coilins.

Tidbit (tfdT>it), n. [From tid, a. , or tit, some

thing small.] A delicate or tender piece of

anything eatable: often in form Titbit

Tidde,t pp. Of tide. Happened. Chaucer.

Tidder, Tiddle (tid'er, tid'l), v.t. [See Tid,

a.] To use with tenderness; to fondle.

Johnson.

Tiddle (tid'l), e.i. To trifle; to potter. Rich

ardson.

Tidily t f tid'i). n. The four of trumps at the

L'ame of gleek.

Tide (tid). n. [A- Sax. tid, time, season, op

portunity, hour; Icel. Sw. and Dan. tid,

time, season, dec. ; L.G. tied, time, tide, tide;

1> tijd. time, tij, tide; G. zeit, time. The

tides are times of rising and falling of the

«ea. (See Time.) Hence tidy, tidings, betide.)

I. Time; season.

Which, at the appointed tide.

Each one did make his bride. Sfenser.

What hath it done

That it in golden letters should be set

Among the high tides in the calendar? Shak.

Tide was scrupulously used by the Puritans, in

coroposmon, instead of the Popish word mats, of

which they had a nervnus abhorrence. Thus for

Christmas Hallowmas, Lammas, they said Christ-

tute. HaDow-/*^, Umb-/rif Luckily Whitsuntide

was rightly named to their hands. Naret.

.£ The alternate rising and falling of the

waters of the ocean, and of bays, rivers, Ac,

connected therewith. The tide appears as

a general wave of water, which gradually

elevates itself to a certain height, then as

gradually sinks till its surface is about as

much below the medium level as it was

before above it From that time the wave

again begins to rise ; and this reciprocating

motion of the waters continues constantly,

with certain variations in the height and in

the times of attaining the greatest degree

of height and of depression. The alternate

rising and falling of the tide-wave are ob

served to take place generally twice in the

course of a lunar day, or of 24h. 49m. of

mean solar time, on most of the shores of

the ocean, and in the greater part of the

bays, firths, and rivers which communi

cate freely with it The tides form what

are called a /food and an ebb, a high and

low water. The whole interval between

high and low water is often called a tide;

the water is said to flow and to ebb; and the

rising is called the flood-tide, and the falling

the ebb-tide. The rise or fall of the waters,

in regard to elevation or depression, is ex

ceedingly different at different places, and

is also variable everywhere. The interval

between two succeeding high-waters is also

variable. It is shortest about new and full

moon, being then about 12h. 19m. ; and

about the time of the moon'B quadratures

it is 12h. 30m. But these intervals are some

what different at different places. The

chief cause of the tides is the attraction of

the moon, which, affecting most strongly

the side of the earth nearest to it, draws or

heaps up the waters in the parts of the

earth successively turned towards it At

the same time the moon attracts the bulk

of the earth, and, as it were, pulls the earth

away from the water on the surface farthest

from it ; so that here also the water is

raised, although not quite so much as on

the nearer side. The waters being thus

heaped up at the same time in these two

opposite parts of the earth, and the waters

situated half-way between them being thus

necessarily depressed, two high and two

low tides occur in the period of a little more

than one revolution of the earth on its

axis. The accompanying cut gives a theo

retical view of the effect of the moon's at

traction. On the tidal wave caused by the

Mvvnn

moon must be superposed that caused by

the attraction of the sun, a wave of far in

ferior volume. When the sun and moon are

in conjunction or opposition, at times of

new and full moon, their tidal waves will be

superposed crest upon crest, and the effect

will be what is called a spring-tide; when

they are in quadrature the lunar tide will

be partially neutralized by the solar tide, and

the result is a neap-tide. (See also TIDE

WAYS. ) The above explanation assumes that

the earth is spherical and uniformly covered

with water, and the corrections to be made

in consequence of the inaccuracy of these

assumptions have occupied the attention of

scientists since the time of Newton. The

tides being of great importance to all com

mercial nations, it becomes an object of

great importance to obtain the means of

predicting them ; but the subject, in a gen

eral point of view, is attended with many

difficulties, and each place requires to have

its own tide-tables. See Establishment of

the port under Establishment.—Accelera

tion and retardation of the tides. See under

Acceleration. — A tmospheric tides. See

under atmospheric.— Lee tide, a tide run

ning in the same direction with the wind.—

Weather tide, a tide running to windward.—

3. A state of being at the height or in super

abundance.

I have important business

The tide whereof is now. Shak.

4. Stream; flow; current; as, a tide of blood.

For, oozing from the mountain's side,

Where raced the war, a dark-red tide

Was curdling in the streamlet blue. Sir IV. Sevtt.

5 Course or tendency of causes, influences,

or circumstances; course; current; natural

tendency; sometimes, a favourable conjunc

tion of causes or influences. "The tide of

the times.' Shak.

There is a tide in the affairs of men.

Which, taken at the flood, lc.uls on to fortune.

Shak.

0. t Violent commotion.

As in the tides of people once up there want not

stirring winds to make them more rough, so this

people did light upon two ringleaders. Bacon.

7. In mining, the period of twelve hours.

Hence to work double tides, to work night

and day.

Tide (tid), v.t. pret & pp. tided; ppr. tiding.

To drive with the tide or stream.

Their images, the relics of the wreck,

Torn from the naked poop, are tided back

By the wild waves, and rudely thrown ashore.

Drydtn.

Tide (tid), v.i. l.t To happen; to betide.

Chaucer.—2. Naut. to work in or out of a

river or harbour by favour of the tide, and

anchoring when it becomes adverse.—To

tide over, to surmount difficulties by means

of a succession of favourable incidents by

prudence and skilful management, or by aid

from another. 'The difficulty was tided

over.' T. A. Troltope.

You know what an affliction it would be to lose

position and to lose credit, when ability to tide ever

a short time might save all appearances. Dukeus.

Tide-coach (tld'koch), n. A coach that

timed its journeys to or from a seaport so

as to catch the right tide.

He took a place in the tide<oach from Rochester.

Smollett.

Tide-current (tidTcu-rent). n. A current

in a channel caused by the alternation of the

level of the water during the passage of the

tide-wave.

Tided (tid'edX a- Affected by the tide;

having a tide; tidal. 'The tided Thames.'

Bp. Hall,

Tide-day (ttd'da), n. The interval between

two successive arrivals at the same place of

the vertex of the tide-wave.

Tide-dial (tid'di-al), n. A dial for exhibit

ing the state of the tides at any time.

Tideful (tld'ful), a. Seasonable. Ualtiwelt.

[Obsolete or local. ]

Tide-gate (tid'gat), n. 1. A gate through

which water passes into a basin when the

tide flows, and which is shut to retain the

water from flowing back at the ebb.—

2. Xaut. a place where the tide runs with

great velocity.

Tide-gauge (tid'g&J), n. An instrument,

sometimes self-registering, used on coasts

and harbours for ascertaining the rise and

fall of the tide, thus indicating the depth

of water and enabling vessels to enter tidal

harbours at the proper times.

Tide-harbour (tidTiar-bor), n. Same as

Tidal Harbour. See TIDAL.

Tide-lock (tid'lok), n. A lock situated be

tween the tide-water of a harbour or river

and an inclosed basin when their levels

vary. It has double gates by which vessels

can pass eitber way at all times of the tide.

Tide-mill (tld'mil), n. 1. A mill driven by a

wheel Bet in motion by the tide.—2. A mill

for clearing lands from tide-water.

Tide-rip (tid'rip), n. A ripple on the sur

face of the sea produced by the passage of

the tide over an uneven bottom, or by eddies

or opposing currents. Admiral Smyth,

Tide-rode (tid'rfid), a. Naut. applied to the

situation of a vessel at anchor when she

swings by the force of the tide. See Wimd-

rode.

Tides-man (tldi'man), n, 1. One who is era-

ployed only during certain states of the tide.

2. A tide-waiter.

Tide-table (tid'ta-bl), n. A table showing

the time of high-water at any place, or at

different places, for each day throughout

the year.

Tide-waiter (tid'wat-er), n. A custom

house officer who watches the landing of

goods to secure the payment of duties.

Tide-water (tid'wa-ter), n. Water affected

by the ebb and flow of the tide.

Tide-wave (tld'wftv), n. An immensely

broad and excessively flat wave which fol

lows, or endeavours to follow, the apparent

motion of the moon, to whose attraction,

combined with that of the sun, it is due.

That of the open ocean is called the primi

tive tide -wave or tidal -wave, that of bays

or channels the derivative. Although not a

current the tide-wave like other waves may

be said to travel, and the velocity of its

crest (or the rate at which the undulation Is

transmitted), where uninterrupted by land,

has been computed at the rate of nearly 700

miles an hour. Along the coasts of the

British islands it is far less than this.

Tide-way (tid'wa), n. The channel in which

the tide sets.

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. loea; g, go; J./ob; n. Fr. ton; ng, %\ng; TH, fAen; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, wAig; xh, azure.—See KIT
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Tide-wheel (tid'whei), n. A water-wheel bo

constructed as to be moved by the How of

the tide.

Tldlfe.t n. A bird Chaucer. See Tidy.

Tidily (ti'di-li), adv. In a tidy manner; neat

ly; with neat simplicity; as, a female tidily

aresaed.

Tidiness (tl'di-nes), n. The quality of being

tidy; neatness; as, the tidiness of dress, of a

room, &c.

Tidings (ti'dingz), n. pt. [Lit. events that

happen or betide; O.K. tyding, a piece of

news: the word seemB to be directly from the

Scandinavian, the oldest form in English

being tithennde, from Ieel. tithindi (pi.),

Dan. tidendes, tidings, news; comp. G. zei-

tung, news, a newspaper. See TIDE.] News;

information; intelligence; account of what

has taken place and was not before known.

Behold. I bring you good tidings of great Joy,

which shall be to all people. Luke ii. 10.

Tidlng-well ( tid'ing-wel ), n. A well that

ebbs and flows, or is supposed to ebb and

(low, with the tide. [This is the origin of

the name Tidesioell.]

Tidology (ti-dol'o-Ji),n. [A hybrid word from

E. tide, and Gr. logos, doctrine, discourse.]

The doctrine, theory, or science of tides.

No one doubts that tidology (as Dr. Whewell pro

poses to call it) is really a science. As much of the

phenomena as depends on the attraction of the sun

and moon is completely understood, and may in any.

even unknown, part of the earth's surface, be fore

told with certainty; and the far greater part of the

phenomena depends on those causes. But circum

stances of a local or casual nature, such as the con

figuration of the bottom of the ocean, the degree of

confinement from shores, the direction of the wind.

Ac, influence, in many or in all places, the height

and time of the tide. J. S. Mi/7.

Tidy (tl'di), a. [From tide, time, seasnn;

like D. tijdig, Dan. and Sw. tidig, G. zcitig,

happening or coming at the right time, sea

sonable, hence fit, becoming. See Tide.]

l.t Being tn proper time; seasonable; fa

vourable. 'If weather be fair and tidy.'

Tusser. — Z Hence, suitable for the occa

sion; arranged in good order or with neat

ness; dressed or kept in becoming order or

neatness; neat; trim; as, a tidy dress; a clean,

tidy, and well-furnished apartment—3. In

clined or disposed to keep one's dress or

surroundings neat or well-arranged; as, a

tidy servant will always keep the rooms

clean and in good order.—4. Considerable;

moderately large or great; as, he has left a

tidy sum of money. [Colloq.]—5. In good

health, spirits, or circumstances; comfort

able; satisfactory; as, 'How are you to-day?'

'Pretty tidy,' [Slang]

Tidy (ti'di), v.t. pret. & pp. tidied; ppr. tidy

ing. To make neat; to put in good order:

sometimes followed by up; as, to tidy or to

tidn up a room. (Colloq. ]

Tidy (ti'di), ».C To arrange, dispose, or put

things, as dress, furniture, &c.t iu good or

proper order. [Colloq.]

I liavt- tidied anil tidied over and over again, but

it's useless. Dtckens.

Tidy (tl'di), n. 1. A more or less ornamental

covering, usually of knitted or crochet work,

for the back of a chair, the arms of a sofa, or

the like.—2. A pinafore or apron. [Local]

Tidy.t Tydyt (ti'di). n. A sort of singing

bird, supposed by some to be the golden-

crested wren, which in Devonshire is called

Tidley goldfinch. But the golden-crested

wren is not much of a songster. Chaucer

speaks of a bird called a tidi/e, but what it

is is equally doubtful.

And of those chaunting fowls, the goldfinch not be

hind.

That hath so many sorts descending from her kind.

The tydy for her notes as delicate as they. Drayton.

Tie (ti)f v.t. pret. A pp. tied; ppr. tying.

[O.E. teye, tye, &c. ; A. Sax. ttgian, to tie, to

bind, from te6n (pret. tedh, pi. tugon; pp.

togeri); the stem is also seen in Goth, tiuhan,

to pull, G. Ziehen, to draw, E. tug.] 1. To

fasten with a band or cord and knot; to

bind.

My son, keep thy father's commandments, . . .

bind them continually upon thine heart, and tie them

about thy neck. Prov. vi. 20, 21.

2. To knot; to knit.

We do not tie this knot with an intention to puzzle

the argument. Burnet.

8. To unite so as not to be easily parted; to

fasten; to hold. 'In bond of virtuous love

together tied.' Fairfax—4. To hold, re

strict, constrain, limit or bind by authority

or moral influence; to restrain; to confine;

to oblige.

Not tied to rules of policy, you find

Revenge less sweet than a forgiving mind.

Dryden.

6. In music, to unite or bind, as notes, by

a tie. See TIE, n. 6—6. In building, to bind

together two bodies by means of a piece of

timber or metal. See TIE, n. 4.— To tie

down, (a) to fasten so as to prevent from

rising. (6) To restrain; to confine; to hinder

from action.

The mind should, by several rules, be tied drwH to

this, at first, uneasy task ; use will give it facility.

Locke.

—To tie up, (a) to confine; to restrain; to

hinder from motion or action.

Honour and good nature may tie up his hands.

Addison,

A healthy man ought not to tie himself up to strict

rules, nor to abstain from any sort of food in com

mon use. ArbtttMnot.

(b) To annex such conditions to, as to a gift

or bequest, that it cannot be sold or alien

ated from the person or purpose to which it

is designed.

He decided to will and bequeath his little property

of savings to his godchild, and the point arose how

it could be so tied up as that only she should have

the benefit of it. Dickens.

Tie (tl), n. 1. A fastening; a knot, especially

such as is made by looping or binding with

a cord, ribbon, or the like. 'A smart

little tie in his smart cravat.' Barkam.—

2. Something used to tie, fasten, knot, or

bind things or parts together; specifically,

(a) a neck-tie. ' A black hat and a white tie

forming the framework of a clean shaven

face." Cambridge Sketches, (b) The knot or

bunch of hair at the back of old fashioned

wigs, or the string binding such a knot

'Great formal wigs with a tie behind.'

Dickens. — 3. Something which bindB or

unites, in a figurative sense; a bond; an ob

ligation, moral or legal; as, the ties of blood

or of friendship.

Vows, oaths, and contracts they devise,

And tell us they are sacred ties. /fuller.

4. In building, a beam or rod which secures

parts together, and is subjected to a tensile

strain, as a tie-beam : opposed to a strut or

straining-piece, which acts to keep objects

apart, and is subjected to a compressing

force. — 5. Across sleeper on a railway track.

[United States.]—6. In music, a curved line

written over or under notes of the same

pitch to indicate that the sound is to be un-

brokenly continued to the time value of the

combined notes. Accompanied with dots

the tie signifies that the notes are to be per

formed in a half staccato or crisp manner.

Called also Bind, Ligature,and,when applied

to notes of different pitch, a Slur.—7. A state

of equality among competing or opposed

parties, as when two candidates secure an

equal number of votes, rival marksmen

score a like number of points, two or more

racers reach the winning-post at the same

time, or the like, so that neither party can

be declared victorious ; a contest in which

two or more competitors are equally suc

cessful.

The government count on the seat, though with

the new registration 'tis nearly a tie. It we hnd a

good candidate we could win. Disraeli.

—To play or shoot of a tie, to go through a

second contest, match, or the like (the first

being Indecisive), in order to decide who 1b

to be the winner.

The tits, as you call them, •

o'clock.

■ shot offhetorc two

If 'Mite Melville.

Tie-beam (tl'bem), n. In building, the beam

which connects the bottom of a pair of prin

cipal rafters, and prevents them from thrust

ing out the wall. See Book.

Tie-dog t (ti'dogV n. A fierce dog which it

is necessary to tie up; a bandog.

I know the villain is both rough and grim ;

But as a tie-dog I will muzzle nim. Old poem.

Tiends (tendz), n. pi. Tithes. See TKINDS.

Tier (ter),n. [A. Sax. tier, a tier, rank, series;

perhaps connected with tie.] 1. A row; a

rank; particularly when two or more rows

are placed one above another; as. a tier

of seats in a theatre; the old three-decked

warships had three tiers of guns on each

Bide, the upper, middle, and lower tiers.—

2. In music, a rank or range of pipes in the

front of an organ, or in the interior, when

the compound stops have several ranks of

pipes.— Tiers of a cable, the ranges of fakes

or windings of a cable laid one within an

other when coiled.

Tier (ti'er), n. 1. One who or that which

ties.—2. A pinafore or tidy. [Local]

Tierce (tere), n. [Fr. , a third, a third part,

also tiers, a third, from L tertius, third,

from tres, three. ] 1. Formerly a liquid mea

sure equal to one-third of a pipe, or 42 gal

lons, equal to 35 imperial gallons. The Mine

name was given to the cask containing 42

gallons. Spelled also Terce.—2. A cask of

two different sizes for salt provisions.

Ac. ; the one made to contain about 304

lbs., and the other about 336 lbs.— 3. la

music, a major or minor third. —4. In

card-playing, a sequence of three csrdiol

the same colour.— S. In fencing, a position

in which the wrist and nails are turnr>L

downwards, the weapon of the oppooent

being on the right of the fencer. From this

position a guard, parry, and thrust can be

made, the thrust attacking the upper part

of the adversary's body.—6. In her. a term

for the field when divided into three equal

parts of different tinctures.— 7. Same u

Terce, 3.—Tierce point, the vertex of an equi

lateral triangle. Gteilt—Arch of the tierce

or third point, an arch consisting of two

arcs of a circle intersecting at the top; a

pointed arch.

Tiercel, Tiercelet (ters'el, ters'let), n. [Fr.

tiercelet, from L.L. tertiolus, tiercelet,adim

from L. tertius, third.] A male hawk or

falcon : so called, according to some, became

every third bird in the nest is said to he a

male; according to others, because the male

is a third part less than the female. Spelled

auto Tercel.

Tierce-major (ters'ma jor). n. In eard-

playing, same as Tierce.

Tiercet (teVset). n. [From f*r« ] In poetry,

a triplet; three lines, or three lines rhyming.

Tie-rod (ti'rodX n. A wrought-iron bar or

rod for bracing together the framesof iteam-

engines, roofs, &c.

Tiers Etat (ter-za-ta'), n. [Ft] In French

. hist, the third estate, that is. the people ex

clusive of the nobility and clergy; the com

monalty; the commons. The nobles and

clergy constituted the first and second es

tates, previous to the Revolution of 1789.

As the policy of Richelieu depressed the ooUcn

so it tended to enrich and elevate the fieri Cat. or

commons. . . . The doubling of the tiers etat {'iM.

is, representing them by deputies equal in number to

both the other orders combined | was one of the b»«

important immediate causes of the Revolution.

T. H. Dyer

Tie-wig (ti'wig), n. 1. A wig having its curls

or tail tied with a ribbon—2. A wig tied

to the head.

Tiff (tiQ, n. ['Used in several senses, all ul

timately reducible to that of a whiff or

draught of breath. Tiff, a sup or draught

of drink. . . . Tift, a small draught uf

liquor or short fit of doing anything.

A tiff or fit of ill-humour must be explained

from snuffing or sniffing the air.' Wedgvood]

1. Liquor; orrathera small draughtof liquor

•Sipping bis tiff of brandy punch.' Sir W.

Scott —2. A pet or fit of peevishness; a alight

altercation or quarrel.

My lord and I have had another little—tig. itud I

call itr it came not up to a quarrel. Rtih*rds9*.

There had been numerous tiffs and qoarreU 1«-

tween mother and daughter. Thackeray,

Tiff (tif), v.i. 1. To be in a pet.

She tiffed at Tim, she ran from Ralph. Lander

2. To sip; to drink.

He tiffdhis punch and went to rest. lVm. C**«*.

Tlfft (tif), v.t. [O.Fr tiffer, attiffer, to dress,

to bedizen.] To dress; to deck.

Tiffany (tiffa-ni), n. [O.E. tiffenay, probably

from O.Fr. Offer, to adorn.) A species of

gauze or very thin silk.

Tiffin (tifin\ n. [' Tiffin, now naturalixnl

among Anglo-Indians ... is the North-

country tiffing (properly sipping), eating or

drinking out of due season.' Wedgvwd \

A word applied in India to a lunch or sliyhi

repast between breakfast and dinner.

Let's have it for tiffin ; very cool and nice thb * ■ t

weather. Thmtktrmy.

Tifflsh (tifish), a. Inclined to peevishn"*;

petulant. [Colloq]
Tift (tiftX n. A fit of peevishness; a alight

quarrel or dispute; a tiff.

After all your fatigue you seem as readjr fat a t*Ji

with me as if you had newly come from church

Slactwods Mjs-

Tig (tig), v.t [A form of tick or tag.) Tp

twitch; to give a slight stroke to. [Scotch.]

Tig (tig), n. [Scotch.] 1. A twitch; a Up;

a slight stroke.

Andrew was compelled to submit, only murtenrg

between his teeth, ' Ower mony roaistcr^—ower m*nv

malsters, as the paddock said to the harrow, wkc«

every tooth gae her a /v.* Sir t¥. Salt.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J\ Sc. fey
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2. A game among children in which one

pursues and touches another and runs off.

The one that is touched becomes pursuer

in his turn, till he can tig or touch another,

on whom his office devolves.—3. A flat-bot

tomed drinking-cup, of capacious size, and

generally with four handles, formerly used

for passing round the table at convivial en

tertainments.

Tige (tej). n. [Ft., a stalk.] In arch, the

shaft of a column from the astragal to the

capital.

Tigella (ti-jel'la), n. [A latinized form of

Fr. tigeue, a little stem. J A tigelle. Writ

ten also TigcUtts.

Tigellate (ti-jel'lat), a. In bot. having a

short stalk, as the plumule of a bean.

Tigelle (ti-jer*), n. [Fr., dim. of tige. a stem,

from I. tibia, a pipe.] In bot. the young

embryonic axis, which represents the primi

tive stem and hears the cotyledons; the

caulicle; the radicle.

Tigellus (ti-jerius), n. In bot. a tigella or

tifeUa, See Tfgklle.

Tiger (ti'ger). n. [L., from Or. Hgrii, a tiger,

supposed to be from O. Per. tiara, an arrow,

on account of the velocity with which the

auitnal shoots itself, as it were, on its prey.

The name Tigris is supposed to be from the

same word.] 1. A carnivoroti9 animal of

- -■

Bengal Tiger {Felts tigris).

the genus Felis, F tigris (sometimes classi

fied as Tigris regalis), family Felide. The

tiger is about the height of the lion, but

the body is longer, and the head rounder.

It is of a lively fawn colour above, a

pure white below, irregularly crossed with

black stripes. It is clothed with short hairs,

and has no mane. White or albino varieties

have been occasionally met with, a specimen

having been shown in this country in 1820.

The tiger attains his full development in

India, the name of Bengal tiger being used

as synonymous with those specimens which

appear as the most typical and most power

ful representatives of the species. The ani

mal is also found in Java and Sumatra, and

no traces of it are found beyond Southern

Aftia In habits the tiger is far more active

and agile than the lion, and exhibits a large

amount of fierce cunning. He generally

pitches upon a concealed spot near a water

course as a habitat, and springs upon the

animals that approach to drink, slinking

back to his lair as if discomfited and ashamed

should his first bound be unsuccessful. His

tread through the thick jungle is noiseless

and stealthy, and he appears to avoid rather

than court danger, unless when brought to

bay, when he turns an appalling fierce front

to the foe. These animals do not generally

readily attack man himself, but in some

cases they seem to acquire a special liking

for human prey, and boldly approach vil

lages for the purpose of securing it ; such

being known as 'man-eaters.' The natives

destroy them by traps, pits, poisoned arrows,

and other means. Tiger hunting is a fa

vourite Indian sport. It is pursued gener

ally by Europeans, the tiger being shot from

the back of an elephant. When taken young

the tiger can be tamed, and tigers thus do

mesticated are not rarely to be seen in India.

The name American tiger Is frequently ap

plied to the jaguar(jFWw<mea ). (SeeJaguar )

Hence— 2. A person of a fierce, bloodthirsty

disposition. — 3 A dissolute swaggering

dandy; a infilling blade; a swaggerer; a hec

tor; a bully; a mohawk.

A man may have a very good coat of arms, and be

a t-ger ; . . , t:i..c man is a tiger, mark my word—a

Vi9 man, Thackeray.

4. A boy in livery whose special duty It is

to attend his master while driving out ; a

young groom attending on a master, as dis

tinguished from the page of a lady.

H3| ttger, Tim, was clean of limb.

Hii boots were polished, his Jacket was trim.

With a smart little tie in his smart cravat.

Anil a little cockade on the top of his hat,

Tallest of boys or shortest of men,

He stood in his stockings just four feet ten.

Barham.

Tiger-beetle (ti'ger-be-tl), n. A name given

to coleopterous insects belonging to the

family Cicindelidx, and containing the gen

era Cicindela, Megacephala, &c. They are

so named from their ferocity. They are

armed with long sharp mandibles, are swift

and active in their movements, and feed

upon other insects.

Tiger-bittern (tl'ger-bit-tern), n. A name

common to the species of the sub-genus of

birds Tigrisoma, family Ardeida?, natives of

South America. They receive the name

from the markings on the body, somewhat

resembling those of a tiger.

Tiger-cat (ti'ger-kat), n. A name of not

very definite signification sometimes given

to some of those animals of the family

Felidaa which are of middling size, and re

semble the tiger in their form or markings,

such as the chati, the margay, the ocelot,

the serval, Ac. See the various headings.

Tiger-cowry (ti'ger-kou-ri), n. Same as

Tiger-shell.

Tiger-flower (tl'ger-flou-er), n. A bulbous

plant of the genus Tigridia (T. Pavonia), nat.

order Iridacete. They are natives of Mexico,

and bear remarkably curious, though fugi

tive flowers. T. Pavonia is frequently cul

tivated in gardens on account of the beauty

of its flowers.

Tiger-footed ( tl'ger-fut-ed ), a. Swift as a

tiger; hastening to devour.

This tiger-footed rage, when it shall find

The harm of unscnnn d swiftness, will, too late,

Tie leaden pounds to his heels. Shak.

Tigerine (ti'ger-in), a. Tigrish; tigrine.

[Rare.]

Tigerish (ti'ger-ish), a. Like a tiger. Same

as Tigrixh.

Tigerism (ti'ger-fzm), n. The qualities or

character of a tiger. (In the extract used

in the sense of Tiger, 3.) [Rare]

His lordship now placed his hat on his head,

slightly on one side. It was the ligeriim of a past

period, and which he could no more abandon than

he could give up the jaunty swagger of his walk.

Lever.

Tigerkin (ti'ger-kin), n. [Tiger, and dim.

•Inn.] Lit. a little tiger; hence, humorously,

a cat. 'Our domesticated tigerkin.' Ld.

Lytton.

Tiger-Illy (ti'ger-lil-i), n. A plant, I. ilium

tigrinum, a native of China, common in

English gardens,

having scarlet

flowers turned

downward.the per

ianth being re-

flexed. It is re

markable for hav

ing axillary buds

on the stem. The

bulbs are eaten in

China and Japan.

Tiger-moth (tiger-

moth), n. A name

given to the indivi

duals of various

species of moths of

the genera Arctia,

Hypercampa, and

Nemeophila, They are generally large, with

hairy wings, richly streaked, so as some

what to resemble the skin of a tiger. The

common tiger-moth is the Arctia caja, a

remarkably beautiful insect, from 2£ to 3

inches in expanse of the fore-wings.

Tiger's- foot (U'gerz-fut), n. An East

Indian plant of the geuus Ipomcea, the I.

pes-tigridis.

Tiger-shell (ti'ger-shel), n. A name given

to a red gasteropodous shell with large white

spots. It is a species of Cypreea, the C.

tigris. Also called Tiger-cmcry.

Tiger -wolf (tf'ger-wulf). n. Same as

Ttiylacine or Tasmanian Wolf.

Tiger-wood (ti'ger-wud), n. A valuable

wood for cabinet-makers, imported from

British Guiana. It is the heart-wood of

Machoerium Schomburgkii.

Tigh (tij. ii. A close or inclosure. [Provin

cial English.]

Tight (tit), a. [From the old forms thite,

thiht, thyht, tight, close, compact, it would

seem that the initial Bound of this word has

been changed from th, perhaps through the

Influence of tie. Tight would therefore cor

respond to Icel. thtttr. tight (as in water-

tight), close, heavy, Dan. tcet, tight, close,

compact, D. digt, G. dt'cAf, thick, solid,

Tiger-lily {Lilium

tigrinum).

dense.] 1. Having the parts or joints so

close us to prevent the passage of fluids;

impervious or impermeable to air, gas,

water, or the like ; not open, chinky, or

leaky; as, fdi-tight; -water-tight.—2. Having

the parts firmly held together so as not to

be easily or readily moved ; compactly or

firmly built or made; in a sound and strong

condition; as, the house is tight and well

built. 'Twelve tight galleys.' Shak. 'Some

tight vessel that holds out against wind and

water.' Bp. Hall.

O, 'tis a snug little island !

A right little, tight little island 1 Dibdin.

Hence, as applied to persons, well-knit ;

sinewy; strong.

Tight little men, but with more pith

Than many who are bigger. Prof. Blackie.

3. Firmly packed or inserted; not loose; as,

the screw or stopper is so tight that it can't

be withdrawn—4. Fitting close to the body;

as, a tight coat. — 5. Tensely stretched or

strained; taut; not slack; as, a tight rope,

line, or cord.—6. Neat; tidy.

I'll spin and card, and keep our children tight. Cay.

7.t Capable; fit; handy; adroit; brisk.

My queen's a squire

More tight at this than thou. Shak.

8. Parsimonious; niggardly; close-fisted;

as, a man tight iu his dealings. (Colloq.

United States.]—9. Produced by or requir

ing great straining or exertion ; severe ; as,

I got through only by a tight pull. [Colloq.]

10. Not easy to be obtained ; not to be had

on ordinary terms: said of money when cap

italists are disinclined to speculate ; hence,

Btraitened for want of money ; not easy ;

pressing; as, the money market is tight.

[Commercial slang.]

A few curt sentences . . . told how matters stood

In the city—money was tight: but of the financial

sensitiveness that shrinks timidly from all enterprise

after a period of crash and bankruptcy Culduff could

make nothing. Lever.

11. Slightlyintoxicated; somewhatunderthe

influence of strong drink; tipsy. [Slang.]

No, sir. not a bit tipsy, not even what Mr. Cutbill

calls tight. Lever.

Tight (tit), old pret. of tie.

And thereunto a great long chaine he tight.

With which he drew him forth, even in his own

despight. Spenser.

Tight t (tit), v. t. To make tight; to tighten.

Tighten (tit'n), v.t. [Tight, and verb-form

ing suffix -en. ) To make tight ; to draw

tighter; to straiten; to make more close iu

any manner.

The bowstring encircled my neck. All was ready ;

they waited the last signal to tighten the fatal cord.

Marryat.

Tightener, Tightner (tit'n-er), n. l. a

ribbon or string for tightening a woman's

dress.—2. A slang name for a hearty meal.

Mayhew.

Tighter t (tlt'er), n. A ribbon or string used

to draw clothes closer.

Tightly (tit'li), adv. 1. In a tight manner ;

closely; compactly.—2. t Neatly; adroitly;

briskly; cleverly.

Hold, sirrah, bear you these letters tightly;

Sail, like my pinnace, to these golden shores. Shak.

Tightness (tit'nes), n. 1. The state or qua

lity of being tight ; as, (a) closeness ; im-

perviousness; compactness; tautness; firm

ness; strength; as, the tightness of a vessel,

of a stopper, of a rope, <fec. (6) The state or

quality of being straitened or stringent;

parsimoniousness ; stringency ; difficulty ;

severity; as, tightness in dealing; the tight

ness of money or of the money market

(c) The state of being more or less intoxi

cated. [Slang.]—2. t Capability; dexterity;

adroitness; neatness.

Tight-rope (tit'rop), n. A tensely stretched

rope on which an acrobat performs ticklish

feats at a greater or less height from the

ground.

An uneven floor, . ■ . where a gentleman may

break his neck if he does not walk as upright as a

posture-master on the tight-rope. Sir lY. Scott.

Tights (tits), n. pi. A tight-fitting under-

covering worn on the legs by acrobats, actors,

dancers, and the like.

His elevated position revealed those fights and

gAitcrs, which, had they clothed an ordinary man.

tnight have passed without observation. Dickens.

Tigress (ti'gres), n. The female of the tiger.

Tigrine (ti'grin), o. Like a tiger.

Tigrish(ti'grish),a. Resembling, pertaining

to, or characteristic of a tiger; as, (o) fierce,

bloodthirsty, or cruel. 'Tigrish courage'

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, tnen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, w/iig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Sir P. Sidney. (&) Swaggering; bullying:

with reference to definition 3 of Tiger.

Nothing could be more vagrant, dcvil-me-carish,

and, to use a slang word, tigrish, than his whole air.

Lord Lytton.

TigTisoma (ti-gri-so'ma), n. [L. tigris,

tiger, and Gr. sdma, body.] A sub-genus

of bitterns found in South America; the

tiger-bitterns. See Tiger-bittern.

Tike (tik), n. A tick. See Tick.

Tike (tik), n. [Perhaps the same as teague;

comp. Armor. tiec, a housekeeper, a farmer.]

A countryman or clown; a boor; a churl.

Tike (tik), n. [IceL tik, Sw. tik, a bitch, a

cur.] A dog; a cur.

A v unit, you eursl—

Hounrl or spaniel, brache or lym.

Or bobtail tike, or trundle-tail. Shak.

TikeM a. [See Tickle] Ticklish; uncer

tain. Chaucer.

Tikoor, Tikul (ti-kbr', tik'ul), n. The

Indian names for the Garcinia peduncu

late, a lofty tree, the flesh of the fruit and

arillus of which is used in curries and for

acidulating water. Being sharp and acid, it

1b recommended as a substitute for limes

and lemons on voyages.

Tikor (tik'or), n. The native name in India

for the tubers of Curcuma leucorrhua,

which yield an abundance of fine nutritious

fecula.

Tikus (ti'kus), n. An animal of the mole

family (Talpidrc) and genus Gymnura [O.

/iaj^**t'i),bearingaconsi(lerable resemblance

to the opossum. The muzzle is much pro

longed, the fur pierced by a number of long

hairs or bristles, the tail naked (whence its

generic name), and it is possessed of glands,

which secrete a kind of musk. It is a native

of Molucca and Sumatra. Called also Bulau.

Til (til), n. A plant. See Till.

Tilt (til), prep. To; till. Chaucer.

Tilbury (tU'be-riL n. [From the name of

the inventor, a London coach-builder in

the beginning of the present century.] A

gig or two-wheeled carriage without a top

or cover.

Tilde (til'da), n. The diacritic mark placed

over the letter n (sometimes over I) in

Spanish to indicate that in pronunciation

the following vowel is to be sounded as if a

y had been affixed to it; thus, seiior, pro

nounced san'yor.

Tile (til), n. [A. Sax. tigel, a word borrowed

by the Teutonic tongues from L. tegula, a

tile, from tego, to cover, from same root as E.

thatch, deck.) 1. A kind of thin slab or plate

of baked clay, used for covering the roofs of

buildings, paving floors, lining furnaces and

ovens, constructing drains, &c. The best

qualities of brick-earth are used for making

tiles, and the

process is simi

lar to that of

brick - making.

Roofing tiles

are chiefly of

two sorts,

plain tiles and

pan tiles, the

former being

flat, the latter

curved, both

being laid so

as to overlap

each other and

carry off any rain they receive. Slidge tiles

and hip tiles are semicylindrical,and adapted

to cover the parts of the roof indicated by

their names. —Paving tiles are usually of a

square form, and thicker than those used for

roofing. A fine, highly-glazed kind, called

encaustic tiles, decorated with rich designs

in various burnt-in colours, have long been

used for the floors of churches, halls, and

other important buildings. See under En-

CACSTIC. — Drain tiles are usually made in

the form of an arch, and laid upon flat tiles,

called soles—Dutch tiles, for chimneys, are

made of a whitish earth, glazed and painted

with various figures.— 2. In metal, a small

fiat piece of dried earth or earthenware,used

to cover vessels in which metals are fused.

3. A tall stiff hat ; a silk hat or one of that

shape. [Slang.]

His Majesty . . .

Allowed him thenceforth to stand with his tilt on.

R. H. Barham.

Tile (til). v.L pret & pp. tiled; ppr. tiling.

1. To cover with tiles; as, to tile a house.—

2. To cover as with tiles.

The muscle, sinew, and vein.

Which tilt tin's house, will come again. Donne.

Tile (til), v.t. I. In freemasonry, to guard

against the entrance of the uninitiated by

a. Ridge tile. *, Pan tile.

c. Gutter tile.

placing the tiler at the closed door; as, to

tUe a lodge; to tile a meeting. Hence —

2. To bind to keep what is said or done in

strict secrecy.

1 Upon my word, Madam,' I had begun, and was

going to say that I didn't know one word about all

these matters which seemed so to interest Mrs.

Major Panto, when the Major, giving me a tread

or stamp with his large foot under the table, said,

'Come, come. Snob, my boy, we are all tiled, you

know.' Thackeray.

Tile-creasing (tll'kres-ing), n. In arch, two

rows of plain tiles placed horizontally under

the coping of a wall, and projecting about

1^ inch over each side to throw off the rain

water.

Tile-drain (til'dran), n. In agri. a drain

constructed with tiles.

Tile -earth (til'erth), n. A strong clayey

earth; stiff, stubborn land. [Provincial.]

Tile -field (til'feld), n. Ground on which

tiles are made ; as. the palace of the

Tuileries is thus named from standing on

what was once a tile-field.

Tile-kiln (til'kil), n. A kiln for baking tiles.

Tile-ore (til'&r), n. A sub-species of octa

hedral red copper ore.

Tile-pin (til'pin), n. A pin, usually of hard

wood, passing through a hole in a tile into

the lath, Ac, to secure it to the roof.

Tiler (til'er), n, A man whose occupation is

to cover buildings with tiles.

Tiler (til'er), n. [Fr. tailleur, a cutter or

hewer. ] In freemasonry, the doorkeeper

of a lodge. Commonly written Tyler.

Tilery (til'er-i), n, A tile-work.

Tile-stone (til'ston), n. 1. Any laminated

sandstone fit for roofing; a flagstone. The

term is more specifically applied to the

reddish, thin-bedded, slightly micaceous

flags lying at the base of the Devonian and

forming the transition between it and the

Silurian.—2. A tile.

Tile-tea (tH'te), n. A kind of inferior tea

prepared by stewing refuse leaves with milk,

butter, salt, and herbs, and solidifying the

mixture by pressing it into moulds. It is

sold at Kiachta to the Armenians for distri

bution through Western Siberia and the Cau

casus. It is an article of food rather than a

beverage.

Tile-work (til'werk), n. A place where tiles

are made; a tilery.

Tilgate-beds (til'gat-bedz), n. pi. [From

TUgate Forest in Sussex, where the beds

occur.] In geol. the name given by Man-

tell to a portion of the great series of strata

in the Weald of Kent and Sussex inter

posed between the greenBands and the

Portland oolite.

Tilia (ti'li-a), it, [L. , the linden or lime-tree. 1

A genus of trees, nat order Tiliacetc. the

species of which, in this country, are known

by the name of lime-trees. See Lime,

TILIACE.K.

Tiliaceae (ti-li-a'se-e), n. pi [SeeTaiA.] A

nat. order of polypetalous dicotyledonous

plants, consisting chiefly of trees or shrubs,

with simple, toothed, alternate leaves, fur

nished with stipules. The fiowers are axil

lary, and usually white or pink; they have

a valvate calyx, indefinite hypogynous sta

mens, and a free many-celled ovary. It is

nearly allied to Sterculiaceae and Malvaceae.

The species are generally diffused through

out the tropical and temperate parts of the

globe. Theyhave all a mucilaginous whole

some juice, and are remarkable for the

toughness of the fibres of their inner bark,

which are used for various economical pur

poses under the name of bast. Among the

most important genera are Tilia, Corchorus,

Lykea, and Grewia.

Tiling (til'ing), n. 1. The operation of cover

ing a roof with tiles. — 2. Tiles on a roof;

tiles in general.

They went upon the house-top, and let him down

through the tiling with his couch, into the muist,

before Jesus. Luke v. 13.

Till (til), n. Same a« Teel

Till (til), n. [Formerly a drawer in general;

comp. D. tillen, O. Fris. tilia, to lift, to raise;

lifting may have originally been a feature

of it J A money box in a shop, warehouse,

<fcc. ; a cash-drawer, as in a shop-counter or

the like, where the daily drawings are kept.

Sometimes formerly called Tiller.

They break up counters, doors, and tills. Swift.

He had contrived to break his own bank and plun

der his <jwn till. Ld. Lytton.

Till (til), n. A kind of clayey earth; coarse

obdurate land; specifically, in geol. a name

in Scotland for the unstratiffed boulder-

clays, and now extended by geologists to

any unstratifled alluvial formation of con

siderable thickness.

Till (til), prep. [A Scandinavian preposition,

commonly used in Scotland and the north

of England where to would be used in Eng

lish; as, gang till him, speak till him: I eel.

and Dan. til, Sw. till. 'Both forms to and

till are we believe identical, the latter being

a compound particle, ti-l, although the ori

gin of the I has not as yet been made oat.

The uncompounded particle ti- iB not en

tirely unknown in the Scandinavian." Vig-

fxtsson] 1. To the time of; until; as, I did not

see the man till the last time he came ; I

waited for him till four o'clock: I will wait

till next week.— Till note, to the present

time; as, I never heard of the fact till now.—

Till then, to that time; as, I never heard of

the fact till then.— 2. Used before verbs and

sentences In a like sense, deuoting to the

time specified in the sentence or clause fol

lowing; as, I will wait till you arrive.

He said to them, Occupy//// I come. Luke xix. 13.

Certain of the lews . . . bound themselves under

a curse, saying that they would neither eat nor drink.

till they had killed Paul. Acts xxiii 1.

Meditate so long till you make some act of prayer

to God. Jer. Taylor.

[This use may be explained by supplying

the time when or the like]—3. To; unto; as

far as; up to. [Rare.]

Similar sentiments will recur to every one familiar

with his writings—all through them till the very end.

Prof, Wilson.

4.t To.—yote. As an equivalent to the pre

position to in several of its senses, till has

been traced from our earliest writers to

Fuller. ' Left till her executors another

(college) to be builded." Bp. Fisher. ' After

wards restored till his liberty and arch- *

bishoprick.' Fuller.

Till (til), v. t [A. Sax. tilian, to labour, exert

one's self, toil, take care of, plough, culti

vate, Ac; lit. to make fit or fitted, from til

(A. Sax. and Goth.), fit, good; O. Sax. tilian,

to cultivate; O. Fris. tilia, to produce, to

cultivate; D. telen, to raise, to cultivate, to

breed; O.G. zil6n. to cultivate. Toil ia a

closely allied form.] 1. To plough and pre

pare for seed, and to dress the crops of; to

cultivate; to labour.

The Lord God sent him forth from the garden of

Eden to tilt the ground from whence he was taken.

Gen. iii. 33.

2.f To procure; to prepare.

Nor knows he how to digge a well,

Nor neatly dresse a spring ;

Nor knows a trap or snare to till.

Ir\ Bmrnt.

Tillable (tiTa-bl), a. Capable of being

tilled; arable; fit for the plough.

The tillable fields are so hilly, that the oxen can

hardly take sure footing. Rich. Cam/.

Tillaea (til'IS-a), n. [In honour of M. A. TiUi,

an Italian botanist] A genus of plants,

nat. order Crassulaceie. They are small

annual succulent herbs, of wide distribution

and of no special interest T muscosa is a

British plant It grows on moist, barren,

sandy heaths in the south of England, ami

occurs also in Western Europe and North

Africa.

Tillage (til'aj), n. The operation, practice.

or art of tilling or preparing laud for seed,

and keeping the ground free from weeds

which might impede the growth of crops;

cultivation; culture; husbandry. Tillage in-

cludesmanuring, ploughing, harrowing, and

rolling land, or whatever is done to bring it

to a proper state to receive the seed; and

the operations of ploughing, harrowing, and

hoeing the ground, to destroy weeds and

loosen the soil after it is planted.

Tillandsia (til-and'zi-a), n. [In honour of

Elias TUlatids, professor of physic at Abo. J

A genus of plants, nat. order Bromeliaceec.

The species are most of them parasitical.

and are natives of South America. T. utri-

culata is the wild pine of the colonists of

Jamaica. The leaves of most of the species

are dilated at the base so as to form a bottle

like cavity, capable of containing a pint or

more, into which the rain and dew flows,

conducted by channels in the leaves. Tra

vellers tap these vegetable pitchers for the

sake of the grnteful fluid they contarn. Tho

fibrous part of the stem of T. usneoides, after

the outer cellular portion is removed by

steeping in water, is used in place of horse

hair for stuffing cushions, mattresses, and

the like in America.

Tiller (til'er), n. Oue who tills; a husband

man; a cultivator; a ploughman.

Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller

of the ground. Gen. iv. 3.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune: >'. 8c. fey.
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Tiller (til'er), n. [From D. tilUn, to lift]

1. The handle of a spade. [Provincial.]—

2, Naut. the bar or lever fitted to the head

of rudder, and employed to turn the helm

of a ship or boat in steering—3.t (a, The

stalk or handle of a cross-bow. (b) The

cross-bow itself. ' You can shoot in a tiiler. '

Beau. <t PL

Tiller t (til'er), n. [See Till, a money box ]

A small drawer; a till. Dryden.

Tiller (til'er), n, [Comp. A. Sax. telgor, a

plant, a shoot.] The shoot of a plant, spring

ing from the root or bottom of the original

stalk; also, a sapling or sucker.

Tiller (til'er), v.i. To put forth new shoots

from the root, or round the bottom of the

original stalk; as, wheat or rye tillers; it

spreads by tillering. Written also Tilloxo.

Tiller-chain (til'er-chan), n. Naut. one of

the chains leading from the tiller-head

round the barrel of the wheel, by which the

vessel is steered.

Tiller- head (til'er hed), n. Naut. the ex

tremity of the tiller, to which the tiller rope

or chain is attached.

Tiller-rope (til'er-rop), n. A rope serving

the same purpose as a tiller-chain.

Tilley-seed (tilli-sed), n. Same as Tilly-

seed.

TUlle-wallie (til'i-wal-i), n. Fiddle-faddle.

(Scotch.) See TrLLY-FALLY,

Tillman1 (til'man), n. A man who tills the

earth; a husbandman. Tuxser.

Tillot (til'ot), n. A bale or bundle. Sim-

tnonds.

Tillow (tn'fl), v.i. Same as Tiller.

Tilly (til'i), a. Having the character of till

orboulder-clay; as, soil resting on a tilly

bed.

Tilly-fell7,Tilly-vally(tn'i-fal-i. til'i-val i).

An interjection formerly used when any

thing said was rejected as trilling or imper

tinent.

TiUy-fatly, Sir John! never tell me; your ancient

swaggerer comes not in my doorv Shak.

Tilly-seed (tilli-sed), n. The seed of Croton

Pavanum, which furnish croton-oil like

those of Croton Tiglium.

Tllmus (til'mus), u, [L., from Gr. tillo, to

pluck.] In med. flocclllation, or picking of

bed-clothes. See Floccillatton.

TUt (tilt), n, [A. Sax. teld, a tent or taber

nacle; Dan. and L.O. telt, Icel. tjatd, Q. zelt,

tent; from stem of A. Sax. teldan, to cover]

1 A tent: a covering overhead.

Being on shore wee made a tilt with our oares and

sayle. iiackluyt.

■J The cloth covering of a cart or wagon.—

3 The cover of a boat; a small canopy or

awning of canvas or other cloth extended

over the stern-sheets of a boat.

The roaring crew.

To tempt a fare, clothe all their tilts in blue. Cay.

TUt (tilt), v.t. To cover with a tilt or awn

ing.

Tilt (tilt), v.t. [A. Sax. tealtian, to waver,

tealt, inconstant; comp. O.Fris. tilla, D. and

LG. tUlen, to raise, to heave up; Sw. tulta,

to waddle. See also Tilt, v.i.] 1. To in

cline; to raise one end of, as of a cask, for dis

charging liquor; as, to tUt a barrel. —2. To

point or thrust, as a lance.

Sons against fathers tilt the fatal lance, y. Philips

St To put or thrust a weapon at. 'He

ahould lilt her.' Beau, «fc Ft. —4. To ham

mer or forge with a tilt-hammer or tilt; as,

to tilt steel to render it more ductile.—To

tilt up, in geol. to throw up suddenly or

abruptly at a high angle of inclination; as,

the strata are tilted up.

Tilt (tilt), v.i. [As to senses 1 and 2 comp.

i'rov. E. tolt, a blow against a beam or the

like; Icel. tolt, a trotting, an amble; the

other senses are more directly connected

with some of the words instanced under

TILT, v.t.] 1. To run or ride and thrust with

a lance; to joust, as in a tournament. Hence

—2. Generally, to fight or thrust; to rush as

in combat. "To play with mnmmets, and to

tut with lips.' Shak. 'Swords out and

tilting one at other's breast.' Shak.—3 To

move unsteadily; to ride, float, and toss.

The fleet swift tilting o'er the surges flew. Fcfe.

4. To lean forward ; to rise or fall into a

sloping position; to fall as on one side.

I am not bound to explain how a table hits, any

more than to indicate how, under the conjurors

hands, a pudding appears in a hat. Faraday.

Tilt(tilt).n. [See theabove verbs.] 1 A thrust.
• Two or three of his liege subjects, whom

he very dexterously put to death with the

tilt of his lance.' Addison.— 2. Formerly, a

military exercise on horseback, in which the

combatants attacked each other with lances.

' Victor at the tilt and tournament.' Tenny

son.— 3. A tilt-hammer (which see).—4. In

clination forward; as, the tilt of a cask.—

6. In geol. the abrupt throwing up of strata

at a nigh angle of inclination. Tilts arc-

usually accompanied by fractures andcrush-

iii'.'s "f the strata.

Tilt-boat (tilt'bot), n. A boat having a tilt

or cover of canvas or other cloth.

Tllter (tilt'er), n, 1. One who tilts; one who

jousts or rides against an opponent with a

lance; one who fights,

Let me alone to match your tiller. Granville.

2. One who hammers with a tilt

Tilth (tilth), n. [A. Sax. tilth, culture, from

tilian, to till ; as to form comp. spilth.]

1. The act or operation of tilling or prepar

ing the ground for a crop; tillage; cultiva

tion; husbandry. ' His full tilth and hus

bandry.' Shak.— 2. The state of being tilled

or prepared for a crop; as, land is in good

tilth when it is manured, ploughed, broken,

and mellowed for receiving theseed.—3. That

which is tilled ; tillage ground. ' Wither'd

holt or tilth or pasturage.' Tennyson.—

4. In agri. the degree or depth of soil turned

by the plough or spade; that available soil

on the earth's surface into which the roots

of crops strike.

Tilt-hammer (tilfham-mer), n. A large

hammer worked by steam or water power,

and used in iron and steel mauufacture

where heavy forging is required. For the

heaviest work of this description it has

been superseded by the steam-hammer, but

it is still advantageously used where lighter

workhastobedone. An ordinary form of tilt-

hammer is represented in the accompany-

TUt-hammer.

ing engraving, o Is the timber or wrought

iron shank or helve; it is hung upon an axis

at about one-third of its length, and is

worked by a series of revolving cams or tap

pets ce, fixed into the circumference of the

eam-ring b, mounted upon the shaft of ■

steam-engine or water-wheel. These cams

act successively by depressing the shorter

limb of the shank a and tilting up the other

end, until, by the continued revolution, the

former Is disengaged, and the opposite ex

tremity, armed with a heavy cast-iron ham

merd, descendswith considerable force upon

the anvil ft. See Steam-hammer.

Tilting-flUet (tilt'ing-ftl-let), n. A chair,

fered fillet of wood laid under slating where

ft joins to a wall to raise it slightly and pre

vent the water from entering the joint.

Tilting - helmet (tilt'ing-hel-meU, n. A

large helmet sometimes worn over the other

at tournaments.

Tllting-spear (tflt'lng-sper). n. A spear or

lance used in tilts and tournaments. See

Tournament.

Tilt-mill (tilt'mil), n. A name sometimes

given to the machinery by which tilt-ham -

mers are worked.

Tilt-up, Tip-up (tilt'up, tip'up), n. The

sandpiper. (United States.]

Tilture (til'tur), n. The act or process of

tilling; tillage. [Obsolete and rare; an er

roneous formation.)

Good tilth brings seedes,

Kuill tilture weedes. Tttster.

Tilt-yard (tllfyitrd), n. A place for tilting;

lists fur combats. ' The tUt-yard of Tem-

plestowe.' Sir W. Scott.

Til-wood (til'wud), n. The timber of Oreo-

daphne fattens, noted for its abominable

Binell.

Timalia(ti-mali-a), n. A genus of birds be

longing to the thrush family (Turdidrc or

Merulidre). found in the groves and small

woods of Java. The species (7*. pileata) de-

scribvtl by Dr. Horsfleld is G£ inches in

length, the body stout and ovate. The fea

thers are peculiarly long and soft, and the

note slow, regular, and pleasant

Timarcha (ti-marTca), n. A genus of cole

opterous insects, allied to Chrysomela. T.

laevigata, a British species, from } to i Inch

in length, is known by the name of bloody-

nose beetle. It frequents woods, turf, and

low herbage. Most of the species are of a

dark colour.

Timbal (tim'bal), n. [See Ttmbal.] A

kettle-drum.

Timber (tim'ber), n. [A. Sax. timber, tim

ber, wood, framework, structure; Icel.

timbr, timber, wood felled for building;

Dan. tbmmer, timber, a frame; D. timmer,

an apartment ; getimmer, timber - work ;

O.H.O. zimbar, woodf edifice; Mod.O. zim-

mer, an apartment, ztmmerholz (}\t. timber-

wood), timber, zimmermann, a carpenter.

The oldest meaning seems to have been

structure, edifice, as in O. Sax. timbar,

O.Fris. timber, an edifice, and as seen in the

different verbs; A. Sax. timbrian, Goth. tim-

rjan, Icel. Umbra, Dan. tbmre, O. zimmern,

to build. The root is that of Or. dermJ, to

build, domos, L. domus, a house (whence

domestic, domicile, Ac.). Timber therefore

means literally buildingmaterials.] 1 Trees

cut down, squared, or capable of being

squared into beams, rafters, boards, planks,

&c., for being employed in house or ship

building, or in carpentry, joinery, &c. (See

Batten. Deal, Plank, Lumber.) Timber

is generally sold by the load. A load of

rough or unhewn timber is 40 cubic feet,

and a load of squared timber 50 cubic feet,

reckoned to weigh 20 cwt. In regard to

planks, deals, <fcc., the load consists of so

many square feet; thus a load of 1 inch

plank is 600 square feet; a load of plank

more than 1 inch thick equals 600 square

feet divided by the thickness in inches.

ITood is a general term, comprehending

under it timber, dye-woods, fancy woods,

fire-wood, 4c, but the word timber 1b often

used in a loose sense for all kinds of felled

and seasoned wood.—2. A general term ap

plied to growing trees yielding wood suit

able for constructive purposes. Some of the

Conifene yield valuable timber, as the dif

ferent kinds of fir and pine. The great ma

jority of trees valuable as timber, however,

are true exogens, as the oak, ash, elm,

beech, sycamore, Ac., among British trees;

the chestnut and walnut among those of the

South of Europe; and the mahogany, teak,

&c, of tropical countries.

At Mount Edgecumbe you will behold the finest

timber in existence, towering' up to the summits of

the hills, and feathering down to the shingle on the

beach. Afarryat.

3. The body, stem, or trunk of a tree.

We take

From every tree, lop, baric, and part o' the timber.

And though we leave it with a root thus hackt.

The air will drink the sap. ShaJt.

■4. The materials for any structure.

Such dispositions are the . . . fittest timber to

make politics of. Bacon.

5. A single piece of wood for building, or

already framed; one of the main beams of

a fabric.

Many of the timbers were decayed. Coxe.

6. Naut. a timber is one of the curving

pieces of wood, branching outward from the

keel up, on each side, forming the ribs of a

ship.

Timber (tim'ber), v.t. To furnish with tim

ber. See TIMBERED.

Timber! (tim'ber), v.i To take toatree;

to light or build on a tree.

The one took up in a thicket of brushwood, and

the other timbered upon a tree hard by.

Sir Jt. L'F.strange.

Timber (tim'ber). n. 1. [Fr. timbre, Sw.

timber, L.O. timmer, G. zimmer, a certain

number of skins. Origin doubtful.) An old

mercantile term, used both in England and

Scotland, to denote a certain number of

skins—in the case of the skinB of martens,

ermines, sables, and the like, forty; of other

Bkins, one hundred and twenty.

Two timber of sables, which wiih much diligence

had been recovered out of the wreck. Heytm.

2. [Fr. timbre, & crest, a helmet] In htr.

(a) a rank or row of ermine in noblemen's

coats. (ft) The helmet, mitre, coronet, Ac.

when placed over the arms in a complete

achievement

Timber t (tim'ber). v.t [Fr. timbre, a crest,

a helmet] To Burmount; to decorate, as a

crest does a coat of arms.

A purple plume timbers his stately crest.

Sylvester.

Timber-brick (tiru'ber-brik), n. A piece of

timber of the size and shape of a brick, in

ch, cA&in; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, siny; th, ttan; th, (Ain; w, icig; wh, wAig, zh, azure. —See Key.
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serted In brickwork to attach the finish

ing* to.

Timbered (tim'berdX p and a. I. Fur

nished with timbers; aa. a vteUtimbcred

house —2 t Built; framed; shaped; formed;

contrived.

My arrows.

Too sliehtly timber'd for so loud a wind.

Would nave rcTerled 10 my bow again. Ska*.

He left the succession to ha second son ; not be

cause he thought hiiu the best tifnbered to support ii.

Sir H. H'oHon.

3.t Maaaive like timber.

His timbred bone* aii broken, rudely rumbled.

Spenser.

4. CoTered with growing timber; as, well-

timbered land.

Timber-frame (timt>er-frara), n. Same as

Gang taw. E H. Knight.

Timber-head (tim'ber-hed). n. Saut. the

top end of a timber, rising above the deck,

and serving for belaying ropes, Ac; other

wise called Ketel-head.

Timber-hitch (tim'ber-hich). n. A'aut. the

end of a rope taken round a spar, led under

and over the standing part, and passed two

or three turns round its own part, making

a jamming eye. See Hitch.

Tlmberllmt (tim'ber-ling), n. A small tim

ber tree! (Local.]

Timber-lode (tim'ber-lod), n. In law, a

service by which tenants formerly were to

carry timber felled from the woods to the

lord's house.

Timber-man (tim'ber-man), n. In mining.

the man employed in placing supports of

timber in the mine. Weale.

Timber-mare (tim'ber-mar), n. A sort of

wooden horse on which soldiers are made

to ride as a punishment. Johnson.

TLtnber-merchailt (tim'ber-mer-chant), n.

A dealer in timber.

Timber-scribe rtira'ber-skrib), n. A metal

tool or pointed instrument for marking

timber. Simmonds.

Timber-SOW t (tim'ber-sou), n. A timber-

worm; a wood-louse. Bacon.

Timber-toe (tira'ber-to), n. A term applied

ludicrously to a wooden leg or to a person

with a wooden leg.

Timber-trade (tiro/ber-trad), n. Commerce

in timber; aa, the timber-trade of Canada.

Timber-tree (tim'ber-tre), n. A tree suit

able for timber. See Timber.

Timber -work (tiin'ber-werk). n. Work

formed of wood.

Timber-wormt (tim'ber-werm), n. Same as

Timber-sow. ' Vile timber-ioorinen.' Sir J.

Davies.

Timber-yard (tim'ber-yard), n. A yard or

place where timber is deposited.

Tlmbestere.t n. A woman who performed

on the timbrel or tambourine. Romaunt

of the Rose.

Timbourine t (tim-bo-renO, n. A tambou

rine.

Timbre (tinVber), n. 1. A certain number

of skins. See Timber. — 2. In her. a rank

or row of ermine. See TIMBER.

Timbre (tim'br), n. [Fr. , from L. tympanum,

a drum. ] In mtisie, the peculiar quality of

a tone or sound which distinguishes any

given tone or sound of one instrument or

voice from the same tone or sound of an

other instrument or voice. This peculiar

quality in musical sounds is caused by the

mingling of a series of secondary tones with

the primary one; as, when the string of a

Eianoforte is struck, the string, whilst vi-

rating as a whole, is at the same time

divided and again subdivided Into aliquot

vibrating segments, which, as it were, ride

on the back of the principal vibration. The

character and number of these secondary

tones coexisting with the principal note is

the cause of the timbre or quality of sound

peculiar to different instruments.

Timbrel (tim'brel), ». [A dim. form of same

origin as tambour, tambourine. Sp. tarn-

borU, It. tamburello. See Tabour, Tam

bourine] An instrument of music; a kind

of drum, tabor, or tabret, which has been

in use from the highest antiquity. It is

now known under the name of Tambourine

or Tambour de Basque. See Tambourine.

And Miriam . . . took a timbrel in her hand; and

nil the women went out after her with timbrels and

with dances. Ex. xr. 20.

Sound the loud timbrel o'er Egypt's dark seal

Jehovah has triumphed—his people are free.

Moore.

Timbrelled (tim'hreld). a. Sung to the

sound of the timbrel ' With timbrel'd an

thems.' Milton.

Timbres, t n. pi. [Ft.] Timbrels. Romaunt

0/ the Rose.

Timburlnet (tira-bo-ren'), n. A tambourine.

Time (tim), n. [A. Sax. tima, time, hour,

season; IceL timi, Sw. and Dan. time; not

In the other Teutonic languages; origin

doubtful Probably of same stem as fiaV.and

the root may be da, as in Skr, da, to cut, to

divide (the d becoming t in accordance with

Grimm s law), in which case time might be

compared with L. tempus, so far as similarity

of ideas is concerned, supposing the latter

to be from root tern, to cut] 1. The general

idea of successive existence; the measure of

duration. Time is absolute or relative; ab

solute time is considered without any rela

tion to bodies or their motions. It is con

ceived by us as unbounded, continuous,

homogeneous, unchangeable in the order of

its parts, and divisible without end. Rela

tive time Is the sensible measure of any por

tion of duration, often marked by particular

phenomena, as the apparent revolution of

the celestial bodies, more especially of the

sun, or the rotation of the earth on its

axis. Time is divided into years, months,

weeks, days, hours, minutes, and seconds ;

but of these portions the years and days

only are marked by celestial phenomena.

In order to measure time we employ some

equable motion, and we judge those times

to be equal which pass while a moving body

proceeding with a uniform motion passes

over equal spaces The instruments em

ployed for measuring time are clocks, chrono

meters, clepsydras, hour-glasses, and dials ;

but the three first are those chiefly used.

Time is often poetically personified as mas

culine. ' The plain bald pate of father Time

himself.' Shale.

Why grieve that Time has brought so soon

The sober age of manhood onf

As idly should I weep at noon

To see the blush of morning gone. Bryant.

The idea of time is the recognition of an order of

sequence in our states of consciousness.

Clerk Maxwell.

2. A particular portion or part of duration,

whether past, present, or future, and con

ceived either as a space or as a point, a

period as well as a moment ; occasion ; sen-

son; moment; as. he was present at the

time; he was absent at that time.

God who at sundry times and in divers manners

spake in time past unto the fathers by the prophets,

4c. Heb. i. t.

3. A proper time; a season proper or appro

priated to something; hence, opportunity.

There is a season, and a time to every purpose

under the heaven. Eccles. iii. 1.

Conspiracy his time doth take. Shak.

Seek not time, when time is past ;

After-wits arc dearly bought. Southwell.

4. An age ; a part of duration distinct from

other parts; the period at which any definite

event occurred or person lived; as, the time

of Elizabeth.

Puts to him all the learnings that his time

Could make him the receiver of. Shak.

Hence the time, the present age ; the present

period; as, men of the time; also any period

definitely referred to.

The time is out of joint : 0 cursed spite.

That ever I was born to set it ri^ht. Shak.

Live to be the show and gaze o' the time. Shak.

5. Life, or duration of life, considered as

employed or destined to employment; an

allotted period.

I like this place,

And willingly would waste my time in it Shak.

Your time is not your own, it belongs to God.

Buekmiuster.

6. The present life; existence in tills world;

the duration of a being.

Make use of time as thou valuest eternity. Fuller.

7. The state of things at a particular time ;

prevailing state of circumstances: generally

in the plural; as, good times; bad times;

hard times; it is difficult to make both ends

meet in these times.— 8. Performance or oc

currence of an action or event with refer

ence to repetition; hence, simply used by

way of multiplication; as, four times four.

' Many a time and oft* Shak.

•Ay me!' she tries, and twenty times ' Woe. woe!'

Shak.

9. Leisure; sufficient time; convenience of

time; as, I have not rime to speak with you

now.

Daniel . . . desired of the king that he would give

him time. Dan. ii. 16.

I have resolved to take rime, and in spite of all

misfortunes, to write you, at intervals, a long letter.

S-wift.

10. Hour of death or of travail; as, his time

was come.

She was within one month of her time. Clarendon.

11. All time to come ; the future. [Rare.]

That brought you forth this boy, to keep your name

Living to time. Shak.

12. In music, (a) the relative duration of a

sound (or rest) as measured by the rhythmi

cal proportions of the different notes, taking

the semibreve (0) as the unit or standard,

the minim ( _) being half the semibreTe, the

crotchet {J) half the minim.the quaver /^)

half the crotchet, and so on. Thus, should

a semibreve be sounded (say) S seconds of

time, a minim would occupy 4 seconds, a

crotchet 2, a quaver 1, and so on. (6) The

style of movement or peculiarity of accent

in a composition, such as is marked by the

regular grouping of a certain and equal

number of notes, or of more or less notes

equal in time value to that certain number,

through all the bars of a movement; the

different combinations of sounds and values

being said to constitute different kinds of

time, each indicated by a different rhyth

mical or time signature. These measures

or divisions are of several kinds, but may

be all ranged in two classes, duple or binary

time and triple or ternary time, the former

being marked by two beats and the latter

by three beats to the measure or bar. (e)The

absolute velocity or rate of movement at

which a piece is executed, as indicated by

the English words quick, slow, Ac, and the

Italian grave, lento, presto, and the like —

13. In gram, tense. —14. In phren. one of

the perceptive faculties. Its organ is situ

ated on each side of eventuality. This

faculty gives the power of judging of time,

and of intervals in general. It is essential

to music and versification. See Phreno

logy.— 15. t)ne of the three dramatic uni

ties formerly considered essential in the

classical drama. The unity of time con

sisted in keeping the period embraced in

the action of the piece within the limit of

twenty-four hours. See UNITY. — Appa

rent time, time regulated by the apparent

motion of the sun; time as shown by a pro

perly adjusted sun-dial; solar time.—Astro-

nomical time, mean solar time reckoned

from noon through the twenty-four hours.

—At times, at distinct intervals of duration.

'The Spirit of the Lord began to move him

at times.' Judg. xiil. 25. 'Perfumes you

can take but erf times.' Bacon. —Civil time,

mean time adapted to civil uses, and distin

guished into years, months, days, etc. —

Common time, (a) (milit.) the ordinary time

taken in marching, being at the rate of

about ninety steps per minute; distinguished

from quick time, in which the steps are

about 110 per minute. (6) In mttsic, same

aa Duple Time. See No. 12—Equation 0/

time. See Equation.—In time, (a) in good

season; at the right moment; sufficiently

early ; before it is too late. * Look to't in

time.' Shak. (0) In the course of things;

by degrees; eventually; as, you will in time

recover your health.

In time the rod becomes more mocked than feared.

Shak.

— In good time, (a) at the right moment; in

good season. In good time you gave it *

Slink: (6) Fortunately; happily. ' In good

time here comes the noble duke.' Shak

Often used ironically : well and good ; just

so; very welL

There . . . are shewed the ruins of those three

tabernacles built according to Peter's desire. In very

eood time, no doubt I Fuller.

—Mean time, or mean solar time, time regu

lated by the average or mean. See Mean.

—Nick of time, the exact point of time re

quired by necessity or convenience ; the

critical moment. See Nick.—Sidereal timr.

See Sidereal.—Solar time. Same as Ap

parent Time. — Time about, alternately.

L Scotch. ]— Time enough, in season; early

enough.

Stanley at Bosworth-neld, came time enough to

save his life Bacmn.

—Time 0/ day, (a) greeting; salutation ap

propriate to the times of the day, as good

morning, good evening, and the like. 'Not

worth the time 0/ day.' Shak. (6) The

latest aspect of affairs; a dodge. [Slang.]—

Time out of mind, or time immemorial, in

law, time beyond legal memory; that ia,

the time prior to the reign of Richard I. .

A.D. 1189—To move, run, or go against time,

to move, run, or go, as a horse, as rapidly

as possible, in order to ascertain the great

est speed attainable, or the greatest distance

which can be passed over in a given time. —

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h&r; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abune; J\ Sc. ley.
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To kill time, to beguile time; to occupy one's

■elf so as to cause time to pass pleasantly

or without too much tediousness.—To lose

Hint, (a) to fail by delay to take full ad

vantage of the opportunity afforded by

any conjuncture; to delay. 'The earl lost

no time but marched day and night.' Clar

endon, (b) To go too slow ; as, a watch

or clock lose* time. — Time is used in the

formation of a good many self-explanatory

compounds, as fi'tni-battered, time-conae-

crated, <im«-consuming, tirni-enduring.ttr/M-

killing, ftmi-sanctioned, time-wasting, time-

worn, and the like.

Time (tfrnk v.t. pret *fc pp. timed; ppr.

timing. 1. To adapt to the time or occasion;

to bring, begin, or perform at the proper

season or time; as, the measure is well

timed or ill timed: no small part of political

wisdom consists in knowing how to time

propositions and measures.

Mercy is good, but kings mistake its timing.

Dryden.

1 To regulate as to time. ' Who overlooked

the oars and timed the stroke.' AddUon.

Sleep, Death's twin-brother, times my breath.

Tennyson.

3. To ascertain the time, duration, or rate

of: as, to time the speed of a horse; to time

a race.— «. To measure, as in music or har

mony-

Time i tiin ">. r j 1. To waste time; to de

fer; to procrastinate. [Rare.]

They ft meJ it out all that spring and a great part

of the aett summer. Daniel.

1 To keep time; to harmonize.

Beai, happy stars, timing with things below.

Tennyson.

Time -ball (tlnVbal), u. A ball dropped

down a start at observatories to publish cer

tain preconcerted times. 1 p.m. being that

In general use. Such balls are of great use

to navigators for determining the error and

rate of their chronometers.

Time-bargain itim' bar- jrin). n. A contract

for the sale or purchase of merchandise, or

of stock, at a certain time. These bargains

are often mere gambling transactions, car

ried on from time to time by the mere pay

ment of the difference between the stipu

lated price and the actual price on the day

fixed for the pretended delivery of the stock

or goods, the party buying having no inten

tion of taking over either, and the party

selling not having in his possession what he

professes to sell.

Time-beguiling (tim'he-gll- in g),«. Making

the time pass quickly. 'Time-beguiling

sport.' Shak.

Time -bettering (tim'bet-ter-lng), a. Im

proving the state of things; full of innova

tions ' The time-bettering days.' Shak.

Time-bewasted (tim'be-wast-ed), a. Used

up by time; consumed. 'My oil-dried lamp

and time-betcasted light.' Shak.

Time-bill (tim'bil), n. A time-table

Time-book (tini'buk), n. A book in which

is kept a record of the time persons have

worked.

Time-candle (thn'kan-dl), n. A candle in

which the size and quality of the material

and the wick are bo regulated that a certain

length will burn in a given time.

Time-detector (tini'de-tekt-er), n. An in

strument for recording the time at which a

watchman may be present at different sta

tions on his beat; a tell-tale.

Tlmeful (tim'ful), a. Seasonable; timely;

sufficiently early. 'Interrupting, by his

vigilant endeavours, all offer of time/ul re

turn towards God.' Raleigh. [Rare]

Time -fuse (tlm'fuz), n. A fuse which can

be so arranged as to explode a charge at a

certain determinate interval after the time

of its ignition.

Time-gun (tim'gun), n. A gun which is fired

by means of a mechanical contrivance and

a current of electricity at a particular time,

as on the falling of a time-ball, or as a sub

stitute for it

Time-honoured (tirn'on-erd), a. Honoured

for a long time ; venerable and worthy of

honour by reason of antiquity and long con

tinuance; as, a time-honoured custom.

' Time-honoured grove.* Mason.

Tlmeist (tim'ist), n. Same as Timist. 'She

was a perfect timeist' C. Reade.

Time - keeper (tim'kep-er). ». i. A clock,

watch, or chronometer. — 2. A person who

keeps, marks, or regulates the time, as of

the departure of conveyances, in musical

performances, at races, and the like; a per

son who keeps the time during which a

number of workmen work.

Timeless (tim'les), a. 1. Unseasonable;

done at an improper time. ' His all too

timeless speed. ' Shak.

Nor fits it to prolong the heav'nly feast

Timeless. Pof-e.

2.t Untimely; immature; done or suffered

before the proper time.

Must I behold thy timeless, cruel death T Shak.

3. Without end; interminable. 'Timeless

night and chaos.' Young.

Timelessly (tim'les-Ii), adv. In a timeless

manner; unseasonably.

O fairest flower, no sooner blown but blasted.

Soft silken primrose, fading timelessly. Milton.

Timeliness (tim'li-nes), n. The Btate or

quality of being timely; seasonableuess ;

1>eing in good time.

Timellngt (tlmling), n. A time-Berver.

Divers ministers are faint-hearted, and were, as it

seemeth, but fundings. Beco/i.

Time-lock (timlok).n. A lock having clock

work attached, which, when wound up, pre

vents the bolt being withdrawn when locked;

until a certain interval of time has elapsed,

even by means of the proper key.

Timely (tim'li), a. 1. Seasonable; being in

good time ; sufficiently early ; as, the de

fendant had timely notice of this motion ;

timely care will often prevent great evils —

2. t Keeping time or measure. 'Their timely

voices.' Spenser. —3. Early; soon attained.

'My timely death.' Shak.

Now spurs the latcd traveller apace

To gain the timely inn. Shak.

Timely (tim'li), adv. Early; soon; in good

season.

Timely advised, the coming evil shun. Prior.

Timely-parted (timTi-par-ted), a. Having

died a natural death. 'A timely -parted

ghost.' Shak. [Rare.]

Timenoguy(ti-men'6-gI),n. Naut. formerly

a rope made fast to the stock of the waist-

anchor, to keep the tacks and sheets from

fouling on the stock: used also for several

other purposes.

Timeous (tim'us), a. Timely; seasonable.

Formerly written Timous. ' A wise and

timous inquisition.' Bacon. [Timeous and

Titneously seem to be seldom used by Eng

lish writers. In Scotland they are common

in legal and commercial phraseology.]

TimeOUSly (tim'us-li),a. In a tiinemis man

ner; seasonably; in good time. Dr.Q Cheyne;

Sir W. Scott. See TIMEOUS.

Time -piece (tim'pes), n. A clock, watch,

or other instrument to measure or show

the progress of time, especially a small clock

suited to chimney-pieces, side-tables, and

the like.

Time - pleaser (titu'plez-er), n. One who

complies with the prevailing opinions, what

ever they may be.

Scandal'd the suppliants for the people, call'd them

Time-/'leasers, flatterers, foes to nobleness. Shak.

Time-server (tim'serv-er), n. One who acts

conformably to times and seasons; now gen

erally applied to one who meanly and for

selfish ends adapts his opinions and manners

to the times ; one who obsequiously com

plies with the ruling power.

He is a good time-server \ hat improves the present

for Cod's glory and his own salvation. Fuller.

Time-server was used two hundred years ago quite

as often for one in an honourable, as in a dishonour

able sense. Trench.

Time-serving (tlm'serv-ing), a. Complying

with the times; obsequiously complying

with the humours of men in power.

Time-serving (tlm'serv-ing), n. An acting

conformably to times and seasons ; now,

usually an obsequious compliance with the

humours of men in power, which implies a

surrender of one's independence, and some

times of one's Integrity.

Trimming and time-serving, which nre but two

words for the same thing, always produce confusion.

South.

Time - servingness ( tlm ' serv - ing - nes ). n.

The state or quality of being time-serving;

a compliance with the varying temper of the

times; a truckling line of conduct. Roger

North,

Time-table (tim'ta-bl), n. 1. A table or

register of times, as of the hours to be ob

served in a school, of the departure and

arrival of railway trains, steamboats, <fcc.,

of high water, and the like.—2. In music, a

table containing the relative value of every

note.

Timid (tim'id), a. [L. timidus, from timeo, to

fear, from same root as Skr. tamas, dark

ness.] Fearful; wanting courage to meet

danger; timorous; not bold. 'The timut

hare.' Thomson.

Fear is an instructor of great sagacity, and the

herald of all revolutions. . . . Our property is timid,

our laws are timid, our cultivated clashes arc timid.

Emerson.

Syn. Fearful, timorous, afraid, cowardly,

pusillanimous, faint-hearted, shrinking, re

tiring.

Timidity (ti-mid'1-ti), n. [I. timiditas See

Timid.] The state or quality of being timid;

tearfulness; want of courage or boldness to

face danger; timorousness ; habitual cow

ardice. * Timidity of heart.' Holland.

The weak-minded individual upon the throne sac

rificed the public interest sometimes through habit

ual timidity, sometimes through silly ambition.

ti.tltarn.

Timidly (tim'id-li), adv. In a timid man

ner; weakly; without courage.

Timldness (tim'id-nes), n. The stale or

quality of being timid; timidity.

Timidoust (tim'id-us). a. Timid; fearful;

faint-hearted. 'A timidous man.' Roger

North.

Timist (tim'ist), n. 1. In music, a performer

who keeps good time. — 2 t One who con

forms to the times; a time-server.

A timist . . . hath no more of a conscience than

fear, and his religion is not his but the prince's. He

reverenceth a courtier's servant's servant.

Sir T. Overbury.

Timmen (tim'en), n. A kind of woollen

cloth; tarn inc. 'Broadcloth and timmen.'

Miss Ferrier.

Timmer (tim'er), n. A certain number of

small skins. See Timber.

Timocracy (ti-mok'ra-si), n. [Gr. timokra-

tia — timf, honour, worth, and krated, to

hold] A form of government in which a

certain amount of property is requisite as

a qualification for office. It also signified a

government which formed a sort of mean

between aristocracy and oligarchy, when

the ruling class, composed of the best and

noblest citizens, struggled for pre-eminence

among themselves.

Timocratic (ti-md-krat'ik), a. Of or per

taining to timocracy.

Timoneert (ti-mou-SrO, n. [Fr. timonnier,

from timon, a helm or tiller, from L. temo,

temonis, a pole.] Naut. a helmsman; also,

one on the look-out who directs the helms

man.

Timonist (ti'mon-ist), n. A misanthrope;

tit. one like Timon of Athens. Dekker.

Timonize (ti'mon-us), v.i To play the mis

anthrope.

Timorous (tiiu'or-us), a. [O.E. timerous

(Chaucer), L.L. timorosus, from L. timor,

fear, from timeo, to fear. See Timid.] 1. Fear

ful of danger; timid; destitute of courage;

as, a timorous female. 'A timorous thief.'

Shak.— 2. Indicating fear; characterized by

fear; full of scruples; as, timorous doubts.
■ Timrous accents. ' Shak. ' Timorous

dreams.' Shak.

Prepossessed heads will ever doubt it, and timor.

ous beliefs will never dare to try it.

Sir T. Browne,

Timorously (tim'or-us-li),adt>. In a timor

ous manner; fearfully; timidly; without

boldness; with much fear.

Let dastard souls be timorously wise. Philifs.

Timorousness (tim'or-us-nes), n. The state

or quality of being timorous; tearfulness;

timidity; want of courage.

The clergy, through the timorousness of many

among them, were refused to be heard by their

counsel. Swift.

Timorsome (tim'or-sum), o. Easily fright

ened; timid. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Timothy-grass (tim'6-thi-gras), n. A valu

able fodder-plant, the Phleum pratense, or

common cat s-tail grass. See Phleum.

Timous (tim'us), a. See Timeous.

Timously (tim'UB-li), adv. See Timeously

Timpano (tim'pa-no), n. pi. Timpani (tim'-

pa-ni). See Tympano.

Tim-whiskey (tim'whis-ki), n. A light one-

horse chaise without a head. ' The differ

ence . . . between a whiskey and a Tim-

whiskey, that is to say, no difference at all.'

Southey.

Tin (tin), n. [A. Sax. D. Dan. and Icel. tin,

Sw. ten, O. zinn; comp. L. stannum, zinc,

tin; W. y*ta*n. Armor, stean, Ir. stan— tin.

Notwithstanding a certain similarity these

latter forms may not be connected with the

Teutonic ] 1. At. wt. 118. Sym. Sn. A

metal of a white brilliant colour, slightly

tinged with gray. In hardness it is inter

mediate between gold and lead; it is very

malleable, and may be beaten out into leaves

less than the thousandth of an inch in thick

en, cAain; ch. Sc. loeA; g, no; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, tAen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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ness. It is more tenacious than lead, and

very flexible, and when bent in the Angers

it emits a peculiar crackling sound. Its

specific gravity is 7 20. It melts at 44*2*. and

if heated to whiteness In air it takes Are

and bums with a white flame, forming per

oxide of tin. Tin is rather a scarce metal,

being found in few places of the world in

any quantity. The mines in Cornwall are

its most productive source; it also occurs in

Bohemia, Saxony, and Spain; in the islands

of Banca and BiUiton, and the Straits Set

tlements, in Asia; in Mexico, Chili, Peru,

and Massachusetts, in America; and in Aus

tralia. There are only two ores of tin: the

native binoxide, called tin-stone, and the

double sulphide of tin and copper, called

tin pyrites. 'Die binoxide of tin, called also

cassiterite, is the only ore found in sufficient

quantities to make it the object of mineral

explorations. It occurs in Cornwall in two

forms: (1) in veins where it is blended with

several other metals, as arBenic, copper,

zinc, and tungsten; (2) in loose rounded

masses, grains, or sand in alluvial soil, in

which state it is called stream-tin. The

former, when reduced to the metallic state,

yields block-tin, while the latter yields

grain-tin, which is the purer of the two.

What is termed wood-tin is found in reni-

form and botryoidal masses, or in wedge-

shaped pieces. Tin pyrites, the other ore

of tin, occurs massive, with a granular com

position ; fracture uneven, imperfectly eon-

choidal; lustre metallic; colour steel-gray,

inclining to yellow; hardness about that of

fluor-spar. It contains from 14 to 30 per

cent of tin. The Phoenicians, long before

the Christian era, fetched this metal, under

the name of kassiteros, from the British

islands, which were thence called Cassiter-

idet, or islands of tin. Oxygen combines

with tin, forming protoxide of tin or stan

nous oxide (SnO), sesqufoxide (Sn»03). and

dioxide or stannic oxide (SnOa). The com

pounds of chlorine with tin are dichloride

or stannous chloride (Sn CI»), sesquichloride

or stannoso-stannic chloride (Sn]Clc), and

tetrachloride or stannic chloride (SqCI*);

and of sulphur with it, the protosulphide or

stannous sulphide (SnS), Besquisulphide

(Sn.jS3), and the disulphide or stannic sul-

fhide (Sn Sj). The uses of tin are numerous.

t is much used as a covering to several

other metals, as in tin-plate and cooking

vessels of copper. Combined with copper

it forms bronze, bell -metal, and several

other useful alloyB. With lead it forms pew

ter, and solder of various kinds. Tin-foil

coated with mercury forms the reflecting

surface of glass-mirrors. The solutions of

tin in the nitric, muriatic, nitro-sulphuric,

and tartaric acids are much used in dyeing.

2. Thin plates of iron covered with tin. See

Tin-platk. — 3. A cant name for money.

Lord Lytton; Disraeli. [Low.]

Tin (tin), v.t. pret. & pp. tinned; ppr. (tn-

ning. To cover with tin, or overlay with

tin-foil.

Tinaniidse (ti-nam'i-de), n. pL The tina-

mous, afamily of birds intermediate between

the pheasants (Phasianidas) and the bus

tards (Otidoc). The tail is nearly wanting,

the wings are short, and the hind-toe Is not

at all developed or has the form of a mere

claw. The genus Tinamus is the type. Sec

TINAMOU.

Tinamou (tln'a-rab), n. [The native name. ]

A rasorial or gallinaceous bird belonging to

Great Tinamou ( T. crasi/iensis).

the genus Tinamus or Tinamotis, family

l Miini It, occurring in South America.

They are remarkable for a long slender neck,

covered with feathers, the tips of the barbs

being Blender and slightly curled. They

vary in size from that of a pheasant down

to that of a quail, and even smaller. They

either perch on low trees or hide among

long grass; are easily caught with a running

noose, and when cooked the flesh is deli

cately white. The great tinamou {T. bra-

siltewis) is about 18 inches long, and in

habits the great forests of Guiana. The

elegant tinamou (T. elegant) is one of the

handsomest of the family to which it Lie-

longs. It attains the size of a large grouse.

The colour iB a grayish buff on the head and

neck, the head being crested, while the back

is of a buff and blackish brown.

Tinamus. TinamotiB (tin'a-mus, tin-a-mo'-

tis), n, A genus of rasorial or gallinaceous

birds belonging to the family Tinamidas.

See Tinamou.

Tinea (tiug'ka), n. [L. tinea, a fish supposed

to be the tench.] A genua of fishes founded

by Cuvier, and comprising the tenches. See

Tench.

Tlncal (ting/kal), n. [Malay tingkal. Hind

and Per. tinkdr.] The commercial name

of borax in its crude or unrefined state. It

is an impure biborate of soda, consisting of

small crystals of a yellowish colour, and is

unctuous to the feel. It is employed in

refining metals.

Tlnchel, TinchUl (tin'chel, tin'chil), n.

[Gael, and Ir. timchioU, circuit, compass.]

In Scotland, a circle of sportsmen, who, by

surrounding a great Bpace, and gradually

closing in, bring a number of deer together,

by which means they are captured or killed.

These active assistants spread through the country

far and near, forming* a circle, technically called the

tinckel, which, gradually closing, drove the deer in

herds together towards the glen where the chiefs

and principal sportsmen lay in wait for them.

Sir W. Scott.

Tinct (tingkt), v.t. [L tinetus, pp. of tingo,

to dye. See TlSQE.] To tinge; to stain or

colour; to imbue. Bacon. [Obsolete or poeti

cal.)

Tinct (tingkt), pp. Tinctured; dyed or

stained. Spenser. [Obsolete or poetical.]

Lucent sirups tinct with cinnamon. /Cents.

Tinct (tingkt), n, 1. Stain; colour; tincture.

[Obsolete or poetical.]

All the devices hlazon'd on the shield

In their own tinct. Tennyson.

2.t The grand elixir of the alchemists.

Plutus himself.

That knows the tinct and multiplying medicine.

Shah.

Tinctorial (tingk-to'ri-al), a. [From L

tinclor, a dyer. See TINCTURE] Pertaining

to colours or dyes; imparting colour. ' Tinc

torial matter.' lire.

Tincture (tingk'tur), n. [L. tinctura, Fr.

teinture. See TiNQE.j 1. A tinge or shade

of colour; as, a tinctura of red.

If you can bring

Tincture or lustre in her lip. her eye.

Heat outwardly or breath within, 111 serve you

As 1 would do the gods. Sluik.

2. In her. the name given to the colours,

metals, or tints used for the field or ground

of an emblazoned Bhield, including the two

metals or and argent, or gold and silver, the

several colours,*and the furs.—3. The finer and

more volatile parts of a substance, separated

by a menstruum ; or an extract of a part of

the substance of a body, communicated to

the menstruum.— 4. In med. a solution of

the active principles, chiefly of vegetables,

sometimes of saline medicines, more rarely

of animal matters, in a solvent. Tinctures

are so called from possessing more or less

of colour. —Alcoholic tinctures are such as

are prepared with alcohol. When sulphuric

ether is used as the solvent they are termed

ethereal tinctures; when ammonia is used

they are termed ammoniated tinctures; and

when wine is used they are called medicated

wines.—Simple tinctures are such as hold

only one substance in solution ; and com

pound tinctures are those in which two or

more ingredients are submitted to the sol

vent. The greater number of tinctures are

f»repared with proof-spirit, and the most

mportant are those which contain highly

active ingredients, as the tincture of opium,

Ac—6 Slight taste superadded to any sub

stance; as, a tincture of orange-peel.—

0. Slight quality added to anything; as, a

tincture of French manners.

All manners take a tincture from our own. Poft.

Every man had a slight tincture of soldiership, and

scarcely any man more than a slight tincture.

Macauiay.

Tincture (tingk'tur). v.t, pret. «fc pp. tinc

tured; ppr. tincturing. 1. To tinge; to com

municate a slight foreign colour to; to im

pregnate with some extraneous matter so

as to slightly affect the taste or qualities of.

A little black paint will tincture and spoil twenty

gay colours. Watts.

2. To imbue ; to communicate a portion of

anything foreign to; as, a mind tinctured

with scepticism.

At this period, accordingly, it was natural that the

literature of Greece should be tinctured with the

oriental style. Macaulay.

Tindt (timl), vt. [Prov. E. teen, teend.

O.K. tenden, A. Sax. teiulan, tindan, to set

on Are. to kindle; Dan. tiuute, Ice), tendra,

Goth, tandjan, G. ziinden, to kindle. Same

root as Skr. danh, to burn. Tinder is from

this verb.] To kindle. ' As one candle

tindeth a thousand.' Up. Sanderson.

Tiudal (tin'dal). n. In the East Indies, a

boatswaiu'B mate; the master or coxswain

of the large pier boats which ply in the har

bour of Bombay; also an attendant on an

army. W. II. Russell.

Tinder (tin'der), n. (A. Sax. tynder, tender.

Be. Sw. and L.G. tunder, Icel. tundr, D. ton-

der,G.zunder. See Tin ».] An inflammable

substance composed of partially burned

linen, used for kindling Ore from a spark;

anything easily kindled.

Whoever our trading with England would hinder.

To inflame both the nations do plainly conspire ;

Because Irish linen will soon turn to tinder.

And wool it is greasy, and guickly takes fire.

Stei/t.

—German tinder. See Amadou.

Tinder-bOZ (tin'der-bokfl), n. A box in

which tinder is kept.

Tinder - like ( tin'der-lik ), a. Like tinder :

very inflammable. ' Hasty and tinder-like.'

Shale.

Tindery (tin'der-i), a. Like tinder; inflam

mable.

I love nobody for nothing : I am not so tindery.

Afist Bunify.

Tinet (tin), v.t. [See TlND.] To kindle; to

set on fire. Spenser.

Tinet (tin),(t>.i. [See TINE, to kindle] To

rage; to smart; to fight Spenser.

Tine (tin), v.t. [A. Sax. tynan, to hedge in,

to inclose.] To shut or inclose; to fllL [Ob

solete or local.]

Tine (tin), n, A wild vetch or tare; a plant

that tines or incloses other plants. [Obso

lete or provincial English.]

The titters or tine

Makes hop to pine. Tusstr.

Tine (tin), n. [O.E. tinde, a prong, a horn;

A. Sax. tind, the tooth of a harrow; Icel.

tindr, a spike, a tooth, as of a rake or har

row; Dan. tuifl. tinde, a peak or &ummit;

L.G. and Sw. tinne, a prickle; ultimately

from same root aa tooth.} The tooth or

spike of a fork; a prong; the tooth of a har

row.

Tine t (tin), n. [A form of teen (which see) ]

Trouble; distress. Spenser.

Tine, Tyne(tyn), v.t. pret. & pp. tint [A

Scandinavian word: Icel fyna,to lose; com p.

A. Sax. teOn, loss.] To lose; as, to tyne

money. [Scotch.]

Tine, Tyne (tyn), v.t. To be lost; to perish

In whatever way. [Scotch.]

Tinea (ti'ne-a), n. [L. , gnawing worm,a book

worm, a moth.] 1. A term somewhat vaguely

applied to certain diseases of the skin, espe

cially of the scalp, attended, kept up, or

produced by the development of minute

parasitic plants or spores. Tinea tonden*,

or ringworm, of which there are three varie

ties, has been described under Ringworm.

/' decalvans, causing rounded patches of

haldnesB, is accompanied by the fungus

Mierosporon Audonini. There are other

forms, as T. lactea, or milk-crust of infants;

T.amiantacea, in which thehairisincnisted

by an ichorous secretion, and resembles

Asbestos; and T. favosa, lupinosa, and ma

ligna, different Btages of iavus, or honey

comb ring

worm. The

parasitic cha-

racter of

Tinea is

doubted by

some autho-

rities,who as

cribe it to

some inflam -

TineapeUioneUa(siightlymagnified) matory influ

ence which

destroys the hair papillae. — 2. A genus of

moths including the clothes-moth (which

see), distinguished by having the beauI

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; li, Sc. abune; y, 5c. icy.
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covered with coarse hairs, with five-jointed

maxillary palpi and cylindrical labial palpi.

The front wings are oblong-ovate, and the

hind wings ovate and scaly. The genus in

cludes a large number of species, the larvrc

of several of which are very destructive to

cloth, especially T. peUioneua and T. tapet-

zelta.

Tlned (tlnd), a. Furnished with tines.

Tineidie (ti-ne'i-de), n,pi A family of noctur

nal l.-pii lopterous inseets.consisting of small

moths, some of which fnfest woollen cloths

and furs, upon which their larv;e feed. .See

TWKA.

Tineman (Un'man), n. [Perhaps from tine,

to shut or inclose.] An officer of the forest

in England, who had the nocturnal care of

vert and venison.

Tlnett(U'net),n. [See TlNK.to shut ] Brush

wood and thorns for making and repairing

hedges BttrriU.

Tinewald (tin'wald), n. [A Sax. and Icel.

thing, Dan. ting, an assembly, and A. Sax.

tcald, a wood, an open space. It is the same

word as Icel. thing-eollr, a parliament-field.

the place where a thing sat] The ancient

parliament or annual convention of the

people in the Isle of Man.

Tlnfloor (tin'fldr). «. In tin mining, the

name usually given to a small velu or thin

flat mass of tinstone interposed between

certain rocks, anil parallel to their beds.

The same name is occasionally given to a

larze irregular mass of tin-ore.

Tin-foil ttin'foil), n. Pure tin. or the metal

alloyed with a little lead, beaten and rolled

into thin sheets.

Ting (ting), n. [Imitative; comp. tinkle,

jingle; L. tinnio. to tinkle.] A sharp sound,

as of a bell; a tinkling.

Ting (ting), v.i. To sound or ring.

Ting (ting), n. The room in a Chinese temple

containing the idol.

Tinge (tinj), v.t. pret. & pp. tinged; ppr.

tinging. [L.tingo,ttnctumrto wet, to moisten,

to stain, to dye (whence also tincture, tint);

cog. Gr. tenggfi. to wet. to stain; Goth.

thrahan, to wash ] To mix. impregnate, or

imbue with some foreign substance so as

to slightly affect or modify the colour, taste,

or qualities of; as, (a) to modify the colour

or tint of ; to colour; to tincture; to stain.

Their flesh, moreover, is red, as it were tinged with

satfron. Holinshed.

(ft) To qualify the taste or savour of; to give

a taste, fluvour, Bmack, or tang to ; as, to

tinge a decoction with a bitter taste, (c) To

modify the character or qualities of.

Hrs virtues, as well as imperfections, are, as it

were, tinged by a certain extravagance which makes

thctn particularly his. and distinguishes them from

those of other men. Addison.

Ting1© ( tinj X n. A slight degree of some

colour, taste, or something foreign, infused

into another substance or mixture, or added

to it; tincture; a superadded colour, shade,

hue, taste, or flavour ; as, a red colour that

baa a ting* of blue ; a dish of food that has

a tinge o? orange-peel in its taste.

His notions, too, respecting the government oi the

State, took a tins* from his notions respecting the

government of the church. Afaa*ulay.

Tinffent (tinj'ent), a. Having the power to

tinge. [Rare.]

As far the white part It appeared much Jess en

riched, with the tiitgent property. Boyle.

Tingi, Tlnguy (tin'gi), n. The native name

of sv Brazilian forest-tree (ifagonia glab-

rata), nat order Sapindaceae, covering large

tracts to the exclusion of almost everything

else. Soap is made from its broad flat seeds'.

and an infusion of the roots is used to poison

fish.

Tingldx (tin'ji-de). n. pi. A family of heter-

opteroua insects whose body is flat and

broad, and back short, three-jointed, and

folded into a groove under the head. The

Tingidie are mostly rapacious, their fore

legs being specially constructed for the cap

ture of living prey. Some, however, are

vegetable feeders, and attack flowers and

leaves with such voracity that in France,

where they are common, the gardeners call

them tigers.

Tin-glass (tln'glas), n. 1. An old name for

pewter or solder.

Thi* white lead or tinglasse hath been of long

Time w estimation ... as witnes&cth the poet Homer,

wf*o calleth it Cassheron. . . . This is certain, that

rwo piece* of black lead cannot possibly be sodered

together without this ting-lane. Holland.

i A name given by glass-makers to bismuth.

Tingle (ting'gl), oi. pret. A pp. tingled; ppr.

tingling. [A dim. from ting. Comp, W. ton-

rial, tonciaw, to tinkle or tingle. Comp. also

E. tickle, which may have influenced the

meaning.] 1. To feel a kind of thrilling sen

sation, as In hearing a small sharp ringing

sound.

At which both the ears of every one that heareth

it shall /ingle. i Sam. iii. n.

2. To feel a sharp, thrilling pain.

The pale boy-senator yet tingling stands. Pope.

3. To have a thrilling sensation, or a sharp,

slight, penetrating sensation.

And if she move unquietty,

Perchance, 'tis hut the blood so free.

Comes back and tingles in her feet. Coleridge.

Tingle (tinggl), v. t. To cause to give a sharp

ringing sound; to ring.

I'd thank her to tingle her bell,

As soon as she's heated my gruel, fames Smith.

Tingling ( ting'gl-ing ), n. A thrilling, jar

ring, tremulous sensation.

A kind of sleeping in the blood, a whoreson tingling.

Shak.

Tink (tingk), v.i. [Imitative of a sharp me

tallic sound. Comp. ting.] To make a sharp,

shrill noise; to tinkle. 'After drinking,

while the shot is Unking.' Heyicood.

Tink (tingk). n. A tinkle; a tingle.

Tinkal (ting'kal), n. Tincal (which see).

Tinkar's - root ( ting'karz-rbt), n. [From

Dr. Tinkar, who first brought the root into

notice.] A North American shrub (Trios-

teum perfoliatum), nat order Caprifoliaceie,

whose root is an emetic and mild cathartic.

Tinker (ting'ker), n. [From tink, a sharp

metallic sonnd. Comp. W. tincerrd, a tin

ker, from tinciaio, to tinkle.] 1. A mender

of kettles, pans, and the like.—2. The act

of tinkering or mending; cobbling; botch

ing.

They must speak their mind about it, . . . and

spend their time and money in having a tinker at it.

T. Hughes.

3. A popular name for small mackerel. [New

England.]

Tinker (ting'ker), v.t. To work at or on, as

a tinker; to mend in a clumsy or imperfect

manner; to repair; to cobble; to botch:

sometimes followed by vp.

Chronology and astronomy are forced to tinker up

and reconcile, as well as they can, these uncertain

ties. H. Uatfote.

Tinker (ting'ker), v.i. To work at tinkering;

to occupy one's self with cobbling defects;

to work upon a thing by making small re

pairs; to keep meddling somewhat offi

ciously.

I will step round at once, and offer my services,

before other folks begin to tinker with him.

Kimball.

Tinkerly (tingTcer-li), a. 1. Like or pertotn-

ing to a tiuker.—2. Perhaps in the following

phrase = tinkling. ' This tynkerly verse which

we call ryme.' Webbe.

Tinkerman (ting'ker-man), n. A fisherman

who destroyed the young fry in the river

Thames by nets and unlawful apparatus.

Tinkle (tingTcl), v.i. pret. & pp tinkled;

ppr. tinkling. [A freq. from fin*. See

TiN'K, TING] 1. To make small, quick,

sharp sounds, as by striking on metal ; to

clink; to jingle. ' A tinkling cymbal* ICor.

xiii. 1. ' The tinkling rills.' Pope.

The sprightly horse

Moves to the music of his tinkling bells. Dodslry.

2. To resound with a small sharp sound ; to

tingle. ' And his ears tinkled, and his colour

fled.' Dryden.

Tinkle (ting'kl), v.t'. To cause to clink or

make sharp, quick, ringing sounds; to ring.

The sexton or bellman goeth about the streets

with a small bell in his band which be Unkteth.

Ray.

Tinkle (ting'kl), n. A small, quick, sharp,

ringing noise, as that produced by a small

bell when struck geutly.

The tinkle of the words is all that strikes the car*,

and soothes them with a transient and slightly plea

surable sensation. Mason.

Tinkler (tingkler), n, A tinker; hence, a

tramp; a vagabond. 'She looks such a tink

ler.' Charlotte Bronte. [Provincial.]

Tinkler ( ttngk'ler ), n. One who or that

which tinkles; a slang term for a small bell;

as. agitate the tinkler.

Tinkling (tingk'llng), n. l. A small, quick,

sharp sound. ' Making a tinkling with their

feet. Is. iii. 16—2. A bird {Quucalus eras-

sirostris) of the Btarling family, common in

Jamaica: so called from its peculiar vocifer

ous note. Like other birds of the family it

frequently rids domestic cattle of their in

sect parasites.

Tin-liquor, Tin-mordant (tin'lik-er, tln'-

mor-dont), n. A solution of tin-filings in

hydrochloric acid, used as a mordant in dye

ing and calico-printing.

Tinman (tin'man), n. A manufacturer of or

dealer in tinware. Prior.

Tin-mordant. See Tin-liquor.

Tinnent (tin'en), a. Consisting or formed

of tin. ' Thy tinnen chariot shod with burn

ing bosses.' Sylvester, Du Bartas.

Tinner (tin'er), n. 1. One who works in the

tin mines.

He had been prosecuted and imprisoned in the

Stannary court, tor proposing in parliament some

regulations for the tinners in Cornwall. HatUtm.

2. A tinman.

Tinnlentt (tin'i-ent), a. [L. tinniens, tinni-

entis, ppr. of tinnio, to ring.] Emitting a

clear ringing sound or tingling noise.

Tinning (tin'ing), n. 1 . The act, art, or pro

cess of covering or coating other metals

with a thin coat or layer of tin, to protect

them from oxidation or from being corroded

by rust.—2. The covering or layer thus put

on.

Tinnitus (tin-m'tus), n. [L., a ringing, a

tingling. SeeTlNNIEKT] In med. a ringing

in the ears : in many cases an unimportant

symptom, depending on some local tempo

rary affection of the ear, disorder of the

digestive system or excitement of the cere

bral circulation. It is, however, often of a

more serious nature, being a common symp

tom of organic disease of the auditory

nerve.

Tinnunculus (tin-nun'ku-Ius), n, [L., the

kestrel.] A genus of Falconidm, comprising

the kestrel.

Tinny (turi), a. Pertaining to, abounding

with, or resembling tin. Drayton.

Tin-ore (Un'or), «. The ore of tin. See

under Tin.

Tin-penny (tin'pen-ni).n. A customary duty

in England, formerly paid to tithingmen,

for liberty to dig in the tin mines.

Tin-plate(tin'plat).n. Thin Bheet-iron coated

with tin, in order to protect it from oxida

tion or rust: called also White-iron. It is

formed into vessels of all sorts, boxes, trin

kets, and a variety of other articles.—Crys

tallized tin-plate, tin-plate having its surface

of a crystalline texture. This is effected by

washing over the surface of common tin-

plate with a weak acid, and then cleaning

it with an alkaline ley; after which the sur

face is covered over with a transparent var

nish. It forms an ornamental article known

by the name of moire'e metaUique.

Tinsaw (tin'sa), n. A kind of saw used by

bricklayers for sawing bricks.

Tinsel (tin'sel), n. [Fr. Uineelle, O.Fr. estin-

celU, from L. scintilla, a spark] 1. A name

given specifically to three different kinds of

materials used for ornamental purposes:

(a) a shining thin metallic plate; foil, (ft) A

cloth or tissue composed of silk and silver

threads, (e) Cloth overlaid with foil. *A

bluish tinsel' Shak. 'Goodly apparel of

tinsel, cloth of gold, and velvet' Strype.—

2. Something very shining and gaudy; some

thing superficially shining and showy, or

having a false lustre, and more gay than

valuable.

Who can discern the tinsel from the gold? Dryden.

Tinsel (tin'sel), a. Composed or consisting

of tinsel ; hence, gaudy ; showy to excess ;

tawdry; specious; superficial.

Tinsel affections make a glorious glistering.

Bean, tr Ft.

You assure me that my logic is puerile and tinsel,

that it carries not the least weight or conviction, that

my premises are false, and my conclusions absurd.

Junius.

Tinsel (tin'sel), v. t. pret & pp. tinselled; ppr.

tinselling. To adorn with tinsel or with

something glittering and showy, without

much value; to make gaudy. 'She, tinsel'd

o'er in robes of varying hues.' Pope.

TinBel (tin'sel), n. [Sc. fin* or tync, to lose. ]

Loss; specifically, in Scots law, a term used

to signify forfeiture.—Tinsel of the feu, the

loss or forfeiture of a feu-right by failure to

pay the feu-duty for two years whole and

together. — Tinsel of sttperiority, a remedy

introduced by statute for unentered vassals

whose superiors are themselves uninfeft,

and therefore cannot effectually enter them.

Tinselly (tin'sel-li), a. Resembling tinsel;

gaudy; showy and superficial. [Rare.)

Tinselly (tin'sel-li), adv. In a gaudy and

superficial manner. [Rare.]

Tin-smith (tin'smith), n. One who makes

articles of tin or tin-plate.

Tin-stone (tin'ston), n. A native binoxide

of tin; the principal ore of tin found in the

mines of Cornwall. It occurs in attached

ch, eaain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; J, job; n, Ft. ton; ng, liny; TH, fAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; rh, azure.—See KKT.
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and imbedded crystals, and massive. (See

Tin.) Tin-stone sometimes yields nearly

80 per cent of its weight in tin. Called also

Cassiterite.

Tint (tint), n. [It. tinta; Fr. teint; from L.

tinctus, pp. of tingo. See TINGE.) A slight

colouring or tincture distinct from the

?;round or principal colour; a superadded,

aint, or modified colour or dye; a hue; a

tinge; as, red with a blue tint, or tint of yel

low. In painting, tint* are the colours con

sidered as more or less bright, deep, or thin,

by the due use and intermixture of which a

picture receives its shades, softness, and

variety. 'Or blend in beauteous tint the

coloured mass.' Pope.

Tint (tint), v.t. To tinge; to give a slight

colouring to.

Be thou the rainbow to the storms of life!

The evening beam that smiles the clouds away.

And tints to-morrow with prophetic ray. Byron.

Tint (tint), pp. of the verb to tine. Lost.

f Scotch.]

Tintamar, Tintamarre (tin-ta-niaV), n,

[Fr.. said to be for tinte A marre—tinter, to

strike, to clink, and marre, a pickaxe— the

vine-dressers making themselves heard at a

distance by striking upon the iron of their

pickaxes.] A hideous or confused noise.

Squalling hautboys.false-stopped violoncellos, burn

ing bassoons. ... all ill-tuned. The tintamarre

which this kind of squeaking and scraping and grum

bling produces, I will not pain my reader by bringing

stronger to hi* recollection. Mason.

Tinternell t (Uu'ter-nel), n. A certain old

dance.

Tintinnabulant(tin-tin-nab'u-Iant). Same

as Tintinnabular. 'Trappant and tintin-

nabulant appendages.' //. Smith. [A bur

lesque phrase equivalent to knockers and

hells, used to imitate Johnson's laboured

diction.]

Tintinnabular, Tintinnabulary (tin-tin-

nab'u-ler, tin-tin-nab'u-la-ri), a. Of or re

lating to bells or their sound. 'My tintin-

nabuiary summons.' Lord Lytton.

Tintinnabulation ( tin'tin-nab-u-la"shon ),

11. A tinkling or ringing sound, as of bells.

The tintinnabulation that so musically wells

From the bells . . .

From the jingling and the tinkling of the bells.

Pee.

TintlnnabulOUS (tin-tln-nab'u-lus),a. Same

as Tintinnabular. De Quincey.

Tlntinnabulum (tfn-tin-nab'u-lum),n. [L.,

a little bell, from tintinno, a freq. and aug,

from tinnio, to ring, to jingle. Onomato-

poetic] 1. A bell. (Rare.)

Beating alternately in measured time

The clockwork tintinnabulum of rhyme. Cetvper.

2. A jingling toy made of small bells or little

plates of metal.—3. A musical instrument

consisting of a series of bells properly tuned

and set in a frame.

Tintless (tint'les). a. Having no tint; col

ourless. 'Tintless flowers.' Charlotte Bronte".

TintO (tin'to). n. [Sp.t tinted or coloured]

A red Madeira wine, wanting the high aroma

of the white sorts, and, when old, resembling

tawny port. Sitmnonds.

Tint-tool (tint'tol), n. A kind of graver,

having its point of different degrees of width,

to cut lines in copper or wood of certain

breadths.

Tin-type (tin'tlp), n. A photograph taken

ou a tinned plate; a stannotype or ferro

type.

Tinware (tin'war), n. A popular name for

articles made of tinned iron.

Tin-worm (Uu'werm), n. An insect; a species

of millepede. Bailey.

Tiny (ti'ni), a. [Probably for teeny, from old

teen, sorrow, hence it would come to mean

poor, sorry, insignificant.] Very small; little;

puny. It is often joined with little, to give

emphasis or an expression of some tender

ness to the term ; as, a little tiny thing.

'Pretty little tiny kickshaws.* Shak.

When that I was and a little tiny boy.

With hey. ho, the wind and the rain. Shak.

Tip (tip), n. [CloBely allied to top. the change

of vowel having a diminutive effect; Dan.

and D. tip, L.O. and Sw. tipp, O. zip/el, a

tip, an end.] 1. A small pointed or taper

ing end or extremity ; the top-part or top,

especially if more or less pointed or rounded ;

ns, the tip of the finger ; the tip of a spear ;

the tip of the tongue ; the tip of the ear.

'The very tip of the nose ' Shale. — 2 The

top of the stamen of a flower ; an anther.—

3. A gentle stroke; a tap. — 4. A small pre

sent in money. [Slang.]— 5. Private informa

tion, especially in regard to the chances of

horses engaged for a race, and the like, for

TipP'd with Jet,

Fair ermines spotless as the snows t

betting purposes. (Sporting slang] See

TIPSTER.—6. The lining of the top Of a hat:

so called by hatters. —7. A bookbinder's tool.

8. Rubbish thrown from a quarry.

Tip (tip), v.t. pret. <fc pp. tipped; ppr. tipping.

1. To form the tip of; to cover the tip,

top, or end of; as, to tip anything with gold

or silver. 'With truncheon tipp'd. with iron

head.' Hudibras.

ilet

thev press.

Thomson.

2. To strike slightly, or with the end of any

thing small; to tap.

A third rogue tips me by the elbow. Swift.

3. To cant up (a cart or wagon) so that a load

may be discharged.—4. To bestow a small

money-gift or douceur upon; to give to; aB,

to tip a schoolboy with a sovereign; to tip a

servant.

When I saw the keeper frown

Tipping him with half-a-crown.

Now, said 1, we arc alone. Swift.

5. To give private information to as to the pro

bable issueofsome future event, as of a horse

race, so that bets may be made to the best

advantage. [Sporting slang. ]— 6. To give,

communicate, or direct towards generally;

as, tip us your fist ; tip me a copper ; to tip

one the cold shoulder (see Shoulpkr).

[Slang.]—To ftp otwr. to turn over.—To tip

off liquor, to turn up the vessel till all is

out. — To rip up, to raise up one end of any

thing, as of a cart, so that the contents may

pass out.—To tip the wink, to direct a wink,

or to wink to another as a sign of caution,

mutual understanding, or the like. 'Did

you not observe me tip you the wink to leave

off in time.' Smollett. [Slang.]

Tip (tip), v. i. To fall on or toward one side;

to fall headlong; to die: with off. [Low.]

Tip-cart (tipTcart). n. A cart which can be

tilted or canted up to empty its contents

without requiring the horses to be unyoked.

Tip-cat (tip'kat), n. A game in which a

piece of wood tapering to a point at each

end, and called a cat, is made to rebound

from the ground by being struck on the tip

with a Btick.

In the middle of a game at tip-cat. he (Bunyan)

piused, and stood staring wildly upward with his

stick in his hand- Macaulay.

Tip-cheese (tip'ch€z). Same as Tip-cat.

Dickens.

Tlpet,t n. A tippet. Chaucer.

Ti-plant (te'plant), n. Same as Ti.

Tippenny ( tip'en-ni ), n. Ale sold at two

pence a quart. [Scotch.]

Tipper (tip'er), n. [After Thomas Tipper,

who first brewed it] A kind of ale.

The peculiarity of this beverage [tipper) arises

from its being brewed from brackish water, which is

obtainable from one well only; and all attempts to

imitate the flavour have hitherto failed. Lower.

Tippet (tip'et),n. [A. Sax. ttwppet, a tippet;

O.E. tapet, a hanging cloth of any kind,

tapestry. See Tapestry. ] 1. A loose upper

garment or cape fastened round the neck,

covering the shoulders, and sometimes de

scending as far as the waist. 'A tippet of

fine linen.' Bacon.—2. A length of twisted

hair or gut in a fishing line.—3. A bundle of

straw bound together at one end and used

In thatching.—TV turn tippet,i to make a

complete change ; hence, to disguise one's

self.

You must turn tippet.

And suddenly, ami truly and discreetly.

Put on the shape of order and humanity

Bean. &> Ft.

—Tyburn tippetj a halter round the neck.

There lacks a fourth thing to make up the mess,

which, so help me God, if 1 were judge, should be

'hanguin tuum," a Tyburn tippet to talce with him;

an it were the judge of the King's Bench, my Lord

Chief Judge of England, yea, an it were my Lord

Chancellor himself, to Tyburn with him. Latimer.

Tipping (tip'iug), n. In music, a peculiar

action of the tongue against the roof of the

month, used in flute-playing to produce a

brilliant and spirited execution of a stac

cato passage. Called also Double-tonguing.

Tipping-wagon (tip'ing-wag-on), n. A

wagon that can be canted up in order to

discharge its load without requiring the

horses to be unyoked.

Tipple (tip'D, o.t. pret. <fc pp. tippled; ppr.

tippling. [Freq. and dim. from Up, which,

in vulgar language, signifies to turn up a

drinking-vessel till all is emptied. Comp.

Prov. G. zipfeln, zippeln, to eat or drink

in small quantities. Akin tipsy.] To drink

spirituous or strong liquors habitually; to

Indulge in the frequent and improper use of

spirituous liquors; especially, to drink fre

quently, but not so heavily as to produce

absolute drunkenness.

Few of those who were summoned left their homes,

and those few found it more agreeable to tipple in

alehouses than to pace the streets. MacauLiy.

Tipple (tipl), v.t. To drink, as strong li

quors, in luxury or excess; to sip or imbibe

often.

Himself for saving charges

A peel'd, sllc'd onion eats, and tipples verjuice.

Dryden.

Tipple (tipnx n. Liquor taken in tippling;

drink.

While the tipple was paid for, all went merrily on.

Sir Jt. L'Eitrangt.

Tipple (tip'l), n. In hay-making, a bundle

of hay collected from the swath, and formed

into a conical shape. This is tied near the

top so as to make it taper to a point, and

set upon its base to dry. [Provincial ]

Tippled (tip'ld), a. Intoxicated; drunk;

tipsy.

Merry, we sail from the east.

Half tippled at a rainbow feast. Dryden.

Tippler (tip'lcr), n. 1. One who tipples or

habitually indulges in the excessive use of

spirituous liquors; especially, a person who

habitually drinks strong liquors without ab

solute drunkenness. ' Gamesters, tipplers,

tavern-hunters, and other such dissolute

people.' Harmar.—2. t One who sells tipple;

the keeper of a tavern or public-house; a

publican.

They were but tipplers, such as keep ale-houses.

Latimer.

No inn-keeper, ale-housekeeper, victualler or tip-

ler shall admit or suffer any person or persons in his

house or backside to eat, drink, or play at cards,

tables, bowls, or other games in time of common

prayer. Abp. Grtndat.

Tippling-house (tipling-hous), «. A con

temptuous name for a tavern or public-

house. 'The knave . . . kept a tippling-

house.' Beau, tt Ft.

Tipslfy (tip'si-fi), v. t. To make tipsy; to in

toxicate. [Colloq.J

In Normandy the popular tipple is cider with a

dash of coarse brandy in it, a very tipstfying com

pound. Frater's Mag.

Tipsily (tip'si-li), adv. In a tipsy manner.

Tlpsiness (tip'si-nes), n. The state of being

tip-y.

Tip-staff (tip'staf), n. pi. Tipstaves (tip-

stavz). 1. A staff tipped with metal—2. An

officer who bears such a staff; a constable; a

sheriff's officer.

Tipster (tip'ster), n. One who supplies In

formation in regard to a coming race and

the like; one who for a fee sends tips to his

customers for betting purposes. The tipster

differs from the tout iu that he does not ne

cessarily watch the horses himself, but may

have his information supplied by touts.

[Sporting slang.] See TIP, n. 5.

Tipsy (tip'siX a. [Connected with tipftle;

comp. Prov. G. tips, tipps, drunkeimess; be-

Jipst, tipsy.] 1. Overpowered with strong

drink; intoxicated to a certain degree, not

so far as being absolutely drunk; fuddled;

elevated. ' The riot of the tipsy bacchanals. '

Shak. —2. Proceeding as if from intoxication ;

resembling intoxication; reeling. 'Tipsy

dance and jollity.' Milton.

Tipsy-cake (tip'si-kak), n. A favourite cake

in the form of a pudding, composed of pastry

saturated with Madeira, almonds, and cus

tard sauce.

Tlptt (tipt), a. Intoxicated; tipsy.

They . . . drink their whole cups six glasses at a

health ; your master's almost tipt already. Marmien.

Tip-tilted (tip'tilt-cd). a. Having the tip or

point tilted or turned up.

Lightly was her slender nose

Tip-tilted like the petal of a flower. Tennyson.

Tiptoe (tlp'td), n. The tip or end of the

toe.

The fond ape, himself uprearing high.

Upon his tiptoes staiketli stately by. Spenser.

—To be or to stand a tiptoe or on tiptoe. U»

be on the strain; to have all one's faculties

or attention fully exerted; to be roused; aa.

to be a tiptoe with expectation.

He that outlives this day, and comes safe home

Will stand a tiptoe when this day is named.

And rouse him at the name of Crispian. Shak.

Tiptoe (tip'to), v.i. To go on the tiptoes.

' Mabel tiptoed to her door.' Riehardson.

He tiptoed eager through the hail.

Caiman theyounger.

TiptO0n,t n. pi. Tiptoes. Chaucer.

Tiptop (tip'top), n. The highest or utmost

degree; the best of anything. [Provincial. ]

Tiptop (tip'top), a. [From ftp and fop; or a

reduplication of fop.] First-rate; excellent

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, 8c. ley.
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or perfect in the highest degree. ' Four tip

top voices.' Gray. 'Sung in a tiptop man

ner.' Goldsmith, [Colloq.]

Tipula (. tip'ri-la ). n. [L., a crane-fly.] A

genus of dipterous insects, which includes

the various species of crane-fly. They have

very long legs, as may be seen In '/'. oler-

aeea, or father-long-legs. There are many

British species. The members of the genus

are of comparatively large size. Their larvre,

which are tough and legless worms, and

often confounded with wire-worm by far

mers, are extremely destructive to crops

both in fields and gardens.

Tipulary (tip'u-la-ri), a. Pertaining to in

sects of the genus Tipula or crane-fly.

TipuHdaB (ti-pu'li-dex n, pi. A family of dip

terous insects, of which the genus Tipula is

the type. See Tipula, Crank-fly.

Tir (ter), n. [Fr.] A shooting; a shooting-

match; as, the Belgian Tir National.

Tirade (ti-rad'). n. [Fr. tirade, a tirade, a

long speech, from titer, to draw, from the

German. See Tire, to seize.] 1. A long

violent speech ; a continued burst of vio

lent declamation ; a declamatory flight of

censure or reproof.

Here be delivers a violent tirade against all per-

scos who profess to know anything about angels.

Quart. Kez:

2. In music, the filling of an interval between

two notes several degrees apart by a run,

that is by the intermediate diatonic notes.

Tirailleur (ti-ral-yer), n. [Fr.] A name

originally applied in France during the re

volution of 1792 to light-armed troops who

were thrown out from the main body to bring

on an action, cover an attack, or generally

to annoy or deceive the enemy; a skirmisher;

a sharp-shooter.

Tlret (tir), ». [See Tier.] 1. A row or rank;

a tier. ' Your lowest tire of ordnance. ' Sir

If. Raleigh. 'Todisplode their second tire

of thunder." Milton, —2. A train. 'The last

of this ungodly ttre. ' Spenser.

Tire (tirl n. [Probably from tiara, but in

fluenced by fire, to adorn.] A head-dress;

something that encompasses the head. See

TIARA.

On her head she wore a tire of gold. Spenser.

He tare Dame Maudlin's silken tire. Sir It'. Scott.

Tire t (tir), n. [Contr. of attire.) 1. Attire.—

2. Furniture; apparatus. "The tire of war.'

Philip*. See ATTIRE.

Tlret (tir), v.t To adorn; to attire; to dress,

as the head. See ATTIRE.

She painted her £ace, and tired her head.

a Ki. ix. to.

Tire (tir), n. [For tier, from tie.] A band or

hoop, usually of iron, but now occasionally

of india-rubber or other elastic substance,

attached to the periphery or circumference

of the wheel of a vehicle, for the purpose of

binding the fellies, securing from wearing

and breaking, and in the case of the elastic

tires to ease the jar or shock of the vehicle,

at the same time increasing the tractive ad

herence.

Tire (tir). v.t. pret. & pp. tired; ppr. tiring.

[A Sax. tirian, tirigan, tyrwian, to vex, to Ir

ritate, to annoy, O.K. terwyd, tired, wearied;

Dbjl tirre, to tease, to worry; D. tergen, to

provoke, to irritate. The form of the word

has been influenced by tire, to seize, pull,

if indeed its origin is not to be traced to

this word. See below.] 1. To exhaust the

strength of by toil or labour; to fatigue; to

weary. ' Tired with toll, all hopes of safety

past Dryden.

Tired limb*, and overbusy thoughts.

Inviting sleep and soft forget fulness. Wordsworth.

2 To exhaust the attention or the patience

of, with dnlness or tediousness ; to satiate,

glnt, sicken, or cause repugnance in, as by

excessive supply or continuance.

Tired wok ail these, for restful death I cry. Shak.

I often grew

Tired of so much within our little life. Tennyson.

—To tire out, to weary or fatigue to excess;

to harass.

At last, tired cut with play

She tank her head upon her ann. Tennyson.

SrsToweary, fatigue, exhaust, jade, harass.

Tire (tir). v.i. To become weary; to be fa-

tigned ; to have the strength fail ; to have

the patience exhausted. ' Truest horse that

never yet would tire.' Shak. ' A love that

never tire*.' Tennyson.

Tlret (tir). v.i. [Fr. ftrer, to drag or pull,

which is from the German or Dutch verb

answering to E fear.] 1. To Beize, pull, and

tear prey; properly a term in falconry. The

hawk was said to tire on her prey, when it

was thrown to her, and she began to pull at

it and tear it

And like an empty eagle.

Tire on the flesh of me and of my son. Shak.

Ye dregs of baseness, vultures among men.

That tire upon the hearts of generous spirits.

JJ. "Jonson.

2, To seize eagerly; to be fixed on, or closely

engaged in or with, anything.

Upon that were my thoughts tiring

when we encountered. Shak.

Thus made she her remove.

And left wrath tiring on her son for his enforced

love. Chapman.

Tire (tir), n. A child's apron covering the

breast and having no sleeves; a tier.

Tiredness (tird'nes), n. The state of being

wearied; weariness. Uaketcilt,

Tirelingt (tir'ling), a. Tired; fatigued;

jaded. ' Whiles like a tireting jade he lags

half way.' Bp. Hall

Tire-smith (tir'smith), n. One who makes

tires and other ironwork for coaches, &c.

Tiresome (tir'sum), a. 1. Fitted or tending

to tire; exhausting the strength; fatiguing;

as, a tiresome day s work; a tiresome jour

ney.—2. Exhausting the patience or atten

tion; wearisome; tedious.

Nothing ts so tiresome as the works of those

critics who write in a dogmatic way, without lan

guage, genius, or imagination. Addison.

Tiresomely (tlr'sum-li), adv. In a tiresome

manner; wearisomely.

Tiresomeness (tlr'sum-nes), n. The state

or quality of tiring or exhausting strength

or patience; wearisomeness ; tediousness;

as, the tiresomeness of work or of a dull

sneaker

Tire- valiant, t Ttre-valllantt (tir'val-

yant), n. A kind of head-dress.

Thou hast the right arched bent of the brow, that

becomes the ship-tire, the tire-valiant, or any tire of

Venetian admittance. Shak.

Tirewoman (tlr'wu-man), n. 'l. A woman

whose occupation is to attend to the dress

ing of her mistress, either in the way of

fashioning the dress, head-gear, Ac . or of

putting on her clothing, arranging her hair,

and the like; a lady's-maid 'This outside

fashionabiene&s of the tirewoman's making. '

Locke. [Now antiquated.]—2. A dresser in

a theatre. Simmonds.

Tiring-house, Tiring-room (tir'ing-hous,

tir'ing-roni), n. The room or place where

players dress for the stage.

This green plot shall be our stage, this hawthorn

brake our tiring-house. Shak.

But next the tiring-room survey, and see

False titles and promiscuous quality.

Confusedly swarm from heroes and from queens

To those that swing in clouds and fill machines.

Addison.

TiTl (tlrlX n. [A form of trill, thrill, thirl.]

A smart tap or stroke. [Scotch. ]

TiTl (tirl), t?.f. To strip of a covering or roof;

to uncover or unroof.

Whiles on the stronz-wing'd tempest Ryin',

j'trittt the kirks. Bums.

Tirl (tirl). v.i. To touch a slack or loose ob

ject so as to produce a tremulous motion or

sound.—To tirl at the pin, to twirl or rattle

the door-latch, as a courteous signal to the

inmates that a person desires or intends to

enter: an old practice which prevailed when

house doors could be readily opened from

without, and when they were not provided

with bells and knockers as they now are.

This expression, which occurs frequently in

Scotch and Border ballad literature, has

been differently but probably less correctly

explained.

There came a ghost to Marg'ret's door

With many a grevious groane.

And aye he tirled at the fin.

But answer made she none. Old ballad.

Sac licht's he jumped up the stair

And tirled at the fin-

And wha sac ready as nerscl

To let the laddie in. yacobite song.

Tirlle-wirlie (UrTi-wir-U), n. A whirligig;

an ornament consisting of a number of in-

tervolved lines. [Scotch.]

Tirlle-wirlie (tir'li-wir-li), a. Intricate and

trivially ornamental. [Scotch. 1

The air's free eneuch,—the monks took care o"

that — they hae contrived injecr tirlie-wirlit holes,

that gang out to the open air, and keep the stair as

caller s a kailblade. Str W. Seott.

Tiro (ti'rd), n. [L] A tyro (which see).

Tirocinium ( ti-rd-sin'i-um ), n. [L] The

first service of a soldier; the first rudiments

of any art; novitiate; hence used by Cowper

as a title for a poem on schools.

Tlrolite (ti-rollt), n. Same as Tyrolite

(which see).

T-lron (tel-ern), n. A kind of angle-iron

having a flat flange and a web like the

letter T.

Tlronlan (ti-rd'ni-an), a. [From Tiro, the

freedman, pupil, and amanuensis of Cicero. ]

An epithet applied to notes, or to a system

of shorthand in which they were written,

the production of Tiro.

Tlrr (tir), v.t. [Probably connected with

verb to tear, and tire in sense of seize.] To

tear; to uncover; to unroof; to strip; to pare

off the sward by means of a spade. [Scotch ]

Tirra-lirra (tir'ra-lir'ra), n, A fanciful com

bination intended to imitate a musical

sound, as the note of a lark, a horn, and

the like.

The lark that tirra-lirra chants. Shak.

' Tirra-lirra' by the river

Sang Sir Lancelot Tennyson.

Tlrret (tir'et), n. In her. a manacle.

Tlrrit (tir'rit), n. Terror; affright: a fanci

ful word put by Shakspere into the mouth
of Mrs. Quickly in the play of ■ Henry IV.'

Tlrwit (terVtt), n. [Imitative of its cry.

Comp. pewit, another name it commonly

bears; Sc. tewhit] A name given to the

lapwing. See Lapwing.

'Tis (tiz). A common contraction of It Is.

Tisan (ti'san). See Ptisan.

Tlslc (tiz'ik), a. and n. Corrupt spelling of

Phthisic.

Tisical (tiz'ik-al), a. Corrupt spelling of

Phthisical.

Tisicky(tiz'ik-i),a. Consumptive; phthisical.

TUri,Tizri(tiz'ri),u. [Heb.fwArt. from Chat.

sherd', to open, to begin.] The first Hebrew

month of the civil year, and the seventh of

the ecclesiastical, answering to a part of

our September and a part of October.

Tissue (tish'u), ?t. [Fr. tissu, woven, pp. of

tisser, to weave, from L. texere, to weave,

whence text, texture. Ac. J 1. A woven or

textile fabric; specifically, cloth interwoven

with gold or silver, or with figured colours.

'A robe of tissue, stiff with golden wire.'

Dryden.

She did lie

In her pavilion—cloth of gold of tissue. Shak.

2. In animal anat. the texture or group

ing of anatomical elements of which the

systems of organs are composed ; the primary

layers composing any of the parts of animal

bodies. The classification of tissues may

now be said to be arranged on two different

principles, having reference either to special

histology, which concerns itself with the

structure of organs in which a combination

of various tissues may enter; or to general

histology, which treats of the tissues pro

perly so called. Hence, under the first ar

rangement we speak of muscular tissue, or

flesh; osseous tissue, or bone; adipose tissue,

or fat; cartilaginous tissue, or gristle; pig

mentary tissue, or colouring matter seen in

the skin, in the choroid coat of the eye, the

iris, Ac. ; areolar, cellular, or connective tis

sue, widely distributed in every part of the

body, and serving to bind together and con

solidate other parts and tissues. According

to the second system of grouping we have,

(a) cellular tissue, which consists entirely of

cells, in which cell lies close to cell, such ns

occur in the epidermis, nails, the epitheli

um, or living membranes of the inner sur

faces of the body, &c.; (b) connective tissue.

in which one cell is regularly separated

from the others by a certain amount of in

termediate or intercellular substance, as

exemplified in cartilage, fat, &c; (c) more

highly developed tissues in which the struc

tures are usually more or less tubular; this

group including the muscles, nerves, and

vessels, and, in Virchow's arrangement, the

blood. It is to be observed that though the

terms in the two classifications may have a

correspondence In name, the correspond

ence does not extend strictly to the nature

of the tissues to which they are applied.

The terms adventitious, accidental, or path

ological tissue have been applied generally

to morbid productions resembling any of

the natural or physiological tissues. The

belief Is gaining currency that every patho

logical tissue has its physiological or normal

prototype, and that the abnormality con

sists either In its production at the wrong

place or time, or to an excessive extent.—

3. In vegetable anat. the minute elementary

structures of which the organs of plants are

composed. These elementary structures

differ from each other, and are so minute

as generally to be distinctly visible only

with the aid of the microscope. They are

named elementary organs, organic tissue, or

cb, Main; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.Job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; tB, then; th, thin; w. trig; wh, wAlg; zh, azure—See KEY.
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vegetable tissue. When a leaf or a portion

of the stem of one of the higher plants is

submitted to the microscope it is found to

consist, (1) of u thin transparent homogene

ous membrane, which is arranged in the

form of cells or cylindrical tubes; (2) of

fibres which are arranged in a spiral form

in the interior of the cells or tubes; anil

(3) of a lluiil, filling the cells, and existing

between them, and containing in it globules

of various sizes and kinds. These parts

constitute what are known respectively as

elementary membrane, elementary fibre,

and organic mucus. The elementary fibre

is ouly found in the higher forms of plants,

the other two are found in all plants. The

tissues of plants then are composed of ele

mentary membrane and elementary fibre,

and the principal forms under which they

Vegetable Tissue.

i, Prosenchyma or Woody Tissue. 2, Horizontal

section of Prosenchyniatous Tissue. 3, Do. do. of a

Single Cell, showing tlie successive layers of deposit

in the interior which give hardness and firmness to

the wood of olants. 4, Cylindrical Parenchyma.

5. Round or Elliptical Parenchymatous Tissue. 6,

Spongiform or Stellate Tissue.

exhibit themselves constitute the cellular

tissue, fibrous tissue, and vascular tissue.

Cellular tissue, often called parenchyma, is

composed of membrane in the form of cells

or cavities which are closed on all sides, and

arecommonly of a spheroidal form , although

they often assume various other forms. The

pith of plants is entirely composed of cellu

lar tissue, but it enters largely into the

structure of other parts, and in many, as in

the mushroom and sea-weed orders, is the

only tissue. Fibrous tissue is that in which

the elementary fibre alone is apparent

When the cells are composed of membrane

and spiral fibre combined, or of fibre alone

(as in some instance when the membrane

appears to have been absorbed during

growth), they constitute the fibro-celluUxr

tissue. Vascular or tubular tissue is com

posed of very elongated membranous tubes,

tapering at each end. It comprehends the

woo<ly (also called prosenchyma) and latici-

ferous tissues. When the tubes have within

them a spiral fibre, or their walls marked

with broken spiral lines or dots, arranged in

a circular or spiral direction, they constitute

fibro-vascular tissue.—4. A connected scries;

as, the whole story is a tissue ot forgeries or

of falsehood.

The creations of poetical imagination, so far from

being a mere tissue of airy phantoms and unrealities

. . . are to us a revelation of realities lying beyond

the reach of exact science. Dr. Caird.

Tissue (tiBh'u). v.t. pret. & pp. tissued; ppr.

tissuing. To form tissue of; to interweave;

to variegate.

The chariot was covered with cloth of gold" tissued

upon blue. Bacon.

Tissued (tish'ud), p. and a. 1. Clothed in

or adorned with tissue.

Crested knights and tissued dames

Assembled at the glorious caU. Wharton.

2. Variegated. ' Tissued clouds.' Milton.

Tissue-paper (tish'u-pa-per). n. A very

thin gauze-like paper, such as is used for

protecting engravings in books, wrapping

fine and delicate articles, etc.

Tit (tit), n. (This word would seem to have

been rather loosely applied to anything

small, especially to birds, as in titmouse,

titlark, titling; Icel. tittr, a small bird, a

tit. Comp. tot.) 1. Same as Titmouse.—-2. A

small horse. ' Resolved for the time to come

to ride his tit with more sobriety.' Sterne.

3. A contemptuous term for a woman.

And the poor silly tils of the village curtsey as he

passes. y. Baillie.

4. A small bit; a morsel—Tit for tat, an

equivalent, in the way of revenge or re

partee.

Titjor tat, Betsy ! You are right, my girl.

Cotma» & Garrict.

Titan (ti'tan). n. 1. In Qreekmyth. one of the

twelve children (six sons and six daughters)

of Uranus (Heaven) and Ge (Earth). They re

belled against their father and deposed him,

raising Cronos, one of their number, to the

throne. After a long contest they were de

feated by Zeus and thrown into Tartarus.—

2. Poetical for the sun. Shah.

Titan (ti'tan). n. 1. A calcareous earth; ti-

tanite.—2. A metal; titanium.

Titan ( ti'tan X o. Of or pertaining to the

Titans; titanic. 'The Titan physical diffi

culties of his enterprise.' Is. Taylor.

Titanate (ti'tan-at), n. A salt of titanic

acid.

Tltaness (ti'tan-es), n. A female Titan; a

female personage of surpassing power.

'Truth, . . . Titaness among deities.* Char

lotte Bronte.

Titania (ti-ta'nl-a), n. The queen of Fairy-

laud and consort of Oberon.

The Shakspearean commentators have not thought

fit to inform us why the poet designates the Fairy-

queen Titania. It. however, presents no difficulty.

It was the belief of those days that the Fairies were

the same as the classic Nymphs, the attendants of

Diana. . . . The fairy-queen was therefore the same

as Diana, whom Ovid (Met. hi 173) styles Titania.

Keighttey.

Titanian, Titanitic (ti-tan'i-au, tl-ta-nitlk),

a. Pertaining to titanium.

Titanic (i i-tan ik), a. Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of, the Titans ; hence, enor

mous In size or strength; gigantic; super

human; huge; vast; as, Titanic struggles or

efforts. ' Titanic forces taking birth.' Ten

nyson. ' Titanic shapes.' Tennyson.

Titanic (ti-tan'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

titanium.—Titanic acid (TiOs). dioxide of

titanium, called also Titanic Oxide or An

hydride. It is obtained from rutile, which is

a native titanate of iron and manganese. It

is a snow-white infusible solid, in its rela

tions somewhat analogous to silicic acid.

It is used in making the finer kinds of

enamel for artificial teeth, from its white

ness and hardness.

Titanlferous (ti-tan-if'er-UB), a [Titanium,

and L. fero, to bear.] Producing titanium;

&a,titani/erous pyrites. —Titan\fcrouscerite,

a mineral of a blackish brown colour, found

on the Coromandel coast. It consists of the

oxides of cerium, iron, manganese, and ti

tanium.

Titanite (ti'tan-it), n. An ore of titanium,

called also Sphene (which see).

TitanltlC, a. Same as Titanian.

Titanium (ti-ta'ui-um). n. iSo called in

fanciful allusion to the Titans See Titan.]

Sym. Ti. At. wt. 50. A metal discovered by

Gregorin 1791, in a black sand in Cornwall.

It was afterwards discovered byKlaproth in

some other minerals, and he gave it the name

it now bears. In 1822 Wollaston examined it,

and ascertained its properties. It is found

combined with oxygen in several minerals,

and occurs occasionally in combination with

nitrogen in the slag ironworks as small

cubical crystals, exactly similar to bright

copper in appearance, of specific gravity 53,

am) very infusible. When heated with nitre

these crystals are oxidized, producing titanic

acid. Titanium is a dark green, heavy,

amorphous powder. Oxygen and titanium

combine, forming the sesquioxide TijO,.

which la a black powder, and the peroxide

or titanic acid, TiO,. Titanium also com

bines with chlorine, forming two chlorides,

TiCl3 and TiCIt, and with sulphur forming

a sulphide, Ti.S». This metal forms several

compounds with nitrogen. The ores of this

metal are called menachanite, from Mena-

chan in Cornwall, where it was originally

found; iserine, from the river Iser, in Silesia;

nigriue. from its black colour; sphene, ru

tile, brooklte, nxotomous iron, crichtonite,

Umeuite, mohsite, xschynite, greenovite,

and octahedrite or anatose. — Titanimn

ffrtrn, ferrocyanide of titanium, precipitated

by ferrocyanide of potassium from a solution

of titanic chloride, recommended as an in

nocuous substitute for Schweinfurt-green

and other arsenical green pigments. The

colour, however, is far inferior to that of

Schweinfurt-green.

Titanotherium (ti'tan-o-the"ri-uru). n. [Gr.

Titan, Titanos. a Titan, and thirion, a wild

beast] Lit. a gigantic beast. A large fossil

herbivorous mammal, possibly twice the

size of a horse, somewhat allied to the tapir,

whose remains are found in the miocene

strata of Missouri.

Titan-shorl (trtan-shorl), n. Native oxide

of titanium.

Titbit ( titbit), n. A particularly delicious,

nice, or tender piece. Also written Tidbit

(which see).

Tite.t For Tide(A. Happeneth. Chaucer.

Titerlng.t n. Courtship. Chaucer.

Tith t(tith). a. (See'llOHT. Comp. 8c. mith,

for might.] Tight; nimble; brisk.

Of a good stirring strain too, she goes tith.

Beau. &■ Ft.

Tithable (tiTH'a-bl), a. Subject to the pay-

meut of tithes.

Tithe (tiTii ), n. [O.K. tethe, tiethe, teothe.

A. Sax. tedtha (for te6ntha)J,he tenth,whence

tedthian, to tithe or take a tenth. (See Ten. )

Sc.feind=E. tithe, the former being from the

Scandinavian. ] l.The tenth partof anything;

specifically, the tenth part of the increase

annually arising from the profits of land ami

stock and the personal industry of the inhabi

tants, allotted to the clergy for their support.

In England tithes are personal, praxtial,

or mixed; personal, when accruing from

labour, art, trade, and navigation; prcediai,

when issuing from the earth, as hay, wood,

grain, and fruit; and mixed, when accruing

from beasts which are fed from the ground.

Another division of tithes is into great and

small. Great tithes consist of all species of

corn and grain, hay, and wood; and small

tithes, of pncdial tithes of other kinds, to

gether with mixed and personal tithes. The

great tithes belong to the rector, and are

hence called parsonage tithes; and the Utter

are due to the vicar, and are hence called

vicarage tithes. Tithes are either due de jure

or by custom; to the latter class belong all

personal tithes. The exemptions from tithes

are composition, a modus decimandi, pre

scription, or act of parliament—Commuta

tion of tithes, the conversion of tithes into a

rent-charge payable in money, and charge

able on the land. Several acts of parliament

have been passed for effecting the commu

tation of tithes in England and Ireland. In

regard to tithes in Scotland see Tkinhs.—

2. A small part or proportion.

I have searched man by man, boy by boy; the

tithe of a hair was never lost in my house before.

Shot

Tithe t (Uth), a. Tenth. ' Every tithe soul,

'mongst many thousand.' Shak.

Tithe (Uth), v.t. pret. & pp. tithed; ppr. tith

ing. To levy a tenth part on; to tax to the

amount of a tenth.

When thou hast made an end of tithing all the

tithes of thine increase. Deut. xzvi. 13.

Ye tithe mint and rue. Luke 11. 42.

Tithe (tlTH), v.i. To pay tithes.

For lambe, pig, and calf, and for other the like.

Tithe so as thy cattle the Lord do not strike.

Tusstr.

Tithe - commissioner (tlTn"kom-mi'shon-

er), n. One of a board of officers appointed

by the government for arranging proposi

tions for commuting or compounding for

tithes. Simmonds.

Tithe -free (tiTH'frS), a. Exempt from the

payment of tithes.

Tithe -gatherer (tlTH'gaTH-er-er), n. One

who collects tithes.

Titheless (tlTH'les), a. Same as Tithe-free.

Tlthe-plg (tiTH'pigi, n. One pig out of ten,

paid as a tithe or church-rate. Shak.

Tithe-proctor (tiTH'prok-ter), n. A lerier

or collector of tithes or church-rates. This

functionary was formerly employed by the

clergy of the Established Church in Ireland,

and as he had the privilege of valuing the

farmers' and cottagers' crops (the demesnes

of the land-owners being exempt from valu

ation), and as the tithes were often merci

lessly exacted even in cases of absolute dis

tress, with ruinous legal expenses, the peas

antry held the tithe-proctors in special ab

horrence.

Tlther (tlTH'er), n. One who tithes or col

lects tithes.

Tithing (tlTH'ing), n, 1. The act of levying

or taking tithe; that which is taken as tithe;

a tithe. 'To take titltings of their blood

and sweat' Motley.— 2. In old Ewj. late,

a decennary; a number or company of ten

householders.who, dwelling neareach other,

were sureties or free pledges to the king for

the good behaviour of each other. The in

stitution of ti things in England is ascribed

to Alfred, and although this institution has

long ceased the name and division are still

retained in many parts of England.

Tithlng-man (tlTH'ing-man). n. 1. In aid

Eng. law, the chief man of a tithing; a

headborough ; oue elected to preside over

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not. move; tube, tub. bull; oil. pound; u. Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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the tithing.— 2. A peace officer; an under-

constable. —S. A parish officer in New Kug-

Und, United States, annually elected to pre

serve good order in the church during divine

service, and to make complaint of any dis

orderly conduct.

Tithing-penny (tiTH'ing-pen-ni), n. A small

sum paid to the sheriff by each tithing, dec,

for the charge of keeping courts.

TltbJyt (tithliX adv. (See the adjective.]

Tightly; nimbly; briskly. ' I have seen him

trip it tithly: Beau. <fc Fl.

TithonlCiti thmi'ik),a. [From Or. Tithdnos,

the consort of Aurora.] Pertaining to or

denoting those rays of light which produce

chemical effects; actinic.

Tithonidty (ti-thd-nis'i-ti), n. [8ee above.]

A name given to that property of light by

which it produces chemical effects. Now

called Actinium.

Tithymal (tith'i-mal), n. [Or tithytnalos]

A plant of the genus Euphorbia, E. anti-

quorum.

Titillate (tit'U-lat), v.i. pret. A pp. titillated;

ppr titillating. [L. tit Mo, tUUlatum, to

tickle] To tickle. 'The pungent grains

nf titillating dust.* Pope.

Titillation (tit-ll-la'ahon). n. [L. tititlatio.

See Titillate.] 1. The act of tickling, or

the state of being tickled— 2. Any slight

pleasure. ' The products of those titUlations

that reach no higher than the senses.' Glan-

rilte

Titillatlve (tit'il-lat-iv), a. Tending to titil

late or tickle.

Titivate, Tittivate < tit'i-vat), v.t. [Perhaps

from tidy.] To put in order ; to make look

smart or spruce; to dress; to adorn. [Slang.]

Call in your black man, and titivate a nit.

Thackeray.

ResruUr as clockwork—breakfast at nine—dress

awl tittivate a little. Dickens.

Titlark (tit'lark). n. [Tit and lark. Comp.

titmouse. See TIT.] A small dentirostral

hird of the genus Anthus (A. pratensis),

family Sylviadie, called also the Meadow-

pipit. Titling, and in Scotland the Moss-

ekeeper. It is found in almost all parts of

Europe. In Western Hindustan, Japan, and

Iceland. It is a bird of slim shape, having

the plumage and long hinder toes of the

true larks, but with the slender bill of the

wagtails, which birds it resembles in its

habits and motion of the tail Its song is

weak and plaintive. In winter it is gregari

ous. The cuckoo is said to deposit its eggs

more frequently in the nest of the titlark

than in that of any other bird. The field

titlark or titling, or tree pipit (Anthus ar-

boreus). is a summer visitant of the south

of England; the sea titling or rock pipit (.1.

petrotvs) frequents our shores. See Pipit.

Title (ti'tl), ft. [L. titulus, a title] 1. An

Inscription put over anything as a name by

which it is known.

TeD me once more what title thou (a casquet) dnst

bear. Shak.

IThe inscription in the beginning of a bonk,

containing the subject of the work, and usu

ally the author's and publisher's names.—

Bastard title. See under Bastard.—Half-

title, the short title generally occupying

the top part of the first page of text in a

book.— 3. A particular section or division

"( a subject, as a law, a book, and the

like; especially a chapter or section of a

hw book. Bouvier. — 4. An appellation of

dignity, distinction, or pre-eminence given

to persons —Titles of honour are words and

phrases which belong to certain persons as

their right in consequence of certain digni

ties being inherent in them or conferred

upon them, as Emperor, King, Czar, Prince,

Ac. The five orders of nobility in Britain

are distinguished by the titles of honour-

Duke, Marquess, Earl, Viscount, and Baron;

and the persons in whom the dignity of the

peerage inheres are entitled to be desig

nated by these words. The dignity of

Baronet has, besides Its name, which is

placed after the name and surname of the

l-erwn spoken of, the privilege of prefixing

sir. This title, like the titles of peers, is

hereditary. The dignity of knighthood,

"hich is not hereditary, entitles those on

whom the honour is conferred to the prefix

*ir to their former name and surname.

Eccl.-siastical dignities, such as Archbishop,

Bishop, Ac., bring with them the right to

certain titles of honour besides the phrases

by which the dignity itself is designated;

ami it is usual to bestow on all persons who

are admitted into the clerical order the

title of Reverend. Municipal offices have

also titles accompanying them, as the Right

Honourable the Lord Mayor, the Right

Honourable the Lord Provost, the Lord

Dean of Quild, Ac; and in the law there

are very eminent offices the names of which

become titles of honour to the possessors of

them, and which bring with them the right

to certain terms of distinction.

I weigh the man, not his title: 'tis not the king's

stamp can make the metal better. H'ycherley.

0. A name; an appellation.

Ill worthy I such title should belong

To me transgressor. Milton.

O thou ! whatever title please thine ear.

Dean, Drapier, IlickerstaJT, or Gulliver. Pofe.

6. A claim ; a right. 'Make claim and title

to the crown of France.' Shak.

He must unlearn much of that knowledge which

has, perhaps, constituted hitherto bis chief title to

superiority. Macaulay.

7. t Property; a possession. *To guard a

title that was rich before.' Shak. — S. In

law, (a) property or right of ownership,

or the sources of such right, or the facts

and events which are the means whereby

property is acquired ; a party's right to the

enjoyment of lands or goods, or the means

whereby such right has accrued, and by

which it is evidenced, (o) The instrument

which is evidence of a right, (c) A heading

or indorsement; as, the title of an act of

parliament; the title of an affidavit, etc.—

Passive title, in Scots law, see under Pass

ive.— 9. In the Church of England, a con

dition precedent to, or a claim in favour of

ordination.—10. A church to which a priest

was ordained, and where he was to reside.

Title (ti'tl). v. t pret. <fc pp. titled; ppr. titling.

To name; to call; to entitle.

To these, that sober race of men, whose lives

Religious titled them the sons of God. Milton.

Titled (ti'tld), a. Having a title: especially,

having a title of nobility.

Title-deed (ti'tl-de\l), n. In law, a writing

evidencing a man's right or title to pro

perty.

Title -leaf (tl'tl-Mi). n. The leaf of a book

on which the title ib printed ; a title-page.

Titleless (ti'tl-les), a. Not having a title or

name.

He was a kind of nothing, titleless.

Till he had forged himself a name. Shak.

Title-page (tl'tlpaj), n. The page of a book

which contains the title.

Tltler (tit'ler), n. A large truncated cone

of refined sugar.

Title-role (ti'tl-rtl), n. In theatricals, the

character or part in a play which gives its

name to the play, as Hamlet in the play of

'Hamlet,' Macbeth in that of 'Macbeth,'

*c.

Title-scroll (tl'tl-skrol), n. A scroll show

ing titles, as of a nobleman or great family.

'Title-scrolls and gorgeous heraldries.' Ten

nyson.

Titling ( titling ). n. [A dim. of fit, some

thing small.] 1. The hedge-sparrow. — 2. A

name formerly given in the custom-house

to stockfish. Simmonds.

Titmouse (tit'mousX n. pi. Titmice (tif-

mls). [Tit, a small thing, a small bird,

and mouse, by corruption from A. Sax. mdse

(D. inees, G. meise), a titmouse ; comp. tit

lark.] An insessorial bird belonging to the

order Dentirostres, and forming the type of

the family Paridoc. The titmice have a

$
''

Blue Titmouse, male and female {Parus aeru/eus).

slender, short, conical, and straight beak,

furnished with little hairs at the base, and

have the nostrils concealed among the

feathers. They are very active little birds,

continually flittlngand climbingfrom branch

to branch, suspending themselves from the

sprays in all sorts of positions, rending

asunder the seeds on which they feed, de

vouring insects wherever they see them,

and not sparing even small birds when they

happen to find them sick, and are able to

put an end to them. Their notes are shrill

and wild. They lay up stores of seeds, and

build on trees (some of them hanging nests)

in the holes of old trees, in walls, etc. The

great tit(.Paru*maj'or), blue tit(P.«rrt< leus),

crested tit (P. crutatus), the cole tit (P.

atcr), marsh tit (P. palustris), long-tailed

tit {P. caudatus), and bearded tit (P. biar-

atcr), marsh tit (P. palustris). Ion5-tailed

tit {P. caudatus), and bear"

micus) are British species.

Titrate (ti'trat) v.t. To submit to the pro

cess of titration.

Titration ( ti-tra'shon ), n. [Fr. titre, title,

standard of fineness, etc.] In analytical

chem. a process for ascertaining the quan

tity of any given constituent present in a

compound by observing the quantity of a

liquid of known strength (called a standard

solution) necessary to convert the constitu

ent Into another form, the close of the re

action being marked by some definite phe

nomenon, usually a change of colour or the

formation of a precipitate. Called also

Volumetric Analysis.

Titter (tit'ter), vi. [Probably an imitative

word; comp. such words as snigger, snicker,

G. kichern, to titter; E. tattle, Ac ] To

laugh with the tongue striking against the

root of the upper teeth ; to laugh with re

straint.

Thus Sal, with tears m either eye,

While Victor Ned sat titteringhy. Shenttone.

Titter (tit'ter), n, A restrained laugh.

A strangled titter, out of which there brake,

On all sides, clamouring etiquette to death.

Unmeasured mirth. Tettttyson.

Titter (tit'ter). v.i. [Akin to totter; Icel.

titra, to tremble; G. zittern, to quiver.] To

ride on each end of a balanced plank; to

see saw. See TEETER.

Titter t (tit'terX n. A kind of weed. See

TINE.

From wheat go and rake out the titteri or tine.

Tusstr.

Titteratlon (tit'ter-a-shon), n. A -fit of tit

tering or giggling. * Throw me into a tit-

teratton.' Richardson, [Rare.]

Tittering (tit'ter-ing), n. The act of one

who titters; restrained laughter.

Titter-tOtter (tit'ter-tot-ter), adv. In a

swaying manner; unsteadily. ' Don't stand

titter-totter.' Bailey. Also written Tetter-

totter.

Titter-totter (tit'ter-tot'ter), v.i. To see

saw; to teeter.

Tittle, Titty (tit'ti), n. The infantine and

endearing manner of pronouncing sister.

Burns. [Scotch.]

Tittlmouset (tit'ti-mous), n. The titmouse.

'The ringdove, redbreast, and the titti-

mouse.' John Taylor.

Tittivate (tit'i-vat), v.L See Titivate.

Tittle uuh. n. [From tit, small.] A small

particle; a minute part; a jot; on iota.

Every tittle of this prophecy U most exactly verified.

South.

Tittle (titT),r.i. [Allied to tattle.] To prate

idly; to whisper. [Scotch.]

Tittlebat (titl-bat), n. The stickleback.

Dickens.

Tittle-tattle (tit'l-tat'l). n. [A reduplica

tion of tattle; an imitative word.] 1. Idle

trifling talk; empty prattle.

Sometimes the tittle-tattle of a fine lady, sometimes

that of an old nurse ; always tittle-tattle.

Lady M. ft'. Montagu.

2. An idle trifling talker. [Rare.]

Impertinent tittle-tattles, who have no other variety

in their discourse than that of talking slower or Taster.

ratter.

Tittle-tattle ( titl-tatl ), a Gossiping;

chattering^ 'The tittle-tattle town.' Win.

Combe. [Rare]

Tittle-tattle (tit'l-tat'l), v.i. To talk idly;

to prate.

You must be tittle-tattling before all our guests.

SMatr.

Titubate (tit'u-bat), r.f. and i. pret. A pp.

titubated; ppr. titubating. [L. titubo, (ifu-

batum, to stumble] 1 To stumble; to trip;

to stagger. Waterhouse. —2. To rock or roll,

as a curved body on a plane.

Titubatlon (tit-u-ba'shon), n. 1. The act

of stumbling — 2. In med. restlessness; an

inclination to constant change of position;

fidgets.—3. The act of rocking or rolling, as

a curved body on a plane.

Titular (tit'u-ler). o. [Fr. titulaire; from L.

tilulus. See Title] Being such or such

by title or name only; nominal; having the

title to an office or dignity without discharg

ch, cAain, ch, Sc. locA; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, slny; TH, Men; th. thin; w, trig; wh, u-Aig; ih, azure.—See KEY.g. ?o;
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ing the duties of it; having or conferring

the title only; as, a titular king or prince.

Both Valerius and Austin were titular bishops.

Ayitjffk.

The policy of the crown in Russia has always t>cen

to level all distinctions among the subjects, as far as

the existence of a titular nobility wilt allow.

Brougha m.

Titular (tit'u-ler), n. 1. One who posseaseB

the title of an office without the real power

or authority belonging to it. — 2. In Eng.

ecclett. lato, one who may lawfully enjoy a

benefice without performing its duties. lu

Scots eccles. law, titulars of the tithes, the

titulars or patrons to whom the tenuis or

tenth part of the produce of lands, formerly

claimed by the clergy, had been gifted by

the crown, into whose hands the same fell

at the Reformation.

Titulartty (Ut-u-lar'i-ti), n. The state of

being titular.

Julius, Augustus, and Tiberius, with great humility

received the name of ii operator; but their successors

retain the same even in its titulartty.

Sir T. Browne,

Titularly < tit'u-ler-li ), adv. In a titular

manner; nominally; by title only.

Titulary ( tit'u-la-ri ), n. Same as Titular.

Ayliffe.

Titulary (tit'u-la-ri), a. 1. Consisting in a

title; bearing a title; titular.

The malecontents of his kingdom have not been

base nor titulary impostors, but of an higher nature.

Raton.

2. Pertaining to a title; proceeding from a

right or title.

William the Conqueror, howsoever he used the

power of a conqueror to reward his Normans, yet

mixed it with a titulary pretence grounded upon the

Confessor's will. Bacon.

Tituledt (tit'uld), a. Having or bearing a

title; entitled.

TitUppiUg (tit'up-ing), a. Restless; lively;

full of BpTrit. 'Titupping misses.' Sir W.

Scott

Tituppy (tit'up-i), o. Unsubstantial; loosely

put together; shaky. 'Such a little tituppy

thing.1 Jane Austen.

Tityre-tu (ti'ti-re-tb), n. A name given to

i he members of a band of ruffians who, in

the time of Charles II., infested the streets

of London at night for the purpose of creat

ing disturbances. Tho term is equivalent

to the Mohock, Hawcubite, Hector, &c, of a

later day, and is from the first line of the

first eclogue of Virgil: 'Tityre, tu patula?

recubans sub tegmine fagi.'

The Muns and Tityre Tits had given place to the

Hectors, and the Hectors had been recently suc

ceeded by the Scourers. At a later period arose the

Nicker, the Hawkubitc, and the yci more dreaded

name of Mohawk. Macaulay.

Tiu, Tiw (te'u). «. In Northern myth, the

original supreme divinity of the ancient

Teutonic mythology, corresponding with

Dyaus of India, Zeus of Greece, and the

Jove of the Romans. Gladstone.

Tiver (ti'ver), n. [A. Sax. tedfor, a reddish

tint or colour.] A kind of ochre which is

used in marking sheep in some parts of Eng

land.

Tiver (ti'ver), v.t. To mark with tiver, as

sheep, in different ways and for different

purposes.

Tivy (tiv'i), adv. [See Tantivy.] With great

speed: a huntsman's word or sound.

In a bright moonshine while winds whistle loud,

Tivy, ttvy, tivy, we mount and we fly. Drydett.

Tizrl, n. Same ;is TisrL

Tizzl (tiz'zi ). n. A corruption of Tester; a

sixpence. [Slang.]

T-Joint (te'joint), h. The union of one pipe

or plate rectangularly with another resem

bling the letter T.

Tmesis (tme'sis), n. [Or. tmesis, from temno,

to cut.] In gram, a figure by which a com

pound word is separated into two parts,

and one or more words inserted between

them; as, of whom be thou ware also (2 Tim.

iv. 15), for of whom beware thou also.

To (tu.orwhenemphasizedttt), prep. [A. Sax.

M, to, towards, for, <fcc; O. Sax. and 0. Kris.

to, te, ti, D. toe, te, L.O. to, G. zu, OH G. zo,

ztto, ze, Goth, da: not in the Scandinavian

tongues, though til may be connected. Cog.

Ir. and Gael, do. Com. dho, Slav. do. In

Anglo Saxon it was rarely used before the

infinitive, and did not serve as the sign of

the infinitive mood, this sign being the

term. -an. It was common with a gerund,

however, of similar form with the infinitive

(in such phrases as 'ready to go,' 'good

to eat,' 'debts to pay.' «tc.), and hence its

modern use, which dates from the end of

the twelfth century. ] 1. Denoting motion

towards a place or thing; indicating direc

tion towards a place, point, goal, state, or

condition; or towards something to be done

or to be treated ; towards. In the sense

of movement toward to is opposed to from,

and usually interchangeable with unto.

' Driven to doubt. ' Shale,

Adonis hied him to the chase. Skak.

First to with me to church and call roe wife.

And then away to Venice to your friend, Shalt.

The lamp hangs from the ceiling to the floor.

Harris.

An instinctive taste teaches men to build their

churches in rUt countries with spire steeples, which,

. . . point up with silent finger to the sky and stars.

Coleridge.

2. Indicating a point or limit reached in

space, time, or degree; expressing extent,

limit, degree of comprehension, inclusion

as far as ; excluding all omission or excep

tion. 'From the hour of my nativity to this

instant' Shale. ' Who hate and scorn you

to a man. ' Swift.

Some Americans, otherwise of quick parts, could

not count to one thousand, nor had any distinct idea

of it, though they could reckon very well to twenty.

Locke.

3. Indicating anything capable of being re

garded as a limit to movement or action ;

denoting destination, aim, design, and pur

pose ; for; as, he is going to a trade ; he is

rising to wealth and honour. ' He Is franked

up to fatting.' Shah.

Wherefore was I to this keen mockery born! Shak.

Marks and points out each man of us to slaughter.

B. Jonson.

4. Signifying a result or effect produced; de

noting an end or consequence ; as, he was

nattered to his ruin ; the king engaged in a

war to his cost.

I shall laugh myself to death. Shak.

6. Denoting addition, accumulation, or pos

session. 'She adds houours to his hateful

name.' Shak.

Rain added te a river that is rank

Perforce will force it overflow the bank. Shak,

Wisdom he has and to his wisdom courage,

Temper to that, and unto all success.

Sir J, Denham.

6. Implying junction or union.

How like a jade he stood, tied to a tree. Shak.

7. In comparison of ; denoting comparison,

proportion, or measure; compared with.

I to the world am like a drop of water. Shak.

Among the ancients, the weight of oil was to that

of wine as wine to tea. ArbutAnot.

Hence it is used in a strictly limited sense

iu expressing ratios or proportions; as, three

is to twelve as four is to sixteen.— 8. Denot

ing opposition and contrast; implying an

tithesis; as, they engaged hand to hand.

'Set'st oath to oath, thy tongue against thy

tongue.' Shah: 'Ten proofs to one that

blood hath the victory.' Shah.

For now we see through a glass, darkly ; but then

face to face. i Cor. xiii. is.

Then call them to our presence ; face to face

And frowning brow to brow. Shak ,

Often used in betting phrases.

My hat to a halfpenny Pompey proves the best

worthy. Shak.

Here also may be classed such phrases as

—To one's face, to one's teeth, to one's eyes,

in presence and defiance of. 'Tell him to

hie teeth.' Shak. 'Weepest thou for him to

myface.' Shak—9. Denoting accord, adap

tation, or agreement; according to; in con-

gruity or harmony with ; as, an occupation

suited to his taste; a husband to her mind.

'Fashion your demeanour to my looks.'

Shak.

He to God's image, she to his was made. Dryden.

10. Denoting correspondency, simultaneous-

ness, or accompaniment; as, she sang to his

guitar. 'She dances to her lays.' Shak.

'Moved on in silence to soft pipes.' Milton.

11. In the place of ; as a substitute for; in

the character or quality of; for; as. 'To

take to wife.' Shak.

1 have a king here to my flatterer. Shak.

12. Denoting relation; concerning. 'Answer

to his part performed.' Shak. 'A king's

oath to the contrary.' Shak—13. Di a great

variety of cases to supplies the place of the

dative in other languages; it connects tran

sitive verbs with their indirect or distant

objects, and adjectives, nouns, and neuter

or passive verbs with a following noun which

limits their action ; as. to drink a health to

a person; what's that to you? it's a great

deal to me. ' To a pretty ear she tunes her

tale.' Shak. 'Here's to my love.' Shak,

Meditate upon these things; give thyself wholly to

them. i Tim. iv. 15.

I think to go to Tunbridge for a fortnight.

Richardson.

After substantives to is thus often equiva

lent (or nearly so) to of; as, a dislike (0

spirituous liquors. ' Thou lackey (oetenrity.'

Shak.

The cock that is the trumpet to the mom.

Doth . . . awake the god of day. Shot,

But though 1 am daughter to liis blood

I am not to his manners. SM.it,

After adjectives, it denotes the person or

thing, with respect to which, or in whoa

interest, a quality is shown or perceired;

aa, a substance sweet to the taste; u event

painful to the mind. — 14. A common vul

garism in America for at or in (a place).

Father and mother used them, and w did til the

old folks to SlickriUe. Haliburtm.

15. The sign of the infinitive mood of a verb.

or governing the gerundial infinitive or

gerund. The simple infinitive occurs Id

such sentences as, I wish to go, command

him to go, to ride 1b pleasant

Ay, but te die, and \to) go we know not nheft;

To lie in cold obstruction and to rot;

This sensible warm motion to become

A kneaded clod. Skit.

It is generally omitted after the auxiliaries

do, can, may, must, will, shall (with their

past tenses), as well as after such verbs as

oid, dare, need, make, we, hear, feel, let, per

ceive, behold, observe, hate (in such phrases

as / would have you know = l would wish

you to know), ana know. [To speak more

correctly to is not omitted in these cues,

but the old infinitive without to is used,

Formerly it was sometimes inserted; is.

' Many did to die.' Spenser.] The gerundial

infinitive denotes desigu or purpose, and in

this case the formfor to was formerly in good

usage ; as, ' What went ye out for to see!'

Mat. xi. 9 ; but this is now inelegant and

vulgar. —To with the gerundial infinitive

often comes(a)after an adjective; eb. prompt

to obey; quick to hear; alow to censure.

(6) After the substantive verb, to denoting

futurity. ' We are still to seek for some

thing else.' Bentley. (c) After have, to de

noting duty or necessity; as, I have a debt to

pay.—Anciently to was often omitted where

we should now insert it as a sign of the in

finitive.

Being mechanical, you ought not [to) walk

Upon a labouring day without the sign

Ot your profession. SMti.

It is often improperly so omitted in the

present day. In colloquial usage to often

stand8 for and supplies an iuflnitire already

mentioned; as, he commands me to go with

him, but I do not wish to.

Your grandfather would never let me tratel; I

wanted to, but he never would. DtmoM

[See note at end of next article]

To (td), adv. 1. Forward ; in progression; on.

' To, Achilles! to.Ajax! to!7 Shak.-Goto,

an expression of exhortation or of reproof

See under Go.—To and fro, to and bade, to

and again, forward and backward ; up *""

down. 'Debating to and fro.' Shak. 'Goes

to and back, lackeying the varying tide.'

Shak.
Masses of marble . . . rolled to and again t£l they

were rounded to the form of pebbles. H'ec&ara

2. Denoting motion towards a thing for the

purpose of laying hold of it; as. to fall to-

'I will stand to and feed.' Shak.-X loot

ing a junction, union, or the closing of some

thing separated or open. 'Can honour set

to a leg?' Shak. 'Clap to the doors.' Skat.

The wind has been and blown the door t*, and I

can't get in. Dirtrxs.

4. Denoting an aim proposed in doing some

thing. 'Hew to it with thy sword.' Skat

6. In a certain direction; as, to come to; to

heave to.
Note. In the foregoing explanations of to

(prep, and adv.). it is to be considered that

the definitions given are not always we

sense of to by itself, but the sense rawer

of to in connection with another word or

other words.
TO-. [0. Sax. te-, G zcr- .] A particle lor

merly used in composition with verba, par

ticiples, or adjectives, signifying asunder, in

pieces, or giving an augmentative or intrn

sive force to the word to which it is prefixed

as be has since given; quite; entirely; much:

very. "The helmes they to-hewen and to-

shrede.' Chaucer. * Fairy-like, lo-pinch We

unclean knight.' Shak. ' And all fo-brake

his skull." Judg. ix. 63. See under All

Toad (tod), n. [Found also in such forms as

tadde, fade, ted, in A. Sax. Mdie, Uidfr, the

origin being unknown. Tad in tadpvle htm

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; f, Sc fey.
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word.] The common name of the amphibian

vertebrates belonging to the genus Bufo, now

constituted into a family, Bufouida?. Toads

have a thick, bulky body, covered with warts

or papillae; a thick lump behind the ears,

pierced with pores, from which issues a milky

and fetid fluid. They have no teeth; the

hind feet are but slightly webbed. They leap

badly, and generally avoid the water. Some

of thetn are hideous and disgusting ani

mals, and the bite, saliva, Ac, of the coin

mon toad were formerly considered poi

sonous. The toad is extremely tenacious

of life, but experiments have conclusively

shown that there is no truth in the oft-re

peated stories of the creature being able to

support life when inclosed in solid rock for

immense periods of time. Toads are found

in all quarters of the world. The common

toad (Bufo vulgaris) and green toad (B. vir-

idis) inhabit not only Europe, but also Asia

and Africa. Toads are most abundant in

America. There are now several sub-genera,

such as Rhinellus, Otilophis, Ac.—Surinam

toad. See Pipa. — Toad in the hole, meat

cooked in batter. * The diah they call a toad

in a hoU.' Miss Burney.

Toad-eater (tod'et-er), n. A name given

i' ■ a fawning, obsequious parasite ; a mean

■ycophant; a toady.

Mr-. Berry hates her cordially, And thinks she is a

designing toad eater, who has formed a conspiracy

to rob her of her aunt's fortune. Thackeray.

I was reduced to be as miserable a toad-eater as any

m Great Britain, which in the strictest sense ofthe word

is a servant, except that the toad-eater has the honour

ofdining with my lady, and the misfortune of receiving

no wages. Sir C. //anbury H'iUiams.

[The word literally designates a person who

would do the roost disgusting acts at the

bidding of a snperior, the eating of a toad

being one of the most nauseous that can be

conceived Cuinp. the phrase, to eat dirt,

and the Fr. avaler des couleuvres, to put up

with mortifications, lit. to swallow adders.}

Toad-eating (tod'et-ing), n. Servile or syco-

phantish complaisance; sycophancy.

Without . . . the officiousness, the inqutsitivencss,

the effrontery, the toad-eating, the insensibility to all

reproof, be (Boswell) never could have produced so

excellent a book. Macautay.

Toad-eating (tod'et-ing), a. Pertaining to

a load-eater or his ways.

Toad-fish (tod'flah), n. A teleostean fish of

the genus Lophins, the L. europaeus or />>■■■■

eatorius. Called also Fishing-frog, Angler,

Sea-devil, and Wide-gab. See LOFHIUB.

Toad-flax (toil'flaks). n. The English name

of various plants of the genns Linaria. The

common toad-flax is L. vulgaris, which in

its general habit is not unlike flax. The

flowers are of a bright yellow; the corolla

labiate, resembling that of the snapdragon

in shape, but provided with a long spur. It

grows in hedges and at the edges of fields.

The ivy-leaved toad-flax is L. Cymbalaria.

See I i \ \ r. i \

Toadisht (tod'ish). a. Like a toad; venom

ous. 'A speckled, toadtih, or poison ii-.li"

Sir T Herbert.

Toadlet (tod'let), n. A little toad. Cole-

rutge.

Toadling (tod 'ling), n. A little toad; a

toadlet.

Toadseye (todzl), n. In mineral, a variety

of wood-tin.

Toad-Spit (tod'spit).n. Same as Cuckoo-spit.

Toad-stone (tod'ston), n. l. Bufonite, a

; --.i. consisting of the petrified teeth of

certain mesozoic ganoid fishes. It was for

merly thought to have existed in the head

of a toad, was worn in rings, and held of

sovereign use against venom. Ac. Shak-

spere refers to this belief in the lines ;—

Sweet are the uses of adversity;

Which, like the toad, ogly and venomous,

Wl-.ii. yet a precious jewel in his head.

At You /.tie ft, ii. r.

2.[G, todtstein, dead stone.] The name given

by miners, chiefly in Derbyshire, to certain

hands, generally basaltic, which alternate

•ith bands of limestone of the carboniferous

series, and which are unproductive of ore.

Toad-stool (tod'stol). n. A popular name

applied to numerous species of fungi.

Toady (tod'i), n. [Short for Toad-eater.)

1. A base sycophant ; a flatterer ; a toad-

eater.

A very feeble but very flattering reflex of the para-

<ite was the umbra or shadow, who accompanied any

ut need fraest, and who was sometimes a man of equal

cou*e*ruence,though usually a poor relative or an hum

ble friend—in modern cant, 'atoady.' Such is the um

bra of our friend Clodius. Lord Lytton.

2. A coarse rustic woman. Sir W. Scott.

[Hare.)

Toady t (tod'i), a. Having the character of

or resembling a toad.

Vice is of such a toady complexion that she cannot

choose but teach the soul to hate. Feilham.

Toady (tod'i), v.t. To fawn upon in a servile

manner; to play the toady or sycophant to.

Toadyism (tod'i-izm), n. The practices of a

toady; mean sycophancy; Bervile adulation.

Thackeray.

To-and-fTO (td'and-fro), n. 1. The bandying

of a question backward and forward; a dis

cussion. Bale— 2. A walking backward and

forward. See under To.

She.

Like some wild creature newly-caged, commenced

A to-andfro. Tennyson.

Also used adjectively; as, to-and-fro motion.

Toast (tost), v.t. [0 Fr. taster, Sp. and Pg.

tostar, to roast, toast, from L. tostum, pp.

of torreo, to toast. (See TORRENT. ) For sense

of to pledge see the noun, 2.] 1. To dry and

scorch by the heat of a Are ; as, to toast

bread or cheese.—2. To warm thoroughly; as,

to toast the feet. [Familiar.]—3. To name

or propose as one whose health, success,

Ac. is to he drunk ; to drink to the success

of or in honour of; as, to toast a lady; to

toast the army and navy.

Well try the empire you so long have boasted ;

And if we are nut praised we*ll not be toasted. Prior.

Several popish gentlemen toastedmany loyal healths.

Addison.

Toast (tost), v.i. To give a toast or health

to be drunk; to drink a toast

These insect reptiles, whilst they go on caballing

and toasting, only nil us with disgust. Burke.

Toast (tost), n. 1. Bread dried and scorched

by the Are, or such bread dipped in melted

butter or in Bome liquor; a piece of toasted

bread put in a beverage.

■lake it so large, that, filled with sack

Up to the swelling brim,

Vast toasts on the delicious lake

Like ships at sea may swim. Rochestei .

2. A lady whose health is drunk in honour

or respect.

The Countess, a Whig And a toast, was probably as

gracious as her lord. Macautay.

It happen*d that on a puhlick day a celebrated

beauty of those times (of King Charles II.) was in the

Cross- Bath (at Bath), and one of the crowd of her ad

mirers took a glass of water in which the fair one

stood, and drank her health to the company. There

was in the place a gay fellow, half-fuddled, who offered

to jump in. and swore, tho' he liked not the liquor, he

would nave the toast (making an allusion to the usage

of the times of drinking with a toast at the bottom of

the glass). Tho' he was opposed in his resolution, this

whim gave foundation to the present honour which is

done to the lady we mention in our liquors, who lias

ever since been called a toast. Ta'ler.

3. Any one who is named in honour in drink

ing, us a public character or a private friend;

any thing honoured iu a similar manner; a

sentiment proposed for general acceptance

in drinking.

When the toast went'out of use the sentiment took

its place, and this I can remember myself. At length

toast came to signify any person or thing that was to

be commemorated: as, "The King,* 'The Land we live

in,' tec. KtightUy.

Toaster (tost'er), n, \ One who toasts.— 2. An

instrument for toasting bread, cheese, or the

like.

Toasting-fork, Toasting-iron (tost'ing-

fork, tost'ing i-ern), n. A jocular name for

a sword. ' His other pistol or his toasting-

fork.' T. Hughes.

I saw the game was over and hung up my twstinr-

iron. Thackeray.

Toast-master (tost'mas-ter), n. An officer

who at great public entertainments an

nounces the toasts and leads or times the

cheering.

Toast-rack (tost'rak), n. A stand for a table

having partitions for slices of dry toast.

Sitnim/ttds.

Toast - water (tost'wa-ter), n. Water in

which toasted bread has been soaked, used

as a beverage by invalids.

Toater t (td'ter), n. A trumpeter: a tooter.

Hark, hark I these looters tell us the kind's coming.

Get you gone. Beau. &■ Ft.

Tobaccanallan (to-bak'a-na"li-an). n.

One who indulges in tobacco; a smoker.

'Very good for us cheap tobaccanalians.'

Thackeray. [A humorous word coined by

Thackeray.]

Tobacco (to-bak'ko), n. [Perhaps from

Tabaco, a province of Yucatan, in Spanish

America, where it is said to have been first

found by the Spaniards. But this iB very

doubtful. Las Cusas says that in the first

voyage of Columbus the Spaniards saw in

Cuba many persons smoking dry herbs or

Virginian Tobacco (.Vr'rw-

tiana Tabacuw).

leaves rolled up in tubes called tabacos.

Charlevoix, in his History of St. Dominique,

says that the instrument used iu smoking

was called tabaco, and hence the name, and

Humboldt adopts this view. In Hakluyt s

Voyages, 1580, it is stated that 'there is an

herbe (in Virginia) which is sowed apart by

itself, and is called by the inhabitants vppo-

woe: in the West Indies it hath divers names,

according to the several! places and coun

tries where it groweth and 1b used. The

Spaniards call it tobacco.'] A genus of plants

(Nicotiana), mostly herbaceous, but some

shrubby, nat. order Solanacea?, natives of the

warmer parts of

America, Eastern

Asia, and Australia.

There are several

spccies.all narcotic.

Those most gener

ally cultivated are

N.Tabacum and N.

macrophylla, the

former being often

called Virginian to

bacco. It is of an

erect habit, and

grows to the height

of 5or(3feet,having

lanceolate leaves

from 6 to 18 inches

long, and rose-col

oured (lowers. Be

sides being used as

the name of the

plants tfbacco Is also

the name of the pre

pared leaves. To

bacco has been em

ployed in medicine

as a stimulaut.eme-

tic, and purgative,

but it is as a luxury

that its use is so

widely diffused, the chief modes in which

it is taken being smoking, Biuiffing, and

chewing. The leaf undergoes various pro*

cesBes of manufacture in accordance with

the mode in which it is to be used. Its use in

America is of unknown antiquity. Among

the North American Indians smoking has

from time immemorial been regarded almost

as a religious rite, the calumet being asso

ciated with their most solemn and important

transactions. Meyen states that its use iu

China is also of high antiquity. It was first

introduced into Europe in 1559 by Her-

mandez de Toledo, who brought a small

quantity from America into Spain and Por

tugal. Thence its use forthwith spread into

France ami Italy, its first employment in

these countries being in the form of snuff.

Sir F. Drake introduced it into England in

1585, where tobacco taverns became nearly

as prevalent as beer-shops. Its use was op

posed strongly by both priests and rulers.

Popes Urban VIII. and Innocent IX. issued

bulls excommunicating such as used snuff iu

church, and in Turkey smoking was made a

capital offence. In the canton of Berne the

prohibition of the use of tobacco was put

among the ten commandments immediately

after that forbidding adultery. The Coun

terblast of James I. of England is matter of

history. All prohibitions, however, regal or

priestly, were of no avail, and tobacco is now

the most extensively used luxury on the face

of the globe. The most commonly used to

bacco, and possibly the most esteemed, is the

Virginian, but fine species or varieties are

grown also in Cuba, Persia, and elsewhere.

See NICOTIANA. — Indian tobacco (Lobelia

in/fata), a plant cultivated in the United

States.. It is used In medicine as an ex

pectorant and diaphoretic, but it must lie

administered in Bmall doses, as it is very

poisonous.—Mountain tobacco (Arnica rnon-

tana) grows in alpine meadows. It is acrid,

nauseous, emetic, causeB constipation, and

is used in medicine.

TobacCO-DOX (to-bakTio-boks), n. A box for

holding tobacco.

Tobacco-mant (tobakTto-nian), n. A to

bacconist. Hudibras.

Tobacconert (to-bak'ko-ner), n. One who

uses tobacco; a smoker of tobacco. Sylves

ter.

Tobacconingt (to-bak'ko-ning), n. The

practice of using tobacco. /•'„« Hall.

Tobacconist (to-bakTto-nist), n. 1. A dealer

iu tobacco; also, a manufacturer of tobacco.

2.t A smoker of tobacco.

Hence it is, that the lungs of the tobacconist are

rotted. B. Johsoh.

ch. caain; ch, Sc. IocA; g. 0o; J. job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; tu. then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure - See Key.
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Tobacco-pipe (to-bak'k&-pip), n. An im

plement used iu smoking tobacco. It con

sists essentially of a bowl (or the tobacco,

and a stem through which the tobacco

smoke is drawn into the mouth. In form

aud material it varies much in different

countries —clay, meerschaum, porcelain,

wood, stone, metal, horn, ivory, Ac, being

all employed for making pipes in whole or

in part.—Queen's tobacco-pipe, a jocular de

signation of a peculiarly-shaped kiln belong

ing to the customs, and situated near the

London Docks, iu which are piled up dam

aged tobacco and cigars, and contraband

goods, such as tobacco, cigars, tea, ifcc.,

which have been smuggled, till a sufficient

quantity has accumulated, when the whole

is set fire to and consumed.—Tobacco-pipe

clay. Same as Pipe -clay. — Tobacco-pipe

fish. Same as Pipe-fish.

tobacco-pouch (to bak'ko-pouch), n. A

pouch or bag for holding tobacco.

Tobacco-root (to-bak'ko-rot), n. The root

of Lewisia rediviva, used as an article of

food by the Indians of Tpper Oregon.

Though bitter, it is nutritious and whole

some, being nearly pure starclt

Tobacco-stopper (to-bak'ko-stop-er), u. An

instrument for pressing down the tobacco

as it is smoked in a pipe.

Tobago-cane (t6-ba'gd-kan), n. [ From island

of Tobago.) A name under which the trunks

of Bactris minor, a species of palm growing

in New Granada and the West Indies, are

sometimes imported into Europe to be made

into walking-sticks.

To-be (to-be*), n. The future, with what it

brings with it. [Rare and poetical ]

And so these twain, upon the skirts of time.

Sit side by side, full-summ'd In all their powers.

Dispensing harvest, sowing the To-Bt. Tennyson.

To-bete, t v.a. [Old intens. prefix to, and

bete. See To.] To beat severely, Chaucer.

Tobine (to'bin), n. [G. tobin. D. tabijn. See

Tabby.] A stout twilled silk, much resem

bling Florentine, used for dresses.

Toblt (tob'it), u. One of the Old Testament

Apocryphal books.

Toboggan (td-bog'gan), n. [Corruption of

Amer. Indian odabagan, a sled.] A kind of

sled made of a pliable board, turned up at

both ends, used for sliding down snow-

covered slopes In Canada; aUo, a sledge to

be drawn by dogs over snow.

Toboggan (to-bog'gan), v.i. To slide down

hill over snow on a toboggan.

T0-break,t v.t. and i. [Intens. prefix to,

and break.] To break in pieces; to break

asunder or in twain. Chaucer.

To-brestet, v.t. and i. [Old intens. prefix

to, and bresten, to burst.] To burst asunder.

Chaucer.

Toccata (tok-kii'ta), n. [It.] In old music,

(a) a prelude or overture; (6) a piece written

as an exercise; (c) a fantasia.

Tocher (toch'er), n. [Gael, tochradh, Ir. to-

char, a portion or dowry.] The dowry which

a wife brings to her husband by marriage.

[Scotch.]

Tocher (toch'er), v.t. To give a tocher or

dowry to. [Scotch.]

TocherleBS (toch'cr-les), a. Portionless; as,

a tocherless lass. Sir H'. Scott. [Scotch.]

Tockay (tok'a), n. A species of spotted liz

ard iu India.

Tocology (td-kol'o-fi), n. [Or. tokos, partu

rition, ana logos, discourse.] The science

of obstetrics or midwifery; that department

of medicine which treats of parturition.

[Rare. J

To-come (tb-kum'), n. The future. [Rare

and poetical.]

And all the rich to-come

Reels, as the golden autumn reels

Athwart the smoke of burning weeds. Tennyson.

Tocsin (tok'sin), n. [Fr. tocsin, O.Fr. toque-

sin, from toque, a stroke, a touch, and sin,

sein, a bell, from L. signum, a sign.] An

alarm-bell, or the ringing of a bell as a sig

nal, or for the purpose of giving an alarm.

That all-softening, overpowering knell.

The tocsin of the soul, the dinner-bell. Byron.

The death of the nominal leader . . . was the

tocsin of their anarchy. Dtsnu/i.

Tocussa (to-kus'so). n. An Abyssinian corn-

plant or millet, Eleuxine Tocussa.

Tod (tod), n. [IceL toddi, a tod or ball of

wool; Dan. tot, a bunch of flax; G. zote,

Rrov. G. zode, a lock of wool.] 1. A bush,

especially of ivy; a thick masa of growing

foliage.

The ivy tod is heavy with snow. Coleridge

2. An old weight used chiefly in buying

wool. It is equal to 28 pounds, or 2 atone;

but there are several local tods. —3. A fox,

from his bushy tail. 'The wolf, the tod, the

brock, or other vermin.* B. Jonson. [Old

English and Scotch.]

Todt (tod), v.t. To yield in weight; to weigh;

to produce a tod. Shak.

Todas (to'daz), n. pi. A small race of men,

inhabiting the upper part of the Neilgherry

Mountains in Southern India. Under the

influence of polyandry and intemperance

they are rapidly disappearing. Their lan

guage is Dravidian, and they believe them

selves to be the aborigines of the country,

as indeed seems to be the case. Called also

Todawars, Todars.

To-day (to-da'), n. [A. Sax. t6-da»g—to, to,

and dceg, day.] The present day; as, to-day

is Monday; also, on this day, adverbially;

as, he leaves to-day. Seldom or never with

preposition on before it. Comp. to-morrow.

Worcester's horse came but to-day. Skat,

Toddalia(tod-dali-a), n. [From Kaka-Tod-

dali,the Malabar name of one of the species.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Rutaceae. The

species, which are few in number, consist

of moderate-sized shrubs, with alternate

trifoliate leaves full of pellucid dots; the

flowers in axillary or terminal racemes or

panicles. They inhabit the hot parts of

India, the Mauritius, and Brazil. The bark

and root of T. aculeata, which is widely dis

persed through tropical Asia, are used as a

cure for the remittent fever of jungly situa

tions. Many of the allied species are pos

sessed of bitter and aromatic properties.

Toddle (tod'l), v.i. pret & pp. toddled; ppr.

toddling. [A freq. akin to totter; comp. G.

zotteln. to toddle, to stagger.] To saunter

about feebly; to walk with short steps in a

tottering way, as a child or an old man.

I should like to come and have a cottage in your

park, toddle about, live mostlyon milk, and be taken

care of by Mrs. Boswell. Johnson (in Borwelfs Ltfe).

Toddle (tod'l), n. A little toddling walk.

'Her daily little toddle through the town.'

Trollope. [Colloq.]

Toddler (tod'l-er), n. One who toddles; an

infant or young child; as, the little toddler.

Toddy (tod'i), n. [Hind.] 1. A name given

to the juice which flows from the wounded

spathes of many palms, such as cocoa-nut,

taliput-palm, Raphia vinifera, and Mauri-

tia vini/era. When newly drawn the juice

is sweet and has a peculiar flavour, operat

ing in general as a laxative. It is much in

demand as a beverage in the neighbour

hood of villages in India, especially where

European troops are stationed. When it has

undergone fermentation it is highly intoxi

cating. The fermented juice distilled with

some other ingredients forms the spirituous

liquor called arrack, or rnci*. Called also

Palm-wine. — 2. A mixture of spirit and

water sweetened ; as, whisky toddy; rum

toddy, Ac. Toddy differs from tjrwjr in hav

ing a less proportion of spirit, and in being

sweetened, and while grog is made with

cold water, toddy is always made with boil

ing water.

Toddy-bird (tod'i-berd), n. Tbe Baya spar

row {Artamus fuscus), a bird of India and

Ceylon, which feeds on the flies and insects

that hover near to the luscious juice of the

palm-trees.

Todidse (to'di-de), n. pi. The todies, a family

of insectivorous passerine birds, indigenous

in the tropical regions of America. They

are allied to the kingfishers. They are Bhort-

winged, and perch patiently on trees till an

insect comes within their range. They bur

row in the earth to breed.

To-dO (tb-db'), n. Ado; bustle; hurry; com

motion. [Colloq.]

The next day, there was another visit to Doctori'

Commons, and a great to-do with an attesting ostler,

who, being inebriated, declined swearing anything

but profane oaths. Dickens.

Tod'B-tail(todz'ta]), n. [Sc. tod, a fox.] Vari

ous species of Lycopodium or club-moss.

[Scotch ]

Todus (tO'dus), n. A genus of birds. Sec

Tody.

Tody (to'di), n. [Probably from some Indian

name.] The birds of the genus Todus.

family Todidas. They are birds of gaudy

plumage, and they feed on insects, worniB.

small reptiles, <fcc. The most elegant species

is the T. regius (royal or king todyX a na

tive of Cayenne and Brazil. The green tody

(7*. viridus) is also a pretty bird, about the

size of a wren. It is very common in Ja

maica.

Toe (to), n. [A Sax. td. IceL td, Sw. to, Dan.

taa, D. toon, G. zehe, the toe. The root is

doubtful.] 1. One of the small members

which form the extremity of the foot, cor

responding to a finger on the hand. The toes

in their form and structure resemble the

fingers, but are shorter.—1 The fore part of

the hoof of a horse ami of other hoofed ani

mals.—3. The member of an animal's foot

corresponding to the toe in man—4 A pro

jection from the foot-piece of an object to

give it a broader l>earing and greater sta

bility.— 5. A barb, stud, or projection on a

lock-bolt —6. In mach. (a) the lower end of

a vertical shaft, as a mill-spindle, which

rests in a step. (&) An arm on the valve-

lifting rod of a steam-engine. A cam strikes

the toe and operates the valve. Such toes

are known respectively as steam-toes and

exhaust-toes. k. II. Knight

Toe (t&).t'.f. pret. A- pp. toed; ppr. toeing. To

touch or reach with the toes.— To toe the

scratch, to stand exactly at the scratch

marking the starting-point of a foot-race,

or the place where pugilists meet in the ring;

hence, to be fully prepared for any com

petition, encounter, or trial

Toed (tod), a. Having or supplied with toes:

often used in composition; as, narrow-foef/;

thick-toed; slender-toed.

They all bowed their snaky heads down to their

very feet which were toed with scorpions, //ewe//.

To-fall (tb'falX n. 1. Decline; setting; end.

For him in vain, at to/alt of the day.

The babes shall linger at the unclosing gate.

Lovrper.

2. A shed or building annexed to the wall of

a larger one, the roof of which is formed in

a single slope with the top resting against

the wall of the principal building.

Tofana (to-fa'na). See under Aqua.

Toffy, Toffee (tofi), n. A kind of tablet

sweatmeat, composed of boiled sugar with

a proportion of butter.

Tofieldia (to-fel'di-a), n. [AfteraMr.To/u*W.

a patron of botanists.] A small genus of

friauts, nat. order Melanthaceav T. pa-

ustru (Scottish asphodel), the only British

species, is a small perennial herb, with

tufted grasslike leaves and greenish flowers

growing in a dense spike. It grows in wet

spongy bogs in Scotland, the north of Eng

land, and Ireland.

Tofore t (to-forO, adv. [ To and fore; A. Sax.

tdforan] Before; formerly.

O that thou wert as thou to/ore hast been. Shak.

Toforet (tb-forO, prep. Before.

So shall they depart the manor with the corn and

the bacon to/ore him that hath won it. S/eit.tt.-^.

Toforen.t adv. or prep. Before. Chaucer.

Toft (toft), n. [A Scandinavian word : IceL

toft, tuft, topt, tomt, a green tuft or knoll,

a toft, a piece of ground, a homestead, an

inclosed piece of ground; Dan. toft, an in

closed field near a house; Dan. tomt, Sw.

tompt, topt, the site of a house. The same

word as tuft] 1. A grove of trees. (Pro

vincial.]— 2. In law^n messuage, or rather

a place where a messuage has stood, but is

decayed; a bouse and homestead.

A house with its stables and farm buildings, sur

rounded by a hedge or enclosure, was called a court,

or as we mid in our law books a curtilage; the taft

or homestead of a more genuine English dialect.

Ha/lan,

Toftman (toff-

man), n. The

owner or pos

sessor of a toft

Toga <to'ga), n.

[L., from trgo,

to cover. ] The

name given to

the principal

outer garment

worn by the

Romans. It was

a loose flowing

garment made

of wool, and

sometimes of

silk, the usual

colour being

white. It cov

ered the whole

body with the

exception of

the right arm,

Roman Senator wearing the Toga, and the rich t nf

wearing it was

the exclusive privilege of every Roman

citizen. The toga virilis, or manly gown,

was assumed by Roman youths when they

attained the age of fourteen. The toga

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 8c abune; y. 8c. fry.
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prteterta, which had a deep purple border,

was wnru by the children of the nobles, by

girls until they were married, and by boys

until they were fourteen,when they assumed

the toga virilis. It was also the official re the

of the higher magistrates of the city. The

toga picta, or ornamented toga, was worn

by higli officers on special occasions, bucIi

as the celebration of a triumph. Persons

accused of any crime allowed their togas to

become soiled {toga sordidata) as a sign of

dejection. Candidates for public offices

whitened their togas artificially with chalk;

while mourners wore a toga pulla of natu

rally black wool

Togated (to'gat-ed).a. [L. togatus, clad with

a toga, gowned; from toga, a gown. ] Dressed

in a toga or gown; gowned. 'The Univer

sity, the mother of togated peace.* Wood.

'The effigies of a man togated.' Ashmole.

Toge ( toj ), n. A toga or gown. This is a

reading suggested in some modern editions

of Shakspere in the following passage.

Wh» in this woolrish toge should I st.iy here

To beg "t Hob and Dick T &c. Conoid nut . ii. 5

In the first folio the reading is tongue; later

folios have gown.

Toged(t6j'ed),a. Togated: another debated

Shaksperiau reading.

The bookish theorick.

Wherein the toged consuls can propose

As masterly as he ; mere prattle without practice.

Othello, i. 1.

The first quarto has the above reading; the

rest of the later editions have tongued.

Together (to-geTH'er). adv. [O.K. togeder,

to gtdere, to gadere, A. Sax. togordere — £0,

to, gador, geador, at once. See Gather]

1. In company; unitedly; in concert 'The

wars they made together upon France.' Addi

son.

Together let us beat this ample field. Pope,

1 In the same place.

Crabbed age and youth

Cannot live together, Shak.

Z. In the same time; so as to be contem

poraneous.

While he and I live together, I shall not be thought

the worst poet. Dryden.

4. The one with the other; with each other;

each other; mutually. 'Their breaths em

braced together.' Shak. ' Let's consult to

gether.' Sliak.— ft. Into junction or a state

of union; as, to sew, knit, pin, or fasten two

things together.

What therefore God hath joined together, let no

man put asunder. Mat. xix. 6.

f>. Without intermission; on end.

Ill rhyme you 50 sight years together, dinners and

suppers and sleeping hours excepted. Shak.

—Together with, in union with; In company

or mixture with.

Take the bad together with the good Dryden.

Toggel (tog'gl), n. Same as Toggle.

Toggery (tog'er-l). n. [Perhaps humorously

formed from L. toga.] Clothes; garments.

[Slang.]

Had a gay cavalier thought fit to appear

In any such toggery—then 'twas termed gear—

He'd nave met with a highly significant sneer.

K. H. Barham.

Toggle (tog'gl), n, [Perhaps connected

with tag or tug.] 1. Xaut. a pin placed

through the bight oreye of a rope.hlock-strap,

or bolt, to keep it in its place, or to put the

bight or eye of another rope upon, and thus

secure them both together; or passed through

a link of a chain which is itself passed through

a link of the same or a different chain.—

2. Two rods or plates hinged together by a

toggle-joint—3. A button.

Toggle-oolt (tog'gl-bolti, n. See Toggle.

Toggle-joint (tog'gl-joint), n, A joint

Toggle-press, a. Toggle-joint.

formed by two pieces articulating endwise,

iu the manner of the human knee, or by
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two plates hinged edgewise; a knee-joint;

an elbow-joint. Great endwise pressure is

produced by this arrangement when any

force is applied so as to bring the jointed

pieces into a straight line, and it is a feature

in many printing and other presses. See

Toggle-press.

Toggle-press (tog'gl-pres), n. A kind of

press, as for printing, compressing cotton.

Ax., in which the action of parts forming a

toggle-joint is an important feature. In the

press shown under preceding article the

platen is raised against the fixed head, and

the impression made by means of two pairs

of toggle-juinted leaves operated by a screw

and wheel. This press is used for making

electrotype moulds from forms of type. The

Stanhope printing-press is another variety

of toggle-press. Such presses, when used

for cotton or hay, require to be large and

powerful.

Togs (togz), n. pi. Clothes; toggery. [Slang.]

Look at his tegs; superfine cloth and the heavy

swell cut Dickens.

To-hewe,t vt. [Prefix to, intens., and hew.]

To hew asunder or in pieces. Chaucer.

Toll (toil), v i [Perhaps a modified form of

A.Sax. tilian, teolian, to toil, to till, to labour,

to endeavour, though it is difficult to ac

count for the change of vowel ; more probably

directly from O.u. teulen, tuylen (pron.

nearly toi'len), to labour, tuyl, agriculture,

labour, toil; O. Fris. teula, to labour, teule,

labour. See Till.} To exert strength with

pain and fatigue of body or mind, particu

larly of the body, with efforts of some con

tinuance or duration; to labour; to work.

Master, we have toiled all the night and have taken

nothing. Luke v. 5.

The painful warrior, famoused for fight.

After a thousand victories once foil'd.

Is from the books of honour razed quite.

And all the rest forgot for which he toild. Shak.

Toll (toil), vt. If To labour; to work.
• Places well toiled and husbanded.' Hol

land. Sometimes with out. ' Toil'd out my

uncouth passage." Hilton.— 2 t To weary

or exhaust by toil ; to overlabour : some

times with out used emphatically or inten

sively.

He, toil'd with works of war, retired himself

To Italy. Ska*.

The army was toil'd out with cruell tempests.

Holla d.

Toll (toil). 7». Labour with pain and fatigue;

labour that oppresses the body or mind.

Sleep after toil, jiort after stormy seas,

Ease after war, death after life, does greatly please.

Spenser,

Hard toil can roughen form and face.

And want can quench the eye's bright grace.

Str W. Scott.

Toll (toil), n. [Ft. toilet, nets, an inclosure

to entangle wild beasts, toile, linen, cloth,

from L. tela, a web, coutr. from texcla. from

texo, to weave.] A net or snare; any thread,

web, or string spread for taking prey.

As she would catch another Anthony

In her strong toil of grace. Shak.

A fly falls into the toils of a spider.

Sir Ji. LEstrange.

Toller (toil'er), n. One who toils, or labours

with pain.

I will not pray for those goodes, in getting and

heaping together whereof the toylers of the worlde

thinke themselfcs fortunate. Udall.

Toilet (toi'let), n. [Ft. toilette, from toile,

cloth, L. tell, a web. See Toil, a net] 1. A

covering or cloth of linen, silk, or tapestry,

spread over a table in a chamber or dressing-

room. Hence— 2. A dressing-table.

An untouched Bible graced her toilet. Prior.

3. The act or process of dressing; also, the

mode of dressing; style or fashion of dress;

that which is arranged in dressing; attire;

dress; as, her toilet is perfect 'And the

long labours of the toilet cease.' Pojte. 'The

sad labour of the toilet.' Byron.—4. A bag

or case for nightclothes. — To make one's

toilet, to dress; to adjust one's dress with

care.

Toilet-cover (toi'let-kuv-er), n. Same as

Toilet, L

Toilet-glass (toilet-glaa), n. A looking-

glass I'm!- the toilet-table.

Toilet-quilt (toi'let-kwilt), n. Same as

Toilet, 1.

Toilet-service, Toilet-set (toi'let-ser-vis,

toi'let-set), n. The collective earthenware

and glass utensils necessary in a dressing-

room.

Toilet-table (toilet-ta-bl), 11. A dressing-

table.

Toilette (toi-lef). n. 1. Same as Toilet, 3.

But happy days and tranquil nights soon restored
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the health which the queen's toilette and Madame

Schweilenberg's card-table had unpaired.

Macaulay.

2. A dreasing-room.

Toilful (toil'ful), o. Full of toil; involving

toil; laborious.

Now the loud tempest of the toilful day

Subsides into a calm. Smollett.

The fruitful lawns confess his toilftU care. Afnkle.

Toilinette (toi-li-nef), n. [A dim. from Fr.

toile, cloth.] A cloth, the weft of which is

of woollen yarn and the warp of cotton and

silk, used for vests.

Toilsome (toil'sum), a. Attended with toil;

necessitating or demanding toil; laborious;

wearisome ; as, toilsome work ; a toilsome

task.

What can be toilsome in these pleasant walks*

Milton.

Toilsomely (toil'sum-li), adv. In a toilsome

manner.

Their life must be toilsomely spent in hewing wood

and drawing water. Bp. Hall.

Toilsomeness(toil'sum-nes), n. Character

of being toilsome; laboriousuess ; weari-

someuess.

The toilsomeness of the work and the slowness of

the success ought not to deter us in the least.

Abp. Seeker.

Toll-worn (toil'w6rn), a. Worn out or ex

hausted with toiL 'A toil-worn but un

wearied champion.' Carlyle.

Tolse (toiz), n, [Fr.] An old measure of

length fn France, containing six French feet,

or 1*949 metres, equivalent to 6395 English

feet.

Toisech, Toshach (toi'sech. tosh'ach), n.

[Gael.] Lit. captain or leader; specifically,

in the early history of Scotland, an officer

or dignitary immediately under the mor-

maer. His name appears along with that

of the mormaer, in the Book of Deir, in

grants of lands to the church as having

some interest in the lands granted. The

office was hereditary and attached to a

cadet of the family of the mormaer.

Toison ( toi'son ), ». [ Fr. , from L. t&nsio,

tonsumis, a shearing, from tondeo, to clip

or shear.] The fleece of a sheep.— Toison

d'or, (a) in her. the term

for a golden fleece or the

Holy Lamb. (6) An order

of knighthood instituted

in 1429 by Philip the

Good, duke of Burgundy.

It was originally com

posed of twenty - four

knights, the prince being

chief of the order, whose

object was to defend the

faith and the church.

The order now belongs

both to Austria and to Spain. The knights

carry appended to their collars the figure of

a sheep or fleece iu gold. The chain con

sists of alternate flint stones (blue), emitting

fire, and steels, or instead a red ribbon is

used. There are also a special cap and

rich robes belonging to the order. The

motto is Pretium laborum turn vile.

Tokay (to-kiV), n. A rich, highly-prized

wine produced at Tokay in Upper Hungary,

made of white grapes. It is distinguished

from other wines by its aromatic taste. It

is not good till it is about three years old,

and it continues to improve as long as it is

kept This wine is produced from grapes

grown in the vineyards on the side of a low

chain of hills, never more than about 700

feet above the sea-level, named the Heg-

yalya. Inferior Hungarian wines are often

sold under this name, and imitation tokays,

manufactured in France and Germany, are

extensively sent into the market

Token (to'ku), n. [A. Sax. tdcen, tden, a

token; IceL tdkti, teikn, Goth, taikns, D.

teeken, G. zeichen — a sign, a token; akin

to teach, and from same root as Gr. deik-

nymi, to show; L. doceo, to teach.] 1. Some

thing iutended or supposed to represent or

indicate another thing or an event; a sign;

as, the rainbow is a toktnot God's covenant

established with Noah.

And he sorowynge withynne in spirit seyde, What

so kith this generaeioun a tokene I WickHJfe.

It is the part of men to fear and tremble

When the most mighty gods by tokens send

Such dreadful heralds to astonish us. Sha*.

2. A mark; indication; symptom; specifi

cally, in pestilential diseases, a livid spot

upon the body, indicating or supposed to

indicate the approach of death. ' Like the

fearful token* of the plague.' Beau, «fc Fl.

Wheresoever you see ingratitude you may as infal

libly conclude that there 1$ a growing stock of ill*

Toison d'or.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ug, siny; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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nature in th.it breast, as you may know that man to

have the plague upon whom;you see the latent.

South.

3. A memorial of friendship; something hy

which the friendship of another person Is to

l>e kept in mind; a keepsake; a souvenir; a

love-token.

This Is some token from a newer friend. Shak.

4 Something that serves hy way of pledge

of authenticity, good faith, or the like.

'Send thy token of reprieve.' Shak.

Throw thy glove

Or any token of thine honour else. Shak.

h \ A signal.

He made a tokyn to his knyghtes, whereby they

kiiuwynge his iiiynde fell upon nym and slew hyni.

Ftibyan.

0 A piece of money current by sufferance,

and not coined by authority. In England

tokens first came into use In the reign of

Henry VIII., owing to the want of author

ized coins of lower value than a penny.

Stamped tokens of lead, tin, and even leather

were issued by vintners, grocers, and other

tradesmen during the time of Elizabeth, and

were extensively circulated, being readily

exchanged for authorized money at the

shops where they were issued. Tokens were

at one time struck by the corporations of

Bristol, Oxford, and Worcester. A currency

of this kind (mostly of copper) was much used

during the close of last century; and pre

vious to 1817, when there was a scarcity of

government silver money, the Bank of Eng

land issued silver pieces called bank tokens
of the values of &*., :' ■■ , and 1*. 6d. On the

revision of the coinage at that date tokens

wore abolished.—7. In printing, ten quires

of paper; an extra quire is usually added to

every other token when counted out for

the press. The term is now practically ob

solete.—8. A voucher, tally, or ticket given

to duly qualified members of Presbyterian

churches in Scotland some days previous

to the celebration of the sacrament of the

Lord's supper, and given back hy the com

municant when he takes his place at the

table. These tokens are usually of lead or

tin, and stamped with the name of the

parish or church to which they belong.

They are now being gradually superseded

by cards.—/?!/ token, by this token, by the

same token, phrases introducing a corrobor

ative circumstance, almost equivalent to—

this in testimony; and this will support

what I say; in proof of which. [Colloq.]

•Why, you remember Cumnor Place, the old man

sion-house beside the churchyard?' 'By the same

token, 1 robbed the orchard three times.'

Sir It'. Scott.

He was a staunch Roman Catholic [by this token ;

many an argument have I had with him on religion).

Pickens.

All this Jem swore he had seen, more by token that

it was the very day he had been mole-catching on

Squire Cass's land. George Eliot.

Token* (td'kn), v.t. 1. To make known; to

testify.

And on your finger in the night I'll put

Another ring, that what in time proceeds

May token to the future our past deeds. Shak.

2 To give a token to; to mark with tokens

or spots.

How appears the fight?

On our side like the token d pestilence.

Where death is sure. Shak.

Tol (tol), v.t. In laic, to take away; to toll.

Tola (to'la), n. In India, a weight for gold

and silver, equal to about 180 grains troy,

t>nt different in different plicm

Tolbooth (tol'boTii). See Tollbooth.

Told (told), pret. & pp. of tell

Tole t (tol), v.t. [Older forms tollen, tullen,

titlen; comp. D. tiilen, to raise, to lift.) To

draw or cause to follow by presenting some

thing pleasing or desirable to view; to allure

by some bait

Whatever you observe him to be more frighted at

than he should, to/t him on by insensible degrees,

till at last he masters the difficulty. Locke.

Toledo (UMtVdd). n. A sword-blade of the

finest temper, so named from Toledo in

Spain, which, during the fifteenth aud six

teenth centuries, was famous for manufac

turing sword-blades of a superior temper.

You sold me a rapier; you told me it was a toledo

B. Jonson.

The trenchant blade, Toledo trusty.

For want of fighting was grown rusty. HueKbrat.

Tolerability (tol'er-a-biri-ti), n. Tolerable-

nesa. Fuller. [Rare)

Tolerable (tol'er-a-blX a. [Ft. tolerable,

from L toterabUii. See ToLKRATK.] 1. Gap-

able of being borne or endured ; support-

nhh\ cither physically or mentally. 'Cold

and heat scarce tolerable.' Milton.

It shall be more toitrahU for the land of Sodom
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and Gomorrba in the day of judgment than for that

city. Mat. e. 15.

2. Fit to be tolerated; sufferable. ' A toler

able civility.' Jer. Taylor.—3. Moderately

good or agreeable; not contemptible; not

very' excellent or pleasing, but such as can

be borne or received without positive ap

proval or disapproval ; passable; mediocre;

middling; a-, a tolerable entertainment; a

tolerable administration.

The reader may be assured of a tolerable transla

tion. Dryden.

Tolerablenesa (tol'er-a-bl-nes), n. The state

of being tolerable.

Men flatter themselves, and cozen their consciences

with a tolerableness of usury, when moneys be put

out for their children's stocks. Re?. T. Adams.

Tolerably" (tol'er-a-bli), adv. In a tolerable

manner; as, (a) supportably; in a manner

to be endured, (ft) Moderately well; pass

ably; not perfectly; as, a constitution toler

ably firm.

The person to whom this head belonged laughed

frequently; and on particular occasions bad acquitted

himself tolerably at a ball. Addison.

Tolerance (tol'er-ans), n. [L. tolerantia,

from tolero, to bear. See Tolerate. 1 1. The

state or quality of being tolerant ; as, (a) the

power or capacity of enduring; the act of

enduring; as, tolerance of heat or cold.

Diogenes one frosty morning came to the market

place shaking, tu show his tolerance. Bacon.

(b)X disposition to be patient and indulgent

towards those whose opinions or practices

differ from one's own. provided such opin

ions are sincerely maintained, and such

practices spring from upright motives; free

dom from bigotry or severity in judging of

the opinions or conduct of others. 'The

Christian spirit of charity and tolerance.'

Bp. Hartley. — 2. The act of tolerating ;

toleration.—3. In med. the power possessed

by diseased persons of supporting doses of

medicine which in health would prove in

jurious.

Tolerant (toPer-ant), a. [L. tolerans, toler-

antis. See TOLERATE. J Inclined or dis

posed to tolerate; favouring toleration; for

bearing; enduring. 'Tolerant of what he

half disdained. ' Tennyson.

The preface is evidently the work of a sensible and

candid man. firm in his own religious opinions, and

to/grant towards those of others. Macattlay.

Tolerantly (tol'cr-ant-li), ado. In a tolerant

manner; with toleration.

Tolerate (tol'er-ut). v.t. pret. <fcpp. tolerated;

()pr, tolerating. [L. tolero, toleration, to

war, to support, from root seen in tollo, to

lift up. Cult, I have borne; Skr. tul, to bear;

E. to thole. See Thole.] To suffer to he

or to be done without prohibition or hin-

derance; to allow or permit negatively, by

uot preventing; not to restrain; to treat in

a spirit of patience and forbearance; not to

judge of or condemn with bigotry and se

verity; as, to tolerate opinions or practices.

Crying should not be tolerated in children. Locke.

The interested and active zeal of religious teachers

can be dangerous and troublesome only where there

is cither but one sect lolenited in the society, or where

the whole of a large society is divided into two or

three great sects. Adam Smith.

—Allow, Permit, Suffer, Tolerate. See un

der Allow.

Toleration (tol-er-a'shon), n. [L. toleratio,

from tolero. See TOLERATE.] 1. The act of

tolerating; allowance given to that which is

not wholly approved. * Toleration of fortune

of every sort.' Sir T. ElyoL 'The indul

gence and toleration granted to these men.'

South. Specifically— 2. The recognition of

the right of private judgment in matters of

faith and worship; also, the liberty granted

by the governing power of a state to every

individual to hold or publicly teach and

defend his religious opinions, and to wor

ship whom, how, aud when he pleases, pro

vided that he does not thereby violate the

rights of others or infringe laws designed

for the protection of decency, morality, and

good order, or for the security of the govern

ing power; the effective recognition by the

state of the right which every person has to

enjoy the benefit of all the laws and of all

social privileges without any regard to dif

ference of religion.

Toleration is of two kinds; the allowing to dissent

ers the unmolested profession and exercise of their

religion, but with an exclusion from offices of trust

and emolument in the state, which is a partial toler

ation; and the admitting them without distinction to

all the civil privileges and capacities' of other citizens,

which is a complete toleration. Paley.

So natural to mankind is intolerance in whatever

TOLL

thi.*y really care about, that in the mind* of almost all

religious persons, even in the most tolerant countries,

the duty of toleration is admitted with tacit re-

serves. One person will bear with dissent in matters

of Church government, but not of dogma ; another

can tolerate anybody short of a Papist or a Uni

tarian; another, every one who belie* es in revealed

religion; a few extend their charity a little further,

but stop at the belief in a Cod and in a future state.

Wherever the sentiment of the majority is still genu

ine and intense, it is found to have abated Uttle of its

claim to be obeyed. J. S. MM.

3. A disposition to tolerate or not to judge

or deal harshly or rigorously in cases of

differences of opinion, conduct, or the like;

tolerance. — Act of Toleration, the name

given to the statute 1 Will, and Mary,

xviii , hy which Protestant dissenters from

the Church of Kngland, on condition of tak

ing the oaths of supremacy aud allegiance

and repudiating the doctrine of trailsub-

stantiation, were relieved from the restric

tions under which they had formerly lam

with regard to the exercise of their religion

according to their own forms. This act has

been frequently amended and extended, and

several other acts in the direction of toler

ation have been subsequently passed, so

that now dissenters, Roman Catholics, and

Jews alike enjoy all the privileges of Uie

constitution.

Tolerator (tol'er-at-er), «. One who toler

ates. Disraeli

Tollbantt (tol'i-bant), n. [See TURBAN.] A

turban. 'The Turke and Persian to weare

great tolibants ot ten, tlfteene, and twent&s

elles of linnen a peece upon their heads.'

f'ttttenkain.

Toll (tol), n. [A. Sax. toll, Icel. tollr. Sw

tull, Dan. told, D. tol, O. zoll, toll, duty,

custom; said to l>e from L.L. fofoneinri, tol-

Mfum, toll, teloncum, a custom-house, from

Gr. telones, a farmer of the tolls, from telos,

that which is paid for state purposes, a tax,

duty. toll. But more probably from stem

of tell, to count ] A tax paid, or duty

imposed, for some liberty or privilege or

other reasonable consideration; such as (a)

the payment claimed by the owners of a

port for goods landed or shipped there ;

(b) the sum charged by the owners of a mar

ket or fair for goods brought to he sold

there, or for liberty to break the Boil for

the purpose of erecting temporary struc

tures; (c) a portion of grain taken by a mil

ler as compensation for grinding; (rf) a fixed

charge made by those intrusted with the

maintenance of roads, streets, bridges, <ve ,

forthe passage of persons, goods, and cattle

—Toll thorough, the toll taken by a town for

persons, cattle, or goods going through it,

or over a bridge or ferry maintained at its

cost.—Toll frown*, the tell taken by a per

son for beasts or goods passing across his

ground.— TtU tume, or turn toll, a toll

paid at the return of beasts from fair or

market where they were not sold. — Bra.

Tax, custom, duty, impost.

Tollt (tol), v.i. 1. To pay toll or tallage.

I will buv me a son-in-law in a fair, and Ml for him;

for this I'll none of him. Shak.

2. To take toll; to exact or levy tell.

No Italian priest

Shall tithe or toll in our dominion. Shak.

Toll (tol), v.t l.t To take from, as a part

of a general contribution or tax; to exact,

as a tribute.

Like the bee, tolling from every flower

The virtuous sweets. Shak.

2. [Comp. L. tollo, to lift up, to take away. ]

In law, to take away; to vacate; to annul

—To toll an entry, in law, to deny and take

away the right of entry— 3. t To draw. See

Tole.

Toll (tol), v i. [Probably from the sound ]

To give out the slowly measured sounds of a

bell, when struck at uniform intei v.iK m

at funerals, or in calling assemblies, or to

announce the death of a person. ' Now sink

in sorrows with a tolling bell.' Pope.

Toll (tol), v.t. 1. To cause (a bell) to sound

with strokes slowly and uniformly repeated,

as for summoning public bodies or religious

congregations to their meetings, for an

nouncing the death of a person, or to give

solemnity to a funeral.

Toll yc the church-bell sad and slow,

And tread softly and speak low.

For the old year lies a-dying. Tennyson.

2. To indicate by tolling or striking, as the

hour.

The clocks do toll the third hour. Shak.

3. To draw attention to or give notice of by

slowly repeated sounds of a bell; to ring for

Fite. far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abtxne; J', Sc. ley.
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or on account of. ' A sullen bell, reraem-

ber'd tolling a departing friend.' Shak.

One set slow bell will seem to toll

The passing- of the sweetest soul

That ever looked with human eyes. Tennyson.

Toll (tol). n. The sounding of a bell with

•low, measured strokes.

Tollable (tol'a-bl), a. Subject to the pay

ment of toll; as, tollable goods,

ToUage (tolaj). n. Toll; payment of toll

Toll-bar (tol 'bar), n. Originally a bar or

Warn, but now usually a gate thrown across

a road or other passage at a toll-house, for

the purpose of preventing persons, vehicles,

cattle, and the like, passiug without pay

ment of toll.

Tollbooth, Tolbooth (tol'boTii), n. [Toll,

duty, custom, and booth.] l.t A place where

duties or tolls are collected.

Those other disciples were from the fishing-boat;

this from the toll-booth. Jif. Halt.

Jn above extract toll-booth = 'receipt of

custom." Mat. ix. 9)~ 2. The old Scotch

word for a burgh jail, so called because that

was the name originally given to a tempo

rary hut of boards erected in fairs and mar

kets, in which the customs or duties were

collected, and where such as did not pay, or

were chargeable with some breach of the

law in buying or selling, were confined till

reparation was made ; hence, any prison.

The town prison of Cambridge was formerly

known under the same name.

The Maior refused to give them the keys of the

Tctt-boeth or town-prison. Fuller.

TollbOOtb. (tol'bOTH), tt.t To imprison in

a tollbooth. lip Corbet.

Toll-bridge (tol'hrij), n. A bridge where

toll is paid for passing over it.

Toll-corn (tol'korn), n. Corn taken at a

mill in payment for grinding.

Toll-dish (tol'dish), ». A dish for measuring

toll in mills. ' Miller, beware thy toll-dish !'

(humorously for head). Sir \V. Scott.

Tollen,t r.t To take toll or payment; to

exact one's due; to toll. Chaucer.

Toller (toTer). n. One who collects taxes; a

to11-gatherer

Toller (tol'er). n One who tolls a bell.

Toll-gate (b-l'gat), n. A gnte where toll is

token; a toll-bar.

Toll -gatherer (tol'ga-THer-er), it, The

man who takes toll.

Tellgatfurers are every day ready to search and

exact a customary tribute. Str T. Herbert.

Toll-hop t (tolliop), ft, A dish to take toll

in.

Toll-house (tolTious), n. A house placed by

a road near a toll-gate, at the end of a toll-

bridge, or the like, where the man who tikes

the toll is stationed.

Toll-man (tol'man), a. A toll-gatherer, tlie

keeper of a toll-bar.

Toll-thorough (tol'thur-6), n. See under

Toll.

Toll-traverse (tol'tra-vfirs), n. See under

Toll.

Tolmen (tol'men), n. Same as Dolmen.

Tolsester t (tdl'ses-ter), n. A duty paid by

tenants of some manors to the lord for liberty

to brew and sell ale.

Tolseyt (torse), n. A tollbooth; also, a

place where merchants usually assembled

and commercial courts were held.

The mayor and justices, or some of them, usually

met at their folsey (a court-house by their exchequer),

about noon, which was the meeting of the merchants,

at at the Exchange of London. Roger Aorth.

Tolt (tdlt), n. ILL tolta. from L. tollo,

to take away. ] In old Kng. law. a writ

whereby a cause depending in a court-baron

waa removed into a county court.

Toltec (toTtek), n. A member of a race of

Mexico who, according to tradition, coming

from the North, ruled the country from the

seventh to the twelfth century, when power

passed from them to the Aztecs. The re

mains of Mexican architecture, which have

been ascribed to them, and which consist

principally of monuments of colossal pro

portions, temples, and cities, would seem

to show them to have been a people far

advanced in civilization, acquainted with

the use of metals, the arts of weaving, pot

tery, and hieroglyphic writing. Their reli-

i s said to have been mild, and laws just.

Their civilization was overlaid by that of

the Aztecs, who ingrafted on it many bloody

religious rites and childish social practices.

Tolu (t6'lu), n. A resin, or oleo-resin, pro

duced by a tree of South America, the Myro-

tpennum (Myroxylon) toluiferum or peru-

ifcrum. It is said to have been first brought

from Santiago de Tolu, in New Granada

Called also Tolu-balsam and Balaam of

Tolu-tree {Afyrosftnmtm tolniftrttm).

Tolu. It comes to this country chiefly by

way of New York or Jamaica, and is im

ported in tin canisters, earthen jars, or

small calabashes. See under Balsam.Myro-

SI'ERMDM, and Myroxylon.

Toluene, Toluol (tol'u-en, toi'u-ol), n.

(CjHs.) A hydrocarbon obtained by the

dry distillation of Tolu-balsam and many

other resinous bodies by the action of pot

ash on benzylic alcohol, and by heating

toluic acid with lime. It forms a mobile

liquid of sp. gr. 0883 at 32° Fahr., and boils

at 230". It is Boluble to some extent in

alcohol, ether, and fixed and volatile oils,

and dissolves iodine, sulphur, and many

resins.

Toluic (tol-u'ik), a. Pertaining to or pro

duced from Tolu-balsam—Toluic acid, an

aromatic, monobasic acid (C6 HaO^, a homo-

logue of benzoic acid, produced by the action

of nitric acid on cymene, and of sodium and

carbonic acid on toluene. In a pure state it

is colourless and tasteless ; it fuses at 347*

Fahr., and at a higher temperature it sub

limes without decomposition, forming fine

needles. When heated with lime it is decom

posed into toluene and carbonic acid.

Toluol. See Toluene.

Tolutation t (tol-u-tu'shon), n. [ From L. L.

stem tolut-, seen in tolutim, a trot, tolu-

taris, trotting, from root of tollo, to lift up.]

A pacing or ambling.

They move 'per latera,' that is, two legs of one

side together, which is tolutation or ambling.

Sir T. Brtrtvne.

Tolu-tree (to-lo'tre), ft. A large, hand

some tree, which yields the balsam of Tolu.

(See Told.) The wood is red in the centre,

with the odour of balsam or of rose. The

fruit is a one-celled oblique-winged legume.

Tom (torn), n. 1. A popular contraction of

the common Christian name Thomas, used,

like the name Jack, either, (a) to denote the

male of an animal; as, Tout-cat (with which

may be compared Jack-ass, Billy-goat, Ac),

or (b) as a name used generic-ally, implying

some degree of slight or contempt ; as, a

Tom-fool, a Tom-noddy, Tom- a- Bedlam,

Ac. —2. t The knave of trumps at gleek.—3. A

male cat; a tom-cat. [Colloq.]

Tomahawk (tom'a-hak),n. [From Virginian

Tomahawks of the North American Indians.

Indian tamahaac, tamohake, given in the vo

cabulary to Strachey's Historic of Travails

into Virginia as meaning a hatchet. Other

kindred forms are tamoihecan, tomehagen,

tumnahegan,] 1. An Indian hatchet, used

in the chase and in war, not only in close

fighting, but by being thrown to a consider

able distance, and so dexterously often, that

the sharp edge first strikes the object aimed

at. The native tomahawks have heads of

stone attached by thongs, <&c. , to the end of

the shaft, but steel heads are now largely

supplied by American and European traders.

These hatchets have frequently the ham

mer-head hollowed out to suit the purpose

of a smoking-pipe, the mouth-piece being in

the end of the shaft

It was and is the custom of the Indians to go through

the ceremony of burying the tomahawk when they

made peace; when they went to war they dug it up

again. Hence the phrases, ' to bury the tomahawk,'

and 'to dig up the tomahawk,' are sometimes used

by political speakers and writers with reference to the

healing up of past disputes or the breaking out of new

ones. BartUtt. '

2. Nant. a pole-axe (which see).

Tomahawk (tom'a-hnk), v. t. To strike, cut,

or kill with a tomahawk.

Tomalley, Tomalline ( to - mal ' li, to - mal ' -

lin), 71. The liver of the lobster, which be

comes green on boiling.

Toman, Tomaun (toman', to-manO. n. A

Persian gold coin, varying in its value ac

cording to locality or the temporary neces

sities of the government. At some places

and times it is worth only 15*. or even 12*.

sterling; while at others, particularly in

Khorassan, it rises as high as from 30*. to

35*. In extract pron. to'inan.

The band-roll strung with tomans.

Which proves the veil a Persian woman's. Browning.

Tomato (t6-ma'to), n. [Fr. and Sp. touiate,

from Mexican tomatl. The spelling with

final o seems to be an English spelling.]

A plant and its fruit, the Lycopergicum

esculentum, nat. order Solanaceae. The

plant is an annual, from 2 to 6 feet in

height, and is a native of South America,

but has been long ago introduced into most

other warm or temperate countries, being

Tomato {Lycopersitntn esculentit in).

brought to Europe early in the sixteenth

century, and now extensively cultivated in

the south of that continent, and even to

some extent in Britain. The fruit is fleshy,

usually red or yellow and glossy, irregularly

shaped and furrowed, and divided into two,

three, or many cells containing hairy seeds.

It is called sometimes the Love-apple, in

allusion to its supposed power of exciting

the tender feelings; and it is used as a

common ingredient in sauces. See LYCO-

PERSICUM.

Tom-ax t (tom'aks), n. A tomahawk.

An Indian dressed as he goes to war may bring com

pany together ; but if he carries the scalping-knife and

tom-ax there arc many true Unions that will never be

persuaded to see him but through a grate. Johnson.

Tomb (tom), n. [Fr. tombe. It. tomba, L.L.

tttmba, from Gr. tymbos, a mound, a barrow,

from turn, root of L.fiwieo, to swell, tumulutt,

a mound.] 1. A pit in which the dead body

of a human being is deposited; a jrave. 'As

one dead in the bottom of a tomb.' Shak.—

2. A chamberorvauitformed wholly orpartly

in the earth, with walls and a roof, for the re

ception of the dead. —3. A monument erected

to preserve the memory of the dead; any se

pulchral structure.

Time is drawn upon tombs an old man bald, winged,

with a scythe and an hour-glass. Ptacham.

Tomb (torn), v.t. To bury; to inter.

Souls of boys were there.

And youths, that tomb'd before their parents were.

May.

Tombac, Tombak (tomlmk), n. [Fr. tom

bac, Sp. tumbage, Pg. tambague, from Malay

tambaga, copper] An alloy consisting of

from about 75 to 85 parts copper, mixed

with 25 to 15 parts zinc, and used as an

imitation of gold for cheap jewelry. When

arsenic is added it forms white tombac.

ch. cAain; 6h.Sc.locA; g, go; j,job\ h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; jh. then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Tombestere, t ». [A. Sax. tumbestre, a

dancing girl, from tumbian, to dance.] A

dancing girl. Chaucer.

Tombless (tom'lcs), a. Without a tomb.

Lu these bones in an unworthy urn,

Tombltss, with no remembrance over them. Shak.

Tomboy (tom'bol), n. [Tom (which Bee), and

boy.) 1. ArudelH»i8terou»boy.—2.t A worth

less woman, immodest and impure; a strum

pet. 'To be partner'd with tomboy* hired.'

Sim!. ' You tit, you tomboy.'' Beau. A Ft

3. In modern colloquial language, a wild

romping girl; a hoyden.

Tombstone (tom'ston), n. A stone erected

over a grave, to preserve the memory of the

deceased; a sepulchral monument.

Tom-cat (tom'kat), n. [Tom (which see),

and cat] A male cat, especially a foil-

crown male cat.

Tom-COd (tom'kod), n. [Corrupted from

American Indian taocud, plenty-nth,] The

name comraouly given to Bundry small

American fishes of thecod familyand genus

Microgadus, more especially to M. tomcodus,

common on the eastern coasts, about 10 or

12 inches long, and much used as food.

Tome (torn), n. {Fr.. from L. tomus, a por

tion of a book, a book, from Gr. tomos, a

section, from temno, to cut off.] As many

writings as are bound in a volume, forming

the part of a larger work; a book; usually,

a ponderous volume.

A more childish expedient than that to which he

now resorted is not to be found in all the tomes of

the casuists. Macatilay.

TomedOS.t [That is, formevrf or reward.]

For reward; in return. Chaucer. See Meed.

Tomelet (tom'let), n. [Dim. of tome.] A

small tome or volume.

Tomentose, Tomentous (t5-men'tos, to-

men'tus), a. [L. tomentnm, down.] Covered

with hairs so close as scarcely to be dis

cernible, or with a whitish down like wool;

downy; nappy: used chiefly in botany; as, a

tomentose item or leaf.

Tomentum,Toment(t6-men'tum,Wment),

n. [L. tomentum, down.] 1. In bot. a ape-

cies of pubescence, consisting of longish.

soft, entangled hairs, pressed close to the

surface.—2. In anat. a term applied to the

small vessels on the surface of the brain,

which appear like wool.

Tomfool (tom'fol), n. [Tom (which see), and

fool.] A great fool; a trifler.

Toinfoolery(tom-forer-i),». 1. Foolish trif

ling; ridiculous behaviour; nonsense.

I think when you are on the stage, you ought to

be on the stage, and when you are in a private house

Jou ought to be in a private house—I don't see the

un of all that tomfoolery. If. Black.

2. Silly trifles; absurd ornaments or knick-

knacks.

The bride must have a trousseau of laces, satins,

jewel-boxes, and tomfoolery. Thackeray.

Tomfoolish (tom-fol'ish), a. Like a tom

fool; apt to indulge in tomfoolery.

A man he is by nature merry,

Somewh.it tomfoctish and comical, very.

Southey.

Tomin (to'min), it. A jewellers' weight of

12 grains.

TomiparouB (to-mip'a-rus), a. [Gr. torn?, a

cutting, and L. pariv, to produce] In bot.

producing spores by division.

Tomjohn (tom'jon), n. [Perhaps a cor

ruption of jampan, the Indian name.] A

kind of sedan-chair, open in front, and car

ried by a single pole on men's shoulders,

used in India and Ceylon.

The palkees are too heavy to be borne upthe hills,

and the tomjohns are here substituted for the sake

of lightness and portability. If. ii Rutsell.

'Tommy (tom'i), n. 1. Originally, a penny

roll; hence, bread; provisions; goods given

to a workman in lieu of wages.

Halliwell sets down the word tommy, meaning pro-

\Uions, as belonging to various dialects. It is now

current among the 'navvy' class. . . . Hence, we

have the BUM of an institution riyht'-nusly abhorred

by political economists, the store belonging to an

employer where his workmen must take out part of

their earnings in kind, especially in tommy or food,

whence the name of tommy-shop.

Macmillaris Mag.

% A tommy shop.

DiggVs tommy is only open once a week. Disraeli.

3. The system of paying workmen in goods

in place of money; the truck system. [Slang

in all senses.]

Tommy (torn 'i>, vt. pret A pp. tommied;

ppr. tommytug. To enforce the tommy or

truck system on ; to oppress or defraud by

tin- tummy-system. * The fact is we are tom

mied to death.' Dutraeli. [Slang.]

Tommy-shop, Tommy-store (tom'i-shop.

tom'i-stdr), n. A shop or Btore conducted

on the truck system; a truck-shop. [Slang.]

Tom-noddy (tom'nod-f), n. [Tom (which

see), and noddy. ] 1. A sea-bird, the puttin.

2. A blockhead; a dolt; a dunce.

Tom-norry (tom-no'ri), n. [Corruption of

torn -noddy. ] The puffin, or torn-noddy.

[Scotch.]

To-morrOW (tb-mo'ro). n. [To and morrow.

Coinp. to-day, to-night.] The day after the

present; or, adverbially, on the day after

the present: seldom with preposition on

before it.

Beyond the river well encamp ourselves,

And on to-morroTv bid them march away. Shai.

One to-day is worth two to-morrows. Franklin.

—To-morrow come never, on a day which

will never arrive; never.

He shall have it in a very little time.—When! to

morrow come never I {ad Latendas Gracas).

Bailey.

Also used adjectively; as, to-morrow night.

Tomplon (fcom'pt-On), n. [Yr. tampon, a

stopple. See Tampion.] 1. The stopper of

a cannon. — 2. The iron bottom to which

grape-shot are fixed.— 3. The plug in a flute

or organ-pipe which is adjusted towards or

from the mouthpiece to alter the pitch.—

4. The inking pad of a lithographic printer;

a tompon.

Tom-piper t (tom'pip-er), n. The piper at

the ancient morris-dances.

So have I seene

Tom-piper stand upon our village greciie.

Hackt with the Maypole, while a gentle crew,

In gentle motion, circularly threw

Themselves about him. U '. Broutie.

Tom-poker (tom'po-ker), n. A bugbear to

frighten children. [Local.]

Tompon (tom'pon), n. Same as Tompion, 4.

Tomrlgt (tom'rig),n. [Tom and rig.] A rude,

wild, wanton girl; a tomlwy.

The author represents Belinda a fine, modest, well-

bred lady, and yet in the very next canto she appears

ramp and tomrig. Dennis.

Tomtit (tom'tit or torn -tit'). "• [Tom and

tit. See Tom and Tit.] A little bird, the

titmouse.

Tomtom (tom'tom), n. Same as Tam-tam.

Ton (ton), n. [Fr. See Tone.] The prevail

ing fashion; high mode; as, ladies of ton.

Ton (tun), n. [A. Sax. tonne, a butt, a large

vessel. See Tun.] 1. A weight equal to

20 hundredweight or 2240 pounds avoir

dupois. In the United States the ton is

commonly estimated at 2000 lbs., this being

sometimes called the short ton.—2. A wine

measure of capacity equal to 2.V2 gallons,

or 2 pipes: in this sense usually written

tun (which see). —3. A certain weight or

space — in the latter case about 40 cubic

feet—by which the burden of a ship is

reckoned; as, a ship of 300 ton*. See TON

NAGE, 2.-4. A certain quantity of timlxrr,

as 40 feet of rough or round timber, and 50

feet of hewn. —6. The quantity of eight sacks

or ten barrels of flour.—0. The quantity of

ten bushels of potatoes.

Tonal (to'ual), a. Pertaining to tone.

Tonality (to-nal'i-tn, n. [Fr. tonalib*.

See Tune.] In manic, that peculiarity char

acteristic of modern compositions due to

their being written in definite keys, thereby

conforming to certain defined arrangements

of tones and semitones in the diatonic scale.

To-name (to'nani), n. A name added to

another name; a name in addition to the

Christian and sur- names of a person to dis

tinguish him from others of the same name;

a nickname; thus two persons, called each

John Smith, might be distinguished respec

tively as Big John Smith and Little John

Smith. Sueh to-names are often employed

where the same families continually inter

marry, and where consequently the Bame

name is common to many individuals. They

Jirevail especially among the fisher popu-

ation of the cast coast of Scotland, where

in some places they are called Tee-names.

'They call my kinsman Ludovic with the Scar,'

sat>l Ouentin. 'Our family names are «o common in

a Scottish house, that where there is no laud in the

case we always give a to-name.' Sir If. Scott.

Tondino (ton-de'n6), n. [It ] In arch, the

same as Astragal (which see).

Tone (ton), n. [Fr. ton, L, tonus, a sound, a

tone, from Gr. tonos, a Btretching, a bracing,

a tone, note of the voice, force, strength,

from triad, to stretch, cog. with L. tendo.

same root as E. thin. See Thin, Teni>]

1. Any sound considered with relation to

{a) Its aenteness or gravity = pltch ; (/>) its

openness, dulness, purity, sweetness, harsh

ness, or the like^quality or timbre; (c) its

loudness or softness = strength or volume. —

2. Modulation, inflection, or accent of the

voice, as calculated to express sentiment,

emotion, or passion.

Eager his tone, and ardent were his eyes. Dryden.

3. An afFected or whining style of iutonation

in speaking or reading; a mournful or ar

tificial mode of utterance; n sing-song or

measured rhythmical manner of speaking;

a drawl; a whine.

We ought certainty to read blank verse so as to

make every line sensible to the car; at the same time.

in doing so, every appearance of sing-song and tone

must be carefully guarded against. Dr. Blair.

4. In music, (a) the impression on the ear

made by the undulations of the atmosphere,

Ac, produced by the vibration of a string

or other sonorous body; a musical sound.

Nearly every musical sound is composite,

that is, consists of several simultaneous

tones having different rates of vibration ac

cording to fixed laws, which depend on the

nature of the sonorous body and the mode

of producing its vibrations. The simultane

ously sounding components are called par

tial tones; that one having the lowest rate

of vibration and the loudest sound is termed

the prime, principal, orfundamental tone;

the other partial tones are called harmonica

or overtones. Thus a single string produce*

not only itsown prime or fundamental tone,

but also its octave, twelfth, fifteenth (double

octave), seventeenth, nineteenth, Ac, or the

sounds belonging to ^-, ^, j, ^, ^-, Ac, of

its length. Put in somewhat different and

simpler words, the fundamental tone may

be said to generate the other two tones of

the major triad or common chord ; that is,

the third and the fifth, or their octaves.

itself being the tonic or key-note. The qua

lity of any sound ( - timbre) is due partly to

the presence or absence of overtones or

harmonics in this series, and partly to the

greater or less intensity of those present

as compared with the fundamental tone

and with one another: sounds composed of

the above six elementary tones being rich

and sweet. I'nder certain conditions it is

found that two notes when sounded together

produce by their combination other notes,

which are not found as constituents of either;

these are called resultant tones, and are of

two kinds: difference tones end mmmation

tones. A difference tone has a frequency

of vibration which is the difference of the

frequencies of its components; a summation

tone has a frequency of vibration which is*

the sum of the frequencies of its compon

ents. As the components may either be

fundamental tones or overtones, two notes

which are rich in harmonics yield by their

combination a large number of resultant

tones. The difference tones were observed

in the last century by Tartini, and have been

therefore called Tartini times, (b) One of

the larger intervals between certain con

tiguous notes of the diatonic scale; as. the

major tones, or intervals of 0 commas be

tween C-D, F-G, and A-B; the minor tones,

or intervals of S commas between D-E and

G-A. The smaller intervals of 5 commas

between E-F and B-C are called semitones.

The terms tone and semitone are also ap

plied to the artificial intervals adopted in

the temperamentof fixed-toned instruments.

(See Temperament.) (c) The peculiar qua

lity of sound of any voice or instrument:

timbre; as, a mellow or rich tone; a poor or

thin tone; a reedy tone, [Note. The regret

table use of the word tone both for a sound,

and for the interval between two sounds or

tones, is confusing, but has been hitherto

common, indeed almost universal, among

musicians of the highest standing.]— ft. That

state of a body In which the animal func

tions are healthy and performed with due

vigour; the state in which all the parts and

organs have due tension or are well-strung;

the strength and activity of the organs, from

which proceed healthy functions —6. State

or temper of mind; mood. 'A philosophical

tone.' Bolingbroke.

The mind is not always in the same state: bcinij M

times cheerful, meUncnoly, severe, peevish. These

different states may not improperly be denominated

tones. Ld. Karnes.

7. Tenor; character; spirit; strain; specifi

cally, the general or prevailing character or

style, as of morals, manners, or sentiments:

as. the tone of his remarks was complimen

tary; the (one of society was then very low.

8. In painting, a harmonious relation of the

colours of a picture in light and shade. The

fate, far, fat, full; me, met, her; pine, piu; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abtme; J\ Sc. tey.
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term is often used to qualify, or as synony

mous with, depth, richness, and splendour,

in pictures. It has also been used to denote

the characteristic expression of a picture

as distinguished by its colour.

Tone (ton), v.t. pret. & pp. toned; ppr. toning.

1. To utter in an affected tone.

Shutting the eyes, distorting the face, and speaking

through the nose, cannot so properly be called

preaching as toning of a sermon. South,

2. To tune. See TUNE.—To tone down, (a)

in painting, to soften the colouring of, as

of a picture, so that a subdued harmony of

tint may prevail, and all undue glare be

avoided. (6) To give a lower tone to; to re

duce or moderate the characteristic expres

sion of; to diminish or weaken the effect

of; to render less pronounced or decided; to

soften.

The best method for the purpose in hand was to

employ some one of a character and position suited

to get possession of their confidence, and then use it

Xotc-ne down their religious strictures. Palfrey.

—To tone up, to give a higher tone or char

acter to; to make more expressive; to

heighten; to strengthen.

Tonet (ton), n. One with the final ( of that

(A. Sax. thvet). the old definite article neuter,

prefixed: corresponding to totlier: usually

with the; thus, the tone = that one.

Tone doth enforce, the other doth entice.

Sir P. Sidney.

So was Licaon made a woolfe, and Jupiter a bull.

The tone for u^ing crueltie, the totlier for his irutl.

Gol.it tig's Ovid.

Toned (tond), a. Having a tone: used in

composition; as, high-totwd; sweet-toned.

Toneless (tonles), a. Having no tone; un

musical.

His voice . . . was to Grandcourt's toneless drawl

. . . as the deep notes of the violoncello to the broken

discourse of poultry. George Eliot.

Tone-syllable (tdn'sil-la-bl), n. Anaceented

syllable.

Tongt (tung), n. A tongue; the tongue of a

buckle.

Tonga-bean (tong'ga-ben), n. Same as

Tonka-bean.

Tongkang (tongTcang), n. A kind of boat

or junk used in the seas of the Eastern

Archipelago. Simmoiv.is.

Tongo (tong'go). n. The name of the man

grove in the Pacific Islands.

Tongs (tongz), n. pi [A. Sax. tange, pi. tan-

gan, tongs; D. and Dan. tang, Icel. tony, O.

zange, tongs; root doubtful.] An instru

ment of metal, a kind of large nippers, con-

sisting of two parts or long shafts joined

usually by a pivot at one end, used for

handling things, particularly fire or heated

metals; as, a pair of tonga, the term applied

to the single instrument when the indefinite

article is used; a smith's tongs.

Tongue (tung), n. [A. Sax. tunge, a tongue,

speech; L.G. and Dan. tunge, Icel. and riw.

tuwja, Gotb. tuggo, G. zunge; cog. O.L din-

gua, Class. L. lingua, a tongue, with change

from d to I, as in O.L. dacrima, Class. L.

lacrima, a tear. ] 1. The fleshy movable

organ within an animal's mouth ; a muscu

lar organ, free at one extremity, and at

tached by the other (its root or base) to the

floor of the mouth and the hyoid bone; it

subserves the purposes of taste, prehension

of aliments, deglutition, and in man of ar

ticulation or speech also. It consists of two

symmetrical halves, with a fibrous middle

septum; hence, one side may be paralyzed

while the other remains active, as in cases

of apoplexy. The tongue is covered with

membranes, and the outer one is full of pa

pilla;, under which lies a thin, soft, reticu

lar coat, perforated with innumerable holes,

and always lined with a thick and white or

yellowish mucus. — 2. Regarded as the in

strument of speech; as, to have a bitter

tongue or a sharp tongue.

Keep a good tongue in thy head. Skat.

3. Speech; discourse; sometimes, fluency of

speech.

Much tongue and much judgment seldom go to

gether. Sir A. L'Estrange.

4. Voice; manner of speaking as regards

sound 'With soft, low tongue.' Shak.—

5. Manner or mode of speaking, as regards

meaning.

Speak to me home; mince not the general tongue:

Name Cleopatra as she is called in Rome. $nah.

6. The whole sum of words used by a par

ticular nation; a language.

We must be free or die. who speak the tongue

That Sh-ikspeare spake, Wordsworth.

The Church of England took a middle course. She

copied the Roman Catholic forms of prayer, but

translated them into the vulgar tongue, and invited

the illiterate multitude to join its voice to that of the

minister. Macau/ay.

7. Words or declarations only; mere speech

or talk, as opposed to thoughts or actions.

Let us not love in word, neither in tongue, but in

deed and in truth. i Jn. ill. 18.

8. A nation, as distinguished by their lan

guage.

I will gather all nations and tongues. Is. Ixvi. i8.

9.t Honourable discourse; eulogy.

She was born noble; let that title rind her a pri

vate grave, but neither tongue nor honour.

Beau. & Fl.

10. Anything considered to resemble an ani

mal's tongue in shape or position or function ;

as, (a) a point or long narrow strip of land

running out into a sea or lake: a long, low

promontory, (b) A tapering jet of flame.

(e)Thepinofabuckleor brooch which pierces

the strap, ribbon, or object to be fastened.

(d)lThe short movable rail of a switch by

which the wheels are directed to one or the

other line of rails, (e) The small pole or

shaft of a carriage, car, or the like, to which

the horses are yoked. (/) The projecting

strip worked on the edge of a board used to

form a joint by fitting into a corresponding

groove in another board, (g) The pointer or

pin of a balance. (A) Naut. a Bbort piece of

rope spliced into the upper part of standing

back-stays, <fee. ; also, the upper main piece

of a mast composed of different pieces,

(i) The vibrating metallic reed in instru

ments like the harmonium, concertina, Ac.

(J) The clapper of a bell. 'The midnight

bell, with his iron tongue and brazen mouth.'

Shak. —To have on (or at) the tip (or end) of

one's tongue, to be on the point of uttering,

telling, or speaking.

God forgive me ! but I had a sad lie at my tongue's

end. Richardson,

It was on the tip ofthe boy's tongue to relate what

had followed, but he . . . checked himself. Dickens.

—To hold one's tongtte, to keep silence; to

be silent.

Tis seldom seen, that senators so young

Know when to speak, and when to hold their tongue.

Dryden.

Tongue (tung), v.t. pret. & pp. tongued;

ppr. tonguing. 1. To chide; to scold.—2. t To

speak; to utter. 'Such stuff as madmen

tongue.' Shak.—3t To proclaim as guilty;

tobrand publicly. Shak.—4. In music, to mo

dify, as tones or sounds with the tongue in

playing, as in the flute and some other wind-

instruments.— 5. To connect by means of a

tongue and groove; as, to tongue two boards

together.

Tongue (tung), v.L 1. To talk; to prate —

2. In music, to use the tongue for the pur

pose of modifying sounds in playing the

flute and some other wind-instruments.

Tongue-banger (tung'bang-er), n. A scold.

[Provincial English. J

Then SaJly she turned a tongue-banger, an' raated

me. Tennyson.

Tongue-compressor (tungTtom-pres-er), n.

A clamp for holdingdown the tongue during

dental operations on the lower jaw.

Tongued (tungd), a. Having a tongue or

voice. ' Tongued like the night -crow.'

Donne.

Tongue-depressor (tungMe-pres-er), a. In

sura, an instrument which has a socket to

go beneath the lower jaw and form a ful

crum for the pivoted spatula which rests

upon and holds down the tongue during

oral, laryngeal, and oesophageal operations.

Tongue-fence (tung'fens), n. Debate; dis

cussion; argument.

In all manner of brilliant utterance and tongue

feme, I have hardly known his fellow. Carlyte.

Tongue-grartlng(tung'graft-ing),n. A mode

of grafting by inserting the end of a scion in

a particular manner.

Tongueless (tung'les), a. 1. Having no

tongue.—2. Speechless.

What tongueless blocks were they! Would they

not speak ? Shah.

3. t t'nnamed; not spoken of. 'One good

deed dying tongueless.' Shak.

Tonguelet (tung'let), n. A little tongue; a

little tongue-shaped process.

Tongue-pad t (tung'pad), n. {Tongue, and

pad, to go.] A great talker.

She who was a celebrated wit at London is, io that

dull part of the world, calied a tongue-fad. Taller.

Tongue-Shaped (tung'shapt), a. Shaped

like a tongue; specifically, in hot linear and

fleshy, blunt at the end, convex underneath,

and having usually a cartilaginous border;

as, a tongue-shaped leal.

Tongue-Shot (tung'shot), n. The reach of

the tongue; the distance the sound of words

uttered by the tongue can be heard; ear

shot. [Rare]

She would stand timidly aloof out of tongue-shot.

C. Jieade.

Tonguesoret (tung'sor). n. Evil tongue;

wicked speech; ill-speaking. ' Imputing his

tonguesore, not unto maliciousness, but unto

the default of right knowledge.' Udall.

Tongue-spatula ( tung'spat-u-la ), n. l. A

tongue-conipressor. — 2, A tongue-depressor.

Tonguester (tung'stcr), n. [Tongue, and

sufllx -ster (which see).] A talkative, loqua

cious person; a chatterer; a babbler.

The simple, silent, selfless man

Is worth a world of tongue ster s. Tennyson.

Tongue-tacked (tung'takt), a Having an

impediment in speech from malformation

of the frtenum; tongue-tied; hence, unusu

ally silent; not speaking the truth out

boldly; mealy-mouthed.

Tongue-tie (tung'ti), n. Impeded motion

of the tongue in consequence of the short

ness of the frrcnum.

Tongue-tie (tung'ti), v. t pret. <£ pp. tongue-

tied; ppr. tongue - tying. To deprive of

speech or the power of speech, or of dis

tinct articulation.

Tongue-tied (tung'tld). a. I. Destitute of

the power of distinct articulation; having

an impediment in the speech.—2. Unable to

speak freely from whatever cause. 'hove

and tongue-tied simplicity.' Shak.

Tongue-valiant (tung'val-yitnt), a. Val

iant in speech or words only; brave in

word, not in action.

Tongue-valiant hero, vaunter of thy might,

' 'InfiKNt.

Pryden.

In threats the foremobt, but the lay i

Tongue-worm (tung'weroi), n. A parasitic

worm-like arachnidan of the division Arnr-

ida, inhabiting the lungs and frontal sinuses

of some mammals, and the lungs of some

reptiles. See Linouatuudjs.

Tonguey, Tonguy (tungT), a. Voluble or

fluent in speech; loquacious.

Tonguey. formerly common, and still sometimes

used in New Holland, in t lie sense of fluent in speech,

eloquent, occurs in the older text of the Wycliffite

version of Ecclus. viii. 4; \%. 35. The later text has

janglere instead. G. P. Marsh.

Tonic (ton'lk), a. [Fr. tonique, L. tonicus,

(Ir. tonikos, from tonos. See To\E.J 1. Of

or relating to tones or sounds; specifically,

in music, pertaining to or founded on the

key-note or tonic; as. the tonic chord ( = the

notes C, E, and G. sounded simultaneously.

2. Pertaining to tension; increasing tension.

, 3. In med. increasing the strength or tone of

the animal system; obviating the effects of

weakness or debility, and restoring healthy

functions. — Tonic spasm, in med. a steady

and continuous Bpastie contraction endur

ing for a comparatively long time. It is op

posed to a clonic spasm, in which the mus

cular fibres contract and relax alternately

in very quick succession, producing the ap

pearance of agitation. In tonic spasms, how

ever, there is always attentate contraction

and relaxation. The spasms of tetanus are

tonic— Tonic Sol-fa. See separate article.

Tonic (ton'ik), n, 1. In med. any remedy

which improves the tone or vigour of the

fibres of the stomach and bowels, or of the

muscular fibres generally. Tonics may be

said to be of two kinds, medical and non

medical. Medical tonics act chiefly in two

ways; aa,(a) indirectly, bv first influencing the

stomach and increasing its digestive powers;

such being the effect of the vegetable bitters,

the moBt important of which arc calumba,

chamomile, cinchona bark, gentian, salix,

taraxacum, &c. (b) Directly, by passing into

and exerting their influence through the

blood; such being the case with the various

preparations of iron, certain mineral acids,

and salts. The non-medical tonics are open-

air exercise, friction, cold in its various

forms and applications, as the shower-bath,

sea-bathing, &c—2. In music, the key-note

or fundamental note of a scale. See Key

note.

Tonicalt (ton'ik-al), a. Tonic.

Tonicity (to-nis'i-ti).n. In physiol. the elas

ticity of living part*; a property of the mus

cles distinct from the true irritability, and

which determines the general tone of the

solids. In virtue of this power the dilators

of the larynx keep this organ open, tbe face

is kept symmetrical, the sphincter* kept

closed, Ac.

Tonic Sol-fa (ton'ik sol-fa). A term applied

to a system of writing and teaching music.

ch, chain; ch, Sc loca; g, go; },job; h. Fr. ton; ng. sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, trMg; rh, azure—See Kft.
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the lending feature* of which are aa follows:

An of the two relation* of mimical sounds,

those of pitch and key, the latter Is of tran

scendent importance, every means should

Im taken to Impress this fact on the mind

and car of the learner. Any diatonic scale

Is a natural scale, whether it Is founded on

the key of C, D, E.or on any other tone thus

represented by a letter-name In the ordinary

notation. The tonic or key-note of the scale

Is always called doh, the second ray, the

others me, fab, lOh, Ian, te, successively,

no matter what the absolute pitch of the

sound may be, the Initials only being ordi

narily used In printed music: thus, d, r,

in. f, H, 1, t. To designate a sound of ab

solute pitch, the toulc-solfalst uses the first

seven letters of the alphabet just as the

followers of the other musical system do.

Time and accent are marked thus, | : | ,

or | : : | , or | : i : | , Ac ; the space

between the lines and dots indicating the

aliquot parts of the bar (the beat or pulse),

the line showing the Btrong accent, the

short line the medium accent, and the colon

the weak accent. Accidental or chromatic

tones are indicated by a change In the

vowel sounds of the syllables; thus, don,

ray, fan, Ac, when sharpened Iwcome

(le, re, fe, &c.; and me, te, Ac., flattened

Iwcomo ma, ta, Ac. The higher octaves

are marked d1, r\ m', Ac, the lower di,

r(l mi, Ac. The last two lines of the psalm

tune French would therefore be printed

thus.—

Key K : I | d' : t I 1 : s b : fe s

:m|r:d|d:tit<L

In teaching the system great use fs made of

the modulator, a chart which represents

pictorlally In an upright position the rela

tive places of the notes of the scales, the

chromatic notes, the closely related scales,

Ac.

Tonic-BolfaiBt (ton'lk-s61-fa"lst), n. One

who teaches or who learns music from the

tonic sol-fa notation; one who Is In favour

of the tonic sol-fa system of teaching music.

To-night (to-nlf). n. [Comp to-day, to-mor

row. See To.] 1. The present night; or,

adverbially, in the present night, or the

night after the present day; as, I shall visit

you to- night.—2.t Last night; the past night.

I am bid forth to supper. Jessica.

. . . 1 am right loath to go:

For 1 did dream of money-bays to-night. Shak.

Tonlsh, Tonnish (ton'lsh), a. In the ton;

fashionable; modish. [Colloq.]

Tonite (tdnltX n. A very powerful and

highly dangerous explosive or detonating

agent, prepared from pulverized gun-cot

ton.

Tonka-bean (tongTia-oen). n. [Fr. tonea,

tonka, from the name of the bean in Guiana. ]

The fruit of the Dipterix odorata or Couma-

rouna odorata, a shrubby plant of Guiana,

Tonka bean Plant [Diftrrix ottora/.i).

nut order Lcgumtnosrc, sub-order Fapillo-

naceir. The fruit is an oblong dry fibrous

drupe, containing a single seed The odour

of the kernel is extremely agreeable. It is

used in perfumery. CalleaaltoTWUn'u-Van,

TV-Htftim-rVan, Tonga-bean, See CoCMAR-

1NK. OorMAKOR.

Tonnage itun'aj), n [From ton,] 1 The

wright i if goods carried in a boat or ship. —

t The cubical content or burden of a ship

In tons; the number of tons a ship can

carry with safety; the gauge of a vessel's

dimensions, estimated by various modes of

measurement legalized in different coun

tries. It Is generally assumed that 40 cubic

feet shall constitute a ton, and the tonnage

of a ship is considered to be the multiple of

this ton which most closely corresponds

with the internal capacity of the vessel. In

this country the usual mode formerly was

to multiply the length of the ship by the

breadth, assume the depth to be the same

as the width, multiply by this assumed

depth, and divide the product by 94, the

quotient being the tons burden. But this

mode was found to be both misleading and

dangerous ; for as harbour and light dues,

towage, Ac, were charged according to

tonnage, shipowners had their vessels built

so deep and narrow that they were often

unseaworthy. An Improved system was,

therefore, introduced and made compulsory

by the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854. The

elaborate instructions of this statute take

Into account not only the depth of the

vessel, but also make allowance for the

varying curvature of the hull. The depth

from the deck to the bottom of the hold is

taken at different places, and the breadth is

measured at different elevations in the

depth. If the vessel Is a steamer, an allow

ance Is made for the space occupied by the

engine-room, boilers, coal-bunks, Ac. In

vessels with a break or poop in the upper

deck, the tonnage of this poop space must

be ascertained and added to the ordinary

tonnage. —3. A duty or impost on ships, for

merly estimated at so much per ton of

freight, but now proportioned to the regis

tered size of the vessels.—4. The ships of a

port or nation collectively estimated by their

burthens in tons ; as, the tonnage of Glas

gow; the tonnage of the United States.—

Tonnage and poundage. See POUNDAGE.

T0U16, t »• A tun. Chaucer.

Tonnishness (ton'ish-nes), n. The quality

of being In the ton or prevailing fashion;

modlshness. ' Famed for tonnishness. ' Miss

Burney. [Colloq.]

Tonometer (to-nom'et-er), n. [Gr. tonos, a

stretching, a tone, and metron, a measure.]

A delicate apparatus for tuning musical in

struments by marking the number of vibra

tions, invented by H. Scheibler of Crefeld

in 1834, and improved by M. Konig.

Tonoua (ton'us), a. Full of tone or sound;

sonorous.

Tonquin-bean (tonlcin-ben), n. See Ton

ka-bran.

Tonsil (ton'stl), n. [L. tonsilla.] In onat.

one of two oblong suboval glands on each

aide of the throat or fauces. The tonsils are

called also from their shape amygdala, and

in popular language almonds. Their use is

to secrete a mucous humour for lubricating

the passages, and they have several excre

tory ducts opening into the mouth.

Tonsilar, Tonsillar (ton'sil-er), a. Of or

pertaining to the tonsils; tonsilitic.

Tonslle (ton'sil), a. [L. tonxilis, from tondeo,

tonsum. to clip or shear] Capable of or fit

to be clipped.

On the green,

Rroider'd with crisped knots, the tensile yews

Wither and fall /I*. Mason.

Tonsilitic, Tonsillitlc (ton-si-lit'ik), o. Of

of pertaining to the tonsils.

Tonsillitis (ton-sil-i'tis), n. Inflammation

of the tonsils; quinsy; malignant sore

throat.

Tonsor (ton'sor), n. [L.] A barber; one

that shaves. Wm. Combe.

Tonsortal(ton-B6'ri-al), a. Pertaining to a

barber or to shaving.

Tonsure (ton'sur), h. [Fr., from L. tonsura,

from tondro, tonsum, to clip or shave]

1. The act of clipping the hair, or of shav

ing the head, or the state of being shorn. —

2. In R. Cath. Ch. (a) the first ceremony

used for devoting a person to the sen-ice of

God and the church; the first degree of the

clericate, given by a bishop, who with scis

sors cuts off a part of the candidate's hair,

with prayers and benedictions. Hence, en

trance or admittance into holy orders, (b)

The round bare place on the heads of the

Roman Catholic priests and monks formed

by shaving or cutting the hair.

Tonsured (ton'surd). a. 1. Having received

the tonsure; shaven; hence, clerical.

No ecclesiastical privilege had occasioned such

dispute, or proved so mischievous, as the immunity

of all tjnsurnt persons from civil punishment for

crimes. Hmdtatn.

2. Having a bald spot on the head like a

tonsure. ' Bowing o'er the brook a tonsured

head in middle age forlorn.' Tennyson.

Tontine (ton'tin). n. [Fr. tontine, said to be

from its inventor, Tonti, an Italian of the

seventeenth century.] An annuity shared

by subscribers to a loan, with the benefit of

survivorship, the annuity being increased as

the subscribers die, until at last the whok-

goes to the last survivor, or to the last two

or three, according to the terms on which

the money fs advanced. By means of ton

tines many government loans were formerly

raised in England.

Too many of the financiers by profession are apt

to see nothing in revenue but tanks, and circula

tions, and annuities on lives, and tontines, and per

petual rents, and all the small wares of the shop.

Burkt.

Tontine (ton'tin), a. Relating to a tontine;

built by subscription with the benefit of

survivorship; as, tontine houses.

Tony (td'ni), n. [Abbreviation of Antony]

A simpleton. Sir R. L'Estrange. [Ludi

crous]

Too (tb),adn. [A form of to, the preposition;

A. Sax. td, meaning both to, and too. Comp.

G. zu, to and too. Too fs a comparatively

modern spelling. In old editions of Shak-

spere it was often spelled to. ] 1. Over; more

than enough ; denoting excess ; as, a thing

too long, too short, or too wide; too high; too

many; too much. ' Too fair to worship, too

divine to love.' Milton. Often with merely

an intensive force = very, exceedingly. 'His

will too strong to bend; too proud to learn.'

Cowley.

They continually pretend to have some sovereign

power over that empire, and yet are too happy to be

at peace with it. Brougham.

2. Likewise; also; in addition; besides; over

and above. ' An honest courtier, yet a pa

triot too.' Pope.

Let those eyes that view

The daring crime, behold the vengeance too. rep*.

—Too, too, repeated, denotes excess empha

tically.

O, but I love his lady too too much. Skat.

—And too, and at the same time. ' Merci

ful and too severe.* Shak. ' Wild, and yet

too gentle.' Shak. [An old usage.]

Took (tuk). 1. Pret. of take.

And Enoch walked with God ; and he was not. for

God toot him. Gen. v. 34.

2. Pp. of take. [Obsolete or vulgar.]

The whole employment of a man's time, not troJb

off or diverted by other ministerial business. South.

Tool (tol), n. [A. Sax. 161, a tool, probably

contracted from a form tawil, tatccl, from

tawian, to make, to prepare; Goth, taujan,

to make.] 1. Any implement used by a

craftsman or labourer at his work; an in

strument employed in the manual arts for

facilitating mechanical operations by means

of percussion, penetration, separation, abra

sion, etc., of the substances operated upon;

for all of which operations various motious

are required to be given either to the tool

or to the work. Such tools are hammers,

punches, chisels, axes, adzes, planes, saws,

drills, files, &c. Such machines as the lathe,

planer, slotting-machine, and others em

ployed in the manufacture of machinery are

usually termed machine tools. Specifically

applied (a) in bookbinding, the stamping

and letter appliances of the finisher, known

by various names, (b) The ordinary brush

of the painter, especially one of the smaller

sizes; as, sash tools, Ac. ' Some coiner with

his tools.' Shak.—2.i A weapon; a sword.

Draw thy too/; here comes two of the house of the

Montagues. 5Aa«.

3. A person used by another as an instru

ment to accomplish certain ends: a word of

reproach. * The tools of fate to be.* Howe.

Thou their tooi, set on to plague

And play upon, and harry n»e. Tennyson.

—Implement, Instrument, Toot An im

plement is whatever may supply a want or

a requisite to an end, and is always re

stricted to physical use. A tool differs from

an implement, which is always regarded in

reference to its particular purpose, in being

more general or less specific, and from an

instrument in being always used in refer

ence to the manual arta An instrument U

anything which is employed to do a work or

effect an end. and is used in more than re

ference to physical manipulation: as, im

plements of war; agricultural implements;

gardeners* tools; joiners' tools; surgical in

struments; mathematical instruments; mu

sical instruments. In the metaphorical ap

plication, instrument and tool are both used

Fate, far. fat, fall; me. met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abune; y, Sc. tey.
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to express the means for effecting some pur

pose; but instrument is capable of an hon

ourable or indifferent, as well as a dishon

ourable sense, while tool is always used in

a bad sense

Such implements of mischief, as shall dash

To pieces and o'erwhelui whatever stands

Adverse. Milton.

The bold are but the instruments of the wise.

Dryden.

Devotion has often been found a powerful instru

ment in humanizing the manners of men. Dr. Blair.

Poor York \ the harmless tool of others' hate.

He sues for pardon, and repents too late. S-wift.

Tool (tol). v. t. I. To shape with a tool. —2. To

drive, as a mail-coach or other vehicle:

generally said of a gentleman who under

takes the work for his own amusement.

'He could tool a coach.' Lord Lytton.

{Slang]

Tooling (tol'ing), n. Workmanship per

formed with a tool; specifically, (a) in

masonry, stone-dressing in which the face

shows the parallel marks of the tool in

symmetrical order. ( b ) In bookbinding,

ornamental embossing or gilding by heated

tools upon the binding of books, (e) In

carving, elaborate carving by chisels and

$couges in stone or wood in architecture,

joinery, cabinet-work, furniture, Ac.

The fine tooling and delicate tracery of rhe cabinet

Artist is lost upon a building of colossal proportions.

De Quincey.

Tool-post (tol 'post), n. In machine tools,

that part of the tool-rest to or in which a

cntting-tool is fixed. Called also Tool-

stock.

Tool-rest (tol 'rest), n. In machine tools,

that part of a machiue supporting a tool-

post or tooL

Tool-stock (toTstok), n. See Tool-post.

Toolye, Toolzie (tol'yi), n. [Probably from

O.Fr. touiller, to mix or mingle confusedly.]

A broil ; a quarrel. Written also Tttilyie,

Tuilzie. [Scotch. ]

Toolye, Tool2ie (tol'yi), vi. To quarrel.

Written also Tuilyie, Tuilzie. [Scotch.]

Toom (turn or turn), a. [A Scandinavian

word: Icel. tdmr. Dan. torn, empty.] Empty.

[Scotch and provincial English]

Ye shall have plenty of supper—ours is nae toom

pantry, and still less a locked one. Sir }V. Scott.

Toom (turn or turn), v.t To empty; to

evacuate [Scotch and provincial English.]

Toom '. 1 1 it 11 ), n. A piece of waste ground

where rubbish is shot [Scotch. ]

Tooma (to'ma), n. A species of Mimosa

used for tanning in India.

Toon (ton), n. Town. [Scotch.]

Toon, Toona (ton, to'na), n. The wood of

an East Indian tree, the Cedrela Toona,

nat order Cedrelacea). It is sometimes

called Indian Mahogany, and also Indian

Toon-wood (Cedrela Toona),

Cedar. Another species ( C. australis)

yields the so-called cedar-wood of New

South Wales, Toon-wood is highly valued

as a furniture wood, and is used for door-

panels, carving, Ac. See Ckdrkla.

Toorcoman (tur'ko-raan), n. A Turkoman.

Tooroo (to'ro), n, A South American

Ealm ((Enocarpus Batawa), growing to the

eight of from 50 to 70 feet. Its woody

outside is used for inlaid work, billiard-

cnes, walking-sticks, Ac.

Toos.t n. pi. Toes. Chaucer.

Toot t (tot), v.i. [A. Sax. totian, to project,

IceL tola, a teat or teat-like protuberance.

Dan. tude, a spout.] 1. To Btand out or be

prominent.—i To peep; to look narrowly;

to seek; to look into; to look out The

Scotch form of the word in this sense is

Teet, Tete.

Toot t (tot)*. V.t To look into; to see.

Piers Plowman.

Toot (tot), r.i. [D. toeten, tuiten, G. tuten,

Sw. tuta, to blow a horn, to toot Also in

form tote, toat. Imitative. ] To make a

noise with the mouth somewhat similar to

that of a pipe or other wind-instrumeut; to

give out BUch a sound; to sound a horn in a

particular manner. ' The tooting horns and

rattling teams of mail-coaches.' Thackeray.

Toot (tot), v.t To sound; as, to toot the

horn.

Toot (t#t), u. A blast; a note or sound

blown on a horn; a similar noise.

Tooter (tot'er), n. One who toots; one

who plays upon a pipe or horn.

Tooth (toth). n. pi. Teeth (teth). [A. Sax.

U)th, pi Uth (conip. foot, feet ; goose, geese),

D. Sw. and Dan. tand, Icel. tbnn (for tond),

G. zahn, Goth, tunthus ; cog. W. and

Armor, dant, Corn. dam. Lith. danti. L.

dens, dentis. Or. odous, odontos, Skr. danta

—tooth. From an Indo-European root da,

to divide, seen also in Gr. daio, to divide; L.

damnum, loss.] 1. A bony substance grow

ing out of the jaws of vertebrate animals,

and serving as the instrument of mastica

tion. The teeth are also very useful Ju as

sisting persons in the utterance of words,

and when well formed and sound they are

ornamental. Teeth generally consist of three

distinct substances, ivory, enamel, and bone.

Each tooth is divided into a crown, a neck,

and a fang or fangs. The teeth of animals

differ in shape, being destined for different

offices. In man and higher mammals two

sets of teeth are developed, the early, milk,

or deciduous teeth, and the permanent set.

In fishes the teeth fall off and are renewed

repeatedly in the course of their lives. In

the human subject the number of teeth

is thirty-two, sixteen in each jaw. These

consist of four incisors, two canines, four

bicuspids, and six molars. (See Dental for

mula under Dental.) Teeth do not belong

to the skeleton, but to the skin or exo-

skeletal parts of the body, and are homolo

gous with hairs. They are formed within

little sacs or bags of the dermis or true skin

of the gum.—2. Taste; palate.

These are not dishes for thy dainty teeth. Dryden.

3. Any projection corresponding to or resem

bling the tooth of an animal in shape, posi

tion, or office; a small, narrow, projecting

piece, usually one of a set; as, (a) the tooth or

teeth of a comb, a saw, a file, a harrow, a rake ;

(ft) one of the tines or prongs of a fork; (c) one

of the sharp wires of a carding instrument;

(rf) one of the projecting knobs on the edge of

a wheel which catch on corresponding parts

of a wheel or other body; a cog.—Tooth and

nail (lit. by biting and scratching), with one's

utmost power; by all possible meansofattack

and defence. ' A lion and bear were at tooth

and naU which should carry off a fawn.' Sir

It. L' Estrange. —To the teeth, in open opposi

tion; directly to one's face. 'That I shall

live and tell him to his teeth.' Shak.—In

the teeth, in direct opposition ; directly in

front. ' Nor strive with all the tempest in

my teeth.' Pope.

In the teeth of clench'd antagonisms

To follow up the worthiest till lie die. Tennyson.

—To cast something in one's teeth, to taunt

one with something; to retort reproachfully.

—In spite or despite of the teeth, in open de

fiance of; in defiance of opposition; in oppo

sition to every effort. ' In despite of the teetii

of all rhyme and reason.' Shak.—To show

the teeth, to threaten. ' When the law shown

her teeth, but dares not bite.' Young.—To

set the teeth on edge, to cause a tingling or

grating Bensation in the teeth. fcee TooTH-

EPGE.

Tooth (toth), vt. l. To furnish with teeth;

as, to t<«ith a rake. ' The twin cards toothed

with glittering wire.' Wordsworth.—2. To

indent; to cut into teeth; to jag: as, to

tooth a saw.—3. To lock into each other.

Toothache (tbth'fik). n. Pain in the teeth,

technically called Odontalgia. Toothache

was once supposed to be caused by a worm

in the tooth.

I am troubled

With the toothache or with love, I know not whether ;

There is a worm in both. Massinger.

TOOthache-graS8(tbth'ak gras), n. Ctenium

americanum, a singular kind of grass which

grows in Florida and other parts of North

America, having a very pungent taste. It

affects the breath and milk of cows, and the

root affects the salivary glands.

Toothache-tree (toth'ak-tre), ». The com

mon name of the species of plants which form

the genus Xanthoxylum (or Xanthoxylon),

but particularly applied to X. americanum,

a native of North America. The bark and

capsular fruit of this tree are much used as

a remedy for the toothache. SeeXANTHoxY-

LCM. Called also Prickly-ash.

Tooth-back (toth'bak), n. One of a family

of moths (Xotodontida?) belonging to Lepi-

doptera.

Tooth-bruBh (tothlmish), n. A small brush

for cleaning the teeth.

Tooth-drawer (toth'dra-er), n. One whose

business is to extract teeth with instru

ments; a dentist. 'Worn in the cap of a

tooth-drawer.' Shak.

Tooth-drawing (toth'dra-ing), n. The

act of extracting a tooth ; the practice of

extracting teeth.

Toothed (tiitht), p. and a. 1. Having teeth

or jags.—2. In tot having projecting points,

remote from each other, about the edge or

margin; dentate; as, a toothed calyx or leaf.

— Toothed wheels, wheels made to act upon

or drive one another by having the surface

of each indented with teeth, which tit into

each other. See Teeth, Wheel.

Tootliedge (toth'ej), n. The sensation ex

cited by grating sounds and by the touch

of certain substances; tingling uneasiness,

almost amounting to pain in the teeth, from

stridulous sounds, vellication, or acid or

acrid substances.

Toothful t (toth 'f«l), a. I. Full of teeth.

'The tuothfull harrow.' Sylvester.— 2. Pal

atable; toothsome.

What dainty relish on my tongue

This fruit hath left I some angel hath me fed ;

If so toothful I will be banqueted. Massxnger.

Toothful (toth'ful). n. A small draught of

any liquor. [Vulgar.]

Toothing (toth'ing), n. In building, bricks

or Btones left projecting at the end of a wall

that they may be bonded into a continuation

of it when required.

Toothing-plane (toth'ing-plan), n, A plane

the iron of which, in place of being sharp

ened to a cutting edge, is formed into a

series of small teeth. It is used to roughen

a surface intended to be covered with veneer

or cloth, in order to give a better hold to

the glue.

Tooth-key (tothTie), n. A dentist's instru

ment for extracting teeth: so called because

it fs turned like a key.

Toothless (toth'les), a. Having no teeth;

deprived of teeth.

Sunk are her eyes, and toothless are her jaws.

Dryden.

Toothlet (toth'let), n. A little tooth; a _

petty tooth-like projection.

Toothletted (toth'let-ed), a. In bot. hav-

ingtoothlets; denticulate; havingvery small

teeth or projecting points, as a leaf.

Tooth-net (tbth'net), n. A large fishing-net

anchored. [Scotch.]

Tooth-ornament (toth-or'na-ment), n. In

arch, one of the peculiar marks of the early

English style. It consists of a square four-

leaved flower.

(TfTTJ^I mk the centre of

which projects

in a point. It

is generally in

serted in a hol

low moulding,

with the flowers

in close contact

with each other,

though they are

not unfrequently placed a short distance

apart, and in rich suits of mouldings are

often repeated several times. Called also

Dog's-tooth and A'ail-head.

Toothpick, Toothpicker (toth'pik, toth'-

pik^-r), n. An instrument for cleaning the

teeth of substances lodged between them.

Tooth-powder(toth'pou-der), n, A powder

for cleaning the teeth; a dentifrice.

Tooth-rash (toth'raah), n. A cutaneous dis

ease peculiar to infants, which occurs dur

ing the process of dentition.

Tooth-shell, Toothed - shell (toth'shel.

totht'shel), n. The popular name of the

gasteropodous molluscs constituting the

genus Deutalium, natives of Europe and

the East and West Indies. The shells arc

symmetrical, tubular, conical, and gener

ally carved. The animals are carnivorous.

Tooth-ornament.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, fir. ton; ug, Bin^; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, icAig; xh, azure—See Key.
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devouring foram in iters and minute bivalves,

and live at a slight depth in the sand or

mud of the shore, in which they bury them

selves head downwards.

Toothsome (tbth'sum), a. Palatable; grate

ful to the taste.

Thettgf) less tootiuome to me. they were more

wholesome for me. Fuller.

Toothsomeness (toth'sum-nes), n. State

or character of being toothsome: pleasant

ness to the taste.

Toothwort (toth'wert). n. A name applied

to several plants having rhizomes which

resemble teeth, such as the Lathro?a squa-

maria, various species of Dentaria, Coral-

lorrhiza innata, <fec. See LATHR.«A.

Toothy (toth'i), a. Toothed ; having teeth.

[Ran-.]

Top (top), n. [O.E. toppe, a top; A. Sax. toj>,

a tuft or ball at the point or top of anything;

So. tap, a tuft of hair on the head; D, and

Dan. top. a top, a summit; leal. toppr, a

tuft or lock of hair, a top or extremity; G.

zot\f, a tuft, a crest. Tip is an allied form

with a weakened vowel. See also Tuft.]

1. The highest part of anything; the most

elevated or uppermost point; the summit;

as. the top of a tree; the top of a spire; the

top of a house; the top of a mountain —

2. Surface; upper side. * Such trees as spread

their roots near the top of the ground.'

Baam. —3. The highest place or rank; the

most honourable position ; as, to be at the

top of one's class.

Home was head; his brilliant composition and

thorough knowledge of the books, brought him to

the top. Farrar.

4. The highest person; the chief ' He which

is the top of judgment.' Shak. 'Aspired

to be the top of zealots.' Stilton. — 5. The

utmoBt degree; the highest point. 'From

my lowest note to the top of my compass.'

Shak.

The top of my ambition is to contribute tn that

wort Pope.

6. The crown of the head, or the hair upon

it; the forelock. ' To take the present time

by the top.' Shak. ' From top to toe.' Shak.

All the starred vengeance of Heaven fall

On her ungrateful top. Skat.

7. The head or upper part of a plant; as.

turnip tops. ' Heads or fop*, as cabbage

heads.' Wattt.—8. pi Top-boots. 'To stand

in a bar, in a green coat, knee-cords, and

top*.' Dickens.

It was a kind of festive occasion and the parties

were attired accordingly. Mr. Wellcr's tops were

newly cleaned and Ins dress was arranged with

peculiar care. Dickens.

9. In woollen manuf. the combed wool ready

for the spinner,

from which the

noils, or shorts

and dust, have

l>een removed.—

10. Naut. a sort

of platform, sur

rounding the

head of the lower

mast and pro

jecting on all

sides. It serves

to extend the

shrouds.by which

means they more

effectually sup

port the mast,

aud for the con

venience of men

aloft. The tops

are named after

the respective

masts to which

they belong, as

main, /ore, and

mizzen tops. —

11. That portion

of a cut gem which is between the girdle or

extreme margin, and the table or flat face.

£. E. Knight —12 The eve or verge [Rare ]

He was upon the/<>/ of his marriage with Magda-

lelne the French King's daughter. A'nolles.

13. A method of cheating at dice in vogue

about the beginning of the eighteenth cen

tury. Both dice seemed to lw put into the

box, but In reality one was kept at the top

of the box between the Angers of the person

playing —The top of one's bent, the utmost

that one's inclination and bias wouM per

mit; as. he was fooled to the. tap of hi* bent.

—Top of the tree, the highest position in

any profession or the like. [Slang.]

1 am certain to be at the top r/the trie at U«t.

Dukens.

Ship's Top.

—Top and butt, in ship-building, a method

of working long tapering planks, by laying

their broad and narrow ends alternately

fore and aft, lining a piece off every broad

end the whole length of the shifting. It is

adopted principally for ceiling —Top and

top-gallant, in full array; in full rig; in full

force.

He'll be here top and top-gatlant presently.

Merry Der-il ofEdmonton, 1608.

Top (top), a. Being on the top or summit;

highest.

Setting out at top speed, he soon overtook him.

H. Brooke.

Top (top), v.i. 1. To rise aloft ; to be emi

nent. — *2. To excel; to rise above others.

'But write thy best and top.' Dryden.—

3. To be of a certain height; to measure in

height.

The mare scarcely topped 15 hands. I-att retire.

—To top over tail, to turn head over heels.

Aseham.— To top vp with, to finish with.

What'll you drink, Mr. G.irgery; at my expense, to

top up with / Dickens,

Top (top), v.t. pret. <fc pp. topped; ppr. top

ping. 1. To cover on the top; to cap. 'Moun

tains topp'd with snow.' Waller.— 'I. To rise

above.

A gourd . . . climbing by the boughs twined about

them, till it trfp'ii .iiv\ covered the tree.

Sir R. VEstrange.

3. To outgo; to surpass.

Edmund the base shall top the legitimate. Shak.

4. To crop; to take off the top or upper part.

Groves, being topp'd, they higher rise. Shak.

Top your rose-trees a little with your knife near a

leaf-bud Evelyn.

5. To rise to the top of.

Wind about till thou hast topp'd the hill.

jxr y. Denham.

ft To perform eminently.

From endeavouring universally to top their parts,

they will go universally beyond them. Jeffrey.

7. Naut to raise one end of, as of a yard or

boom, so that that end becomes higher than

the other. — To top of, to complete by put

ting on the top or uppermost part of; as, to

top of a stack of hay ; hence, to finish ; to

complete.

Top (top), n. [D. top, G. top/—perhaps same

worn as above, being named from whirling

round on its top or point.] 1. A

child's toy. shaped like a pear,
made to whirl on its point by ■*■ r

means of a string or a whip. —2. In A I

rope-making, a conical block of '

wood with longitudinal grooves on

its surface, in which slide the

strands of the rope in the process

of twisting.

Toparch (top 'ark), n. [L. top.

arc/ta, from Or. toparches, top-

arcJios—topos, a place, and archo,

to rule.] The principal man in a

place or country; the governor of

a toparch*. 'The prince and top-

arch of that country." Fuller.

Toparchy (tup'ar-ki).n. [Or. topar-

cliia. Bee above.] A little suite.

consisting of a few cities or towns;

a petty country governed by a to

parch; as, Judea was formerly di

vided into ten toparchies.

Top-armour (top'ar-mer), n. Xaut. a rail

ing on the top, supported by stanchions and

equipped with netting.

Topau (to'pa), 11. The rhinoceros bird (Bu-

ceros rhinoceros). See Horn bill.

Topaz (topaz), n, [Fr. tupaze, L. topazus,

from Gr. topazos, the yellow or oriental to

paz ; comp. Skr. tapus, fire. According to

some the word is from Topazos, a small isle

in the Arabic Gulf where the Romans ob

tained a stone which they called by this

name, but which is the chrysolite of the

moderns.] 1. A mineral, ranked by miner

alogists among gems, characterized by hav

ing the lustre vitreous, transparent, trans

lucent; the streak white; the colour yellow,

white, green, blue, pale; fracture subcon-

choidal, uneven. Specific gravity, 3499. It

is harder than quartz. It is a silicate of

aluminium, in which the oxygen is partly

replaced by fluorine. It occurs massive, in

imbedded and rounded crystals. The pri

mary form of its crystal is a right rhombic

prism. Fragments of topaz, exposed to heat,

emit a blue, green, or yellowish phosphoric

light Topazes occur generally in primitive

rocks, and in many parts of the world, as

Cornwall, Scotland, Saxony, Siberia, Brazil,

Ac. A'-c. The finest varieties are obtained

from the mountains of Brazil and the t'ral-

iau Mountains. Those from Brazil have

deep yellow tints; those from Siberia hare

a bluish tinge; the Saxon topazes are of a

pale wine-yellow, and those found in the

Scotch Highlands are of a sky-blue colour.

The purest from Brazil, when cut in facets,

closely resemble the diamond in lustre and

brilliance. — 2. In her. the name given to

Or when borne by peers.

TopazoUte (to-paz'ol-it), n. [Topaz, and

Gr. Uthos, a stone.] A variety of precious

garnet, of a topaz-yellow colour, or an olive

green, found in Piedmont. Its constituents

are silex, lime, iron, with slight traces of

alumina, glucina, and manganese.

Top-beam (top'bem), n. The same as Col

lar-beam (which see).

Top-block (top'blok), n. Naut. a large iron-

bound block hung to an eye-bolt in the cap,

used in swaying and lowering the topmast.

Top-hoots (top'hbts). n. pi. Boots having

tops of light-coloured leather, used chiefly

for riding.

Top-brim (topTjrim), n. Same as Top-run.

Top-Chain (top'chAnl n. Naut a chain to

sling the lower yards in time of action to

prevent their falling when the ropes by

which they are hung are shot away.

Top-Cloth (top'klntli), n. Xaut. a piece of

canvas used to cover the hammockB which

are lashed to the top in action.

Top-coat (top'kot), n. An upper or over

coat.

Top-draining (top'dran-ing), n. The act

or practice of draining the surface of land.

Top-dress (top'dres), v.t. To manure on

the surface, as land.

Top-dressing (top'dres-ing), n. A dressing

of manure laid on the surface of land.

Tope (top), n. (Said to be originally a Cor

nish word.] A fish of the shark kind, the

S</uatus galeus or Galeus canis, family Ga-

leidw. It attains a length of six feet, and

is extremely troublesome to fishermen.

Called also Miller's Dog and Penny-dog.

Tope (top), n, [Hind] In India, a grove

or clump of trees; as, a toddy-tope; a cane-

fop*.

Our camp was pitched under a fine tope of trees.

It'. H. Russell.

Tope (top), n. [Skr. thnpa, sttipa. an ac

cumulation, a mound, a tope. ] The popular

\

Great Tope at Snnchi, Central India.

name for a species of Buddhist monument,

many specimens of which occur in India

and South-eastern Asia, intended for the

preservation of relics or the commemora

tion of some event. When for the former

purpose the tope is called a dagoba, when

for the latter a stvpa; the term tope having

reference to their external shape only. The

oldest topes are dome-shaped, and rest on

a base either cylindrical, quadrangular, or

polygonal, rising perpendicularly or in ter

races. The distinctive feature of the tope

is the apex structure, which is in the shape

of a distended parasol and is known as a tee.

A tope that has often l>een described is the

tope at Sauchi in Central India, now in a

partially ruined state. The principal build

ing consists of a dome, somewhat less than

a hemisphere, 106 feet in diameter and 42

feet in height. On the top is a fiat Bpace.

In the centre of which once stood the tee

See Dagoba, Stcpa.

Tope (top), r. 1. [Probably a stronger form

of fip; comp. to tip of. to pour out liquor;

also to fip up, Ac, and O. and I'rov. E to

top off, to empty at a draught.] To drink

hard; to drink strong or Bpirituous liquors

to excess. ' If you tope in form, and treat.'

Dryden. ' But he still may tope on.' H<>o<t.

Topee (td-pe'), n. In India, a covering for

the head; the cork or pith helmet worn by

the troops. Written also 7*opi".

F&te. far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tftbe, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Toper (top'er). n. One who topes or drinks

to excess ; a drunkard ; a sot. ' I no topers

envy.' Cowley.

Topet (top'et), n. [For totipet (Pennant calls

it loupet-titmouae), from Fr. toupet,* crest,

a tuft; from the German, the origin being the

same as E. top.] A small bird, the crested

titmouse (Pants bicolor).

Top-filled (top'flld). a. Filled to the top;

topful. Chapman.

Topful (top'ful), a. Full to the top or

brun.

"Tis wonderful

What may be wrought out of their discontent;

Now that their souls axe topful of offence. Shak.

Topgallant (top'gal-lant), a. 1. Naut.

being the third of the kind above the deck;

situated above the topmast and below the

royal mast; as, the topgallant mast, yards,

braces, Ac. Also used substantively :— ' Top

And top-gallants.' Bacon. ' The high top-gal

lant ot my joy.' Shak.—± Highest; elevated;

splendid.

I dare appeal to the consciences of topgallant

sparks. Sir R. UEstrange.

Toph (tof), n. [L. tophus, to/us, tufa or tuff,

a variety of Tolcanlc rock of an earthy tex

ture.] 1. In surg. a soft tumour on a bone;

also, a concretion in the joints. Dnnglison.

2. In mineral, same as Tuff.

Tophaceous (to-fa'shus), a. Pertaining to a

tnph or tophus; gritty; sandy; as, a topha

ceous concretion. ' A tophaceous chalky mat

ter.' Arbuthnot.

Top-hamper (topliam-per), n. Haul, any

unnecessary weight, either aloft or about

the top sides or upper decks. ' So encum

bered with top-hamper, so over-weighted in

proportion to their draught of water.' Mot

ley.

Top-heavy (topTie-vi), a. Having the top

or upper part too heavy for the lower.

Top-heavy drones, and always looking down,

As over-ballasted within the crown,

Mutt'ring betwixt their lips some mystic thing.

Dryden.

Tophet (to'fet), n. [ITeb , lit. a place to be

spit on; hence, aplace of abomination, from

tn lib, to spit.] A place situated at the

south - eastern extremity of Gehenna, or

Valley of Hinnom, to the south of Jerusa

lem, where the idolatrous Jews worshipped

the flre-gods and sacrificed their children.

In consequence of these abominations the

whole valley became the common laystall

ot the city, and symbolical of the place of

torment in a future life.

The pleasant valley of Hinnom, Topkct thf-nce

And black Gehenna called, the type of hell.

Milton.

Tophln (tof'iu), n. A kind of Bandstone. See

Toph.

Top-honourt (top'on-er), n. A top-sail.

As our high vessels pass their watery way,

Let all the naval world due homage pay ;

With hasty reverence their top honours lower.

Prior.

Tophus (to'fus), n. Same ns Toph.

Topi (tope'), n. Same as Topee.

Topia (to'pi-a), n. [L] A fanciful style of

mural decorations, generally consisting of

landscapes of a very heterogeneous charac

ter, resembling those of the Chinese, much

used in the Pompeian houses.

Toplarlan (to-pi-a'ri-an), a. Of, pertaining

to, or practising topiary work. * The topi-

arian artist.' Sir W. Scott.

Topiary ( to'pi-a-ri ), a. [L. topiarius, per

taining to ornamental gardening, from topia

(opera), ornamental gardening, from Gr.

topos, a place] Shaped by clipping or cut

ting; as, topiary work, which consists in

giving all kinds of fanciful forms to arbours

and thickets, trees and hedges.

Though acquainted with what is called the/o/tVrry

art, that of training or cutting trees into regular

figures, he docs not seem to run into its extravagance.

Hafiam.

Topic (top'ik), n. [Fr. topiques, subjects of

cull vernation, from L. topica, Or. tupika (\>\.),

tlit- name of a work by Aristotle on the sub

ject of topoi or commonplaces, from topos,

a place, a commonplace, a topic (whence

topography).] 1. In rhet. a general truth or

statement applicable to a great variety of

individual circumstances; u general maxim

or dictum regarded as being of use in argu

ment or oratory; thus, the proverbial *a

man is known by the company he keeps'

is a kind of topic. Among the helps em

ployed by the ancients in their favourite

study of rhetoric was the collection and

arrangement of a great variety of general

truths or axioms, according to the several

sciences or subjects to which they belonged.

These the Greeks called toptii, or places.

or commonplaces, and considered that they

might be advantageously used by public

speakers in the selection and invention of

arguments. The word was also used in the

sense of a general head or department of

thought to which any maxim belongs.

These topics, or loci, were no other than general

ideas applicable to a great many different subject.-.,

which the orator was directed to consult in order to

find out materials for hb speech. Dr. Blair.

2. The subject of a discourse, argument, or

literary composition, or the subject of any

distinct portion of a discourse, «ftc. ; the

matter treated of : now the usual meaning

of the word.

In their sermons they were apt to enlarge on the

state of the present time, and to preach against the

sins of princes and courts; a topic that naturally

makes men popular. Bp. Burnet.

3 [Fr. topique, from Gr. topikos, pertaining

to a place, topos, a place.) In med an ex

ternal remedy; a remedy to be applied out

wardly to a particular part of the body, as a

plaster, a poultice, a blister, and the like.

Topic, Topical (tup'ik, top'ik-al), a. [Gr.

topikos, pertaining to a place, or to a com

monplace or topic. See above.] 1. Pertain

ing to a place or locality; local. 'All ye

topic gods that do inhabit here.' DrayUm.

The men of Archenfelri in Herefordshire claimed

by custom to lead the vanguard ; but surely this

priviledge was topical and confined to the Welsh

wars. Fuller,

2. In med. pertaining to a particular part

of the body; as, a topical remedy.—3. Per

taining to a topic or subject of discourse.—

4. Pertaining to or proceeding from a topic

or maxim; hence, merely probable, as an

argument.

Evidences of fact can be no more than topical and

probable. Sir M. Hale.

—Topical colouring. In calico-printing, a

process in which the colour or mordant is

applied to specific portions of the cloth

forming the pattern.

Topically (top'ik-al-H), adv. In a topical

manner; locally; with limitation to a part;

with application to a particular part ; as, a

remedy topically applied.

To-pincht(to-pinsh'). v.t To pinch severely.

See intensive particle To.

Then let them all encircle him about

And, fairy-like, to pinch the unclean knight. Shot.

Top-knot (top'not). n. 1. A crest or knot

of feathers upon the head or ton, as of a

bird; also, an ornamental knot or bow worn

on the top of the head, as by women. 'A

great, stout servant-girl, with cheeks as red

as her to]>-knots.' Sir W. Scott.—2. A name

of fishes of the genera Zenogopterus and

Seophthalamus, family Pleuronectidas (tlat-

flsbes), found in the British seas.

Top-lantern (top'lan-tern), n. A large lan

tern or light in the top of a vessel ; a top-

light.

Topless (top'les), a. 1. ITaving no top; very

lofty. 'Pitch'd on the topless Apennine.'

Beau, d: El.— 2. Having no superior; su

preme.

Sometime, great Agamemnon,

Thy topless deputation he puts on. Shak.

Top-light (topllt), n. Same as Top-lantern.

Top-lining (top'lin-ing), n. Naut (a) the

lining on the after part of the top-sail, to

prevent the top-brim from chafing the top

sail, (b) A platform of thin board nailed

upon the upper part of the cross- trees on a

vessel's top.

Topman (top 'man), u. 1. The man who

stands above in sawing; a top-sawyer —

2. Naut. a man standing in the top; a tops-

man.

Topmast (top'mast), n. Naut the second

mast from the deck, or that which is next

above the lower mast, main, fore, or mizzen.

Top-maul (top'mul). n. A maul kept in a

ship's top, fur driving out and in the lid.

Topmost (top'moht), a. Highest; upper

most ; as, the topmost cliff ; the tojmiost

branch of a tree.

Behind the valley topmost Gargarns

Stands up and takes the morning. Tennyson.

Topographer (tn-pop/raf-er), n. [See To

pography.] One who descriltes a particu

lar place, town, city, tract of land, or coun

try ; one skilled in topography. 'All the

topographers that ever writ of ... a town

or country. ' Howell.

Dante is the one authorized topographer of the

medieval helL Miltmin.

Topographic, Topographical (inp-o-graf-

ik, top-o-graf'ik-al ), a. Pertaining to or

consisting In topography; descriptive of a

place or country. * The topographic descrip

tion of this mighty empire.' Sir T. Herbert.

— Topographical surveying. See under Sur

veying.—Military topography, the minute

description of places with special reference

to their adaptability to military purposes.

Topographically (top-o-graf'ik-al-U), adv.

In the manner of topography.

Topographist (to-pog'raf-ist), n. Same as

Topographer.

Topography (to-pog'ra-fi), n. [Gr. topos,

place (.hence topic), and graphs, to de serine. ]

The description of a particular place, city,

town, manor, parish, or tract of land ; the

detailed description of any country or re

gion, including its cities, towns, villages,

castles, iVc. ; the minuter features of a region

or locality collectively; as, to be well ac

quainted with the topography of a place.

Topography is distinguished from geogra

phy in being descriptive and more detailed.

Topolatry (to-pol'a-tri), ». [Or. topos, a

place, and latreia, service, worship.] Wor

ship of or excessive reverence for a place

or places; adoration of a place or places.

[Recent.]

This little land (Palestine) became the object of a

special adoration, a kind of topo/atry, when the

Church mounted with (Jonstantine the throne of tlic

Ca;sars. Macmillan's Mag.

Topology (to-pol'o-ji), n. [Or. topos, a place,

and logos, discourse.] The art of or method

for assisting the memory by associating the

objects to be remembered with some place,

the parts of which are well kuowu, as a

building.

Toponomy (to-pon'o-mi), n. [Or. topos, a

place, and onoma, a name.l The place-

names of a country or district, or a register

of such names. Ency. Brit.

Topper (lop'er), n. One who tops or excels;

anything superior. [Colloq. ]

Toppice, Tappice (topis, tap'is), v.t. or i.

[See Tai'ISH.J To cover; to lie hid; to hide.

[Old English and Scotch.]

Like a ranker.

May top/ice where he likes. 'Lady Alimony,' 1659.

Topping (top'ing).p. and a. 1. Rising aloft;

lofty; eminent. 'Ridges of lofty and top-

ping mountains.* Derham.—2. Pre-eminent;

surpassing; great. ' The tojrpingcst shop

keepers in the city.' Tom Brown.

The great and flourishing condition of some of the

topping sinners of the world. Sottth.

3. Fine; noble; gallant.

The topping fellow I take to be the ancestor of the

fine fellow. Tatter.

Topping (top'ing), n. I. The act of one who

tops; the act of cutting off the top.—2. A

blanch of a tree cut off.— 3. Naut. the act

of pulling one extremity of a yard higher

than the other. — 4. The act of reducing to

an exact level the points of the teeth of a

saw.—5. pi That which comes from hemp

in the process of hatchelllng.

Topping-llft (top'ing-lift). n. Naut. a large

strong tackle employed to suspend or top

the outer end of a gaff, or of the boom of a

main-sail, in a brig or schooner. —Davit top

ping-lift, a rope made fast to the outer end

of a davit, and rove through a block made

fast to a vessel's mast aloft, with a tackle

attached. It assists in keeping the anchor

clear of the rail when bringing it on boaid

to be stowed on deck.

Topplngly (top'ing-H), adv. 1. Splendidly;

nobly. —2. Proudly; with airs of disdain.

Topple (top'l), v.i. pret. & pp. toppled; ppr.

toppling, [from top. J To fall, as from a

top or height; to fall forward; to piteh or

tumble down. 'Though castles topple on

their warders' heads.' Shak.

Topple (top'l), v.t. To throw down.

Shakes the old beldame earth, and topples down

Steeples, and moss-grown tower*. Shak.

Toppling (top'ling), p. and a. Falling for

ward; ready to fall. 'Tall and toppling.'

George Eliot.

Top-proud (top'proud), a. Proud in the

highest degree. 'This top-proud fellow.'

Shak. [Rare ]

Top-rail (top'rul), n. In carp, the upper

most rail of a piece of framing or wainscot

ing.

Top-rim (top'rim). n. Naut a thin piece

of board bent round a vessel's top, giving it

a finish. Hnd covering in the ends of the

cross-trees and trestle -trees, in order to

prevent the top-sail from being chafed.

Top-rope (top'rfip), n. Naut. a rope to

sway up a topmast. &c.

Top-sail (top'siil), n. Naut. the second sail

above the deck on any mast (main, fore, or

mizzen). See SAIL.—Gaff-topsail. See under

Gaff.

ch, Main; ch. Sc loch; g, go: j.joh; ft, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, fAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure. —See Key
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Tops-and-bottoms (tops'and-bot-omz), n.

/>/. Small rolls of dough baked,cut In halves,

and then browned in an oven, used as food

for Infants. Simmond*.

'Tis said that lier tops and-dottoms were gilt. Hood.

Top-aawyer (top'sa-yer), n. The Bawyer

who takes the upper stand in a saw-pit, and

vets higher wages than the man below ;

hence, (a) one who holds a higher position

than another; a chief over others.

Sec-saw is the fashion of England always, and the

Whigs will soon be the top-s.iwyers.

JZ. D. Blacktnore.

(b) A first-rate man in any line; an eminent

man; nit aristocrat. [Slang.]

They have (jot a top-sawyer from London there,

who addresses them every evening, and says that-we

have a right to four shillings a day wares, eight

hours' work, and two pots of ale. Disraeli.

Top-Shell (top'she 1), n One of the shells of

the various species of the family Turbinidie.

Topslde-turvy t (top-sid-ter'vi), adv. Up

side down; topBy-turvy, ' My system turned

tnpsiile-turvy. Sterne.

Topsiturn t (top'Bi-teni), v.t [See Topsy

turvy.] To upset; to overthrow. ' By his

travail topsUurneth them.' Sylvester.

Topsman (tnps'man), n. 1. Same as Top-

man, 2—2 A chief or head cattie-drover.

Top -Boll (top'soil), n. The upper part or

Burface of the soil.

Top-soiling (top'soil-ing), n. The act or art

of taking off the top-soil of land, before a

canal, railway, Ac, is begun.

Top-Stone (top'stdn). n. A stone that is

placed on the top, or which forms the top.

Topsy-turvy (top'si-ter-vi), adv. [A word of

which the origin is not yet satisfactorily ex

plained. Sir. Fitzedward Hall, after com

menting on the various old spellings of it,

and the different etymologies suggested,

remarks: 'It seems, then, that in topty-turvy

we have the words top and set; while its

bitter half may or may not have originated

from turn, modified so as to form a balanced

jingle to its first half.'] In an inverted pos

ture; with the top or head downward and

the bottom upward ; as, to turn a carriage

topsy-turvy.

If we without his help can make a head

To push against a kingdom, with his help

We shall o crturn it topsy-turvy down. Shak.

God told man what was good, but the devil sur-

named it evil, and thereby turned the world topsy

turvy, and brought a new chaos upon the whole

creation. South.

Topsy-turvy (top'si-ter-vi), v.t. To turn

upside down; to upset.

Then is it verily, as in Hcrr Tieck's drama, a

verkehrte welt, or world fopsy-turvied. Carlyte.

Topsy-turvy ( top'si-ter-vi \ v.i. To turn

upside down; to invert one's posture. 'The

topgy-turvyiw course of time.' Southey.

Topsyturvyflcatlon ( top ' si - ter- vi-fl-ka"-

shon), n. An upsetting; a turning upside

down. [Ludicrous.]

1 Valentine' was followed by ' Lelia,' ... a regular

topsytnrvyjication of morality. Thackeray.

Top -tackle (top'tak-1), n. Naut. a large

tackle hooked to the lower end of the top

mast top-rope and to the deck.

Top-timber (top'tim-berY n. XauL one of

the highest timhers in the Bide of a vessel.

— F^onq top-timber, the timber above each

of the first futtockfl.—Short top-timber, the

timber above each of the Becond futtocks.

Toque (tok), n. [Fr., a cap, Sp. toca. It.

Vtcca; from the Celtic; Armor, tbk, W. toe,

a hat or bonnet.] 1. A kind of bonnet or

head-dress. ' His velvet toque stuck . . .

upon the side of his head.' Motley.

Mrs. Briggs forthwith mounted a toque, with all the

patterns of the kaleidoscope. Dickens.

2. A name given to the bonnet -macaque

{Macacus sinicus), from the peculiar ar

rangement of the hairs on the crown of its

head, which seem to form a kind of cap or

bonnet—3. A Binall nominal money of ac

count used in trading on some parts of the

west coast of Africa ; forty cowries make

one toque, and five toques one hen or gal-

linha. Simmonds.

Toquet (to'ka), n. Same as Toque.

Tor (tor), u. [\V. for, a bulge, a bill; allied

to I,, turris, a tower.] A high pointed rock

or hill: used frequently as an element in

place-names in the south-west of England,

especially Devonshire; as, Glastonbury Tor;

Mam Tor, Ac. 'A rolling range of dreary

rooors, unbroken by for or tree.* Kingsley.

Torah (to'ra), n. A term In ancient Hebrew

literature for any decision or instruction In

matters of law and conduct, given by a

wicred authority; the revealed will of God;

counsel or instruction proceeding from a

Bacred Bource; hence, a book containing

such instruction.

According to the traditional view, the Word of Je

hovah is embodied in a book-revelation. The Torah,

instruction, or as we should say revelation of God,

is a written volume deposited with the priests, which

gives rules for all national and personal conduct, and

also provide* the proper means for regaining God's

favour when it has been lost through sin. But to the

prophets the Torah has a very different meaning.

Prof. If, K. Smith.

Tore (tork), n. Same as Torque (which see).

Torce (tors), n. In her. same as Wreath.

Torch (torch), n. [Fr. torche, It. torcia, from

LL tortia, from L. torqueo, tortus, to twist,

to turn (whence torture, »fcc.), because the

torch was made of a twisted roll of tow and

the like. ] A light or luminary to be carried

in the hand, formed of some combustible

substance, as of resinous wood or of twisted

(lax, hemp, &c, soaked with tallow orother

inflammable substance; a large candle; a

llambeau. ' A waxen torcJi.' Shak.

They light the nuptial torch. Milton.

It is clearly his (Mr. Swinburne's) belief that he has

received his poetical torch from the hand of Shelley,

as Shelley from the hand of Milton, yet we think his

genius has scarcely anything in common with cither

of these poets. Qitart. Rev.

Torch (torch), v.t. In plastering, to point

the inside joints of slating laid on lath with

lime and hair.

Torch-bearer (torch'lmr-er), n. One whose

ofilce is to carry a torch lighted.

Fair Jessica shall be my torch-bearer. Shak.

Torch-dance (torch'dans), n. A dance in

which each performer carries a lighted

torch.

Torchert (torch'er), n. One that gives light

with, or as with, a torch.

Hre twice the horses of the sun shall bring

Their fiery torcher his diurnal ring. Shak.

Torch-light (torchTit), n. The light of a

torch or of torches.

Statilius show'd the torch-light. Shak.

— Torch -light procession, a procession in

which lighted torches are carried.

Torch-race (torch'ras), n. A kind of race

among the ancient Greeks at certain festi

vals, in which the runners carried lighted

torches, the torches being passed from one

to another in a manner not well under

stood.

Torch-staff (torch'staf ), n. The staff of a

torch, by which it is carried.

The horsemen sit like fixed candlesticks

With lorch-stazfs in their hand. Shak.

Torch-thistle (torch'this-1), ft A name

common to the plants of the genus Cereus,

nat. order Cactacere, and given because the

stems are prickly and are used by the

Indians for torches.

Torcular (tor'ku-ler), n. [L., from torqueo,

to twist.] A surgical instrument, the tour

niquet (which see).

Tordylium(tor-dni-um). n. [Gr. tordylion.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Umbelliferae.

The species are herbs with pinnate leaves,

and ovate leaflets deeply toothed. The

seeds of T. officinale, or officinal hartwort,

are aald to be diuretic. See Hartwort.

Tore (tor), pret. of tear.

Tore (tor), ?». [Comp. W. foV, a break, a

cut.] The dead grass that remains on mow

ing land in winter and spring. [Local.]

Tore (tor), n. In arch, a large round mould

ing on the base of a column. See Torus.

Toreador (tor-e-a-dorO, n. [Sp., from (oro,

a bull] A general name for a bull-fighter

In Spain, especially one who fights on horse

back. Written also Torreador.

Torete.t Torette.t it [Fr. touret, a drill]

A ring, such as those by which a hawk's

tunc or leash was fastened to the jessea, or

such as are affixed to dogs' collars. Cliaucer.

Toreumatography (to-ru'ma-tog"ra-fl), n.

[Gr. toreuma, work In relief, and graphe,

description. See Toreutic. ] A description

of ancient sculptures and basso-relievos.

Toreumatology (to-ru'ma-tol"o-ji), n. [See

above.] The science or art of sculpture, or

a treatise on sculpture.

Toreutic (to-ru'tik), a. [Gr. toreutikos, per

taining to work in relief, from toreuUs. one

who works in relief, an embosser, from

toreuo, to emboss, to work in relief.] Per

taining to carved or sculptured work : ap

plied in its widest sense to articles formed

in any style or in any material, modelled,

carved, or cast, but sometimes restricted to

metallic carvings or castings in basso-re

lievo.

Torfaceous (tor-fa'Bhus), a. [From turf,

with Latin termination] Growing In bogs

or mosses : said of plants.

Torgant, a. In her. see Takoant and Tou-

QUEP.

Torgoch (tor'goch), n. [\V., lit. red-l>elly—

tor, belly, and coch, red] The red-l>elly

(Salmb Salveltnus), a species of lake trout

found in alpine lakes in this country. See

CHAR.

Torify (td'ri-fl), v.t. To make a Tory of ; to

convert to conservatism. [Humorous.]

He is liberalizing them instead of their torifying

him. Sir G. C. Lnvii.

Tortlis (to'ri-lis). n. [Derivation uncertain]

A genus of umbelliferous plauts, the species

of which are known by the name of hedge-

parsley. They are herbaceous, mostly annual

plants with much-divided leaves covered

with short adpressed hairs. The general

involucre is one- to five-leaved, and the in-

volucel many-leaved. The calyx has five

triangular-lanceolate acute persistent teeth,

and the petals are obcordate with an inflexed

point, the outer ones radiant and bifid The

fruit Is laterally compressed, the carpels

having five bristly primary ridges, and four

intermediate ones occupying the whole of

the interstices, and covered with numerous

prickles. The species are indigenous in

Europe, Asia, and North Africa. Treas. of

not.

Torment (tor'ment), n, [O. Fr. torment.

Mod. Fr. tourment; from L. tormentum.

an engine for hurling missiles, a rack, tor

ture, lit. an engine of which twisting is a

characteristic, from torqueo, tortum, to twist

(whence torture, which see).] 1. Extreme

pain; anguish; the utmost degree of misery,

either of body or mind; torture.

The more I see

Pleasures about me. so much more I feel

Torment within me. Milton.

Not sharp revenge, not hell itself, can find

A fiercer torment than a guilty mind, Drydett.

2. That which gives pain, vexation, or

misery.

They brought unto him all sick people that were

taken with divers diseases and tof-nunts.

Mat. iv. 94.

3.1 An engine of war for casting stones or

darts.

All torments of war, which we call engines, were

first invented by kings or govemours of hosts.

Sir T. Elyct.

Torment (tor-menf), v.t. 1. To put to ex

treme pain or anguish; to inflict excruciat

ing pain and misery, either of body or mind;

to torture.

Art thou come hither to torment us before the

time? Mat. viii. 29.

He shall be tormented with fire and brimstone.

Rev. xiv. 10.

2. To pain; to distress; to afflict.

Lord, my servant lieth at home sick of the palsy,

grievously tormented. Mat. viiL 6.

3. To tease; to vex; to harass; as. to he tor

mented with importunities, or with petty

annoyances.—4. To put into great agitatlou.

[Rare.]

Then, soaring on main wing.

Tormented all the air. Miltett.

Tormentor ( tor-menfer), n. One who or

that which torments; a tormentor.

Tormentful (tor'ment-ful), a. Causing tor

ment [Rare.]

Malice, and envy, and revenge are unjust passions,

and in what nature soever they are, they are as vexa

tious and tormentful to itself as they are trouMesame

and mischievous to others. Tiltetson.

Tormentil, Tormentilla (torWn-til, tor-

Common Tormentil ( Tormetttilla ertcta).

men-tilla), n. [Fr. tonnentiUe, It. tormen

tilla, from L. tormentum, pain—because it

is said to allay the pain of the toothache ]

'ar, fat. fall; m6, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Be. tey.
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A genus of plants, uat. order Rosacea;, by

most botanists included under Potentilla

(which see). Common tormentil (Tormen-

tillaerecta or Potentilla Tonnentilla) is com

mon in Britain in heathy or waste places,

and over the greater part of Europe. Its

large woody roots are sometimes used med

icinally as an astringent and also in tanning

leather. It has small yellow flowers.

Tormenting (tor-rnent'ing), p. and a. Caus

ing torment; as, a tormenting pain.

Torraentingly (tor-ment'ing-li), adv. In a

tormenting manner; in a manner tending to

produce distress or anguish.

Tormentor (tor-ment'er), 71. 1. One who or

that which torments; one who inilicts penal

anguish or tortures.

Let his tormentor, conscience, find him out.

Milton.

2. In agri. an instrument for reducing a

stiff .--ill It is somewhat like a harrow, but

runs on wheels, and each tine is furnished

with a hoe or share that enters and cuts up

the ground.

Tormentress (tor-ment'res), n, A female

who torments.

Fortune ordinarily cometh after to whip and punish

them, as the scourge and tormentress of honour.

Holland.

Tormina (tor'ml-na), n. pi. [L.] Severe

griping pains in the bowels; gripes; colic.

Torminous (tor'ml-nus), a. Affected with

tormina; characterized by tormina; griping.

Torn (torn), pp. of tear.

Tornado (tor-na'do), n. pi Tornadoes (tor-

na'doz). [Pg., from tornar, to turn. Same

origin as turn.] A violent whirling wind, or

a tempest ; more especially applied to those

whirlwind hurricanes prevalent in the West

Indies and on the western coast of Africa

about the time of the equinoxes, and in the

Indian Ocean about the changesof the mon

soons. It is. however, frequently applied

to any tempest or hurricane, and in this

sense may be looked upon as signifying, in

reference to the localities above named,

what typhoon means hi the seas of China and

the Eastern Archipelago. Tornadoes are

usually accompanied with severe thunder,

lightning, and torrents of rain; but they are

of short duration and limited in area.

Tornatellidffl (tor-na-tel'li-de), a, pi. [L.

tomatus, turned in a lathe.] A family of

molluscs belonging to the tectibranchiate

section of the order Opisthobranchiata, and

distinguished from all the other members of

the order by their regularly spiral external

shell. Tlie typical genus is Tornatella. They

are closely allied to the Bullhhe, or bubble-

shells.

Torne,t v.t. To turn. Chancer.

Torneamentt (tor'ue-a-ment), n. Tourna

ment. Milton.

Torosity (to-ros'i-ti), n. The state of being

torous.

Torous, Torose (tor'us, tor'os), a. [L, tor-

osus, from torus, a round swelling place, a

protuberance. ] 1. In hot protuberant;

swelling in knobs, like the veins and mus

cles; as, a torous pericarp. — 2. In zool. swell

ings a surface,into protuberances or knobs.

Torpedlnidse (tor -pS-dlu'i-dfi), n. pi. A

family of fishes of which the genus Torpedo

is the type. See Torpedo.

Torpedlnous (tor-pe'din-ns), a. Of or be

longing to the torpedoes; resembling a tor

pedo; exerting a benumbing influence.

Fishy were his eyes, torftditsous was his manner.

De Quincry.

Torpedo (tor-pe'do), n. pi. Torpedoes (t<>r-

pe'doz). [L, from torpeo, to be stiff, numb,

or torpid] 1. An elasmobranchiate fish,

allied to the rays, forming the type of the

family Torpedinidre, which are noted for

their power of discharging electric shocks

Spotted Torpedo (T. iiarke).

when irritated. The family is distinguished

by the body being rounded1 in front, the back

)»eing alBo round and destitute of Bcalcs.

The tail fin is three-cornered in shape, and

the teeth are pointed; the edges of the spir

acles or breathing apertures are serrated.

The torpedoes occur in typical perfection

in the Mediterranean (including the common

torpedo or Torpedo vulgaris, and T. narke)

and in the Indian and Pacific Oceans, stray

specimens being now and again found on

the British coasts. The flsh may sometimes

measure 4 feet long, and weigh from tiO to

70 lbs. It owes its remarkable electric

power to two special organs, which consist

of two masses placed on each side of the

head, and consisting each of numerous ver

tical gelatinous columns, separated by mem

branous septa, and richly furnished with

nervous filaments derived from the nervi

vagi, or eighth pair of nerves, the entire

apparatus presenting a resemblance to the

voltaic battery. The production of elec

tricity by these fishes is readily enough ex

plicable, on the ground of the conversion

of an equivalent of nerv« force into electric

force through the medium of the electric

organ; just as, under other circumstances,

nerve force is converted into motion through

the muscles. The power of the discharge

varies with the health and size of the fish;

but there is little doubt of the exceedingly

potent nature of the apparatus, especially

under excitement. The numbing power of

the torpedo was well known to the Greeks

and Romans. It also receives the names

of Cramp-fish and Numhing-fish.

The torptrto, or cramp-fish, came to hand; a fish,

if Pliny writes truth, that by hiding itself with mud

and dirt catches lesser fish very strangely; for, l>y

his frigidity he benumbs such nsh as swim over or

lodge near him, and so preys upon them.

Sir T. Herbert.

2. A term applied to two distinct classes of

submarine destructive agents used in war,

namely, torpedoes proper, which are pro

pelled against an enemy's ship; and more

or less stationary chambers or mines, placed

where a hostile vessel would be likely to

come in contact with them. Of the first class.

called also offensive torpedoes, there are

three principal types: (a) the 'locomotive,'

of which the Whitehead is the best known

form; (6) the 'towing' torpedo of Captain

Ilarvey; and (c) the 'spar' or 'outrigger'

torpedo. The Whitehead, or flsh torpedo,

may be described as being a cigar-shaped

vessel, varying from 14 to 19 feet in length,

and from 14 to 10 inches in diameter. It is

Whitehead Torpedo.

made of specially prepared steel, and is di

vided into three compartments; the head

contains the gun-cotton which forms its

charge and the fuse for exploding it when it

comes in contact with a vessel. The central

part contains the engines by which it is pro

pelled, and which are worked by compressed

air. a sufficient supply of which for driving

the torpedo the required distance is stored

in the third, or tail compartment. The pro

peller is a three-bladed screw, which can

move the largest Bized torpedoes at a Bpeed

of 24 knots for the distance of 220 yards, the

distance of 1000 yards being reached at a

slower rate of progress. By means of a

horizontal balance rudder it can be made

to sink and to remain during its run at

any required distance below the surface of

the water, so that it may be discharged

from the deck of a ship or from a tube

opening into the sea liclow the water line.

At close quarters this is a very destructive

weapon against ironclad vessels, striking

them beneath their armour. The Harvey

torpedo is constructed to be pulled through

the water something in the fashion of a

ship's log. It is of such a form as to pull

the line out at a considerable angle to the

keel of the towing vessel, which endeavours

to manoeuvre so as to draw the torpedo

under the stern of an enemy, and explode

it on contact by a trigger bolt. The spar or

outrigger torpedo consists simply of a metal

case containing the explosive substance

(gunpowder, gun-cotton, dynamite, ttc),

and fitted with a fuse constructed so that it

can be fired at pleasure, or exploded by

contact with a ship's side. It is screwed

on to a long spar, which is usually fixed

in the bow of a swift boat or steam-launch,

which endeavours to reach and puBh the

torpedo against the hostile vessel. Sta

tionary or defensive torpedoes, such aB one

placed in channels or coasts to prevent the

approach of the enemy's vessels, usually

cousist of a strong metal case containing an

effective explosive, such as gun-cotton, Ac,

and having a fuse or cap which will explode

the charge on the slightest contact; or the

explosion may be effected by means of elec

tricity, the operator firing it at will from

the shore. — 3. A name sometimes applied

to various other explosive agents, such as a

shell buried in the path of a storming party,

having a percussion or friction device which

explodes the charge when the ground over

the torpedo is trod on; a fog-signal laid on

the metals of a railway and exploded by

the wheels of a passing train ; a kind of fire

work or toy in the shape of a Bmall ball.

which explodes on being dashed against a

hard object.

Torpedo-boat, Torpedo-vessel (tor-pe'do-

bot, tor-pe'do-ves-el), n. A vessel carrying

one or more torpedoes, and exploding them

against another vessel. The torpedo-boat

is usually a small, swift steamer, lying low

in the water, and meant to approach the

enemy either by surprise or under the cover

of darkness. See TORPEDO, 2.

Torpent (tor'pent), a. [L. torpens, torpen-

tts, ppr. of torpeo, to be numb] Having no

motion or activity; incapable of motion; be

numbed; torpid. 'A comprehensive expe

dient to assist the frail and torpent memory. '

Evelyn.

Torpent(tor'pent),n. A medicine that dimin

ishes the exertion of the irritative motions.

Torpescence (tor-pes'ens), n. The state of

being torpescent; a becoming torpid, insen

sible, or benumbed.

Torpescent (tor-pes'ent), a. [L. torpescens.

torpescentis, ppr. of torpesco, to grow stiff or

numb, iuchoative from torpeo, to be numb]

Becoming torpid or numb, or incapable of

motion or feeling.

Of nold tenacious, their torpescent soul

Clutches their coin. Shenstone.

Torpid(tor'pid),a. [L. torpuhts, from torjtco,

to be numb, motionless; connected with A.

Sax. theor/, unfermented.] 1. Having lost

motion or the power of exertion and feeling;

numb; as, a torpid limb.

Without heat all things would be lor/id. Rny.

2. Dull; stupid; sluggish; inactive; as, the

mind as well as the body lwcomes torpid

by indolence.

Torpid (tor'pid), n. A second-class racing-

I boat at Oxford, corresponding to the sktgger

1 of Cambridge. [University slang.]

D. wns bent on training some of the torpids for

next yenr. MaoriAllan's Mag.

Torpidity (tor pid'i-ti), n. 1. The state of

being torpid ; numbness. Torpidness may

amount to total insensibility or loss of sen

sation. — 2. Dulness; inactivity ; sluggish

ness; stupidity. 'Genius likely to be lost

in obscurity, or chilled to torpidity in the

cold atmosphere of extreme indigence. ' Dr.

Knox.

Torpidly (tor'pid-li). adv. In a torpid

manner; numbly; dully.

Torpidness (tor'pid-nes), n. Same as Tor

pidity.

The exercise of this faculty . . . keeps it from rust

and tor/idness. Sir M. Hale.

Torpify (tor'pi-fi), v.t prct. »fc pp. torpified;

ppr. torpi/ying, [L. torpeo, to be torpid, and

Jacio, to make.] To make torpid, dull, in

sensible, or stupid.

(Sermons) are not harmless if they torpify the under

standing. Houthey.

Torpitudei (tor'pi-tud), n. State of being

torpid ; torpidity ; torpidness. ' (Insects)

able to exist in a kind of torpitude or sleep

ing state without any food at all.' Derham.

Torpor (tor'por), n. [L,] 1. Loss of motion

or of the power of motion; torpidity; numb

ness; inactivity. Torpor may amount to a

total loss of sensation or complete insensi

bility. It may, however, be applied to the

Btate of a living body, or any part of it, which

has not lost all power of feeling and motion.

2. Dulness; laziness; sluggishness; stupidity.

TorporinC(tor-po-rifik). a. [L. torpor, and

facxo, to make.] Tending to produce torpor.

Torquated(tor'kwa,t-ed)1a. Having or wear

ing a torque.

Torque (tork), n. [From L. torques, a twisted

neck-chain, from tonjueo, to twist.] In

archeeol. a personal ornament worn by cer

tain ancient nations, as by the ancient

Britons. Gauls, aud Germans. It consisted

of a stiff collar, formed of a number of gold

eh, c/iain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin*?; TH, then; th, thin; , trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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wires twisted together, and sometimes of a

thin metal plate, generally of gold, and was

worn round the neck as a symbol of rauk

A dolphin haurient

turqued.

Torque, with manner of wearing it, from sculptures

on the monument of Vi^ua Amcodola.

and command. Keating says that, when

worn by a judge on the bench, it was lio-

lieved that it would close and choke him if

he gave a wrong Judgment. Written also

Tore.

Torqued (torkt), p. and a. [h. torqueo, to

wreathe, to twist. ] In

her. wreathed, as a dol

phin haurient. twisted

into a form nearly re

sembling the letter S

reversed. The term tor-

gant or targant is used to

signify the same thing.

Torques (tor'kwez). n.

[L.T .Same as Torque

(which see).

Torreador ( tor - re - a -

dor*),/!. Same as Toreador.

Torrefactlon(tor-re-fak'shon),n. [Fr. torrt-

faction. See Torrefy. ] 1. The operation of

torrefying or of drying or parching by a lire;

the state of being dried.

Here was not a scorching or blistering, but ■ vehe

ment and full lorrej'action . Bf, Hall.

2. In metal, the operation of roasting ores.

3. Inphar. the drying or roasting of drugs on

a metallic plate till they become friable to

the lingers or till some other desired effect is

produced.

Torrefy (tor're-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. torrefied;

ppr. torrefying. [Fr. torre'jier, h. torrefaeio

— torreo. to dry by heat, and facia, to make.

See Torrent. J 1. To dry, roast, scorch, or

parch by a lire. ' Torrefied sulphur makes

bodies black." Boyle.—2. In metal, to roast

or scorch, as metallic ores.—3. In phar. to

dry or parch, as drugs, on a metallic plate

till they are friable or are reduced to any

. state desired.

Torrelite (tor're-lU), n. [Named from Dr.

Torrey, -lite being from Gr. Uthos, a stone]

A red-coloured variety of columbito from

New Jersey.

Torrent (tor'rent), n. [Fr. torrent, from L.

torrent, torrentis, a torrent, from torrent,

burning, roaring, ppr. of torreo, to dry by

heat, to burn (whence torridus. torrid);

same root as E. thirst (which see).] 1. A

violent stream, as of water, lava, or the

like; a stream rising suddenly and flowing

with rapidity, as down the side of a hill or

over a precipice.

The torrent roar'd, and we did buffet it

With lusty sinews. Shak.

So the loud torrent and the whirlwind's roar

But bind him to his native mountains more.

GMdsmith.

2. Fig. a violent or rapid flow; a flood; as, a

torrent of vices and follies; a torrent of cor

ruption; a torrent ot wild or abusive words.

Erasmus, that great injur'd name. . . .

Steinra'd the wild torrent of a barbrous age. AyV.

Torrent (tor'rent), a. Rolling or rushing in

a rapid stream.

Fierce Phleeethon,

Whose waves oftorrent lire inflame with rage. Milton.

Torrent-bow (tor'rent-bo^, n. A bow or

arch of rainbow-like or prismatic colours

formed by the refraction and reflection of

rays of light from the spray of a torrent; an

iris.

From these four jets four currents in one swell

Across the mountain stream'd below

In misty folds, that floating as they fell

Lit up a torreiU-boTti. Tennyson.

Torrential, Torrentine (tor-ren'ahai, tor-

rentln), a. Of or pertaining to, caused by,

or resembling a torrent; as, torrential rains;

a torrential river.

Torricellian (tor-rl-sel'li-au or tor-ri-

chel'li-an), a. Pertaining to Torricelti, an

Italian physicist and mathematician, who,

in 1643. discovered the principle on which

the barometer is constructed by means of

an experiment called from him the Tor

ricellian experiment This experiment cou-

sisted in Ailing with mercury a glass tul>e

closed at one end and then invertiug it; the

open end was then brought under the sur

face of mercury in a vessel, when the column

of mercury in the tube was observed to de

scend till it stood at a height equal to about

30 ineheB above the level of the mercury in

the vessel, leaving a vacuum at the top, be

tween the upper extremity of the column and

that of the tube. This experiment led to the

discovery that the column of mercury in the

tube is supported by the pressure of the at

mosphere acting on the surface of the mer

cury in the vessel, and that this column is

an exact counterbalance to the atmospheric

pressure. See BAROMETER. —Torricellian

tube, a glass tui>e 30 or m< >re inches in length,

open at one end and hermetically sealed at

the other, such as is used in the barometer.

—Torricellian vacuum, a vacuum such as

that produced by Ailing a barometer tube

with mercury, as in the Torricellian experi

ment; the vacuum above the mercurial col

umn in the barometer.

Torrid (torrid), a. [L. torridus, from torreo,

toroast. See Torrent.] 1. Dried with heat;

parched ; as, a torrid plain or desert. ' Barca

orCyrene'sforrufsoil.' Milton.—2. Violently

hot; burning or parching. 'Torrid heat.'

Milton.—Torrid zone, in geoq. that space or

broad belt of the earth included between the

tropics, over every part of which the sun

is vertical at some period twice every year

(being always so at the equator), and where

the heat is always great.

Torridlty (tor-rid'i-ti), n. State of being

torrid.

Torrldness ( torVid-nes ), n. The state of

being torrid; the state of being very hot or

parched.

Torrilt (torVil). «. A worthless woman or

horse. Halliwell.

Torrock (tor'rok), n. Same as Tarrock.

Torrontes (tor-rou'taz), n. A kind of white

grape grown in Spain.

Torse (tors), n. [O.Fr. tome, from tors, torse,

twisted, from L. torqueo, torsi, tortum, to

twist.] In her. a wreath; a twisted scroll.

Torsel (tor'sel), u. [Dim. from torse. See

above.] Anything in a twisted form.

When you lay any timber on brickwork, as torsels

for mantle trees to lie on, or lintels over win-lows, lay

them in loam. Moxoh.

TorslbUlty (tor-si-bU'i-ti), n. The tendency

to untwist after being twisted; as, the tor-

sibility of a fibre or rope. [Rare]

Torsion (tor'shon), n. [L. L. tortio, from L. tor

queo, to twist. See TORTURE ] 1. The act of

twisting; the twisting, wrenching, or strain

ing of a body by the exertion of a lateral

force tending to turn one end or part of it

about a longitudinal axis, while the other is

held fast or twisted in an opposite direc

tion.— 2. Tn inech. the force with which a

body, such as a thread, wire, or slender rod

resists a twist, or the force with which it

tends to return to its original stute on being

twisted. The resistance which cylinders

and prisms formed of different substances

oppose to torsion, furnishes one of the usual

methods of determining the strength of ma

terials. Such machines as capstans and

windlasses, also axles which revolve with

their wheels, are, when in action, subject

to be twisted, or undergo the strain of tor

sion. If a slender rod of metal be sus

pended vertically, so as to be rigidly fixed

at the point of suspension, and then twisted

through a certain angle, it will, when the

twisting force ceases to act, untwist itself

or return in the opposite direction with a

greater or less force or velocity until it come

to rest in its original position. The limits

of torsion within which the body will return

to its original state depend upon its elasti

city, and the force with which it tends to

recover its natural state Is called elasticity

of torsion. This force Is always proportional

to the angle through which the body has

been twisted. If a body is twisted so as to

exceed the limit of its elasticity, its particles

will either be wrenched asunder, or it will

take a set, and will not return to its original

position on the withdrawal of the twisting

force.— Tortdonbala nce,orbalanee of torvion.

If a piece of very fine wire, silk, or spun class

be suspended in the manner abave stated.

and then twisted, it will, when released.

begin to untwist itself, and by the momen

tum acquired in the act of untwisting will

twist in the opposite direction to a greater

or less extent, according to the amount of

twisting to which it has lieen subjected. It

will then begin to return, and thua by a

series of oscillations, continually diminish

ing in extent, it will at length gradually

settle in its original position. S'ow if a

needle or an index be attached to the lower

extremity of the suspended wire or thread,

and a graduated circle be placed immediately

beneath the index in a horizontal position.

so that the centre of the circle may be di

rectly below the point of suspension at the

index, the apparatus thus constructed will

form the torsion balance. This balance !..-

been employed to measure certain forces too

minute to l>e estimated by the ordinary

methods, and by means of it Coulomb was

enabled to determine, by direct experiment,

the laws which govern the variation of mag

netic and electric forces. By means of the

same instrument Cavendish afterwanl de

tected and measured the attraction of gra

vitation existing between balls of lead. To

measure small forces, such as those of elec

tricity, magnetism, Ac, with the U>r»ion

balance, they are made to act upon one ex

tremity of the index, and thus cause it to

tin u round, and when the force is in eqnili-

brio with the tendency of the suspended

wire to untwist, the angle which the index

makes with its original position, which is

called the angle of torsion, and which is

measured by the graduated circle, is the

measure of the force employed. In making

experiments with the torsion balance the

length of the suspended wire. Its diameter,

and the weights attached to it- lower ex

tremity must be taken into account. When

the balance is adapted to measure electric

forces it is called the torsion electrometer,

when it is adapted to measure galvanic

forces it is called the torsion galvanometer,

and when applied to measure magnetic

forces it receives the uame of the torsion

magnetomete r.—Z. In surg. the twisting uc*

the cut end of a small artery in a wound or

after an operation, for the purpose of check

ing ha'inorrhage. The bleeding vessel is

seized by a forceps, drawn out for about i

inch, and then twisted round several times

till it cannot untwist itself.

Torsional (tor'shou-al), a. Of or pertaining

to torsion.

Torsive (tor's!v), a. Iu bot. twisted spirally.

Torsk (tor>k), ». [Sw. and Dan. torak. a *.*>4-

ftab or torsk ] A ma)acopterygioU3 teleos-

teau fish of the cod tribe. Brotmxiue vulga

ris. It Is found in great quantities among

Torsk {Brosmins vM{f*rit),

the Orkney and Shetland Islands, where it

constitutes a very considerable article oC

trade, as when salted and dried it is one uf

the most savoury of stock-Ash It varies

from 18 to 30 inches in length, has a Mnall

head, a long body, with a long unbroken

dorsal fin, an undivided tail, a long anal

fin, and a single barbule or tentacle under

the chin. The colour ia dingy yellow above.

and white below. Called also Tuek.

Torso (tor'so), n. [It. ] In scudp. the truck

of a statue, deprived of head and limbs; as,

the torso of Hercules.

Tort (tort), n. [Fr, from L. tortus, twisted,

from torqueo, to twist] It Mischief; ca

lamity; wrong.

'Gainst him that h*d them lone oppressed wttfc fwt

And fast imprisoned in sieged fort. Sfrm**

2. In law. any wrong or injury. Torts ars in

juries done to the person or property o* an

other, as trespass, assault and battery, de

famation, and the like.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abune; y, Sc. fey.
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Tort (tort), o. [Same word as taut, but

spelled as if from L. tortus, twisted. See

above. ] Stretched as a rope ; tout.

[Rare]

To-morrow, and die sun shall brace anew
The slackened cord, thai now sounds louse and damp;

To-morrow, and its livelier tone will sing

In tort vibration to the arrow's flight. Soutfuy.

'Torteau (tor'to), >i. pi Torteaux (tor'toz).

[ft Fr. torteau, tortel, from tortellus, dim.

of L .orfui. twisted. Seo above.] Ill her.

a roundel of red colour.

Tort-feasor (tort'fe-zor). n. In iaw,a wrong

doer; a trespasser.

TorticolllB (tor'ti-kol-lis), n. [L. torqueo, to

twist, anil eollum, the neck.] A rheumatic

affection of the muscles of one side of the

neck; wry-neck.

Tortile (tor'til), a. [L. tortilis. from torqueo,

tortum, to twist] 1. Twisted; wreathed;

coiled. — 2. In bot. coiled like a rope; as. a

tortile awn.

Tortillty (tor-til'i ti), n. The state of being

tortile or wreathed.

Tortilla (tor-tel'ya),n. [Sp.] A large, round,

thin cake prepared from a paste made of the

soaked grains of maize, baked on a heated

iron plate.

Tortiont (tor'shon), n. [LI. lortt'o, tortioni*.

from L. torqueo, tortum, to twist] 1. Tor

ment; pain -2. Same as Torsion.

Tortious (tor'shusl.a. [From fort.) It Injuri

ous: done by wrong. ' Endamaged by tor

tious wrong.' Spenser.—2. In law, implying

tort or injury, for which the law gives

damages.

Tortiously (tor'shus-li), adv. In law, by

tort or injury; injuriously.

Tortlve (tor'tiv), a. [L. tortus, pp. of tor

queo, to twist] Twisted; wreathed.

As knots, by the conflux of meeting sap.

Infect the sound pine, and divert his grain.

Tortrve and errant from his course of growth.

Shak.

Tortnessf (tort'nes). n. The state of being

tort. See TORT, a.

Tortoise (tor'tois or tor'to), n. [Lit twisted

or distorted animal, from 0 Fr. torfis,

fern, fortune, twisted; Mod. Fr. torlue, a tor

toise, from L. torqueo, tortum, to twist, to

wrench, to wind (whence torture, &c). The

name is given from the twisted appearance

of the animal's limbs.] 1. The name which,

' Common or Greek Tortoise {Testudo eraca).

when standing alone, is now generally re

st rioted to the family of reptiles Testudinidtc,

or land-tortoises, or with a qualifying term is

applied to the Emvdic.thc terrapins or fresh

water tortoises, and the Trionyciita, the

mud-turtles, or soft tortoises. The name was

often formerly applied to all the members

of the order Chelonia, which includes the

Chelonidm, a salt-water family; but the rep

tiles of this section are now usually called

turtles. (See TERRAPIN, TURTLE.) The dis

tinctive features of the tortoises and other

chelonfans consist in the modification ol tin-

skeleton and of the skin structures or scales

to form the well-known bony box in which

their bodies are inclosed. Thus tin- spinal

elements of the back, together with the ex

panded and united ribs, form the carapace

or back, whilst the sides of the box are

formed by marginal plates, which by some

zoologists are regarded as representing the

ossified and modified cartilages of the ribs,

and by others as membrane bones developed

by the skin. The plastron or lower part of

the bony case is formed by nine pieces, as

to the nature of which naturalists also dis

agree, some considering it merely as a

greatly modified sternum or breast-bone,

and others as composed of membrane bones

developed like the marginal plates by the

skin. The Testudinidee (the typical land-

tortoises) have short stunted limbs adapted

for terrestrial progression ; the short toes

are bound together by the skin, and have

well -developed nails. The carapace is

strongly convei, and is covered by horny

epidermic plates. The homy jaws are un

protected and adapted for cutting, or may

be divided into serrated processes. The

head, limbs, and tail can be completely re

tracted within the carapace. Though capa

ble of swimming, the tortoises proper ate

really terrestrial animals, and are strictly

vegetable feeders. The most familiar ex

ample is the common Greek or European

tortoise (Testudo grata) so frequently kept

as a household pet. and which occurs chiefly

on the eastern borders of the Mediterranean.

These animals sometimes live to a great

age (over 100 years according to Bome). and

hybernate through the colder season of the

year. They attain a length of 12 inches. A

much larger species is the great Indian

tortoise (T. rndtca), which inhabits in great

numbers the Seychelles and Galapagos

Islands, and attains a length of over 3 feet.

and a weight of 200 lbs. Its flesh is reckoned

food of excellent quality, as are also its eggs.

The box tortoise of India and Madagascar

(Cinyxis arachnoides) is remarkable for the

curious development of the front part of

the plastron which shuts over the anterior

aperture of the shell like a lid when the

animal retracts itself. Tike box tortoise of

North America (Cisludo Carolina), in which

the hinder part of the plastron forms a lid.

Is included among the Emydnj or terrapins,

as is also the lettered tortoise (Etnys scrivta)

belonging to the same continent, and so

named from the curious markings of Its

shell. —2. Milit. a defence used by the

ancients, formed by the troops arranging

themselves in close order and placing their

bucklers over their heads, making a cover

resembling a tortoise-shell; a testudo (which

Tortoise-beetle (tortois-be-tl or tor'tiz-be-

tl), n. A member of an extensive family of

coleopterous insects (Cassididtc), living upon

plants, and so called from their elytra pro

jecting over the body somewhat like the

carapace of a tortoise. Many hundred spe

cies are known, a few of which are found in

this country.

Tortoise-flower (tot'tois-flou-er or tor'tiz-

flou-er). n. See Chelone.

Tortoise-plant ( toi'tnis-plant or tor'tiz-

plunt), u. Thenameof aplant(7V«(udiuan'a

elephantipes) closely allied to the yams, and

so called from its bulky rhizomeor rootstock,

which is wholly above ground, and has a

coat of a bark-like, corky substance which

becomes deeply cracked and formed into

large angular protuberances, somewhat re

sembling the shell of a tortoise. It is a

native of the Cape of Good Hope, and

is occasionally found in greenhouses in

Britain.

Tortoise-shell (toi'tois-sliel or tor'tiz-shel),

n. A name popularly applied to the shell

or rather the scutes or scales of the tor

toise and other allied chelonians, especially

to the shell of the Chelonia imbricata (the

hawk's-bill turtle), a species which inhabits

tropical seas. The horny scales or plates

which form the covering of this animal are

extensively used in the manufacture of

combs, snuff-boxes, Ac, and in inlaying and

other ornamental work. It becomes very

plastic when heated, and when cold retains

witli sharpness any form it may be moulded

to in its heated state. Pieces can also be

welded together under the pressure of hot

irons. The quality of tortoise-shell depends

mainly on the thickness and size of the

scales, and in a smaller degree upon (the

clearnen and brilliancy of the colours. The

pounds of much less cost. — Tortoise-shell

butterfly, a name given by collectors to

Vanessa polychloros and V. urticas.

Hawk's-bill or Tortoise-shell Turtle (CJtetoHt*

imbricata).

best tortoise-shell is that of the Indian

Archipelago. It is now largely and success

fully imitated by horn, and artificial com-

Hawk's-biU Turtle, under side.

TortOlse-WOOd(tor'tois-w\idortor'tiz-wud),

n. A variety of zebra-wood (which see)^

Tortozon (tor-to-zon'), n. A large Spanish

grape.

Tortricidse (tor-trls'1-de). »i. pi. A family of

heterocerous lepidoptera, named from the

genus Tortrix. It comprises an extensive

group of minute, generally dull-coloured

iuoths, distinguished by their broad entire

fore-wings, which fonn a triangle with the

body when at rest. The larva! are often

very destructive to fruit.

Tortrix (tor'triks), n. [From L. tortus, pp.

of torqueo, tortum, to twist. The larva: of

these insects twist and roll up leaves.] 1. A

genus of lepidopterous insects, the type of

the family Tortricidaj. The T. pomonana, or

apple-moth, in the larva state, feeds on the

pulpy substance of the apple and plum. T.

viridana feeds on the leaves of the oak; and

T. vitaua, in the larva state, attacks the

leaves of the vines in Prance, tilling them

upand fastening them together witli threads.

2. A genus of serpeuts found in tropical

America.

Tortulous (tortu-lus). a Bulged out at in

tervals, like a cord with knots upon it: UBed

chiefly in describing objects in natural his

tory.

Tortuose (tnr'tu-Os). a. [See Toitiroi s. 1

In bot. wreathed; twisted; winding; as, a

tortuose leaf or corolla.— Tortuose stem, a

stem that is bent in the manner of a fiexuo^e

stem, but less angularly, as in Cakile mari-

tima.

Tortuosity (tor-tu-os'i-ti), n. The state of

being tortuose,twisted,orwreathed; wreath;

flexure.

Tortuous (tortu-us), a. [L. forttnwiu, from

tortus, twisted, pp. of torqueo. to twist. Sec

Torture. ] 1. Twisted; wreathed; winding;

as, a tortuous train.

The badger made his dark and tortuous hole on

the side of every hill where the copse-wood grew

thick. Matauiay.

2. Fig. proceeding in a circuitous and uutler-

hand manner; taking an oblique and deceit

ful course; not open and straightforward.

Such an opportunity could not but be welcome to

a nature which was implacable in enmity, and which

always preferred the tortuous to the straight path.

JniMGn.

True it is that his policy was tortuous and guilty ;

but it must be remembered that he had to deal with

men as guilty and almost as wily as himself.

J. H. Jesse.

3. [From tort.1 Tortious (which see).

Tortuously (tor'til- us-li), atfu. In a tortuous

or winding manner.

Tortuousness (tortii-us-nes), n. The state

of being tortuous.

Torturable ( toi'tur-a-bl ), a. Capable of

being tortured.

Torture ( tortur ), n. [Fr. (orftire, from L.

tortum, a twisting, torture, from torqueo,

tortum, to twist, rack, torture (whence also

torment, (onion, tortoise, distort, extort, Ac ):

same root as E. to throw, G. drehen, to turn. ]

1. Excruciating pain ; extreme anguish of

body or mind; pang; agony; torment

And that deep torture may be call'd a hell.

When more is felt than one hath power to tell.

Shai.

2. Especially, severe pain inflicted judicially,

either as a punishment for a crime, or for

the purpose of extorting a confession from

an accused person, as by the boot or thunib-

kins or by the rack.

Torture, which had always been declared illegal,

and which had recently been declared illegal even

by the servile judges of that age. was inflicted for

the last time in England in the month of May. 1640.

Macau/ay.

In Scotland, toe application of torture for the dis

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, 170;
j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, uTitg; th, azure.—See KEY.
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covcry of crime was declared contrary to law by the

Claim of Right in 1689, and by 7 Anne. c. xxi. sec. 5.

Bell's Lain Did.

3. The act, operation, or process of inflicting

excruciating pain, physical or mental; as,

occupied in the torture of his victim.

Torture (tor'tur). r. (. pret & pp. tortured ;

ppr. torturing. 1. To pain to extremity; to

torment bodily or mentally ; to vex ; to

annoy.
If thou dost slander her and torture me. _

Never pray more. Shak.

2. To punish with torture; to put to the

rack or other instrument ; as, to torture an

accused person -3. To put to a severe strain;

to wrest from the right meaning ; to put a

wrong construction on.

This place had been tortured by interpreters and

pulled to pieces by disputation. 7er- Taylor.

4 t To keep on the stretch, as a bow.

The bow tortureth the string. Bacon,

Torturer (tor'tur-er), n. One who tortures;

a tormentor.

I play the torturer, by small and small.

To lengthen out the worst that must be spoken.

Shak.

Torturingly (tor'tur-lng-li), adv. So as to

torture or torment.

An host of furies

Could not have baited me more torturingly.

Keau. & Ft.

Torturous (tor'tur-us), a. Pertaining to or

involving torture. 'The spectator! who shed

tears at the torturous crucifixion.' Disraeli.

[Rare.]

Torula (tor'u-la), n. [L. torulus, a little

swelling or protuberance. ] A genus of fungi,

the type of the order Torulacei (which see),

and comprising the yeast plant

Torulacei (tor-u-la'se-p, n. pi. A nat. order

of naked-spored fungi, belonging to the di

vision Coniomycetes, forming moulds and

mildews on decaying organic substances, or

acting as a ferment in decomposing vege

table and animal fluids and tissues. The

mycelium is so imperfectly developed as to

We scarcely apparent, and the whole plant

seems to consist of a mass of simple or sep

tate naked spores, generally uufted in chains.

Reproduction goes on by gemmation on the

spore reaching a suitable habitat, as well as

by spores. The spores are present in infinite

multitudes in the atmosphere. See GERM

Theory, Yeast.

Torulose, Torulous (tor'u-los, tor'u-lus). a.

[From L. torulus, dim. of torutt, a protuber

ance. ] In bot. cylindrical,with several swells

and contractions.

Torus (to'rus), n. [L, a

round, swelling, or bulg

ing place, an elevation, a

protuberance.] l.lnarch.

a large moulding used iu r*~ a "*}

the bases of columns. Its [ 1

section is semicircular, ■ '

and it differs from the a, Toms.

astragal only in size, the

astragal being much smaller. Sometimes

called Tore. — 2. In bot. the receptacle or

part of the flower on which the carpels are

seated.

Torvet (torv), a. Same as Torvous or Torved.

'A torve and tebrick countenance.' Fuller.

Torvedt (tor'ved), a. Torvous; grim; stern.

But yesterday his breath

Awed Rome, and his least toned frown was death.

Webster.

Torvityt (tor'vi-ti), n. [L. torvitas, stern

ness. See Torvous] Sourness or severity

of countenance.

Torvoust (tor'vus), a. [L. towns, stem, se

vere, piercing: said of the eyes. ] Sour of

aspect; stem; of a Bevere countenance.

'That torvous, sour look produced by auger

anil hatred.' Durham.

TorvulSB (torVu-le), n. pi. Same as ilyco-

denna. See Mycoperm.

Tory (to'ri), n. [Said to be from the Irish

tdruidhe, a hunter, a chaser, from Urir, pur

suit, and to have been applied by the Eng

lish settlers in Ireland of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries to the original posses

sors of the soil, who, driven into the bogs

and mountains, formed themselves into

bands and made incessant raids on their

despoilers; or from tora, tora, give, give (that

is, your money or your life), the 'stand and

deliver' of the Irish highwayman.] It An

Irish outlaw, partly robber, partly rebel.

That Irish PapMs who had been licensed to depart

this nation, and of late years have been transplanted

into Spain, Flanders, and other foreign parts, have

nevertheless returned into Ireland, occasioning the

increase of tones and other lawless persons.

Irish State Papers, 1566.

Let such men quit all pretences to civility and

breeding. They are ruder than lories and wild

Americans. GlanvilU.

2. A political party name first used in Eng

land about 1079, and applied originally as

an epithet of reproach to all who were sup

posed to be abettors of the imaginary Popish

Plot ; and then generally to those who re

fused to concur in excluding a Roman Cath

olic prince (in the particular instance James

II.) from the throne. The nickname, like

its contemporaneous opposite Whig, in com

ing into popular use became much less

strict In its application, until at last it came

simply to signify an adherent of that politi

cal party in the state who disapproved of

change in the ancient constitution, and who

supported the claims and authority of the

king, church, and aristocracy, while their

opponents, the Whigs, were in favour of

more or less radical changes, and supported

the claims of the democracy. In modem

times the term has to some extent been sup

planted by Conservative, and the Conserva

tive may be considered as the modern repre

sentative of the ancient Tory. See Con

servative.

It is curious how often political parties have ended

by assuming to themselves names first fastened on

them by their adversaries in reproach and scorn. . . .

Tories was a name properly belonging to the Irish

bogtrotters, who during our Civil War robbed and

plundered, professing to be in arms for the mainten

ance of the royal cause, and from them transferred

about the year r68o, to those who sought to maintain

the extreme prerogatives of the Crown. Trench.

3. A name given during the American war

of independence to a member of the loyalist

party, or those who favoured the claims of

Great Britain against the colonists.

Tory ( to'ri ), a. Pertaining to the Tories ;

constituted by or originating from the To

ries; as, Tory principles; Tory measures;

a Tory government; Tory rule.

Toryism (tfi'ri-izm), n. The principles or

practices of the Tories.

Nothing would illustrate the subject better than an

inquiry into the rise and progress of our late parties:

or a short history of Toryism and Wliiggism fruni

their cradle to their grave, the introductory account

of their genealogy and descent, Boltngbroke.

Tosca-rock (tos'ka-rok), n. An arenaceous

rock found in layers and boulders in the

Pampas of South America. Mr. Darwin baa

adopted and so given currency to the name.

To-BChredde,t v.t. To cut or shred in pieces.

Chaucer.

Tose (tdz), v.t. To tease wool. [Obsolete or

local]

Tosh (tosh), a. [O.Fr. louse", shorn, clipped,

pared round, from L. tonsus, clipped, from

tondeo, to shear or clip.] >eat; trim.

[Scotch.]

The hedges will do — I clipped them wi' my ain

hand last back-end ;—and, nae doubt, they make the

avenue look a hantlc tosher. Prof. Wilson.

Toshach, »• See Toisech.

Toss (tos), v.t. pret. A* pp. tossed or tost. [Of

doubtful origin. Wedgwood connects it with

>'. toitsa. to strew, to scatter. Others take

it from W. tosiatc, to toss, to jerk, from tos,

a toss, a quick jerk ; but the Welsh word

may be from the English, as connected forms

do not appear in Irish or Gaelic. Perhaps

from D. tassen, Fr. tanner, to heap up (as the

waves of a troubled sea); in the same way as

we have both tossel ami tassel] 1. To throw

with the hand; to pitch; to fling; particu

larly, to throw with the palm of the baud

upward, or to throw upward ; as, to toss a

ball.—2. To hurl; to cast.

Back do I toss these treasons on thy he-id. Shak.

3. To lift, heave, or throw up with a sudden

or violent motion; to jerk; as, to toss the

head or to toss up the head.

He toss'd his arm aloft. Addison.

4. To cause to rise and fall; to pitch or move

from one place to another as with quick

jerky motion; to dash about: often used of

the sea; as, to be tossed on the waves. 'We

being exceedingly tossed with a tempest."

Acts xxvii. 16\— 5. To agitate; to make rest

less. ' So many troubles her did toss. ' Spen

ser. ' Madly tons'd between desire auddread.'

Shafc.

Calm region once.

And full of peace, now tost and turbulent. Milton.

6t To keep in play; to keep repeating.

That scholars should come to a better knowledge

in the Latin tongue than most do, that spend four

years in tossing all the rules of grammar in common

schools. Aschnm.

—To toss of, to swallow at one gulp ; to driuk

hastily.

The corporal produced the bottle and the glass.

poured it out, made his military salute, and tossed it

off Alarryat.

—To toss the oars (naut.), to throw the oars

with their blades up, in a perpendicular

direction, as a salute. 'The crews tossed

their oars and cheered.' Macmiltan's ifay.

TOSS (tos), v.i. 1. To roll and tumble; to be

in violent commotion; to writhe; to fling

To toss and fling, and to be restless, only frets and

enrages our pain. TtUotson.

2. I'o be flung or dashed about.

We left behind the painted buoy

That tosses at the harbour mouth. Tennyson.

—To toss, to toss up, to throw up a coin, and

decide something by the side turned up

when it falls.

Toss (toB), n. 1. A throwing upward or with

a jerk ; the act of tossing ; as, the foss of a

ball.—2. A throwing up of the head ; a par

ticular manner of raising the bead with a

jerk.
There is hardly a polite sentence in the following

dialogues which doth not require some suitable toss

of the head. Sn-i/t.

3. A state of anxiety.

This put us at the Board into a tosst. Ptfys.

—To win the toss, to have something decided

in one's favour by the tossing up of a coin

and guessing the side that turns up.

Hasn't old Brooke won the toss with his lucky half

penny, and got choice of goals. T. Hughes.

See also Toss-TJP.

T0B3el ftos'sel), n. A tassel. [Now only pro

vincial] 'A piece of packthread to make

a tossel.' Mortimer.

Tosser (tos'er), n. One who tosses. 'To

send his tossers forth.' Beau. d> Fl.

Tosally (tos'i-li). adv. In a tossy manner ;

with affected indifference, carelessness, or

contempt. ' She answered tossily enough. '

Kingsley. [Provincial. J

Tossing (tos'ing), n, 1. The act of one who

or that which tosses; a rising and falling

suddenly; a rolling and tumbling; a violent

commotion.

Dire was the tossing, deep the groans. Milton.

2. A mining process, which consists in sus

pending ores by violent agitation iu water,

for the purpose of separating the lighter or

earthy particles.

T088-pOt (tos'pot), n. A toper; one habitu

ally giveu to Btroug drink.

Toss-up (tos'up), n. The throwing up of a

coin to decide something, as a wager or

matter of dispute ; hence, an even hazard ;

a matter which may be decided one way or

other with equal result or advantage.

IColloq.]

' 1 haven't the least idea,' said Richard, musing,
•what 1 had better be. lixcept that I am quite sure

I don't want to go into the Church, it's a toss-up.'

Dickens.

Tossy (tos'i), a. Tossing, especially tossing

the head as in scorn or contempt ; hence,

affectedly indifferent; offhand; contemptu

ous. 'Some tossy commonplace.' Kingsley.

[Provincial.]

TOBt (tost). A contracted spelling of Tossed,

the preterite and paBt participle of Toss.

To-8WiHke,t v.i. (Prefix to, and svitik.) To

toil or labour hard; to drudge. Chaucer

Tot (tot), n. [Dan. tot, Icel. toffr, applied

to dwarfish persons; perhaps allied to (if.]

1. Anything small or insignificant : used as

a term of endearment—2. A small drinking

cup, holding about half a pint. [Local.]—

3. A small quantity, especially applied to

liquor; as, a tot of gin. [Slang. ]—A. A foolish

fellow. [Provincial.]

Tot (tot),t!.r. pret. & pp. totted; ppr. totting.

[Abbrev. of total.] To sum: generally with

up. [Slang or colloq.]

These totted together will make a pretty beginning

of my little project. H. Brooke.

The last two tot up the bilL Thackeray.

Tota (to'ta), n. Same as Grivet (which see),

Total (td'tal), a. [L. totalis, from totus,

whole; derived by some from root tit, to

swell, seen in tumid, tutnult.] 1. Of or per

taining to the whole; comprehending the

whole ; complete in all its parts; entire; as,

a total sum or amount.

With this gift reward my total care. Prior.

2. Complete in degree; absolute; thorough:

as, a total wreck or rout; a total loss. ' Total

darkness. ' Milton. —3. t Putting everything

into a small compass ; summary ; curt ;

abrupt.

Do you mean my tender ears to spare.

That to my questions you so total axel Spenser,

—Whole, Entire, Compute, Total. See under

Complkte.

Total (to' tal), n. The whole; the whole sum

or amount; aggregate; as, these Bums make

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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the grand total of five millions. 'Bring his

particulars to a total. ' Shak.

Totality (to-tal'i-ti). n. [fr. totaliU] The

whole or total sum; whole quantity or

amount. 'The totality of a sentence or

passage.' Coleridge. 'The world considered

In its totality.' Whetcell.

Totalize (tcAal-Iz), v.t. To make total or

complete; to reduce to completeness. Cole

ridge.

Totally (to'tal-li), adv. In a total manner;

wholly; entirely; fully; completely; as, to be

totally exhausted; all hope totally failed;

he was totally absorbed in thought. ' Mis

take the truth totally.' Shak.

The obdurate sinner, that hath lone hardened his

own heart against Cod, thereby provokes him totally

to withdraw all inward grace from him. Hammond.

Totalness(to'tal-ne8), n. Entireness,

Totaiu (to'tam), n. Same as Totem.

Totanus (to-ta'nus), n. [It. totano] A genus

of wading birds allied to the Scolopacidie

(snipes), and including numerous species

which, nnder different names, are found in

nearly all parts of the world. Their form is

light and their legs long, and they some

times get the name of gambets. Four species

are British— the Totanu* ochropus (green

sandpiperor whistling snipe), the T. glareola

(wood sandpiper), T. calidru (redshank), and

T. /i«ei« (spotted redshank)! Perhaps the

most remarkable species are T.flavipe* and

T. voci/eru*, natives of North America, both

known to sportsmen by the name of tell-tale.

They have received this cognomen from an

noying duck-shooters by giving timely warn

ing of their approach to all the feathered

tribe within hearing, by means of the loud

shrill whistle which they raise.

Tote (tot), V.t pret. & pp. toted; ppr. toting.

To carry or bear. This queer word, as Bart-

lett terms it, is much used in the Southern

States of America, and has absurdly enough

been derived from the Latin tollit. It is

probably of negro origin.

Tote t (tot), v.i. [A. Sax. totian, to protrude;

comp. Sc. teet , Sw. titta, to peep. See TOOT, j

To look; to observe; to peep. Skelton.

Tote (tot), n. (L. tottut, whole] The entire

body, or all; as, the whole tote. [Colloq.]

Tote (tot), 7i. A joiner's name for the handle

of a plane.

Tote (tot), v. t. An old form of Toot, to sound.

Toteler.t n. [Icel. tauta, to mutter or whis

per ] A whisperer. Chaucer.

Totem (td'teiu). n. A rude figure, as of a

beast, bird, Ac. , used by the North American

Indians as a symbolic name.

The inscriptions which are found on the Indian

gravehoards mark a step in advance. Everywarrior

has his crest, which is called his totem, and is painted

on his tombstone. A celebrated war-chief . . . died

on Lake Superior about 1703. He was of the clan of

the Addik. or American reindeer. The fact is sym

bolized by the figure of the deer. The reversed posi

tion denotes death. His own personal name, which

was White Fisher, is not noticed. Max Miiller.

And they painted on the grave-posts

Each his own ancestral totem.

Each the symbol of his household. Longfellow.

Totemic (to-teni'ik), a. Relating or belong

ing to the totem.

Totemism (to'tem-izm), n. The system

prevalent among the Indians of North Amer

ica, of describing tribes or families by the

totem, or animal whose name and symbol

they bear; any similar system.

Totert (to'ter), n. One who totes, or plays

a pipe or horn. ' Two tall toters flourish to

the masque.' B. Jonson.

Tother (tuTH'fir). A colloquial contraction

of the other; or more probably other with

final f of that (old neuter article) prefixed,

corresponding to tone, the one. (See Tone)

Tother and not Tother is therefore the pre

ferable way of writing.

How happy could I be with either

Were t'other dear charmer away. Gay.

Totidem verbis (tot'i-dem verTiis). [L] In

so many words; in the very words.

Totiea quoties (to'ti-ez kwo'ti-ez> [L.] As

often as one, so often the other.

Totipalmatae (td'tl-pal-raa"te), ». pi. [L.

totwf, entire, and palma, a palm,] A tribe of

Palmipedes, or swimming birds, whose hind-

toe is united with the others in a continuous

membrane. The pelicans, the cormorants,

the frigate-birds, the boobie*s, the anhingas,

and the tropic birds belong to this tribe.

Totipalmate (to-ti-pal'mat), a. and n. Be

longing to or a member of the tribe Toti-

palmes.

Totipresencet (to'ti-prez-ens), n. [L. totus,

whole, and prcesentia, presence.] Total

presence; presence everywhere; omnipre

sence.

Totlpresentt (td'ti-prez-ent), a. Omni

present.

Totted t (tofed), a. Marked with the word

tot: said formerly of a good debt due to the

crown, before which the officer in the ex

chequer had written the word tot {tot pecu-

niat regi debetur, so much money is due to

the king).

Totter (tot'er), v.i. [O.E. toteren; allied to

tUter, tottle, toddle. Origin doubtful. Per

haps from tot, Icel. tottr, small, something

small, hence to walk with small steps]

1. To appear as if about to fall when stand

ing or walking; to vacillate; as, an old man

totters with age; a child totters when he

begins to walk.—2. To shake ; to be on the

point of falling; to lean. ' Tottering crowns.'

Crabbe.

As a bowing wall shall ye be, and as a tottering

fence. Ps. Irii. 3.

Troy nods from high, and totters to her fall.

Dryden.

Totter t (tot'er), p. t. To shake out of a steady

position.

Let's march without the noise of thrent'ning drum.

That from the castle's totter'd battlements

Our fair appointments may be well perused. Shak.

Totterer (tot'er-er), n. One who totters.

Totteringly(tot'er-ing-u'), adv. In a totter

ing manner.

Tottery (tot'er-i), o. Trembling or vacillat

ing as if about to fall; unsteady; shaking.

When I looked up and saw what a tottery perform

ance it was, I concluded to give them a wide berth.

T. Hughes.

Tottle (tom v.i. To toddle. [Local and

colloq.]

Tottlish(tot1-ish).a. [Prom totter.] Totter

ing; trembling; unsteady; insecure. [United

States.]

Totty (tot'i), a. Wavering; unsteady; dizzy;

tottery. Chaucer,

I was somewhat totty when I received the good

knight's blow, or I had kept my ground under it.

Sir IV. Scott.

Toty (to'ti), n. A name given in some parts

of the Pacific to a sailor or to a fisherman.

Simmonds.

Toucan (tou'kan or to'kan), ft. [Fr. toucan,

Pg. and firaz. tucano: imitative of the cry

of the bird.] 1. A name sometimes applied to

all the scansorial birds of the family Ram-

phastida;, but sometimes restricted to those

of the genus Ramphastos. In addition to

the description of the true toucan given

under the generic name, we may add that

the species are easily tamed, can stand cold

climates well, thriving in captivity on rice,

Red-billed Toucan {Ramphastos erythrorhynehus).

bread, potatoes, eggs, and many other kinds

of food. They are remarkable among birds

for regurgitation of food, sending it back

into the bill to undergo akind of mastication

analogous to rumination in quadrupeds.

Some of the larger species measure about

27 inches in length, inclusive of the bill,

which iB about 7 ' inches, and the tail about

10 inches long. See Ramphastipj;. Ram-

PHASTOS—2. A small modern constellation

of the southern hemisphere.

Toucang (UJ-kangO. "• A kind of boat, much

used at Malacca and Singapore, propelled

either by oar or sail ; speedy, rather flat in

the centre, but sharp at the extremities.

Touch (tuch), v. t. [Ft. toucher, 0. Fr. tucher,

tocher, toquer, Pr. Sp. and Pg. tocar. It. toc-

care,to touch; according to Diezfrom O.H.G.

zuchon, to draw, to pull; Mod. G. zucken, to

palpitate, to shrug; E. to tuck.] 1. To per

ceive by the sense of feeling.

Nothing but body can be touch'd or touch. Creech.

2. To come in contact with in any manner,

but particularly by means of the hand,

finger, Ac. ; to hit or strike against

Esther drew near and touched the top of the sceptre.

Esth. v. a.

Touch but my lips with those fair lips of thine.

Power, like a desolating pestilence.

Pollutes whate'er it touches. Shelley.

3. To meddle or interfere with ; hence, to

take as food, drink, or the like; to taste.

He dies that touches any of this fruit

Till I and my affairs are answered. Shalt.

4. To come to; to reach; to attain to; to

arrive at; hence, to land; to come to shore.

1 have touch'd the highest point of all my greatness.

Shak.

By his command

Have I here touch'd Sicilia. Shah.

The God vindictive doom'd them never more.

Ah men unblcss'd ! to touch that natal shore.

Pope.

h. \ To try or test, as gold with a touchstone;

to probe; to try.

Wherein I meant to touch your love indeed. Shak.

Words so debased and hard, no stone

Was hard enough to touch them on. Hudibras.

6. To relate to; to coucern.

The quarrel toucheth none but thee alone. Shak.

I am to break with thee of some affairs

That touch ine near. Shak.

7. To handle, speak of, or deal with gently

or slightly.

Touch you the sourest points with sweetest terms.

Shak.

The sentinel . . . may, by only touching a certain

iron with his foot, draw up the bridge.

Sir T. Browne.

8. To mark or delineate slightly ; to add a

slight stroke or strokes to, as with a pen,

pencil, brush, Ac. 'The lines though

touched but faintly.' Pope.

His palace bright,

Bastion'd with pyramids of glowing gold

An J touch'd with shade of bronzed obelisks.

A'eats.

9. To handle in a skilful or special manner;

as, (a) to play, as a musician, by touch, or as

if by touch; to perform, as a piece of music.

Touch thy instrument a strain or two. Shak.

A person in the royal retinue touched a light and

lively air on the flageolet. Sir It". Scott.

(b) To discourse of; to write about; to at

tempt as a subject for a literary production.

(c) To paint or to form as an artist.

Such heavenly touches ne'er touch'd earthly faces.

Shah.

10. To afflict or distress; to hurt or injure.

Let us make a covenant with thee ; that thou wilt

do us no hurt, as we have not touched thee.

Gen. xxvi. a8, 39.

No loss shall touch her by my company. Shak.

11. To affect; to impress; to strike. 'Any

air of music touch their ears.' Shak.

What of sweet before

Hath touch'd my sense, fiat seems to this. Milton.

12. To move or strike mentally ; to fill with

passion or tender feeling ; to melt ; to

soften.

He is touch'd

To the noble heart. Shak.

The tender sire was touch'd with what he said.

Addison.

13. To infect; as, men touched with pestilent

diseases.

The life of all his blood

Is towrA'rf corruptibly. Shak.

14. To make an impression on ; to have an

effect on; to act on.

Its face must be ... so hard that the file will not

touch it. Moxon.

15. To influence by impulse; to impel for

cibly.

No decree of mine

Concurring, to necessitate hU fall.

Or touch with lightest moment of impulse

His free will. Milton.

16. To render crazy or partially insane ; to

affect with a slight degree of insanity : not

much used except In the past participle.

'She feared his head was a little touched'

Lord Lytton.— Yl. To lay the hand on for

the purpose of curing of a disease, espe

cially of the disease called the king's evil.

Charles II., in the course of his reign, touched near

a hundred thousand persons. Macau/ay.

18. In geom. to meet without cutting; to be in

contact with. A straight line is soiii to touch

a circle or curve when it meets the circle or

curve, and being produced, does not cut it;

and two circles or curves are said to touch

each other when they meet but do not cut

each other. A straight line touches a circle

or curve only in one point ; two circles or

spheres touch each other only In one point;

and a sphere tottches a plane in only one

point See Contact, Tangent.— To touch

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g. yo; j,job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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off (a) to sketch hastily; to finish hy touches,

(o) To discharge, as a cannon.—To touch

up, to repair or improve by slight touches

or emendations ' Her natural countenance

touched up.' AddUon. —To touch the wind

{naul. ), to keep the ship as near the wind

as possible. --Touch pot, touch penny, a pro

verbial phrase, signifying no credit given.

We know the custom of such houses, continues he;

'tis touch pot, touch penny. Rev. R. Graves.

—ToucJi me not. See Touch-me-not.

Touch (tuch), v.i. 1. To be in contact; to

be in a Btate of junction, so that no space is

between; as, two spheres touch only in one

point—2. To fasten on; to take effect on.

Strong waters will touch upon gold, that will not

touch upon silver. Bacon.

3. To mention or treat anything slightly in

discnurse.

If the antiquaries have touched upon it. they have

immediately quitted it. Addison.

4. Naut. to have the leech of a sail bo struck

by the wind that a tremulous motion is

caused in it.—To touch and go (tuiut.), to

rub against the ground with the keel, as a

vessel under sail, without the speed being

much slackened.—Touch and go, a phrase

used either substantively or adjectively, and

applied to something, Biich as an accident,

Jot instance, which had almost happened ;

or a state of imminent explosion, as from

hasty temper or the like; a close shave.

' This touch and go young Barnacle.* Dick

ens.

It had been touch and go with them for many a

day, and now ... it ended in a threatened separa

tion. Miss Ferrier.

We were strong-handed, and the four Canriotes

did us seamen's service ; but it was touch andgo.

Lawrence.

—To touch at, to come or go to without

stay; as, the ship touched at Lisbon.

The next day we touched at Sidon. Acts xxvii. 3.

—To touch on, to touch at; to come or go

to for a short time. [Rare. ]

I made a little voyage round the lake, and touched

en the several towns that lie on its coasts. Addison.

Touch (tuch), n. 1. The act of touching, or

the state of being touched; contact; the

junction of two bodies at the surface, bo

that there is no space between them.

Never touch was welcome to thy hand.

Unless I touch'd. Shah.

But O, for the touch of a vanished hand.

And the sound of a voice that is stilt Tennyson.

2. Tho sense of feeling or common sensation,

one of the five senses. The sense of touch

resides in the nervous papilla; of the skin,

and is shared in a minor and modified degree

by those parts of the mucous membranes

which, at the various orifices of the body,

are continuous prolongations of the same

structure as that of the skin. Although

the sense of touch is diffused over the whole

body, it is much more exquisite in some

parts than others. In man the hand is the

principal organ of touch, and the greatest

degree of sensibility resides in the extremi

ties of the fingers. By the sense of touch

we are enabled to ascertain the properties

of bodies, in so far as they can be ascertained

by contact. See Fueling.

TV ear.

Taste, touch, and smell, pleased from thy table rise.

Shah.

By touch the first pure qualities we learn.

Which quicken all things, hot, cold, moist, and

dry;

By touch hard, soft, rough, smooth, we do discern;

By touch sweet pleasure and sharp pain we try.

Sir J. Davies.

8. The act or power of exciting the passions

or affections.

For not alone

The death of Fulvia, with more urgent touches.

Do strongly speak to us. Shah.

4. Mental feeling or sensation ; affection ;

emotion. 'A true, natural, and sensible

touch of mercy." Hooker.

No beast so fierce but knows some touch of pity.

Shai.

5. Trait ; characteristic ; a feature or pecu

liar feature.

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.

Shah.
A son was copied from his voice so much.

The very same in every little touch. Dryden.

6. A small quantity or degree ; a dash ; a

spice; a smack; a little. 'So excellent a

touch of modesty.' Shak.

Madam, I have a touch of your condition.

Which cannot brook the accent of reproof. Shah.

7. A stroke ; a successful effort or attempt.

* Nice touches of raillery." Addison.

It yet may feel the nicer touch

Of Wycherley's or Congreve's wit. Prior.

8. A hint; a suggestion; slight notice.

A small touch will put him in mind of them.

Bacon.

9. Animadversion; censure; reproof.

I never bore any touch of conscience with greater

regret. Eikon Bastlike.

10. t Particular application of anything to a

person; personal reference or application.

Speech oftouch towards others should be sparingly

used. Bacon.

11. Any single act in the exercise of an art;

as, (a) a stroke of a pen, pencil, or the like.

' What btrained touches rhetoric can lend.'

Shak.

Artificial strife lives in these touches. Shah.

(b) The act of the hand onamusfcal instru

ment: hence, a musical note. 'The touches

of sweet harmony." Shak.—12. t A touch

stone (which Bee); hence, that by which

anything is examined; a test, as of gold hy

a touchstone; a proof ; a criterion; an assay.

'The duke being of base gold and fearing

the touch.' Sir J. Hayward. ' Equity, the

true touch of all laws.' Rich. Carew.

O Buckingham, now do I play the touch.

To try if thou be current gold indeed. Shah.

13. t Stone of the kind used as touchstones:

a term often applied to any costly marble,

but properly to the basanites of the Greeks,

a very hard black granite. ' A new monu

ment of touch and alabaster.' Fuller,

Thou art not, Penshurst, built to envious show

Of touch or marble. B. Jonson.

14. t Proof; tried qualities. 'Friends of

noble touch.' Shak— lb. In the Jine arts,

the peculiar handling usual to an artist, and

by which his works may be known. Fair-

holt.— 16. In obstetrics, the examination of

the mouth of the womb by actual contact

of the hand or fingers. Goodrich.—\7.\ A

euphemism for sexual commerce. Shak.—

18. f A brief or slight essay. [Colloq. ]

Print my preface in such form as. in the book

seller's phrase, will make a sixpenny touch. Swt/t.

19. In music, the resistance of the keys of

an instrument to the fingers; as, a heavy

touch or light touch; also, the manner in

which a performer touches, strikes, or

presses the keys, strings, or the like, of an

instrument. — 20. In ship'buUding,the broad

est part of a plunk worked top and butt; or

the middle of a plank worked anchor-stock

fashion; also, the angles of the stern timbers

at the counters. — To keep touch, f to be

steady to appointment; to fulfil duly a part

or function.

But will the dainty dominie, the schoolmaster.

Keep touch d'ye think? Beau. & Ft.

— True as touch,S completely true. Spenser.

—A near touch, an exceedingly narrow miss

or escape; a close shave. [Colloq.]

The next instant the hind coach passed my engine

by a shave. It was the nearest touch I ever saw.

Dichens.

Touchable (tucb/a-bl), a. Capable of being

touched; tangible.

Touch-bOX (tuch'boks). n. A receptacle for

lighted tinder, formerly carried by Boldiers

who used matchlocks, the match being

lighted at it.

Toucher (tuch'er), n. One who or that

which touches. Vsed often in the slang

phrases 'a near toucher,' 'as near as a touch

er,' meaning almost exactly, very nearly,

touch and go, a near shave.

And there we are in four minutes' time, as near as

a toucher. Dichens,

It was a near toucher, though. Sa/a.

Touch-hole (tuchTifll), n. The vent of a

cannon or other species of firearms, by

which fire is communicated to the powder

of the charge.

Touchily (tueh'Mi), adv. In a touchy man

ner; with irritation; peevishly.

Touchiness (tuch'i-nes). n. The quality of

being touchy ; peevishness ; irritability ;

irascibility.

Touching (tuch'ing), a. Affecting; moving;

pathetic; as, a touching narrative.

Touching (tuch'ing), py. used as prep. Con

cerning; relating to; with respect to. ' Now,

as touching things offered unto idols.' 1 Cor.

viii. 1. 'Answer'd all queries touching

those at home.' Tennyson.

Touchingly (tuch'ing- li), adv. In a manner

to touch or move the passions; feelingly.

This List fable shows how touchingly the poet argues

in love affairs. Garth.

Touch-me-not (tuch'me-not), n. 1. A plant

of the genus Impatiens, the /. noli-me-tan-

gere, so called from the construction of the

seed-vessel, which, being touched and irri

tated when ripe, projects the seeds to some

distance. —2. In med. a tubercular affec

tion, occurring especially about the face;

noll-me-tangere; lupus (which see).

Touch-needle (tuch'ne-dl), n. A small bar

of gold and silver, either pure or alloyed

with various definite proportions of copper,

Ac., used by assayers for trying articles of

gold and silver. In testing gold a number

are employed, one being of pure gold, a

second composed of 23 parts gold and 1

copper, a third 22 parts gold and 2 copper,

and so on. These are rubbed upon a piece

of hard black stone called a touchstone, and

the colour of the streak compared with that

made by the metal to be tested. A further

means of comparison is afforded by moisten

ing the Btreaks with nitric actd or by heating

the stone. Silver is similarly tested by touch-

needles composed of lead and silver.

Touch-pan (tuch'pan), n. The pan of a gun

that holds the priming.

Touch-paper ( tuch 'pa- per X n. Paper

steeped in nitre bo that it catches fire from

a spark and burns slowly. It is hence used

for firing gunpowder and the like.

Touch-piece (tuch'pes), n. A coin given by

the sovereigns of England to those whom

they touched for the cure of scrofula or king's

evil. Previous to the time of Charles II. no

particular coin appears to have been exe

cuted for the purpose of being given at the

touching. Specimens belonging to that reign

and to the reigns of James II. and Queen

Anne have figures of St. Michael and the

dragon, with the motto 'Soli Deo Gloria'

on one side and a ship on the other.

Touchstone (tuch'ston), n. 1. A variety of

extremely compact siliceous schist, almost as

close as flint, used in conjunction with the

touch-needles for ascertaining the purity of

gold and silver, known also as Black Jasper

and Basanite. It was called Lydian tttone

or lapis Lydia by the ancients because it

was found in Lydia in Asia Minor.—2. Any

test or criterion by which the qualities of a

I tiling are tried; as, money, the touchstone of

common honesty. 'Calamity is man's true

touchstone.* Beau. & FL

The foregoing doctrine alfords us a touchstone for

the trial of spirits. South.

Touch - warden ( tuch 'war- den X »■ An

assay-warden of the goldsmiths.

Touch-wood (tuch'wud), n. A soft white

substance into which wood is converted by

the action of such fungi as PUyporus iyiti-

arius. It is easily ignited, and continues to

burn for a long time like tinder. Called also

Spunk.

Touchy (tnch'iX a. Apt to take offence; npt

to take Are or fire up; irritable; irascible.

' Touchy tempers." Jer. Taylor. [Colloq.]

Was ever such a touchy man heard of? Beau. &■ Fl.

[Tetchy, Techy are forms of thiB word.]

Tough (tut), a. [0. E. toug, ton, toh, A. Sax.

tdh, L. O. tdge, tag, D. taai, G. zdhe, Prov. G.

zach, tough. It appears connected with

Goth, tahjan, to pull, to tug, and to be from

Indo-Eur. mot dak. to tear, to bite. ] 1. liar-

ing the quality of flexibility without hrittle-

ness; yielding to force without breaking; as.

the ligaments of animals are remarkably

tough.

Of bodies some arc fragile, and some are tough and

not fragile. Bacon.

2. Firm; strong; not easily broken; able to

endure hardship; as, an animal of a tough

frame.

We are tougher, brother,

Than you can put us to it. Snai,

Strong, supple, sinew-corded, apt at arms;

But tougher, heavier, stronger, ne that smote

And slew him. Tennyson.

3. Not easily separated ; viscous ; clammy ;

tenacious; ropy; as, tough phlegm.—4 Stiff:

not flexible. ' So tough a frame she could

not bend.' Dryden.—5. Difficult; stubborn;

unmanageable.

Callous and tough.

The reprobated race grows judyment-proof. Cmvper,

6. Serere;violent;as,afow7nBtorm. [Colloq]

' A tough debate. ' Fuller.—To make it tough,

an old phrase signifying to take pains; also,

to make a difficulty about a thing, to treat

it as of great importance.

Toughen (tuf'n), v.i. To grow tough or

tougher. Mortimer.

Toughen (tuf'n X t?.f. To make tough or

tougher.

Toughiah (tuf'lshX a. Tough in a slight

degree.

Toughly (tufli), adv. In a tough manner.

Toughness (tuf'nes), n. The quality of be

ing tough; as, (a) that quality of a Bubstance

Fate, for, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abirae; J, So. f>y.
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which renders it in some degree flexible

without brittleness or liability to fracture;

flexibility with a firm adhesion of parts; as,

the toughness of steel. (*») Viscosity; te

nacity; clamminess; glutinousness; as, the
toughness of mucus. {<•> Firmness; strength

of constitution or texture.

I confess me knit to thy deserving with cables of

perdurable toughness. Sha&.

Tought,t a. Tight Chaucer.

Toumbeki (tunrbek-i), n. A Turkish name

for a kind of tobacco exported from Persia.

Written also Tumbeki.

Toup(top), n. A three-masted Malay lugger-

boat, 50 to 60 feet long, and 10 to 12 feet

broad, and about as much deep. It sails

well, and carries a large cargo.

Toupee, Toupet (tope', to'pa), n. [Fr.

toupet, dim. from 0. Fr. toupe, a tuft of

hair, from O. zopf, a tuft. See Top. ] A

curl or artificial lock of hair; a small wig

or upper part of a wig.

Upon examination I found he had combed his own

hair over the toupee of his wig, and was, indeed, in his

whole dress become a very smart shaver. Smollett.

Toupet-tlt (to'pet-tit). n. [Fr. toupet, a

tuft, a crest See above.] The crested tit

mouse (Parus bicvlor). Called also Topet.

Tour (tor), n. [Fr. tour, a turn, revolution,

trip, tour, &c, Pr. torn, It torno, from L.

tornus, from Or. tornos, a turn, a round, that

which is turned, a turner's wheel, Ac. Turn

has same origin.] 1. A going round; hence.

a journey in a circuit; a roving journey; a

lengthy excursion; as, the tour of Europe;

the tour of France or England.—2. The cir

cular flight, as of a bird of prey in rising to

get above its victim.

The bird of love, stoop'd from his airy tour.

Two birds of gayest plume before him drove. Milton.

3 t A turn; a revolution.

To solve the tours by heavenly bodies made.

Sir R. Btackmore.

4 A turn; as, a tour of duty: a military use

of the word. — 5. Turn ; cast ; manner.

[Rare]

The whole tour of the passage is this: a man given

to superstition can have no security, day or night,

sleeping or waking. Bentity.

6. A course or drive for horses or car

riages, or a ride or drive in such a course.

' Ashamed to go into the tour' (in Hyde

Park). Pepys.

The sweetness of the Park is at eleven, when the

Beau-monde make their tour there. Centlizve.

Syn. Circuit, round, excursion, ramble, trip,

jaunt.

Tour (tor), v.i. To make a tour; as, to tour

through a country.

He was touring- about as usual, for he was as rest

less as a hyena. De Quincey.

Touraco (to-rak'o), n. An fnsessorial bird

of the genus Corythaix or Turacus, family

Musophagidffi. The touracoB are natives of

Africa, and are allied to the Scansores.

Their prevailing colour is green, varied in

some species with purple on the wings and

tail. They feed chiefly on soft fruits, and

frequent the highest branches of the forest

trees. The mo=t elegant species is the C.

Touraco {Corythaix erythrolo/hus).

eryihrolophxts of Swainson. Its crest is

red, and it is erected when the bird is ex

cited, giving the head the appearance of

l*eini: helmeted.

Tourbillion (tor-bil'yon). n. [Fr. tourbiUon,

a whirlwind, from L. turbo, a whirlwind or

whirlpool] An ornamental firework, which

turns round when in the air so as to pre

sent the appearance of a scroll of fire.

Tourelle (tO-relO, n. [Fr] In archotoL a

small tower attached to a castle or man

sion, and which generally contained a wind

ing staircase leading to the different stages

of the building.

Tourism (toYizm), n. Travelling for plea

sure. ' Here tourism and nothing else. '

Lord Strangford. [Rare. ]

Tourist (torist), n. One who makes a tour;

one who makes a journey for pleasure,

stopping at a number of places for the pur

pose of seeing the scenery, Ac.

Touristic (tb-ris'tik), a. Of or relating to

a tour or tourists. ' Touristic journeying

in Crete.' Lord Strangford.

Tourmalin, Tourmaline (tor'ma-lin), n.

[Probably a corruption of tournamal, a

name given to this stone in Ceylon. ] A

mineral occurring crystallized in three -

sided or six-sided prisms, terminated by

three-sided pyramids, the primary form

being a rhomboid. Fracture uneven, con-

choidal. Hardness, scratches glass easily.

Sp. gr. from 8*089 to 3 076*. In composi

tion and appearance tourmaline is a variable

and complex mineral, consisting princi

pally of a compound silicate and borate of

alumina and magnesia, but containing fre

quently iron, lithia, and other substances.

Tourmaline occurs most commonly in prim

ary rocks, especially in granite, gneiss, and

mica-slate. It is found in England, Scot

land, Sweden, America, Spain, Siberia, and

other parts. Some varieties are transparent,

some translucent some opaque. Some are

colourless, and others green, brown, red,

blue, and black. Red tourmaline is known

as Rubellite, blue tourmaline as Jndicolite,

and black tourmaline as Schorl. The trans

parent varieties include various well-known

jewelry stones, as the Brazilian sapphire,

the Brazilian emerald, etc. Prisms of tour

maline are much used in polarizing appar

atus, and it possesses powerful electric pro

perties,

Tourn (torn), n. [See Tour, Turn] l. In

law, the turn or circuit anciently made by

the sheriff twice every year for the purpose

of holding in each hundred the great court

leet of the county. The tourn has long

fallen into disuse.

I assign all these functions to the county-court,

upon the supposition that no other subsisted during

the Saxon times, and that the separation of the

sheriffs tourn for criminal jurisdiction had not yet

taken place, which, however, I cannot pretend to

determine. Haltam.

It A Bpinning-wheel. HaUiwell

Tournament (toYna-ment), n. [O Fr. tour-

neiment,tournoyement,tTomtourneier,tour-

noyer, to turn

or twirl about,

Unirnex, to turn.

See Turn] 1. A

martial sport or

species of com

bat performed

In former times

by knights and

cavaliers on

horseback for

the purpose of

exercising and

exhibiting their

courage, prow

ess, and skill in

arms. The tour

nament fur

nished an excit

ing show, and

gave valour and

military talent

an opportunity

of acquiring dis

tinction ; but it

not unfrequent-

ly happened

that angry pas-

sionsburstforth

on such occa

sions, so that

a tournament

often ended in

a hostile con

flict. The arms

usually employ

ed were lances without heads,and with round

braces of wood at the extremity, and swords

without points and with blunted edges:

but those who desired to signalize them

selves in an extraordinary degree encoun

tered each other with the ordinary arms of

warfare. Tournaments were usually held

on the invitation of some prince, which was

proclaimed by heralds throughout his own

"aSC^si

Armour for the Tournament,

A.D. 1490.

dominions, and likewise at foreign courts,

so that parties from different countries might

join in such exercises. The tournament dif

fered from the joust, which was merely a

trial of military skill between one knight

and another. —2. Encounter; shock of battle.

With cruel tournament the squadrons join ;
Where cattle pastured late, now scattered lies

With carcasses and arms, the ensanguined field.

Milton.

3. Any contest of skill in which a number

of individuals take part; as, a chess tourna

ment; a draught tournament.

Tournay (toYna), n. [From Touruai, in

Belgium.] A printed worsted material for

furniture upholstery.

Tournd (tor-na'), pp. In her. same as Con-

tourtU or Regardant.

Tourneryt (tor'ner-i), n. Work turned on

a lathe; turnery. ' Rare tourneries in ivory.'

Evelyn.

Tournet.t A turret or small tower. Chaucer.

Toumette (tor-nef), n, [Fr.] 1 An instru

ment for spinning—2. An instrument used

by potters in shaping and painting delft and

porcelain ware.

Tourney (tor'ne), n. [O.Fr; tournei, tournoi,

from tourner, to tarn.] A tournament

This was the graceful tourney introduced into Cas

tile from the Spanish Arabs. Prescott.

Tourney (tor'ne), v.i. [O.Fr. tourneier, tor-

neier, tournoier. See TURN.] To tilt; to

perform tournaments.

An elfin born of noble state ;

Well could he tourney, and in lists debate.

Spenser.

Tourniquet (toYni-ket), n. [Fr., from tour-

ncr, to turn.] A surgical instrument or band

age which is straitened or relaxed with a

screw, and used to check hemorrhages, as

in surgical operations.— Uydraulic tourni

quet. Same as Barker's Mill.

Toumols (tor-nwa), a. [ Fr. , so called because

coined at Tours] An epithet used only in

the compound term livre tournois, a French

money of account under the old regime,

worth about ftjd. sterling.

Tournure (tor-nhr), n. [Fr] 1. Turn; con

tour; figure; shape.—2. A Btiff padded band

age which women fasten round the loins

to expand the skirt; a bustle.

Touse (touz), v.t. pret. A- pp. toused; ppr.

tousing. [Same word as L.G. tuscn, G.

zausen, to pull; akin to Ufose] To pull; to

drag; to tear; to disorder the hair of; to

tousle. 'We'll touse you joint by joint.'

Shak.

Touse (touz), n. A pulling; a pull: a haul;

a seizure; a disturbance. [Provincial.]

Tousor (tou'zer), n. One who touses.

Tousle (tou'zl), v.t. pret. & pp. tousled; ppr.

tousling. [Freq. from touse.] To pull or

haul about ; to put into disorder; to dishe

vel; to rumple. [CoUoq.]

Tous-les-mois (tO-la-mwa), n. [Fr, lit.

all the months, every month.] A kind of

starchy matter resembling arrow-root, pro

cured from the rhizomes of several South

American species of Canna, as C. eoccinea,

C. cdutis. and C. achiras.

Tout(tout), v.i. [Probably akin to toot, A. Sax.

totian, Icel. tota, to stand out, to be pro

minent, in allusion to the position of the

lips; comp. pout] To pout; to be seized

with a sudden fit of ill-humour. [Scotch ]

Tout (tout), n. A pet; a huff; a fit of ill-hu

mour or a fit of illness. [Scotch.]

Tout,tn. [See Toot, to be prominent] The

breech; the tail Chaucer.

Tout (tout), v.i. [A form of toot, tote, to blow

a horn. See T00T.] 1. To toot (which see).

2. To ply or seek for customers.

Tout (tont), n. 1. The sound of a horn.—

2. One who plies for customers, as for an inn,

a public conveyance, a shop, and the like.

3. In horse-racing, a person who clandes

tinely watches the trials of race-horses at

their training quarters and for a fee gives

information for betting purposes.

Tout-ensemble (tot-an-sah-bl), n. [Fr., all

together.] The whole of anything taken to

gether; anything regarded as a whole with

out regard to distinction of parts. Specifi

cally, in the//ir arts, the general effect of a

work of art without regard to the execution

of details.

Touter (tout'er), n. A person who plies for

customers for an inn, public conveyance,

shop, and the like.

Toutle (tot'lX a. Liable to take touts;

haughty; irascible; bad tempered. [Scotch.]

Touze (touz), v.t. Same as Touse. Spenser.

Touzle (tou'zl), v. t . Same as Tousle.

Tow (to), r.f. (A. Sax. te6han, tc6gan, contr.

teon, pret. teilh, pp. togen, to draw, to tug.

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. locA; tr, 90; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinjj; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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whence tohlhie, a towing line; Icel. toga and

tjuga, to draw, to tug: G. Ziehen, to draw

(cog. with I. ducere, to lead. See Duke.)]

To drag, as a boat or ahip. through the

water by means of a rope. Towing is per

formed by another boat or ship, or by men

on shore, or by horses. Boats on canals ure

usually towed by horses.

TOW (to), n. f A. Sax. tow, taic, tow; Icel. (d,

a tuft of wool; Dan. tave, a fibre, pi. taper,

flax or hemp: from same root as A. Sax. teon,

to draw. In sense of rope it seems to be

directly from the verb to tow or tug; comp.

Icel. tag, D. touw, Dan. tov, a rope ] 1. The

coarse and broken part of flax or hemp

separated from the finer part by the hatchel

or swingle. —2. Naut. a rope or chain used

in towing a vessel.—3. The act of towing or

the stnte of being towed: generally with in;

as, one Vessel takes another in tow.

I went home again, and I hadn't been on shore

more than two hours, when who should I see but my

first wife. Bet, with a robin-redbreast in ten:

Marryat.

Towt (to), a. Tough.

Towage (to'aj), n. [From tow, the verb]

1. The act of towing.—2. The price paid for

towing

Toward, Towards (to'erd, to'erdz), prep.

[A. Sax. tftweard, ttlwearde*— 16, to, and

•ward, used in composition to express di

rection. Toward* has always been a com

mon form. It Is one of those adverbial geni

tives, of which English possesses a number,

such as need*, straightway*, sometimes, Ac]

1. In the direction of.

He set his face toward the wilderness.

Num. xxiv. i.

The rapid currents drove,

Tmvards the retreating sea, their furious tide.

Afilton.

Formerly often used not so much to express

direction as destination, and nearly or quite

equivalent to to. 'Fly toward Belmont.'

Shak. ' I must away this night toward

Padua.' Shak.—2. With direction to, in a

moral sense; with respect to; regarding.

His eye shall be evil toward his brother.

Deut. xxviii. 54.

What warmth is there in your affection towards

any of these princely suitors? Shak.

3 Tending to; arriving at and contributing

to; for.

Toward the education of your daughters,

I here bestow a simple instrument. Shalt.

4. Nearly; about; as, toward three o'clock.

I aiu toward nine years older since I left you.

Swift.

5. With reference or respect to; in connec

tion with

I will be thy adversary toward Anne Page. Shak.

This was the first alarm England received toward

any trouble. Clarendon.

Toward was formerly sometimes divided by

tmesis.

And such trust hare we through Christ to God-

ward. a Cor. iii. 4.

Whose streams run forth there to the salt sea-side.

Here back return, and to their spring?vi2r<r' go.

Fair/ax.

—To be toward one,i to be on one's aide or of

Ins company.

Herod and they that were toward him . . . held,

that not only tribute, but whatsoever else, was

Cesar's. Bp. Andrews.

Toward, Towards (to'erd, to'erdz). adv.

Near; at hand; in a state of preparation.

What might be toward that this sweaty haste

Doth make the night joint-labourer with Die day?

Shak.

What the devil is toward now » H, Brooke.

Toward (to'werd).a. [From the preposition.

The primary meaning is bending to, hence

yielding, docile. Comp. froward, in the op

posite sense.J 1. Yielding; pliable; docile;

ready to do or learn; not froward; apt; as,

a toward youth.

' li . a good bearing when children arc toward.

Shak.

2.t Forward; bold.

Why that is spoken like a toward prince. Shak.

Towardliness (to'werd-li-nes), ». The qua

lity of '"in--, toward; readiness to do or

learn; aptness; docility.

The beauty and tn^ardtiness of these children

moved her brethren to envy. Raleigh.

Towardly (toVerdli,). a. Ready to do or

learn; apt; docile; tractable; compliant with

duty.

Here Parker, afterwards Archbishop of Canter

bury, chaplain to Anne Boleyn, preached to Eliza

beth, then a towardly child, seven years old.

Quart. Rev.

Towardness (to'werd-nes). n. The quality

of being toward; docility; towardliness. *A

young prince nf rare towardnes*.' Bacon.

Towards (t6'erdz), prep, and adv. See To

ward.

Tow-boat (to'bot), n. 1. Any bout employed

in towing a ship or vessel ; a steam-tug.—

2. A boat that is towed.

Towel (tou'el), n. [O.E. touaile. touaille,

toiraillc, Fr. touaille, from M.H.O. twehele,

O.H.O. duahUla, dwahilla —towel, from

O.H.G. tioahan, duahan, \ Sax. Uiwetln (for

thweahan), Goth, thvahan, to wash. ] 1. A

cloth used for wiping the hands and face,

especially after washing; any cloth used as

a wiper in domestic use.—2. Eccles. (u) the

rich covering of silk and gold which used to

be laid over the top of the altar, except

during mass. (&) A linen altar-cloth.—An

oaken towel, a cudgel. [Slang. ]

I have a good oaken towel at your service.

Smollett.

—A lead towel, a bullet. [Slang.]

Make nunky surrender his dibs.

Rub his pate with a pair of lead towels.

jtames Smith.

Towel (tou'el), v.t. [From the phrase 'to

rub down with an oaken towel.'] To beat

with a stick. [Local or slang. ]

Towel, t n. For Tewel. A pipe; the funda

ment. Chancer.

Towel-gourd (tou'el-gOrd), n. The fruit of

a trailing plant, Lvffa egyptiaca, common

throughout the tropics, used for sponges,

drying rubbers, gun-wadding, the manufac

ture of baskets, hats, Ac.

Towel-horse ( tou'el-hors ), n. A wooden

frame or stand to hang towels on.

Towelling (tou'el-ing), n. 1. Cloth for towels.

2. A towel. 'A clean ewer with a fair towel

ling. ' Browning. [Rare. ]

Towel-roller (tou'el-r61-er), n. A revolving

wooden bar placed horizontally for hanging

a looped towel on.

Tower (tou'er), n. [O. E. tour, from Fr. tour,

a tower, from L. turn'*, a tower; cog. Gr.

tyrris, tyrei*, Ir. tur, W. twr, Gael, torr—

heap, mound, tower.] 1. A lofty narrow

building, of a round, square, or polygonal

form, either insulated or forming part of

a church, castle, or other edifice. The

term tower properly applies to any large

building whose height greatly exceeds its

width. Towers have been erected from the

earliest ages as memorials, and for pur

poses of religion and defence. A spire is

a pyramidal member, frequently forming

the summit of a church tower. A steeple is

a tower with its surmounting spire. Among

towers are included the minarets attached

to Mohammedan mosques; the lofty bell-

towers of Russia; the pillar or round towers

of India, Ireland, and other places (see

Round-tower); the square and octagonal

towers at the west ends and centres of

churches in England and on the Continent;

the massive keeps and gate towers of castles

and mansions ; the peel* of Scottish for

tresses ; the pagodas of India and China ;

the pharos, the campanile, and a great va

riety of similar buildings. Britton.—2. In

anc. warfare, a tall, movable wooden struc

ture used in storming a fortified place. The

height of the tower was such as to overtop

the walls and other fortifications of the be

sieged place. Such towers were frequently

combined with a battering-ram, and thus

served the double purpose of breaching the

walls and giving

protection to the

besiegers.—3.A cit

adel ; a fortress.

Thou hast been a

shelter for me. and a

strong tower from the

enemy. Ps. lxi. 3.

4. A high commode,

or head-dress,worn

by females in the

reigns of William

III. and Queen

Anne. Itwascom-

{>osed of paste-

>oard. ribbons, and

lace; the latter two

disposed in alter

nate tiers, or the

ribbons were

formed into high

stiffened bows.cov-

ered or not, accord

ing to taste, by a

lace Bcarf or veil,

that streamed down each side of the pin

nacle.

Lay trains of amorous Intrigues

In towers, and curls, and periwigs. Hndibras.

Tower Head-dress, time

of William III.

—Tower bastion, in fort, a small tower in

the form of a bastion, with rooms or cell*

underneath for men and guns. — Tower of

London, in English literature often simply

the Tower, the name given to a largo assem

blage of buildings, which occupies an ele

vated area of 12 or 13 acres, just beyond the

old walls of the city of Loudon, south-east

wards, on the northern bank of the Thames.

This collection of buildings is used as an

arsenal, a garrison, and a repository of vari

ous objects of public interest. The oldest

portion of it. the White Tower, was built by

William the Conqueror. It was anciently

a palace, where the kings of England some

times resided. In former times it was fre-

quentlyused as astate prisou. To the north

west is Tower Hill, where used to be the

scaffold for the execution of traitors.

Tower (tou'er), v.i. 1. To rise and fly high;

to Boar; to be lofty. 'Sublime thoughts,

which tower above the clouds.' Locke.

Eagles golden-fcaihcr'd, who do tower

Above us in their beauty. A'eafi.

High above the crowd of offenders towered one

offender, pre-eminent in parts, knowledge, rank, and

power. Macaulay.

2. In falconry, to rise like a falcon or hawk

in order to descend on its prey ; hence, to

be on the outlook for prey. ' My lord Pro

tector's hawks do tower so well.' Shak.

Towered ( tou'erd ). a. Having or bearing

towers ; adorned or defended by towera.
•A tower*d citadel.' Shak.

Towering (tou'er-ing), a. 1. Very high; ele

vated; as, a towering height— 2. Extreme;

violent; outrageous; surpassing. 'Agitated

by a towering passion.' Sir W. Scott.

Towerlet (tou'er-let), n. A little tower.

[Rare.]

Our guiding star

Now from its towerlet strcamcth far. J Bailtit.

Tower-mustard (tou'er-mus-terd), n. The

English name of a genus of plants (Turritis),

nat. order Crucifers. The leaves become

gradually smaller upwards, bo that the plant

assumes a pyramidal form; hence the name.

The long-podded or smooth tower-mustard

{Turritis glabra) is a British annual plant,

about 2 feet high, and very erectand straight.

It grows ou hanks and roadsides in many

partB of England.

Towery(tou'er-i),a. Having towers; adorned

or defended by towers; aB, towery cities.

Rise, crown'd with lights, imperial Salem, rise!

Kxalt thy tow'ry head, and lift thy eyes. Pope.

Towing-path (to'ing-path), n. A path useJ

by men and horses in towing boats along a

canal or river; a tow-path.

Towing-rope (to'ing-rop), n. See Tow-

rope.

Towing-timber, Towing-post (to'ing-tini-

ber, tolng-post), 71. Saut. a Btrong piece of

timber fixed in a steam-tug, to which a tow-

rope may be made fast when required.

Tow-line (to'Iin), n. A hawser generally

used to tow vessels; a tow-rope.

Town<touu),n. [A. Sax. tun, inclosure, in

closed space, field, homestead, village, town ;

O. Sax. Icel. and L. G. tUn, with similar

meanings; D. tttin, a fence; O.H.G. zvn, a

hedge, a rampart ; Mod. G. zaun, a hedge ;

comp. Celt, dun, a fortified hill, a fortress,

a castle, a city. The usual Icel. meaning of

tun, a farmhouse with its buildings, is still

quite common in Scotland.] 1. Originally.

a walled or fortified place ; a collection of

houses inclosed with walls, hedges, or pick

ets for safety.—2. Any collection of houses

larger than a village: used in a general

sense, and including city or borough: often

opposed to eownrrw, in which sense it is usu

ally preceded by the definite article.

God made the country, and man made the town.

Cowper.

The term is frequently applied absolutely,

and without the proper name of the place,

to a metropolis or county town, or to the

particular city, *c, in which or in the

vicinity of which the speaker or writer is ;

as, to go to town; to be in town; London

being in many cases implied in English

writers.

As some fond virgin, whom her mother's care

Drags from the town, to wholesome country air.

Pope.

The first of our society is a gentleman of Worces

tershire, of an ancient descent, a Uironet, his name

Sir Roger de Coverly. . . . When he a in town, he

lives in Soho Square. Addison.

3. A large assemblage of adjoining or nearly

adjoining houses, to which a market is usu

ally incident, and which is not a city or

bishop's see.—4. In law, a tithing; a Till; a

subdiTision of a county as a parish is a sub

Fate, in fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; J, Sc. fcy
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•division of a diocese.— 5. The body of inha

bitants resident in a town, city, or the like;

the townspeople ; as, the town sends two

members to Parliament

The term talks of nothing else.—I am very sorry,

ma'am, the town has so little to do. Sheridan.

«. A township ; the whole territory within

certain limits. [Local, United States.]—7. A

farm or farmstead ; a farmhouse with its

connected buildings. [Northern English and

Scotch.]

Wavcrley learned from this colloquy, that in Scot

land a single house was called a town. Sir IV. Strait.

(But we doubt if it is ever applied to a

tingle house.]—Town and gown. See Gown.

—Town clerk, the clerk to a municipal cor

poration, elected by the town-council. In

England his chief duties are to keep the re

cords of the borough and lists of burgesses,

to take charge of the voting papers at mu

nicipal elections, and the like, and lie holds

office only during the pleasure of the coun

cil. In Scotland his duties are to act as the

adviser of the magistrates and council in

the discharge of their judicial and adminis

trative functions, to attend their meetings,

and record their proceedings. He is the

custodier of the burgh records, from which

he is bound to give extracts when required.

He cannot be removed from office except

for some serious fault committed by him.

Town (toun). a. Of, pertaining to, or char

acteristic of a town ; urban ; as, town life ;

tuwn manners.

Town-adjutant (toun'ad-ju-tant), n. Mitit.

an officer on the staff of a garrison, ranking

at a lieutenant. His duties are to maintain

discipline, Ac.

Town-box (tounlioks), n. The money chest

of a town or municipal corporation common

fund. * Their town-box or exchequer.' Dp.

Gauden.

Town-clerk (town'klark), n. See under

Tows.

Town-council (tounTtoun-sil), n. The gov

erning body in a municipal corporation

elected by the ratepayers. The principal

duties of this l>ody are to manage the pro

perty of the borough, impose rates for pub

lic purposes, pass by-laws for the good gov

ernment of the town, for the prevention of

nuisances, and the like. The members hold

office for three years (one-third of their

number retiring every year), but they are

eligible for re-electiou. They elect from

among themselves a president (called in

England a mayor, in Scotland a provost),

and magistrates (the aldermen of England

and the bailies of Scotland); they also ap

point the paid public functionaries of the

borough.

Town-councillor (tounTtoun-sil-er), n. A

member of a town-council who is not a

magistrate.

Town-Crter (tounTcri-er), n. A public crier;

one who makes proclamation.

1 had as lief the town-cricr spoke my lines. Shak.

Town-hall (tounTial), n. A large hall or

hoilding belonging to a town or borough,

in which the town -council ordinarily hold

their meetings, and which is frequently used

as a place of public assembly; a town-house.

Town-house (toun'hous), n, 1. A building

containing offices, halls. Ac., for the trans

action of municipal business, the holding

of public meetings, and the like.—2. A resi

dence or mansion in town, in opposition to

one in the country.

Townlsh (toun'ish), a. Pertaining to the

inhabitants of a town; characteristic of a

town, or of its mode of life, customs, man

ners, or the like. [Rare.]

On townish men (though happy tbey

Appear to open sight).

Yet nwny times uiili.tiipy haps

And cruel chances light. Turbtrville.

Town-land (tounTand), n. Land belonging

to a town, borough, or municipal corpora

tion. Miss Edgexmrth.

Townlees (toun'les), a. Having no town.

Howell.

Townlet (touulet), n. A small town. 'The

poor schoolmaster of a provincial towniet.'

Southey.

Townley Marbles (tounle marTdz), n. pi.

An assemblage of Oreek and Roman sculp

ture, which forms a portion of the gallery of

antiquities belonging to the British Mu

seum, and so named from Charles Townley,

Esq. of Townley, in Lancashire, who made

the collection.

Town-major (toun'ma-jer), n. Milit. a

garmou officer ranking with a captain.

His duties are much the same as those of

the town-adjutant (which see).

Town-rake (toun'rak), n. A man living

loosely about town; a roving, dissipated

fellow.

Lewdness and intemperance are not of so bad con.

sequences in a town-rate as in a divine.

Examiner.

Townsfolk (tounz'fok), «. pi. People of a

town or city.

Township (toun'ship), n, 1. The corpora

tion of a town; the district or territory of a

town.

1 am but a poor petitioner of our whole township.

Shak.

2. In law, a town or vill where there are

more than one in a parish.—3. In the United

States, a territorial district, subordinate to

a county, into which many of the states are

divided, and comprising an area of live, six,

seven, or perhaps ten miles square, and the

inhabitants of which are invested with cer

tain powers for regulating their own affairs,

such as repairing roadB, providing for the

poor, Ac.

Townsman (tounz'mau), n. 1. An inhabi

tant of a town.

They marched to Newcastle, which being defended

only by the townsmen, was given up to them.

Clarendon.

2. One of the same town with another.—S. A

selectman ; an officer of a town, in New

England, who assists in managing the affairs

of the town Goodrich.

Townspeople (tounz'pe-pl), n. pi. The in

habitants of a town or city; townsfolk.

especially in distinction from country folk

or the rural population.

Town-talk (toun'tak), n. The common talk

of a town, or the subject of common con

versation.

In twelve hours it shall be town-talk.

Sir R. L'Jistran^e.

I Town-top (toun'top). n, A large top, for

merly common in English villages, for pub

lic exercise.

Townward, Townwards (toun'werd. toun'-

werdz), adv. Toward the town; in the

direction of a town.

Tow-path (to'pathX n. Same as Towing-

path.

Tow-rope (to'rOp), n. Any rope used in

towing ships or boats.

Towser (tou'zer), n. [From tonse] A name

frequently given to a dog.

Towsie, Towzie (tou'zi or tb'zi), c. [See

Touse. j Rough ; shaggy. ' A towzie tyke,

black, grim, and large.' JSurn*. [Scotch.]

Towy (to'i), a. Containing or resembling

tow.

Toxaster (tok-sas'ter), n. [Gr. toxon, a bow.

and astir, a star.] A genus of fossil sea-

urchins occurring in the lower chalk. They

have their name from their semicircular

contour.

Toxic, Toxical (tok'sik, tok'sik-al), a. [Gr.

toxUcon (phartnakon), poison, originally poi-

sou in which arrows were dipped, from toxi-

kos, of or for a bow, from toxon, a bow.]

Of or pertaining to toxicants; poisonous.

The arresting or preventing of putrefaction by a

chemical body, such as carbolic acid, does not seem

to be the effect of Its foxreaction on contiguous organ

isms. Medical Times and Gazette.

Toxicant (tok'si-kant), n. A poison of a

stimulating, narcotic, anaesthetic nature,

especially such as seriously affects the

health when habitually indulged in. Dr.

Richardson.

Toxicodendron (tok'si-ko-den"dron), n.

[Gr. toxikon, poison, and dendron. a tree.]

A plant of the genus Rhus, the It, Toxico

dendron, or poison-oak. See RHUS.

Toxicologlcal (tok'si-ko-loj"ik-al), a. Per

taining to toxicology.

Toxicologically (tok'si-ko-loj"ik-al-li), adv.

In a toxteological manner.

Toxicologlst (tok-ai-koro-jist), n. One who

treats of poisons.

ToxiCOlOfry(tok-si-koro-ji), n. [Gr. toxikon,

poison, logos, a treatise. See Toxic] That

branch of medicine which treats of poisons

and their antidotes, or of the morbid and

deleterious effects of excessive and inordin

ate doses and quantities of medicines. See

Poison.

Toxoceras (tok-sos'e-ras), n. [Gr toxon, a

bow, and keras, a horn] A genus of am

monites of the lower chalk. It has its name

from the shape of its shell, which resembles

a bow.

Toxodon (tok'sodon), n. [Gr. toxon, a bow,

andotlouji.odonfoa.atooth.] AnextinctgenuB

of large quadrupedsof unknown affinity. The

T. platensis is a gigantic mammiferous ani

mal, having teeth bent like a bow, the skull

presenting a blending of the characteristics

.of several existing orders, as the Rodents,

Pachyderms, and Cetacea. It was discovered

in the upper tertiary formation of La Plata,

South America.

Toxophilite (tok-sof'i-lit), n. [Gr. toxon, a

bow or arrow, and philctee, a lover] A

lover of archery; one who devotes much

attention to exercise with the bow and

arrow.

Toxophilite, Toxophilitic (tok-sof'i-iit,

tok-sof'i-lit"ik ), a. Pertaining to archery;

as, a toxophilite association. ' Lincoln-green

toxophilite hats and feathers.' Thackeray.

Toxotes (tolf/so-tez), n. [Gr. toxotes, a bow

man.] A genus of acanthopterygious tele-

ostean fishes, belonging to Cuvier's sixth

family of Squamipenues. The only known

Toxotes jaailator (Archer-fish).

existing species is T. jacrdator, the archer-

fish, but there is a fossil one. This fish is

remarkable for its' power of spirting water

upon insects as they ait on the water-plants,

so as to make them fall within its reachl

Toy (toi), n. [Same word as Dan. toi, D. tttig,

G. zeug, stuff, gear, &c., whence respectively

Dan. legctoi, a toy, a plaything (lege, to

play). D. speeltuig. a toy (sped, play), G.

Bpiel-zeug, a plaything {spiel, play); Ieel.

Utgl, gear, harness, being a corresponding

form. Conip. also D. tooi, ornament, toottn,

to adorn, toogen, to show.] 1. A plaything

for children; a bauble. —2. A thing for

amusement, but of no real value; a mere

nick-nack or ornament; a trifling object

' A toy, a thing of no regard.' Sliak,

O virtue I virtue! what art thou become

That men should leave thee for that toy, a woman.

Vryden.

3. Matter of no importance.

Nor light and idle toys my lines may vainly swell.

JJrayton.

4. Folly; trifling practice; silly opinion.

The things which so long experience of all ages

hath confirmed and made profitable let us not pre

sume to condemn as follies and toys, because we

sometimes know not the cause and reason of them.

Hooker.

5. Amorous dalliance; play; sport.

So said he and forbore not glance or toy

Of amorous intent. Milton.

6. An old story; a silly tale. ' Critic Timon

laugh at idle toys.' Shak.

I never may believe

These antic k fables, nor these fairy toys. Shak.

7. Wild fancy; odd conceit

The very place puts toys of desperation.

Without more motive, into every brain. Shak.

8. Same as Toy-mutch. [Old English and

Scotch. ]

The Raps of the loose toy depended on each side

of her eager face. Sir IV. Scott.

—To take toy,\ to become restive; to start

The hot horse, hot as fire.

Took toy at this, and fell to what disorder

His power could give his will, bounds, comes on end.

Beau. e> Fl.

Toy (toi), v.i. [This may be not from the

noun but from O.E. togge, to tug or pull,

which, as Wedgwood points out, was UBed

with similar meaning.] To dally amorously;

to trifle; to play.

' Yes,* replied the Athenian, carelessly toying with

the gems; 'I am choosing a present lor lone, but

there arc none worthy of her.' Ld. Lytton.

Toy! (toi), v.t. To treat foolishly.

Toyer (toi'er). n. One who toys; one who

1b full of trifling tricks. 'Wanton Cupid,

idle toiler.' J. Harrison.

Toyfttl (toi'ful), a. Full of trifling play; full

of dalliance. 'A toyfitl ape.' Donne.

Toyiah ( toi'ish ), a. Trilling; wanton. Dr.

H. More.

Toyishly ( toHsh-li ), adv. In a toyish or

trifling manner.

Toyishness (toi'ish-nes), n. Disposition to

dalliance or trifling. 'That toyishness of

wanton fancy.' GlanvUle.

Toyman ( toi'mau ), n. One that deals in

toys. Young.

Toy-mutch (toi'much), n. [D. foot, finery,

dress, tooien, to ornament, attire.] A close

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. locA; j, job; h, Ft. ton; ng, sing; th, fAe-n; th, thin; w, trig; wh, waig; zh, azure.—See K.KT.- g<y,
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linen or woollen cap, without lace, frill, or

border, and with flaps covering the neck

and part of the shoulders, worn by old

women. [Scotch. ]

Toyo (toi'o), n. A fragrant plant of British

Guiana, an infusion and syrup of the leaves

and stems of which are employed as a remedy

in chronic coughs.

Toyshop (toi'shop), n. A Bliop where toys

are sold.

Fans, silks, ribands, laces, and gewgaws lay so

thick together that the heart was nothing else but a

toyshop. Addison.

Toysome (toi'sum), a. Disposed to toy;

wanton.

Two or three toysome things were said by my lord

(no ape was ever so fond). Richardson.

Toyte (toit), v.i. pret. A pp. toyted; ppr.

toyting. [Comp. totter.] To totter, like an

old person in walking. [Scotch.]

Tozet (toz), v.i, pret. A pp. tozed; ppr. tozing

[A form of touse] To pull by violence.

Shak. See Touse.

Tozy (to'zi), a. Resembling teased wool;

soft. [Rare.]

Trabea (tra'be-ft), n. [L] A robe of state

worn by kings, consuls, augurs, Ac, En an

cient Rome.

Trabeated (tra'bg-at-ed), a. In arch, fur

nished with an entablature.

Trabeatlon ( tra-be-a'shon ), n. [L. trabs,

trabis, a beam.] In arch, the same as en

tablature (which see).

Trabecula, Trabecule (tra-bek'u-la, trab'e-

kul), n. (L. trabecula, dim. of trabes, a

beam ] In bot. a cross-bar. such as occurs

on the teeth of many mosses.

Trabeculate (tra-bek'u-lat), a. In bot. fur

nished with a trabecula.

Trace (tras),n. [Partly from Fr. trace, trace,

tract, outline, Ac, from tracer, to trace.

See the verb. In meaning 6 from O.K. trays,

the traces of a carriage, O.Fr. (raw, pi. of

trait, the trace of a carriage, the ultimate

origin being the same. See Trait.] 1. A

mark left by anything passing; a track; as,

the trace of a carriage or wagon ; the trace

of a man or of a deer. ' The trace and steps

of the multitude.' J. UdalL

These as a line their long dimension drew,

Streaking the ground with miuious trace. Milton.

2. A mark, impression, or visible appear

ance of anything left when the thing itself

DO longer exists ; visible evidence of some

thing having been; remains; token; vestige.

The shady empire shall retain no trace

Of war or blood, but in the sylvan chase. Pott.

3 In fort, the plan of a work.— 4. In geom.

the intersection of a plane with one of the

planes of projection.— 6. A small quantity;

an insignificant particle; as. telluret of bis

muth is composed of tellurium, bismuth,

sulphur, and traces of selenium.— 6. One of

the straps, chains, or ropes by which a car

riage, wagon, Ac., is drawn by horses. 'New

to the plow, unpractised in the trace.' Pope.

Trace (tras), v.t. pret. A pp. traced; ppr.

tracing. [ Fr. tracer, to trace, delineate,

mark; It. tracciare; from a L.L. tractiare,

from L. tractus, pp. of traho, to draw ;

whence also tract, extract, Ac] 1. To mark

out; to draw or delineate with marks; as,

to trace a figure with a pencil.

For when, in studious mood, he paced

St. Andrew's cloister-d hall,

I i i- form no darkening shadow traced

Upon the sunny wall. Sir U'. Scott.

Specifically — 2. To copy, as a drawing or

engraving, by following the lines and mark

ing them on a sheet superimposed, through

which they appear.—3. To follow by some

mark or marks left by the thing followed;

to follow by footsteps or tracks.

I feel thy power to trace the ways

Of highest agents. Milton.

You may trace the deluge quite round the globe.

T. Burnet.

4. To follow the trace or track of. ' All the

way the prince our footpace traced.' Spen

ser.—5. To follow with exactness.

That servile path thou nobly dost decline.

Of tracing word by word, and line by line.

Sir y. Denham.

6. To walk over.

We do trace this alley up and down. Shak.

7. To ornament with tracery. ' Deep -set

windows stained and traced.' Tennyson.

Trace (tras), v.t. To walk; to travel.

Thus long they traced and traversed to and fro.

Spenser.

Trace (tras), v.t. Naut. a form of Trice.—

To trace up, to haul up and make fast any

thing as a temporary security.
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Traceable (tras'a-bl), a. Capable of being

traced.

If attraction be . . . a primordial property of mat

ter, not dependent upon, or tractable to, any other

material cause, then by the very nature and defini

tion of a primordial property it stood indifferent to

all laws. Paley.

TraceableneBB (tras'a-bl-nes), n. The state

of being traceable.

Traceably (tras'a-bli). adv. In a traceable

manner; so as to be traced.

Tracer (tras'er), n, One who or that which

traces. 'A diligent and curious tracer of

the points of Nature's footsteps.' Hakewill.

Tracery (tras'er-i), n. In arch, the orna

mental open-work formed in the head of a

Gothic window, by the mullions there di

verging into arches, curves, and flowing

lines, intersecting in various ways and en

riched with foliations. The character of the

tracery varied at different periods of the

Gothic, and its varieties are known as geo

metrical. Mowing, flamboyant, Ac. Also, the

subdivisions of groined vaults, or any orna

mental design of the Bame character for

doors, panelling, ceilings, Ac.

Trachea (tra'ke-a). n, pi. Tracheae (tra'-

kfi-e). [L. trachia. from Gr. tracheia, rough,

nom. sing. fern, of trachys, rough, from the

inequalities of its cartilages, arteria, an ar

tery, being understood. Dr. Mayne.] 1. In

anat. the windpipe; a cartilaginous aud

membranous pipe through which the air

passes into and out of

the lungs (aa in figure).

Its upper extremity,

which is called the

larynx (0), consists of

five cartilages. The

uppermost of these is

called the epiglottis (B).

and forms a kind of

valve at the mouth of

the larynx or glottis,

and closes the passage H

in the act of swallow- '

inc. The trachea di

vides into two main

branches, one going to
the left, the other to though c£art oTfacc

the right lung, these and neck.

in the lungs becoming

subdivided into innumerable ramifications.

Posterior to the trachea iB the gullet or

oesophagus (D), and partly behind and above

it is the pharynx. — 2. In bot one of the

spiral vessels of plants, so named from their

being considered as the respiratory tubes of

plants.—3. In zool. one of those vessels in in

sects and other articulate animals which

receive air and distribute it to every part of

the interior of the body, and thus supply the

want of lungs and circulation.

Tracheal (tra'ke-al), a. Pertaining to the

trachea or windpipe.

Trachearia, Tracheata (tra-ke-a'ri-a, tra-

ke-a'ta), n.pl. [From trachea, the windpipe ]

A division of Arachuida, including those

whose organs of respiration consist of ra

diated or ramified trachea? that only receive

air through two stigmata in the absence of

an organ of circulation. It includes the

pseudoscorpions, mites, ticks, Ac.

Tracheary (tra'ke-a-ri). a. In zool. breath

ing by means of trachea?: especially applied

to the Trachearia, a division of the Arach-

nida.

Tracheary (tra'ke-a-ri). n. An arachnid of

the division Trachearia.

Tracheitis (tra-ke-i'tis), n. See Tbachitis

Trachelipod (tra-kel'i-pod), 7*. A mollusc of

the order Trachelipoda.

Trachellpoda (tra-ke-lip'o-da), n. pi. fdr.

trachilos, the neck, &uc\pous, podos, the foot. ]

Lamarck's name for an order of molluscs,

comprehending those which have the greater

part of the body spirally convolved, always

inhabiting a spiral shell; the foot free, at

tached to the neck, formed for creeping

TrachellpodOUS (tra-ke-lip'o-du»), a. Be

longing to the Trachelipoda; having the

foot united with the neck.

Trachelo- (tra-kelo). [Or. trachclos. the

neck. ] A prefix in words of Greek origin

relating to the neck ; as, trachclo-mastoi-

dcus, a muscle situated on the neck, which

assists the complexuB, but pulls the head

more to one side; trachelo-scajmlar , the de

signation of certain veins which have their

origin near the neck and shoulder, and con

tribute to form the external jugular vein.

Trachenchyma (tra-ken'ki-ma), n, [Tra-

chea, and Gr. enchyo, to pour m.] In bot. the

vascular tissue of plants which consists of
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spiral vessels resembling the trache*e of in

sects.

Tracheocele (tra-ke'o-Bel), n. [Trachea, and

Gr. ktHe, a tumour.] An enlargement of the

thyroid gland; bronchocele or goitre.

Tracheotome (tra'ke-o-t6m), n. A surgical

knife used in tracheotomy or making an in

cision in the windpipe.

Tracheotomy (tra-ke-ofo-mi), n. [Trachea,

and Gr. temno, to cut.] In surg. the opera

tion of making an opening into the trachea

or windpipe, as in cases of suffocation. It

is sometimes also called bronchotomy, and

a similar operation on the lower part of the

larynx is termed laryngotomy. See these

terms.

Trachinidae (tra-kin'f-de), n. pi A family

of aeanthopterygious fishes, of which the

genus Trachinus is the type; the weevers.

It comprises also a curious genus, Franos-

copus, or star-gazer. Called also Uranos-

copidat. See Trachinus, Uranosoopcs,

Uranoscopidje.

Trachinus (tra-kTnus), h. [Gr. trachys,

rough. ] A genus of aeanthopterygious fishes,

family Trachinidfe, or Uranoscopidoe, order

Teleostei. Several species are found in the

Atlantic, of which the best known is the T.

draco, or dragon weever, which is formid

able to fishermen from its having the power

of inflicting wounds with its opercular spine.

The flesh is esteemed.

Trachltls (tra-ki'tis), n, [Gr. tracheia, the

trachea, and term. -itis. denoting inflamma

tion.] Inflammation of the trachea or wind

pipe. Called also Tracheitis.

Trachle, Trauchle (trachl, trach'l), o.

[Akin to draggle] To draggle; to exhaust

with long exertion; to wear out with fa

tigue. [Scotch.]

Trachoma (tra-ko'ma), n. [Gr. trachys.

rough.] In surg. a granular condition of the

mucous coat of the e>elids, frequently ac

companied with haziness and vascularity of

the cornea ; a serious disease, often occur

ring after purulent ophthalmia.

Trachyllte (tra'ki-llt), n. A mineral sub

stance resembling obsidian.

Trachyte (tra'kit), ». [Gr. trachys, rough]

A nearly compact felspathic pyrogeuoua

rock, breaking with a rough surface, and

often containing crystals of glassy felspar,

with sometimes hornblende and mica. This

rock is extremely abundant among the pro

ducts of modern volcanoes, and forms whole

mountains in countries where igneous ac

tion 1b very slightly or not at all perceived.

Trachytic (tra-kit'ik), a. Pertaining to

trachyte, or consisting of it.

Tracing (tras'ing), n. 1. The act of one who

traces.— 2. Course; regular track or path.

'Their turns and tracings manifold.' Sir

J. DavUs.—Z. A mechanical copy of an ori

ginal design or drawing made by following

its lines through a transparent medium, aa

tracing-paper.

Tracing-lines (tras'ing-llnz), n. pi. Jftrat

lines in a ship passing through a block or

thimble, and used to hoist a thing higher.

Tracing-paper (tras'ing-pa-per), n. Trans

parent paper which enables a drawing or

print to be clearly seen through it when

laid on the drawing, so that a pen or pencil

may be used in tracing the outlines of the

original. It is prepared from smooth un

sized white paper rendered transparent by

a varnish made of oil of turpentine with an

equal part Canada balsam, nut-oil, or other

oleo-resin.

Track (trak), n. [O.Fr. trac, a track or

trace, a beaten way or path, a course; tra-

?<uer, to surround in hunting, to hunt down;

iy Diez and others taken from D. and L.G.

trek, treck, a drawing, trecken, trekken,

O.Fris. trckka, to draw, which may perhaps

be connected with E. drag. Formerly there

was often a confusion between this word and

tract.} 1. A mark left by something that has

passed along; as, tho track left by a Bhip, a

wake; the track of a carriage wheel. ' The

bright track of his fiery car." Shak.—2. A

mark or impression left by the foot, either

of man or beast; a trace; a footprint

Consider the exterior frame of the globe, if we

may find any tracks or footsteps of wisdom in its

constitution. Bentley.

3. A road; a beaten path; as, here the track

disappeared.

Behold Torquatus the same track pursue.

Dryden.

4. Course followed; way; path in general; as,

the track of a comet. * If straight thy track

or if oblique.' Tennyson.—S. The course of

rails of a railway; the permanent way.—

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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6,t A tract of land. 'Those small tracks of

ground, the county of Poole, and the like.'

Fuller. — To make trackt, to go away, to

quit; to leave; to depart. [Slang]

You will be pleased to make tracts and to vanish

out of those parts for ever. k'iHfsley.

Track (trak), v.t. 1. To follow when guided

by a trace, or by the footsteps or marks of

the feet.

You track him everywhere in the snow. Dryden-

No hunter tracks the stag's green path

Up the Ciminian hill. .Vacaittay.

» A'aut. to tow or draw, as a vessel or boat,

by a line reaching from her to the shore or

bank. —3. t To delay; to protract

Yet by delaies the matier was alwaies tracked, and

put over, without any fruiteful determination.

Stryfe.

Trackage (tralf/SJ), n. A drawing or tow

ing, as of a boat.

Tracker (trak'er). n. One who tracks or

traces; one who pursues or hunts by follow

ing the track or trail.

And of the trackers of the deer

Scarce half the lessening pack i

Trackless (trak'Ies), o. Having no track;

marked by no footsteps or path; untrodden;

as, a t tackiest desert. ' The trackless ocean

of the air." Coaley. ' The trackless waste

of the great Atlantic ocean.' Warburton.

•To climb the trackless mountain all un

seen.' Byron.

Tracklessly (trakles-li), adv. So as to leave

no track.

Tracklessness (trakacs-nesX n. The Btate

of being without a track.

Track-road (trak'rod), n. A towing-path.

Track-scout (trak'skout), n. [D. trek-

sehuit—trekken, to draw, and schuit, boat.]

A boat or vessel employed on the canals in

Holland, usually drawn by a horse. Arbutk-

not d> Pope.

Track-way (trak'wl), n. A tramway. See

Traway

Tract (trakt), n. [L. tractus, a drawing,

dragirinj:, a district, from traho, tractum, to

draw or drag. Notwithstanding a certain

correspondence in form and meaning, it can

hardly be related to E. drag, draw, or G.

tragen, to bear. Trait is this word in an

other form. Formerly there was often n

confusion between this word and track]

1. f Something drawn out or extended ; ex

tent; expanse. 'The deep tract of hell.'

Milton.—2. A region or quantity of land or

water of indefinite extent. ' A high moun

tain joined to the mainland by a tract of

earth. ' A ddison. ' Tracts of pasture sunny

warm.' Tennyson. ' Many a tract of palm

and rice.' Tennyson,—3.t Traits; features;

lineaments.

The discovery of a man's self by the tract of his

countenance is a (treat weakness. Bacon.

4. A written discourse or dissertation, usu

ally of short extent; a treatise, particularly

a short treatise on practical religion.

The church clergy at that time writ the best col

lection attracts against popery. Swift,

(In this sense the word 1b frequently adjec

tivally used; as, tract society, that is a so

ciety formed for the printing and distribu

tion of tracts; tract deliverer; tract distribu

tion, 4c.]—5. t Track; trace; footprint; ves

tige.
And, lest the printed footsteps might be seen

He dragg'd them backwards to his rocky den;

The tracts averse, a lying notice gave.

And led the searcher backward from the cave.

Drydtn,

6\t Protracted or tedious treatment, de

scription, narration, or the like.

The tract of everything

Would by a good.discourser lose some life. Shak.

T.t Continuity or extension of anything.

As in tract of speech a dubious word is easily

known by the coherence with the rest, and a dubious

letter by the whole word. Holder.

8 Continued or protractedduration; length;

extent; as, a long tract of time. 'All through

thia tract of years." Tennyson.

Your bodies may at last turn all to spirit.

Improved by tract of time. Milton.

—Respiratory tract, in anat. the middle

column of the spinal marrow, whence, ac

cording to Sir Charles Bell, the respiratory

nerves originate

Tract t (trakt), r. t. 1. To trace out

The man . . .

Saw many towns and men, and could their manners

tract- B. yonson.

2. To draw out; to protract

He traded time, and gave them leisure to prepare

to encounter his force. North.
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Tractability ( trak-ta-bil'i-ti ), n. The qua

lity or state of being tractable or docile;

docility; tractableness. 'A wild man, not

of the woods, but the cloisters, nor yet

civilized into the tract-abilities of home.'

Ld. Lytton.

Tractable (trak'ta-bl), a, [L. tracfabilin,

from tracto, to handle or lead. See Treat. ]

1. Capable of being easily led, taught, or

managed ; docile; manageable; governable;

as, tractable children ; a tractable learner.

If a strict hand be kept over children from the be

ginning, they will in that age be tractable, and quietly

submit. Locke.

2. t Palpable; such as may be handled.

The other measures are of continued quantity vis

ible, and for the most part tractable. Holder.

Tractableness (trak'ta-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being tractable or manageable;

docility.

It will be objected, that whatsoever I fancy of chil

dren's tractableness, yet many will never apply.

Locke.

Tractably (trak'ta-bli), ado. In a tractable

manner; with ready compliance.

Tractarian (trak-ta'ri-an), n. A term ap

plied to the writers of the 'Tracts for the

Times," or the Oxford Tracts, and also to

those who acquiesce in their opinions. See

Tractarianism.

Tractarian (trak-ta'ri-an), a. Pertaining

to the Tractarians or their doctrines; as, the

tractarian controversy.

Tractarianism(trak-ta'ri-an-ixm),«. A sys

tem of religious opinion and practice pro

mulgated within the Church of England in

a series of papers entitled ' Tracts for the

Times," and published at Oxford between

1833and 1841. The leaders of the movement,

Dr. J. H. Newman, Dr. Pusey, Rev. John

Keble, and other Oxford scholars, sought to

mark out a middle course between Roman

ism and what they considered a rationalistic

orlatitudinarian Protestantism; but as tract

after tract appeared it became clearly ap

parent that they were pervaded by a spirit

unmistakably hostile to Protestantism and

favourable to Roman Catholicism. The

writers openly showed that they were en

tirely out of sympathy with the Reformers

of the sixteenth century, and boldly taught

the doctrines of priestly absolution, the real

presence, the paramount authority of the

church, and the value of tradition; that

there was no insurmountable barrier be

tween the Roman Catholic and the Anglican

communions; and that the Thirty-nine Ar

ticles, though drawn up by Protestants, are

susceptible of a Catholic interpretation not

inconsistent with the doctrines of the Coun

cil of Trent. Many who favoured this An

glo-Catholic movement subsequently went

over to the Church of Rome, while others

remained to form the representatives of the

extremely ritualistic or High Church section

of the Church of England.

Tractate (trak'tat), n, [L. tractatus, a hand

ling, a treatise, a tract, from tracto, to drag

about, to handle, freq. of traho, to draw. J

A treatise; a tract 'Philosophical tractates.'

Sir T. Browne.

We need no other evidence than Glanville's tractate.

Sir M. Hate.

Tractationt (trak-ta'shon), n. [L tractatio,

a handling. See Tractate.] Treatment or

handling of a subject; discussion. 'A full

tractation of the points controverted.' Bp.

Hall.

Tractator(trak'tat-er),n. A writerof tracts;

particularly, one who favours Tractarianism;

a Tractarian. [Rare. ]

Talking of the Tractators—so you still like their

tone! so do I. Kingsley.

Tractatrlx (trak-ta'triks), n. In geom. same

as Tractrix. See TRACTORT.

Tractile (trak'tll), a. [From L. traho, trac

tum, to draw. J Capable of being drawn out

in length; ductile.

The consistencies of bodies are very divers; . . .

tractile or to be drawn forth in length, intractile.

Bacon.

Tractillty (trak-til'i-ti), n. The quality of

being tructile; ductility. 'Silver, whose

ductility and tractility are much inferior to

those of gold." Sir J. Derham,

Traction (trak'shon), n. [Fr. traction, from

L. traho, tractum, to draw. J 1. The act of

drawing, or state of being drawn ; as, the

traction of a muscle. —2. Attraction ; a draw

ing toward—3. The act of drawing a body

along a plane, usually by the power of men,

animals, or steam, as when a vessel is towed

upon the surface of water, or a carriage upon

a road or railway. The power exerted in
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order to produce the effect is called the

force of traction. The line in which the

force of traction acts is called the line of

traction, and the angle which this line makes

with the plane along which a body is drawn

by the force of traction is called the angle

of traction.

Traction-engine (trak'shon-en-jfn), n. A

steam locomotive engine for dragging heavy

loads on common roads. As the working of

such engines is severe upon roads, and dan

gerous by frightening horses, it 1b carried

on under regulations enforced by act of

parliament.

Tractite (trak'tit), n. Same as Tractarian.

Tractitlous (trak-tish'us), a. Treating of;

handling. [Rare]

Tractive (trak'tiv), a. Serving or employed

to pull or draw; drawing along; as, tractive

power or force.

Tractor (trak'ter), n. That which draws or

is used for drawing.—Metallic tractors, the

name given to two small pointed bars of

brass and steel, which by being drawn over

diseased parts of the body, were supposed

to give relief through the agency of elec

tricity or magnetism. They were much in

vogue about the beginning of the present

century, being introduced by Dr. Perkins of

America, but have long been entirely dis

used.

Tractoration (trak-to-ra'ahon), n. The em

ployment of metallic tractors for the cure

of diseases. See Tractor.

Tractory, Tractrix (trak'to-ri, trak'triks),

n. [From L. traho, tractum, to draw.] In

math, a curve whose tangent is always equal

to a given line. It may be described by a

small weight attached to a string, the other

end of which is moved along a given straight

line or curve. The evolute of this curve is

the common catenary.

Trade (trad), n. [From verb to tread, and

originally meaning a beaten path, hence a

way or path of life, habit, a going regularly

to a place, traffic, trade. The older mean

ings are still used locally. The trade-winds

are so called from blowing in a regular

course. See Tread.] It Way; course;

path. * By reason of their knowlage of the

law, of the autoritee of being in the right

trade of religion. 'J. f/da...—2t Frequented

course or resort; resort. ' Some way of com

mon trade.' Shak. ' Where most trade of

danger ranged." Shak. — 3t A particular

course of action or effort; effort in a par

ticular direction.

Long did I love this lady ;

Long my travail, long my trade to win her.

Massinger.

If Custom; habit; standing practice.

Thy sin's not accidental, but a trade. Shak.

5. Business pursued; occupation; as, piracy

is their trade.

Hunting their sport, and plund'ring was their trade.

Drydtn.

6. The business which a person has learned

and which he carries on for procuring sub

sistence or for profit; occupation; particu

larly,mechanical ormercantile employment ;

a handicraft, distinguished from the liberal

arts and learned professions, and from agri

culture; as,we speak of the trade of a smith.

of a carpenter, or mason, but we never say

the trade of a farmer or of a lawyer or

physician.

We abound in quacks of every trade. Crabbe.

7. The act or business of exchanging com

modities for other commodities or for money;

the businessof buying and selling; dealing by

way of sale or exchange; commerce; traffic

Trade comprehends every species of ex

change or dealing, either in the produce of

laud, in manufactures, in bills or money.

It is, however, chiefly used to denote the

barter or purchase and sale of goods, wares,

and merchandise, either by wholesale or

retail. Trade is either foreign or domestic

or inland. Foreign trade consists in the

exportation and importation of goods, or

the exchange of the commodities of different

countries. Domestic or home trade is the

exchange or buying and selling of goods

within a country. Trade Is also wholesale,

that is, by the package or in largequantities,

or it is by retail, or in small parcels. The

carrying trade is that of transporting com

modities from one country to another by

water—8. Men engaged in the same occu

pation; as, publishers and booksellers speak

of the customs of the trade.

All this authorship, you perceive, is anonymous; it

gives me no reputation except among the trade.

ch. eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, yo; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, then; th, iAin; w, trig; wh, whig; th, azure. -See KET.
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9. A trade-wind. See Trade-wind.—10. t In

struments of any occupation.

The shepherd bears

His house and household goods, his trade of war.

Dryden.

—Board of trade, a department of the Brit

ish government having very wide and Im

portant functions respecting the trade and

navigation of ttie kingdom. It is a perma

nent committee of the privy-council, and is

presided over by a member of the cabinet

It is divided into six departments, each

having its separate staff: (a) the commer

cial department, whose duties are to advise

the treasury and the colonial and foreign

offices on matters relating to tariffs tuid

burdens on trade, to superintend the busi

ness under the acts relating to the regis

tration of designs, copyright of designs,

art-unions. Industrial exhibitions, &c. In

cluded within this department are the

standard weights and measures offices. (6)

The statistical department, which has to

prepare the official volumes of statistics

periodically issued, and also special statis

tical returns for the information of mem

bers of parliament, chambers of commerce,

and private persons who may have occa

sion to apply, (c) The raihoay department,

which has the supervision of railways and

r;iil way companies, and which must be sup

plied with notices of application for railway

acts, and with plans, before the relative bill

can be brought before parliament. Before

a line is opened for traffic the permission of

the board on the report of an Inspector

must Ikj got; and on the occurrence of an

accident notice must be sent to the depart

ment, which is then empowered to take any

measures It may deem necessary for public

safety or interest. It has also to keep a

register of joint-stock companies, of the ac

counts of insurance companies, and to pre

pare provisional orders relating to gas,

water, and tramway companies, (rf) The

harbour department, which eiercises a su

pervision over lighthouses, the sea-fishery,

pilotage, Ac (e) The marine department,

which has to see to the registration, condi

tion, and discipline of merchant ships, to

watch over the mercantile marine offices;

to take measures for the prevention of

crimping, to see that the regulations with

regard to the engagement of seamen and

apprentices arc carried out; to examine

officers; to make investigations into cases of

gross mlsconductaiid wrecks, and generally

to undertake the business thrown upon the

board by the various shipping acta. (/) The

financial department, which lias to keep the

accounts of the board, controlling the re

ceipts and expenditure. It has also to deal

with Greenwich pensions, seamen's savings-

banks, the proper disposal of the effects of

seamen dying abroad, and the like.—Syn.

Profession, occupation, office, calling, avo

cation, employment, commerce, dealing,

traffic.

Trade (trad), a. Pertaining to or character

istic of trade, or of a particular trade ; as,

a trade practice; a trade ball or dinner.

Trade (trad). v.i. pret * pp. traded; ppr.

trading, 1. To barter or to buy and sell; to

deal in the exchange, purchase, or sale of

goods, wares, and merchandise, or anything

else ; to traffic ; to carry on commerce as a

business. —2. To buy and sell or exchange

property, in a single instance; as, A traded

with B for a horse or a number of sheep.—

3. To engage in affairs generally; to deal hi

any way; to transact; to have to do.

How did 700 dare

To trade and traffic with Macbeth

In riddles and affairs of death? Skak.

Trade (trad), v t. To sell or exchange in

commerce; to barter.

They traded the persons of men. Erek. axviL 13.

Ready to dicker and to swap, to trade rifle* and

watches. Cooftr.

Ttade.t pret. of tread. Trod. Chaucer.

Trade -allowance (trad'al-lou-ans), ». A

discount allowed to dealers in or retailers

of articles to be Bold again.

Traded t (trad'ed), a. Versed; practised.

Eyes and ears.

Two tradtd pilots *twi»t the dangerous shores

Of will and judgment. Skak.

Tradeful (tr*d'ful). a. Commercial; busy

iu trallic. ' Tradsful merchants." Spenser.

' The tradefttl city's hum.' T. Wharton.

Trade-hall (trad'hal). ». A large hall in a

city or town for meetings of manufacturers,

traders, Ac. ; also, a hall devoted to nieet-

and -s.

and >>

ings of the incorporated trades of a town,

city, or district

Trade-mark (trad'mark), n. A distinguish

ing mark or device adopted by a manufac

turer and impressed on his goods, labels, Ac. ,

to distinguish them from those of others.

In England, the United States, and other

countries the registration and protection of

trade-marks is regulated by statute. The

earliest trade-marks appear to have been

those which were used in the manufacture

of paper, and which are known as water

marks. Of these the earliest appears to be

on a document bearing the date 1351, i.e.

shortly after the invention of paper from

linen rags.

Trade -price (trad'pris), n. The price

charged to dealers in articles to be sold

again.

Trader (trad'er), n. 1. One engaged In trade

or commerce; a dealer in buying and selling

or barter; as, a trader to New York; a trader

to China; a country trader. 'Trader* riding

to London with fat purses.' Shale. —2. A

vessel employed regularly in any particular

trade, whether foreign or coasting ; as, an

East India trader; a coasting trader.

Trade-sale (trud'sal), n. A special auction

or sale of articles suited to a particular class

of dealers.

Tradeseantia (tra-des-kan'shi-aX n. [In

honour of John Tradescant, gardener to

Charles I.] A genus of lily-like plants, nat.

order Commelynaceee. The species are

natives of

America

India,

many of them

are cultivated

as ornamen

tal plants in

flower-gardens.

They are well

marked by

their three se

pals, three pe

tals, three -

celled capsule,

and filaments

clothed with

jointed hairs.

T. virginica, a

North Ameri

can species, is

known by the

name of spi-

dencort. It

has succulent

stems, shin

ing, grass-like

leaves, and

blue or purple flowers, and it is common in

the flower- borders of English gardens.

Other species are cultivated.

Tradesfolk (tradx'fokX n. People employed

iu trade.

By his advice victuallers and tradesfplk would soon

get ail the money of the kingdom into their binds.

Swift.

Tradesman (tradz'man),u. 1. A shopkeeper.

\:Tom .\ \A*\n tradesman with a shop he is now grown

up a very rich country gentleman. A rbuthnot.

2. A man having a trade or handicraft; a

mechanic ; as, a Iwid tradesman is never

f(leased with his tools. [80 used in Scotl

and and America, formerly probably in

England also.]

Trades-people (tradr/pe-pl). n. People em

ployed in various trades.

Trades-union (tradz-un'yon). n. A com

bination of workmen of particular trades

or manufactures to enable each member to

secure the conditions most favourable for

labour; an association of workmen formed

principally for the purposes of regulating the

prices and the hours of labour, and in many

cases the number of men engaged by an

employer, the number of apprentices which

may be bound in proportion to the Journey

men employed by a master, and the like.

As accessories these unions may collect

funds for benefit societies, insurance of tools,

libraries, and reading-rooms; but their fund,

to which every member must regularly con

tribute a stated sum, is principally reserved

for enabling the men to resist, by strikes

and otherwise, such action on the part of

the employers as would tend to lower the

rate of wages or lengthen the hours of la

bour.

Trades -unionism (tradz-un'yon-izm'l, n.

The principle** or practices of the members

of a trades-union.

Trades -unionist (tradz-un'yon -isO, n. A

Tradeirrrtitia Virginia*

(Spiderworti-

member of a trades-union; one who favours

the system of trades-unions.

Trades-woman (tradz'wu-man), n. A

woman who trades or is skilled in trade.

i Trade-Wind (trad'wind), n, [That is, wind

blowing in a regular (rode or course.] One of

those perpetual or constant winds which

occur in all open seas on both sides of the

equator, and to the distance of about 30*

north and south of it On the north of the

equator their direction is from the north

east (.varying at times a point or two of the

compasseither way); on the south of the equa

tor they proceed from the south-east. The

origin of the trade-winds is this :—The great

heat of the torrid zone rarefies and makes

lighter the air of that region, and in conse

quence of this rarefaction the air rises and

ascends into the higher regions of the atmo

sphere. To supply its place colder air from

the northern and southern regions rushes

towards the equator, which, also becoming

rarefied, ascends in its turn. The heated

air which thus ascends into the upper

regions of the atmosphere being there con

densed flows northward and southward to

supply the deficiency caused by the under

currents blowing towards the equator.

These undercurrents coming from the

north and south are, in consequence of the

earth's rotation on its axis, deflected from

their course as they approach the equatorial

region, and thus become north-cast and

south-east winds, constituting the trade-

winds. The belt between the two trade-

winds is characterized by calms, frequently

interrupted, however, by violent storms.

The position of the sun has an influence on

the strength and direction of the trade-

winds, for when the sun is near the tropic

of Cancer the south-east wind becomes

gradually more southerly and stronger and

the north-east weaker and more easterly.

The effect is reversed when the sun ap

proaches towards the tropic of Capricorn-

Trade -winds are constant only over the

open ocean, and the larger the expanse of

ocean over which they blow (as in the Pa

cific) the more steady they are. When

these winds blow over land they are ob

structed and their direction changed by

coming in contact with high land or moun

tains. In some places the trade -winds

become periodical, blowing one half of the

year in one direction and the other half in

the opposite direction. See Monsoon.

Trading (trad'ing), a. 1. Carrying on com

merce ; engaged in trade ; as. a trading

company. ' A trading and manufacturing

town.' W. Irving.

Alexandria under the Romans was still the centre of

the trading world. Sharp*.

2 Applied in a disparaging sense to a per

son whose public actions are regulated by

his interest rather than his principles; hav

ing the character of an adventurer; venal

It may be made the cloak for every species or flagi

tious and sordid calculation; and what in lum was only

a sophistical self-deception, or a mere illusion of dau-

St na'gerous self-love, might have been, by the common herd

of trading politicians, used as the cover for every low

and despicable and unprincipled artifice. Bicngham.

Tradition (tra-di'shon). n. [Ft. tradition,

from L. traditio, a handing over or deliver

ing, from trado, to deliver—trans, over, and

do, to give. Treanan is a doublet of this

word. J 1. The act of handing over something

in a formal legal manner; delivery; the act

of delivering into the hands of another.

A deed takes effect only from the tradition or de

livery. Blaekstene.

2. The handing down of opinions, doctrines,

practices, rites, and customs from father to

son, or from ancestors to posterity; the trans

mission of any opinions or practice from

forefathers to descendants by oral com

munication, without written memorials.

Councils (oecumenical) meet to give truth already

known by divine tradition a more precise espresuou

for common and universal use. Cardinal Manning,

3. That which is handed down from age to

age by oral communication; knowledge or

belief transmitted without the aid of written

memorials: specifically, iu theoL that body

of doctrine and discipline, or any article

thereof, supposed to have been put forth by

Christ or his apostles, and not committed

to writing, but still held by many as a mat

ter of faith.

But let us look a little more closely into tlus myste

rious tradition, and endeavour to estimate it at its

worth. It is a name for a aiultitude of tales and re-

pom that were afloat tn the early ages of Christianity

—the hearsay of the church—compounded of fact

and fiction, of the marvellous and the sober, of the

Fite, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tejf.
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probable and the absurd, thrown together in one

nirai

ely ex-

■ '!■•■ aluble :i,.i: > To confide the perpetual miracle

of infallibility to such proof as this netrays so

traortiinary notions of the value of evidence.

'J . Martineau.

Tradition t (tra-di'shon), v.t. To transmit

by way of tradition.

The following story U . . . traditioned with very

much credit amongst our English Catholics. Fuller.

Traditional (tra-di'shon-al), a. 1. Of, per

taining to. or derived from tradition; com

municated from ancestors to descendants by

word only ; transmitted from age to age

without writing; founded on reports not

having the authenticity or value of histor

ical evidence; as, traditional opinions; tra

ditional evidence; the traditional exposi

tions of the Scriptures. — 2. Observant of

tradition; regulated by accepted models or

traditions irrespective of true principles;

conventional

Card. Cod in heaven forbid

We should infringe the holy privilege

Of blessed sanctuary I . . .

Buck. You are too senseless-obstinate, my lord.

Too ceremonious and traditional. Shot.

Tradltlonallsm(tra-di'shon-al-izm). n. Ad

herence to tradition ; specifically, the doc

trine that our faith is to be based on or

regulated by what we are told by competent

authority exclusive of the exercise of reason.

Traditionalist (tra-di'shon-al-ist), n. One

who holds to tradition or traditionalism.

Traditionality (tra-di'shon-al"i-ti), n.

What is handed down by tradition. [Rare.]

Many a man d'ling loud work in the world stands only

on some thin tradiiionality, conventionality. Carlyle.

Traditionally (tra-di'shon-al-li), adv. In a

traditional manner; by transmission from

father to sou or from age to age ; as, an

opinion or doctrine traditionally derived

from the apostles.

Traditionarily(tra-di'shon-a-ri-li), ado.

In a traditionary manner; by tradition.

Traditionary ( tra-di'shon-a-ri ), a. Same

as Traditional.

The reveries of the Talmud, a collection ofJewish

trmtituwtty interpolations, are unrivalled in the re

gions of absurdity. Bucktninster.

Traditionary (tra-di'shon-a-ri), n, Among

the Jews, one who acknowledges the autho

rity of traditions and explains the Scriptures

by them.

Traditionist, Traditioner (tra-rfi'shon-ist,

tra-di'shon-er), n. One who adheres to tra

dition.

Tradltive (trad'i-tiv), a. Of or pertaining

to or based on tradition; traditional. [Rare. ]

Suppose we on things traditive divide. Dryden.

Traditive systems grow up in I course of genera

tions and . . . acquire those kinds and degrees of

adhesion according to which a trustworthy authority

may at length be formed, to which a person unin

formed on the subject may reasonably defer.

Gladstone.

Traditor(trad'it-or),n. Latin pi. Tradltores

(trad'i-to-rez). [L] One who gives up, sur

renders, or delivers; a betrayer; a traitor:

a name of infamy given to Christians who

in the first ages of the church, during the

persecutions, delivered the Scriptures or the

goods of the church to their persecutors to

save their lives. Hooker.

Tradrille (tra-dril'), n. Same as Tredille.

Lamb.

Traduce (tra-dus'), v.t. pret A pp. traduced;

ppr. traducing. [L. traduco, tradueere, to

lead along, to exhibit as a spectacle, to dis

grace, to transfer—trans, across, over, and
■:"■■■. to lead. 1 1. 1 To represent; to exhibit;

to display; to make an example of. Bacon.

2. To represent as blamable; to misrepresent

wilfully; to defame; to slander; to malign;

to calumniate; to vilify.

As long as men are malicious and designing, they

wiU be traducing. Dr. H. More.

He had the baseness not to acknowledge his benc-

Eactor, but instead of it to traduce rue in libel.

Dryden.

3.t To translate from one language into an

other.—M To draw aside from duty; to se

duce.

1 can never forget the weakness of the traduced

soldiers. Beau. e> Fl.

5 t To continue by deriving one from an

other; to propagate or reproduce, asanimals;

to distribute by propagation.

From those only the race of perfect animals were

propagated, and traduced over the earth.

Sir AT. Hale.

—Decry, Depreciate, Detract, Traduce. See

under DECRY.

Traducement (tra-dus'ment), n. The act

of traducing; misrepresentation; ill founded

censure; defamation; calumny; obloquy.

Rome must know

The value of her own ; 'twere a concealment

Wor*e than a theft, no less than a tr«dt*ee*m*tt.

To hide your doings. Shak.

Traducent(tra-dus'ent), a. [See Traduce]

Slandering; slanderous. [Rare.]

Traducer (tra-dus'er), n. 1. One that tra

duces; a slanderer; a calumniator.

He found both spears and arrows in the mouths of

his traducers. JBA, Hail.

2.t One who derives or deduces. Fuller.

Traducian, Traducianist(tra-du'si-an,tra-

du'si-an-ist), n. [From traduce in sense of

reproduce or propagate.] In theol. a be

liever in traducianism; a name given by the

Pelagians to those who taught that original

sin was transmitted from pareut to child.

Traducianism (tra-du'si-an-izm), u. [See

above.] In theol. (a) the doctrine that the

souls of children as well a3 their bodies are

begotten by reproduction from the substance

of the pareuts,as opposed to Creationism and

Iitfusionism. (6) The doctrine of the trans

mission of original sin from parent to child.

Traducible (tra-dus'i-bl), a. l. Capable of

being traduced. — 2. t Capable of being de

rived, transmitted, or propagated.

Though oral tradition might be a competent dis

coverer of the original of a Kingdom, yet such a tra

dition were incompetent without written monuments

to derive to us the original laws, because they are of

a complex nature, and therefore not orally traducible

to so great a distance of ages. Str Al. Hale.

Traducingly (tra-dus'ing-li). adv. In a tra

ducing mauner; slanderously; by way of de

famation.

Traductt (tra-dukf), v.t. [L traduco, tra~t

ductum. See Traiuce] To derive or de

duce; also, to transmit; to propagate.

No soul of man from seed tradiicted is.

Dr. H. Afore.

Traductt (tra-dukf). n. That which is trans

ferred or translated; a translation. 'The

traduct may exceed the original.' Howell

Traduction (tra-duk'shon), n [L. traductio,

from traduco, traductum. See Tradcck.]

l.t Derivation from one of the same kind;

propagation; reproduction.

If by traduction came thy mind,

Our wonder is the less to rind

A soul so charming from a stock so good.

Dryden.

2 t Tradition; transmission from one to an

other. 'Traditional communication and tra

duction of truths.' Sir 31. Hale.—3. Convey

ance; transportation; act of transferring; as,

the traduction of animals from Europe to

America by shipping. [Rare.]— 4. Transi

tion. [Rare.]

The reports and fugues have an agreement with

the figures in rhetorick of repetition and traduction.

Bacon.

5.t Translation from one language into an

other. Cowley.—6. The act of giving origin

to a soul by procreation: opposed to infu

sion. See Traducianism.

Traductive (tra-duk'tiv),a. Capable of being

deduced; derivable. Warburton. [Rare.]

Trafalgar (tra-fal-gar*), n. In printing, a

large type used for hand -bills or posting

bills

Traffic ( traf'ik V n. [ Fr. trajic. It. traffico,

Sp. trafieo, tra/ago, traffic. Origin doubtful.

Wedgwood remarks: ' Like many of the words

of S. of France it has probably a Celtic origin.

W. trafu, to stir, to agitate, tra/od, a Btirring,

turning about, bustle.' A common deriva

tion is from L. tram, across, and facio, to

make. Diez thinks the syllable jic may re

present the L. vices, exchange.] 1. An inter

change of goods, merchandise, or property

of any kind between countries, communities,

or individuals ; trade ; commerce. ' Traffic

in honours, places, and pardons. ' Macaulay.

It hath in solemn synods been decreed, . . .

To admit no traffic to our adverse towns. Shah.

2. Goods or persons passing to and fro,

along a road, railway, canal, steamboat

route, or the like, viewed collectively; as,

the street traffic is large; the railway traffic;

the Atlantic traffic. — 3. Dealings; inter

course.—4. t A piece of business; a transac

tion.

The fearful passage of their death-mark*d love, . . .

Is now the two hours' traffic of our stage. Shalt.

5. The subject of traffic; commodities for

market [Rare.]

Vou'll see a draggled damsel

From Billingsgate her fishy traffic bear. Gay.

Syn. Trade, commerce, dealings, business,

intercourse.

Traffic (traf'ik), v. I pret. & pp. trafficked;

ppr. trafficking. [Fr. trafiquer; It. trafficare;

Sp. trajicar or trafagar. See the nmin. J

1. To trade; to pass goods and commodities

from one person to another for an eq Bivalent

in goods or money; to buy and sell wares;

to carry on commerce.

Despair to gain doth traffic oft for gaining. Shai

2. To have business; to deal; to have to do;

to trade meanly or mercenarily. 'Traffic

with thee for a prince's ruiu.' Howe.

How did you dare

To trade and traffic with Macbeth

In riddles and auairs of death t SJtaJt.

Traffic t (traf'ik), v.t. 1. To exchange in

traffic. 'We shall at the best but trajjic toys

and baubles.' Dr. H. More.—2. To bargain;

to negotiate; to arrange.

He trafficked the return of King James.

Drummend.

Trafficable t ( trafik-a-bl ), a. Capable of

being disposed of in traffic; marketable.

Dp. HaU.

Trafficker (traf'ik-er), n. One who traffics;

one who carries on commerce; a trader; a

merchant. Js. xxiii. 8. Often used in a de

rogatory sense.

In it are so many Jews very rich, and so great traf

fickers, that they have most of the Hnglisti trade in

their hands. Addison.

Trafficless (traf'ik-les), a. Destitute of traf

fic or trade.

Traffic-manager (traf'ik-man-aj-er),?k The

manager of the traffic on a railway, canal,

and the like.

Traffic-return (trafik-rc-tern), n. A peri

odical statement of the receipts for goods

and passengers on a railway line, canal, and

the like.

Traffic-taker (traf'ik-tak-er),?i. A computer

of the returns of traffic on a particular rail

way line or road.

Tragacanth (trag'a-kanth), n. [L. traga-

canthum, Gr. tragakantha—tragos, a goat,

and akantha, a thorn.] 1, Goafs-thorn, a

leguminous plant of the genus Astragalus,

the A. Tragacantiia, long reputed to be

the source of the tragacanth of commerce,

though it yields no concrete gum, but merely

a gummy juice used in confectionery. The

name is also applied to other members of the

genus.—2.A variety ofgum familiarly termed

gum-dragon or gum-tragacanth. It is the

produce of several species of the genus Astra

galus, natives of the mountainous regions of

Asia Minor, Syria, Armenia, Kurdistan, aud

Tragacanth {Astragalus gummi/er\.

Persia. In commerce tragacanth occurs in

small twisted thread-like pieces, or in flat

tened cakes. The colour is whitish or yel

lowish. Tragacanth Is devoid of taste or

smell. It swells in the mouth, and is lu

bricous. It is composed of gum, bassorin,

starch, and vegetable membrane, and is im

perfectly soluble. It is used in the form of

mucilage, and of powder, to suspend heavy

powders in water, and also to make lozenges

and pills. It is demulcent, and is used in

coughs and catarrhs. It is employed also in

calico-printing and in cloth-finishing, while

inferior kinds are used by shoemakers to

glaze the edges of the soles of boots and

shoes.

Tragacanthine (trag'a-kau-thin), n. Same

as Baisohtie.

Tragallsm (trag'al-izm), n, [Gr. tragos, a

goat.] Goatishness from high feeding; sala-

ciousness; sensuality. Quart, liev. [Rare.]

Tragedian (tra-je'di-an), n. [L tragcedus.

See Tragedy.] 1. A writer of tragedy.

Thence what the lofty, grave tragedians taught

In chorus or iambic, teachers best

Of moral prudence. MiU#n.

Admiration may or may not properly be excited

by tragedy, but until this important question is settled

the name of tragedian may be at pleasure given to

or withheld from the author of Rodogitne.

G. Saintsbury.

2. An actor of tragedy: sometimes appa

ch, chain; ch, 3c. loch; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin*/; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, u-'Mg; zh, azure. —3ee KEY.
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rently applied to an actor or player io

general.

Those you were wont to take delight in, the tra-

gedians of the city. Shak.

Tragedienne (tra-Je'di-en, Fr. tra-zha-de-

en), n. [Fr. tragedienne.] A female actor of

tragedy; a tragic actress.

Tragedioust (tra-je'di-us),a. Tragical. Fab-

yan.

Tragedy (traj'e-di), n, [L. trag&dia, from

Or. tragodia (««?*&/«), tragedy—tragos, a

he-goat, and oae ($H), a song, from aeido,

to sing, because, it is said, a goat was the

prize of the early tragic choirs in Athens.]

1. A dramatic poem, representing an im

portant event or a series of events in the

life of some person or persons, in which the

diction is elevated anil the catastrophe me

lancholy; that kind of drama which repre

sents a tragical situation or a tragical

character. Tragedy originated among the

Greeks in the worship of the god Dionysus

or Bacchus. A Greek tragedy always con

sisted of two distinct parts: the dialogue,

which corresponded in its general features

to, the dramatical compositions of modern

times; and the ehoniB, the whole tone of

which was lyrical rather than dramatical,

and which was meant to be sung, while the

dialogue was intended to be recited. The

unity of time; namely, that the duration

of the action should not exceed twenty-four

hours; and that of place, namely, that the

scene in which the events occur should be

the same throughout, are modern inven

tions.

Tragedy is poetry in its deepest earnest; enmedy

Is poetry in unlimited (est. Co/ertdge.

2. Tragedy personified or the muse of tra

gedy.

Sometime let gorgeous Tragedy,

In sceptred pall come sweeping by. Mi/ton,

3. A fatal and mournful event; any event

In which human lives are lost by human

violence, more particularly by unauthorized

violence.

But I shall laugh at this a twelvemonth hence.

That they who brought me in my master's hate,

I live to look upon their tragedy. SMaJt.

Traget,t n. [See Trajetour.] A juggling

trick; an imposture. Chaucer. Written

also Tregct

TragetOUT.t n. [O.Fr. trajectaire, a jug

gler, one who leaps through hoops. See Tra-

JECT.J A juggler; a magician; an impostor;

a cheat. Chancer. Written also Tregetvur,

Trajetour.

Tragla (tra'ji-a), n. [In honour of Jerome

Bock, generally called Tragus, a German bo

tanist, bock and Or. tragos both signifying

goat.] A genus of plants, nut order Euphor-

hiaceaa. Some of the species are climbing in

habit, and some of them Bting like nettles.

They are found in the subtropical regions of

the Old and New Worlds. The roots of T. can-

fuxbina, given in infusion, are considered

diaphoretic and alterative.

Tragic, Tragical (traj'ik, traj'ik-al), a. [L.

tragicus. See Tragedy.] 1. Pertaining to

tragedy; of the nature or character of tra

gedy ; as, a tragic poem ; a tragic play or

representation. [In this sense Tragic is now

the more common form.]

This man's brow, like to a title-leaf,

Foretells the nature of a tragic volume. Shak.

2. Connected with or characterized by blood

shed or loss of life; mournful; dreadful; cala

mitous; as, the tragic or tragical sceneB of

the Indiau mutiny.

Hoping the consequence

Will prove as bitter, black, and tragical. Shak.

All things grew more tragic and more strange.

Tennyson.

3. Expressive of tragedy, the loss of life, or

of sorrow.

I now must change those notes to tragic. Milton.

Tragic t (traj'ik), n. 1. An author of tragedy.

Savage. — 2. A tragedy; a tragic drama.

Prior.

Tragically (traj'ik-al-li), adv. 1. In a tragic

manner; in a manner befitting tragedy.

Juvenal's genius was sharp and eager : and as his

provocations were great he lias revenged them tragi

cally. Dryden.

2. Mournfully; Borrowfully; calamitously.

Many complain and cry out very tragically of the

wretchedness of their hearts. South.

Traglcalness (traj'ik-al-nes), n. The quality

of being tragical ; fatality ; mournfulness ;

badness.

We moralize the fable in the tragiealness of the

event. Dr. H. More.

Tragi - comedy (traj-i-*kom'e-di), n. [Fr.

tragi-comSdic.] A kind of dramatic piece

in which serious and comic scenes are

blended ; a composition partaking of the

nature of both tragedy and comedy, of which

the event is not unhappy.

Tragi-comic, Tragi-comical ( traji-kom'-

ik, traj-i-koni'ik-al), a. Pertaining to tragi

comedy; partaking of a mixture of grave

and comic scenes.

Julian felt toward him that tragicomic sensation

which makes us pity the object which excites it. not

the less that we ore somewhat inclined to laugh amid

our sympathy. Sir IV. Scott.

Tragi-comically (traj-i-komik-al-ll), adv.

In a tragi-comical manner.

Tragicomlpastoral (traj'i-com-i-pas"td-

ral), a. Partaking of the nature of tragedy,

comedy, and pastoral poetry. Qay.

TragicuB (traj'i-kus), n, [See Traous.] In

anat. a proper muscle of the ear, which

pulls the point of the tragus a little for

ward.

Tragopan(trag'6-pan),n. [Gr. tragos, agoat,

aiulPan, the deity, so called from the pro

tuberances on its head,] A beautiful genus

of birds, called otherwise Ceriornis, of the

family Phasianidro. T. or C. Lathami, a

native of Nepaul, Tibet, and the Himalayas,

is closely allied to the turkey. The plum

age is spotted, and two fleshy protuberances

hang from behind the eyes. When the bird

is excited it can erect these protuberances

until they look like a pair of horns. A

large wattle hangs at either aide of the lower

mandible.

Tragopogon(trag-6-p6'gon), n. [Gr. tragos,

a goat, and pogon, a beard.] Goat'a-beard,

a genus of plants. See Goat'S-bearu.

Tragulidra (tra-guli-de), n. pi. A family of

ungulate mammals, sub-order Artiodactyla,

and containing the smallest living repre

sentatives of the order. They are charac

terized by the total absence of horns in

both sexes, and by the presence of canines

in both jaws, those In the upper jaw being

in the form of tusks in the males, but much

smaller in the females. The family includes

the Hyomoschus of Western Africa, and

some four or five species of Tragulus from

India. They are all very small elegant ani

mals, and, though commonly called 'musk-

deer.' they have no musk-gland.

Tragulus (tratfu-lus), n. [From Gr. tragos,

a goat, from the strong smell possessed by

the genuine musk-deer, which, however, be

longs to a different genus. ] A genus of small

Asiatic moschine deer, family Tragulidas,

including the 7\ Javanicus, or napu of

Java; the kanchil or pigmy musk-deer (T.

pygmams). The latter is very small, and

renowned for its cunning in the Asiatic

isles as the fox is with us, being said to

feign death when snared, and then to leap

up and run off when disentaugled from the

snare.

Tragus (trag'us), n. [From Gr. tragos, a

goat, from its being furnished, in some per

sons, with a tuft of hair like the beard of a

goat] In anat. a small cartilaginous emi

nence at the entrance of the external ear.

Traie,tuf. To betray. Chaucer.

Trails (trak). v.i. [Sw. traeka, to walk with

difficulty] To wander idly from place to

place.—To traik after, to follow in a loung

ing or dangling way; to dangle after. Sir

W.Scott. [Scotch.]

Traiket (trak'et), a. Fatigued and be

draggled. [Scotch.]

T-rall (te'ral), n. A form of railway rail

having two flanges above which form a wide

tread for the wheels of the rolling-stock.

Trail (tral). v.t. [In sense of to drag, from

the old noun traile, a sledge, from L. tra-

gula, a sledge, a drag-net, from traho, to

draw, through some French form equivalent

to Sp. trailla, a drag for levelling ground,

Pg. tratha, a drag-net, Prov. tralh, traces,

track; hence akin to train. In sense of to

huntdirectlyfrom O.Fr. trailler, to hunt by

the scent, which seems to be of same origin.

Comp. also Fr. tirattlcr, to pull about, from

titer, to pull, of Germanic origin = E. to

tear.] 1. To draw behind or along the ground ;

to drag. 'That long behind he trails his

pompous robe.' Pope.

Along the field I will the Trojan trail. Shak.

They shall not trail me through their streets

Like a wild beast. Milton.

Some idly trail'd their sheep-hooks on the ground.

And some kept up a shrilly mellow sound

With ebon-tipped flutes. Keats.

2. Milit. to carry in an oblique, forward

position, with the breech near the ground,

the piece being held by the right hand near

the middle; as, to (rati arms! —3. To tread

down, as grass by walking through; to lay

flat; as, to trail grass.—4. To hunt or follow

up by the track.—5. To quiz ; to draw out;

to play upon, or take the advantage of the

ignorance of. [Provincial English. ] See

Trail, n. 7.

I presently perceived she was (what is Yeraarrairlr

termed) trailing Mrs. Dent; that b>, playing oa her

ignorance; her trail might be clever, but it vas

decidedly not good-natured. Charlotte SrjmU.

Trail (tral), v.i. 1. To be trailed or dragged;

to sweep over a surface by being polled.

' The trailing garments of the night ' Louf

fellow. —2. To grow to great length, espe

cially when Blender and creeping upon th«

ground, as a plant; to grow with long shoot*

or stems so as to need support. — TratUn-j

arbutus. See Arbutus.

Trail ( tral X ft. 1 Track followed by the

hunter; mark or scent left on the ground

by anything pursued.

How cheerfully on the false trail they cry ! SkaJk.

' They hunt old trails,' said Cyril, 'very well"

Tennjsm.

2. Anything drawn to length; as, the trail

of a meteor; a trail of smoke. * When

lightning shoots in glitt'ring trail* along*

Bmoe.—I. Anything drawn behind in long

undulations; a train. 'And drew behind a

radiant trail of hair.' Pope.—i. An Indian

footpath or road ; a road made simply by

Indians travelling. [United States,]—M A

vehicle dragged along; a sled or sledge —

6. In ordnance, the end of the stock of a

gun-carriage, which rests upon the ground

when a gun Is unlimbered. or in position

for firing. —7. The act of playing upon, or

taking advantage of, a person's ignorance.

See Trail, v.t 5.-8. In arch, a running

enrichment of leaves, flowers, tendrils, At,

in the hollow mouldings of Gothic archi

tecture.

Trail-hoard (tral bord), n, SauL a term

for a carved or ornamented board on each

a. Trail-board.

side of the stem of a vessel and stretching

from it forward to the figure-head.

Trailt (tral), n. [Fr. treille. a trellis. J A

sort of trellis or frame for running or climb

ing plants.

Trail (tral), n. [Abbrev. of entrails] In

cookery, intestines of certain birds, as the

snipe, and fishes, as the red mullet, which

are sent to the table instead of bein^ ex

tracted or drawn. The name is sometime*

given to the entrails of aheep.

Trailer (tral'er), n. One who or that which

trails; specifically, a plant which cannot

grow upward without support; a trailing

plant or trailing branch. 'Swings tiie trailer

from the crag.' Tennyson. ' Lowest trailer

of a weeping elm.* J. & Lou-ell.

Trailing-srjrlng ( tral' ing- spring), n. A

spring fixed in the axle-box of the trailing-

wheels of a locomotive engine, and so placed

as to assist in deadening any shock which

may occur. Weale.

Trailing -wheel (tral'ing-whel), n. The

hind wheel of a carriage, especially the

wheel behind the driving-wheel of a loco

motive engine.

Trail-net (tral' net), n. A net drawn or

trailed behind a boat, or by two persons on

opposite banks in sweeping a stream; a

drag-net.

Train (tran).t\t [Fr. trainer, O.Fr. trainer,

trahiner, to draw; It. trainare. LL trahi-

nare. a derivative from L. truhere, to draw

(whence tract, abstract, Ac); akin traiL

The transition of meanings from draw or

drag to educate, Ac, is similar to that in

educate, lit to draw or lead out] I To

draw along; to trail

Not distant far with heavy pace the Foe

Approaching gross and bnge; in hollow cube

Training his devilish enginery impaled

On every side with shadowing squadrons deep

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune, y, 8c. Uy.
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2. To draw by artifice, stratagem, persua

sion, promise, or the like; to entice; to al

lure. ' We did train him on.' Shu!..

If but a dozen French

Were there in arms, they would be as a call

To train ten thousand English to their side. Shak.

0 train me not, sweet mermaid, with thy note.

Ska*.

3. To bring up; to educate ; to rear and in

struct: often followed by up.

Train up a child in the way he should go, and

when he is old he will not depart from it.

Prov. xxii. 6.

You have trained me like a peasant ShaJt.

Train

To riper growth the mind and will. Tennyson.

4. To form to any practice by exercise; to

drill; to exercise; to discipline; as, to train

the militia to the manual exercise; to train

soldiers to the use of arms and to military

tactics.

And when Abram heard that his brother was

taken captive, he armed hrs trained servants.

Gen. xiv. u.

5. To break, tame, and reduce to docility;

to render docile and able to perform certain

actions; as, to train dogs or monkeys.

The warrior horse here bred he's taught to train.

Dryden.

6. To render capable of undergoing some

unusual feat of exertion, by proper regimen

and exercise; to increase the powers of en

durance of, especially as a preparative to

some contest; as, to train horses for the

Derby; the university crews are well trained.

7. In gardening, to lead or direct and form

to a wall or espalier; to form to a proper

shape by growth and lopping or pruning;

as, to train young trees.

Tell licr, when I'm gone, to train the rose-bush that

I set

About the parlour window. Tennyson.

8. In mining, to trace, as a lode or vein to

its head. —To train a gun, to point it at

some object either forward or abaft the

beam, that is, not directly transverse to a

vessel's side.

Traill (tran), n. 1. That which is drawn

along or after; that which is the hinder part

or rear; a trail; as, (a) that part of a gown,

robe, or the like, which trails behind the

wearer. 'To bear my lady's Cram.' Shak.

(b) The tail of a comet, meteor, Ac. ' Stars

with trains of fire.' Shak. (e) The tail of a

bird.

The train steers their night, and turn-, their bodies

like the rudder of a ship. Ray.

(d) The alter part of a gun - carriage ; the

trail. —2.t That which draws along; specifi

cally, (a) something used to allure and en

tice; an artifice; a stratagem; a device. * To

save his men from ambush and from train.'

Fairfax.

Devilish Macbeth

By many of these trains hath sought to win me

Into his power. Shak.

(b) Something tied to a lure to entice a

hawk. Halliwell. (e) A trap for an animal.

H'lUiwcll.—3. A consecution or succession

of connected things; that which is drawn

out in succession; a Beries.

Other truths require a train of ideas placed in or

der. Locke.

To lead my Memmius in a train

Of flowery clauses onward to the proof

That gods there are and deathless. Tennyson.

4. State of procedure; regular method; pro

cess; course; as, affairs are now in a train

for settlement.

our duty

Swift.

5. A number or body of followers or attend

ants; a retinue. 'The king's daughter with

a lovely train.' Addison.

Sir, I invite your highness and your train

To my poor celL Shak.

6. A company in order; a procession. ' Fair

est of stars, last in the train of night.' MH-

ton. 'Forced from their homes, a melan

choly (ram.' Goldsmith.—7. A continuous

or connected line of carriages on a railway,

together with the engine.

1 waited for the train at Coventry. Tennyson.

8. A line of combustible material to lead

fire to a charge or mine.

Shall he that gives fire to the train pretend to

wash his hands of the hurt that's done by the playing

of the mine? Sir R. L Estrange.

9. In macA. a set of wheels, or wheels and

pinions in series, through which motion is

transmitted in regular consecution; as, the

train of a watch, that is, the wheels inter

vening between the barrel and the escape

ment; the going train of a clock, that by

which the hands are turned ; the striking

If things were once In this train

would take root in our nature.

train, that by which the striking part is

actuated. —10. In metal working, two or

more pairs of connected rolls in a rolling-

mill, and worked as one system. — 11. [Fr.

traineau.] A peculiar kind of sleigh used

in Canada for the transportation of mer

chandise, wood, <fec. Bartlett. — Train of

artillery, a certain number of field or siege

pieces, with attendants, carriages, Ac., or

ganized and equipped for a given duty.

Train (tran), v.i. To undergo training; spe

cifically, (a) to be under training, as a re

cruit for the army; to be drilled for mili

tary service. (6) To prepare for the per

formance of some feat requiring certain

physical qualities.

Trainable (tran'a-bl), a. Capable of being

trained or educated. Sir W. Scott

Train-band (tran'band), n. A band or com

pany of a force partaking of the nature of

both militia and volunteers, instituted by

James I. and dissolved by Charles II. The

term was afterwards applied to the London

militia, from which the 3d regiment of the

line originated.

He felt that, without some better protection than

that of the trainbands and beef-eaters, his palace

and person would hardly be secure. Maiaulay.

Sometimes used adjectively.

A train-band captain eke was he

Of famous London town. Cowper.

Train-bearer (tran'bar-er), n. One who

holds up a train; a supporter of the long

state robes of a lady or public officer.

Trained (trand),Tjp. and a. 1. Having a train.

He swooping went

In his rrain'dfrowa about the stage. B. Jonsoti.

2. Formed by training; exercised; educated;

instructed; as, a trained eye or Judgment.

Trainelt (tran'eh, n. [O.Fr.] A trail-net;

a drag-net. Holland.

Trainer (tran'er), n. 1. One who trains up;

an instructor.—2. One who truins or pre

pares men, horses, Ac, for the performance

of feats requiring certain physical qualities,

as an oarsman for a boat-race, a pugilist for

a prize-fight, or a horse for racing.—3. A

wire or wooden frame for fastening flowers

or shrubs to.—4. A militia-man when called

out for training or exercise. [United States.]

Training (trftn'ing), p. and a. Educating;

teaching and forming by practice.—Train

ing college. Same as Normal School. See

Normal.

Training (tran'ing), n. 1. The act or pro

cess of educating; education.

I fully believe our intellectual training to be ex

cellent. Cambridge Sketches.

2. The act or process of increasing the powers

of endurance, or of rendering the system

capable of undergoing some unusual feat of

exertion; also, the state of being in such a

condition; as, I am in capital training tor

a pedestrian tour. 'A professed pugilist;

always in training.' Dickens.—S. In garden

ing, the operation or art of forming young

trees to a wall or espalier, or of causing them

to grow in a shape suitable for that end. —

4. The drilling or disciplining of troops; as,

the militia had just finished the annual

training.

Training-day (tran'ing-dS). n. The day on

which the militia are called out to be re

viewed. [United States.]

Training-level (tr&n'ing-lev-el), n. A gra

vitating instrument for facilitating the ac

curate elevation and depression of cannon.

Admiral Smyth.

Training -pendulum ( tran ' ing - pen - du-

lum), a. A pendulum to facilitate the ac

curate elevation and depression of guns by

means of coloured spirits or quicksilver con

fined in a tube. Admiral Smyth.

Training-ship (tran'ing-ship), n. A ship

equipped with instructors, officers, die., to

train lads for the sea.

Training-wall (tran'ing-wftl), n. A wall

built up to determine the flow of water in a

river or harbour.

Train-mile ^tran'mil), n. In railways, a

unit of work in railway accounts, one of the

total number of miles run by all the trains

of a system.

Train-oil (tran'oil), n. [D. and L.G. traan,

Dan. and Sw. tran, G. thran, train-oil;

comp. D. traan, O. thranc, a tear, a drop.]

The oil procured from the blubber or fat of

whales.

Train-road (tran'rod), n. A slight railway

for small wagons in a mine.

Train-tackle(tran'tak-l),n. A tackle hooked

to the train of a gun to hold it to its place

during action.

Trainyt (tran'i), a. Belonging to train-oil.

' Where the huge hogsheads sweat with

trainy oil.' Gay.

Traipse (traps), v.i. To walk sluttishly or

carelessly. See Trapesing.

Two slipshod Muses traipse along1

In lofty madness, meditating snne.

With tresses staring from poetic dreams,

And never wash'd but in Castalia's streams. Pope.

[The above quotation is taken from Richard

son, who refers it to Dunciad, book ill.,

without specifying what edition. The pas

sage is different in the ordinary editions.]

TralB,t»-p/. [Fr. tra its. See TRACE, TRAIT ]

The traces by which horses draw. Chaucer.

Traised,t Tra8hed,tpp. [O.Fr. trair, trau-

sant, to betray.] Betrayed. Chaucer.

Trait (trat or tra), n. [Fr., a trait, a stroke,

also the trace of a vehicle, from L. tractus,

a drawing, a course, etc., from traho, trac-

turn, to draw. See Tract, Trace] 1. A

stroke; a touch. ' From talk of war to traits

of pleasantry. ' Tennyson.

By this single trait. Homer makes an essential

difference between the Iliad and Odyssey.

fr. Broome.

2. A distinguishing or peculiar feature; a

peculiarity; as, a rrattof character.

Traiteux (tra'ter), n. [Fr] The keeper of

an eating-house; a restaurateur.

Traitor (tra'ter), n. [O.Fr. traitor, traiteur,

traitre; Mod. Ft. traitre, Sp. traidor. It.

traditore; from L. traditor, from trado, to

deliver up (whence tradition, treason)—

trans, over, and do, datum, to give.] 1. One

who violates his allegiance and betrays his

country; one guilty of treason; one who,

in breach of trust, delivers his country to its

enemy, or any fort or place intrusted to his

defence, or who surrenders an army or body

of troops to the enemy, unless when van

quished; or one who takes arms and levies

war against his country; or one who aids

an enemy in conquering hia country. See

Treason.

There is no difference. In point of morality, whether

a man calls me traitor in one word, or says I am one

hired to betray my religion, and sell my country.

Swift.

2. One who betrays his trust; one guilty of

perfidy or treachery.

If you natter him, you are a great traitor to him.

Traitor (tra'ter), a. Traitorous. ' His trai

tor eye.' Shak.

Traitort (tra'ter), v.t. To act the traitor

towards; to betray. * But time, it traitors

me.' Lithgow.

Traitoresst (tra'ter-es), n. She who betrays

Iter trust; a traitress. Chaucer.

Traitor-hearted (tra'ter-har'ted), a. Hav

ing the heart of a traitor; false-hearted.

Tennyson.

Traitorie.t n. Treachery. Chaucer.

Traitorism (tra'Wr-izm), n. The state or

quality of being traitorous; treachery-

The loyal clergy . . . are charged with traitorism

of their principles. Roger North.

Traltorlyt (tra'ter-li), a. Treacherous.

These traitorly rascals, whose miseries are to be

smiled at, their offences being so capital. Sh.ik.

Traitorous (tra'ter-us), a. l. Acting the

traitor; guilty of treason; treacherous; per

fidious; faithless; as, a traitorous officer.

More of his majesty's friends have lost their lives

in this rebellion than of his traitorous subjects.

Addison.

2. Consisting in treason; partaking of trea

son; implying breach of allegiance; as, a

traitorous scheme or conspiracy.

Pontinius knows not you

While you stand out upon these traitorous terms.

B. Jonson.

Traitorously (tra'ter-us-li), adv. In a trai

torous manner; in violation of allegiance

and trust; treacherously; perfidiously.

They had traitorously endeavoured to subvert the

fundamental laws. Clarendon.

Traitorousness (tra'ter-ua-nes), n. The

quality of being traitorous or treacherous;

treachery.

Traitress (tra'tres), n. A female who be

trays her country or her trust

I am not going to play traitress to my system even

for the Duke ofSt. James. Dtsraeli.

Traject(traj-ekt'). r '• [L- trajicio, trajectum

—(ran*, across, over, and jacio, to throw. ]

To throw or cast through. 'If the sun's

light be trajected through three or more

cross prisms successively.' Newton.

Trajeet (traj'ekt), n. [O.Fr. trajeet, from

L. trajecius, a passage across. See the verb.]

It A ferry; a passage or place for passing

water with boats.— 2. A trajectory. 'The

trajeet of comets.' /*. Taylor. [Rare.]—

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; jt job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, tAen; th, thin; w, trig; wb, whig; zh, azure—See KEY.6. 90\
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3. The act of throwing across or transport

ing; transportation; transmission; transfer

ence. [Rare.]

At the best, however, this traject (that of printing

from Asm) was but that of the germ of life, which

Sir W, Thomson, in a famous discourse, suyget.ted

had been carried to this earth from some other

sphere by meteoric agency. AtMenanm.

Trajectlon (tra-jek'shon), n. 1. The act of

trejecting ; a casting or darting through or

across. —2. Transposition.

Nor is the post-position of the nominative case to

the verb against the use of the tongue ; nor the tra-

jection here so great, but the I-atin will admit the

same order of the words. "Joseph Aledt.

Trajectory (tra'jek-to-ri), n. 1. In dyn. the

path described by a body, such as a planet,

comet, projectile, etc., under the action of

given forces.—2. In geom. a curve or surface

which cuts all the curves or surfaces of a

given system at a constant angle.

Trajet,t n. [See Traject.] Passage over

or across. Chaucer.

TraletOUT.t n, Same as Tragetour. Goxcer.

Trajetry.t »■ The art or practices of a tra-

jetor; jugglery. Chaucer.

Tralatlou(tra-la'shon),n. [L. train t w, tram-

latio, from translatus — trans, across, and

latus, used as participle of fero, to carry.]

A change in the use of a word, or the use of

a word in a less proper but more significant

sense. Bp. Rail.

Tralatition (tral-a-ti'shon), n. A change, as

in the use of words; a metaphor.

Tralatittous (tral-a-tish'us), a. [L. tralati-

tins, transtatitius. See Tralation] Meta

phorical; not literal. Stackhouse.

Tralatitl0U8ly(tral-a-tish'us-li), adv. Meta

phorically; not in a literal sense. Holder.

Tralineatet (tra-lin'e-at), v. t. [L. trans, and

fim-a, line.) To deviate from any direction.

If you tralineatt from your father's mind.

What are you else but of a bastard kind T

Dryden.

Tralucet (tra-lusO, v.i. [See Translucent ]

To shine through. ' The tralucing fiery ele

ment.' Sylvester.

Tralucency t (tra-UV Ben-si), n. Same as

Translucency.

Tralucentt (trn-lfi'sent), o. [L. traluccns,

translucent. See Translucent] Trans

parent; translucent.

Tram (tram), n. [Probably bar or beam is

the original signification; Sw. trom, trum,

G. tram, a beam. Meaning 3 like 4 would

arise from such carriages running on tram

ways and would be short for tram-carriage.

See Tramway.] 1. One of the rails or tracks

of a tramway. 'Laying his trains In a poi-

son'd gloom. Tennyson. See Tramway.—

2. The shaft of a cart. DeQuincey. [Scotch]

3. A sort of four-wheeled carriage or wagon

used in coal-mines, especially in the north

of England, for conveying the coals from

the pit to the place of shipment— 4 A tram

way car.

Tram (tram), n. [It. trama, from L. trama,

weft.] A kind of doubled silk thread, in

which two or more strands are twisted to

gether, used for the weft or cross-threads of

gros-de-NapleB velvets, flowered silks, and

the best varieties of silk goods.

Trama (tra'ma), n. [L., weft ] In hot, the

substance intermediate between the hy-

menium in the gills of agarics or pores of

Polyporus.

Tramble (tramTd), v.t. In mining, to wash,

as tin ore, with a shovel in a frame fitted

for the purpose.

Trammel (tram'mel), n. [Fr. tramail, trt-

matt, a net of three layers; It. trainaglio,

from L.L. tramaadum, tremaculum,a. kind

of fishing-net, from L. tres, three, and ma

cula, a mesh. Wedgwood derives it from

trans maculam, through the mesh, because

the Spanish form is trasmallo, but the latter

may have arisen through erroneous ety

mology. ] 1. A kind of long net for catching

birds and fishes. See Trammel-net.

The tramtnef differs not much from the shape of

the bunt. Rich. Carent.

Nay, Cupid, pitch thy trammel where thou please.

Thou canst not full to take such fish as these.

Quartet,

it A net for binding up or confining the

hair.

Her golden locks she roundly did uptye

In breaded trame/s, that no looser iieares

Did out of order stray about her daintie caret.

Spenser.

3. A kind of shackles used for regulating

the motions of a horse, and making him

amble.—4. Whatever hinders activity, free

dom, or progress; an impediment. 'The

trammels (A any sordid contract.' Jeffrey. —

&. An iron hook, of various forms and sixes,

used for hanging kettles and other vessels

over the Are. —6. An instrument for drawing

ovals, used by joiners and other artificers.

One part consists of a cross with two grooves

Trammel.

at right angles; the other is a beam-compass

carrying two pins which slide in those

grooves, and also the describing pencil; an

ellipsograph.—7. A beam-compass.

Trammel (tram'mel), v.t. pret. & pp. tram

melled; ppr. trammelling. 1. To catch; to

intercept. Shak.—i. To confine; to ham

per; to shackle.

lie was constantly trammelled by orders from

home, and frequently borne down by a majority in

council. Macautay.

3. To train slavishly; to inure to conformity

or obedience. 'Hackneyed and trammelled

in the ways of a court.' Pope.

Trammeler, Trammeller (tram'mel-er), n.

1. One who or that which trammels or re

strains.—2. One who uses a trammel-net

The net is love's right worthily supported,

Bacchus one end, the other Ceres guideth.

Like trammellers this god and goddess sported

To take each foulc that in their walkcs abidcth.

'An OUt'/ashicned Lave,' 1594.

Trammelled (trani'meld),p. and a. 1. Caught:

confined; shackled.—2. In the manege, hav

ing blazes or white marks on the fore and

hind foot of one side, as if marked by tram

mels: said of a horse.

Trammel-net (tram'mel-net), n. (a) A kind

of net for sea-fishery, anchored and buoyed,

the back-rope being supported by cork

floats, and the foot-rope kept close to the

bottom by weights. Called also Tumbling-

net, (b) A loose net of small meshes be

tween two tighter nets of large meshes.

Tramontana (tra-mon-ta'na), n. (It. See

Tramontane, a.] A common name given

to the north wind in the Mediterranean.

The name is also given to a peculiar cold

and blighting wind, very hurtful in the

Archipelago.

Tramontane (tra-mon'tan), a. [It. tramon-

ta no, from LJransmontanus—trans, beyond,

and mons,mountain. ] Lying or being beyond

the mountains, that is, the Alps: originally

applied by the Italians ; hence, foreign ;

barbarous : then applied to the Italians as

being beyond the ruountainsfrom Germany,

France, Ac. See Ultramontane.

Tramontane (tra-mon'tan), n. 1. One living

beyond the mountains; a stranger; a bar

barian. See the adjective.

Hush! I hear Captain Cape's voice. The hideous

tramontane. A. Murphy.

2. In Italy, &c, the north wind. See Tra

montane

Tramp (tramp), v.t. [L.G. trampen, Dan.

trampe, Sw. trampa, to tramp, nasalized

form corresponding to D. and G. trappen, to

tread; from a root trap, or in weaker form

trip, the latter form being seen nasalized in

Goth, anatrimpan, to advance Trip is

therefore closely allied] 1. To tread under

foot ; to trample. Stapleton (16r)5). [Now

provincial English and Scotch] — 2. To

cleanse or scour, as clothes, by treading on

them in water. [Scotch.]—3. To travel over

on foot; as, to tramp a country-

Tramp (tramp), v.i. To travel; to wander

or stroll; to travel on foot. [Colloq.]

Tramp (tramp), n. [See v.t] 1. The sound

made by the feet coming in contact with

the ground in walking or marching; as, we

heard the tramp of the Boldiers on the

march. 'Then came the tramp of horse.'

Sir W.Scott—2. Anexcureiononfoot; a walk;

a journey; as, a long tramp.—3. A tramper;

a beggar; a vagrant; a stroller; a workman

who wanders from place to place in search

of employment.

The very tramp who wanders houseless on the

moor-side is his brother. Kingsley.

4. An instrument for trimming hedges.—

5. A plate of iron worn by ditchers, Ac,

below the centre of the foot, to save the

shoe in pressing the spade into the earth.

Tramper (tramp'er), n. One who tramps;

a stroller; a vagrant or vagabond.

D'ye think his honour has nacthing else to do than

to speak wt' ilka idle tramper that comes about the

town. Hir ft', Scott.

Tram-plate (tram'plat), n. A flat iron plate

laid as a rail. Simmoruts.

Trample (tram'pl),r. t pret. * pp. trampled;

ppr. trampling. [A freq. from tramp; I).

trampelen, O. trampeln, to trample. See

Tramp.] 1. To tread underfoot; especially,

to tread upon with pride, contempt,triumph,

or scorn.

Neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest they

trample them under their feet. Mat. vii. 6.

2. To tread down; to prostrate by treading;

to crush with the feet; as, to trample grass.

' Squadrons of the Prince, trampling the

flowers with clamour.' Tennyson. — 3. To

treat with pride, contempt, and insult.

Trample (tram'pl), v.i. 1. To tread in con

tempt.

Diogenes trampled on Plato's pride with greater

of his own. • Dr. H. Afjre.

I trample on your offers and on you. Tennyxpn.

2. To tread with force and rapidity; to stump.

1 hear his thund'ring voice resound.

And trampling feet that shake the solid ground.

Dryd*it.

Trample (tram'pl), n. The act of treading

under foot with contempt

Under the despiteful control, the rram//r and spurn

of all the other damned. Mtiton.

Trampler ( tram'pl-er), n. One that tram

ples; one that treads down.

Trampous, Trampoose (tram'pus, tram'-

pos>, v.i. To tramp; to walk; to lounge or

wander about. [American vulgarism]

Tramp-pick (tramp'pik), n. A kind of lever

of iron about 4 feet long, and 1 inch in

breadth and thickness, tapering away at the

lower end and having a small degree of cur

vature there, somewhat like the prong of a

dung-fork, used for turning up very hard

soils. It is fitted with a footstep, about is

inches from the lower end. on which the

workman presses with his foot, when he is

pushing into the ground.

Tram-road (tram'rod), n. [Probably from

being made of trams or bars of wood. (See

Tram.) Some, however, say the first syllable

1b a contraction of the name of Mr. Outram

of Newcastle, a gentleman much connected

with collieries. But this seems a mere guess. ]

A road in which the track for the wheels is

made of pieces of wood laid in line, Hat

Btones, or plates of iron, while the horse

track between is left sufficiently rough for

the feet of the horses; a tramway. See

lit K M \V \ Y

Tramway (tram'wa), n. [See Tram-roap ]

1. A tram-road; a wooden or iron way adapted

to trams or coal wagons.—2. A railway laid

along a road or the streets of a town or city,

on which cars for passengers or for goods

are drawn by horses, or by some mechanical

power.— Tramway car, a passenger carriage

on a street tramway.

Tranationt (tra-na'shon), n. [From L. trano,

tranatum, to swim across— trans, across

and no, to swim.] The act of passing over

by swimming; transnatation.

Trance (trans), n. [Fr. transe, great appre

hension of approaching evil ; Sp. and Pg.

trance, the hour of death; It. transito, pass

age, death ; from h. transitu*, passage —

trans, across, beyond, and to, Hum. to go,

so that rranee and transit are doublets 1 1. A

journeying or journey over a country; espe

cially, a tedious journey. [Old and provincial

English. ]—2. A passage, especially a passage

inside a house. [Scotch.]—3. An ecstasy; a

state in which the soul seems to have passed,

out of the body into another state of l>eing,

or to be rapt into visions ; a state of insen

sibility to the things of this world. 'lake

some bold seer in a trance.' Tennyson.

My soul was ravished quite as in a trance. Spenser.

While they made ready, he fell into a trance, and

saw heaven opened. Acts x. 10, 11.

4. A state of perplexity or confusion; bewil

derment; surprise.

Both stood like old acquaintance in a trmMet,

Met far from home, wondering each other's chance.

SKak.

liven now, while Saturn, roused from icy trance

Went step for step with Thea through the woodl

Keats.

6. In med. same as Catalepsy,

Trance (trans), v. t. pret. & pp. tranced; ppr.

trancing. 1. To entrance; to place in or as

in a trance ; to withdraw consciousness or

sensibility from. 'There I left him tra need.'

Shak.—2. To affect with or as with a charm;

to hold or bind by or as by a spell; to shroud

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.
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or overspread, as with a spell; to charm ; to

enchant. ' A tranced summer night.' Keats.

After the flitting of the bats.

When thickest dark did trance the sky.

She drew her casement curtain by. Tennyson.

Trance* (trans), v.i. To tramp; to travel.

Trana the world over, you shall never purse so

much cold An when you were in lingland.

Btau.fr- Fl.

Trancedly (trans'ed-Ii), adv. In an absorbed

or tiance-like manner; like one in a trance.

Then stole I up and trancedly

Oaxed on the Persian girl alone. Tennyson.

Tranect (tran'ekt), n. A word which occurs

once in Shakspere, and there seems to. mean

either a ferry or a ferry-boat. Rowe sub

stituted traject, which spelling was long

followed by other editors.

Brinj.' them, I pray thee, with imagined speed

Unto the tranect. to the common ferry

Which trades to Venice. ShaA.

Trangam, Trangame (tran'gam, tran'gam),

n Same as Trangram. WycherUy; Sir H*.

Scott.

Trangramt (tran'gram), n. (Perhaps from

tan'jram, the name of a kind of Chinese

puzzle.] An odd, intricate contrivance; a

nick-nack; a trinket; a toy. 'These tran-

grams aDd gimcracks.' ArbuthnoL

Trankey (tranTti), n. A kind of boat used

iu the Persian Gulf.

Trankum (tran'kum), n. An ornament of

dress; a fal-lal; a trangam. ' Trankum* ot

muslin and lace.' Sir W. Scott.

Tranlacet(tran1as).p.f. To transpose. "The

«mje letters being by me tossed and tran-

laced five hundred times.' Puttenham.

Trannel (tran'nel), n. A trenail or tree

nail.

Tranquil (tranTcwil), a. [Fr. tranquitU; L.

tranquillu*, quiet, calm, allied to quietus,

quiet.] Quiet; calm; undisturbed; peaceful;

not agitated; as, the atmosphere is tranquil;

the state is tranquU; a tranquil retirement.

O, now. for ever

Farewell the tranquil mind ! farewell content !

ShaJr.

—Calm, Tranquil, Placid, Quiet See under

Calm.

Tranquillity (tran-kwil'i-tl), n. fL tran-

quiUxUig See Tranquil.] The state or qua

lity of being tranquil; quietness; a calm

state ; freedom from disturbance or agita

tion; as, the tranquillUy of public affairs;

thw tranquillity of a retired life ; the tran

quillity of mind proceeding from conscious

rectitude, "Neeverrests he in tranquillity.'

Spenser. —9YN.Quiet,quietnes3,peact-'.c;ilm,

repose, stillness.

Tranquillization (tran/kwil-iz-a"shon)1 n.

1 h- at-t of tranquillizing, or state of being

tranquillized.

Tranquillize (tranTcwil-Iz), v.t. pret. A pp.

tranquillized; ppr. tranquillizing. To ren

der tranquil or quiet; to allay when agitated;

to compose; to make calm and peaceful; as,

to tranquillize a state disturl>ea by factions

or civil commotions; to tranquillize the

mind.

ReU^ion haunts the imagination of the sinner, in-

Mead i»f tranquillizing hu> ncart. R. Hall.

Sy.v. To quiet, compose, still, soothe, ap

pease, calm, pacify.

Tranquillizer (tran'kwfl-iz-er), n. One

who or that which tranquillizes.

Tranquilllzlngly (trankwil-Iz-ing-li), adv.

3*> as to tranquillize.

Tranquilly ( tran'kwil-li ), adv. In a tran

quil manner; quietly; peacefully; as, to sleep

traiuiuilly.

Tranquilness (trau/kwil-nes), n. The state

or quality of being tranquil; quietness;

i>eacefulness.

Trans (tranz). A Latin preposition, used in

English as a prefix, which, with its form tra,

signifies over, across, beyond, as in trans

alpine, beyond the Alps; through, as in trans-

pierce. It also denotes complete change ;

as to transform; also, from one to another;

a* to rrajufer. [Xote. Though trans is com

monly pronounced with the s-sound in words

in which It forms the first element, the

z sound of * is also heard In those in which

traits is followed by a vowel or sonant con*

sonant- ]

Transact ( trans-akt' ), v.t. [L. transigo,

transactum — trans, across, through, and

ago, to lead, act. ] To do ; to perform ; to

manage; to complete; to carry through; as,

to transact commercial business; we trans

act business in person or by an agent.
Transact (trans-aktr), v.i. To conduct mat

ters; to treat; to negotiate; to manage.

It rs a maner of no small moment certainly for a

man to be rightly informed, upon what terms and

conditions he is to transact with God, and God with

htm, in the great buMiie^s of his salvation. South.

Transaction (trans-ak'shon), n. 1. The act

of one who transacts; the doing or perform

ing of any business; management of any

affair—2. That which is done or takes place;

an affair; as, we are not to expect in history

a minute detail of every transaction.—3. In

civil law, an adjustment of a dispute between

parties by mutual agreement. —4. pi. The

reports or published volumes containing

the several papere or abstracts of papers,

speeches, discussions, Ax., relating to the

sciences, arts, etc., which have been read or

delivered at the meetings of certain learned

societies, as the Royal Society of London,and

which have been thought worthy of being

made public at the expense of such societies.

Those of the Royal Society of London are

known as the Philosophical Transactions.

Transactor (trans-akt'er), n. One who

transacts, performs, or conducts any busi

ness.

Transalpine ( trans-al'pin ), a. [L. trans

alpine, from trans, beyond, and Alpinus,

pertaining to the Alps.) Lying or being be

yond the Alps : generally used in regard to

Rome; beyond the Alps from Rome; aa,

Transalpine Gaul: opposed to Cisalpine.

Transanlruate (traus-an'i-mat), v.t. pret. &

pp. transanimated ; ppr. transanimating.

[Trans and animate.] To animate by the

conveyance of a soul to another body.

[Rare.]

Transanimation (trans-an'i-ma"shon), n.

Conveyance of the soul from one body to

another; transmigration. [Rare.]

If the transanimation of Pythagoras were true,

that the souls of men transmigrate into species an

swering their former natures, some men cannot escape

that very brood whose sire Satan entered.

Sir T. Browne.

Transatlantlc(trans-at-lan'tik),a. [L trans,

beyond, and A tlantic. ] 1. Lying or being be

yond the Atlantic; on the opposite side of

the Atlantic to the country of the speaker

or writer.— 2. Crossing or across the Atlan

tic ; as, a transatlantic line of steamers ; a

transatlantic telegraph cable.

Transcalency ( trans -ka'Ien-si), n. State

of being transcalent.

Transcalent (trans-kalent), a. [L. trans,

through, and calens, calentis, ppr. of caleo,

to grow warm.] Pervious to heat; permit

ting the passage of heat.

Transcend (trans-sendO. v. t. [L. transcendo

—trans, &n<\ scando,to climb(whence ascend,

descend, Ac.).] l.f To climb, pass, or go

across.

The shore let her transcend, the promont to descry.

Drayton.

2. To rise above; to surmount

Make disquisition whether these unusual lights \k

meteorological impressions not transcending the

upper region. Howell.

3. To pass over; to go beyond.

It is a dangerous opinion to such popes as shall

transcend their limits and become tyrannical.

Bacon.

4. To surpass; to outgo; to excel; to exceed.

' How much her worth transcended all her

kind.' Dryden.

Transcend (trans-send'), v.i. It To climb.

To conclude, because things do not easily sink,

they do not drown at .ill. tlie fallacy is a frequent ad

dition in human expressions, which often give distinct

accounts of proximity, and transcend from one unto

another. Sir T. Browne.

2. To be transcendent; to excel.

Transcendence, Transcendency (trans-

seu'dens, trans-sen'den -si), n. 1. Superior

excellence; supereminence. —it Elevation

above truth; exaggeration.

It Is true greatness to have in one the frailty of a

man and the security of a God; this would have

done better in poesy, where transcendencies arc more

allowed. Bactm.

Transcendent(trans-BenMent), a. [L. trans-

cendens, transendentijt, ppr. of transcendo.

See Transcend] l. Very excellent; supe

rior or supreme in excellence ; surpassing

others; as, transcendent worth; transcend

ent valour. ' Clothed with transcendent

brightness.' Milton.—2. In metaph. (a) an

expression employed by the schoolmen to

mark a term or notion which transcended,

that is, which rose above, and thus included

under it, the categories of Aristotle: such,

for example, as ' being,' of which the ten

categories are only subdivisions. (See CATE

GORY.) In this sense the word is convertible

with transcendental as used by scholastic

philosophers, (ft) In the philosophy of Kant,

a term applied to the elements of thought,

notions, ideas, Ac, that altogether trans

cend experience, which may seem to be

given iu experience, but which really are

not given. Such are the ideas of the pure

reason, God, an immaterial soul, Ac. In

this sense the word does not correspond

with transcendental as used by Kant and

his followers. See TRANSCENDENTAL.

Transcendent (traus-sen'dent), n. 1. That

which surpasses or excels; anything greatly

superior or supereininent. — i!. In metaph.

(a) a reality above the categories or predica

ments, (ft) That which is altogether beyond

the bounds of human cognition and thought.

See the adjective.

Transcendental (trans-sen-dent'al), a.

1. Superemiiient; surpassing others; trans

cendent. A". Grew.—'! In metaph. (a) same

as Transcendent, 2 (a). (6) In the Kantian

philos. a term used to designate the va

rious forms, categories, or ideas assumed

to be native elements of thought, or those

necessary, intuitive, a priori cognitions

which, though manifested in, as affording

the conditions of experience, transcend the

Bphere of that contingent or adventitious

knowledge which we acquire by experience:

such, for instance, as the idea of space

and time, causality, Ac. — 3. Abstrusely

speculative; beyond the reach of ordinary,

everyday, or common thought and experi

ence; hence, vague; obscure; fantastic; ex

travagant; as, transcendental poetry. [Acol-

loquial and inaccurate use of the term.] See

Transcendentalism.

Reason and understanding, as words denominative

of distinct faculties, the adjectives sensuous, trans

cendental, subjective aud objective, supernatural, as

an appellation of the spiritual, or that immaterial

essence which is not subject to the law of cause and

effect, and is thus distinguished from that which is

natural, are all words revived, not invented, by the

school of Coleridge. G. P. Marsh.

4. In math, a term applied to any equation,

curve, or quantity which cannot be repre

sented or denned by an algebraical equation

of a finite number of terms, with numeral

and determinate indexes. Transcendental

quantities include all exponential, logarith

mic, and trigonometrical lines, because

there is no finite algebraical formula; by

which these quantities can be expressed.—

Transcendental equation is an equation Into

which transcendental quantities enter. But

transcendental equations sometimes signify

such differential equations as can only be

integrated by means of some curve, logar

ithm, or infinite series. — Transcendental

curve is such as cannot be defined by any

algebraic equation, or of which, when it is

expressed by an equation, one of the terms

is a variable quantity. — Transcendental

anatomy, that branch of anatomy which

treats of the essential nature and homo

logies of the parts of the body, and the

results of which study seem to differ from

or lie beyond what would be suggested by

the ideas of the parts conveyed by the ex

ternal senaes. Brande <fc Cox.

Transcendental t (tran-seu-denfal), n. A

transcendentalist.

Transcendentalism ( trans - sen - dent ' al-

i/.m). n. 1. The state or quality of being

transcendental. Specifically— 2. A term

sometimes applied to the system of philo

sophy founded by Kant. In this philosophy

all those principles of knowledge which

are original and primary, and which are

determined A priori, all purely subjective

forms of intuition (as space and timeX are

called transcendental. They involve ne

cessary and strictly (not comparatively)

universal truths, and so transcend all truth

derived from experience, which must al

ways be contingent and particular. The

principles of knowledge, which are pure

and transcendental, form the foundation of

all knowledge that is empirical, derived

from experience or determined a posteriori.

As Schelling and Hegel claim to have dis

covered the absolute identity of the objec

tive and subjective in human knowledge, or

of things and human conceptions of them,

the Kantian distinction between transcend

ent and transcendental ideas can have no

place in their philosophy. And hence with

them transcendentalism claims to have a

true knowledge of all things material and

immaterial, human and divine, so far as the

mind is capable of knowing them. And in

this sense the word is now most generally

used. It is also sometimes used for that

which is vague and illusive in philosophy.

Transcendentallst ( trans-sen-dent'ul-ist ),

«. One who believes in transcendentalism.

en. ehmin; ch, Sc locA; g, go; J, job; u, Fr. ton; ng, sing; IH, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure—See Key.
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Transcendentality ( trans ' sen - den - tal "i-

ti). n The quality of being transcendental.

[Rare.]

Transcendentally ( trans-sen-dent'al-Ii ),

adv. In a transcendental manner.

Transcendently (trans-sen'deut-li), adv.

In a transcendent manner; very excellently;

supereminently; by way of eminence.

The taw of Christianity is eminently and transcend

ently called the word of truth. South.

Transcendentixobs (trans-sen'dent-nes), n.

The Btate or quality of being transcendent;

superior or unusual excellence.

Trailseen k I on l (trans-sen'shon), n. Act of

transcending. Chapman.

Transcolate (trans'ko-lat), v.t. [L. trans,

through, and colo, to strain] To strain; to

cause to pass through a sieve or colander.

The longs are. unless pervious like a sponge, unfit

to imbibe and translate the air. Harvey.

Transcolatlon (trans-ko-la'shon), n. Act

of transcolating. Stillingfieet.

Transcorporate t (trans-kor'po-rat), v.i.

To pass from one body to another.

Transcribtaler (tran-skrib'ler), n. One

who transcribes hastily or carelessly; hence,

a mere copier; a plagiary. [In contempt.)

He (Aristotle) has suffered vastly from the tran-

scribblers, MM all authors of great brevity necessarily

must. Gray.

Transcribe (tran-skrib'), v.t pret. & pp.

transcribed; ppr. transcribing. [L. tran

scribe — trant, over, and scriho. to write.]

To write over again or in the same words ;

to copy; as, to transcribe Livy or Tacitus;

to transcribe a letter.

He was the origin*! of all those inventions from

which others did but transcribe copies. Clarendon,

Transcriber (tran-skrib'er), n. One who

transcribes or writes from a copy; a copier

or copyist. Addison.

Transcript (tran'skript), n. [L. transcript-

urn, from transcriptus, pp. of transcriho.

See Transcribe.] 1. A writing made from

and according to an original ; a writing or

composition consisting of the same words

with tiie original; a copy.

The dec.iloguc of Moses was but a transcript, not

an original. South.

t. A copy of any kind; an imitation.

The Roman learning was a transcript of the

Grecian. Glanville.

Transcription (tran-skrfp'shon), n. 1. The

act of transcribing or copying. — 2. A copy;

a transcript —3 In music, the arrangement

(usually with more or less modification or

variation) of a composition for some instru

ment or voice other than that for which it

was originally composed.

Transciiptlve (tran-skrip'tiv), a. Done as

from a copy; having the character of a tran

script, copy, or imitation. Sir T. Browne.

Transcrlptlvely (tran-skrip'tiv-li), adv. In

a tntnscriptive manner; as a copy, ' Tran-

scriptivety subscribing their names.' Str T.

Browne.

Transcuri (trans-ken1), v.i. [L. tramcurro—

trans, and curro, to run.] To run or, rove

to and fro.

Ry the fixing of the :;iind upon one object of cogi

tation it doth not spatiate ana transcur. Bacon.

Transcurrencet (trans-kur'rens), n. A rov

ing hither and thither.

Transcurslon t (trans-ker'shon), n. [See

Transcur.] A rambling or ramble ; a pas

sage beyond certain 1mm-. extraordinary

deviation.

I am to make often transettrsions into the neigh

bouring forests as 1 pass along. Honell.

Transdlalect (trans-di'a-lekt), c. t . To trans

late from one dialect into another. [Rare ]

The fragments of these poems, left us by those

who did not write in Done, are in the common

dialect. It is plain, then, they have been trans-

duiUittd. tt'arburton.

Transduction ( trans-duk'shon ), n. [From

L. transduco. transductum—tran*. across,

and duco, to lead. ] The act of leading or

carrying over. [ Rare. 1

Transe (trans), n. 1. Ecstasy; trance —

S. A passage. [Scotch.] See Trance.

Transeartht ( trans -erth'), v.t. To trans

plant

Fruits of hotter countries transearthtd in colder

climates have vigour enough in themselves to be
'■■.■ :.■■■■!-, according to their nature. Belth.tm.

Transelement, Transelementate (trans-

el ' e - ment, trans - el ' e - ment-at ), v.t To

change or transpose the eleraeuts of; to

transubstantiate.

Theophylact useth the same word; he that eateth

me. liveth by me; whilst he is in a certain manner

mingled with me, and transeltmentateti or changed

into me. 7tr- Taylor.
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Transegmentation (trans -el 'e- ment- .V-

shon), ft, [Prefix trans, and element.] The

change of the elementaof one body into those

of another, as of the bread and wine into

the actual body and blood of Christ; tran-

substantiation.

Rain we allow; but if they suppose any other trans-

eletnentation, it neither agrees with Moses's philo

sophy nor Saint Peter's. T. Burnet.

Tranaenna (tran-sen'na), n, [L, a net, a

Bnare, reticulated

work,] In Christian

antiq. a term given

to a kind of carved

lattice-work or grat

ings of marble, sil

ver, Accused toshut

in the shrines of

martyrs, allowing

the sacred coffer to \,\

be seen but protect

ing it from being

handled, or for simi

lar protective pur

poses.

Transept(tran'sept),

n. [L. trans, across,

beyond,and septum,

an inclosure. ] In

arch, the transverse I

portion of a church I—■

whtch is built in the Transcnna.

form of a cross; that

part between the nave and choir which pro

jects externally on each side and forms the

short arms of the cross in the general plan.

See cut Cathedral

Transexiont (tran-sek'shon), n. [Prefix

trans, and sex.] Change of sex. Sir T.

Brvwne.

Transfardt (trans-fardO, P and a. [Equiva

lent to transferred.] Transformed. Spenser.

Transfeminate t (trans-fem'in-at), v.t. To

change from a male to a female. Sir T.

Browne.

Transfer (transfer'), o.t pret. & pp. trans

ferred; ppr. transferring. [L. transfero—

trans, and fero, to carry, whence defer, con

fer, &c.,fero being cognate with E. to bear]

1. To convey from one place or person to

another; to transport or remove to another

place or person; to pass or hand over: usu

ally followed by to {unto, itito), sometimes

by on (upon); as, to transfer a thing from

one hand to the other; to transfer the laws

of one country to another. 'The war being

now transferred into Munster.' Camden.

They forgot from whence that ease caine, and

transferred the honour of it u/on themselves.

Atterbury.

By reading we learn not only the actions and the

sentiments of distant nations, but transfer to our

selves the knowledge and improvements of the most

learned men. Watts.

2. To make over the possession or control

of ; to convey, as a right, from one person

to another ; to sell ; to give ; as. the title to

land is transferred by deed; the property in

a bill of exchange may be transferred by

endorsement ; stocks are transferred by

assignment, or entering the same under the

name of the purchaser in the proper books.

3 In lithography, to produce a facsimile of

on a prepared stone by means of prepared

paper and ink; as, to transfer a drawing.

See the noun.—Syn. To transport, remove,

shift, convey, sell, alienate, estrange.

Transfer (trans'fer), n. 1. The removal or

conveyance of a thing from one place or per

son to another; transference. — 2. The con

veyance of right, title, or property, either

real or personal, from one person to another,

either by sale, by gift, or otherwise. 'Con

sider it as a transfer of property.' Burke —

Transfer, in Kng, law, corresponds to con

veyance, in Scots law, but the particular

forms and modes included under the former

term differ very materially from those in

cluded under the latter. See Conveyance,

Conveyancing. —3. That which is trans

ferred; particularly, (a) in lithography, a

picture or design drawn or printed with a

special ink on specially prepared paper, and

then transferred to the snrface of a stone,

from which duplicates are obtained by print

ing; (6) rmVit a soldier transferred from

one troop or company to another.
Transferability (trans-fer'a-bilwi-ti), «.

Quality of being transferable.

Transferable (trans-ftr'a-M, trans'fer-a-bl),

a. 1. Capable of being transferred or con

veyed from one place or person to another.

2. Capable of being legitimately passed or

changed into the possession of another, and

conveying to the new holder all its claims,

rights, or privileges; as, a note, bill of ex

change, or other evidence of property is

transferable by endorsement; season and

return tickets granted by railway companies

are not legally transferable.

Transfer-book ( trans'fer-buk). r, A register

of the transfer of property, stock, or shares

from one party to another.

Transfer-day (trans'fer-da), n. One of cer

tain regular days at the Bank of England

for registering transfers of bank-stock and

government funds in the books of the cor

poration. Simmonds.

Transferee (trans-fer-e'), n. The person to

whom a transfer is made.

Transference (trnns'fer-ens),n. 1. The act

of transferring ; the act of conveying from

one place, person, or thing to another; the

passage of anything from one place to an

other; as, the transference of electricity

from one conducting body to another.

This decline of the Jews was owing to the trans

ferers of their trade in money to other hands.

HalIa m.

2. In Scots law, that step by which a depend

ing action is transferred from a person de

ceased to his representatives.

Transferography (trans-fer-og'ra-n).n. [E.

transfer, and Gr. grapttd, to write ] The act

or art of copying inscriptions from ancient

tombs, tablets, Ac. [Rare.]

Transfer-paper (trans'fer-pa-per), n. A pre

pared paper used in lithography or copying

presses for transferring impressions.

Transference (trans-fer'ens), n. Same as

Tratisference.

Transferrer (trans-fer'er), n. One who

makes a transfer or conveyance.

Transferrlbillty (trans-fer'i-bil"i-ti). n.

Same as Transferability.

Transferrible ( traus-feri-bl ), a. Same as

Transferable,

Transngurate(trans-flg'ur-at), v.t. To trans

figure. Byron. [Rare.]

Transfiguration ( trans-flg'ur-a"shon ), n,

[See Transfigure. ] l. A change of form;

particularly, the supernatural change in the

personal appearance of our Saviour on the

mount. See Mat. xvii.—2. A feast held by

certain branches of the Christian church on

the 6th of August, in commemoration of

the miraculous change above mentioned.

Transfigure (trans-flg'ur), v.t pret. A pp.

transfigured; ppr. transfiguring. [Ft. trans-

figurer; L. transfigure—trans, across, over,

nndfiguro. to form, shape, from figura, form,

figure.] 1. To transform; to change the out

ward form or appearance of.

Jesus taketh Peter, James, and John his brother*

and bringeth them up into an high mountain apart,

and w;is transfigured before them ; and his face did

shine as the sun ; and his raiment was white as the

light. Mat. xvii. t, a.

2. To give an elevated or glorified appear

ance or character to; to elevate and glorify;

to idealize.

Yet it lies in my little one's cradle.

And sits in my little one's chair.

And the light of the heaven she's gone to

Transfigures its golden hair. J. R. Letvttt.

Transflx(trans-flks/),P.f. [L. transfigo, trans-

fixvm— trans, across, through, and figo, to

fix, to fasten.] To pierce through, as with

a pointed weapon ; as, to transfix one « ith

a dart or spear.

Diana's dart

In an unhappy chace transfixed her heart. Dryden.

Transfixion (trans-fik'shon), n. 1. The act

of transfixing or piercing through.—2. The

state of being transfixed or pierced.

Christ shed blood in his scourging, his affixion, his

transfixion. Bf. Hall.

Transfluent (trans'flu-ent), o. [L. trans.

across, through, tindjtvens, Jluentis, ppr. of

Jluo, to flow.] l. Flowing or running across

or through; as, a transfluent stream.—2 In

her. a term used of water represented aa

running tltrough the arches of a bridge.

Transflux (trans'fluks). *, [L. transfluxttsy

pp. of transftuo, to now through — fro nst

across, and Jluo, to flow. ] A flowing through

or beyond (Rare.]

Transforate t (trans'fd-rat), u.t pret A pp.

transforated; ppr. transforating. [L. trans

fero, transforatum—trang, across, through,

and foro, to bore.] To bore through.

Transform ( trans-form' X *t l" trans

former; L transformo — fran*. across,

through, and formo, to shape, from forma,

form] 1. To change the form of; to change

in shape or appearance; to metamorphose;

as, a caterpillar transformed into a butter

fly.

Love may transform me to an oyster. Skmk.

Kate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. atwne: y, Sc. fey.
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2. To change into another substance; to

transmute; as, the alchemists sought to

transform lead into gold.—3. To change the

nature, character, disposition, or heart of.

Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind.

Rom. xii. z.

4. In math, to change into another form, as

(a) a geometrical figure or solid without

altering its area or solidity; (b) an algebraic

equation without destroying the equality of

its members, or(c)a fraction without chang

ing its value.

Transform (trans-formO, p.*. To be changed

iu form; to be metamorphosed. [Rare.]

His hair transforms to down. Addison.

Transformable (trans-form'a-bl), a. Cap

able of being transformed.

Transformation (trans-for-ma'shon), n.

1. The act or operation of changing the form

or external appearance ; the state of being

transformed; a change in form, appearance,

nature, disposition, condition, or the like;

as (a) change of form in insects ; metamor

phosis, as from a caterpillar to a butterfly.

[Soft', By some zoologists the term trans

formation is restricted to designate the

series of changes which every germ under

goes in reaching the embryonic condition ;

those which we observe in every creature

still within the egg; and those which the

species born in an imperfectly developed

state present in the course of their external

life; while metamorphosis, according to the

same authorities, is defined as including the

alterations which are undergone after ex

clusion from the egg. and which alter exten

sively the general form and mode of life of

the individual. ] (6) The change of one metal

into another ; transmutation of metals, ac

cording to the alchemists, (c) In math, the

operation or process of changing in form or

expression; as, (1) the change of a given geo

metrical figure into another of equal area, but

of a different number of sides, or of a given

solid into another of equal solidity, but

having a different number of faces; (2) the

change of the form of an equation without

destroying the equality of its members; (3)

the change of the form of a fraction without

altering its value, (d) In pathol. a morbid

change in a part, which consists in the con

version of its texture into one which is na

tural to some other part, as when soft parts

are converted into cartilage or bone. (<) In

physiol. the change which takes place in the

component parts of the blood during its

passage from the minute arteries through

the capillary system of vessels into the

radicles of the venous system. There are

three kinds of changes, designated by the

terms intussusception, apposition, and secre

tion, (f) In chem. (1) change from solid to

liquid or from liquid to gaseous state, or

the converse; a change usually resulting

merely from change of temperature, without

any alteration in the atomic constitution of

the bodies concerned, as the change of water

into steam; (2) a change also resulting often

from Bimple change of temperature, but

which is accompanied by production of

bodies differing profoundly in nature, chem

ical and physical, from the body started

from, as the dissociation of steam into its

component gases by the heat of incandes

cence.—Transformation offerees, the change

of one form of force into another. See under

Force. —Transformation scent, in theatres,

a gorgeous scene at the conclusion of the

burlesque of a pantomime, fn which the

principal characters are supposed to be

transformed into the chief actors in the im

mediately following harlequinade.

Transformative (trans-for'ma-tiv), a. Hav

ing power or a tendency to transform.

Transfrelghtt (trans-fraf)- A corrupt form

<>f Transfrete.

Transfretatlont (trans-frS-ta'shon), n. The

passing over a strait or narrow sea.

She hail a rough passage in her transfretatian to

Dover Castle. Hojvett.

Transfrete r (trans-fret'), v.t. andi [O.Ft.

transfrUer; t. transfreto, to cross a strait,

to pass over the sea—trans, across, over, and

fretum, a strait] To pass over a strait or

narrow sea. 'Being transfreted and past

over the Hircanian sea." Urqukart.

Transfuge, Transfugitive (trans'fuj, trans-

fu'jit-iv), ii. A soldier who goes over to the

enemy in a time of war; a deserter; one who

changes sides; a turn-coat; an apostate.

[Rare. J

The protection of deserters and trtnsfuges js the

invariable rule of every service in the world.

Ld, Stanhojtt.

Transfundt(trans-fund'),t> £. [L.transfundo.

See Transfuse.] To transfuse. 'Trans-

funding our thoughts and our passions into

each other. ' Barrow.

Transfuse (trans-fuz7), v.t. pret. & pp. tram-

fused; ppr. transfusing. [Ft. transfuser,

from L. transfundo, transfusum — trans,

across, over, and fundo, fusum, to pour

(whence fuse, infuse, confound, Ac.).] 1. To

pour out of one vessel into another; to trans

fer by pouring. 'All the unsound juices

taken away, and sound juices immediately

transfused.' Arbuthnot.~2. Inmed. to trans

fer (as blood) from the veins or arteries of

one animal to those of another.—3. To cause

to pass from one to another; to cause to be

instilled or imbibed; as, to transfuse a spirit

of patriotism from one to another; to trans

fuse a love of letters.

Into thee inch virtue and grace

Immense I have trans/wed. Milton.

Transfusible (trans-fuz'i-bl), a. Capable of

being transfused. Boyle.

Transfusion (trans-fu'zhon), n. l. The act

of transfusiug or of pouring, as liquor, out

of one vessel into another.

Poesy Is of so subtile a spirit, that in the pouring

out of one language into another it will all evaporate ;

and if a new spirit be not added in the tran fusion,

there will remain nothing but a ' caput mortuum.'

Sir y. Denham.

2. In surg. the transmission of blood from

the veins of one living animal to those of

another, or from those of a man or one of

the lower animals into a man, with the view

of restoring the vigour of exhausted subjects.

This operation is of old date, but seems to

have generally ended in failure until about

1824, the chief cause of failure probably

being the want of due precautions to pre

clude the air during the process. It is now

frequently resorted to, but only in extreme

cases, as when there is great loss of blood

by hcemorrhage, especially when connected

with labour.

Transfuslve (trans-fuz'iv), a. Tending or

having power to transfuse.

TransgangetlC (trans-gan-jet'ik), a. [Prefix

trans, beyond or across, and Ganges, a river

of India] On the opposite side of the Gan

ges ; pertaining or relating to countries be

yond the Gauges.

Transgress (trans-gres'), v.t. [Fr. trans-

gresser;L. transgredior, transgressus —trans,

across, and gratiior, to pass, to walk; akin

grade, degree, Ac] l.t To pass over or be

yond; to surpass. 'Apt to run riot and

transgress the goal.' Dryden. 'The won

drous things he saw, surpassing common

faith, transgressing nature's law.' Dryden.

Hence—2. To overpass, as some law or rule

prescribed; to break or violate; to infringe.

'The social rite transgress"d.' Pope.

Man will hearken to his glozing lies.

And easily transgress the sole command.

Milton.

S.t To offend against; to thwart; to cross;

to vex.

Why (jive you peace to this imperate beast

That hath so long transgressed you! H<an. &• Fl.

Transgress (trans-gresO, v.i. To ofTend by

violating a law; to sin. 1 Chr. 11. 7.

I would not marry her. though she were endowed

with all Adam had left hiin before he transgressed.

Transgressible (trans-gres'i-bl). o. Liable

to or capable of being transgressed.

Transgression (trans-gre'shon), n. The

act of transgressing ; the breaking or vio

lation of any law, civil or moral, expressed

or implied; disobedience of any rule or

command; a trespass; an offence; as, the

transgression of a law.

Forgive thy people all their trati sgressions.

l Ki. viii. 50.

Teach us, sweet madam, for our transgression

Some fair excuse. SMash.

Syn. Fault, trespass, offence, crime, infringe

ment, misdemeanour, misdeed.

Transgresslonal ( trans - gre ' Bhon-al ), a.

Pertaining to or involving transgression.

'Forgive this transgrcssional rupture." Bp.

Burnet.

Transgresslve (trans-greB'iv), a. Inclined

or apt to transgress; faulty; sinful; culpable.

Though permitted unto his proper principles,

Adam perhaps would have sinned without the sug

gestion of Satan, and from the transgressivt infirmi

ties of himself might have erred alone, as well as the

angels before him. Sir T. Browne.

Transgressively (trans-gres'iv-li). adv. In

a transgressive manner; by transgressing.

Transgressor (trans-gres'er), n. One who

transgresses; one who breaks a law or vio

lates a command ; one who violates any

known rule or principle of rectitude; a sin

ner.

The way of transgressors is hard. Prov. xiii. 15.

Transhape (trans-shap'),u.(. To trans-shape;

to transform.

By a gracious influence transhaped

Into the olive, pomegranate, mulberry. Webster.

Tranship (tranship'), v.t. pret <fcpp. fran-

shipped; ppr. transhipping. To convey from

one ship to another.

Transhipment (tran-ship'ment), n. The

act of transferring, as goods, from one ship

to another.

Transhuman (trans-hu'man). a. Beyond or

more than human.

Words may not tell of that transhuman change.

Cary.

Transhumanizeftrans-hu'man-Iz), v.L To

elevate or transform to something beyond

what is human; to change from a human

into a higher, purer, nobler, or celestial

nature. * Souls purified by sorrow and self-

denial, transhumanized to the divine ab

straction of pure contemplation.' J. It

Lowell.

Transience, Transiency(tron'zi-ens, tran'-

zi-en-si), n. Transientness.

Transient (tran'zi-ent), a. [L. transient,

ppr. of transeo, to pass over, to pass off or

away—trans, across, through, and eo, to go.

Akin transition, transit, trance.] 1. Passing

over or across a space or scene before the

eyes, and then disappearing; hence, of short

duration; not permanent; not stationary;

not lasting or durable. "This transient

world.' Milton. 'An effect that is but

transient and extraordinary.' Jer. Taylor.

What meets the eye or is the object of immediate

observation is but a chaos of accidental and tran

sient phenomena. Dr. Caird.

2. Hasty; momentary; passing; as, a tran

sient glance of a landscape

He that rides through a country may, from the

transient view, tell how in general the parts lie.

Leeks.

3. In music, said of a chord introduced for

the purpose of making a more easy and

agreeable transition between two chords be

longing to unrelated keys.— Transient effect,

in painting, a representation of appearances

in nature produced by causes that are not

stationary, as the shadows cast by a passing

cloud. The term accidents has often the

same signification—Transient, Transitory,

Fleeting. Transient implies shortness of

duration; transitory, uncertainty of dura

tion; while Jteeting refers to something in

the act of passing away. Life is transient;

earthly joys are transitory; time is Jteeting.

Transiently (tran'zi-ent-li), adv. In a tran

sient manner; in passing; for a short time;

not with continuance.

I touch here but transiently ... on some few

of those m,my rules of imitating nature which Aris

totle drew from Homer. * Dryden.

Translentness (tran'zi-ent-nes), n. The

state or quality of being transient; short

ness of continuance; speedy passage.

Transilience, Transiliency (tran-Bil'i-ens,

tran-sil'i-en-si), n. [L. transiliens, ppr. of

transilio— trans, across, and salio, to leap.]

A leap from thing to thing. [Rare.]

By unadvised transiliency, leaping from the effect

to its remotest cause, we observe not the connection

of more immediate causalities. GlaMVilie,

Translncorporation ( trans-in-kor'po-ra"-

sbon), it. Transmigration of the soul; me

tempsychosis. [Rare]

Its contents are full of curious information, more

particularly those on the transi'nror/oratio'i of souls.

»'. Taylenr.

Translre(trans-i're),n. [L., to pass through]

A custom-house warrant, giving free passage

for goods to a place; a permit.

Transit (tran'sit), n. [L. transitus, from

transeo, transitum,togo over—fran*\ across,

over, and eo, itum, to go. See Trance.]

1. The act of passing ; a passing over or

through.

For the adaptation of his (man's) moral being to an

ultimate destination, by its transit through a world

full of moral evil, the economy of the world appears

to contain no adequate provision. H~hru>ett.

2. The act or process of causing to pass;

conveyance; as, the transit of goods through

a country.—3. A line of passage or convey

ance through a country; as, the Nicaragua

transit. Goodri'c/i. — 4. In astron. (a) the

passage of a heavenly body across the me

ridian of any place. The determination of

the exact times of the transits of the hea

venly bodies across the meridian of the

place of observation enables the astronomer

to ascertain the differences of right asceu

ch, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; in, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.— .^ee Key.
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slons, and the relative situations of the fixed

stars, and the motions of the sun, planets,

and comets, in respect of the celestial meri

dians, (b) The passage of one heavenly body

over the disc of a larger one. But the term

is chiefly restricted to the passage of the in

ferior planets. Mercury and Venus, over the

buii's disc. The transits of Venus are of

great importance in astronomy, as they

afford the best means of determining the

sun's parallax, and consequently the dimen

sions of the plauetary system. These trau-

Transit of Mercury.

a. Mercury. The dotted line shows the path.

site are of rare occurrence, four taking place

in 243 years, at intervals reckoning from the

transit of 1874, in the order of 8, 122, 8, and

105 years, which gives the transit years

1882 (Dec. 6). 2004, 2012, 2117. The transits

of Mercury occur more frequently, but they

are of far less astronomical interest, as they

cannot be used for the same purpose, the

planet being too distant from us. (c) A

transit instrument.

Transit (tran'sit). v. t. To pass over the disc

of, as of a heavenly body; as, Venus like Mer

cury transitu the face of the sun, but at

longer intervals.

Transit-Circle (tran'sit-ser-kl), n. An in

strument for ascertaining, at the same ob

servation, the right ascension and declina

tion of a heavenly body at its transit over

the meridian. It differs from the mural

circle in having both ends of the metallic

axis resting usually on stone piers.

Transit-compass (tran'sit-kum-pas), n. A

species of theodolite, consisting of a tele

scope, combined with a compass, Arc, used

for running lines, observing bearings, hori

zontal angles, <fec. Called alBO Surveyor's

Transit

TranBit-duty (tran'sit-du-ti), n. A duty

paid on goods that pass through a country.

Transit - Instrument ( tran ' sit - in - stru-

ment), n. An important astronomical in

strument, which consists essentially of a

telescope fixed at right angles to a horizon

tal axis, having its ends directed to the east

and west points of the horizou, so that the

line of collimation of the telescope may

move in the plane of the meridian. The in

strument is susceptible of certain nice ad

justments, so that the axis can be made per

fectly horizontal, and at right angles to the

plane of the meridian, in which plane the

telescope must move. The principal use of

the transit instrument is to determine the

exact moment when a celestial body passes

the meridian of the place of observation.

See Transit.

Transition (tran-si'zhon or tran-zi'shon), n.

[L. transitio, from transeo. See TRANSIT.]

1. Passage from one place or state to an

other; change; as, the transition of the

weather from hot to cold.

Thence, by a soft transition, we repair

From earthly vehicles to these of air. Pope.

The spots are of the same colour throughout,

there being an immediate transition from white to

black. Woodward,

2. In rhet a passing from one subject to an

other.

So here the archangel paused

Betwixt the world destroyed and world restored. . . .

Then, with transition sweet, new speech resumes.

Afiiton.

3 Iii music, a term used by some musicians

corresponding in all respects to modula

tion, that is, any change in the course of a

composition from one key to another; by

others, to a rapid modulation or the passing

through a key rapidly; and by others again

(chiefly the tonic sol-faists) as distinguished

from modulation, which is defined as a

change of mode, that is, the passing from

the major to the relative minor, and con

versely, while transition is restricted to the

passage from one major scale to another,

which may be more or less related.—This

word is frequently used adjectively (chiefly

in such a connection as shown in the quo

tation) as equivalent to passing from one

place or condition to another, changing,

transitional.

This will prove that we are once more in a trami-

tion state. Gladstone.

—Transition rocks, transition series, oTtran-

sition formations, in geol. names formerly

given to the older secondary rocks, or to

the lowest uncrystalliue Btratifled rocks, er

roneously supposed to contain no organic

remains, and so named because they were

considered to have been formed when the

world was passing from an uninhabitable to

a habitable state. It corresponded to the

graywacke formation of older geologists,

now subdivided into the Cambrian and Si

lurian systems.

Transitional,TTansitlonary(tran-si'zhon-

al, tran-si'zhon-a-ri or tran-zi'shon-al, tran-

zi'shon -a-ri), a. Containing, Involving, or de

noting transition; changing; passing.

Transitive (tran'sit-iv). a. 1. Having the

power of passing, or making transition.

Cold is active and transitive into bodies adjacent.

as well as heat. Bacon.

2. Effected by, or existing as the result of,

transference or extension of signification ;

derivative; secondary ; metaphorical. [Rare, j

Although by far the greater part of the transitu*

or derivative application of words depend on casual

and unaccountable caprices of the feelings or the

fancy, there are certain cases in which they open a

very interesting field of philosophical speculation.

Dugald Stewart.

3. In gram, taking an object after it; de

noting action passing to an object that is

expressed; as, a transitive verb; a tramit-

ive usage. A transitive verb expresses an

action which passes from the agent to an

object, from the subject which does, to the

object on which the act is done, as in the

sentence, 'Cicero wrote letters to Atticus,'

where wrote is a transitive verb. All verbs

not passive may be arranged in two classes,

transitive and intransitive.

Transitive (tran'sit-iv), n. A transitive

verb.

Transitively (tran'sit-iv-li), ado. In a tran

sitive manner.

Transitiveness (tran'sit-iv-nes), n. State

of being transitive.

Transitorily (tran'si-to-ri-li), adv. In a

transitory manner; with short continuance.

Transitoiiness (tran'si-to-ri-nes), n. The

state of being transitory; a passing with

short continuance ; speedy departure or

evanescence.

The worldly man is at home in respect of his affec

tions; but he is. and shall be, a mere sojourner in

respect of his transitoriness. Bp. Halt.

Transitory (trnn'si-to-ri), a. ft. transitori-

us, from transeo. See Transit.] Passing

without continuance; continuing a short

time; unstable and fleeting; speedily van

ishing.

O Lord, comfort and succour all them who. in this

transitory life, are in trouble, A>c. Com. Prayer.

Religion prefers those pleasures which (low from

the presence of God evermore, infinitely before the

transitory pleasures of this world. Tillotion.

—Transitory action, in law, an action which

may be brought in any county, as actions

for debt, detinue, slander, and the like. It

is opposed to local.—Transient. Transitory,

Fleeting. See under Transient.

Transit-trade (tran'sit-trad), n. In com.

the trade which arises from the passage of

goods through one country to another.

Translatable (trans-lat'a-bl). a. Capable

of being translated or rendered into another

language.

Translate (trans-Iatl, v.t. pret & pp. rran#-

lated ; ppr. translating. [O.Fr. translator,

from L. translatns. pp. of trans/ero— trans,

across, over, and latus, borne or carried, for

flatus, from root tal, seen also in tolerate.]

1. To bear, carry, or remove from one place

to another; to transfer. [Now rare.]

In the chapel of St. Catherine of Sienna, they show

the head—the rest of the body being translated to

Rome. Evelyn.

2. To transfer from one office or charge to

another; specifically, in the English Church,

to remove a bishop from one see to another,

and in the Scotch Church, to transfer a

minister from one parish to another.

Fisher, bishop of Rochester, when the king would

have translated him from that poor bishoprick to a

better, he refused. Camden.

3. To remove or convey to heaven without

death

By faith Enoch was translated that he should not

see death. Hcb. xi. 5.

4. t To deprive of consciousness; to entrance.

5. To cause to remove from one part of the

body to another; as, to translate a disease.

0. To change into another form ; to trans

form. 'Translate thy life into death.' Shak

'Bottom, bless theel thou art translated.'

Shak.

Happy is your grace.

That can translate the stubbornness of fortune

Into so quiet and so sweet a style. ShaJb.

7. To render into another language; to ex

press the sense of one language in the words

of another; to interpret.

Neither of the rivals (Pope and Tickelljcan be said

to have translated the ' Iliad,' unless the word . . .

be used in the sense which it bears in the ' Midsum-

mer Night's Dream.' Atacauiay.

8. To explain by using other words ; to ex

press In other terms.

Translating into his own clear, pure, and flowing

language, what he found in books well known to the

world, but too bulky or too dry for boys and girts.

Atacauiay.

9. To manufacture, as boots and shoes, from

the material of old ones; to cobble. [Slang.]

Translate ( traus-lat'). v.i. To be engaged

in or practise translation.

All these my modest merit bade translate.

And owned that nine such poets made a Tate.

Pop*.

Translation (trans-la'shon), n. (L. transla-

tio, tranulationis, from trans/ero, transla-

turn. See TRANSLATE.] 1. The act of trans

lating; as, (a) the removing or conveying of

a thing from one place to another; removal.
[>Tow rare.] (6) The removal of a person

from one office to another, or from one

sphere of duty to another; specifically, the

removal of a bishop from one see to another;

in Scotland, the removal of a clergyman

from one parish or one congregation to an

other.

Does it follow, that a law for keeping judges inde

pendent of the crown, by preventing their transla-

tton, is absolutely superfluous? Brougham.

(r) The removal of a person to heaven with

out subjecting him to death, {d) The act

of turning into another language; interpre

tation; as, the translation of Virgil or

Homer. —2. That which is produced by turn

ing into another language; a version.

A translation is a work not only inferior to the

original by the whole difference of talent between,

the first composer and his translator ; it is even infe

rior to the best the translator could do under more

inspiring circumsiances. No man can do his best

with a subject which does not penetrate him; no man

can be penetrated by a subject which he does not

conceive independently. A/at. Arnold.

3. In rhet. transference of the meaning of a

word or phrase; metaphor; tralation.

Metaphors, far-fet. hinder to be understood ; and.

affected, lose their grace ; or when the person fetch-

eth his translations from a wrong place. B.jfoftson.

4. In at r</. a change in the seat of a disease;

metastasis. ISarvey,—Motion 0/ translation,

in mech. motion in which all the points of

the moving body move in parallel straight

lines or have the same velocity. The motion

of a single poiut considered by itself must

always be that of translation. When all the

points of a moving body have not the same

motion, it must either move about a per

manent or varying axis, or else its motion

must be a compound of translation and

rotation.

Translatitious (trans-la-tish'us), a. Same

as Tralatiticus.

Translative(trans-Iat'iv),o. Relating orper-

taining to transference of meaning. [Rare, j

And if our feete poeticall want those qualities it

cannot be sayde a foote in sence translative as here.

piittenkam.

Translator (trans-lat'er), n 1. One who

translates; one who renders into another

language; one who expresses the sense of

words in one language by equivalent words

in another.— 2. A cobbler of a low class, who

manufactures boots and shoes from the ma

terial of old ones, selling them at a low

price to second-hand dealers. [Slang]

The cobbler is affronted if you don't call him Mr.

Translator. Tom Broxvu.

3. pi. Second-hand boots mended and sold

at a low price. [Slang. ]

He (the costermonger) will part with everything

rather than his boots, and to wear a pair of second

hand ones, or translators ... is felt as a bitter de<

gradation. May/uw.

Translatory (trans-la'to-ri), a. Transfer

ring; serving to translate. Arbvthnot.

Translatress (trans-lat'res), n, A female

translator. StUlingworth.

Translavatlon t (trans-la-va'shon). n. [L.

trans, and lavatio, a washing.] A laving or

lading from one vessel to another. Holland.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; $, Sc. tey.
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Transliterate (trans-lit'er-at),».L [L. trans,

across, over, and litera, a letter.] To ex

press or write, as words of a language hav

ing peculiar alphabetic characters, in the

alphabetic characters of another language;

to spell in different characters intended to

express the same sound; as, to transliterate

Sanskrit or Greek into English characters.

Transliteration (trans-lit'er-a"shon), n.

The act of transliterating; the rendering of

a letter of one alphabet by its equivalent in

another.

Translocation (trans-16-ka'shon), n. [L.

trans, across, and tocatio, a placing.] Re

moval of things reciprocally to each other's

places; substitution of one thing for an

other; interchange of place. ' The translo

cation of the souls of beastes into such

matter as is most fitting for them.* Dr. II.

More.

There happened certain translocations of animal

and vegetable substances at the deluge. Woodward.

Translucet (trans-las'), v.t To shine

through.

Let Joy transluce thy Beauty's blandishment.

Sir J. t>wies.

Translucence, Translucency (trans-lu'-

sens,trans-lu'&en-si),n. [See TRANSLUCENT.]

1. The state of being translucent; the pro

perty of a body, as a mineral, of admitting

rays of light to pass through, bnt not so as

to render the form or colour of objects on

the other Bide of the body distinguishable.

2. Transparency. 'Crystalline translucen-

eie* Sir J. Davits.

Translucent (trans-lu'sent). a. [L. trans-

iucerts, translucentis, ppr. of transluceo, to

shine through— trans, across, through, and

lucro, to shine.) 1. Transmitting rays of

light, but not so as to render objects beyond

distinctly visible. —2. Transparent; clear.

' Replenish'd from the cool translucent

springs.' Pope.

Pure vestal thoughts ui the translucent fane

Of her still spirit. Tennyson.

Translucently (trans-lu'sent-li), adv. In a

translucent manner. Drayton,

TranslUCid(trans-ia'sid),a. [L. translucidus

—trans, through, aud lucidus, clear.] Trans

parent; clear. See Translucent.

The flowers whose purple and tmnslucid bowls

Stand ever mantling with aerial dew.

The drink of spirits. Sketfey.

Translunar, Tranalnnary (trans-lu'ner,

trans'lu-na-ri), a. {L. trans, across, beyond,

and luna, the moon ] Being beyond the

moon: opposed to sublunary. ' Brave trans-

lunary things that the first poets had.'

Drayton.

Transmarine (trans-ma-reV), o. [L. trans-

marinus—trans, across, and marinus, ma

rine, from mare, the sea.] Lying or being

beyond the sea.

Every patriotic Briton might to be acquainted with

the choice bits of his native land )>efme running

after transmarine show-places. CernhUl Mag:

Transmeable (trans'me-a-bl),a. Capable of

being transmeated or traversed. Ash. [Rare.]

Transmeate (trans'me-at), v.t pret. A pp.

transmeated; ppr. transmeating. [L. trans-

meo, transmeatum, to go through or across

— trans, and meo, ineatwn. to pass.] To pass

over or beyond. Coles. [Rare.]

Transmeation (trans-m&-a'3hon), n. The

act of transmeating or passing through.

Bailey. [Rare.]

Transmewt (trans-muO, v. t. [ Fr. transmuer,

L. transmuto—trans> across, through, and

muto, to change,] To transmute; to trans

form; to metamorphose. 'To transmevs

thyself from a holy hermit to a sinful for

ester.' Sir W. Scott.

Men into stone* therewith he could transmew

And stones to dust, and du*t to nought at all.

Sterner.

Transmigrant (trans'mt-grant), a. [L.

transmigrant. See Transmigrate ] Pass

ing into another country or state for resi

dence, or into another form or body ; mi

grating.

Transmigrant (trans'mi-grant), n. 1. One

who migrates or leaves his own country and

passes into another for settlement. ' Colo

nies or transmigrants.' Bacon.—2. One who

passes into another state or body.

Transmigrate (trnns'mt-grat), v.i. pret. <fc

pp. transmigrated ; ppr. transmigrating.

[L transmigro, transmigratum — trans,

across, and migro, to migrate ] 1. To mi

grate; to pass from one country or jurisdic

tion to another for the purpose of residing

in it.

This complexion is maintained by generation, so

that strangers contract it not. and the natives which

transmigrate omit it, not without Commixture.

Sir T. Browne.

2. To pass from one body into another.

'The elements once out of it, it transmi

grates.' Shak.

Their souls may transmigrate Into each other.

Howell.

Transmigration ( trans- mi -gra'shou), n.

1. The act of transmigrating; passage from

one place or state into another.

Another great transmigration followed : and the

Jews that settled under the protection of the Ptole-

mites forgot their language in Egypt. BolingbroMe.

Plants may well have a transmigration of species.

Bacon.

2. The supposed passing of the soul into

another body after death; metempsychosis.

In life's next scene. If transmigration be.

Some bear or lion is rcserv'd for thee. Dryden.

Transmigrator ( trans ' mi - grat - ex ), n.

One who transmigrates.

Transmigratory (trans-mi'gra-to-ri), a.

Passing from one place, body, or state to

another.

Transmissibility (trans-mis'i-bil"i-ti), n.

The quality of being transmissible.

Transmissible (trans -mis' i-bl), a. [See

Transmit. ] 1. Capable of being trans

mitted or passed from one to another. —

2. Capable of being transmitted through

any body or substance.

Transmission (trans-rui'shon), n. [From

L. transmissio, transmissionis, from trans

mits. See Transmit.] 1 The act of

transmitting, or the state of being trans

mitted; transmittal; transference; as, the

transmission of letters, writings, papers,

news, and the like, from one country to

another; or, the transmission of rights,

titles, or privileges from father to son, and

from one generation to another.

They (Protestants) deny the existence of any unin

terrupted and exclusive transmission oftrue doctrine

in any church since the time of the Apostles.

Sir G. C. LeTt-is.

2. A passing through, as of light through

glass or other transparent body.

TransmiSSive ( trans- mis 'iv), a. Trans

mitted; derived from one to another; sent

' TVaiwrnwrirehonourgrac'dhisson.' Pope.

Itself a sun: it with transmissife light

Enlivens worlds denied to human sight. Prior.

Transmit (trans-mif). v.t. pret. A pp. trans

mitted; ppr. transmitting. [L. transmitto,

transmissum — trans, across, through, aud

mitto, to send] 1. To cause to pass over

or through; to communicate by sending; to

seud from one person or place to another; as,

to transmit a letter or a memorial; to trans

mit despatches; to transmit money or bills of

exchange from one city or country to another;

light is transmitted from the sun to the earth;

sound is transmitted by means of vibrations

of the air; our civil and religious privileges

have been transmitted to us from our ances

tors, and It is our duty to transmit them to

our children.

The sceptre of that kingdom continued to be trans

mitted in the dynasty of Castile. Prescoft.

2. To suffer to pass through; as. glass trans

mits light; metals transmit electricity.

Transmittal (trans-mit'al), n. Transmis

sion. 'The transmittal to England of two-

thirds of the revenues of Ireland.' Swift.

Transmlttance (trans-mifans), n, The act

of transmitting,or state of being transmitted;

transmission; transfer.

Transmitter (trans- mit'er), n. 1. One who

transmits. 'The one transmitter of their

ancient name.' Tennyson.—1. That which

transmits; specifically, in teleg. (a) the

sending or despatching instrument, espe

cially that under the automatic system, in

which a paper strip with perforations repre

senting the Morse or similar alphabet is

passed rapidly through an instrument called

an automatic transmitter, in which contacts

are made by metallic points wherever a per

foration occurs, and are prevented where

the paper is unpierced. E. II. Knight,

(b) The funnel for receiving the voice and

converging the waves of sound upon the

thin iron diaphragm of a telephone. See

Telephone.

Transmittible (trans-mit'i-bl), a. 1. Trans

missible.—2.t Capable of being pnt or pro

jected across. ' A transmittible gallery over

any ditch or breach in a town-wall." Mar

quis of Worcester.

Transmogrification ( trans - mog' ri -fl -ka"-

shon), n. The act of transmogrifying, or

the state of being transmogrified. [Humor

ous and low.]

Since my time and your worthy father's time ft has

undergone a great transmogrification. Gait.

Transmogrify (trans-mog'ri-fi), v.t. pret. &

pp. traiutmogrified ; ppr. transmogrifying.

[A fanciful formation from trans.] To trans

form Into some other person or thing, as

by magic; to convertor transform in general.

[Humorous and low.]

I begin to think . . . that some wicked enchanters

have transmogrified my Dulcinea. Fielding.

Transmovet ( trans -mbv'). v.t To trans

pose. Spenser.

Transmutability (trans-mu'ta-bil"i-ti), n.

[See Transmute.] The quality of being

trunsmutable; susceptibility of change into

another nature or substance.

Transmutable(trans-mu'ta-bl). a. Capable

of being transmuted or changed into a dif

ferent substance, or into something of a

different form or nature.

The fluids and solids of an animal body are trans-

mutable into one another. Arbuthnot.

Transmutableness (trans-mu'ta-bl-nes), n.

Quality of being transinutable; transmuta-

bility. Boyle.

Transmutably (trans-mu'ta-bli), adv. In

a transmutable manner; with capacity of

being changed into another substance or

nature.

Transmutatet (trans'mu-tat), v.t. To

transmute; to change.

Here fortune her faire face trsXtransmutated. Wears.

Transmutation (trans-mu-ta'Bhon), n. [L.

transmutatio. See TRANSMUTE.] 1. The

act of transmuting, or the state of being

transmuted; change into another substance,

form or nature; as, (a) in alchemy, the

changing of base metals into gold or silver.

The conversion ... as silver to gold, o? iron to

copper, is better called, for distinction sake, trans

mutation. Bacan.

(6) In ytom. the change or reduction of one

figure or body into another of the same area

or solidity but of a different form, as of a

triangle into a square; transformation, (c)

In biol. the change of one Bpecies into an

other.

The transmutation of plants one into another is

'inter magnalia nature,' for the transmutation of

species is, in the vulgar philosophy, pronounced im

possible; but seeing there appear some manifest

instances of it, the opinion of impossibility is to be

rejected. Bacon.

The supposed change of worms into flies is no real

transmutation; but most of those members, which

at last become visible to the eye. are existent at the

beginning, artificially complicated together. Benttey.

2. t Successive change; change of one thing

for another.

The same land suffereth sundry transmidations of

owners within one term. Bacon.

— Transmutation of force or energy, in

physics, the theory that auy one of the

various forms of physical force may be con

verted into one or more of the other forms.

Transmutationist (trans-niu-ta'shon-ist),

n. One who believes in the transmutation

of metals or species.

Transmute (trans-muf), v.t. pret A pp.

transmuted; ppr. transmuting. [L. trans-

mttto— trans, across, through, and mtifo.

to change, from same root as moveo.to move ]

To change from one nature, form, or sub-

stauce into another; to transform.

That metals may be transmuted one into another

I am not satisfied of. Kay.

The caresses of parents and the blandishments of

friends transmute us into idols. Bnctminster.

A holy conscience sublimates everything ; it trans

mutes the common affairs of life into acts of solemn

worship to God. 7- M. Mason.

Transmuted ( trans -mut'ed), p. and a

1. Changed into another substance, form, or

nature— 2. In her. same as Counterchanged.

Transmuter (trana-niut'er), n. One that

transmutes.

Transmutual (trans-mu'tu-al). a. [Prefix

trans, across, and mutual.] Reciprocal;

commutual. Coleridge. IRare.]

Transnatation t (trans-na-ta'shon). n.

[From L. tranmato, to swim across— trans,

across, and nato, to swim.] Act of swimming

over. _
Transnaturet ( trans -na'tur), v.t. To

transfer or transform the nature of. Bishop

Jewell.

Transnormal (trans- nor 'mal), a. Not

normal in character; applied to something

in excess of or beyond the normal or usual

state.
Transom (tran'sum), «. [Also in forms

transommer and transummer, from prefix

trans, across, and Fr. sommier, a sumpter-

horse, a beam, E. summer, a beam. See

Sumpteh, Summer,] 1. A'aut. a beam or

lit. r/irmi; ch, Sc. loch; 6-P°". Jjjob; n. Fr. ton; ng. sin^; TH, then; th, thin; , trig; wh, whig; zh, azure—See KEY-
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timber fixed across the stern-post of a ship

to strengthen the after-part and give it the

figure most suitable to the service for which

Transoms and Frame of Ship, inside of Stern.

i, Main transom. 2 7. Half transoms. 3, Transom.

44. Transom knees. 5, Stern-post.

the vessel is intended. — Transom knee, a

knee bolted to a transom and after-timber.

2. In arch, a horizontal bar of stone or tim

ber across a mullioned window; also, the

cross-bar separating a door from the fanlight

above it. See cut Mclltos—3. Injun, the

piece of wood or iron joining the cheeks of

gun-carriages, whence the terms transom

plates, transom bolts, Ac. —4. In swv. a piece

of wood made to slide upon a cross-staff;

the vane of a cross-staff.

Transom - window (t ran 'Bum -win -do), n.

1. A window divided by a transom. — 2. A

window over the transom of a door.

Transpadaue (trans'pa-dan), a. [L. trans-

padanus— trans, across, and Padns, the Po.]

Being beyond the river Po. ' The trans-

padane republics.' Burke.

Transparence (trans-pa'rens), n. The state

of being transparent; transparency.

Transparency ( trans-pa'ren-si ), n, [See

Transparent.] 1. The quality or condition

of being transparent; that state or property

of a body by which it suffers rays of light to

pass through it, so that forms, hues, and

distances of objects can be seen through it;

diaphaneity. ' The clearness and trans-

parency of the stream.' Addison.—2. Any

thing which is transparent; specifically, a

picture painted on transparent or semi-

transparent materials, such as glass or thin

canvas, to be viewed by the natural or

artificial light shining through it.

Transparent (trans-pa'rent), a. [Fr. trans

parent -tratis, across, through, and parens,

parentis, ppr. of pareo, to appear; whence

apparent, appear,] 1. Having the property

of transmitting rays of light so that bodies

can be distinctly seen through; pervious to

light; diaphanous; pellucid; as, transparent

glass ; a transparent diamond : opposed to

opaque. 'Through the transparent bosom

of the deep." Shak.—2. Admitting the pas

sage of light; having interstices so that

things arc visible through.

And heaven did this transparent veil provide.

Because she had no guilty thought to aide.

Dryden.

'X Fig such as to be easily seen through ;

not sufficient to hide underlying feelings;

as, his motive was quite transparent. —

4. t Bright; shining; clear. ' The glorious

sun's transparent beams.' Shak.— Trans

parent colours, Buch colours as will trans

mit light : opposed to opaque colours, which

only reflect light; those colours which are

either light and aerial in their own nature,

or become so by the delicate manner in

which they are laid on by the painter.—

Syn. Pelluuid, clear, bright, limpid, lucid,

diaphanous.

Transparently (trans-pa'rcnt-li), adv. In

a transparent manner; clearly; so as to be

seen through.

Transparentneas (trans-pa'rent-nes), n.

The quality of being transparent; transpa

rency.

Transpasat (trans-pas'), v.t. To pass over.

John Gregory.

Transpasat (trans-pas'), v.i. To pass by or

away. Dmitri

Transpassablet (trans-pas'a-bl),a. Capable

of being transpasscd.

Transpatronlzet (trans-pat'ron-izX».f. To

transfer the patronage of.

As to transpairenite from him

To you mine orphan muse. Irarner.

Transpedate \ (tran-spe'shi-at), v.t. [Pre

fix trans, and itpecies.] To transform from

one species to another ; to change the spe

cies of.

I do not credit . . . th.it the devil hath power to

transpeciate a man into a horse. Sir T. Browne.

Transpicuous (trans-pik'ii-us), a. [From

L. transpicio, to see or look through—trans,

across, through, and ftpecio, to look, to see.]

Transparent; pervious to the sight. 'The

wide transpicuous air.' Milton.

Transpierce (trans-pers'). v.t. pret. A pp.

transpierced; ppr. transpiercing. [Prefix

trans, and pierce.] To pierce through; to

penetrate; to pass through.

The sides transpiere'd return a rattling1 sound.

Dryden.

Transplrable (trans-pir'a-bl), a. Capable of

transpiring, or of being transpired.

Transpiration (trans-pl-ra'shon). n. [Fr.

transpiration. See TRANSPIRE] 1. The actor

process of transpiring; exhalation through

the skin; as, the transpiration of obstructed

fluids.—Pulmonary tra nspira tion, theexhal-

ation of watery vapour which is constantly

going on from the blood circulating through

the lungs. It may be made evidently breath

ing on a cold reflecting surface.—2. In bot

the exhalation of watery vapour from the

surface of the leaves of plants. This ex

halation consists of a great part of the water

which serves as the vehicle of the nutritious

substances contained in the sap. Some

times the water thus given out appears in

the form of extremely small drops at the

tip of the leaf, and especially at the ex

tremities of the nerves.— Transpiration of

?ases, the motion of gases through a eapil-

ary tube. The rate of motion varies with

the composition of the gas, but bears a con

stant relation not coinciding with density,

diffusion, or any other known property.

The velocity depends not simply on the

friction of the gas againBt the surface of

the tube, but much more on the friction of

the gas particles against each other, and

the transfer of momentum which thus re

sults. A comparison of the velocity of trans

piration with that of effusion has led to im

portant conclusions in regard to molecular

magnitudes. — Transpiration of liquids is

analogous to transpiration of gases, and

refers to the ratt-s at which liquids pass

through minute orifices or capillary tubes

under pressure These rates are greatly

increased by heat.

Transplratory (trans-pir'a-to-ri), a. Of or

pertaining to transpiration; transpiring;

exhaling.

Transpire (trans-pir'), t>.t. pret. A pp. trans

pired; ppr. transpiring. (Fr. transpircr—

L. tra ns, across, and spiro, to breathe,whence

spiritus, spirit] To emit through the excre-

tories of the skin; to send off in vapour.

Transpire (trans-pir'), v.i. 1. To be emitted

through the excretoriea of the skin ; to ex

hale ; to pass off in insensible perspiration ;

as, fluids transpire through the human

body— 2. To escape from secrecy; to be

come public gradually; to come to light; to

ooze out; as, the proceedings of the council

have not yet transpired.

To transpire. ... to escape from secrecy to no

tice: a sense lately innovated from France without

necessity. Johnson.

The story of Paulina's and Maximilian's mutual

attachment had transpired through many of the

travellers. De Quineey.

You cannot recall the spoken word, you cannot

wipe out the foot-track, you cannot draw up the

ladder, so as to leave no inlet or clew ; always some

condemning circumstance transpires. Emerson.

8. To happen or come to pass; to occur.

[An erroneous usage]

The penny-a-liners allude, in cases where others

would refer; and, in their dialect, things transpire

and only exceptionally take place.

Fitzedivard Hall.

Transplace (trans-pUB'). v.t. pret. & pp.

trans%>laced ; ppr. transplacing. To remove;

to put in a new place. [Rare. ]

It was transptaced from the left side of the Vatican

to a more eminent place. Bp. It'iliins.

Transplant (trans-plant'), v.t [Trans and

plant ; Fr. transplanter. ] 1. To remove and

plant in another place; as, to transplant

trees.—2. To remove from one place to an

other; especially, to remove and settle or

establish for residence in another place; as,

to transplant inhabitants. ' If any trans

plant themselves into plantations abroad.'

Bacon.

He prospered at the rate of his own wishes, being

transplanted out of his cold barren diocese of St.

I '-.-. :■: into a warmer climate. Clarendon.

3. In med. to transfer from one part or from

one person to another. See Transplanta

tion.

Transplantation ( trans-plan-ta'shon ), n.

1. The act of transplanting; the shifting of

a plant from one spot to another.—2. The

removal of a settled inhabitant or inha

bitants to a different place for residence.

Most of kingdoms have thoroughly felt the calami

ties of forcible transplantations, being either over

whelmed by new colonies that fell upon them, or

driven, as one wave is driven by another, to seek

new seats, having lost their own. Raleigh.

3. In med. (a) the removal of a part of the

human body to supply a part that has been

lost, as in the Taliacotian operation; the re

moval of a tooth from one person to an

other, (b) An old pretended method of cur

ing diseases by making them pass from one

person to another.

A cure by transplantation, performed on the son

of one that was wont to make chyniical vessels for

me. Beyle.

Transplanter (trans-plaut'er). n. 1. One

who transplants.— 2. A machine or truck

for removing trees for replanting; also, an

implement for removing and transplanting

flowers, bulbs, Ac.

Transplendency (trans-pien'den-si), n. [L.

'ran* and tplendens. See Splendocr.] 8u-

pereminent splendour. 'The supernatural

and unimitable transplendency of the Di

vine Presence.' Dr. H. More.

Transplendent (trans-plen'dent), a. Ee-

spendent in the highest degree.

Transplendently (trans-plen'dent-H), adv.

In a transplendent manner; with emiueut

Bplendour. Dr. H More.

TranspOrt(trans-pdrt'),tj. t. [Fr transporter,

L. transporto— trans, across, through, and

porto, to carry (whence export, import, Ac),

from a root seen nlso in E fare, to go.l 1. To

carry or convey from one place to another ;

as, to transport the baggage of an army; to

transport goods from one country to an

other; to transport troops over a river.

That I have hoisted sail to all the winds

Which should transport me farthest from your sight.

ShaJt.

We must add yet another kind of labour, that of

transporting the produce from the place of its pro

duction to the place of its destined use. J. S. Mill.

2t To bear; to carry.

Her ashes . . .

Transported shall be at high festivals

Before the kings and queens of France. Shak.

B.t To remove from this world to the next;

to kill: a euphemistic use.

He cannot be heard of. Out of doubt he is trans

ported. Shak.

4. To carry into banishment, as a criminal.

Wc return after being transported, and are ten

times greater rogues than before. Sitnft.

5. To hurry or carry away by violence of pas

sion.

They laugh as if transported with some fit

Of passion. Milton.

6. To carry away or ravish with pleasure; to

absorb; as, to be transported with joy.

The government I cast upon my brother.

And to my state grew stranger, being transported

And wrapt in secret studies. Shak.

Transport (trans'port), n. 1. Transporta

tion; carriage; conveyance.

The Romans . . . stipulated with the Carthaginians

to furnish them with ships for transport and war.

Arbuthnot.

2. A ship or vessel employed by government

for carrying soldiers, warlike stores, or pro

visions from one place to another, or to

convey convicts to the place of their des

tination.— 3. Vehement emotion; passiou;

rapture; ecstasy; as, the news of victory was

received with transports of joy.

The heart can ne'er a transport know

That never feels a pain. Lyttelttn.

The finest woman, in a transport of fury, loses the

use of her face. Addison.

4. A convict transported or sentenced to

exile.

Transportability (trans -pdrt'a-biri-ti), n.

State of being transportable ; the capacity

of being transported.

Transportable (trans-pdrt'a-bl), a. 1. Cap

able of being transported. — 2. Implying

transportation ; subjecting to transporta

tion. 'A felony transportable for seven

years.* Blackstone. ' To render it a trans

portable offence.' Dkkens.

Transportal (tram-port'al), n. The act of

removal from one locality to another; trans-

portance. ' The transportal of seeds in the

wool or fur of quadrupeds.' Darwin.

Transportance t (trans-port'aus), n. Con

veyance.

O, be thou my Charon,

And give me swift transportance to those fields.

Where I may wallow in the lily beds

Proposed for the deserver. Shak

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, 8c. Uy.
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Transportant t (trans-p6rt'ant). a. Afford

ing great pleasure; transporting; ravishing.

So rapturous a joy, and transportant love.

Dr. H. More

Transportation ( trans- port -ii'shon), n.

1. The act of transporting, or the state of

being transported; a carrying or conveying

from one place to another; carriage; con

veyance; transmission.

If the countries are new, trie difference will he

smaller, ami may sometimes be scarce perceptible,

because in this case the transportation will be easy.

Adam Smith.

2. The banishing or sending away a person

convicted of crime to a penal settlement in

a foreign country, there to remain during

the term for which he is ordered to be trans

ported. The transportation of felons in

Britain is now superseded by penal servi

tude. See under Penal. — 3. Transport;

ecstasy. [Rare]

All pleasures that affect the body must needs

weary. l>ecausc they transport, and all transporta

tion is a violence: and no violence can be lasting,

but determines upon the falling of the spirits. South.

—Transportation of a church, in Scots eccles.

law, the erection of a parish church in a

different part of the parish from that in

which it formerly Btood. The power of de

termining as to the transportation of

churches is lodged in the Court of Session,

as the commission of teinds, but the con

sent of a majority of the heritors in point

of valuation is necessary to the removal,

and any party having interest mayoppose it.

Transportedly ttrans-porfed-li), adv. In

a transported manner; in a state of rapture.

Boyle.

TransportedneBS ( trans -port'ed-nes), n.

The condition of being transported; a state

of rapture. Bp. Hall.

Transporter (trans-port'er), n. One who

transports or removes.

Transporting (trans-pdrt'ing), a. Ravish

ing with delight; bearing away the soul in

pleasure; ecstatic; as, transporting joy.

The pleasure which affects the human mfnd with

the most lively and transporting touches is the sense

that we act in the eye of infinite wisdom, power, and

goodness, that will crown our endeavours here with

happiness hereafter. Tiltotson.

Transportingly (trans-port'ing-li), adv.

In a transporting manner; ravishingly.

Transportivet (trans-port'iv), a. Passion

ate; excessive. 'The voice of transportive

fury.' T. Adams

Transportment t ( trans - port ' men t ), u.

1. The act of transporting; conveyance by

ship.

Are not you he, when your fellow-passengers.

Your last transportment, being assail'd by a galley.

Hid yourself i' the cabin? Beau. &■ Ft.

2. Rage; passion; anger.

There he attack'd me

With such transportment the whole town had rung

on't

Had I not run away. Dighy.

Transport - ship, Transport - vessel

( trans'port-ship. trans'port-ves-el), n. A

vessel employed in conveying soldiers, mili

tary stores, or convicts; a transport.

Trahsposable (trans-poz'abl), a. Capable

of being transposed.

Transposal (trans-pfiz'al), n. The flct of

transposing, or the state of being trans

posed; transposition. Swift.

Transpose (trans-poz^.tU pret. & pp. trans

posed; ppr. transposing, [Vr. transposes

prefix trans, and poser, to place (see Pose);

as to meaning, however, partly based on

L. transpono, tratispositum—trans, across,

through, and pono, to place. See Compose,

Ac.] I. To change the place or order of by

putting each in the place of the other; to

cause to change places; as, to transpose

letters, words, or propositions. See Trans-

PRINT. —2. t To put out of place; to remove.

That which you are my thoughts cannot transpose;

Angels are bright still, though the brightest fell.

SMaJt.

3. In alff. to bring, as any terra of an equa

tion, over from one side to the other Bide.

Thus, if a+b = c, and we make a = c-6, then

6 is said to be transposed.—4. Ingram, to

change the natural order of words.— 5. In

music, to change the key of.

Transposet (transpoz'), n. Transposition.

Puttcnham.

Transposed (trans-pozd'), p. and a. 1. Being

changed in place, and one put in the place

of the other.—2. In her. reversed or turned

contrariwise from the usual or proper posi

tion; fig, a pile transposed.

Transposing (trans-poz'ing), a. Having the

quality of cnangeableness of place; as, the

action of a transposing piano, whereby its

keys can all be affected at once.

Transposition ( trans -pd-zi'shon), n. (L

transpositio, transpositionis. See Trans

pose.] 1. The act of transposing; a changing

of the places of things and putting each

in the place before occupied by the other;

as, the transposition of words in a sentence.

We have deprived ourselves of that liberty of

transposition in the arrangement of words which

the ancient languages enjoyed. Dr. Blair.

2. The state of being transposed or recip

rocally changed in place.— 3. In alg. the

bringing over of any term of an equation

from one side to the other side. This is

done by changing the sign of the term so

transposed from plus to mintts or from

minus to plus, and the operation is in effect

subtracting the term from both sides of the

equation when its sign is plus, and adding

it to both sides when its sign is minus. If

a+x = b+c; then by transposing a, we get

x=b+c—a. It again x-a = b+c; then by

transposing —a, we get x = b+c+a. The ob-

iect of transposition is to bring all the

;nown terms of an equation to one side,

and all those that are unknown to the other

side, in order to determine the value of the

unknown terms with respect to those which

are known—K. In rhet. and gram, a change

of the natural order of words in a sentence;

words changed from their ordinary arrange

ment for the soke of effect— 5. In music, the

transcription or performance of a compo

sition in a key either higher or lower than

the original.—6. In med. same as Metathe

sis.— Transposition of the viscera, a congen

ital vice of conformation, which consists in

the viscera being found out of the situations

they ordinarily occupy, the heart, for ex

ample, being on the right side, the liver on

the left, Ac. Duivjlison.

Transpositional (trans-pd-zi'shon-al), a.

Pertaining to transposition.

The most striking and most offensive error in pro

nunciation among the Londoners, I confess, lies in

the transpositional use of the letters w and V, ever

to be heard when there is any possibility of invert

ing them. Thus they always say "weal for "veal,'

'vicked' for 'wicked.' Begge.

Transpositive (trans-poz'i-tiv), a. Pertain

ing to transposition ; made by transposing ;

consisting in transposition.

The Italian retains the most of the ancient trans-

positive character. Dr. Blair.

Transprint (trans-print'), v.t. [Tram and

print] To priut in the wrong place; to

transfer to the wrong place in printing.

[Printers use the word transpose when a

transposition or mistake of this kind oc

curs.)

TtansproBet (trans-proV). v.t. To change

from prose into verse.

Instinct he follows and no further knows,

For to write verse with htm is to traiuprose.

Dryden.

Trans-shape (trans-shap'), v.t. To change

into another form; to distort.

Thus did she . . . trans-shape thy particular vir

tues. ShaJb.

Suppose him

Trans-shaped into an angel. Beau. &■ Fl.

Trans-Bhlp (trans-ship7). See Tranship.

Trans-shipment (trans-ship'ment), n. See

Transhipment.

Transtra (trans'tra). ». pi. [L] In Rom.

arch, the principal horizontal timbers in the

roof of a building. Qwiit.

Transubstantiate ( t ran - sub • stan'shi-at),

v.t. pret. A pp. transubstantiated; ppr.

transubstantiating. [Fr. transsubstantier,

L.L. transsubstantio, transsubstantiatum—

L trans, across, over, and substantia, sub

stance.] To change to another substance;

as, to transubstantiate the sacramental ele

ments, bread and wine, into the flesh and

blood of Christ, according to the Roman

Catholic doctrine. ' To transubstantiate fish

and fruits into flesh.' Howell.

O self-traitor, I do bring

The spider love which transubstantiates all.

And can convert manna to gall. Donne.

Transubstantiatlon (tran-sub-stan'shta"-

shon).n. Change of substance; specifically,

in theol. the conversion of the bread and wine

in the eucharist into the body and blood of

Christ, a belief held by Roman Catholics and

others. The doctrine of transubstantiatlon

is to be distinguished from that of the real

presence, inasmuch as the latter may, and

is generally understood to mean that the

body of Christ coexists in and along with the

elements, whereas according to the doctrine

of transubstantiatlon the body of Christ

takes the place of the elements, only the

appearance of the latter remaining.

Transubstantiator ( trail - sub - stan'shi-at-

er), n. One who maintains the doctrine of

transubstanti ation.

Transudation(tran-su-d.Vshon), n. The act

or process of transuding; the process of

oozing through membranes, or of passing

off through the pores of a substance, an

water or other fluid. The process is effected

by either endosraose or exosmose, which

are forms of a peculiar mechanical power

belonging to porous bodies, which has been

called osmose force. See Osmose.

Transudatory (tran-su'da-to-ri), a. Pass

ing by transudation.

Transude (tran-sudO. v.i. pret & pp. tran

suded; ppr. transuding. [L. trans, across.

through, and sudo, to Bweat.] To pass or

ooze through the pores or interstices of a

membrane or other porous substance, as

water or other fluid; as, a liquid may tran

sude through a membranous substance or

texture, or through wood.

Transume (tran-sum'). v.t. pret. A pp. tran-

sumed; ppr. transuming. [L. transumo—

trans, across, through, and sumo, to take.]

To take from one to another; to convert.

[Rare. ]

Bread and wine

Transumed, and taught to turn divine. Crashav.

Transumpt (tran-sumf), n. An old term

for a copy of a writing or exemplification

of a record.

The pretended original breve was produced, and

a transumpt or copy thereof offered them.

Lord Herbert,

—An action of transumpt. in Scots law, an

action competent to any one having a par

tial interest In a writing, or immediate use

for it, to support his titles or defences in

other actions, directed against the custodier

of the writing, calling upon him to exhibit

it, in order that a copy or transumpt of it

may be made and delivered to the pursuer.

Transumptlon ( tran-sum 'shon), n. [L.

transsumptio. See Transume] 1. The act

of taking from one place to another. —

2. In logic, a syllogism by concession or

agreement, UBed where a question proposed

is transferred to another with this condition,

that a proof of the latter should be admitted

for a proof of the former. (Rare.]

Transumptive ( tran- sum 'tiv), a. [See

above.) Taking from one to another; trans

ferred from one to another; metaphorical.

Hereupon are intricate turnings, by a transump-

thx and metonyinical kind of speech, called mean

ders. Drayton.

Transvasatet (trans-va'sat). v.t. [h. trans,

across, and vas, a vessel ] To transfuse or

pour from one vessel to another. Cudwotth.

Transvasationt (trans-va-sa'shon), n. The

act or process of transvasating. Holland.

Transvection (trans-vek'shon), n. [L. trans-

vectw, transvecttonis, from transveho, to

carry across— trans, across, and who, to

carry.] The act of conveying or carrying

over.

Transverberate (tranB-vei'ber-at), v. t. To

beat or strike through. Watts.

Transversal (trans-vers'al). a. Transverse;

running or lying across ; as, a transversal

line. See the noun.

The labarum is described as a long pike, inter

sected by a transversal beam. Gibbou.

Transversal (trans-vers'al), n. In geom. a

line drawn across several others so as to cut

them all, as when a line intersects the three

sides of a triangle.

Transversally (trans-vers'al-li), adv. In a

direction crosswise.

Transverse (trausvers' or tran b'vers),a. (L.

transtcrsus, pp. of transverto, to turn across

—trans, across, and verto, to turn.] 1. Lying

or being across or in a cross direction ; as,

a transverse diameter or axis: used adverbi

ally in following extract.

His volant touch

Instinct through all proportions, low and high

Fled and pursued transverse the resonant fugue.

Milton.

2. In anat a term applied to muscles, ves

sels, Ac, which lie in a direction across

other parts; as, the transverse muscle of

the abdomen ; the transverse suture which

runs across the face.—Transverse axis or

diameter, in conic sections, the diameter

which passes through the foci. In the el

lipse it is the longest diameter; in the hy

perbola it is the shortest, and in the para

bola it is, like nil the other diameters,

infinite in length. — Transverse magnet, a

magnet whose poles are not at the ends but

at the sides, formed by a particular coin

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th. fAen; th, tAin: w, wig; wh, whig; zh, a*ure.—See Key.
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bination of bar-magnets. — Transverse par

tition, in hot. a partition, aa of a pericarp,

at right angles with the valves, as in a

silique.—Transverse section. See SECTION.

—Transverse strain, in mech. the strain to

which a beam is subjected when a force acts

on it in a direction at right angles to its

length, tending to bend it or break it across.

Transverse ( trans-vers'), n. That which

crosses or lies in a cross direction; a trans-

-verse axis. See under the adjective.

Transverse (trans-vers'), v. t. To overturn ;

to change. [Rare.]

Transversely (trans-versli),ado. In a trans

verse manner; in a cross direction ; as, to

cut a thing transversely.

At Stonehenge the stonts lie transversely upon each

other. StiUintftctt.

Transvertt (trans-verf). v.t, (L. trans,

across, and verto, to turn.] To cause to

turn across; to transverse. Chaucer.

Transvertlble (trans-vert'i-bl). a. Capable

of being transverted. Sir T. Browne.

Transvlew (trans-vu/),tj. t. To look through.

Let us with eagles' eyes without offence

Transvtere the obscure things that do remain.

Davies.

Transvolatlon t (trans-vd-la'shon), n. [L.

trans, through, beyond, and volo, volatum,

to fly] Act of flying beyond.

Jesus had some extraordinary trausTolations and

acts or emigration beyond the lines of his even and

ordinary conversation. ytr. Taylor.

Transvolvet (trans-voW), v.t [L. tram,

over, and volvo, to roll] To overturn; to

breakup. 'He who transvalues empires.'

Howell.

Transylvanlan (tran-sil-va'ni*an), a. Of

or belonging to Transylvania, a grand-

duchy of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy.

Transylvanlan (tran-sil-va'ni-an), n. A

native or inhabitant of Transylvania.

Trantt (trant), v.i Same as Trannt.

Tranter t (trant'er), n. Same as Traunter.

Trap (trap), n. [A. Sax. trappe, trappe,

treppe, a trap; O.H.G. trapo, whence It.

trappola, a trap, snare, Fr. trappe, a pit

fall, attraper, to entrap; the root is perhaps

that of (rip. tramp.] 1. A contrivance that

shuts suddenly and often with a spring, used

for taking game and other animals ; as, a

trap for foxes.

We have locks to safeguard necessaries.

And pretty traps to catch the petty thieves.

Shak.

2. An ambush ; a stratagem; any device or

contrivance to betray or catch unawares.

Let their table be made u snare and a trap.

Rom. xi. 9.

Protect mine innocence, or 1 fail into

The trap is laid for me. Shak.

3. A game, and also oue of the instruments

used in playing the game, the others being

a small bat and a ball. The trap is of wood,

made like a slipper, with a hollow at the

heel end, and a kind of wooden spoon, mov

ing on a pivot, in the bowl of which the

ball is placed. By striking the end or han

dle of the spoon the ball rises into the air,

and the art of the game is to strike it as far

as possible with the bat before it reaches

the ground. The adversaries on the look

out, either by catching the ball, or by bowl

ing it from the place where it falls and

hitting the trap, take possession of the trap,

bat, and ball, and try their own dexterity.

4. A contrivance applied to drains and soil-

pipes to prevent effluvia from passing the

place where they are situated. See DRAJN-

trap.—5. A familiar name for a carriage, on

springs, of any kind.

We shall find a better trap than this at the church

door. Thackeray.

<j A sheriffs officer, or policeman. ' The

traps know that we work together.' Dickens

[Slang. ]

There's a couple at traps in Belston nfter him now.

H. Kingsley.

1. Sagacity; acuteness; penetration; sharp

ness.

Some cunning persons that had found out his foible

and ignorance of trap, m ■.; put him in -■'■ it fright.

Roger Worth.

—To be up to trap, to understand trap, to

be very knowing or wide-awake. [Slang.]

His good lady . . . understood trap as well as any

woman in the Menrns. Sir II'. Scott.

Trap (trap), v.t pret <fc pp. trapped; ppr.

trapping. 1. To catch in a trap; as, to trap

foxes or bearer.—2. To insnare; to take by

stratagem.

I trxpp'd the foe. Drydtn.

Trap (trap), v » To set traps for game; as.

to trap for beaver.

Trap(tnip). ». [Dan. f rap, Sw. frapp, G. frapp,

from Dan. trappe, Sw. traptpa, G. treppe, a

stair, stairs; E. trap, a kind of ladder. The

name was proposed by the Swedish miner

alogist Bergman, owing to the terraced or

step-like arrangement which may be traced

in many of these igneous rocks] In geol. a

name rather loosely and vaguely applied to

all the multifarious igneous rocks that

belong to the paheozoic and secondary

epochs, as distinct from the more ancient

granites on the one hand, and the recent

volcanic rocks on the other. A terraced or

step-like arrangement may often be traced

in many of these igneous rocks.—Trap con

glomerate. Same as Trap-tufa.

Trap (trap), n. [D. trap, a step, a degree;

Dan. trappe, a Btair. See TRAP, the rock.]

A kind of movable ladder or steps; a kind

of ladder leading up to a loft. Simmonds.

Trap (trap), n. An article of luggage, or

the like. See Traps.

Trap (trap), v.t. [O.E. trappe, a horse-cloth

or housing; same word as Sp. trapo, L.L.

trapus, cloth, probably also as Fr. drap,

cloth, but the fiuther origin is uncertain.

Attrap was formerly in use also.] Toadorn;

to dress with ornaments. ' To deck his

hearse, and trap his tomb-black steed.'

Spenser. ' All of them on horses, and the

horses richly trapt' Tennyson. See Trap

ping.

Trapa (trap'a), n. [From L.L calcUrapa.

a caltrop] A genus of aquatic plants, nat.

order Haloragaceco. The species are com

monly called water-caltrops, and are found

in the temperate parts of Europe and

of Siberia, in the East Indies and China,

The large seeds of them all are sweet and

edible. Those of T. bispinosa are exten

sively cultivated in China and other parts

of the East, where they form a common

Tra/a bispinosa, yielding Singhara-nuts.

article of food, under the name of Singhara-

nuts. T. ii'it-ni. is the water-chestnut. Its

seeds—called Jesuits' nuts at Venice and

Chataigne d'eau in France—are ground into

flour and made into bread in the south of

Europe.

Trapan (tra-panO, v.t [Perhaps from trap,

but the formation is not clear. Comp. also

It. trapanare, to cheat, to bore or perforate,

from trapano, a boring instrument, a sur

geon's trepan.] To Insnare; to catch by

stratagem. 'Can trapan a Jephtha into a

vow and solemn oath.' South. More com

monly written Trepan.

His principal misfortune being the losing company

of a small bark which attended him, and having

some of his people trapanned at B.ddivia.

Anson's Voyage.

Trapan (trapan'), n. A snare; a ptratagem.

'Nothing but gins, and snares, and trapans

for souls.' South.

Trapanner (tra-pan'er), n. One who trapans

or insnares. 'The insinuations of that old

pander and trajmnner of souls.' South.

Trap-ball (trap'1'"!). » See Trap. 3.

Trap-bat (trap'bat), n. A bat used at the

game of trap.

Trap-door (trap'dor), n. A door in a floor

or roof, with which when shut it is flush or

nearly no.— Trap-door spiders, a name given

to spiders of the genera Ctenizaand Actlno-

pus, separated by modern writers from the

genus My^ale, remarkable for forming in

the ground a habitation consisting of a long

cylindrical tube, protected at the top by a

circular door, which is connected to the

tube by a hinge. The lid is made of alter

nate layers of earth and web, and when

shut can scarcely be distinguished from the

surrounding soil. There are many of these

trap-door spiders known, as the Cteniza (or

Mygale) eceinentaria (also called the masou

Trap-door Spider, x, The Spider, a, ■*. The Nest.

in front and profile. 4. Section of the Nest.

spider), and C. ionica of Southern Europe,

and the C. nidulans of Jamaica.

Trape (trap), v.i. pret. A pp. traped; ppr.

traping. [Comp. D. and G. trappen, to tread,

to tramp.] To trail along in an untidy man

ner; to walk carelessly and sluttlshly; to run

about idly; to traipse.

I am to go traping with I,ady Kerry and Mrs.

Pratt to see sights all this day. Svn/t.

Trapelus (trap'e-lus). n. [Gr. trapelos, easily

turned. ] A genua of lizards having the form

and teeth of the Agamrc, but the scales

small and destitute of spines. They have no

pores on the thighs. T. oegyptius is of small

size, can puff out its body, and is remarkable

for the changes of its colour, hence its

French name Le changeant d' figypte

Trapes (traps), n. [From trape. J A slat

tern; an idle sluttish woman.

From door to door I'd sooner whine and beg.

Than marry such a trapes. Gay.

Trapes (traps), v.i. [From the noun. Also

written traipse (which see).] To gad or

flaunt about in a slatternly useless way.

'Our great flaunting, trapesing, impudent,

lazy lacqueys.* Thackeray.

Trapezate (trap'e-zat), a. Having the form

of a trapezium.

Trapeze (tra-peV), n. 1. A trapezium —

2. hi gymnastics, a sort of swing, consisting^

of one or more cross-bars suspended by two

cords at some distance from the ground, on

which various exercises or feats are per

formed.

Trapezian ( tra-pe'zi-an ), a. [See Trape

zium. ] In crystal. Raving the lateral planes

composed of trapeziums situated in two

ranges between two bases.

Trapezlforni ( tra-pe'zi-form ), a. Having

the form of a trapezium.

Trapezihedron (tra-pe'zi-he"dron), n, [Gr.

trapezion, a little table, and hedra, side.)

Same as Trapezohcdron.

Trapezium (trapezium), n. pi. Trapezia

(tra-pe'zi-a) or Trapeziums (tra-pe'zi-umz).

[L., from Gr. trapezion, a little table, dim.

of trapeza, a table.] 1. In

geom, a plane figure con

tained under four straight

lines, none of them par

allel.—2. In anat. a bone

of the carpus, the first

of the second row: so uaauud from its

shape.

Trapezius (tra-pe'zi-us), n. In ana*, a tra

pezlforni muscle which serves to move the

scapula in different directions.

Trapezohedral ( tra pe'z6-h§"dral ), a. In

crystal, pertaining to or having the form of

a trapezohedron.

Trapezohedron (tra-p6'zd-he"dron), til In

crystal, a solid bounded by twenty -four

equal and similar trapezoidal planes.

Trapezoid ( trap ' e -

. zoid), n. [Gr. trapezion,

\ a trapezium, and ridos,

\ resemblance.) Ingram,

\ a plane four - sided

* figure having two of its

opposite sides parallel.

Trapezoidal (trap-e-zoi'dal), a. 1. Having

the form of a trapezoid—2. In mineral, hav-

ing the surface composed of twenty-four

trapeziums, all equal and similar— Trape

zoidal bone, in annt. a bone of the second

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; n&te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 3'. 8c. ley.
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row of the carpal bouts, smaller than the

trapezium.

Trap-hole (trapliol), n, Milit. see Trous-

de-Loup.

Trappean (trap-pe'an), a. Pertaining to or of

the nature of trap or trap-rock.

Trapper (trap'erX n. 1. One who sets traps

to catch animals, usually for furs. — 2. In

mining, a boy or girl in a coal-mine who

opens the air-doors of the galleries for the

passage of the coal-wagons.

Trapping (trap'ing), n. [From trap, to

drape, to adorn. ] A word, generally used

in the plural, to denote ornamental acces

sories; as (a) specifically, the ornaments put

on horses. 'Caparisons and steeds, bases

and tinsel trappings.' Milton, (6) External

and superficial decorations; ornaments gen

erally; dress; finery. 'These hut the trap-

pings and the suits of woe. ' Shak. ' Trap

ping* of life, for ornament, not use.' Dry-

den,

Trappist (trap'ist), n. [From the abbey of

La Trappe, in Normandy, the headquarters

of the order.] A member of a religious order

of the Roman Catholic Church, founded in

1140, and remarkable for the austere life led

by the monks. The discipline of the monas

tery, like that of many other wealthy reli

gious communities, had gradually been very

much relaxed, until the middle of the sev

enteenth century, when a return to the an

cient austerity was effected under the rule

of Armand Jean Boutilier de Ranee. The

Trappists, according to their rules, must live

on the coarsest fare, meat, fish, eggs, and

wine being forbidden ; they are bound to

perpetual silence, unless in cases of neces

sity ; their bed is a straw mattress with a

coarse coverlet; their habit is never laid

aside except in cases of extreme sickness.

The daily routine of duties commences at

two in the morning, and consists In prayer,

religious exercises, and manual labour till

eight in the evening, when they retire to

rest. The order in course of time acquired

houses through the rest of France, in Ger

many, England, the United States, and else

where.

Trappistine ( trap'is-tin ), n. [From the

Trappists, who manufacture it. ] A liqueur,

for the manufacture of which the Abbey of

Grace-Dieu, near Besancon, in France, has

acquired reputation.

Trappous (trap'us), a. Pertaining to the

rock Known as trap; resembling trap, or par

taking of its form or qualities; trappy.

Trappures,t Trappours.t n. pi. The trap

pings or cloths with which horses were cov

ered for parade. Chaucer.

Trappy (trap'i), a. Of, or relating to, or re

sembling trap-rock.

Trap-rock (trap'rok). See Trap.

Traps (traps), n. pi. [Short for trappingi.]

Small or portable articles for dress, furni

ture, &c.; goods; furniture; luggage.

A couple of horses carry us and our traps.

Thackeray.

On the firvt hint of disease pack up your traps and

your good lady, and go and live in the watch-house

across the river. Kingsley.

Trap-8talr (trap'star), n. A narrow stair

case, or encased ladder, surmounted by a

trap-door.

Trap-stick (trap'stik), n. A stick used at

the game of trap; an object resembling such

a stick: applied in the quotation to a slender

These had made a foolish swop between a couple

of thick bandy legs and two long trapsticks that had

no calfs. Addison.

Trap-tree (trap'tre), n, A species of Arto-

carpus which furnishes aglutinousgum used

as bird-lime. The fibre of the bark is used

for fishing-lines, cordage, and nets in Singa

pore. Simmonds.

Trap-tufa, Trap-tuff (trap'tu-fa, trap'tuf).

n. In grol. a kind of sandstone composed

of fragments and earthy materials from

trap-rocks cemented together.

Trash (trash), n. [Origin doubtful Comp.

Prov. G. trasch, that which is thrashed,

triitch, trdst, refuse of grapes; also Icel. tros,

droppings, rubbish, leaves and twigs picked

up for fuel. In 4 and 5 directly from the

verb, under which another origin is sug

gested] 1. Any waste or worthless matter;

Sood -for -nothing stuff; rubbish; refuse;

ross; dregs.

Who steals my purse, steals trash. Skak.

O that instead at trash thou'dst taken steel. Garth.

2. Loppings of trees: bruised canes, Ac In

the West Indies, the decayed leaves and

stems of canes are called field-trash; the

bruised and macerated rind of canes is

called cane-trash; and both are called fra*A.

3. A worthless person.

I suspect this trash

To be a party in this injury. Shak.

4. A piece of leather or other thing fastened

to a dog's neck to retard his speed. Hence—

6. A clog or encumbrance in a metaphorical

sense.

Trash (trash), v.t. [See the noun. Comp.

also Fr. itrecir, to narrow, straiten, keep

short, Ac. ] 1. To free from superfluous

twigs or branches ; to lop ; to crop ; as, to

trash trees; to trash ratoons in sugar-cane

culture.—2. To crush or humiliate; to wear

out; to beat down.

Being naturally of a spare and thin body, and thus

restlessly trashing it out with reading, writing, preach

ing; and travelling, he hastened Ins death.

L\fe ofUp. Jewell, 1685.

3. To maltreat; to jade; to abuse; as, to

trash a horse. [Scotch.)—4. To bold back

by a leash or halter, as a dog in pursuing

game; hence, to retard; to clog; to encum

ber; to hinder.

Among other encumbrances and delays In our

ways to heaven, there is no one that dotli so clog

and trash, so disadvantage and backward us ... as

a contentedness In a formal worship of God.

Hammond.

Without the most furious haste on the part of the

Kalmucks, there was not a chance for them, bur

dened and trashed as they were, to anticipate so

agile and light cavalry as the Cossacks in seizing this

important pass. De Quincey.

Trash (trash), v.i. To follow with violence

and trampling. ' A guarded lackey to run

before it, and pied liveries to come trashing

after it ' Puritan (old play), 1607.

Trash-house (trash'hous), n. A building

on a sugar estate where the cane-stalks from

which the juice has been expressed are

stored for fuel. Simmonds.

Trash-ice (ti ashls), n. Crumbled ice mixed

with water.

Trashily (trash'Mi), adv. In a trashy man

ner.

Trashiness (trash'i-nes), n. The state or

quality of being trashy.

Trashtrie (trash'tri), n. Trash. 'Sauce,

ragouts, and siklike traslttrie.' Burns.

[Scotch. ]

Trashy (trash'i), a. Composed of or resem

bling trash, rubbish, or dross ; waste ; re

jected; worthless; useless; as, a trashy novel.

A Judicious reader will discover in his closet that

trashy stuff, whose glittering deceived him in the

action. Dryden.

Trass (tras), «. rProv. G. trass, tarrass,

trass, probably from Fr. terrasse, a terrace,

earthwork, from L. terra, earth. ] Pumi-

ceous conglomerate, a volcanic production,

consisting of ashes and scoria? thrown out

from the Eifel volcanoes, on the Rhine,

near Coblentz. It is equivalent, or nearly

so, to the puzzolana of the Neapolitans, and

is used as a cement. The same name is given

to a coarse sort of plaster or mortar made

from several other argillo-ferruginous min

erals, used to line cisterns and other reser

voirs of water. Dutch trass is made of a

soft rock found near Collen, on the lower

part of the Rhine. It is burned like lime,

and reduced to powder in mills. It is of a

grayish colour. Written also Tarrace, Tar

rass, Terras.

Trast.t For Traced. Spenser.

Trate.t Trat,t n. A term of contempt for

an old woman; a witch. Chaucer.

Trauliamt (tralizm), n, [Gr. traulismos,

from traulizd, to lisp or stammer. ] A stam

mering. Dalgarno.

Traumatic (tra-mat'ik), a. [Or. trauma, a

wound. ] 1. Pertaining to or applied to

wounds.—2. Vulnerary; adapted to the cure

of wounds. — 3. Produced by wounds; as,

traumatic tetanus.

Traumatic (tra-mat'ik), n. A medicine use

ful in the cure of wounds.

Traumatism (tra'mat-izm), n. [See Trau

matic. ] In pathol. the condition of the

system occasioned by a grave wound.

Trauncet (trans), n. A trance.

Trauntt (trant), v.i. [D. tranten, to walk

slowly; D. and L.G. trant, a walk] To carry

about wares for sale; to hawk. Written

also Trant.

Trauntert (trant'er), n. One who traunts;

a pedlar.

Travado, Travat (tra-va'dS, trav'at), n. A

heavy squall, with sudden gusts of wind,

lightning, and rain, on the coast of North

America. Like tbe African tornado It com

mences with a black cloud in oalm weather

and a clear sky. Admiral Smyth.

Travail (tra'val), p. t. [Formerly also traveil,

travel, from Fr. travaiUer, to labour, to toil,

to torment, from travail, labour, work, toil,

fatigue, trouble, &c. ; also an apparatus or

contrivance of bars to restrain a vicious

horse or to keep it quiet while being shod,

<£c, from L. trabs, a beam; similarly It. fro-

vaglio, Pg. trabalho, Sp. trabajo. Travel is

the same word.) l.t To labour with pain; to

toil. ' Slothful persons who will not tra vail

for their livings.' Latimer.—2. To suffer the

pangs of childbirth; to be in parturition.

And Rachel travailed, and she had hard lalwwr.

Gen. xxxv. 16.

Travailt (trav'al), v.t. To harass; to tire.

As if all these troubles had not been sufficient to

travail the realm, a great division fell among the

nobility. Hayward.

Travail (trav'al), n. l.t Labour with pain;

severe toil.

As everything of price, so doth this require travail.

Hooker.

2. Parturition; as, an easy travail.

In the time of her travail behold . . . twins were

In her womb. Gen. xxxviii. 37.

Travailoust (trav'al-us). a. Causing travail;

laborious; toilsome. Wycliffe.

Trave (trav). n. [O. Fr. tref, ft. trave, a cross

beam, from L. trabs, trabis, abeam; in mean

ing 2 from Fr. entraves, shackles for a horse's

legs — en, in, and L. trabs. See Travail. ]

l.t A cross-beam; a beam or timber-work

crosaingabuilding. J/auiiffrcM.—2.A wooden

frame to confine an unruly horse while shoe

ing.

Travel (trav'el), v.i. pret. A pp. travelled;

ppr. travelling. [A different orthography

and application of travail] 1. To pass or

make a journey from place to place, either

on foot, on horseback, or in any conveyance,

as a carriage, ship, or the like ; to go to or

visit distant or foreign places; to journey;

as, to travel for health, for pleasure, for Im

provement, or the like.

Fain would I travel to some foreign shore,

So might I to myself myself restore. Drydeti.

His kinsman travelling on his own »ff.iir,

Was charged by Valence to bring home the child.

Tennyson.

Specifically —2. To make a journey or jour

neys, or to go about from place to place for

the purpose of obtaining orders for goods,

collecting accounts, Ac, for a commercial

house ; as, he has travelled over ten years

f»r the same firm— 3. To proceed or ad

vance in any way; to move; to pass.

Time travels in divers paces with divers persons.

Shak.

News trave/t'd *iih increase from mouth to mouth.

Pope.

4.t To labour; to travail.

If we labour to maintain truth and reason, let not

any think that we travel about a matter not needful.

Hooker.

Travel (trav'el), v.t. 1. To journey over; to

gass; as, to travel the whole kingdom of

ngland. 'I travel this profound.' Milton.

2.f To cause or force to journey.

The corporations shall not be travelled forth from

their franchises. Spettser.

Travel (trav'el). n 1. The act of travelling

or journeying; particularly, a journeying to

a distant country or countries; as, he is

much improved by travel; the gentleman

has just returned from his travels.

Travel in the younger sort is a part of education ;

in the elder a part of experience. Jiacon.

2. pi. An account of occurrences and obser

vations made during a journey; a book that

relates occurrences in travelling ; as, travels

in Italy.

Histories engage the soul by sensible occurrences,

as also voyages, travels, and accounts of countries.

/* atts.

at Labour; toil.

After this thy travel sore

Sweet rest seize thee evermore. Milton.

4.t Travail; parturition; pains of child

birth.

Travelled (trav'eld), p. and a. Having made

journeys ; having gained knowledge or ex

perience by travelling; hence, experienced;

knowing. ' The travell'd thane, Athenian

Aberdeen.' Byron.

I am not much travelled in the history of modern

times. Fielding.

Traveller (traVel-er), n. 1. One who travels

in any way; one who makes a journey, or

who is on his way from place to place; a

wayfarer.

The weary traveller, wandering that way.

Therein did often quench his thirsty heat.

Spenser.

2. One who visits foreign countries; one

who explores regions more or less unknown ;

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, &ing\ th, then; th, fAin; w, trig; wh, u>aig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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iu, he hud l>een a great traveller in his time;

the great African traveller, Dr. Livingstone.

The travelier into a foreign country knows more

by the eye than he that stayeth at home can by rela

tion of the traxtlltr. Bacon.

3. A person who travels for a merchant, or

mercantile company, to solicit orders for

goods, collect accounts, and the like. —

4. A'auf. an iron thimble or thimbles with a

rope spliced round them, forming a kind

of tail or species of groniet, and serving to

facilitate the hoisting or lowering of the

top-gallant yards. Two of them are fixed

on each back-stay, on which they slide up

and down like the rtug of a curtain upon its

rod.

Traveller's-joy (trav'el-erz-joi), n. A plant

of the genus Clematis, the C. Vitalba. See

Clematis.

Travellera'-tree (trav'el-erz-tre), n. See

Raven ala.

Travelling (trav'el-fng), a. 1 Pertaining

to or used in travel : a terra often applied

to strong-made, compact, handy articles

adapted for the use of travellers, and to

stand the wear and tear of a journey; as, a

travelling suit; a travelling trunk or bag.

'Setting down my travelling box.' Swift. —

2. Incurred by travel; as, travelling ex

penses

Travelling-crane (tra'vel-ing-kran), n. A

crane fixed on a carriage which may be

moved on rails. Such cranes are common

on wharfs for loading and unloading vessels,

and are frequently erected on a strong scaf

folding or framework in building, for lifting

stones or heavy material on to the scaffold,

to the top of the walls, &c, of n house that

is being erected.

Travel-stained (trav'el-Btand), a Having

the clothes, &c, soiled with the marks of

travelling.

Travel-tainted t (trav'el-tant-ed),a. Taint

ed or stained by travel; hence, worn out;

fatigued with travel.

I have foundered nine score and odd posts; and

here, travei-tainted as I am, have, in my pure and

immaculate valour, taken Sir John Coleville. Shat.

Traverst (tracers), adv. [See Traverse]

Across; athwart.

He swears brave oaths, and breaks them bravely,

quite travers, athwart the heart of his lover.

Traversable (trav'ers-a-bl), a. [See Tra

verse] 1. Capable of being traversed or

craned.

The land of philosophy contains partly an open,

champaign country, passable by every common un

derstanding, and partly a range of woods, travers

able only by the speculative. Abraham Tucker.

2 Capable of being traversed or denied; as,

a traversable allegation.

Traverse (trav'ers), adv. [See the adjective. ]

Athwart; crosswise. Pronounced by Milton

tra-vers'.

The ridges of the fallow field lay traverse.

Sir J. t/ayivard.

He through the armed files

Darts his experienced eye, and soon traverse

The whole battalion views; their order due—

Their visages and suture as of gods. MUton.

Traverse (trav'ers). a. [0. Fr. tra vent, trans-

vers, from L. transversa*—trans, across, and

vermis, pp. of verto, to turn] Lying across;

being in a direction across something else.

The paths cut with traverse trenches much encum

bered the carriages. Sir J. Hayward.

—Traverse sailing (naut), the case in plane

sailing where a ship makes several courses

in succession, the track being zigzag, and

the directions of its several parts traversing

or lying more or less athwart each other.

For all these actual courses and distances

run on each, a single equivalent imaginary

course and distance may be found which

the ship would have described had Bhe

sailed direct for the place of destination;

finding this single course is called working

or resolving a traverse, which is effected by

trigonometrical computation or by the aid

of a traverse-table (which see).

Traverse (trav'ers). n, 1. Anything that

traverses or crosses ; a transverse piece ; a

cross piece. — 2. Something that thwarts,

crosses, or obstructs; an untoward accident.

He see* no defect in himself, but is satisfied that he

should have carried on his designs well enough, had

it not been for unlucky traverses not in his power.

Locke.

8. In fort, a trench with a little parapet for

protecting men on the flank; also, a wall

raised across a work.—4. Saut. the crooked

or zigzag Hue or track described by a ship

when compelled by contrary winds or cur

rents to sail ou different courses. See under

Traverse, o.—G. In arch, a transverse piece

iu a timber roof; also, a gallery or loft of

communication in a church or other large

building.

There is a traverse placed in the loft where she

sitteth. Bacon.

6, In Iniv. a denial of what the opposite

party has advanced in any stage of the

pleadings. When the traverse or denial

comes from the defendant the issue is ten

dered in tltis manner, 'aud of this he puts

himself on the country.' When the traverse

lies on the plaintiff, he prays ' this may be

inquired of by the country.' The technical

words introducing a traverse are abs*}ue hoc,

without this; that is, without this which

'follows. —7 In atom, a line lying across a

figure or other lines; a transversal.—8. In

gun. the turning of a gun so as to make it

point inany required direction.—9. t A turn

ing; a trick.

Many shifts and subtile traverses were overwrought

by this occasion. Proceedings against Garnet (1606).

—Traverse of an indictment, in law, (a) the

denial of au indictment by a plea of not

guilty; (b) the postponement of the trial of

an indictment after a plea of not guilty

thereto: a course now prohibited by statute

14 and 15 Vict. c.

Traverse (trav'ers), v.t. pret * pp. tra

versed; ppr. traversing. 1. To cross; to lay

in a cross direction.

The parts should be often traversed or crossed by

the flowing of the folds. Dryaeu.

2. To cross by way of opposition; to thwart;

to obstruct; to bring to nought.

Frog thought to traverse this new project.

Arbtithnot.

I cannot but admit the force of this reasoning,

which I yet hope to traverse by the following con

siderations. Sir ft'. Scott.

3. To wander over; to cross in travelling;

as, to traverse the habitable globe. ' What

seas you traversed, and what fields you

fought' Pope.—A. To pass over and view;

to survey carefully.

My purpose is to traverse the nature, principles,

and properties of this detestable vice, ingratitude.

South.

5. In gun. to turn and point in any direc

tion; as, to traverse a cannon —6. In carp.

to plane in a direction across the grain of

the wood; as, to era write a board. — 7. In

law, to deny what the opposite party has

alleged. When the plaintiff or defendant

advances new matter, he avers it to be true,

and traverses what the other party has

affirmed. — To travene an indictment. See

under Traverse, n. — To traverse a yard

(naut.), to brace it aft.

Traverse (trav'ers), v.i. 1. In fencing, to

use the posture or motions of opposition or

counteraction. ' To see thee fight, to sec

thee traverse.' Shak. —2. To turn, as on a

pivot ; to move round ; to swivel ; as, the

needle of a compass traverses; if it does not

traverse well it is an unsafe guide.—3. In

the manege, to move or walk crosswise, as

a horse that throws his croup to one side

tnd bid head to the other.

Traverse-board (trav'ers-bord), n NauL

a thin circular piece of board, marked with

all the points of the compass, and having

eight holes bored for each point, and eight

small pegs hanging from the centre of the

board. It is used to record the different

courses run by a ship during the period of

a watch (four hours or eight half hours).

This record is kept by putting a peg in that

point of the compass whereon the ship has

run each half hour.

Traversed (trav'erst), a. In her. turned to

the sinister side of the shield.

Traverser (trav'ers-er), n. 1. One who

traverses ; specifically, in law, one who tra

verses or opposes a plea. — 2. In 7-ail. a

traverse-table.

Traverse-sailing (trav'ers- sal-ing), n. See

under TRAVERSE, a.

Traverse-table (trav'ers-ta-bl), n. 1. In

navig a table containing the difference of

latitude and the departure made on each

individual course and distance in a traverse

by means of which the difference of lati

tude and departure made upon the whole,

as well as the equivalent single course and

distance, may be readily determined. For

facilitating the rewiring of traverses, tables

have been calculated for all units of dis

tance run. from 1 to 300 miles or more, with

every angle of the course which is a multi

ple of 10 , together with the corresponding

differences of latitude and departure. Such

a table is useful for many other purposes.

2. In rail, a platform with one or more

tracks, and arranged to move laterally on

wheels, for shifting carriages, <fcc, from one

line of rails to another; a traverser. Good

rich.

Traversing-plate (trav'ers-ing-phU), n.

Mi'.tt one of two iron plates nailed on the

hind part of a truck-carriage of guns where

the handspike is used to traverse the gun.

Traversing - platform ( trav 'era - ingplat-

form), n. In artillery, a platform to sup

port a gun and carriage, which can be easily

traversed or turned round a real or imagin

ary pivot near the muzzle by means of its

trucks running on iron circular racers let

into the ground. There are common, dwarf,

and casemate traversing-platforms.

Travertin, Travertine (trav'er-tin), n. [It.

travertine, tibertino, tiburtino, L. lapis Ti-

burtinus, from being formed by the waters

of Anio at Tibur, now TivolL] A white con

cretionary limestone, usually compact, hard,

and semi-crystalline, deposited from the

water of springs holding carbonate of lime

in solution. Travertin is abundant in dif

ferent parts of Italy, and a large propor

tion of the edifices of aucient and modern

Rome are built of this stone.

Travesty (trav'es ti), v.t. pret. & pp. tra

vestied; ppr. travestying. [Fr. travestir, to

disguise, to travesty, from L. trans, over, and

vestio, to clothe.] To give such a literary

treatment or setting to as to render ridicu

lous or ludicrous after having been pre

viously handled seriously; to burlesque; to

parody. See the noun.

One would imagine that John Dennis, or some

other poet of the Dunciad, had been here attempt

ing to travesty this description of the restoration of

Hurydice to life. J. U'arton.

Travesty (trav'es-ti), n. A literary term

used to denote a burlesque treatment or

setting of a subject which had been origin

ally handled in a serious or lofty manner.

The term should never be confounded with

parody, in which, strictly speaking, the

6ubject-matter and characters are changed,

and the language and style of the original

humorously imitated; whereas in travesty

the characters and the subject-matter re-

maiu substantially the same, the language

becoming grotesque, frivolous, and absurd.

Travis (trav'is), n, 1. Same as Trace, 1 and

2.-2. A partition between two stalls in a

stable.

Trawl (tral), n. [A form of trail.] 1. A lontr

line, sometimes upwards of a mile iu leugti.

from which short lines with baited hooks

are suspended, used in cod, ling, haddock,

and mackerel fishing—2. A trawl-net.

Trawl (tral), p.t. To fish with a trawl-net

Trawl-beam (tral'beru), n The wooden

beam by which the mouth of a trawl-net is

kept extended. It is usually about 40 feet

long. See cut Trawl-net.

Trawl-boat (trnl'bot), n. A boat used in

fishing with trawls or trawl-nets.

Trawler (tral'er), n. 1. One who trawls; a

fisherman who uses a trawl-net.—2. A fish

ing vessel which uses a trawl-net.

Trawler-man t (tr«l'6r-man). n. A fisher

man who uses unlawful arts and engines to

destroy fish. Cowell.

Trawl-head (tralTied). n. One of two up

right iron frames at either extremity of the

trawl-beam, which assist by their weight

to keep the trawl-net on the ground. See

cut Trawl-net

Trawling (tral'ing), n. The act of fishing

with a trawl-net. It is the mode chiefly

adopted in deep-sea fishing, and by which

the greater quantity of the fish for the Lon

don market is taken, with the exception of

herring and mackerel. Cod. whiting, and

other white fish are taken by it in large

numbers, and some kinds of flat fish, as

soles, can scarcely be taken in any other

way. Trawling can be practised only on a

smooth bottom, as a rough bottom would

destroy the net. The vessels employed in it

on the east coast of England are from 35 to 00

tons, and the fishers often remain out for

six weeks. The term is often incorrectly

applied iu Scotland to a mode of catching

herrings by fishing with the seine.

Trawl-net (tral'net), n. A net for dragging

along the sea behind a boat, much employed

in deep-sea fishing, being useful only for

taking fish which lie near or on the bottom.

It is a triangular purse-shaped net, usually

about 70 feet long, about 40 feet broad at

the mouth, diminishing to 4 or & at the cod.

which forms the extremity farthest from

the boat, and is about 10 feet long, and of

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube. tub. ball; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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nearly uniform breadth. The mouth is kept

extended by a wooden beam. The net is

furnished with two interior pockets, one on

Trawl-net.

a, Trawl-warp; A, Bridle; c. Trawl -beam ; dd.

Trawl-heads; e. Ground-rope; /.Tail of net. which is

tied for the convenience of opening and examining

the net.

each side, for securing the fish turning back

from the cod.

Trawl-warp (tral'warp), n. The rope form

ing the connection between the boat and

trawl-net when it is overboard.

Tray (tra), n. [O.E. treie, treghe, ASax.

tryge, closely connected with trough, A. Sax.

trog.] 1. A small shallow trough or wooden

vessel, sometimes scooped out of a piece of

timber and made hollow, used for various

domestic purposes, as kneading, mincing,

Ac.—2. A sort of salver or waiter on which

cups or other dishes and the like are pre

sented

Tray(tr.Y), n. [Fr. trois, three] A projec

tion on the antler of a stag- * With brow,

bay, tray, and crockets complete.' W. Black.

Trayet (tra), n. [A. Sax. trega, vexation,

annoyance; Icel. trega. to grieve] Trouble;

annoyance ; anger.—Half in tray and tene,

half in sorrow, half in anger.

Tray-trip (tra'trip), n. An ancient game at

dice, in which success probably depended

iu throwing a trois or three.

Shall 1 play my freedom at tray-tri/, and become

thy bondslave? Shak.

Tre.t "• A tree; wood. — Cristes tre, the

cross. Chaucer.

Treacher, Treachour (trech'er, trech'or),

n. [O. Fr. Iricheor. Mod. Fr. tricheur, a

trickster, from O. Fr. tricher, trecher, to

cheat, to trick; of Germanic origin, and

probably from D. trek, a drawing, a pull, a

stroke, a trick. See Trick.] A traitor.

Play not two parts,

Treacher and coward both. Beau. cV Ft.

Your wife, an honest woman,

Is meat twice sod to you, sir ; O, you treachour.

B yonsou.

Treacherous (trech'er-us), a. [See Treach

er, Treachery] 1. Characterized by or in

volving treachery ; violating allegiance or

faith pledged ; faithless ; traitorous to the

state or sovereign; perfidious in private life;

betraying a trust.

Thou common friend, that's without faith or love

For such is a friend now ; treacherous man !

Thou hast beguiled my hopes. Shak.

2. Having a good, fair, or sound appearance,

but worthless or bad in character or nature;

deceptive; illusory; not to be depended on

or trusted to; as, treacherous ice; a treach

erous memory.—Syn. Faithless, perfidious,

false, insidious, plotting.

Treacherously (trech'er-us-H), adv. In a

treacherous manner; by violating allegiance

or faith pledged ; by betraying a trust; faith

lessly; perfidiously; as, to surrender a fort

to an enemy treacherously; to disclose a se

cret treacherously.

You treacherously practis'd to undo me. Otway.

Treacherousness (trech'er-us-nes), «. The

state or quality of being treacherous; breach

of allegiance or of faith; faithlessness; per-

fldiousness; deceptiveness.

Treachery (trech'er-i), n. [O.E. treccherie,

Fr. tricherie, trickery, from tricher, trecher,

to cheat. See Treacher ] Violation of al

legiance or of faith and confidence; treason

able or perfidious conduct; treason; perfidy.

'Kings that fear their subjects' treachery.'

Shak

Those that betray them do no treachery. Shak.

Treachetourt (trech'et-ur), n. [See

Treacher ] A traitor.

Abide, ye captive treachetourt untrew. Spenser.

Treacle (tre'kl), n. [O.Fr. triacle, corrupted

from L. theriaca, from Or. theriaka (phar-

maka, drugs, understood), antidotes against

the bites of venomous animals, from therion,

a wild beast, dim. of ther, an animal. See

Deer.] 1. A medicinal compound of vari

ous ingredients, formerly believed to be

capable of curing or preventing the effects

of poison, particularly the effects of the bite

of a serpent. See Theriac.

Offenders now, the chiefest, do begin

To strive for grace, and expiate their sin:

All winds blow fair that did the world embroil.

Your vipers treacle yield, and scorpions oil.

Walter.

' Treacle,' or ' triacle,' as Chaucer wrote it, was

originally a Greek word, and wrapped up in itself

the once popular belief (an anticipation, by the way,

'the

,th«

bite. Trench.

of homoeopathy), that a confection of the viper's

flush was the most potent antidote against the viper*Si

2. The spume of sugar in sugar refineries: so

called from resembling the ancient com

pound in appearance or supposed medicinal

properties. Treacle is obtained in refining

sugar; molasses is the drainings of crude

sugar. The term treacle, however, is very

often used for molasses. —3. A saccharine

fluid, consisting of the inspissated juices or

decoctions of certain vegetables, as the sap

of the birch, sycamore, &c.

Treacle-mustard (tre'kl-mns-terd), n. The

common name of a British cruciferous plant

Erysimum cheiranthoides. It has obtained

this name from having been used as an

ingredient in the famous Venice treacle or

theriac. The seeds are said to have been

used for destroying worms in children,

whence it has another popular name, viz.

wonnseed.

Treacle-water ( tre'kl-wa-ter), n. A com

pound cordial, distilled with a spirituous

menstruum from any cordial and sudorific

drugs and herbs, with a mixture of Venice

treacle or theriac.

Treacly (tre'kl-i), a. Composed of or like

treacle.

Tread (tred), v,i. pret. trod ; pp. trod, trod

den; ppr. treading. [A. Sax tredan, pret.

trad, pp. treden; O.Fris. treda. D. and L.G.

treden, Dan. trade, Icel. troda {trotha\ G.

treten, Goth, trudan, to tread. Trade 1b from

this verb, and perhaps trudge. Other con

nections doubtful.] 1. To set the foot down

or on the ground ; to press with the foot.

Where'er you tread, the blushing flow'rs shall rise.

Pope.

2. To press or be put down on the ground.

Every place whereon the soles of your feet shall

sh; "tread shall be yours. Deut. xi. sa.

3. To walk with a more or less measured,

stately, guarded, or cautious step. ' Ye that

stately tread or lowly creep.' Mtlton.—4. To

copulate, as fowls.—To tread on or upon,

(a) to trample ; to set the foot on in con

tempt.

Thou shalt tread upon their high places.

Deut. xxxiii. 29.

(6) To follow closely. ' Year treads on year.'

Wordsworth.—To tread upon the heels of, to

follow close upon.

One woe doth tread u/on another's heel. Shak.

Tread (tred), v.t. l. To step or walk on.

' Forbid to tread the promis'd land he saw.'

Prior.— 2. To beat or press with the feet;

as, to tread land when too light; a well-

trodden path—3. To accomplish, perform,

or execute by motions of the feet; hence,

either to walk or dance.

They have measured many a mile

To tread a measure with you on this grass. Shak.

I am resolved . . . to tread a pilgrimage

To fair Jerusalem. Beau. & Ft.

4. To crush under the foot ; to trample in

contempt or hatred.

Through thy name will he tread them under that

rise up against us. Ps. xliv. 5.

5. To copulate with ; to cover: said of the

male bird.—To tread down, to crush or de

stroy, as by trampling under foot. ' Tread

down the wicked.' Job xl. 12. "Let him

tread down my life.' Ps. vii. S.—To tread

out, (a) to press out with the feet; to press

out, as wine or wheat.

Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out

the corn. Deut. xxv. 1.

(6) To destroy, extinguish, or obliterate, as

by treading or trampling.

A Httle fire is quickly trodden out. Shak.

—To tread the stage or the boards, to act as

a stage-player; to perform a part in a drama.

—To tread the water, in swimming, to move

the feet and hands regularly up and down,

while keeping the body in an erect position,

in order to keep the head above the water,

as when a swimmer is tired or the like.

Tread (tred), n. 1. A step or stepping; foot

ing; pressure with the foot; as, a nimble

tread; cautious tread; doubtful tread.

She Is coming, my own. my sweet;

Were it ever so airy a tread.

My heart would hear her, and beat. Tennyson.

2.t Way; track; path. Also written Trade.

3. The act of copulation in birds.—4. The

cicatricle or germinating point on the yolk

of an egg. —5. Manner of stepping; as, a

horse has a good tread.—6. The flat or hori

zontal part of a step or stair.— 7. The length

of a ship's keel.—8. The bearing surface of

a wheel on a road or rail.—9. The part of a

rail on which the wheels bear. —10. The part

of a stilt on which the foot rests—11. That

part of the sole of a boot or shoe which

touches the ground in walking. — 12. The

top of the banquette of a fortification on

which soldiers stand to fire.

Treader (tred'er), n. One who treads.

The treaders shall tread out no wine in their

presses. Is. xvi. 10.

Treadle (treda). n. 1. The part of a loom

or other machine which is moved by the

tread or foot Spelled also Treddle—2. The

albuminous cords which unite the yolk of

the egg to the white: so called because for

merly believed to be the sperm of the cock.

Treadmill (tred'mil), n. A machine em

ployed in prison discipline, and introduced

into British prisons in 1817. The usual form

is a wheel 16 feet long and 5 in diameter,

having on the periphery twenty-four equi

distant steps. The wheel is caused to re

volve by ihe weight of the prisoners tread-

Treadmill.

ing on these steps. During the operation

the prisoners have the support of a horizon

tal handrail, and the work and speed is

graduated by a brake controlled by an over

seer. Its use as part of the machinery of

hard-labour punishments is now greatly re

stricted, as the weak and the strong are by

it compelled to equal exertion.

Tread-wheel (tred'whel),«. A wheel turned

by men or animals either by climbing or

pushing with the feet. Such wheels having

a rope wound round the axle supporting

buckets were an ancient device for raising

water; and like their modern congeners in

the treadmills were frequently used as a

means of prison discipline.

Treague t (treg), n. [Sp. Pg. and It. tregua,

L.L. treuga, from O.H.G. triuwa, Goth.

triggta. See True, Truce] A truce.

She them besought, during their quiet treague.

Into her lodging to repair a while. Spenser.

Treason (tre'zon), n. [O.E. trezoun, tresun,

traison, 0. Fr. traison, traisson, Mod. Fr.

trahison, from L. traditio, from trado, to

give or deliver over or up—trans, over, and

do, to give. Treason and tradition are

doublets. See Tradition] A betraying,

treachery, or breach of faith, especially by

a BUbject against the sovereign, liege lord,

or chief authority of the state. Treason

against the sovereign has, in England, been

always regarded as high treason, in contra

distinction to certaiu offences against pri

vate superiors, which were formerly ranked

as petit or petty treason. (See under Petit. )

There are a number of different species of

treason, five of which were declared by an

act passed in the time of Edward III.

(1) When a subject doth compass or imagine

the death of the king, of his queen, or of

their eldest son and heir. (2) If a man do

violate the king's companion (that is, wife),

or the king's eldest daughter unmarried, or

the wife of the king's eldest Bon and heir.

(3) If a man do levy war against the king

within the realm. (4) Adhering to the king's

enemies in his realm, or giving them aid or

comfort. (6) Slaying the chancellor, trea

surer, or king's justices. Several other kinds

of treason were subsequently defined; thus

in the time of Anne attempts to subvert the

Act of Settlement were so characterized.

So after the accession of Queen Victoria the

marrying or promoting the marriage of any

child of the present queen, being under

eighteen years of age, should the crown

ch, c/eain; ch, Sc. locA; g, ^o; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.— See Key.
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have descended to him or her, without the

written consent of the regent and parlia

ment was declared treason. Misprision or

hare concealment of treason is no longer a

capital offence. The counterfeiting of the

king's privy or great seal and of the king's

money was at one time also regarded as

treason. The former punishment for trea

son was that the condemned Bhould be

drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution,

and there to be hanged and disembowelled

alive, and then beheaded and quartered ;

and a conviction was followed by forfeiture

of land and goods, and attainder of blood;

but this Is now restricted to hanging, for

feiture and attainder being abolished by

33 and 34 Vict, xxtii. In the United States

treason is confined to the actual levying of

war against the United States, or in adher

ing to their enemies, giving them aid and

comfort.

Treason doth never prosper; what's the reason?

Why, if it prosper, none dare call it treason.

Harrington.

Treasonable (trfi'zon-a-bl), a. Pertaining

to treason; consisting of treason; involving

the crime of treason, or partaking of Its

guilt

Most men's heads had been intoxicated with iraa-

ginations of plots and treasonable practices.

Clarendon.

Syn. Treacherous, traitorous, perfidious,

insidious.

Treasonableness (tre'zon-a-bl-nes),n. Qua

lity of being treasonable.

Treasonably (tre'zon-a-bli), adv. In a trea

sonable manner.

Treason-felony (tre'zon-fel'o-ni), n. In la w,

the offence of compassing, imagining, de

vising, or intending to depose or deprive the

present queen from the crown, or to levy

war within the realm, in order to forcibly

compel her to change her measures, or to

intimidate either house of parliament, or to

excite an invasion In any of her majesty's

dominions. Treason -felony is punishable

with penal servitude for life or for any term

not less than five years.

Treasonous (tre'zon-us), a. Treasonable.

I all the afternoon in the coach, reading the trea

sonous book of the court of King James, printed a

great while ago, and worth reading, though ill in

tended. Pepys.

Treasure (trezh'ur), n. [O.K. tresoure, Fr.

tresor, L. thesaurus, from Or. thisanros, a

store, treasure, from the, the root of tithimi,

to put or place, whence also thesis, anti

thesis, theme, Ac] 1. Wealth accumulated;

riches hoarded; particularly, a stock or store

of money in reserve. ' The unsunn'd heaps

of miser's treasure.' JKUton. — 2, A great

quantity of anything collected for future

use.
We have treasures in the field, ot wheat and M bar

ley, and of oil and of hooey. Jer. xli. 8.

3. Something very much valued.

Ye shall be a peculiar treasure to me. Ex. xix. 5.

Hath he not always treasures, always friends.

The good great man! Three treasures, love and

light
And calm thoughts. Coleridge.

Treasure (trezh'ur), u.t pret. & pp. trea

sured; ppr. treasuring. 1. To hoard up; to

lay up in store; to collect and reposit, either

money or other precious or valuable things,

for future use, or for the sake of preserving

or keeping from harm; to accumulate; to

store ; as, to treasure or treasure up gold

and stiver: usually with up.

And her merchandise and her hire shall be holiness

to the Lord: it shall not be treasured nor laid up

Isa. xxUi. 18.

2. To retain carefully In the mind; as, to

treasure up words of wisdom,

My remembrance treasures honest thoughts.

Pofe.

The patient search and vigil long

Of him who treasures up a wrong. Byron.

3. To regard as precious; to prize.

Treasure-City (trezh'ur-si-ti), n, A city for

stores and magazines. Ex. i. 11.

Treasure-bouse (trezh'ur-hous), u. A house

or building where treasures and stores are

kept; a place where hoarded riches or pre

cious things are kept.

Gather together into your spirit, and its treasure-

Mouse, the memory, not only all the promises of God,

but also the former sense* of the divine favours.

Jer Taylor.

Treasurer (trezh'ur-er), n. One who has

the care of a treasure or treasury; an officer

who receives the public money arising from

taxes and duties or other sources of revenue,

takes charge of the same, and disburses it

upon orders drawn hy the proper authority;

one who has the charge of collected funds,

such as those belonging to incorporated

companies or private societies. —Lord high

treasurer, formerly the third great officer of

the crown, who had under his charge and

government all the king's revenue, which is

kept in the exchequer ; but at present the

duties of the lord high treasurer are dis

charged by commissioners entitled lords 0/

the treasury. See Treasury. —Lord high

treasurer of Scotland, formerly an officer

whose duty it was to examine and pass the

accounts of the sheriffs and others concerned

in levying the revenues of the kingdom, to

receive resignations of lands and other sub

jects, and to revise, compound, and pass Big-

natures, gifts of tutory, &c. In 1663 the

lord high treasurer was declared president

of the court of exchequer. — Treasurer 0/

the household, an official in the lord-stew

ard's department of the royal household of

the United Kingdom, who hears a white

staff, and ranks next to the lord-steward,

for whom he is empowered to act in his

absence. He is always a member of the

privy-council, and his tenure of office is

dependent on that of the ministry.—Trea

surer of a county, in England, an official who

keeps the county -stock, which is raised by

rating every parish yearly, and is disposed to

charitable uses. There are two treasurers

in each county, chosen by the major part

of the justices of the peace, &c, at Easter

sessions.

Treasurership (trezh'ur-er-ship), it. The

office of treasurer

Treasuress (trezh'ur-es), n. A female who

has charge of a treasure. ' Memory, wisdom's

treasurers.' Sir J Davits.

Treasure-trove (trezh'ur-trov), n. [Trea

sure, and 0. Fr. trov^, Mod.Fr. trouve, found. ]

In law, any money or coiu, gold, silver plate,

or bullion found hidden in the earth or hi

any private place the owner of which is not

known. In this case the treasure belongs to

the crown; but if the owner is known, or is

ascertained after the treasure is found, the

owner and not the crown is entitled to it.

It Is, however, the practice of the crown

to pay the finder the full value of the pro

perty on its being delivered up. On the

other hand, should the finder conceal or

appropriate it he is guilty of an Indictable

offence punishable by fine and imprison

ment.

Treasuroust (trezh'ur-ns), a. Worthy of

being treasured or prized, or regarded as a

treasure.

Goddess full of eraee.

And treasurous angel t' all the human race

Chapman.

Treasury (trezh ii-ri), n. 1 A place or

building in which stores of wealth are

reposited ; particularly, a place where the

public revenues are deposited and kept,

and where money is disbursed to defray

the expenses of government ; also, a place

where the funds of an incorporated com

pany or private society are deposited and

disbursed.—2. A department of government

which has control over the management,

collection, and expenditure of the public

revenue. The duties of this department

in Britain are at present performed by a

hoard of five lords •commissioners instead

of a lord high treasurer, as in former

times. The chief of these commissioners,

or first lord of the treasury, Is, by custom,

the head of the administration or prime

minister, and may be a member of either

house of parliament. He has an extensive

ecclesiastical, legal, and civil patronage,

appoints all the chief officers of state, and

regulates the various departments under

the crown. As head of the executive his

duties are bo multifarious that he takes

little practical control of the treasury unless

he holds in addition the chancellorship of

the exchequer, which he can only do, how

ever, if he is a commoner. The virtual head

of the treasury is the chancellor of the

exchequer, who must be a member of the

House of Commons, and who exercises the

most responsible control over the expendi

ture of the different branches of the service.

He prepares an annual estimate of the Btate

expenses, and of the ways and means by

which it is proposed to meet them, and

lays this statement, called the budget, before

the House of Commons. The duties of the

three remaining members of the board, the

junior lords, are merely formal, the heaviest

portion of the executive functions devolving

on the two joint secretaries of the depart

ment, who are also members of the lower

house, and on a permanent official secretary.

One of the joint secretaries is usually the

ministerial 'whip,' who has the non-official

but important duty of looking after the

interest of his party by securing the attend

ance of as many members as possible on his

own side of the house at important divisions.

The custody of the public revenue is vested

in the exchequer, but the function of pay

ment belongs to the treasury, consequently

all minis withdrawn from the exchequer

must be vouched for hy a treasury warrant.

The treasury has the appointment of all

officers engaged in the collection of the

public revenue; the army, navy, and civil

service supplies are issued under its autho

rity; and all exceptional coses and disputes

relating to the public revenue are referred

to its decision. Several important state

departments, as the boards of customs and

inland revenue, the post-office, the office of

woods and forests, are under the general

authority or regulation of the treasury.—

Treasury bench, the front bench or row of

seats on the right hand of the speaker in

the House of Commons : so called because

occupied by the first lord of the treasury

(when a commoner), the chancellor of the

exchequer, and other members of the min

istry.— Treasury board, the five lords-com

missioners of the treasury.—Treasury war

rant, a warrant or voucher issued by the

treasury for sums disbursed by the ex

chequer. — 8. The officers of the treasury

department. See 2.—4. A repository, store

house, or other place where valuable ob

ject* ore collected; hence. Jig. a collection

of, or book containing, generally in small

hulk, much valuable information or numer

ous striking thoughts on any subject ; any

thing from which wisdom, wit, or know

ledge may be abundantly derived ; as. a

treasury of botany; a treasury of wit. —

5. t A treasure. ' Sumless treasuries.' Shak.

Treasury-warrant (trezh'u-ri-wor-ant), n.

A warrant issued by the lords of the treas

ury, especially relating to the payment of

money. See under Treasury.

Treat (tret), v t. [0. E. trett, trayte, from

Fr. trailer, 0. Fr. traicter. to handle, to med

dle, to treat, from L. tractare, a freq. of

traho, tractum, to draw, whence also tract,

trace, trait, (rain, &c, and numerous com

pounds.] 1. To behave to or towards; to

conduct one's self in a certain manner with

respect to ; to act well or ill towards ; to

use in any maimer.

Since living virtue is with envy cursed.

And the best men are treated like the worst.

Do thou, just goddess, call our merits forth.

And give each deed the exact, immiue worth. Pope.

2. To handle or develop in a particular

manner, hi writing or speaking, or by any

of the processes of art; to show or bring out

the nature or character of; as, to treat a sub

ject diffusely ; the composer treated the

theme skilfully.

Zeuxis and Polyjjnotus treated their subjects in

their pictures as Homer did in his poetry. Dryden,

8. To entertain without expense to the guest;

to give food or drink to, especially the latter,

as a compliment or expression of friendliness

or regard; as, to treat the whole company.

If your friend is in want, don't carry him to the

tavern, where you treat yourself as well as him.

To treat a poor wretch with a bottle of Bur

gundy, and fill his snuff-box, is like givine a pair of

laced ruffles to a man that had never a shirt on his

back. Tom Broun.

4.t To negotiate; to settle.

To treat the peace a hundred senators

Shall be commissioned. Dryden.

5. To manage in the application of remedies;

as, to treat a disease or a patient. ' Treat

their loathsome hurts and heal mine own.'

Tennyson.— (I. To subject to the action of;

as, to treat a substance with sulphuric acid.

7.t To entreat; to beseech; to solicit.

Treat (tret), v. i. 1. To discourse; to handle

In writing or speaking; to make discussions:

followed usually by t\f.

The travellers who visited Germany or Italy a hun

dred and fifty years ago would hardly now-a-days be

supposed to treat of the same people or the same

territory. Broufnam.

Then, Sir, awful odes she wrote,

Too awful, sure, for what they treated of. Tennyson.

2. To come to terms of accommodation.

Inform us, will the emp"ror treat I Swri/T,

8. To make gratuitous entertainment; to

give food or drink as a compliment or ex

pression of regard, friendliness, or good

will.

If we do not please, at least we treat. Prior.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; nfite, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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—To treat with, to negotiate ; to make ami

receive proposals (or adjusting differences;

as, envoys were appointed to treat with

France, but without success.

Treat (net). u. l.t Parley; conference; treaty.

Bid hint battle without further treat. Spenser.

2. Ad entertainment given as a compliment

or expression of regard.

This is the ceremony of my fate ;

A parting treat, and I'm to die in state. Dryden.

3. Something given at an entertainment;

hence, anything which affords much plea

sure; that which is peculiarly enjoyable;

unusual gratification.

Carrion is a treat to dogs, ravens, vultures, fish.

Pmlp.

—To stand treat, to pay the expenses of an

entertainment for another or others; to

entertain gratuitously; to treat.

He loyally stood treat to the ladies at a restaura

teur's. '- "'' ■'' kill Mag

He would terminate his entertairuneut by standing

trtat at the play. Dickens.

Treatable t (tret'a-bl), a. 1. Moderate; not

violent.

The heats or the colds o( seasons are less treai-

a.'-.e than with us. Sir IV. Temple.

2 Tractable, ' A treatable disposition.' Dr.

Parr.

Treatably t (tret'a-bll), ado. Moderately;

tractably. * How to grind treatably the

church with jaws that will scarce move.'

Hooker.

Treater (tret'e>), n. One who treats; as. (a)

one who handles or discourses on a subject.

f» One who entertains.

Treating (tret'ing), n. 1. The act of one

who treats. —2. Bribing in parliamentary

(or other) elections with meat and drink.

According to law, every candidate who cor

ruptly gives, causes to be given, or is acces

sory to giving, or pays, wholly or in part,

expenses for meat, drink, entertainment,

or provision for any person, before, during,

or after an election, in order to be elected

or for being elected, or for corruptly Influ

encing any person to give or refrain from

giving his vote, is guilty of treating, and

forfeits £.S0 to any informer, with costs.

Kvery voter who corruptly accepts meat,

drink, or entertainment, shall be incapable

of voting at such election, and his vote shall

be void.

Treatise (tre'tizVn. [From treat] 1. A

written composition on a particular subject,

in which the principles of it are discussed

or explained. A treatise is of an indefinite

length; but it implies more form and method

than an essay, and less fulness or copious

ness than a system.

When we write a treatise, we consider the subject

throughout. We strengthen it with arguments: we

clear It of objections ; we enter into details ; and, in

short, we leave nothing unsaid that properly apper

tains to the subject. Gilpin.

2. t Discourse; talk; tale.

But lest my liking might too sudden seem.

I would have salved it with a longer treatise. Skat.

Treatisert (tre'tiz-er), n. One who writes a

treatise. 'This block-mouthed trcatiser.'

Dr. Featley.

Treatment (tret-ment), n. (Fr. traitement.

See Treat] The act or the manner of

treating: (a) the manner in which a sub

ject is treated. (6) Management ; manipu

lation ; manner of mixing or combining, of

decomposing, and the like; as, the treat

ment at subjects in chemic.il. experiments.

(c) Vsage; manner of using; good or bad be

haviour towards,

I speak this with an eye to those cruel treatments,

which men of all sides arc ,ipt to give the characters

of those who do not agree with them. Spectator.

(if) Manner of applying remedies to cure;

mode or course pursued for remedial ends;

as. the treatment oi a disease; the treatment

of a patieut.

The question with the modern physician is not as

with the ancient : * shall the treatment be so and so,

but shall there be any treatment beyond n wholesome

regimen. H. Spencer.

(*)t The act of treating or entertaining;

entertainment.

Accept such treatment as a swain affords. Prfe.

Treaturef (tret'ur), n. Treatment Fab-

yan.

Treaty (tre'ti). n. [Fr. trait*. See Treat. 1

1. Negotiation; act of treating for the ad

justment of differences, or for forming an

agreement; as, to try to settle matters by

treaty.

He cast by treaty and by trains

Her to persuade. Spenser.

2. An agreement, league, or contract be

tween two or more nations or sovereigns,

formally signed by commissioners properly

authorized, and solemnly ratified by the

several sovereigns or the supreme power of

each state. The term treaty includes all

the various transactions into which states

enter between themselves, such as treaties

of peace or of alliance, truces, conventions,

<fcc. Treaties may be for political or for

commercial purposes, in which latter form

they are usually temporary. In most mon

archies the power of making and ratifying

treaties is vested in the sovereign ; in re

publics it is vested in the chief magistrate,

senate, or executive council; in the United

States of America it is vested in the presi

dent, by and with the consent of the senate.

Treaties may be concluded and signed by

diplomatic agents, but these, of course,

must be furnished with full powers by the

sovereign authority of their states.—3. t A

proposal tending to an agreement; an en

treaty.

I must

To the young man semi humble treaties, dodge

And palter in the shifts of lowness. SkaA.

4. t Treatise. Sir T. Browne.

Treble (treb'l), o. [O. Fr. treble, Mod Ft.

triple., L. triplus. See TRIPLE, of which this

word is another form.) 1. Threefold; triple.

A lofty tower, and strong on every side

With trebU wall*. Dryden.

1 In musia, (a) of or pertaining to the high

est or most acute sounds; as. a treble sound.

[>>) Playing or singing the highest part or

most acute sounds ; playing or singing the

treble; as, a treble voice; a treble violin, Ac.

See TREBLE, 7i —Treble clef. See CLEF.

Treble (treb'l), ». In music, (a) the highest

vocal or instrumental part in a concerted

piece, such as is sung by women or boys, or

played by instruments of acute tone, as the

violin, flute, oboe, clarinet, Ac., or on the

higher keys of the piano, organ, Ac. : so

called because it was originally a third part

added to the ancient canto fermo and the

counterpoint. (6) A soprano voice; a so

prano singer. See Soprano.

Treble (trebl), v.t pret. A pp. trebled; ppr.

trebling. 1. To make thrice as much; to

make threefold; to multiply by three; to

triple. 'Augmentations that may be doubled

or trebled. ' Bolingbroke. - 2. t To utter in a

treble key; to whine.

He outrageously

(When I accused him) trebled his reply. Chapmatt.

Treble (trebl), vi. To become threefold.

Now I see your father's honours
Trebling upon you. Beau. &• Fl.

Trebleness (treb'1-nes), n. The state of

being treble.

The just proportion of the air percussed towards

the baseness or trebleness of tones, is a gre.it secret

in sounds. Bacon.

Treblet (treblet), n. Same as Triblet.

Trebly (treb'li). ado. In a treble manner;

in a threefold number or quantity; triply;

as, a good deed trebly recompensed

Trebuchet (treh'u-shct), n. [Fr. trebuchet,

O. Fr. trebuquet, trabuquet, from trebucher,

0. Fr. trebuquier, to stumble, to tumble, and

in O Fr. , to overbalance or bear down by

weight—L. trans, across, and O. Fr. buc, the

Trebuchet, from an ancient carving in ivory, re

presenting a knight preparing the machine for batter

ing tits fair opponents with roses.

trunk of the body, 0. H.G buh, the belly; lit

to cause the body to assume an unnatural

direction or position.] 1. In archaeoi. a rude

war engine something of the nature of a ba

lls**, It wn principally used by besiegers,

for mttking a breach or for easting stones

and other missiles into the towns and castles

they beleaguered. A heavy weight on the

short end of a lever was suddenly released,

raising the light end of the longer arm con

taining the missile, and discharging it with

great force.— 2. A kind of balance or scaleB

UBed in weighing —3. A tumbrel or ducking-

stooL — 4. A kind of trap. (The word is

sometimes written also Trebucket.)

Trebucket (treb'u-ket), n. Same as Trebu

chet.

Trecento (tra-ehen't6), n. fit, three hun

dred, but used for thirteen hundredth. J In

tine arts, the name applied to the style of

art which prevailed in Italy in the fourteenth

century. It is sometimes called the Early

Style of Italian art.

Trecbometer (tre-kom'et-er). n. [Gr. trecho,

to run, and inetron, measure ] A kind of

odometer or contrivance for reckoning the

distance run, especially by vehicles.

Trecbour.t »- [^ee Tkeacher.j A cheat;

a traitor. Chaucer.

Treckschuyt (trek'skoit). ». [D., from

trecken, trekken, to draw, and schuit, a

boat] A covered boat drawn by horses or

cattle, und formerly much used for convey

ing goods and passengers on the Dutch and

Flemish canals.

Treadle (tredi), n. 1. The same as Treadle, l.

2.t Aprostitute; astrumpet. Ford.— 3. Dung

of sheep or of hares. Holland.

Trede-foule.t n. A treader of hens; a cock.

Chaucer.

TrediUe, Tredrille (tre-dil', tre-dril'), «.

(Fr. trot*, L. tres, three.) A game at cards

by three persons. Sir W. Scott. Spelled also

TradrUlc.

I was playing nt elghteen-penny tredrille with the

Duchess of Newcastle and Lady Browne.

//. Il'alf-ol*-

Tree (tie), « [A. Sax. tredw, tre6, trt, Icel.

fre", Dan. and Sw. trd, O.D. tree, Goth, frtu,

tree, wood; cog. W. derw, Gr. drvs, an oak,

doru, a spear; Skr. dru, a tree] 1. A per

ennial plant having a woody trunk of vary

ing size, from which spring a number of

branches, having a structure similar to the

trunk. Trees are thus distinguished from

shrubs, which have perennial stems but

have no trunk properly so called; and from

herlw. whose stems live only a single year.

It is difficult, however, to fix the exact limit

between trees and shrubs. Trees are both

endogenous and exogenous, by for tlu

greater number both of individuals and oi

varieties belonging to the latter class. Those

of which the whole foliage falls off periodi

cally, leaving them bare In winter, are

called deciduous; those of which the foliage

falls only partially, a fresh crop of leaves

being always supplied before the mature

leaves are exhausted, are colled evergreen.

Trees are also distinguished as nuciferous,

or nut-bearing trees; baccifcrous, or berry-

bearing ; coniferous, or cone-bearing, Ac.

Some are forest-trees, and useful for timber

or fuel; others are fruit-trees, and cultivated

in gardens and orchards; others are used

chiefly for shade and ornament.—2. Some

thing resembling a tree, consisting of a stem

or stalk and branches; as, a genealogical

tree. See under Genealogical.

In whose capacious hall,

Hung with a hundred shields, the family tret

Sprang from the midriff of a prostrate king.

Tennyson.

3. A generic name for many wooden pieces

in machines or structures; as, (a) in vehicles,

(1) the bar on which the horwe or horses

pull; BM.single, double, treble, whiffle, stcingle

trees; (2)the axle; called alBoaa-fe-free. (6)

The frame of a saddle; as, saddle-tree, (c)

In ship-building, a bar or beam in a ship;

as, chess-free, cross-free, trestle free, Ac.

(rf) In milling, the bar supporting a mill-

spindle, (r) A frame on which a boot-leg is

distended; a boot-tree. (/) A vertical pipe

in some pumps and air-engines.— 4. A cross.

'Whom they slew and hanged on a tree.'

Ac. x. 39.

But give to me your daughter dear,

And by the Holy Tree,

Be she on sea or on the land,

I'll bring her back to thee. Il'hUtier.

6 t Wood; timber. Wiekliffe.—Tree of chas

tity, VitexAgnus castus. — l'rce of heaven,the

AUanthus glandulosus. — Tree of liberty, a

tree planted by the people of a country* or

state to commemorate the achievement of

their liberty, or the obtaining of Borne great

accession to their liberties. Thus the Ame

ch, Main; ch, 8c. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ning; th, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, iWug; zh, azure—See Key.
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ricaus planted trees of liberty to commem

orate the establishment of their independ

ence in 1730; the Parisians have on various

occasions planted trees of liberty.—Tree of

life, (a) in Scrip, the tree which grew in

the midst of the garden of Eden, so named

probably from its being a pledge of man's

eternal life in heaven, provided he kept the

covenant God made with him.

As a tbief.

In at the window climbs, or o'er the tiles;

So clomb the first grand thief into God's fold ;

Thence up he flew; and on the Tree 0/ Life,

The middle tree, and highest there that grew,

S^t like a cormorant. Milton.

(b) A tree of the genus Thuja; arbor-vitrc.—

Tree of long life, Glaphyria nitida —Tree

of sadness, Nyctanthes arbortristis —Tree of

the magicians, Lycioplesium puhiftorum.—

Tree of the sun, Itet inospora ob'tusa.—At

the top of the tree. See under Top.

Tree (tre), v.t. pret. A pp. treed; ppr. treeing.

1. To drive to a tree ; to cause to ascend a

tree ; as, a dog trees a squirrel. Hence—

2. To put in :i li\ 1 to bring to the end of

one's resources.

You are treed and you can't help yourself.

H. Kingsley.

3 To place upon a tree; to stretch upon a

tree; as. to tree boots. —To tree one's self, to

conceal one's self behind a tree, as in hunt

ing or fighting. [American.]

Tre© (tre), v.i. 1. To take refuge in a tree,

as a wild animal.

Besides treeing, the wild cat will take advantage

of some hole in the cruund, and disappear as sud

denly as ghosts at cock-crowing. Thorpe.

2. t To grow to the size of a tree. Fuller.

Tree-beard (tre'berd). n. A name common

to several lichens of the genus Usnea, from

their resemblance to hair.

Tree-climber (tre/klimer), n. A name given

to a fish of the genus Anabas; the climbing

perch See Anabasida

Tree-crab (tre/krab), n. A crab of the genus

Birgus, reckoned among the land-crabs. Tt

breaks open the shell of the cocoa-nut, ifec.,

by repeated blows uf its great claws. Tree-

crabs can live for long periods out of water,

but deposit their eggs in the sea.

Tree-fern (tre'fern), n. The name given to

several species of ferns which attain to the

size of trees, ns the AlsophUa vestita, Cibo-

tium BUlardicri, Ac. They are found in

tropical countries. A handsome species,

Cyathea medullaris, coittnins In its trunk a

mucilaginous pulp comparable to sago.which

is used extensively for food in Polynesia and

New Zealand.

Tree-frog (tre'frog), n. The popular name

of a genus of amphibian vertebrates (Hyla),

forming the type of a distinct family (Hy-

lada?), of the order Anoura, and differing

from proper frogs in the extremities of their

toes, each of which is expanded into a

rounded viscous pellet that enables the

animals to adhere to the surface of bodies

and to climb trees, where they remain all

summer living upon insects. There are nu

merous species. H. arborea, the only Euro

pean species, common in France, Germany,

and Italy,, is the most beautiful species.

Several others are natives of America, of

Asia, Polynesia, and a few of Africa.

Tree-goose (tre'gos), ». An old name for

the barnacle goose, from a belief that bar

nacles grew on trees and became developed

into geese.

Whereas those scatter'd trees, . . . (ui many a slimy

lake,

Theii roots so deeply soak'd) send from their stocky

bough

A soft and sappy gum, from which those tree-geese

erow

Cairo barnacles by us. Drayton.

Tree-hair (tre'har), n. A name given to the

dark, wiry, pendulous, entangled masses of

lichen (Cornicularia jitbata). which are not

uncommon on trees in sub-alpine woods,

Treenood (tre'had), n. The quality, state,

or condition of being a tree. Hugh Miller.

Tree-jobber (tre'job-er), n. [Tree, and job

ber, from job, to prick. ] A woodpecker.

Tree - kangaroo (tre'kang-ga-ro). n. The

Dendrolagus uririnus, an animal of the kan-

?aroo family (Maeropodidie), but differing

rom the true kangaroos in having its fore

legs nearly as long as its hinder members.

It is a native of New Guinea, and derives

its popular name from its arboreal habits.

Treeless (tre'les), a Destitute of trees.

I arrived in the midst of a dreary treeless country,

K'tngsley.

Tree-lOUSe (tre'lous). n. Plant-louse, an in

sect of the genus Aphis. See Aphis.

Tree-mallow (tre'mal-lo), n. A handsome

British plant of the genus Lavatera, the L.

arborea, cultivated in shrubberies, ace., as

an ornamental plant. See La vatkka.

Treent (tren or tre'en),a. [From tree = A. Sax.

tredwen, made of timber, j 1. Wooden; made

of tree or wood. ' A horn spoon and a treen

dish.' B. Jonson.—Z Relating to or drawn

from trees. ' Treen liquors, especially that

of the date.' Evelyn.

Treent (tren), n. The old plural of tree.

Under safe shelter of the shadie treen. Bp. Halt.

Treenail ( tre'niil ), n. In ship-building, a

cylindrical pin of hardwood, generally teak

or oak, used for securing planking to the

frames, or parts to each other. Written

also Trenail, Trennel, and Trunnel.

Tree-onion (tre'un-yun), n. A species of

onion {Allium proliferum), the stalks of

which, when allowed to run up, produce

small bulbs instead of flowers at the top.

These bulbs are excellent in pickles. It is

cultivated in English gardens.

Tree-pigeon (tre'pij-on), n. A species of

pigeon, allied to the true pigeons, but pre

senting more points of resemblance to In-

sessorial birds. The tree-pigeons are natives

of Asia, Africa, and Australia. They have

long wings, and live among trees, feeding on

fruits and berries.

Tree-primrose (tre'prim-roz), n. A plant
of the genus Oenothera, (!•' biennis. Called

also Evening-primrose.

Tree-purslane (tre'pur-slan), ». See Pur-

SLASK-TKEK.

Treeshlp (tre'ship), n. The state or condi

tion of being a tree; treehood. Cowper.

Tree-Bhrike (tre'shrik), n. See Shrike.

Tree-sorrel (tre'sor-el), n. A plant of the

genus Rumex (/£. lunaria), a species of sor

rel or dock.

Tree-toad (tre'tod), «. 1. The same as Tree-

frog (which see). — 2. A name common to

batrachians of the genus Trachycephalus,

which live on trees in various parts of South

America and Jamaica. They have gener

ally a descriptive epithet prefixed, as li-

chened tree-toad, marbled tree-toad.

Tree-wool (tre'wbl), n. Same as Pine-needle-

wool.

Trefallow (tre'fal-ld), v.t. Same as Thri-

Jallow.

Trefle (tre'fl), n. [Fr. trifle. See Trefoil.]

In fort a species of mine, so called from its

form.

Treflee (trefle). a. [From

Fr. trefle, trefoil, 8ee

Trefoil.] In her. an epi

thet applied to a cross,

the arms of which end in

triple leaves, represent

ing the trefoil. Bends

are sometimes borne

treflee, that is, with tre

foils issuing from the

side.

Trefoil (tre'foil). n. [O.Fr. trefeul, treffle,

Fr. trifU, trefoil, from L. trifvlium— tres,

three, and folium, a leaf. I Iu bot. (a) the

common name for many species of Tri-

folium, a genus of plants including white

clover, red clover, Ac, so well known as

fodder-plants. See Trifolium. (6) A plant

of the genus Mcdicngo, the M. lupvlina, or

black nonesuch, cultivated for fodder, (c)

Bird's-foot trefoil is the common name for

several species of the genus Lotus. See LO

TUS.—2. An ornamental feathering or folia

tion used in Gothic architecture in the

heads of window-lights, tracery, panellings,

Cross treflee.

Trefoils.

Ac., in which the spaces between the cusps

represent the form of a three-lobed leaf.

3. In her. a frequent charge representing the

clover-leaf, and always depicted as slipped,

that is. furnished with a stalk.

Treget,t n. See Traget.

TregetOUT.t n. See Traoetour. Chaucer.

TreEala (tre'ha la), n. The name applied

to the hollow cocoons of a species of lepi-

dopterous insect which are brought from

Persia. The larva? eat the branches of

EcJiinops persica for the sake of the sugar,

starch, and gum contained in them, and of

these substances the cocoons chiefly consist.

They are regarded as a kind of manna, sai

are called manna of Turkey.

Trehalose (tre'ha-los), n. [See Trxhau i

Same as Mycose (which see).

Trelllage (trel'aj), n, [Ft., from tre'dU, an

arbour. See TKHLLIS.] In hurt. a sort of

rail-work, consisting of light posts ami nil*

for supporting wall -trees, 4c; a trellis.

'Makers of flower-gardens . . . contrivers

of bowers, grottoes, treillages.' Spectator.

Treille (trel), n. [Fr.] In her a lattice.

It differs from fretty in that the pieces do

not interlace under and over, but crosa

athwart each other, and are nailed at the

Join to. Called also Trellis.

Trek (trek), v.i. [D. trekken, to draw, to

draw a wagon, to journey.] To travel by

wagon; to travel as in seeking a new settle

ment [South Africa-]

Trek (trek), n. A journey with a wagon; -1

march. [South Africa]

Trek-tow(trek'tou),ji, [D. tre-Mea, to draw.)

A Dutch name, in Southern Africa, forstrips

of hide twisted into rope-traces, for oxen

to draw wagons by. Simmonds.

Trelllce (trel'is), n. Same as Trellis.

TrelliB (trel'is). n. [Fr. treillis, lattice-work.

according to Littre' from L.L tralieium,

translicium, crossed threads, modified by

the influence of trans, from L, trilix, triiicit,

woven with three sorts of threads -fre*.

three, and licium. a thread. Others derife

treUlis, from treille, an arbour, that W14;

from L. triclula, a bower or arbour] La

structure or frame of cross-barred work or

lattice-work, used for supporting plants; a

Trellis, x. Wooden, a. Wire.

kind of espalier for climbing plants or for

training fruit-trees. —2. A reticulated fram

ing or lattice-work of wood or metal, fur

screens, doors, or windows, — 3. In htr. aanie

as Treille.

Trellis (trel'is). v.t. To furnish with or a*

with a trellis, lattice, or wooden frame

'Cottages trellised over with exotic plant* '

Jeffrey.

Trellis-WOrk (trel'is-werk). n. Lattice

work. ' Birds of sunny plume in gilded

trellis-work. ' Tennyson. See TRKLU5.

Tremadoc (trem'a-dok), a. Of or pertaining

to Tremadoc in North Wales. — Tremadoc

slaUs, in geol. a series of coloured slates and

grits, occurring at Tremadoc. and constitut

ing a portion of the Cambrian system of

Sedgwick, or the lower Silurian of Murchi-

son.

Tremando (tra-man'd6). [It. trembliiuil

In music, one of the harmonic graces, which

consists in a general shake of the whole

chord, and is thus distinguished from tt-

molo, which cousists in a reiteration of 0

single note of the chord.

TremandraceJB (tre iuan-drii'se-e), « . f-

A nat. order of Australian exogefis, consist

ing of slender shrubs much resembling

heaths, usually covered with glandular

hairs. There are but two known genen.

Tremandra and Tetratheca. Some o( the

species are grown iu greenhouses in tin-

country.

Tremarctos (trem ark'tos), n. A Sooth

American geuus of Ursidee ; the spectacled

bear. See under SpectaclkI).

Trematoda (trem-a-to'da), n. pi. [Gr.trf^a.

tre matos, & hole, a pore] An order of Anno-

loida (comprised in Owen's Sterelmlnthai,

comprisingagroupof internal parasiuncom

monly known as suctwial worm* or Jluie*

They are usually of a flattened or rounded

form, and inhabit various situations in dif

ferent animals, mostly in birds and fl*he*.

being furnished with one or more suctorial

pores, like minute cupping-glasses, for ad

hesion. With one exception there is always

an alimentary canal, often much branched

not lying in a perivisceral cavity, but hoi

lowed out of the substance of the body, and

having but a single external opening, serving

alike as mouth and anus. They are nearly

all hermaphrodite, and undergo a series 01

changes in their development analocvni

to those observed in Ttcniada. Bittern*

Fate, far, fat. fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; , Sc abune; J. Sc. fry
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Mrs. Gill .

herself.

hepaticuin, or common liver-ltuke, which in

habits the gall-bladder or ducts of the liver

in sheep, and is the cause of the disease

called rot, is the type. See DiSTOMA.

Trematode, Trematoid (trem'a-tod, trem'-

a-toid), a. Of or pertaining to the Treina-

■ ■ -da ; as, trematode worms.

Trematode (trem'a-tod), n, A member of

the order Trematoda.

Tremblable t (trem'bla-bl), a. Calculated

to cause fear or trembling; fearful.

Bui what is tremblabte and monstrous, there be

•MM who. when Cod smites them, they fly unto a

Hitch, or an inchauntrcsse, and call for succour.

Dr. O. Benson.

Tremble (trem'bl), tJ.i. pret. A pp. trembled;

ppT. trembling. [Fr. trembler. It. tremolare,

Sp. tremolar, from L. tremulus, trembling,

from tremo, to tremble; Gr. tremo, to trem

ble. The b is inserted as in number. Tremu

lous, tremendous have the same origin.]

1. To shake involuntarily, as with fear, cold,

weakness, or as the effect of different emo

tions, such as anger, rage, grief, Ac; to

quake; to quiver; to shiver; to shudder:

said of persons.

Patience perforce with wilful cholcr meeting

Makes my flesh tremble. Shak.

Frighted Tumus trembled as he spoke. Dryden.

2. To be moved with a quivering motion; to

shake; to quiver; to totter: said of things;

as, the earth trembles. 'Sinai, whose gray top

shall tremble.' Milton.— 3. To quaver; to

■ shake, as sound; as, the voice trembles.

Winds make a noise unequally, and sometimes

when vehement tremble at the height of their blast.

Bacon.

Tremble ( trem'bl). ». The act or state of

trembling; an Involuntary shakingor shiver

ing through cold or fear.

There stood the enemy in a tremble. Thackeray.

Often used in the colloquial phrase all o/a

tremble.

. came alt o/a tremble, as she said

Charlotte Bronte.

Tremblement (trem'bl-ment), n. [Fr.] l. Iu

music, a trill or shake. — 2. A tremor; a

quivering.

The wood . . .

Thrills in leafy tremblement.

Like a heart that after climbing beateth quickly

through content. E. B. Browning.

Trembler (trembler), n. l. One who orthnt

which trembles, "Cowardly tremblers.'

Hammond. — 2. One of a religious sect of

the time of Queen Elizabeth.

These quaint-primitive dissemblers

In old Queen Bess's days called Tremblers.

Hudibras Hedrt'ivus.

Trembling (trembling), p. and a. Shaking,

as with fear, cold, or weakness; quaking;

shivering. — Trembling poplar, trembling

tree, the aspen tree (Popuius tremula), so

called.

Trembling (trem'bling), u. 1. The act or

state of shaking involuntarily, as from fear,

cold, or weakness.—2. pi. An inflammatory

affection in sheep, caused by eatiug noxious

vegetables. —Syn. Tremor, trepidation, shiv

ering, agitation.

Tremblingly (trem'bling-li). adv. In a

trembling manner; so as to shake; with

shivering or quaking. ' Tremblingly she

stood.' Shak.

Tremblores (trem-blo'rez), n. pi. A name

given in South America to the 'surface-

tremors* which, in some volcanic districts,

are almost of daily occurrence. Page.

Tremefaction (trem-i-fak'shon). n. [L.

treme/aeio, to cause to shake.] The act or

state of trembling; agitation.

Tremella(tre-meria), n. [From L. tremo,

to tremble, in alluBion to the gelatinous tex

ture of the plants] A genus of fungi, of

the division Hymenomycetes. the species of

which are known by their amorphous char

acter, by having a soft gelatinous appear

ance, and looking like gummy exudations

of the substances on which they grow. They

axe mostly found on the decaying branches,

trunks, and stumps of trees. Superstitious

notions have been connected with them, and

an imaginary medicinal value has been as

cribed to them.

Tremellinl (tre-mel-li'iriV n. pi. A family

of hymenomycetous fungi, of which the

genus Tremella is the type. SeeTRKMELLA.

Tremelloid (tre-rael'oidX «. In bot. resem

bling the fungus Tremella in substance ;

jelly-like

Tremendous (tre-men'dus), a. \L. tremen-

'In-, lit to bt* trembled at, dreadful, from

tremo, to tremble,whence also tremortremu

lous, tremble.] 1. Sufficient to excite fear or

terror; terrible; awful; dreadful. 'Some

mysteries sacred and tremendous.' Tatier.

Hence— 2. Such as may astonish by magni

tude, force, or violence; as, a tremendous

wind; a tremendous shower; a tremendous

shock or fall; a tremendous noise.—Syn.

Terrible, dreadful, frightful, terrific, hor

rible, awful.

Tremendously (tre-nien'dus-li), adv. In a

tremendous manner; in a munner to terrify

or astonish; with great violence.

TremendousneBS(tre-men'dus-nes), ». The

state or quality of being tremendous, ter

rible, or violent.

Tremolando (trem-6-lan'do), n. Same as

Tremolo.

Tremolant, Tremulant (trem'6-lant, trem'-

ii lint ). n. In music, an organ and har

monium stop, which gives to the tone a

trembling or undulating effect. See Tre

molo.

Tremollte (trem'6-lit), n. [From Val Tre-

mola, a valley in the Alps where it was

discovered.] A mineral regarded us a variety

of hornblende, and known also

as grammatite. It is found in

dolomite, crystalline limestone,

and other of the older rocks.

It is of a grayish, yellowish, or

greenish colour, and usually oc

curs iu long, prismatic crystals

An asparagus green variety is

called Catamite.

Tremolo (trem'o-16),n, [It., from

L. tremulus. See TREMENDOUS.]

In music, (a) a chord or note

played or bowed with great ra

pidity so as to produce a quaver

ing effect. {>>. A pulsative tone

in an organ produced by a varia

tion in the volume of air admitted from the

bellows. It is produced by a fluttering

valve which commands the air-duct. Also

this contrivance itself, (c) A vibration of

the voice in singing, suitable for the pro

duction of certain effects, but often too

much and too indiscriminately used by vo

calists.

Tremor (tre'mor). n. [L., from tremo, to

tremble. See TREMENDOUS.] An involun

tary trembling; a shivering or shaking; a

quivering or vibratory motion; as, the tre

mor of a person who is weak, infirm, or old,

or labouring uuder some disorder.

He fell into a universal tremor. Harvey.

Maidens holding up

Tall tapers, weighty for such wrists, aslant

To the blue luminous tremor of the air.

B. B. Browning.

Tremulent (trem'u-lent), a. Tremulous.

Carlyle.

Tremulatlon (trem-u-hVshon). 7t. Tremu-

lousness. 'Such a terrible tremulation.'

Tom Brown.

Tremulous (trem'u-lus), a. [L. tremulus,

from tremo, to tremble. See TREMENDOUS.]

1. Trembling; affected with fear or timidity.

'The tender, tremulous Christian.' Dr. H.

More.—Z Shaking; shivering; quivering; aB,

a tremulous limb; a tremulous motion of the

hand or the lips; the tremulous leaf of the

poplar.

Where there was nothing to determine him, the

balance, by hanging even, became tremulous.

B/. Fell.

Tremulously (trem'u-lus-li), adv. In a

tremulous manner; tremblingly; with quiv

ering or trepidation.

Tremulousness (trem'u-Ius-nes), n. The

state of being tremulous or quivering ; as,

the tremulousness of an aspen leaf.

Tren(tren), n. A fishspear. Ainxworth.

Trenail (tre'nal). n. Same as Treenail.

Trench (trenah), v.t [O. St, trencher, to

cut off, to cut to pieces, Mod. Fr. Iran-

cher; according to LUtrfi from L. truncare,

to lop, to cut off.] 1. To cut or dig, as a

ditch, a channel for water, or a long hollow

in the earth.—2. In agri. to furrow deeply

with the spade or plough ; to cut deeply by

a succession of parallel and contiguous

trenches for certain purposes of tillage; to

break up and prepare for crops by deep dig

ging and removing stones. Ac. —3. To fortify

by cutting a ditch and raising a rampart or

breastwork of earth thrown out of the ditch ;

to intrench.

Pioneers, with spade and pickaxe armed.

Forerun the royal camp to trench a field.

Or cast a rampart. Milton.

i. t To cut; to form by hewing or cutting; to

carve out. 'Twenty trencited gashes on his

head.' Shak.

This weak impress of love is as a figure

Trenched in ice. which with an hour's heat

Dissolves to water, and doth lose his form. Shak.

Trench (trensh), v.i. 1. To encroach: with

on or upon; as, to trench upon another's

rights. See Intrench.

I must once more make bold, sir.

To trench upon your patience. Afassinger.

2. To have direction; toaimortend. [Rare]

—To trench at, to form trenches against, as

a town in besieging it.

Like powerful armies, trenching at a town

By slow and silent, but resistless, sap.

In his pale progress, gently gaining ground.

Death urged his deadly siege. Young.

Trench (trensh), n. 1. A long narrow cut in

the earth; a ditch.

Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field.

And shovell'd up into a bloody trench. Tennyson.

2. In agri. a drain or ditch cut for the pur

pose of preparing or improving the soil; an

open ditch cut for carrying off the surface

water.—3. Milit. a general name for any of

the parallels or approaches, Ac, used in at

tacking a hostile town or fortress; a deep

ditch cut for defence or to interrupt the ap

proach of an enemy. If the ground be hard

Trench occupied by soldiers.

or rocky trenches are raised above it with

fascines, bags of earth, Ac. ; but if the earth

can be easily dug then a ditch or way is sunk,

and edged with a parapet , next to the enemy,

formed by the earth thrown out of the ditch.

The depth of the trench, form of the para

pet, Ac, vary according to the purpose or

occasion.— To open the trenches, to begin to

dig or to form the lines of approach.

Trenchant (trenBh'ant), «. [O. Fr. trench

ant. SeeTKKNCH] 1. Cutting; sharp.

The trenchant blade, Toledo trusty,

I'"or want of fighting, was grown rusty. Hudibras.

2. Keen; unsparing; severe; as, trenchant

wit; trenchant criticism.

Trench-cart (trensh'kart), «. Milit. a cart

adapted to traverse the trenches with ord

nance, stores, ammunition, Ac.

Trench - cavalier ( trensh 'kav- a- ler), n.

Milit. a high parapet made by besiegers

upon the glacis to command and enfilade

the covered-way of a fortress.

Trencher (trensh'er), ii. [ In sense 2 lit.

that on which food is trenched or cut. See

TRENCH.] 1. One who trenches or cuts.—

2. A wooden plate on which meat was for

merly eaten at table, or on which meat may

be cut or carved. Hence—3. The contents

of a trencher; food; pleasures of the table.

It would be no ordinary declension that would bring

some men to place their summum betium upon their

trenchers. South.

4. See Trencher-cap.

Trencher-buffoon (trensh'er-buf-fbn"), «■

The wag or butt of a dinner-table. Davies.

Trencher-cap ( trensh'er-kap ), n. A cap

having a flat square top like a square board

Bet on it, such as that worn at Oxford, Cam

bridge, and some other universities. Some

times written shortly Trencher.

Trencher-Chaplain (trensh'er-chap-lan), n.

A domestic chaplain. Ileulin.

Trencher-critic (trenBh'er-krit-ik), n. One

who criticises viands ; one who studies the

regulation of diet. Up. Hall.

Trencher-fly (treuBh'er-fU), n. One that

haunts the tables of others; a parasite.

He found all people came to him promiscuously, and

he tried which of them were friends and which only

trencher-lies and spungers. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Trencher-friend (trensh'er-frend), n. One

who frequents the tables of others ; a

Bpunger. Shak.

Trencher-knight (trensh'er -nit), n. A

serving-mail attending at table; a waiter.

Some carry tale, some please-man, some slight zany.

Some mumble-news, some trencher-knight. Shak.

Trencher-law t (trenBh'er-la), n. The regu

lation of diet; dietetics.

When spleenish morsels cram the gaping maw.

Withouten diet's care, or trtncher-tair. Bf. Hall.

Trencher-man (trensh'6r-man), u. 1. A

hearty feeder; a great eater. *A very val

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sino; th, 'Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, teAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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lant trencherman.' ShaJc,— 2.t A wok.

'The skilfulleat trencher-men of Media'

Sir P. Sidney.— 3. A table companion; a

trencher-matt*. 'Mr. Wagg, the celebrated

wit, and a led captain and trencher-man of

Lord Steyne.' Thackeray.

Trencher-mate ( trenail' er-uiat), n. A

table companion; a parasite, llovker.

Trenching (trensh'ing), n. In agri. the act

or operation of preparing or improving land

by cutting trenches or by bringing up the

subsoil to the surface by means of a trench-

plough.

Trenchmore (trensh'mor). n. 1. A kind of

lively dance at one time common, performed

in a rough, boisterous manner.

All the windows t* the town dance a new trench

more. JJcait. &Fi.

2. The music for this dance, which is written

in triple or 4 time.

Trenchmore (trensh'mor), v.i. To perform

the dance so called. ' Trenchmore with apes,

play musick to an owle.' Marston.

Trench-plough (trensh'plou), u. A kind

of plough for opeuing land to a greater

depth than that of common furrows.

Trench - plough (trensh'plou), v.t To

{dough with deep furrows for the purpose, of

ooseniug the land to a greater depth than

usual.

Trend (trend), v.i. [Lit to bend circularly,

from stem of A. Sax. trendel, tryndel, a

circle; Fris. triad, trund, Dan. and Sw. triad,

round; closely akin to trundle.] To extend

or lie along in a particular direction ; to

stretch ; to run ; as, the shore of the sea

trend* to the south-west.

On one side the vast range of the Pyrenees trend

away till lost in remoteness. Arthur Young.

Trend (trend), n. 1. Inclination In a par

ticular direction; as, the trend of a coast.

'Along the trend of the sea-shore.' Long-

fellow. — 2. Naut. (a) the thickening of an

anchor shank a« it approaches the arms.

(b) In a ship riding at anchor the angle

made by the line of her keel and the direc

tion of the anchor-cable. —3. In fort, the

general line of direction of the side of a

work or a line of works.

Trend (trend), v.t To cause to turn; to

bend. [Rare]

Not far beneath i' the valley as she trends

Her silver si ream. It'. Broivtu.

Trend (trend), u. (. [Probably for tren. from

D. and G. trennen, to separate.} To cleanse,

as wool. [Local.]

Trend (trend), n. Clean or cleansed wool.

Trender (trend'er), n. One whose business

is to free wool from its filth. [Local.]

Trendle (tren'dl), n. [A. Sax. trendel,

a circle, a ring. Trundle is another form.

See Trend. ] Anything round used in

turning or rolling; a trundle.

The shaft the wheel, the wheel the trtudle turns.

Sylvester.

Trennel (trenT). n. Same as Treenail.

Trental (treu'tal). n. [From Fr. trente,

thirty, contr. from L. triginta, thirty.]

L An office for the dead in the Roman

Catholic service, consisting of thirty masses

rehearsed for thirty da>B successively after

the partv's death. Hence—2. A dirge; an

elegy. Herrick.

Trent-sand (trent'sand), n. A fine variety

of sand found on the river Trent, much

used for polishing.

Trepan (trC-pan'), n. [Fr. trypan, Sp. trt-

pano, It. trapano, fromGr. trypanon,& borer,

an auger, a surgical instrument, from trypi,

a hole. ] It A war engine or instrument

used in siegeB for piercing or making holes

in the walls. 'The Inginers have the trepan

drest.' T Hudson.—2. In surg. an instru

ment in the form of a crown-saw, uBed for

removing portions of the bones of the skull:

a surgical operation for relieving the brain

from pressure or irritation The trephine

is an improved form of this instrument

See Trephine.

Trepan (tre-pan'). v.t. pret. 65 pp. tre

panned; ppr trepanning. To perforate by

the trepan; to operate on by the trepan.

Trepan (tre pan'), r.f. [See Tkapan.] To

ensnare; to trap; to trapnn.

Guar'Is even ofa dozen men were ilicntly trepanned

from their stations. De Quincey.

Trepan (tre-pan'), n. 1. A snare: a trap.

' The snares and trepans that common life

lays in its way.' South. — 2. A cheat; a

deceiver.

He had been from the beginning a spy ami a trepan.

Trepang (tre-pangO, n. The sea-slug, a ma

rine animal of the genus Holothuria, belong

ing to the class Echinodermata, order Holo-

thuridaj, popularly known as

' sea-cucumbers,' or beches-

de-mer. It is found chielly

on coral reefs in the eastern

seas, and is highly esteemed

as an article of food in China,

into which it is imported in

large quantities. It is a

rather repulsive looking ani

mal, somewhat resembling

the land slug in shape, but

having rowsof longish suckers

on its body, and a radiated

mouth. It varies in length

from G to 24 inches. Much

skill and care is required in

the operation of curing, which

is performed by gutting and

boiling the slugs, and spread

ing them out on a perforated

platform over a wood fire to Trepang {Hoio-

dry. Sun-dried trepangs are thuria tduiis).

in special request in China for

making soups. The fishery is carried on in

numerous localities in the Indian Ocean,

the Eastern Archipelago, and on the shores

of Australia. The whole produce goes to

China.

Trepanizet (tre'pan-Iz), v.t. To trepan.

Some have l>cen cured ... by trepanisine the

skull. Jer. Taylor.

Trepanner(trtS-pan'er), n. One who trepans;

a cheat.

Those pitiful trepaniters and impostors sought to

seduce them. Up. Oauden.

Trepanning (tre-pan'ing), n. 1. The opera

tion of making an opening in the skull for

relieving the brain from compression or

irritation.—2. In brush-making, the opera

tion of drawing the tufts or bristles into the

holes in the stock by means of wire inserted

through holes in the edge, which are then

plugged so as to conceal the mode of opera

tion.

Trepanning-elevator(tre-pan'ing-el-e-vat-

er), n. In surg. a lever for raising the por

tion of hone detached by a trephine.

Trepeget,t n. [See Trbbuchet.] A mili

tary engine ; a trebuchet. Romaunt of the

Rone.

Trephine ftre-fin' or tre-fenO. "■ [Fr. fr<*-
;>AiMf,iin»dinedfi>rniofir.f^«/(. J An improved

form of the trepan, consisting of a cylindri

cal saw, with a handle placed transversely,

like that of a gimlet, and having a sharp

steel point called the centre -pin, which

may be fixed and removed at pleasure, and

which stauds in the centre of the circle

formed by the saw, but projecting a little

below the edge of the saw. The centre-pin

is fixed in the skull, and forms an axis round

which the circular edge of the saw rotates,

and as soon as the teeth of the saw have

made a circular groove in which they can

work steadily the centre-pin is removed.

The saw is made to cut through the bone,

not by a series of complete rotations such

as are made by the trepan, but by rapid half

rotations alternately to the right and left,

as in boring with au aw). The trephine is

used especially in injuries of the head, and

in cases resulting from injuries for which

the removal of a portion of the brain is ne

cessary. The use of the trephine, however,

is now much more rarely required than in

former times, owing to improved modes of

treating cases to which it was formerly

applied, and the invention of simpler and

more effective instruments.

Trephine (tre-fin'ortre-fen'),t>.( pret.&pp.

trephined; ppr. trephining. To perforate

with a trephine; to trepan.

Trepld (trep'id), a. [L. trepidus. See Tre

pidation.] Trembling; quaking.

Look at the poor little trepid creature panting md

helpless under the great eyes. Thackeray.

Trepidation (trep-i-da'shon). n. [L trepid-

atio. from trtpido, to tremble, from trepidus,

trembling, from the obsolete verb trepo, to

turn, Gr. trepo, to turn, to put to night]

1. An involuntary trembling; a quaking or

quivering, particularly from fear or terror ;

hence, a state of terror; as, the men were

in great trepidation. 'The general trepid

ation of fear and wickedness.' Johnson.—

2. A trembling of the limbs, as in paralytic

affections—3. In anc. astron. a libration of

the eighth sphere, or a motion which the

Ptolemaic system ascribes to the firmament.

to account for the changes and motion of

the axis of the world.

That crystalline sflterc whose balance weighs

The trepidation talk'd. and Uiat first moved.

Milton.

4. Hurry; confused haste. — Syn. Tremor,

agitation, disturbance, emotion, fear.

Trepidlty (tre-pid'i-ti), n. The state of

being trepid; trepidation; timidity.

Tresayle (tres'al), n. [Fr. trisaieul, a great-

great-grandfather— L. tris, tres, three, and

L L. avolus, from avus, a grandfather.] In

law, an old writ which lay for a man claim

ing as heir to his grandfather's grandfather,

to recover lands of which he had been de

prived by an 'abatement 'happening on the

ancestors death.

Trespass (trea'pas), v.i. [O. Fr trespasser—

tres=L. trans, beyond, and passer, to pass.

See Pass] It To pass beyond a limit or

boundary; hence, to depart; to go.

Robert de Brace . . . trespassed out of this un

certain world. Bemers.

2. To pass over the boundary line of an

other's land ; to enter unlawfully upon the

land of another, or upon that which is the

property and right of another; as, a man

may trespass by walking over the ground of

another, and the law gives a remedy for

damages sustained —3. To commit any of

fence; to offend; to transgress; to do wrong:

usually followed by against 'If any roan

fre«pa« against his neigh hour.' 1 Ki. viit 31.

If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke him.

Luke xvii, 3.

They . . . trespass against all logic Aort is.

4. In a narrower sense, to transgress volun

tarily any divine law or command ; to vio

late any known rule of duty; to cummit sin.

In the time of his distress did he trespass ret more

against the Lord. a Chr. sxtiii. az.

Go out of the sanctuary ; for thou hast trespassed.

a Chr. ixvi. 18.

5. To intrude; to go too far; to encroach; as,

to trespass upon the time or patience of an

other.

Nothing that trespasses upon the modesty of the

company, and the decency of convermilion, can be

come the mouth of a wise and virtuous person.

TUlotson.

Trespass (tres'pas). n. 1. The act of one

who trespasses or offends ; an injury or of

fence done to another; a violation of some

law or rule laid down.

fie plainer with me, let Die know my trespass

by its own visage. SJtaJk.

2 In a narrower sense, any voluntary trans

gression of the moral law ; any violation of

a known rule of duty; sin.

You hath he quickened, who were dnri In tres-

passes and sins. Eph. ti. t.

3. In lair, strictly speaking, any transgression

of the law not amounting to felony, or mis

prision of felony; but the term is generally

used to signify any wrong done to the per

son, to tin- goods aud chattels, or to the lands

and tenements of any man. Any injuries

committed against land or buildings are in

the most ordinary sense of the word tres

passer, as entering another's house without

jMrmission, walking over the ground of an

other, or suffering any cattle to stray upon

it, or any detrimental act or any practice

which damages in the slightest degree the

property, or interferes with the owner's or

occupier's rights of possession. Trespass

against the person may be by menace, as*

sault, battery, or maiming — Syn. Offence,

breach, infringement, transgression, mis

demeanour, misdeed.

Trespasser (tres'pas-er). n. 1. One who

commits a trespass; an offender; a sinner.—

2. One who enters upon another's land, or

violates his rights.

Trespass-offering (tres'pas-of-fer-ing), ».

An offering, among the Israelites, in expia

tion of a trespass.

Tress (tres), 7i. [Fr. trcsse, O Fr. trece, Pr.

tressa, It. treccia, a tress, plait of hair, pro

bably from Gr. tricJta, threefold, in three

£arta, from the usual mode of plaiting the

air; hence the word is allied to E. three ]

1. A lock or curl of hair; a ringlet. * Tresses

like the morn.* Hilton.

Fair tresses man's imperial race insnare. Fept.

And still I wore her picture by my heart.

And one dark tress. Tennyson.

2. A trace. Chapman. [Obsolete and rare.]

— Lady's tresses. See Lady's-tracks.

Tressed (trest), a. 1. Having tresses,

A brow of pearl

Tressed with redolent ebony.

In many a dark delicious curL Tennyson,

Fate, fax, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; uote, not, move, tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; $, Sc. fry.
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I Curled; formed into ringlets.

He, plunged in pain, his tressed locks doth tear.

Spenser.

Tressel ( tresT), n. Sameas Trestle (which see).

Tressful I (tres'ful), a. Having an abund

ance of tresses; having luxuriant h.iir

' Quern tly dressing of her tristful head.'

Sylvester.

Tresson (tres-oh), n. [Ft.] The net-work for

the hair worn by ladies in the middle ages.

TresS0UT,t «. [See Tress.] An instrument

used for plaiting the hair; an ornament of

hair when tressed. Romaunt of the Rose.

Treasure (tresh'ur), n. [From Fr. tresser,

to twist, to plait. See Tress] In her, the

diminutive of the orle, and generally reck

oned one-half of that or

dinary- It passes round \

the field, following the |

shape and form of tie

escutcheon. whatever ,

shape it may be, and is

usually borne double. |

When ornamented with

fleur-de-lis on both side.s

it is termed a tressure Doubietnssureflory-

/tory-cenmter • Jlory, the counter flory.

flowers being reversed

alternately. A tressure jlory is when the

flowers are on one side only of the treasure,

with the ends of them inwards.

Treasured (tresh'urd), a. Provided with a

tressure; arranged in the form or occupying

the place of a tressure.

The tressurtd flciir-de-Iuce he chums

To wreathe his shield. Sir If. Scoff.

Treasy ( tres'i ), a. Pertaining to tresses ;

having the appearance of tresses. 'Pendant

boughs of tressy yew.' Coleridge.

Trestt (trest), a. Trusty. 'Faithful, secret,

trest, and trew.' Sylvester.

Trestle (tres'i), n [O. Fr. trestel, tresteau.

Mod. Fr. triteauy a trestle ; probably of

Celtic origin; Armor, treustel, from treust,

trest, a baun ; W. trestyl, a trestle, from

traurst, a beam.} 1. The frame of a table —

2. A prop or frame for the support of any

thing which requires to be placed horizon

tally. It consists of three or four legs at

tached to a horizontal piece, and frequently

braced to give them strength and firmness.

Trestles are much used for the support of

scaffolding in building, &c.,'and also by

carpenters and joiners for resting timber

upon during the operations of ripping and

cross-cutting, and for other purposes. See

also Trestle-bridge,Trestle-work.—3. In

leather many/, the sloping plank on which

skins are laid while being curried.

Tre3tle-boaxd(tres'l-b6rd),n. An architect's

or draughtsman's designing board, so called

because formerly supported on trestles.

Trestle-bridge (tres'1-brij), n. A bridge in

which the bed is supported upon framed sec

tions or trestles. See Trestle-work.

Trestle-tree (tres'1-tre), n. A'aut. one of

two strong bars of timber, fixed horizontally.

and fore and aft, on the opposite sides of

the lower mast-bead, to support the frame

of the top and the topmast. See Top.

Trestle-WOrk (treBl-werk), n. A viaduct,

Trestle-work Viaduct, United States.

scaffold, &c, supported on piers, and with

braces and cross-beams; or the vertical posts,

horizontal stringers, oblique braces, and

cross-beams supporting a roadway, railway-

track, Ac. Trestle-work is much used for

bridges and viaducts in America.

Tret (tret), n. [Norm. Fr. trett, draught,

Fr. trait, from O. Fr. traire, to draw, from

L. trahere, to draw.) In com. an allowance

to purchasers of- certain kinds of goods for

waste or refuse matter. It consists of a

deduction of 4 lbs. for every 104 lbs. of suttle

weight, or weight after the tare is deducted.

It is now nearly discontinued by merchants,

or else allowed in the price.

Tretable,t a. Treatable; tractable. Chau

cer.

Trete,t v.L or i. To treat; to discourse.

Chaucer.

Trete,t Tretee,t n. Treaty. Chancer.

TrethiUgt (treth'ing), n. [W. treth, a tax;

trethu, to tax. ] A tax; an impost.

TretiB,t Tretys,t n. A treatise; a treaty.

Chaucer.

Tretise.t Tretys,t a. [0. Fr. traictis, long

and slender, from traict, drawn out, length

ened; L. tractus, drawn. See Tract. ] Long

and well-proportioned. Romaunt of the

Rose.

Tretosternon (tre'to-ster-non), n. [Gr. tre-

tos, perforated, andsternon, the breast-bone]

A fossil .in iin.i 1 of the Wealden and Purbeck

beds, seemingly allied to the river-turtles.

Trevat (trev'at), n. In weaving, a cutting

instrument for severing the pile-threads of

velvet.

Trevet (trev'et), n. [SeeTRiYET] l.Astool

or other thing that is supported by three

legs.—2. A movable iron frame or stand to

support a kettle, Ac., on a grate; a trivet, i

Trewe,t n, A truce. Chaucer.

Trewe,t a. True; faithful. Chaucer.

Trews (trbz), n. pi Trousers: generally ap- i

plied to tiic tartan trousers of Highlanders.

[Seoteh.]

fle wore the tmus, or close trousers made of tar- ,

tan, checked scarlet and white. Sir W. Scott.

Trewsman (trbx'man), n. A Highlander,

more properly an isleaman of the Hebrides: \

so called from his dress. Sir W. Scott, i

[Scotch.]

Treyt (tra), n. [O.Ft. trei, troi, Fr. trots. L.

tres, three. ] A three at cards or dice; a card j

of three spots. Shak.

Trl (tri). A prefix in words of Greek and [

Latin origin, signifying three, thrice, or in

threes; from Gr. tris, thrice, treis, three, L. i

tres, tria, three.

Triable (tri'a-bl), a. 1. Fit or possible to be |

tried; capable of being subjected to trial or

test. 'The experiments triable by our en

gine." Boyle. —2. Capable of undergoing a

judicial examination; fit or proper to come

under the cognizance of a court; as, a cause

may be triable before one court which is not

triable in another.

He being irresponsible, but hts Ministers answer

able Tor his nets, impeachable by the Commons And

triable by the Peers. Brougham.

Triableness (tri'a-bl-nes), n. The state of

being triable.

Triacheniuni, Triakenium (tri-a-ke'ni-

um). ». [Prefix f ri, and acJienium] In bot.

a fruit which consists of three achenia.

Trlacle t ( tri'a-kl ), n, A medicine or sub

stance serving as an antidote. Chaucer. See

Treaci.k

Wonderful, therefore, is the power of a Christian,

who not only overcomes and conquers and kills the

viper, but like the skilful apothecary, makes antidote

and triable of him. Hales.

Triacontabedral (tri-a-kon'ta-he"dral), a.

[Gr. triakonta, thirty, and hedra, side.]

1. Having thirty sides,—2. In crystal, bounded

by thirty rhombs.

Triaconter (tri'a-kon-ter), n. [Gr. triakon-

W.rSs, from triakonta, thirty.] In Greek an-

tiq. a vessel of thirty oars.

Triad (tri'ad), n. [L. trias, triadis, from Gr

trias, triados, from treis, tria, three.] 1. A

unity of three; three united.—2. In music,

the common chord or harmony, so named

because it is formed of three radical sounds,

a fundamental note or bass, its third, and its

fifth. —3 In chew, an elementary substance,

each atom of which will combine with three

atoms of a monad. —4. A trinity; as, in Hindu

myth, the three principal divinities in the

Rig Veda, to whom hymns are addressed: I n-

dra, the personification of the phenomena of

the visible firmament, especially of thunder

and rain ; Agni, of fire, especially of sacrificial

fire ; and Surya or Savitri, of the sun. The

triad of later Brahman ic or Hindu literature

consists of Brahma, Viahnn, and Siva. See

Trimdrti. — 5. In Welsh literature, a form

of composition which came into use in the

twelfth century. Triads are an arrangement

of similar events, or things which might be

associated in the mind, or be worthy of re

membrance, <fec, in a series of three.

Then there are the singular compositions called

the Triads, which are enumerations of events or

other particulars, bound together in knots of three,

by means of some title or general observation—some,

times, it must be confessed, forced and far-fetched

enough—under which it is conceived that they may

all be included. Of the Triads, some are moral, and

others historical. Craii.

Triadelphous (tri-a-del'fus), a. [Gr. treis,

three, and adelphia, brotherhood.] In bot

a term applied to plants whose filaments

are combined into three masses, as in some

species of Hypericum.

Triadic (tri-ad'ik), a. Of or pertaining to a

triad; specifically, in c/wnv triatomic; triva-

lent.

Trladist (tri'ad-ist). n. A composer of a

triad or triads. See Triad. 5.

Trial ( tri'al ). n. [ O. Fr. trial See Trt. ]

1. The act of trying or testing in any man

ner; as, (a) any effort or exertion of strength

for the purpose of ascertaining its effect or

what can be done ; as, a man tries to lift a

stone, and on trial finds he is not able; a

team attempts to draw a load, and after un

successful trial the attempt 1b relinquished.

('•> Examination by a test; experiment; as in

chemistry, metallurgy, or the like.

All thy vexations

Were but my trials of thy love, and thou

Hast strangely stood the test. Shak.

(c) Experiment; act of examining by experi

ence.

There is a mixed kind of evidence . . . depending

upon our own observation and repeated trials of the

issues and events of actions or tilings, called experi

ence. £f. H'llkins.

2. That which tries or afflicts, harasses or

bears severely on a person; that whioh tries

the character or principle; temptation; test

of virtue ; as, every station is exposed to

some trials; to have to speak in public was

a great trial to him—3. The state of being

tried ; a having to suffer or endure some

thing; the state of experiencing; experience.

Others had trial of cruel mockings and scourgings.

Heb. xi 30.

4. A process for testing qualification, capa

bilities, knowledge, progress, and the likv ;

an examination. *As for trial* (the Harton

word for examination).' Farrar.

Girl after girl was call'd to trial ; each

Disclaini'd all knowledge of us. Tennyson.

5. A combat decisive of the merits of a

cause.

I mean, my lord, the opposition of your person in

trial. Shak.

6. t Verification; proof.

They will scarcely believe this without trial: offer

them instances. Shak.

7 In law. the examination of a cause in con

troversy between parties before a proper

tribunal. Trials are fin/ or criminal. In

criminal informations, and in indictments,

wherever preferred, the trial must take

place before a judge or judges (or other

presiding magistrate) and a jury. Minor

offences against the laws are, however, in

general, dealt with summarily before magis

trates. Civil actions in England are tried

and heard in one of the following ways: (a)

before a judge or judges; (6) before a judge

sitting with assessors: (c) before a judge and

jury; (d) before an official or special referee,

with or without assessors. In England, as in

the United States, civil trials, without a jury,

are more common than formerly. —A'ew

trial* in civil cases are granted where the

court, of which the record is, sees reason to

be dissatisfied with a verdict, on the ground

of a misdirection by the judge to the jury,

a verdict against evidence, excessive dam

ages, improper evidence, fresh evidence dis

covered after the verdict was given, Ac—

Trial at bar. See Bar.—Trial by record. See

RECORD—Trial by jury. See JORT.—SVN.

Attempt, endeavour, effort, experiment,

proof, essay, test.

Trial -day (tri'al -da), n. Day of trial

'Brought against me at my trial -day.'

Shak.

Trial-fire (tri'al-flr), n. A fire for trying or

proving; ordeal-fire.

With trial-fire touch me his finger-end :

If he be chaste, the flame will back descend.

And turn him to no pain ; but if he start,

It is the flesh of a corrupted heart. Shak.

Trlality (trl-al'i-ti), n. [From L. tres, tria,

three.] Three united; state of being three.

[Bare.]

There may be found very many dispensations of

triality of benefices. H. Wharton

ih, c/iain; eh, 8c. loch; g. go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; eg, tiny; th. then; th, Atn; w, wig; wh, teAig; zh. azure—See Key.
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TrialOgTie (tri'a-log), n- tGr- treis, tria,

three, and logos, discourse. ] Discourse by

three speakers; a colloquy of three persons.

Trial-trip (trl'al-trfp), n. An experimental

trip; especially, a trip made by a new vessel

to test her sailing qualities, rate of speed,

the working of machinery, Ac.

Trian (tri'an), a. In her. Baid of an aspect

neither passant nor affronts, but midway

between those positions. See Aspect, 7.

Triander (tri'an-der), u. [Gr. treis, three,

and aiter, andros, a male] A monoclinous

or hermaphrodite plant having three dis

tinct and equal stamens.

Triandrla (tri-an'dri-a), n. pi. The third class

of plants in the sexual system of Linmeus.

It comprises those plants

which have hermaphrodite

flowers, with three dis

tinct and equal stamens, as

the crocus, the valerian,

and almost all the grasses. '^,

It compreheuds three o:

ders, Monogynia, Digynit

and Trigynia. The c

shows an enlarged floret

the common valerian,

andria is also the name of TrUndria.-Floret

several orders in the Lin- of Valerian,

mean system, the plants

of which, besides their classic characters,

have three stamens.

Triandrian, Triandrous (tri-an'dri-an, tri-

an'dms), a. Belonging to the Linnrean class

Triandria ; having three distinct and equal

stamens in the same flower with a pistil or

pittite.

Triangle (trl'ang-gl or tri-ang'gl), n. [Fr. tri

angle, from L. triangulum—tres, tria, three,

and angulus, a corner.] 1. In geom. a figure

bounded by three lines and containing three

angles. The three angles of a plane triangle

are equal to two right angles or ISO', and its

area is equal to half that of a rectangle or

parallelogram of the same base and altitude.

The triangle is the most important figure in

geometry, and may be considered the ele

ment of all other figures. If the three lines

or sides of a triangle are all straight, it is a

plane or rectilinear triangle, as figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

If all the three sides are equal, it is an equi

lateral triangle, fig. 2. If two of the sides

only are equal, it is an isosceles triangle, fig.

3. If all the three sides are unequal, it is a

scalene triangle, fig. 4. If one of the angles

Triangles.

is a right angle, the triangle is right-angled,

as fig. 1, having the right angle a. If one of

the angles is obtuse, the triangle is called

obtuse-angled, as fig. 4, having the obtuse

angle v. If all the angles are acute, the

triangle is aeute-angled, figs. 2, 3. If the

three lines of a triangle are all curves, the

triangle is said to be curvilinear, fig. 5. If

some of the sides are straight and others

curve, the triangle is said to be miztilinear,

fig. 0. If the sides are all arcs of great

circles of the sphere, or ares of the same

circle, the triangle is said to be spherical,

fig. 5. —Arithmetical triangle, a table of cer

tain numbers disposed in the form of a

right-angled triangle. The first vertical

column consists of units; the second of a

series of natural numbers ; the third of tri

angular numbers ; the fourth of pyramidal

numbers, and so on. The numbers taken

on the horizontal lines are the coefficients

of the different powers of a binomial. See

Figurate Sit miters under Figurate.—Tri

angle of forces, a name given to the propo

sition in statics which asserts that, if three

forces meeting at a point in one plane be in

equilibrium, and if on that plane any three

mutually intersecting lines be drawn parallel

to the directions of the three forces,a triangle

will be formed the lengths of whose sides will

l>e proportional to the magnitudes of the

forces.—Supplemental triangle. See under

Supplemental.—2. A musical Instrumentof

percussion, made of a rod of polished steel,

bent into the form of a triangle, and open

at one of its angles. It is sounded by being

struck with a small steel rod.— 3. In astron.

one of the forty-eight ancient constellations,

situated in the northern hemisphere, sur

rounded by Perseus, Andromeda, Aries, and

Musca. Also, the name of a small constella

tion near the South Pole, having three bright

stars; the Triangulum Australia.— 4. Eccles.

a symbol of the Holy Trinity. The equi

lateral triangle, as symbolising the Trinity,

iB found in many figures in Christian orna

ment. See Trinity. —5. A three-cornered

straight-edge, used by draughtsmen, Ac., in

conjunction with the T-square for drawing

parallel, perpendicular, or diagonal lines.—

6. A kind of gin for raising heavy weights.

See Gin.—7. Milit. a sort of frame formed

of three halberts stuck in the ground, and

united at the top, to which soldiers were

bound when flogged.

Flogirinf; was then very common in the regiment

l was flogged in 1840. Tc

the chest from the triangles.

this day I feel .» pain in

Mayhew.

Triangled (tri'ang-gld), a. 1. Having three

angles; having the form of a triangle.—

2. Formed into triangles.

Triangular (trl-ang'gu-Ier). a. 1. Having

three angles; having the form of a triangle;

relating to a triangle. — 2, In hot. (a) flat or

lamellar, and having three sides; as, a tri

angular leaf. (6) Oblong, and having three

lateral faces ; as, a triatvrular stem, seed,

column, and the like. —Triangular compass,

a compass having three legs, two opening

in the usual manner, and the third turning

round an extension of the central pin of

the other two, besides having a motion on

its own central joint. By means of this

instrument any triangle or any three points

may be taken off at once. — Triangular level,

a light frame in the shape of the letter A,

and having a plumb-line which determines

verticality. —Triangular numbers, the series

of flgurate numbers which consists of the

successive sums of the terms of an arith

metical series, whose first term is 1, and the

common difference 1. Thus, 1, 3, 6, 10. 15,

21, 28, *e, are triangular numbers. They

are so called because the number of points

expressed by any one of them may be ar

ranged in the form of an equilateral tri

angle. — Triangular prism. See PRISM —

Triangular pyramid, a pyramid whose base

is a triaugle, its Bides consisting of three

triangles which meet in a point called its

vertex.

Triangularity (tri-ang'gu-lar"i-ti), n. Qua

lity of being triangular.

Triangularly (tri-ang'gu-ler-li), adv. In a

triangular manner ; after the form of a

triangle.

Triangulate (trl-ang'gu-lat), v.t pret. A pp.

triangulated ; ppr. triangulating. 1. To

make' triangular or three-cornered.— 2. In

surveying, to divide into triangles; to sur

vey by dividing into triangles.

Triangulation (tri-ang'gu-la"shon). n. The

act of triangulating; the reduction of the

surface of an area to triangles for the pur

pose of a trigonometrical survey.

Trlanguloid (tri-*ng'gu-]oid), a. Somewhat

triangular in Bhape. 'A trianguloid space.'

H. Spencer.

Triangulum (itri-ang'gu-lum), n. [L] In

astron. the Triangle; the name of two con

stellations. See TRIANGLE.

Trianthema (tri-an'the-ma), n. [Or. treis,

three, and anthima, from anthen, to flower,

the flowers being usually disposed in threes. ]

A genus of spreading prostrate opposite-

leaved herbs, with small axillary flowers,

belonging to the nat. order Ficoideec. The

species are inhabitants of the tropical parts

of the Old and New World and the sub

tropical parts of Africa. T. obcordata is

employed by the natives of India as a pot

herb, and 1b employed by the native doctors,

combined with ginger, as a cathartic.

Triarchee (tri-arch'e), a. In her. formed of

three archings or having three arches.

Triarchy (tri'ar-ki), n. (Gr. treis, three, and

arch?, rule.] Government by three persons.

UoweU.

Triarian (tri-a'ri-an\ a. fL. triarii, the

veteran Roman soldiers who formed the

third rank from the front when the legion

was drawn up In order of battle, from tres.

three.] Occupying the third post or place.

' The brave second and triarian baud. Cow

ley.

Trias (tri'as), n. [Gr. trios, the number

three.] In geol. a name sometimes given to

the upper new red sandstone. See TRIASSIC.

Triassic (tri-as'ik). a. Pertaining to or com

posed of trias. — Triassic system, in geol.

new red sandstone; a series of strata forming

the lowest or oldest subdivision of the se

condary or mesozoic group. It derived its

name from its being composed in Germany

of three well-marked groups, the Keuper,

Muschelkalk, and Bunter-sandstein. Only

the highest and lowest of these groups are

known in England.

Triatic-stay (tri-at'ik-sta), n. Naut, a rope

secured at each end to the heads of the fore

and main masts, with thimbles spliced in

its bight to hook the stay-tackles to.

Triatomic (tri-a-tom'ik), a. In chem. con

sisting of three atoms; having three atoms

in the molecule.

Tribal (trib'al), a. Belonging to a tribe;

characteristic of a tribe; as, tribal customs;

a tribal community.

Tribalism (trib'al-izmX "■ The state of

existing in separate tribes; tribal feeling.

Tribalism is not higher or more liberal than na

tionality, it is lower and less liberal; it is the prim

eval germ of which nationality is the more civilized

development. Gcidwin Smith.

TribasiC (tri-bas'ik), a. [Or. treis. three,

and basis, base.] In chem. a term applied

to those acids which combine in their neu

tral salts with three equivalents of a base.

Tribe (trib), ». [L. tribus, one of the three

bodies into which the Romans were ori

ginally divided, from tres, tria, three.] 1. A

division, class, or distinct portion of a people

or nation, from whatever cause that distinc

tion may have originated ; as, the city of

Athens was divided into ten tribes; Rome

was originally divided into three tribes;

afterward the people were distributed Into

thirty tribes, and afterward into thirty-five.

Have you collected them by tribes t ShaJt.

2. A family, race, or series of generations,

descending from the same progenitor, and

kept distinct, as in the case of the twelve

tribes of Israel, descended from the twelve

sons of Jacob.

Cursed be my tribe

If I forgive him. Shalt.

The Irish tribe . . . bears (.Iain marks of society

founded on a real or traditionary relationship of

blood. Edin. Rep,

3. In classification, a term used by sonic

naturalists to denote a number of things

having certain characters or resemblances

in common; as, a tribe of plants; a tribe of

animals. Linnaeus distributed the vegetable

kingdom into three tribes, viz. monocotyle-

donous, dicotyledonous, and acotyledonou*

plants, and these he subdivided into gentes

or nations. By other naturalists tribe has

been used for a division of animals or plants

intermediate between order and genus. Cu-

vier divided his orders into families, and

his families Into tribes, including under the

latter one or more genera. The word is also

used In a looser sense; thus we may speak

of the annual, biennial, and perennial tribes,

or the bulbous, tuberous, and fibrous-rooted

tribes of plants. — 4. A separate body; a

number considered collectively.

And then there flutter'd in.

Half-bold, half-frighted, with dilated eyes,

A tribe of women, dress'd in many hues.

Tennyson.

b. A nation of savages, forming a subdivision

of a race; a body of rude, uncivilized people

united under one leaderor government; as,

the tribes of the North American Indian*.

6. A number of persons of any character or

profession: in contempt. 'The strolling

tribe, a despicable race. Churchill.

Folly and vice are easy to describe,

The common subjects of our scribbling tribe.

Roscommon.

Trib« (trib). v t pret. <fc pp. tribed; ppr.

tribing. To distribute into tribes or classes.

[Rare.]

Our fowl, fish, and quadrupeds are well tribed by

Mr. Willoughby and Mr. Ray. if/. A'hWjvw.

Triblet (tril/let). n. 1. A mandrel used in

forging tubes, nuts, and rings, and for other

purposes. —2. A mandrel in a machine for

making lead pipe. Spelled also Treblet. See

Mandrel.

Tribometer (tri-bom'et-er), n. [Gr. frito,

to rub or wear, and metron, measure.] An

apparntuB, resembling a sled, for measuring

the force of friction in rubbing surfaces

Triboulet (trib'd-let), n Same as Triblet

Tribrach (tri'brak).n [Qr.triftrachys— tret's,

three, and braehys, short. ] In pros, a poetic

Fate, fir, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mdve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc, abnne; y, Sc. tey.
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foot of three short syllables, aa melius ; a

word of three short syllables.

Never take an iambus as .1 christian name. Trochees

and tribraehs do very fairly. Coleridgt.

Tribracteate (tri-brak'te at), a. [Prefix tri,

three, aud bractcatc] In bot having three

bracts.

Tribual (trib'u-al), a. Of or pertaining to

a tribe; tribal. 'The tribual lisping of the

Ephraim i tes. ' Fuller.

Tribular (trib'u-ler), a. Of or relating to a

tribe; tribal; as, tribular worship.

Tribulation (trib-u-la'shon), n. [Eccles. L.

tribulatio, distress, tribulation, from L. trib

ute, tribulatum, to thrash, to beat, from

tribulum, a thrashing-sledge, a sort of heavy

sledge with sharp points underneath for

dragging- over corn to drive out the grain.]

That which occasions affliction or distress;

severe affliction ; trouble; trial "fry'd in

sharp tribulation.' Milton.

When tribulation or persecution ariseth because

of the word, by and by he U offended. Mat. xiti. 21.

The way to fame is like the way to heaven—through

much tribulation. Sterne.

TTibulUB(trib'u-ius),n. [Or. tribolos, three-

pointed, three-pronged — (win, three, and

belos, a dart] A genus of plants, nat. order

Zygophyllacese, closely allied to the Ru-

tacea?. The species are procumbent herbs,

with abruptly pinnate leaves and axillary

peduncles bearing a solitary usually yellow

flower, which is succeeded by a prickly fruit.

They are found in the south of Europe, and

in the tropical and subtropical parts of the

world. T. terrestris and T. citttoides are said

to possess aperient properties.

Tribunal (tri-bu'nal), u. [L. tribunal, from

tribunus. a tribune, who administered jus

tice.] 1. Properly, the seat of a judge; the

bench on which a judge and his associates

sit for administering justice.

In the market -place, on a tribunal silvered,

Cleopatra and himself in chairs of gold

Were publicly enthroned. Sho&.

Hence—2. A court of justice; as, the House

of Lords is the highest tribunal in the king

dom. ' Eluded the justice of the ordinary

tribunals. ' Macaulay.

Tribunary (trr*bu-na-ri), a. Of or pertaining

to tribunes.

Tribunate (tri'bu-nat), n. Tribuneship

(which see).

Tribune (tri'bun or trib'un), n. [L. tribunus,

from tribus, tribe.] 1. In Rom. antiq. origin

ally an officer connected with a tribe, or who

represented a tribe for certain purposes; es

pecially, an officer or magistrate chosen by

the people to protect them from the oppres

sion of the patricians or nobles, and to de

fend their liberties against any attempts

that might be made upon them by the senate

and consuls. These magistrates were at first

two, but their number was increased to five

and ultimately to ten. This last number

appears to have remained unaltered down

to the end of the empire. There were also

military tribunes, officers of the army, each

of whom commanded a division or legion,

and also other officers called tribunes; as,

tribune* of the treasury, of the horse, Ac—

2. A bench or elevated place ; a raised seat

or stand; specifically, (a) the throne of a

bishop.

He remained some time before his presence was

observed, when the monks conducted him to his

tribune. Prescott.

(b) A sort of pulpit or rostrum where a

speaker stands to address an assembly, as

in the French chamber of deputies.

Tribunesnip (tri'bun-ship or trib'un-ship),

n. The office of a tribune: tribunate.

Tribunician, Tribunitial (trib-u-nish'an,

trib-u-nish'al), a. 1. Pertaining to or suit

ing tribunes: as, tribunician power or autho

rity. 'The kings and tribunitial powers.'

Dryden. Spelled also Tribunitian.

Whose tribunitian not imperatorian power Is im

mediately founded ... in the very plcbs or herd of

people. Bfi. Camden.

Tribunitionst (trib-u-nish'us). a. Pertain

ing to tribunes; tribunitial. Bacon.

Tributarily (trib'u-ta-ri-li), adv. In a tri

butary manner.

Trlbutariness <trib'u-ta-ri-nes).n. The state

of being tributary.

Tributary (trib'fi -ta-ri), a [L. tributaries.

See Tribute] 1. Paying tribute to another,

either from compulsion, as an acknowledg

ment of submission, or to secure protec

tion, or for the purpose of purchasing peace.

This land was tributary made

T" ambitious Rome. Sfenser.

2. Subject; subordinate; inferior. 'To grace

his tributary gods.' Milton.— 3. Paid in

tribute.

Your tributary drops belong to woe.

Which you mistaking, offer up to joy. Shak.

1 Yielding supplies of anything; contribut

ing; serving to form or make up a greater

object of the same kind. 'Poor tributary

rivers.' Slink

Tributary (trib'u-ta-ri),n. 1. An individual,

government, or state that pays tribute or a

stated sum to a conquering power for the

purpose of securing peace and protection,

or as an acknowledgment of submission, or

for the purchase of security.

England was his faithful tributary. Shak.

2. In geog. an affluent; a stream which di

rectly or indirectly contributes water to

another stream.

Tribute (trib'ut). u. [Fr. tribut, L. trib

ulum, from tribuo, to give, to bestow, from

tribus, a tribe. See Tribe] 1. An annual

or stated sum of money or other valuable

thing paid by one prince or nation to an

other, either as an acknowledgment of sub

mission, or as the price of peace and pro

tection, or by virtue of some treaty; as, the

Romans made all their conquered countries

pay tribute.—2. The state of being liable for

such a payment; the obligation of contri

buting.

His imperial fancy has laid all nature under tribute.

and has collected riches from every scene of the

creation, and every walk of art. X. Hall.

3. A personal contribution; something given

or contributed; anything done or given out

of devotion, or as that which is due or de

served; as, a tribute of respect ' The pass

ing tribute of a sigh." Gray.

We lov'd, admir'd, almost ador*d.

Gave all the tribute mortals could afford. Dryden.

4. In mining, (a) work performed in the ex

cavation of ore in n mine, as distinguished

from tut-work, such as sinking shafts, the

driving of adits and drifts, Ac. (b) The pro

portion of ore or its value which a person

engaged in the above work (a tributer) re

ceives for his labour. — 5. t That which was

paid by a subject to the sovereign of a

country; a tax. Burrill.

Tribute (trib'ut), v.t. pret. A pp. tributed;

ppr. tributing. To pay as tribute.

An amorous trifler, that spendeth his forenoons on

his glass and barl>er, his afternoons with paint or

lust, tributiujr most precious moments to the scepter

of a fan. Whtilock.

Tribute-money (trib'ut-raun-i), n. Money

paid as tribute.

Tribute-pitch (trib'ut-plch), n. In mining.

a limitea portion of a body beyond which a

tributer is not permitted to work.

Tributer (trib'ut-fir), n. In mining, one who

excavates ore from a mine; one who works

upon tribute. See Tribute, 4.

Trica (tri'ka), n. In bot. the shield or re

productive organ of a lichen.

Tricapaular (tri-kap'su-ler), a. [Prefix tri,

and capsule] In bot. three-capsuled ; hav

ing three capsules to each flower.

Tricarpellite (tri-kar'pel-lit). n. [Prefix tri,

and carpel. ] A fossil nut of the London clay,

having three carpels.

Trice (tris), v.t pret. A pp. triced; ppr. tric

ing. [L.G. trissen, Dan. fridge, to hoist, tridse,

a pulley ; Sw. trissa, a pulley ; G. trissen,

to trice the sprit-sail, trisse, trice, a brace.

In meaning 2 of different origin ; perhaps

D. trefeken, to drag, through the O Fr.]

1. 29aut. to haul or tie up by means of a

small rope; to hoist. -2. t To pull ; to haul ;

to drag. Chaucer.

Trice (tria), n. [Probably from Sp. tris (Pg.

triz), noise of breaking glass, a crack, hence

an instant, a trice; veniren un tris, to come

in a trice; compare the Scotch to 'come in a

crack.'] A very short time; an instant; a

moment: now used only in the phrase in a

trice. 'This trice of time.' Shak.

If they get never so great spoil at any time, they

waste the same in a trice. Spenser.

And all the waiters in a trice

His summons did obey. SucJtling.

TricennariouB(tri-sen-na'ri-ns). a. Tricen-

nial; belonging to the term of thirty years.

Tricennial (tri-sen'ni-al), a. Denoting

thirty, or what pertains to that number; of

or belonging to the term of thirty years; oc

curring once in every thirty years.

Tricentenary (tri-sen'ten-a-ri), n. [L. tri-

centi, three hundred] 1. That which con

sists of or comprehends three hundred; the

space of three hundred years.—2. The com

memoration of any event which occurred

three hundred years before, as the birth of

a great man ; as, Shakspere's tricentenary.

Called also Tercentenary.

Tricentenary (tri-sen'ten-a-ri). a. Relating

to or consisting of three hundred; relating

to three hundred years ; as, a tricentenary

celebration. Called alBo Tercentenary.

Triceps (tri'seps), a. [I., from tres, three, and

caput, head.] 1. Three-headed.—2. In anat.

a term applied to muscles which arise by

three heads; as. the triceps extensor etibiti,

the use of which is to extend the forearm.

Trichechus (trik'e-kus), n. [Gr. tricJtes,

hair, and echo, to have] A genus of pinni-

grade carnivores, formerly including the sea-

cows (T. ma7iatwt), but now restricted to

the walrus (7\ rottmarus), and forming a dis

tinct family Trichecidie.

Trichecidee (tri-kes'i-de), n. pi. [Triche

chus (which see), and Gr. eidos, likeness.} A

family of marine carnivorous mammals, of

the section Pinnigrada or Pinnipedia, com

prising the walrus. See Walrus.

Trichecodon (tri-kek'o-don), n. [Triche

chus (which see), and Gr. odous, odontott, :i

tooth.] A fossil genus of large marine mam

mals, whose tusks, occurring in the red clay

of Suffolk, indicate affinities with the wal

rus.

Trichiasis (tri-kl'a-sisV n, [Gr. . from thrix.

trichos, hair. ] In med. a name given to sev

eral affections : (a) a disease of the kidneys

or bladder, in which filamentous substances

resembling hairs are passed in the urine.

(6) A swelling of the breasts of women in

child-bed when the milk is excreted with

difficulty, (c) Inversion of the eyelashes;

entropium. Dunalison.

Trichidlum (tri-kid'i-um), n. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and eidos, resemblance ] In

bot. a tender, Bimple, or sometimes branched

hair, which supports the sporules of some

fungaceous plants, as Geastrum, Ac,

Trichilia (tri-ki'li-a), n. [Gr. t ticheilog,three-

lipped— treis, three, and cheilos, a lip. The

stigma is three-lobed, and the capsule three-

celled and three-valved.] A genus of plants,

nat. order Meliaceie. A number of Indian

and Australian species were formerly in

cluded under this genus, but these as well

as some American species are now referred

to other genera, and the genus is now con

stituted by about a dozen American and

West Indian species and two or three

African. They are trees or shrubs with

pinnate leaves and axillary panicles of white

flowers. Several of them are possessed of

active properties, as T. emetica, or the

emetic nut, which is found in the moun

tains of Yemen; T. cathartica, used in Bra

zil as a cure for fevers, Ax.

Trichina (tri-ki'na), n. [Gr thrix, trichos,

a hair.] A minute nematoid worm, the larva

of which was discovered in 1835 in the tissue

of the voluntary muscles of man, giving

rise to a disease since known as trichiniams.

The worm is common also to several other

mammals, and especially to the pig, and it

is generally from it that man receives the

disease. When a portion of flesh, say of the

pig, containing larva? is taken into the sto

mach the larvn? in a few days become de

veloped into procreative adults, having in

the meantime passed into the intestines.

The female begins to produce embryos in

extraordinary numbers, which gain entrance

into the muscles by penetrating the mucous

coat of the intestine and entering the capil

laries, whence they are carried to their habi

tat by the circulation. There they disorganize

the surrounding tissue, setting up at the

same time morbid action in the system. The

connection between the muscle-iuhabiting

larva and the adult intestinal parasite was

not established till 1860. The larva is gen

erally encased in a cyst covered with cal

careous matter, and from the furm it assumes

in this case it is called at tins stage Tri

china spiralis.

Trichlnlasis, Trichinosis (trik-i-ni'a-sis.

trik-i-no'sis), n. A painful and frequently

fatal disease produced in man by eating

meat, especially the flesh of pigs, either raw

or insufficiently cooked, infested with the

larva called Trichina spiralis. See Tri

china.

Trichinous (trf-ki'nus), a. Connected with

trichina? or trichiniasis.

TrichiurUB (trik-i-u'rus), n. [Gr thrix,

trichos, hair, and oura. a tail] A genus of

acanthopterygious teleostean fishes, belong

ing to the family Triehinrida-. They are

called in English hair-tails, from tlu* elon

gated hair-like filament that terminates the

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, *lng\ TH, Men; th, thin; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure—See Kkv.
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tail They resemble beautiful silver rib-

boas. T. Upturns, or silvery hair-tail, an

inhabitant of the Atlantic, but sometimes

Silvery Hair-tail {Trichinrus Upturns.)

found on the British coast; attains a length

of 12 feet

Trtcliocephalus (trik-6sefal-us), n. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and kephate, the head.]

A genus of nematoid worms, one species of

which, T. dispar, infests the intestines of

man. It 1b from H to 2 inches in length,

the hairlike head and neck forming two-

thirds of the whole body. It is compara

tively rare in Britain, and its presence

causes little inconvenience.

TrichocyBt(trik'o-sist),n. [Gr. thrix, trichos.

a hair, and kystis, a bag. ] In physiol. a cell

capable of emitting thread-like filaments,

found in certain of the infusoria, especially

in the Bursaria.

Trichodon(trik'o-don), n. [Gr. thrix, trichos,

hair, and odous, odontos, a tooth.] A genus

of fishes allied to the perch. The only

known species is T. stelleri, which inhabits

the most northern part of the Pacific, and

buries itself in the sand at low water.

Trichogastres (trik-6-gas'trez), n. pi. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, a hair, and gaster, gastros, a

belly.] A nat. order of gasteromycetous

fungi, characterized by the contents of the

leathery peridium breaking up when mature

into a pulverulent mass of spores and fila

ments, without a central column, the whole

l>eing expelled by the bursting of the case.

Trichogenous (tri-koj'en-us), a. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and gen, root of gennao, to pro

duce. ] Producing or encouraging thegrowth

of hair.

TrichogloSBUB (trik-6-glos'sus), n. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, a hair, aud ybma. a tongue. ]

A genus of birds of the parrot family; the

lorikeets. Most of the species are natives

of Australia. Their hairy tongues enable

them to collect the honey of the gum-trees

and other liowery shrubs. — Trichogloss\ts

Swainsonii or Swainson's lorikeet, is the

best-known species.

Trichogyne (trik'o-jin), n. [Gr. thrix, tri

chos, a hair, and gyne, a woman.] In bat. a

long, thin, hair-like sac, springing from the

trichophore of certain cryptogams, and serv

ing as a receptive organ of reproduction.

Trichoma (tri-ko'ma). n. [Gr., growth of

hair, from thrix. trichos, hair] 1. In hot.

the filamentous thallus of algals, as Con

ferva.—2. In pathol. an affection of the hair,

otherwise called Plica.

Trichomanes (tri-kom'a-nez), n. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and manos, soft. The shining

stems appear like fine hair. ] A genus of ferns,

of the nat. order Polypodiacere, belonging

to the series with free veins and urn-shaped

or tubular involucres. T. radicans is the

Killarney fern; it occurs at Kill irney and

also in Madeira.

Trieliomatose (tri-kom'at-os), a Matted

or agglutinated together; affected with tri

choma: said of hair.

Trichome (trik' 6m). n, [See Trichoma.]

In hot. a hair or hair-like process. Sachs.

Trichonema (trik-6-ne'ma), n. [Gr. thrix,

trichos, hair, and n?ma, a filament, from

neo, to spin. The filaments are hairy. ] A

genus of plants, nat. order Iridacero, chiefly

natives of South Africa and the shores of

the Mediterranean. T. Columnee Is found

in sandy placeB in Guernsey and Jersey. It

Is a small bulbous plant, with pale-bluish

purple and yellow flowers, and closely allied

to the crocus.

Trichophore (trik'o-f6r), n. [Gr. thrix, tri

chos, hair, and phero, to bear] In bot. a

body in certain cryptogams usually consist

ing of several cells, in or near which the

results of fertilization appear.

TrichOptera (tri-kop'ter-a), n. yl. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and pteron, a wing.] An

order of insects with four hairy membranous

wings. It comprises the case-worm flies, or

caddice-fties of the angler. By some natur

alists the Trichoptera are regarded as a

section of the Neuroptera.

Trichopteran (tri-kop'ter-an), n. One of

the Trichoptera; a caddice-fly.

Trichopterous (tri-kop'ter-us), a. Of or

pertaining to the Trichoptera.

Trichord (tri'kord), n. In music, an instru

ment with three chords or strings.

Trichord (tri'kord), a. Having or character

ized by three strings.—Trichord pianoforte,

a pianoforte having three strings to each

note for the greater part of its compass.

Trlchosanthes (trik-6-san'thes), n. [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and anthos, a flower.]

A genus of plants, nat. order Cucurbitaeetc.

The species are trailing or climbing plants

found In the hot and moist parts of Asia,

having beautifully fringed dioecious flowers;

a few are found in the West Indies, Many

of them are edible, and are known by the

name of snake-gourds, from their long and

often Binuous fruit. T. dioica is cultivated in

India, and is called by the natives ptilurul.

The unripe fruit and tender tops are much

eaten both by Europeans and natives in

Bengal in stews and curries. T. cuenmerina,

a common Ceylon and South Indian plant,

is much esteemed in Ceylon as a febrifuge.

Trichostomei (trik-d-stom'e-i), «■ pi- [Gr.

thrix, trichos, hair, and stoma, a mouth.]

A nat. order of acrocarpous, chiefly Euro

pean mosses, distinguished by a peristome

with thirty thread-shaped teeth. Some of

the species ascend to very high latitudes.

TrichotomouB

(tri-kot'o-mus),

a. [See Tri

chotomy.] Di

vided into three

parts, or divid

ed by threes;

branching or

giving off shoots

by threes; tri-

furcate ; as, a

trichotomous

stem.

Trichotomy Trichotomous Stem.

(tri-kot'o-mi),n.

[Gr. tricha, thrice, and temnd, to cut or

divide.] Division into three parts.

Trichrolsm (tri'kro-izm), n. [Gr. treis, three,

and chroa, chroia, the surface of a body,

surface as the seat of colour, colour.] The

Sroperty possessed by some crystals of ex-

ibiting different colours in three different

directions when viewed by transmitted

light.

Trick ( trik ). n. [Same word as I>. trek, a

pull, a stroke, a dash, a trick, but probably

not borrowed directly but coming through

the 0. Fr. , whence also Fr. tricher, to cheat,

Pr. trie, deceit, It. treccare, to cheat. See

also TREACHERY] 1 An artifice; a strata

gem; a device; especially, a fraudful con

trivance for an evil purpose, or an under

hand scheme to impose upon the world; a

cheat or cheating; as, tricks in bargidus;

tricks of state. 8hak,

He comes to me for counsel, and I show him ntrick.

South.

I sec it is a trick

Got up betwixt you and the woman there.

7 ewiyson.

2. A dexterous artifice or contrivance; a

knack; art.

Here's fine revolution, an we had the trick to see't.

Shak.

On one nice trick depends the gen'ral faffe. Pofe.

3. A sleight-of-hand performance; the leger

demain of a juggler; as, tricks with cards.

'A juggling trick.' Shak.— 4. A particular

practice, habit, or manner; custom; personal

peculiarity; characteristic; as, lie has a trick

of drumming with his fingers; a trick of

frowning.

It was always yet the trick of our English nation,

if they have a good thing, to make it too common,

Shak.

The style which deals in Ion? sentences or in short

sentences, or indeed which has any trick in it, is a

bad style. Heifs.

6. A touch; a dash; a trait of character.

He hath a trick of Co?ur-de-Lion's face. Shak.

6. Anything done not deliberately, but out

of passion or caprice; a vicious or foolish

action or practice

Man, proud man.

Drest in a lillle brief authority, . . .

J'lays such fantastic tricks before high heaven.

As make the angels weep. Shak.

7. Anything mischievously and roguishly

done to cross, annoy, or disappoint another.

Nay, I remember the trick you served me when I

took my leave of Madam Silvia. Sk.it

8. A prank; a frolic; as, tricks of youth.

Come, I'll question you

Of my lord's tricks and yours when you were boys.

9.t A toy; a trifle; a plaything. 'A very trick

for them to play at will." Shak. ' A fantasy

and trick of fame.' Shak. — 10. In card-

playing, the whole number of cards played

in one round, and consisting of as many

cards as there are players. — 11. JSaut. a

spell; a turn; the time allotted to a man to

stand at the helm.— To know a trick worth

two of that, to know of some better expe

dient: used when one declines to do what is

proposed or spoken of.

Nay, by God, soft ; I know a trick worth rwo cf

that, \ faith. Shak.

Hear what he says of you, sir? Clive, best be otJ

to bed, my lioy—ho 1 ho 1 No, no. We kuoiv a trtcJk

•worth two ofthat, Thackeray.

Syn Stratagem, artifice, device, wile. fraud.

cheat, juggle, finesse, sleight, deception.

imposture, delusion, imposition.

Trick (trik), v.t. To deceive; to impose on;

to defraud; to cheat; as. to trick another in

the sale of a horse. 'To trick or tromp

mankind.' B. Jonson.

Trick (trik), v.i. To live by deception and

fraud.

Thus they jog on. still tricking, never thriving.

And murdering plays, which soil ihey call reviving.

Drydtn.

Trick (trik), v.t. [W. treciaw. to furnish or

harness, to trick out— free, an implement,

harness, gear.] 1. To dress; to decorate; to

set off; to adorn fantastically.

Geralrline shakes ■ ■ ti her dread,

And rises lightly from her bed;

Puts on her silken vestments white,

And tricks her hair in lovely plight. CWeridgw.

It is often followed by up, of, or out.

People are lavish in tricking up their children in

fine clothes, yet starve their minds. Locke.

They are simple but majestic records of the feelings

of the poet ; as little tricked tut tor the public eye as

his diary would have been. Macautay.

2. To draw in outline, as with a pen; to de

lineate without colour, as heraldic devices.

They are blaxon'd there; there they are tricked,

they and their pedigrees. B. Jonsim.

TriCkt (trik), n. [A form akin to trem

(which Bee).] A plait or knot of hair.

It stirs me more than all your court-curls, or yotrr

spangles, or your tricks. £■ Jonifni.

Tricker (trik'erX «- One who tricks; a de

ceiver; a cheat; a trickster.

Tricker (trik'erX n- A trigger. [Obsolete

or provincial]

So did the knight, and with one claw

The tricker ofliis pistol draw. Hudibras.

Trickery (trik'er-i), n. The practice of

tricks or deceitful devices; imposture; arti

fice; stratagem.

TrickinesB (trik'i-nes), n. The quality of

being tricky or trickish; trickishness.

With all the trickiuexs by which a street business

is sometimes characierized. Mayhew.

Tricking (trik'ing), n. Dress; ornament

Go, get us properties.

And tricking for our fairies. SiiaJt.

Trickish (trik'ish), a. Given to tricks; art

ful in making bargains; given to deception,

and cheating; knavish. 'A loose, slippery^

and trickish way of reasoning.' Atterbury

Trickishly (trik'iah-li), adv. In a trickish

manner; artfully; knavishly.

TrickishneBB (trik'ish-nes), n. The Btate

of being trickish, knavish, or deceitful.

Tricklaslte (trik'las-U), «. Another name

for Fahlunite (which see).

Trickle (trik'l), v.i. pret A pp. trickled; ppr.

tricklina. [Origin doubtful. Perhaps a dim.

form allied to track, and so also to trick; or

a non-nasalized form equivalent to 8c.

trinkle, to trickle, which appears also as

trintle, and may be connected with trend.)

To flow in a small gentle stream; to run

down in drops; as, tears trickle down the

cheek ; water trickles from the eaves. ' Trick

ling tears are vain.' Shak.

Drop upon Fo*'s grave the tear,

'Twill trkkte to his rival's bier. Sir 11 Scott.

TriCkleneast (trik'1-nes), n. A state of trick

ling or passing away; transitorinesa. 'This

life's tricklenesse' Davits.

Trickmentt (trik'ment), ft. Decoration:

especially, a heraldic decoration.

No tomb shall hold thee.

But these two arms ; no trickmrnts but my tears

Over thy hearse. Hcau. &■ FL

TricksilieBB (trik'si-nes). n. The state of

being tricksy or playful; playfulness. 'La

tent fun and tricksiness.' George EUot.

Fate, frir, fat. fall: me, met. her; pine, pin; note. not. move; tube, tub. bull: oil. pound; , Sc. abune; J. Sc. fey.
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Trlcksome (trtk'sum), a. Full of tricks.

I have been a tricksome, shifty vagrant.

Lard Lytton.

Trickster (trik'ster), n. One who practises

tricks; a deceiver; a cheat; a tricker.

The Whigs were known to be feeble; they were

looked upon as tricksters. Disraeli.

Trickster (trik'ster), v.i. To play tricks

with or in collusion with. [Rare. ]

I like not this lady's tampering and trickstering

with this same Edmund Tressilian. Sir It', Scott.

Tricksy, Tricksey (trik'si), a. [From trick.]

1. Full of tricks and devices; very artful,

' My tricksy spirit. ' Shak.

I still continued tricksy and cunning, and was poor,

without the consolation of being honest. Goldsmith.

2. Dainty ; neat ; elegantly quaint. * A

tricksy word.* Shak.

A rich, idiomatic diction, picturesque allusions,

fiery poetic emphasis, or quaint tricksy turns.

Carlyle.

Trick-track (trik'trak), v. A game at tardea;

a kind of backgammon, played both with

men ami pegs, and more complicated. Also

written Tick-tack.

Tricky (trik'i), a. 1. Trickish; practising

tricks; shifty —2. Given to playing mis

chievous pranks; mischievously playful or

waggish. [Provincial English and Scotch.]

Trlcllnate (tri'klin-at), a. [Gr. trig, three

fold, and klino, to incline.] Same as Tri-

elinic.

Tricliniary (tri-klin'i-a-ri), a. [L. triclini-

aris, from triclinium, a couch to recline on

at dinner.] Pertaining to a triclinium, or

to the ancient mode of reclining at table.

Trlclinic (trl-klin'ik). a. [Gr.

treis, three, and klino, to incline.]

Tn crystal, pertaining to the in

clination of three intersecting

axes to each other; specifically,

appellative of a system of crys

tallization in which the three

axes are unequal and their inter- 1-^

sections oblique, as in the oblique sT-

rhomboidal prism ; tetarto-pris- "

mntic.

Triclinium (triklin'i-um), n. [L.,

from Gr. triklinion—fri.frwf, three,

and Hin6, to incline.] Among

the RomanB the dining-room where guests

were received, furnished with three couches,

which occupied three sides of the dinner

table, the fourth side being left open for

the free ingress and egress of servants. On

these couches, which also received the name

of triclinium, the guests reclined at dinner

or supper. Each couch usually accommo

dated three persons, and thus nine was as

many as could take a meal together. The

persons while taking their food lay very

nearly flat on their breasts.

Triclinohedric (tri-klin'o-hed"rik), a. Same

as Triclinic.

Tricoccffl(tri-kok'se), ti.pl. [Gr. treis, three,

and kokkos, a kernel or berry.] A name some

times given to the nat. order of plants other

wise called Euphorblacere.

Tricoccous (tri-kok'us), a. [See Tricocc.k.]

In bot. an epithet applied to a capsule

which swells out in three protuberances,

internally divided into three cells, with one

seed in each, as in Euphorbia.

Tricolour, Tricolor (trfkul er), n. [Fr. tri-

cotore, of three colours—tri=L. tres, three,

and color, colour.] A flag or banner having

three colours; specifically, a flag having

three colours arranged in equal stripes or

masses. Such a flag was adopted in France

as the national ensign during the first revo

lution; the colours are blue, white, and red,

divided vertically. Several other nations

have since adopted tricoloured ensigns; aB

Belgium, whose flag is coloured black, yel

low, and red, divitled vertically; Holland,

red. white, and blue, divided horizontally ;

Italy, green, white, and red, divided verti

cally.

Tricoloured (tri'kul-erd), a. Having three

colours; as, a tricoloured flag.

Triconodon (tri-kd'no-don), ft, [Gr. frt =

treis, three, konos, a cone, and odous, odontos,

a tooth.] A provisional genus of small car

nivorous marsupials, based on teeth and

remains of jaws found in the upper oolite.

TricornigerouB (tri-kor-nij'er-us), a. [L.

tricorniger—tri- tres. three, cornu. a horn,

and gero, to bear.] Having three horns.

Tricorporal, Tricorporate (tri-kor'po-ral,

trl-korpo-rat), a. [ L. tricorpor— tri = tres,

three, and corpus, corporis, a body.] Having

three bodies; specifically, in her. a term ap

plied when the bodies of three beasts are

Lion incorporate.

represented issuing from the dexter, sin

ister, and base points of the escutcheon,

and meeting, conjoined to

one head, in the centre

point.

Trlcostate (tri-kos'tiitx

a. [L. tri=tres, three, and

coWa.arib] In 6o(. having

three ribs from the base;

three-ribbed.

Tricuspid (tri-kusp'id), a.

[ L. tncwtpis, tricuspidis,

having three points— tri =

tres, three, and cuspis, ctts-

pidis,& point] Having threeciiBps or points.

— Tricuspid valves, in anat. three triangu

lar, valvular duplicatures, formed by the

inner membrane of the right cavities of the

heart,around the orifice by which the auricle

communicates with the ventricle.

Trlcuspidate (tri-kusp'id-at), a. [See Tri

cuspid.] In bot. three-poiuted ; ending in

three points; as, a tricuspidatc stamen.

Tricycle (tri'si-kl), n. [Gr. tri=treis, three,

and kyklos, a circle, a wheel.] A velocipede

with three wheels, two behind and one before

the rider, or two in front and one behind,

propelled by levers acted on by his feet.

Tridacna (tri-dak'na), n, [Or. tridaknos,

eaten at three bites—said of a very large

oyster— tri = treis, three, and dakn6, to

bite.J A genus of inequilateral, equivalve

lamellibranchiate molluscs, including some

forms familiarly known as clams, and form

ing the type of the family Tridacnacea or

Tndaenidas, and found both recent and fos

sil. The shells of this genus are of a deli-

Triclinium.—An Eastern Repast.

cate white colour, tinged with buff, and

remarkably handsome. They are deeply

waved, with indented edges, the indenta

tions fitting into each other. One of the

species, T. gigas (the giant clam), attains a

remarkable size, measuring from 2 to 3 feet

across, and sometimes weighing 500 lbs. It

is a native of the East Indian seas. The

natives of those regions are fond of it as an

article of food and often eat it raw. The

animal may weigh as much as 20 lbs. The

valves are sometimes UBed as baths, and

in Roman Catholic churches for holding

holy water.

Shell of Giant Tridacna ( T. gigas), used as a

bathing-tub.

Tridacnidze (tri-dak'ni-de), n. pi. A family

of lamellibranchiate mollusca, of which the

type is the genus Tridacna. It comprises

also the genus Hippopns. // macxUatus, or

bears- paw clam, is much prized for its

lieauty. See Tridacna.

Tridactyl(tri-dak'til),a. Sumc ixsTridactyle.

Tridactyle, Trldactylous (tri-dak'til, tri-

dak'til-us), a. [Gr. tri= treis. three, and

daktylvs, a toe] Having three toes; three-

flngered, or composed of three movable parts

attached to a common base.

Trlde (trid), a. [ Fr. tridc, lively-said of a

horses gait— from L. tritus, practised, ex

pert, E. trite.) In hunt my, short and ready;

fleet; as, a tride pace.

Trident (tri'dent), n. [L. tridens, trideniis

—tri=tre8, three, and dens, dentis, a tooth.J

1. Any instrument of the form of a fork with

three prongs; specifically, a three-pronged

flsh-Bpear— 2. A kind of sceptre or spear

with three barb-pointed prongs with which

Poseidon (Neptune), the sea-god, is usually

represented. — 3. In Horn, antiq. a three-

pronged spear used in gladiatorial combats

by the rctiarius.

Tridental t (tri-den'tal), a. Of, pertaining

to, or provided with a trident: an epithet

applied to Neptune.

The white-mouthed water now usurps the shore.

And scorns the power of her tridental guide.

Quarles.

Tridentate, Tridentated (tri-den'tat, tri-

deu'tat-ed ), a. [ See Trident. ] Having

three teeth.

Tridentedi (tri-den'ted), a. Having three

teeth or prongs.

Neptune . . .

Held his tridenUa mace. Quarles.

Tridentiferous (tri-den-tif'er-us), a. [L.

tridens,tridentis,i\ trident, and/e>o,to bear.]

Bearing a trident

Tridentine (tri-den'tin), a. [L. Tridentum,

Trent.] Pertaining to Trent, or to the cele

brated ecumenical council which met in

that city in 1545 to settle the points of con

troversy between the Reformers and the

Church.

Trldentlne (tri-den'tin), n. [L. Tridentum,

Trent.] A name giveu by the An

glicans and others to the Roman

Catholics,because they afllrni that

their church did not assume its

present form till the assemblage

of the Council of Trent in 1545,

when the great bulk of its pecu

liar doctrines was formulated and

rendered explicit.

They called the council of Chalcedon

a ' council of fools,' and styled the Catho

lics Chalcedonians, just M Anglicans

have styled Catholics of the present day

Tridentines. Dublin Kev.

Tridlapason (tri-di'a-pa"zon), n. [Tri and

diapason.] In music, a triple octave or

twenty-second.

Tridimensional ( tri-di-men ' shon-al ), a.

[Preflx tri, and dimension.] Having three

dimensions.

Triding (trid'ing). See Trithino.

Tridodecahedral (tri-dd-dek'a-he"dral), a.

[Preflx tri, and dodccahedral.] In crystal.

presenting three ranges of faces, one above

another, each containing twelve faces.

Triduan (trid'u-an), a. [Latin triduanus,

from triduum, a Bpace of three days—

tri = tres, three, and dies, day.] Lasting

three days or happening ever}' third day.

[Rare]

Triduo (trid'u-6), n, [See Triduan.] In

H. Cath. Ch. prayers for the space of three

days as a preparation for keeping a saint's

day, or for obtaining some favour of God by

means of the prayers of a saint.

Trie.t a. Choice; refined. Chaucer.

Trlen (tri'en), n. Triplicity. Some heralds

use the phrase a trienqffish instead of three

fish.

Triennial (tri-en'ni-al), a. [L. triennium,

the space of three years—trim tres, three, and

annus, a year.] 1. Continuing three years;

as. triennial parliaments. — 2. Happening

every three years; as, triennial elections.

Triennial elections and parliaments were

established in England in 1605, but were

discontinued in 1717, and septennial elec

tions and parliaments were adopted, which

still continue. — Triennial prescription, in

Scots taw, a limit of three years within which

creditors can bring actions forcertain classes

of debts, such as merchants' and tradesmen's

accounts, servants' wages, house rents (when

under verbal lease), debts due to lawyers,

doctors, Ae.

Triennially (tri-en'ni-al-li), adv. Once iu

three years.

Triens (tri'enz), n. [L., the third part of

anything, specifically of an as, from tres,

tria, three. ] 1. A small Roman copper coin,

equal to one-third of the as.—2. In law, a

third part; also, dower.

Trientalis(tri-en-ta'lis), n. [L., containing

a third, from triens, a third part] A small

genus of plants, nat. order PrimulacenD. The

only British species is T. europcea (called

European chick-weed and winter-green). It

ch, e/iain; ch, Sc. loc/i; 8. if0* J. j°b; h. Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Trientalis Otropaa Huropean

Cluck-weed).

is rare in England. but abundant in many

parts of the Highland* of Scotland. It is

a pretty little plant, with slender stems sur

mounted by a

tuft of pale -

green leaves and

white star-like

flowers.

Trier (tri'er), n.

1- One who tries:

as, («) one who

makes experi

ments; one who

examines any

thing by a teat

or standard.

' The ingenious

triers of the Ger

man experi

ment.' Boyle.

(6) One who tries

judicially; a

judge who tries

a person or

cause, (c) In law, one appointed to decide

whether a challenge to a juror is just. See

Trior, (d) An ecclesiastical commissioner

appointed by the parliament under the

Commonwealth to examine the character

and qualifications of ministers. — 2. That

which tries; a test.

You were used

To say, extremity was the trier of spirits. Sha.k.

Trierarch (tri'er-ark), n. [Or. trierarchts.

from trierfs, a trireme (freis, three, and aro,

to fit), and archos, a chief.] In Greek antiq.

the commander of a trireme; also, a com

missioner who was obliged to build ships

and furnish them at his own expense.

Trierarchy (tri'er-ark-i), n. 1. The office or

duty of a trierareh.—2. The irierarchs col

lectively.—3. The system in ancient Athens

of forming a national fleet by compelling

certain wealthy persons to fit out and main

tain vessels at their own expense.

Trieterical(tri-e-ter'ik-al),a. [L. trietericus;

Gr. trieterikos, from trieteris, a triennial fes

tival — tri=treis, three, and etosf a year]

Triennial ; kept or occurring once in three

years. [Rare.]

Trietericst (tri-e-ter'iks), n. [L. trietericn.

3m above.] A festival or games celebrated

once Jn three years.

Trifacial (tri-fa'shi-al), a. [L, tri=tres,

three, and faciei, a face.] In anat. of, per

taining to, or characterizing the fifth pair

of cerebral nerves, as formed chiefly of three

nerves principally supplying the forehead,

face, and skin of the jaw.

Trifallow (tri'fal-16), v.t. Same as Thri-

fallow. Mortimer.

Trifarious (tri-fa'ri-us), a. [L: trifarius,

threefold—tri, and term, farius] Arranged

in three rows; threefold.

Trifld (tri'fld). a. [L. triAdus—tri, tres, three.

and flndo, jidi, to divide.] In hot, divided

half-way into three parts by linear sinuses

with straight margins; three-cleft.

Trifistulary(tri-fts'tu-la-ri),a. [L. tri=tres,

three, and fistula, a pipe.] Having three

pipes. Sir T. Browne.

Trifle (tri'ti), n. [O.E. trifle, trofle, trufle, a

trifle, mocking or deceitful language, worth

less talk; triflen, trojien, to trifle, to mock;

from O.Fr. trufle, truffe, a mock, a gibe,

truffle r, to mock ; perhaps of Teutonic ori

gin ; comp. Icel. truff, trumpery, or G.

treffen, to hit. 0. Fr. trufle, a truffle, is

regarded by Dlez as the same word. J 1. A

thing of very little value or importance; a

thing of no moment or use; a paltry toy,

bauble, or luxury; a silly or unimportant

action, remark, or the like.

Trifles light as air

Are to the Jealous confirmations strong

As proofs of holy writ. Sftnk.

2. A dish or fancy confection made of a

spongy or crisp paste soaked in white wine,

over which a layer of custard and cream is

placed, the whole being covered by a deli

cate white froth prepared by whisking up

white of egg, cream, and sugar.

Trifle (tri'tl). v.i pret. & pp. trifled; ppr.

trifling. [See the noun.] To act or talk

without seriousness, gravity, weight, or dig

nity; to act or talk with levity; to indulge

in light amusements.

They trifle, and they beat the air about nothing

which touchcth us. Hooker.

—To trifle with, to trent as a trifle or as an

object of no consideration, importance, seri

ousness or respect; to play the fool with;

to make a toy of; to mock.

Trifle ftri'fl). v.t. It To befool; to play

with; to mock. Berners.—2. To make trivial

or of no importance.

This sore night

Hath trifled former knowings. Shak.

3. To waste to no good purpose; to spend in

vanity or upon trifles: usually followed by

away; as, to trifle away time.

Trifler (tri'fl-er), n. Oue who trifles or acts

with levity.

Triflers not even in trifles can excel;

"Tis solid bodies only polish well. Young.

Trifling (tii'll-ing), p. and a. 1. Acting or

talking with levity, or without seriousness

or being in earnest; frivolous.—2. Being of

Bmull value or importance; trivial; as a tri

fling debt; a trifling affair.

We have a trifling foolish banquet towards. Shak.

BTK. Trivial, petty, unimportant, inconsid

erable, insignificant, frivolous, vain, silly,

light, slight, worthless, nugatory.

Trifllngly (trl'fl-ing-li), adv. In a trifling

manner; with levity; without seriousness or

dignity. ' Triflingly busy.' Locke.

Triflingne88(t'ri'rt-ing-nes),?i. 1. The state or

quality of being trilling; levity of manners;

lightness, — 2. Smallness of value; empti

ness; vanity. 'The trijlingness and petu-

lency of this scruple.' Bp. Parker.

Trifloral, Triflorous (tri-flo'ral, tri-flo'rus),

a. [L. tn~tres% three, and flos.floris, flower.]

Three-flowered ; bearing three flowers; as,

a triflorous peduncle.

Trifluctuatioiit (tri-fluk'tu-a"5hon),n. [Pre

fix tri, and fluctuation.] A concurrence of

three waves. * A trifluctuation of evils.' Sir

T. Browne.

Trifoliate, TrtfoUated (trl-fftli-nt. tri-fo'-

ll-at-ed), a. [L. tri^tres, three, and folium,

a leaf.] Having three leaves: used especially

in botany.

TrifollOlate (tri-foli-6-lat), a. In hot. having

three leaflets.

TrifoUum (trt-fo'H-um), n. [L., from tii =

tree, three, and folium, a leaf. ] A most exten

sive genus of plants, nat. order Leguminoso;,

papilionaceous tribe; the trefoils. It is so

named from its leaves possessing three seg

ments. The species, which are very nume

rous, are principally inhabitants of tem

perate climates, and are found in all quar

ters of the world. They are all more or less

pasture or fodder plants; a few of them are

particularly valuable to the farmer, and

their introduction into agriculture, under

the name of clover, has greatly supplemented

his means of producing animal food. The

most important species are T. pra tense,

common purple trefoil, or red clover; T. re-

pens, white trefoil, white or Dutch clover;

T. incarnatum, flesh-coloured trefoil, or

scarlet clover; T. medium, meadow trefoil,

marl clover, or cow-grass; T. procumbent,

hop trefoil or yellow clover; T. filiforme,

lesser yellow trefoil; T. hybridum, alsike

clover. The name cow-grass is also given to

a perennial form of T. pratense, called by

seedsmen T. pratense perenne, an important

pasture plant. About 280 species of Trifo-

lium are described, found mostly in the

temperate and sub-tropical regions of the

northern hemisphere, a few occurring in

the mountainous parts of tropical America,

and in extra- tropical South America and

Australia.

Trifolyt (tri'fo-li), n. Trefoil. 'Crowned

with a chaplet of trifoly.' B. Jonson.

Triforium (tri-fd'ri-um), n. [L. tri = tres,

three, and/yriir, pi. fores, a door] In Gothic

arch, a gallery above the arches of the

nave of a church, generally in the form of

an arcade. (See cut Clear-story.) In many

churches there is also a similar gallery in

the choir. Galleries of the same kind ex

isted in several of the ancient basilica. The

name, which is of modern invention, is very

inappropriate, as the triple opening which

It implies is far from being a general cha

racteristic of the triforium. Called also

Blind-story.

Triform (triform), a. {L.triformis—tri=tTes,

three, And forma, shape.] Having a triple

form or shape.

The moon . . .

With borrowed light her countenance tri/crm

Hence tills and empties. Milton.

Triformity (tri-form'i-ti), n. The state of

being triform.

Trifurcate, Trifurcated (tri-ferTcat. tri-

fer'kat-ed). a. [L. tri = tres, three, and/urea,

a fork.] Having three branches or forks;

trichotomous.

Trigt (trig), v.t. [Comp. Dan. trykke, G.

drucken, to press.] To fill; to stulf. 'A

Frieze of Roman Doric Order.

///. Triglyphs. « *». Metope*.

and glvphi, sculpture ] In area, an ornament

iu the" frieze of the Doric column, rrpeatr.

at equal intervals Each triglyph oMMtno*

man's skin is full trig'd with flesh and blood,

and natural spirit*." Dr. H. More.

Trig (trig), v.t. [Comp. W. trigaw, to stay,

to tarry; Pr. trigar, to atop] To stop, u the

wheel of a vehicle, by putting somethiiis

down to check it.

Trig (trig), «. [From above verb.] Attune,

wedge of wood, or something eh* laid under

a wheel or a barrel to prevent its rolling.

Trig (trig), a. [8w. trygg,l)ATi tryg, secure,

safe.] I.t Secure; safe. Ga win Douglas.—

2. Full; trim; spruce; neat. "She lads *«>

trig.' Burns. 'To sit on a horse square and

trigS Brit. Quart. Rev. [ ProvincialJ—

3. Well in health; sound. [Provincial]

Trigt (trig), n. A coxcomb.

It is my humour ; you are a pimp and * tri;.
And an Am.idis dc Oaul, or a dun ijui t. ■■-.

B Jenu*.

Trlgamlat (trig'a-mist), n. [See Train ]

One who has been married three times, or

has three wives at the same time: used ad-

jectively iu the extract.

The trignmist prelate of Cattcl, the wine-bit^c

Melander, exhorted lib clergy to pray Cur a ptcEiskl

hop-harvest. Sir it'. HtmiOeH.

Trigamous (trigVmus), o. [See Tbioajiy 1

1. Of or pertaining to trigamy.—% In lot

having three sorts of flowers iu the sanie

head, male, female, and hermaphrodite.

Trigamy (trig'a-mi), n. {Gt.tri=trti», three,

and ganws, marriage.] State of l>euig mar

ried three times, or the state of havtns

three husbands or three wive-3 at the saiue

time. Sir T. Herbert.

Trigastric (tri-gas'irik), a, [Gr. tri=trtit,

three, and gaster, gastros, a belly.] In ami.

an epithet applied' to a muscle having three

bellies.

Trigemlni (tri-jem'i-nT), n. pi. [L. fri=bt-.

three, and geminus, double; threefold.] In

anat. the fifth pair of nerves, which ariw

from the crura of the cerebt-llum, and are

divided within the cranium inw three

branches, viz. the orbital and the auperior

and inferior maxillary.

Trlgemlnoufl (tri jem'in-us), a. 1. Beina

one of three born together; born three it *

time.—2. Threefold.

Trigger ( trig'er X n. [Older form trider.

from D. trekker, trigger, lit. a drawer, fn>ai

trekken, to draw; Dan. trtrkker, a trigger,

from troykke, to draw ; hence allied to

tracJc. In 9 the word is from trig, to atop.!

1. The catch or lever which, ou being polled

back, liberates the hammer of the lock of

a gun or pistol. — 2. A catch to hold the

wheel of a carriage on a declivity.

Trigger-fish (trig'er-flsh), 11. See Balistjs.

Trigmtal<tri-jin'tttl),tt. [L triginta. thirtsj

Xrental; the number of thirty uias&es to bfl

said for the dead. Ayliffe.

Trigla (trig'la). n, [Gr. trigla, amulM] A

genus of acanthopterygious fishes, popularly

known as gurnards. See Gt'BNARl*.

TriglajlB (Ui'glanz), a. [Prefix tri, and L

plans, a nut] In oof. containing three duU

u ithin an involucre, as the Spanish chestnut

TrigUdflB (trig'li-de), il pi. See SCLEJioeE-

KIDJL

Trlglochln (tri-glo'kin), n. [Gr. tri=trtu.

three, and glochin, a point, in allusion to the

three angles of the capsule] A genui of

plants,nat orderJ uncaginacea';an'ow-gtaii

The species are found in marshes, aides of ri

vers, ditches, and wet meadows. T.pahutrr,

marsh arrow-grass, and T. maritimum. sea

arrow-grass, are British plants. The leave*

of the former when bruised give out a fetid

smell. They are grass-like plauta, with spikes

of greenish flowers.

Triglyph (tri'slif), n. [Gr. tri=trei», tat

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc- «*
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two entire gutters or channels, cut to a

right angle, called glyphs, and separated by

throe interstices, called/<rm»ra.

Triglyphic, Triglyphical (tri-glifik, tii-

glirik-al), a. 1. Consisting of or pertaining

to triglyphs. — 2. Containing three sets of

characters or sculptures.
Trignesa (trigones), n. The state of being

trig or trim; neatness. [Provincial.]

The lassies, who had been at N.mse Bank's school,

were always well spoken of . . . for the trigiiesx of

their houses, when they were aiterwards married.

Gait.

Their spars had no man-of-war trigntss. Kane.

Trigon(tri'gon), n. [Fr. trigone, L. trigonum,

from Gr. trigunon — tri=treis, three, ami

gonia, an angle.] 1. A triangle. ' The trigon

that the Ibis makes at every step.' Sir Jf.

Hale.— 2. In astrol. (a) the junction of three

signs, the zodiac being divided into four

tngons, named respectively after the four

elements—the watery trigon, which includes

Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces; the earthly tri

gon = Taurus, Virgo, and Capricornus; the

airy trigon = Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius;

and theory trujon= Aries, Leo, and Sagit

tarius. Shak- (&) Trine, an aspect of two

planets distant 120* from each other.—3. In

antiq. (a) a kind of triangular lyre or harp.

(b) A game at ball played by three persons

standing so as to be at the angles of a

triangle.

Trigonal, Trigonous (tri'gon-al, tri'gon-us),

a. 1. Triangular; having three angles or

corners.—2. Inftof. having three prominent

longitudinal angles, as a style or ovary —

3. In anat. a term applied to a triangular

space on the fundus of the bladder.

Trigonella(tri-g6-neria),n. [A dim. formed

from trigon. The wings spread and give the

flower a triangular appearance. ] A genus of

plants, nat order Leguminosn, papilionace

ous tribe. The species are strong-seented

herbs with trifoliate leaves, and small blue,

yellow, or white flowers, growing singly or in

heads or racemes in the axils of the leaves.

They are natives chiefly of Europe, Asia,

and North Africa. T. faenum grazcum (the

common fenugreek) is a native of the South

of Europe. Its seeds were in high repute

among the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and

Romans for medicinal as well aa culinary

purposes, and are still used by grooms and

farmers as a medicine for horses. In some

parts of the south of Germany this plant is

cultivated as fodder for horses and sheep.

Trigonia (tri-go'ni-a), n. [See Trigon.] 1. A

genus of laniellibranchiate molluscs, belong

ing to the section Asiphonida and family

Trigonidie. The Trigonia is a triangular or

suborbicular, equivalve, transverse bivalve.

The species are found both recent and fossil.

The former have been discovered near Aus

tralia only, in sandy mud. They have been

termed Trigonia margaritacea, or pearly tri

gon, from their pearly lustre. The fossil spe

cies are very abundant in the strata between

the lias and the chalk. None are tertiary. —

2. A genus of plauts constituting the n:i:

order Trigoniacerc.

Trigoniaceae (tri-gd'ni-a"se-e), n. pi. A nat

order of polypetalous dicotyledonous trees,

consisting of a single genus, Trigonia. The

species are natives of tropical America, and

had been referred to Polygalacea? chiefly on

account of their irregular flowers and the

long hairs of their seeds There is little else,

however, in common. Some prefer to regard

the Trigoulaceaa as a section of the Legu-

minosB.

Trigonldse (tri-gon'i-de), n.pl. A family of

lamellibranchiate molluscs, of which the

genus Trigonia is the type. See Tri-

GONIA.

Trigonocarpon (tri-g6'n6-k;ir"pon), n. [Gr.

tri=treis, three, gonia, &n angle, and karpos,

fruit) A genus of fossil thick-shelled fruits

occurring in large quantities in the coal-

measures, so named from the three corners

on the surface of the shell. They resemble

the fruit of Satisburia, a drupe-bearing con

iferous tree of China and Japan, but may

be palm-nuts.

Trigonocephalus (tri go'nd-sef'a-lus), n.

[Gr. trigonm, a triangle, and kephatt, the

head] A genus of poisonous serpents.

closely allied to the rattlesnakes, family

Crotalidip. The T. lanceolahu, or lance-

headed viper of Martinique, which frequents

the sugar-cane plantations, and Butaists

mostly on rats, is extremely dangerous from

its size and venomous power. It ib yellow

or grayish, more or less mottled with brown;

attains a length of 6 or 7 feet; and, besides

the Antilles, inhabits Brazil and other parts

of South America.

Trigonoceroua (tri-gS-nos'er-us), a. [Gr.

trigOnon, a triangle, and keras, a horn. ] An

epithet applied to an animal having horns

with three angles.

Trigonometric (trig/o-no-met"rik), a. Per

taining to trigonometry. See Trigonomet

rical.

Trigonometrical (trip/o-no-mefrik-al), a.

Pertaining to trigonometry; performed by

or according to the rules of trigonometry. —

Trigonometrical canon, a table which, be

ginning from one second or one minute,

expresses in order the lengths which every

sine, tangent, and secant have in respect

of the radius, which Is supposed unity.—

Trigonometrical curves, a name given to cer

tain curves which have such equations as

y = sin x, y = cos x,y = a cos x + 6 cos 2 x, &c.

These curves may Deconstructed from the

fundamental properties of the sine, cosine,

Ac.—Trigonometrical lines, lines which are

employed in solving the different cases of

plaueand spherical trigonometry, as radius,

sines, tangents, secants, cosines, cotangents,

cosecants, Ac. These lines, or the lengths

of them, are called the trigonometrical func

tions of the arcs to which they belong.

When an arc increases through all its values

from 0* to 300*. the sines and cosines are

positive in the first and second quadrants,

and negative in the third and fourth; the

tangents and cotangents are positive in the

first and third, and negative in the second

and fourth; the cosines and secants are posi

tive in the first and fourth, and negative in

the second and third; and the versed sines are

positive in all the four quadrants.—Trigo

nometrical series, infinite series which are

of the form a sin x+b sin 2 x+c sin Zx.&c,

and a cos x + b cos 2i + c cos 3 x, Ac—

Trigonometrical survey, a term which may

be applied to any survey of a country' which

Is carried on from a single base, by the com

putation of observed angular distances; but

the term is usually confined to measure

ments on a large scale, embracing a con

siderable extent of country, and requiring a

combination of astronomical and geodetical

operations. A trigonometrical survey may

be undertaken either to ascertain the exact

situation of the different pointsof a country

relatively to each other, and to the equator

and meridians of the terrestrial globe, for

the purpose of constructing an accurate

map, or to determine the dimensions and

form of the earth, by ascertaining the cur

vature of a given portion of its surface, or

by measuring an arc of the meridian. The

most minute accuracy and the most perfect

instruments are required in all the practi

cal parts of such operations; and it becomes

necessary to have regard to the curvature

of the earth's surface, the effects of temper

ature, refraction, altitude above the level

of the sea, and amultitudeof circumstances

which are not taken intoaccount inordinary

surveying. In conducting a trigonometrical

survey of a country (as the ordnance survey

of Britain), signals. Bitch as spires, towers,

poles erected on elevated situations, or other

objects, are assumed at as great a distance

as will admit of distinct and accurate obser

vations, with telescopes of considerable

power attached to the instruments used in

measuring the angles. In this way, starting

from a measured base-line, the country will

be divided into a series of connected tri

angles called primary triangles; and any

Bide of any one of these being known, the

remaining Bides of all of them may be com

puted by trigonometry. By means exactly

similar, each of these triangles is resolved

into a number of others called secondary

triangles; and thus the positions of towns,

villages, and other objects are determined.

The length of the base or line measured,

which is an arc of a great circle, must be

determined with extreme accuracy, as an

error in measuring it would affect the entire

survey. For checking the measurements

and the computations it is proper to mea

sure some other line at a considerable dis

tance from the first, as the comparison of

its measured and computed lengths will be

a test of the accuracy of the intermediate

operations. Such a line is called a base of

verification. The measurement of a base is

one of the principal difficulties in the sur

vey, chiefly on account of the inequalities

of the earth's surface, and the variations in

the length of the measuring instrument,

arising from the change of temperature.

The base Is assumed on as flat a portion of

country as can be obtained, and the chain

or other measuring instrument is con

structed with extreme care.

Trigonometrically(trig'o-no-met"rik-al-li),

adv. in a trigonometrical manner; accord

ing to the rules orprinciples of trigonometry.

Trigonometry (trig-o-nom'et-ri), n. [From

Gr. trigunon, a triangle, and metron, a mea

sure.] According to the primitive meaning

of the term, the measuring of triangles, or

the science of determining the sides and

angles of triangles, by means of certain parts

which are given; but in its modern accept

ation it includes all theorems and formula?

relative to angles and circular arcs, and the

lines connected with them, these lines being

expressed by numbers or ratios. In fact,

the principles of trigonometry are of very

general application, furnishing means of

investigation in almost every branch of

mathematics. Trigonometry, in relation to

its practical utility, may be regarded as the

most important of all the applications of

mathematics, especially in relation to as

tronomy, navigation, and surveying. Trigo

nometry is of two kinds, plane and spherical

the former treating of triangles described

on a plane, and the latter of those described

on the surface of a sphere. In every tri

angle there are six things which may be

considered, viz. the three aides and the

three angles, and the main object of the

theoretical part of trigonometry is todeduce

rules by which, when some of these are

given, the others may be found by compu

tation, such computations being facilitated

by tables of sines, tangents, Ac. In plane

trigonometry any three of the six parts of a

triangle being given (except the three an

gles), the other parts may be determined :

but in spherical trigonometry this exception

„ has no place, for any three

of the six parts being

given, the rest may thence

be determined, the sides

being measured or esti

mated by degrees.minutes,

Ac, as well as the angles

The mode in which trigo

nometrical definitions are given is as follows:

—Let abo be a right-angled triangle, then

c B = sine of A ; A? = cosine of A ; ?-? =

AC AC A B

tangent of A
^-B = cotangent of a ; A^ =

C B AB

secant of A ; - = cosecant of A ; 1 — cosine

c B

of A = versed sine of A ; 1 - sine of A = co-

versed sine of a. Both plane and spherical

trigonometry is divided into right-angled

and oblique-angled.

Trigonophidaa (trl-go-nof l-dfi), n. pi. A

family of shielded lizards, order Amphisbe-

nia, distinguished by having the teeth set in

the margin of the jaws instead of on their

inner side, aa in the other families of the

order.

Trigonous (tri'gon-us), a. Trigonal.

Trigonyt(trig'o-ni), n. [Or.tri = treis, three,

and goni, birth] Threefold birth or pro

duct. 'Man ... in whom be three distinct

souls by way of trigony.' Howell.

Trigram (tri'gram), n. Same as Trigraph.

Trigrammatic, Trigrammic ( tri -gram -

mat'ik, tri-gram'mik ), a. [Gr. tri — treis.

three, and gramma, a letter.] Consisting of

three letters, or three sets of letters.

Trigraph (tri'graf), n. [Gr. tri = treis, three,

ana graplu*, a writing.] A name given to

three letters having one sound ; a triph

thong, as eatt in beau.

Trigyn (tri'jin), n. [Gr. tri-treis, three, and

gyne, a female.] In bot a plant having

three stylea.

Trigynia(tri-jin'i-a), n. pi. An order of plants

in the Linmean system, distinguished by

the flowers having three styles or pistils, as

In the bladder-nut.

Trigynlan, TrigynouB (tri-jin'i-an, tri'jin-

us), a. In bot. having three Btyles.

Trihedral (tri-he'dral), a. iSee Trihedron. ]

Having three equal sides.

Trihedron (tri-he'dron). n. [Or. tri=trei»,

three, and hedra, side] A figure having

three equal sides.

Trihilate (tri-hflat), a. [L. trihilatut—tri =

tres, three, and hilum. } In bot. having three

hVa or scars: applied to seeds.

Trijugate, TrljugouB(tri'ju-gat, tri'ju-gusl

a. [L. tri = tree, three, anAjuginn, yoke.] In

bot. in three pairs.—A trijugovs lea/iB a pin

nate leaf with three pairs of leaflets.

ch, cnain; ch, 9c. locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin/7; th, then; th, fAln; w, trig; wh. zh, azure—See KEY.
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Trilaminar (tri-lam'1-ner), a. [L. tn-tra,

three, and lamina, a plate or leaf] Con

sisting or composed of threefold lamina or

layers of cells, as of the blastoderm.

Trilateral (tri-lat'er-al), a. [L tri = tret,

three, and latut, lateris, a side] Having

three sides, as a triangle

Trilaterally(tri-lat'er-al-li),aiit>. With three

sides.

TrUateralness(trMat'er-al-nes), n. Quality

of having three sides.

Trllemma (tri-lem'ma), n. [Gr. trt = trets.

three, and Wmma, anything received, an as

sumption, from lambanu, to receive] 1. In

logic, a syllogism with three conditional pro

positions, the major premises of which are

disjunctively affirmed in the minor. See Di

lemma—2. Hence, in general, any choice

between three alternatives.

TrilettO(tre-let'to),n. (It.) Inmimc, ashort

trill.

TrtUnear (tri-liive-er). a. [L. tri = tret, three,

and linea, a line.] Composed or consisting

of three lines.

Trilingual, Trillnguar (tri-ling'gwal, tn-

ling'gwar), o. [L. tri = tret, three, and lingua,

a tongue. ] Consisting of three languages.

The much-noted Rosetta Stone . . . bears upon

its surface a trilingual inscription. Is. Taylor.

Trlllteral(tri-lit'er-al),a, [L.(ri = (re«, three,

and litera, a letter] Consisting of three

letters; as, a triliteral root or word.— Tri-

literal language!, a term applied to the

Semitic family of tongues, because every

word in them consists, in the first instance,

of three consonants, which represent the

essential idea expressed by the word, while

special modifications are produced by cer

tain vowels or additional letters.

Triliteral (tri-lit'er-al), n. A word con

sisting of three letters.

TrillteralneBB(tri-lit'er-al-nes), n. The

quality of being triliteral.

One of the chief and indisputable characteristics of

Shemitic has, since the days of Chajug. been held to

be their trilUeralntis. Deiitsch.

Trillth (tri'lith), n. [Gr. tri=treit, three, and

lilhot, a stone] In archauil. an obelisk or

other monument consisting of three Btones.

Trillthlc (tri-lith'lk), a. Of or relating to a

trilith; consisting of three stones.

Trtlithon (tri'lith-on), it. [Gr. tri = treu,

Part of Stonehcnge. a a, Trilithons

three, and fi(Ao«, a stone.] Three large

blocks of stone placed together like door

posts and a lintel, and standing by them

selves, as in sundry ancient monuments.

TrtU (tril), n. [Perhaps imitative of sound.

D. trillen, Dan. trille, to trill, to quaver; It.

(riSo. a trill; G. triller, a shake, a trill.] 1. A

warbling, quavering sound ; a rapid, trem

bling series or succession of tones. —2. In

mutic, same as Shake, 3 (a) and (b).

1 have often pitied in a winter night a vocal musi

cian, and have attributed many of his trills and

quavers to the coldness of the weather. Tatter.

8. A consonant pronounced with a trilling

sound, as I or r.

Trill (tril), v.t. To sing with a quavering or

tremulonsness of voice; to sing.

While in our shades.

Through the soft silence of the listening night.

The sober-suited songstress trills her lay. Thomson.

Trill, t v.t. [A form of thrill ] To twirl; to

turn round. Chaucer.

Trill (tril), v.i. 1. To Bhake or quaver; to

sound with tremulous vibrations. ' To judge

of triUing notes and tripping feet' Dryden.

2. To sing with quavers; to pipe. 'That

hears the latest linnet trill.' Tennyson.

Trill (tril), ci. [Oomp. Sw. trilla, Dan. trille,

to roll, to turn round; D. drtffen, to drill or

bore by turning. As to meaning 2 compare

the expression tears rolling down ] M To

turn. Chaucer. —2. To now in a small stream,

or in drops rapidly succeeding each other; to

trickle.

And now and then an ample tear triltd down

Her delicate cheek. Shak.

Whisper'd sounds

Of waters, trilling from the riven stone

To find a fountain on the rocky floor. Gltn-er.

TrLUlacesB (tril-li-a'se 6), n. pi. [From genus

Trillium, from L.(re«, three.from the ternary

arrangement of the flowets] A small nat

orderof herbaceous, tuberose plauts, belong

ing to Lindley's Dictyogens. The fruit is

succulent, and said to be narcotic. One

species, Paris quadrifolia, or herb Paris, is

not uncommon in moist shady woods in

Britain. (See PARIS ) Trillium erectum is a

species belonging to the United States, where

its fleshy roots are used as an astringent,

tonic, and antiseptic medicine.

Trilllbub t (tril'li-bub), n. A cant term for

anything trifling or worthless. * All a gentle

man can look for of such trillibubs.' Mat-

linger. 'Forget thy tricks and trillibubt.'

Shirley.

Trilling (tril'ing), n. 1. One of three children

born at the same birth. — 2. A composite

crystal composed of three individuals.

Trillion (tril'yon), n. [Formed from tri-,

three, and million.] The product of a mil

lion involved to the third power, or the

product of a million multiplied by a million,

and that product multiplied by a million ; the

product of the square of a million multiplied

by a million Thus 1,000,000 x 1,000,000 =

1,000,000,000,000, and this product multi

plied by a million = 1,000,000,000.000.000,000.

According to the French notation the mini-

bcrexpressed by aunit, with twelve cyphers

annexed, or 1,000,000,000.000.

TrillO (trilld), n. [It] In mutie, a trill or

shake. ' Much humming to myself . . .

the trillo.' Pepus.

Trilobate, Trllobed (tri-16'bat or tri'lo-bat,

tri'lobd). a. [Gr. tri = treis, three, and lobot,

a lobe ] Having three lobes.

Triloblte (tri'lo-blt), n, [ Gr. tri = treit, three,

and lobot, a lobe] One of an extinct and

widely-distributed family of pataozoic Crus

tacea, nearly allied to the Phyllopoda. Tri-

lobites are especially characteristic of the

Silurian Btrata; about a dozen genera appear

in the Devonian, three or four In the carbon

iferous, and none higher. They comprehend

those species in which the body is divided

into three lobes, which run parallel to itB

axis. Trilobites are supposed by Burmeister

to have moved by swimming in an inverted

position, belly up, immediately beneath the

surface of the water. When attacked they

could roll themselves into a ball. They fed

on small water animals, and Inhabited gre

gariously and in vast numbers the shallow

water near coasts. No antennas or limbs

have yet been detected; 'still,' Bays Owen,

' there can be no doubt they enjoyed such

locomotive powers as even the limpet and

chiton exhibit.' The lenses of the eye are

frequently beautifully preserved so as to be

perceptible by the naked eye. In Ataphut

caudatut each eye has 400 facets, and in A .

tyrannut 6000. The species vary greatly in

size, some being no larger than a pin's head,

while A. gigat is found 18 inches long. Pro-

Trllobites.

I, Paradoxldes bohemicus. 2, Phacops latifrons.

bably some so-called species arc only larval

or transition forms of others.

Trilobltlc (tii-lo-bii'ik). a. Of, pertaining

to, or resembling a trilobite.

Trilocular (trilok'u-ler). a. [L. tri = tret,

three, and loculut, a cell, dim. of loau, a

place] In bot. three-celled; having three

cells for seeds; as, a trilocular pericarp.

Trilogy (tril'o-ji), n. [Or. trilogia, from

treit, tria, three, and (01708. speech, dis

course] A scries of three dramas, which.

though each of them being in a certain

sense complete in itself, yet bear a mutual

relation to each other, and form but parts

of one historical and poetical picture.

The term belongs more particularly to the

Greek drama. On the Athenian stage it lie-

came customary to exhibit on the same oc

casion three serious dramas or a trilogy, at

first connected together by a sequence of

subject, but afterwards unconnected and 011

distinct subjects, a fourth or satyric drama

being also added, the characters of which

were satyrs. Shakspere's Henry VI. may

be called a trilogy. Grote.

TrilophOdon (tri-lof'o-dou), n. [Gr. treit,

three, lophot, a ridge, and odout, odontxm,

a tooth. ] One of the two sections into

which mastodons have been divided, the

other being Tetralophodon, according as

the crowns of their molars have three or

four transverse ridges.

Trilumlnar, TrilumlnouB (tri-lu'mln-er.

tri-lu'niin-us), a. [L. tri = tm. three, and

lumen, light] Having three lights.

Trim (trim), a [A Sax. trum, lirm, strong,

whence trymian, to establish, to prepare,

to set in order, whence the modern mean

ing of the adjective. In to trim or steady

a boat the original meaning is closely re

tained. Cog. O. Sax. trimm, firm. L. G. be-

trimmen, to make firm ] 1. Being neat and

in good order; properly adjusted ; haying

everything appropriate and in its right

place; tight; snug; neat; tidy; smart; as, a

trim or (rim-built ship; a person is trim

when he is well shaped and firm ; his dress

is trim when it sits closely and neatly on

his body; a hedge is trim when it is kept

neat and not allowed to straggle. 'The

whiles the maskers marched forth in trim

array.' Spenser. 'Trim bowers.' Turner.

And add to these retired Leisure,

That in trim gardens takes his pleasure. Milton.

But all within

The sward was trim as any garden lawn. Tennyson.

2 t Nice; fine: ironically (as when we say,

you're a fine fellow!) 'A trim exploit.'

Shak.
"Twas

Trim sport for them that had the doing of it. Sheet.

Trim (trim), v.t. pret tfe pp trimmed; ppr.

trimming. [See the adjective.] 1. To make

trim; to put in due order for any purpose;

to adjust.
Each muse in Leo's golden days

Starts from her trance, and trims her wither d bay*.

Tofie.

The hermit trimm'd his little fire. Goldsmith.

1. To dress; to put in a proper state as re

gards clothes.

I was trimm'd in Julia's gown. Shai.

3. To invest or embellish with extra orna

ments; to decorate, as with ribbons, braid,

lace, Ac; as. to trim a gown with lace-

4. To bring to a compact, neat, or orderly

condition by removing all superfluous strag

gling loose appendages or matter from;

hence, to clip, pare, shave, prune, lop. or

the like; as, to trim the hair; to trim a hedge

or a tree.

Mephibosheth. the son of Saul, came down to meet

the king, and had neither dressed his feet, nor

trimmed his beard. a Sam. xix. 24.

5 In carp, to dress, as timber; to make

Bmooth; to fit to anything.—6. Xaut. (a) to

adjust, as a ship or boat, by arranging the

cargo or disposing the weight of persons or

goods so equally on each side of the centre

and at each end that she shall sit well on the

water and sail well. A vessel is said to be

trimmed by the head or by the stern respec

tively when the weight is so disposed as to

make her draw more water towards the

head than towards the stem, or the reverse.

My old friend, after having seated himself. . .

trimmed the boat with liis coachman, who being a

sober man, always serves for ballast on these occa-

sions. Addison

(6) To arrange In due order for sailing; as,

to trim the sails.— 7. To rebuke; to reprove

sharply; also, to lieat; to lick. [Colloq]

So! Sir Anthony trims my master; he is afraid to

reply to his father; then vents his spleen on poor

rig? Sheridan.

—To trim away, t to lose or waste in fluctuat

ing between parties.

He who would hear what every fool could say.

Would never fix his thoughts. butrWwhistime»»ii.r.

Dryden.

—To trimJorth,\ to trick out; to dress out;

to set off.

Thus trimmed/orth. they bring me to the rout.

Who, Crucifie him. cne with one strong shout.

G Heroert.

Fate, far, fat, fall; roe, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abttne; J', Sc. ley.
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—To trim up, to dress up; to put in proper

order.

I found her trimming uf the diadem

On her dead mistress. Shak,

Trim (trim), v.i. To hold a middle course

or position between parties, so as to appear

to favour each: from the nautical meaning.

See Trim, v.t. 6.

He (Halifax) trimmed, he said, as the temperate

zone trims between intolerable heat and intolerable

cold. Macau/ay.

Trim (trim), n. 1. Dress; garb. 'Seeing him

just past under the window in his woodland

trim' Sir W. Scott,—2. State of prepara

tion; order; condition; disposition; as, I

am in good trim to-day. 'In the trim of

an encounter.' Chapman.—3. The state of

a ship or her cargo, ballast, masts, <&*c, by

which Bhe is well prepared for sailing.—

Trim of the masts (naut), their position

in regard to the ship and to each other, as

near or distant, far forward or much aft,

erect or raking.

TrimemDral (tri-mem'bral). a. Having or

consisting of three members.

Trlmera (tri'mer-a), u. [Gr. tri=treis,

three, and meros, a

part.] The name

given by Latreille to

his fourth section of

Coleoptera, includ

ing those which

have each tarsus

composed of three

articulations, as the

lady-birds and puff- Trimera.

ball beetles. In the

cut 1 shows the lady-bird (Cocclnella), 2 tar

sus of Coccinella, 3 antenna of do., 4 an

tenna of Kumorphus.5 tarsus of Longitarsus.

Trimerous (tri'mer-us), a. In bot. consist

ing of three parts. A flower is said to be

trimerous when it has three parts in the

calyx, three in the corolla, and three sta

mens.

Trimester (tri-mes'ter), «. [Fr. trimestre,

from L. trimestris— prefix tri, three, and

mensU, a month.] A term or period of

three months.

Trlmestral (tri-mes'tral), a. Same as Tri-

mestrial. ' Monthly or trimestral.' Southey.

Trlmeatrial (tri-mes'tri-al), a. Of or per

taining to a trimester; occurring every three

months; quarterly.

Trimeter (trim'e-ter), n. [Gr. trimetros,

trimetron—tri= treU, three, and metron, a

measure.] A poetical division of verse con

sisting of three measures.

Trimeter, Trimetrical (trim'e-ter, tri-met'-

rik-al), a. Consisting of three poetical mea

sures, forming an iambic of six feet.

Trimetric (tri-met'rik), a. See Ortho-

rhombic.

Trimly (trim'li), adv. In a trim manner

or condition; neatly; in good order.

Her yellow golden hair

Was trimly woven, and in tresses wrought.

Spenser.

Trimmer (trim'er), n. 1. One who trims,

fits, arranges, or ornaments; as, a coal-

trimmer, that is, a labourer who arranges

the cargo of coal on board a ship.—2. One

who fluctuates between parties, especially

political parties. The word has been used,

in a good sense, of one who refuses to identify

himself with any of the two opposing politi

cal parties of English history (Whig and

Tory), on account of the extreme views or

measures adopted by either party, and in a

bad sense to a time-server or turncoat, who

shifts his political allegiance to advance his

interests. See also TRIM, v.t. and v.i.

We trimmers arc for holding all things even.

Dryden.

Nor Tory or Whig, observator or trimmer.

May I be, nor against the law's torrent a swimmer.

Dr. IV. Pot*.

3. In arch, a piece of timber inserted in a

roof, floor, wooden partition, and the like,

to support the ends of any of the joists,

rafters, &c. —i. One who chastises or repri

mands ; a sharp, shrewish person ; that by

which a reprimand or chastisement is ad

ministered. [Colloq.]

I will show you his last epistle, and the scroll of

my answer—egad, it is a trimmer. Sir IV. Scotf.

Trimming (trim'ing), n. l. The act of one

who trims; the act of one who fluctuates

between parties; inconstancy. South.—2. Or

namental appendages to a garment, as

lace, ribbons, and the like.—3. The act of

reprimanding or chastising ; a beating ; as,

the boy deserves a trimming. [Colloq.]—

4. pi. The accessories to any dish or article

of food. 'A leg of mutton and trimming*.'

Thackeray. [Colloq. ]

Trimmingly (trim'ing-li), adv. In a trim

ming manner.

Trimness (trim'neB), n. The state or qua

lity of being trim ; compactness ; neatness ;

good order; anugness.

Trimorpnic, TrimorphouB (tri-mor'flk,

tri-mor'fus), a. Of or pertaining to, or cha

racterized by, trimorphism ; having three

distinct forms.

With irimorphic plants there are three forms like

wise, differing in the lengths of their pistils and sta

mens, in the size and colour of their pollen grains,

and in some other respects; and as in each of the

three forms there are two sets of stamens, the three

forms possess altogether six sets of stamens and three

kinds of pistils. Darwin.

Trimorphism (tri-mor'fizm), «. [Gr. tri =

treis, three, and morphi, form.] The state or

property of having three distinct forms; spe

cifically—(a) in crystal, the property of crys

tallizing in three fundamentally different

forms. Titanic anhydride is an example of

trimorphism. In one form it is the mineral

anastase, in another rvtile, in a third brook-

tie. (P) In biol. existence in three distinct

forms.

There are, also, cases of dimorphism and trimor-

fhisw, both with animals and plants. Thus, Mr.

Wallace . . . has shown that the females of certain

species of butterflies, in the Malayan archipelago,

regularly appear under two or even three conspicu-

ously distinct forms, not connected by intermediate

varieties. Darwin.

Trimurti (tri'mer-tn, n. [Skr., from tri,

three, and murti, the body. ] The name of the

later Hindu triad or trinity, Brahma.Vishnu,

and Siva, conceived as an inseparable unity.

The sectaries of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva

respectively make their god the original

deity from which the trinity emanates; but

considered separately Brahma is the create

ing, Vishnu

the preserv

ing, and Siva

the destroying

principle of

the deity,

while Trimur

ti is the phi

losophical or

theological

unity which

combines the

three separate

forms in one

Belf - existent

being. The

Trimurti is

represented

symbolically

as one body with three heads, Vishnu at the

right, Siva at the left, and Brahma in the

middle.

Trimyarian (trim-i-a'ri-an), n. [Gr. tri=

tit ik, three, and mys, a muscle.] A bivalve

which presents three muscular impressions.

Trinal (tri'nal), a. [L. trinus, threefold, from

tres, three.] Threefold. * Trinal unity.'

Milton.

Trindle (trin'dl), v.t. pret. and pp. trindled;

ppr. trindling. (See Trundle] 1. To allow

to trickle or to run down in small streams.

[Local.]—2. To trundle or roll.

Trindle (trin'dl). v i To trickle; to run in

a small stream. [Local.]

Trindle-tail t (trin'dl-tal), n. A corruption

of trundle-tail ; a curled tail; an animal

with a curled tail.

Faith, sir, he went awajy with a flea in's ear.

Like a poor cur, clapping his trindle-tail

Between his legs. Beau. <fr Fl.

Tline (trin), a. [See TRINAL ] Threefold;

triple; as, trine dimension, that is, length,

breadth, aud thickness.

Trine (trin), n. 1. In astrol. the aspect of

planets distant from each other 120 degrees,

or the third part of the zodiac. The trine

was supposed to be a benign aspect. — 2. A

triad. 'A single trine of brazen tortoises.'

E. B. Browning. [Rare]

Trine (trin), v.t. pret. & pp. trined; ppr.

trining. To put in the aspect of a trine.

By fortune he was now to Venus trined.

And with stern Mars In Capricorn was Join'd.

Dryden.

Trinervate ( tri-ner'vat ), a. [L. tri = trc8,

three, and nereus, a nerve] In bot. having

three unbranched vessels extending from

the base to the apex : said of a leaf.

Trinerved, Trinerve (tri'nervd, tri'nerv),

a. In bot. same as Trinervate.

Tringa (trin'ga), n. [Gr. tryngas, a bird

mentioned by Aristotle.] A genus of longi-

rostral grallatorial birds, family Tringidre,

Trimurti, from Coleman's Hindu

Mythology.

now restricted so as to include only those

individuals in which the toes are partially

webbed at the base. They are very closely

allied to the ruffs and snipes. T. variabilis

or alpina, the dunlin or purr; T. canutue,

the knot, known also as tne red sandpiper

and ash-coloured sandpiper; T. minuta, the

little stint or sandpiper ; T. maritima,

the purple sandpiper, are members of the

genus.

Tringldn (trin'ii-de), n. pi. A family of lon-

girostral birds, of which the genus Tringa is

the type. These birds are distinguished by

the great length, slendemess, and flexibility

of the bill, and by the delicacy of the legs

and the smallness of the hinder toe. See

cut Dunlin.

Tringle (tring'gl), n. [Fr; origin unknown.]

1. In arch, a little square member or orna

ment, as a listel, reglet, platband, and the

like, but particularly a little member fixed

exactly over every triglyph.—2. A lath ex

tended between the posts of a bedstead; a

curtain-rod.

Trinitarian (trin-i-ta'ri-an), a. Pertaining

to the Trinity, or to the doctrine of the

Trinity.

Trinitarian (trin-i-ta'ri-an), n. 1. One who

believes the doctrine of the Trinity.—2. One

of a religious order instituted in 1188. who

made it their business to ransom Christian

captives taken by the Moors and other in

fidels.

Trinitarianism (trin-I-ta'ri-an-lzm), n. The

doctrine of trinitarians.

Trinity (trin'i-ti), n. [O.E. trinitee (Chaucer,

Goicer), Fr. triniU, L. trinitas, from triiim,

threefold, from tres.tria, three.] 1. In theoi

the union of three persons in one Godhead:

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.—

2. A symbolical representation of the mys

tery of the Trinity frequent in Christian art.

One of the most general forms in which the

Trinity was shown in the church consisted

of a figure of the Father seated on a throne,

the head surrounded with a triangular nim

bus, or surmounted with a triple crown :

Christ crucified in front, and the Holy Spirit,

in the form of a dove, resting on the cross.

The mystic union of the three Persons was

also symbolized by various emblems or de

vices, in which three elements were com

bined into one whole, as for instance by

the equilateral triangle, or a combination

of the triangle, the circle, and sometimes

Symbols of the Holy Trinity.

the trefoil. — Trinity Sunday, the Sunday

next after Whitsunday, observed by the

Roman, Anglican, and other churches in

honour of the Trinity.

TTinlty-house (trin'i-ti-hous). n. An insti

tution incorporated by Henry VIII. under

the full title of the Corporation of the Elder

Brethren of the Holy and Undivided Trinity,

and intrusted with the regulation and man

agement of the lighthouses and buoys of the

shores and rivers of England. The corpora

tion is now empowered to appoint and li

cense pilots for the English coast, and has

a general supervision over the corporations

which have the charge of the lighthouses

and buoys of Scotland and Ireland, subject

to an appeal to the Board of Trade, to whose

general superintendence theTrinity-houseis

also subject In matters relating to England.

The corporation consists of a master, deputy-

master, a certain number of acting elder

brethren, and of honorary elder brethren,

with an unlimited number of yonnger

brethren, the master and honorary elder

brethren being chosen on account of eminent

social position, and the other members from

seamen of the navy or the merchant ship

ping service who possess certain qualifica

tions.

Triniunityt (trin-i-u'nl-ti), n. Triunity;

trinity.

As for terms of trinity, triniunity, . . . and the

like, they reject them as scholastic notions not to be

found in Scripture* Milton.

Trink (tringk), n. A kind of fishing-net; an

old apparatus for catching fish.

Trinket (tring'ket). n. [Probably a nasal

ized form of tricket, from trick, to dress out]

ch, chain: ch, Sc. locn; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, iing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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1- A small ornament, as a jewel, a ring, and

the like.

Beauty and use can so well agree together, that of

all the trinkets wherewith they ire attired, tbere is

oot one but serves to some necessary uurpose.

Sir P. Sidney.

2. A thins of no great value; any email

article; often used contemptuously. Beau.

<fc Fl.

Trinket (tringTcet), f. i. [The original Bense

may have been to pass trinkets or articles

to and fro between. ] To bargain; to negoti

ate; to hold secret communication; to have

private intercourse; to intrigue; to traffic.

Had the Popish lords stood to the interest of the

Crown, and not trintettd with the enemies of that

and themselves, it is probable they had kept their

seats in the House of Lords for many years longer.

Roger North.

All this T was readv to do for a woman, who

trinkets and trumes with my worst foes.

Sir IV. Scott.

Trinket* (tring'ket). n. [Ft. trinquet, It

trinchetto. Sp trinqueto, probably nasalized

from L. trijuctrus, triangular, from trex,

three, being originally a triangular sail.J

A topsail or topgallant Bail.

The trinket and the mizzen were rent asunder.

Hackluyt.

Triuketer (tring'ketex), n. One who trink

ets, traffics, or intrigues, or curries on secret

petty dealing; a trafficker; an intriguer.

I have possessed this honourable gentleman with

the full injustice which he has dune and shall do to

his own soul, if he becomes thus a trinketer with

Satan. Sir IV. Scott.

Trinketry ttringket-ri), n. Ornaments of

dress ; trinkets collectively. ' No trinketry

on front, or neck, or breast' Southey.

Trinkle* (tring'kl), v.i. pret. A pp. trinkled;

ppr. trinJeling. [Comp. trinket, v.] To

tamper; to treat secretly or underhand; to

trinket

Trinoctial ( tri-nok/ahal ), a. [L. tri = tres,

three, and nox, noctis, night] Comprising

three nights.

Trinoda(tri-no'da),n. [L. tri=tres, three, and

nodtu, a knot.] An old laud measure equal

to 3 perches.— Trinoda necessitas.in Anglo-

Saxon times, was a term signifying the three

services due to the king in respect of tenure

of lands in England, for the repair of bridges

and highways, the building and repair of

fortresses, and expeditious against the king's

enemies.

Trinodal (tri-no'dal), a. [See Trinoda.] In

bot. having three nodes only.

Trinomial (tri-iio'mi-al), a. [Gr. tri = treis,

three, and nomt, a division, from nemd, to

divide.] In alg. consisting of three terms

connected by the signa + or — ; thusa+b+c,

or x*—2xy+y2 is a trinomial quantity.

Trinomial (tri-no'roi-al), n. In alg. a trino

mial quantity.

Trinomlnal (tri-nom'in-al), a. Same as

Trinomial.

Trio (tri'd or tre'o), n. [It, from L. tres,

three.] 1. Tliree united.

The trio were welJ accustomed to act together, and

were linked to each other by tics of mutual interest

and advantage. Dickens.

2. In mttsic, (a) a composition for three

voices or three instruments, (6) A move
ment in '■ th time, which often forms part of

the minuet or movement in minuet form,

such as occur in a symphony, (c) The per

formers of a trio or three-part composition.

Triobolar.t Triobolaryt (tri-ob'o-ler, tri-

ni.'o l.r -M ). a. [L triobolarix — tres, three,

and obohts, an obolus. ] Of the value of three

oboli or three halfpence ; hence, mean ;

worthless. 'Any triobolary pasquiller.'

Howell.

Trioctahedral (tri-ok'tn-he"dral), a. [Prefix

tri, and octahedral.] In crystal, presenting

three ranges of faces, one above another,

each range containing eight faces.

TriOCtile (tri-ok'til), n. [Prefix tri, three,

and octUe. ] In a»trol. an aspect of two

planets with regard to the earth, when they

are three octants or eighth parts of a circle,

that is 135', distant from each other.

Triodia (tri-o'di-a), n. A genus of grasses,

belonging to the tribe Avenere, a British

species of which is T. decumbent, or heath-

grass. See Heath-grass.

Tricecia(tri-e'6i-a),n.pJ. [Gr.tri=treis. three,

and oikos, a house. ] The third order of plants

in the class Polygamia, in the Linuiean sys

tem. It comprises plants with unisexual

and bisexual flowers on three separate plants,

or having flowers with stamens only on one,

pistils on another, and bisexual flowers on

a third. The fig-tree and fan-palm are ex

amples.

TriOBCious (tri-e'shus), a. In hot. having

male, female, and hermaphrodite flowers,

each on different plants; pertaining to the

order Tricecia.

Triole (tre'61), n. In music, the same as

Triplet.

Triolet (trio-let, tre'6-let), n. [Dim. of trio.]

A stanza of eight lines, in which the first

line is repeated after the third, and the

first and second lines after the sixth. It is

suited to playful and light subjects.

Trioues (tri o'nez), n p I j l , the ploughing-

oxen. hence the constellations of the Wain. ]

In outran, a name sometimes given to the

seven principal stars in the constellation

Ursa Major, popularly called Charles's Wain.

Trionychidffl, Trionycldae (tri-6-nik'i-de,

tri-6-uis'i-de), n. pi. (From genus Trionyz,

from Gr. tri=treis, three, and onyx, ony-

chos, a finger or toe naiL The proper spell

ing is therefore Trionychidce.] The mud-

turtles or soft-tortoises, a family of fresh

water chelonian reptiles, distinguished by

the imperfect development of the carapace,

which is covered by a smooth leathery skin,

by having the ribs expanded and united to

one another near the bases and having aper

tures near the extremities, and by horny

jaws furnished with fleshy lips. AH the

members are carnivorous. The soft-shelled

tortoise (Trionyx ferox) and the large and

fierce snapping- turtle of the United States

(Chelydra serpentina) are examples. The

latter is capable of biting through a stick

half an inch in diameter. The Trionyx

yUotictts is highly serviceable in the Nile

aud other rivers in destroying young croco

diles and alligators.

Trionyx (tri-6'nikB), n. A genus of tortoises,

comprising those which are soft -shelled.

See above article.

Trior (tri'or), n. [From try."] In law, a per

son appointed by the court to examine

whether a challenge to a panel of jurors, or

to any juror, is juBt

Triosteum (tri-oB'te-um), n. [Gr. tri = tres.

three, and osteon, a bone.] A small genus of

coaree, hairy, leafy, perennial herbs, with

poiuted connate leaves and seBsile flowers

solitary or clustered in the axils, nat. order

Caprifoliaceai. They are natives of North

America and the mountains of Central Asia

Trip (trip), v.i. [A lighter and non-nasalized

form of the root of tramp; comp. J)an. trippe,

Sw. trippa, D. trippen, G. trippen, trippeln,

to trip; Dan. trip, a short step; Goth, trim-

pan (with m inserted), to step, to trip. See

Tramp.] 1. To run or step lightly; to move

or walk with quick, light steps; to move the

feet nimbly, as in running, walking, dancing,

or the like.

Trip no further, pretty sweeting. Shak.

She bounded by and tripp'd so light.

They had not time to take a steady sight.

Dryden.

2. To take a voyage or journey ; to make a

jaunt or excursion.—3. To stumble; to strike

the foot against something, bo as to lose the

step and come near to fall ; to make a false

step; to lose the footing; to make a false

movement.

A blind will thereupon comes to be led by a blind

understanding; there is. no remedy, but it must trip

and stumble. South.

4. To offend against morality, propriety, or

rule; to take a wrong step; to err; to go

wrong. Shah.

For Jenny, my cousin, had come to the place, and I

knew right well

That Jenny had tript in her time; I knew, but 1

would not telL Tennyson.

Trip (trip), v. t. pret & pp. tripped; ppr. trip

ping. 1. To cause to fall by striking the

feet suddenly from under the person ; to

cause to stumble, make a false step, or lose

the footing by striking the feet or. checking

their free action : ofteu followed by up; as,

to trip or trip up a man in wrestling; to

trip up the heels. 'He . . . tripped me

"behind.' Shak. ' Tript up thy heels? Sliak.

The words of Hobbes's defence trip up the heels

of his cause. Bramhatl.

2. To cause to fail : to put something iu the

way of. 'To trip the course of law.' Shak.

3. To catch in a fault, offence, or mistake ;

to detect in a misstep. 'These her women

can trip me if I err.' Shak —4. Xaut. to

loose, as an anchor from the bottom, by its

cable or buoy-rope.

Trip (trip), n, [See v.i. ] 1. A light short

step; a lively movement of the feet; hence,

the sound of such a step.

His heart bounded as he could sometimes hear the

trip of a light, female step glide to or from the door

of the hut. Sir ll\ Scott.

Ply
JOB '

aid
Cross triparted.

2. A short journey or voyage ; an excursion

or jaunt

1 took a trip to London an the death of the queen.

Pope.

3. A sudden seizure or catch by which a

wrestler throws his antagonist.

He, stript for wrestling, smears his limbs with oil.

And watches with a trip his foe to full. Dryden.

4. A Btumble by the loss of foothold, or a

striking of the foot against an object—6. A

failure ; a mistake ; a slight error arising

from haste or inconsideration.

They then, who of each trip the advantage take.

Find but those faults which they want »it to make

floygkm

fl. Haul, a single board or tack in plying to

windward—8TH. Stumble, failure, mistake,

excur&jofl, jaunt, ramble, tour.

Trip (trip), n. [Allied to troop. See TROOP]

1. A number of animals together; a flock;

[Provincial.]— 2. t A l»ody of men; a troop.

Tripaleolate (tri-pa1e-6-lat),a. In but con

sisting of three pales or palese, as the flower

of a bamboo.

Tripang (tri-pnrig')- Same as Trepang.

Triparted (tri-part'ed), a. [See Tripaktitk ]

1. In her. parted into three

' pieces ; applicable to the

Meld as well as to ordin

aries and charges; aa, tri

parted in pale; a cross tri

parted.— 2. In bot divided

into tliree segments which

extend nearly to the base

of the part to which they

belong.

Tripartible (tri-par'ti-bl\

a. Partible or divisible iuto three piece*

or parts.

Tripartient (tri-par'shi-ent). o. Dividing

into three parts : said of a number thai

divides another into three equal parts, as

2 with regard to fl.

Tripartite (trip'ar-tit or tri-par'titX «

[From L tripartitus— tri = tret, three, an«l

partitus, pp. of partior, to part, to divide )

1. Divided into three parts. — Tripartite Uaj

iu bot. a leaf which is divided into three

parts down to the base, but not wholly sepa

rate.— 2. Having three corresponding parts

or copies.

Our indentures tripartite are drawn. Shak.

3. Made or concluded between three parties;

as, a tripartite treaty.

Tripartitely (trip'ar-tit-li or tripar'tit-li).

adv. In a tripartite manner ; by a division

into three parts.

Tripartition (trip-ar-ti'shon or tri-part-i-

Bhon), n. 1. A division into three parts.—

5. A division by three, or the taking of a

third part of any number or quantity.

Trlpaschal (tri-pas'kal). a. [Prefix tri, and

jHtschal] Including three passovers.

Tripe (trip), n. [Fr. tripe, Sp. and Pg- tripa.

It trippa, tripe. The word appears to be

of Celtic origin: W. tripa, lr. triopat. Armor.

stripen, tripe.] 1. The entrails generally;

hence in contempt, the belly: in these senses

generally used in the plural. ' The greedy
gripes might tear out all thy tripe*' Si. ■

ton. ' Trembling fripeji of sacrificed herds. '

Sylvester. —2. The large stomach of rumi

nating animals when prepared for food.

How say you to a fat tripe finely boiled? SXxk

Tiipedal (tri-ped'al), a. [L. tripedalu-

trt = tres, three, and pes, pedis, a foot .

Having three feet

Tripe-de-roche (trep-de-roshX «- (Ft., Ut.

Tripe-de-roche (Gyropker.i .*ftt/itrnfierr&\

t. One of the spores magnified.

rock tripe.] A vegetable substance consti

tuting an article of food extensively used

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fasj.
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by the hunters in the arctic regions of North

America. It is furnished by various species

of Gyrophoraand Umbilicaria, belonging to

the tribe of lichens. Tripe-de-roche is nu

tritive, bat bitter and purgative.

Tripel (trip'el). n. Same as Tripoli.

Tripeman ( trip'man ), n, A man who sells

tripe. Swift

Tripeimate (tri -pen 'nat), a. In bot. tri-

pinnate.

Tripersonal (tri-per'son-al), a. [Prefix tri,

and personal.] Consisting of three persons.

' One tripersonal Godhead.' Milton.

Tripersonalist (tri-per'son-al-ist), n, A

name applied to a believer in the Trinity; a

trinitarian.

Tripersonallty (tri-per'son-al"I-ti), n. The

state of existing in three persous in one

Godhead.

As for the terms of trinity, triniunity, co-essentiality,

fri/vnona/ify, and the like, they reject them as

scholastic notions, not to be found in Scripture.

Milton.

Tripery (trip'ri), n. A place where tripe is

prepared or sold. Quart Jlev.

Tripe-atone (trip'stonl, n. A name irlven

to anhydrite composed of contorted plates,

from its bearing some resemblance to the

convolutions of the intestines. It has been

found in Poland.

Tripetalold(trl-pet'al-ofd), a. [Or. tri=treis,

three, petalon, a leaf, and eidos, resem

blance.] In bot appearing as if furnished

with three petals; as, a tripetaloid corolla.

Trtpetalous (tri-pet'al-us), a. [Gr. tri =

treis, three, and petalon, a leaf.] In bot.

three-petalled; having three petals or flower

leaves.

Tripe - visaged (trip'viz-ajd), a. Having a

face resembling tripe, probably in paleness

or sallowness, or in being flabby, baggy, and

expressionless: an epithet applied by Doll

Tearidieet to the beadle in Henry IV., pt.

ii. Shak.

Trip-hammer (tripliam-mer), n. A large

hammer used in forges; a tilt -hammer

(which see).

Triphane (tri'fan), n. [Gr. triphanis, ap

pearing threefold — tri = treis, three, and

phaino, to appear] Haiiy's name for Spo-

dumene. See SPObtTMKNK.

Trlpliaaia (tri-fa'si-a). n. [Gr. triphasic*.

triple—the calyx is three-toothed, and there

are three petals.] A genus of plants, nat.

order Aurantiacea:, found in India, Cochin-

China, and China, but now naturalized and

cultivated in the West Indies. The species

are thorny shrubs, with trifoliate leaves.

Triphasia trifottata.

The fruit of T trifoliata, which is both pre

served and eaten, has an acid taste ; and

the plant is Bomethnes cultivated in gardens

on account of the sweet-scented white

flowers and orange berries. The genus is

practically confined to this species, one for

merly associated with it being referred to

Atalantia, and two others but imperfectly

known.

Triphthong (trif thong or trip'thong). n.

[Or. tri = treis, three, and phthongi, %o\\nd ] A

combination of three vowels in a single syl

lable forming a simple or compound sound;

a group of three vowel characters represent

ing combiuedly a single or monosyllabic

sound, as eau in beau, ieu in adieu, eye,

»tc. ; a trigraph.

Triphtnongal (trif-thong'gal or trip-thong'-

gai), a. Pertaining to a triphthong; consist

ing of a triphthong.

Triphyline (tri'n-lin), n. [From Gr. tri =

treis, three, and pfiuU, a family, a class, in

allusion to its containing three phosphates. ]

A mineral, consisting of the phosphates of

iron, manganese, and lithium.

TriphyllOUS (tri-nTus), a. (Or. tri=treU,

three, and phylton, leaf.] In bot. three-

leaved j having three leaves.

Tripinnate (tri-pin'nat), a. [Prefix tri, and

.#.

Tripinnate Leaf, a,

A, Pinnules.

pinnate (which see).] In bot. threefold

pinnate : said of a leaf in which there are

three series of pinna: or leaflets, as when

the leaflets of

a bipinnate leaf

are themselves

pinnate.

Tripinnatifld

(tri- 1*111 nut i-

fld), a. In bot

pinnatifld with

the segments

twice divided

in a pinnatifld

manner.

Tripinnatisect

( tri - pin - nat ' i-

sekt), a. In bot

parted to the

base in a tri

pinnate man

ner, as a leaf.

Trtplasiant(tri-

pla'zhi-an». ft. [Gr. triplasios, thrice as

many.] Threefold; triple; treble.

Triple (trip'l).o. [Fr. triple, from L triplus,

threefold, triple, from tres, tria, three, and

term, -p/us, Gr. -j^oo*,frorurbotofpko,toflll.

K full.] 1 Consistingof three united; three

fold; as, a triple knot. *The triple pillar.'

Shak. ' By thy triple shape as thou art seen. '

Dryden.—I. Three times repeated; treble —

8.1 One of three; third. ' Which ... he bad

me store up as a triple eye, safer than mine

own two ' Shak —Triple crown, the crown

or tiara worn by the popes : so termed from

its consisting of three crowns placed one

above another, surrounding a high cap or

tiara of silk. See Tiara.— Triple salts, the

name formerly given to chemical com

pounds consisting of one acid and two dif

ferent bases, or of two acids and one base;

but such salts are now more properly desig

nated double salts, most of them consisting

of the same acid and two different bases, as

Rochelle salts, which are composed of soda,

potassa, and tartaric acid.—Triple time, in

music, time or rhythm of three beats, or of

three times throe beats in a bar, indicated

in the signature of the movement thus: -JJ —

three minims (or their equivalents in time

value) in a bar; ^ = three crotchets (or

their equivalents) in a bar; -£■ = three quav

ers (or their equivalents) in a bar; with the

less usual ^, -|-, and J^- signatures, which

mark what is usually called compound triple

time. — Triple tree, an old name for the

gallows, from the two posts and crossbeam

of which it was composed.

A wry mouth on the trifU tree puts an end to all

discourse about us. Tom Brown.

Triple (tripT), vt pret A pp tripled; ppr.

tripling. To make threefold or thrice as

much or as many; to treble. ' Enriched with

annotations tripling their value.' Lamb.

Triple (trip'l). v.i. To increase threefold.

Triple-crowned (trip'l-kround), a. Having

three crowns; wearing a triple crown, as

the pope.

Triple-headed (tripl-hed-ed), a. Having

three heads; as, the triple-headed dog Cer

berus.

Triple-nerved (tripT-nervd), a. In bot

triple-ribbed (which see).

Triple-ribbed (tripl-ribd), a. In bot. a term

applied to a leaf in which two ribs emerge

from the middle one a little above its base.

Triplet (triplet), u. [Dim. from triple.]

1. A collection or combination of three of a

kind, or three united.— 2. In pot-try, three

verses or lines rhyming together; as—

Waller was smooth, but Dryden taught to join

The varying verse, the full resounding line.

The long majestic march and energy divine

3. In music, a group of three notes to be

performed in the time of two. The triplet

is indicated by a slur and the figure 3 over

or under the notes.— 4. A combination of

three plano-convex lenses, in a compound

microscope, which serves to render the ob

ject clear and distinct, and free from dis

tortion. It is an improvement upon the

doublet (See Doublet.) Also, a hand mi

croscope consisting of three double-convex

lenses.—6. One of three children at a birth.

[Not a very good usage, but convenient]

Triple-turned! (tripl-terndXa Three times

unfaithful: thrice faithless. Shak.

Triplex (trip'leks), n. [L] l. Triple time

in music. Shak —2. Same aB Treble.

Triplicate (tripli-kat), a. [L. triplicatus,

pp. of triplico, to triple— tres, three, and

plico, to fold. ] Made thrice as much; three

fold. —Triplicate ratio, in math, the ratio

which the cubes of two quantities bear to

one another, compared with the ratio which

the quantities themselves bear to each other.

Thus the ratio of a* to b3 is triplicate of the

ratio of a to b. Similar solids are to each

other in the triplicate ratio of their homo

logous sides or like linear dimensions.

Triplicate (tripli-kat), n. A third paper or

thing, corresponding to two others of the

same kind.

TrlpUcate-ternate (tripli-kat-ter'nat). a.

In oot. thrice temate. The same as Triter-

nate (which see).

Triplication (trip-li-ka'shon), n. 1. The act

of trebling or making threefold, or adding

three together.—2. In civil law, the same as

stir-rejoinder in common law.

Triplicity (tri-plis'i-ti), n. [Fr. tripliciU,

from L. tri])lex, triplicis, triple.] 1. The state

of being triple or threefold; trebleness.—

2. In astrol. the division of the Bigns ac

cording to the number of the elements, each

division consisting of three signs. See TRI-

QOS.

Tripllcostate, Trlplinerved (trip-li-kos'-

tiit, trip-li-nervdO, a. In bot tripie-ribbed.

Triplite (trip'lit), n. [From triple.] A dark-

brown mineral, consisting of phosphoric

acid and the oxides of manganese and Iron.

Triply (trip'HX adv. In a triple or threefold

manner.

Triply-ribbed (tripli-ribd), a. In bot. having

a pair of large ribs branching off from the

main one above the base, as in the leaves of

many species of sunflower.

Trip-madam (trip'mad-am), n. A plant,

Sedum rejtexutn.

Tripod l^tfi'pod), n. [Gr. tripous, tripodos—

tri—treis, three, and pous, podos, a foot]

1. In class, antiq. any utensil or article of fur

niture resting on three feet; specifically, (a)

a three-legged seat

or table, (b) A pot

or caldron used for

boiling meat, and

cither raised upon a

three-legged frame

or stand, or made

with three feet in

the same piece with

itself, (c) A bronze

altar, resembling

closely in form, pro

bably, the framed

caldron described,

with the addition of

three rings at the

top to serve as

handles. It was ap

parently from a tri

pod of this nature,

with a flat round

top added to be used as a seat, that the

Pythian priestesses at Delphi gave their

oracular responses. The celebrity of this

tripod led to innumerable imitations of

it, which were made to be used in sacrifice;

and beautifully ornamented tripods of simi

lar form, made of the precious metals, were

given as prizes at the Pythian games and

elsewhere, and were frequently placed as

votive gifts in the temples, especially in

that of Apollo.—2. In surv. a three-legged

frame or stand, usually jointed at the top.

for supporting a theodolite, compass, or

other instrument

Trlpodian (tri-po'di-an), n. An ancient

stringed instrument resembling in form the

Delphic tripod, whence its name.

Tripody (tri'po-di), n. [See Tripod.] In

pros, a series of three feet.

Tripoli (trlp'o-li). n. A mineral originally

brought from Tripoli, used in polishing

metals, marble, glass, &c. It is a kind of

siliceous rottenstone composed of the shields

of microscopic infusoria aud diatomaceie,

occurring massive, with a coarse dull earthy

fracture. It is of a yellowish gray or white

colour, meagre, and rough to the touch.

and yields readily to the nail. The varieties

of tripoli differ considerably in composition,

less or more of alumina, oxide of iron, Ac,

being often present It has a fine hard

grain, but is not compact. It imbibes water,

which softens it, but it does not mix with

the water. Tripoli is found in France, Italy,

and Germany, as well as in Tripoli.

Tripoline (trip'o-lin). o. 1. Pertaining to

Tripoli, the mineral.—2. In geog. pertaining

to Tripoli, a state and a city in North.

Africa.

Antique Tripod.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.j'ob; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, then; th, thin; w. wig; wh, whig; zh, azure —See Kbv.
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Trlpolitan(tripori-tan), n. 1. A native of

Tripoli.— 2. Relating or belonging to Tri

poli.

Tripoly (trip'6-li), n. Tripoli (which see).

Tripos (tri'pos), n. [Gr. tripous, a tripod.]

1 A tripod.

Crazed fool, who

Come down from off the tripos an

ould'st he thought an oracle,

sic plain.

Dryden.

speak pi

2. In Cambridge University, the list of the

successful candidates for honours in either

of the departments of mathematics, classics,

moral sciences, and natural sciences, ar

ranged in three classes or grades, or the

honour examination itself in any of these

departments. In the mathematical tripos

the three grades are called respectively

wranglers, senior optimes, and junior op-

tfmes; in the other triposes they are called

first, second, mid third class. Since the be

ginning of 1BS2 a different arrangement has

been in operation.

Trippant (trip'ant), a. In

her. ft term applied to

beasts of chase, as passant

Is to beasts of prey, Ac.

The animal is represented

with the right foot lifted

up, and the other three

feet as it were upon the

ground, as if trotting— Stag trippant.

Counter trippant is when

two animals are borne trippant contrary

ways, as if passing each other out of the

field.

Trlppe,tn. A small piece (of cheese). Chau

cer.

Tripper (trip'er), n. One who trips or trips

up; one that walks nimbly.

Tripping (trip'ing). a. 1. Quick; nimble;

stepping quickly and lightly. —2. In her.

Bame as Trippant.

Tripping (trip'ing), n. 1. The act of one

who trips.—2. A light dance. Milton.

Trippingly (trip'ing-li), adv. In a tripping

manner; with a light nimble quick step;

with agility or light airy motion; with rapid

but clear enunciation; nimbly.

Sing and dance it trippingly. Shak.

Speak the speech . . . trippingly on the tongue.

Sh.ii.

Tripsis (trip'sis), ». [Or. tripsis, friction,

the act of rubbing, from tribo, to rub. ] l.The

act of reducing a substance to powder; tri

turation— 2. In med. the process of sham

pooing. See Shampoo.

TlipterOUS (trlp'ter-us), a. [Gr. tri=treist

three, and pteron, a wing] Three-winged:

said of a leaf.

Trlptlch (trip'tik), n. Same as Triptych.

Triptote (trip'tot), n. [L. triptotum, Gr.

triptoton~tri = treis, three, and ptdtos, fall

ing, ptosis, the case of a word] In pram, a

noun having three cases only.

Triptych (trip'tik), n. [Gr. tri=treis. three,

and ptychi, a fold or folding.] 1. A picture,

carving, or other representation in three

compartments side by side; most frequently

such as is used for an altar-piece. The cen

tral picture is usually complete In itself.

The subsidiary designs on either side of it

are smaller, and frequently correspond in

Triptych.—Painting by Allegretto Nucci. 1465.

sire and shape to one half of the principal

picture. When in the latter form and joined

to it by hinges they can be folded over and

form a cover to it. The outsides of the

folding parts or shutters have sometimes

designs painted on them.—2 A writing tablet

in three parts, two of which might be folded

over the middle part; hence, sometimes, a

book or treatise in three parts or sections.

Triptychon (trip'tik-on), n. A triptych.

Tripudiary ( tri-pu'di-a-ri), a. [L. tripu-

dium, measured stamping, a leaping, a sol

emn religious dance.] Pertaining to danc

ing; performed by dancing. Sir T. Browne.

Tripudiate (tri-pu'di-at), vi. pret. A pp.

trtpttdiated; ppr. tripudiating. [L. tripu-

dio, tripudiatum. to leap, to dance.] To

dance. Ctdoerwell.

Tripudiatlon (tri-pu'di-a"shon), n. (See

Tripudiate] Act of dancing. Carlyle.

Tnpyramid (tripir'a-mid), n. A kind of

spar composed of three-sided pyramids.

Triquetra (tri-kwe'tra). n. [L. triquetral*,

triangular.] 1. In anat. a term employed

to designate the triangular bones sometimes

found in the course of the lambdoidal suture.

2. In arch, an interlaced ornament, of fre

quent occurrence in early northern monu

ments.

Triquetral (tri-kwe'tral), a. Triangular.

Triquetrous (tri-kwe'trus), o. [L. trimte-

trux, from tirx. tria, three.] 1. Three-sided;

triangular; having three plane or concave

sides.—2. In hot. having three acute angles

with concave faces, as the steins of many

plants; three-edged; three-cornered.

Triradlate, Triradiated (tri-ra'di-at, tri-

rii'di-at-ed), a'. [ L. tri = tres, three, and

radius, a ray.] Having three rays.

Tri-rectangular (tri-rek-t;ing'gu-ler), a.

Having three right angles, as certain spher

ical triangles.

Trireme (tri'rem),n. [L. triremis—tri=tres,

three, and remits, an oar.] A galley or ves

sel with three benches or ranks of oars on

a side, a common ulass of war-ship among

the ancient Greeks, Romans, Carthaginians,

&c. The trireme was also provided with a

large square sail, which could be raised

during a fair wind to relieve the rowers, hut

was never employed in action. At first

the victory fell to the trireme which had

the greatest number or the most skilful of

fighting men on board rather than to the

best manoeuvred vessel; but in later times

the latter generally decided the contest In

its favour by disastrously ramming its an

tagonist amidships, or disabling the banks

of rowers on one side.

Trlrhomboidal (tri-rom-boi'dal), a, [Prefix

tri, ami rhombouial.] Having the form of

three rhombs.

Trlsacramentarlan ( tri-sak'ra-men-ta"ri-

an), n. [Prefix tri, and sacrament] One of

a religious sect who admit of three sacra

ments and no more.

Trisagion (tri-sa'gi-on), n. [Gr. trisagios,

thrice holy— tri - treU, three, and hagios,

holy.] One of the doxologies of the Eastern

Church, repeated in the form of versicle

and responses by the choir in certain parts

of the liturgy, and so called from the

triple recurrence in it of the word hagios

Jlioly).

Trlse (tris). v.t. pret. A pp. trised; ppr tns-

ing. Naut. to haul and tie up; to trice.

See Trice.

Trisect (tri-sekf). v.t. [L. tri=tres, three,

and seco, sectum, to cut.] To cut or divide

into three equal parts.

Could not I have reduced it a drop a day, or by

adding water, have bisected or trisected a drop.

Dt Quineey.

Trisection (tri-sek'shon). n. [L. tri = trcs,

three, and sectio, a cutting.] The division

of a thing into three parts; particularly, in

geometry, the division of an angle into three

equal parts. The trisection of an angle,

geometrically, was a problem of great cele

brity among the Greek mathematicians.

The indefinite trisection of an angle cannot

be accomplished by plane geometry, or by

the line and circle, but it may be effected by

means of the conic sections and some other

curves, as the conchoid, quadratrix, Ac, the

method employed by the ancient geometers.

In modern analysis there is no more diffi

culty in trisecting an angle than in finding a

cube root.

TiisepalOUB (tri-sep'al-us). a. [Prefix tri>

aud sepal.] In hot. having three sepals, or

small bracts of a calyx.

Trlserial, Triseriate (tri-se'ri-al, trl-sfi'rl-

at), a. [Prefix tri, three, and series] In

bot. arranged in three rows, one beneath

another. Gray.

Trisetum (tri-se'tura), n. [Prefix tri, three,

and L. seta, a bristle. From the three awns

of the flower. J A genus of grasses separated

from the Avena of Linn. It contains two

British species, T. jtavescens, yellow oat-

grass, and T. pubescens, downy oat-grass.

The former is common, especially in rich

pastures, and sheep are very fond of it.

Trlshaglon ( tris-ha'gi-ou ), n. See Trisa

gion.

Trismus (trfs'mus), n. [Gr. trvnnos, gnash

ing of the teeth, from trizO, to gnash] A

species of tetanus affecting the under jaw

with spastic rigidity; locked- jaw. There

are two kinds of trismus, one attacking in

fants during the two first weeks from their

birth, and the other attacking persons of

all ages, and arising from cold or a wound.

See Tetanus.

Trisoctahedron (tris-ok'ta-he"dron), n.

[Gr. tris, three times, oktd, eight, and hedra,

face.] A solid bounded by tweuty-four

equal faces, three corresponding to each

face of an octahedron.

Trispast, Trtspaston (tri'spast, tri-spas'-

ton), »■ [Or. tri=treis, three, ami spao. to

draw.] A machine with three pulleys act

ing in connection with each other for rais

ing great weights. Brande d- Cox.

TxlspermoUB (tri-sper'mus), a. [Gr. tri-

treis, three, and sperma, seed] In bvt.

three-seeded; containing three seeds; as,

a trispermous capsule.

TrlsplanchnlC (ti i-splansk'nik), a. [Prefix

tri, and sjHanchnic] In anat, a term ap

plied to the great sympathetic nerve: so

called because it distributes its branches to

the organs in the three great splanchnic

cavities, the head, the chest, and the abdo

men.

Trisy Tristfult (trist, tri&t'ful), q. [L.

«rt#(w,sad.] Sad; sorrowful; gloomy. 'Trist

ful visage.' Shak.

Trlste.t v.t. To trust. 'As ye be he that

I love most and triste.' Chaucer.

Trlste.t n. [From trust ; Sc. tryst.] A post

or station in hunting. Chaucer.

Tristfully t (trist'ful-li). adv. Sadly.

TrlstichOUB (tri'stik-us), o. [Or tri = treis.

three, and stichos, a row.] In bot. arranged

in three rows.

Trlstitlatet (tris-tish'i-at), v.t. [L. tristitiar

sadness, from trutis, sad.] To make sad.

'Whom calamity doth so much tristitiate.'

Fvltham.

Triatyt (tris'ti), a. [See Trist.] Sorrowful

sad.

Trlsulct ftri'sulk), n. [L. trisvlctu—trett,

three, and sulcus, a furrow.] Something

having three forks, as the three-pointed

thunderbolt of Jove. ' The threefold effect

of Jupiter's trisrdc, to bum, discuss, and

terebrate." Sir T. Browne.

Trlsulct (tri'sulk), a. Same as Trisulcate.

Jupiter confound mc with his trisuU lightning if 1

lie. Urqukart.

Trisulcate (tri-suTkat), a. [SeeTRisuLC, a. ]

Having three forks.

Trisyllabic, Trisyllabical (tris-sil-lab'ik.

tris sil-lab'ik-al), a. Pertaining to a trisyl

lable; consisting of three syllables; as, a

trisyllabic word or root.

Trisyllable (tris'siUa-bl), n. [h. tri=tres,

three, and syllaba, syllable.] A word con

sisting of three syllables.

Trite (trit), a. [L. tritus, pp. of tero, tritum.

to rub, to wear, whence also triturate, con

trite, detritus, Ac. The root is tar, tra, to

pierce, Ac., as in prep. fran#(which see). See

also Trt.] Vsed till so common as to have

lost its novelty and interest; commonplace;

worn out ; hackneyed ; stale ; as, a tnte re

mark; a trite subject.

Tritely (trit'li), adv. In a trite or common

place manner; stalely.

Other tilings arc mentioned . . . very tritely and

with little satisfaction to the reader. // ood.

Triteness (trlt'nes), n. The quality of being

trite ; commonness; stateness; a state of being

hackneyedorcommoiiplace;as,the(ri(Mi«*

of an observation or a subject

Sermons, which . . . disgust not the fastidious

ear of modem elegance by triteness and vulgarity.

ll'rangham.

Trlternate (tri-ter'nat), a. [Prefix tri. and

temate.] In bot. three times ternate: ap

plied to a petiole which separates into

three, and is again divided at each point

into three, aud on each of these nine point*,

bears three leaflets.

Trithelsm (tri'the-izm), n. [Ft. tritheume

—Gr. tri= treis. three, and Theos, God.] The

opinion that the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit are three beings or Gods.

Mr. R. Bosworth Smith observes that among a

monotheistic people the missionary invariably finiS

that ' the doctrine of the Trinity, however explained.

involves Tritheism, and their cars are at once closed

to hU teaching.* Contemporary Ket:

Tritbelst (tri'the-ist), n. One who l>elieves

that there are three distinct Gods in the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, hex; pi tube, tub, bull, <>il, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, 3c. ley.uuLc, nut, niuvc;
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Godhead, that is, three distinct substances,

essences, or hypostases,

Tritheistlc, Tritheistical (tri-the-ist'ik,

tri-the-ist'ik-al), a. Pertaining to tritheism.

Tritheite t (tri'tht-It), n. A tritheist.

Trithing (tri'THing), n. One of three divi

sions into which a shire or county was di

vided; a riding, as in Yorkshire. See RID

ING.

Trithing - reeve 1 (tri' Tiling -rev), n. A

governor of a trithing.

Tritlcalt(trit'ik-al), a. [From trite.] Trite;

common.

This sermon. ... I don't like it at all ... 'tis all

triticai, and most tritically put together. Sterne.

Tritically t (trit'ik-al-li), adv. In a triticai

or commonplace manner. Stents,

Tritlcalnesa t (trit'ik-al-nes), n. The Btate

or quality of being triticai; triteness.

Triticum (trit'i-kum), n. [L. According to

Varro from tritus, pp. of tero, to rub, from its

being originally rubbed down to make it

eatable.] An important genus of grasses,

containing two distinct groups—one, which

includes wheat (T. vulgare), consists of

annual plants, with ovate-oblong, turgid,

boat- shaped glumes; the other includes

perennials, with nearly lanceolate glumes,

and two-ranked spikes, never yielding bread-

corn To the former belong all the varieties

of wheat, the latter includes the trouble

some weed couch-grass or quitch (T. repent)

and one or two other British species. See

Wheat.

Triton (tri'ton). n 1 In Greek and Latin

myth, a sou of Poseidon and Amphitrite,

who dwelt with his father and mother in a

golden palace on the bottom of the sea. The

later poets speak of Tritons in the plural as

a race of subordinate sea deities. Their

appearance is differently described, though

they are always conceived as presenting the

human figure in the upper part of their

Triton.—From antique mosaic.

bodies, while the lower part is that of a fish.

A common characteristic of Triton b in poetry

as well as in art la a shell-trumpet which they

blow to soothe the restless waves of the sea.

2. A genus of gasteropodous molluscs, com

prehending the sea-trumpet, triton-shell, or

conch-shell. See Trumpet-shell. -3. A

genus of batrachian reptiles or aquatic sala

manders, comprehending numerous species.

Among the best known are the crested newt

(T. crxstatus), the straight-lipped newt (T.

Bibronii), and the marbled newt (T mar-

moratus). The laBt is a continental species,

common in the south of France.

Tritone (tri'ton), n. [Or. tritonos, of three

tones—tri- tre is, three, and tonos, a tone.]

In music, a dissonant interval, called also a

superfluous fourth. It consists of three

tones between the extremes, or of two

major and one minor tone, or of two tones

and two semitones.

Tritonldse (tri-ton'i-ds), n. pi. A family of

marine, nudibranchiate, gasteropodous mol

luscs, many of which are found on the coasts

of England, France, and other European

countries. The members are characterized

by laminated, plumose, or papillose gills

arranged along the sides of the back, ten

tacles retractile into sheaths, tongue fur

nished with one central and numerous

lateral teeth, and orifices on the right side.

Tritorium (tri-td'ri-uni), n. Same as Tri-

turium.

Trltozooid (trit'6-zd oid), n. [Gr. fritos,

third, zoon. a living being, and eidos, resem

blance] In zool. the zooid produced by a

deuterozooid, that is, a zooid of the third

generation. //. A. Nicholson,

Trititrable (trit'ii-ra-hl), o. [See Tritu

rate. ] Capable of being triturated or

reduced to a fine powder by pounding,

rubbing, or grinding.

Triturate (trit'u-rat), p.f. pret. A pp.

triturated; ppr. triturating. [L.L. trituro,

trituratum, to thrash, from L. tritus, pp. of

tero, to wear. See TRITE.] 1. To rub, grind,

bruise, or thrash.—2. To rub or griud to a

very fine powder, and properly to a finer

powder than that made by pulverization.

Trituration (trit-u-ra'shon), n, The act of

triturating or reducing to a fine powder by

grinding; levigation.

Trlturature (trit'u-rat-ur), n. A wearing

by rubbing or friction.

Triture t (trit'ur), a. A rubbing or grinding.

Dr. Q. Chcijne.

Triturtum ( tri-tu'ri-um ), n. [L. tritura,

separating grain from straw. See Tritu

rate] A vessel for separating liquors of

different densities. Written also Tritorium.

Tritylene (tri'ti-len), n. In chem. Bee

Propylene.

Triumph (tri'umf), n. [L. triumphus, a tri

umph, formerly a cry of joy used in religious

processions; allied toGr. thriamhos, a festal

song, a procession in honour of Bacchus.]

1. In Horn, antiq. a magnificent procession

in honour of a victorious general, and the

highest military honour which he could

obttdn. It was granted by the senate only

to one who had held the office of dictator,

of consul, or of prrctor, and after a de

cisive victory or the complete subjugation

of a province. In a Roman triumph the

general to whom this honour was awarded

entered the city of Rome in a chariot drawn

by four horses, crowned with laurel, and

having a sceptre in one hand and a branch

of laurel in the other. He was preceded by

the senate and magistrates, musicians, the

spoils, the captives in fetters, &c. , and fol

lowed by his army on foot, in marching

order. The procession advanced in this

order along the via sacra to the Capitol,

where a bull was sacrificed to Jupiter, ami

the laurel wreath deposited in the lap of

the god. Banquets and other entertain

ments concluded the solemnity, which was

generally brought to a close in one day,

though in later times it sometimes lasted

for three days. During the time of the em

pire the emperor himself was the only per

son that could claim a triumph. A naval

triumph differed in no respect from an or

dinary triumph, except that it was upon a

smaller scale, and was characterized by the

exhibition of beaks of ships and other nau

tical trophies. The ovatian was an honour

inferior to a triumph, aud less imposing in

its ceremonies. —2. t A public festivity or

exhibition of any kind, as an exhibition of

masks, a tournament, a stately procession,

a pageantry.

You cannot h.ive a perfect palace except you have

two several sides, . . . the one for feasts and

triumphs, the other for dwelling. Baton.

Knights and barons bold

In weeds of peace high triumphs hold. Milton.

3. State of being victorious.

Hercules from Spain

Arriv'd in triumph, from Geryon slain. Drydeit,

Hail to the chief who in triumph advances \

Sir IV. Scott.

4. Victory; achievement: conquest; as, to

boast of one's triumphs over the fair sex.—

5 Joy or exultation for success; great glad

ness; rejoicing.

These violent delights have violent ends,

And in their triumph die. Shak.

Great triumph and rejoicing was in heav'n. Milton.

6. t A card that takes all others ; a trump

(which see).

She, Eros, has

Pack'd cards with Caesar, and false pl.iy'd my glory

Unto an enemy's triumph. Shak

—To ride triumph, to be in full career; to

take the lead.

So many jarring elements breaking loose, and rtW-

ing triumph in every corner of a gentleman's house.

Sterne.

Triumph(tri'umf),p. i. 1. To enjoy a triumph,

as a victorious general; to celebrate victory

with pomp; hence, to rejoice for victory.

Wouldst thou have laugh'd had I come coffin'd home.

That weep'st to see nic triumph. Shak.

2. To obtain victory; to meet with success;

to prevail.

Attir'd with stars, we shall for ever sit

Triumphing over Death, and Chance, and thee, O

Time. Mi/ton.

3. To exult upon an advantage gained; espe

cially, to exult or boast insolently.

Let not my enemies triumph over me. Ps. xxv. 3.

How will he triumph, leap and laugh at it I Shot.

4.t To play a winning card on another in

order to win ; to play a trump. JS. Jonson.

5.t To shine forth; to show brilliantly. Shak.

Triumph t (tri'umf), v.t. 1. To succeed in

overcoming; to surmount; to subdue; to

prevail over; to conquer.

Two and thirty legions that awe

All nations of the triumph'd world. Masst'uger.

2. To make victorious; to cause to triumph.

He hath triumphed \he name of his Christ; He will

bless the things He hath begun. Bp. Jewel.

Triumphal (trl-um'fal), a. [L. triumphal™.

See Triumph.] Pertaining to triumph; com

memorating or used in celebrating a triumph

or victory; as, a triumphal crown or car; a

triumphal arch. 'His triumphal chariot.'

Milton.—Triumphal arch, originally a tem

porary arch erected in connection with the

triumph of a Roman general, and through

which he and his army passed. Afterwards

the triumphal arch was a massive and orna

mental permanent structure, often having

Triumphal Arch.—Arch of Titus, Rome.

a central and two side archways. Besides

the Arch of Titus there are several other

triumphal arches at Rome. Arches of a

similar kind have also been erected in mo

dern times.—Triumphal column, among the

Romans, an insulated column erected in

commemoration of a conqueror to whom

had been decreed the honours of a triumph.

—Triumphal crovsn, a laurel crown awarded

by the Romans to a victorious general.

Triumphal t (trl-um'fal), n. A token of

victory. Milton.

Triumphant (tri-um'fant), a. [L. triumph-

ans, triumphant is, ppr. of triuwpho, to tri

umph. See Triumph] l.t Used in or per

taining to a triumph; celebrating a victory;

expressing joy for success; triumphal. 'Cap

tives bound to a triumphant car.' Shak.

Praise the gods.

And make triumphant tires; strew flowers before

them. Shak.

2. Rejoicing for victory or as for victory' ;

triumphing; exulting.

Think you, but that I know our state secure,

I would be so triumphant as I amf Shak.

Successful beyond hope to lead you forth

Triumphant out of this infernal pit. Milton.

3. Victorious; graced with conquest. 'Which

his triumphant father's hand had won.'

Shak. 'Athena, war's triumphant maid.'

Pope. — 4. Of supreme magnificence and

beauty ; glorious. ' A most triumphant

lady.' Sl><t.k; ' England, bound in with the

triumphant sea.' Shak.

Triumphantly (tri-um'fant -li). adv. 1. In

a triumphaut manner; in the manner of a

victorious conqueror; with the joy and

exultation that proceed from victory or suc

cess; victoriously. 'Triumphantly tread on

thy country's ruin." Shak.

A mighty governing lie goes round the world, and

has almost banished truth out of it ; and so reigning

triumphantly in its stead, is the source of most of

those confusions that plague the universe. South.

%\ Festively; rejoicingly.

Dance in Duke Theseus' house triumphantly

And bless it to all fair prosperity. Shak.

Triumpher (tl'umf-er), n. 1. One who tri

umphs or rejoices for victory; one who van

quishes—2. One who was honoured with a

triumph in Rome.

August w.is dedicated to Augustus by the senate,

because in the same mouth he was the first time

created consul, and thrice triumpher in Rome.

Peachant.

Triumphingly (tri-um'fing-li), adv. In a

triumphing manner; with triumph or ex

ultation.

Triumphingly say, O Death, where is thv sting!

Bp. Halt.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locn; g, 470; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ling; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KKT.
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Triumvir (tri-um'ver), n. [I*, tren, genit.

triutn, three, and vir, man.] 1. One of three

men united in office. The triumvirs (L.

triumviri) of Rome were either ordinary

magistrates or officers, or else extraordinary

commissioners who were frequently ap

pointed to jointly execute any public office.

But the men best knowu in Roman history

as triumvirs were rather usurpers of power

than properly constituted authorities. See

next article.

Triumvirate (tii-um'vi-rat), «. [See above, ]

1. A coalition of three men in office or autho

rity: particularly applied in Roman history

to two famous coalitions, the first in 59 B.C.

between Cajsar, Pompeius, and Crassus; the

second in 43 B.c between Antunius, Octavi-

anus, and Lepidus. —2. Government by three

men in coalition —3. A party of three men;

three men in company or forming one com

pany.

Smouch, requesting Mr. Pickwick, in a surly man

ner, 'to be as alive as lie could,' drew up a chair by

the door. Sam was then despatched Tor a hackney

coach, and in it the triumvirate proceeded.

Dickens.

Triumvlryt (tri-um'vi-ri), ft. Triumvirate.

Thou makest the triumviry the corner-cap of so

ciety. SMmJt.

Triune (tri'un), n. [L. tri = t res, three, and

win**, one.] Three in one; an epithet applied

to God, to express the unity of the Godhead

in a trinity of persons. 'A triune deity.'

Burnet.

Trluulty (tri-u'ni-ti), n. The state or qua

lity of being triune; trinity. 'The triunity

of the Godhead.' Dr. U. More.

Trivalent(triv'alent),a. [Prefix tri, three,

and L. rated, to be of the value of.] In

chem. applied to an agent equivalent in

combining or displacing power to three

monad atoms; triatomic; triadic.

Trivalve (tri'valv), n. Anything having

three valves, especially a shell with three

valves.

Trivalvular (tri-val'vu-lerX a. Three-

valved; having three valves.

Trivantt (triv'ant), n. A truant

Thou art a trifler, a trivattt, thou art an idle fellow.

Burton.

Trivantlyt (trlv'ant-U), « Jr. Iu a truant or

titvant manner. Burton.

Triverbial (tri-verb'i-al), a. [L. tri^tres,

three, and verbum, a word.] Of or pertain

ing to certain days in the Roman calendar

which were juridical, or days allowed to the

prwtor for deciding causes: so named from

the three characteristic words of his office,

do, dico, addieo. They were also called dies

fasti.

Trivet (triv'et), ft. [Corruption of three-

feet or three-foot, or of Fr. trfpied, from L.

tripes, tripedut, a three-footed stool.] Any

thing supported by three feet; specifically,

a movable part of a kitchen range, a kind

of iron frame or stand, whereon to place

vessels for boiling, &c, or to receive some

thing placed before the fire.

On the stove are a couple of trivets for the pots

and kettles. Dickens.

Trivet is frequently used as a proverbial

comparison indicating stability, inasmuch

as having three legs to stand on, it is never

unstable, as in the phrases 'right as a

trivet,' ' to suit to a trivet'

Go home: you'll find there all as right a* a trivet.

A. H. Barham.

Spelled also Trevet.

Trivet-table (triv'et-ta-bl). n. A table

supported by three feet. Dryden.

Trivial (triv'i-al). a. [Ft. trivial, from L.

triviali*, belonging to the cross-roads or

public streets, hence common, from trivium,

a place where three roads meet, a cross-road

(see TRiviUM)-frt = fre«, three, and eta, a

way, a road ] 1. Such as may be found every

where; everyday; commonplace; vulgar;

ordinary. ' A trivial saying ' Bp. Hacket.

2 Trilling; insignificant; of little worth or

importance ; inconsiderable ; as, a trivial

subject; a trivial affair. 'Trivial faults.'

Pope. a. Occupying one's self with trifles;

trilling.

As a scholar meantime he ins trivial and incap

able of labour. De Quincey.

4 t Of or pertaining to the trivium, or the

first three liberal arts—grammar, rhetoric,

and logic; hence, initiatory; rudimentary,

Bp, Hall —Trivial name, in clarification,

same as Specific Name. See under SPECIFIC.

Also used for the common English name.

Trivial t (triv'i-al), n. One of the three

liberal arts which constitute the trivium

(which see).

Triviall8m(triv'i-al-izm), n. A trivial matter

or mode of acting. Carlyle.

Triviality (triv-i-al'i-ti), ft. 1 The state or

quality of being trivial. ' The triviality of

its meaningless details.' Dr. Caird.—2. A

trivial thing; a trifle; a matter of little or

no value.

The philosophy of our times does not expend itself

in furious discussions on mere scholastic trivialities.

Dr. Lyon Playfair.

Trivially (triv'i-al-li), adv. In a trivial man

ner: (ci) commonly ; vulgarly.

Money Is not the sinews of war. as is/rrnir//)'said,

where the sinews of men's arms, in effeminate people,

fall. Bacon.

(b) Lightly; inconsiderably; in a trifling

manner or degree.

Trivialness (triv'i-al-nes), n. The state of

being trivial; triviality.

Trivium (triv'i-um), ?i. [L., a place where

three roads meet, or whence they diverge.

See Trivial.] The name given in the schools

of the middle ages to the first three liberal

arts—grammar, rhetoric, and logic; theother

four— arithmetic, music, geometry, and

astronomy—being termed quadrivium.

Tri-weekly (tri'wek-li), a. 1. Properly, oc

curring, performed, or appearing once every

three weeks.—2. Happening, performed, or

appearing thrice a week; as, a tri-weekly

newspaper.

Troad (trod), n. Same as Trode.

Troat (trot), v.i. [Imitative.] To cry, as a

buck in rutting time.

Troat (trot), n. The cry of a buck in rut

ting time.

Trocar (tro'kar), n. [Fr, from trois, three,

and earre, a square, a face. The instru

ment has a triangular face.] A surgical in

strument used in cases of dropsy, hydrocele,

<fcc. It consists of a perforator, or stylet,

and a cannula. After the puncture is made

the stylet is withdrawn, and the cannula

remains and affords a means of evacuating

from" the cavity. Written also Trochar.

Trochaic. Trochaical (tro-ka'ik, tro-ka'ik-

al). a. [L. trochaicus. See TROCHEE.) Iu

pros, pertaining to or consisting of trochees;

as, trochaic measure or verse. The trochaic

verse used by the Oreek and Latin poets,

especially by the tragedians and comedians,

most commonly consists of a perfect dime

ter, followed by a dimeter wanting the last

half foot

Trochaic (trd-ka'ik), n. A trochaic verse or

measure.

Trochal (tro'kal), a. [Gr. trochos, a wheel ]

Wheel-shaped ; specifically applied to the

ciliated disc of the Rotifers,

Trochanter (tro-kan'ter), ft. [Gr. trochan

ter, a runner, the ball on which the hip-bone

turns in its socket, from trochoid, to run

along, from trechd, to run] In anat. a pro

cess of the upper part of the fern ur or thigh

bone to which are attached the muscles

which rotate the limb. There may be two

or even three trochanters present //. A.

Nicholson.

Trochanterian (tro-kan-Wri-an), a. In

anat. of or pertaining to the greater tro

chanter. Dunglison.

Trochantinlan ( trd-kan-tin'I-an ), a. In

aunt, of or pertaining to the lesser trochan

ter. Dunglison.

Trochar (tro'kar), n. Same as Trocar.

Troche (troeh or trosh). n. [Gr. trochos,

something circular, a round ball or cake,

from trechd, to run.] A form of medicine

In a circular cake or tablet, or a stiff paste

cut into proper portions and dried. It is

made by mixing the medicine with sugar

and mucilage, and 1b intended to be gradu

ally dissolved in the mouth and slowly

swallowed, as a demulcent

Trochee (troTcfi) n. [L. trochceus, Gr. tro-

chaios, from trechd, to run.] In pros, a foot

of two syllables, the first long and the

second short, as nation.

TrocJMd»(tro'ki-de), ft.pl. [From L.f roe/it/*,

a hoop or top, and eidos, resemblance. The

Bhells of the species, especially those of the

genus Trochus. or top-shell, are shaped like

a top] A family of testaceous turbinated

gasteropods, of the order Prosobranchiata.

section Holostomata, very nearly allied to

the Turbinidrc, and by some naturalists in

cluded in that family. The shell has the

aperture entire, closed with an operculum;

spiral, and geuerally top-shaped, as in the

genuB Trochus.

Trochil (tro'kll), n. [See Trochilus.] A

bird described by ancient writers as a kind

of wagtail or sandpiper which entered the

mouth of the crocodile aud fed by picking

the crocodile's teeth

The crocodile opens its mouth to let the trvekil fat

to pick his teeth, which gives it Us u^ial feeding.

Str T. Herbert.

TrochillC (tro-kil'ik), a. [See below 1 Per

taining to or characterized by rotary motion;

having power to draw out or turn round.

Camden. [Rare.]

TrochlUcs (tro-kil'iks), n. [Gr. trochilia,

a revolving cylinder , tnxhog, a wheel, from

trecho, to run.] The science of rotary mo

tion. [Rare.]

TrochiUd»(trO-kii'i-de\».j>/. [See Trochil

us.] The humming-birds, a family of ex*

tremely minute, but exquisitely beautiful

tenuirostral passerine birds, chiefly tropical

Americau, but with some species ranging

far to the south, and others extending north

wards as far as the southern portions of

Cauada. The species are very numerous.

See 111 mmim; iturn.

Trochilus (trok'il-us), «. [L. trochilus, Gr.

trochilos, a small bird, perhaps the golden-

crested wren, from trechd, to run.] X. A

genus of birds, family Tmchilidte, popu

larly known as humming-birds. — 2. A name

applied by some of the older naturalists, as

White of Selborne. to several small English

birds—3. Same as Trochil.—4. Iu arch, same

as Scotia (which see).

Trochlng (tro'kiug), «. [Fr. trocJture, an

antler; 0. Fr. troche, a bundle, a bouquet;

Norm, troche, a branch.] One of the small

branches on a stag's horn. Howell.

Trochiscus, Trochlsk (tro-kis'kus, tnV-

kisk), n. [Gr. trochiskos.] A kind of tablet

or lozenge; a troche. See Troche.

Trochite (tro'kit). «. [Gr. trochos. a wheel,

from trechd, to run.] The name given by

the earlier palaeontologists to the wheel-like

Joints of the encrinite.

Trochlea (trok'le-a), «. [L , a pulley, from

Gr. frec/io, to run ] In. anat. (a) the articular

surface at the lower extremity of the os hu

meri : bo called from its forming a kind of

pulley on which the ulna moves in flexion

and extension of the forearm. {It) A pulley

like cartilage, through which the tendon of

the trochleary muscle passes,

Trochlear (trok'le -ar),a. [See above] Pulley-

shaped; specifically, in bot. circular, com

pressed, and contracted in the middle of iu

circumference, so as to resemble a pulley,

as the embryo of Commelyna communis.

Trochleary (trok'le-a-ri), a. [See TROCH

LEA] Pertaining to the trochlea; as, the

trochleary muscle, the superior oblique

muscle of the eye; the trochleary nerve, the

pathetic nerve, which goes to that muscle.

Trochoid (tro'koid), a. 1. Trochoidal.—

2. In conch, conical with a flat base: applied

to shells.

Trochold(tro'koid). n. [Gr. trochos, a wheel,

and eidos. resemblance.] 1. Iu geom. same

as Cycloid (which see).— 2. In anat. a tro

choidal articulation. See TROCHOlbAL, a. 2.

Trochoidal (tro-koid'al ), n. 1. Pertaining

to a trochoid; partaking of the nature of a

trochoid ; as, the trochoidal curves, such as

the epicycloid, the involute of the circle,

the spiral of Archimedes, Ac—2. In anat.

a term employed to designate a species of

movable articulation of bones, in which one

bone rotates upon another, as the radius

upon the ulna.

Trochometer (trd-kom'et-er). n. [Gr.

trochos, a wheel, and mrtron, a measure.]

An instrument for computing the revolu

tions of a wheel.

Trochus (tro'kus), n. [L. trochus, a hoop or

top, Gr. trochos. a wheel] The top-shells,

a genus of prosbhranchiate gasteropods,

family Trochida?. The shell has a flattened

base, and is of pyramidal shape, bearing

some resemblance to a child's top. The

aperture is oblique aud rhombic in form, and

the operculum is of horny consistence.

Trock (trok), v.t. To truck ; to barter; to

trnke. [Scotch.)

Troco (tro'kd), n. [Sp. trucos, ' trucks, a game

somewhat resembling billiards.' Neuinan

and Baretti] An old English game re

vived, formerly known as 'lawn billiards,'

from which billiards are said to have had

their origin. Troco is played on a lawn

with wooden balls and a cue ending in a

spoon-shaped iron projection. 1 u the centre

of the green there ia an iron ring moving on

a pivot, and the object is to drive the ball

through the ring. Points are also made by

cannoning, that is, by the player striking

two balls in succession with his own ball.

Trod (trod), pret. of tread.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abwne; y. Sc fey.
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Trod, Trodden (trod, trod'n), pp. of tread.

Trodet (trod), n. Tread; footing; path.

The trade is not so tickle. Spenser.

Troglodyte (tro'glod-it),n. IGr. troglodyte,

a troglodyte, from trOgU, a cavern, and dy6,

to enter.] 1. A cave-dweller; one dwelling

in a cave or underground habitation The

ancient Greeks gave the name to various

races of savages inhabiting caves, especially

to the cave-dwellers on the coast of the Red

Sea and along the banks of the Upper Nile

in Nubia and Abyssinia, the whole of this

district being known by the name Troglo-

dytike. Archrcologieal investigations show

that cave-dwellers everywhereprobablypre

ceded house-builders. Hence—2. One liv

ing in seclusion; one unacquainted with the

affairs of the world. Sat. Rev.

Troglodytes (trfi-glod'i-tez), n. 1. The

wrens, a genus of inseasonal birds, family

Certhiadtc. Troglodytes europatus is the

common wren. See Wren.—2. A genus of

anthropoid apes, of which there are two

well-established species, viz. T. nigcr, the

chimpanzee, and T. Gorilla, the gorilla. See

Chimpanzee, Gorilla.

Troglodytic, Troglodytical (troglo-ditf-

1k, trd-glo-dit'ik-al), a Relating to the

troglodytes, their manners or customs.

Trogl0dytism(tr6'glod-it-izm).n. The state

or condition of troglodytes; the state of

living in caves. See Troglohyte.

Trogon (tro'gon), n. [Gr. trogdn, gnawing,

eating vegetables.] A genus of birds, the

type of the family Trogonidre. The trogons

inhabit the most retired recesses of the for

ests of the intertropical regions of both

hemispheres, and show many decided points

Trogon pavoninus.

•of affinity to the gont-snckers. There are

numerous species, all of them possessing

most brilliantly coloured plumage, only se

cond in splendour to the humming-birds.

The peacock trogon (T. pavoninus or Calurus

resplendent) is a native of Central America,

and Is one of the most gorgeous of all the

feathered tribe. The colour of the adult

male is a rich golden green on the upper

parts of the body, while the under parts are

brilliant scarlet; the central feathers of the

tail are black, and the exterior white with

black bars. The wonderful plumes which

hang over the tail are generally about

3 feet in length. See Curucui.

Trogonldffl ( tro-gon'i-de ). n. pi. A family of

birds remarkable for the beauty of their

plumage, and typically represented by the

trogons. They are ranked by some natural

ists, ou account of their habits, in the order

Insessores and tribe Fissirostres, but more

generally, on account of the formation of

the feet, having two toes before and two

behind, they are classed among the Scan-

sores,

Trogontherium, Trogonothertum (tro-

gon-the'ri-um, tr6'gon-6-the"ri-um), n. [Gr.

trogo, to gnaw, and thirion, a wild beast.]

An extinct rodent, closely allied to the

beavers, but of much larger proportions,

whose remains are found in caverns and

uppermost tertiaries of Europe.

Trogue (trog), n. [Form of trough, A. Sax.

trog.] A wooden trough forming a drain

in mines.

Troic (tro'ik), a. Of or pertaining to ancient

Troy or the Troas ; Trojan ; relating to the

Trojan war. Gladstone.

Trojan (tro'jan),a. Of or relating to ancient

Troy.

Trojan (tro'jan), n. 1. An inhabitant of

ancient Troy. —2. A plucky or determined

fellow; one who fights or works with a will;

one who bears courageously. [Coiloq.J

He bore it (the amputation of his hand), of course,

like a Trojan. Thackeray.

3. An old cant familiar name for an aged

inferior or equal.

Sain the butler's true, the cook a reverend Trojan.
Beau. &■ Ft.

4. An old cant name for a person of doubt

ful character.

Tut I there are other Trojans that thou drcam'st

not of, the which, for sport sake, are content to do

the profession some grace. Shaft.

Troke (tr6k), «. (. and £ To truck; to barter;

to bargain in the way of exchange; espe

cially, to do business on a small scale. Fer

guson. [Scotch.]

TTOke (trok), n. [Scotch.] 1. The act of

trucking; exchange; barter; dealings; hence,

familiar intercourse.

I never had much troke with strangers.

Mrs. Qlifhant.

2. A trinket; a small ware.

Troll (trol), v.t. [From the Celtic: W. trol-

iau>, to troll, to roll; troelli, to turn, wheel,

or whirl; troell, a wheel, a reel; trol, a roll

er. Comp. Armor. trOel, a twining plant,

from tr6, a circle, movement in a circle. Ft.

trdler, to lead about, to drag, to stroll ; G

trollen, to roll, to stroll, are probably also

to be traced to the Celtic, and the former is

probably the origin of the word as applied

to a certain method of angling.] 1. To move

in a circular direction ; to turn round; to

roll; to move volubly. ' To dress and troll

the tongue and roll the eye.' Milton.—

2. To circulate ; to pass round, as a vessel

of liquor at table. ' Troll about the bridal

bowl.' B. Jonson.

Then doth she troll to me the bowl.

Even as a malt-worm should. Bf. StiS.

3. To sing the parts of in succession, as of a

catch or round; also, to sing iu u full, jovial

voice. ' To troll a careless, careless tavern-

catch. * Tennyson.

His sonnets charni'd the attentive crowd.

By wiite-mouth'd mortal tra/fd aloud. Hndibras.

4 To angle for; hence, to allure; to entice;

to draw on.

He . . . trolls and baits him with a nobler play.

Hammond,

5. To angle in; to fish in. 'With patient

angle trolls the finny deep.' Goldsmith.

Troll (trol), v.i. 1. To go round; to move or

run round ; to roll ; to turn about : often

with an indefinite it.

How pleasant, on the banks of Styx,

To troll it in a coach and six. S-wi/t.

2. To angle with a rod and line running on

a reel ; specifically, to fish for pike with a

rod in a particular manner. See Trolling.

3. To stroll; to ramble. Bailey.

Troll (trSl), n. 1. The act of going or mov

ing round; routine; repetition.

The troll of their categorical table might have in

formed them that there was something else in the

intellectual world besides substance and quantity.

Burke.

2. A song the parts of which are sung in

succession ; a round. Prof. Wilson. — 3. A

reel on a fiBhing-rod.

Troll (trol), n. [Icel. troll, Dan. and Rw.

trold, L.G. droll; hence E. droll] In nor

thern myth, a name of certain supernatural

beings in old Icelandic literature, repre

sented as a kind of giants, but in modern

Scandinavia regarded as of diminutive size

and inhabiting fine dwellings in the interior

of hills and mouuds, answering in some re

spects to the brownie of Scotland. The

trolls are described as obliging and neigh

bourly, freely lending and borrowing, and

otherwise keeping up a friendly intercourse

with mankind. But they have a sad pro

pensity to thieving, not only stealing pro

visions, but even women and children. They

can make themselves invisible; can confer

personal strength and prosperity upon men;

can foresee future events, &c. Keightley.

Troller (trol'er), n. One who trolls.

Trolley, Trolly (trol'i), n. [W. troell, a

wheel; trol, a roller. See TROLL, v.t.] 1. A

costermonger's name for a narrow cart

which can be either driven by the hand or

drawn by a donkey.—2. A form of truck

which can be tilted over by removing pins

which attach it to the frame.

Trolling (trol'ing), n. The act of one who

trolls; specifically applied to a certain

method of fishing for pike with a rod and

line, and with a dead bait, used chiefly when

the water is full of weeds, rushes, &*c. A

gudgeon is the best bait, and is used by

running longitudinally through it a piece of

twisted brass wire, weighted with a long

piece of lead, and having two hooks attached.

The bait Is dropped into holes, and is worked

up and down by the lifting and falling of

the rod-point.

TroLUus (trol'i-us), n. Globe-flower, a genns

of plants. See Globe-flower.

TrollOl (trol-lol'), v.t. and i. To troll; to

sing in a jovial rollicking way.

They got drunk and tvetlolled it bravely.

Roger North.

Trollop (trol'op), n. [Perhaps from troll,

to stroll; comp. G. trollen, to stroll, trolle,

trulle, a trollop, a trull ; also Sc. trollop,

trallop, a loose hanging rag ; in any case

probably of Celtic origin; comp. Armor, trul,

a rag or tatter, trulen, a dirty, slatternly,

ragged woman; Ir. trull, truaill, corruption;

Gael, truaill, to pollute. Trull is closely

allied.] A woman loosely dresBed; aslattern;

a draggle-tail; a drab. Milton.

Trollopeet (trol-op-e'), n. [lit. a loose

dress. See Trollop.] A loose dress for

females.

There goes Mrs. Roundabout ; I mean the fat lady

in the lutestring trollopee. Goldsmith.

Trollopish (trol'op-ish). a. Like a trollop

or slattern; slovenly dressed.

Trollopy (trol'op-i), a. Slatternly. 'A

trollopy looking main-servant. ' JaneAusten.

Troll-plate (trol'plat), n. In mach. a ro

tating disc employed to effect the simul

taneous convergence or divergence of a

number of objects, such as screw-dies in a

stock, or the jaws of a universal chuck.

E. H. Knight.

Trolly. See Trolley.

Trolmydames (trol'mi-damz), n. [Fr. trou-

madame, pigeon-hole — trou, a hole, ma-

dame, lady. Trou has been modified to

trol by influence of E. troll] An old Eng

lish game; pigeon-holes (which see). Shaft.

TrombididSB (trom-bid'i-de), n. pi. The gar

den or ground mites, a family of arachnid-

anB. division Trachearia and order Acarida,

living in crevices of the ground, and dis

tinguished by having the palpi converted

into raptorial organs. The well-known scar

let mite, or 'soldier,' belongs to the family.

They Bpln little webs for the protection of

their eggs; and some species are very inju

rious to plants in hothouses and frames by

making their webs over the leaves. The

young are parasitic, usually on insects.

Trombone (trom'bon), n. [It , aug. of (row-

ba, a trumpet See TRUMP. ] A deep-toned

instrument of the trumpet kind, consisting

of three tubes; the first, to which the mouth

piece is attached, and the third, which ter

minates in a bell-shaped orifice, are placed

side by side ; the middle tube is doubled,

i. Valve Trombone. 2. Slide Trombone.

and slides into the other two like the tube

of a telescope. By the manipulation of the

slide the tube of air is altered in length, and

the pitch accordingly varied. The trombone

is of three kinds, the alto, the tenor, and

the bass; and some instruments are fitted

with pistons, when they are known as valve

trombones.

Tromp (tromp), n. [Fr. trompe, a tube, a

trumpet.] The blowing machine used in

the process of smelting iron by the Catalan

forge. The air is drawn in to the upper

part of a vertical tube through side holes by

a stream of water within, and is carried

down with the water into a box or chamber

below, from which it can only escape by a

pipe leading to the furnace.

Trompe.tn. A trump; a trumpet Chaucer.

Trompour.t n. A trumpeter. Chaucer.

Tton(tron), n. 1. A weighing-machine. See

THOSE.—2. A wooden air-shaft in a mine

Trona (trd'na), n. [An African word.] Same

as Natron.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; rh, azure.—See KEY.
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Tronaget (tron'aj), n. [From trone, a steel

yard.] A toll or duty paid (or weighing

wool; also, the act of weighing it.

Tronator i (trou'at-er), n. [From trone, a

steelyard ] Au officer in London, whose

business was to weigh wool. Cowell.

Tronclioun, I n. A truncheon; a spear with

out a head. Chaucer.

Tronconee - demembr6 ( tron ' son - e - de-

mein 'bre), a. In her. said of a cross or other

bearing cut in pieces and separated, though

Btill preserving the form of the cross or

whatever the bearing may be.

Trone (trc-n), n. A small drain. [Provin

cial.]

Tronet (tron), n. A throne.

Trone, Trones (tron. tronz), ». [L L. trona,

O.Fr. trone- 1, troneau, balance, weight, from

L, trutina, a balance.] A kind of steelyard

or beam used in former times for weighing

heavy commodities. —Tron or trone weight,

an ancient Scottish weight used for many

home productions, as wool, cheese, butter,

Ac. In this weight the pound varied in

different counties, from 21 oz. to 2S OS.

avoirdupois. The later tron stone or stand

ard weight contained 16 tron pounds, the

tron pound being equivalent to 1 3747 lbs.

avoirdupois.

Troolle-palm (trb'li-pam), n. See Wink-

palm,

Troop (trop). n. [Fr. troupe, It. truppa, Sp.

tropa, from L.L troppux, a troop; origin

doubtful. Diez suggests that it is by meta

thesis and change of consonant from L.

turba, perhaps changed in the mouths of

the Germans into tiu-pa. Comp. trouble,

from turbttla.] 1. A collection of people; a

company; a number; a multitude. Hos.

vii. 1. * Troops of friends.' Shak.

Sometimes a troop of damsels glad, . . .

Goes by to tower a Camelot.

Tennyson.

2. A body of soldiers: generally used in the

plural, and signifying soldiers in general,

whether more or less numerous, including

Infantry, cavalry, and artillery.

Farewell die plumed troop, and the big sword

That make ambition virtue. Shak.

.•Eneas seeks his absent foe.

And sends his slaughter'd troops to shades below.

Dryxttn,

3. In cavalry, the unit of formation, form

ing the command of a captain, consisting

usually of sixty troopers, and correspond

ing to a company of infantry.

When a troop dismounts and acts on foot, it is still

called by that name. Stocqueier.

4. A band or company of performers; a

troupe.—6. A particular roll or call of the

dt 11111, a signal for marching; also, a march

in quick time. Dc Foe.

Troop (trop), v.i. 1. To collect in numbers;

to assemble or gather in crowds.

Come trooping at the house-wife's well-known call

The feather'd tribes domestic. Cmepsr.

2. To march in a body or in company.

Nor do I, as an enemy to peace.

Troop in the throngs of military men. Shak.

3. To march in haste: often with of. * She

was at last forced to troop off.' Addison.

Aurora's harbinger;

At whose approach ghosts, wandering here and there,

Troop home to churchyards. Shak.

Troop-bird (trbp'berd), n. Same as Troopial.

Trooper (trbp'er), n. A private soldier in a

body of cavalry; a horse-soldier. *Sits

firmer than in a trooper's saddle.' Dampicr.

Troopial (tro'pi-al), n. [From the great

troops or flocks in which some of the species

unite.] The name common to a group of

passerine birds, akin to the orioles and star

lings, in which the beak is large, conical,

thick at the base, and very sharp at the

point. They mostly inhabit the southern

states of America, but several of them ap

pear as birds of passage in the northern

states in early spring. The cow-troopial,

cow-bird, or cow-bunting, the blue- bird,

and the bobolink or rice-bunting, belong

to this group.

Troop-mealt (trbp'mel). adv. [From troop,

and -meal, signifying division, as in piece

meal, &c] By troops; in crowds.

So, troop-tnea/. Troy pursued awhile, laying on

with swords and darts. Chapman.

Troop-ship (trop'ship), n. A ship for the

conveyance of troops; a transport.

Tropseolese, Tropseolacese (trd-pe-6'le-S.

trd-pe'6-l.V'sS-e). n pi. A sub-order of plants

In the nat. order Geraniaceac, of which Ti ■•

peolum is the principal genus. Some autho

rities regard Tropaeolea? as a distinct order,

akin to Balsaminaeetc and Gerauiacere.

Tropseolum (tro-pe'6-lum), n. [From Or.

tropaion, a trophy. The leaves resemble a

buckler, and the flowers an empty helmet.}

Indian cress, a genus of handsome trailing

or climbing plants, nat. order Geraniaceoe.

The Bpecies are all inhabitants of South

America. Some of them have pungent fruits,

which are used as condiments, and others

have obtained a place in our collections on

account of their handsome and various-

*

Troptrolum majus (Great Indian Cress).

coloured flowers. The principal species are

T. minus, small Indian cress, introduced

into this country at an early period; the

fruit is pickled aud eaten as capers, and

the leaves may be eaten as a salad; and '/'

majus, great Indian cress, the fruit of which

is also made into a pickle. T. peregrinum,

the canary plant, is a popular and graceful

climber, with irregular yellow flowers. T.

tricolorum, tricolor Indian cress, is a showy

and handsome species. See Nasturtium.

Trope (trop), ». [Fr. trope, from L. tropus,

from Gr. tropox, a trope or figure, a turn,

from trepd, to turn.] In rhet. a figurative

use of a word ; a word or expression used in a

different sense from that which it properly

possesses, or a word changed from its origi

nal signification to another for the sake of

giving life or emphasis to an idea; as when

we call a stupid fellow an ass, or a shrewd

man a fox. Tropes are chiefly of four kinds:

metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and

irony; but to these may be added allegory,

prosopopoeia, antononiasia, and perhaps

some others. Some authors make figures

ths genus, of which trope is a species; others

make them different things, defining trope

to be a change of sense, and figure to be any

ornament except what becomes so by such

change.

TTOpfil (tro'fi), n. pi. [Gr. trophos, one who

feeds, from treph>, to nourish, to feed.] In

entom. the parts of the mouth employed in

the acquisition and preparation of food.

They include the labrum, labium, maxilla?,

mandibular, lingua, aud pharynx.

Trophlcal (trof'ik-al), a. [From Gr. trophi,

nourishment, from trephd, to nourish.] Re

lating to nourishment or nutrition. [Rare.]

Tropnled (tro'ttd). a. Adorned with tro

phies. 'The trophied arches, storied halls

invade.' Pope.

Trophonlan (tro-f&'ni-an), a. Pertaining to

the Grecian architect Trophonitis, or his

cave or his architecture. [In Greek mytho

logy Trophonius was the builder of the

temple of Delphi. After his death he was

worshipped as a hero, and had a famous

oracle m a cavern near Lebadeia in

Bceotia ]

Trophosome (trof'o-som), n. [Gr. tropHS,

nourishment, and soma, body.] A term ap

plied collectively to the nutritive zooids of

any hydrozoon or zoophyte.

Trophy (trd'fl), n. [Fr. trophic, the spoil of

an enemy; from L. tropceum, Gr. tropaion,

trophy, from trope, the act of putting to rout,

lit a turn or turning, from trepo, to turn. ]

1. In antiq. a monument or memorial in

commemoration of some victory. It con

sisted of some of the arms and other spoils

of the vanquished enemy, hung upon the

trunk of a tree or a stone pillar by the vic

torious army, either on the field of battle or

in the capital of the conquered nation. If

a naval victory, it was erected on the

nearest land. The custom of erecting tro

phies was most general among the Greeks,

but it passed at length to the Romans. It

was the practice also to have representa

tions of trophies carved in stone, in bronze,

and other solid substances. In modem times

trophies have been erected in churches and

other public buildings to commemorate vic

tories, — 2. Anything taken aud preserved as

a memorial of victory, as arms, flags, stand

ards, aud the like, taken from an enemy.

Around the posts hung helmets, darts and spears.

And captive chariots, axes, shields and bars.

And broken beaks of ships, the trophies of their wars.

Dryden.

3. A memorial; a monument * A lying

trophy.' Shak. —4. In arcA. an ornament

representing the stem of a tree, charged or

encompassed with arms and military weap

ons, offensive and defensive. — 5. Something

that is evidence of victory ; memorial of

conquest; as, every redeemed soul isa trophy

of grace.

Trophy-money ftro'fi muni), n. A duty

formerly paid in England annually by house

keepers toward providing harness, drums,

colours, Ac., for the militia.

Tropic (trop' ik), n. [Fr. tropique, L. tro

picus, Gr. troptkos, turning, pertaining to

a turn, from trope, a turning, from trep6, to

turn.] 1. In astron. one of two circles on

the celestial sphere, whose distances from

the equator are each equal to the obli

quity of the ecliptic, or 881* nearly. The

northern one touches the ecliptic at the sign

Cancer, and is thence called the tropic of

Cancer, the southern one being for a simi

lar reason called the tropic of Capricorn.

The sun's annual path in the heavens is

bounded by these two circles, and they are

called tropics, because when the Bun, in his

journey northward or southward, reaches

either of them, he, ns it were, turns back,

aud travels in an opposite direction in regard

to north and south. — 2. In geog. one of

two parallels of latitude, each at the same

distance from the terrestrial equator as the

celestial tropics are from the celestial equa

tor. The one north of the equator is called

the tropic of Cancer, and that south of the

equator the tropic of Capricorn. Over these

circles the sun is vertical when his declina

tion is greatest, and they include that por

tion of the globe called the torrid zone, a

zone 47" wide, having the equator for its

central line. —3. pi. The regions lying be

tween the tropics or near them on either

side. 'The brilliant flowers of the tropics.'

Bancroft.

Tropic (trop'ik), a. Tropical; pertaining to

the tropics. ' The tropic sea.' Wordsworth.

Tropical (trop'ik-al). a. 1 Pertaining to

the tropics; being within the tropica; as,

tropical climates; tropical regions; tropical

latitudes; tropical heat; tropical winds.—

2. Incident to the tropics; as, tropical dis

eases. —3. [From trope.] Figurative; rhe

torically changed from its proper or original

sense.

The foundation of all parables is some analogy or

similitude between the tropica/ or allusive part of the

parable aud the thing intended by it. South.

—Tropical year. The same as Solar Year.

See under Year.

Tropically (trop'ik-al-li). adv In a tropical

or figurative manner. Shak.

Tropic-bird (trop'ik-berd). n The common

name of the natatorial birds belonging to the

-^

Tropic-bird {Phaeton phamcurus).

genus Phaeton and pelican family, peculiar

to tropical regions. There are only two spe

cies, the P. <tthereus and /'. phoenictuu^

They are distinguished by two very long,

slender tail-feathers. They are wonderfully

powerful on the wing, being able to pai-s

whole days in the air without needing to

settle. The long tail-shaftsof the tropic-bird

are much valued in some places, the natives

wearing them as ornaments or weaving them

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pouud; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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into various implements. The total length

of the bird is about 30 inches, of which the

tail-feathers occupy about 15.

Tropicopolitan (trop'i-k6-pot"i-tan), a.

[Tropic, and Gr. politis, a citizen.] Belong

ing to the tropics; found only within the

tropics.

Among birds and reptiles we have several families

which, from beinv found only within the tropics of

Asia, Africa, and America, nave been termed tro-

picofolitan groups. A. R. Wallace.

TropidonotUS (trop'i-do-nd"tus). n. [Gr.

tropis, tropidos, a keel, and notos, the back.]

A genus of non-venomous serpents, family

Natricidie, and nearly allied to the colubers,

but with bodies thicker in proportion to their

length, which rarely exceeds3 to 4 feet. They

all belong to the Old World. The common

ringed-snake or grass-snake (T. natrix) of

. England is an example. See Rinoedsnakk.

Tropidorhynchus (trop'i-do-ring"kus), n.

[Gr. tropis, tropidos, a ship's keel, and rhyn-

chos, a snout.] The friar-bird, a genus of

birds of the family Meliphagidre, inhabiting

Australia. See Friar-bird and Leather-

head.

Tropist (trop'ist), n. One who deals in

tropes; especially, one who explains the

Scriptures by tropes and figures of speech.

Tropologlc, Tropologies! (trop-o-loj'ik,

trop - o - loj ' ik - al ), a. [ See Tropology. ]

Varied or characterized by tropes; changed

from the original import of the words; figur

ative. Burton.

Tropologically (trop-o-loj'ik-al-Ii), adv.

In a tropological manner.

Tropologize (tro-pol'o-jiz), v.t. To use in

a tropological sense, as a word; to change

to a figurative sense ; to use as a trope.

Cudworth.

Tropology (tro-pol'o-Jil, n. [Gr. tropos,

trope, and logos, discourse. ] A rhetorical

mode of speech, including tropes, or change

from the original import of the word.

TrOBsers t (troa'erz), n. Same as Strossers

(which seeV

Trot (trot), v.i. pret. & pp. trotted; ppr.

trotting. [Fr. trotter, It trottare, from L.

tolutare, to trot, modified into tlutare, Uo-

tare, trotare. ] 1. To move faster than in

walking, as a horse or other quadruped, by

lifting one fore-foot and the hind-foot of the

opposite side at the same time. Skate.—2. To

walk or move fast; to run.

He that rises late must trot all day, and will scarcely

overtake his business at night. Franklin.

Trot (trot), n. 1. The pace of a horse or

other quadruped, more rapid than a walk,

but of various degrees of swiftness, when

he lifts one fore-foot and the hiiid-foot of

the opposite side at the Bame time.

The canter is to the gallop very much what the walk

is to the trot. Youatt.

2. One who trots; specifically, (a) an endear

ing term used to a child.

Ethel romped with the little children, the rosy little

trots. Thackeray.

lb) An old woman: in contempt 'An old

trot with ne'er a tooth in her head.' Shak.

Trot ( trot ), v. t. To cause to trot ; to ride

at a trot—To trot ouf, to cause to trot, as a

horse, to show his paces; hence, to induce a

person to exhibit himself or his hobby; to

draw out. 'Anything that was likely to

afford occasion for trotting him out.' Mac-

miUan's Slag. [Colloq.]

Trotcoaie, TVotcosy ( trot-ko'zi ), n. [ Ori

ginally perhaps throat-cosy.] A warm cov

ering for the head, neck, and breast in cold

weather when one is travelling. [Scotch.]

Troth (troth), n. [0. E. trouthe, A. Sax.

trcoxothe, a form of truth. See TRUTH.]

1. Belief; faith; fidelity.

Bid her alight and her troth plight. Shak.

2 Truth; verity; veracity; as, in troth; by

my troth.

In troth, thou'rt able to instruct grey hairs. Addison.

TrothleBSt(troth'les),a. Faithless; treach

erous. ' The faithless waves and trothUss

sky.' Fair/ax.

Troth-plight t (troth'pllt), v.t. To betroth

or affiance.

Troth-plight t (troth'pllt), a. Betrothed ;

espoused; affianced.

This, your son-in-law.

Is troth-flight to your daughter. Shak.

Troth-plight (troth'pllt). n. The act of

betrothing or plighting faith.

Thisdispute . . . ended bytheloversgoingthroogh

an emblematic ceremony oftheir troth-flight, ofwhich

the vulgar still preserve some traces. Sir IV. Scott.

Troth-plighted (troth'plit-ed), a. Having

fidelity pledged.

Troth-ring (troth'ring), n. A betrothal

ring. eTb. Browning.

Trotter (trot'er), n. One who trots; spe

cifically, (a) an animal, particularly a horse,

that trots, or usually trots.

My chestnut horse was a good trotttr. T. Hook.

(b) The foot of an animal, especially of a

sheep: applied ludicrously to the human foot.

Trotting-paritor(trot'iiig-pa-rit-or). n. An

ofilceroT the ecclesiastical court who carries

out citations. Shak.

Trottolr (trot-war), n. [Fr.] The footway

on each side of a street; the pavement.

Trouhadour(trb'ba-d6r),n. [Fr. troubadour,

from Pr. trobador, a troubadour (Sp. trova-

dor. It. trovatore), from trobar, Fr. trouver,

It. trovare, to find; according to some from

L. turbare, to turn topsy-turvy in searching

for things; according to G. Paris from L.L.

tropare, to sing, from tropus, a song, a trope.

See Trope. ] A name given to a class of

early poets who first appeared in Provence,

in France. The troubadours were consid

ered the inventors of a species of lyrical

poetry, characterized by an alraoBt entire

devotion to the subject of romantic gal

lantry, and generally very complicated in

regard to its metre and rhymes. They

flourished from the eleventh to the latter

part of the thirteenth century, their prin

cipal residence being the south of France,

but they also lived in Catalonia, Arragon,

and North Italy. The most renowned

among the troubadours were knights who

cultivated music and poetry as an honour

able accomplishment ; but their art de

clined in its later days, when it was chiefly

cultivated by minstrels of a lower class.

See Trouvkre.

Troublablet(trub'l-a-bl),o. Causing trouble;

troublesome. * Trottblable ire. ' Chaucer.

Trouble (trub'l), v.t. pret & pp. troubled;

ppr. trottbling. [ Fr. troubler, by meta

thesis and alteration from L. turbula, dim.

from turba, a crowd, confusion, uproar, con

nected with A. Sax. thrym, a crowd. Troop

has perhaps a kindred origin. ] 1. To put

into confused motion; to agitate; to disturb;

to confuse; to disorder.

A woman moved is like a fountain troubled. Shak.

An angel went down at a certain season into the

pool, and troubled the water. Jn. v. 4.

2. To annoy ; to disturb ; to interrupt ; to

tease; to fret; to molest

The boy so troubles me ,

'Tis past enduring. Shak.

Never trouble yourself about those faults which age

will cure. Locke.

3. To afflict; to grieve; to distress.

Thou didst hide thy face, and I was troubled.

Ps. xxx. 7.

4. To put to some labour, exertion, or

pains: used in courteous phraseology; as,

may I trouble you to pass the salt? I will

not trouble you to deliver the letter.—SYN.

To disturb, perplex, afflict, distress, grieve,

harass, annoy, tease, vex, molest.

Trouble (train), n. 1. The state of being

troubled, afflicted, perplexed, annoyed, or

teased ; disturbance ; distress ; affliction ;

agitation ; annoyance ; vexation ; molesta

tion.

Man that is born of a woman is of few days and full

of trouble. Job xiv. t.

2. That which gives trouble, annoyance,

disturbance; that which causes grief, afflic

tion, pain, or the like. 'To take arms

against a sea of troubles.' Shak.—3. Pains;

labour; exertion. 'This is a joyful trouble

to you.' Shak. 'Is twenty hundred kisses

such a trouble}' Shak. — 4. In mining, a

fault or interruption in a stratum, espe

cially a stratum of coal.—To take the trouble,

to be at the pains; to exert one's self; to

give one's self inconvenience. — Stn. Dis

tress, perplexity, annoyance, molestation,

vexation, inconvenience, affliction, calam

ity, misfortune, adversity, embarrassment,

auxiety, sorrow, misery.

Trouble, t a. Troubled ; clouded ; dark ;

gloomy. Chaucer.

Troubledly t (trubld-li), adv. In a troubled

or confused manner; confusedly.

Our meditations must proceed in due order, not

troubledly, not preposterously. Bf. Hall.

Trouble -house t (trub'1-houB), n. A dis

turber of the peace of a house or house

hold. ' Simple sots, or peevish trouble-

houses.' Urquhart.

Trouble-mirth (trub'l-merth), n. One who

mars or disturbs enjoyment or mirth, as a

person of morose disposition ; a spoil-sport.

But once more to this sametrouble-mirth, this Lady

Varaey. Sir II'. Scott.

Troubler (trub'1-er), ft One who troubles

or disturbs; one who afflicts or molests; a

disturber. ' The troubler of the poor world's

peace.' Shak. 'The rich troublers of the

world's repose.' Waller.

Trouble-rest t (trub'1-rest), n. A disturber

of rest or quiet Sylvester.

Troublesome ( trub'1-sum ). a. Giving or

causing trouble; disturbing; molesting; an

noying; vexatious; tiresome; importunate.

He must be very wise that can forbear being troubled

at things very troublesome. Tillotsou.

My mother will never be troublesome to me. Toft.

Two or three troublesome old nurses never let me

have a quiet night's rest with knocking me up.

Arbuthnot.

SYN. Uneasy, vexatious, harassing, annoy

ing, irksome, afflictive, burdensome, tire

some, wearisome, importunate.

Troublesomely (trub'1-sum-li). adv. In

a troublesome manner; vexatiously. 'So

troublesomely critical ' Locke.

Troublesomeness (trub'l- sum-ne*), n.

The state or quality of being troublesome;

vexatiousness; uneasiness; importunity; irk-

someness; as, the troublesomeness of a cred

itor.

The lord-treasurer complained of the troublesome-

ness of the place for that the exchequer was to

empty. Bacon.

Trouble- State t (trub'1-Btat), n. A dis

turber of the community. Daniel.

Troublous (trub'lus), a. 1. Full of commo

tion; disturbed; agitated. ' A tall ship toss'd

In troublous seas.' Spenser. — 2. Full of

trouble, public commotions, or disorder; un

settled; tumultuous.

The street shall be built again, and the wall, even

in troublous times. Dan. ix. 35.

Trough (trof), ». [A. Sax. trog, troh, Icel.

I), and G. trog, Dan. trug—trough. Akin

tray.] 1. A vessel of wood, stone, or metal,

generally rather long and not very deep,

open along the top, for holding water, feed

ing-stuffs for animals, or the like— 2. A chan

nel or Bpout for conveying water, as to a mill.

3. The array of connected cells of a galvanic

battery, in which the copper and zinc plates

of each pair are on opposite sides of the par

tition. — 4. A frame, vat, buddle, or rocker in

which ores or slimes are washed and sorted

in water.— 5. Anything resembling a trough

in shape, as a depression between two ridges

or between two waves ; a basin-shaped or

oblong hollow; as, the trough of the Bea.

Trough t (troO. *>. »■ To feed grossly aB a bow

does from a trough. Richardson,

Trough -battery ( trof' bat -ter-f), u. A

galvanic battery. See GALVANIC.

Trough-gutter (trof'gut-er), n. A gutter

in the form of a trough placed below the

eaves of buildings.

Troul (troul), v. and n. Same as Troll.

Trounce (trouns), v.t. pret. & pp. trounced;

ppr. trouncing. [O. Fr. troncer, troneir, to

cut or break oft* or into pieces, tronce, tronc,

a stump, from L. truncus, a trunk. See

Trunk.) To punish or to beat severely,

to thrash or whip smartly; to castigate.

[Colloq.]

It is not from mercenary motives the present per

former is desirous to show up and trounce his villains.

Thackeray.

Troupe (trbp), n. [Fr. ] A troop; a com

pany; particularly, a company of players,

operatic performers, dancers, acrobats, or

the like.

Trous-de-lOUP (tru-de-lo'), n. pi [Ft., lit.

wolf-holes— (row, a hole, and toup, a wolf. ]

Milit. trapholes or pits dug in the ground.

Trous-de-loup.

in the form of inverted cones or pyrami-ls,

in order to serve as olraUu-Jee to the advance

of an enemy, each pit having a pointed stake

in the middle.

Trouse (trouz), n. An old form of the word

Trousers. Spenser.

Trousered (trou'rerd), a. Wearing trousers.

'The inferior or troustred half of the crea

tion.* T. Hughes.

Trousering (trou'zer-ing), n. Cloth for

making trousers.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TU, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See Kky.
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Trousers (trou'zerz), n. pi. [For older

trousts, trows*:*, a kiud of drawers, from

O. Fr. troutses, a kind of hose, from trousae,

a truss. See Truss] A garment worn by

men and boys, extending from the waist to

the ankteB, covering the lower part of the

trunk, and each leg separately.

Trousseau (tro-so'). n. [Fr., from trousse, a

bundle, a truss. See Truss.] The clothes

and general outfit of a bride.

Trout (trout), n. [Fr. truitc, from L.L.

trutta, L. tnt-cta, from Gr. troktes, a kind of

flsh, from trogO, to gnaw.] 1. The common

name of various species of the genus Salnio,

as the bull-trout (S. eriox), the salmon-trout

(S. trutta), the common trout (S. fario), and

the great gray or lake-trout (S.fcrox). The

Lochleven trout, found in the loch of that

name, is a distinct species (S. levenensis),

the brook-trout of America is S. fontinalig,

and the common American lake-trout S.

confinig. There are, however, several spe

cies of lake-trout in America, the finest and

largest of which is the Mackinaw trout or

namaycush (S. auiethystus) of LakeB Huron

and Superior and the more northern lakes.

The great gray ■ >r lake trout of Britain weighs

sometimes 30 His . while the North Ameri

can lake-trout attains a weight of upwards

of 60 lbs.

Trout-coloured (troufkul-erd), a. White,

with spots of black, bay, or sorrel; as, a trout-

eoloured horse.

Troutful (trout'fal), o. Abounding in trout.

'Clear ami fresh rivulets of troutful water.'

Fuller. [Hare.]

Troutless (trout'les), a. Without trout.

I catch a trout now ami then ... so I am not

left trouttess. KingsUy.

Troutlet (trout'let), n. A small trout.

Hood.

Troubling (troutling), n. A troutlet

Trout-stream (trout'strem), n. A Btream in

which trout breed.

Trouvere, Trouveur (tro-var, tro-ver), n.

[Fr. trouver, to And.] A name given to the

ancient poets of Northern France, corres

ponding to the Troubadour of Provence.

Their productions partake of a narrative or

epic character, and thus contrast broadly

with the lyrical, amatory, and more pol

ished effusions of their southern rivals. See

Troubadour.

Trover (trfc'ver). n. [O. Fr. trover, Fr.

trouver. It. trovare. to find. See Trouba

dour ] Properly, the finding of anything.

Hence, in law, (a) the gaining possession of

any goods, whether by finding or by other

means, (b) Originally, a form of action at

law based on the finding by defendant of

the plaintiff's goods and converting them

to his own use. In course of time, how

ever, the suggestion of the finding became

mere matter of form, and all that had to be

proved was that the goods were the plaintiff's

and that the defender had converted them

to his own use. In this action the plaintiff

could not recover the specific chattel, but

only damages for its conversion. It is no

longer a technical form of action.

Trowt (tro), v.t [A. Sax. tredwian, tredwan,

trUwian. to believe, to trust, a verb common

to the Teutonic languages. See True.] To

think to be true; to believe; to trust; to

think or suppose. Hence the following quo

tation from the fool's speech in Lear may

be explained: Let your certain knowledge

be more than your mere belief, or do not

believe all that is brought to your notice.

I.cam more than thou troivest. ShaJt.

I trow, or trow alone, was frequently added

to questions, and was expressive of con

temptuous or indignant surprise, or nearly

equivalent to / wonder.

What tempest, / trow, . . . threw this whale

ashore? Shak.

Well, ifyonbenot turned Turk, there is no more sail

ing by the star.—What means the fool, trow) Shak,

Trow, n. See Drow.

TrowandlBe, t n. See Truandise. Chaucer.

Trowel (trou'el), n. [Fr. truetle. L. trulla,

a small ladle, a dipper, dim. offrua.astirring-

Bpoon, a skimmer, a ladle. ] 1. A tool, gener

ally consisting of a triangular or oblong iron

orsteel, fitted with a handle, used by masons,

plasterers, and bricklayers for spreading and

dressing mortar and plaster, and for cutting

bricks, and also by moulders for smoothing

the surface of the sand or loam composing

the mould. —2. A gardener's tool, somewhat

like a trowel, made of iron, and scooped,

used in taking up plants and for other

purposes.—To lay on with a trowel, to lay or

spread thickly and coarsely; hence, to flatter

grossly.

Well said ; that was laid on with a trowel. Sh.it.

Trowel (trou'el), v.t To dress or form with

a trowel; as, trowelled stucco.

Trowl (trol), p. and n. Same as Troll.

Trowsed t (trouzd), o. Wearing or clothed

with trowsers. Drayton.

Trowseriug (trou'zer-ing), n. Same as

Trousering.

Trowsers (trou'zerz), n. Same as Trousers.

Troy, Troy-weight (troi, troi'wat). n.

[Origin doubtful. Some take it from Troyes,

in France. Others believe it to be con

tracted from Fr. octroi, grant or concession

by authority, toll, custom, from L. attc-

toritav, authority; hence, livre d'octroi, a

pound of authority, or the pound used in

calculating the weight of goods subject to

custom.] A weight chiefly used in weigh

ing gold, silver, and articles of jewelry.

The pound troy contains 12 ounces ; each

ounce is divided into 20 pennyweights, and

each pennyweight into 24 grains. Hence

the pound contains 5760 grains and the

ounce 480 grains. As the avoirdupois

pound (the weight in general commercial

use} contains 7000 graius, and the ounce

437J grains, the troy pound is to the avoir-

dupoiB as 144 to 175, and the troy ounce to

the avoirdupois as 192 to 175.

Truaget (tro'aj), n. l. A pledge of truth

or truce given on payment of a tax. Lord

Berncrs.—2. The impost or tax itself. 'Great

truage they took of this land.' H. Brunne.

3. An act of homage or honour.

Truancy (tro'an-si), n. The act of playing

truant, or the state of being a truant.

I had many flattering rcproachesfor my tar- truancy

from these parties. Miss tiui ney.

Truanrtlng.t n. The act of begging under

false pretences. Chancer.

Truandise.tn. [Fr. See Truant.] A begging

under false pretences. Chaucer.

Truant (tro'ant), n. [0. Fr. truant. Hod. Fr.

truand, a vagabond, from the Celtic: Armor.

truant, vagabond, W. tru, truan, wretched,

Ir. and Gael, truaghan, truayh, poor, miser

able.] One who shirks or neglects his duty;

an idler; a loiterer; especially, a child who

stays from school without leave.

I have a truant been to chivalry. Shak.

—Toplay truant, to stay from school without

leave.

'Truant (tro'ant), a. [See the noun] Charac

teristic of or pertaining to a truaut; wander

ing from business; shirking duty; wilfully

absent from a proper or appointed place ;

idle; loitering; as, a truant boy. ' A truant

disposition.' Shak. 'With truant pace.'

Dryden.

Truant (tro'ant), v.t To idle away time; to

loiter or be absent from employment.

'Tis double wrong to truant wiili your bed,

And let her read it in thy look* at board. Shah.

Truant (tro'ant), v.L To waste or idle away.

[Rare ]

I dare not be the author of truatuin^ the time. Ford.

Truantly (tro'ant-H), adv. Like a truant;

in idleness.

Truantahip (tro'ant-ship). n. The con

duct of a truant; neglect of employment;

neglect of study.

The master should not chide with him if the child

have done his diligence, and used no tenantship.

Astham.

Trubt (trub), n. A truffle.

Trubtallt (trub'tal), n. A short, squat

woman. Ainsworth.

Truce (trbs), n. [O. E. trews, trevfse, trewis.

0. Fr. trues (pi., les trues furent rompues,

Froissart), from O.H.G. triuwa, triwa. Mod.

G. treue, faith. Akin trow, true, trust]

1. Milit. a suspension of arms by agreement

of the commanders of the opposing armies;

a temporary cessation of hostilities, either

for negotiation or other purpose; an ar

mistice.—2. Intermission of action, pain, or

contest; temporary cessation ; short quiet.

There he may find

Truce to his restless thoughts. Milton.

—Truce of God, a suspension of arms which

occasionally took place in the middle ages,

and was introduced by the church in order

to mitigate the evils of private war. This

truce provided that private feuds should

cease at least on the holidays from Thursday

evening to Sunday evening each week, dur

ing the season of Advent and Lent, and on

the octaves of the great festivals. This in

stitution was gradually abolished as the

rulers of the various countriesbecame strong

enough to check their turbulent and power

ful subjecU.—Flag of truce. See under

Fl.AG.

Truce-breaker (troYbrak-er). n. One who

violates a truce, covenant, or engagement.

2 Tim. iii. 3.

Tniceless (trosles), o. 1. Without truce;

as, a truceUis war.—2. Granting or holding

no truce; unforbearing.

Truchman,t Truchementt (truch'man.

truch'ment), n. [See Dragoman.] An in

terpreter. ' The interpreter and truckman

of his creation.' Dmmmond.

Trucidatlon (tru-si-da'shon), n. [L. fnrei-

datio, from trucido, to kill] The act o!

killing. Cockeram.

Truck (truk), v.i. [Fr. troquer, to truck, to

exchange, to barter, from Sp. trocar, to ex

change; probably from Ar. traqa, an instru

ment for striking, taraq, to strike; comp

E. U> strike a bargain.] To exchange com

modities; to barter. ' A master of a ship

who deceived them under colour of trucking

with them." Palfrey.

Truck (truk), v.t. To exchange; to give in

exchange; to barter; as, to truck knives for

gold-dust.

I sec nothing left us but to truck and barter our

goods, like the wild Indians with each other. Swift.

Truck (truk), n. 1. Exchange of commo

dities; barter. See Truck-system.

And no commutation or truck can be made by

any of the petty merchants without the assent aboTe-

said. Hacktuyt.

2. Commodities appropriate for barter or

for small trade; hence, small commodities;

specifically, in the United States, agricul

tural or horticultural produce fur market.

3.t pi A kind of game. See TROCO.

Truck (truk), n. [Said to be from L trochus,

a hoop, from Gr. trochos, a wheel, a disk,

<fcc., from trtchd, to run; comp. also W. trwe,

something rounded, a turn, a truck; but

this may be from the English.] 1. A small

wooden wheel not bouud with iron; a cylin

der.— 2. A kind of low carriage for convey

ing goods, stones, «fce. ; a small wheel carriage

or species of barrow, with two low wheels,

upon which boxes, bales, and other heavy

packages of goods are tilted.

There were more trucks near Todgers's than you

would suppose a whole city could ever need; not

active trucks, but a vagabond race, for ever lounging

in the narrow lanes before their masters' doors, and

stopping up the pass. Dickens.

3. In rail, (a) an open wagon for the

conveyance of goods, (b) A swivelling car

riage consisting of a frame with one or more

pairs of wheels, and the necessary boxes,

springs, etc., to carry and guide one end of

a locomotive. Goodrich. — 4. In gun. a cir

cular piece of wood like a wheel, fixed on

an axle-tree, for moving ordnance.—5. A'aut.

(a) the small circular wooden cap at the

extremity of a flagstaff or of a topmast,

generally furnished with two or more pul

leys, used to reeve the halliards, (b) A small

circular piece of wood, having a hole l»ored

through it for a rope to run through; as,

the trucks of the shrouds.

Truck (truk), v.t. To put in a truck; to

send or convey by truck; as, to truck cattle.

Truckage (truk'aj), ». The practice of bar

tering goods.

Truckage (truk'aj), n. Money paid for con

veyance of goods on a truck; freight.

Trucker (truk'er), n. One who trucks; one

who traffics by exchange of goods. ' Mo man

having ever yet driven a saving bargain

with this great trucker ot souls.' South.

Truckle (truk'l), n. [Dim. of truck, a wheel.)

1. A small wheel or castor—2. A truckle-

bed.

He roused the squire in truckle lolling. Hud&ras.

3. A small flat cheese. [Local.]

Truckle (truk'l), v.t. To more on rollers;

to trundle.

Chairs without bottoms were truckled from the

middle to oue end of the room. Miss Burney.

Truckle (truk'l), v.t pret & pp. truckled;

ppr. truckling. [Dim. of truck, to barter)

To yield or bend obsequiously to the will of

another; to submit; to cringe; to act in a

servile manner: usually with to.

Shall our nation be in bondage thus

Unto a land that truckles under us? Cleaveland.

I cannot truckle to a fool of state.

Nor take a favour from a man 1 hate.

Churchill.

Never let it

Be said that we still truckle unto throne*. Byron.

Truckle-bed (trukl-bed), n. A bed that

runs on wheels and may be pushed uuder

another; a trundle-bed. In former time*!

the truckle-bed was generally appropriated

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abuue; y, Sc. fey.
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to a servant or attendant of some kind, the

master or mistress occupying the principal

bed.

First, that he lie upon the truckle-bed.

While his young master iieih o'er his head.

Bf. Hall,

The truckle-bed of Valour and Freedom is not wad

ded with no&h-sillc. Lander.

Truckle - cheese (truk'I-chta), n. See

Truckle, n. 3.

Truckler (trukler), n. One who truckles

oryieldsobsequiouslytothe will of another.

Truckling (truk'ling), a. Given to truckle;

cringing; fawning; slavish; servile.

Terms which lead the reader to believe that there

was something in tntse sophists peculiarly greedy,

exorbitant, and truckling; something beyond the

mere fact of asking and receiving remuneration.

Grote.

Truck-man (truk'man'). n. 1. A truck driver;

a carter or carman.—2. One who trucks or

exchanges.

Truck-system (truk'sis-tem), u. The prac

tice of paying the wages of workmen in

goods instead of money. This practice has

prevailed particularly in the mining and

manufacturing districts; the masters estab

lishing warehouses or shops, and the work

men in their employment either getting their

wages accounted for to them by supplies of

goods from such establishments, without re

ceiving any money, or getting the money on

a tacit or express understanding that they

were to resort to the premises of their mas

ters for such necessaries as they required.

Under this system the workmen have often

to pay exorbitant prices for their goods,

and from the great facility afforded to them

of procuring liberal supplies of goods in

anticipation of wages, they are apt to Vie

led into debt These ami other evils inci

dent to the system induced the legislature

to endeavour to put a stop to it by an act

passed in 1831; but the act is scarcely com

prehensive enough, and is still often more

or less violated.

Trucos (tru'kos). n. [Sp.J A game some

what resembling billiards. SeeTROCO. Pres-

cott.

Truculence, Truculency ( truk 'u - lens,

truk'u-len-si), n. [L. tnteulentia .] 1. The

state or quality of being truculent; savage-

ness of manners; ferociousness.

He loves not tyranny: . . . the trueulency of the

subject, who transacts this, lie approves not.

It 'aterhouse,

2. Terribleness of countenance.

Truculent (truk'ulent), a. [L. truculentits,

from trux, trucis, fierce, savage.] 1. Fierce;

savage; barbarous. 'A barbarous Scythia

where the savage and truculent inhabitants

. . . live upon milk and flesh roasted in the

sun.' Ray.— 2. Inspiring terror; ferocious.

'Their truculent aspects.' Sandys.

Triptolcmiis . . . was alarmed by the truculent

looks of Golie, in particular. Sir H/. Scott.

8. Cruel; destructive. * Truculent plagues.'

Harvey.

Truculently(tnik'fi-lent-in,rtrfc. In a trucu

lent manner; fiercely; destructively.

Trudge (truj), v.i. pret. A pp. trudged; ppr.

trudging. [Probably a modification of tread,

through the influence of drudge. There is

in it the idea of labouring heavily.] To

travel on foot, the idea of fatigue or more

or less painful exertion being generally im

plied; to travel or march with labour.

Once a poor rogue, 'tis true, I trod the street,

And trudg'd to Rome upon my naked feet.

Drydtn.

Trudgeman (truj'man), n. Same as Trucfi-

man.

True (tro), a. [O. E. truwe, trewe, *tc. , A. Sax.

tredwe (whence tre6wian, to trow or believe);

O. Sax. triwi, O. Fria. triuwe, triowe, L.Q.

truut, tru, Icel. trur, Dan. tro. D. trouw,

G. treu— faithful, true. Cog. Zend, drva,

solid, constant; Skr. (thru, to l>e fixed. Akin

truce, trust.] 1, Conformable to fact; being

in accordance with the actual state of things;

not false or erroneous.

Those propositions are true which express things

as they are. U'eltastou.

2. Free from falsehood; habitually speaking

the truth; veracious; truthful.

Master, we know that thou art true, and teachest

the way of God in truth. Mat. xx.. 16.

3. Genuine; pure; real; not counterfeit, adul

terated, false, or pretended.

Never c.ill a piece of due gold a counterfeit. Shak.

In a false quarrel there is no true valour. Shak.

Unbind the charms that In slight fables lie.

And teach that truth is truest poetry. Cowley.

4. Firm or steady in adhering to promises.

to friends, to a prince, or the like; not fickle,
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false, or perfidious; faithful; constant; loyal.

' This true wife.' Shak.

Fair is my love, but not so fair as fickle,

Mdd as a dove, but neither true nor trusty. Shak.

5. Honest; not fraudulent

Rich preys make true men thieves. Shai.

Every true man's apparci fits your thief. Shak.

6. Conformable to reason or to rules; exact;

just; accurate; correct; right. 'True com

putation of the time.' Shak. 'A circle regu

larly true.' Prior. ' A translation nicely

trite to the original.' Arbuthrwt.—7. Con

formable to law and justice; legitimate;

rightful; as, a true heir; a true king. 'An

oath . . . before a true and lawful magis

trate." Shak.—True bill, in law, a bill of

indictment endorsed by the grand jury after

evidence as containing a well-founded accu

sation.— True place of a star or planet, in

astron. the place which the star or planet

would be seen to occupy, if the effects of

refraction, parallax, etc., were removed, or

the place which it would occupy if viewed

from the earth's centre, supposing the rays

comingfromitnotto be subject to refraction.

True (tro), v.t. To give a right form to ; to

adjust nicely; to put a keen, fine, or smooth

edge on ; to make exactly straight, square,

level, or the like: a workman's term.

True-blue (trb'blu), a. An epithet applied

to a person of inflexible honesty and fidelity;

said to be from the true or Coventry blue.

formerly celebrated for its unchanging

colour. Hence, unwavering; unbending;

stanch ; inflexible. ' Blue was the favour

ite colourof the Covenanters; hence. the vul

gar phrase of a true-blue whig.' Sir If. Scott,

For his religion . . .

"Twas Presbyterian true-Hue. Hudibras.

True-blue (trb'blu), n. A person of inflex

ible honesty or stanchness; specifically,

a stanch Presbyterian or Whig. See the

adjective.

Trueborn (tri/born), a. Of genuine birth;

having a right by birth to any title.

Where'er I wander, boast of this I can.

Though banish'd, yet a fruebom Englishman.

Shak.

Truebred (tri/bred), a 1. Of a genuine or

right breed; as, a truebred horse.—2. Being

of genuine breeding or education; as, a true-

bred gentleman.

True-derived (trb'de-rivd), a. Of lawful

descent ; legitimate. ' To draw forth your

noble ancestry unto a lineal true-derived

course.' Shak.

True -devoted (trb'dS-vot-ed), a. Full of

true devotion and honest zeal. 'A true-

devoted pilgrim.' Shak.

True- disposing (tro'dis-poz-ing). a. Dis

posing, arranging, or ordaining justly; just.
• O upright, just, and true-disposing God."

Shak.

True-divining (trb'di-vin-ing), o. Having

a true presentiment. 'Thou hast a true-

divining heart.' Shak.

Truehearted ( trb'hart-ed ), a. Being of a

faithful heart; honest; sincere; not faithless

or deceitful; as, a truehearted friend. Mac-

aulay.

TrueneartednesB (trb'hart-ed-nes), n. Fi

delity; loyalty; sincerity.

True-love (tro'luv), n. 1. One truly loved or

loving; one whose love is pledged to an

other; a lover; a sweetheart.

Thou hast mistaken quite

And laid the love-juice on some true-love's sight.

Shak.

2. A plant of the genus Paris, the P. quad-

rifolia. Called also Herb-paris. See Paris.

True-love t (trbTuv), a. Affectionate; sin

cere. 'True-love tears." Shak.

Truelove-knot, Truelover's-knot (trb'-

Truelore Knots.

I, a, 3, Of the time of Elizabeth, used for tying ini

tials together on seals; i and 3. Engaged. 2. Mar

ried. 4, The Knot of Henry VIII. and Anue Boleyn.

5, The usual or modern form.

luv-not, trorIuv-erz-not).n. A kind of double

knot, made with two bows on each side in-
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terlacing each other and with two ends; the

emblem of interwoven affection or engage

ments. 'Twenty odd-conceited true-love

knots.' Shak.

Trueness (trb'nes), n. The quality of being

true; faithfulness; sincerity; reality; gen

uineness; exactness; correctness; accuracy.

Bacon.

Truepenny (trb'pen-ni),n. A familiar phrase

for an honest fellow.

Say'st thou so? art thou there, truepennyt Shak.

True-Bervice, True-service-tree (tro'ser-

vis, trb'ser-vis-tre), n. A plant of the genus

Pyrus, the P. domextica. See PTRUS.

True-tablet (trb'ti-bl), n. A hazard-table.

There is also a bowling- place, a tavern, and a true-

table. Evelyn.

Truff (truf), V.t To steal. [Old Scotch.]

lie sure to trujf his pocket-book. Ramsay.

Truffet (truO. «- [An old form of turf with

r transposed as in thirst, thrist, etc. Still

common in Scotland.] Turf.

No holy trufft was left to hide the head

Of holiest men. Sir y. Daviet.

Truffle (truf'l), n. [0. Fr. trufie, Fr. truffe;

origin uncertain.] A genuB(luber)of fungi

of the section Gasteromycetes growing un

derground. The common truffle (T.cibarium)

is of a fleshy fungous structure and roundish

figure, without any visible root ; of a dark

colour, approachiug to black, and studded

' over with tubercles, and varies in size from

that of a large plum to that of a large po

tato. It grows abundantly in some parts of

England, also in Italy, the south of France,

and several other countries, being found

most numerously in oak and chestnut forests.

It is much esteemed and sought after as an

ingredient in certain high-seasoned dishes.

There being no appearance above-ground to

indicate the existence of the truffle, which

lies concealed some inches under the sur

face of the clayey sandy soil, dogs are

trained to find this fungus by the scent and

scratch it up. Hogs, which are extremely

fond of truffles, are also employed to dis

cover them and root them up. Other spe

cies, as T. mtivum, T. rufum, T. moscha-

tum or musk-scented truffle, are used iu

the same manner as the common truffle.

Truffled (truf'ld), a. Furnished, cooked, or

stuffed with truffles; as, a truffled turkey is

a favourite French dish.

Truffle-worm (trufl-werm), n. A worm

found in truffleB, the larva of a fly, a species

of Leiodes.

Trug (trug). n. [The same as trough, A. Sax.

trog, the original pronunciation being re

tained in some parts of England] 1. A hod

formortar. Bailey.— 2.t Ameasureof wheat,

as much as was carried in a trough, three

trugs making two bushels. — 3. A kind of

wooden basket for carrying vegetables, Ac.

[Provincial.]—4 t A concubine. Middleton,

Trugging-houset (tnurmg-hous), ». A

brothel or house of ill-fame. H. Greene.

Truish (trb'ish), o. Somewhat true.

They perchance light upon something xU,\t seems

truish and newish. Bf. Oaudeu.

Truism (trb'izm), n. An undoubted or self-

evident truth. 'Conclusions which in one

sense shall be true, and in another false,

at once seeming paradoxes and manifest

truisms. ' Berkeley.

TruismatlC (trb-iz-mat'ik), a. Of or per

taining to truisms; consisting of truisms.

[Rare.]

Trull (trnl). n [Of similar origin with

trollop (which see).] 1. A low vagrant strum

pet; a drab; a trollop.

These to the town afford e.ich fresher face,

And the clown's tru it receives the peer's embrace.

Crabbe.

2.t A girl; a lass; a wench. Wotton.

Trull (trul). v.t. [Contr. for trundle.] To

trundle. [Local.]

Trullization (trul-iz-a'shon), n. [L. trullis-

satio, from trullixso, to trowel, from trulla,

a trowel. See Trowel] The laying of layers

of plaster with a trowel.

Truly (trb'li). adv. 1 In a true manner; in

accordance with truth; as, (a) in accordance

or agreement with fact.

He whom thou now hast is not thy husband: in

that saidst thou truly. Jn. iv. 18.

(6) Exactly; accurately; precisely; correctly;

unerringly; unmistakably; justly.

Right reason is nothing but the mind of man judg

ing of things truly as they are in themselves. South.

(c)Sincerely; faithfully; loyally; constantly;

honestly.
We have always truly served you. Shak.

All masters cannot be truly followed. Shak.

ch, cnain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j,;ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, u?Aig; zh, azure—See KET.
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2. According to law; legitimately. 'His in

nocent babe truly begotten.' Shale. * To give

obedience where 'tis truly owed.' Shak.—

8. In deed; in truth; in reality; in fact: often

used emphatically, sometimes almost exple-

tively.

Truly the light is sweet. Ecdcv xi. 7.

To-morrow truly I will meet thee. Shak.

Trump (trump), ti. [Fr. trompe, a trumpet

orhorn, a.Tew 'sharp; sp. and Pg. trompa. It

fror/ita, a trumpet; comp. also feel, trumba,

a pipe, a trumpet; O.H.G. trumba, trumpa,

a drum. Perhaps imitative of sound, like

drum; comp. Lett, trilbe't, to snore, to sound

a horn ; Lith. trub'x, a herdsman's horn. Akin

trombone. Diez suggests that it may be

from L. tuba, a trumpet, nasalized and

having r inserted.) 1. A wind-instrument of

music; a trumpet: now used only iu poetic,

sustained, or elevated language. 1 Cor xv.51,

62. ' The wakeful trump of doom.' Milton.

2. A Jew's harp. [Scotch] Hence, tongue

of the trump, the reed of a trump by which

the sound is produced: fig. the principal

person iu any undertaking; that which is

essential to the success of anything.

Thoueh he Ix termed my lord, and 50 forth, all the

world knows that you are the tongue ef (he trump.
Sir ltr. Scott.

Trumpt (trump), v.i. To blow a trumpet,

Trump (trump), n. [Contr. from triumph,

informer sense of trump. See Triumph,]

1. A winning card; one of the suit of cards

which takes any of the other suits.—2. An

old game with cards, nearly the same as

whist, the modern game being only improved

from it.—3. A good fellow; a person upon

whom one can depend. [Colloq. or slang.]

—To put to one's trumps, to reduce to the

last expedient, or to the utmost exertion of

power: a figure borrowed from games at

cards. Milton; Irving.

Trump (trump), v.t. To take with a trump

card; to put a trump card upon in order to

win, or in accordance with the rules of the

game.

Trump (trump), v.i. In card-playing, to

play a trump card when another suit has

been led.

Trump (trump), v.t. [Fr. tromper, to de

ceive, to dupe, probably from trompe, a

trumpet, and said originally of mounte

banks or charlatans who summoned people

by a trumpet.] 1, t To trick or impose upon;

to deceive. 'To trick or trump mankind.'

B. Jonson.—i. To obtrude or impose un

fairly. ' Authors have been trumped on us. '

Ijeslie. —To trump up, to devise; to forge;

to seek and collect from every quarter; as,

to trump up a story.

Trumpery (trum'per-i), n. [Fr. tromperie,

from tromper, to deceive. See Thump, to

trick] l.f Deceit; fraud. Sir J. Raring-

ton.—2. Something calculated to deceive by

false show; something externally splendid

but intrinsically of little value; worthless

finery.

The trumpery in my house bring' hither,

For state to catch these thieves. Shak.

3. Things worn out and of no value; useless

matter; trifles; rubbish.

Upon the cominfj of Christ, very much, though

not ail, of this idolatrous trumpery and superstition

was driven out of the world. South.

Trumpery (trum'per-i), a. Trifling; worth

less.

A very trumpery case it Is altogether, that I must

admit. Th. Hook.

Trumpet(tmm'pet),n. [Fr. trompette,* dim.

of trompe,* trumpet. See Trump, a trumpet]

1. A wind-instrument of music of the highest

antiquity, having a clear ringing and pene

trating tone. In its modern form it con

sists of a metal tube (usually brass, some

times silver), about 8 feet long, doubled up

in the form of a parabola, becoming conoid

in the last fold, and expanding into a bell-

shape end, the other end being fitted with a

mouth-piece by which the instrument is

sounded. The trumpet tuned on C pro

duces with great power and brilliancy the

following series of tones in an ascending

scale, C in the second space of the bass

clef, O, C, E, O, IV, C. D, E, and G. By

means of crooks and slides the length of the

tube can be increased, and the pitch corre

spondingly lowered. Trumpets are also

sometimes fitted with pistons, valves, or

keys, by which the intermediate tones and

semitones can be produced, but at the ex

pense of the clear resonant tone character

istic of the trumpet which makes it such a

favourite and valuable military and orches

tral instrument—2. t A trumpeter.

He wisely desired that a trumpet might be first

sent for a pass. Clarendon.

3. One who praises or propagates praise, or

is the instrument of propagating it. ' To )'<■

the trumpet of his own virtues.' Shak.

That great politician was pleased to have the

greatest wit o( those tunes in his interests, and to be

the trumpet of his praises. Dryden.

—Hearing trumpet. See Ear-TRCMPKT —

Speaking trumpet SeeSPEAKlNO-TRUMPET.

— Trumpet marine, an old musical stringed

instrument, having a triangular - shaped

body or chest and a long neck, a single

string raised on a bridge, and runuing along

the body and neck. It was played with a

bow, and the sounds were stopped by the

fingers gently touching the string so as to

produce the harmonics of the string in the

same manner as is practised on the violin.—

Fcant of trumpets, a feast among the Jews,

which was held on the first and second days

of the month Tisri, which was the com

mencement of the JewiBh civil year. It de

rived its name from the blowing of trumpets

in the temple with more than usual solem-

nlty. — Trumpet honey/ruckle, a plant of the

genus Ivonicera. See Honeysuckle.

Trumpet (trum'pet), v.t To publish by

sound of trumpet; hence, to blaze or noise

abroad; to proclaim; to celebrate.

Why so tart a favour

To trumpet such good tidings! Shak.

Tlicy did nothing but publish and trumpet all the

reproaches they could devise against the Irish.

Bacon.

Trumpet-call (trum'pet kal). n. A call by

the sound of the trumpet.

Trumpeter (trum'pet-er)t n. 1. One who

Bounds a trumpet.

Trumpeters,

With brazen din blast you the city's ear, Shak.

2. One who proclaims, publishes, or de

nounces. ' The trumpeters of our unlawful

intents.' Shak—3. A bird, a variety of the

domestic pigeon.—4. A grallatorial bird of

South America, of the genus I'sophia. the

P. crepitans, called also A garni (which see).

Trumpet-fish (trum'pet-fish), n. An acan-

thopterygious fish of the genus Centriscus

(C. Scolopax), so named from its tubular

muzzle. Called also Sea-snipe and Bellows-

fish, See Bellows-fish.

"trumpet-flower (trum'pet-flou-er), n. A

name applied to various large tubular

flowers, as those of Bignonia, Tecoma, Cat-

alpa. Brunsfelsia, Solandra, Ac.

Trumpet-fly (trum'pet-fli), n. The black

cestrus with a yellow-breast; the gray-fly.

Trumpet-major (trum'pet-ma-jer), n. A

head trumpeter in a band or regiment.

Trumpetry (trum'pet-ri), n. The sounding

or sounds of a trumpet. 'A prodigious

annual pageant, chariot, progress, and flou

rish of trumpetry.' Thackeray.

Trumpet - shaped (trum'pet-shaptX a.

Formed like a trumpet; specifically, in bot.

tubular with one end dilated.

Trumpet -shell (trum'pet-shel), n. The

shell of the Triton variegatus, a gasteropod

found on the coasts of the West Indies, of

Asfa, and of the South Sea Islands. The

shell, which sometimes attains a length

of a foot or more, is used by the natives of

the last-named localities as a trumpet. For

this purpose a hole is pierced at about a

fourth of the length from the top, and a

loud disagreeable sound is produced when

the mouth is applied as in flute-blowing.

Trumpet -tongued (trum'pet-tungd), a.

Having a tongue vociferous as a trumpet.

His virtues

Will plead like angels, trumpettongued, against

The deep damnation of his taking off. Shak.

Trumpet-tree (trum'pet-tre), n. A name

given to a specieB of the genus Cecropia (C.

peltata), nat. order Artocarpacea?.

Trumpet-weed (trum'pet -wed), n. 1. A

large South African sea-weed, Ecklonia buc-

cinalis, nat. order Laminariacese, the stem

of which being hollow Is used as a siphon,

as also as a trumpet by the native herdsmen

for collecting their cattle in the evening —

2. A stout herbaceous plant, Eupatonum

purpureum, having flowers in cylindrical

heads.

Trumpet-wood (trum'pet-wud), » A West

Indian tree of the genus Cecropia(C peltata),

nat. order Artocarpacea; : so called from ita

hollow stems being used as wind-instru

ments; snake-wood.

Truncal (trungTcal), a. Pertaining to the

trunk or body.

Truncate (trung/kat), v.L [L. truneo. trvn-

catum, to maim, to cut off, from trunmt,

maimed, mutilated, and as substantive, the

stem or trunk of a tree. 1 To shorten by cut

ting abruptly; to lop, to cut short.

The examples are too oficn injudicious! j- fm«-

cated. ythntc*.

Truncate (trung/kat). a. In M appearing

as if cut short at the tip by a transverse line;

as, a truncate leaf. The leaves of Liruden-

dron tulipifera are truncate. See cut Ti

ll P-TBEE.

Truncated (trungTcf^ed), p. and a. 1 Cut

off; cut short abruptly.— Jt truncated cow

or pyramid is one whose vertex U cut <>n by

a plane parallel to its base; the frustum of

a cone or pyramid.—2. In mineral, having

a solid angle or edge cut off so as to product

a new surface or plane, as a crystal. -3. In

zool. Applied to univalve shells the ap*i r.f

which breaks off, so that the shell Incomes

decollated.

Truncation (trung-ka'ahonV n. 1. The act

of trumating or cutting short; the act of
cutting off • Decreeing j udgement of death

or truncation of members." Pryuue.-l In

cryxtal. a term used to signify that charjjre

in the geometrical form of a crystal which

is produced by the cutting off of an angle

or edge so as to leave a face more or less

large In place of the edge or angle. When

the face thus produced does not make equal

angles with all the contiguous faces, the

truncation is said to be oblique.

Truncht (trunsh), n. [O.Fr, tranche, a fern

form of tronc. See Trvnk.] A stake or

small post.

Truncheon (trun'shon). n [O Fr. troadkoa,

Fr. troncon, from tronche, tronce, a trunk,

staff, Ac. L. truncue See Trunk.) L A

short staff; a club; a cudgel.

One with a broken truncheon deals his Wows.

Dryden.

2. A baton or staff of authority. ' The mar

shal's truncheon nor the judge's robe.' Shak.

3. A tree the branches of which have been

lopped off to produce rapid growth.

Truncheon (trun'shon), v.t. To beat with

a truncheon; to cudgel.

An captains were of my mind, they would trm-

r/teon you out, for taking their names upon *m

before you have eam'd them. She*.

Truncheoned (trun'shond), a. Furnished

with a truncheon.

Truncheoner, Truncheoneer (tnua'shon-

er, trun-shou-er/), n. A person armed with

a truncheon.

I might see from fax some forly trunehemers draw

to her succour. ShaA

Trundle (tnin'dl). v.i pret A pp. trundled;

ppr. trundling. [A. Sax. tryndel, trtndtl, a

circle, a wheel; Sw, and Dan. trind, round

SeeTRKNDLEand Trend] 1. To roll, as on

little wheels; as. a bed trundles under an

other.—2. To roll; to bowl along.

Who's unskilful at the coit, or ball

Or trundling wheel, he can sit still from all

B.ytmten

Trundle (tnin'dl), v.t, l To roll, as on little

wheels; as, to trundle n bed or a gun-car

riage. —2. To cause to roll, as a circular or

spherical body; as, to trundle a hoop.

They. . . who play at nine boles, and wlw/nntif

little round stones. Holland.

Trundle (trun'dl), n. 1. A round body; a

little wheel; a roller; a castor. —2. A small

wheel or pinion having its teeth formed vl

cylinders or spindles; also called a Lantern-

wheel or Walloxcer. See LANTERN-PIMOS.-

3. One of the bars of such a wheel—*. A

small carriage with low wheels; a truck.

Trundle (tnin'dl), a. Shaped like a trundle

or wheel; round; curled.

Like a poor cur. clapping his trundle rui

Betwixt his legs. lies* <5- Fl

Trundle-bed (tnin'dl-bed), n. A low bed

that is moved on trundles or little wheels. *<

that it can be trundled under a higher betL

Called also Truckle-bed.

My wife and I on the high bed in our chamber, aai

Willet in the trundle-bed. Pefyt.

Trundle-head (trun'dl-hedX n.f iTte

wheel that turns a millstone.—2. Xaut the

head of a capstan into the peripheral socVU

of which the capstan bare are inserted -

3. One of the end discs of a trundle-wheel

Trundle-tall (trun'dl-tal), n. A curled tail.

a dog with a curled tail.

Hound or spaniel, brach or Ijrcn,

Or bob-tail tyke, or ttunJle'-taU Shak.

Trundle-wheel (trun'dl-whel),« In metck

a lantern-wheel See Lanteks rtsios

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; >'. Sc fry.
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Trunk (trnngk), n. [Fr. tronc, a trunk of

a tree, a main body, a broken shaft of a

column, a charity box; from I. truneus, mu

tilated, truncated, and as noun, a trunk or

stem, a body, a piece cut off, <fcc. Hence

triDtcheon. truncate.) 1. The woody stem of

trees, such as the oak. ash, and elm; that

part of a plant which, springing immediately

from the root, ascends in a vertical position

above the surface of the soil, and consti

tutes the priucipal bulk of the individual,

sending out branches whose structure is

simitar to that of itself. In shrubs, properly

speaking, that part which 1b between the

root and the branches is called the stem;

shrubs having no trunk in the strict sense of

the term—2. The body of an animal without

the limbs, or considered aB apart from tin-

limbs.

My ransom is this frail and worthless trunk. Skak.

3 The main body of anything relatively to

its branches or ramifications; as, the trunk

of a vein or of an artery as distinct from the

branches. —L ['A chest would seem to be

called a trunk as resembling the trunk or

chest of a man's body. In the same way

G. rump/, the trnnk of the body, is applied

to a hollow vessel of various kinds.' Wedg

wood.) A box or chest, usually covered

with leather or its substitute, for containing

clothes. «fee. ; a box to be carried about with

a person's clothes or other effects, 'To lie

like pawns locked np in chests and trunk*.'

Shalt ft In arcA. the shaft of a column; that

part between the base and capital. The term

is sometimes used to signify the dado or body

of a pedestal. - 6. [The word in this sense,

as in some of the others below, may be a

corruption of Fr. trompe, a trumpet, a horn,

the trunk of an elephant, a tube. J The snout

or proboscis of an elephant; also, a simi

lar organ of other animals, astheproboscisof

an insect, by means of which it sucks the

blood of animals or the juices of vegetables.

7. A tube,usually wooden, to convey air, dust,

broken matter, grain, <fcc. ; as. (a) an air-

trunk to a mine or tuunel. (ft) A dust-trunk

from a cotton-cleaner or the like, (c) A

broken- material trunk, to convey graded

coal to a wagon or heap, broken quartz from

a mill to the stampers, av. (tf) A grain or

flour trunk, up or down which the said

articles are conveyed in an elevator or mill.

S. In mining, (a) a long narrow cistern or

pit. in which muddy matter containing ore is

made to part with the ore. (ft) Au upcast

or downcast air-passage in a mine, (c) A

wooden Bpout for water or the pipe of a

draining pump, (d) A box-tube in which

attal or rubbish is sent out of a mine.—

9. A trough to convey water from a race

to a water-wheel, Ac.; a flume; a pen

stock. —10. A boxed passage forair to or from

a blast apparatus or blowing-engine.— 11. In

steam-engines, a large pipe passing longi

tudinally through the cylinder of a steam-

engine, attached to the piston and moving

with it, Its diameter being sufficient to allow

one of the connecting-rods to be attached to

the crank and the other end directly to the

piston, thus dispensing with an intermediate

rod : used chiefly in marine engiues for

driving propellers. —12. t A long tube through

which peas, pellets, <tc, were driven by the

force of the breath; a pea-shooter.

WhDe he shot sugarplums at them out of a trunk,

which they were to pick up. Howell.

VS. Injlshing, an iron hoop with a bag. used

to catch crustaceans. E. U. Knight. —

14. pL Trunk -hose. 'Red-striped cotton

stockings, with full trunks, dotted red and

black.' Mayhew.—Trunk road, a highway

or main road.

Eoxlebourne was situated on no trunk road.

Macmillari s ttof.

Trunk (trungk), v. t. 1. 1 To lop off; to cur

tail; to truncate.—2. In mining, to extract, as

ore, by means of a trunk See Trunk, u. 8.

Trunk* breeches i.trungk'brech-ez), n. pi.

Trunk-hose.

Trunked (trungkt), a. 1. Having a trunk.

2. In her. the term applied to a tree which

i« borne couped of all its branches, and

separated from its roots. Also, when the

main stem of a tree is borne of a different

tincture from the branches, it Is said to be

trunked of such a tincture.

Trunk-engine (trungk'en-jin), n. A form

•A marine steam-engine designed to obtain

the direct connection of the piston with the

crank without the Intervention of a beam

or oscillating the cylinder. Attached to the

piston is a beam or trunk, which iB packed

in the cylinder-heads, and has sufficient in

terior diameter to allow the vibration of the

connecting-rod by the throw of the crank.

Trunk-fish (trungk'nsh), n. See Ostra-

croN.

Trunk-hose (trungklidzY n. pi. A kind of

short wide breeches gathered in above the

i. Charles IX. of France, 1350-1574.

3, Robert Carr, Earl of Somerset, died 645.

knees, or immediately under them, and dis

tinguished according to their peculiar cut

as French, Gallic, or Venetian. This garment

prevailed during the reign of Henry VIII.,

Elizabeth, and James I.

Trunk-line (trungk'Hn), n. The main line

of a railway, canal, and the like, from which

branch-lines diverge.

A well-judging man will open his trunk-tint of

study in such a direction that, while habitually ad

hering to it, he may enjoy a ready access to such

other fields of knowledge as are mo»t nearly related

to it Sir y. Stephens.

Trunk-sleeve (truugk'slev), n. A large

wide sleeve. Stiak.

Trunk-turtle (trungk'ter-tl), n. A species

of tortoise, Testudo arcuata.

Trunk-workt (trungk'werk), n. Concealed

work; a secret stratagem.

This has been some stair-work, some trunk-work,

some behind-door work. Shak.

Trunnel (trun'nel), n. 1. A round rolling

substance; a trundle.—2. A wooden pin or

plug; a treenail.

Trunnion (trun'yon), n. [Fr. trognon, a

stalk, a stock, a stump; comp. It. troncone,

a stump, from L. truneus. the trunk or stem

of a tree.l 1. A knob projecting on each

side of a gun, mortar, &c, and serving to

support it on the cheeks of the carriage.—

2. In gteam- engines, a hollow gudgeon on

each side of an oscillating cylinder to sup

port it. and through which steam is received

and exhausted.

Trunnloned (trun'yond), a. Provided with

trunnions, as the cylinder of an oscillating

steam-engine.

Trunnion-plate (trun'yon-plat), n. A plate

on a gun-carriage which covers the upper

part of each side-piece, and goes under the

trunnion.

Trunnion-ring (trun'yon-ring), n. A ring

on a rami' in next before the trunuious.

Trunnion-valve (trun'yon-valv),n. A valve

attached to or included in the trunnions of

an oscillating-cytiuder steam-engine bo as

to be reciprocated by the motious of the

cylinder.

Truslon (trd'zhon), It, [From L. trudo, tru-

sum, to thrust, shove.] The act of pushing

or thrusting. [Rare]

By attraction we do not understand drawing,

pumping, sucking, which is really pulsion and frit-

sion. Bentley.

Truss (trus), n. [Fr. trousse, a bundle, in pi.

trunk-hose, breeches (whence E. trousers),

from trousser, O.Fr. trosser, truster, trorser,

Pr. trossar, to tuck up, to pack; It. torciare,

to twist, to tie fast; from L.L. tortiare, to

twist, torta, a bum 1 l< . fr< an L t <» queo, tortum,

to twist. See Torture] 1. A bundle, espe

cially a small hand-packed bundle of dry

goods; a quantity, as of hay or straw tied to

gether. A truss of hay Is 56 lbs. of old and

60 lbs. of new, and 36 trusses make a load. A

truss of straw is of different weights in differ

ent places. ' Bearing a truss of trifles at his

back.' Spenser.— 2. In surg. a bandage or

apparatus used in coses of hernia to keep

up the reduced parts and hinder further

protrusion, and for other purposes.— 3. A

tuft of flowers formed at the top of the

main stalk or stem of certain plants; an

umbel.—4. A padded jacket or dress worn

under armour to protect the body from the

effects of friction.

Puts off his palmer's weed unto his truss, which bore

The stains of ancient arms. Urayton,

5. In building, a combination of timbers, of

iron, or of timbers and iron work, so ar

ranged as to constitute an unyielding frame.

The simplest example of a truss is the prin

cipal or main couple of a roof, in which aa

(fig 1), the tie-beam, fs suspended in the

middle by the king-post b to the apex of the

angle formed by the meeting of the rafters

cc. The feet of the rafters being tied to

gether by the beam a. and being thus in

capable of yielding in the direction of their

length, their apex becomes a fixed point, to

which the beam a is trussed or tied up to

prevent its sagging, and to prevent the raf

ters from sagging there are inserted the

struts d d. There are other forms of truss

suited to different purposes, but the condi

tions are the same in all, viz. the establish

ing of fixed points to which the tie-beam is

trussed. Thus, in (1.-'. 2, two points a a, are

substituted for the single one. and two sus

pending posts are required. These are called

queen-posts, and the truss is called a queen-

post truss. The principle of the truss has

been widely adopted in bridge building.

See Roof. — 6. In arch, a large corbel or

modillion supporting a mural monument,

or any object projecting from the face of

Truss (fig. 1).

a wall.— 7- JVaut. the rope or iron used to

keep the centre of a yard to the mast. —

8. In ship-building, a short piece of carved

Truss (fig. a).

work fitted under the taff rail : chiefly used

in small ships.

Truss (trus), v.t. 1. To put in a truss or

bundle; to pack up: often with up. 'For it

was trussed up in his walef Chaucer.

' Truss up bag and baggage. ' Hooker.

You might have trussed him and all his apparel

into an cclskiu. Skitk.

2. To seize and hold firmly; to seize and

carry off; to seize and bear aloft: said espe

cially of birds of prey.

His eagle, sacred bird of heaven, he sent,

A fawn his talons truss'd, divine portent I Fope.

3. To adjust and fasten the clothing of; to

draw tight and tie the laces of, as garments;

hence, to skewer; to make fast, as the wings

of a fowl to the body in cooking it 'A fowl

trussed for roasting." Dickens.

The criminals trussed tor the grave came out.

D. jerrold.

4. To pull up by a rope or ropes; to hang:

usually with up.

If they must truss me. I will repent of nothing so

much, even at the last hard pinch, as of the injury I

have done my Uly. Sir IV. Scott.

5. In building, to furnish with a truss; to

suspend or support by a truss.

Truss-bridge (trus'brij), n. A bridge which

depends for its stability upon the applica

tion of the principle of the truss. See

Bridge.

Trussed (trust), o. Provided with a truss or

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, ainp; m, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, uAig; zh, azure.— See KEY.
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trusses.—Trussed beam, a compound beam

composed of two beams secured together

side by side with a truss generally of iron

between them.— Trussed rwf, a roof

iu which the principal rafters and »

tie-beam are framed together so as 1 | ■^_.

to form a truss.

Trussel-tree (trus'el-trfiX n. Same _^

as Trestle-tree. " 2

450

those in which the trustee holds the legal

estate subject to the duties implied by

law. Special trusts are those in which

Truss-hoop (trusTidp), n. Aaul. a "-•

hoop round a yard, and also round

a mast, to wliich an iron truss is „ r-r

fixed. 6 UL-«

Trussing (trus'ing), n. In build

ing, the timbers, <tc, which form

a truss. — Diagonal trussing, in -1 [ >— i

ship-building, a particular method ^

of binding a vessel internally by

means of a series of wooden or iron

braces laid diagonally on the fram

ing from one end of the ship to the other.

Trussing-bedt (trus'ing- bed). ». A bed of

the Tudor times which packed into a chest

for travelling.

Trust (trust), n. 10. E. trust, trost, trest, from

the stem of true, trow; not in A. Sax., and pro

bably directly from the Scandinavian; I eel.

traust, trust, confidence of protection (from

trua, E. trow, to believe); Dan, and Sw. trost,

comfort, consolation ; Goth, traust i, con

vention, compact; G. trost, consolation,

hope. See True, Trow, also Trust, v.t]

1. A reliance or resting of the mind on the

integrity, veracity, justice, friendship, or

other sound principle of another person; a

firm reliance on promises or on laws or prin

ciples; confidence.

Whoso putteth his trust in the Lord shall be safe.

Prov. xiii. 35.

My misfortunes may be of use to credulous maids

never to put too much trust in deceitful men. Swift.

2. Confident opinion or expectation; assured

anticipation; dependence upon something

future or contingent as if present or actual;

belief; hope.

To desperation turn my trust and hope. Shak.

His trust was with th' Eternal to be deem'd

Equal in strength. Milton,

3. Credit given without examination; as, to

take opinions on trust

Most take things upon trust, and misemploy their

assent by lazily enslaving their minds to the dictates

of others. Locke.

4. The transfer of goods, property, &c, in

confidence of future payment; exchange

without immediate receipt of an equivalent;

credit; as, to take or purchase goodB on

trust.

Ev'n such is time, who takes on trust

Our youth, our Joys, our all we have.

And pays us but with age and dust. Raleigh.

5. One who or that which is the ground of

confidence or reliance; one confided in and

relied on.

Blessed is that man that maketh the Lord his trust.

Ps it 4.

6. That which is committed or intrusted to

one; something committed to one's faith;

a charge given or received in confidence;

something which one is bound in duty and

iu honour to keep inviolate.

Reward them well if they observe their trust.Denham.

To violate the sacred trust of silence

Deposited within thee. Milton,

Hence—7. Something committed to one's

care for use or for safe-keeping of which an

account must be rendered.

Although the advantages one man possesseth more

than another may be called his property with respect

to other men, yet with respect to God they are only

a trust. Swift,

8. The state of being confided in and relied

on; the state of one to whom something is

intrusted.

I do profess to be no less than I seem ; to serve him

truly that will put me in trust. Shah.

9. The state of being confided to another's

care and guard. ' His seal'd commission

left in (ru#t with me.' Shale. — 10. Care;

management. ' That which iB committed

to thy trust.' 1 Tim. vi. 20—11. In law,

(a) a confidence repoBed by one person,

called the truster, or celui que trust, in con

veying or bequeathing property to another

(hence called the trustee), that the latter

will apply it for the benefit of a third party

(called the cestui que trust, or beneficiary),

or to some specified purpose or purposes.

The purposes of a trust are generally indi

cated in the instrument, whether deed or

will, by which the disposition is made.

Trusts are divided generally into simple

trusts and special trusts, the corresponding

terms in Scots law being proprietary trusts

and accessory trusts. Simple trusts are
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ment of another. — Trustee on bankrupts

estate. See Assignees in Bankruptcy under

Assignee. — 2. In Amer. law, a person in

whose hands the effects of another

_ + are attached in a trustee process,

"Z. _■ ] that is a process by which a credi

tor may attach goods, effects, and

credits belonging to or due to his

3£
Trussed Beams.

1, Elevation; 3, Plan. 3. Elevation; 4. Plan.

the trustee has some special purpose to

execute or carry out. Trusts may be created

by the voluntary act of a party or by the

operation of law. See Use. (6) The bene

ficial interest created by such a transaction;

a beneficial interest In or ownership of real

or personal property, unattended with the

legal or possessory ownership thereof. Moz-

ley and Whiteley.—SYX. Confidence, reli

ance, dependence, belief, faith, hope, credit,

expectation.

Trust (trust), v.t. [From the above noun.

0. E. trusten, trosten, traysten; Icel. treysta,

to trust to, to rely upon, from traust, con

fidence; Dan. fortro&tc, to confide. See

Trust, n. ] 1. To place confidence in ; to

rely on ; to depend upon ; as, we cannot

trust those who have deceived us.

He that trusts every one without reserve will at

last be deceived. Johnson.

2. To believe; to credit; to receive as true.

Trust me, you look well. Shak.

If he be credulous and trust my tale,

I'll make linn glad to seem Vincentio. Shak.

3. To put confidence in with regard to the

care of; to show confidence by intrusting to;

to intrust: with with before the object con

fided.

I will rather trust a Fleming with my butter. Shak.

Whom with your power and fortune, sir, you trust.

Now to suspect is vain. Drydtn.

4. To commit, aa to one's care; to intrust.

Merchants were not willing to trust precious cargoes

to any custody but that of a man-of-war. Macaulay.

5. To leave to one's self or to itself without

fear of consequences; to allow to be exposed.

I wonder men dare trust themselves with men. Shak.

Fool'd and beguiled ; by him thou, I by thee,

To trust thee from my side. Milton.

6. To give credit to; to sell to upon credit

or iu confidence of future payment. 'To

trust a customer for goodB.' Johnson.—7. To

bo confident; to feci sure; to expect; to hope

confidently: followed by a clause.

I trust it will grow to a most prosperous perfection.

Shak.

Oh yet we trust that somehow good

Will be the fin.il goal of ill. Tennyson.

Trust (trust), v. i. 1 To have trust; to be in

spired with confidence or reliance. — 2. To

be credulous; to be won to confidence; to

confide or believe readily.

Well, you may fear too far.—

Safer than trust too far. Shak.

3. To practise giving credit; to sell In reli

ance upon future payment: as, that shop

keeper trusts too much. —To trust in, to

confide in; to place confidence in; to rely on.

Trust in the Lord, and do good. Ps. xxxvii. 3.

He's mad that trusts in the tamencss of a wolf. Sh.ik.

—To trust to, to depend on ; to have confi

dence in; to rely on.

The men of Israel . . . trusted to the Hers in wait.

Judg. xz. yd.

The mouse that always trusts to one poor hole

Can never be a mouse of any soul. Pope.

Trust (trust), a Held in trust; as, trust

property; trust money.

Trust-deed (trust'ded), n. In Scots law,

a deed or disposition wlUch conveys pro

perty not for the behoof of the disponee

but for other purposes pointed out in the

deed, as a deea by a debtor conveying pro

perty to a person as trustee for payment of

his debts.

Trustee (trus-tfi'), n. 1. A person who

holds lands or tenements or other property

upon the trust or confidence that he will

apply the same for the benefit of those

who are entitled, according to an expressed

intention, either by the parties themselves

or by the deed, will, settlement, or arrange-

3 I debtor when in the hands of a third

* person : equivalent to the process

known in English law aa foreign

——^—J attachment.

Tw^r I Trusteeship (trus-te'ship), n. The

office or functions of a trustee.

m Truster (trust'er). n. 1. One who

■ ■■" I trusts or gives credit; a creditor.*—'

Bankrupts, hold fast;

Rather than render back, out with your

knives.

And tut your trusters' throats. Shak.

2. One who trusts in a thing as true ;

a believer. ' Truster of your own report

against yourself.' SJiak. — S. In Scots taw,

one who grants a trust-deed : the correla

tive of trustee.

Trust-estate ( t rust 'es- tat), n. An estate

under the management of a trustee or trus

tees.

Trustful (trust'ful), a. 1. Full of trust;

trusting; as, a person of a trustful disposi

tion—2. Worthy of trust; faithful; trusty.

Stanihurst.

Trustfully (trust f ul li). adv. In a trustful

manner.

Trustfulness (trust'ful-nes), n. The state

or quality of being trustful; faithfulness.

Trustily ( trus ' ti - li ), adv. In a trusty

manner; faithfully; honestly; with fidelity.

Spenser.

Trustiness (trus'ti-nes), n. The quality of

being trusty; that quality of a person by

which he deserves the confidence of others;

fidelity; faithfulness; honesty; as, the (n«-

tinctts of a servant. N. Grew.

Trustingly (trusting- li), adv. In a trusting

manner; with trust or implicit confidence.

Trustless (truBt'les), a. Not worthy of

trust; unreliable; unfaithful. ' The trust

less wings of false desire.' Shak.

Though, in daily life, we are constantly obliged to

act out our inferences, trustless as they may be.

H.Sftneer.

Trustlessness {trusties-net), n. The state

or quality of being trustless ; unworthiness

of trust

Trustworthiness (trust'wer-THl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being trustworthy.

Trustworthy (trust'wer-THi), a. "Worthy

of trust or confidence ; trusty. — Trust

worthy, Reliable. See under RELIABLE.

Trusty (trus'ti), a. 1. Admitting of being

safely trusted; justly deserving confidence;

fit to be confided in; as, a trusty servant.

' Use careful watch, choose trusty sentinels.'

Shak.—2. Not liable to fail a person; strong;

firm; as, a trusty sword.

The neighing steeds are to the chariot tied.

The trusty weapon sits on ev'ry side. Dryden.

3. Involving trust and responsibility. [Rare. ]

It were fit you knew him; lest, . . . he might at

some great and trusty business in a main danger fail

you Shak.

—Trusty. Reliable. See under RELIABLE.

Truth (troth), n. [O.E. truthe, trvwthe, &c,

A. Sax, tredwthe, from tre6we, true. (See

True.) Formed similarly to sloth, filth, &c]

1. The state or quality of being true; true-

ness; as, (a) conformity to fact or reality,

as of notions to things, words to thoughts,

statements to facts, motives or actions to

professions; exact accordance with that

which is, has been, or shall be; as, the truth

of a statement

There is no truth at all i" the oracle. Sh.it

(b) The state of being made true or exact;

faithful adherence to a model ; accuracy of

adjustment: exactness.

Ploughs, to go true, depend much on the truth of

the iron-work. Mortimer,

(c) In the fine arts, the proper and correct

representation of any object in nature, or

of whatever subject may be under treat

ment.

The agony of the Laocoon. the action of the Dis-

cobulus, the upspringing of the Mercury, are all ap

parently real in their action by the innate truth of

their conformation. . . . Truth is therefore the high

est quality in Art. Fairhott.

(d) Habitual disposition to speak only what

is true; veracity; purity from falsehood ;—

hence, honesty; virtue; sincerity; as, he is

a man of truth 'Love is all truth ' Shak.

It must appear

That malice bears down truth. Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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(e) Disposition to be faithful to one's en

gagements; fidelity; constancy. 'We were

resolved of your truth.' Shak.

Alas ! they had been friends in youth.

But whispering tongues can poison truth.

Coleridge.

(J) The state of not being counterfeited or

adulterated; genuineness; purity. Shak.—

2. That which is true; as. (a) the opposite

of falsehood; fact; reality; verity; as, a

lover of truth: often personified.

Let Truth and Falsehood grapple; who ever knew

Truth put to the worst in free and open encounter?

Milton.

It is in the determination to obey the truth, and to

follow wherever she may lead, that the genuine love

of truth consists. IVhatety.

<6) What conforms to fact or reality ; the

real or true state of things ; true represen

tation. Prov. viii. 7.

For truth is truth

To the end of reckoning. Shak.

(c) True religion ; the doctrines of the gos

pel.

For the law was given by Moses; but grace and

truth came by Jesus Christ John L 17.

(d) A verified fact; a true statement or pro

position; an established principle, fixed law,

or the like.

Fundamental truths, like the lights of heaven, are

not only beautiful in themselves, but give light to

other things, that, without them, could not be seen.

Locke.

According to Dr. Reid. the truths that fall

within the compass of human knowledge,

whether they be self-evident or deduced

from those that are self-evident, may be re

duced to two classes, namely, necessary, im

mutable, or first truths, aud contingent and

mutable truths. A -necessary truth is one that

depends not upon the will and power of any

being; it isimmutably true, and its contrary

impossible. A contingent truth is one which

depends upon some effect of will and power,

which had a beginning aud may have an

end. Of the first class are the relations of

numbers (as that two and two make four),

axioms in mathematics, and all the conclu

sions drawn from them; that Is, the whole

body of the science of mathematics. To the

second class of truths, viz., those that are

contingent, belong all those truths that

express matters of fact or real existences

<as that grass is green), depending upon the

will and power of the Supreme Being,— In

truth, in reality; in fact; in sincerity.

God is a spirit, and they that worship liim must

worship him in spirit and a: truth. John iv. 24.

—Of a truth, in reality; certainly.

Ofa truth it is good to be with good people.

Thackeray.

—■To do truth, to practise what God com

mands. John iii. 21.

Trutht (troth), v.t. To affirm or declare as

true; to declare. [Rare.]

Had they dreamt this, they would have truth'd it

heaven. Ford.

Truthful (trbth'fu-1), a. 1. Full of truth;

loving and speaking the truth.

I profess to be as accurate as I can. and as truth-

ful as the character of my records will allow.

Berington.

2. Conformable to truth; correct; true; as,

a truthful statement.

Truthfully (trothTul-li), adv. In a truthful

manner.

Truthfulness (troth'ful-nes), n. The state

or character of being truthful; as, the truth-

fulnens of a person or of a statement.

Truthless (troth'les). a. 1. Wanting truth;

wanting reality.—2. Faithless.

What shall I call her? truth/ess woman. Beau, c> Fl.

Truthlessness (trbthles-nes), n. The state

of being truthless.

Truth-lover (trbthluv-er), n. One devoted

to the truth.

Truth-teller was our England's Alfred named;

Truth-lover was our English Duke. Tennyson.

Truthnesst (trbth'nes), n. Truth. Marslon.

[Rare.]

Truth-teller (trbth'tel-er), n. One who tells

the truth. Tennyson.

Truthy (trbth'i), a. Truthful; veracious.

[Rare. ]

The best coffee, let cavillers say what they will. Is

that of theYemcn, commonly entitled ' Mokha,' from

the main port of exportation. Now I should be sorry

to incur a lawsuit lor libel and defamation from our

wholesale or retail salesmen ; but were the particle

Nt IT prefixed to the countless labels in London shop-

windows that bear the name of the Red Sea haven,

they would have a more truthy import than what at

present they convey. //'. G. Pa/grave.

Trutlnatet (tro'ti-nat), v.t. [L. trutinor, to

weigh, from trutina, a balance.] To weigh;

to balance. Whiting.

Trutlnationt (trb-ti-na'shou), n. [See

above.] The act of weighing; examination

by weighing. Sir T. Browne.

Truttaceous (trut-a'shus), a. [From L.

trutta, trout.] Pertaining to the trout; as,

fish of the truttaceous kind.

Try(tri), v.t. pret. & pp. tried; ppr. trying.

[fr. trier, to pick, to cull, to select after

examination; It. triare, tritare, to grind, to

bruise, to examine, consider; from L. tritum

(see Trite), pp. of tero, to rub, to cleanse

corn by thrashing, through a L.L. freq. form

tritare. The original sense of the Fr. trier

is, therefore, to separate grain from the

husks, awns, Ac. In Prov. E. try is the name

of a kind of sieve. In O. E. the adjective trie,

trye, choice, select, was common. ' Sugar

that is so trye ' Chaucer.] l.t To separate,

as what is good from what is bad; to sift or

pick out: witn out.

The wylde corne, being in shape and greatnesse

lyke to the good, if they be mengled, with great diffi

cultly wyll be tryttt out. Sir i. Elyot.

2. To purify; to assay; to refine, as metals;

to melt out and procure in a pure state, as

tallow, oil, lard, and the like. ' Silver tried

in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.'

Pa. xii. 6.

The fire seven times tried this ;

Seven times tried that judgement is.

That did never choose amiss. Shah,

3. To examine; to make experiment on; to

prove by experiment. * Doth not the ear

try words.' Job xiL 11.

You must note beside,

That we have tried the utmost of our friends. Shak.

4. To experience; to have knowledge by ex

perience of. 'Or try the Libyan heat or

Scythian cold.' Dryden.—5. To prove by a

test; to compare with a standard; as, to try

weights and measures; to try one's opinions.

Try your penitence, if it be sound,

Or hollowly put on. Shak.

6. To act upon as a test; to subject to severe

trial; hence, to cause sutferiug ortrouble to.

By faith Abraham, when he was tried, offered up

Isaac. Heb. xi. 17,

Steeped to the lips in misery.

Longing, and yet afraid to die.

Patient, though sorely tried. Longfellow.

7. To examine; to inquire into in any man

ner. ' That's a question; how shall we try

it?' Shak. Hence—8. To examine judicially;

to subject to the examination and decision

or sentence of a judicial tribunal; as, causes

tried in court. 'Guiltier than him they

tried.' Shak.— 9. To bring to a decision; to

adjust; to settle; hence, to settle and decide

by combat.

Nicanor . . . durst not try the matter by the sword.

2 Maccab. xiv. 18.

Purposely therefore

Left I the court, to sec this quarrel tried. Shak.

10. To essay; to attempt; to undertake. ' Let

us try advent'rous work.' Milton.—11. To

use as means or as a remedy; as, to try

remedies for a disease.

Sweet practiser, thy physic I will try. Shak.

12. To strain ; as, to try the eyes or the

muscles—13. To incite to wrong; to tempt;

to solicit.

In part she is to blame that has been tried:

He comes too near that comes to be denied.

Liidy M. IY, Montagu.

14. In joinery, to dress with a trying-plane.

See Trying-plane.—To try on, (a) to put

on, as a garment, to see if it fits the person.

(6) To attempt; to undertake. 'It wouldn't

do to try it on there.' Dickens. [Colloq. ]—

To try a fall with, to engage in a bout of

wrestling with ; to match one's self against

one in any contest.

She had in her time triedont or tv/o/alls Tvith the

doctor, and she was conscious that she had never got

the better of him. Trallofe.

Try (tri). v. i. 1. To exert strength ; to endea

vour; to make an effort; to attempt; as, try to

learn; try to lift a weight; the horses tried

to draw the load.—2. To find or show by ex

perience what a person or a thing is; to

prove by a test.

Well, Time is the old justice that examines all such

offenders, and let Time try. Shak.

—To try back, to go back, as in search of a

road that one has missed; to go back, as in

conversation, in order to recover some point

that one has missed. ' The leading hounds

. . . are trying back.' T. Hughes.

She was marvellously quick to discover that she

was astray, and try back. Lever.

Try (tri), n. 1. The act of trying; attempt;

a trial; experiment

This breaking of his has beea but a try for his

friends. Shak.

2. Acorn-screen. [Provincial.]

They will not pass through the holes of the sieve,

ruddle, or try, if they be narrow. Holland.

Tryable (tri'a-bl), a. Capable of being tried;

fit to be tried or stand trial.

They objected to another, which made informations

for assault upon officers tryable in any county of

England. Hallam.

Try-cock (tri'kok), n. A gauge-cock (which

see).

Trye,f a. Choice; select; refined.

Trygon (tri'gon), n. [Gr. trygon, a sort of

flab,] A genus of cartilaginous fishes, to

whk-hthe sting-ray belongs. SeeTRTOOMDA

and Stingray.

TrygonldsB (tri-gon'i-de), n. pi. The Bting-

rays. a family of elasmobranchiate fishes,

allied to the Raiida?, or true rays, but hav

ing the tail armed with a single strong spine,

notched on both sides, with which tney can

inflict severe wounds on their captors.

Trying (tri'ing), a. Adapted to try, or put

to severe trial; severe; afflictive.

They were doubtless in a most trying situation.

Macaulay.

Trying-plane (tri'ing-plan), n. In joinery,

a plane used after the jack-plane, for taking

off a shaving the whole length of the stuff,

which operation is called trying up. See

Plane.

Tryma (tri'ma), n. In hot. an inferior drupe,

with a two-valved separable flesh, as the

walnut.

Trynet (trin), a. Threefold; trine. Chau

cer.—Tryne compas, the threefold compass

of the world—earth, sky, and sea.

Try-sail (tri'sal), n. Naut. a fore-and-aft

sail, Bet with a boom and gaff, and hoist

ing on a lower mast or on a small mast abaft

that mast, called a try-sail mast. Try-sail

is also the name given to a sail set on a fore-

and-aft rigged vessel, if two-masted, on the

main-mast, hoisted by a gaff, but having no

boom at its lower edge ; this is used only iu

bad weather as a storm- trysail

Tryst, Tryste (trist), n. [A form of Sc.

and O.E. traist, trust, faith] [A Scotch

word sometimes used in English.} 1. An

appointment to meet ; an appointed meet

ing; as, to keep tryst; to break tryst—2. A

market; as, Falkirk Tryst. ' At fair or tryst

where I may be.' Border Minstrelsy.—

3. Rendezvous. — To bide tryst, to meet one

with whom an engagement has been entered

into at the appointed time and place; to

keep an engagement or appointment.

'You walk late,' said I. 'I bide tryste,' was the

reply, 'and so, I think, do you, Mr. Osbaldiston."

Str IV. Scott.

And Vivien, like the tenderest>hearted maid,

That ever bided tryst at village style,

Made answer. Tennyson.

TryBt (trist), v.t [Scotch.] 1. To engage a

person to meet one at a given time and place.

2. To bespeak ; to order or engage against a

future time; as, to tryst a pair of boots.

Tryst (trist), o.t. To agree to meet at any

particular time or place. [Scotch.]

Tryster (trist'er), n. One who tryBts ; one

who sets or makes a tryst; one who fixes a

time and place of meeting.

Trysting - day ( trist' ing-da), n. An ap

pointed day of meeting or assembling, as of

military followers, friends, dtc.

Hy the nine gods he swore it, and named a tryst-

ing-day. Macaulay.

Trysting-place (trist'ing-plas), n. An ar

ranged meeting-piace; a place where a tryst

or appointment is to be kept.

The frequent sigh, the long embrace.

Yet binds them to their trysting-place. Byron.

Tsar (tsar), n. The title of the Emperor of

Russia, flee Czar.

Tsarina, Tsaritsa (tsa-re'na, taa-rit'sa), n.

The Empress of Russia. See Czarina.

Tschetvert (tchet'vert), n. Same as Chet-

wrt.

Tscnudi, Tschudic. See Tchudi, Tchudic.

Tse-hong (tseliong), n. A mixture of white

lead with alumina, ferric oxide, and silica,

used by the Chinese as a red colour for

painting on porcelain.

Tsetse (tset'ae), n. A South African dipter

ous insect of the family Tipulidce and genus

Glossina (Q, morsitans), akin to the gad-fly,

whose bite is often fatal to horses, dogs, and

cowb, but is innoxious to man and wild

beasts. It is a little larger than the common

house-fly. The following account of the effect

of its bite is given by Dr. Livingstone : ' In

the ox the bite produces no more immediate

effect than in man. It does not startle him

as the gad-fly does, but in a few days the

following symptoms supervene : the eyes

ch, Main; ch, Sc. locA; g, ^o; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, aing; th, then; th, tAin; w, trig; wh, wnig; zh, azure.—See KEY,
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ami the nose begin to run, the coat stares

as if the animal were cold, a swelling ap

pears under the jaw and sometimes ut the

Tsetse.

i. Insect. a, Mouth organs (greatly magnified).

navel, and, though the animal continues to

graze, emaciation commences, accompanied

witli a peculiar flaccid!ty of the muscles,

and this continues unchecked until, perhaps

months afterwards, purging comes on, and

the animal, no longer able to graze, perishes

in a state of extreme exhaustion. Those

which are In good condition often perish

soon after the bite is inflicted, with stagger

ing and blindness, as if the brain were af

fected by it Sudden changes of the tem

perature produced by falls of rain seem to

hasten the progress of the complaint, but

in general the emaciation goes on uninter

ruptedly for mouths, and, do what we will,

the poor animals perish miserably.'

Tsing-lien^tsingli-en), n. A red colour used

for porcelain-painting in China, consisting

chiefly of stannic and plumbic silicates, to

gether with small Quantities of oxide of

copper, or cobalt and metallic gold.

T-square (te'skwlr), n. An instrument

used in drawing plans of architectural and

mechanical objects. It consists of two slips

of hardwood, a and b, whose edges are

dressed truly straight and

parallel; the former, called

the blade, is much thinner

than the stock b, into which

one of its extremities is

fixed firmlyatrightangles;

consequently, when the

stock is applied to the

edges of a rectangular

drawing-board on which

the paper is stretched, a

pen or pencil pressed

tightly against the blade

will trace straight lines

parallel or at right angles

to each other as may be

required. Sometimes a

shifting-stock, c, is also applied in the man

ner represented in the figure, for the con

venience of drawing oblique lines parallel to

each other.

Tub (tub), n. [L.G. tubbe, tubben, also tober,

tover; D. tobbe,Q, tuber, O.G. zuibar, zuipar,

a compound word from elements correspond

ing to E. two and bear; lit., therefore, to be

carried by two or with two handles for car

rying. Distinguished from O. H.O. einbar

{ein, one). Mod. 0. timer, an urn or cask, with

one handle, or to be carried by one per

son. ] 1. An open wooden vessel formed with

staves, heading, and hoops; a small cask

or half barrel with one bottom and open

above; as, a washing tub; a meal tub; a

mash tub, Ac. Hence—2. The amount which

a tub contains, reckoned as a measure of

quantity; as, a tub of tea; a tub of camphor;

a tub of vermilion.—3. A wooden vessel in

which vegetables are planted, for the sake

of being movable and set in a house in cold

weather. —4. Any wooden structure shaped

like or resembling a tub, as a certain form

of pulpit.

All being took up and busied, some in pulpits and

some in tubs, in the grand work of preaching and

holding forth. South.

5. A small cask; a barrel for holding liquor;

specifically, a barrel used by smugglers.

I made three seizures, besides sweeping up those

thirty-seven tubs. Atarryat.

6 In mining, (a) a corve or bucket for rais

ing coal or ore from the mine. (6) A casing

of wood or of cast-iron sections bolted to

gether lining a shaft (c) A kind of trough

in which ores or slimes are washed to re

move lighter refuse. —7. Sweating In a heated

tul), formerly the usual cure of hies ven

erea. Shak —A tale of a tub, an idle or silly

fiction; a cock-and-bull story. 'Which is a

tale of a tub.' Bale.

You shall see in us that we preached no lyes, nor

.'alt i of tubs, but even the true word of God.

dntrdalt.

Tub (tub), v.t. 1. To plant or set in a tub;

as, to tub plants.—2. To bathe in a tub or

bath.—3. In wining, to line (a shaft) with a

casing of wood.

Tub (tub), v. i. To w ;.i - h ; to make use of a

bathing-tub; to lie or be in a bath; to bathe.

'We aU tub in England.' Spectator news

paper.

Tuba (tu'ba), n. [L., a trumpet.] 1. A brass

wind-instrument, the lowest as to pitch in

the orchestra. It has five cylinders, and its

compass is four octaves. E. H. Knight.—

2. In anat. a canal resembling a trumpet.

TubbeT (tub'er), n. In mining, a sort of

pick-oxe : called also a Beele.

Tubber-man (tuber-man), n. In mining,

the man who uses a tubber: called also a

Beele-man.

Tubbing (tub'ing), n. 1. The act of making

tubs; material for tubs. Hence—2. The lin

ing or casing of the shaft of a mine, of an

artesian well, or the like, to prevent the

falling in of the sides as well as infiltration

of water, originally of wood but now gener

ally consisting of a series of cast-iron cylin

ders. Tubbing is especially employed to

enable a shaft to be sunk through quick

sand, or porous strata In which there are

man* springs.

Tubbish (tub'ish), a. Like a tub; tubby;

round-bellied. ' A short, round, large-faced,

tubbish Bort of man.' Dickens.

Tubby (tub'i), a. L Tub-shaped; round like

a tub or barrel. 'The fat, tubby little horse.'

Dickens.—2. Having a sound like that of an

empty tub when struck; wanting elasticity

of sound; sounding dull and without reson-

auce : applied to musical stringed instru

ments, as the violin.

Tub-drubber (tub'drub-er), n. A tub-

thumper or tub -preacher (which see).

'The famed tub-drubber of Covent Garden.'

Tom Brown, [Slang]

Tube (tub), n. [Fr. tube, from L. tubus, a

tube, tuba, a trumpet] 1. A pipe; a canal or

conduit; a hollow cylinder, either of wood,

metal, glass, india-rubber, Ac, used for the

conveyance of fluids and for various other

purposes.—2. A vessel of animal bodies or

plants which conveys a fluid or other sub

stance; as, the eustachian and fallopian

tubes in anatomy, the s&p-tubes in plants.—

3. In bot. the part of a monosepalous calyx

or monopetalous corolla formed by the

union of the edges of the sepals or petals.

The term is also applied to adhesions of sta

mens. Lindley.—4. A small cylinder placed

in the vent of a gun, and containing a

rapidly-burning composition whose igni

tion fires the powder of the charge; a prim

ing-tube.—5. A telescope, or that part of it

into which the lenses are fitted, and by

which they are directed and used. 'His

glazed optic tube.' Milton.—Q. A pipe for

water or fire in a steam-boiler. See Tubular

Boiler under Boiler. —7. The barrel of a

chain-pump. — Lightning -tube. Same as

Fulgurite.—Tube erf safety. Same as Safety-

tube.

Tube (tub), v.t. pret A pp. tubed; ppr. tub

ing. To furnish with a tube; as, to tube a

well.

Tube-compass (tul/kum-pas), n. A drafts

man's compass, having tubular legs con

taining sliding extension-pieces adjustable

to any required length by means of set-

screws.

Tubeform (tub'form), a. In the form of a

tube; tubular; tubiform.

Tube-plate (tub'plat), n. In steam-boilers,

the same as Flue-plate.

Tube-plug (tub'plug), n. In locomotive en

gines, a plug for driving into the end of

tubes when burst by the steam.

Tube-pouch (tub'pouch), n. A pouch for

holding priming-tubes. See Tr/BB, 4.

Tuber (tu'ber). n. [L., a swelling, a tumour,

a protuberance ; same root as tumid, tu

mour.] 1. In bot. an underground fleshy

stem, often considered as a modification of

the root It may be defined as an oblong

or roundish body, of annual duration, com

posed chiefly of cellular tissue, with a great

quantity of amylaceous matter intended for

the development of the stems or branches

which are to spring from it, and of which

the rudiments, in the form of buds, are

irregularly distributed over its surface. Ex

amples are seeAi in the potato, the Jerusalem

artichoke, and arrow-root. Tubers are dis

tinguished, according to their forms, into

duiymous. that is, of nn oblong form and in

pairs; digitate, fasciculate, globular, oblong.

Tuberated.

I, Palmate—Orchis maculates, t, Didymous—Orchis

mascula. 3, Fasciculate—Ficaria rattunculoidts.

and palmate. See these terms—2. A genus

of fungi comprising the truffles. See

TRCPFLE.—3. In surg. a knot or swelling in

any part—4. In anat any rounded part;

as, the annular tuber, an eminence of the

medulla oblongata, called also pons varolii,

tuber ischii, &c.

Tuberaceae, Tuberacel (tu-ber-a'se-e\ tu-

ber-a'Be-i), n. pi A nat. order of fungi

strictly analogous, amongst the sporidifer-

ous kind, with the Hypogrei amongst the

aporiferous. All the genera with a single ex

ception are strictly subterraneous, many are

remarkable for their strong scent.and several

are esteemed as great

delicacies. The order in

cludes the genus Tuber,

the common truffle, ami

Rhizopogon, the white

truffle.

Tuberated ( tu ' her - at -

ed), a. In her. gibbous;

knotted or swelled out,

as the middle part of

the serpent in the cut.

Tubercle (tu'ber-kl), ft.

[O.Fr. tubercle, Fr.tuberade; tioiuL.tubcreu-

lum,dim. from tuber, a knob or bunch.] l.In

anat. a natural small rounded body or mass;

as, the four white oval tubercles of the brain

(technically called tubercttla quadrigemina).

— Tubercle of Lower, an eminence in the

right auricle of the heart, where the two venae

cavre meet : so named from Lower, who first

described it. —2. In pathol. a small mass of

morbid matter; especially, a small aggrega

tion of an opaque matter of a pale yellow

colour, having at first a consistence analo

gous to that of concrete albumen, subse

quently becoming Boft, and ultimately ac

quiring a consistence and appearance bimilar

to pus. Tubercles may be developed in dif

ferent parts of the body, but are most fre

quently observed in the lungs and mesen

tery. Tubercles in the lungs are the cause

of the well-known fatal disease phthisis

pulmonaris, or pulmonary consumption. —

& In bot. a little knob like a pimple on

plants; a little knob or rough point on the

fronds of some lichens, supposed to be the

fructification.

Tubercled(tu'ber-kldy a. 1, Having tuber

cles; affected with tubercles; as, &tubercied

lung.—2. In bot. tuberculate.

Tubercular (tu-ber'ku-li-r), a. 1. Full of

knobs or pimples; tuberculate.—2. Affected

with tubercles; tuberculose.

Tuberculate, Tuberculatedttu-berTsu-lat,

tu-ber'ku-lat-ed), a. 1. Tubercular; tuber

culose. —2. In bot. having small knobs or

pimples, as a plant.

Tubercule (tu'ber-kul), n. A tubercle; a

little tuber.

Tuberculization (tu-ber/ku-liz-a"shon), n.

In pathol. the formation of tul>erclei, or the

condition of becoming tubercled.

Tuberculose, Tuberculous (tu-ber'ku-lds,

tu-beKku-lus), a. Tubercular.

TuberiferouB (tu-ber-ifer-us), a. [L. tuber,

a tuber, and fero, to bear.] Producing or

bearing tubers; as, a tuberiferous root

Tuberiform ( tu'ber- i- form), a Tuber-

shaped.

Tuberont (tu'ber-on), n. [Sp. tiburon, a

shark.] A shark.

A shark or tuteron that lay gaping for the flying-

tUh hard by . . . snapt her up. AiojA.

Tuberose (tu1>er-6s), a. [Latin tuberosu$,

tuberous. ] Tuberous ; having knobs or

tubers.

Tuberose (tiib'roz or tu'be-roz), n. [From

the Latin specific name, which means sim

ply 'tuberous;' so Fr. tube"reuse, Sp. tuber

Fate, far, fat. fall; mi, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; tt, Be, abune; y, Sc. fry.
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Tuberose {Potiatitkts

tuberasa).

ota.] An odoriferous plant with n tuber

ous root, the Poiiunthes tuberosa. It is a fa

vourite flower, ami much cultivated. In this

country it requires artificial protection and

heat See I'OLIANTHES.

Tuberosity (tu-ber- <+

os'i-ti), n. 1. State of Aj^vM-

being tuberous.—2. A

swelling or promin

ence. 'Starched ruiT:

buckram stuttlngs.an

monstrous tuberosi-

tit*.' Carlyle. Specifi

cally, in anat. a pro

jection or elevatioi;

on a bone, having a

rough,uneven surface,

to which muscles and

ligaments are at

tached.

Tuberous (tO'ber-us),

a. [See Tuberose, a. j

1. Covered with knobby

or wart -like promin

ences; knobbed.— 2. In

bot. consisting of or

containing tubers; resembling a tuber.

Tuberousness (tO'ber-us-nes), n, Quality

of being tuberous.

Tube-sheet (tub'shet), n. See Flue-

I'LATE.

Tube-well (tuU'wel), n. An apparatus for

quickly obtaining a limited supply of water,

and consisting of a cylindrical iron tube,

having a sharp point of solid tempered steel,

and perforated immediately above the poiut

with many small holes. This, by means of

a rammer or monkey, is driven into the

earth till symptoms of water appear, when

a small suction-pump is applied to the tube,

and the water pumped up. By means of

it water is got very quickly from small

depths.

Tub-fast (tub'fast), n. A process of treat

ment for the cure of venereal disease by

sweating in a heated tub for a considerable

time, during which the patient had to ob

serve strict abstinence. Shak.

Tub-fish (tub'flsh), n. A local name for the

Siipphirine gurnard (Trigla hinttido).

Tubful (tub'ful), n. A quantity sufficient to

All a tub; as much as a tub will hold.

Tubicinate (tu-bia'in-at), v.i. [L. tubiccn,

a trumpeter, from tuba, a trumpet] To

blow a trumpet. [Rare.]

Tubicolse (tu-bik'6-le), n.pl. [ L. tubus, & tube,

amlcolo, to inhabit, live, or dwell in.] 1. A fa

mily of spiders, which inclose themselves in

a silken tube, strengthened externally by

leaveB or other foreign Bubstances. It in

cludes two genera, Dysdera and Segestria.—

2. An order of annelids.comprehending those

which live in calcareous tubes, composed of

secretions from tin* animal itself, as in Ser-

pula (which see); in tubes composed of sand

and fragments of shell connected together by

a glutinous secretion, as in Terebella (which

see); or in a tube composed of granules of

i, Tetebella variabilis, i, Serpulacontormplicata.

3, SabcIU protula. 4. Spirorbis nautilioides.

sand and mud, as in Sabella (which see); or

in membranous tubes, as the less known

genera Pectinaria, Phoronis. <tc. Repro

duction in the Tubicolro is generally sexual,

the sexes being in different individuals, but

spontaneous Assure has also been observed.

As regards their development the young

pass through a distinct metamorphosis.

Tubicolar (tu-bik'6-ler), a. Of or pertaining

to the Tubicoloe. //. A. Xicholson.

Tublcole ■ fi'i'iii-kni). ■■<- An annelid of the

order Tubicolro.

Tubicolidae (tO-bi.kol'i-de\ n. pi. [See Tu-

bicol*.] A family of lamellibranchiate

'mollusca deriving their name from being

connected when fully grown with a lougcal-

Tubicolidje. i.Aspergilliun va-

giniferum. z. Animal of Fistu-

..111., aggregau. 3,Clavagellaco

ronata.

careous tube. They burrow into coral, stone,

other shells, or sand. The genera are As-

pergillum, or watering-pot shell (so called

from perfor

ated disc at

the lower ex

tremity), Cla-

vage11 a, and

Fistulana.

Tubicolous

( tu-bik'6-lus),

a. In tool, in

habiting a

tube; tubico

lar.

Tubiform (tu'-

bi - form ), a.

Having the

form of a tube;

1 tubular.

Tubing (tOb'-

hig), 11. 1. The

act of muking

or providing

with tubes. —

2. A length of

tube ; a series

of tubes; ma

terial for tubes; as, leather tubing, metal

tubing, &c.

Tubipore (tulu-por), n. A member of the

family Tuhiporidoc, or organ-pipe coral. See

TUBIPORiniE.

Tubiporidffl (tu-bi-por'i-de), n.pl. [L. tubus,

a tube, and porus. a pore.] The organ-pipe

corals, a family of Actinozoa or corals, order

Alcyonaria, comprehending those which are

provided with internal ovaries, and eight

pinnated tentacula, and contained in elon

gated cylindrical cells, which are calcareous

or coriaceous, and attached by their base.

They have their name from the coral con

sisting of a cluster of small tul>es or pipes

of a reddish colour, each tube being the

abode of a polype.

Tublporlte (tO'bi-por-H), n. The name for

merly given to Syringopora.

Tublvalve (tu'bi-valv), n. An annelid of

the order Tubicolidae.

Tub-man (tub'mau), n, A barrister who

has a preaudience in the exchequer division

of the high court, and also a particular

place in court. See Postman.

Tub-preacher (tub'prech-er), n. [Tub, a

kind of pulpit, and preacher.] A contempt

uous term for a dissenting minister; hence,

a ranting, ignorant preacher. Bp. Hacket.

Tubster (tub'ster), n. Same as Tub-preacher

or Tub-thumper. Tom Brown.

Tub-thumper (tuh'tbump-er), 11. A violent

or gesticulating preacher; one who employs

violent action to give effect or appearance

of earnestness to his sermons : used in de

rision. [Slang.]

Tubular (tu'bu-ler), a. [From L. tubulus,

dim. of tubus, a tube] Having the form of

a tube or pipe; consisting of a pipe; flstular;

as, a tubular snout.—Tubular boiler. See

Boiler.—Tubular bridge. See BRIDGE.

Tubularia (tO-bu-hVri-a), n. A geniiB of

Hydrozoa, of the sub-class Hydroida, order

Corynidae or Tubularida. In this genua

the hydrosiome consists of clustered horny,

straw like tubes, each of which is filled with

a soft, semi-fluid reddish ccenosarc, and

gives exit at its distal extremity to a single

bright red unretractile polypite.

Tubulazian <tu-bO hVri-an), n. A member

of the order Tubularida.

Tubularida (tu-bu-lar'May n. pi. Same as

Corynida*. See also Tunui.AMA.

Tubulated, Tubulate (tu'bu-lat-ed. toim-

lat), a. 1. Made in the form of a small tube.

2. Furnished with a small tube.- Tubulated

retort, a retort having a smalt tube furnished

with a stopper, so placed above the bulb as

to enable substances to be introduced into

the retort without soiling the neck. A re

ceiver with a similar tube and stopper is

called a tubulated receiver.

Tabulation (tu-bu-la'shon), n. The act

of making hollow, as a tube, or the act of

forming a tube.

Tubulature (tu'bu-la-tur), Ti. [L tubulus,

a little tube.] The mouth or short neck at

the upper part of a tubulated retort.

Tubule (tO'bOl), n. [L. tubulus, dim. of

tubus, a tube] A small pipe or flstular

body. Woodward.

TubiiUbranchlan (tufiu-li-brang"ki-an), n.

A mollusc of the order Tubulibranchiata.

Tubulibranchiata (tu'bu-li-brang'ki-a"ta),

n. pi. [L. tubulux, a tuhule, and branchiae,

gills.] Cuvier's name, rarely used in modern

zoology, for those gasteropoda of which that

part of the shell in which the brauchiro

(and indeed the whole animal) are lodged

la a more or less regularly Bhaped tube, In

cluding the genera Vermetus, Magilus, and

Siliquaria (which see).

TubullC0l8B(tu-bu-lik'o-le), n. pi. Cuvier's

name for an order of polyps inhabiting

tubes of which the axis is traversed by the

gelatinous flesh, and which ore open at the

summits or sides to give passage to the di

gestive saca and prehensile mouths of the

polyps.

Tubulicole (100)0-li-k&l), u. A polyp of the

order Tubulicola\

Tubuliflorss (tu'bO-li-flo"re), n. pi. [L tubu-

lus, a little tube, and Jlos.jloru, a flower.]

One of the three sub-orders into which De

Candolle divided the Compositre, including

those species which have alt, or at least the

central, florets of each head regular and

tubular. It comprises the Corymbiferai and

Cynaroeephalre of Jussieu.

Tubuliform (tO'bO-li-form), a. [L. tubtUus.

a tubule, and forma, form.] Having the

form of a small tube.

Tubulose (tu'bu-loB). a. Resembling a tube

or pipe; flstular; tubular; tubulous.

TubuloUB (tO'bO-lus). a. Resembling a

tube or pipe; longitudinally hollow; tubu

lar; specifically, in bot. (a) containing small

tubes; composed wholly of tubulous florets;

aa, a tubulous compound flower. 0) Haviug

a bell-shaped border, with five reflex seg

ments, rising from a tube; as, a tubulous

floret.

Tubulure (tO'bu-lr), n. In chem. a short

opeu tube at the top of a retort

Tubulua(tu'bu-lns), ». pi Tubuli(tu'l)0-in.

[ I... i A little tube or pipe; in atuit. amiuute

duct, as the tubuli lacti/eri, or milk ducts.

Tuburclnla (tO-ber-sin'i-a), n. A genua of

moulds. T. scabies is known by the name

of potato-scab.

Tub-wheel (tub'whel). n. A horizontal

water-wheel, usually in the form of a short

cylinder, with a series of floats placed radi

ally attached to its urn, turned by the im

pact or percussion of one or more streams

of water so directed as to strike each float

as it passea.

Tucett (tii'set). n. A steak. ' Tucets or

gobbets of condited bull's flesh.' Jer. Taylor.

See Tucket.

Tucht (tuch), n. Same as Touch, a kind of

marble.

Tuckt (tuk), ft [Probably from Fr. estoc. a

long sword (with falling away of initial s

aa in ticket); Sp. cstoque, It. stoccv; all from

O. stock, a stick. Comp. , however, W. (irea.

n knife, fire, a cut or chip; lr. tuca, a rapier.]

A long narrow sword; a rapier. Shak.

Tuck (tuk), n. [From tuck, to draw.] i.f A

pull; a lugging. A. Wood.—2. A kind of net

The tuck is narrower meshed and therefore scarce

lawful with a long t>unt in the midst. Rich. Carcw.

3. Naut the part where the ends of the

bottom planks are collected under the stem.

4. A fold in a dress; a horizontal fold made

in the skirt of a garment or dress, in order

to accommodate it to the height of a grow

ing person, or for ornamental purposes.--

5. Food, especially sweet-stuff, pastry. *'"■

T. Hughes. ISlang]

Tuck (tuk), «. [From tucket.] The sound

produced by beating a drum; beat.

Leslie's font and Leven's troopers

Marching to the tuck of drum. Aytouu.

Tuck (tuk), v.t. [Same word as L.G. tucken,

G. zucken, to draw in or together, to shrug;

Sw. tocka, to draw, to contract Same root

as E. tug.] 1. To thrust or press in or to

gether; to fold in or under; to gather up;

as, to tuck up a bed; to fticA- up a garment;

to tuck in the skirt of anything.

She tutted up her vestments like a Spartan virgin,

and marched directly forwards to the utmost summit

of the prumoutory. Addison.

2. To fnclose by pushing the clothes close

around ; as, to tuck a child into a bed.

I declare you ought to go back to your schoolroom

in Virginia again ; nave your black nurse to tuck you

up in bed. Thackeray.

3. To gobble up; to eat: usually with in.

[Slang.]—4. To string up; no hang.

The hangman . . . then calmly tucked up the

criminal. Richardson.

5. To full, as cloth. [Local.]

Tuck (tuk), p.i To contract; to draw to

gether.

An ulcer discharging a nasty thin ichor, the edges

tuck in. and growing skinned and hard, give it the

name of a callous ulcer. Sharp.

eh, cAain; 6h, Sc. locA; g, go; j.;ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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Tuckahoe (tuk'a-hd), n. [American Indian

word for bread. ] A singular vegetable

found in the southern seaboard states of the

North American Union, growing under

ground, like the European truffle. It is

also called Indian bread and Indian loaf.

It jb referred to a genus Pachyma of spuri

ous fungi, but In all probability it is a pecu

liar condition of some root, though of what

plant has not been properly ascertained.

Tucker (tuk'er), n. 1. One who or that

which tucks.—2. An ornamental frilling uf

lace or muslin round the top of a woman's

dress and descending to cover part of the

bosom.—3. A fuller. [Local.]

Tucket (tuk'et), n. [It. toccata, a prelude,

toccato, a touch, from tvccare, to touch.

See Touch.] A flourish on a trumpet; a

fanfare, Shak

Tucket t (tuk'et). n. [Tt tocehetto, a ragout

of flsh or flesh, from tocco, a bit, a morsel;

perhaps from root of touch.] A steak; a

collop.

Tucketsonance t (tuk'et-sd-nans), n. The

sound of the tucket

Let the trumpets sound

The tucketsonance and the note to mount. Shak.

Tuck-net (tuk'net), «. A small net used to

take out flsh from a larger one.

Tuck-pointing (tuk'point-ing). n. Mark

ing the joints of brickwork with a narrow

parallel ridge of fine white putty.

Tuck-shop (tuk'shop), n. A shop where

tuck, that is food, particularly sweet-stuffs,

pastry, Ac, is sold. T. Hughes. [Slang.]

Tucuni (tuTtum), n. [The name given by

the Indians of Brazil.] A species of palm

(Astrocaryum vutgare) of great importance

to the Brazilian Indians, who make cordage,

bowstrings, fishing-nets, Ac, from the fine

durable fibre consisting of the epidermis of

its unexpanded leaves. Hammocks, hats,

fans, Ac. , are also fabricated of this thread.

Where not indigenous the tree is cultivated

with care. The name is also given to the

fibre or thread.

TuCU-tuCU (tuTcu-tu-ku). n. The Ctenomys

braziliensis, a small rodent animal, native

of South America. It is of nocturnal habits,

liveB almost entirely underground, forming

extensive burrows near the surface, and is

about the size of the common water-rat, hut

with fur like that of a squirrel. It receives

its name in imitation of the sound it utters.

Tudas (tii'das), n. pi. Same as Toda*.

Tudor (tu'dor), a. [W. Tewdyr, Theodore.]

1. Of, pertaining, or relating to an English

royal line founded by Owen Tudor of Wales,

who married the widowed queenof Henry V.

The first of the Tudor sovereigns was Henry

VI., the last Elizabeth.—2. Of, pertaining,

or belonging to the Tudor style of architec

ture; as, a Tudor window or arch. ' Tudor-

chimneyed bulk of mellow brickwork.' Ten

nyson.—Tudor style, in arch, a name fre

quently applied to the latest Gothic style

in Englaud, being the last phase of the

Tudor-flower.

Tudor Architecture, Hen^rave Halt, Essex, 153S.

Perpendicular, and sometimes known as

Florid Gothic. The period of this style is

from 1400 to 1687, but the term is some

times extended so as to include the Eliza

bethan period also, which brings it down to

1003. It is the result of a combination of

the Italian style with the Gothic. It is

characterized by a flat arch, shallow mould

ings, and a profusion of panelling ou the

walls.

Tudor - flower

(tu'dor-flou-er),

«. A trefoil or

nament much

used in Tudor

architecture. It

is placed up

right on a stalk,

and is employed

in long rows as a

crest or ornamental finishing on cornices,

ridges, Ac.

TuefaU (tu'fal), n. [A corruption from to-

fail—to and /all.] A building with a slop

ing roof on one side only: a pent-house.

Written more properly To/all.

Tue-lron (tu'i-ern), n. 1. Same as Tuyere.

2. pi. A pair of blacksmiths' tongs.

Tuelt (tu'el), n. [Lit. a pipe. See TEWEL]

The anus.

Tuesday (tuz'da), n. [A. Sax, Tiwesdarg, that

is, Tiw'a day, the day of Tiw, the Northern

Mars, or god of war. (See TiU.) So Icel.

tysdagr (8c, tisrday), tyrsdagr, Sw. tisdag,

Dan. tirndag, 1). dingttdag, G. dienstag.

Comp. Thursday = Thvr's day] The third

day of the week.

Tufa (tii'fa), n. [It. tufa, Fr. tuf, a kind of

porous stone, from L. tophus, tuff, tufa]

In geol. a term originally applied to a light

porous rock composed of cemented scoria?

and ashes, but now to any porous vesicular

compound. See TuPF.

Tufaceous (tu-fa'shus), a. Pertaining to

tufa; consisting of tufa or tuff, or resem

bling it.

Tuff (tuf), n. [See Tufa.] The name ori

ginally given to a kind of volcanic rock, con

sisting of accumulations of scoria and ashes

about the crater of a volcano, which are

agglutinated together so as to make a co

herent or solid mass. Sometimes tuff is

composed of volcanic ashes and sand, trans

ported and deposited by rain-water. The

name is now applied to any porous vesicular

compound; thusrounded fragmentsof green-

Btone, basalt, and other trap rocks, cemented

into a solid mass, are termed trap -tuff,

while a vesicular carbonate of lime, gener

ally deposited near the sources and along

the courses of calcareous springs, incrusting

and incorporating twigs, moss, shells, and

other objects that lie in its way, is culled

calc-tuff.

Tuffoon (tuf-fbn'), n. A corruption of Ty

phoon. [Rare.]

Tufftaffaty, t n. Same as Tuf-taffeta.

Tuft (tuft), n. [Formerly tuffe, from Fr.

touffe, a tuft, a thicket or clump of trees,

with addition of a t (comp. graft and graff);

from the Teutonic : G. zopf, Icel. toppr, a

tuft of hair = E top. See Top.] 1 A collec

tion of small flexible or soft things in a knot

or bunch ; as, a tuft of flowers ; a tuft

of feathers; a tuft of grass or hair

'Edged round with moss and tufts of

matted grass.' Dryden.—% A cluster; a

clump; as, a tuft of trees; a tuft of

olives.

Behind the tuft of pines I met them. Shak.

3. In hot. a head of flowers, each ele

vated on a partial stock, and all forming

together a dense roundish mass. The

word is sometimes applied to other col

lections, as little bundles of leaves, hairs,

and the like.— 4. In English universities,

a young nobleman entered a student at

a university : bo called from the tuft on

the cap worn by him. 'Several young

tt{/U, and others of the faster men.' T.

Hughes. [Slang.]

Tuft (tuft), vt. 1. To separate into tufts.

2. To adorn with or as with tufts or a

tuft.

To make old bareness picturesque

And tuft w ith grass a feudal tower. Tennyson.

Tuftt (tuft), p.i. To grow in tufts; to

form a tuft or tufts. Holland.

Tuf-taffeta,t Tuftaffatyt (tuf-taffe-U,

tuf-taf'fa-ti), n. A shaggy, long piled, or

villous kind of silk fabric. Donne.

Tufted (tuft'ed), p. and a. 1. Adorned

with a tuft or tufts; at, thefts/tod dock.—

2. Growing in tufts or clusters. ' Tufted

trees ami springing corn.' Pope.

Tuft-hunter (ttift'hunt-er), n. One who

covets the society of titled persons; one who

is willing to submit to the insolence of the

great for the sake of the supposed honour

of being in their company. The term took

its rise at the English universities of Oxford

and Cambridge, where the young noblemen

wear a peculiarly formed cap with a tuft.

[Slang.]

At Hton a great deal of snobl-ishness was thrashed

out of Lord Buckram, and he was birched with per

fect impartiality. Even there, however, a select

band of sucking tuft-hunters followed him.

Thackeray.

Tuft-hunting (tuft'hunt-lng), n. The prac

tice of a tuft-hunter.

Tufty (tuf'ti), a. 1. Abounding with tufts.

' The tufty frith and . . . mossy fell' Dray

ton.—2. Growing in tufts. 'Tufty daisies.'

W. Browne.

Tug (tug), vt pret. & pp. tugged; ppr. tug

ging. [A. Sax. tcdhan, teon, to tug or pull;

pret. pi. tugon, pp. togen; Icel toga, tjuga,

to draw; G. tug, a pull, from Btem of Ziehen,

to draw ; Goth, tiuhan, to draw. Akin tote,

tuck, I* duco. See DUKE] 1 To pull or

draw with great effort or with a violent

strain; to haul with great labour or force.

' There sweat, there Btrain, tua the laborious

oar.' Roscommon.—2. To pull; to pluck.

To ease the pain.

His tugg'd ears suffer'd with a strain. Hudibras.

3. To drag by means of a steam-tug; as, the

vessel had to be tugged into port.

Tug (tug), r.i. 1. lo pull with great effort;

as, to tug at the oar.

We have been tugging a great while against the

stream. . Addison.

2. To labour; to strive; to struggle. 'As

one that graspt and tugged for life, and was

by Btrength subdued.' Shah.

Tug (tug), n. 1. A pull with the utmost

effort.

At the tug he falls-

Vast ruins come alootf. Dry-den.

Hence—2. A supreme effort; the severest

strain or struggle.

When Creeks joined Greeks, then was the tug of

war. Lee.

3. A sort of carriage, used in some parts of

England for conveying bavins or faggots

and other things. — 4 A tug-boat — 5. A

chain, strong rope, or leather strap used as

a trace.—6. In mining, an iron hoop to

which a tackle is affixed. — TV) hold tug,i to

stand severe handling or hard work. — To

hold one tug.\ to keep one busily employed;

to keep one in work.

This was work enough for a curious and critical

antiquary that would hold him tugg for a whole

ycare. Life of A. tt'oed.

Tug-boat (tug'bot). Ti. A strongly built

steam-boat, used for dragging sailing and

other vessels. Such a boat is also some

times called a Steam-tug.

Tugger (tug'er), n. One who tugs or pull*

with great effort.

Tugglngly (tug'ing-li), adv. 'With laborious,

riulling.

Tug -Iron (tug'I-ern), n. The iron on the

shaft of a wagon, to which the traces are

attached. [Vnited States.]

Tuille, TuUlette (twil, twii-et'). ». [Fr.

tuile, from L. tegula, a tile.] In milit. antifj.

one of the guard plates appended to the

tasses, to which they were frequently fas

tened by straps. They hung down ami

covered the upper part of the thigh, and

were first introduced during the reign of

Henry V.

Tullyle, Tuilzle (tul'ye), n. [See Toolye )

A broil; a quarrel; a skirmish. [Scotch.]

He said that Galium Beg . . . and your honour

were killed that same night in the tuilyte.

Sir ir. Scott.

Tuition (tu-i'shon), «. [L. tuitio, tuitionin,

guardianship, from tueor. tuitus. to see, to

look to.] l.t Guardianship; superintending

care or keeping generally.

Afterwards turning his speech to his wife and bis

son, he coinmendcdthein both with his kingdom to

the tuition of the Venetians. Xn*iies.

2 t The particular watch and care of a tutor

or guardian over his pupil or ward —3 In

struction; the act or business of teaching

the various branches of learning.

Whatever clasM'al instruction Sir Jokhua received

was under the tm/w/t of his father. MaUne.

Tultlonary (tu-i'shon-a-ri), a. Pertaining

to tuition.

Tula(to'la). n. [Hind.l A native cooklng-pl.'ice

in India. ' A plain . . . charred by camp-

fires, and ragged with tula* or native cook-

ing-placea.' Russell.

Tula-metal (to'la-inet-nl), «. [From Tula,

the Russian town where it is extensively

made] An alloy of silver, with small pro

fate, far, fat, fall: roe, met, her; pine, pin; ndto, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, 3c. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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portions of lead and copper, forming the

base of the celebrated Russian snuff-boxes

popularly called platinum boxes.

Tulcnan, Tulchin (tuleh'an, tulch'in), n.

[Comp. Sc. tulchan, tulchet, an ill made up

bundle; Gael, and Ir. tulach, a heap] A

calf's skin stuffed with straw, and set beside

a cow, to make her give her milk : used for

merly in Scotland. — Tulchan bishops, a

name derisively applied to the persons ap

pointed as titular bishops to the Scottish

sees immediately after the Reformation, in

whose names the revenues of the sees were

drawn by the lay barons who had impro

priated them. [Scotch,]

Tale (tb'la), n. [Sp.] A large club-rush or

sedge, Scirpus valulus, nat. order Cyperaceaj,

which grows to a great height, and covers

large tracts of marshy land in some parts of

California.

Tulip (tuTip), n. [Fr tulipe, from Sp. tulipa,

tulipan. It. tulipano, a tulip, from Turk.

tolipend, a name given to the flower on ac

count of its resemblance to a turban. See

Turban] A genus of plants (Tulipa), nat

order Liliaceee. The species are herbaceous

plants, developed from a bulb, inhabiting

the warmer parts of Europe and Asia Minor,

and are much cultivated for the beauty of

the flowers. About forty species have been

described, of which the most noted is the

common garden tulip (T. gesneriana), a na

tive of the Levant, and introduced into

England about 1577. Upwards of 1000 va

rieties of this plant have been enumerated,

and these varieties have been divided into

four families, viz. bizarres (characterized by

a yellow ground marked with purple or

scarlet), byblcemens (a white ground varie

gated with violet or purple of various

shades), roses {z white ground, marked with

rose, scarlet, or crimson), and seIfs (a white

or yellow ground without any marks).

Several other species are cultivated. The

wild tulip (7\ sylvestris) is a doubtful native

of Britain, and grows in chalk pits and

quarries. It has yellow flowers, and blooms

in April and May. The sweet-scented tulip

or Van Thol tulip (7*. suavtolens), although

far inferior as a flower to the common or gar

den tulip, is much prized for its fragrance,

and for appearing more early in the season.

It is much grown in pots in windows.

Tulipist (tu'lip-ist), n. A cultivator of tulips.

Tulipomania (tu1ip-d-ma"ni-a), n. [Tulip,

and L. mania, madness. Reckman says the

word was coined by Menage.] A violent

passion for the cultivation or acquisition of

tulips. This species of mania began to ex

hibit itself in Holland about the year 1634,

when it seemed to seize on all classes like

an epidemic, leading to disasters such as

result from great financial catastrophes.

Tulip-marts were established in Amsterdam,

Rotterdam, Haarlem, Leyden, and other

towns, where roots were sold and resold as

stocks on the exchange. A single root of

Semper Augustus was thought cheap at 5500

florins, and on one occasion 12 acres of build

ing lots was offered for a single root of this

species at Haarlem. The mania raged for

several years till the government found it

necessary to interfere. Dutch floriculturists

still hold the tulip in especial esteem.

Tulipomaniac (tu/lip-6-ma"ni-ak), n. One

who is affected with tulipomania.

Tulip-tree (tu/lip-tre). n. An American tree

Iwaring flowers resembling the tulip, the

Lirwdendron tulipifera. nat. order Mag-

noliacese. It is one of the most magnificent

Flower of Tulip-tree (f.iriodendron tulififera\.

of the forest trees in the temperate parts of

North America. Throughout the States it

is generally known by the name of poplar,

white wood, or canoe-wood. It attains a

height of from 80 to 140 feet, the trunk

being from 3 to 8 or 9 feet in diameter. The

wood is light, compact, and fine-grained,

and is employed for various useful purposes,

such as the interior work of houses, coach-

panels, door-panels, wainscots, mouldings

of chimney-pieces, bedsteads, trunks, &c.

The Indians of the Middle and Western

States prefer this tree for their canoes. The

bark, especially of the roots, has an aro

matic smell and bitter taste, and has been

used in medicine as a tonic and febrifuge.

In this country the tulip-tree is cultivated

as an ornamental tree. See Liriodkndron.

Tulip-wood (tu'lip-wud), n. See Puvsoca-

LVMMA.

Tulle (tul), n. A kind of thin, open net, silk

fabric, originally manufactured at Tulle in

France, in narrow strips, and much used in

female head-dresses, collars, &c.

Tulle, t Tull,t v.t. [SeeToLE.] To allure; to

entice. Chaucer.

TuUlan (tul'li-an), a. [From Marcus Tullius

Cicero, the great Romau orator.] Of, per

taining to, or resembling Tully or Cicero;

Ciceronian.

Tulwar (tulwar), n. [Hind.] The East In

dian sabre.

The wounds, many of them veryserious and severe,

were indicted by the sabre or native tulwar,

W. H. Russell,

TumbeW (tunYbek-i), n. See Toumbeki.

Tumble (tum'bl), v.i. [Directly from the

Scandinavian: Dan. tumle, 8w. t inula, to

tumble, to toss, to reel, freq. forms allied

to A Sax. tumbian, to dance, which gives

rise to meaning 3; allied also to D. tuimelen,

to tumble, G. taumeln, to reel, to stagger.

The word has passed from the Germanic

into the Romance languages, hence Fr. tom-

ber, to falL See Tumbrel] 1. To roll about

by turning one way and the other; to toss;

to roll; to pitch about; as, a person in pain

tumbles and tosses; waves tumble. 'Hedge

hogs which lie tumbling in my barefoot way. '

Shak,—2. To lose footing or support and fall

to the ground; to come down suddenly and

violently; to be precipitated ; as, to tumble

from a scaffold. 'To stand or walk, to rise

or tumble,' Prior.

And here had faU'n a great p.irt of a tower

Whole, like a crag tli.it turnties from the cliff.

Ten nysvn.

3. To play mountebank tricks, by various

librations, movements, and contortions of

the body. —To tumble in, to tumble home,

said of a ship's sides when they incline in

above the extreme breadth.—To tumble to,

to understand ; to comprehend. [Slang]

To other ears than mine the closing remark would

have appeared impertinent; but I 'tumbled to' it

immediately. Mayheiv.

Tumble ( tum'bl ), v.t. pret. <fc pp. tumbled;

ppr. tumbling. 1 To turn over; to turn or

throw about for examination or searching :

often with over; as. to tumble over books or

f>apers; to tumble over clothes. 'Tumbling

t over and over in his thoughts.' Bacon.

They tumble all their little quivers o'er

To choose propitious shafts. Friar.

2. To disturb; to disorder; to rumple; as,

to tumble a bed.—3. To throw by chance or

violence.

I learnt more from her in a Sash

Than if my brainpan were an empty hull,

And every Muse tumbled* science in. Tennyson.

4. To throw down ; to overturn or overthrow ;

to cast to the ground; to precipitate. 'To

tumble down thy husband and thyself.'

Shah.

King Lycurgus, while he fought in vain

His friend to free, was tumbled on the plain.

Dryden.

—To tumble in, in carp, to fit, as a piece of

timber, into other work.

Tumble (tum'bl), n. A fall; a rolling over.

A country fellow got an unlucky tumble from a tree.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Tumble-bug, Tumble-dung (tum'id-bug.

tum'bl-dungt, ». A species of dung-heetle.

the Coprobiux volvewt, common in the United

States, which rolls about balls of dung con

taining its eggs.

Tumble-down (tumtd-doun). a. In a fall

ing state; ruinous. 'Slovenly tumble-down

cottages of villanous aspect." Lord Lutton.

[Colloq ]

Tumble-home (tum'bl-hom), n. Xaitt. the

part of a ship which falls inward above the

extreme breadth.

Tumbler (tum'hler), n. 1. One who tumbles;

one who plays the tricks of a mountebank,

such as turning summersaults, walking on

the hands, and the like.

\Vh;it incredible and astonishing actions do we find

ropo-dancers and tumblers bring their bodies to.

Locke.

2. A large drinking glass of a cylindrical

form, or of the form of the frustum of an

inverted cone : so called because formerly,

from its base ending in a point, it could not

be set down till completely empty of liquor;

also, the contents of such a glass.

The room was fragrant with the smell of punch, a

tumbler of which grateful compound stood upon a

small round table. Dickens.

3. A variety of the domestic pigeon, so called

from his practice of tumbling or turning

over in flight. It is a short-bodied pigeon,

of a plain colour, black, blue, or white.—

4. A sort of dog, so called from his practice

of tumbling before he attacks his prey. This

kind of dog was formerly employed for

catching rabbits.—5 A sort of spring-latch

in a lock which detains the bolt so as to

prevent its motion, until a key lifts it and

sets the bolt at liberty.— 6. A tumbrel. Sir

H'. Scott. — 7. One of the religious sect

known as Tunkers (which see).

Tumblerful (tum'ider-ful), n. A quantity

sufficient to fill a tumbler; as much as a

tumbler can contain.

Tumbling-bay (tum'bliug-ba), n. An over

fall or weir in a canal.

Tumbling-net (tum'bling-net), n. See

Trammel-set.

Tumbrel, Tumbril (tum'brel, tumbril), n.

[O.Fr. tomberel, Fr. tombereau, a dung-cart,

from tomber, to fall, from the body of the

cart being capable of being turned up and

the coutents tumbled out without unyok

ing. See Tumble] 1. A ducking stool for

merly used for the punishment of scolding

women. See Dlckisg-stool.— 2. A dung-

cart; a sort of low carriage with two wheels

occasionally used by farmers for the most

ordinary purposes.

My corps is in a tumbril laid, among

The film and ordure, and inclosed with dung.

Dryden.

3. A covered cart or carriage with two

wheels, which accompanies troops or artil

lery, for conveying the tools of pioneers.

cartridges, and the like—4. A sort of cir

cular cage or crib, made of osiers or twigs,

used in some parts of England for feeding

sheep in the winter.

Tumefaction (tu-me-fak'Bhon), n. [L. fu-

me/acio, to make tumid. See TUMID.] The

act or process of swelling or rising into a

tumour; a tumour; a swelling. 'Tumefac

tions iu the whole body or parts.' Arbuth-

not.

Tumefy' (tu'me-fi), v.t. pret. cfc pp. tumefied;

ppr. tumefying. [Ft. tumtfter, from L. tu-

uiefacio — tumeo, to swell, and faeio, to

make] To swell or cause to swell or be

tumid. 'To swell, tumefy, stiffen, not the

diction only, but the tenor of the thought'

De Quincey.

Tumefy (tu'me-fi), v.i. To swell; to rise in

a tumour.

Tumescence (tu-mes'ens), n. The state of

growing tumid; tumefaction.

Tumid (tu'mid), a. [L. tumidus, from tumeo,

to swell, from root tu, producing also tumu

lus, tumultus, tumor, tuber, Ac., whence E.

tumult, tumour, &c. Akin tomb.] 1. Being

swelled, enlarged, or distended; as, a tumid

leg; tumid flesh. —2. rrotuberant; rising

above the level. ' So high as heaved the

tumid hills.' Milton.— Z. Swelling in sound

or sense; pompous; puffy; bombastic; falsely

sublime; as, a tumid expression; a tumid

style.

Shall gentle Coleridge pass unnoticed here.

To turgid ode and tumid stanza dear! Byron.

Tumidity (tu-mfd'i-ti),n. The state or qua

lity of being tumid; a swelled state.

Tumidly (tu'mid-li), adv. In a tumid man

ner orform.

Tumidness (tu'mid-nes), n. A swelling or

swelled state: tumidity.

Tummals (tum'alz), n. [Probably a corrup

tion of L. tumulu*, a mound, a heap.] In

mining, a heap, as of waste.

Tumor (tu'mor). n. See TUMOUR.

Tumorous* (tu'mor-us), a. 1. Swelling;

protuberant. SirH. Wotton.—2. Vainly pom

pous; bombastic, as language or style; fus

tian; falsely magnificent.

According to their subject. lhc*e styles vary; for

that which is high and lofty, declaring excellent

matter, becomes vast and tumorous, speaking of

petty and inferior things. B. Jonson.

Tumour (tu'mor). n. [L. tumor, from tumeo,

to swell. See Tl'MlD] 1. In surg. in Its

widest sense, a morbid enlargement or

swelling of any part of the body or of any

kind; more strictly, however, it implies a

permanent swelling occasioned by a new

ch, cham; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin?; th. (Aen; th, *Ain; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, arure. —See KEY.
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i^owth. and not a mere enlargement of a

natural part, which is called hypertrophy.

Tumours may be divided into three well-

defined classes ; (a) simple, solid, benign, or

innocent tumours, the substance of which

has anatomical resemblance to some tissues

of the body; they gradually increase in site,

and generally only produce inconvenience

from the great bulk they sometimes attain:

a complete cure may be effected by simple

excision. (6) Malignant or cancerous tu

mours, which bear no resemblance in sub

stance to nurmal tissue; they are exceed

ingly liable to ulceration, they invade all

the textures of the part in which they occur,

affecting the mass of the blood, and termi

nate fatally; when excised they are apt to

recur in remote parts of the body, (c) Semi-

malignant tumours, which closely reBemble

in structure the part in which they are

seated ; they may recur after excision, or

may gradually spread to all the neighbour

ing tissues, and ultimately cause death by

ulceration; but they do not affect the lym

phatic system nor reappear in remote parts

of the body after excision. Innocent tu

mours are often named from the tissues in

which they occur, as adipose or fatty tu

mours, fibrous tumours, cartilaginous tu

mours, bony tumours, and the like. Of the

malignant class cancer Is a well-known ex

ample. See Cancer.—2. A swell or rise, as

of water. [Rare.]

One tumour drrnvn'd another, billows strove

To outs well Ambition, water air outdrove.

B. Jouson

3. Affected pomp ; bombast In language ;

swelling words or expressions; false magnifi

cence or sublimity. [Rare.]

Better, however, to be a flippant, than, by a revolt

ing form of tumour and perplexity, to lead men into

hi Sits of intellect such as result from the modern vice

of English style. De Qutncty.

Tumoured (tu'mord), a. Distended; swelled.

Junius. [Rare.]

Tump (tump), n. [W- turnip, a round mass,

a hillock. Akin L. tumulus, a heap, E.

tomb. See Tumid. ] A little hillock.

Every bush and turnftna hillock quite knows how

to look. Gtorge Eliot.

Tump (tump), v.t. In hort. to form a mass

of earth or a hillock round, as round a

plant; as, to tump teasel.

Tump (tump), v.t. fProbably Indian] To

draw a deer or other animal home after it

has been killed. [United States.]

Tump-line (tump'lin), n. A strap placed

across the forehead to assist a man carrying

a pack on his back. [United States]

Tum-tum (tum'tumX n. A favourite dish In

the West Indies, made by beating the boiled

fdantaiu quite soft in a wooden mortar. It

s eaten like a potato-pudding, or made into

round cakes and fried.

Tumulax(tu'mu-ler),o- Same as Tumulary.

Pinkerton.

Tumulary (tu'mfl-la-ri), a. [L. tumulus, a

heap. See Tumid] Consisting in a heap;

formed or being in a heap or hillock. 'The

sea . . . bounded by red tumulary cliffs.'

W. H Russell.

Tumulate (tu'mu-lat), v.t. [L. tumulo,

tumitlatum, to cover with a mound, to bury,

from tumulus, a mound. See Tumid.] To

cover with a mound; to bury.

Tumulate (tu'mu-lat), v.i. To swell.

His heart begins to rise, and his passions to tumu

late and ferment into a storm. If'iikins.

Tumulosity (tu-mu-los'i-ti), n. The state of

being tumulous. Bailey. [Rare.]

Tumulous, Tumulose (tu'mu-lus, tu'mfi-

16b), a. [L. tumulosus. from fumufujr, a

mound.] Full of mounds or hills. Bailey.

[Rare]

Tumult (tu'mult), n. [L. tumultus. from

tutneo, to swell. See Tumid. ] 1. The

commotion, disturbance, or agitation of a

multitude, usually accompanied with great

noise, uproar, and confuBion of voices ; an

uproar.

What meaneth the noise of this tumultt

i Sam. iv 14.

With ireful taunts each other they oppose,

Till in loud tumult all the Greeks arose. Pcfe.

*2. Violent commotion or agitation, with

confusion of sounds; as, the tumult of the

elements. Addison,— 3. Agitation; high

excitement; irregular or confused motion;

as. the tumult of the spirits or passions —

Syn. Uproar, ferment, disturbance, turbu

lence, disorder, confusion, noise, bluster,

hubbub, hustle, stir, brawl, riot.

Tumultt (tu'mult), v.i To make a tumult,

to be in great commotion.

They who attended them without, tumnlting at

the death of their masters, were beaten back.

Milton.

Tumultert (tu'mult-er), n. One who raises

or takes part in a tumult.

Afterwards he severely punished the tumulters.

Milton.

Tumultuarily (tu-mul'tu-a-ri-li), ado. In

a tumultuary or disorderly manner. Abp.

Sandys.

Tumultuariness (tu-murtu-a-ri-nes). n.

Disorderly or tumultuous conduct ; turbu

lence; disposition to tumult.

The tumultuariness of the people, or the factious

ness of presbyters, pave occasion to invent new

models. Etkon fiajittke.

Tumultuary (tu-rourtu-a-ri), a. [Fr. ru-

multuaire, L. tumidtuarius, from L. tu-

multus. .See Tumult] 1. Disorderly; pro

miscuous; confused; as, a tumultuary con

flict 'A tumultuary attack of the Celtic

peasants.' Macaulay.

Then, according' to circumstances, came sudden

flight or tumultuary skirmish. Dt Quincey.

2. Restless; agitated; unquiet.

Men who live without religion, live always in a

tumultuary and restless state. Atterbnry.

Tumultuatet (tu-mul'tu-at), v.i. [L. tumul-

tuor, tumultuatus, from tumultus. See

Tumult.] To make a tumult.

Like an opposed torrent, it tumultuates, grows

higher and higher. South.

Tumultuatlon (tu-murtu-a"8hon). n. [L.

tumultuatio. See TUMCLTUATE. ] Commo

tion; irregular or disorderly movement; as,

the tumultuation of the parts of a fluid.

Tumultuous (tu-mul'tu-us), a. [Fr. tumul-

tueux, ii tumtUtuosus. from tumultus. See

Tumult] 1. Full of tumult, disorder, or

confusion; conducted with tumult; disor

derly; as, a tumultuous conflict or retreat.

2. Conducted with or characterized by up

roar, noise, confusion, or the like; as, a tu

multuousassembly.—3. Agitated; disturbed,

as by passion or the like.

His dire attempt, which nigh the birth,

Now rolling boils in his tumultuous breast.

Milton.

4. Turbulent; violent.

Furiously running in upon him, with tumultuous

speech he raught from his head his rich cap of sables.

Knolles.

SYS. Noisy, confused, turbulent; violent,

agitated, disturbed, boisterous, riotous, dis

orderly, irregular.

Tumuituoualy (tii-mul'tu-us-li), adv. In a

tumultuous manner; with turbulence; by a

disorderly multitude. Tennyson.

TumultuousnesB(tu-mul'tu-us-nes), n. The

state of being tumultuous; disorder; com

motion.

Keep down this boiling and tumultuousness of the

soul. Hammond.

Tumulus (tu'mu-lus), n. pi. Tumuli (tu'-

inu-li). [L. , a hillock, from tumeo, to swell.

See Tumid.] A barrow, or artificial burial

mound of earth. See Barrow.

Tun (tun), n. [A. Sax. tunne, a large vessel,

a butt; Icel. Sw. and OH G. tunna, L.G.

tunne, D. ton, G. tonne—cask. tun. The

word seems to have passed from the Teu

tonic into the Romance and Celtic tongues:

Fr. form* (with the derivative forms ton-

neau, Sp. and Pg. tonel), Ir. and Gael, tunna,

tonna, w. tynell. The German forms them

selves are probably foreign, and I, firm, a

wine-vessel, has been suggested as the ori

gin of all, but with no great probability.

Ton is the same word. Tunnel is a deriva

tive.] 1. A name originally applied to all

large casks or similar vessels for containing

liquids or the like. Hence—2. A certain

measure or quantity such as would be con

tained in this vessel, as the old English tun

of wine, whieh contained 4 hogsheads, or

252 gallons, but in Britain all higher mea

sures than the gallon are no longer legal —

3 t The ton weight of 2240 lbs. As the liquid

tun would weigh a little over 2000 lbs. it is

probable the weight was taken from the

measure of capacity.—4. A certain quantity

of timber, consisting of 40 solid feet if round,

or 54 feet if square. —5. Proverbially, a large

quantity. ' Drawn tunsot blood out of thy

country's breast.' Shak—6. A molluscous

shell, belonging to the various species of the

genus Dolium.

Tun (tun), v.t. pret. otpp tunned ; ppr. tun

ning. To put into casks.

The same juice tunned up. arms itself with tirtar.

Boyle.

Tunable (tun'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being

put in tune, or made harmonious —2. Har

monious; musical ; tuneful. ' And tunable

as sylvan pipe or song.' Milton.

Tunableness (tun'a-bl-nea). n. The state

or quality of being tunable ; harmony ;

melodiousness. 'The tunableness &nd chim

ing of verse.* Swift.

Tunably (tun'a-bli), adv. In a tunable

manner; harmoniously; musically. 'Nor

sing tunably. ' Skelton.

Tun-bellied (tun bel-lid), a. Having a large

protuberant belly ; resembling a tun in ap

pearance.

Tun-beUy (tunT)el-li), u. A large protuber

ant belly, having the appearance of a tun.

'A double chin and a tun -belly.' Tom

Brown.

Tun-dish* (tun'dish), n. A funnel. 'Fill

ing a bottle with a tun-dish.' Shak.

Tundra (tuu'dra). n, A term applied to the

immense stretches of flat, boggy country,

extending through the northern part of

Siberia and part of Russia, where vegetation

takes an arctic character. They are frozen

the greater part of the year.

Tune (tun), n, [A form of tone. See Tone]

1. A sound; a tone. ' Nor are my ears with

thy tongue's tune delighted.' Shak—2. A

rhythmical, melodious succession or series

of musical tones produced by one voice or

instrument, or by several voices or instru

ments in unison; an air; a melody. The

terra, however, is sometimes used to include

both the air and the combined parts (as

alto, tenor, bass) with which it is harmon

ized.

Tunes and airs have in themselves some affinity

with the affections; as merry tunes, doleful tunes.

solemn tunes. Bacon.

3. Correct intonation in singing or play

ing; the condition or quality of producing

or being able to produce tones in unison,

harmony, or due lelation with others; the

normal adjustment of the parts of a musical

instrument so as to produce its tones in

correct key-relationship, or in harnimy or

concert with other instruments. 'Like sweet

bells jangled, out of tune and harsh.' Shak.

Strange ! that a harp of thousand strings

Should Iteeji in tune so long. It'atts.

4. Frame of mind; mood; temper, especially

temper for the time being; as, not to be iu

the proper tune; his tune was now changed;

hence, to be in run*, to be in the right dis

position, fit temper or humour.

The poor distresved Lear's 1' the town

Who sometime, in his better tune, remembers

What we are come about. Sm&Jt.

A child will learn three times as fast when he is in

tune, as he will when he is dragged to his task.

Locke

5. In phren. one of the perceptive faculties.

Its organ is situated above the external

angle of the orbit of the eye, as high as the

middle of the forehead on each side of the

temporal ridge. This faculty gives the per

ception of melody or harmony- See Phren

ology. — To the tune of, to the sum or

amount of. (Colloq.)

We had been robbed to the tune oj about four hun

dred pounds. Marryat.

Tune (tun), v.t. pret. <fc pp. tuned; ppr. tun

ing, l. To put into a state adapted to produce

the proper sounds; to cause to be in tune;

as, to tune a piano; to tune a violin.

Tune your harps.

Ye angels, to that sound! Dryden.

2. To Blng with melody or harmony.

Fountains, and ye that warble as ye flow

Melodious murmurs, warbling, tune his praise.

Milton.

3. To give a special tone or character to ;

to attune.

For now to sorrow I must tune my song. Milton.

4. To put into a state proper for any pur

pose, or adapted to produce a particular

effect.

Especially he hath incurred the everlasting dis

pleasure of the king, who had even tuned his lounty

to sing happiness to him. Shak.

Tune (tun), v. i. 1. To form melodious or ac

cordant sounds.

Whilst tuning to the water's fall.

The small birds sang to her, Drayton.

2. To utter inarticulate musical sounds with

the voice; to sing without using words: to

hum a tune. [Rare.]

Tuneful (tun'ful), a. Harmonious; melo

dious; musical; as, tuneful notes; tuneful

birds ' His tuneful tongue.* Pope.

Tunefully (tun'ful-li). adv. In a tuneful

manner; harmoniously; musically. 'The

praises of God, tunefully performed.' At-

terbury.

Tunefulness (tfra'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being tuneful

Fate, far, fat. fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, m&ve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; J\ Sc. tey.
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Tuneless ( tun'les ), o. 1. Unmusical ; un-

harinonioua.

How often have I led thy sportive choir.

With tutuless pipe, beside the murmuring Loire !

Goldsmith.

2. Not employed in making music; as, a

tuneless harp. Spenser.—'A. Not expressed

rhythmically or musically; unexpressed;

silent; without voice or utterance.

On thy voiceless shore

The heroic lay is tuneless now—

The heroic bosom beats no more I Byron.

Tuner (tun'er), n. One who tunes; specifi

cally, one whose occupation is to tune musi

cal instruments.

Tung-oil (tung'oil), n. A valuable wood oil,

expressed in China from the seeds of Elceo-

eoeca oleifera, which is much used for paint

ing boats, furniture, &c.

Tungstate (tung'stat), n. A salt of tung-

stic acid; as, tungstate of lime.

Tungsten (tungsten), n. [Sw. and Dan.

tttng, heavy, and sten, stone, heavy stone,

or ponderous ore, so named from the den

sity of its ores.] 1. At. wt. 184. Sym. W.

A metal discovered by D'Elhuyart in 1781.

It has a grayish white colour, and consider

able lustre. It is brittle, nearly as hard

as steel, and less fusible than manganese.

Its specific gravity varies from 17'5 to 18*5.

When heated to redness in the open air it

takes fire, and is converted into tungstic

oxide (\V02). and it undergoes the same

change by the action of hydrochloric acid.

Digested with a concentrated solution of

pure potash, it is dissolved with disengage

ment of hydrogen gas, and tungstate of

potash is generated. The ores of this metal

are the native tungstate of lime, and the

tungstate of iron and manganese, which

latter is also known by the name of wolf

ram, and the same name is also given to

the metal. Tungsten may be procured in

the metallic state by exposing tungstic

oxide to the action of charcoal or dry hydro

gen gas at a red heat, but an exceedingly

intense heat is required for fusing the metal.

2. Au obsolete name for the native tungstate

of lime.

Tungstenlc (tung-sten'fk), a. Pertaining

to or procured from tungsten; tungstic.

Tungstic (tung'stik), a. Of or pertaining to

or obtained from tungsten ; as, u> ngstic acid,

an acid obtained by precipitating a solution

of tungstic oxide in an alkali by addition of

acid. It has the composition HS\V04 ; it is

dibasic.

Tungusic (tun-gns'ik), a. A term applied

to a group of Turanian tongues spoken by

tribes in the north-east of Asia The most

prominent dialect is the Manchu, spoken by

the tribes who conquered China in 1644.

Tunhoof (tun'hof), «• Ground-ivy; alehoof.

Tunic (tu'nik). n. [L tunica, a tunic, from

the root tan, to stretch, whence also E. thin

(which see). ] 1. A very ancient form of gar

ment in constant use among the Greeks (see

CHITON), and ultimately adopted by the

Romans. Among the Romans the tunic was

an under garment worn by both sexes (under

the tn'ja and the paUa). and was fastened

by a girdle or belt about the waist. The tunic

was at first worn without sleeves. The sena

tors had a broad stripe of purple (called

latus daunt*) sewed on the breast of their

tunic, and the equites had a narrow stripe

(called anguatu* clarrns) on the breast.

Hence the terms laticlavii and angusti-

clavii applied to persons of these orders.—

2. A somewhat similar garment formerly

worn in this country and elsewhere; at the

present day a loose garment worn by women

and boys drawn in at the waist and reaching

not far below it — 3. In eecle*. a dress worn

by the subdeacon, made originally of linen,

reaching to the feet, and then of an inferior

silk, and narrower than the dalmatic of the

deacon, with shorter and tighter sleeves.

SeeDALMATiCA—4. A military surcoat; the

garment worn by a knight over his armour,

6. In anat a membrane that covers or com

poses some part or organ; as. the tunica or

coats of the eye; the tunics of the stomach,

&c.—6. A natural covering; an integument;

as, (a) in zool. one of the layers which form

the covering of a tunicary. See Tunicata.

(6) In hot. any loose membranous skin not

formed from epidermis; the skin of a seed;

also, the peridium of certain fungals.

Tunicary (tu'ni-ka-ri), n. One of the

Tunicata (which see).

Tunicata (tu-ni-ka'ta), n. pi. An order of

mnlluscoida or lower molltisca, which are

enveloped in a coriaceous tunic or mantle.

provided with two orifices, the one bran

chial, and the other anal, and covering be

neath it a second tunic, which adheres to the

outer one at the orifices; the ascidians.

These animals are popularly named sea

squirts, and are found either solitary or in

groups, fixed or floating, and sometimes

joined together in a common mass. See As-

cn>iA.

Tunicate, Tunlcated (tu'ni-kat, tu'ni-kat-

e<t), a. 1. In hot. covered with a tunic or

membranes; coated.—A tunicated bulb, one

composed of numerous concentric coats, as

an onion.—2. Enveloped in a tunic or mantle;

belonging to the Tunicata; as, the tunicate

molluscs.

Tunicle (tu'ni-kl), n. [Dim. of funic] 1. A

small and delicate natural covering; a fine

integument. 'The tunicle* that make the

ball or apple of the eye. ' Holla nd. — 2. Eccles.

same as Tunic, 2. When used in the plural

it signifies the vestments, including dalmatic

and tunic, worn by the deacon when read

ing the epistle.

Tuning (tun'ing), n. The art or operation of

adjusting a musical instrument so that the

various sounds may be all at due intervals,

and the scale of the instrument brought

into as correct a state as possible. For the

tuning of fixed-toned instruments see Tem

perament.

Tuning-fork (tun'ing-fork), n. A steel in

strument with two prongs, designed when

set in vibration to give a musical sound of a

certain fixed pitch. The ordinary tuning-

fork sounds only one note—usually the mid

dle or tenor C in this country, and A in

Germany; but some are made with a slider

on each prong, which, according as It is

moved up or down, regulates the pitch of

the note produced.

Tiuiing-hanimer(tun'ing-ham-mer), n. An

instrument used by pianoforte tuners; It has

two heads on the handle and so resembles

a hammer.

Tuning -key (tOnlng-ke), n. A kind of

wrench used for imparting the proper ten

sion to the strings of pianofortes, etc.

Tunisian (tu-nis'i-an), n. A native or in

habitant of Tunis.

Tunisian (tu-nis'i-an), a. Of or pertaining

to Tunis or its inhabitants.

Tunker (tung/kerX ». [G. tunken, to dip]

One of a religious sect in America which

was founded by Conrad Peysel, a German,

in 1724, and which takes its name from the

mode of baptizing converts by plunging

them three times into the water. They re

ject infant baptism; use great plainness of

dress and language; refuse to take oaths or

to fight; and anoint the sick with oil in

order to their recovery, depending upon

this unction and prayer, and rejecting the

use of medicine. Every brother is allowed

to speak in the congregation, and their best

speaker is usually ordained to be their

preacher. Also called IHpper, Dunker, and

Tumbler.

Tunnage Uim'aj). See Tonnage.

Tunnel (tun'el), n. [In sense 1 probably di

rectly from tun, from being used to fill tuns

or casks; comp. tun-dish. In sense 3 from

Fr. tannelle, a round-topped arbour, an alley

with arched top, from tonne, a cask, also an

arbour, from its form and structure. (See

Tun.) Sense 2 may be from sense 1, comp.

funnel. ] 1. A vessel with a wide opening

at one end and a narrow one at the other,

by which liquids are poured into casks,

bottles, and the like; a funnel.

For the help of the hearing, make an instrument

like a tunnel, the n.irrow part of the bigness of the

hole of the ear, ami the broader end much larger.

£itcon.

2. The opening of a chimney for the passage

of smoke; a funnel.

And one great chimney, whose long funnel thence

The snioak forth threw. Spenser.

3. In engin. a subterranean passage cut

through a hill, a rock, or any eminence, or

under a river, a town, Ac, to carry a canal, a

road, or a railway in an advantageous course.

In the construction of canals and railways

tunnels are frequently had recourse to in

order to preserve the desired level, and for

various other local causes. Tunnels when

not pierced through solid rock have usually

an arched roof and are lined with brickwork

or masonry. The sectional form of the pas

sage is various. The cuts show two sections

of the St. Gothnrd tunnel, which connects

the railway systems of Switzerland and Ger

many with that of Italy, and has the great

length of fully !»i miles. The one section

shows how in some parts the tunnel requires

to be strengthened with an arching of

masonry all round to resist pressure up*

St. Gothard Tunnel. Section showing construc

tion in soft strata.

wards as well as downwards; the other

shows the internal masonry in its more

common form.—4 In mining,* level passage

inel

on Italian side.

driven across the measures. or at right angles

to the veins which its object is to reach; and

thus distinguished from the drift or gang

way which is led along the vein when

reached by the tunnel. Goodrich. — 5. A

tunnel-net (which see).

Tunnel (tun'el), v. t pret. & pp. tunnelled ;

ppr. tunnelling. 1. To form or cut a tunnel

through or under; as, to tunnel the English

Channel.—2. To form like a tunnel; to hol

low out in length.

Some foreign birds not only plat and weave the

fibrous parts of vegetables together, and curiously

tunnel them and commodiously form them into nests,

but also artificially suspend them on the tender twigs

of trees. Derhatn.

3. To catch in a net called a tunnel-net.

Tunnel-head (tun'el-hed), n. The cylin

drical chimney or mouth of a blast-furnace.

Tunnel-net (tun'el-net). n. A net with a

wide mouth at one end and narrow at the

other.

Tunnel-pit, Tunnel-shaft (tun'el-pit, tun'-

el-shaft), n. A shaft sunk from the top of

the ground to meet a tunnel at a point be

tween its ends.

Tunny (tun'i), n. [It. tonno; Fr. thon; L.

thynnus, from Gr. Uiynnos, a tunny, from

thyno, to dart along. The English form

may be directly from the Italian, modified

to give it an English look.] A fish of the

genus Thynnus and family Scornberidrc, the

T. vulgaris, closely allied to the mackerel.

Tunny (Thynnus vulgaris).

These fish live in shoals in almost all the

seas of the warmer and temperate parts of

the earth. They are taken in immense quanti

ties on the Mediterranean coasts, where the

fishing is chiefly carried on. The flesh,

which somewhat resembles veal, is delicate,

and has been in request from time imme

morial. The common tunny attains a length

of from 4 feet to even 20 feet, and sometimes

exceeds half a ton in weight. Its colour is

ch, chain; 6h, Sc. loeA; g. go; J, ;ob; n. Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, fAen; th, thin: w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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a dark blue on the upper parts, and silvery-

white below. It has occasionally been

found in the British seas. The American

tunny (T. secundo-dorgalis) to found on the

American const from New York to Nova

Scotia. It attains a length sometimes of

12 feet, and yields often 20 gallons of oil.

Its flesh is esteemed excellent The alba-

core {T. pacijicu*) and the bonito (which

see) are allied species.

Tup (tup), n. [0. K. tuvpe. filso tip, so called

perhaps from the tendency of the animal to

butt with its head. Comp L.G. tuppen, top-

pen, to push, to butt, so that it may be akin

to E. fop.] A ram.

Tup (tup), v t. and t". pret. A pp tupmd; ppr.

tupping. 1. To butt, as a mm. ILouaLJ—

2. To cover, as a ram. Shak.

Tupala (tu-pi'a). il A genus of remarkable

mammals, comprising three known species.

natives of Sumatra and Java. They feed on

fruit and insects, living on trees like squir

rels, which they resemble in general appear

ance anil sprightliness, anil, more specifi

cally, in the possession of remarkably long,

bushy tails. Called also Banxring.

Tupaiadse (tu-pi'a-de). n. pi. The banx-

rtngs or 'squirrel-shrews.' a family of in

sectivorous vertebrate animals, consisting

of the single genus Tupala. See Tupaia.

Tupelo (tu'pe-lo), n [The native Indian

name ) A North American forest tree of

the genus Nyssa, the N. denticulate, nat.

order Santatacear It is a lofty tree of great

beauty. The same name is given to other

species of the genus, some of which are hIso

called Black Gum, Sour Gum, Gum Tree,

Piperidge, «fcc.

Tup-man (tup'man), n. A man who breeds

or deals in tups. [Local.]

Turaclne (tb'ra-sin), n. An animal pigment,

discovered in the primary and secondary

pinion feathers of four species of Turaco

(hence the name) or plantain-eater. It con

tains nearly 6 per cent of copper, which

cannot be removed without the destruction

of the colouring matter itself.

Turanian (tu-ra'ni-an), a. [From Turan.

See under IRANIAN 1 A term appellative of

one of the great classes into which human

speech has been divided, and including the

Vgriau or Finnish, Samoyedic, Turkish.Mou-

folian.Tuugusic, and possibly the Dravidian.

t is called also Altaic, Scythian, as well as

Agglutinate and Polytynthctic, from the

facts that its words are polysynthetic, or

composed of several distinct words, each,

even in composition, retaining its signifi

cance.

Turban (terljan). n. [O.E. turband, tur-

bant, tulibant, tulipant, tolibant, <tc, Fr.

turban. O.Fr. tolliban, Sp. and It. turbante.

from Turk, tulbend, dulbend, Ar. and Per.

dulband, turban—dul, a turn, a round, and

band, a band. Tulip is a modified form of

the same word] 1. A form of head-dress

worn by the Orientals. It varies in form

In different nations, and in different classes

of the same nation. It consists of two

parts: a quilted cap without brim, fitted to

the head; and a sash, scarf, or shawl, usually

of cotton or Muen, wound about the cap,

and sometimes hanging down the neck.—

2. A kind of head-dress worn by ladies. —3. In

conch, the whole set of whorls of a shell.

Turbandt (tertiand). n. A turban.

Turbaned (ter'band). a Wearing a turban-

'A malicious and a turban'd Turk ' Shak.

Turban-Shell (ter'ban-shel). n. Thepopular

name given to an echinus or sea-urchin

when deprived of its spines : so called from

some resemblance to a turban.

Turbantt (ter'bant). n. A turban.

Turban-top (uVban-top), n, A plant of

the genus Helvella; a kind of fungus or

mushroom.

Turbary (ter'ba-ri), n. [L L. turbaria, from

O.H.G. turba, K. turf. See Turf.] 1. In

law, a right of digging turf on another man's

land. Btackxtone.—2, The place where turf

is dug.

Turbellarla(ter-bel-l:Vri-a). n. pi. [From L

turba, a crowd, a stir, from the currents

caused by their moving cilia] An order

of Annuloida. of the class Scolecida, almost

all the members of which are aquatic and

non-parasitic. The external surface is al

ways permanently ciliated, and the animals

are destitute both of a suctorial disc and a

circlet of cephalic hooklets. A water vas

cular system is always present; the alimen

tary canal is imbedded in the parenchyma

of the body; the intestine straight or

branched; and the nervous system consist

ing of ganglia situated in the fore-part of

the body, united to one another by trans

verse cords. There are two sub -orders,

Planarida and Nemertida.

Turbellarian (ter-bel la'ri-an), a. and n.

Pertaining to or one of the order Turbel-

laria.

Turbeth (terljeth), n. See Turpkth.

Turbid (ter'bid), a. [L. turbidus, from turba,

a crowd, turbare, to trouble. See Trouble ]

1. Properly, having the lees disturbed ; but

in a more general sense, muddy ; foul with

extraneous matter; thick; not clear: used

of liquids of any kind; as, turbid water; tur

bid wine. ' Though lees make the liquid

turbut.' Bacon— 2. Vexed; disquieted; dis

turbed. ' Turbid intervals that use to attend

close prisoners.' Howell,

Turbidity (ter-bid'i-ti), n. The state of being

turbid.

Turbidly (terTdd-li). adv. 1. In a turbid

manner; muddily.—2.+ Proudly; haughtily.

'One of great merit turbidly resents them.'

Young. [A Latinism.]

Turbidneas ( ter'bid-nes ), n. The state or

quality of being turbid; muddiness.

Turbilllon (ter-bil'yon), n. [Fr. tourbillon, a

dim. from I>. turbo, a whirlwind, a whipping

top, from the same root as turba, confusion,

a crowd. See Turbid.] A whirl; a vortex.

Each of them is a sun. movinfj on its own axis, in

the centre of its own vortex or turtiihioH. Steeie.

Turbinaceoua (tor-bi-na'shus), a. [An ill-

formed word from L L. turba, turf. See TUR

BARY.] Of or belonging to peat or rather

turf; turfy; peaty. [Rare.]

The real turHnucrous flavour no sooner reached

the nose of the captain, than the beverage was turned

down his throat with symptoms of most unequivocal

applause. Sir ft'. Scott.

Turbinate, Turbinated (UVbin-at, ter'bin-

at-ed ). a. [From turbo, turbinis, a top.

See Tourbillion. ] 1. Shaped like a whip

ping top; specifically, (a) in conch, spiral

or wreathed conically from a larger base to

a kind of apex like a top; as, ti'rbinated

shells. (6) In bot. shaped like a top or cone

inverted ; narrow at the base and broad at

the apex; as, a turbinated germ, nectary, or

pericarp. —2. Whirling in the manner of a

top. 'A spiral and turbinated motion.'

Bcntley — Turbinated bones, very thin bony

plates, rolled up in the form of horns, and

situated in the nasal fossa.

Turbinate (ter'bin-at). r i. To revolve like

a top; to spin; to whirl. [Rare.]

Turbinatlon (ter-bin iVshon), n. The act of

spinning or whirling, as a top.

Turbine (ter'bin), n, [L, turbo, turbinvt,

that which spins or whirls round, whirl.

See Tourbillion, Turbinate. Ac. ] A kind

of horizontal water-wheel, made to revolve

Section of Turbine.

by the escape of water through orifices,

under the influence of pressure derived from

a fall. Turbines are now made after a vast

variety of patterns. The oldest and simplest

is the Scotch turbine, or Barker's mill (which

see). In another common form the water

fiasses vertically down through the wheel

ictween fixed screw blades, winch give it a

spiral motion, and then strikes similar blades

attached to a movable spindle, but placed

in the opposite direction, so that the impact

of the water communicates a rotatory mo

tion to the blades and spindles. Or the

water may be passed from the centre hori

zontally outwards through fixed curved

blades, so as to give it a tangential motion,

and thereby cause it to act on the blades

of the wheel which revolves outside. In the

example represented in the annexed cut,

the water is introduced into a close cast-iron

vessel a, by the pipe b, connecting it with

the reservoir. Here, by virtue of its pres

sure, it tends to escape by any aperture

which maybe presented; but the only aper

tures consist of a series of curved float-boards

//, fixed to a horizontal plate g, mounted

upon a central axis h, which passes upwards

through a tube connecting the upper and

lower covers, c and d, of the vessel a. An

other series of curved plates ee, is fixed to

the upper surface of the disc d, to give ft

determinate direction to the water before

flowing out at the fioat-ltoards,and the curves

of these various parts are so adjusted as to

render the reactive force of the water avail

able to the utmost extent in producing: a

circular motion, and thus carrying round

the disc and the axis h with which the ma

chinery to be impelled is connected.

Turbinidse(tcr-bin'i-de),n.f>i. [See Tirbo.I

A family of marine, phytophagous, gaster-

opodous molluscs, characterized by a shell

turbinated or pyramidal, and nacreous in

side, and a horny and multispiral opercu

lum, or a calcareous and paucispiral one.

They are allied to theTrochidw. SeeTfRBo.

Turbinite. Turblte (ter'bin-it, terTdt), n.

A petrified shell of the turbo kind.

Turbit (terldt), n. [In meaning 1 perhaps

corruption of D. name kort-bek, short-l>eak.)

1. A variety of the domestic pigeon, remark

able for its short beak. The head is fiat, and

the feathers on the breast spread both ways.

2. The turlK>t.

Turblth (ter'bith), il An incorrect spelling

of Turpeth (which see).

Turbo (ter'bd), n, [L , a whirling or turning

round, a top] A genus of gasteropodous

molluscs, the type of the family Turbinidse.

It comprises all those species which have a

completely and regularly turbinated shell

and a perfectly round aperture. The animal

resembles a Umax or slug. The periwinkle

is an example. There are. about sixty living

species found in all seas ; and upwards of

3tM) fossil species found from the lower

Silurian upwards.

Turbot (ter'bot), n. [Formerly also written

Turbot [Rhombus t rimus).

turbet, turbutte. A word of doubtful origin.

It may perhaps be Celtic originally; comp.

W, for&irf, Ir. turbit, Gael, turbaui. Armor.

turboden, tulbazen, a turbot; so that Fr. tur

bot, O. D. turbot would like the English be bor

rowed forms. \V.f«r6wfseems tolkefromror.

a bulge, a belly, and ptvt, something short

and squat. Die* and Brachet. however, would

derive Fr. turbot from L. turbo, a whipping

top, comparing Gr. rhomb<>*, which means

both top and turbot, there being a supposed

similarity in shape. The latter part of the

word might also be explained as meaning

flat-fish by itself =6u( in halibut. It bot, a

rlaice, G. butte, a flat-fish ; comp. also G.

utt, Dan but, abort and thick.] A well-

known and highly esteemed fish of the genus

Rhombus or Pleuronectes (R or P. maxi-

mus). family Pleuronectido; or fiat-fishes

Next to the halibut, the turbot is the largest

of the Pleuroneetida.1 found on the British

coast, and is the most highly esteemed for

the table. It is of a short and broad form,

and rather deeper than many of the flat

fishes. The colour is brow n on the left side,

which is usually the npper aide, or that

on which the eyes are placed through the

twisting of the head. It attains ft large

size, sometimes weighing from 70 to 00 lb*.

The American or spotted turbot (lihombu*

uutcutatus), common on the coasts of New

England and New York, attains a weighiof

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 5*. 8c tey.
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20 lbs., and is much esteemed for the

table.

Turbulence (terTm-lens), n. [See Turbu-

LKNT.J The state or quality of being tur

bulent; a disturbed state; tumultuousness ;

agitation; disorder; commotion; refractori

ness; insubordination. ' The years of inter

nal warfare and turbulence which ensued.'

Southey.

I come to calm thy turbulence of mind. Dryden.

You think this turbulence of blood

From stagnating preserves the flood. Swift.

Turbulency (ter'bu-len-si), n. The state or

quality of being turbulent ; turbulence.

* Turbulencies in the affairs of men.' Milton.

What a tale of terror, no*-, their turbulency tells

In the startled ear of night. Foe.

Turbulent (ter'bu-lent), a. [L. turbulent us,

from turbo, to disturb. See Trouble.]

1. Disturbed; agitated; tumultuous; being

in violent commotion; as, the turbulent

ocean.

*T has been a turbulent and stormy night Shak.

Calm region once.

And full of peace, now tost and turbulent. Milton.

2. Restless ; unquiet ; refractory ; disposed

to insubordination and disorder; hence, vio

lent; tumultuous; riotous; disorderly; as,

turbulent spirits. 'So untamed, so turbu

lent a mind.' Dryden.

When I that knew him fierce and turbulent

Refused her to him, then his pride awoke.

Tennyson.

3. Producing commotion or agitation.

Nor envied them the grape,

Whose heads that turbulent liquor tills with fumes.

Milton.

Turbulently (ter'bu-lent-li), adv. In a tur

bulent manner: tumultuously; with violent

agitation; with refractoriness.

Turcism (terk'izm), n. The religion, man

ners, character, or the like, of the Turks.

'Preferring Trircism to Christianity.' Atter-

bury.

Turco (tuxTco), n. The name given by the

French to the Arab tirailleur or sharp

shooter in their army. Written also Turko.

TurcoiB (terTcoiz), n. Same as Turquoiae.

Turcoman(turk'd-man), «. See Turkoman.

Turd (terd), n. [A. Sax. tord.] Excrement;

dung. [Low.]

Turdidae (ter'dl-de),;! pi. [See Turdus.] The

family of thrushes. Called also Merulidce.

TurdUS (teVdus), n. [L.J The thrush; a

genus of passerine birds. Called also Mr

uUt. See Thrush.

Tureen (tu-ren'), n. [Ft. terrine, a tureen,

lit. an earthen vessel, from terre = h. terra,

earth.} A rather large deep vessel for hold

ing soup, or other liquid food, at the table.

Also written Terreen.

Turf (terf). n. pi. Turfa (terfs), obsolete or

obsolescent Turves (tervz). [A. S:ix. and

D. turf, Icel. Sw. and L.G. tor/, Dan, tore,

OHO. zurf. zurba—turf. The Fr. tourbe

ami other Romance forms are from the

Teutonic. Comp. Skr. durvd, millet-grass;

Slav, trawa, grass.] 1. The surface orsward

of grass lands, consisting of earth or mould

filled with the roots of grass and other small

plants, so as to adhere and form a kind of

mat; a piece of earth covered with grass;

such a piece dug or torn from the ground ;

a sod.

One turfshall serve as pillow for us both. Shak.

The Greek historian sets her in the field on a high

heap of turves. Milton.

All the turf was rich in plots that look'd

Each like a garnet or a turkis in it. Tennyson.

2. A kind of blackish, fibrous, peaty sub

stance, cut from the surface of the ground,

and used as fuel. See PEAT.— The turf, the

race-course; and hence, the occupation or

profession of horse-racing.

The honours of the turfite all our own. Confer.

—On the turf, in horse-racing; making one's

chief occupation or means of living the

running of horses or betting on races.

All men are equal on the furfur under it.

Lord i,eorge Bentinck.

Turf (terf), v t. To cover with turf or sod;

as, to turf a bank or border.

And whelm all this beneath as vast a mound

As after furious battle turfs the slain. Tennyson.

Turf-Clad (terf'klad), a. Covered with turf.
•The turf clad heap of mould which covers

the poor man's grave.' Dr. Knox.

Turf-drain (tcrf'dran). n. A kind of pipe-

drain constructed with turfs cut from the

surface of the soil.

Turfen (terfn), a. Made of turf; covered

with turf.

They descended from the woods to the margin of

the stream by a flight of turfen steps. Disraeli.

Turf-hedge (terf'hej). n. A hedge or fence

formed with turf and plants of different

kinds.

Turf-house (terf'hous), n. A house or shed

formed of tnrf, common in the northern

parts of Europe.

Turnnesa (terfi-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being turfy.

Turnng-lron (terHng-i-ern), n. An imple

ment for paring off turf.

Turnng-spade (terf'ing-spad), n. An in

strument for under-cutting turf, when

marked out by the plough.

Turfite (terfit), n. A votary of the turf;

one devoted to horse-racing.

The very flashy turfite at Hyde Park Comer, and

the less flashy, but quite as turfy, gentleman who

operates at the other corner of Piccadilly.

, Thackeray .

Turf-knife (terf'nif). «• An implement for

tracing out the sides of drains, trencheB,

&c. It has a scimitar-like blade, with a

tread for the foot and a bent handle.

Turf-moss (terf'ruoB), n. A tract of turfy,

mossy, or boggy land.

Turf-plough (terf'plou), n. A plough

adapted to remove the turf from the surface

of the grouud preparatory to deep plough

ing, or for destroying grubs, Ac.

Turf-spade (terf'spad), n. A spade used for

cutting and digging turf, longer and nar

rower than the common spade.

Turfy (terf'i), a. 1. Abounding or covered

with turf; covered with short grass. 'Thy

turfy mountains, where live nibbling sheep.'

Shak.—2. Having the qualities, nature, or

appearance of turf.—3. Of or connected with

the turf or race-ground ; characteristic of

the turf or of horse-racing; sporting.

Mr. Bailey asked it again, because—accompanied

with a straddling action of the white cords, a bend

of the knees, ana a striking forth if the top-boots—

it was an easy, horse-fleshy, turfy sort of thing to do.

Dickens.

Turgent(ter'jent), a. [L turgens, turgentix,

ppr. of turgeo, to swell; whence also turgid.]

1. Swelling; tumid; rising into a tumour or

puffy state; as. when the humours are tur

gent. Dr. H. More.—2 t Tumid; turgid; in-

Hated; pompous; bombastic. 'Recompensed

with turgent titles.' Burton.

Turgesce(ter-jes'). v.i, pret. Jfcpp. turgesced;

ppr. turgegcing. [L. turgesco, to begin to

swell, inceptive verb from turgeo, to swell. ]

To become turgid; to swell; to inflate.

[Rare.]

Tumescence, Turgescency (ter-jes'ens.

ter-jes'en-si ), n. [See above.] 1. The act of

swelling; the state of being swelled.—2. In

mcd. superabundance of humours in any

part of the body —3. Empty pompousness;

inflation; bombast. Johnson.

Turgescent (ter-jes'ent), a. [L. turgetcens.]

Growing turgid; in a swelling state.

Turgid (ter'jid). o. [L. turgidiut, from turgeo,

to swell; whence turgent, turgescence, <fce. ;

connections doubtful] 1. Swelled; bloated;

distended beyond its natural state by some

internal agent or expansive force: often

applied to an enlarged part of the body;

as, a turgid limb.

A bladder held by the fire grew turgid. Boyle.

2 Tumid; pompous; inflated; bombastic;

as, a turgid style.

Some have a violent and turgid manner of talking

and thinking. If'atts.

Shall gentle Coleridge pass unnoticed here.

To turgid ode and tumid stauza dear? Byron.

Turgidlty (ter-jid'i-tO. n. 1. State of being

turgid or swollen; tumidness. Arbuthnot.

2. Hollow magnificence; bombast; turgid-

ness; pomposity. Cumberland.

Turgidly (ter'jid li), adv. In a turgid man

ner; with swelling or empty pomp; pomp

ously.

Turgidness (ter'jid-nes), n. 1. The state or

quality of being turgid ; a swelling or

swelled state of a thing; distention beyond

its natural state by some internal force or

agent, as in a limb.—2. Pompousness ; in

flated manner of writing or speaking; bom

bast; as, the turgidness of language or style.

The turgidness of a young scribbler might please

his magnificent spirit, always upon the stilts.

Il'arburton.

Turgidoust (teyjid-us), a. Turgid. BJon-

non.

Turin-nut (to-ren'nut), n. The fossil fruit

of a species of walnut: so called because

their kernels occur inclosed in calc-spar in

the upper tertiary of Turin.

Turio (tu'ri-6). n. pi. Turiones (tu-ri-o'nez).

[L.] lu bot. the subterranean bud of a per

ennial herbaceous plant, annually deve

loped, and producing a new stem, as the

young shoots of grasses which have a rhizoma

or creeping stem.

Turioniferous (tu'ri-6-nif"£r-us), a. [L.

turio, a shoot, and fero, to bear.] In bot.

having turiones; producing shoots.

Turk (terk). n. 1. A native or inhabitant of

Turkey. Hence—2. t From the established

religion in Turkey being Mohammedanism,

a follower of Mohammed; a Mohammedan.

Have mercy upon all Jews, Turks, infidels, and

heretics. Comtncn Prayer.

It is no good reason for a man's religion that he

was born and brought up in it; for then a Turk

would have as much reason to be a Turk as a Chris

tian to be a Christian. Chitlingnrorth.

3. t A sword, probably a scimitar. ' He forth

with unsheathed his trusty turkc' Whiting.

Turkeis.t n. A turquoise Chaucer.

Turkeis,t a. Turkish. Chaucer

Turkent (terTcen), v.t [See Turkis] To

furbish ; to give a new appearance to.

'Either articles of his own lately devised,

or the old newly turkened.' Thos. Rogers.

Turkess (terk'es), n. A female Turk. 'Dis

dainful Turkess.' Marloxce.

Turkey (ter'ke), n. [So called because it was

erroneously believed to have come from

Turkey] A large gallinaceous bfrd(.uVfe«-

gris galto-pavu), well known as an inmate

of our poultry-yards. It is a native of

North America, and was introduced into

Europe in the sixteenth century. Wild

turkeys abound in the forests of America,

where they feed on berries, fruits, grasses,

beetles, tadpoles, young frogs, Ac. The

plumage of the wild male turkey is a golden

bronze, shot with violet and green, and

- " ■

American Wild Turkey (Meleagris gallo-favo).

banded with black. It has a curious tuft of

hair-like feathers projecting from the breast.

Its average lengt h is 4 feet. On account of its

size and the excellence of its flesh and eggs,

the turkey is one of the most valued kinds

of poultry. There is another species, the

Honduras or West Indian turkey (Meleayris

occllata), which derives its specific name

from the presence of bright eye-like spots

on the tail coverts. It is not so large as

the common turkey, but its plumage is

brilliant, rivalling that of the peacock in its

metallic hues.

Turkey-berry (ter'ke-be-ri), n. One of the

berries of some species of Rhamnus, which

form an article of commerce from the Medi

terranean, on account of the colouring mat

ter which they yield, which varies from

yellow to green. See Rhamnus.

Turkey-bird (ter'ke-terd), n. A local name

for the wryneck {Tun* torquilla) Halli-

well.

Turkey-buzzard (ter'ke-buz-erd), n. A

rapacious bird belonging to the vulture

family (Vulturidse), and the genus Cathartes

(C. aura): so named from its bearing a dis

tant resemblance to a turkey. It is about

2£ feet long, and with wings extended about

6 feet in breadth, ami is remarkable for its

graceful flight in the higher regions of the

air. It inhabits a vast range of territory in

the warmer parts of America, but in the

northern and middle states is partially mi

gratory, the greater number retiring to the

south on the approach of cold weather. Its

food consists of carrion of all kinds. Called

also Turkey-vulture.

Turkey-carpet (tt-rlie-kar-pet). n. A car

pet made entirely of wool, the loops being

larger than those of Brussels carpeting and

always cut. The cutting of the yarn gives

it the appearance of velvet.

Turkey-COCk (ter'ke-kok), n. A male tur

key: the representative of foolish vanity

and pride.

Here he comes, swelling like a turkey-cock. Shak.

ch, <;Aain; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin;?; TH, then; th, fAin; w, lrig; wh. tWiig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Turkey-hone (ter'kS-hon), «. Same as

Turkey'gtoite.

Turkey-red (WrTte-red). n. A brilliant and

durable red colour produced by madder

upon cotton cloth, and introduced from the

East about the end of the eighteenth cen

tury. The processes which a fabric under

goes in receiving this dye are numerous,

and vary in different establishments, but the

most essential is the preliminary treatment

of the fabric with oils or fats, combined

with certain other substances, such as car

bonate of potash or soda.

Turkey-slate (ter'ke-slat), n. Same as Tur

key-stone.

Turkey-Stone (terTc§-stdn), n, A very fine

grained siliceous slate, commonly of a jjreen-

ish-gray, sometimes yellowish or brownish-

gray colour. It is translucent on the edges,

yields to the knife, and is somewhat unctu

ous to the touch. When cut and polished

It is used for sharpening small cutting in

struments. It is also termed Xovaeulite

and Turkey oilstone, and was first brought

from the Levant.

Turkey-vulture (teYkS-vul-tur), n. Same

aa Turkey-buzzard.

Turkey-wheat (ter"ke-whct), n. Maize or

Indian corn.

We saw a great many fields of Indian corn which

. . . goes by the name of Turkey-ieheat.

Smollett.

Turkist (tcr'kis), v.t. [Perhaps lit. to twist

or wrest, from O. Fr. torquer, to twist.

Halliwell has ' torkess, to alter a house, Ac.'

Turken is another form ] To furbish; to

alter.

He taketh the same sentence out of Esay (some

what turkiied) for his pi»esie as well as the rest

Bp. Bancroft.

TurkiS (ter'kfs), n. Same as Turoitoise,

' Turkis and agate and almondine.' Tenny

son.

Turkish fteVklsh). a. Of or pertaining to

Turkey or to the Turks.

Turklshly (teYkfsh-li), adv. In the manner

of the TurkB. Quart. Jlev.

Turkisraness (t£r/kfsh-nes), n. The reli

gion, manners, character, or the like of the

Turks; Turcisin. Ascham,

Turkman (teik'man). n. Same as Turko

man (which see). Byron.

Turko (tur'ko), n. Same as Turco.

Turkols (ter'koiz), n. See Turquoise.

Turkoman (tur'ko-man), n. One of a no

madic Tartar people occupying a territory

stretching between the Caspian Sea and the

Sea of Aral, the khanates of Khiva and Bok

hara, Afghanistan, ami Persia. They do not

form a single nation, but are divided into

numerous tribes or clans. Written also

Turcoman.

Turk's-cap (terksTcap), n. A plant of the

genus Lilium (L. Martagon): the name is

also given to Mclocactus communis, or

Turk's-head.

Turk's-head (terksTied), n. 1. A plant of

the genus Melocactus; turk's-cap— 2. JVattf.

a sailor's knot worked on a rope with a piece

of small line so as somewhat to resemble a

turban.

Turky,t Turky-stonet (Wkl, ter'ki-ston),

n. A turquoise. 'The emerald and the

turky.' Sandys.

Sl>e shows me her ring of a turky-jtene, set with

little sparks of dyamonds. P'tys.

Turluplns (terlu-pinz), n. pi. In Fr. eccles.

hist, a nickname applied to the sectaries of

the fourteenth century, who were the pre

cursors of the Reformation.

Turm t (t/rm), n, A troop or company of

horse. Milton.

O fair is the pride of these farms as they ride, to the

eye of the morning shown 1

But a God in the sky hatli doomed them to lie in

the dust on Marathon. Prof. Blackie.

Turma (teVma), n. [L.J Among the Ro

mans, a company of cavalry, consisting at

first of thirty, and afterwards of thirty-two

men.

Turmalin (tur'ma-lin), ». Same as Tour

malin.

Turmeric (teVmer-ik), n. [Probably from

Hind. zurd. yellow, and mircA, pepper.] 1. A

name of one or two East Indian plants of

the genus Curcuma, nat. order Zingibera-

cese.— 2. The rhizome, prepared and unpre

pared, of the Ctircuma longa and C. ro

tunda. It is used as a condiment, a dye,

and also as a chemical test for the presence

of alkalies. It forms one of the chief in

gredients of curry powder, and various

beautiful shades of yellow are produced by

it, but its colour has no permanence. Me

dicinally it 1b much employed in the East

as a carminative.

Turmeric-paper(Wr'mer-ik-pa-per),n. Un

sized paper stained yellow with an aqueous

or alcoholic solution of turmeric, used in

chemical operations as a test for the alka

lies and for boracic acid, which changes the

colour to a reddish brown.

Turmoil (ter,moil),n. [Origiu doubtful; pro

bably from turn and moil.) Harassing la

bour; molestation by tumult; commotion;

disturbance; tumult.

There I'll rest, as after much turmoil

A blessed soul doth in Elysium. Shak.

Turmoil (tfer-moUO. v.t. To harass with com

motion; to trouble; to disturb; to agitate;

to molest. Milton.

It is her fatal misfortune, above all other countries,

to he miserably tossed and turmaled with these

storms of affliction. Spenser.

Turmoil (ter-moir), v.i. To be disquieted;

to be in commotion. 'Sweating and tur-

moiling under the inevitable and merciless

dilemmas of Socrates.' Milton.

Turn(tern), o. t. [O. E.forne, tourne, from 0. Fr.

turner, torner. Mod. Fr. touruer, to turn, Sp.

and Pg. tonutr. It. tornare. from L. tornare,

to turn in a lathe, from tornus, a turner's

wheel, a lathe, from Gr. tornos, a turner's

chisel. The word early passed into the

Teutonic tongues, hence A. Sax. turnian, to

turn, Icel. turna, O.H.O. turnjan; as also

into the Celtic: Ir. fot<r, a turn; W. twrn, a

turn; Gael.tunia, aspinning-wheel. The root

is the same as that of L tero, tritumiK trite)

to rub, bruise, grind, terebra, a boring in

strument, teredo, boring worm ] 1. To cause

to move round on a centre or axis, or as on

a centre or axis; to cause to move circu

larly; to put into circular motion; to move

round; to make to go round; to cause to

rotate or revolve.

She would have made Hercules turn the spit.

Shak.

Turn. Fortune, turn thy wheel, and lower the proud.

Tennyson.

2. To cause to move, go. aim, point, or

look in a different direction, or towards a

different object; to direct or put into an

opposite or different way, course, or chan

nel; to change the direction of; to cause to

leave a certain course or direction.

He'll turn your current in a ditch. Shak.

A man, though he turns his eyes towards ha ob

ject, yet he may choose whether he will curiously

survey it. Locke.

Unless he turns his thoughts that way, he will

have no more distinct ideas nf the operation of his

mini) than he will have of a clock who will not turn

his eyes to it. Locke.

3. To apply or devote to a different purpose,

object, or the like; to apply or devote gen

erally.

He turned his parts rather to books and conver

sation than to politics. Prwr.

My thoughts, 1 must confess, arc turned on peace.

Addison.

He is still to spring from one of a poetic.il disposi

tion, from whom he might inherit a soul turned to

poetry, Pofe.

4. To shift or change with respect to the

top. bottom, front, back, sides, or the like;

to put the upper side downward, or one

side in the place of another; to reverse; to

invert. ' This house is turned upside down. '

Shak.

When the hen has laid her ecc* so that she cm

cover them, what care does she take in turning

them frequently that all parts may partake of the

vital warmth! Addison.

6. To bring the inside of out, as a garment.

' A pair of old breeches thrice turned. ' Shak.

6. To form or fashion by revolving motion

in a lathe; to shape, as wood, metal, and

other hard substances, especially into round

or rounded figures by means of the lathe; as.

to turn the legs of a chair, table, or the like;

to turn ivory figures. Hence—7. To form,

fashion, or shape in any way.

Wh.it nervous arms he boasts, how firm his tread,

His limbs how turned I Pope.

Then her shnpe

From forehead down to fool perfect—i^ain

From foot to forehead exquisitely turned.

Tennysnn.

8. To change or alter from one purpose or

effect to another; to change from a given

use or office; to divert; to use or employ.

Great Apollo, turn all to the best. Shak.

When a storm of sad mischance bents upon our

spirits, turn it to advantage to serve religion or pru

dence. Jer. Taylor.

9 To change to another opinion or party;

to change with respect to belief, convic

tions, sentiments, or feelings; to convert; to

pervert; as, he can be turned into a Whig

or Tory at another's will.

Will nothing turn your unrelenting hearts T Shak.

10. To give a different form of expression to;

to paraphrase; to translate; to construe.

Who turns a Persian tale for half-a-crown.

Just writes to nuke his barrenness appear. Pope

11. To change or alter the state, nature, or

appearance of in any way; to alter into

something else; to metamorphose; to trans

form; to transmute; to change. ' Mountains

turned into clouds.' Shak.

The empiric alchemist

Can turn, or holds it possible to turn

Metals of drossiest ore to perfect gold. Milton.

12. To transfer; to put into different hands.

Our inheritance is turned to strangers, nur houses

to aliens. Lam. v. a.

13. To reverse; to repeal.

God will turn thy captivity, and have compassion

upon thee. DeuL x*x \

14 To revolve, ponder, or agitate, as in the

mind; to place in different poiuts of view;

to consider and reconsider.

Turn these ideas about in your mind, and take a

view of them on all sides. // 'atts.

15. To make suitable, fit, or proper; to

adapt [Perhaps only in pp.]

However improper he might have been for studies

of a higher nature, he was perfectly well turned for

trade. Addison.

16. To change from a fresh, sweet, or na

tural condition; to cause to ferment, turn

sour, or the like; as, warm weather turns

milk; to turn cider, beer, wine, and the

like.—17. To put, bring, or place in a certain

state or condition; as, the wine has fumed

him sick; a subject turned into ridicule.

'A slave that still . . . turm me to shame.'

Shak. —To turn adrift, to expel from some

safe or settled place, position, or office;

to sever nil connection with; to cast out;

to throw upon one's own resources; ns. the

lnzy rogues were turned adrift.— To turn

against, (a) to direct towards or against;

hence, to use to one's disadvantage, injury,

or the like; as. his argument was turned

agaiiist himself; they turned their arms

against their best friends, (b) To render un

favourable, hostile, or opposed to; as. his

master was turned against him by false re

ports.—To turn aside, to ward off; to avert;

as, to turn aside a blow, a thrust. Ac —To

turn away, (a) to dismiss from service; to

discharge; to discard.

1 must turn away some of my followers. Shah.

(b) To avert

We pray to God to turn away some evil from us.

Dr. H M.-re.

—To turn back, (a) to cause to return or re

trace one's footsteps; hence, to drive off or

away; as, the intruder was turned back; I

was half on my way. but was turned back by

stress of weather. (ft)t To send back; to re

turn.

We turn not tack the silks upon the merchant

When we have spoiled lliein. Shak.

—To turn down, to fold or double down.

Is not the leaf turned denent Shak.

—To turn forth, to drive away; to cast out;

to expel.

Turn melancholyy&rfA to funerals. Shak.

—To turn in, to fold or double in.

Thus a wise tailor is not pinching,

Uut turns at every seam an inch in. Hudibras.

—To turn off, (a) to dismiss or put away

with contempt; to discharge.

He turned i^fhis former wife to make room for

this marriage. Addison.

(6)t To give over; to resign. Dr. U. More,

(c) To deflect; to divert

The institution of sports was intended by all gov

ernments to turn ojfthe thoughts of the people from

busying themselves in matters of slate. Addiseti.

(if) To accomplish; to perform; to complete;

as, the printer turned off 10,000 copies, (e)

To shut off, as a fluid, by means of a stop

cock, valve, Ac, so as to prevent the work

ing, operation, or effect of; to stop or with

draw the effective supply of; as, to (urn off

the gas. the water, the Bteatu. (/) To hang;

to execute, ns a criminal. [Slang] Ilence.

with probable primary reference to altar

and halter, or to the noose or knot, to put

through the marriage ceremony; to marry.

' I saw them turned off oX exactly a quarter

past 12.' Dickens—To turn on, to open a

passage to, or admit, as a fluid, by means of

a stopcock or valve, so as to allow to do the

required work or have the desired effect; to

put on or provide with the effective supply

of; as, to turn on the gas, steam, water, Ac.—

Fate, fur, fat, fall; me. met. h£r; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abune; }'. Sc ley.
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To turn out, (a) to drive out; to expel: in

this sense often followed by of; as, the un

ruly persona were turned out. 'I'll turn my

mercy out o' doors.* Shak.

A great man in a peasant's house, finding his wife

handsome, turned the good man out of his dwelling.

Addison.

(b) To put out to pasture, as cattle or

horses, (c) To produce, as the result of

labour, or any process of manufacture; to

furnish in a complete state ; to send out

finished; as, this factory turns out lOOOpieces

of cloth in a week, (d) To bring the inside

of out; to reverse; hence, to bring to view;

to show; to produce; as, to turnout one's

pockets; turn out your money.—To turn

over, (a) to change the position of the top,

bottom, or sides of; to put one side or end

of in the place of another; to knock or

throw down; to overturn; as, to turn over

a box ; the seats were turned over in the

struggle. (6) To transfer; to put into dif

ferent hands; as, the business was turned

over to his creditors, (c) To refer.

"Tis well the debt no payment does demand.

You turn me over to another hand. Dryden.

((f) To do business, sell goods, or draw money

to the amount of; as, he turns over in his

shop about £500 a week, (e) To open and

turn the leaves of for the purpose of exam

ining.

Some conceive they have no more to do than to

turn over a concordance. Swift.

(/)t To throw off the ladder in order to be

hanged.

Criminals condemned to suffer.

One blinded first, and then turned aver.

Hudioras.

—To turn up, (a) to bring to the surface; to

bring from below to the top ; as, to turn

up the soil ; to turn up the grass. (6) To

bring or put a different surface or side up

permost; to place with the face upward; as,

to turn up a card. ' The coldest that ever

turned up ace.' Shak, (c) To tilt up; to

make point upward ; to bring the end, tip,

or point uppermost; as, to turn up one's

nose (an expression of contempt), (d) To

refer to in a book; as, to turn up a passage

or text.—To turn upon (or on), to cause to

operate on or against; hence, to cast back;

to retort; as. he turned his sword upon him

self; to turn the arguments of an opponent

upon himself.—To turn the back, to turn

away; hence, to leave a place orcompany; to

fo off; to flee. ' Slake mouthB upon me when

turn my back.' Shak. ' Turn thy back and

rim.' Shak. —To turn the back on or upon, to

withdraw one's favour, friendship, or assist

ance from; to treat with disfavour, anger,

contempt, or the like; to desert; to leave in

the lurch. —2*0 turn a corner, to go or pass

round a corner.— To turn the die or the dice,

to change fortune.

Fortune confounds the wise

And, when they least expect it, turns (he dice.

Dryden.

—To turn the edge of. to blunt or render

dull; to deprive of sharpness or keenness.

This news hath turned your weapon's edge. Shak.

—To turn an enemy's flank, line, position,

or army, to manoeuvre so as to pass round

his forces and attack him from behind or

<>n the side; hence, to turn one's flank, in a

figurative sense, to attack one at a weak or

unexpected point; to outwit one.

Tom felt at once that his/lank was turned.

T. Hughes.

—To turn one's hand, to apply or adapt

one's self.

To all things could he turn his hand. Tennyson.

—To turn headJ to face or confront the

enemy; to make a stand. ' Turn head, and

stop pursuit.' Shak.— To turn one's head or

brain, (a) to make one giddy or dizzy; as.

looking down from that great height has

turned his head, (b) To make one insane,

wild, or the like; to deprive of one's reason

or judgment; to infatuate.

This cursed love will surely turn my brain.

Dryden.

There is not a more melancholy object than a man

who has his head turned with religious enthusiasm.

Addison.

—To turn a penny, or the penny, to keep

one's money in brisk circulation: to give

and take money more or less rapidly in the

course of business; to have a lively exchange

or trade; to increase one's capital by busi

ness.

Be sure to turn the penny, Dryden.

—To turn the scale, to make one side of the

balance go down; hence, fig. to decide in one

way or another: to give superiority or suc

cess.

Vou weigh equally ; a feather will turn the scale.

Shak.

If I survive, shall Troy the less prevail?

A single soul's too light to turn the scale. Dryden.

—To turn the stomach of, to cause nausea,

disgust, or loathing in; to make qualmish,

sick, or the like.

This filthy simile, this beastly tine

'Juiie turns my stomach. Pope.

—To turn the tables, to alter the superiority

or success; to give a formerly successful op

ponent fully the worst of it; to fairly over

throw a formerly victorious rival, antagon

ist, or the like.

The girls have only to turn the tables, and say of

one of their own sex, * She is as vain as a man.'

Thackeray.

—To turn tail, to retreat with ignominy; to

flee like a coward.

Turn (tern), v.i. 1. To have a circular or

rotatory motion ; to move round, as on an

axis, pivot, hinge, centre, or the like; to

revolve. 'The world turns round.' Shak.

Hence— 2. Fig. to revolve or move as on a

point of support; to depend, as on the chief

point for decision or the like; to hinge; as,

the question turn* upon this point.

Conditions of peace certainly turn upon events of

war. Swift.

8. To more the body, face, or head in an

other direction ; to direct the face to a dif

ferent quarter.

Now to right she turned, and now to left.

Tennyson.

4. To change the position or posture of the

body, as in bed; to shift or roll from side to

side.

I turned and tried each corner of my bed

To find if sleep were there, but sleep was lost.

Dryden.

5. To retrace one's steps; to §o or come

back ; to return. ' Ere from this war thou

turn a conqueror.' Shak.

Turn, good lady, our Perdita is found. Shak.

6. To face or confront the enemy ; to offer

opposition; to show tight.

Should I turn upon the true prince? Shak.

The smallest worm will turn, being trodden on.

Shak.

7. To change direction ; to take an opposite

or different course or way; to take a new

course.

Then shall thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch

Turn and re-turn, indenting with the way. Shak,

Hence -8. To have any particular direction,

way, or course ; to be directed ; to be bent ;

to have recourse. ' I know not where to

turn.' Shak.—9. To be changed or altered

in appearance.nature.character.inclination,

sentiments, temper, disposition, opinions,

use, or the like; to be transformed or trans

muted; to be converted or perverted; hence,

in a general sense, to become; to grow.

Thy mirth shall turn to moan. Shak,

This Hebrew will turn Christian. Shak.

This suspicion turned to jealousy, and jealousy to

rage. Dryden.

Pale he turned, and red. Tennyson.

10. In a specific manner=(a) to change from

a fresh or sweet condition or taste ; to be

come sour or spoiled, as milk, wine, cider,

or the like.

Asses' milk turntth not so easily as cows'. Bacon.

(b) To become light, dizzy, or giddy, as the

head or brain; to reel; hence, to become in

fatuated, mad, insane, or the like.

Ill look no more

Lest my brain turn. Shak.

(c) To become nauseated, qualmish, sick,

disgusted, as the stomach, (d) To become

inclined in another direction. ' If the scale

do turn but in the estimation of a hair.'

Shak. (e) To change from ebb to flow or

from flow to ebb, as the tide.

My uncontrolled tide

Turns not but swells the higher by this let. Shak.

11. To have a consequence; to result; to ter

minate.

Is all our travail turned to this effect? Shak.

For want of due improvement, these useful inven

tions have not turned to any great account. Baker.

12. To be changeable, fickle, or inconstant ;

to vacillate. Shak.—13. To take form on the

lathe; to undergo the process of turning on

a lathe: as, ivory turns well.—To turnabout.

to turn the face in another direction; as, he

turned about and told me to be off.—To turn

again, to return. ' His voice, turning again

to childish treble.' Shak.

Tarry with him, till I turn again. Shak.

—To turn against, to become unfavourable,

unfriendly, or hostile to; as, my friends have

all turned against me.—To turn aside, (a) to

leave a straight course; to go off in a differ

ent direction ; as, to turn aside to let the

people pass. (6) To withdraw from the no

tice or the presence of others; as, 1 turned

aside to hide my blushes.— To turn away,

(a) to leave a straight or former course ; to

deviate; to forsake.

■ighteous tt,

. shall he live?

(6) To move the face to another direction ;

to avert one's looks.

She paused, she turned away, she hung her head.

Tennyson.

—To turn back, to go or come back ; to re

turn. ' Turn back to me.* Shak.—To turn

in, (a) to bend or double or point inwards;

as, his legs turn in. (6) To enter. ' Turn

in, I pray you, into your servant's house.'

Gen. xix. 2. (c) To go to bed. [Colloq. ]-- To

turn off, to be diverted; to deviate from a

course; as, the road turns off to the right. —

To turn on or upon, (a) to show anger, re

sentment, or hostility by directing the look

towards ; to confront in a hostile or angry

manner. 'Turn on the bloody hounds. *

Shak.

Pompey turned upon him, and bade him be quiet.

Bacon.

(6) To depend on; to hinge upon. 'The

question turns upon this point.' Swift.—To

turn out, (a) to bend or point outwards: as,

his legs turn out; her toes turn out. (6) To

come abroad ; to leave one's residence ; to

appear outside ; as, the volunteers fumed

out in force; the people turned out to see

the show, (c) Specifically, of workmen, to

throw up work in order to go on strike.

(d) To get out of bed ; as. we turned out at

six every morning, (e) To prove in the re

sult or issue; to appear or show in the issue;

to issue; to terminate; to occur; to happen;

as, the affair turned out better than was ex

pected. — To turn over, tu move, shift, or

change from side to side, or from top to

bottom ; to roll; to tumble. — To turn to,

(a) to be directed towards; as, the needle

turns to the pole. (o) To apply or betake

one's self to ; to direct one's mind or atten

tion to.

What is that which I should turn to, lighting upon

days like these?

Every door is barred with gold, and opens but to

golden keys. Tennyson.

—To turn under, to bend, double, or be

folded downwards or under.—To turn up,

(a) to point upwards; as. her nose turns up

slightly. (6) lo come to the surface; hence,

to come to light ; to transpire ; to happen ;

to occur; to appear.

I am, however, delighted to add that I have now

an immediate prospect of something turning up.

Dickens.

I will go and look at the paper the while, and see

whether anything turns up among the advertise

ments. Dickens.

—To be turned, or to be turned of, to be ad

vanced beyond: said with regard to age.

'The little princess, just turned of three

years old.' Cornhill Mag.

How am I, just turned twenty-three, ... to in

struct these graybeards? Trolhpe.

Turn (tern), n. 1. The act or state of turn

ing; as, (a) motion or movement about, or

as if about, a centre ; revolution ; rotation ;

as, the turn of a wheel; the turn of the

wrist, (6) Movement from a straight line

or course, or in a different direction; as. the

turn of the tide.—2. The point or place of

deviation from a straight line, course, or

the like; a winding; a curve; a bend; a flex

ure; an angle.

The river nobly foams and flows.

The charm of this enchanted ground.

And all its thousand turns disclose

Some fresher beauty varying round. Byron.

S. A walk in a more or less circuitous direc

tion ; a walk to and fro ; any short walk,

promenade, or excursion.

You and I must walk a turn together. Shak.

Nothing but the open air will do me gwd ; I'll take

a turn in your garden. Dryden.

The stranger took two or three turns around the

room in silence. Sir If. Scott.

4. Alteration of course; new directiou or

tendency; different order, position, or aspect

of things; change of effect or purpose; hence,

change or alteration generally; vicissitude.

'O, world! thy slippery turns.' Shak.

Too well the turns of mortal chance I know. Pope.

At length his complaint took a favourable (urn.

Alacaulay.

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, u>Aig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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5. Opportunity enjoyed in alternation with

another or with others, or in due rotation

or order; the time or occasion which comes

in succession to each of a number of persons

when anything has to he had or done; due

chance, time, or opportunity.

His turn will conic to laugh at you again.

henham.

The nymph will have her turn to be

Tlie tutor, ami the pupil he. Sn-i/f.

0. Incidental opportunity; occasion.

An old dog, falling from his speed, was loaden at

every turn with blows and reproaches.

Sir R. /,'Estrange.

7. Incidental or opportune act, deed, office,

or service ; occasional act of kindness or

malice.

For your kindness I owe you a good turn. Shak.

Thanks are half lost when good turns arc delnvcd.

Fairfax.

Sonic malicious natures place their delight in doing

ill turns. Sir R, L'Estrange.

S Convenience; purpose; requirement; use;

exigence.

If you have occasion to use me for your own turn,

you shall hnd me yare. Shak.

Dut for my daughter Katharine, this I know.

She is not for your turn. Shak.

They tried their old friends of the city, who had

served their turns so often. CuirendtH.

9. Prevailing inclination; tendency; fashion.

This is not to be accomplished but by introducing

religion to be the turn and fashion of the age.

Swift.

10. Form; cast; shape; mould; manner;

fashion; character; temper.

Female virtues are of a domestic turn. Addison.

A young man of a sprightly turn in conversation,

h.id an inordinate desire of appearing fashionable.

Addison.

Books give the same turn to our thoughts and

reasoning, that good company docs to our conversa

tion. Sivift.

The very turn of voice, the good pronunciation,

and the alluring maimer which some teachers have

attained, will engage the attention. Watts.

It. A piece of work requiring little time or

exertion; a short spell; a little job. 'Not

aide to do a hand's turn for myself.' Lever.

[Colloq] — 12. A nervous shock, such as is

caused by alarm or sudden excitement.

[Colloq.]

What a hard-hearted monster you must be not to

have said so at once, and saved me such a turn.

Dickens.

He gave me a turn I shall not soon forget.

Ch.tr/atte Bronte.

13. A fall off the gallows ladder; a hanging:

from the practice of making the criminal

btuud on a ladder which was turned over

at a signal, leaving him suspended. Hu

dibrat. —H One round of a rope or cord.—

15. In mining, a pit sunk in some part

of a drift— 16. In law, same as Tourn. —

17. pi. In vied, monthly courses; menses.

14. In music, an embellishment or grace

(indicated by the sign - written over the

principal note), formed by grouping the

notes immediately above and below with

the principal note; the group to l>e played

in the normal time of the principal note.

The turn is performed in various ways, the

most usual of which are here exemplified :

(1) the common turn which takes a higher

note first in the change; (2) the hack turn( * ),

which takes a lower note first in the change;

(3) when the common turn appears over a

=£
Written.

j||s^llp§|^pl
Performed. Written.

note followed hy a rising or falling interval;

(4) when the back turn appears over a note

followed hy a rising or falling interval —

By turns, (a) one after auother; alternately;

in succession.

I'v turns put on the suppliant and the lord :

Threaten'd this moment, and the next implored.

Prior.

(b) At intervals.

They feel by turns the bitter change. Milton.

—In turn, in due order of succession.—To

a turn, to a nicety ; exactly ; perfectly ; as,

the meat is done to a turn: from the prac

tice of roasting meat on a revolving spit.—

To take turns, to take each other's place al

ternately.— Turn of life, the period of life in

women, between the ages of 45 and 50, when

the meuses cease naturally.— Tumand turn

about, alternately; successively; by turns.

Tacitus says that the laud in his time was occupied

by the whole community turn and turn about.

Brougham.

Turn-bench (tern'bensh). n. A simple

portable lathe, used by clock and watch

makers.

Turn-broach (teru'broch), n. [Ft. tourne-

broche.] A turn-spit.

Has not a deputy married his cook maid?

An alderman s widow, one that was her turn-broach I

Beau. cr Ft.

TurnbulTa Blue (tern'bulz-hlO), n. A blue

precipitate, containing iron and cyanogen,

which is thrown down when red pniBsiate

of potash is added to a protosalt of iron.

Turncap (tern'kap), n. A chimney top which

turns round with the wind.

Turn-coat (tern'kot), n. One who forsakes

his party or principles.

Courtesy itself must turn to disdain, if you come in

her presence.—Then is courtesy a turn-coat. Sfutk.

Turn-COCk (tern'kok), n. The servant of a

water company who turns on the water for

the mains, regulates the fireplugs, Ac.

Turn- down (tern'doun), a. Folded or

doubled down. 'A highly developed By-

ronic turn-down collar.' Kingsley.

Turnep (ter'nep), n. Same as Turnip.

Turner (ter'ner), n. 1. One who turns; spe

cifically, one whose occupation is to form

things with a lathe. --2. A variety of pigeon.

Turnera (ter'ne-ra), n. [Dedicated hy Lin

naeus to the memory of William Turner of

York, author of New Herbal, published in

1551. j A genus of plants, the type of the

nat order Turneracea?. The species are

found iu South America and the West India

Islands. They are mostly herbs or under-

Bhrubs, with inconspicuous (lowers, gener

ally of a yellow colour, and are frequently

cultivated in gardens. An infusion of the

leaves of T. opxfera is used as an astringent

by the Brazilians, and T. ulmifolia is said

to be a tonic and expectorant

Turneracese (ter-ne-ra'se-e), n. pi. A nat

order of polypetalous exogenous plants,

nearly allied to Loasacerc and Passifloraceec.

This order contains only three genera, of

which Turnera is the best known. See TUR-

NERA.

Turnerlte (ter'ner-H), n. [After C. H.

Turner, an English chemist anil mineralo

gist. ] A rare mineral, occurring iu small

crystals of a yellowish-brown colour, exter

nally brilliant and translucent. The pri

mary form is an oblique rhombic prism ;

fracture conchoidal; lustre vitreous. It

occurs at Mount Sorel. in France, and is

essentially a silicate of aluminium, iron,

calcium, and magnesium.

Turner's Cerate (ter'nerz se'rat), n. A

cerate consisting of prepared calamine, yel

low wax, and olive-oil.

Turner's Yellow (ter'nerz-yel-6), n. An

oxychloride of lead employed as a yellow

pigment. It is also called Catmel Yellow

and Patent Yellow.

Turnery (ter'ner-!), n. 1. The art of turning

articles by the lathe. —2. Articles made hy

n turner or formed in the lathe, '(.'hairs of

wood, . . . the backs, arms, and leus loaded

with turnery.' H. Walvole. —

3. A place where articles are

turned.

Tumey(t*r'ne)1« Same as Tour

ney. Hood. [Rare.]

Turney (ter'ni), «. [From Fr.

TournoU, of or belonging to

Tours.) A name given to black

or copper money current in Ire

land in the reign of Edward III.,

coined at Tours and surreptiti

ously introduced. The circula

tion of turneys was prohibited

under severe penalties.

Turn-file (tern'fil), n. An instrument used

hy comb -makers in sharpening a kind of

toed called a float.

Turning (terning). ». 1. The act of one who

turns. —2. A bend, or bending course; flex

ure; meander; often the place where a rood

or street diverges from another road or

street.

I ran with headlong haste

Through paths and turnings often trod by day.

Milton.

In the Highlands the primitive direction! o travellers

is by the points of the compass, and not * first turning

to the riyht and third to the left.' Macmilians Mag.

3 The art or operation of giving circular and

:N

other forms to bodies, as wood, metal, bone,

ivory, Ate. , by making them revolve in various

manners in a machine called a lathe, and ap

plying cutting instruments so as to produce

the form required, or hy making the cutting

instrument revolve when the substance to be

operated upon is fixed. In ordinary turning

the body operated upon is made to revolve

on a stationary axis, and a cutting tool ap

plied to its surface In such a way as. in the

circumvolutions of the object, to cut off those

parts which lie farthest from the axis, and

make the outside of the substance concen

tric with the axis. In this cose any section

of the work made at right angles to its axis

will he of a circular figure; out there are

methods of turning several other curves in

a variety of ways. See Lathe and Rose-

engine.—4. pi. The chips detached in the

process of turning.— fl. Atilit. a manoeuvre

by which an enemy or position is turned.—

6. In obstetric*, the operation by which the

feet of a child are brought down in order to

facilitate delivery.

Turning-englne(ter'ning-en- jin), n. An

engine-lathe.

Turning-lathe (ter'ning-laTH), n. A lathe

used by turners to shape their work. See

Lathe ami Turning. Simmonds.

Turningness t (ter'ning-nes), n. Quality of

turning; tergiversation; subterfuge.

So nature formed him to all turningness of sleights.

Sir P. Sidney.

Turning-piece (teVuing-pea), n. In arch, a

boartPhaving a circular edge for turning a

thin brick arch upon.

Turning-plate (ter'uing-plat),n. See Turn

table.

Turning-point (ter'ning-poiut), n. The

point on which a thing turns; the point at

which motion in one direction ceases and

that in a contrary or d liferent direction

begins; the point at which a deciding

change takes place, as from good to bad,

increase to decrease, or the opposite.

Turnip (ter'nip), n. [Formerly also turnep.

The latter part of the word is A. Sax. narp,

Icel. Ticepa.Sc. neip, a turnip, borrowed from

L. napus, a turnip or plant allied to the tur

nip. It is difficult to account for the first

syllable. It may perhaps be W. tor, some

thing bulging, a belly, the epithet being ap

plied to distinguish the turnip from the

rape or cabbage that do not have a swelling

root; but this explanation hi not quite satis

factory. ] The common name of the Bratsica

liapa, a cruciferous, biennial plant, much

cultivated both in the field and iu the garden

on account of its esculent root The radical

leaves are oblong and lyrate. the upper ones

entire; the flowers usually yellow. The upper

part of the root, which iu the wild stite is a

comparatively hard woody substance, has

been transformed by cultivation into a large

fleshy bulb. The turnip, as a culinary- vege

table and as a cattle food, was well known

to the Greeks and Romans, the latter of

whom may have Introduced it into gardens

iu Britain The root is generally used as

a culinary vegetable In all temperate cli

mates; the leaves and flower-shoots are used

as crreens, and the seed-leaves as a salad.

The field culture of the larger-rooted va

rieties has proved of great advantage to

the British former, supplying a very valu

able rotation crop, and providing a winter

food for cattle and sheep. The most advan

tageous mode of field culture is by drills,

which will produce crops of treble the weight

of those grown in the broadcast manner.

The roots of the turnip have often a ten

dency to divide and become hard and worth

less— a condition known as flngcr-and-toe. or

dactylorhiza. This disease seems to be a ten

dency of the plant to return to the wild state,

ami is best met by the farmer using new and

selected seed. The plant thrives best on a rich

and free soil and in moist cloudy weather.

The Swedish turnip is probably a hybrid

between B. campeatris and B. Itapa or Na-

pus. B. Napus yields rape, cole, or col/.a

seeds, from which a well-known fixed oil is

expressed.

Turnip-CUtter (teVnlp-kut-er), n. A revolv

ing machine with knives for slicing roots for

cattle and sheep.

Turnip-fly, Tumlp-nea(ter'nip-n'i, t*r'-

nip-fle). n. The Hattiea nemorvm, a small

coleopterous insect, very destructive U» the

seed-leaves and young crops of turnips. It

is common in British meadows from April

to October, and may he recognized by two

yellow stripes on its wing-cases. The name

turnip-jly is also given to a bymenopter, the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; >\ Sc. fey.
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Athalia centtfolice. The larvae of this fly,

popularly known as niggers, are very de

structive to the leaves of the turnip, and

Striped Turnip-fly [hfnltiai nemorum). a a. Na

tural size. * b. Magnified, c, Larva, natural size.

pass their chrysalis stage on the ground.

A nthomyia radieum, another species of tur

nip-fly. is a dipterous insect of the family

Muscidie, the larva of which lives in the

turnip root.

Turnlx(ter'niks\ n. A genus of gallinaceous

birds, closely allied to the quails. T. anda-

lutica, the Andalusiau quail, is a rare visitor

to this country.

Turnkey (tern'ke), n. 1. A person who has

charge of the keys of a prison for opening

and fastening the doors. — 2. A somewhat

clumsy instrument, now almost obsolete,

used for extracting teeth.

Turn-Out (tern'out). n. 1. The act of coming

forth; a quitting of employment, especially

with a view to obtain increase of wages or

some other advantage; a strike. —2. A short

side track iu a railway, with movable rails

or switches, for enabling one trai»of car

riages to pass another; a siding.—3. A mul

titude of persons who have come out on some

particular occasion, as to see a spectacle, to

witness a performance at the theatre, attend

a public meeting, &c. ; a party to which a con

siderable number of guests have been in

vited.— 4. That which is brought prominently

forward or exhibited; hence, an equipage; as,

a man with a showy carriage and horses is

said to have a good turn-out,

I rather piqued myself on my turn-out. Th. Hook.

6. The net quantity of produce yielded.

Turn-over (tern'6-ver), n. 1. The act or

result of turning over; as, the doctor had a

bad turn-over in his carriage.—2. A kind of

apple-pie or tart in a semicircular form: so

called because made by turning over one

half of a circular crust upon the other.—

3. An apprentice transferred from one master

to another to complete his term of appren

ticeship.—1. A piece of white linen formerly

worn by cavalry over their stocks.—5. The

amount of money turned over or drawn in a

business, as in a retail shop, in a given time;

as, the turn-over is £80 a week. — Turn-over

table, a table whose top is so fitted to the

supporting block or pedestal that it can be

turned up at pleasure; and thus, when out

of use, it may be placed against the wall of

the apartment so as to occupy less space.

Turn-over (tern'6-ver), a. Admitting of

being or made to be turned or laid over;

as, a turn-over collar.

Turnpike ( tern'pik ), n. [See extract from

Narea.] 1. Strictly, a frame consisting of

two bars crossing each other at right angles,

and turning on a post or pin, placed on a

road or footpath, to hinder the passage of

beasts, but admitting a person to pass be

tween the arms; a turnstile.

I move upon my axle like a tumpiJbt. B. Jonsoit.

\Tnr*tpUt*s\ seem originally to have belonged to

fortifications, the points being made sharp to prevent

the approach of horses: they were, therefore, pikes

to turn back the assailants. Nares.

2. A gate set across a road, watched by a

person appointed for the purpose, iu order

to stop carriages, carts, wagons, Ac, and

sometimes travellers, till toll is paid for

keeping the road in repair. It is generally

calleda Toll-bar or Toll-gate.—3. A turnpike-

road.

The road is by this means so continually torn (hat it

U one of the worst turnpikes round about London.

DcFoe.

4. A turnpike stair. [Scotch.] — 5. Milit. a

beam filled with spikes to obstruct passage.

Turnpike-man (tern'pik-man), n, A man

who collects tolls at a turnpike.

Turnpike-road (Wrn'pik-rod), n. A road

on which turnpikes or toll-gates are estab

lished by law, and which are made and

kept in repair by the toll collected from

carriages, wagons, cattle, &c, which travel

on them.

Turnpike-stair (tern'pik-star), n. A Bpiral

or winding staircase. [Scotch.]

Turn-plate (t£rn'plat\ n. a turn-table.

Turn-screw (tern'Bcrb), n, A screw-driver.

Turn-serving (tern'serv-ing), n. The act

or practice ofserving one's turn or promot

ing private interest. Bacon.

Turnsick(tern'aik), a. Giddy; vertiginous.

If a man see another turn swiftly and long; or if he

look upon wheels that turn, himself waxeth turnsicit.

Bacon.

Tumsick (tern'sik), n, A disease of sheep;

gid or sturdy (which see).

Turnsole, Turnsol (tern'sol), n. [F'r. tourne-

sol, from tourner, to turn, and L. sol, the

sun.] 1. A plant of the genus Heliutropium,

so named because its flower is supposed to

turn toward the sun. See Heliotrope.—

2. A leguminous plant, the Crozophura tinc-

toria, found on the coast of the Mediter

ranean. Its juice is rendered blue by am

monia and air, and linen dipped in it is a

test for acids. The name is also given to

deep purple dye obtained from the plant—

3. A blue pigment obtained from the lichen

Rocella (llocella tinctoria), also called ar

chil.

Turnspit (tern'spit), n. 1. A person who

turns a spit

His lordship is his majesty's turnspit. Burke.

2. A variety of the dog allied to the terriers,

so called from having formerly been em

ployed to turn a wheel on which depended

the spit for roasting meat in the kitchen.

Turnstile (tern'stfl), n. A post surmounted

by four horizontal arms which move round

as a person pushes by them ; a turnpike.

Turnstiles are usually placed on roads,

bridges, or other places either to prevent the

passage of cattle, horses, vehicles, and the

like, but to admit that of persons, or to

temporarily bar a passage until toll or pass

age-money is collected; they are also placed

at the entrance of public buildings where

entrance money is to be collected, or where

it is desired to ascertain the number of per

sons admitted.

Turnstone (tern'ston), n. A grallatorial

bird of the plover family, Charadriadre, and

genus Strepsilas (S. collaria), called also the

Sea-dotterel. The upper part of the back is

Turnstone {Strepsitas eoliaris).

black, with a band of bright rust-red; the

breast is jetty black, and a band of black

crosses the forehead and passes over the

eyes; the under part is pure whit«, and the

legs and toes are scarlet-orange. The length

of the bird is about t> inches, and the bill is

longer than the head, of a conical shape,

and hard at the point. It takes its name

from its practice of turning up small stones

in search of the marine worms, minute

crustaceans, Ac., on which it feeds. It ap-

ftears in most parts of the globe, and occurs

n Britain as a winter visitant.

Turn-table (tem'tvbl), n. In rail, a cir

cular platform of iron and wood, supported

on rollers, and turning upon a centre with

out much friction, even when loaded with

a considerable weight It is used for re

moving single carriages from one line of

rails to auother, and also for reversing

engines on the same line of rails. The an

nexed figures illustrate its mechanism. In

fig. 1, a a ore solid rails of wiought iron.

corresponding with the gauge of the lines

AB; k is a rim of iron within which the plate

turns, but the space within the rails bb is in

general covered with wood; III are latches

fixed on the outer rim, and dropping into

notches as at in. Kig. 2 shows the method of

using the turn-table, When a carriage is to

be transferred from the track A A to BB, it

is pushed on to the turning-plate T, and the

latches which hold the plate being raised,

the table with the carriage upon it is turned

a quarter round into the position shown by

the dotted line E. The carriage is then

rolled upon the turning-plate c (at B), which

being in like manner turned aquarter round,

the carriage is in a proper position for being

moved on to the track u. By this arrange-
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ment carriages may also l>e moved on to the

iron track CO.

Turn-tippett (tern'tip-et), n. A turu-coat

The priests, for the most part, were double-faced,

turn-tippets, and fl.itterers. Cranmer.

Turpentine (ter'pen-tin)- n. [Probably

directly borrowed from the D. terventijn,

turpentine, which, like Dan. Sw. and G. ter-

peiitin, are from the L. L. terbentina, turpen

tine, orfrom O Pr. terbenthine. Mod. Fr. Mri-

benthine, It. terebentina, the origin being L.

terebinthinus, pertaining to the terebinth or

turpentine tree, Or. terebinthos. ] An oleo-

resinous substance flowing naturally or by in

cision from several species of trees, as from

the pine, larch, fir. pistacia.&c. Common tur

pentine is obtained from the Pinu* sylvestrig,

and some other species of Piinis. Venice tur

pentine is yielded by the larch, Larix euro-

pa?a; Strasburg turpentine by Abies picea;

Bordeaux turpentine by Pimts marittma;

Canadian turpentine, or Canada balsam, by

Abies baUami/era; and Chian turpentine by

PistaciaTerebinthus. Turpentine is an ener

getic producer of ozone, and on a bottle being

opened in which it has been long kept the

odour of ozone is very perceptible. All the

turpentines dissolve in pure alcohol, and by

distillation yield oils, which are termed

spirit* of turpentine. Oil or spirits of tur

pentine is used in medicine externally as an

excellent rubefacient and countcr-irritaut,

and internally as a vermifuge, stimulant, and

diuretic. It is also much used in the arts

for dissolving resins and oils in making var

nishes. It consists mainly of a hydrocarbon,

Ci0HH. See Terebinth.

Turpentine (ter'pen-tin), v.t To apply

turpentine to; to rub with turpentine. 'Fired

like turpentined poor wasting rats. ' Wolcot.

Turpentine-tree (ter'pen-tin-tre), n. The

name given to some species of trees of the

genus Pistacia, nat order Anacardiacea?,

which yield turpentine, as the P. Tere-

Turpentine-tree (Pistacia Terebmtnus).

binthu*. the Chian or Cyprus turpentine-

tree. P. lentiscus, the Mount Atlas mastic

or turpentine tree, &c. The P. Terebinthus

produces not only its proper fruit, but a

kind of horny Bubstance which grows on the

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, iAen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure—See Key.
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surface of its leaves This is an excrescence,

the effect of the puncture of an insect, ami

is produced in the same manner as the galls

of other plants.

Turpeth (teVpeth), n. [Written also tur-

bath, turbith, from Fr. turbith, turbit; Sp.

turbit, from Per. turbed, tirbid, the name of

the plant The name was given to turpeth-

mtneral on account of its medicinal proper

ties.] 1. The root of Convolvulus Turpethum

or Ipomcea Turpethum, a plant of Ceylon,

Malabar, and Australia, which has a ca

thartic property. It is sometimes called

vegetable turpeth, to distinguish it from min

eral turpeth,—2. Turpeth-mineral,

Turpeth-mineral (ter'peth-miu-er-al), n.

[See above. ] (HgS042HgO. ) The name

formerly given to the yellow basic sulphate

of mercury. It acts as a powerful emetic,

but it is not now used internally. It is a

very useful errhine in cases of headache,

amaurosis, <fcc

Turpln (ter'pin). tt. A fresh-water or land

tortoise: corruption of Terrapin,

Turpls causa (ter'pis ka/za), n. In Scot*

law, a base or vile consideration on which

no action can he founded. This would be

called in English law a consideration contra

bones mores, or against public policy.

Turpitude (tArtfl-tfidX " [L. turpitude,

from turpis, foul, base ] Inherent baseness

or vileness of principle, words, or actions;

shameful wickedness.

How wouldst thou have paid

My better service, when my turpitude

Thou thus dOft crown with gold 1 Shak.

Turquoise (ter'koiz). u. [Fr. turquoise, so

called because brought originally from Tur

key, Fr. Tunpiie.] A greenish-blue opaque

precious stone, consisting essentially of a

phosphate of alumina, containing a little

oxide of iron and oxide of copper. The true

ororiental turquoise, a favourite ornamental

atone in rings and other articles of jewelry,

is only found in a mountain region in Persia,

and was originally brought into Western

Europe by wtiy of Turkey. Impure varie

ties, valueless to the jeweller, have been

found in Germany.

Turraea (tu-re'a). n. [In honour of George

Turra, professor of botany at Padua, who

died in 1607.] A genus of plants, nat. order

Meliaeero. Many of the species are highly

ornamental trees or shrubs, inhabiting the

interior of the Cape of Good Hope, Mada

gascar, the Mauritius, and the eastern parts

of India.

Turrel (tur'rel), n. [Probably a dim. of Fr.

tour, a turn.] A tool used by coopers.

Turret (tur'et). n. [O. Fr. tourette, dim. of

tour, a tower. See TOWER.] 1. A little

tower on a larger building, a small tower,

often crowning the angle of a wall, <fcc. Tur

rets are of twokinds such as rise immediately

from the ground, as staircase turrets, and

such as are formed on the upper part of a

building by being carried up higher than the

rest, as bartitan turrets. 'On this turret's

top.' Shak. 'And lift her turrets nearer

to the sky.* Pope. — 2. In milit. antiq. a

movable building of a square form, consist

ing of ten or even twenty stories, and some

times 180 feet high, usually moved on

wheels, and employed in approaches to a

fortified place for carrying soldiers, engines,

ladders, &c.

Turreted (tur/et-ed), p. and a. 1. Formed

like a tower; as, a turreted lamp.—2. Fur

nished with turrets.

Turret-SUlp (tur'et-ship). n. An armour-

plated ship of war with low sides, and

having on the deck heavy guns mounted

within one or more turrets, which are made

to rotate, so that the guns may be brought

to bear iu any required direction.

Turrlbantt (ter'ri-baut), n [See Turban.]

A turban. Spenser.

Turriculate, Turrlculated (tu-rik'u-lat,

tu-rik'u-hit-ed), a. Resembling a turret;

having the form of a turret; as, a turricu-

lated shell.

Turrilite (turTi-it). n. (L. turrit, a tower,

and Gr. lithos. a stone.] A fossil cephalo-

pod, the shells of which occur in the creta

ceous formations. The shell is spiral, tur

reted, chambered; the turns are contiguous,

and all visible; the chambers are divided by

sinuous septa, pierced by a siphuncle in

their discs. The mouth is round. The tur-

rilites are nearly related to the ammonites.

There are several British species, found in

the chalk and greensand formations.

Turrlted (turTt-ed), a. Same as Turrieu-

lated.

Turritella (tu-ri-tel'la), ft [Dim. of L.

turrit, a tower.] A genus of gasteropods

with turriculated, elongated spirally striated

shells, belonging to the family Turritellidaj,

both recent and fossil.

Turritellidas (tu-ri-telTi-dt5), n. pi A family

of gasteropodous molluscs of which the

genus Turritella is the type.

TurritlS (tu-ri'tis), n. [From L. tvrrfe ft

tower. The foliage is so disposed on the

stems as to give them a pyramidal form.]

A genus of plants. See Toweii-MCSTARD.

Turtle (ter'tl), n, [A. Sax. turtle, a corrup

tion of L. turtur, Fr. tourtre, a turtle dove.

The name is perhaps an imitation of the

cry of the bird. The other Teutonic tongues

have borrowed the name also ; hence D. tor-

tel, G. turtel, Icel. turtil] A gallinaceous

bird of the gennsTurtur, family Columbidte.

The common turtle, or as it is frequently

called turtle-dove or turtle pigeon {Turtur

communis), is about 11 inches in length,

colour pale brown marked with a darker

hue above, a purple tinge pervading the

feathers of the breast. They are in general

smaller and more slender than the domesti

cated pigeons, with longer wings and tail.

They generally frequent the thickest parts

of the woods, and their cooing note is

plaintive and tender. Turtle-doves are

found throughout the temperate parts of

Europe and Asia, and also in many of the

South Sea Islands. They are only summer

visitors in Britain, arriving shout the end of

April or the beginning of May, and leaving

about the end of August. The turtle-dove

is celebrated for the constancy of its affec

tion. and few birds have been more sung by

poets or more appealed to by lovers.

Turtle (ter'tl), n. [Probably a corruption of

tortoise. Some suppose the preceding word

to have suggested or led to the corruption,

from the strong affection of the marine tor

toise for its mate at pairing-time. The word

as applied to a tortoise first occurs at the

beginning of the seventeenth century.] The

name given to the marine members of the

order Chelonia constituting the family Che-

louidrc, distinguished from the other fami

lies of the order by the comparatively de

pressed carapace, and the long and broad

paddles adapted for Bwfmming, the anterior

of which are very much prolonged when

compared with the posterior ones. They

are found in all the seas of warm climates.

and feed mostly on marine plants. They

swim with great ease, and come to land

only to deposit their eggs, which they do

Beveral times a year to the number of from

150 to 200 each time. The most important

species is the green turtle {Chelonia mydas),

so much prized as a luxury at the tables of

the rich. It is found from C to 7 feet long.

Green Turtle (Chelonia mydas).

and weighing from 700 to 800 pounds. Its

flesh is highly esteemed, and furnishes a

wholesome and palatable supply of food to

the mariuer in every latitude of the torrid

Logger-head Turtle (Chelonia earetta).

zone. It is a native of the tropical parts of

the Atlantic as well as of the Indian Ocean,

being especially abundant near Ascension

Island. The logger-head turtle (Chelone or

Chelonia earetta) yields an oil which h

used for lamps and for dressing leather.

The hawk's -bill turtle (C. imbricata) u

remarkable for the beautiful imbricated

horny plates coveriug the carapace and con

stituting the tortoise-shell of commerce.

The finest tortoise-shell is from the Indian

Archipelago. The mud-turtlea do not be

long to this family, hut constitute a separate

family, Trionychida) (which see> See Tor

toise.

Turtle-back (ter'tl-bak). n. A kind of shell

common in the West Indies; it is theCWj

tuberosa.

Turtle-dove (Wtl-duv), n. A bird of the

genus Turtur. See TURTLE.

Turtle-fOOted(ter'tl-fut-ed),o. Slow-footei

' Turtle-footed peace.' FortL

Turtler (ter'tl-er), n. One who catcher

turtles.

Turtle- Bhell (ter'tl-shel), «. A shell, a

beautiful species of Murei; also, tortoise-

shell.

Turtle-soup (terH-sop). u. A rich soup.

the chief ingredient of which is turtle-meal

t The meat used for

mock-turtlesoupii

that of calfsdiead

1 v j Turtle-stone (tsf-

i UrStOnl a. In tjed

a familiar name for

Septaria (which

see).

Turtliug (ter'tl-

ing). ft. The act of

catching turtles.

Marryat.

Turves (tervx), a.

A plural of Turf.

Turwar (tu/wer),

/(. A tanning bark

obtained hi India

from Cauda auri

culata.

Tuscan (tus'kaD).a.

Pertaining to Tus

cany in Italy —

Tuscan order, on*

of the five orders

of architecture, ac

cording to Vitru-

vius and Palladia

1 1 admits of no or

naments, and the

columns are never

It differs so little, however, from

-'(

Tuscan Order.

fluted.

the Doric that it is generally regarded as

being only a variety of the latter See

Doric.

Tuscan (tus'kau), n. 1. An inhabitant of

Tuscany.— 2. In arcA. the Tuscan order.

Tuscor (tus'kor), n. A tusk or tush of a

horse.

Tush (tush), inttrj. An exclamation, indi

cating rebuke, impatieuce, or contempt, ami

equivalent to pshaw! be silent; a*. («*A.

tush, never tell me such a story as that.

Tush (tush), n. [Softened form of tiuk.j

A long, pointed tooth; a tusk: applied espe

cially to certain of the teeth of horses. ' Hu

crooked tushes.' Shak.

The tttshei (of the horse) are four in number, i»o

in each jaw. Ytma!.

Tushed (tusht), a. Tusked.

Tusk (tusk), n. [A. Sax. tusc, tux, a tusk:

O. Fris. tusk, tuseh, a tooth. Ettmulle:

takes it for twisc, from ftro, and this seem*

probable.] 1. The long, pointed, and often

protruding tooth on each side of the jaw

of certain animals, aa in the elephant, nar

whal, dugong, Ac; the canines of the boar,

walrus, hippopotamus, etc.— £ In locks, a

sharp projecting point or claw which tones

a means of attachment or engagement -

3. A term applied to the share of a plough.

a harrow tooth, or the like.

Shortly plough or harrow

Shad pass o'er what was Ismail, and itsftu*

lie unimpeded by the proudest mosque, fijrtn.

4. In carp, a bevel shoulder made above a

tenon to give additional strength to it

Tusk (tusk), n. Same as Tom (which seO

Tuskt (tusk), v i. To gnash the toeth, as a

boar; to show the tusks.

Nay, now you puff, tusk, and draw up yrar ch-a

Tuskar (tus'kar), n. A form of spade : .*

twiscar (which see).

Tusked (tuskt), a. l. Furnished with task*

Of those beasts no one was homed and tttsked sua

fr.Oerm

2. In her. having tusks of such or men ft

tincture : said of boars, elephants, ate.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pouud; ■ u, 8c. abune; f, Sc. h*
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parts of the atmosphere which are still

illuminated after the sun has become invis

ible from ordinary heighte. The morning

twilight is said to begin, and tin- evening

twilight to end, in our latitudes when the

sun is 18* below the horizon, but much de

pends on the state of the atmosphere as to

clouds, A c Twilight is of longer duration

in high latitudes than at or near the equator

on account of the obliquity of his course.

When he sinks perpendicularly below the

horizon naturally there is little twilight —

2. A faint light in general. ''Mid the dim

tidlight of the laurel grove. ' Milman.

Hence — 3. A dubious or uncertain medium

through which anything is seen or examined;

a partial revelation or disclosure.

In the greatest part of our concernment he has

afforded us only the twilight of probability, suitable

to our state of mediocrity. Locke.

Twilight (twilit), a. \. Obscure; imperfectly

illuminated; Bbaded. 'O'er the twilight

groves and dusky caves.' Pope.—% Seen,

done, or appearing by twilight.

On old Lycaius or Cyllene hoar,

Trip no more in twilight ranks. Milton.

Twill (twil). v.t. [Either from L.G. twillen,

to make double, or divide in two; G. zwillich,

twill; or from tweel. a corruption of tweedle,

to twill, from A. Sax. two?de, double; in

either case the origin is to be traced in two,

twi. See Twilight, Twin, Ac] To weave

in Buch a manner as to produce a kind of

diagonal ribbed appearance upon the sur

face of the cloth.

Twill (twil), n. 1. A variety of textile fabric

very extensively employed. In the twill

the weft-threads do not pass over and under

the warp-threads in regular succession, as

in common plain weaving, but pass over one

and under two, over one and under three,

or over one and under eight or ten, accord

ing to the kind of twill The effect of this

is to produce the appearance of parallel

diagonal lines or ribs over the whole surface

of the cloth; but the regularity of the paral

lel lines is broken in various ways in what

is termed fanciful twilling. — 2. The raised

line made by twilling.

Twill (twil), «. [Perhaps a corruption of

t/it ill; comp. twilt for guilt. ] A reed; a quill;

a spool to wind yam on. [Provincial.]

Twilled (twild), p. and a. Shakspere uses

this word in Tempest iv.64, 'Thy banks with

pioned and twilled brims,' in a sense not yet

satisfactorily explained ; according to some

= hedged ; more probably = covered with

reeds or sedges. See Twill, a reed.

Twilly, Twilly-devU (twini.twil'ii-de-vil),

n. Same as Willow (which see).

Twilt (twilt), n. A quilt. Sir W. Scott.

[Local J

Twin ( twin ), n. [A. Sax. twin, double, ge-

rtrunne.pl. twins, from (icf.two: I eel. tvennr,

trinnr, a pair; comp. G. twilling, a twin.

See Twill. Twilight, Ac.] 1. One of two

ynuug produced at a birth by an animal

that ordinarily bears but one: applied to

the young of beasts as well as to human

beings. — 2. One very much resembling an

other ; one of two things generally associ

ated together.

He was most princely ; ever witness Cor him

Those twins of learning that he raised in you,

Ipswich and Oxford. Shak,

—The Twins, a constellation and sign of the

^pdiac; Gemini.

"" (twin), a. 1. Applied to one of two

t a birth; as, a twin brother or sister.

>' much resembling something else;

V& In the relation of a twin to some-

Ise.

a apple cleft in two is not more twin

tan these two creatures. Shak.

*-. swelling out into two protu!>er-

an anther or germ.—4. In crystal

to two crystals so joined that by

180* round a common axis, one

•ne into the space occupied by the

n), v.i. 1. To be born at the same

«* —2. To bring forth two at a

vr.—3. To be paired; to be suited.

ow inscrutable I his equity

ins with his power. Sandys.

v.t. 1. To separate; to disjoin;

To strip; to divest; to deprive;

1 English and Scotch.)

\ v.i. To part; to go away or

*irfax.

Twin-born (twin'born), a. Born at the same

birth. ' Twin-born with greatness.' Shak.

Twin-brother (twhVbruTH-er). n. One of

two brothers who are twins; hence, the fac

simile of something else. "The twin-brother

of thy letter.' Shak.

Twine (twinX v.t. pret. A pp. twined; ppr.

twining. [A. Sax. twinan, from twi, two;

so D. twijnen, IceL tvinna, to double, to

twine. See Twin.] 1. To twist; to form by

twisting of threads or fibres. ' Fine twined

linen.' Ex. xxvii. 9.-2. To wind round; to

entwine; to encircle; to surround.

Let ine twine mine arms about that body. Shak.

Let wreaths of triumph now my temples twins. Po/t.

She, leaning on a fragment twined with vine.

Sang to the stillness. Tennyson

3.t To direct to another quarter; to change

the direction of; to turn. Fairfax.—M To

mingle; to mix; to unite. Crashaw.

Twine (twin), v.i. 1. To unite closely by

twisting or winding.—2. To wind round; to

cling by encircling. 'Some twine about

her thigh.' Shak.—3. To make flexures; to

wind; to bend; to make turus. ' As rivers,

though they bend and twin*. ' Swift. —4. t To

turn round; to whirl. Chapman. — 6. To

ascend or grow up in convolutions about a

support; as, the plant twines.

Twine (twin), n. 1. A strong thread com

posed of two or three smaller threads or

strands twisted together, used for various

fturposes, as for binding small parcels, sew-

ng sails to their bolt-ropes, making nets,

Ac; a small cord or string.—2 A twist; a

convolution. 'Typhon huge ending in snaky

twine.' Milton.—3. Embrace; actof winding

round. J. Philips.— 4-t A turning round

with rapidity; a whirl.

Twine (twin), v.t. and*. [SeeTwm.TwiNNE.]

To separate; to part; to strip; to direst.

[Scotch. ]

* Alas !' said I, ' what ruefu' chance

Has twined ye o' your stately trees?' Burns.

Twine-reeler (twin'rel-er), a A kind of

mule or spinning-machine for making twine

nr twisting string.

Twin-flower (twin'ftou-er), n. In bot. the

common name of Linncea borealis, a slender,

creeping, evergreen plant, nat. order Capri-

foliacere. See LINNJ5A.

Twinge (twinj), v.t. pret. A pp. twinged;

ppr. twinging [A nasalized form allied

to twitch, tweak, probably also to twang.

Comp. Icel. thvinga, to weigh down, to

oppress, Dan. tvinge, G. zwingen, to con

strain.] 1 To affect with a sharp, sudden

pain ; to torment with pinching or sharp

pains.

The gnat charged into the nostrils of the lion, and

there twinged him till he made him tear himself, and

so mastered hiio. Sir K. L'Estrange.

2. To pinch; to tweak; to pull with a

jerk. ' Twingeing him by the ears or nose.'

Hudibras.

Twinge (twinj), v.i. To have a sudden,

Bharp, local pain, like a twitch ; to surfer

a keen, darting, or shooting pain ; as, the

side twinges.

Twinge (twinj), 71. 1. A sudden, sharp pain;

a darting, local pain of momentary continu

ance; as, a twinge in the arm or side.

The wickedness of this old villain startles me, and

gives me a twinge for my own sin, though f.tr short

of his. l^ryden.

2. A pinch; a tweak; as, a twinge of the ear.

How can you fawn upon a master that gives you so

many blows and twinges by the ear.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

Twining (twining), p. and a. Twisting;

winding round; uniting closely to; em

bracing. — Twining stem, in bot a stem

Twining Stems, i. Convolvulus; 3, Hop.

which ascends spirally around another

stem, a branch, or a prop, either to the

right, as in the honeysuckle, or to the left,

as in the kidney-bean. In the woodcut 1

shows the white convolvulus (Calystegia

sepium) twining from right to left, or con

trary to the direction of the sun's course ;

2. the hop (Uumulus Lupulus) twining from

left to right, or in the direction of the bud's

course.

Twinlngly (twln'ing-li), adv. In a twining

manner; by twining.

Twlnk t (twingk), n. A wink ; a twinkling.

' In a twink she won me to her love.' Shak.

Twinkle (twing'kl), v. i. pret. A pp. twinkled;

ppr. twinkling. [A. Sax. twinclian, to twinkle,

to sparkle, a dim. and freq. of verb not in A.

Sax. , but seen in O. I '.. twinken, G. zwinken, to

wink with the eyes; probably a nasalized

form corresponding to twitch. The winking

or twitching of the eyelids would easily con

nect itself with the twinkling of the stars,

Ac.] 1. To open and shut the eyes rapidly.

* The owl fell a moping and twinkling.' Sir

JR. L'Estrange. — 2. To gleam; to sparkle:

said of the eyes.

His eyes will twinkle, and his tongue will roll.

As though he beckon'd and call'd back his soul.

Donne.

I see his gray eyes twinkle yet

At his own jest. Tennyson.

3. To sparkle; to flash at intervals; to shine

with a tremulous, intermitted light, or with

a broken, quivering light; to scintillate; as,

the fixed stars twinkle, the planets do not.

These stars do not twinkle when viewed through

telescopes that have large apertures. Newton.

Twinkle (twing'kl), n. 1. A wink or quirk

motion of the eye. —2. A gleam or sparkle

of the eye; as, a humorous twinkle.—3. The

time of a wink; a twinkling.

Twinkler (twingkler). n. One who or that

which twinkles or winks; an eye. 'Fol

lowing me up and down with those twink-

lers of yours. ' Marryat. [Colloq.]

Twinkling (twingkiing), n. 1. The act of

one who or that which twinkles; especially,

a quick movement of the eye; a wink. —

2. The time taken up in winking the eye ; a

moment; an instant.

In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the

last trump . . . the dead shall i>e raised incorrup

tible, i Cor. xv. 5».

These false beauties of the stage are no more lasting

than a rainbow ; when the actnr gilds them no longer

with his reflection they vanish in a twinkling.

Dryden.

Twin-leaf (twinlef), n. The common name

of Jeffersonia diphylla, nat. order Berberida-

cen?, an American perennial, glabrous herb,

with matted roots. The root-leaves have

long petioles parted into two half-ovate

leaflets, whence the name. Called also

Hhettmatism-root.

Twinling(twin'ling),n. Atwinlamb. Tusser.

Twinnet (twin), v.t. and i. [See Twin ]

To disunite ; to separate ; to part or depart

from. Chaucer.

Twinned (twind), a. 1. Produced at one

birth, like twins. 'Twinn'd brothers of

one womb.' Shak. — 2. Like as twins;

matched ; paired. ' The twinn'd stones

upon the numberd beach.' Shak.

Still we moved

Together, twinn'das horse's ear and eye. Tennyson.

Twinner (twin'er), n. One who produces

twins. Tusser.

Twin-screw (twin'skrb), a. and n. A

term applied to a steam-vessel fitted with

two propellers on separate shafts, having

right-handed and left-handed twists respec

tively. Being turned in contrary directions

indrivingahead.they counteract each other'n

tendencies to produce lateral vibration.

Twin-sister (twin'siB-ter), n. One of two

sisters who are twins. Tennyson.

Twin-steamer (twin-stem'er), n. A form

of steam -vessel, principally employed in

ferries, the deck. Ac, of which is sup

ported on two distinct hulls which ire

placed some distance asunder, and between

which the paddle-wheels are placed.

Twinter (twin'ter), n. [A. Sax. twiwintre,

two winters old. ] A beast two winters old.

[Local. ]

Twiret (twir), v.i. [In meaning I perhaps

a softened form of twitter, or at any rnte

intended to be imitative of sound. In

meanings 2 and 3 rather allied to O. or

Prov. G. zvrieren, zwiren, to glance sideways,

to take a stolen glance.] 1. To chirp, as a

bird; to sing; to twitter. Chaucer.—2. To

twinkle; to glance; to gleam.

When sparkling stars fa-irrnot thougild'st the even.

Shak.

3. To look slyly askance; to wink; to leer;

ch, r/i:mi; ch. 8c. locA; g, go; J, job: to, Fr. ton; , iing; in. then; th, ttiiu: w, trig; wh, teAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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string which is stretched ami suddenly

pulled. 'And boasts his twanging bow.'

Dryden. ' Twang out uiy fiddle ! ' Tenny

son. — 2. To utter with a sharp or nasal

sound. 'Every accent twanged.' Dryden.

—Togo off twanging,) to go well; to go swim

mingly.

An old fool, to be gull'd thus ! had he Hied, . . .

It had gone off twanging. Stassinger.

Twang (twang), v.t 1. To make to sound,

as by pulling a tense string and letting it go

suddenly.

The fleet in view, he twanged his deadly bow.

Pof*.

Waved her dread standard to the breeze of morn.

Pealed her loud drum, and tw.iHgtd her trumpet-

horn. Campbell.

2. To utter with a short, sharp sound. ' A

terrible oath, with a swaggering accent,

sharply twanged off.' Shah:

Twang (twang), inter}. Imitative of a sharp,

quick sound, as that made by a bowstring.

There's one, the bet in all my ijuiver.

Twang! thro' his very heart and liver. Prior.

Twanglet (twang'gl). v.i. pret. & pp.

hoangled; ppr. twanghng. To twang.

Twanglet (twang'gl), u. A twangling sound;

a twang. Caiman the younger.

Twanglingt ( twang' gling), o. Twanging;

noisy; shrill-sounding; jingling. Shak.

Twank (twangk), v.t. [Imitative of a more

abrupt sound than twang.] To cause to

make a sharp, twanging souud ; to twang.

Tennyson.

Twank (twangk), n. A twang.

Twankay (twaug'ka), n. [Chinese, lit. bea

con brooV] A sort of green tea.

Twas (twos). A contraction of Vr was.

Twasome (twa'sum), a. l»one or performed

by two together. [.Scotch.]

Twasome (twa'sum), n. Two persons in

company; a pair. [Scotch]

'1 think." said I. 'that if ae kail-wife pou'd .iff her

neighbour's mutch, they wad hae the twasome o'

them into the Parliament-House o" Lunnun.'

Sir W. Scott.

Twattle (twotT), v.i. pret. A pp. heattled;

ppr. twattting. [An older form of twaddle.

See Twaddle] To prate; to talk much and

idly; to gabble; to chatter. 'Every twat-

tling gossip." Sir R. L' Estrange.

Twattle (twotl), ti. Act of prating; idle

talk; twaddle.

Twattle (twotl), v.t To pet; to make much

of. [Local.]

Twattler (twotler). n. One who twattles.

Twayt (twa), a. and n. Two; twain.

Twayblade (twa'ldiid), n. [That is, two-

blade] A plant {Listera ovata), growing in

Britain. Written also Twy-blade. See Ll>-

TERA.

Tweagt (tweg), v.t. To tweak.

Tweag, Tweaguet (tweg). ». [A form of

tweak. ] Distress; perplexity. Arbuthnot.

Tweak (twek). v.t. [A. Sax. twiccian, to

twitch; L.G. twikken, D. zwikken, (I. zwicken.

It is an older form of twitch.] To twitch;

to pinch and pull with a snddc-n jerk.
■ Tweaks me by the nose.' Shale.

Tweak (twek), n. 1. A sharp pinch or jerk;

a twitch; as. a tweak of the nose. Swift;

Dickens.—2. t Distress; trouble; perplexity;

tweag.—3- 1 A prostitute. Rich. Brathwaite.

Tweed (twet 1), n. ISee extract.] A twilled

fabric, principally for men's wear, having

an unfinished surface, ami two colours gen

erally combined in the same yam. The best

quality is made all of wool, but in inferior

kiudscotton, Ac, are introduced. The manu

facture is largely carried on in the south of

Scotland.

It was the word 'tweels' having been blotted or

imperfectly written on an invoice which gave rise to

the now familiar name of these goods. The word

was read as 'rtveeds' by the late James I-ocke of

London, and it was so appropriate, from the goods

bctnjj made on the bank.* of the Tweed, that it was

at once adopted, and lias been continued ever since.

Border Advertiser

Tweedle (twe'dl). v.t. pret. «t pp. tweedled;

ppr. tweedling. [Perhaps allied to twaddle

or fwrtftr.] 1. To handle lightly; to twiddle;

to fiddle with. — 2. To wheedle; to coax.

A fiddler brought in with him a body of lusty young

fellows whom he had tweedled into the service.

Addison.

Tweedle (twe'dl), n. A sound, such as is

made by a fiddle. — Tweedledum and tweedle-

dec are two ludicrous compounds of this

word.

Strange all iliis difference should be,

Twui tweedledum and tweedlcdee. Bytvm.

Tweeg (twegX n. See Mknopomk.

Tweel (twel), n. and v.t pret. * pp. tweeled;

ppr. tweeling. Same as Twill (which see).

Vte.

Tween (twen), prep. A contraction of Be

tween. Shak.

Tweer (twer), n. Same as Tuyere.

Tweeae, Tweeze (twez), n. [See Tweezers.]

A Burgeon's case of instruments.

Tweezer-case (twe'zer-kas), n. A case for

carrying tweezers.

Tweezers (twe'zerz).H.pi. [Formerly tweezes,

from tweeze, a surgeon s box of instruments,

a case containing scissors, penknife, or simi

lar articles, from Fr. etuis, pi. of etui, 0. Fr.

estui, a case or sheath. ] An instrument con

sisting of two pointed branches for taking

hold of small objects; small pincers used to

pluck out hairs, &c. ; forceps,

Tweifold,t a. Twofold. Chaucer.

Tweine,1 a. orn. Twain; two. Chaucer.

Twelfth (twelfth), a. [See Twelve] l.The

second after the tenth ; the ordinal of

twelve. — 2. Constituting or being one of

twelve equal parts into which anything is

divided.

Twelfth (twelfth), n. 1. One of twelve equnl

parts; the quotient of a number divided by

twelve.—2. In music, (a) an interval com

prising an octave and a fifth. (£>) An organ

stop tuned twelve notes above the dia

pasons.

Twelfth-cake ( twelfthTtak ), n, A large

cake, into which a bean was often intro

duced, prepared for Twelfth-night festivi

ties. The family and friends being assem

bled, the cake was divided by lot, and who

ever got the piece containing the bean was

accepted as king for the occasion. See BEAN-

KINO.

Twelfth-day (twelfth 'da), n. The twelfth

day after Christmas; the festival of the Epi

phany. Called also Twelfth-tide. See Epi

phany.

Twelfth-night (tweHth'nft), n. The even

ing of the festival of the Epiphany. Many

social rites and ceremonies have for long

been connected with Twelfth-night. See

Bean-king, Twelfth-cake.

Twelfth-tide ( twelfth'tid ), n. [Twelfth,

and tide, time] Same as Twelfth-dag.

Twelve (twelv), o. [A. Sax. twelf, 0. Sax.

twelif, O.Fris. twelef, Goth, tvalif, OH G

zwelif, Mod. G. zwolf. Formed similarly to

eleven, the elements being tiro, A. Sax. twd,

and a Biifllx = £e/j, See Eleven.] The sum

of two and ten; twice six; a dozen.— Twelve

tables. See under Table.

Twelve ( twelv ), n. 1. The number which

consists of ten and two.—2. A symbol repre

senting twelve units, as 12 or xii.—In twelves,

in duodecimo; as, an edition in twelves.
Twelvemo (twelvemo), n. and a. Same as

Duodecimo; contracted 12mo.

Twelvemonth (twelv'munth), n. A year

which consists of twelve calendar months.

I shall laugh at this a twelvemonth hence. Shak.

My three nephews, whom, in June last was ftveliv-

month. 1 disposed of according to their several capa

cities and inclinations. Tatlcr

Twelve-pence (twelv'pens), n. A shilling.

Twelve-penny ( twelv'pen-ni), a. l. Sold

for or costing a shilling; worth a slidling.

I would wish no other revenge, from this rhyming

judge of the tweliepenny gallery. Dryden.

2. t Applied to anything of insignificant value;

twopenny. 'Trifles and twelve-penny mat

ters.* Hcylin.

Twelve-score (twelv'skor), a. Twelve times

twenty ; two hundred and forty. Twelve-

score yards was a common length for a shot

in archery, and hence a measure often al

luded to; the word yards, which is implied,

being generally omitted. * A march of

twelve-score. ' Shak. ' Salutations twelve-

score ofr. ' B. Jonsan,

Twentieth (twen'ti-eth), a. 1. The ordinal

of twenty; next in order after the nineteenth;

as, the twentieth year. —2. Constituting or

being one of twenty equal parts into which

anything is divided.

Twentieth (twen'ti-eth), n. One nf twenty

equal parts; the quotient of a manlier di

vided by twenty.

Twenty (twen'ti), a. [A. Sax twrtitig. from

twegen, two, twain, and 'tig, ten; -tig being

cog with L. decern, ten; so D. and L.G. twin-

tig.G. zwanzig, Goth, tvaitigjus. The termi

nation ty implies multiplication of ten by

the number by which it is prefixed; teen

implies addition of that number to ten. ]

1. Twice ten; as, tteenty men; tteenty years.

2. Proverbially, an indefinite number: some

times duplicated. ' Twenty and tteenty

birthdays in a year. ' Tom Brown. ' Twenty

and twenty times.' Richardson.

Maximilian, upon twenty respects, could not hare

been the man. Bacon.

Twenty (twen'ti), n. 1. The number of twice

ten; a score. —2- A symbol representing

twenty units, as 20 or xjl

Twenty-fold (tweu'ti-fold), a. Twenty times

as many.

Twibill ( twl'bil X n. [A. Sax. twibiU, from

twi = two. and bill, bil. an axe, a bill. Writ

ten also Twibil. Twybill.] 1 A kind of double

axe; a kind of mattock, the blade of which

has one end shaped like an axe and the

other like an adze. —2. A mortising tool.—

3. A kind of reaping-hook. Drayton.

TwihLUed (twi'bild), o. Armed with twi-

hills.

Twice (twis), adv. [0 E heirs, from A. Sax.

twi, twy, two. Twice, like thrice, is really

an adverbial genitive.] 1. Two times.—

2. Doubly; in twofold degree or quantity; as,

he is finer as fortunate as his neighbour.

A victory is twice itself when the achiever brings

home full numbers. Shak

Twice-told ( twis'told ). a. Related or told

twice. 'As tedious as a twice-told tale.*

Shak.

Twich (twich), n. Same as Twitch-grass,

Twicht (twich), v. and n. Same as Twitch.

Twiddle (twid'l), v.t. pret. & pp. twiddled;

ppr. twiddling. [ A form of tweedle. ] To

twirl, in a small way; to touch lightly, or

play with; as. to twiddle one's thumbs when

the hands are otherwise clasped; to twiddle

a watch-key. [Colloq.]

Twiddle (twid'l), v.i. 1. To play with a

tremulous quivering motion. Thackerai/.

2. To be busy about trifles; to quiddle.

[Local.]

Twiddle (twid'l), n. 1. A slight twist with

the Augers.— 2. A pimple. [Provincial Eng

lish.]

Twidle (twid'l), v.t. To twiddle.

Twler (twi'er), u. Same as Tuyere.

Twles,t ado. Twice. Chaucer.

Twifallow (twi'fiil-lo), r.r. [Twi. two, and

fallow. ] To plough a second time, as fallow

land, to prepare it for seed.

Twlfoldt (twi'fold), a. Twofold.

Twig (twig), n. [A. Sax. twig, from stem of

tied, twegen, two, alluding to the bifurcation

of the branch: L.G. twieg, D. twijg, G. zweig,

a twig. See Two.] A small shoot or branch

of n tree or other plant of no definite length

or size.

The Britons had boats made of willow twigs, cov

ered on the outside with hides. Raiet^h.

Twig (twig), v.t. pret. <t pp. twigged; ppr.

twigging. [Ir. and Gael, tuig, to perceive.

discern, whence ft/ (pec, understanding.know

ledge, discernment; tuigseach, intelligent,

wise.] 1. To take notice of; to observe

keenly; to watch; to detect.

Now twig him; now mind him. Ftsott.

2. To npprehend one's motives or meaning:

to understand. Marryat. [Slang]

The word seems to have got into English through

the ugliest kind of jargon, as in the choice morsel

of thieves' cant, ' twig the cull, he's peery,' i.e. ' ob

serve the fellow, he is watching.' Jlfacmttian's Mag.

Twig (twig), v.t To see; to apprehend; to*

umlerstand. T Hook; Disraeli.

Twiggen (twig/en), a. Made of or sur

rounded with twigs; wicket. 'A twiggen

bottle.' Shak.

Twiggy (twic/iX a. 1. Of or pertaining to a

twig; Inking or resembling a twig * Twiqgy

tendrils.' Qerarde.—% Having twigs; full

of twigs; abounding with shoots. 'The

lowest of all the twiggy trees.' Evelyn.

Twight. t pret A pp. of furtoA. Pulled ;

plucked; twitched. Chaveer.

TWight, t v.t. [An erroneous spelling. See

Twit | To twit; to upbraid. Spenser,

Twig-rush (twig'nishj.n. Cladium. a genus

of plants, nut. order Cyperacea. C. Alaru

ms is a British perennial plant, growing in

boggy and fenny places. The leaves art-

keeled, eudiug in a sharp point, with prickly

serratures.

Twigsome (twig'sum), a. Abounding in or

full of twigs. 'Twigsome trees.' Dickens.

[Rare]

Twilight (twilU). n [From twi, two, double

(as in twibill, twifallow, twifoUl), A. Sax. twit

tw$, and light] 1. The faint light which is

reflected upon the earth after sunset and

before sunrise; crepuscular light. The word

when used without qualification is usually

understood as applying to evening twilight,

while morning twilight is distinguished as

the daum. The twilight is occasioned by

the reflection of sunlight from the higher

F'»te. far, fat. fall; me. met. her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abime; J", Sc ley.
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parts of the atmosphere which are still

illuminated after the sun has become invis

ible from ordinary heights. The morning

twilight is said to begin, and the evening

twilight to end, in our latitudes when the

sun is 18* below the horizon, but much de

pends on the state of the atmosphere as to

clouds. Ac. Twilight is of longer duration

in high latitudes than at or near the equator

on account of the obliquity of his course.

When he sinks perpendicularly below the

horizon naturally there is little twilight —

2. A faint light in general. ''Mid the dim

twilight of the laurel grove. * Milman.

Hence — 3. A dubious or uncertain medium

through which anything is seen or examined ;

a partial revelation or disclosure.

In the greatest part of our concernment he has

afforded us only the twilight of probability, suitable

to our state of mediocrity. Locke.

Twilight (twillt), a. 1 Obscure; imperfectly

illuminated; shaded. 'O'er the twilight

groves and dusky caves.' Pope.—2. Seen,

done, or appearing by twilight.

On old Lycarus or Cyllene hoar,

Trip no more in twilight ranks. Afitton.

Twill (twil). v.t. [Either from L.G. twillen,

to make double, or divide in two; Q.zwillich,

twill; or from tweet, a corruption of tweedle,

to twill, from A. Sax. twatde, double ; in

either case the origin is to be traced in two,

twi See Twilight, Twin, &c] To weave

in such a manner as to produce a kind of

diagonal ribbed appearance upon the sur

face of the cloth

Twill {twil), n. 1. A variety of textile fabric

very extensively employed. In the twill

the weft-threads do not pass over and under

the warp-threads in regular succession, as

in common plain weaving, but pass over one

and under two, over one and under three,

or over one and under eight or ten, accord

ing to the kind of twill. The effect of this

is to produce the appearance of parallel

diagonal lines or ribs over the whole surface

of the cloth; but the regularity of the paral

lel lines is broken in various ways in what

is termed fanciful twilling. —2. The raised

line made by twilling.

Twill (twil), n. [Perhaps a corruption nf

quilt; ' "Hip twUt for quilt] A reed; a quill;

a spool to wind yarn on. [Provincial.]

Twilled (twild). p. and a. Shakspere uses

this word in Tempest iv. 64, 'Thy banks with

pioned and twilled brims,' in a sense not yet

satisfactorily explained ; according to some

= hedged ; more probably = covered with

reeds or sedges. See Twill, a reed.

Twilly, Twilly-devil (twirii.twU'li-de-vii),

n. Same aiwillow (which see).

Twilt (twilt), «. A quilt. Sir W. Scott.

[LocaLJ

Twin (twin), n. [A. Sax. twin, double, gc-

ttrinne, pi. twins, from (tet.two; reel, tvennr,

trinnr, a pair; comp. Q. zwilling, a twin.

See Twill. Twilight, *c.l 1. One of two

young produced at a birth by an animal

that ordinarily bears but one: applied to

the young of beasts as well as to human

beings. — 1 One very much resembling an

other ; one of two things generally associ

ated together.

He was most princely; ever witness Cor him

Those twins of learning that he raised in you,

Ipswich and Oxford. Shak,

— /''. • Twins, a constellation and sign of the

zodiac; Gemini.

Twin (twin), a. 1. Applied to one of two

born at a birth; as. a twin brother or sister.

2. Very much resembling something else ;

standing in the relation of a twin to some

thing else.

An apple cleft in two is not more twin

Than these two creatures. Shak.

3. In hot swelling out into two protuber

ances, as an anther or germ.—4. In crystal.

applied to two crystals so joined that by

revolving 180* round a common axis, one

would come into the space occupied by the

other.

Twin (twin), v.i. 1. To be born at the same

birth Shak. — 2. To bring forth two at a

birth. Tutser.—3. To be paired; to be suited.

[Rare.]

O how inscrutable ! his equity

Twins with his power. Sandys.

Twin (twin), v.t. \. To separate; to disjoin;

to sever.—2. To strip; to divest; to deprive;

to rob. [Old English and Scotch]

Twin t ( twin ), r. ». To part ; to go away or

asunder. Fa ir/ax.

Twin-bom (twin'born). a. Born at the same

birth. 'Twin-born with greatness.' Shak.
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Twin-brother (twin'bruTH-er), n. One of

two brothers who are twins; hence, the fac

simile of something else. "The twin-brother

of thy letter.' Shak.

Twine (twin), v.t. pret <fc pp. twined; ppr.

twining. [A. Sax. twfnan, from twi, tiro;

so D. txcijnen, Icel. tvinna, to double, to

twine. See Twin.] 1. To twist; to form by

twisting of threads or fibres. ' Pine twined

linen.' Ex. xxvii. 9.-2. To wind round; to

entwine; to encircle; to surround.

Let me twine mine arms about that body. Shak.

Let wreaths of triumph now my temples twine. Pope.

She. leaning on a fragment twined with vine,

Sang to the stillness. Tennyson

3.t To direct to another quarter; to change

the direction of; to turn. Fairfax.—4.f To

mingle; to mix; to unite. Crashaw.

Twine (twin), v.i. 1. To unite closely by

twisting or winding.—2. To wind round; to

cling by encircling. 'Some twine about

her thigh' Shak.—B. To make flexures; to

wind; to beud; to make turns. ' As rivers,

though they bend and twine. ' Swift. —A. t To

turn round; to whirl. Chapman. — 6. To

ascend or grow up in convolutions about a

support; as. the plant twine*.

Twine (twin), n. 1. A strong thread com

posed of two or three smaller threads or

strands twisted together, UBed for various

purposes, as for binding small parcels, sew

ing sails to their bolt-ropes, making nets,

&c. ; a small cord or string.—2 A twist; a

convolution. 'Typhon huge ending in snaky

twine. ' Milton. —3. Embrace; act of winding

round. J. Philips. — 4.f A turning round

with rapidity; a whirl.

Twine (twin), v t. and i. [SeeTWLN.TwiNNK. ]

To separate; to part; to strip; to divest.

[Scotch. ]

' Alas !' said I. ' what ruefu* chance

Has twined ye o" your stately treesT' Burns.

Twine-reeler (twin'rel-er), n. A kind of

mule or spinning-machine for making twine

or twisting string.

Twin-flower (twin'flou-er), n. In hot. the

common name of Linnaa borealis, a slender,

creeping, evergreen plant, nat. order Capri-

foliaceae. See LlNNJSA.

Twinge (twinj), v.t. pret. A pp. twinged;

ppr. twinging [A nasalized form allied

to twitch, tweak, probably also to ttcaitg.

Comp. Icel. thvinga, to weigh down, to

oppress, Dan. tvinge, O. zwingen, to con

strain.] 1. To ailect with a Bharp, sudden

pain ; to torment with pinching or sharp

pains.

The gnat charged into the nostrils of the Hon, and

there twinged him till he made him tear himself, and

so mastered hiin. Sir X. L'Estrange.

2. To pinch; to tweak; to pull with a

jerk. ' Twingeing him by the ears or nose.'

Hudibras.

Twinge (twinj). v.i. To have a sudden,

sharp, local pain, like a twitch ; to sufier

a keen, darting, or shooting pain ; as, the

side twinges.

Twinge (twinj), n. 1. A sudden, sharp pain;

a darting, local pain of momentary continu

ance; ns, a twinge iu the arm or side.

The wickedness of this old villain startles me. and

gives me a twinge for my own sin, though far short

of his. £>ryden.

2. A pinch; a tweak; as, a twinge of the ear.

How can you fawn upon a master that gives you so

many blows and twinges by the ear.

Sir Jt. L'Estrange.

Twining (twining), p. and a. Twisting;

winding round; uniting closely to; em

bracing. — Twining stem, in bot. a stem

Twining Stems, i. Convolvulus; 3, Hop.

which ascends spirally around another

Btem, a branch, or a prop, either to the

right, as in the honeysuckle, or to the left,
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as in the kidney-bean. In the woodcut 1

shows the white convolvulus (Calystegia

septum) twining from right to left, orcon-

trary to the direction of the sun's course;

2. the hop (tlumulus Lupulus) twining from

left to right, or in the direction of the sun's

course.

Twiningly (twin'ing-li), adv. In a twining

manner; by twining.

Twink t (twingk), n. A wink ; a twinkling.

' in a twink she won me to her love." Shak.

Twinkle (twingOcl), v. i. pret. & pp. twinkled;

ppr. twinkling. [A. Sax. twinclian, to twinkle,

to sparkle, a dim. and freq. of verb not in A.

Sax., but seen in 0. E, twinken, O. zwinken, to

wink with the eyes; probably a nasalized

form corresponding to twitch. The winking

or twitching of the eyelids would easily con

nect itself with the twinkling of the stars,

&c,l 1. To open and shut the eyes rapidly.

'The owl fell a moping and twinkling.' .Sir

Ji. L' Estrange. — 2. To gleam ; to sparkle :

Baid of the eyes.

His eyes wilt twinkle, and his tongue will roll.

As though he beckon'd and call'd back his soul.

Donne.

I see his gray eyes twinkle yet

At his own jest. Tennyson.

3. To sparkle; to flash at intervals; to shine

with a tremulous, intermitted light, or with

a broken, quivering light; to scintillate; as,

the fixed stars twinkle, the planets do not.

These stars do not t-.vinkle when viewed through

telescopes that have large apertures. Newton.

Twinkle (twingiri), n. 1. A wink or quick

motion of the eye. — 2. A gleam or sparkle

of the eye; as, a humorous twinkle.—3. The

time of a wink; a twinkling.

Twinkler (twingkier), n. One who or that

which twinkles or winks; an eye. 'Fol

lowing me up and down with those twink-

lers of yours.' Marryat. [Colloq]

Twinkling (twingk'iing), n. 1. The act of

one who or that which twinkles; especially,

a quick movement of the eye; a wink. —

2. The time taken up in winking the eye ; a

moment; an instant.

In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the

last trump . . . the dead shall be raised incorrup

tible, i Cor. xv. 53.

These false beauties of the stage arc no more Listing

than a rainbow ; when the actor gilds them no longer

with his reflection they vanish in a twinkling.

Dryden.

Twin-leal (twinleO, n. The common name

of Jeffersonia diphylla, nat. order Berberida-

cen?, an American perennial, glabrous herb.

with matted roots. The root-leaves have

long petioles parted into two half-ovate

leaflets, whence the name. Called also

Bheumatism-root.

Twinling(twin'ling),«. Atwinlamb. Tusser.

Twinnef (twin), v.t. and i. (See Twin ]

To disunite ; to separate ; to part or depart

from. Chaucer.

Twinned (twind), a. 1. Produced at one

birth, like twins. * Twtnn'd brothers of

one womb.' Shak. — 2. Like as twins;

matched ; paired. * The twinn'd stones

upon the number'd beach.* Shak.

Still we moved

Together, tn-in/i'das horse's ear and eye. Tennyten.

Twinner (twin'er), n. One who produces

twins. Tusser.

Twin -screw (twin'skro), a. and n. A

term applied to a steam-vessel fitted with

two propellers on separate shafts, having

right-handed and left-handed twists respec

tively. Being turned in contrary directions

in drivingahead.theycounteracteach other's

tendencies to produce lateral vibration.

Twin-sister (twin'sis-ter), n. One of two

sisters who are twins. Tennyson.

Twin-steamer (twin-stem'er), n. A form

of steam -vessel, principally employed in

ferries, the deck, &c, of which is sup

ported on two distinct hulls which are

placed Borne distance asunder, and between

which the paddle-wheels are placed.

Twinter (twin'ter), n. [A. Sax. twiwintre,

two winters old.] A beast two winters old.

[Local.]

Twiret (twir), v.i. [In meaning 1 perhaps

a softened form of twitter, or at any nitt*

intended to be imitative of sound. In

meanings 2 and 3 rather allied to O. or

Prov. G. zwieren, zwiren, to glance sideways,

to take a stolen glance.] 1. To chirp, ax a

bird; to sing; to twitter. Chaucer,—2. To

twinkle; to glance; to gleam.

When sparkling stars rwi'rr not thou gild'st the even.

Shak

3. To look slyly askance; to wink; to leer;

eh, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng. sing; m. then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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to peep; to simper. "Which maids will

twite at 'tween their lingers.' B. Joiuon.

1 saw the wench that twired and twinkled at thee.

Beau. & PI.

Twlret (twir), v.t. [Allied to twirl.] To

twirl; to curl. Burton.

Twlre t (twir), n, A twisted thread or fila

ment Locke.

Twlre -plpet (twir 'pip), n. A vagrant

musician. Beau. ek Fl.

Twirl (twerl),c. (. [Like ticire, to twirl, allied

to such words as Fris. twierren, to whirl, D.

dwarl, a whirling, dwarf, to whirl, 0. G.

twirel, what turns rapidly round, Swiss zwir-

len, to twirl. Holland has the form turf.]

To move or turn round with rapidity; to

whirl round; to cause to rotate with ra-

Jildity, especially with the Angers. ' Like a

Ight feather twirl me round about' Beau,

d- Fl.

See ruddy maids,

Snme taught with dext'ruus hand to twirl the wheel.

Dodsley.

Twirl (twerl), v.i. To revolve with velocity;

to be whirled round.

Twirl (twerl), n. 1 A rapid, circular motion ;

quick rotation. —2. TwiBt; convolution.

The twirls on this are different from that of the

others ; this being an heteroslropha, the rwiW,r turn

ing from the right hand to the left. Woodward.

Twlscar (twis'kar), n. A narrow Bpade for

cutting and shaping peats; a tuscar. Sir

IT. Scott. [Orkney and Shetland]

Twist (twist), v.t. [A. Sax. twist, cloth of

double thread, from stem of twd, two; hence

allied to twine. Words of similar origin

and form, but containing the idea of two-

ness in a difTerent sense, are L. O. and D.

twist, Dan. and Sw. tvitt, O. zicist, discord,

division in two parties. There is also 0. and

Prov. E. twist, meaning the bifurcation of a

branch, a twig, also, like twig, from (too ]

1. To form by winding one thread, Btrand,

or other flexible substance round another;

to form by convolution or winding separate

things round eacli other ; to twine ; as. to

twist varn or thread. — 2. To form into a

thread from many fine filaments; as, to twist

wool or cotton.—3. To contort; to writhe;

to crook spirally; to convolve; as, to twist a

thing into a serpentine form.—4. To wreathe;

to wind; to encircle. 'Longing to twist
bays with that ivy.' Waller. • Pillars of

smoke twisted about with wreaths of flame.'

T. Burnet. — 5. To fabricate ; to weave ; to

make up ; to compose. ' To twist so fine a

story.' Shak.

Consort both heart and lute, and twist a song

Pleasant and long. O. Herbert.

«. To wind in ; to enter by winding ; to in

sinuate.

When avarice twists Itself not only with the prac

tice of men, but the doctrines of the church ... the

mischief seems fatal. Dr. H. More.

7. To pervert; to turn from the true form or

meaning; as, to twist a passage in an author.

8. To turn from a straight line; as, to twist a

ball in cricket. —To twist round one'sfinger.

to completely control the opinions and ac

tions of; to make submissive to one's will.

Twist (twist), v. i. To be contorted or united

by winding round each other ; to be or become

twisted ; as, some strands will twist more

ensily than others.

Twist (twist), n. 1. A convolution; a contor

tion; a writhe; a bending; a flexure. 'Not

the least turn or twist In the fibres of any one

nnimal.' Addison—2. Manner of twisting;

the form given by twisting. ' The length,

the thickness, and the twist' Arbulhnot.

3. In cricket, a particular turn given by the

howler to the ball in delivering it, so that

instead of going straight for the wicket

it takes a curved direction. Hughes. —

4 That which is formed by twisting or

uniting the parts; as, (a) a cord, thread, or

anything flexible formed by winding strands

i>r separate things round each other. 'A

ttrist of gold was round her hair. ' Tennyson.

tb) A kind of closely-twisted, strong sewing-

silk used by tailors, saddlers, and the like.

tc\ A kind of cotton yarn of several varieties,

id) A kind of manufactured tobacco rolled or

twisted Into the form of a thick cord, (e) A

small roll of twisted dough baked. (/) In

waring, a warp of a certain reed which can

be joined to another by twisting, (g) A drink

made of brandy and gin. [Slang 1—6 In

ordnance, the spiral in the bore of a rifled

gun. —«. In arch the wind of the bed-joint

of each course of vonssoirs in a skew arch.

7. Capacityforswallowing; appetite. 'What

a twist the fellow has ! ' .diiwwortA. [Slang.]

8.t A branch; a twig.

Nor bough, nor branch, the Saracens therefore,

Nor twist, nor twig, cut from that sacred spring.

Fairfax.

Twlste.t r.t. To twitch; to pull hard.

Chaucer.

Twister (twist'er), n, 1. One that twists;

the person whose occupation is to twist

or join the threads of one warp to those

of another in weaving —2. The instrument

used in twisting —3. In carp, agirder.—t. In

cricket, a ball delivered by the bowler with

a twist. See Twist, 3—5. In the manege,

the inner part of the thigh; the proper

place to rest upon when on horseback.

Twisting-crook (twist'ing-krbk), n. An

agricultural implement used for twisting

straw ropes; a throw-crook.

Twistingly (twist'ing-li). adv. In a twisting

maimer; by twisting or being twisted.

Twit (twit), v.t. pret. & pp. twitted; ppr.

twitting. [0. E. atwite, atwilen, A. Sax.

atwitan, to twit, reproach — ost, at, and

wltan, to punish, to blame, from wtte, pun

ishment, Sc. wite, blame, Icel. vita, to fine,

viti, a fine. ] To vex or annoy by bringing

to remembrance a fault, imperfection, or

the like; to taunt; to reproach; to upbraid,

as for some previous act.

She twits me with my falsehood to my friend. Skat.

Aivyp minds men of their errors without rtritting

them for what is amiss. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Twitch ( twich ), t>. t. [ A. Sax. twiceian, to

pluck, to twitch. Same word asO. zwicken,

to pluck, to nip, from zicick, a nip, a pinch,

D iwik, a sprain, zwikken, to sprain

Tweak is another form, and twinge, twink,

twinkle are probably akin] To pull with a

sudden jerk ; to pluck with a short, quick

motion; to snatch; as, to twitch one by the

sleeve; to twitch a thing out of another's

hand; to twitch off clusters of grapes.

Thrice they twitch'J the diamond in her ear. Po/*e.

Twitch (twich), v.i. To be suddenly con

tracted, as a muscle; to be affected with a

spasm. Spenser.

Twitch (twich), n. 1. A pull with a jerk: a

short, sudden, quick pull; as, a twitch by the

sleeve.

The lion gave one hearty ttfitch, and got his feet

out of the trap, but left his claws behind.

Sir X. L'Estraure.

2. A short, spastic contraction of the fibres

or muscles; as, a twitch in the side; con

vulsive twitches. ' Wrenched with horrid

twitclies.' Chapman.

A twitch of pain

Tortured her mouth. Tennyson.

3. A noose attached to a stock or handle and

twisted around the upper lip of a horse so as

to bring him under command when shoeing.

E. U. Knight.—I In mining, a place where

a vein becomes very narrow. Weale.

Twltcher (twich'er), n. One that twitches.

Twitch-grass (twich'gras), n. [Corrupted

from quitch-grass. See Queach ] Couch-

grass, a species of grass (Triticum repens)

difficult to exterminate: applied also to

various other species of grass difficult to pull

out of the ground.

Twite (twit), n. [From its cry.] A sort of

finch, the mountain-linnet (Fringilla mon-

tium), distinguished from the common lin

net by the greater length of tail and by

having a reddish tawny-coloured throat.

Twitter (twit'er), n. One who twits or re-

proaches.

Twitter (twit'er), i>.t. [Probably imitative

originally of the notes of a bird, and then

of a tremulous movement ; conip. O. zwi't-

schern, to twitter, Prov. O zwitschern, zwit-

zern, to flicker, zwitzern, to tremble, wink,

twinkle.] 1. To utter a succession of small,

tremulous, intermitted notes. 'The swal

low, twittering from the straw-built shed.'

Gray. — 2. To have a tremulous motion of

the nerves; to be agitated; to be flurried.

•My heart twitters.' Ray.-3.\ To make the

sound of a half-suppressed laugh; to titter.

O the young handsome wenches, how they twitter'd.

Bean, tr Fl.

Twitter (twit'er). n. 1. A small Intermitted

noise or series of chirpings, as the sound

made by a swallow—2. A slight trembling

of the nerves; slight nervous excitement or

agitation. 'Amorous twitters.' Hudibras.

I am all of a twitter to see my old John Harrowby

again. Caiman &• Garrick.

8 t A titter, as in half-suppressed laughter.

Twitter-boned (twit'er-bond), a. Shaking

in the limbs; shaky.

His horse was either clapp'd, or spavin'd, or

greaeed ; — or he was twitter - boned or broken-

winded. Sterne.

Twittering (twit'er-ing), n. 1. The act of

one who or that which twitters ; a sharp,

intermitted, chirping noise; twitter. 'The

twitterings of that slender image of a voice.'

Lamb. —2. Slight nervous excitement; agita

tion arising from suspense, desire, inclina

tion, or the like.

A widow which had a twittering towards a second

husband took a gossipping companion to manage

the job. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Twitter-light t (twit'er-ltt), n. Twilight

Then cast she up

Her pretty eye. and wink'd; the word methought

was then,

'Come not till twitter-light.' Middleton.

Twittingly (twlt'ing-li), adv. In a twitting

manner; with upbraiding.

Twlttle-twattle (twlfltwat-1), tt. [Redu

plication of twattle.) Tattle; gabble.

Insipid twittte-twattles, frothy jests, and jingling

witticisms inure us to a misunderstanding of things.

Sir Jt. L Estrange.

Twixt (twikst). A contraction of Betwixt :

used In poetry, and colloquially. 'And set

dissension 'twixt the sire and sou.' Shak.

Two (to), a. [A. Sax. twd, originally a fem

form with masc. twegen, whence twain. The

word occurs in more or less similar forms iu

most or all of the Indo-European tongues.

Icel. tveir, too, Goth, freu, D. twee, G. zwei.

Bus. dwa, Lith. du, L. and Or. duo, Ir. and

Gael, da, do. Per. do, Hind, do, doo, Skr. dvi.

deem. Twin, twist, etc., arc connected j

1. One and one.—2. Used indefinitely for a

small number in such phrases as a word or

two; two or three hours.—In two, into two

parts; asunder; as, cut in two.—To be two, t to

be at variance or irreconclled, as opposed to

being at one.

When did you see your old acquaintance, Mrs.

Cloudy! You and she are twc. I hear.—See her!

Marry, I don't care whether I ever see her again.

Swift.

—Two is often used in the formation of self-

explaining compounds denoting something

having or consisting of two parts, divisions,

or organs, or somet hing designed for or to be

used with two objects ; as, ftco-eared, ttro-

flowered, too-leaved, tu>o-legged,fwo-masted,

tiro-pronged, etc. etc.

Two (to), n. I. The number which consists

of one and one. —2. The symbol representing

this number, as 2 or ii.

Two-capsuled (to'kap-suld), a. Bicapsular;

having two distinct capsules.

Two-celled (to'seld), a. Bilocular; having

two Cv*|]s

Two-Cleft (to'kleft). a. Bifid; divided half

way from the border to the base into two

segments.

Two-decker (tb'dek-er), n. A vessel of war

carrying guns on two decks. Simmonds.

Two-edged (to'ejd), a. Having two edges

or edges on both sides; as, a two-edged

sword.

Two-faced(to'fast),fi. 1. Havingtwo visages,

like the Roman deity Janus.—2. Given to

equivocation or double-dealing; insincere.

Wherefore, to me, ttve-faced in one hood.

As touching this, he fully brake his mind.

Mir.fcr Mags.

Two-flowered (tb'flou-erd), a. Bearing two

flowers at the end, as a peduncle.

Twofold (to'fold), a. 1. Double; multiplied

by two; duplicate; as, two/old nature; a

twojold sense; a twofold argument. 'A

two/old image.' Wordsworth.

Time and place taken for distinguishable portions r-1

space and duration have each of them a twifeld ac

ceptation. I.ocke.

2. In bot. two and two together growing

from the same place; as, twofold leaves.

Twofold (to'fold), adt>. In a double degree;

doubly.

Ye make him twofold more the child of hell than

yourselves. Mat. axiii. 15-

Two-fOOt (ttt'fut). a. Measuring two feet;

as, a two-foot rule.

Two-forked (to'forkt), a. Dicbotomous ;

divided iuto two parts somewhat after the

manner of a fork.

Two-hand t (to 'hand), a. Same as 7"uo-

handed. 'Thy two-hand sword.' Shak.

Two-handed (to 'hand- ed), a. 1. Having

two hands; an epithet occasionally also use. 1

as equivalent to large, stout, strong, power

ful. • Two-handed twny.' Milton— 2. Large;

bulky; requiring the two hands to grasp; a-,

a two-handed sword.—S. Using both hands

with equal readiness or dexterity; hence,

able to apply one's self readily to anything;

dexterous.

A man soon learns to be two-handed in the bush.

li'hytt Melinite

Two-headed (to'hed-ed), a. Having two

heads. ' By two-headed Janus.' Shak.

me. fhr. fat, fall; me. met. her; pine, pin; n6te. not. move: tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. ahune; y, Sc. fey.
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Two-leaved ito'levd), a. Having two dis

tinct leaves.

Two-lipped (to'lipt), a. 1. Having two

lips.—2. In bot divided in BUch a manner

as to resemble the two lips when the mouth

is more or less open; bilabiate.

Twonesa (to'nes), n. The state or condition

of being two; duplicity.

Two - parted ( to ' part - ed ), a. Bipartite ;

divided from the border to the base into

two distinct parts.

Twopence (to'pens or tup'ens), n. A small

silver coin formerly current in this country,

equivalent to two pennies or one-sixth of a

shilling, but now only specially coined annu

ally to a fixed amount, to be gi venby the sove

reign as alms-money on Maundy-Thursday.

You show all like gilt twopences to me. Shak.

Twopenny(to'pen-ni or tup'en-ni), o. Of the

value of twopence; hence, mean; vulgar; of

little worth.

Twopenny (to'pen-ni or tup'en-ni), n. Beer

sola at twopence a quart. 'A chopin of

twopenny, which is a thin, yeasty beverage

made of malt' Smollett, 'Bottled two-

penny.' Southey.

Two-petaled (to'pet-ald), a. Dipetalous;

having two perfectly distinct petals.

Two-ply (to'pll), o. Having two strands,

as cord, or two thicknesses, as cloth, car

pets, dec.

Two-ranked (tb'rangkt), a. In bot. alter

nately disposed in exactly opposite sides of

the stem so as to form two rows.

Two-seeded (to'sed-ed), a. In bot di-

spermous; containing two seeds, as a fruit;

having two seeda

Twosome (to'sunA a. A term specifically

applied to a reel danced by two persons.

The Mussulman's eyes danced twosotne reels. Hood.

Two-tongued (tb'tungd), a. Double-

tonguedideceitful.

I hate the ttvotongued hypocrite. Sandys.

Two-valved (to'valvd), a. Bivalvular, as a

shell, pod, or glume.

Two-way (to'wa), a Having two ways or

passages; as. a two-way cock, that is, a cock

by which a fluid may be distributed to each

of two branches, to either of them separately,

or be entirely shut off.

TwyblU (twi'bil), n. Same as Twibill.

Twyblade(twrblad), n. Same as?'teaybladc.

Twyer (twi'er). n. A tuyere.

Twyfoil (twi'foil). a. In her. having only

two leaves. Written also Dufoil.

Twy-forked (twi'forkt), a. Cleft or parted

in two, like a fork; bifurcated. ' Her flam

ing head twy-forked with death.' Quarles.

Twy-formed (twi'formd), a. Having two

forms; characterized by a double shape or

by a form made up from two different crea

tures or things; twofold. 'This huge twy-

formed fabric (heaven and earth) which we

see.' Davies.

Tyallt (ti'al), n. Something that ties or

secures. Latimer.

Tyburn -ticket (ti'bern-tik-et), n. A cer

tificate formerly given to the prosecutor of

a felon to conviction, the original proprie

tor or first assignee of it being exempted by

law(aatat of Will. III.) from all parish and

ward offices within the parish or ward where

the felony had been committed.

Tyburn-tree(ti'bern-tre), n. [From Tyburn,

near London, where executions long took

place] The gallows; a gibbet.

Tychonlc (ti-kon'ik), c. Pertaining to

Tycho brahe or to his system of astronomy.

See Solar.

Tycoon, Taicoon (ti-kon'). «- (Chinese

Tai-koon, great lord. ] The generalissimo of

the Japanese army, and formerly virtual em

peror and real ruler of the country. Called

also Shogun, Siogun. See Mikado.

Tydet (tid), n. A season. Spenser. See

TIPE.

Tydy t (ti'di), n. A kind of singing bird.

Drayton. See Tidy, n.

Tyo (ti), v.t An old spelling of Tie, to bind

or fasten. _____

Tyet (ti). n. A tie; a >

bond See TIE.

By the soft tye and sacred

name of friend. Pope.

Tyer (ti'er), n. One who

ties or unites.

TyfOOU (ti-fdnO, n. Same

as Typhoon,

Tyger (tiger), n. it A

tiger.—2. In her. a beast

having more resemblance

to a lion than a tiger, having a pointed

nose, and a tufted mane, legs, and tail. It

is seldom used, and is condemned by good

heralds.

Tying ( t i'ing), n. In m ining, the act or process

of washing ores. Weale.

Tyke (tik), n. [See Tike.] A dog; a base

fellow. ' Base tyke.' Shak.

Tyle (til), v.t Same as Tile in freemasonry.

Tyler (trier), «. Same as Tiler in free

masonry.

Tylophora (ti-lof'o-ra), n. [Gr. tylos, a knob

or swelling, and phoreo, to bear, in allusion

to the ventricose pollen masses.] A genus

of plants, nat order Asclepiadaces. The

species are twining herbB or undershrubs,

inhabiting India, the Malayan Peninsula,

Java, and New South Wales. The roots of

T. asthmatica are used on the coast of Coro-

mandel for thesame purpose as ipecacuanha.

It has its specific name from its being sup

posed to have a good effect in asthma.

Tylopoda (ti-lop'o-da), n. pi. [Gr. tylos, a

knob or swelling, and potts, podos, a foot]

Same as Camelida.

Tymbal (tim'bal), n. [Fr. timbate. It. tim-

ballo, taballo, from Ar. thabal- -tymnal ] A

kind of kettle-drum. Spelled also Titnbal.

A tymfi.i/'s sound were better than my voice. Prior.

Tymp (timp), n. A space in the bottom of

a blast-furnace adjoining the crucible.

Tympan (tim' pan), n [Fr. tympan. See

TYMPANUM.] l.t A drum.—2. In arch, same

as Tympanum (which see).—3. In printing,

a frame attached to the carriage of the hand-

press or platen machine by joints, and cov

ered with parchment or cloth, on which the

blank sheets are put In order to be laid on

the form to be impressed. There is another

frame which fits into this, called the inner

tympan, also covered with parchment Be

tween these are placed pieces of cloth called

blankets, which form a soft medium between

the types and the platen, and tend to pro

duce an equal impression. See Printing-

press. —Tympan sheet, a sheet of paper laid

on the tympan and serving as the guide on

which the sheets to be printed are laid, by

which means the margin is kept regular and

uniform.

Tympanal (tim'pan-al), a. Same as Tym

panic.

Tympanic (Mm-pan'ik). a. 1. Like a tym

panum or drum; acting like a drum-head.—

2. In anat. of or pertaining to the tym

panum; as, the tympanic caual.

Tympanites (tim-pa-ni'tez), n. [L. tym

panum, a drum. See Tympan.] In med.

an elastic distension of the abdomen, from

a morbid collection of air in the intestines,

caused by indigestion, colic, &e., or in the

peritoneum, in which case it is the result

of some serious organic disease. Called also

Timpany.

Tympanitic (tim-pa-nit'ik), a. Relating to

tympany or tympanites; affected with tym

pany or tympanites.

All that he had eaten or drunlc or done had flown

to his stomach, producing a tympanitic Action in that

organ. //. Kingsley.

Tympanitis (tim-pa-ni'tis), n. In pathol.

inflammation of the lining membrane of the

middle ear or tympanum.

Tympanlzet (timpan-Iz), v.t. To act the

part of a drummer. Coles.

Tympanlze t (tim'pan-Iz), v.t. pret. A pp.

tympanized; ppr. tympanizing. To make

into a drum.

Tympano (tlm'pan-o). n. pi. Tympani

(tim pan-I). [It] A kettle-drum: said chiefly

of the kettle-drums of an orchestra. Writ

ten also Timpano.

Tympanum (tim'pan-um), n. [L. tym

panum, a drum, the triangular area of a

pediment, from Gr. tympanon, typanon, a

drum, from typto, to beat.] 1. In anat. (a)

the drum of the ear; a cavity of an irregu

lar shape, constituting the middle ear. It

contains the small bones, and is separated

by a membrane from the external passage.

(b) The flat scale or membrane which forms

the external organ of hearing in birds and

reptiles.—2. Inarch (a) the triangular space

in a pediment included between the cor

nices of the inclined sides and the horizon

tal cornice; also, any Blmilar space, as above

a window, or the space included between

the lintel of a door and the arch above it

The tympanum is often ornamented with

carving or sculpture. (6) The die of a ped

estal, (c) The panel of a door.—3. In much

(a) a drum-shaped wheel with spirally curved

partitions, by which water is raised to the

axis, when the wheel revolves with the

lower part of the circumference submerged.

(6) A kind of hollow tread-wheel, wherein

two or more persons walk iu order to turn

it, and thus give motion to a machine.—

Facade of Doric Temple. T, Tympanum.

4. In bot. a membranous substance stretched

across the theca of a moss.

Tympany (tim'pan i). n, 1. Same as Tym

panites. Hence—2. Inflation; conceit; bom

bast; turgidity. 'A plethoric and tauto-

logic tympany of sentence.' De Quincey.

Tyndarida (tin-dar'i-de), n. pi. See Castoh

and Pollux.

Tyne(tyn), v.t. and i. pret. A pp. tyned; ppr

tyning. Same as Tine, to lose.

Tynet (tin), n. Teen; anxiety; pain; sor

row. Spenser.

Tyne (tin), n. See Tine, the tooth of a har

row, &c. *

Typal (tip'al), a. Of or pertaining to a type;

constituting or serving as a type; typical.

Type (tip), n. (Fr. type, from L. typus.

from Gr. typos, a blow, an impression, from

root of typto, to strike.] 1. Distinguishing

mark or stamp ; si^n ; emblem ; character

istic.

The faith they have in tennis, long stockings.

Short, bolstered breeches, and those ty/es of travel.

Shaft.

Thy father bears the type of king of Naples. Shak.

2. An allegorical or symbolic representation

of some object, which is called the antitype*

a symbol ; a sign : theologically the word is

mainly applied to those prophetic preflgur-

ings of the persons and things of the new

dispensation which occur in the Old Testa

ment. Thus the paschal lamb is considered

a type of Christ, who, as the object typified

or prefigured, is the antitype.

A type is no longer a type when the thing typified

comes to be actually exhibited. South.

3. An example or specimen of any class

which is considered as eminently possessing

the properties or characters of the class; the

ideal representation of a group combining

its essential characteristics ; or a general

form or structure pervading a number of

individuals: used especially in natural

science.

Arc God and Nature then at strife.

That Nature ends such evil dreamsf

So careful of the type she seems.

So careless of the single life, . . .

* S'i careful of the type t ' but no.

From scarped clitf and quarried stone

She cries 'a thousand types are gone:

I care for nothing, ail shall go.' Tennyson.

The six tyfesor plans ofstructure upon one or other

of which all known animals have been constructed are

technically called 'sub-kingdoms,' and are known by

the names Protozoa. Ccelenterau, Annuloida, Annu-

losa, Mollusca, and Vcrtcbrata. We have then to re

member that every member of these primary divisions

of the animal kingdom agrees with every other mem

ber of the same division in being formed upon a cer

tain plan or tyfe of structure, and differs from every

other simply in the grade of its organization, or, in

other words, in the degree to which it exhibits spe

cialization of function. H. A. Nicholson.

4. In the Jim arts, (a) the model or pattern,

in nature, of any object. (6) The original

conception which becomes the subject of a

copy.—5. The design on the face of a medal

or coin. Fairholt. — G. In printing, (a) a

rectangular solid or prism of metal, wood,

or other hard material having a raised

letter, figure, punctuation mark, or other

character on the upper end, which, when

inked, is used to make impres

sions on paper and other smooth

surfaces, (b) Types collectively;

the quantity of types used in

printing. Types must be all of

a uniform height, and perfectly

true in their angles, otherwise

they could not be locked to

gether. The different parts of a

type are technically named as

follows: the body or sha nk (a), the

rectangular solid itself; the face

ih), the raised letter or character;

the beard (e). the part of the end

of the body unoccupied by the

face; the nick (or nicks, ddd), a notch made

on one side of the prism, and designed

to assist the compositor in distinguishing

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; iu, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAIg; zh, azure.—See Kky.
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the bottom of the face from the top; the

?roovs i,e), a channel made in the bottom or

oot of the type to make it stand steadily.

The fine lines at the top and bottom of a

letter are called ccriphs; the parts of the face

of some letters, such asj and/, which project

over the body, are called kerns. From the

character of the letters types are known aa

CAPITALS, small or lower case letters, italics,

script, Ac. From their size they receive the

following names, from brilliant, which, how

ever, is rarely used, to English, the largest

used in ordinary book-work :—

Brilliant . . . wiiii— cut« raunim e^ius m»ur

Diamond. . . William Cutoi m tU tnt Hniluh Printer.

Pearl William Canton wu the ftm Englixh P

Ruby William Caxton was tho first Englis

Nonpareil.. William Caxton was the first En

Minion — William Caxton was the firs

Brevier William Caxton was the fir

Bourgeois.. William Caxton was the

Longpruner William Caxton was th

small Pica. William Caxton was

pica William Caxton w

English.... William Oaxton

Brevier., lilac U ZUtter or COlo HEuflUal)

—Tn type, set up, ready for printing; hav

ing all the types duly arranged bo that an

impression can be taken when desired.

Type (tip), v.t. pret. & pp. typed; ppr.

typing. 1. To exhibit or represent by a

model or symbol beforehand ; to prefigure.

[Rare.] — 2. To exhibit an example or copy

of; to represent; to typify.

But let us type them now

In our own lives. Tennyten.

Type-casting (tip'kast-ing), n. Same as

Type-founding.

Type-founder (tip'found-cr), n. A person

who manufactures type.

Type-founding (tip'found-ing), n. The art

or practice of manufacturing metallic mov

able types, used by printers.

Type-foundry, Type - foundery ( tip ' -

found-rl, tip'found-e-ri). n. A place where

types are manufactured.

Type-metal (tip'met-al), n. An alloy of

lead, antimony, and tin, used in making

types. The usual proportion is one part of

antimony to three of lead ; but the propor

tions vary for different sorts of types.

Type-setter (tip'set-er), n, L One who sets

up type; a compositor. —2 A type-setting

machine. See under Type-setting.

Type-setting (tip'set-iug), n. The act or

ftrocess by which type is set up or placed

n the composing-stick, ready to be printed

from.—Type-setting machine, a machine for

composing or setting up type. There are

several varieties of machines for this pur

pose, but ordinarily they all possess the fol

lowing leading features: they have separate

galleys or pockets for each sort of type, and

the mechanical arrangement is such that

on touching a key, arranged with others

like the keyboard of a piano, the end type

of the row is displaced, and conducted in a

channel or by a tape to a composing-stick,

where the typeB are arranged in a regular

order in a line of indefinite length; thence

they are removed in successive portions to

a justifying stick, in which they are spaced

out to the proper length of line required.

Type-Writer (tip'rit-er), n. A machine

intended to be used as a substitute for the

pen, and by which the letters are produced

by the impression of inked types. The es

sential elements in such machines (of which

there are several varieties) is a movement

to bring the type into position, an inking

device, an impression movement, and means

for letter and line spacing. A successful

form of the machine has a series of letter

keys arranged in four rows, to be worked by

the Angers of both hands, a letter being im

printed on the paper (which moves auto

matically) each time a key is struck.

Typha (ti'fa), n. [Or. typhus, a marsh, from

the habitat of the species. ] A genus of

plants, the species of which are known by

the name of cat-tail or reed-mace. See

Heed-mack.

Typhace» (tl-fa'sS-e), n. pi. [L. typha. Gr.

typhi.) A nat. order of monocotyledonous

plants, characterized by their calyx being

three -sepaled and half-glumaceous, or a

mere bundle of long hairs, long lax fila

ments, clavate anthers, solitary pendulous

ovules, and peculiar habit. The order In

cludes two genera, Typha and Sparganium,

the species of which are abundant in the

northern parts of the world. They are her

baceous reed-like plants, growing in marshes

and ditches,

Typh-fever (tlf'fe-ver), n. A general name

for continued low fevers, as typhus and

typhoid.

Typhllne (tiflln). n. [Or. typhlinis, a kind

of Berpentine animal like the blind-worm,

from typhlos, blind.] A curious lizard be

longing to a family in which the eyes and

ears are hidden under the skin, and which

has two limbs at most, the front being al

ways and the hinder pair sometimes want

ing. In the typical species, the common

typhline (or blind acontias), the limbs are

entirely wanting, and the animal looks ut

terly helpless, having no apparent legs, feet,

eyes, or ears. It is a native of South Africa.

TypnlopldSB (tif-lop'i-de), n. pi. [Gr. typh

lops, from typhlos, blind, and Ops, the eye or

face. ] A family of reptiles, distinguished

from the typical ophidians by the compara

tive narrowness of their gape, and by their

habit of burrowing in the ground; and so

named because the eye resembles a point

hardly visible through the skin. They re

semble at first sight earthworms, and arc

found in the hot portions of both hemi

spheres. They differ from all other reptiles

in possessing teeth in only one of the jaws.

The typical genus is Typhlops, and there are

several others.

Typhlops (tiflops), n. See Typhloptme.

Typnoean (ti-fo'S-an), a. Of, pertaining to,

or resembling Typhosus, the fabled giant

with a hundred heads. Sometimes incor

rectly written Typnoean or Typhean.

Typhoid (ti'foid), a. Of, pertaining to, or re

sembling typhus; as, a typhoid fever; typhoid

symptoms.— Typhoid fever, a species of con

tinued fever, characterized by abdominal

ftains and diarrhoea due to ulceration of the

[i testifies, frequently by derangement in the

functions of the lungs and brain, by spots on

the skin, and analogous in many respects to

eruptive fevers. Unlike the spots of typhus

those of typhoid fever disappear on pressure.

By some authorities typhoid and typhus

fevers have been regarded as the less and

greater degree of one common disease, but

the majority of physicians now consider them

to be distinct diseases with certain resem

blances. Typhus has generally prevailed

as an epidemic where insanitary conditions,

overcrowding, and famine have prevailed ;

the rebreathlng of air loaded with eman

ations from crowded living beings being its

chief cause. Typhoid, on the other hand,

is now far more common, occurring among

all classes of society, in isolated and healthy

villages, as well as in the larger cities. It

may be induced by purely external causes,

as by bad ventilation, sewer-gas, exhalations

of decomposing matter in cellars or near

houses, privies, and especially the contami

nation of drinking water. It is also of

longer duration than typhus, there being

at least three full weeks of the active fever,

followed by several weeks' gradual conva

lescence, while In the average from typhus

speedy recovery ensues at the end of the

second week. Known also as Enteric and

Gastric Fever.

Typhomania (ti-fo-ma'ni-a), n The low

muttering delirium which accompanies ty

phoid fever.

Typhon (li'fon), n. The Orcek name of the

Egyptian divinity Set. the personification

of the principle of evil

Typhoon* ti-f6n').H. [Chinese tai-fong, great

wmd. The spelling has been influenced by

Gr. typhon, a violent whirlwind, also the

name of a divinity. ] One of the violent hur

ricanes which rage on the coasts of China and

Japan and the neighbouring archipelago, oc

curring from May to November, being most

frequent and disastrous in July, August,

and September ^

Typhous U f'fewL «. ^Mating to typhus.

Typh - pOisOWyfi#&»\j. " Poison or

virus, which tttSr^PTni i te^l into thesyBtem

produces tyvu-Wt.T,oreontinued low fevers,

as typhus <>r frfsVjid fevers.

Typhus (ti'rnS^rt. [(Jr. typhos, Btupor or

coma ] A spectewf continued fever attended

by great debility. It is contagious or infec

tious, and often epidemic, but is most prone

to attack debilitated persons, and is aided

in its progress by wont of cleanliness, good

food, and Fresh air. With the sanitary reform

of overcrowded localities, barracks, jails,

ships, &.c. , the prevalence of this plague has

now been considerably diminished. Its at

tack is generally characterized by inordinate

muscular and nervous debility, great de

pression of spirits, weariness, flying pains,

sighing, and a frequent, small, and some

times fluttering pulse. The tongue is foul

and brown, and the taste impaired, and not

unfrequeutly nausea and bilious vomiting

prevail. About the fourth or fifth day an

eruption of a deep livid colour appears on

the abdomen, the spots of which do not

disappear on pressure, as those of typhoid

do. As the disease advances the debility

Increases; the speech becomes inarticulate,

muttering, and delirious, and there is a ten

dency to bleeding from the nose, mouth,

and bowels. Typhus is frequently fatal,

death in the majority of cases supervening

before the fifteenth day after attack. This

disease is also known as hospital fever, ship-

fever, jail-fever, camp-fever, brain-fever,

and spotted fever, and has sometimes been

considered as an acute form of fever of

which typhoid is a less virulent example.

See Typhoid.

Typlc (tip'ik), a. Same as Typical, but less

commonly used. —Typic fever, a fever that

is regular in its attacks, or that follows a

particular type: opposed to erratic fever.

Typical (tip'ik-al), a. Of or pertaining to a

type; having the character of a type; as.

(a) prefiguring or representing something;

foreshadowing; emblematic; figurative.

The Lcvitical priesthood was only typical of the

Christian. AtUrbnry,

(b) In nat. hist, combining the character

istics of a group ; ns, the typical species of

a genus; the typical genus of a family. Ac.

Typically (tip'ik-al-li), ado. In a typical

manner; by way of image, Bymbol, or re

semblance.

In the Eucharist he (Christ) is still figured . . . more

clearly, but still typically, yer. Taylor.

Typicalnesa (tip'ik-al-nes), n. The state of

beiniz typical.

Typiflcatlon (tlp'i-fl-ka"shon), n. The act

of typifying.

Typifier(tip'i-fler), n. One who typifies.

'A modern typifier who deals only in simili

tudes and correspondences.* WarburUm,

Typify (tip'i-fi), v.t. pret. & pp. typified; ppr.

typifying. 1. To represent by an image,

form, model, or resemblance.

Our Saviour was tyfijfed indeed by the poat that

was slain. Sir T. Brmmms*

2. To exemplify; to type.

Typo (ti'po), n. An abbreviation of Typog

rapher; a compositor. [Colloq]

Typocosmy (ti'po-kos-mi). n. [Or. typos, an

impression, and kosmos, the world. J A re

presentation of the world. Bacon. [Rare ]

Typographer (ti-pog'rafer). n. [See Ty

pography ] A printer. ' An edition of this

work, without date, place, or typographer/

T. Warton.

Typographic, Typographical (tl-po-graf-

iK. tl-po-grafik-al). a. 1. Pertaining to

printing; as, the typographicart; typograph

ical errors. — 2. t Emblematic; figurative;

typical.

Typographically (tl-p6-grafik-al-li), adv.

1. By means of types ; after the manner of

printers —2. Emblematically; figuratively.

Typography (ti-pog'ra-n), n. [Or. typos,

type, and grapho, to write.] 1. The art of

printing, or the operation of impressing

letters and words on paper by types.

Caxton taught us typo£raj>hy about the year 1474.

2. Emblematical or hieroglyphic representa

tion. Sir T Browne.

Typolite (ti'po-lit), n. [Gr. typos, form, and

lithos. stone.] An old name for a stone or

fossil which has on it impressions or figures

of plants and animals.

Typology (ti pol'o-ji), n. [Or. typo*, form,

and logos, discourse. ] The doctrine of types;

a discourse on types, especially those of

Scripture.

TyT (ter). n. [IceL T;)r] In northern

mythol. the god of war and victory. He is

the son of Odin, and the same as the Anglo-

Saxon Tyw or Tiu. See TlU.

Tyran t (ti'ran). v.t. To act the tyrant to;

to tyrannize over.

What fjlorte or what (ruerdon has thou (Love) found

1 11 feeble ladies tyranning so sore. Spemstr.

Kate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abuue; V, Sc. fey.
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Tyran.t Tyrannet (ti'ran), n. A tyrant

Spenser.

Tyranneaat (tl'ran-eB), n. A female tyrant.

'A moat insulting tyranness.' Beau. A FL

TyTannlC (ti-ran'ik), a. Same as Tyranni

cal; chiefly occurring in poetry. 'Brute

violence, and proud tyrannic power.' Milton.

Tyrannical(ti-ran'ik-al),a. [Kr. tyrannique,

Gr. tyrannikos. See Tyrant.] Pertaining

to a tyrant; suiting a tyrant; arbitrary; un

justly severe in government; imperious;

despotic; cruel; as, a tyrannical prince; a

tyrannical master; tyrannical government

or power.

You have contrived ... to wind

Yourself into a power tyrannical. Ska*.

If the spirit of a subject be rebellious, in a prince

it will be tyrannical and intolerable. Jer. Taylor.

Tyrannically (ti-ran'ik-al-li), adv. In a

tyrannical manner; with unjust exercise of

power; arbitrarily; oppressively. Shak.

TyrannlcalnesBtti-nin'ikal-nes), n. Tyran

nical disposition or practice.

Tyrannicldal (ti-ran'i-sld"al), a. Relating

to tyrannicide.

Tyrannicide (tl-ran'i-sid), n. [L. tyrannus,

tyrant, and ccedo, to kill. ] L The act of

killing a tyrant.

It was in the mo« patient period of Rorain servi

tude that themes of tyrannicide made the ordinary

exercise of boys at school. Burke.

2. One who kills a tyrant. 'A band of

tyra n n icides. ' Moore.

Tyrannidse (ti-rau'i-de), n. pi. A family of

insessorial birds, of which Tyrannus is the

typical genus. See Tyrannus.

TyranniSht (tir'an-ish), a. Like a tyrant;

tyrannical. ' The proud, tyrannish Roman.'

Gower.

Tyrannize (tir'an-iz), v.i. pret. «fc pp. tyr

annized; ppr. tyrannizing. [Kr. tyranniser.]

To act the tyrant; to exercise arbitrary

power; to rule with unjust and oppressive

severity; to exercise unjust severity; as, a

prince will often tyrannize over his sub

jects. ' Him that thus doth tyrannize o'er

me. ' Shak.

He does violence to his own faculties, tyrannizes

over his own mind. Locke.

The selfish and the strong still tyrannize

Without reproach or check. Shelley.

Tyrannize t (tir'an-iz), v.t. To overrule by

tyranny; to tyrannize over- to oppress.

Milton.

Tyrannous (tir'an-us), a. Tyrannical ; ar

bitrary; unjustly severe; despotic; oppres

sive ; violent. ' The tyrannous breathings

of the north' (wind). Shak. 'This tyran

nous and despotic king.' .Sir IV. Temple.

And now the storm-blast came, and he

Was tyrannous and strong. Coleridge.

Tyrannoualy (tir'an-us-li), adv. In a tyr

annous maimer; tyrannically; oppressively;

violently; cruelly. Spenser.

Tyrannus (ti-ran'nuB), n. A genua of inses-

sorial birds, having the bill straight, rather

long, strong, the upper mandible rounded

above, the point suddenly hooked. The

birds of this genus, which is entirely Ame

rican, are noted for their boldness and

fierceness, and will attack any aggressor,

even the eagle, in defence of their young.

The best-known species is the tyrant-shrike

(T. intrepidus).

Tyranny (tir'an-i), n. [See Tyrant.]

1. Arbitrary or despotic exercise of power;

oppressive conduct of a tyrant; cruel govern

ment or discipline; as, the tyranny of a

master. ' Thy insulting tyranny. ' Shak.

Where law ends tyranny begins. Pitt.

2. Severity; rigour; inclemency.

The tyranny o' th' open night's too rough

For nature to endure. Shak.

— Despotism, Tyranny. 8ee under Des

potism.

Tyrant (ti'rant). n. [O. E. tyran, tiran, O.

Kr. tiran, tirant, L. tyrannus, from Gr.

tyrannos, a Doric form for koiranos, allied

to kyros, kyrios, lord, master. The final t

does not properly belong to the word, but

has become appended to it, as in pheasant,

peasant, Ac. ] 1. Originally, in ancient

Greece, one who had usurped the ruling

power without the consent of the people

or at the expense of the existing govern

ment; a usurper. Such a ruler, although

he obtained his power illegally, did not

always use it oppressively and violently; it

was occasionally used humauely and bene

ficently.

The tyrant of the Chersonese

Was freedom's best and bravest friend ;

That tyrant was Miltiades! Byron.

Hence—2. A monarch or otherrulerormaster

who uses power to oppress those under him;

a person who imposes burdens and hard

ships on those under his control which law

and humanity do not authorize or which the

purposes of government do not require; a

despotic ruler; a cruel master; an oppressor.

Love to a yielding heart is a king, to a resisting

heart is a tyrant. Sir P. Sidney.

I am subject to a tyrant, a sorcerer. Shal\

3. The tyrant-shrike or king-bird.

Tyrant t (ti'rant), v.i. To play the tyrant;

to tyrannize. Fuller.

Tyrant-shrike (ti'rant-Bhrik), n. A North

American inseasorial bird, of the genus

Tyrannus (T. intrepidus), remarkable for its

bold and pugnacious disposition. Called

also Tyrant Fly-catcher and Kingbird. See

Tyrannus.

Tyre (tir), n. A preparation of milk and

rice used by the East Indians.

Tyrian (tir'i-an), n. A native of Tyre.

Tyrian (tir'i-an), a. l. Pertaining to the

undent Tyre.—2. Being of a purple colour.

- Tyrian purple, a celebrated purple dye

formerly prepared at Tyre from shell-fish.

See Purpura, Murex.

Tyro (ti'rO), n. [L. tiro, c newly levied

soldier, a young soldier.] A beginner in

learning anything; one who is employed in

learning or who has only mastered the rudi

ments of any branch of knowledge; a no

vice. Garth. [Also written Tiro.]

Tyroclnlum (tl-ro-sin'i-uni), n. Same as

Tirociny. Gayton.

Tyrociny (ti'rd-sin-i), n. [L. tirocinium,

first service or trial, from tiro. See Tyro.}

The state of being a tyro, beginner, or

learner; apprenticeship. Blount.

Tyrolese (ti'rol-ez or tb/ol-ez), a. Belonging

or relating to the Tyrol; as. a Tyrolese air.

Tyrolese (ti'rol-ez or tirVlez), n. sing, and

pi. A native of the Tyrol; the people of the

Tyrol.

Tyrolienne(te-r6-li-en),n. [Fr] A Tyrolese

popular song or melody, especially one in

which rapid alternation in melodic progres

sions of the natural and falsetto voice is

introduced.

Tyrolite (ti'rol-it), n, [From the Tyrol,

where it occurs.] A fine azure-blue or ver

digris-green ore of copper, a carbonate of

copper and arsenic.

Tyronism (ti'rou-izm), n. State of being a

tyro.

Tythe (tiTH), n. See Tithe.

Tzar (tsUr), n. The Emperor of Russia See

Czar.

Tzarina, Tzaritza (tsa-re'na, tsllr-it'sa), n.

The Empress of Russia. See Czarina.

U.

|J. The twenty-first letter and the fifth vowel

in the English alphabet. Us true primary

sound was that which it still retains in most

of the languages of Europe, that of oo in

tool, tool, good, wood, Ac, answering to the

French ou in tour, the sound being some

times short, sometimes long. This sound is

one of the original Indo-European vowel-

sounds. (See A.) In Anglo-Saxon the long

.sound waa often marked with an accent to

distinguish it from the short. The former

has In modern English commonly become

the diphthong ou or ow, as A. Sax. thu =

thou, nu = now, miith — nwiith, Ac. After r,

however, and also after the sounds sh and

zh, u has generally the old bmg sound, as in

rule, truth, sure, Ac , and the same sound

differently represented is still heard in room

= A. Sax. rum, frroofr (verb) = A Sax. brucan

The old short sound of u is still retained in

some words, as in bull, full, put, Ac, but in

treneral this sound became changed (appar

ently about the middle of the seventeenth

century) to the sound heard in cut, tun,

Ac. which was a new sound in English.

In us, but, the u was originally long. This

iviond, which is very similar to that of the

unaccented French e, is characteristic of

English, and is often given to the other

vowels, a, e, o, when unaccented, as in the

word* cavalry, sister, where the italicized

vowels have almost, if not altogether, this

indistinct, stifled it-sound. In the case of o

this pronunciation is not confined to unac

cented vowels, as in numerous instances the

accented o is exactly equivalent to this sound

of «,' for example, come, money, among. Ac.

The long sound th:tt this letter commonly

represents at the present day, as in muff.

pure, duke, diffuse, Ac. , is not a simple vowel,

the u-sound having really an t-sound before

it. This latter sound seems to have estab

lished itself about the beginning of the seven

teenth century. Some speakers give u this

sound even after r, but the letter is not com

monly so pronounced. Vulgar speakers,

again, pronounce such words as duke, Ac.

as if they were written dook, Ac. The

words bury and busy (with their deriva

tives) exhibit solitary peculiarities in the

pronunciation of this character. The sound

of u in mute is also represented by other

combinations, as by ue in due, ew in dew,

and ui in suit. With regard to ue the re

mark has been made 'that it is used in later

spelling as a final u owing to a rule made

by no one knows whom, no one knows why,

and no one knows when, that no English

word can end in u.' (A.J.Ellis.) In plague,

rogue, Ac, ue indicates that the preceding

vowel is to be pronounced long and the g

with its hard sound; in tongue it is a useless

excrescence. Besides the sound in suit, ui

has several other sounds, as in build, guide,

fruit, anguish, mosquito, Ac In buoy the u

is no longer heard, and probably it never

was heard in buy. In the best period of

Roman literature the u-sound was expressed

by the character V. The Anglo-Saxon al

phabet did not have the character V at all,

the sound, when itlSccurred (as between two

vowels) being 1 1 1 1 1 \( %* 1 by/, or occasion

ally by u. In later timeVw and v stood in

differently foreitber sound, the capital being

generally written V. Tn the seventeenth

century its special functirrh was assigned to

each, yet almost every dictionary continued

to combine the u and p. and this was not

quite given up till far on in the present cen

tury.— U, in chem. is the symbol of uranium.

U.C., In dates belonging to Roman history,

is a contraction for ab urbe condita, from

the time the city was built; as, U.C. 400, the

year of Rome 400. U.K., the United King

dom. U. P., in Scotland, United Presby

terian. U.S., United States. U.S.A., United

States of America

Uberoust (u'ber-us), a. [L. uber, fruitful.]

Yielding largely or copiously; productive;

fruitful; copious.

Here the women give suck, the uberous dug being

thrown over their naked shoulder. Sir T. Herbert.

Ubertyt (u'ber-ti), n. [L. ubertas, from

uber. fruitful or copious.] Fertility; fruit-

fulness. Ftorio.

Ubication. Ubiety (u-bi-ka'shon, u-bi'e-ti),

m. [L. ubi, where.] The state of being in a

place; local relation; whereness. 'if my

ubiety did not so nearly resemble ubiquity.'

Southcy. [Rare.]

Among other solutions he suggests that the board

affects the upper weight, which it does not touch, by

determining its ubuatwn or whereness. Ifhewett.

Ublquarian (u-bi-kwa'ri-an), a. Exist

ing everywhere; ubiquitary; ubiquitous.

Cowper. [Rare.]

Ubiquist (u'bi-kwist), n. [Fr. ubiqutste,

from L. ubiaue, everywhere, in every place,

from ubi, where] One of a Beet of Luther

ans who sprung up in Germany about the

year 1560. Their distinguishing tenet was

that the body of Christ is omnipresent, or

in every place at the same time, and hence

that he is corporeally present in the euchar-

ist. Written also Ubiquitist, Ubiquitarian,

Ubiquitary.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Ft. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, Oiin; v, wig; wh, u>Alg; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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Ubiqultalre t (u-bik'wi-tar), a. Ubiquitary.

Howell.

Ublquitarian (u-bik'wi-ta"ri-an), n. 1. One

who exists everywhere.—2. One of the sect

called Ubiquists. See Ubiquist.

Ublqultartne88(u-bik'wi-ta-ri-nes), n. The

state o( being ubiquitary; existence every

where. Fuller.

Ubiquitary (u-bik'wi-ta-ri), a. Existing

everywhere or in all places; ubiquitous.

For wealth and an ubiquitary commerce none can

excel her. Hautli.

Ubiquitary (u-bik'wi-ta-ri), n. 1. One who

exists everywhere.

There is a nymph of a most curious and elaborate

strain. Itaht, aU motion, an ubiquitary, she is every

where, Pnantaste. B. Jonsan.

2. A ubiquist.

Ublqultlst (u-bik'wl-tist), n. Same as

Ubiouitarian.

Ubiquitous (u-bik'wi-tus), a. Existing or

being everywhere; omnipresent.

Ubiquitously (u-bik'wi-tus-li), adv. In a

ubiquitous manner; in a manner involving

real or apparent omnipresence.

Ubiquity (u-bik'wi-ti), n. [See Ubiquitous,

Ac. J 1. The state of being ubiquitous; exist

ing in all places or everywhere at the same

time; omnipresence, llooker.—2. The doc

trines or beliefs of the Ubiquists.

No one sequel urged by the apostles against the

CiUtians for joining circumcision with Christ but

may be as well enforced against the Lutherans hold

ing ubiquity. lm. tVattou.

3. t Locality; neighbourhood; whereabout.

'In any street in that ubiquity.' B. Jonson.

Ubl supra (u'bl su'pra). [L.] In the place

above mentioned; marking reference to

some passage or page before named.

Uckewallist (uk-e-wal'ist), n. (After Vcke

WaVis, a native of Friesland, founder of the

sect.] A member of a sect of rigid Ana

baptists, essentially the same as Mennonites,

except that they hold that Judas and the

other murderers of Christ are, or will be,

saved.

Udal (u'dal), a. [Icel. 6dal, ancestral pos

sessions, allodium. See Allodium.] A term

applied to that right in land which pre

vailed in Northern Europe before the intro

duction of the feudal system. Udal tenure

still prevails in Orkney and Shetland. This

tenure,which was completed by undisturbed

possession provable by witnesses, has been

held by the Court of Session to be the same

as allodial.

Udaller, Udalman (u'dal -er, u'dal-inan), n.

One who holds property by udal right; a

freeholder without feudal dependencies. Sir

W. Scott.

Udder (ud'er). n. [A. Sax. uder, O.Fris. uder,

OHO. utar. Mod. O. cuter; cog. L.uber, an

udder, a teat, fertility; Gr. outhar, au udder,

the female breast, fertility; Skr. udhar,

ndhas, an udder.] 1. The glandular organ

or bag of cows and other quadrupeds, in

which the milk is secreted and retained for

the nourishment of their young.

The she-goat.

Not without pain, dragged her distended udder.

Prior.

2 A teat or dug. [Rare]

A holiness with udders all drawn dry.

Lay couching head on ground. Shak.

Uddered (ud'erd),a. Furnished with udders.

' The udder'd cow.' Gay.

Udderless (ud'er-les), ii. Destitute of an

udder; hence, deprived of nourishment from

a mother; motherless. 'Gentle girls who

foster up udderles* lambs.' Keats.

Udometer (u-dom'et-er), n. [L. udxts, moist,

wet, and Gr. metron, measure.] A pluvio

meter; a rain-gauge (which see).

Ugh (u), interj. An expression of horror or

recoil: usually accompanied by a shudder.

Uglesomet (nga-sum), a. Ugly. 'Such an

wjlemme countenance.* Latum-,-.

Uglify (ug'li-n), v.t. To make ugly; to dis

figure. [Rare.]

She is certainly, in my eyes, the most completely a

beauty or any woman 1 ever saw. , . . She uglijlts

everything near her. Miss Burney.

Uglily (ugTi-li). adv. In an ugly manner;

with deformity.

Ugliness (ugTi-nes), n. The ijuallty of being

ugly: (a) want of beauty; deformity of per

son ; as. old age and ugliness. (6) Moral re-

pulsiveness. ' Vice in its own pure native

ugliness.' Crabbe. (e) Ill-nature; crossness.

(American.]

Ugly (ugTi). a. [O. E. uggely, uglike, also ug-

90me, dreadful, ugly—a Scandinavian word;

Icel. uggligr, dreadful, terrible, uggr, fear;

Prov. E. and Sc. ug, to disgust ; Icel. ugga,

to fear; perhaps allied to A. Sax. 6ga, dread,

great fear; comp. also the interjection ugh!]

1. Possessing qualities opposite to beauty;

offensive to the sight; of disagreeable or

loathsome aspect ; deformed ; as, au ugly

person; an ugly face. 'So full of ugly sights,

of ghastly dreams. ' Shak.

The uglifst man was he who came to Troy ;

With squinting eyes and one distorted foot. Derby.

2. Morally repulsive; hatefuL —3. Ill-natured ;

cross-grained; ill-conditioned. [American. ]

—An ugly customer, a troublesome or dan

gerous person to deal with or tackle. [Colloq. ]

Ugly (ugli), n. A kind of Bhade which was

worn by ladies in front of their bonnets

to defend the face from the sun. * When

ever she assumed her Murray, ugly, and

railway-bag.' Mrs. Gore.

Ugrian (b'gri-an), a. [After name of a Fin

nish tribe.] Applied to the Finnic group of

Turanian peoples, comprising the Lapps,

Finns, and Magyars or Hungarians, as also

their tongues. By some used as equivalent

to TJralo-Altaic or Turanian.

Ugrlc (b'grik), o. Same as Ugrian.

Ugsome (ug'sum), a. Ugly; hideous; dis

gusting; loathsome. 'The ugsome sights I

saw.' Surrey. ' An ugsome, ill-shaped, and

most uncouth dwarf.' Sir II'. Scott. [Old

Euglish and Scotch]

Ugsomeness (ug/sum-nes), n. The state or

quality of being ugsome; ugliness. 'The

ugsomeness of death.' Latimer. [Now only

provincial.]

Uhlan (b'lan or fi'lan). n. [Polish ulan, a

lancer, an uhlan, from ula, a lance. The

word is of Tartar origin.] The name of a

variety of light cavalry of Asiatic origin, in

troduced first into Poland by Tartar colon

ists. Uhlans are employed by the Russian,

Austro- Hungarian, and German armies.

The Germans have used them very effec

tually In their wars, particularly in skir

mishing, reconnoitring, and scouring the

country in advance of their armies. Written

also Ulan.

Ukase (u-kas'Yn. [Rus. , from kasati, to show. ]

A Russian edict or order, legislative or ad

ministrative, emanating from the govern

ment Ukases have the force of laws till

they are annulled by subsequent decisions.

A collection of the ukases issued at different

periods, made by order of the Emperor

Nicholas in 1827, and supplemented since

year by year, constitutes the legal code of

the Russian Empire.

Ulan (blan or u'lan), n. See UHLAN.

Ulcer (ul'ser). n. [Fr. ulcere, from L ulcus,

ulceris, akin to Gr. helkos, an ulcer.] A

sore in any of the soft parts of the body,

eitiier open to the surface or to some na

tural cavity, and attended with a secretion

of pus or some kind of discharge. Ulcers are

of various kinds, as scorbutic, cancerous,

scrofulous, Ac.

Ulcer (ul'ser), v.t To ulcerate. Fuller.

[Rare]

Ulcerable(urs6r-a-blXo- Capable of becom

ing ulcerated.

Ulcerate (ul'ser-at), v.i. To be formed into

an ulcer; to become ulcerous.

Ulcerate (ul'ser-at), v.t. [L ulcero, xdcera-

turn, from ulcus. See Ulcer.) To affect

with an ulcer or with ulcers. Harvey.

Ulceration (ul-aeT-a'shon), n. [L. ulccra-

tio. See Ulcer.] 1. The process of form

ing into an ulcer, or the process of becom

ing ulcerous; the state of being ulcerated.—

2. An ulcer.

The effects of mercury on ulcerations are manifest.

Arbuthuot.

Ulcerative (nTser-atdv), a. Of or relating

to ulcere; as, an ulcerative process.

Ulcered (ul'serd). a. Having become an

ulcer; affected with an ulcer; ulcerated.

Ulcerous (ul'ser-us), a. 1. Having the na

ture or character of an ulcer; discharging

purulent or other matter. ' Ulcerous sores.'

Shak.— 2. Affected with an ulcer or with

ulcers. ' Strangely-visited people, all swotn

and ulcerous.' Shak.

Ulcerously (uTser-us-li), adv. In an ulcer

ous manner.

Ulcerousness (ul'ser-us-nes), n. The state

of being ulcerous.

Ulcuscle, Ulcuscule (ul'kus-1, ul-kuslcul).

n. (L. uleusculum, from ulcus. See ULCER.]

A little ulcer. [Rare.]

Ule (u'lS), n. The ule-tree (which seel

Ulexna (u-lfc'ma), n. [Ar. ule mil, pi. of alim,

wise, learned, from alima, to know.] The

collective name of the hierarchical corpora

tion of learned men in Turkey, who have

the advantages of freedom from military

service, furnishing judges, ministers of

mosques, professors, and having charge of

the department of government relating to

sacred matters. This body is composed of

the Imams or ministers of religion, the

Muftis or doctors of law, and the Cadis or

administrators of justice.

Ule-tree ( ule-tre ), n, A Mexican tree, a

species of Castilloa (C. elastica), from the

milky Juice of which caoutchouc is obtained.

Ulex ( u'leks ), n. [L ulex, a shrub resem

bling rosemary.] Furze, a genus of plants.

See FURZE.

Uliginose (u-lij'in-ds), a. [L. uligo. uliyinis,

moisture.] 1. Uliginous. —2. In bot. growing

in swampy places.

Uliginous (u-lij'in-UB), a. [L uliginosus,

from uligo, ooziness.] Muddy; oozy; slimy.

Woodward.

Ullage (ul'aj), n. [O. or Prov. Fr. eullage,

ullage; also ouillagc, oeillage {'osillage de

via, the filling up of leaky wine vessels.'

Cotgrave), from euiller, euillier, outlier,

osiUer, &c. , to fill up a vessel that has leaked,

to fill up to the bunghole, from ceil, the eye,

the bunghole, from L. ocuhis, the eye. See

Ocular.] In com. the wantage of casks of

liquor, or what a cask wants of being full

Ullmannlte (uFman-ft), n. [After Ultmann.

by whom it was analysed] A sulphide of

nickel and antimony, part of the latter being

frequently replaced by arsenic. It gener

ally occurs massive with a granular struc

ture, and is of a gray colour with a metallic

lustre.

Ulmaceffi (ul-ma'se-e), n.pt. A nat. order of

incomplete exogens, of which the genus

I hiius or elm is the type. It is nearly re

lated to Urticacea), from which it differs

only in having a two-celled fruit, and her

maphrodite flowers. It consists of trees or

shrubs, which have scabrous, alternate,

simple, deciduous leaves and fugacious sti

pules. The genera included in it are Plan-

era, Ulmus, and Holoptelea. The species

are natives of the north of Asia, the moun

tains of India, China, North America, and

Europe, in the latter of which countries

they form valuable timber-trees.

Ulmaceous (ul-ma'shus), a. In bot. of or

pertaining to the Ulmaceic.

Ulmlc(ul'niik), a. [L. ulmus, an elm ] Ap

plied loan acid produced by decaying vege

table matter, now generally called humic

acid. See Ulmin.

Ulmin (ul'min), n. [L ulmus, an elm] 1. A

name given to the various substances which

are present in vegetable mould, pent. Ac.

The name has also been applied to the dark-

brown substance which exudes from the

oak, elm, and various other trees. It has

also been called Humus, Humin, Geine.

See Humus.—2. A brown pigment produced '

by the action of strong acids or alkalies on

various organic bodies, especially by heat

ing treacle or alcohol with strong sulphuric

acid, thoroughly washing the residue with

water, then triturating it with gum, and

drying the mixture.

Ulnious (ul'mus1, o. In chem. applied to a

group of brown or black substances, in

which ulmin or ulmic acid is present, oc

curring in vegetable mould, peat, &c.\ hu

mous.

UlniUS (ul'mus), n. [L. , an elm, a word cog

with E. elm.] The elm, a genus of plant?,

the type of the nat. order Ulmaeea*. It

includes about thirteen species, all trees,

some of them attaining a great size and age.

U. eampestris is the common English or

Binall-leaved elm; U. montana, the wych-

elm. See Elm.

Ulna (ul'na), n. [L] 1. In a nat the larger

Bone* of the Forearm and Hand.

a. Shaft of Uln.i. b. Olecranon process, c. Coro-

noiJ process, d. Styloid process of I'Ina. e. Inter

osseous process of Ulna. /, Styloid process of Ra

dius, a'. Head of Radius. A, Interosseous ridjpe of

Radius.

of the two bones of the forearm, reaching

from the elbow to the wrist Its upper ex

tremity forma the point of the elbow. Its

Fate, fir, fat, fall; mi, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull, oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y. Sc. fry.
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chief use seems to be to support mid regu

late the motions of the radim, the other

bone of the forearm.—2. In old law, an elL

Ulnage (ul'naj), n. Same as Alnage.

Ulnager (ul'nft-jer), n. Same as Alnager.

Ulnar (ul'uer), a. Pertaining to the ulna; as,

the ulnar nerve. The ulnar muscles, two

muscles of the forearm, one of which assists

in beiuling the arm, and the other in extend

ing it.

Ulodendron (u-16-den'dron), n. [Gr. oult,

a scar, and dendron, a tree.] A genus of

fossil trees in the coal formation. They

have their stems covered with rhomboidal

scales, with two rows of oval or circular

years (whence the name) arranged verti

cally, probably representing the cicatrices

produced by the bases of cones, branches,

or leaf-stalks. They are supposed to have

been cryptogams allied to Lycopodiura.

Ulorrhagia (u*lor-ra'ji-a), n. See Odlor-

BHAOT.

Ulotrichan (u-lot'ri-kan), n. One of the

Ulotrlchi.

UlotrlClll (u-lot'ri-ki), n.pl. [Gr. oulos, crisp,

and thrix, trichos, hair.] Crisp- or woolly-

haired people. One of the two great divisions

into which Huxley has classified man, in ac

cordance with the character of the hair,

the other division being the Leiotrictii, or

smooth-haired people. The Ulotrichl com

prise the Negroes, Bushmen, Malays, Ac.

Ulotricnous (u-lot'ri-kus), a. Of or pertain

ing to the Ulotricbi.

Ulster (ul'ster), a. Of or pertaining to

Ulster, the northern province of Ireland.—

Ulster custom. See under TENANT-RIGHT.

— Ulster king-at-arms, the chief heraldic

officer for Ireland, whose office was created

by Edward VI. in 1552.

Ulster (ul'ster), n. 1. A long loose overcoat

for either a male or a female, originally

made of frieze cloth In Ulster.—2. The Ulster

king-at-arms.

Ulster-badge (ul'ster-baj), n. In her. the

badge of the province of Lister, a sinister

hand, erect, open, and couped at the wrist

(gules). This ' red hand ' was assigned by King

James I. as a badge of the baronets whose

duty it was to colonize Ulster, See Baronet.

Ulterior (ul-te'ri-nr), a. [L. compar. from

ulter, beyond, further. See Ultra] 1. Being

or situated beyond or on the further side of

any line or boundary.—2. Not at present in

view or consideration; in the future or in

the background; more remote; distant; as

what ulterior measures will be adopted is

uncertain ; I do not know his ulterior ob

ject 'The ulterior accomplishment of that

part of Scripture.' Boyle.

Ulterior (ul-te'ri-or), n. The further Bide;

the remote part. Coleridge. [Rare.]

Ulteriorly (ul-te'ri-or- li), adc. In an ulte

rior manner; more distantly; remotely.

Ultima (ul'ti-ma), a, [L.] Most remote;

farthest; final; last. — Ultima ratio, the last

reason or argument.—Ultima ratio regum,

the last reason of kings, resort to arms or

war.— Ultima thule. See Thule.

Ultima (ul'ti-ma), n, In grain, the last syl

lable of a word.

Ultimate (ul'ti-mnt), a. [L. ultimus, last,

furthest, superl. of ulter. See ULTERIOR,

Ultra] 1. Furthest; most remote in

place.—2. Last; terminating; final, in time.

'My ultimate repose.' Milton.— S. Last

in a train of progression or consequences ;

arrived at as a final result; such that we

cannot go beyond; being that to which all

the rest is directed, as to the main object;

m, the ultimate end of our actions should

be the glory of God ; the ultimate end and

aim of men is to be happy. 'Those ulti-

mate truths and those universal laws of

thought which we cannot rationally con

tradict.' Coleridge.— 1. Incapable of fur

ther resolution or analysis; incapable of

further division or separation; as, the ulti

mate elements of a body.— Ultimate ana

lysis, in chem. the resolution of a substance

into its absolute elements: opposed toproxi-

mate analysis, or the resolution of a sub

stance into its constituent compounds —

Prime and ultimate ratios. See under

Ratio—Final, Conclusive, Ultimate. See

miller Final.

Ultimately (ul'ti-mat-li), adv. As an ulti

mate or final result; at last; in the end or

last consequence; as, afflictions may ulti

mately prove blessings.

Ultimation t (ul-ti-nia'shon), n. A last offer

or concession; an ultimatum.

I.nrd BolinijhroJce was authorized to know the real

ultimatum of France. Stvijt,

Ultimatum (ul-ti-ma'tum), ». pi. Ultima

tums (ul-ti-ma'tumz) or Ultimata (ul-ti-

imi'ta). [L.] Any final proposal or state

ment of conditions; especially, iu diplo

matic negotiations, the final terms of the

one party, the rejection of which often in

volves an immediate rupture of diplomatic

relations and a declaration of war.

He delivered to the mediators an ultimatum im

porting that he adhered to the treaties of Westphalia

and Nimcuuen. Smollett.

Ultimet (ul'tim), a. Ultimate. Bacon.

Ultimityt (ul-tim'i-ti), n. The last stage or

consequence. Bacon,

Ultimo (uTti-md), n. [L ultimo mense, in

the last month.] The mouth which pre

ceded the present; last month, as distin

guished from the current or present month

and all others. It is usually contracted to

ult.; as, parliament met on the 12th ult.

Ultimus hserea (ul'ti-mus he'rez). [L.]

In law, the last or remote heir. Thus, in

cases of intestate succession, failing rela

tions of every kind, the succession devolves

on the crown as ultimus hares.

Ultiont (ul'shon), n. [L. ultio, ultionis,

from uletscor, to take vengeance on.] Re

venge. 'To do good for evil, a soft and

melting ultion.' Sir T. Browne.

Ultra (ul'tra). [Compounded of ult, beyond,

from pronominal root il, whence Ule, that

person, he, and -tra, as in contra, intra, &c.

fSee Contra.) Outrage, which seems to be

from out and rage, is really from this

word.] A Latin preposition signifying be

yond, used (1) as a prefix, in sense of (n)

beyond; on further side of: chietly with

words implying natural objects forming

great barriers, boundaries, or landmarks ;

as, uZframarine, ultramontane, ultramuu*

dane. (6) Exceedingly; excessively; beyond

what is reasonable, natural, or right: with

words admitting of degrees, frequently em

ployed in this sense in political and polemical

terms; as, ultra-conservative, ultra-liberal,

ultra-radical, ultra-catholic, and the like.

(2) As an independent adjective, to signify

beyond due limit; extreme; extravagant;

as, ultra measures. 'The extreme or ultra

party.' Milman. (3) As a noun, to signify

one who advocates extreme views or mea

sures; an ultraist.

The Ultras would have owned him for their leader,

and would have admitted that he went beyond them

in uncompromising consistency. Brougham.

Ultra get (ul'traj), n. [L. ultra. See above]

Outrage.

Ultraism (ul'tra-izm), n. The principles of

ultras, or men who advocate extreme mea

sures, as a radical reform, Ac. See Ultra.

Ultraist (uVtra-ist), n. One who pushes a

principle or measure to extremes; one who

advocates extreme measures ; an ultra.

Ultramarine (ul'tra-nia-ren"), a. [L. ultra,

beyond, and marinus, mariue.] Situated

or being beyond the Bea. 'The loss of the

ultramarine colonies lightened the expenses

of France.' Burke.

Ultramarine (ul'tra-ma-ren"), n. [From

lapis lazuli being brought from beyond sea.

See above.] 1. A beautiful and durable sky-

blue; a colour formed of the mineral called

tapis lazuli. This substance is much valued

by painters, on account of the beauty and

permanence of its colour, both for oil and

water painting. The colour of ultramarine

appears to be due to the presence of sul

phide of sodium. Artificial ultramarine is

prepared by heating sulphide of sodium

with a mixture of silicic acid and alumina.

Artificial ultramarine thus prepared is sold

at a moderate price. The finer specimens

are quite equal to the native ultramarine,

and much le&B expensive.—2. Azure-stone.

— Ultramarine ashes, the residuum of lapis

lazuli after the ultramarine has been ex

tracted. This pigment was used by the old

masters as a middle or neutral tint for flesh,

skies, and draperies; it is a purer and ten

derer gray than that produced by mixture

of more positive colours. Fairholt.

Ultramontane (ul-tra-iuou'tan), a. [Fr. ul-

tramontain, from L. ultra, beyond, and mon-

tanus, from mons, mountain.] Being or lying

beyond the mountains; tramontane; speci

fically, (a) lying or belonging to the north

of the Alps, in reference to Italy: the

sense in which the epithet was originally

used. Tramontane is now more generally

employed. (6) Lying to the south of the

Alps, that is beyond the mountains as re

gards the countries to the north of the

Alps; Italian; specifically, of or belonging

to the Italian or ultra-papal party in the

Church of Rome ; holding the doctrineB of

ultramontanism; as, ultramontane opinions.

This is the sense in which the word is com

monly used in English. ' See below.

Ultramontane (ul-tra-inon'tan), n. A fo

reigner; one who resides beyond the moun

tains; specifically, (a) one who resides north

of the Alps. Hence, one maintaining the

rights of the northern churches, as the Gal

ilean, in opposition to the claims of univer

sal supremacy put forth for the popes; one

unfavourable to papal claims of supremacy

and infallibility, and who held that council

and pope combined were alone supreme

and infallible. [In this sense now obsolete.]

He is an ultramontane, of which sort there have

been none (popes) these fifty years. Bacon.

To the petition of the Bannerets of Rome for a

promotion of Cardinals, he {Pope Urban) openly

avowed his design to make so large a nomination

that the Italians should resume their ascendancy

over the Uttramontaues. Mitman.

(6) One who belongs to the Italian or ultra-

ftapal party in the Church of Rome ; one

lolding the doctrines of ultramontanism.

Ultramontanism (ul-tra-mon'tanizm), n.

The doctrines of ultramontanists; the views

of that party in the Church of Rome who

place an absolute authority in matters of

faith and discipline iu the hands of the

pope, in opposition to the views of the

party who would place the national churches,

such as the Gallican, in partial independ

ence of the Roman curia, and make the

pope subordinate to the statutes of an

oecumenical council. According to ultra

montanism the pope is superior to general

councils, independent of their decrees, and

considered to be the source of all jurisdic

tion in the church. The Vatican Council of

1870 virtually established the views of ul

tramontanism as dogmas of the church.

Ultramontanlst (ul-tra-mou'tan-ist), n.

One of the ultramontane party; a promoter

of ultramontanism.

Ultramundane (ul-tra-mun'dan), a. [L.

ultra, and mundus, world.) Being beyond

the world, or beyond the limits of our sys

tem 'Ultramundane spaces.' Boyle.

Ultra Vires (ultra vi'rez). [L.J Beyond

one's power; specifically, beyond the power

of a person, court, or corporation legally or

constitutionally.

Ultroneous (ul-tro'ne-us), a. [L. ultroneus,

from ultro, of one's own accord.] Sponta

neous; voluntary. 'A spontaneous offer,

and ultroneous seeking of opportunities.'

Jer. Taylor.— Ultroneous witness, iu Scots

law, a witness who offers his testimony

without being regularly cited.

Ultroneously (ul-trd'ne-us-li), adv. In an

ultroneous manner; of one's own free-will.

Sir W. Hamilton.

Ululant (ul'u-lant), a. Ululating; howling

Ululate (ul'u-lat), v.i. [L. ululo, ululatum.

to howl.] To howl, as a dog or wolf. Sir

T. Herbert.

Ulillation (ul-u-la'shon), n. A howling, as

of the wolf or dog; a wailing. ' The ulula

tum of vengeance ascended.' De Quinary.

Ulva (ul'va), n. [L. ulva, sedge, allied to

ulmus, an elm.] Green laver, a genus of

cryptogamic plants, nat. order Algae, and

type of the tribe Ulvacese, distinguished by

having a flat membranaceous frond of a

green colour, with its reproductive granules

arranged in fours. Some species are British.

U. latissima, broad green laver, and U. lac-

tuca, lettuce green laver, are edible.

Ulvacese (ul-va'se-e), n. pi. A tribe of crypto

gamic plants, nat. order Algcc. It includes

plants which are found in the sea, in fresh

water, or on the damp ground. The fiat or

tubular froud is generally of a herbaceous

green or fine purple colour, and of a thin.

tender, membranaceous, reticulated struc

ture, rarely gelatinous; the fruit consists of

zoospores furnished with two or four lash-

shaped appendages. The tribe includes

about ten genera, of which five are British,

viz. Torphyra, Ulva, Tetraspora, Entermor-

pha, and Bangia.

Ulzie (Ul'ye), n. Oil. [Scotch.]

Uma(o'ma), n. In Hind. myth, one of the

names given to the consort of Siva. See

Duma.

Umbel (um1>el), n. [L. umbella, a little

shade, dim. of umbra, a shade ] A particu

lar modeof inflorescence or flowering, which

consists of a number of fiower-Btalks or

pedicels, nearly equal in length, spreading

from a common centre, their summits form

ing a level, convex, or even globose surface.

more rarely a concave one, as in the carrot.

ch, cViain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, lAin; w, wli, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.mg;
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Umbel of Hemlock.

It is simple or compound. A simple umbi-l

is when only a single flower is seated on

oath pidieel, as in Butomusumbelltitn*. Ate,

When the pri

mal y pedicels

have other

smaller pedi

cels, which

form of them

selves a smaller

unihel (as in

nearly all the

members of the

nat order Um-

bellifene), the

umbel is said

to be com

pound, and the

smaller umbels

are called umbellules or umbellets. The

whole assemblage .if the umbels is called

the universal umbel, and the secondary um

bels or umbellules are called partutl umbels.

Umbella (umbela), n. In hot. an umbel.

UmbellaL, Umbellax (uin-bel'al. um-bel'-

itr), a. Pertaining to an umbel; having the

form of an umbel.

Umbellate, Umbellated (umiiel-at, um-

bel-at-ed). a. Bearing umbels; pertaining

to an umbel; umbel-like; as, umbellate

plants or BoTCtt

Umbellet (um'bel-et), n. A little or partial

umbel; an umbel formed at the end of one

of the rays of another umbel; an uinbel-

lule.

Umbellifer (um-beri-fer), n. [L. umbella,*

little --hade, and fero, to bear.] In bot. a

■tut producing an umbel.

UmbelllferSB (um-bel-lif'er-e), n. pi. An ex

tensive and important nat. order of plants,

the flowers of which are almost always in

regular compound umbels, each blossom

having five stamens and two stigmas. The

plants of this order ore natives chiefly of the

northern parts of the northern hemisphere,

inhabiting groves, thickets, plains, marshes,

and waste places. They are herbs, seldom

shrubs, with nstular furrowed stems. The

leaves are in most cases divided; they are

alternate, and all of them embrace or clasp

the stem by a sheathing petiole. The small

flowers are white, pink, yellow, or blue.

The fruit consists of two indehiscent dor-

sally or laterally compressed ridged carpels

separated by a commissure. The seed is

pendulous, and contains a large quantity of

albumen in proportion to the size of the

embryo. There are about 152 genera and

1300 species. Some are very poisonous, as

hemlock, fool's parsley, and others; others

are esculents, as celery, carrots, and pars

nips; many yield aromatics, as caraway,

coriander, dill, anise; a few secrete a foetid

gum-re*iu, much used in medicine, as asa-

fetida. gal banum.opopanax,and sagapenum.

Umbelliferous (um-bel-lif'er-us), a. [See

I MUKU.iFKK ] Producing the inflorescence

called an umbel; beariug umbels; as, um

belliferous plants.

Umbellule (um'bel-lul), n. A partial um

bel; an umbellet. See I'MBEL.

Umber (um'ber), n. [L. umbra, a shade, or

from Umbria, a district of Italy, where, ac

cording to some, it was first obtained.] A

well -known pigment, of au olive-brown

colour in its raw state, but much redder

when burnt. It occurs either naturally in

veins and beds, or is prepared artificially

from various admixtures. The umber proper

of the mineralogist is a soft earthy combina

tion «.f the peroxides of iron and manganese,

with minor proportions of silica, alumina,

and water. The commercial varieties are

known as Turkey umber, raw and burnt,

and English umber, the latter being an arti

ficial ochrey admixture.

Ill put myself in no"'' and mean attire.

Ana with a kind of umber smirch my face.

Skmk.

Also used adjectively. 'The umber shade

that hides the blush of waking day.' Drake.

Umber (um'ber), v.t. To colour with umber;

to shade or darken. ' To dye your beard and

umber o'er your face.' B. Jonson.

Umber (uiu'Ikt). n. L A teleostean flab of

the salmon family, called the grayling < Th >i-

mallus vulgari*). See Grayling.— 2. Same

as Umbre. —3. Same as L'mbriere.

Umbery ( um'ber-i ). a. Of or pertaining to

unilwr; of the colour of umber; dark brown;

dark: dusky.

Umbilict (um-bH'ik). n. Same as Umlnticus.

UmbLUc(um-hirik). a Same U tjmbiiieal

Umbilical (um-bil'ik-al or mn-bi li'kal >. a.

il. umbilicus, the navel.] Of or pertaining

to the navel; formed in the middle like a

navel; navel-shaped; central; as, umbilical

vessels; umbilical region.

The chapier-house is large, supported as to its

arched roof by one umbiiicai pillar. De/ue.

— Umbilical arteries, in anat. certain ar

teries which exist only in the fetus, conveying

a part of the blood sent to the fetus by the

umbilical vein to the placenta. Their office

ceases when respiration is established. — Um

bilical cord, (a) in anat. the navel-Btring

(■'<) In bot an elongation of the placenta in

the form of a little cord; a funicle.—Umbili

cal points, in math, same as Foci. See Fores.

— Umbilical ring, in anat. a fibrous ring

which surrounds the aperture of the umbili

cus, and through which umbilical hernia oc

curs in children.— Umbilical vein, in anat. a

vein which arises from the placenta, and ter

minates at the Assure on the inferior surface

of the liver of the fetus, to which it conveys

the blood necessary for its nutrition.—Um

bilical vessels, (a) in anat. the umbilical ar

teries and vein. (6) In bot. the small vessels

which pass from the heart of the seed into

the side seed-lobes, through which the germ

is nourished.

Umbillcate, Umbillcated (umhii'ik-at,

um-bil'ik-at-ed), a. Navel-shaped; depressed

in the middle like a navel , specifically, in

bot. fixed to a stalk by a point in the centre.

Umbilicus (um-bi-lfkus), n, [L. umbilicus. ]

1. In anat. the navel.— 2. In bot. (a) an old

generic name for the wall pennywort or na-

velwort, now frequently classed in the genus

Cotyledon. (&) The part of a seed by which

it is attached to the placenta; the hilum.

(e) A depressionor elevation about the centre

of a given surface. Henslow.—8. In conchol.

a circular depression in

the base of the lower

whorl or body of many

spiral univalves.and com

mon to most of the Tro-

chidae. — 4. In antia. an

ornamented or painted

ball or boss fastened at

each end of the stick on „,urnbiikusofaShell

which manuscripts were —luiix lapicida.

rolled.— b.Xwgeom.n. term

used by the older geometers as synonymous

with focus; but, in modern works, a point

in u surface through which all lines of cur

vature pass.

Umble-pie (um'bl-pi), n. A pie made of the

umbles or entrails of a deer — To eat umble-

pie, to humiliate one's Belf abjectly. See

HUMBLE-PIE, Xl'MBLES.

Umbles (um'blz), n. pi. [For numbles (which

see).] The entrails of a deer; hence, some

times entrails in general. Wiittcn also

Humbles.

Umbo (umTio), n. [L] 1. The boss or pro

tuberant part of a shield. Swift. —2. In bot.

the knob in the centre of the pileus or hat

of the fungous tribe.—3. In conch, that point

of a bivalve shell situated immediately above

the hinge; the beak.

Umbonate, Umbonated (um'b&nat, nm'-

bo-nat-ed), a. 1. Bossed; knobbed in the

centre. — 2. In bot round with a projecting

point in the centre, as the pileus of many

species of Agaricus.

Umbonulate (um-bon'u-lat), a. In bot . ter

minated by a very small boss or nipple.

Umbra (tun 'bra), n. [L., a shadow.]

1. Among the Romans, one who went to a

feast merely at the solicitation of one in

vited.so called because he followed the guest

as a shadow.—2. In astron.(a) a term applied

to the total shadow of the earth or moon in

an eclipse.or to the dark cone projected from

a planet or satellite on the side opposite to

the sun. See Pencmbra. (6) The dark

central portion of a sun-spot, which is sur

rounded by a brighter annular portion called

the penumbra.

Umbraced (ura'brast), a. In her. same as

Vambraeed.

Umbraclet (umlirak-1), n. [L.umbraculum,

dim. of umbra, a shade. ] A shade; umbrage.

Davie*.

Umbracullferous (uni-brak'u-lif"er-us), a.

[L. umbraculum, anything that furnishes a

shade, and fero. to bear.] In bot. bearing a

body in the form of an expanded umbrella.

Umbracnliform(um-brak'u-li-form),a. [See

above.] Forming a shade; umbrella-shaped,

as a mushroom.

Umbraculum (uni-bnik'u-lum), n. [L , dim.

of miii bra, a shade ] In bot. a term applied

to certain umbrella-shaped appendages.

Umbrage (tuu'braj), n. [0. Fr. umbra tge, Mod.

Fr. ombrage, from L. umbra, a shade] 1. A

■hade; a shadow; obscurity. 'In the dark

umbrage of a green hill's shade.' Byron.—

2. That which affords a shade; specifically, a

screen of trees or foliage. 'Where highest

woods, impenetrable to star or sun-light,

spread their umbrage broad.' Milton.—

3. Shadow; shade; slight appearance or show.

It is also evident that St. Peter did not carry him

self so as to give the least overture or umbr.igt to

make any one suspect he had any suehire-eminence.

Jer. Tttyitr.

The opininn carries no show of truth nor nwMi/f

of reason on its .side. It'ood-hst r,i.

4 The feeling of being overshadowed : jea

lousy of another, as standing in one's light

or way; hence, suspicion of injury; offence;

resentment.

It will not be convenient to give him any umbragt,

by seeing me with another person. Drjdtn.

Umbrageous (um-bra'jus). a. [Fr. ombra-

geux. See Umbrage.] 1. Shading; forming

a shade; as, umbrageous trees or foliage.—

2. Shady; shaded; as.an umbrageous \grotin

or garden. ' Umbrageous grots and caves

of cool recess.* Hilton.—8.f Obscure; not

easy to be perceived, as if from being dark

ened or shaded; hence, suspicious.

At the beginning some men were a little umbragtevts.

Pt>*it*e.

The present constitution of the court is very ttm-

brageout. SI vtfett.

4 t Apt or disposed to take umbrage; feeling

jealousy or umbrage; hiking umbrage.

Umbrageously (um-bra'jus-li), adv. In an

umbrageous manner.

UmbTageousness (um-bra'jus-nes), n. The

state or quality of being umbrageous; shadi-

ness; as, the umbrageousness of a tiee.

Umbranat (um-bra'na), n. Same as Um-

brina.

Umbra te t (um'hrat), v.t pret. * pp. nm-

brated; ppr. umbrating. [ L. wndro, tssft-

bratum, to shade, from umbra, a shade. ]

To shade; to shadow; to foreshadow.

Umbratic.t Umbraticalt (um-brat'ik, um-

brat'ik-al). a. [L. umbraticus, from umbra.

a shade ] 1. Shadowy; typical. ' Umbrat-

ick representations.' Bartow.—2. Keeping

in the shade or at home; secluded; retired.

/.' Jonson.

Umbratile t (um'brat-il), a. [L. umbratihs.

from umbra, a shade. ] 1. Being in the

shade. Johnson.— 2. Unreal; unsubstantial.

This life, that we live disjoined from God, is but a

shadow and umbratile imitation of that.

Dr. H. Afare.

3. Being in retirement; secluded; as, an um-

bratile life. Evelyn.

Umbration (um-bra'shon), n. In her. same

as Adumbration.

Umbratioust (um-bra'shus). a. [See Um

brage.] Suspicious: apt to take umbrage.

'Age . . . umbratious and apprehensive."

H'otton. [Rare.]

Umbre (um'ber), n. An African bird of the

family Ardeidse, allied to the storks, but

having a compressed bill with sharp ridge,

the tip of the upper inuudible hooked, and

Tufted Umbre {Setf/us umbreit.i).

the nostrils situated in a furrow which ex

tends all the length of the bill. But one

species is known, the Scopus umbretta. or

tufted timbre; it is about the site of a crow,

is umber-coloured (whence the name), and

the male is crested.

UmbreU Umbrellot (um'brel. um-brel'lo),

n. An umbrella (which see). 'Each of

them besides l>ore their umbrels.' Shelton.

'Like the top of an umbrclto.' Tatter.

Umbrella (um-brella), n. [It. ombrclta.&n

umbrella, a dim. from I. umbra, a shade ]

1. A portable shade, screen, or canopy which

opens and folds, earned in the hand for

Fate, fur, fat, fall, me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtme; J, Sc. ley.
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sheltering the person from the rays of the

sun, or from rain or snow. It is formed of

silk, cotton, or other cloth extended on a

sliding frame composed of bare or strips of

steel, cane, Ac, and inserted in or fastened

to a rod or stick. The light kind of um

brella, carried by ladies as a defence from

the rays of the sun, is more usually termed

a parasol. The umbrella had its origin in

the East in very remote times, where It was

<and still is) regarded as an emblem of roy

alty or a mark of distinction ; but as a de

fence from rain it was not used in England

till early in the eighteenth century. Old

forms were Urnbrel, Umbrella.—2.. A genus

of tec ti branchiate molluscs : so called from

a fanciful resemblance of the shell to an

umbrella.—a In 200L the swimming-bell of

certain of the Hydrozoa, by the alternate

contraction and expansion of which the

animal is propelled through the water.

Umbrella -bird (uin-brerla-berd), «. A

South American bird (Cephalopterus orna-

tots), allied to the crows, remarkable for the

crest of blue-black feathers rising from the

head and curving towards the end of the

beak, which it nearly reaches. Another

long tuft of feathers hangs down from the

breast. The bird inhabits the islands in the

Amazon, Ac. It is about the size of a crow

and somewhat similar in colour, but with

rich blue and purple tints. Two other

South American species are found.

Umbrella-tree (um-brel'la-tre), n. A name

given to two species of Magnolia. M. Um

brella and M. tripetala, from the form and

position of the leaves. The same name is

given to Thespesia populnea (see THBS-

pesia), and to Pandanus odoratissimus. —

Guinea umbrella-tree, Paritium guineense.

Umbrere (urn-brer7), n. See Umbriere.

Umbrian (um'bri-an), a. Of or pertaining

to Umbria, its inhabitants, or language.

Umbrian (um'bri-an), n. 1. One of an an-

cieut Italian people who inhabited one of the

principal divisions of Central Italy.—2. The

language of the Umbrians, regarded as one

of the oldest of the Latin dialects,

Umbriere (urn-brer*), n. [O. Fr. umbriere.

ombriere, from L umbra, a shade. } The

visor of a helmet; a projection like the

peak of a cap, to which a face-guard was

sometimes attached, which moved freely

upon the helmet, and could be lifted up like

the beaver ; the umbril. ' But only vented

up her umbriere.' Spenser. Written also

umbrere.

Umbriferous (ura-brifer-us).a. [L. umbra,

a shade, and fero, to bear. ] Casting or mak

ing a shade.

Umbriferously" (um-brif'er-UB-li), adv. So

as to make or cast a shade. 'Growing unv

bri/erouslu.' Prof. Tundall.

Umbril (um'bril), n. [See Umbriere] The

movable part of a helmet; the umbriere; the

visor.

Umbrlna(um-bri'na), n. [Sp., from L. um

bra, a shade—reason doubtful] A genus

of acanthopterygious fishes of the family

Scienidre. The IT. eirrbosa or vulgaris, or

bearded umbrina, is a beautiful fish, the

Umbrina vulgaris (Bearded Umbrina).

ground colour being gold, with bright bands

of steel-blue, frequently attaining 2 feet in

length, and sometimes 40 His. in weight

The flesh is white and well flavoured, and

is in much request. Its food is small fish,

molluscs, and sea-weed. It is common on

the coasts of France, Spain, and Italy, and

lias been taken on the coast of Britain.

Umbroset(uru'br6s).«. (L umbrosus, shady,

from umbra, a shade.] Shady; umbrage

ous.

Umbrosltyt (um-bros'i-ti), n. The state or

quality of being umbrose; shadiness. Sir

T. Browne.

Umiak, Umyak (uni'yak), n. The native

name of the women's or larger kind of Esqui

maux boats, carrying ten or twelve people,

and consisting of a wooden frame covered

with seal skins, with several seats It is

used for fishing or transporting families, and

is worked by women. It often has » mast

and a triangular sail made of seals' entrails.

Umlaut (bm'lout), n, [G., from prefix urn,

indicating alteration, and taut, sound —

change of sound.] In phitol. the change of

a vowel in one syllable through the influ

ence of one of the vowels a, i, u in the syl

lable immediately following— a common

feature in several of the Teutonic tongues.

In German umlaut is seen in the frequent

change of the vowels a, o, u to a, o, u. In

Anglo-Saxon it was very common, and it

still appears in the plurals feet and geese,

from foot and goose, the vowels being

changed by an i that originally followed.

Umlaut is therefore a kind of assimilation

of sounda. The change caused by a is called

a-umlaut, and so of the others.

The conception of a sound tends to put the vocal

organs in a position to utter it. We conceive the

later sounds in a word while yet speaking the formor ;

hence the tendency to utter a sound t>etwecn tlic

two. No utn/aut snows in Gothic. Old H. German

has moat a-utni.mt ; Norse, u-umiaut

Pnf. March.

Umpirage (um'plr-aj), n. [From umpire]

The post of an umpire ; the act of one who

arbitrates as umpire; the decision of an

umpire; arbitrament. Bp. Hall.

Umpire (um'pir), n. [From O.E. noumpere.

nowmpere, nompere, nompeyr, and with loss

of initial n owmper, Ac, from O.Fr. non-

per, not equal, odd — L. non, not, and par,

equal,apair. Thelossof initial n(seeAPRON)

would be assisted by the collateral form im-

pier, from Fr. impair, L. impar, uneven, odd.

Lit. an odd person, in addition to a pair.]

1. A person to whose sole decision a contro

versy or question between parties is referred ;

one agreed upon as a judge, arbiter, or

referee, in case of conflict of opinions. ' Three

umpires in this matter.' Sim!:.

'Twixt my extremes and me this bloody knife

Shall play the umpire. Shak.

In this great duel. Nature herself is umpire and

can do no wrong. Cariyle.

2. In law, a third person called in to de

cide a controversy or question submitted

to arbitrators when the arbitrators do not

agree in opinion.

Umpire (um'pir), v.L pret A pp. umpired;

ppr. umpiring. To decide as umpire; to

settle, as a dispute. South. [Rare.]

Umplreshlp (um'plr-ship), n. The office of

an umpire.

Umquhile (um'whil), adv. [O.E. umichile,

perhaps by inversion from A. Sax. hwilum

(E. whilom), adverbial dat. pi. of kwU, while,

meaning at times, once, formerly, whilom.]

Some time ago; formerly. 'A lost man —

umquhile dead — defunct.' Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch. ]

Umquhlle (um'whil), a. Former; late; de

ceased. ' Miss Barbara Clinkscale. daughter

to the umquhile, and sister to the then ex

isting Clinkscale of that ilk.' Sir M". Scott.

[Scotch.]

Umstroket (um'strok), n. [A. Sax. um~,

ym-, ymb-, IceL urn-, umb~, G. utn, around,

and E. stroke, a line, a mark. In O. E

words with this prefix were not uncommon. ]

Boundary line; extreme edge. 'Such towns

as stand ... on the very nmstroke, or on

any part of the utmost line of a map.' Fuller.

Un-. A prefix derived from two sources

with two uses, viz. those of negation and

those of reversal or undoing, and hence

privation. 1. [A. Sax. un-, O.Sax. and Goth,

tin-, G. un-, D. on-, Icel. «-, d-; cog. (with

I. in-, Gr. art-, a-, Skr. an-, a-, all signifying

not] Expressive of simple negation. In

this sense it is used chiefly before adjectives,

past participles passive, and present parti

ciples used adjectively, and when so used

it signifies simply not ; as, unable, unfair,

untrue, untruthful, unwise, uninvited, un-

wedded, unseen, unaccommodating, un

changing, undoubting, unthinking, Ac.

From such words again adverhg in -ly and

nouns in -urw are formed; hence, unfairiv,

unt&irness, untruthfulness, unchangingly,

Ac. It is also directly prefixed to some

nouns to express the absence or contrary of

what the noun expresses, as in untruth,

undress, unrest, unwisdom, Ac. Before

many words of Latin origin, un, in the

sense of mere negation, is naturally repre

sented by in or by non, and sometimes by

dis; thus, for uncomplete we have incom

plete; for unability, inability; for unclastic,

inelastic and non-elastic; for unemphatic,

non-emphatic; for t/nreputable, disreput

able, Ac—2. [A. Sax. on-, ond-, and-, as in

on-lucan, to unlock, on-leasan, to unloose.

and-swarian, to answer, Ac; Icel. O.Sax.

and Goth, and-, G. ant-, as in ant-worten,

to answer; cog. L. ante, before; Gr. anti,

against, opposite; Skr. anti, over against]

Prefixed to verbs (generally active transi

tive) it signifies properly the reversing or

annulling of the action expressed by the

verb; as, undo, unlearn, unlock, unmake,

Ac. When prefixed to nouns it changes

them into verbs implying privation of the

object named by the noun or of the qualities

connoted by it. Thus unfrock, uncowl, un-

coat, unhelm,Ac, signify to depriveor divest

of a frock, cowl, Ac, while unman, unsex,

uushape, signify to deprive of the qualities

of a man, sex, Ac. Tins is sometimes called

un privative. Another peculiar use of this

un is found in a few verbs, chiefly obsolete,

where it is used in the sense of retract or

revoke, as tinpredict, unsay, unspeak, un-

swear, to retract a prediction, a saying, Ac.

As further illustrating the force of un in

both its senses we may remark that under

the form unlearned we have really three

words—one an adjective signifying illiter

ate; as, an unlearned man (un-, not, and

adj. learned); one a true past participle of

the active verb to unlearn (un- in sense 2

and learn); as, all you have learned must

be unlearned; and, finally, one formed by

prefixing un negative to the past participle

of the active verb to team; as, his task is

still unlearned. Some words with un- pre-

tixed are hardly used unless qualified by not;

thus we speak of a striking prospect, but we

should not be likely to say an unstriking pro

spect, though we should readily say the pro

spect is not unstriking.—[Note. Adjectives

and participles with the prefix un-, in the

sense of not, being almost unlimited in num-

l>er, and their meaning generally bo obvious,

many of them are omitted from this work, as

well as their derivative adverbs in -ly and

nouns in -ness. When such words, however

have a special signification or usage of their

own, and are not simply to be explained as

equivalent to ' not' and their latter element,

they are admitted into the vocabulary. As

words of this kind may be instanced unrxdy,

unconscionable, unpretending, unparalleled,

unsafe, and the like. Verbs and nouns with

un as a prefix (such as unlock, untruth) are

also carefully defined, as they belong to a

limited class, and are not coined at will by

writers or speakers. It may also he added

that a number of the words below have only

been inserted because used by writers of

more or less eminence]

Unabased (una-bazd'), a. Not aliased; not

humbled. 'The reverence of Religion un

abased.' Bp. Oauden.

Unabashed (un-a-bashf), a. Not abashed;

not confused with shame or by modesty.

Earless on high, stood unabash'd Defoe. Pop*.

Unabated (un-a-bat'ed), a. Not abated;

not lessened or lowered; not diminished in

strength or violence. * To keep her hus

band's greatness unabated.' Beau. aV Ft

UnabilityKun-a-bil'i-ti), n. Want of ability;

inability. Milton.

Unable (un-a'bl), a. 1. Not able; not having

sufficient ability; not equal for some task;

as, unable to rise; unable to labour; unable

to paint a good likeness.— 2. Weak; helpless;

useless. 'Sapless age, and weak, unable

limbs.' Shak — Incapable, Unable. See

under Incapablk

Unabledt (un-a'bld), a. Disabled; incapaci

tated. B. Jonson.

Unableness (un-a'bl-nes), n. The state of

being unable; inability. Hales.

Unabollshable (un-a ifol'ish-a-bn, o. Not

capable of being abolished, annulled, or de

stroyed. Milton.

Unabolished (un-a-bol'isht), a. Not abol

ished; not repealed or annulled; remaining

in force. ' Unabolis/ted orders and laws.

Hooker.

Unabridged (un-a-brijd'), a. Not abridged;

not shortened; as. an unabridged edition

of a dictionary. 'Verdure, pure, unbroken,

unabridged' Mason.

Unabsolvable t (un-ab-solv'a-bl), a. Not

admitting of absolution from. * Unabsolv

able oathes.' Jas. Hamcard.

Unabsurd (iin-ab-serd'), a. Not absurd;

reasonable. Young.

Unabundant (uii-a-buri'daut), a. Not a-

bundant or plentiful. Prof. G. Wilson.

Unaccented (un-ak-seiit'ed), a. Not ac

cented; having no accent; as, an unaccented

syllable. Harris.

Unacceptable (un-ak-sep'ta-bl). a. Not

ch, eAain; eh. Sc. loen; g. go; j. job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH. thtu; th, fAin; , tog; wh. whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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acceptable; not pleasing; not welcome; not

such as will be received with pleasure.

The marquis at that time was very unacceptable to

his countrymen. Clarendon.

{Inaccessible fun-ak-ses'i-bl), a. Inacces

sible. Holland.

Uaaccessibleness (un-ak-ses'i-bl-nes), n

State of not being accessible ; inaccessible-

ness. Sir M. Hale.

Unaccommodated (un-ak-kom'm6-dat-ed),

a. 1. Not accommodated ; not fitted or

adapted. — 2. Not furnished with necessary

conveniences or appliances.

Unaccommodated man is no more than such a poor

forked animal as thou art. Shak.

Unaccommodating ( un - ak - kom' mo-dat

ing), a. Not accommodating; not ready to

oblige. Byron.

Unaccompanied (un-ak-kuru'pa-nid), a.

1. Not attended; having no attendants, com

panions, or followers.

Seldom one accident, prosperous or adverse,

cometh unaccompanied with the like.

Sir J. Hayward.

2. In music, performed or written without

an accompaniment or subordinate instru

mental parts.

Unaccomplished (un-ak-kom'plisht), a.

1. Not accomplished; not finished; incom

plete. ' Nor durst their unaccomplish'd

crime pursue.' Dryden. —2. Not furnished,

or not completely furnished, with accom

plishments.

Still unaccomplish'd may the maid be thought.

Who gracefully to dance was never taught.

Congrext.

Unaccompllshment ( un - ak - kom ' plish -

ment), a. The state of being unaccom

plished. Milton.

Unaccorded (un-ak-kord'ed), a. Not ac

corded; not brought to harmony or concord;

not agreed upon. Bp. HaU.

Unaccountability (un-ak-kount'a-bil"i-ti),

n. 1. The state or quality of not being ac

countable. — 2. That which is unaccountable

or incapable of being explained. 'Many

peculiarities and unaccountabilitics.' Miss

Burnty.

Unaccountable (un-ak-kount'a-bl),a. l.Not

to be accounted for; not explicable; not to

be solved by reason or the light possessed ;

not reducible to rule; hence, strange.

What can be more unaccountable than to solicit

against justice ! Jeremy Collier.

2. Not subject to account or control; not

subject to answer ; not responsible. ' His

absolute unaccountable dominion and sove

reignty over the creature.' South.—3.t Not

to be counted; countless; innumerable. 'Un

accountable numbers.' Wollaston.

Unaccountableness(un-ak-kount'a-bl - nes),

n. The state or quality of being unaccount

able or incapable of being explained or ac

counted for. * The unaccountableness of tiiis

theory." OlanvUle.

Unaccountably (unak-kouut'a-bli), adv.

In an unaccountable manner; strangely.

' Not with intent to imply that God ever

acteth unaccountably or without highest

reason. ' Barrow.

Unaccredited (un-ak-kred'it-ed), a. Not

accredited; not received; not authorized;

as, the minister or the consul remained un

accredited.

Unaccurate (un-ak'ku-rat), a. Inaccurate;

not correct or exact. ' An unaccurate work,

' >r perhaps corrupted. ' Waterland.

Unaccurateness(iin-ak'ku-rat-nes),?i. Want

of correctness. Boyle.

Unaccursed (un-ak-kersf), a. Not accursed.

Thomson.

Unaccustomed (un-ak-kus'tumdV a, l. Not

accustomed; not used; not made familiar;

not habituated. 'A bullock unaccustomed

to the yoke.' Jer. xxxi 18.— 2. Not accord

ing to custom; unusual; extraordinary;

strange. ' These apparent prodigies, the

unaccustomed terror of this night' Shak.

Unaching (un-ak'ing), a. Not aching ; not

giving or feeling pain. 'The unaching scars

which I should hide.' Shak.

Unacknowledged (un-ak-nol'ejd), a. 1. Not

acknowledged; not recognized; as, an un

acknowledged agent or consul. "An unac-

knowledged successor to the crown.' Claren

don. — 2. Not owned ; not confessed ; not

avowed ; as, an unacknowledged crime or

fault

Unacqualntance (un-ak-kwfmt'ans), n.

Want of acquaintance or familiarity; want

of knowledge. ' His absolute unacquaint-

ance with the matters on which he bo in

trepidly discourses.' Sir IF. Hamilton.

UnaCfJUalnted (uu-ak-kwant'ed), a. 1. Not

I well known; unusual 'Kiss the lips of

unacquainted change.' Shak.—2. Not hav

ing familiar knowledge : followed by with.

' Unacquainted with such bold truths.'

Denham.

Unacquaintedness (un-ak-kwant'ed-nes),

n. W ant of acquaintance. * The saints' un-

acquaintedness with what is done here be

low.' South.

Unacquired(un-ak-kwlrd'Xa. Not acquired;

not gained.

The work of God is left imperfect . . . and our

ends unacquired. Jer. Taylor.

Unactable (un-ak'ta-bl), a. Not capable of

being acted; unfit to be represented.

Much of the unacted drama is really unactable.

Quart. Rev.

Unacted (un-akt'ed), a Not acted; not

performed; not executed.

The fault unknown is as a thought unacted. Shak

Unactivet (un-ak'tiv), a Inactive. *A

being utterly unactive, no agent at all.'

Wollaston.

Unactivet (un-ak'tiv), v.t. To render in

active or incapable; to incapacitate. Fuller.

Unactivenessiun uk'tiv-nes). n. Inactivity.

'A religion teaching peace and unactiveness. '

Jer. Taylor.

Unactuated (un-ak'tu-at-ed), a Not actu

ated; not acted upon. Qlanville.

Unadditionedt (un-ad-di'shond),a. Without

a title ; not titled ; not beiug mentioned

with an addition or title.

He was a knight, howsoever it cometh to passe he

is here unaddittoned. Fuller.

Unadjusted (iiii-it<ljust'cd),a. Not adjusted;

not settled; not regulated; as, differences

unadjusted. Burke.

Unadmlred (un-ad-mird'), a. Not admired;

not regarded with great affection or respect.

The diction and the sentiment, the delicacy and

dignity, passed unadtmred. Dr. Knox.

Unadmitted (un-ad-mit'ed). a. Not ad

mitted. 'The unadmitted flames.' Southey.

Unadmonished un nd-mon'isht), a. Not

admonished; not cautioned, warned, or ad

vised. 'Surprisal, unadmonished, unfore-

warned.' Milton.

Unadoptable (un-a-dopt'a-bl), a. Not cap

able of being adopted or used. Carlyle.

Unadored(un-a-dord'), a. Not adored; not

worshipped. Milton.

Unadorned (un-a-dornd'). a. Not adorned;

not decorated; not embellished.

Loveliness

Needs not the foreign aid of ornament.

But is, when unadorn'd, adoru'd the most.

Thomson.

Unadulterate, Unadulterated (un-a-dul'-

ter-at, un-a-dul'ter-at-ed), a. Not adulter

ated; genuine; pure. 'Twelve jars with

wine replete, high, unadulterate, drink for

gods.' Coicper.

Unadvantaged (un-ad-van'tajd), a. Not

profited or favoured. Fuller.

Unadventurous (uu-ad-ven'tur-us), a. Not

adventurous; not bold or resolute. 'Irreso

lute, uuhardy, unadventurous.' Milton.

Unadvlsable (un-ad-vu'a-bl), a. Not ad

visable ; not to be recommended ; not ex

pedient; not prudent.

Extreme rigour would have been uuadvisable in

the beginning of a new reign. Bp. Lcivtk.

Unadvised (un-nd-vizd'),(i. 1. Not prudent;

not dis<;rer*t. ' Thou unadrised scold.' Shak.

2. Done without due consideration; rash;

as, an unadvised measure or proceeding.

I have no Joy of this contract to-night ;

It is too rash, too unadvised, too sudden. Shak.

Unadvisedly (un-ad-viz'ed-li). adv. Impru

dently; indiscreetly; without due consider

ation. 'A word unadvisedly spoken.' South.

Unadvisedness (un-ad-viz'ed-nes), n. Im

prudence; rashness.

Sometimes evill speeches come from good men,

in their unadvisednesse. Bp. Hall.

Unaffable (un-af'a-bl), a. Not affable; not

free to converse; reserved. ' Law, stern and

unaffable. ' Daniel.

Unaffected (un-af-fekt'ed), a. Not affected;

as, (a) not showing affectation; plain ; na

tural ; not artificial ; simple. ' A wise, sober,

seemly, unaffected deportment' Bp. Hall.

(6) Real; not hypocritical ; sincere; as, tm-

affected sorrow, (c) Not moved; not having

the heart or passions touched ; destitute of

affection or emotion. ' A poor, cold, un-

spirited, . . . unaffected fool.' Beau. <fc Fl.

Unaffectedly (uu-af-fekt'ed-li), adv. In an

unaffected manner^ without attempting to

produce false appearances. ' Unaffectedly

cheerful." Locke.

Unafflicted(un-af-flikt'ed).o. Not afflicted:

free from trouble. Bp. Hall.

Unaffrignted (un-af-frit'ed), a. Not fright

ened.

Sit still, and unajfrtghied, reverend fathers.

B Jensan.

Unafraid (un-a-frad'), a Not afraid. Thom

son.

Unagreeable (un-a-gre'a-blX a. l. Not

agreeable or pleasing; disagreeable. [Bare.)

2. t Not consistent; unsuitable. 'The man

ner of their living unagreeable to the pro

fession of the names of Christiana.' Ed

Knight.

Unagreeableness t (un-a-gre'a-bl-nes). n

The state or quality of being unagreeable ;

unsuitableness; inconsistency. ' A doctrine

whose unagreeableness to the scripture

economy rendered it suspicious.* J>r. H

More.

Unaided (un-ad'ed), a. Not aided; not as

sisted. 'Thy allies, who . . . perish unaided

and unmiased by thee.' Cotrper.

Unalming (un-am'ing), a. Having no par

ticular aim or direction.

The noisy culverin, o'ercharged. lets fly.

And bursts, unaiming. in the rended Iky.

Granville,

Unalarmed (un-a-larmd'). a. Not alarmed;
not disturbed with fear. ■ Retire secure to

thy straw couch, and slumber unalarmed '

Cowper.

Unalarmlng(un-a-larm'ing>, a. Sot alarm

ing or frightening. ' Unalarmirug turbu

lence of transient Joys.' Coleridge.

Unalienable (un-al'yen-a-bl). o. Not alien

able; that cannot be alienated; that may

not be transferred ; as, unalienable right*

'The unalienable treasure.' Coleridge.

Unalienably (un al'yen-a-bli), adv. In a

manner that admits of no alienation ; as.

property unalietiably vested. Young.

Unallst (u'nal-ist). ?». Eccles. a holder of

only one benefice: as opposed to pluralist.

Dr. Knox. [Rare]

Unallayedt(un-al-lad'),a. Unalloyed. Tk-

allayeu satisfactions.' Boyle.

UHaUeviated (un-al-le'vi-at-ed), a. Not

alleviated; not mitigated. Seeker.

Unalllable (un-al-lia-bl), a. That cannot

be allied or connected in amity. ' Perpetual

and unalliable aliens.' Burke.

Unallled (un-al-lidO, a. 1. Having no alli

ance or connection, either by nature, mar

riage, or treaty; as. unallied families, or

nn t ions, or substances.—2. Having no power

ful ally or relation. 'Narcissa not unknown,

not unallied.' Young.

Unallowable (un-al-lou'a-bl), a. That may

not be allowed. Seeker.

UnaUoyed (un-al loid'), a. Not alloyed, not

reduced by foreign admixture; as. metals

unalloyed.

I enjoyed unalloyed satisfaction in his coinp*ny

Alit/ord,

Unalterable (un-al'ter-a-bl), a. Not alter

able; unchangeable; immutable. 'The law

of nature, consisting in a fixed unalterable

relation of one nature to another.' South.

Unalterableness, Unalterability <un-al'-

ter-a-bl-nes, un-al'ter-a-bil"i-ti), n. I'n-

changeableness; immutability.

Unalterably (un-al'ter-a-bli). adv Un

changeably; immutably. 'Retain unalter

ably firm his love entire.* Miltmn.

Unaltered (un-al'terd), a. Not altered or

changed. 'Keep an eveu and unaltered

gait' B. Jonson.

Unamazed (un-a-mazd'), a. Not amazed:

free from astonishment Milton.

Unambiguous (un-am-big'u-us), a. Not

ambiguous; not of doubtful meaning; plain;

clear; certain. Chesterfield,

Unambitious (un-am-bi'shua). a. 1. Not

ambitious; free from ambition. ' My hum

ble muse, in unambitious strains- ' Pvpe. —

2. Not affecting show; not showy or promi

nent; as, unambitious ornaments.

Unamendable (un-a-mend'a-bl), a. Xot

capable of being amended or corrected.

' Mankind is unamendable ' Pope.
Unamlable (un-armi-a-bl), a. Not amiable*

or lovable; not conciliating love; not adapted

to gain affection; repelling love or kind ad

vances; ill-natured; repulsive.

These ladies of irresistible modesty are lho*e who-

make virtue unamiabie. Strrie.

Unamused (un-a-muzdO, a. Not amused :

not entertained ; not occupied or taken up

with amusement; not cheered by diversion,

or relaxation.

O ye Lorenros of our ace ! who dceen

One moment unamnted a misery

Not made for.feeble man 1 Ywnf

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; j, Sc fey.
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Unaransive (un-a-mu'ziv), a. Not affording

amusement.

I hive passed a very dull and unamusrve winter.

Sheintone,

Unanaloglcal (un'an-a-loj"ik-al), a. Not

analogical.

Shine is a (substantive) though not unanalofical,

yet ungraceful. And little used. Johnson,

Unanalysable (un'an-a-liz"a-bl), a. Not cap

able of being analysed. 'Simple, homogene

ous, unanalysable.' B. Spencer. Spelled

also Unanalyzable.

Unanchor(un-ang'ker)J v.t. To loose from

anchor. ' Free elbotf-room for unanchoring

her boat' De Qttincey.

Unaneledt (un-a-neld'), a. Not having re

ceived extreme unction. 'Unhousel'd, dis

appointed, unaneled.' Shale. See ANNEAL.

Unangular (un-an^gu-ler), a. Having no

angles. ' Soft, Bmooth, unangular bodies.'

Burke.

Unaniraallzed (un-an'i-mal-izd), a. Not

formed into animal matter.

Unaiiimatet (u-uan'i-mat,), a. Of one mind;

unanimous.

Unanirnated (un-an'i-mat-ed). a. 1. Not

animated; not possessed of life. 'A lump

of unformed, unanirnated mud.' Dryden.

2. Not enlivened; not having spirit; dull;

inanimate.

Unanimating (un-an'i-mat-tag), a. Not ani

mating; dull; not enlivening.

Unanimity (u-na-nim'i-ti), n. [L. unanimi-

tas.] The stato of being unanimous; agree

ment of a number of persons in opinion or

determination; as, there was perfect una

nimity among the members of the council.

Where they do agree on the stage, their unani

mity is> wonderful. Sheridan.

Unanimous (u-nan'i-mus), a. [L. unanimus,

of one mind—units, one, and animus, mind. ]

1. Being of one mind ; agreeing in opinion

or determination; as. the house of assembly

was unanimous ; the members of the coun

cil were unanimous. 'Both in one faith

unanimous,' Milton. — 2. Formed by una

nimity; as, a unanimous vote.

Unanimously (u-nan'i-mns-li), adv. With

entire agreement of minds. ' We affirm it

unanimously.' Jer. Taylor.

Unanimousness(u-nan'i-mus-nes),n. 1. The

state of being unanimous— 2. Proceeding

from unanimity; as, the unanimottsness of

a vote.

UnaunoyedCun-an-noidO.u. 1. Notannoyed.

2. Uninjured. ' The double guard preserved

him unannoyed.' Cowper.

Unanointed (un-a-notnt'ed), a. l. Not

anointed— 2. Not having received extreme

uneton.

Unanswerabllity (un-an'3er-a-bil"i-ti), n.

The state or quality of being unanswerable;

unanswerableness.

The beauty of these exposes must lie in the pre

cision and unaiiseverability with which they arc

in"^"- Pot.

Unanswerable (un-an'ser-a-bl), a. Not to

be satisfacturily answered; not capable of

refutation: as, an unanswerable argument

Boyle.

Unanswerableness (un-an'ser-a-bl-nes). n.

Th? state of being unanswerable. Bp. Hall.

Unanswerably (un-an'ser-a-bli). adv. In a

manner not to be answered; beyond refuta

tion. ' From whence the unlawfulness of

resisting is unanswerably concluded.' Jer.

Taylor.

Unanswered (un-an'serd), a. 1. Not an

swered; not opposed by a reply.

Must I tamelv bear

This arrogance unanswer'dt Thou'rt a traitor.

Addison.

2. N ot refuted. * Besides a number of mer

riments and jests unanswered likewise.'

Booker.—Z. Not suitably returned.

Quench, Corydon, thy long nnaurwer'd fire.

Dryden.

Unanticipated (un-an-tis'i-pat-ed), a. Not

anticipated. * Boasting of his new and un

anticipated objection. ' Warburton.

Unanxlous (uo-angk'shus). a. Free from
anxiety. ■ Nobly rest unanxious for our

selves.' Young.

Un^apocTyphal (un-a-pok'ri-faU «• Not

apocryphal; not of doubtful authority.
• That unapocryphal vision. ' Milton.

Unapostolic, Unapostolical (un'ap-os-

tol'ik, un'ap-os-torlk-al), a. Not apostolic;

not agreeable to apostolic usage; not having

apostolical authority.

Unappalled(un-ap-pald'). a. Not appalled:

not daunted; not impressed with fear.
• While thou sat'st imappalled in calm and

sinless peace.* Milton.

Unapparelled (un-ap-parVld), o. Not ap

parelled; not clothed.

They were unapparelUd people, according to the

clime, and had some customs very barbarous.

Bacon.

Unapparent (un-ap-pa'rent), a. Not ap

parent; obscure; not visible. 'Bitter ac

tions of despite, too subtle and unapparent

for law to deal with.' Milton.

Unappealable (un-ap-pel'a-bl), a. 1. Not

appealable; incapable of being carried to a

higher court by appeal; as, an unappealable

cause. — 2. Not admitting an appeal from;

not to be appealed from. 'The infallible

unappealable Judge.' South.

At length we submitted to a Railing yet unap

pealable necessity. Shelley.

Unappeasable (un-ap-pez'a-bl), a. Not to

be appeased or pacified ; as, an unappeas

able clamour.

My anger, unappeasable, still rages. Milton.

Unappeased (un-ap-pezd'), a. Not ap

peased; not pacified. 'God's heavy indig

nation ... as yet unappeased.' Booker.

Unapplauslve (un-ap-plaz'iv), a. Not ap

plauding; not cheering or encouraging as by

applause. ' The cold, shadowy unapplausive

audience.' George Eliot.

UnappUable (un-ap-pli'a-bl), a. Inapplic

able. Milton.

Unapplicable (un-ap'lik-a-bl), a. Not capa

ble of being applied; inapplicable. ' Unap

plicable to sirae purposes, and less proper

in others.' Boyle.

Unapplied (un-ap-plid'), a. Not specially

applied; not used according to the destina

tion; as, unapplied funds. 'Men dedicated

to a private, free, unapplied course of life.'

Bacon.

Unapprehended (un-ap'pre-hend"ed), a.

1. isot apprehended; not taken.—2. Not un

derstood, perceived, or conceived.

They of whom God is altogether unapprehended,

are but few in number. Hooker.

Unapprehensive (un-ap'pre-hen"si-bl), a.

Not capable of being understood or appre

hended; inapprehensible. South.

Unapprehensive (un-ap'pre-hen"siv), a.

1. Not apprehensive; not fearful or suspect

ing.—2. Not intelligent; not ready of con

ception, perception, or understanding; ln-

apprehensive. ' Unapprehensive and insen

sible of any misery suffered by others.'

South.

Unapprehenslveness (un-ap'pre-hen"siv-

nes), n. State of being unapprehensive.

Richardson.

Unapprised (un-ap-prizd'), a. Not ap

prised; not previously informed. 'Unap

prised of Henry's designs.' Burke.

Unapproachable (un-ap-Tmk-h'a-bl), a.

That cannot be approached ; inaccessible.

Hammond.

Unapproached (un-ap-pr6chf), a. Not ap

proached; not to be approached.

God is light.

And never but in unapproached light

Dwelt from eternity. Milton.

Unappropriate(un-ap-pr6'pri-at),a. l. Not

appropriate : inappropriate. —2. Not as

signed or allotted to any person or persons;

unappropriated.

Goods which God at first created unappropriate,

and Nature threw in common to all her children.

Warburton.

Unappropriate (un-ap-pr6'pri-at). v.t To

take from the possession or custody of par

ticular individuals; to make open or com

mon to the use or possession of all. ' Un-

appropriating and unmonopolfsing the re

wards of learning and industry from the

greasy clutch of ignorance.' Milton.

Unappropriated (un.ap-pro'pri-at-ed), a.

Not appropriated; having no particular

application.

Ovid could not restrain the luxuriancy of his genius,

. . . from wandering into an endless variety of

flowery and unappropriated similitudes, and equally

applicable to any other person or place. J. Warton.

Hence, specifically, (a) not applied or di

rected to be applied to any specific object,

as money or funds, (b) Not granted or given

to any person, company, or corporation; as,

unappropriated lands.

Unapproved (un-ap-pr6vd0, a. 1. Not ap

proved; not having received approbation.

Evil into the mind of God or man

May come and go, so unapproved, and leave

No spot or blame behind. Milton.

2.t Not justifled and confirmed by proof; not

corroborated or proved.

Thou register of lies.

What unapproved witness dost thou bear! Shak.

Unapt (un-aptf), a. 1. Not apt; not ready

or inclined.

I am a soldier and unapt to weep. Shak.

2. Dull; not ready to learn. ' Very dull and

unapt: Bacon.— 3. Unfit; unsuitable; not

qualified; not disposed.

Why are our bodies soft and weak and smooth.

Unapt to toil and trouble in the worldt Shak.

I shall prove of little force

Hereafter, and for manly feats unapt. Cowper.

Unaptly (un-apfli). adv. Unfitly; impro

perly. ' Who nought assays unaptly or

amiss.' B. Jonson.

Unaptness (un-apt'nes), n. The state or

quality of being unapt; as, (a) unsuitable-

ness; unfitness, Spenser, (b) Want of ap

prehension; dulness. (c) Disqualification;

disinclination; want of will or ability; un

readiness.

The mind, being engaged in a task beyond its

strength, has often its force broken, and thereby gets

an unaptness or an aversion to any vigorous attempt

ever after. Locke.

Unaraced, t a. Not rooted up or eradicated.

Chaucer.

Unargued (un-afgud), a. 1. Not argued;

not debated.—2. Not argued with; not dis

puted; not opposed by argument.

My author and disposer, what thou bidd'st

Unargued I obey. Milton.

3. t Not censured. B. Jonson.

Unarm (un-ftrm'), v.t. To strip of armour

or arms; to disarm. 'To help unarm our

Hector.' Shak.

Unarm (un-arm'), v.i. To take off or lay

aside one's arms or armour. Shak.

Unarmed (un-armd'), a. 1. Not having on

arms or armour; not equipped. Milton.—

% Not furnished with scales, prickles, or

other defence, as animals and plants.

Unarrayed (un-a-radO. <*• 1. Not arrayed;

not dressed. 'This infant world, yet un-

array'd, naked and bare." Dryden.— 'L Not

disposed in order.

Unartedt (un-art'ed), a. Ignorant of the

arts. 'God, who would not have his church

and people letterless and unarted.' Water-

house.

Unartful (un-art'ful). a. 1. Not artful; art

less; not having cunning.

I'm sure unartful truth lies open

In her mind. Dryden.

2. Wanting skill. [Rare]

Unartfully (un-art'ful-li), adv. Without art;

in an unartful manner; artlessly. Burke.

Unartifldal (un-arti-flah"all a. luartifl.

cial; not artificial; not formed by art. ' The

coarse unartificial arrangement of the mon

archy.' Burke.

Unartificially (nn-ar'ti-nsh"al-li), adv. Not

with art; in an unskilful manner. ' Unarti

ficially built.' Milton.

Unartistic (un-ttr-tist'ik). a. Not according

to the rules of art; inartistic. Edin. Rev.

Unascertainable (un-as'er-tan"a-bl), a.

1. Not capable of being ascertained or re

duced to a certainty.— 2. Incapable of being

certainly known.

Unascertained(un-as'er-tand"),a. 1. Not re

duced to a certainty; not made certain and

definite. —2. Not certainly known. 'The

only part of the Russian empire that now

remains unascertained. ' Cook.

Unascrledt (un-as-krid')1 a. Not descried

or seen. Ball.

Unasked (un-askf), a. 1. Not asked; unso

licited; as, to bestow favours unasked.

'You followed me uriasked.' Tennyson.—

2. Not sought by entreaty or care.

The bearded corn ensu'd

From earth unask'd. Dryden.

Unaspectlvet (un-as-pek'tlv),a. Not having

a view to; inattentive. Feltham.

Unasplrated (un-as'pi-rat-ed), a. Having

no aspirate; pronounced or written without

an aspirate. Dr. Parr.

Unaspiring (un-as-pir'iug), a. Not aspir

ing; not ambitious; as, a modest and mm-

aspiring person.

Unassailable (un-as-sal'a-bl), a. Not as

sailable; incapable of being assailed; hetict*,

not to be moved or shaken from a purpose.

1 do know but one

That unassailable holds on his rank

Unshakcd of motion. Shak.

Unassailed (un-as-sald'), a. Not assailed;

not attacked by violence. 'To keep my life

and honour nnassaiid.' Milton.

Unassaultable (un-as-salt'a-bl), a. Not as

sault-able. 'The rock is unassaultable.'

Backluyt.

Unassayed (un-as-sadO, a. 1. Not essayed;

not attempted. ' Virtue unassay'd.' Milton.

2. Not subjected to assay or trial.

ch, cAain: ch, Sc locA; g, go; J, job; h, Ft.ton: ng. sin^; rn. then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure. -See Key.
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UnaBslmilated (un-as-sim'i-'at-ed), a.

1. Not assimilated; not made to resemble.

2. Inphysiol. not united with, and actually

made a part, either of the proper fluids or

solids of the body; not taken into the sys

tem; as, food still unassimilated.

Unassisted (un-as-sist'ed), a. Not assisted ;

not aided or helped ; unaided. ' The vic

tories of reason unassisted by the force of

human power.' Addison.

Unassuming (un-as-sum'ing), a. Not as

suming ; not bold or forward ; not making

lofty pretensions; not arrogant; modest;

as, an unassuming youth ; utmssuming

manners.

Sweet Daisy 1 . . .

Thou unassuming common-place

Of Nature 1 Wordsworth.

Unassured (un-a-shord'), a. 1. Not as

sured; not bold or confident—at Not to

be trusted. ' The feigned friends, the un-

tusured foes.' Spenser. — 3. Not insured

against loss; as, gooda unassured.

Unatonable (un-aWn'a-bl), a. 1. Not to

be expiated or atoned for.—2. t Not to be

reconciled; not to be brought into concord,

Milton. . .

Unatoned (un-a-tond'). a. Not expiated;

not atoned for. ' A brother's blood yet un-

aton'd.' Botce.

Unattached (un-attacht'),a. Not attached;

specifically, (a) in law, not taken on account

of debt, (f>) Milit. not belonging to any one

company or regiment, or on half-pay: said

of officers.

Unattainable (un-at-tan'a-bl), a. Not to

be gained or obtained ; as, unattainable

good. 'No such unattainable privilege.'

Locke,

Unattainableness (uu-at-tan'a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being unattainable or beyond

the reach. Locke.

Unattalnted (un-at-tant'ed), a. 1. Not at

tainted. —2. Not corrupted ; not affected ;

hence, impartial. ' With unattainUd eye.'

Shak

Unattempted (un-at-tempt'ed). a. 1. Not

attempted; not tried; not essayed. ' Things

u nn a. hi v'e, I yet in prose or rhyme.' Milton.

2. Not having had a trial or test applied;

not tried, as by temptation. [Rare.]

But for my hand, as unattempttd yet,

Like a poor beggar, raileth on the rich. Shak.

Unattended (un-at-tend'ed), o. 1. Not at

tended; not accompanied; having no retinue

or attendance.

With goddess-like demeanour forth she went.

Not unattended. Milton.

2 Not attended to; not dressed; as, HitaC-

tended wounds

Unattending (nn-at tending), a. Not at

tending or listening; not being attentive.

• Unattending ears.' Milton.

Unattentive (tlii-at-tent'iv), a. Not at

tentive; inattentive. Clarke.

Unattested(un-at-test'ed). a. Not attested;

having no attestation.

Thus God has not left himself unattested, doing

good, sending us from heaven rains and fruitful sea-

sons. Barrtno.

Unattire (un-at-tir"), v.i. To take off the

dress or attire; to undress.

We both left Mrs. Schwellenberg to unattire.

Miss Barney.

Unau (una'), n. An edentate mammal, the

Bradi/pus didactyhu. See 8L0TH.

Unaudienced (un-a'di-enst), a. Not ad

mitted to an audience. Richardson.

Unauspicious (un-a-spi'shus), a Not au

spicious; unfavourable; not propitious. ' In-

gratc and unauspicious altars.' Shak.

Unauthentic (un-a-then'tik), a. Not au

thentic; not genuine or true. ' Amyot's un

authentic French Plutarch.' T. Wartim.

Unauthentlcated Inn -a-then'ti-kat-ed). a.

Not authenticated; not attested; not shown

to be genuine. ' Unautlienticated by testi

mony. ' Paley.

Unauthorized (un-a'thor-izd), a. Not au

thorized; not warranted by proper autho

rity; not duly commissioned. 'An umiu-

thorized kiss.' Shak.

Unavailable (uu-a-val'a-bl), a. Not avail

able; not effectual; vain; useless.

But to complain or not complain alike

It unavailable. Abp. Potter.

Unavariableness (un-a-val'a-bl-nes), n.

Inefflcacy; uselessness. Sir B. Sandys.

Unavailing (un-a-val'ing). a Not having

the effect desired ; ineffectual ; useless ;

vain; as, ttnaraiJina efforts; unavailing

nrayers. Dryden.

Unavenged (un-a-venjtV). a. Not avenged;

n>t having obtained retaliation, revenge, or

satisfaction; not punished; not atoned for;

as, a person is unavenged; a crime is un

avenged. Byron; Tennyson.

Unavoidable (un-a-void'a-bl), a. 1. Incap

able of being made null or void. —2. Not

avoidable; not to be shunned; inevitable;

as, unavoidable evils. ' Unavoidable occa

sions of war.' Dryden.

Unavoidableness (uu-a-void'a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being unavoidable; iuevitable-

ness. QlanvitU.

Unavoidably (un-a-void'a-bli), adv. Inevi

tably; in a manner that prevents failure or

escape.

Many severe reflections on their own mistaken

choice must unavoidably torture the minds of the

vicious. Seeker.

Unavoided(nn-a-void'ed), a. 1. Notavoided

or shunned—2. t Inevitable.

We see the very wreck that we must surfer.

And unavouied is the danger now. Shak.

Unawaked, Unawakened (uu-a-wiikt',

un-a-wak'ud), a. 1. Not awakened; not

roused from sleep. —2. Not roused from

spiritual slumber or stupidity. ' Unawak

ened dream beneath the blaze of truth.'

Thornton*

Unaware (un-a-war'). a. Not aware; not

heeding; heedless; without thought; inat

tentive ; only used predicatively.

Will he, so wise, let loose at once his ire.

Belike through impotence, or unaware I Milton.

I am not uuanare how the productions of the

Grub-street brotherhood have of late years fallen

under many prejudices. Swi/t.

Sometimes used adverbially, hut unawares

is the proper adverb. ' As one that hath

«««<»;i' dropped a precious jewel in the

flood,' Shak.

Unawares (un-a-warz'), acfr. [An adverbial

genitive, like betimes, cVc. ] 1. Suddenly ;

unexpectedly; without previous prepara

tion; as. the evil came upon us unawares.

'Take the great-grown traitor unawares.'

Shak—2. Without premeditated design; in-

advertently.—At unawares, Bometimes at

unaware, unexpectedly. 'By his foe sur-

prised at unawares.' Shak.

He breaks at Una-wares upon our walks. Dryden.

I came to do it with a sort of love

At foolish ana-ware. E. B. Browning.

Unawed (un-ad'), a. Not awed; not re

strained by fear; undaunted. Clarendon.

Unbacked (un-baktf), a. 1. Not having been

backed; not taught to bear a rider; un

broken. ' Like unback'd colts they prick'd

their ears ' Shak. — 2. Unsupported : left

without aid; not countenanced, upheld, or

encouraged, Daniels. Not moved back

or backwards. C. Bichardsmi.

Unbaffled (un-baffld). a. Not baffled nor

defeated; not confounded.

Unbag (un-bag'), v.t. To let out of a bag ;

as, to unbag a fox.

Unbagged (un-bagd'), a. or pp. 1. Not

banned; not put into a bag or bags. —

2. Kjeeted from a bag.

Unbailable (unb.'ll'a-bl). a. Not bailable;

as, the offence is unbailable.

Unbaked (un-bakf), a. Not baked. Shak.

Unbalanced (un-bal'anst), a. 1. Not bal

anced; not poised; not in equipoise.

Let earth unbalanc'd from her orbit fly. Pope.

2. Not brought to an equality of debt and

credit; as, an unbalanced account — 3. Not

restrained by equal power; not having

equal weight, force, power, or authority;

as, unbalanced parties, —4 Not iu equilib

rium; unsteady; easily swayed.

Thus good or bad. to one extreme betray

1h' unbalanced imxvl. Pope.

Unballast (tin-ballast), v t. To free from

ballast; to discharge the ballast from.

Unballast t (on -ballast), a. Unballasted.

' Unballast vessel.' Addison.

Unballasted (un -bal ' last - ed ), p. and a.

1 Freed from ballast. —2. Not furnished

with ballast; not kept steady by ballast or

by weight; unsteady: as, unballasted wits.

Unhanded (un-baud'ed), a. Stripped of a

band; having no hand; unfastened. 'Your

bonnet unbanded.' Shak.

Unbank ( un - bangk '), t. t To take a bank

from ; to open, as by levelling or removing

banks Sir H. Taylor.

Unbaptized (un-baptizd-), a. Not baptized.

Drayton.

Unbar (un-bilr'), v.t. pret. ft pp. tiiioarred ;

ppr. unbarring. To remove a bar or bars

from ; to unfasten ; to open; as, to un&ar a

gate. 'To unbar these locks.' Shak.

Unbarbarized (un-bur'bar-izd),a. Civilized.

'A life totally unbarbarized.' Ozell.

Unbarbed (uu-barbd'), a It Not sheared1 .

shaven, or mown. 'The thick unbarbed

grounds.' Drayton.—2.t UnhorneBsed; bare.

Must 1 go show thera my unbarbed sconce? Shak.

3. In nat. hist, not furnished with barbs or

reversed points, hairs, or plumes.

Unbarbered (un-barljerd), a. Unshaven.

We'd a hundred Jews to larboard

Unwashed, uncombed, unbarbered. Thackeray.

Unbark t (un-bark-), v.t. 1. To strip off the

bark from, aB from a tree; to bark. ' A branch

of a tree being unbarked. ' Bacon. — 2. To

disembark; to land.

We did unbarke our selves and went on land up

to the citie. Hackluyt.

Unbarrlcade (un-barl-kad), v. t. To throw

open ; to unbar. ' Unbarricadc the doors.*

Sterne.

Unbarricadoed (un-bar-i-ka'dod), a. Not

barricaded, stopped, or blocked up; unob

structed. ' The unbarricadoed streets '

Burke.

Unbase (un-bas'), a. Not base, low, or mean :

not degrading or disgraceful. ' In honest

counsels, and in way unbase.' Daniel.

Unbashedt (un-bashf), a. Not filled with

or not feeling shame; unabashed. 'With

unbashed hearts. Sir P. Sidney.

Unbashful ( un-bash'ful ), a. Not bashful :

bold; impudent; shameless. 'With unbath

ful forehead.' Shak.

Unbatedt (un-bat'ed), a. 1. Unabated; un

diminished. 'Unbated Are.' Shak.— 2. Un-

blunted: applied to a sword without a but

ton on the point. Shak.

Unbathed (un-baTHd'), a. Not bathed; n"t

wet.

The blade return'd unbathed and to the handle ben:.

Dryden.

Unbattered (un bat'terd), a. Not battered ;

not bruised or injured by blows. 'My sword

with an unbattered edge.' Shak.

Unbayt (uu-biV), v.t. To open; to free from

restraint. 'To unbay the current of ruy

passions.' IVorris.

Unbe t ( tin-be' ), a. '. Not to be, or not to be

the same; to be another.

flow oft, with danger of the field beset.

Or with home mutinies, would he unbe

Himself! Old play.

Unbear (un-birO. >'. t. To take the bearing-

rein off: Mid of a horse.

Unbear him half a moment, to freshen him »p.

Dickens.

Unbearable ( un-bar'a-bl ), a. Not to be

borne or endured; intolerable. 'A noisome

smell . . . that is almost unbearable.' Sir

II. Sidney.

Unbearably (un-biir'a-bli), adv. In an un

bearable manner; intolerably. Brougham

Unbearded ( un-b§rd'ed ), a. Having n.>

beard; beardless. 'Th' unbearded youth '

B Jtmson. ' Unbearded groin.' D

Unbearlng (un-barlng), a. Bearing or pro-

ducing no fruit; sterile; barren. ' Unbeariwj

branches.' Dnjilcn.

Unbeastt (unbest), v.t. To divest of tht>

form or qualities of a beast. 'Let him un-

bcast the beast.' Sandys.

Unbeaten (unbet'ii).a. 1. Not beaten; not

treated with blows.—2. Uutrod; not beaten

by the feet; as, unbeaten paths.

Unbeauteous, Unbeautlful ( im-bu'te-ut.

un-bu'ti-ful). a. Not beautiful ; having no

beauty. ' Unbeauteous in itB own eyes.'

Hammond. ' In the midst of unix-at(<ifttj

things.' Buskin.

Unbeavered (un-be'verd). o. With the

beaver or hat off; uncovered. Oay.

Unbeclouded (un-be-kloud'cd), a. Not be

clouded or dimmed; seeing clearly. '•»■

liedmided eyes.' Watts.

Unbecomet ( nn-be-kunr"), ».*. Not to be

come, not to be suitable to; to misbecome.

It neither unbecomts God nor men to be moved by

reason. ^A Sherlock.

Unbecoming (un-be-kum'ing), a. and pp

1. Not becoming; improper; indecent; in

decorous. ' Unbecoming speeches.' Dryden.

2. [Un, not, and pres part, of become, v.t- 1

Not becoming some person.

But something ere the end.

Some work of noble note, may yet be done.

Not uttbecomms men that strove with gods.

Teunyson.

Unbecomingly (un be-kum'ing-U), ade. In

an unbecoming manner; unsuitably. 'We

behave ourselves very unbecomingly and

unworthily.' Barrow,

Unbecomingne8s (un-be-kum'ing-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unbecoming,

impropriety; indecorousness Loclrr

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met
her; pine, phi; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abune; J'. Sc. tey.
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Dnbed (un-bed1), v.t. To raise or rouse from

bed.

Eels unbed themselves and stir at the noise of

thunder. Ix. Walton.

Unbedded (un-bed'ed), p. and a. 1. Raised

fmm bed; disturbed—2. Applied to a bride

whose marriage had not been consum

mated.

We deem'ti it best that this unbedded bride

Should visit Chester, there to live recluse.

Sir H. Taylor.

Unbedinned ( unlMJ-dind ), a. Not made

noisy. 'A princely music unbedinned with

drums ' L. Hunt. [Rare]

Unbefitting (un-be-flt'ing),a. Not befitting;

unsuitable; unbecoming.

Love is full of unbefittittg strains.

All wanton as a child. Shak.

Unbefool(un-be-fbT), v.t. 1. To change from

a foolish nature; to restore from the state or

condition of a fool. South. —2. To open the

eyes of to a sense of folly. —3. To undeceive.

Unbefriended (un-be-frend'ed), a. Not be

friended; not supported by friends; having

no friendly aid. 'The patronage of the poor

and unbefriended. ' Killingbeck.

Unbeget (un-be-gef). v.t. To deprive of ex

istence. * Wishes each minute he could un

beget those rebel sons.' Dryden.

Unbeginning (un-be-gln'ing), a. Having no

beginning. ' An unbeginning, midless, end

less ball.' Sylvester.

Unbegot, Unbegotten (un-be-gotf, un-be-

got'u), a. Not generated; not begot; espe

cially, having never been generated; having

always been self-existent; eternal. 'Your

children yet unborn and unbegot.' Shak,

'The eternal, unbegotten, and immutable

God.* Still ingjleet.

Unbeguile (un-bc-glT), v.t. To undeceive;

to free from the iuftuence of deceit

Break from these snares, thy judgment unheguite.

Damet.

Unbeguiled (un-be-gild'), p. and a. Not i»e-

gin'led or deceived. 'A virgin unbeguited by

Cupid's dart.* Congreve.

Unbegun (un-be-gun'), a. Not yet begun.

*A work unbegun.' /looker.

Unbeheld (un-be-held'), a Not beheld; not

seen; not visible one's self. 'May'st well

behold them unbeheld.' Tennyson.

Unbehovablet (un-be-hbVa-bl), a. Not be-

hovable; uot ueedful; unprofitable. Sir J.

Cheke.

Unbelngt (un-be'ing), a. Not existing.

'Beings yet unbeing.' Sir T. Browne.

Unbeknown (im-be-non'), a. Unknown.

[Vulgar.]

1 1 was there,' resumed Mrs. Cluppins, * uubetntnm

to Mrs. Bardell.' Dickens.

Unbelief (un-bc-lef). n. 1. Incredulity; the

withholding of belief; as, unbelief is blind.

2. Infidelity; disbelief of divine revelation.

As doubt attacked faith, unbelief has avenged

faith by destroying doubt. Card. Manning.

3. In the New Testament, disbelief of the

truth of the gospel; distrust of God's pro

mises and faithfulness, Ac Mat. xiii. 58;

Mark vi. 6; Heb ill. 12.

Unbelievabllity (un-be-leVa-bil"i-ti). n. In

capability of being believed; incredibility.

J. S. Mill. 'Mud-oceans of Hypocrisy and

Unbelievability. ' Carlyle.

Unbelievable (un-be-lev'a-bl), a. Not to be

believed; incredible. ' A thing unbelievable,'

J. Udall.

Unbelleve (un-be-Iev'). v t. 1. To discredit;

not to believe or trust. ' As I, thus wrong'd,

hence unbelieved go.' Shak. — 2. Not to

think real or true. 'Seas unknown, and

unbelieved.' Beau, de Fl.

Unbeliever (un-be-lev'er),n. 1. An incredu

lous person; one who does not believe —

2. An infidel; one who discredits revelation.

or the mission, character, and doctriues of

Christ. 'Atheists and unbelievers of all

sorts.* Clarke.

Unbelieving (un-be-lev'ing), a. 1. Not be

lieving; incredulous.—2. Infldel; discredit

ing divine revelation, or the mission, char

acter, and doctrines of Christ; as, the unbe

lieving Jews. Acts xiv. 2.

Unbelievingly (un-be-leVIng-li), adv. In

an unbelieving manner. Clarke.

Unbeloved (un-be-luvd'), a. Not loved.

' Not nnbeloe'd by Heav'n.' Dryden.

Unbelt (unbelt"), v.t. To unfasten the belt

of; to uugird. 'Would have unbelted their

swords.' De Quinoey.

Unbend (un-bend').Yi. 1. To become re

laxed or unbent. —2. To rid one's self of

constraint; to act with freedom; to give up

stiffness or austerity of manner.

Unbend (un-bend"), v.t. pret. & pp. unbent.

1. To free from flexure ; to make straight ;

as, to unbend a bow.—2. To relax; to remit

from a strain or from exertion ; to set at

ease for a time; as, to unbend the mind

from study or care. 'You unbend your

noble strength.' Shak. 'To slacken and

unbend his cares.' Denham,—3. Naut. (a)

to unfasten from the yards and stays, as

sails ; (6) to cast loose, as a cable from the

anchors; (c) to untie, as a rope.

Unbending (un-beml'ing), p. and a. 1. Not

suffering flexure. 'The unbending corn."

Pope.—2. Unyielding; resolute; inflexible:

applied to persons. — 3. Unyielding; inflex

ible; firm: applied to things; as. unbending

truths. —4. Given up temporarily to relax

ation or amusement.

I hope it may entertain your lordship at an mi-

bonding hour. Rtr.ve.

Unbendingly (un-bend'fng-b*), adv. With

out bending; obstinately.

Unbendingness (un-bendlng-nes). n. The

quality of being unbending; inflexibility.

Landor.

Unbeneficed (un-ben'e-fiat), a. Not enjoy

ing or having a benefice. Dryden.

Unbeneficial (un-ben-e-fl'Bhal), a. Not bene

ficial; not advantageous, useful, profitable,

or helpful. Milton.

Unbenefited ( un-ben'e-flt-ed ), a. Having

received no benefit, service, or advantage.

Dr. Knox.

Unbenlghted ( un-be-nit'ed ), a. Not be

nighted; never visited by darkness.

To them day

Had ttnbenighted shone. Milton.

Unbenlgn(un-b6-nin'), a. Not benign; the

reverse of benign; malignant. Milton.

Unbent (un-benf), pp. of unbend.

Unbenumb (un-be-num'), v.t. To relieve

from numbness ; to restore sensation to.

' Unbenumbs his sinews and his flesh.' Syl

vester.

Unbereaven(un-be-rev'en),a. Not bereaved;

un bereft. E. B. Browning.

Unbereft (uu'be-reft), a. Not bereaved;

unbereaven. So ndys.

Unbeseem (un'be-sem), v.t. Not to be fit

for or worthy of; to be unbecoming or not

befitting to; to belie.

Ah ! may'st thou ever he what now thou an.

Nor mtbeseent the promise of thy spring. Byron.

Unbeseeming (un-be-sem'ing), a. Unbe

coming; not befitting; unsuitable. Eikon

Basilike.

Unbeseemingly(un-be-s5rn'iiig-li), adv. In

an unbecoming manner. Barrow.

Unbeseemlngness (un-be-sem'ing-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unbeseeming.

Bp Hall.

Unbesought (un-be-sat'), pp. Not besought;

not sought by petition or entreaty. Milton.

Unbespeak (un'be-spek), v. t. To make void

or put off, as something spoken for before

hand; to annul, as an order or engagement

against a future time. * Unbespeak what I

have ordered.' Garriek.

To Whitehall to look, among other things, for Mr.

May, to unbespeak his dining with ine to-morrow.

Pepys.

Unbestowed (un-be-stod^.a. Not bestowed;

not given, granted, or conferred; not dis

posed of. Bacon.

Unbetidet (un-be-tid'), v.i. To fail to

happen or betide. Chaucer.

Unbetrayed (un-be-trad'), a. Not betrayed.

Daniel.

Unbewailed (un-be-wald'), a. Not be

wailed; not lamented.

Let determined things to destiny

Hold unbe-watl'd tlieir way. Shak.

Unbeware.t Unbewareat (un'ne-war, un'-

he-wiin!), adv. Unaware; unawares. Bale.

Unbewltch (un-be-wich'). v.t To free from

fascination, deception, or delusion.

Ordinary experience "bserved would unbrtvitch

men as to these delusion. South.

Unblas (un-bi'us), v.t. To free from bias;

to turn or free from prejudice or preposses

sion.

The truest service a private man can do his coun

try, is to unbiat his mind, as much as possible, be

tween the rival powers. Stvt/7.

Unbiassed (nn-W'ast), a. Free from bias,

undue partiality, or prejudice; impartial;

as, an unbiassed mind; unbiassed opinion

or decision. ' Unbiass'd by self - profit. '

Tennyson.

Unbiassed1? (un-bi'ast-lf), adv. Without

prejudice; impartially Locke.

Unblassedness (un-hi'ast-nes), «. The state

of being unbiassed; freedom from bios or

prejudice.

Unbidt (un-bid'). o. [See BiD.J Without

having Bald prayers. Spenser.

Unbid, Unbidden (un-bid', un-bid'n), a.

1. Not bid; not commanded; hence, spon

taneous.

Thoms also and thistles it shall bring thee forth

Unbid. Mtlton.

2. Uninvited; not requested to attend. ' Un

bidden guests.' Shak.

Unbldet (un-bidO, v.i. Not to abide; not to

remain or stay. Chaucer.

Unblgoted (un-bigut-ed), a. Free from big

otry. Addison.

Unbind (un-bindO, v.t. To untie; to remove

a band from; to unfasten; to loose; to set

free from shackles; as, ujibind the prisoner's

arms. ' Unbind my sons.' Shak.

Unbirdly (un-berdll), adv. Unlike or un

worthy of a bird. Cowley.

Unbishop (un-bish'up). v.t. To deprive of

episcopal orders; to divest of the rank of

bishop. South.

Unblt (unblt'), p- and a. Not bitten. ' Un-

bit by rage canine Of dying rich." Young.

Unblt (un-bif). v.t. Naut. to remove the

turns of from the bitts; as, to unbit a cable.

Unbltted (un-bit'ed), o. Unbridled. ' Our

carnal stings, our unbitted lusts.' Shak.

Unblamable (un-blam'a-bl), a. Not blam-

aide; not culpable; innocent. Bacon.

Unblamableness (un-blam'a-bl-nes), n.

State of being unblamable or chargeable

with no blame or fault. ' Unblamablenes*

of life.' South.

Unblamably (un-blam'a-bll), adv. In an

unblamable manner; so as to incur no

blame. 1 Tin.-.- ii. 10.

Unblamed (un-blamd'), a. Not blamed:

free from censure. 'So . . . unblamed a

life.' B Jonson.

Unblasted (un-blast'ed), a. Not blasted;

not made to wither. Peacham.

Unbleached (un-blecht'), a. Not bleached;

not whitened by bleaching; as, unbleaclted

cottons.

Unbleacnlng (un-blech'ing), a. Not whit

ening or becoming white or pale. 'Blood's

unbUaching stain.' Byron.

Unbleeding (un-bled'ing), a. Not bleeding:

nut suffering loss of blood. ' UnbUediug

wounds.' Daniel.

Unblemishable (un-blem'ish-a-bl), a. Not

capable of being blemished. Milton.

Unblemished (un-hlem'isht), a. Not blem

ished; nut Btained; free from turpitude,

reproach, or deformity; pure; spotless; t.s,

an unblemished reputation or life.

t'tibie"tish'd\ct me live, or die unknown. Pofe.

Unblenchedt (un-hlenslif), « Not daunted

or disconcerted; unconfounded.

By grots and caverns shagg'd with horrid shades.

She may pass on with unbttneh'd majesty. Milton.

Unblended (un-blend'ed), a. Not blended;

not mingled. ' Unblended divinity.' Dr.

Knox.

Unblesst (un-bles'), v.t. To make unhappy;

to neglect to make happy.

Thou dost beguile the world, unbless some mother.

ShaJt.

Unblessed (un-blest' or un-bles'ed), a. Not

blessed; unblest. ' Every inordinate cup is

unblessed. ' Shak.

Unblessedness (un-bles'ed-nes). n. The

state of being unblessed ; exemption from

bliss. Udalt.

Unblest (un-blesf). a Not blest; excluded

from benediction; hence, cursed; wretched;

unhappy.

Child, if it were thine error or thy crime

1 care no longer, heing alt unblest. Tennyson.

Unblighted(un-blU'ed), a Not blighted;

not blasted. 'Happiness unblighted.' Coic-

per.

Unbllnd (un-blind'), v.t. To free from blind

ness; to give sight to; to open the eyes of.

'To unblind some of the people.' Bp.

Uacket.

Unbllnd (un-blindO, a. Unclouded ; clear.

' HiB inward sight unblind.' Keats.

Unblindfold (un-blind'foid), o. Not blind-

fulded. Spenser.

Unblooded (un-blud'ed), o. Not marked

or distinguished by improved blood; not

thoroughbred; as, an unblooded horse.

Unbloodled (un-blud'ed), a Not stained

with blood. 'Although the kite soot- with

unbloodied beak.' Shak.

Unbloody (un-blud'i), a. 1. Not stained with

blood. ' Wholesome bev'rage and unbloody

feasts.' Dryden.—2. Not shedding blood;

not cruel.

Unblossomingfun-blns'som-ing), a.Not pro

ducing blossoms. ' UnblossominghTWLcht;*.*

Evelyn.
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UnblOtted (un-blot'ed). a Not blotted, or

nut blotted out; not deleted; not erased.

We still leave nnblotted in the leaves of our Statute

Book ibe just and wholesome law which declares

that the sturdy felon shall be fed and clothed.

Dickens.

Unblown (un-blon'), a. 1. Not blown; not

having the bud expanded. ' My tender

babes, my unblvicn Howen.' Shak.—2. Not

extinguished: without. 'Lamps . . . un

blown out.' Dr II. More.— Z. Not inflated

or inflamed with wind.

A fire unblown fsliall) devour his race. Sandys.

Unblunted (un-blunt'ed), a. Not blunted;

not made obtuse or dull. Cowley.

Unblushing (un- blush'ing), a. Not blush

ing; destitute of shame; impudeut; as, an

unblushing assertion.

That bold, bad man . . . pretending still.

Willi hard unblushing front, the public good.

T. Edwards.

Unblushlngly (wi-blush'ing-li), adv. In

an unblushing or shameless manner.

Unboastful (un-bost'ful), a. Not boasting;

unassuming; modest.

Oft in humble station dwells

Unboastful worth, above fastidious pomp.

Thomson.

Unbodied (un-bo'did), a. 1. Having no

material body; incorporeal.

We know not where unbodied spirits dwell.

But this we know, they are invisible. Crabbt.

2. Freed from the body 'Her soul un

bodied of the burdensome corpse." Spenser.

UnbodJdned (un-bod'kimi), a. Unfastened

with a bodkin. K. B. Browning.

UnbokeLt v.t. To unbuckle; to unfasten ;

to open. Chaucer.

Unbolt (un-bolt'). v t. To remove a bolt

from; to unfasten; to open. *He shall

unbolt the gates.' Shak.

Unboltt (un-b&lf), v.i. To unfold; to ex

plain.

How shall I understand you?—

I'll unbolt to you. Shak.

Unbolted (un-bdlt'ed), p and a. 1. Freed

from fastening by bolts.—2. Not bolted or

sifted ; not having the bran or coarse part

separated by a bolter; as, unbolted meal.

Hence—3. t Coarse; gross; not refined.

I will tread this unbolted villain into mortar. Shak.

Unbone (un-bon'), v.t. 1. To deprive of

bones.—2. To fling or twist about as if bone

less- [Rare.]

So many young divines . . . have been seen so

often upon the stage, writhing and unboning their

clergy limbs to all the antics and dishonest gestures

ol tnnculos, buffoons, and bawds. Milton.

Unbonnet (un-bon'net), v.i. To remove or

take off the bonnet, especially as a token

of respect. Sir W. Scott.

Unbonnet (un-bon'net), v.t. To remove the

bonnet from; to take the bonnet off; as, all

heads were at once unbonneted.

Unbonneted (un-bon'net-ed). a. 1. Having

no bonnet on. ' Unbonneted he runs.' Shak.

2. Without taking the bonnet or cap off ;

making no obeisance. Shak. See BONNET,

v.i.

Unbookish (un-bqk'ish), a. 1. Not addicted

to books or reading.

It is to be wondered howmuseless unbookish they

were, minding nought but the feats of war, Milton.

2. Not cultivated by erudition. Shak.

Uubooklearned (un-buk'lernd), a. Illiter

ate. ' Unbooklearned people.' Fuller.

Unboot (un-bof), v.t. To take off boots

from.

Unbooted (un-bot'ed), p. and a. 1. Stripped

of boots.—2. Not having boots on.

Unborn (un-boru'). a. 1. Not born; not

brought into life; not existing.

Never v> much as in a thought unborn

Did I offend your highness. Shak.

2. Not yet born; future; to come.

The woes to come ; the children yet unborn

Sli.ill feel this day as sharp to them as thorn. Shak.

Unborrowed (un-bor'rdd), a. Not borrowed ;

genuine; original; native; one's own; as,

unborrowed beauties; unborrowed gold; un

borrowed excellence. Dryden.

Unbosom (un-bb'zum), v.t. To reveal in

confidence ; to disclose, as one's secret

opinions or feelings.

Their several counsels they unbosom shall. Shak.

Often used with reflexive pronouns; as, to

unbosom himself.

Unbosomer (un-b<>'zum-er), n. One who

unbosoms, discloses, nr reveals. 'An un-

boMomer of secrets.' Thackeray.

Unbottomed (nn-bot'omd). a. 1. Having

no bottom ; bottomless. * The dark, tin-

bottomed, infinite abyss.* Milton.—% Hav

ing no solid foundation ; having no reliance.

This is a special act of Christian hope, to be thus

wtbottomtd of ourselves, and fastened upon God.

Hammond.

Unbought (un-baf), a. Not bought; ob

tained without money or purchase. 'The

unbought dainties of the poor.' Dryden.—

Unbound (un-bound'), a. 1. Not bound;

loose ; not tied. Milton. — 2. Wanting a

cover; as, unbound books. 'Volumes that

lay unbound, and without titles.' Locke.—

3. Not bound by obligation or covenant—

4. Fret, of unbind.

Unboundably t (un-bound'a-bli).adp. With

out bounds or limits; infinitely. Webster.

Unbounded (un-bound'ed), a. 1. Having no

bound or limit; unlimited in extent; in

finite; interminable; very great; excessive;

as, unbounded space; unbounded power.

' The wide, the unbounded prospect.' Addi

son.—2. Having no check or control; unre

strained.

He was a man

Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking

Himself with princes. Shak.

STN. Boundless, infinite, unlimited, illimit

able, interminable, unrestrained, uncon

trolled.

Unboundedly (un-bound'ed-li). adv. In

an unbounded manner; without bounds or

limits. ' Unboundedly generous.' Byron.

Unboundedness (un-hound'ed-nes). n. The

state or quality of being unbounded; free

dom from bounds or limits Cheyne.

Unbounteous (un-boun'te-us), a. Not

bounteous; not liberal. Milton.

Unbowt (un-bou'), v.t. To unbend.

Looking back would unbare his resolution. Fuller.

Unbowablet (un-bou'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being bent or inclined. Stubbes.

Unbowed (uu-bou'd), a. 1. Not bowed or

arched; not bent. "With stiff, unbowed

knee.' Shak. Hence—2. Not subjugated ;

unsubdued; not put under the yoke. Shak.

He stood unbowed beneath the ills upon him sent.

Byron.

Unbowel (un-bou'el), v.t. To deprive of the

entrails; to eviscerate; to disembowel. Dr.

H. More.

Unboy (un-boi'), v.t. To free from boyish

thoughts or habits; to raise above boyhood.

Clarendon.

Unbrace (un- bras'), v.t. To remove the

points or braces of; to free from tension; to

loose ; to relax ; as. to unbrace a drum ; to

unbrace the arms; to unbrace the nerves.

Beau. & Fl.

Unbracet (un-bras'), v.i. To grow flaccid; to

relax; to hang loose. Dryden,

Unbraced (un-brast'), p. and a. Loosened ;

ungirt ; unbuttoned ; relaxed. * With his

doublet all unbraced.' Shak. 'When un

braced warriors on the rushy floor stretch

them in pleasing sloth.' J. Baillie.

Unbraid (un-brad'), v.t. To separate the

strands of; to unweave; to unwreathe.

Unbraided (un-brad'ed), p. and a. Dis

entangled, as the strands of a braid ; not

knitted or wreathed; unplaited. 'Hertm-

braided hair.' Sir TV. Scott.

Unbrained (un-brand'), a. Not deprived of

brains; not brained. Beau. «fc Fl.

Unbranchlng (un-bransh'ing), a. Not di

viding into branches; not branching. Gold

smith.

Unbranded (uu-brand'ed), a. Not branded.

Milton.

Unbreast (un-bresf), v.t. To disclose or lay

open; to unbosom.

Could'st thou unmask their pomp, unbreast their

heart.

How would'st thou laugh at this rich heggerie.

Ph. Fletcher.

Unbreathed (un-breTHd'). «• 1. Not

breathed; as, air unbreathed.—2. t Not exer

cised; unexercised; unpractised. ' Our un

breathed memories.' Shak.

Unbred fun-bred'), a. l.t Unbegot; unborn.

Shak. —2. Not well bred; destitute of breed

ing.—3. Not taught or trained. ' Unbred to

spinning.' Dryden.

Unbreech(un-brech/),tr.t. 1. To remove the

breeches of ; to divest or strip of breeches.

2. To free the breech of, as of a camion,

from its fastenings or coverings. Pennant-.

Unbreeched (un-brechtf), a. Wearing no

breeches. ' Saw myself unbreech'd.' Shak.

Unbrewed (un-brod'), a. Not brewed or

mixed; pure; genuine.

They drink the stream
Unbrewed, and ever full. Young.

Unbribable (un-brlb'a-hl), o. Incapable of

being bribed. Feltham.

Unbridged (un-brijd'), a. Not furnished

< or crossed by a bridge; as, an unbridycU

stream. Wordsworth.

Unbridle (un-bri'dl), p.f. To free from the

bridle; to let loose. Shak.

Unbridled (un-bri'dld), p. and a. Loosed

from the bridle, or as from the bridle; hence,

unrestrained; unruly ; violent ; licentious

' Rash and unbridled boy. ' Shak. 'Lands

deluged by unbridled floods.' Wordsworth.

Unbroached (un-brochf), a. Not broached

or tapped, as a cask; unopened. Young
Unbroken, Unbroke(un-broken, un-brok'),

a. 1. Not broken; not violated. 'God keep

all vowsunbroke.' Shak.— 2. Not weakened;

not crushed; not subdued. 'By age un-

broke.' Pope. — 3. Not tamed and rendered

tractable; not taught; not accustomed t<»

the saddle, harness, or yoke ; as, an u nbroke > i

I horse or ox.

Unbrotberliket (un-bruTH'erllk), a. t*n-

1 brotherly. Bacon; Dr. H. More.

Unbrotherly (un-bruTH'er-li), a. Not bro-

| therly; not becoming a brother. Bacon.

! Unbniised (un-brbzd'), a. Not bruised; not

j crushed or hurt; undamaged. 'Helmets all

i unbruised.' Shak.

I Unbuckle (un-bukl), v.t. pret. * pp. un-

j buckled; ppr. unbuckling. To loose from

' buckles; to unfasten; as, to unbuckle d shoe ,

to unbuckle a girdle. Shak.

Unbuckramed (un-buk'ramd), a. Not

starched or stiff; not precise; not formal.

'Moral but unbuckram'd gentlemen. ' Col-

man the younger. IRare.]

Unbudded (un-bud'ed), a. Not having put

forth a bud; unblown. 'The hid scent in

an unbudded rose.' Keats.

, Unbuild (uu-bild'), v t. To demolish, as that

which is built ; to raze ; to destroy. ' To

unbuild the city, and to lay all flat' Shak.

Unbuilt (un-bilf). o. Not jet built; not

erected. 'Unbuilt Babel.' Drayton.

1 Unbundle (un-bun'dl), p.*. To open; to dis

close; to declare.

Unbundle your griefs, madam, and let us into the

I particulars. Jarvis.

Unbuoyed (un-boid'), a. Not buoyed or

1 borne up. Edin. Rev.

Unburden, v.t. See Vnbibthen.

! Unburiable (un-be'ri a-bl), a. Unfit to be

I buried. Tennyson.

! Unburled ( un-be'rid ), a. Not buried; not

I interred. ' The dead carcasses of unburied

j men.' Shak.

Unbumed,Unbumt (un-bernd', un-bernt).

a. 1. Not burned; not consumed by fire.

Shak. — 2. Not injured by tire; not scorched.

3. Not baked, as brick.

Unburnlng (un-bern'ing), a. Not consum

ing away by fire. ' The unburning fire calk1 1

light.' SirK. Digby.

Unburnlshed (un-ber'nishd), o. Not bur

nished; not brightened or cleaned. Southey.

Unburrow (un-bu'ro), v.t. To take from a

burrow; to unearth.

He can bringdown sparrows and unburrav rab

bits. Dickens.

Unburthen, Unburden (un-ber'Tan, un-

ber'dm.u.t. 1. Torid of a load; to free from

a burden; to ease.

While we

Uttburthetted crawl toward death. Sheik.

2. To throw off, as a burden; to discharge.

Buckingham unburthens with his tongue

The envious load that lies upon his heart. Shak.

3. To relieve the mind or heart of, as by

disclosing what lies heavy on it: with reflex

ive pronouns.

Unbury (un-be'ri), v.t. To disinter; to ex

hume. ' Unburying our bones, and burying

our reputations. ' Jarvis.

Unbusled (un-bi'zid), a. Not busied; ml

employed; idle. Bp. Rainbow.

Unbusinesslike (uu-biz'nes-Iik), a. Not

businesslike. Edin. Rev.

Unbusy(un-bi'zi),a. Not busy; Idle, 'Neither

busy nor unbusy.' Richardson.

Unbutton (un-but'n), v.t. To loose the but

tons of. Shak.

Unbuxom t ( un-buk'sum ), a. Disobedient

Piers Plowman.

Uncabled (un-ka'bld), a. Not fastened or

secured by a cable.

Within it ships . . . uncabled ride secure. Con-fier.

Uncadenced (un-ka'densd), a. Not regu

lated by musical measure. E. B. Browning.

Uncage (un-kaj'). v.t. To set free from a

cage or from confinement.

The uncup-ed soul flew through the air. Fanshan:

Uncalled (un-kald[), a. Not called; not

summoned; not invited. ' Mild Lucina came

uncalled.' Dryden.— Uncalled fort not re
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quired; not needed or demanded; impro

perly brought forward. ' Power of herself

would come uncall'd for.' Tennyson. Also

written Uncalled-for, as a compound adjec

tive, which indeed it often is; as, most un-

ealled-for remarks.

Uncalm fun-kanO, v.t To disturb. 'What

Btrange disquiet has uncatm'd your breast'

Dryden.

Uncamp (un-knmp'), v.t To cause to de

camp; to dislodge; to expel. 'If they could

but now uncamp their enemies.' MilUm.

Uncancelled(un-kan'Beld)(a. Not cancelled;

not erased ; not abrogated or annulled. ' My

yet unca ncelTd score. ' Dryden.

Uncandid (un-kan'did), a. Not candid; not

frank or sincere; not fair or impartial. 'Un-

candid as the world often is.' Whately.

Uncanny (un-kan'nl), a. [Scotch and Nor-

thern English See Canny] 1. Not safe;

dangerous. — 2. Not gentle or careful in

handling; uncautious; harsh. Ferguson.-*

3. Eerie; mysterious; not of this world;

hence applied to one supposed to possess

preternatural powers; as, I wish she binna

uncanny. Sir W. Scott.

What does . . . that uncanny turn of countenance

mean T Charlotte Brittle.

He . . . rather expected something uncanny to

lay hold of him from behind. Kin^sUy.

4. SeTere, as applied to a fall or blow. 'An

uncanny coup I got for my pains.* Sir W.

ScoU.

Uncanonical (un-ka-non'ik-al), a. Not

canonical; not Agreeable to the canons.

"Uncanonical times.' Barrow. ' If ordina

tions were uncanonical.' Jer. Taylor.

Uncanonicalness (un-ka-non'ik-al-nes), n.

The state of being uncanonical. Bp. Lloyd.

Uncanonlze (un-kau'on-Iz), v.t l. To de

prive of canonical authority. — 2. To reduce

from the rank of a canonized saint.

Uncanonized (un-kan'on-izd), a. Not ca

nonized; not enrolled among the saints.

Atterbury.

Uncanopied (un-kan'6-pid). a. Not covered

by a canopy; uncovered. W. Browne.

Uncapablet (un-ka'pa-bl), a. Incapable;

not susceptible. ' An inhuman wretch, un-

capable of pity. ' Shak.

Uncape (un-kap'), v.t. and i. Tn hawking, to

prepare for flying at game by taking off the

cape or hood. — Various explanations are

given to the word as used by Shakspere,

Merry Wives, iii. 3. 176. ' I warrant we'll

unkennel the fox. Let me stop this way

first. So now uncape;* Steevens, to turn

the fox out of the bag. Warburton, to dig

out the fox when earthed. Nares, to throw

off the dogs or to begin the hunt. Schmidt,

to uncouple hounds.

Uncaptious (un-kap'shus), a. Not captions;

not ready to take objection or offence. 'Un-

captions and candid natures.' Feltham.

Uncaxdinal (un-kar'di-nal), v.t. To divest

of the cardinalate.

Borgia .

self.

. got a dispensation to uncardinal him-

Fnlttr.

Uncared (un-k&rd'), a. Not regarded ; not

heeded: with for. 'Their own . . . ghostly

condition uncared for.' Hooker.

Uncareful (un-kar'ful), a. 1. Having no

care; careless.— 2. t Producing no care. 'Un

careful treasure.' Quarles.

Uncaria (uu-ka'ri-a), n. [From L. tmciw, a

Uncaria Gambler.

hook. The old petioles are converted into

hooked spines. ] A genus of plants, nat order

Ruhiacese The species are chiefly natives of

India, but a few are found in America. They

are permanent cirriferous ramblers, hanging

to different trees by the old hooked pedun

cles. They have entire opposite* stipulate

leaves, and dense globose heads of small

flowers. The most important species is the

U. Gambter, a native of Penang, Sumatra,

Malacca, Ac., which yields the substance

called gambier or gambeer by the Malays,

and which is known in commerce by the

names of terra japonica, catechu, and cuteh.

Uncarnatet (un-kar'nat), a. Not fleshly;

not incarnate. 'The uncarnaU Father.'

Sir T. Browne.

Uncarnatet (un-kar'nat), v.t. To divest of

flesh or fleBhlmess. Bp. Gauden.

Uncart (un-klirf), v.t To unload or dis

charge from a cart. ' Carted and uncarted

the manure.' George Eliot

Uncase (un-kaa'), v.t and i. 1. To disen

gage from a case or covering.—2. To unfurl

and display, as the colours of a regiment—

3.t To undress. 'See Pompey is uncasing

for the combat' Shak.— 4. To strip; to flay;

to case. See Cask.

Partly by his voice, and partly by his ears, the ass

was discovered, and consequently uncased, well

laughed at, well cudgelled. Sir R. L'Bstrange.

Uncast (un-kast'J, a. Not thrown, cast, or

hurled. ' No stone uuthrown, nor yet no

dart uncast. ' Surrey.

Uncastle (un-kas'l), v.t 1. To deprive of a

castle. Fuller. —2. To deprive of the dis

tinguishing marks or appearances of a cas

tle. Fuller.

Uncatechlsed (un-kat'e-kizd), a. Not cate

chised; untaught. Milton.

Uncatechisedness t (un-kat'e-klzd"nes), n.

The state of being uncatechlsed. Bp. Gau

den.

Uncaused (un-kazd'), a. Having no prece

dent cause ; existing without an author.

"The idea of uncaused matter.' A. Baxter.

Uncauteloust (un-ka'tel-us),a. Incautious.

Hales.

Uncautious t (un-ka'shus), a. Not cautious;

incautious. ' Every obscure or uncautious

expression. ' Waterland.

Unforeseen, they say, is unprepared;

Uncautious Arcite thought himself alone. Dryden.

Uncautiouslyt (un-ka'shus-li), adv. With

out caution; incautiously. Waterland.

Unce.t n. [L. uncia, an ounce.] An ounce.

Chaucer.

Unce, t [ L. uncus, a hook. ] A claw. ' Hor

rid crest, blew skiiles, and unces black.'

Heywood.

Unceaseablet (un-seVa-bl), a. Unceasing.

'Zealous prayers and unceaseable wishes.'

Dekker.

Unceasing (un-seYIng). a. Not ceasing; not

intermitting; continual. ' Unceasing tears.'

PA. Fletcher. ' Unceasing show'rs." Cou

pe r.

Unceasingly (un-ses'ing-li), adv. In an un

ceasing manner; without intermission or

cessation; continually. Richardson.

Uncelebrated (un-sers-brat-ed),a. Not cele

brated; not solemnized. Milton.

Uncelestial (un-se-les'ti-al), a. Not hea

venly; opposite to what 1b heavenly. ' Un

celestial discord.' Young.

Uncensured (un-sen'shbrd), a. Not cen

sured; exempt from blame or reproach.

'Whose right it Is uncensur'd to be dull.'

Pope.

Uncentre (uu-sen'ter), v.t. To throw off the

centre.

Let the heart be uneentred from Christ, it is dead.

T. Adams.

Unceremonious (un-Ber'e-m6"ni-us), a.

Not uBing ceremony or form; not ceremoui-

ous; familiar.

No warning given 1 unceremonious fate 1 Young.

Unceremoniously (un-ser'e-md"ni-us-li),

adv. In an unceremonious manner; with

out ceremony; informally. Quart Rev.

Uncertain (un-ser'tan or un-ser'tin), o.

l.Not certain; doubtful; not certainly known;

as, it is uncertain how the war will termi

nate.—2. Ambiguous; equivocal; not to be

known with certainty. — 3. Doubtful; not

having certain knowledge; not sure. ' Un

certain of the issue. ' Shak.

Man without the protection of a superior Being . . .

Is uncertain of every thing that he hopes for.

Ttilatson.

3. Not sure as to aim or effect desired. 'Soon

bent his bow, uncertain in his aim.' Dry

den. 'Or whistling Blings dismissal the un

certain stone.' Gay.—5. Unreliable; inse

cure; not to be depended on. 'The uncer

tain glory of an April day.' Shak. 'An un

certain peace.' Sir W. ScoU.—6. Undecided;

hesitating; wavering; not having the mind

made up. Shak—7. Not fixed or settled;

not steady; fitful.

Amid the strings his fingers strayed

And an uncertain warbling niauc. Sir W. Scott.

8. Liable to change ; fickle; inconstant; ca

pricious.

O woman 1 in our hours of ease

Uncertain, coy, and hard to please. Sir W. Scott.

Uncertain (un-ser'tan or un-ser'tin), v. t To

cause to be or to make uncertain. Raleigh.

[Rare.]

Uncertainly (un-ser'tan-li or un-ser'tin-li),

adv. In an uncertain manner; as, (a) not

surely; not certainly. 'Wealth which so

uncertainly must come.' Dryden. (b) Not

confidently. 'Speak softly, or uncertainly.'

Denham. (c) Not distinctly; not so as to

convey certain knowledge. ' Her certain

sorrow writ uncertainly.' Shak.

Uncertainty (un-ser'tan-ti or un-ser'tin-ti),

n. 1. The quality or state of being uncer

tain; want of certainty; (a) of things: state

of not being certainly known ; absence of

certain knowledge ; doubtfulness ; want of

reliability; precariousness.

The glorious uncertainty of it (the law) is of mair

use to the professors than the justice of it. Macklin.

(b) Of persons: a state of doubt; a dubiety; a

state in which one knows not what to think

or do; hesitation; as, we remained all night

in great uncertainty.

Here remain with your uncertainty;

Let every feeble rumour shake your hearts. Shah.

2. Something not certainly and exactly

known; something not determined, settled,

or established; a contingency. ' Until I know

this sure uncertainty.' Shak. 'Steadfastly

grasping the greatest and most slippery un-

certainties. ' South.

Uncertificated (un-ser-tif'ikat-ed), a. Hav

ing no certificate to show; as, an uncertifi

cated bankrupt

Uncertified (un-ser'ti-fld), a. Not certified;

having no certificate; uncertificated; as, an

uncertified bankrupt. Smollett.

Uncessantt (un-ses'ant), a. Continual; in

cessant. Dr. H. More.

Uncessantlyt (un-ses'ant-li), adv. Inces

santly. Dr. John Smith.

Unchain (un-chan'), v. t To free from chains

or slavery; to let loose. Shak.

Unchallengeable (un-chaTleuj-a-ul), a. Not

to be challenged; secure.

His title . . . might be rendered unchailen&aMe

Sir jy. Scott.

Unchallenged (un-chanenjd), a. Not chal

lenged or called to account; not objected to.

It was not to be expected that the Tory peers

would suffer a phrase which contained the quintes

sence of Whiggisui to pass unchallenged.

Macaulay.

Unchancy (un-chans'iV a. [Rather a Scotch

than an English word. Probably modified

from wanchancy, which is used with similar

meanings ; from chance, and A Sax. prefix

wan- (Icel. van-), denoting want, lack, and

often conveying the notion of evil or mis

fortune.] 1. Unlucky; unfortunate. Bellen-

den.—2. Dangerous.

Although rather a small bird, being only about

fifteen inches in total length, it (the brown owl) is

possessed of a powerful pounce and audacious spirit,

and when roused to anger or urged by despair, is a

remarkably unchancy antagonist. Rev. J. G. H'ood

3. Inconvenient; unseasonable; unsuitable.

Why had his Grace come at so unchancy a mo

ment? Trollop*.

Unchangeability (un-chanj'a-bil"i-ti), n.

The state or quality of being unchangeable.

Journal Asiat Soc., 1854.

Unchangeable (un-chanj'a-bl), a. Not capa

ble of change; immutable; not Bubject to

variation; as, God is an unchangeable being.

Unchangeableness (un-chfuijVbl-nes). n.

The state or quality of being unchangeable

or subject to no change; immutability. A*«c-

ton.

Unchangeably (un-chanj'a-bli), adv. In an

unchangeable manner; without change; im

mutably. 'AH truth is unchangeably the

same.' South.

Unchanging (un-chanj'ing), a. Not chang

ing; suffering no alteration; unalterable.

Thy face is visard-like. unchanging. Shah.

Unchaplain (un-chaplan or un-chaplin),

v.t To dismiss from a chaplaincy, fuller.

Uncharge (un-charj'). v.t. 1. To free from a

charge, load, or cargo; to unload Wickliffe.

2 Not to charge; not to make a matter of

accusation; not to bring as a charge or ac

cusation; to acquit of blame.

Even his mother shall uncharge the practice

And call it accident. Shah.

ch, Main; 6h, Sc. locA; £■ ?o; j. job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, ainj; Til, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Kst.
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Uncharged (un-chlirjd'), a. 1. Not charged;

not loaded; as, the guns were uncharged.—

2. Unassailed. ' Open your utwharged gates. '

Shak.

Unchariot (un-char'i-ot), v.t. 1. To throw-

out of a chariot. 'Unhorsed and uncha-

riotecL' Pope.—2. To deprive of a chariot.

Uncharitable (un-char'i-ta-bl), a. Not cha

ritable; contrary to charity; harsh; censo

rious; severe in judging; as. uncharitable

opinions or zeal. ' Uncharitable interpre

tations of those actions of which they are

not competent judges.' Addison.

Uncharitableness (un-char'it-a-bl-nes), n.

The quality of being uncharitable; want of

charity; ceusoriousness.

Heaven and hell are the proper regions of mercy

and uncharitableness. Atterbttry,

Uncharitably (un-char'it-a-bli), adv. In a

manner contrary to charity.

Uncharitably with me have you dealt. Shak.

Uncharlty (un-char'i-ti), n. Want of cha

rity; uncharitableness; severity of judg

ment. ' Much uncharity in you.' Webster.

' Fought with what seemed my own uncha

rity.' Tennyson.

Uncharm (un-charm'J, r. t. To release from

some charm, fascination, or secret power.

Beau, <fc Fl.

Uncharmlng(un-charm'ing).a. Not charm

ing; no longer able to charm. ' Uncharm-

ing Catherine.' Dryden.

Uncnarnel (un-char'nel), v.t. To remove

from a tomb; to disinter. 'Whom would'st

thou unchanxeW Byron.

Unchary (un-cha'ri), a. Not chary; not

frugal; not careful; heedless.

I've said too much unto a heart of stone.

And laid my honour too unchary out. Shak.

Your mother must have beert a pretty thing

To make a good man, which my brother was,

Unchary of the duties to his house.

E. B. Browning.

Unchaste (un-chasf), o. Not chaste; not

continent; libidinous; lewd. Shak.

Unchastely (un-chast'li), ado. In an un

chaste manner; lewdly. Udall.

Unchastened (un-chas'nd), a. Not chast

ened. Milton.

Unchastisable (un-chas-tlr/a-bl), a. Unfit

to be chastised; undeserving of punishment;

unpunishable. Milton.

Unchastised (un-chas-tizd'), a. 1. Not chas

tised; not punished.—2. Not corrected; not

restrained. TickeU.

Unchastlty (un-chas'ti-ti), n. The state or

quality of being unchaste; incontinence;

lewdness; unlawful indulgence of the sexual

appetite.

Uncheckable (un-chek'a-blj, a. Incapable

of being checked or examined. ' His most

private and uncheckable trusts.' Roger

North.

Unchecked (un-chekt'X a. 1. Not checked;

not restrained; not hindered. Milton.—

2t Not contradicted. Shak.

Uncheerful (un-cherTul), a. Not cheerful;

sad; gloomy; melancholy. 'Uncheerful

night. Shak. ' Uncheerful in countenance. '

Burton,

Uncheerfulness (un-cheVful-nes), n. Want

of cheerfulness; sadness. Spectator.

Uncheery (un-cheVi), a. Dull; not enliven

ing. 'Tne uncheery hours which perpetu

ally overtake us.' Sterne.

Unchild (un-child'), v.t 1. To bereave of

children; to make childless. Shak.—2. To

divest of the character of a child.

They do justly unchild themselves, that In main

elections dispose of themselves without the consent

of those which gave them being. Bf. Halt.

Unchlldish (un-child'ish). a. Not childish;

not fit or proper for children. Webbe.

Unchllled fun-child'), a. Not chilled ; not

cooled, or destitute, or deprived of warmth

or heat. ' Unbent by winds, unchilled by

snows.* Byron.

Unchivalrbus (un-shiv'al-rus), o. Not ac

cording to the rules of chivalry; wanting in

chivalry or honour. 'So thankless, cold-

hearted, unchivalrvuft, unforgiving.' Char

lotte Bronte,

UncholeriC (un-kol'er-ik), a. Not choleric;

even-tempered. Carlyle.

Unchrtstent (un-kris'n), v.t 1. To annul the

baptism of; to deprive of the rite or sacra

ment of baptism.—2. To render unchristian;

to deprive of sanctity. ' Hath, as it were,

unhallowed and unchristened the very duty

of prayer itself.' Milton.

Unchristened (un-kris'nd ), a. Not bap

tized or christened. Burnt.

Unchristian (un-kris'tyan), a. 1. Contrary

to the laws of Christianity; as, an unchris-

tian reflection ; unchristian temper or con

duct. —2. Not Christian; not converted to

the Christian faith; infidel.

Unchristian (un-kris'tyan). v.t. To de

prive of the constituent qualities of Chris

tianity; to make unchristian.

Atheism is a sin that doth not only unchristian.

but unman, a person that is guilty of it. South.

Unchristianize (uu-kris'tyan-Iz), v.t. To

turn from the Christian faith; to cause to

degenerate from the belief and profession

of Christianity.

Unchristianly (un-kris'tyan-li), a. Con

trary to the laws of Christianity; unbecom

ing Christians. 'Unchristianly compliances.'

Milton.

Unchristianly (un-kris'tyan-li), adv. In an

unchristian manner; in a manner contrary

to Christian principles. Bp. Bedell.

Unchristianneflfl (un-kris'tyan-nes), n. The

character of being unchristian; contrariety

to Christianity. 'The unchristianness of

these denials.' Eikon Basilike.

Unchurch (un-cherchO. v.t. To expel from

a church ; to deprive of the character and

rights of a church.

The Greeks ... for this cause stand utterly un

churched by the Church of Rome. South.

Unda (un'shi-a), n. [L] 1. In Rom. antiq.

the twelfth part of anything; an ounce, as

being the twelfth part of the Roman as.—

2. A term formerly used to signify the nu

merical coefficient of any term of the bi

nomial theorem.

Uncial (un'shi-al), a. [Probably from L.

unda, an inch, the letters being about an

inch long; or from uncus, crooked, the

letters being more curved than the capitals

previously in universal use.) Pertaining to

or appellative of letters of a large size, used

in ancient Latin and Greek manuscripts.

Uncial Letters (CENTESIMO).

These letters were compounded between the

majuscule or capital and minuscule or small

character, some of the letters resembling

the former, others the latter. Uncial writ

ing is supposed to have been employed in

Latin MS8. as early as the third or fourth

century, but was seldom used after the

tenth. Brande <fc Cox.

Uncial (un'shi-al), n. An uncial letter.

Unciatim (un-si-a'tim), adv. [I,.j Ounce by

ounce.

Unciform (un'si-form), a. [L uncus, a hook,

and forma, form] Hook-like, having a

curved or hooked form.— Unciform bone,

in anat. the last bone of the second row of

the carpus or wrist, so named from its

hook-like process.

Uncinate (un'si-nat), a. [ L. uncinatus, from

uncus, a hook.] In bot hooked at the end,

as an awn.

Uncinctured (un-Bingk'turd), p. and a. Not

cinctured; not wearing a cincture or girdle.

Cowper.

Uncinla (un-sin'i-a), n. [From L. uncus, a

hook.] A genus of plants belonging to the

nat. order Cyperacew. having erect solitary

terminal spikes of inflorescence, one-flow

ered imbricated scales, and a peculiar

hooked bristle, which Schleiden takes to be

a third glume.

Unciphert (un-si'fer), v.i. To decipher.

Sir W. Temple.

Unctrcumcised (un-serTEum-sIzd), a. Not

circumcised. Rom. iv. 11.

Uncircumcision (un-serTcum-si'/zhon), n.

Absence or want of circumcision. Rom. iv.

9, 10.

Uncircumscribed (un-serTcum-skrihd). a.

Not circumscribed; not bounded; not lim

ited.

He (the monarch of Russia) is absolute and uucir-

cumscribed in all respects. Brougham.

Unclrcumspect (un-serTcum-spekt), a. Not

circumspect; not cautious. ' Uncircumspect

simplicity.' Sir J. Hayward.

Uncircumspectly ( un-ser 'kum - Bpekt - li ),

ado. Without circumspection. Strype.

UnCircumstantial (un-ser'kum-stari shal),

a. 1. Not circumstantial; not entering into

minute particulars.— 2, t Not important.

The like particulars, although they seem uncircum-

st.inlt.tl, are oft set down in Holy Scripture.

Sir T. Browne.

Uncivil (un-siv'il), a. Not civil; as, (a) not

pertaining to a settled government or settled

state of society; not civilized.

Men cannot enjoy the rights of an uncivil and

civil state together. Burke.

(6) Not courteous; ill-mannered; rude;

coarse; as, an uncivil answer; an uncivil

fellow. 'That rude uncivil touch.' Shak.

Svn. Uncourteous, rude, clownish, unman

nerly.

Uncivilized (unslv'il-lzd), a. 1. Not civil

ized or reclaimed from savage life; rude;

barbarous; savage; as, uncivilized hordes.

2,t Coarse; indecent. 'The most uncivilized

words In our language.' Addison.

Uncivilly (uu-siv'il-li), adv. In an uncivil

manner; not courteously; rudely. Dryden.

Unclad (un-klad'). 1. a. Not clad; not

clothed.—2. Pret. & pp. of verb to unclothe.

Tennyson.

Unclaimed (un-klamd'), a. Not claimed;

not demanded; not called for; as, unclaimed

dividends of a bank.

Unclarifled (un-klar'i-fid), a. Not clarified

or purified. Bacon.

Unclasp (un-klasp'),t?.t. 1. To loose the clasp

of; to open what is fastened with a clasp.—

2.t To lay open; to reveal; to disclose.

He ... to my kingly guest

C'ndaxf'd my practice. Shot.

Unclaasable (un-klas'a-bl), a. Not capable

of being classed or classified.

Mind remains unclassable and therefore unknow

able. H. Spencer.

Unclassic, Unclasalcal (un-klas'ik, un-

klas'ik-al), a. Not classic. 'Unclassic

ground.' Pope. 'An education totally wn-

classical.' Dr. Knox.

Uncle ( ung'kl ), «. [ 0 Ft. uncle. Mod. Fr.

oncle, from L. avunculus, a dim. of amis, a

grandfather.] 1. The brother of one's father

or mother; also applied to the husband of

one's aunt.—2. A pawnbroker. [Slang.]

'Dine in your frock, my good friend, and welcome.

If your dress coat is in the country.' " It i* .it present

at an uncle's,1 Mr. Bayham said with great gravity.

Thackeray.

—Uncle Sam, the name given jocularly to

the government and sometimes to the people

of the United States, regarded as embodied

in an individual representative; just as John

Bull represents the English people. The

word is a sportive extension of the initials

U. S. printed on United States government

property, and. in particular, on the knap

sacks of the soldiery, to whom it represented

their paymaster and guardian.

Unclean (un-klen'), a. 1. Not clean; foul;

dirty; filthy.—2. In Jewishlatc, ceremonially

impure; (a) not free from ceremonial defile

ment: said of persons, (6) Causing cere

monial defilement: said of animals or things,

and specifically applied to animals forbidden

to be used in sacrifice and for food. Lev.

xi. 26.-3. Morally impure; foul with sin;

wicked; evil; heuce, lewd; unchaste. 'The

unclean knight.' Shak.

Uncleanliness (un-klen'li-nes). n. Want of

cleanliness; fllthiness. Clarendon.

Uncleanly (un-klen'll), a. 1. Foul; filthy;

dirty, "The very uncleanly flux of a cat'

Shak.—I. Indecent; unchaste; obscene.

'Tis pity that these harmonious writers h.ive in

dulged anything uncleanly or impure to defile their

paper. traits.

Uncleanness (un-klen'nes), n. The state of

being unclean ; as, (a) foulness ; dirtiness ;

fllthiness.

Be not troublesome to thyself or to others by un-

handsomeness or uncleanness. Jtr. Taylor.

(b) Want of ritual or ceremonial purity.

Lev. xxii. 3. (e) Moral impurity; defilement

by sin; lewdness; obscenity.

I will also save you from all your uncleannesses.

Ezek. xxxvi. 39.

Unclear* (un-kleV),*!. 1. Not clear, bright,

shining, transparent, or the like. — 2. Not

free from obscurity, uncertainty, or indis

tinctness; doubtful.

In unclear and doubtful things, be not pertinacious.

Abf. I.eigkton.

Uncleared (un-klerd'). a. 1. Not cleared; as,

uncleared land. Cook.—2. Not freed from

charges or imputations; as, his character

remains uncleared.

Unclench (un-klenshO, v.t. and t. To open,

or to force open, as the closed hand.

The fist unclenches, and the weapon falls. Garth,

Unclerical (un-klerlk-al), a. Not clerical;

not befitting the clergy; as, an unclerical

style of language, manners, or appearance

'The unclerical character of a captain of

horse.' Macaulay.

Unclewt (un-klu'), v.t. To unwind; fig. to

undo or ruin.

If I should pay you for't as 'tis extoll'd.

It would unclrtv me quite. SJtaJk.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte. not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y. Sc fey.
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Uncllnch ( un-klinsh ' ), v.t. To unclench

(which Bee).

Uncling t (tinkling'), v.i. To cease from

clinging, adhering, entwining, embracing,

or holding fast. Milton.

Undipped (un-klipf). a. Not clipped; not

diminished or shortened by clipping.

As soon as there began a distinction between

clipped money and undipped money, bullion arose.

Locke.

Uncloak (uu kick"), v.t. To deprive of the

cloak.

Uncloak (un-klok'). v.i. To take off one's

cloak; as, where do we ttncloakl

Unclog ( un-klog" ), v. I. To disencumber of

what clogs; to relieve of difficulties and

obstructions; to free from encumbrances.

It would unclog my heart

Of what lies heavy to "t. Shak.

Uncloister (un-klols't#r), v.t. To release

from a cloister or from confinement ; to set

at liberty. Norris.

Unclose (un-kldx"), v.t. 1. To open. 'Iphl-

gene the fair . . . unclosed her eyes.' Dry-

den.

Thy letter trembling I unclose. Pope.

2. To disclose; to lay open.

Unclosed (un-klSzd'). a. 1 Not separated

by inclosures; open.

The king's army would, through those unclosed

parts, have done them little harm. Clarendon.

2. Not finished; not concluded. Madison.

[Rare.] — 3. Not closed. ' His unclosed eye

yet lowering on his enemy. ' Byron.

Unclothe (un-kldTH'). v.t. pret. unclad. To

strip of clothes ; to make naked ; to divest

of covering or the like. ' People . . . whose

employment and study is to unclothe them

selves of the covers of reason or modesty. '

Jer. Taylor. ' Unclad herself in haste.'

Tennymn.

Unclothed (un-kI6THd'),p.anda. LStripped

of clothing or covering. 2 Cor. v. 4.—2. Not

clothed: wanting clothes.

Uncloud (unkloud'), v.t. To free from

clouds ; to unveil ; to clear from obscurity,

gloom, sadness, dulness, or the like. ' Un

cloud thy covered spirits.' Beau, tfc Fl.

Unclouded (un-kloud'ed), a. Not cloudy;

free from clouds; not darkened or obscured;

free from gloom; clear; as, an unclouded

sky. 'The moon's unclouded grandeur.'

Shelley.

Oh I blest with temper, whose unclouded ray

Can make to-morrow cheerful as to-day. Pope.

Uncloudedness(un-kloud'ed-nes), n. The

state of being unclouded; freedom from ob

scurity or gloom. Boyle.

Uncloudy (un-kloud'i), a. Not cloudy; free

from clouds. 'The uncloudy sky.' Gay.

Uncloven (un-klov'u), p and a. Not cloven,

split, or divided. ' My skull's uncloven yet.'

Beau d- Ft.

Unclubbable (un-klub'a-bl). a. Not club

bable; unsocial Said by Miss Burney to

have been used by Johnson.

Unclutch (un-kluch'), v.t. To open, as some

thing clutched, clenched, or closely shut.

' Unclutch his griping hand.' Dr. 11. More

Unco (nng'ko). a. [Contr. from uncouth

(which see).) Unknown; strange; unusual.

[Scotch. ]

Unco (nng'ko), adv. Very; remarkably; as,

unco glad; unco guid. [Scotch.)

Unco (nng'ko), n. [Scotch ] 1. Anything

strange or prodigious. Gait.— 2. A strange

person; a stranger. 'Uncos and strangers.'

Gait.

Uncoach (un-kocha v.t. To detach or loose

from a coach or other vehicle. 'Mules «»-

coached. ' Chapman.

Uncock ( un-kolt/), v.t. 1. To let down the

cock of, as of a gun or a hat—2. To open or

spread out from a cock or heap, as hay.

Uncofflned (un-kof'flnd), a. Not furnished

with a coflin ; not put into a coffin. ' Un-

knelled, uncojlned, and unknown.' Byron

Uncogttable (un-koj'i-ta-bl), a. Not capable

of being cogitated or thought of. Sir T.

More.

Uncolf (un-koif), v.t. To pull the cap off

'Two apple-women scolding and Just ready

to uncoif one another.' Arbulhtiot <fc Pope.

Uncotfed (un-koiff), a. Not wearing a coif.

'Her majesty's renown'd though wicoifd

counsel.' Young.

Uncoil (nn-koll'), v.t. To unwind or open,

as the turns of a rope or other line.

The snake of gold slid from her hair, the braid

Slipt and uncoild itself. Tennyson.

Uncoined (un-koind'), a. 1 Not coined; as,

uncoined silver lA>cke. — 2. [A doubtful

meaning] Not having the current stamp of

insinuating, insincere phrases; not counter

feit; genuine. 'A fellow of plain and un

coined constancy.' Shak.

Uncollected (un-kol-lekt'ed), o. 1. Not col

lected; not received; as, uncollected taxes;

debts uncollected. — 2. Not having one's

thoughts collected; not recovered from con

fusion, distractiou, or wandering.

Ashamed, confused, I started from my bed.

And to my soul, yet uncollected said. Prior.

Uncoloured (un-kul'erd), a 1. Notcoloured;

not stained or dyed. 'Things uncoloured

and transparent ' Bacon.—2. Notheightened

in description.

Uncolt ( un-kolt'), v.t. To unhorse; to de

prive of a horse. [Rare.]

Thou licst ; thou art not coked, thou art uncoiled.

Skat.

Uncomblne (un-kom-bin'), v.t. To sever or

destroy the combination, union, or junction

of; to separate; U> disconnect. 'Outbreak

ing vengeance uncombines the ill-joiued

plots.' Daniel.

Uncomeatable (un-knm-at'a-bl), a. Not at

tainable; not obtainable. [Colloq.]

He has a perfect art in being unintelligible in dis

course, and uncomeatable in business. Steele.

Uncomeliness (un-kumli-nes), n. 1. Want

of comeliness; want of beauty or grace; as,

unconteliness of person, of dress, or beha

viour.—2. Indecency. Shak.

Uncomely (un-kum'li), a. 1. Not comely;

wanting grace; as, an uncomely person; un

comely dress ; uncomely manners. — 2. Un

seemly; unbecoming; unsuitable; indecent

Besides (to say truth) nakedness is uncomely, as

well in mind, as in body. Bacon.

Uncomely t (un-kum'li), adv. In an un

comely or unbecoming manner; indecently.

1 Cor. vii. 36.

Uncomfortable (un-kum'Krt-a-bl), a. 1. Af

fording no comfort; gloomy.

Christmas is in the most dead and the most uncom

fortable time of the year. Addison.

2. Causing bodily discomfort; giving uneasi

ness; as, an uncomfortable seat or condition.

3. Receiving no comfort ; disagreeably situ

ated ; uneasy ; ill at ease ; as, I felt myself

very uncomfortable there.

Uncomfortableness(un-kum'fert-a-bl-nes),

n. The state of being uncomfortable, mis

erable, sad, uneasy. Jer. Taylor.

Uncomfortably (un-kum'fert-a-bli), adv.

In an uncomfortable manner; with discom

fort or uneasiness; in an uneasy state. ' Upon

the floor uncomfortably lying.' Drayton.

Uncomforted (un-kum'fert-ed), a. Not

comforted.consoled, or tranquillized. 'Walk

ing through the cold and starless road of

Death, uncomforted.' Tennyson.

Uncommanded (un-kom-mand'ed), a. Not

commanded; not required by precept, order,

or law. 'Those affected, uncommanded, ab

surd austerities of the Romish profession.'

South.

Uncommendable (un-kom-mend'a-bl), a.

Not commeudable; not worthy of commen

dation ; illaudable. ' The uncommendable

licentiousness of his poetry.' Feltham.

Uncommercial (un-kom-mer'shal), a. Not

commercial; not carrying on commerce; not

travelling to solicit orders for goods. "The

Uncommercial Traveller.' Dickens.

Uncommissioned (un-kom-mi'shond), a.

Not commissioned or duly appointed ; not

having a commission.

We should never hastily run after uncommissioned

guides. Seder.

Uncommitted (un-kom-mit'ed), a. 1 Not

committed. 'The uncommitted sin.' Ham

mond —2. Not referred to a committee —

3. Not pledged by anything said or done ;

as, uncommitted by rash promises or state

ments.

Uncommixedt (un-kom-mikstO.a. Not com

mixed or mingled. Chapman.

Uncommon (un-kom'monX a. Not com

mon ; not usual ; infrequent ; rare ; hence,

remarkable; extraordinary; strange; as, an

uncommon season; an uncommon degree of

cold or heat ; uncommon courage. — Syn.

Rare, scarce, unwonted, seldom, unusual,

remarkable, extraordinary, unique, singular.

Uncommon (un-kom'mon), adv. Exceed

ingly; very; as, uncommon cheap. [Vulgar 1

Uncommonly (unkom'mon-li). adv. 1. In

an uncommon manner: rarely; not usually.

2. To an uncommon degree. 'Gentlemen

. . . uncommonly qualified for that purpose."

Cook.

Uncommonness (un-kom'mon-nes), n. The

state or quality of belnir uncommon ; rare

ness of occurrence; infrequency. Addison.

Uncommunlcable (un-kom-niu'ni-ka-lil), a.

1. Incapable of being communicated, trans

ferred, or imparted; incommunicable • Pe

culiar reserved and uncomiminicable rights.'

Burke. — 2. Not communicative ; reserved ;

taciturn.

Uncommiinicated (un-kom-mu'ni-kat-ed ),

a. 1. Not communicated ; not disclosed or

made known to others.—2. Not imparted or

bestowed; as, the uncommunicated perfec

tions of God. Watcrland.

Uncommunicative (un-kom-mu'ni-kat-iv),

a. Not communicative; not free to com

municate to others; reserved. 'A churlish

and uncommunicative disposition.' Chester

field.

Uncommunicativeness ( un-kom-mu ' ni -

kat-iv-nes). n. The state of being uncom

municative, reserved, or taciturn ; reserve.

Richardson.

Uncompact (un-kom-pakf), a. Not com

pact; not of close texture; incompact ' A

furrowed, uncompact surface.' Addison.

Uncompacted (un-kom-pakt'ed), a. Not

compact; not firm or settled. 'An uncom-

jMc'crfmind.' Feltham.

Uncompanledt (un-kum'panid), a. Having

no companion; unaccompanied. "Thence

she fled uncompanied, unsought.' Fairfax.

Uncompanionable (unkom-pan'you-a-bl ),

a. Not companionable or sociable. Miss

Burney.

Uncompassionate (un-kom-pa'shon-st), a.

Not compassionate: having no pity. ' Un

compassionate anger.' Milton.

Uncompatlblyt (unkom-pat'i-bli), adv. In

compatibly.

Uncompellable (un-kom-pel'a-bl), a. Not

compellable; that cannot be forced or com

pelled. Feltham.

Uncompensated ( un - kom - pen ' sat - ed ), a.

Not compensated ; unrewarded. ' Perfect,

uncompensated slavery." Burke.

Uncomplaining (un-kom-plan'iiig), a. Not

complaining; not murmuring; not disposed

to murmur.

There is a sublime, uncomplaining melancholy

traceable in these old hearts. Carlyle.

Uncomplaisant (unkom'pla-zant), a. Not

complaisant; not civil; not courteous.

A natural roughness makes a man uncomplaisant

to others. Locke.

Uncomplai8antly(un-kom'pla-zant-]i),adr).

Uncivilly; discourteously. Blackstone.

Uncomplete (un-kom-plef), a. Not com

plete; not finished; not perfect; incom

plete. 'The uncomplete and unfinished

parts.' Pope.

Uncompliant (un-kom-pli'ant), a. Not

yielding; not obsequious; inflexible.

Be justly opposite and uncompliant to these errors.

__ Bp. Ganden.

Uncomplying (uiikom-pH'ing), a. Not

complying; not yielding to request or com

mand; unbending.

The king was induced to take away the seat from

the uncomplying chancellor. Bp. South.

Uncomposeable (un-kom-poz'a-bl), a. In

capable of being composed ; not to be al

layed or arranged.

A difference ... at length flamed so high as to be

uncomposeable. Roger Korth.

Uncompounded ( un - kom- pound 'ed), a.

1. Not compounded; not mixed. ' Uncom

pounded matter. ' Newton. — 2. Simple :

not intricate. 'That uncompounded style.'

llainmond.

Uncomprehenslble(un-kom'pre-hen"si-bi),

a. Incomprehensible. Bp. jewel.

Uncomprehensive (un-kom'pi e-hen"siv), a.

1 Not comprehensive; not including much.

2 Unable to comprehend; incomprehensive.

' Narrow-spirited, uncomprehensive zealots. '

South.—3. t Incomprehensible.

The providence that's in a watchful state

Knows almost every grain of Pluto's ^old ;

Finds bottom in th' uncomprehensive deep. Shah.

Uncompromising (nn-kom'pro-mlz-ing), a.

Not compromising: not agreeing to terms;

not complying; inflexible; as, uncompromis-

ing hostility.

Unconceivable! (un-kon-sev'a-bl), a. In

capable of being conceived or understood;

inconceivable. 'Obscureand unconceivable.'

Locke.

Unconceivablenesst (unkon-sev'a-bl-nes),

ii The state or quality of being inconceiv

able. Locke.

Unconcelvablyt (un-kon-seVa-bIf)tad'v. In

conceivably. ' Unconceivably small bodies

or atoms.' Locke.

Unconcern (un-kon-sern'), n. Want of

concern; absence of anxiety; freedom from

ch, eAain; 6h, Sc. lo<A; g, oo; J, job: ft, Pr. ton; ng, sing; TH. fAen: th, thin; w, irlg; wh, u-Aig; zh, anire.-See Kev.
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solicitude. ' A listless unconcern, cold

and averting from our neighbour's good.'

Thornton.

Unconcerned (un-kon-sernd'), a. l. Not

concerned; not anxious; feeling no concern

or solicitude; easy in mind ' The morn, all

unconcerned with our unrest.' Milton.

' Happy mortals, unconcerned for more. '

Dryden. — 2. Having or taking no interest ;

not interested; not affected.

An idle person is like one tli.it is dead, uncon

cerned in tiie changes and necessities or the world.

Jer. Taylor.

Nothing can be more exposed to violent and sudden

changes than the possession of the crown in despotic

governments, where the interests of the community at

large are quite unconcerned. Brougham.

Unconcernedly (un-kon-serndli), adv. In

an unconcerned manner; without anxiety.

'And unconcern'dly cast his eyes around.'

Dryden.

UnconcernedneBS (un-kon-sernd'nes), n.

Freedom from concern or anxiety. South.

Unconcernlng t (un-kon-sern'ing), a. Not

interesting: not affecting; not belonging to

one. Dr. II. Hare.

Unconcomment t (un-kou-sern'meut), n.

The state of having no interest or concern.

South.

Unconcludent t (un-kon-klud'ent), a. Not

decisive; inconclusive.

Our arguments are inevident and unconrtudent.

Sir M. Hale.

Unconcludlble t (un-kon-klud'1-bl). a. Not

determinable. ' That which is unconcludible

... to the understanding.' Dr. H. More.

Unconcluding t (uu-kon-klud'ing), a. In

conclusive. ' False and unconciiiding rea

sonings' Locke.

Unconcludingness t (un-kon-klud'iug-ues),

n. Quality of being inconclusive.

Unconclualve t ( un - kon - klu'siv ), a. Not

decisive; inconclusive. Hammond.

Unconcocted (un-kon-kokt'ed), a. Not con

cocted; not digested. Sir T. Browne.

Unconcurrent t (un-kon-kur'ent), a. Not

concurring or agreeing. Daniel.

Uncondemned (un-kon-demd'), tt. 1. Not

condemned; not judged guilty. 'A man

that is a Roman and uncondemned.' Acts

xxii. 25.-2. Not disapproved; not pro

nounced criminal. ' A familiar and uncon

demned practice.' Locke.

Uncondlted (un-kon'dit-ed), pp. [Prefix un,

not, and conditits, pp. of condio, to season,

to spice, to flavour. ] Unseasoned. Jer.

Taylor. [Rare.]

Unconditional (un-kon-di'shon-al), a. Not

conditional; absolute; unreserved; not lim

ited by any conditions; as, an unconditiontd

surrender.

O pass not. Lord, an absolute decree.

Or bind thy sentence unconditional. Dryden.

Unconditionally (iin-kon-di'shon-al-li),adp

In an unconditional manner; without con

ditions; as, the troops did not surrender un

conditionally, but by capitulation. ' The

special favorites to whom those promises

are unconditionally consigned.' Hammond.

Unconditioned (un-kon-di'shond), a. In

metaph. a word coined by Sir William Ham

ilton to designate that which has neither

conditions, relations, nor limitations either

as regards space or time, and which is there

fore unthinkable or incapable of being made

an object of thought: used commonly in the

noun-phrase, the Unconditioned, the Ab

solute, the Infinite.

Unconditioned (un-kon-di'shond), n. See

the adjective.

Unconduclngt (un-kon-dus'ing), a. Not

conducive. A work in some sort not un-

coiviucing to a publick benefit.' E. Phillips

Unconfldence t (un-kon'fl-dens), n. Want of

confidence; uncertainty; hesitation; doubt.

lip. Hticket.

Unconfinable (un-kon-fin'a-bl), a. l. f Un

bounded.

You rogue 1 You stand upon your honour 1 "Why

thou unconjinahlt baseness, it is as much as I can

do to keep mine honour. Skak.

2. Incapable of being confined or restrained

Unconflned (un-kon-find'), a. 1. Not con

fined; free from restraint; free from con

trol. ' Poets, a race long unconfined and

free." Pope.— 2. Not having narrow limits:

not narrow ; wide and comprehensive. ' Blest

with a taste exact, yet unconfined.' Pope.

Unconflnedly (un-kon-findli), adv. With

out confinement or limitation. Barrow.

Unconfirmed (un-kou fermd'). a. 1. Not

firmly established; not possessed of its full

measure of strength or stability; as, his

health was still unconfinned.—2. Not forti

fied by resolution; weak; raw.

In the unconfirmed troops much fear did breed.

Dante/.

3. Not confirmed or strengthened by addi

tional testimony. ' His witness unconjirm'd. '

Milton.—1. Not confirmed according to the

church ritual.

Unconfonnt (un-kon-form'). a. Unlike;

dissimilar; not analogous 'Not ttjicon-

form to other shining globes.' Milton.

Unconformability (un-kon-form'a-bil"i-ti),

n. The state of being unconformable.

Unconformable ( un - kon - form ' a - bl ), a.

1. Not consistent; not agreeable ; not con

forming.

Moral evil is an action unconformable to the rule

of our duty. Watts.

2. In geol. a term applied to strata whose

planes do not lie parallel with those of the

Unconformable Strata near Frome.

subjacent or superjacent strata but have a

different line of direction or inclination, as

shown in cut. See also Conformable.

Unconformably (un-kon-form'a-bli), adv.

In an unconformable manner. See Un

conformable.

Unconformity(un-kon-form'i-ti),«. Incon

gruity; inconsistency; want of conformity.

The moral goodness or evil of men's actions . . .

consists in their conformity or unconformity to right

reason. South.

Unconfonnd (un-kon-found'), v.t. To mix;

to mingle; to involve; to confuse. Milton.

Unconfused (un-kon-fuzd'), a. 1. Free from

confusion or disorder. Locke.— 2. Not em

barrassed.

Unconfutable (un-kon-fut'a-bl), a. Not con

futable; not to be refuted or overthrown;

incapable of being disproved or convicted

of error; as, an unconfutable argument.

Bp. Sprat.

Unconfdted (un-kon-fQt'ed), o. Not con

futed.

What he writes, though unco*ifutcd, must there

fore be mistrusted. Milton.

Uncongeal (un-kon-jeT), v i. To thaw; to

melt. 'When meres begin to uncongeal.'

Tennyson. [Rare. J

Uncongealable (un - kon - jel'a-bl), a. Not

capable of being congealed, frozen, or ren

dered hard by cold. 'Flatina uncongealable

like quicksilver' Southey.

Uncongenial (un-kon-je'ni-al), a. Not con

genial. ' An uncongenial climate.' Dr. Knox.

Unconjugal (un-kon'ju-gal), a. Not suit

able to matrimonial faith ; not befitting a

wife or husband. 'The blot of falsehood

most unconjugal.' Milton.

Unconjunctive (un-kon-junk'tiv), a. That

cannot be joined. 'Two persons unconjune-

tive and unmarriable together.' Milton.

[Rare.]

Unconnected (un-kon-nekt'ed), a. 1. Not

connected; not united; separate. — 2. Not

coherent; not joined by proper transitions

or dependence of parts; loose; vague; ram

bling ; desultory; as, an unconnected dis

course.

Unconnlng,t a. [See Con.] Unknowing;

ignorant. Chaucer.

Unconning,* n. Ignorance. Chaucer.

Unconniving (un-kon-uiv'ing), a. Not con

niving; not overlooking or winking at.

* Rigour unconniving.' Milton.

Unconquerable (un-kong/ker-a-bl),a. l.Not

conquerable; incapable of being vanquished

or defeated; not to be overcome in contest;

as. an unconquerable foe. 'Achilles, her

unconquerable son.' Cowper.—I. Incapable

of being subdued and brought under con

trol; as, unconquerable passions or temper.

'The unconquerable will.' Milton. — Syn.

Invincible, insuperable, insurmountable.

Unconquerably (un-kong'ker-a-bli), adv

Invincibly ; insuperably. 'Wild, furious

herds, unconquerably strong.' Pope.

Unconquered (un-kong'kerd), a. 1. Not

vanquished or defeated ; unsubdued ; not

brought under control. — 2. Invincible; in

superable. Sir P. Sidney.

Unconscionable (un-kon'shon-a-bi), a.

1. Not conscionable; unreasonable; exceed

ing the limits of any reasonable claim or

expectation; iuordinate.

A man may oppose an unconscionable request for

an unjustifiable reason. Sir X. UEstrange.

2 Not guided or influenced by conscience.

' Ungenerous as well as unconncionable prac

tices.* South.—3.t Enormous; vast; as, un

conscionable size.

His giantship is gone somewhat crestfallen,

Stalking will) less unconscionable strides.

Milton.

Unconscionableness ( un - kon ' shou - a-bl-

nes), a. The character of being unconscion

able; unreasonableness of hope or claim.

Bp. Hall.

Unconscionably (un-kon'shon-a-bli), adr.

Unreasonably; in a manner or degree that

couscience and reason do not justify.

All things here

Are sold, and sold unconscionably dear. Dryden.

Unconscious (un-kon'shus), a. Not con

scious; (o) having no mental perception; as,

unconscious causes. 'Passive, unconscious

substances.' Paley. (b) Not couscious to

one's self; not knowing; not perceiving; as.

unconscious of guilt or error. ' Unconscious

of the sliding hour.' Tennyson, (e) Not

taking cognizance by consciousness; not re

sulting from consciousness; as, unconscious

cerebration. See Cerebration.

Unconsciously (un-kou'shus-li), adv. In an

unconscious manner; without perception.

Unconsciousness (un-kon'shus-nes), n

The state of being unconscious; want of per

ception.

Unconsecratet (un-kon'se-krat), v.t. To

render not sacred; to desecrate.

The sin of Israel h^d even unconsecrated and pro

faned that sacred edifice. SoutA.

Unconsecrated (uu-kon'sc-krat-ed),a. Not

consecrated ; as, a temple unconsecrated ;

unconsecrated bread. Milton.

Unconsenting (un-kon-sent'ingX a. Not

consenting; not yielding consent. ' Nor un

consenting hear his friend's request.' Pope.

Unconslderatet (un-kon-sid'er-at), a. P»ot

considering with due care or attention;

heedless; inconsiderate. Daniel.

Unconsideratenesst(un-kon-sid'erat-iu-s),

n. The state of being unconsiderate ; in-

considerateness. 'Conceit and vnconsider-

ateness.' Hales.

Unconsidered (un-kon-sid'erd), a. Not con

sidered or regarded; not attended to. 'A

snapper-up of unconsidered trifles.' Shak.

Unconslderlng (uu-kon-Bid'er-ing), a. Not

considering; void of consideration; regard

less. Swift.

Unconsonant (un-kon'so-nant), a. Not con

sonant; not consistent. Hooker.

Unconsplringness t (un-kon-spir'ing-nes).

n. Absence of plot or conspiracy. *A har

mony whose dissonance serves but to mani

fest the sincerity and unconsyiringness of

the writers." Boyle.

Unconstancyt (un-kon'stan-si), n. Incon

stancy. Fuller.

Unconstantt (un-kon'stant), a. Not con

stant; inconstant. ' More uiiconstant than

the wind.' Shak.

Unconstantlyt (un-kon'staut-li), adv. In

constantly.

Consider . . . how nuconstantly names have beco

settled, and how subject they are to equivocation.

Hobbes.

Unconstitutional (un -kon'sti-tu"shon-al ).

a. Not agreeable to the constitution of a

country; not authorized by the constitution;

contrary to the principles of the constitu

tion. ' The dangerous and unconstitutional

practice of removing military oflicers for

their votes in parliament' Burke.

Unconstitutionality ( un-kon'stitu 'shon-

al"i-ti ). n. The quality of being unconsti

tutional.

Unconstitutionally (un-kon'Kti-tu"shon-al-

li), adv. In an unconstitutional manner.

Unconstrained (un-kon-strand'), a. Free

from constraint; voluntary.

We unconstrained, what he commands us, rjo

Dryden.

God delights not to make a drudge of virtue, wbote

actions must be all elective and unconstrained.

Milton.

Unconstrained! y (un-kon-stran'ed-10, adv.

In an unconstrained manner; without force

or constraint; spontaneously. Hooker.

Unconstraint (un-kon-strantO, ". Freedom

from constraint; ease. "I hat air of freedom

late, ...:. fat, :.-.'.'■. uic, met, UOr, pine, pin; uotu, nut, wove; tube, tub, bull, oil, pound, u, Se. abuuc; y, Sc icy.
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and unconstraint wliich is more sensibly to

be perceived than described.' Felton.

Tinconsulting (un-kon-suiting), a. Taking

no advice; rash; imprudent ' Unconsulting

affection Sir P. Sidney.

Unconsumniatet(nn-kou-sum'mat),a. Not

consummated. Dryden.

Uncontemned (unkon-tenid'), a. Not de

spised; not contemned.

Which of the peers '

Have uncontcntned gone by him? Shak.

Uncontended (un-kon-tend'ed), a. Not dis

puted for; not contested. ' This uncontended

prize.' Ifryiifit.

Uncontented t (un-kon-tent'ed), a. Not con

tented; not satisfied; discontented. Daniel.

Uncontentednesat (uu-kon-tent'ed-nes), n.

The state of lieintr uncontented; discon

tentedness. Hammond.

Uncontentingness t (un-kon-tent'ing-nea),

ft. Want of power to satisfy. Boyle.

Uncontestable t (un-kon-test'a-bl), a. Not

capable of being contested; indisputable;

not to be controverted; incontestable. 'Un

contestable evidence." Locke.

Uncontested (un-kon-test'ed). a. Not con

tested; not disputed; hence, evident. 'Ex

perience uncontested.' Sir if. Blackmore.

Uncontradlctable(un-kon'tra-dikt''a-bl),a.

That cannot be contradicted. Carlyle.

Uncontradicted (un-kon'tra-dikf'ed), a.

Not contradicted; not denied. 'Uncontra

dicted testimony.' Bp. Pearson.

Uncontrite (un-kon'trit), a. Not contrite;

not penitent. Hammond.

Uncontriving(uu-kon-triv/ing),a. Not con

triving; deficient in contrivance. 'The

savage, unevntriving man.* Goldsmith.

Uncontrollable (un-kon-troTa-bl).a. l.That

cannot be controlled or ruled ; ungovern

able ; that cannot be restrained; as, an tin-

controllable temper; uncontrollable BubjecU.

The will itself, how absolute and uncontrollable

soever it may be thought, never fails in its obedience

to the dictates of the understanding. Locke.

2. That cannot be guided or directed; as,

uncontrollable events.—3. t Indisputable; ir

refragable.

This pension was granted by reason of the King of

England's uncontroulable title to England.

Sir y. liayward.

Uncontrollably (un-kon-trol'a-bli), adv. In

an uncontrollable manner; without being

subject to control.

God may uncontrollably and lawfully deal with his

creatures as he pleases. Abr. Tucker.

Uncontrolled (un-kon-trold'), a. L Not

controlled or governed.— 2. Not yielding to

restraint; uncontrollable.

Do 1 not know the uncontrolled thoughts

That youth brings with him when his blood is high?

Beau. &■ Ft.

3.T Not disproved; not refuted.

That Julius Caesar was so bom is an uticentrouted

report. Sirj. Hayward.

UncontroUedly(un-kon-trold'in.adrj. With

out control or restraint; without effectual

opposition Dr. H. More.

Uncontroversoryt(un-kon'tr6-ver"so-ri),a.

Free from controversy. 'An uncontrover-

sory piety.' Bp. Hall.

Uncontroverted (un-kon'tro-vert-ed), a.

Not controverted or disputed; not liable to

be called in question. 'The uncontroverted

certainty of mathematical science.' Glan-

ville.

Unconversable (un-kon-vers'a-bl), a. Not

free in conversation; not social; reserved.

In what a miserable state shall we lie. when every

member of our society shall be of the same uncon

versable temper as ourselves. Dr. y. Scott.

Unconversant (nn-kon'vers-ant), a. Not

conversant: not familiarly acquainted: fol

lowed usually by with before an object, some

times by in. ' Unconversant in disquisitions

of this kind.' Madox.

Unconversion (un-kon-ver'shon), n. The

state of being unconverted ; impenitence.

[Rare.J

Unconverted (un-kon.vert'ed), a. Not con

verted; not changed in opinion; specifically,

not turned from one faith to another, or not

renewed and regenerated. ' Unconverted to

Christianity* Jer. Taylor. 'A call to the

unconverted. ' Baxter.

Unconvertible (un-kon-vert'i-bl), a. That

cannot be converted or changed in form;

as, lead is unconvertible into silver. * Un

convertible ignorance.' Congreve.

Unconvinced (un-kon-virt3t/), a. Not con

vinced; not persuaded. 'The ignorant and

unconvinced.' Locke.

Unconvincing (un-kon-vins'ing), a. Not

sufficient to convince. ' Unconvincing ci

tations.' Mdton.

Uncoquettish (un-ko-ket'ish), a. Not co

quettish. ' So pure and uncoquettish were

her feelings.' Jane Austen.

Uncord (un-kord'), v.t. To loose from cords;

to unfasten or unbind; as, to uncord a bed;

to uncord a package.

Uncordial (un-koiMi-al), a. Not cordial;

not hearty. ' A little proud-looking woman

of uncordial address.' Jans Austen.

Uncork (un-kork'X v.t. To draw the cork

from; as, to uncork a bottle.

Uncorrect (un-ko-rekf), a. Not correct; not

free from faults or errors. Dryden.

Uncorrected (un-ko-rekt'ed), a. 1. Not cor

rected; not revised; not rendered exact; as,

an uncorrected copy of a writing.

The faulty passages . . . will perhaps be charged

upon those that suffered them to pass uncorrected.

Beyle.

2. Not reformed ; not amended : as, life or

manners uncorrected.—3. Not chastised.

Uncorrespondencv t (un'ko-re-spond"en-

si), m. The Btate of being uncorrespondent,

or not mutually adapted or agreeable. Bp.

Gauden.

Uncorrespondentt (un-ko're-spond"ent), a.

Not correspondent; not suitable, adapted,

or agreeable. Bp. Gauden.

Uncorrigible (un-kor'ij-i-bl), a. Incapable

of being corrected; incorrigible. Quired.

Uncorrupt (un-kor-rupf). a. Not corrupt;

not depraved; not perverted; incorrupt; as,

an uncorrupt judgment 'For ever uncor

rupt and pure.' Swift.

Uncorrupted (un-ko-rupt'ed), a. Not cor

rupted; not vitiated; not depraved.

Uncorruptedness (un-ko-rupt'ed-nesX n

•State of being uncorrupted. Milton.

Uncorruptible (un-ko-rupt'i-bl), a. In

capable of being corrupted; incorruptible.

Rom. i. 23.

Uncorruptness (un-ko-rupt'nes), n. Integ

rity; uprightness. Tit. ii. 7.

Uncostly (un-kostli), o. Not costly; not of

a high price or value. * Baser and uncostly

materials.' Jer. Taylor.

Uncounsellable (uii-koun'sel-a-bl>, a. Not

to be advised; not consistent with good ad

vice or prudence. Clarendon.

Uncounselled(un-koun'seld), a. Not hav

ing counsel or advice. Burke.

Uncountable (un-kount'a-bl), a. Not capa

ble of being counted; innumerable. 'Those

uncountable bodies set in the firmament'

Raleigh.

Uncounted (un-konnt'edX o. Not counted;

not numbered; innumerable.

The blunt monster with uncounted heads.

The still discordant wavering multitude. Shak.

Uncounterfeit (un-koun'tcr-flt), a. Not

counterfeit; not spurious; genuine. 'Pious

intentions, all not only uncounterfeit, but

most fervent' Bp. Sprat.

Uncouple (un-ku'pl), v t. To loose, as dogs

from their couples; to set loose; to disjoin.

Neither life nor death can uncouple us. y. Vdali.

So when our mortal frame shall be disjoined.

The lifeless lump uncoupled from the mind.

From sense of grief and pain we shall be free.

Dryden.

Uncouple t (un-ku'plj, c.i. Togo loose, as

hounds.

Uncoupled (un-ku'pld), a. Not coupled;

not united; not wedded; single. ' Uncoupled,

cold virginity.' Chamberlayne.

Uncourted (un-kort'ed), a. Not courted;

not wooed. ' Uncourted, unrespected, un

obeyed." Daniel.

Uncburteous (uu-kort'S-us), a. Not courte

ous; uncivil; unpolite. ' In behaviour . . .

somewhat given to musing, but never un-

courteous.' Sir P. Sidney.

Uncourteously (un-kort'e-us-li), adv. Un

civilly; an politely. * Uncourteously he railed

upon England.' Ascham.

Uncourtierlike (uu-kort'er-lik), a. Unlike

a courtier ; hence, not flattering, bland,

suave, or the like. ' I acted but an uncour-

tierlike part.' Miss Burney.

Uncourtliness (un-kfirt'lines), ». The qua

lity of being uncourtly; as, uncourtliness

of manners. 'The uncourtliness of their

phrases.' Addison.

Uncourtly (un-kortli), a. Not courtly; (a)

untrained in the manners of a court; hence,

not suave, bland, pleasing, flattering, or the

like; blunt; impolite.

When I had once addressed your lordship m pub

lic, 1 had exhausted all the art of pleasing which a

retired and uncourtly scholar can possess. Johnson.

(b) Uncivil; rude; coarse; plain. 'A plain

uncourtly speech.' Pope.

Uncoust (ung'kusV a [L uncus, a hook.]

Huok-like; hooked. Sir T. Browne.

Uncouth < un-kbth'), a. (A. Sax. uncuth, un

known—un, not, and ctlfA, pp. of cunnan,

to know. See Cunning.] It Unknown.

Surrey.

1 am surprised with an uncouth fear. Shak.

Hence—2. Not familiar; strange; extraor

dinary: thus conveying a sense («) of sus

picion, dre;td, fear, alarm, or the like; or,

(6) of awkwardness, clumsiness, oddity, or

the like, the latter being now the usual

meaning; as, uncouth manners or behaviour.

It is no uncouth thing

To see fresh buildings from olefniins spring.

B. y orison.

Nor can I like

This uncouth dream of evil sprung, I fear. Milton.

The dress of a New Zealander is certainly, to a

stranger, at first sight, the most uncouth that can be

imagined. Cook.

Uncouthly (un-koth'Ii), adv. In an un

couth manner; oddly; strangely; awkwardly;

clumsily. Dryden.

Uncouthness (un-koth'nes), n. The state

of being uncouth; oddness; strangeness;

as, the uncouthness of a word or of dress.

'The disadvantage of uncouthness and per

fect strangeness to enhance their difficulty.'

Dr. H More.

Uncovenablet (un-kuv'en-a-blXo. [See Coy-

enable.] Inconvenient; unsuitable. Chau

cer.

Uncovenanted (un-kuv/en-nnt-ed),a. 1. Not

promised by covenant; not resting on a

covenant or promise ; specifically, not pro

ceeding from or belonging to the covenant

made between Qod and his people through

Christ and resting on acceptance of the ap

pointed means of grace: a theological term

used by some, especially in the phrase un

cotenanted mercies; that is, such mercies as

Qod may be pleased to show to those not

sharing in the covenant.

I will cast me on His free uncovenanted mercy.

Horsley.

If nineteen-twtntiethsof the world are to be left to

uncoz-cnautcd mercies, and that sort of thing, which

means in plain Hn^li>li to go to hell, and the other

twentieth are to rejoice at it all. Ate. Hughes.

2. Not bound by a covenant, contract, or

agreement; not having joined in a covenant,

compact, league, or the like; specifically,

not subscribing to the Scottish Solemn

League and Covenant

In Scotland a few fanatical non-jurors may have

grudged thur allegiance to an uncovenanted king.

Sir E. May.

—Uncovenanted civil service, a branch of

the Indian civil service whose members

(Europeans or natives) are subject to no en

trance examination, nor entitled to promo

tion or retiring pension, and who may re

sign their office at pleasure.

Uncover (un-kuv'er), v t. l. To remove a

cover or covering from; to divest of a cover

or covering. bucIi as a hat, a veil, cloth

ing, a roof, or the like.

None of the Eastern people use the compliment of

uncovering their heads when they meet as we do.

Damfiter,

After you are up, uncover your bed, and open the

curtains to air it. Harvey.

Hence—2. To lay bare ; to disclose ; to lay

open to view.

In vain thou strives! to corer shame with shame,

Or by evasions thy crime uncoverest more.

Milton.

Uncover (un-kuv'er), v.i. To bare the head;

to take off one's hat.

We are forced to uncover after them. Addison.

Uncovered ( un-kuv'erd ), p. and a. 1. De

prived of a cover; having a cover or cover

ing removed.—2. Not provided with a cover

or covering; having no covering; bare;

naked. Shak.

Uncowl (un-konl'), r.t. To deprive of a

cowl; to remove a cowl from.

I pray you think us friends—uncowl your face.

Coleridge.

Uncrafty (un-kraf'ti), a. Not crafty, cun

ning, or designing. Jer. Taylor.

Uncreate (uu-kre-atf), v.t. To annihilate;

to deprive of existence.

Then who created thee fomenting learn ;

When who can uncreate thee, thou slialt know.

Milton.

Uncreatet (un'kre-at), o. Uncreated. Atha-

nasian Creed.

Uncreated (un-kre-at'ed), p. and a. 1. Re

duced to nothing; deprived of existence.—

2. Not yet created. Clarke.— 3. Not pro

duced by creation. 'Misery uncreated till

the crime of thy rebellion.' Milton.

Uncrediblet (urj-kred'i-bl), o. Not to be

believed; not entitled to credit; incredible.

' Reports that seem uncrcdible.' Bacon.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; is, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; IH, fAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAlg; zh, azure.—See KET.
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Uncreditt (uu-kred'it), v.t. To discredit.

Fuller

Uncredltablet (un-kred'it-a-bl), a. Not in

good credit or reputation ; discreditable.

' (TncredUable or unttahiouable, . . . branded

or disused sins.* Hammond.

Uncrippled (un-krip'ld), a. 1. Not crippled

or lamed; nut deprived of the use of the

limbs. ' Two feet uncrippled.' Cowper.

Hence—2. Not having the powers of motion,

activity, usefulness, Ac, impaired; as, the

ship came out of the action uncrippled.

Uncritical (un-kri'tikal), a, 1. Not criti

cal: wanting in judgment 'Rude under-

standers or uncritical speakers.' Bp. Gau-

den.—2. Not according to the just rules of

criticism; as, an uncritical estimate.

Uncrooked (un-krokf or un-krok'ed), a.

Not crooked, winding, or tortuous; straight

' Ways uncrooked.' Beau, *fc Fl.

Uncropped (un-kropf), a. Not cropped,

cut, or plucked. ' A fresh uncropped flower.'

Shak.

Uncrossed (un-krosf), a. 1. Not crossed:

not cancelled. ' Keeps his books uncrossed. '

Shak.—2. Not thwarted; uot opposed.

UnCTOWded (un-kroud'ed), a. Not crowded;

not compressed; not straitened for waut of

room. 'And held uncrouded nations in its

womb.' Addixon.

Uncrown (un-kroun'), v.t. 1. To deprive of

a crown; to dethrone.

I'll uncrtrtvn him ere it be long. Shak.

2. To pull off the crown. ' Uncrown his

head.' Dryden.

Unction (ungk'shon), n. [L. unctio, unc-

ttimis, tramungo, unctum, to anoint (whence

unguent, ointment, anoint); cog. Skr. anj,

to anoint; O.H.G. ancho, butter.] 1. The

act of anointing, smearing, or rubbing with

an unguent, ointment, or oil ; especially, (a)

as a symbol of consecration, dedication, or

appointment to an important office. ' Of all

tilings to be heir and king, by sacred unction. '

Milton, (b) For medical purposes. Arbuth-

not—2. That which is used for anointing;

unguent; ointment; a salve.

The king himself the sacred unction made.

Ilence—3. Anything that is soothing or leni

tive.

Lay not that flittering unction to your soul. Shak.

4. That quality in language, tone of expres

sion, mode of address, manner, and the like,

which excites strong devotion, fervour, ten

derness, sympathy, and the like; that which

melts to religious fervour and tenderness.

His (Souths) sermons want all that is called unc

tion, and sometimes even earnestness; but there is a

masculine spirit about them. ttatlam,

5. Sham fervour, devotion, or sympathy:

factitious emotional warmth; counterfeited

melting emotion ; nauseous sentimentality.

'The delightful equivoque and unction of

the passage in Farquhar. Uazlitt.—Extreme

unction. See under Extreme.

Unctioust (ungk'shus), a. Unctuous, it

Jonson.

Unctuoslty (ungk-tu-os'i-ti), n. The state

of being unctuous; greasiuess; oiliness;

imctuousness; specifically, the state of feel

ing greasy or oily when rubbed or touched

by the fingers, a characteristic of steatite,

talc, and certain other minerals.

Unctuous (ungk'tu-us), a. 1. Of the nature

of or resembling an unguent or ointment;

greasy; oily; fat and clammy; soapy.

Inprateful man, with liquorish draughts

And morsels unctuous, greases his pure mind.

Shak.

There was something in the sound of the last word

('eatables') which roused the unctuous boy.

Dickens.

2. Having a greasy, oily, or soapy feel when

rubbed or touched by the fingers, a charac

teristic of steatite, talc, serpentine, and

other magnesian minerals, due to the mag

nesia which they contain. — 3. Nauseously

bland, suave, tender, sympathetic, fervid,

devotional, emotional, or the like; soothing;

fawning; mollifying; as, an unctuous mode

nf address.

Unctuously (ungk'tu-us-li), adv. In an

unctuous manner.

Unctuousness fungk'tu-us-nes),u. The state

of being unctuous in all its senses.

Uncuckoldedt (un-kuk'old-ed).a. Not made

a cuckold. Shak.

Unculled (un kni'i'j, a. 1. Not gathered.—

2. Not separated; not selected. Hilton.

Unculpablet (un-kulp'a-bl), a. Not culp

able, guilty, or blamable; Inculpable.

Uiicu.lt! (un kulf), a. Uncultivated; rude;

illiterate.

Uncultivable (un-kul'ti-va-bl).u. Not capa

ble of being tilled or cultivated.

Uncultivated (un-kul'ti-vat-ed), a. 1. Not

cultivated; uot tilled; not improved or fer

tilized by tillage. Dryden. — 2. Not in

structed; not civilized; rude; rough in man

ners.

These are instances of nations, where uncultivated

nature has been kit to itself without the help of let

ters. Locke.

3. Not improved by labour, study, care,

exercise, or the like; not applied to with

Bpeeial attention; not fostered or promoted;

neglected.

The art (of dancing) is esteemed only as an amus

ing trifle; it lies altogether uncultivated. Spectator.

Unculturet (un-kul'tur), n. Neglect or want

of culture or education. ' idleness, ill-hus

bandry . . . iincult arc, ill choice of seeds.'

Bp, Hall.

Uncumbered (un-kum'berd), a. Not en

cumbered or burdened; not embarrassed;

unencumbered. ' Lord of yourself, uneum-

ber'd with a wife.' Dryden.

Uncurablet (un-kur'a-bl). a. Incurable.

Cha uccr.

Uncurbablet (un-kerb'a-blY a. Not capable

of being curbed or checked. Shak.

Uncurbed (un-kerbd').a. 1. Not curbed; not

furnished with or having a curb. 'The war-

horse of their chief, uncurbed, unreined.'

Longfellow. — 2. Not checked or kept within

due bounds; unrestrained; unfettered; free

and open.

With frank and with uncurbed plainness

Tell us the Dauphin's mind. Shak.

Uncurioust (un-ku'ri-us), a. 1. Not curi

ous or innuisitfv? ; not caring to know; in

different; incurious.

I have not been so incurious a spectator as not to

have seen Prince Eugene. Steele.

2. Not curious, odd, or strange.

He added very many particulars not utirurioiu

concerning the manner of taking an audieni :e .

Steele.

Uncurl (un-kerr), v.t To loose from ring

lets or curls ; to straighten out, as some

thing which has been once curled.

The lion uncurls his angry mane. Dryden.

Uncurl (un-kerl'), v. i To fall from a curled

state, as ringlets; to become straight. 'My

fleece of woolly hair that now uncurls even

as an adder when she doth unroll.' Shak.

Uncurled (un-kerld'), a. Not curled; not

having or wearing curls or ringlets. Pope.

Uncurrent (un-ku'rent), a. Not current;

not passing in common payment; as, tin-

current colu or notes. * Like a piece of un

current gold.' Shak.

Uncurset (un-kersO, v.t To free from any

execration; to revoke a curse ou. Shak.

Uncursed (uu-kersf), a. NotcurBed; not

execrated.

Heaven, sure, has kept this spot of earth uncursed.

ll'aller.

Uncustomable (un-kus'tum-a-blX a. Not

subject to customs duties; &b, uncustomable

goods.

Uncustomary (un-kus'tuui-a-ri), a. Not

customary; not usual. *A most unlawful

and uncustomary manner' Cartyle.

Uncustomed (un-kus'tumd), a. 1. Not sub

jected to customs or duty.—2. Not having

paid duty or been charged with customs.

A bill was prepared . . . against the clandestine

running of uncustomed goods. Smollett.

Uncut (un-kutf), a- Not cut. 'An uncut

diamond.' Drayton,

Trees uncut fall for his funeral pile. Waller.

UncypheT(un-si'fer), v.t Same as Uneipher.

Undam (un-dam'), v. t. To free from a dam,

mound, or obstruction.

The wary ploughman, on the mountain's brow,

Undams his watery stores. Dryden.

Undamaged (un-dam'ajd), a. Not dam

aged ; not made worse ; as, undamaged

goods. J. Philips.

Undamped (un-dampf), a. Not damped;

not depressed; not dejected. ' Undamped

by doubt' Young.

Undangerous (un-dau'jer-us), a. Not dan

gerous. 'This unexpensive power, undan

gerous to the public' Thomson.

tfndashedt (un-dashf), a. Not dashed; not

frightened or alarmed; undaunted.

Yet stands he stiff', undashed, unterrified. Daniel.

Undated (un'dat-ed), a. [L undatus, from

untla. a wave.] Having a waved surface;

rising and falling in waves toward the mar

gin, as a leaf; waved.

Undated (un-dat'ed). a. Not dated; having

no date; as, an undated letter or bill.

A fess un It:.

Undaughterly (nn-da'ter-Ii), a, Unbecom

ing in or unworthy of a daughter; unsuited

to a daughter; unfllial. liichardson.

Undauntable (undant'a-bl), a. Not to he

daunted. 'Heroick and undavntable bold

ness.' Bp. Hacket

Undaunted (un-dant'ed), a. Not daunted .

not subdued or depressed by fear; bold;

fearless; intrepid. 'His undaunted hardi

ness of speech ' Courper

Undauntedly (undant'ed-li). adv. In an

undaunted manner; boldly; intrepidly.

A Rood conscience will make a man undauntedly

confident. Bp. Hall

Undauntedness (un-dant'ed-ncs), n. Bold

ness; fearless bravery; intrepidity. Beyle

Undawiling (un-dan'iug), a. Not yet dawn

ing; not ahowiug the dawn; not growing

light.

Thou (winter) holdSt the sun

A prisoner in the yet uudau-ninj? cast. Csrrfer.

Unde, Undee, Undy (un'de, un'de, unMix a.

(Vroin L unda, a wave 1

In her. wavy, applied to

ordinaries or division

lines which curve and

recurve like the wave* of

water.

Undeadly t (un-dedli). a

Not subject to death;

immortal. Wickiige

Undeaft (under), rf

To free from deafness;

to restore the sense of hearing.

My death's sad tale may yet uudea/his ear. Shak.

Undebauched (un-de-bachf), a Not de-

debauched; not corrupted; pure.

Her sons were undebauched, and therefore- strong.

Drydr-

Undecagon fun-deTta-gon), n. [L undecim.

eleven, and Gr. p&nia, an angle.) In getAn

a plane figure of eleven angles or sides.

Undecaylng (un-de-ka'ing), a 1 Not de

caying; not suffering diminution or decline

2. Immortal ; as, the undecaying jojs of

heaven.

Undeceivable (un-de-seVa-blX «- 1. Not

capable of being deceived ; not subject to

deception. ' This sure anchor of our unde.

ceirable hope.' Bp. Hall.—2. Incapable of

deceiving; undeeeitful. Jas. Hayirard

Undeceive (un-de-sev'X v.t To free from

deception,cheat, fallacy,or mistake,whether

caused by others or by ourselves; to op«-n

one's eyes.

This confirmed me in my opinion, and I wras iusi

Soing to leave him, when one of the native* . . . bit-

ertoole to undeceive me. C**s±.

Undecencyt (un-de'sen-siX n. Unbecoming,

ness; indecency. ' An undecency of deport

ment.' Jer. Taylor.

Undecennary (un-de-sen'ua-riX a. [L. ttn-

decim, eleven.] Eleventh; occurring once

in every period of eleven years.

Undecennial (un-de-sen'ni-alX a (L. un

decim, eleven, and annus, a year] Belong

ing or relating to a period of eleven years ;

occurring or observed every eleven years, or

on every eleventh year; as, an undecmnutt

festival.

Undecentt (un-de'sent), a. Not decent; in

decent 'To renounce every ill word or

thought, or undecent action.' Jcr. Taylor

Undecentlyt (un-de'sent-li), adv. Inde

cently. ' i'o wear their hair undeccntly

long. Abp. Laud.

Undecldable (un-de-sld'a-bl). a. Incapable

of being decided, settled, or solved.

There is hardly a greater and more undec&**ft

problem in natural theology. Semth^

Undecide t (un-de-sid'), r t Not to decide;

to reverse a decision concerning. *To un

decide the late concluded act they held for

vain.' Daniel.

Undecided (un-de-sid'ed). a. 1. Not decided

or determined; not settled.

Long undecided lasts the airy strife, y. Fhilt^s.

2. Not having the mind made up or the pur

pose fixed; irresolute.

So doubled he, and undecided yet

Stood drawing forth his falchion huge. Cr*frr

Undecipherable (un-de sif^r-a-hl), a. Not

capable of being deciphered, read, or under

stood ; of hidden or unknown meaning

' The present undecipherable BtAtv o( ti&aAn '

Chesterfield.

Undecisive (un-de" si'siv), a. Not decisive

or conclusive; indecisive. 'An appeal to

an undecurive experiment* Glanvdle

Undeck (un-dek*). v.t To divest of orna

ments or dress. 'To undeck the pompous

body of a king.' Shak

, fate, for, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, 3c. abune, t, Sc tcy
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Undecked (un-dekf), p. and a. 1. Not

decked; not adorned. —2. Not having a deck;

as, an undecked vessel or barge.

Undeclinable (un-de-klin'a-bl), a. 1. Not

capable of being declined , specifically, in

gram, not variable in the termination ; as,

an undeclinable noun. —2. t Not to be avoided.

I have shown how blameless the Lord Keeper

was, and that the offence on his part was undeclin

able. Up. Hacket.

Undeclined (un-de-klind'). a. 1. 1 Not deviat

ing; not turned from the right way. 'His

undeclined ways precisely kept. ' Sandys.—

2. Not having cases marked by different

terminations; as, a noun undeclined.

Undecomposable ( iin-du'koin pu/"u-bl). a.

Not admitting decomposition ; that cannot

l>e decomposed. B. Spencer.

Undecorated (un-de'Kd-rat-ed), a. Not

adorned; not embellished; plain. ' To leave

the character of Christ undecorated, to make

its own impression.' Buckminster.

Undecreed (un-d?-kred'). o. Not decreed;

having a decree reversed ; released from a

decree. ' As if eternal doom could be re

versed or undecreed for me.' Dryden.

Undedicated(un-de'di-kat-ed),a. 1. Not de

dicated; not consecrated.—2. Not inscribed

to a patron. ' Let this book come forth un~

dedicated.' Boyle.

Undeeded (un-ded'ed), a. 1. Not signalized

by any great action. [Rare.]

My sword, with an unbatter'd edge,

1 sheathe again, undeeded. Shttk.

2. Not transferred by deed; as, undeeded

land.

Undefaced (un-d€-fast'), a. Not defaced;

not deprived of its form; not disfigured; as,

an undefaced statue.

He was his Maker's image undefaced. Coleridge.

Undefatigablet (nn-de-fat'ig-a-bH, a. Inde

fatigable. ' Undefatigable pains. Camden.

Undefeaslble (un-de-fez'i-bl), a. Not de

feasible; indefeasible. J. Udall.

Undefecated (un-de'fS-kat-ed), a. Not defe

cated; not cleared from dregs or impurities;

unrefined; thick. 'Pure, simple, undefecated

rage.' Godwin.

Undefended (un-de-fend'ed), a. Not de

fended; (a) not protected; being without

works of defence. South, (6) In lavs, not

characterized by a defence being put for

ward; as, an undefended action.

Undeflnable (un-de-fin'a-bl), o. 1. Not de

finable ; not capable of being marked out or

limited ; as, the undefinable bounds of space.

2. Not capable of being defined or described

by a definition.

Why simple ideas are undefinabte is, that the

several terms of a definition, signifying several ideas,

they can all, by no means, represent an idea which

has no composition at all. Locke.

Undefine (un-de-fln'), v.i. To render inde

finite; to confound or confuse definitions.

[Rare.]

In fact, their application to logic, or any other sub

ject, is hereafter only to unde/Sne, and to confuse.

Sir if. Hamilton.

Undefined (un-de-find'), o. 1. Not defined

or explained; not described by definition or

explanation. 'Obscure, doubtful, undefined

words.* Locke— 2. Not having its limits

distinctly marked or seen.

Undefonned (un-de-formd'), «• Not de

formed; not disfigured. 'So many gallant

fellows, . . . yet undeformed by battles.'

Pope.

Undelfy ( un-de'i-fi ), v.t. To reduce from

the state of deity ; to deprive of the char

acter or qualities of a god; to deprive of the

honour due to a god. Addison.

Undelectable (un-d6-Iekt'a-bl), a. Not de

lectable or pleasant Sterne.

Undelegated (un-de'le-gat-ed), a. Not de

legated; not deputed; not granted ; as, un

delegated authority. ' Your assumption of

utuieleyated power." Burke.

Undeliberate (un-de-lib'e-rat), a. Indelib

erate. 'The prince's coming and indelib

erate throwing himself into that engage

ment.' Clarendon.

Undeleted (un-de-llt'ed),a. Not delighted ;

not well pleased. ' The fiend saw undelighted

all delight' MUton.

Undelightful (un-de-lit'ful), a. Not giving

delight or great pleasure.

Nor undeiightfut is the ceaseless hum

To him who muses through the woods at noon.

Thomson.

Undellverable (un-de-liv'er-a-bl), a. Not

capable of being delivered, freed, or released.

Carlyle.

Undelivered (un de-llv'erd), a. Not deliv

ered; as, (a) not freed or released. Milton,

(b) Not disburdened, as of a child. (c) Not

brought forth, as a child. * Dies undelivered,

perishes unborn.' Daniel.

Undeluded (un-dS-lud'ed), a. Not deluded

or deceived. Young.

Undeluged (un-del'ujd), a. Not over

whelmed.

The field remains undeluged with your blood.

Cowfer.

Undelved (un-delvd'), a. Not delved.

Southey.

Undemonstrable ( un-de-mon'stra-bl ), a.

Not capable of being demonstrated ; inde

monstrable. 'Certain, common, and unde

monstrable principles.' Hooker.

Undemonstrative (un-de-mon'stra-tiv), a.

Not demonstrative or given to excited or

strong expression of feeling; reserved, either

from modesty, diffidence, or policy ; as, an

undemonstrative person; undemonstrative

manners.

Undeniable (un-de-ni'a-bl), «. 1. Incapable

of being denied ; indisputable ; evidently

true; as, undeniable evidence; his ability is

undeniable.— 2. Decidedly and unmistakably

good; excellent. [A colloquial and incorrect

use of the word. ]

The daylight, furnished gratis, was certainly 'un

deniable' in its quality. De Quincey.

Stn. Indubitable, indisputable, uncontro

vertible, unquestionable.

Undeniably (un-de-ni'a-bli), adv. So plainly

as to admit no contradiction or denial; in

disputably. Locke.

Undepartable t (un-de-part'a-bl), a. Not

capable of being parted or separated. Chau

cer.

Undepending (un-de-pend'ing), a. Not de

pendent; independent

They . . . claim an absolute and undepending

jurisdiction. Milton.

Undeplored (un-de-pl6rd'),a. Not deplored

or lamented. ' Nor undeplored permit my

ghost to pass the Stygian ford.' Dryden.

Undepraved ( un-de-pravd ' ), a. Not de-

Sraved or corrupted. 'A state undepraved

y artificial refinement.' Dr. Knox.

Undepreciated (un-de-pre'shi-at-ed),a. Not

depreciated or lowered in value; as, the un

depreciated value of bank-notes.

Undepressed ( un-de-prest' ), a. Not de

pressed, dejected, or cast down. 'Disarmed

but undepressed. ' Byron.

Undeprived (unde-privd'), a. Not deprived,

stripped, or dispossessed of any property,

right, or the like; not divested by authority.

Dryden.

Under (un'der), prep. [A. Sax. under, under,

among; L.O. under, unner, Sw. and Dan.

under, Icel. undir, under, underneath ; D.

onder, under, among, between ; Q. unter,

under, among, in the midst; Goth, undar,

under, below; cog. L. inter, between, among,

Gr. enteron, an intestine; Skr. antar, in the

midst, under. The term, -der, -dar, -tar is

the compar. suffix, and the root portion is

akin to the prepositions in, on, L. in, Gr. en,

which again are believed to be from a pro

nominal root] 1. In a lower place or posi

tion than ; so as to be lower than, or over

topped, overhung, or covered by; below;

beneath: correlative of over, above, upon, on;

as, he stands under a tree ; the carriage is

under cover; there is a cellar under the

whole house.

Be gathered now, ye waters Under heaven.

Into one place. Milton.

2. Denoting a state of being loaded, op

pressed, burdened, overwhelmed, or dis

tressed by. 'Fainting under the pleasing

punishment' Shak. 'To groan and sweat

under the business.' Shak. — 3. Subject to

the government, rule, direction, guidance,

instruction, or influence of.

Under which king, BezonianT speak or diel Shak.

Thy C.Tsar knighted me ; my youth I spent

Much under him, Shak.

To those that live

Under thy care, good rules and patterns give.

Dcnham.

4. In a state of liability, obligation, or limi

tation with respect to; as, under the pen

alty of fine or imprisonment; under the vow

of chastity.

Under pain of greater displeasure, we must rest

contented. Hooker.

The greater part of mankind Is slow of apprehen

sion; and therefore, in many cases, under a neces

sity of seeing with other men's eyes. South.

5. Inferior to In point of rank, dignity, social

position, or the like.

It was too great an honour for any man under a duke.

Addison.

6. Inferior to or less than with respect to

number, amount, quantity, in value, Ac.;

falling short of; in or to a less degree than;

hence, sometimes at, for, or with less than;

as, it cannot be bought under £20.

Medicines take effect sometimes under, and some

times over the natural proportion of their virtue.

Hooker.

There are several hundred parishes in England

under twenty pounds a year. Stvtft.

Several young men could never leave the pulpit

under half a dozen conceits. Swift.

7- Comprehended by; fncluded in; in the

same category, division, section, class, Ac,

as; as, we will treat them both under one

head. ' Under the double capacity of a

poet and a divine.' Felton.—8. During the

time or existence of; as, the Armada was

destroyed under the reign of Elizabeth; the

American revolution broke out under the

administration of Lord North.—9. Bearing

or being in the form or style of; by the ap

pearance or show of; with the character,

designation, pretence, pretext, or cover of.

He does it under name of perfect love. Shak.

Morpheus is represented by the ancient statuaries

under the figure of a boy asleep, with a bundle of

poppies in his hand. Addison.

10. With the sanction, authorization, per

mission, or protection of; as in the phrases,

under favour; under leave; under protec

tion, Ac. * Under whose countenance we

steal.' Shak.

Under favour, there are other materials for a com

monwealth besides stark love and kindness.

Jeremy Collier.

11. Being the subject of ; subjected to ; as,

the bill is now under discussion. —Under

arms, fully armed and equipped so as to be

ready for action, as troops.— Under fire, ex

posed to the enemy's shot; subjected to the

fire of an enemy; taking part in a battle or

engagement—Under foot,\ under the real

value. ' Would be forced to sell their

means . . . far underfooL' Bacon.— Under

ground, below the surface of the ground.

— Under one's hand, signature, seal, or the

like, attested, authorized, or confirmed by

writing or adding one's name, mark or sign,

or by affixing a seal.

Cato major . . . has left us an evidence, under

his own hand, how much versed he was in country

affairs. Addison.

—Under sail, having the sails unfurled or

spread out to catch the wind; hence, in mo

tion.— Under the breath, with a low voice ;

in a whisper; very softly. — Under the lee

(naut.), to the leeward; as, under the lee of

the land.— Under the rose, in secret; pri

vately.— Under water, below the surface of

the witter. - Under way or under weigh, a

nautical expression denoting that a vessel

has weighed her anchor or has left her

moorings and is making progress through

the water; hence, generally making progress;

having started.

Under (un'der), ad». In a lower, subject, or

subordinate condition or degree.

Ye purpose to keep under the children of Judah

and Jerusalem for bondmen and bondwomen unto

you. a Chron. xxviii. 10.

But I keep under my body and bring it into sub

jection, i Cor. ix. 27.

—To knock under. See Knock. — Under,

with its adverbial force, is frequently used

as the first element of a compound with

verbs and adjectives, when it denotes, not

so as to reach a fixed standard or require

ment; not sufficiently; imperfectly; as,

underbred, underdone, underrate, Arc. It

has sometimes, also, reference to literal in

feriority of place, and is equivalent to, from

below ; on the lower part or surface; beneath;

as, to tmderbrace, undermine, underpin,

underprop, Ac (See those words.) It has,

hence, sometimes a sense of concealment,

secrecy, clandestineness, Ac , as in under-

aid, underpull, dec.

Under (un'der), a. Lower in degree; subject;

subordinate; as, an under officer; under

sheriff. Under, in this Bense of inferior,

subordinate, subject to something else, is

often used with nouns as the first element

of a compound ; it is also frequently used

in regard to literal inferiority of place, as in

under-ljp, undercurrent, Ac. ; and sometimes

has a sense of concealment, secrecy, or clan-

destlneness, as In underplot, Ac.

Underact (un-der-akf), v.t. To act or per

form, as a play or part, inefficiently; to play

feebly.

The play was so underacted it broke down.

Macready.

Underaction (nn'der-ak-shon), n. Subordi

nate action; action not essential to the main

story.

The least and most trivial episodes or underactions

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, yo; j.^ob; n, ft. ton; ng, sin*/; TH, then; th, tnin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KF-r.
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. . . are part? cither necessary Of convenient to carry

on the main design. Dryden.

Under-age t (un'der-aJX «• Not of age or

adult; hence. bojish; raw; green. Webster.

Underagent (un-der-A'jent), n. A subordi-

nate agent. 'A factor or underagent to

their extortion.' South.

Uaderaid (un-der-adO, v.t To aid or assist

secretly.

Robert ... is uid to hare underaided Rout.

Daniel.

Underbeart (un-der-barO,p(. 1. Tosupport;

to endure.

And leave those woe* ■lor*'

Which I alone am bound to underbear. Shak.

2. To line; to border. 'The duchess of

Milan's gown . . . underborne with a bluish

tinsel.' Shak.

Underbearer(un-der-baYer), n. in funerals,

one who sustains the corpse.

Underbid (underbid'), v.t To bid or offer

less than another, as in auctions; to offer to

execute work, supply goods, and the like, at

a lower price than.

Underbind (un-der-bind'), v.t. To bind un

derneath.

But the Rood prince, his hand more fit for blows.

With his huge weight the pagan undertound.

Fairfax.

Underboardt (un'der-bdrd), adv. Secretly;

clandestinely; underhand; unfairly: as op

posed to above-board. ' To act underboard.'

Tom Brown.

Underbrace (un-der- bras'), v.t. To bind,

fasten, or tie together below. 'The 'broid-

ered band that underbraced his helmet at

the chin.' Cowper.

Underbranch * (un'der-bransh), n. A lower

or inferior branch. Spenser.

Underbred ( un'der-bred ), a. Of inferior

breeding or manners; vulgar. 'An under

bred tine-spoken fellow.' Goldsmith.

Underbrush (un'der-brush), n. Shrubs and

small trees in a wood or forest, growing

under large trees; brush; undergrowth.

Under-builder(un'der-bild-er), n. A sub

ordinate builder or workman in building.

Jer. Taylor.

Underbuy ( un-d6r-bf* ), v.t 1. To buy at

less than the value. Beau. A Fl—2, To buy

at a lower price than another.

Underchamberlaln (un-der-cham'ber-lan),

n. A deputy chamberlain of the exchequer.

Underchaps ( un'der-chops ), n. pi. The

lower chaps or underjaw. raley.

Undercharge (un-der-charj'), v.t. I. To

charge leas than a fair sum or price for; as,
the goods are undercharged - •! Not to put

a sufficient charge in; as, to undercharge a

(run.

Undercharged (un-der charjd'), p. and a.

Not adequately or sufficiently charged; spe

cifically, milit. applied to a mine whose

crater is not so wide at top as it is deep.

See under Mink

Under-clay (un'der-kla),n. A layer of clay

underlying another deposit: specifically.

(a) in agri. a layer of clay underlying the

tilled soil, (b) In geol. a stratum of clay un

derlying a seam of coal, and constituting the

soil or bed on which the coal-plants nour

ished. Such under-clays generally contain

roots of plants, especially stigmana.

Under-cliff(un'der-klif),n, A terrace stretch

ing along the sea-shore at the base of a

higher cliff, originally washed by the sea,

and formed by the materials falling from the

cliff above.

Underclothes, Underclothing (un'der-

kldTHz, un'der-kloTH-ing), n. Clothes worn

under others or next the skin.

Under-Coat (un'der-kot), n. A coat worn

under another.

Under-conductt (un'der-kon-dukt), n. An

under or subterranean conduit. Wotton.

Under -crest (nn-der-kresf), v.t. To sup

port, as a crest; to bear. Shak. [Rare.]

Undercroft (nn'der-kroft), n. [Under, and

prov. K. croft, a vault, a corruption of crypt. ]

A vault under the choir or chancel of a

church ; also, a vault or secret walk under

ground.

Undercurrent (un'der-ku-rent), n, 1. A

current below the surface of the water.—

2 Fig something at work nut of stent, as

influence, feeling, and the like, which has a

tendency opposite to or different from what

is visible or apparent.

In the Puritan supremacy there was a strong under

current of loyalty to the banished prince. Brewer.

Undercurrent(un'der-ku-rent), a. Running

below or out of sight; hidden. 'Some dark

undercurrent woe.' Tennyton. See the

noun. [Rare.]

Under-daubert (un'der-dab-er), n. A subor

dinate or assistant dauber. Jer. Taylor.

Under -dealing (un'der-d&l-ing), tu Clan

destine dealing; artifice. Milton.

Underdegreed t (un-der-de-ared'), &■ Of

inferior degree or rank. Richardson.

Underdelvet (un-der-deW). vt. pp. under-

dolcen. To dig down. WickU/e.

Underdltch(un-der-dich'), v.t In agric

to form a deep ditch or trench in order to

drain the surface.

Underdo (underdo'), v.i. 1. To act below

one's abilities.

You overact when you should underdo, h. Jonson.

2. To do less than is requisite.

Nature much oftener overdoes than underdoes; you

will find twenty eggs with two yolks for one that hath

noue. A". Grew.

Underdo (un-der -do'), v.t To do less

thoroughly than is requisite; more espe

cially to cook insufficiently; as, the beef was

underdone.

Underdoer (un-der-do'er), n. One who does

less than is necessary, required, or expedi

ent. Richardson.

Underdose (un'der-dos). n. A quantity

less than a dose; an insufficient dose.

Underdose (un-der-dos'), v 1. and i. To give

or take small or insufficient doses.

Underdraln (un'der-drau), n, A drain or

trench below the surface of the ground.

Underdraln ( un - der - dran ' ), v. t. To drain

by cutting a deep channel below the surface.

Underdressed (un-der-dresf), a. L Not

well or sufficiently dressed.—2. Underdone,

as meat

Underestimate (un-der-es'tim-at), v.t To

estimate at too low a rate ; not to value

sufficiently.

Underestimate (un-der-es'tim-at), n. An

estimate or valuing at too low a rate.

Underfactlon (un'der-fak-shon), n. A sub

ordinate faction; a subdivision of a faction.

Dr. H. More.

Underfaculty (un'der-fa-kul-ti), n. A sub

ordinate faculty, endowment, or power.

Underfeed (un-der- fed'), vt To supply

with too little food; to feed insufficiently.

The fanatics strive to underfeed and starve it.

Bf. Gaudett.

Underfellowt (un'der-fel-16). n. A mean,

sorry fellow; a low wretch. Sir P. Sidney.

Underfilling (un'der-fll-ing), n. The lower

J>art of a building. Sir 11. Wotton.

nderfongt (un-der-fong'), v.t [A. Sax.

underfangan—under, andfangan, to seize.

See Fang.] 1. To undertake; to manage —

2. To ensnare; to entrap; to deceive by false

suggestions. Spenser. — 3 To support or

guard from beneath. ' Mounts underfonging

and enflancking them." Nash.

Underfoot (un-der-rutf), adv. 1. Under the

feet; underneath; beneath; below. ' Utterly

smite the heathen underfoot.' Tennyson.

Underfoot the violet.

Crocus and hyacinth, with rich inlay,

Broider'd the ground. Milton.

2. Naut. under the ship's bottom: said of

an anchor which is dropped while the ship

has headway.

Underfoot fun-dfir-fut'), a. Low; base;

abject; trodden down. 'The most under

foot and down-trodden vassals of perdition.'

Milton.

Underfoot (un-der-fut'), v.t To underpin

(which see).

Underfuruish (un-der-fer'nish), v.t To

supply with less than enough.

Can we suppose that God would underfurnish man

for the state he designed him! Jeremy Collier.

Underfurrow (un-derfu'rft). adv. Under

a furrow. — To sow underfurrow, in agri.

to plough in seed. This phrase is applied

to other operations in which something is

covered by the furrow-slice.

Underfurrow (un-der-fu'r&), v.t To

cover with a furrow, as seed or manure;

to plough In.

Undergird (un-der-gerd'), v. t. To gird round

the bottom. Acts xxvii. 17

Undergo (undergo'), v.t 1. 1 To go or move

under or below.

That day the sea seemed mountains' tops i' oernow.

And yielding earth that deluge t' undergoe. May.

2. To bear up against; to endure with firm

ness; to sustain without fainting, yielding.

or giving way; to suffer: to bear; to pass

through; as, to undergo great toil and

fatigue ; to undergo pain ; to undergo a

surgical operation.

Some kinds of baseness

Are nobly undergone. Shak.

3. To be subjected to; to go through; to ex

perience; as, to undergo successive changes.

Bread put into the stomach of a dying man win

undergo the alteration that is merely the effect of

heat. ArbuikHot.

4. t To be the bearer of ; to partake of ; to

enjoy. ' To undergo such ample grace and

honour.' Shak.—6.t To undertake; to per

form; to hazard. 'To undergo with me an

enterprise.' Shak. —6 t To be subject to; to

underlie. ' Claudio undergoes my challenge. '

Shak.

Under-god (un'der-god), n. An inferior

deity; a demigod.

Undergoing (un-der-go'ingX a. Suffering;

enduring; patient; tolerant 'An under

going stomach to bear up against what

should ensue.' Shak.

Under-gown (un'der-goun), n. A gown

worn under another or under some other

article of dress. * An utuier-gown and kirtle

of pale sea-green silk.' Sir W. Scott

Undergraduate (un-der-grad'u-atX n. A

student or member of a university or college

who has not taken his first degree.

Undergroan (un-der-gron'), v.t To groan

under. [Rare.]

Earth undergroanedlheii high-raised feet Cha/man.

Underground (un'der-ground), n. What is

beneath the surface of the ground. ' A spirit

raised from depth of underground.' Shak.

Underground (un'der-ground), o. Being

below the surface of the ground; as. an

underground story or apartment— Under

ground railroad, a name applied in the

United States before the abolition of slavery

to the organized means for assisting fugitive

slaves to escape to the free states or Canada.

Underground (un'der-ground), adv. Be

neath the surface of the earth; as, to sink

underground.

Undergrowt (un-der-grd'), v.i. To grow

below the usual size or height.

Undergrowe,1 p. and a. Undergrown; of

a low stature. Chaucer.

Undergrowth (un'der-grdth), n. That

which grows under; especially, shrubs or

small trees growing among large onea ' The

undergrowth of shrubs and tangling bushes.'

Milton.

Broader brows

Howbeit, upon a slenderer uudergmeh

Of delicate features. £. B. Breaming.

Undergrub (un-der-gnuY), v.i. To under

mine. [Provincial.]

Underhand (un'der-hand). adv. [An ex

pression which is said to have originated in

the fact that gamesters who wished to cheat

put their hands under the table in order to

exchange cards, while those who played

fairly kept their hands above the table or

above-board. See Above-board. ] l. By

secret means; in a clandestine manner and

often with a bad design. Sir P. Sidney.

Wood is still working underhand to force his half

pence upon us. Swift.

Baillie Macwheeble provided Janet, underhand.

with meal for their maintenance. Sir IV. Sevtt.

2 By fraud; by fraudulent means. 'Such

mean revenge, committed underhand '

Dryden.

Underhand (un'der-hand), a. 1. Secret;

clandestine : usually implying meanness or

fraud, or both.

I had notice of my brother's purpose, and hare by

underhand means laboured to dissuade him. Shu*.

I should take it as a great favour from . . . my

underhand detractors if they would break all mea

sures with me. Addison.

2. Performed or done with the knuckles of

the hand turned under, the palm upwards,

and the thumb turned from the body; as,

underhand bowling in cricket

Underhanded (un'der-hand-ed), a. 1. Kept

secret; underhand. 'Covert, sly, under-

handed communications." Dickens. [Incor

rect]—2. Not having an adequate supply of

bands; short-handed; sparsely peopled.

[Rare.]

If Norway could be brought to maintain a million

more of inhabitants it might defy the world; hut it

is much underhanded now. Coleridge.

Underheadt (un'df>r-hed), n. [Trobably for

dunderhead. } A stupid person ; a block

head; a dunderhead [Rare.]

Vnderheads may stumble without dishonour.

Sir T. Brwne.

Underheave (un-derhev'), v.i. To heave

or lift fmm below. Wicklife.

Underhew (un-der-hu'), v.t To hew less

than fs proper or usual; to hew a piece of

timber which should be square in such a

manner that it appears to contain a greater

number of cubic feet than It really does-

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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Underlionest (un-der-on'est), a. Not

honest enough; not entirely honest. ' Over-

proud and underhonest' Shak.

Underhung (un-der-hung'X a. 1. Project

ing beyond the upper jaw: applied to the

under jaw.

H is jaw was underhung, and when he laugher) two

white buck-teeth protruded themselves. Thacker.jy.

1 Having the under jaw projecting beyond

the upper jaw; applied to persons.

He . . . had got the trick which many underhung

men have of compressing his upper lip. T. Hughes.

Underjaw (un'der-ja), n. The lower jaw.

Paley.

Under-keeper (un'der-kep-er), n. A sub

ordinate or assistant keeper, warder, game

keeper, or the like. Strype.

Under-kind (un'der-kind), n. A lower

or inferior kind or class. ' An under-kind of

chymist to blow the coals.' Dryden.

Underlaid (un-der-Ud'), p and a. Having

something lying or laid beneath; as, sand

underlaid with clay.

Underlay (un-der-la'). v.t 1. To lay be

neath; to put under.—2. To support by lay

ing something under.

Underlay (un-der-la')> v.i. In mining, to

dip or incline from the perpendicular; to

hade: said of a vein.

Underlay (un'der-U). n. 1. In mining, the

dip or inclination of a lode or vein from the

perpendicular. Also called Underlie. —2. In

printing, a layer of paper, pasteboard, or

the like, placed below any thing to be printed,

so as to bring it up to the proper level to

secure a good impression.— Underlayshaft,

in mining, a shaft sunk on the course of a

lode.

Underlayer (un'der-la-er), n. 1. One that

underlays.—2. A lower layer.—3. In mining,

a perpendicular shaft sunk to cut an under

laying lode at any required depth.

Underleaf (on'der-lef), n, A sort of

apple good for cider.

Under-lease (un'der-les), n. In law, a

lease granted by a lessee of his interest un

der the original lease; a sublease.

Underlet (un-der-letf), v.t 1. To let below

the value.

All my farms were underlet. Smollett.

2. To sublet. Dickens.

Underlie (un-der-li'), v.t l. To lie under or

beneath; to be situated under; as, the car

boniferous strata underlie the Permian.—

2. To be at the basis of; to form the founda

tion of; as, the doctrine of the atonement

underlie* the whole system of Calvin. * The

principle or essence which underlies and

interprets appearances.' Dr. Caird.

This scale of action must underlie the whole struc

ture of it* experiences—must be the substratum of

its thoughts—must be that mode of consciousness to

which all other modes are ultimately reducible.

H. Sfencer.

3. To lie under, in a figurative sense, to be

subject to ; to be liable to answer, as a

charge, a challenge, or the like.

When the knight of Ivanhoe comes within the four

seas of Britain, he underlies the challenge of Brian

de Bois-Guilbert. Sir If. Scott.

Underlie (un-der-lD, n. In mining, same

as Underlay, 1.

Underlie (un-der-lP). v.i To lie beneath.

Underline (un'der-lin), v.t. 1. To mark un

derneath or below with a line; to under

score ; as, to underline words in a letter.—

2. t To influence secretly.

By mere chance, . . . though underlined with a

providence, they had a full sight of the infanta.

H'otton.

Underling (un'der-ling), n. [Under, and

term, -ling.] An inferior person or agent;

a mean sorry fellow. 'The fault is ... in

ourselves that we are underlingi.' Shak.

They may print this letter, if the underlings at the

post-office take a copy of it. Swift.

Underlip(un'der-lip),n. The lower lip. 'An

underlip, you may call it, a little too ripe,

too full.' Tennyson.

Underlock (un'der-lok), n. A lock of wool

hanging under the belly of a sheep.

Underlying(un-der-H'ing).a Lying beneath

or under; specifically, in geol. applied to a

formation, rocks.or strata lying below others.

Undermasted (un'der-mast-ed), a. Inade

quately or insufficiently masted: said of a

ship when the masts are either too small or

too short, bo that she cannot spread the sail

necessary to give her proper speed.

Undermaster (un'der-mas ter), n. A mas

ter subordinate to the principal master.

* An undermaster or usher.' Bp. LoioUi.

Undermatcht ( un'der-mach ), n. One un

equal or inferior to some one else. Fuller.

Undercneal,t Undermelet (un'der-mel), n,

[Undem (which see), and meal, a portion, a

repast] 1. The meal eaten at undent, or the

chief meal of the day. B. Jonson.—% The

portion or division of the day which included

undem: originally the morning, latterly the

afternoon.— 3. An after-dinner sleep; a siesta

taken in the afternoon. ' The forty years'

undermeale of the seven sleepers.' Sash.

He hath diner! at a tavern, and slept his under-

meat at a bawdy-house. S\'ash.

Undermine (un-der-mln'), v.t. pret. & pp.

undermined; ppr. undermining. 1. To form

a mine under; to sap; to render unstable

by digging or wearing away the foundation

of; to make an excavation beneath, espe

cially for the purpose of causing to fall, or

of blowing up; as, to undermine a wall; a

river undermines its banks.

If Troy be not taken till these two undermine it,

the walls will statu i till they fall of themselves. Shak.

2. Fig. to subvert by removing the founda

tion of clandestinely; to injure by an invis

ible, secret, or dishonourable means; as, to

undermine the constitution of the state.

They . . . have hired me to undermine the duchess.

Shae.

In himself and near him, there were faults

At work to undermine his happy state.

Wordsworth.

Undermine t (un'der-min), n. A cave. Hol

land.

Underminer (un-der-min'er), n. l. One who

undermines, saps, or excavates. " Under

miners and blowers up.' Shak.—2. Fig. one

who clandestinely subverts or injures; one

who secretly overthrows ; a secret enemy ;

as, an underminer of the church. ' His

backbiter or his underminer.' South.

Undermlnistry (un-der-min'is-tri), n. A

subservient or subordinate ministry. Jer.

Taylor.

Underniirtht (un'der-merth),n. Suppressed

or concealed mirth. Beau. tfc Ft

Undermoniedt (un-der-mun'id), a. Taken

by corrupt means with money. ' Whether

they were undermined or undermonied.'

Fuller.

Undermost (un'der-most). a. Lowest in

place, rank, state, or condition. 'The party

that is undermost.' Addison.

Undernt (un'dern), n. [A. Sax. undem, the

third hour of the day (about nine o'clock),

or the period extending from that to mid

day. The word is a common Teutonic one

(0. Sax. and Ieel. undorn, Goth, undaurns),

and originally meant an intermediate time

(either mid-forenoon or mid-afternoon) or

an intermediate meal. It is still used pro

vincial^ (ornderns, aandorn, Sc. orntren)

for a meal between dinner and supper. Al

lied to under (which see).] The time of the

mid-day meal; the time for taking the chief

meal of the day : used a little loosely and

indefinitely. Chaucer.

Underneath (un-der-nettr*), adv. Beneath;

below; in a lower place. * Or sullen mole

that runneth underneath.' Milton.

The slate did not He Rat upon it, but left a free pas

sage underneath. Addison.

Underneath (un-der-neth'), prep. Under ;

beneath. ' Underneath thy black, all-hiding

cloak.' Shak.

Underneath this stone doth lie

As much beauty as could die. B. yonsen.

Undernlcenees (un-der-nis'nes), n. Defi

cient niceness, delicacy, or fastidiousness.

Richardson.

Undernome t (un-der-nom'). [Pret. of un-

dernime, from A. Sax. underniman—under,

and niman, to take.] Perceived. Chaucer.

Underntldet (un'dern-tid), n. See Under-

tide.

Underofficer (un'der-of-fls-er), n. A subor

dinate officer.

Underpart (un'der-part), n. A subordinate

part. ' Underparts of mirth.' Dryden.

Underpay (un-der-pa'), v.t. To pay insuffi

ciently.

Under-peept (un-der-pepO. vt. To peep or

to look under. ' Underpeep her lids.' Shak. ,

Underpeert (un-der-peY), v.t To peer un- j

der; to underpeep. Puttcnham.

Under-peopled (un'der-pe-pld), a. Not ,

fully peopled. Adam Smith.

Underpight, pret. [See PranT.] Fixed or

thrust under. Chancer.

Underpin (un-der-pin'), r.f. To pin or snp-

port underneath; to place something under

for support or foundation when a previous j

support is removed ; to underset; as, (a) to

support (a wall) when an excavation is made |

beneath, by bringing up a new portion of .

building from the lower level. (b) To sup- J

port, as an overhanging bank of earth or rock

by masonry or brickwork.

Underpinning (un-der-pin'ing), n. L The

act of one who underpins ; the act of sup

porting a superior part of a wall, doc, by

introducing solid masonry underneath it.—

2. The solid building or other supports, tem

porary or permanent, introduced beneath a

wall, d'c, already constructed.

Underplay (un-der-pla'), v. t. 1. To play in an

inferior manner.—2. In whist, to play, as a

low card in place of a high one, thereby

losing a trick which might have been won,

in the hope of subsequent advantage.

Underplot (un'der-plot), n. 1. A plot sub

ordinate to another plot, as in a play or a

novel.

In a traei-comedy, there is to be but one main de

sign ; ana though there be an under/let. yet it is

subservient to the chief fable. Dryden.

2. An underhand clandestine scheme.

The husband is so misled by tricks, and so lost in a

crooked intrigue, that he still suspects an under/tot.

Addison.

Underpoise t (un-der-poizO, v.t To weigh

or estimate under what is just or below

desert. Marston.

UnderpossesBor (un-der-poz-zes'er), n. A

subordinate or inferior possessor. Jer.

Taylor.

Underpralse (un-der-praY), v.t. To praise

below desert. Dryden.

Underprize (under-priz/). v.t To value at

less than the worth; to undervalue. Shak.

Underprop ( un-der-prop'), p. ( To prop from

beneath; to Bupport; to uphold. 'Should

underprop her fame." Shak. ' Six columns

. . . underpropt a rich throne.' Tennyson.

Underproportioned(un'der-pro-p6r"-

shond), a. Having too little proportion;

not in equal or adequate proportions.

' Scanty and underproportioned returns of

civility.' Jeremy Collier.

Underpropper (un-der-prop'er), n. One

who or that which underprops or supports;

a stay; a support. Sir T. More.

Underpullt (un'dcr-pul), v.i. To do work

without one's agency appearing. Roger

North.

Underpuller t (un'der-pul-er), n. One who

underpulls ; an inferior puller. Jeremy

Collier.

Underputt (un'der-put).tU. To place or set

below or under. Chaucer; Chapman.

Underrate (un-der-raf), v.t. To rate too

low; to rate below the value; to undervalue.

'To underrate the evils which may arise '

Burke.

Underrate (un'der-rat), n . A price less than

the worth.

To f{ive all will befit thee well.

But not at underrates to sell. Cowley.

Under-ratet (uu-der-rat), a. Inferior.

These under-rate mortals are as incapable to be

moved by kindness as to practise it.

Gentleman Instructed (1704).

Under-reckon (un-der-rek'on), v.t. To

reckon or calculate too low ; to underrate.

Bp. HaU.

Under-reglon (un'der-re-jqn), n. An infe

rior region.

Under-roof (un'der-rof), n. A roof under

another; a lower roof. ' Au under-roof of

doleful gray.' Tennyson.

Underrun (un-der-run'), v.t. Nattt to pass

under, as for the purpose of examining; as,

to underrun a cable, to pass under it in a

boat, in order to examine whether any part

of it is damaged or entangled.—To underrun

a tackle, to separate its parts and put them

in order.

Undersayt (un-der-saO, v.t To say by way

of derogation or contradiction. Spenser.

Underscore (un-der-skor'), v.t. To draw a

mark or line under; to underline.

'Your Letty, only yours;' and this

Thrice underscored. Tennyson.

Under-searching (un-der-serch'ing), a.

Searching or seeking below, "fh' under-

searcJiijtg water working on.' Daniel.

Under-secretary (un'der-sek-re-ta-ri), n. A

secretary subordinate to the principal se

cretary.

Undersell (un-der-sel'), v.t. To sell under

or cheaper than. 'The emulation betwixt

these owners to undersell one another.'

Fuller.

Under-servant (un'der-ser-vant), n. An in

ferior or subordinate servant. ' An under-

servant in the queen's stable.' Camden.

Underset (un-der-sef), v.t. To support by a

prop or stay, masonry, dtc.; to underpin; to

put or place under, as a prop; to prop; to

support. Sir T. More.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng. sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, w/iig; zh, azure.—See K.ET.
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Underset (un-der-set'), v.t. To sublet.

These middlemen will underset the land, and live

in idleness, whilst they rack a parcel of wretched

under tenants. Miss Edg-nvorth. .

Underset (un'der-set), n. Naut a current

Of water below the surface in a direction

contrary to that of the wind, or of the water

at the surface.

Undersetter (un'der-set-er), n. A prop; a

pedestal; a support. 1 Ki. vii. 30.

Undersetting (un'der-set-ing), n. 1. Same

as Underpinning. —2. The lower part: the

pedestal. 'Their undersettings or pedes

tals.' Wotton.

Undershapen (un'der-shap-en), a. Under

sized; dwarfish. Tennyson. [Rare.]

Under-sheriff (un'der-sher-if), n. A sheriffs

deputy.

Under-sheriffryt (iin'der-Bher-if-ri),n. The

office of an under-sheriff.

Undershoot (uu'der-shot), v.t To shoot

short of.

They overshoot the mark who make it a miracle;

they undershoot it who make it magick. Fuller.

Undershot (un'der-shot), a. Moved by

water passing under, or acting on the lowest

part of. — Undershot wheel, a form of water-

wheel having a number of float-boards dis

posed on its circumference, and turned

round by the moving force of a stream of

water acting on the float-boards at its lowest

Poncelet's Undershot Water-wheel.

part. Io this wheel the water acts entirely

by its momentum, and therefore the effect

depends on the quantity of water In the

mill course, and the velocity with which it

strikes the float-boards. The velocity will

depend upon the height of the fall, which

therefore should be as much increased as

the peculiar circumstances of the situation

will admit

Undershrievalty (un'der-Bhrev-al-ti), n.

Same as Undersheriffry.

Undershrieve t (un'der-shrcv), n. Under-

sheriff. Cleveland.

Undershrub (un'der-shrub), n. A plant of

shrubby habit, but scarcely attaining the

dimensions of a shrub.

Underside (un'der-sid ), n. The lower side

or side beneath. ' Hollowed out, on the un

derside, like a scoop.' Paley.

Undersign (un-der-sin'), v.t. To sign nnder

or beneath; to write one's name at the foot

or end of, as of a letter or any legal instru

ment; to subscribe.

Undersigned (un-der-sindO. V- and a. Writ

ten or subscribed at the bottom or end of a

writing—The undersigned, the person or

persons signing any document; the sub

scriber or subscribers.

Undersized (uu'der-sizd), a. Being of a

size less than common. Edin. Rev

Under-skinker (un'der-skingk-er), n. l. An

under drawer or tapster. Shak.—2. Naut.

the assistant to the purser's steward. Ad

miral Smyth.

Under-sky (un'der-ski), n. A lower sky; the

lower part of the atmosphere. 'Floating

about the under-sky.' Tennyson.

Undersoil (un'der-soil), n. .Soil beneath the

surface; subsoil.

Undersong (un'der-song), n. 1. Chorus;

burden or accompaniment of a song.

ItttMlcU shall sustain his undersong. Dryden.

Soft went the music the soft air along,

While fluent Greek a vowell'd undersong-

Kept up among the guests. A'eats.

2. A subordinate strain; an underlying mean

ing. Landor,

Under-sparred (un'der-spard), a. Not hav

ing sufficient spars: undermasted.

Underspend (un'der-spend). v.t. To Bpend

less than. Fuller.

Undersphere (un'der-sfer), n. A lower or

inferior sphere Elegy on Dr. Donne, 1633.

Undersporet (un-der-spor'), v.t. [Under,

and spore, a form equivalent to spar.) To

raise or support a thing by putting a stake

or pole under it. Chaucer.

UnderstaiT (un'der-star), a. Pertaining or

relating to a lower flat; down-stairs; hence,

humble; low; mean. ' Living iu some under-

stair office.' T. Adams.

Understand (un-der-stand'), r(. pret. <fcpp.

understood, formerly also by an innovation

understanded. [A. Sax. understandan, to

understand, lit. to stand under—under, and

standan, to stand; so O.Fris. understondu,

Icel. undirstanda.) 1. To apprehend or

comprehend fully ; to know or apprehend

the meaning, import, intention, or motive

of; to appreciate the force or value of; to

perceive or discern by the mind; to have

just and adequate ideas of; to comprehend;

to know; as, to understand a problem, an

argument, an oracle, a secret sign, an indis

tinct speech, and the like; as, I cannot un

derstand his conduct

I understand not what you mean by this. Skat.

When did his pen on learning fix a brand.

Or rail at arts he did not understand? Dryden.

The prophecy given of old

And then not understood.

Has come to pass as foretold. Tennyson.

2. To be informed or receive notice of; to

learn; as, 1 understand the bill has passed

the House of Commons—3. To accept or

hold as signifying; to attach or give as a

meaning or explanation to ; to suppose to

mean; to interpret: as, I always understood

this as said of our Saviour.

The most learned understood the words of sin. and

not of Abel. Lode.

4. 1'o take as meant or implied; to imply; to

infer; to assume.

War

Open or understood must be resolved. Milton.

5. To supply or leave to be supplied men

tally, as a word necessary to bring out the

sense of an author; to recognize as implied

or meant although not expressed; to regard

as following naturally without the necessity

of express stipulation; as, in the phrase

' All are mortal,' we must understand the

word men. creatures, or the like. —6. To

stand under. [Rare and humorous.]

My lees do better understand me, sir, than I un

derstand what you mean. Shak.

—To give to understand, to let understand,

to make understand, to tell; to inform; to

let know. * To make you understand this

in a manifested effect.' Shak—To have to

understands to learn; to be informed. Shak.

Understand (un-der-stand'), v.i. 1. To have

the use of the intellectual faculties; to be

an intelligent and conscious being; to have

understanding.

AH my soul be

Imparadis'd in you, in whom alone

J understand, and grow, and see. Donne.

2. To be informed by another; to learn.

I came to Jerusalem, and understood of the evil

that Eliashib did. Neh. xiii. 7.

Understandable (un-der-stand'a-bl).a. That

can be understood; capable of being under

stood; comprehensible. [Rare.]

To be understandable is a condition requisite to a

Judge. Chilling-jvorth,

Understander (un-der-stand'er), n. One

who understands or knows by experience.

Beau, a- Fl. [Rare]

Understanding(un-der-stand'ing).a. Know

ing; skilful; intelligent: possessed of good

sense. 'An understanding, feeling man.'

Beau. A Fl.

Was this taken

By any understanding pate but thine? Shak.

Understanding (un-der-stond'lng), n.

1. The act of one who understands or com

prehends; comprehension; the perception

and comprehension of the Ideas expressed

by others; apprehension and appreciation;

discernment; as, for the better understand

ing of the passage it is needful to study

the context; my understandinq of your

meaning is imperfect 'The children of

Issachar, which were men that had under

standing of the times.' 1 Chr. xii. 32.—

2. Intelligence between two or more per

sons; agreement of minds; union of senti

ments; anything mutually understood or

agreed upon. 'The preserving of a good

understanding between him and his people. '

Clarendon. — 3. That power by which we

perceive, conceive, and apprehend; that

mental faculty which comprehends the just

import, relations, and value of all concepts,

notions, and ideas, however derived, as well

as of the deductions formed by reason; the

faculty of forming judgments on the com

munications made through the senses. But

as a term in philosophy the word has been

used differently by different writers. Se«

extracts; also Reason.

By understanding I mean that faculty whereby we

are enabled to apprehend the objects of knowledge,

generals as well as particulars, absent things as well

as present, and to judge of their truth or falsehood.

B/>. Hilkins.

The understanding' comprehends our contem

plative powers; by which we perceive objects; by

which we conceive or remember them : by which we

analyze or compound them ; and by which we judge

and reason concerning thcra. Reid.

In its wider acceptation, understanding' is the

entire power of perceiving and conceiving, exclusive

of the sensibility ; the power of dealing with the im

pressions of sense, and composing tlictu into wholes,

according to a law of unity ; and in its most compre

hensive meaning it includes even simple apprehen-

S'on. Coleridge.

4. In a more popular sense, clear insight

and intelligence in practical matters; the

power of forming sound judgments in regai d

to some course of action; wisdom and dis

cernment; as, a man of sound understand

ing.

I had thought I had men of some understanding'

And wisdom of my council; but I find none. Shak.

Syn. Intellect, intelligence, comprehension,
• apprehension, conception.

Understandingiy(un-d^r-stand'ing-li),nrfr.

In an understanding manner; intelligently;

with full knowledge or comprehension of a

question or subject; as, to vote upon a ques

tion understanding^ ; to act or judge un~
derstandingly. • Yet spake understand-

ingly.' Burton. ' Understanding^ read in

the necessities of the life of man.' Beau

«t Ft

Understate (un-der-stat7), r.f. To state or

represent less strongly than the truth will

bear; to state too low. ' Rather understated

for so high an honour.' Fuller.

Understatement (un-der-stat'ment), n.

1. The act of understating—2. That which

is understated ; a statement under the truth.

Understock (un-der-stokO, v.t To supply

insufficiently with Block; to put too small a

stock in or on : said generally of a farm.

A new colony must always for some time be more

understocked in proportion to the extent of its terri

tory, . . . than the greater part of other countries.

Adam Smith.

Understood (un-der-stud), pret. A; pp. of

understand.

Understrapper(un'der-strBp-eT), n. [Comp.

strapper, in local sense of groom] A petty

fellow; an inferior agent.

Every understraffer perk'd up, and expected a

regiment, or his son must be a major. Sn-i/r.

UnderBtrapping(un'der-strap-ing), a. Sub

ordinate; subservient. 'That understrap-

pi'ig virtue of discretion." Sterne.

Understratum (un'der-stra-tum), ». A

substratum; subsoil; the bed or layer of

earth on which the mould or soil rests.

Understroke (un-der-strok'), v.t To un

derline; to underscore.

You have understroked that offensive word, to

show that it is to be printed in italic. Stiift.

Under-SUit (un'der-sut), n. A suit under

or beneath another suit 'His own under-

suit was so well lined.' Fuller.

Undertakable (un-der-tak'a-bl). a. Cap

able of being undertaken. Chillinqworth

Undertake (un-der-tak'), v.t. pret. under

took; pp undertaken. 1. To take on one's

self; often to take formally or expressly on

one's self; to lay one's self under obliga

tions or enter into stipulations to perform

or execute; to pledge one's self; often with

infinitives.

I'll undertake to land them on our coast. Shttk,

2. To engage in ; to enter upon ; to take in

hand; to begin to perform; to set about; to

attempt.

The task lie undertakes

Is numbering sands, and drinking oceans dry

Shak.

3. To warrant; to answer for; to guarantee:

especially with a following clause. Shak.—

4.f To take in; to hear; to understand; to

have knowledge of. Spenser.— 5,1 To as

sume, as a character.

His name and credit shall you undertake. Shak.

6t To engage with ; to have to do with ; to

attack.

Your lordship should not undertake every coin-

panion you offend. Shak.

7.1 To have the charge of. 'Who under

takes you to your end.' Shak.

Fate, far, fat, fall; niS, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, 3c. abune; % Sc. ley.
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Undertake (un-der-tak'). v.i. 1. To take

up or assume any busiuess or province.

0 Lord, I am oppressed ; undertake for me.

Is. xxxviii. 14.

2. To venture; to hazard.

It is the cowish tenor of his spirit

That dare not undertake. Shaft.

8. To promise; to be bound; to warrant; to

answer for something; to guarantee.

On mine honour dare I undertake

For guod Lord Titus' innocence in all. Shak.

Undertaker (un-der-tak'er), 7*. 1. One who

undertakes or engages to perform any busi

ness; one who engages in any project or

business.

Antrim was naturally a great undertaker.

Clarendon.

2. One who stipulates or covenants to per

form any work fur another; a contractor.

Should they build as fast as write,

'Twould rum undertakers quite. Swift.

3. [In its specialized sense this word re

sembles upholsterer.] One who manages

funerals.

While rival undertaken hover round,

And with his spade the sexton marks the ground.

Young.

4. In Scots hist, a name given to one of a

party of Lowland adventurers who, in the

reign of James VI. , by authority of the

crown attempted to colonize some of the

Hebrides, and so displace the original Celtic

population. Sir W. Scott.

Undertaking (un-der-tak'ing), n. 1. That

which a person undertakes : a business,

work, or project which a person engages

in or attempts to perform ; an enterprise.

' The will to desperate undertakings.' Shak.

' Too great an undertaking for the humour

of our age.' Sir W. Temple. —2. The business

of an undertaker or manager of funerals.—

3. A promise; an engagement; an obligation;

a guarantee.

The father had obtained a written undertaking

from him, that he would marry her at a certain age.

Tro.'lofie.

Undertaking (un-der-tak'ing), a. Enter

prising. ' The undertaking talent of Prince

Eugene. * Swift.

Under-taxed (un'der-takst), a. Taxed at a

low or too low rate.

Under-tenancy (un'der-ten-an-si), n. A

tenancy or tenure under a tenant or lessee;

the tenure of an under-tenant.

Under-tenant (un'der-ten-ant), n. The

tenant of a tenant; one who holds lands or

tenements of a tenant.

Undertide.t Undertime t (un'der-tid, un'-

der-timX n. The portion or division of the

day which included undent: generally ap

plied to the after part of the day. Spenser.

Bee Undern.

Undertone (un'der-tonX "• A low or sub

dued tone; a tone lower than fs usual, as in

speaking; as, to say something in an under

tone.

And from within me a clear undertone

Thrill'd thro' mine ears in that unblissful clime.

Tennyson.

Undertook (un-der-tuk'), pret. of under

take.

Under-tow (un'der-to), n. A current of

water below the surface in a different direc

tion from that at the surface; the backward

flow of a wave breaking on a beach.

The moment he touched the ground with his foot,

the recoil of the sea, and what is called by sailors the

under-tow. carried him back again and left him in

the rear of the last wave. Marryat.

Under-treated (un'der-tret-ed), a. Treated

with too little respect; treated slightingly.

Cibber.

Underturnt (un-dex-tern[), v.t To turn up

side down; to subvert. WicUffe.

Undervaluation (un'der-varu-a"shon). n.

The act of undervaluing or valuing below

the real worth; rate not equal to the worth.

' A general undervaluation of the nature of

sin. South.

Undervalue (un-der-val'u), v.t. pret & pp.

undervalued; ppr. undervaluing. 1. To

value, rate, or estimate below the real worth.

' Undervalue not the worth you carry. ' Beau.

d; Fl.—2. To esteem lightly; to treat as of

little worth; to despise; to hold in mean

estimation.

1 write not this with the least intention to under-

value the other parts of poetry. Dryden.

Undervalue (un-der-val'u\ n A value

below the proper or natural value; a low

estimate of_worth; a price less than the real

worth.

The unskilfulness, carelessness, or knavery of the

traders, added much to the undert-alne and discredit

of these commodities abroad. Sir W. Temple.

Undervaluer (un-der-val'u-er), n. One who

undervalues or esteems lightly. Iz. Walton.

Underverse t (un'der-vers), n. The lower

or second verse. Spenser.

Under-water (uu'der-wa-ter), o. Being or

lying under water; subaquatic. May.

Underwear (un'<W-war), n. A wearing

under the outer clothing: as. clothes suited

for underwear.

Underwent (un-der-wenf), pret. of undergo.

Under-wing(un'der-wing), n. The posterior

wing of an insect. 'Gauzy underlings.'

Southey.

Underwltcn (un'der-wich), n. A subordi

nate or inferior witch, liudibras.

Underwitted (un-der-wit'ed), a. Half

witted; silly. Bp. Kennet.

Underwood (un der-wud), n. Small trees

and bushes that grow among large trees;

coppice; underbrush. ' More underwood and

I -reak, than oak for greater use.' Drayton.

Underwork (un'der-werk), n. Subordinate

work; petty affairs.

Those ... fill up the laborious part of life, and

carry on the under-work of the nation. Addison.

Underwork (un-der-werk'), v.t pret. A pp.

underwrought. 1. To work or practise on

underhand; to undermine; to destroy by

clandestine measures.

Thou from loving England art so far

That thou hast underwrought his lawful king.

Shak.

2. To put insufficient work or labour on.

A work may be overwrought as well as under-

wrought, Dryden.

3. To do like work at a less price than ; as,

one mason may underwork another.

Underwork t (un-der-werk'). v.i. To work

in secret or clandestinely. B. Jonson.

Underworker (uu'der-werk-er), n. 1. One

who underworks.—2. A subordinate work,

man.

Athanasius guards against the notion of the Son's

being an undeneorker in the low Ariati sense.

H'atrrtand.

Underworkman (un'der-werk-man), n. An

inferior or subordinate workman. Swift.

Under-world ( un'der-werld ), n. 1. The

loweror inferior world; the sublunary world.

' The glory . . . that overspreads . . . this

under-world.' Daniel. —2. The opposite side '

of the globe; the antipodes.

Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail,

That brings our friends up from the under-world.

Tennyson.

3. The world of spirits, the place or state of

departed souls; Hades.

The Achilles of the Iliad reappears in all his gran

deur, but beneath a veil of sadness, as befits the

under-world. Gladstone.

4. The lower or inferior part of mankind.

Atterbury.

Underwrite (un-der-rit'), v.t. pret. under

wrote; ppr. underwritten (underwrit, pret di

pp., obsolete). [8ee Write.] 1. To write

below or under.

We'll have thee, as our rarer monsters are.

Painted upon a pole, and underwrit,

' Here may you sec the tyrant.' Shak.

What change and addition I have made I have

here underwritten. Saunderson.

2. To subscribe; specifically, to subscribe or

set one's name to, as a policy of insurance,

for the purpose of becoming answerable for

loss or damage for a certain premium per

cent. —3. To subscribe; to submit to; to put

up with. [Rare.]

Underwrite in an observing kind

His humorous predominance. Shak.

Underwrite (un-derrlt'), v.i To practise

insuring, particularly marine insuring.

Underwriter (uti'der-rit-er), n. The name

given to individual marine insurers. Pre

vious to 1824 these persons, being unable to

enter into any joint-stock action, as it could

be prohibited by the monopoly held by two

chartered companies, subscribed (or wrote

under) their policies of insurance with the

sums for which they severally bound them

selves. This system still prevails, though

there are also numerous companies whose

business it is to grant marine insurances.

Tin; London underwriters form an influen

tial society known as Lloyd's.

Underwriting (un'der-rlt-ing), u. The prac

tice of an underwriter. See Underwriter.

Undefendable, Undescendible (un-de-

send'a-hl, un-de-send'i-bl ), o. 1. Not de

scendable: hence, unfathomable. 'The un-

descendable abysm.' Tennyson.—2. Not cap

able of descending to heirs.

Undescribable (un-dg-skrib'a-bl).a. Incap

able of description or of being represented

in words. 'Let these describe the u?ide-

scribable.' Byron.

Undescribed (un-de-Bkrlbd'), o Not de

scribed ; not depicted, defined, or delineated.

'The undescribed coast.' Cook,

Undescried (un-dfi-skrid'), a. Not descried;

not discovered; not seen. Shak; Tennyson.

Undeserved (un-de-zervd'). a. Not deserved ;

not merited. ' An undeserved reproach. '

Addison.

Undeservedly (un-dezerv'ed-li),adt?. With

out desert, either good or evil. * Athletick

brutes whom undeservedly we call heroes.'

Dryden.

Undeservednesfl (un-de-zerv'ed-nes), n.

The state or quality of being undeserved.

Wood.

Undeserver (un-de-zen-'er). n. One of no

merit; one who is not deserving or worthy.

'To sell and mart your offices to undeserv-

ers. ' Shak.

Undeserving (un-de-zerv'ing), a. 1. Not de

serving; not having merit. ' Your gracious

favours done to me, undeserving as I am.'

Shak.—% Not meriting: with of; as. a man

undeserving of happiness or of punishment.

' Undeserving of destruction." Sir P. Sid

ney.

Undeservingly (un-de-z6rv'ing-li), adv.

Without meriting any particular advantage

or harm; undeservedly. Milton.

Undesigned (un-de-slnd', un-de-zind'). a.

Not designed; not intended; unintentional;

not proceeding from purpose ; as, to do an

undesigned injury. Paley.

Undesignedly (un-de-sln'ed-li, un-dS-zin'ed-

\i\adv. In an undesigned manner; with

out design or intention. Paley.

Undesignednesa (un-de-Bin'ed-nes, un-de-

zin'ed-nes), it. The state or quality of being

undesigned; freedom from design or set pur

pose. Paley.

Undesigning (un-de-sin'Ing, un-d£-zin'ing),

a. Not having any underhand design; sin

cere; upright; artless; having no artful or

fraudulent purpose. 'Weak undesigning

minds.' South.

Undesirable (un-de-zlr'a-bl), a. Not desir

able; not to be wished. 'A thing not unde

sirable.' Mil. /mi.

Undesired (un-de-zirdO, a. Not desired; or

not solicited. Dryden.

Undesiring (un-de-zir'ing), a. Not desiring;

not wishing. 'With undesiring eyes." Dry

den.

Undesirous (un-de-zlr'us), a. Not desirous.

Dr. Knox.

Undespairing (un-de-spar'ing). a. Not

yielding touespair. 'With steady unde

spairing breast.' Dyer.

Undespondent ( un-de-spond'ent ), a. Not

marked by or given to despondence. 'Those

sorrowing but undespondent years.' J. It.

Lowell.

Undestined (un-des'tlnd), a. Not destined.

R. Pollok.

Undestroyablet (un-de-Btroi'a-bl), a. Inde

structible. Boyle.

Undeterminable (un-de-Wr'min-a-bl), c.

Incapable of being determined or decided.

Locke.

Undeterminatet (un-de-ter'min-at).a. Not

determinate; not settled or certain; inde

terminate. 'An undeterminate event.'

South,

Undeterminatenesa t ( un-de-ter'min-at-

nes), n. Uncertainty; unsettled state; in

decision; indeterminateness. Dr. II. More.

Undeterminatlont (un'de-Wr'min-a"shon).

n. Indecision; uncertainty of mind ; inde-

termination. Sir M. Dale.

Undetermined (un-de-ter'mind), a. 1. Not

determined; not settled; not decided. ' Un

determined differences of kings.' Shak.—

2. Not limited; not defined; indeterminate.

Undetesting (un-de-test'ing). a. Nut detest

ing; not abhorring. Thomson.

Undevlating (un-de'vi-at-ing), a. Not de

viating; not departing from a rule, prin

ciple, or purpose ; steady ; regular ; as, an

umteviating course of virtue. ' Undeviating

rectitude of intention.' Ilorsley. 'The un-

deciatinq and punctual sun.' Cowper.

Undevilt (un-de'vil), v.t. To free from pos

session by the devil; to exorcise. Puller.

Undevised (un-de-vizd'), o. Not devised;

not bequeathed by will. Blackstone.

Undevoted (uu-d6-vot'ed), a. Not devoted.

* Undevoted to the church.' Clarendon.

Undevout (un-de-vout'), a. Not devout;

having no devotion. 'An undevout astrono

mer is mad.' Young.

Undlademed (un-di u-demd),a. Not adorned

with a diadem. Milman.

Undiaphanous (un-di-af'a-nus), a. Not

transparent; not pellucid; opaque. Boyle.

eli, cAain; ch, Sc. locn; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; 111. (Aen ; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zb, azure.—See KEV
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Undid (un-did'), pret of undo.

Undifferenclng (mi-dif'fer-eus-ing), a. Not

marking any difference. 'An undifferencing

difference.' Fuller. [Rare.]

Undigenous (un-di'jen-us), a. [L. undo, a

wave, and gen, root of gignot Gr. gignomai,

to produce ] Generated by, or owing origin

to, water. Kirwan. [Rare.)

Undigested (un-di-jest'ed), a. 1. Not di

gested; not acted on or prepared by the

stomach. ' Filled with fumes of undigested

wine.' Dryden.- -2. Not properly prepared

or arranged ; not reduced to order ; crude.

Milton. ' Some hasty and undigested

thoughts.' Locke.

Undightt (un-dif), v.t. [See Diqht] To

put off, as ornaments or apparel. Spenser.

Undignified (un-dig'ni-fid),a. Notdignifled;

not consistent with dignity; exhibiting an

absence of dignity. Dr. Knox.

Undine (un'din), n. [From L. unda, a wave. ]

A water-spirit of the female Bex, resembling

in character the sylphs or spirits of the air,

and corresponding Bomewhat to the naiads

of classical mythology. According to Para

celsus, when an undine married a mortal

and bore a child she received a boul

Undinted (un-dint'ed), a. Not impressed

by blows; unbattered. 'Our targes un

dinted.' Shak.

Undiocesed (un-di'5-sesd), a. Not possessed

of or preferred to a diocese. Milton.

Undirectt (un-di-rekt')p v.t. To misdirect;

to mislead. 'Who make false tires to un-

direet seamen in a tempest' Fuller.

Undirectly (un-di-rekt'li). adti. Not di

rectly; indirectly. ' Directly or undirectly,

secretly or openly." Strgpe.

Undiscernable (un-diz-zern'a-bl), a. Same

as Undiscernible.

Undiscemed (un-diz-zernd'), a. Not dis

cerned; not seen; not observed; not descried;

not discovered; as, truths undiscemed. Sir

T. More.

TJndiscernedly (un-diz-zem'ed-li). adv. In

such a manner as not to be discovered or

seen Boyle.

Undiscernible (un-diz-zern'i-bl), a. 1. That

cannot be discerned, seen, or discovered;

invisible.—2. Not to be seen through; not

to have one's deeds perceived. Shak. Writ

ten also Undiscernable.

Undiscernibleness (un-diz-zern'i-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being undiscernible.

Undiscernibly ( un-diz-zern'i-bli ), adv. In

a way not to be discovered or seen; invisibly;

imperceptibly. Jer. Taylor.

Undiscerning (un-diz-z£rn'ing). a. Not dis

cerning; not making just distinctions; want

ing judgment or the powerof discrimination.

' Undiscerning Muse.' Donne.

Undischarged (un-dis-charjdO, a. Not dis

charged; not dismissed; not freed from ob

ligation. ' Hold still in readiness and undis

charged.' B. Jonson.

Undisciplinable (un-dis'si-plin-a-bl). a. In

capable of being disciplined. Sir M. Hale.

Undisciplined (un-dia'si-plind), a. Not dis

ciplined; not duly exercised and taught; not

properly trained or brought to regularity

and order; raw; as, undisciplined troops;

undisciplined valour; undisciplined minds.

An armed disciplined body is, in its essence, dan

gerous to liberty; undisciplined, it is ruinous to

society. Burke,

UndiSClOSet (un-dis-kldz'), v.t. Not to dis

close; to keep close or secret. Daniel.

Undiscordant (un-dis-kord'ant), a. Not

discordant. Wordsworth.

Undiscording (uu-dis-kord'ing), a. Not dis

cording; not disagreeing; not jarring in

music ; harmonious. ' With undiscording

voice.' Milton.

UndiSCOUrsed ( un-dis-korsd' ), a. Not dis

coursed ; not made the subject of talk or

discussion ; silent. ' UndUcoursed obedi

ence.' Bp. UackeL

Undiscoverable(un-dis-kuv'er-a-bl),a. That

cannot be discovered or found out ; as, un-

discoverable principles.

Undiscoverably ( un-dis-kuv'er-a-bli ). adv.

In a manner not to be discovered. Milton.

Undiscovered (un-dis-kuv'erd), a. Not dis

covered ; not seen ; not descried ; not laid

open to view; lying hid.

The unMrnwer'd country, from whose bourne

No traveller returns. Shak.

Undiscreet t (un'dis-kret), a. Not discreet;

not prudent or wise; indiscreet. Ecclus.

xxvii 12

Undiscreetness t (un-dia-kret'nea), n. The

state or quality of being undiscreet; indis

cretion. Udall.

Undiscretlon t (un-dis-kre'shon), n. The

act or quality of being undiscreet; indiscre

tion. Lydgate,

Undiscriminating (un-dis-krim'ln-at-ing),

a. Not discriminating; not distinguishing

or making a difference. ' With undiscriinitt-

ating aim.' Cowper.

Undiscussed (un-dis-kusf), a. Not dis

cussed; not argued or debated. Bp. Hall.

Undisgraced (uu-dis-grast'), a. Not dis

graced or dishonoured.

May our country's name be undisgraced. Byron.

Undisguisable (un-dis-giz'a-bl), a. Incap

able of being disguised. Quart Jlev.

Undisguised (un-dis-gizd'), a. Not dis

guised; not covered with a mask or with a

false appearance; hence, open; frank; can

did; plain; artless. ' Plain English undis

guised,' Chaucer.

You . . . behold your amiable sovereign in bis true,

simple, undisguised, native character of majesty.

Burke.

Undlshonoured (un-dis-on'erd), a. Not

dishonoured; not disgraced. Shak.

Undisjoined (un-dis-joind'), a. Not dis

joined; not separated or parted. Cowper.

Undismayed (un-dis-niad'), a. Not dis

mayed; not disheartened by fear; not dis

couraged; as, troops undismayed.

Undismissed (un-dis-mist'), a. Not dis

missed. Cowper.

Undispensable * (un-dis-pens'a-bl), a. 1. In

dispensable. Milton. —2. Unavoidable. * A

necessary and undispensable famine in a

camp.' Fuller.—3. Excluded from dispensa

tion. Ld. Herbert.

Undispensed (un-dis-pensf), a. 1. Not

dispensed. —2. Not freed from obligation.

Canon Tooker.

Undispensing (un-dis-pens'ing), a. Not

allowing to be dispensed with. Milton.

Undispersed (un-dis-persf), a. Not dis

persed; not scattered; indispersed. Boyle.

Undispose (un-dis-p&z7), v.t. To disincline;

to indispose.

Undlsposed(un-dis-pozd'), a. 1. Indisposed;

having the health somewhat out of order.—

2. Notdisposed; notinclined. 'Carelessand

undisposed to joyne with them.' Hooker.

[For these seuses Indisposed is now used.]

3. Not set apart; not allocated; not appro

priated: with of.

One of them, I observed, was bestowed upon the

king's brother; and one remained undisposed of,

which, I Judged, was for the king himself, as it was

a choice bit. Cook.

Undlsputable t (un-dis'put-a-bl), a. Not

disputable ; indisputable. Spectator.

Undisputed (nn-dis-put'ed), a. Not dis

puted; notcontested; not called in question;

as, an undisputed title ; undisputed truth.

' Owns thy undisputed sway.' Congreve.

Undissembled (un-dis-sem'bld), a. Not

dissembled; open; undisguised; unfeigned;

as, undissembled friendship or piety. ' Un

dissembled love.' J. Philips.

Undlssipated ( tin - dis ' si - pat - ed ), a. Not

disstpatt-d; not scattered. Boyle.

Undissolvable (tui-diz-zolv'a-bl), a. 1. In

capable of being dissolved or melted.—2. In

capable of being loosened or broken; as, the

undissolvable ties of friendship. Howe.

Undissolved (un-diz-zolvd'), a. Not dis

solved; not melted; not loosened, dispelled,

broken, Ac. ' A sleep by kisses undissolved. '

Tennyson.

Undissolving (un-diz-zolv'ing), a. Not dis

solving; not melting.

Where undissolving, from the first of time.

Snows swell on snows aui&zing to the sky. Thomson.

Undlstempered (un-dis tem'perd), a. Free

from distemper, disease, or perturbation;

free from any disordering influence. 'Any

unprejudiced and undlstempered mind."

Ba rroio.

Undlstinctive (un-dis-tingkt'iv), a. Indis-

cri initiating; making no distinctions, ' Un-

distinctive Death.' Dickens.

Undistlnctly t (un-dis-tingkt'li), adv. Indis

tinctly. Hooker.

Undlstingulshable/un-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl),

a. 1. Incapable of being distinguished by

the eye; not to be distinctly seen.

The quaint mazes in the wanton green

For lack of tread are undistirtgntshabte. Shak.

2. Not to be known or distinguished by the

intellect by any peculiar property.

Confused passions make undistinguishablt char,

acters. /fryden.

Undistingulshably ( un - dis - ting ' gwish -

a-bli), adv. In an undistinguishable man

ner; so as not to be known from each other

or to be separately seen. Tatler.

Undistinguished (un-dis-ting'gwisht), a.

1. Not distinguished; not so marked as to

be distinctly known from each other; not

discerned or discriminated. ' Undistin-

guish'd seeds of good and ill.' Dryden.

Wrinkles undistinguisk'd pass,

For I'm ashamed to use a glass. Svifl.

2. Not treated with any particular respect.

Pope.—3. Not separated from others by ex

traordinary qualities; not famous; not dis

tinguished by any particular eminence; as,

a number of undistinguished people.—4. t In

calculable; unaccountable. Shak.

Undistingulshlng(un-dis-ting'gwiBh-iug).o.

Making no difference; not discriminating;

as, undistinguishitig favour. ' Undistin-

guishing distribution of good and evil.'

Addison.

Undistracted (un-dis-trakt'ed), a. Not

perplexed by contrariety or confusion of

thoughts, desires, or concerns. Boyle.

Undlstractedly (un-dis-trakt'ed-li). adv.

Without disturbance from contrariety of

thoughts or multiplicity of concerns. Boyle.

UndlstractednesB (un-dis-trakt'ed-nes), n.

The state of being undistracted. Boyle.

Undistractlng(un-dis-trakt'ing),a. Not con

fusing the mind by drawing it towards a va

riety of objects; not distracting. Leighton.

Undisturbed (un-dis-terbd'), a. l. Free

from interruption; not molested or hin

dered; as, undisturbed with company or

noise.—2. Free from perturbation of mind;

calm; tranquil; placid; serene; not agitated;

as, to be undisturbed by danger, by perplexi

ties, by injuries received, is a most desirable

condition. —3. Not agitated; not stirred; not

moved. ' The undisturbed and silent waters. '

Dryden.

Undisturbedly (un-dis-terb'ed-lix adv. In

an undisturbed manner; calmly; peacefully.

Locke.

Undiversifted ( un - di - vers ' i - fid ), a. Not

diversified; not varied; uniform. *A par

ticle of mere undioersified matter.* Dr. T.

Cogan.

Undiverted (un-dl-vert'ed), a. 1. Not di

verted; not turned aside.

These grounds have not any patent passages . . .

and therefore must suffer the greatest part of it (the

river) to run by them undiverted. Boyle.

2. Not amused; not entertained or pleased.

The reader, however, may not be undnierted with

its unaffected simplicity ana pathos. H'akeffeld.

Undividable fun-di-vld'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being divided or separated; Indivisible.

Shak.

Undivided (un-di-vld'ed), a. I. Not divided;

not sepurated or disunited; unbroken; whole;

as, undivided attention. ' A whole and un-

divided affection. ' Jer. Taylor.—2.Not made

separate and limited to a particular sum;

as, to own an undivided share of a business.

3. In bot. not lobed, cleft, or branched.

Undividedly (un-di-vld'ed-li), ado. In an

undivided manner.

Creation, nature, religion, law, and policy make

them (man and wife) undividedly one. Feltham.

Undividualt (un-dl-vid'u-al), a. Not cap

able of being divided; indivisible.

True courage and courtesy are undividnal com

panions. Fuller.

Undivine (un-di-vin'). a. Not divine; op

posed to what is divine or elevated. Buskin.

Undlvorced (un-di-vorst'), a. Not di

vorced; not separated.

These died together,

Happy in ruin, undiT-oreedv*y death. Young.

Undivulged(un-di-vuljd').a. Not divulged;

not revealed or disclosed ; secret ' Ctidi-

vulaed crimes.' Shak.

Undo (undo'), v.t. pret. undid; pp. undone.

1. [In meaning 1 from un-, simply negative

or with sense of not, and do; in 2 and fol

lowing from un- in sense of reversal See

Un-.] 1. Not to do; to leave unperformed,

unexecuted, or undone: usually in opposi

tion with to do.

What to your wisdoms seeineth best.

Do or undo, as if ourself were here. ShaA\

These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the

other undone. Luke \i 41.

2. To reverse, as something which has been

done; to annul; to bring to nought

To-morrow ere the setting sun.

She'd all undo what she nad done. Siftfl.

3. To untie or unfasten; to unloose; to unfix;

to unravel; to open out. ' Undo this button."

Shak. ' Undo this knot' Waller. Hence—

4. To And an answer or explanation to; to

solve. ' To undo this knotty question.'

Beau, d' Fl. 'Seeking to undo one riddle.'

Tennyson.— 5. Tobring ruinordiBtressupon;

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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to ruin the morals, character, reputation,

or prospects of; to destroy; to annihilate;

to spoil; to impoverish.

This love will undo us all. Skak.

Some undone widow sits upon mine arm.

And takes away the use of it. Massingrr.

Through several ways they run,

Some to undo, and some to be undone. Denham,

Undock (un-dok'), v.i To take out of dock;

ns, to undock a ship.

Undoer (un-do'er). n. One who undoes: one

who reverses what has been done; one who

ruins. 'And be mine own undoer.' Hey-

wood.

Undoing (un-db'ing), n. 1. The reversal of

what has been done.—2. Ruin; destruction.

False lustre could dazzle my poor daughter to her

undoing, Addison,

Undomestic (un-d6-mes'tik).a. Not domes

tic; not caring for home life or duties. 'The

undomestic Amazonian dame. ' Cumberland.

Undomestlcate (un-do-mes'ti-kat), v.t. To

estrange from home life or duties. Richard

son.

Undomestlcated (un-do-mes'ti-kat-ed), a.

1. Not domesticated ; not accustomed to a

family life. — 2. Not tamed.

Undone (un-dun'), pp. of undo.

Undoubtable (un-dout'a-bl), a. Not to be

doubted; indubitable. 'Whose undoubtabU

authority was able to bear down calumny

itself.' Bp. Hall.

Undoubted <un-dout'cd),a. 1. Not doubted;

not called in question ; indubitable ; indis

putable. ' A proposition of undoubted truth.'

Addison. — 2. Not filled with doubt, appre

hension, fear, or the like; hence, confident;

bold ; fearless. ' Hardy and undoubted

champions.' Shak —3. Not being an object

of doubt or suspicion; unsuspected.

More should I question thee, and more I must.

Though more to know could not be more to trust,

From whence thou earnest, how tended on ; but rest

Unquestioned welcome, and undoubted blest.

Shak,

Undoubtedly (un-dout'ed-li). adv. Without

doubt; without question; indubitably.

This cardinal .

much honour.

undoubtedly was fashioned to

Skak,

Undoubtful <un-dout'ful),a. 1. Not doubt

ful; not ambiguous; plain; evident. 'His

fact . . . came not to an undoubtful proof.'

Shak.—2. Harbouring no doubt or suspicion;

unsuspicious.

Our husbands might have looked into our thoughts

And made themselves undoubtful. Bean. iS- Fl.

Undoubting (un-dout'ing), a. Not doubt

ing; not hesitating respecting facts; not

fluctuating in uncertainty; as, an undoubt

ing believer; an undoubting faith. 'With

the assurance of undoubting conviction '

Dr. Knox.

Undoubtlngly (nn-dout'ing-li), adv. In an

undoubting manner; without doubting.

Und0ubtOU3,t a. Indoubting. Chaucer.

Undrainable (un-dran'a-bl),a. Not capable

of being drained or exhausted; inexhaust

ible. 'Mines it m/rat'na&fcuf ore.' Tennyson.

Undraw (un-dra/), v.t. To draw aside or

open.

Anfjels undrew the curtains of the throne. Young,

Undrawn (un-dran'). p. and a. Not drawn;

as, (a) not pulled, dragged, or hauled.

'Forth rushed the chariot . . . undrawnj1

Milton. (6) Not portrayed or delineated.

The deathbed of the just is yet undrawn

By mortal hand. young.

Undreaded (un-dred'ed), a. Not dreaded;

not feared. 'Unnamed, undreaded, and

thyself half-starved." Milton.

Undreamed, Undreamt (un-dremd\ un-

dremt'), a. Not dreamed; not thought of;

not imagined. 'Unpath'd waters undream d

shores.' Shak. Often followed by of.

Many things fall out by the design of the general

motor, and undreamt of contrivance of nature.

Sir T. Browne.

Undress (un-dres*). v.L 1. To divest of

clothes; to strip.

Madam, undress you now, and come to bed. Skak.

2. To divest of ornaments or the attire of

ostentation; to disrobe. Pope —3. To take

the dressing, bandages, or covering from,

as a wound. Sir W. Davenant.

Undress (un-dres'). v.i. To takeoff one's

dress or clothes. 'To make me dress, and

undress.' Beau. <fr Fl.

Undress (un'dres), n. A loose negligent

dress; also, ordinary dress, as opposed to

full dress or unifurm.

O fair undress, best dress 1 it checks no rein.

Out every flowing limb in pleasure drowns.

And heightens ease with grace. Thomson.

Undressed (un-drestO.p- and a. 1. Divested

of dress; disrobed.—2. Not dressed; not at

tired.—3. Not prepared; in a raw or crude

state; as, meat undressed ; undressed ores.

'Shoes of undressed leather.' Arbuthnot—

4. Not trimmed; not put in order.

Thy vineyard lies half pruned, and half undressed.

Dryden.

Undried (un-drid'),a. 1. Not dried or dried

up; wet; moist. 'Funeral tears undried.'

Dryden. —2. Not dried; green; as, undried

hny; undried hops.

Undrinkable (uu-dringk'a-bl),a. Notdrink-

able; not fit for drinking; as, this water is

undrinkable.

Undriven (un-driv'n), a. Not driven; not

moved or impelled by force; not constrained

to act by force; not compelled. Bp. Hall.

Undrooping (un-drbp'ing). a. Not droop

ing; not sinking; not despairing. Thomson.

Undrossy (un-dros'i), a. Not drossy; free

from dross or other impurities. Pope.

Undrowned (un-dround'), p. and a. Not

drowned. Shak.

Undubbed (un-dubd'). a. Not dubbed; not

having received the honour of knighthood.

Donne.

Undubitablet (un-du/bi-ta-bl), a. Not to

be doubted; indubitable. Locke.

Undue (un-du'), a. 1. Not due ; not yet de-

mandable by right; as, a debt, note, or bond

undue.—2. Not right; not lawful; improper;

unworthy; as, an undue proceeding. Bacon,

' Mean and undue ends. ' A tterbury. ' Super

stition of an undue object.' Jer. Taylor.—

3. Erring by excess; excessive; inordinate;

as, an undue regard to the externals of reli

gion; an undue attachment to forms; an

undue rigour in the execution of law.

Undueness (uu-du'neB), n. The state or

quality of being undue. Roget.

Unduke (un-duk'), v.t To deprive of duke

dom.

The king hath uudnked twelve dukes. Ptpys.

Undulant (undulant), a. Undulatory.

'Gliding and lapsing in an undulant dance.'

Sir H. Taylor.

Undulary t (un'du-la-ri), a. [L. undula, a

little wave, dim. of inula, a wave.] Playing

like waves ; wavy ; coming with regular in

termissions.

The blasts and undnltrry breaths thereof maintain

no certainty in their course. Sir T. Browne.

Undulate (un'dudat), v.i. [L.L. undulo, un-

dulatum, from L. undula, a little wave,

dim. of uvula, a wave; from a root vad, ud,

nasalized, a root seen also in £. water.) To

have a wavy motion ; to rise and fall in

waves; to move in arching, curving, or bend

ing lines; to wave; as, the sea gently un

dulates, or the surface of standing corn.

'The dread ocean undulating wide.' Thom

son.

And in the blast and bray of the long horn

And serpent-throated bugle, undulated

The banner. Tennyson.

Undulate (un'du-lat\r.«. pret. & pp. undu

lated; ppr. undulating. To cause to wave,

or move with a wavy motion; to cause to

vibrate. ' Breath vocalized, that is, vibrated

and undulated.' Holder.

Undulate, Undulated ( un'du-lat, un'du-

lat-ed), a. Wavy; having a waved Burface.

In hut an epithet for a leaf either of a wavy

character throughout, as in Hypnum un-

dulatum, or having the limb near the mar

gin waved, as in Reseda lutea.

Undulating(un'du-lat-ing(,p. anda. 1. Wav

ing; vibrating; rising and falling like waves.

2. Having a form or outline resembling that

of a series of waves ; wavy. A stretch of

country is said to be undulating when it

presents a succession of elevations and de

pressions, resembling the waves of the sea.

The Christ is a better character, has more beauty

and grace than is usual with Kuhens; the outline

remarkably undulating, smooth, and Bowing.

Reynolds.

Undulatlngly (un'du-hU-ing-Ii). adv. In an

undulating manner ; in the form of waves.

Undulation (un-du-la'shon), n. 1. The act

of undulating; a waving motion; fluctuation.

Worms and leeches move by undulation.

Sir T. Browne.

2. A wavy form; a form resembling that of

a wave or waves.

The root of the wilder sort (is) incomparable for its

crisped undulations. Bvelyn.

3. In physics, a motion resembling that of

waves, propagated in succession through

some fluid medium by impulses communi

cated to the medium ; any one wave or

moving portion of such fluid ; as, the un

dulations of water or air. Inductions are

said to be progressive when they successively

traverse the different parts of a body, as the

waves of the sea; and they are said to bo

stationary when all the particles of a body

begin their vibrations simultaneously and

end them at the same instant— 4. In vied, a

particular uneasy sensatiou of an uinlula-

tory motion in the heart. — 5. In surg. a cer

tain motion of the matter of an abscess

when pressed, which indicates its fitness for

opening.

Undulationlst (un-du-la'shon-ist). n. One

who advocates the undulatory the-iiv of

light. Whevell.

Undulatlve (un'du-lat-iv), o. Undulatory.

(Rare.]

Undulatory (un'd0 1 a- to-ri), a. Having an

undulating character; moving in the man-

m r of waves; resembling the motion of

waves, which successively rise or swell and

fall; pertaining to such a motion; as. the

undulatory motion of water, of air, or other

fluid. — Undulatory theory, in optics, this

theory which regards light as a mode of

motion generated by molecular vibrations

in the luminous source, and propagated

by undulations in a subtle medium (ether),

sensibly imponderable, presumed to per

vade all space, including the fntervnls

which separate the molecules or atoms of

ponderable bodies. When these undula

tions reach and act on the nerves of our

retina, they produce in us the sensation

of light. The only other theory of light

which can be opposed to this, and which is

variously called the corpuscular, emission,

or material theory, supposes light to consist

of material particles, emitted from the

source, and projected in straight lines In all

directions with a velocity which continues

uniform at all distances, and is the same for

all intensities. It would Beem that every

phenomenon which can be brought under

the corpuscular theory can with equal fa

cility be explained by the undulatory theory;

while there are some known effects, as the

phenomena of reflection and refraction, in

strict accordance with the principles of the

latter, which cannot, without great diffi

culty and the introduction of gratuitous

suppositions, be accounted for by the cor

puscular theory. The undulatory theory

is therefore now generally adopted by physi

cists.

UnduUt (un -dul'), v.t. To remove dulness

or obscurity from; to clear; to purify. ' Un-

dulling their grossness.' Whittock.

Unduly (un-dii'li). adv. In an undue man

ner; wrongly; improperly; excessively; in

ordinately, 'The delusions of the mind

when unduly agitated.' Warburton.

Men unduly exercise their zeal. Bp. Sprat.

Undumplsht (un-dump'ish), v.t. To free

from the dumps. Fuller.

Undurablet (un-diir'a-bl), a. Not durable;

not lasting. Arnieay.

Undustt (un-dusf), v.t. To free from dust

' UnduUt it from all these little foulnesses.'

W. Montague.

Unduteous (un-du'tc-us), a. Not duteous;

not performing duty to parents ami supe

riors; not obedient; as, an unduteous child.

' His unduteous son.' Dryden.

UndUtiful (un-du'ti-ful). a. 1. Not dutiful;

not performing duty; as, an undutijul sou

or subject

J know my duty ; you are all uttdutiful. Skak.

2. Not characterized by a sense of duty Of

obedience; rebellious; Irreverent * Undu

tijul proceedings and rebellious against the

supreme natural power' Jer. Taylor.

Undutifully (un-dii'ti-f(iMi). adv. In an im-

dutiful manner; not according to duty; in

a disobedient manner. ' From its lord mi-

dutifully fled.' Dryden.

Undutlfulness (un-du'ti-ful-nea), n. The

state or quality of being undutifnL Seeker.

Undy (un'dij, a. In her. see l:ND&

Undying (un-di'ing), a. Not dying; not sub

ject to death; immortal; as, the undying

souls of men. ' Chains of darkness and the

undying worm.' Milton.

Uneared* (un-erd), a. t'nploughed; un

filled. Shak.

Unearned (un-crnd'), a. Not merited by

labour or services. 'And give thee bread

unearned.' J. Philips.

Unearth (un-ert)i'). v.t 1. To drive or bring

forth from an earth or burrow; to drive from

any underground hole or burrow.

The mighty robber of the fold :

Him from hi* craggy, winding haunts unearth'd,

Let all the Uiunder of the chase pursue. Thomson.

2. To bring to light; to discover or find out.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g. <7o; j.job; n. Fr. ton; ng. %\ng\ th, then; th. (Aln; w. wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See Kky.
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Unearthly (un-erth'li), a. Not earthly; not

terrestrial; supernatural; not like, or as if

not proceeding from anything belonging to

the earth; as, an unearthly cry or sight.

Uneaset (un-eV), "• Uneasiness; trouble.

Bp. Ilackct.

Uneasily (un-ez'i-li), adv. 1. In an uneasy

manner; with uneasiness or pain.

He lives uneasily under the burden.

Sir R. L'Hstrange.

2. With difficulty; not readily.

Uneasiness (un-ez'i-nes). n. The state of

being uneasy: restlessness; want of ease or

comfort, physical or mental; disquiet; per

turbation ; anxiety. ' Heart-grief and u»-

casiness.' Shak.

Uneasy (un-eVi).a. 1. Feeling some degree of

pain either mental or physical; restless; dis

turbed; unquiet; troubled; anxious.

Uneasy lies the head that wears the crown.

Shak.

The soul uneasy and confin'd from home.

Rest* and eij>atiates in a life to come. Pafie.

2. Not easy or elegant in manner or style;

not graceful; constrained; cramped; still;

awkward.

In conversation, a solicitous watchfulness about

one's behaviour, instead of beinK mended, will be

constrained, uneasy, and ungraceful. Locke.

3. Causing pain, trouble, constraint, discom

fort, or want of ease; cramping; constrain

ing; irksome; disagreeable. 'This uneasy

station.' Milton, 'Strict uneasy rules.'

Roscommon,—4. Not easy to be done or ac

complished; difficult.

But this swift business

I must uneasy make, lest too light winning

Make the pnze litfht. Shak.

Uneatable (un-£t'a-bl), a. Not eatable; not

fit to be eaten; as, uneatable fruit.

Uneaten (un-et'n), a. Not eaten; not de

voured. Cotoper.

Uneatht (un-eth'),adv. [Un.and eath.etay,]

Not easily; scarcely.

Untath may she endure the flinty street. Shak.

Uneatht (un-ethO. a. Not easy; difficult.

' Uneath it were to tell.' Southey.

Unebblng (un-eb'ing), a. Not ebbing, re

ceding, or falling back. Byron.

Unebriate (un-e'bri-at). a. Unintoxicating;

also, unintoxlcated. Ld. Lytton. [Rare.)

Unecclesiastlcal (unek-kle'zi-as"tik-al), a.

Not ecclesiastical- S. Sm ith.

Uneclipsed (uu-e-klipsf), a. Not eclipsed;

not obscured ; not dimmed or lessened in

brightness or splendour. ' Her glory . . .

uneclipsed.' Camden.

Unedge (un-ej'), v.t. To deprive of the edge;

to blunt. Beau, <fc Fl.

Unedible (un-ed'i-blt, a. Not edible; not

fit to be eaten as food; inedible. Hugh

Miller.

Unedlfled (un-ed'i-fidX a. Not edified. Mil

ton.

Unedlfying (un-ed'i-fi-ing), a. Not edify

ing; not improving to the mind. Boyle.

Uneducatet (un-ed'u-kat), a. Not edu

cated. 'O harsh, unedncate, illiterate peas

ant' Solyman and Perseda, 1590.

Uneducated (un-ed'u-kat-ed), a. Not edu

cated; illiterate. Bp. Horsley.

Uneffectual (un-ef-fek'tu-al), a. Having no

louger the usual or desired effect; ineffec

tual.

The clow-worm shows the matin to be near.

And ({ins to pale his uneffectual fire. Shak.

Unelected (un-g-lekt'ed). o. Not elected;

not chosen; not preferred. 'Passed him

unelected.' Shak.

Unelegantt (un-el'e-gant). a. Not elegant;

inelegant. 'A man of no unelegant taste.'

Budgell.

Unembarrassed (un-em-ba'rast), a. Not

embarrassed; as, (a) not perplexed; not con

fused; not disturbed mentally. ' Minds un

embarrassed with any sort of terror." Burke.

(6) Free from pecuniary difficulties orencum-

brances; as, lie or his property is unembar

rassed.

Unembellished (un-em-bel'isht), a. Not

embellished. ' Unembellished facts.' L>r.

Knox.

Unembittered (nn-em-bit'erd), a. Not em

bittered. ' Pleasure unembittered.' Byron.

Unembodled (un-em-bo'did), a. 1. Free

from a corporeal body; disembodied; as,

unembodied spirits. Byron. — 2. Not em

bodied; not collected into a body; as, un

embodied militia.

Unemotlonal(un-e-m6'shon-al),a. Not emo

tional ; free from emotion or feeling ; im

passive. George Eliot.

Unemotloned (un-e-m&'shond). o. Free

from emotion; impassive. Godwin,

Unemphatic, Unemphatical (un-era-fat'-

ik. un-em-fat'ik-al), a. Not emphatic; hav

ing no emphasis or stress of voice ; as, au

unemphatic syllable.

Unemphatically (un-em-fat'ik-al-li), adv.

In an unemphatic manner; with no em

phasis.

Unemployed (un-em-ploid'). a. 1. Not em

ployed; having no work or employment;

not occupied; not busy; at leiaure; not en

gaged. ' Men sour with poverty and unem

ployed.' Addison. With the definite article

it is often used as a noun plural—the un

employed, work-people who are out of work.

2. Not being in use ; as, unemployed capital

or money.

Unemptlable (un-em'ti-a-bl), a. Not capa

ble of being emptied; inexhaustible. Hooker.

Unemptied (un-em'tid), a. Not emptied.

' Unemptied cloud of gentle rain.' Byron.

Unenchanted(un-en-chant'ed), a. Not en

chanted; that cannot be enchanted. 'With

unenchanted eye." Milton.

Unendeared (un-en-derd'), a. Not attended

with endearment Milton.

Unending (un-end'ing), a. Not ending;

having no end. 'The unending circles of

laborious science. ' Feltham.

Unendlyt (un-endli), a. Having no end;

endless. Sir P. Sidney.

Unendowed (un-en-doud'), a. l. Not en

dowed ; not furnished ; not invested. ' A

man . . . unendowed with any notable vir

tues.' Clarendon. — 2. Not endowed with

funds ; not having endowments ; as. an un

endowed college or hospital.—3. Not pro

vided with a dower. Locke.

Unendurable (un-en-dur'a-bl), a Not to be

endured; intolerable. Dr. Arnold.

Unenfranchised (un-en-fran'chizd), a. Not

endowed with the franchise or right to vote

for a member of parliament; not enfran

chised. Gladstone.

Unengaged (un-en-gajdO,a. 1. Not engaged;

not bound by covenant or promise; free

from obligation to a particular person; as,

a lady is unengaged.—2. Free from attach

ment that binds; as, her affections are un

engaged.—3. Disengaged ; unemployed; un

occupied; not busy; as, let him wait till I

am unengaged.—4. Not appropriated. 'The

unengaged revenues left. Swift

Unenglish (nn-ing'glish). a. Not English;

not characteristic or worthy of Englishmen;

opposed in character, feeling, or the like to

what it English.

UnenglishedtUin-intfVlisht), a. Not trans

lated or rendered into English. Bp. Hall.

Unenjoyed (un-en-joid'X a. Not enjoyed;

not obtained; not possessed. Dryden.

Unenjoylng (un-en-joi'ing), a. Not using;

having nofruition. 'The unenjoying, crav

ing wretch.' Creech.

Unenlarged (un-en-lttrjd'), a. Not enlarged;

narrow; contracted.

Unenlarged souls are disgusted with the wonders

which the microscope has discovered. Watts.

Unenlightened (un-en-lit'end), o. Not en

lightened; not mentally or morally illumi

nated. 'Natural reason, unenlightened by

revelation." A tterbury.

The people may, especially in unenlightened

times, err by undervaluing peace. Brougham.

Unenlivened (un-en-liv'end), a. Not enliv

ened; not rendered bright, gay, cheerful, or

animated. A tterbury

Unenslaved (un-en-slavd'), a. Not enslaved;

free. *A sovereign unenslaved and free.'

Addison,

Unentangle (un-en-tang'gl). vt. To free

from complication or perplexity; to disen

tangle. Donne.

Unentangled (un-en-tang'gid), p. and a.

1. Disentangled. — 2. Not entangled; not

complicated; not perplexed. 'Unentangled

through the snares of life.' Johnson.

Unenterlng (un-en'ter-ing), a. Not enter

ing; making no impression. Southey.

Unenterprising fun-en'ter-priz"ing),a. Not

enterprising; not adventurous. Burke.

Unentertaining (un-en'ter-tau"ing),a. Not

entertaining or amusing; giving no delight

Gray.

Unentertainingness ( un - en ' ter-tan"ing-

nes), n. The quality of being unentertain-

ing or dull. Gray.

Unenthralled (un-en-thraWJ, a. Not en

slaved; not reduced to thraldom. Milton.

Unentombed (un-en-tbmd'), a. Not buried;

not interred. Dryden.

Unentranced (un-en-transtf), a. Not en

tranced or under the influence of a charm

or spell; diseutranced. 'His heart was

wholly unentranced.' Sir H. Taylor.

Unenviable (un-en'vi-abl),a. Not enviable.

' The unenviable distinction of beingwonder

fully fertile in bad rhymers. ' Macaulay.

Unenvied(un-en'vid).a. Not envied; exempt

from the envy of others. Pope.

Unenvlous (un-en'vi-us), a. Not envious;

free from envy. 'An unenvious hand.' Cote-

ley.

UnepUogued (un-ep'i-16gd), a. Not pro

vided with an epilogue. Goldsmith.

Uneplscopal (un-e-pis'k&-pal), a. Not epis

copal; without bishops. Bp. Gauden.

Unequable (un-e'kwa-bl), a. Not equable;

not uniform; changeful: fitful; as, unequable

motions; an unequable temper. ' March and

September, . . . the two most unsettled and

unequable of seasons ' Bentley.

Unequal (un-e'kwal), a. 1. Not equal; not

of the same size, length, breadth, quantity,

quality, strength, talents, age, station. ' To

shape my legs of an unequal size.' Shak.

2. Inadequate; insufficient; inferior; as, his

strength was unequal to the task. — 3. t In

equitable; unfair; unjust. [In this sense

probably a Latinism translating iniguas.

from in, not, and arquus, equal, fair, just.]

To punish me for wli.it you make me do

Seems much uneauai. ShaJt.

You are uneonal to me, and however

Your sentence may be righteous, you are not.

B. Jtnson,

4. Not equable; not uniform; irregular; as,

unequal pulsations— 6. In bot, not having

the two sides or the parts symmetrical;

thus, an unequal leaf is one in which the

parenchyma is not developed symmetrically

on each side of the midrib or stalk: called

also oblique.

Unequal (un-e'kwal), n. One not equal to

another in station, power, ability, age, or

the like. Milton.

Unequalablet (un-e'kwal-a-bl), a. Not cap

able of being equalled; not capable of being

matched or paralleled; matchless; peerless.

Boyle.

Unequalled (un-e'kwald), a. Not to be

equalled ; unparalleled ; unrivalled : in a

good or bad sense; &&,unequalUd excellence ;

unequalled ingratitude or baseness. ' Lo\e

unequalled.' Milton. ' Unequalled and in

valuable blessings.' Boyle.

Unequally (un-e'kwal-li). adv. In an un

equal manner or degree; not equally; iu

different degrees; in disproportion; uasym

metrically; irregularly. ' Unequally yoked

together. 2 Cor. vi. U.— Unequally pinnate,

in bot. same as Imparipinnate.

Unequalness (un-e'kwal-nes). n. The state

or quality of being unequal; inequality. Su

rf. Temple.

Unequitable (un-ck'wit-a-ld), a. Not equit

able, fair, or just; not impartial; inequit

able.

Nor will sterling benevolence ever make the pos

sessor unequitable. Abr. Tucker.

Unequitably (un-ek'wit-a-bli). adv. In an

unequitable manner; unjustly; unfairly.

'Illegally or unequitably seized or detained."

Seeker.

Unequityt (un-ek'wi-ti), n. Want of equity;

iniquity; injustice. Wickliffe.

Unequivocal (un-e-kwiv'6-ital), a. l. Not

equivocal; not doubtful; clear; evident; aa.

unequivocal evidence. — 2. Not ambiguous;

not of doubtful signification; as.unequicocal

words or expressions.

Unequlvocally(un-e-kwiv'd-kal-li). adv. In

an unequivocal manner; without room for

doubt; plainly; not ambiguously; with no

double meaning. Paley.

Unerrablet (un-er'a-bl), o. Incapable of err

ing; infallible. Sheldon.

Unerrablenesst (un-erVbl-nes) n. Inca

pacity of error. ' The unerrabteness of a

guide." Dr. H. More.

Unerring (un-er*ing), a. 1. Committing no

mistake; incapable of error; as. the uncrrituj

wisdom of God. 'An infallible unerring-

spirit.' Jer. Taylor.—2. Incapable of miss

ing the mark; certain.

Well skilled was he

To rouse, and with unerring aim, arrest

All savage kinds. Cotvfier.

Unerringly (un-erlng-li), adv. In an un

erring manner ; without error, mistake, or

failure; infallibly. Locke.

Unescapable (un-es-kap'a bl). a. That can

not be escaped, liuskin.

Uneset (un-ez'), n. I'neaBiness. Chaucer.

Unespied (un-es-pld'). »■ Not espied; not

discovered; not seen. Spenser.

Unessayed (un-es-sad'), a. Not essayed; un-

attempted. Milton.

Unessential (un-es-sen'shal), a. 1. Not

essential; uot constituting the real essence;

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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not absolutely necessary: not of prime im

portance. 'The unessential parts of Chris

tianity.' Addison.—2. Void of real being:

' darkness/ according to Hume's explanation

of the passage. ' approaching nearestto, and

being the best resemblance of non-entity.'

'The void profound of unessential night.'

itiiton.

Unessential (un-es-sen'shal), n. Something

not constituting essence, or not of absolute

necessity: as, forms are among the unessen-

tiale of religion.

Unestabllan (un-es-tablish), v.t. To unfix;

to deprive of establishment; to disestablish.

Milton. [Rare]

Uneth,t Unethes,t adv. Scarcely; hardly;

not easily. Also Unneath and Unneth.

Unevangelical (un-e-van-jel'ik-al), rt. Not

evangelical ; not according to the gospel.

Milton

Uneven (un-e'vn), a. 1. Not even; as, (a) not

level, smooth, or plain ; rough ; rugged.

'Fallen am 1 in dark uneven way.' Shale.

(6) Not straight or direct; crooked. • Un

even is the course.' Shak. (c) Not uniform,

equable, regular, or continuous; changeable:
jerky. • Light quirks of music, broken and

uiwven.' Pope, (d) Not perfectly horizon

tal or level, as the beam of a scale ; not

at the same height or on the same plane ;

hence, not fair, just, or true.

Belial, in much uneven scale thou weigh'st

All others by thyself. Milton.

(e) In arith. odd; not divisible by 2 without

a remainder; as, 3, 5, 7. etc., are uneven

numbers.— 2.t Ill-matched; unsuitable; ill-

assorted. 'An uneven pair, a salvage man

matched with a ladye fair.' Spenser. —

3. t Difficult ; perplexing; embarrassing. '(In-

even and unwelcome news.' Shak.

Unevenly (un-e'vn-li), adu. In an uneven

manner; not smoothly or regularly. 'Whose

pnlse . . . beats unevenly.' Donne.

Unevenness (un-eVvn-nes), n. The state or

quality of being uneven: as, (o) inequality

of surface; as, the unevenness of ground or

of roads. (6) Turbulence; change; want of

uniformity. Sir M. Hale. [Rare] (c)Want

of uniformity or equableness; unsteadiness;

variableness, ' Unevenness of temper.' Ad

dison, (d) Want of smoothness in regard to

style or composition. Boyle.

Uneventful (une-vent'ful), a. Not event

ful; as, an uneventful reign or life. Southey.

Unevident (un-ev'I-dent), o. Not evident,

clear, obvious, or manifest ; obscure. Bp.

Backet.

Unexact (un-egz-akf), o. Not exact, cor

rect, or accurate; inexact

Unexacted (un-egz-akt'ed), o. Not exacted;

not taken by force. Dryden.

Unexamlnable (un-egz-aru'in-a-bl), o. Not

capable of being examined. Milton.

Unexamined (un-egz-am'ind), a. Not ex

amined; as. (a) not interrogated judicially.

'Untainted, unexamined, free, at liberty.'

Shak. (6) Not submitted to a test, inquiry,

investigation, discussion, or the like.

They utter all they think . . . unexamined.

. B. jfonson.

(c) Not explored or surveyed. ' Large islands

in places wholly unexamined.' Cook.

Unexampled (un-egz-am'pld), a. Having

no example or similar case; having no pre

cedent; unprecetlented; unparalleled. Mil-

ton.

Unexceptionable (un-ek-sep'shon-a-bl), a.

Not liable to any exception or objection ;

unobjectionable; faultless; hence, excellent;

good. ' Men of clear and unexceptionable

characters.' Watertand.

Unexceptlonableness (un-ek-sep'shon-a-

bl-nes), n. The state or quality of being

unexceptionable. Dr. II. More.

Unexceptionable ( un-ek-aep'shon-a-bli ),

ode. In an unexceptionable manner. ' Per

sons so unexeeptionablu qualified.' South.

Unexceptlve (un-ek-sep'tiv), a. Not excep

tive; admitting no exception.

Unexclsed (un-ek-sizd'), a. Not charged

with the duty of excise; not subject to the

payment of excise.

Unexcluslve (un-eks-klu'siv), a. Not ex

clusive; general; comprehensive.

His erudition was as untxclusrfe as profound.

_ , Sir IK Hamilton.

unexcluslvely(un-eksklu'siv-li)radrj. With

out exclusion of anything; so as not to ex

clude. Sir W. Hamilton.

Unexcogltable (un-eks ko'jit-a-bl), o. Not

excogitable; incapable of being conceived;

incapable of lieing thought, or mentally dis

covered. ' His unexeogitable power" and
perfectednesa. ■ Sir W. Raleigh.

Unexcueable (un-cks-kuz'a-bl), a. Not ex

cusable ; iuexcusable. ' Unexcusable lazi

ness.' Fuller.

Unexcusableness (un-eks-kuz'a-bl-nes), n.

Inexcusableness. Hammond.

Unexecuted (un-ek'se-kut-ed),- a. 1 Not

executed or performed; not done; as, a task,

business, or project unexecuted. Burke.—

2. Not signed or sealed; not having the

firoper attestations or forms that give va-

idity; as, a contract or deed unexecuted.—

3.t Unemployed; not brought into use; in

active. ' You therein . . . leave unexecuted

your owti renowned knowledge. ' Shak.

Unexemplified (un-egz-em'plf-fid), a. Not

exemplified; unexampled; not illustrated by

example. 'A new, unexemplified kind of

policy." South.

Unexempt (un-egx-emf). a. 1. Not exempt;

not free by privilege—It Not exempting

from or depriving of some privilege or the

like. Milton.

Unexercised (un-eks'er-sizd), a. Not exer

cised ; not practised ; not disciplined ; not

experienced.

Abstract ideas are not so obvious to the yet unex

ercised mind, as particular ones. Locke.

Unexhausted (un-egz-hast'ed). a. 1. Not

exhausted; not drained to the bottom or

to the last article. ' What avail her unex

hausted stores' Addison.—2. Not spent;

not worn out or fatigued; as, unexhausted

patience or strength.

Bloodily fall the battle-axe, unexliausled. inexorable.

Tennyson.

Unexpectant (un-ek-spekt'ant), a. Not ex

pectant ; not expecting, looking for, or

eagerly waiting for something. ' With bent

unexpectant faces.' George Eliot.

Unexpectatlon t ( un-ek'spekt-a"shon ), n.

Want of previous consideration; want of

foresight. Bp. Hall.

Unexpected ( un-ek-spekt'ed ), a. Not ex

pected; not looked for; unforeseen; sudden.

'Death unexpected.' Hooker.

Unexpectedly (un-ek-spekt'ed-li), adv. In

an unexpected manner; at a time or in a

manner not expected or looked for; sud

denly. Milton.

Unexpectedness (un-ekspekt'ed-nes), n.

The quality of being unexpected, or of com

ing suddenly and by surprise. Sir M. Hale.

Unexpedlentt (un-eks-pe'di-ent), a. Not

expedient: inexpedient. Milton.

Unexpensive (un-ek-spens'iv), a. Not ex

pensive; inexpensive. Milton.

Unexperiencet (un-eks-pe'ri-ens), n. Inex

perience. Bp. Hall.

Unexperienced (mi ck< | li'iiciibt i, a. 1. Not

experienced; not versed; inexperienced.

Milton. — 2. Untried ; not yet known from

experience: applied to things. Cheyne.

Unexperient t (un-eks-pe'ri-ent), a. Inex

perienced. Shak.

Unexpert (un-eks-pert'), a. 1. Wanting

skill ; not ready or dexterous in perform

ance; inexpert. — 2. Without knowledge;

unacquainted; ignorant.

Him you will find in letters, and in laws

Not unexpert. Prior.

Unexpired (un-eks-pird').o. 1. Notexpired;

not having come to an eud or termination;

as, an unexpired term of years: an unex

pired lease— 2. Not having reached the

date at which it is due; as, an unexpired

promissory note or bill.

Unexplored (nn-eks-plord'), o. 1. Not ex

plored; not searched or examined by the

eye; unknown. 'To regions unexplored.'

Dryden— 2. Not examined intellectually;

not searched out. Dryden.

Unexposed (unekB-pozd'), a. Not exposed ;

as, (a) not open to view ; remaining concealed

or hidden from view; hence, not held up to

cenBure. Watts, (b) Covered, shielded, or

protected from violence, injury, danger, or

the like; sheltered: as, the house stands in

an unexposed situation.

Unexpounded (un-eks-pound'ed). a. Not

expounded; not explained. Jer. Taylor.

Unexpressed ( un-eks -prest'), o. Not ex

pressed ; not mentioned, declared, pro

claimed or uttered. 'Thy praises nn«r-

prcssed.' Tennyson.

Unexpresslble (un-eks-pres'i-bl), a. Incap

able of being expressed, uttered, or men

tioned; inexpressible. Tillotson.

Unexpressibly (un-eks-pres'i-bli), adv. In

expressibly. ' Unexpressibly wofull.' Bp.

Hall.

Unexpresslve (un-cks-pres'iv), o. 1. Not

expressive; deficient in expression—2. t Not

to be expressed: inexpressible; unutterable;

Ineffable. Shak.

Unextended (mi -eks-tend'ed), a. 1 Not

extended or stretched out. ' Unextended

arms.' Congreve.—Z. Occupying no assign

able space ; having no dimensions. ' A

spiritual, that is, an unextended substance.'

Locke.

UnextinguiBhable'uneks-ting'gwisli-a.wx

a. Not capable of being extinguished : In

extinguishable. ' Unextinguwhable fire. '

Milton. ' Unextinguishable beauty.' Bent-

ley. ' His hate . . . undying and unextin

guishable. ' Dickens.

Unextinguished (un-eks-ting'gwisht), a.

Not extinguished; not quenched; not en

tirely repressed. Dryden.

Unextirpated (un-eks-ter'pat-cd). a. Not

extirpated; not rooted out. Bp. Horsley.

Unextorted ( un-eks-tort'ed ), a. Not ex

torted ; not wrested ; spontaneous. ' Free,

unextorted addresses.' Swift

Unextricable t (un-eks'tri-ka-bl). a. Inex

tricable. ' Confusions and distractions un

extricable.' Barrow.

Uneyed (tin-id'). <i Unobserved: unnoticed;

unseen; unperceived. Beau, <£• Fl.

Unfabled (un-f.Vbld), a. Not fabled or im

aginary; not mentioned in fable; uncon

nected or unmixed with fable; real. Char

lotte Bronte.

Unfadable (un-fad'a-bl), a. Incapable of

fading, perishing, or withering. ' A crown

incorruptible, unfadable.' Bp. Hall.

Unfaded (un-fad'ed), a. 1, Not faded; not

having lost its strength of colour.—2. Un-

withered, as a plant. Dryden.

Unfading (un-fiid'ing), a. 1. Not liable to

lose strength or freshness of colouring —

2. Not liable to wither; not liable to decay.

'The unfading rose of Eden.' Pope.

Unfailablet (un-fal'a-bl). a. Not capable of

failing; infallible. 'This unfailable word

of truth.' Bp Hall.

Unfailing (un-faring). a. 1. Not liable to

fail; not capable of being exhausted; as. an

unfailing spring ; unfailing sources of sup

ply.—2. Not missing; ever fulfilling a hope,

promise, or want; sure; certain. 'Thou,

secure of my unfailing word. ' Drtiden.

Unfaintlng (un-iant'ing). a. Not fainting;

not sinking; not failing under toil; not suc

cumbing or giving way. ' Unfainting per

severance.' Sandys.

Unfair (un-far"), o. Not fair; as, (a) not

honest; not impartial; disingenuous; using

trick or artifice.

Vou come, like an unfair merchant, to charge me

with being in your debt. Swift.

(6) Not based on honesty, justice, or fair

ness; proceeding from trick or dishonesty;

as, unfair advantages; unfair practices

Unfair (un-far'), v.t. To deprive of fairness

or beauty. Shak. [Rare]

Unfairly (un-farli), adv. In an unfair or

unjust manner. Seeker.

Unfairness (un-far'nes), n. The state or

quality of being unfair; want of fairness;

dishonest or disingenuous conduct or prac

tice; injustice. ' His ignorance and unfair-

ness in several incidents ' Bentley.

Unfafth (un'fath). n. Want or absence of

faith; distrust. Tennyson.

Unfaithful (un-fath'ful), a. 1. Not faith

ful ; not observant of promises, vows, alle

giance, or duty; faithless; violating trust or

confidence; treacherous; perfidious; as, an

unfaithful subject; an unfaithful husband

or wife; an unfaithful servant. Prov. xxv.

19.—2. Not performing the proper duty or

function. 'My feet through wine unfaith

ful to their weight.' Pope. -3. Not possess

ing faith; unbelieving; impious; iulldel.

Milton.

Unfaithfully (un-fath'rul-ll), adv. In an

unfaithful manner; as, (n) in violation of

promises, vows, or duty; treacherously;

perfidiously. ' The danger of being unfaith

fully counselled.' Bacon, (b) Negligently;

imperfectly; as, work unfaithfully done.

Unfaithfulness (un-fnth'ful-ues). n. The

quality of being unfaithful; as. (he unfaith

fulness of a subject to his priuce or the

state; the unfaithfulness of a husband to

his wife.

Unfalcated (un-fal'kat-ed), a. 1. Not fal

cated; not hooked; not bent like a sickle.—

2,t Not curtailed; having no deductions,

I am of opinion that a real, unfalcated income of

six hundred pounds a year, is a sufficient income for

a country dean in this kingdom. Swi/t.

Unfalliblet (unfal'i-bl), o.

Shak.

Infallible.

Unfallowed (un-fal'IodX a. Not fallowed.

' Th' unfallowed glebe.' J. Philips.

ch. eAain; ch, 8c loch; g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng. ung; in, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh. icAig; zh, azure..

-See Key
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Unfaltering (un fal'ter-ingl, a. Not falter

ing; not failing; not hesitating. 'Unfal

tering trust.' Bryant.

Unfamed (un-famd'). a. Not renowned; in

glorious. ' Death unfamed.' Shak.

Unfamiliar (uu-fa-mii'ycr), a. Not familiar;

not well known to or acquainted with; not

familiar by frequent use. Byron.

Unfamiliarity (un-fa-milWri-ti), n. The

state of being unfamiliar; want of famil

iarity. ' Unfamiliar by disuse, and unpleas-

ing by unfamiliarity.' Johnson.

Unfamoust (un-fa'muB), a. Not famous; hav

ing no fame; unknown. Chancer

Unfardlet (un-farMl), v.t To unloose and

open, as a pack (fardel); to unpack. Sash.

Unfarrowed (un-far'rdd), a. Deprived of a

farrow or litter. Tennyson.

Unfashionable (un-fa'shon-a-bl), a. 1. Not

fashionable; not according to the prevailing

mode; as, unfashionable dress or language.

2. Not complying in dress or manners with

the reigning custom; as, an unfashionable

man.—3.t Shapeless; deformed. Shak.

Unfashioned (un-fa'shond), a. 1. Not modi-

fled by art; amorphous; shapeless; not hav

ing a regular form.

There's something roughly noble there;

Which, in unfaskwnd nature, looks divine.

Dryden.

% Unfashionable. [Rare]

I found a sober modest man was always looked

upon by both sexes as a precise unfaskientd fellow.

Steele.

Unfast (un-fasf), a. Not safe ; not secure.

Johnson.

Unfasten (un-fas'n), v.t To loose; to unfix;

to unbind; to untie. 'My broken chain

with links unfasten d.' Byron

He doth unfasten so and shake a friend. Shall.

Unfathered (un-fa'THcrd), a. 1. Having no

father; fatherless; hence, produced contrary

to the course of nature.

The people fear me ; for they do observe

Unfathered heirs and loathly births of nature. Shak.

2. Not acknowledged by its father; having no

acknowledgedfather,as an illegitimate child.

Unfatherly (un-fa'THer-li), a. Not becom

ing a father; unkind. Cowper.

Unfathomable (un-fa'THom-a-bl), a. In

capable of being fathomed or Bounded; too

deep to be measured; as, an unfathomable

lake ; the designs of Providence are often

unfathomable.

Unfathomahleness (un-fa'THom-a-bl-

nes), n. The state of being unfathomable.

Norris.

Unfathomably (un-fa'TFiom-a-nll), adv.

So as not to be fathomed or sounded. ' Un-

fathomably deep.* Thomson.

Unfathomed (un-fa'THomd), a. Not

sounded; not to be sounded. ' The dark un-

fathom'd caves of ocean.* Gray. * Into the

gulf of my unfathom'd thought.' Byron.

Unfatigueable (un-fa-teg'a-bl), a. In

capable of being fatigued ; unweariable ;

never tired. Southey.

Unfatlgued (un-fa-tegd'), a. Not wearied;

not tired. 'His unfatigued attention to a

long poem.' Goldsmith.

Unfaultering (un-fal'ter-ing), o. Same as

Unfaltering, ' Unfaultering accent.' Thom

son.

Unfaulty fun-faTti). a. Free from fault,

defect, or deficiency. Milton.

Unfavourable (unfo'ver-a-bl), a. 1. Not

favourable; not propitious; discouraging;

as, we found the minister unfavourable to

our project; the committee made a report

unfavourable to the petitioner. — 2. Not

adapted to promote any object; Bomewhat

prejudicial; as, weather unfavourable for

harvest.

These communications have been unfavourable to

literature. T. It'arton.

8.1 Ill-favoured; ugly.

Unfavourableness (un-fa'ver-a-bl-nes), n.

The quality of being unfavourable. 'The ex

traordinary unfavourableness of the sea

sons.' Adam Smith.

Unfavourably (un-fi'ver-a-bli), adv In

an unfavourable manner; so as not to coun

tenance or promote; in a manner to dis

courage. 'Judging so unfavourably.' Seeker.

Unfeared (un-ferdO, o. l.t Not affrighted;

not daunted; intrepid. B. Jonson.—'Z. Not

feared; not dreaded. Beau. <fc Fl.

Unfearful (un-feVful), o. Not fearful or

influenced by fear; courageous ' Unfeare-

full preachers of my name. ' Udall.

Unfearfully (un-fer'ful-li). adv. In an un

fearful manner; bravely. 'LiteunfearfuUy

parted with.' Sandys.

Unfeasible (un- fez' i-bl), a. Not feasible;

impracticable; infeasihle. South.

Unfeather (uu-feTU'er), v.t. To strip or

denude of feathers.

We'll unfeather the whole nest in time. Cclman,

Unfeathered (un-feTH'erd), a Having no

feathers; unfledged; naked of feathers.

And all to leare what with his toil he won

Tothat wn/ir.tMrrerftwo-lCjjBed thin£,ason. Dryden.

Unfeatured (un-fe'turd), o. Wanting regu

lar features; deformed. ' Visage rough, de

formed, unfeatured.' Dryden.

Unfeaty t (un-fet'i), a. Not feat; unskilful

Sir P. Sidney.

Unfed (un-fed*), a. Not fed; not supplied

with food ; not nourished or sustained.

' Unfed sides. ' Shak. ' A flame unfed,

which runs to waste.' Byron.

Unfeed (un fe'd), a. Not feed; not retained

byafee; unpaid. ' An unfeed lawyer.' Shak.

Unfeeling (un-feTing), a. 1. Devoid of feel

ing; insensible; void of sensibility. ' With

my fingers feel his hand unfeeling.' Shak.

2. Devoid of sympathy with others; hard

hearted.

To each his sufferings ; nil are men,

Condemu'd alike to eroan,—

The tender for another's pain,

The unfeeling- for his own. Gray.

Unfeelingly (un-feTing-li), adv. In an un

feeling or cruel manner. Sterne.

UnfeelingnesB (un-fel'lng-nes). n. The

state or quality of being unfeeling; insen

sibility; hardness of heart; cruelty. W.

Gilpin.

Unfeigned (un-fand'), a. Not feigned; not

counterfeit; not hypocritical; real; sincere;

as, unfeigned piety to God; unfeigned love

to man. 'The like unfeigned oath.' Shak.

Unfelgnedly (un-fan'ed-li], adv. In an un

feigned manner; without hypocrisy; really;

sincerely.

lie pardoneth and ahsolveth all them that truly re

pent and unfeig-nedly believe his holy gospel.

Common Prayer.

Unfeignedness (un-fan'ed-nes), n. The

Btate of being unfeigned; truth; sincerity.

' Evideuce of its unfeignedness.' Leighton.

Unfeignlng (un-fan'ing), a. Not feigning;

true. 'Their unfeigning honesty.' Cowper.

Unfellow (un-ferlo), v.t. To separate

from being fellows or from one's fellows; to

sunder; to disassociate. ' Death quite un-

fellows us.' E. B. Brouming.

Unfellowed fun-fel'l6d), a. Not matched;

having no equal. Shak.

Unfelt (un-felf), a. Not felt; notperceived.

' An unfelt sorrow.' Shak. 'A glow unfelt

before ' Cowper.

Unfeminlne (un-fem'in-rn), a. Not femin

ine; not according to the female character

or manners; as, unfeminine boldness.

Unfence (un-fens'), v.t. To strip of fence;

to remove a fence from. South.

Unfenced (un-fensf), a. Having no fence ;

without protection, guard, or security; de

fenceless. 'A town . . . uuwalled and un

fenced.' Holinshed.

Unfermented (un-fer-ment'ed), a. 1. Not

fermented; not having undergone fermenta

tion, as liquor.—2. Not leavened; not made

with yeast, as bread.

Unfertile (un-fer'til). a. 1. Not fertile; un

productive; as, unfertile land.—2- Not pro

lific; not producing progeny, fruit, or the

like; as, an unfertile tree. Dr. H. More.

UnfertilenesB (un-fer'tU-nes), n. State of

being unfertile; Infertility.

Unfetter (un-fet'er), v.t. 1. To loose from

fetters; to unchain; to unshackle. — 2. To

free from restraint; to set at liberty; as, to

unfetter the mind.

Unfettered (un-fet'erd), a. Unchained; un

shackled; free from restraint; unrestrained.

' Unfetter'd by the sense of crime.' Tenny

son.

Unfeudalise (un-fu'dal-Iz), v.t. To free from

feudalism; to divest of feudal rights or

character. Carlyle.

Unfigured (un-flg'urd). a. 1. Representing

no animal or vegetable figures or forms;

devoid of figures.

In unfigured paintings the noblest is the Imitation

of marbles, and of architecture itself, .is of arches,

friezes, columns, and the like. Reiiqu ta lt'ettjfita>ut.

2. Literal; devoid of figures of speech. Blair.

3. In logic, not according to mood and figure.

Unfile (un-fiT). v t To remove from a file

or record. Ford.

Unflledt (un-fild'). a. Not dirtied, pol

luted, corrupted, or contaminated; unde

fined. Surrey.

Unfllial (un-nTi-al), a. Unsuitable to a sou

or daughter; not becoming a child. Shak.

Unflllally (un-M'i-al-li), adv In an unfile

manner; in a manner unbecoming a child

Unfilled (un-fild'). a. Not filled; not full of

something; empty. 'The veins vnnlleii:

Shak.

Unnnlshable (un-fln'ish-a-bl), a. Incapable

of being finished, concluded, or completed

•/arris.

Unfinished (nn-ftn'isht), a. Not finished

not complete; not brought to an end; im

perfect; wanting the last hand or touch; a*.

an unfinished house; an unfinished paintitg

'Agarmentshapelessandun/fnuned.' Skak

Unfirm (un-ferm*). <*• Not arm; not strong

or stable.

The sway of earth shakes like a thin; unfirm. Siut

Unflrmamented (un-ferm'a-ment-ed), a

Not having a firmament; unbounded; bouuJ-

less.

This nation will hare ... to perish paeceaei.

burying itself, down to the Ust soul of it, inttwwf

U'oirmamented seas. Cxrijit.

Unflrmness (un-ferm'nes), n. The state of

being unfirm; want of firmness; instamlit)

Unflst (un-flst'X v.t. To unhand; to reieaie

You goodman Brandy face, uxjiiiher.

How durst you keep my wife? CtOen

Unfit (nn-flf), a. Not fit; as, (a) improper:

unsuitable; unbecoming: said of tilings

' Means unfit' Shak. ' A most unfit time'

Shak. (o) Wanting suitable qualiflcauow.

physical or moral; not suited or adapted.

not competent; unable: of persons; ci

man unfit for an office. ' Unfit to live *.r

die.' Shak.

1 am very ill at ease,

Unftt for mine own purposes. SMt.

Syn Improper, unsuitable, unqualified, oa-

meet, unworthy, incompetent.

Unfit (un-fif), v. t To render unfit; to make

unsuitable; to deprive of the strength, skill

or proper qualities for anything; si. sick

ness unfits a man fur labour.

The peculiarity of structure by which aft ore1"*

made to answer one purpose necessarily unju a n

some other purpose. /Vcj

Unfitly ( un-fltli). adv. In an unfit dhoh:.

not properly; unsuitably. Hooker.

Unfitness (un-flt'nes), n. The quality rf

being unfit; want of suitable power* *

qualifications; as, the unfitness of i sict

man for labour; want of propriety; muuit

ableness ; a*, unfitness of behaviour or ul

dress. Shak.

Unfitting (un-fit'ing), a. Improper; unV

coming. ' A passiou most unfitting sucli *

man.* Shak. 'Monosyllables . . . arew

fitting for verses, ' Camden.

Unfix (un-flks'). v.t 1. To make no lonpfr

fixed or firm; to loosen from any fastrnics.

to detach; to unsettle; as, to utijU* themiu I

or affections. ' Unfix his earth-bound roa

Shak.— 2. To melt; to dissolve.

Nor can the rising sua

l/nffx their fro>ts. Drydi*

Unfixed (un-flkstn, p. and a. 1. Not fixed; un

settled; loosened.— 2. Wandering; errati:.

inconstant — 3 Having no settled view or

object of pursuit; irresolute; undetermined

Dope.

Unflxedness (un-flks'ed-nesX «- The state

of being unfixed or unsettled. Barrat

Unflagging (un-fiag'ing), a. Not Baggie

not drooping; maintaining strength c-rspmi

' Unfiagging vigour of expression-' Swt*

Unflaniet (un-flam'X v. t Not to inflsme. to

unkindle; to cool.

Fear .

Unjlames jour courage in pursuit. Qnerd

Unflattering (un-flat'ter-ingX o. 1 Ko>

(tattering; not colouring the truth to pta*

' Th' unfiatt'ring voice of freedom' Them-

son. — 2. Not affording a favourable pr*+

pect; as, the weather is unflattering.

Unfledged (,un-flejd').a. l.S'otyetlunfcjeo

with feathers; as, an unfledged bird. 'Be

unfiedg'd brood.' Cowper.— 2. Not hanaf

attained to full growth or experience; n^

fully developed; immature. * Unfitdj**

actors.' Dryden.

Unfleah (uu-tlesh'), v t To deprive of flew

to reduce to a skeleton. (Rare ]
Unfleshed (un-tteslit'). a. Not fleshed, n i

seasoned to blood; untried; as, an unfit****

hound; unfleshed valour. * UnlUshed bow

J. Baillie. [Rare.]
Unfleahyt (un-flesh'i). o. Bare of flest

' Gastly Peath'8 ti7*/fji/it/ feet.' Dorics

Unflinching (un-flinshing), o. Not flimt-

ing; not shrinking; as. unflinching br*Tcr>

Unflower(un-flou'erXof. tostnpofflowtri

G. Fletcher

Fate, far, fat, fail; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move: tube, tub, bull; oil, pound: . R»\ ahwoe; J. 9c fr,
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Unfluent (un-flu'ent). a. Not fluent; un

ready in speech. 'My lAiutunjiucnt tongue.'

Sylvester,

Unfoiled. (un-foild'), a. Not vanquished;

not defeated; not baffled. 'An unfoil'd

army of sixty thousand men. ' Sir W. Temple.

Unfold (un-fold'), v.t 1. To open the folds

of; to expand; to spread out; as, to unfold

a letter or a package. ' Unfold* her arms.'

Pope.~% To lay open to view or contem

plation ; to make known in all the details;

to disclose ; to reveal ; as, to unfold one's

designs ; to unfold the principles of a

science.

Time shall unfold what plaited cunning bides.

ShaJk.

To what purpose have you unfolded this to mc?

Shak.

3. To show or let be seen; to display. '(Light

ning) that in a spleen unfold* both heaven

and earth. ' Shak.

Nay, answer me ; stand and unfold yourself.

Shak.

4. To release from a fold or pen ; as, to un

fold sheep.

Unfold (un-f61d0, v.i. To become gradually

expanded; to be spread apart; to become

disclosed or developed; to develop itself.

I see thy beauty gradually unfold, Tennyson.

Unfolded (un-fdld'ed). p. and a. Released

from a pen or fold; also, not penned or

folded. Greene.

Unfoolt (un-foO, v.t. To restore from folly;

to make satisfaction to for calling one a fool;

to take away the reproach of folly from.

Ha»e you any way, then, to un/oot me again t

Shak.

Unfooted (un-fut'ed), p. and a. Not trod by

the foot of man; mi visited. [Hare.]

Until it came to some unfooted plains

Where fed the herds of Pan. Ktats.

Unforbade (un-for-bad')f a. Unforbidden.

E. B. Browning.

Unforbidden, tJnforbld (un-for-bid'n, un-

for-bid'). a. l.Not forbidden; not prohibited:

applied to persons —2. Allowed; permitted;

legal; applied to things.

Unforbiddenneas (un-for-bid'n-nes),n. The

state of being unforbidden. Boyle.

Unforced (un-forst'), a. 1. Not forced; not

compelled; not constrained; not urged or

impelled. ' This gentle and unforced ac

cord.' Shak—2. Not feigned; not artiflcl-

ally assumed or heightened; natural. 'Such

unforced aud unfeigned passions.' Sir J,

Hayu>ara\—3 Not violent; easy; gradual

[Rare]

Windsor the next above the valley swells . . ,

With such an easy and unforced ascent

That no stupendous precipice denies

Access. Denham.

4 Not strained; easy; natural.

If one arm is stretched out. the body must be

somewhat bowed on the opposite side, in a situation

which is unforced. Dryden.

Unforcedly (un-fors'ed-ll), adv. In an un

forced manner; without force. Sandys.

Unforcible (un-f6rs'i-bl), a. Wanting force

or strength ; as, an unforcible expression.

Booker.

Unforded (un-f6rd'ed), a. Not forded; not

having a ford ; unfordable ' Unruly tor

rents and unforded streams' Dryden.

Unforeboding (un-f5r-bod'ing), a. Not fore

telling ; not wiling the future ; giving no

omens Pope.

Unforeknowable (nn-for-nS'a-bl), a. In

capable of being foreknown. Cudworth.

Unforelcnown (un-for-n6n0, "■ Not previ
ously known or foreseen. • Which had no

less proved certain, im/ore*nou>n. ' Milton.

[Rare.]

Unforesee (un-for-se'), v.t. Not to foresee

or anticipate; to have no previous view or

impression of. Bp. Backet.

Unforeseeable! (un-ffir-se'a-bl), a. Incap

able of being foreseen. South.

Unforeseeing (un-for-se'ing), o. Not fore-

seeing "An unforeseeing greedy mind.'

Daniel.

Unforeseen (un-for-senO. a. Not foreseen;

not foreknown. 'Evils unforeseen." Cow-

per. — The unforeseen, that which is not

foreseen or expected.

Nothing is certain but the unforeseen. Fronde.

Unforeslclnned fun-for'sklnd), a. Circum

cised. Miltun. [Rare ]

Unforetold (un-fortdld'). a. Not predicted

or foretold. Eclcc. lies.

Unforewarned (un-for-warnd'), o. Not

forewarned ; not previously warned or ad

monished. Milton.

Unforfeited (un-forTit-ed), o. Not forfeited;

maintained'; not lost 'To keep obliged

faith unforfeited.' Shak.

Unforgiveable (un-for-giv'a-bl), a. Incap

able of being forgiven; unpardonable. ' The

unforgiveable sin." Carlyle.

Unforgiven (un-for-giv'n), a. Not forgiven;

not pardoned. Bp. Jewel.

Unforgiver (un-for-giv'er), n. One who does

not pardon or forgive; an implacable per-

son. Richardson.

Unforgiving (un-for-giv'ing), a. Not for

giving; not disposed to overlook or pardon

offences; implacable. Byron.

Unforglvlngness (un-for-giv'ing-nes), n.

The quality of being unforgiving; implaca

bility. Richardson.

Unforgotten, Unforgot (un-for-got'n, un-

for-got'), a. 1. Not forgot; not lost to

memory. 'Clime of the unforgotten brave.'

Byron.—2. Not overlooked; not neglected.

Unform (un-form1), v.t. To destroy; to un

make; to decompose or resolve into parts.

Unformal (un-form'alX a. Not formal; in

formal.

Unformalized (nn-for'mal-lzd"), a. Not

made formal ; unreduced to forms. Char

lotte Bronte.

Unformed (un-formdO, p.and a. Not having

been formed ; not fashioned ; not moulded

into regular shape. ' Matter unfonn'd and

void.' Milton—Unformed stars, in astron.

same as Informed Stars. See Informed.

Unforsaken (un-for-sak'n), a. Not forsaken ;

not deserted; not entirely neglected. Ham

mond.

Unfortified (un-forti-fidx o. 1. Not forti

fied; not secured from attack by walls or

mounds; wanting means of defence. 'Towns

unfortified.' Pope. —2. Not guarded; not

strengthened against temptations or trials;

exposed; defenceless; as, an unfortified

mind. ' A heart unfortified, a mind unpa-

ttent' Shak.

Unfortunacyt (un-fortu-na-sl), n. Misfor

tune. ' The unfortunaeies of his reign. 'Bey-

lin.

Unfortunate (un-for'tu-nat), a. Not suc

cessful; not prosperous; unlucky; unhappy;

as, an unfortunate adventure; an unfortu

nate man ; an unfortunate commander ; an

unfortunate business.

Look unto those they call unfortunate.

And closer viewed, you'll find they were unwise.

Young.

Unfortunate (un-for'tu-nat), n. One who is

unfortunate; especially a term applied to a

woman who has lapsed from virtue; a pros

titute.

One more unfortunate

Weary of breath. Hood.

Unfortunately (unfor'tu-nat-li), adv. Iu

an unfortunate manner; by ill fortune; un

happily; as, the scheme unfortunately mis

carried. Shak

Unfortunateness (un-for'tu-nat-nea), n.

The condition or quality of being unfortu

nate; ill luck; ill fortune. 'My sister's un

fortunateness.' Sir P. Sidney.

Unfosslllzed (un-fos'sil-Izd), a. Not fossil

ized. Quart. Rev.

Unfostered(un-fos'terd),o. 1. Not fostered;

not nourished.—2. Not countenanced by fa

vour ; not patronized ; as, a scheme u'nfus-

tered.

Unfought (un-faf). a. Not fought. Shak.

Unfouled (un-fould'), a. Not fouled ; not

polluted; not soiled; not corrupted; pure

Dr. B. More.

Unfound (un-found"), a. Not found; not met

with; not discovered or invented. Milton.

Unfounded(im-found'ed),a. 1. Notfounded;

not built or established. Milton— 2. Hav

ing no foundation; vain; idle; baseless; as,

unfounded expectations. Paley.

Unfoundedly (un-fnund'ed-lij, adv. In an

idle or unfounded manner.

Unfractured (un-frak'turd), a. Not frac

tured; unbroken. Defoe.

Unframablet (un-fram'a-bl), a. Not capa

ble of being framed or moulded. Booker.

Unframableness t (un-fram'a-bl-nes), n.

The quality of not being framable. Bp. San

derson.

Unframe (un-fram'), v.t. To destroy the

frame of; to take apart

Sin has uttframed the fabric of the whole man.

South.

Unframed (un-framd'l, o. Not formed; not

constructed; not fashioned. 'Unfashioned

and unframed.' Dryden.

Unfranchised (un-fran'chizd), a. Not fran-

chised; disfranchised.

Unfranglblet (un-fran'ji-bl), o. Incapable

of being broken; not frangible; infrangible.

Jer. Taylor.

Unfrankable(un-frangk'a-bl), o. Incapable

of being franked or sent by a public convey

ance free of e\pense. Southey.

Unfraugllt (un'frat), a. Not fraught; not

filled with a load or burden; freed from
load or burden. • Thy heavenly load un-

fraughV Ph. Fletcher.

Unfree (un-fre1), o. Not free; held in bond

age.

There had always been a slave class, a class ofthe

unfree among the English as among all German

People J. R. Green.

Unfreeze t (un-frez"), v.t. To thaw. 'Un

freeze the frost of her chaste heart.' T.

Budson.

Unfrequency (un-freliwen-si), n. The state

of being unfrequeut; infrequency. 'The

unfrequency of apparitions.' Glanville.

Unfrequent (un-fre1iwent),o. Not frequent;

not common; not happening often; infre

quent. Spectator.

Unfrequent t (un-fre-kwent'). v.t To cease

to frequent. J. Philips. [Rare.]

Unfrequented (un-fre-kwent'ed), o. Rarely

visited; seldom resorted to by human be

ings; solitary; as, an unfrequented place or

forest Shak.

Unfrequently (un-freTrwent-li), adv. Not

often; seldom; infrequently. Cogan.

Unfret I (un-fret'), v.t. To smooth out; to

relax. ' Until the Lord unfret His angry

brow.' Greene.

Unfretted (un-fret'ed), o. Not fretted; not

worn or rubbed. 'The paper unfretted.'

Tlolinshed.

Unfrlable (un-fri'a-bl), o. Not friable; In

capable of being crumbled or pulverized.

' The elastic and unfriabU nature of cartil

age. ' Paley.

Unfriend (un'frend), n. One not a friend ;

an enemy. ' Turn from blni as an unfriend. '

Carlyle.

Unfriended (un-frend'ed), a. Wanting

friends; not countenanced or supported

Shak.

Unfriendliness (un-frendTI-nes), n. The

quality of being unfriendly ; want of kind

ness ; disfavour. ' The troubles and ujt-

friendliness of the world.' Leighion.

Unfriendly (un-frend'li), a. 1. Not friendly;

not kind or benevolent ; as, an unfriendly

neighbour.— 2. Not favourable; not adapted

to promote or support any object. 'The

unfriendly elements.' SAaJr.

Unfriendly (un-frend'li), adv. In an un

kind manner ; not as a friend. ' Nothing,

surely, that looks unfriendly upon truth.'

Wullaston.

Unfrlghted (un-frit'ed), a. Not frighted ;

not scared or terrified. B. Jonson.

Unfrlghtful (un-frit'fnn, a. Not frightful;

not terrifying or repulsive. Carlyle.

Unfrock (un-frok'), v.t. To deprive of a

frock ; to divest of a frock ; hence, to de

prive of the character and privileges of a

priest or clergyman. Trollope.

Unfroze t(un-fr6z'), a. Unfrozen. "Theun-

froze waters.' J. Philips.

Unfrozen (un-froz'n), o. Not frozen; not

congealed. 'Their unfrozen womb.' Ph.

Fletcher.

Unfruitful (un-fr»t'ful),a. 1. Not producing

fruit; barren: as, an unfruitful tree.—2.Not

producing offspring ; not prolific ; barren ;

as, an ui\fruitful female—S. Unproductive;

not fertile; as, an unfruitful soil—4. Not

productive of good; as, an unfruitful life.—

5. Not bringing about a result; vain; fruit

less; ineffectual. 'In the midst of his un

fruitful prayer.' Shak.

Unfruitfully (un-frot'ful-li), adv. In an un

fruitful manner ; fruitlessly.

I had rattier do anything than wear out time so

unfruitfully. £. "Jonson.

Unfrultfulness (un-frot'ful-nes), «. The

quality of being unfruitful; barrenness; in-

fecundity; unproductiveness: applied to

persons or things.

Unfuelled (un-fu'eld), a. Not supplied with

fuel; not fed with fuel. Southey.

Unfulfilled (un-ful-flld'), a. Not fulfilled ;

not accomplished ; as, a prophecy or pre

diction unfulfilled. ' Fierce desire . . . still

unfiiltiU'd.' Milton.

Unfull t (un-fnl'), a. Not full or complete;

imperfect. Sylvester.

Unfumed (un-fumdO, a. 1. Not fumigated.

2. t Not extracted or drawn forth by fumiga

tion; undistilled: said of odour or scent

She . . . strows the ground

With rose and odours from the shrub unfumed.

Mitten.

Unfunded (un-fund'ed).a. Not funded; hav

ing no permanent funds for the payment of

its interest; as, an unfunded debt. Un

ci*, Main; ch, Sc. locA; J,;'ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinjr; TH, fAen; th, fAin; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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funded debt arises from any national ex

pense for which no provision has been made,

or the provision has proved insufficient or

not forthcoming at the time wanted. It

usually exists in the form of exchequer bills

and bonds. See under Exchequer.

Unfurl (un-ferr), v.t To loose from a furled

state ; to expand to the wind ; to spread

out. ' Unfurl the maiden banner of our

rights.' Tennyson.

UnfumlBh (un-fer'nish), v.t To strip of

furniture; to divest; to strip in general.

' That which may unfurnUh me of reason. '

Shak.

Unfurnished (un-fer'nlsht), a. 1. Not fur

nished; not supplied with furniture; empty.

'Avast unfurnished house.' 8wift.-t.Vn-

Bupplied with what Is necessary ; unpro

vided.

We shall be much unf'u mished for this time. Shak.

Unfurrowed (un-fu'rod), a. Not furrowed;

not formed iuto drills or ridges. ' The un

seeded and unfurrowed soil.' Cowper.

Unfused (un-fuzd'), a. Not fused; not

melted.

Unfusible (un-fuz'i-bl), a. Incapable of

being fused; infusible.

Ungaint (un-gan'), a. [Un, and gain, a.

(which see).] Ungainly; awkward; clumsy.

'One of the most ungain, conceited pro

fessors of the art of murdering I ever met

with.' Beckford.

Ungained (un-gand'), a. Not yet gained;

unpossessed. Shak.

Ungainful (un-gan'ful), a. Unprofitable;

not producing gain. Daniel.

Ungainllness (un-ganTi-nea), n. The state

or character of being ungainly; clumsiness;

awkwardness.

Ungainly (un-gan'H), a. [Un-, not, and

gatnly. See Gain, a.) Clumsy; awkward;

uncouth; as, an ungainly strut in walking.

'His ungainly figure and eccentric man

ners.' Macaulay.

Ungalnlyt (un-ganli), o. Unprofitable; un-

remunerative; vain.

Misusing their knowledge to ungainly ends, as

either ambition, superstition, or for satisfying their

curiosity. Hammond,

Ungallant (un-gallant), a. Not gallant;

uneourtly to ladies. Gay.

Ungalled (un-gald'), a. Unhurt; not galled;

uninjured.

Why, let the stricken deer go weep,

The hart ttngalltd play. Shak.

Ungarmented (un-gar ment-ed), o. Un

clothed; naked. 'Her limbs ungarmented.'

Southey.

Ungarnished (un-gar'uisht), a. Not gar

nished or furnished; unadorned. ' A plain

ungarnish'd present' Milton.

Ungartered(un-gar'terd), a. Being without

garters. * Your nose . . . ungartered, your

bonnet unbanded." Shak.

Ungathered (un-gaTH'erdVa. Not gathered;

not culled; not picked. Tennyson.

Ungauged (un-gajd*), a. Not gauged ; not

measured or calculated. ' Ungauged by

temperance.' Young.

Ungear (un-geY), v.t. To strip of gear; to

throw out of gear.

Ungenerallea (un-jen'er-ald). a. Made not

general; local; particular. Fuller. [Rare.]

Ungenerated (un-jen'er-at-ed), a. Not gen

erated; not brought into being. Raleigh.

Ungenerous (un-jen'er-ns), a. Not gener

ous ; not showing liberality or nobility of

mind or sentiments; illiberal; ignoble; dis

honourable.

The victor never will impose on Cato

Vngenrous terms. Addison.

Ungenerously (un-jen'er-us-li), adv. In an

ungenerous manner; illiberally; ignobly.

Ungenial (un-je'ni-al), a. Not genial; not

favourable to nature or to natural growth;

as, ungenial air; ungenial soils. ' Th' un

genial pole." Thornton.

Ungenitured \ (un-jen'it-urd). a. Wanting

genitals; wanting the power of propagation;

impotent. Shak.

Ungenteel (un-Jen-tel'), a. Not genteel;

unpolite; rude: of persons or manners.

Ungenteelly (uu-jeu-terii), adv. Id an

ungenteel manner; impolitely; uncivilly.

Edin. Rev.

Ungentle (un-jen'tl), a. Not gentle; harsh;

rude. 'That ungentle flavour which dis

tinguishes nearly all our native and uncul

tivated grapes.' Bawthorne.

Caesar cannot live to be uugtntle. Shak.

Ungentlemanlike (un-jen'tl-man-llk), a.

Not like a gentleman; not becoming a gen

tleman. Chesterfield.

Ungentlemanliness(un-jen'tl-man-li-nes),

n. The quality of being ungentlemanly.

Quart. Rev.

Ungentlemanly (unjen'tl-man-li), a. Not

becoming a gentleman. Clarendon.

Ungentlene8B (uu-jen'tl-nes), n, l. Want

of gentleness; harshness; severity; rudeness.

2. Want of politeness; incivility.

You have done me much ungentlentst

To show the letter that I writ to you. Shak.

Ungently (un-jent'li), adv. In an ungentle

manner; harshly; with severity; rudely.

Shak.

Unget (un-getf). v.t. To cause to be unbe-

gotten. [Rare j

I'll disown you. 111 disinherit you,

I'll unget you. Shtridan.

Ungifted(un-gift'ed). a. Not gifted; not

endowed with peculiar faculties. ' A hot

headed, unfrt/kd, unedifying preacher." Ar-

buthnot.

Ungilded, Ungilt (un-gild'ed, un-gilf), a.

Not gilt; not overlaid with gold. 'Our

mean ungilded stage.' Dryden.

Ungird (un-gerd'). v.t. To loose or free from

a girdle or band ; to unbind; to divest of a

girdle or of what is girt on. Gen xxiv. 32.

'The sportive exercises for the which the

genius of Milton ungird* itself.' Macaulay.

Ungivet (un-givO, v.t. and i. To relax; to

slacken. FuUer.

Ungiving (uu-givlngX a. Not bringing gifts.

Dryden.

Ungka-puti ( ung'ka-pu-ti), n. The name of

an arboreal gibbon {Bylobate* agilis, or

agile gibbon), remarkable for its agility,

swinging itself from tree to tree to the dis

tance of 40 feet. This it is able to do from

the power of its arms, which are so dispro

portionately long that, when extended, they

measure fl feet, though the animal, standing

upright, is only 8 feet high. Its call-note,

also, is curious. It is timid, gentle, and

affectionate when tamed.

Unglaze fun-glaz'), v.t. To strip of glass; to

remove the glass, as from windows.

Unglazed (un-glazd'), a. 1. Deprived of

glass; not furnished with glass; as, the

windows are unglazed.—2. Wanting glass

windows. ' A shed . . . until'd and ungUxz'd.'

Prior.—3. Not covered with vitreous matter.

' Unglazed earthen vessels.' Kirwan.

Ungloomed (un-glttmd'). a. Not darkened,

overshadowed, or overclouded. ' With look

ungloomed by guile.' Mat. Green.

Unglorified (un-gld'ri-fid).a. Not glorified;

not honoured with praise or adoration.

Dryden.

Unglorify (un-glo'ri-fi), v.t. To deprive of

glory. Watts. [Rare]

Unglorioust (un-glo'ri-us), a. Not glorious;

bringing no glory or honour; inglorious.

Wicklife.

Unglove (un-gluv*), v.t. To take off the

glove or gloves from. ' Unglove your hand.'

Beau. <fc Fl.

Unglue (un-glu'), v.t. To separate, as any

thing that is glued or cemented. ' Unglue

thyself from the world and the vanities of

it.' Bp. Ball.

Unglutted(un-glut'ed), a. Not glutted; not

satiated or saturated; not cloyed. 'Seyd's

unglutted eye.* Byron.

Ungod (un-god'), v.t 1. To divest of the

divine attributes or qualities, real or sup

posed ; to divest of divinity ; to undeify.

Dr. J. Scott. [Rare.]— 2. To deprive of a

god or cause to recognize no god ; to make

atheistical or godless. [Rare.]

Thus men ungodded may to places rise,

And sects may be preferred without disguise.

Dryden.

Ungodlily (un-godli-li), ado. In an un

godly manner; impiously; wickedly.

Ungodliness (un-god'li-nes), n. The quality

of being ungodly; impiety; wickedness.

The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against

all ungodliness. Kom. i. 18.

Ungodly (un-godli), a. 1. Not godly; careless

of God; godless; wicked; impious; sinful;

as, ungodly men or ungodly deeds. 1 Pet.

iv. 18.—2. Polluted by wickedness. 'The

hours of this ungodly day.* Shak.

Ungored (un-gord'), a. Not stained or

marked with gore; unbloodied. Sylvester.

Ungored (un-gord'). a. 1. Not gored; not

wounded with a horn or tusk. — 2. Not

wounded; unhurt 'To keep my name un

gored, ' Shak. [Rare. J

Ungorged (un-gorjd'l, a. Not gorged ; not

filled; not Bated. ' Ungorged with flesh and

blood.' Dryden.

Ungorgeous (un-gor'jus), o. Not gorgeous;

not showy or splendid. 'In most ungor-

aeouspalV Cartyle.

Ungot, Ungotten (un-got\ un-got'n), a.

l/Not gained. Daniel—2. t Not begotten.

' Ungotten and unborn.' Shak. 'His loins

yet full of ungot princes." Waller.

Ungovernable (un-gu'vern-a-bl). a. 1. In

capable of beiug governed, ruled, or re

strained; incapable of being regulated by

laws or rules; refractory; unruly.

So ungovernable a poet cannot be translated liter

ally. Dryden.

2. Licentious; wild; unbridled; as, ungovern

able passions.

Ungovernablenesa(un-gu'vern-a-bl-nesXn.

State of being ungovernable.

Ungovernably (un-gu'vern-a-bli), adv. In

an ungovernable manner ; so as not to be

governed or restrained. ' Ungovernably

wild." Goldsmith.

Ungoveraed (un-gu'vernd), o. 1. Not being

governed; having no government; anarchi

cal.
The estate is green and yet ungntrn'd. Shak.

2. Not subjected to laws or principles; not

restrained or regulated ; unbridled ; licen

tious; as, ungoverned passions. ' To some

ungoverned appetite.' Milton

Ungown (un-goun7), tJ (. To strip of a gown.

as a clergyman; to unfrock.

Ungraced (un-grast'), a. Not graced ; not

favoured: not honoured. Beau. d> Fl.

Ungraceful (un-gras'ful), a. Not graceful;

wanting grace and elegance ; inelegant ;

clumsy; as, ungraceful manners. "Nor are

thy lips ungraceful.' Milton. 'The other

oak remaining a blackened and ungraceful

trunk.' Sir W. Scott.

Ungracefully (un-grfis'ful-li), adv. In an

ungraceful manner, awkwardly; inelegantly.

Spectator.

Ungracefulne8B (un-gras'ful-nes), n. The

quality of being ungraceful; want of grace

fulness; awkwardness; as, ungracefulnesa

of manners. Locke.

Ungracious (un-gra'shus), a. 1. Rude; un

mannerly; odious; hateful; brutal. 'Seven

other spirits more ungracious than himself. '

Udall.

Ungracious wretch.

Fit for the mountains and the barbarous caves.

Where maimers ne'er were preached. Shak.

2. Offensive ; disagreeable ; unpleasing.

'Parts which are ungracious to the sight*

Dryden. — 3. Unacceptable ; not well re

ceived; not favoured.

Anything of grace toward the Irish rebels was as

ungracious at Oxford as at London. Clarendon.

4. Showing no grace; impious; wicked.

Swearest thou, ungracious boy? ShaJk.

Ungraciously (un-gra'shus-li), adv. In an

ungracious manner; with disfavour; as, the

proposal was received ungraciously.

Ungraciousness (un-gra'shus-nes), n. State

ofbeing ungracious. Jer. Taylor.

Ungrammatical (un-gram-inat'ik-al), a.

Not according to the established rules of

grammar.

Ungrammatically (un-gram-mat'ik-al-li),

adv. In a manner contrary to the rules of

grammar. Dr. Knox.

Ungratet (un-grat'), a. [Prefix un, not. and

L. grattL8, pleasing, agreeable] 1. Not agree

able —2. Ungrateful. Jer. Taylor.

Ungratet (un'grat), n. An ungrateful per

son; an ingrate. Swift

Ungrateful (un-grat'ful), a. 1. Not grate

ful; not feeling thankful or showing grati

tude for favours; not making returns, or

making ill returns for kindness.—2. Making

no returns for culture; sterile. 'Th' un

grateful plain.' Dryden— S. Unpleaaing ;

unacceptable; disagreeable; harsh. 'Not

all ungrateftd to thine ear.' Tennyson.

Ungratefully (un-grat'ful-li), adv. In an

ungrateful manner.

Ungratefulness (un-grat'ful-neB), n. The

state or character of being ungrateful; (a)

ingratitude; (6) disagreeableness.

Ungratlfled(un-gra'ti-fid), a. Not gratified;

not satisfied; not indulged. 'Should turn

thee away ungratified.' Beau. A Fl.

Ungravet (un-grav7), v.t To take out of

the grave; to disinter. Fuller.

Ungrave (uu-grav'j, a. Not grave or serious.

Davies.

Ungraved (un-gravdO. <*■ 1- Unburied; not

placed in a grave; not interred. Surrey.—

2. Not engraved; not carved.

Ungravely (un-grav'in, adv. Without

gravity or seriousness; without dignity; in

decently. Shak. [Rare.]

Ungreable.t a. Not agreeable; unpleasant ;

disagreeable. Chaucer.
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Unground (un-ground'), a. Not ground ; not

bruised or crushed, as in a mill. Beau. «fc

Ft.

Ungrounded (un-ground'ed), a. Having no

foundation or support; not grounded; un

founded ; as, ungrounded hopes or con

fidence.

UngToundedly (un-ground'ed-li), adv. In

an ungrounded manner; without ground or

support; without reason. Bale.

UngTOundedness (un-ground'ed-nes), n.

The state or quality of being ungrounded ;

want of foundation or support. Steele.

Ungrownt (un-grdnO, a. Not grown; imma

ture. ' My ungrown muse.' Ph. Fletcher.

Ungrudging (un-gruj'ing), o. Not grudg

ing; freely giving; liberal; hearty. 'No un

grudging hand.' Lamb.

Ungrudgingly (un-gruj'ing-li), adv. In

an ungrudging maimer; without grudge;

heartily; cheerfully; as, to bestow charity

ungrudgingly. ' Receive from him the doom

ungru dgingly. ' Donne.

Ungual (ung'gwal), a. [I*, unguis, a nail,

claw, or hoof. The root is that of noil

(which see).] 1. Of or relating to a nail,

claw, or hoof; unguieular.—2. Said of such

bones of the feet of animals as have attached

to them a nail, claw, or hoof.

Unguardt (un-gard'), v.t. To deprive of a

guard ; to render defenceless. ' So softened

and unguarded the girl's heart.' Fielding.

Unguarded (nn-gard'ed), a. 1. Notguarded;

not watched ; not defended ; having no

guard. 'Her unguarded nest.' Shak.—

2. Careless; negligent; not attentive to dan

ger; not cautious; as, to be unguarded in

conversation.—3. Negligently said or done;

not done or spoken with caution; as, an un

guarded expression or action.

Every unguarded word uttered by him was noted

down. Macau/ay.

Unguardedly (un-gard'ed-li), ado. In an

unguarded manner; without watchful at

tention to danger ; without caution ; care

lessly; as, to speak or promise unguardedly.

UnguardednesB (un-gard'ed-nes), n. State

of being unguarded. Quart. Rev.

Ungueal (unggwe-al), a. Same as Ungual.

Unguent (unggwent), n. [L. ungttentum,

from ungo, to anoint. See Unction. 1 Any

soft composition used as an ointment, or for

the lubrication of machinery. ' Unguent

mellow'd by nine circling years.' Cowper.

UnguentouB, Unguentary (ung-gwen'tus,

ung/gwen-ta-ri), a. Like unguent, or par

taking of its qualities. Wright. [Rare.]
Unguessed (un-gestr), a. Not arrived at or

attained by guess or conjecture. ' For cause

to me ting tiewed.' Spenser.

Unguical (unggwik-al), a. [L. unguis, a

claw.] Pertaining to or resembling a nail

or claw; ungual.

Unguicular(ung-gwik'u-lert,a. [L. unguis,

the nail.] 1. Of or pertaining to a claw or

nail.—2. In bot. of the length of a human

nail, or half an inch.

Ungulculata (ung-gwik'u-la"ta), n, pi. In

zool. a term formerly applied to all animals

the nails of which were developed to form

prominent claws. Edentates,rodents,Felidte,

and other quadrupeds were included by

Linnreus under this name.

Unguiculate, Unguiculated (ung-gwik'u-

lat, ung-gwik'u-lat-ed ), a. [L. unguis, a

claw.] 1. Clawed; having claws.— 2. In bot.

Furnished with a claw; having a narrow

base, as the petal in a polypetalous corolla

Unguiculate (un-gwik'u-lat), n. A quadru-

j>ed of the division Unguiculata.

Unguidable (un-gid'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being guided.

Unguidably (un-gld'a-bli), ado. In an un

guidable manner. Carlyte.

Unguided (uu-gid'ed), a. 1. Not guided;

not led or conducted. 'A stranger un~

guided and unfriended.' Shak. — 2. Not

regulated; ungoverned. 'The accidental,

unguided motions of blind matter.' Locke.

Ungulferous(ung-gwirer-uB),a. [L. unguis,

a nail, and fero, I bear.] Producing, having,

or supporting nails or claws.

Ungutform(ung'gwi-forru), a. Claw-shaped.

Unguinous (uuggwin-us), a. [L. unguin-

osus, from utiguen, unguinis, a fattening,

fat, from unqo, to anoint.] Oily; unctuous;

consisting of fat or oil, or resembling It.

Unguis (ung'gwis), n. [L., a nail, a claw.

See Nail.] 1. A nail, claw, or hoof of an

animal.—2. In bot. the claw or lower con

tracted part of a petal, by which it is at

tached to the receptacle. It is analogous

to the petiole of a leaf.

Ungula (unggu-la), n. [L., dim. of unguis.

a nail or claw. See Ungual.] 1. A hoof, as

of a horse.—2. In geotn. a part cut off from

a cylluder. cone, &c, by a plane passing

obliquely through the base and part of the

curved surface : so named from its resem

blance to the hoof of a horse.—3. In surg.

an instrument for extracting a dead foetus

from the womb.—4. In bot. same as Unguis

(which see).

Ungulata (ung-gu-la'ta), n. pi [From

ungula, a hoof. See above.] The hoofed

quadrupeds, formerly a division of the Mam

malia, including the old orders Pachyder-

mata, Solidungula, and Ruminantia; but

in modern zoology the term is applied to an

order under which are classified all the

animals belonging to the above three old

orders, with the exception of the elephant,

which now forms a separate order, Probos-

cidea. The order, which is the largest and

most important of the Mammalia, is sub

divided into (a) the section Perissodactyla,

which includes the rhinoceros, the tapirs,

the horse and all its allies; and (o) the Artio-

dactyla, which comprises the hippopotamus,

the pigs, and the whole group of ruminants,

including oxen, sheep, goats, antelopes,

camels, deer, Ac.

Ungulate (unggu-Iat), n. A hoofed quad

ruped; an animal of the order Ungulata

Ungulate (ung'gu-lat), a. 1. Hoof-shaped;

shaped like the hoof of a horse.—2. Having

hoofs; as, an ungulate animal.

Unguled (ung'guld), a. In her. having

hoofs of such or such a tincture: said of the

horse, stag, Ac, when the hoofs are borne

of a different tincture from that of the body

of the animal.

UngulouB (unggu-lusX a. Pertaining to or

resembling a hoof; ungulate.

Unhabilet (un-hab'il), a. Unfit; unsuitable.

Jer. Taylor.

Unhah1tablet (un-ha'hit-a-bl),a. Incapable

of being inhabited; unfit for being occupied

by inhabitants; uninhabitable. Swift.

Unbacked < un-hakt'), a. Not hacked; not

cut or mangled; not notched. ' Unhacked

swords and helmets all unbruised.' Shak.

Unhackneyed (un-harnid). a. Not hack

neyed; not worn out or rendered stale, flat,

or commonplace by frequent use or repe

tition. 'Ho fresh and unhackneyed.' Times

newspaper.

Unbailed (un-haldO, p. and a. Not hailed;

not called to. ' Unhail'd the shallop flit-

teth.' Tennyson.

Unhairt (un-harO, v.t. To deprive of hair;

to remove the hair from; as, iounhair skins

or hides.

I'll unhair thy head. Shak.

Unhale t (un-haT), a. Unsound; not healthy.

Waterhouse.

Unhallow(un-han&), v.t. To profane; to

desecrate.

The vanity unhallows the virtue.

Sir X. VEstrange.

Unhallowed (un-hallod), p. and a. 1. Not

hallowed, consecrated, or dedicated to sa

cred purposes.

Let never day nor night unhallowed pass. Shak.

2. Unholy; profane; impious.

All our actions . . . are unhallowed and profane

if not accompanied with devotion. Barrow.

Unhalsed (un-halsf), a. [See Halse. ] Lit.

not embraced about the neck; hence, not

greeted; unsaluted. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Unhampered (un-ham'perd), a. Not ham

pered, hindered, or restricted. *A commu

nity unhampered by any previous posses

sion.' J. S. Mill.

Unhand (unhand'), v.t. To take the hand

or hands from; to release from a grasp; to

let go.

Unhand mc. gentlemen.

By Heaven, I'll make a ghost of him that lets (hin

ders) me. Shak.

Unhandily (un-hand'i-li), adv. In an un

handy manner; awkwardly; clumsily.

Unhandiness (un-hand'i-nes), n. The state

or quality of being unhandy; want of dex

terity; clumsiness.

Unhandled (un-han'dld), a. 1. Not handled ;

not touched; not treated or managed. ' Left

the cause o' the king unhandled. Shak.—

2. Not accustomed to being used ; not trained

or broken in. 'Youthful and unhandled

colts.' Shak.

Unhandsome (un-hand'sum), a. 1. Not

handsome; not good-looking; not well-

formed; not beautiful.

Were she other than she is. she were unhandsome.

Shak.

2. Not generous or decorous; not liberal;

unfair; disingenuous; mean; unbecoming;

improper.

Why all this shifting and shuffling, if a man were

not conscious of a bad cause, and of his acting an

unhandsome parti Jl'aterland.

3.t Not well adapted for being handled or

used; inconvenient; awkward; untoward;

unmanageable; unhandy. ' Unhandsome &nd

ill-tasted physick, . . . against nature in the

taking.' Jer. Taylor.

Unhandsomely (uu-hand'sum-li), adv. In

an uuhandsome manner; as, (a) inelegantly;

ungracefully; clumsily; awkwardly. 'The

ruined churches, . . . unhandsomely patched

and thatched.' Spenser, (b) Ungenerously;

illiberally; unfairly; discourteously. 'To

hear those whom you respect unhandsomely

spoken of.' Seeker.

Unhandsomeness (un-hand'sum-nes), n.

The stute or quality of being unhandsome;

as, (a) want of beauty, elegance, or grace.

Sir P. Sidney, (b) Unfairness; disingenu-

ousness; ungenerousness ; ungratefulness;

illiberalness. Jer. Taylor.

Unhandy (un-hand'i), a. Not handy; as, (a)

not dexterous; not skilful and ready in the

use of the hands ; awkward ; as, a person

unhandy at his work. (6) Not convenient ;

awkward; as, an unhandy posture for writ

ing.

Unhang (un-hangO, v. t. 1. To divest or strip

of hangings, as a room.—2. To take from the

hinges; as, to unhang a gate.

Unhanged, Unhung (nn-hangd', unhung'),

a. Not hung or hanged ; not punished by

hanging.

There live not three good men unhanded in Eng

land. Shak.

Unhapt (un-hapj, n. Ill luck; misfortune.

'These unhaps that now roll down upon the

wretched land.' Sackville.

Unhappied t ( un-nap'pid), p. and a. Made

unhappy. Shak.

Unhappily (un-hap'pi-li), adv. 1. In an un

happy manner; unfortunately; miserably;

as.to live unhappily. ' Unhappily deceived. '

MUton.—2. By ill fortune; as ill luck would

have it; to someone's misfortune; as, un

happily I missed seeing him.—3. t Mischiev

ously; evilly. Shak.

Unhapplnessfun-hap'pi-nes), n. l. The state

or quality of being unhappy ; some degree

of wretchedness or misery.—2. Misfortune ;

ill luck.

It is our great uuhappiness, when any calamities

fall upon us, that we are uneasy and dissatisfied.

Abp. Hake.

3. t Mischievous prank. Shak.

Unhappy (un-hap'pl), a. 1. Not happy; as,

(a) not cheerful or gay ; in some degree

miserable or wretched; cast down; sad.

Ah, me, unhappy! to be a queen. Shak.

(&) Marked by or associated with ill fortune,

infelicity, or mishap; inauspicious; ill-

omened; calamitous; evil. ' This unhappy

morn.' Milton.

Unhappy was the clock

That struck the hour. Shak.

2.t Not having good hap, fortune, or luck;

unfortunate; unlucky.

Prince Rupert ... is to go to command the fleet

going to Gumny against the Dutch. I doubt few will

be pleased with his going, (he) being accounted an

unhappy man. Ptpy*.

3.t Full of tricks; mischievous; tricksy.

A shrewd knave, and an unhappy—So he is; my

lord that's gone made himself much sport out of him.

Shak.

S v n. Cheerless, downcast, miserable,

wretched, afflicted,unfortunate, calamitous.

Unharbour fun-har'ber), v.t. To drive from

harbour or Biielter; to dislodge.

Let us unharbour the rascal. Foote.

Unharboured (un-huYberd), a. Not shel

tered; affording no shelter. ' Unharboured

heaths.' Milton.

Unhardened (un-bard'nd), a. 1. Not hard

ened ; not indurated ; as metal. — 2. Not

hardened; not made obdurate, as the heart.

'Messengers of strong prevailment in un-

harden'd youth.' Shak.

Unhardy (un-hard'i), a. 1. Not hardy; not

able to endure fatigue.— 2. Not having for

titude ; not bold; timorous. 'Irresolute,

unhardy. unadventurous.' Milton.

Unharmed (un-harmd'X a. Not harmed or

injured. Shak.

Unharmful (un-harm'ful ), a. Not doing

harm; harmless; innoxious.

Themselves unharmful, let them live unharmed.

Drydtn.

Unharming (un-harro'ing), a. Not inflicting

harm or injury; innocuous; harmless. 'The

unharming stroke.' Southey.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Unharmomous (un-har-mo'nl-us), a. Not

harmonious; inharmonious; as. (a) not hav

ing symmetry or congruity; not harmoniz

ing; disproportionate.

Those pure, immortal elements, that know

No gross, no unharmonious mixture. Milton.

(6) Discordant; unmusical; Jarring. ' Harsh,

unAarmomotra sounds ' Swift.

Unharness (un-har'nes*, v.t 1 To Btrip of

harness; to loose from harness or gear.

' The sweating steers unharnessed from the

yoke.' Dryden.— 2. To divest of armour.

Holinshed.

Unhasty (un-hast'l), a. Not hasty; not pre

cipitate; not rash; deliberate. 'So unhasty

and wary a spirit' Jer. Taylor.

Unhat (un-hatf). v.t pret. * pp. unhatted;

ppr. unhatting. To remove the hat from.

Unhat (un-haf). v i. To take off the hat, as

from politeness, respect, or reverence. 'Un

hatting on the knees when the host is car

ried by.' //. Spencer.

Unhatched (un-hachf), a. 1. Not hatched;

not having left the egg. —2. Not matured

and brought to light; not disclosed. 'Some

unhatched practice.' Shak.

Unhatting (un-hat'ing), n. A taking off of

the hat. 'Bows, and curtseys, and «n-

hattings. ' H. Spencer.

Unhaiinted (un-hont'ed). a. Not haunted;

not frequented; not resorted to; un visited.

'A lone uu>iau?ir*-d place.' Donne.

Unhazarded (un-haz'erd-ed), a. Not ex

posed or submitted to hazard, chance, or

danger; not ventured. Wilton.

Unhazardous (un-haz'erd-uB), a. Not haz

ardous; not full of risk or danger; free from

risk or danger. Dryden.

Unhead (un-hedO. it. To take the head

from; to remove the head of; to deprive of

the head or of a head. ' To unhead a mon

arch.' Tom Brown.

Unhealable (un-hera-bl), a. Not capable

of being healed; incurable. ' An unhealable

sprain.' Fuller.

Unhealthful (un-helth'ful), a. Not health

ful ; injurious to health; insalubrious; un

wholesome; noxious; as, an unhealthful

climate or air. 'Sultry summers or unhealth

ful springs.' Dryden.

Unhealthfulness (un-helth'fnl-nes),n. The

state of being unhealthful ; unwholesome-

ness; insalubriousneBS. ' The healthfulness

or unhealthfulness of the southern winds.'

Bacon.

Unhealthily (un-helth'i-li), adv. In an un

wholesome or unsound manner. Milton.

UnhealthlneBS (un-helth'i-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unhealthy; as, (a)

want of health ; habitual weakness or in

disposition : applied to persons. ■ (6) Un

soundness; want of vigour; as, the un-

healthiness of trees or other plants, (c)

Unfavourableness to health; as, the un-

healthinem of a climate.

Unhealthy (un-helth'i), a. 1. Wanting

health; wanting a sound and vigorous state

of body; habitually weak or indisposed; as,

an unhealthy person—2. Wanting vigour of

growth; unsound; as, an unhealthy plant.

3. Abounding with disease; unfavourable to

the preservation of health; as, an unhealthy

season or city.—4. Adapted to generate dis

ease ; unwholesome ; insalubrious; as, an

unhealthy climate or country. — 5. Not in

dicating health; resulting from bad health;

morbid ; as, an unhealthy sign or craving;

an unhealthy appearance.

Unheard (un-herd'), a. 1. Not heard ; not

perceived by the ear— 2. Not admitted to

audience.

What pangs I feel unpitied and unheard. Dryden.

3. Not known to fame; not celebrated.

Nor was his name unheard. Milton.

—Unheard-of, unprecedented; such as was

never known before. ' The most unheard-of

confusion.' Swift.

Unheartt (un-hartf), v.t. To discourage; to

depress; to dishearten. Shak.

Unheavenly (un-herti-li), a. Not heavenly;

not pertaining to, characteristic of, or suit

able for heaven. 'Many evil and unheavenly

spirits.' Byron.

Unhedged (un-hejd'), a. Not hedged ; not

surrounded by a hedge ; not shut in or in

closed, as by a hedge or barriers.

Our needful knowledge, like our needful food,

Unhedged, lies open m life's common field.

Young.

Unheeded (un-hed'ed), a. Not heeded; dis

regarded; neglected; unnoticed.

The world's great victor passed unheeded liv.

Pope.

WithoutUnheededly (un-hed'ed-li), adv.

being noticed.

Beneath the fray

An earthquake reeled unheededly away. Byrc-n.

Unheedful (un-hed'ful), o. 1. Not heedful;

unheeding; not cautious; inattentive; care

less. Tennyson.—2. Not marked by caution

or consideration; rash; inconsiderate.

Unheedful tows may heedfulty be broken. Shak.

Unheedfully (un-bed'ful-li), adv. Care

lessly; incautiously. Shak.

Unheeding (un-hed'ing), o. Not heeding;

careless; negligent.

He passed uninark'd by my unheeding eyes.

Dryden.

Unheedy (un-hed'i), a. 1. Unheeding; care

less.

So have 1 seen some tender slip . . .

Pluck'd up by some unheedy swain. Milton.

2. Precipitate ; sudden. ■ Unheedy haste.'

Shak.

Unhelred(un-ard'), a. Without an heir. 'To

leave him utterly unheired.' Chapman.

Unhelet (un-hel'). n. Misfortune. Chaucer.

Unhele.t Unhealet (un-hel'), v.t. To un

cover. Spenser.

Unhelm (un-helrr/). v.t. To deprive of a

helm or helmet. Sir W. Scott.

Unhelmed (un-helmd'), a. Divested of a

helm or helmet; not wearing a helmet

Unhelped (un-helptf), a. Unassisted; hav

ing uo aid or auxiliary; unsupported.

Unhelped 1 am, who pitied the distressed.

Dryden.

Unhelpful (un-help'ful), a. 1. Affording no

aid. ' Unhelpful tears.' Shak—2. Unable

to help one's self; helpless. ' Unhelpful and

unable persons.' Ruskin.

Unheppen (un-hep'pen), a. Misshapen; in

formed; clumsy; awkward. Tennyson. [Pro

vincial. )

Unherset (un-hers'), v.t. To remove from

a hearse or monument. Spenser.

Unhesitating (uii-he'rl-t&t-lng), a. Not

hesitating; not remaining in doubt; prompt;

ready.

Unhesitatingly (un-he'zi-tat-ing-li), adv.

Without hesitation or doubt.

Unhidden (un-hid'n), o. Not hidden or con

cealed; open; manifest Shak.

Unhldet (unhid'), v.t. To bring out from

concealment; to discover. Chaucer.

Unhide-bound (un-hid'bound), a. Not hide

bound; not having the Bkin sitting closely,

as in the case when animals are swoln and

full: hence, hungryand withempty stomach.

Milton.

Unhinge (un-hinj"), v.t. 1. To take from the

binges; as, to unhinge a door. —2. To dis

place; to unfix by violence.

Rather than not accomplish my revenge

Just or unjust 1 would the world unhinge.

IValUr.

3. To unsettle; to loosen; to render unstable

or wavering; to discompose; to disorder; as,

to unhinge the mind; to unhinge opinionB.

' Unhinge my brains, ruin my mind. South.

His sutferings . . . had not in the least unhinged

his mind. //. H'atpole.

4. To put quite out of sorts; to incapacitate

or render useless by disturbing the nerves.

Unhingement (un-hinj'nient), n. The act

of unhinging or state of being unhinged.

[Rare.)

Unhlred (un-hlrd'), a. Not hired. Milton.

Unhit (un-hif), o. Not hit; not receiving a

stroke, blow, or the like. ' As unhurt of

envy as unhit.' B. Jonson.

Unhitch (un-hichO, v.t To disengage from

a hitch; to set free; to unfasten.

Unhlve (nn-hivO. v.t. 1. To drive from a

hive. —2. To deprive of habitation or shelter.

Unhoard (un-herdO. v.t. To Bteal from a

hoard; toBcatter. 'A thief bent tot/nAoard

the cash of some rich burgher.' Milton.

Unholdt (un-hold'), v.t To cease to hold;

to let go the hold of. Otway.

Unholily (un-holi-li), adv. In an unholy

manner. 'Lest . . . holy things be handled

unholily.' Jer. Taylor.

Unholiness (un-ho li-nes), n. The quality

or state of being unholy; want of holiness;

impiety; wickedness; profaneness. 'The

unholiness of obtruding upon men remission

of sins for money.' Raleigh.

Unholy (un-ho'li), a. Not holy; as, (o) not

sacred; not hallowed or consecrated.

Doth it follow that all things now in the church are

unholy which the Lord himself hath not precisely in

stituted! Hoeher.

(V) Impious ; wicked. ' Blasphemers, dis-

obedieut to parents, unthankful, unholy.'

2 Tim. iii 2. (c) Not ceremonially purified.

Lev. x. 10.

Unhonestt (un-on'est), a. Dishonest; dis

honourable. ' Nothing thou canst deserve,

thou art mihonest.' Beau. & Fl.

Unhonestly I (un-on'est-liXadc. Dishonesth.

J. Udall.

Unhonoured (un-on'erd). a. Not honoured;

not regarded with veneration; not cele

brated. ' Unwept, unhonoured, and un

sung.' Sir W. Scott

Unhood (un-hud'), v.t. To deprive of s

hood; to remove a hood or disguise from

Quart. Rev.

Unhook (un-holr/Xe.f. To loose from a hook;

to open or undo by detaching the hook or

hooks of.

Unhoop (un-hbp'), v.t. To strip of hoops.

Unhoop the fair sex, and cure this fashionable tym

pany fiot among tlicm. Aidilt*

Unhoped (un-hapf), a. Not hoped for; cot

so probable as to excite hope. ' With m-

hop'd Buccess.' Dn/de-n.— Unhoped-for, un

hoped; not hoped for.

Unhopeful (un-hop'ful), o. Not hopeful;

leaving no room for hope; hopeless. Skat.

Unhorse (un-hors'), v.t. pret. A pp. uii-

horted; ppr. unhorsing. 1 To throw or strike

down from a horse; to cause to dismount ur

fall from the saddle.

He would imhone the lustiest challenger. SkiA.

2. To deprive of a horse or horses ; to re

move the horse or horses from. ' Unharu

the gilded equipage." Cowpcr.

Unhospitable (un-hos'pit-a-bl), a. Not

hospitable or kind to strangers or guests;

inhospitable. • Ihettnhotpitablecout.' I>rf-

den.

Unhospital t ( un-hos/pit-al ), a. Irihospit-

able. Sandys.

Unhostlle (un-hos'til), a. Not hostile; not

pertaining or relating to an enemy. By

unhostUe wounds destroy'd." J. FhHips

Unhouse ( un-houz'), v I. 1. To drive from

the house or habitation ; to dislodge. Jfil-

ton.—2. To deprive of shelter.

Unhoused (un-houzd'), p. and a. 1. Not

housed or sheltered as by a house; having

no house or home. —2. Deprived of or driven

from a house, home, roof, or shelter Shak

Unhouseled, Unhouselled (un-hour'eld).

a. Not having received the sacrament

' J/nArruwfed.disappointed, unaneled Shak.

' To die like the houseless dog on yonder

common, unshriven and unhouselled.' Sir

W. Scott.

Unhuman (un-hu'man), a. Inhuman. T/n-

human and remorseless cruelty.' South.

Unhumanlze (nn-hu'man-izx v.t Toeasse

to cease to be human; to deprive or divest

of the nature or characteristics of human

beings.

Men were not intended to work with the accunvy

of tools, to be precise and perfect io aU their actiocs

If you will have that prccisiun out of them, atd

make their fingers measure degrees like cogwheels,

and their arms strike curves like cerop3sses,yoa

must unhumaniae them. K*i*m.

Unhumbled (un-hum'bld), a. Not hum

bled; not having the temper, spirit, pride.

vanity, or the like subdued. ' UnhumbUt,

unrepented, unrefonuetl." Shak

Unhung (un-hungO, o Not hanged ; is, t*

is the greatest rascal unhung.

Unhurt (un-hert'La. Not hurt; not harmed:

free from wound or injury. ' Through burn

ing climes I passed unhurt.' Addison.

Unhurtful (un-hert'ful). a. Not hurtful;

wanting the power of doing harm or injury.

Shak.
Unhurtfully (un-hert'ful-li), ad«. Without

harm; harmlessly. Pope.
Unhusbanded (un-huz'band-ed), a. 1. Hav

ing no husband; unmarried, also, deprived

of a husband; widowed. Southey.-i Not

managed with care or frugality.
Unlat, Unlate (u'ni-at u'ni-at), a. [front

L. uniM. one ] A term applied to a ctiurvri

which , although not a member of the Roman

Catholic communion, acknowledges the so

premacy of Rome: specifically applied to

the Greek Catholic churches.
Uniat, Unlate (u'ni-at, iVni-aUn. Actinirh

which acknowledges the supremsc) ol

Rome, although not a member of the Bo-

man communion. .. ,
UniaxaL Uniaxial (u-niak'sal. u-nl-akti

al), a. [L uiiu*. one, and axit, an axle.) Hav

ing but one optical axis, or axis of douHe re

fraction. Iceland-spar is a uniaxial crv»ul

In uniaxal crystals, the optic axis is identical «::b

the geometrical axis. U^di-^A.

Unicameral (u-ni-kam't'T-al), a. [I- •"""■

one. and en wera. a chamber ) Consistme >■>

a single chamber: said of a legislative body.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, m6ve; tfibe, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, St abunc; J, Sc I'M
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Unicapsular (u-ni-kap'su-ler). a. [L. units,

one, and capsula, a chest.] In bot. having

one capsule to each flower.

Unicarinated (u-ni-karln-at-ed), a. [L.

ttnus, cue, and carina, a keel. J Having one

ridge or keeL

Unicellular (u-ni-sel'u-ler), a. Consisting

of a single cell, as some of the infusoria and

some cryptogams; pertaining to or exhibit

ing only a single celL ' Simple unicellular

beings.' AUman. * Unicellular simplicity.'

Allman,

Unicity (u-nls'i-ti\ n. [L. unicus, single]

1. The state of being unique.—2. The state

of being in unity, or of being united into

one. De Quincey. [Rare.]

Uniclinal (u-ni-kli'nal), a. [L. unus, one,

and elino, to slope.] inclined in one direc

tion only; specifically, in geol. applied to a

bend or inclination of a stratum either up

or down, or to a simple elevation or depres

sion, after which the stratum regains its

normal inclination : opposed to anticlinal

and synclinal.

Unicorn (u'ni-korn), n, [L. unicornis, one-

horned—unus, one, and eornu, horn.] 1. An

animal with one horn; the monoceros. Such

an animal is frequently mentioned by Greek

and Roman writers, who generally describe

it as a native of India, of the size and form

of a horse,exceedingly swift,and one-hoofed,

the body being white, according to one de

scription, the head red, and the eyes blue, a

straight horn growing from its forehead,

whitest the base.black in the middle,and red

at the tip. It is possible that one or other

of the larger straight-horned antelopes may

have formed the groundwork of the popular

conception of this animal. The 'reem'of the

Hebrews, of which ' unicorn' is a mistrans

lation (Deut. xxxiii. 17, and elsewhere), was

probably a urus. It was a two-homed ani

mal.—2. In her. a fabulous animal having

the head, neck, and body

of the horse, with a tuft

of hair under the chin like

a goat, the legs of the

buck, the tail of the lion,

and a long horn growing

out of the middle of the

forehead. The unicorn

is one of the supporters

of the royal arms of Great

Britain, in that posture

termed salient. It was

taken from the arms of Scotland which had

two unicorns as supporters.—3. t A kind of

insect having a horn upon its head. Sir T.

Browne. —4.1 A carriage and pair with a

third horse in front; also applied to the

whole equipage.

Let me drive you out some day in my unicorn.

Miss Edgettiorth.

-Sea unicorn, the narwal or narwhal. See

NARWHAL. What was called unicorn's horn

was formerly in repute in medicine. It seems

to have been generally prepared from the

horn or tooth of the narwhal.— Unicorn bird,

a bird mentioned by Grew, who describes it

as having a honi on its forehead and spurs

on its wings; probably the horned Bcreamer.

See Palamedea.

Unicorn-fish (u'ni-korn-flsh), n. The sea-

unicorn or narwhaL See Narwhal

UnicornouB(u-ni-kor'nus),o [See Unicorn]

Having only one horn. 'Unicomous beetles.'

Sir T. Browne.

Unicorn-root (u'ni-korn-rbt), n. A popular

name of two plants, viz. Chamalirium caro-

linianum, to which this name was first ap

plied, and Aletrix farinosa, to which it has

been subsequently applied; both used in

medicine. A. farinosa is nn iridaceous

plant, with fibrous roots, thin lanceolate

leaves, and small white-spiked flowers, and

is a native of North America. It is one of

the most intense bitters known, and is used

in infusion as a tonic and stomachic, but

large doses produce nausea. It has also been

employed in chronic rheumatism.

Unlcostate (u-ni-kos'tat), a. [L. unus, one,

and costa, a rib] In hot. a term applied to

those leaves which have one large vein run

ning down the centre, called the midrib.

Those having more than one great division

are called multicostate.

Unideaed (un-i-de'ad), a. Having no ideas

or thoughts; not intelligent; senseless; friv

olous. ' Unideaed girls.' Johnson.

Unideal (un-i-de'al), a. 1. Not ideal; real.—

2. Having no ideas; destitute of ideas,

thoughts.ormental action. Johnson. [Rare.]

Untfacial (u-ni-fa'shi-al), a. [L. unus, one,

and facies, a face.] Having but one front

Unicorn.

surface; thus, some foliaceous corals are

untfacial, the polyp-mouths being confined

to one surface.

Uniflc (u-nif'ik), a. [L. unus, one, and facio,

to make.] Making one; forming unity.

Unification (u'ni-fl-ka."shon), n. The act of

unifying or state of being unified; the act of

uniting into one.

Unification is the act of so uniting ourselves with

another as to form one being- Unification with God

was tbe final aim of the Neo-Platonic ians. And uni

fication with God is also one of the beliefs of the

Chinese philosopher Lao Tseu. Fleming,

Uniftlar (u-ni-fTler), a. [L unus, one, and

fUum, a thread.] Having only one thread;

specifically, applied to a magnetometer con

sisting of a magnetic bar suspended by a

single thread. See Magnetometer.

Uniflorous (u-ni-fld'rus), a. [L unus, one,

and Jlos, jloris, flower.] In hot. bearing one

flower only; as, a uniflorous peduncle.

Unifoll (u'ui-foil), n. [L. unus, and folium,

a leaf.] In her. a plant with only one leaf.

Unifoliate, Unifoliolate (u-ni-fd'li-at,u-ni-

foli-61-at), a. [L. unus, one, and folium, a

leaf. ) In hot. a term applied to a compound

leaf consisting of oue leaflet only, as in the

orange-tree.

Uniform (u'ni-form), a. [L. uniformis—

unus, one, and forma, form. ] 1. Having

always the same form ; not changing in

shape, appearance, character, &c; not vari

able; as, some national costumes remain

quite uniform.—2. Not varying in degree or

rate; equable; invariable; as, a uniform

temperature; a uniform motion, that is the

motion of a body when it passes over equal

spaces in equal times. ' Uniform circular

motion.' WheweU.—S. Having only one

character throughout; homogeneous; of the

same kind or matter all through. Wood

ward.

Sometimes there are many parts of a law, and

sometimes it is uniform, and hath in it but one duty.

*f*r. Taylor.

; din*enA. Consistent at all times; not different; as,

one's opinions on a particular subject have

been uniform. — 5. Of the same form or

character with others ; agreeing with each

other; conforming to one rule or mode.

The only doubt is about the manner of their unity,

how far churches are bound to be uniform in their

ceremonies. Hooker.

Stn. Invariable, unvarying, unchanging,

equable, alike, regular, constant, undeviat

ing, consistent

Uniformt (u'ni-form), v.L To make con

formable; to cause to conform; to adapt.

Sir P. Sidney.

Uniform (u'ni-form), n, [Fr. unifcrme, a

uniform. As an English word it is probably

not a century old.] A dress of the same

kind, fabrics, fashion, or general appearance

as others worn by the members of tbe same

body, whether military, naval, or any other,

by which the members may be recognized

as belonging to the particular body: opposed

to plain clothes or ordinary civil dress ; as,

the uniform of a soldier, sailor, policeman,

and the like. "The proposed uniform, sir,

of the Pickwick Club.' Dickens. 'The gray

uniform ot the Bengal cavalry.' Thackeray.

And Sir Curry Baujrhton, not quite in his deputy-

lieutenant's uniform as yet, looking very shy in a

pair of blue trousers, with a stripe ofjjlitterinn silver

down the seams. Thackeray.

Uniformalt (u'ni-form-al), a. Uniform; sym

metrical. ' Uniformal grace.' Herrick.

Uniformltarian ( u-ni-formi-ta"ri-an ), n.

One who upholds a system or doctrine of

uniformity; specifically, one who maintains

that all geologic changes and phenomena

are due to agencies working uniformly and

uninterruptedly, as opposed to a catastro-

phist, who refers such changes to great oc

casional convulsions. The uniformitarian

maintains that the influence of the agencies

that we see working now, continued during

all the icons of geologic time, is sufficient

to account for all the phenomena presented

to us in the structure of the earth.

Uniformitarian (u-ni-for'mi-ta"ri-an).a. Of

or pertaining to uniformity or the doctrine

of uniformity. "The catastrophist and the

uniformitarian opinions,' Whewell. See

the noun.

Uniformity (Q-ni-for'mi-ti), n. The state or

character of being uniform ; state of matters

in which sameness is exhibited; freedom

from variation or difference ; as, (a) resem

blance to itself at all times; character of ad

hering to one plan all through or of having

parts similar.

he h

There is no uniformity in the design of Spensi

! aims at the accomplishment of no one action.

(b) Consistency; sameness; as, tbe uniform

ity of a man's opinions.

Queen Elizabeth was remarkable for that steadi

ness and uniformity which ran through ail her

actions. Addison.

(c) Conformity among several or many to

one pattern or rule ; resemblance, conso

nance, or agreement; as, the uniformity of

different churches in ceremonies or rites.

(d) Continued or unvaried sameness or like

ness; monotony.

Uniformity must tire at last, though it is a uni

formity of excellence. yoknson.

—Act of uniformity, in Enq. hist, the act of

parliament (13 and 14 Car. II. xi.) by which

the form of public prayers, administration

of sacraments, and other rites is prescribed

to be observed in all the churches.

Uniformly (u'ni-forrn-li), adv. In a uni

form manner; as, (a) with even tenor; with

out variation; as, a temper uniformly mild.

(6) Without diversity of one from another;

as, things uniformly coloured or shaped.

Uniformness (u'ni-fonu-nes), n. state of

being uniform; uniformity. ' Rules grounded

on the analogy and uniformness observed iu

the production of natural effects.' Ber

keley.

Unify (u'ni-ff), v. t. [L. unit,*, one, and facio,

to make. ] To form into one ; to make a unit

of; to reduce to unity or uniformity; to view

as one.

Perception is thus a unifying act.

Mr IV. Hamilton.

Unigeniture (u-ni-jen'i-tur), n. [L. uni-

genitus, only begotten—unus, one, and geni-

tus, pp. of gigno. genttum, to beget, to pro

duce. ] The state of being the only begotten.

Bp. Pearson.

Unlgenous (u-nij'en-us), a. [L. unus, one,

ana yen, root of gigno, to beget.] Of one

kind; of the same genus. Kirwan.

Unijugate (u-nij'u-gat). a. [L. unus, one,

and jugum, a yoke] In hot. a term applied

to a pinninerved compound leaf, consisting

of only one pair of leaflets.

Unilablate (u-ni-Ia'bi-at). a. [L. «tiw*, one,

and labium, a lip.] In bot. having one lip

only, as a corolla.

Unilateral (u-ni-lat'er-al), a. [L. unus, one,

and latus, lateris, side] One-sided; pertain

ing to one side : used chiefly in some legal

and botanical phrases. Thus a unilateral

bond or contract is one which binds one

party only. In bot a unilateral raceme is

when the flowers grow only on one side of

the common peduncle. Unilateral leaves

are such as lean towards one side of the

stem, as in Convallaria multiflora.

Uniliteral (Q-ni-lit'er-al). a. [L. unus, one,

and litera, a letter.] Consisting of one letter

only; as, a uniliteral word.

Uniilumed (un-il-lumdO, a. Not illumined;

not lighted up. 'Her fair eye, now bright,

now uniUumed.' Coleridge.

UnUlumlnat6d(un-iI-lu'nin-at-ed),a. l.Not

illuminated; not enlightened; dark.—2. Ig

norant.

Unillusory (un-il-Iu'so-ri), a. Not produc

ing or causing illusion, deception, fallacious

ness, or the like; not illusory; not deceptive.

Ld. Lytton.

Unilocular (u-ni-lok'u-ler),*. [L. unus. one,

and loculus, cell, dim. of locus, a place. ]

Having one cell or chamber only; not di

vided by septa into chambers or cells ; as,

a unilocular pericarp or anther.

Unimaginable (un-im-aj'in-a-bl), o. Not

imaginable; not capable of being imagined,

conceived, or thought of; inconceivable.

'Things to their thought so unimaginable

as hate in heaven.' Hilton.

Unimaginableness (un-im-aj'in-a-bl-nes),

n. The state of being unimaginable; incon-

ceivableness. Dr. H. More.

Unimaginably (un-im-aj'in-a-bli), adv. In

an unimaginable manner; inconceivably.

Boyle.

Unimagined (un-im-aj'ind), a. Not imag

ined, conceived, or formed in idea. ' Un

imagined bliss.' Thomson,

Unimitable t (un-im'it-a-bl), a. Not inst

able; inimitable. * Unimitable peculiarities.'

South.

Unimmortalt (un-im-mor'tal), a. Not im

mortal; mortal. Hilton,

Unimpairable (un-im-par'a-bl), a. Not im-

pairable; incapableof being impaired. Hake-

will.

Unimpaired (un-im-pard').o. Notimpaired;

not diminished ; not enfeebled by time or

injury; as, an unimpaired constitution.

'My strength is unimpaired.' Cowper.

ca, chain; ch. Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sina; Til, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, uAig; zh, azure. —See KET.



UNIMPARTED 502 UNIOH

Unimparted (un-im -part'ed), a. Not im

parted; not shared or divided among others.

' An unimparted store.' Cowper.

Unimpassioned (un-im-pa'shond), a. Not

impassioned; not moved or actuated by pas

sion; free from or not influenced by passion;

calm; tranquil; not violent; as, an unim

passioned address.

He (Anselm) was exiled: he returned the same

meek, unoffending, unimpassioned man. Milman.

Unimpeachable (un-im-pech'a-bl), a. Not

impeachable ; not capable of being im

peached, accused, censured, or called in

question; free from guilt, stain, or fault;

blameless; irreproachable. ' Unimpeachable

integrity and piety." Burke.

UnimpeachaDleness(un-im-pech'a-bl-nes),

n. The state or quality of being unimpeach

able. 'Insinuations. . . against the unim-

peachableness of his motives.' Godwin.

Unlmpeached (un-im-pechtO.a. 1. Not im

peached; not charged or accused. — 2. Not

called in question ; as, testimony unim-

peached.

Unimplored(un-ini-pl6rd'),a. Notimplored;

not solicited 'My celestial patroness who

deigns her nightly visitation unimplored.'

Maton.

Unimportance (un-im-port'ans), n. Want

of importance, consequence, weight, value,

or the like.

By such acts of voluntary delusion does every man

endeavour to conceal his own unimportance from

himself. Johnson.

Unimportant (un-im-port'ant), a. 1. Not

important; not of great moment. —2. Not

assuming airs of dignity. 'A free, unim

portant, natural, easy manner.' Pope. [Rare.]

Unimporting t (un-im-port'ing), a. Not im

porting; of no importance or consequence;

trivial 'Only matter of rite or of unim-

porting consequence.' Bp. Hall.

Unimportuned ( un-im-por'tuud ), a. Not

importuned; not solicited with pertinacity

or perseverance. Donne.

Unimposed (un-ira-pozd'), a. Not imposed;

not laid on or exacted, as a tax, burden, toll,

duty, command, service, task, Ac; not en

joined. 'Free and unimposed expressions

. . . from a sincere heart' Milton.

Unimposing (un-im-pdz'ing). o. 1. Not im

posing; not commanding respect. — 2. Not

enjoining as obligatory; voluntary.

Beauteous order reigns

Manly submission, unimposing toil. Thomson.

Unimpressible (un-im-prevl-bl), a. Not

impressible; not sensitive; apathetic.

Clara was honest and quiet; but heavy, mindless,

ummprtssiMt. Charlotte Bronte.

Unimprovable (un-im-prbVa-bl).**. 1. Not

capable of improvement, melioration, or ad

vancement to a better condition. ' A bound

less, absolute, unimprovable perfection.'

South,—2. Incapable of being cultivated or

tilled.

Unimproved (un-im - prbvd ' ). a. Not Im

proved; as, (a) not made better or wiser;

not advanced in knowledge, manners, or ex

cellence. ' Shallow, unimproved intellects.'

Qlanville. (6) Not used for a valuable pur

pose ; as, advantages unimproved, (c) Not

tilled; not cultivated; as, unimproved land

or soil; unimproved lota of ground.

Unlmpugnable ( un-im-pun'a-bl ), a. Not

capable of being impugned; unimpeachable.

His knowledge must be also supernatural and his

truthfulness unimpugnable. If. ft. Greg.

UnimuBCular (u-ni-mus'ku-ler), a. [L. unus,

one, and musculxts, a muscle.] Having one

muscle only and one muscular impression,

said of bivalve molluscs.

Unincensedt (un-in-sensf), a. Not in

censed, inflamed, provoked, or irritated.

Jove I see'st thou unincensed these deeds of Mars!

Cov/frcr.

Unlnclosed (un-in-kldzd'), a. Not inclosed;

not shut in or surrounded, as by a fence, wall,

<fec. 'Waste and uninclosed lands.' Adam

Smith.

Unincorporated (un-in-kor'po-rat-ed), a.

Not incorporated; not mixed or united in

one body; not associated or united in one

body politic. Atterbury.

Unlncreasable (unin-kres'a-bl), a. Admit

ting no increase. ' An altogether or almost

unxncreasable elevation.' Boyle.

Unincumbered (unin-kum'berd), a. Same

as Unencumbered.

Unindented ( un-in-dent'ed ), a. Not in

dented ; not marked by any indentation,

cut, notch, wrinkle, or the like. Ld. Lytton.

UnindifTerent (un-in-dif'fer-ent), a. Not

indifferent; not unbiassed; partial; leaning

to one party, llooker.

UnindustriOUB (un-in-dus'tri-us), a. Not

industrious; not diligent in labour, study,

or other pursuit. Daniel.

Unindustriously (un-in-dus'tri-us-li), adv.

Without industry. Boyle.

Uninfected (un-in-fekt'ed), a. Not infected;

not contaminated, tainted, or corrupted.

' Faithful to their chiefB and uninfected with

the fever of migration.' Johnson.

Ulliriflamed{un-in-flamd')ta. Not inflamed;

not set on fire ; not aglow, in a literal or

figurative sense. ' Uninfiamed with love.'

1 ouna.

Uninflammable (un-in-flam'a-bl), o. Not

inflammable; not capable of being inflamed

or set on lire, in a literal or figurative sense.

Boyle.

Uninfluenced (un-in'flti-enst), a. 1. Not in

fluenced; not persuaded or moved by others,

or by foreign considerations; not biassed;

acting freely. ' Men . . . uninfluenced by

fashion and affectation.' Dr. Knox.—2. Not

proceeding from influence, bias, or preju

dice; as, uninfluenced conduct or actions.

Uninformed (un-in-formd'), a. 1. Not in

formed; not instructed; untaught—2. Not

animated; not enlivened.

The ficts. though never so beautiful, have dead.

uninformed countenances. Spectator.

3. Not imbued; as, a picture uniformed

with imagination.

Uninfringible (un-in-frinj'i-bl), a. That

canuot be infringed upon. 'An uninfring

ible monopoly.' Sir W. Hamilton.

Uningenious (un-in-je'ni-us), a. Not in

genious; not witty or clever; stupid; dull.

' Uningenious paradoxes.' Burke.

Uningenuous (un-in-jen'u-us), a. Not In

genuous; not frank or candid; disingenuous.

'Such indirect and uningenuous proceed

ings.* Jer. Taylor.

Uningenuousness (un-in-jen'u-us-nes), n.

Want of ingenuousness; disingenuousness.

Hammond.

Uninhabitable (un-in-ha'bit-a-bl), a. Not

inhabitable; not capable of affording habi

tation; unfit to be the residence of men.

' Though this island seem to be desert . . .

uninhabitable.' Shak.

Uninhabitableness (un-in-ha'bit-a-bl-nes),

n. The state of being uninhabitable. Boyle.

Uninhabited (un-in-ha'bit-ed), a. Not in

habited by men; having no inhabitants.

Uninjured, (un-in'jerd), a. Not injured;

not hurt; suffering no harm. 'And let a

single helpless maiden pass uninjured.'

Milton.

Uuinquisitive (un-in-kwi'zit-iv), a. Not

inquisitive; not curious to search and in

quire. ' This uninquisitive belief.' Daniel.

Uninscribed (uiMn-skribd'), a. Not in

scribed; having no inscription. 'Obscure

the place, and uninscribed the stone.' Pope.

Uninspired (un-in-spird'), a. Not inspired;

as, (a) not having received any supernatural

instruction or illumination. 'The unin

spired teachers and believers of the gospel.'

Gibbon. (6) Not produced under the direc

tion or influence of inspiration ; as, unin

spired writings.

Uninstructed (un-in-strukt'ed). a. 1. Not

instructed or taught; not educated. ' Poor,

uninstructed persons." Addison.— 2. Not

directed hy superior authority; not fur

nished with instructions. ' Uninstructed

how to stem the tide.' Dryden,

Unlnstructive (un-in-strukt'iv). a. Not in

structive; not serving to instruct or im

prove the mind. 'Captious, uninstructive

wrangling ' Locke. 'Unpleasant and unin

structive companions.' Dr. Knox.

Unintelligence (un-in-telli-gens), n. Want

of intelligence; stupidity due to ignorance.

Their unintelligence, numbers, and fluctuating

association, prevented them from Anticipating and

following out any uniform and systematic measures.

Sir W, Hamilton.

Unintelligent (un-in-tel'li-jent), a. Not

intelligent; (a) not having reason or under

standing.

What the stream of water does in the affair is

neither more nor less than this: by the application

ofan unintelligent impulse to a mechanism previously

arranged . . . by intelligence, an effect is produced,

viz. the corn is ground. Faley.

(b) Not knowing; not having the mental

faculties acute; not showing intelligence;

dull. ' Unintelligent persons that want wit

or breeding.' Sir M. Hale.

Unlntelligibility (iin-in-teni-ji-bil"i-ti). n.

The quality of being not intelligible. Car-

lyle.

Unintelligible (un-in-telli-jl-bl), a. Not

intelligible; not capable of being under

stood 'Such unintelligible stuff as would

make fools stare, and wise men at a loss.'

Jer, Taylor.

Unintelligibleness (nn-In-telli -j i -bi -nes). n.

The state or quality of being unintelligible.

Bp. Croft.

Unintelligibly (un-in-telli-ji-bli), adv. In

an unintelligible manner; so as not to be

understood. 'To ia)k unintelligibly.' Lode

Unintentional <un-in-ten'shon-al), a. Not

intentional; not designed; done or happen

ing without design. ' Unintentional lapses

in the duties of friendship.' Dr. Knox.

Unintentionally (un-in-ten'shon-al-li). adv.

Without design or purpose. 'Ignorance

may be productive of many evils uninten-

tumalty.' Cogan.

Unlnteressedt (un-ln'ter-est), a. Uninter

ested. ' Uninteressed respect.' Dryden.

Uninterested (unin'ter-est-ed), a. l. Not

interested; not having any interest or pro

perty in; not personally concerned; as, to be

uninterested in any business or in some

calamity.—2. Not having the mind or the

passions engaged; as, to be uninterested in

a discourse or narration.

The greatest part of an audience is always unin

terested, though seldom knowing. Dryden.

Uninteresting; (un-in'ter-est lug), a. Not

capable of exciting an interest, or of engag

ing the mind or passions; as, an uninterest

ing Btory or poem. * Uninteresting barren

truths, which generate no conclusion. '

Burke.

Unintermitted (un-in'ter-mit"ed), a. Not

intermitted; not interrupted; not suspended

for a time; continued; continuous 'An

eternity of unintermitted misery.' Mac-

aulay,

Unintermittedly (un-in'ter-mit"ed-li). adv.

Without being intermitted ;uninterruptedly.

Unintermitting (un-in'ter-mitf'ing). a. Not

intermitting ; not ceasing for a time ; con

tinuing.

To procure an un intermitting joy .

a Solomon.

. is beyond

Fettham.

Unintermixed (un-in'ter-mikst"). a. Not in

termixed ; not mingled. ' Unintermix'd

with Actions.* Daniel.

Uninterpretable (un-in-ter'pret-a-bl). a.

Incapable of being interpreted Kdin. Rev.

Uninterpreted (un-in-teVpret-ed), a. Not

explained or interpreted. Seeker.

Uninterrupted (un-in'ter-rupt"ed), a. Not

interrupted; not broken; unintermitted;

unceasing; incessant; specifically, in but.

consisting of regularly increasing or dimin

ishing parts, or of parts all of the same size.

UninteiTuptedly(un-in'ter-rupt"ed-li),adp.

Without interruption; without disturbance;

uniutermittedly. Paley.

Unlnthralled (un-in-thrald'), a- Not in-

thralled; not enslaved. Milton.

Unintltled (un-in-tit'ld). a. Having no

title; without right or claim. Seeker,

Unintombed (un-in-tbmd'), a. Not in-

tombed; not Interred or buried.

Unintrlcated t (un-in'trik-at-ed), a. Not

perplexed ; not obscure or intricate. ' Clear,

umntricated designs.' Hammond.

Unintroduced (un-in'tro-dusd"), a. Not in

troduced; obtrusive. Young.

Uninured (un-inurd'), a. Not inured; not

hardened by use or practice. ' Too delicate

and uninur'd to toil.' Cowper.

Unlnvented (un-in-vent'ed), a. Not in

vented; not found out. Milton.

Uninventlve (uu-in-veut'iv), a. Not In

ventive; not having the power of invention,

of finding, discovering, or contriving. ' Thou

sullen uninventive companion.' Sir W. Scott

Uninvestigable (un-in-ves'ti-ga-bl), a. In

capable of being investigated or searched

out. ' To whom God's judgments are in

scrutable and his ways uninvestigable. '

Barrow.

Unlnvite (un-In-vitO. v.t. To countermand

the invitation of; to put off. 'Made them

uninvite their guests. Pepys. [Rare.]

Unlnvolved(un-i»-volvd'),a. Not involved,

complicated or perplexed. 'Finances un-

involved.' Dr. Knox.

Unio (u'ni-6), n. [L, lit. oneness, unity,

from unus. one; hence, a fine large pearl,

properly an unmatched pearl. See Union.]

A genus of 1amel libranchiate bivalve mol

luscs, of the family Unionidse, comprising

U. margaritiferus, or pearl mussel. See

Unioniu*.

Union (un'yon). n, (Fr. union, from L. unio.

oneness, unity, later a union, from wius.

one; allied to E. one. See Onk.] 1. The act

of joining two or more things Into one, and

thus forming a compound body or a mixture;

Fate, far, fat. full; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte. not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; , Sc. abune; y, Sc. tey.



UNION

the state of being united ; junction ; coali

tion; as, the union of soul and body. Union

differs from connection, as it implies the

bodies to be in contact, without an interven

ing body; whereas things may be connected

by the intervention of a third body, as by a

cord or chain.

So we grew together

Like to a double cherry, seeming parted.

But yet an union in partition. Sh.tt

2. Concord; agreement and conjunction of

mind, will, affections, or interest

Self-love and social at her birth Uei;;in ;

Vuton the bond of all things, and of man. Pot*.

& That which is united or made into one;

something formed by a combination of va

rious parts or individual things or persons;

the aggregate of the united parts; a coali

tion; a combination; a confederation; as, (a)

a confederacy of two or more nations, or of

the various states of a nation; in this sense

the United States of America are sometimes

called by way of preeminence 'The Union.'

(6) Two or more parishes consolidated into

one for the better administration of the poor-

laws. It is in the discretion of the Local

Government Board to consolidate any two

or more parishes into one union under a

single board of guardians elected by the

owners and rate-payers of the component

parishes. Each union has a common work

house, and all the cost of the relief of the poor

is charged upon the common fund, (e) Two

or more parishes or contiguous benefices

consolidated into one for ecclesiastical pur

poses, (d) A permanent combination among

workmen engaged in the same occupation

or trade. See Trades-union.—4. A con

traction for Union Workhouse, a workhouse

erected and maintained at the joint expense

of parishes which have been formed into a

union : in Scotland called a Combination

t'oor-houst. ' The poor old people that they

brick up in the union.' Dicken$.— b. A

kind of device for a flag either used by itself

or forming the upper inner corner of an

ensign; a flag marked with this device. The

union or union /lag of Britain, the national

t>anner of the United Kingdom, is formed

by the union of the

cross of St. George

(red on a white

ground), the dia

gonal cross or sal-

tire of St. Andrew

(white on a blue

ground), and the

diagonal cross or

saltire of St. Pat

rick (red on a

white ground).

The national flag

of England was the banner of St. George

(heraldically described as argent, a cross

gules), and soon after the union of the

crowns this was united with the Scottish

national flag or banner of St. Andrew (in

the language of heraldry azure, a saltire ar

gent), thus forming the first union flag. On

the legislative union with Scotland in 1707

a new design for the national or union flag

was adopted, described in heraldic terms as

azure, a saltire argent surmounted by a cross

gules flmbricated or edged of the second.

On the union with Ireland the red cross or

saltire of St. Patrick was introduced, and as

thus modified the flag now exists. The

union flag, when used by itself or as an in

dependent flag, is the national banner al

ways used on shore. When it occupies the

upper corner or canton next the staff of a

red. white, or blue field, the flag so formed

is called the red, white, or blue ensign, and

in this form it is only used on board ship.

(See Jack.) The union of the United States

is a blue field with white stars, the stars

denoting the union of the States and pro

perty being equal in number to the states.

The name seems also to be given to a cor

responding portion of any flag —6. A joint,

screw, or other connection uniting parts

of machinery, or the like; a kind of coup

ling for connecting tubes together.—7. A

mixed fabric, in which cotton, flax, jute,

silk, wool, Ac, are united in various com

binations. — 8. In breweries, one of a series

of casks placed side by side and supported

on pivots or trunnions, in which fermenta

tion is completed.—9.t [See Union.] A large

fine pearl.

In the cup an union shall he throw.

Richer than that which four successive kings

Id Denmark'* crown have worn. SfuiJk.

—Union, or Act of Union, in Eng. hint, (a)

Union Flag of Britain.
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the act by which Scotland was united to

England, or by which the two kingdoms

were incorporated into one, in 1707. (o) The

act by which Ireland was legislatively united

to Great Britain in 1800.—Hypostatic union.

See Hypostatic— Union down, a signal of

distress at sea made by reversing the flag or

turning the union downward.—Syn. Junc

tion, conjunction, connection, combination,

coalition, confederacy, concord, harmony,

alliance.

Unlonidse (u-ni-on'i-de), n. pi. [L. unio, a

pearl, and Gr. eidos, likeness. See Unio.]

A family of lainellibranchiate, bivalve mol

luscs, comprising the genera Unio, Anodon,

Hyria, and Iridina. The U. margaritiferus

is the pearl-mussel found in various British

rivers, in the north of Europe,and in Canada.

U. pictorum derives its name from its shell

being used to hold paints. The Unionidte

are distinguished from the Mytilidee (mus

sels proper) by having a larger foot, which

does not produce a byssus except in the very

young state. The sexes are distinct; and aU

the known members of the family are in

habitants of fresh water, being especially

abundant in the rivers of North America.

Unionism (un'yon-izm), n. The principle

of uniting or combining; specifically, the

system of combination among workmen en

gaged in the same occupation or trade;

trades-unionism.

Unionist (un'yon-ist), n. 1. One who pro

motes or advocates union—2. A member of

a trades-union; a trades-unionist

Unlonistic (un-yon-ist'ik), a. Pertaining to

unionism or unionists ; relating to or pro

moting union.

Union-jack (un'yon-Jak), n. See JACK.

Union-joint (un'yon-joint), n. Same as

T-joint

Uniparous (u-nip'a-ras), a. [L. unus, one,

and pario, to bear.] 1. Producing one at a

birth. ' Animals uniparous.' Sir T.Browne.

2. In hot. having but one peduncle.

Uniped (u'ni-ped). a. [L. unus, one, and

pes, pedis, a foot, j Having only one foot.

[Often used as a noun.]

Unipersonal (u-ni-per'son-al), a. [L. unus,

one, and persona, a person. ] 1. Having

but one person; existing in one person, as

the Deity. —2. In gram, used only in one per

son: said chiefly of verbs used only in the

third person singular; impersonal.

Unipersonalist(u-ni-per'son-al-iBt), n. One

who believes there is but a single person in

the Deity.

Uniplicate fu-niplikat), a. [L. unus, one

and plica, a fold.] Consisting of or having

one fold only.

Unipolar (u-ni-pol'er), a. [L. unus, one,

and E. polar (which see).] Applied to sub

stances of imperfect conducting power which

are capable of receiving only one kind of

electricity when made to form links in the

voltaic chain.

Unique (u-neV), a. {Tt., from L. unicus,

from unus, one.] Without a like or equal;

unmatched; sole; unequalled; single in its

kind or excellence.

In the lower jaw the crowns of the first two incisors

present the form of a comb, and are in this respect

unique in the class Mammalia. Ojirn.

Unique < u-nek'), n. A thing unique; a thing

unparalleled or sole of its kind. ' The

phoenix the unique of birds.' De Quincey.

[Rare.]

But then there are uniques, and extremely rare vol

umes which can be found only there (at the national

library of Paris) and in two or three other places.

R. G. White.

Uniquely (u-nek' li), adv. In a unique

manner; so as to be unique.

Uniqueness (u-nek'nes), n. The state or

quality of being unique.

Unlqulty (u-nek'wi-ti), n. The state or qua

lity of being unique; uniqueness.

Uniquity will make them valued more. //. WalfoU.

Unlradiated (u-ni-ra'di-at-ed), a. Having

one ray.

Unlseptate (u-ni-sep'Ut), a. In bot. having

but one septum or partition.

Unlserial (u-ni-se'ri-al). a. Having only

one row or series; uniseriate.

Unlserlate(u-ni-s6'ri-at),a. Havingasingle

line or series.

Unlseriately (u-ni-sfi'ri-at li). adv. In a

uniserial manner; in a single line or series.

Unisexual (u-ni-seks'u-al). a. Having one

sex only ; specifically. In bot. applied to

plants having separate male and female

flowers.

Unison (u'ni-son), n. [L. unus, one, and

tonus, sound.] 1. In music, (a) the state of

UNIT

Bounding at the same pitch ; accordance or

coincidence of sounds proceeding from an

equality in the number of vibrations made

in a given time by a sonorous body. (6) Music

in octaves for mixed voices or instruments.

2. A single unvaried tone. Pope.—3. Accord

ance; agreement; harmony. ' Unison of soul.'

Thomson.

Unison (u'ni-Bon), a. 1. Sounding alone;

unisonous.

All sounds on fret by string' or golden wire,

Temper'd soft tunings, intermix'd with voice

Choral or unison. Milton.

2. In music, sounded together; coinciding

or according in pitch or sound; as, unison

passages: said of two or more parts.

Unisonance (u-nis'6-nans), n. Accordance

of sounds; unison.

Unisonant (u-nis'6-nantY a. Being in

unison; having the same degree of gravity

or acuteness.

Unisonous (u-nls'6-nus), a. 1. Being in

unison ; concordant : said of two or more

sounds having the same pitch.—2. Sounding

alone; without harmony.

These apt notes were about forty tunes, of one part

only, and in one unisonous key. T. H'arton.

Unlt(u'nit),n [L. v niton, unity, from units,

one. See UNION] 1. A single thing or person

regarded as having oneness for its main at

tribute; a single one of a number, forming

the basis of count or consideration; as, each

of us is but a unit.— 2. In arith. the least

whole number, or one, represented by the

figure 1. Every other number is an assem

blage of units. This definition is applicable

to fractions as well as to whole numbers.
Thus, the fraction TT5 is an assemblage of

seven units, each of which is one-tenth of

the integer. —3. In math, and physics, any

known determinate quantity by the constant

repetition of which any other quantity of

the same kind is measured ; that magni

tude which is to be considered or reckoned

as one when other magnitudes of the same

kind are to be measured. It is not itself one,

but is the magnitude which one or 1 shall

stand for in calculation. It is a length,

or a surface, or a solid, or a weight, or a

time, as the case may be, while 1 is only a

numerical symbol.—Abstract unit, the unit

of numeration; the number represented by 1.

—Concrete or denominate unit, a unit which

expresses also character, as one foot, one

pound, one yard.—Decimal and duodecimal

units, those in scales of numbers increasing

or decreasing by ten or twelve. — Unit of

measure, a certain conventional dimension

ormagnitude assumed asastandard by which

other dimensions or magnitudes of the same

kind are to be measured, as a foot, a gallon,

an ounce, a pound, an hour, and the like.

See Measure, Weight. — Specific gravity

unit: for solids or liquids, 1 cubic foot of dis
tilled wateratC2aEal»r. =1; of air and jrases,

1 cubic foot of atmospheric air at 62* >'ahr.

= 1. — The unit of minute or microscopic

measurement, as for the lines in spectrum

analysis, is the wave-length of light, the

mean value of which is about I(-.£q& of an

inch.—Dynamic unit, one which forms a

basis for expressing the quantity of a force,

as the unit of mechanical power (see Foot

pound), the unit known as horse-power (see

Horse-power.) The system of units recom

mended by a committee of the British As

sociation for scientific calculations, and

known as the C.G.S. system, adopts the centi

metre as the unit of length, the gramme as

the unit of mass, and the second as the unit

of time, these words being represented re

spectively by the above letters. In this sys

tem the unit ofarea is the square centimetre,

the unit of volume is the cubic centimetre,

and the unit of velocity is a velocity of a cen

timetre per second. The unit ofmomentum

is the momentum of a gramme moving with

a velocity of a centimetre per second. The

unit-force is that force which acting on a

gramme for one second generates a velocity

of a centimetre per second. This force is

called a dyne (which see). The unit of work

is the work done by the force of a dyne work

ing through a distance of a centimetre. This

is called an erg (which see).—The unit of

heat, or thermal unit, in Britain, the quan

tity of heat which corresponds to 1' Fahr. in

the temperature of 1 lb. of pure water at

about 39" Fahr. ; in France, the heat required

to raise a gramme of pure water at about

394" C.,1* C.—In elect.: unit of resistance.

see under Resistance; unit of tension, a

volt, which is to the tension of a Daniell's

cell as -92G8 is to 1 079 ; u nit ofquantity, that

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, yo; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, titig; th, fAen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wAig; rh, azure.—See KEY.
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quantity of electricity which with an electro

motive force of one volt will How through a

resistance of 1,000,000 ohms in one second,

called a farad; unit of current, a current of

one farad per second; unit of work, that which

will produce a velocity of one metre (30 37

Inches) per second In a mass weighing one

gramme (16 432 grains) after acting upon it a

second of time. —Electrochemical unit, the

quantity of current that will decompose 143

grain of water or generate 1 02 cubic inch

of gas per second, the amount of zinc con

sumed in each cell being "613 grain.—Unit

jar, an instrument of various forms devised

for measuring definite quantities of elec

tricity. — Unit ofillumination. See Candle-

power.

Unliable (u-nit'a-bl), a. Capable of being

united ; capable of union by growth or other

wise.

Unltarlan(u-nl-ta'rlan), n [From L, unitas,

unity, from unus, one] 1. One who ascribes

divinity toOod the Father only; specifically,

one of a religious sect or congeries of sects,

distinguished by the denial of the received

doctrine of the Trinity. The Unitarians may

bo divided into two classes: (l)The conserva

tive or orthodox Unitarians, who accept the

general articles of the Christian creed (with

the exception of the Trinityi, such as mir

acles, the resurrection of Christ, and the

plenary Inspiration of Scripture. (2) The

liberal or progressive Unitarians, whoso

creed Is purely rationalistic. They consider

Christ as a mere man, Inspired as other

great men are, though in a greater degree;

they reject the doctrines of original sin,

eternal punishments, the belief in miracles,

and generally the whole supernatural ele

ment in Christianity. They deny the neces

sity of an atonement, considering Christ's

death but as a martyrdom in defence of

truth. This latter class forms the majority

of the body in numbers, in Intellect, and in

position.— 2. A monotheist; a believer In

one God, as opposed to a polytheiBt, or a

believer in many gods. In this Bense it is

applicable to all Christians, Jews, and Mo

hammedans, as well as Deists. Fleming.

[Rare.]

Unitarian (u-nl-ta'ri-an), a. Of or pertain

ing to Unitarians or their doctrines.

Unita.rlan.l8m (u-nl-ta'ri-an-izm), n. The

doctrines of thoBe who deny the divinity of

Christ or the personality of the Holy Ghost;

the tenets of the Unitarians. Hue Unita

rian.

Unitarlanize (u-ni-ta'ri-an-Ix),t».(. and i. To

cause to conform, or to conform to Unita

rianIsm.

Unitary (u'ni-ta-ri), o. Of or relating to a

unit; specifically, in chem. applied to that

system of chemistry in which the molecules

of all bodies are compared, as to their mag

nitude, with one molecule—water, for ex

ample—and all chemical reactions are as

far as possible reduced to one typical form

of reaction, namely, double decomposition.

Watts' Diet of Chem.

Unite (unit'), v.t. pret. it pp. united; ppr.

uniting. (L. unio, unitum, from unu«, one.

See Union.] 1. To combine or conjoin, so

as to form one; to make to be one and no

longer separate ; to incorporate in one; as.

to unite two kingdoms or two bodies of

troops. ' Unite your troops of horsemen

with his bands of foot' Shak.—2. To con

nect, conjoin, bring together, or associate

by some bond, legal or other; to Join in in

terest, affection, fellowship, or the like; to

ally; to link together; to associate; to con

join; to couple; as, to unite families by mar

riage; to unite nations by treaty; to untie

fresh adherents to a cause.

Hymen did our hands

Unite commutual in most sacred bands. Shak.

Let the bond

Of mutual firm accord, as heretofore,

Un%tt ihcin. Cvwptr.

3. To make to agree or be uniform.

The king proposed nothing more than to unite his

kingdom in one form of worship. < lai <>:. ten.

4. To cause to adhero; to attach; to connect

together ; as, to unite bricks or stones by

cement.

The peritonaeum, which Is a dry body, may be

united with the musculous flesh. // iseman.

Unite (u-nltf). »» i. 1. To become one; to be

come Incorporated; to grow together; to be

consolidated; to coalesce; to combine; to

commingle. 'So God with man unites.'

Milton. —2. To join In on act; to concur; to

act In concert.

If you will now unite in your complaints.

And force them with a constancy, the cardinal

Cannot stand under them. Shttk.

Unltet (u-nitO. ft. United; Joint ' Unite

consent.' Webster.

Unite (u-nHO, »• [See the verb ] A gold

coin of the reign of James L, originally of

the value of 20*., afterwards increased to

25*. It bore on the obverse the figure of the

king crowned with laurel, and on the re

verse the royal arms crowned with the

legend 'Faciom eos in gentem unam.' It

was afterwards called Jacobus, Broad Piece,

and Laurel.

Unlteablet (u-nit'a-bl), a. Capable of being

united. Dr. 11. More.

United (unit'ed), p. and a. Joined or com

bined ; made one ; made to agree ; allied ;

harmonious; as, a united household.

United, yet divided, twain at once—

So sit two kings of Brentford on one throne.

C<nvper.

— United BreUirtn, a religious community

commonly called Moravians. See Mora

vian. — United Presbyterians, the Presby

terian church formed in Scotland by the

union of the Associate Synod and the Relief

Church in May, 1847. See Secedek, and
Relief Church under RELIEF. •

Unitedly (u-nu'ed-li),arfp. In a united man

ner; with union or joiut efforts; jointly;

amicably. Dryden.

Unlter (u-uit'er), n. The person or thing

that unites or forms a connection.

The Priest presides over the worship of the people;

is the Untitr of them with the Unseen Holy.

Carlyte.

Unltlont (u-ni'shon), n. The act of uniting,

or the state of being united; junction.

As long as any different substance keeps off the

unititm, nope not to cure the wound. Wiseman.

Unitive (u'nit-iv), a. Having the power of

uuftiug; causing or tending to unite; pro

ducing or promoting union. ' A unitive

power.' J. U. Sewman.

Unltlvely (u'nit-iv-li). adv. In a united or

unitive manner. Cudworth. [Rare.]

Unitize (u'nit-Iz), v.t. To form into or re

duce to a unit; to make a unit of.

Unity (ii'ni-ti), n. IL. unitas, from unus,

one. ] 1. The state or property of being one;

oneness; singleness, as opposed to plurality.

Whatever we can consider as one thing, suggests

to the understanding the idea of unify. Lock*.

An empirical acquaintance with facts rises to a

Scientific Knowledge of facts, as soon as the mind

discovers beneath the multiplicity of single produc

tion, the unity of an organic system. Max Miiller.

2. Concord; conjunction; agreement; uni

formity; oneness of sentiment, affection,

behaviour, and the like. ' There is such

unity in the proofs." Shak. ' Unity as well

In ceremonies as in doctrine.' Booker.

How good and how pleasant it is for brethren to

dwell together in unity! Ps exxxiii. i.

We, of all Christians, ought to promote unity

among ourselves and others. £/. Sprat.

3. In math, the abstract expression for any

unit whatsoever; any definite quantity or ag

gregate of quantities or magnitudes taken as

one, or for which 1 is made to stand in calcu

lation. The terms unit and unity are often

UBed synonymously, but in general the num

ber 1 Is mitt t( when it is not applied to any

particular object, and a unit when it Is so

applied. See Unit. 8.-4. The principle by

which a uniform tenor of story and propriety

of representation is preserved in literary

compositions; conformity in a composition

to these principles; a reference to some one

purpose or leading idea in all the parts of a

discourse or composition. The so-called

Aristotelian law of unity of time, of place,

and of action in a drama was the funda

mental rule or general idea from which the

French classical dramatic writers and critics

derived, or to which they referred, all their

practical rules for the construction of a

drama. Tills law demanded that there

should be no shifting of the scene from

place to place, that the whole series of

events should be such as might occur within

the space of a single day, and that nothing

should be admitted irrelevant to the de

velopment of the single plot—6. In musU

and the fine arts, such a combination of

parts as to constitute a whole or a kind of

symmetry of style and character; thequality

of any work by which all the parts are sub

ordinate to or promotive of one general de

sign or effect—6. In law. (a) the holding of

the same estate in undivided shares by two

or more; Joint-tenancy (which Bee). (6) The

joint possession by one peraon of two rights

by several titles. —7. A gold coin of the

reign of James I. See UNITE.

Univalent (u-niv'a-lent), a. [L. unus, one,

and valere, to be worth.] Relating to an

element having an equivalenceof one; capa

ble of being combined with or exchanged for

one atom of another element; monatomic.

Univalve (u'ni-valv), a. Having one valve

only, as a shell or pericarp.

Univalve (ii'ni-valv), n. A shell having one

valve only; a mollusc with a shell composed

of a Bingle piece. The univalves formed one

of the three divisions iuto which shells were

divided hyLinnteus, the other two divisions

being bivalves and multfvalves; but this is

not a scientific classification, and has long

been given up, the teim being now used only

as a convenient description of certain of th<>

molluscs. The univalves iuclude moat of

Cody Whorl.

Univalve Shell of Bucdnum undatum.

A, Apex. B, Base. C, Aperture. D, Anterior

canal. E, Posterior canal. P. Inner lip, pillar lip,

columellar lip or labium. G, Outer lip or labrum.

D.E.F.G, Peristome or margin of aperture, w. Whorls

or volutions. S, Sutures, or lines of separation.

V. Varix.—The last whorl of the shell, usually much

larger than the rest, is called the 'body whorl,' the

rest of the volutions constitute the 'spire.'

the Gasteropoda, as land-snails, sea-snails,

whelks, limpets, &c. The majority of uni

valve shells are cone-shaped and spiral. In

the simplest form the conical shape is re

tained without any alteration, as in the lim

pet. In most cases, however, the cone is

elongated, sometimes forming a simple

tube, as in Dentalium, but usually coiled up

into a spiral. Sometimes, as in VermetUB,

the coils or 'whorls' of the shell are hardly

in contact, but most commonly they are so

amalgamated that the inner side of each

convolution is formed by the pre-existing

whorl. In some cases, as in the common

fresh-water Planorbis, the whorls are coiled

round a central axis in the same plane, and

the shell is said to be discoidal. In moBt

cases, however, the whorlB are wound round

an axis obliquely, a true spiral being formed,

and the shell becoming turreted, trochoid,

turbinated, tfce.

Unlvalved (ii'ni-valvd), o. Having only one

valve; univalvular.

Unlvalvular (u-nt-val'vu ler), a. Having

one valve only; having a fihell consisting of

a single piece; as, a unicalvular peric&rp or

slieU.

Universal (u-ni-vers'al), a. [L universalis.

universal, from universus, universal, lit.

turned into one — unus, one, and rerfo.

versum, to turn Comp. diversus, different,

turned away or apart] 1. Extending to or

comprehending the whole number.quantity,

or apace; pertaining to or pervading all or

the whole; all-embracing; all-reaching; as,

univerml ruin; universal good; universal

benevolence.

If all the world could have secn*t the woe had been

universal. Shot.

The universal cause,

Acts not by partial, but by general laws. Pope.

2. Considered as or constituting a whole;

entire; total; whole. 'Sole monarch of the

universal earth.' Shak.

From harmony, from heav'nly harmony.

This universal frame began. Dryden.

8. Comprising particulars, or all the port-fcu-

lara; as, universal terms.

From things particular

She doth abstract the universal kinds. Davits.

— Universal church, in theol. the church of

God throughout the universe. — Universal

dial, a dial by which the hour may be

found by the sun in any part of the world or

under any elevation of the pole. — Universal

instrument. In astron. a species of altitude

and azimuth instrument constructed so as

to combine portability with great power.

The peculiarities of this instrument are that

Fite, far, fat, fall; mi, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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the telescope, instead of being a straight

tube, is broken into two arms at right

angles to each other in the middle of the

length of the tube, and at the break a

totally reflecting prism is placed, which

turns the rays entering the object-glass in

a rectangular direction along the eye-end

of the telescope which forms part of the

horizontal axis of the circle, bo that the

telescope becomes free to move through all

altitudes. — Universal joint See Joint.—

Universal legatee, in Scots law, a legatee to

whom the whole estate of a deceased party

is given, subject only to the burden of other

legacies and debts.— Universal lever. See

Lever.—Universal proposition, in logic, one

in which the subject is taken in its widest

extent and the predicate applies to every

thing which the aubject can denote. A uni

versal proposi tion may beaffirmative or nega

tive. Thus, 'allmenaremortal'isauniver&al

affirmative proposition ; ' no man is perfect ' is

a universal negative one. A universal propo

sition is opposed to a particular proposi

tion. See under Particular. — Universal

successor, in Scots law, an heir who succeeds

to the whole of the heritage "f a person

who dies intestate. — A universal umbel,

in bot a primary or general umbel; the first

or largest set of rays in a compound umbel:

opposed to partial. A universal involucre

is not unfrequently placed at the foot of a

universal umbel. —Common, General, Uni

versal. See under Common.

Universal (u ni-vers'al), n. l.t The whole;

the system of the universe.

To what end had the angel been set to keep the

entrance into Paradise after Adam's expulsion if the

universal had been paradise T Raleigh.

2. In phUos. a general notion or Idea; that

which by its nature is fit to be predicated

of many; that which by its nature has a fit

ness or capacity to be in many. Universals

have been divided into metaphysical, or

those archetypal forms existing in the di

vine mind and forming the patterns after

which all things were created; physical, or

certain common natures diffused over or

shared in by many, as rationality by all

men; and logical, or general notions framed

by the human intellect, and predicated of

many things, on the ground of their possess

ing common properties, as animal, which

may be predicated of man, lion, horse, Ac.

In one. philos. the universals were called

predieables, and were arranged in five classes,

genus, species, differentia, proprium, and

accidens.

The same colour being observed to-day in chalk

or snow which the mind yesterday received from

milk, it considers that appearance alone makes it

a representative of all of that kind, and having given

it the name of whiteness, it by that sound signifies the

same quality wheresoever to be imagined or met with,

and thus universal!, whether ideas or t erms.arc made.

Locke.

3. In logic, a universal proposition. See

under adjective.

Universalian (u'ni-ver-sa"H-an), a. Of or

pertaining to rniversulism [Rare.]

Universalism<u-ni-vere'al-izra),n. Intheol.

the doctrine of the Universalis**; the belief

that all men will be saved or made happy in

a future life.

Universalis! (u-ni-vers'al-ist), n. i. One

who holds the doctrine that all men will

be saved, in opposition to the doctrine of

eternal punishment; specifically, one of a

sect founded about 1750 who believe in the

ultimate salvation of all men and created

spirits, and who direct theircriticisra against

an eternal hell, and in some cases even against

anysulferingafterdeath. Thename Univers

alists is sometimes applied to the Arminians

in consequence of the universality which they

ascribe to the operation of divine grace and

their opposition to the doctrine of particular

election.—2. t One who affects to understand

all statements or propositions.

A modern freethinker is an universalist in specu

lation ; any proposition whatsoever he is ready to

decide ; self-assurance supplies all want of abilities.

Bentley.

Universalist (u-ni-vers'al-ist), a. Of or per

taining to Universalisin; as, universalist

viewB; universalist church.

Universalistic (u-ni-vers'al-is"tik), a. Of,

relating to, or affecting the whole; uni

versal. * Egoistic and universalistic hedon

ism.' Prof. Jevons.

Universality (u'ni-ver-sal"i-ti), n. The

state of being universal or extending to the

whole; as, the universality of a proposition;

the universality of the deluge.

Universalize (u-nt-vers'al-iz), v.t To make

universal; to generalize. Berkeley.

Universally (uni-vers'sl-li), adv. In a uni

versal manner; with extension to the whole;

in a manner to comprehend all; without ex

ception; as. air is a fluid unite rsally diffused;

God's laws are universally binding on his

creatures.

Universalness (u-ni-vers'al-nes), n. Uni

versality.

Universe (u'ni-vers), n, (Fr. univers, from

L. universum, the universe, neut of the adj.

universus, all together, all taken collectively,

the whole. See Universal.] The general

system of things; all created things viewed as

constituting one system or whole ; the whole

creation; the world; the to pan of the Greeks

and the mundus of the Latins.

For nothing this wide universe 1 call.

Save thou, my rose ; in it thou art my aD. Shak.

—World, Universe, Creation. World pro

perly signifies this globe and everything in

habiting it, as animals and vegetables, or

immediately associated with it, as the atmo

sphere, &c. Universe designates the entire

mass of worlds, with everything associated

with them, comprehending all stars, planets,

satellites, comets, etc., regarded as one sys

tem. Creation, in its most extended sense,

is nearly synonymous with universe, differing

from it principally in not comprehending the

Great First Cause and the idea of space. It

is often used in a sense limited by the epithet

orqualifyiug word preceding it; as, the brute

creation, the rational creation.

University (u-ni-ver'si-ti), n. [L. univer-

sitas, the whole of anything as contrasted

withits parts, the universe; later, an associa

tion, corporation, company, ifec.] l.f The

whole; the universe. 'Speaking with respect

to the university of things.' Barrow. —2. t A

corporation; a guild. — 8. In the modern sense

of the term, an establishment or corporation

for the purposes of instruction in all or some

of the most important branches of science

and literature, and having the power of con

ferring certain honorary dignities, termed de

grees, in several faculties, as arts, medicine,

law, and theology. In most cases the corpo

rations constituting universities include a

body of teachers or professors for giving in

struction to students; bnt this is not essen

tial to a university, the staff of London Uni

versity being merely an examining body.

In the middle ages, when the term began to

be used in reference to seminaries of learn

ing, it denoted either the whole body of

teachers and learners, or the whole body of

learners, with corporate rights and under

by-laws of then* own, divided either by

faculty or by country (hence the 'nations'

into which the students were classed), or

both together, its meaning being determined

by the words with which it was connected.

At a later period the expression universitas

litcrarum (the whole of literature or learn

ing) was used to indicate that all the most

important branches of knowledge were to be

taught in these establishments; and it would

seem that the twofold application of uni-

versitas led to the distinctive meaning of

the term as now used. Some, forming their

notion of the word university merely from

the English universities, suppose that it

necessarily means a collection and union of

colleges, that it is a great corporation em

bodying in one the smaller and subordinate

collegiate bodies; but this is not correct, for

many universities exist in which there are no

colleges. This is the case with most of the

German universities, and in the Scottish uni

versities there are no foundations which bear

any resemblance to the English colleges.

Besides, the universities of Oxford and Cam

bridge existed before a siugle college was en

dowed. The oldest of the European univer

sities were those of Bologna and Paris, and

these formed the models on which the other

universities which subsequently sprung up in

various parts of Europe were established.

Unlversityless(u-ui-ver'si-ti-les),a. Having

no university. Fuller. [Rare.]

Unlversologlcal(u-id-vers'6-loj"i-kal).a. Of

or pertaining to the science of universology.

Universologist (u'ni-ver-sor'o-jist), n. One

versed in the science of universology.

Universology (u'ni-ver-sor'o-jf), n. [L. uni

versum, the universe, and Gr. logos, dis

course.] The science of the universe, or the

whole system of created things; a science

covering the whole ground of philosophy, of

the sciences in their general aspects, and of

social polity, or the collective life of the

human world. H. Spencer.

Univocacy (u-niv'o-ka-si), n. The quality

or state of being univocal. [Rare.]

Univocal (u-uiv'o-kal). a. [L. unus, one, and

vox, vocis, a voice, a word.] 1. Having one

meaning only; having the meaning certain

and unmistakable. 'A univocal precept'

Jer. Taylor. A univocal word is opposed

to an equivocal, which has two or more sig

nifications.*—2. Having unison of sounds, as

the octave in music and its replicates.—

8. Certain; not to be doubted or mistaken.

'The true mothers, the unifocal parents of

their productions.' Jer. Taylor,

Univocal (u-niv'o-kal), n. A word having

only one signification or meaning; a generic

word, or a word predicable of many different

species, as fish, tree.

Univocally (univ'o-kal-li), adv. 1. In a

univocal manner; in one sense; not equivo

cally; unmistakably.

The same word may be employed either uh/tv

atlly, equivocally, or analogously. 14 haitty.

2. In one tenor. Ray. [Rare]

Unlvocation (u-niv'o-ka"shon). n. Agree

ment of name and meaning. Whiston.

Unjaundiced (un-jan'dist), a. Not jaun

diced; hence, not affected by envy, jealousy,

or the like. 'An unjaundiced eye.' Coicper.

UnJealOUB (un-jel'us), a. Not jealous; not

suspicious or mistrustful. Clarendon.

Unjoin (unjoin'), v.t To separate; to dis

join.

Unjointt (un-jointO, v.t. To disjoint. 'Un-

jotnting the bones. Fuller.

Unjointed(un-joint'ed),^. and a. 1. Having

no joints; as, an unjointed stern of a plant

2. Deprived of a joint; disjointed; discon

nected; hence, incoherent. ' Tlus bald, un-

Jointed talk." Skat.

TJnjoyful (un-joi'ful), a. Not joyful; sad.

'This unjoyful set of people.' Steele.

Unjoyons (un-joi'us), a. Not joyous; not

gay or cheerful.

Where nothing can be hearty it must be uttfoyous

and injurious to any perceiving person. Milton.

Unjudged (un-Jujd'), a. Not judged; not

judicially determined. 'Causes unjudged

. . . and sleeping laws.' Prior.

Unjust (un-jusf), a. 1. Not just; as, (a) not

acting or disposed to act according to law

and justice ; not conforming to divine pre

cept or moral law.

He niaketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the

good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the un-

/ust. Mat. t. 45.

(0) Contrary to justice and right; wrongful;

unjustifiable; as, an unjust sentence, or

cause. 'Quarrels unjust against the good

and loyal.' Shak.—it Dishonest. 'Dis

carded unjust servingmen. ' Shak —8. fFalse;

faithless; perfidious. '0 passing traitor, per

jured and unjust.' Shak.—4. t Not according

to or founded on fact; untrue. Shak.

Unjustice t (nn'jus-tis), n. Injustice. ' To

free bis justice from seeming unjustice.'

Hales.

Unjustifiable (un-jus'ti-fi"a-bl), a. Not Jus

tifiable; not capable of being justified or

proved to be right; not to be vindicated or

defended; as, an unjustifiable motive or ac

tion. ' The foolish and unjustifiable doctrine

of indulgences.' Jer. Taylor.

Unjustifiableness (un-jus'ti-fi"a-bl-nes). n.

The quality of not being justifiable. Claren

don.

Unjustifiably (un-jus'ti-fi"a-bli), adv. In a

manner that cannot be justified or vindi

cated. Burke.

Unjustly (un-justTi), adv. In an unjust

manner; wrongfully. Milton.

Unked (ungk'ed), a. [Corrupted for un

couth.] 1. Unusual; odd; strange; ugly.—

2. Lonely; solitary. Cowper. Written vari

ously Unketh, Unkid, Unkad. [Obsolete or

provincial]

Unkemmeat (un-kem'ed), a. Unkempt

' With long unkemmed hairs.' May.

Unkempt (un-kemt'j, a. Uncombed; hence,

rough; unpoliBhed. [Obsolete or poetical.]

But, ah 1 too well I wot . . .

. . . My rimes been rugged and tin ternft.

Sfenser.

Unkenn'd, Unkent (un-kend' . un-kent'), a.

{Un, and ken, to know] Unknown. 'A

swaiue unkent.' W. Browne. 'Miseries un-

kend before they come.' Daniel. [Old En

glish and Scotch.]

Unkennel (un-ken'nel), v.t. 1. To drive or

force from a kennel ; to take out of a ken

nel. * We'll unkennel the fox." Shak.—

2. To rouse from secrecy or retreat. ' If his

occult guilt do not itself unkennel.' Shak.

Unkept(un-kept'), a. 1. Not kept; not re

tained; not preserved. — 2. Not sustained,

maintained, or tended. 'Hl stays me

ch, eAain; ch, 8c. loca; g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; , sin$r; th, then; th, fAin; w, u»ig; wh, whig; zh, azure. —See KET.
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here at home unkept.' Shak. — 3. Not ob

served; not obeyed, as a command. Hooker.

Unketht (ung'keth), a. Uncouth; strange.

See I'NKED.

Unkldt (ung'kid). See Unked.

Unkind (un-kind'), a. l.t Violating the laws

of kind or kindred; unnatural. Chaucer;

Gower.—1.\ Not recognizing the duties

arising out of kinBhip—3. Wanting in kind

ness, benevolence, affection, or the like; not

kind; harsh; cruel.

Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove unkind.

Shak.

Unkindliness (un-kind'li-nes), n. Character

of being unkindly; unkfndness; unfavour-

ablenesa. ' Killed with unutterable unkind'

lines*. ' Tennyson.

Unkindly (un-Kind'li), a. 1. Not kind ; un

kind; uugmcious; ns, an unkindly manner.

2.t Unnatural; contrary to nature. 'And

gan abhor her brood's unkindly crime.'Sp*n-

*er.—Z. Unfavourable; malignant. 'Every

bleak, unkindly fog.' Milton.

Unkindly (un-kind'li), adv. 1. Without

kindness; without affection; as, to treat

one unkindly.—2.t In a manner contrary to

nature; unnaturally. Milton.

Unklndness (un-kind'ues), n. 1. The state

or quality of being unkind; want of kind

ness; want of natural affection; want of

good-will —2. Unkind act; disobliging treat

ment: disfavour. * A small unkindness is a

great offence. ' Cowper.

Unkindredt (un-kin'dred), a. Not of the

same kindred, blood, race, or kind; not re

lated. ' One ... of blood unkindred to your

royal house.' Rowe.

Unking (un-kingO, v. t To deprive of royalty.

They would unking my father now

To make you way. Southern.

UnMngllke, Unklngly (un-king'IIk, un-

king'li), a. Unbecoming a king; not noble.

Unkingahipt (un-king'ship). n. The quality

or condition of being unkinged.

Unkingship was proclaimed, and his majesty's

;■*;statues thrown down. £velyn.

Unkisat (un-kis'), v.t. To retract or annul

by kissing again, as an oath taken by kissing

the book.

Let me unkiss the oath 't wixt thee and me ;

And yet not so, for with a kiss 'twas made. Skat.

Unkissed (un-kisf), p. and a. Not kissed.

Foul breath is noisome; therefore I will depart

unkissed. Shak.

Unknelled (un-neW). a. Untolled; not

having the bell tolled for one at death or

funeral. Byron.

Unknightly (un-nitli), adv. In a manner

unlike or unbecoming a knight or knight

hood. Tennyson.

Unknlt (un-nif), v.t. To separate so as to

be no longer knit; hence, to smooth or open

out.

Unknit that threatening, unkind brow. Shak.

Unknot (un-nof), v.t. To free from knots ;

to untie.

Unknotty (un-not'i), a. Having no knots.

* Unknotty flr.' Sandys.

Unknowt (un-n6'), v t. 1. To become ignor

ant of, or unacquainted with, as something

already known; to lose the knowledge of.

Can I unknow it?—No, but keep it secret. Dryden.

2. t Not to know; to have no knowledge of

or acquaintance with. Wickliffe.

UnknowabiUty (un-n6'a-bil"i-ti). n. The

state or quality of being unknowable. J. S.

Mill.

Unknowable (un-n6'a-bl), a. Incapable of

beinn known; not capable of being ascer

tained or discovered.

Their objects, transcending the sphere of all ex

perience actual or possible, consequently do not fall

under the categories, in other words are positively

unknowable. Sir If. Hamilton.

Unknowing (un-nd'ing). a. Not knowing ;

ignorant: with of before an object.

Let me speak to the yet unknowing world

How these tilings came about. Shak.

His hounds, unknowing e/\\\\ change, pursue

The chase, and their mistaken master slew.

Drydtn.

Unknowingly (un-nO'Ing-li), adv. Ignor-

antly; without knowledge or design.

Untnowingly she strikes, and kills by chance.

Dryden.

Unknowledged t (un-nol'ejd). a. Not ac

knowledged or recognized. B. Jonson.

Unknown (un-non'), a. 1. Not known; not

become an object of knowledge; not recog

nized, discovered, or found out. — 2. Not

ascertained, with relation to extent, degree,

quantity, or the like; hence, incalculable;

inexpressible; immense.

The planting of hemp and flax would be an un-

known advantage to the kingdom. Bacon.

3t Not to be made known, expressed, or

communicated.

For divers unknown reasons, I beseech you.

Grant me this boon. Shak.

4. Not having had sexual commerce. ' I am

yet unknown to woman.' Shak.—The word

is used adverbially in the phrase unknown

to- without the knowledge of. 'That he,

unknown to me, should be in debt.' Shak.

The man of the house had . . . unknown to Sir

Roger, put him up in a sign-post. Addison.

Unknownness (un-nSn'nes), n. The state

or condition of being unknown. Camden.

UnlaboriOUS (uu-la-bo'ri-us), a. Not labo

rious; not toilsome; not difficult; easy.

All things seem easy and unlaborious to them.

Milton.

Unlaboured (un-la'berd), a. 1. Not pro

duced by labour or toil.

Unlaboured harvests shall the fields adorn. Dryden.

2. Not cultivated by labour; not tilled.

Let thy ground not lie unlaboured. J. Philips.

3- Spontaneous; voluntary; natural; hence,

easy; free; not cramped or stiff.

And from the theme unlabour'd beauties rise

Ticket.

Unlabouring (un-la'ber-ing). a. Not labour

ing or moving with great exertion.

A mead of mildest charm delays the unlabouring

feet. Coltruige.

Unlace fun-las'), v.t. 1. To loose from lacing

or fastening by a cord, string, band, or the

like, passed through loops, holes, Ac ; to

open or unfasten by undoing or untying the

lace of; as, to unlace a garment or helmet.

Tennyson. —2. To loosen the dress of; to

undress. Sir P. Sidney Hence—3. To di

vest of due covering; to expose to injury or

damage.

What's the matter.

That you unlace your reputation thus? Shak.

Unlade (un-ladO, v.t. 1. To unload; to take

out the cargo of. ' Lading and unlading the

tall barks.* Tennyson. — 2. To unload; to

remove, as a load or burden; to discharge.

There the ship was to unlade her burden.

Acts xxi. j.

Unlaid (un-ladO. a. 1 Not laid or placed;

not fixed. 'The first foundations of the

world being yet unlaid.' Hooker.—2. Not

allayed ; not pacified ; not exorcised ; not

suppressed. ' Meagre hag, a stubbom, un

laid ghoBt.' Milt.vn.-Z. Not laid out, as a

corpse. B. Jonson.

Unlamented (un-la-ment'ed), a. Not la

mented; whose loss is not deplored.

Thus unlamented pass the proud away. Pope.

Unland (un-land*), v.t. To deprive of lands.

Fuller.

Unlap fun-lap'), v.t. To unfold. 'Tapestry

. . . unlapt and laid open.' Hooker.

Unlarded (un-lard'ed), a. Not larded, or

dressed with lard; hence, not mixed with

something by way of improvement; not in

termixed or adulterated.

Speak the language of the company you axe in;

speak it purely and unlarded with any other.

Chesterfield.

Unlasn (un-lash'), v.t. Naut to loose, un

fasten, or separate, as something lashed or

tied down.

Unlatch (un-ladr*), v.i. To open or loose

by lifting the latch.

Meantime my worthy wife our arms mis'ay'd . . .

The door unlatched, Dryden.

Unlaurelled (un-la'reld), a Not crowned

with laurel; not honoured. ' Unlaurelled

to descend In vain, by all forgotten.' Byron.

Unlavished (un-lav'isht), a. Not lavished;

not spent wastefully.

Unlavished wisdom never works In vain. Thomson.

Unlaw t (un-la'), r.(. 1. To deprive of the

authority or character of law.

That which is impious or evil absolutely, either

against faith or manner, no law can possibly permit,

that intends not to unlaw itself. Mtlton.

2. In Scots taw, to fine

Unlaw (un-la'), n. In Scots law, (a) any

transgression of the law; any injury or act

of injustice. (6) A fine or amerciament

legally fixed and exacted from one who has

transgressed the law.

Unlawful (un-la'ful), a. 1. Not lawful; con

trary to law; illegal; not permitted by law,

human or divine; as, an unlawful act; an

unlawful oath; an unlawful society.—2. Be

gotten out of wedlock; illegitimate. 'Un

lawful issue.' Shak.— Unlawful assembly.

according to Blackstone and Cowel, the

meeting of three or more persons to commit

an unlawful act; according to Stephen any

meeting of great numbers of people with

such circumstances of terror as cannot but

endanger the public peace, and raise fears

and jealousies among the subjects of the

realm.

Unlawfully (un-la'ful-li).ado. 1. In an un

lawful manner; in violation of law or right;

illegally. 'Judges incompetent to judge

their king unlawfully detained.' Daniel.—

2. Illegitimately; not in wedlock.

I had rather my brother die by the law, than my

son should be unlnw/utty born. Shak.

Unlawfulness (un-la'ful-nes\ n. 1. The

state or quality of being unlawful; illegality;

contrariety to law. "The unlawfulness of

lying." South. — 2. Illegitimacy.

Unlay (un-la1), v.t. A'aut. to untwist, as the

strands of a rope, Arc. 'To unlay a cable.'

A nson.

Unlearn (un-lern'), v.t. 1. To divest one's

self of the acquired knowledge of ; to make

one's self become ignorant of, or lose ac

quaintance with or experience in ; to undo

or reverse draining, skill, or learning in ; to

forget the knowledge of.

He (Pope) used to siy that he had been seven

years ... in unlearning all he had been acquiring

r twice that time. Warburton.

2.t To fail to learn; not to learn. Dr. H.

More.

Unlearned (un-lem'ed), a. 1. Not learned;

ignorant; illiterate; not instnicted ; inex

perienced. Tennyson.—2. Not suitable to

a learned man.

I will prove these verses to be very unlearned.

neither savouring or poetry, wit, or invention. Shak

3. (un-lernd'.) Not gained by study; not

known.

They learned mere words, or such things chiefly as

were better unlearned. AJUton.

Unlearnedness (un-lern'ed-nes). n. Want

of learning; illiterateness, 'My stammer

ing muse's poor unlearnedness. ' Sylvester.

Unleash (un-lestr*). v.L To free from a leash,

or as from a leash; to let go.

Unleavened (un-leVnd), a. Not leavened;

not raised by leaven, barm, or yeast. Ex.

xii. 39.

Unlectured ( un-lek'turd V a. 1. Not ad

dressed in a lecture or lectures.— 2. Not

taught or inculcated by lecture. 'A scieuce

yet unlectured in our schools.' Young.

Unlelsuredt (un-le'zhurd), a. Not having

leisure; occupied. ' Her unleisured thoughts.'

Sir P. Sidney.

Unleisurednesst (un-le'zhurd-nes), n. Want

of leisure. Boyle.

Unless (un-les'), conj. [A word not older

than the beginning of the 15th century and

compounded of on less, upon less (than),

the older forms being onles, onlesse = on

lower terms, on any lower condition ; Fr. d

moins que. Sir John Maundeville (who wrote

1356) has 'But that may not bee upon lesse

than wee mowe falle upon hevene fro the

erthe.' Less than, less that, and less alone

were also used. ] 1. If it be not that ; if it

be not the case that; were It not the fact

that; if . . . not; supposing that . . . not;

except; excepting.

Unless thou tell'st me where thou had'st this ring

Thou diest within this hour. Shak.

No poet ever sweetly sung

Unless he were, like Phcebus, young.

Nor ever nymph inspired to rhyme.

Unless like Venus, in her prime. Swift

2. t For fear that; in case; lest

Beware you do not once the same gainsay.

Unless with death he do your rashness pay.

Greene.

3. By omission of a verb unless may have

the force of a preposition, = except, but for.

Thus in the sentence: ' Here nothing breeds

utiles* the nightly owl' (Shak,), we may re

gard ' unless ' as a preposition, or may supply

"it be' after 'unless,' or 'breed 'after 'owl.*

Nor the division of a battle knows

More than a spinster; unless the bookish theoric.

Shak

Except and unless were common formerly

as conjunctions, nearly or quite interchange

able ('Except thou make thyself a prince

over us.' Num. xvl. 13). but the former is

now comparatively seldom used in that way

(at least with the verb directly expressed),

having usually a prepositional force. In the

Bible except (conj.) occurs eight or ten times

as often a» unless. The special function of

except fs to Introduce an exception to a

general;statement; of unless to introduce a

restriction, limitation, or alternative, *So

Fate, far, fat. fall; roe, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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that he coul I not be impleaded in any civil

court except on criminal charges.' HaUam.

' And made it hard for any nation to be

thenceforth snleezecpt by its sheer strength.'

Kinglake.

A relief was a sum of money {unless where charter

or custom introduced -t different tribute) due from

erery one of full age, &c. /Valiant.

ilxxept when it happens that the people are turned

aside for a moment ... the foreigner lias good

grounds for inferring that, whatever the policy of

fcjigUnd nijy be, it will not be altogether unstable.

Kinglake.

In Europe, all Srates except the five great Powers

are exempt from the duly of watching over the

general safety; and even a State which is one of the

five great Powers is not practically under an obliga

tion to sustain the cause of justice unless its percep

tion uf the wrong is reinforced by a sense of its own

interests. Kinglake.

Unlessoned (un-les'nd), a. Not taught; not

instructed. 'An uiUessoned girl, unschooled,

unpractised. ' Shak.

Unlettered (un-let'erd), a. Unlearned; un

taught; ignorant. 'The loose unlettered

hinds.' MUton. ' An unlettered man.' Car-

lute

Uniibidinous (un-li-bid'in-us), a. Not li

bidinous; not lustful 'Love uniibidinous

reigned." Milton.

Unlicensed (un-li'senst),a. 1. Not licensed;

not having a license or legal permission;

specifically, not entitled to deal in certain

commodities or engage in a certain business,

from not possessing special qualifications or

the like ; as, an unlicensed medical practi

tioner; an unlicensed innkeeper—2. Done

or undertaken without, or in defiance of, due

license or permission ; as, an unlicensed

traffic.

Unlicked (un-likf), a. Not licked; not

brought to proper shape by licking : from

the old popular notion that the she-bear

licked her cubs into shape; hence, ungainly;

raw; unmannerly; uncultivated. 'Like to

a chaos or unlicked bear-whelp.' Shak.

UnlightBOme(un-lit'sum),a. Dark; gloomy;

wanting light

First the sun,

A mighty sphere, he framed, unlightsomt first.

Mi/ton.

Unlike (un-lik'), a. 1. Not like; dissimilar;

having no resemblance.

So the twin humours, in our Terence, are

t'nlike ; this harsh and rude, that smooth and fair.

Sir J. Denham.

2. Improbable; unlikely.

What befel the empire of Abnaigne were not mm-

like to befal to Spain. Bacon.

—Unlike quantities, in math, quantities ex

pressed by different letters or combinations

of letters, or by the same letters with dif

ferent powers. — Unlike signs, the signs plus

(+) and minus ( — )

Unlikelihood (un-Hkli-hud). n. The state

of being unlikely or improbable; improba

bility. 'The extreme unlikelihood that such

men should engage in such a measure.'

Paley.

Unlikeliness (un-llk'li-nes), n. 1. The state

of being unlikely; improbability.

There are degrees herein, from the very neigh

bourhood of demonstration, quite down to improba

bility and unlikeliness. Locke.

5.f The state of being unlike; dissimilarity.

Bp. Hall -3. t The state of being not likable

or lovable. Chancer.

Unlikely (un-likli), a. 1. Such as cannot be

reasonably expected ; improbable ; as, an

unlikely event; the thing you mention is very

unlikely.—% Not holding out a prospect of

success or of a desired result; likely to fail;

unpromising.

Effects are miraculous and strange, when they grow

by unlikely means. Hooker.

3.4 Not calculated to inspire Ifking or affec

tion ; not likable or lovable. Chaucer.

Unlikely (un-IIkli), adv. With no or little

likelihood; improbably.

The pleasures . . . not unlikely may proceed from

the discoveries each shall communicate to another.

Pope.

Unlikent (un-lik'n), v.t. To feign; to pre

tend Wickliffe.

Unlikeness (un-llk'nes), n. Want of resem

blance; dissimilarity.

And he supplied mv want the more

As his unttktness fitted mine. Tennyson.

Unlimber (un-lim'ber), a. Not limber; not

flexible; not yielding Sir H. Wotton.

Unlimber (un-lim'ber), v.t. Milit. to take

off the limbers; as, to unlimber the guns.

Unlimitaolet (un-lim'it-a-bl), a. Admitting

no limits; boundless; illimitable. 'No un-

limitable exemption.' Milton. 'Unlimited

mad unlimitable.' Locke.

Unlimited (un-lira'ited), a. 1. Not limited;

having no bounds; boundless.

So unlimited is our impotence, .

our very wishes.

. that it fetters

Boyle.

2. Undefined ; indefinite ; not bounded by

proper exceptions.

With gross and popular capacities, nothing doth

more prevail than unlimited generalities, because of

their plainness at the first sight. Hooker.

3. Unconflned; not restrained. 'An un

guarded, unlimited will.' Jer. Taylor.—

unlimited problem, iu math, a problem

which may have an infinite number of solu

tions.

Unlimitedness (un-lfm'it-ed-nes\ n. The

state of being unlimited or boundless, or of

being undefined. South.

Unline (un-lin'), v. t. To take the lining out

of; hence, to empty. 'It unlines their

purses.' Davies.

Unlineal (un-lin'e-al). a. Not lineal; not

coming in the order of succession. Shak.

Unlining (un-lin'ing), n. In bot. a term ap

plied by Lindley to a process consisting in

the separation of a layer from the inside of

a petal. Culled also Chorisis, Chorization,

and Deduplication. See Chorisis.

Unlink (un-lingk'), v.t. To separate the

links of; to loose, as something fastened by

a link; to unfasten; to untwist.

Seeing Orlando, it {the snake) unlinked itself.

Shak.

Unliquefled (un-llk'we-fid), o. Unmelted ;

not dissolved. 'Remained in the melted

matter, rigid, and unlujuefied.' Addison.

Unliquidated (un-lik'wi-dat-ed), a. Not

liquidated; not settled; not having the exact

amount ascertained; as, an unliquidated

debt; unliquidated accounts. — unliqui

dated damages, penalties or damages not

ascertained in money.

Unliquored (un-lik'erd), a. 1. Not moist

ened or smeared with liquor. 'Churches

and states, like an unliquored coach ... on

fire with their own motion.' Bp. Hall.—

2. Not filled with liquor; not in liquor; not

intoxicated. 'An unliquored Sileuus.' MU

ton.

Unlistening (un-llB'n-ing), a. Not listening;

not hearing; not regarding or heeding. ' Ufi

liatening, barbarous force.' Thomson.

Unlive, v.t 1. (un-liv'.) To live in a manner

contrary to; to annul or undo by living.

' We must unlive our former lives.' Gian

ni. -^ (un-liv'.) To bereave of life.

If in the child the father's image lies.

Where shall I live, now Lucrece is unlived.

Shak.

Unllveliness (un-llv'li-nes), n. Want of

liveliness; dulness. Milton.

Unload (un-ldd'). v.t 1. To take the load

from ; to discharge of a load or cargo; to dis

burden; as, to unload a ship; to unload a

cart.—2. To remove (as a cargo or burden)

from a vessel, vehicle, or the like ; to dis

charge; as, to unload a freight or goods —

3. Fig. to relieve from anything onerous or

troublesome ; or to remove and make cease

to be burdensome.

Nor can my tongue unload my heart's great burthen.

Shak.

4. To withdraw the charge (that Is, powder

and ball) from; as, to unload a gun.

Un.loca.ted (un-16-kat'ed), a. Not located or

placed; specifically, in Ameriea,notsurveyed

and marked off. See Locate.

Unlock (un-lok'). v.t. l. To unfasten, as

something which has been locked; to open,

as what has been shut, closed in.or protected

by a lock ; as, to unlock a door or a chest.

*1 have seen her . . , unlock her closet'

Shak.—2. To open, in general; to lay open.

Unlock your springs, and open all your shades.

Pope.

Unlodge (un-loj*), v.t. To deprive of a lodg

ing; to dislodge. Carew.

Unlogical (un-loj'ik-al), a. Not logical; il

logical. *His unlogical reason.' Fuller.

Unlook (un luk), v.t. To recall or retract,

as a look.

He . . . turned his eyes towards me, then from me,

as if he would unlook his own looks. Richardson.

Unlooked-for (un-lokt'for), a. Not looked

for; not sought or searched for; not expected;

not foreseen.

Nor Fame 1 slight, nor for her favours call ;

She comes unlock'd/or, if she comes at all.

Pope.

The participial form standing alone has been

sometimes used in this sense. ' By some un

locked accident cut off.* Shak.

Unloose (un-lbV), v.t. 1. To loose; to un

fasten; to untie; to undo; to unravel.

The Gordian knot of it he will unloose. Shak.

2. To let go or free from hold or fastening ;

to unbind from bonds, fetters, cords, or the

like; to set at liberty.

Where I am robbed and bound.

There must I be unloosed. Shak.

Unloose (un-lbs'), v.i. To fall in pieces; to

loose all connection or union.

Without this virtue, the publick union must unloose,

the strength decay, and the pleasure grow faint.

feremy Collier.

Unloosen (un-los'n), v.t. To unloose; to

loosen. Dr. Knox.

Unlord t ( un-lord' ), v.t To deprive of the

title, rank, and dignities of a lord; to reduce

or degrade from a peer to a commoner. ' The

unlording of bishops.' Milton.

Unlorded (un-lord'ed).n. Not raised or pre

ferred to the rank of a lord.

Unlordly (un-lord'li), a. Not lordly; not

arbitrary. 'Meek and unlordly discipline.'

MUton.

Unlosable, Unloseable (un-Ibz'a-bl), a.

Not capable of being lost.

The Epicureans . . . ascribe to every particular

atom an innate and unloseable mobility. Boyle.

Unlost (un-losf), a. Not lost. 'A paradise

unlost.' Young.

Unlovet (un-luv'), v.t To cease to love; to

hate. Spectator.

Unloved (un-luvdO, a. Not loved.

Alas the great grevaunce

To love unloved. Chaucer.

Unloveliness (un-luvli-nes), n. Want of

loveliness; as, (a) unamiableness ; want of

the qualities which attract love.

The old man . . . followed his suit with all means

. . . that might help to countervail his own unlove

liness. Sir P. Sidney.

(b) Want of beauty or attractiveness to the

eye; plainness of feature or appearance.

Unlovely (un-luvli), a. Not lovely; as, (a)

not amiable; destitute of the qualities which

attract love, or possessing qualities that ex

cite dislike. (6) Not beautiful or attractive

to the eye.

Unloven,t v.t To cease loving. Chaucer.

Unloving (un-luv'ing), a. Not loving; not

fond; unkind. J. UdalL

Unlucent(un-lu'sent), a. Not lucent; not

giving light; not bright or Minting. 'A

combustion most fierce but unlucent.' Car-

lyle.

Unluckily (un-Iuk'ili),adr. 1. In an unlucky

or unfortunate manner; unfortunately; un

happily. * Starr'd most unluckily.' Shak.

2. By ill luck; with regret be it said; unfor

tunately; as, unluckily we have let the op

portunity slip.

Unlucklness (un-luk'i-nes). n. 1. The state

of being unlucky; unfortunateness; ill for

tune.—2. t Mischievousness.

As there is no moral in these jests, they ought lo

be discouraged, and looked upon rather as pieces of

utiluciiness than wit Addison.

Unlucky (un-luk'i),a. 1 Not lucky or fortu

nate; not favoured by fortune; not successful

in one's undertakings; subject to frequent

misfortune, failure, or mishap; unfortunate;

unhappy.

The lucky have whole d-iys, which still they choose;

The unlucky have but hours, and those they lose.

Dryden.

2. Not resulting in success; resulting in

failure, disaster, or misfortune. ' Unlucky

accidents which make such experiments

miscarry." Boyle. — 3. Accompanied by or

bringing misfortune, disappointment, dis

aster, or the like; ill-omened; inauspicious.

' A most unlucky hour.' Shak.

Haunt in .- not with that unlucky face. Dryden.

4. t Somewhat mischievous; mischievously

waggish.

Why, cries an unlucky wag, a less bag might

have served. Sir P. L Estrange.

There was a lad, th' unluckiest of his crew,

Was still contriving something bad but new.

Dr. IV. King.

Unlumlnous (un-lum'in-us), a. Not lumi

nous; not throwing out light; not bright

or shining. 'A tragical combustion, long

smoking and smouldering, u aluminous '

Carlyle.

Unlu'st.t n. Dislike. Chaucer.

Unlustrous (un-lus'trus),a. Wanting lustre;

not shining.

In an eye

Base and unlustrous as the smoky light

Thai's fed with stinking tallow. Shak.

[The above is the reading in some modern

editions; the old editions have illustrious]

UnlUte (un-luf). v.t. To separate things ce

mented or luted; to take the lute or clay

from. ' Unlutina the vessels.* Boyle.

Unmade (un-madO, p. and a. 1. Deprived of

ita form or qualities.—2. Not made; not yet

ch, cAain; eh, 8c. loca; g, go; j, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, tlien; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAigv *h, azure —See Kky.
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formed. 'Taking the measure of an un

made grave." Shak.

Unmagistratet (un-maj'is-trat), v.t. To de

grade from or deprive of the office and

authority of a magistrate. Milton.

Uumaidenly (un-mad'n-li), a. Not becom

ing a maiden.

The wanton gesticulation;) or a virgin in a wild as-

seml ly of ga'Unts warmed with wine, could be no

other than nggish and unmaidenly. Bfi. Hall.

Unmanned (un-mamd').i. Not maimed ; not

disabled in any limb; complete in all the

parts; untnutilated; entire.

It is the first grand duty of an interpreter to give

his author entire and unmaimed. Pope.

Unmakable (un-mak'a-bl), a. Not possible

to be made. ' Unmakable by any but a di

vine power.* N. Grew.

Unmake (un-mak'l v.t 1. To destroy the

essential form and qualities of; to cause to

cease to exist; to annihilate; to uncreate;

to annul, reverse, or essentially change the

nature of.

God docs not make or unmade tilings to try ex

periments. 7". Burnet.

2. To leave unmade, unformed, uncreated,

or unfashioned. ' May make, unmake, do

what she list' Shak.

God when he makes the prophet, does not un

make the man. Locke.

Unmalleable (un-mal'lg-a-bl), a. Not mal

leable ; not capable of being hammered

into a plate, or of being extended by heat

ing, as a metal.

Unman (unman'), v.t 1. To deprive of the

character or qualities of a human being, as

reason, Ac. ; as, fear unman* him.

Gross errors unman, and strip them of the very

principles of reason and sober discourse. South.

2. To emasculate; to deprive of virility.—

8. To deprive of the courage and fortitude

of a man; to break or reduce into Irresolu

tion; to dishearten; to deject

Her clamours pierce the Trojan ears.

Unman thehr courage, and augment their fears.

Dryden.

4. To deprive of men; as, to unman a ship

or town.

Unmanacle (un-man'a-kl), v.t To release

from or as from manacles; to set free. ' Un-

manacled from bonds of sense.' Tennyson.

Unmanageable (un-man'aj-a-bl), a. Not

manageable ; not readily submitting to hand

ling or management; not easily restrained,

governed, or directed; not controllable

' Unmanageable by the milder methods of

government. ' Locke,

Unmanaged (un-man'ajd), a. 1. Not broken

in, as a horse; not trained in general. ' Like

coltB or unmanaged horses.' Jer. Taylor.

2. Not tutored; not educated. 'An un-

gnided force, and unmanaged virtue.' Fel-

ton.

Unmanhode.t a. Cowardice. Chaucer.

Unmanlike (un-maiillk), a. Not manlike;

as, (a) unlike man in form or appearance.

ib) Unbecoming a man as a member of the

mmau race; inhuman; brutal.

It is strange to see the unmanlike cruelty of man-

land. Sir P. Sidney.

(c) Unsuitable to a man. as opposed to a wo

man or child; effeminate; childish.

By the greatness of the cry. it was the voice of a

man ; though it was a very unmanlike voice, so to

cry. Sir P. Sidney.

Unmanliness (un-manli-nes), n. State of

being unmanly; effeminacy.

You and yours make piety a synonym for unman-

Hiwss. KingsUy.

Unmanly (un-manli), a. Not manly; more

especially, (a) not having the qualities or

attributes of a man, as opposed to a wo

man or child ; not having the strength,

vigour, robustness, fortitude, courage of a

man ; Boft ; weak ; effeminate ; womanish ;

childish; as, a poor-spirited, unmanly

wretch. (6) Unbecoming in a man ; un

worthy of a man ; cowardly ; as, unmanly

fears. ' My unmanly tears.' Beau. & Fl.

'The soft unmanly warmth and tenderness

of love.' Addison.

Unmanned (un-mand'), pp. and a. 1, De

prived of the qualities of a man; rendered

effeminate; deprived of manly fortitude.

What, quite unmanned In folly! Skat.

2. Not furnished with men. Milton.—3. Not

tamed; not yet familiar with man: a term

in falconry. Used figuratively in the follow

ing passage.

Come civil night,

Hood my unmann'd blood. bating in my clieeks

With thy black mantle. Shak

Unmannered (un-man'erd), a.

rude.

Uncivil;

You have a slanderous .

lord.

. tongue, unmanner'd

B. Jotuon.

Unmannerliness (un-man'er-li-ues),n. The

state or quality of being unmannerly; want

of good manners; breach of civility; rude

ness of behaviour. ' A sort of unmannerli-

nem, ... a forwardness to interrupt others

speaking.' Locke.

Unmannerly (uu-man'er-li), a. 1. Not man

nerly; wanting in manners; not having good

manners; rude in behaviour; ill-bred.

I were unmannerly to take you out

And not to kiss you. Shak.

2. Not according to good manners; as, an

unmannerly jest.

Unmannerlyt (un-man'er-li), ado. With ill

manners; uncivilly.

Forgive me

If I have used myself unmannerly. Sh.ii.

Unmanufactured (un-man'u-fak"turd), a.

Not manufactured; not wrought into the

proper form for use ; as, unmanufactured

silk, cotton, tobacco, or the like.

Unmanured (un-ma-nurd'), a. l. Not man

ured ; not enriched by manure. —2. Uncul

tivated. Spenser.

Unmarked (un-mllrkt'), a. 1. Not marked;

having no mark.— 2. Unobserved; not re

garded; undistinguished.

He mix'd, unmark'd, among the busy throng.

Unmarketable (un-niarTcet-a-bl), a. Not fit

for the market; not saleable; of no merely

pecuniary value.

That paltry stone brought home to her some

thought, true, spiritual, unmarketable, Kingsuy.

Unmarred (un-mard'), a. Not marred; not

injured; not spoiled; not obstructed. ' Un-

marr'd with ragged mosse or filthy mud.'

Spenser. ' A serene fairness unmarred by

passion or want or care.' Dr. Caird.

Unmarrlablet (un-mu'ri-a-bl), a. Not mar

riageable. Milton.

Unmarriageable (un-ma'rij-a-bl), o. Not

fit to be married; too young for marriage.

Unmarry (un-ma'ri), v.t To divorce; to

dissolve the marriage contract. * A law . . .

giving permissions to unmarry a wife, and

marry a lust.' Milton. [Rare.]

Unmartyr (un-mar'ter), v.t To degrade

from the standing or dignity of a martyr.

Scotui , . , was made a martyr after his death. . . .

but since, Baroniushath unmartyred him. Fuller.

Unmarvelloua (un-mar'vel-us), a. Not mar

vellous or astonishing; not exciting wonder

or surprise. Dr. Wotcot.

Unmasculatet (un-nias'ku-lat),t>.t. Toemas-

c n late.

The sins of the south unmascttlate northern bodies.

Fuller.

Unmasculine (un-masTcu-Hn), o. Not mas

culine or mauly; effeminate. Milton.

Unmask (un-mnsk'), v. t. To strip of a mask

or of any disguise; to lay open what is con

cealed.

With full cups they had unmast'd his soul

Roscommon.

Unmask (un-mask'), v.i. To put off a mask.

My husband bids me ; now I will unmask. ShaJb.

Unmasterablet (un-mas'ter-a-bl), a. That

cannot be mastered or subdued. ' Unmas-

terable by the art of man.' Sir T. Browne.

Unmastered (un-mas'terd). a. l. Not sub

dued; not conquered.— 2. Not conquerable.

He cannot his unmaster'd grief sustain. Dryden.

Unmatchable (un-mach'a-bl). a. That can

not be matched; that cannot be equalled;

unparalleled. ' Most radiant, exquisite and

unmatchable beauty.' Shak.

Unmatched (un-machf), o. Matchless; hav

ing no match or equal.

Th.it glorious day, which two such navies saw,

As each, unmatch'd, might to the world give law.

Dryden.

Unmeaning (un-meu'ing). a. 1. Having no

meaning or signification; as, unmeaning

words.— 2. Not having or not indicating in

telligence or sense ; mindless ; senseless.

Byron.

UnmeaningneBB (nn-men'ing-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unmeaning. Miss

Burney.

Unmeant (un-menf). a. Not meant; not

intended. 'But Kluetus happened on a

death unmeant' Dryden.

Unmeasurable (un-niezh'ur-a-bl), a. Not

capable of being measured; unbounded;

boundless; immeasurable. 'Womb unmea

surable and infinite breast.' Shak.

Unmeasurably (un-mezh'ur-a-bli), adv. In

an unmeasurable manner or state; beyond

all measure. ' How unmeasurably glad his

catholic k majesty was.' Howell.

Unmeasured (unmezh'urd), a. l. Not mea

sured; pleutiful beyond measure.—2. Im

mense ; infinite ; as, unmeasured space.

* Peopling, they also, the unmeasured soli

tudes of time.' Carlyle.—Z. Not subject to

or obeying any musical rule of measure,

time, or rhythm ; irregular ; capricious.

'The unmeasured notes of that strange

lyre.' Shelley.

Unmechanlze (un-mek'an -iz), r. t To undo

or destroy the mechanism of; to unmake;

to destroy. 'Embryotic evils that could

unmechanize thy frame.' Sterne.

UnmeddUng (un-inedling), a. Not med

dling; not interfering with the concerns of

others; not officious. Chesterfield.

Unmeddlingness t (un-med'ling-nes), n.

Forbearance of interposition, or of busying

one's self with something.

If then we be but sojourners, . . . here must be an

. . . unmeddlingness with these worldly concern

ments. Bf. Hall.

Unmeditated (un-med'i-tat-ed), a. Not me

ditated; not prepared by previous thought;

unpremeditated. ' Fit strains pronounced,

or sung, unmeditated' Milton.

Unmeet (un-mef), a. Not meet or fit; not

proper; not worthy or suitable: in modern

usage followed by for before the object

Madam was young, unmeet the rule of sway.

Spenser.

You are all unmeet/or a wife. Tennyson.

Unmeetly (un-met'li). adv. Not fitly; not

properly; not suitably. 'A faire mayden

. . . upon a mangy jade unmeetly set'

Spenser.

Unmeetness (un-met'nes), n. Unfitness;

unsuitableness. ' Vast unmeetness in mar

riage.' Milton.

Unmellowed (un-mellM), o. Not mel

lowed; not fully matured; not toned down

or softened by ripeness or length of years,

'His head unmellowed but his judgment

ripe.' Shak.

UnmelOdloua (un-me-16'dl-us), a. Not me

lodious; wanting melody; harsh. 'The im-

melodious noise of the braying mules.* Sir

T. Herbert.

Unmentionable (un-men'shon-a-bl), o. In

capable of being mentioned; unworthy of

or unfit for being mentioned, named, or

noticed

Unmentionables (un-men'shon-a-blz),«. pi.

Trousers or breeches, as a piece of dress not

to be mentioned in polite circles; inexpres

sibles. [Colloq. and humorous,]

Unmentioned(un-mcn'shond), a. Notmen

tioned; not named. 'In musty fame's

records unmentioned yet' Dryden.

Unmercenary ( un-mer'se-na-ri ). a. Not

mercenary ; not sordid. ' A generous and

unmercenary principle.' Atterbury.

Unmerchantable (un-mer'chant-"a-bl\ a.

Not merchantable; not of a quality fit for

the market; unsaleable. ' Unmerchantable

pilchard.' Rich. Carew.

Unmerciedt (un-mer'sid), a. Unmerciful;

merciless. Drayton.

Unmerciful (un-mer'si-ful), a. l. Not mer

ciful ; not influenced by mercy ; cruel ; in

human; merciless: of persons or things.

God never can hear the prayers of an unmerciful

man. y^, Taylor.

2. Unconscionable; exorbitant 'Unmerci

ful demands. ' Pope.

Unmercifully (un-mer'si-ful-H). adv. Iu

an unmerciful manner; without mercy or

tenderness; cruelly. 'Blows unmercifully

sore.' Spenser.

Unmerdfulness(un-mer'si-ful-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unmerciful.

Consider the rules of friendship, lestjustice turn to

unmet cifuluess. yer. Taylor.

TJnmerltable t (un-me'rit-a-bl), a. Bavins

no merit or desert. 'A slight, unmeritaule

man.' Shak.

Unmerited (un-me'rit-ed), a. l. Not me

rited; not deserved; obtained without sex-

vice or equivalent; as, unmerited promo

tion. 'Favour unmerited by me.* Milton.

2. Not deserved through wrongdoing; cruel;

unjust; as, unmerited sufferings or injuries.

Unmeritedne88(un-me'rit-ed-nes). n. State

of being unmerited. ' The freeness and un-

meritedness of God's grace.' Boyle.

Unmeriting (un-me'rit-ing), a. Not merit

ing ; not meritorious or deserving. ' A

brace of unmeriting, proud, violent, testy

magistrates.' Shak.

Unmeted (un-met'ed), a. Not meted or

measured. 'Some little of the anxiety I

felt in degree so unmeted.' Charlotte Bronte.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub. bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; y,
Sc. ley.
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Unmethodized (un-meth'od-Izd), a. Not

methodized or regulated by method, sys

tem, or plan. Jam. Harrington,

Unmew (tin-mu'), v.t. To set free as from a

mew; to emancipate. [Rare aud poetical]

But let a portion of ethereal dew

Fall on uiy head, and presently unmrtu

My soul. fCeats.

Unmild (un-mild'), a. Not mild; harsh;

severe. Gover.

Unmildnesa (un-mild'nes), n. Want of

mildness; harshness. Milton.

Unmilkedtun-nulkt'), a. Notmilked. 'The

ewea . . . unmilked.' Pope.

Unmlnded (uu-miud'ed). a. Not minded ;

not heeded. ' A poor, unminded outlaw,

sneaking: home.' Shak.

Unmindful (un-mind'ful). «. Not mindful;

not heedful; not attentive; regardless; as,

unmindful of laws; unmindful of health or

of duty. ' Unmbuiful of the crown that

virtue gives. ' Milton.

Unmindfully (un-mind'ful-li), adv. In an

unmindful manner; carelessly; heedlessly.

Unmlndfulness (un-raind'ful-nes), n. Heed

lessness; inattention; carelessness.

Unmingle (un-niing'gl), v.t. To separate,

as things mixed. [Rare. ]

It will untm'njrle wine from the water; the wine

ascending and rite water descending. Bacon.

Unmingleable (un-ming'gl-a-bl), a. Not

capable of being mingled or mixed. 'The

property of oil being unmingleable with

water. ' Boyle. [Rare. ]

Unmingled (un-ming'gld), a. Not mingled;

not mixed; unmixed; unalloyed; pure.

'Springs on high hills are pure ana un

mingled. ' Bacon.

Unmiraculous (un-mi-rak'u-lus), a. Not

miraculous. Young.

Unmiry(un-mi'ri), a. Not miry; not muddy;

not foul with dirt. ' With safe unmiry feet. '

Gay.

Unmlssed (un-misf), a. Not missed ; not

perceived to be gone or lost.

Why should he not steal away, unasked and un-

missedt Gray.

Unmistakable, Unmistakeable (un-mis-

tak'a-bl), a. Not capable of being mistaken

or misunderstood; clear; evident

Not the Scripture, but unmistakeable and indefec

tible oral tradition, was the rate of faith. Till&tson,

Unmistrustlng (un-mis-trussing), a. Not

mistrusting; not suspecting; unsuspicious.

'An unmistrusting ignorance of the plies

and foldings of the heart of a woman.'

Sterne.

Unmitigable (un-mit'i-ga-bl), a. Not cap

able of being mitigated, softened, or les

sened. ' Her most unmitigable rage.' Shak.

Unmitigated (un-mit'i-gat-ed). a. Not

mitigated; not lessened; not softened or

toned down. ' With public accusation, un

covered slander, unmitigated rancour. 'Shak.

Unmitre (un-mt'ter). v.t. To deprive of a

mitre; to degrade or depose from the rank

and dignity of a bishop. Milton.

Unmixed, Unmlxt (un-mikst'), a. Not

mixed; not mingled; pure; unadulterated;

unmingled; unalloyed.

Thy commandment nil alone shall lire . . .

Unmixed with baser matter. Shai.

Unmoaned (un-mond'), a. Not bemoaned

or lamented.

Our fatherless distress was left unmoan'd. Shak.

Unmodernlzed (un-mo'dern-kd), a. Not

modernized; not altered to a modern fa

shion. "The mansion of the squire . . .

unmodemized.' Jane Austen.

Unmodifiable (un-mo'difi"a-bl), a. Not

modifiable; not capable of being modified.

Unmodifiableness (un-mo'di-fra-bl-nea), n.

The state or quality of being unmodifiable.

4A nature not of brutish unmodifiablcnestt.'

George Eliot

Unmodifled(un-mo'di-fid), a. Not modified;

not altered in form; not qualified in mean

ing; not limited or circumscribed. 'An

universal, unmodified capacity to which the

fanatics pretend.' Burke.

Unmodish (un-mod'ish), a. Not modish;

not according to custom or fashion; un

fashionable. Pope.

Unmolst (un-mnistO, o Not moist; not hu

mid; dry; unmoist. J. Philips.

Unmoistened (un-mois'nd), a. Not made

moist or humid; not wetted.

He lightly flew.

And with nnmoutened axle skimmed the flow).

Ctni'per.

Unmolested (un-mo-lest'ed), a. Not mo

lested ; not disturbed ; free from disturb

ance.

Meanwhile the swains

Shall unmolested reap what plenty sows.

7- Philifs.

Unmoneyed (un-mun'id), a. Not having

money ; impecunious. ' The unmoneyed

wight." Shenstone.

Unmonkish (un-mungk'ish), a. Unlike or

unbecoming a monk ; not given to or sympa

thizing with monasticism. Carlyle.

Unmonopolize (un-mo-nor/ol-iz), v.t To

recover from being monopolized. ' Vnmon-

opolizing the rewards of learning and in

dustry. ' Milton. [Rare. ]

Unmoor (uu-morO. v. t Naut. (a) to bring

to the state of riding with a single anchor,

after having been moored by two or more

cables. (6) To loose from anchorage or from

moorings. ' Thy skiff unmoor.' Byron.

Unmoralized (un-mor'al-izd), a. Untutored

by morality; not conformed to good morals.

'A dissolute and unmoralized temper.'

Norris.

Unmorrisedt (un-mor'ist), a. Not wearing

the dress of a morris-dancer.

What ails this fellow.

Unmortise (un-mor'tls), v.t To loosen or

undo as a mortise; to separate as a joint

from its socket ' The feet unmortised from

their ankle bones.' Tennyson.

Un-Mosaic (un-md-za'ikl a. The reverse

of Mosaic; contrary to Moses or his law.

By this reckoning Moses should be most un-Mosaie.

Mtitan.

Unmothered (un-muTH'erd), a. Not having

or deprived of a mother; motherless. ' (In-

mothered little child of four years old' E.

B. Browning.

Unmotherly (un-muTH'er-H), a. Not re

sembling or not becoming a mother.

Unmould (un-mold'), v.t. To change the

form of; to reduce from any form. ' Un~

moulding reason's mintage, charactered in

the face. Milton.

Unmounted (un-mounfed),a. Notmounted ;

not performing their special duties on horse

back; as, mounted and unmounted police.

Unmourned (un-mornd*), a. Not mourned;

not grieved for or lamented. Byron.

Unmovable, Unmoveable (un-mbVa-bl),

a. Incapable of being moved ; immovable.

' The precise and unmovable boundaries of

that species.' Locke.

Unmovably, Unmoveably (un-mbVa-bli),

adv. In an unmovable or immovable man

ner; immovably. ' My mind is fixt unmove

ably.' Surrey.

Unmoved (un-mbvd'), a. 1. Not moved; not

transferred from one place to another.

Locke.—2. Not changed in purpose or reso

lution ; unshaken ; firm. ' Unmoved, un-

Bhaken.unseduced. ' Milton.—S. Not affected ;

not having the passions or feelings excited;

not touched or impressed; not altered by

passion or emotion; calm. 'With face un

moved.' Dryden.

'Tis time this heart should be vnnwred.

Since others it has ceased to move. Byron.

4. Not susceptible of excitement by passion

of any kind; cool.

Who, moving others, are themselves as stone.

Unmoved, cold, and to temptation slow. Ska*.

Unmoving (un-mov'ing), a. 1. Having no

motion. ' unmoving heaps of matter.'

Cheyne. —2. Not exciting emotion; having

no power to affect the passions; unaffecting.

Unmown (un-mon'), v and a. Not mown

or cut down. 'Braided blooms unmown,'

Tennymn.

Unmuffle (un-mnfl), v.t. To uncover by

removing a muffler; to remove something

that conceals, or something that dulls or

deadens the sound of; as, to unmuffle the

face; to unmujfle a drum.

Unmurmured (un-mer'merd), a. Not mur

mured at. Beau. St Fl.

Unmurmuring (un-mer'mer-ing), a. Not

murmuring; not complaining; as, unmur

muring patience. Byron.

Unmuscled (im-mus'ld), a. Having the

muscles relaxed; flaccid. ' Their unmuscled

cheeks.* Richardson.

Unmuscular (un-musTcC-ler), a. Not mus

cular; physically weak. C. Reade.

Unmusical (un-mu'zik-al). a. 1. Not musi

cal; not harmonious or melodious. B. Jon-

son.—2. Not pleasing to the ear. ' A name

unmusical to the Volscian's ears,' Shak.

Unmutilated(un-mu'ti-Iat-ed), a. Not mu

tilated ; not deprived of a member or part ;

entire. Pennant

Unmuzzle (un-muz'l), v.t. To loose from a

muzzle ; to remove a muzzle from ; to free

from restraint. ' Ay, marry, now unmuzzle

your wisdom.' Shak.

The hell-hounds of war, on all sides, will be un

coupled and unmuzzled. Burke.

Unmysterious (un-mis-te'ri-us), a No(

mysterious; not shut up, hidden, or con

cealed; clear. Young.

Unmystery (un-mis'ter-i), v.t. To divest of

mystery; to make clear or plain. Fuller.

[Rare.]

Unnail (un-naT), v.t To remove or take out

the nails from ; to unfasten or loosen by

removing nails. ' Whiles Joseph of Arima-

theea and Nicodemus unnaU our Lord.'

Evelyn.

Unnameable (un-nam'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being named; indescribable. 'A cloud

of unnameable feeling.* Poe.

Unnamed (un-namd'). a. 1. Not named; not

having received a name. Milton.— 2. Not

named; not mentioned.

Be glad thou art unnamed. Beau. &■ Fl.

Unnapped (un-napf), a. Not having a nap;

as, unnapped cloth.

Unnative(un-na'tiv),a. Not native; foreign;

not natural [Rare.]

Whence . . . this unnatrve fear.

To generous Britons never known before T

Thomson.

Unnatural (un-nat'u-ral), a. 1. Not natural;

contrary to the laws of nature; contrary to

the natural feelings.

Unnatural deeds do breed unnatural troubles.

Sh.tk.

That death's unnatural that kills for loving. Sh,ik.

2. Acting without the affections of our com

mon nature; not having the feelings natural

to humanity. ' An unnatural dam.' Shak.

3. Not in conformity to nature ; not agreeable

to the real character of persons or things;

not representing nature ; forced ; strained ;

affected; artificial; as, affected and un

natural thoughts; unnatural images or

descriptions.

It is unnatural for any one in a gust of passion to

speak long together. Dryden.

Unnaturalize(un-nat/u-ral-ui;),p.t To make

unnatural; to divest of natural feelings.

Unnaturalized(un-nat'ii-ral-Izd), a. Not na

turalized; not invested, as a foreigner with

the rights and privileges of a native subject.

Unnaturally (un-nat'u-ral-li), adv. In an

unnatural manner; in opposition to natural

feelings and sentiments. Shak.

Unnaturalness (un-nat'u-ral-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unnatural; con

trariety to nature. Jer. Taylor.

Unnature t (un-na'tur), v.t. To change or

take away the nature of; to endow with a

different nature.

A right heavenly nature indeed, as it were unna-

tnring them, doth so bridle them. Sir P. Sidney.

Unnature (un'na-tur), n. The absence of

nature or of the order of nature ; the con

trary of nature; that which is unnatural

'So as to be rather unnature, after all, than

nature.' H. Bushnell.

Unnature, what we call Chaos, holds nothing in it

but vacuities, devouring fill's. Carlyle.

Unnavigable (un-nav'i-ga-bl), a. Not navi-

gnble; incapable of being navigated. ' That

unnavigable stream.' Dryden.

Unnavigated (un-nav'i-ga-ted), a. Not na

vigated ; not passed over in ships or other

vessels. Cook.

Unneart (nn'ner), prep. Not near; at a

distance from. Davies.

Unnecessarily (un-ne'ses-sa-ri-li), adv. In

an unnecessary manner; without necessity;

needlessly; superfluously. Shak.

Unnecessariness (un-ne'ses-sa-ri-nes), n.

The state of being unnecessary; Heedless

ness. Dr. H. More.

Unnecessary (un-ne'ses-sa-ri), a. Not ne

cessary; needless; not required by the cir

cumstances of the case ; useless ; as. un

necessary labouror care; unnecessary rigour.

Unnecessityt (nn-ne-ses'i-ti). n. The con

trary of necessity; something unnecessary.

Sir T. Browne.

Unneedful (un-ned'ful), a. Not needful;

not wanted; needless.

The text was not unneedful. Milton.

Unneighboured (un-na'berd),a. Having no

neighbours; not placed or dwelling nigh or

near. Cowper.

Unneighbourly (un-naT>er-li).a. Not neigh

bourly; not suitable to the duties of a neigh

bour.

Parnassus is but a barren mountain, and its in

habitants make it more so by their unneighbourly

deportment. Garth.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, <;o; j.job; n, IV. ton; ng, sing; th, /Aeii; th, (/tin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Unneighbourly t (un-na'ber-11), adv. In an

unneighbourly manner.

The French . . . have dealt . . . very unfriendly

and unneighbourly to us. Strype.

Unnervate' (un-nerv'at), a. Not strong;

feeble; enervate. W. Broome.

Unnerve (un-nervO.tf. t To deprive of nerve,

force, or strength; to weaken; to enfeeble;

as, to unnerve the arm. "The unnerved

father falls.' Shak.

The precepts are often so minute and full of cir

cumstances, that they weaken and unnerve his verse.

Addison.

Unnestle (un-nesl), v.t. To deprive of, or

eject from a nest; to dislodge; to eject.

* To unnestle and drive out of heaven all the

godB.' Urquhart

Unneth,tUnnetneB,tad>. Scarcely; hardly.

Spenser. See Uneath.

Unnetted (un-net'ed), a. Not inclosed in

a net or net-work ; unprotected by nets, as

cherries. Tennyson.

Unnlggard (un-nig'erd), a. Not niggard or

miserly; liberal. Sylvester.

Unniggardly ( un-nig'erd-in, a. Not nig

gardly or miserly; unniggard. Abr. Tucker.

Unnoble (un-no'bl). a. Not noble; Ignoble;

mean. ' A most unnoble swerving.' Shak.

Unnobleness (un-no'bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being unnoble; meanness.

Beau. <fc Ft.

Unnobly ( un-notd! ), adv. Ignobly. ' You

do the most unnobly to be angry.' Beau. «fc

Ft.

Unnooked (un-nokt'), a- Without nooks

or crannies; hence, Jig. without guile; open;

simple. ' My unnooked simplicity.' Marston.

[Obsolete and rare.]

Unnoted (un-n6t'ed), a. 1. Not noted ; not

observed; not heeded; not regarded.

Secure, unnoted, Conrad's prow pass'd by. Byron.

2. Not marked or shown outwardly. 'With

. . . sober and unnoted passion.' Shak. [Rare.]

Unnoticed (un-no'tisd), a. 1. Not observed;

not regarded. ' I've acted no unnoticed

part' James Smith.—Z. Not treated with

the usual marks of respect; not kindly and

hospitably entertained; neglected.

Unnotify (un-nd'ti-fi), v.t. To contradict.

as something previously made known, de

clared, or notified. H. Walpolc.

Unnourlshed(uu-nur'ishd), o. Not nour

ished; not fostered or cherished. Daniel.

Unnumbered (un-nuni'berd), a. Not num

bered; innumerable; indefinitely numerous.

Mothers of many children, and blest fathers.

That see their issues like the stars unnumber'd.

Beau. Hr Ft.

Unnun fun- nun), v.t. To release or depose

from the condition of a nun ; to cause to

cease to be a nun.

Many did quickly unnun and disfriar themselves.

Fuller.

Unnurtured (nn-n&r'turd), a. Not nurtured;

not educated. ' Unnurtured souls have

erred.' Wisdom of Solomon.

Unobedience t (un-6-be'di-ens), n. Disobe

dience. Wickliffe.

Unobedlentt (un-6-be'di-ent), a. Disobe

dient. Milton.

Unobjectionable (un-ob-jek'shon-a-hl), a.

Not liable to objection; incapable of being

condemned as faulty, false, or improper.

Paley.

Unobnoxloua (un-ob-nok'shus), a. Not

liable ; not subject ; not exposed to harm.

' Unobnoxious to decay.' Cowper.

Unobscured(un-ob-skurd'),a. Not obscured;

not darkened, dimmed, clouded, or over

cast ' His glory unobscured.' Milton.

Unobservable (un-ob-zerv'a-bl), o. Incap

able of being observed; not observable; not

discoverable. Boyle.

Unobservance(un-ob-zerv'an8),n. The state

or quality of being unobservant; want of

observation; iuattention. Whitloek.

Unobservant (un-ob-zeiVant), a. 1. Not

observant; not attentive; heedless. 'An

unexperienced and unobservant man.' Dr.

Knox.—2. Not obsequious.

Unobserved (un-ob-zervd'). a. Not ob

served; not noticed; not seen; not regarded;

not heeded. ' Unobserved the glaring orb

declines.' Pope.

Unobservedly (un-ob-zerv'ed-li). adv. In

an unobserved manner; without being ob

served.

Unobservlng (un-ob-zerVing), o. Not ob

serving; inattentive; heedless.

Unobstructed (un-ob-struk'ted). a. Not

obstructed; not filled with impediments;

not hindered or stopped ; as, an unobstructed

stream or channel. Sir H. Btackniore.

Unobstructlve (un-ob-stxuk'tiv), a. Not

presenting any obstacle. Sir R. Blaekmore.

Unobtrusive (un-obtrd'aiv), a. Not ob

trusive; not forward; modest. Young.

Unobtrusively (un-ob-tro'siv-U), adv. In

an unobtrusive manner; not forwardly.

Unobvious (un-ob'vi-us), a. Not obvious,

evident, or manifest Boyle.

Unoccupied (un-okku-pid), a. 1. Not occu

pied ; not possessed ; as, unoccupied land.

Jf. Grew.—i. Not employed or taken up in

business or otherwise; as, time unoccupied.

Unoffending (un-of-fend'ing), a. Not of

fending; not giving offence; not sinning;

free from sin or fault; harmless; innocent.

'My unoffending child.' Beau. d> Fl.

Unoffensive (un-of fen'siv), a. Not offen

sive; harmless; inoffensive. Bp. FelL

Unofflcious lun-of-fl'shus), a. .Not officious;

not forward or intermeddling. Milton.

Unoften t (un-ofn), adv. Rarely.

The man of gallantry not un.-fltn has been found

to think after the same manner. hums.

UnolKun-oilO.f-t- To free from oil. Dryden.

Unoiled (un-oild), a. Not oiled; free from

oil. * Unoiled hinges.' Young.

Unoldt (un-old'), v.t. To make young; to

rejuvenate. ' Minde-gladding fruit, that can

unolde a man.' Sylvester.

Unona (u-nd'na), n. A genus of plants, nat.

order Anonacea;. The species consist of

trees, large shrubs, or climbing plants, found

in India and tropical Africa. The bark and

fniit of many of the species are aromatic,

with some degree of acridity, and are em

ployed as stimulants and febrifuges.

Unoperative (un-o'pe-rat-ivX a. Not oper

ative ; producing no effect; inoperative.

Burke.

Unoperculate, Unoperculated inn 6-per'-

ku-lat, un-o-peVku*lat-ed ), a. Having no

operculum.

Unopposed (un-op-pozd'), a. Not opposed;

not resisted; not meeting with any obstruc

tion; as, an army or stream unopposed.

For what end was that bill to linger beyond the

usual period of an unopposed measure? Burke.

Unoppresslve (un-op-pres'iv), a Not op

pressive. ' An unoppressive but a productive

revenue.' Burke.

Unorder (un-or'der), v.t. To counterorder.

(Rare.)

I think I must unorder the tea. Miss Burney.

Unorderly (un-orMer-in, o. Not orderly;

irregular; disorderly. ' Unorderly confusion

in the church.' Bp. Sanderson.

Unordlnaryt (un-orMiu-a ri!,a. Not ordin

ary; not common. 'An unordinary shape.'

Z*ocJre.

Unorganised (un-or'gan-izd), o. Not organ

ized; inorganized; inorganic; as, metals are

unorganized bodies. Locke.

Unoriginal (un-6-rij'i-nal),a 1. Not original;

derived.—2. Having no birth; ungenerated.

' Unoriginal night and chaos wild.' Milton.

Unorlginated ( un-d rij'i-nat-ed ). o. Not

originated; having no birth or t reation.

The Father alone is self- existent, unrienved ; un-

orxginaUd. tt'attrtand.

Unornamental (un-or'na-ment"al), a. Not

ornamental West.
Unornamented(un-oryna-ment"ed), a. Not

ornamented; not adorned; plain. Coventry

Unorthodox (un-or'tho-doks). a. Not ortho

dox; heterodox; heretical Dr. H. More.

Unorthodoxy ( un-or'tho-doks-i \ n. The

state or quality of being unorthodox; un

soundness in faith; heterodoxy. Tom Brown.

Unostentatious (un-os'ten-ta"shus), a.

1. Not ostentatious; not boastful; not mak

ing show and parade ; modest. West. —

2. Not glaring; not showy; as, unostentatious

colouring.

Unostentatiously ( un-os ' ten-ta" shus-li ).

adv. In an unostentatious manner; without

show, parade, or ostentation. Dr. Knox.

Unostentatiousness ( un-os ' ten-ta"shus-

nes), n. State or quality of being free from

ostentation.

Unowed (un-dd'), a. 1. Not owed; not due.

2.t Not owned; having no owner.

England now is left

To tug and scamble, and to part by in* teeth

The unwed interest of proud, swelling state.

Shak.

Unowned (un-ond'), a. 1. Not owned; hav

ing no known owner; not claimed. Milton.

2 Not avowed; not acknowledged as one's

own ; not admitted as done by one's self.

Oay.

Unpack (un-pak'), v.t. 1. To open, ns things

packed; as, to impact goods.-- -2. To relieve

of a pack or burden; to unload ; to disburden.

'Must . . . unpack my heart with words *

Shak.

Unpacked (un-pakf). a. Not packed; not

collected by unlawful artifices; as, an un

packed jury. Uudibras,

Unpacker (un-pak'er), n. One who unpacks.

By the awkwardness of the umpacker the statue s

thumb was broken- Miss £dgt-u<m th

Unpaid (un-pid'X *. 1. Not paid . not dis

charged, as a debt. Milton—2. Not having

received what is due; as, unpaid workmen.

If her armies are three rears unpaid, she is the

less exhausted by expense. jarfc.

— Unpaid for, not paid for; taken on credit.

Unpained (un-pand'). a Not pained; suffer

ing no pain. B. Jonson.

Unpainful (un-paii'ful), a. Not painful;

giving no pain. 'An easy and unpainful

touch.' Locke.

Unpalnt (un-panf). v t. To efface the paint

ing or colour of. Parnell.

Unpaired (uu-pard'X a. Not paired; not

matched. 'And minds unpaired had better

think alone.' Crabbe.

Unpalatable (un-pal'at-a-bl),a. 1. Not pa

latable; disgusting to the taste. Anton —

2. Not such as to be relished ; disagreeable.

'The prickles of unpalatable law.' Dryden.

Unpanged (un-pangd'), a. Not afflicted

with pangs; not pained. Beau. d> FL

Unpannel (un-pau'el). v.t. To take off a

paunel from; to unsaddle.

Cod's peace be with him who saved us the trouble

of unpan netting Dapple. J+rv\s.

Unparadise (un-pa'ra-dis), v.t. To deprive

of happiness like that of paradise; to render

unhappy.

Ghastly thought would drink up all your joy.

And quite unpen adtse the realms of light. Young.

Unparagoned (un-par'a-gond), a. Un

equalled; unmatched; matchless. 'Your

unparagoned mistress.' Shak.

Unparallelable (un-pa'ra-lel-a-blX «. In

capable of being paralleled. 'My unparal

lelable love to mankind.' Bp. Hall.

Unparalleled (un-pa'ra-leld),a. Having no

parallel or equal; unequalled; unmatched.

' His fame unparallel'd. ' Shak. ' A deity so

unparallel'd. Milton.

Unpardonable (un-parMn-a-bl), a. Not to

be forgiven; incapable of being pardoned or

remitted; as, an unpardonable sin.

*Tis a fault too too unpardonable. Shak.

Unparliamentartness (un-par'li-mentHa-

ri-nes), n The state of being unparliament

ary.

Unparliamentary (un-parai-ment"a-ri). a.

Contrary to the usages or rules of proceed

ing in parliament or of a legislative body;

not such as can be used or uttered in parlia

ment; as, unparliamentary language.

UnpaiTOted(un-par'ot-ed),a. Not repeated

by rote like a parrot

Her sentiments were unparrcted and unstudied.

Godwin.

Unpartlalt (un-par'shal). a. Not partial;

impartial. 'A serious and unpartial exam

ination.' Bp. Sanderson.

Unpassable (un-pas'a-bl), a. 1. Not admit

ting passage; impassable. 'Vast and un-

pastabU mountains.' Sir IT. Temple. —

2. Not current; not received in common pay

ments; uncurrent; aa, unpassable notes or

coins.

Making a new standard for money, must make alt

money which is lighter than that standard unpass-

able. Ltxtt.

Unpassableness (un-pas'a-bl-nes), n. The

state of being unpassable. Evelyn.

Unpasslonate (un-pa'shon-at), a. 1. Free

from passion or bias; impartial; dispassion

ate.—2. Not angry. 'Sober, grave, and un-

passionate words.' Locke.

Unpassionated t (unpa'shon-at-ed), a. Dis

passionate. Glanrille.

Unpassloned (un-pa'shond). a. Free from

passion; dispassionate. Davies.

Unpastort (un-paa'tor), vt. To deprive of

the otflce of a pastor. Fuller.

Unpatbed (un-pathd'), a. Unmarked by

passage; not trodden; trackless. ' Unpathd

waters." Shak.

Unpathwayed (un-path'wad), a. Having

no pathway; pathless. 'The smooth un

pathwayed plain.' Wordsworth.

Unpatlencet (un-pa'shens), u. Want of

patience; impatience. Udall.

Unpatlentt (un-pa'sheut), a. Impatient.

Holland.

Unpatriotic (un-pa'tri-ot"Ik), a. Not patri

otic. Quart. Rev.

Unpatronized <un-pat'ron-izd),a. Not hnv-

ing a patron ; not supported by friends.

Jmnson.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abtme; y, Sc. try.
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TJnpatterned (un-pat'ernd), a. Having

uo pattern; unequalled. 'Should I prize
you less, unpattem'd Sir.' Beau, «£• Fl.

Unpaved. (un-pavd*), a. 1. Not paved ; not

covered with stone.— 2. t Castrated; gelded.

Shak. [Ludicrous]

Unpay (un-pa'), v.t. it To undo; to annul

by payment. [Humorous.]

Pay her the debt you owe her, and unpay the vil-

i.iiiy you have done her. Shak.

2. Not to pay or compensate : only in past

participle.

Unpayable (un-pa'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being paid. Sotrth.

Unpeacet (un'pes), n. Dispeace. Chaucer,

Unpeaceable (un-pes'a-bl), a. Not peace

able; quarrelsome. 'Away, unpeaceable

dog. ' Shak.

Unpeaceableness (un-pes'a-bl-nes). n. The

state of being unpeaceable ; unquletness ;

quarrelsomeness. Mountagu.

Unpeaceful (un-pes'ful), a. Not pacific or

peaceful; unquiet. Milton.

Unpedigreed (un-ped'i-gred). a. Not dis

tinguished by a pedigree. R. Pollok.

Unpeerable, Unpeered (un-per'a-bl, un-

perd'). a. Having no peer or equal; un

equalled. 'Unpeered excellence.' Marston.

Unpeg (un-peg"), v.t. To pull out the peg

from ; to open by removing a peg or pegs.

Unpeg the basket on the house's top.

Let the birds fly. Shak.

Unpen (un-pen'), v.t. To let out or release

from being penned up ; to set free from a

pen or confinement. ' If a man unpen* an

other's water.' Black$tone.

Unpenetrable * (un-pen'e-tra-bl).a. Not to

be penetrated; impenetrable. Holland.

Unpenitent t (un-pen'i-tent), a. Not peni

tent; impenitent. Sandys.

Unpensloned (un-pen'shond),a. 1. Not pen

sioned ; not rewarded by a pension ; as, an

unpensioned soldier.—2. Not kept in pay;

not held in dependence by a pension.

Byron.

Unpeople (un-pe'pl), v.t To deprive of

people; to deprive of inhabitants; to depopu

late; to dispeople. 'I'll unpeople Egypt.'

Shak.

Unpeopled (un-pe'pld), p. and a. Depopu

lated; dispeopled; uninhabited; desolate.

' UnpeojdedoffictM, untrodden stones.' Shak.

Unpercelvable (un-per-seVa-bl), o. Incap

able of being perceived; not perceptible.

South.

Unperceived (un-per-sevd'), a. Not per

ceived ; not heeded ; not observed ; not no

ticed. 'Shade, unperceived, so softening

into shade.' Thomson.

Unperceptlble t (un-per-sep'ti-bl), a. Im

perceptible. Holland.

Unperegal,t a Unequal. Chaucer.

Unperfect t (un-per'fekt), a. Not perfect ;

not complete; deficient; imperfect 'An

unperfect actor.' Shak.

Nature . . . hath made nothing unperfect.

Holland.

Unperfect t (un-per'fekt), v.t To make

imperfect or incomplete; to leave unfinished.

Sir P. Sidney.

Unperfectly t (un-per'fekt-li), adv. Imper

fectly. Hales.

Unperformed (un-per-formd'), a. Not per

formed; not done; not executed; not ful

filled; as, the business remains unperformed;

an unperformed promise. * This voyage, un-

perform'd by living man.* Counter.

Unperishable t (un-per'ish-a-bi), a. Not

perishable; not subject to decay; imperish

able. Spectator.

Unperisning(un-per'ish-ing), a. Not perish

ing: lasting; durable. ' Her great sire's un-

^writhing abode.' Coicper.

nperjured (uu-per'jurd), a. Free from

the crime of perjury; uot forsworn. Dryden.

Unperplex t (un-per-pleks'), v.t To free or

relieve from perplexity. Donne.

Unperplexed (un-per-pleksf), a. 1. Not

perplexed; not harassed; not embarrassed.

2. Free from perplexity or complication;

simple. 'Simple, unperplexed proposition.'

Locke.

Unpersecuted (un-per-se-ku'ted), o. Free

from persecution. Milton.

Unpersonable (un-per'son-a-bl), a. Not

personable ; not handsome or of good ap

pearance. Holland.

Unpersuadable (un-per-swad'a-bl), a. In

capable of being persuaded or influenced by

motives urged. Sir P. Sidney.

Unpersuadableness ( un - per - swad ' a - bl -

nes), ». The quality of being unper

suadable; resistance to persuasion. Rich

ardson.

Unpersuasion (un-per-swa'zhon), n. The

state of being unpersuaded. Leighton.

Unpersuasive (un-per-swa'ziv), a. Not

persuasive; unable to persuade. ' I bit my

unpersuasive lips." Richardson.

Unperturbed (un-per-terbd'), a. Not per

turbed; not disturbed.

These perturbations would be so combined with

the unperturbed motion as to produce a new motion

not less regular than the other. tt-'hewcll.

Unpervert (un-per-verf), v.t To recon

vert ; to recover from being a pervert

Fuller.

I had the credit all over Paris of uuperverting

Madame de V—. Sterne.

Unperverted (un-per-vert'ed), a. Not per

verted; not wrested or turned to a wrung

sense or use. Swift.

Unpetrlfled (un-pet'ri-fM), a. Not petri

fied; not converted into stone. Sir T.

Brtncnc.

UnphilOBOphlc, Unphllosophlcal (un-

nro-sorik, un-nro-sof'ik-al), a. Not philo

sophic; the reverse of philosophic; not ac

cording to the rules or principles of sound

philosophy.

Unphilosophize (un-fl-Ios'6-fiz), v.t To

degrade from the character of a philos

opher. [A word made by Pope, according

to Dr. Johnson.]

Our passions and our interests Row in upon us.

And unphilosophi.ee us into mere mortals, pope.

Unpickable (un-pik'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being picked ; incapable of being opened

with a pointed instrument 'Locks un

pickable.' Beau, it Fl.

unpicked (un-pikf), a. 1. Not picked; not

chosen or selected. —2. Unplucked; ungath-

ered; unenjoyed.

Now comes in the sweetest morsel of the night, and

we must hence and leave it unpicked. Shak.

3. Having the stiches picked out; unstitched.

'A rube, half-made, and half unpicked again.'

W. Collins. — 4. Not picked or opened with

an instrument, as a lock.

Unplerceable (un-pers'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being pierced. ' So unpiereeable an

armour. Bp. Hall.

Unplerced (un-persf), a. Not pierced; not

penetrated. Byron.

Unpillared (un-pil'erd), a. Deprived of

piflars; not having or supported by pillars.

'Th' unpillared temple.' Pope.

Unpillowed (un-pil'16d), a. Having no

pillow; having the head not supported.

Milton.

Unpin (un-pln'), v.t. To loose from pins;

to unfasten or undo what is held together

by a pin or pins; to remove the pins of; as,

to unpin a frock; to unpin a building; to

unpin a door. ' His mouth v.npinn'd. '

Gower.

Prithee, unpin me. Shak.

Unpinion (un-pin'yon), v. t To loose from

pinions or manacles; to free from restraint

Clarke.

Unpinkedt (un-plngkt'V a. Not pinked;

not pierced with eyelet-holes, Shak.

Unplteously (un-pit'e-us-li), adv. In an

unpiteous manner.

Oxford, in her senility, has proved no Alma Mater

in thus so unpiteom.'y cramming her alumni with the

shells alone. Sir IV. Hamilton.

Unpltied (un-pit'id), a. 1. Not pitied; not

compassionated; not regarded with sympa

thetic sorrow.

StuniMinif across the market to his death

/ tnpitied. Tennyson.

2.t Unmerciful; pitiless.

You shall have your full time of imprisonment and

your deliverance with an urtpitied whipping. Shak.

Unpltlful (un-pit'i-ful), a. 1. Having no

pity; not merciful.— 2. Not exciting pity.

Unpitifully (un-pit'i-ful-li), adv. In an

unpitiful manner; unmercifully; without

mercy. 'Beat him most ^pitifully.' Shak.

Unpltifulness (un-pit'i-ful-nea), n. The

state or quality of being unpitiful. Sir P.

Sidney.

Unpitous.t a. Unpitiful; cruel. Chaucer.

Unpltying (un-pit'i-ing), a. naving no

pity; showing no compassion.

Plunging from his castle, with a cry

He raised his hands to the unpitying sky.

Longfellow.

Unplaced (un-plasf), a. 1. Not arranged or

distributed in proper places; undetermined

in regard to place; confused; jumbled.

Unplaced kings, whose position in the series of

Egyptian kings is undetermined. Gliddon.

2 Having no place, office, or employment

under government ' Unplaced, unpen-

sion'd.' Pope.

UnplagTied (un-plagd'), a Not plagued;

not harassed; not tormented; not afflicted.

' Unplanned with corns." Stiak.

Unplain t (un-plan'), a. Not plain; not

simple; not open; insincere. Gower.

Unplainedt (un-pland'), a. Not deplored;

not bewailed or lamented. Spenser.

Unplanted (un-plan fed), a. Not planted;

of spontaneous growth. Waller.

Unplausible (un-plaz'1-ul), a. Not plau

sible; not having a fair or specious ap

pearance ; as, arguments not unplausible.

'Such unplausible propositions.' Barrow.

Unplausibly (un-plaz'i-bli), adv. In an un

plausible manner; not plausibly. Burke.

Unplauslve t (un-plaz'iv), a. Not approving;

not applauding; displeased; disapproving.

'Tls like he'll question me

Why such unplausive eyes are bent on him. Shak.

Unpleadable (un-pled'a-bl), a. Unfit to be

pleaded or urged as a plea. ' Ignorance

was here unpleadable.' South.

Unpleaded (un-plSd'ed), a. 1. Not pleaded.

2. Undefended by an advocate. Otway.

Unpleasable ( un-plez'a-bl ), a. Incapable

of being pleased. ' My unpleasable daughter.'

Burqoyne.

Unpleasant (un-plez'ant), o. Not pleasant;

not affording pleasure; disagreeable. ' The

unpleasant'st words that ever blotted paper. '

Shak.

Unpleasantlsn (un-plez'ant-ish), a. Some

what unpleasant. ' A rather unpleasantish

job.' Hood. [Colloq.]

Unpleasantly (un-pleVant-lf), adv. In an

unpleasant manner; in a manner not pleas

ing.

Unpleasantness (un-plez'ant-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unpleasant; disa-

greeableness. ' Unpleasantness of sound.'

Hooker.

Unpleasantry (un-plez'ant-ri), n. Want

of pleasantry ; absence or the opposite of

cheerfulness, humour, or gaiety. Thackeray.

[Rare.]

Unpleased (un-plezdO, a. Not pleased; dis

pleased. ' My unpleased eye.' Shak.

Unpleasing (un-plez'ing), a. I'npleasant;

offensiveTdisgusting; disagreeable. 'Harsh

discords and unpleasing Bharps.' Shak.

UnpleaBingly ( un-plez'ing-li ), adv. In an

unpleasing manner, lip. Hall.

UnpleasingneBB (un-plez'ing-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unpleasing. Milton.

Unpleasive t (un-plez'iv), a. Not pleasing.

Grief is never but an unpleasive passion. Bp. Halt.

Unpleasurable (un-plezh'ur-a-bl), a. Not

pleasurable; not giving pleasure. Coleridge.

Unpliable (un-pli'a-bl), a. Not pliable; uot

yielding or conforming ; not easily bent.

Holland.

Unpliant (un-pli'ant), a. 1. Not pliant;

not easily bent; stiff. 'The unpliant bow.'

Cowper.—2. Not readily yielding the will;

not compliant. ' A stubborn, unpliant mo

rality.' Taller.

Unplight, t Unpllte.t v.t. To unfold; to

explain. Chaucer.

Unplucked (un-plukf), a. Not plucked;
not pulled or torn away. Beau. .(• Fl.

Unplumb (un-plum'), v.t [L. plumbum,

lead.) To deprive of lead; to plunder of

lead. Burke. [Very rare.]

Unplumb (un-plum'), a. Not plumb; not

perpendicular; not vertical. Clarke.

Unplumbed (un-plumd'). a. Not plumbed

or measured by a plumb-line; unfathomed.

' The unplumbed, salt, estranging sea.'

Matt Arnold.

Unplume (un-plum'), v.t. To strip of

plumes or feathers; to degrade. 'Enough

to shame confidence and unplume dogma

tising.' Glanville.

Unpoetlc, Unpoetical (un-po-et'ik, un-po-

t't'ik-ul). a. 1. Not poetical; not having or

possessing poetical qualities. T. Warton.—

2. Not proper to or becoming a poet Bp.

Corbet.

Unpoetically (un-po-ct'ik-al-li), adv. In an

unpoetic or unpoetical manner. Dryden.

Unpointed (un-point'ed), a. 1. Having no

point or sting; wanting point or definite aim

or purpose.

The conclusion . . . here, would have shown

dull, flat, and untainted. B. y*onson.

2. Not having marks by which to distinguish

sentences, members, and clauses in writing;

unpunctuated. — 3. Not having the vowel

points or marks; as, an unpointed manu

script in Hebrew or Arabic.

Unpolsed (un-poizd'), a. 1. Not poised;

not balanced.—2 t Uuweighed; unhesitat

ing; regardless of consequences. Marston,

ch, cftain: ch, Sc. locA; g, go\ j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siny; TH, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, arure. — See KEr.
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Unpolson (un-poi'zn), v.t. To reraoTe or

expel poison from.

Such a course could not but In a short time hare

unpotsoned their perverted minds. South.

Unpolicied (un-poli-sid), a. 1. Not having

civil polity or a regular form of government.

Warburton, — 2. Void of policy; impolitic;

stupid. 'That I might hear thee call great

Csesar, ass unpolicied.' Shak.

Unpollsh (un-polish), v.t. To deprive of

polish or politeness. Richardnon.

Unpolished (uu-polisht), a. 1. Not pol

ished; not made smooth or bright by rub

bing.—2. Not refined in manners; uncivil

ized; rude; plain. 'Those first unpolish'd

matrons, big and bold.' Dryden.

Unpolite (un-pd-llf), a. Not polite; not

refined in manners; uncivil; rude; impolite.

Tatlcr

Unpolltely (un-pd-llt'li), adv. In an un

polite, uncivil, or rude manner.

Impoliteness t (un-po-llt'nes), n. The

state or quality of being impolite; want of

courtesy; rudeness; incivility.

Unpolitlct (un po'li-tik), a. Impolitic.

Unpolled (un-pdld'), a. 1. Not polled; not

having had his vote registered.

The opposite party bribed the bar-maid at the

Town Anns to hocus the brandy and water of four

teen unpolled electors. Dickens.

2. Unplundered; notstripped. 'Richerthan

unpolid Arabian wealth and Indian gold.'

Fanshawe.

Unpolluted (un-pol-ut'ed), a. Not pol

luted; not denied; not corrupted; pure.

' Her fair and unpolluted flesh.' Shak.

Unpope (un-popO. v.t. 1. To cause to cease

to be a pope ; to divest or deprive of the

office, authority, and dignities of a pope.—

2. To deprive of a pope.

Rome will never so far unpopt herself as to part

with her pretended supremacy. Fuller.

Unpopular (un-pop'u-ler), a. Not popular;

not having the public favour; as, an un

popular magistrate; an unpopular law.

Unpopularity (un-pop'u-uir'i-ti), tk The

state of being unpopular.

Unpopularly (uu-pop'u-Ier-H), adv. In an

unpopular manner; not popularly.

Unportablet (un-pdrt-a-bl). a. Not port

able or capable of being carried. Raleigh.

Unportioned (un-por'shond), a. Not en

dowed or furnished with a portion or for

tune.

Has virtue charms? I grant her heavenly fair,

But if unportioned, all will interest wed. Young.

Unportuoust (un-pdr'tu-us). a. Having no

ports. ' An unportuous coast' Burke.

Unpossessed (un-por-zest'X a. Not pos

sessed; not held; not occupied. 'Such vast

room in nature unpossessed by living soul'

Milton,

Unpossesslng t (un-poz-zes'ing), a. Having

no possessions. 'Thou unpossesting bas

tard.' Shak,

Unpossiblet (un-pos'i-bl), o. Not possible;

impossible. 'Eur us to levy power ... is

nil unpossible ' Shak.

Unposted (un-post'ed), a. Not having a

fixed post or situation.

There were also some Queen's officers going out to

Join their regiments, a few younger men, unposted,

who expected to be attached to Queen's regiments,

as their own corps were fighting . . . against us.

IV. If. Russell.

Unpowerfult(un-pou'er-ful),a. Not power

ful; impotent. Cowley.

Unpracticable (un-pruk'tl-ka-bl), a. Not

Sracticable ; not feasible; not capable of

eiug performed; Impracticable. Barrow.

Unpractical (un-prak'ti-kal), a. Not prac

tical; inclined to give time and attention to

matters of speculation and theory rather

than those of practice, action, or utility ;

careless about things merely profitable or of

sordid utility. J. R. Lowell.

Unpractised (un-prak'tist), a l Not hav

ing been taught by practice ; not skilled ;

not having experience: raw; unskilful *A

child unpractixed in destructive fight.* Cow-

per.—2.t Not known; not familiar by use.

Hit tender eye. by too direct a ray

Wounded, and flying from unpractised day. Prior.

Unpralaet (unpraz'). vl To deprive of

praise; to strip of commendation. Young.

Unpralsed (un-prazd), a Not praised; not

celebrated. Spenser.

Unpray (un-pra'), » t. To revoke, recall, or

negative by a subsequent prayer having a

contrary tendency or effect to a former one.

The freedom and purity of his obedience . . .

made him. as it were, unpray what he had before

peayed Sir M. Hat*.

Unprayed (un-prad'), a. Not prayed for;

not solicited reverently: with/or before the

object Sir T. More.

Unpreach (un-prechO. v.t. To preach the

contrary of; to recant in preaching.

The clergy their own principles denied,

Unpreaehed their non-resisting cant. Defoe.

Unpreaching (un-prech'ing), a. Not in the

habit of preaching. 'Unpreaching prelates.'

Latimer.

Unprecarlous (un-pre-ka'ri-us), a. Not

f>recarious; not uncertain. * Unprecarious

diss.' Young.

Unprecedented(un-pre'sS-dent-ed), a. Hav

ing no precedent or example; unexampled.

In the House of Commons the opposition became

at once irresistible, and carried by more than two

votes to one, resolutions of unprecedented violence,

Macaufay.

Unprecedented^ ( un-pre'so-dent-ed -li ),

adv. Without precedent; exceptionally.

That motion . . . was rejected, in a House un-

precedentedly large, by a majority of only five.

Gladstone.

Unpredictt (un-pre-diktf), v.i. To revoke or

retract prediction.

Means I must use, thou say'st: prediction else

Will unpredict, and fail me of the throne. Milton.

Unpreferred (un-pre-ferd')» «• Not pre

ferred: (a) not regarded with preference.

(b) Not having received preferment; not

baring got a living. 'A scholar . . . young

or unpreferred.' Jeremy Collier.

Unpregnant (un-preg'nant), a. 1. Not preg

nant— 2. Not prolific; not quick of wit.

This deed . . . makes me unpregnant

And dull to all proceedings. Shak.

UnpreJucUcate (un-pre-ju'di-kat). a. Not

prepossessed by settled opinions; unpre

judiced. Jer. Taylor.

Unprejudiced (un-pre'ju-dist), a. 1. Not

prejudiced; free from undue bias or prepos

session; not preoccupied by opinion; im

partial; as, an unprejudiced mind.

The meaning of them may be so plain, that any

unprejudiced and reasonable man may certainly un

derstand tliein. Tilhtson.

2. Not warped by or proceeding from pre

judice; as, on unprejudiced judgment.

Unprejudicedness (un-pre'ju-dist-nes), n.

State of being unprejudiced. 'Hearing the

reason of the case with patience and unpre-

jtulicedncss.' Clarke.

Unprelated (un-prel'at-ed), p. and a. De

posed from the dignity of prelate; deposed

from the episcopate. Bp. Haeket.

Unprelatlcal (un-pre-lat'ik-al), a. Unlike

or unsuitable to a prelate. Clarendon,

Unpremeditable (un-pre-med'it-a-blX a.

L Not capable of being premeditated or

fireviously thought of.—2, Unforeseen; un-

ooked for. 'A capfull of wind . . . with

such unpremeditable puffs. ' Sterne.

Unpremeditated (un-pr€-med'i-tat-ed), a.

1. Not previously meditated or prepared in

the mind. 'My unpremeditated verse.'

Milton.—2. Not previously purposed or in

tended; not done by design; as, an unpre

meditated offence.

Unpreparation (un-pre'pa-ra"shon), n.

The state of being unprepared; want of pre

paration; unpreparedness. Sir M. Hale.

Unprepared (un-pre-pard'), a. Not pre

pared; as, (a) not fitted or made suitable,

fit, or ready for future use; as, unprepared

provisions. (6) Not brought into a right,

safe, or suitable condition in view of a

future event, contingency, accident, attack,

danger, or the like; specifically, not made

ready or fit for death or eternity.

1 would not kill thy unprepared spirit. Shak.

Unpreparedly (un-pre-par'ed-li), a. In an

unprepared manner or condition; without

due preparation. ' Dies not unpreparedly. '

Bp. llall.

Unpreparedness (un-pre-par'ed-nes), n.

The state of being unprepared, unready, or

unfitted; wont of preparation.

Unprepossessed (un-pre'poz-zest"), a. Not

prepossessed: not biassed by previous opin

ions; not prejudiced.

It finds the mind naked, and unprepossessed with

any former notions. South.

Unprepossessing (un-pr6'poz-zes"ing), a.

Not having a prepossessing or winning ap-

Kearance; not attractive or engaging; as,

e has a very unprepossessing appearance.

Unprescrioed (un-pro-skribd'), a. Not

prescribed; not authoritatively laid down,

' Unprescribed ceremony.' Bp. Hall.

Unpresentable (un-pre-zenra-bl), a. Not

presentable; not fit for being presented or

introduced to company or society.

Unpressed fun-prest'). a. 1. Not pressed.

'My pillow left unpressed.' Shak.—2. Not

enforced. Cla rendon.

Unpresumlng (un-pre-zum'ing), a. Not

presuming; modest: humble. 'Modest, un-

presuming men.' Dr. Knox.

Unpresumptuous (uu-pre-zum'tu-us), a.

Not presumptuous or arrogant; humble:

submissive; modest. 'Lift to heaven an

unpresumptuous eye.' Covper.

Unpretending (un-pre-tend'ing), o. Not'

pretending to or claiming any distinction or

superiority; unassuming; modest. 'To unde

ceive and vindicate the honest and unpre

tending part of mankind.' Pope.

Unprettiness (un-prit'ti-nes), n. The state

of being unpretty; want of prettiness.

Richardson.

Unpretty (un-prit'UX o. Not pretty; want

ing prettiness, attractiveness, elegance, or

charm.

His English is blundering, but not unpretty.

Miss Burnty.

Unprevallingt (un-pre-viU'ing), o. Being of

no force; unavailing; vain.

Throw to the earth this unprcvaiiinf woe. Shak.

Unprevented (nn-pre-vent'ed), a 1. Not

prevented; not hindered.—2. t Not preceded

by anything.

Grace . . .

Comes unprevented, uniniplored, unsought.

Milton.

Unprlest (un-presf). v.t To deprive of the

orders or authority of a priest

Leo, bishop of Rome, only unprus/s him. MiUon.

Unpriestly (un-prestli), a. Unsuitable to

a priest. ' Unpriestly conduct' Pennant

Unprince (nu-prlns'), v t. To deprive of the

character or authority of a prince ; to de

prive of principality or sovereignty.

Queen Mary . . . would not unprince herself to

obey his Holiness. Fuller.

Unprlncely (un-prins'li), a. Unbecoming

a prince; not resembling a prince. ' f7»-

princely usage.' Milton.

Unprinciple (un-prin'ai-pl), v.t. To destroy

the moral principles of; to corrupt.

They have been principled, or rather unprincipled,

by such tutors. //. Brooke.

Unprincipled (un-prin'si-pld), o. 1. Not

having settled principles. 'Souls unprin

cipled In virtue.' Milton. — 2. Having no

good moral principles; destitute of virtue;

not restrained by conscience; profligate; im

moral; as, a gay, unprincipled fellow.—

3. Not resulting from good principles; in

iquitous; wicked. ' This unprincipled ces

sion.' Burke.

Unprlnted (un-print'ed), a. 1. Not printed,

as a literary work. Pope.—2. Not stamped

with figures; white; as. unprinted cotton.

Unprivileged (un-priv'i-lejd), a. Not privi

leged; not enjoying a particular privilege,

liberty, or immunity. Dr. Knox.

Unprizablet (un-priz'a-bl). a. Incapable of

being prized or having its value estimated;

(a) as being below valuation.

A baubling1 vessel was he captain of.

For shallow draught and bulk unpniaole. Shmk.

(b) As being above or beyond valuation; In

valuable.

Your ring may be stolen too : so, of your brace of

tmprixable estimations, the one is but frail, and the

other casual. Shak.

Unprized (un-prizd'), a. Not valued; (a) as

being below valuation. (£*)t As being beyond

or above valuation; invaluable.

Not all the dukes of waterish Burgundy

Can buy this uupriaed, precious maid of me. Shat.

Unprooablyt (un-proTja-bll), adv. L In a

manner not to be approved of; improperly.

'To diminish by the authority of wise and

knowing men, things unjustly and un^ro-

bablii crept in.' Strype.—2. Improbably.

Unproclairtied (un-prd-klamd'X a. Not

proclaimed; not notified by public declara

tion. ' Assassin-like, had levied war, war

unproclaimed.' MUton.

Unproductive (un-pro-duk'tiv), a. X. Not

productive; barren; more especially, not

producing large crops; not making profit

able returns for labour; as, unproductive

land. — 2. Not producing profit or interest;

not bringing in any return; as, unproductive

capital; unproductive funds. — 3. Not pro

ducing goods or articles for consumption ;

as, unproductive labour (such as that of

domestic servants, &c.y—1. Not producing

any effect or result: with of.

Unproductiveness (un-prd-dnk'tiv-nes), n

The state of being unproductive; as, land,

stock, capital, labour, Ac.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; .V, Sc. tey.
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Unprofaned (un-profand'), a. Not pro

faned or desecrated; not polluted or vio

lated. Dryden.

UnprofeBsionalfun-pro-ie'shon-al), a. l.Not

pertaining to one's profession. —2. Not be

longing to a profession; as, an unprofes

sional man.

Unproflciency (un-pr6-flsh'en-Bl), n. Want

of proficiency or improvement Bp. Hall.

Unprofitable (uu-pro'flt-a-bl), a. Not pro

fitable; bringing no profit; producing no

gain, advantage, or improvement; serving

no useful ordesired ends; useless; profitless;

as, an unprofitable business; an unprofitable

servant. * Unprofitable talk.' Job xv. 3.

'Not with grief, for that is unprofitable. '

Heb. xiii. 17.

Unprofitableness (un-pro'flt-a-bl-nes), n.

The state of producing no profit or good ;

uselessness; inutility. Addison.

Unprofltably (un-pro'flt-a-bli), adv. In an

unprofitable manner; without profit, gain,

benefit, advantage, or use; to no good pur

pose or effect -

Our wasted oil unprofitably burns.

Like hidden lamps in old sepulchral urns. Con-per.

Unprofited (un-pro'flt-ed), a. Not having

profit or gain. Shak.

Unprontlngt (un-pro'flt-ing), a. Unprofit

able. BTjvnson.

Unprohibited (un-pro-hib'lt-ed), a. Not

prohibited; not forbidden; lawful. Milton.

Unprojected (un-pro-jekt'ed), a. Not

planned; not projected. South.

Unprolific (un-pro-lif'ik), a. Not prolific;

barren; not producing young or fruit; not

fertile or fruitful. Sir M. Hale.

Unpromise (un-prom'is), v.t. To revoke,

retract, or recall, as a promise. 'Thy pro

mise past, unpromise it again.' Chapman.

Unpromised (un-prom'ist), a. Not pro

mised or engaged. 'Leave nought unpro

mised.' Spenser.

Unpromising; (uu-prom'is-ing), a. Not pro

mising; not affording a favourable prospect

of success, of excellence, of profit, Ac; as,

an unpromising youth ; an unpromising

season. Sir J. Reynolds.

Unprompted(un-promfed), a. Not prompt

ed; not dictated; not urged or instigated.

My tongue talks unprompted by ray heart.

C0H£TtV<.

Unpronounceable (un-prd-nouns'a-bl), o.

1. Not pronounceable; incapable of being

pronounced; as, a harsh unpronounceable

word. — 2. Unfit for being pronounced,

named, or mentioned ; unmentionable as

Ijeing offensive to chaste ears.

Unpronounced (un-pro-nounst'), a. Not

pronounced; not uttered. Hilton.

Unpropert (un-pro'per). a. 1. Not proper

or confined to one person; not peculiar.

Millions nightly lie in those improper beds.

Which they dare swear peculiar. Shak.

2. Not fit or proper; improper. Jer. Taylor.

Unproperlyt (un-pro'per-U), ado. Unfitly;

improperly. Holland.

Unprophetic, Unprophetlcal (un-pro-fef-

ik, un-pro-fet'ik-al), a. Not prophetic; not

foreseeing or not predicting future events.

'Wretch . . . of unprophetic soul.' Pope.

Unpropltious ( un- pro-pi 'shus). o. Not

propitious; not favourable; inauspicious.

Now flamed the dog-star's unpropitious ray.

Smote every brain, and witlier'd every bay. Pope.

Unproportionable ( un-pro-pSr'shon-a-lil ),

a. Wanting due proportion; disproportion-

able. Dr. U. More.

Unproportionate (un-pro-pdr'shon-at), a.

Wanting proportion; disproportionate; un

fit. ' No swelling member, unproportion

ate.' Daniel.

Unproportioned(un-pro-por'shond), a. Not

proportioned; not suitable. 'This unpro-

portioned frame.' B. Jonson.

Tinproposed (un-pro-pozd'), a. Not pro

posed; not offered for acceptance, adoption,

or the like; as, the motion or candidate is as

yet unproposed. Drydcn.

Unpropped fun-propt'), a. Not propped;

not supported or upheld. ' The bulk, un

propped, falls headlong.' Drydcn.

Unproselyte (un-pros'e-lit). v.t. To pre

vent being made a proselyte or convert; to

win back from proselytism. Fuller.

UnprOBperoUB(un-pros'per-us), a. Notpros-

perous; not attended with success; unfor

tunate. Pope.

UnprosperouBly (un-pros'per-us-ll), adv.

Unsuccessfully; unfortunately. Jer. Taylor.

Unprosperousness (un-proa'per-ug-nes). n.

Want of success; failure of the deBired re

sult. Hammond.

Unprotected (un-pr6-tekt'ed), a. Not pro

tected; not defended; not supported. 'Men

unprotected from above.' Hooker.

Unprotestantize (un-prot'es-tant-lz), v.t.

To cause to change from the Protestant re

ligion to some other; to render other than

Protestant; to divest of Protestant charac

teristics or features.

To unprotestantize (the Church of England) is not

to reform it Kinsstey.

Unprovable, Unproveable (un-prbv'a-bl),

a. Not capable of being proved, demon

strated, confirmed, or established. ' Poor

uncertainties and unproveable supposals.*

Bp. Hall.

Unproved (un-prbvd'), a. 1. Not proved;

not known by trial. ' A fresh unproved

knight' Spenser.— 2. Not established as

true by argument, demonstration, or evi

dence.

There is much of what should be demonstrated

left unprmtd. Boyle.

Unprovide (nn-pro-vid'), v.t. Tounfurnish;

to divest or strip of qualifications; to divest

of resolution.

Ill not expostulate with her, lest her beauty un-

proiide my mind again. Shak.

Unprovided (un-pr5-vid'ed), a. 1. Not pro

vided ; unfurnished; unsupplied; as, un-

provided with money. Formerly it might

have of after it instead of with. * Utterly

unprovided of all other natural, moral, or

spiritual abilities.' Bp. Sprat— 2. Having

made no preparation; not suitably prepared;

unprepared.

Tears, for a stroke unseen afford relief:

But unprovided for a sudden blow,

Like Niobe wc marble grow. Dryden.

3. t Unforeseen. Spenser.

Unprovidentt (un-pro'vi-dent), a. Impro

vident. Beau. A: Ft.

Unprovoked (un-pro-vokf). a. 1. Not pro

voked; not incited. ' Men unprovoked . . .

fly in my face.' Bp Hall.—2. Not proceed

ing from provocation or just cause ; as, an

unprovoked attack. ' A rebellion so destruc

tive and so unprovoked.' Dryden.

Unprudentialt (un-pr6-den'shal), a. Im

prudent. * The most unwise and unpruden-

tial act' Milton.

Unpruned (un-prond'), a. Not pruned; not

lopped. ' Fruit-trees all unpruned. ' Shak.

UnpubllC (un-publik), a. Not public; pri

vate; not generally seen or known. ' Virgins

must be retired and unpublic' Jer. Taylor.

Unpublished (un-pub'lisht). a. 1. Not made

public; secret; private. 'Unpublished vir

tues.' Shak.—2. Not published, as a manu

script or book. Pope.

Unpunctual (un-pungk'tu-al), o. Not punc

tual; not exact, especially with reference

to time. Pope.

Unpunishable (un-pun'ish-a-bl), a. Not

punishable; not capable or deserving of

being punished: applied to persons or

things.

Where all offend the crime's unpunishable. May.

Unpunished (uu-pun'isht), a. Not pun

ished; sintered to pass without punishment

or with impunity; as, a thief unpunished;

an unpunished crime. Dryden.

Unpurchased (un-perYhast), a. Not pur

chased; not bought. * Unpurchased plenty.'

Sir J. Dcnham.

Unpuret (un-pur*), a. Not pure; impure.

' L upu re constitutions.' Donne,

Unpurged (un-pergd'), a. Not purged; un-

purifled. 'The rheumy and unpurgtd air.'

Shak.

Unpurifled (un-pu'ri-fid), a. Not purified;

hence, uot cleansed from sin; unsauctifled.

Our sinful nation having long been in the furnace,

is now come out, but unpunjied. Dr. H. More.

Unpurposed (unper'po-;t).n. Not intended;

not designed. 'Accidents unpurposed.'

Shak.

Unpursed (un-pe-rst'), a. Robbed of a purse

or money. Pollok. [Rare.]

Unqualified (un-kwol'i-fnl), a. 1. Not qua

lified ; not fit ; not having the requisite

talents, abilities, or accomplishments. ' Wri

ters . . . unqualified to propagate heresies.'

Swift.— 2 Not being qualified legally; not

having the legal qualification; specifically,

not having taken the requisite oath or

oaths; not having passed the necessary ex

aminations and received a diploma or li

cense; as, an unqualified practitioner of

medicine.—3. Not modified or restricted by

conditions or exceptions; as, unqualified

praise.

Unqualify (un-kwol'i-fi), v.t. To divest of

qualifications; to disqualify.

Deafness unqualifies me for all company. Swift.

Unqualitied t (un-kwol'i-tid), c. Deprived

of the usual faculties.

He is unqualitied with very shame. Shak.

Unquarrelable ♦ (un-kwor'el-a-bl), a. In

capable of being quarrelled with, objected

to, or impugned. ' Such satisfactory and

unquarrelable reasons.' Sir T. Browne.

Unqueen (un-kwen'X v.t. To divest of the

dignity of queen.

Although unqueen'd, yet like

A queen, and daughter of a king, inter me. Shak.

Unquelledfun-kweldO, <*. Not quelled, sub

dued, or subjugated. 'Horse unquellcd by

toil, ardent.' Thomson.

Unquenchable (un-kwensh'a-bl), a. Not

quenchable; incapable of being quenched,

extinguished, allayed, or the like; as, un

quenchable fire, thirst, &c. Lu. iii. 17.

Unquenchableness ( un-kwensh'a-bl -nes),

». The state of being unquenchable. Hake-

trill.

Unquenchably (un-kwensh'a-bli), adv. In

an unquenchable manner.

That laiuu shall burn unquenchably.

Sir tV. Scott.

Unquestionable (un-kwest'yun-a-bn, a.

1. Not to be questioned; not to be doubted;

indubitable ; certain ; as, unquestionable

evidence or truth; unquestionable courage.

There is an unquestionable magnificence in every

part of Paradise Lost. Addison.

2. Averse to being questioned; averse to

conversation. 'An unquestionable spirit,

which you have not' Stiak.

Unquestionably (un-kwest'yun-a-bli), adv.

Without doubt; indubitably. Clarke.

Unquestioned (un-kwest'yund), a. 1. Not

called in question; not doubted. 'So na

tural an accountof the original of languages,

and so unquention'd by antiquity.' Warbur-

ton.—2. Not Interrogated; having no ques

tions asked; not examined. Dryden.—3. Not

to be opposed or disputed. 'Their unquex-

tioned pleasures must be served.' B. Jonson.

Unquick(un-kwik'). a. 1. Not quick; slow.

2.f Not alive or lively. Daniel.

Unquiet (un-kwi'et).a. Not quiet; not calm

or tranquil; restless; uneasy; agitated; dis

turbed. 'This troublous and unquiet world.'

J. Udall. ' Unquiet eyes.' Beau, d* Ft. 'Un

quiet depths of controversy." Milton. *A

vain, unquiet, glitt'riug, wretched tiling.'

Pope.

Unquiet* (un-kwi'et), v.t To disquiet

* They were greatly troubled and unquieted.'

Lord Herbert.

Unquietly (un-kwi'et-li), adv. In nn un

quiet manner or state; without rest; in an

agitated state. 'One minded like the wea

ther, most unquietly.' Shak.

Unquietness (un-kwi'et-nes), n. The state

of being unquiet, disturbed .agitated, roused;

agitation; excitement; turbulence; uueasi-

ness; unsettleduess; restlessness.

Is my lord angry J He went hence but now,

And certainly in strange unquietness. Shak.

What pleasure can there be in that estate

"Which your unquietness has made me hate.

£>ryden.

Unquietudet (un-kwi'et-ud),n. Uneasiness;

restlessness; disquietude; inquietude. *A

kind of unquietude and discontentment.'

Retiquia? Wottonianot.

Unracked (un-rakt'J, p. and a. Not racked;

not having the contents poured or freed

from the lees. ' The unracked vessel.'

Bacon.

Unraised (un-razd'), a. Not elevated or

raised. 'The fiat unraised spirits.' Shak.

Unraked (un-rakf), a. 1. Not raked; as.

land unraked.--2. Not raked together; not

raked up. 'Where fires thou fludst un

raked.' Shak.

Unransacked (un-ran'sakt), a. 1. Not ran

sacked ; not searched. —2.f Not pillaged.

Kindles.

Unruptured (un-rap'turdV a. Not enrnp-

t ii red, enchanted, charmed, or transported.

'Man unraptured, uninflamed.' Young.

Unravel (un-rav'el), v.t, 1. To diseutangk*:

to unknot; to disengage or separate, as

threads that are knit, interlaced, interwo

ven, or the like.—2 To clear from complica

tion or difficulty; to unriddle; to unfold.

There unravel aU

This dark design, this mystery of fate. Addison.

8. t To separate the counected or united parts

of; to throw into disorder. ' Unravelling all

the received principles of reason and reli

gion.' Tiltotson.—i. To unfold or bring to

a denouement, as the plot or intrigue of a

play. Pope.

Unravel (un-rav'el), v.i. To be unfolded; to

| be disentangled.

What webs of wonder shall unravel there I Young.

ch, c/tain; ch, Sc. loch; g. ffo; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, tiny; th, then; th, thin; w, icig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Unrazored(un-ra'zord),a. UuBhaven. 'Their

unrazor'd lips." Milton.

Unreached (un-reehf). a. Not reached; not

attained to. 'That lofty hill unreached.'

Dryden.

Unread (un-red'). a. 1. Not read; not per

used. 'Books safer left unread.' Hooker.

2. I'ntaught; not learned in books. 'The

clown unread, or half-read gentleman.' Dry-

den.

Unreadable (nn-rSd'a-bl), o. Not readable;

as, (a) incapable of being read or deciphered;

Illegible; as, unreadable manuscript or writ

ing, (p) Not suitable or fit for reading; not

worth reading; as, a dry, dull, unreadable

book or poem.

Unreadiness (un-red'i-ues). n. l. Want of

readiness; want of promptness or dexterity.

2. Want of preparation. Jer. Taylor.

Unready (un-red'iX a * Not ready; not

prepared; not fit. —2. Not prompt; not quick.

3.t Awkward; ungainly. 'An unread1 1/ horse,

that will neither stop nor turn.' Bacon.—

4.t Not dressed; undressed.

Come, where have you been, wench! Make me mm-

ready :

I slept but ill last night. Beau. G* Fl.

Unreadyt (un-red'i), v.t To undress. Sir

P. Sidney.

Unreal (un-re'al), a. Not real; not substan

tial; having appearance only.

Hence, horrible shadow!

Unreal mockery, hence t Shak.

Unreality (un-re-al'i-ti), n. 1. Want of re

ality or real existence.—2. That which has

no reality or real existence. ' A mere tissue

of airy phantoms and unrealities. ' Dr. Ca ird.

Unrealize (un-re'al-iz), v.t To take away

the reality of; to make or consider unreal;

to divest of reality; to present or treat in an

ideal form.

In Mr. Shelley's case . . . there seems to have

been an attempt to unrealite every object in nature,

presenting them under forms and combination1) in

which they arc never to be seen through the mere

indium of our eyesight- Sir H. Taylor.

Unreason (un-re'zn), »*. Want of reason;

unreasonableness; nonsense; folly; absurd

ity.—Abbot qf Unreason. See under Abbot.

Unreason t (un-re'zn), v.t. To prove to be

unreasonable; to disprove by argument. 'To

unreason the equity of God's proceedings.'

South. [Rare.]

Unreasonable (un-re'zn-n-bl), a. 1. Not

agreeable to reason. ' Unreasonable preju

dices.' Addison—2. Exceeding the bounds

of reason; beyond what is reasonable or

moderate ; exorbitant; immoderate. ' A very

tin reasonable request' Swift. ' Unreason

able love of life." Atterbury.—3.t Not en

dowed with reason; irrational.

I'/treasonable creatures feed their young'. Shai.

Unreasonableness (un-re'zn-a-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unreasonable;

as, (a) inconsistency with reason, (b) Exor-

bitance;execss, as of demand, claim, passion,

and the like; as. the unreasoiuxbloicss of a

pn iposal. A ddison.

Unreasonably (un-re'zn-a-hn). adv. In an

unreasonable manner; foolishly; excessively;

immoderately. Shak.

Unreasoned (un-re'znd). a. l. Not rea

soned or argued.— 2. Not derived from or

founded on reason. 'Old prejudices and

unreasoned habits.' Burke.

Unreasoning ^un-re'zn-ing). a. Not rea

soning; not having reasoning faculties; char

acterized by want of reason.

To these rational considerations there is super

added, in extreme cases, a panic as unreasoning as

the previous over confidence. J. S. Afi.'l,

Unreave»(un-ruV),p.f. [See Reave. Ravel.)

To unwind; to disentangle; to loose. Spen

ser.

UnreavedtOin-revdO.a. Not taken or pulled

to pieces. 'A cottage . . . unreaved.' Bp.

Ball.

Unrebated (un-re-bat'ed), a. Not blunted.

A number of fencers tried it, with unrebated swords.

Hakewilt.

Unrebukable, Unrebukeable (un-re-buk'-

abl), a. Not deserving rebuke; not ob

noxious to censure. 1 Tun. vl. 14.

Unrecallable (un-re-kala-bl). a. Not re

callable; incapable of being called back, re

voked, annulled, or recalled.

That which is done is nn recallable. Feltham.

Unrecalled (un-re-kaUl'), a. Not recalled;

not called back or restrained. 'Give us up

to license, unrecalled.' Young.

Unrecallingt (un-re-kal'ing), a. Not to be

recalled.

And ever let his itnrefalling crime

Have time to wail the abusing of his time.

Shak.

Unreceived (un-re-sevd'). a. Not received;

not taken ; not come into possession ; not

embraced or adopted. Hooker.

Unreckonable (un-rek'n-a-bl), a. Not cap

able of being reckoned oreouuted; immeas

urable ; immense. ' Unreckonable riches.'

Hawthorn.

TTnreckoned (un-rek'nd), a. Not reckoned,

computed, counted, or summed up. ' A long

bill that yet remains unreckoned. Dryden.

Unreclaimable (un-reklum'a-bl), a. Not

capable of beingreclaimed. reformed, tamed,

or cultivated; irreclaimable. 'Careless and

unreclaimable sinners.' Bp. Hall.

Unreclaimably (un-re-klain'a-bli), adv. In

an unreclaimable manner; Irreclairuably.

Bp. Hall.

Unreclaimed ( un-re-klamd' ), a. Not re

claimed ; as, (a) not brought to a domestic

Btate ; not tamed. 'A savageness in unre

claimed blood.' Shak. ' Bullocks unre

claimed to bear the yoke.* Dryden. {b) Not

reformed ; not called back from vice to vir

tue; as, a sinner unreclaimed.

Unrecognizable (un-rek'og-nIz"a-bl),a. Not

recognizable; incapable of being recognized ;

irrecognizable. Coleridge.

Unrecommended (un-rek'om-mend"cd). a.

Not recommended; not favourably men

tioned. Dr. Knox.

Unrecompensed (un-rek'om-penst), a. Not

recompensed, rewarded, or requited. 'Love

unrecompensed.' Beau. tk Fl.

Unreconcilablet (un-rek'ou-sU"a-bl), a. Not

reconcilable; irreconcilable; as, (a) not cap

able of being reconciled or made consistent;

not to be brought in harmony. ' Unrecon

cilable principles.' Burke, (b) Not capable

of being brought into friendly relations; not

to be persuaded to lay aside mutual ani

mosity ; implacable, (c) Characterized by

implacable animosity. 'An unreconcilable

war." Bp. Hall.

Unreconcilably (un-rek'on-sITa-bli), adv.

In an unreconcilablemanuer; irreconcilably.

Bp. Hall.

Unreconciled (un-rek'on-sild), a. Not re

conciled; as, (a) not made consistent; as,

unreconciled statements, (b) Not restored

to friendship or favour; still at enmity or

opposition; as, o sinner unreconciled to God.

(c)t Not atoned for. 'Any crime unreconciled

as yet to heaven.' Shak.

Unreconciliable t (un-rek'on-siri-a-bl), a.

I'nreconoilable. Shak.

Unrecorded (un-re-kord'ed), a. 1. Not re

corded; not registered; as, an unrecorded

deed or lease.—2. Not kept In remembrance

by public monuments. 'Not unrecorded in

the rolls of fame. ' Pope.

Unrecounted (un-re-kount'ed), a. Not re

counted; not related or recited. Shak.

Unrecoverable (un-re-kuv'er-a-bl), a. l. In

capable of being recovered, found, restored,

or obtained again; irrecoverable. 'The very

loss of minutes may be unrecoverable.' Bp.

Hall.—2.1 Not capable of recovering; iucur-

able; irremediable.

'Tis the dead palsy, that, without almost a miracle,

leaves a man unrecoverable. Feltham.

Unrecoverably (un-re-kuv'er-a-hlf ),an?». In

an unrecoverable manner; irrecoverably; in

curably. "Long sick, and unrecoverably.'

Bp. Hall

Unrecrultable ( un-re-krot'a-bl ), a. Not

capable of being recruited; as.(n) incapable

of regaining a supply of what has been lost,

wasted, or the like; tw.unrccruitable health,

strength, ifcc. (6) Incnpable of receiving re

cruits or fresh supplies of men, as an army.

Milton.

Unrccumbent (un-re-kuru'bent), a. Not re

clining or reposing.

The cattle . . . seem half-petrified to sleep

In uttrecumbent sadness. Ccwfier.

Unrecurlngt (un-re-kur'lng), a. Incapable

of being cured; incurable. 'Some unreenr-

intj wound.' Shak.

Unredeemed ( un-rfi-demd'). a. l. Not re

deemed; not ransomed. —2. Not recalled into

the treasury or bank by payment of the

value in money; as, unredeemed bills, notes,

or stock.—3. Not counterbalonced or allevi

ated by any countervailing quality; unmiti

gated. 'The unredeemed ugliness ... of a

slothful people.' Carlyle.

Unredressed ( un-re-drest' ), a. 1. Not re

dressed; not relieved from injustice: applied

to persons.—2. Not removed; not reformed;

as, unredressed evils.

Unreeve (un-rev7), v.t, Xaut. to withdraw

or take out a rope from a block, thimble, &c.

See I'NREAVE.

Unrefined (un-re-find'X a. 1. Not refined;

not purified. ' Muscovado, as we call our

unrefined sugar.' Dampier.—2. Not refined

or polished in manners, taste, or the like.

'These early and unrefined ages.' Burke

Unreformable (un-re-form'u-bi), o. Not

reformable; not capable of being reformed

or amended. 'The just extinguishment of

unreformable persons.' Hooker.

Unreformation t ( un-ref'or-imY'shon ). n.

The state of being unreformed ; want of re

formation. Bp. Hall

Unreformedlun-rc-formd'),a.Notreformed;

as, (a) not reclaimed from vice; as, an unre

formed youth, (b) Notcorrected or amended;

not brought into a new and better form or

condition ; not freed from defects, inaccu

racies, blemishes, and the like; as, an un

reformed calendar; an unreformed parlia

ment.

Unrefracted (un-re-frakt'ed), a. Not re

fracted, as rays of light. "An unrefracted

beam of light.' Newton.

Unrefusable(un-re-fuz'a-bl), a. Notcapable

of being refused; reasonable; just.

' Fair day's wages for a fair day's work' is the most

unre/itsable demand. Carlyle.

Unregarded (un-re-gard'ed).a . Not regarded ;

not heeded; not noticed ; neglected ; slighted.

'Learning lies unregarded.' Spenser. 'Laws

. . . and proclamations . . . wholly unre

garded.' Swift.

Unregeneracy (un-r&-jen'er-a-si), n. State

of being unregenerateorunrenewed in heart.

South.

Unregenerate,Unregenerated(un-re-jen'-

er-at, un-re-jen'er-ut-ed), a. Not regener

ated; not renewed in heart; remaining at

enmity with God. ' Unregenerate carnal

man.' Bp Horsley. 'Alan in his corrupt

and unregenerated state.' Dr. Knox.

Unregistered (uu-rcj'is-terd), a. Not regis

tered ; not recorded. ' Hours unregistered

in vulgar fame." Shak.

Unrein (un-ran1), v.t. To loosen the rein of;

to give the rein to. Addison.

Unreined (un-randO, a. l. Not restrained

by the reinsor bridle. Milton. Hence—2. Not

held in proper sway or subjection ; un

checked. 'This wild unreined multitude.'

Daniel.

Unrejoiced (un-re-joist'). a. Not made joy

ful or glad. 'Not unrejoiced to see him

once again.' Byron.

Unrejoicing (uu-rfl-jois'ing), a. Unjoyous;

gloomy; sod.

Here winter holds his unrejouing court. Thomson.

Unrelated (un-re-lat'edV a. 1. Not related

by blood or affinity. 'A stranger, . . . one

indifferent or unrelated to us.' Barrow.—

2. Having no connection or relation with.

'A matter unrelated or not essential to the

dispensation.' Warbttrton.

Unrelative (un-rel'a-tivV a. Not relative ;

having no relation; irrelative.

If you pitch upon the treaty of Munster, do not in

terrupt it by dipping and deviating into other books

unrelative to it. Clarendon.

Unrelenting (un-re-lent'ing), a. Not re

lenting; not being or becoming lenient,

mild, gentle, merciful; continuing to be

hard, severe, pitiless, hostile, or cold. 'An

unrelenting foe.' Thomson.

Will nothing turn your unrelenting hearts? Shak.

SVN. Relentless, inexorable, implacable,

cruel, merciless, hard-hearted.

Unreliability (un-r*-li'a-bil"i-ti). n. Unre-

liableness. Literary Churchman.

Unreliable (un-re- li'a-bl), a. Not reliable;

not to be relied or depended on. Coteruiye.

See Reliable. [This and its two deriva

tives of course partake in the discredit

which by some is attached to reliable-.]

Unreliableness (un-re-li'a-bl-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unreliable. Cole

ridge.

Unrelievable (un-re-leVa-bl), o. Admitting

no relief or succour.

No degree of distress is unrelievable by his power.

Boyle.

Unrelieved (un-rS-levd'), a. Not relieved; as.

(a) not eased or delivered from pain; not

rendered painless or less painful. 'The un

easiness of unrelieved thirst." Boyle, (6) Not

succoured; not delivered from distress; as,

a garrison unrelieved. Dryden. (c) Not re

leased from duty; as, an unrelieved Bentinel.

Unreluctant (un-re-luk'tant). a. Not reluc

tant; not acting with or feeling unwilling

ness. ' Unreluctant, all obeyed.* Coirper.

Unreluctantly (un-re-luk'tant-li). adv. In

an unreluctant manner; willingly and un

hesitatingly. Abr. Tucker.

Fate, far, fat. fall; me. met, her; pine, phi; nSte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.



UNREMARKABLE ~Ab UNRINOED

Unremarkable (un-re-mark'a-bl), a. 1. Not

remarkable; not worthy of particular notice.

2. Not capable of being observed. 'This

fleeting and unremarkable superficies/ Sir

K. Digby.

Unremedlable (un-re-me'di-a-bl), a. That

cannot be cured ; admitting no remedy ; ir

remediable. 'An unremediable mischief.'

Sir P. Sidney.

Unremedied (un-rem'e-did), a. Not cured;

not remedied. Milton.

Unremembered (un-re-mem'berd), a. Not

remembered; forgotten. 'Little nameless,

unremembered acts of kindness.' Words

worth.

Unremembering ( un-re-mem'ber-Ing), a.

Having no memory or recollection, 'Unre-

memb'ring of its former pain.' Dryden.

Unremembrance (un-re-mem'brana), n.

, Forgetfuluess; wantofremembrance. [Rare.]

Some words are negative in their original language,

but seem positive, because their negation is unknown ;

as, amnesty, an nnremembrance, or general pardon.

IVatts.

Unremitted (un-re-mit'ed), a 1. Not remit

ted; not forgiven ;as.punishmentimre?Hi''ted.

2. Not having a temporary relaxation ; as,

pain unremitted.

Unremitting (un-re-mit'Ing), a. Not abat

ing; not relaxing for a time; incessant; con

tinued; as, unremitting exertions. 'Unre

mitting energy-' Thomson. ' Unremitting

speed. Cowper.

Unremorsefill (un-re-mors'iiil), a. Feeling

no remorse; unpitying; remorseless. ' Un

remorseful folds of rolling Are.' Tennyson.

Unremorselesst (un-re-mors'les). a. Show

ing or feeling no remorse; unpitying; un

sparing; remorseless.

His mellifluous breath

Could not at all charm unremorse/ess death.

Comity.

[This word is irregularly formed, the nega

tive prefix t*n being probably meant to

augment the force of the privative affix

less. ]

Unremovable (un-re-mbVa-bl), o. That

cannot be removed; fixed; irremovable;

immovable. ' How unremovable and ll\t he

is in his own course. ' Shale.

Unremovableness (un-re-mbVa-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unremovable,

irremovable, or immovable. ' The unremov

ableness of that load.' Bp. Hall.

Unremovably (un-re-mbv'a-bli), adv. Tn an

unremovable manner; irremovably. Shak.

Unremoved(un-re-mttvd'),<i. Not removed;

not taken away; hence, firm; unshaken.

' Like Teneriff or Atlas unremoe-'d.' Milton.

Unrenewed (un-re-nud'), a. 1. Not made

anew; as, the lease is unrenewed.—2. Not

regenerated; not born of the Spirit; as, a

heart unrenewed. South.

Unrent (un-renf), a. Not rent; not torn

asunder. Spenser.

Unrepald (un-re-pad'). a. Not repaid; not

compensated ; not recompensed ; not re

quited; as, a kindness unrepaid. ' My

wrongs, too, unrepaid.' Byron.

Unrepairable (un-re-par'a-bl), a. Not cap

able of being repaired or mended ; irrepar

able. ' Unrepairable breaches.' Daniel.

Unrepealable (un-re-peTa-bl), a. Not cap

able of being repealed. 'Ancient and unre

pealable statute.' Milton.

Unrepealed (un-re-peld'), a. Not repealed;

not revoked or abrogated; remaining in

force. * Any unrepealed act of parliament.'

Dryden.

Unrepentance (un-re-pent'ans). n. State

of being unrepentant or impenitent; im

penitence.

The necessity of destruction, consequent upon un-

repentance, is drawn chiefly from the determination

of the Divine will. H. It'harton.

Unrepentant (un-re-pent'ant), a. Not re

penting; not penitent; not contrite for sin.

' rnhumbled, unrepentant, unreform'd.'

Milton,

Unrepented (un-re-pent'ed), a. Not re

pented of. ' Unrepented sin.' Dryden.

Unrepinlng (iin-re-pin'ing), a. Not repin

ing; not peevishly murmuring or complain

ing. Howe.

Unrepiningly (un-re-pln'ing-li), adv. With

out peevish complaints. Wotton.

Unreplenished (un-re-plen'isht), a. Not

replenished; not filled; not adequately sup

plied. Boyle.

Unrepllablet (un-re-pli'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being replied to ; unanswerable. ' Un-

reptiable demonstrations from the law of

nature.' Bp. Gauden.

Unrepresented (un-rep're-zent"ed),a. Not

represented ; as, (a) not represented by a

delegate; having no one acting in one's

stead. (6) Not yet put on the stage; as, a

play still unrepresented.

Unreprievable (un-re-preVa-bl), a. Not

capable of being reprieved or respited from

death. Shak.

Unreprieved (un-re-prevd'), a. Not re

prieved; not respited. Milton.

Unreproachable (un-re-proch'a-bl), a. Not

deserving reproach; irreproachable. *ln-

nocency unreproachable.' Holland.

Unreprovable (un-rS-prov'a-bl), a. Not re-

provable; not deserving reproof; not liable

to be justly censured. Col. i. 22.

Unreproved (un-re-prbvd'), a. 1. Not re

proved; not censured.

Christians have their churches, and unreproved

exercise of religion. Sandys.

2. Not liable to reproof or blame.

Mirth, admit me of thy crew.

To live with her and live with thee

In unreproved pleasures free. Milton.

Unrepulsable (un-re-puls'a-bl), a. Incap

able of being repulsed. Jane Austen.

Unreputable (un-rep'ii-ta-bl), a. Not repu

table; disreputable. 'Piety is no unrepu

table qualification.' Dr. Rogers.

Unrequested (un-re-kwest'ed), a. Not re

quested; not asked. Knolles.

Unrequitable (un-r6-kwit'a-bl), a. Not re-

qui table; not capable of being requited, re

compensed, repaid, or the like. Boyle.

Unrequited (un-rfi-kwit'ed). o. Not re

quited; not recompensed; not reciprocated.

' Unrequited loves.' E. B. Browning.

Unreserve (un-re-zerv'), n. Absence of

reserve; frankness; freedom of communi

cation. T. Warton.

Unreserved (un-re-zervd'), a. l. Not re

served; not restricted; not limited; not

withheld in part; full; entire; as, unre

served obedience to God's commands.—

2. Open; frank; concealing or withholding

nothing; free; as, an unreserved disclosure

of facts.

Unreservedly (un-re-zerv'ed-li), adv. In an

unreserved manner; as, (a) without limit

ation or reservation. Boyle, (b) With open

disclosure ; frankly ; without concealment.

Pope.

Unreservedness (un-re-zerv'ed-nes),n. The

quality of being unreserved; frankness;

openness; freedom of communication; un-

limitedness. Pope.

Unresistance(un-re-zist'ans). n. The state

or quality of being unresisting. 'A trem

bling wiresista nee.' Bp Hall.

Unresisted (un-re-zist'ed), a. 1. Not re

sisted; not opposed. Bentley.—2.\ Resist

less; irresistible; such as cannot be success

fully opposed. Shak.; Pope.

Unresistible (un-re-zist'i-bl), a. Incapable

of being resisted; irresistible. Milton.

Unresisting (un-re-zist'ing), a. Not making

resistance; not opposing; submissive; hum

ble. Dryden.

Unresolvable (un-re-zolvVbl), a. Incap

able f>f being resolved; not to be solved;

insoluble. South.

Unresolve (un-re-zolvO, v.i. To give up or

change a resolution. ' The man resolved

and unresolved again." T. Ward.

Unresolved (un-re-zolvd'), a. 1. Not re

solved; not determined. Shak. — 2. Not

solved; not cleared. 'Doubt unresolved.'

Locke.

Unresolvedness (un-rc-zolv'ed-nes). n.

State of being unresolved or undetermined;

irresolution. Sir M. Hale.

Unresolvmg (un-rC-zolv'ing), a. Not re

solving; undetermined. 'Her unresolcing

husband.' Dryden.

Unrespectt (un-re-spekf). ». Disrespect;

want of respect or reverence; disesteeiu.

Bp. Hall.

Unrespectable (un-rG-spekt'a-bl), a. Not

respectable; disreputable; dishonourable.

Henry Brooke; Kingsley.

Unrespective t (un-re-spekt'iv), a. 1. Not

regarding circumstances or conditions; de

void of respect and consideration ; regard -

less; unthinking. ' Unrespective boys.' Shak.

2. Not respected; used at random; unheeded;

common. ' Unrespective sieve.' Shak.

Unresplted (un-res'pit-ed), a. 1. Not re

spited. — 2. t Admitting no pause or inter

mission. Milton.

Unresponsible (un-rc-spons'i-bl), a. Not

responsible ; not liable or able to answer for

consequences; not to l>e trusted ; irrespon

sible. ' His unresponsible memory." Fuller.

Unresponsibleness ( un-re-spons'i-bl-nes ),

n. The stitte or quality of being unrespon

sible; irresponsibility. Bp. Qauden.

Unrest (un-reBfVn. Disquiet; want of tran

quillity; uneasiness; unhappiness. 'Woe

and unrest.' Shak. ' Wild unrest.' Long

fellow; Tennyson. ['A poetical word,' says

Nares, ' too long disused, but now re

vived.*]

Unrestfttl (un-rest'ful), a. Not at rest;

restless. Sir T. More.

Unresting (un-rest'ing), o. Not resting;

continually in motion. Daniel.

Unrestingness (un-rest'ing-nes), n. The

state or condition of being unresting; ab

sence of repose or quiet. De Quincey.

Unrestored (un-re-stord'),a. 1. Not restored;

not given back. 'Shipping unrestored.'

Shak.— 2. Not restored to a former and bet

ter state ; as, a building unrestored; unre

storcd health; unrestored to favour.

Unrestrained (un-re-strand'), a. 1. Not re

strained; not controlled; not confined; not

hindered ; not limited ; as, an unrestrained

power.—2. Licentious; loose. Shak

Unrestraint (un-re-strant'), n. Freedom

from restraint. Carlyle.

Unrestricted (un-re-strikt'ed), a. Not re

stricted; not limited or confined. Watt*.

Unrestyt (un-res'ti}, o. Unquiet. Chaucer.

Unretarded (un-re-tard'ed), a. Not re

tarded; not delayed, hindered, or impeded.

B. Jonson; Dr. Knox.

Unretentive (un-re-tent'iv), a. Not retent

ive. Coleridge.

Unreturnable (un-re-tern'a-bl), a. Incap

able of being returned ; impossible to be

repaid. ' An unreturnable obligation.' Char

lotte Lennox.

Unreturning (un-re-tern'ing), a. Not re

turning, ^^he unrefurain*; orave. ' Byron.

Unrevenged fun-re-venjd'), a. Not re

venged; as, an injury unrevenged. Addison.

Unrevengeful (un-re-venj'fql), a. Not dis

posed to revenge. Bp. llacket.

Unreverence t (un-rev'er-ens). n. Want of

reverence; irreverence. Wicklijfe.

Unreverend (un-rev'er-end), o. 1. Not re

verend.—2.t Disrespectful; irreverent. Shak.

Unreverentt (un-rev'er-ent),a. Irreverent;

disrespectful. Shak.

Unreverentlyt (un-rev'er-ent-li).adp. In an

unreverent manner; irreverently.

Unreversed (un-re-versf), a. Not reversed ;

not annulled by a counter decision; not re

voked ; not repealed; as, a judgment or

decree unreversed. Shak.

Unreverted(un-re-vert'ed),o. Not reverted.

Wordsworth.

Unrevoked (un-re-vdkt'), a. Not revoked ;

not recalled; not annulled. Milton.

Unrewarded ( un-re-ward'edi, a. Not re

warded; not compensated. Shak.

Unrewarding (un-re-ward'ing), o. Not re

warding; not affording a reward; uncom

pensating. Jer. Taylor.

Unriddle (un-rid'l), v.t. To read the riddle

of; to solve or explain; to interpret; as, to

unriddle an enigma or mystery. Tennyson.

Unriddler (un-ridl-er), n. One who unrid

dles anything; one who explains an enigma.

Lovelace.

Unridiculous (un-ri-dik'u-Ius), a. Not ri

diculous. Sir T. Browne.

Unrifled (un-ri'fid), a. Not rifled ; not rol>-

bed; not stripped. Hume.

Unrig (un-rig^, v.t. Naut. to strip, as a

ship, of both standing and running rigging,

Ac. Dryden.

Unright t (un-rif). a. Not right; unright

eous; unjust; wrong. Wisdom of Solomon

xii. 13; Dryden.

Unrigntt (un-rif), v.t. To make wrong.

Goiccr.

Unright t (un-rlt'),». That which is unright

or not right; wrong. Chaucer.

Unrighteous (un-rit'yus), o. [A. Sax. un-

rihtwis, not right-wise. See RiGHTKOls.]

Not righteous; not just; evil; wicked; not

honest and upright: of persons or things.

Shak.

Unrighteously (un-rit'yus-li), adv. In an

unrighteous manner; unjustly; wickedly;

sinfully. Dryden.

Unrighteousness (un-rit'yus-nes), n. The

quality of being unrighteous; injustice; a

violation of the divine law, or of the plain

principles of justice and equity; wicked

ness. Rom. i. lb; 2 Cor. vi. 14.

Every transgression of the law is unrighteousness.

Bf. Hall.

Unrightfult (un-rlt'ful),a. Not rightful; not

just; not consonant to justice. Shak.

Unrightwiset (un-iit'wiz), o. Unrighteous.

Wickliffe.

Unringed (uu-ringd'), a. Not having a ring,

as in the nose. 'Figs unringed.' Hudibras.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job: n. Fr. ton; ng, si»<7; th, (Aen; th, thin; w. trig; wh. whig; zh, azure.—See KET.



UNRIOTED 516 UNSEARCHABLE

Unriotedt (un-ri'ot-ed), a. Free from riot

ing; not disgraced by riot. 'A chaste un-

rioted house. ' May.

Unrip (un-rip'), v.t To rip; to cut open.

Jer. Taylor.

Unripe (un-rip'), a. 1. Not ripe; not mature;

not brought to a state of perfection or ma

turity; as, unripe fruit. 'An unripe girl.'

Wordsworth. — 2. Not seasonable; not yet

proper or suitable.

He fix'd his unripe vengeance to defer. Dryden.

3. Not fully prepared; not completed; as, an

unripe scheme.—4. t Too early; premature.

'Dorilaus, whose unripe death.' Sir P.

Sidney.

Uniipened (un-rlp'nrt), a. Not ripened; not

matured. ' Unripen'd beauties.' Addison.

Unripeness (un-rip'nes), n. The state or

quality of being unripe; want of ripeness;

immaturi ty. Bacon.

Unrivalable (un-ri'val-a-bl), a. Inimitable;

not to be rivalled. * The . . . unrivalable

production.' Southey.

Unrivalled (un-ri'vald), a. 1 Having no

rival; having no competitor. Pope. — 2. Hav

ing no equal; peerless. Shak.

Unrlvet (un-riv'et), v.t To loose the rivets

of; to unfasten. Sir M. Bale.

Unrobe (uu-rob*), v t. To strip of a robe; to

undress; to disrobe. Young.

Unroll (un-rol'), v t. 1. To open, as some

thing rolledor convolved; as.to wnrott cloth.

2. To display; to lay open. Dryden; Tenny

son.— 3. To strike off from a roll or register.

Shak.

Unroll (un-rol*). v.i. To unfold; to uncoil.

' As an adder when Hhe doth unroll.' Shak.

Unromanlzed (un-ro'mau-izd), a. 1. Not

subjected to Roman arms or customs —

2. Not subjected to the principles or usages

of the Roman Catholic Church.

Unromantlc (un-ro-man'tik), a. Not ro

mantic; contrary to romance. Sttnft.

Unroof (un-rof). v.t To strip off the roof

or roofs of. Shak.

Unroosted (un-rdst'ed), a. Driven from the

roost. Shak.

Unroot (un-rot*), v.t. To tear up by the

roots; to extirpate; to eradicate; as, to un

root an oak. Shak.

Unroot (un-rot*), v.t. To be torn up by the

roots. Beau, <fc Ft

Unrotten (uu-rot'n), a. Not rotten; not pu

trefied; not corrupted. Young.

Unrough(un-ruf'),«. Not rough; unbearded;

smooth. ' Many unrough youths.' Shak.

Unrouted (un-rout'ed), a. Not routed; not

thrown into disorder. Beau. <fc Fl.

Unroyal (un-roi'al). a. Not royal; un-

princely. Sir P. Sidney.

Unrudet (un-rbd'), a. 1. Not rude; polished;

cultivated. 'A man unrude.' Herrick —

2. Excessively rude. 'The unrude rascal.'

B. Jonson. [Very rare]

Unruffle (un-rufl). v.i. To cease from being

ruffled or agitated; to subside to smooth

ness. Dryden.

Unruffled (un-ruf'Id), a. Calm; tranquil;

not agitated ; not disturbed ; as, an un-

ruffied temper.

Calm and unruj/Ted as a summer's sea. Addison.

Unruinable (un-ro'in-a-bl), a. Incapable of

being ruined or destroyed. 'May the un

ruinable world be my portion.' Watts.

Unruinated(un-ro'm-at-ed),a. Not brought

to ruin; not in ruins. Bp. flail.

Unrulned (un-rb'ind), a. Not ruined; not

destroyed. Bp. Hall.

Unruled (un-rbld*), a. Not ruled; not gov

erned; not directed by superior power or

authority. Spenser.

Unrulimeiit t (un-rb'li-nient), n. TJnruli-

ness. Spenser.

Unrullness (un-ro'h-nea), n. State or con

dition of being unruly; disregard of re

straint; turbulence; as, the unruliness of

men or of their passions. South.

Unruly (un-ro'U), a. [From un, not, and

ruly; but ruly here may have nothing to do

with rule, but is probably from OK ro. roo.

rest, quietness, and term, -ty (as we find ro-

I*m, restless, unroo, unrest, restlessness),

from A. Sax. rfiw, Icel. ro, D. roe, O. ruhe.

rest. Rule, however, hascertainlyinfluenced

the meaning.] Disregarding restraint; dis

posed to violate laws; turbulent; ungov

ernable; refractory; disorderly; tumultuous;

as, an unruly youth.

The tongue can no man tame ; it is an unruly evil

Jain. m. 8.

Unrumple (un-rum'pl), v.t To free from

rumples; to spread or lay even. Addison.

Unsacked (un-sakf), a. Not sacked; not

pillaged. Daniel.

Unsacrament (un-sak'ra-ment), v.t. To

deprive of sacramental virtue.

The profaneness of a bad man administering it

doth unsacrament baptism itself. Fuller.

Unsadt (un-sad*), o. [See SAD.] Unsteady;

tickle. Chaucer.

Unsaddent (un-sad'n), v.t. To relieve from

sadness. ' Musick unsaddens the melan-

choly.* Whitlock.

Unsaddle (un-sadl), v.t To strip of a sad

dle; to take the saddle from; as, to unsaddle

a horse.

Unsadnesst(un-sad'nes),n. Infirmity; weak

ness. Wickliffe.

Unsafe (un-saf), a. l.Not affording or ac

companied by complete safety ; not free from

danger; perilous; hazardous; not to be

trusted. 'No incredulous or unsafe circum-

stauce.' Shak. ' A very unsafe anchorage.'

Anson.—2. Not free from risk of error.

It would he unsafe to assert that more praise is

due to him than to his father. Brougham.

Unsafely (un-safli), adv. Not safely; not

without danger; in a state exposed to loss,

harm, or destruction. Dryden.

Unsafetyt (un-sif'ti), n. State of being un

safe; exposure to danger, insecurity; risk.

Mixed with some peril and unsafely, as in military

pur-,. hi-, ... It (ostentation) doth greatly add to re

putation. Bacon.

Unsaget (un-saj'% a. Not sage or wise;

foolish. 'Words unsage.' T. Hudson.

Unsaid (un-sed'), a. Not said; not spoken;

not uttered. 'His words unsaid,' Dryden.

Unsallable (un-sal'a-bl), a. Not suitable;

not navigable. May.

Unsaintt (un-sant').v.t. To deprive of saint-

ship; to divest of saintly character; to deny

sanctity to. South.

Unsaintly (un-sanfli), o. Not like a saint;

unholy. Bp. Gauden.

Unsalaried (un-sal'a-rid), a. Not provided

with or paid by a fixed salary; hence, de-

Jtending solely on fees. Sir W. Hamilton.

nsaleable (un-sal'a-bl), a. Not saleable;

not in demand; not meeting a ready sale;

a3, unsaleable goods.

Unsaleable (un-sal'a-bl), n. That which is

unsaleable or cannot be sold. Byron.

Unsalted (un-salt'ed), a. Not salted; not

pickled ; fresh ; unseasoned ; as, unsalted

meat. ' Unsalted leveu.' Shak.

Unsaluted (un-sa-lut'ed), a. Not saluted;

not greeted. Shak.

Unsanctificatlon ( un-sangk'tI-fl-ka"shon ),

n. The state or quality of being unsancti-

fled. Coleridge.

Unsanctified (un-sangk'ti-fld), a. 1. Not

sanctified; unholy; profane; wicked. ' Un-

sanctified science.' Dr. Knox.—2. Not con

secrated. ' Ground unsanctified.' Shak.

Unsangulne(un-8ang'gwin),c(. Not sanguine;

not ardmit, animated, or hopeful. Young.

Unsanitary (un-san'i-ta-ri), a. Not sani

tary; unhealthy; not designed to secure

health or sauity. George Eliot.

Unsapped (un-sapt'), a. Not sapped; not

underlined or secretly attacked. Sterne.

Unsatiability, I Unsatiablenesst (un-sa*-

shi-a-bil"i-ti. un-sa'shi-a-bl-nes),». The state

or quality of being insatiable; insatiability;

insatiableness.

Unsatiable (un-sa'shi-a-bl), a. Incapable of

being satiated or appeased; insatiable.

Hooker.

Unsatiatet (un-sa'shi-at), a. Not satisfied;

insatiate. ' {Insatiate covetise.' Dr. H.

More.

Unsatisfaction t (un - sat'is-fak"shon ), n.

Dissatisfaction. Bp. Hall.

Unsatisfactoriness (un - sat ' is - fak " to - ri-

nes), n. The quality or state of not being

satisfactory ; failure to give satisfaction.

Buyte.

Unsatisfactory (un-sat'is-fak"to-ri), a. Not

satisfactory; not satisfying; not giving satis

faction.

Unsatlsfiable(un-Bat'is-fi-a-hl).rt. Incapable

of being satisfied. ' Unsatisfiable passions.'

Paley.

Unsatisfied (nn-snt'is-fid), a 1. Not satis

fied; not having enough; not appeased; not

gratified to the full; as, unsatisfied appe

tites or desires. ' Unsatisfied in getting.'

Shak.—2. Not content; not pleased; dissatis

fied. —3. Not fully informed; not convinced

or fully persuaded; as, the judges appeared

to be unsatisfied with the evidence.

Report me ;\nd my cause aright

To the unsatisfied. Shak.

4. Not paid; unpaid. 'One half which is un

satisfied.' Shak.

Unsatisfledness (un-sat'is-fid-nesX »- Tb°

state of being not satisfied or content.

Boyle.

Unsatisfying (un-sat'is-fl-ing), o. Not

affording full gratification of appetite or

desire; not giving content; not convincing

the mind. Addison.

Unsatisfyingness (un-sat'is-fV'iug-nea), n.

The Btate or quality of being unsatisfying

or not gratifying to the full Jer. Taylor.

Unsavourily (un-sa'ver-i-li), adv. In an

unsavoury manner. Milton.

Unsavouriness (un-sa'ver-i-nes), n. The

condition or quality of being unsavoury.

Unsavoury (un-sa'ver-i), a. 1. Not savoury;

tasteless; insipid. Job vi. 6.-2. Disagree

able to the taste or smell. Shak.; Mil

ton— Z. Vnpleasing; offensive; disagreeable.

2 Sam. xxii. 27. 'The most unsavoury

similes.' Shak.

Unsay (un-sa*), v. t pret. & pp. unsaid; ppr.

unsaying. [The prefix un has here the

sense of to retract or revoke. Comp.un*Aotttt

unpredict.) To recant or recall after having

been said; to retract; to take back; as, to

unsay one's words. ' Scorns to unsay what

once it hath delivered.' Shak.

Unscale (un-skal'), v.t. To remove scales

from; to divest or scales, ' Unsealing her

long-abused sight.' Milton.

Unscaleable (un-skal'a-bl), a. Not to be

scaled ; incapable of being climbed or

mounted. Shak.

Unscaly (un-skal'i), a. Not scaly ; having

no scales. Guy.

Unscanned (un-skand'), a. Not scanned;

not measured; not computed. ' Unscanned

swiftness.' Shak.

Unscared (un-skard'), a. Not Beared; not

frightened away. Cowper.

Unscarred (un-skard'), a. Not marked with

scars; hence, unwounded; unhurt Shak.

Unscathed (un-skaTiid*), a. Uninjured.

' Render him up unscathed.' Tennyson.

Unsceptered(un-sep'terd), a. I. Having no

sceptre or royal authority.—2. Deprived of

a sceptre; unkinged. ' Unseepter'd Lear."

Antijacobin

Unschooled (un-Bkbld*), a. Not schooled;

not taught; not educated; illiterate; not de

veloped by study. 'An unlesson'd girl, un-

school'd, unpractised.' Shak.

Unsciencet (un-si'ens), n. Want of science

or knowledge; ignorance; insolence. Chau

cer.

Unscissared (nn-sis'erd), a. Not cut with

scissors ; not sheared. ' Unscissar'd shall

this hairof mine remain.' Shak.

Unscorched (un-skorchf), a. Not scorched;

not affected by fire. Shak.

Unscoured (un-skourd*). a. Not scoured;

not cleaned by rubbing; as, unscoured ar

mour. Shak.

Unscratched(un-skracht*).o- Not scratched;

not torn. Shak.

Unscreened (un-skrend*). a. Not screened;

not covered; not sheltered; not protected.

Boyle.

Unscrew (un-skro*), v. t. To draw the screws

from ; to unfasten by screwing back ; to

loosen, as if by withdrawing screws. Dickens.

Unscriptural (un-skrip'tur-al). a. Not

agreeable to the Scriptures; not warranted

by the authority of the Word of God; a*,

an unscriptural doctrine. Atterbury.

Unscripturally (un-skrip'tur-al-h), adv. In

au unscriptural manner; in a manner not

according with the Scriptures. Clarke.

Unscrupulous (un-skro'pu-lus), a. Not

scrupulous; having no scruples; regardless

of principle; unprincipled. Godwin.

Unscrupulously (uu-skr6'pu-lus-ll), adv.

In an unscrupulous manner. Quart Rev.

Unscrupulousness (un-akro'pu-lus-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unscrupulous;

want of scrupulousness.

Unscrutable (un-skro'ta-bl), a. Inscrutable.

Clarke. [Rare]

Unscutcheoned (un-skuch'ond), a. Not

having or deprived of a scutcheon; not hon

oured with a coat of arms. It Pollok.

Unseal (un-sei*), v.t. 1. To open after hav

ing been scaled; to free from a seal- Shak.

2. To disclose. Beau, d- Fl.

Unsealed (un-seld*), p. and a. Not sealed or

stamped with a seal; not ratified; not con

firmed; not sanctioned. Shak.

Unseam (un-sem*), v.t. To open by undoing

seams; to rip; to cut open. Shak.

Unsearchable (un-serch'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being discovered by search ; not to be

traced or searched out; inscrutable; hidden;

mysterious. ' The unsearchable perfections

of the works of God.' TUlotson.

\
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Unsearchableness (un-serch'a-bl-nes), n.

The quality or state of being unsearchable,

or beyond the power of man to explore,

' The unsearchableness of God's ways.' Brain-

hall

Unsearched (un-serenf), a. Not searched;

not explored; not critically examined. Shak.

Unseasont (un-se'zn). v.t. To strike or affect

unseasonably or disagreeably. Spender,

Unseasonable (un-se/zn-a-bl), a. l. Not

seasonable; not being in the proper season

or time; ill-timed; untimely; as, he called

at an unseasonable hour. 'At any unsea

sonable instant of the night." Shak.—2. Not

suited to the time or occasiou; unfit; un

timely; ill-timed; as, unseasonable advice.

Bacon.—3. Not agreeable to the time of the

year ; as, an unseasonable frost. ' Like an

unseasonable stormy day.' Shak,

Unseasonableness (un-se'zna-bl-nes), n.

The quality or state of being unseasonable.

Sir M. Hale.

Unseasonably (un-se'zn-a-bli), adv. In

an unseasonable manner; not seasonably;

not at the most suitable time. Shak:

Unseasoned (un-se'znd). a. 1. Not seasoned;

not kept and made fit for use; as, unsea

soned wood, Ac— 2 Not inured; not ac

customed; not fitted to endure anything by

use or habit; as, men unseasoned to tropical

climates-— 3. Not qualified by use or ex

perience ; unripe ; imperfect. ' An unsea-

son'd courtier.' Shak.—I. Not sprinkled or

impregnated with seasouing or what giveB

relish; as, unseasoned meat—6. t Unseason

able ; untimely; ill-timed. 'These unsea-

son'd hours.' Shak.—G.t Irregular; intem

perate; inordinate. Hayward.

Unseat (un-set'). v.t. To remove from a

seat; specifically, (o) to throw from one's

seat on horseback, (6) To depose from a

Beat in the House of Commons; as, to be

unseated for bribery.

It might be necessnry to unseat him ; but the whole

influence of the opposition should be employed to

procure his re-election. Atacaulay.

Unseaworthiness (un-Be-wer"nii-nes). n.

The state of being unseaworthy.

Unseaworthy (un-se-wer'THi), a. Not fit

for a voyage: applied to a ship not in a fit

state, as to repairs, equipments, crew, and

all respects, to encounter the ordinary perils

of a sea voyage.

Unseconded (un-sek'und-ed), a. 1. Not

seconded; not supported; not assisted; as,

the motion was unseconded; the attempt

wax unseconded. Shak.—2 t Not exemplified

a second time.

Strange and unseconded shapes of worms succeeded.

Sir T. Browne.

Unsecret (un-se'kret), o. Not secret; not

close; not trusty. Shak.

Unsecrett (un-se'kret), v.t To disclose; to

divulge. Bacon.

Unsectarian (un-sek-ta'ri-an), a. Not sec

tarian; not intended or adapted to promote

a sect; not characterized by any of the pecu

liarities or narrow prejudices of a sect.

Unsecular (wn-sek'u-ler), a. Not secular or

worldly. Eclec. Hev.

Unsecularize (un-sek'u-ler-iz). v. t. To cause

to become not secular; to detach from secu

lar things; to alienate from the world; to

devote to sacred uses.

Unsecuret (un-se-kur'), a. Not secure; not

safe; insecure. Denham.

Unseduced (un-se-dust'), a. Not seduced;

not drawn or persuaded to deviate from

the path of duty; not corrupted; not en

ticed to a surrender of chastity. Shak.

Unseeded (un-sed'ed). a. 1. Not seeded; not

■own. 'The unseeded and unfurrow'd soil.'

Cowper.—% Not having or bearing seed, as a

plant.

Unseeing (un-se'ing), a. Wanting the

power of vision; not seeing; blind. 'Your

unseeing eyes.' Shak.

Unaeel t (un-seT), v.t To open, as the eyes

of a hawk which have been seeled ; to re

store the sight of; to enlighten. Queen

Elizabeth. See BBBL.

Unseemt (un-sem'). v.t Not to seem.

Shak.

Unseemliness (un-semli-nes), n. The qua

lity of being unseemly; uncomeliness ; in

decency; indecorum; impropriety. Hooker.

Unseemly (un-sem'li), a. Not seemly; not

fit or becoming; uncomely; unbecoming; in

decent * Let your unseemly discord cease.'

Dryden.

Unseemly (un-sem'li), adv. In an un

seemly manner; indecently; unbecomingly.

1 Cor. xiii. 4, 6.

Unseen (un-senO, a. 1. Not seen; not discov

ered.—2. Invisible; not discoverable; as, the

unseen God. Milton.—3.t Unskilled; inex

perienced. ' Not unseen in the affections of

the court.' Clarendon.—The unseen, that

which is unseen; especially, the world of

spirits; the hereafter. ' Into the unseen for

ever.' Tennyson.

Unseized (un-Bezd'), a. 1. Not seized; not

apprehended; not taken Dryden.—2. In

law, not possessed; not put in possession;

as, unseized of land.

Unseldom (un-sel'dom), adv. Not seldom;

sometimes; frequently.

Unselfish (un-sel'fish), a. Not selfish; not

unduly attached to one's own interest.

Spectator.

Unselyt (un-sel'i), a. Unhappy; unlucky;

unblessed. Chaucer.

Unseminared t (un-sem'i-nard), a. Desti

tute of seed or sperm; deprived of virility;

impotent; made a eunuch. S/iak.

Unsensed t (un-senaf), a. Wanting a dis

tinct sense or meaning; without a certain

signification. ' A parcel of unsensed char

acters.' Rev. J. Lewis.

Unsensible t (un-sens'i-bl), a. Not sen

sible; insensible. Beau, d; Fl.

Unsensualize (un-sen'su-al-iz), v.t To

purify; to elevate from the dominion of the

senses. ' Unseimuilizcdthemind.' Coleridge.

Unsent (un-senf), a. Not sent; not des

patched; not transmitted.— Unsent for, not

called or invited to attend. Dryden.

Unsentenced (un-sen'tenst), a. 1. Not

having received sentence. —2. t Not defini

tively pronounced, as judgment; undecreed.

'The divorce being yet xnisenteneed betwixt

him and the Queen.' Hcylin.

Unsentimental (un-sen'ti-ment"al), a.

Not sentimental; not apt to be swayed by

sentiment; matter of fact. Charlotte Bronte.

Unseparable t (un-sep'a-ra-bl), a. Not to

be parted; inseparable. Shak.

Unseparably t (un-sep'a-ra-bli), adv. In

an unseparablemanner;inseparably. Milton.

Unsepulchred (un-sep'ul-kerd). o. Having

no grave; nnburied. Chapman.

Unsequestered (nn-se-kwes'terd), a. Not

sequestered; unreserved; open; frank; free.

' His unsequestered spirit.' Fuller.

Unservice (un-ser'vis). n. Want of service;

neglect of duty; idleness.

You tan us for « lady. Massinger.

Unserviceable ( un - ser ' v is - a - bl ), a. Not

serviceable; not fit for service; not bringing

advantage, use. profit, or convenience; use

less; as, an unserviceable utensil orgarment;

' Very weak and unserviceable.' Shak.

Unserviceableness (un-seVvis-a-ul-nes), n.

The quality or state of being unserviceable;

uselessness. Barrow.

Unset (un-sef), a. 1. Not set; not placed.

Hooker.— 2. Unplanted. 'Many maiden gar

dens yet unset. Shak. —3. Not sunk below

the horizon. — 4.t Not settled, fixed, or ap

pointed. Chaucer.

Unsettle (un-set'l), v.t. pret. A pp. unset

tled; ppr. unsettling. 1. To change from a

settled state ; to make no longer fixed,

steady, or established; to unhinge; to make

uncertain or fluctuating; as, to unsettle doc

trines or opinions. ' Unsettles the titles to

kingdoms and estates.' Arbuthnot—2. To

move from a place ; to remove. Sir B.

L'Estrange.—3. To disorder; to derange; to

make mad. Shak.

Unsettle (un-set'l), v.i. To become un-

llxed; to give way; to be disordered. Shak.

Unsettled (un-set'ld). p. and a. 1. Not

fixed in resolution; not determined; un

steady or wavering ; fickle. ' This unsettled

character.' Seeker.—2. Unhinged; disturbed;

troubled; not cnlm or composed; deranged.

* An unsettled fancy.' Shak.—3. Having no

fixed place of abode; not established. Hook

er; Dryden. — 4. Unequal; not regular;

changeable. ' Unsettled and unequable sea

sons.* Bentley.—h. Not having the lees or

dregs deposited; turbid; roily; as, an un

settled liquid. 'So muddy, so unsettled.'

Shak.—G. Displaced from a fixed or perma

nent position.— 7. Not adjusted; not liqui

dated; unpaid; as, an unsettled dispute; an

unsettled bill. —8. Having no inhabitants;

not occupied by permanent inhabitants; as,

unsettled lands in America.

Unsettledness (un-setld-nes). n. The state

of being unsettled; irresolution; fluctuation

of mind or opinions; uncertainty. Dryden.

Unsettlement (un-set'1-ment). n. 1. The a».-t

of unsettling. —2. The state of being un

settled; unsettledness. Barrow. [Rare.]

Unsevent (un-sev'n), v.t. To make no

longer seven. ' To unseven the sacraments

of the Church of Rome.' Fuller. [Rare]

Unsevered (un-sev'erd), a. Not severed;

not parted; not divided; inseparable. ' Un-

severed friends.' Shak.

Unsex (un-seks'), v.t To deprive of sex or

the qualities of sex; to make otherwise than

the sex commonly is; to transform in re

spect to sex; usually, to deprive of the qua

lities of a woman; to unwoman. Shak.;

Byron.

Unshackle (un-shak'l), v.t. To unfetter; to

loose from bonds; to set free from restraint;

as, to unshackle the hands; to unshackle the

mind. Addison,

Unshaded (un-shad'ed), a. 1. Not shaded;

not overspread with simile or darkness. Sir

W. Davenant.—2. Not having shades or gra

dations of light or colour, as a picture.

Unshadowed (un-shad'6d), a. Not clouded;

not darkened. Qlanville.

Unshakable (un-ahak'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being shaken. Shak.; South; J. S. Mill.

Unshakedt (un-shakf), pp. Not shaken;

unshaken; firm; steady. Shak.

Unshaken (un-shak'n), a. 1. Not shaken;

not agitated; not moved without being

shakcu and put iuto a vibrating motion.

Shak.— 2. Not moved in resolution; firm;

steady. Shak ; Milton; Tennyson.

Unshale (un-shul'), v.t To strip the shale

or husk off ; to unsliell ; to expose or dis

close. [Rare. ]

I will not unshalt the jest before it be ripe. Marstan.

Unshamed ( un • shamd ' ), a. Not shamed;

not ashamed; not abashed. Dryden.

Unshamefaced (tin-sham-fast'), a. Wanting

modesty; impudent. Bale.

Unshape (un-Bhap'), v.t. To deprive of

shape ; to throw out of form or into dis

order; to confound; to derange. ' This deed

unshapes me quite. ' Shak. [Rare. ]

Unshaped, Unshapen (un-shapf, un-

shap'n), a. Shapeless; misshapen; de

formed; ugly. Shak.; Addison.

Unshapely (un-shap'li), a. Not shapely;

not well formed; ill formed.

Unshared (un-shard'), a. Not shared; not

partaken or enjoyed in common ; as, un

shared bliss. Milton.

Unsheathe (uu-sheTH'), v.t. To draw from

the sheath or Bcabbard. ' Unsheathe thy

sword." Shak.—To unsheathe the sword ia

often equivalent to to make war.

Unshed (un-ahed'), a. Not shed; not spilt;

as, blood unshed. Milton. * Unshed tears*

Byron.

Unshed (un-shedO, a. [See Shed, to divide. ]

Undivided; unparted, as the hair. Spenser.

Unshell (un-shel'), v.t. To divest of the

shell; to take out of a shell; to hatch; hence,

to release. Sheridan; Dickens.

Unsheltered (un-shel'terd), a. Not shel

tered ; not screened ; not defended from

danger or annoyance; unprotected. Dr. H.

More; Byron.

Unshentt (un-shentf), a. Not shent; not

spoiled; not disgraced; unblamed. Bp. Hall.

UnsherifFed (un-sher'ifd), a. Removed from

or deprived of the office of sheriff. Fuller.

Unshette.t v.t. To unshut; to open. Chau

cer.

Unshielded (un-sheld'ed), a. Not shielded;

not protected; exposed. Dryden.

Unshiftable (un-shift'a-bl).a. Notshiftable;

shiftless; helpless. 'How unshiftable they

are.' Bp. Ward.

Unship (un-shipO, v.t. pret. <fc pp. unshipped;

ppr. unshi])ping. 1. To take out of a ship

or other water craft; as, to unship goods.

Swift. — 2. Naut to remove from the place

where it is fixed or fitted; as, to unship an

oar; to unship capstan bars; to unship the

tiller, Ac.

Unshivered (un-shiv'erd). a. Not shivered

or split; not rent; not shattered. Bp. Hall;

Hemans.

Unshocked (un-shokf), a. Not shocked;

not shaken with horror, dislike, or the like;

not offended. Thomson.

Unshod (un-shod'), a. Not shod; having no

shoes. Clarendon.

Unshookt (un-sbv(k'), a. Not shaken; not

agitated; unshaken.

Tliou stnnd'st unshejk amidst a bursting world.

f'ofe.

Unshorn (unshorn'), a. Not shorn; not

sheared: not clipped; as, unshorn locks.

Shak; Milton; Tennyson.

Unshortened (un-short'nd), a. Not short

ened; not made shorter. Young.

Unshot (un-shof), a. 1. Not hit by shot.

Waller.— 2. Not shot; not discharged.
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Unshot (un-shot'), v.a. To take or draw

the shot or ball out of; as, to unshot a gun.

Unshoutt (un-shout'), v.t. [t'omp. unpre-

dict, unswear, <fcc.] To recall or revoke

what is done by shouting.

I 'nshoitt the noise lhat banish'd Marcius. Shak.

Unshowered (un-shou'erd), a. Not watered

or spririkled by showers; as, unshowered

grass. Milton.

Unshown (un-shon'), a. Not shown; not ex

hibited. Shak.

Unshrined (un-Bhrind'), a. Not deposited

in a shrine. Southey.

Unshrinking (un-Bhringk'ing), a. Not

shrinking; not withdrawing from danger or

toil; not recoiling; as, unshrinking &mme&&.

Shak.

Unshriven (un-shriv'u), a. Not shriven.

Clarke.

Unshroud (un-shroud*), v.t To remove the

shroud from; to discover; to uncover; to

unveil; to disclose. Ph. Fletcher.

Unshrubbed (un-shrubd'), «• Bare of shrubs;

not set with shrubs. Shak.

Unshunnablet (un-shun'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being shunned; inevitable. Shak.

Unshunned (un-shund1), a. Not slmnned ;

not avoided; unshunnable. Shak.

Unshut t (un-shuf), v.t. To open or throw

open. Bp. Hall.

Unshutter (un-shut'er), v.t. To take down

or put back the shutters of, T. Hughes.

Unshy (un-shi'), a. Not shy; familiar; con

fident. Richardson.

Unsifted (un-sift'ed), a. 1. Not sifted; not

separated by a sieve. May— 2. Not criti

cally examined; untried. Shak.

Unslghtt (un-sif), a. Without sight; not

seeing or examining. — (Insight, unseen, a

phrase formerly used, and equivalent to

unseen repeated; as, to buy anything un

tight, unseen, to buy without seeing it

Subscribe HHsipftf, unseen.

To an unknown church discipline. Hudibras.

There was a great confluence of chapmen, that re

sorted from every part, with a design to purchase,

which they were to do unsigkt, unseen. Addison.

Unsightablet ( un-Bit'a-bl ), a. Invisible.

Wicklife.

Unsighted* (un-sit'ed), a. Not seen; invis

ible. Suckling.

Unslghtliness (un-slt'li-nes), n. The state

of being unsightly; disagreeableness to the

sight; deformity; ugliness. Wiseman.

Unsightly (un-sit'li), a. Disagreeable to the

eye; ugly; deformed. Shak.; Milton.

Unsignificantt (un-sig-nif'i-kant),a. Having

no meaning or Importance; insignificant.

'An empty, formal, unsignificant name.'

Hammond.

Unsignificantlyt (un-sig-nifl-kant-li), adv.

Insignificantly. Milton.

Unsimple ( un-sim'pl ), a. Not simple ; af

fected; not natural. 'Such profusion of un

simple words.' J. Baillie.

Unslmplicity (un-sim-plis'i-ti), n. Want

of simplicity; artfulness. 'His simple un-

simplicity and cunning foolishness.' Kings-

ley. [Rare.]

Unslnt (un-suY). v.t. To deprive of sinful

character or quality; to cause to be no sin.

Feltham.

Unsincere (un-sin-serO, «. 1. Not sincere;

not faithful; insincere. Shenstonc.— 2.t Not

genuine; adulterated. "Chymical prepara

tions, . . . unsincere.' Boyle. — 3. Not

sound; not solid. "Clogg'd with guilt, the

Joy was unsincere.' Dryden.

Unslncereness (un-Bin-seVnes), n. The state

or quality of being unsincere; insincerity.

Unsincefity t (un-sin-ser'i-ti), n. Want of

genuineness; adulteration. Boyle.

Unsinew (un-sin'u), v.t. To deprive of

strength, might, firmness, vigour, or energy.

Dryden.

Unsinewed(un-sin'ud), p. and a. Deprived

of strength or force; weak; nerveless. Shak.

Unslng (un-singO. v.t [Comp. unshout. un

swear, etc.] To recant, recall, or retract

what has been sung. ' Unsing their thanks.'

Defoe.

Unslnged (un-sinjd'), a. Not singed; not

scorched. Sir T. Browne.

Unslngled (un-sing'gld), a. Not singled;

not separated. Dryden.

Unsinklns; (un-singk'ing), a. Not sinking;

not settling, subsiding, or submerging; not

failing. ' Unsinking sand.' Addison.

Unsinning (un-sin'ing), a. Committing no

sin; impeccable; untainted with sin; as, un

sinning obedience. Jer. Taylor.

Unslster (uu-sis'ter), v. t. To make no longer

in a sisterly relation. 'To sunder and «n-

sister them again.' Tennyson.

Unalsterly (un-sis'ter-li). a Not like or un

becoming a sister. Richardson.

Unslzablet (un-siz'a-bl), a. Not being of the

proper size, magnitude, or bulk. Tatlcr.

Unsized (un-siz(l'),a. Not sized or stiffened;

as, unsized paper. 'An unsized camlet.'

Conoreve.

Unskilful (un-skil'ful), a. 1. Not skilful;

wanting the knowledge and dexterity which

are acquired by observation, use, and ex

perience; as, an unskilful surgeon; an un

skilful mechanic ; an unskilful logician.

Locke. — 2. t Destitute of discernment.

'Though it make the unskilful laugh.' Shak.

Unskilfully (un-skil'ful-li). adv. In an un

skilful manner; without knowledge or dis

cernment; without skill or dexterity; clum

sily. Shak.

UnskHfulness ( un-skil ' ful-nes ), n. The

quality of being unskilful ; want of art or

knowledge; want of that readiness in action

or execution which is acquired by use, ex

perience, and observation, Jer. Taylor.

UnsklU t (un'skil), n, tnskilfulness, Syl

vester.

Unskilled (un-skild'), a. 1. Wanting skill;

destitute of readiness or dexterity in per

formance.—2. Destitute of practical know

ledge.— Unskilled labour, labour not requir

ing special skill or training; simple manual

labour. Mayhew.

Unslain (un-slau';, a. Not slain; not killed.

Dryden.

Unslaked (un-slakt\ a. 1. Not slaked; un-

quenched; as, unslaked thirst. Byron —

2. Not mixed with water so as to form a true

chemical combination; as. unslaked lime.

Unslaughtered (un-sla'terd), a. Not slaugh

tered; not slain; unkilled. Coipper.

Unsleek (un-sleV), a. Not Bleek or smooth;

rough; dishevelled. * Lying unsleek, unshorn.'

Tennyson.

Unsleeping (un-slep'ing), a. Not sleeping;

ever wakeful. ' The unsleeping eyes of God.'

Milton.

Unslekked,t pp. Unslaked. Chaucer.

Unsling (un-sling'). v.t. Naut. to take off

the slings of, as a yard, a cask, Ac; to re

lease from slings.

Unslip pine; (un-slip'ing), a. Not slipping ;

not liable to slip. Shak

Unsluice (un-Blus'), v.t. To open the sluice

of; to open; to let flow. Dryden.

Unslumbering(un-slum'ber-ing), a. Never

sleeping or .slumbering; always watching or

vigilant.

UnslumbrouB (un-slum'brus), a. Not

slumlterous; not inviting or causing sleep.

'A foreknowledge of unslumbrous night.'

Keats.

Unsmirched (un-smerchf), a. Not stained;

not soiled or blacked. Shak.

Unsmitten (un-smit'n), a. Not smitten;

not struck; not afflicted. Young.

Unsmoked (un-smokf), a. l. Not smoked;

not dried in smoke. -2. Not used in smoking,

asapipe.—3. Smoked out; emptied by smok

ing.

His antient pipe in sable dyed

And half unsttto&ed lay by his side. Swift.

Unsmooth (un-smoTH'). o. Not smooth; not

even; rough. Milton.

Unsmote(un-smdt'), a. Not smitten. Byron.

[Rare.]

Unsmotherable (un-smuTH'er-a-bl), a. In

capable of being smothered, suppressed, or

restrained.

He expresses a very unexpected shock, to the un-

smotherable delight of all the porters and bystanders.

Dutens.

Unsoaped (un-soptf). a. Not soaped; un

washed. Dickens uses the unsoaped as

equivalent to the unwashed. See under Vs-

WASHKD.

The unsoaped of Ipswich brought up the rear.

Dickens.

Unsociability (un-sd'shi-a-bil"i-ti), n. State

of being unsociable; uusociableness.

Unsociable (un-so'shi-a-bl), a. Not sociable:

(o) not suitable for society; not having the

qualities which are proper for society, and

which render it agreeable; indisposing for

society; as, an unsociable temper.

Such a behaviour deters men from .i religious life,

by representing it as an unsociable state, tn.it extin

guishes all joy. Addison.

(&) Not inclined for society; not free in con

versation ; reserved; solitary; not compan

ionable; unsocial; as, an unsociable person.

Unsociableness (un-so'shi-a-bl-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unsociable ; unso

ciability.

Unsociably (un-sd'shi-a-bin, adv. In an

unsociable manner. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Unsocial ( un-so'6hal ), a. Not social ; not

adapted to society; reserved; unsociable.

Shenstone.

Unsoftt (un-softf), a Not soft; hard. Chau

cer.

Unsoftt (un-softf), adv. Not with softness;

not softly. Spenser.

Unsoiled (un-soild'), a. Not soiled; not

Btained; unpolluted; unspotted; untainted;

pure : literally and figuratively. ' My un

soiled name.' Shak.

Unsold (unsold'), a. Not sold; not trans

ferred for a consideration. ' Wares therem

u ?isold. ' Hackluyt.

Unsolder (un-sol'der), v.t. To separate, as

what is joined by solder; to disunite; to

dissolve; to break up.

The sequel of to day unsolders all

The goodliest fellowship ot famous knights.

Ten ttyirv:.

Unsoldieredf (un-sol'jerd), a. Not having

the qualities of a soldier; not having the

qualifications or appearance of trained sol

diers. Beau. A Fl.

Unsolemn mi n-sol'em), a. Not solemn; a*.

(a) not sacred, serious, or grave. (■'<) Not

accompanied by the due ceremonies or

forms; not regular or formal; legally in

formal.

A testament is a solemn last will; and a last worJ

is an unsolemn testament. Aylsjft.

Unsolicited (un-so-lis'it-ed), a. Not soli

cited; as, (a) not applied to or petitioned.

' Not a god left unsolicited,' Shak. <o) Not

asked for; not eagerly requested. La\ Hali

fax.

UnsollcltOUS (un-sd-lis'it-us), a. Not so

licitous; as. (a) not deeply concerned k.t

anxious. Abr. Tucker, to) Not marked or

occupied by care, anxiety, or solicitude

' Many unsolicitous hours.' Johnson.

Unsolld (un-sol'id), a. Not solid; as, (a) no:

having the properties of a solid; liquid or

gaseous. Locke, (b) Not sound, substantial,

or firm ; empty ; weak ; vain ; ill-founded.

'False and unsolid science." T. Warton.

' Unsolid hopes of happiness.' Thomson.

Unsolved (un-solvd'), a. Not solved, ex

plained, or cleared up. ' A riddle . . . un

solved.' Dtyden, ' Perplexities . . . un

solved.' Watts.

Unsonsy (un-son'sl), o. 1. Not sonsy; nut

buxom, plump, or good-looking. [Scotch]

2. Bringing or boding ill luck; unlucky; ill-

omened; tmpropitioua. [Provincial English

and Scotch.]

At these unsonsy hours the c.\ca has a bad nam*.

Sir If. Stttf

Unsoott (un-sOf), a. Unsweet; unpleasant.

Spenser.

Unsoothed (un-FOTHd'), a. Not soothed,

solaced, calmed, ur tranquillized. Byrxm.

Unsophlsticate (un-sd-tts'tik-at). a. Un

sophisticated. Dr. H. More.

Unsophlstlcated(un-s6-fis'tik-at-od).a, Not

sophisticated; not corrupted, adulterated,

or perverted by art; unmixed; pure; genu

ine. ' Unfnuled and unsophisticated by any

inward tincture." Dr. H. More. * Keeling*

still native and entire, unsophisticated by

pedantry and infidelity.' Burke.

Unsorrowed (un-sor'od), a Not sorrowed,

grieved, or mourned for; not lamented

or regretted: sometimes followed by far.

'Die. like a fool, unsorrowd.' Beau. *" FL

' Transgressions . . . unsorrowed for and re

pented of." Hooker.

Unsorted (un-sort'ed), a. I. Not sorted; not

arranged or put in order; not assorted or

classified. Jiatts. — 2.t III chosen; unsuit

able; unfit.

The purpose you undertake is dangerous . l^

time itself unsorted. Skat.

Unsought (un-saf), a. Not sought; sua, (a)

not searched for. 'Hopeless to find. y?i

loth to leave unsought' Shak. (M Unasked

for; unsolicited.

Love sought is good, but given unsmsghi is better,

SMm±.

Unsoul t (un-sol'), v.t. To deprive of mind

or understanding Hetcyt.

Unsouled t (unsold'), a. Without soul.

having no good principle. Skeltan,

Unsound (unsound'), a. Not sound: as,

(a) not healthy; diseased; morbid; corrupt,

rotten; decayed; as. an unsound body or

mind; unround teeth; unsound timber; un

sound fruit, (fe) Nut solid, firm, strong,

compact, or the like; not whole or entire;

as, unround ice. (c) Not founded on truth

or correct principles; ill-founded; not valid;

incorrect; erroneous; wrong; nut orthodox;

as, unsound reasoning or arguments; un

sound doctrine or opinions, (rf) Not sincere;

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti. Sc. abune; J, Sc_ fey.
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not genuine or true; faithless; deceitful

' His lore's unsound.' Gay.

Unsoundable(un-BOund'a-bl),a. Not sound-

able; deep; profound; unfathomable. ' The

thoughts of God . . . deep and unsoundable.'

Leighton.

There shall be depth of silence in thee, deeper

than the frea; . . . a silence unsoundable; known to

God only, Carlyle.

Unsounded (un-sound'ed), a. Not sounded;

not tried with the sounding line or lead ;

hence, not measured, examined, tried, or

tested. ' Huge leviathans forsake unsounded

deeps.' Shak. ' A man unsounded yet and

full of deep deceit.' Shak.

Unsoundly (uu-sound'li), adv. In an un

sound manner; as, he reasons unsoundly;

he Bleeps unsoundly. ' Discipline unsoundly

taught.' Hooker.

Unsoundness (un-sonnd'nes), n. The state

or quality of being unsound; want of health,

strength, or solidity ; infirmity; weakness; er-

roneousness; defectiveness; as, unsoundness

of body or mind; unsoundness of principles,

opinions, or arguments. ' The unsoundness

of his own judgment.' Milton.

Unsoured <un-sourd'), a. 1. Not made sour.

2. Not made morose or crablwd. ' Youth

vnsourcd with Borrow.' Dryden.

Unsowed, Unsown (un-Bod', un-sou'), a.

Not sown ; as, (a) not furnished or planted

with seed; as, unsown or unsowed ground.

(&) Not scattered on land for growth; as,

seed unsown, (<*) Not propagated by seed

scattered; as, unsown flowers. Dryden.

Unspar (un-sparO, v.t To withdraw the

span or bars of.

Forty yeomen tall . . .

The lofty palisade uttspttrrtd.

And let the drawbridge fall. Sir it'. Scott.

Unspared (un-spard'), a. Not spared ; not

saved for future use; not treated with mild

ness; not saved from destruction, ruin,

death, or the like. Milton.

Unsparing (un-spar'ing), o. 1. Not parsi

monious; liberal; profuse. 'Heaps with

unsparing hand.' MUton.—2. Not merciful

or forgiving. ' The unsparing sword of jus

tice. ' MUton.

Unspeak (un-spek'). v.t. To recant; to re

tract, as what has been spoken; to unsay.

I put myself to thy direction, and

Unspeak mine own detraction, here abjure

Tbe taints and blames I laid upon myself. Shak.

Unspeakable (un-Bpek'a-bl), a. Incapable

of being spoken or uttered ; beyond the

power of speech to express; unutterable;

ineffable; inexpressible. ' Joy unspeakable

and full of glory." 1 Pet. 1. 8.

Unspeakably ( un-spek 'a-bli), adv. In a

manner or degree that cannot be expressed;

inexpressibly ; unutterably. * A state un

speakably anxious and uncomfortable.'

Boyle.

Unspeaking; (un-speVing), a. Without the

power or girt of speech or utterance.

His description proved us unsftatinftotA. Shak.

Unspecified fun-8pes'i-fld)1a. Not specified;

not particularly mentioned. Sir T. Browne.

Unspectacled (un-spek'ta-kld), a. Not fur

nished with or wearing spectacles. Sir W.

Scott

Unspedt (un-spedO. a. Not performed; not

despatched. Garth.

Unspeedy (un-sped'i), a. Not speedy; alow.

* A mute and unspeedy current.' Sandys.

Unspell (un-speV), v.t. To release from the

power of spells or enchantments; to dis

enchant Tate.

Unspent (un-spenf), a. 1. Not spent ; not

used or wasted; as. water in a cistern un

spent —2. Not exhausted; as, strength or

force unspent—3. Not having lost its force

or impulse; as, an unspent ball.

Unsperde, t pp. [See vnspar.J Unbolted.

Chaucer.

Unsphere (un-sfeY). v.t. To remove from

a sphere. *T* unsphere the stars.' Shak.

Unspied (un-spid'), a. 1. Not spied or nar

rowly searched; not explored. ' No corner

leave unspied.' Milton. —2. Not espied or

seen; not discovered.

Unsplke (un-spuY), v.t. To remove a spike

from, as from the vent of a cannon

Unspilt (unspilt'). a. 1. Not spilt; not shed.

'Blood . . . unspilt.' Denham. — 2.\ Not

spoiled; not marred. Tvsser.

Unsplrltt (un-spir'it), v.t. To depress in

spirits; to dispirit; to dishearten. 'To dis

compose and unspirit my soul.' Xorris.

Unspiritual (un-spir'it-u-al), a. Not spirit

ual; carnal; worldly. 'An unspiritual and

unsanctified man.' Jer. Taylor.

Unsplrltualize (un-spir'it-u-al-Iz), v.t To

deprive of spirituality. ' Will . . . unspirit-

ualize the mind.' South.

Unspleened (un-splend'>, v.t. Deprived of

the spleen ; destitute of spleen ; not sple

netic. Ford.

Unspoll (un-spoil'), v.t. To undo or destroy

the effect of spoiling or over-indulgence in;

to cure of being spoiled or over-indulged.

Miss Edgeworth.

Unspoiled (un-spoild'), a. 1. Not spoiled ;

not corrupted ; not ruined ; not rendered

useless. ' Bat hurst, yet unspoiled by wealth.'

Pope. — 2. Not plundered ; not pillaged.

Dryden,

Unspoken (un-spo'kn), a. Not spoken or

uttered. ' What to speak, . . . what to leave

unspoken ' Bacon.

Unspontaneoua (un-spon-ta'ne-us), a. Not

spontaneous; not voluntary; forced; arti

ficial. ' Unspontaneous laughter.' Cowper.

Unsportful (un-sport'ful), a. Not sportful,

gay, or merry ; sad ; uncheerful. ' Dry,

husky, unsportful laughs.' Carlyle.

Unspotted Ain-spot'ed), o. 1. Not spotted

or stained; free from spots. —2. Free from

moral stain; untainted with guilt; unblem

ished; immaculate. J as, i. 27.-3. Unblem

ished ; faultless ; pure ; perfect. ' Cicsar's

Commentaries . . . wherein is seene the un

spotted proprietie of the Latin tongue.'

A scham.

Unsquared (un-skward')> a. 1. Not made

square; as, unsquared timber—2. Not pro

perly formed or proportioned; irregular.

When he speaks

'Tis like a chime a>niendin£, with terms unsquared.

Shak.

Unsqueezed (un-skwezdO, a. Not squeezed

or compressed; not deprived of juice or

other valuable properties by compression;

hence, not pillaged or impoverished by op

pression or the like. ' Rich as an u nsqueezed

favourite.' Thomson.

Unsqulre (un-skwirO, v.t. To diveBt of the

title or privilege of an esquire; to degrade

from the rank of an esquire. Swift.

Unstable (un-sta'bl), a. 1 Not stable; not

fixed.—2. Not steady; inconstant; irresolute;

wavering. ' Unstable as water.' (ien.

xlix. 4.

Unstabled (un-sta'bld), a. Not put up in a

stable. 'The unstabled Rosinante/ Char

lotte Bronte.

Unstableness (un-sta'bl-nes), n. Insta

bility. Sir M. Hale.

Unstaid (un-stad'), a. Not staid or steady;

not settled in judgment; volatile; tickle; as,

unstaid youth. ' Unstaid minds, . . . men

given to change.' Milton.

Unstaldness (un-stad'nes), n. 1. The Btate

or character of being unstaid.— 2. Uncertain

motion ; unsteadiness ' A kind of slinking

« nsta idness over all h is body. ' Sir P. Sidney.

Unstained (un-stand'), a. 1. Not stained;

not dyed.—2 Not polluted; not tarnished ;

not dishonoured; as, an unstained charac

ter. 'A lovelier life, a more unstaind.'

Tennyson.

Unstamped (un-stampf), a. Not stamped

or impressed ; not having a Btamp impressed

or affixed; as, an unstamped deed, receipt,

or letter.

Unstanchable (un-stansh'a-bl), a. Not cap

able of being stanched; inexhaustible.

Unstanched (un-stansht'i a. 1. Not

stanched; not stopped, as blood. — 2. t In

satiate; not to be satisfied.

Stifle the villain whose unstanched thirst

York and youn^ Rutland could not satisfy. Shak.

Unstarch (unstarch'), v.t. To take the

Btarch or stiffening from ; hence, to free

from stiffness, reserve, formality, pride,

haughtiness, or the like; to relax. 'Cannot

unstarch his gravity.' Bp. Rennet.

Unstartled (un-star'tld), a. Not startled;

shocked, or alarmed. Coleridge.

Unstate (un-staf), v. t. To deprive of state

or dignity. Shak.

Unstatutable ( un-staf ut-a-bl), a. Con

trary to statute; not warranted by statute.

Swift.

Unstaunched (un-stanshf). Same as Un

stanched.

Unsteadfast (un-sted'fast), a. 1. Not stead

fast; not firmly adhering to a purpose.—

2 Insecure; unsafe. ' Unsteadfast footing.'

Shak.

Unsteadfastness (un-sted'fast-nes'), n. The

state or quality of being unsteadfast; in

constancy. Bp. Hall.

Unsteadily (un sted'i-li), adv. In an un

steady, staggering, or shaking manner;

without steadiness, firmness, or consistency;

with wavering or changeableness; restlessly;

inconsistently. Locke.

Unsteadiness (un-sted'i-nes), n. The state

or quality of being unsteady; want of steadi

ness, firmness, fixedness, or stability; shaki-

ness; restlessness; uusettledness; mi firm

ness; inconstancy. ' To fix the unsteadiness

of our politics.' Addison.

Unsteady (un-stcd'i), a. Not steady; as,

(a) not firm; shaking; staggering; reeling;

wavering; trembling; fluctuating; as, an

unsteady hand; an unsteady flame. <&) Not

constant in mind, purpose, or pursuit; fickle;

changeable; unstable; unsettled; wavering;

as, an unsteady mind, (c) Not regular, con

stant, or uniform; varying in force, direc

tion, ore; as, unsteady winds.

Unsteeped (un-stept'X a. Not steeped; not

soaked. Bacon.

Unstimulated (un-stim'u-lat-ed), a. Not

stimulated; not excited. Cowper.

Unstlngt (un-sting/), vt. To disarm of a

sting; to deprive of the power of giving

acute pain.

lie has disarmed his afflictions, unstnng his mi

series. South.

Unstirred (un-sterd'), a. Not stirred; not

ngitated. Boyle.

Unstitch (un-stich'), v.t. To open by pick

ing out stitches. Jeremy Collier.

Unstock(un-stok'), v.t. To deprive of stock.

Surrey.

Unstockinged (un-stok'ingd), a. Deprived

of or not wearing stockings. Sir W. Scott.

Unstooplng (un-stop'ing), a. Not stooping;

not bending ; not yielding. ' Unstooping

firmness.' Shak.

Unstop (un-stop'). v.t. 1. To free from a

stopper, as a bottle or cask.—2. To free from

any obstruction; to open. Is. xxxv. 5.

Unstormed (un-stormd'), a. Not assaulted ;

not taken by assault. ' The doom of towns

unstormed.' Addison.

Unstowed (un-stod'), a. Not stowed ; as,

(a) not compactly placed or arranged; as,

unstotced cargo or cables. (&) Not filled by

close packing; also, emptied of goods or

cargo. 'My hold unstowed.' Smollett.

Unstraln (un-stran'), v.t. To relieve from

a strain; to relax. B. Jonson.

Unstrained (un-strand'), a. 1. Not strained

or purified by straining; as, unstrained oil.

2. hasy; not forced; natural.

By an easy and unstrained derivation, it implies

the breath of God. Hakeruill.

Unstraltened (un-strat'nd), a. Not strait

ened; not contracted, narrowed, or limited.

' Unstraitened goodness." GlanvUle.

Unstratined (un-strat'i-fid), a. Not strati

fied ; not consisting of a series of strata or

layers (as is the case with rocks deposited

by water), but forming amorphous masses :

a geological term applied to such rocks as

granite, greenstone, porphyry, and lava. See

Geology, Stratum.

Unstrengthened (un-strength'end), p. and

a. Not strengthened; unsupported; un

assisted. 'Unstrengthened . . . with au

thority from above. Hooker.

Unstrewed (un-strod' or un-atrdd'), p. and a.

Not strewed; as, (a) not scattered or spread

by scattering. (&) Not covered by scatter

ing. 'A vacant space . . . utistrewed with

bodies of the slain.* Cowper.

Unstring (uu-stringO, v.t. 1. To deprive of

strings; also, to relax or untune the strings

of; as, to unstring a harp. Cowper.—2. To

loose; to untie. ' His garland they unstring. '

Dryden. ~3. To take from a string; as, to

unstring beads.—4. To relax the tension of;

to loosen; as, to unstring the nerves.

Unstringed (un-stringd'), o. Not stringed;

not furnished with strings; deprived of

Btrings. 'An unstringed viol/ Shak.

Unstruck (un-strukO, a. Not struck; not

greatly impressed. ' Unstruck with horror

at the sight.' J. Philips.

Unstudied (un-stud'id). a. 1. Not studied:

not premeditated. ' Ready and unstudied

words/ Dryden. —2. Not laboured; easy;

natural; as, an unstudied style.—3. Not hav

ing made study; unacquainted; unskilled.
• Not so unstudied in the nature of councils,

as not to know, Ac." Bp. Jewell.—A. Not de

voted to or occupied by study; not passed

in study. ' The defects of their utistudied

years. ' Milton.

Unstuffed (un-stuft'), a. Not stuffed ; not

crowded. 'With unstvff'd braiu.' Shak.

Unsubduable (uu-sub du'a-bl), a. Not tap-

able of being subdued or conquered; uncon

querable; invincible. 'Stern patience tin-

subduable by pain.' Southey.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j,j'ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th. fAen; th, (Ain; w. wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure. —See Key.
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Unsubdued (un-sub-dudQ, a. Not subdued ;

not brought into subjection ; not conquered ;

as, nations or passions unsubdued. Atter-

bury.

Unsubject (un-aub'Jekt), a. Not subject;

Dot liable; not obnoxious. 'By flx'd de

crees, unsubject to her will.' J. Baillie.

Unsubmissive (un-sub-iuis'iv), a. Not sub

missive; disobedient. *A stubboni unsub

missive frame of spirit.' South.

Unsubmitting (un-sub-mit'ing), a. Not

submitting; not obsequious; not readily

yielding. 'Of unsubmittituj sa\i\.' Thomson,

Unsubordlnate (un-sub-or'dinat), a. Not

subordinate; not of inferior rank, dignity,

class, or order. Milton.

Unsubstantial (un-sub-stan'shal), a. 1. Not

substantial; not solid. 'Thou unsubstantial

air.' Shak. —2. Not real; not having sub

stance, '{^unffarfantui/, empty forms.' Bowe.

Unsubstantiality (un-sub-stan'shi-al' i-ti),

n. The state or quality of being unsub

stantial, or of having no real existence; want

of real or material existence. Charlotte

Bronte,

Unsucceedablet (un-auk-sed'a-bl), a. Not

capable of succeeding or of bringing about

the desired effect or result ; not able or

likely to succeed. Sir T. Browne.

Unsucceeded (un-Buk-s€d'ed), a. Not suc

ceeded or followed. Milton.

Unsuccess (un-suk-ses'), n. Want of suc

cess. Pro/. Wilson.

Unsuccessful (un-suk-ses'ful), a. Not suc

cessful; not producing the desired event;

not fortunate.

Ye powers returned

From unsuccessful charge, be not dismayed

MUton.

Unsuccessfully (un-suk-ses'ful-li), adv. In

an unsuccessful manner; without success;

unfortunately. Smith.

UnsuccessfulneflB (un-suk-ses'ful-nes), n

The quality of being unsuccessful. Milton.

Unsuccourable (un-Biik'er-a-bl), a. Not

capable of being succoured or remedied.

' An unsuccourable mischief Sir P. Sidney.

Unsucked tun-aukf), p. aud a. Not sucked ;

not drawn or drained by the mouth. * The

teats unsuckfd of lamb or kid.' Milton.

Unsufferablet (un-suffer-a-bl), a. Not auf-

ferable; insufferable; intolerable. ' Unsuf-

ferable misery.' Milton.

UnBufferablyt (un-Buf'fer-a-hli), adv. Insuf

ferably; intolerably. * Unsufferably ugly.'

Sir J. Vanbrugh.

Unsufflcience.t Unsufflciencyt (un-suf-fl'-

shens, un-suf-n'shen-si), n. The state or qua

lity of being uusufHcient or insufficient; in

sufficiency. 'The error and unsujicience

of the arguments' Hooker. 'The unsuf-

rfcitfiicy of the light of nature.' Uooker.

Unsumcientt (un-suf-fl'shent), a. Not

sufficient; inadequate; insufficient. Locke.

Unsufficiently t (un-suf-fl'shent-li), ado.

Insufficiently. Hooker.

Unsufflcingness (un-sui-fis'ing-nes), n. In

sufficiency. Coleridge.

Unsult (un-suf). v.t To be unsuitable for;

to be out of accordance with. Quartet.

Unsuitable (un-sut'a-bl), a. Not suitable,

fit, or adapted; incapable of suiting; unfit;

incongruous; improper. * Unsuitable return

for so much good." Milton.

Unsuitableness (un-sut'a-bl-nes), n. The

state or quality of being unsuitable; unfit

ness; incongruity; impropriety. South.

Unsuitably (uu-sut'a-bli), adv. In an un

suitable manner; unfitly; inadequately; im

properly; incongruously. Tillotson.

unsuited (unsut'ed), o. Not suited; as, (a)

not suitable or adapted; unfit, (b) Not ac

commodated or fitted; unsupplied with

what is wanted. Burke.

Unsuiting (un-sut'ing), a. Not suiting; not

suitable. ' Joys unsuiting to thy age.' Dry-

den.

Unsullied (un-sullidX a. Not sullied; as,

(a) not stained; not tarnished.

Maiden honour . . . pure as the unsullied tily.

Ska*.

(b) Not disgraced; free from imputation of

evil; pure; stainless. Pope.

Unsung fun-sung'), a. 1. Not sung; not

recited musically, as a song. 'Half yet re

mains unsung.' Milton—2. Not celebrated

in verse or song. Sir W. Scott

Unsunned (un-aund'). a. Not exposed to

the sun. 'Chaste as unsunned snow.' Hhak.

Unsunny (un-sun'ni), a. Not sunny; not

bright, dazzling, or radiant, as with plea

sure, Joy, Ac.; gloomy. 'Damsel, wearing

this unsunny face.' Tennyson.

UnsuperfluouB (un-su-per'flu-us), a. Not

superfluous: not in excess; not more than

enough. MUton.

Unsupplanted nin-sup-plant'ed), a. Not

supplanted; not tripped up. ' Unsupplanted

feet.' J. Philips.

Unsupple (bn-supT), a. Not supple; not

easily bending; stiff. Sandy*.

Unsuppliable ( un-sup-ph'a-bl ), a. Not

capable of being supplied. ' The unsuppli

able defect.' ChUlingicorth.

Unsupplied (un-sup-plid'), a. Not supplied;

not provided or furnished. ' Left unsupplied

her only want.' Dryden.

Unsupportable (un-sup-port'a-bl), a. Not

supportable ; insupportable. ' An unsup-

portable yoke.' Bp. Hall.

Unsupportableness(un-sup-port'a-bl-nes),

n. Insupportableness. Bp. Wilkins,

Unsupportably (un-sup-]>6rt'a-bli). adv.

Insupportably. 'Infinitely, unsupportably

miserable.' South.

Unsupported (un-sup-pdrt'ed), a. Not sup

ported ; not upheld ; not sustained ; not

maintained; not countenanced; not aided.

'Christianity . . . how utterly unsupported

by the secular arm.* Attcrhimt.

Unsuppressed (un-Bup-prest'), a. Not sup

pressed; not held or kept under; not sub

dued; not quelled; not put down; as, un

suppressed laughter or applause; unsup

pressed rebellion.

Unsure (un-shbr'), a. Not sure; not fixed ;

not certain.

What is to come ii still unsure. Shak.

Unsure the tenure, but how vast the fine. Pafe.

Unsured (un-shord'), a. Not made sure; not

securely established.

By this knot thou shatt so surely tie

Thy now unsured assurance to the crown. S/tak.

Unsurely (un-ahoVli). adv. In an unsure

manner; unsafely; uncertainly. ' Unsurely

stands the foot of pride.' Daniel.

Unsuretyt (un-shor'ti),n. Uncertainty. Sir

T. More.

Unsurmountable (un-ser-mount'a-bl). a.

Not capable of being surmounted or over

come; insurmountable. M a > burton.

Unsurpassable (un-ser-pas'a-bl), a. Not

capable of being surpassed, excelled, or ex

ceeded. 'She is unsurpassable in lies.'

Thackeray.

Unsurpassed (un-ser-past'), a. Not sur

passed, excelled, exceeded, or outdone. 'Vic

tor unsurpassed in modern song.' Byron.

Unsurrendered (un-ser-ren'derd), a. Not

surrendered ; not given up or delivered.

'An unsurrendered prize.' Coxcper.

Unsusceptible (un-sus-sep'ti-bf), a. Not

susceptible; not capable of admitting or re

ceiving ; insusceptible. ' Unsusceptible of

stain.' Swift. * Unsusceptible of analysis.'

J. S. Mill.

Unsuspectt (un-sus-pekf), a. Unsuspected.

' Author unsuspeet.' Milton.

Unsuspected (un-sus-pekt'ed), a. Not sus

pected; not considered as likely to have

done an evil act or to have a disposition to

evil. ' An unsuspected old patriot* Pope.

Unsuspecting (un-aus-pekt'ing), a. Not

imagining that any ill Is designed; free from

suspicion. 'To circumvent an unsuspecting

wight.' Daniel.

Unsusplcion (un-ana-pi'ahon), n. Want of

suspicion; unsuspiciousness.

Old men may come here, through their own heed

lessness and unsuspicion. Dickens.

Unsuspicious (nn-sus-pish'us). a. Not sus

picious; not inclined to suspect or to ima

gine evil; unsuspecting. 'Unsuspicious

magnanimity.' Daniel.

Unsustainable (un-sus-tan'a-bl), a. Not

capable of being sustained, maintained, or

supported. Barroic.

Unsustained (un-sus-tand'). a. Not sus

tained ; not maintained, held up, or sup

ported. ' Unsustained, the chiefs of Turn us

yield.' Dntilen.

Unswaddle (un-swod'l), v.t. To remove a

swaddle or bandages from; to unswathe. B.

Jonson.

Unswathe (un-swaTHO. v t. To take a swathe

from; to relieve from a bandage.

In the morning an old woman ciimc to unswathe me.

Addtten.

Unswayable (un-swa'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being swayed, governed, or influenced by

another. "Rough, unswayablet and free.'

Shak.

Unswayed (un-awad'), p. and a. Not swayed ;

as, (a) not wielded. 'The Bword unswayed.'

Shak. (6) Not biassed, controlled, or In

fluenced; as, unswayed by passion, ambi

tion, or the like.

Unswayedness (un-Bwad'nes).n. Tbe state

of being unswayed; steadiness. 'Constancy

and unstcayedncss.' Hales.

Unswear (un-swar7), v. t [Comp. unsay, un-

shout.] To recant, revoke, or recall by a.

subsequent oath; to retract by a second

oath; to abjure. ' Unswear faith sworn "
Shak ' Unswear that oath again. ' Beau. <{• Ft.

Unsweart (un-swar1), v.i. To recant or re

call an oath. S}>enser,

Unsweatt (un-swet'). v.t To remove or re

duce the sweating of; to ease or cool after

exercise or toil.

The interim of unsTveating themselves . . . may,

with profit and delight, be taken up with solemn

music MUton.

Unaweatlng (un-swet'ing), a. Not sweating

or perspiring. ' The unsweating brow.' Dry

den.

Unsweet (un-awef), a. Not sweet ' With

voice unsweet' J. Baillie. [Rare]

Unswept (un-sweptO, a. Not swept; as, (n>

not cleaned by passing or rubbing a brush,

broom, or besom over. ' Hearths unswept.'

Shak. (b) Not cleaned up or removed by

sweeping. 'Dust unswept' Shak. (c) Not

moved or passed over by a sweeping mo

tion or action. ' Foam unswept by wander

ing gusts.' Cowper.

Unswerving (un-swerv'lng), a. Not deviat

ing from any rule or standard: undeviating;

unwavering; Arm. ' The unswerving heroism

of the immortal Joan.' Hallam.

Unswilled (un-swild\ a. Not swilled; not

swallowed or gulped down in large draughts;

not emptied by Bwilling or greedily swallow

ing. ' An unswilled hogshead.' MUton.

Unsworn (un-sworo/), a. Not sworn; as. (a>

not bound by an oath; not having taken an

oath; as, the witness Is unsworn, (6) Not

solemnly pronounced or taken. ' Uer solemn

oath remained unsworn.' Cowper.

Unsyllabled (un-ail'la-bld), p. and a. Not

syllabled; not articulated, uttered, or pro

nounced. Motherwell.

Unsymmetrical (un-sim-met'rik-alX <*

Wanting symmetry or due pro|>ortion of

parts; specifically, in bot. said of such flower*

as have not the segments of the calyx and

corolla, the sepals and petals, as also the

stamens, regular and similar.

Unsystematic, UnBystematical (un'ais-

te-inat"ik, un'sis-te-mat'lk-nl), a. Not sys

tematic; not having regular order, distribu

tion, or arrangement of parts. ' Desultory

unsystematic endeavours.* Burke.

Untack (un-tak') v.t To separate what la

tacked; to disjoin; to loosen what is fast

His mind then roving, and bein^ nntacied fr m

honest cares, temptation seized on him. Airrv**.

Untainted (un-taitt'ed), a. 1. Not rendered

impure by admixture: not impregnated

with foul matter; as, untainted air. 'Nar

cissus pining o'er the untainted stream.*

Keats. — 2. Not sullied; not stained; un

blemished.

What stronger breast -plate than a heart untainted.

S*ak.

3. Not rendered unsavoury by putrescence;

as, untainted meat.

Untainted t (un-tant'ed), o. [Contr. for

unattainted. See Attaint.) Not charged

with a crime; not accused.

Within these five hours Hastings live!

Untainted, unexamined, free at liberty. S*tak.

Untaken (un-tak'n), n. 1. Not taken; not

seized or captured; not apprehended; not

made prisoner; as. a thief untaken—2 Nut

reduced; not subdued; as, untaken Troy.—

3. Not swallowed.— Untaken away, not re

moved. 2 Cor. iii. H.—Untaken up, not oc

cupied; not filled.

The narrow limits of this discourse will leave no

more room untaken up. AeviV.

Untalented(un-tArent-ed),a Not talented;

not gifted; not accomplished or clever. ' A

poor untalented girl.' Bichardson.

Untalked (un-takt'),a Not talked or spoken.

— Untalked of, not talked or spoken atwmt;

not made the subject of talk. ' Untalked ef

and unseen.' Shak.

Untamable, Untameable (un-tam'a-bi). a.

Not capable of being tamed, domesticated.

subjugated, or subdued; not to be rendered

tame, doci te.or serviceable toman: incaptildt*

of being brought from a wild, savage, barbar

ous, rude, or violent state; as, the untam

able tiger; an untamable savage. 'Untame

able passions.' Barrow.

Untame (un-tam'X a Not tame; wild.

' Beasts untame.' Chapman.

Untamed din-tamd'), ii. Not tamed; as, (n)

not reclaimed from wildness; not domesti

cated; not made familiar with man; as, an

I'ate, far, fat, fall; me, met, he piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, 3c. abune; y, Sc. fey
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untamed beast. Locke. (6) Not subdued;

not brought under control; as, a turbulent

untamed mind. * A people very Btubborn

and untamed.' Spenser.

Untangle (un-tang'gl), v.t. To loose from

tangles or intricacy; to disentangle; hence,

to free from embarrassment, doubt, or un

certainty; to clear up; to explain. ' Un

tangle but this cruel chain.' Prior.

If Leonara's innocent, she may untangle all.

Vanbrugh.

Untappicet (un-tap'is), v.i. To come out of

concealment, as game. Massinger.

Untarnished (un-tiir'nisht), a. Not soiled;

not tarnished; not stained; unblemished;

as, untarnished Bilk ; untarnished reputa

tion. Tennyson.

Untaated (mi-tast'ed), a. Not tasted; not

tried by the taste or tongue; hence, not ex

perienced or enjoyed. ' Wedlock's untasted

rites.' May.

Untaught (un-taf), a. Not taught; as, (a)

not instructed; not educated; unlettered;

illiterate. 'An untaught child.' Locke. (6)

Unskilled ; not having use or practice.

' Suffolk's imperial tongue . . . untaught to

plead for favour.' Shak. (c) Not made the

subject of teaching or instruction; not

qommunicated by teaching. ' Wild and un

taught fashions.' Dryden.

Untaxed (un-taksf), o. Not taxed; as (n),

not charged with or liable to pay taxes. T.

Warton. (6) Not charged with any fault, of

fence, Ac; not accused. 'Common speech,

which leaves no virtue untaxed.' Bacon.

Unteach (un-tedO, v.t. 1. To cause to for

get, disbelieve, or give up what has been

taught. 'Experience will unteach us.' Sir

T. Browne.— 2. To make forgotten; to make

to cease from being acquired by instruction.

But we. by art, unteach what nature taught.

Dryden.

Unteachable (un-tech'a-bl), a. Not teach

able or docile; indocile. Milton.

Unteam (tin- tern'), v.t. To unyoke a team

from; to take a team, as of horses or oxen,

from. 'As soon as the sun unteamed his

chariot.' Jer. Taylor.

Untemper (uu-teni'per), v.t. 1. To remove

the temper or due degree of hardness from,

as metal; hence, to soften; to mollify.

The study of sciences does more soften and un-

temper the courages of men than any way fortify and

incite them. Cotton.

2.t Not to mould, fashion, or dispose; to

have no power of influencing, disposing, or

winning: suggested meanings for the word

in the following passage {Henry V., v. 2).

I dare not swear thou lovest me ; yet my blood be

gins to natter me that thou dost, notwithstanding the

poor and untempering effect of ray visage. Shak.

Untemperatet (un-tem'per-at), a. Not tem

perate; intemperate. Beau, d' Fl.

Untempered (un-tem'perd), a. Not tem

pered; as, (a) not duly mixed for use; as.

untempered lime. (&) Not brought to the

proper state of hardness; as, an untempered

8word-blade, (c) Not brought to a tit or

proper state generally; not regulated, mo

derated, or controlled; not mollified. ' (In-

tempered severity.' Johnson. 'The un

tempered spirit of madness.' Burke.

Untempted (un-temt'ed), a. Not tempted;

not invited by anything alluring ' To live

thus long untempted.' Beau. & Fl.

Untenable (un-ten'a-bl), a. 1. Not tenable;

that cannot be held in possession; as, an

untenable post or fort. Clarendon.—2. That

cannot be maintained by argument; not de

fensible; as. an untenable doctrine. Dryden.

Untenant (un-ten'ant), v.t. To deprive of a

tenant or tenants; to expel or remove a

dweller from. ' Untenanting creation of its

God.' Coleridge.

Untenantable (un-ten'ant-a-bl). a. Not fit

for an occupant; not in suitable condition

for a tenant; not capable of being tenanted;

uninhabitable. 'Frozen and untenantable

regions. ' Whewell.

Untenanted (un-ten'ant-ed), a. Not occu

pied by a tenant; not inhabited. Sir IF.

Temple.

Untender (un-ten'der), a. 1. Not tender;

not soft. —2. Wanting sensibility or affec

tion. 'So young and so untender.' Shak.

Untendered(un-ten'derd),n. Not tendered;

not offered ; as, untendered money or tri

bute. Shak.

Untent (un-tent').f . t. To bring out of a tent.

Will he not, upon our fair request

Untent his person, and share the air with us.

Shak.

Untented (un-tent'ed), a. Not having a

medical tent applied; hence, not having the

pain lessened.

The untented woundings of a father's curse

Pierce every sense about thee. Shak.

Untenty (un-ten'ti), a. Incautious; care

less. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Unterrific (un-ter-rif'ik), a. Not terrific;

not having the power to terrify, appal, or

frighten. Carlyle.

Unterrifled(un-ter'ri-fid), a. Not terrified;

not attlrighted; not daunted. Milton.

Unthank t ( un - thangk'), n. Ingratitude ;

ill-will.

Unthanked(un-thanpkt/),a. 1. Not thanked;

not repaid with acknowledgments.—2. Not

received with thankfulness. * Unwelcome

freedom, and unthanked reprieve.' Dryden.

[Rare.]

Unthankful (un-thangk'ful), a. Not thank

ful ; ungrateful ; not making acknowledg

ments for good received.

For he is kind unto the unthankful and to the evil.

Luke vi. 35.

UnthanWully (un-thangk'ful-li), adv. In

an unthankful or ungrateful manner; with

out thanks. Boyle.

Unthankfulness ( un- thangk 'ful-nes), n.

Ungratefulness; want of a sense of kindness

or benefits; ingratitude.

Immoderate favours breed first unthankfulness,

and afterward hate. Sir %*. Haymard.

Unthawed (un-thad'), a. Not thawed: not

melted or dissolved, as ice or snow. ' Some

frozen silver stream unthawed.' Cowper.

Untheological (un-the"6-loj"ik-al), a. Not

theological; not according to sound princi

ples of theology. Bp. Hall.

Unthink (un-thingk'), v.t To retract in

thought; to remove from the mind or

thought; to think differently about 'To

unthink your speaking, and to say so no

more.' Shak.

Unthinkable (un-thlngk'a-bl), a. That

cannot be made an object of thought; that

cannot be thought; incogitable.

It is positively conceivable: if conceived as an in

definite past, present, or future; and as nn indetermin

ate mean between the two unthinkable extremes ofan

Unthlnker (un-thingk'er), n. One who does

not think or who is not given to thinking;

a thoughtless person. Carlyle.

Unthlnklng(un-thingk'ing), a. 1. Not think

ing; not heedful; thoughtless; inconsider

ate ; as. unthinking youth. ' The shallow,

unthinking vulgar.' Glanville. 'A very

merry . . . and unthinking time.' Dry

den. —2. Not indicating thought or reflec

tion. ' Earnest eyes, and round, unthink

ing face. ' Pope.

Unthinkingly (un-thingk'ing-li), adv. In

an unthinking manner; without reflection;

thoughtlessly. Pope.

Unthorny (un-thor'ni), a. Not thorny;

free from thorns. ' A paradise or un-

thorny place of knowledge. ' Sir T. Broxcne.

Unthought (un-thaf), a. Not thought;

not imagined or conceived; not considered:

often followed by of. ' In an unthouyht

moment, before a man hath opportunity to

consider.* Sir 31. Bale. 4 UnUiought oftrail-

ties.' Pope.

Unthread (un-thred'). v.t. 1. To draw or

take out a thread from; as, to unthread a

needle. —2. To relax the ligaments of; to

loosen. [Rare. ]

He with his bare wand ran unthread thy joints.

And crumble all thy sinews. Milton.

Unthrift t (un-thrift), a. Profuse; prodigal;

unthrifty.

What man didst thou ever know unthrift that was

beloved after his means? Shak.

Unthrift (un' thrift), n. A prodigal; one

who wastes his estate by extravagance; one

lost to all ideas of thrift. B. Jonson.

UnthrlftinessOm-tlirif'ti-nes), n. The state

of l>eing unthrifty; prodigality; profnsion.

Unthrifty (un-thrifti), a. 1. Not thrifty;

not careful of one's means ; prodigal ; pro

fuse; lavish; wasteful. 'An unthrifty knave.'

Shak.—2.t Not thriving; not in good con

dition; not vigorous in growth.

Grains given to a hide-bound or unthrifty horse

recover him. Mortimer.

3. Preventing thrift or thriving; mischiev

ous wicked. Spenser.

Unthrone (nn-thron'). v.t. To remove from

a throne or from supreme authority; to de

throne. Milton.

Untie (un-tr), v.t. 1. To loosen, as a knot;

to undo; to unfasten.

The chain I'll in return untie.

And freely thou again shalt fly. Prior.

2. To unbind; to free from any fastening or

bond; to let or set loose; to liberate.

Though you untie the winds, and let them fight

Against the churches. Shak.

3. To loosen from coils or convolution.

'Snakes untied.' Pope.— 4. To free from

hinderance or obstruction ; to set loose.
•All the evils of an untied tongue.* Jer.

Taylor.—5. To resolve; to unfold; to clear.

They quicken sloth, perplexities untie. Drayton.

Until (un-tif). prep. [From a prefix und-,

unt- (in A. Sax. only in the modified form

6th-), and till, the prefix itself meaning till

or to. This prefix also occurs in unto, and

is the same as O.Sax. unt, unte, O.Fris. o?if.

Icel. unz, undz, Goth, unde, till, to. Until

and unto occur for the first time in English

literature about the year 1250. J 1. Till; to :

(a) used before nouns of time.

He and his sons were priests to the tribe of Dan

until the day of the captivity. Judg. xviii. 30.

(6) Preceding a sentence or clause : till the

time that; till the point or degree that.

Until I know this sure uncertainty,

I'll entertain the offer'd fallacy. Shak.

In open prospect nothing bounds our eye,

Until the earth seems join'd unto the sky. Dryden.

Note. Like on and upon, till and until can

hardly be distinguished as to usage. See

Till.—2. t To: before nouns deuoting phy

sical objects.

He roused himself full blithe, and hasten Y! them

until. S/tnier.

Untile (until'), v.t To take the tiles from;

to uncover by removing tiles ; to strip of

tiles. ' Untile the house.' Beau. ii- Fl.

UntUlable (un-til'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being tilled or cultivated; barren. 'The

untillable and barren deep.' Cowoer,

Untilled (un-tild'), a. Nut tilled; nut cul

tivated. Holinshed.

Untlmbered (un-tim'berd). a. 1. Not fur

nished with timber. ' The saucy boat, whose

weak untimber'd sides." Shak. — 2. Not

covered with timber trees.

Untlme t (un-tim'), n. Not- a fit time ; an

unseasonable time. Chaucer.

Untimely (un-tim'li), a. Not timely; as. (a)

nut done or happening in the right season;

as, untimely frost. ' Untimely Btonns.'

Shak. (6) Ill-timed; inopportune; unsuit

able; unfitting; improper. ' Some untimrly

thought.' Shak. (c) Happening before the

natural time ; premature ; as, untin>ely

death; untimely fate. 'The untimely fall

of virtuous Lancaster.' Shak.

Untimely (un-tim'li), adv. Before the

natural time; prematurely; unseasonably;

amiss. 'Leaf and fruit, both too untimely

shed.' Spenser. * If I not press untimely

on his leisure.' Route.

Untlmeous (un-tim'us), a. Untimely; un

seasonable; as, untimeous hours. 'His ir

reverent and untimeous jocularity.' Sir

W. Scott

Untimeously (un-tim'us-li), adv. In an un

timeous manner; untimely. Sir W. S&/tt.

Untlnctnred (uu-tingk'turd), a. Not tinc

tured; not tinged, stained, mixed, or in

fected; unimbued. ' Not altogether untinc-

tured with martial discipline. Macaulay

Untlnged (un-tinjd'), a. 1. Not tinged; not

stained; not discoloured; as, water «n-

tinged; untinged beams of light. —2. Not

infected; unimbued. Swift.

Untirable (un-tir'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being tired ; unwearied. Shak.

Untlred (un-tlrd'), <*>• Not tired; not ex

hausted. Shak.

Untiring (un-tlr'ing), a. Not becoming

tired or exhausted; as. untiring patience.

Untithed (un-tiTHd'), a. Not subjected to

tithes. 11 Pollok.

Untitled (un-ti'tld), a. Having no title:

having no claim or right; as, au untitled

tyrant. Shak

Unto (un'tb), prep. [Prefix unt, and to.

See I NTIL ] 1. To. [ Unto is now anti

quated, but is still sometimes used in the

scriptural, solemn, or elevated style.]

Come unto me. all ye that labour and are heavy

laden, and 1 wiil (jive you rest. Mat, «. aS.

I'll follow you unto the death. Shak.

2t Until. Chaucer.

Untoiling (uu-toiring), a. Without toil or

labour. Thomson.

Untold (un-told'), a. 1. Not told ; not re

lated; not revealed. Dn/den.—2. Not num

bered; as, money untold. 'In the numbi-r

let me pass untold.' Shak.

Untolerable t <un-tol'er-a-bl). a. Not toler

able; intolerable. Bp. Jewel.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch, g. go; J. job; 6, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, icftig; zh. a^ure—See Key.
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UntoniMun-tomO, v.t Ti> disinter. Fuller

Untonguet (un-tung7). v.t To deprive of

a tongue or of a voice; to silence. Fuller.

Untooth (un-toth'X v.t To deprive of

teeth. Cowper.

Untoothsome fun-toth'aum), a. Not tooth

some; unpalatable. Bp Hall.

UntOOthsomeness (un-tbth'sum-nes\ n.

The quality of being untoothsome or un

palatable. Bp. Hall.

Untormented (un-tor-ment'ed), a. Not

tormented ; not put in pain ; not teased.

Young,

Untorn (un-torn'), a. Not torn; not rent

or forced asunder. Cowper.

Untouched! un-tucht').a. 1. Not touched; not

reached; not hit; not meddled with; unin

jured. 'Depart untouched.* Shak —2. Not

mentioned. Untouched, or slightly handled,

in discourse.' Shak—3 Not affected ' Un-

touch'd with any shade of years.' Tennyson.

4. Not moved; not affected emotionally.

'Wholly untouched with his agonies." Sir

P. Sidney.

Untoward (un-td'werd), a. 1. Froward;

perverse ; refractory ; not easily guided or

taught. 'This untoward generation.' Acta

ii. 40.

2. Awkward ; ungraceful ; as, an untoward

manner, Sw\ft —-Z. Inconvenient; trouble

some; vexatious; as, an untoward event; an

untoward vow. Hudibras

Untowardly (un-td'werd-li), adv. In an

untoward, froward, or perverse manner;

perversely. Tillotson.

Untowardly (un-td'werd-li), a. Awkward;

perverse; froward. ' Untowardly tricks and

vices.' Locke.

Untowardness (un-to'werd-nes). n. The

state or quality of being untoward; awk

wardness; frowardness; perversenesa. Bp.

Wilson,

Untowered (nn-tou'erd), a. Not having

towers; not defended by towers. Wordsworth.

Untraceable (un-tras'a-hl), a. Incapable of

being traced or followed. Smith.

Untraced (un-trasf), a. 1. Not traced; not

fallowed —2. Not marked by footsteps.

Denham,— 3. Not marked out.

Untracked (uu-trakt'), a. 1 Not tracked;

not marked by footsteps; pathless. * Un

tracked woods.' Satidys.— 2. Not followed

by the tracks.

Untractable(un-trak'ta-bl),a. l. Not tract

able ; not yielding to discipline ; stubborn ;

indocile; ungovernable; intractable; as, an

untractable son.—2. Not to be reduced to

rule or system; not to be made regular; un

manageable.

There was room among these hitherto nntraeUtbU

Irregularities for the additional results of the theory.

IVkrwtU.

3. Rough ; difficult. * I forced to ride the

untractable abyss.' Milton.—4. Not yielding

to the heat or to the hammer, as an ore.

Untractableness, Untractability (un-

tralr/ta-bines, un-trak'ta-bili-ti ), n The

state or quality of being untractable; re

fractoriness; stubbornness; unwillingness

to be governed, controlled, or managed.

Locke; Burke.

Untraded t (un-trad'ed), a. 1. Not resorted

to or frequented for the sake of trading.

'An untraded place* Hackluyt.—2. Unprac

tised; inexperienced. 'A people not ut

terly untraded . . . in his discipline.' Udall.

8. Unhackneyed; nnusual; not used in com

mon practice. 'That 1 affect the untraded

oath.' Shak.

Untradlng (un-trad'ing), a. Not engaged

in commerce; not accustomed to trade; as,

an untrading country or city. ' Untrading

and unskilful hands.' Locke.

Untraglc (un-traj'ik), a. Not tragic; hence,

comic; ludicrous. Carlyle.

Untrained (un-trand'i, a. 1. Not trained;

not disciplined; not skilful; not educated;

not instructed. * My wit untrained in any

kind of art' Shak — 2. Irregular; ungov

ernable; as. untrained hope. G. Herbert.

Untrampled'(un-tram'pld),o. Not trampled;

not trod upon. Shelley.

Untransferable (un-trans-ier'a-hl), a. In

capable of being transferred or passed from

one to another; as, power or right untrans

ferable. Howell.

Untranslatable (iin-trans lafa-bl), a. Not

capable of being translated. Gray.

Untranslatableness (un-trans*lat'a bi

nes), n. The quality of being untranslat

able ; impossibility of being translated.

Coleridge.

Untransmutable (un-trans-mut'a-bl), a.

Incapable of being changed into a different

substance; unchangeable; constant

Each character . . . appears to me in practice

pretty durable and tiMtransmutable. /fume.

Untransparent (un-trans-pa'rent), a. Not

transparent; opaque. Boyle.

Untraveiled (un-trav'eld), a. 1. Not tra

velled; not trodden by passengers; as, an

untravelled forest. ' U'ntravelled parts.' Sir

T. Browne.—2. Having never seen foreign

countries; not having gained experience by

travel. 'An untravelled Englishman.' Ad

dison.

Untread (un-tred'), v.t. To tread back; to

go back in the same steps; to retrace. Shak.

Untreasure (un-trezh'ur), v.t 1. To deprive

of a treasure.

They found the bed untreasured of their mistress.

Sha*.

2. To bring forth, as treasure; to set forth;

to display. ' The quaintness with which he

untreasured . . . the stores of his memory.'

J. Mit/ord.

Untreatable (un-tret'a-bl), a. 1. Incapable

of being treated; not treatable. — 2. t Not

practicable. Dr. H. More.

Untrembllng (un-tremTiling), a. Not trem

bling or shaking; firm; steady. J. Philips.

Untremulous (un-trem'u-lus), a. Not trem

ulous; steady. ' Untremulous fingers.' CAar-

lotte Bronte.

Untrespassing (un-tres'pas-ing), a. Not

trespassing; not transgressing. 'An untres-

pasting honesty.' Milton.

UntresBedt (un-tresf). pp. Not tied in a

tress or tresses. Chaucer.

Untried (un-truD, a. I. Not tried; not at

tempted—2. Not yet feltor experienced; as,

untried sufferings. —3. Not subjected to

trial: not showing capabilities by proof

given; as, he is quite untried yet—4.t Un

noticed; unexamined. Shak.—5. Not having

passed trial ; not heard and determined in

law; as, the cause remains untried.

fin trifling (un-tri'fl-ing), a. Not trifling;

not indulging in levities. Savage.

Untrimmed (un-trirad'), a. 1. Not trimmed;

not pruned; not put in order. —2. Dis

hevelled; stripped of ornamental dress.

Shak.

Untriste.t v.t. TomistruBt Chaucer.

Untriumphable t (un-tri'um-fa-bl), a. Ad

mitting no triumph ; not an object of tri

umph. ' Vain, untriumphable fray.* limit-

bras.

Untrtumphed (un-tri'umft), a. Not tri

umphed over. May.

Untrod, Untrodden (un-trod', un-trod'n),

a. Not having been trod; not passed over;

not marked by the feet; unfrequented. Shak.

' Untrodden ways.' Wordsworth.

Untrolled (un-trold'), a. Not bowled or

thrown; not rolled along. Dryden.

Untroublet (un-trubl), v.t To free from

trouble; to disabuse. Leighton.

Untroubled (un-trubldj.rt. 1. Not troubled;

not disturbed by care, sorrow, or business;

not agitated; not moved; not ruffled; not

confused ; free from passion ; as, an un

troubled mind. 'Quiet untroubled soul,

awake ! ' Shak.—2. Not disturbed or raised

into waves or ripples. — 3. Not foul ; not

turbid; clear; aa, an untroubled stream.

' Bodies clear and untroubled.' Bacon.

Untroubledneas (un-trub'ld-nes), n. State

of being untroubled; freedom from trouble;

unconcern. Ha minond.

Untrowablet (un-trd'a-bl), a. Incredible.

Wickliffe.

Untrue (un-trb'), a. 1. Not true; false; con

trary to the fact; as, the story is untrue.—

2. Not faithful to another; inconstant; not

fulfilling the duties of a husband, wife, vas

sal, friend, Ac. ; not to be trusted ; false ;

disloyal.—3. Inconstant, as a lover. Shak.

Untrulsm (un-trb'izm). n. Something ob

viously untrue ; the opposite of a truism.

"Platitudes, truisms, and untruisms.' Trvl-

lope. [Rare.]

Untruly (un-trbli), adv. In an untrue man

ner; not truly; falsely; not according to

reality. Raleigh.

UntrusB (un-trusO.o- (. To untie or unfasten;

to loose from a truss, or as from a truss; to

let out; specifically, to loose, as to let down

the breeches, by untying the points by which

they were held up. Beau. A Fl.

Untrussed (un-tnistO, a. Not trussed; not

tied up; not bundled up. Fairfax.

Untruasert (un-trus'er), n. One who un-

trusses; one who prepares for punishment

by tintmssing. ' The untrusscrs or whippers

of the age. ' B. Jonson.

Untrust t (un-trustO, n. Distrust. Chaucer.

Untrustful (un-trust'ful), a. 1. Not trust

ful or trusting.—2. Not to be trusted ; not

trustworthy; not trusty. Sir W.Scott. [Rare]

Untrustiness (un-trus'ti-nes), n. The qua

lity of being uutrusty; unfaithfulness in the

d.scharge of a trust. Sir T. Hayward.

Untrustworthy (un-trust'wer-THi). a. Not

worthy of being trusted; not deserving of

confidence. Fclec. Rev.

Untrusty (un-trus'ti). a. Not trusty; not

worthy of confidence; unfaithful. Bp, Hall

Untruth (un-trbth'), n, 1. The quality of

being untrue; contrariety to truth; want of

veracity. ' He who is perfect and abhors

untruth.' Sandys. —2. Treachery; want of

fidelity; faithlessness. ' Too wholly true to

dream untruth in thee.' Tennyson.— 3. A

false assertion; a falsehood; a lie. Shak

No untruth can possibly avail the patron and de

fender long. Hih,ker.

Untruthful (un-troth'ful). a. Not truthful;

wanting in veracity. Clarke.

Untuckered (un-tuk'erd), a. Having or

wearing no tucker. Addison.

Untunable (un-tun'a-bl), a. 1. Not capa

ble of being tuned or brought to the proper

pitch.—2. Not harmonious; discordant; uot

musical

My news in dumb silence will 1 bury.

For they are harsh, untuHablc. anil bad. Shak.

Untunableneaa (un-tun'a-bl-nes). n. The

state of being untunable; want of harmony

or concord; discord. T. Warton.

Untune (un-tun'), v.t 1. To put out of tune;

to make incapable of consonance or har

mony. ' Untune that string." Shak—2. To

disorder; to confuse. ' Untun'd and jarring

senses.' Shak.

Untuned (un-tund1), a. Unmusical; unhar-

monioua. ' With boisterous untuned drums.'

Shak.

Unturbaned (un-ter1»and), a. Not wearing

a turban; having the turban off. Sottthey.

Unturn (un-tern/), v.t To turn in the re

verse way. [Rare.]

Think you he nought but prison walls did see;

Till, so unwilling;, thou unturndit the key. Keats.

Unturned (un-WrndO, o. Not turned.—To

leave no stone unturned. See under STONK.

Untutored (un-tu'tord), a. I'ninstructed;

untaught; rude; raw; as, untutored infancy.

* Some untutor'd youth. ' Shak.

Untwine (un-twIn'X v.t pret <fc pp. un-

twined; ppr. untwining. 1. To untwist; to

open or separate after having been twisted.

Waller. —2. To separate, as that which wiuds

or clasps; to cause to cease winding round

and clinging to.

It requires a long and powerful counter-sympathy

in a nation to untwine the ties of custom which bind

a people to the established and the old.

Sir Ii'. Hamilton

Untwine (un-twln'), v.i. To become un

twined. 'His silken braids untwine, and

slip their knots.' Milton.

Untwist (un-twisf), v.t. 1. To separate and

open, as threads twisted; or to turn back

from being twisted. 'Untwist a wire.' Swift

2. Fig. to disentangle ; to solve. ' Untwist

this riddle.' Beau. <t FL

Untwist (un-twisf), v.i. To become un

twisted; to untwine; aa, a cord untwists.

Untyt mn-tr). v.t To untie Young.

Ununderstood t (un-un'der-Btudj, a. Not

understood; not comprehended. Fuller.

Ununlform(nn-u'ni-form), a. Not uniform;

wanting uniformity. 'An ununiform piety.'

Dr. H. Mure. [Rare]

Ununited (ununited), a. Not united; not

connected or combined. Warburton.

Unurged (un-erjd'), a. Not urged; not

pressed with solicitation; unsolicited; vol

untary; of one's own accord. 'An unurged

faith to your proceedings. ' Shak.

Unusaget (un-uz'aj), n. Waut of usage.

Unused (un-uzd').a. 1. Not put to u»e; nut

employed; not applied; disused. Shak.--

2. That has never been used.—3. Not accus

tomed; as, hands unused to labour; hearts

unused to deceit. ' Unused to the melting

mood.' Shak.

Unuseful (un-us'ful), a. Useless; serring

no good purpose. Dryden.

Unusual (un-u'zhu-al), a. Not usual; not

frequent; not common; rare; as, an unusual

season ; a person of unusual erudition.

'Some comet or unusual prodigy.' Shak.

Unusuality (un-u'zhu-al"i-ti), n. The state

or quality of being unusual; unwonlcdnesa.

' Unusuality of expression.' Poe.

Unusually (un-u'zhu-al-li). adv. In an un

usual manner; not commonly; not frequent

ly; rarely. Paley.

Fate, far, fat. f,ill; me, met. her: pine, pin; note, not, m6ve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; }', Sc ley.
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Unusualness(un-u'zh&-al-nes), n. The Btate

of being unusual; uncommonness; infre-

quency; rareness of occurrence. Bp. Hall,

Unutterability (un-ut'ter-a-bil"i-ti), n.

1. The quality of being unutterable. —2. That

which cannot be uttered or spoken. Car-

lyle.

Unutterable (un-ut'ter-a-bl), a. Incapable

of being uttered or expressed; ineffable; in

expressible; an, unutterable anguish; unut

terable joy. 'Sighed and looked unutter

able things.' Thomson.

Unutterably (un-ut'ter-a-bli), adv. In on

unutterable manner. Dr. Knox.

Unuttered (un-ut'terd). a. Not uttered or

spoken; silent. 'The unuttered pangs that

rend his righteous heart.' HorsCey.

Unvacillatiug (un-vas'il-at-ing), a. Not

vacillating; not wavering; steady. 'Firm

and unvacillating steps.' Sir W. Scott.

Unvall (un-val'), v.t. To unveil. Denham.

See Unveil.

Unvaluable ( un-val 'u-a-bl), a. 1. Being

above price ; invaluable. — 2. Valueless ;

worthless. T. Adams.

In proportion as it leads away from life, it is uttvai-

unble or malignant. Buskin.

Unvalued (un-val'ud), a. 1. Not valued;

not prized; neglected. ' Unvalued persons.'

Shak.—2,t Inestimable; not to be valued.

'Unvalued jewels.' Shak. — 3. Not esti

mated ; not having the value set; not ap

praised; as, an estate unvalued.

Unvanquishable (un-vang'kwish-a-bl), a.

Incapable of being conquered. Udall.

Unvanquished (un-vang'kwfsht), a. Not

conquered; not overcome. Shak.

Unvariable (un-va'ri-a-bl), a. Not variable;

invariable, yorris.

Unvaried (un-va'rid), a. Not varied; not

altered; not diversified. 'The same un-

varied chimes.' Pope.

Unvariegated (un-va'ri-gat-ed), a. Not

variegated; not diversified. Edin. Rev.

Unvarnished (un-var'nisht), a. 1. Not over

laid with varnish.—2. Fig. not artfully em

bellished; plain. 'A round unvarnish'd tale.'

Shak.

Unvarying (un-va'ri-ing). a. Not altering;

not liable to change; uniform. Locke.

Unveil (un-valO, <?• t To remove a vail from ;

to uncover; to disclose to view. Shak.;

Milton.

Unveiledly (un-val'ed-li^ adv. Plainly;

without disguise. Boyle. [Rare.]

Unveller (un-val'er), n. One who unveils;

one who expounds. Boyle.

Unvenerable (un-ven'er-a-bl), a. Not ven

erable; not worthy of veneration; contempt

ible. Shak.

Unvenomed (un-ven'omd), a. Having no

venom; not poisonous. 'A toad unvenomed.'

Bp. Hall.

Unvenomous (un-ven'om-us). a. Free from

venom; not poisonous. Bp. Gauden.

Unvented (un-vent'ed), a. Not vented; not

opened for utterance or emission. Beau,

d: Ft.

Unventilated (un-ven'ti-la-ted), a. Not

ventilated; not fanned by the wind; not

purified by a free current of air. Sir R.

Blackinore.

Unveracious (un-ve-ra'shus), a. Not vera

cious; not having a strict regard for truth;

untruthful; dishonest Prof. Knight.

Unveracity (un-ve-raa'i-ti). n. Want of

veracity ; untruthfulness ; falsehood. ' A

certain very considerable finite quantity of

Unveracity and Phantasm.' Carlyle.

Unverdant (un-ver'dant), a. Not verdant;

not green; having no verdure. Congreve.

Unveritablet (un-verl-ta-bl), a. Not veri

table; not true. Sir T. Browne.

Unversed (un-versf), a. Not skilled; not

versed; unacquainted. * Unversed in spin

ning, and in looms unskilled.' Sir R. Black-

more.

Unvexed, Unvezt (un-vekstf). a. l. Not

vexed; not troubled; not disturbed. ' Un-

vexed Paradise.' Donne. — 2. Not injured;

uninjured. Tennyson.

Unvicar (un-vi'ker), v.t. To deprive of the

office or position of a vicar. Strype.

Unvigoroualy (un-vip/or-us-li), adv. Not

vigorously; without energy. Milton.

Unviolable (un-vi'6-la-bl), a. Not to be

violated or broken. Shak.

Unviolated (un-vi'o-lat-ed), a. 1. Not vio

lated; not injured. ' Th' unviolated honour

of your wife.' Shak.—2. Not broken; not

transgressed; as, laws unviolated. 'My

unviolated vow.' Milton.

Unvtrtuous (un-ver'tu-us), o. Not virtuous;

destitute of virtue. Shak.

Unvislblet (un-viz'i-bl), a. Invisible.

Unvital (un-vi'tal), a. Not vital; not essen

tial to life; hence, fatal.

Lavoisier showed that the atmospheric air consists

of pure or vital, and of an unvital air, which he

thence called azote. H'kemetl.

Unvitiated (un-vish'i-at-ed), a. Not vitiated;

not corrupted. B. Jonson.

Unvizard, Unvisard (un-viz'ard), v.t To

divest of a vizard or mask : to unmask.

* Thus unvharded, thus unmasked ! ' Milton.

Unvoiced (un-voisf), a. 1. Not spoken; un

uttered ; not articulated or pronounced.

Emerson.—2. In phonetics, not uttered with

voice as distinct from breath.

Unvoldable (un-void'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being made void; irreversible. 'That un-

voidable sentence.' Bailey.

Unvoluntary t (un-vol'un-ta-ri). a. Invol

untary. Fuller.

Unvoluptuous (un-vo-lup'tu-us). a. Free

from voluptuousness; not sensuous. George

Eliot.

Unvote (un-vof). v.t To retract, annul, or

undo by vote. Burnet

Unvowed (un-voud'), a. Not vowed; not

consecrated by solemn promise. Sandy*.

Unvoyageable (un-voi'aj-a-bl), a. 1. Incap

able of being navigated; innavigable. De

Quincey.—2. Not to be crossed or passed

over; impassable. 'This unvoyageable gulf

obscure.' Milton.

Unvulgar (un-vul'ger), a. Not vulgar or

common. B. Jonson.

Unvulgarize (un-vul'ger-Iz), v.t To divest

of vulgarity ; to make not vulgar or common.

Lamb.

Unwaited (un-wat'ed), a. Not attended:

with on. 'To wander up and down un-

waited on,' Beau. & Fl.

Unwakened (un-waTtendXa. Not wakened;

not roused from sleep or as from sleep.

Milton.

Unwandering (un-won'der-ing), a. Not

wandering; not moving or going from place

to place. Cowper.

Unwapperedt (un-wap'erdX <*■ [See Wap-

PER.J Not caused or not having reason to

tremble ; not made tremulous ; unpalsled ;

hence, fearless through innocence.

We come towards the gods

Young, and unruappcr'd, not halting under crimes.

Beau. &■ Ft.

Unwanted t (un-ward'ed), a. TJnwatohed;

unguarded. Brands.

Unwaret fun-war'), a. 1. Not aware; off

one's guard; unaware. Fairfax.—1. Unfore

seen; unexpected. Chaucer.

Unware8t(un-warz/),odp. Unawares. Shak.;

Spenser.

Unwarily (un-wa'ri-10, adv. In an unwary

manner; without vigilance and caution;

heedlessly; unexpectedly. Shak.

Unwariness (un-wa'ri-nes), n. The quality

of being unwary; want of caution; careless

ness; heedlessness. Spectator.

Unwarlike ( un-war'Hk ), a. Not warlike;

not fit for war; not used to war; not mili

tary. Drydsn.

Unwarm (un-warmO, v.i. To lose warmth;

to become cold. {Rare.]

With horrid chill each little heart unvarmt.

Hood.

Unwarned (un-wanuV), a. Not warned; not

cautioned ; not previously admonished of

danger. Locke.

Unwarp (un-warp'X v.t To reduce from

the state of being warped. Evelyn.

Unwarped (un-warpf). a. Not warped; not

biassed; impartial; unbiassed. ' Honest zeal

unwarped by party rage.' Thomson.

Unwarrantable (un-wor'ant-a-bl). a. Not

warrantable; not defensible; not justifiable;

illegal; unjust; improper. ' Au unwarrant

able action. ' SotUh.

UnwarrantablenesaCun-wor'ant-a-bl-nes),

n. The state or quality of being unwar

rantable. Bp. Hall.

Unwarrantably (un-wor/ant-a-bIi),adr. In

an unwarrantable manner; in a manner that

cannot be justified. Bp. Hall.

Unwarranted (un-wor'ant-ed), a. 1. Not

warranted; not authorized.— 2. Not guar

anteed; not assured or certain. ' Upon nope

of an unwarranted conquest' Bacon —

3 Not guaranteed to be good, sound, or of

a certain quality; as. an unwarranted horse.

Unwary (un-wa'ri), a. 1. Not vigilant against

danger; not cautions; unguarded; precipi

tate. Milton.—2. t Unexpected. Spenser.

Unwashed (un-wosht'), a. Not washed;

not cleansed by water; filthy; vulgar. 'An-

other lean unwashed artificer.' Shak. ' Un-

wash'd hands.' Cowper. — The unwashed,

the great unleashed, the lower class of

people. The latter phrase was first applied

by Burke to the artisan class, but is now

used to designate the lower classes gener

ally; the mob; the rabble.

Unwashen (un-wosh'n), a. Not washed;

unwashed. ' Unwashen hands." Mat. xv. 20.

Unwasted (un-waat'ed), a. 1 Not wasted

or lost by extravagance; not lavished away ;

not dissipated.—2. Not consumed or dimin

ished by time, violence, or other means.

Sir R. Blackmore.

Unwatchful (un-woch'ful). a. Not vigilant.

Jer. Taylor,

Unwatchfulness (un-woch'ful nes), n. The

state or quality of being unwatchful ; want

of vigilance. Leightmi.

Unwavering (un-wa'ver-ing), a. Not wav

ering; not unstable; not fluctuating; fixed;

constant; steadfast. Strype.

Unwayedt (un-wad'), a. Not used to travel;

unaccustomed to the road. 'Cults unwayed

and not used to travel.' Suckling.

Unweakened(un-wek'nd).o. Notweakened;

not enfeebled. Boyle.

Unweaned (un-weW), a. Not weaned;

hence, not withdrawn or disengaged. Cogan.

Unwearlable (un-we'ri-a-bl), a. Not to be

tired out or wearied. Hooker.

Unwearied (un-we'rid). a. 1. Not tired; not

fatigued. "The unwearied sun." Addison.

2. Indefatigable ; continual ; assiduous ; as,

unwearied perseverance. * Unwearied vir

tue.' Denham.

Unweariedly (un-wfi'rid-li). adv. In an

unwearied manner; indefatignbly. Chester-

field.

tJnweariedness (un-we'rhl-nes), n. State

or quality of being unwearied. Baxter.

Unwearyt (un-we'ri), v.t. To refresh after

fatigue. 'To unweary myself after my

studies.' Dryden.

Unweave (un-wev'), v.t To undo what has

been woven; to disentangle. 'Unweave the

web of fate." Sandys.

Unwebbed (un-webd'), a. Not webbed; not

having the toes united by a membrane.

Pennant

Unwed (un-wed'), a. Unmarried. Shah.

Unwedgeable (un-wej'a-bl), a. Not to be

split with wedges. 'The unwedgeable and

gnarled oak. ' Shak.

Unweeded (un-wed'ed), a. Not weeded; not

cleared of weeds, ''Tis an unweeded garden.'

Shak.

Unweeping (un-wep'ing), a. Not weeping;

not shedding or dropping tears. ' Unweep

ing eyes. * Drayton.

Unweetlngt (un-wet'ing), a. [See Weet

and Wit.] Ignorant; unknowing. Spenser;

J. Philips.

Unweetinglyt fun-weTing-li), adv. Unwit

tingly ; ignorantly ;

Milton.

tingly ; ignorantly ; without consciousness.

Unwelghed (un-wad'). «- L Not weighed ;

not having the weight ascertained.

Solomon left all the vessels *, uifkmd. i Ki. Til. 47.

2. Not deliberately considered and exam

ined; not considerate; negligent; unguarded;

as, words unweighed. 'An unweighed be

haviour.' Shak.

Unweighing (un-wa'ing), a. Inconsiderate;

thoughtless. 'A very superficial, ignorant,

unweighing fellow.' Shak.

Unwelcome (un-wer*kum),a. Not welcome;

not pleasing; not well received; as, an un

welcome gueBt. ' Uneven and unwelcome

news.' Shak.

Unwelcomely (un-werkum-li), adv. In an

unwelcome manner; without welcome.

Garcio is come umvekvmely upon her. J. Baillie.

Unweldyt(un-werdi),ff. Unwieldy. Chaucer.

Unwell (un-wel'j.a. 1. Not well; indisposed;

not in good health: ailing; somewhat ill.—

2. Used euphemistically, signifying ill from

menstruation; affected with or having cata-

menial discharges. Dunglison.

Unwellness (un-wel'nes). n. State of being

unwell or indisposed. Chesterfield.

Unwembed.t a. Same as Unwemmed.

Unwemmed,t pp. [SeeWEM.] Unspotted;

unstained. Chaucer.

Unwept fun-wept' t, a. Not wept for; not

lamented; not mourned. ' Unwept, unhon-

oured, and unsung.' Sir W Scott.

Unwet (un-wef). a. Not wet; not moist or

humid; not moistened. ' Unwet eye.* Daniel.

4 Unwet feet.' Garth.

Unwhipped (un-whipf), a. Not whipped;

not punished. Shak.

UnWhole t (un-hdl'), a. Not whole; not

sound; infirm. Todd.

ch, chain. ch, Sc. loch; g. go; j. job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, thin: w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Unwholesome (un-hol'sum). a. 1. Not

wholesome; unfavourable to health; insa

lubrious; as, unwholesome air. 'Unwhole

some food.' Shak.—'Z. Not sound; diseased;

tainted; impaired; defective. 'The people

muddied, thick and unwholesome in their

thoughts.' Shak.

Unwholesomeness(un-h6rsum-nes),n.The

state or quality of being unwholesome ; in

salubrity ; as, the unwholesomeness of a cli

mate. 'The unwholesomeness of the air.'

Dryden

Unwleldlly (uu-weTdi-Ii), adv. In an un

wieldy manner; cumbrously. Dryden.

UnwieldinesB (un-weTdi-nes), n. The state

or quality of being unwieldy; heaviness;

dilttculty of being moved; ns. the unwieldi-

ness of a person having a corpulent Ijody.

'A cumbersome unwieldiness.' Donne.

Unwieldsomet (un-weld'sum).a. Unwieldy.

North.

Unwieldy (un-weTdi), a. [Formerly un-

weldy (Chaucer), unwealdy. Stv., from un,

not, and weld?/, »ciW</t/, active, brisk, strong.

See WlKLl'Y, WIELD.} Movable with diffi

culty; especially, too bulky and clumsy to

move or be moved easily; unmanageable

from weight; bulky; ponderous; as, an un

wieldy bulk ; an unwieldy rock. ' And clap

their joints in stiff unwieldy arms.' Shak.

4 A fat, unwieldy body.' Clarendon.

I give this heavy weight from off my head

Aud this unwieldy sceptre from my hand. Sh<ik.

Unwlldt (un-wTM">. v.t To tame. Sylvester.

Unwilful (un-wU'fnl), a. Not wilful; unde

signed. Jiiehardson.

Unwill (un-wil'), v.t To will the reverse of;

to reverse one's will in regard to. 'He . . .

who unwilU what he has willed.' Longfel

low.

Unwilled (un-wild'), a. Not willed; not pro

duced by the will; involuntary; undesigned;

unintentional. Clarke.

Unwilling; (un-wil'ing), a. 1. Not willing;

loth; disinclined ; reluctant; as, an unwill

ing servant. 'If the sun rise unwilling to

his race.' Dryden — 2.t Undesigned; in

voluntary. 'A fault unwilling,' Shak.

Unwillingly (un-wil'ing-li), adv. In an un

willing manner; against one's will; not with

good-will; reluctantly. Shak.

Unwillingness ( un-wil'ing-nes ), n. The

state or quality of being unwilling; lothness;

disinclination; reluctance. 'With dull un

willingness. ' Shak.

Unwlly ( un-wi'li ), a. Not wily; free from

cunning. Eclec Rev.

Unwlnd(un-vtind').w.(. pret. &pp. unwound.

1. To wind off; to loose or separate, as what

is wound or convolved; as, to unwind thread

or a ball. — 2. To disentangle; to free from

entanglement. B. Jonson.

Unwind (un-wind'), o.i. To admit of being

unwound; to become unwound. Mortimer.

Unwinking <un-wingk'ing),a. Not winking;

not shutting the eyes ; not ceasing to wake

or watch. ' Unwinking vigilance.' Dr. Knox.

Unwlnning (un-win'ing), a. Not winning;

not adapted to win or gain favour; uncon-

ciliatory, 'Pride being an unwinning qua

lity.' Fuller.

Unwiped (un-wipf), a. Not wiped; not

cleaned by rubbing. Shak.

Unwisdom (un-wiz'dom), n. Want of wis

dom; ignorance; foolishness; unwise con

duct or speech. 'The results of sin or un

wisdom.' J. B. Lowell.

Sumptuary laws are amon>* the exploded fallacies

which we have outgrown, and we smile At the un-

■wisHont which could expect to re^uUte private habits

and manners by statute. Froude.

Unwise (un-wlz/)1 a. 1. Not wise; defective

in wisdom or judgment; foolish; as, an un

wise man; unwise kings. 'Most unwise

patricians." Shak. ~2. Not dictated by wis

dom ; not adapted to the end ; injudicious;

imprudent; as, unwise measures. ' Unwise

delay.' Shak.

Unwisely (un-wizli), adv In an unwise

manner ; injudiciously ; indiscreetly ; not

wisely; not prudently: as, unwisely rigid;

unwisely studious Shak.

Unwlsht (un-wiah'). v.t. To wish not to }*e:

to make away with by wishing. 'Thou hast

unwish'd five thousand men.' Shak.

Unwished (un-wishO, o. Not wished ; not

sought; not desired; unwelcome. Shak.

Unwlstt (un-wist'). a. Not known; not

thought of. Spenser.

Unwlt.t ». Want of wit or understanding.

Chaucer.

Unwitt (un-wif), v.t. To deprive of under

standing.

Unwitcht (un-wic-h'), v.t To free from the

effectsof witchcraft; to disenchant. /.'. Jon-

son.

Unwithdrawlng(un-with-dra'ing), a. Not

withdrawing; continually liberal. 'Such a

full and unwithdrawing hand.' Milton

Unwlthered (un-wiTH'erd),a. Not withered

(»r faded. 'The yet unwithered blush.'

Bean, it* Fl,

Unwithering (un-wiTii'er-ing), a. Not liable

to wither or fade. Cowper.

Unwithheld (uu-with-hcW), a. Not with

held; not kept or held back; not hindered.

Thomson.

Unwithstood (un-with-stud'), a. Not op

posed or resisted. J. Philips.

Unwitnessed (un-wit'nest), a. Not wit

nessed; not attested by witnesses; wanting

testimony. Hooker.

Unwlttlly (un-wit'i-li), adv. Without wit;

not wittily. ' Unwittily and ungracefully

merry.' Cowley.

Unwitting (un-wit'ing), a. Not knowing;

unconscious; ignorant.

Unwittingly (Uii-wit'ing-Ii), adv. Without

knowledge or consciousness; ignorantly; in

advertently; as, be has unwittingly injured

himself or his neighbour. Shak,

Unwitty (un-wit'i), a Not witty; destitute

of wit. ' Unwitty jokes.' Shenstone.

Unwivedt (un-wivd'V a. Having no wife.

' Unwired bachelors. Seidell.

Unwomau (un-wu'inanj, v.t. To deprive of

the qualities of a woman. 'She whose wicked

deeds vnwoman d her.' Sandys.

Unwomanly (un-wu'man-li), a. Not wo

manly; unbecoming a woman.

A woman sat. In ttmroman/y rag's,

Flying her needle and thread. Hood.

Unwondert (un-wun'der), v.t To explain,

bo as to make no longer a wonder or marvel.

Fuller.

Unwondering ( un-wun'der-iug ), a. Not

wondering; incurious. 'The unwotulering

world.* Dr. Woleot

Unwontt (un-wuntf),*. Vnwontcd. Spenser.

Unwonted (un-wunt'ed), a. 1. Not wonted;

not common; uncommon; unusual; infre

quent; rare; as, an unwonted sight; tin-

icowfetf changes. Dryden. —2. Unaccustomed;

unused; not made familiar by practice ; as,

a child unwonted to strangers. Milton.

Unwontedly (un-wunt'ed-li), adv. In an

unwonted or unaccustomed manner.

Unwontedness (un-wunt'ed-nes), n. The

quality of being unwonted; uncommonness;

rareness. Jer. Taylor,

Unwooed ( un-wod' ), a. Not wooed ; not

courted. Shak.

Unwordedt (un-werd'ed), a. Not worded;

not spoken, told,or mentioned; silent. Beau.

d< Ft

Unworking (tin-werk'iiig), a. Living with

out labour. 'Converting the working classes

into unworking classes." J. S. Mill.

Unworldllness (mi-worldli-nest, n. State

of l>eing unworldly.

Unworldly (nn-werldli). a. Not worldly;

not influenced by worldly or sordid motives.

Unwormedt (uu-wermd'X a. Not wormed;

not having the worm-like ligameut cut from

under the tongue: said of a dog.

She is mad with lore

As mad as ever uhu.ji in \i do*: was. Beau. & Fl.

Unworn (un-w6rn'). a. Not woni: not im

paired. Burke.

Unworshipped (un-wer'.-diipt). a Not wor

shipped; not adored. Milton.

Unwortht fun-werth'), a. Unworthy; little

worth. Milton.

Unworth (uu'werth), n. Unworthiness.

* Reverence for worth, abhorrence of un

worth.' Carlyle.

Unworthily (un-weYTHi-li), adv. In an un

worthy manner; not according to desert;

either above or below merit; an, to treat a

man unworthily; to advance a person un

worthily. Shak. ; Tennyson.

Unworthiness (un-weV'THi-nes). n. The

quality of being unworthy; want of worth

or merit Shak.; Dryden.

Unworthy (nn-wer'THi). a. 1. Not deserv

ing; not worthy; undeserving: followed by

of, which, however, is sometimes omitted.

' Every particular accident, not unworthy

the remembrance.' Knolle*. ' The most un-

worthy of her you call Rosalind.' Shak.—

2. Wanting merit; worthless; vile; base.

Look you now, how unworthy a. thing you make of

me. Skak.

3. Unbecoming ; shameful; discreditable.

' Unworthy usage of the maid.' Dryden.—

4 Not having suitable qualities or value;

unsuitable; unbecoming: beneath the char

acter: with of; as, work unworthy of the

man. ' Something unworthy of the author. *

Swift

I will take care to suppress things Huvertky .1/

him. Fopt.

5. t Not deserved; not justified.

"Worthy vengeance on thyself,

Which did*t unworthy slaughter upon others

SJka*.

Unwounded (un-wOnd'ed), a. L Not

wounded; not hurt; not injured in body;

as, unwoutuled enemies. Milton. — 2. Not

hurt; not offended; as, unwounded ears.

Pope.

Unwrap (un-rapO, v.t To open or undo, as

what is wrapped or folded.

Unwray t (mi-ra'). r t To take off, as the

clothes or covering of; to unwrie. X»rth.

Unwreaked(un-rC*kt'Xa. Notwreaked; un

avenged; unrevenged. Spenser.

Unwreath. Unwreathe (unrein'), t.t To

untwist or untwine; to untwist or undo, as

anything wreathed. Boyle.

Un wrecked (un-rekt'j, a. Not wrecked; not

ruined; not destroyed. Drayton.

Unwrie,ttv t. [A 8ax. unwredn, unwrigan.

to uncover.] To uncover; to unwray. Chau

cer.

Unwrinkle (un-ring'kl). r t To reduce from

a wrinkled state; to smooth

Unwrlnkledtun-ring'kMXa Not wrinkled;

not having wrinkles or furrow*. Byron

Unwrite (un-rit'X v.t To cancel, m that

which is written; to erase. Milton.

Unwriting (unrit'iug), o. Not writing: nr-t

assuming the character of an author ' The

honest unwriting subject' A rbuthnot.

Unwritten (un-rit'n), a. 1. Not written;

not reduced to writing; oral; traditional.

Spenser.— 1. Not written upon; blank; con

taining no writing. 'A rude, unwritten

blank. South— Unwritten law, a law not

formulated in or inculcated from written

documents; as, the unwritten laws of Bri

tain. See Common law under C0SCM05.

Uuwrought (un-raf). a. Not laboured; not

manufactured; not worked up. Dryden.

Unwrung (un-rung/), a. Not pinched; not

galled.

Let lhe galled jade wince, our withers are un-

Unyielding (un-yold'ing). a. Not yielding

to force or persuasion; unbending; unpliant;

stiff, firm, obstinate. 'Compassed by un

yielding foes.* Byron,

Unyoke (un-yOk')." v.t. pret. & pp. vuy>±sd; -

ppr. unyoking. 1. To loose from a yoke; to>

free from a yoke. 'Unuoke the steera.'

Shak—2-t To part; to disjoin.

Shall these hands . . . unyake this seizure and this

kind regret. SJk*4-.

Unyoked (un-yokd'V p and a. 1 Freed frvtn

the yoke.—2. Not having worn the yoke —

3. t Licentious; unrestrained. 'Theunyvkcd

humour of your idleness.' Shak.

Unzeal0US(un-zt l'u-;;. a. Not zealous; des

titute of fervour, ardour, or real. Milton^

Unxoned tun-zoud'), a. Having no zone,

belt, or girdle; ungirded; uucinctured.

Full, though unxoned her bosom rose. Frwr

Up (up), adv. [A. Snx. tip, upp, uppe, up,

upwards, almost alwayB as an adverb; D.

Fris. ami Dan op. Icel. upp, uppi. Sw tip.

upp. Goth, jup, O.H.G. vt\ Mod. G auf. It

can hardly he connected with L. nrper, Or

hyper, above (which are cog with over).] Tho

opposite of down. 1. To a higher place or

position; from a lower to a higher place; in

the direction of the zenith: pointing to

movements of the most general kind result

ing in elevation.

Lo. here the gentle lark, weary of rest.

From his low cabinet mounts ufi on hijrh. Skat.

They presumed to go up uoto the hill tcp-

Xura. sit. 44.

2. In a high place; on high; aloft; as. 1 ace

him up there. ' Prayers that shall be vp

at heaven ' Shak —3. Raised; elevated; up

right; erect; not in a lying position; as, to

wear one's visor up; the lid of the cbe*t was

up. When said of persons, opposed to any

sense of recumbency, prostration, hiiii.*.

kneeling, sitting, or the like: heme, fa) n*. 11

from bed. ' To l>e up early and down late *

Shak. (b) Standing, as if prepared to apeak

or the like.

Members arrive every moment in a great b«$cte to

report that the ' Chancellor of the ExchequM**. up.'

4 In a state of action : in commotion, ex

citement, tumult, revolt. Insurrection, or

the like. ' The storm is up.' Shak.

The rebels there are */

And put the Englishmen unto the sword. 3*±**_

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, nut, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc ahune; J", So. fey.
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Thou hast fired mc ; my soul's up in arms.

Dryden.

Ilere may be classed also such colloquial

phrases as, what is upj \vh;tt is going ou?

-what is the matter? is there anything up}

there's nothing up.

Mohuns* old Austrian servant went down to see

-what was up. Lawrence.

-5. In a state of being higher or more ad

vanced generally ; higher or advanced in

price, rank, social standing, <fcc.; as, prices

are up; corn is up five shillings per quarter;

lie is now high up in his sovereign's favour.

■i. To a higher altitude or stature; to a more

complete or mature condition; as, he is now

well grown up; a child brought up by hand.

Dickens.

Train ;- - a child in the way he should go.

Prov. xxii- 6.

7. Reaching a certain point measured per

pendicularly ; as far as: with to; as, from

the ground up to the roof; to be up to the

chin in water.—S. To or in a state or posi

tion of equal advance or of equality; so as

not to fall short of; not below or inferior to:

with to; as, to live up to one's income; a re

sult lift up to one's expectations or hopes.

The wisest men in all ages have lived up to the re

ligion of their country. Addison.

They are determined to live up to the holy rule.

Afterbit ry.

\y In a state of being able to understand or

do; in a condition of fitness, ability, or capa

bility, or of being acquainted with: with to;

as, he is up to all the moves of the game;

up to all the tricks of the trade, Ac. [Colloq.

or slang.]—10. Denoting approach to or ar

riving at a place or person; as, to go up and

speak to a person; to bring up one's troops.

As a boar was whetting his teeth, up comes a fox

to him. Sir R. L'Estrange.

11. To or in a state of completion or accom

plishment; completely; quite; thoroughly:

often used to Intensify the meaning of the

verb; as, to eat up all the food; to drink

up the liquor; to burn up the fuel; to sum

up the evidence; to break up the door; to

pay up one's debts, and the like; to shut up

an apartment—12. Denoting a state of being

put in a place where a thing is kept when

not used. 'Keep up your bright swords.'

Shot.

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth.

Mat. vi. 19.

13. In a state of being contracted, drawn,

or brought together into order, into less

bulk, or into concealment, Ac. ; as, to draw

up one's forces; to Bhrivel up. 'Sleeves cut

out and sewed up again: 'bind up my

wounds;* 'tie my treasure up in silken

bags; ' ' an adder wreathed up in fatal folds;'

4 shame folded up in blind concealing night'

Shak.—14. Used elliptieally for rise up, get

up, go up, rouse up, with omissiou of verb

in the imperative.

Up, gentlemen, follow me. Shak.

Up, up, my friend I and quit your books,

Or surely you'll grow double. Wordsworth.

Followed by with in this elliptical use it sig

nifies set up, erect, raise. ' Up with my

tent.' Shak. Sometimes a past or other

tense is omitted. ' She, quick and proud, . . .

up with her fist and took him on the face.'

Sir P. Sidney. It is even frequently inflected

like a verb in vulgar Bpeech.

Then we both of us upsami says that minute, ' Prove

so I ' Dickens.

—All up, all over, completely done or

ruined; come to an end; as. In the phrase,

it is "'■' up with him, that is, it is all over

withhim; he is ruined or lost—Tocotne up

with, to overtake; as, to mum up with the

enemy.— The time is up, the allotted time is

past; the appointed moment has come.— To

hare one up, or pull one up, to bring one

before a magistrate or court of justice.

Ill have you up for assault. Farrar.

—Up and down, here and there; hither and

thither; from one place to another.— Up to

snuff, knowing; acute; cunning; having the

necessary knowledge. [Colloq.j— fTp to the

knocker, up to the door, reaching the desired

standard; good; excellent [Low.]

TJp (up), prep. 1. From a lower to a higher

place or point on; along the ascent of; to

ward a higher point of; at or in a high or

higher position on.

In going up a hiU the knees will be the most weary.

Bacon.

A voice replied, far up the height,

Excelsior '. Longfellow.

"2 Towards the interior (generally the more

elevated part) of a country; in a direction

from the coast, or towards the head or

source of a stream; as, the explorers went

up the country; we sailed up the Thames

from Loudon to Windsor.

Up (up), n. Used in the phrase ups and

downs, rises and falls; alternate states of

prosperity and the contrary; vicissitudes;

as, there are usually mauy ups and downs

iu an adventurer's life.

Accustomed to the quiet of the hills. I did not find

it easy to sleep in the rxilkce, with its ups and doTttis,

its voyages across streams, ic. If. //. Russell.

They had had their ups and downs of fortune.

Thackeray.

Upanishad(q-pftn'i-shad),n. [Skr.l In Sam-

krit literal ure, a name given to a series of trea

tises or commentaries on the Vedic hymns,

the contents of which are partly ritualistic

partly speculative. They are of different

dates, some of them being as old as several

centuries B.C. They exhibit the earliest at

tempts of the Hindu mind to penetrate into

the mysteries of creation and existence.

Upas, Upas-tree (u'pos, n'pos-tre), n. [Ma

lay upas, poison] A tree common in tite

forests of Java, and of some of the neigh

bouring islands, and found also in tropical

Africa. It is a species of the genus Anti-

axis {A. toxicaria), nat order Artocarpacerc.

Upas-tree [Antiaris toxicaria).

Many exaggerated stories were formerly

current concerning the deadly properties of

this plant, its exhalations being said to be

fatal to both animal and vegetable life at

several miles distance from the tree itself.

The truth is, that the upas is a tree which

yields a poisonous secretion and nothing

more. The active principle in this secre

tion has been termed antiarin (which see).

— Upas tieute, a name of the Strychium

tieute, a very poisonous species which yields

a great quantity of Btrychnia.—2. Fig. some

thing baneful or pernicious from a moral

point of view; as, the upas of drunkenness.

Upbar (up-bar/). v.t To lift up the bar of;

to unbar. Spenser.

Upbear (up-baK), v.t 1. To bear, carry, or

raise aloft; to lift; to elevate.

One short sigh of human breath, upborne

Ev'n to the seat of God. Milton.

2. To sustain aloft: to support in an ele

vated situation. ' Upborne they fly.' Pope.

8. To support; to sustain. ' His resolve up

bore him. Teimyson.

TJpbind (up-bind'K i>.'. To bind up. 'Thy

injured robes upbind* Collins.

Upblaze (up-blaz'X v.i. To blaze up; to

snoot up, as a flame. Southey.

UpblOWt (up-blo'), v.t. To blow up; to In

flate.

His belly was ufblowne with luxury. Spenser.

Upbraid (np-bradO.t'-t [From wp.and braid,

In old sense of to scold. See Braid and

Abraid.] 1. To cost some fault or offence

in the teeth of; to charge reproachfully;

to reproach: followed by with or /or before

the thing imputed.

If you refuse your aid, yet do not

Upbraid us with our distress. Shak.

It were a thing monstrously absurd and contradic

tory to give the parliament a legislative power, and

then to upbraid Hwxnfor transgressing old establish

ments. Milton.

Occasional uses of ro before the offender

and 0/ before the offence are met with.

May they not Justly to our clime upbraid

Shortness of night T Prior.

You may the world of'more defects ttfbraid.

SirR. Blackmore.

Sometimes it was used without any preposi

tion before the thing imputed.

How cunningly the sorceress displays

Her own transgressions to ufbraui me mine.

Milton.

2. To reprove with severity; to chide.

Then he began to upbraid the cities wherein most

of his mighty works were done. Mat. xi. ao.

3. To bring reproach on; to be a reproach to.

How much doth thy kindness upbraid my wicked

ness. Sir P. Sidney.

4 t To treat with contempt. Spenser.

Upbraid t (up'brad), n. The act of upbraid

ing; reproach; contumely; abuse. Spenser.

Upbraider (up-bradYr). n. One who up

braids or reproves. Ji. Jonson.

Upbraiding (up-brad'ing), n. The act or

language of one who upbraids; severe re

proof or reproach.

I have too long borne

Your blunt upbraiding*. Shak,

He that knowingly commits an ill has the up

braiding* of his own conscience. Dr. H. More.

Upbraidingly (up-brad'ing-li), adv. In an

upbraiding manner. B. Jonson.

Upbrayt (up-bra'), v.t. To upbraid; to

shame. Spenser.

Upbrayt (up'bra).n. Upbraiding; reproach.

SjMfnscr.

Upbreak (up-hrak'). v.t To break or force

a way upwards; to come to the surface; to

appear. [Rare.]

Upbreak (up'brak), u. A breaking or burst

ing up; an upburst

Upbreathet <up-breTH'), v.t. To breathe up

or out; to exhale. Marston.

Upbreedt (up-bredO. v.t To breed up; to

nurse ; to train up. ' Born and ttpbred In a

foreign country.' Ilolinshed.

Upbringing (up'bring-inir), n. The process

of bringing up, nourishing, maintaining;

training; education.

Let me not quarrel with my upbringing. Carlyle.

Upbrougbtt (up-braf). a Brought up;

educated. ' With the crew of blessed saints

upbrough t. ' Sjicnser.

Upbuoyance (up-boi'ans), n. The act of

buoying Up; uplifting. Coleridge. [Rare.]

Upburst (up'berst), n. A bursting up; a

breaking way up and through; an upruah;

as, an upburst of lava.

Upbye (up'hi), adv. A little way further

on; up the way. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Upcast (up'kast), a. 1. Cast up: a term in

bowling. — 2. Thrown or turned upward;

directed up. ' With upcast eyes." Addison.

Upcast (up'kast), n. 1. In bowling, a cast;

a throw.

Was there ever man had such luck? When I

Kiss'd the jack upon an upcast to be hit away

Shak.

2. In mining, the ventilating shaft of a mine

up which the air passes after circulating in

the mine : called also Upcast Shaft or Pit.

3. The act of being overturned [Scotch.]

What wi' the upcast and terror that I got a wee

while syne, . . . my head is sair cneugh.

Sir IV. Scott.

4. A taunt; a reproach. [Scotch.]

Upcaught (up-kaf ), p. and a. Caught or

seized up.

None ever boasted yet that he had passed

Her cavern safely, for with every mouth

She bears, upcaught, a mariner away. Cowfer,

Upcheer (up-cher'), v.t. To cheer up; to

enliven. Spenser.

Upclimb (up-klini1), v.t. or t. To climb up:

to ascend. ' Upclomb the shadowy pine.'

Tennyson.

Upcoll (up-koir*), v.t. or t. To make or wind

up into a coil.

Upcurl (up-kerV), v.t To curl or wreathe

upwards. ' Through the wreaths of floating

dark upcurled.' Tennyson.

Updraw (up-draO, t'. f. To draw up. Cotcper.

Upflll (up-AO, v.t To fill up; to m:ike full.

' A cup ... to the brim upfilled.' Spenser.

Upfiowing (up-flo'ing), «■ Flowing up ;

rising; ascendiug. * That up/lowing flame'

Southey.

Upgatner (np-gaTn'or), v.t. To gather up

or together; to contract.

Himself he close ufgathered more and more.

Spenser.

The winds that wail, howling at all hours.

And are upgaihered now like sleeping Rowers.

H o'drworth.

Upgaze (up-gazO. ».i To gaze upwards; to

look Bteadily upwards.

Tired of upgaxing still, the wearied eye

Reposes. Byron.

UpgTOW (up-groO. *•*• To grow up. Milton.

Upgrowth (up'groth), n. The process of

growing up; development; rise and progress.

'The new and mighty upgrowth of poetry

in Italy.' J. R. Green.

Uphaf,t pret of upheve. Heaved up. Chau

ch, cAuin; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; fa, it. Urn; ng, sing; th, tAen; th, fAin; w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Kkt.
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Uphand (upTiand), a. Li/ted by the hand.

The uphand sledge is used by underworkmen.

Mexon.

Uphang Cup-bans'), v.t. To hang up; to

suspend or affix aloft Spenser.

Uphaud (up-had'), v.t To uphold; to sup

port; to maintain. [Scotch]

Upheaped (up-hepf). a. Piled up; accumu

lated. ' Upheaped measure.' J. Udall.

Upheaval (up-he'val), n. The act of up

heaving; a heaving or lifting up; in geol.

Upheaval.—Strata raised by Granite.

a lifting up of a portion of the earth's crust

by some expansion or elevating power from

below; the phenomenon exhibited by such

heaving up of rock masses. Called also Up

throw, Uplift.

Upheave (up-hevO, v.t. To heave or lift up

from beneath; to raise up or aloft. * A wave

by wintry blasts upheaved.1 Cowper,

Upheld (up-heldO, pret * pp. of uphold.

UphUdt (up-nild ), pp. Upheld ; sustained ;

supported. Spenser.

Uphill t (up'hil), n. Rising ground; ascent;

upward slope. ' Country full of uphill* and

downhills.' J. Udall.

Uphill (up'hil), a. 1. Leading or going up a

rising ground; as, an uphill road. —2. At

tended with labour, fatigue, or exertion;

difficult; severe; fatiguing: as, uphill work.

What an uphill labour must it be to a learner.

Richardson.

Uphoard (up-hordO, v. t To hoard up. Shak.

Uphold (up-hold'), v.t. 1. To hold up; to

raise or lift on high; to keep raised or ele

vated; to elevate.

The mournful train with groans and hands upheld

Besought his pity. Dryden.

2 To keep erect; to keep from Binking or

falling ; hence, to support , to sustain . to

maintain; to keep up; to keep from declin

ing or being lost or ruined.

While life upholds this arm.

This arm upholds the house of Lancaster. Shak.

Many younger brothers have neither lands nor

means to uphold themselves. Raleigh.

Let Ireland tell how wit upheld her cause.

Her trade supported, and supplied her taws. Pope.

Upholder (up-hdld'er). a. 1. One that up

holds; a supporter; a defender; a sustainer.

An earnest and zealous upholder of his

country.* Holinshed.—2.f An undertaker;

one who provides for funerals.

The upholder, rueful harbinger of" death.

Waits with impatience for the dying breath. Gay.

8 t A dealer in furniture,&c. ; an upholsterer.

Smollett.

Upholster (up-hol'ster), r. (. To furnish with

upholstery; to work on, prepare, or finish

with upholsterer's furnishings.

Farewell thou old Chateau with thy upholstered

rooms ! Carlyle.

Upholsterer (up-hol'ster-er), n. [Lengthened

from older upholdster (the termination be

ing altered after the type of fruiterer, poul

terer); lit an upholder. Upholdster and

upholder were formerly applied to a dealer

in old clothes, second-hand furniture. 4c,

a broker, from which to the present meaning

there is no very difficult transition. Comp.

undertaker as to similar transition of mean-

lugs.] One who furnishes houses with beds,

curtains, carpets, covers, and cushions for

chairs, sofas, and the like.

Upholstery (up-hol'ster-i), n. 1. The busi

ness of an upholsterer — 2. The articles or

furnishings supplied' by upholsterers.

Uphroe (uf'ro), n. Same as Euphroe.

Upland (upland), n. 1. The higher grounds

of u district; ground elevated above mea

dows and valleys; slopes of hills. A-c.

Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's side.

Goldsmith.

2.t The country as distinguished from the

neighbourhood of towns or populous dis

tricts; hence, often, inland districts.

Upland (upland), a. 1. Pertaining to up

lands or higher grounds; as, upland pastur

age.—2. t Fertaining to the country, as dis

tinguishedfrom the neighbourhood of towns.

Sometimes with secure delight

The upland hamlets will invite. Milton.

Hence—3.1 Rustic; countrified; rude; sav-

age; uncivilized. Chapman.

Uplander (upTand-er), n. An inhabitant of

the uplands.

Uplandisht (up-land'ish), a. 1. Pertaining

to uplands; pertaining to country districts.

Hence—2. Rustic ; rude , boorish ; countrified;

uncultured ; unrefined. ' The country people,

or uplunduh folk, as they were called.'

HalUim.

Uplay (up-la'), v.t. To lay up; to hoard.

' Uplay . . . treasure for the great rent-day.'

Donne.

Uplead (up-led'), v.t. To lead upward. 'Up-

led by thee.' Milton.

Uplean (upden'), v.i. To lean upon any

thing. Spenser.

Uplift (up-liff), v.t. To raise aloft; to raise;

to elevate ; as, to uplift the arm ; uplifted

eyes. 'A lever to uplift the earth.' Ten

nyson.

Uplift (up'lift), p. and a. Uplifted. [Rare]

We humbly screen

With uplift hands our foreheads. Keats.

Uplift(up1ift).n, Upheaval. See UPHEAVAL.

Up-line (up'hn), n. A line of railway which

leads to the metropolis or to a main or

central terminus from the provinces.

UplOCki (up-lok7), v.t To lock up. 'His

sweet uplocked treasure." Shak.

Uplookt (up-luk'), v.i. To look up.

Upmost (up'most), a. Highest; topmost;

uppermost.

Lowliness is young ambition's ladder

Whereto the climber upward turns his face;

But when he once attains the upmost round

He then unto the ladder turns his back. Shak.

Upon (up-on'), prep. [A. Sax. uppan, uppon,

upon—up, upp, up, and an, on, on, upon. See

Up, On.] On; especially, resting on; at or in

contact with the upper or outer part of a

thing; resting, lying, or placed in contact

with : used in connection with words ex

pressing or implying, literally or metaphori

cally, a ground, foundation, standing-place,

resting-place, support,dependence, aim,end,

and the like. This word may be said to be

now all but synonymous with on in all its

senses, and to lie therefore interchangeable

with it, the ear and taste of the writer or

speaker seeming in many cases to determine

the choice of the one word or the other.

Upon, however, often implies more emphasis

and force, and conveys amoredistinct notion

of something that, literally or figuratively,

bears or supports.

And thou shall take of the blood that b upon the

altar, . . . and sprinkle it upon Aaron, and upon his

garments. Ex. xxix. 21.

The Philistines be upon thee. Samson. Judg. xvi. 9.

Upon thy side against myself I'll fight Shak.

I have it upon his own report. Shak.

It stood upon the choice of friends. Shak.

Upon the love you bear me. get you in. Shak.

I wish it may be concluded, lest, upon second cogi

tations, there should be cause to alter. Bacon.

Upon pity they were taken away, upon ignorance

they are again demanded. Sir y. HayTuard.

The king's servants . . . were examined upon all

questions proposed to them. Dryden.

Upon the whole matter, and humanly speaking, I

doubt there was a fault somewhere. Dryden.

Constantia ... he looked upon as given away to

his rival upon the day on which . . . their marriage

was to have been solemnized. Addison.

Philip swore upon the Evangelists to abstain from

aggression in my absence. Landor.

Upon the death of Edgar, the royal family wanted

some prince of mature years to prevent the crown

from Testing upon the head of a child. Haliam.

In proportion to the immense artillerv-power which

the two fleets exerted, the loss they inflicted upon the

enemy was small. Ktnglake.

Some singular uses of upon are to be met

with in our older writers, as signifying (a)

amounting to; at

I judge their number upon or near the rate of

thirty thousand. Shak.

(6) According to; after.

This shepherd's passion is much upon my fashion.

Shak.

(c) By means, agency, or act of; by.

I'll follow thee, and make a heaven of hell.

To die upon the hand I love so well. Shak.

Upon is sometimes used adverbially to com

plete a verbal notion ; as, a piece of paper

not yet written upon.

Thou art a woman fair to look upon. Gen. xiL ti.

It was formerly used more freely in this

way, as on is still used 'The hour pre

fixed . . . comes fast upon* Shak.

He had upon a courtepy of grene. Chaucer.

Upper (up'er), o. [Compar. from up.]

The correlative of lower. 1. Higher in

place ; as, the upper lip; the upper side of

a thing; an upper story; the upper deck.

And such a yell was there

Of sudden and portentous birth.

As if men fought upon the earth.

And fiends in upper air. Sir If. Scott.

2. Superior in rank or dignity; as, the upper

house of a legislature.— Upper Bench, in

Eng. hist, the name given to the Court of

King's Bench during the exile of Charles II.

—Upper ease, among printers, the top one

of a pair of cases, used by compositors t«>

hold capital letters, reference marks, and

other less used type. — Upper crust, the

higher circles of society; the aristocracy.

[Originally American slang.]

I want you to see Peel. Stanley, Graham. Shiet.

Russell, Macaulay, old joe, and so on. They are
all upper crust here. Halt ■/.-.'. >:

— Upper House, specifically in England, the

House of Lords, as distinguished from the

Lower House, or House of Commons.—

Upper ten thousand, a phrase originally

employed by X. P. Willis to desiguate the

wealthier or more aristocratic persons (sup

posed to be of about that number) in \ew

York, and since extended to the higher

circles, the leading classes in society, the

aristocracy generally : often contracted to

the upper ten.

Petty jealousy and caste reigned in the residency

(Calcutta); the 'upper ten' with stoical grandeur

would die the ' upper ten,' and as they fell, composed

their robes after the latest fashion. If. H. Russell.

Upper (up'er), n. A colloquial abbreviation

of Upper-leather of shoes, <fcc.

UpperesM a. superl. Uppermost; highest

Chaucer.

Upper-hand (up-er-handO, fc Superiority;

advantage.

Scarcely had the nobles thus attained the upper-

hand, when they began to quarrel among themselves.

Buckie

Upper-leather (up'er-leTH-er), ti. The

leather for the vamps and quarters of shoes.

Uppermost (up'er-most), a. [Superl. of up

or upper.] 1. Highest in place; as, the up

permost seats. — 2. Highest in power or

authority ; predominant ; most powerful

' Whatever faction happens to be upper

most. ' Swift.

As in perfumes composed with art and cost,

*Tis hard to say what scent is uppermost. Dryden.

Upper-world (up'er-werld). n. 1. The

ethereal regions; heaven —2. The earth, as

opposed to the infernal regions.

Up-pile (up-pil'), v.t. To pile up; to heap.

'Rock above rock, and mountain ice up-

pil'd.' Southey.

Uppish (up'ish), a. 1. Proud; arrogant

Tom Brown.—2. Aiming to appear higher

than one's social position; putting on airs as,

if superior to the common run of people.

[Colloq. ]

Uppisnness (up'ish-nes), n. The quality of

being uppish.

Up-plOUgh (up-plou/), a. To plough up; to

tear as l>y ploughing. 'The up-ploughed

heart, all rent and torn.' O. Fletcher.

Up-pluck (up-plukO. ft To pluck, pull, or

tear up. O. Fletcher.

Up-pricked (up-prikt), a. Set up sharply

or pointedly; erected; pointed. *His ears

up-prick'd. Shak.

Up-prop (up-prop'), v.t To prop up; to

sustain by a prop. Donne.

Up-putting (up'put-ing), n. Lodging; en

tertainment for man or beast. Sir W. Scott

[Scotch ]

Upraise (up-razO, v.t To raise; to lift up.

The sick up-rais'd their heads, and droop'd their

woes awhile. Thomson.

Uprear (up-rerO, v.t. To rear up; to raise.

' In his chair himself uprearcd.' Tennyson,

Upridge (up-rij'), v.t. To raise up in ridges

ox extended lines.

Many a billow, then

Upridgtd, rides turbulent the sounding flood.

CotcPer.

Upright (up'rit). a. 1 Erect; perpendicular;

as, an upright tree; an upright post ' Up

right as the palm-tree.' Jer. x. 5.-2. Erect

on one's feet

Stood

A virtuous gentlewoman deeply wrong-d

Upright and flush'd before him. Tennyson.

S. Erected ; pricked up ; shooting directly

from the body. 'Their ears upright' Spen

ser. 'With chattering teeth and bristling

hair upright' Dryden.—4. Adhering to rec

titude; not deviating from correct moral

principles; of inflexible honesty.

That man was perfect and upright, and one that

feared God. Job L 1.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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6. Conformable to moral rectitude.

It is very meet

The Lord Bassanio live an upright life. Shak.

6.t Straight: applied indifferently to per

sons lying as well as standing. Chaucer.

Upright (up'rit), n. I. Something standing

erect or perpendicular; specifically, in build

ing, (a) a principal piece of timber placed

vertically, and serving to support rafters,

(b) The newel of a staircase. —2. In arch, the

elevation or orthography of a building.

Owilt. [Rare]

Uprighteouslyt (up-rit'yus-li), adv. Right

eously; justly; uprightly. Shak.

Uprightly (up'rit-li). adv. In an upright

manner; (a) perpendicularly. (6) Honestly;

with strict observance of rectitude; as, to

live uprightly.

He that walketh uprightly, walketh surely.

Prov. x. o.

Uprightness (up'rit-nes). n. The quality

or condition of being upright; as, (oj erect-

ness ; perpendicularity. Walter. (6) Hon

esty; integrity in principle or practice; con

formity to rectitude and justice.

The truly upright man is inflexible in his upright

ness. Atterbury.

Uprise (up-rizO. v.i. pret. uprose (sometimes

in poetry uprist); pp. uprisen. 1. To rise

from bed or from a seat. ' Uprose the vir

gin with the morning light.' Pope.— 2. To

ascend above the horizon. ' Uprose the

sun." Cowley.

Nor dim, nor red, like God's own head

The glorious sun uprist. Coleridge.

3. To ascend, as a hill; to slope upwards.

Tennyson.

Uprise (up'riz), n. Uprising. 'The buu's

uprise. ' Shak.

Uprising (up-rizlng). n. 1. The act of rising.

as frombelow the horizon, or from a bed or

seat. 'The sun's first uprising.' Sir T.

Herbert.

Thou kno west my downsitting and mine uprising.

Ps. czxzix. 2.

2. Ascent; declivity; rising

Was that the king, that spurr'd his horse so hard

Against the steep uprising of the hill! Shair.

3. A riot; an emeute; a rebellion. 'Such

tumults and uprisings.' Uolinshed.

Uproar (up'ror. In verse sometimes ac

cented on the second syllable), n. [Formerly

written uprore, and probably borrowed from

D. oproer, uproar, tumult, sedition, which is

the same word as Dan. upror, Sw. upror, Q,

aufruhr, from op, up, auf, up, and D. roeren,

Dan. rare, Sw. rbra, G. ruhren, to stir;

^ A. Sax. hrtran, to stir, to agitate. The spell-

» ing has been affected by that of roar, with

which the word has no connection.] Great

tumult; violent disturbance and noise; bustle

and clamour. ' The wild uproar.' Milton.

• The Jews who believed not . . . set all the city on

an uproar. Acts xvii. 5.

Uproar t (up-r6rr), v.t. To throw into con

fusion; to stir up to tumult; to disturb.

4 Uproar the universal peace.' Shak.

Uproar (up-ror'), v.t To make an uproar;

to cause a disturbance.

The man Danton was not prone to show himself;

to act or uproar for his own safety. Cartyle.

Uproarious (up-ro'ri-us), o. Making or

accompanied by a great uproar, noise, or

tumult; tumultuous; noisy; loud. Moore.

Uproariously (up-ro'ri-us-li), ado. In an

uproarious manner; with great noise and

tumult.

Uproariousness (up-r6'ri-us-nes), n. The

suite or quality of being uproarious, or

noisy and riotous.

UproU (up-rol'), v.t. To roll up. Milton.

Uproot (up-rbf), v.t To root up; to tear

up by the roots, or as if by the roots ; to

remove utterly; to eradicate. 'Trees up

rooted left their place.' Dryden.

Uprouse (up-rouz'), v.t. To rouse up; to

rouse from sleep ; to awake ; to arouse.

Shak.

Uprun ( up-run' ), v. t. To run, asceud, or

mount up. Cowper.

Uprush (up'rush), n. A rush upward. ' A

violent uprush of molten matter.' it. A.

Proctor.

Uprush (up-rush'}, v.i. To rush upwards.

'The uprushing wind.' Southey.

Upsee-Dutch (up'se-duch),«di;. [D. op-zyn-

Deutsch, in the Dutch fashion; so op-zyn-

Engelsch, in the English fashion] An old

phrase signifying in the Dutch style or man

ner: Dutch-like; as, to drink upsee Dutch,

to drink in the Dutch manner ; that is, to

drink deeply. 'Drink me uptey ■ Dutch.'

Beau. <fc Fl. Similarly Upsee-Freeze, in the

Frisian manner.

I do not like the dulness of your eye.

It hath a heavy cast, 'tis upset-Dulch.

B. jfonson.

This valiant pot-leech that, upon his knees.

Has drunk a thousand pottles upse-Freexe.

John Taylor.

Beau. <fc Fl. use the phrase Upsey-English =

English-like. The liquor seems sometimes

to be meant by these terms.

Upseek (up-sek'). v-t To seek or strain up

wards. Southey.

Upsees (up'sez), adu. Same as Upsee-Dutch.

Yet whoop, Barnaby! off with thy liquor.

Drink upsets out, and a fig for the vicar.

$$r If. Scott.

Upseud (up-send'), v.t. To send, cast, or

throw up. ' Upsends a smoke to Heav'n.'

CowptT.

Upset (up-set'), v.t. l.t To set or place up.

'With saile on mast upsette.' R. Brunne.—

2. To overturn ; to overthrow ; to overset,

as a carriage.— 3. To put out of one's normal

state; to put much out of order; to discom

pose completely; to overcome.

Eleanor answered only by a sort of spasmodic

gurgle in her throat. She was a good deal upset, as

people s-iy. Trollope.

4. To shorten and thicken by hammering,

as a heated piece of metal set up endwise :

said also of the shortening and resetting of

the tire of a wheel.

Upset (up'set), n. The act of upsetting, over

turning, or severely discomposing ; as, the

carriage had an upset; the news gave me

quite an upset.

Upset tup'set), a. Set up; fixed; determined.

— Upset price, the price at which any sub

ject, as lands, tenements, goods, &c, is ex

posed to sale by auction; a price set by the

exposer below which the thing is not to be

sold. Sir IF". Scutt.

Upsetting (up-set'ing), a. Assuming; con

ceited; uppish. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Upshoot (up-shbf), v.i. To shoot upward.

'Trees upshooting high.' Spenser.

Upshot (up'shot). iv Final issue; conclusion;

end ; as, the upshot of the matter. Shak.

'The upshot and result of all.' Burnet.

Upside (up'sid), n. The upper side; the up

per part.— Upside down, the upper part un

dermost. 'A burning torch that's turned

upside down.' Shak. Hence, in complete

disorder.

This liouse is turned upside down. Shak.

[This phrase is a modification of the old up

so down, upsi/down. upsedown, up as before

down. ]—To be upsides with, to be even with ;

to be quits. T. Hughes. [Scotch and pro

vincial English.]

Upsittingt (up'sit-ing), n. The sitting up

of a woman to see her friends after her con

finement; also, the feast held on such an

occasion.

I was entreated to invite your ladyship to a lady's

upsittiug. Beau. & FL

Upskipt (up'skip), n. An upstart Latimer.

Upsoar(up-60i-^,r.t. Tosoaraloft; to mount

up. Pope.

Upsodoun,* adv. Upside down. Written

also Upso-doune, Up so doun, Up-so-downe,

&c. Chaucer; Wickliffc.

Upspear (up-speV), V. i. To shoot upwards

like a spear. Cowper. [Rare.]

Upspring (up-springO. v.i. To Bpring up.

The lemon-grove

In closest coverture upsprung. Tennyson.

Upspring* (up'spring), 71. 1. A spring up;

a leap in the air—perhaps a kind of dance.

We Germans have no changes In our dances.

An almain and an upsprmg, that is all.

Chapman.

2. An upstart; a man suddenly exalted.

Shak.

Upstairs (up'starz). a. Pertaining or relat

ing to an upper story or flat; as, an upstairs

room.

Upstairs (up'starz), adv. In or towards an

upper story.

Upstandt (up-standO, V.t To stand up; to

be erected Milton; May.

Upstare (np-starO, v.i. To stare or stand on

end; to be erect or conspicuous: said of the

hair, Ac. ' Upstaring crests.* Spenser.

* With hair upstaring.' Shak.

Upstart (up-start'), v.i. To start or spring

up suddenly. Tennyson.

Upstart (up'stiirt), n. 1. One that suddenly

rises from a humble position to wealth,

power, or consequence; a parvenu.

Mean upstarts, when they come once to be pre

ferred, forget their fathers. Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. t One who assumes a lofty or arrogant

toue. Shak. [A doubtful meaning: lHen.

VI. act 7.]

Upstart (up'start), a. Suddenly raised to

prominence or consequence. ' A race of tip-

start creatures-' Milton.

Upstay (up-staO, v.t To sustain; to support.

Milton.

Upstirt (up'ster), n. Commotion; tumult;

insurrection. Sir J. Cheke.

Upstroke (up'strok), n. An upward line

made by the pen or pencil in writing. 'Some

upstroke of an alpha.' E. B. Browning.

Upsunt (up'sun). n. The time during which

the suu is above the horizon ; the time be

tween sunrise and sunset. Fottntainhall.

Upswarmt (up-swarm'), v. t. To cause to rise

in a swarm or swarms; to raise in a swarm.

Shak.

UpsweU (up-swel'), f.i. To swell up; to riBe

up. Tennyson.

Uptaket (up-takO. v.t. To take up; to take

into the hand. Spenser.

Uptake (up'tak), 11. 1. Perceptive power;

apprehension ; conception ; as, he is quick

in the uptake. [Provincial.]—2. The upcast

fiipe from the smoke-box of a steam-boiler

eading to the chimney.

Uptear (up-tar'), v.t. To tear up. 'The

neighbouring hills uptore.' Milton.

Upthrow (up-thro'), v.t. To throw up; to

elevate.

Upthrow (up'thrO), n. See Upheaval.

Uptie,t (up-ti'), v.t. To tie or twist up; to

wind up. Spenser.

Vp-ti\lt (up-tiY), prep. On. Shak. (Passioii-

ate Pilgrim).

Up-town (up'toun), a. Situated in or be

longing to the upper part of a town; as, up

town people. [United States.]

Uptrace (up-tras'), v.t. To trace up; to in

vestigate ; to follow out. Thomson.

Uptraint (up-tran'), v. t. To train up; to edu

cate. Spenser.

Up-traln (up'tran), n. A railway train pro

ceeding to the capital or other impoitant

centre from the provinces; as, the up-train

to London.

Upturn (up-tern'), v.t. To turn up; to throw

up; as, to upturn the ground in ploughing.

'With lusty strokes up-turn'd the flashing

waves.' Cowper.

UpUpa (u'pu-pa), n. [L. upupa, like Gr.

epops, hoopoe, from the bird's cry.] A genus

of insessorial or perchiugbirds, distinguished

by an ornament on the head, formed of a

double range of long feathers, which they

can erect at will. U. epops, or common

C'pupa ep*ps (Hoopoe).

hoopoe, is about the size of a missel-tlirush;

its plumage exhibits a fine mixture of white,

buff, and black. It is an inhabitant of the

whole of North Africa. In summer it mi

grates to most parts of Europe, and Is found

also in some partB of Asia. It occasionally

breeds in England.

Upupidffl (u-pu'pi-de), n. pi. A fatally of in

sessorial or perching birds,of which the genus

Upupa is the type Besides the hoopoes it

comprises the genera Epimachus (plume-

birds. See EpiiiACHlN^i) and Neomorpha

(which see).

Upwafted(up-wiift'ed), o. Borneup; carried

aloft with a waving or undulatory motion.

' Upwafted by the winds.' Ctncper.

Upward, Upwards (up'werd, up'werdz),

adv. [A. Sax. upward, upweardes, the latter

being an adverbial genitive, like towards,

&c.) 1. Toward a higher place; in an up

ward direction: opposed to downwards.

'To leap twenty yards upwards.' Locke.

I felt to his knees, and they were as cold as any

stone, and so upward and upward, and all was as

cold as any stone. Shalt

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J,;'ob; u, Fr. ton; ng, sin#; th, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, uTiig; zh, arure.—See KEY.
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2. Toward heaven and God.

Looking inward, we are struck dumb; looking uf-

ward, we speak and prevail. Hooker.

S. With respect to the higher part; in the

upper parts. ' Upward man, and downward

fish.' Milton. —4 Toward the source or

origin; as, trace the stream upwards. 'And

trace the muses upward to their spring.'

J'ope.—5. More: used indefinitely.

I am a very foolish fond old man.

Fourscore and upward. Shak.

— Upwards of, upward of, more than; above;

as, upwards of ten years have elapsed ; up

wards of a. hundred men were present.

I have been your wife . . .

Upward ^/"twenty years. Shak.

Upward (up'werd), a. Directed or turned

to a higher place ; as, with upward eye.

'An upward course.* Shak. 'The upward

glancing of an eye." James Montgomery.

Upward* (up'werd), n. The top; the height

' The extreinest upward of thy head.' Shak.

Upwhlrl (up-wherl'), v.i. To rise upward in

a whirl; to whirl upward.

Upwhlrl (up-wherl'). v.t. To raise upward

in a whirling direction. Milton.

Upwind (upwind'), v.t To wind up; to roll

up; to convolve. Spenser.

Uraemia (u-re'mi-a>, n. [Gr. ouron, urine,

and haima, blood. J A condition of the

blood in which it contains urine or urea.

Dunglison.

UrsBinic(u-re'iuik), a. Pertaining to uraemia;

as, urannie convulsions.

Uralian (u-rali-an).a. Relating to the river

Ural, or the Ural Mountains, m Russia

Urallc (u-ral'ik). a. Of or pertaining to the

Ural Mountains: specifically, applied to the

languages of the Finnic tribes, from it being

generally BUpposed that the original seat of

such tribes was in the Cral Mountains.

UralO-Altalc (u-ral'o-al-ta'ik), a. Same as

Turanian.

Uranate (u'ra-nat), n. One of a series of

salts formed by uniting uranie oxide with

metallic oxides.

Uran - glimmer (u'ran-glim-er), n. See

Uranite.

Urania (u-rii'ni-a), n [L. Urania, Gr. Ou-

rania, lit. 'the Heavenly,' from ouranos,

heaven. See Uranus.] 1. in Greek myth, the

muse of as-

anas,and leaves arranged in a fan-shape. The

arillus surrounding the seeds is of a beauti

ful blue colour. The leaves when cut yield

an abundant and refreshing juice, and the

tree has hence obtained the name of ' the

traveller's tree.' It is occasionally grown

in our hothouses. See Ravenala.—3. A

fienusof lepidopterous insects, found chiefly

n the West Iudian Islands. They are moths',

but their splendid colouring, their diurnal

flight, and their form give them all the ap-

fiearance of butterflies, to which the tailed

lind wings add considerably.

Uranic (u-ran'ik), a. 1. Pertaining to the

heavens; celestial; astronomical. 'On I

know not what telluric or uranie principles.'

Carlyle.—2. Pertaining to, obtained from,

or containing uranium: said of salts of

which the base is segquioxide of uranium,

or in wlu'h oxide of uranium acts as an

acid.

Uranlsconltls (Qra-nis'k6-ni"tls), n. [Gr.

ouranUkos, the palate, and -itis, denoting

inflimniation] Inflammation of the palate.

Uraniscoplasty (u-ra-nis'ko-plas-ti), n. [Or.

ouraniskos, the palate, and ptastikos, form

ing.] In sura, the operation of engrafting

in case of deficiency of the soft palate.

Uranlscoraphy (u'ra-nis-kor"a-fl), n. [Gr.

ouraniskos, the palate, and raphe", a suture.]

In surg. suture of the palate.

Uranite (u'ran-It), n. An ore of uranium,

called also Uran-glimmcr, of Jin emerald-

green, grass -green, leek-green, or yellow

colour; transparent or sub-translucent. It

appears essentially to consist of the phos

phates of uranium and calcium. It occurs

crystallized in rectangular prisms, in imper

fect octahedrons, Ac. Its structure is la

mellar, and it yields to the knife. Vranite

is f<>und in granitic rocks and occasionally

in veins and beds in the crystalline strata

with other ores.—Copper-uronite is an iso-

morphous mineral having the calcium re

placed by copper.

UranltlC (ii-ra-nit'ik), a. Pertaining to or

containing uranium.

Uranium (u-r.Vni-um), n. Sym. U. At.wt.

240; sp. gr. 18 4. A rare metal, whose oxide

Klaproth, in 1789, discovered in pitch

blende or pechblende and uranlte. Peliglot

first isolated uranium in a pure form in

1540, and determined its atomic weight, at

the same time showing that Klaproth's

uranium was a protoxide (U O). It was not

obtained compact till 1856. The chief source

of uranium is pitchblende, which contains

nearly 80 per cent of the black oxide and

uranite. Metallic uranium is obtained by

decomposing its protochloride with potas

sium or sodium, first in the form of a black

powder, or sometimes aggregated on the

sides of a crucible in small plates, having a

silvery lustre and a certain degree of mal

leability. By subjecting the metal in either

of these fonnB to further processes it is ul

timately obtained in fused globules. In its

compact state uranium is somewhat malle

able and hard, but is scratched by steel. Its

colour is like that of nickel or iron. When

exposed to the air it soon tarnishes and as

sumes a yellow colour. Uranium forms

several oxides, which are used in painting

on porcelain, yielding a fine orange colour

in the enamelling fire, and a black colour in

that in which the porcelain itself is baked.

Uran-mlca (u'ran-mi-ka), n. Same as

Uranite.

Uran-ochre (u'ran-o-ker), n. A yellow

earthy oxide of uranium, which seems to

be derived from the decomposition of the

protoxide. It occurs in soft friable masses,

disseminated or incrustiug, along with

pitchblende or protoxide of uranium, in the

granites of Saxony and France. It is also

termed Uran-bloom, Uraconise, and Ura

nium Ochre.

Uranographic, Uranographical (u'ra-no-

graf'ik, u'ra-uo-graf ik-al), a. Pertaining to

uranography; as, uranographical problems.

Uranograpnist (u-ra-uog'ra-Hst), n. One

versed in uranography. Written also Oura-

nographist.

Uranography (u-ra-nog'ra-fl), n. [Gr. oura

nos, heaven, and graphs, to describe.] That

branch of astronomy which consists in the

determination of the relative situations of

the heavenly bodies, and the construction

of celestial maps and globes, &c. Written

also Ouranographg.

Uranollte (u-ran'6-1 it), n. A meteoric stone;

an aerolite. Button.

UranolOgy (u-ra-uol'o-ji), n. [Gr. ouranos,

heaven, and logus, discourse.) The know

ledge of the heavens.

UranoecopldsB (u'ran-6-skop"i-de). See

TRACHIMDJ5

Uranoscopus (u-ra-nosTto-pus), n. [Gr.

ouranos, heaven, and skoped, to look at] A

genus of acanthopterygious fishes, family

Trachinidce or I'rauoscopidae. They are

very nearly related to the weevers of the

British seas. One Bpecies (U. scaber), the

star-gazer, inhabits the Mediterranean. See

Star-gazer.

Uranoscopy (u-ra-nos'ko-pi). it [Gr. oura

nos, heaven, and skopeo, to view.] Contem

plation of the heavenly bodies.

UranQUA (u'ra-nus), a. Of or pertaining to

the metal uranium: said of salts of which

the base is protoxide of uranium.

Uranus (u'ra-nus), n. [L. =Gr. ouranos =

Skr. varuna.} 1. In Greek myth, the sou

of Gsea, the earth, aud by her the father of

the Titans, Cyclopes, Hecatoucheirians, tfce.

He hated his children, and confined them

in Tartarus, but on the instigation of Ga;a,

Kronos, the youngest of the Titans, over

threw and dethroned him. Written also

Uranos.—2. In astron. one of the primary

planets, discovered by Sir William Herschel

in 1781. It was first called Georgium Sidus

in honour of George III., afterwards called

Uersehel, in honour of the discoverer. It is

the seventh planet in order of distance

from the sun. It presents the appearance

of a small round uniformly illuminated disc,

without rings, Wits, or discernible spots.

To the naked eye it appears like a 6tar of

the sixth magnitude Its mean distance from

the sun is about 17". 4 millions of miles, and

the length of the year 30686 82 days, or about

84 of our years. Its mean diameter is esti

mated at about 33.000 miles. Its volume ex

ceeds the earth's about 74 times, but as its

mean density is only 0 17 (the earth's being

1) its mass is only about 12J times more. The

length of its day is supposed to be between

9 aud 10 hours. There is still some uncer

tainty as to the number of satellites belong

ing to Urauus. Herschel reconls six. and

two of the four which are seen by astrono

mers at the present time cannot be identi

fied with any of these. The satellitoa of

Uranus differ from the other planets, pri

mary and secondary (with the exception of

Xeptune's satellite), in the direction of their

motion, which is from east to west, and they

move in planes nearly perpendicular to the

ecliptic.

Uran-utan (ft-ran'o-tan), n. Orang-outang.

Urao (u-ru'6), n. A native term for natron

found in the dried-up lakes and river-courses

of South America : the trona of the Egyptian

lakes. See Trosa, Natron.

Urari (u'ra-rej, n. See Ccrari.

Urate (u'rlt), n. A salt of uric acid.

Urban (er'ban), a. [L. tirbanvs, from urbs,

a city, whence also suburb ] l.t Civil ; cour

teous in manners; polite. [In this sense

urbane is now used.]—2. Of or belonging to

a town or city; as, urban population; urban

districts. — Urban servitudes, In law. See

under Servitude.

Urbane tor-ban'), n. [See above ] Courte

ous; polite; suave; elegant or refined: as, a

man of urbane manners. * A more civil nnd

urbane kind of life." World of Wonders, 1608.

The gods have denied to Demosthenes many parts

of genius; the urbane, the witty, the pli a ■ ir

the pathetic. L+Hd*~r.

UrbanlBt (er'ban-ist), n. 1. An adherent of

Pope Urban VI., in opposition to whom a

faction set up Clement VII. in 1378.—2. One

of a branch of Franciscan nuns fouuded by

Pope Urban IV.—3. A sort of dessert pear of

the highest excellence.

Urbanity (er-ban'i-ti), n. L The quality of

being urbane: that civility or courtesy of

manners which is acquired by associating

with well-bred people: politeness; suavity;

courtesy. 'True valour and urbanity.' B.

Jonson. ' Urbanity of maimers.* Dr. Knt*r.

I wish that, even there, you had been less irrisory

less of a pleader, that you had been i:i dispassionate

urbanity his follower. Land**-.

2. A polished humour or facetiousness. ' Ur

banity or well-mannered wit' Dryden.

Urbanizet (er'ban-iz), v.t. To render urbane.

Howell.

UrblCUlOUS (er-bik'u-lus), a. [L. urbs, urbis,

a city, and colo, to inhabit.] Inhabiting a

city; urban. Eelcc. Rev, [Rare]

Urceolafcr-se'o-la), n. [Dim. from L. urceus,

a pitcher.] A genus of plants, uat order

Urceola elastfca.

Apocynacea?. There is only one species, U.

elastica, or caoutchouc-vine, which is a na

tive of the Malay Archipelago. From wounds

made in the bark of this plant there oozes

out a milky fluid, which, on exposure to the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. fey.
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open air, separates into an elastic coagulum

and a watery fluid. This coagulum is found to

resemble india-rubber, and to possess all

its properties. See Caoutchouc.

Urceolaria (er/se-o-la"ri-a), n. [From ur-

ceolus, dim. of urceus, a pitcher.] A genus

of crustaceous lichens. They are generally

found on rocks and stones and walls, U.

scruposa and U. cinerea are used for dyeing.

U. esculenta is a native of Tartary, and is

used as an article of diet.

Urceolate (er'se-o-lat), o. [From L.urceolus,

dim. of urceus. a pitcher] In bot. shaped

like a pitcher; swelling out like a pitcher

as respects the body, and contracted at the

orifice, as a calyx or corolla.

Urceole (er'se-ol), n. [See Urckolus.] In

H. CatJi. Ch. (a) a vessel to contain water

for washing the hands. (6) A vessel to con

tain wine and water.

Urceolua (Gr-sc'6-lusX n. [Dim. of L. ur

ceus, a water-pitcher.] In oof. a small pitch

er-like body, formed by the two bracts,

which, in the genus Carex, become conflu

ent at their edges, and inclose the pistil;

any flask-shaped or cup-shaped anomalous

organ. Treat, of Bot.

Urchin (er*chln), n. [0. E. urchone, hir-

ehen. Prov. Fr. hurchon, hirchon, Fr. hiris-

son, from L.L. erieio, erieionis, L. erieius,

a hedgehog, from er=Gr. ch?r, hedgehog]

1. A name given to the hedgehog. 'The

common hedgehog or urchin.' Ray. —

2.t An elf; a fairy: from its being supposed

sometimes to take the form of a hedgehog.

* Like urchins, ouphes, and fairies, green

and white." Shak.—S. A familiar, half-

chiding name sometimes given in sport to

a child.

Pleased Cupid heard, and checked his mother's pride,

' And who's Mind now, mamma T' the urchin cried.

Prior.

You did dissemble, you it rcA in you; but where'sthe

girl thai won't dissemble for a husband? Goldsmith.

4. A sea-urchin. See ECHINUS.

Urchin (erVhin), a. Prickly; stinging; rough;

keen. * Urchin blasts.' Milton. [Rare ami

poetical. ]

Urchon t (er'chon), n. An urchin; a hedge

hog. Hoinaunt of the Hose.

Urdee, Urdy (er'de), a. In her. pointed. A

cross urdVe is one in which the extremities

are drawn to a sharp point instead of being

cut straight

Urdu (urMii), n. A native name for the

present Hindustani tongue, a member of

the Indie family of Aryan tongues, so named

because it grew up since the eleventh cen

tury in the camps(iird(J)of the Mohammedan

conquerors of India as a means of communi

cation between them and the subject popu

lation of Central Hindustan. In this way it

abounds with Persian and Arabic words. It

is now, however, the literary tongue of India

and the means of general intercourse.

Uret (ur), n. [Same as the tire of manure,

in«rtf = rr. muvre, work. See Inure.] Use;

practice. 'Lest his hand should be out of

ure.' Bacon. 'Never henceforth to . . .

put in ure any new canons.' Fuller.

Let us be sure of this, to put the best in art

That lies In us. Chapman,

Uret fur), v.t. To inure; to practise; to accus

tom by use or practice. Sir T. More.

Ure,t n. [O. Fr. eur, lot, chance, from L.

augnrium, augury. See AUQUB.] Chance;

destiny; fortune. Chaucer.

Ure t (ur), n [L. tint*, a wild bull.] A wild

bull; the urus. (folding.

Urea (u're-a), n. [Formed from ur, the

radical of urine.] (C0ILN3.) A remark

able compound which exists in large pro

portion in healthy urine, and is extracted

from it by the action of oxalic acid or nitric

acid. It is also prepared artificially and

more easily from cyanate of ammonium.

I'rea crystallizes in four-sided prisms re

sembling nitre in appearance, and also in

taste. 1 1 is soluble both in water and alcohol,

and, when heated, it melts, gives off much

ammonia, and finally solidifies, being in a

great measure converted into ammonia and

cyanuric acid. Urea is interesting as being

the first substance of animal or vegetable

origin which chemists succeeded in prepar

ing by artificial means from inorganic con

stituents.

Uredtt,pp Fortunate. Chaucer.

Uredlnei (u-re-din'e-i). n, pi. See Ukedo.

Uredo (u-re'd6). n. [L., a blast, blight, from

uro. to burn. Applied to those plants called

mildew or blight. ] 1. A genus of microscopic

fungi. The original genus has been broken

up into many genera, which form the group

or section Uredinei of the nat order Puc-

ciniau. The species are parasitic on plants,

and most injurious to them. The diseases

called smut, brand, burnt -ear, rust, &c,

are caused by their ravages. Their pre

sence is known by the burnt appearance of

the part they infest.—2. In pathol. same as

Urticaria. Dunglison.

Urena(u-r5'na), n. [From uren, the Malabar

name of one of the species.] A genus of

plants, nat order Malvacea;. The species

consist of tall, rigid herbs or shrubs, with

small pink flowers, indigenous in India,

China, Mauritius, South America, and the

West Indies. The bark is very fibrous; and

the fibre of U. lobata and U. ssinuata, weeds

common in most parts of India, which is

strong and tolerably fine, is used as a sub

stitute for flax. All the species possess

mucilaginous properties, for which some

are used medicinally.

Ureter (u-rS'ter), n. [Gr. ourfttr, from

oure6, to make water. See Urine] The

excretory duct of the kidney, a tube con

veying the urine from the kidney to the

bladder. There are two ureters, one on

each side.

Ureteritis (u-re'ter-i"tis), n. [Ureter, and

•itis, term, meaning Inflammation.] Inflam

mation of the ureter.

Urethra (u-re'thra), n. [Gr. ourfthra. See

above. ] The canal by which the urine is con

ducted from the bladder and discharged.

Urethral (u-re'thral), a. Pertaining to the

urethra.

Urethritis (u-re-thri'tis), n. [Urethra, and

-itis, term, meaning inflammation.] An in

flammation in the urethra.

Urethroplasty (u-re'thr6-plas"tik), a. In

surg. of or relating to urethroplasty.

Urethroplasty (u-re'thro-plas-ti), n. [Gr.

urithra, and plassft, to mould ] In surg.

an operation for remedying defects in the

urethra.

Urethrotomy (u-re-throt'6-mi), n. [Gr. ure

thra, and tom&, a cutting.] In surg. the

operation for urethral stricture.

UretlC (u-ret'ik), a. In vied, of or relating

to or promoting the flow of urine.

Urge (erj), v. t. pret. &. pp. urged; ppr. urging.

[L. urgeo, urgerc, to press, press hard, push,

force, urge, drive, from same root as Gr.

(v)eirg<i, to press, to constrain, L. vergo, to

tend, to verge, valgus (with change of r to 0.

the throng, the rabble (whence vulgar).]

1. To press; to impel; to force onward.

Heir urges heir, like wave impelling wave. Pjf-e.

2. To hasten laboriously; to quicken with

effort. 'Through the thick deserts head

long urg'd his flight' Pope.—o. To press

the mind or will of; to serve as a motive or

impelling cause; to impel; to constrain; to

stimulate.

The heathens had but uncertain apprehensions of

what h^vx men . . . to forsake their sins. TiUotson.

4. To press or ply hard with arguments, en

treaties, or the like; to request with more or

less earnestness; to importune; to solicit ear

nestly. * And urge her to a present answer. '

Shale.

And when they urged him till he was ashamed, he

said. Send. a Ki. ii. 17.

Good my lord . . . urge the king

To do me this last rttfht. Sh.it.

6. To press upon attention; to present in an

earnest manner; to press by way of argument

or in opposition; to insist on; as, to urge an

argument; to urge the necessity of a case.

He knows not what I can urge against him. Shak.

Urge the necessity and state of times. Shak.

0. To ply hard in a contest or argument; to

attack briskly.

Every man has a right in dispute to urge a false re

ligion with all its absurd consequences. TilUtson.

7.t To provoke; to exasperate; to incite; to

stimulate.

i'rge not my father's anger. Shak.

I'll in to urge his hatred more to Clarence. Shak,

Syn. To press, constrain, force, incite, impel,

importune, instigate, stimulate, encourage.

Urge (erj), v.i. 1. To press forward. 'He

strives to urge upward.' Donne. —2.f To

make a claim; to insist; to persist

One of his men . . . urged extremely for't, and

showed what necessity belonged to it. Shak.

3. t To produce arguments or proofs; to

make allegations.

I do beseech your lordships.

That, in this c.i^e of justice, my accusers.

Be what they will, may stand forth face to face.

And freely urge against me. Shak,

Urgency (er'jen-si), n. The state or charac

ter of being urgent; as, (a) importunity;

earnest solicitation ; as, to yield to a per

son's urgency. (6) Pressure of necessity; as,

the urgency of want or distress; the urgency

of the occasion.—In parliament, urgency is

when, by a vote of three to one in a house

of not less than 300 members, a measure is

declared urgent in the interest of the state,

in which case it takes precedence of all

other business.

Urgent (erMent), a. [Fr urgent, L. urgem,

urgentis. hee Urge] Having the charac

ter of urging, pressing, or constraining ; as,

(a) of things: pressing; necessitating imme

diate action ; forcing itself upon notice ;

cogent; vehement; as, an urgent case or

occasion. ' To take the urgent hour." Shak.

' Very urgent necessity.' Locke. (0) Of per

sons: pressing with importunity. Ex. xii. 33.

Urgently (epjent-li), adv. In an urgent

manner; with pressing importunity; press-

ingly; vehemently; forcibly.

Urger (erj'er), n. One who xirges; one who

importunes. Jer. Taylor.

Urge-wonder (erj'wun-der), n. A variety of

barley. Known alBO as Husked Barley.

Mortimer.

Urglnea (er-ji'ne-a), n. A genus of plants,

nat. order Liliacerc, very nearly allied to

Scilla, but differing in the more widely

spreading segments of the perianth, and iii

the greater number of seeds. The bulbs of

U. Scilla, the Scilla maritima of Linnrcus,

are known in medicine as squills. Sec

Squill.

Uria (u'rl-a), n. [L. urinor, to dive.] The

guillemots, a genus of palmiped birds, of

the family Alcida*. See (i uillemot.

UrlC (u'rik), a. [From ur in urine.] Of, per

taining to. or obtained from urine: applied to

an acid (CsN4H403) discovered by Scheele,

and sometimes called Lithic Arid. It occurs

in small quautlty in the healthy urine of man

and quadrupeds, and in much larger quan

tity in the urine of birds. The semi-fluid

excretions of birds and serpents is princi

pally composed of uric acid and urate of

ammonia; and guano, which is the decom

posed excrement of aquatic birds, is mainly

impure uric acid in a remarkable state of

decomposition. I'rie acid constitutes the

principal proportion of the urinary calculi

and the concretions causing the complaint

known as the gravel. It crystallizes in fine

scales of a brilliant white colour and silky

lustre; it is inodorous and insipid, heavier

than water, and nearly insoluble in it when

cold, and only slightly dissolved by it when

hot; the solution reddens litmus paper, but

feebly. When it is dissolved in nitric acid,

and the solution is evaporated and treated

with ammonia, a fine purple colour is pro

duced; by this reaction uric acid may be

detected.

Urim (u'rim), n. [Heb. urim, lights or

flames, pi. of ur, flame.] A kind of orna

ment or appendage belonging to the habit

of the Jewish high-priest in ancient times,

along with the Thummim, in virtue of which

he gave oracular answers to the people, but

what the Urim and Thummiin really were

has not been satisfactorily ascertained.

Thou shalt put on the breastplate of judgment the

Uritn and the Thummiin. Ex. xxvii. 30.

And when Saul inquired of the Lord, the Lord

answered him not, neither by dreams, nor by Urtm,

nor by prophets. 1 Sam. xxviii. 6.

When the Jewish exiles were met on their return

from Babylon by a question which they had no data

for answering, they agreed to post [tone the settle

ment of the difficulty till there should arise up 'a

priest with Urim and Thummiin' (Etr. ii. 63; Neh.

vii. 65). The inquiry what these Urtm and Thu ru

in im themselves were seems likely to wait as long for

a final and satisfying answer.

Smith's Diet, ofthe Biblt.

Urinal (u'rin-al), n. [Fr. urinal, L. urinal,

from urina, urine.] 1. A bottle in which

urine is kept for inspection. Shak. — 2. A

vessel for containing urine; specifically, a

vessel for receiving urine in cases of incon

tinence.— 3. A convenience, public or pri

vate, for the accommodation of persons re

quiring to pass urine.

Urlnant(u-ri'nant), ppr. [L urinor, to duck

or dive under water.] In her. a term appli

cable to the dolphin or other fish when

borne with the head downwards and the

tail erect, exactly in a contrary position to

what is termed haurient.

Urinary (u'ri-na-ri), a. Pertaining to urine

or to the organs connected with the secre

tion and discharge of urine; as, the urinary

bladder; urinary calculi; urinary abscesses.

— Urinary organs, the kidneys, the ureters,

the bladder, and the urethra.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; 1, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, *ing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Urinary (tVri-na-ri), n. [L.L. urinarium]

1. In agri. a reservoir or place for the re

ception of urine, Ac, for manure.—2. Same

as Urinal, 3. [In this sense Urinal is more

commonly used]

Urinate (u'ri-nat), ».i To discharge urine.

Urination (u-ri-na'shon), n. The act of

passing urine; micturition.

Urinative (u'ri-nfit-iv), a. Provoking the

flow of urine; diuretic. Bacon.

Uriiiator (u-ri-nat'er), n. ML, from urino,

to dive] A diver; one who plunges and

sinks in water in March of something, as

for pearls. [Rare.]

Those relations of unnators belong only to those

places where they have dived, which arc only rocky,

Kay-

Urine (u'rin), n. [Fr. urine, from L. urina,

allied to Or. ouron, urine; skr. vdri, water;

A. Sax. urig, dewy, humid; Icel. ur, drizzling

rain.] An animal Uuid or liquor secreted

by the kidneys, whenee it is conveyed into

the bladder by the ureters, and through the

urethra discharged. In its natural state it

1b acid, transparent, of a pale umber or

straw colour, a brackish taste, a peculiar

odour, and of a specific gravity varying from

1012 to 1 030. The character of the urine,

however, is apt to be altered by a variety

of circumstances, and from the variety of

the substances extracted from the body

through the medium of the kidneys the

urinary system may be regarded as the

emunc tory of the entire animal economy.

in which we meet with every principle and

constituent that analysis has discovered

forming the solidB and fluids of the body.

A knowledge of the urine in health, and of

the variations to which it is subject in dis

ease, is of the utmost importance to the

medical practitioner, as the different ap

pearances of this fluid indicate not merely

the state of the urinary system, but the

changes which have taken place in other

parts of the animal economy. It varies even

in its healthy state according to age. drink,

food, medicines, the time of the year, the

muscular motion of the body, ami the affec

tions of the mind.

Urine t (u'rin), v.L To discharge urine ; to

urinate.

No oviparous animals which spawn or lay ■!'.:-. do

urwtt, except the tortoise. Sir T. hron-ue.

UrlnlferoUB (u-ri-nif'cr-us), a. [L. urina,

urine. and />ro, to bear.] Conveying urine.

' UriniferuuM tul»es or ducts.' Dunglison.

Uriniparous (u-ri-nip'a-rus), a. [L. urina,

urine, and jtario, to produce.] In phvsiol,

producing or preparing urine; specitU-iilly,

npptied to certain tubes with this fuuctiou

in the cortical portion of the kidney.

Urlno-genltal (u'ri-n6-jen"it-al), a. Same

as Urogenital.

Urlnometer (u-rf-nom'et-er). n. [L. urina,

urine, and Or. matron, measure ] An in

strument forascertaining the specific gravity

of urine. It is constructed upon the prin

ciple of the common hydrometer.

Urinous, Urinose (u'rin-us. u'rin-os), a.

Pertaining to urine, or partaking of its qua

lities. ' Urbiose particles.' Ray,

Urle <erl), u. In her. Bame as Orle.

Urn (ern), n. [L. urna, from uro, to burn,

as being made of burned clay J 1. A kind

of vase : a term, like many other names of

vessels, somewhat loosely applied. 'A ves-

sell that men clepeth an urne, of gold.'

Chaucer. Specifically, (a) a rather large

vessel with a foot or pedestal, and a stop

cock, employed to keep hot water at the

tea-table, commonly called a tea-urn. 'The

habhling and loud-hissing urn.' Cowper.

(b) A vessel in which the ashes of the dead

were formerly kept; a cinerary uru. See

Cinerary. Hencta—2. A place of burial; a

grave. [Rare]

The most noble come that ever her.iM

Did follow to his urn. Shak.

3 A Roman measure for liquids, containing

about 3 giillons One urn was four times

the eongius and half the amphora. —4. In

but. the hollow vessel in which the spores

of mosses are lodged; the Bpore-case; the

theca

Unit (era), v.t. To Inclose in an uru, or as

in an urn.

When horror unirervil ihall descend,

And heaven's dark concave urn all human raee.

Urnal (er'nal). a. Belonging to, resembling,

or by means of an urn. ' ITmat interment'

Sir T. ttnnvtie.

Urnful (ern'ful), n. As much as an urn will

hold; enough to till an urn.

Urocyon (ii-ros'i-on), n. Same as Cerdocyon.

Urodela (u-ro-de'Ia), n. pi. [(Jr. oura, a tail,

and tit-lux, evident. ] The tailed amphibians,

an order of amphibian vertebrates in which

the larval tail is always retained in the

adult, the body being elongated x>osteriorly

into the tail. The skin is naked and desti

tute of any exo-skeleton. There are two sec

tions, the Perennibranchiate Urodela, in

which the gills are retained through life, as

In proteuB, siren, &c ; and the Caduci-

branchiate, in which the gills disappear at

maturity, as in the newts and the wilanian-

ders. The axolotl. though generally jierenni-

branchiate, appears sometimes to becaduci-

brauchiate. See Tchthvomuri'HA.

Urodele (u'ro-delX « aud a. One of, or per

taining to, tlie Urodela.

Urogenital (u-ro-jen'it-al), a. Of or per

taining to the urinary audgenitalapparatus;

as, the urogenital organs. Dunglison.

Urology, Uronology (u-rol'o-ji, u-ro-nol'o-

ji), n. [(Jr. ouron, urine, and logos, dis

course, description.] That branch of medi

cine which treats of urine. Dunglison.

Uromastlx (u-ro-mas'tiks), n. [Or. pure, a

tail, and inastix, a whip.] A genus of Liz

ards belonging to the Iguana group, and so

called from the long tail. The species are

distinguished from other members of the

group by all the body-scales being smalt,

uniform, and smootli ; while those of tlie

upper surface of the tail are large and spin

ous. There are none underneath the tail.

Uroplanla (u-ro-pliYni-a), n. [Or. ouron,

urine, and planao. to wander.] In j/athol.

erratic urine, au affection in which the urine

is conveyed to various parts of the body.

UrOBCOpy (u-ros'ko-pi), n. [Or. onrow, urine,

and xh-ojHd, to view.] The judgment of dis

eases by inspection of the urine.

Uroz (ii'roks), n. Same as Aurocfm. (Rare]

Urry (urT), n. IComp. Gael, uirlach, mould.

dust.] A sort of blue or black clay, lying

near a vein of coal. Mortimer. [Local. J

Ursa (or'sa), u. [L. , a she-bear, a constel

lation. ] A name of two constellations.

Urna Major, the Great Bear, is one of the

most conspicuous of the northern constel

lations, situated near the pole. It is re

markable from its well known seven stars,

Constellation of Ursa Major.

by two of which, called the pointers, the

pole-star is always readily found. These

seven stars are popularly called the Wagon,

Charles's Wain, or the Plough. Uraa Minor,

the Little Bear, is the constellation which

contains the pole-star. This constellation

has seven stars placed together in a manner

very much resembling those in Ursa Major,

the pole-star being placed in the corner of

the triangle which is farthest from the

quadrangle.

Ureal (ersal), n. Same as Ursine Seat, or

Sea-bear.

Ursidse (er'si-de), n pi. A family of planti

grade carnivorous animals, of which the bear

is the type. Besides their plantigrade walk

the UrsuUs are characterized by Blinders

less or more tuberculated, claws fitted for

digging, aud generally by a short tail. They

are carnivorous and frugivorous.

Uraiform (er'si-fonn). a. [L. untie, a bear.

and forma, form.] Having the shape of a

bear.

Ursine (er'sin), a. [X. ursinus] Pertaining

toorresemhlingabear. — Ursine howler, the

Mycete» ursinus. See Howler. — Ursine

seal (Otarxa ursina or Arctocephalus ursin

us), one of the otaries or eared seals, a native

of the Is'orth Pacific, about 8 feet long.

Called also Ursine Otary and Sea-bear.

Urson (er'son), n. A North American rodent

quadruped, JCrethizondorsatum. See Caw-

quaw.

Ursuline (er*su-lin). a. Applied to an order

of nuns founded by St. Angela Merici at

Brescia in the early part of the Bixteenth

century. They took their name from St.

Ursula, a celebrated saint and martyr of

the Roman calendar. They devote them

selves to the succour of poverty and aicfc-

ness, and the education of female children

Ursuline (tVsu-Hn), n, A nun of the order

of St. Ursula. See the adjective.

Ursus (or'sus), «. [L ] The bear; a genus of

plantigrade carnivorous mammals, found in

various parts of the world. See Beak

Urtica (er-ti'kaX n. [L, the nettle, from

uro, to burn.] A genus of plants, uat order

Vrtieaceae, mostly erect and herbaceous v..

their habit, covered with stinging hairs,

having opposite leaves, and monoecious or

dioecious (lowers in axillary clusters or

spikes, and known under the common name

of nettle. The effects of the verminous

sting of the common nettle are well known.

Some Indian species, as U. hetempkylla.

crenulata, and stimulant, are particularly

powerful in this respect. The most impor

tant species is U. tenacissima, now more

commonly called Boehmeria tenacU*in*a,

which abounds in ligneous fibre, ami may

be converted into very strong cordage. See

Nettle, Boehmeria, Ruea-fibkk.

Urticace8e(ei-'ti-ka"see), n.pi. Anat-order

of exogenous trees, herbs, aud ahrutts. In

an extended sense the order includes, the

Uliiiea*. or elm family; the Artocarpcse, or

bread-fruit family; aud the Cannabineae, or

hemp family. But the order is more fre

quently confined to the I rticeaj, or nettle

family. The juice of the restricted order av

watery, not milky; tin: wood in the arbore

ous or shrubby species, which are all tropi

cal, is soft and light. The fibre of the

"i some is valuable. (See Urtica.) It is in

the restricted Urticacea: that speciescovend

with stinging hairs are found

Urticaceous (er-ti ka'shus), a. In bat of or

pertaining to the Urticacea;.

Urtlcal (er'ti-kal), a. [See above.) In bU.

of or belonging to the nettles ; allied to the

nettles. Lindley.

Urticaria (er-ti-ka'ri-a). n. [L. urtiea. a

nettle] In pathol. the nettle-rash; nredo

Urtlcatlng (tVti-kat-ing), p. and a Sting

ing like a nettle; pertaining to urticatioo.

— Uriicating cells, in z»n>l. the thread-cella,

or cnida'. of many of the Coslenterata,where

by they possess the power of stinging.

Urtication (er-ti-ka'alion). n. [L urtica. a.

nettle. ] The Btiugiug of nettles or a similar

stinging; the whipping of a beuiuubed or

paralytic limb with nettles, in order to re

store its feeling.

Urubu (M-ro'bu). **. The native name of an

American vulture, the Catharista lota

(black vulture or zopilote), very nearly allied

to the turkey-buzzard, which it closely re*

sembles. It iB very voracious, and when in

search of prey soars to a vast height, so aa

to lie nearly or quite invisible. It is com

mon in the villages and towns of the Southern

States, acting as a scavenger.

Urus (u'rus), n. [L] The mountain bull or

Ban Urus, which ran wild in Gaul at the

period of the Roman mvasion. It ii gener

ally conceded that the animal described \ry

Ca-sar was the wild ox such as still eaista

at Chillingham in Northumberland and

Hamilton in Lanarkshire, or possibly the

aurochs (which see).

Urushl (u-rb'shi), n. The Japanese name

of the varnish or lacquer tree, BJtu* iv rwx

or rernieUtra.

Urvant, Urved (erVant. erVed), a. In Arr

turned or bowed upwards.

Us (us), pron, [A. Sox da, us, ace, also 6*,

to us, dat. ; Goth, unsis, uru. G. iuu. ua

Iu A. Sax the u has as usual disappeared

before «, leaving the vowel long. Us 1»

regarded as ultimately from the pronominal

radicles masma— ma, the first personal

pronoun, seen in me, and «rna = he. that,

this ; us, therefore = 1 + he. The change-*

would be tnasma, inasm, man* (hy :■■■:.»-

thesis), muns, uns.] I The objective or ac

cusative cose of uv ; as, ' Lead us not into

temptation.' Mat vt 13.

The Lord made not this covenant with our (-.••.•-■,.

but with us. evco tu. who axe all of tu here atnr

tliis day. Dcut ». 5.

2. The dative of we, used after certain verbs;

as, ' Give us this day our daily bread * (w litre

bread is the accusative or direct objt-cu

Mat. vi. U.

Usable (iiz'a-hlX a. Capable of being used

Usage (uz'aj), n [Fr usage, from tutr, to

use. See Use, n, and at] 1 The mode of

using or treating: treatment; an action or

series of actions performed by one peraun

toward another, or which directly alter r

him; as, good usage; ill usage; hard '**-■»

' This most cruel usage of your queen ' Shut

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, 8c. abune; ft 8c fry
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2. Long continued use or practice; custom

ary way of acting; custom; practice; as, ac

cording to the ancient usage of parliament.

Of things once received and confirmed by use, long

usage is a law sufficient. Hooker.

Usage signifies—(i) the custom of a locality; (2)

the custom of merchants; {3} the customs of parti
cular trades. Mozlty &• Whitely.

3. Established or common mode of employ

ing some particular word; current locution.

4.t Manners; behaviour; conduct. Spenser.

TJBagert(uz/aj-er),n. [Fr. wager.] One who

has the use of anything in trust fur another.

Daniel.

Usance (uz'ans), n. [Fr. usance, from user,

to use.] l.t L'se; usage; employment

By this discriminative usance or sanetification of

things sacred, the name of God is honoured and

sanctified. Joseph Medt.

2. t Usury ; interest paid for the loon of

money.

He lends out money gratis, and brings down the

rate of usance. ShaJt.

3. The time which in certain countries is

allowed by custom or usage for the payment

of bills of exchange drawn on these coun

tries. The length of the usance varies in

different places from fourteen days to one,

two, or even three mouths after the date

of the bill, and the bill may be drawn at

usance, half usance, double usance, &c.

But bills are now commonly drawn at bo

long alter date or after sight

TJaant, ppr. [O.Fr] Using; accustomed.

Chaucer.

Usbeg, Usbeck (us'beg, ue'bek), n, A mem

ber of a Turkish or Tartar tribe scattered

over Turkestan in Central Asia.

Use (us), n. [O.Fr. us, use; partly no doubt

also from the verb to use, partly from L.

tutu, use, a using, constant use or practice,

service, benefit, need, want, necessity; ueus

et fructus, the use and enjoyment of pro

perty; from utor, usus, to use. See the verb.]

1. The act of employing anything, or the

state of being employed; employment; ap

plication; conversion to a purpose, especi

ally to a profitable purpose; as, the use of a

pen in writing; the use of books in study;

this spade is not in use.

Books can never teach the use of books. Bacon.

The fat of the beast that dicth of itself . . . may

be used in any other use. Lev. rii. 24.

I know not what use to put her to. SAat.

Often in the phrase to make use of that is,

to put in use; to use or employ. ' Make use

of time.' Shak.~-2. The quality that makes

a thing proper for a purpose; usefulness;

utility; service; convenience; help; profit;

as, the value of a thing is to be estimated

by its use; he is of no use to me.

Cod made two great lights, great for their use

To man. Milton.

You shew us Rome was glorious, not profuse.

And pompous buildings once were things of use.

Pope.

3. Xeed for employing; occasion to employ;

necessity ; exigency ; need ; as, I have no

further use for this book. ' I have use for

It' Shak.

This will secure a father to my child,

That done 1 have no further use for life. Philips.

More figures in a picture than are necessary, our

authors call figures to be let; because the picture

has no use for them. Dryden.

4. Continued or repeated practice or em

ployment; custom; wont; usage.

How km doth breed a habit in a man. Shak.

How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable

Seem to me all the uses of this world. Shah.

It is not Arthur's use to hunt by moonlight.

Tennyson.

6. Common occurrence; ordinary experi

ence. [Rare. )

The noi->e of battle hurtled in the air.

Horses did neigh and dying men did groan

And ghosts did shriek and squeal about the streets.

O Carsar ! these things are beyond all use,

And I do fear them. . Shah.

6. t Interest for money.

Thou art more obliged to pay duty and tribute,

use and principal, to him. \fer. Taylor.

I am become a mere usurer, and want to make use

upon use. Richardson.

7. The practical application of doctrines; a

terra particularly affected by the Puritans,

and consequently ridiculed by the drama

tists. Karen.

He hath begun three draughts of sack in doctrines,

And four in uses. B. jonso/t.

8. A liturgical form of service set forth by

a bishop for use in his diocese, as the Sarum

use compiled by the Bishop of Salisbury

about 1080.—9. In law, the benefit or profit
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of lands and tenements that are In the pos

session of another who simply holds them

for a beneficiary. He to whose use or bene

fit the trust is intended, enjoys the profits,

and is called cestui que use. Since the

Statute of Uses the use of an estate involves

the legal ownership, and the term trust is

now commonly used to denote the kind of

estate formerly signified by use. (See Trcst,

11, ■'».'! All modern conveyances are directly

or indirectly founded on the doctrine of t<- s

and trusts, which has been deemed the

most intricate part of the property law of

England. Uses only apply to land of in

heritance; no use can subsist of lease

holds.— Statute of uses, the stat. 27 Henry

VIII. x (1536), which transfers uses into

possession, or which unites the use and

possession. — Executed use, one to which

the statute applies by annexing it to the

legal ownership. —Springing use,one limited

to arise on a future event, where no pre

ceding use is limited.—Future or contingent

use, one limited to a person not ascertained,

or upon an uncertain event, but without

derogation of a use previously limited.—

Resulting use. See under Result, t>.t\ —

Secondary or shifting use, is that which,

though executed, may change from one to

another by circumstances.— Use and occu

pation, the form of words usual in pleadings

in an action for rent against a person who

has held and enjoyed lands not under a

written deed.—In use, (a) in employment;

as, the book is now iu use. (b) In custom

ary practice or observance; as, such words,

rites, and ceremonies have long been in use.

—Use and wont, the common or customary

practice, 'slake one wreath more for use

and wont.' Tennyson.

US© (uz), v.t pret * pp. ward; ppr. using.

[Fr. user, from a L.L. usare, to use, from

usus, pp. of L. utor, to use. Of similar

origin are usual, utility, utensil, usury, in-

utue,&c] 1. To employ or make use of; (a)

to handle, hold, or move for some purpose;

to avail one's self of; to act with or by

means of; as, to use a plough; to use a chair;

to use a book.

They . . . could use both the right hand and the

left in hurling stones. 1 Chr. xii. a.

Lancelot Gobbo, use your legs. Shak.

Some other means I have, which may be used.

Milton.

(b) To expend, consume, or exhaust by em

ployment; as, to use Hour for food; to use

beer for drink; to use water for irrigation,

or for turning the wheel of a mill. ' Instant

occasion to use fifty talents.' Shak. (c) To

practise or employ, in a very general way;

to do, exercise, die. ; as, ' to buy and pay and

use good dealing;' 'they cannot use such

vigilance;' 'you use this dalliance;' 'what

treachery was used. ' Shak.

And use thou all the endeavour of a man

In speed to Padua. Shah.

(d) To practise customarily; to make a prac

tice of.

Use hospitality doc to another. 1 Pet fr. 9.

2. To act or behave towards ; to treat; as,

to use one well or ill; to use people with

kindness and civility; to use a beast with

cruelty. ' Cato has us'd me ill.' Addison.

3. To accustom; to habituate; to render fa

miliar by practice; to inure; as, to use one's

self to cold and hunger: most common in

past participle ; as, soldiers used to hard

ships and danger. ' Used to the yoke.' Mil

ton.—t. To frequent; to visit often or habi

tually.

' I was better off once, sir.' he did not fail to tell

everybody who 'used the room.' Thackeray.

fit To comport; to behave; to demean: used

reflexively. * If I have used myself unman

nerly.' Shak.—To use up, (a) to consume

entirely by using; to use the whole of; as,

the iron was all used up. (b) To exhaust, as

a person's means or strength; to wear out;

to leave no force or capacity in; as, the man

is completely used up. [Slang. ]

Use (uz), v.i. 1. To be accustomed; to prac

tise customarily; to be in the habit; as, I

used to go there regularly.

They use to place him that shall be their captain

upon a stone always reserved for that purpose.

Spenter.

2. To be wont; to be customarily. "Fears

use to be represented in such an imaginary

fashion.' Bacon.—3.t To be accustomed to

go; to frequent; to inhabit ' Where never

foot did use.' Spenser. 'Snakes that use

within the house.' May.

Useful (us'fnl), a. Full of use, advantage,

or profit; valuable for use; Buited or adapted

USQUEBAUGH

to the purpose; producing or having power

to produce good; beneficial; profitable; as,

vessels and instruments useful in a family;

books useful tor improvement; usefulknow-

ledge; useful arts.
Now blind, dishearten'd, sham'd, dishonoured, quell'd.

To what can 1 be useful I Milton.

Usefully (us'ful-li), a dr. In a useful man

ner; profitably; beneficially; in such a man

ner as to produce or advance some end; as,

instruments or time usefully employed.

Usefulness (us'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being useful; conduciveneBS to

some end; as, the usefulness of canal navi

gation; the usefulness of machinery in

manufactures. Addison.

Useless (us'Ies), a. Having no use; unser

viceable ; producing no good end; answer

ing no valuable purpose; not advancing the

end proposed; as, a useless garment; useless

pity.

Where none admire, 'tis useless to excel.

Ld. Lyttetton.

Used adverbially in following extract.

Like still-pining Tantalus he sits.

And useless barns the harvest of his wits. Sluth.

Uselessly (usles-li), adv. In a useless man

ner; without profit or advantage. Locke.

Uselessness (usles-nes), u. The state or

quality of being useless; unserviceableness;

unfitness for any valuable purpose or for

the purpose intended; as, the uselessness of

certain studies.

User (uz'er), n. One who useB, treats, or

occupies. Shak.

Ushas, Ushasa (u'shas, u-sha'sa), n. [From

Skr. u*h, to shine; cog. Gr. Heds, L. Aurora,

the dawn, the goddess of dawn See Aurora, j

In Bind. myth, one of the ancient elemental

divinities, the goddess of dawn. In the

Vedic hymns she is represented as a young

wife awakening her children and giving

them new strength for the toils of the com

ing day. She became also the goddess of

wisdom.

Usher (ush'er), n. [O.Fr. ussier, uissier,

hussier, Fr. huissier, a door-keeper, from

huis, O.Fr. uis, huts, from L. ostium, a door,

so that usher— 1± ostiarius.] 1. Properly an

officer or servantwho has the care of the door

of a court, hall, chamber, or the like; hence,

an officer whose business is to introduce

st rangers or to walk before a person of rank.

In the royal household of Britain there are

four gentlemen ushers of the privy chamber.

—Gentleman usher of the black rod, an officer

of the order of the Garter.who usually unites

this office with that of the first gentleman

usher at court, in which capacity he is one

of the chief officers in the House of Lords.

See BLACK-ROD.— Usher of the green rod, an

officer of the order of the Thistle, who at

tends on the sovereign and knights as

sembled in chapter. There are also ushers

doing similar duties in the order of St. Pat

rick, the order of the Bath, Ac. —2. An

under teacher or assistant to a schoolmaster

or principal teacher, so denominated pro

bably because he is intrusted with the

junior classes, and introduces them to the

higher branches of learning.

Usher (ush'er), v.t. To act as an usher to

wards; to attend on in the manner of an

usher; to introduce, as forerunner or har

binger: generally followed by in, forth, Ac

'That full star that ushers in the even.'

Shak.

No sun shall ever usherforth mine honours. Shak.

In the ascending scale

Of heaven the stars that usher evening rose.

Milton.

Usherancet (ush'er-ans), n. Introduction.

Shaftesbury.

Usherdom (ush'er-dum), n. The functions

or power of ushers; ushers collectively.

Quart. Rev. [Rare]

Ushership (ush'er-ship), n. Office of an

usher.

Usnea (us'ne-a), n. A genus of lichens be

longing to the order Parmeliacesc and the

typical genus of the division Usneacei. The

species are branched and filiform in their

structure, growing on rocks and trunks of

trees, whence they are often called tree-moss

or tree-hair. Some of the southern species,

as U. melaxantha, are magnificent.

Usquebaugh (us'kwe-ba), n. [Ir. and Gael.

uisge-beatha, whisky, lit. water of life, like

Fr. eau de vie, brandy—uisge, water, and

bcatha, life. Whisky is another form of this

word.] 1. Whisky.

Wi'tippenny we fear nae evil,

Wi' usqnebae we'll face the devil. Burns.

2. A strong compound cordial, made in Ire

land of brandy or other spirits, raisins.

ch, cAaiu; oh. Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TB, then; th, thin: w, trig; wh, whig; zh. azure—See KEY.
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cinnamon, cloves, and other ingredients.

Brande & Cox.

Usaelf* fus'self). pron. Ourselves. Wieklife.
UfftUaglnel (usJti-la-jin"e-i), n. pi. A sec- J

lion offungi, nat order Puccinacei, in which

• the protospores are not disposed in orbital

or elliptic sori, bat form irregular dusty

masses. The genua Ustilago, or smut, is the

type See Smct.

Ustilago (ua-ti-la'gd), n. [L. ustilago, from

uro, ustum, to burn.] A genua of fungi;

smut See Smct.

Ustton (ust'shon). n. [Fr. usticn, L. tutio,

from uro, ustum, to burn.] The act of burn

ing: the state of being burned. [So given

by Dr. Johnson, without an example.)

UstorioUS(us-to'ri-us), a. [See above ] Hav

ing the quality of burning Watts.

Ustulate (us'tu-lat), a. [L. uMulatus, pp.

of ustulo, dim. of uro, ustum, to burn.) In

hot. blackened as if burned.

UBtalatlon (us-tu-U'shon), n. [L. ustulatus.

Hee I'sttlate.] 1. The act of burning or

searing. ' Siedging and ustulation such as

rapid afflictions do cause.' Sir W. Petty.—

2. In metal, the operation of expelling one

substance from another by heat, as sulphur

and arsenic from ores, in a muffle.—3. In

phar. (a) the roasting or drying of moist

substances so as to prepare them for pul

verizing <6) The burning of wine.—4. t Ar

dent lustful passion; concupiscence. [The

reference in the quotation is to 1 Cor. vii. 9.]

It is not certain that they took the better part

when they chose ustulation before marriage, ex

pressly against the apostle. Jtr. Taylor.

Usual (u'zhu-al), a [L. usual'is. Ft. usuel.

See Use.] In common use; such as occurs

in ordinary practice or in the ordinary

course of events; customary; habitual; com

mon; frequent; ordinary.

All glory arrogate, to God give none.

Rather accuse him under usual names.

Fortune and Fate. Milton.

Consultation with oracles was formerly a thing

very usual. Hooker.

Usually (u'zhu-al-li), adv. According to

what Is usual or customary ; commonly;

customarily; ordinarily.

Thou hist men about thee that usually talk of a

noun and a verb. SJuik.

Usualness (u'zhu-al-nes), n. The state or

quality of being usual ; commonness; fre

quency.

Almost every thing, as well what we call natural,

as what we call supernatural, is in this sense really

miraculous: and 'tis only usualness or unusualness

thai makes the distinction. Clarke.

Usucaption (G-zu-kap'shon), n. [L. usu-

eavio. usucupionis—usus, use, and capio, to

take.] In civil law, the acquisition of the

title or right to property by the uninter

rupted and undisputed possession of it for

a certain term prescribed by law: equivalent

to prescription in the common law.

Usufruct (u'zu-frukt), n. [L. usufructus—

usus, use, and fructus, fruit or enjoyment.]

In law, the temporary use and enjoyment

of lands or tenements, or the right of re

ceiving the fruits and profits of lands or

other thing without having the right to

alienate or change the property.

The persons receiving the same have only the

usufruct thereof, and not any fee or inheritance

therein. Ayliffe.

Usufructuary (u-zu-fruk'tu-a-ri), n. A per

son who has the usufruct or use and enjoy

ment of property for a time without having

the title or property. Ayliffe.

Usufructuary (u-zu-fnuYtu-a-ri), a. Of or

relating to usufruct; of the nature of a usu

fruct. Coleridge.

Usurarious t (u-zhu-ra'ri-uB), a. Usurious.

' Usurarious contracts.' Jer. Taylor.

Usurer (u'zhur-er), n. [From O.E. usure,

usury. See Usury) 1. Formerly, any person

who lent money and took interest for it.

There may be no commutative injustice, while

each retains a mutual benefit, the usurer for his

money, the borrower for his industry. Sir J. Child.

2. One who lends money at an exorbitant

rate of interest; a money-lender who exacts

excessive or inordinate interest See Usury.

[This is its present usage. ]

Usuiingt (u'zhur-ing), a. Practising usury;

usurious.

See if there be any such tiger or wolf, as an enemy,

as an usurtng oppressor. hfi. Hall.

Usurious (u-zhu'rius), a. 1. Practising

usury; taking exorbitant Interest for the

use of money. ' Usurious cannibals.' B.

Jon»on.—2. Pertaining to or partaking of

usury; acquired by usury. 'Enemies to

i^hj*-

interest . . . holding any mcreaae of money

to be indefensibly usurious.' Blaekstone.

Usurioualy (u-zhu'ri-us-li), adv. In a usuri

ous manner.

Usuriousiiess(u-zhu'ri-us-nes),n- The state

or quality of being usurious.

Usurp (u-zerp'), r.(. [Fr. usurper, from L.

UMurpo, usurpatum, from utms, use, and

rapio, to seize. See Use and Rapid.] 1- To

seize and hold possession of, as of some im

portant or dignified place, office, power, or

property, by force or without right; to seize,

appropriate, or assume illegally or wrong

fully; as, to wjrurp a throne; to usurp the

prerogatives of the crown; to usurp power.

' Usurp a name thou ow'st not Shak.

' Usurps the regal title." Shak.

Vice sometimes usurps the place of virtue.

DenJtam.

2.4 To assume in a much wider sense; to

put on; sometimes to counterfeit. Shak.

Usurp (u-zerp'), c.t. To be or act as an

usurper; hence, to commit illegal seizure;

to encroach: with on or upon. ' The parish

churches on which the Presbyterians and

fanatics had usurped.' Evelyn.

And now the Spirits of the Mind

Are busy with poor Peter Bell;

Vfon the rights of visual sense

Usurping, with a prevalence

More terrible than a magic spell.

IVordnctrtk,

Usurpant (u-zerp'ant), a. Inclined or apt

to usurp; guilty of usurping.

Some factious and insolent Presbyters ventured to

be extravagant and usurpant. Bf Gauden.

Usurpation (O-zer-pa'shon), n. 1. The act

of usurping; the act of seizing or occupying

and enjoying the place, power, functions,

or property of another without right; es

pecially, the unlawful occupation of a

throne; as, the usurpation of Bupreme power.

'The usurpation of thy unnatural uncle,

English John.' Shak.

An usurper can never have right on his side, it

being no usurpation but where one is got into the

possession of what another has a right to. Locke.

2. In law, the absolute ouster and dis

possession of the patron of a church, by

presenting a clerk to a vacant benefice, who

is thereupon admitted and instituted ; in

trusion.—3. An encroaching; encroachment:

with on or upon. Z>. Webster.—4. t Use;

usage. Bp. Pearson. [A Latinism.]

Usurpatory (u-zerp'a-to-ri). a. Character

ized or marked by usurpation; usurping.

Usurpature (u-zerp'a-tur), «. The act of

usurping; usurpation. Browning. [Rare]

UBUrper (u-zerp'er). "■ One who usurps:

one who seizes power or property without

right; as, the usurper of a throne, of power,

or of the rights of a patron. 'Sole heir to

the usurper Capet.' Shak.

That an enthusiastic votary of liberty should accept

office under a military usurper seems, no doubt, at

first sight, extraordinary. Ma'cautay.

Usurping (u-zerp'ing), p. and a. Charac

terized by usurpation. 'The worst of tyrants

an usurping crowd.' Pope.

Usurpiugly (u-zerp'ing-li), adv. In a usurp

ing manner; by usurpation; without just

right or claim. Shak.

Usurpresst {u-z6rp'res),n. A female usurper.

Howell.

Usury (u'zhu-ri), n. [O.E. usure, later

usurie, from Fr. usure, L. usura, interest

for money lent, lit. a using, from utort to

use.] l.t Originally, any premium paid, or

stipulated to be paid, for the use of money;

interest.

Thou oughtest therefore to have put my money to

the exchangers, and then, at my coming, I should

have received mine own with usury. Mat. xxv. 37.

2. An excessive or inordinate premium paid

or stipulated to be paid for the use of money

borrowed, —3 The practice of lending money

at interest; the practice of taking interest

for money lent ; or, as the term is now

almost exclusively applied, the practice of

taking exorbitant or excessive interest; the

practice of taking interest in an extortionate

way from the needy or extravagant.

Since there must be borrowing and lending, and

men are so hard of heart as they will not lend freely,

usury must be permitted. Bacon.

I know of but two definitions that can be possibly

given of usury; one is the taking of a greater inter

est than the law allows of: this may ue stiied the

political or legal definition. The other is the taking

of a greater interest than it is usual for men to give

or take: this may be stiied the moral one. Bentham.

Ut (ut), n. The name given to the first or

key note in the musical scale of Guido, from

being the initial word in the Latin hymn

Ut queant laxis, &c. Except among the

French, it has been superseded by do.

Utas, n Same as Utis (which see)

Utensil (u-tensil or u'ten-silX «*- [Fr. vten-

rile, from L. uUntilu, fit for oae, from uxor,

to use 1 An implement: an instrument:

particularly, an instrument or vessel used

in a kitchen, or in domestic and farming

business.

And waggons fraught with utensils of war. Miltcn.

The springs of life their former vigour feel.

Such zeai ne had for that rile utensil. GartM.

Uterine (u'ter-inXa- [Ft. uterin, L. uterinus,

from uterus, the womb] 1. Pertaining to

the womb; as, uterine complaints. —2. Born

of the same mother, but by a different fa

ther; as. a uterine brother or sister. Wood,

Uterogestation (u'ter-6-jes-ta"shon), n.

[Uterus and gestation.] Gestation in the

womb from conception to birth.

Uterus (u'ter-uaX «• [X-J The womb.

Utgard (ut'gard), n. [IceL, lit. 'oat-yard.*]

InSeand myth, the name given to the circle

of rocks bounding the ocean which encom

passes the world. It is the abode of the

giants.

Utile t (u'tHX a- [L utilis, useful, from

utor, to use ] Useful, profitable, or bene

ficial Levins (1570).

Utilitarian (u-til'i-ta"ri-an), a. [From

utility.] Consisting in or pertaining to util

ity: pertaining to utilitarianism. See ex

tract

It was in the winter of 1833-15 tnat I formed the

plan of a Uttle society, to be composed of young men

agreeing in fundamental principles—acknowledging

Ltihtj as their standard to ethics and politics, and a

certain number of the principal corollaries drawn

front it in the philosophy (Benthamism) I had ac

cepted—and meeting once a fortnight to read essays

and discuss questions conformably to the premises

thus agreed on. The fact would hardly be worth

mentioning, but for the circumstance that the name

I gave to the society I had planned was the Utili

tarian Society. It was the first time that any one

had taken the title of utilitarian; and the term made

its way into the language from this humble source.

I did not invent the word, but found it in one of

Gait's Novels, The Annals cf the Parish, in which

the Scotch clergyman, of whom the book is a sup

posed autobiography, is represented as warning his

parishioners not to leave the gospel and betome

utilitarians. With a boy's fondness for a name and

a banner I seized on the word, and for some years

called myself and others by it as a sectarian appel

lation; and it came to be occasionally used by some

others holding the opinions which it was intended to

designate. J. S. Mil/.

Utilitarian (u-tu"i-ta"ri-an), n. One who

holds the doctrine of utilitarianism.

The utilitarians are for merging all the particular

virtues into one, ami would substitute in their pUce

the greatest usefulness, as the alone principle to

which every question respecting the morality of ac

tions should be referred. £>r. Chalmers.

See also extract under the adjective.

Utilitarianism (u-tiri-ta"ri-an-ism), n.

1. The doctrine that the greatest happiness

of the greatest number should be the end

and aim of all Bocial and political institu

tions. Bentham.—2. The doctrine that vir

tue is founded on utility, or that utility is

the sole standard of morality, so that ac

tions are right because they are useful; the

doctrine, in the words of one of its chief

exponents, 'which holds that actions are

right in proportion as they tend to promote

happiness, wrong as they tend to produce

the reverse of happiness.' J. S. Mill.

Utility (u-til'i-ti), n. [Fr. utMU, L. utUitas,

from utilis, useful, from utor, to use.] The

state or quality of being useful; usefulness;

the state of being serviceable or conducive

to some desirable or valuable end; as, the

utility of manures upon land; the utility of

the sciences; the utility of medicines.

What we produce, or desire to produce, is always,

as M. Say rightly terms it, an utility, labour i* not

creative of oojects but of utilities. jF S. Mill.

Utilization (u'til-iz-a"shon), n. The act of

utilizing or turning to account.

Utilize (u'til-iz), v.t. [Ft. utiliser, from

utile, useful.] To turn to profitable account

or use ; to make useful ; as, to utilise a

stream for driving machinery.

In the Edinburgh Rezirw for i&>o . . . exception

is taken to . . . utilise. . . . Utilise, a word both

useful and readily intelligible, was very slow in be

coming naturalized. Fitseduard Hall.

Uti possidetis (u'tl pos-si-de'tisV [L., as

you possess.] 1. An interdict of the civil

law as to heritage, ultimately assimilated to

the interdict utrubi, as to movables, where

by the colourable possession of a bona fide

possessor is continued until the final settle

ment of a contested right. —2. In inter-

national law, the basis or principle of a

treaty which leaves belligerent parties in

possession of what they have acquired by

their arms during the war.

,
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(Jtis.t Utast (u'tis, u'tas), n. (Norm. utes,

utas. ute, the eighth, tit, eight; O.Fr. oit,

Moil. Fr. huit, eight; from L. octo, eight]

1. The octave of a legal term or of any fes

tival; the space of eight days after it; also,

the festival itself. 'The utas of Saynte

Hilary.' Bolinshed.—2. Bustle; stir; unre

strained jollity or festivity.

Then here will be old utis; it will be an excellent

stratagem. Shak.

Utlary\t UUawryt (utta-ri), n. Outlawry.

'Actions where process of utlary lieth.'

Camden,

Utlegation t (ut-le-ga'shon), n. The act of

outlawing; outlawry. Hudibras.

Utmost (ut'm6st), a. [A. Sax. turned, utter

most, to the furthest point or extremity, a

double superlative, being from ute ma,which

itself is a superlative, and -est, also a super

lative termination; similarly aftermost.

Outmost is another form.] 1. Being at the

furthest point or extremity; farthest out;

most distant; extreme. ' The utmost limits

of the land.' Dryden. ' Autibes, which is

the utmost town in France.' Evelyn. 'The

utmost headland of the coast/ Cowper.—

2. Being in the greatest or highest degree ;

as, the utmost assiduity; the utmost har

mony; the utmost misery or happiness. ' Ut

most peril.' Shak.—It is often used sub

stantively preceded by the, by a possessive

noun or pronoun, or other word of a like

limiting force, to signify the most that can

be; the greatest power, degree, or effort; as,

he has done his utmost; try your utmost.

I will be free

Even to the utmost as I please in words. Shak.

Utopia (u-to'pi-a), n. [Lit the land of No

place, from Or. ou, not, and topos, a place.]

1. A term invented by Sir Thomas More,

and applied by him to an imaginary island

which he represents in his celebrated work

(called also Utopia) as enjoying the utmost

perfection in laws, politics, Ac, as con

tracted with the defects of those which then

existed. Hence—2. A place or state of ideal

perfection.

Utopian (u-to'pi-an), a. Of or pertaining

to or resembling Utopia; founded upon or

Involving imaginary or ideal perfection.

The task is so difficult that I look upon it rather as

an utofium idea. H. S-winburne.

Utopian (u-to'pi-an), n. 1. An inhabitant

of Utopia.— 2. One who forms or favours

schemes founded on an idea of mankind

living in a state of perfect happiness and

virtue; an ardent but impractical political

or social reformer.

Such subtile opinions as few but Utopians are likely

to fall into, we in this climate do not greatly fear.

Hooker.

Utopianiser (u-t6'pi-an-Iz-er), n. Same as

Utopian, n. 2. Southey. [Rare.]

Utoplanism (u-td'pi-an-izm), n. The char

acteristic views or bent of mind of a Utopian ;

ideas founded on or relating to ideal social

perfectibility.

Utopicalt (u-top'Ik-al), o. Utopian.

Let no idle Donatist of Amsterdam dream hence

of an utopical perfection. Bp. Halt.

Utraquist (u'tra-kwist).n. SeeCALiXTiNKS.

Utricle (u'tri-kl), n. [L. utrieulus, dim. of

uier, utris, a bag or bottle of hide or skin]

Lit. a little bag or reservoir ; a cell to con

tain any fluid; specifically, (aj in physiol. a

microscopic cell in an animal or vegetable

structure. (6) In bot. a seed-vessel consist

ing of a very thin loose pericarp, inclosing a

single seed; any thin bottle-like or bladder

like body; the two confluent glumes of Carex.

—Internal or primordial utricle, a layer of

a dense mucilaginous consistence, applfed

intimately to the inner surface of the cell

wall in young cells of plants.

Utricular (u-trik'u-ler), o. 1. Containing

utricles; furnished with utricules or gland

ular vessels like small bags, as sundry plants.

2. Resembling a utricle or bag; specifically,

in cAem. a term applied to the condition of

certain substances, as sulphur, the vapour

of which, on coming in contact with cold

bodies, condenses in the form of globules,

composed of a soft external pellicle filled

with liquid.

Utricularia (u.trik'u-la"ri-aX n. [1. utrie

ulus, a little bladder — from the small

inflated appendages of the roots. ] A genus

of aquatic plants, nat. order Lentibulacese.

It is distinguished by the calyx having two

equal lobes, a personate spurred corolla, a

two-lipped stigma, a globose capsule of one

cell, and several seeds fixed to a central

receptacle. About 120 species have been

described, three or four of which are na

tives of Great Britain, and known by the

common name of bladder-wort. They grow

in ditches and pools. The metamorphosed

leaves attached to the roots are often fur

nished with little bladders, by means of

which the plant is supported in the water.

Utriculate (u-trik'u-lat), a. Utricular.

Utricullform (u-trik'u-li-form), a. In bot.

having the shape of a bottle; utricular.

Utriculoid (u-trik'u-loid), a. Shaped like a

bladder; utricular.

Utriculose (u-trik'u-los), a. Same as Utric

ular, 1.

Utrieulus (u-trik'u-lus), n. In bot. see

Utricle.

Utter (ut'ter), a. [A. Sax. u tor, uttra, compar.

of ut, out. Outer is the same word. See

Out, Utmost.] l.t Being on the exterior

or outside; outer. 'By him a shirt and

utter mantle laid.' Chapman.

To the Bridges utter gate I came. Spenser.

2. t Situated at or beyond the limits of some

thing; remote from some centre; outside of

any place or space. 'Through utter and

through middle darkness borne.' Milton.

Pursue these sons of darkness ; drive them out

From all heaven's bounds unto the utter deep.

Milton.

[Comp. the 'outer darkness 'of Mat. viii. 12.]

3. Complete; total; entire; perfect. ' Utter

ruin.' Shak. ' Utter strangers.' Atterbury.

He to whom she told her sins, or what

Her all but utter whiteness held for sin,

Spake often with her of the Holy Grail. Tennyson.

4. Peremptory; absolute; unconditional; un

qualified. ' Utter refusal' Clarendon.—

Utter barrister. See Barrister.

Utter (ut'ter), v.t. [From the above word;

comp., as also from comparatives, the verbs

to lower, to better.} l.t To put out or forth;

to expel; to emit

How bragly it (the hawthorn) begins to bud.

And utter his tender head. Spenser,

2. To dispose of to the public or in the way

of trade; to put into circulation, as money,

notes, base coin, &c. : now only used in

regard to the latter articles.

Such mortal drugs I have ; but Mantua's law

Is death to any he that utters them. Shak.

They bring it home, anfl utter it commonly by the

name of Newfoundland fish. Abp. Abbot.

The whole country should continue in a resolution

never to receive or utter this fatal coin. Stvift.

3. To give expression to; to disclose; to pub

lish; to pronounce; to speak: sometimes

followed ny forth.

These very words

I've beard him utter to his son-in-law. Shak.

In reason's ear they all rejoice.

And utterforth a glorious voice. Addison.

Utterable (ut'ter-a-bl), a. Capable of being

uttered, pronounced, or expressed.

When his woe became utterable, he . . . called

out, art thou gone so soon? Miss Burney.

Utterance (ut'ter-ans), n. The act of utter

ing; as, (a) a putting forth; disposal by

sale or otherwise ; circulation. 'Victuals

and many necessities . . . sure of utterance.'

Bacon, (b) Emission from the mouth; vocal

expression; manner of speaking; expression;

pronunciation.

They . . . began to speak with other tongues as

the Spirit gave them utterance. Acts ii. 4.

Many a man thinks admirably well who has a poor

utterance. Watts.

Utterance t (ut'ter-ans), n. The last or

utmost extremity; the bitter end; death.

This battle was fought so farre forth to the utter-

ance, that, after a wonderful! slaughter on both sides,

when that their swordes and other weapons were

spent, they buckled together with short daggers.

Holinshed.

Come, fate, into the lists.

And champion me, to the utterance. Shak.

[Equivalent to the common French phrase

d outrance, to which the word probably

owes its origin, though the spelling connects

it with utter.}

Utterer (ut'ter-er), n. One who utters; as,

(a) one who puts into circulation; as, an

uttererof base coin. (6) One who pronounces,

speaks, discloses, or publishes. ' Utterers

of secrets.' Spenser.

Uttere»te?t a. Uttermost Chaucer.

Utterless (ut'ter-les), a. That cannot be

uttered or expressed in words; unutterable;

inexpressible. [Rare. ]

He means to load

His tongue with the full weight of utterless thought.

Keats.

Utterly (ut'tfir-li), adv. To the full extent;

fully; perfectly; totally; as, utterly debased;

utterly lost to all sense of shame; it is

utterly vain; utterly out of my power.

'Utterly tired with an employment so con

trary to his humour.' Clarendon.

Uttermost (ut'ter-mdst), a. Extreme ; be

ing in the furthest, greatest, or highe&t

degree; utmost; as, the uttermost extent or

end.

Bereave me not . . .

Thy counsel in this uttermost distress. Milton.

Used also substantively, like utmost = the

most that can be done; the highest, greatest,

or furthest degree or effort; the utmost

power or extent

He is also able to save them to the uttermost.

Hcb. vii. =5.

He cannot have sufficient honour done unto hint;

but the uttermost we can do we must. Hooker.

UttreiLt To utter; to publish. Chaucer.

Uva (u'va), n. [L., a grape.] In tot, a term

applied to such succulent indehiscent fruits

as have a central placenta.— Uca ursi, bear-

berry (Arctostaphylos uva ursi).

UvatO (u'vat), n. [L. uca, a grape.] A con

serve made of grapes. Simmonds.

Uvea (u've-a), n. (L. uva, a grape.] A name

given by some anatomists to the choroid

coat of the eye; by others to the black layer

on the back part of the iris: so called from

resembling a grape skin.

Uveous (u've-us), a. [L. ut?a, a grape.]

1. Resembling a grape or a bunch of grapes.

2. Pertaining to the uvea, or black pigment

on the back part of the iris. 'The uveous

coat, or iris of the eye.' Ray.

Uvron (u'vrou), n. See Euphrok.

Uvula (u'vu-la), n. [L., dim. of uva, a

grape, the uvula.] The

small conical fleshy

substance which pro

jects from the middle

of the soft palate, and

hangs over the root of

the tongue. It is com

posed of the common

integuments of the

mouth and of muscu

lar tissue, by the con

traction of which the

uvula is elevated. It

serves to fill up the

gap which remains be

tween the arches of

the palate, but its ex

act use is undeter

mined. The woodcut

shows a, the uvula;

b, palate; i, soft pa

late; u, posterior arch of ditto; c, tonsils;

x, pharynx ; rf, upper lip ; e, under lip ; t,

tongue; r, framuni lingua?, or bridle of the

tongue; 00, fraenuni of upper and lower lips;

m, molar teeth ; v, bicuspid teeth ; a, ca

nine teeth; z, incisor teeth— Uvula spoon,

a surgical instrument like a spoon, to be held

just under the uvula, for the purpose of con

veying any substance into the cavity behind.

Uvular (u'vu-16r), a. Of or pertaining to

the uvula; as, the uvular glands.

Uvularly (u'vu-ler-li), adv. With thickness

of voice, utterance, or emission, as when

the uvula is too long. 'Number Two

laughed (very uvularly). Pickens.

Uwarowite (u'va-rof-H), n. [After Uwarote,

a Russian savant] Chrome-garnet, an em

erald-green variety of garnet, crystallizing

in rhombic dodecahedrons.

Uxorial (ug-z&'ri-al), a. [See Uxorious]

1. Of or pertaining to a wife or rnarrie<l

woman. ' The beauty of wives, the uxorial

beauty,' Ld. Lytton.—2. Same as Uxorious.

Riccabocca . . . melted into absolute uxorial im-

becility at the sight of that mute distress.

Ld. Lytton.

[Rare in both senses ]

Uxoricide (uk-sor'i-sid), n. [L. uxor, tixorw,

a wife, and eoedot to kill] 1. The murder

of a wife by her husband. — 2. A husband

who murders his wife.

Uxorious (ug-z&'ri-us), a. [L. uxorius, from

uxor, uxons.ti wife.) Excessively or foolishly

fond of a wife; doting on a wife.

Toward his queen he was nothing uxorious, nor

scarce indulgent. Bacon.

Uxoriously (ug-zo'ri-us-li), adv. In an

uxorious manner; with foolish or doting

fondness for a wife.

If thou art thus uxoriously inclin'd

To bear thy bondage with a willing mind.

Prepare thy neck. Dryden.

UxorlOUsneaB (ug-z5'ri-us-nes), n. The

state or quality of being uxorious; connubial

dotage; foolish fondness for a wife.

As of a prince whose manhood was all gone.

And molten down in mere uxoriousness.

Tennyson.

Uzema (u'ze-ma), n. A linear measure in

the Birman Empire; it is about twelve

statute miles.

Interior of the Human

Mouth.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng. sin*r; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See K.KT.
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V.

V, the twenty-second letter of the English

alphabet, representing a labial or labio

dental consonant sound, produced by the

junction of the upper teeth with the lower

up, as in pronouncing ao, et\ ov, vain.

Its sound (which never varies) is accom

panied by the same position of the organs

as that required for/, but v is uttered with

voice, and is therefore called sonant, while

/ is surd, or uttered with breath merely.

Both rand/ are also continuous consonants.

their sound being not checked at once (as

in the case of p, t, Ac), and they also belong

to the class of the spirants. As mentioned

under V. v and u were formerly the Barne

letter, but they have now as distinct uses

as any two letters in the alphabet. The

Roman letter v consonant was probably

pronounced as a tc: thus ver, spring, would

be pronounced wer; vespa, a wasp, icespa.

This letter did not belong to the Anglo-

Saxon alphabet, and its sound is believed to

have been represented by/, but appears to

have occurred only between two vowels(as in

heofon, heaven). At the beginning of words

/regularly kept its own sound, aud this ex

plains how at the present day scarcely any

of the English words that begin with v are

Teutonic (vat, vane, and vixen are excep

tions), though v is common enough iu the

body of words, as in have, leave, live, heaven,

Ac. Almost all English words with initial

v, therefore, are of Romance origin, the

letter having entered our alphabet from the

French. The giving of the v sound to/ also

illustrates the change of consonant in the

plural of such words as thief, thieves, wolf,

wolves, life, lives. In the dialect of Southern

England t> commonly takes the place of /.

Iu spelling this letter is never final (though

its sound often is), nor is it ever doubled.

See also U.—As a numeral, V stands for 5.

—In music, V. S. stands for volta subito,

turn over (the leaf) quickly—In her. V. is

used to express vert or green, in the tricking

or drawing of arms with a pen and ink.

Va (vtt). [It. 1 In music, go on; continue;

arf, va crescendo, go on increasing the

strength of tone; va rallentando, continue

dragging the time.

Vacauce (va'kans), n. [Fr. vacance, vacancy;

in pi. vacations, holidays. The Scotch word

is usually treated as a plural. See Vacant.]

Vacation; recess of a court or school; holi

days, especially harvest or summer holidays.

[Scotch.]

Vacancy (vaTiaii-si), n. [See Vacant.]

1. The quality or state of being vacant,

empty, or unoccupied; emptiness; freedom

from employment; leisure; idleness; list-

lessuess.

All dispositions to idleness or vacancy, even before

they are habits, are dangerous. It'otton.

2. That which is vacant or unoccupied ; as,

(a) empty space; outward space, conveying

no impression to the eye; vacuity; as, to

gaze on vacancy.

Alas, how ts't with you.

That you do bend your eye on vacancy) Shak.

(6) A space between objects or things; an

intermediate space; a gap; a chasm; as, a

vacancy between two buildings; the va

cancies between words in writing or print

ing, (c) An interval of time not devoted to

the ordinary duties or business of life ; un

occupied, unemployed, or leisure time;

holiday time; vacation; relaxation. 'No

interim, not a minute's vacancy,' Shak.

Those little vacancies from toils are sweet.

DrytUn.

An bdustrious husbandman, tradesman, scholar,

will never want business for occasional vacancies

and hora suLicisivst, Sir M, Hale.

(rf) An unoccupied or unfilled post, position,

or office; a post, situation, or office destitute

of a person to fill it; as, a vacancy in the

judicial bench, in a parish, in a school, or

the like.

Vacant (valiant), a. [L. vacans, vacantis,

ppr. of vaco, to be empty, to be free from

or devoid uf Bum-*thing, to have leisure ;

connections doubtful] 1. Having no con

tents; empty; unfilled; void; as, a vacant

space; a vacant room. ' Vacant garments.'

Shak. 'Beingof these virtues rac«/i/.' Shak.

' A vacant seat prepared for the commodore.'

Anson,

There is no fireside, howsoe'er defended.

But has one vacant chair. LcnefcUaw.

2. Not occupied or filled with an incumbent,

possessor, or official; unoccupied. 'Special

dignities which vaea nt be for thy best use

and wearing.' Shak. 'They allowed the

throne vacant* Swift. — 3. Not engaged

with business or care; unemployed; unoc

cupied; free; as, vacant hours. ' Those who

are vacant from the affairs of the world.'

Dr. U. More. ' Vacant moments." Addwon.

4. Free from thought; not given to thinking,

study, reflection, or the like; thoughtless;

inane. 'The loud laugh that spoke the

vacant miud.' GoldsmiUi.—b. In law, aban

doned; having uo heir; as, vacant effects or

goods.— Vacant succession, a succession

which is claimed by no one, or the heir to

which is unknown. —SYN. Empty, unfilled,

unoccupied, void, unemployed, free, un

encumbered, uncrowded, idle, thoughtless,

inane.

Vacate (va-kaf). v.t. pret. & pp. vacated;

ppr. vacating. [See Vacant.] 1. To make

vacant; to cause to be empty; to quit the

occupancy or possession of; to leave empty

or unoccupied ; as, James II. vacated the

throne.—2. To annul; to make void; to make

of no authority or validity; as, to vacate a

commission; to vacate a charter. 'That

after-act, vacating the authority of the pre

ceding.' Eikon Basilike. 'Would not vacate

the reasoning.' I'aley.—Z. To defeat; to put

an end to.

He vacates my revenge. Drydcn.

Vacation (va-ka'shon), n. [Fr. vacation.

from L. racatio. See vacate.] 1. The act

of vacating; (a) the act of leaving without

an occupant; as, the vacation of an office.

(b) The act of making void, vacant, or of no

validity; as, the vacation of a charter.—2. A

space of time, or a condition, in which there

is an intermission of a stated employment

or procedure; stated interval in a round of

duties; holidays; as, specifically, (a) in law,

temporary cessation of judicial proceedings;

the space of time between the end of one

term and the beginning of the next; recess;

non-term.

Why should not conscience have vacatim

As well as other courts o' th' nation I liudibras.

(6) The intermission of the regular studies

of a college, school, or other educational

institution, when the students have a recess;

holidays; as, the summer vacation.—3. The

time when an office is unoccupied, especi

ally when a see or other spiritual dignity is

vacant—l.f Time not disposed of; leisure

time.

So taken up with what they endured, they had no

vacation largely to relate their own or others' suffer

ings. FutUr.

Vaccary (vak'a-ri). n. [L.L vaccarium,

from L. vacca, a cow.] An old provincial

term for a cow-house, dairy, or a cow-pas

ture. HalliweU.

Vaccina (vak-sfna), n. Same as Vaccinia.

Drtnglison,

Vaccinate (vak'si-nat), r.(. pret. A pp. rae-

einated; ppr. vaccinating. [L i-accmto*. per

taining to a cow, from vacca, a cow.] To

inoculate with the cow-pox by means of

vaccine matter or lymph taken directly or

indirectly from the cow for the purpose of

procuring immunity from small-pox or of

mitigating its attack.

Vaccination (v;ik-si-na'shon), n. The act of

vaccinating; the art or practice of inoculat

ing persons with the cow-pox, either directly

or indirectly, for the purpose of securing

them from the contagion of small-pox. The

indirect method of vaccination by lymph

taken from a pustule caused by previous vac

cination in a healthy child is the most com

mon. Dr. Jenner was the first who showed

the beneficial effects of vaccination, which,

in a great proportion of instances, confers a

complete security against small-pox. Even

in those cases where the small-pox does oc-

cur after vaccination it is generally divested

of its more formidahle characters. Repented

vaccinations, with intervals of several years,

are believed to increase the security. In

England the vaccination of all children, ex

cepting those in an unhealthy or otherwise

unfit condition, is compulsory within three

months after birth ; in Scotland the time

extends to six months. See Cow-pox, also

Inoculation.

Vaccinator (vak'si-nat-er), n. One who vac

cinates.

Vaccine (vak'sin), a. [L. zaccinus, from

vacca, a cow.] Pertaining to cows; derived

from cows; as, the roceine disease or cow-

pox.— Vaccine matter, the lymph contained

in the pustules produced by vaccination or

derived from vesicles on the adder of the

cow. 8ee Cow-pox.

Vaccinia (vak-Bin'i-a), n. [See Vaccine.]

Cow-pox.

Vacciniace» (vak'ai-nl-a"se-e), n. pi. A nat

order of monopetalous exogens, consisting

of shrubby plants, withaqueous juices,round

or angled stems and branches, alternate sim

ple leaves, with a solitary orracemose inflor

escence, the flowers regular and united; the

fruit is a berry, four or five celled, few or

many seeded. The species are natives of

North America, where they are abundant;

in Europe they occur sparingly, but they

are not uncommon in mountainous dis

tricts. The properties of the order closely

resemble those of Ericaceae, with which,

indeed, Vacciniaeere have much in common,

being mainly distinguished by the inferior

ovary and epigynous stamens. The bark

and leaves of many of the species are as

tringent, slightly tonic, and stimulating The

berries of many are eaten under the names

of cranberry, whortleberry, Ac. Several

species are elegant garden shrubs, as those

belonging to the genus Gaylussacia. The

typical genus is Vaccinium.

Vaccinist (vak'sin-ist), n. A vaccinator.

Dunglison.

Vacciniiun(vak-sin'i-um),n. [L .the whortle

berry.] A genus of plants, nat order Vac-

ciniaceas, of which it is the type. The spe

cies, of which about 100 have been de

scribed, are shrubs, producing berries which

are generally eatable, and ure known by the

common names of

*---. f .^ / bilberries, whortle-
jg!M l n^ .If ■ berries, cranber-

^■fc f. £?JE—^ rie9- &<x The foU
lowing are natives

of Britain: V. Myr-

tillus, the common

bilberry or blae

berry; V. uligino-

*um, great bilberry

or bog whortle

berry ;V.Vitisidceat

red whortleberry

or cow-berry ; V.

Oxycoccos, marsh

whortleberry or

cranberry, the ber

ries of which made

Into tarts are much

esteemed. This last, a pretty little trailing

bog plant, with slender stems, pink flowers,

and bright red berries, is sometimes con

sidered the type of a distinct genus. Oxy-

coccos. V, stamineum and V.corymbvsum,

swamp blueberry, are natives of North Ame

rica.

Vacher (vtt-sha'), n, [Fr. tocher, from

vache, I. vacca, a cow.] Id America, the

stock or cattle keeper on the prairies of the

south-west.

Vachery (vash'er-i), n. [A provincial word.

Fr. vacherie. See VACHIB.] L A pen or

inclosure for cows.—2. A dairy.—3. A place-

name for farms.

I'aeAtry {the ch with its French sound) is the name

of several farms in different parts of England.

Latham,

VaciUancy (vas'il-lan-si), n. [From L ro-

cillo. to waver. See VapTLLATB.] A state of

vacillating or wavering; vacillation; incon

stancy. 'That vaciUancy in human souls."

Dr. II. More. [Rare.]

Vacillant(vas'ii-Iant), a. Vacillating; flnctu-

ating; unsteady. [Rare]

Vacillate (vas'il-lat), v.i. pret <v r»p. vacil

lated; ppr. vacillating. [L. vacillo, raeil-

latum, to sway to and fro; connections

doubtful; probably uot allied to E. waff.

I'aecinium ATyrtillus (B

berry).

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pouud; U, Sc. abwne; y, Sc. iey.
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waggle. ) 1. To waver; to move one way and

the other; to reel or stagger.

But whilst it (a spheroid) turns upon an axis that

is not permanent ... it is always liable to shift and

vacillate from one axis to another. Falty.

2. To fluctuate in mind or opinion; to waver;

to be unsteady or inconstant

Vacillating (vas'il-lat-ing), p. and a, 1. Mov

ing so as to vacillate. —2. Unsteady in opinion

or rt -solution; inclined to fluctuate. MUman.

Vacillatingly (vas'il-lat-ing-li), adv. In a

vacillating manner; unsteadily.

Vacillation (vas-il-la'shou), n. [Fr. vacilla

tion, from L. vacillatio, from vacillo. See

Vacillate.] 1. The act of vacillating; a

wavering; a moving one way and the other;

a reeling or staggering.

They (the bones of the feet) are put in action by

every slip or vacillation of the body. I'aley.

2. Vacillating conduct; fluctuation of mind;

unsteadiness; change from one object to

another; inconstancy. 'No remainders of

doubt, no vacillation.' Bp. Hall.

By your variety and vacillation you lost the accept

able time of the tirst grace. Bacon.

Vacillatory (vaa'il-la-to-ri), a. Inclined to

vacillate; wavering; vacillating; uncertain.

' Such vacillatoryaccouu ts of artairs of state. '

Roger North. [Rare.]

Vacoa (va-ko'a), n. A species of screw-

pine (Pandanun utilitt) abounding in the

islands of Mauritius and Bourbon, whose

leaf-flbre is made into sacks for colonial

produce.

Vacuate (vak'u-at), v.t. pret. <fc pp. vacu-

ated; ppr. vacttating. [L. vacuo, vacuatum,

to empty, from vacuus, empty.] To make

empty; to evacuate. [Rare.]

Vacuation(vak-u-a'shon), n. [SeeVACTATE.]

The act of emptying; evacuation. (Rare )

Vacuist (vak'u-ist), n. One who holds the

doctrine of a vacuum in nature: opposed to

a plenist.

Those spaces which the vamists would have to be

emi'ty because they are manifestly devoid of air the

pleimts do not prove replenished with subtle matter.

Boyle.

Vacuity (va-ku'i-ti), n. [L. vacu itas, from

vacuus, empty. Akin vacant, vacate.] 1. The

state of being vacuous, empty, or unfilled;

emptiness.

Hunger is such a state of vacuity as to require a

fresh supply. Arbuthnot.

1. Space unfilled or unoccupied, or occupied

with an invisible fluid only; vacuum.

A vacuity is interspersed among the particles of

matter. Benticy.

3. Want of reality; inanity; nihility.

If they'll run behind the glass to catch at it their

expectations will meet with vacuity and emptiness.

(jLi'ivLi'f.

4 Freedom from mental exertion; thought

lessness; listlessness; vacancy. 'A patient

people, much given to slumber and va

cuity, and but little troubled with the dis

ease of thinking.' IF. Irving. — 5. Absence

of intelligence in look or countenance; ex

pression showing want of thought or intel

ligence.

Vacuna (va-ku'na>, n. [From vaco, to be at

leisure.] In Latin myth, the goddess of

rural leisure, to whom husbandmen sacri

ficed at the close of harvest She was espe

cially a deity of the Salmies.

Vacuolated (vak'u-6-lat-ed), a. Full of

vacuoles or small air-cavities.

Vacuolatlon (vak'u-d-la"shon), n. The

multiplication of vacuoles or air-cells which

takes place in the process of the develop

ment of an organism from the germ—seen

also in the adult state of many Protozoa.

Vacuold(vak'u-61),Ti. [A dim. from vacuum.)

A minute cell or cavity in the tissue of

organisms, as in the Protozoa. According

to Beale, vacuoles are little cavities in the

tissues of plants and animals in which the

living, forming, or germinal matter, called

bioplasm, exists.

Vacuous (vak'u-us), a. [L. vacuus. See

Vacuum] Empty; unfilled; void; vacant.

Boundless the deep, because I AM who fill

Infinitude, nor vacuous the space. Milton.

Vacuousnesa (vak'u-ns-nes), n. The state

of being vacuous or empty. W. Montague.

Vacuum (vak'u-um), n. pi. Vacuums

(vak'u-umz), or sometimes Vacua (vak'u-a).

[L , an empty space, a void or vacuity, neut

sing, of vacuus, empty; akin vacant, vaca

tion, Ac.) Space empty, or space devoid

of all matter or body. Whether there is

such a thing as an absolute vacuum in

nature is a question which has been much

controverted. The existence of a vacuum

was maintained by the Pythagoreans, Epi

cureans, and A torn is ts; but it was denied by

the Peripatetics, who asserted that * nature

abhors a vacuum. ' The modern theory, which

seems to be warranted by experience, is that

an absolute vacuum cannot exist, the subtle

medium known as ether being believed to be

everywhere present. In a less strict sense a

vacuum (more or less perfect) is said to be

produced when air is more or less completely

removed from an inclosed space, such as

the receiver of an air-pump, a portion of a

barometric tube, etc. In the receiver of the

air-pump the vacuum can only be partial, as

the exhaustion is limited by the remaining

air not having sufficient elasticity to raise

the valves. The Torricellian vacuum, that

is, the space above the mercury in a carefully

manipulated barometer tube, is more nearly

perfect in this respect, but the space is to

some extent filled with the vapour of mer

cury. If, however, an air-pump receiver,

filled with pure carbonic acid gas (so as to

expel the air), be exhausted, a Bmall vessel

containing moist caustic potash, and another

containingconcentrated sulphuric acid, hav

ing been previously introduced, the remain

ing carbonic acid is taken up and a vacuum

produced so nearly absolute that the electric

spark fails to pass through it.

Vacuum-brake (vak'u-um-brak),n. A brake

operated by steam, used in connection with

railway carriages, &c, in which the power

employed is the pressure of the atmosphere

produced by creating a vacuum.

Vacuum-gauge ( vak'u-um -gaj), n. An in

strument for indicating difference between

the external atmospheric pressure and the

pressure inside a partially exhausted vessel,

such as a steam-boiler which has become

cold and in which the steam has condensed,

the receiver of an air-pump, dec. E. II.

Knight

Vacuum-pan (vak'u-um-pan), n. A vessel

for boiling saccharine juices in a partial

vacuum during the process of sugar-making.

It is usually spheroidal in shape, and is

made in two segmental or semi-globular

portions. The vapour from the boiling juice

rises into the dome at the top, when it is

removed by a pump or condenser. The ad

vantages of this vessel over the old pans are

that the quality and quantity of the crystal-

lizable sugar are raised, a smaller proportion

of grape-sugar or molasses being produced.

E. II. Knight.

Vacuum-pump (vak'u-um-pump), n. A

pump connected with the boiler of a marine

steam-engine for pumping out the air and

so creating a vacuum, whereupon the sea-

water flows in from the pressure of the at

mosphere.

Vacuum-tube (vak'u-um-tub), n. A tube

employed to examine the effects of a dis

charge of electricity through air or gas rare-

fled or exhausted to the required degree.

The most striking phenomenon is the mag

nificent coloured light with which the tube

is tilled, the colour of the light being differ

ent at the positive and negative electrodes,

and varying with the gas through which the

discharge is passed. Thus, in common air

it is purple or red at the positive end, blue

or violet at the negative; in hydrogen, it

is greenish-blue ; in carbonic oxide, bright

green, turning to yellow at the positive, and

to blue at the negative.

Vadet (vad), v.i. [A form of fade. As to

change of/ to v see V.] 1. To pass away; to

vanish; to depart.

When he departed, the onelie shield, defense, and

comfort of the commonwealth was vaded and gone.

Holinsned.

2. To fade; to wither. 'Fair flower, untimely

plucked, soon vaded.' Shak.

There the sweet flowers of delight vade away In

that season out of our heart, as the leaves fall from

the trees after harvest. Son/key.

Vade-mecum (va'de-nieTcmn), n. [L, go

with me.] A book or other thing that a

person carries with him as a constant com

panion; a manual; a pocket companion.

Vadimonyt (vad'i-mo-ui), n. [L., vadimo-

nium, from raj*, vadist, a Burety.] In old law,

a bond or pledge to appear before a judge

on a certain day.

Vadium (va'di-um), u. [From L. va$. vadis,

a surety, bail.] In .Scots /air, a wad; a pledge

or surety.— I adium mortuum, a mortgage.

— radium vivum, a living pledge.

Vafroua (va'frus), a. [L. va/er, sly. cunning. ]

Crafty; cunning. ' Vafruus tricks." Fel-

tham.

Vagabond (vag'a-bond), a. [Fr. vagabond,

from L. vagabnndus, wandering to and fro.

from vagor, to wander; same root as veho, to

carry, and as E. wagon.) 1. Wandering;

moving from place to place without any

settled habitation. ' Vagabond exile.' Shak.

2. Floating about without any certain direc

tion; driven to and fro. * Like to a vagabond

flag upon the stream.* Shak.— 3. Pertain

ing to a vagabond or worthless stroller.

Vagabond (vag'a-bond), n. l.t One without

a settled home ; one going from place to

place; a wanderer; a vagrant. [Not neces

sarily in a bad sense.]

Reduced, like Hannibal, to seelc relief

From court to court, and wander up and down.

A vagabond in Afric. Addison.

2. An idle worthless stroller from place to

place without fixed habitation or visible

meansof earning an honest livelihood ; hence,

in law, an idle, worthless vagrant. See Va

grant.

You are a vagabond .ind no true traveller. SJtaA.

3. An idle, worthless fellow; a scamp; a ras

cal [Colloq.]

Vagabond (vag'a-bond), v.i To wander

about in an idle manner; to play the vaga

bond : with an indefinite it (comp. vaga

bondize). C. Reade.

Vagabondage (vag'a-bond-aj), n. The state

or condition of a vagabond; as, to live in

vagabondage. M'Calloch.

Vagabondism (vag'a-bond-izm ), n. The

ways or habits of a vagabond; vagabondage.

Vagabondize (vagVbond-iz), v.i. To wan

der like a vagabond: with an indefinite it.

* Vagabondizing it all over Holland.' C

Reads.

Vagabondryt (vag'abond-ri), n. Vagabond

age. Cotgrave.

Vagal (va'gal). a. In anat. pertaining to the

vagus or pneumogastric nerve.

Vagancyt (va'gan-si), n. 1. Vagrancy.—

2. Extravagance. Milton.

Vagantea (va-gau'tez), n. pi. [L. ragans. va-

gantit, ppr. of vagor, to wander. ] A tribe

of spiders having no fixed place of residence

except at the period of oviposition.

Vagarious (va-ga'ri-us),a. Having vagaries;

whimsical; capricious.

Vagarish (va-ga'rish), a. Wandering; given

to vagaries.

His eyes were oft vagarisk. Dr. U'clcot.

Vagary (va-ga'ri), n. [Probably from the

verb vagary, and that from It. vagare, to

wander about, from L. vagari, to wander

(whence vagabond, Ac), or it may be di

rectly from the Latin.] l.t A wandering or

strolling.

The people called Phoenices gave- themselves to

long vagaries, and continual viages by sea.

Barnaby Rich.

2. A wandering of the thoughts; a wild

freak; a whim; a whimsical purpose. 'A

most extravagant vagary.' Beau. & Fl.

* The vagaries of a child.' Spectator.

They chang'd their minds.

Flew off. and into strange vagaries fell. Milton.

Vagaryt (va-ga'ri), v.i. [See the noun.] To

gad; to range. 'To wander, vagary, gad,

range,' Cotgrave.

Vagationt (va-ga'shon), n. [L. vagatio, from

vagor, to wander.] A wandering; a roving

about

Vaglentt (va'ji-cnt), a. (X. vag-Uns, vagien-

ti#, ppr. of vagio, to cry like a child.] Crying

like a child. ' Vagient infancy.' Dr. a.

More.

Vagina (va-ji'na), n. [L. , a sheath.] 1. In

anat. a name extended to many parts which

serve as sheaths or envelopes to other parts;

specifically, a cylindrical canal 5 or 6 inches

long situated within the pelvis of the female,

between the bladder and the rectum, and

communicating by one extremity with the

vulva, and by the other with the womb, the

neck of which it embraces.—2. In bot. the

sheath formed by the convolution of a flat

petiole round a stem, as in grasses.—3. In

arch, the upper part of the shaft of a ter

minus, from which the bust or figure seems

to issue or arise.

Vaginal (va-ji'ual or vaj'i-nal), a. [L. vagina,

a sheath. See Wain.] 1. Pertaining to a

sheath or resembling a sheath; as, a. vaginal

membrane.—2. In anat. pertaining to the

vagina.

Vaginant (va-ji'nant),a. Tn bot sheathing;

as. a vaghuint leaf, one inventing the stem

or branch by its base, which has the form

of a tube.

Vaglnata (va-jl'na-ta), n. pi. [L. vagina, a

sheath] The sheathed polyps; an order of

polyps, comprising those inclosed in a cal

careous or horny polypary.
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Vagtnate (va-ji'-uat), a. Oae of the Vagi

nata.

Vaginate, Vaginated (va-ji'nat, va-ji'nat-

ed), o. In bot. sheathed; invested by the

tubular base of the leaf, as a stem.

Vaginopennous (va-jrnd-pen"us), a. [L.

vagina, a sheath, and penna, a feather. ]

Sheath-winged ; having the wings covered

with a hard case or sheath, as some insects.

Vaglnula, Vaglnule(va-Jin'u-la, vaj'in-ul).

fl. [L. vaginiua, dim. of vagina, a sheath.]

In bot (a) the sheath at the base of the seta

of an urn -moss. (6) One of the tubular

florets in composite flowers.

VagOUBt (va'gus), a. [L. vagus, wandering.]

Wandering; unsettled. Aylijfe.

Vagrancy (va'gran-si), n. 1, A state of wan

dering without a settled home. [Not neces

sarily in a bad sense.]

Did he spend his days in continual labour, in rest

less travel, in endless vagrancy, going about doing

Rood. Barrow.

2. The life and condition of being a vagrant

In ordinary sense. In law, the name given

to a very miscellaneous class of offences

against public police aud order. See Va

grant.

Vagrant (va'grant), a. [Formerly vagarant,

Norm, vagarant, O.Fr. vagant, from L, va-

gari, to wander, to stray. ] 1. Wandering

from place to place without any settled

habitation. ' Vagrant through all the world. '

May.

An irksome drudgery seems it to plod on

Through dusty ways, in storm, from door to door,

A vagrant merchant bent beneath his load.

Wordsworth.

2. Pertaining to one who wanders; unsettled;

as, a vagrant life. Macaulay.—3. Moving

without any certain direction. ' These same

dark curls blown vagrant in the wind. ' Keats.

Vagrant (va'grant), n. 1. A wanderer; one

without a settled home or habitation. Bar

row. — 2. Ad idle wanderer or stroller; a

vagabond; a tramp: now the ordinary mean

ing.

Vagrants and outlaws shall offend thy view. Prior.

In law, the word vagrant has a much more

extended meaning than that assigned to it

in ordinary language, and in its application

the notion of wandering is almost lost. In the

English statutes vagrants are divided into

three grades: (a) idle and disorderly persons,

or such as, while able to maintain themselves

and families, neglect to do so ; unlicensed

pedlars or chapmen, beggars, common pros

titutes, Ac; all such persons being liable to

a month's imprisonment with hard labour.

(6) Rogues and vagabonds, or such as have

been convicted of being idle and disorderly

persons, and have been found guilty of a

repeated offence, fortune-tellers and other

like impostors, persons gambling and betting

in public, persons having no visible occupa

tion, and unable to give a good account of

themselves, <ftc. ; such persons being liable

to three months' imprisonment with hard

labour, (c) Incorrigible rogues, or such as

have been convicted as rogues and vaga

bonds, and are guilty of the repetition of

the offence, persons breaking out of legal

confinement, &c. ; all such persons being

liable to twelve months' Imprisonment with

hard labour, whipping being added at the

option of the judge.

Vagrantly (va'grant-li), adv. In a vagrant,

wandering, unsettled manner. [Rare]

Vagrantness (va'grant-nes), n. The state

of being vagrant; vagrancy. [Rare.]

Vague (vag), a. [Fr. vague, from L vagus,

wandering. See Vagabond.] l.f Wander

ing; vagrant; vagabond.

Cray encouraged his men to set upon the vague

villains, good neither to live peaceably, nor to fight.

Sir J, Hayivard.

I was as vagtte as solitary dove

Nor knew that nests were built. Keats.

2. Unsettled nj regards meaning, Bcope, or

the like; unfixed; undetermined: indefinite;

not clear; hazy; uncertain; doubtful ' Vague

ideas.' Locke.—3. Proceeding from no known

authority; flying; uncertaiu; as, a vague

report.

I have read in some old marvellous talc

Some legend strange and vague,

That a midnight host of spoctres pale

Beleaguered the walls of Prague. Longfellow.

Vaguet (vagX n. 1. A wandering.—2. A va

gary.

Vaguet (vag), v.i. To wander; to stroll; to

roam. 'To vague and range abroad.' Hol

land.

Vaguely (vag-li). adv. In a vague, uncertain,

unsettled manner; without deflniteness,

clearness, or distinctness.

Vagueness (viignes). n. The state of being

vague, indefinite, unsettled, or uncertain ;

want of clearness; ambiguousness; haziness.

His speculations have none of that x-ag-neness

which is the common fault of political philosophy.

Macaulay.

Vagus (va'gus), n, [L, vagns, wandering,

from its course.] The pneumogastric nerve

or nerves.

Vahea (v.Vhe-a), n. A genus of plants, nat.

order Apocynaceic. V. gummijera, a spe

cies found in Madagascar, is said to yield an

excellent kind of caoutchouc.

Valk (vak), v.i To become vacant; to be

vacant; to be unoccupied. [Scotch.]

Vail (val), n. and u. Same as Veil See Vefl.

Vailt (val), v.t [Abbrev. from O.K. avale,

avail, from Fr. avalcr, to let down, from L.

ad, to, and vallia, a valley.] 1. To let or cast

down; to lower; to let fall; to take off.

Vail your regard

Upon a wronged. I'd fain have iaiii, a maid. Shak.

When as vailed was her lofty crest

Her golden locks . . . themselves adown display

And raught unto her heeles. Spenser.

2. To let down, lower, or take off, in token

of respect or submission. 'Did vail their

crowns to his supremacy.' Shak. 'And

Greece itself vail to our English voice.'

Chapman. ' Without vailing his bonnet' Sir

W. Scott.

Certain of the Turk's gallies. which would not vail

their topsails, the Venetians fiercely assailed.

A'noltes.

3. To let sink, as through fear. ' That furious

Scot 'gan vail his stomach.' Shak.

Vallt (val), v.i. To yield or recede; to give

place; to show respect by yielding uncover

ing, or otherwise.

Thy convenience must vaii to thy neighbour's ne

cessity. South.

Vailt (val), n. Submission; descent: decline.

Vail (val), v.i. [An abbrev. of avail.] To

profit. [Poetical.]

I'ails not to tell what steeds did spurn.

Where the seven spears of Wedderburne,

Their men in battle order set. Sir If. Scare.

Vail (val), n. [From avail, profit, advan

tage.] l.t Profit; proceeds.

My house is as "twere the cave where the young

outlaw hoards the stolen vails of his occupation.

Chapman,

2.t An unlookcd or casual acquisition; a

windfall, rooter.—3. Money given to servants

by a visitor.

They (the lackeys) guzzled, devoured, debauched,

cheated, played cards, bullied visitors for vails.

Thackeray.

Vallert (val'cr), n. One who vails; one who

yields from respect.

He is high in his own imagination . . . when he

goes he looks who looks ; if he finds not a good store

otvailers he comes home stiff. Sir T. Overlmry.

Vaimuret (va'mur), n. See Vauntmure.

Vain (van), a. [Fr. vain, vain, fruitless,

empty, vainglorious, &c, from L. vanus,

empty, void; probably from same root asE.

to wane, want] 1. Having no real value or

importance ; unsubstantial ; empty ; idle ;

trivial; worthless; unsatisfying. ' lain wis

dom all, and false philosophy.' Milton.

Every man walketh in a vain show. Ps. xxxix. 6.

Vain pomp and glory of this world, I hate ye !

Shak.

2. Producing no good result; destitute of

force or efficacy; fruitless; ineffectual; use

less.

Give us help in the time of trouble: for vain is the

help of man. Ps. ul n,

I_et no man ipeafc again

To alter this, for COiuuel U but vain. Shak.

Comparatively seldom said of concrete

objects. ' How these vain weak nails may

tear a passage." Shak. — 8. Light-minded;

foolish; silly. 'As school-maids change their

name by pain though apt affection.' Shak.

4. Proud of petty things or of trifling attain

ments; elated with a high opinion of one's

own accomplishments, or with things more

showy than valuable; having a morbid crav

ing for the admiration or applause of others;

puffed up; inflated; conceited; as, to be

vain of one's fine clothes.

Vain men delight in telling what honours have

been done them, what great company they have

kept, and the like, by which they plainly confess that

these honours were more than their due. and such

as their friends would not believe if they had not

been told ; whereas a man truly proud thinks the

honours helow his merit, and scorns to boast. Swift.

5. Showy; ostentatious.

Load some vain church with old theatric state.

Pope.

—In vain, to no purpose; without effect; in

effectually.

In vain they do worship me. Mat xv. 9.

Providence and nature never did anything in vain.

Sir R. L'hstrange.

1 Shakspere has for rain in the same sense.

—To take the name vf God in vain, to us*

the name of God with levity or prof&neness

Syn. Empty, trivial, worthless, unsatisfy

ing, fruitless, ineffectual, useless, idle, un

real, void, Bhadowy, delusive, unimportant.

proud, conceited, inflated, showy, ostenta

tious, false, deceitful.

Vainglorious (van-gl&'ri-us). a. 1. Feeling

vainglory ; vain to excess of one's own

achievements; elated beyond due meuuxe;

boastful.

Vainglorious man . . .

In his light wings is lifted up to sky. Sp*njrr.

Yet to glory aspires

Vainglorious, and through infamy seeks fame.

Milieu.

2. Indicating or proceeding from vainglory;

founded on vanity; boasting. 'Vainglorious

vaunts.' Uackluyt. 'Arrogant and win-

glorious expression.' Sir M. Hale.

ValngloriOUBly (van-gl&'ri-us-li),adr. With

vainglory or empty pride. Milton.

Vainglory (van-glSri), n. Glory, pride, or

boastfulness that is vain or empty ; tendency

to unduly exalt one's self or one's own per

formances; vanity, especially such as leads

a person to endeavour to make a show; T*in

pomp or show.

Vaine-glorie is for to have pompe and defir m his

temporal highnesse, and glorie him in his worldly

estate. Chancer.

He hath nothing of vainglory, but yet kept state

and majesty to the height. Saiam

Let nothing be done through strife or v*ing-£*ry.

Phil. tL j,

Vainly (van'li), adv. In a vain manner;

as, (a) without effect; to no purpose; inef

fectually; in vain. ' Benefit no further that.

vainly longing.' Shak.

In weak complaints you vainly waste yoar breads

Drydcn,

(b) In an Inflated or conceited manner:

proudly; arrogantly ; as, to strut abont

vainly, (c) Idly ; foolishly ; unreasonably

'At random from the truth, vainly ex

pressed.' Shak.

Vainness (van'nes), n. 1. The state of being

vain ; inefflcacy ; ineffectualness ; as, the

vainness ot efforts.—2. Empty pride; rarity

' Free from vainness&ud self-glorious pride/

Shak.

Valr (var), n. [O.Fr. t-air, from JL eanu.

various, variegated ] An old name for a kind

of fur, no doubt originally a particoloured

■v • , fur. In her. one of tht

LTa.*JJ^ furs, composed of sepa-

I rate pieces, silver and

blue (argent and azure),

I cut to resemble little

P^fnl IJ shields, or (it is said) the

Lpr\ H Hi M flower of the campanula,

JQF ~qJ and opposed to each

" K/' ' other in rows. When of

Valr different colours these

are specified and de

scribed vairS or vairy, e.g. vairy argent and

vert. Counter-vair differs from va ir by hav

ing the bells or cups arranged base against

base, and point against point.

Voir, a fur ranking with ermine and sable amongst

the most highly-prued of the many used for the li*u£7

or trimming of mantles, gowns, and other articJescs

apparel in the middle sees. It is said to ha^e been

the skin of a species ot squirrel (some say weasel),

gray on the back, and white on the throat and beily

flwr*r.

Valre, Vairy (va'ra, va'ri), a. In her. see

Vair.

Vaiseshika (vi-sa'shi-ka), n. The second of

the two great divisions of the >'yaya system

of Hindu philosophy, and supposed U> be a

later development of it. differing from it

principally by its doctrine of atomic Indi

vidualities (viseshas), whence the name

Valshnava (vi-6hna'va), n. Lit. a wor

shipper of Vishnu. The Vaishnavas form

one of the great divisions into which Brah-

mnnism is divided, characterized by belief

in the supremacy of Vishnu over the other

gods of the Trimurti. This division is again

broken up into BUbordinaU: sects named

after respective founders.

Valsya (vis'yaX n. A member of the third

caste among the Hindus, comprehending

merchants, traders, and cultivators. The

vaisyas comprise the bulk of the Aryan

population of India, after deducting the

Brahmans and Kshatriyas or the priestly

and warrior castes.

Valvode (va'vod). n. See Watwopk

Vakeel (va-keO, "• In the East Indies, an

ambassador or agent sent on a special com

mission, or residing at a court; a native at

torney; anatire Iudian law-pleader.

Fate, fir. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound;
U, Sc. aoune; y, sc. far.
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Valance, Valence (varans, val'ens), n,

[From Norm, valaunt, O.Fr. avalant, de

scending, hanging down, from avaler,* to

let down. It was probably a plural form

originally. See Avale, Vail, to let down]

The drapery hanging round a bed, from the

head of window curtains, from a couch, etc.

1 Valance of Venice.' Shak. ' The valance

of the bed." Swift.

Valance, Valence (varans, val'ens), v.t. To

furnish or decorate with a valance: figura

tively used in the quotation for to decorate

with a beard.

Thy face is twlanc'd since I saw thee last. Shak.

Valanche (va-lansh'), n. An avalanche.

The great danger of travelling here . . . proceeds

from what they call the vaLmches. Smollett.

Vale (val), n. [Fr. val, from L. vallis, a val

ley, see Valley.) 1. A tract of low ground

between hills; a valley: more poetical and

less general than valley. 'The famous val-

lies in England of which one is called the

vale of White Horse.' Uolinshed.

I pity the people who weren't born in a vale. I

don't mean a flat country, but a vale, that is a flat

country bounded by hills. The having your hill al-

ways in view if you choose to turn towards him,

that's the essence of a vale. Hughes.

2. A little trough or canal; as, a pump vale

to carry off the water from a ship's pump. —

8. Fig. a state of decline or wretchedness.

'His comfort in this earthly vale.' Shak.

' Declined into the vale of years.' Shak.

Vale (val), ji. See Vail in the sense of a

servant's gratuity.

Vale (va'le), n. [L. imper. of valere, to be

well.] Farewell; adieu.

1 dropt a tear, and wrote my vale. Praed.

Valediction (va-le-dik'shon), n. [From L.

valedico, valedictum — vale, farewell, and

dico, to say. ] A farewell; a bidding farewell.

' A valediction forbidding to weep. ' Donne.

Valedictorian (va'le-dik-to"ri-an), «. In

American colleges, the student who pro

nounces the valedictory oration at the an

nual commencement.

Valedictory (vii-le-dik'to-ri), a. Bidding

farewell; pertaining or relating to a leave-

taking or bidding adieu ; farewell ; as, a

valedictory speech.

Valedictory (va-16-dik'to-ri), n. An oration

or address spoken at commencement in

American colleges by one of the class whose

members receive the degree of Bachelor of

Arts, and take their leave of college and of

each other.

Valencia (va-len'si-a), n. Same as Valentia.

Valenciennes (vii-lah-si-eiO, ». A rich va

riety of lace made atValenciennes in France.

The meshes are in the form of an irregular

hexagon, formed of two threads partly

twisted and plaited at top of the mesh, the

pattern being worked in the net.

Valentia (va-len'shi-a). n. A stuff made of

worsted, cotton, and silk, used for waist

coats.

Valentine (val'en-tin), n. 1. A sweetheart

or choice made on Valentine's day.

To-morrow is St. Valentine's day,

All in the morning betime 1

And 1 a maid at your window.

To be your Valentine. Shak.

I find that Mrs. Pierce's little girl is my valentine.

she having drawn me. P'py*-

This terra is derived from St. Valentine, to

whom the 14th of February is sacred. It was

a very old notion, alluded to by Shakspere,

that on this day birds begin to couple.

Hence, perhaps, arose the custom of young

men and women choosing each other as

valentines by a kind of lottery, and of send

ing special love missives on this day. —

2. A letter or missive sent by one young

person to another on St. Valentine's Day; a

printed missive of an amatory or satirical

kind, generally sent through the post anony

mously. The sentimental class are often

highly ornamental and expensive produc

tions, usually bearing pretty pictures on

the subject of courtship or matrimony; the

comic class have usually vile representa

tions of the human form depicted on them,

and are meant to reflect on the personal ap

pearance, habit, character, tfcc, of the reci-

1'ient.

Valentinlan (val-en-tfn'i-an), n. One of a

suet of heretics who sprung up in the second

century, and were so named from Vatcn-

tinus their founder. They were a branch

of the Gnostics who regarded Christ as a

kind of incorporeal phantom.

Valerate (val'e-rat), n. A salt of valerianic

acid.

Valeriana officinalis (Common

Valerum).

Valerian (va-16'ri-an). n. The common name

of plants of the genus Valeriana.

Valerian (va-le'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining

to Valerian.— Valerian oil, an essential oil

obtained by distillation from ttie root of

Valeriana officinalis. It is a pale or greenish

liquid, having a strong odour of valerian,

an aromatic taste, and strong acid reaction.

A thousand parts of the root yield from four

to twelve of the oil.

Valeriana (va-le'ri-a"na), n. [By some sup

posed to be from the Emperor Valerianux,

who had benefited from it, or from valere,

to be strong, to be well.] A genus of plants,

the type of the nat. order Valerianae*®.

The Bpecies, which are numerous, are shrubs

or undershrubs, with very variable leaves,

and mostly reddish-white corymbose flowers.

There are

about 130 spe

cies, two of

which are

British. These

plants are

found in abun

dance in tem

perate Europe

and Asia, and

North ami

South Ame

rica. V.ojftciii-

alis, the offi

cinal or great

wild valerian,

is a native of

Europe, and

grows abun

dantly by the

sides of riv

ers, and in

ditches, and

moist woods

in Great Britain. The root has a very

strong smell, which is dependent on a vola

tile oil. Cats and rats are very fond of it,

and rat-catchers employ it to decoy the

latter. It is used in medicine in the form

of infusion, decoction, or tincture, as a ner

vous stimulant and antispasmodic. Besides

valerian oil the root contains starch, ex

tractive matter, resin, and valeric acid. V.

rubra, or red valerian, is occasionally found

wild in Britain, and is cultivated in gardens

as well as many other species on account of

its elegant flowers. V. Phu is the garden

valerian, and V. Dioscoridis the ancient

Greek valerian.

ValerianaceSB(va-16'ri-a-na"se-e),n.pI.Anat

order of monopetalous exogens, composed

of annual or perennial herbs, rarely shrubs,

inhabiting temperate climates or elevated

positions, both in the Old and New World.

These plants are most nearly related to

Dipsacecc. from which they are distinguished

by their three-celled ovary and exalbumin-

ous seed. The principal genera are Valeri

ana, Valerianella (the Fedia of Adanson),

and Nardostachys, or spikenard.

Valerianella (va-le'ri-a-nel"la), n. A genus

of plants, nat. order Valerianacev. The

species of this genus have been described

by Smith, Hooker, and others, under the

genuB Fedia; but other systematic botanists

retain Valerianella, and restriot the genus

Fedia to a single species, the F. cornucopias.

V. olitoria, common corn-salad, or lamb's

lettuce, is an annual plant, with pale green

leaves and heads of small slate-coloured

flowers: found abundantly in cornfields and

cultivated ground in Great Britain. In

France and Germany it is much eaten as a

salad, and is frequently cultivated for that

purpose in this country. There are about

fifty species, three or four of which are

British.

Valerianic ( va-le'ri-an "ik), a. Pertaining

to valerian.— Valerianic acid (CsH.qO^), an

acid produced by the oxidation of amylic

alcohol. It Is also extracted from the root

of Valeriana officinalis, hence the name.

Valerianic acid is a limpid oily tluid, of a

disagreeable and peculiar smell. With bases

it forms soluble salts, which have a sweet

taste. Called also Valeric Acid. Another

name is Delphinic Acid.

Valeric (va-ier'ik), a. Same as Valerianic.

Valerol, Valerole (va-le'rol), n. The neu

tral oxygenated constituent of valerian oil.

Valet (val'et), n. (Fr., O.Fr. vallet, varlet,

vaslet, a lad, a servant ; Med. L. varietur,

vasletus, a page, from vastus, a youth, a re

tainer. See Vassal. Varlet is same word]

1. A mau-servant who attends on a gentle

man's person. Called also ValctdeChainbre.

Valets, or varlets. were originally the sons of

knights, and afterwards, those of the nobility

before they attained the age of chivalry.—

2. In the manege, a kind of goad or stick

armed with a point of iron.

Valet (val'et), v.t. To attend on as valet;

to act the valet to. Hughes.

Valetudinarian (val-e-tu'di-mV'ri-an). a

(I. valetudiiMrius, from valetudo, state <>f

health, good health, ill health, from valeu,

to be well. See Valid.] Sickly; in a poor

state of health; weak; infirm; seeking to re

cover health.

Shifting from the warmer valljes to the colder hills,

or from the hills to the vales, is a great benefit to the

valetudinarian , feeble part of mankind. Derham.

Valetudinarian (val-e-tu'di-ua"ri-an), n A

person of a weak, infirm, or sickly constitu

tion; one who is seeking to recover health.

Valetudinarians must live where they can com

mand and scold. Swift.

Valetudinarianism (val-e-tu'di-na"ri-an-

izm), n. A state of feeble health; infirmity.

Valetudinariness (val-e-tu'di-na-ri-nes), n.

State of being valetudinary.

ValetudlnariouB (val-e-tu'di-na"ri-us), a.

Valetudinary.

Valetudinary (val-S-tu'di-na-ri), n. and a.

Same as Valetudinarian.

Valhalla (val-hnl'la), n. [IceL valhbll, the

hall of the slain—valr, slaughter, and holl.

a hall] 1. In Scand. myth, the palace of

immortality, inhabited by the souls of heroes

slain in battle who spent much of their time

in drinking and feasting. Written also Wal-

halla. Hence—2. A name figuratively applied

to any edifice which is the final resting-place

of many of the heroes or great men of a

nation; and specifically, to the Pantheon or

temple of Fame built by Ludwig I. of Ba

varia, at Donaustauf, near Katisbon, and

consecrated to all Germans who have be

come renowned in war, statesmanship, liter

ature, science, and art. 'Westminster Abbey

is our Valhalla.' Times newspaper.

Valiance.t Valiancy t (val'yans, val'yau-si).

n. Bravery; valour. 'His doughty vat-

iaunce.' Spenser.

Both joyned valiancy with government. North.

Valiant (val'yant), a. [Fr. vaitlant, from

vatoir, L. valere, to be strong. See Valid.]

l.t Primarily, strong; vigorous in body; also

strong or powerful in a more general seme.

The scent thereof is somewhat valiant. Fuller.

2. Brave; courageous; intrepid in danger;

puissant.

fie thou valiant for me, and fight the Lord's battles.

i Sam. xviii. 17.

Cowards die many times before then- death.

The valiant never taste of death but once. Shak.

3. Performed with valour; bravely con

ducted; heroic; as, a valiant action or

achievement; a valiant combat. Milton.

Valiant t (val'yant), n. A valiant person.

Four battles . . . wherein four valiants of David

slay four giants. Heading to 2 Sam. xxi.

Valiantly (val'yant-li), adv. In a valiant

manner; stoutly; courageously; bravely;

heroically. 'Fight valiantly to-day.* Shak.

Valiantne8B(val'yant-nes). n. The state or

quality of being valiant; valour; bravery; in

trepidity in danger. Shak.

Valid (val'id), a. [Fr. valide, L. validus,

strong, powerful, from valeo, to be strong,

to be well, to have power, from a root var

(with common change to I), to defend, pro

tect, cover, seen also in E. wary, aware,

also wool. Of same origin are value, valiant,

valour, valetudinary.] l.t Strong; power

ful; efficient.

Perhaps more valid arms,

Weapons more violent, when next we meet,

May serve to better us. Milton.

2. Sufficiently supported by actual fact; well

grounded; sound; just; good; capable of

being justified or defended, not weak or de

fective; as, a valid reason; a valid argu

ment; a valid objection.—3. Having sufficient

legal strength or force; good or sufficient in

point of law; efficacious; executed with the

proper formalities; incapable of being right

fully overthrown or set aside ; as, a valid

deed; a valid covenant; a valid instrument

of any kind; a valid claim or title; a valid

marriage.—Syn. Well-grounded, well-based,

sound, justifiable, available, just, good,

weighty, sufficient.

Validate (val'i-dat), v.t. 1. To make valid ;

to confirm.

The right remaining

For Philip to succeed in course of years

If years should validate the acknowledged claim

Of birthright. Sontaey.

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j,job; h. Fr. ton; ng, any; TH. then; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, te/iig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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2. To test the validity of.

Tlie assembly occupied itself with the work of

validating the votes. Scotsman ttctosfaper. I

Validation (val-i-da'shon), n. The act of

riving validity. Blount. [Rare.)

Validity (va-lid'i-ti), n. [Fr. mliditt, L. wi-

lidUat, from validus. See Valid.] L The

state or quality of being valid; (o) strength

or force from being supported by fact; just

ness; soundness; efficacy; as, the validity

of an argument or proof; the validity of an

objection, (b) Legal strength or force; suf

ficiency in point of law; as, the validity of

a will; the validity of a grant; the validity

of a claim or of a title.—2. t Strength or

power in general.

Purpose is but the slave to memory.

Of violent birth, but poor validity. ShaA.

3t Value.

Nought enters there

Of what validity and pitch soe'er

But falls into abatement and low price. Shak.

Validly (val'idli), adv. lu a valid manner;

bo as to lie valid.

Validness (val'id-nes), n. The quality of

being valid; validity.

Valinch (va-linsb/), n. A tube for drawing

liquors from a cask by the bung-hole. Also

written Velinche (which see).

Valise (va-leV), n. [Fr.] A small leather

bag or case for holding a traveller's equip

ment for shortjourneys,Ac. ; a portmanteau.

Valkyr, Valkyria (vai'ker, viil-ke'ri-a), n.

[Icel. vaUeyrja—valr. the slain, and kjdsa,

to select.] In Scand. myth, one of the

'choosers of the slain' or fatal sisters of

Odin, represented as awful and beautiful

maidens, who, mounted on swift horses and

holding drawn swords in their hands, pre

sided over the field of battle, selecting those

destined to death and conducting them to

Valhalla, where they ministered at their

feasts, serving them with mead and ale in

skulls.

Valkyrian (val-kiVi-an), a. Of or relating

to the Valkyrs or Valkyrias; of or relating

to battle.

Ourselves have often tried Valkyrian hymns.

Tennfson.

Valiancy! (vallan-si), n. [From valance.]

A large wig that shades the face: in the ex

tract used adjectively.

But you, loud sirs, who through your curls look big.

Criticks in plume and white valiancy wig. Drydtn.

Vallar (val'ler), a. [L. vallarij, from valltim,

a palisaded rampart, from vallux, astake.J

Pertaining to a ram part or palisade.— Vallar

crown, among the ancient Romans, a crown

made of gold, presented to the first soldier

who surmounted the vallum, and forced an

entrance into the camp of the enemy. Called

also I'allary Crown.

Vallary (val'la-ri), a. Same as Vallar.

Vallatfont(val-la'Bhon). »■ [From L. vallum,

a rampart ] A rampart or entrenchment.

T. Warion.

Vallatoryt (vaHa-to-n). a. Pertaining to a

rampart or vallum. Sir T. Browne.

Valley (valli), n. pi. Valleys (valiiz). [Fr

valine, from vat, a vale, from L. vallis, a

valley; perhaps from a root meaning to de

fend or protect. See VALID.] 1. Any hol

low or surface depression bounded by bills

or mountains, and usually traversed by a

stream or river, which receives the drain

age of the surrounding heights; a vale. A

level tract of great extent, and traversed by

more rivers than one. is, properly speaking,

not a valley, but a plain; and deep narrow

river-courses are more correctly designated

glens, ravines, gorges, Ac. See Erosion

theory, under EROSION.

Rush on his host as doth the melted snow

Upon the valleys. Shak.

2 In arch, the internal angle formed by the

meeting of the two inclined sides of a roof.

The rafter which supports the valley is called

the vnU<>y rafter or valley piece, and the

board fixed upon it for the leaden gutter to

lie upon is termed the valley hoard. By old

writers valley rafters were termed sleepers.

3. In a nat. a depression on the inferior part

of the cerebellum, which divides it into

two symmetrical portions.

Vallicula (val-lik'u-la), n. [Dim. (mm I.

vattei, ;i valley] Inbot. an interval between

the ribs on the fruit of the Vmbellifene.

Vallisneria (val-is-ne'ri-aX «■ [in honour

of Antonio V'allisneri. an Italian botanist.]

A genus of aquatic plants, nat order Hy-

droeharidaceie, or according to others the

type of the nat. order Vallisneriacea;. They

are plants growing at the bottom of the

aliisneria spiralis.

water, and yet the male and female flowers

are separated, and the mode by which they

are brought together affords a singular in

stance of adap-

tation. The

male flowers

become de

tached from

the stalk and

float about in

the water; the

female flowers

develop long

spiral ped-

uucles, by

meansof which

they reach the

surface of the I

water, and be

come fertilized

by the dis

charge of the

pollen from the

male flowers

which come in

contact with

them. V. spir

alis grows in Italy, in ditches near Pisa, and

in the Rhone; it is commonly grown in our

aquaria.

Vallisneriaceae (vanis-ne-ri-a"Be-e), n. pi.

The name for a nat. order of plants into

winch it has been proposed to erect those

members of the family Hydrocharidaceie

which have a one-celled ovary, including

Vallisneria, Elodea, and a few others.

Vallum (val'lum), n. [Ll A rampart; a

palisaded rampart; a line of entrenchment;

specifically, the rampart with which the

Romans inclosed their camps. It consisted

t^itllxLTTX

■ ° i y "'xi A. i

Vallum.—Part of the Roman Wall near Carrow

in the north of England.

am, Ramparts. bb. Ditches or Fosses. ic. Wall.

of two parts, the agger, or mound of earth,

and the sudes, or palisades, that were driven

into the ground to secure and strengthen it.

Valonia (va-16'ni a), n. [It. vallonia, from

Mod. Or. balania, the holm- or scarlet-oak,

from Or. balanos, an acorn, an oak] A

term in commerce for the acorn-cups of

Quercus jfigilops which are exported from

the Morea and Levant for the nse of tanners

and dyers, as they contain abundance of

tannin.

Valoniacesa (va-16'ni-a"se e), n pi. A nat.

order of green-spored algx. characterized

by the rooting variously shaped frond,

made up of large bladder-like cells filled

with a green watery endochrome.

Valorous (val'or-us). a. Brave; courageous;

valiant; intrepid; as, avalonms knight. 'The

most valorous Hector." Shak.

Valorously (vjU'or-us-li). adv. In a valor

ous or brave manner; valiantly.

Valour (val'or), n. [O.Fr. valor. Mod. Ft.

valeur, from L. valeo, to be strong. See

Valid.] Strength of mind in regard to

danger; that quality which enables a man to

encounter danger with firmness; personal

bravery, especially as regards fighting; in

trepidity ; prowess, ' For contemplation

he and valour form'd.' Milton.

Fear to do base unworthy things is valour;

If they be done to us, to suffer them

Is valour too. B. jFohsoh.

Syn. Bravery, courage, intrepidity, prowess,

gallantry, boldness, fearlessness.

Valuable (val'u-a-bl), a. l.t Capable of

being valued; capable of having the value

measured or estimated.

Commodities are movables valuable by money, the

common measure. Locke.

2. Having value or worth ; having a high

value; having qualities which are useful and

esteemed; precious; as, a valuable horse;

valuable land; a valuable house.—3. Worthy;

estimable; deserving esteem; as, a valuable

friend; a valuable companion.

Valuable (val'u-a-bl), n. A thing, especially

a small thing, of value; a choice article of

personal property ;■ any piece of precious

merchandise of small bulk: usually in the

plural. 'Inclining (with my usual cynicism)

to think that he did steal the valuables.

Thackeray.

Valuableness (vnl'u-a-bl-nes), n. The

quality of being valuable; preciousnest ;

worth.

Valuation (val-u-a'shon). n. 1. The act of

valuing; (a) the act of estimating the value

or worth; the act of setting a price; ap

praisement; as, a valuation of lands for the

purpose of taxation, (6) The act of duly

valuing; estimation; as, the just valuation

of civil and religious privileges.—£- Valne

set upon a thiug; estimated worth. 'So

slight a valuation.' Shak.

Valuator (val'u-at-er), n one WDO ^ts a

value; an appraiser. Swift.

Value (val'fi). n. [O Ft. value, properly the

fern, of valu, pp. of raloir, from L raleo,

to be strong, to be worth. See Valid.]

1. Worth; that property or those properties

of a thing which render it useful or estim

able; or the degree of that property or of

such properties; utility; importance.

Tenenflc both in bulk aud ■value.
iv.

* D&mfier.

2. Account; estimation; worth; importance:

applied to persons. 'Ye are all physicians

of no value.' Job \iii. I

Ye are of more value than many sparrow

Mal a. 31.

Caesar is well acquainted with yocr virtue.

And tlie re fore sets this value on your hfe.

siddirea.

3. Estimate of the intrinsic worth of a thing;

appreciation.

To loyal hearts the value of all gifts

Must vary as the jfiver's. Tennyta*.

4. Price equal to the intrinsic worth of a

thing; real equivalent.

His design was not to pay him the vait*e of his pic

tures, because they were above any price. t?rjden,

5. Market price; the money for which a

thing is sold or will sell; equivalent in ItM

market; as, 'The value of a thing is what it

will bring."—6*. In poL econ. worth as estim

ated by the power of purchasing or being ex

changed for other commodities; the quantity

of labour or of the product of labour which

will exchange for a given quantity of labour,

or of some other product thereof 1 1 is neces

sary here to distinguish utility from value,

or, as Adam Smith expresses the distinction.

'value in use' from 'value in exchange.'

The former may be denned the power or

capacity of an article to satisfy our wants

or gratify our desires, while the value ta ex

change, or exchange value of a tiling, is its

general power of purchasing; the command

which its possession gives over purchasable

commodities in general. It differs from

price inasmuch as price always expresses

the value of a thing lu relation to money;

the quantity of money for which it will ex

change, lu political economy the word rain*.

when used without adjunct, always menus

value in exchange. J. S. MM.—7. Esteem;

regjird. 'My value for him so great' Burnet

[Rare.]— 8. Import; precise signification: as,

the value of a word or phrase.—9. In mane,

the relative length or duration of a tone or

note; as, a semibreve has the value of two

minims, or four crotchets, oreiglit qaarers.

— Value received, a phrase especially used to

indicate that a bill of exchange has l*e*n

accepted for value, and not by way of ac

commodation.

Value, t Valewt (vnl'u), n. Valour. Spen

ser.

Value (vnl'u), v.t pret. it pp. valued; ppr.

valuing. [See tlie noun. ] 1. To estimate the

worth of; to rate at a certain price; to ap

praise; as, to value lands or goods.

This is the brief of money, plate, and jewels

I am possess'd of; 'tis exactly v-aiuea\ .v-uc

2. To consider with respect to importance:

to rate, whether high or low.

The king mutt take 11 iU,

That lies so slightly M/ttW in his messenger.

Neither of them valued their promises according

to the rules of honour or inteunty. Ctmrrndrm.

3. To rate at a high price; to have in high,

esteem; to prize; to appreciate; to regard;

to hold in respect and estimation 'Which

of the dukes ne values most.' Shak. ' He

knew the tuau, aud valued him.' Tennyson.

4. To reekou or estimate with reaj»ect to

number or power; to compute.

The queen is valued thirty thousand srrotjj

Jufcrnt

5 To take account of; to take into account

If a man be in sickness, the time will sorni I >t ,;.-<-

without a clock . . . for the mind docb **/*# e»wy

moment

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub. bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abuue; 5*. Sc. fry.
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<: i To raise to estimation; to cause to have

value, either real or apparent.

Some value themselves to their country by jeal

ousies to the crown. Sir IV. Temple.

7 t To give out orrepreaent aa having plenty

of money or property.

The scriveners and brokers do value unsound

men to serve their own turn. Bacon.

ft t To be worth : to be equal in worth to ;

to be an equivalent of.

The peace between the French and us not values

The cost that did conclude it SltaA,

S\'N. To appraise, rate, compute, reckon,

estimate, esteem, reapeet, regard, appreci

ate, prize.

Valued (val'ud), p. and a. Regarded aa of

high value; highly estimated; esteemed; as,

a valued friend. — Valued policy. See under

Policy.

Valueless (val'u-les), a. Being of no value;

having no worth; worthless. Shak.

Valuer (val'u-er). n. One who values; an

appraiser; one who holds in esteem.

Valuret (val'ur), n. [O.Fr. valur, valor, the

Bame word as E. valour.] Value; worth.

More worth than gold a thousand times in valure.

Mir. for Mags.

Valvasorr (val'va-sor), n. See Vavasor.

Valvata (val-va'ta), n. A genus of Gastero

poda belonging to the family Peristomata.

They are small fresh-water univalves, and

occur both recent and fossil Several spe

cies are British.

Valvate (val'vat), a. [See Valve. ] 1. Hav

ing or resembling a valve ; serving a3 a

valve; consisting of valves.—2. In hot. united

by the margins only, as the sepals of rhaiu-

nads, the valves of a capsule, &c

Valve (valv), n. [L. valea*, folding doors,

from same root votoo, to roll.] L One of

the leaves of a folding door; in the plural,

a folding door.

Swift through the valves the visionary fair

Repass'd. Pope.

Heavily closed, with a jarring sound, the valves of

the barn-doors. Longfellow.

2. A kind of movable lid or cover adapted

to the orifice of a tube or passage into a

vessel, and so formed1 as to open com

munication in one direction and to close it

in the other, by lifting, sliding, or turning;

used to regulate the admission or escape

of a fluid, such aa water, gas, or steam.

Some valves are self-acting, that is, they

are so contrived aa to open in the required

direction by the pressure of the fluid upon

their surface, and immediately to shut and

prevent the return of the fluid when the

direction of its pressure changes. Others

are actuated by independent external

agency. Examples of the former kind are

presented in the valves of pumps, and in

the safety-valves of steam boilers, and of

the latter in the slide-valves appended to

the cylinder of a steam-engine for the pur

pose of regulating the admission and escape

of the steam. The construction of valves

admits of an almost endless variety, and

the names given to the different classes are

derived from peculiar shape, application,

mode of actuation, function, Ac. See Cup-

valve, Clack-valve, Conical Valve, D-

valve, Safety-valve, Throttle-valve.

3. In anat a membranous partition within

the cavity of a vessel which opens to allow

the passage of a fluid in one direction, and

shuts to prevent its regurgitation; as, the

valves of the heart. —4, In bot. the outer

coat, shell, or covering of a capsule or

other pericarp, or rather one of the pieces

which compose it; also, one of the leaflets

composing the calyx and corolla in grasses.

The same term is also applied to the open

ing in the cells of anthers, which occurs

when the pollen is about to be discharged.

6. In conch, one of the separable portiona of

the shell of a lamellibranohiate mollusc.

When the whole shell is in one piece it is

called a univalve, when in two pieces a bi-

valre, and when of more than two pieces a

multicalvc.

Valve-cage (valv'kaj), n. In mach. a per

forated box placed over a valve to hold it

in place and permit the passage of u fluid.

Goodrich.

Valved (valvd), a. Having valves or hinges;

composed of valves.

Valve -gear, Valve - motion (valv'ger,

valv'mo-shon), n. In steam-engines, the

combination of mechanical devices for

working a valve.

Valvelet (valv'let), n. A little valve; a

valvule.

Valve-Beat (valv'set), n. In mach. the flat

or conical surface upon which a valve rests.

Valve-shell (valv'shel), »i. A shell of the

genus Valvata.

Valve-stem (valv'stem), n. A rod like a

piston-rod by which a valve is moved.

Valvular (val'vu-ler), a. Containing valves;

having the character of or acting aaa valve.

Valvule (val'vul), n. [Dim. trow valve.] A

little valve; specifically, in bot. one of the

pieces which compose the outer covering of

a pericarp. In anat. one of the valves of the

venous and lymphatic system of animals.

Vambrace (vam'bras), n. [Also vantbracc,

va ntbra*— Fr. avant, before, and bran, arm.]

In plate armour, the piece of armour which

covered the forearm from the elbow to the

wrist.

VambraCed (vam'brast), a. In her. applied

to an arm protected by a vambrace. Called

also Umbraced.

Vamoee (va-moz'), v.i. [Sp. vamos, let us go.

a word originally American, and probably

borrowed from the Mexicans.] To be ofF;

to be gone; to decamp. [Slang.]

Vamp (vamp), n. [Formerly vampey, from

Fr. avant-picd, the forefoot, the vamp of a

shoe — avant, before, and pied, the foot.

Comp. vambrace, vanguard, of which avant

also forms the first part.] 1. The upper

leather of a boot or shoe.—2. Any piece or

patch intended to give au old thing a new

appearance; a piece added for appearance

sake. See the verb.

Vamp (vamp), v.t. 1. To put a new vamp or

upper leather on.—2. To furbiBh up; to mend

with a new part; to give a new appearance

to; to patch: often followed by up.

They maintained the dignity of history, and thought

it beneath them to vamp up old traditions.

Bolingbroke.

I had never much hopes of your z'it mped play. Siuijt.

The word vamp was at first a slang word, and even

in Grose s time it meant, in general, to refit or rub up
old hats, shoes, Stc. ; while after this is added, ■ like

wise to put new feet to old boots.' Thus vam.fi meant

at first the upper leather of a shoe ; and to vamp was

a special cobbler's word for putting new 'uppers,' as

they say; thence, in course of time, it became a recog

nized dictionary word,meaning to furbish up wnyt hing.

Macntit'an's Mag.

Vamp (vamp), v.t. In mtutic, to improvise

an accompaniment to.

As soon as I could get in to vamp the tunes on the

banjo a little I went at it too. May-hew.

Vamp (vamp), n. In music, an improvised

accompaniment.

Vampt (vamp), v.i. To travel; to proceed;

to move forward. Locke.

Vamper (vamp'er), n. One who vamps;

one who pieces an old thing with some

thing new.

Vamper (vamp'er), v.i. To vapour or

swagger. Jamieson. [ Local. ]

Vampire (vam'pir), n. [Fr., from G. vam~

pyr, and that from Sen*, rampir, vampira,

a vampire.] 1. A kind of apectral being or

ghost still possessing a human body, which,

according to a superstition existing among

the Slavonic and other races on the lower

Danube, leaves the grave during the night

and maintains a semblance of life by suck

ing the warm blood of living men and wo

men while they are asleep. Dead wizards,

werewolves, heretics, and such like outcasts,

become vampires, as do also the illegitimate

offspring of parents themselves illegitimate,

and any one killed by a vampire. On the

discovery of a vampire's grave, the body,

all fresh and ruddy, must be disinterred,

thrust through with a white-thorn stake,

and burned. — 2. A person who preys on

others; an extortioner or blood-sucker.—

3. A vampire-bat

Vampire (vam'pir), a. Of or pertaining to

a vampire; resembling a vampire in char

acter; blood-sucking; extortionate.

The strong but disinterested wish to co-operate in

restoring this noble University to its natural pre

eminence by relieving it from the vampire oppres

sion under which it has pined so long in almost life

less exhaustion. Sir IV. Hamilton.

Vampire-bat (vam'plr-bat), n. A name

common to the blood-sucking bats. It was

formerly erroneously given to the Pteropus

Edwardiiii of Madagascar and other bats of

Eastern Asia and the Malayan Archipelago,

which are really frugivorous. The blood

sucking bats are all South American, ami

constitute the family Phyllostornidee, Phul-

lottama spectrum being popularly known

as the vampire-bat. It is two feet in

expanse of wing. Others constitute the

genua Deamodus. They have all a small

bifid membrane on the nose, no tail, and

the inter -femoral membrane little de

veloped. Their peculiar characteristics,

however, are two large projecting upper

incisors and two lancet- bhaped superior

I ■ ■

Vampire-bat (PMyllostoma spectrum).

canine teeth, all sharp -pointed, and so

arranged as to make a triple puncture like

that of the leech; a tongue capable of con

siderable extension, and furnished at its ex

tremity with a number of papillae arranged

so h to form an organ of suction; and an

intestine shorter than in any other mammal.

Altogether their structure points them out

as designed to live on blood alone. They

attack horses and cattle, and sometimes

even man in his sleep.

Vampirism (vam'pir-izm), n. l. Belief in

the existence of vampires.

Hungary and its dependencies may be considered

as the principal seat of vampirism. Pen. Cyc.

2. The action of a vampire; blood-sucking.

Hence—3. Fin. the practice of extortion or

preying on others. Carlyle.

Vamplate, Vamplet (vam'plat. vam'plet),

n. [Fr. avant-plat, lit. front or fore plate;

comp. vambrace, vanguard, &c] A circular

shield of metal which was affixed on the

lower part of the staff of a tilting spear as

a guard or shield for the hand. Fairholt.

.See figure under Tournament. [Some au

thorities regard Vamplate as synonymous

with Vambrace]

Vamure (vam'ur), n. See Vantmure.

Van (van), n. [Abbrev. from vanguard

(which see).] The front of an army, or the

front line or foremost division of a fleet,

either in sailing or in battle.

The foe he had survey'd

Arranged, as (' him they did appear

With van, main battle, wings, and rear. Hudioras.

Vant (van), n. [Fr. van, from L. vannus, a

van or fan for winnowing grain, from same

root as Skr. va, to blow. In meaning 2 from

O.Fr. vanne, a bird's wing, from L. va?inus,]

1. A fan or any contrivance for winnowing

grain. 'A vanne or winnowing sive.' Cot-

grave.

The other token of their ignorance of the sea was

an oar; they called it a com van. Broome.

2. A wing. 'Stretch'd his vans in vain.'

Drydcn.

Love wept and spread his sheeny vans for flight.

Tennyson.

3. A shovel used in sifting ore.

Van (van), v.t. pret. & pp. vanned; ppr.

vanning. [ Fr. vanner, to winnow. See

Van.] l.t To winnow; to fan. Cotgrave.—

2. In mining, to wash or cleanse a small

portion of ore, as tin-stuff, by means of a

shovel.

Van (van), n. [Abbrev. from caravan.]

1. A large covered carriage. See Caravan.

2. A kind of vehicle, sometimes covend and

sometimes open, used by tradesmen and

others for carrying light goods, Ac—3. A

close carriage attached to a railway train

for carrying passengers' luggage, for the

accommodation of the guard, &c.

Vanadate, Vanadiate (van'a-dat, va-ua'-

di-at), n. A salt of vanadic acid.

Vanadic (va-nad'ik), a. Pertaining to or

obtained from vanadium. — Vanadic acid

(VsO&H90, or HVOa). an acid of vanadium

analogous with phosphoric acid. Vauadic

acid forms three series of salts, called re

spectively ortho-, nieta-, and pyro-vanad-

atea.

Vanadlnlte (va-nad'in-it), n, A mineral,

vanadate of lead, occurring in yellowish and

brownish hexagonal crystals, found chiefly

associated with other ores of lead, as at

Wanlockhead, Matlock, Wieklow, &c.

Vanadite (van'a-dit), n. A salt of vana-

dous acid.

Vanadium (va-na'di-um). n. [From Va-

nadis, a surname of the Scandinavian god

dess Freyja, from its being discovered in a

Swedish ore.] Sym. V. At. wt. 51 2. A

ch, Main; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h. Fr. ton; ng, sing; *H, theu; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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metal discovered by Sefstrdm in 1830 in

Iron prepared from the iron ore of Taberg

in Sweden. It was afterwards obtained by

the same individual in the Blag formed dur

ing the conversion of the cast-iron of Taberg

into malleable iron. It has since been found

in a lead ore from Wanlockhead in Scotland,

and in a similar mineral from Zimapan in

Mexico, and in the sandstone of Alderley

Edge, and Mottram St Andrew, Cheshire.

The metal was first obtained by Roscoe,

who showed that the substance generally

regarded as vanadium was really an oxide.

Vanadium has a Btrong metallic lustre, con

siderably resembling silver, but still more

like molybdenum, when in mass it is not

oxidized either by air or water, but the finely-

powdered metal quickly takes up oxygen

f i "tii the air. Oxygen and vanadium com

bine to form five oxides—viz a monoxide

(VjO), a dioxide (VjOj), a trioxide (VaCM, a

tetroxide (V,04), and a peutoxide (VjOj.

Vanadous (van'a-dus), a. Of or pertaining

to vanadium; as, vanadous oxide.

Van-courier (van-kb'ri-er), n. An avant-

courier; one sent before; a precursor.

Vanda (van'da). n. A genus of epiphytal

orchids, comprising V. axrulea, found by

Dr. Hooker in the Khasia Mountains of

tropical Asia, growing on the oak, banyan,

Ac. It is one of the most magnificent epi-

?hytea cultivated in hothouses of Britain,

here are other cultivated species, all beau

tiful, as V. tuavit, V. Baternanni, V. gigan-

tea, V. Lowii, V, tricolor.

Vandal (van'dal), n, [L. Vandali, Vinduli,

VitidM.tae Vandals. ] One of a Teutonic race

originally inhabiting the southern shore

of the Baltic. They pillaged Home in the

fifth century, and unsparingly destroyed the

monuments of art and the productions of

literature; hence the name is applied to

one who wilfully or ignorantly destroys or ,

disfigures any work of art, literature, or the |

like. 'And drove those holy vandals off the !

stage. ' Pope.

Vandal, VandaliC (van'dal, van-dal'ik), a.

Pertaining to or resembling the Vandals;

hence, ferocious; rude; barbarous; hostile

to the arts and literature.

Rash divines might be apt to charge this holy man

rape against human

£/. irarburtcn.

nigh

with more than vandalic rage

learning.

Vandalism (van'dal -izm), n. The spirit or

conduct of Vandals ; wilful or ignorant de

struction of the monuments of art and

literature; hostility to or irreverence for

art and literature ; disregard for what is

beautiful or venerable.

Vandellia (van-del'li-a), n. [In honour of

Dominico Vandelli, professor of botany in

Lisbon.] A genus of plants, nat. order

Scrophulariacea. The species are natives

of the warm parts of the world, forming

Bmooth or hairy herbs, with tetragonal

steins, opposite leaves, and axillary flowers.

V. diffusa, a native of Brazil, is described

as emetic, and its decoction is useful in

fevers and liver complaints.

Vandyke (van-dlk*), n. A pointed collar of

lace or sewed work worn by both sexes

during the reign of Charles L, and to be

seen in portraits painted by Vandyke.

Spelled also Vandyck. — Vandyke brown, a

fngment obtained from a kind of peat or

)og-earth, of a fine, deep, semi-transparent

brown colour: bo called from its being sup

posed to be the brown used by Vandyke in

his pictures.

Vandyke (van-diV), a. Applied to the style

of dress in which Vaudyke painted his por

traits.

It is to such considerations as these, together with

his Vandyke dress, his handsome face and his peaked

beard, that he owes, we verily believe, most of his

popularity with the present generation. Afacaulay.

Vandyke (van-dnV), ». (. To scollop the edge

of. as of a piece of dress, after the manner of

:i Vandyke collar.

Vane (van), n. [O.E. fane, a banner, a

weathercock, from A. Sax. /ana, the same

word as 0. H. G. fano. Mod. G. fahne, D. vaan.

flag; Qoth. /ana, cloth; cog. L. pannus,

cloth] I. A weathercock, arrow, or thin

slip of metal, wood, Ac, placed on a spindle

at the top of a Bpire, tower, Ac, for the pur

pose of showing by its turning and direction

which way the wind blows. In ships a piece

of bunting is used for the same purpose.

See Doo-vane. *A ran* blown with all

winds.' Shale.

Still on the tower stood the vane. Tettnysen.

2. A somewhat Bimflar device attached to an

axis, and having a surface exposed to a mov

ing current, as in an anemometer or a water-

meter.—3. A flag carried by a knight in the

tournament.—4. The broad part of a feather

on either Bide of the shaft; the web. See

Feather.—5. One of the plates or blades of

a windmill,a screw-propeller, and the like.—

6. Insurv. instruments, (ajahorizoutal piece

of woodormetal slipping ona levelling- staff.

It is raised or lowered to any point of the

staff to indicate the plane of apparent level

at which it is cut by the axis of the tele

scope. See Levelling-staff. (6) The Bight

of a quadrant or similar instrument for the

measurement of angles.

VanellUfl (va-nellus), a [LL, perhaps from

L. vannus, a fan, from the character of its

flight] A genus of birdB, including the lap

wing {V. cristatus). See Lapwing.

Vanessa (va-nes'sa), n. A genus of lepi-

dopterous insects belonging to the family

Nymphalidse, section Khopalocera. The

Vanessa To (Peacock Butterfly), Pupa and

Caterpillar.

larvae are more or less covered with spines,

and the chrysalids are suspended by the tail.

V. polychloros is the great tortoise-shell

butterfly; V. vrticce, the small tortoise-shell

butterfly; V. Antiopa, the willow butterfly

orCamberwell beauty; V. To, the peacock

butterfly; V. Atalanta, the red admiral

butterfly.

Van-fOSS (van'fos), n. [Fr. avant, before,

and/o#*«. L. /ossa, aditch.] ln/ort. aditch

on the outside of the counterscarp.

Vang (vang), n. [D. vangen, G. /angen, E.

/ang, to catch.] Naut. a rope, one on each

side, to steady the peak of a gaff to the

ship b sides.

Vanga (van'ga), «. A genus of passerine

birds indigenous to South America, and al

lied to the Bhrikes and fly-catchers.

Vangee (van'je), n. A contrivance for work

ing the pumps of a ship by means of a bar

rel and crank-breaks.

Vanglo, Vangloe (vau'glfi), n. The West

Indian namefor Sesamum orientale or its

seeds; teel-seed; bene.

Vanguard (van'gard), n. [Fr. avant-garde,

vanguard—apan t, before, and garde, guard.

See Avant and GUARD] The troops who

march in the van of an army ; the advance

guard; the van.

Vanilla (va-nilTa), n. [A corruption of Sp.

vainilla, a dim. of vaina, a scabbard, from

L. vagina, a scabbard. The cylindrical pod

is like a sheath.] A genus of orchidaceous

Vanilla aromatica.

plants, natives of tropical America, re

markable on account of its climbing habit.

The fruit of Vanilla aromatica or plani/olia

is remarkable for its fragrant odour, and

for the volatile odoriferous oil extracted

from it. As a medicine it acts as a gentle

stimulant and promotes digestion; in large

doses it is considered to be a powerful

aphrodisiac. It has a strong peculiar agree

able odour, a sweetish aromatic taste, and

is employed in confectionery. In the pre

paration of liqueurs, and in flavouring of

chocolate.

Vanillin (va-nil'in), n. (CgHsOs.) The neu

tral odoriferous principle of vanilla.

Vaniloquence t (va-nil'6-kwens), n. [L.

vanus, vain, and loquentia, talk.] Idle or

vain talk. Blount

Vaniloquentt (va-nil'6-kwent), a. Talking

idly.

Vanish, (van'iah), v.i. [From L. vaneseo.

evanesco, to vanish, to pass away (through

the old French), inceptive fromcanu*, vain,

vacant. See Vain.] 1. To disappear; to

pass from a visible to an invisible state; to

become imperceptible; as, vapour vanishes

from the sight by being dissipated.

The heavens shall vanish away like smoke.

Is. 11. 6.

2. To pass out of view; to pass beyond the

limit of vision: as, a ship vanishes from the

sight of spectators on land. —3. To pass away;

to be annihilated or lost ; to be no more.

'Long vanish'd days.' Shak.

So vanish friendships only made in wine.

Tennyson.

4. To rise or be given otf, as breath; to ex

hale. [Bare. ]

A gentler judgement vanish'd from his lips.

ShaJk.

5. In math, to become evanescent, like a

quantity when its arithmetical value is

nothing, or is denoted by 0. — Vanishing

fractions, in alg. those fractions in which, by

giving a numerical value to any variable

quantity or quantities which enter in tothem,

l»>th numerator and denominator become

zero, and the fraction itself * — Vanishing

point, in pergp the point in which an imagi

nary line passing through the eye of the

observer parallel to any straight line of an

object to be drawn cuts the horizon, or the

point in which all parallel lines in the same

plane tend to meet when correctly repre

sented in a picture, the number of such

points depending on the object or objects

in the picture. These points are situated

always somewhere in au indefinitely ex

tended line, Bupposed to be drawn on a

level with the eye parallel to the horizon,

and called from this circumstance the van

ishing line.

Vanish (van'ish), n. In elocution, a sound

that gradually becomes weaker till it ceases.

Vanishment t (van'ish-ment), n. A vanish

ing-

Vanity (van'i-ti), n. [Fr. vanitf, from L.

vanitas, from vanus, vain. See Vain. )

1. The quality or state of being vain; worth-

lessness; futility; falsity; unsubstantialness;

unrealness; illusion; deception; emptiness;

want of substance to satisfy desire.

Canity of vanities, saith the preacher, all is

vanity. Eccles. i. 2.

Here I may well show the vanity of what is re

ported in the story of Walsingham. Sir J. Davits.

% The desire of indiscriminate admiration;

inflation of mind upon slight grounds ;

empty pride, inspired by an overweening

conceit of one's personal attainments or de

corations, and making its possessor anxious

for the notice and applause of others.

Vanity is the food of fools. Svi/t.

Vanity is that species of pride which, while it pre

sumes upon a decree of superiority in some particu

lar articles, fondly courts the applause of every one

within its sphere of action, seeking every occasion to

display some talent or some supposed excellency.

Cogan.

3. Ostentation; ambitious display; pompous

vaunting; pride; vainglory.

They through vanity ... do thereupon build

many forged histories of their own antiquity

Spenser.

4. That which is vain; anything empty, vi

sionary, or unsubstantial; as, (a) empty

pleasure; vain pursuit ; idle show ; unsub

stantial enjoyment; petty object of pride.

'The pomps and vanity of this wicked

world.' Common Prayer.

Think not when woman's transient breath is fled.

That all her vanities at once are dead ;

Succeeding vanities she still regards. Pv/e

(6) Fruitless desire or endeavour; effort

which produces no result.

There far in the apse is seen the sad Madonna

standing in her folded robe, lifting her hands in

vanity of blessing. KusJtiu.

Fate, far, fat, fall, me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, be. abuue; }', Sc. ley.
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(e) An empty or vain conceit; a trifle.

I must

Bestow upon the eyes of this young couple

Some vanity of mine art, Shall.

6 t A character in the old moralities and

puppet-shows. ' You . . . take vanity the

puppet's part.' Shak.— Vanity fair, a scene

of vanity or of ostentatious folly, so called

from the fair described in Bunyan's Pil

grim's Progress as established by Beelzebub,

A poll yon. and Legion for the sale of all sorts

of vanities.

But how preach to Mr. Thome's laurels, or how

preach indeed at all in such a vanity/air as this now

going on at UUathome. Troltope.

Vanmure (van'mur), n. A front wall or

false wall. See Vauntmure.

Vanquish (vangTtwish), v.t. [From Fr. vain

er*, pret. vainquis, sub], vainquisse, from

L. vincere, to conquer. As to termination

-ish, see -Tsh.] 1. To conquer; to overcome;

to subdue in battle, as an enemy.

They vanquished the rebels in all encounters.

Clarendon.

% To defeat in any contest, as in argument;

to get the better of.—3. To confute; to show

to be erroneous or unfounded; to overturn.

This bold assertion has been fully vanquished in a

late reply to the bishop of Meaux's treatise.

AUerbury.

4. To overpower; to prostrate; to be too

much for.

Sorrow and grief have vanquished a\\ my powers.

Shak.

5. To overpower the peculiar virtue or pro

perties of; to destroy or render inert; to

neutralize: an old usage.

If the dry of fire be vanquished by the moist of

water, air will result ; if the hot of air be vanquished

by the cold of earth, water will result ; and if the

moist of water be vanquished by the dry of fire,

earth will result. Pre/. Roscoe.

—Conquer, Vanquish, Subdue, Subjugate,

Overcome. See under Conquer.—Syn. To

conquer, subdue, overcome, surmount, con

fute, refute, silence, overthrow, overturn,

prostrate, destroy.

Vanquish (vang'kwiah), n. A disease in

sheep in which they pine away. Written

also Vinquish.

Vanquishable (vangTcwish-a-bl), a. Capa

ble of being vanquished; conquerable.

This great giant was only vanquishable by the

Knights of the Wells. Gayton.

Vanquisher (vangTiwish-erX n. A con

queror; a victor. Shak.

Vanquishment t (vangTtwish-ment), n. The

act of vanquishing or state of being van

quished. Bp. Hall.

Vansire (van'sir), n. [The native name.]

The Herpestes or Mangusta galera, a digiti-

grade, carnivorous quadruped, Bomewhat

resembling a weasel, of a deep brown

colour, speckled with yellow, the tail of equal

size its whole length, inhabiting Madagascar

and Bourbon.

Vantt (vant), v.i. To boast. See Vaunt.

Vantage (van'taj), «. [Fr. avantage. See

Advantage] l.t Advantage; gain; protit.

What great vantage do we get by the trade?

Sir P. Sidney.

2. Advantage; state in which one has better

means of action or defence than another ;

vautage-ground.

He had them at vantage, being tired and harassed

with a long march. Bacon.

3. t Opportunity; convenience.

Be assured, madam, 'twill be done

Witli his next vantage. Shut.

4.t Surplus; excess; addition.

Yes, a dozen, and as many to the vantage as would

•.tore the world. Shak.

Vantaget (van'taj), v.t. To profit.

Needless fear did never vantage none. Spenser.

Vantage-ground (van'taj-ground), n. Su

periority of position or place; the place or

condition which gives one an advantage over

another; favourable position.

No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon

the vantage-ground of truth. Bacon.

Vantbracet (vanfbras), n. Same as Vam-

brace. Shak. Also written Vantbras.

Vant-courlert (vant-ko'ri-er), n. Same as

Van-courier.

Vantmure (vant'mur), n. See Vauntmure.

Vantour.tn. Avaunter;aboaster. Chaucer.

Vanward (van'werd), a. Of, pertaining to,

or situated in the van or front. 'The can-

Hard frontier.' De Quincey. [Rare.]

Vapt (v;ip), n. [L. papa, vappa, wine that

has become vapid.] Wine which has become

vapid or dead; vapid, flat, or insipid liquor.

Jer. Taylor.

Vapid (vap'id), a. [L. vapidus, that has lost

its spirit, vapid, same root as vapour.)

1. Having lost its life and spirit ; insipid ;

dead; fiat; as, vapid beer. 'A vapid aud

viscous constitution of blood.' Arbuthnot.—

2. Dull; unanimated; spiritless.

However vapid the songs of Provence may seem

to our apprehensions, they were undoubtedly the

source from which poetry for many centuries derived

a great portion of its habitual language. Hallam.

Vapidity (va-pid'i-ti), n. Vapidness.

Vapidly (vap'id-li), adv. In a vapid manner.

Vapidness (vap'id-nes), n. 1. The state of

being vapid or having lost its life or spirit;

deadness ; flatness ; as, the vapidness of ale

or cider.—2. Dulness; want of life or spirit

Vapor (va'por), n. Same as Vapour.

VaporabOlty (va'por-a-bu"i-ti), n. The

quality of being vaporable.

Vaporable (va'por-a-bl), a. Capable of being

vaporized or converted into vapour.

Vaporatet (va'por-at),c.t. pret. <fcpp. vapor-

ated; ppr. vaporating. To emit vapour; to

evaporate.

Vaporationt (va-por-a'shon), n. [L. vapor-

atw, vaporationis. from vaporo, vaporatum.

See Vapour.] The act or process of con

verting into vapour, or of passing off in

vapour; evaporation.

Vaporlferous (va-por-ifer-us), a. [L. vapor,

vaporis, vapour, and fero, to bear.] Convey

ing or producing vapour.

Vaporiflc ( va-por-if'ik), a. [L. vapor,

vapour, and/ado, to make.] Forming into

vapour; converting into steam, or expelling

in a volatile form, as fluids. 'The vaporific

combination of heat' Buckle.

Vaporizable (va'por-iz-a-bl), a. Capable of

being vaporized or converted into vapour.

Vaporization ( va'por-Iz-a"shon ), n. The

act or process of vaporizing; the artificial

formation of vapour.

We cannot as yet comprehend in what manner it

(heat) produces the liquefaction or vaporisation of

one body. IVheofell.

Vaporize (va'por- Iz), v.t. pret. & pp. vapor

ized; ppr. vaporizing. To convert into va

pour by the application of heat or artificial

means; to cause to evaporate; to sublimate.

Vaporize (va'por-Iz), v. i. To pass off in va

pour,

Vaporose (va'por-6s), a. Vaporous.

Vaporosity ( va-por-os'i-ti ), n. The state

or quality of being vaporose or vaporous ;

vaporousness. 'Volcanic vaporosity. ' Car-

lyle.

Vaporous (va'por-us), a. [Fr. vaporeux.

See Vapour] 1. Being in the form of, or

having the character or nature of vapour —

2. Full of vapours or exhalations; as, the

vaporous air of valleys. Derharn.

The vaporous night approaches. Shak.

3. Promoting exhalation or the flow of ef

fluvia, vapour, gases, or the like; hence,

windy; flatulent 'Beans, or such vaporous

food.' Bacon.

The food which is most vaporous and perspirable

is the most easily digested. Arbuthnot.

4. Unsubstantial; vainly imaginative or soar

ing; whimsical.

High and vaporous Imaginations, instead of a la

borious and sober enquiry of truth. Bacon.

Such vaporous speculations were inevitable for him

at present. Cartyle.

Vaporousness (va'por-us-nes), n. State or

quality of being vaporous or full of vapours.

'The warmth ami vaporousness of the air.'

Hist. Royal Society.

Vapour (va'por), n. [L. vapor, steam, vapour;

from same root as vapidus,vapid, having lost

flavour, vappa, wine that has become vapid;

comp. Goth, afhvapnan, to be suffocated.]

1. In physics, a term applied to designate

the gaseous form which a solid or liquid

substance assumes when heated. Vapour

is, therefore, essentially a gas, and seeing

that all known gases have now been proved

to be liquefiable, no physical difference can

be said really to exist between an ordinary

gas, such as oxygen, and a vapour, Buch as

steam. In common language, however, a

difference is usually recognized : a gas is a

substance which at ordinary temperatures

and pressures exists in a statu of vapour;

while a vapour is produced by the applica

tion of heat to a substance which normally

exists in a solid or liquid form. The differ

ence has been otherwise explaiued to be one

not so much of kind as of degree ; steam in

the boiler of a steam-engine being said to

be in a Btate of vapour, while superheated

steam is said to be a gas. Aqueous vapour

formed on the surface of the land and water

is always present in suspension in the atmo

sphere, and when it meets with a reduction

of temperature it condenses into water in

tlie form of rain or dew. See Evaporation.

2. In a more general and popular sense, any

visible diffused substance floating in the

atmosphere and impairing its transparency,

as fog or mist; hazy matter.

From the damp earth impervious vapours rise,

Increase the darkness and involve the skies. Pope.

A bitter day that early sank

Ilehind a purple frosty bank

Of vapour, leaving night forlorn. Tennyson.

3 Something unsubstantial, fleeting, or tran

sitory; mental fume; vain imagination; un

real fancy.

If his sorrow brine forth amendment, he hath the

grace of hope, though it be clouded over by a melan

choly vapour. Hammond.

4. t pi. A hectoring or bullying style of conver

sation or mode of behaviour, indulged in by

swaggerers for the sake of bringing about a

real or mock quarrel, consisting in flatly con

tradicting whatever was said by a speaker,

even if the bully had granted what had been

asserted just before. Saves.

They are at it (quarrelling) still, sir ; this they call

vapours. B. "Jonson.

[Hence to vapour or bully.]- 5. pi. A disease

of nervous debility in which a variety of

strange images float in the brain, or appear

as if real; hence, hypochondriacal affections;

depression of spirit; dejection; spleen; the

blues: an old term now rarely if ever used.

Tt is to a neglect in this particular (labour or exer

cise), that we must ascribe the spleen which is so fre

quent in men of studious and sedentary tempers, as

well as the vapours to which those of the other sex

arc so often subject. Addison.

Vapour (va'por), v.i. 1. 1 To pass off in the

form of vapour; to dissolve or disappear, as

into vapour, steam, or air; to be exhaled; to

evaporate.

He now is dead, and all his glory gone.

And all his greatness vapoured to nought.

Spenser.

2. t To give out vapour, steam, or gas ; to

emit or send off vapours or exhalations.

Running waters vapour not so much as standing

waters. Bacon.

3. [See Vapour, n. 4.] To boast or vaunt

with ostentatious display ;to bully; to hector;

to brag; to bounce.

Poets used to vapour much after his manner.

Mtiton.

Not true? quoth he. Howe'er you vapour,

I can what I affirm make appear. Huditras.

Vapour t (va'por), v.t. 1. To cause to pass

into a vaporous state ; to cause to dissolve,

pass away, or disappear in a vaporous, gase

ous, or aeriform condition ; to make melt

into thin air or other insubstantial thing.

Opium loseth some of its poisonous quality, if va

poured out and mingled with spirits of wine. Bacon.

He'd laugh to see one throw his heart away.

Another, sighing, vapour forth his soul

B. Jonson.

2. To afflict or infect with the vapours; to

make melancholy; to dispirit.

She has lost all her sprightlincss, and vapours me

but to look at her. Miss Burtiey.

Vapour-bath (va'por-bath), n. 1. The ap

plication of vapour or steam to the body in

a close place.—2. The place or bath itself;

an apparatus for heating bodies by the

vapour of water.

Vapour-douche (va'por-dbsh), n. A topi

cal vapour-bath, which consists in the direc

tion of a jet of aqueous vapour on some

part of the body.

Vapouredt (va'pord), a. Affected with the

vapours; splenetic; peevish. 'So vapoured

and timorous.' Whiston.

Vapourer (va'por-er), n. Oue who vapours,

brags, or bullies; oue who makes a great

display of his prowess or worth; a braggart;

a bully; a boaster. 'A rnffian, a riotous

spendthrift, aud a notable vapourer.' Cam

den.

Vapourer-moth (va'por-er-moth), n. A

common brown moth {Orgyia antiqua), the

female of which cannot fly.

Vapouring (va'por-ing).p. and a. Boasting;

vaunting ostentatiously and vainly; given

to boast or brag; as, vapouring talk.

Vapouring (va'por-ing), n. The act of brag

ging or boasting; empty, ostentatious, or

windy talk.

Consider them with their tumid, sentimental va

pouring about virtue, benevolence. Carly/e.

Vapourlngly (va'por-ing-li), adv. In a

vapouring or boastful manner.

Vapourish ( va'por-ish ), a. l.t Full of or

abounding in vapours; vaporous : in a phy

sical sense. 'The vapourish place.* Sandys.

ch. chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin/;; ?H, tAen; th, thin; w. trig; wh, wMg; zh, azure —See KET.
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2. Affected by vapours ; hypochondriac ;

splenetic; whimsical; fanciful.

I was not one, a mi-s, who mi^'lit presume

Now to l>e crazed in mirtli now sunk in gloom;

Nor to be fretful, vapourish, or give way

To spleen and anger as the wealthy may.

Crabbe.

Vapouxlshness (va'por-ish-nes), n. The

state or quality of being vapourish; hypo

chondria; spleen; the vapours.

Von will not wonder that the vapourish-nest which

lias laid hold of my heart should rise to my pen.

Iftcmmntwti

Vapoury (va'por-i). a. 1. Vaporous; full of

vapours; pomnoeed of ur characterized by

vapuurs. ' Vapoury dimness." Drayton.

There is • light cloud by the moon . ■ .

If by the time its vapoury siil, hath ceased her shaded

orb to veil. Byron.

2.t Affected with the vapours; hypochon

driac; splenetic; peevish.

Court the vapoury god soft breathing in the wind.

Thomson.

Vapillation (vap-u-la'shon), n. [L. rapulo,

to be flogged.] The act of beating or whip

ping; a flogging [Rare.]

vaquero (va-ker/6), n. [Sp., a cowherd,

from vaca, L. vacca.n cow.] A term applied

in .Mexico and the western United States to

one who has the charge of cattle, horses, or

mulee; a herdsman.

Vara (vara), n. A Chilian measure of length,

equal to 278061 English feet.

Varan (varan), n. A name of the monitor

lizards, genus Varanus or Monitor. He v. J.

<i. Wood.

Varangian (va-ran'ji-an). H (Ieel. Veering-

jar, lit. confederates or sworn men, from

iwirar.anoath.] One of those Scandinavians

who entered the service of the Byzantine

emperors and became the Imperial Guard

at Constantinople. Here they were recruited

by Anglo-Saxons and Danes who fled from

England to escape the yoke of the Normans.

They long upheld the Byzantine throne.

Varanidae (va-rau'i-de), n. pi. See m>m

Varanus (vn-nVntisO.n. [Ar. varan, a lizard]

A genus of lizards ; the monitors. See

Monitor.

Vardlngalet (varMing-gal), n. A farthin

gale. j5. Jonson.

Varet (viir), n [Sp tnra, a rod. a wand]

A wand or staff of justice or authority.

His hand a vare of justice did uphold. Dryden,

Varec (var'ek), n. YTr. ranch, a form of K.

wrack, sea-weed. ] The impure carbonate of

soda made in Brittany; it corresponds with

our kelp. Bra tide Jr Cox.

Vaii (va'ri), n. A name given to one of the

lemurs; the ring-tailed lemur, a native of

Madagascar.

Variability (va'ri-a-bil"i-ti), n. Same as

Variableness.

Variable (va'ri-a-bl). a. [Fr. variable. See

Vary.] 1. Capable of varying, ofaanofeig,

or altering, in a physical sense; Baltic to

change; often changing: changeable; as, vari

able winds or seasons; variable colours.—

2. Liable to vary or change, in a moral sense;

mutable; tickle; unsteady ; inconstant

O swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon,

That monthly changes in her circled orb,

Lest that thy love prove likewise variable. Shak.

His heart I know, how variable and vain. Milttn.

3. Capable of being varied, altered, or

chauged ; subject to being changed; as, to

place a number of bodies in a position

variable at pleasure. — Variable quantities

in math, such quantities as are regarded as

being subject to continual increase or dim in-

utN'ii. in opposition to those which are con

stant, remaining always the same; or quan

tities which in the same equation admit of

an infinite number of sets of values. Thus,

the abscissas and ordiuates of a curve are

variable quantities, because they van or

change their magnitudes together, and in

passing from one point to another their

values increase or diminish according to the

law of the curve.— Variable motion, in mech.

that winch is produced by the action of a

force which varies in intensity.— Variable

tttarx, in astron. stars which undergo a peri

odical increase and diminution of their

lustre— Syn. Changeable, changeful, muta

ble, inconstant, fickle, wavering, unsteady,

unstable.

Variable (va'ri-a bl), n. l. That which is

variable; that which varies, or is liable or

subject to vary or change.

There are many variables among the conditions

which conspire for the production of a good photo

graph. J. N. Loefyer,

2. In math, a variable quantity; a quantity

which may be regarded as in a state of con

tinual iu crease or decrease. See the adjec

tive.—3. A shifting wind as opposed to a

trade-wind; heiice the variables, the inter

mediate space, region, or belt between the

north-east and the south-east trade-winds.

Their region varies in width from about 160

to 600 miles, being widest in September and

narrowest in December or January, and is

characterized by calms, shifting breezes,

and sometimes violent squalls, the laws of

which are not so readily understood as those

of the trade-winds.

Variableness (va'ri-a-bl-nes), n. The state

or quality of being variable; as, (a) in a

physical sense, susceptibility of change;

liableness or aptness to alter or to be altered ;

changeableness; as, the variableness of the

weather. (6) In a moral sense, mutability;

inconstancy; fickleness; unsteadiness ; lev

ity; as, the variableness of human passions.
• The Father of lights, with whom there is

no variableness, neither shadow of turning.'

Jas. i. 17.

Variably (va'ri-a-bli), adv. In a variable

manner; changeably; mutably; inconstantly.

Variance (va'ri -an »), ji. [See Vary, j 1. The

act or state of being or becoming variant ;

change of condition; alteration; a variation.

(Bare. |—2. In law, an alteration of some

thing formerly laid in a writ, or a difference

between a declaration and a writ, or the

deed on which it is grounded; a departure

in the oral evidence from the statement in

the pleadings.— 3. Difference that produces

dispute or controversy; disagreement; dis

sension; discord.

If the learned would not sometimes submit to the

ignorant, the old to the weaknesses of the young,

there would be nothing but everlasting variance in

the world. S-wt/i.

—At variance, {a) in disagreement; in a state

of difference or want of agreement.

She runs, but hopes she does not run unseen :

While a kind glance at her pursuer (lies,

How much a/viirumce are her feet and eyesl

Pope.

(b) In a state of dissension or controversy;

in a state of enmity.

The Britons (as before ye have heard) were at

variance among themselves. Hoiinshtd.

1 am come to set a man at variance against his father.

Mat. i. 35.

Variant (va'ri-ant), a. 1. Different; diverse;

having a different form or character. —

2. Variable; varying.

While above in the variant breezes

Numberless noisy weathercocks rattled and sung of

mutation. Longfellow.

Variant (va'ri-ant), a Something that is

really the same, though with a different

form; a different reading or version. 'A

German variant of the story.* Nineteenth

Century,

Variate (va'ri-at). o.t. pret. <fc pp. variated;

ppr. variatiny. To make different; to vary;

to diversify. 'Their multiplied, variated,

complotments against her.' Dean King.

Variated (va'ri-at-ed), o. InAer. same as

Varriated.

Variation (va-ri-ii'shon), n. [L, variatio.

See Vary.J l.The act or process of varying;

partial change in the form, position, state,

or qualities of the same thing; alteration;

mutation; change; modification; as, a varia

tion of colour in different lights; a varia

tion in the size of a plant from day to day;

the unceasing, though slow variation of

language.

After much variation of opinions, the prisonerwas

acquitted of treason. Sir J. Hayuard.

The essences of things are conceived not capable

of such variation. Locke.

No two plants are indistinguishable, and no two

animals are without differences, f'aria/iau is co

extensive with heredity. H. Spencer.

2. The extent to which a thing varies; the

degree, interval, or amount of departure

from a former condition or position; amount

or rate of change.—3. In gram, change of

termination of words, as in declension, con

jugation, comparison, and the like; inflec

tion. Watts.—4. The act of deviating; devia

tion; as, a variation of a transcript From the

original. —5. In astron. any deviation from

the mean orbit or mean motion of a heavenly

body.occasioned by another disturbing body.

When these deviations are compensated In

comparatively short periods of time they

are called periodic variations, but when the

compensation requires an immense period

of time for its consummation the variation

is called a secular variation.— Variation of

the moon, an inequality in the moon's rate of

motion, occasioned by the attraction of the-

sun, and depending as to its degree on the*

moon's position in her orbit.—6. In phytic*

and navigation, the deviation of the magne

tic needle, or needle of the mariner's com

pass, from the true north point; or the angle

which the needle makes with the plane of the

meridian of a ship or station ; called also De

clination. The variation of the compass does

not remain constantly the same in the same

place, but undergoes a alow and progressive

change. The needle is observed to move

gradually towards the west of the true me

ridian until it arrives at its maximum on

that side ; it then returns, passes over the

true meridian, and moves easterly, until it

arrives at its maximum towards the east,

when it returns as before. In the year 1S78,
in London, the variation was 11s 15' east;

in 1662, the needle poiuted due north, after

which time it travelled about 34}* to the

westward (the maximum being in ! ->lft); it it

now considerably less and is continually de

creasing. The variation, however, is very dif

ferent in differeut parts of the globe, and it i%

also subject to diurnal changes in the same

place.— 7. In music, one of a scries of orna

mental changes or embellishment* in the

treatment of a tunc, movement, or theme

during several successive repetitions. The

simplest kind of variation is by introducing:

into the melody a greater or less number of

passing notes (that is. notes intermediate in

pitch between the original notes of the air),

together with cadenzas, scale movement*

and the like, or by breaking of the chords-

into triplets, quadruplets, <ffc., or throwing

them into arpeggio form, the fundamental

harmony usually remaining uncliauged. In

more elaborate styles, however, new har

monies, rhythms, and melodic development*

gradually appear, often brilliantly display

ing the fertility of the composer's fancy. Iu

many cases variations are mere unmeaning

ornaments designed to exhibit the mechani

cal dexterity of the performer.—Calculus of

variations, a branch of analysis, the chief

object of which is to find what function of a

variable will be a maximum or minimum on

certain prescribed conditions. This calculus.

offers the only general, and frequently the

only possible, means of solving those prob

lems generally termed isoperimetrical —

Syn.Change, modification, vicissitude,xuuta-

tioii. deviation.

Varicella (var-l-Bella), ft. {Vim. of variola,

the small-pox] In pathol. the chicken-pox:

called also the Water-pox.

Variciform (va-ris'i-form), ». J:-. -■. nil ling

a varix (which see).

Varicocele (var'i-ko-selX n. [Fr. egrfaeeHt,

from L. varix, a dilated vein, and Gr kite,

a tumour.] In surg. a varicose enlargement

of the veins of the spermatic cord; or, more

rarely, a like enlargement of the veins of the

scrotum.

Varicose (var'i-kds), a. [L. varies*** See

VARIX] l. Exhibiting a varix; preternatu-

rally enlarged, or permanently dilated : sniil

of veins —2. Designed for the cure or relief

of varicose veins; a term applied to elartic

fabrics made into stockings, bandages, ami

the like, used for this purpose. See Varix.

Varicosity (var-i-kos'i-ti), n. The state of

being varicose: said of a vein.

Varicous (varl-kus). a. Same as Varicose.

Varied (va'rid). p. and a. 1. Altered ; par

tially changed; changed.

These, as they change, Almighty Father! these

Are but the varied Ik* 1. 7"Avaur*r.

2. Characterized by variety; consisting of

various kinds or sorts ; as, a varied assort

ment of goods,—3. Differing from each other:

diverse; various; as, commerce with its

varied interests.

Variedly (va rid-li), adv. Diversely.

Variegate (va'ri-e gat), o.t. preL »fc pp. varie

gated; ppr. variegating. [L variego, varie-

gatum, to variegate, from ranw, various,

different. See Vary.] To diversify by means

of different tints or hues; to mark with dif

ferent colours In Irregular patches; to spot.

streak, dapple, Ac; as, to variegate a floor

with marble of different coloura

Ladies like variegated tulips show;

'Tib to their changes half their charms »« -■•»■

The shells are filled with a white spar, which -. ,>■ .e*

gates and adds to the beauty of the stone

fTMwMfrf

— Variegated leaves, in bot. leaves irreiro-

larly marked with spots of a light colour

arising from the suppression or modification

of the chlorophyll. — Variegated wndsttme.

Same as New Red Sandstone.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pouud; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc try.
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Variegation (va'ri-e-ga"shou), n. 1. The act

of rafTegatliig, or stute of being variegated

by different colours; diversity of colours.

2. In bot. (a) ti term employed to designate

the disposition of two or more colours in the

petals, leaves, and other parts of plants.

(b) A condition of plants in which the leaves

become partially white or of a very light

colour from suppression or modification of

the chlorophyll. Plants showing this un

natural condition may be otherwise quite

healthy, and are often prized on account of

their peculiar appearance.

Varlen.t tufts, of vary. To change; to alter;

Co vary. Chaucer.

Varler (va'ri-er), n. One who varies; one

who strays in &earch of variety. 'Pious

variers from the church.' Tennyson.

Varietal (va-ri'et-al), a. Of or pertaining to

a variety, as distinguished from an indivi

dual or a species.

When a young naturalist commences the study of

a group of organisms quite unknown to him, he is at

first much perplexed in determining what differences

to consider as specific, and what as varietal: for he

knows nothing of the amount and kind of variation

to which the group is subject. ■ Darwin.

Variety (va-ri'e-ti), n. [Fr. vartttd, from L.

varietas, from varum, different. See Vary.]

1. The state or quality of being varied or

various; intermixture of different things, or

of things different in form, or a succession

of different things; diversity; multifarious

ness.

Variety is nothing else but a continued novelty.

South.

Where order in variety we see.

And where, though all things differ, all agree.

Pope.

Variety's the very spice of life,

That gives it all its Savour. Cowfer.

2. Exhibition of different characteristics by

one individual; many-sidedness.

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale

Her infinite variety; other women cloy

The appetites they feed. Shak.

3. Variation; deviation; change from a for

mer state. 'A variety in things from what

they now appear.' Str M. Hale.—4. A col

lection or number of many different things;

a varied assortment; as, he sells a great

variety of articles.—5. Something differing

from others of the same general kind; one

of many tilings which agree in their general

features; a sort; a kind; as, varieties of rock,

of wood, of land, of soil, and the like; to

prefer one variety of cloth to another.—

6. Specifically, in scientific classifications,

a subdivision of a species of animals or

plants; an individual or group of individuals

differing from the rest of the species to
■which it belongs in some accidental circum

stances which are not essential to the spe

cies. Varieties are considered as less per

manent than species, and those naturalists

who look upon species as strictly distinct

in their origin, consider varieties as modifi

cations of them arising from particular

causes, as climate, nourishment, cultivation,

and the like. See the following quotation.

No one definition (of species) has satisfied all natu

ralists; yet every naturalist knows vaguely what lie

means when he speaks of a species. . . . The term

variety is almost equally difficult to define ; but here

community of descent is almost universally implied,

though it can rarely be proved. . . . Practically

w lien a naturalist can unite by means of intermediate

links any two forms, he treats the one as a variety of

the other, ranking the most common, but sometimes

the one first described, as the species, and the other

as the variety. But cases of great difficulty . . .

sometimes arise in deciding whether or not to rank

one form as a variety of another even when they are

closely connected by intermediate links. . . . Few

well-marked and well-known varieties can be named

which have not been ranked as species by at least

sfiine competent judges. Daru-in.

In like manner the term variety is applied

to inorganic substances of the same kind,

which are susceptible of classification, to

note differences in colour, structure, crys

tallization, and the like, all the varieties

being referable to some one species which

is assumed as the typically perfect standard;

as, varieties of quartz, diamond, and the

like.

Variform (va'ri-form), a. Having different

shapes or forms.

Varlformed (va'ri-formd), a. Formed with

different shapes.

Varify" (va'ri-fi), v.t. pret. * pp. varifwd ;

ppr. vari/yina. To diversify; to variegate;

to colour variously. 'Lively colours lovely

ratified. ' Sylvester. [Rare.]

Variola (va-ri'6-la). n. [Fr. variole, small

pox, from L. variue, spotted] The small

pox; so named from its effects upon the

skin.

Variolar (va-ri'6-ler), a. Same as Variolous.

Variolaria (va-ri'6-la"ri-a), n. [From vari

ola, small-pox; the shields of these plants re

semble the eruptive spots of that disease.]

A spurious genus of lichens of an ash-gray

or white colour found on the bark of the

trunks of various trees, on rocks, walls, or

on tiie ground. V. faginea, which is a

Variolaria faginea.

special form of a genus to which the name

Pertusaria is applied, is distinguished from

all others of the genus by its intensely

bitter taste, and is employed in France for

the purpose of obtaining oxalic acid. The

lower fig. above shows part of the surface

natural size. V. lactea, or milky-white va

riolaria, which properly belongs to the genus

Zeora, is an elegant species, and is collected

for the purpose of being used in imparting

a red colour in dyeing.

Variolic (va-ri-ol'ik), a. Variolous.

Variolite (va'ri-6-lit), a. [L. varius, various,

and Or. lithos, stone.] In mineral, a kind of

porphyritic rock, in which the imbedded

substances are imperfectly crystallized, or

are rounded, giving the stone a spotted ap

pearance.

VariolitiC (va'ri-6-lit"ik), a. [From variola,

small -pox,] Thickly marked with small

round specks or dots; spotted.

Varioloid (va'ri-6-loid), n. [ Variola (which

see), and Or. eidos, form.] In med. small

pox modified by previous inoculation or

vaccination. It is almost always a milder

disease than ordinary Bmall-pox.

Varioloid (va'ri-6-loid), a. 1. Resembling

variola or small - pox. — 2. Resembling

measles; having the appearance of measles,

as the skin of diseased pigs.

Variolous (va-ri'6-lus), a. [From variola

(which see).] Pertaining to or designating

the small-pox; variolar; variolic.

Variorum (va-ri-6'rum). a. [From L. edttio

cum notis variorum, an edition with the

notes of various persons.] A term applied

to an edition of some work in which the

notes of different commentators are in

serted; as, a ixirinrum edition of one of the

Greek or Latin classics.

Various (va'ri-us). a. [L. varius. See

Vary.] 1. Differing from each other; dif

ferent; diverse; manifold; as. men of various

occupations. 'So many and so various

laws.' Milton. ' Discord with a thousand

various mouths.' Milton.

Vast crowds of vanquished nations march along,

Various in arms, in habit, and in tongue- Drydrn.

Full of great rooms and small the palace stood,

All various. Tennyson.

2. Divers; several; as, there are various

other matters to be considered.—3. Change

able; uncertain; unfixed. Locke.—4. Ex

hibiting different characters; multiform.

A man so various that he seem'd to be

Not one, but all mankind's epitome. Dryden.

5. Having a diversity of features; not uni

form or monotonous; diversified. 'A happy

rural seat of various view.' Hilton.

The world was made so various th;tt the mind . . .

Pleased with novelty might be Indulged. Coivfer.

Variously (va'ri-us li), adv. In various or

different ways; with diversity; diversely;

multifariously; as. objects variously repre

sented; flowers tYiWou«/i/coloured. ';So sweet,

so shrill, so variously she sang.' Dryden.

Divers men equally wise and good speak variously

in the question. Jer. Taylor.

Varlx (vii'riks), n. pi. Varices (var'i-sez).

■ I,. ! 1. An uneven dilatation of a vein.

owing to local retardation of the venous

circulation, and in some cases to the irrc-

gular relaxation of the coats of the veins;

varicose vein, a disease known by a soft

tumour on a vein, which does not pul

sate. The veins most usually affected are

those at the surface of the lower extrem

ities, the vein sometimes bursting, and

giving rise to hemorrhage. The treatment

is generally palliative, and consists in the

application of appropriate bandages. —2. In

conch, a term used to designate the longi

tudinal thickened elevations which occur

at greater or less intervals on the outer sur

face of spiral shells, as in Triton and Murex.

They mark the former position of the mouth.

Varlet (var'let), n. [O.Fr, varlet, vaslet.

See Valet. Vassal.] 1. Anciently, a page or

knight's follower; an attendant on a gentle

man.

Call here my var/et, I'll unarm again. Shak.

We may enumerate four distinct causes tending to

the promotion of chivalry. The first of these was the

regular scheme of education, according to which the

sons of gentlemen, from the age of seven years, were

brought up in the castles of superior lords, where

they at once learned the whole discipline of their

future profession, and imbibed its emulous and en

thusiastic spirit. . . . From seven to fourteen years

these bnys were called vartets ; at fourteen they

bore the name of esquire. Ha/lam,

Hence—2. A term of contempt or reproach

for one in a subordinate or menial position;

a low fellow; a scoundrel; a rascal; as, an

impudent varlet

Thou, var/et, dost thy master's gains devour ;

Thou milk'st his ewes, and often twice an hour.

Dryden.

3.t The court card, now called the knave.

Varletry (viir'let-ri), n. The rabble; the

crowd. "The shouting varletry of cens'ring

Rome.' Shak.

Varmet (var'met), ». In her. the escallop

when represented without the ears.

Varmint (var'mint). n. A vulgar corrup

tion of vermin, and often applied to any

person or animal, specially troublesome,

mischievous, disgusting, or the like.

Varnish (var'niBh), v. t. [Formerly also ver-

nish, from Fr. vernisser, vernir, to varnish,

from a (hypothetical) L. verb vitrinire,

from vitrinus, glassy, from vitrum, glass—

varnish giving a glassy Burface] 1. To lay

varnish on; to cover with a liquid for giving

anything a glossy surface, and to protect it

from the influences of air and moisture; as,

to varnish a sideboard or table.— 2. To

cover with something that gives a fair

external appearance; to give an improved

appearance to. ' Close ambition, varmsh'd

o'er with zeal.' Milton.

A withered hermit, fivescore winters worn.

Might shake off fifty, looking in her eye;

Beauty doth varnish age, as if new-born,

And gives the crutch the cradle's infancy. Shak.

3. To give a fair external appearance by

rhetoric; to give a fair colouring to; to gloss

over ; to palliate ; as, to varnish errors or

deformity.

Cato's voice was ne'er employ"d

To clear the guilty, and to varnish crimes.

A ddison .

Varnish (var'nish), n, [Fr. vernis, varnish.

See the verb.] 1. A solution of rutinous

matter, forming a clear limpid fluid capable

of hardening without losing its transpar

ency, and used by painters, gilders, cabinet

makers, Ac, tor coating over the surface of

their work in order to give it a shining, trans

parent, and hard surface, capable of resist

ing in a greater or less degree the influ

ences of air and moisture. The resinous

substances most commonly employed for

varnishes are amber, anime, copal, elemf,

lac, mastic, and sandarach, which may tie

coloured with arnotto, asphalt, gamboge,

saffron, aloes, turmeric, or dragon's-blood.

The solvents are, (a) fixed or volatile oils or

mixtures of them fas linseed-oil or oil of

turpentine), (b) Concentrated alcohol or

methylated spirits. Hence the varnishes

are divided into two classes, oil varnishes

and spirit varnishes. —2. That which re

sembles varnish, either naturally or artifi

cially; a glosBy or lustrous appearance.

'The varnish of the holly and ivy.' Mac-

aulay.—S. An artificial covering to give a

fair appearance to any act or conduct; out

side show; gloBs; palliation. 'A double

varnish on the fame the Frenchman gave

you.' Shak.

Varnlsher (vaVniBh-eT), n. 1. One who var

nishes, orwhose occupation is to varnish —

2 One who disguises or palliates; one who

gives a fair external appearance. 'Thou

varnisher of fools and cheat of all the wise. '

Pope.

Varnish-tree (vaynish-tre). n. The name

given to certain trees which exude resinous

juices, either naturally or from incisions.

These juices harden in the air. and are em

ployed as varnishes. Varnish trees aie

found chiefly in India, Burmah. and China.

ch. cAain; eh, 5c. locA; g, <jq; j.job; u, Fr. ton; ng, si/w/; TH. tkem; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; th, azure.—See KEY.
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Many of them belong to the nat order Ana-

cardiacese, as the marking-nut (Scmccarpua

anacardium); Stagmaria vemici/tua, which

yields the Japan lacquer ; Mclanorrhcca

usitatissima, the varnish-tree of Burmah;

and Rhus vemicifera, Japan varnish.

Varrlated (varrt-at-ed), pp. In her. cut in

the form of vair; as, a bend varriated on

the outsides. Spelled also Variated.

Varrles, VarreyB (var'riz), n. In her. sep

arate pieces of vair, In form resembling a

shield. Written also Varryg. See Vair.

Varsal (var'sal), a. A vulgar corruption of

Universal, often met with, and frequently

used simply to Intensify or emphasize.

I believe there is not such another in the varsal

wurld. Swift.

Every varsal soul in the library were gone to bed.

Sir If. Scott.

Varsovienne (var-so'vi-en), n, A celebrated

dance, named from Warsaw, in Poland,

where it probably originated.

Vartabed, Vartebet(var'ta-bed,var'ta-betX

n. One of an order of ecclesiastics in the

Armenian church who live like monks, cul

tivate the sciences, and are the vicars of the

bishops.

Varuna (var'u-na), n. [Skr., from vri, to

cover, to surround ; hence, lit the cov-

erer, the aurrounder; akin Gr. ouranos,

heaven.] In Hind. myth, a deity represented

iu the Vedic hymns as of very great and

Varuna, the God of Waters.

manifold powers—the guardian of immor

tality, cheriaher of truth, the seizer and

punisher of ill-doers, the forgiver of sins,

protector of the good, and the exerciser

geuerally of unlimited control over man.

Latterly he became the god of waters, the

cause of rain, lord of rivers and the sea, the

Hindu Neptune or Poseidon indeed. He is

represented as a white man, four- armed,

riding on a sea animal, generally with a

noose in one of his hands and a club in

another, with which he seizes and punishes

the wicked.

Varus (va'rus), n. [L. varus, bow-legged,

straddling ] A variety of club-foot in which

the person walks on the outer edge of his

foot.

Varvelled (vaVveld), a.

Having varvels or rings.

In her. when the leather

thongs or jesses which

tie on the bells to the

legs of hawks are borne

flotant, with rings at

the ends, the bearing

is theu termed jes*ed,

belled, and varvelled,

Varvels (varVelz), n. pi

[Ft. vervelle, O.Fr. vertevelle, L.L. vertibella,

vertebolum, from verto, to turn. Littrd.)

In falconry, rings, usually of silver, placed

on the legs of a hunting hawk, on which the

owner's name is engraved. Written also

Vervels.

Varvlcite (var'vis-It), n. [Latinized from

Warwick.] An oxide of manganese found

native in Warwickshire.

Vary (va'ri), v.t. pret A pp. varied; ppr.

varying. [Ft. varier, from L. variare, to

vary, from variws, variegated; akin to Gr.

baliot, spotted, dappled.] 1. To alter in

form, appearance, substance, or position;

to make dilferent by a partial chauge; to

modify; as, to vary a thing in dimensions; to

vary its properties, proportions, or nature;

to vary a statement; to vary one's dress.—

2. To change to something else.

Gods, that never chance their state,

Vary oft their love and hate. IValler,

We are to vary the customs according to the time

and country where the scene of action lies. Dryden.

3. To moke of different kinds; to make di-

Varvelled.
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verse or different one from another. Sir T.

Browne.—4. To diversify; to variegate.

God hath here

Varied his bounty so with new delights. Milton.

5. t To express variously ; to diversify i n terms

or forms of expression.

The man hath no wit that cannot, from the rising

of the lark to the lodging of the lamb, -vary deserved

praise on rny palfrey. Shak.

6. In music, to embellish, as a melody or

theme with passing notes cadenzas, arpeg

gios, &c. See Variation. 7.

Vary (va'ri), v.i. 1. To alter or be altered

in any manner; to suffer a partial change;

to appear in different or various forms; to

be changeable; as, colours often vary when

held in different positions; customs vary

from one age to another until they are en

tirely changed; opinions vary with the

times; the varying hues of the clouds; the

varying plumage of a dove.

Fortune's mood varies again. Shat.

And as the light of Heaven "varies, now

At sunrise, now at sunset ... so loved Geraint

To make her beauty vary day by day. Tennyson.

2. To differ or be different ; to be unlike or

diverse; as, the laws of different countries

vary.

The violet varies from the lily as far

As oak from elm. Tennyson.

3. To become unlike one's self; to undergo

variation, as in purpose, opinion, or the

like.

He would vary and try both ways in turn. Bacon.

4. To deviate; to depart; to swerve; as, to

vary from the law; to vary from the rules

of justice or reason. ' Varying from the

right rule ot reason.' Locke.—ft. To alter or

change in succession; to succeed; to al

ternate.

While fear and anger with alternate grace.

Pant in her breast, and vary in her face.

Addisott.

Q. To disagree; to be at variance; as, men

vary in opinion.

In judgement of her substance thus they vary,

And vary thus in judgement of her seat ;

For some her chair up to the brain do carry.

Some sink it down into the stomach's heat.

Siry. Davt'es.

7. In math, analysis, to be subject to con

tinual increase or decrease; as, a quantity

conceived to vary or have different values

in the same equation. One quantity is said

to vary directly as another when if the

one is increased or diminished the other

increases or diminishes in the same pro

portion. Quantities vary inversely when if

one is increased or diminished the other is

in like proportion diminished or increased.

Varyt (va'ri), n. Alteration; change; varia

tion.

Renege, affirm, and turn their halcyon beaks

With every gale and xtiry of their masters Skak.

Vary-coloured (va'ri-kul-erd), a. Coloured

differently in dilferent parts; presenting a

diversity of colours; variegated; party-col

oured. ' Vary-coloured shells.' Tennyson.

Vascular (vas'ku-ler), o. [L. vasculum, a

vessel, dim. of vas, a vessel.] Pertaining to

the vessels or tubes connected with the vital

functions of animals or plants, and especi

ally making up the circulatory system; con

sisting of, containing, or operating by means

of animal or vegetable vessels, as arteries,

veins, lacteals, and the like; as, the vascu

lar system ; vascu

lar functions. —

\'ascular plants,

the plants pertain

ing to the phanero

gamous division of

plants; the vascu-

lares (which see). —

Vascular tissue,

tissue composed of

smull vessels like

the woody tissue or

substance of flower

ing plants: used in

contradistinction

to cellular. Thecut

shows some of the vessels which compose

the vascular tissue of plants: 1, duct with

broken Bpires; 2, dotted ducts; 3. spiral ves

sels broken into rings ; 4, dotted ducts ; 5,

spiral vessels.— Vascular system, in anat.

the system formed by all the blood-vessels,

lacteals, Ac.

Vasculares (vas-ku-la'rez), n.pl. A name

given to the first of the two great divisions

of plants, consisting of those in which vas

cular tissue appears, and thus including all

the phanerogamous plants, both exogenous

and endogenous; vascular plants. See Cell-

clares.

Vascular Tissue in Plants.

VASELINE

Vascularity (vas-ku-lar'i-ti), n. The fctate

or quality of being vascular.

Vasculiferous (vas-ku-lifer-us), a. tL. «w-

culxim, a small vessel, and fero, to bear]

In bot. applied to such plants as have seed-

vessels divided into cells, such as the pome

granate, orange, poppy. &c.

Vasculose (vas'ku-los), a. ia bot same as

Vascular.

Vasculose ( vas'ku-los V n. In chem. the

name given to the substance constituting

the principal part of the vessels of plants.

Vasculum (vas'ku-lum), n, [Dim. of L. vas,

a vessel.] 1. A botanist's case for carrying

specimens as he collects them.—2. In bot a

pitcher-shaped leaf.

Vase (vas. vaz, or vaz), n. [Fr. vase, from L.

mi. a vase, a vessel. The word is not very

old in English, probably dating from the

latter part of the seventeenth century. ] 1 . A

vessel of some size, made of various mate

rials, and in various forms, and for various

purposes, often merely serving for orna

ment, or at least being primarily ornamental

Grecian Vases.

in character. The Egyptians, Greeks, and

Romans made them from precious and other

stones, bronze, silver, gold, ivory, and glass,

and often used them for sacrificial or other

sacred purposes; but the most prevalent

material for vases of all kinds, including

those intended to hold the ashes of the

dead, has generally been baked clay. Antique

vases of painted earthenware have been dis

covered by thousands iu tombs and cata

combs in Etruria, Southern Italy, Sicily,

Greece, and some of the Grecian islands.

Many of them exhibit great beauty and

Chinese, Japanese, and Indian Vases.

elegance, and are ornamented by artistic

designs of the most varied character; accord

ingly they have been much prized by anti

quaries for the light they cast upon the

history, mythology, religious, civil, and do

mestic customs of antiquity. Italy, France,

and Germany in the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries produced many vases which

are the perfection of artistic form and exe

cution, and since the fifteenth century many

masterpieces of glass art in the form of vases

have issued from the Venetian manufac

tories. From India, China, and Japan also

have been obtained vases of various mate

rials, especially of porcelain, vying in ele

gance of form and beauty of ornamentation

with those produced in Europe. —2. IuarcA.

(a) a sculptured ornament placed on socles

or pedestals, representing the vessels of the

ancients, as incense-pots, flower-pots, Ave.

Vases usually crown or finish facades or

frontispieces. (6) The body of the Corin

thian and Composite capital: called also the

Tambour or Drum.— PmM <>f a theatre, iu

one. arch, same as ifr/iea (which see).—3.An

old name for the calyx of a plant. Bailey.

Vaseline (vas'e-lin), n, A name giveu to a

product obtained from petroleum after the

lighter hydrocarbons are driven off, and

composed of a mixture of paraffins. It is

Used as a base for ointments, pomades, cold-

cream, &c, and for coating surgical instru

ments and steel surfaces generally to pro

tect theni from rust

Fate, far, fat, fall; ml, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, nut, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc, abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Vasifonn (vas'i-form), a. [L. vas, a vessel,

and foruux, shape] In bot having a variety

of vascular tissue like that of ducts.— Van-

form tit :.u-\ a name formerly given to that

variety of cellular tissue now called Pitted

Tissue or Bothrenchyina. See Bothren-

chyma.

Vasodentlne (vas-6-den' tin), n. [L. vas, a

vessel, and dens, dentis. a tooth.] In anal.

that modification of dentine in which ca

pillary tubes of the primitive vascular pulp

remain uncalcitled and carry red blood into

the substance of the tissue. Page.

Vaso-motor (vas-6-md'ter), a. [L. vas, a

vessel, and motor, a mover.] In physiol. ap

plied to the system of nerves distributed

over the muscularcoats of the blood-vessels.

Vassal (vas'&al), n. [Fr. vassal, Pr. vassal,

Sp. vasnllo. It vassallo, from L.L vassallus,

a vassal, vassus, in the feudal system, the

domestic of a prince. Vassus\fiot Celtic ori

gin—Armor, yicaz, a young man, a domestic,

a vassal ; W. gwas, a youth, a servant. Of

same origin are valet, varlet] 1. A feuda

tory; a tenant holding lands under a lord,

and bound by his tenure to feudal services.

A rear rosso/, one who holds of a lord who

is himself a vassal. —2. A subject; a depend

ant; a retainer; a servant; one who attends

on or acts by the will of another. ' I am his

fortune's vassal. ' Shak.

Let Cod for ever keep it (the crown) from my head.

And make me as tlie poorest vassal is

That doth with awe and terror kneel to it. ShaJt

Passions ou^ht to be her (the mind's) vassals, not

her masters. Raleigh.

3. A bondman; a slave.

Not vassals to be beat, nor pretty babes

To be dandled—no, but living wills. Tennyson

4. A low wretch. Shak.

Vassal (vas'sal), v.t. To subject to vassalage;

to enslave; to treat as a vassal. Beau. <fr Fl.

Vassal (vas'sal), a. Servile; subservient.

'Thy proud heart's slave and vassal wretch

to be/ Shak.

Vassalage (vas'sal-aj), n. [See Vassal.]

1. The state of being a vassal or feudatory.

Hence—2. Political servitude; dependence;

subjection; slavery.

I shall recount . . . how our country from a state

of ignominious •""■' f ri'lafe, rapidly rose to the place

of umpire among European powers. Macaulay.

a A territory held in vassalage; a fee or fief.

'The countshfpof Foix, with six territorial

vassalages.' Milman. — 4. Vassals or sub

jects collectively. [Rare]

Uke vassalage at unawares encountering

The eye of majesty. Shah

5. t Valour; courage; prowess. Chaucer. [The

word probably acquired this signification

from the powerful and faithful assistance

which the vassal* supplied to their superior

lords in times of danger.]

Vassalatet (vas'aal-at), v.t. To reduce to

a state of vassalage or dependence; to sub

ordinate. Bp. Oauden.

Vasaalry (vas'aal-ri), n. The body of vas

sals

Vast (vast), a. [Ft. vaste, from L. vastus,

waste, desert, vast, huge ; vasto, to waste ;

cog. O.H.G. iruosti, Mod. G. wiiste, a desert;

E waste. Comp. Skr. vast, to molest. Injure,

kill.] l.t Wide and vacant or unoccupied;

waste ; desert ; desolate ; lonely. ' Antres

vast and deserts idle." Shak. 'The empty

vast, and wandering air.' Shak. "The vast

immeasurable abyss.' Milton. —2. Being of

great extent; very spacious or large; bound

less; capacious; having an extent not to be

surveyed or ascertained. ' More devils than

vast hell can hold.' Shak. — Z. Huge in bulk

and extent; enormous; massive; immense;

as, the vast mountains of Asia; the vast

range of the Andes.—4. Very great in num

bers or amount; as, a vast army; vast num

bers or multitudes were slain. —6. Very great

as to degree or intensity; mighty; as, vast

labour. —Syn. Huge, enormous, immense,

spacious, mighty, tremendous.

Vast (vast),?*. 1 A boundless waste or space;

immensity. 'The vast of heaven.' Milton.

'The watery vast.' Pope.

Far had he rnam'ri

With nothing save the vast, that foam'd

Above, around, and at his feet. A'eats.

2. A great deal; a large quantity. [Local]

Vast isapplied by Shakspere to the darkness

of midnight, in which the prospect is not

bounded in by distinct objects. ' The dead

vast and middle of the night' flam. I. II.

Vastatet (vas'tat), o. [See below] De

vastated: laid waste. 'The vastate ruins of

ancient monuments.' Rev. T. Adams.

Vastationt (vas-ta'shon), n. [L. vastatio,

from vasto, to waste. See Vast.] A layiug

waste ; waste ; depopulation ; devastation.

Bp. Hall.

Vastator t (vas'tat-er), n. One who devas

tates or lays waste. 'The cunning adver

saries and vastators of the Church of Eng

land.' Bp. Oauden.

Vastldltyt (vas-tid'i-ti), n. Vastness; im

mensity. ' AH the world's vastidity,' Shak.

Vastitude (vas'ti-tud), n. 1. Vastness; im

mense extent. [Rare.] — 2. t Destruction;

vastation.

Vastly (vast'li), adv. 1. Very greatly: to a

vast extent or degree; as, a space vastly ex

tended; men differ vastly in their opinions

and manners.—2.t Like a waste; desolately.

Shak.

Vastness (vast'nes), n. The state or quality

of being vast; as. (rt) great extent; immen

sity; as, the vastness of the ocean or of

space. ' In vastness and iu mystery." Ten

nyson. (6) Immense bulk; massiveness; as,

the vastness of a mountain.

Behemoth, biggest bom of earth, upheav'd

H is vtstness. Milton.

(<:) Immense magnitude or amount; as. the

vastness of an army, or of the sums of money

necessary to support it (d) Greatness in

general.

When I compare this little performance with the

vastness of my subject, methinks I have brought but

a cockleshell of water from the ocean. Otanville.

Vasto (vas'to), n. In Eng. law, a writ

against tenants, for terms of life or years,

committing waste.

Vastyt (vas'ti), a. Vast; boundless; being

of great extent; very spacious.

I can call spirits from the vasty deep. Shah.

Vat (vat), n. [Same word as/nf, a vat, with

change of/ to v; or it may be directly bor

rowed from D. vat, a vat, G./ass, a cask.]

1. A large tub, vessel, or cistern, especially

one for holding liquors in an immature

state, chemical preparations for dyeing or

for tanning leather, and the like; as, vats

for wine, tan-ear*. &c. 'Red with the

spirited purple of the vats.' Tennyson.

Let him produce his vats and tubs, in opposition

to heaps of arms and standards. Addison.

2. A liquid measure in the Netherlands cor

responding to the hectolitre = 22 imperial

gallons.—3. In R. Cath. Ch. a portable vessel

to contain holy water for use at the intro

duction to mass, or on other customary oc

casions. —4. In metal, (rt) a vessel used In the

wet treatment of ores. (6) A square hollow

place on the back of a calcining furnace in

which tin ore is laid for the purpose of

being dried.

Vat (vat), v.t pret. <£ pp. vatted; ppr. raf-

ting. To put In a vat

Vateria (va-tS'ri-a), n. [After Abraham

Vater, a German botanical author.] A

genus of plants, nat order Dfpterocarpacea;.

One species, V. indica, grows all along the

Malabar coast and in Canara; and Vlan-

cecefolia is common in Sflhet Both species

form large trees, valuable both for their

timber, and also for the products which

they yield. V. indica, whose timber is much

employed in ship -building, produces the

resin called in India copal and in England

gum a itime. It also yields a fatty substance

called piney-tallow.

Vatful (vat'ful), n. As much as a vat will

hold; the contents of a vat.

Vatic (vat'ik), a. [L. votes, a prophet] Of,

relating to, or proceeding from, a prophet

or seer; prophetic; oracular; inspired.

* Every vatic word.' E. B. Browning.

Vatlcalt (vat'ik-al), a. Prophetic; vatic.

' Vatical predictions.' Bp. Hall.

Vatican (vat'i-kan), n. [From Monsor Colli*

Vatieanus, the name of one of the hills of an

cient Rome, on the west bank of the Tiber. ]

The most extensive palace in the world,

built upon the Vatican hill. Immediately

to the north of the basilica of St Peter's at

Rome. Since the return of the popes from

Avignon the Vatican has been their princi

pal residence, and Bince the conversion of

Rome into the capital of Italy it is their

only residence. As such, and as the store

house of valuable literary and art collec

tions, it fs one of the chief attractions of

modem Rome. Hence, the Vatican is used

as equivalent to the papal power or govern

ment; as in the phrase the thunders of the

Vatican, the anathemas or denunciations of

the pope.

The thunders of the Vatican could no longer

strike terror into the heart of princes, as in the days

of the Crusades. Prescott.

— Vatican Council, the Ecumenical Council

of the Church of Rome which met in the

Vatican in 1870, and declared the personal

infallibility of the pope when speaking ex

cathedrd to be a dogma of the church. See

Infallibility.

Vaticanism ( vat'i-kan-izm ), n. The doc

trines and tenets promulgated by the Vati

can ; the tenets of those who hold extreme

views as to the pope's rights and supremacy;

ultramontanism.

Vaticanlst(vnt'ikan-ist),7i. A devoted ad

herent of the pope; an ultramontanist

Vaticlde (va'ti-sid), n. [L vates, a prophet,

and catdo, to kill.] 1. The murder of a pro

phet—2. The murderer of a prophet.

Vaticinal ( va-tis'in-al ), rt. Relating to or

containing predictions; prophetic; vatic;

vatical. T. Warton.

Vaticinate (va-tis'in-at), v.i. [L. vaticinor,

rutin'unfit*, from vates, a prophet. ] To

prophesy; to foretell; to practise prediction.

Howell.

Dr. Curaming vaticinates with his usual amplitude

of style and illustration on the fall of Turkey.

Athcnaum.

Vaticinate (va-tis'in-at), v.t. To prophesy;

to utter prophetically or as a prophet ; to

foretell.

Vaticination (va-tis'i-na"shon), ». Predic

tion; prophecy.

It is no very good symptom either of nations or of

individuals that they deal much in vaticination.

Cartyte.

Vatlclnator (va-tis'in-at-er). n. One who

vaticinates or predicts. 'Listen to the va-

ticinator.' J. D'Israeli.

Vaticinet (va'ti-sin), n. A prediction; a

vaticination. Holla nd.

Vatting (vat'Ing), a. Relating to the act of

putting in a vat ; as, ratting charges at the

docks.

Vaudeville (vod'vel), n. [Ft. vaudeville,

from O.Fr. Vau de Vire, Val de Vire, the

valley of the Vire, a little river in Norman

dy.] 1. The name given by Oliver Basselin,

a French poet of the fifteenth century, to

his convivial songs composed in the valley

of the Vire, and which became very popular

overall France. Hence— 2. In modern French

Ctry, a light, gay song, frequently em-

lying a aatire, consisting of several coup

lets ana refrain or burden, sung to a familiar

air, and often introduced into theatrical

pieces; a song common among the vulgar

and sung about the streets; a ballad; a topi

cal song. —3. In French drama, a piece whose

dialogue is intermingled with light or comic

songs set to popular airs.

VaudolS (vo-dwa), n. sing, and pi. An in

habitant or the inhabitants of the Swiss

canton of Vaud. See WALDKNSKS.

Vault (valt). n. [O.Fr. vaulte, Hwffe (Mod.

Fr. voiite). It volta; from L.L. volta, voluta,

a vault, from L. volco, volutum, to turn

round, to roll, from the rounded or arched

top of vaults.] l. An arched roof; a concave

roof or roof-like covering. 'That heaven's

vault should crack.' Shak. — 2. In arcA. a

continued arch, or an arched roof, so cou-

i. Cylindrical, barrel, or wagon vault. 2, Roman

vault, formed by the intersection of two equal cylin

ders. 3, Gothic groined vault. 4, Spherical or domi

cal vault.

structed that the stones, bricks, or other

material of which it is composed, Bustniu

and keep each other in their places. Vaults

are of various kinds, cylindrical, elliptical,

single, double, cross, diagonal, Gothic, Ac.

When a vault is of greater height than half

its span, it is said to be surmounted, and

ch, eAain; ch. Sc. locA; fcT. go; j. job; fi, Fr. ton; ng. sinj7; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azur« - SeeKEW
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when of lett height, surbased. A rampant

vault is one which springs from planes not

parallel to the horizon. (See under Ram

pant. ) One vault placed above another con

stitutes a double vault. A conic vault is

formed of part of the surface of a cone, and a

spherical vault of part of the surface of a

sphere, as fig. 4. A vault is simple, as figs. 1

and 4, when it is formed by the surface of

some regular solid, around one axis, and com

pound, as figs. 2 and 3, when compounded

of more than one surface of the same solid,

or of two different solids. A groined vault,

flg. 3, is a compound vault, formed by the

intersection of several vaults crossing each

other at right angles. See Groin. Groined.

3. An arched apartment: especially a sub

terranean chamber used for (a) a place of

interment. The deep, damp vault, the

darkness and the worm.' Young. (o) A

place for confinement; a prison. "The

sullen echoes of this dungeon vault.' Sir

W. Scott, (c) A place for storing articles; a

cellar.

When our vaults have wept

With drunken spilth of wine. Shak.

Vault (valt), v.t. 1. To form with a vault

or arched roof; to give the shape of an arch

to; as, to rauf t a passage to a court.

The dark-blue sky.

Vaulted o'er tbc dark-blue sea. Tennyson.

2. To cover with an arch or vault.

Fiery darts in flaming volleys flew.

And. flying, mulled either host with lire. Milton.

Vault (vnlt), it. [Fr. volte, a bounding, from

It. volta, a turn, a leap or vault, from volvo,

volutum, to roll, to turn. Hence this word

is really the same as Vault above.) A leap

or spring: especially, (o) a leap by means of

a pole, or assisted by resting the hand or

hands on something. (6) The leap of a

horse; a curvet.

Vault (valt). v.i. [See Vault, a leap ] 1. To

leap; to bound; to spring, especially by hav

ing something to rest the hands on, as in

mounting a horse. ' Vaulting ambition,

which o'erleaps Itself.' Shak.

Leaning on his lance, he vaulted on a tree.

Dryden.

Lucan vaulted upon Pegasus with all the heat and

intrepidiry of youth. Addison.

Lightly vault from the throne and play

With the mermen in and out of the rocks. Tennyson.

2. To exhibit equestrian or other feats of

tumbling or leaping—3. In the manege, to

curvet.

Vaultage t (valt'aj). n. Vaulted work; an

arched cellar; a vaulted room. ' Womby

vauttages of France.' Shak.

Vaulted (valt'ed), p. and a. 1. Arched; con

cave; as. a vaulted roof.

Vaulted all within, like to the sky

In which the gods doe dwell eternally. Spenser.

2. Covered with an arch or vault—S. In bot.

arched like the roof of the mouth, as the

upper lip of many ringent flowers.

Vaulter (valt'er), n. One that vaults; a

U-aper; a tumbler.

Vaulting (valt'ing), n. 1. In ore*, vaulted

work; vaults collectively— 2 The art or

practice of a vaulter. ' Btilt-raulftn^ is

dying out.' ifayhew.

Vaulting-horse (valt'ing-hors), n. A

wooden horse in a gymnasium for practice

in vaulting.

Vaulting- house t (valt'ing-hous), n. A

brothel. B. Jonson; Massinger.

Vaulting-shaft,Vaultlng-plllar(valfing-

shaft, valt'ing pil-ler), n. In arch, a pillar

sometimes rising from the floor to the spring

of the vault of the roof: more frequently, a

short pillar attached to the wall rising from

a corbel, and from the top of which the ribs

of the vault spring. The pillars between the

triforium windows of Gothic churches rising

to and supporting the vaulting may be cited

as examples.

The upper pilaster above the nave-pier remains in

the stone edifice, and is the first form of the great dis

tinctive feature of Northern architecture—the vault-

i'lS'Shafl. Rusbin.

Vaulty t (val'ti), a. Vaulted; arched: con

cave. 'The va ulty top of heaven.' Shak.

Vaunt (vant), v.i. [Formerly pan*, from

Fr. canter, to boast, to vaunt, to brag, front

LL milsn, to boast, to be vainglorious,

from L. vanus, vaiu, empty. See Vain.]

1. To boast; to make a vain display of one's

own worth, attainments, or decorations; to

talk with vain ostentation; to brag.

Pride . . . prompts a man to vaunt and overvalue

what he is. Dr. Ii. More.

2. To glory; to exult; to triumph. 'The foe

tatm(« in the field.' Shak.

546

Vaunt (vant), v.t. 1. To boast of; to brag

of; to magnify or glorify with vanity. ' My

vanquisher, spoil'd of his vaunted spoil.'

Milton.
Charity vaunteth not itself. I Cor. joii. 4.

2. To display or put forward boastfully ; to

exhibit vaingloriously. Spenser.

Vaunt (vant), n. A boast; a vain display of

what one is or has or has done; ostentation

from vanity; a brag. ' Such high tautUs of

his nobility." Shak.

Vaunt t (vant), n. [Fr. amrnf. See Avant ]

The first part; the first beginning. 'The

vaunt and firstlings of those broils.' Shak.

Vaunt-couriert (vant-ko'ri-er),n. [See Van-

COURIBB.) A precursor; a van-courier. Shak.

Vaunter (vant'er), n. One who vaunts; a

boaster ; a braggart ; a man given to vain

ostentation. Shak.

Vauntery (vant'ri), n. The act of vaunting;

bravado. [Rare.]

For she had led

The infatuate Moor, in dangerous vauntery.

To these aspiring forms. Soutney.

Vauntful (vanfful). a. Boastful; vainly os

tentatious. Spenser.

Vauntlngfvant'iiig), n. Ostentatioussetting

forth of what one is or has; vain boasting;

bragging.
You say you are a better soldier :

Let it appear so ; make your vaunting true. Snat.

Vauntingly(vant'ing-li), adv. In a vaunting

manner; boastfully; with vain ostentation.

' Founftnofi/ thou spakest it.' Shak.

Vauntmure (vant'mur), n. (Fr. otonf-

inur, from avant, before, andniur, L. murus,

a wall ] In one. fort. the walk or gangway

on the top of a wall behind the parapet.

Written also Vamure and Vanmure.

Vauquellue (vok'lin), n. [From French

chemist of the name of Vauqttelin.) 1. A

name originally given by Pelletier and Ca-

venton to strychnia (which see).—2. A name

given by Pallas to a crystalline substance

obtained from the bark of the olive-tree.

Vauquelinlte (vdk'lin-it), ». [See above]

Native chromate of lead and copper, a min

eral which occurs in small crystals on quartz

accompanying the chromate of lead in Si

beria.

Vautt(v8t),t>.«. To leap; to vault. Spenser.

Vaut t (vat), n. A vault. Spenser.

Vauty t (va'ti), o. Vaulted.

Vavasor (vav'a-sor), n. [O. Fr. vatassor. va-

vasseur. L.L vavassor. vasvassor, probably a

contr. of vastus vassorum, the vassal of vas

sals. See Vassal.] In feudal late, a prin

cipal vassal not holding immediately of the

sovereign but of a great lord, and having

other vassals who held of him; a vassal of

the second degree or rank, inferior, but

next, to the higher nobility. In the class

of vavasors were comprehended chatelains.

who owned castles or fortified houses, and

possessed rights of territorial justice. In

England the title was rarely used, though

Camden defines it as next to baron, while

Chaucer applies it to his Frankeleyn. Writ

ten also Vavassor, Vavasour, Valvasor, &c.

Vavasory (vav'a-so-ri), n. 1. The quality or

tenure of the fee held by a vavasor.—2. Lands

held by a vavasor.

Vawardt (va'ward), n. [From van and

ward, for vanward = vanguard.] The fore

part; the advance; the van. ' The vauard

of our youth.' Shak.

My Lord, most humbly on my knee I beg

The leading of the vmvard. Sltai.

Vawaxd (va'ward), a. Being in the van or

the front; foremost; front.

Where's now the victor vatvard wing,

Where Huntley, and where Home? Sir If. Scott.

Vayu (va'u), ii. [Skr. ml. to blow] In

Bind. myth, the wind or wind-god, appar

ently of equal rank with Indra.

Veadar, veader (ve-a'dar, ve-a'der), n

The thirteenth or intercalary month which

is added to the Jewish year about every

third year. It followed the month Adar

(which see).

Veal (vel), n. [O. E. veel, vele. O. 8c. veil, a

calf, O. Fr. veel. vedel. Pr. vedel; It. vitello.

from L. viUUus, dim. of vitultis. a calf; from

root of L. vetus, old, Or. (vytot, a year]
1. * A calf. • A Scotch runt . . . scarce ex

ceeding a South-country veal in height.'

Bay —i. The flesh of a calf killed for the

table.

Vectlont (vek'shon). n. [L. vectio, from

veho, to carry. ] The act of carrying or state

of being carried.

Vectitation (vek-ti-ta'shon), n. [L. rectito,

vectitatmn, to bear, to carry, freq. from

vecto, to carry, Inteus from veho, vectum, to

VEEP.

bear, to carry ] A carrying. Arbuthnot and

Pope. [Rare.]

Vector (vek'tor), n. [L., from veho, to carry. ]

1. In quaternions, a directive quantity, as a

straight line, a force, or a velocity. The sim

plest maimer in which to represent such a

quantity which involves troth direction ami

magnitude is by means of a straight line in

space; then the vector may be regardedtu

a stepping from one extremity of the line

to the other. Vectors are said to be equal

when their directions are the same and their

magnitudes are equal. See Quaternion —

2. Same as Badius vector. See under RADITS.

Vecturet (vek'tur), n. [L rvelriro, from

veho. to carry] A carrying; carriage; con

veyance by carrying. Bacon.

Veda (va'da or ve'da), n. [Skr , from rid. to

know. Cog.L.rid>o.E.ift'f,toknosv. See Wit]

The general name for the body of ancient

Sanskrit hymns, with accompanying com

ments, believed by the Hindus to have been

revealed by Brahma, and on which the Brah-

manical system is based. The hymns, which

are upwards of 1000, fall into four divisions

( redtzs or Sanhitas), called respectively Hig-

Veda. Yajur-Veda, Sama-Veda, and Athar-

va- Veda, of which the first (see Rig-Veda)

is the oldest and the Atharva-Veda the latest

Each of these Vedas or Sauhitas consists of

two parts—the Sanhita proper, or a collec

tion of Mantras or hymns, consisting of in

vocations, adoration, thanksgiving, praise,

prayer, and the like, and of Brahmanas, or

commentaries, which have grown round the

Sanhita, consisting of explanations, mystical

and philosophical speculations, legends and

illustrations, injunctions in regard to rites

and sacrifices, and the like. Varying greatly

in age, the Vedas represent many stages of

thought and worship, the earliest being the

simplest, and the later following and reflect

ing the development of the Brahmanical sys

tem with all its superstitions and rites.

Even the most ancient Vedas exhibitapeople

in an advanced state of civilization. The

Vedas had their origin in the wonder with

which early man regarded the universe and

the operations going on in it. They consist,

therefore, largely of highly figurative ad

dresses to the great powers of nature under

seemingly individual names, as Indra (the

Firmament), Agni (Fire), ilitra (SunriseX

l'aruna(theSea), and the like, behind whom,

however, a great Being (0m) is dimly recog

nized. Gradually these powers becamemore

and more endowed with personality, and

ultimately came to be regarded as real di

vinities, to whose number more and more

were graduallv added.

Vedah, Veddah (ved'a). « One of a tril*

inhabiting the forests in the interior of

Ceylon. They are supposed to be survivors

of the original inhabitants of the island,

and belong to a very low state of civiliza

tion.

Vedanga (ve-dan'ga). n. [Skr] Liialimbof

the Veda. A name common to six Sanskrit

works interpreting the Vedic texts and ap

plying them to specific purposes. The Ved-

angas are elaborate treatises on (1) pronun

ciation, (2) metre, (3) grammar, (4) explana

tion of difficult terms. (5) astronomy, («) t ere-

moniaL They are composed in the Sutra or

aphoristic style.

Vedanta (ve-dan'ta). n. A system of phi

losophy among the Hindus founded on the

Vedas. It is chiefly concerned in the in-

vestigatiou of the Supreme Spirit and the

relatiou in which the universe, and espe

cially the human soul, stands to it

Vedantic (ve-diiu'tik), a. Of or pertaining

to the Vedas; founded on or derived from

the Vedas.

While those Aryan races remained unmixed with

the other inhabitants of India, and retained their

pure Vedantic faith, they left . . . not one snu;ie

monument to tell of their existence. Fet£usson.

Vedantlst (ve-dan'tist), n. One versed in

the doctrines of the Vedanta (which see)

Vedette (ve-def), n. [ Fr. vedette, from It.

vedetta. a vedette, from vedere. L. videre.

to see ] A sentinel on horseback stationed

on an outpost or elevated point to watch

an enemy and give notice of danger; a

vidette.

Vedic (veMlk). a. Of or relating to a Veda

or the Vedas; as, the Vedic hymns. See VEI' •

Veena (ve'na), n. See Vina.

Veer (ver), v.i. [Fr. virer. to turn, veer. tack.

&c. ; Ptov. virar; from L. L. trim-re. to turn.

from L. cirio. a ring, a bracelet] 1 To

turn: to alter its course, as a ship, by tum-

I ing her head round away from the wind.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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'And as he leads the following navy veers.'

Dryden.—I. To shift or to change direction;

as, the wind veer* to the west or north.

'Where wind veer* oft.' Milton, 'And turn

your veering heart with ev'ry gale." Rot-

common. The wind, in nautical language, ia

aaid to veer aft when it comes to blow more

astern; the contrary is to haul forward.—

3. To turn round; vary: be otherwise minded:

■aid in regard to persons, feelings, inten

tions ; as, his resolution is not to be de

pended on, he vterg so often. ' As passion

or interest may veer about.' Burke. See

also Veering.

Voer (ver). v.t. Saut to direct into a dif

ferent course; specifically, to wear or cause

to change a course by turning the stern to

windward, in opposition to tacking. — To

veer out, to suffer to run or to let out to a

greater length; as, to veer out a rope.—To

veer away, to let out; to slacken and let run;

as, to veer away the cable.— To veer and

haul, to pull tight and slacken alternately.

Veerablet (veVa-bl), a. Changeable; shift

ing: aaid of winds. Dampier.

Veering (veVing), p. and a. Turning; chang

ing; shifting.

A subtle sudden flame,

By veering passion fanned

About thee breaks and dances. Tennyson.

Veering (veVing), n. The act of turning

or changing; a fickle or capricious change.

It is a double misfortune to a nation given to change

when they have a sovereign that is prone to fall in

with all the turns and veerings of the people.

Addison.

Veeringly ( veVing-li \ ado. In a veering

manner; changingly; shiftingly.

Veery (v€'ri). n. A name given in America

to Wilson's thrush (Turdus fuscescens).

Vega (vfi'ga), n. [Arabic name.] In astron.

a star of the first magnitude in the northern

constellation Lyra.

Vega (va'gn). n. [Sp.J An open plain; a

tract of level and fruitful ground.

Sometimes marauders penetrated into the vega,

the beautiful vega, every inch of whose soil was

fertilized with human blood, Preseott.

Vegetabllity(vej'e-ta-bil"i-ti).n. The state

or quality of being vegetable; vegetable

nature.

Vegetable (vej'e-ta-bl), a. (Fr. v4gitabU,

from L. vegctabiU*, enlivening, from worto,

to enliven, to strengthen, from vegetus,

lively, from vegeo, to rouse, excite; from

root seen also in vigour, vigilant.] Belong

ing, pertaining, or peculiar to plants; hav

ing the characteristics of a plant or plants;

resembling a plant orwhat belongs to plants;

occupied or concerned with plants; as, vege

table qualities; vegetable juices; the vege

table kingdom.

And all amid them sf>od the tree of Ufa

High eminent, blooming ambrosial fruit

Of vegetable gold. Milton.

—Vegetable acids, such as are obtained from

plants, as malic, citric, gallic, tartaric, Ac.,

acids.— Vegetable cethiope, a charcoal pre

pared by burning Fucus vesiculosus. or

common seaweed, in a covered crucible.—

Vegetable alkali, an alkaloid (which see).—

Vegetable anatomy, that branch of botany

which treats of the form, disposition, and

structure of the organs of plants. — Vege

table bittterg. See under Butter.— Vegetable

flannel, a fabric made of a fine fibre ob

tained from the leaves of the Pintw sylres-

tris.— Vegetable ivory. See Ivory -NUT.—

Vegetable jelly, a gelatinous substance found

in plants; pectin.— Vegetable kingdom, that

division of natural history which embraces

the various organized bodies to which we

indifferently give the names of vegetables

and plants. The science which treats of

these is termed Botany (which tee). — Vege

table life, the aggregate of the phenomena

exhibited by plants, and which are similar

to those that in animals are considered as

characteristic of vital agency, agreeing with

them in many essential respects, though

they differ in others, especially in the ab

sence of sensibility and voluntary motion.

Plants breathe.fced, digest, increase in their

dimensions, produce new individuals, and

perform various other functionsanalogous to

those of nnimaK and which are essentially

characteristic of life. See Plant. — Vegetable

marrow. SeeMARROW.S — Vegetable morpho

logy. See Morphology.— Vegetable mould,

mould or soil containing a considerable pro

portion of vegetable constituents ; mould

consisting wholly or chiefly of humus.—

Vegetable oils. See Oil.— Vegetable parch

ment. Same as Parchment paper. See under

Paper.— Vegetable physiotogy, that branch

of botany which treats of the vital actions

of plants, or of the offices which their vari

ous organs perform.— Vegetable silk. Same

as Silk-cotton.— Vegetable sulphur, a pow

der obtained from the theca of Lycopoaium

clavatum, or common club -moss. It Is

highly inflammable, and is employed for

gyrotechnical purposes.— Vegetable tallow.

se Tallow.— Vegetable tissue. See Tissue.

— Vegetable wax. See Wax.

Vegetable (vej'e-ta-bl), n. [See the adjec

tive] 1. A plant. See Plant, in which ar

ticle the nature and character of vegetables

. are fully discussed. — 2. In a more limited

sense, a plant used for culinary purposes,

or used for feeding cattle and sheep orother

animals. Vegetables for these uses are such

as are of a more soft and fleshy substance

than trees and shrubs, such as cabbage,

cauliflower, turnips, potatoes, pease, beans,

Ac.

Vegetal (vej'e-tal), o. [Fr. vegetal. See

Vegetable ] l. Pertaining or relating to a

plant or plants; having the characteristics

ornature of a vegetable; vegetable. Burton.

On the whole it appears to me to be the most con

venient to adhere to the old plan of calling such of

those low forms as are more animal in habit, Proto-

xoa, and such as are more vegetal, Protophyta.

Huxley.

2. Of or pertaining to that class of vital

phenomena common to plants and animals,

namely, digestion and uutritiveassimilation,

growth, absorption, secretion, excretion,

circulation, respiration, and generation, as

contradistinguished from sensation and vo

lition, which are peculiar to animals.

The first are called the vegetal functions, the se

cond the animal functions; and the powers or forces

on which they depend have been termed respectively

the vegetal life and the animal life. Branae Or Cox.

Vegetal (vej'e-tal). n. A plant; a vegetable.

' \our minerals, vegetal*, and animals.' B.

Jonson.

In fact many of these smallest vegetal* . . . dis

play a mechanical activity not distinguishable from

that of the simplest animals. H. Spencer.

Vegetality (vej-e-tal'i-ti), n. L The state

or property of being vegetal or vegetable;

vegelability.— 2. The aggregate of those vital

phenomena which constitute the life or

existence of a vegetable. See Vegetal, a. 2.

Vegetarian (vej-e-ta'ri-an), n. 1. One who

abstains from animal food, and lives exclu

sively on vegetables, eggs, milk, Ac. Strict

vegetarians eat vegetable and farinaceous

food only, and will not eat butter, eggs, or

even milk. — 2, One who maintains that

vegetables and farinaceous substances con

stitute the only proper food for man.

Vegetarian (vej-e-ta'ri-an), a. Of or belong

ing to the diet or system of the vegetarians;

relating to vegetarians or to vegetarianism.

This . . . type of dentition is associated usually

with vegetarian or promiscuous diet. Owen.

Vegetarianism (vej-e-ta'ri-an-izm), n. The

theory and practice of living solely on vege

tables. The doctrines and practice of vege

tarianism are as old as the time of Pytha

goras, and have for ages been strictly ob

served by many of the Hindus; and of late

years the practice of subsisting solely upon

vegetable food has come prominently before

the public In connection with dietetic re

form.

Vegetate (vej'e-tat), «.i. pret. A pp vege

tated ; ppr. vegetating. [In form from L.

vegeto, vegetatum, to enliven, but in mean

ing from E. vegetable (which see).] 1. To grow

in the manner of plants; to grow by vege

table growth ; as, plants will not vegetate

without a certain degree of heat

See dying vegetables life sustain.

See life dissolving vegetate again. Pope,

Hence—2. To live an idle, unthinking, use

less life ; to have a mere existence. ' Per

sons who. . . would have vegetated stupidly

in the places where fortune had fixed them. '

Jeffrey.

Vegetation (vej-e-ta'shon), n. 1. The act or

process of vegetating ; the process of grow

ing exhibited by plants; as, vegetation takes

place after the seed is sown.—2. Vegetables

or plants in general or collectively; as, a

rich vegetation covers the fields; in the midst

of luxuriant vegetation.

Deep to the root

Of vegetation parch'd, the cleaving fields

And slippery lawn an arid hue disclose.

Thomson.

3. In med. a morbid production which rises

as an excrescence on the valves of the heart,

in syphilis, &c. ; also, a fleshy granulation

which sometimes grows on the surfaces of

wounds or ulcers. Dunglison.— Vegetation

of salts, or saline vegetation, a crystalline

concretion formed by salts, after solution in

water, when set in the air for evaporation.

These concretions appear round the surface

of the liquor, affixed to the sides of the ves

sel, and are often in branching forms so as

to resemble plants.

Vegetative (vej'e-tat-iv). a. [Fr. vtgitatif.]

1. Growing, or having the power of growing,

as plants. ' Creatures vegetative and grow

ing.' Raleigh.—-1. Having the power to pro

duce or support growth in plants; as, the

vegetative properties of soil.

Vegetative t (vej'e-tat-iv), n. A vegetable.

CuloerwelL

VegetativeneBS (vej'e-tat-iv-nes), n. The

quality of being vegetative, or producing

growth.

Vegete (ve-jef), o. [L. vegetus, enlivened,

vigorous. See Vegetable.] Vigorous; ac

tive. [Rare. ]

A well radicated habit in a lively, vegete faculty is

like an apple of gold in a picture of silver. South.

Vegetivet (vej'e-tiv), o. Vegetable; having

the nature of plants; capable of growth.

' Vegetive life. ' Tusser.

Vegetivet (vej'e-tiv), n. A vegetable. 'In

vegefives, in metals, stones. ' Shak.

Veketo-alkali (vej'e-to-al-ka-li), n. An al

kaloid.

Vegeto-anlmal (vej'e-td-an-i-mal), a. Par

taking of the nature both of vegetable and

animal matter.

He (the chemist) also found . . . that this inner

matter which was contained in the bag, which con

stitutes the yeast-plant, was a substance containing

the elements carbon and hydrogen, and oxygen and

nitrogen, and that it was what Fabroni called a

vegeto-animal substance, and that it had the pecu

liarities of what are commonly called animal pro

ducts. Htixlcy.

—Vegeto-animal matter is a term formerly

applied to vegetable gluten and albumen

Vegetouat (vej'e-tus), a. (See Vegete J

Vigorous; lively; vegete.

If she be fair, young, and vegetans, no sweetmeats

ever drew more (lies. a. gtm

Vehemence (veTie-mens), n. [Fr. vehemence,

from h. vehementia, eagerness, vehemence.

See Vehement] The character or quality

of being vehement; the energy exhibited

by one who or that which is vehement; as,

(a) Violent ardour; fervour; Impetuosity;

fire; as, the vehemence of love or affection;

the vehemence of anger or other passion.

* His vehemence of temper. ' A ddison. * Fiery

vehemence of youth.' Sir W. Scott.

Nay, I prithee now with most petitionary vehe

mence, tell me who it is. Sha/b.

(b) Force or impetuosity accompanying en

ergetic action of any kind; impetuous force;

impetuosity; boisterousness; violence; fury;

as, the vehemence of wind ; to speak with

vehemence.

Stunning sounds and voices all confused

Borne through the hollow dark, assaults his ear

With loudest vehemence. Alilton.

Vehemency (ve^he-men-si), n. Vehemence.

* The vehemency of your affection.' Shak.

Vehement (ve'he-nient), a. [Fr. vehement,

from L. vehement!, vehementis, eager, vehe

ment, lit carried out of one s mind, from

veho, to carry (see Vehicle), and mens, the

mind.] 1. Proceeding from or characterized

by strength, violence, or impetuosity of feel

ing or emotion; very ardent ; very eager or

urgent; fervent; passionate; as, a vehement

affection or passion; vehement desire; vehe

ment eloquence. ' Vehement importunity.'

Shak. ' Their vehement instigation.' Shak.—

2. Acting with great force or energy ; ener

getic; violent; furious; very forcible; as, a

vehement wind; a vehement torrent

Cold will endure a vehement fire for a long time.

N. GreiL

STN. Impetuous, violent, furious, boister

ous, passionate, fervid, ardent, fiery, glow

ing, burning, eager, urgent

Vehemently (velie-ment-li), adv. In a ve

hement manner; with great force and vio

lence; urgently; forcibly; ardently; pas

sionately. Mark xiv. 31.

Vehicle (veTii-kl). n. [Fr. vthicule. from L.

vehiculum, a vehicle, a carriage, from veho,

to carry, from a root seen also in £. wagon,

icay.] 1. Any kind of carriage moving on

land, either on wheels or runners, compre

hending coaches, chariots, gigs, wagons,

carts of every kind, sleighs, sledges, and

the like ; a conveyance —2. That which is

used sb the instrument of conveyance, trans

mission, or communication; as, language is

the ordinary vehicle for conveying ideas.
•His blood the vehicle of life." Sir M. Hale.

ch, caain; ch. Sc. locA; g, go; j,>ob; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th. then; th, fnin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure —See Key.
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'And alms are bat the vehicles of prayer.'

Thyden.

The gaiety of a diverting word serves as a vehicle

to convey the force and meaning of a thing.

Sir R. VEstrange.

3. Id phar. a substance in which medicine is

taken; an excipient (which see).—4. In art.

a menstruum or medium fn which paints,

gums, varnishes, (fee, are dissolved and pre

pared for use; thus in painting water is the

vehicle in fresco and water-colours, the

colours being consolidated with gum-arabic;

size is used in distemper painting, and the

fixed oils of linseed, nut, and poppy are used

in oil-painting. FairkoU.

Vehicled (ve'hi-kld), p. and a. Conveyed in

or applied or imparted by means of a ve

hicle.

Guards us through polemic life

From poison \<hicUd in praise. Mat. Green.

Vehicular (ve-hik'u-ler), a. Of, pertaining,

or relating to a vehicle or vehicles; as, ve

hicular traffic; vehicular conveyance.

Vehlculary (ve-hik'u-la-ri), a. Vehicular.

Vesiculate (ve-hik'u-lat), v.t. To convey,

apply, or impart by means of a vehicle.

CarlyU.

Vehiculatory (v6-hik'u-la-to-ri), a. Pertain

ing or relating to a vehicle; vehicular. ' Ve

hiculatory gear for setting out." Carlyle.

Vehme (fa'me), n. Same as Vekmgerichte.

Vehmgerlchte (fam'ge-rich-te), n. pi. [ PI. of

G. vehntgericht—O.Q, veine, feme, fern, pun

ishment, and gericht, a court of justice. ] A

system of secret tribunals which originated

during the middle ages In Westphalia, and

then spread over Germany when the regular

administration of justice had fallen into com

plete disorder. The chief of the association

(the Freigraf= free count) was usually a man

of exalted rank, and had the supreme direc

tion of the courts. His associates (Frei-

sehofen = tree Justices) concurred in and

executed the sentences of the court, being

bound by a tremendous oath to obey all its

behests, and keep secret its proceedings

from all that is between heaven and earth.

The assemblies of the tribunal were some

times held in public and in the open air,

but were generally held by night in a forest

or in some other concealed place. Any per

son supposed to be guilty of heresy, sorcery,

rape, theft, robbery, or murder, might be

summoned before the court and compelled

to answer the charge brought against him

by the accuser, who was one of the Frei-

schOffen. If the accused wasfouud guilty of

a capital crime, or if he repeatedly refused

to appear on being duly cited, it was the

duty of the Freischttffen to put him to death.

This system offered great scope for the spirit

of private revenge, malice, and interested

motives, and many judicial murders were

perpetrated. When the governments of the

various states became more effective and

society more settled, the regular executive

struggled to destroy the power of the vehm-

gerichte, and ultimately succeeded, the last

tribunal being held at /ell in 1568.

Vehmlc (ve'mik), a. Of or pertaining to the

vehme or vehmtreriehte (which see).

Veil (val), n. [O.Fr. veile, twite. Mod.Fr.

voile, a veil, a sail, a curtain, &c, from L.

velum, a sail, covering, veil, derived by some

from a root meaning to move, seen also in

veho, to carry, and in E. way, wagon.]

1. Something hung up or Bpread out to in

tercept the view; a covering thrown before

or over something to prevent it being seen;

a screen; a curtain; specifically, any more or

less transparent piece of dress worn to con

ceal, shade, or protect the face.

The veil of the temple was rent in twain.

Mat. xxvii. 51.

Bonnet nor veil henceforth no creature wear!

No sun nor wind will ever strive to kiss you.

Skak.

2. Fig anything that prevents observation;

a covering, mask, disguise, or the like.

I wilt pluclc the borrow'd veil of modesty from the

so-secming Mrs. Page. Shak.

3. In hot. and zool. same as Velum.—4. In

anat. the soft palate. See Palate. — To

take the veil, to assume the veil according

to the custom of a woman when she becomes

a nun; to retire to a nunnery.

Veil (val), v.t. 1. To cover or conceal with

a veil, curtain, or something similar.

Her face was veil a", yet to my fancied sight

Love, sweetness, goodness in her person shiiicd.

Milton.

Then his robe

Ulysses drew, behind its ample folds

Veiling his face through fear to be observed.

Cffwftr.
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2 To invest; to enshroud; to envelop; to

hide; to conceal. * Pan or Apollo, veil'd in

human form.' Wordsworth. — 3. To keep

from being seen; to conceal from view.

She bow'd as if to veil a noble tear. Tennyson.

4. To conceal, figuratively; to mask; to dis

guise. * To keep your great pretences veiled.'

Shak. ' Half to show, half veil his deep in

tent.' Pope.

Velllesa (val'les). a. Destitute of a veil. 'Her

veilless eyes.* Tennyson.

Vein (van), n, [Fr. veine. from L. vena, a

blood-vessel, vein, also natural bent, genius,

supposed to be from same root as veho, to

carry. See Veil] 1. One of a system of

membranous canals or tubes distributed

throughout the bodies of animals for the

purpose of returning the impure blood front

the extremities, surfaces, and viscera to the

heart and lungs. They are devoid of elas

ticity, and have no pulsation, the motion of

the blood being mainly secured by pressure

of the moving muscles, between which they

are imbedded, the backward flow of the

blood being prevented where necessary by

a series of valves which permit a current

only towards the heart. The veins arise

from venous capillaries which collect from

the tissues the blood recently brought to

them by the arterial capillaries. These

venous capillaries unite to form ultimate

veins, which still unite in turn, forming

gradually larger branches and trunks as they

approach the centre of the circulation. The

venous blood returned from above the re

gion of the heart is united in one great

vein, the vena cava superior, all those from

below entering by the vena cava inferior.

The portal vein (vena porta) receives the

venous blood from the Intestines and con

veys it through the liver to the vena cava

inferior. The pulmonary vein and branches

go from the right side of the heart to the

lungs, carrying the blood to the air-sacs to

be revivified by the oxygen of the inspired

air. The veins like the arteries are com

posed of three coats. Valves are absent in

the venaa portte, the portal, the pulmonary,

and various other veins, and are present in

greatest numbers in the veins of the extre

mities. —2. A tube or an assemblage of tubes

through which the sap of plants is trans

mitted along the leaves. The term is more

appropriately applied to the finer and more

complex ramifications which interbranch

with each other like net-work, the larger and

more direct assemblages of vessels being

called ribs and nerves. Veins are also found

in the calyx and corolla of flowers. —3. A crack

or fissure in a rock, filled up by substances

different from the rock, and which may either

be metallic or non-metallic. Veins are some

times many yards wide, having a length of

many miles, and they ramify or branch out

into innumerable smaller parts, often as

slender as threads. Metallic veins are chiefly

found in the primary, and lower and middle

secondary rocks. Many Bpecies of stones,

as granite, porphyry, &c,, are often found

in veins.—!. A streak or wave of different

colour, appearing in wood, in marble, and

other stones; a long irregular streak of col

our. —5. A cavity, fissure, or cleft, as in the

earth or other substance. ' To do me busi

ness in the veins o' the earth.' Shak. —

6. Auy distinctive or valuable property or

characteristic considered as running through

or being intermingled with others ; a con

tinued strain; current; stream.

He can open a vein of true and noble thinking.

Many a good poetic vein is buried undei

Sivi/t.

r trade.

Locke.

7. Manner of speech or action; particular

style, character, disposition, or cast of mind.

This is Ercles' vein, a tyrant's vein. Skat.

The whole world again

Cannot pick out five such, take each one in his vein.

Shak.

8. Particular mood, temper, humour, or dis

position for the time being.

I am not in the giving vein to-day. ShaJt.

Speak'st tbou in earnest or in jesting vein I

Dryden.

Vein (van), v.t. To fill or furnish with veins;

to cover with veins; to streak or variegate

with veins.

Nottho'all the gold

That veins the world, were pack'u to make your

crown. Tennyson.

Velnalt (va'nal), a. Relating to the veins ;

venous. Boyle.

Veined (vand), a. 1. Full of veins; streaked;

variegated; as, veined marble. 'Meadows

often veined with gentle gliding brooks.'

VELLEITY

Drayton,—1 In hot having vessels branch

ing over the surface, as a leaf.

Velnlng (van'ing), n. I. The act or proces

of forming veins,— 2. A streaked or varie

gated appearance as if covered by a net

work of veins.

In the edifices of man there should be found rev

erent worship and following of the spirit . . . wrack

gives veiling to the leaf anil polish to tbe shelL

Kusknn.

3. In weaving, a stripe in the cloth formed

by a vacancy in the warp — * A kind if

needle-work in which the veins of a piece of

muslin are wrought to a pattern.

Veinless (vanles), a. Destitute of veins; as,

a veinless leaf.

Velnlet (vanlet), n. A small vein; a vtio

branching off from a larger vein. * Veins

and vcintets.' Carlyle.

Veinous (v.Vnua), a. Same as Venous,

The excellent old gent!eman-5 nails are lone and

leaden, and his hands lean and ;rtnj*/. Diiieaj.

Vein-Stone (van'ston), n. The stony or

mineral matter occupying a vein; vein-stun*.

Veln-6tuff (van'stuf). n. The non-niet*!-

liferous matter found in a vein or lode, and

technically called the matrix or gang.

Veiny (va'ni), a. Full of veins ; a&T veiny

leaves. ' The veiny marble.* Thomson.

Velar (vgler), a [L. velum, a veiLJ Of.

pertaining, or relating to a veil ; specifi

cally, in philot, a term applied to certain

sounds, as those represented by the letters

gw, kw, qu, produced by the aid of the Ttil

or soft palate. A. II. Sayce.

Velarium (ve-la'ri-um). rC [L] The great

awning drawn over the roofless Roman

theatres or amphitheatres to protect tl»e

spectators from the rain or the sun's rays.

Velate (velat), a. [L telatus, pp. of vein,

to veil. J In bot having a veil; veiled.

Velatura (vel'atu-ra), n, [It, from vedare,

to cover, to veil.] In fine arts, the art or

process of glazing a picture by rubbing on a

thin covering of colour with the hand. This

mode was much practised by the early

Italian painters.

Velet (val), n. A veil. Spenser.

Velella (ve-lel'la), n. [L. velum, a mIL] A

genus of Hydrozoa. See Velellii»jl

Velellidae(ve-leni-de), n pi. A family of

Hydrozoa, sub -class Siphonophora. order

Physophoridn!. The best known nieml«r.

Velella vulgaris or Sallee-niau, is about 2

inches in length by lj fn height It is of &

beautiful blue colour aud semi-tr&nsparenT.

and floats on the surface of the sea with its

vertical crest exposed to the wind as a sail;

hence the name.

Vella (veli-a), n. [L re/itm, a sail] A

genus of hemipterous insects, V. current

\ commonly seen running on the surface of

brooks.

Veliferous (ve-Ufer-us), a. [L. Tv'tan, a

sail, and fcro, to bear] Bearing or carry

ing Bails. *Vel(/eruus chariots.' Lvelvn.

[Rare.]

Veligerous (ve-lij'er-us), a. [L. ulttfn. a

veil, and gero, to bear.] Bearing a vtlmn.

See Velum.

Velinche (ve-linsh'). n, [Also valine*, per

haps from Fr. avaler, to let down. See

Avale, v.t.] A tubular vessel open at both

ends, wider above than below, and such that

wheu dipped into liquor and the thumb or

finger closed on the upper end the liquid

does not run out wheu the instrument is

lifted. It is used in sampling liquors.

Velitatlont (vel-i-ta'shon), «, [L. velUatio.

velitationis, from velitor, velitatus, to sltir-

mish, from veles, velitis, a light-armed sol

dier.] A dispute or contest; a alight akix-

mish. Burton.

VeliVOlant (ve-llv'd-lant), a. [L. rehwlans.

velivolantis—velum, a sail, and colo. to fly ]

Passing under sail. (Rare ]

Veil (vel), «, [Fell, a skin F is often

changed to v in the dialect of the South of

England. ] The maw or stomach of a young

calf used for rennet. [Local. J

Veil (vel), v.t. [Perhaps from velL provin

cial form ol/ell. a skin. See above. ] To cut

off the turf or sward of land. [Local. ]

Velleityt (veMe'i-ti). n, (Fr velleite. from

L. veils, to will] Volition in the weakest

form; an indolent or inactive wish or in

clination towards a thing, which leads to no

energetic effort to obtain it: chiefly a scho

lastic term.

The wishing of a thing is not property the willing

it, but it is that which is called by the school* an im

perfect vetleity, and imports no more than »n iJJe

inoperative complacency hi, and desire of the eaa\

without any consideration of the means. .>?«/*,

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, ball; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc fry.
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Vellenage.t n. Vi 11anage or villenage.

Spenser.

Vellet,t Vellute t (veiaet.venat), n. Velvet.

His vellet head began to shoot out.

And his wreathed herns gait newly sprout.

Spenser.

Velllcate (velli-knt), v.t [L. veUico, velli-

catuut, from vello, to pull.] To twitch; to

cause to twitch convulsively: applied to the

muscles and fibres of animals. 'Convul

sions arising from something veUieating a

nerve. ' A rbu th not.

Vellicate (vei'li-kat), vi. To move spas

modically; to twitch; as, n nerve vellicates.

VelUcatlon (vel-li-ka'shon), n, [L. velli-

catio. See above.) 1. The act of twitching

or of causing to twitch.—2. A twitching or

convulsive motion of a muscular fibre.

Watts.

Vellicative (velli-kit-iv). a. Having the

power of veUieating, plucking, or twitching.

Vellon (vel-yon'), n. [Sp. ; same word as

billon ] A kind of Spanish money of ac

count. The term is also used like the Eng

lish word sterling The reals de vellon a

worth about 2Jrf. English.

Velloped (vel'optj, pp. In her. having gilla

of such or such a tincture : applied to a

cock whose gills are borne of a different

tincture from the body.

Vellozla (vel-16'zi-a), n. A genus of plants,

nat order Hocmodoracea ; the tree lilies.

They have the appearance of lilies with a

perennial stem, 2 to 10 feet high. They

give a peculiar aspect to the flora of some

districts of South America, and are chiefly

natives of the dry mountain regions of

Brazil.

Vellum (veVum), n. [Fr. vilin, from L. vitu-

Unus, pertaining to a calf, from vitulus, a

calf. See Veal.] A flue kind of parchment

made of calf's skin, and rendered clear,

smooth, and white for writing on. (See

Parchment.) The term is also applied to

a superior kind of writing paper, and to a

kind of cotton cloth prepared to Imitate

more or less vellum in appearance.

Vellumy (vel'um-i), a. Resembling vellum.

Vellus (veil us), n. [L., a fleece.] In hot.

the stipe of certain fungi.

Veloce (va-16'cha). [It., quick.] In music,

a term prefixed to a passage or movement

to indicate that it is to be performed with

(Treat quickness or swiftness.

Velodman (ve-los'i-nian), n. [L. velox, ve-

loeis, swift, ami manus, the hand.] A car

riage of the nature of a velocipede driven

by hand.

Veloclmeter (ve-16-slm'e-ter), n. [L. velox,

vfloeis, rapid, and Or. metron, a measure]

An apparatus for measuring the speed of

machinery. Simmonds.

Velocipede (ve-los'i-ped), n, [From L. velox,

velocis, swift, and peg, pedis, afoot. See VE

LOCITY, Foot.] A light vehicle or carriage

impelled by the rider. One of the older forms

of this carriage consisted of two wheels of

nearly equal size, placed one before theother,

and connected by a beam on which the

driver's seat was fixed. The rider, sitting

astride the machine,propelled it hy the thrust

of each foot on the ground. This form dates

from the early part of the present century.

About half a century later treadles operat

ing cranks on the axle of the front wheel

came into use, and soon many modified and

improved kinds became popular under the

name of the bicycle. (See Bicycle.) A three-

wheeled velocipede, or tricycle, which offers

a safer seat to its occupant, is also in exten

sive use, and may be so constructed as to

carry two persons. Light boats driven by

a paddle wheel or wheels operated by cranks

and treadles, and known as water-veloci

pedes, have been also brought Into use.

Velocipediflt (ve-los'i-ped-ist), n. One who

uses a velocipede; one who runs matches on

a velocipede.

Velocity (ve-los'i-ti), n. [Ft. vflocite', from

L teloeitax, from velox, velocis, swift, rapid;

from a root seen also In veles, a llght-anned

soldier (whence velitation); Skr. val, to

turn about.] 1. Quickness or speed in mo

tion or movement: swiftness; rapidity; ce

lerity; as, the velocity of wind; the velocity

of a planet or comet in its orbit or course;

the velocity of a cannon-ball; the velocity of

light. It is not applied to the movements

of animals, or but rarely. See Celerity —

2 In phytic*, rate of motion, whether fast

or slow; the rate at which a body changes Us

position in space ; the rate of change of

position of a point per unit of time. The

velocity of a body is uniform when it passes

through equal spaces lu equal times, and It

is variable when the spaces passed through

in equal times are unequal. The velocity

of a body is accelerated when it passes

through a greater space in equal successive

portions of time, as is the case of falling

bodies under the action of gravity, and it is

retarded when a less space is passed through

in each successive portion of time. When

the motion of a body is uniform its velocity

is measured by the space described by it in

a unit of time, as one second. If the mo

tion of the body is not uniform its velocity

is measured by the Bpace which it would

describe uniformly in a given time, if the

motion became and continued uniform from

that instant of time. The unit of Bpace and

time taken in order to measure velocity,

may be assumed of any magnitude, but in

theoretical mechanics one second is usually

taken as the unit of time, and one foot as the

unit of space.—A naular velocity. See under

Angular.—Initial velocity,the rate of move

ment of a body at starting: especially used

of the velocity of a projectile as ft issues

from a firearm. — Virtual velocity. See

under Virtual.—Syn. Swiftness, rapidity,

celerity, speed, fleetness, quickness.

Veltfare (velt'far), n. A fieldfare. *A velt-

fare or a snipe. * Swift. [Local. ]

Velum (velum), n. [L., a veil] 1. In bot.

a name given to a horizontal membrane

connecting the margin of the pfleus of a

fungus with the stipes. —2. In zool. the mem

brane which surrounds and partially closes

the mouth of the disc of Medusa? or raedu-

siforra gonophores.— Velum palati, in anat.

the veil of the palate; the soft palate. See

Palate.

Velumen (ve-lu'men), n. [L., a cover, a

fleece.] In bot. the velvety coating formed

over some leaves by short soft hairs.

Veluret (vel'ur), n. [Fr. veloum, O.Fr. vel-

oux, velous, villuse, from L. villosus, shaggy,

from villus, shaggy hair.] Velvet. 'An old

hat lined with velure.' Beau. <fc Fl.

Velutinous (ve-lu'tin-us), a. [It. veluto,

velvet.] Resembling velvet; velvety; soft;

specifically, in bot. having a hairy surface,

which in texture resembles velvet, as in

Rochea coccinea.

Velveret (vel'ver-et), n. A kind of fustian.

Southey.

Velvet (vel'vet), n. [O.E. velouette (Chau

cer), velwet, vellute; L. L. velluetxim,vellutum;

It velluto; from a Latin adjective villutus,

shaggy, from villus, shaggy hair. ] 1. A rich

silk stuff, covered on the outside with a

close, short, fine, soft shag or nap. In this

fabric the warp is passed over wires so as to

make a row of loops which project from the

backing, and are thus left, by withdrawing

the wire, for an uncut or pile velvet, but are

cut by a knife to make a cut velvet. The

same name is given to cotton stuffs manu

factured in the same way, which are also

called velveteen or cotton velvet—% A deli

cate hairy integument covering a deer's

antlers in the first stages of growth. It is

amply provided with blood-vessels, which

Bupply nutriment to the horns, but gradu

ally begins to shrivel and peel off, its com

plete disappearance being hastened by the

deer rubbing its antlers against trees, Ac.

Velvet (vel'vet), v.i. To pointvelvet [Rare.]

Vcrditure . . . is the palest green that is, but good

to velvet upon Mack in any drapery. PeaeHam.

Velvet (vel'vet). a. Made of velvet; or soft

and delicate like velvet, as the skin of an

animal or the surface of a plant. ' The cow

slip's velvet head.' Milton.

Velvet (vel'vet), v.t To cover with velvet;

to cause to resemble velvet. [Rare.]

Velveted (vel'vet-ed). a. Partaking of the

nature of velvet; painted so as to resemble

velvet

Velveteen (vel-vet-enO, n. [Trom velvet] A

kind of cloth made of cotton in imitation of

velvet; cotton velvet. See Velvet.

Velvet-£uard(vel'vet-gard), n. 1. A guard or

ornamental trimming of dress worn in the

time of Shakspere. 'These velvet-guards,

and black-laced sleeves.' Decker.—2. Fig.

a person wearing such ornaments. 'To vel

vet-guards and Sunday citizens.' Shak.

Velveting (vel'vet-ing), n. The fine nap or

shag of velvet.

Velvet-leaf (vel'vet-lef), n. A name given

to the Cissampelos Pareira, on account of

the silky down which covers the leaves,

also to Sida Abutilon. See Cissampelos.

Velvet -moss (vel'vet-moa), n. A lichen

(Gyrophora murina) used in dyeing, found

in the Dovrefjeld Mountains of Norway.

Velvet-painting (vel'vet-pant-ing), n. The

art of colouring on velvet with transparent

liquid and other readily diluted colours.

Velvet-pee t (vel'vet-pe), n. [Velvet, and

L.G. and D. pije, Goth, paida— cloth, a

warm jacket. See Pea-jacket.] A velvet

jacket.

Though now your blockhead be covered with a

Spanish block, and your Lashed shoulders with a

velvet-pee. Beau. & Ft.

Velvet-pile (vel'vet-pil), n, A kind of car

pet with a long soft nap. Simmonds.

Velvet-runner (vel'vet-run-er), n. A bird,

the water-rail (which see). Willoughby.

Velvet-scoter (vel'vet-sko'ter), n. A marine

bird of the genus Oldemia (0. fusca), a kind

of black duck. See Scoter.

Velvety (vel've-tl), a. Made of or resembling

velvet; smooth, soft, or delicate in surface.

'The beautiful velvety turf of the gardens.'

T. Hughes.

Vena (ve'uii), Ji. [L.] In anat a vein. Vena

cava, the largest vein in the body, so named

from its great cavity, into which, as a com

mon channel, all the lesser veins except the

pulmonaries, empty themselves. This vein

receives the blood from the extremities and

other parts, and transmits it to the right

auricle of the heart. It Ib divided into the

superior and inferior. (See Heart.) Vena

porta, the great vein situated at the entrance

of the liver. It receives the blood from the ab

dominal viscera, and carries it into the sub

stance of the liver, where the blood is uti

lized in the formation of bile. It is distin

guished into two portions, the hepatic and

abdominal. Vena contracta, in hydraulics.

Bee under Contracted.

Venal (ve'nal), a. [L. vena, a vein.] Per

taining to a vein or to veins; contained in

the veins; venous; as, venal blood. [Rare]

Venal (ve'nal), a. [L.venalis, venal, for sale,

from veneo, to be sold, from venum, sale,

and eo, I go.] Ready to be sold for money

or other consideration and entirely from sor

did motives ; basely or meanly disposed of

or to be disposed of for lucre; mercenary;

hireling; as. a venal politician; venal ser

vices. 'And shakes corruption on hervenal

throne.' Thomson.

Venal and licentious scribblers, with just sufficient

talents to clothe the thoughts of a pandar in the style

of a bellman, were now Die favourite writers of the

sovereign and the public Macaulay.

— Venal, Mercenary, Hireling. Although

both venal and mercenary are used in a bad

sense, venal is much stronger than merce

nary, standing to it in the relation of sale

to hire. A venal man Bells himself wholly

to his purchaser, sacrificing character, hon

our, principle, his whole individuality in

deed for gain; a mercenary man acts with a

view to profit in what he does, and is actu

ated by sordid motives, but he does not

necessarily surrender himself unreservedly,

or even make any sacrifice of principle,

With the mercenary man love of gain is the

chief motive; with the venal man it is in

effect the only motive. Hireling denotes

that hire is the motive, and thus Implies

something servile as well as mercenary,

conveying more of contempt than of repro

bation.

Thus needy wits a vile revenue made.

And verse became a mercenary trade.

Dryden.

The fiery duke is pricking fast across St. Andre"i

plain.

With all the hireling chivalry of Guelders and Al-

mayne. Afacaulay.

Venality (venal'lti), n. The state or qua

lity of being venal or basely influenced by

money; prostitution of talents, offices, or

services formoney or reward ;mercenarlness;

as, the venality of a corrupt court.

Venantes (ve-nan'tes), n. pi. [Ppr. pi. of

L. venor, to hunt. ] The hunting-spiders, a

family of spiders so called because, Instead

of weaving webs, they are incessantly run

ning or leaping about the vicinity of their

abode to chase and catch their prey. The

genus Mygale comprises the largest mem

bers, and may be regarded as the type. See

Mtqale.

Venaryt (vfi'na-ri), a. [From L. venor, to

hunt] Relating to hunting. Howell.

Venatlc,t Venatlcalt (ve-nat'ik, ve-nat'ik-

nl), a. [L. venaticus, from venor, to hunt]

Pertaining to hunting; used in hunting.

There be three for venary or venatieal pleasure in

England, viz., a forest, a chase, and a park.

Howell

Venatlca (ve-nat'i-ka), n. A kind of conrse

mahogany used for ship-building. See Vi-

NATICO.

ch, caain; ch, Sc. \oeh\ %,go\ J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, tAen; th, tain; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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Venation* (ve-na'shon), n. (L. venatio, from

tenor, to hunt See Venison.) 1. The act

or practice of hunting. Sir T. Browne.—

2. The state of being hunted.

Venation (ve-na'shon). n. [L. vena, a vein. )

In bot. the manner in which the veins ol

leaves are arranged.

Venatorial t (ve-na-to'ri-al), a. Relating to

hunting; venatlc.

Vend (vend), v.t. [L. vendo, to sell : said to

be from oenum, sale, and do, to give.] To

transfer to another person for a pecuniary

equivalent ; to sell ; as. to tend goods ; to

fend meat and vegetables in market.

The apothecary in ' Romeo and Juliet' is poor, but

is he therefore justified in vending poison? Popt.

Where, tippling punch. grave Cato's self you 11 see.

And Amor Pa/rut vending smuggled tea. Crabbe.

Vendt (vend), n. Bale. Richardson.

Vendablet (ven'da-bl), a. Vendible. Chau

cer.

Vendace (ven'das), n. [O. Fr. vendete. Mod.

Fr. vandoite, the dace; origin unknown.)

A species of teleostean fishes, of the family

SalnionidK, genus Coregonus (C. Willough-

Hi), noted for Its restricted distribution,

being found in Britain only In Lochmaben,

and in two or three of the English lakes, and

on the Continent in some of the rivers and

lakes of 8weden. The body is deep and com

pressed, the back brown in colour, the sides

tinged with yellow, the belly silvery, the

tail is broadly forked, pectoral and ventral

fins yellow. The average length is about

6 to 7 Inches. The fish is esteemed a great

delicacy, and is taken with the sweep-net

about August.

Vendean (ven-de'an), a . Of or pertaining to

La Vendue in France.

Vendean (ven-de'an), n. A native or inha

bitant of La Vendee.

Vendee (ven-dS'). "• The person to whom a

thing is sold: opposed to vendor. Aylife.

Vendemialre (von-da-mi-ar), n. [Fr., from

L. tindemia, the vintage.) The first month

of the French republican calendar. It was

so called from Its being the vintage season.

It began September 22 or 23, and ended

October 21 or 22.

Vender (vend'er). n. One who vends or sells;

a seller. Spelled also Vendor.

Vendetta (ven-det'ta). n. [It., from L. vin-

dicta, revenge. See Vindictive.] A blood-

feud ; the act or practice of the nearest of

kin executing vengeance on the murderer

of a relative. In Corsica the vendetta Is re

garded as a duty incumbent on the relatives

of the murdered man, and, failing to reach

the real murderer, they take vengeance on

his relatives The practice exists, although

to a more limited extent, in Sicily. Sardinia,

and Calabria, as well as among the Druses,

Circassians, Arabs, Ac.

Vendibility (ven-di-bil'lti), n. The state ol

being vendible or saleable. ' The vendibility

of commodities." Jer. Taylor.

Vendible (ven'di-bl). a. [L vendibilis, from

vendo, to sell. See VEND.) Capable of being

vended or sold; to be disposed of for money:

saleable; marketable; as, goods vendible m

a market. 'A maid not vendible.' Shak.

'Prices of things vendible.' Bacon.

Vendible (vendi-bl). n. Something to be

sold or offered for sale.

Vendibleness ( ven'di-bl-nes ), n. Vendi

bility.

Vendibly (ven'dibli), adv. In a vendible

or saleable manner.

Venditatlont (ven-di-ta'shon), n, [L. ven-

ditatio, from vendito, to offer again and

ngain for sale, intens. from vendo. venditum,

to sell.] A boastful display. 'The vendi-

tation of our own worth.' Bp. Hall.

Vendition (ven-di'shon), n. [L. vtnditio,

from vendo, to sell. J The act ot selling ;

sale. Sermon, 1644. IBare]

Vendor (ven'dor), n, A vender; a seller.

In sales of lands the party selling Is almost always

spoken of as ' the vendor;' but In sales of goods he

is quite as frequently spoken of as ' the seller.'

Motley and IVkilcley.

Vendue! (ven'du). n. [O. Fr. vendue, a sale,

from vendre, to sell] A public auction.

I went ashore, and having purchased a laced

waistcoat ... at a vendue, made a swaggering

figure. Smollett.

We arc offered, by the terms of this vendue, six

months' credit. Franklin.

Vendue-master t (ven'du-mas-ter), n. An

auctioneer. Wharton.

Veneer (ve-ner"). n. [Probably directly from

O furnier, a veneer, furnieren, to veneer,

from Fr. fournir, to furnish (which see). It

has been conjectured that the word may

have been to some extent influenced by vein,

wood used in veneering being often twined.]

A thin piece of wood (sometimes ivory or

other substance) of a more valuable kind

laid upon another of a more common sort,

so that the whole substance appears to be

of the more valuable sort Choice and

beautiful kinds of hard woods, as mahogany,

rosewood, Ac., are used forveneers,the wood

to which they are attached by gluing being

usually deal or pine.

Veneer (ve-nerO, v.t [See the noun.] 1. To

cover with veneers; to overlay or face over,

as an inferior wood, with wood of a finer or

more beautiful kind, so as to give the whole

mass the appearance of being made of the

more valuable wood ; as. to veneer a ward

robe or other article of furniture. Hence—

2. To give a more agreeable appearance to,

as to something bad, worthless, or unattrac

tive; to put a flue superficial show on; to gild.

' A rogue in grain veneefd with sanctimoni

ous theory.' Tennyson.

Veneering (ve-ner"ing), n. 1. The operation

of one who veneers ; the art of laying on

veneers.—2. The covering laid upon the sur

face of the coarser material ; hence, fig.

superficial show.

Veneer-moth (ve-neYmoth), n. The name

given by collectors to moths of the genus

Chilo.

Venefical, Veneflclal ( ve-nerik-al, ven-e-

tlsh'al). o. (L. veneficus, poisonous, sorcer-

ous. See Venefice. ] 1. Acting by poison;

bewitching; sorcerous. [Bare]

The magical virtues of misselto, and conceived

efficacy unto venefiei.it intentions, seemeth a Pagan

relique derived from the ancient Druids.

Sir T. Browne.

2. Addicted to sorcery or poisoning.

Venefleet (ven'e-fls), n. [L. veneftaum, from

veneficus. poisoning—uenenum, poison, and

facto, to make.) The practice of poisoning.

Veneflclous (ven-e-flsh'us), a. Same as Ve

ntrical. Sir T. Browne.

Veheficrtously ( ven-e-nsh'us-ll ), adv. By

poison or witchcraft Sir T. Browne.

Venemoust (ven'em-us), a. Venomous;

poisonous.

Venenata (ven'e-nat). v. t [L. veneno, ven-

enatuin, to poison, from venenum, poison.)

To poison; to infect with poison.

These miasms . . . venenate the entire mass of blood.

Hnrvey.

Venenata (ven'e-nat), a. Infected with poi

son. 'The venenate parts are carried off.'

rKoodwarct.

Venenatlon (ven-e-na'shon). n. [See above]

1. The act of poisoning—2. Poison; venom.

' This t'enenation shoots from the eye.' Sir

T. Browne.

Venene.t Venenoset (ve-nen',ven'e-nds).a.

[L tenenmus, from venenum, poison.] Poi-

Bonous; venomous. ' Venene bodies. Har

vey. 'Some vencnoie liquor.' Ray.

Venenosa(ven-e-no'sa), n. pi. [L. venenosus,

poisonous, from venenum, poison.) One of

the three sections into which the colubrine

snakes are divided according as they are

venomous or otherwise, the other two sec

tions being Iunocua and Suspecta. In tills

group there are canaliculated fangs, placed

in (rout of the superior maxilla), with smaller

solid teeth behind them. It contains some

of the most deadly of all living serpents,

one of the best known being the Cobra di

Capello (A'ojo tripudiaiu) of Hindustan.

This section also contains the venomous

water-snakes (Hydrophidse).

Venerabllltyt (ven'er-a-bil"i-ti), n. State

or quality of being venerable. 'The excel

lency and tJenerootKlj/ of their prototypes.'

Dr. H. More.

Venerable (ven'er-a-bl), a. [L. vencrabilis.

See Venerate.) 1. worthy of veneration

or reverence ; deserving of honour and re

spect; as, a venerable magistrate; a vener

able parent. ' Venerable Nestor." Shak.

It generally implies that the person is well

up in years. —2. Rendered sacred by religious

or other lofty associations; to be regarded

with awe and reverence; hallowed by asso

ciations; as, the venerable walls of a temple

or church. ' The venerable church with a

tall Gothic spire." W.Irving.

Venerableness ( ven'er-a-bl-nes ), n. The

state or quality of being venerable. ' The

tjeneraoZew** of old age." SotitA.

Venerably (ven'er-a-bli), adv. In a vener

able manner; so as to excite reverence.

Proud Rome's Imperial seat.

An awful pile I stands venerably great. Addison.

Veneracese (veu-er-a'se-e), n. pi. Same as

Veneridoe.

Venerate (veu'er-at). v.t pret. <fe pp. eener-

ated; ppr. venerating. [L venerur, vener-

atus, to venerate, from the same root aa

Venue, Veneris; Skr. ran, to worship, to

venerate, to love. See Venus.] To regard

with respect and reverence ; to reverence;

to revere; to regard as hallowed. 'Seemed

to venerate the sacred shade." Dryden.

While even the peasant boasts these rights to scan

Aud learns to venerate himself as man. Galdsmiik.

Veneration (ven-er-a'shon), n. [L. rener-

atio. See Venerate. ) 1. The feeling of one

who venerates; the highest degree of respect

and reverence; respect mingled with some

degree of awe; a feeling or sentiment excited

by the dignity, wisdom, aud goodness of a

person, or by the sacredneas of hia charac

ter, and with regard to place, by whatever

makes us regard it as hallowed.

Princes are like to heavenly bodies, which cause

good or evil times, and which have much veneration,

but no rest. Baton

2. In phren. the organ which is said to pro

duce the sentiment of adoration, worship,

reverence, or respect for what is great and

good. See cut PHRINOLOGr.

Venerator (ven'er-at-ei), u. One who ven

erates and reverences. 'Not a scorner of

your sex but renerufor.' Tennyson.

Venereal (ve-ue're-al), a. [L. venereus, from

Venus (which see) ) 1. Pertaining to venery

or sexual love ; relating to sexual inter

course. ' Venereal signs.' Shak.

Then swoln with pride, into the snare I fell

Of fair fallacious looks, venerea/ trains.

Softened with pleasure and voluptuous life.

Afitton.

2. Arising from or connected with sexual

intercourse; as, a venereal disease; venereal

virus or poison.—3. Adapted to the cure of

venereal diseases; as, venereal medicines.—

4. Adapted to excite venereal desire; aphro

disiac—S.t Consisting of or pertaining to

copper: formerly called by chemists Venus.

Blue vitriol, how venereal soever, rubbed upon the

whetred blade of a knife, will not impart its_ latent

colour. Boyle.

Venereal! t (ve-n£'re-an), a. Venereal.

Howell.

Venereous (ve-ne're-us), o. [L. venereus]

1. Lustful; libidinous.

The male is lesser than the female and very vent-

reons. Derham.

2. Giving vigour or inclination to venery:

aphrodisiac; as, venereous drags.

Veneridae (ve-ner'i-de), n. pi. A family of

lamellibranchiate molluscs, of which the

Linnrcan genus Venus Is the type.

Venerous t (ven'er-us), a. Same as Venere-

ous. ' A remedy for venerous passions."

Burton.

Venery (ven'er-1), n. [See Venereal] Sex

ual intercourse.

Contentment, without the pleasure of lawful venery,

is continence : of unlawful, chastity. A*. Grew.

Venery (ven'er-l), n, [Fr. vtneric, fromO Fr.

vener, L. venari, to hunt, whence also veni

son.) 1. The act or exercise of hunting; the

sports of the chase. ' Beasts of venery and

fishes." Sir T. Browne—2t Beasts of the

chase; game. ' Follows other game or rett

ery." Spenser.

They must have swine for their food, to make their

veneriet or bacon of. Lattmer.

Venesection (ven-e-sek/shon), n. [L. eena,

vein, and sectio, a cutting.) The act or

operation of opening a vein for letting blood ;

blood-letting; phlebotomy.

Venetian (ve-ne'shi-an), o. Of or pertaining

to the city or province of Venice in Northern
Italy. — rrenettan architecture, renettan

Oothic, that style of Italian architecture

formed by the Venetian architects from the

fifteenth to the early part of the seventeenth

century. The principal characteristics of

the buildings built in this style are: each

story is provided with its own tier of col

umns or pilasters, with their entablature,

and separated from the other stories by con

spicuous frieies or belts, often in the form

of balustrades broken by pedestals and or

namented by figures; the arched windows

ornamented with columns, the spandrils

being often filled with figures ; ornamental

parapets are common; and the whole has a

rich and varied effect This style of archi

tecture is characterized by Fergusson as

' Gothic treated with an Eastern feeling, and

enriched with many details borrowed from

Eastern Btyles.'— I'eiieiian Wind, a blind

made of slats of wood, so connected as to

overlap each other when closed, and to show

a series of open spaces for the adiuisaiou of

light and air when in the other position.—

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin;
note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abuue; Jf, Sc. fey.
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Venetian cluilk, Venetian talc. Same as

French Chalk. — Venetian door, a door with

long narrow side lights for lighting a lobby,

entrance -hall, Ac.— Venetian red, a burnt

ochre which owes its colour to the presence

of an oxide of iron. The colours Bold under

this name are, however, prepared artificially

from sulphate of iron or its residuum in the

manufacturing of acids. Scarlet Ocfire, Prus

sian Red, English lied, and Rouge de Mars

are other names for the same pigment.—

Venetian school, in painting, that school

which arose and declined within the six

teenth century, and whose distinguishing

characteristics are the mastery of colour,and

a consummate knowledge of chiaro-oscuro,

combined with grace, spirit, and faithful

adherence to nature. It counts among its

masters Titian, Paul Veronese, Oiorgione,

Tintoretto, and many other illustrious

names.— Venetian white, a carefully pre

pared carbonate of lead.

Venetian (ve-ne'Bhi-an), n. 1. A native of

Venice. — 2. A Venetian blind. [Colloq.]

We never saw her l.idyship, but the attendants told

us that the Venetians of her apartment were not

impenetrably opaque from within.

Capt. M. Thomson.

3t pi. A particular fashion of hose or

breeches originally imported from Venice.

Venew,t Veneyt (ven'u, ven'e), «. In

fencing, a bout or turn ; a thrust or pass; a

venue. See Venuk.

Three veneys for a dish of stewed prunes. Shak.

— Veney at wasters, a bout at cudgels. *To

play half a dozen veneys at wasters with a

good fellow for a broken head.' Beau.

<fc Ft.

Venget (venj), v.t. [Fr. venger. See Ven

geance, Avenge, and Revenge.] 1. To

avenge.

I'm coming on to venge me as I may. Shak.

2. To revenge.

To safeguard thine own life

The best way is to venge my Cluster's death. Shak.

Vengeablet (venj'a-bl), a. [From venge.]

1. Revengeful.

With that one of his thrillant darts he threw.

Headed with yre, and vengeable dc&pite. Spenser.

2. Very great ; exceeding in degree, inten

sity, force, or the like J. UdalL See Ven

geance.

Vengeance (venj'ans), n. [Fr. vengeance,

from venger, to revenge, from L. vindicare,

to avenge. (Comp. jujer, to judge, from

jndicare.) See Vindicate.] 1. Punishment

inflicted in return for an injury or an offence.

Vengeance generally implies indignation on

the part of the punisher, and more or less

justice in the nature of the punishment;

it may be also indicted for wrong done to

others, as well as to the punisher, in which

respects it is usually distinguished from re

venge.

To me belongeth vengeance and recompense.

Deut. xxxii, 15.

Though with their high wrongs I am struck to the

quick.

Vet with my nobler reason 'gainst my fury

Do 1 take part: ihe rarer action is

In virtue than in vengeance. Shak.

2. t Harm, mischief, or evil generally.

Whiles the eye of man did woo me

That could do no vengeance to me. Shah.

Hence its use as an oath, curse, imprecation,

ifcc. 'A vengeance on your crafty, withered

hide.' Shak. Similarly in the phrases what

a vengeance! what the wn^a/tee/equivalent

to the modern what the deuce! what the

mischief!

What the vengeance* could he not speak "em fair?

Shak.

But what a vengeance makes thee fly? Hudibras.

A development of this usage is seen in the

common phrase with a vengeance! expressive

of excess in degree, vehemence, violence,

and the like.

This may be called staying the Cumnor fatted calf

for me with a vengeance. Sir IV. Scott.

This is, indeed, a forced march, with a vengeance!

IV. H. Russell.

Still more loosely It, as well as the adjective

vengeable, was formerly even used adver

bially.

He's i-engeance proud, and loves not the common

people. Shak.

—Revenge, Vengeance, Retribution, See un

der Revenge.

Vengeancelyt (venj'ans-liY adv. Extremely;

excessively. 'He loves that vengeancely,'

Beau, a: Fl.

Vengeful (venj'ful). a. Vindictive; retri

butive; revengeful. ' Vengeful ire.' Milton.

'Vengeful wars.' Prior. [Poetical]

Vengefully (venj'ful-li), adv. In a vengeful

manner; vindictively.

Vengementt (veuj'ment), n. Avengement;

retribution. 'Wretched life forlorne for

vengement of his theft.' Spenser.

Venkert (venj'er). n. An avenger. Spenser.

Venlablet (ve'ni-a-bl), a. [See Venial.]

Venial; pardonable. Sir T. Browne.

Veniablyt (ve'ni-a-bli), adv. Pardonably;

excusably.

Venial (ve'ni-al), a. [L, venialts, from L.

oenia, pardon.] 1. That may be forgiven;

pardonable; not deeply sinful; as, a venial

sin or transgression. —2. Excusable; that

may be allowed or permitted to pass with

out censure.

If they do nothing 'tis a venial slip. Shak.

3. t Allowed.

Permitting htm the while

Venial discourse unblam'd. Milton.

—Venial sin, in the R. Cath. Ch. a sin not

belonging to the heinous class, and which

but diverts the divine law from that to

which God intended that it should be di

rected, as distinguished from mortal or

deadly sin which subverts the end of the

law. The soul departing from this life

stained with venial sin must undergo a more

or less severe purification in purgatory, but

is not liable to eternal punishment in hell,

which is reserved for mortal sin.

Veniality (ve-ni-al'i-ti), n. Quality of being

venial.

They palliate wickedness with the fair pretence of

veniality. lip. Hall.

Venlally (ve'ni-al-li), adv. In a venial man

ner; pardonably.

Venlalness (ve'ui-al-nes), ». State of being

excusable or pardonable.

Venice -glass (ven'is-glas), n. A glass cup

or goblet of the rarest purity, so named

from its being manufactured near Venice.

These glasses were believed to be so exqui

sitely sensitive that if poison were put into

them they would fly into shivers.

Venlme,' n. Poison; venom. Chaucer.

Venire facias (ve-ni'rt fa'si-as). [L., that

you cause to come.] In law, a writ or pre

cept directed to the sheriff requiring him to

cause a jury to come or appear in the neigh

bourhood where a cause is brought to issue

to try the Bame. This writ was abolished

in 135*2, but the precept issued by the jus

tices of assize, which is substituted, is some

times loosely spoken of as a ventre.

Venison (ven'zn or ven'i-zu), n. [O.Fr. veni

son, Mod.Fr. venaison, from L. remit to, a

hunting (whence E. venation), from venor,

to hunt ] 1. The flesh of such wild animals

as are taken in the chase and used as human

food ; in modern usage restricted to the

flesh of animals of the deer kind.

Shall we go kill us venison i Shak.

In this sense often used adjectivally. 'A

hot venison paBty.' Shak. —2. t Beasts of the

chase; game.

Therein is venison and other wild beasts.

Fabyat*.

Venom (ven'om), n. [O.K. venim, venime,

O.Fr. venim, renin, Mod.Fr. renin, from L.

venemtm, poison.] 1. Originally, poison in

general, but not now so used unless perhaps

1 poetry.

Shortlye after he and also his wyfe dyed, and not

without suspecyon of venym. Fabyan.

Like some tall tree, the monster of the wood,

O'ershading alt that under him would grow.

He bheds hi* venom on the plants below.

Dryden.

2. The poisonous fluid secreted by animals

in a state of health, and introduced into the

bodies of their victims by biting, as iu the

case of serpents, and stinging, as in the case

of Bcorpions, bees, <fcc. 'Or hurtful worm

with cankered venom bites.' Milton.—

3 Something that blights, cankers, or em

bitters ; hence, Bpite ; malice ; malignity;

virulency. ' The renom of such looks." Shak.

The word is sometimes adjectivally used.

' Venom mud;' 'venom toads;' 'the venom

clamours of a jealous woman." Shak.

Venom (ven'om), v.t. To infect with venom;

to envenom ; to poison. ' Venomed ven

geance. ' Shak. [Obsolete or poetical. ]

Venom-mouthed ( ven'om- motrnid), a.

naving a venomous or poisonous bite; ven

omous. Shak.

Venomous (ven'om-ns), a. 1. Full of venom;

noxious to animal life from venom; poison

ous; as, the bite of a serpent may be ren-

omous; a venomous serpent. Hence, hurt

ful; injurious.

Thy tears are Salter than a younger man's,

And venomous to thy eyes. Shak.

2. Designing mischief; malignant; spiteful;

malicious.

This falsity was broached by Cochleus, a venom

ous writer. Addison.

3. Proceeding from or devised by a mali

cious spirit; malicious; envenomed; as, ven

omous arts.

With vile tongue and venomous intent

He sore doth wound. Spenser,

Venomously (ven'om-us-li), adv. In a ven

omous maimer; malignantly; spitefully.

'These things sting him so venomously.'

Shak.

Venomousness (ven'om-us-ues), n. The

state or character of being venomous; poi-

sonousness; malignity; spitefulness.

Venose (ve'ndz), a. In hot. having numer

ous branched veins, as in reticulated leaves.

Venoaity (ve-nos'i-ti). n. 1. The state or

quality of being venous.—2. In med. a con

dition in which, as it has been supposed,

the blood moves more Blowly, is more ven

ous, and the venous blood itself in greater

quantity, as in hemorrhoids, gout, hypo

chondriasis, Ac.

VenOUB (ve'nus), a. [L. venosus, from vena,

a vein.] 1. Pertaining to a vein or to veins;

contained in veins; as, venous blood, which

is distinguishable from arterial blood by its

darker colour. — 2. Consisting of veins; as,

the venous system. —3. In hot. veined. A

venous leaf has vessels branching, or va

riously divided, over its surface.

Vent (vent), n. [Probably from Fr. vent,

wind, air, breath, scent, from L. rentus,

wind, so that the original meaning would

be air-hole.] 1. A small aperture leading out

of or into some inclosed space ; any small

hole or opening made for passage. ' The

vent of hearing.' Shak.

Through little vents and crannies of the place

The wind wars with his torch. Shak.

2. A term specifically applied to (a) the

priming and firing aperture of a gun. (6)

The opening in the top of a barrel to allow

air to pass in as the liquid is drawn out.

(c) The anus; the opening at which the ex

crements, especially of birds and fishes, are

discharged, (rf) In moulding, one of the

channels or passages by which the gases

escape from the mould, (e) The flue or fun

nel of a chimney, (f) A crenelle or loop

hole in an embattled wall. Oxford Glos

sary, (g) In steam-boilers, the sectional

area of the passage for gases, divided by

the length of the same area in feet. Good

rich.—Z. An escape from confinement or pri

vacy; an outlet

The smothcr'd fondness burns within him

When most it swells and labours for a vent.

Addison.

Man's deepest spiritual susceptibilities could find

vent in the worship of the beautiful. Dr. Caird.

4. Utterance; expression; publication. 'Free

vent of words.' Shak.

Thou didst make tolerable vent of thy travel.

Shak.

5.t A discharge; an emission.

Here on her breast

There is a vent of blood. Shak.

6.t Scent; the odour left on the ground by

which an animal's track is followed. 'When

my hound doth Btraine upon good vent'

Turberville.

Let me have war, say I ; it exceeds peace as far

as day does night; it's sprightly, waking, audible,

and full of vent. Shak.

Vent is a technical term in hunting to express the

scenting of the game by the hounds employed in the

chase. Edtn. Rev.

[The writer in the Edinburgh Review (Oct.

1872) supposes that Shakspere in the above

passage has a hound in his mind, and that

lie has personified war as ' a trained hound

rouBed to animated motion by the scent of

game.' See also Vent, v.t. 4.]—To give vent

to, to suffer to escape; to keep no longer

pent up; as, to give vent to his anger. — To

take vent, to become public; to become

known. 'Whereby the particular design

took vent beforehand.' Wotton.

Vent (vent), v t. 1. To let out at a small

aperture; to make an opening or outlet for;

to give passage to; to emit. Shak.—2. To

keep no longer pent up in one's mind; to

pour forth ; as, to vent passion or com

plaint; to rent one's spleen upon a person.

The queen of heav'n did thus her fury vent.

Dryden.

3. To utter; to report; to publish: to pro

mulgate. 'By mixing somewhat true to

vent more lies.' Milton.

In his brain ... he hath strange places cramm'd

With observation, the which he vents

In mangled form. Shak.

ch, chum; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. to»; , sing; TU, then; th, thin; w, wig; vh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Ki.v.
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4.f To scent, as a bound.

I have seen the houndes passe by such a hart

within a yard of him and never wnt him. . . . When

he srnellcth or vente&t anything we say he hath thL>

or that in the wind. TurberviUe.

—To vent up.t to lift so as to give air.

* Vented up her unibriere.' Spenser.

Ventt (vent), v.i. [Fr. vent, breath, scent.

See VENT, opening.] To open or expand

the nostrils to the air; to snuff; to snort.

Sperucr.

Vent (vent), n. [Fr. vente, sale, a market;

Sp. venta, a sale, a market, n mean roadside

fnti (whence meaning 3); It. vendita, sate;

from L. vendo, venditum, to sell. See VEND.]

1. Tile act of selling; sale. [Hare.]

He threw off a thousand copies of a treatise, which

not one in threescore can understand, and can hardly

exceed the vent of that number. Pope.

2. Opportunity to sell; market.

There is no vent tot any commodity except wool.

Sir IV. Temple.

3.t An inn; a baiting place.

He perceived an inn near the highway. . . As soon

as he espied the vent, he foignedto himself that it

was a castle with four turrits. Sltelton.

Ventt (vent), v.t. [From vent, a sale.] To

vend; to sell.

Therefore did those nations irxf such spice.

Raleigh .

Venta (ven'ta), n. [ftp] A mean inn; a way

side tavern. .Sir W. Scott.

Ventage (veu'tuj), n. A small hole, as of

a flute.

Govern these vintages with your finger and thumb.

Shak.

Ventail (ven'tal), n. [0 Fr. ventaille, from

L. ventus, the wind.] The movable front of

a helmet or of the hood of a hauberk which

covered the entire face, and through aper

tures in which air was breathed. The ven

tail succeeded the nasal of the eleventh,

and preceded the visor of the fourteenth

century; and the term was applied to all

defences of the face, whether a continua

tion of the mail-hood or a plate attached to

the front of the helmet. Planchf. Written

also Ventayle and Aventaile.

Ventannat (ven-ta'na), n. [Sp. mtfana, an

air-hole, a window, from L. ventus, wind.]

A window. Dryden.

Vent-astragal (vent'as-tra-gal), n. In gun.

that part of a gun or howitzer which de

termines the vent-field.

Vent-bit (vent'bit), n. In gun. a kind of

gimlet used for clearing the vent of a gun.

Venter (ven'ter), n. One who vents or gives

vent; one who utters, reports, or publishes.

Barrow.

Venter (ven'ter), n. [L., the belly.] 1. In

anat. (a) the abdomen or lower belly. (6)

The belly of a muBcle. (c) Formerly applied

to any large cavity containing viscera, as the

head, thorax, and abdomen: called the three

venters. —2. The womb; and hence, in legal

language, mother; as, A. has a son B. by one

venter, and a daughter C. by another venter;

children by different venters.—3. In entom.

the lower part of the abdomen.

Vent-feather (vent'feTH-er), n. In ornith.

one of the feathers that lie from the vent

or auus to the tail underneath.

Vent-field (vent'feld), n. The raised tablet

in the metal near the breech of a gun in

which the vent is bored.

Ventiduct (ven'ti-dukt), n. [L. ventus,

wind, and ductus, a canal] In arch, a pas

sage for wind or air; a subterraneous pas

sage or pipe for ventilating apartments.

Gwilt.

Ventilate (ven'tMat), v.t. pret. & pp. venti

lated; ppr. ventilating. [L. ventilo, venti-

latum, to toss, to winnow, to ventilate, from

ventus, wind; same root as Skr. vd, to blow,

E. wind.] 1. 1 To winnow; to fan; to remove

chaff from.— 2. To expose to the free pas

sage of air or wind ; to supply with fresh

and remove vitiated air; as, to ventilate a

room by opening the windows; apertures

constructed to ventilate a cellar.—3. To blow

on; to renew or freshen by blowing.

In close, low, and dirty alleys the air is penned up,

and obstructed from being ventilated by the winds.

Harvey.

4. To expose to common talk or consider

ation; to let be freely discussed; to expose

to examination and discussion; as, to venti

late questions of policy.

Much had been ventilated in private discourse.

yas. Harrington.

Ventilate and proclivity, after having been half

forgotten, have come again into brisk circulation,

and a comparison of the literature of the seventeenth,

eighteenth, and nineteeth centuries will Oiow multi

tudes of words common to the first and lust of these

periods, but which were little used in the second.

G. /'. Marsh.

Ventilation ( ven-ti-la'ahon ). u. [L. venti-

latio. See VENTILATE.] 1. The act of ven

tilating, or the state of being ventilated;

the replacement of vitiated air by pure fresh

air; the art or operation of supplying build

ings, apartments, mines, and other confined

places witli a necessary quantity of fresh air

so as to maintain the atmosphere in such

places in a constant state of purity. 'In

suring for the labouring man better venti

lation.' F. W. Robertson— 2.t The act of

fanning or blowing. 'The ventilations of

the air." Addison. — 3. The act of freely

bringing out to view ; public examination ;

open discussion ; as, the ventilation of abuses

or grievances.

The ventilation of these points diffused them to

the knowledge of the world. Bp. Halt.

4. t The act of refrigerating or cooling ; re

frigeration.

Procure the blood a free course, ventilation, and

transpiration. Harvey.

Ventilatlve (ven'ti-lat-iv), a. Of or belong

ing to ventilation; adapted to secure venti

lation; as, ventilative appliances.

Ventilator (ven'ti-lat-er), n. A contrivance

for keeping the air fresh in any close space;

an apparatus for expelling foul or stag

nant air from any close place or apartment

and introducing that which is fresh and

fmre. This may be effected either by what

a knowu as the vacuum process, that is by

withdrawing the foul air and permitting

fresh air to flow in and take its place, or by

the plenum process, which, by forcing in

fresh air, drives the foul air before it to the

exit

Ventosef (ven'tds), a. Windy; flatulent.

Ventose t (ven'tos), n. [Fr. ventouse, L. ven-

tosa cucurbita, a cupping-glass, from ventus,

the wind. ] A cupping-glass. ' Hollow con

cavities . . . like to ventoses or cupping-

glasses ' Holland.

Ventose (ven'tos), n. [Fr, from the L. ven

tus, wind, on account of the usual windiness

of the season thus indicated.] The sixth

mouth of the- year, according to the calen

dar adopted by the French National Con

vention in 1793, and which was abolished in

1806. It was composed of thirty or of thirty-

one days, beginning Feb. 20, and ending

March 20, or it ran from Feb. 19 to March

20, according as the year was bissextile or

otherwise.

Ventoalty t (ven-tos'i-ti), n. [Fr. ventosiU,

from L. ventosus, windy, from ventus, wind.]

1. Windiness; flatulence.

If there be any danger of ventosity . . . then you

shall use decoctions. Chilmead.

2. Empty pride; vainglory. Bacon.

VentOUSing, t n. [Fr. ventouse, a cupping-

glass. SeevENTOSE.] A cupping. Chaucer.

Vent-peg (vent'peg), n. A peg to stop a

vent-hole. ' Pulling out the vent-peg of the

table-beer, and trying to peep down into

the barrel through the hole.' Dickens.

Vent-piece (vent'pes), n. A piece of copper,

in some firearms, containing the vent, ami

screwed in at the proper position.

Vent-pin (vent'pin), n. Same as Vent-peg.

Vent-plug (vent'plug), n. A tight plug for

btopping the vent of a gun during the pro

cess of loading. It is pressed into the vent

by the thumb, and is intended to prevent

the accidental discharge of the gun; also, a

fid or stopple made of leather or oakum fit

ting in the vent of a guu to stop it against

weather, &c.

Ventral (ven'tral), a. [From L. venter,

belly.] Belonging to the belly; of or per

taining to the belly, or to the surface of the

body opposite to the dorsal side or back ;

specifically, (a) in ich. applied to the paired

fins between the anus and the throat. (6)

In hot. belonging to the anterior surface of

anything ; as, a ventral suture, which is the

line running down the front of a carpel on

the side next the axis.

Ventricle (ven'tri-kl), n. [L. ventriculus,

dim. of venter, belly.] 1. A small cavity in

an animal body; a place of organic function.

'The ventricle of memory." Shak.—2. i The

stomach. ' And my ventricle digests what is

in it.' SirM. Hale.-— Ventricles of the brain,

five cavities in the interior of that organ,

which are distinguished into the lateral

ventricles, middle ventricle, fourth ventri

cle, and fifth ventricle. — Ventricle* of the

heart, two cavities of the heart, distin

guished as the right and left ventricles,

which propel the Wood into the arteries,—

Ventricles of the larynx, two deep depres

sions in the larynx, comprised between the

superior and inferior ligaments.

Ventricous, Ventricose (ven'tri-kus, ven-

tri-kos), a. [L. ventricogus, from venter.

belly. ] Resembling the belly ; swelled

out; distended; specifically, (a) in hot.

bellied ; distended ; swelling out in the

middle ; as, a ventricous perianth. <&) In

conch, applied to shells which are inflated

or which swell in the middle.

Ventricular (ven-trik'u-ler), a. Pertaining

to a ventricle ; bellied ; distended in the

middle.

Ventricullte (ven-trik'u-lit), u. One of a

genus of fossil Spongida or sponges charac

teristic of the cretaceous or chalk rocks.

They usually appear as fungiform flints, in

the form of vases, tubes, or fuuueU. vari

ously ridged or grooved, ornamented on

the surface, frequently expanded above into

a cup-like lip, and continued below into a

bundle of fibrous roots. They are com

monly known as 'petrified niushnxmis,' but

are referred by palseontologiBts to the Spon

gida or sponges.

Ventriculous (ven-trik'u-lus), a. Ven

tricular.

Ventrilocution (ven'trMo-ku'shon), n. a

speaking after the manner of a ventrilo

quist; ventriloquism.

Ventriloque tven'tri-ldk), o. Vcntriloquial.

Hood.

Ventriloqulal (ven-tri-loOcwi-ar. a Per

taining to ventriloquism. 'A faint kind of

ventruoquial chirping.' Dickens.

Ventriloquism ( ven-tril'd-kwizm ). n. [L.

ventriloquu*, a ventriloquist—venter, belly,

and loquor, to speak, from the erroneous

notion that the voice of the ventriloquist

proceeded from his belly.] The act, art, or

practice of speaking or uttering sounds in

such a manner that the voice appears to

come, not from the persou, but from some

distant place, as from the opposite aide of

the room, from the cellar, <fra In ventrilo

quism the sounds are formed by the same

organs as the emissions of sound commonly

—the larynx or organ of voice, the palate.

tongue. Arc. —the difference consisting main

ly in the mode of respiration. A very fall

inspiration is taken, which is breathed ont

slowly and gradually, the sound of the voice

being dexterously modified and diminished

by the muscles of the larynx and the palate.

At the same time the lips of the performer

are scarcely moved, and the deception is

still further facilitated by the attention of

the auditors being directed to the object

which is sought to be regarded as the source

of the voice. Ventriloquism was known to

theancientGreeks aswell as to the Romans.

Ventriloquist (ven-trii'6-kwist), «. One

who practises or is skilled in ventriloquism;

one who speaks in such a manner that hie

voice appears to come from some distant

place.

Ventriloquize (ven-tril'o-kwix), v.i. To

practise ventriloquism.

Ventriloquous (ventril'6-kwus), a. Speak

ing in such a manner as to make the sound

appear to come from a place remote from

the Bpeaker; vcntriloquial.

Ventriloquy (ven-tril'6-kwi), n. Same a*

Ventriloquism.

Venture (veu'tur). n. [Abbrev. of aventure,

old form of adventure.] 1. An undertaking

of chance or danger; the risking of some

thing upon an event which cannot be fore

seen with tolerable certainty : the staking

of something; a hazard. 'To desperate

venture* and assured destruction.' Shak

Specifically— 2. A scheme for making gain

by way of trade; a commercial specula

tion.

I, in this venture, double gains pursue.

And hud out all my stock to purchase you, S>rjden.

8. The thing put to hazard; a stake; a risk;

particularly, something sent to sea in trade.

My ventures are not in one bottom trusted, SA»*

My poor venture but a fleet of glass

Wrcck'd on a reef of visionary cold. 7Vkwi»m.

4. Chance; hap; contingency; lack; an

event that is not or cannot be foreseen.

' Leave little to venture or fortune.' Bace-n.

—At a venture, at hazard: without seeing

the end or mark, or without foreseeing the

issue; at random. 'Spoke at a venture.'

Shak. ' A bargain at a venture made.*

Hudibras.

A certain roan drew a bow at a venture, i Ki ui W

Venture (ven'tur), v.i. pret A pp ven

tured; ppr. venturing. 1. To dare; to have

courage or presumption to do, undertake,

or say ; as, a man venture* to mount a

ladder; he ventures into battle; he r*«

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abune; J, 8c. try
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tares to assert things which he does not

know.

Nor loved she to be left

Alone at home, nor ventured out alone. Tennyson.

2. To run a hazard or risk; to try the

chance. ' Tis but venturing.' Shak.

' Who freights a ship to venture on the

seas.' Dryden.

You have greatly ventured ; but all must do so who

would greatly win. Byron.

—To venture at, to venture on or upon, to

dare to engage in; to attempt without any

certainty of success. 'When 1 venture at

the comic style." Waller. ' Too conjectural

to venture upon ' Bacon.

Venture (ven'tur), v.t. 1. To expose to

hazard ; to risk ; to stake ; as, to venture

one's person in a balloon. — 2. To run the

hazard of ; to expose one's self to. ' I

should venture purgatory for't* Shak.

'To venture the claws of the lion.' Swift.

3. To put or send on a venture or com

mercial speculation.

The fish ventured for France, they pack in staunch

hogsheads, so as to keep them in their pickle. Carcw.

4. To confide in ; to rely on ; to trust.

[Rare.]

A man would be well enough pleased to buy silks of

one whom he would not venture to feel his pulse.

Addison.

Venturer (ven'tur-er), n. 1. One who ven

tures or puts to hazard. Beau. d> Fl.—Z t A

prostitute; a strumpet. Webster.

Venturesome (ven'tur-sum), a. Inclined

to venture; venturous; bold; daring; in

trepid; as, a venturesome boy. Sir W. Scott.

VentureBomely (ven'tur-sum-li), adv. In

a venturesome or bold, daring manner.

Venturesomeness (ven'tur-sum-nes), n.

Quality of being venturesome. Jeffrey.

Venturine (ven'tur-In). n. [See Avant-

URINE.] Powdered gold used in japanning

to cover varnished surfaces.

Venturous (ven'tur-ua), a. Daring; bold;

hardy; fearless; intrepid; adventurous; as,

a venturous soldier.

I have a venturonstMry that shall seek the squirrel's

hoard and fetch thee new nuts. itkai.

He paused not, but with vent'rous arm

He pluck'd, he tasted. Milton,

Venturously (ven'tur-us -11), adv. In a

venturous manner; daringly; fearlessly;

boldly.

Venturousness (ven'tur-us-nes), n. The

quality of being venturous; boldness; har

diness; fearlessness; intrepidity. Boyle.

Venue (veu'u). n. [Modified from O. Fr.

visne, from L.L. visnetus, vicinetus, from

L. vicinus, neighbouring, under influence of

Fr. venue, a coming] In law, a neighbour

hood or near place; the place where an action

is laid. In Euglaud the county in which the

trial of a particular cause takes place is

said to be the venue of that cause. Origin

ally jurors were summoned from the im

mediate neighbourhood where a fact hap

pened to try it by their own knowledge,

but they are now Bummouable from the

body of the county. A venue is either

transitory or local. It Is transitory when

the cause of action is of a sort that might

have happened anywhere, and local when

it could have happened in one county only.

(See Local Action, Transitory Action, under

Local, Transitory.) By the Judicature

Act, 1875, the venue in all cases, civil and

criminal, may be regulated by order in

council.—To lay a venue, to allege a place.

Venue (ven'ii), n, [Fr. venue, a coming, from

venir, tocome.] Infencing, aconiingon; an

onset; about; aturn; a thrust Written also

Veney, Venew (which see).

Like a perfect fencer lie will tell beforehand in what

button he will give his venue. Fuller.

Venule (ven'ul), n. [L. venula, a small vein ]

A small vein; specifically, in hot. the name

given to the lost ramifications of the veins of

a leaf, which intermingle frequently, and

form the skeleton of the leaf.

Venulose (ven'u-los), a. In bot. full of small

veins.

Venus (ve'nus), n. [L Venus, Veneris

(hence venereal), cog. with A. Sax. trine,

Icel. vinr, O.O. mini, a friend, one beloved;

Skr. ran, to love, to be devoted to, to wor

ship.] 1. In myth, the goddess of beauty

and love, and more especially of sensual

love. Venus was originally the Roman

goddess of the spring, but at a compara

tively late period she became identified

with the Greek Aphrodite. She is repre

sented as the highest ideal of female beauty

and love, and was naturally a favourite

subject with the ancient poets and artists,

some of her statues being among the noblest

remains of Greek and Roman sculpture.

Among the most famous of her statues are

the Venus of

Cnidus, by Praxi

teles, of which

the Venus de

Medici, found in

the Villa Hadri-

ana at Tivoli, is

supposed to be

a free copy, and

theVenus of Miln

or Melos, found

in the island of

Melos. Among

the modern sta

tues one of the

most famous is

the Venus of Cu-

nova, where she

is represented as

issuing from the

bath. — 2. Iu

astron. one of the

inferior planets,

having its orbit

between Mercury

and the earth,

and the most

brilliant of all

the planetary

bodies. From her

is, antique statue in the

British Museum.

alternate appearance in the morning and

evening she was called by ttie ancients

Lucifer and Hesperus, the morning and

evening star. The mean distance of Venus

from the sun is about 66,134,000 miles ; her

diameter 7510 miles; and her period of re

volution round the sun about 224*7 mean

solar days. Her volume is equal to about

\l,* t Its of the earth, but her density being

slightly greater her mass is actually equal

to about g^ths of the earth. She re

volves about an axiB, and the time of ro

tation is about 23>> 21m, the axis of rotation

being inclined to the ecliptic at an angle of

about 75*. Her greatest angular distance

from the sun is from 45" to 47" 12'. Accord

ing to her various positions relatively to

the sun and earth she changes her phases

like the moon, appearing full at the supe

rior conjunction, gibbous between that point

and the points of her greatest elongation,

half-mooned at these points, and crescent-

shaped or homed between these and the

inferior conjunction. Like Mercury, Venus

transits the face of the sun, but at longer

intervals. The transits of Venus are of

much more importance than those of Mer

cury, because being nearer to us when in

transit her position on the sun is measurably

different for observers placed on different

parts of the earth. See Transit. —3. In old

chem. a name given to copper.—4. In her.

the green tincture in coat armour when

borne by princes; vert—5, A Linnsean genus

of 1amellibronchiate molluscs, family Ve-

neridro. The species are very numerous

and widely distributed, and are generally

elegant in form and often finely coloured.

— Venus'* bath, a name given to common

teasel, the leaves of which collect water.—

Venue's comb, (a) a name given to a plant

of the genus Scandix (5. Pecten- Veneris):

called also Shepherd's -needle and Needle

Chervil. (6) A name given to the Murex

tribulus, a very delicate and beautiful shell,

with many long thin spines, found in the

Indian seas.— Venus'sfan, a much branched

and reticulated zoophyte of the genus Gor-

gonia (0. Jlabellum).— Venus'sjlower basket,

a beauiful genus of siliceouB sponges (Eu-

plectella). They are found at the Philip

pine Islands, and resemble exactly delicate

vases fixed to the sea-bed by a long root of

flinty fibres.— Venus'sfly trap. See DION*A.

— Venus's girdle, a name given to a long

band-like animal (Cestum Veneris), attain

ing a length of from 2 to 3 feet, found in

warm seas. It is a coelenterate animal

belonging to the Ctenophora— Venus's hair-

stows, Venus's pencils, fanciful names ap

plied to rock crystals inclosing Bleuder hair-

like or needle-like crystals of hornblende,

asbestos, oxide of iron, rutile, oxide of man

ganese, &c.— Venus's looking-glass, a plant

of the genus Campanula (C. Speculum).—

Venus's navel-wort, a plant of the genus

Omphalodes. so named from the shape of

its seeds, which are round and have a de

pression In the centre. —Venus'* slipper.

See C'AHINARIA.

Venust t (vc-nusf), a. [L. venustus, beauti

ful, from Ventts.] Beautiful; amiable.

As the infancy of Rome was venust, so was its

manhood nobly strenuous. It'aterhouse.

Ver,t n. [L.] Spring. 'April . . . of 1ustie

ver the prime. ' Chaucer.

Veracious (ve-ra'shus), a [L. verax, vera-

cis, from verus, true. See Vert.] 1. Ob

servant of truth; habitually disposed to

speak truth; as, a most veracious historian.

The Spirit is most perfectly and absolutely vera

cious. Barrow.

2. Characterized by truth; true; as. a rera-

cious account or narrative.—3. Leading to

or reporting actual facts. [Rare]

The young ardent soul that enters on this world

with heroic purpose, with veracious insight, will find

it a mad one. Carlyle.

Veradously (ve-ra'shus-li), ado. In a ve

racious manner; truthfully.

Veracity (ve-ras'i-ti), n. [Fr. vtracite', from

L. verax, veracis, truthful, from verus, true.

See Very.] 1. The state or quality of being

veracious or true; specifically, (a) habitual

regard to or observance of truth ; truthful

ness; truth; as, a man of veracity.

To the honour of their author (Suetonius) it must

l>e said that he appears to have advanced nothing

through flattery or resentment, nor to have sup

pressed anything through fear, but to have paid an

undaunted regard to veracity. Dr. Knox.

(b) Consistency of report or expression with

truth; agreement with actual fact; as, if I

can trust the veracity of my senses.

There is no reason to doubt the veracity of those

facts which they related. Addison,

In strict propriety veracity is applicable only to

persons, and signifies not physical, but moral, truth.

Dr. J. Campbell.

2- That which is true; that in which truth

inheres; as, the everlasting veracities. Car

lyle.

Verament.t adv. [See Veray. ] Truly.

Chaucer.

Veranda, Verandah (ve-ran'da). n. [Pg.

varanda, from Skr. vavanda, a veranda or

portico, from rri, to cover.] A kind of open

portico, or a sort of light external gallery

attached to the front of a building, with a

sloping roof, supported on slender pillars,

and frequently partly inclosed in front with

lattice-work.

Veratrate (ve-ra'trat), n. In chem. a salt

of veratric acid. See Veratric.

Veratric (ve-ra'trik), a. Pertaining to vera-

trin or to the genus Veratrum.— Veratric

acid (CyHjoOj), the acid with which veratrin

exists combined in Veratrum Sabadilla. It

crystallizes in short white transparent

fuisms, which are soluble in water and alco-

10I. It forms crystallizable salts with the

alkalies, which are called veratrate*. It is

sometimes called CevadilUc or Sabadillic

Acid.

Veratrin, Veratrine (ve-ra'trin). n. (C«HM

v.". ) A vegetable alkaloid found in Vera

trum Sabadilla, Veratrum album, &c. It is

generally obtained as a crystalline powder,

nearly white, very acrid and poisonous, in

soluble in water, but very soluble in alcohol.

In the form of tincture, and still more in

that of ointment, veratrine is much used as

an external application iu coses of neuralgia

and obstinate rheumatic pains. The smallest

quantity entering the nose causes violent

and even dangerous sneezing. Sometimes

called Vcratria.

Veratrum (ve-ra'trum), n. [L. veratrum,

Veratrum album.

hellebore.] A well-known genus of plants

belonging to the nat. order Melanthacea).

Veratrum album (common white hellebore)

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J,;'ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; IH, CAen; th, thin; w. wig; wh, wAIg; zh, azure. —See KEY.
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Li a nmtive of most alpine meadows In the

southern, centra], and northern parts of

Europe. It haa large plaited leaves, erect

items, and large panicles of greenish flowers.

Two varieties are officinal. Every part of

Imth is acrid and poisonous, especially the

rhizomes. The V. viride of North America

i-t an acrid emetic and powerful stimulant,

followed by sedative effects.

Veray.t Verray,* a [0. Fr. verai, Mod. Fr.

erai. See Vkhy.] True. Chaucer.

Verb (verb), n. [Fr verbe, from L. rerbum,

a word, a verb; from same root at E. word

(which see).] l.t A word.

That so It iiii^ht appear, that the assistance of the

spirit, promised to the Church, was not a vain thing,

or a mere verb. South.

2 In grain that part of speech whose essen

tial function is to predicate or assert some

thing in regard to something else (the sub

ject or tiling spoken of); as, the boy runs,

the man lifts the stone, Ashes swim, he

stiffen much. Verba have the power of in

dicating time and mode by means of tenses

and moods, hut this is not an essential pro

perty. They have been divided into active

and n*uf«r verbs, according as they predi

cate action or state. Active verbs are divided

lut > intransitive and transitive, according

as the action is confined to the actor or

passes from him to an object. Intransitive

verbs often take an objective of their own

nature; as, he runs a race; he sleeps the

sleep of death. When a verb may be used

either transitively or intransitively, as, lie

walks the horse, he walks to church, the

verb in the former use is said to be cfli«af tr*.

Many causative verbs are distinguished from

theircorrespoiiding intransitive* by achange

of form, as sit, set; lie, lay; fall, /ell. Some

verbs are sometimes transitive, sometimes

Intransitive, and sometimes neuter; as, he

floats a scheme; John can float now; the

corpse floats. A small class of verbs, as is,

become, exist, wax, and oroto (in such phrases

as, my hair becomes white; he waxes weak;

he grows old), predicating only existence or

transition from one state to another, are

called substantive verbs, and this name is

sometimes restricted to the verb to be.

Passive verbs affirm suffering or endurance

of what another does. Hence, only verbs

which take an object after them can have n

passive voice, because It can be said of ob

jects only that they suffer or eudure the

action directed on or towards them by the

subject of the active verb. Passive verbs

are thus the correlatives or complements of

active verbs. The infinitive mood, gerund,

and supine are properly verbal nouns, im

plying action or state only without the power

of assertion. Participles are adjectives plus

tlie notion of time, and cannot therefore

assert,

Verbal (verbal), a. [Fr. verbal, L. ccrbalis.

See Vkrb.1 1. Spoken; expressed to the

car in words; not written; oral; as. a verbal

message; a verbal contract; verbal testi

mony. ' Made she no verbal quest.' Sfiak.

2. Consisting in mere words.

The deed becomes unpralsed—the man at least—

And loses, though but verbal, his reward. Milton.

3. Respecting words only. 'A verbal dis

pute.' Whatefu. — 4. Minutely exact in

words, or attending to wordB only. ' Neglect

the rules each verbal critic lays.' Pope.—

b. Literal; having word answering to word;

as, a verbal translation.

Atl the neighbour caves, as seeming troubled.

Make <.*rb,il repetition of her mo.ms. Shak.

6. In gram, derived from a verb; as, a verbal

noun.— In the following passage from Shak-

spere, verbal is used according to Schmidt

In the sense of plain-spoken, wording one's

thoughts without reserve; according to

others ■ verbose.

I am much sorry, Sir,

You put me to forget a lady's manners.

By being so verbal. Cymb. ii. 3. ill,

Verbal (vcr'bal), n. In gram, a noun derived

from a verb.

Verbalism (vtVbal-izm), n. Something ex

pressed orally; a verbal remark or expres

sion.

Verbalist fvtVr'haMst). n. One who deals in

words merely; one skilled in words; a literal

adherent to, or a minute critic of words; a

verharian.

Verbality (veT-bal'ltl), n. The state or

quality of being verbal; mere words; bare

literal expressions. Sir T. Browne.

Verbalization ( veKbal-ix-a'shon). n. The

act of verbalizing, or the state of being ver

balized.

Verbenas—Garden varieties.

Verbalize (ver'bal-U), v.t. To convert Into

a verb; to verbify.

Verbalize (ver'bal-izX v.i. To use many

words; to be verbose or diffuse.

Verbally (ver'bal-li), adv. In a verbal

manner; as, (a) in words spoken; by words

uttered; orally. 'Verbally to deny it'

South, (&) Word for word; as, to translate

verbally.

Verbarian (ver-ba'ri-an), n. A word-coiner;

a verbalist.

In ' The Doctor* Southey gives himself free scope.

as a verbarian, much after the way of Rabelais,

Thomas Nash, Taylor the Water-poet, or Felthara.

Fittednard Hall.

Verbascum(ver-bas'kum), n. (L.J Mullen or

mullein, a geuusof plants, nat. order Scroph-

ulariacees. This genus is distinguished from

Its congeners by having five fertile stamens.

Verbatim (ver-ba'tim), adv. [L.] 1. Word

for word ; in the same words ; as, to tell a

story verbatim as another has related it —

2 t By word of mouth ; orally ; verbally.

Shak. — Verbatim et literatim, word for

word, and letter for letter.

Verbena (ver-be'nal n. [L verbena, any

green bough used in sacred rites, whence

verbenaca, vervain.] A genus of plants,

the type of the nat. order Verbenaeese; ver

vain. Most of the species are American ;

about seventy

are enumer- ^^sstSfr^CCCv

ated. V.oflicin-

alis (common

vervain), a

ft) ant common

n England,

andwidelydis-

tributed, was

once held in

great repute

for its medical

virtues, and

entered into

the composi

tion of various

charms and

love philters.

One special

( V. Aubletta)

is cultivated

for the great beauty of its flowers. It Is a

weedy plant with divided leaves and long

spikes of lilac flowers. The lemon-seented

verbena is Aloysia citriodora. The verbena

of the perfumers is the lemon-grass (which

see), from which the 'oil of verbena' is ex

tracted.

Verbenaeese (ver-be-na'se-e), n. pi. A nat.

order of plants, the species of which are trees

or shrubs,sometimesonly herbaceous plants,

with generally opposite or whorled simple

or compound leaves without Btipules. The

flowers are in opposite corymbs, or spiked

alternately, sometimes in dense heads, and

very seldom axillary or solitary. The spe

cies are common in the tropics of both

hemispheres, and in the temperate districts

of South America; they are rare in Europe,

Asia, and North America. They are not of

much importance in a medicinal or econo

mical point of view, with the exception of

the teak-tree. Certain species of Lantaua

are used in infusion as tea in Brazil

Verbenate (ver'be-nat), v. t [See Vkrbena ]

To strew or sanctify with aacred lioughs,

according to a custom of the ancients.

Verberatet (veVber-at), v.t [L. verbero,

verberatum, to beat, to whip, from verber,

a whip.] To beat; to strike. 'Bosom-

quarrels that verberate and wound his soul '

Abp. Sancroft.

Verberatlon (ver-ber-a'shon). n. I. The act

of verberating, beating, or striking; a per

cussion. Arbuthnot; Blackstone. —2. The

impulse of a body which causes sound.

Verbiage (ver'bi-aj), n. [Fr.] Verbosity;

use of many words without necessity; su

perabundance of words; wordiness. 'The

perplexity of the abounding verbiage." War-

burton. 'This barren verbiage current among

men.' Tennyson.

Verbify (verb'i-fi), t>.(. To make into a verb;

to use as a verb; to verbalize. J. Earle.

Verblee (verTda), a. In her applied to a

hunting-horn when edged round with metal

of different tincture from the rest.

Verbose (ver-bos'), a. [L. verbosus, from

stream, a word. See Vrrh.] Abounding

in words; using or containing more words

than are necessary; prolix; tedious by a

multiplicity of words; as, a verbose Bpeaker;

a verbose argument.

They onpht to be brief, and not too verbose in their

way of speaking. Ayliffe.

Verbosely (ver-boa'li). adv. In a verbose

manner; wordily.

Verboseness (ver-bda'nes), n The state or

quality of being verbose; verbosity.

Verbosity (v6r-bos'i-ti), n. The state or

quality of being verbose; employment of a

superabundance of words; the use of more

words than are necessary ; wordiness ; pro

lixity: said either of a speaker or writer or

of what is said or written.

He draweth out the thread r>f his verbosity finer

than the staple of his argument. Shak.

Vera (verd), n. Same as Vert. In the follow

ing extract verd seems to mean greenness

in the sense of freshness.

Like an apothecaries potion, or new ale, they have

their best strength and verd at the first.

Declar. of Vofish Imfosturet, 1603.

Verdancy (ver'dan-si), n. [See Verdant. 1

1. The state or quality of being verdant;

greenness. Hence — 2. Rawness; inexperi

ence ; liability to be deceived ; as, the ver

dancy of youth.

Verdant (verMant), a. [A shortened form

of Fr. verdoyant, from L. viridans. viruian-

tis, ppr. of virido, to be green, from viridis,

green, from vireo, to be green, to flourish.

The root is the same as that of E green, the

initial consonant change resembling that

seen in L. venio, E. go.] L Green; fresh;

covered with growing plants or grass; as,

verdant fields; a verdant lawn.

The verdant grazt my couch did goodly dight.

Sfenser.

2. Green in knowledge; simple by reason of

inexperience; inexperienced; raw; green

[Colloq. or slang.]

Verd-aJlttque(verd-an-tek'), It [Fr., from

verd, green, and antique, ancieut.] 1. A

term given to a green incrustation on an

cient coins, brass, or copper. See Mrvqo.—

2. In mineral, (a) an aggregate of Berpentine

and white crystallized marble, having &

greenish colour. It is beautifully mottled,

takes a fine polish, and is much used for

ornamental purposes. (6) A green porphyry

used as marble, and known as oriental verd-

antique.

Verdantly (verMant-li), adv. In a verdant

manner: (n) freshly; flourishingly, (b) After

the manner of a person green or simple

through inexperience. ' To give the young

fellow who was so verdantly staring at hrm

a start.' Ii B. Kimball. [Colloq. or slang.]

Verdea-wlne t (verMi-a-win), n. A wine of

Italy made from a white grape named ver-

dea. Beau. «fc Fl.

Verderer, Verderor(veVder-er. vei'der-or),

n. (Fr. vetdier, L.L. viridarius, from Fr.

verd, vert, green, L. viridis; comp.fruiterer,

poulterer.] In the forest laws, a judicial

officer in the royal forests, whose peculiar

charge was to take care of the vert, that is,

the trees and underwood of the forest, and

to keep the assizes, view, receive, and enroll

attachments and presentments of all man

ner of trespasses.

Verdict (ver'dikt), u. [O. Fr. renfit, L L. ver-

dictum, veredictum, from L. vere, truly, and

dictum, declaration, something declared,

from rftco, dictum, to say.] 1. In law, the an

swer of a jury given to the court concerning

any matter of fact in any cause, civil or crimi

nal, committed to their trial and examina

tion. In criminal causes the usual verdict is

'guilty 'or' not guilty; 'in Scotland it maybe

' not proven. ' In civil causes it Is a verdict for

the plaintiff or for the defendant, according

to the fact. These ore called general verdicts.

In some civil causes when there is a doubt

as to how the law ought to be applied to

the facts, a special verdict is given finding;

and stating the facts at large, and leaving

the court to draw the proper conclusion.

SeeJi/RY.—2. Decision; judgment; opinion

pronounced ; as, to be condemned by the

verdict of the public.

These enormities were condemned by the verdict

of common humanity. South.

Verdigris (vcrMi-aris), n. [Fr. vert-degris,

verdigris, apparently from rerf, green, de,

of, and gris, gray; but according to LUtre

the oldest form was vertegrez, and this he

thinks may be decomposed iuto vert aigret,

green produced by an acid, from aigre, acid

(L acer, sharp) ] A Bubstauce obtained by

exposing plates of copper to the air in con

tact with acetic acid, and much used as a

pigment, as a mordant in dyeing wool black,

in several processes in the chemical arts,

and in medicine. There are two varieties,

the blue and the green, the former consist

ing almost wholly of dibasic cupric acetate,

the latter of the sesquibasic salt mixed with

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc Uy.
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smallerquantities of the dibasic and tribasic

acetates. Verdigris, like all the compounds

into which copper enters, is poisonous, and

is very apt to form on the surface of copper

utensils by the action of vegetables.

Verdigris (ver'di-gris), v.L To cause to be

coated with verdigris; to cover or coat with

verd rgris. Hawthorne.

Verdingalet (verMin-gal), n. A farthingale.

Bp Hall.

Verdite.t n [0. Ft] Judgment; sentence;

verdict Chancer.

Verditer (verMi-ter), n [Fr. verd-de-terre,

green of earth] A blue or bluish-green

pigment, generally prepared by decomposing

nitrate of copper with chalk. It is the com

mercial name of normal cupric acetate

(C'u2C-,Hs03).

Verdituret (verMi-tur), n. A form of ver

diter. See VKRDITKR.

Verditnre ground with a weak gum arable water,

is the faintest and palest green. Peavham.

Verdoy (verMoi). a. [Fr. verdoyer, to be

green or verdant See Verpant.] In her.

applied to a border charged with flowers,

leaves, or other vegetable charges; as, a

border verdojf of trefoils, cinquefoils, Ac.

Verdugot (ver-du'go), n. [Sp.f a hangman,

the mark of a stroke on the skin, a switch,

Ac] 1. An executioner.—2. A severe stroke.

Beau, d- FL

VerdugoahlD t (ver-dQ'go-ship), n. 1. The

office of a hangman- — 2. A mock formal

styleof address to a hangman or executioner;

as, his verdugoship, the hangman. B. JOtl-

Son.

Verdure (verMur), n. [Fr. verdure, green

ness, green vegetation, from verde, vert,

green, from L. viridis, green. See Ver

pant. J Green; greenness; freshness of vege

tation; as, the verdure of the meadows in

June; the verdure of spring.

A wide expanse of living verdure, cultivated gar

dens, shady groves, fertile cornfields, flowed round

it like a sea. Motley.

Verdured (verMurd), a. Covered with ver

dure. ' Verdured bank.' PunielL

Verdurous (verMur-usX a. Covered with

verdure ; clothed with the fresh colour of

vegetation; verdant; as. verdurous pastures.

' Verdurous matting of fresh trees.' Keats.

Yet higher than their tops

The z-erdurous w.iU of paradise up sprung. Milton.

Verecund t (ver'e-kund), o. [L. vereeundus,

from vereor, to feel awe of.] Bashful; mo

dest

Verecundlous t (ver-e-kun'dt-us), a. Mo

dest; bashfuL ReLitjukt Wottoniaiuie.

Verecundityt (ver-e-kun'di-ti), n. The state

or quality of being verecund ; bashfulness ;

modesty; blushing.

Vergaloo, Vergalieu (ver-ga-loO, n. [From

Fr. virgoulense See Virgolecse.] A kind

of pear. Called also Virgaloo,WhiU Doyenne',

and other names.

Verge (verj), n. [Fr. verge, a rod or wand,

a mace, a ring or hoop, from L. virga, a rod,

perhaps from root of vireo, to be green. ]

1. A rod, or something in the form of a rod

or staff, carried as an emblem of authority

or ensign of office ; the mace of a bishop,

dean, or other functionary.

The silver verge, with decent pride.

Stuck underneath his cushion side. Swift.

2. The stick or wand with which persons are

admitted tenants, by holding it in the hand,

and swearing fealty to the lord. On this

account such tenants are called tenants by

the. verge. — 3.t In arch, the shaft of a column;

a Binall ornamental shaft.—4. The spindle < >f

the balance-wheel of a watch, especially

that of the old vertical movement—5. A

quantity of land from 15 to 30 acres; a yard-

land; a virgate. Wharton—(J.t A ring; a

circlet of metal; any circle. 'The Inclusive

verge of golden metal that must rouud my

brow.* Hhak.

{The spirits) whom we raise

We will make fast within a hallow'd verge. Shah.

7. Compass; space; room; scope. 'Give

ample room and verge enough.' Gray.

I have a soul, that like an ample shield

Can take in all, and verge enough for more.

Dryden.

8. In law, the compass of the jurisdiction of

the court of the marshalsea or palace court.

See Marshal. Marshalsea.

Verge (verj), n. [Perhaps from verge, ri.,

or at leant to some extent based on it. But

pee also Verge, n., above.] 1. The extreme

side or edge of anything ; the brink ; edge ;

l>order; margin; limit.

Nature in you stands on the very verge

Of her confine. ShaJk.

Even though we go to the extreme verge of possi

bility to invent a supposition favourable to it, the

theory . . . implies an absurdity. J. S. Mill.

2. In arch, the edge of the tiling projecting

over the gable of a roof; that on the hori

zontal portion being called eaves. Ency.

BriL—Z. In hort. the grass edging of a bed

or border; a slip of grass dividing the walks

from the borders iu a garden. —{frit. Border,

margin, brink, edge, rim, brim.

Verge (verj), v.i. pret & pp. verged; ppr.

verging. [ L. vergo, to turn, to incline, to

verge; by some connected with urgeo, to

urge. See Urge.] 1. To tend downward;

to bend ; to slope ; as, a hill verges to the

north.—2. To tend; to incline; to approach;

to border.

I find myself verging to that period of life which is

to be labour and sorrow. Stu\ft.

There is a superfluity of erudition in his novels that

verges upon pedantry. hdin. Rev.

Verge-board (verj'bord). Same as Barge-

board.

Vergency (ver'jen-sl), a 1. The act of verg

ing, tending, or inclining; approach.—2 In

optics, the reciprocal of the focal distance of

a lens, a measure of the divergence or con

vergence of a pencil of rays.

Vergent (ver'jent). a. [L rergens, vergentis,

ppr. of vergo, to incline, to draw to a close. ]

Lit. drawing to a close; specifically, in geol.

appellative of the eleventh of Professor H.

Rogers's divisions of the palaeozoic strata of

North America, the names of which suggest

metaphorically the different natural periods

of the day. It corresponds to our middle

Devonian.

Verger (verj'er), n. [See VERGE, a rod. ] One

who carries a verge; especially, (a) an officer

who bears the verge or staff of office before

a bishop, dean, canon, or other dignitary or

ecclesiastic; (ft) the official who takes care of

the interior of the fabric of a church.

Verger t (verj'er), n. [Fr., an orchard.] A

garden; an orchard. Romaunt of the Hose.

Vergette (ver-Jetf), n. [Dim. of verge, a rod. ]

In her. a pallet; also, a shield divided with

pallets.

Vergouleuse (ve^go-lua), n. A variety of

pear. Contracted to Vergaloo.

Veridical (ve-rid'i-kal), a. [L. veridicus—

verum, truth, and dico, to say. ] Truth-

telling; veracious. 'This so veridical his

tory. ' UrquharL

For our own pan, we say, would that every Johnson

had his Veridical Boswcll, or leash of Boswelis.

Carlyle.

Verifiable (ver'i-fi-a-bl), a. Capable of

being verified ; capable of being proved or

confirmed by incontestable evidence.

Verification (ver'in-ka"&bon). n. [See

Verify.) The act of verifying or proving

to be true; the act of confirming or estab

lishing the authenticity of any powers

granted, or of any transaction, by legal or

competent evidence ; the state of being

verified; authentication; confirmation.

Veriflca,tlve (ver'i-fl-ka"tiv), a. Serving to

verify; verifying.

Verifier (vert-fi-cr), n. One who or that

which proves or makes appear to be true.

Verify (ver'i-fi), v.t. pret. *fe pp. verified;

ppr. verifying. [Fr. verifier, from L. tents,

true, and /new, to make. See Very.] 1. To

prove to be true ; to confirm ; to establish

the proof of.

This is verified by a number of examples. Bacon.

2. To fulfil, as a promise; to confirm the

truth of, as a prediction. 1 Ki. viil. 26 —

3. To confirm the truthfulness of; to prove

to have spoken truth.

So sh.ilt thou hrM fulfil, best verify

The prophets old. ' Mitten.

4. To confirm or establish the authenticity

of, as a title or power, by examination or

competent evidence. 'To verify our title

with our lives.' Shak.—5 t To maintain; to

affirm. Shak.—6.t To second or strengthen

by aid; to back; to support the credit of.

For I have ever verified my friends

Of whom he's chief. Shak.

Veriloquent t (ve-ril'6-kwent), a. [L. vcrus,

true, and loquens, loquentis, ppr. of loquor,

to speak.] Speaking truth; truthful.

Verily (ver'i-li), adv. [From very.] L In

truth; in very truth or deed; in fact; cer

tainly. ' Verily thou art a God that hidest

thyself.* Is. xlv. 15.

But the centurion . . . said verily this man was

Goddisson. ll'ukltjffe, Mark xv. 39.

2. Really; truly; with jrreat confidence; In

sincere earnestness. ' It was verily thought

that . . . the enterprise had succeeded.'

Bacon. ' Verily, I do not jest with you. ' Shak.

Verisimilar (ver-i-sim'i-ler), a. [L. veri-

similis— verus, true, and similis, like. ]

Having the appearance of truth; probable;

likely. ' How verisimilar it looks, ' Carlyle.

Verisimilitude (verT-si-mil"i-tud). n. (L.

verisimilitudo — verus, true, and sitnili-

tudo, likeness.) 1. The quality or Btate of

being verisimilar; the appearance of truth;

probability; likelihood; as, the verisimili

tude of a story.

Verisimilitude and opinion are an easy purchase ;

but true knowledge is dear and difficult. GlanvilU.

2. That which is verisimilar; that which has

the appearance of a fact. ' Shadows of facts

. . . verisimilitudes, not verities.' Lamb.

Verislmlllty t (verT-si-miri-ti), n. Verisi
militude. ■ Things out of nature and veri-

simility.' Dryden.

Verlsimiloust (ver-i-sini'Hus), a. Probable;

verisimilar.

Veritable <>er'i-ta-M), a. [ Fr. veritable,

from L. verttas, truth See VkkiTY.] True;

agreeable to truth or fact; real

Thor draws down his trows in a veritable None

rage. Carlyle.

Veritably (vert-ta-hll), adc. In a veritable

or true manner; truly.

Veritas (verl-tas), n. A register of shipping

established in Paris on the principle of

Lloyd's. Commonly called the Bureau-

veritas.

Verity(vert-tO, n, [ Fr. ve'rite", from L. Veritas,

from verus, true. See Very.] 1. The qua

lity of being true or real; true or real nature;

reality; truth; fact; consonance of a state

ment, proposition, or other thing to fact.

' Twould prove the verity of certain words. '

Shak.

It is a proposition of eternal verity that none can

govern while he is despised. South.

2. A true assertion or tenet; a truth. ' Veri

similitudes, not verities.' Lamb.

Mark what I say, which you shall find

By every syllable a faithful verity. Shtik.

By this it seems to be a z^nty. Sir J. Dalies.

3.t Honesty; faith; trustworthiness. 'Jus

tice, verity, temperance.' Shak — Of a

verity, in very truth or deed; certainly.

Ofa zxrity his position denoted no excess of ease or

enjoyment. Lever.

Verjuice (versus), n. [Fr. verjus, verjuice,

the juice of green fruits—verd, vert (L. vi-

ridis), green, and jus, juice.] 1. An acid

liquor expressed from crab-apples, unripe

grapes, &c., used for culinary and other

purposes.

Hang a dog upon a crab-tree and he'll never love

zerjuUe. Sir R. VEstrange.

2. Sourness or acidity of temper, manner, or

expression. ' Inherent bonhomie or inherent

verjuice.' A. K. H. Boyd.

Vermeil (ver'mil), «, [See Vermilion.]

I. Vermilion ; a bright, beautiful red ; the

colour of vermilion. ' Snowy substance

sprent with vermeil.' Spenser. Also used

adjectively, and frequently as the first ele

ment of a compound. ' A vermeil-tinetared

lip.' Milton. *A blossom vermeil-white.1

Tennyson. [Now only poetical] —2. Silver

gilt or bronze gilt. Simmonds.—S. In gild

ings liquid composed of arnotto, gamboge,

vermilion, dragon's blood, salt of tartar, and

saffron, boiled in water and applied to a

gilded surface to give lustre to the gold. E

II. Knight.— I A jeweller's name for a crim

son-red garnet inclining slightly to orange.

Vernielet.t n. Vermilion. Chancer.

Vermes (ver'mez), n. pi. [L.] Worms. The

sixth class of animals in ttie Linua^an ar

rangement of the animal kingdom. It com

prised all animals which could not be ar

ranged under Vertebrata and Insecta. Lin-

useus divides the Vermes into five orders, viz.

Intestina, Molluscs, Testacea, Lithophyta,

and Zoophyta. Modern naturalists have

made a very different arrangement of these

animals, and the term vermes, which is no

longer used in scientific classification, may

be regarded as synonymous with Aunuloida,

minus the Echinodermnta and plus the

whole of the auorthropodous division of the

Annulosa.

VermetUS (ver-nie'tus), n. [From L. vermis,

a worm] A genus of mollitsca, the shell of

which has the whorls at the apex close to

gether and regular, but the more recent

ones disconnected, and mure or less con

torted. The genus consists of various spe

cies. The V. lumbricalts is found in the

seas near Senegal Others are found iu the

Mediterranean. This genus is allied to the

genera Siliquaria and Mucins.

Vermicelli (ver-mi-chel'li), n. [It, lit. little

worms, pi. of vermicello, a little worm, L. ver~

cli, eJuun; ch, Be. locA; • 9°'* J. job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; Til, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, to/tig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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miculus, dim, ol vermis, a worm.] An Italian

mixture prepared of flour, cheese, yolks of

eggs, sugar, and saffron, manufactured in the

form of long, slender tubes or threads, and

so named on account of its worm-like ap

pearance. Vermicelli is the same substance

as macaroni, the only difference between

them being that the latter Is made into

larger tubes. Both of them are prepared in

the greatest perfection at Naples, where

they form a priueipal item in the food of

the population, and are a favourite dish of

all classes. Vermicelli is used amongst us

in soups, broths, <fcc.

Vermiceous, Vermicious (ver mish'us), a.

[ From L. vermis, a worm. ] Pertaining to

worms; wormy. [Rare.]

Vermicide (ver'mi-sid), n. [L. vermin, a

worm, and cardo, to kill] A name common

to that class of anthelmintics which destroy

intestinal worms; a worm-killer.

Some agents act obnoxiously on intestinal worms

—destroying or killing them. These are the vermi

cides of some authors. Pareira.

Vermicular (ver-mik'u-ler), a. [L. vermicu

lus, a little worm. dim. of vermis, a worm.]

1. Pertaining to a worm; resembling a worm;

particularly, resembling the motion of a

worm; as, the iwrmicular motion of the in

testines. Called also Peristaltic. —2. In hot

Bhaped like a worm ; thick, and almost

cylindrical, but bent in different places, as

some roots and the like. — Vermicular or

rermiculated work, (a) a sort of ornamental

work consisting of frets or knots in mosaic

pavements, winding and resembling the

tracks of worms. (&) A species of rusti-

Vermicular Masonry.

cated masonry which is so wrought as to

have the appearance of having been eaten

into or formed by the tracks of worms.

Vermlculate (ver-mik'u-lat). v.t pret. A pp.

vermiculated; ppr. vermiculating. [L. ver-

micuhr, vermiculatus, to be full of worms,

from vermiculus, dim. of vermis, a worm.]

To dispose in wreathed lines, like the undu

lations of worms; to form work by inlaying,

resembling the motion or the tracks of

worms. See under Vermicular.

Vermlculate (ver-mik'u-lat), a. 1. Worm

like in Bhapc or appearance; covered with

worm-like elevations. —2. Crawling or creep

ing like a worm; hence, creeping; insinuat

ing: sophistical. [Rare.]

Vermlculated (ver-mik'u-lat-ed), p. and a.

Formed with a worm-like pattern. See

Vermicular.

VermlCUlatlon (ver-mik'u-la"shon), n.

1. The act or operation of moving in the

manner of a worm ; continuation of motion

from one part to another, as in the peri

staltic motion of the intestines. Sir M.

Hale.—2. The act of forming worm-like or

naments ; a worm-like ornament or body of

any kind—3. The state of being worm-eaten;

the act of piercing or boring through, as by

worms.

This huge olive, which flourished so lonjj, fell, as

they say, of vcrmieniation, being all worm-eaten

within. Htrwell.

VermlCUle (ver'mi-kul), n. [L. vermiculus,

a dim of wnnw, a worm] A little grub or

worm ; also, a small worm-like body. Her-

ham.

VermlCUllte (ver-mik'u-lit), n. [L. vermic

ulus (dim. of vermis, a worm), and Gr. tithos,

a stone.] 1. In mineral, a mineral composed

of micaceous looking plates, cemented to

gether by a whitish, mealy, maguesian ma

trix. When heated nearly to redness it pro

jects out with a vermicular motion, as if it

were a mass of small worms, hence the name.

It consists principally of silica, alumina, and

magnesia—2. In geol. a short worm-track

seen on the surface of many flagstones.

Vermlculose, Vermiculous (ver-mik'u-l&s,

Yer-mik'u-lus), a. [ L. vermtculosus. from

vermiculus, dim. of vermis, a worm.] 1. Con

taining or full of worms or grubs.—2. Resem

bling worms.

Vermiform (ver'mi-forcn), a. [h. vermis, a

worm, and forma, form ] Having the form

or shape of a worm or of its motious ; hel-

minthoid ; as, the vermiform process of the

cerebellum.

Vermifugal (ver-mif'u-gal), a. Tending to

prevent or destroy worms, or to expel them

from animal bodies; anthelminthic.

Vermifuge (ver'mi-fuj), n. [L. vermis, a

worm, and fugo, to expel.] A medicine or

substance that destroys or expels worms

from animal bodies; on anthelminthic. Calo

mel, gamboge, jalap, male-fern root, cow-

hage, iron, tin, oil of turpentine, &c., are

vermifuges or anthelmintics.

Vermilt (ver'mil), n. and a. Vermilion; ver

meil. Spenser.

Vermilion (ver-mil'yon), n. [Fr. vermilion,

from vermeil, vermilion, red, from L. ver

miculus. dim. of vermis, a worm, a little

worm, the kermes or cochineal insect, hence

a scarlet colour such as that obtained from

the kermes insect This colour was formerly

called worm-dye. The name crimson is ex

actly similar, and indeed the words are ety-

mologlcally connected. See Crimson, also

Vermin.] l.t The cochineal (which see). —

2. The red sulphide of mercury or cinnabar;

a pigment formed of this. It occurs in

nature as a common ore of mercury, of a

carmine red colour. It is procured artifi

cially by heating sulphur with eight times

its weight of mercury in an iron vessel.

The compound is then sublimated, and the

sublimate, which is a compact, deep red,

crystalline mass, when reduced to powder

Is of a beautiful scarlet colour. This arti

ficial compound is extensively employed on

account of the beauty of its colour in paint

ing, in making red sealing-wax, and other

purposes. —3. A colour such as that of the

above pigment; a beautiful red colour.

Vermilion (ver-mil'yon). v.t. To colour with

vermilion, or as if with vermilion; to dye

red; to cover with a delicate red.

A sprightly red vermilions all her face. Granville.

Vermilyt (ver'nii-li), n. Same as Vermilion.

Spenser.

Vermin ( ver'min ), n. siiig. and pi. : used

chiefly in the plural. [Fr. vermine, vermin,

in sense of parasitic insects, also applied to

persons, from vermineus, a hypothetical L.

adj. from vermis, a worm ; cog. E. worm,

Skr. krimi, a worm. SeeCRIMSON.] l.f Any

wild or uoxious animal: it seems sometimes

to be equivalent to reptile.

This crocodile is a mischievous four-footed beast,

a dangerous vermin, used to both elements.

Holland.

The Lord rectifies Peter, and frames him to go by

a vision of all crawling vermin in a clean sheet.

Daniel Rogers.

2. A name given to certain mischievous or

offensive animals : (a) to the smaller mam

malia and certain kinds of birds which dam

age man's crops or other belongings, as foxes,

otters, polecats, weasels, kites, hawks, rats,

mice, voles, <fcc. (6) To noxious or destruc

tive insects or the like, such as grubs, flies,

fleas, lice, Ac. 'To kill vermin.' Sfiak.

' Vermin such as weasels and polecats."

Bacon. 'Like the vermin in a nut.' Tenny

son.

I will track this vermin to their earths. Tennyson.

3- Used of noxious human beings in con

tempt

You are my prisoners, base vermin. Hndibras.

Vermlnt (ver'min). v. t. To clear of vermin.

' Vermin thy ground,' Tttsser.

Venninate (ver'min-at), v.i. [L. vermino,

verminatum, to have worms, from vermis,

a worm.) To breed vermin.

Vermination ( ver-mi-na'shon ). n. 1. The

breeding of vermin, especially of parasitic

vermin.—2. A griping of the bowels.

Vermin-killer (ver'min-kil-er), n. A term

commonly applied to some kind of poison

ous substance intended to kill mice or other

vermiu.

Vermlnlyt (ver'min-li), adv. or a. Like ver

min; of the nature of vermin.

Verminous (ver'min-us), a. l. Tending to

breed or infested with vermin. 'The ver-

minous disposition of the body.' Harvey —

2. Caused by or arising from the presence of

vermin; as, verminous disease.

Vermtnously (ver'min-us-li),adt>. In a ver-

miuous manner; so as to breed worms; as if

infested by worms.

Vermlparous (ver-mip'a-rus), a. [L. vermis,

a worm, and pario, to bear.] Producing or

breeding worms. Sir T. Browne.

VermiVOroUB (ver-miv'o-rus), a. [L. vermis,

a worm, and voro, to devour.] Devouring

worms; feeding on worms; as, vermivorous

birds are very useful to the farmer.

Vermuth (vfir'mHth), n. [Fr. Vermont, ver

mouth, from G. wermuth, absinthe. ] A stim

ulating liquor compounded of white wine,

absinthe, angelica, aud otheraromatic drugs,

professedly used to excite the appetite.

Vernaclet (ver'na-kl). u. Same as Verniclc.

Vernacular (ver-nak'u-ler), a. [From L. wr-

nacttlus, vernacular, domestic, indigenous,

from verna, a slave born in his master's

house, a native. See also Vernaculous.]

Native; belonging to the country of one's

birth ; belonging to the speech that we all

naturally acquire ; as, English is our ver

nacular language. The word is always or

almost always used of the native language

or everyday idiom of a place.

The histories of all our former wars are transmitted

to us in our vernacular idiom, to use the phrase of i

great modern critic. Addison.

—A vernacular disease, one which prevails

in a particular country or district: more

generally called endemic.

Vernacular (ver-nak'u-ler),n. One's mother-

tongue: the native idiom of a place.

Vernacularism (ver-nak'u-ler-izm), n. A

vernacular idiom. Quart. Jiev.

Vernacularly ( ver-nak'u-ler-li ), adv. In

agreement with the vernacular manner.

Vernaculous t (ver-nak'u-lus), a. [See Ver

nacular.] 1. Vernacular. 'Their vernacu

lous aud mother tongues.* Sir T. Browne.—

2. Of or belonging to slaveB or the rabble ;

hence, scurrilous; insolent; scoffing. 'Sub

ject to the petulancy of every vernaculous

orator.' B. Jonson. [A Latinism.]

Vernage.t n. A sweet wine. Chancer.

Vernal (ver'nal), a. [L. vernalis, from wr,

spring; cog. Icel. vdr, Dan. raar, the spring;

from root signifying to be bright, to burn,

seen in Veuta, Vesuvius, &c] 1. Belonging

to the spriug; appealing in spring; as, ver

nal bloom.

In those vernal seasons of the year, when the air

is calm and pleasant, it were an injury and suLlenncss

against nature not to go out and see her riches.

MtiUm.

2. Belonging to youth, the spring of life.—

Vernal equinox, the equinox in spring. See

Equinoctial, Equinox.—Vernal grass, the

same as Spring-grass. — Vernal signs, the

signs in which the sun appears in the spring.

Vernant t (ver'nant), a. [L, vernans, ver-

nantis, ppr. of verno, to flourish, from ver,

spring. See Vernal] Flourishing, as in

Bpring; vernal; as. ' vernant flowers.' Milton.

Vernatet (ver'nat), v.i. [L. verno, vernatum.

See Vernant.] To be vernant; to flourish.

Vernation (ver-na'shon), n. [See Vernant. ]

In bot. the disposition of the nasceut leaves

within the bud. It is called also Prorfolia-

tion, and corresponds to the terms estivation

and prcefioration, which are used to indicate

the manner in which the parts of the flower

are arranged in the flower-bud. The verna

tion is said to be eonduplicate, revolute, in

volute, convolute, circinate, plicate, equi-

tant, imbricate, Ac. , according to themanner

in which the leaf is disposed.

Vernlcle (ver'ni-kl). n. [A dim. of O.E. ve-

ronike, from Fr. reronxque. See Veronica]

A copy in miniature of the picture of Christ,

supposed to have been miraculously im

printed upon a handkerchief, preserved in

the church of St. Peter at Rome. See Ve

ronica. Chaucer.

It was usual for persons returning from pilgrimages

to bring with them certain tokens of the several places

which they had visited ; and, therefore, the Pardoner.

who is just arrived from Rome, is represented with i

vernicle sewed upon his cap. 7yrwkitt.

VernlCOSe (veVni-kos), a. [L.L. vernix, var

nish.] In bot. covered: by a natural varnish,

as some leaves.

Vernier (ver'ni-er). n. [From the inventor,

Feter KVrnter, of Brussels, who died 1637 J A

small movable scale, running parallel with

the fixed scale of a sextant, theodolite, baro

meter, or other graduated instrument, and

used for measuring a fractional part of one of

the equal divisions ou the graduated fixed

scale or arc. It consists, in its simplest form,

of a small sliding scale, the divisionsof which

differ from those of the primary scale. A

space is taken equal to an exact number of

fiarts of the primary scale, aud it is divided

nto a number of equal ports either greater

by 1 or less by 1 than the number that it

covers on the primary scale. The diagram

represents the vernier of the common ba

rometer for measuring to the hundredth of

an inch. The scale a b is divided into inches

aud tenths of inches; the small movable

scale cd is the vernier, and consists of a

length of eleven parts of a b. divided into

ten parts, each part being therefore equal

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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to one and one-tenth of the divisions upon

a b, aud the difference between any division

on the scale and vernier will be one-hun

dredth of an inch. In the

figure the zero of the vernier

is set to the division 30 inches,

the division 10 upon the ver

nier corresponding with that

of 28 inches 0 tenths on the

scale. Hence, thevernierdivi-

sion 1 is one-hundredth of an

inch below the scale division

29 inches 9 tenths; division

2 on the vernier is two-hun-

dredths below 29 inches 8

tenths, and bo on. Supposing

the vernier were raised any

number of hundredths, as

two hundredths of an inch,

the division 2 would coincide

with 29 inches 8 tenths. To

read off the hundredths of an inch the ver

nier zero advances beyond any tenth on the

scale; the division that coincides nearest

with any on the scale must be taken for the

hundredth required. The vernier now usu

ally employed has one graduation more than

the corresponding portion of the scale. The

principle in both cases is, however, the same.

Vemile ( ver*nll ), a. [ L. vernUis, servile.

See below.] Suiting a slave; servile; slavish.

* Vemile scurrility.' De Quincey. [Rare.]

Vernility (ver-nil'i-ti), n. [L. vernilitas,

from vernuis, slavish, servile, from verna, a

slave.] Servility; fawning behaviour, like

that of a slave. | Rare. ]

Verniflhjt v.t. To varnish. Chaucer.

Vemonla(ver-nd'ni-a), ». [FromW, Vernon,

botanist and traveller in North America.]

A very large genus of plants, nat. order

Compoaitfe, including about 400 species of

herbB or shrubs, chiefly inhabiting the tropi

cal parts of the world, especially America

and Africa, several occurring also in Asia.

They differ greatly in habit and general ap

pearance, but are of no special importance.

V. anthelmintica produces dark-coloured

seeds, which are extremely bitter, and are

considered powerfully anthelmintic. They

are also employed as an ingredient in com

pounds prescribed in snake-bites.

Vernoniaceae (ver-no'ni-a"se-e), n. pi. A

large tribe of plants, nat. order Composite,

characterized by alternate leaves, rayless

flower-heads, and long subulate stigmatic

branches to the style. The genus Vernonia

is the type. See Vernonia.

Verona- serge (ver-6'na-serj), n. [From

Verona in Italy.] A thin fabric of various

colours, made of worsted and cotton, and

sometimes of mohair and cotton.

Veronese (ver-on-ez-O, a. In geog. of or per

taining to Verona, a city and province uf

North Italy.

Veronese (ver-on-ez')» ». A native or inha

bitant of Verona,

Veronica (ve-ron'i-ka), n. [From a supposed

female saint of the name of Veronica. Ac

cording to the legend Veronica met our

Saviour bending under the weight of the

cross, and offered him her veil to wipe the

sweatfrom his brow,when the divine features

were found miraculously impressed on the

cloth. The name Veronica is supposed to

have arisen by mistake and ignorance, being

probably derived from vera icon (L. verus,

true, icon. Or. eikdn, an image), a true image,

hence vericona, modified into veronica.

There were various other legends of Christ's

features being imprinted on cloths.] 1. A

portrait or representation of the face of our

Saviour said to have been miraculously

stamped on the sudary of the holy Veronica,

and brought from Palestine to Rome,where it

la still preserved by the canons of St. Peter's;

a vernicle. — 2. In hot a genus of plauts,

speedwell (which see).

Verre,t n. [Fr.] Glass. Chancer.

Verrel, Verrule (ver'el, ver'ul), n. A ring

at the end of a cane, Arc. ; a ferrule (which

see).

Verruca (ver'u-ka), n, [L.] 1. In pathol. a

wart. —2. In bot. a wart or sessile gland pro

duced upon various parts of plants.

Verrucseform,Verrucifonn(ver-u'se- form ,

ver-u'si-form), n. [L. verruca, a wart, and

forma, shape.] In bot. wart-shaped.

Verrucartsel (ver'u-ka-ri-e"!), n, pi. A nat.

order of lichens, belonging to the division

Angtocarpi. mostly growing on trunks of

trees, though sometimes found on rocks

and pebbles immersed in water.

VerrucidSB (ver-u'si-de), n. pi. A family of

sessile cirriped crustaceans, order Thora-

cica. The shell is asymmetrical with mov

able scuta and terga, but not furnished with

a depressor muscle. The species occur

fossil from the chalk upwards.

Verrucoae, Verrucous (ver'u-kos, ver'u-

kus), a. [L. verruca, a wart, verrucosus, full

of warts.] Warty; having little knobs or

warts on the surface; as, a verrucous cap

sule.

Verruculose (ve-ru'ku-16s), a. [See above.]

Having minute wart-like prominences.

Verry, Verrey (ver'i), n. lu her. the same as

Vairy or Vair (which see).

Versabillty (ver-sa-bil'i-ti), n. The state or

quality of being versable ; aptness to be

turned round. Sterne.

Versable (versa-bl), a. [L. versahilis, from

versor, to turn.] Capable of being turned.

Versableness (ver'sa-bl-ues), n. Versa-

bility.

Versalt (versal), a. Universal; whole. Shak.

Some for brevity

Have cast the versa/ world's nativity. Hudibras.

Versant (veVsant), a. [L. versans, versantis,

turning about, engaged or busy.] 1. Fa

miliar; having to do with; conversant.

Men not versant with courts of justice will not be

lieve it. Sydney Smith.

2. In her. erected or elevated.

Versant (veYsant), n. [Fr. versant, a moun

tain slope. ] All that part of a country which

slopes or inclines in one direction; the gen

eral lie or slope of surface; aspect.

Versatile (ver'sa-til), a. [L. versatilis, from

versor, to turn, from verto, vermis, to turn.

See Verse.] 1. Capable of beiug moved

or turned round; as, a versatile boat or

spindle. ' Versatile, and sharp-piercing like

a screw.' W. Harke.—2. Changeable; vari

able; unsteady. 'Those versatile represen

tations in the neck of a dove.' Qlanville. —

3. Turning with ease from one thing to an

other; readily applying one's self to a new

task, or to various subjects; many-sided;

as, a man of vertatUe genius. 'His versatile

powers as poet and dramatist, essayist and

critic* Edm. Hev.

Conspicuous atnone the youths of high promise

. . . was the quick and versatile Montague.

Macau/ay.

4. In bot. applied to an anther fixed by the

middle on the point of the filament, and so

poised as to turn like the needle of a com

pass; fixed by its side, but freely movable.

Versatilely (ver'sa-tll-U), adv. In a versa

tile manner.

Versatileness (versa-tfl-neB), n. The state

or quality of being versatile; versatility.

Versatility (ver-sa-til'i-ti), n, 1. The state

or quality of being versatile; readiness to

be turned; variableness.—2. The faculty of

easily turning one's mind to new tasks or

subjects; facility in taking up various in

tellectual pursuits or lines of thought; as,

the versatility of genius.

I do not mean the force alone.

The grace and versatility of the man.

7 ennyson.

Verse (vers), n. [L. versus, a row, a line in

writing, a verse, from verto, versum, to turn

--a word which has many English deriva

tives, as advert, convert, revert, adverse,

converse, vertex, (fee. The root is that of

E. worth (verb).] 1. A line of poetry con

sisting of a certain number of metrical feet

disposed according to the rules of the spe

cies of poetry which the author intends to

compose. Verses are of various kinds, as

hexameter, pentameter, and tetrameter, ike,

according to the number of feet in each.

Waller was smooth ; but Dryden taught to join

The varying verse, the full resounding line.

The long majestic march, and energy divine.

Pope.

2. Poetry; metrical language; the metrical

arrangement of words; poetical composi

tion; versification.

He says in verse what others say in prose. Fofie.

Verse sweetens toil, however rude the sound.

Gifford.

3. A short division of any composition ; as, (a)

a short division of the chapters in the Scrip

tures, (b) A short division of a poetical

composition; a stanza.

Now, good Cesario. but that piece of song . . .

Come, but one verse. Shak.

(c) A portion of an anthem or service in

tended to be sung by a single voice to a

part—4. A piece of poetry or rhyme. 'This

verse, my friend, be thine.' Pope. [Rare.]

—Blank verse, poetry in which the lines do

not end in rhymes.—Heroic verse usually

consists of ten syllables, or in English of five

accented syllables, constituting five feet.

Verse t (vera), v.t. pret. & pp. versed; ppr.

versing. 1. To tell in verse; to relate poeti

cally. ' Flaying on pipes of corn, and rew

ind love.' Shak.—2. To turn; to revolve; to

meditate on.

Who, versing' in his mind this thought, can keep

his cheeks dry / A'rr. T. Adam*.

Verset (vers), v.i. To make verses; to ver

sify. Sir P. Sidney.

Versed (verst), a. [Fr. verst, from L. versatus,

pp., or versor, to turn about frequently, to

be engaged on athing. See Versant,Verse.]

Thoroughly acquainted; practised; skilled:

with in. ' Deep versed in books. ' Milton.

One indeed I knew

In many a subtle question versed, Tennyson.

— Versed sine. See Sine.

Verse-maker (vers'mak-er), n. One who

writes verses; a rhymer. Boswell.

Verseman (vers'man^, n. A writer of verses:

used humorously or in contempt.

The god of us versemen, you know, child, the sun.

Prior.

Verse-monger (vers'mung-ger),?!. A maker

of verses; a rhymer; a poetaster. Clarke.

Verser (vere'er), n. A maker of verses; a

versifier.

He(B. Jonson) thought not Bartas a poet, but a

verser. because he wrote not fiction. Drummond.

Verset t (veVaet), n. [Fr.] A verse, as of

Scripture. Milton.

Versiclet (ver'si-kl), n. [L. versiculus, dim.

ot versus. See Verse.] A little verse; spe

cifically, cedes, a short verse in the service

which is spoken or chanted by the priest or

minister alternately with a response by the

people.

Versicolour, Versicoloured (ver'si-kul-er,

versi-kul-erd), a. [L. versicolor—verso, to

change, and color, colour] Having vari

ous colours; changeable in colour. ' Versi-

colour ribands.' Burton.

Versicular (ver-Bik'u-ler), a. Pertaining to

verses; designating distinct divisions of a

writing; as, a versicular division.

Versification (ver'si-fl-ka/'shon), n. [See

Versify.] The act, art, or practice of com

posing poetic verse; the formation or mea

sure of verse or poetry; the construction of

poetry; metrical composition.

Donne alone had your talent, but was not happy to

arrive at your vers {/i cation. Dryden.

Versificator (ver'si-fl-kat-er), n. A versi

fier. Dryden. [ Rare. ]

Versifier (ver'si-fi-er), n. 1. One who versi

fies ; one who makes verses ; as, not every

versifier is a poet. —2. One who converts

into verse, or one who expresses in verse

the ideas of another written in prose; as,

Dr. Watts was a versifier of the Psalms.

Verslform (ver'si-form), a. [L. versiformis,

from verto, versum, to turn, and forma,

shape.] Varied in form; changing form:

used in botany.

Versify (ver'si-fi), v.i. pret. A pp. versified;

ppr. versifying. [Fr. versifier, L. versifi-

care—versus, a verse, and facio, to make.]

To make verses.

I'll versify in spite, and do my best. Dryden.

Versify (ver'si-fi), v.t. 1. To relate or de

scribe in verse ; to treat as the subject of

verse.

I'll versify the truth. Daniel.

2. To turn or convert into verse; as, to versify

the Psalms.

Versing (vers'ing), n. The act of writing

verse. See extract under Prosing.

Version (ver'shon), n. [From L. twrfo,

versum, to turn, change, translate, Ac. See

Verse] l.t A turning; a change or trans

formation; conversion. 'The version ot air

into water.' Bacon.— 2.f Direction; change

of direction.

What kind of comet, for magnitude, colour, ver

sion of the beams, produccth what kind of effects.

Bacon.

3. The act of translating or rendering from

one language into another. [Rare.] — 4. A

translation ; that which is rendered from

another language; as. the revised versum ot

the Scriptures; there is a good version of the

Pentateuch in the Samaritan ; the Septua-

?;int version of the Old Testament was made

or the benefit of the Jews in Alexandria.—

5. A statement, an account, or description

of incidents or proceedings from some par

ticular point of view ; as, hear the other

party's version of the affair. — 6. A school

exercise consisting of a translation of one

language, generally one's vernacular, into

another; as, he made a good version.—7. In

obstetrics, same as Turning. See TURNING, 6.

cb, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; },job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, (Aen; th, tAIn; w, wig; wh, wAlg; zh, azure.—See KET.
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Versionist (vGr'shon-ist), n. One who makes

a version; a translator; or one who favours

a certain version or translation, (rent.

Mag.

Verst (verst), n [Rus. ter»td.\ A Russian

measure of length, containing 11GU; yards

or 3500 feet; about two-thirds of an KngliBh

mile.

Versus (veYsus) [L., towards, turned in

the direction of. J Against: used chiefly in

legal phraseology ; us, John Doc versus

Richard Roe.

Versute (ver-suf), a. [L. vmutttf, from

vertu, versum, to turn ] Crafty; wily. 'A

person ... of versute and vertiginous po

licy.' Bp. Gautlen.

Vert (vert), n. [Kr. vert, green, from Latin

viridis, from vireo, to be green. See Ver

dant.] 1. In forest law, everything within

a forest that grows and bears a green

leaf, which may serve as a cover for deer,

but especially great and thick coverts.

Also, a power to cut green ^-—

trees or wood.—2. In her.

a green colour. In coats

of nobility it is called

emerald, and in those of

princes venus. It is ex

pressed In engraving by

diagonal lines, drawn

from the dexter chief to

the sinister base. vert.

Vertant (vertant), a. In

her, the same as Fleeted and Reflected,

that is, formed like the letter S reverted.

Vertebra (ver'te-bra), n pi. Vertebras (ver/-

te-bre). [L. vertebra, a joint, a joint or

vertebra of the spine, from verto, to turn]

One of the bones of which the spine or back

bone of an animal consists; hence, iu pi.

the spine ; as, to bend one's vertebra. The

different vertebra which sompoee the spine

are divided into true and fade, the former

constituting the upper and longest portion,

and the latter the lower portion of the spinal

column, consisting of tin- os sacrum and

coccyx. The true vertebra; are further di

vided into cervical, dorsal, and lumbar; or

those of the neck, back, and loins. In man

there are Beveu cervical vertebra, twelve

True vertebra.— i. Atlas, or vertebra supporting'

the head. 3, Cervical vertchra. 3, Dorsal vertebra.

4. Lumbar vertebra, a. Body, b, Ring, c, Oblique

or articular process, d. Transverse process. 1, Spin

ous process.

False vertebra.—Os sacrum. Coccyx, or tail-bone

dorsal, five lumbar The false vertebra?

consist of five sacral (united to form one

bone tlie sacrum), and four or five coccygeal

or caudal vertebra. There is in every verte

bra, between its body and apophyses, a fora

men or hole. These foramina correspond

with each other through all the vertebne,

and form a long bony conduit for the lodg

ment of the spinal marrow. The vertebra?

are united together by means of a substance

compressible like cork, which forms a kind

of partition between them, and admits of a

certain degree of motion, small between in

dividual bones, but considerable as respects

the whole spinal column. The vertebra? and

their projections or processes also afford

attachments for a number of muscles and

ligaments, and also passages for blood-ves

sels, and for the nerves that pass out of the

spine. In different animals the number of

vertebra varies exceedingly.

Vertebral (ver'te-bra]). a. 1. Pertaining to

the vertebra or joints of the spine or back-

bone ; as, the vertebral column ; vertebral

muscles: vertebral artery.—2. Having a back-

hone or spinal Joints; vertebrate; as, verts*

bral animals.

Vertebral* ver'te-bra!), »l An animal of the

el«M which have a backbone; a verte

brate.

Vertebrata (ver te-bra'ta),n. pi. The highest

division of the animal kingdom, consisting

of those animals which usually possess a

backbone, but which invariably in early

life possess a notochord; which have never

more than four limbs disposed in pairs;

which possess jaws as parts of their head,

and which have the nervous system separ

ated from the body-cavity. The Vertebrata

include the classes Pisces (fishes). Amphibia

(frogs. &c% Reptilia (reptiles), Ave* (birds),

and Mammalia (quadrupeds and mau).

Vertebrate (verte-brnt), n. In tool an ani

mal having an internal jointed skeleton, of

which the backbone is called the vertebra;

a member of the Vertebrata (which see).

Vertebrate, Vertebrated (ver'te-brat, ver*-

te-brat-ed), a. 1. In zool. having a spine,

backbone, or vertebral column , as mammals,

birds, reptiles, and fishes. —2. In hot. con

tracted at intervals, like the vertebral col

umn of animals, there being an articulation

at each contraction, as in home leaves.

Vertebret (verte-ber),n. A vertebra (which

See). May.

Vertex iverteks), n. E. pt Vertexes (veY-

teks-ez), L. pL Vertices (vertia-ez). [L.,

from verto, to turn. ] 1. Lit. a turning-point;

tlie highest or principal poiut; apex; top;

crown; summit; hence, specifically, (a) the

crown or top of the head, (b) The summit

or top of a hill, or the like. Derham, (c) The

point of the heavens directly overhead; the

zenith. Creech.—*. In math, the point in

any figure opposite to and most distant from

the base.— Vertex of an angle, the point in

which the two lines meet to form the angle.

— Vertex of a curve, the point from which

the diameter is drawn, or the intersection

of the diameter and the curve. Called also

the Vertex of the Diameter— The principal

vertex of a conic section, the point where

the axis meets the curve.

Vertical (verti-kal), a. [Ft. vertical See

Vertex.] 1. Relating to the vertex; situ

ated at the vertex, apex, or highest point;

placed in the zenith or poiut In the heavens

directly overhead. 'Charity itself . . . the

vertical top of all religion.' Jer. Taylor.

Tis raging noon : and vertical, the sun

Darts on the head direct his forceful rays.

Thomson.

2 Reing in a position perpendicular to the

plane of the horizon ; placed or acting per

pendicularly or in .ui upright position or

direction; upright; plumb. 'The compound

motion of the lower jaw, half lateral and

half vertical.' Paley.— Vertical angles, in

geom. the opposite angles, made by two

straight lines which intersect

each other. Thus.if the straight o ^

lines A Band CD intersect each

other in the point K, the oppo

site angles A EC ami l>eb are

vertical angles, as are also aed

and c eb. — Vertical anthers.

anthers which terminate the

filaments, and being inserted

by their base, stand no less up- B C

right than the filaments them

selves.— Vertioal circle, in astron. a great

circle passing through the zenith and the

nadir. The meridian of any place is a ver

tical circle. — Vertical escapement, an old

escapement in watches, in which the plane

of revolution of the scape-wheel was vertical.

— Vertical leaves, in but. leaves which stand

so erect that neither of the surfaces can be

called the upper or under.—Vertical line,

any line perpendicular or at right angles to

the plane of the horizon ; a line assumed to

be perpendicular or at right angles to a base.

In conies, a vertical line is a straight line

drawn on the vertical plane, which passes

through the vertex of the cone.— Vertieai

plane, (a) a plane perpendicular to the plane

of the horizon, (b) In conic sections, a plane

passing through the vertex of a cone and

through its axis, (e) In persp. a plane per

pendicular to the geometrical plane, passing

through the eye, and cutting the perspective

plane at right angles. — Vertical steam-en

gine, an engine in which the piston moves

vertically, upright, or straight up and down,

as distinguished from a horizontal, inclined,

or rotatory steam-engine.

Vertical (verti-knl). n. A vertical circle,

plane, or line. —Prime vertical, in astron.

that vertical circle which is at right angles

to the plane of the meridian, and which

passes through the zenith, and the east and

west points of the horizon.

Vertlcality (ver-ti-kaTl-ti), ». state of being

vertical. Sir T. Browne.

Vertically (verti-kal-li), adv. In a vertical

manner. position, or direction; in the zenith;

perpendicularly , from above downward*

Paley.

Verticalness (verti-kal-nes), n. The state

of being vertical.

Verticil, Vertical (verti-sil, vcrti-sel), n.

[L. MiTfuTfiil, dim. of vertex, a whirl.) Iu

hot. a whorl, a mode of inflorescence in

which the flowers surround the stem in a

kind of ring, upon the same plane, as in

Hippuri* vulgaris.

Verticillaster (ver'ti sil-Ias"ter), n. In bot.

a name given to the < ymose inflorescence

of labiate plants. There are usually two

verticiltasters in the axil of each of the op

posite leaves.

Verticillate, Verticillated ( ver-tbfil lit.

ver-tis'il-Ut-ed). a. In bot. a term applied

to flowers that grow iu a whorl, or are ar

ranged on the same plaue round the axis,

as in Hippuris vulgaris. The term is also

applied iu this sense to leaves and branches

Verticillate plants are such as bear whorled

flowers.

Verticlllus (ver-ti-sil'lus), n. In bot same

as Verticil.

Vertlcltyt (v£r-tis'i-tl), n. [Fr. stresses/.

See Vertex.] The property or power of

turning; revolution; rotation. 'Whether

they be globules or whether they have a

verticity about their centres.' Locke.

We believe the verttcity of the needle, without a

certificate from the da) ■> of old. Giamvtii*.

VertlClet (verti-kl). n. [L. verticvlum. dim.

of vertex, verticis, a whirl ] An axis; a hinge.

Waterhouse.

Vertiginate (ver-tij'in-at). a. Turned

round; giddy. Coleridge. [Rare.]

Vertiginous (ver-tij'in-us). a. [L vertigi-

nosus. See Vertigo. ] 1. Turning round;

whirling; rotary; as, a vertiginous motion.

Bentley.—2. Affected with vertigo; giddy:

dizzy. Jer. Taylor. —3. Apt to turn "vr

change; unstable.

Inconstant they arc in all their actions, rrt/i >«. n,
restless. B ;.».-.■.■.■

4. Apt to make one giddy ; as, a vertiginous

height.

Vertiginously (ver-tij'in-us- U). adv. In a

vertiginous manner; with a whirling or

giddiness.

Vertiglnousneas (ver-tij'in-us-nes). n. The

state or quality of being vertiginous; giddi

ness; a whirling or sense of whirling; dizzi

ness.

Vertigo (ver-tl'go or verti-go),n. [L. vertigo,

from verto, to turn.] 1. Dizziness or swim

ming of the head; an affection of the head id

which objects appear to move in various di

rections though stationary, and the persou

affected finds it difficult to maintain an erect

posture; giddiness. It is a common symptom

of an irregular (excessive or defective) sap-

ply of blood to the brain and of nervous and

general debility; but it frequently arises

from Borne disturbance of the digestive or

gans. — 2. A genus of marsh or land snails.

having a cylindrically fusiform shell.

Vertu (vertu. It. pron. verto'), n, [It vertu.

virtu, virtue, goodness, excellence, dec

Neither in Italian nor French does this word

seem to be used as in English.] Artiatn-

excellence or such quality as recommends

articles to the collectors of objects of art or

curiosity; hence, objects of art. antiquity,

or curiosity taken collectively, especially

such as fill private collections or museums-.

Bareacrcs Castle . . . with ail its .■■-:'■. ; . ■: r - .

furniture, and articles of vrr/H J •>.*, c. r*>j

Spelled also Virtu (which see).

Vertuet (vertu). n. (Ft. »#rfu.] Virtue;

efficacy; power. Chaucer.

Vertulest (vertu-lesX o. Without virtue;

without power or efficacy. Chaucer.

Vertumnus(v6r-tum'nus). n. A deity amene

the Romans who presided over gardens and

orchards, and who was alto worshipped as

the god of spring or of the seasons in general

Vertuous t (vertu-us). a. Virtuous; active;

efficacious. Chaucer.

Verucous (ver'u-kus). See Verrucosa

Vervain (verVan). n. [Fr. verveine. from L

verbena. See Verbena] A plant, the popu

lar name of some species of the genus \ er-

bena. Some of the species were formerly

believed to have medicinal properties, and

they were also used as a charm against

disease, witchcraft, misfortune. Ac. SeeVkK-

BENA.

Vervain - mallow ( ret ' van - mal -16X n. A

species of mallow, the Malva Atcea

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mOve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; V, St f*w.
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Verve (verv), ». [Fr., from L. verm, the

head of a ram sculptured, then something

whimsical or capricious. ] Poetical or ar

tistic rapture or enthusiasm ; great spirit ;

energy; rapture; enthusiasm.

If he be above Virgil, ami is resolved to follow his

ownwnflasthc French call it), the proverb will fall

heavily upon him. Who teaches himself has a fool for

his master. Dryden.

Vervels (ver'velz), n pi. See Varyels.

Vervet (veVvet). n. A small monkey (Cerco-

pithectut pygerythnts), a native of Senegal,

and allied to the grivet or green monkey.

The tame monkey carried by the organ-men

is commonly either a vervet or grivet.

Very (verM). adv. [0. E. verri, veray, verray.

verrei, from O. Fr. verai. Mod. Fr. vrai, true,

from a L. L. form veracus, from L. veraz, vera

cious, from rents, true. Cog. D. waar, G.

tvahr, true. ] In a high degree; to a great ex

tent; extremely; exceedingly; as, aieryhigh

mountain; a very bright snn; a very cold day;

the stream runs very rapidly or very slowly.

Among old writers very was frequently used

alone to modify a past participle, and it is

still to some extent so used; thus. Sir W.

Jones has 'very concerned;* Gibbon, 'very

unqualified;' Sydney Smith, 'very altered,'

Ac. Good writers now, however, as a rule

interpose an adverb expressive of degree, as

much, greatly, little, far, Ac., between very

and the participle ; as, to be very much

pleased, very greatly astonished, very highly

amused, very far gone, Ac.

Very (ver'i), a. (See the adverb] Veritable;

real; true; actual. 'Whether thou be my

very son Esau or not.' Gen. xxvli. 21.

My very friend hath got his mortal hurt

In my behalf. Shak.

I looked on the consideration of public service or

public ornament to be real and very 'justice, Burke.

Very is often placed before substantives,

(a) to indicate that they must be understood

in their full, unrestricted sense. ' He grieves

my very heart-strings.' Stink. (o)Todenote

exact conformity with what is expressed by

the word, or to express identity. * Those are

the very words.' Shak. 'This is the very

same, the very hand, the very words.' Shak.

(c) Togive emphasis, intensity, or forcegener-

ally. 'The eery birds are mute.' Shak. 'I

have deceived even your very eyes.' Shak.

Very is occasionally met with in the com

parative degree, and more frequently in the

superlative.

Was not my lord the verier wag o' the two? SfutJt.

Thou hast the veriest shrew of all. Shak.

Vesania (ve-sa'ni-a), n. [L, madness] In

tned. derangement of the mental faculties

unaccompanied by coma or fever.

Vesica (ve-si'ka), n. [L., a bladder.] In

anat. the bladder.— Vesica piscis ( = a fish's

bladder), a name given to a symbolical

representation of Christ, of a pointed oval

or egg-shaped form, made by the intersec

tion of two equal circles cutting each other

In their centres. The actual figure of a fish

found on the sarcophagi of the early Chris

tiana gave way in course of time to this

Vesica piscis Seal, Wimborne Minster.

oval-shaped ornament, which was the most

common symbol used in the middle ages.

Some have seen in the adoption of this form

or symbol a reference to the Greek 'Ix&f

( = flsh), a word containing the Initial letters

of 'Ircsvf Xfirr*< ©wv Tiif 2*r»j{ ( = JesuS

Christ Son of God the Saviour). It is to be

met with sculptured, painted on glass, in

ecclesiastical seals, Ac. The aureole or

glory in pictures of the Virgin, &c.t was

frequently made of this form.

Vesical (ves'ik-al), a. [L. vesica, a bladder.]

In anat. of or pertaining to the bladder.

Vesicant (ves'i-kant), n. A blistering agent;

an epispastic; a vesicatory.

Vesicate (vea'i-kat), t>.(. pret. A pp. vesicated;

ppr. vesicati)ig. [L. vesica, a bladder.] To

raise vesicles, blisters, or little bladders on;

to intlame and separate the cuticle of; to

blister; as, to vesicate the external ports of

wounds. Wiseman.

1 11 name you one or two (new-coined words), toapri-

cate, suscepted, vesicate, continently put as opposite

to incontinently. Ray.

Vesication (ves-i-ka'shon), n. The process

of vesicating or raising blisters on the skin.

Vesicatory (ves'i-ka-to-ri), n. [Fr. visica*

toire, from L. vesica, a bladder.] A blister

ing application or plaster; an epispastic.

' A vesicatory of devil's dung.' Tom Brown.

Vesicatory (ves'i-ka-to-ri), a. Having the

property, when applied to the skin, of rais

ing a blister; blistering.

Vesicle (ves'i-kl), n. [Fr. vesicule, L. vesi-

cula, a little bladder, dim. of vesica, a blad

der. ] Any small bladder* like structure,

cavity, cell, or the like in a body; a inern-

brauous or orbicular vessel or cavity; a

little sac or cyst

Rocks abundantly charged with cavities are said to

be vesicular, and when the vesicles are filled with min

eral matter, then the mass becomes, in geological lan

guage, amygdal.nd.il, from the almond-like shape as

sumed by the flattened vesicles. yatnes Geikie.

Specifically, (a) in med. a small blister; an

orbicular elevation of the cuticle containing

lymph. (6) In anat. a small sac, cyst, or ca

vity containing air, blood, or other fluid.

The lungs are made up ofsuch air-pipes and vesicles

interwoven with blood-vessels. Bay.

(c) In hot. a cell, cellule, or utricle.

Cellular tissue is formed by the union of minute vesi

cles or bladders. Batfour.

Vesicular (ve-sik'fi-ler), a. Pertaining to or

consisting of vesicles; bladdery; cellulose;

full of interstices.

The terms Parenchymatous, Areolar, Utricular, and

Vesicular, when applied to vegetable tissues, may be

considered as synonymous. Balfour.

Vesiculate (ve-silt/u-Ut), a. Full of vesicles

or small bladders; bladdery; vesicular.

Veslcullferi (ve-sik'u-lif"er-i), n. pi. [L. ve-

sicula, dim. of vesica, a bladder, and/ero, to

bear.] Same as Physomycctes.

Vesiculosa (ve-sik'u-16"sa), n. pi. A tribe of

dipterous insects, family Tanystoma. com

prising those which have the abdomen in

the form of a bladder.

Veslculose(ve-8ik'u-16s), a. See Vesicular.

Vesiculose, Vesiculous ( ve-sik'u-los, ve-

Blk'u-lus), a. Same as Vesicular.

Vespa (ves'pa), n. [L. , a wasp. ] A genus of

bymenopterous insects, of which the com

mon wasp {V. vulgaris) is the type. See

Wasp.

Vesper (ves'per), n. [L. ; Gr. Uesperos. the

evening, the evening-star.) 1. The evening-

star, a name given to the planet Venus when

she is to the east of the sun and appears

after sunset; hence, the evening. 'Black

vesper's pageants.' Shak.—2. pi. Eecles. (a)

the time of evening service; originally the

last of the canonical hours, but now suc

ceeded by compline. (&) Evening worship or

service; evening prayer and praise. — Sici

lian vespers. See under Sicilian.

Vesper (ves'per), a. Relating to the evening

or to the service of vespers; as, vesper lamp;

vesper bells.

Vesperal (ves'per-al), o. Same as Vesper.

[Rare.]

Fixlein walked home amid the vesperal melodies of

the steeple sounding-holes. Carlyte.

Vesper-bell (ves'per-bel), n. The bell that

summons to vespers.

Hark the little vesper-bell

Which biddeth me to prayer. Coleridge.

Vespertilio (ves-per-til'i-6), n. [L. , the bat. ]

Originally a Linmean genus of cheiropterous

mammals, now subdivided and forming the

family Vespertilionidse or ordinary bats.

The genus, as now restricted, contains the

most common British species, the pipis-

trel (V. PipistreUus), a lera abundant spe

cies, the noctule ( V. noetula), and several

continental and American species.

VeBpertiltonidae (veB-per-tiri-on"i-dS),

n. pi. | f. vespertilio. bat, and Or. eidos,

resemblance. ] A family of cheiropterous

mammals, of which the genus Vespertilio

is the type.

Vespertine (ves'per- tin), a. [L. vesper-

tinus. See Vksper.J 1. Pertaining to the

evening; happening or being in the evening.

Sir T. Herbert.— 2. In geoL the term ap

plied to the thirteenth of Prof. H. Rogers's

divisions of the palaeozoic strata in the

Appalachian chain of North America, the

names of which suggest metaphorically the

different natural periods of the day. It

corresponds to our lower coal-measures or

carboniferous slates.

Vespiary (ves'pi-a-ri), n. [From I>. vesjya,

a wasp.) The nest or habitation of wasps,

hornets, Ac. ; also, a colony or community

of such insects.

Vespidffl(ves'pi-de).n.pf. A family of hymen-

opterous insects, of which the genus Vespa

(wasps) is the type. See Wasp.

Vesplllo t (ves-pil'lo). n. [L. , from vesper,

evening. ] Among the Romans, one who

carried out the dead in the evening for

burial. Sir T. Browne.

Vessel (ves'el), n. [O.Fr. vessel, veissel;

Mod. Fr. vaisseau; It. vascello; from L. vas-

cellum, a dun. of vasculum, itself a dim.

of vas, a vessel; whence alBO vase (which

see).] 1. A utensil proper for holding li

quors and other things, as a cask, a barrel,

a bottle, a kettle, a cup, a dish, Ac.

The empty vessel makes the greatest sound. Shak.

Thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's

vessel. Ps. ii. 9.

2. A ship; a craft of any kind, but usually

one larger than a mere boat.

Let's to the seaside, ho!

As well to see the vessel that's come in

As to throw out our eyes for brave Othello. Shak.

8. In anat. any tube or canal, in which the

blood and other humours are contained,

secreted, or circulated, as the arteries,

veins, lymphatics, Bpermatics, Ac— 4. In

bot. a canal or tube of very small bore, in

which the sap is contained and conveyed;

also, a sac or utricle, filled with pulp, and

serving as a reservoir for sap; also, a spiral

canal, usually of a larger bore. — 5. Fig.

something conceived as formed to receive

or contain; hence, especially in scriptural

phraseology, a person into whom anything

is conceived as poured or infused, or to

whom something has been imparted; a re

cipient. 'A chosen vessel.' Acts ix. 15.

' Vessels of wrath fitted to destruction.*

' Vessels of mercy . . . prepared unto glory.'

Rom. ix. 22, 23.

Fit vessel; fittest imp of fraud in whom

To enter. Milton.

—The weaker vessel, a term now generally

applied in a jocular way to a woman, a

usage borrowed from 1 Pet. ili. 7: 'Giving

honour unto the wife as unto the weaker

vessel. '

I must comfort the weaker vessel, as doublet and

hose ought to show itself courageous to petticoat.

Shak.

Vessel* (ves'el), v.t. To put into a vessel.

Take earth and vessel \i, and in that set the seed.

Bacon .

Vessell,* n. [Fr vaisselle] Dishes and

plates generally or collectively, table-ser

vice; plate. Chaucer.

Vesses (ves'sez), n. A sort of worsted. Haiti-

well.

Vesslgnon (ves'sig-non), n. [Fr. vessigon,

a wind-gall, from L. vesica, a bltidder, a

blister.] A kind of soft swelling on a horse's

leg; a wind-gall.

Vest (vest), n. [Fr. veste, from L. testis, a

garment, n vest. Cog, Or. (v)esthes. dress,

clothing; Skr. vas, to put on, to be clothed;

Ooth. vasti, O.H.G. wasti. westi, a garment,

Ooth. vasjan, to clothe. Vestry, vesture, vest

ment, have the same origin.] l.t An article

of clothing covering the person; an outer

garment; a vestment.

Over his lucid arms

A military vest of purple flowed. Milton.

2. Fig. garment; dress; array.

Not seldom clad in radiant vest.

Deceitfully goes forth the morn. If'ordsworth.

3. A short sleeveless garment worn by men

under the coat, covering the upper part of

the body; a waistcoat: now the most fre

quent use of the word.

Vest (vest), v.t. 1. To clothe with or as with

a garment, vest, or vestment; to robe; to

dress; to cover, surround, or encompass

closely. * Vested all in white, pure as her

mind.' Milton.

The verdant fields with those of heaven may vie.

With ether vested, and a purple sky. Dryden.

2. To invest or clothe, as with authority; to

put in possession; to endow; to confer upon;

ch, cAain; Oh, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, siny; th, then; th, rMn; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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to put more or less formally In occupation :

followed by with.

To st-ttlc men's consciences 'tis necessary that they

know the person who by right is vested with power

over them. Locke.

3. To place or put in possession or at the

disposal of; to give or confer formally or

legally an Immediate fixed right of present

or future possession, occupancy, or enjoy

ment of: followed by in.

Empire and dominion was t'tsted in him for the

good and behoof of others. Lo<ke.

A statute or conveyance is said to vest An estate in

a person. Bttrrilt.

4. To lay out, as money or capital; to invest;

as, to vest money in land. [Rare ]

Vest (vest), v i. To come or descend; to de

volve; to take effect, as a title or right: with

in; as, upon the death of the ancestor the

estate, or the right to the estate, testa in

the heir-at-law.

The supreme power could not be said to vest in

them exclusively. Brougham.

Vesta (ves'ta), n. [L ] 1. One of the great

divinities of the ancient Romans, identical

with the Greek Hestia, the virgin goddess

of the hearth. She was worshipped along

with the Penates at every meal, when the

family assembled round the hearth, which

was in the centre of the room. jEneaa was

Vesta.—Antique statue, Florence.

said to have brought the sacred fire, which

was her symbol, from Troy, and brought it

to Rome, where it was preserved in her

temple which stood on the Forum. To pre

vent tlits fire from becoming extinguished

it was given into the superintendence of six

stainless virgins, called vestals. See VES

TAL.—2. In astron. one of the asteroids or

ultra-zodiacal planets, discovered by Dr.

Olbers in 1807. It performs its sidereal re

volution in about 1326 mean solar days; its

mean distance from the sun is 207, the mean

distance of the earth from the sun being

taken as unity; and its ori.it is inclined to the

ecliptic in an angle of 7" 8' 9".—3. A wax

matcli which ignites by friction.

Vestal (vestal), a. [L. vestalis, from Vesta,

the goddess of the hearth. ] 1. Pertaining to

Vesta, the Roman virgin divinity.—2. Pure;

chaste. ' Vestal modesty.' Shak.

Vestal (ves'tal), n. 1. Among the ancient Ro

mans, a virgin consecrated to Vesta and to

the service of watching the sacred fire, which

was to be perpetually kept burning upon her

altar. The vestals were first four in number,

afterwards six. They entered the service of

the goddess at from six to ten years of age,

their term of service lasting thirty years.

They were then permitted to marry, but few

did so, as they were treated with great hon

our, and had important public privileges.

Their persons were inviolable, and the vestal

found guilty of uncbastity was, together with

her paramour, put to death. Ifence—2. A

virgin; a woman of spotless chastity; some

times, a virgin who devotes her life entirely

to the service of religion; anun; areligleuse.

'A fair vestal throned by the west.' Shak.

How happy is the blameless vestal's lot.

The world forgetting, by the world forgot. Pope.

Vested (vest'ed), p. and a. 1. Clothed; ha

bited.—2 Not in a Btate of contingency or

suspension; fixed; as. vested rights or inter

ests in property. — Vested legacy, in law, a

legacy the right to which commences in

presenti, and does not depend on a contin

gency, as a legacy to one to be paid when

he attains to twenty-one years of age. This

is a vested legacy, and if the legatee dies

before the testator his representative shall

receive it.— Vested remainder. See Remain

der.

Vestiarian (ves-ti-a'ri-an), a. Same as

Vestiary.

Vestiary ( ves'ti-a-ri ), n. [L. vestiarium,

from vestis, a garment. See Vest.] A room

or place for the keeping of vestments, gar

ments, or clothes; a wardrobe. Fuller.

Vestiary (ves'ti-a-ri), a. [L. vestiarius, per

taining to clothes. See Vest.] Of or per

taining to costume or dress.

Lord Mark, faithful to his peculiar -vestiary and

sumptuary laws and customs, had his head uncovered

and his hair cut short, //*. H. Russell.

Vestibular (ves-tib'u-ler), a. Pertaining to

or resembling a vestibule.

Vestibule (vesti-h&i), ». [Fr. vestibule,

from L. vestibulum, a vestibule, an entrance

hall or court, from root seen in Skr. vas, to

remain, to dwell; E. was.) 1. A passage, hall,

or ante-chamber next the outer door of a

house, and from which doors open into the

various inner rooms of a house ; a porch ; a

lobby; a hall.— 2. In anat. a cavity belonging

to the labyrinth of the ear, situated between

the cochlea and semicircular canals.

Vestibulum (ves-Ub'u-lum), n. Same as

Vestibule.

Vestigate t (ves'ti-gat), o.t. [L. vestujo, ves-

tigatum, to search out.] To investigate.

Vestige (ves'tij), n. [L. vestigium, a foot

print] The mark of the foot left on the

earth ; a footstep ; a footprint ; a track ; a

trace; hence, a mark, impression, or ap

pearance of something which is no longer

present or in existence; a sensible evidence

or visible sign of something absent, lost, or

perished; remains of something long passed

away.

Scarce any trace remaining, vestige gray,

Or nodding column on the desert shore.

To point where Corinth or where Athens stood.

Thntnsifti.

Vesting (vesting), n. Cloth for vests.

Vestlturet (ves'ti-tur), n. [L. vestio, ves-

titum, to clothe. ] 1. The manufacture or

preparation of cloth. II. Parke.— 2. Inves

titure.

Vestlet (vest'let), n, A tube-inhabiting

zoophyte of the order Actiuojda and family

Lucernaridm, remarkable for the fact that

it possesses no adherent base, but is fur

nished with an adherent power upon the

stem, enabling it to crawl freely over solid

bodies. It is 6 or 7 inches long, and the

width of its flower-like plumes is about

1J inch. Rev. J. G. Wood.

Vestment (vest'ment). n. [0 Fr. rtstement,

L. vestimentum, from vestio, to clothe. See

Vest.] A covering or garment; some part

of clothing or dress; an article of clothing;

especially, some part of outer clothing.

'Priests in holy vestments.' Shak.

The sculptor could not give vestments suitable to

the quality of the persons represented. Dryden.

—Ecclesiastical or sacerdotal vestments, ar

ticles of dress or ornament worn by clergy

men in the celebration of divine service, as

the alb, amice, chasuble (the last often

alluded to as tlie vestment), maniple, stole,

etc. The term is also applied to the altar-

cloths, as the frontal or antependium and

the euperfrontal.

Vestry (ves'tri), n. [Fr. vestiaire, L. vesti

arium, a wardrobe, from vestis, a garment.

See Vest.] 1. A place or room appendant to

a church, where the ecclesiastical vestments

are kept, and where the clergy robe them

selves. In English parishes the qualified pa

rishioners meet in the vestry to deliberate on

fiarochial business, unless where the room

b too small to accommodate the members.

In this case the meetings, under permission

of the Poor-law Board, may be held In a

certain specified room or place, to which

the name vestry is also applied.—2. A pa

rochial assembly, so called from its meetings

being held in the vestry. The minister,

churchwardens, and chief men of a parish

generally constitute a vestry, and the min

ister, whether rector, vicar, or perpetual

curate, is ex officio chairman of the meeting.

A general or ordinary vestry is one to which

every parishioner or outdweller assessed to

or paying poor-rates is admissible of com

mon right. The powers of the vestry extend

to the investigation into, and restraining of,

the expenditure of the parish funds, the

enlarging, repairing, or alteration of the

churches or chapels within the parish, and

the appointment of certain parish officers.

In certain large and populous parishes

select vestries are annually chosen from the

chief or most respectable parishioners to

represent and transact the business of the

parish.

VeBtry-board(ves'tri-b6nl), n. The persons

who manage parochial affairs in English

parishes.

Vestry-clerk (ves'tri-k lark), n An officer

chosen by the vestry, who keeps the parish

accounts and books.

Vestry-man (ves'tri-raan), n. One of a

vestry-board.

Vestry-room (ves'tri-rom), n. Same as

Vestry, L

Vestural (vestur-al), a. Pertaining or re

lating to vesture or dress. Carlyle.

Vesture (ves'tur), n, [O.Fr. vesture. Sre

Vest.] 1. A garment or garments general));

clothing; apparel; dreBs; a robe

What, weep you when you but behoM

Our Cesar's vesture woundedT Shai.

2. That which invests or covers; covering:

generally; envelope; integument 'Thii

muddy vesture of decay.' Shak. 'Rot-It*.

precipices, and gulphs apparelled with a

vesture of plants.' Bentley.

The courser which his grace roadeon, wm trapped

in a marvellous vesture of a newe devised fathton.

Hall.

3. In old laic, (a) all except trees that grows

or forms the covering of land ; as, the Tor

ture of an acre, (b) Investiture; seiain; pos

session.

Vesture (ves'tur), v.t To put vesture or

clothing on; to clothe; to rube. Berntn.

[Rare. ]

Vesuvtan (ve-su'vi-an), a. Pertaining to

Vesuvius, a volcano near Naples.

Vesuvlan(ve-su'vi-an), n 1. In mineral, the

same as laocrase.—2. A kind of match, cot

readily extinguishable, for lighting cigars,

Ac.

Vetch (Vech), n. [O. Fr, veche, vesse. Mod

Fr. vesce. It. vectia. from L vicia, a vetch;

cog. Gr. bikos, bikion, (J. wieke, Dan eikke, a

vetch. Fitch is another form.] The popu

lar name applied to plants of the genua

Vicia, more especially U) V. tatim, the

common vetch or tare. The name is also

applied, with various epithets, to many other

leguminous plants of different genera; as,

the horse-shoe vetch, of the genua Hippo-

crepfs; the milk-vetch, of the genus Astra

galus, &c. See Vicia.

Vetchllng (vec-hling), n. [Dim. of trtoV]

In but. a name applied to various vetch-like

leguminous plants, as the meadow vetchliog

(Lathyrus pratensis).

Vetchy (vech'i), a. 1. Consisting of vetches

or of pea Btraw. ' A vetchy bed." Spenser.

2. Abounding with vetches.

Veteran (vet'e-ron). a. |L. veteran**, from

vetus, vcteris, old ; from same root as Or

(t'Vfw, a year, seen also in L. vitulvs, a calf.

See Veal. ] Having been long exercised in

anything; long practised or experienced, es

pecially in the art of war and duties of a

soldier; as, a veteran officer or soldier; vet-

eran skill. ' Great and veteran sen-ice to the

state.' Long/elloie.

Veteran (vet'e-ran). n. One who has been

long exercised in any service or art, parti

cularly in war; one who has grown old in

service, and has had much experience.

Ensigns that pierced the foe's remotest Unci.

The hardy veteran with tears res'tens. Addison

Superfluous lags the veteran on the Mace.

Veterinarian fvet'eri-na"ri-anX «- One

skilled in the diseases of cattle or domestic

animals Sir T. Browne.

Veterinary (vet'e-ri na-ri), a. [L.L. reteri-

narius, pertaining to beasts of burden, from

L. veterinor, beasts of burden, reteriws.

contracted from vehiterinus, pertaining to

carrying or drawing burdens, from veto,

vecturn, to carry. See Vehicle.] Pertain

ing to the art or science of healing or treat

ing the diseases of domestic animals, *>

oxen, horses, sheep, pigs, and the like; as

a veterinary surgeon; veterinary medicine;

a veterinary college or school.
Vetlver (vet'i-ver). n. The rootstwk of an

Indian grass, probably Aiuiro$>o>jon mvn-

eatum, and similar species, such as Andre-

pogon Schaenanthus, used in India for mak

ing mats, window-blinds, and other cover

ings, these, when moistened with wster.

exhaling the fragrant odour of the root

Veto (veto), n. [L. veto, I forbid 1 1. The

power which one branch of the legislature

of a state haa to negative the resolutions or

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; ?, Sc fey-
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another branch; the right of the executive

branch of government, such as king, presi

dent, or governor, to reject the bills, mea

sures, or resolutions proposed by other

branches; also, the act of exercising this

power or right. In Britain the power of the

crown is confined to a veto, a right of re

jecting and not resolving, and even this

right is rarely exercised, the last occasion

being in 1707. In the United States the

president may veto all measures passed by

congress, but after that right has been exer

cised the rejected bill may become law by

being passed by two-thirds of each of the

houses of congress.

He gave the parliament a voice in the appointment

of ministers, and left to it the whole legislative au

thority, not even reserving to himself a veto on its

enactments. Macaulay.

2. Any authoritative prohibition, interdict,

refusal, or negative.

The rector had beforehand put a veto on any dis

senting chairman. iieorgt hliot.

On George's intercourse with Amelia he put an

instant veto. Thackeray.

—Veto Act, an act passed by the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1835,

decreeing that no one should be admitted a

minister of any vacant church if a majority

of the male heads of families in full com-

muniou with the church should dissent from

his appointment. The Court of Session, and

subsequently the House of Lords, declared

this act of the assembly to be illegal ; and

the dissensions that consequently arose

within the church culminated in the dis

ruption of 1843.

Veto (ve'to), v.t. To put a veto on; to with

hold assent to, as to a law, and thus prevent

is enactment; to forbid; to interdict.

Vetolst (ve'to-ist), n. One who exercises the

right of the veto; one who sustains the use

of the veto.

Vettura (vet-tu'ra). n, [It. vettura, Fr. vox-

tare, from L. vectura, a bearing or convey

ing, from veho. to carry.] An Italian four-

wheeled carriage.

VetturtQO (vet-tu-re'nd), n. In Italy, one

who lends for hire, or who drives a vettura

or carriage.

Vetust t (ve-tusf). a. [L. vetustus, old, an

cient.] Old; ancient.

Vex (veks), v.t [Fr. vexer, to vex, to tor

ment, from L. vexo, vexare, a freq. or intens.

of veho, tectum, to carry, the primary sense

of vex being therefore to drag, to haul about,

to tease. Vex is therefore closely connected

with vehicle, more remotely with E. way ]

1. To make angry by little provocations; to

excite Blight anger or displeasure in; to

trouble by petty or light annoyances; to irri

tate; to tease; to fret; to plague; to annoy;

to harass.

Such an injury would vex a very saint. Shak.

2. To make sorrowful; to grieve; to afflict;

to distress.

It was ill counsel had misled the girl

To vex true hearts. Tennyson.

3. To toss into waves; to agitate. 'Mad as

the vexed sea. ' Shak.

White curl the waves and the vexed ocean roars.

Pope.

4. To toss to and fro or up and down; hence,

to twist or weave. [Rare.]

Some English wool, vex'si in a Belgian loom.

And into cloth of spunky softness made. Dryden.

VftXt (veks), v.i. To fret; to be teased or

irritated; to feel annoyed, angTy, or dis

pleased. ' We vex and complain.' Killing-

beck.

Vex (veks), n. A trouble; a vexation. 'A

great vex' Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Vexation (vek-sa'shou), n. [L. vexatio.

See Vex.] 1. The act of vexing, annoying,

troubling, grieving, or distressing.—2. The

state of being vexed, irritated, grieved, or

distressed; irritation; sorrow; grief; trial.

All thy vexations

Were but my tri;ils of thy love. Shak

Passions too violent . . . afford us vexation and

pain. Sir ft'. Temple.

5. The cause of irritation, annoyance, dis

tress, sorrow, or grief; affliction.

Your children were vexation to your youth. Shak.

4. A harassing by law; a troubling, annoy

ing, or vexing, as by a malicious suit.

Albeit the party grieved thereby may have some

reason to complain of an untrue charge, yet may he

not well call it an unjust vexation. Bacon.

Syn. Annoyance, trouble, irritation, sorrow,

grief, chagriu, mortification, distress.

Vexatious (vck-sii'shus), a. 1. Causing

vexation, annoyance, trouble, or the like;

teasing; annoying; troublesome ; as, a vexa

tion* neighbour; a vexatious circumstance.

2. Distressing; harassing. 'Continual vex

atious wars.' SouUi.S. Full of trouble and

disquiet.

He leads a vexatious life who in his noblest actions

is so gored with scruples, that he dares not take a

step without the authority of others. Sir A'. Digby.

—Vexatious suit, in law, a suit commenced

for the purpose of giving trouble, or with

out cause.

Vexatiously (vek-sa'shus-li), adv. In a

vexatious manner; so as to give great trouble

or disquiet. 'Taxes . . . vexatiously col

lected. Burke.

Vexatiousness (vek-sa'shus-nes), n. The

state or quality of being vexatious.

Vexed ( vekst),p. and a. 1 . A nnoyed ; troubled ;

agitated; disquieted; afflicted.

With my vexed spirits I cannot take a truce. Shak.

2. Much disputed or agitated; much con

tested; causing contention. ' A vexed ques

tion.' Quart Rev.

Vexer (veks'er), n. One who vexes; one

who irritates or troubles.

Vexil (vek'silX "■ Same as Vexillum.

Vexlllar. VexlUary (vek'sil-ler, vek'sil-la-

ri), a. [See Vexillum.] 1. Pertaining to

an ensign or standard.—2. In but (a) of or

pertaining to the vexillum. (b) Applied to

a mode of aestivation in which the exterior

petal, as in the case of the vexillum, is largest,

and incloses and folds over the other petals.

Vexillary (vek'sil-la-ri), n. One who carries

a vexillum; a standard-bearer.

Letters like to those the vexitlary

Hath left crag-carren o'er the streaming' Gelt.

Tennyson.

Vexillation (Vek-sil-la'shonX n. [L. vexil-

latio. See VEXILLUM.] A company of troops

under one vexillum or ensign.

Vexillum (vek'sil-um), «. [L., a dim. of

velum. See VEIL.] 1. In Rom. antiq. (a)

the standard of the cavalry, consisting of

a square piece of cloth expanded upon a

cross, and perhaps surmounted by some

figure. (6) The troops belonging to a vex

illum; a company; a troop. — 2. Eccles. a

kind of flag or pennon attached to the

upper part of a bishop's pastoral staff by a

cord. It is then folded round the staff to

prevent the metal, of which the staff is

made, or with which it is mounted, from

beiug stained by the moisture of the hand.

3. In hot. the standard or fifth petal placed

at the back of a papilionaceous corolla.

Vexingly (veks'ingli), adv. In a vexing

manner; so as to vex, tease, or irritate.

V-hOOk (veliok), n. In steam-engines, a

gab at the end of an eccentric rod, with long

jaws shaped like the letter V.

Via (vi'a), n. [L., a way or road. See Way]

A highway; a road; a way or passage. It

is often used adverbially in the ablative case,

and with the meaning by way of; as, to send

a letter via Falmouth, by the way of Fal

mouth. Formerly via was often used in

terjectionally in the sense of away, go on,

as a word of encouragement by commanders

to their men, by riders to their horses, Ac.

'Vial' says the fiend; 'away!' says the fiend;

'for the heavens, rouse up a brave mind,' says the

fiend, 'and run.' Shak.

— Via Lactea, in astron. the Galaxy or Milky

Way. See Galaxy.

Viability (vi-a-bil'i-ti), n. 1. The state of

beiug viable; the capacity of living after

birth; as, the viability of male and female

children.—2. The capacity of living or being

distributed over wide geographical areas;

as, the viability of a species.

Viable (vi'a-bl), a. [Ft., likely to live, from

vie, L. vita, life.] A term applied to a new

born child, to express its capability of sus

taining independent life. When afetus is pro

perly organized, and sufficiently developed

to live, it is said to be viable. Bouvier.

Viaduct (vi'a-dukt).n. [L. via, way, and duc

tus, a leading, a duct. See Way, Duke.] The

name usually given to an extensive bridge

or series of arches erected for the purpose

of conducting a railway over valleys and

districts of low level, or over existing chan

nels of communication where embankments

would be impracticable or inexpedient; or

more widely, any elevated roadway for

which artificial constructions of timber, iron,

bricks, or stonework are established. A

similar structure for carrying a stream of

water or a canal is generally termed an

aqueduct.

Viage,t n. A voyage; a journey by sea or

land. Chaucer.

Vial ( vi'al), n. [A modification of phial ] A

small glass vessel or bottle; a phiaL ISam.

x. 1. Shak.

A man with knobs and wires and vials fired

A cannon, Tennyson.

Vial(vi'al), v.t To put in a vial or vials.

' Precious vialled liquors.' Hilton.

Viameter (vi-am'et-er), n. [L via, a way, and

Gr. metron, a measure.] An instrument for

measuring the distance travelled by a car

riage by registering the revolutions made

by a wheel with which it is connected; an

odometer.

Viand (vi'aud), n. [Fr. viande, meat, viands,

food; from L.L vivanda, lit things to be

lived on, provisions, from I* vivo, to live.

See Vital.] ifeat dressed; food; victuals:

used chiefly in the plural.

Viands of various kinds allure the taste. Pope.

Before us glow'd

Fruit, blossom, viand, amber wine, and gold.

Ten Hyson,

Viandert (vi'an-der), n. 1. A feeder or eater.

Cranmer.—2. One who provides viands; a

host.

A good viandtr would bid divers guests to a costly

dinner. Holinshed.

Viandryt (vi'and-ri), n. Food; victuals;

viands. J. Udall.

Viaryt (vi'a-ri), a. [From L. via, a way.]

Of, pertaining to, or happening in, roads or

ways. ' In beasts, in birds, in dreams, and

all viary omens.' Feltham.

Viatecture (vi'a-tek-tur), n. [L. via, way,

and the term, of architecture.) The art of

constructing roads, bridges, railways, canals,

6tc. [Rare.]

Viatic (vi-atfik), o. [L. viaticus, pertaining

to a way or road, from via, way. See Voy

age.] Pertaining to a journey or to travel

ling.

Viaticum (vl-at'ik-um), n. [See above.]

1. Provisions for a journey.

And sith thy pilgrimage is almost past.

Thou need'st the less viaticum for it.

Sir y. Davits.

2. In Rom. antiq. an allowance to officers

who were sent into the provinces to exer

cise any office or perform any service— 3. In

the R. Cath. Ch. the communion or eucharist

given to a dying person.

Viator (vl'a-tor), n. [L.] 1. A traveller; a

wayfaring person.—2. In Rout, antiq. a ser

vant who attended upon and executed the

commands of certain Roman magistrates;

a summoner or apparitor.

ViDex(vi'beks),n. pi. Vlbices(vi-bi'sez). [L.,

a weal.] In pathoi. a large purple spot ap

pearing under the skin in certain malignant

fevers. See Molopes.

VIbraculum (vi-brak'u-lum), n. pi. VI-

bracula(vl-brak'u-la). [Dim fromL. vibro,

to brandish.] A name given to certain long

filamentous appendages found in many

Polyzoa. B. A. Xic-holson.

Vibrant (vi'brant), a. [L. vibrans, vibrantis,

ppr. of vibro. See Vibrate. ] Vibrating ;

tremulous; resonant.

Gaily the old man sang to the vibrant sound of his

fiddle. Longfellow.

Vibrate (vrorat), v.i. pret. A pp. vibrated;

ppr. vibrating. [L. vibro, vibratum, to vi

brate, brandish, shake.] 1. To swing; to os

cillate; to move oneway and the other; to

play to and fro ; as, the pendulum of a

clock vibrates more or less rapidly as it is

shorter or longer; the chords of an instru

ment vibrate wnen touched.—2. To move up

and down or to and fro with alternate com

pression and dilation of parts, as an elastic

fluid ; to undulate. Boyle.—S. To produce

a vibratory or resonant effect; to sound; to

Juiver; as, a whisper vibrates on the ear.

*ope.

Music when soft voices die.

Vibrates in the memory. Shelley.

4. To fluctuate or waver, as between two

opinions.

Vibrate (vi'brat), v.t. 1. To move or wave

to and fro; to swing; to oscillate. —2. To

affect with vibratory motion ; to cause to

quiver.

Breath vocalized, that is, vibrated or undulated.

may differently affect the lips, and impress a swift

tremulous motion. Holder.

3. To measure or indicate by vibrating or

oscillating; as, a pendulum which vibrates

seconds.

Vibratile (vi'bra-til), a. Adapted to or nsed

for vibratory motion; vibratory; as, the vi-

bratUe organs of radiated animals; vibra

tile motion.

Vibratility (vi-bra-til'i-ti), n. The quality

of being vibratile; disposition to vibration

or oscillation.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j. job; n, Fr. ton; ng, iing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, trAig; zh, azure —See Key
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Vibrating (vl' brat -tag), p. and o. Vi

bratory.

This emission (is) performed by the vibrating mo

tion! of their parts. Sir I. jVtwton.

Vibration (vl-bra'shon), n. [L. xnbratio, vi

brations, from vibro. See Vibrate] 1. The

act of vibrating; oscillation.—2. In phytie*.

the oscillating or reciprocating motion

made by a body, aa a pendulum, a musical

chord, or elastic plate, when disturbed from

the position or figure of equilibrium, to re

cover that position or form again. When

the reciprocating movement is compara

tively slow, as that of the pendulum, which

is produced by the action of gravity on the

whole mass of the body, the term oscillation

is commonly used; while the term vibration

is generally confined to a motion with rapid

reciprocations, as that of a sonorous body,

and which proceeds from the reciprocal ac

tion of the molecules of the body on each

other when a disturbance takes place in

their state of equilibrium. The term vi-

bration is also applied to the alternate or

reciprocating motion which is produced

among the particles of a fluid or ethereal

medium when their equilibrium is disturbed

by any impulse, by which means waves or

undulations are caused. The laws of vibra

tory motion form the foundation of the

theories devised by modern science to ac

count for the phenomena of acoustics and

optics. See Sound, and (Tndulatory Theory

of Light under Undulatory. —Amplitude

0/ vibration, the maximum excursion or

displacement of a vibrating body or par

ticle from a position of rest. — Phase of

vibrations, a term used in reference to the

vibrations of the particles of a wave of an

elastic or liquid medium, which are said to

be in the same phase when they are moving

in the same direction.

Vibratluncle (vi-bra'ti-ung-kl), n. A small

vibration.

Hartley, desirous of supplying what he considered

a deficiency in the philosophy of Locke, proposed to

account for the phenomena of sensation by certain

vibrations, which he supposed to take place in the

nervous system. . . . Admitting the truth of Hartley's

x'tbratiuncles, we get no nearer than ever to the ex

planation of the mental phenomena of sensation.

J. D. Afore//.

Vibratlve (vi'brat-iv), a. Vibrating; vibra

tory. 'A vibrative motion." Newton,

Vibratory (vrbra-to-ri), a. 1. Vibrating;

consisting in or belonging to vibration or os

cillation ; as, a vibratory motion. — 2. Caus

ing to vibrate.

The smoothness of the oil, and the vibratory power

of the salt, cause the sense we call sweetness.

Burke.

Vibrio (vrbrf-6), n. A genus of Infusoria

belonging to the family Vibrionidae. See

VibrionidjE.

Vibrlon (vi'bri-on), n. One of the little mov

ing filaments developed in organic infusions.

See VlBRIONIDJB.

Vibrlonidsa (vi-bri-on'i-dg),n. pi. A family

or tribe of microscopic organisms, doubt

fully animal, abounding in decaying paste

and vinegar, called microscopic eels from

their long filamentous bodies. Vibrionida*

occur in all infusions of animal or vegetable

matter. In such infusions there appears

first a thin scum or pellicle, consisting of

extremely minute molecules. In a second

stage these molecnles apppear to have in

creased in size by endogenous division till

they form short staff-shaped filaments called

Bacteria. These Bacteria increase hi length

by the same process till they assume the

form of VibriouidsD, so named from the vi-

bratile movements they exhibit. After a

period they become motionless and disin

tegrated so as to be resolved back into a

pellicle of fine molecules. By the advocates

of spontaneous generation or heterogeny, it

is affirmed that the Vibrionidss are produced

spontaneously from the molecular pellicle

and not from any pre-existing germs; by

panspermists, on the other hand, it is af

firmed that they, as well as Bacteria, have

their origin in innumerable germs existing

in the fluid or in the atmosphere, or both.

Some of the Vibrionidoeare found in plants,

one, the Vibrio tritid, being parasitic in

wheat, and producing the disease called

ear-cockles.

Vibriss® (vi-bris'se),n. pi. [L, rior-inta;, the

hairs in the nostrils. ] 1. The stiff, long,

pointed bristles which grow from the upper

lip and other parts of the head in many

mammals.— 2. The hairs which grow from

the upper and under sides of the mouth of

birds, and stand forward like feelers, and

sometimes point both upwards and down

wards, as in the fly-catchers.

f. Vibrissa;, exemplified in the heads of the Leopard

and Butcher-bird {Lanius caiturio),

Vibroscope (vrbro-skop), n. An instrument

for showing graphically the vibrations of a

tuning-fork. The fork has a small style at

tached to it which traces a line correspond

ing to the vibrations on a piece of smoked

paper wound round a cylinder turned by

hand.

Viburnum (vi-ber'num). n. [L., the way

faring tree] A genus of plants, nat order

Caprifoliacere. The Bpeciea consist of shrubs

or trees, with opposite, simple, petiolate

leaves and white or pink corymboBe flowers.

They are natives of the Andes and the tem

perate and sub-tropical regions of the north

ern hemisphere. V. Tinus, the laurustinus,

is common throughout Europe, and is much

cultivated in gardens in Great Britain.

There are several varieties, all hardy ever

green shrubs, and general favourites. V.

Lantana, the wayfaring tree, is a native of

Europe and the west of Asia. The young

shoots are used in Germany for basket-mak

ing; the wood is sometimes employed in

turning and cabinet-making; the berries

are used for making ink, and the bark of

the root for making birdlime. V. Opulus,

the gelder-rose, la native throughout Eur

ope, and is especially frequent in Britain

and Sweden. Several North American bdc-

cies, as V. Lentago. V. prunifolium, and V.

pyrifoliutn, have been introduced as orna

mental shrubs into British gardens.

Vicar (vik'er), ft, [Fr. vicaire, L. vicarius,

that Bupplies the place of a person or thing,

from vicis, change, alternation, post or office

of one person as assumed by another. Akin

are vice (prefix, whence viceroy, &c), vicis-

situde.] 1. In a general sense, a person de

puted or authorized to perform the func

tions of another; a substitute in office; as,

the pope assumes to be vicar of Jesus Christ

on earth. —2. In canon law, the priest of a

parish, the predial tithes of which are im

propriated or appropriated, that is, belong

to a chapter or religious house, or to a lay

man, who receives them, and only allows the

vicar the smaller tithes or a salary. See

Rector.

Vicarage (vilr/er-aj). n. 1. The benefice of

a vicar. — 2. The house or residence of a

vicar.

Vicar-apostolic (vik'er-ap-os-toV'ik), n. In

the R. Cath. Ch. a bishop who possesses no

diocese, but who exercises jurisdiction over

a certain appointed district by direct au

thority of the pope. Missionary dioceses

are usually vicariates-apostolic.and as such

must report to the College of the Propa

ganda.

Vicar - general ( vik-er-jen'er-al ), n. The

official assistant of a bishop or archbishop,

the exercise and admiuistration of whose

jurisdiction is spiritual. This office, as well

as that of official principal, is usually united

in the chancellor of the diocese. See under

Chancellor.

Vicarial (vi-ka'ri-al), a. 1. Pertaining to a

vicar; small; as, vicarial tithes.—2. Vicari

ous; delegated. 'All derived and vicarial

power.' BlackwaU.

Vicariant (vi-kiYri-an), n. A vicar. Jfar*-

ton.

Vicariate (vi-ka'ri-at), a. Having delegated

power; pertaining to such power as a vicar

has. 'The vicariate authority of our see.'

Barrow.

Vlcariate(vi-ka'ri-at),n. The office or power

of a vicar; vicarship; a delegated office or

power. * That pretended spiritual dignity

... or, as it calleth itself, the vicariate of

Christ' Ld. North.

Vicarious (vi-ka'ri-us\ a. [L. vicarius. See

Vicar. ] 1. Of or belonging to a vicar, de

puty, or substitute; deputed; delegated; at,

vicarious power or authority.—2. Acting for

another; filling the place of another ; as. a

vicarious agent or officer. —3. Performed, or

suffered for, or instead of, another; as. a

vicarious sacrifice. 'The vicarious work of

the Great Deliverer' Is. Taylor. — 4. In

in--'./ taking place in one part instead of an

other; as, a vicarious secretion. I>unglison.

Vicariously (vi-ka'ri-us-li), adv. In a vica

rious manner; in the place of another; by

substitution. Burke.

Vicarship (vik'er-ship), n. The office of a

vicar; the ministry of a vicar. StnfL

Vicary.t A vicar. Chaucer.

Vice (vis), n. [Ft. vice, from L. Ft/turn, vice,

blemish, fault, error, crime; derived by

some from root vi. meaning to twist, whence

vitis, a vine, vinum, wine. The root would

therefore lie the same as that of next word.]

1. A defect; a fault; a blemish; as. the

vices of a political constitution. * Mark the

vice of the procedure.' Sir W. Hamilton.

2. Any immoral or evil habit or practice;

any evil habit or conduct in which a person

indulges; amoral fault or failing; a pkrtico-

lar form of wickedness or depravity; immor

ality; specifically, the indulgence of impure

or degrading appetites or passions; as, the

vice of drunkenness, of gambling, of lewd

ness, Ac. ; to be attached to various vices.

Lord. Lord, how subject we old men are in lbs

vie* of lying. 5-—-.i_

How will thy shame be seeded in thine age.

When thus thy vices bud before thy spring.

Led by my hand he sauntered Europe round

And gather'd every vure on Christian ground.

Ft*.

3. Depravity or corruption of manners: in s

collective sense and without a plural; as, an

age of vice.

When vice prevails, and impious men bear sw-»y.

The post 01 honour is a private station. Ad&jen.

4. A fault or bad trick in a horse.

Reared under an open shed, and early habtroaicd

to ihe sight of men. to the sound and gutter or" wea

pons, and to all the accessories of human life, rf-.r

colt grows up free from vice or timidity.

W. G. rV^fWaa

5. The established buffoon in the old English

moralities or moral plays, sometimes hav

ing the name of one specific vice, as Fraud,

Covetovsncss, sometimes of Vice in general

Called also Iniquity (which see).

Like to the old Via, . . .

Who. with dagger of lath.

In his rage ana his wrath

Cries, ah, ha ! to the devil. SV t .V

Vice (vis), n. [Fr. vis, a screw, a spiral stair

case, from L. vitis, a vine. (See Vick, alwre.)

The primary sense is something in a spiral

form resembling the twinings of a vine-ten

dril,] It A spiral or winding staircase: s

vise. Chaucer, — 2. An instrument with s

pair of iron jaws which serves to hold fast

anything worked upon, whether it 11 to be

filed, bent, riveted,Ac. The jaws are brought

together by means of a screw, so that they

can take a very fast hold of anything placed

between them.— 3.t A gripe or grasp. 'An

I but fist him once ; an a* come but within

my vice.' Shak.

Vice (vis), v.t. It To screw; to force, as by

a screw. Shak.— 2. To press or squeeze with

a vice, or as if with a vice ; to hold as if in

a vice. De Quinccy.

Vice (vis), [h. vice, in the room of. ablative

of a noun meaning change, turn. Ac , the

stem being seen also in vicar, vicissitude \

A prefix,denoting, in the words compounded

with it. one who acts in place of another.

or one who is second in rank; as, rice-presi

dent, rice-chancellor, &c It is sometimes

used alone as a noun, the word for which

it stands being indicated by the context.

Within a quarter of an hour were all seated in the

great room of the Blue Lioo Inn, Mugglcton— Mr.

Dumltins acting as chairman, and Mr. Luffey uflxi-

ating as vice. Dicitnt

Vice (M'se), prep, or ado. [See above 1 Id

place of; in room of; as. Lieutenant Salter

is appointed to be captain mot Colman pro

moted.

Vice-admiral (vis-ad'mi-ral), n. See under

Admiral.

Vice - admiralty (vis-ad'mi-ral-ti), 1 The

office of a vice-admiral; a vice-admiralty

court.— I'Tee-adintroiry courts, tribunals

established in the British possessions be

yond the Beas, with jurisdiction over mari

nate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; ii, Sc. ahuue; 5", Sc. ley.
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time causes, including those relating to

prize.

Vlce-bltten (vb/bit-n), a. Corrupted with

vice ; given over to evil courses. ' A roan

vice-bitten.' Richardson.

Vice•chamberlain (vfs-cham'ber-lan), n.

The deputy of a chamberlain; in the royal

household, the deputy of the lord-chamber

lain.

Vice-chancellor (vis-chan'sel-ler), n. An

officer neit in rank to a chancellor; a chan

cellor's deputy; as, (a) a judge in the chan

cery division of the High Court of Justice in

England holding aseparate court, and whose

decisions are subject to appeal to the lords

Justices of appeal and to the House of Lords,

of which the lord-chancellor is head. There

are two vice-chancellors at present, besides

a vice-chancellor of the Court of Chancery

in Ireland; the judge of the local Court

of Chancery of the Duchy of Lancaster is

also called a vice-chancellor, (o) An officer

of a university who is empowered to dis

charge certain duties of the chancellor,

chiefly those connected with granting de

grees in his absence.

Vice-consul (vis-kon'sul), n. One who acts

in the place of a consul; a subordinate offi

cer, to whom consular functions are dele

gated in some particular part of a district

already under the supervision of a consul.

Vicegerency (vis-je'ren-si), n. The office of

a vicegerent; agency under another; de

puted power ; lieutenancy. ' Vicegerency

and deputation under God." South.

Vicegerent (vls-je'rent),», [L. vicemgerent,

acting in the place of another. See Vice,

prefix. Vicar] An officer who is deputed

by a superior or by proper authority to ex

ercise the powers of another; a substitute;

one having a delegated power.

All precepts concerning kings are comprehended

in these : remember thou art a man ; remember thou

art God's vicegerent. Bacon.

Vicegerent (vls-je'rent), a. Having or ex

ercising delegated power; acting by substi

tution, or in the place of another.

Whom send I to judge? Whom but thee

Vicegerent son. Milton.

Vice-king (visTcing), n. One who acts in

the place of a king; a viceroy.

Vice-legate (vis-leg^t), n. A subordinate,

assistant, or deputy legate. Smollett.

Viceman (vls'man). n. A man who works

at a vice ; specifically, a smith who works

at a vice in place of the anvil.

Vicenary (via'e-na-ri), a. [L. vicenarius,

from viceni, twenty.) Belonging to or con

sisting of twenty.

Vicennial (vi-aen'ni-al), a. [L. viceni,

twenty, and annus, a year.] Lasting or

continuing twenty years.— Vicennial pre

scription, in Scots law, a prescription of

twenty years; one of the leaser prescriptions,

which is pleadable against holograph bonds

not attested by witnesses.

Vice-presidency (vis-pres'i-den-sl), n. The

office of vice-president

Vice-president (vis-pres'i-dent), n. An of

fice-bearer next in rank below a president

Vice-regal (vis-re'gal), o. Of or relating to

a viceroy or to vlceroyalty. Eclec. Rev.

Viceroy (vlsVoi), n. [Fr. viceroi—vice, in the

place of, and Fr. roy, L. rex, a king. See

Vicar, Reoent. ] A vice-king; the governor

of a kingdom or country, who rules in the

name of the king (or queen) with regal au

thority, as the king's substitute; as, the vice

roy and governor-general of India.

We are so far from having a king, that even the

viceroy is generally absent four-fifths of his time.

Vlceroyalty (vis roi'al-ti). n. The dignity,

office, or jurisdiction of a viceroy. Addison.

ViceroyBnip (vis'roi-ship). n. The dignity,

office, or jurisdiction of a viceroy; viceroy-

ally. Fuller.

Vice versa (vl's6 ver/sa),odp. [L] Contrari

wise ; the reverse ; on the contrary ; the

terms or the case being reversed.

Vida (vi'si-a), ». [L., a vetch. See Vetch.]

A genua of plants, nat order Leguminosae.

They are usually climbing herbs with ab

ruptly pinnate leaves, with many pairs of

leaflets, the common petiole terminating in

a tendril at the apex, which is mostly

branched. The legume is long, compressed.

Tainted, one-celled, with two leathery stif-

fUli valves; the pea-shaped flowers are blue,

Purple, or yellow. Above 100 species have

bien described, natives of the temperate

northern hemisphere and South America.

Many of the species are much in use as green

crops for feeding cattle, sheep, &c, espe

cially V. sativa, the common vetch or tare.

Violate t (vish'i-at). To vitiate. Sir T.

More.

Vicinage (vis'In-aj), n. [O. Fr. veisinage.

Mod. Fr. voisinage, neighbourhood, from

L. vicinuM, neighbouring, from L. vicus, O.L.

veicus, a row of houses, a street, a village,

akin to Or. (v)oikos, Skr. veca, a house.]

1. Neighbourhood; the place or places ad

joining or near; the vicinity. 'The Protest

ant gentlemen of the vicinage.' Macaulay.

2. The condition or quality of being a neigh

bour or of being neighbourly.

Civil war had broken up all the usual ties of vicin

age and good neighbourhood. Sir H', Scott.

Vicinal, Viclne (viB'in-al, vis'in), a. Near

neighbouring. GlanvilU. [Rare and obso

lete.]

Vicinity (vl-sin'i-ti), n. [L. vicinitas, neigh*

bourhood, from vicinus, neighbouring. See

Vicinage.] 1. The quality of being near;

propinquity; proximity; nearness in place.

'The abundance and vicinity of country

seats.' Swift.—2. Neighbourhood; district

or space Immediately surrounding anything;

adjoining space or country; as, a seat In the

vicinity of the metropolis.

Gravity alone must have carried them downwards

to the vicinity of the sun. Bentiey.

Vlciosity (vish-1-os'i-ti), n. Depravity; cor

ruption of manners; viclousnesa.

Vicious (vish'us), a. [Fr. vicieux, from L.

rittofuj.from tritium, vice. See Vice.] 1. Char

acterized by vice; faulty; defective; imper

fect; as, a system of government vicious and

unsound. 'Some vicious mole of nature.'

Shak.—2. Addicted to vice; corrupt in prin

ciples or conduct; depraved; wicked; ha

bitually transgressing the moral law.

He heard this heavy curse.

Servant of servants, on his vicious race. Milton.

3. Contrary to moral principles or to recti

tude; evil; bad; as, vicious examples; vicious

conduct—4.f Vitiated; foul; impure; as, vi

cious air.—5. Corrupt; not genuine or pure;

not to be approved of; faulty; incorrect; as,

a vicious style In language ; vicious idioms.

6*. Not well tamed or broken; addicted to

bad tricks; as, a vicuna horse.—7. Charac

terized by severity; bitter; virulent; malig

nant ; as, a vicious day of cold; a vicious at

tack. (Scotch. J— Vicious intromission. See

Intromission.

Viciously (vish'us-li). adv. In a vicious

manner: (a) in a manner contrary to recti

tude, moral principles, propriety, or purity;

(b) Faultily; not correctly.

Vlciousness ( vish'us-nes ), n. The quality

or state of being vicious; as, (a) addicted-

neas to vice; corruptness of moral principles

or practice; habitual violation of the moral

law or of moral duties ; depravity in prin

ciples or in manners. 'When we in our

viciousness grow hard.' Shak.

What makes a governor justly despised is vicious-

nest and ill morals. South.

(b) The character or state of showing vice

or imperfection ; imperfection; defective

ness; corruptness, (e) Unruliness; refrac

toriness, as of a horse.

Vicissitude (vi-sis'i-tud), n. [L. vicissitude,

from vicis, a change. See Vicar.] 1. Regu

lar change or succession of one thing to an

other; as, the vicissitudes of day and night,

and of winter and summer; the vicissitudes

of the seasons. 'Grateful vicissitude, like

day and night.' Milton. -2. A passing from

one Btate or condition to another; change;

revolution; mutation; as, the vicissitudes of

fortune.

All at her work the village maiden sings;

And, while she turns the giddy wheel around.

Revolves the sad vicissitudes of things.

P. Giff.trd.

I shall dwell at some length on the vicissitudes

of that contest which the administration of Kiny

James II. brought to a decisive crisis. Macaulay.

Vicissltudinary (vi-Bis'i-tu"di-na-ri), a.

Subject to vicissitudes ; exhibiting or char

acterized by vicissitudes.

Wesay. . . the days of man (art) vicissitudinary,

as though he had as many Rood days as ill. Donne.

Vicissitudinous (vi-sis'i-tu"di-nus), a.

Full of vicissitude; characterized by or sub

ject to a regular succession of changes.

Vicissynduck (vi-sis'si-duk), n. A West

Indian water-fowl, smaller than the Euro

pean duck, and affording excellent fond.

Vicontiel(vl-kon'tl-el), a. [From old vicount,

viconte. a sheriff. See Vicount. ] In old

law, pertaining to the sheriff or vicount.—

Vicontiel rents, certain farms for which the

sheriff pays a rent to the king. By 3 and 4

Win. IV. these farms were placed under the

management of the commissioners of the

woods and forests. — Vicontiel writs, writs

triable in the county or sheriff court

Vicount t (vITtount), n, 1. In old law, the

sheriff.— 2. A viscount. See Viscount.

VicountieL See Vicontiel.

Victim (vik'tim), n. [Fr. victimc, from L.

victima, a victim, derived by some from

vigeo, to be strong, because the victima waa

a large animal, in contradistinction to the

hostia, which was a small one. The root

would therefore be the same as that of £.

wax, to grow.] 1. A living being sacrificed

to some deity, or in the performance of a

religious rite; usually. Borne beast slain in

sacrifice, but the sacrifice of human beings

has been practised by many nations for the

purpose of appeasing the wrath or concili

ating the favour of some deity, or in the

ceremonies connected with the making of

vows and covenants.

When the dull ox . . .

Is now a victim, and now Egypt's god. Pef*.

If I be lov'd these are my festal robes.

If not, the victim's flowers before he fall!

Tennyson.

2. A person or thing destroyed; a person or

thing sacrificed in the pursuit of an object;

as, how many persons have fallen victims to

jealousy, to lust, to ambition.—3. A person

or living creature sacrificed by, or suffering

severe injury from another; hence, one who

is cheated or duped; a dupe; a gull.

He went off to the coach without further ceremony,

and left his respected victim to settle the bill.

Didtens.

Vlctlmatet (vhVtim-at), v.t. To sacrifice;

to make a victim of; to victimize. Bullokar.

Victimize (vik'tim-Iz), v.t. pret * pp. vic

timized; ppr. victimizing. To make a victim

of; especially, to make the victim of a swin

dling transaction. [Colloq. ]

In a turf transaction, either Spavin or Cockspur

would try to get the better of his father; and to gain

a point in the odds victimise his friends.

Thackeray.

Victor (vik'ter), n. [L., from vinco, victum,

to conquer.] 1. One who wins or gains the

advantage in a contest; one who vanquishes

another in any struggle; especially, one who

conquers in war; a vanquisher; one who

defeats an enemy in battle. ' If your father

had been victor there.' Shak.

In love the victors from the vanquish*d fly.

They Ay that wound, and they pursue that die.

Walter.

A victor differs from a conqueror inasmuch

as the latter gains a complete success and

subdues his opponent perhaps after a series

of victories, while the victor is so called

merely on account of his success in some

particular contest, which may be barren of

result to him. Victor is also applied to one

who proves the superior in a personal con

test or competition, as in a race. Conqueror

again is followed by of in the sense of over

(the conqueror of a person or of a country),

while victor is rarely followed by of in this

sense. ' The victor of your will.' Tennyson.

2. One who ruins or destroys; a destroyer.

[Rare or poetical. ]

These, victor of his health, hi* fortune, friends.

And fame ; this lord of useless thousands ends.

Pope.

Victor (vik'ter), a. Victorious; as, 'the vic-

(orGreeks.* Pope. 'Thy victor sword.' Shak.

Where's now their victor vaward wing,

Where's Huntly, and where Home?

Sir fr'. Scott.

VictoreSB (vik'ter-es), n. A female who

vanquishes; a victress.

Victoria (vik-to'ri-a), n. 1. One of the small

planets or asteroids between the orbits of

Mars and Jupiter, discovered by Mr. Hnni,

September 13, 1860, and named after the

Roman goddess Victoria. It revolves round

the sun in 1303'5 days, and is about 2£

times the distance of the earth from the

sun. Called also Clio.—2. A genus of aqua

tic plants, named in honour of Queen Vic

toria ; nat. order Nj mphaeacea;. The V.

regia, or V. reyma, is a native of Guiana

and Brazil. This most magnificent water-

lily has large floating leaves of a bright

green above, and a deep violet on the lower

surface, measuring as much as from 7 to 8

feet in diameter, with a uniformly turned-

up margin of about 3 inches high. The

flowers rise amongst the leaves upon prickly

stalks; they are more than 1 foot in di

ameter, are of all Bhades from white to pink,

and are delightfully fragrant. The fruit is

globular and thickly beset with prickles.

In South America it is called water-maize,

the seeds being eaten.— 3. A kind of four

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. \och\ g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin*/; th, then; th, thin: w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure. — See Key.
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wheeled carriage, with a calash top, seated

for two persons, and with an elevated

driver's seat in front— Victoria crogg, a Bri

tish naval and military decoration, con

sisting of a bronze Maltese cross having the

Victoria Cross.

royal crest in the centre, with a scroll un

derneath bearing the words ' For Valour,'

ami worn, in the case of the navy, with a

blue ribbon, and in that of the army, a red

one. A single act of valour may win this

decoration, and it is granted to all ranks.

A pension of £10 a year accompanies it

VIctorialt (vik-t6'ri-al), a. Of or pertaining

to victory; victorious. Urqufiart.

Vietorine (vik'to-ren), n. 1. A small fur

tippet worn by ladies.—2. A variety of peach.

Victorious (vik-to'ri-us), a. [Fr. victurieux.

from L. uictoriosus. See Victor. J 1. Of or

pertaining to victory; having conquered in

battle or contest; havingovercome an enemy

or antagonist; wont to conquer; conquering;

vanquishing ; as, a victorious general ; vic

torious troopB; a victorious admiral or navy.

The Son returned victorious with his saints.

Milton.

2. Associated or connected with victory-

characterized by victory; producing con

quest.

Sudden these honours shall he snatched away.

And cursed for ever this victorious day. t v/.\

3. Emblematic of conquest; indicating vic

tory.

Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths.

Sh.it.

Victoriously (vik-to'ri-us-li). adv. In a vic

torious manner; with conquest; with defeut

of an enemy or antagonist; triumphantly;

as, grace will carry us victoriously through

all i iifTit-ulties, Hammond.

Victoriousness (vik-to'ri-us-nes). n. The

state or quality of being victorious.

Victory (vik'to-ri), n. [L. victoria, from

victor. See Victor] 1. The defeat of an

enemy in battle, or of an antagonist in a

contest; a gaining of the superiority in war

or combat ' Before King Harry's victory.'

Shak. — 2. The advantage or superiority

gained in any contest, as over passions and

appetites, or over temptations, or in any

struggle or competition.

Thanks be to God. who giveth us the victory,

through our Lord Jesus Christ. i Cor. sv, 57.

Peace hath her victories

No less renowned than war. Milton.

3. A female deity among the Greeks and

Romans, the personification of successful

conquest. She was represented as a winged

woman bearing a palm branch and laurel

crown.

Victress (vik'tres). n. A female that con

quers. 'Sole victress.' Shak.

Vlctricel (vik'tris).n. AvictreBS. B.Jonson.

VlCtrix (vik'triks), a. TJL] Conquering or

victorious: as. Venus vidrix.

Vlctrlx (vik'triks), n. A victress. Charlotte

Bronte. [Rare.]

Victual (vit'l), n. [O.E vitaille (used by

Gtomrl from O. Fr. vitaille, provisions,

stores (the spelling has been modified by

the modern form victuaille), from L vie-

tualia, provisions, from rictualis, pertain

ing to victuals or food, from vidua, food,

nourishment, from vivo, victum, to live. See

Vital.] 1. Provision of food; store for the

support of life; meat; provisions: now gene

rally used in the plural, and signifying food

for human beings, prepared for eating.

He was not able to keep that place three d.iys for

lack of vtcXuat. Knouts.

But that it Mil our victuals, I should think

Here were a fairy. Shak.

There came a fair-hair 'd youth, that in his hand

Bare victual tor the mowers. Tennyson.

2. Any sort of grain or corn. [Scotch.]

Victual (vit'l), v.t. pret. & pp. victualled ;

ppr. victualling. To supply or store with

victuals or provisions for subsistence; to

provide with stores of food ; as, to victual

an army ; to victual a garrison; to victual

a ship.

Thy loving voyage

Is but for two months vutuail'a. Shat.

Victualage (vitl-aj), n. Food; provisions;

victuals. ' My cargo of victualage.' Char

lotte Bronte.

Victualler (vitl-er), n. 1. One who fur

nishes victuals or provisions. — 2. One who

keeps a house of entertainment; a tavern-

keeper. 'AH victuallers do so.' Shale-

Licensed victualler. See Licensed. —3. A

ship employed to carry provisions for other

Bhips, or for supplying troops at a distance,

Admiral Smyth. —4 A corn-factor; one who

deals in grain. Jamieson. [Scotch.)

Victualling-Dill <vifl-ing-bil),tt. A custom

house document, warranting the shipment

of such bonded stores as the master of an

outward-bound merchantman may require

for his intended voyage.

Victualling - house ( vit'l- ing-hous). n. A

house where provision Is made for strangers

to eat: an eating-house.

Victualling-note (vit1-ing-n6t),H. An order

given to a seaman in the royal navy by the

paymaster, when he Joins a ship, which is

handed to the ship's steward as his autho

rity for victualling the man. Simmoiuis.

Victualling-ship (vit'1-ing-abip), n. A ship

which couveys provisions to the navy ; u

victualler.

ViCtualling-yard(vit'l-ing-yard),n. A yard,

generally contiguous to a dockyard, con

taining magazines where provisions and

other like stores for the navy of a state are

deposited, and where war vessels and trans

ports are provisioned.

Vicugna, Vicuna (vl-kon'ya). n. [Sp. vi-

cuiUi, from native name.] A ruminant mam

mal. Attchenia vicugna, of the family C»-

melidrc. It is closely allied to the llama,

Vicugna {Auchtnut vicugna).

the guanaco, and the alpaca, and In size

measures about 4 feet from the sole of the

foot to the crown of the head, and 2^ feet

to the shoulders. In colour its upperparts

are of a reddish yellow hue, and its breast

and lower parts white. It is a native of

South America, and frequents lofty slopes

in the Andes of Chili, A;c . near the region

of perpetual snow, and in its habits it bears

some resemblance to the chamois. It has

as yet resisted all attempts to reduce it to

a state of domestication. The short, soft,

Bilken fur of this animal Is very valuable,

and in much request for making delicate

fabrics. A hybrid between the vicugna and

the alpaca has a black and white Meece of

long woo] resembling the richest silk.

Vidame(vi-diim'), n. [Fr. vidame, from L.L

vice-dom inns—L. rice, in place of. and do-

minus, a lord.] In France, an officer who,

originally under the feudal system, repre

sented the bishop, abbot, &c. , in temporal

affairs, as in the command of soldiers, the

administration of Justice, and the like. In

process of time these dignitaries erected

their offices into fiefs and became feudal

nobles. Brande A Cox. The title continued

to the revolution of 1789.

Vide (vi'deji [L-. imper. of video, to see.]

See : a word indicating reference to some

thing stated elsewhere; as, vide ante, vide

supra = see before, see above, that is, in a

previous place in the same book; vide post.

Yiclle or Hurdy-gurdy

rosin, and turned by means of a handicap

one end. Called also Hurdy-gurdy

vide infra = see after, see below, or in a sub

sequent place; quod cide, which Bee.

Videlicet (vi-den-set), ads. [L., contr. for

videre licet, it is permitted to tee, one may

see.] To wit; that is; namely: most fre

quently met with in its contracted form. Wit

Vidette (vi-dcf), n. See Vedette.

Vidimus (vi'di-mus), n. [L.. we have seen ]

1. An examination or inspection; as, a vidi

mus of accounts or documents.—2. Au ab

stract or syllabus of the contents of a docu

ment, book, and the like.

Vidonia (vi-d6'ni-a), n. A white wine, the

produce of the island of Teneriffe, much

resembling Madeira, but inferior in quality

to it and of a tart flavour.

Vlduage (vid'u-aj), n. [From I vidua, a

widow ] The state or class of widows ; wi

dowhood ; widows collectively.

Vidua! t (vid'u-al), a. [See above ] Of, per

taining, or relating to the state of a widow

'Chastity, virginal, conjugal, and vidual.'

ParUieneia Sacra. 10S3.

VldUityt (vi-du'i-ti), n. [L. viduitas. from

vidua, a widow.] Widowhood. Bp. Hall.

ViduOUS (vid'u-us). a. Vidua!; widowed

Thackeray. [Rare. ]

Vie (vi), v.i. [Contr. from old envie, envye

(accent on last), from Fr. envier, to invite,

to vie in gameB. from L. invitare. See IN

VITE.] 1. In the old games of gleck, pri-

mero, «£c, to wager on the value of one's

hand against an opponent.

To : .-.- was to hazard, to put down a certain stun

upon a hand of cards; to revie was to cover it with

a larger sum. by which the challenged became the

challenger, and was to be revied in his turn with a

proportionate increase of stake. This vying- .iti.i re-

vying upon each other continued till one of the party

lost courage and gave up the whole. Giffwd.

2. To strive for superiority; to endeavour to

be equal or superior; to contend; to rival :

followed by with and said of persons or

things; as. the hues of the kingfisher w

with those of the humming-bird.

In a trading nation the younger sons may be placed

in a way of life to vie with the best of their family.

Addison.

In . . . arts of grace

Sappho and others vied with ;iny man. Ttnnysou.

Viet (vi), v.t. l.t To offer as a stoke : to play

as for a wager with. See the verb transitive.

She hung upon my neck, and kiss on kiss

She vud so fast. Shai.

2. To show or practise in competition; to pot

or bring into competition; to bandy; to try

to outdo in; to contend with respect to.

Nature wanls stuff

To vie such forms with fancy. SMai.

What need then we vie calumnies with women?

Chapman.

Viet (vi), ji. A contest for superiority, espe

cially a close or keen contest; a contention

in the way of rivalry; hence, sometimes, a

state where it would be difficult to decide

as to which party had the advantage; also,

a challenge; a wager.

At this particular of defaming, both the setes

seem to be at a vie, and I think he were a very criti

cal judge that should determine between thrtn.

Dr. H. More

Vlelle (ve-elO. »■ [Fr. vielle, akin to rial )

An old stringed instrumcut cousisting of

an oblong sounding- box over. which are

stretched four gut-strings, two of which are

tuned a fifth apart to produce a drone bass,

and placed where they cannot be acted on

by the ten or twelve keys fixed on one side of

the belly of the instrument; the other two

are tuned iu unison, and are so arranged

that their vibrating length can be shortened

by pressing the keys. All the strings are vi

brated by means of a wheel charged with

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, m6ve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abtine; y, Sc. ley-
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Viennese (vi-en-ez'), n, sing, and pi. A na

tive of Vienna; natives of Vienna.

Vi et armls (vi et ar'misl. [L.] In law,

with furce and arms, words made use of in

indictments and actions of trespass to show

the violent commission of any trespass or

crime. Hence, with force or violence gener

ally.

View (vU), n. [0. Fr. veue. Mod. Fr. vue,

a participial noun, from 0. Fr. veil, veu,

Mod.Fr. vu, from aLL part, vidutus, from

L. video, videre, to see. See Vision. J 1. The

act of viewing, seeing, or beholding; exami

nation by the eye ; survey ; look ; sight

'Surveying nature with too nice a view.'

Dryden.

She made good view of me. Shak.

For what can force or guile

With him, or who deceive his mind, whose eye

Views all things at one view I Milton.

2 The act of perceiving bythemind; mental

survey; intellectual inspection or examina

tion; observation; consideration.

If the mind has made this inference by finding out

the intermediate ideas, and taking a -view of the con

nection of them, it has proceeded^rationally. Locke.

3. Range of vision; reach of sight; extent of

prospect; power of seeing, or perception,

either physical or mental. ' Soar above the

view of men.' Shaft.

The walls of Pluto's palace are in view. Dryden.

But somewhere, out of human view,

Whate'er thy hands are set to do

Is wrought with tumult of acclaim. Tennyson.

4. That which is viewed, seen, or beheld;

something which is looked upon; sight or

spectacle presented to the natural eye or to

the mind's eye; Bcene; prospect. 'Tele

scopes for azure views.' Tennyson.

*Tis distance lends enchantment to the view.

Campbell.

h. A scene as represented by painting or

drawing; a picture or sketch, as a landscape

or the like; as, the artist has produced some

charming views of this place.—6. Manner or

mode of looking at things ; manner of re

garding subjects on which various opinions

may be held ; judgment ; opinion ; notion ;

way of thinking; t henry; as, a man of com

prehensive or enlightened views.

Leave thou thy sister when she prays

Her early Heaven, her happy views;

Nor thou with shadowed hint confuse

A life that leads melodious days. Tennyson.

7. Something looked towards or forming the

subject of consideration; intention; design;

purpose; aim.

No man sets himself about anything but upon some

view or other which serves him for a reason. Locke.

With a view to commerce, in returning" from his

expedition ... he passed through Egypt.

Arbitthnot.

S.+ Appearance; show; aspect.

So. at his bloody view, her eyes are fled

Into the deep dark cabins other head. Shak.

New graces find.

Which, by the splendour of her view

Dazzled, before we never knew. Waller.

9. In toic.aninspection of property in dispute,

or of a place where a crime has been com

mitted by the jury previously to the trial of

the case. —Field of view, the whole region or

space within the range of vision; especially,

the whole space or area which can be seen

through an instrument, as a microscope,

telescope, or the like.—Point of view, the

direction from which a tiling is seen; hence,

jhj. the particular mode or manner in which

a subject is considered; standpoint. — View

of frank-pledge, in law, a court of record,

now fallen into almost total desuetude, held

once in the year within a particular hun

dred, township, or manor, by the steward

of the leet Wharton.—On view, open or

submitted to public inspection; exhibited

to the public ; as, the goods are now on

view; the pictures are on view from ten to

four o'clock.

View (vu), v.L [From the noun] 1. To see;

to look on.

When most 1 wink then do mine eyes best see.

For all the day I view things uninspected. Shak.

2. To examine with the eye; to look on with

attention, or for the purpose of examining;

to inspect; to survey; to explore.

Go up and view the country. Josh. vii. ».

IT! view the manners of the town. Shak.

Whene'er we view some well-proportioned dome.

No single parts unequally surprise. Pope.

3. To survey intellectually; to examine with

the mental eye; to consider.

Viewing things on every side, observing how far

consequences reach, and proceeding to collect and

hear evidence, ... is grievous labour to indolence

and impatience. Seeker.

View (vu), v.i. To look; to take a view.

Swift.

Viewer (vu'er), n. One who views, survey*,

or examines; specifically, (a) an official ap

pointed to inspect or superintend some

thing; an overseer; as, a viewer or superin

tendent of a coal-mine, (b) One of a body

of jurors who are appointed by the court to

view or inspect the property in controversy

or the place where a crime has been com

mitted. In Scotland two parties called

shewers point out the subjects to be viewed.

VieW-hallOO (vuTiaUo), n. In foxhunt

ing, the shout uttered by the huntsman on

seeing the fox break cover.

Viewless (vales), a. Not capable of being

viewed or seen; not perceived by the eye;

invisible. 'The viewless winds.' Shak. 'The

viewless arrows of his thoughts.' Tenny

son.

Swift through the valves the visionary fair

Kepass'd, and viewless niix'd with common air.

Pope.

Viewly (vu1i), a. Pleasing to the view;

sightly; handsome. [Provincial English.]

Viewy (vu'i), a. Holding, or prone to hold,

peculiar views; given to views or schemes

that are speculative rather than practical ;

holding the notions of a doctrinaire. [Colloq.]

Sheffield, on the other hand, without possessing

any real view of things more than Charles, was at

this time fonder of hunting for views, and more in

danger of taking up false ones, that is, he was viewy

in a Dad sense of the word. J. H. Newman.

Vifda, Vivda (vifda, vivMa), n. [Perhaps

from IceL veifa. to wave, Dan. vifte, to

wave, to fan, from being hung to the wind.]

In Orkney and Shetland Islands, beef or

mutton hung and dried without salt.

Vifda (dried beef), hams, and pickled pork, flew

after each other into empty space, smoked geese

were restored to the air, ana cured fish to the sea.

Sir IV. Scott.

Vigesimal (vi-jes'i-mal), a, [L. vwesimus,

twentieth, from viginti, twenty.] The twen

tieth.

Vigeslmation ()vI-je8'l-ma"8hon), n. [L. vi-

gesimus, twentieth.] The act of puttiug to

death every twentieth man. [Rare.]

Vigil (vi]'il),n. [YT.vigiXe, vigil. from L. reflux,

a watch, from vigil, watchful, from vigeo,

to be vigorous or lively, from root seen in

E. wake, watch. See Vigour.] 1. The act

of keeping awake; abstinence or forbear

ance from sleep at the natural or ordinary

hours of rest; the state of being awake

during the natural time for sleep; sleepless

ness; wakefulness; watch.

Nothing wears out a fine face like the vigils of the

card-table. Addison.

2. Devotional watching; hence, devotions,

services, praise, prayer, or the like, per

formed during the customary hours of sleep;

nocturnal devotions.

So they in heaven their odes and vigils tuned.

Milton.

Nor warlike worshipper his vigil keeps.

Where demigods appeared, as records tell.

Byron.

3. Eccles. (a) the eve or evening (some

times extended to the whole day) set aside

as a preparatory time of devotion by early

Christian usage before the more important

festivals, as Christmas, Easter, Pentecost,

and the principal saints' and martyrs' days.

The vigil should properly be a time of fast

ing, but certain festivities gradually got as

sociated with such occasions, which led in

many cases either to their suspension or

suppression

He that shall live this day. and see old age

Will yearly ou the vigil feast his frieuds.

And say. To-morrow is St. Crispian. Shak.

(o) The devotional exercises or services ap-

priate to the vigil or eve before a festival.—

Vigils or watchings of flowers, a term used

by Linnaeus to express a peculiar faculty

belonging to the flowers of certain plants of

opening and closing their petals at certain

hours of the day.

Vigilance (vij'i-lans), n. 1. The state or

quality of being vigilant; attention of the

mind in discovering or guarding against

danger, or in providing for safety; watchful

ness; circumspection.

Let constant vigilance thy footsteps guide. Cay.

Sometimes, specifically, watchfulness during

the hours of night.

Ulysses yielded unseasonably to sleep, and the

strong passion for his country should have given him

vigilance. Broome.

2. A guard or watch. [Rare and obsolete.]

In at this gate none pass

The vigilance here plac'd. Milton.

— Vigilance committee, or a committee of

vigilance, a committee formed to watch the

progress of some measure, or for the pur

pose of protecting certain interests sup

posed to be imperilled.

Vigilancyt (vij'i-lan-ai), n. Vigilance. 'The

sagacity and vigilancy of the dog.' Ray.

Vigilant (vij'i-lant), a. [L. vigilans, vigi-

lantis, ppr. of vigilo, to watch, from vigil.

watchful. See vigil.] 1. Watchful; ever

awake and on the alert; attentive to dis

cover and avoid danger, or to provide for

safety; circumspect.

Be sober, be vigilant. i Pet. v. B.

Take your places and be vigilant. Shak.

I am as vigilant as a cat to steal cream. Shak.

2. In her. a term applicable to the cat when

borne In a position as if upon the watch for

Vigilantly (vijl-lant-li), adv. In a vigilant

manner; watchfully; circumspectly.

VigUle,t n. A vigil; the eve of a festival.

Chaucer.

Vigintivirate (vl-Jin-tiv'i-rat), n, (L. vi-

gxnti, twenty, and viri, men.] A body of

officers of government consisting of twenty

men. [Rare.]

Vigna (vig'na), n. [After Dominic Vigna, a

commentator on Theophrastus] A genus of

leguminous plants, of which V. sinensis is

cultivated largely in India, where its pulse

is called chowlee. A variety (the Dolichos

melanophthalmus of some authors) is culti

vated in Italy and other parts of southern

Europe.

Vignette (vin-yef or vi-netf), n. [Fr. dim. of

vigne, L. vinea, a vine.] 1. A running orna

mentof vine-leaves, tendrils, and grapes, used

in Gothic architecture.—2. The flourishes in

the form of vine-leaves, branches, etc., with

which the capital letters in ancient manu

scripts were often surrounded. —3. Formerly,

in printing, any kind of printers' ornaments,

Buch as flowers, head and tail pieces, &c.;

more recently, any kind of wood-cut or en

graving not inclosed within a definite bor

der, especially such as are placed in the

title-page of a book opposite the frontis

piece. — 4. A small photographic portrait,

Sem-rally showing only the head and shoul-

ers, the edges fading away insensibly into

the back-ground.

Vlgnlte (vig'nH), n. A magnetic iron ore.

Vigor (vig'or), u. An old and American

spelling of Vigour.

Vlgoroso (vig-6-ro'so), a. [It] In music,

with energy.

Vigorous (vlg'or-us), a. [See Vigour.]

1. Possessing vigour ; full of physical

strength or active force; strong; lusty;

as, a rigorous youth; a vigorous body.

Famed for his valour, young.

At sea successful, vigorous and strong, ll'alltr.

2. Exhibiting or resulting from vigour,

energy, or Btrength, either of body or mind;

powerful; forcible; energetic; strong; as,

a vigorous attack; vigorous exertions.

The beginnings ofconfederacies have been vigorous

and successful. Sir IV. Dttvetiatit.

Stn. Strong, lusty, robust, powerful, for

cible, active, alert, brisk.

Vigorously (yip/or-us- li), adv. In a vigorous

manner; with great physical or mental force

or strength; forcibly; with active exertions;

as, to prosecute an enterprise vigorously.
•Money to enable him to push on the war

vigorously. ' Steele.

VigorouBness(vig'or-us-nes), n. The quality

of being vigorous or possessed of active

strength; force; energy; strength. Jer.

Taylor.

Vigour (vig'or), n. [L. vigor, vigour, from

vigeo, to be strong ; from root which is also

seen in vigil, vigilant, vegetable] 1. Active

strength or force of body in animals; physi

cal force. 'The sinewy vigour of the tra

veller.' Shak.

The vigour of this arm was never vain. Dryden.

2. Strength of mind; intellectual force;

energy; as, vigour of mind or intellect.

And strangely spoke

The faith, the vigour, bold to dwell

On doubts that drive the coward back.

Tennyson.

3. Strength or force in animal or vegetable

nature or action; as, a plant grows with

vigour.—4. Strength; energy; efficacy; po

tency.

And with a sudden vigour it doth posset

And curd . . .

The thin and wholesome blood. Shak.

In the fruitful earth

His beams, unactive else, their vigour find. Milton.

5. Vehemence; violence. 'The rwourof his

rage.' Shak.— Vigour and its derivatives

ch, chain; ch, 3c. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; in, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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convey the notion of active strength or the

power of action and exertion, in distinction

from passive strength or strength to endure.

Vigour t (vijr/or), v.t. To invigorate.

Viking (vik'ing), n. [Icel. vikingr, a viking,

a pirate ; lit one who lives beside or fre

quents bays and fiords; hence, one who

lurked in the bays and fiords and issued

from theiu to plunder— vik, a bay, and

term, -ing, one who belongs to or is de

scended from (r being the ruasc. art.).] A

rover or sea-robber belonging to one of the

predatory bands of Northmen who infested

the European seas during the eighth, ninth,

and tenth centuries. Viking has been fre

quently confounded with sea-king, but the

latter was a man connected with a royal

race, and who took by right the title of

king when he assumed the command of

men, although only of a ship's crew; whereas

the former name is applicable to any mem

ber of the rover bands.

She was a prince's child,

I but a viking wild. Longfellow.

Vil (vil), n. Same as Vill.

Vlld, t Vilde t (vild), a. An old form of Vile.

It occurs frequently in the older editions of

Shakspere. 'Till ye have rooted all the

relickes out of that vilde race.' Spenser.

Vile (vil), a. [Fr. vil, vile, from L. vitis, worth

less, vile.] 1. Of small value; held hi little

esteem; low; base; mean; worthless; despic

able. ' A poor man In vile raiment' Jam.

ii. 2.

I never knew man hold vile stuff so dear. Shak.

2. Morally base or impure; depraved; bad;

wicked; abject; villainous.

Wisdom and goodness to the vile seem vile. Shak.

Men sought to prove me vile

Because I wish'd to give them greater minds.

Tennyson.

Hence the word is very frequently used as

an epithet of opprobrium, contempt, dis

gust, or odium generally. ' Tls a vile thing

to die.' Shak. ' The vUe blows and buffets

of this world.' Shak.

But for these vile guns

He would himself have been a soldier. Shak.

In durance vile here must I wake and weep. Burns.

VUed t ( vfld ), a. [See Vild. ] Vile ; scurri

lous.

He granted life to all except one, who had used viled

speeches against King Edward. Sir J. Wayward.

Vilely (vil'li), adv. In a vile manner;

basely ; meanly ; shamefully ; abjectly ; op-

probriously; odiously; badly; wretchedly;

worthlessly. 'I tell this tale vilely.' Shak.

' His work so noble vilely bound up.' Shak.

The Volscians vilely yielded the town. Shak.

Vilenesa (vil'nes), n. The state or quality

of being vile; as, (a) baseness; despicable-

ness; meanness; contemptibleness ; worth-

lessness.

Considering the vileness of the clay, I wondered

that no tribune of that age durst ever venture to ask

the potter, What dost thou make? Swift.

(b) Moral or intellectual baseness ; deprav

ity; degradation; impurity; wickedness;

sinfulness; extreme badness.

We. sensible ofour corruption and vileness, may be

fearful and shy of coming near unto him. Barrow.

Villaco t (vil-i-a'kd), n. [0. It vigliacco, a

villain.] A villain ; a scoundrel ; a coward.

B. Jonson.

Vilification (vil'i-n-ka/'shon). n. The act of

vilifying or defaming. Dr. H. More.

VUlfler (vil'i-fi-er), ». One who defames or

traduces.

Vilify (vil'i-fi), v.t. pret. * pp. vUified; ppr.

vilifying. [L. vilifico —vilis, vile, and facio,

to make.] 1. To make vile; to debase; to

degrade. [Rare.]

Their Maker's image

Forsook them, when themselves they vilified

To serve ungovern'd appetite. Milton.

2. To attempt to degrade by Blander; to de

fame; to traduce.

Many passions dispose us to depress and vilify the

merit ofone rising in the esteem ofmankind. Addison.

SVN. To defame, traduce, asperse, calumni

ate, slander.

Vilipend (vil'I-pend), v.t. [L. vUipendo, to

hold in slight esteem — vtfi#, worthless, and

pendo, to weigh, to value, to esteem.] To

express a disparaging or mean opinion of;

to slander; to vilify; to treat slightingly or

contemptuously. ' Volatility which is im

patient of or vilipends the conversation and

advice of seniors. ' Sir W, Scott

On George's intercourse with Amelia he put an

instant veto, menacing the youth with maledictions if

he broke his commands, and vilipending the poor

innocent girl as the basest and most artful of vixens.

Thackeray.

Vlllpendency t (vil-i-peu'den-si), n. Dis-

esteeru; slight. Bp. Hacket,

VUlty t (viri-U* n. Vileness; baseness.

The comedians wore these (socks) to represent the

vilify of the persons they represented. Bp. A'ennet.

VU1 (vil), n. [0. Fr. viUe, a village, L. villa,

a country house, a farm.] A small collec

tion of houses; also, a manor; a parish; the

outpart of a parish. Wharton. (See Vil

lage.) In old writings mention is made of

entire-vills, demi-vills, and hamlets.

Hence they were called villeins or villain'—inhab

itants of the vill or district. Brougham.

Villa (villa), n. [h. villa, a country seat, a

country house, a farm, a villa, a contr. of

vicula, from vicug, a village. See Vicin

age, Villain.] A country seat; a country

residence, usually of some size and preten

sion; a rural or suburban mansion.

Village (vil'laj), n. [Fr. village, from L.

villa. See Villa.] 1. A small assemblage

of houses, less than a town or city, and

larger than a hamlet.

A walled town is more wprthier than a village. Shak.

The word is often used adjectively = of, per

taining, or belonging to a village ; hence,

sometimes, rustic.

The early village cock

Hath twice done salutation to the morn. Shak.

Some village Hampden, that with dauntless breast.

The little tyrant of his fields withstood. Gray.

2. In law, sometimes a manor; sometimes

a whole parish or subdivision of it; most

commonly an outpart of a parish consist

ing of a few houses separate from the rest

CHlled also a Vill.

Villager (vinaj-er), n. An inhabitant of a

village.

Brutus had rather be a villager

Than to repute himself a son of Rome

Under such hard conditions. Shak.

Villageryt (vil'laj -er-i), n. A district of vil

lages. ' The maidens of thevillagery.' Shak.

Villain (vil'lan or vil'lan), n. [O. Fr. villain,

villein, vileiti. Mod. Fr. vilain, from L.L. vil-

lanus, a farm-servant, from villa, a country

house. See Villa.] 1. Amemberof the lowest

class of unfree persons during the preva

lence of the feudal system ; a feudal serf.

In reBpect to their lords or owners the vil

lains had no rights, except that the lord

might not kill or maim them, or ravish the

females; they could acquire or hold no pro

perty against their lord's will ; they were

obliged to perform all the menial services

he demanded; and the cottages and plots

of land they occupied were held merely at

his will. In respect, however, of other

persous besides their lord they had the

rights and privileges of freemen. Villains

were either (a) regardant, or (6) in gross.

In the former case they were annexed to

the soil (adscript i or adscriptUii gleba), be

longing to a manor as fixtures, passing with

It wheu it was conveyed or inherited; they

could not be sold or transferred as persons

separate from the land. In the latter case

they were not affixed to a manor, but be

longed personally to their lord, who could

sell or transfer them at will. In this sense

spelled also Villein. Hence—2. An ignoble

base-bora person generally; a boor, peasant,

or clown.

Pour the blood of the villain in one basin, and

the blood of the gentleman in another, what differ

ence shall here be proved! Baron.

3. A man extremely depraved, and capable

or guilty of great crimes; a vile, wicked

person ; a scoundrel, knave, rascal, or rogue,

such as a murderer, robber, incendiary,

ravisher, seducer, Ac.

One may smile, and smile, and be a villain. Shak.

4. Sometimes used with the force of a term

of endearment

Sweet villain I most dear'st I my collop ! Shak.

Villain (vil'lan or vil'lan), a. Appropriate

to a villain or slave; servile; base. ' Villain

bonds and despot sway.' Byron.

Villainize.t v.t. See Villanize.

Villainous (vil'lan-ua), a. 1. Suited to,

like, or pertaining to a villain; very wicked

or depraved; extremely vile.

There is nothing but roguery to be found in vil

lainous man. Slink.

2. Proceeding from extreme wickedness or

depravity; as, a villainous action.—3. Piti

ful; sorry; mean; vile; wretched. ' Villain

ous saltpetre.' Sfiak. *A villainous trick

of thine eye' Shak. — Used adverbially:
• Foreheads villainous low.' Shak. Spelled

also ViUanous.— Villainous judgment. See

Villenous.

Villainously (vil'lan-us-li), adv. In a vil

lainous manner; as, (a) wickedly; de-

pravedly ; basely. <&) Sorrily ; wretchedly;

meanly. Spelled also VUlanously. Shak.

VillainousneSB (vii'hm-us-nt-.s), ». The

Btate or quality of being villainous; base

ness; extreme depravity.

Villainy (vil'lan-i), n. 1. The quality of

being villainous; the qualities characteristic

of a villain; extreme depravity; atrocious

wickedness; as, the villainy of the thief or

the robber; the villainy of the seducer.

The commendation is not in his wit, but in his ri/-

tainy. Shak.

2t Foul language or discourse; disgraceful

or obscene speech. Barrow.— 3. A crime;

an action of deep depravity. [In this sense

the word has a plural.]

Such villainies roused Horace into wrath.

Dryden.

Spelled also Villany.

ViUaWll (villa-kin), n, 1. A little villa

I wish you had a little villakin in this neighbour

hood. Swift.

2. A little village.

Villan (vil'lan), n. A villain or villein.

Villanage (vMan-aj), n. l. The state of a

villain or villein; base servitude. See Vtl-

lenage.—2. t Baseness; infamy. 'Infamy

and vilLuiage are thine.' Dryden. See Vil

lainy.

VLUanette (vil-Ian -et'), n. [Dim. of villa.}

A small villa or residence.

Villanlze,tVillalnizet(vinan-iz),».t To

debase; to degrade; to defame; to revile.

Were virtue by descent, a noble name

Could never villanize his father's fame. Dryden.

Villanizer t (vilTan-iz-er), n. One who vil

lanizes.

Villanous (villan-us), a. Same as Villain

ous.

Villany (vMan-i), n. Villainy (which see).

VLUarsia(viI-]ar'8i-a),tt. [After Dr. Viltars.

a French botanist] A genus of aquatic or

marsh plants, nat. order Gentianacea?.

They inhabit all parts of the world, and are

elegant plants when in blossom. One

species, V. nymphaeoides, a floating plant,

Is a native of Europe, and is found in Great

Britain in rivers and still waters, although

rare. It is a beautiful plant, resembling a

water-lily in habit, with large yellow-fringed

flowers, easily cultivated.

VillatiC (vil-lat'ik), a. [L. villaticus, per

taining to a farm or villa. See Villa.] Per

taining to a farm. 'Tame villatic fowl.'

Milton.

Villein (villen). n. A feudal tenant of the

lowest class, who held his lands in villenage.

See Villain, 1.

Villein (vll'len), a. Of or pertaining to a

villein or villenage. — Villein services, in

feudal law, base,butcertain and determined,

services performed In consideration of the

tenure of land. — Villein socage, a species of

tenure of lands held of the king by certain

villein or base services. See Villenage.

Villenage, Villeinage (vil'len-aj), n. [See

Villain] A tenure of lands and tenements

by base services. It was originally founded

on the servile state of the occupiers of the

soil, who were allowed to hold portions of

laud at the will of their lord, on condition

of performing base and menial services.

Where the Bervice was base in its nature,

and undefined as to time and amount, the

tenure received the name of pure villenage,

but where the service, although of a base

nature, was certain and defined, it was

called privileged villenage, and sometimes

villein socage. It frequently happened that

lands held in villenage descended in unin

terrupted succession from father to son,

until at length the occupiers or villeins be

came entitled, by prescription or custom,

to hold their lands against the lord so long

as they performed the required services.

And although the villeins themselves ac

quired freedom, or their land came into the

possession of freemen, the villein sen-ices

were still the condition of the tenure, ac

cording to the custom of the manor. These

customs were preserved and evidenced by

the rolls of the several courta-baron. in

which they were entered, or kept on foot

by the constant immemorial usage of the

several manors in which the lands lay.

And as such tenants had nothing to show

for their estates but the entries into those

rolls, or copies of them authenticated by

the steward, they at last came to be called

tenants by copy of court-roll, and their

tenure a copy-hold.

It is difficult to say whether England owes more to
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the Rom.xn Catholic religion or to the Reformation.

For the amalgamation of races and for the abolition

of villenagt, she is chiefly indebted to the influence

which the priesthood in the middle ages exercised

over the laity. Macautay.

Villenoua (vil'lenus), a. Of or pertaining

to a villein.— Villenoua judgment, in law, a

judgment which deprived one of his lex

libera, whereby he was discredited and dis

abled as a juror or witness; forfeited his

goods and chattels and lands for life; wasted

the lands, razed the houses, rooted up the

trees, and committed his body to prison.

Wharton.

Villi (vil'H), n. pi. [PL of L. villus, hair]

1. In anat. fine small fibres, resembling a

covering of down or the pile of velvet, as on

the internal coat of the intestinal canal—

2. In hot long, straight, and soft hairs, cov

ering the fruit, flowers, and other parts of a

plant.

Villiform (villi-form), a. [L. villus, shaggy

hair, and forma, shape] Having the form

or character of villi; resembling the plush

or pile of velvet; as, the villiform teeth of

the perch and other fishes.

Villosity (vil-los'i-ti), n. The state of being

villous, or covered with long smooth hairs.

Villous, Villoae (vil'lus, vil'lds), a. [L. vil-

losus, from villus, hair.] Abounding with

villi; having the surface covered with fine

hairs or woolly substance ; nappy; shaggy;

rough; as, a villous membrane. The villous

coat of the stomach and intestines is the

inner mucous membrane, so called from the

innumerable villi or flue fibrils with which

its internal surface is covered.

Vim (vim), «. [L. ace. of vis, strength.]

Vigour; euergy; activity. [Colloq.]

Vimen (vi'raen), n, [L. ] In bot a long and

flexible shoot of a plant

Viminal (vira'i-nal), a. [From L. vimen,

viminis, a twig, from vieo, to weave, to

plait.] Pertaining to twigs; consisting of

twigs; producing twigs.

Vimlneous (vi-min'e-us), a. [L. vimineus,

from vimen. a twig. See above.] Made of

twigs or shoots, * The hive's vim ineotts dome. *

Prior. [Rare.]

Vina (ve'na), n. An Indian seven-stringed

guitar, with a long finger-board provided

with about twenty movable frets, and hav

ing a gourd attached to each end. Spelled

also Veena.

Vinaceous (vl-na'shus), a. [L. vinaceus,

from vinum, wine ] 1. Belonging to wine

or grapes.—2. Of the colour of wine; as, a

vinaceous red colour.

Vinaigrette (vin-a-gref), »■ [Fr., from vin-

aigre, vinegar.] 1. A small box of gold,

silver, Ac, with perforations on the top,

for holding aromatic vinegar contained in a

sponge, or smelling-salts. It is used like a

smelling-bottle. The name is also given to

a smelling-bottle containing aromatic vine

gar.—2. A vinegar sauce. [Rare.]—3, A small

two-wheeled vehicle to be drawn like a

bath-chair by a boy or man. Simmonds.

[Rare.]

VinaigTOUB (vin'ag-rus), a. Sour like vine

gar; ""hence, crabbed, peevish, or ill-tem

pered. Carlyle.

Vlnatico (vi-nat'i-kd), n. [Perhaps from Sp.

vinatico, vinaceous, from its colour.] A

coarse mahogany obtained from Persea in-

dica, which grows in Madras. Spelled also

Venatica.

Vincentian (vin-sen'shi-an), a. Of or per

taining to Saint Vincent de Paul ; specifi

cally, applied to certain religious associa

tions founded by him, the best known of

which is the Vincentian Congregation, an

association of secular priests to promote the

education of the clergy, preach to the poor,

Ac.

Vmcetoxicum (vin-se-tok'si-kumX n. [L.

vinco, to conquer, and toxicum, poison.] A

genus of plants, nat. order Asclepiadaceie.

V. officinale inhabits the south of Europe.

It is. emetic and purgative, and is an old

antidote to poisons.

Vincible (vm'si-bl), a. [From L. vinco, to

conquer. See Victor.] Capable of being

vanquished, conquered or subdued ; con

querable. 'Not vincible in Bpirit.' Sir J.

Hayward.

Vincibleness, Vincibility (vin'si-bl-nes,

vin-si-bil'i-ti ). n. The state or quality of

being vincible ; capability of being con

quered; conquerablenesa. 'The vincibility

of such a love. ' Richardson.

Vincturet (vingk'tur), n. [L. vinctura, from

vincio, vinctum, to bind] A binding.

Vinculum(vingTcu-lum), n. [L, from vincio,

to bind.] 1. A bond of union; a bond or

tie.— Divorce a vinculo matrimonii, in law,

an entire release from the bond of matri

mony, with leave to marry again.—2. In dig.

a character in the form of a line or stroke

drawn over a quantity when it consists of

several terms, in order to connect them to

gether as one quantity and show that they

are to be multiplied ordivided, *c. , together:

thus, a+bxe. indicates that the sum of a

and & is to be multiplied by c ; whereas the

expression without this character would in

dicate simply that & is to be multiplied by c,

and the product added to a.

Vindemial (vin-de'mi-al). a. [L. vindemi-

alis, from vindemia, vintage, from vinum,

wine, and demo, to take away.] Belonging

to a vintage or grape harvest. Bailey.

Vindemlate (vin-de'mi-at). v.i. [L. vinde-

mio, vindemiatum. See Vindrmial] To

gather the vintage. [Rare]

Now vindemiate . . . towards the expiration of

this month. Evelyn.

Vindemlation (vin-dfi'mi-a"shon), n. The

operation of gathering grapes. Bailey.

Vindemiatrix (vin-d6'mi-at-riks). n. A star

of the third magnitude in the constellation

Virgo.

Vindicability (vin'di-ka-bil"i-ti), n. The

quality of being vindicable, or capable of

support or justification. Clarke.

Vindicable (vin'dt-ka-bl), a. That may l>e

vindicated, justified, or supported; justifi

able. [Rare.]

Vindicate (vin'di-kat),r.f. pret. & pp. vindi

cated; ppr. vindicating. [L. vindico, viiuii-

catum, to lay claim to, to avenge or revenge,

from vindex, vindicis, one who lays claim.

From this word comes the -venge of avenge,

revenge.] 1. To assert a right to; to lay

claim to; to claim. [Rare.]

Is thine alone the seed that strews the plaint

The birds of heaven shall vindicate their grain.

Pope.

2. To defend with success; to prove to be

just or valid. ' To vindicate a claim.' Roget

3. To defend or support against an enemy;

to maintain the cause or rights of; to deliver

from wrong, oppression, or the like; as, to

vindicate our rights.

Arise and vindicate

Thy glory, free thy people from their yoke. Milton.

He deserves much more

That vindicates his country from a tyrant

Than he that saves a citizen. Massingcr.

4. To support or maintain as true or correct,

against denial, censure, or objections; to de

fend; to justify.

Laugh where we must, be candid where we can.

But vindicate the ways of God to man. Pofe.

When the respondent denies any proposition, the

opponent must vindicate it. It'atts.

5 t To avenge; to punish; to retaliate. 'To

vindicate and punish infidelity.' Bacon.

'And vindicate on Athens thy disgrace.'

Dryden.

Vindication (vin-di-ka'shon), n. [L. vindi-

catio, vindicationis, from vindico. See VIN

DICATE.] The act of vindicating, or the

state of being vindicated ; as, (a) a justifi

cation against denial or censure, or against

objections or accusations.

This is no vindication of her conduct. Broome.

(b) The act of supporting by proof or legal

process; the proving of anything to be just;

as, the vindication of a title, claim, or right.

(c) Defence from wrong or oppression, by

force or otherwise; maintenance of a cause

against an assailant or enemy; as, the vin

dication of the rights of man ; the vindication

of our liberties or the rights of conscience.

If one proud man injure or oppress an humble man

it is a thousand to one another undertakes his natron-

age, defence, and vindication. Sir At. Hale.

Vindicative (vin-di-ka'tlv), a. 1. Tending to

vindicate.—2. t Vindictive; revengeful

He. in heat of action.

Is more vindicative than jealous love. ShaJr.

VlndicativenesB t (vin'di-ka-ttv-nes), n.

Vindictiveness.

Vindicator (vin'di-kat-er), n. One who vin

dicates; one who justifies or maintains; one

who defends. ' A jealous vindicator of Ro

man liberty.' Dri/den.

Vindicatory(vin'di-ka-to-ri), a. 1. Tending

to vindicate; justificatory.—2. Punitory; in

flicting punishment; avenging.

The afflictions of Job were no vindicatory punish

ments. Bramhalt.

Vindictive (vin-dik'tiv), a. [Short for vin

dicative, vindictive, the form being influ

enced by L vindicta, revenge, punishment,

of same origin.] Revengeful; given to re

venge.

I am vindictive enough to repel force by force.

Dryden.

Vindictively (vin-dik'tiv-li), adv. In a vin

dictive manner; by way of revenge; revenge

fully.

Vindictiveness (vin-dik'tiv-nes), n. The

state or quality of being vindictive; revenge

ful spirit; revengefulness. Sir M. Hale.

Vine (vin), n. [O.Fr. vine, a vine, which

seems to have been modified from the regu

lar form vigne by the influence of vin, wine;

Mod.Fr. vigne, a vine; from L. vinea, a vine,

from vineus, adj. from vinum, wine. See

Wise ] 1. A well-known climbing plant

with a woody stem, producing the grapes of

commerce. It is of the genus VitiB, and of

numerous varieties. See Vitis. —2. The long

slender stem of any plant that trails on the

ground, or climbs and supports itself by

winding round a fixed object, or by seizing

any fixed thing with its tendrils orclaspers:

as. the hop vine; the vines of melons, Ac.

[Provincial English and American]

Vinealt (vi'ne-al), a. Relating to or con

sisting of vines. ' Vineal plantations.' Sir

T. Browne.

Vine-clad (vinTclad), a. Clad or covered

with vines. Tennyson.

Vined (vind), a. Having leaves like those

of the vine; ornamented with vine leaves.

' Wreathed,and vined, and figured columns.'

Wotton.

Vine-disease (vln'diz-e*), n. A disease af

fecting the vine ; more particularly, (a) u

disease resulting from the presence of a

parasitic microscopic fungus, Oidium Tuck-

eri, which first showed itself in an English

hothouse in 1845, and in a few years spread

itself over France, Germany, Italy, Spain,

and Portugal, appearing in its most virulent

form in Madeira, the wine-crop of which it

practically annihilated for a time. The dis

ease manifests itself by the development of

the fungus over the leaves or shoots as well

as over the berries themselves, covering the

affected parts with a white powdery-looking

net-work of beaded fibres. Growth is 60on

arrested, and decay or drying up, accom

panied with an offensive smell, follows.

Sulphur is said to be a reliable remedy.

<fe) A disease due to the invasion of the para

sitic insect Phylloxera vastatrix, which,

making its first appearance near Avignon

in France in 1865, spread over in less than

ten years a great part of the richest vine-

growing regions of that country, almost

entirely destroying the crops in several dis

tricts. When the Phylloxera attacks a vine

the rootlets exhibit peculiar swellings, and

the insects multiply so rapidly as soon to

overrun all the roots, and by absorbing

nourishment from the plant reduce it to a

totally exhausted state. No certain remedy

has as yet been discovered against this evil.

Many other fungous and insect parasites at

tack the vine, but with far less destructive

effects.

Vine -dresser (vln'dres-er), n. One who

dresses, trims, prunes, and cultivates vines.

Vine-fretter (vin'fret-er), n. A small in

sect that injures vines, the Aphis vitis.

Called also Vine-grub.

Vinegar (vin'e-ger), n. [Fr. vinaigre. from

vin, L. vinum, wine, and aigre, sour, L. acer,

sharp, sour.] 1. Dilute and impure acetic

acid, obtained by the vinous fermentation.

In wine countries it is obtained from the

acetouB fermentation of inferior wines, but

in this country it is usually procured from

an infusion of malt which has previously

undergone the vinous fermentation. Vinegar

may also be obtained from strong beer, by

the fermentation of various fruits, or of a

solution of sugar mixed with yeast; in short,

all liquids which are capable of the vinous

fermentation may be made to produce vine

gar. 120 parts of water, 12 of brandy, 3 of

brown sugar, I of tartar, and J of sour dough,

if left for some weeks in a warm place,

yield a strong and pleasant vinegar. All

the above vinegars yield by distillation a

purer and somewhat weaker acetic acid,

called distilled vinegar.— Radical vinegar,

a more concentrated solution of acetic acid,

obtained by distilling 3 parts of dry pow

dered acetate of soda with 97 of oil of

vitriol, as pure and concentrated as possible.

This vinegar, holding camphor and essential

oils in solution, constitutes the aromatic

vinegar of the shops.— Wood vinegar, an im

pure acetic acid obtained by the distillation

of wood : called also PyroligneousA cid. Com -

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. \och\ g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sins'; th, tAen; th, CAin; w, wig; wh, tonig; zh, azure.—See Key,
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mon and distilled vinegar arc used in phar

macy for preparing many remedies, and

externally in mcdiciiie, in the form of lo

tions. The use of vinegar as a condiment

is universal It is likewise the antiseptic

ingredient in pickles. —2. Anything really

or metaphorically sour; sourness of temper.

— Vinegar »j had, a liquor formed by di

gesting ceruse or litharge with a sufficient

quantity of vinegar to dissolve it

Vinegar (vin'e-ger), v.t. 1. To make into

vinegar, or to make sour like vinegar.

1 1 oping that he hath iiinegared his senses

As he was bid. B. Jcnson.

2 To apply vinegar to; to pour vinegar over;

also, to mix with vinegar. Dickens.

Vinegar-cruet (vin'e-ger-krb-et), n. A small

glass bottle for holding vinegar.

Vinegar-eel (vin'e-ger-el).n. VheAnguiUula

aoeU, a minute species of nematoid worm

frequently found in vinegar.

Vinegarette(vin'e-ger-et), n. A vinaigrette.

See VINAIGRETTE, L

And at parting I gave my dear Harry

A beautiful vinegarettt. Thackeray.

Vinegar-plant (vin'e-ger-plant). u. A pe

culiar state of the Penttill fttM glaucum, a

fungus found on decaying substances, and in

fluids in a state of acetiflcation. It forms a

flocculent mass, which is tough and crust-

like or leathery. A small piece of this when

immersed in a mixture of sugar or treacle

and water producea a rather insipid kind of

vinegar.

Vinegar-yard (vin'e-ger-yard), n. A yard

where vinegar is made and kept. Simmonds.

Vine -grub (vin'grub), n. Same as Vine-

fretter.

Vine-mildew (vln'rail-du), n. A fungus of

the genus Oidium (0. Tuckeri), very destruc

tive to vines. See Oidium, Vine-diseask.

Vlnert (vin'er), n. 1. An orderer or trimmer

of vines. — 2. A member of the vintners'

company. MarveU.

Vinery (vin'er-i).n, 1 t A vineyard. Fabyan.

2. A kind of greenhouse where vines are

cultivated, and grapes ripened by artificial

heat from stoves and flues.

Vlnewt (vm'iii. n Mouldiness. Holland.

Vineweo,t Vinnewedt (vin'ud), a, [A

form otjinewed, also written fenotced, from

A. Sax fynegian, to become musty, from

fynig, musty ] MouIdy;musty. 'Speak then

tii' mi vinewedst leaven.' Shak.

Vinewedness* (vin'ud-nes), n. The state

ox quality of being vinewed or mouldy ;

mustineas; mouldiness.

Vineyard (vin'yard). n. [Fill* and yard.]

A plantation of vines producing grapes ;

literally, an inclosure or yard for vines.

Vingt-un (vaht-uh), n. [Ft., twenty-one.]

A popular game at cards, depending on the

number of pips on the cards dealt out, or

the esteemed value of the cards. The object

is to get as near as possible to the number

twenty-one without exceeding it.

Vinic (vin'ik), a. [L. vinum, wine.] Of or

pertaining to wine or alcohol; as, vinic acid.

Vinifacteur (vin-i-fak'ter), n. [Fr., wine-

maker.] A contrivance for collecting the

alcoholic vapours that escape during the

process of vinous fermentation. The vini

facteur, which is a cap on the vat surrounded

by cold water, collects, condenses, and re

turns them to the must.

Viniferae (vi-nif'er-e). n. pi. [L. vinum, wine,

and fero, to bear ] Same as Vitacece.

Vinnewed. See Vinewrh.

Vinnvt (vin'i), o. [A. Sax. fynig, musty.

See Vinewkd.] Mouldy; musty. Malone.

Vinolencyt (vln'6-len-si), n. [L. vinoUntia,

from vinum, wine.] Drunkenness; wine-

bibbing.

Vlnolentt (vin'6-lent), a. [L. vinolentus,

from vinum, wine.] Given to wine; full of

wine. Chaucer.

Vinometer (vi-nom'et-er). n. [L vinum,

wine, and Gr. metron, measure.] A form of

hydrometer for measuring the strength of

wine.

Vin-ordlnalre (van-or-de-nar), n. [Fr.. or

dinary wine.] A cheap claret much drunk

in France.

Vinose (vin'os), a. Same as Vinous.

Vinosity (vi-nos'i-ti), n. State or quality of

being vinoua

Vinous (vin'us), a. [L vinotua, from vinum,

wine.] Having the qualities of wine; per

taining to wine; vinose; as, a vinous taste;

a vinous flavour. — Vinousfermentation. See

Fermentation.

Vinquian (ving'kwish), n. A state of pining

or languishing; a disease In sheep. Written

also Vanquish.

Vint (vint), v.t. [From vintage.] To gather

at the vintage; to manufacture or make

from the vintage. [Colloq.]

I wouldn't give a straw for the best wine that ever

was vutted, after it bad lain here a couple of rears.

Trailofe.

Vintage (vin'taj), n. [Rather suggested by

such words as vintner, L.L. vinttor, vini-

tarius, one who has charge of wines, from

L. vinum, wine, than taken directly from Fr.

vendange, vintage, from L. vindemia, the

vintage — vinum, wine, and demo, to take

away.] 1. The produce of the vine for the

season; as, vintage is abundant.—2. The time

of gathering the crop of grapes.

Sweet is the vintage, when the showering grapes

In Bacchanal prolusion reel to earth.

Purple and gushing-. Byron.

3. The wine produced by the crop of grapes

in one season.—l. Wine In geueral.

Whom they with meats and vintage of the best

Attd milk and minstrel melody entertain'd.

Ten trysim.

Vintage* (vin'taj), v.t To crop or gather,

as grapes, at the vintage.

I humbly beseech his majesty that these royal

boughs of forfeiture may not be vuUaged or cropped

by private suitors. Bacon.

Vintager (vin'taj-er), n One who gathers

the vintage.

Vintaging ( vin'taj -ing), n. The act of ga

thering in a crop of grapes.

Vintner (vintner), n. [O.E. vintener, vini-

ter, O. Fr. vinetier, from L L. vinitarius, from

L. vinum, wine. See Vintage] One who

deals in wine; a wine -seller; a licensed

victualler.

Vintnery (vint'ner-i), n. The trade or oc

cupation of a vintner. Carlyle.

Vintry (vint'ri), n. A place where wine is

stored or sold.

In this neighbourhood was the (jrcat house called

the viiitrie, with vast wine-vaults beneath. Pennant.

Viny (vin'i), a. Belonging to vines; pro

ducing vines; abounding hi vines. ' BaiaVs

vhni coast' Thomson

Viol (vi'ol). n. [Fr. viole, a viol; It viola,

Pr. viola, viula, M. L. vitula, vidula, a viol or

similar stringed instrument. Diez takes the

word from L. vitulari, to be joyful, to cele

brate a festival. Fiddle may have the same

origin. See Fiddle.] An ancient musical

instrument of much the same form as the

violin, but having the belly and back flat,

and with larger bends in the sides than that

instrument. It may be considered as the

parent of our modern instruments of the

violin kind. The viol was a stringed instru

ment with frets, and played on by a bow.

There were three sorts, treble, tenor, and

bass, each having from three to six strings,

which were tuned in fourths and thirds.

the same uumber of nietnl strings, tuned in

unison, were placed under the finger-board,

which, by the production of sympathetic

sound, gave a peculiar quality of tone to the

instrument— Viola pomposa, a species of

viol da gamba, invented by Bach, having

five strings, the four lower of which were

tuned like the violoncello in fifths, and the

fifth string was tuned to K

Viola (vi'o-laX n. [It.] A large kind of

violin, to which the part between the second

violin and the bass is generally assigned. It

has four catgut strings, of which the third

and fourth are covered with silver wire. It

is tuned C (in the second space of the bass

staff), D, A, 0. reckoning upwards, and is an

octave higher iu pitch than the violoncello,

and a fifth lower than the violin. It is

called also tenor violin, and alto viola, from

the music being written for ft in the alto

clef. — Viola di Bardone. Same as Barytone.

— Viola pomposa. See under Viol.

Viola (vi'o-la). >l [L] The violet an ex

tensive genus of plants, the type of the nat

order Violaceas, common to both hemi

spheres. The species are exceedingly nu

merous; they are elegant low herbs, for the

most part perennial, rarely annual The

violetB are favourite flowers in all northern

and temperate climates, and many of them

are among the first to make their appear

ance in the spring. The greatest favourites

are the varieties of the I . odorata, or com

mon sweet violet, and of V. tricolor, the

pansy, or heart's-ease, V. odorata being

especially esteemed for its fragrance and

early appearance. The roots of several spe

cies of Viola were formerly used in medi

cine. They contain a bitter alkaloid (r*o-

lin, which see), which acts as an emetic and

purgative.

Violable (vi'a-la-bl), a. [L. violabUis. See

Violate, j Capable of being violated, broken,

or injured.

Violaceaa (vi-6-la'se-e"), n pi. A nat order

of polypetalous exogens, having the genus

Viola for its type. The species are herb*.

shrubs, or undershrubs, generally with al

ternate, simple leaves, furnished with -ti-

pulea The fiowera are usually irregular,

pedunculate, erect or drooping, axillary,

solitary, or numerous. The order is divided

into two tribes, Violeae and Alsodineie.

Violess chiefly consist of European, Siberian,

and American plants; AUodinece are South

American and Airicau plants. The roots of

all the Violacero appear to be more or less

emetic, a property which is strongly pos

sessed by the South American species.

Violaceous (vi-o la'shus), a. [L violaaeus,

from viola, a violet] Resembling violets in

colour.

Violascent (vi-o-las'sent), a. Approaching

a violet in colour; violescent.

Violate (vi'o-lat), v.t. pret & pp. violated;

ppr. violating. [L. violo, vioiaLuin, to vio

late; akin to rw, force.] 1. To treat roughly

and injuriously; to handle so as to harm or

hurt; to do violence to; to outrage. Milton.

2. To break in upon ; to interrupt; to disturb.

'It seems to violate sleep.' Milton. 'To

know what known will violate thy peace.'

Pope.—Z. To desecrate; to dishonour; to

treat with irreverence; to profane or pro

fanely meddle with. 'To violate the sacred

fruit forbidden.' Milton.

Viol da gamba —From Harteiu MS.

The treble viol was somewhut larger than

our violin, and the music for it was written

in the treble clef. The tenor viol was about

the same length and breadth as the modern

tenor violin, but thicker in the body, and

the music for it was in the mean or C clef.

The dimensions of the bans viol were much

the same as those of the violoncello, and

the music for it was written in the bass clef.

The smaller viols were called viol da braccio,

from being held by the arm; the larger, viol

da gamba, from being placed between the

legs. The viol da gamba held its place

longer than the smaller viols, but at last

gave way to the violoncello.— Viol d'amore,

an obsolete instrument of the violin family.

In addition to Ave or seven catgut strings.

Expei

Did ii:.'i'' so itself.

riiMice, manhood, honour ne'er before

Oft have they vietatett
The temple, oft the law, with foul alb-ants. Hilt ■>.*

4. To infringe; to sin against: to transgress,

as a contract, law, promise, or the like,

either by a positive act contrary to the pro

mise, da, or by neglect or non-fulfilment.

' Makcst the vestal violate her oath.' Shak.

' To violate the sacred trust of silence.' Mil

ton.

Those reasonings by z-iaiating common sense tend

to subvert every principle of rational t*Hef_ Beattit.

5. To ravish; to deflower by force; to com

mit rape on. Prior.—Sm. To injure, out

rage, hurt, wrong, interrupt, disturb, in

fringe, transgress, profane, desecrate, de

flower, ravish.

Violation (vi-0-la'shon), n. 1. The act of

violating, treating with violence, or injur

ing.—2. Interruption, as of sleep or peace.

3. Desecration; act of irreverence; profana

tion or contemptuous treatment of sacred

venerable things; as, the violation of a

church. — 4. Infringement ; transgression ;

non-observance; as, the violation of law or

positive command; a violation of covenants,

engagements, and promises; a violation of

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; n, 3c abune; J, Sc. fey.
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tows. * The wilful violation of oaths ' Hooker.

5. Ravishment; rape. ' If your pure maidens

fall into the hand of hot and forcing viola

tion.' Shale.

Violative (vi'o-lat-lvX a. Violating; tend

ing to or causing violation.

Violator (vi'6-tat-er), n. 1. One who vio

lates, injures, interrupts, or disturbs; as, a

violator ul rtpute.—2. One who infringes or

transgresses; as, a violator of law.—3. One

who profanes or treats with irreverence: as,

a violator of sacred things.—4. A ravisher.

Shak,

Violence (vi'd-lens). n. [L. violentia, from

violent- See Violent.] 1. The quality of

being violent; force; vehemence; intensity

or strength of action or motiou. ' Torn with

the violence of this conflict.' Milton.

To be imprisoned in the viewless wind.

And blown with restless violence about. Shak.

2. Highly excited feeling or action; impetu

osity; vehemence; eagerness.

Mark roe with what violence she first loved the

Moor, but for bragging and telling her fantastical

ties. Shak.

3. Injury done to anything; which Is entitled

to respect, reverence, or observance; pro

fanation; infringement; violation.

We cannot without offering violence to all records,

divine and human, deny an universal detuge.

T. Burnet.

4. Power exerted unjustly or without con

sent; unjust force; force employed against

rights, laws, liberty, or the like; outrage;

injury; hurt; attack; assault. 'T>o violence

to no man.' Mark iii. 14. * To prevent the

tyrant's violence.' Shak.—b. Ravishment;

rape. — To do violence on,\ to attack; to

murder. * But, as It seems, did violence on

herself.* Shak. —To do violence to, to out

rage; to force; to injure.

Great discomfort to all men would follow the inroad

made by a violent change in its distribution, because

a violence woitld be done to all men's feelings and

habits of thinking. Brougham.

Syh. Force, vehemence, fury, outrage, fierce

ness, violation, infraction, infringement,

transgression.

Violence! (vi'6-Iens), r.t. 1. To do violence

to; to assault; toinjure. 'Nature violenced.'

B, Jonson.— 2. To bring by violence; to

compel.

Our high court of Justice, to which die loyal and

the noble, the honest and the brave, were violenced

by ambition and malice. Fekhatn.

Violent (vi'd-lent), a. [L. violent, violentis,

from vi», strength; akin violate.) 1. Charac

terized by the exertion of force accompanied

by rapidity; forcible and quick or sudden;

impetuous ; furious ; as, a violent blow or

shock; a violent conflict. 'A violent cross

wind from either coast. ' Milton.

VieUnt fires soon burn out themselves. Shak.

2. Produced, effected, or continued by force:

accompanied by extraneous or unnatural

force; unnatural. ' Violent or shameful death

their due reward.' Milton.

No violent state can be perpetual. T. Burnet.

3. Acting or produced by unlawful, unjust,

or improper force ; characterized by force

or violence unlawfully exercised; outrage

ous; not authorized. * Violent thefts.' Shak.

Some violent hands were laid on Humphry's life.

Shak.

-4- Unreasonably vehement; fierce; passion

ate; furious; maliguant; as, a violent at

tack on the ministry; a violent philippic; a

violent remonstrance. —6. t Enormous; ex

cessive; immense; huge; outrageous.

Let this kiss

Repair those violent harms that my two sisters

Have in thy reverence made. Shak.

C Severe ; extreme; sharp; acute ; as, vio

lent pains.— 7. Extorted; not voluntary.

Vows made in pain are violent and void. Milton.

— Violent presumption, in law, see PRESUMP

TION.— Violent profits, in Scots law, the pen

alty due by a tenant who forcibly or unwar

rantably retaius possession after he ought

to have removed.—Sy n. Forcible, impetuous,

fierce, vehement, severe, outrageous, bois

terous, turbulent, furious, passionate.

Violentt (vi'd-lent), n. An assailant

Such violent! shall not take heaven, but hell, by

force. Dr. H. More.

Violentt (vi'6-lent), r.t. To urge with vio

lence. Fuller.

Violentt (vi'6-lent), r i To act or work with

violence; to be violent. Shak.

Violently ( vi'd-lent-li \ adv. In a violent

manner; by violence; by force; forcibly; ve

hemently: as, the wind blows violently.

Temperately proceed to what you would

Thus violently redress. Shut.

Violert (vi'6-ler), n. 1. One skilled in play

ing on the viol.—2. A violinist; a fiddler.

One . . , stabs a violer . . . because he was sere

nading in the night-time with his fiddle.

Fountainhall.

Violescent (vlo-les'sent), a. Tending to a

violet colour; violascent.

Violet (vi'o-let).H. [Fr. violet, violette, from L.

viola, a violet] 1. The common name of the

different species of the genua Viola. ' Daisies

pied and viotrtg blue.' Shak. See ViolA.—

2. A bluish purple colour or pigment like

that of the violet. It is produced by a mix

ture of red and blue. Pairholt.—3. One of

the primary colours or kinds of light, being

the most refrangible of the coloured rays of

the spectrum. See Colour.— Violet powder,

starch reduced to a very fine powder, and

scented with orris powder or other perfume:

used for nursery and other purposes.

Violet (vi'6-let), a. Having the colour of

violet; dark blue inclining to red.

Violet-snail (vi'S-let-snal), n. See Ianth-

INA.

Violet-wood ( vt'6-let-wud ), n. See Kino-

wood.

Violin (vl'6-lin), n. [It vwlino, a dim. of

viola. See Viol. ] A well-known stringed

musical instrument, consisting of four cat

gut strings, the lowest of which is covered

with silvered copper wire, stretched by

means of a bridge over a hollow wooden

body, and played with a bow ; a fiddle. It

is considered the most perfect of musical

instruments, on account of its capabilities

of fine tone and expression, and of produc

ing all the tones in any scale in perfect tune.

It forms with its cognates, the viola, violon

cello, and double-bass, the main element of

all orchestras. The principal parts of the

violin are the scroll or head, in which are

placed the pins for tuning the strings ; the

neck, which connects the scroll with the

body, and to which is attached the finger

board, upon which the strings are stopped

by the fingers of the left hand as it holds the

neck in playing: the belly, over which the

Btrings are stretched, and which has two

/-shaped sound holes, one on each side; the

back or under aide; the sides or ribs, uniting

the back and belly; the tail-piece, to which

the strings are fastened; and the bridge.

The four strings of the violin are tuned at

intervals of fifths, Q, on the upper space of

the bass staff. D, A, E reckoning upwards.

Every intermediate semitone in its ordinary

compass of 34 octaves may be produced by

stopping the strings, and the compass may

be almost indefinitely extended upwards by

the liarmonics produced by touching the

strings lightly. The violin can, to a limited

extent, be made to produce harmony by

sounding two or three strings together. In

struments of the violin kind are of great

antiquity.

Violin (vi'6-lin), n. An emetic substance

contained in all parts of the common violet.

It has not been obtained pure, and is per

haps identical with emetin from ipecacu

anha.

Violine (vi'd-lin), n. A blue precipitate ob

tained by treating aniline with sulphuric

acid and peroxide of lead. Called also Ani

line Violet.

Violinist (vi-6-liu'ist), n. A person skilled

in playing on a violin.

Viollst (vi'ol-ist), a. A player on the viol;

a violer.

Violoncellist (vr6-Ion-sel"ist or ve'6-lon-

clifl"ist), ». A performer ou the violon

cello.

Violoncello (vi'd-lon-sel'lo or ve'6-lon-chel"-

16), n. [It, a dim. of violone.] A powerful

and expressive bow instrument of the violin

kind, held by the performer between the

knees, and filling a place between the violin

and double-bass. It has four strings, the

two lowest covered with silver wire. It is

tuned in fifths, C (on the second ledger-line

below the bass-staff), G, D, A reckoning up

wards, and is an octave lower than the viola

or tenor violin. Its ordinary compass from

C on the second ledger-line Wlow extends

to A on the second space of the treble, but

soloists frequently play an octave higher.

Violone (ve-6-16'ua),n. [It] Same as Double-

bass.

Viper (vT'per).n. [Fr. vipere, from L. vipera,

probably contracted from vivipera— Fieri*,

alive, and pario, to bring forth, as bringing

forth its young alive.] 1. A name correctly

applicable to all the members of a family

(Viperida:) of poisonous serpents, but in

popular or common usage applied, gener

ally with an epithet, to only a few members

of the family, as the common viper (Pelia*

berus, Vipera communis of some naturalists),

Head and Tail of Common Viper (I'elias oerms).

the horned viper {Cerastes llasselquistii),

the plumed viper (Clotho cornuta), and the

death viper or death adder (Acanthophix

tortor). The common viper is the only poi

sonous serpent which occurs in Britain, but

it is not very common or very dangerous,

except in very dry and warm parts of the

country, and during the hot season. See

Viperidjs,—2. A person or thing mischiev

ous or malignant.

Where is that viper I bring the villain forth. Shak.

Jenny, the viper, made me a nocking curtsey and

went. Tennyson.

— Viper's bugloss. See ECHIUK.— Vipers

trass. See Soorzosera.

ViperidS3(vi-per'i-de), n.pl. The vipers. One

of the two families into which the sub-order

Viperina is divided, the members of which

are distinguished from those of Crotalidre

by the absence of a pit between the eyes

and the nostrils. Among the species are

the common viper (Pelia* berus) of Europe,

the horned viper {Cerastes Hasselquistii) of

North Africa, the puff-adder (Clotho arte-

tans) of the Cape of Good Hope, the common

asp ( Vipera aspis), common in many parts

of Europe, and the death adder or black

snake (Acanthophis tortor) of Australia,

whose bite is said to be sometimes fatal in

a quarter of an hour. See Viper, Puff-

adder, Viperina.

Viperina (vi-per-i'na). n pi. One of the two

sub-orders of Ophidia (snakes or serpents),

characterized by having only two perforated

poison-fangB in the upper jaw, while in the

Colubrina, the other sub-order, this Jaw is

furnished with solid teeth either with or

without additional canaliculated fangs. The

lower jaw in the Viperina is well supplied

with teeth, and both jaws are feeble. The

scales of the abdomen are bold, broad, and

arranged like overlapping bands. The head

is large in proportion to the neck, and very

wide behind, so that it has been not unaptly

compared to the ace of spades. The hinder

limbs are not seen. The sub-order Viperina

comprises two families, Viperida; or vipers,

and Crotalidte or rattlesnakes, the former

being mostly confined to the Old AVorld,

while the latter ore wholly American. This

sub-family comprises some of the most ter

rible reptiles known.

Viperine (vi'peJ*-"1). a- (L- viperinus. See

V iper ] Pertaining to a viper or to vipers;

as. viperine snakes.

Viperlsh(vi'per-ish).a. Somewhat viperous

and malignant; inclining to the character

of a viper.

Viperous (vi'per-us), a. Having the quali

ties of a viper; maliguant; veuomous; as, a

viperous tongue.

Some viperous critic may bereave

The opinion of thy worth for some defect.

n.ntieL

Viraginian (vt-ra-jin'i-nn), a. Having the

qualities of a virago. [Rare.]

The remembrance of his old conversation among

the viraginian trollops. Mitten.

Viraginlty (vi-ra-jin'i-ti), n. The qualities

of a virago. [Rare.]

Virago (vi-ra'g6), n. fL., a heroic maiden, a

heroine, a female warrior, from rt'r, a man.

See Virile.) 1. A woman of extraordinary

stature, strength, and courage; a female who

has the robust body and masculine mind of

a man; a female warrior. Pope. Hence—

2. A bold, impudent, turbulent woman ; a

termagant: now the usual meanfng.

Vlret (ver), n. [O.Fr. vire, an arrow for the

cross-bow; Sp. vira, alight kind of dart See

Vireton] A barbed arrow for the cross

bow; a quarrel.

Vlret (ver).tf.i. [See Veer.] To change di

rection ; to turn about ; to veer. Sir P.

Sidney.

Virelay (vir'e-la), n. [Fr rirelai—virer, to

turn, and lai, a song, a lay.] An ancient

French song or short poem always in short

ch, cAain: ch, Sc. locA; g, go\ j, job; fa, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, fAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, arure.—See KEY.
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lines of seven or eight syllables, and wholly

in two rhymes, with a refrain. 'To which

u lady sung a virelay.' Dryden.

Vlrent (vi'rent), a. [L. virens, virentis, from

vireo, to be green.] Green; verdant; fresh.

In these, yet fresh and virent, they carve out the

figures of men and women. Sir T. Browne.

Vlreo (viKe-o), n, (JL vireo, a greenfinch. J

A genus of passerine singing birds belonging

to the family Vlreonidw. They are mostly

routined to North America.

VlreonldSB (vir-e-on'i-de), n. pi. A family of

passerine birds of which Vireo is the type.

The family, which is peculiar to America, is

represented by seven genera and fifty spe

cies. The members consist of moderate or

small-sized singing birds.

Viresceilt (vi-res'sent).a. [L.virescens.vires-

centis, ppr. of viresco, to grow green, incept,

verb from vireo, to be green.] Slightly

green; licginning to he green.

Vlretont (vir'e-ton), n. [Fr. virer, to turn.

See Vker. ] A species of arrow or quarrel

spirally winged with brass bo as to give it a

whirling motion when Bhot from the cross

bow.

Vlrgaloo (veVga-lb), n. See Vikgolkuse.

Vlrgate (ver'gat), a. [From L. virga, a rod.]

Inoot. having the shape of a rod or wand ;

as, a '" ■/"■'■ stem.

Vlrgate (ver'gat), n. [L. virga, a rod, in

LI,, a measure of land, like our rod, pole, or

perch.} A yardland (which see).

VlTgated (ver'gat-ed), a. Same as Virgate.

Virge \ (verj), n. A wand. B. Jonson. See

Vergk.

Vlrgert (verj'er), n. A verger.

Vlrgilia (ver-jil'i-a), n. [A name given to the

genus by Lamarck in honour of Virgil,tTom

the interest his Georgics possess for botan

ists. ] A genus of plants, nat. order Legu-

minosie. The species are chiefly tropical.

The roots of V. aurea, an Indian species,

yield a yellow dye. V.lutea.ot North Ame

rica, now more usually called Cladrastis

Virgilia aurea (Cladrastis tinctorial

tinctoria, is an elegant hardy shrub, fre

quently cultivated in gardens. The bark

yields a yellow colouring matter.

Virgllian (ver-jil'i-an), a. 1. Of or pertain

ing to Virgil, the Roman poet; as, the Vir-

gilian poems—2. Resembling the style of

Virgil.

Virgin (ver'jin), n. [L. virgo, virginis, a

virgin, from same root as virga, a rod or

twig, from a root meaning to swell or be

luxuriant, seen also in Or. orgao, to swell,

to teem, orge, passion, orgia, orgies] 1. A

woman who has had no carnal Knowledge

of man ; a maiden of inviolate chastity.

Gen. xxiv. 16—2. A woman not a mother,

Milton. [Rare.] — 3. A man who has pre

served his chastity. 1 Cor. vii. 25.

These are they which were not defiled with women;

for they are virgins. Rev. xiv. 4.

4. An insect producing eggs from which

young come forth though there has beeu no

fecundation by a male. 5. The sign or the

constellation Virgo. 'When the bright Vir

gin gives the beauteous days." Thomson.

See Virgo.

Virgin (ver'jin), a. 1. Of or pertaining to a

maid or virgin; becoming a virgin; maidenly;

modest; indicating modesty; as, a virgin

blush; virgin shame. * Rosed over with the

virgin crimson of modesty.' Shak.—2. Pure;

chaste; undettled.

Pardon, goddess of the nipht.

Those that slew thy virgin knight. ShaJt.

3. Untouched; unused; fresh; new; as, virgin

soil; piramgold.—I. Unsullied; pure. 'The

whitecold tnr^tnsnowuponmyheart.' Shak.

Virgin (ver'jin), v.i To play the virgin; to

be or to continue chaste.

My true lip

Hath virgin'* \i e'er since. Shak.

Virginal (ver'jin-al). a. Pertaining to a vir

gin, maidenly; as, virginal chastity. -With

mildness virginal.' Spenser.

Virginal (ver'jin-al), n. [Fr. virginal, from

being commonly played by young ladies 01

virgins] An obsolete keyed musical instru

ment with one string, jack and quill to each

Virginal.

note. It differed from the spinet only hi

being square instead of triangular, and was

the precursor of the harpsichord, now super

seded by the pianoforte. It was sometimes

called a pair qf virginals; pair being used

in the former sense of a set.

Thy teeth . . . leap up and down tike the nimble

jacks of a pair ofvirginals. Dekker.

Sometimes UBed adjectively.

Where be these rascals that skip up and down

Faster than virginal jacks? Ram Alley (1611).

Virginal (ver'jin-al), v.i To strike, as on a

virginal; to pat or tap with the fingers.

'Still virginalling upon his palm,' Shak.

Virgin-bom (veVjin-born), a. Born of the

Virgin; an epithet applied to our Saviour by

Milton.

Virginheadt (vcYjin-hed), n. Virginity;

virginhood. "Hie chaste virginhead.' Beau.

a- Pi.

Virglnhood (ver'jin-hud), «. Virginity;

maidenhood.

Virginia (ver-jin'i-a), n. 1. A largely used

tobacco, grown and manufactured in Vir-

ginia. United States. ' Fair rolls of the best

Virginia.* 3facaulay.—2. One of the aster

oids discovered 4th October, 1857.

Virginian (ver-jin'i-an), a. Of or pertaining

to tne state of Virginia. — Virginian creeper,

the Ampelopsis hederacea, a shrubby climb

ing plant often planted to cover walls.

Called also American Ivy.— Virginian deer.

See Cariacou.— Virginian quail. Same as

Virginian Colin. See Ortyx.— Virginian

silk, a specieB of Asclepias (A. syriaca), the

seeds of which furnish a silk-like down

which has been used for the manufacture of

textile fabrics. The fibre of its stalks is

used for the manufacture of thread, cloth,

ropes, nets, Ac.— Virginian make-root. See

Polygala.

Virginity (ver-jin'i-ti), n. [X. virginitas.]

The state of being a virgin; virginhood; the

state of having had no carnal knowledge of

man; perfect chastity.

Virgin's - bower (ver'jinz-bou-er), n. A
plant of the genus Clematis, the C. VTitalba,

called also Traveller's-joy and Old Man's

Beard.—Sweet virgin's bower, the Clematis

jtammula. It grows in the south of Europe;

the leaves are powerfully epispastic. and

the flowers delieiouBly fragrant. The leaves

are used as a rubefacient in rheumatism.

Virgo (ver*g6), n. [L. See Virgin.] One of

the twelve signs or constellations of the

zodiac, which the sun enters about the 22d

of August. It is the sixth in order of the

signs l>eginning with Aries, and contains,

according to the British catalogue, 110

stars, among which are two remarkable

stars ; the first, Spica Virginis, of the first

magnitude, and the second Vindimiatrix,

of the third magnitude. Virgo is usually

represented with an ear of corn in her

hand, intended to denote the period of har

vest.

Vlrgoleuse (veVgo-lus), n. [Fr. virgouleuse,

from Virgoiil'r, a village near Limoges In

France.) A variety of pear; the vlrgaloo.

See VERGOUI.EUSE.

Virgularia (ver-gu-la'rl-a), n. [L. virgula,

a little rod, from virga, a rod] A genus of

ccclenterate animalsof the order Alcyonaria,

closely allied to the genus Pennatula. One

extremity, which is buried in the sand or

mud, is always without polypi, and some

what resembles the barrel of a feather.

Vlrgnlate (ver'gu-Iat), a. (See ViBGrLKj

Rod shaped.

Vlrgule (veVgul), n. [Fr., from L. virgula.

a little rod, a critical or accentual mark;

a dim. of virga, a rod.] A comma. [Rare.]

In the MSS. of Chaucer, the line is always broken

by a cesura in the middle, which is pointed by a fir-
guU. /■;'.:..:«■■

Virid (vlrtd). a. [L. viridis, green. ] Green;

verdant. iRare.]

Virideacence (vir-i-des'sens), n. The state

or quality of being viridescent.

Viridescent ( vir-i-des'seut). a. Slightly

green; greenish.

Viridity ( vi-rid'i-ti), n. [L viriditas, from

ri>idis, green. See Verdant. 1 Greenness;

verdure ; the colour of fresh vegetables.

' This deification of their trees for their age

and perennial viridity.' Evelyn

Viridness (vir'id-nes), n. Greenness; vir

idity.

Virile (vii^l or vir'il), a. [Fr. viril, from L.

ririlis. from vir, a man; cog. A. Sax., O.Sax..

and O.H.O. irer, I eel. vtrr. Goth, rair, Ir

and Gael. /ear. man; Or hirOs (=/erttr or

verOs). a hero; Skr. vira, a hero. From L.

vir comes also virtus. E virtue.] L Per

taining to a man as opposed to a woman;

belonging to the male sex ; hence, pertain

ing to procreation; as. the virile power.—

2. Masculine ; not puerile or feminine ; as,

virile strength or vigour. 'Man and all hi*

virile virtues.' Feltham.

Virilescence (vir-it-es'sens). n. [L. virili*.

manly, j In med. that condition in an aged

female when she assumes certain of the

characteristics of the male. DungHson..

Virility {vi-ril'i-ti), n. [Fr. viriliU, L. vir-

ilitas. See Virile ] 1 Manhood; the state

of one of the male sex who has arrived at

the maturity aud strength uf a man. and to

the power of procreation.—2. The power of

procreation. — 3. Character or conduct of

man; masculine conduct or action, *A

country gentlewoman pretty much faucd

for this virility of behaviour in party dis

putes.' Addison.

Viripotentt (vi-rip'o-tent). a. [L. vir. viri.

a man. and potens, potentis, ahle. fit.] Fit

for a husband; marriageable. Holinthed

Virmiliont (ver-mil'yon), ft. and a. Same

as Vermilion. Jiohcommon.

Vlrole (vi-rolO. n. [Fr.] In her. the hoop.

ring, or mouthpiece of the bugle or hunting

horn.

ViTOled (vf-rold'), pp. In her. an epithet

applied to the garuishings of the bugle

horn, being the rings or rims which surround

it at various parts.

Vlrose (vi'rds), a. [L virosvs, virulent, poi

sonous, from virus, poison.) 1. Poisonous

2. In bot. emitting a fetid odour.

VlTtU (ver-tb'). n. [ It virtu. See Virtu ]

Same as Vertu. 'His holiueas't taste of

virtu. ' Cheste rfield.

I had thoughts in my chamber to place it in riew.

To be ihown to my friends as a piece of ijrnl

Goldsmith.

Virtual (ver'tu-al), a. [Fr virtuei; from L

virtus. See Virtue] 1 Having the power

of acting or of invisible efficacy without any

material or sensible contact ; proceeding or

characterized by transference of rirtnr.

that is force, energy, or influence.

Heat and cold have a virtual transitioa without

communication of substance. Ai..-»;

2. Being in essence or effect, not in fact ;

not actual but equivalent, so far as result

is concerned ; as, the virtual presence of a

man in his ogent or substitute. — 3.t Po

tential. StitlingjU-et — Virtual focu*, in

optics, the point from which rays which

have been rendered divergent by reflection

or refraction appear to issue. — Virtual

velocity, in viech. the velocity which a body

in equilibrium would actually acquire dur

ing the first instant of its motion, in case

of the equilibrium being disturbed. The

principle of virtual velocities may be thus

enunciated: 'if any system of bodies or

material points, urged each by any forces

whatever, be in equilibrium, and there be

given to the system any small motion. l>\

virtue of which each point describes an in

finitely small space, which space will repre

sent the virtual velocity of the point; Uieii

the sum of the forces, multiplied each i->

the space which the point to whiih it ■

applied describes in the direction of that

force, will be always equal to zero ox

nothing, regarding as positive, the small

spaces descrilred in the direction of tht-

furces, and as negative those described in

the opposite direction.' This great prin

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; piue, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. abuue; \, 3c fry.
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ciple is easily verified by experiment with

respect to the six mechanical powers, but

it applies immediately and most evidently

to all questions respecting equilibrium or

statical problems, and it furnishes a very

easy method of ascertaining the power of

any machine, or the proportion between

two forces which would balance one an

other. For according to this principle the

power multiplied by the space through

which it moves in the vertical direction

must always be equal to the weight multi

plied by the space through which it moves

in the vertical direction.

Virtuality (ver-tu-al'i-ti), n. 1. The state

or quality of being virtual; not actual.—

2.t Potentiality; potential existence.

In one grain of corn . . . there lieth dormant the

virtuality of many other, and from thence some

times proceed above an hundred ears.

Sir T. Browne.

Virtually (ver'tu-al-li), adv. In a virtual

manner; in efficacy or effect if not in ac

tuality; as, the citizens of an elective gov

ernment are virtually present in the legis

lature by their representatives; a man may

virtually agree to a proposition by silence

or withholding objections.

If the Jews had prevailed, they would have ima

gined their success a full proof that the Messiah was

yet -virtually, though not yet corporally, amongst

them. Seeker.

Virtuatet (vertu-at), v.t. To make eflftca-

cious. Harvey.

Virtue (ver'tu), n. [Fr. wrru, virtue, good

ness, power, efficacy, from L. virtu*, properly

manliness, bravery, hence, worth, excel

lence, virtue, from vir, a man. See Virile.]

1. Moral goodness; the practice of moral

duties and the abstaining from vice, or a

conformity of life and conversation to the

moral law; uprightness; rectitude; morality:

the opposite of vice. ' Daubed his vice with

show of virtus.' Shak. ' Virtue alone is

happiness below.' Pope.

Virttte could see to do what -virtue would

By her own radiant light, though sun and moon

Were in the Hat sea sunk. Milton.

Virtu* . . . implies opposition or struggle. In

man the struggle is between reason and passion—

between right and wrong. To hold by the former is

virtue, to yield to the latter is vice. Fleming.

2. A particular moral excellence; as, the vir

tue of temperance, of charity, and the like.

For if our virtues

Did not go forth of us, 'twere all alike

As if weliad them not. Shak.

Man is by nature a cowardly animal, and moral

courage shines out as the most rare and the most

noble of -virtues. Prof. Blacki*.

Specifically, female purity; chastity.

Angelo had never the purpose to corrupt her ; only

he hath made an essay of her virtue. Shak.

I believe the girl has virtue.

And if she has, I should be the last man in the world

to attempt to corrupt it. Goldsmith.

8. An excellence; any good quality, merit,

or accomplishment.

For several virtues

Have I liked several women. Shak.

Terence, who thought the sole grace and virtue of

their fable the sticking in of sentences. B. Jonson.

4. An inherent power; property capable of

producing certain effects; strength; force;

efficacy; especially, active, efficacious power;

and often medicinal quality or efficacy; as,

the virtue or virtues of plants in medicine;

the virtues of drugs. Mark v. 30. ' Much

virtue in II' Shak.

All you unpublished virtues of the earth.

Be aidant and remediate. Shak.

If neither words nor herbs will do. Ill try stones;

for there's a virtue in them. Sir R. L'Estrange,

Finding his strength every day less, he . . . called fnr

help upon the sages of physic ; they filled his apart

ments with alexipharmics, restoratives, and essential

virtues. Johnson {Rambler).

5.t The very substance; the essence; the

best part of a thing.

Pity is the virtue of the law.

And none but tyrants use it cruelly. Shak.

6. One of the orders of the celestial hier

archy. The virtues are generally repre

sented In art as angels in complete armour,

bearing pennons and battle-axes. Milton. —

7-t Bravery; valour; courage; daring.

Trust to thy single virtue. Shak.

—By virtue of, in virtue of, by or through the

efficacy or authority of; in the full power

and authority of. ' In very ample virtue of

his father.' Shak.

Which, by the right and virtue ofmy place,

I ought to know of. Shak,

He used to travel through Greece by virtue of this

fable, which procured him reception mall the towns.

Addison.

In virtue of is now the more common expres

sion. — Cardinal virtues. See CARDINAL.

— Theological virtues, the three virtues,

Faith, Hope, and Charity.

Virtued t (ver'tud), a. Endued with power

or virtue; efficacious.

But hath the virtued steel a power to move?

Or can the untouched needle point aright! Quarles.

Virtueless (ver'tu-les), a. 1. Destitute of

virtue or moral goodness; vicious.—2. Des

titute of efficacy or operating qualities.

Virtueless she wish'd all her herbs and charms

Fairfax,

3. Destitute of excellence or merit; valueless.

On the right hand of one of the marines of Sal vat or,

in the Pitli palace, there is a passage of sea reflecting

the sunrise, which is thoroughly good, and very like

Turner ; the rest of the picture, as the one opposite to

it, utterly virtueless. Ruskin.

Virtue-proof! (v6r'tu-pr6f), a. Irresistible

in virtue.

No veil

She needed, virtue-proof; no thought infirm

Altered her cheek. Milton.

Virtuosity (ver-tu-os'1-ti), n. Lovers of the

elegant arts collectively; the virtuosi.

It was Zur Crimen Cans, where all the Virtuosity,

and nearly all the Intellect of the place assembled of

an evening. CarlyU.

Virtuoso (ver-tu-d'so). n. pi. Virtuosi

(ver-tu-6'si). [It See Vrrtc] One skilled

in or having a taste for artistic excellence;

a person skilled in or having a taste for any

of the elegant arts, as painting, sculpture,

Ac. ; or one skilled in antiquities, curiosities,

and the like.

Virtuoso the Italians call a man who loves the noble

arts and is a critic in them. Dryden.

Vlrtuosoship (ver-tuo'sd-shlp). n. The

pursuits or occupation of a virtuoso. Bp.

Hurd.

Virtuous (ver'tu-us), a. 1. Morally good;

acting in conformity to the moral law ;

practising the moral duties and abstaining

from vice; as, a virtuous man.

Virtuous and vicious every man must be.

Few in the extreme, but all in the degree. Pope.

2. Being in conformity to the moral or divine

law; as, a virtuous action; a virtuous life.—

3. Chaste; pure; unspotted: applied to wo

men.

Mistress Ford, the modest wife, the virtuous crea

ture, that hath the jealous fool to her husband. Shak.

4.t Efficacious by inherent qualities; hav

ing singular qualities or powers; potent;

powerful ; having eminent properties. ' Cull

ing from every flower the virtuous sweets.'

Shak. 'Every virtuous plant and healing

herb.' Milton.—5.f Having or exhibiting

strength and manly courage ; brave ; val

orous. Chapman.

Virtuously (ver'tu-us-li), adv. In a vir

tuous manner; in conformity with the

moral law or with duty; as, a life virtu

ously spent

The gods are my witnesses I desire to do virtu-

ously. Sir P. Sidney.

Virtuousness (veVtu-us-nea), n. The state

or character of being virtuous. ' The love of

Britomart, the virtuousness of Belphtcbe.'

Spenser.

Virulence (vir'u-lens), n. [Fr. virulence, L.

virulentia.] The quality of being virulent;

as, (a) the quality or property of being ex

tremely poisonous, venomous, or injurious

to life; as, the virulence of poison. (&) Acri

mony of temper; extreme bitterness or ma

lignity; as, the virulence of enmity or malice;

the virulence of satire; to attack a man with

virulence. ' Intemperance of speech and

virulence of pen.* Swtft.

Virulencyt (vir'u-len-sl), n. Same as

Virulence. ' The viruleiwy of their calum

nies.' B. Jonson.

Virulent ( vir' u- lent), a. [Fr. virulent,

from L. virulentus, poisonous, from virus,

poison. See Virus.] 1. Extremely poison

ous or venomous; very actively injurious to

life. ' A contagious disorder rendered more

virulent by uucleanness.* Sir W. Scott —

2. Very bitter in enmity; malignant; as, a

virulent invective.

Virulented t (vir'u-lent-ed), a. Filled with

poison. Feltham.

Virulently (viru-lent-ll), adv. In a viru

lent manner; with malignant activity; with

bitter spite or severity. * He had employed

his pen so virulentlu.' Camden.

Virus (vfrusX n. [L., poison. Cog. Gr. ios

for vios, visos, Skr. visha, Ir. fi, poison.]

1. Contagious poisonous matter; especially,

a poisonous principle or agency (unknown

in its nature aud inappreciable by the

senses) which produces zymotic diseases, as

small-pox, measles, scarlatina, continued

fevers, cholera, Byphilis, hydrophobia, Ac.

Virus differs from venom in the latter being a secre

tion natural to certain animals, whilst the former is

always the result of a morbid process,—a morbid

poison. DunglUon.

2. Fig. virulence; extreme acrimony or

bitterness; malignity.

Vis (vis), u. [L., pi. vires.) Force; power;

strength; vigour; energy: a word chiefly

met with in the writings of our older phy

sicists; as, vis acceteratrix, accelerating

force; vis impressa, impressed force, that is,

the force exerted as in moving a body or in

changing its direction.— Vis inertias: (a) the

resistance of matter, as when a body at rest

is set in motion, or a body in motion is

brought to rest, or has its motion changed

either in direction or velocity, (b) The re

sistance offered by the inertness of persons

or their unwillingness to alter habits or

what is established. — Vis mortua, dead

force; force doing no work, but merely

producing pressure, as a body at rest.— Vis

viva, living force; the force of a body moving

against resistance, or doing work. It is ex

pressed by the product of the mass of a body

multiplied by the square of its velocity.

Visa (ve'za), n. A vise1 .

Visa (ve'za), v.t To vise\ See Vise, v.t.

Visage (viz'ajX n. [Fr. visage, 0. It. visaggio,

from a hypothetical L. form visaticum, from

L. vitus, a look, a seeing, from L. video, visum,

to see. See Vision.] The face, counte

nance, or look of a person or of other animal:

chiefly applied to human beings; as, a wolfish

visage.

His visage was so marred, more than any man.

Ik lii. n.

Love and.beauty still that visage grace. If alter.

Visage t(viz'aj),t>.(. Tofrout; tofaceathing.

Chaucer.

Visaged (viz'ajd), a. Having a visage or

countenance. ' The one visaged like a

lion." Milton.

Visard (viz'ard), n. A mask. See Visor.

Visard (viz'ard). v.t. To mask.

Vls-i-Vis (vez-a-ve), adv. [Fr.. from O.Fr.

vis, a visage, L. visits, a look. (See VISAGE.)

Lit. face-to-face. 3 In a position facing each

other; standing or sitting face to face.

Vis-a-ViS (vez-a-ve), n. 1. One who or that

which is opposite to or face to face with

another: used specially of one person who

faces another in certain dances.

Miss Blanche was indeed the vis-a-vis of Miss

Laura, . . . and talked to her when they met

during the quadrille evolutions. Thackeray.

2. A light town-carriage for two persons,

who are seated faelng each other.

Could the stage be a large vis-a-vis,

Reserved for the polished and great;

Where each happy lover might see

The nymph he adores tete-a-te'te. H. Smith.

Viscacha, Vizcacha (vis-ka'cha, vlz-ktt'-

cha), n. [Sp. vizcacha, bizcacha.] The Cal-

amys Viscacha. a rodent mammal of the

family Chinchillidte, of the size of a bad

ger, very common near Buenos Ayres, where

its burrows are so numerous as to render

It dangerous to travel over them, especially

at night, the holes being so deep that a horse

is almost sure to fall if he comes on one.

The skins are valued in England on account

of their fur. Written also Biscacha, Biz

cacha.

Viscera(vis'e-ra), n.pl. [L.,pl.of viscus.] The

contents of the great cavities of the body, as

of the skull, chest, and abdomen: usually re

stricted to the organs of the thorax and ab

domen; the entrails; the bowels.

Visceral (vis'e-ral), a. 1. Pertaining to the

viscera.—2. Having fine sensibility; tender.

[Rare.]

Love is of all other the inmost and most visceral

affection ; and therefore called by the apostle,

' Bowels of Love.' Bp. Reynolds.

Viscerate (vis'e-rat), v t. To deprive of the

entrails or viscera; to eviscerate.

Viscid ( vis'sid ), a. [ L. L. viscidus, clammy,

from vixen in, the mistletoe, bird-lime.]

Sticking or adhering, and having a ropy or

glutinous consistency; semi-fluid and sticky;

as, turpentine, tar, gum, &c, are more or

less viscid.

Viscidity (viB-sid'i-ti), n. 1. The state or

quality of being viscid; glutinousness; tena

city; stickiness. —2. Glutinous concretion.

[Rare.]

Catharticks of mercurials precipitate the viscidities

by their stypticity. Floyer.

Vlscin (vis'sin), n. A clear, colourless,

tasteless, and nearly Inodorous substance

which forms the glutinous constituent of

the stalks, leaves, and especially the berries

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loeft; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, siny; IH, then; th, (Aiu; w, wig; wh, whig: zh, azure-See KKT.
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of the mistletoe, and is the principal con

stituent of bird-lime. Watts' Diet, of Chem,

Viscosimeter (vis-ko-siin'e-ter), n. [Vis

cosity, ami Gr. metron, a measure. ] An

apparatus for measuring the viscosity of

colouring liquids thickened with gum, 4c,

by comparing the time required by a given

quantity of the liquid to pass through a

certain aperture with that required by an

equal quantity of water. Watts' Diet, of

Chem.

Viscosity (vi3-kos'i-ti),n. 1. The state or qua

lity of being viscous; stickiness; adhesive

ness; glutinousness; tenacity; viscidity. Ar-

buthnot.—Z A glutinous or viscous body.

' Drops of syrups and semiual viscosities.'

Sir T. Browne.

VlSCOOnt (vi'kount), n. (O.K. viconte, 0 Fr.

viceconte, viscomte. Mod. Ft. vicomte, from

L.L. vict-come*— L. vice, in place of, and

comes, a companion, in late times a count.]

1. An officer who formerly supplied the place

of the count or earl, and acted as his deputy

in the management of the affairs of the

county; he was in fact the sheriff of the

county.

Visconnt minifies as much as sheriff, between

which two words there is no other difference, but

that the one comes from our conquerors the Nor

mans, and the other from our ancestors the Saxons.

Omtit.

2. A degree or title of nobility next in rank

to an earl, and Immediately above that of

baron. It is the most

recently established

English title, having

been first conferred by

letters patent on John,

Lord Beaumont, by

Henry VI. in 1440. In

Britain the title is fre

quently attached to an Coronet of a Viscount,

earldom as a second

title, and is held by the eldest son dur

ing the lifetime of the father. The co

ronet of a viscount of England is composed

of a circle of gold, chased, having ou the

edge twelve, fourteen, or sixteen ]>earls; the

cap of crimson velvet, turned up with er

mine, and closed at the top with a rich

tassel of gold.

Viscountess (vfkount-es), n. The wife of a

viscount; a peeress of the fourth degree of

nobility.

Viscountship, Viscounty (vFkount-ship,

vi'kount-i), a. The quality and office of a

viscount.

VISCOUS (visTtus). o. [L. viseoms. from vis-

cum, bird-lime. See Viscid.] Glutinous;

clammy; sticky; adhesive; tenacious.

Hi illy is of so viscous* juice as they make bird

lime ol the bark. Baton.

Vlscousness (visitus-nes), n. The state of

being viscous; viscosity.

Viscum(vis'kuni), n. 1. A genus of parasi

tical plants ; the mistletoe (which see).—

2. Bird-lime.

ViSCUS (vis'kus), n. [L.] An entrail.one of

the contents of the thorax or abdomen. See

viscera.

Vis6 (ve-za"). n. [Fr. vise-, pp. of riser, to put

a vise? to, from L. uixus, seen, video. visum\

to see.] An indorsation made upon a pass

port by the properly constituted authori

ties, whether ambassador, consul, or police,

denoting that it has been examined and

found correct Written also Visa.

Vls6 (ve-ziO, vt. To put a vise on; to ex

amine and indorse, as a passport. [Modern.]

Vise.t Veset n. [Fr. bise, north wiud.l A

blast of wind; a storm; commotion. Chau

cer.

Vise (vis), n. It A spiral staircase—2. An

instrument for holding objects. [In both

meanings usually spelled Vice]

Vishnu (vish'nb), n. [Skr. Vishnu, tromvish,

to pervade, to extend through nature.] In

Hind. myth, the god who, with the other

two great gods, Brahma and Siva, forms the

trimurti, or trinity; the Preserver, consi

dered by his worshippers to be the supreme

god of the Hindu pantheon. In the early

Vedas he appears as the manifestation of the

sun, anil was not regarded as the most ex

alted deity, this rank being accorded to him

by the later writers of the Ramayana, the

Mahabharata, and more especially of the

Furauas. The Brahmnnic myths relating to

ViBhnu are characterized by the idea that,

whenever a great physical or moral disorder

affected the world, Vishnu descended in a

small portion of his essence to set it right.

Such descents are called avottlras or ava

tars, and consist in Vishnu's assuming the

Vishnu on his Man-bird

GaxutU.

form of some wonderful animal or super

human being, or as being born in humau

form of human parents, and always endowed

with miraculous power. These avatars are

generally given as

ten. nine of which

are already past, the

tenth, the Kalkir-

avatdra, being yet

to come, ' when the

practices taught by

the Vedas and the

institutes of the law

shall have ceased,

and the close of the

Kali or present age

shall be nigh.'

Vishnu is sometimes

represented as rill

ing on Oaruda, a

being half bird and

half man ; as hold

ing in one of his four

hands a conch-shell

blown In battle, in

another a disc, an

emblem of supreme

power; in the third

a mace as the em

blem of punishment;

nnd in the fourth a lotus as a type of

creative power.

Visibility (viz-i-biTi-ti), n. [See Visible.]

The state or quality of being visible or

perceivable to the eye; perceptibility; ex

posure to view; conspicuousness.

The colours of outward objects brought into a

darkened room do depend much for their visibility

upon the dimness of the litfht. BoyU.

Visible (viz'i-bl), a. fL. visibilift, from video,

visum, to see. See Vision. J 1. Perceivable

by the eye; capable of l>eing seen; open to

sight; in view; perceptible. ' Virtue made

visible In outward grace.' Young.

The least spot is visible in ermine. Dryden.

2. Apparent; open; conspicuous. 'Though

his actions were not visible.' Shak.

The factions at court were greater, or jnore visible

than before. Clarendon.

— Visible church, in iheol. the apparent

church of Christ; the whole body of pro

fessed believers in Christ, as contradistin

guished from the real or invisible church,

consisting of sanctified persons. — Visible

horizon, the line that bounds the sight. See

HORIZON.— Visible speech, a term applied

by Prof. A. Melville Bell, its inventor, to a

system of alphabetical characters designed

to represent every possible articulate utter

ance of the organs of Bpeech. The system

is based on an exhaustive classification of

the possible actions of the speech organs,

each organ and every mode of action having

its appropriate symbol. It is said that this

invention is of great utility in the teach

ing of the deaf and dumb to speak, and in

enabling learners of foreign languages to

acquire their pronunciation from books.—

SVN. Perceivable, perceptible, discernible,

apparent, obvious, manifest, clear, distinct,

evident, plain.

Visiblet (viz'i-bl), n. That which is seen by

the eye.

Visibles work upon a looking-glass, which is like

the pupil of the eye. B.tcan.

Visibleness (viz'i-bl-nes), n. State or qua

lity of being visible; visibility.

Visibly (vizT-bli), adv. In a visible man

ner; perceptibly to the eye; manifestly; ob

viously; clearly.

In his face

Divine compassion visibly appeared. Milton.

Vlsle, Vizie (viz'i), n. fFr, riwte, an aim at,

taking a sight at, from viser, to aim, to mark.

See Vise.] [Scotch.] 1. A scrutinizing view

or look.

Ye had best take a visit of him through the

wicWet before opening the gate. Sit W. Scott.

2. The aim taken at an object, as when one

is about to shoot.

Logan took a vizie and fired, but his gun flashed

in the pan. Gait.

3. The knob or sight on the muzzle of a gun

by which aim is taken.

Visier (vi-zerO. See Vizier.

Visigoth (viz'i-goth). n One of the Western

Goths, or that branch of the Gothic tribes

which settled in Dacia, as distinguished

from the Ostrogoths, or Eastern Goths, who

had their seats in Pontus. See Goth and

Ostrogoth.

Visigothic (viz-igoth'ikX o. Pertaining to

thevisigoths.

Vlsion (vizh'on), n. [Fr. vision, from L. vi-

sio. visionis, from video, visum, to see, from

root seen also in Gr. (v)ideirit to see, (v\oida.

I know, (v)eidos, appearance; Skr. rid, to

know; K. wii, wot. From the Latin come

also provide, evident, visual, visit, Fr. vue,

K. view, Al'.| 1. The act of seeing external

objects; actual sight

Faith here is turned into ztsitm there H.tmm

2 The faculty of seeing; the power or fa

culty by which we perceive the forma and

colours of objects through the sense of sight;

sight. In opposition to the popular theory

that we actually nee tire externality and soli

dity of the objects around us. Bp. Berkeley

maintains that these properties are not the

immediate objects of sight at all, but are

simply ideas derived originally from the

touch and movement, being erroneously at

tributed to vision from their having been

uniformly experienced concurrently with

certain visible Bigns (such as colour) with

which tin- sense of sight is solely ana truly

conversant.— 3 That which is seen; an ob

ject of sight—4. That which is seen by the

eye of the mind or imagination: something

supposed to be seen otherwise than by the

ordinary organs of sight; a supernatural,

prophetic, or imaginary appearance; some

thing seen in a dream, ecstasy, trance, or the

like; an apparition; a phantom.

Your old men shall dream dreams, youryounc men

shall <,ee visions. }fx\ R. j*.

A dream happens to a sleeping, a MMm may hap

pen to s waking man ; a dream is supposed oarer*),

a vision miraculous. y~&kMsen.

Beauteous as xuiim seen in dreamy sleep

By holy maid on Delphi's haunted vteep M&tmit:

5. Anything unreal and imaginary; a mere

creation of fancy; fanciful view.—Art of

vision, in astron. the arc measuring th*

sun's distance below the horizon when a

star or planet, previously concealed by his

rays, becomes visible.— Beatific or intuitive

vision, in theol the sight of God in his di

vine glory: a term for the state of bliss in

heaven. Rev. Qrby Shipley.—Direct or rim-

ple vision, in optics* vision performed by

means of rays passing directly or in straight

lines from the radiant point to the eye —

Field of vision. Same as Field of View. See

under View.—Reflected vision, vision per

formed by means of rays reflected as by

mirrors.—Refracted vision, vision performed

by means of rays refracted or deviated by

passing through mediums of different den

sities.

Vision (vizh'on), v t To see as in a vision;

to perceive by the eye of the intellect or

imagination.

We In the morning eyed the pleasant 6rlds

Visianed before. Sf*»eAry.

Visional (vizh'on-al), a. Pertaining to a

vision, Waterland.

Vislonariness (vizh'ou-aii-nesX a. The

quality of being visionary.

Visionary (vizh'on-a-rn, at. fFr. visumnairt

See Vision.] 1. Apt to behold visions of the

imagination; apt to receive and acton n t-r-

fancies or whims as if they were realities:

given to indulging in day-dreams, reveries.

fanciful theories, or the like. 'Or loll to

rest the visionary maid.' Pope —2. Exist

ing in imagination only; not real; having

no solid foundation; imaginary; as, a r»

sionary prospect; a visionary scheme ot

project.

Reason dissipates the illusions and visi*m**y in

terpretation* of tilings in « hnJj the bwjripsttal r- r-:

riot. £>*: C*i*iC

3. Pertaining to visions; appropriate to or

characterized by the appearance of visions.

* I In- visionary hour when musing midnight

reigns." Thomson.

Visionary (vizh'on-a-ri), n. l.Oue who sees

visions or unreal sights.—2. One who fnrms

impracticable schemes; one who is confident

of success in a project which others per

ceive to be idle and fanciful. ' Some cele

brated writers of onr country, who. with all

their good sense and genius, were visionarit*

on the subject of education.' Dr k'nan

Vlsioned (vizh'ond). p and a. Seen in a

vision; formed by the fancy, or in a dream,

trance, or the like; produced by a vision;

spectral.

For thero no visioned terrors datmt.

Their nights no fancied spectres haunt.

iir ir. Sorf.

Vlsionist (vizh'ou-ist), n. One who sees, or

believes he sees, visions ; a believer in

visions. 'The crazy fancies of every idle

visionisi.' x>r. J. Spencer.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc abiine; j\ Sc Uy.
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Visit (viz'it), v.t. [Fr. visiter, from L. visiio,

a freq. from two, to go to see, itself a freq.

from video, visum, to see. See Vision.]

1. To go- or come to see (a person or thing)

in the way of friendship, business, curiosity,

ceremony, duty, or the like ; to call upon ;

to proceed to in order to view or look on.

I was sick, And ye visited me. Mat. xxv. 36.

We will visit you at supper-time. Shah.

If thou wouldst view fair Melrose right.

Go. visit it by the pale moonlight. Sir If. Scott.

2. To come or go to generally; to make one's

appearance in or at; to call at; to enter;

as, certain birds visit this country only in

spring. Specifically— 3. To go or come to

see for the purpose of inspection, super

vision, examination, correction of abuses, or

the like; as, an inspector visits his district,

or a bishop visits his diocese regularly.—

4. To afflict; to overtake or come upon: said

especially of diseases or calamities. 'Ere

he by sickness had been visited.' Shak.

'Those impieties for the which they are

HOW visited.' Shak. Similarly, in scriptural

phraseology, (a) to send a judgment from

heaven upon, whether for the purpose of

chastising or afflicting, or of comforting or

consoling; to judge.

Therefore hast tbou visited and destroyed them.

Is. xxvi. 14,

O visit me with thy salvation. Ps. cvi. 4.

He shall not be visited with evil. Prov. xix. 33,

(ft) To inflict punishment for. ' Visiting the

iniquity of the fathers upon the children.'

Ex. xxxiv. 7.

Now will he remember their iniquity, and visit their

sins. Hos. viii. 13.

Visit (viz'itX v i. To practise going to see

others; to keep up friendly intercourse by

going to the houses of friends or relatives;

to make calls.

Whilst she was under her mother she was forced to

be genteel, to live in ceremony, and always visiting-

on Sundays. La-w.

Visit (viz'it), n. 1. The act of visiting or

going to see a person, place, or thiug; a

short stay of friendship, ceremony, business,

curiosity, or the like; a call ; as, to pay a

visit to a person or a place; to be on a visit

with a person. ' Visits, like those of angels,

short and far between.' Blair.—2. A formal

or offlcial visit; a visitation.—Right of visit.

Same as Right of Visitation. See Visita

tion.

Visitable (viz'it-a-bl), a. Liable or subject

to be visited or inspected.

AH hospitals built since the reformation are visit-

able by the king or lord chancellor. Aytijfe.

Visitant (viz'it-ant), rt. One who visits; one

who goes or comes to see another; one who

is a guest in the house of a friend; a visitor.

When the visitant comes again he is no more a

stranger. South.

Visitant (viz'it-ant), a. Acting the part of

a visitor; paying visits; visiting. 'Edith

ever visitant with him.' Tennyson.

Visitation (viz-i-ta'shon), n. [L. visitatin.

visitationis, from visito. See Visit.] 1. The

act of Yisiting or paying a visit; a visit

'Means to pay Bohemia the visitation.'

Shak. ' Neglect the visitation of my friends '

.Shak.

In the instant that your messenger came, in loving

visitation was with me a young doctor of Rome.

Ska*.

[Xow hardly used in this sense, visit, visiting

being employed.]—2. Object of visit. [Rare.]

O flowers!

My early visitation and my last. Milton.

3. A formal or judicial visit paid periodi

cally by a superior, superintending officer, or

other competent authority, to a corporation,

college, church, or other house, for the pur

pose of examining iuto the manner in which

the business of the body is conducted, how

its laws and regulations are observed and

executed, or the like; as, the diocesan visi

tations ot the English bishops; the parochial

visitations of the archdeacons.—4. A special

dispensation or judgment from heaven, com

munication of divine favour or goodness,

more usually of divine indignation and re

tribution; retributive affliction or trouble;

divine chastisement or affliction.

What will yc do in the day of visitation, and in the

desolation which shall come from far? Is. x. 3.

The most comfortable visitations God hath sent

men from above, have taken especially the times of

prayer as their most natural opportunities. Hooker,

5. In international law, the act of a naval

commander who visits or enters on board

a vessel belonging to another state for the

purpose of ascertaining her character aud

object, but without claiming or exercising

the nuht of Bearch. The right of perform

ing this act is called the right of visit or of

visitation.—6. A church festival in honour

of the visitof the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth,

celebrated on the 2d of July.— The Visita

tion of our Lady, an order of nuns originally

founded by St. Francois de Sales at Anuecy

in Savoy in 161C, and established in America

in 1803. In America the nuns give them

selves to the education of girls.

Visitatorial (viz'i-ta-t6"ri-alj, a. Belonging

or pertaining to a judicial visitor or visita

tion; as, visitatorial power.

A special commission was directed to Cartwright,

to Wright, and to Sir Thomas Jenner, apj>oiiitmg

them to exercise visitatorial jurisdiction over the

college. MacatUay.

Visiter (viz'i-ter), n. One who visits. [It

has been proposed to distinguish between

visiter and visitor, by employing the former

word to designate one who pays an ordinary

visit, the latter to denote one who visits

officially, as in sense (&) of Visitor.]

His visiter observed the look, and proceeded.

Dickens.

Visiting (viz'it-ing), a. Pertaining or relat

ing to visits; authorized to visit and inspect;

as. a visiting committee.

Visiting (viz'it-ing). n. 1. The act or prac

tice of paying visits or making calls.—

2. Prompting; influence.

No compunctfous visitinrs of nature shake my

fell purpose. Shak.

Visiting-book (viz'it-ing-buk), a A book

containing a list of names of persons who

are to be visited. Thackeray.

Visiting-card (viz'it-ing-kard). n. A small

fine card, bearing one's name, &c, to be left

in making calls or paying visits. Thackeray.

Visitor (viz'i-tor), n. [Fr. visiteur. See

Visit.] One who visits; (a) one who comes

or goes to see another, as in civility or

friendship, (6) A superior or person autho

rized to visit a corporation or any institution,

for the purpose of seeing that the laws and

regulations are observed, or that the dutieB

and conditions prescribed by the founder

or by law are duly performed aud executed.

The king is the visitor of all lay corporations.

Blackstone.

Written also Visiter (which seel.

Visitress (viz'it-reB), n. A female visitor or

visiter. Charlotte Bronte.

Visivet (vi^iv), a. [Fr. visif, from L. video,

visnm,tosee. See Vision.) Pertaining to

the power of seeing; visual.

Christ might suspend the actings of their visivt

faculty in reference to himself. South.

Vismia (vis'mi-a), n. [In honour of M. de

Visme, a Lisbon merchant] A genus of

plants, nat. order Hypericacea;. The bark

of V.guiancmsis, a native of Guiana, yields

^■^fl . ..

V'ismta guianeusis.

a gum resin, which resembles gamboge. The

leaves and fruit yield a similar secretion.

It is used in medicine as a purgative; aud a

decoction of the leaves is recommended in

intermittent fever.

Visne (ven or ve'ne), n. [Norm. Fr. ; O.Fr.

visnet, LL. visnetus. See VENUE.] Neigh

bourhood. See Vknue.

Vlsnomyt (viz'no-mi), n. [A corruption of

physiognomy.] Face; countenance; visage.

Thou out-of-tune psalm-singing slave I spit in his

visnomy. Beau. &• Fl.

Vison (vi'son), n, A genus of semi-aquatic

weasels, of which the mink is the best-

known species.

Visor, Vizor (viz'or). n. [Fr visicre. a visor,

from O.Fr. vis, the face or visage. See Vis

age, Vision.] 1. A head-piece or mukused

to conceal the face or disguise the wearer.

O. never will I trust to speeches penn'd, . . .

Nor never come in visor to my friend. ±hak.

For a tyrant is but like a king upon a stage, a nun

in a vizor. Milton.

2. That part of a helmet which defends the

face, and which can be lifted up and down

at pleasure, aud is perforated for seeing and

breathing.

And the knight

Had visor up, and sliow'd a youthful face.

Tennyson.

3. The fore-piece of a cap, projecting over

and protecting the eyes. [Other spellings

are Visard, Visar, Vizard.]

Visored (viz'ord), a. Wearing a visor;

masked; disguised. * Vtsor'd falsehood and

base forgery.' Milton.

Vista (vis'ta), n. [It. sight, view, from L.

video, visum, to see.] A view or prospect

through an avenue, as between rows of

trees; hence, the trees or other things thot

form the avenue.

The finis) id garden to the view

Its vistas opens and its alleys green. Thomson.

VistO (vis'to), n. Same as Vista. [Rare.]

Then all beside this glade and vista

You'd see nymphs lying tike Caiisto. Cay.

Visual (vizh'u-al), a. [Fr. visuel, L.L. visit-

alls, from L. visus. sight, from video, visttm,

to see. See Vision.] Pertaining to sight;

used in sight; serving as the instrument of

seeing; as, the visual nerve.

The air,

No where so clear, sharpened his visual rav.

Milton.

— Visual angle, the angle under which an

object is seen, or the angle formed at the

eye by the rays of light which come from

the extremities of the object. When an

object is near the eye the visual angle is

increased, and when at a distance it is di

minished. Hence, objects at a distance

appear smaller than when near us.— Visual

point, in persp. a point in the horizontal

line in which all the visual rays unite.—

Visual rays, lines of light, imagined to come

from the object to the eye.

Visualise, Visualize (vizh'u-al-Iz), *>-'. To

make visual or visible. [Rare.]

What is this Me? A Voice, a Motion, an Appear

ance—tome embodied, visualised Idea in the Eter

nal Mind. Carlyle.

Visualise, Visualize (vizh'u-al-Iz), v.i. To

call up a mental image or picture with a

distinctness approaching actual vision—thus

some persons actually almost see tin- figures

in an arithmetical operation mentally per

formed.

Many of my reader! do not and cannot visualtze.

and few have the habit in a pronounced degree.

Francis Gallon .

Visuality (vizh-u-al'i-ti), n. The state or

quality of being visual ; a sight; a glimpse ;

a mental picture.

We have a pleasant x-tsua/ity of an old summer

afternoon in the Queen's Court two hundred years

ago. Carlyle.

Vitacess ( vi-ta'se-e ), n. pi. A nat, order of

plants, of Which the genus Vitis (the vines)

is the type. The species are, for the most

part, inhabitants of the warmer parts of the

temperate zone, and are found in both the

Old and New Worlds, especially in Asia.

They are sarmentose and mostly climbing

shrubs; the lower leaves are opposite, ami

the upper ones alternate, stalked, simple,

lobed, or compound, with stipules at the

base. The peduncles are racemose, thyreoid,

corymbose, cymosc, or umbellate opposite

the leaves, and are sometimes changed into

tendrils. See Vitis.

Vitaille.t n. Victuals. Chaucer. See Vic

tual.

Vital (vTtal), a. [ Fr. vital, from L. vitalis,

vital, pertaiuing to life, from vita (for vivita),

life, from stem of vivo, victtnn, to live. Akin

ore also vivid, vivacity, victual, viand, At.

From a root seen also in F-. quick. SeeQviCK.]

1. Pertaiuing to life, either animal or vege

table: as, vital energies; vital powers. ' Be

reft my vital powers.' Shak.

When I have pluck'd the roM

I cannot give it vital growth again ;

It needs must wither. Shak.

I have adverted to ninny facts and arguments

which seem to me to justify the conclusion that there

are certain phenomena characteristic of all living

matter, and which an included under the terms nu

trition, growth, formation, multiplication, which

are not physical and which cannot be explained by

physical law. I propose therefore to call these furely

vital actions. ... I have never been able to dis

cover in any non-living bodies whatever, any pheno

menon which can be fairly said to correspond to. or

to be compared with, the above. Dr. Lionel Scale.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^r; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.— See Key.
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2 Contributing to life; necessary to life: as,

vital air; vital blood.—3. Containing life.

Spirits that live throughout.

Vital in every part. Milton,

4. Being the seat of life; being that on which

life depends.

The dart flew on, and piere'd a vital part. Pop*.

5. Very necessary; highly important; essen

tial; indispensable.

A competence i» vital to content. Young,

(To) Lanfranc . . . Latin Christianity looked up

as the champion of her vital doctrine. Mitotan.

(M So disposed as to live; capable of living;

viable.

Pythagoras and Hippocrates affirm the birth of the

seventh month to be vital. Sir T. Browne.

— Vital air, an old name for oxygen pas,

which is essential to animal life. — Vita!

fluid, the name given by Schultze to a fluid

in plants found in certain vessels called by

him vital vessels. It is also termed Latex

(which see). — Vital functions, those func

tions or faculties of the body on which life

immediately depends, as the circulation of

the blood, respiration, digestion, &c— Vital

principle, the unknown cause of life.

Vitalism (vi'tal-izm), n. In biol. the doctriue

that ascribes all the functions of an organ

ism to a vital principle distinct from chem

ical and other physical forces.

Vltalist (vi'tal 1st), n. One who holds the

doctrine of vitalism.

The development of biological science has pro-

greased contemporaneously with the successive vic

tories pained by the physicists over the vitaluts.

Still no physicist has hitherto succeeded in explain

ing any fundamental vital phenomenon upon purely

physical and chemical principles. //. A. Nicholson.

Vitality (vl-tal'i-ti). n. 1. The state of show

ing vital powers or capacities; the principle

of animation or of life ; as, the vitality of

vegetable seeds or of eggs.

The essenti.il phenomenon of vitality is, . . . in

the words of Herbert Spencer, 'the continuous ad

justment of internal relations to external relations,'

and life, in its effect, is the totality of the functions

of a living being. H. A. Nieholton.

2. Animation ; manifestation of life or of a

capacity for lasting; as, an institution devoid

of vitality.

Vitalization (vrtaUz-.V'shon). n. The act

or process of infusing the vital principle.

Vitalize (vi'tal-iz), v.t. pret. <fc pp. vitalized;

ppr. vitalizing. To give life to; to furnish

with the vital principle; as, vitalized blood.

Organic assimilation ... is a force which not only

produces motion and chemical change, but also

vitalises the matter on which it acts. IVhnvell.

Vitally (vl'tal-li), adv. 1. In a vital manner;

so as to give life.

The organic structure of human bodies, by which

they are fitted to live and move, and to be vitally

informed by the soul, is the workmanship of a most

wise and beneficent Maker. Bentley.

2. Essentially; as, vitally important.

Vitals (vi'talz), n. pi. 1. Internal parts or

organs of animal bodies essential to life:

used vaguely or generally.

The disease preyed upon his vitals; and he soon

discovered, witn indignation, that health was not to

be bought. "Johnson,

2. The part of a complex whole essential to

its life, existence, or to a sound state; as.

corruption of manners preys upon the vitals

of a state.

Vltellaryt (vit'el-la-ri), n. [L. vitellus, the

yolk of on egg ) The place where the yolk

of an egg swims in the white. Sir 7\ Browne.

Vitellicle (vl-terli-kl), n. [Dim. of vitellus.]

In physiol. the little yolk-bag, or the bag

containing that part of the yolk which has

not been converted into the germ-mass and

embryo. In man it is the umttilical vesicle.

Vitellin, Vitelline (vi-tenin), n. A sub

stance consisting of casein and albumen,

characteristic of the yolk of birds' eggs.

Vitelline (vl-tel'lin), a. Of or pertaining to

the yolk of eggs, more especially to the

dentopbistic or nutritive part of the yolk.

Vitellus (vl-tel'iis), n. [L., the yolk of an

egg] 1. In physiol the yolk of an egg.—

2. In bot. a membrane inclosing the embryo

in some plants, as Nymph sea, ginger, and

pepper. It seems to be the remains of the

embryo sac, or the sac of the amnios.

Vitex (vi'teks), n. [L., from vieo, to bind,

in allusion to the flexible branches.] A ge

nus of plants, nat. order Verbenacea*. The

best known species is V annus castus (the

chaste tree), a native of the south of Europe.

The fruit Is globular, with an acrid and aro

matic taste, and is called wild pepper in the

south of France. The leaves, in ancient

times, were strewed upon beds, and sup

posed to preserve chastity. V. altissima

and V. arborea, which grow in hot countries,

yield valuable timber.

Vitiate (vish'i-at), v.t. pret *. pp. vitiated;

ppr. vitiating. [ L. vitio. vitiatum. from

vitium, a fault, vice. See Vice.) 1. To ren

der vicious, faulty, or imperfect; to injure

the quality or substance of ; to cause to be

defective; to impair; to spoil.

The sun in his garden gives him the purity of visible

objects, and of true nature, before she was vitiated

by luxury. Evelyn.

This undistinguisbing complaisance will vitiate the

taste of readers. OaitH.

2. To cause to fail of effect either in whole

or in part; to render invalid or of no effect;

to destroy the validity or binding force of, as,

of a legal instrument or a transaction; to di

vest of legal value or authority; to invali

date; as, any undue influence exerted on a

jury vitiates their verdict; fraud vitiates a

contract; a court is vitiated by the presence

of unqualified persons sitting as members

of it. — Syn. To impair, spoil, deprave, em-

base, contaminate, taint, infect, defile, pol

lute, sophisticate.

Vitiation (vish-i-a'shon), n. The act of viti

ating; (a) impairment; corruption; as, the

vitiation of the blood. (6) A rendering in

valid or illegal; as, the vitiation of a contract

or a court

Vitlcula (vi-tik'u-la), n. [Dim. of L. vitis, a

vine. ] In bot. a trailing stem, as of a cucum

ber.

Viticulture (vit'i-kul-tur). n. [L. vitis, a

vine, and cultura, culture.] The culture or

cultivation of the vine.

Vitilitigatet(vit-i-lit'i-gat),D.i. [L.vitilitigo,

vitilitigatum — vitium, vice, and litigo, to

quarrel. ] To contend in law litigiously, cap

tiously, or vexatiously.

Vitilitigation t (vit-i-lit'i-ga"shon), n. Vex

atious or quarrelsome litigation.

I'll force you by right ratiocination

To leave your vitilitigation. Butler.

VitlOBlty (vish-i-os'i-ti). n. The state or

being vicious; corrupted state; depravation.

'The corruption, perverseness, and vitiosity

of man's will.* South.

Vitious, Vitiously, Vitiousnesa (vish'us,

vish'us-li, Yish'us-nesj. See Vicious and its

derivatives.

Vitis (vi'tis), n. [L., a vine, from a root vi,

to be pliant, seen in vieo, to twist together,

to plait, to bend, vimen, a pliant twig; and

in E. withe, withy.) A genus of plants, the

type of the nat. order Vitacere ; the vines.

The species, which are found chiefly in Asia

and America, are climbiug shrubs, with

simple lobed, cut, or toothed, rarely com

pound leaves, and thyreoid racemes of small

greenish yellow flowers, and bearing in clus

ters a fruit called grapes. The best kuown,

and by far the most important species, is

the V. vini/era, the common vine or grape

vine, a native of Central Asia, of which there

is a multitude of varieties. The cultivation

of the vine extends from near 65* north lati

tude to the equator, but in south latitudes

it only extends to about 40'. It is rarely

grown at a greater altitude than 3000 feet.

In favourable seasons the vine ripens in the

open air in England, and in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries considerable quanti

ties of inferior wine were made from native

grapes. Vineyards are now, however, un

known in this country; but the grapes raised

in hothouses are excellent The vine grows

In every sort of soil; but that which is light

and gravelly seems best suited for the pro

duction of fine wines. The vine is a long-

lived plant; indeed, in warm climates, the

period of its existence is not known. * It la

propagated from seeds, layers, cuttings,

grafting, and by inoculation. Several spe

cies of vine are indigenous in North America,

as the Vitis Labrusca, the wild-vine or fox-

grape; V. cordifolia, heart-leaved vine or

chicken-grape; V.riparia, river-side orsweet-

scented vine. See Wink.

Vitreo-electric (vit're-6-e-lek"trik),a. Con

taining or exhibiting positive electricity, or

electricity similar to that which is excited

by rubbing glass.

Vitreous ( vitTe-us ), a. [ L. vitreus, from

vitrum, glass; same root as video, to see. See

Vision ) 1. Of, pertaining to, or obtained

from glass. —2. Consisting of glass: as, a

vitreous substance. - 3. Resembling glass: as,

the vitreous humour of the eye. so called

from its resembling melted glass. Ray.

This humour occupies more than three -

fourths of the interior of the eye, and is

seated behind the crystalline lens. The rays

of light which enter the eye undergo two

refractions in passing through the aqueous

humour and crystalline lens. On entering

the vitreous humour they undergo a third

refraction, thus acquiring their final degree

of convergence, so that they form an image

at a focus on the retina or very near it. See

Eye. — Vitreous electricity, that produced

by rubbing glass, as distinguished from

resinous electricity. See ELECTRICITY.

Vltreousnesa (vit're-us-nes), n. The quality

or state of being vitreous; resemblance to

glass.

Vitrescence (vi-tres'sens), n. [From L. r»f-

rum, glass ] The state or quality of being;

vitrescent; a tendency to become glass or

glassy ; susceptibility of being formed into

glass; glassiness.

Vitrescent (vi-tres'sent), a. Turning into

glass; tending to become glass.

Vitreadble (vi-tres'si-bl), o. Capable of be

ing vitrified.

VitriC (vit'rik), a. [L. vitrum, glass] Of or

pertaining to the fused compounds in which

silex predominates, such as glass and some

of the enamels : in contradistinction to cer

amic.

Vitrifactlon (vit-ri-fak'shon), n. The act,

process, or operation of vitrifying or con

verting into glass or a glassy substance by

heat; as, the vitrefaction of sand, flint, and

pebbles with alkaline salts.

Vitrifacture (vit'ri-fak-tur), n. [L. vitrum,

glass, j The manufacture of glass.

Vttriflable (vit'ri-fi-a-bl), a. Capable of

being vitrified or converted into glass by

heat and fusion; as. flint and alkalies are

vitrifiable.— Verifiable colours, metallic pig

ments, which become vitrified when laid

on surfaces. Such are used in enamels,

pottery, and stained glass.

Vitrincablet (vit-rifi-ka-bi), o. Vitrifiable.

Vitrlflcatet (vit-rifi-kat), v.t To vitrify.

Vitrification (vit-rifi-ka"shon), n. Vitri

factlon (which see).

Vitrified (vit'ri-fid), p. and a. Converted

into glass.— Vitrified forts, a class of pre

historic hill fortresses, principally found ou

the crestsof Scottish hills, but also in (ranee,

the walls of which are perfectly or par

tially vitrified or transformed into a kind

of glass. It has not yet been satisfactorily

solved whether the vitrifaction was inten

tional or not.

Vitrlform(vit'ri-form), a. [L. vitrum, glass,

and si. form.] Having the form or resem

blance of glass.

Vitrify (vit'ri-fi), v.t. pret & pp. vitrified ;

ppr. vitrifying. [L. vitrum, glass, nm\ facto.

to make.] To convert into glass by fusion

or the action of heat; as, to vitrify Band and

alkaline salts.

Vitrily* (vit'ri-fi), tu\ To become glass; to

be converted into glass.

Chemists make vessels of animal substances cal

cined, which will not vitrify in the fire.

A rbutknot.

Vitriol (vit'ri-ol), n. [Fr. vitriol L.L. vit-

riolum, a glassy substance, from L. vitrum,

glass, from the crystalline form and trans-

luceucy of the sulphates.] The old chemi

cal and still the common name of sulphuric

acid and of many of its compounds, which,

in certain states, have a glassy appear

ance.— Blue vitriol or copper vitriol, sul

phate of copper.—Oreen vitriol. See COP

PERAS.—Lead vitriol, sulphate of lead; an-

gleBite.— Nickel vitriol, hydrated sulphate

of nickel.—Oil of vitriol, concentrated sul

phuric acid.—Red vitriol, (a) a sulphate of

cobalt. Called also Cobalt Vitriol. (6) Red

sulphate of iron. Called also Vitriol of Stars.

— White vitriol, sulphate of zinc.

Vitriolate (vit'ri-6-lat), v.t. pret A pp.

vitriolated; ppr. ritriotating. To convert

into a vitriol, as iron pyrites by the absorp

tion of oxygen, which reduces the iron to

an oxide, and the sulphur to sulphuric acid.

Thus the sulphide of iron when vitriolated

becomes sulphate of iron or green vitriol.

(Nearly obsolete.]

Vitriolate, Vitriolated (vit'ri-6-lat, vit'ri-

6-lat-ed), p. and a. Converted into a sul

phate or a vitriol.

Variolation (vit'ri-61a"shon), n. The act

or process of converting into a sulphate or

a vitriol.

Vitriolic ( vlt-ri-ol' ik), a. Pertaining to

vitriol ; having the qualLties of vitriol, or

obtained from vitriol.— Vitriolic acid, an

old name for sulphuric acid.

Vitrlollne (vtt'ri-o-lin).a. Of, pertaining to,

or resembling vitriol ; vitriolic. 'A spring

of a citrioline taste and odour." Fuller.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te. not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y. Sc. ley.
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Vitruvian Scroll.

Vitriolizable (vit'ri-ol-iz-a-bl), a. Capable

of being converted into a vitriol.

Vitrlolization (vit'ri-ol-iz-a"shon). See

VlTRIOLATION.

Vltrloliae (vit'ri-ol-lz), v.t. Same as Vitri-

olate.

Vitrloloust (vi-tri'o-lus), a. Containing

vitriol; vitriolic.

Vitro-di-Trino(vit'ro-de-tr$"nS), n. A kind

of filigree or reticulated glasswork, invented

by the Venetians in the fifteenth century,

consisting of a lace-work of white enamel

or transparent glass, forming a series of

diamond-shaped sections; in the centre of

each an air-bubble was allowed to remain

as a decoration. Fairholt.

Vitrotype (vit'ro-tip), n. Inphotog. a name

given to the processes which involve the

production of collodion film pictures on

ilass. E. H. Knight.

Vitruvtan (vi-tro'vi-an), a. Of or pertain

ing to Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, a celebrated

Roman architect, born about 80 B.C.— Vi

truvian scroll,

an architectu

ral ornament

named after

Vitruvius.and

consisting of a

series of con

voluted scrolls, which is very fanciful and

varied. It frequently occurs in friezes of

the Composite order.

Vitta(vit'a), n. pi. Vltt» (vit'e). [L.] 1. A

headband, fillet, or garland; specifically,

among ancient Greeks and Romans, a rib

bon or fillet used as a decoration of sacred

persons or things, as of priests, victims,

statues, altars, and the like.

2. In bot. a name given to the

receptacles of oil which are

found in the fruits of um

belliferous plants, as in those

of anise, dill, fennel, caraway,

Ac. The cut shows the fruit

of Carum Carui (common

caraway seeds): vv, vittoe.

The same term Is sometimes

applied to the various stripes

which are found upon leaves.

Vittate (vit'at). a. [From VV| vittx.

pitta. ] 1. Provided with a

vitta or vittse.— 2. In bot. striped length

wise.

Vituline (vit'u-lin), a. [L. vitulinus, from

vituia, a calf. See Veal.] Belonging to a

calf or to veal.

Vituperable (vi-tu'pe-ra-bl), <*• [See Vitu

perate] Deserving or liable to vitupera

tion; blameworthy; censurable. Cuxton.

Vituperate (vi-tu'pe-rat), v.t. pret. <fc pp.

vituperated; ppr. vituperating. [Fr. vitu-

perer,4U> vituperate, dispraise.discommend '

(Cotgrave); from L. vitupero, vUuperatum

—vitium, a vice, a fault, and parot to pre

pare] To blame with abusive language; to

find fault with abusively; to abuse verbally;

to rate; to objurgate. [This word seems to

have come into use much later than vitu

peration and vituperable.]

Vituperation (vi-tu'pe-ra"shon), n. [L. vi~

tuperatio.] The act of vituperating; cen

sure with abusive terms ; abuse ; railing.

Caxton.

When aman becomes untractable, and inaccessible,

by fierceness and pride, then vituperation comes

upon him, and privation of honour follows htm.

Donne.

Does Demosthenes imagine that Philip is not

greatly more fertile in the means of annoyance than

any Athenian is in the terms of vitupcratiott.

Landor.

Vituperative (vi-tu'pe-rat-iv), a. Serving

to vituperate; containing or expressing abu

sive censure; abusive. ' Vituperative appel

lations.' B. Jonson.

The torrents of female eloquence, especially in the
■vituperative way, stem all opposition. Chesterfield.

Vituperatlvely (vi-tu'pe-rat-iv-li), adv. In

a vituperative manner; with vituperation;

abusively.

Vituperator (vi-tu'pe-rat-er), n. One who

vituperates; one who censures abusively; a

reprehender; a reviler.

Vituperioust (vi-tu-pe'ri-us), a. Worthy of

vituperation ; disgraceful * A vituperioxts

and vile name.' Shelton.

Viva (ve'vll), inter}. [It. J An Italian ex

clamation of applause or joy, corresponding

to the French vive, long live : often used

substantively ; as, the king reached his

palace amidst the vivas of the people.

Vivace (ve-va'cha), a. [It.] In music, viva

cious; brisk; specifically, a direction to

perform a passage in a brisk lively manner.

Vivacious (vl-va'ahus), a. [L. vivax, vivaria,

from vivo, to live, vivas, alive. See Vital]

l.t Having vigorous powers of life; long-

lived; tenacious of life. Fuller; Bentley. See

Vivacity, 1.—2. Lively; active; sprightly in

temper or conduct; proceeding from or

characterized by sprightliness. ' People of a

vivacious temper.' Howell. 'Here if the

poet had not been vivacious.' Spectator.—

3. In bot. living throughout the year or for

several years; perennial. — Syn. Sprightly,

lively, animated, brisk, gay, merry, jocund,

light-hearted.

Vivaciously (vl-va'shus-li), adv. In a

vivacious mauner; with vivacity, life, or

spirit.

Vivaciousness (vi-va'ahus-nes), n. l. The

state or quality of being vivacious; vivacity;

liveliness. —2. t State of being long-lived;

longevity. '(In) vivaciousness they outlive

most men.' Fuller.

Vivacity (vi-vas'i-ti), n. [Fr. vivacUi; L.

vivacitas. See Vivacious.] l.t The quality

of being vivacious in old sense of long-

lived; tenacity of life; hence, length of life;

longevity.

They . . . survive some days the loss of their

heads and hearts ; so vigorous is their vivacity.

Boyle.

James Sands of Horbom in this county, is most re

markable for his vivacity, for he lived 140 years.

Fuller.

2. Liveliness ofmanner or character; spright

liness of temper or behaviour; animation;

briskness; cheerfulness; spirit; as, a lady

of great vivacity. * A great vivacity in his

countenance.' Dryden. ' Great vivacity in

his fancy.' Burnet.

Vivandiere ( ve" - van - d5 - ar ), n. [Fr. , fem.

of vivandier, from It vivandiere, a sutler,

from vivanda, food. See Viand.] A female

attached to French and other continental

regiments, who sells provisions and liquor.

The dress is generally a modified form of

that of the regiment.

Vivarium (vi-va'ri-um), n. [L., from twits,

alive. See Vital.] A place artificially pre

pared for keeping animals alive, in as nearly

as possible their natural Btate, as a park, a

warren, a fish-pond, or the like; a vivarium

for fresh or salt water animals Is usually

called an aquarium (which see).

Vivary (vi'va-ri), n. A place for keeping

living animals, a vivarium (which seel. 'That

cage and vivary of fowls and beasts.'Donne.

Vivat (ve-va), mterj. [Fr., from third pers.

sing. prea. subj. of L. vivo, to live; lit

may he (or she) live.] An exclamation of

applause or joy; a viva: sometimes referred

to as a noun.

Twenty-seven millions travelling on such courses,

with gold jingling in every pocket, with vivats hea

ven high, are incessantly advancing ... to the Ann

land's end. Carlyle.

Viva voce (vi'va vd'se), adv. [L., by the liv

ing voice.] By word of mouth; orally; as,

to vote viva voce; to communicate with an

other person viva voce: sometimes used ad-

jectively; as, a viva voce examination.

Vivda (vivMa), n. Same as Vifda.

Vive (vev), a. [Fr., fem. of vif; L. vivus,

lively, alive. See VivAClot'S,&c] l.tLively;

vivid; vivacious; forcible. Bacon.—2. Bright;

clear; distinct. [Scotch]

Vive (vev), inter). [Fr., from vivre, L. vivere,

to live.] Long live; success to; as, rive le

roi, long live the king; vive la bagatelle,

success to trifles or sport

Vivelyt (viv'H). adv. In a vivid or lively

manner. * Vively limned.' Marston.

Vivencyt (vi'ven-si), n. [L. vivens, viventis,

fipr. of vivo, to live.] Manner of supporting

ife or vegetation. Sir T. Broicne.

Vlverra (vi-ver'a), n. [L., a ferret.] A

genus of digitigrade and carnivorous mam

malia, the type of the family Viverridre

(which see).

Viverridae (vi-ver'i-de), n. pi. A family of

digitigrade carnivora, many of the species

of which are furnished with anal glands,

which secrete the peculiar fatty substance

known as civet They are mostly long-

bodied, short-legged animals, with stlfnsh

fur, a long tail, and a sharp muzzle. Be

sides the civet-cat and the genet (which see),

numerous other forms are referred to the

\ ivcii i'l.i'. as the palm-cat {Paradoxurus

typus), the binturongs(Arctictis), the cyno-

gale, the suricate, the ichneumon, Ac. In

anatomical characters, as well as in external

appearance, the Viverridaj approach very

closely both to the cat family and to the

hyaenas.

Vlvers (viv'erz), n. pi. [Fr. vivres, provisions,

victuals, from vivre, L. vivere. to live.] Food;

eatables; victuals. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Vives (vivz), n.pl. [Ft. avives, according to

Littre from vive, lively, brisk, cat* vive, run

ning water, because the animals are said to

contract this complaint through drinking

running water.] A disease of animals, par

ticularly of horses, and more especially of

young horses at grass, seated in the glands

under the ear, where a tumour is formed

which sometimes ends in suppuration. Writ

ten also Fives.

Vlviauite (viVi-an-it), n. [After the English

mineralogist, F. O. Vivian.] A phosphate

of iron, of various shades of blue and green,

sometimes used as a pigment

Vivid (viv'id), a. [ll vividus, from vivus,

lively, alive, from stem of vivo, to live. See

Vital] 1. Exhibiting the appearance of

life or freshness; bright; clear; lively; fresh;

strong; intense; as, the vivid colours of the

rainbow; the vivid green of flourishing vege

tables. ' The fullest and most vivid colours.*

Newton.

Vivid was the light

Which flashed at this from out the other's eye.

Wordsworth.

2. Forming brilliant images or painting in

lively colours; realistic.

Where the genius is bright, and the imagination

vivid, the power of memory may lose its improve

ment. Watts.

Syn. Lively, bright, strong, clear, lucid,

striking, lustrous, splendent, intense, fresh.

Vividity (vi-vid'i-ti), n. Vividness. [Rare.]

Vividly (viv'id-li). adv. In a vivid man

ner: (a) with life; in a lively manner; with

strength or intensity.

Sensitive objects affect a man much more vividly

than those which affect only his mind. South.

(6) With brightness; in bright or glowing

colours; with animated exhibition to the

mind ; as, the scene was vividly depicted ;

the counsel vividly represented the miseries

of his client

Vividness (viv'ld-nes), n. 1. The quality of

being vivid; liveliness; strength; sprightli

ness.

All great steps in science require a peculiar dis

tinctness and vividness of thought in the discoverer.

IVhcwelt.

2. Strength of colouring; brightness. Boyle.

Vlviflc, Vivifical (vi-vif'ik, vi-vif 'ik-al), a.

[L. vivificus. See Vivify. 1 Giving life;

reviving; enlivening; vivifying. [Rare.]

Without whose (the sun's) salutary and vivi/fc

beams all motion . . . would cease, and nothing be

left but darkness and death. JZay.

Vivlficate (viv'i-fik-at), v.t. pret A pp. vi-

vificatcd; ppr. vivijicating. [L. vivifico, vi-

vxficatum—vivus, alive, and facio, to make.]

1. To give life to ; to animate : to vivify.

[Rare.]

Cod vivijicates ... the whole world. Sir T. More.

2. In old chem. to restore or reduce to the

natural state or to the metallic state, as a

metal from an oxide, solution, or the like;

to revive.

Vivification (viv'i-fl-ka'/shon), n. The act

of vivifying, or the state of being vivified ;

the act of giving life; revival [Rare]

The nature of vivi/ication is best enquired in crea

tures bred of putrefaction. Bacon.

Viviflcative (viv'i-fl-kat-iv), a. Able to

animate or give life; capable of vivifying.

' Viviftcative principle.' Sir T. More. [Rare]

Vivify (viv'I-n), v.t. pret. & pp. vivified; ppr.

vivifying. [Fr. vivijier, L. vivificare—vivus,

alive, and /ado, to make.] To endue with

life; to animate; to make to be living. Har

vey.

Vivify (viv'i-fi), v.i. To impart life or ani

mation.

Sitting on eggs doth vivify, not nourish. Bacon.

Viviparity (viv-1-par'i-ti), n. State or char

acter of being viviparous.

In reptiles and fishes it is always essentially ovipa

rous, though there are cases, of the kind above re

ferred to, in which viviparity is simulated.

//. Spencer.

Viviparous (vi-vip'a-rus),a. [L. vivus, alive,

and pario, to bear.] 1. Producing young in

a living state, as distinguished from ovi

parous, producing eggs. — 2. In bot. produc

ing leaf- buds in place of fruit; as, a vivi

parous plant. Batfour.

vlviparously (vi-vip'a-rus-li), adv. In a

viviparous manner.

These, rapidly assuming the organization of other

imperfect females, are born viviparously.

H. Spencer.

Vivlparousness (vi-vip'a-rus-nes), n. Vivi

parity.

Vivi-perceptlon (viv'i-per-sep"shon),u. The

perception of the processes of vital func

tions in their natural action : opposed to

observation by vivisection. J.J. G.Wilkinson.

eh, c/uuu; ch, Sc. locA, g, go, },joh, a, Jfr. ton; ug, si«tf; IH, fV.eii; th, uun; w, wig, wh, tcAig; zh, azure. —See KEY.
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Vivisection (viv-i-sek'shon), n. [From L.

vivus, alive, and wet to, sections, a cutting,

from seco, tectum, to cut. J The dissection

of a living animal; the art and practice of

experimenting upon living animals for the

purpose of ascertaining some fact in physi

ology or pathology which ciiunot be other

wise investigated Though the term strictly

is applicable to cutting operations only, it

is generally employed for all scientific ex

periments performed on living animals,

whether they consist of cutting operations,

the compression of parts by ligatures, the

administration of poisons, the inoculation

of disease, the subjection to special condi

tions of food, temperature, or respiration,

or to the action of drugs and medicines.

Vivisector (viv'i-sek-ter), n. One who prac

tises vivisection.

Vixen (vik'sen), n. [A. Sax fixen, fyxen. a

she-fox, fern, of fox. This is the only rem

nant of an old English mode of forming the

feminine by adding the suffix -en, which

caused umlaut; eomp. G. fiichxinn, a she-

fox, from fuchx, a fox ; Sc. carline, from

carle. As to change of / to v see V.J 1. A

she-fox. - 2. A froward, turbulent, quarrel

some woman; a scold; a termagant

O. when she's angry, she's keen and shrewd.

She was a vixen when she went to school,

And though she be but little she is. fierce. SMak.

3 t An ill-tempered snarling man. Barrow.

Vixenish (vik'sen-ish). a. Of. pertaining to.

or resembling a vixen; cross; ill-tempered.

' A vixenish countenance.' Dickens,

Vixenly (vik'sen-li), a. Having the qualities

of a vixen; ill-tempered; snappish. 'A

vixenly pope.' Harrow.

Vi*. A contraction of L. videlicet, to wit;

namely. The z represents a symbol of con

traction used in manuscripts of the middle

ages, which, with many other modes of con

traction, was transferred into the earliest

printed books

Vlzament (vi'za-ment), n. Advisement.

Shak. [An intentionally erroneous form.]

VizaraU (viz'ard), n. A mask; a vizor. 'To

. . . betray them under the vizard of law.'

Milton. See V'lSOE.

Vixardt (viz'ard), v.t. To mask; to disguise

Vllier (viz'l-er or vi-zeV), n, [Fr. vizir, from

Ar. wazir, a vizier, lit. a bearer of burdens, a

porter, from ivazara, to beara burden.] The

title of a high political officer in the Turkish

Empire and other Mohammedan states. lu

Turkey the title vizier is given to the heads

of the various ministerial departments into

which the divan or ministerial council is

divided, and to all pashas of three tails.

(See Pasha) The president of the divan,

or prime minister, is known as grand vizier,

vizier-azam, or sadr-azam. In India vizier

was the highest officer at the court of the

Mogul Empire at Delhi; and nawab vizier

ultimately became the hereditary title in

the dynasty that ruled at Oude. Written

also Vizir.

Visiers nodding together

In some ArabLin iii>;lit. Tennyson.

The tyrants of the Ea^t become puppets or slaves

of their vizirs. HaUam,

Vizierate (viz'i-er-at or vi-zeVat), n. The

office, state, or authority of a vizier.

Vizierial (vi-ze'ri-al), a. Of, pertaining to.

or issued by a vizier.

Vlxor (viz'or), n. A maBk or protection for

the face; the movable face-guard of a hel

met. See Visor.

Vizor (viz'or), v.t. To cover with a vizor, or

as with a vizor; to mask; to disguise.

Vizoring up a red

And cipher face of rounded foolishness. Tennyson.

Vlacke-vark (vlak'ka-vark), n. See Wart-

hog.

Vocable (V6'ka-bl). n. [L. voeabulum. from

voco, to call, vox, voeit, the voice. See Voice. ]

A word; a term; a name; specifically, a word

considered as composed of certain sounds

or letters without regard to its meaning.

We will next endeavour to understand that vocable

or term, tyrannus, that is, a tyr.uit or an evil Kinjj.

Sir G. Buck.

Vocabulary (vd-kab'u-la-ri), n. [Fr. voea-

b-ulairr, from L. voeabulum, a word. See

Vocable ] 1. A list or collection of the

words of a language, arranged in alphal>cti-

cal order and briefly explained; a word

book; a dictionary or lexicon. —2. Sum or

stock of words employed ; range of language.

His vocabulary seems to have been no larger than

was necessary for die transaction of business.

Macaulay.

— Vocabulary, Dictionary, Glossary. A vo

cabulary is now. at least, commonly under

stood to be a list of the words occurring in

a specific work or author, generally alpha

betically arranged, defined, and appended

to the text; whereas we apply the term dic

tionary to a word-book of all the words in

a language or of any department of art or

science, without reference to any particular

work; thus, we speak of a vocabulary to

Ca-sar, but of a dietumary of architecture,

chemistry, the English language, Ac. A

glossary is yet more restricted than a vocab

ulary, being a list and explanation of pecu

liar tennB, as technical, dialectic, or anti

quated words, occurring in a particular

author or department; as. a glossary to

Chaucer, Burns, Ac. ; a glossary of terms of

art. and the like.

Vocabullst (vd-kab'u-list), n. The writer or

framer of a vocabulary.

Vocal (vO'kal), a. [L. vocalis. See VoiCB.l

1. Pertaining to the voice or speech; uttered

or modulated by the voice.

They Joined their vocal worship to the choir

Mt'.ton.

2. Havinga voice; endowed or as if endowed

with a voice.

The stream, the wood, the gale

Is vocal with the plaintive wail. Sir IV. Scott.

Where the brook

{■'oral, with here and there a silence, ran.

Tennyson.

3. In phonetic*, (a) voiced; uttered with

voire as distinct from breath; sonant: said

of certain letters, as z as distinguished from

s, or v as distinguished from/, (ft) Having

a vowel diameter; vowel.

These are the principal vowels, and there arc few

languages in which they do not occur. But we have

only to look to English, French, and German in order

to perceive that there are many varieties of vocal

sound besides these. There ii the French », the

German it, &c. Max .Wittier.

— Vocal music, music prepared for, or pro

duced by the human voice alone, or accom

panied by instruments, in distinction from

instrumental music, which is prepared for,

or produced by instruments alone.— Vocal

chords or cords, in anat. two elastic folds of

mucous membrane, so attached to the car

tilages of the larynx and to muscles that

they may beBtretched or relaxed, and other

wise altered so as to modify the sounds pro

duced by their vibration. See Voice, — \ acal

tube, in anat. the space which the sound of

the voice has to travei-se after it is produced

in the glottis, including the passages through

the nose and mouth.

Vocal (vd'kal), n. In R Cath. Ch. a man

who has a right to vote in certain elections.

Vocalic (v6-kal'ik), a. Relating to or con

sisting of vowel sounds; containing many

vowels. Sir W. Scott.

Vocalism (vo'kal-izm), n. The exercise of

the vocal organs; vocalization.

Vocalist (vo'kal-ist). n. A vocal musician;

a singer: as opposed to an instrumental

performer.

Vocality (vo-kal'i-ti), ?». The quality of being

vocal : (<i) the quality of being utterable by

the voice. Holder. (6) The quality of being

a vowel; vowel character; as, the vocality of

a sound.

Vocalization (v6'kaMz-a"shon), n. L Act

of vocalizing, or the state of being vocalized.

2 The formation and utterance of vocal

sounds.

Vocalize (vo'kal-iz),r (. pret. & pp.voealized;

ppr. vocalizing. 1. To form into voice ; to

make vocaL

It is one thing to give impulse to breath alone, and

another to xvcaitre that breath, that is. in its passagi.'

through the larynx to give it the sound of human

voice. Holder.

2. To utter with voice and not merely

breath; to make sonant; as, / vocalized is

equivalent to V.

Vocally (vo'kal-li), adv. 1. In a vocal man

ner; with voice; with an audible sound.—

2. In words; verbally: as, 'to express de

sires vocally.' Sir M. Hale.

Vocalneas (vcVkal-nes), n. The quality of

being vocal; vocality.

Vocation (vd-kashon), n. [Fr., from L vo-

catio, from voco, to call. See Voice] 1. A

calling or designation to a particular state

or profession; a summons; an injunction; a

call ; in theol. a special calling, under God's

guidance, to some special state, office, or

duty. * The golden chain of vocation, elec

tion, and justification.' Jet. Taylor.

What can be urged for them who, not having the

vocation of poverty to scribble, out of mere wanton

ness make themselves ridiculous. Dryden.

Though merely giving pleasure is no part of an

orator's duty, yet be has no vocation to give his

i audience [>ain. Brougham.

2. Employment; calling; occupation; trade;

a word that includes professions aa well as

mechanical occupations.

Why. Hal, 'tis my vocation, Hal; 'tis no sin for a

man to labour in hi% vocation. Shak.

If wit or wisdom be the head, If honesty be the

heart, industry b the right band of every vocation.

Barrow.

Vocative {vok'a-tiv), a. [L. tocativus, from

coco, to call, from cox. the voice. ] Relat

ing to calling or addressing by name: ap

plied to the grammatical case in which a

pcrsouor thing is addressed; as, the coca (ic«

case.

Vocative (vok'a-tiv), n. Iu gram, the case

employed in calling to or addre&siug a per

son or thing; as, L Dnmine. O Lord, which

is the vocative case of duminus,

Vochyaceae, Vochysiace® (vok-i-a'se-e.

vo-kiz'i-tt-se-e), n. pi. [From vochy. name of

a species iu Guiana.] An order of pulypet-

alous dicotyledonous trees and shrubs, often

very beautiful, belonging to tropical Ame

rica. There are about ten genera, of which

Vochysia and Qualea are conspicuous for

the beauty of their flowering panicles.

Vociferantt (vosif'er-ant), a. Clamorous:

noisy; vociferous, * With voice vocifcrant'

Da vies.

Vociferate (vd-sifer-at). v.t [L. vodfero,

vociferaturn—vox, tocui, the voice, and/era,

to bear.] To cry out with vehemence; to

exclaim.

So faying, he Ush'd the shuulders of his steeds.

And, through the ranks vociferating, calTd

His Trojans on. Confer

Svn. To exclaim, bawl, shout, bellow, roar,

mouth.

Vociferate (vo-rifer-it), v.t pret- A pp. vo

ciferated; ppr. vociferating. To utter with

a loud voice or clamorously; to shout.

Vociferated logic kills me quite ;

A noisy man is always in the rifc'ht. Coffey.

Vociferation (v6-sif'er-a''shon), n. The act

of vociferating; a violent outcry; vehement

utterance of the voice; clamour; exclama

tion. 'The vociferations of emotion or of

pain,' Byron.

Vociferosity (vd-8if'er-os"i-ti), n. Vocifer

ation; clamorousnesa 'Its native twang

ing vociferosity.' Carlyle.

Vociferous (vo-sifer-us), a. Making a loud

outcry; clamorous; noisy.

Thrice three vociferous heralds rose to check the

rout.

Vociferously (vd-sifVr-ns-li). &dv In a vo

ciferous manner: with great noise in calling,

shouting, Ac. Carlyle.

Vociferousness (vo-sifer-ns-nes), n. The

quality of being vociferous; clamorousness-

Vocular (vok'u-ler). a. Vocal. ' The series

of vocular exclamations ' Dickens. [Rare ]

Vocule (volrTil), n. [Dim. from vox, voice. J

A faint or weak sound of the voice, as that

made on separating the lips on pronouncing

jp, t, or k. ( Rare. ]

Vodka fvod'ka), n. An intoxicating spirit

distilled from rye. and much used in Ru*ii*

Voe (v6), n. [Icel. ror, a voe ] An inlet.

bay, or creek. [Orkneys and Shetland }

Vogl©(vo'gi),n (Perhaps from vogue.) Vain;

merry ; cheerful ; well - pleased. Burn*

[Scotch.)

VOgle (vogT), n. A cavity in a lode or vein;

a vugg or vugb.

Voglite (vog'Ht), n. A hydrated carbonate

of uranium, time, and copper, of anenieniM-

green colour and pearly lustre, occurring

near Joachimsthal in Bohemia.

Vogue (vog). n. [Fr. mow, fashion, repo-

tatioti, lit rowing of a ship, vogwr, to pail.

from It. voga,a rowing, rnj/arr, to row, from

O.G. wogon, wag6n. Mod II irogen, to wave,

fluctuate, to heave; akin E. wag, wvtre 1 The

mode or fashion prevalent at any particular

time; popular reception for the time; popu

lar repute or estimation: now almost exclu

sively used in the phrase in vogue; as. a

particular form of dress is now in rogue; so

amusing writer is now in vogue; such opi

nions are now in vogue. * To judge a roan's

saintship from the vogue of the world.'

South. ' Comniuu. ropti« or popular opinion.'

Waterland.

But considering these sermons bore so frrat *

vogue among the papnti, I wiil here grre acute of

them. Stry^

Use may revive the otwoletest word.

And banish tho&e that do» are most w oar-aw

Voice (vois), n, [O.K. roys. O.FT. sw. Mod.

Fr. voix, from L. ror, vocis. voice, a word

from stem of voca re, to call ( whence vacation,

vocative. advocate, Ac ); Skr. vach, to speak.]

J . The sound uttered by the mouths of Uring

Fate, far, fat, fall; ru£, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abime; ?, Sc ley.
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creatures, whether men or animals; espe

cially, human utterance in speaking, sing

ing, or otherwise; the sound made when a

person speaks or sings; mode or character

of sounds uttered; as, to hear a voice; to

recognize a person's voice; a loud voice; a

low tone of voice; 'a rami's voice;' 'did ut

ter forth a voice;' 'the voice of a nightin

gale.' Shak.

Her voice was ever toft,

Gentle and low, an excellent thing in woman.

Shak.

The women sang

Between the rougher voices of the men,

Like linnets in the pauses of the wind. Tennyson,

Voice as a scientific term may mean either

the faculty of uttering audible sounds, or

the body of audible sounds produced by the

organs of respiration, especially the larynx

of men and other animals: contradistin

guished from speech or articulate language.

Voice is produced when air is driven by the

muscles of expiration from the lungs through

the trachea and strikes against the two

vocal chords (see under Vocal), the vibra

tions of which produce sounds varying in

different animate according to the structure

of the organs and the power which the ani

mal possesses over them. Voice can, there

fore, only be found in animals in which the

system of respiration is deyeloped, and the

lun;,'3 and larynx actually exist. Fishes

having no lungs are dumb. In man the

superior organization and mobility of the

tongue and lips, as well as the perfection of

the larynx, enable him to modify his vocal

sounds to an almost infinite extent. In

ordinary speaking the notes of the voice

hare nearly all the same pitch, and the

variety of the sounds is due rather to ar

ticulation in the mouth than to definite

movements of the glottis and vocal chords.

In singing the successive sounds have vibra

tions corresponding in relative proportions

to the notes of the musical scale. The male

voice admits of division into tenor and

bass, and the female into soprano and con

tralto. The lowest female note is an octave

or so higher than the lowest note of the

male voice; and the female's highest note

is about an octave above that of the male.

The compass of both voices taken together

is about four octaves, the chief differences

residing in the pitch and also in the timbre.

2. The faculty of speaking; as, to lose one's

voice.—3. A sound produced by an inanimate

object and regarded as representing the

voice of an intelligent being; sound emitted ;

as, the voice of the winds. ' The trumpet's

voice.' Addison.

Tlic floods have Lifted up their voice. Ps. xciii. 3.

4. Anything analogous to human speech

which conveys impressions to any of the

senses. 'The voice of the recorded law.'

Shak.

E'en from the tomb the voice of Nature cries. Gray.

5. Opinion or choice expressed; judgment;'

the right of expressing an opinion; vote;

suffrage; as, you have no voice in the matter.

'He has our voices, sir.' Skak. 'Elect by

voice.' Drydcn. 'My voice is still for war.'

Addison.

Committing freely

Your scruples to the voice of Christendom. Shak.

In modern states the public voice has frequently

occasioned war. Broit/riuim,

6. Language; words; speech; mode of speak

ing or expression.

I desire to be present with you now, and to change

my voice. CaL iv. so.

I have no words;

My voice is in my sword. Shak.

Let us call on God in the voice of his church.

JBf. Felt.

7. One who speaks; a speaker.

A potent voice of Parliament,

A pillar steadfast in the storm. Tennyson.

8. Wish or order made known in any way; a

command; a precept.

Ye would not be obedient to the voice of the Lord

your God. Deut. viii. 20.

9. In phonetics, sound uttered with reson

ance of the vocal chords, and not with a

mere emission of breath; sonant utterance.

All consonants are really checks, and their charac*

ter consists in their producing for a time a complete

cessation of audible breath or voice. Both / and fi,

therefore, are momentary negations of breath and

voice. But 6 differs from / in so far as, in order to

pronounce it, the breath must hare been changed

by tbe glottis into voice. Max AtOiler,

10. In gram, that form of the verb or body of

inflections which shows the relation of the

subject of the affirmation or predication to

the action expressed by the verb. In Eng

lish and many other languages there are

two voices, active and passive; some lan

guages (as Greek) have also a middle voice.

See these terras.— 11. t A word; a term; a

vocable. Udall.~ln myvoice,\ in my name.

Shak.—With one voice, unanimously.

The Grcekish heads, which -with one voice

Call Agamemnon head and general Shak.

Voice (vois), v.t. pret & pp. voiced; ppr.

voicing. 1. To give utterance to; to an

nounce; to rumour; to report. [Rare.]

It was voiced that the king purposed to put to death

Edward Plantagenet. Bacon.

2. To fit for producing the proper Bounds;

to regulate the tone of; as, to voice the pipes

of an organ.—3.t To nominate; to adjudge

by vote; to vote.

Your minds

Pre-occupied with what you rather must do

Than what you should, made you, against the grain,

To voice him consul. Shak.

Voiced (voist), o. 1. Furnished with a voice.

That's Erythaca

Or some angel voiced like her. Denhan

2. In phonetics, uttered with voice. See

Voick, 9.

Volceful (vois'ful), a. Having a voice;

vocal.

Behold the Tliad and the Odyssey

Rise to the swelling of the voice/ul sea. Coleridge.

Voiceless (voisles), a. Having no voice, ut

terance, or vote. 'Childless and crownless

in her voiceless woe. ' Byron.

The proctors of the clergy were voice/ess assistants.

Coke.

Voicing; (vois'ing). n. 1. The act of using

the voice; raising of a rumour, report, or

the like. Bacon. — 2. The act of voting.

' The people's power of voicing in councils.'

Jer. Taylor.—3. In organ building, the par

ing away the upper edge of the block in a

wooden mouth-pipe, or the making of par

allel notches on the bevelled surface of the

lip of a metallic mouth-pipe in order to

regulate the tone and power.

Void (void), a. [O.Fr. voide, vuide, Mod.Fr.

vide, empty, void, devoid, from L. viduus,

widowed, deprived, bereaved, from root

Been in Skr. vidh, to be without, to be de

prived; cog. E. widow. The French forms

arose from transposing the first u in viduus.

Hence, avoid, devoid.] 1. Empty or not

containing matter ; vacant ; not occupied ;

unfilled ; as, a void space or place. 1 Ki.

xx ii. 10.

The earth was without form and void, and dark

ness was upon the face of the deep. Gen. i. 2.

Ill get me to a place more void, and there

Speak to great Caesar as he comes along. Shak.

2. Having no holder or possessor; vacant;

unoccupied; having no incumbent. 'Divers

offices that had been long void.' Camden.

3.t Not taken up with business.

I chain him in my study, that, at void hours,

I may run over the story of liis country.

Massinger.

4. Being without; devoid; destitute; want

ing; without; as, void of learning; void of

reason or common sense. 'A conscience

void of offence toward God and toward

men." Ac. xxiv. 16.

He that is void of wisdom despiseth his neighbour

Prov. xi. in.

How void of reason arc our hopes and fears.

Drydcn.

5. Not producing any effect; ineffectual;

being in vain.

My word . . . shall not return to me void, but it

shall accomplish that which I please. Is. iv. n.

I will make void the counsel of Judah and Jerusa

lem in this place. Jer. xi\. 7.

6. Unsubstantial; unreal; imaginary. 'Life

less idol, void and vain.' Pope.—7. Having

no legal or binding force; null ; not effec

tual to bind parties, or to convey or support

a right; as. a deed not duly signed and sealed

is void; a fradulent contract is void, or may

be rendered void.— Void space, in physics, a

vacuum. —To make void, (a) to render useless

or of no effect. 'To make void my suit.' Shak:

For if they which are of the law be heirs, faith is

made void, and the promise made of none effect.

Rom. iv. 14.

(6) To treat as if of no force or importance ;

to disregard. Ps. cxix. 126.— Void and void

able, in law. A transaction is said to be void

when it is a mere nullity and incapable of

confirmation; whereas a voidable transac

tion is one which may be either avoided or

confirmed ex post facto.—Syx. Empty, va

cant, unoccupied, unfilled, devoid, wanting,

unfurnished, unsupplied.

Void (void), n. Au empty space; a vacuum.

Azure a saltiere

voided argent.

'The mighty void of sense.' Pope. 'The

illimitable void.' Thomson.

What peaceful hours I once enjoyed I

How sweet their memory still I

But they have left an aching void

The world can never fill. Coivper.

Void (void), v.t [O.E. voyde, voyden, to ex

pel, to get rid of, to send away; O. Fr. voidier,

to empty, remove from. See the adjective.]

1. To make or leave vacant; to quit; to leave.

If they will fight with us bid them come down.

Or void the field. Shak.

2. To emit, throw, or send out; to empty out;

specifically, to evacuate from the bowels;

as, to void excrementitious matter.

You. that did void your rheum upon my beard

And foot me as you spurn a stranger cur. Shak.

3.t To cast away from one; to divest one's

self of. Barrow.—4. To invalidate; to an

nul; to nullify; to render of no validity or

effect.

It had become a practice ... to void the security

given for money borrowed. Clarendon.

5.t To avoid; to shun. Wicklife.

Void (void), v.i. To be emitted or evacu

ated. Wiseman. [Rare.]

Voidable (void'a-bl), a. 1. Capable of being

voided or evacuated.—2. In law, capable of

being annulled or confirmed. See Void and

Voidable, under Void.

Such administration is not void, but voidable by

sentence. -dyliffe.

Voldance (void'ans). n. 1. The act of void

ing or emptying.— 2. The act of ejecting

from a benefice; ejection.—3. The state of

being void; vacancy, as of

a benefice.—4. t Evasion ;

subterfuge. Bacon.

Voided (void'ed), p. and a.

In her. applied to a

charge or ordinary pierced

through, or having the

inner part cut away, so

that the field appears, and

nothing, remains of the

charge but its outer edges,

as in the cut.

Voider (void'er), n. 1. One who or that

which voids or annuls ; one who vacates or

empties.—2. t A tray or basket for carrying

away utensils or dishes no longer required;

especially, a tray or basket in which broken

meat was carried from the table.

Piers Plowman laid the cloth, and Simplicity brought

tn the voider. Dekkcr.

3. In her. one of the ordinaries, whose figure

is much like that of the

flanch, but is not quite

so circular towards the

centre of the field. The

term, however, is little

used.

Voiding(void'ing),rt. l.The

act of one who or that

which voids. — 2. That

Argent two voiders whlch *s voided; a rem-

gules. nant; a fragment. 'The

voiding of thy table. ' Rowe.

Voiding-knife (void'ing-nif), n. A knife

used to collect fragments of food to put into

a voider.

Voidness (void'nes), n. The state or quality

of being void ; as, (a) emptiness ; vacuity ;

destitution, (b) Nullity; inefficacy; want

of bindingforce. (c) Want of substantiality.

Volture (voi'tur), n. [Fr., from It. vettura,

a carriage, from L. vectura, a carrying, from

veho, tectum, to carry.] A carriage. Ar-

buthnot.

Volable (vol'a-bl), a. [Probably intended as

a pedantic or erroneous coinage, from L.

volare, to fly.] Nimble-witted: a word put

by Shakspere in the mouth of Armado in

Love's Labour Lost, iii. 67.

Volage.t a. [Fr., from voter, to fly. See

below.] Light; giddy; fickle. Chaucer.

Volant (vft'lant), a. [Fr., flying, from voter,

L. volo, volare, to fly.] 1. Passing through

the air; flying. 'A star volant in the air.'

Holland. — 2. t Freely passing from place

to place; current.

t The English silver was now

current, and our gold volant m

the pope's court. Fuller.

3. Light and quick; nimble;

rapid; active.

His volant touch

Instinct through ail proportions,

low and high,

Fled and pureed transverse the

resonant fugue. MtUon.

4. In her. represented as

flying or having the wings Bpread as iu

flight.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g,yo; i.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, zing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, to/iig; zh, azure—See Key,
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Tilting helmet with Vo

lant-piece. A.D. 1458.

Volantt (vo'lant), n, [Fr. See above.) A

shuttlecock; hence, one who fluctuates be

tween two parties; a trimmer.

The Dutch had acted the volant, and done enough

on the one side or tlie

other to keep the fire

alive. Roger North.

Volant-piece (v6-

lant'pes), n. [Fr. vo7

lant, flying.] An ad

ditional covering for

the front -of a hel

met for the tourna

ment. It stood for

ward somewhat,and

the projecting sa

lient angle was made

so sharp that, unless

the lance was fur

nished with a cor

onal, it was almost

certain to glance off.

Volaryt (vd'la-ri), «. [See Volery.] A

bird-cage large enough for birds to fly in.

Written also Volery.

And now sits penitent and solitary

Like the forsaken turtle, in the volary.

B. Jonson.

Volatile (vol'a-til), a. [Fr., from L. volu

tin*, from volo, volatum, to fly] l.t Passing

through the air on wings, or by the buoyant

force of the atmosphere ; having the power

to fly; flying.

The caterpillar towards the end of summer waxeth

volatile, and turneth to a butterfly. Bacon.

2. Having the quality of passing off by spon

taneous evaporation ; evaporating rapidly ;

diffusing more or less freely in the atmo

sphere. Substances which affect the smell

with pungent or fragrant odours, as musk,

hartshorn, and essential oils, are called

volatile substances because they waste away

on exposure to the atmosphere. Alcohol

and ether are called volatile liquids for a

similar reason, and because they easily pass

into the state of vapour on the application

of heat. On the contrary gold is a fixed

substance because it does not suffer waste,

even when exposed to the heat of a furnace;

and oils are called fixed when they do not

evaporate on simple exposure to the atmo

sphere. See OIL. — S Lively; brisk; gay;

full of Bpirit; airy; hence, fickle; apt to

change; as, a volatile temper.

You arc as giddy and volatile as ever. Swift.

Volatile t (vol'a-til), n. A winged animal.

'The flight of volatile*.' Sir T. Browne.

Volatileness (vol'a-til-nes), 7*. Same as

Volatility.

Volatility (vol-a-til'i-ti), «. 1. The state or

quality of being volatile; disposition to ex

hale or evaporate; that property of a sub

stance which disposes it to become more or

le&j freely or rapidly diffused In the atmo

sphere; capability of diffusing, evaporat

ing, or dissipating at ordinary atmospheric

temperatures; as, the volatility of ether,

alcohol, ammonia, or the essential oils.

By the spirit of a plant we understand that pure

elal>orated oil, which, by reason of its extreme vola

tility, exhales spontaneously, and in which the odour

or smell consists. Arbutknot.

2. The character of being volatile; volatile,

light, or fickle behaviour; flightiness; mu

tability of mind ; fickleness ; as, the vola-

ftftfy of youth.—Syn. Flightiness, levity, gid

diness, mutability, changeableness, fickle

ness. Instability, lightness.

Volatllizable (vol'a-til-iz-a-bl), a. Capable

of being volatilized.

Volatilization (vofa-til-iz-a'slion), n. The

act or process of volatilizing or rendering

volatile. Boyle.

Volatilize (vora-tU-iz), v.t. pret. & pp. vola

tilized; ppr. volatilizing, [Fr. volatiliser.

See Volatile.) To render volatile; to

cause to exhale or evaporate; to cause to

pass off in vapour or invisible effluvia, and

to rise and float in the air. 'The water

. . . dissolving the oil, and volatilizitig it

by the action.' Newton.

Vol-au-vent(vol-o-vah), n, [Fr.] Incookery,

a raised pie made with a case of very light

and rich puff paste; a kind of enlarged and

highly ornamented patty.

Volborthite (vol'borth-it), n. [After Vol-

borth, who discovered it.) A mineral con

sisting chiefly of vanadic acid, protoxide of

copper, lime, and water, occurring both of

a green and a gray colour.

Volcanlan (vol-kii'ni-an). a. Of, pertaining

to, characteristic of, or resembling a vol

cano; volcanic. ' A deep voleanian yellow."

Keats. [Rare.]

Volcanic (vol-kan'ik), a. 1. Pertaining to

volcanoes; as, volcanic heat. —2. Produced

by a volcano; as, volcanic tufa.— 3. Changed

or affected by the heat of a volcano.— vol-

came bombs, masses of lava, spherical or

pear-like in shape, frequently occurring in

great numbers in the vicinity of active vol

canoes. Their surfaces are rough, fissured

with branching cracks; their internal struc

ture is either irregularly scoriaceous and

compact, or it presents a symmetrical and

very curious appearance, which is simply

explained if we suppose a mass of viscid,

scoriaceous matter to be projected with a

rapid rotatory motion through the air.

Darwin.— Volcanic foci, subterranean cen

tres of igneous action, from which minor

exhibitions diverge. Page.— Volcanic glass,

vitreous lava; obsidian (which see). — Vol

canic mud, the foetid sulphureous mud dis

charged by volcanoes, especially those of

South America. Page. — Volcanic rocks,

rocks which have been formed by volcanic

agency; all igneous productions of recent

or modern origin, as distinct from the trap-

pean and granitic series.

Volcanicity (vol-ka-nis'i-ti), n. State of

being volcanic; volcanic power.

Volcanism (volTcan-izm), n. Volcanicity.

Volcanlst (vol'kan-ist), ft, [Fr. volcaniste.)

1. One versed in the history and pheno

mena of volcanoes. — 2. A vulcanist (which

see).

Volcanlte (vol'kan-It), n. A mineral, other

wise called Augite.

Volcanity (vol-kan'i-ti). n. The state of

being volcanic, or of volcanic origin. [Rare. J

Volcanizatlon (vol/kan-iz-a"shon), n. The

process of volcanizing or being volcanized.

Volcanize (vol'kan-iz ), v.t. pret. & pp. vol

canized; ppr. volcanizing. To subject to or

cause to undergo volcanic heat and be af

fected by its action.

Volcano (vol-ka'no), n. pi. Volcanoes (vol-

ka'noz). [It. volcano, vulcano, Fr. culcan,

from L. Vulcanus, the god of fire; cog.

Skr. ulkd, fire. ] A hill or mountain more

or less perfectly cone-shaped, with a cir

cular cup-like opening or basin (called a

crater) at its summit : popularly termed a

burning mountain. In the centre of the

crater is the mouth of a perpendicular shaft,

which sends out clouds of hot vapour, gases,

and, at times of increased activity, showers

of ashes, hot fragments of rocks, and streams

of flery liquid rocks, called lava, which flow

down the slopesof the mountain. The gra

dual accumulationof these ejected materials

Section ot an active Volcano.

around the crater forms a succession of con

centric layers which explains the conical

shape. The mountain has often several sub

sidiary cones connected with the principal,

and lava may flow out from various mouths

or vents. The flames described as issuing

from the crater are usually the reflection of

the glowing lava illuminating the clouds of

vapour, scoria?, and ashes. Nearly all active

volcanoes have times of relative repose, In

terrupted,often at great intervals, by periods

of increased activity, which terminate in a

violent ejection of incandescent matter from

the interior. The volcano is then said to

be in a state of eruption, which ia usually

foreboded by loud subterranean noises, like

explosions of distant artillery, shocks of

earthquake, &c. The most important Euro

pean volcanoes are Vesuvius, near Naples,

whose sudden eruption in 79 a. d. over

whelmed Pompeii, Herculaneum.and other

cities; Etna, in the island of Sicily; and

Hecla in Iceland.

A volcano has been described by Sir Charles Lyell

ns ' a more or less perfectly conical hill or mountain,

formed by the successive accumulations of ejected

matter in a state of incandescence or high heat, and

having one or more channels of communication with

the interior of the earth, by which the ejections are

effected." Pttgt*

Vol© (vol), A, (Fr., from voter, to fly. to

dart upon, like a bird of prey, fromL volar*,

to fly] A deal at cardB that draws all the

tricks.

'Kvolei a voleV she cried, ''tis fairly won.

My game is ended, and my work v> done.' Crabh€.

Vole (v61),t;.i. To win all the tricks at cards

by a vole.

Vole (vol), n. [Also called vole-mouae, per

haps for wold-mouse, wold, field, plain, so

that the name would be equivalent to field-

mouse ; comp. 0. Southern E wide. Held,

earth; Icel. votlr, field.] A name common to

the members of a widely spread genus (Ar-

vicola) of rodent animals, resembling, and

in many cases popularly bearing the names

of rats and mice, and belonging to a group

(Arvicolidro) which some naturalists regard

as a distinct family, others as a sub-family

of the Muridas. Some are terrestrial, others

aquatic. The common vole (A . agrestis), the

meadow-mouse or short-tailed field-mouse,

is injurious to young plantations, devouring

the bark and destroying the roots. The

water-vole or water-rat (A. amphibia) is

much larger, and swims well though its feet

are not webbed. A black variety of the

water-vole common in Britain is the A . atra.

There are many other species in the Old and

New Worlds. See Akvicola.

Volery (v61e-ri). n. [Fr. voliere, an aviary, a

pigeon-house, from voler, to fly.] 1. A large

bird-cage in which the birds have room to

fly. Also written Votary. — 2.A flight or

flock of birds.

An old boy, at his first appearance, ... is sure to

draw on him the eyes and chirping of the whole town

volery; amongst whom there will not be wanting

some birds of prey. Lecte.

Volet (vol'a), ». [Fr., from L. volo, to fly]

1. A gauze veil worn by ladies at the back

of the head in the middle ages.—2. In paint

ing, a term applied to the wings or shutters

of a picture, formed as a triptych, as Rubens'

* Descent from the Cross' in Antwerp Cathe

dral, the r "ii-ts of which are painted on both

sides.

Volitablet (vol'i-ta-bl), «. Capable of being

volatilized.

Volltatlont (vol-i-ta'shon), n, [L. volito.

intens.of volo, to fly.] The act of flying; flight

Sir T. Browne.

Volltient (vo-lish'ent), a. [See Volition]

Having power to will; exercisiug the will;

willing. [Kare]

What I do

I do volitient, not obedient. E. B. Smutting.

Volition (v6-lish'on), n. [L volitio, from

volo, to will; from same root as E. irill.]

1. The actof willing; the exercise of the will;

the act of determining choice or forming a

purpose.

' Will' is an ambiguous word, being sometimes put

for the 'faculty' of willing; sometimes for the 'act'

of that faculty, besides other meanings. But itv'itisii

always signifies the 'act of willing,' and nothing else

Willingness. 1 think, is opposed to unwillingness or

aversion. A man is willing to do what he has no

aversion to do. or what he has some desire to do.

though perhaps he has not the opportunity; and I

thiuk this is never called volition. Rcid.

2. The power of willing; will.

In that young bosom are often stirring passions as

strong as our own, desires not less violent, a valitie*i

not less supreme. Disraeli.

Volitional (vo-lish'on-al), a. Relating or

pertaining to volition. "The volitional im

pulse." Bacon.

Volltive (vol'i-tiv), a. 1 Having the power

to will; exercising volition.

The right and true knowledge of those things do

not only . . . perfect the intellectual faculty, but they

also perfect the volitive faculty. Sir At. Hale.

2. Originating in the will.— 3. In gram, used

in expressing a wish or permission ; as, a

volitive proposition.

Volkameria (vol-ka-me'ri-a), n. [In honour

of J. O. Volkamer, a German botanist.] A

genus of plants, nat. order Verbenacew. The

best known species, V. aculeata, is a native

of the West Indies, and one of the most

common plants in the low lands of Jamaica

in dry gravelly soil. It grows to the height

of 5 or 6 feet ; the leaves are oblong, acute,

with spines from the rudiments of the peti

oles, and the white flowers are in axillary

cymes.

Volley (volli), n. [Fr. volte, a flight, from

voter, L volare, to fly.} 1. A flight of missiles,

as of shot, arrows. A < ; a simultaneous dis

charge of a number of missile weapons, as

small-arms; as, a volley of musketry. 'A

voUey of our needless shot' Shak. —2. A

noisy or explosive burst or emission of many

Fate. far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc ley.
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things at once. *A fine volley of words.'

Shak.

But rattling nonsense in full volleys breaks. Pope.

Volley (volli), v.t. pp. volleyed; ppr. volley

ing. [The spelling of the coujugational

forms vollied and vollies is obsolete.] To

discharge with a volley, or as if with a vol

ley. 'The vollied thunder.' Milton. Often

with out.

Another hound

Against the welkin vollies out his voice. Shak.

Volley (vol'li), v.i. 1. To throw out or dis

charge at once or with a volley.

Cannon to right of them.

Cannon to left of them.

Cannon behind them,

Vottey'd and thunder'd. Tennyson.

2. To sound like a volley of artillery.

And there the volleying thunders pour

Till waves grow smoother to the roar. Byron.

Volowt (vol'6), v.t. [From the answer Volo,

I will, used in the baptismal service.] To

baptize: applied contemptuously. Tyndale.

Volt (volt), ». [From Volta.] In electrometry,

the unit of tension or electro-motive force.

Volt (volt), n. [Fr. volte, from L. volco, vo-

lutum, to turn. See Vault] 1. In the

manege, a round or circular tread; a gait of

two treads made by a horse going sideways

round a centre.— 2- In fencing, a sudden

movement or leap to avoid a thrust

Volta (vol'ta), pi. Volte (vol'la). [It, a

turn, from L. volvo, volutum, to turn.] In

mime, a direction signifying that the part

is to be repeated one, two, or more times ;

as, una volta, once; due volte, twice.

Volta-electric (vol'ta-e-lek'trik), a. Per

taining to voltaic electricity or galvanism ;

as, volta-electric induction.

Volta-electrometer ( vol'ta-e-lek-trom"et-

er), n. An instrument for the exact measure

ment of electric currents; a voltameter.

Voltagraphy (vol-tag'ra-fl), n. The art of

copying in metals, deposited by electrolytic

action, any form or pattern which is made

the negative surface of a voltaic circuit;

copying by electrotypy.

Voltaic (volta'ik), a. Pertaining to Volta,

the discoverer of voltaism; as, the voltaic

pile. — Voltaic battery, the larger forms of

voltaic apparatus, used for accumulating

galvanic electricity. See Galvanism. — Vol

taic electricity, that branch of electricity to

which the name of galvanism is generally

applied, the phenomena connected with it

being produced by the voltaic or galvanic

battery.— Voltaic pile, a column formed by

successive pairs of plates of two dissimilar

metals, as zinc and copper, alternating with

moistened flannel or pasteboard, in regular

order of succession. The more negative the

two metals are to each other, as zinc and

silver, zinc and platinum, the more active

the series.

Voltairism (vol-tar'izm), n. The principles

or practice of Voltaire; scepticism; infidel

ity.

In Luther's own country. Protestantism soon dwin

dled down into a rather barren affair, . . . the essence

of it scepticism; contention; which has jangled more

and more down to Voltairism. iarlyle.

Voltaism (vol'ta-izm), n. That branch of

electrical science which has its source in the

chemical action between metals and differ

ent liquids. It is so named from the Italian

philosopher Volta, whose experiments con

tributed greatly to the establishment of this

branch of science. It is, however, more

usually called galvanism, tromGalcani, who

first showed or brought into notice the re

markable influence produced on animals by

this species of electricity. See Galvanism.

Voltameter (vol-tam'et-er),n. [ Voltaic, and

Gr. metron, measure] An instrument in

which a current of electricity is made to

pass through slightly acidulated water, and

as the water is thuB decomposed, oxygen

and hydrogen being liberated, the quantity

of electric current passing through in a

given time may be ascertained in terms of

the quantity of water decomposed.

Voltaplast (vol'ta-plast), n. [From Volta,

and Gr. plastos, formed, moulded ] A kind

of voltaic battery used in electrotyping.

Voltatype ( vol'ta-tip). The same as Elec

trotype (which see).

Voltt (vol'teX [Imper. of It. voltare, to

turn, from L volvo, volutum, to turn. ] In

music, a direction to turn over the leaf; as,

volti subito, turn over the leaf quickly.

Voltlgeur (vol'li-zher), n. [Fr., from rofft-

ger, to vault ] A foot-soldier in a select

company of every regiment of French in

fantry. Voltigeurs were established by Na

poleon during his consulate. Their duties,

exercises, and equipment are similar to those

of our light companies.

Voltzla(volt'si-a), n. [After Voltz of Stras-

burg.] A genus of coniferous plants, with

their fruit in spikes or cones, occurring only

in the Permian and triassic.

Voltzine, Voltzite (volt'zln, volt'zit), n. A

rose-red, yellowish, or brownish, opaque, or

sub-translucent ore of zinc, being an oxi-

sulphide of that metal It occurs in the

form of small hemispheres, divisible into

thin layers, and is found in Cornwall.

Volubilate,VolubUe(vo-lu'bi-lat,vol'u-bil),

a. In bot. twining; voluble.

Volubility (volu-bil'i-ti), n. [Fr. volubiliU,

L. volubilitas, from volvo, to roll. ] 1. The state

or quality of being voluble in speech; over

great fluency or readiness of the tongue in

speaking; unchecked flow of speech.

A lacquey that runs on errands for him, and can

whisper a light message to a loose wench with some

round volubility. B. yonson.

She ran over the catalogue of diversions with such

a volubility of tongue as drew a gentle reprimand

from her father. Charlotte Lennox.

2. A rolling or revolving; aptness to roll; re

volution.

Then celestial spheres should forget their wonted

motions, and by irregular volubility turn themselves

any way, as it might happen. Hooker.

3.t Liableness to revolution; mutability.

' Volubility of human affairs.' Sir 11. L'Es-

tranqe.

Voluble ( vol 'u-bl), a. [Fr. voluble, L volu-

bilis, revolving, fluent, voluble, from volvo, to

roll See Volume] l. Formed so as to roll

with ease, or to be easily turned or set in mo

tion; apt to roll; rotating; revolving; roll

ing. 'This less voluble earth.' Milton.—

2. Characterized by a great flow of words or

by glibness of utterance; speaking with over

great fluency; fluent 'Cassio, a knave very

voluble' Shak. 'A voluble and flippant

tongue.' Watts.

And he bore with me,

While, breaking into voluble ecstasy,

I flattered all the beauteous country.

£. B. Browning.

Formerly it might be used of readiness, ease,

and Bmoothnesa in speaking without the

notion of excess.

He was painful, stout, severe against bad man

ners, of a grave and voluble eloquence. Bp. Hacket.

3. In bot. twisting : applied to stems which

twist or twine round other bodies, as that

of the hop.

Volubleness (vol'u-bl-nes), n. Quality of

being voluble.

Volubly (vol'u-bll), adv. In a voluble or

fluent manner. Hudihras.

Volume (vol'urn), n. [Fr. volume, from L

volumen, a roll, something rolled up, a roll

of manuscript, a book, a volume, from poZfo,

to roll (whence revolve, involve, convolution,

Ac); cog. E. wallow, walk] 1. Primarily,

something rolled or convolved; particularly,

a written document (as of parchment, pa

pyrus, strips of bark, Ac.) rolled up in a

convenient form for keeping or use, such

being the prevailing form of the book in

ancient times; a roll; a scroll. The written

sheets were usually wound around a stick,

termed an 'umbilicus,' the extremities of

which were called the ' cornua,' to which a

'label' containing the name of the author

was tied. The whole was placed in a wrapper,

and frequently anointed with oil of cedar-

wood as a preservative against the attacks

of insects. Hence— 2. A collection of printed

sheets bound together, whether containing

a single complete work, part of a work, or

more than one separate work ; a book ; a

tome; in a narrower sense, that part of an

extended work bound up together in one

cover; as, a work in ten volumes. 'Fur

nished me from mine own library with

volumes.' Shak.

Devise, wit ; write, pen ; for I am for whole volumes

in folio. Shai.

An odd volume of a set of books bears not the

value of its proportion to the set. Franklin.

3. Something of a roll-like.conrolved, round

ed, or swelling form; a rounded moss; a

coil; a convolution; a wreath ; a fold ; as,

volumes of smoke.

Thames' fruitful tides

Slow through the vale in silver volumes play.

Fenton.

Sn glides some trodden serpent on the grass.

Ana long behind his wounded volume trails.

Dryden.

4. The space occupied by a body; dimensions

in length, breadth, and depth ; compass;

mass; bulk; as, the volume of an elephant's

body ; a volume of gas—6. In music, quan

tity, fulness, power, or strength of tone or

sound.—Atomic, equivalent, molecular, ox-

specific volume, in chem. see under Atomic.

Volumed (vol'umd), a. Having the form

of a rounded mass; in volumes or rounded

masses; forming volumes or rolling mosses;

consisting of moving masses.

With volumed smoke that slowly grew

To one white sky of sulphurous nue. Byron.

The distant torrent's mshing sound

Tells where the volumed cataract doth roll.

Byron.

Volumenometer (voru-men-om'e-ter), n.

[L. coiumen.avolume.andGr. nwfron, a mea-

sure.] An instrument for measuring the

volume of a solid body by the quantity of a

liquid or of air which it displaces, and thence

also for determining its specific gravity. A

very simple volumenometer consists of a

globular flask with a narrow neck, about 12

imhes long, aud graduated from below up

wards to indicate grains of water. The flask

has a tubulure, accurately fitted with a

ground stopper, for admitting the solid body

to be measured. The instrument being filled
to the mark 0a on the neck with a liquid, as

water, which does not act upon the solid,

it is inclined on one side, the stopper re

moved, and the solid body introduced. The

stopper is then replaced, and the number of

divisions through which the liquid is raised

in the stem gives at once the volume of the

body in grain-measures. Watts' Dict.oJ Chem.

Volumenometry (voru-men-om'et-ri), «.

The art of determining the volumes or spaces

occupied by bodies: applied generally, how

ever, only to solid bodies; stereometry.

Volumetric (vol-u-met'rik), a. In chem. of

or pertaining to, or performed by measured

volumes of standard solutions of reagents.

— Volumetric analysis, titration (which see).

Volumetrically (vol-u-met'rik-al-li), adv

By volumetric analysis.

Voluminous (v6-]u'min-us). a. [Fr. volutin'-

neux. See Volume. ] 1. Consisting of many

coils or complications.

Woman to the waist and fair

But ended foul in many a scaly fold

Voluminous and vast. Milton

2. Of great volume or bulk; large; extensive;

bulky.

Why, though I seem of a prodigious waist,

I am not so voluminous and vast

But there are lines wherewith I might be embraced.

B yonson.

3. Having written much; producing books

that are bulky or writing many of them ;

hence, copious; diffuse.

The most severe reader makes allowances for many

rests and nodding places in a voluminous writer.

S/erfitfor.

He did not bear contradiction without much pas

sion, and was too voluminous in discourse.

Clarendon.

Voluminously (vd-lu'min-us-HX adv. In

a voluminous manner; in many volumes; in

masses rolled on successively; very copi

ously.

The controversies are hotly managed by the di

vided schools, and zvluminously everywhere han

dled. Granville.

Volumlnousness ( v6-lu ' min-us-nes ), n.

State of being voluminous or bulky. ' The

snake's adamantine voluminousnesu.' Shel

ley.

Volumlstt (vol'um-ist), n One who writes

a volume; an author. 'Hot volumists, and

cold bishops.' Milton.

Voluntarily (vol'un-ta-ri-li), adv In a vol

untary manner; spontaneously; of one's own

will; without being moved, influenced, or

impelled by others.

To be agents voluntarily in our own destruction

is against God and nature. Hooker.

Voluntariness (vol'un-to ri-nes),n. The

state of being voluntary, or endowed with

the power of choosing, willing, or determin

ing; the state or quality of being produced

by the will or free choice. 'The voluntari

ness of an action.' Hammond.

Voluntary (vol'un-ta-ri), a. [L. voluntarius,

from voluntas, will, choice, from an old part,

pres. of volo, velle, to will (whence volition,

(bene)volence, (male)volence) ; cog. E. will.]

1. Proceeding from the will; done of one's

own accord or free choice.

An action is neither good nor evil unless it be

voluntary and chosen. y*r- Taylor.

2. Unconstrained by external interference,

force, or influence; not compelled by the

influence of another; not prompted or sug

gested by another; of one s or its own ac

cord; of one's self or itself; free. 'The right

of voluntary choice.' Shak.

Our voluntary service he requires not. Milton.

She fell to lust a voluntary prey. Pope.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g. ^o; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thiu, w, wig; wh, wvAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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3 Pertaining to the will; subject to or con

trolled by the will ; regulated by the will ;

u, the voluntary motions of animals ; the

motion of a limb is voluntary, the motion

of the heart involnntary.—4. Done by design

or intention or on purpose; intended; in

tentional; designed; purposed. 'Giving my-

self a voluntary wound.' Shak.

If a man be lopping a tree and his ax-head fall

from the helve, . . . and kills another passing by;

here is indeed manslaughter, but no voluntary mar-

ther. Perkins.

5. Endowed with the power of willing, or

acting of one's own free-will, choice, or ac

cording to one's judgment.

God did not act as a necessary, but a voluntary

agent, interfering beforehand, and decreeing with

himself, that which outwardly proceeds from him.

Hooter.

6. Of, pertaining, or relating to voluntary

ism or the doctrines of the voluntaries; as,

the voluntary theory or controversy; a

voluntary church.—7. In law, according to

the will, consent, or agreement of a party;

without a valuable (but possibly with a

food > consideration ; gratuitous ; free. —

'oluntary affidavit or oath, an affidavit or

oath made in an extrajudicial matter, or

in a case for which the law has not pro

vided. — Voluntary conveyance, a convey

ance which may be made merely on a good,

but not a valuable consideration.— Volun

taryjurUdictioit, a jurisdiction exercised in

matters admitting of no opposition or ques

tion, and therefore cognizable by any judge

and in any place, and on any lawful day.—

Voluntary watte, waste which is the result

of the voluntary act of the tenant of pro

perty; as where, without the consent of the

proprietor, he cuts down timber, pullsdown

a wall, or the like.

Voluntary (vol'un-ta-ri), n. 1. One who

engages in any affair of his own choice or

free-will; a volunteer. 'Rash, inconsider

ate, fiery voluntaries.' Shak. Specifically—

2. A member of that ecclesiastical party

which denies to the state the right of inter

fering in matters of religion, either by pat

ronage or control, and which asserts that

the church should be supported only by the

voluntary contributions of its members, who

should be left entirely free to regulate its

affairs. This party, in relation to its poli

tical aspect, demands that all churches

should be placed on an equal footing in the

eye of the law, and that the exceptional

privilege of establishment and endowment

accorded to those who adhere to the creed

and ritual recognized by the state should

cease; and asserts that all legislation tend

ing to favour one particular denomination

is inequitable.—3. In music, an organ solo

performed at the beginning, during, or at

the end of church service. Originally such

solos were extemporaneously composed by

the performer, who was unrestricted by any

strict form, style, or rule, but it is now cus

tomary for organists to select for perform

ance organ pieces of a suitable nature com

posed by skilled musicians. Urge collections

of which are now published, bearing also

the names, preludes, offertories, postludes,

Ac.

Voluntaryism (vorun-tasri-fzm), n. Vol

untary principle or action; the system or

principle of supporting anything by volun

tary contribution or assistance ; especially,

the principle of supporting religion by vol

untary effort and association, in opposition

to doing so by the aid or patronage of the

state. See VOLUNTARY, n. 2.

Volunte,t n. [Fr. volonti. ] Free-will.

Chaucer.

Volunteer (vol-un-ter^, n. [Fr. volontaire.

See Voluntary.] 1. A person who enters

into any service of his own free-will. Spe

cifically—2. A person who of his own free

accord offers the state his services in a

military capacity without the stipulation of

a substantial reward. The oldest volunteer

company in Britain is the Honourable Ar

tillery Company of London, whose charter

dates from the reign of Henry VIII. In

1791. and again in 1803, when the ambition

and threats of France agitated England, the

government reckoned upon having a force

of half a million efficient volunteers in arms;

but by 1815 this force almost ceased to exist

About 1857 a feeling of insecurity began to

manifest itself in consequence of the alleged

insufficiency of the national defences, and

several volunteer corps were formed. In

the course of two or three years many thou

sands of volunteer riflemen were enrolled

throughout the kingdom. Corps of artil

lerymen, engineers, &c, were subsequently

formed. These bodies of men the British

government provides with competent in

structors, arms, and a part of their am

munition, besides allowing to each corps

certain grants calculated on the number of

the efficient members, ore. A volunteer

can resign on giving a fortnight's previous

notice, unless when the country is reasonably

considered in imminent danger.

Volunteer (vol-un-ter'), a. Kntering into

service of free-will ; consisting of volunteers;

as, volunteer companies.

Volunteer (vol-un-ter'). °-'- To offer or

bestow voluntarily or without solicitation

or compulsion. ' The chief agents who had

volunteered their services against him.' B.

Jonson.

Volunteer (vol-un-ter'), vi. To enter into

any service of one's free-will without solici

tation or compulsion; as, he volunteered in

that undertaking. Dryden

Volunty t (vol'un-ti), n. Same as Volunte.

Evelyn.

Voluptuary (vd-lup'tQ-a-ri), n. [L. volup-

tuanus, from voluptas, pleasure.] A mau

wholly given up to luxury or the gratifica

tion of the appetite and to other sensual

pleasures; a sensualist.

Does not the voluptuary understand in all the liber

ties of a loose and lewd conversation that he runs the

risk of body and soulT Sir JL L'Estrange.

Voluptuary (v6-lup'tu-a-ri), a. Given to

pleasure; voluptuous^

Voluptuous (vd-lup'tu-us), a. [Fr. volup-

tueux; L. voluptuosus, from voluptas, plea

sure. ] 1. Pertaining to, proceeding from, or

based on sensual pleasure ; as, voluptuous

desires. 'Lust voluptuous.' Chaucer.—

2. Passed or spent in pleasure or sensuality.

'Soften'd with pleasure and voluptuous life.'

Milton. —3. Contributing to sensual pleasure;

gratifying the senses; exciting or tending to

excite sensual deslreB; sensual. ' Voluptuous

idleness.' Holland. 'Music with its volup-

tuous bwi 11 ' Byron. ' Voluptuous charms.'

Macaulay.—A. Given to the enjoyments of

luxury and pleasure ; indulging in sensual

gratifications. ' Jolly and voluptuous livers. '

A Uerbury.

Thou wilt bring me soon

. . . where I inali reign
At thy right hand ■voluptuous, as beseems

Thy daughter and thy darling without end. Milton.

Voluptuously (vd-Iup'tu-us-li), adv. In a

voluptuous manner; with free indulgence

of sensual pleasures; luxuriously; sensu

ally; as, to live voluptuously. 'Voluptu

ously surfeit out of action.' Shak.

Voluptuousness (vd-lup'tu-usnes), n.

The state or quality of being voluptuous;

addictedness to pleasure or sensual gratifi

cation; luxuriousness.

But there's no bottom, none,

la my voluptuousness ; your wives, your daughters.

Your matrons and your maids could not Ell up

The cistern of my lust. Sha&.

Voluptyt (vol'up-ti), n. Voluptuousness.

Sir T. Slyot.

Voluspa (vol'us-pa), n. A Scandinavian

prophetess or sibyl.

Here seated, the voluspa or sibyl was to tisten to

the rhymica! inquiries which should be made to her,

and to return an extemporaneous answer.

Sir ff. Scott.

[As applied to the prophetess this name is

erroneous. The right word is Icel. Volva,

whence Voluspd, the lay or song of the

Volva, the name of an old Icelandic poem.

Sir W. Scott has simply made a mistake]

Voluta (ve-lii'ta), n. [L., a volute.] A genus

of gasteropodous molluscs, including those

which have a univalve spiral shell, with an

aperture destitute of a beak, and somewhat

effuse, and a columella twisted or plaited,

generally without lips or perforation. The

species, which are carnivorous, are princi

pally found in great numbers in tropical

seas. Their shells are prized by collectors

above mostothers for their beauty and rarity.

Volutatlont (vol-u-ta'shon), n. [L. volu-

tatio, from voluto, from volvo, to roll.] A

wallowing; a rolling, as of the body on the

earth.

In the sea, when the storm is over, there remains

still an inward working and volutation.

Bp. Reynolds.

Volute (vo-liif), n. [Fr rofufe, from L. vo

luta, a volute, from volutus, pp. of volvo,

volutum, to roll.] 1. In arch, a kind of

spiral scroll used in the Ionic, Corinthian,

and Composite capitals, of which it is a

ftrincipal ornament. The number of vo-

ntes in the Ionic order is four. In the

Corinthian and Composite orders they are

more numerous, in the former being accom

panied with smaller ones, called helices.—

Volutes of the Ionic and Corinthian Capitals

a a. Volutes. *, Helix.

2 A gasteropodous mollusc of the genus

Voluta See VoLt'TA.

Voluted (v6-lut'ed), a. Having a volute or

spiral scroll.

Volutida (vd-lut'i-de), n. pi A family of

gasteropodous molluscs, of which the genus

Voluta is the type. This family comprises

numerous species, both recent and fossil,

and may be regarded as one of the most

interesting and beautiful families of the

spiral-shelled molluscs. The music-shells,

mitre-shells, and date-shells are examples.

Volution (vo-lu'shon). n. [From L. volvo,

volutum, to roll.] A spiral turn; a con

volution.

Volva (vol'va), n. [1, a wrapper.] In bot

the wrapper or involucrum-lilte base of the

stipes of certain fungi, as Agaricus volva-

ecus. It is the remnants of a bag that en

veloped the whole plant in its earlier stages,

and was left at the foot of the stipes when

the plant elongated and burst through it.

Volve t (volv). v.t. To turn over, aa in the

mind; to consider; to think over. Sterne.

Volvoclneffl (vol-v5-sin'fl e). n. pi. A family

of minute aquatic vegetables, having; aa its

type the genus Volvox (which see).

Volvox (vol'voks), n. [From L. volvo, to

roll.] A genus of minute unicellular organ

isms.formerly classed in theanimal kingdom,

but now regarded as vegetables and ranked

among the Protophyta. They are globular

or nearly so. The best known species is 1".

globator, which collects in to spherical masses

or colonies in stagnant water, giving it its

greenish tint

Volvulus (vol'vu lus), ti. In pathol. a twist

ing of the intestine, producing obstruction

to the passing of its conteuts and strangu

lation of the part involved.

Vomer (vo'mer), n. [L., a ploughshare] Iu

anal, the slender thin boue which separates

the nostrils from each other.

Vomerine (vo'mer-fn), a. Of or pertaining

to the vomer.

Vomlc(vom'ik), a. [See Vomica.] Purulent;

ulcerous.

Vomica (vom'f-ka). n. [L., an abscess, an

ulcer] A term sometimes applied to any

encysted collection of purulent matter in a

viscus, but more especially applied to an

abscess in the lungs. Dungtison.

Vomlc-nut (vom'ik-nut), n. [L. vomo. to

vomit, and mix. a nut ] The seed of the

Strychnos nux-vomica, a medium-sized tree

growing in various parts of India. See

Nux-vomica and stkychnos.

Vomit(vom'it),t' t [FromL. vowo, vomitttm,

to vomit. Cog.Gr. «mo(withdigammaeetiso),

Skr. vam, to vomit.] 1. To throw up or eject

from the stomach ; to discharge from the

stomach through the mouth. It is followed

often liy/orfA, up, or out.

A scum of Bretons and base lackey peasants

Whom their o'ercloyed country vomitsforth. ShaJt.

The morsel which thou hast eaten shalt thou

vomit up. ProT. uiii. 8.

The fish . . . vomited out Jonah upon the dry land.

Jon. it. to.

2. To eject with violence from any hollow

place; to belch forth; to emit. 'Like the

sons of Vulcan vomit stones.' Milton.

Daring the nipht the volcano . . . vomited up

vast quantities of tire and smoke. Co*A.

Vomit (vom'it), v i. To eject the contents

of the stomach by the mouth; to puke; to

spew; as, some persons can excite them

selves to vomit by swallowing air or by

tickling the palate.

Vomit (vom'it), n. 1. The matter ejected from

the stomach.

So. so, thou common dog. didst thou disgorge, . .

And now thou wouldst cat thy dead vomit up.

SMat
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2. That which excites the stomach to dis

charge its contents; an emetic.

Whether a vomit may be safely given, must be

judged by the circumstances. Arbttthnot.

—Black vomit, the dark coloured matter

ejected from the stomach in the last stage

of yellow fever or other malignant disease;

hence, the disease itself; yellow fever.

Vomiting(vom'it-ing).n. 1. The act of eject

ing the contents of the stomach through

the mouth. Vomiting is essentially an in

verted spasmodic motion of the muscular

fibres of the esophagus, stomach, and intes

tines, attended with strong convulsions of

the muscles of the abdomen and diaphragm.

It is preceded by the sensation called

nausea.—t That which is vomited ; vomit.

'Hold the chalice to beastly vomitings.'

Jer. Taylor.

Vomition,(v6-mi'8hon\ n. The act or power

of vomiting. [Rare. J

How many have saved their lives, by spewing np

their debauch! whereas, if the stomach had wanted

the faculty of vomtticn, they had inevitably died.

Grew,

Vomitive (vom'it-iv), a. [Fr. vomiti/.]

Causing the ejection of matter from the

stomach; emetic. Boyle.

Vomito (vc-me'taX «. [Sp.] The yellow

fever, in its worst form, when it is usually

attended with the black vomit.

Vomitory (vom'i-to-ri), n. [L. vomitorius,

that causes vomiting, that vomits, hence

vomitoria, passages in a theatre by which

the people entered and came out, from vomo,

vomitum. SeeVoMlT.] 1. An emetic. —2. In

area, an opening gate or door in an ancient

Vomitory in the Coliseum.

theatre and amphitheatre which gave in

gress or egress to the people.

Sixty-four vomitories (for by that name the doors

' in the ii

Gibbon.

were very aptly distinguished) poured forth the im

mense multitude.

Vomitory (vom'i-to-ri), a. Procuring vomit

ing; causing to eject from the stomach;

emetic.

Vomiturition (vora'i-tu-ri"shon), n. [As if

from a Latin verb vomiturire, to desire to

vomit.] 1. An ineffectual effort to vomit;

retching. — 2. The vomiting of but little

matter, or vomiting with little effort.

VoraciOUB (vd-ra'shus), a. [L. vorax, vor-

ads, from voro, to devour ; from a root

which gives also Gr. bora, food; Skr. gar, to

■wallow] 1. Greedy for eating; eating food

in large quantities; ravenous; as, a vara-

ciou$ man. 'ileu of a voracious appetite.'

Spectator.

I have seen of the king carrion crows. . . . They

are very voracious, and will despatch a carcass in a

trice. Dttm/ier.

2. Rapacious.—3. Readytodevourorswallow

up; as, a voracious gulf or whirlpool.

Voraciously (vo-ra'shus-li). adv. In a vo

racious manner; with greedy appetite;

ravenously.

Voraciousness (vo-ra'shus-nes), n. The

state or quality of lieing voracious; greedi

ness of appetite ; ravenousness ; voracity.

'Distinguishing himself by voraciousness of

appetite. ' A ddison .

Voracity (vo-ras'i-ti), «. The quality of

being voracious ; greediness of appetite ;

voraciousness.

The polite luxury of the Norman presented a strik

ing contrast to the coarse voracity of his Saxon and

Danish neighbours. He loved to display his magni

ficence, not in huge piles of food and hogsheads of

strong drink, but in large and stately edifices, rich

armour, gallant horses, &c. Macaulay.

Voraglnous (vo-raj'in-us). a. [L. voragino-

sus, from vorago, a deep aud almost bottom

less abyss, from voro, to devour,] Of or per

taining to a gulf or whirlpool ; hence, de

vouring ; swallowing. ' A cavern's jaws

voraginous and vast Mallet. [Rare.]

Vorago (v6-ra'goX ». [L.J A gulf ; an abyss.

'The vorago* of subterranean cellars, wells

and dungeons.' Evelyn.

Vorant (vo'rant), a. [L. varans, vorantis,

ppr. of voro, to devour.] In her, devouring:

applied to one animal depicted as devouring

another.

Vortex (vor'teks), n. pi.Vortices (vor'ti-sez)

or Vortexes (vor'tek-sez). [ L.. from verto,

anciently vorto, to turn. See Verse.] 1. The

form produced when any portion of a fluid

is set rotating round an axis; a whirling or

gyratory motion of any fluid whether liquid

or aeriform. Familiar examples are seen in

eddies, whirlpools, waterspouts,whirlwinds,

and on a larger scale in cyclones and storms

generally. It is more particularly applied to

a whirlpool or a body of water moving with a

circular motion, and forming a cavity in the

centre, into which all bodies coming within

its influence are drawn and engulfed. ' Roll

in her vortex and her power confess.' Pope.

' The huge vortex of Norse darkness. ' Car-

lyle.—2. In the Cartesian philos. a collection

of material particles, forming a fluid or

ether, endowed with a rapid rotatory mo

tion about an axis, and filling all Bpace,

and by which Descartes accounted for the

motions of the universe. This theory at

tracted much attention at one time, but

is now entirely discredited. — Vortex ring,

in physics, a vortical molecular filament

or column returning into itself so as to

form a ring composed of a number of small

rotating circles placed side by side, like

beads on a string, as the singular smoke-

rings which are sometimes produced when

a cannon is fired, or when a smoker skil

fully emits a puff of tobacco smoke. Re

cent labours in the theoretical investigation

of the motion of vortices, more particularly

the theorems relating to vortex filaments

rotating round a central axis in a friction-

less or perfect fluid, have suggested the pos

sibility of founding on them a new form of

the atomic theory.

Vortex-ring (vor'teks-ring), n. See under

Vortex.

Vortex-wheel(vor'tek8-whel), n. A turbine.

Vortical (vor'ti-kal), a. Pertaining to or

resembling a vortex; whirling; turning; as,

a vortical motion.

Vortlcally (vor'ti-kal-li), adv. In a vortical

manner; whirlingly.

Vortlcella (vor-ti-seHa), n. [Dim. of vor

tex (which see).] A genus of bell-shaped

wheel infusoria, having a fixed stem capable

of being coiled into a spiral form, and vi-

bratile organs called cilia at their anterior

extremity, which are constantly in rapid

motion and attract particles of food. The

species, which are popularly called bell-

animals or animalcules, bell-flowers, and

bell -polyps, are very numerous in fresh

water, and are generally too small to be

perceived without the aid of the microscope.

Vorticellx

Reproduction in Voiticella may take place

by fission, or by gemmation, or by a process

of encystation and endogenous division.

Vorticellidffl (vor-ti-sel'i-de), n. pi. A fa

mily of infusorian animalcules having for

its type the genus Vortlcella. See Vorti-

CELLA.

Vorticose (vor'ti-kos), a. Whirling; vorti

cal. ' A vorticose motion of the air inwards.'

Eney. Brit.

Vortlginous (vor-tij'in-us). a. Having a

motion round a centre or axis; vortical

With vertiginous and hideous whirl

Sucks down its prey. Cowfer.

Votaress (vo'ta-res), n. A female devoted

to any service, worship, or state of life ; a

female votary.

His woeful queen we leave at Ephesus.

Unto Diana there a votaress. Shak.

No rosary this votaress needs. CUaveland.

Votarist (vo'ta-rist), n, [See Votary.] A

votary. ' The votarists of Saint Clare. ' Shak.

'A Bad votarist in palmer's weed.' Milton:

The weak, wan votarist leaves her twilight cell

To walk with taper dim the winding male. Kogtrs

Votary (v6'ta-ri), n. [From L. votum, a vow.

See VOTE] One devoted, consecrated, or

engaged by a vow or promise; hence, more

generally, one devoted, given, or addicted to

some particular service, worship, study, or

state of life; as, every goddess of antiquity

had her votaries; every pursuit or study has

its votaries. 'Already love's firm votary.'

Shak.

That an enthusiastic votary of liberty should accept

office under a military usurper seems, no doubt, at

first sight extraordinary. tfacnuiay.

Votary (v6'ta-ri), a. Consecrated by a vow

or promise; consequent on a vow; votive.

Bacon.

Vote (vot), n. (Fr. vote, a vote, from L.

votum, avow, wish, will, from roveo, votum,

to vow. See Vow.] 1. A suffrage; the ex

pression of a wish, desire, will, preference,

or choice in regard to any measure pro

posed, in which the person voting has an

interest in common with others either in

electing a man to fill a certain situation or

office, or in passing laws, rules, regulations,

and the like. This vote or expression of

will may be given by holding up the hand,

by rising and standing up, by the voice

(viva voce), by ballot, by a ticket, or other

wise. Hence—2. That by which will or pre

ference is expressed in elections or in decid

ing propositions; a ballot, a ticket, dec. ; as,

a written vote.

The freeman casting with unpurchased hand

The vote that shakes the turrets of the land.

O. IV. Holmes.

3. That which is given, allowed, or conveyed

by the will of a majority; a thing conferred

by vote; a grant; as, the ministry received

a vote of confidence; the vote for the civil

service amounted to 24£ million pounds.—

4. Expression of will by a majority; decision

by some expression of the minds of a num

ber; result of voting; as, the vote was unani

mous. —M An ardent wish or desire; a

prayer.

I join with you

In my votes that way. Afasiing-er.

Those interchangeable votes of priest and people.

. . . 'O Lord, arise, help us, and deliver us for thy

Name's sake I O God, we have heard with our ears,

&c' Prideaux.

Vote (vdt), v.i. pret. & pp. voted; ppr. vot-

ing. [Fr. voter, to vote. See the noun.]

To give a vote; to express or signify the

mind, will, or preference in electing men to

office, or in passing laws, regulations, and

the like, or in deciding on any proposition

in which one has an interest with others.

Both expressed their opinion that a more indepen

dent, a more disinterested set of men than those who

had promised to vote for him, never existed on earth.

Dickens.

Vote (v6t), v.t. 1. To choose by suffrage; to

elect by some expression of will; as, the

citizens voted their caudidate into office

with little opposition. —2. To enact or estab

lish by vote or some expression of will ; as, the

legislature voted the resolution unanimous

ly. —3. To grant by vote or expression of

will.

Parliament voted them a hundred thousand pounds.

Svtft.

Voter (vot'er), n. One who votes or has a

legal right to vote or give his suffrage ; an

elector.

Voting-paper (vot'ing-pa-per), n. A paper

by which a person gives his vote; a ballot-

ing-paper; particularly, according to the

British Ballot Act of 1872, a paper used in

voting by ballot in the election of members

of parliament, of municipal corporations,

and the like. Such papers are used only in

cases where the number of candidates ex

ceeds the number of vacancies, and contain

a list of the candidates, and the voter has

secretly to put a mark at the name of the

candidate or candidates he selects.

Votlstt (vdt'ist), n. One who makes a vow;

a vower. ' Votist of revenge.' Chapman.

Votive (vo'tiv), a. [L. votivus, from votum,

a vow. See Vote.] 1. Given, paid, or con

secrated, in consequence of some vow; as,

votive offerings.

Venus, take my votive glass. Prior.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA: g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin*;; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KKr.
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2. Observed or practised In consequence of

a vow. [Rare.)

Vottve abstinence some constitutions may endure.

Feltham.

— Votive medal, one struck in grateful com

memoration of some auspicious event, as

the recovery of a prince from sickness.—

A votive offering, a tablet, picture, &c.,

dedicated in consequence of the vow [L. ex

voto] of a worshipper. Among the Greeks

and Romans such offerings were dedicated

to some deity, and were affixed to the walls

of temples. Among Roman Catholics they

are given to chapels dedicated to the Virgin

or to some saint.

Votively (vO'tiv-li), adv. In a votive man

ner; by vow.

Votiveness < vo'tiv-nes), n. State or quality

of being votive.

Votresst (vot'res), n. A female votary ; a

votaress. Shak.

Vouch (vouch), v.t. [O.E. vouch*, Norm.

voucher, O. Fr. vocher, from L. vocare, to

call. Hence avouch. See Voice J l.t To

call to witness; to obtest. * And vouch the

silent stars and conscious moon.' Dryden.

2. To declare; to assert; to affirm; to attest;

to maintain by affirmations.

What can you vouch against him, Signior Lucio?

Slutk.

3. To warrant; to be surety for; to answer

for; to make good.

Even in theirs and in the commons' ears,

Will vouch the truth of U. Shak.

The consistency of the discourse . . . vouches it

to be worthy of the great apostle. Locke.

4. To support; to back; to follow up. 'Bold

words vouched with a deed so bold. ' Hilton.

5. In law, to call or summon into court to

warrant and defend, or to make good a

warranty of title.

He vouches the tenant in tail, who touches over the

common vouchee. Blackstone.

Syn. To declare, asseverate, assert, aver,

protest, affirm, attest, warrant, guarantee,

confirm, assure.

Vouch (vouch), v.i. 1. To bear witness; to

give testimony or full attestation ; to be

surety. ' Vouch with me, heaven.* Shak.

He declares he will not believe her, till the elector

of Hanover shall vouch for the truth of what she has

so solemnly affirmed. Swift.

2. To maintain; to assert; to aver.

I therefore vouch agaia

That with some mixtures powerful o'er the blood

He wrought upon her. Shak.

Vouch * (vouch), n. Approving or attesting

voice; warrant; attestation; testimony.

Why in this woolvish toge should I stand here.

To beg of Hob and Dick, that do appear,

Their needless vouches. Shak.

Vouchee (vouch-SO, n. In law. the person

who is vouched or summoned in a writ of

right.

Voucher (voucher), n. 1. One who vouches

or gives witness or full attestation to any

thing.

The great writers of that age stand up together as

vouchers for each other's reputation. Spectator.

2 In law. the tenant in a writ of right; one

who calls in another to establish his war

ranty of title. In common recoveries there

may be a single voucher or double vouchers.

[In this sense written also Vouchor.]— 3. A

book, paper, or document which serves to

vouch the truth of accounts, or to confirm

and establish facts of any kind; specifically,

the written evidence of the payment of a

debt, as a discharged account and the like.

Vouchmentt (vouch'ment), «. A declara

tion; a solemn assertion. * Their vouchment

by their honour.' Bp. Hacket.

Vouchor (vouch'or). n. See Voucher, 2.

Vouchsafe (vouch-saf'), v. t. pret. <fc pp. vouch

safed; ppr. vouchsafing. [ Vouch and ga/e,

to vouch or answer for safety; O.E. vouche-

sauf (Chaucer), often as two words, to vouch

safe, to grant. | 1. To condescend to grant;

to concede; as, not to vouchsafe an answer.

1 have assailed her with music, but she vouch

safes no notice. Shak.

It is not said by the apostle that Cod vouchsafed

to the heathen the means of salvation. South.

2. t To receive or accept in condescension.

Upon which better part our prayers come in.

If thou x-ouchsafe them. Shak.

Vouchsafe (vouch-saf), v.i. To condescend;

to deign; to yield.

Vouchsafe, illustrious Ormond. to behold

What pow'r the charms of beauty had of old.

Dryden.

Vouchsafement (vouch-saf'men t). n. The

act of vouchsafing, or that which is vouch-

a a, Voussoirs.

safed; a gift or grant in condescension; as.

God's greatest communicated vouchsafe-

ments. Boyle.

Voulge (Yulzh. ), n. [0. Fr. voulge, vouge;

origin unknown.] In anc. armour, a pecu

liarly shaped military instrument affixed to

the staff, like the pike or halbert; called

also Languc-de-bacuJ, from its resemblance

to the tongue of an ox.

Voussolr (vbs'war), n. [Fr., from voussure,

the curvature of a

vault, from a verb

vousser, hypothe

tical L. volutiare,

to round, make

round, from L.

volvo, volutum, to

roll; hence, akin to

vault.] In arch, a

stone in the shape

of a truncated

wedge which forms part of an arch. The

under sides of the voussoirs form the in-

trados or Boffit of the arch, and the upper

sides the extrados. The middle voussoir is

termed the keystone. See ARCH.

Vow (vou), n. [O.Ft. vou, veu, Mod.Fr. vceu,

a vow, from L. votum, a vow, from wow.

votum, to vow; hence really the same word

Rsvote. Avow is a derivative] 1. A solemn

promise; an engagement solemnly entered

into; in a more special Bense, (a) a kind

of promissory oath made to God, or to

some deity, to perform some act or to dedi

cate to the deity something of value on the

fulfilment of certain conditions, or in the

event of receiving something specially de

sired, Buch as success in an enterprise, de

liverance from danger, recovery from sick

ness, -V r. (6) A promise to follow out some

line of conduct, or to consecrate or devote

one's self wholly or in part for a longer or

shorter time to some act or service.

By all the vows that ever men have broke.

In number more than ever women spoke. Shak.

Knights of love, who never broke their vow.

Firm to their plighted faith. Dryden.

It is the hour when lovers' votcs

Seem sweet in every whispered word. Byron.

The great knight in his niid-stckness made

Full many a holy vow and pure resolve.

Tennyson.

2.t A solemn asseveration or declaration; a

positive assertion.

What instance gives Lord Warwick for his vow I

Shak.

Vow (vou), v.t. [Fr. vouer. See the noun.]

1. To promise solemnly; to give, consecrate,

or dedicate by a solemn promise, as to a

divine power; as, Jacob vowed to God a

tenth of his substance, and his own future

devotion to his service. Gen. xxviii.

When thou vowest a vow, defer not to pay it, . .

pay that which thou hast vowed. Eccles. v. 4.

To Master Harvey, upon sonic special consideration,

1 have zvwed this my labour. Spenser.

2. Tothreaten solemnlyoruponoath. 'Weep

ing, cursing, voicing vengeance.* Shak.

That he may vow, in that sad hour of mine.

Revenge on him that made me stop my breath.

Shat.

Vow (vou), v.i. To mnke vows or solemn

promises; to protest solemnly; to asseverate.

Better is it that thou shouldcst not fine, than that

thou shouldcst vow and not pay. Eccles. v. 5.

He heard him swear and vow to God

He came bqt to be Duke of Lancaster. S/tak.

Vow-break t (vou'brik), n. A breach of a

vow or vows.

Sacrilege and vow-break hi Ananias and Sapphira

made them descend quick into their graves.

Jer. Taylor.

Vowed (vou'd), p. and a. 1. Devoted; con

secrated. 'Thy vowed priests.' Milton.—

2. Sworn to; confirmed by oath.

This is the hand which, with a vow'd contract.

Was fast belock'd in thine. Shak,

3. Sworn; constant; inveterate; confirmed.

'So mighty are his vowed enemies.' Shak.

Vowel (vou'elX n. [Fr. voyellc, from L. ro-

calis, lit. a vocal letter, from vox, vocis, the

voice. See Voice.] 1. A sound uttered by

simply opening the mouth or vocal organs;

a sound uttered when the vocal organs are

merely in an open position, as the sound

of a or o. Vowels are distinguished from

consonants in that the former can be pro

nounced by themselves, while consonants

require to be sounded with the aid of a

vowel.

When the voice is not further modified by contact,

partial or complete, of the lips or tongue, but flows

through an open channel without any friction or hiss

ing, then we nave vowel sound. When on the other

hand the sound is not complete until the action of

some part of the organs of the mouth has ceased.

then we have produced what we may call ce*n>n-

antat sound. Briefly, 'a vowel is the result of an

oy^n position of the oral organs; an articulation (this

is Mr. Bell's term for consonant) is the result of an

opening action of the organ.' Petit.

Vowels in all their varieties are really infinite in

number. Yet, for practical purposes, certain typi

cal vowels, each with a Urge margin for dialectic

variety, have been fixed upon in ail language*.

Max Miller.

2. The letter or character which represents

such a sound.

Vowel (vou'el), a. Pertaining to a vowel;

vocal— Vowel points. See under Point.

Vowelisht (vou'el-ish), a. Of the nature of

a voweL B. Jonson.

Vowelism(vou'el-izm),n. The use of vowels

Vowelled (vou' eld), a. Furnished with

vowels. ' With pauses, cadence, and well-

vowelld words.' Dryden.

Vower (vou'6r), n. One who makes a vow.

Bp. Sanderson.

Vow-fellow (vou'fel-16), n. One bound by

the same vow. ' Vote-fellows with this vir

tuous duke.' Shak. [Bare.]

Vox-humana (voks-hu-nia'na). n. [L.] A

reed-stop iu an organ, so called from Its

supposed resemblance to the human voice.

It is tuned in unison with open diapason,

and depends for its timbre upon the shape

of the tube through which tbe sound of the

reed is transmitted.

Voyage (voi'aj), n. [Fr. voyage, a journey,

It. viaggio, Sp. viage; from L viaticum, pro

visions for the way, in later times a journey.

viaticus, pertaining to a journey, from rid.

a way, the root being seen also in E. way \

1. Formerly, a passage or journey by sea or

by land : now applied only to a journey or

passing by sea or water from one place, port.

or country to another, especially a passing

or journey by water to a distant place or

country ; as, a voyage to the East or West

Indies —2. t The practice of travelling.

Nations have interknowledge of one another b?

voyage into foreign parts. Bacon.

3.t A way or course taken; attempt; under

taking.

If you make your voyage upon her and prevail,

1 am no further your enemy. SMmk.

Voyage (voi'aj), v.i. pret. <fc pp. voyaged;

ppr. voyaging. To take a journey or voyage;

to sail or pass by water.

A mind forever

Voyaging through strange seas of thought alor.e.

Il'erdiworta.

Voyage (voi'aj), v. t. To travel ; to pass over.

What I have done, what sufler'd; with what pain

Voyaged th' unreal, vast, unbounded deep. Jdtil&t-

Voyageable (voi'aj-a-bl).a. Capable of being

Bailed or travelled over; navigable.

Voyager (voi'aj-6r), ». One who sails or

passes by sea or water.

A private voyager, I pass the main. Pope.

Long shall the voyager, with the Ionian blast.

Hail the bright clime of battle and of song. Byron.

Voyageur (vwa-ya-zheV), n. [Fr.] Lit a

traveller. The Canadian name of a class of

men employed by the fur companies, dec, in

transporting goods by the rivers and across

the land to and from the remote stations at

the north-west. These men are nearly al

ways French Canadians or half-breeds.

Vralsemblance (vi-ii-san-blnns), n. [Fr]

The appearance of truth.

Vugg, Vugh (vug), n. In mining, a cavity;

a hollow in a rock or iu a lode; a vogle.

Vulcan (vul'kan), n. [L. Vulcantu or Volcan-

us (hence vol

caho); akin Skr

ifttti.anre.] 1 In

Bom. myth, the

god who pre

sided over fire

and the working

of metals. The

Koman poets

transferred all

the stories

which are re

lated of the

Greek Hephct-

tos to their own

Vulcan, the two

divinities be

coming in the

course of time

completely iden

tified. By some

writers he is

said to have

been born lame,

but by others his lameness is attributed to his

having been thrown from Olympus. Vulcan

patronized handicraftsmen of every kind,

Vulcan, from an antique.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; . Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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and to this or to his lameness the poets most

frequently refer. lu sculpture he is gener

ally represented as a strong, bearded man,

with a hammer and pincers and a pointed

cap— 2. The name given to a hypothetical

intra- Mercurial planet, believed to have

been discovered in 1859. Its period of revo

lution has been fixed at 24 25 days, and the

inclination of its orbit is said not to exceed 7*.

Vulcanian (vul-ka'ni-an^ a. 1. Pertaining

to Vulcan, or to works in iron, &c—2. Of

or pertaining to volcanoes ; volcanic. ' A

region of vulcanian activity.' R. A. Proc

tor.—-S. In geol. pertaining to or designating

the system or theory of the Vulcanists,

otherwise termed Plutonists.

Vulcanic (vul-kan'ik), a. Volcanic; vul

canian.

Vulcanicity(vul-ka-nis'i-ti), n. The state

or quality of being volcanic; volcanic power

or action; volcamcity. ' The widely occur

ring phenomena of vulcanicity.' Nineteenth

Century.

Vulcanlsm (vurkan-izm), n. In geol. a gen

eral term proposed by Humboldt for all the

phenomena due to internal heat, as vol

canoes, hot springs, &c.

Vulcanlst (vufkan-ist), n. One who sup

ports the Vulcanian or Plutonic theory,

which ascribes the changes on the earth's

surface to the agency of fire. See Plutonic.

Vulcanite (vuVltan-it), n. 1. A kind of vul

canized caoutchouc differing from ordinary

vulcanized caoutchouc in containing a larger

proportion of sulphur—from 30 to 60 per

cent— and in being made at a higher tem

perature. It is of a brownish-black colour,

is hard and tough, cuts easily, and takes a

good polish, on which account it la largely

used for making into combs, brooches,

bracelets, and many other ornaments. It is

not affected by water or any of the other

caoutchouc solvents. As it is especially

distinguished by the large quantity of elec

tricity which it evolves when rubbed, it is

much used in the construction of electric

machines. Called also Ebonite,— 2. A name

sometimes given to vulcanic garnet or py

roxene, from its being found in ejected blocks

and lavas.

Vulcanization ( vuVkan-Iz-a"shon X n. A

method of treating caoutchouc or india-

rubber with some form of sulphur to effect

certain changes in its properties, and yield

a soft (vulcanized india-rubber) or a hard

(vulcanite) product. This was originally

effected by dipping the rubber in melted
sulphur and heating it to nearly 300s. Sev

eral other methods have been employed,

probably the best of which for general pur

poses consists in mechanically mixing the

rubber at a moderate heat with flowers of

sulphur, and subsequently 'curing' it in

superheated steam at from 250' to 300* Fahr.

Other ingredients, as litharge, white-lead,

zinc-white, whiting, &c., are added to the

sulphur to give colour, softness, <fec, to the

rubber. The gubstance thus formed pos

sesses the following properties : it remains

ehutic at all temperatures; it cannot be dis

solved by the ordinary solvents, neither is it

affected by heat within a considerable range

of temperature; finally, it acquires extraor

dinary powers of resisting compression, with

a great increase of strength nnd elasticity.

Vulcanized india-rubber is employed with

great success for very many useful purposes:

for waterproofing cloth, for boots, shoes,

mats, toys, belting, buffers, wheel -tires,

washers, valves, pipes, fire-hose, medical

and surgical appliances, dec. Hard vulcan

ized rubber is known as ebonite or vulcanite.

See Vulcanite.

Vulcanise (vulTcan-iz), v.t. pret. A pp. vul

canized; ppr. vulcanizing. To subject to

the process of vulcanization, as caoutchouc.

Vulcanizer (vul-kau-iz'er), n. The steam

apparatus used in vulcanizing india-rubber.

Vulcano (vul-ka'no), n. A volcano. Arbuth-

not

Vulcanologlst (vul-ka-nol'o-jist), n. A stu

dent of vulcanotogy; a volcanist.

VulcanolOgy (vul-ka-nol'o-ji), n. That de

partment of science which concerns itself

with igneous phenomena, as volcanoes,warm

springs, <fcc.

But la« of All, it may be presumed (if the recent

results of Mallet's researches into vulcanolocy are tu

be accepted), came the most wonderful of all the

stages of disturbances, the great era of crater forma

tions. Comhill Mag.

Vulgar (vul'ger), a. [Ft. vulgaire, from L.

vulgaris, from vulgus, the common people,

the crowd, regarded as from a root meaning

to throng, seen also in urgeo, E. to urge. See

Urge] 1. Of or pertaining to the common

people ; suiting to or practised among the

multitude; plebeian; as, vulgar life; vulgar

sports.

An habitation giddy and unsure

Hath he that buildeth on the vulgar heart.

Shak.

2 Common; ordinary; in general use; hence,

national; vernacular; as, the vulgar tongue;

the vulgar version of the Scriptures. 'As

naked as the vulgar air.' Shak.

It might be more useful to the English reader, to

write in our vulgar language. £/. Fell.

3. Common; commonly occurring or experi

enced; customary; usual; ordinary; com

monplace.

For what we know must be, and is as common

A* any the most vulgar thing to sense. Shak.

4. Pertaining or belonging to the lower or

less refined class of people; unrefined; hence,

somewhat coarse; rude; boorish; low; mean;

base; as, vulgar men, language, minds, man

ners, or the like. 'Stale and cheap to vul-

gar company.' Shak.

He talked sometimes in the coarsest and vulgartst

Hampshire dialect. Thackeray.

5. Familiar with lack of dignity or self-re

spect.

Be thou familiar but by no means vulgar. Shak.

6. Of general circulation; commonly bruited;

public. ' Unregistered in vulgar fame.

Shak. — 7. Consisting of common persons.

[Rare.]

In reading an account ol a battle, we follow the

hero with our whole attention, but seldom reflect on

the vulgar heaps of slaughter. Rambler

— Vulgar era, the common era used by Chris

tians, dating from the birth of Christ.—

Vulgar fractions, in arith. see Fractions.

Vulgar (vul'ger), n. 1. A vulgar person; one

ofthe common people. ' These vile vulgars. '

Chapman.

The budding rose is set by.

But stale and fully blown, is left for vulgars

To rub their sweaty fingers on.

—The vulgar, the common people collec

tively; the uneducated, uncultured class.

To endeavour to work upon the vulgar with fine

sense is like attempting to liew blocks with a razor.

Pofc.

2. t The vernacular tongue or common lan

guage of a country.

Therefore, you clown, abandon,—which is in the

vulgar leave.—the society,—which in the boorish is

company,—of this female,—which In the common is

woman. Shak.

Vulgarian ( vul-ga'ri-an ), n. A vulgar per

son ; especially, a rich person with low or

vulgar ideas. ' A profound bore and vulga

rian. ' Thackeray.

Vulgarian (vul-ga'ri-an), a. Vulgar. *A

fat vulgarian Bloven.' Denham. [Rare.]

Vulgarism (vul'ger-izm), n. 1. Coarseness,

rudeness, or groBsness of manners; vulgarity.

' Degraded by the vulgarism of ordinary life. '

Bp. Reynolds. —2. A vulgar phrase or expres

sion.

All violations of grammar, and all vulgarisms,

solecisms, and barbarisms . . . must be noticed and

corrected. Dr Knox.

Vulgarity (vul-gar'i-tl). n. 1. The Btate or

quality of being vulgar ; mean condition in

life; as, vulgarity of birth.—2. Coarseness,

crossness, or clownishness of manners or

language; an act of low manners; as, vulga

rity of behaviour; vulgarity of expression or

language.—3.f The commonalty ; the mob;

the vulgar. 'The meere vulgarity ... are

prone to cry out.' Bp. Oauden.

Vulgarize (vul'ger-iz). v. t. pret. & pp. vulgar

ized; ppr. vulgarizitig. To make vulgar or

common. 'The vulgarizing taint of passion.'

Dr. Caird.

Vulgarly (vul'ger-li), adv. 1. In a vulgar

manner; commonly; in the ordinary manner

among the common people.

Such one we vulgarly call a desperate person.

Hammond,

2. Coarsely; rudely; clownishly. — 3.t Pub

licly. 'To justify this worthy nobleman so

vulgarly and personally accused." Shak.

Vulgarness (vul'ger-nes), n. The state or

quality of being vulgar; vulgarity.

Vulgate (vul'gat), n. [L. vulgata editia, vul-

gatus, pp. of vulgo, to make common or pub

lic. See Vulgar. ] The authorized Latin

version of the Scriptures in the Roman

Catholic Church. The Vulgate of the Coun

cil of Trent was a combination of the old
•Italic' version, a literal translation from

the Beptuagint, and an amended version of

St. Jerome. The version now in use is the

edition published by Clement VIII. in 1592.

Vulgate (vul'gat). a. Pertaining to the old

Latin version of the Scriptures.

Vulned (vul'ned). a. [L. vulnus, a wound.]

In her. an epitnet applied to any animal

that is wounded and bleeding ; as, a hind's

head vulned.

Vulnerability (vurner-a-biri-ti), n. The

Btate or quality of being vulnerable; vulner-

ableness.

Vulnerable (vul'ner-a-bl), a. [FT. vulner

able, from L. vulnero, to wound, from vttlnus,

vulneris, a wound. ] 1. Capable of being

wounded; susceptibleof wounds or external

injuries; as, a vulnerable body. 'Let fall

thy blade on vulnerable crests.' Shak.

Achilles was vulnerable in his heel ; and there will

never lw wanting a Paris to infix the dart. LftvigM.

2. Liable to injury; subject to be affected

injuriously; as, a vulnerable reputation. * If

you are vulnerable in your character.' Dr.

Knox

Vulnerableness (vul'ner-a-bl-nes), n. The

state or quality of being vulnerable; vulner

ability.

Vulnerary (vul'n6r-a-ri). a. [L. vulneraritts,

from vulnus, vulneris, a wound.] Useful in

healing wounds ; adapted to the cure of ex

ternal injuries; as, vulnerary plants or po

tions.

Vulnerary (vul'ner-a-ri), n. Any plant,

drug, or composition useful in the cure of

wounds; as, certain unguents, balsams, and

the like, are used as vulneraries. ' Like a

balsamic vulnerary.' Dr. Knox.

Vulneratet (vul'ner-at), v.t. [L. vulnero,

vulneratum, from vulnus,vulneris,&. wound.]

To wound; to hurt; to injure. 'Thou thy

chasti tie didst vulnerate.' Sir J. Davits.

Vulnerationt (vul-ner-a'shon), n. The act

of wounding.

Vulnerose (vul'ner-os), a. Full of wounds;

having wounds; wounded.

Vulnlnc,VulniflcaKvul-nif'ik,vul-nif'ik-al),

a. Causing wounds. [Rare]

Vulning (vul'ning), ppr. In her. wounding:

a term particularly applied to the pelican,

which is always depicted wounding or pick

ing her breast.

Vulpecular(vul-pek'u-ler),a. [L.vulpecula,

a little fox, dim. of vulpes, a fox.] Of or per

taining to a fox; vulpine.

Vulpea (vul'pes). n. [L., a fox.] The sub-

generic name for the foxes, adopted by

those zoologists who distinguish the foxes

from the dogs, jackals, and wolves, to which

they consequently restrict the term Canis.

See Fox.

Vulpicide (vul'pi-sid), n. [L. vulpes, a fox,

andctedo, to kill ] 1. The practice of killing

foxes. This practice is regarded by fox-

hunters as being extremely unsportsmanlike

and disgraceful.—2. A fox-killer.

Vulpine (vul'pin), a. [L. vulpinus, from

vulpes, a fox. ] Pertaining to the fox; re

sembling the fox ; cunning ; crafty ; artful.

* Vulpine craft.' Feltham.

Vulpinlsm (vul'pin-izm), n. The' quality of

being vulpine ; craft ; artfulness ; cunning.

Carlyle.

Vulpinite (vul'pin-it), n. [From Vulpino,

in Italy] A mineral of a grayish white col

our, splendent and massive; its fracture

foliated. It is an anhydrous sulphate of

lime, containing a little silica. It occurs

along with granular foliated limestone at

Vulpino, in Italy, and is sometimesemployed

by the Italian artists for small statues and

other ornamental work under the name of

marino bardi-

alio.

^ulture(vul'tur),

n. [0 Ft. vuttorf

L.vultur, by some

taken from vello,

vulsum, to pluck,

to tear, by others

from stem of vo-

lueris, swift, vo-

tare, to fly.] The

common name

for the raptorial

birds belonging

to the familyVul-

turidfle, charac

terized by hav

ing the head and

part of the neck

destitute of fea

thers, the tarsi

covered with

small scales, and a rather elongated beak, of

which the upper mandible is curved at the

end. The strength of their talons does not

correspond with their size, and they make

■■■^r^f~f.

Brown Vulture [Vultur

cinereus).

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; J,;ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin?; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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more use of their beak than of their claws.

In general the birds belonging to this family

are of a cowardly nature, living chiefly on

Egyptian Vulture {Neophron ferotofiterus).

dead carcasses and offal. Their geographical

distribution is confined chiefly to warm

countries, where they act as scavengers to

purify the earth from the putrid carcasses

with which it would otherwise be encum

bered. The Vulturidto are divided into sev

eral genera, the chief being Vultur, Cathar-

tes, Sarcorhamphus, Neophron, and Gypae-

tos, of which the last approaches to the

Palconid to in its characters and habits, hav

ing the head feathered and not always feed

ing on carrion, but often attacking living

animals. The griffon vulture ( V. fulvus)

inhabits the mountainous parts of the south

of Europe, Silesia, Spain, the Alps, the Pyr

enees, Turkey, and the Grecian Archipelago.

The cinereous or brown vulture (1 . ciner*

e "> ) inhabits lofty mountains in Europe, and

the forests of Hungary, the Tyrol, and the

Pyrenees, the south of Spain and Italy. The

bearded vulture, or lamraergeyer (Gypaetos

barbatus), inhabits the highest mountain*

of Europe, Asia, and Africa. The Egyptian

vulture is the yeojthron percnopterus. The

sociable vulture ( V. auric utari#) is a gigan

tic epeeies. inhabiting the greater part of

Africa. The black vulture (Catharte«atratus)

is a native of the United States. The king

vulture (Sarcorhamphus papa) is common

in Paraguay. Sarcorhamphus gryphu* is the

condor of South America. In some receut

systems the vultures of the Old World are

grouped into one family, Gypaetidse, while

those of the New World form another, Ca-

tliartidso, the two families being marked by

various distinctive peculiarities.

Vulturidffl (vul-tu'ri-de), n. pi. The family

of the vultures. See Vllttre.

Vulturine (vul'tur-In). a, [L vulturinus.

See VULTDEE] Belonging to the vulture;

having the qualities of or resembling the

vulture.

The vulturine nose which smells nothing but cor

ruption is nu credit to its possessor. A ■■-.■■■ ey

Vulturish (vul'tur-ish), o. Like a vulture;

rapacious. 'Hawkish, aquiliue, not to say

vulturish.' Carlyte.

VultUTlsm (vul'tui -izm). n. The attributes

or character of a vulture ; rapacity. Car-

lyle.

Vulturous (vul'tur-us), a. Like a vulture;

vulturish.

Vulva (vul'va), n. [L. vulva, volva, a wrap

per, a covering, the womb, from volvo, to

roll.] In anat. an elliptic opening in the

external parts of generation in the female,

sometimes applied to the whole of the ex

ternal genital organs of the female.

Vulviform ( vul vi-form ). o. [ L. vulva, a

wrapper, the vulva, and forma, shape.} In

hot. like a cleft with projecting edges.

Vulvo - Uterine (vul-vo-u'ter-iu), a. Of or

pertaining to the vulva and the uterus. -

Vulvo-uterine canal, the vagina.

Vying (vi'ing), ppr. Competing; emulating.

SeeVlE.

W.

W is the twenty-third letter of the English

alphabet. It takes its form and its name

from the union of two V's, the character V

having formerly the name and force of V.

(See V and I'.) The name, double u, however,

being given to the letter from its form or

composition, and not from its sound, is not

a very suitable one. In the Anglo-Saxon

alphabet it had a character with a distinc

tive form of its own, the more modern letter

being adopted in the thirteenth century.

This letter is used to represent two sounds.

the one which distinctively belongs to it

being that which it has at the beginning of

a syllable and followed by a vowel, as in

wave, will, dwell, away, forward, Ac. This

sound has somewhat the character of a

vowel, and w in such a position is hence often

spoken of as a semi-vowel. It is formed by

opening the mouth with a close circular

configuration of the lips, the organs having

exactly the position they have in pronoun

cing the oo of foot. Vet it has not really a

vowel sound in such cases, and well, for in

stance, is not equivalent to oo-ell. This fact

is more conclusively shown by such words

as wood, wool, woman, in which the oo-sound

is distinctly preceded by a consonant. Its

true character is also Bhown by the defini

tions given by the best modern phonolo-

gists for a consonant and a vowel. Thus,

Mr Melville Bell defines a vowel as the re

sult of an open position of the oral organs;

an articulation (or consonant) as the result

of an opening action of the organs. It is

this opening action that marks w as distinct

from oo, yet pronounced in a drawling man

ner it is hardly different in force. At the

end of syllables, in which position it is

always preceded by a vowel, it has either

no force at all (or at most lengthens the

vowel), as in law, lawful, to sow, low, hollow,

Ac., or it formB the Becond element in a

diphthong, as in now, row, new, few, being

then really a vowel, and equivalent to the

M in neutral, bough, Ac. Followed by r ft

Is initial in a considerable number of Eng

lish words, as wrap, writs, wrong, Ac. It Is

now silent in such positions, though it was

long sounded, as it still is in Scotland. Wh

is another initial combination, as in what,

where, whale, whet,&c. In Anglo-Saxon these

words were spelt with Air(which in cognate

words represents Icel hv, L. qu initial), there

being a guttural sound originally heard be

fore the w- In Scotland, in such words as

what, whaU, averydecided guttural is heard

before to. With the best Bpeakersof modern

English, however, wh seems to be w with a

slight aspiration after it. though there is a

tendency to pronouuee w pure and simple.

In Anglo-Saxon wl was also an initial sound;

thus lisp was originally wlisp, the w hnving

disappeared. It has also disappeared from

tree, knee, four, ooze, such, sister, etc. ; and,

as above mentioned, it is not heard in many

words, to which may be added such nssword,

two, answer, gunwale, Ac. In many words

it has taken the place of an older g. as in law,

maw, Ac. (See G.) It has intruded itself

into whole, whore. A w coming before a often

has the effect of giving the latter an o-souud

(comp. toad, wallow, water, Ac); qu( = kw)

has the same effect—As an abbreviation W

stands for west; W.N.W. for west-north

west; W.S.W. for west-south-west, Ac.

Wa' (wii or wa). n. A wall. [Scotch]

Wabble (wob'l). vi. pret. A pp. wabbled;

ppr. wabbling. [Also wobble, to reel or tot

ter; akin to Prov.G. wabbeln, to shake; freq.

forms probably allied to weave; G. webe7i,to

shake, to weave. Comp. also wapper.] To

incline to the one side and to the other al

ternately, as a wheel, top, spindle, or other

rotating body when not properly balanced;

to move in the manner of a rotating disc

when its plane vibrates from side to side;

to rock; to vacillate; as, a millstone in mo

tion sometimes wabbles, ifoxon.

Wabble (wob'l), ft. A rocking unequal mo

tion, as of a wheel unevenly hung or a top

imperfectly balanced.

Wabbly (wob'li), a. Inclined to wabble;

shaky; unsteady.

(By stilt-walking) the knees, which at first arc weak

and wabbly, get strong. Mayhem.

Wabron-leaf, Wabran-leaf (wa'hron-lef,

wa'bran-lef ), n. [A corruption of the Eng

lish name waybread.) Great plantain (Plan-

tago major). [Scotch.]

Wabster (wal/ater), ft. A webster or weaver.

[Scotch.]

Wacke (wak'e), n. [O. waeke, grauwacke,

wacke, graywacke] A soft earthy variety

of trap-rock resembling indurated clay, but

usually containing crystals peculiar to the

trap series. It is generally of a grayish-

green colour, from the amount of earth pre

sent, is sometimes amygdaloidal and readily

crumbles away ou exposure to the weather.

In some instances it appears to be a com

pacted mass of volcanic dust and ashes; in

others, an indurated volcanic mud. Page.

Wad ( wod), n. [Same word as Sw. vadd,

Dan. vat, G. watte, wad, wadding for lining.

Origin doubtful.] 1. A soft mass of fibrous

material, such as hay, tow, cotton-wool, or

other yielding substances used for various

purposes, as for stopping up an opening,

stuffing an interior, or the like. Especially —

2. A little mass of some Boft or flexible ma

terial, such as tow, paper, orold rope-yarn,

used for stopping the charge of powder in

a gun and pressing it close to the shot, for

keeping the powder and shotclose, for dimin

ishing or avoiding the effect of windage, or

the like. For small-arms circular disks of

felt are often used.

Wad (wod), v.t pret. A pp. wadded; ppr.

wadding. 1 To form into a wad or wad ;

to make into a wadding; as, to wad cotton

or tow. — 2. To put a wad into; to furnish

with a wad ; as, to wad a firearm.—3. To

stuff or line with wadding, as a garment, to

give more roundness or fulness to the figure,

keep out the cold, or the like.

Wad (wod), n. [A. Sax. weed, wed, a pledge.

See Wed. Akin L. vas, vadis, a pledge.] A

pledge; a wager. [Scotch.]

Wad (wod), v.t. To pledge; to bet; to wager.

[Scotch.]

Wad <.w»d). »• auxil. Would. [Scotch]

O wad some power the giftie gie us.

To see oursefs as ithers see us. Burnt.

Wad, Wadd (wod), n. 1. An earthy ore of

manganese, which consists of the peroxide

of manganese associated with nearly its own

weight of oxide of iron. When mixed with

linseed-oil for a paint it is apt to take fire.

Called also Bog -manganese. — 2. Same as

Plumbago. [Provincial.]

Waddle, Waddy (wad'di). n. An Australian

name for a thick club. Kingsley

Wadding (wod'ing), u. 1. The materials for

wadB; any pliable snhstanee of which wads

may be made; material for ramming down

above the charge of firearms.—2. A spongy

web used for stuffing various parts of arti

cles of dress, usually made of carded cotton,

the surface being covered with tissue paper,

applied by a coat of size.

Waddle (wod'l), v.t. pret A pp. waddled;

ppr. waddling. [A dim. and freq formed

from wade.] To sway or rock from side t*>

side in walking; to move with short quick

steps, throwing the body from one side to

another; to walk in a tottering or vacillating

manner; to toddle; as, a child waddles when

he begins to walk; a duck or a goose tend-

dies.

Then she could stand alone, nay, by the rood.

She could have run and waddltd ail about. Shmk,

Waddle (wodl), v.t. To tread down by

wading or waddling through, as high grass.

They tread and saddle all the goodly grass

Drayton

Waddler (wod'ler). n. One who waddles.

Waddlingly (wod'ling-li), adv. With a va

cillating -.ut.

Wade (wad), v.i. pret. A pp. wadefl ; ppr

wading. [A. Sax. wadan, to go, to proceed,

to wade; L.O. waden, Icel. and 8w. vada, D

waden, G. tra fen. to wade ; generally sup

posed to be from same root as L vado, to go,

to wade, vadup}, a ford, a shallow. J 1. To

walk through any substance that impedes

or hinders the free motion of the limbs; to

move stepwise through a fluid or other semi

Pate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; 5', Sc fey.
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resisting medium; as, to wade through water;

to wade through sand or snow.

She waded through the dirt to pluck him off me.

Shak,

2. To move or pass with difficulty or labour;

to make way against obstacles or circum

stances that continually hinder or embar

rass. ' Through darkness for to wade,' Spen
ser. • And wade* through fumes, and gropes

his way.' Dryden.

Wade (wad), v.t. To pass or cross by wad

ing; to ford; as, to wade a stream.

Wader (wad'er).n. 1. One who wades. 'Made

toward us like a wader in the surf.' Tenny

son. Specifically—2. The name applied to

birds belonging to the order Graliatores. as

the heron, snipe, rail, Ac. See Grallatores.

Wadhook (wod'hdk), n. A rod with a sort

nf screw, to draw wads out of a gun.

Wading-bird (wad'ing-berd), n. A bird of

the order Graliatores; a wader.

Wadmal, Wadmoll (wad'inal, wnd'mol). n.

[A Scandinavian word; Icel. vad-mdl, Sw.

vadmal, Dan. vadmel. Originally a measure

of stuff, pieces of cloth being used as a

standard of value in early times. Icel. vdd,

stuff (A. Sax. wa>d, a garment), and mdl,

measure ] A very coarse cloth formerly

manufactured. Written also Wadmaal.

' Mantles of icadmaal, a coarse cloth of do

mestic manufacture.' Sir W. Scott.

Wadna (wad'na). Would not. (Scotch.]

Wadset, Wadsett (wod'set). n. [Sc. wad,

A. Sax weed, wed, a pledge; and verb to get.]

An old Scots law term for a mortgage, or

bond and disposition in security.

Wadsetter (wod'set-er), n. In Scots law,

one who holds by a wadset.

Wady (wod'i), n. [At. wddi, the channel of

a river, a river, a ravine, a valley] The

channel of a water-course which is dry, ex

cept in the rainy season; a water-course; a

stream: a term used chiefly in the topogra

phy of certain eastern countries.

Wae (wa>. n. Woe. Spenser. [Old English

and Scotch ]

Wae.t n A wave Spenser.

Waesome (wa'sum), a. Woful; melancholy.

[Scotch. 1

Waesucks, inter}. Alas! [Scotch.] Burns.

Waf, Waff(waf). a. [A form of waif] Worth

less; low-born; inferior; paltry. [Scotch]

Js it not an odd thing that ilka waf carle in the

country lias a son and heir, and that the house of

EUangowan b without male succession.

Sir. IK Scott.

Wafer (wa'fer), n. [0 Fr. wan/re, Mod. Fr.

gaufre. pancake, wafer, of Teutonic origin;

G. waffel, D. wafel, Dan. vaffel, a thin cake,

a waffle, a wafer; allied to G. wabe, a

honey-comb, from some supposed resem

blance.] A thin cake or leaf of paste, gener

ally disc shaped ; applied specifically to (a)

an article of pastry; a small thin sweet

cake, now made of flour, cream, white wine,

and lump sugar, and flavoured with cinna

mon. 'The curious work in pastry, the fine

cakes, wafers and marchpanes.' Holland.

(o) A thin circular portion of unleavened

bread, generally stamped with the Christian

monogram, the cross, or other sacred repre

sentation or symbol, used in the Roman

Church in the celebration and administra

tion of the eucharist. (c) A thin disc of

dried paste used for sealing letters, fasten

ing documents together.and the like, usually

made of flour, mixed with water, gum, and

some non-poisonous colouringmatter. Fancy

wafers are made of gelatine and isinglass in

a variety of forms.

Wafer (wa'fer), v.t. To seal or close with a

wafer.

Waferer t (wa'fer-er), n. A person who sold

wafers. Waferers appear to have heen em

ployed as go-betweens in love intrigues, pro

bably from the facilities offered by their

going from house to house. See Wafer-

woman.

Singers with harpes. ba tides, waferers,

Whiche ben the veray develes officeres.

To kindle and blow the fire of lecherie.

Chaneer.

Wafer-irons (wa'fer I-ernz), 71. pi. A pincer-

shaped instrument, the legs of which ter

minate in flat blades aliout 12 inches long by

9 in breadth, used for making wafers. The

blades are heated in a coke fire, the paste is

then put between them, and by pressure

formed into a thin sheetof paste, from which

discs of the desired size are cut with a punch.

Wafer-woman t (wa'fer-wu-man), «. A

woman who sold wafers. Such women were

often employed in love-affairs and intrigues.

Twu no set meeting

Certainly, for there was no wafer-woinan with her

These three days, on my knowledge. Beau. 6- Fl.
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Waff) a. See Waf.

Waff ( waf ), n. [A Scotch word. Allied to

wave or waft; in sense 6 to whiff. ] I. A hasty

motion—2. The act of waving —3. A slight

stroke from any soft body.—4. Sudden bodily

ailment—5. Blast.

Waffle (wof'l), n. [D. wafel, G. waffel. See

Wafer.] A thin cake baked hard and rolled.

or a soft indented cake baked in an iron

utensil on coals.

Waffle-irons (wof'I i-ernz), n. pi. A utensil

for baking waffles; wafer-irons.

Wafoure, tn. A wafer ; a sort of cake.

Chaucer.

Waft (waft), v.t. [Closely akin to Sw. ve/ta,

to fan, to waft, Dan. vifte, to waft, to wave,

to fan; vift, a puff; akin also to wave , weave,

and perhaps whiff. Skeat thinks that it is

formed merely by corruption of the pret.

waved; and this is supported by Shakspere's

usage of waft for wafted, imperfect and past

participle. ' Now the English bottoms have

waft us o'er.' John, ii. 1. 'And waft her

love to come again.' Merch. v. 1.1 1. To

bear through a fluid or buoyant medium; to

convey through water or air; as, a balloon

was wafted over the channel.

Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul.

And waft a sigh from Indus to the pole. Pofe.

Fair ship that from the Italian shore

Sailest the placid ocean-plains

With my lost Arthur's lov'd remains,

Spread the full wings, and waft him o'er.

Ten» vson.

2. To buoy up ; to cause to float ; to keep

from sinking. 'Their lungs being able to

waft up their bodies.' Sir T. Browne.—

3.t To give notice by something in motion;

to signal to, as by waving the hand; to

beckon.

But soft, who wafts us yonder? Shak.

4.t To cast lightly and quickly; to turn.

' Wafting his eyes.' Shak.

Waft (waft), v.i. To be moved or to pass in

a buoyant medium; to float

And now the shouts waft near the citadel. Dryden.

Waft (waft), «. 1. The act of one who or

that which wafts; a sweep. — 2. A breath

or current, as of wind. 'One wide waft.'

Thotnson.

Smelt the wall-flower in the crag

Whereon that dainty waft had fed.

Which made the bell-hung cowslip wag

Her delicate head. yean Ingelav.

3. Naut. a signal displayed from a ship by

hoisting a flag furled in a roll to the head of

the staff.

Waftage (wilftfaj), n. The act of wafting or

state of being wafted; conveyance or trans

portation through a buoyant medium, as

air or water.

Like a strange soul upon the Stygian banks

Staying for -waftage. Shak.

Wafter (wiift'er), n. 1. One who wafts.

O. Charon,

Thou wafter of the soul to bliss or bane.

Beau. <S- Fl.

2. t A boat for passage. —3. t A blun ted sword,

formerly used in military exercises and

sword-and-bnckler play. Meyrick.

Wafturet (waft'ur), n. The act of waving.

But with an angry waflitre of your hand

Gave sign for me to leave you. Shak.

Wag (wag), v. t. pret. & pp. wagged; ppr. wag

ging. [A. Sax. wagian, to wag, to shake, to

wave; D. waggelen, to stagger, totter, reel (a

fretj. form); Icel. vaga, to wag, to waddle; G.

(be)wegen, to move; O and Prov. G. wagen,

to shake, to move; Goth, vigan, vagian, to

move, to shake; akin to wagon, weigh, way,

wave.] To cause to move up and down,

backwards and forwards, or from side to

side alternately, as a small body jointed.

attached, or connected with a larger one;

to move one way and another, as on a pivot,

joint, or on or from something by which the

body is supported ; to cause to shake, oscil

late, or vibrate slightly.

You may as well fnrbid the mountain pines

To wag their high tops. Shak.

No discerncr durst wag his tongue in censure.

Shak.

Thou canst not wag thy finger, or begin

The least light motion, but it is a sin. Dryden.

The poor cur looked up, and wagged his tail. Steele.

From the quick, jerky, or abrupt motion

indicated by the word, an idea of playful,

sportive, mocking, scornful, or derisive

motion is associated with it in certain

phrases.

Let me sec the proudest . . . but wag his finger at

thee. Shak.

And they that passed by reviled him, wagging

their heads. Mat. xxvii. 39.

WAGER

Wag (wag), v.i. 1. To move backwards and

forwards, up and down, or from side to side

alternately, as if connected by a larger body

by a joint, pivot, or any flexible or loose at

tachment; to oscillate; to sway or swing; to

vibrate. See the verb transitive.

"Tis merry in hall, where beards wag M. Shak.

2. To be in motion or action; to make pro

gress; to continue a course or career; to stir.

Thus may we see, quoth he, how the world wags.

Shak.

They made a pretty good shift to wag along.

Bwiy.iu.

3. To move off or away; to be off; to depart;

to pack off; to be gone.

I will provoke him to it, or let him wag. Shak.

Come, neighbours, we must wag, Coivper.

Wag (wag), n. [Most likely a shortening of

the old term waghalter, one who is likely

to wag in a halter or gallows. Comp. Sc.

hempie, a gallows bird, a frolicsome person.

a wag, lit. one fitted for the hempen rope.]

A person who is fond of a joke or of making

jokes; one who is full of merry frolicsome

trick3 or pranks; one full of sport and

humour; a humorist; a droll fellow; a wit ;

a joker. The word seems formerly to have

been applied to a person who indulged in

coarse, low, or broad humour, or buffoonery,

such as the practical joker, &c.

We wink at wags, when they offend. Dryden.

A wag is the last order even of pretenders to wit

and good humour. He has generally his mind pre

pared to receive some occasion of merriment, but is

of himself too empty to draw out any of his own set of

thoughts; and therefore laughs at the next thing he

meets, not because it is ridiculous, but because he is

under a necessity of laughing. Steele.

Wage (waj), v.t. pret. tfc pp. waged; ppr.

waging. [O.Fr, wager, to gage, to pledge,

to promise. Mod. Fr. gager, to stake, to

pledge, from L. L. vadium, wadium, Goth.

vadi, a pledge, the same word as A. Sax.

wed, a pledge (see Wed). Gage is another

form of this word (see Gage). Meaning

3 has arisen from the old custom of giving a

rjageor pledge to maintain a contest against

an opponent] it To put at hazard on the

event of a contest; to pledge; to bet; to

stake; to lay; to wager.

I will wage against your gold, gold to it. Shak.

2.t To venture on; to hazard; to attempt;

to encounter. 'To wake and wage a danger

profitless.' Shak.—3. To engage in, sib in a

contest; to parry on, as a war; to undertake.

He pondered, which of all his sons was fit

To reign, and vhuv immortal war with wit.

Dryden.

I wage not any feud with Death

POT changes wrought on form or f.ice.

Tennyson.

4.f To set to hire.

Thou must wage

Thy works for wealth. Spenser.

M To hire for pay; to engage or employ for

wages. 'Treasure . . . wherewith he might

wage soldiers. ' Uolinshed.

For his defence great store of men I wag'd.

Mir. for Mags.

—To wage one's law, in law, to come for

ward as a defendant, with others, on oath

that he owes nothing to the plaintiff in

manner as he has declared. See Wager.

Wage (waj), n. l.t Gage; pledge; a stake. .

But th' elfin knight, which ought that warlike wage.

Disdained to lose the meed he wonue in play.

Spenser.

2. Hire; pay for service; as, a fair day's

work for a fair day's wage, 'Promise of a

mighty wage.' Drayton. 'My day's wage.'

Sir W. Scott. 'The daily wage.' Ld. Lytton.

Generally used in the plural. See Wages.

Waget (waj), v.i. To bind or engage one's

Belt by a pledge; to pledge one's self.

Wagel, n. See Waggel.

Wager (wa'jer), n. [0. Fr. wagenre, gagenre,

from L. L. vadiattira. See Wage, v.t. ]

1. Something deposited, laid, or hazarded

on the event of a contest or some unsettled

question ; something staked by each of two

parties in support of his own opinion con

cerning a future or an unknown event; a

stake. The paity whose opinion proves to

be correct receives what has been staked

by both. By statutes of England, Scotland,

and the United States, all contracts or

agreements, whether by parole or in writ

ing, depending on wagers, are null and void,

aud the wager or money due thereon can

not be recovered In any court of law. A

wager is therefore merely a debt of honour,

and if paid it is in the eye of the law the

same thing as giving a gratuity.

Besides these plates for horse races, the wagers

may be as the persons please. Sir II'. Temple.

For most men (till by losing rendered sager)

Will back their own opinion by a waget . Byron.

eh, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, #0; j,;ob; u, Fr. ton; ng, aing; th, then; th. thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, anire—See KEY.
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2 An occasion on which two parties bet; a

bet. — 3. That on which bets are laid; the

subject of a bet.

The sea strove with the wind* which shouM t.e

louder; and the shrouds of the ship, wirh a gastful

noise to them that were in it. witnessed that their

ruin was the wager of the other's contention.

Sir P. Sidney.

4. In law, an offer to make oath of innocence

or non-Indebtedness; or the act of making

oath, together with the oaths of eleven com

purgators, to fortify the defendant's oath.

— Wager of battel or battle. See under BAT

TEL. — Wager of law was formerly a mode of

trial, whereby in an action of debt brought

upon a simple contract between the parties,

without any deed or record, the defendant

might discharge himself by taking an oath

that he owed not the plaintiff anything; but

he required to bring with him eleven per

sons of his neighbours, railed compurgators,

who were to avow upon their oath that they

believed in their consciences that he de

clared the truth. — Wager policy. See under

Wagering.

Wager (wa'Jcr), v.t. To hazard on the issue

of a contest, or on some question that is to

be decided, or ou some casualty; to bet; to

lay; to stake. ' Wagered with him pieces of

gold.' Shak.

Wager (wa'jer), v.i. To make a bet; to offer

a wager.

'Twas merry when you wagered on your angling

Shak.

Wagerer (wa'jer-er), n. One who wagers or

lays a bet.

Desire your wagerer from me to be more cautious In

determining on such matters, and not to venture tlic

lots of his money and credit with so much odds against

him. Sw{/i.

Wagering (wa'jer-ing), p. and a. Pertain

ing to wagers; betting. — Wagering pttlicy.

or wager policy, a policy of insurance insur

ing a sum of money when no property is at

hazard, as a policy to insure money on a ship

when no property is on board. Such policies

are generally held to be null and void.

Wages (wa'Jez), n. pi. [0. Fr. wage, gage, a

pledge, security. Wages are what the per

son hiring another has pledged himself to

give. See Wage] The payment given for

services performed ; the price paid for labour;

the return made or compensation paid to

those employed to perform any kind of

labour or service by their employers; hire;

pay; meed; recompense. Though a plural,

wages sometimes has a verb in the singular.

The wages of sin is death. Rom. vi. 23.

Thou thy worldly task hast done.

Home art gone, And ta'ert thy wages. Shak.

/Cages, then, depend mainly npon the demand and

supply of labour. J. S. Mill.

Note. In ordinary language the term wages rs

usually restricted to the remuneration for

mechanical or muscular labour, especially to

that which is ordinarily paid at short inter

vals, as weekly or fortnightly, to workmen.

Correctly speaking, however, what is called

the/««« of professional men, aB lawyers, phy

sicians, Ac, the salaries of public function

aries, business men. Ac., the pay of military

and naval men, and the like, are all wages.

On the other hand, when an author publishes

a book, or a shoemaker sells a pair of shoes,

the suras received are not wages, though to

the seller they are virtually the same thing.

Waget,t ft. Probably the same as Watchet,

aliglit-bluecolour.oraclothofsucha colour.

The word is Chaucer's: 'A kirtle of a light

iraget.'

Wage-work (waj'werk), n. Work done for

wages or hire. Tennyson.

Waggel, Wagel (wag^l), n. A name given

in Cornwall to the young of the great black-

bucked gull, the Lotus marinvs.

Waggery (wag'er-i), n. The manner, action.

or pranks of a wag; mischievous merriment;

sportive trick or gaiety; sarcasm in good

humour; jocular sayings or doings ; pleas

antry; as, the waggery of a school-lioy.

The heir has . . . begun to harass her with clown

ish Jocularity; he seems inclined to make his first

rude essays of waggery upon her. Johnson.

Waggish (wag'ish), o. 1. Like a wag; full of

sportive or jocular tricks, antics.sayings,Ac ;

roguish in merriment or good humour; frol

icsome. 'As waggish boys in games them

selves forswear." Shak—2. Done, made, or

laid in waggery or for sport; as, a waagish

trick.

As boys on holiday* let loose to play.

Lay waggish traps for girls that pass that way.

Dryden.

Waggishly (wag'lsh-li). adv. In a waggish

manner; in sport.

Let's wanton it a little, and talk waggishly.

Ji. Jonson.

Waggishness (wa^/ishnes). n. The state or

quality of being waggish; mischievous sport;

wanton merriment; jocularity. Bacon

Waggle (wag 'I), v.i. pret. A pp. waggled;

ppr. waggling. (A freq. and dim. from "-"•/

(which see).] To move with a wagging mo

tion; to sway or move from side to side.

Why do you go nodding and waggling so, as if

hip-shot? Sir R. /.'Estrange.

Waggle (wagl), v.t. To cause to wag fre

quently and with short motions; to move

one way and the other; as, a bird waggles

its tail.

Wag-halter t (wag'hal-ter), n. One who

wags (or wags in) a halter; one likely to come

to the gallows; hence, a rascal; a thief:

also used adjectively. ' Not so terrible as a

cross-tree that never grows, to a wag-halter

page.' Ford.

Wagmolre,t n. A quagmire. Spenser.

Wagnerite(wag'iier-it), n. [After a scientist

of the name of Wagner. ] A transparent

mineral having a vitreo-resinous lustre,

wine-yellow or honey-yellow in colour, oc

curring only near Werfeii in Salzburg in

small veins of quartz in clay-slate, and at

one time confounded with the Brazilian

topaz. It is a phoBphato- fluoride of mag

nesium, usually containing iron and man

ganese.

Wagon, Waggon (wag'on), «. [A. Sax.

wagen, \aegn, mm, which in later times

became wain; D. and 0. wagen, Icel. and

Sw. vagn, Dan. vogn; lit. a carriage, what

carries, from root seen in A. Sax. vegan, Icel.

cega, to carry ; cog. Skr. vah, L. veho, to

carry (whence vehicle). Akin also to way,

wag, weigh, Ac. Skeat remarks that icagon

cannot come directly from the A. Sax., irain

being the word that has directly descended

from It (with same change of form as in

ram, hail, nail, Ac.). He therefore regards

wagon as borrowed from the Dutch in the

fifteenth or sixteenth century. Yet it seems

strange that with wain in common usage

we should have borrowed another word of

the same signification.] 1. A four-wheeled

vehicle for the transport of heavy loads. The

English wagon is usually a strong heavy ma

chine drawn by two horses yoked abreast.

The fore wheels are much smaller than the

hind pair, and their axle is swivelled to the

body of the wagon to facilitate turning. The

bodies of most wagons are Bet on springs on

account of the weight of the vehicle and the

absence of the steadying power of the horse,

who expends his force in pulling only, the

weight being distributed over the four

wheels. Common varieties of the wagon are

the brewer's dray, the railway lorry, and the

agricultural wain. Wagons, such as art-

used by carriers, are frequently provided

with wooden bows, over which a covering of

heavy canvas or the like may be stretched to

protect their contents from rain. The ends of

the bows are inserted in staples on each side

of the vehicle, so that tilt and bows can be

readily removed when not required. In the

United States wagons of a much lighter build,

and drawn by one horse only, are much used

for the conveyance of passengers and light

commodities.—2. An open four-wheeled ve

hicle for the con veyance of goodson railways

3. t A chariot ' ller waggon spokes made of

long spinners' legs.' Shak.

Vow fair Phoebus "gan decline in haste.

His weary waggon to the western vale. Sfeuser

Wagon (wag'on). v.t. To transport, convey,

or carry in a wagon; as, to wagon goods from

the country to the metropolis.

Wagon (wag'on), v. i. To transport goods on

a wagon or wagons.

Wagonage(wag'ou-aj), n. 1. Money paid for

carriage or conveyance by wagon.—2. A col

lection of wagons. ' Wagonage, provender,

and two or three pieces of cannon. ' Carlyle.

Spelled also Waggonage.

Wagon-DOiler(wag'on-boiler), n. A kind of

steam-boiler, having originally a semi-cylin

drical top, the ends and sides vertical, and

the bottom flat, thus having the shape of a

wagon covered with itstilt. Improved forms

have the sides and bottom slightly curved

inwardly.

Wagon-celling (wjig'on-scliim). u. A semi

circular or wagon-headed ceiling. See Wag

on-headed.

Wagoner (wag'on-er), n. 1. One who con

ducts or drives a wagon; a wagon-driver.—

2 t One who conducts a chariot; a cha

rioteer.

Her waggoner a small grey-coat gnat

Her chanot is an empty hud-nut

3 A constellation. Charles's Wain, Tra

Major.

Begin when the slow ■maggoner d«?«:eoCBk

Not cease your sowing till mid-winter esck. Drydc*.

Spelled also Waggoner.

Wagoness t (waVon-es), n. A female wag

oner. [Improperly formed. J

That she might serve for Tfaggoness, tits plucked tie

waggoner back.

And up into his seat she mounts. Chap.

Wagonette (wag-on-ef).n. [Dim.of»

A kind of open, four-wheeled pleasure ve

hicle of a very light"construction, seated for

six or eight persons. Spelled also Wag

gonette.

wagon-headed(wag'on -bed -ed). a Havmt

an arched or semicircular top or head, lis*

the cover or tilt of a wagon when streUhtii

over the bows; rouud-arched ; as* a (<-.»••.,,-

headed ceiling, roof, or vault

Wagon-master (wag'on-mas-t^r), «- *

person who hascharge of one or more wagons:

especially, an officer in charge of wagons in a

military train.

Wagon-roofed (wag'on-roft), a. Having i

semicircular or wagon -headed roof. See

Wagon-headed.

Wagonry (wag'on-ri). n. Conveyance by

means of wagons; wagons collectively; wag-

011age. Milton.

Wagon-train ( wag'on -tran), » A train,

service, or collection of wagons, draught

animals, Ac., organized for a special pur

pose; especially the collection of waguua.

Ac, accompanying an army, to convey pro

visions, ammunition, the sick, wounded. Ac.

Wagon-wright (wag'on-rit), n. A wrigbt

who makes wagons.

Wagtail (wag'tAl), n, 1. A bird of the genm

Motacilla, family Motacillida?,now very com

monlyregarded as a sub-fam ily (Motacillinr)

of the Sylviadas. The species are small birda,

and are chiefly confined to the European

continent They are easily distinguished by

their brisk and lively motions, as well as by

Shai.

Common Wagtail {Molaeilla Yarrelli).

the great length of their tails, which they

jerk up and down incessantly; hence the
name. The species most common in t! ■■

country is the pied wagtail, or black and

white water-wagtail (.V. Yarrelli\ which is to

be seen wherever there are shallow springs-

and running waters.— 2. A pert person.

Spare my grey beard, you w.tgtaill Shji

Wah (wa), n. Same as Panda.

Wahabee, Wahahi (wa-ha'bej. n. A fol

lower of Abdel Wahab, a reformer of Mo

hammedanism about 1760. The reformer did

not add a single new precept to the Moham

medan code, the only difference between bis

sect and the orthodox being that the Wa-

habees rigidly follow the same laws which

the others neglect or have ceased altogether

to observe. The members of the sect are

brave, but fanatical and intolerant They

have a compact and well-organized govern

ment holding sway over a large part of Ara

bia. Spelled also Wahaubi, Wahabite.

Wahabilsm (wa-ha'be-izm), n. The doc

trines, principles, or practices of the Wa-

habis. W. G. Palgrave.

Wald t (wad), a. Weighed; weighed down

Tusser.

Waif (waf), n, [Norm. weif. O.Fr. waif

gaif, a waif; probably of Scandinavian ori

gin, being the substantive corresponding to

E. waive, to relinquish or leave unclaimed.

Comp. also Sc. waff, tcaif, to blow, to wave,

to fluctuate (See Waive ) Old forms are

waive, waift, weft.] 1. Anything blown by

the wind or drifted in by the ocean; a thing

preserved or coming as by chance; a stray

or odd piece or article.

Seated on a style

In the long hedge, and rolling in his mind

Old waifs of rhyme. Tennyson.

2 In law, (a) goods found of which the

owner is not known. (/>) Such goods ns a

thief, when pursued, throws away to prv

Kate. far, fat. tall; ni6,.met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abnne; y, Sc. fey.
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vent being apprehended. They belong to

the crown unless the owner takes the neces

sary steps for prosecuting and convicting

the thief. —3 A wanderer; a neglected,

homeless wretch; as, a poor houseless icaif.

Cmvper,

Waiftwaf), a. Vagabond; worthless; igno

ble; inferior. [Scotch.]

Walftt (waft), n. A waif (which see).

For that a waft, the which by fortune came

Upon our seas, he claym'd as propcrtie.

Spenser.

Wail (wal), v.t [Iceb vcela. vdla, to wail or

lament, perhaps connected with woe; or the

word may be Celtic: Ir. waUlt lamentation;

W. wylaw, to weep, to lament ] To lament;

tn moan; to bewail. 'To wail his death.'

Shale. 'If no more her absent lord she nail*.'

Pope.

Wall(wal), v.L To express sorrow audibly;

to lament; to weep.

Therefore I will uail and howl. Mic. i. 8.

Wail (wal), n. Loud weeping; violent lamen

tation. 'Whose dying eyes were closed

with wail.' Tennyson.

Wall <wal), v.t. [See Wale] To choose ;

Co select; to wale. ' Wailed wine and meats.'

Chaucer. [Old English and Scotch]

Wailful (wal'ful), a. Sorrowful; mournful.

'Wailful sonnets.' Shak. 'A whispering

blade of grass, a wailful gnat.' Keats.

Wailing (wal'ing). n. The act of expressing

sorrow, grief, or the like audibly; loud cries

of sorrow; deep lamentation.

There shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth.

Mat. xiii. 43.

Wailingly (waTing-li), adv. In a wailing

manner; with wailing.

Wailment,t n. Lamentation. 'O day of

wailment to all that are yet unborn.' Bp.

Backet.

Waiment.t v.i. [O.Fr. waimenter, a modi-

fled form of lamenter, to lament, the word

having been influenced by the Teutonic in

terjection (O. weh, Goth, wai), equivalent to

E. woe.) To lament; to mourn; to complain;

to fret. Written also Wayment.

Wain (wan), n. [A. Sax. ween, a contracted

form of wagen, a wagon. See Wagon.] 1. A

four-wheeled vehicle for the transportation

of goods or for carrying corn, hay, Ac. ; a

wagon. Formerly also applied to a chariot

or similar vehicle. Spenser.

The team is loosen 'd from the wain.

The boat is drawn upon the shore. Tennyson.

2 A constellation, Charles's Wain.

Chides' wain is over the new chimney, and yet

our horse not packed. Shak.

At noon or when the lesser wain

Is twisting round the Polar star. Tennyson.

Wain (wan), if. [Perhaps connected with

way; comp. Icel. vegna, to proceed, vegr, a

way; also O.E. xcayne, to lift. J To waft.

So swift they wained her through the light.

Twas like the motion of sound or sight. Hogg.

Wainablet (wan'a-bl), a. Capable of being

tilled; as, wainable land.

Wainage (wan'aj), n, a finding of carriages

or vehicles for conveying goods.

Waln-DOte (wan'bot), n. An allowance of

timber for wagonB or carts.

Wainet (wan), v.t. 1. To convey in a wain

or wagou. Tusser. — 2. t [Comp. wain, to

waft.] To raise; to lift.

Wain-house (wau'hous), n. A house or

shed for wagons and carts.

Wainman (wan'man), n. A driver of a

wain or wagon; a wagoner. Fuller.

Wain-rope (wan'rop), n. A rope for yoking

animals to or binding a load on a wain or

wagon; a cart-rope.

Oxen and wainropes cannot hale them together.

Shak.

Wainscot(wau'skot),rt. [From D. wagenschot,

wainscot, from wagen. a carriage, and schot,

an inclosure or partition of boards = E. train,

and shot or shoot. The name seems to have

been originally given to a variety of oak nsed

in making vehicles.] 1. 1 A flue kind of foreign

oak timber, not so liable to cast or rend as

the English oak, and working freely under

the tool, used for lining the walls of apart

ments.

A wedge of wainscot is fittest and most proper for

clearing of an oaken tree. (jrquhart.

•2. A wooden lining or boarding of the walls

of apartments, usually made in panels, so

called because originally the panelling was

made of the true wainscot oak.

Wainscot (wan'skot), v.t. 1. To line with

wainscot; as, to wainscot a hall.

Music sounds better in chambers wainscotted than

hanged. Bacon.

2. To line with different materials.

The other is wainscotted with looking-glass.

Addison.

Wainscotting (wan'skot-ing), n. Wainscot,

or the material used for it.

Wainwright (wan'rit), n. Same as Wagon-

wright.

Wair, Ware (war), v.t. [IoeL verja, to in

vest money, to lay out, to clothe, to wrap ;

same word as E. to wear (clothes).] To ex

pend or lay out; to bestow; to waste; to

squander. [Scotch. ]

Wair (war), n. In carp, a piece of timber

two yards long and a foot broad. Bailey.

Waise (waze), v.t. [Icel. visa, G. weisen, to

show, to teach] To lead; to direct. [Scotch.]

Waist (wast), u. [O.E. wast, A. Sax. icozstin,

growth, stature, form, from root of wax, to

grow.] 1. That part of the human body

which Is immediately below the ribs or

thorax; or the small part of the body be

tween the thorax and nips.

The women go srraiter and closer in their garments

than the men do, with their waistes girded.

Hackluyt.

Indeed I am in the waist two yards about. Shak.

2. Something bound or fastened round the

waist; a girdle. 'Girdled with a waist of

iron." Shak.— 3. The middle partof various

objects; especially, that part of a ship which

is contained between the elevation of the

quarter-deck and forecastle, or that part of

the upper deck between the fore- and main

masts.

Waistband (wast'band), n. 1. The band or

upper part of breeches, trousers, or panta

loons, which encompasses the waist

A copper watch-chain, terminating in one seal, and

a key of the same material, dangled loosely from his

capacious waistband. Dickens.

2. A sash worn by ladies round the waist; a

girdle or waist-belt.

Waist-belt (wast'belt), n. A belt worn

round the waist.

Waistcoat (wast'kot, colloq. wesTtdt or wes'-

kot), n. 1. A short coat or garment without

sleeves, worn under the coat, extending no

lower than tiie hips, and covering the waist;

a vest.—2. A similar garment formerly worn

by women.

You'd best come like a mad woman with a band on

your waistcoat. Dekker.

Waistcoat w;is a part of female dress as well as

male ... It was only when the waistcoat was worn

without a gown or upper dress that it was considered

the mark of a mad or profligate woman. Low fe

males of the latter class were generally so attired.

Nares.

Waistcoateert (wast-kot-erO. n. One who

wears a waistcoat; especially, a low profli

gate woman; a strumpet. See under Waist

coat.

I knew you a waistcoateer in the garden alleys.

And would come to a sailor's whistle. Massinger.

Waister(wast'er),n. Naut. an inexperienced

or broken-down seaman, such as used to be

placed in the waist of a man-of-war to do

duty not requiring much exertion or a

knowledge of seamanship; a green hand.

Wait (wat), r.i. [O. Fr. waiter (Mod. Ft.

guetter), to watch, to lie in wait for, from

waite, a watchman or sentinel, 0. H. G. wahta,

a watchman, whence wahten. Mod. G. wach-

ten, to watch, the root being also in E.

watch, icake.] 1. To stay or rest in ex

pectation or patience; to stop or remain

stationary or in a state of quiescence or in

action, as till the arrival of Borne person or

event, or till the proper moment or favour

able opportunity for action, or till freedom

for action has been given; as, I'll wait till

you come; the world is to him who can watt.

All the days of my appointed time will I wait, till

my change come. Job xiv, 14.

Thousands at his bidding speed.

And post o'er land and ocean without rest;

They also serve who only stand and wait. Miltcn.

A tide of fierce

Invective seem'd to w.tit behind her lips.

As waits a river level with the dam

Ready to burst and flood the world with foam.

Tennyson.

2. To remain in readiness to execute the

orders of a person; to be ready to serve;

to perform the duties of a servant or at

tendant

A parcel of soldiers robbed a farmer of his poultry,

and then made him wait at table. Swi/t.

—To wait on or upon, (a) to attend upon, as

a servant; to perform menial services for; to

pay servile or submissive at tendance to; as,

to wait on a gentleman.

I must wait on myself, must 1 T Shak.

Authority and reason on her wait. Milton.

(b) To attend; to go to see; to visit on busi

ness or for ceremony.

'My father desires your worships' company.* "I

wilt wait on liiin.' Shak.

Bribery is now unknown in France, but privately

waiting on the judges is still regarded as a neces

sary formality. Brougha m,

(c) To attend or follow, as a consequence;

to be appended to or united with ; to be

associated with; to accompany; to await.

Greatest scandal waits on greatest state. Shak.

Now, good digestion wait on appetite. Shak.

It will import those men who dwell careless, to

enter into serious consultation how they may avert

that ruin, which waits on such a supine temper.

Dr. H. More.

(d) To look watchfully. [Rare.]

It is a point of cunning to wait upon him with whom

you speak, with your eye. Bacon.

(e) To attend to; to perform.

Aaron and his sons . . . shall wait on their priest's

office. Num. hi. 10.

(/) To be ready to serve; to obey.

Yea, let none that wait on thee be ashamed.

Fs. xxv. 3.

Walt (wat), v.t. 1. To stay or wait for; to

rest or remain stationary in expectation of

the arrival of.

Wait the seasons and observe the times. Shak.

Aw'd with these words, in camps they still abide.

And wait with longing eyes their promis'd guide.

Dryden.

2. To defer; to put off: said of a meal.

[Colloq.]

I shall go for a walk ; don't you and Herbert wait

supper for me. T. Hughes.

at To attend; to accompany with submis

sion or respect.

He chose a thousand horse, the flow'r of all

His warlike troops, to wait the funeral. Dryden.

4.t To attend as a consequence of some

thing; to attend on; to await or accom

pany.

Such doom

Waits hixury and lawless care of gain. J. Philips.

—To wait attendance, to be or remain in

attendance.

It ait attendance till you hear further from me.

Shak.

Wait (wat). n. [See the verb.] 1. The act

of waiting for something or somebody; as,

after a long trait we were admitted.— 2. The

act of waiting in concealment for the pur

pose of attacking; ambush.

Why sat'st thou like an enemy in wait 1 Milton.

—To lie in wait, to lie in ambush; to be

secreted in order to fall by surprise on an

enemy; hence, fig. to lay snares or to make

insidious attempts, or to watch for the pur

pose of insnaring.

Behold, ye shall lit in wait against the city, even

behind the city. Josh. viii. 4.

—To lay wait, to set an ambush.

Their tongue is as an arrow shot out ; it speaketh

deceit; one speaketh peaceably to his neighbour with

his mouth, but in heart he tayeth his watt.

Jer. ix. 8.

3. A kind of old night watchman; one of a

band of musicians in the pay of a town cor

poration whose duties were at first to pipe

or sound the hours and guard the streets,

but subsequently to act merely as town's

minstrels or musicians.

For as the custom prevails at present there is scarce

a young man of any fashion in a corporation that

does not make love with the town music; the waits

often help him through his courtship. Steele.

Hence — 4. At present, one of a band of

musicians who promenade the streets dur

ing the night and early morning about

Christmas or New -year time, performing

music appropriate to the season.—5. An old

musical instrument of the hautboy or shawm

kind. The name of the instrument may be

from the waits, who chiefly performed on it.

Stainer d; Barrett.

Waiter (wafer), n. 1. One who waits; one

who remains in expectation of the happen

ing of some event, the arrival of some op

portunity, time, or the like. ' Waiters on

providence.' Disraeli. —2. A male attendant

on the guests in a hotel, iun, or other place

of public entertainment

We change our taverns according as he . . . sees

any bold rebellion in point of attendance by the

waiters. Steele.

3. A vessel on which something, as tea

things, a light refreshment, or the like, is

carried; a server or salver.

T\\c waiters stand in ranks; the yeomen cry,

' Make room ! ' as if a duke were passing by.

Swift.

4. The person in charge of the gate of a city.

[Scotch. ]

The insurgents had made themselves masters of

ch, cAain; eh, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; 1:1. then; th, tAin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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WALE-PIECE 589 WALLACH

Wale-piece (wal'pes), n. A horizontal tim

ber of a quay or jetty, bolted to the vertical

timbers or secured by anchor-rods to the

masonry to receive the impact of vessels

eomiug or lying alongside. E. H. Knight.

Walhalla (wal-hal'la), n. See Valhalla.

Walie (wa'li or wali), a. Excellent; large;

ample. [Scotch.] See Waly.

Wall8e (wa-leY), ti. A portmanteau; a valise.

Sir W. Scott. [Scotch. J

Walk (wak). p.t. [A. Sax. wealcan, to roll,

turn about, to rove, whence weaken, a fuller

(origin of the uame Walker); Icel. vdlka, to

roll, Btamp ; Dun. valke, to full cloth ; G.

walken, to full; O.HO. walhan, to roll, to

revolve, to full. The root is that of wallow,

well, the termination corresponding to that

in talk, to stalk. The original meaning, to

turn about, has been altered much in the

same way as that of wend, originally to turn

or wind.] 1. To step aloug; to advance by

alternate steps, setting one foot before the

other without running, or so that one foot

is set down before the other is taken up.

You were wont, when you laughed, to crow like a

cock;

When you walked, to walk like one of the lions.

Slut*.

2. To go or travel on foot; to ramble; espe

cially, to move or go on foot for recreation,

exercise, or the like.

Jesus twitted in Galilee ; for he would not walk tn

Jewry, because the Jews sought to kill hint.

John vii. i.

Thou might'st as well say I love to walk by the

Counter-Kate, which is as hateful to me as the reek

of a lime-kiln. Shak.

She's pretty to walk with.

And witty to talk with.

And pleasant, too, to think on. Suc&ling.

3. To go; to come; to step: used in the cere

monious language of invitation. ' I pray

you. sir, walk in. Shak. 'Will't please you

walk aside.' Shak.—4. To be stirring; to be

abroad ; to mix in society. ' When 1 have

walked like a private man.' Shuk.

*Tis pity that thou Hvest

To walk where any honest men resort. Shut.

5. To go restlessly about; to move about like

a spirit or spectre, or as one in a state of

somnambulism. ' No evil thing that walks

by night' Hilton.

Malcolm! Ba.nqu.ol

As from your graves rise up, and walk like sprites.

To countenance this horror. Shak.

6. To move off; to depart [Colloq.]

When he conies forth he will make their cows and

gamins to wali, Spenser.

7. To live and act or behave in any particu

lar manner; to conduct one's self; to pursue

a particular course of life. ' Walk humbly

with thy God.' Mia vi. 8. 'I will walk in

mine integrity.' Ps. xxvi. II.

To t(vt/*

As in his presence, ever to observe

His providence, and on him sole depend. Milton.

8t To be in action or motion; to act; to

move; to go. ' Her tongue did walk' Spen

ser. ' Do you think I'd walk in any plot?'

B. Joiuton.

Those dancing chips.

O'er whom thy fingers walk with gentle gait.

Shak.

Foolery, sir, does walk about the orb like the sun.

it shines everywhere. Shak.

—To walk into, to scold severely; to give a

scolding or a beating to; to punish; to drub.

Trollope. [Vulgar.]— To walk over, on the

turf, to go over a race-course at a walking

pace : said of a horse which alone comes to

the starting-post of all the entries, and has

to go over the course in order to gain the

prize ; hence, fig. to gain an easy victory in

any way ; to attain one's object without

opposition; as, the Conservative candidate

walked over.

I'll do my best with the Yellows to let you walk

over the course in my stead. Lord Lytton.

Walk (wak), v.t. 1. To pass through or upon;

as, to walk the streets. [This 1b elliptical

for to walk in or through the streets ] ' With

his lion gait walk the whole world.' Shak.

2. To cause to walk or step slowly; to lead,

drive, or ride with a slow pace; as, he found

the road so bad he was obliged to walk his

horse.—3. To subject to the process of full

ing; to full. [Old or provincial; Scotch

spelling generally Wauk.}~To walk the hos

pitals, to attend the medical and surgical

practice of a general hospital, as a student,

under one or more of the regular staff of

physicians or surgeons attached to such an

hospital.— To walk the plank. See under

Plank.

Walk (wak), n. 1. The act of walking: the

pace of one who walks.—2. The act of walk

ing for air or exercise ; as, a morning walk ;

an evening walk.

Nor walk by moon,

Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet.

Milton.

3. Manner of walking; gait; step; carriage;

as, we often know a person in a distant

apartment by his walk. 'The walk, the

words, the gesture.' Dryden.—4. Length of

way or circuit through which one walks; as,

a long walk; a short walk.

All men do, from hence to the palace gate.

Make it their walk. Shak.

5. A piece of ground fit to walk and wander

in ; a place in which oue is accustomed to

walk. 'The mountains are his icalks.'

Sandys.— 6. A place laid out or set apart for

walking ; an avenue, promenade, pathway,

or the like; specifically, (a) an avenue set

with trees or laid out in a grove or wood.

Shak. (p) A garden path. Shak.

Just now the dry-tongued laurel's pattering talk,

Seem'd her light foot along the garden walk.

Tennyson.

7. Space; range; sphere of action; a depart

ment, as of art, science, or literature; as,

tliis is not within the walk of the historian.

'A boundless walk for his imagination.'

Pope.

His imperial fancy has laid all nature under tribute*

and has collected riches from every scene of the

creation and every walk of art. R. Hall.

8. Manner or course, as of life; way of living;

as, a person's walk and conversation.—9. A

district or piece of ground in which animals

graze ; a tract of some extent where sheep

feed; a pasture for sheep; a sheep-walk. See

SHEKP-RCN.—10. A rope-walk (which Bee>—

11. A district habitually served by a hawker

or itinerant vendor of any commodity; as,

a milkmaid's walk. — VI. In London Royal

Exchange, any portion of the ambulatory

which is specially frequented by merchants

or tradera to some particular country. Sim-

mofid*.

Walkable (wak'a-bl). a. Fit for walking;

capable of being walked on. 'Your now

walkable roads' SwiJ't. [Rare.]

Walker ( wak'er), ». 1. One who walks ; a

pedestrian—2. t That with which one walks;

a foot. ' Lame Mulciber, his walkers quite

misgrown.' Chapman. —3. In forest law. an

officer appointed to walk over a certain

space for inspection; a forester.—4. One who

deports himself in a particular manner.

' Disorderly walkers.' Up. Conipton.— ft. One

who walks cloth; a fuller. (Old English and

Scotch. The proper name Walker is from

this sense, being derived, as many other

proper names, from the occupation of the

persons to whom it was first given.]—

Walker! or Hookey Walker! a slang ejacu

lation of incredulity uttered when a pereon

tells a story which you know to be false or

'gammon.' The following explanation of

the phrase appeared in the Saturday Re

view. ' Years ago there was a person named

Walker, an aquiline -nosed Jew, who ex

hibited an orrery, which he called by the

erudite uame of Eidonranion. He was also

a popular lecturer on astronomy, and often

invited his pupils, telescope in hand, to take

a sight at the moon and stars. The lec

turer's phrase struck the schoolboy auditory,

who frequently 'took a sight' with that

gesture of outstretched arm and adjustment

to nose and eye which was the first garnish

of the popular saying. The next step was

to assume phrase and gesture as the outward

and visible mode of knowingness in general.'

Other explanations have been offered equally

problematical.

Walking (wak'ing), n. 1. The act of one

who or that which walks. — 2. A mode or

manner of acting or living. Deut ii. 7 —

3. The act of fulling cloth. [Old English and

Scotch. ]

Walking-beam (wak'ing-bem). n. In mach.

see under BEAM.

Walking-cane(wak'ing-kan), n. A walking-

stick made nf cane.

Walking-fish (wak'ing-flsh), n. The name

given to an acanthopterygioua fish of the

genus Anteunarius (A. hispidus), from its

ability to use its pectoral tins as legs in tra

versing the land. These are set in a greatly

elongated wrist, and are themselves stiff

and powerful, their pointed rays resembling

claws. It is a native of the Indian seas.

Walking-gentleman (wak'ing-jen-tl-man),

«. An actor who nils subordinate parts re

quiring a gentlemanly appearance. Dickens.

Walking-lady* (wak'ing-la-di), n. An actress

who fills parts analogous to those taken by

the walking-gentleman.

Walking-leaf (wak'ing-16f), » 1- The com

mon name of insects of the genus Fhyllium,

family Phasmidaj. See Phyllium. Phas-

mii'.e —2. A name given to a North Ame

rican fern (Camptosortts rhuophyllus).

Walking-Staff t (wak'ing-Btaf), n. A walk

ing-stick or cane.

Walking-stick (wak'ing-stik), n, 1. A staff

or stick carried in the hand for support or

amusement in walking.— 2. An insect of the

orthopterous family Phasmidw, from the

resemblance of most of them to pieces of

stick. The gigantic Diura or Cyphocrana

Titan of New South Wales, a species of the

family, is 7 or 8 inches long. It is locally

named Walking-straw. See PnASSiID^.

Walking - straw (wak'ing-stra), n. See

Walking-stick.

Walking-ticket, Walking-paper ( wak'-

ing-tik-et, wak'ing-pa-per), n. An order to

leave an office; dismissal. [Colloq.]

Walking-wheel (wftk'ing-whei), n. 1. A cy

linder which is made to revolve about an

axle by the weight of men or animals climb

ing by steps either its external or internal

periphery, being employed for the purpose

of raising water, grinding corn, and various

other operations for which a moving power

is required. See Tread-wheel.—2. A pe

dometer. E. H. Knight

Walk-mill (wak'mil), n. A fulling-mill.

[Provincial English and Scotch.]

Walkyr (val'kir), n. Same as Valkyr.

Wall ?wal), n. [A. Sax. weall, a wall, a ram

part; 0. Sax. 0. Fris. and D. wat, Dan. vat,

Sw. vail, G. wall, a rampart; borrowed from

L. vallum, a fence of stakes, a rampart, from

vallus, a stake, a pale. The root is consid

ered by some to be that of L. valeo, to be

Btrong (whence valid), and to mean to pro

tect, cover, or the like, giving also E. wool. ]

1. A work or structure of stone, brick, or

other materials, raised to some height, serv

ing to inclose a space, form a division, sup

port superincumbent weights, &c.t and af

fording a defence, shelter, or security; one

of the upright inclosing sides of a building

or room ; a solid and permanent inclosing

fence, as around a field, a park, a town, or

the like.—2. A rampart; a fortified enceinte

or barrier : often in the plural.

This precious stone set in the silver sea,

Which serves it in the office of a wall

Or as a moat defensive to a house. Shak.

I rush undaunted to defend the walls. Drydeti,

3. What resembles a wall; as, a wall of

aimed men.

Within this wall of flesh

There is a soul counts thee her creditor. Shak.

4. A defence ; means of security or protec

tion. 1 Sam. xxv. 16. —5. In mining, the

rock Inclosing a vein; where the dip is con

siderable, the, upper boundary is called the

hanging-wall, and the lower the foot-wall.—

—To go to the watt, to get the worst of aeon-

test; to be driven into difficulties or to ex

tremity by a strong party; as, the weakest

goes to the wall — To hang by the wall, to

hang up neglected ; hence, not to be made

use of. ' Richer than to hang by the walls.'

Shak.—To push or thrust to the wall, to force

to give place; to crush by superior power.

Women, being the weaker vessels, are ever thrust

to the wall. Shak.

—To take the wall, to pass next to the wall.

I will take the wall of any man or maid of Mon

tague's. Shak.

Wall (wal), r.f. 1. To inclose with a wall or

as with a wall; as. to wall a city. 'This

flesh which iratt* about our life.' Shak.—

2. To defend by walls; to fortify.

The terror of his name that watts us in

From danger. Dtnham.

3. To obstruct or hinder, as by a wall op

posed.

On either hand thee there are squadrons pitch'd.

To wall thee from the liberty of flight. Shak.

4. To fill up with a wall. ' Walling up that

part of the church.' Ld. Lyttelton.—b. In

university slang, same as Gate (which see).

'To gate or wall a refractory student.' Hac-

rnillan's Hag.

Wall (wal), n. A well. [Scotch.]

Wallaba, Wallaba-tree (waHa-ba, wal'la-

ba-tre), u. A leguminous tree of the sub

order Caesalpineas, the Eperva foliata,

abounding in British Guiana. The wood,

which is of a deep red colour, and hard,

heavy, and durable, is used for shingles,

posts, house-frames, Ac.

Wallaby, Wallabee, ». Same as WhalUxbee

(which see).

Wallach (waHak), n. A Wallachian, or the

language of the Wallachians.

ch, c/iain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, Blng; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEr.
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tlie West-Port, rushinjj upon the n/dtr>r.r(sothe peo

ple were called who had the charge of the kfatt*), a»d

possessing themselves of ihe keys. Sir W. Scott.

Waiting (wat'ing), p. ami a. Serving; at

tending. 'Margaret, the waiting gentle

woman to Hero.' Shak.

Waiting (wat'ing), n. The act of staying in

expectation; attendance. —in waiting, in

attendance; as, lords in waiting, officers of

the royal household.

Waitingly (wat'ing-li). adv. By waiting.

Waiting-maid, (wat'iug-mad), n. A female

servant who attends a lady; a waiting-wo

man.

Tokens for a ii<aiting-Maid
To trim the butler with. Beau. &• Fl.

Waiting-vassal t (wat'ing-va'sal).n. An at

tendant ' Your carters or your waiting-

masal* ' Shak.

Waiting-woman (wat'ing-wu-man), n. A

woman who attends or waits; a waiting-

maid. 'Chambermaids and waiting-women.'

Shak.

Waitress (wat'res), n. A female attendant

in a place of public entertainment, as an

inn, tavern, Ac.

Waive (wav), v.t. [Probably from the Scan

dinavian, through the old French, being the

verb corresponding to the noun waif. Lit.

it would seem to mean, to leave loose or

unregarded ; comp. Icel. vet/a, to swing

loosely, to vibrate. See also Waik.J 1. To

relinquish ; to forsake ; not to insist on or

claim; to defer for the present; to forego;

as, to waive subject; to waive a claim or

privilege.

We absolutely do renounce or waive our own

opinions, absolutely yielding to the direction of

others. Barrow.

Pitt long consented to waive his just claims.

North Brit. Rev.

2.t To abandon; to forsake; to desert.

A man was said to waive the company of thieves.

Burrill.

3 In law. (a) to throw away, as a thief,

stolen goods in his flight, (ft) To put out of

the protection of the law, as a woman.

If the defendant be a woman the proceeding is

called a waver; fur as women were not sworn to the

law, . . . they could not properly be outlawed, but

were said to be waived, i.e., dereticta, left out, or

not regarded. Wharton.

Waive t (wav), n. [See Waif.] 1. A waif;

a poor homeless wretch; a castaway.

0 Lord ! what a warr<e and stray is that man that

hath not thy marks on him. Donne.

2 In law, a woman put out of the protection

of the law.

Waiver (wav'er), n. In law, (a) the act of

waiving; the passing by or declining to

accept a thing: applied to an estate, or to

anything conveyed to a man, also to a

plea, *te.

The Diet, but with difficulty, were persuaded to

sanction this waiver of privilege. Brougham.

(b) The legal process by which a woman is

waived, or put out of the protection of the

law.

Walwode(wa'wod). See Watwodk.

Wake (wak), v.i. pret. <£ pp. woke or waked;

ppr. waking. {A. Sax. ivacttn, pret. w>6c, also

wacian, pret. wacode, to arise, to wake, to

be awake; Icel. vaka, D. and L.O. waken,

Goth, vakan, G. wachen, to wake, be awake;

cog. with L, vigil, awake, watchful, vigilant.

Hence waken, watch.] 1. To be awake; to

continue awake; to watch; not to sleep.

Ps. cxxvil. 1.

Though wisdom wake, suspicion sleeps. Milton.

The judging God .shall close the book of fate;

And there the last assizes keep.

For those who wake and those who sleep.

bryden.

1 cannot think any time, waking or sleeping, with

out being sensible of it. Lock*.

2. To be excited or roused from sleep; to

cease to sleep; to awake; to lie awakened;

as, he waken at the slightest noise. * Whereat

I waked ' Milton,

This year I slept and woke, with pain,

1 almost wished no more lo wake. Tennyson.

3 To be in activity, or not in a state of

quiescence. 'To keep thy sharp woes wak

ing.' Shak—4. To be excited from a tor

pid or inactive state ; to be put in motion;

as, the dormant powers of nature irflAvfrom

their frosty slumbers. 'Gentle airs to fan

the earth now wak'd.' Milton.—5. To sit up

late for festive purposes; to revel or carouse

late at night.

The king doth wake to-night, and takes his rouse.

Shak.

Wake (wak), v.t. 1. To rouse from sleep;

to awake.

Thff angel that talked with me, came again and

waked me. Zee, iv. i.

2. To arouse; to excite; to put in motion or

action: often with up, which intensifies the

meaning. 'Will not wake your patience.'

Shak.

Prepare war, wake uf the mighty men. Joel iii. 9.

To wake the soul by tender strokes of an. Pofe.

3. To bring to life again, as if from the sleep

of death; to revive; to reanimate.

To second life

H'ak'd in the renovation of the just. Milton.

4. To watch prior to burial, as a dead body;

to hold a wake for.

Wake (wak), n. [A. Sax. tract/, a watching.

11 vigil. See the verb] It The act of wak

ing or being awake ; the state of not sleeping.

Making such difference 'twjjtt wake and sleep

As is the difference betwixt day and night. Shak.

2. The state of forbearing sleep, especially

for a solemn or festive purpose; vigils; spe

cifically, the feast of the dedication of a

parish church, formerly kept by watching

all night. Each church when consecrated

was dedicated to a saint, and on the auni-

versary of that day the parish wake was

kept; and in many places there was a second

wake on the birth-day of the salut. Tents

were erected in the churchyard to supply

refreshments to the crowd on the morrow.

which was kept as a holiday. Through the

large attendance from neighbouringparishes

at wakes, devotion and reverence gradually

diminished, until they ultimately became

mere fairs or markets, characterized by

merry-making and often disgraced by in

dulgence and riot; hence, a merry-making;

a festive gathering. He haunts wakes,

fairs, and bear-baitings.' Shak.

The wood nymphs, decked with daisies trim.

Their merry wakes and pastimes keep. Mtitatu

That large-moulded man.

His visage all agrin as at a wake.

Made at me thro' the press. Tennyson.

3. The watching of a dead body prior to

burial by the friends and neighbours of the

deceased, a custom which prevails in Ire

land, and was formerly prevalent in Scot

land. It most probably originated in a su

perstitious notion with reBpect to the danger

of a dead body being carried off by some of

the agents of the invisible world, or exposed

to the ominous liberties of brute animals.

Such wakes very early degenerated into

scenes of festivity, extremely incongruous

to the melancholy occasion.

In Ireland a wake is a midnight meeting, held pro

fessedly for the indulgence of holy sorrow, but usu

ally it is converted into orgies of unholy Joy,

Miss litigewarth.

Wake (wak). n. [No doubt the same word

as Prov. E. wake, a row of grass; Icel viik,

a channel for a vessel in ice. J The track left

by a ship in the water, formed by the meet

ing of the water, which rushes from each

side to fill the space which the ship makes

in passing through it This track may be

seen to a considerable distance behind the

ship's stern as smoother than the rest of the

sen.

Wakeful (wak'ful), a. l. Keeping awake

after going to bed; indisposed to sleep.

Dnji!en.—2. Watchful; vigilant ' Wakeful

watches.' Spenser.—Z. Rousing from, or as

from, sleep. 'The wakeful trump of doom.'

Milton.

Wakefully (wak'ful-li). adc In a wakeful

manner; with watching or sleeplessness.

Wakefulness (wiik'ful-nea), n. The state or

quality of being wakeful; indisposition or

inability to sleep.

Waken (wa'kn), v.i. [A. 8ax. wotcnan, to

become awake, from stem of ivacan, to wake.

See Wake, v.i.] 1. To wake; to cease

to sleep; to be awakened. ' Early Turn us

wak'ning with the light ' Drydcn,—2.1 To

keep awake; not to sleep; to watch.

The eyes of heaven (hat nightly waken

To view the wonders of the glorious Maker.

Bean. & Fl.

Waken (wa'kn), v.t. 1. To excite or rouse

from Bleep; to awaken. 'Go waken Eve.'

Milton.

May the winds blow till they have waken'd death.

Shak.

2. To excite to action or motion; to rouse;

to stir. ' Your waken'd hate.' Shak.

Then Homer's and Tyrta'us' martial muse

Waken d the world. Roscommon.

They leave behind

A voice that in the distance far away

Wakens the slumbering ages. Sir H, Taylor.

3. To excite; to produce; to call forth.

Venus now wakes, and wakens love. Milton.

They introduce

Their sacred song, and waken raptures high.

Milton.

Wakent (wa'kn), a. Awake; not sleeping

But that grief keeps me waken, I should deep,

Marlove.

Wakener (wa'kn-er), ». One who or that

which wakens or rouses from sleep, or as

from sleep. Feltham.

Wakening (wa'kn-ing). n. The act of one

who wakens; the act of ceasing from sleep.

— Wakening 0/ a process, in Scots late, the

reviving of a process in which, after catling

a summons, no judicial proceeding takes

place for a year and day, the process being

thus said to/all anleep.

Waker ( wak'er ). n. 1. One who wakes or

rouses from sleep. B. Jonson. —2. One who

watches; a watcher.—3. One who attends a

wake.

I'll have such men, like Irish waken, hired

To chaunt old ' Habeas Corpus ' Mfere

Wakerife (wiik'rif), a. Wakeful 'Anil

wakerifc through the corpsgard of the past '

T. Hudson, [Old English and Scotch ]

Wake-robin (wak'rob-in), n. A plant of the

genus Arum, the.A maculatuin, See AKCM

Wake-time (wak'tim),n. Time during which

one is awake. E. B. Browning.

Waking (wak'ing), p. and a. 1. Being awake:

not sleeping. — 2. Rousing from sleep; ex

citing into motion or action. — Waking houn,

the hours when one is awake.

Waking (wak'ing), n, 1. The state or period

of being awake.

His sleeps and his wakintrs are so much the nine,

that he knows not how to distinguish them, ShXtr.

2.t Watch. ' About the fourth waking at the

night' Wicklife.—3. The act of holding a

wake or watching the dead.

There is no doubt that the custom of wakittg ori

ginated with the Irish in an affectionate feeling

towards their dead relatives, whom their natural

kindness prompted them not to desert, nor to leave

to the attacks of evil spirits, who hover in their faacy

round the body to do u an injury. Hence the lights

and holy water. Dublin t'nh: -1/j/.

Wa-la-wa, Huferi. SeeWELAWAT. Chaucer

Walchowite (w&rkd-lt), u. A yellow tnui&-

luceut mineral resin, occurring in the brown.

coal of Walchow; retinite.

Waldenses (wal'den-sez), n. [From I*ekr

Waldo or Waldus. a merchant of Lyons in

the twelfth century, the founder of the sect ]

A sect of Christians professing principle?

which are substantially the same as those of

the Reformed churches. At first they seem

to have inhabited the upper valleys of Dau-

phin6 and Piedmont, but the persecutions

of the fourteentit and fifteenth centuries

drove them into many parts of Europe.

They were for several centuries the subjects

of a most cruel persecution instituted >>y

the Church of Rome, and it was not till

1848 that they enjoyed the same religious

rights as the Roman Catholics of Italy. At

the present time the Waldenses Inhabit tlio

Val Martino. the Val Angrona, and the Val

Lucerna, on the Italian side of the Cottian

Alps, south-west of Turin.

Waldgrave (wald'grav). n. [G. wald, a for

est, and gvaf, a ruler. S«re Wealu, Gehvil,

In the old German Empire, a head forest

ranger. See Wilmsrave.

Wale (wal). n. [A. Sax. wain, the mark of a

stripe or blow, a wale; same word as 0 Kris.

walu, Icel. voir, Ooth. tcnlvt. a rod, a staff.)

1 A ridge or streak rising above the suxfate

of cloth, Ac.

Thou art rougher far
And of a coarser wale. Beau. &■ Fl

2 A streak or stripe produced by the stroke

of a rod or whip on animal flesh. 'Therroiei.

marks. Bears, and cicatrices of sin and rice.'

Holland,— 3. A timber bolted to a row of

piles to secure them together and in posi

tion; a wale-piece.— 4. A wale knot, or wall-

kmit. Holland. — Wales 0/ a ship. See

BeSD. 2 (c).

Wale (wal), v.t pret & pp. waled; ppr wal

ing. [See the noun. J To mark with wales

or stripes.

Wale (wal), r f. [Also wife or wt/le. Icel. velje,

Dan. vaslge, Sw. valja, Goth. waljan.G. tcm-

len, to choose or select ; Icel. r«/, G. vahl,

a choice : probably from same root as will ]

To choose; to select Burnt. [Scotch J

Wale (wal). «. The act of choosing; the

choice; a person or thing that is excellent;

the pick ; the best. ' The pick and teaU.'

Burns. [Scotch.]

Wale-knot (wal'noU n Kaut a particular

sort of large knot raised upon the end of a

rope, by untwisting the strands and inter

weaving them amongst each other. It is

made so that it cannot slip, and *errcs f--r

Bheets, tackles, and stoppers.

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc, abwne; y. Sc. Up
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Wale-piece (wal'pes), n. A horizontal tim

ber of a quay or jetty, bolted to the vertical

timbers or secured by anchor-rods to the

masonry to receive the impact of vessels

coming or lying alongside. E. II. Knight.

Walnalla (wal-halla), n. See Valhalla.

Walle (wa'li or wa'li), a. Excellent; large;

ample. [Scotch.] See WALT.

Walise (wale/), n. A portmanteau; a valtse.

Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Walk (wak). ri. [A. Sax. wealcan, to roll,

turn about, to rove, whence wealcere, a fuller

(origin of the name Walker); Icel. vdika. to

roll, stamp; Dan. mike, to full cloth; G.

walken, to full; OHO. walhan, to roll, to

revolve, to full. The root is that of wallow,

well, the termination corresponding to that

in talk, to stalk. The original meaning, to

turn about, has been altered much in the

same way as that of wend, originally to turn

or wind] 1. To step along; to advance by

alternate steps, setting one foot before the

other without running, or so that one foot

is set down before the other is taken up.

You were wont, when you laughed, to crow like a

cock;

When you walked, to km/* like one of the lion*.

Shak.

2. To go or travel on foot; to ramble; espe

cially, to move or go on foot for recreation,

exercise, or the like.

Jesus walked in Galilee ; for he would not walk in

Jewry, because the Jews sought to kill him.

John vii i.

Thou mijtht'st as well say I love to -walk by the

Counter-gAie, which is .is hateful to me as the reek

of a Unit-kili). Sluik.

She's pretty to walk with,

And witty to talk with.

And pleasant, too, to think on. Suckling.

3. To go; to come; to step: used in the cere

monious language of invitation. ' I pray

you, sir. walk in.* Shak. ' Will't please you

walk aside.' Shak.—4. To be stirring; to be
abroad ; to mix iu society. • When I have

walked like a private man.' Shak.

Tii pity that thou livest

To walk where any holiest men resort. Shak.

5. To go restlessly about; to move about like

a spirit or spectre, or as one in a state of

somnambulism. ' No evil thing that walk*

by night' Milton.

Malcolm 1 Banquot

As from your graves rise up, and walk like sprites.

To countenance this horror. Shak.

6. To move off; to depart fColloq.]

When he comes forth he will make their cows and

garrans to walk. S/mser.

7. To live and act or behave In any particu

lar manner; to conduct one's self; to pursue

a particular course of life. ' Walk humbly

with thy God." Mic. vi. 8. ' I will toalk iu

mine integrity.' Ps. xxvi. 11.

To walk

As in his presence, ever to observe

His providence, and on him hole depend. Milton,

8. t To be in action or motion; to act; to

move; to go. ' Her tongue did walk' Spen

ser. 'Do you think I'd walk in auy plot?'

B. Joniton.

Those dancing chips.

O'er whom thy fingers walk with gentle gait.

Ska*.

Foolery, sir, does toalk about the orb like the sun,

it shines everywhere. Shak.

—To walk into, to scold severely; to give a

scolding or a beating to: to punish; to drub.

Trolfape. [Vulgar.] — To walk over, on the

turf, to go over a race-course at a walking

pace : said of a horse which alone comes to

the starting-post of all the entries, and has

to go over the course in order to gain the

prize ; hence, fig. to gain an easy victory in

any way; to attain one's object without

opposition; as, the Conservative candidate

walked over.

I'll do my best with the Yellows to let you walk

ever the course in my stead. Lord Lytton.

Walk (wak), v.t. 1. To pass through or upon;

as, to walk the streets. [This is elliptical

fur to walk in or through the streets ] ' With

his lion gait walk the whole world.' Shak.

2. To cause to walk or step slowly; to lead,

drive, or ride with a slow pace; as, he found

the road so bad he was obliged to walk his

horse—3. To subject to the process of full

ing; to full. [Old or provincial; Scotch

spelling generally Wauk.]—To walk the hos

pitals, to attend the medical and surgical

practice of a general hospital, as a student,

under one or more of the regular staff of

Shysicians or surgeons attached to such an

ospltaL — To walk the plank. See under

PLANK.

Walk (wak). n. 1. The act of walking; the

pace of one who walks. — 2. The act of walk

ing for air or exercise ; as, a morning walk ;

an evening walk.

Nor walk by moon,

Or glittering starlight, without thee is sweet.

Mtlton.

3. Manner of walking; gait; step; carriage;

as, we often know a person in a distant

apartment by his walk. ' The walk, the

words, the gesture.* Dryden.—4. Length of

way or circuit through which one walks; as,

a long walk; a short walk.

All men do. from hence to the palace gate.

Make it their walk. Shak.

f». A piece of ground fit to walk and wander

in ; a place in which one is accustomed to

walk. ' The mountains are his walks.'

Sandys.—6. A place laid out or set apart for

walking; an avenue, promenade, pathway,

or the like; specifically, (a) an avenue set

with trees or laid out in a grove or wood.

Shak. (6) A garden path. Shak.

Just now the dry-tongued laurel's pattering talk,

Seciu'J her light fool along the g.irden walk.

Tennyson.

7. Space; range; sphere of action; a depart

ment, as of art, science, or literature; as,

this is not within the walk of the historian.

'A boundless walk for his imagination.'

Pope.

His imperial f.incy has laid alt nature under tribute*

and has collected riches from every scene of the

creation and every -talk of art. R. Hall,

8. Manner or course, as of life; way of living;

as, a person's walk and conversation.—9. A

district or piece of ground in which animals

graze; a tract of some extent where sheep

feed; a pasture for sheep; a sheep-walk. See

Sheep-run.—10. A rope-walk (which see).—

11. A district habitually served by a hawker

or itinerant vendor of any commodity; as,

a milkmaid's milk. — 12. In London Royal

Exchange, any portion of the ambulatory

which is specially frequented by merchants

or traders to some particular country* Sim-

uuifuis.

Walkable (wak'a-bl), a. Fit for walking;

capable of being walked on. ' Your now

walkaMe roads.' Swift. [Rare.]

Walker (wak'er), ». 1. One who walks; a

pedestrian. —2. t That with which one walks:

a foot. 'Lame Mnlciber, his walkers quite

misgrown.' Chapman.— 3. In forest law. mi

officer appointed to walk over a certain

space for inspection; a forester.—4. One who

deports himself in a particular manner.

' Disorderly walkers.' Bp. Compton. — b. One

who walks cloth; a fuller. [Old English and

Scotch. The proper name Walker is from

this sense, being derived, as many other

proper names, from the occupation of the

persons to whom it was first given.]—

Walker! or Hookey Walker! a slang ejacu

lation of incredulity uttered when a person

tells a story which you know to be false or

'gammon.' The following explanation of

the phrase appeared in the Saturday Re

view. ' Years ago there was a person named

Walker, an aquiline-nosed Jew, who ex

hibited an orrery, which he called by the

erudite name of Eidouranion. He was also

a popular lecturer on astronomy, and often

invited hispupils, telescope in hand, to take

a sight at the moon and stars. The lec

turer's phrase struck the schoolboy auditory,

who frequently 'took a sight' with that

gesture of outstretched arm and adjustment

to nose and eye which was the first garnish

of the popular saying. The next step was

to assume phrase ami gesture as the outward

and visible mode of knowingness in general.'

Other explanations have been offered equally

problematical.

Walking (wak'ing). n. 1. The act of one

who or that which walks. — 2. A mode or

manner of acting or living. Deut. ii. 7 —

3. The act of fulling cloth. [Old English and

Scotch]

Walking-beam (wak'ing-bem), n. In mach.

see under Bkam.

Walking-cane (wak'ing-kan), n. A walking-

stick made of cane.

Walking-fish (wnk'Ing-fish), n. The name

given to an acamhopterygious fish of the

genus Antennarius (.1. hintpidus), from its

ability to use its pectoral lius aa legs in tra

versing the land. These are set in a greatly

elongated wrist, and are themselves stiff

and powerful, their pointed rays resembling

claws. It is a native of the Indian seas.

Walking-gentleman (wak'ing-jen-tl-man),

n. An actor who fills subordinate parts re

quiring a gentlemanly appearance. Dickens.

Walking-lady (wak'ing-la-di), n. An actress

who fills paits analogous to those taken by

the walking-gentleman.

Walking-leaf (wak'ing-leO, » 1. The com

mon name of insects of the genus Fhyllium,

family Phasmidse. See Phyllium, Phas-

KIDA-2. A name given to a North Ame

rican fern (Camptosonts rhizophylhts).

Walking-stafft (wak'ing-staf), n. A walk

ing-stick or cane.

Walking-stick (wak'ing-Btik), n. 1. A staff

or stick carried in the hand for support or

amusement iu walking —2. An insectof the

orthopterous family Phasmidac, from the

resemblance of most of them to pieces of

stick. The gigantic Diura or Cyphocrana

Titan of New South Wales, a species of the

family, is 7 or 8 inches long. Jt is locally

named Walking-straw. See Phasmid.e.

Walking - straw (wak'iug-stra), n. See

Walking-stick.

Walking-ticket, Walking-paper (wak'-

ing-tik-et, wak'ing-pa-per), n. An order to

leave an office; dismissal. [Colloq.]

Walking-Wheel (wak'ing-whel), n. 1. A cy

linder which is made to revolve about an

axle by the weight of men or animals climb

ing by steps either its external or internal

periphery, being employed for the purpose

of raising water, grinding corn, and various

other operations for which a moving power

Is required. See Trkad-WHEEL.—2. A pe

dometer. E. H. KnvihL

Walk-mill (wak'mil), n. A fulling-mill.

[Provincial English and Scotch.]

Walkyr (val'kir), n. Same as Valkyr.

Wall(wal), n. [A. Sax. weall, a wall, a ram

part; O. Sax. O. Fris. and D. wal, Dan. val,

Sw. vail, G. wall, a rampart; borrowed from

L. vallum, a fence of stakes, a rampart, from

vallus, a stake, a pale. The root is consid

ered by some to be that of L. valeo, to be

strong (whence valid), and to mean to pro

tect, cover, or the like, giving also E. wool. ]

1. A work or structure of stone, brick, or

other materials, raised to some height, serv

ing to inclose a space, form a division, sup

port superincumbent weights, Ac, and af

fording a defence, shelter, or security; one

of the upright inclosing sides of a building

or room; a solid and permanent inclosing

fence, as around a field, a park, a town, or

the like.—2. A rampart; a fortified enceinte

or barrier: often iu the plural.

Thi* precious stone set in the silver sea,

Which serves it in the office of a wall

Or as a moat defensive to a house. Shak.

I rush undaunted to defend the walls. Dryden.

3. What resembles a wall; as, a wall of

aimed men.

Within this wall of flesh

There is a soul counts thee her creditor. Shak.

4. A defence ; means of security or protec

tion. 1 8am. xxv. 16. — 5. In mining, the

rock inclosing a vein; where the dip is con

siderable, the upper boundary is called the

hanging-wall, and the lower the foot-wall.—

—To go to the trail, to get the worst of aeon-

test; to be driven into difficulties or to ex

tremity by a strong party; as, the weakest

goes to the wall. — To hang by the wall, to

hang up neglected ; hence, not to be made

use of. ' Richer than to hang by the walls.'

Shak.—To push or thrust to the wall, to force

to give place; to crush by superior power.

Women, being the weaker vessels, are ever thrust

to the wall. Shak.

—To take the wall, to pass next to the wall.

I will take the wall of any man or maid of Mou*

(ague's. SMmk.

Wall (wal),r t. 1. To inclose with a wall or

as with a wall; as. to wall a city. 'This

flesh which walls about our life.' Shak.—

2. To defend by walls; to fortify.

The terror of his name that walls us in

From danger. Drnham.

3. To obstruct or hinder, as by a wall op

posed.

On either hand thee there Are squadrons pitch'd.

To wall thee from the liberty of flight. Shak.

4. To fill up with a wall. ' Walling up that

part of the church.' Ld. Lyttelton.—b. In

university slang, same as Gate (which see).

'To gate or wall a refractory student.' Mac-

millan's Mag.

Wall (wal), n. A well. [Scotch]

Wallaba, Wallaba-tree (wal'la-ba. walla-

ba-tre), n. A leguminous tree of the sub

order CtDsalpinese, the Eperva foliata,

abounding in British Guiana. The wood.

which is of a deep red colour, and hard,

heavy, and durable, is used for shingles,

posts, house-frames, Ac.

Wallaby, Wallabee, n. Same as Whallabee

(which see).

Wallach (wal'lak), n. A Wallachfnn, or the

language of the Wallachians.

ch, ehsdn; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinj; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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Wallachian (wal-lak'yan), a. Of or pertain

ing to Wallachia, its language, ur inhabi

tants.

Wallachian (wal-lak'yan), n. 1. One of the

natives of Wallachia, the descendants of

Roman and other colonists. —2. That mem

ber of the Romance family of tongue?, or de

scendants of the Latin, spoken in Roumania

(Wallachia and Moldavia) and adjoining

regions.

Wallaroo (wal-la-rb'), n. The native Aus

tralian name for several species of kanga

roos.

WaH-bor.

frame with arrangements for receiving and

holding the box in position.

Wall-creeper (wal'krep-er), n. A bird of

the genus Tichodroma (T. muraria), family

CerthiadsB. It is found in the south of

Europe, where it is observed to frequent

ruins, the clefts and crevices of rocks, on

the surfaces of which it sticks firmly. It

feeds on insects, their larvre and pupre, and

is particularly fond of spiders and their

Wall-creeper {Tichodroma muraria).

eggs; hence it is sometimes popularly called

the spider-ca tetter.

Wall-cress (warkres),n. The common name

of plants belonging to the genus Arabis,

nat. order Cruciferae. Most of the species

are small plants, growing in dry stony places

and on walls. A . alpina, a free-flowering spe

cies with white blossoms, is cultivated in

gardens on rock-work and (lower-borders,

on account of its blooming early in spring.

Walled (wald), p. and a. Provided with a

wall or walls; inclosed or fortified with a

wall; fortified. 'A walled town.' Shak.

Waller (wal'er), n. One who builds walls.

Wallerite (wol'er-it), n. [From some person

called Waller.) Same as Lenzinite.

Wallet (wol'let), n. [Perhaps a dim. from

O. Jr. uweille, ouaille, a sheep, and therefore

meaning originally a sheepskin wallet, a

bag of undressed sheepskin, from L. ovieula,

a sheep, dim. of ovis, a sheep; comp. O. Fr.

ouaire, a great leathern bottle or budget

like a bottle, commonly made of goat's skin

(Cottjrace). Skeat, however, shows that it is

probably a mere corruption of old watel, a

bag. See Wattle ] 1. A bag or sack for

containing articles which a person carries

with him, as a bag for carrying the neces

saries for a journey or march ; a knapsack;

a pedlar's or beggar's pack, bundle, or bag.

Addison. — 2. Anything protuberant and

swagging.

Who would believe that there are mountaineer*

Dew-lapt like bulls, whose throats had hanging at

them,

IValltts of flesh. Shak.

3 A pocket-book for money. [Rare.]

Walleteer (wol-let-er'), n. One who bears

a wallet; one who travels with a wallet or

knapsack. Toilet. [Rare.]

Wall-eye (wal'O, n. [See Wall-eved] An

Common Wall

flower (Cheiraii'

thus Cheiri).

eye in which the iris is of a very light gray

or whitish colour: said commonly of horses.

Wall-eyed (wal'id), a. I A .Scandinavian

word: Icel. vald-eygthr, wall-eyed, said of a

horse, the same us vagl-eyyr, wall-eyed,

from vagi, a beam or defect in the eye.]

1. Having an eye the iris of which is of a

very light gray or whitish colour: said of

horses.—2. Having eyes with an undue pro

portion of white; having the white of the

eye very large and distorted, or on one side.

[Provincial English] Hence—3. Glaring-

eyed; fierce-eyed. ' Wall-eyed wrath aud

staring rage.' Shak.

Wallflower ( wal'flou-er), n. 1. The com

mon name of the species of plants belonging

to the genus Cheiranthus, nat. order Cru-

cifera;. They are

biennial or peren

nial herbsorunder-

shrubs. Many of

them exhale a deli

cious odour, and

are great favouri tes

in gardens. The

best known is the

C. Cheiri, or com

mon wallflower, which, in

its wild state, grows on old

walls and stony places.

the cultivated plant the

flowers are of various and

brilliant colours, and attain

a much larger size than in

the wild plant, the flowers

of which are always yellow.

A number of distinct varie

ties have been recorded,

and double and semi-double

varieties are common in

gardens. — 2. A lady who,

at a ball, looks on without dancing, either

from choice or not being able to obtain a

partner. [Colloq]

Wall-fruit (wal'frot), n. Fruit which, to be

ripened, must be planted against a wall.

Walling (wal'ing), n. W7alls in general; ma

terials for walls.

Wall-knot (wal'not). See Wale-kn«>t.

Wall-lettuce (wal'let-is), n. A plant of the

genus Prenanthes, the P. muralis. See PUB

S' ANTHES.

Wall-moss (wal'mos), n. A species of moss

growing on walls.

Wall-newt (wal'nutV n. The common newt;

the eft or asker. Shak.

Walloon (wal-lbn'), n. [The name given by

the Teutons to the Celts of Flanders and

the Isle of Walcheren, from a root mil. nil,

signifying stranger. Akin walnut, Welsh.

See Welsh. ] 1. One of the descendants of

the old Gallic Belgw who occupy the Belgian

provinces of Hainault, Liege, and Namur,

Southern Brabant, Western Luxembourg,

and a few villages in Rhenish Prussia.—

2. The language of the same territory. It Is

a dialect or patois of Fiench, with a great

proportion of Gallic words preserved in it.

Walloon (wal-lon'),n. Relating to the Wal

loons; as, the Walloon language,

Wallop (wol'lop), v.i. [A lengthened form

corresponding to A. Sax. weallan, 0. Fria.

walla, L.G. wallen, to boil; akin to well up.

Gallop is a doublet of this.] 1. To boil with

a continued bubbling or heaving and rolling

of the liquor, accompanied with noise. [Pro

vincial. ] — 2. To move quickly with great

effort; to gallop. [Provincial]

Wallop (wol'lop), v.t. pret. & pp. wallopped;

ppr. wallopping. 1. To castigate ; to beat

soundly; to drub; to thrash.— 2. To tumble

over; to dash down. [Provincial English]

Wallop (wol'lop), n. 1. A quick motion with

much agitation or effort. [Provincial.]—

2. A Bevere blow. [Slang or provincial Eng

lish.]

Walloper (wollop-er), n. 1. One who or

that which wallops. —2. A pot-walloper

(which see).

Wallow (wol'16), t? i. [A. Sax. wealwian, to

roll, bewealwian, to wallow; Goth, valvjan,

to roll ; akin to E. wallop, to boil ; E. to

well up; the root is also in L. volvo, to roll.

See Volume ] 1. To roll one's body on the

earth, in mire, or in other substance; to

tumble and roll in anything soft; as, swine

love to wallow in mire. 'Or wallow naked

in December snow.' Shak. 'May wallow in

the lily beds.' Shak.

Part huge or bulk.

Wallowing unwieldy, enormous in their gait,

Tempest the ocean. Mitten.

2. To live in filth or gross vice; as. man wal

lowing in his native imparity. South.—3. [As

to this sense comp. uxUlow, a.] To wither:

to fade; to sink; to droop. [Old English

and Scotch.]

Wallow (wol'16), v.t. To roll about on the

ground, in niire. Arc.

O daughter of my people, gird thee with sackcloth,

and wallow thyself in ashes. Jer. vi. a6.

Wallow (wol'16), n. A kind of rolling walk

Dryden.

Wallow (wol'16), a. [A. Sax. wealg, Icel.

valgr, vdlgr, lukewarm.] Insipid; taste

less. [Provincial.]

Wallower (wollo-er), n. 1. One who or that

which wallows.—2. Same as Trundle (which

see).

Wallowlsht (wol'16-ish), a. [See Wallow.

a.) Insipid; flat; nauseous. 'WaltowUh

potions.' Sir T. Overbury.

Wall-paper (wal'pa-per), n. Paper for cov

ering room-wallB; paper-hangings.

Wall-pellitory (wal'pel-i-to-ri), n. A plant,

Parietaria officinalis. See Parietakja.

Wall-pennywort ( wal'pen-ni-wert), n. A

plant, Cotyledon Umbilicus. Called also

Jiavelwort (which see).

Wall -pepper (wal'pep-per), n. A plant,

Sedum acre. The whole plant is intensely

acrid, and was formerly used as a remedy

in scorbutic diseases It grows on rocks

and walls. See SEPUM.

Wall-pie (wal'pi), 7i. A plant of the genus

Asplenium.

Wall-piece (wal'pes).n. A piece of artillery

mounted on a wall.

Wall-plate (wal'plat), n. In arcA. a piece

of timber placed horizontally in or on a

wall, under the ends of girders, joists, and

other timbers.

Wall-rocket (wal'rok-et), n. A native Brit

ish plant of the genus Sinapii (S.tenuifotia)

Wall-rue (wal'rb), n. A fern, Asplenium

Ruta-muraria.

Wall-saltpetre (wal'salt-pe-ter), n. Nitro-

calcite (which see).

Wallsend (walz'end), n. A very excellent

variety of English coal, so called because

dug at Wallsend on the Tyne. close to the

spot where Severus's Wall ended.

Wall-sided (wal'sid-ed), n. Having sides

nearly perpendicular, as a ship.

Wall-spleenwort (wai-splen'wert), n, a

fern, Asplenium Trtchomanes.

Wall-spring (wal'spring). n. A spring of

water issuing from stratified rocks.

Wall-tent (wal'tent), «. A tent or marquee

with upright sides.

Wall-tree (wal'ti*e), «. In Aorf. a fruit-tree

nailed to the wall for the better exposure

of the fruit to the sun, for the radiation uf

the heat of the wall, and for protection

from high winds.

Wallwort (wal'wert), a A plant, the dwarf

elder or danewort, Sambucus Ebulus.

Wallydraigle, Wallydraggle (waTi-dra-gl.

wUl'i-drag-1), n. [Perhaps lit. the dregs of

the wallet] The youngest of a family; the

bird in a nest ; hence, any feeble ill-grown

creature. Ramsay. [Scotch.]

Walnote.t ». A walnut. Chaucer.

Walnut (wal'nut), n. [A. Sax. wealhhnut,

a walnut, lit. a foreign nut—wealh, foreign,

and hnut, nut; so G. wallnuss, D. walnoot.

See Welsh, the original meaning of which

Walnut-tree (Julians reri'a).

is simply foreign] The common name < f

trees and their fruit of the genus Juglans.

nat. order Juglandacerc. The best known

species, the common walnut-tree (J. regia),

is a native of Persia. It is a large handsome

tree with Btrong spreading brnnches. The

timber of the walnut is of great value, is

very durable, takes a fine polish, and is a

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; }', Sc. ley
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beautiful furniture wood. It ia also em

ployed for turuiug and fancy articles, and

especially for gun-stocks, being light and

at the same time hard and Que grained.

The ripe fruit is oue of tike best of nuts,

and forms a favourite item of dessert

They yield by expression a bland fixed oil,

which, under the names of walnut-oil and

nut-oil, is much used by painters, and in

the countries in which it is produced i3 a

common article of diet. Other noteworthy

species are the white walnut, or butternut

(which see), and the black walnut (J. nigra)

of North America. The timber of the latter

is even more valuable than, and is used for

the same purposes as, the common walnut,

but the fruit is very inferior.

Walnut-oil (wal'nut-oil), u An oil ex

pressed from the walnut, useful as a vehicle

in painting, or as a drying oil

Walpurgis-night (val-purg'is-nit), n. The

e* e of 1st May, which has become associated

with some of the most popular witch super

stitions of Germany, though its connection

with WalpurgU, Walpurga, or Walburga, a

female saint of the eighth century, is not

satisfactorily accounted for, her feast falling

properly on the 25th of February. On this

night the witches were supposed to ride on

broomsticks and he-goats to some appointed

rendezvous, such as the highest point of the

Hartz Mountainsor the Brocken, where they

held high festival with their master the

devil.

Walrus (worms), n. [Directly from D. ioal-

r«*. a walrus, lit. a whale-horse—wal (as in
wall ("-■. 7., whale-fish, whale), a whale, and

ros, a horse; similar are G. wallrwt, Dan.

valro*, Sw. vaUroas, and its A. Sax. and Icel.

names, hors-hwcU, Icel. hross-hvalr, horse-

whale. ] A marine carnivorous mammal, the

single species constituting a genus Triche-

Walrus ( Trichecus rosmarus).

ens, as well as the family Trichecida?, and be

longing, with its allies the seals, to the piu-

nigrude section of the order Carnivora. The

walrus (T. rosmarus). which is also known

as the morse, sea-horse, and sea-cow, is dis

tinguished by its round head, small mouth

and eyes, thick lips, short neck, body thick

in the middle and tapering towards the tail,

wrinkled akin with short yellowish hairs

thinly dispersed over it. The legs are short

and loosely articulated; the Ave toes on each

foot are connected by weba. The upper

canine teeth are enormously developed in

the adults, constituting two large pointed

tusks directed downwards and slightly out

wards, projecting considerably below the

chin, and measuring usually 12 to 15 iuehea

in length, sometimes even 2 feet and more.

There are no external ears. The animal ex

ceeds thelargestox in size, attaining a length

of 20 feet. The walrus is gregarious but shy,

and very fierce wheu attacked. It inhabits

the shores of Spitzbergen, Hudson's Bay,

and other places in high northern latitudes,

where it is hunted by whalers for its blub

ber, which yields excellent oil; for its skin,

which is made into a valuable thick and

durable leather; and for its tusks, the ivory

of which, though coarse grained, is compact,

and is employed in the arts.

Walt (wait), a. [A. Sax. wealt, unsteady,

umcealt, steady, wealtan, to roll. See Wel

ter] An old nautical term equivalent to

rrank. Admiral Smyth.

Walter (wal'ter), v.i. [See Wai.t.J it To

roll; to welter. —2. To upset; to be over

turned. [Scotch]

Walth (walth). n, Wealth; riches; plenty.

[Scotch.]

Waltron (wal'tron), n. A walrus. Wood

ward.

Walty (wal'ti). a. [See Walt, Walter.]

Unsteady; crank: said of a vessel. Long

fellow. [Rare. ]

Waltz (waits), 7k [Short for G. walzer, from

walztn, to roll, to waltz; akin to welter.] 1. A

national German dance (Baid to have ori

ginated in Bohemia), but common since the

beginning of this century among other na

tions. It is performed by two persons, who,

almost embracing each other, swing round

the room with a whirling motion.—2. The

music composed for the dance, usually in

-j", but sometimes |- time, and consisting

of eight or sixteeu bar phrases, several of

which form a set. Waltzes are the most

elegant, rhythmical, and seductive of dance

music,and compositionsin waltz form (called

classical waltzes) intended for set pieces

have been written by the greatest masters,

as Beethoven, Weber. &c.

Waltz (waits), v.i. To dance a waltz.

Some waltz, some draw, some fathom the abyss

Of metaphysics. Byron,

Waltzer (waUs'er), n. A person who waltzes.

Ld. Lytton.

Walwe.t v.i. To tumble about; to wallow.

Chaucer.

Waly, Walie (wa'li), a. [Scotch. Perhaps

from wale, to choose, a choice ; more pro

bably A. Sax. walg, entire, sound.] 1. Beauti

ful; excellent. ' 1 think them a' sae braw and

walie.' Hamilton.—2. Large; ample; strong;

robust.

This watte boy will be nae cuif. Burns.

Waly, Walie (wali), n. Something pretty;

an ornament; a toy; a gewgaw. "Glowrat

ilka bonny waly.' llamsay. [Scotch]

Waly (wa'li). [Short form of A. Sax. wd-ld-

w«, welaway ] An interjection expressive

of lamentation. [Scotch.!

Warn pais, t n. Same as uambeson.

Wamble (woinTd), v.i. [O.E. wamlc (the b

being afterwarda inserted as in dumber,

humble); not in Anglo-Saxon ; Dan. vamle,

to nauseate ; to become squeamish ;

vammel, nauseous; akin Icel. vcema,

to nauseate, to loathe, vanna, nausea;

perhaps allied to L vomere, to vomit.]

1. To rumble, heave, or be disturbed

with nausea: said of the stomach.

"The qualms of a wambling stomach.'

Sir R. UEstrange.—2. To move irregu

larly to and fro ; to roll ; to wriggle.

'Coldsalleta . . . wambling in your

stomachs.' Beau. <fc Ft.

Wamble (wom'hl), n. A heaving or

similar disturbance in the stomach; a

feeling of nausea.

Our meat going down into the stomach

merrily, and with pleasure dissolveth incon

tinently all wambles. Holland,

Wamble-cropped (wom'bl-kropt), a. Sick

at the stomach ; jig. wretched ; humiliated.

[Vulgar.]

Wame (warn).??. [A. Sax. wainb, the belly,

the stomach, the womb] The belly. [Scotch.]

Wamefou, Wamefu (wam'fu), n. A belly

ful. [Scotch. ]

Wammel, Wammle (waml), v. i. To move

in an undulating, serpentine, or eel -like

manner; to wriggle; to wamble. [Provincial

English and Scotch.]

Wampee (warn-pe"). n. A tree and its fruit

of the genus Cookia (the C. punctata), nat.

order Aurantiacero. The fruit ia about the

size of a pigeon's egg, grows in bunches, and

Wampee (Cookia punctata).

is much esteemed in China and the Indian

Archipelago.

Wampish (wam'pish), v.t. To toss about in

a threatening, boasting, or frantic manner;

to wave violently; to brandish; to flourish.

Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Wampum(wom'pum), /i. [American Indian;

aaid to mean white] 3mall beada made of

I, Warnpurr

Bhells, used by the American Indians as

money, or wrought into belts, Aa, as an

ornament.

Round their necks were suspended

their knives in scabbards of warn.

Longfellow.

Wan (won), a.

[A. Sax. mm*

icon, waun, dark,

dusky; perhaps

from Bame root

as wan, won, de

ficient, lacking:

E. ivane, want;

comp. Gael.

fa n n , w e a k,

faint ; L. vanus,

empty. Some,

however, con

nect it with

A. Sax. winnan,

Beit. 2. Portion of » struggle to

same on a larger scale.— Brit- labour, as if It

ish Museum. meant origin

ally worn out.]

1. Having a pale or sickly hue; languid of

look; pale.

Sad to view, his visage pale and wan. Spenser,

To and fro, and in and out.

The ivan stars danced between. Coleridge.

2. Black ; gloomy : a term often applied to

water, streams, pools, &c, in the Scotch

border minstrelsy.

Wail (won), v.t. To render wan. [Rare.]

Wan (won), v.i. To grow or become wan.

' All his visage wann'd.' Shak. [Poetical.]

A vast speculation had failed,

And ever he mutter'd. and iiiadden'd, and ever lie

wann'd with despair. Tennyson.

Wan (wiln). Old English and Scotch pret.

and pp. of win (in all its senses and uses).

Wanchancie (wan-chiin'si), a. [See Un

chancy.] Unlucky; unchancy. [Scotch.]

Wand (wond), n. [A Scandinavian word :

Dan. vaand, O. Sw. wand, Icel. vondr, Goth.

wnndus, a twig, a switch, a wand; probably

from stem of verb to wind, from its flexi

bility. ] 1. A small stick or twig; a rod.

His spear, to equal which the tallest pine.

Hewn on Norwegian hills to be the roast

Of some great ainniiral, were but a wand.

Milton.

A child runs away laughing with good smart blows

of a ". and on his back, who would nave cried for an

unkind word. Locke.

2. A wand, rod, or similar article, having

some special use or character; as, (a) a start

of authority. 'A silver wand.' Milton.

Though he had both spurs and wand, they seemed

rather marks of sovereignty than instrumentsof pun

ishment. Sir P. Sidney.

(b) A rod used by conjurors or diviners.

Nay, Lady, sit; if I but wave this wand.

Your nerves are all chained up in alabaster.

Milton.

(c) A small baton which forma part of the

insignia of the messenger of a court of jus

tice in Scotland, and which he must exhibit

before executing a caption : called more

fully wand of peace.

The legal officer . . . produced his short official

baton, tipped with silver, and having a movable ring

upon it. 'Captain M'Intyre, Sir, I have no quarrel

upt me In my duly, I willwith you, but if you inieri

break the wand of peace, "and declare myself de

forced,' . . . and he slid his enigmatical ring from

one end of the baton to the other, being the appro*

priate symbol of his having been forcibly interrupted

in the discharge of his duty. Sir If. Scott.

Wander (won'der), v.i. [A. Sax. wandrian,

O.D. wanderen, Dan vandre, Sw. vandra,

O. wandern, to wander; freq. forms from

simple verb seen in E. to wend one's way

(see Weni>, Went); other freq. forms from

same stem are D. wandelen, G. wandeln, to

walk, to wander] 1, To ramble here and

there without any certain course or object

in view; to travel or move from place to

place without a fixed purpose or destination ;

to range about; to roam; to rove; to stroll;

to stray.

He wandereth about for bread. Job xv. s-j.

They wandered about in sheep-skins and goat

skins. Heb. xi. 37.

2. To leave home or settled place of abode;

to depart; to migrate. ' When God caused

me to tcander from my father's house.' Gen.

xx. 13.— 3. To depart from any settled course;

to go astray, as from the paths of duty; to

stray; to deviate; to err.

You wander from the good we aim at. Shak.

4. To be delirious; not to be under the guid

ance of reason; as, the mind wanders.—SYK.

To ramble, range, roam, rove, stroll, stray,

straggle, saunter, travel, journey, deviate,

err, swerve.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; I job: ft. Er ton; ng, sing; TH, theu; th, thin; w, wig; wh. whig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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Wander (won'dcr), v t. To travel over with

out a certain course; to stroll through; to

traverse. ' Wand ring many a famous realm.'

MUton.

After due pause, they bade him tell

Why he, who touch'd the harp so well.

Should thus, with ill-rewarded toil,

Wander a poor and thankless soil.

Sir If. Scott.

Wanderer (won'der-er), n. One who wan

ders or roves; one who roams about, having

no home or certain place of abode; one who

strays from the path of duty.

Have compassion on a helpless wanderer.

And gtra her where to lay her wretched he. id.

Row*.

He here to every thirsty "wanderer.

By sly enticement, (fives his baneful cup. Milton.

Wandering (won'der-ing), p. and a. Given

to wander; roaming; roving; rambling; un

settled; as, to full into wandering habits —

Wandering Jew, a legendary character, who,

according to one version, that of Matthew

Paris, dating from the thirteenth century,

was a servant of Pilate, by name Cartaphilus,

and who gave Christ a blow when lie was

led out of the palace to execution. Accord

ing to a later version he was a cobbler

named Ahasuerus, who refused Christ per

mission to sit down and rest when, on his

way to Golgotha, he passed his house. Both

legends agree in the sentence pronounced

by Christ on the offender, 'Thou shalt wan

der ou the earth till I return.' A prey to

remorse he has since wandered from land to

land without yet being able to find a grave.

The Btory has been turned to account by

many poets ami novelists, as Shelley, Goethe,

Sue, and others.

Wandering (won'der-ing), n. 1 A travelling

without a settled course; peregrination.

For often In lonely wanderings

I have cursed him even to lifeless things.

Vennyson.

2. Aberration; mistaken way; deviation from

rectitude; as, a wandering from duty.

Let him now recover his wanderings. Dr. H. Mort.

3. A roving or straying of the mind or

thoughts; mental aberration.

A proper remedy for the wandering of thoughts

would do great service to the studious. Locke.

4. Indulgence in digressions or disquisitions

not germane to the subject in hand.

The regularity of my design

Forbids all wandering as the worst of sinning.

Byron.

Wanderingly (won'der-ing-U), ado. In a

wandering or unsteady manner.

When was Lancelot -wanderingly lewd? Tennyson.

Wandermentt (wou'der-ment). n. Act of

wandering. ' Went npon their ten toes in

wild wanderment' Bp. Hall.

Wanderoo (won-de-rb'), n. A catarrh ine

monkey of the genus Mncacus (M. silenus\

inhabiting Ceylon and the Kast Indies. The

length is about 3 feet to the tip of the tail,

which is tutted, and much resembles that

W.inderoo [Macaeus silentts).

of the lion; the colour of the fur is deep

black; the callosities on the hinder quarters

are bright pink; a well-developed mass of

black luiir covers the head, and a great

grayish beard rolls down the face and round

the chin, giving the animal a somewhat sage

and venerable appearance.

Wandy (wou'di), a. Long and flexible, like

a wand.

Wane (wan), v.i. pret. A pp waned; ppr.

leaning. [A. Sax. wanton, geicanian, to

diminish, become less, from wan, deficient.

Akin want (which see).] 1. To be diminished;

to decrease : particularly applied to the il

luminated port of the moon, as opposed to

wax.

How slow

This old moon wants! Shak.

Waning moons their settled periods keep.

Addison.

2. To decline; to fail; to sink; to approach

its end. * Wealth and ease in waning age.'

Shak.

(They) slept upon the open field, although the

autumn was now waning, and the nights beginning

to be frosty. Sir If. Scott.

He was fading fast, -waning with the waning sum-

mcr, and conscious that the Reaper was at hand.

Dicjbens.

Wane t (wan), v.t. To cause to decrease.

II. Jonson.

Wane (wan), n. 1. Decrease of the illumi

nated part of the moon to the eye of the

spectator. Shak.

This is fair Diana's case, . . .

When mortals say she's in her watte. Swift.

2. Decline; failure; diminution; decrease;

declension.

You are cast upon an age in which the church Is in

its wane. South.

Wang (wang), n. [A. Sax. wange, the cheek,

the jaw, a common Teutonic word.] 1. The

jaw, jaw-bone, or cheek-bone. [Rare or vul

gar.]—2. t [Short for wang-tooth.] A cheek

tooth or grinder. Chaucer.

Wang (wong), n. [A form of thong, A. Sax.

thwang, Sc. whang, a thong. See Thosq. ]

The lutchet of a shoe.

Wangala (wan-ga'la), n. The native name

in British Guiana for the seeds of Scmmttm

oriental*, which when pounded make a rich

soup.

Wangan (wang'an), n. [American Indian.]

A name applied in Maine, United States, to

a lumberer's boat for carrying tools, provi

sions. <fec.

Wanger.t n. [A. Sax. wangere, from wang,

a cheek; Goth, waggari, a pillow] A pil

low for the cheek. Chaucer.

Wanghee (wang-h6'), n. A species of tough,

flexible cane imported from China, some

times called the Japan cane. It is supposed

to be derived from certain species of Phyl-

lostachys. especially /'. nt^ra, large Asiatic

grasses allied to the bamboo.

Wang-tOOth (wang'tbth), n. [See Wang.]

A jaw-tooth; a molar.

Wanhopet (won'hop), n. [A. Sax. wan, a

prefix denoting deficiency, want, lack (see

Want), and hope. Many compounds of wan

are retained in Scotch, as wan-worth, a little-

worth, wan-luck, wan-thrift, Ac. The prefix

is also very common in Icelandic] 1. Want

of hope; despair.

Ifanhofe. poor soule, on broken anclcer sits

Wringing his amies, as robbed of his wits. Lodge.

2 Vain hope; delusion. 'The foolish tcaii-

hope of some usurer.' Chaloner.

Wanhorn (won'horn), n. A plant of the

genus Krcmpferia.

Wanlont (wan'i-on), n. [Probably connected

with wane; perhaps the old infinitive

wanien, to wane.] A misfortune or cala

mity; mischief: used chiefly as an impre

cation in the phrases, 'with a icanion,'

'wanions on you.'

Come away, or I'll fetch thee with a wanien.

Ska*.

Bide down, with a mischief to you.—bide down

with a wanton, cried the king. Sir IV. Scott.

Wankle ( won'kl). a. [ A. Sax. wancol, un

stable; 0. and Prov. G. wankel, tottering,

wanken, to totter. Comp. Icel. vanka, to

wander as if deranged in mind.] Weak; un

stable; not to be depended on. [North of

England. ]

Wanly (wonli), adv. In a wan or pale

manner; palely.

Wanness (won'nes). n. The Btate or quality

of being wan; paleness; a sallow, dead, pale

colour; as, the wanness of the cheeks after

a fever.

Wanni$h (won'ish), a. Somewhat wan; of

a pale hue.

Morning arises stormy and pale.

No sun, but a wanmsh glare

In fold upon fold of hue less cloud. Tennyson.

Wanreatfu' ( wan-rest'fu ), a. [Prefix wan,

without, and restful.] Restless.

An" may they never learn the gaets

O' ither vile wanrestfn' pets. Burns.

Want (wont), n. [A derivative from the

Btem of A. Sax. tratia, deficiency, wanian,

to wane, wan. deficient; perhaps directly

from IceL vanta, to be wanting, from ran?,

neut. of vanr, lacking, wanting. Akin are

wane, prefix wan-, seen in uxtnton, wanlope,

<fec] 1. The state of not having; the condi

tion of being without anything; absence or

scarcity of what is needed or desired ; de

ficiency; lack. 'No want of conscience."

Shak.

II ant of decency is want of sense. Roscommon.

From having wishes in consequence of our wnutJ,

wc often feel wants in consequence of our wishes.

"Johnson.

But evil is wrought by want of thought

As well as want of heart. Hood.

2. Occasion for something; need; necessity.

Yet to supply the ripe wants of a friend

111 break a custom. Sheik.

3 The state of being without means ; po

verty; penury; indigence.

Nothing is so hard for those who abound in riches

as to conceive how others can be in want. Swi/t

Hard toil can roughen form and face

A i u.l want can quench the eye's bright gTace.

*«r IT. Seett.

4. That which is not possessed, but is de

sired or necessary for use or pleasure.

Habitual superfluities become actual wants. Pa/ry.

Want (wont), v.t. 1. To be without; to be

destitute of; not to have or be in possession

of; to lack; as, to want knowledge or judg

ment; to want food, clothing, or money.

Nor think though men were none.

That heaven would want spectators, God ■>•■'

praise. Atilton.

The unhappy never want enemies. Richardson.

2. To be deficient in; to fall short in; to be

lacking in respect of, or to the amount of.

Another will say it (the English language) wantrth

grammar. Nay. truly, it hath that praise, that it

wants not grammar, for grammar it might have, but

it needs it not. Sir P. Sidney.

They that want honesty, want anything.

Beau&FL

3. To have occasion for, as something requi

site, useful, or proper; to require; to need;

as, In summer we want cooling breezes ; in

winter we want a fire; these shoes want re

pairing.

Not what I wish, but what I want,

O, let thy grace supply I Merr-ici.

Man wants but little here below.

Nor wants that little long. Ocidsmith.

4. To feel a desire for, as for something

needed, absent, lost, or the like; to feel the

need of; to wish or long for; to desire; to

crave.

I Wtint more uncles here to welcome me. Sh it.

If he want me let him come to me. Tennyson.

6. To desire to speak to or to do business

with; to desire the presence or assistance

of. [Colloq.] Hence the euphemistic phrase

often used by the police in making an arrest:

' You are wanted =a delicate hint that the

criminal authorities demand the custody of

your person.

* Beg you're pardon, sir; you're wanted, sir, if you

tlease." A general recotlcction that this was the

; v l of thing the Police said to the swell-mob, caused

Mr. Ii. to ask the waiter in return, with bristling in

dignation, what the devil he meant by 'wanted I'

Dicmm*.

Want (wont), V.i 1. To be deficient; to be

lacking: not to be sufficient; not to come

up to a required standard; to fail.

Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found

wanting. Dan. v. vj.

No time shall find me wanting to my truth.

Dryden.

As in bodies, thus in souls, we find.

What wants in blood and spirits, swell'd with wind.

Pope.

2. To be missed ; not to be present ; as, the

jury was full, wanting one.

Twelve, wanting one. he slew. Drydert.

3. To suffer from the need of something; to

be in want; as, we must not let him want

for money. Shak.

Wantt (wont). ?l [O.Fr. want. Mod. Fr.

gant, a glove, L L. wantus, from the Teu

tonic; Dan. rante, Sw. wante, Icel. vvttr, a

glove.] A glove.

Wantt (wont), n. [A. Sox. tcaim*, a mole;

N. vond, Prov. G. wvnd.) An old name of

the mole or moldwarp.

She hath the cares of a want. Lyty.

Wa'nt (want). A colloquial and vulgar con

traction of Was Not

Wantage (wont'aj), n. Deficiency; that

which is wanting.

Wanter (wont'er), n. One who wants; one

who is in need.

The wanters are despised of God and men.

Davits.

Wan-thriven (wan-thriv'n), a. Stunted;

decayed; in a state of decline. [Scotch.)

Wantlesa ( wontles ), a. Having no want ;

abundant; fruitful. 'The wantless counties,

Essex, Kent, Surrey.' Warner.

Wanton (won'ton), a. [O.E. wantowen, tran-

tettn, undisciplined, dissolute— wan, prefix

denoting want or deficiency, and towen.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; )*, Sc. fry-
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A Sax. togen, getogen, pp. of telin, to draw,

to lead, to educate. See Want, Tuo. ] 1. In

dulging the natural impulses or appetites

without restraint; free from moral control;

licentious; dissolute. ' My plenteous joys,

wanton in fulness.' Shak. ' Men grown wan

ton by prosperity.* Roscommon. — 2. Espe

cially, unrestrained by the rules of chastity;

lascivious; libidinous; lustful; lewd.

Thou art forward by nature, enemy to peace.

Lascivious, wanton. Shak.

8. Moving, wandering, or roving about in

gaiety or sport; playful; frolicsome; spor

tive. ' AH wanton as a child, skipping and

vain.' Sftak. 'A wild and wanton herd . . .

fetching mad bounds.' Shak.—4. Moving or

flying loosely, as if unconfined; playing freely

or without constraint.

She, as a veil, down to the slender waist

Her unadorned golden tresses wore

Disherel'd. but in wanton ringlets wared. Milton.

5. Running to excess; unrestrained; loose.

How does your tongue grow wanton in her praise I

Addison,

6. Luxuriant in growth; overgrown; over-

fertile or abundant; rank. 'In woods and

wanton wilderness.' Spenser. 'The quaint

mazes in the wanton green.' Shak.

Our walk at noon, with branches overgrown

That mock our scant manuring, and require

More hands than ours to iop their wanton growth.

Milton.

7. Arising from or characterized by extreme

foolhardTness or recklessness, or from an

utter disregard of right or consequences; as,

wanton mischief.

Wanton (won'ton), n. 1. A lewd person; a

lascivious man or woman.

0 'tis the spite of hell, the fiend's arch-mock,

To lip a wanton in a secure couch.

And to suppose her chaste I Shak.

An old wanton will be doating upon women, when

he can scarce see without spectacles. South.

2. A pampered, petted creature; one spoiled

by fondness or indulgence; also, a frolic

some, roving, sportive creature; a trifler; an

insignificant flatterer: used rarely as a term

of endearment. 'Peace, my wantons.' B.

Jonson.

I am afraid you make a wanton of me. Shak.

Shall a beardless boy,

A cocker'd silken wanton brave your fields? Shak.

Wanton (won'ton), v.i. 1. To revel; to frolic

unrestrainedly; to sport.

Nature here

tVatifon'd as in her prime. Milton.

And I have loved the ocean, . . . from a boy

1 wantoned with thy breakers. Byron.

Say to her I do but wanton in the South,

But in the North long since my nest is made.

Tennyson.

2. To sport or dally In lewdness ; to sport

lasciviously.

Wantont (won'ton), v.t. To make wanton.

If he does win, it wantons him with overplus, and

enters him into new ways of expence. Feltham.

Wantoning (won'ton-ing), n. 1. The act of

playing the wanton—2. t A wanton; a dal-

lier. ' The Muses to be woxen wantonings. '

ftp. Hall.

Wantonizet (won'ton-iz), v.i. To frolic; to

sport; to dally; to wanton.

Sweetly it fits the fair to wantonixt. Daniel.

Wantonly (won'ton-li), adv. In a wanton

mannerTlewdly; lasciviously; frolicsomely;

sportfully; gaily; playfully; carelessly.

Dissolute persons wantonly and heedlessly may

scoff at and seem to disparage goodness. Harrow.

Wantonness (won'ton-nes), n. The state or

quality of being wanton; as, (a) Licentious

ness; negligence of restraint.

The tumults threatened to abuse all acts of grace,

and turn them into wantonness. EiJkon Bastlike.

(b) Lasciviousness; lewdness.

I rather will suspect the sun with cold

Than thee with wantonness. Shak.

(c)Sportiveness;gaiety;frolicsomeness; wag

gery.

Young gentlemen would be as sad as night.

Only for wantonness. Shak.

Wantrust, t n. [A. Sax. prefix wan, and trust.

See Wanhope.] Distrust. Chaucer.

Want-Wit (wont'wit), n. One destitute of

wit or sense; a fool.

Such a want-wii sadness makes of me.

That I have much ado to know myself. Shak.

Wanty (won'ti), n. [Comp. D. want, cord

age, tackling ] A leather tie or rope; a short

wagon rope; a rope used for binding a load

upon the buck of a beast. [Local]

Wanzet (wonz), v.i. [A. Sax. wansian, to di

minish, to waste; from wanian, to wane.

See Wank.] To wane; to waste; to wither.

His lively hue of white and red, his cheerfulness and

strength.

And all the things that liked him did wanat away at

length. Coldintf.

Wap (wop), v.t pret & pp. wapped; ppr.

wapping. [Kindred form to whap, whop.]

1. To strike or knock against; to beat [Old

and provincial. ] — 2. To wallop; to give a

beating to. [Colloq ]

"Why, either of my boys would waf him with one

hand. Thackeray.

3. (wftp) To throw quickly; to toss. [Scotch ]

Wap (wop), v.i. To flutter; to beat the

wings; to move violently. [Provincial.]

Wap (wap), n. A throw; a quick and smart

stroke. [Scotch.]

Wapacut (wap'a-kut), n. The spotted owl

of Hudson's Bay (Strix Wapacuthu), a noc

turnal, raptorial bird about 2 feet long.

Wapatoo (wap'a-to), n. Same as Wappato.

Waped,t a. [See Awhape. ] Crushed by

misery; dejected; downcast; rueful; pale

Wapenshaw, Waplnachaw (wa'pn-shu,

wapln-sha), n. [Lit. a weapon-show.] An

appearance or review of persons under arms,

made formerly at certain times in every dis

trict. These exhibitions or meetings were

not designed for military exercises, but only

for showing that the lieges were properly

provided with arms. The name has been

revived in some quarters and applied to the

periodical gatherings of the volunteer corps

of a more or less wide district for review,

inspection, shooting competitions, and the

like. [Scotch.]

Wapentake, Wapentac (wa'pn-tak, wa'pn-

tak), n. [A. Sax. wcepen-getcec, Icel. vdpna-

tak, lit a weapon-taking or weapon-touch

ing. The word was borrowed from the Scan

dinavian, for take is not found in Anglo-

Saxon.] The name formerly given in some

of the northern shires of England, and still

given in Yorkshire, to a territorial division

of the county,corresponding to the hundreds

of the southern counties. The term seems

to have been originally applied to the assem

blies of each district for the administration

of justice and the like, at which each man

attended in arms, and publicly touched the

arms of his superior or overlord in token of

fealty.

Wapiti (wap'i-ti), n, [Probably the Iroquois

name.] A species of deer, the North Ame

rican stag or elk (Cervus canadensis), which

more nearly resembles the European red-

deer in colour, shape, and form, than It

does any other of the cervine race, though

it is much larger and of a stronger make.

It is in fact the most gigantic of the deer

genus, frequently growing to the height of

our tallest oxen. Its flesh is not much prized,

being coarse and dry, but its hide ia made

into excellent leather.

Wapp (wap), n. Saut the rope with which

the shrouds are set taut in wale-knots.

Wappato (wap'a-td), n. The tubers of Sa-

gittaria tittoralis: so called by the Indians

of Oregon, who use them as an article of

food. Spelled also Wapatoo.

Wappenedt (wap'end), p. or a. A word

known only as occurring in the following

passage from Shakspere's Timon of Athens,

and of doubtful meaning, though perhaps it

may be connected with wap in old vulgar

sense of to have sexual connection. (See

Wap) Some commentators read wappered,

which is a provincial word, meaning rest

less, fatigued; in the passage it might mean

tremulous from old age. See Wapper, and

comp. also provincial wapper-eyed, having

eyes that move in a quick, tremulous man

ner.

This yellow slave (gold)

Will knit and break religions. . . . This Is it

That makes the wafpen d widow wed again.

Wappert (wap'6r), v.i. [A freq. from a stem

wap, to beat, to move or dash quickly; 1>.

wapperen, to waver, to flap, to fluctuate or

vacillate] To move quickly and tremu

lously, as from natural infirmity; to totter;

to twitter; to blink.

But still he stode his face to set awrye.

And wafftring turnid up his white of eye.

Mir.for Mart.

Wapper (wap'er), n. A fish; a name given

to the smaller species of the river gudgeon.

Wappet (wap'pet), n. A species of cur, said

to be so called from bis yelping voice.

[Local.]

War (war), n. [O.K. werre, wyrre, were, later

warre, O.D. werre, O. Ft. werre (Mod. Fr.

guerre), the French being from O.H.G.

werra, strife, war, werran, to disturb, to

trouble; akin to Mod. 0. wirren, to embroil,

confuse ; D. war, entanglement, confusion,

warren, to disturb, to embroil. Supposed

to be connected with worse, through the

sense of entanglement or confusion.] 1. A

contest between nations or Btates (inter

national war), or between parties in the

same state (civil war), carried on by force of

arms, usually arising, in the first case, from

disputes about territorial possessions and

frontiers, unjust dealings with the subjects

of one state by another, questions of race

and sentiment, jealousy of military prestige,

or mere lust of conquest, rarely nowadays

from the whim of a despot; in the second

case, from the claims of rival contenders

for supreme power in the state, or for the

establishment of some important point con

nected with civil or religious liberty. In all

cases the aim of each contending party is

to overthrow or weaken the enemy by the

defeat or dispersion of his army or navy,

the occupation of important parts of his

country, Buch as the capital or principal ad

ministrative and commercial centres, or the

ruin of his commerce, thus cutting off his

sources of recuperation in men, money,

and material International or public war

is always understood to be authorized by

the monarch or sovereign power of the na

tions; when it is carried into the territories

of a hitherto friendly power it is called an

aggressive or offensive war, and when car

ried on to resist such aggression it is called

defensive. Previous to the outbreak of hos

tilities between Btates, the power taking the

initiatory step issues a declaration of war,

which now usually takes the form of an ex

planatory manifesto addressed to neutral

governments. During the progress of the

struggle certain laws, usages, or rights of

war have come to be generally recognized;

such laws permitting the destruction or cap

ture of armed enemies, the destruction of

property likely to be serviceable to them,

the stoppage of all their channels of traffic,

and the appropriation of everything in an

enemy's country necessary for the support

and subsistence of the invading army. On

the other hand, though an enemy may be

starved into surrender, wounding, except

in battle, mutilation, and all cruel and wan

ton devastation, are contrary to the usages

of war, as are also bombarding an unpro

tected town, the use of poison in any way,

and torture to extort information from an

enemy; and generally the tendency in all

laws and usages of war is becoming gradu

ally more favourable to the cause of human

ity at large.—2. Instruments of war. 'His

compliment of stores, and total war.' Prior.

[Poetical. ]—3. Forces; army. [Poetical]

O'er the embattled ranks the waves return

And overwhelm their war. Milton.

i. The profession of arms; art of war.

Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither

shall they learn war any more. Is. ii. a.

5. A state of violent opposition or contest ;

act of opposition ; inimical act or action ;

hostility; enmity. Ps. lv. 21.

My eye and heart are at a mortal war. Shak.

A wounded thing with a rancorous cry.

At war with myself and a wretched race.

Tennyson.

[Note. The word Is sometimes used in the

filural form with the same signification as

t has in the singular. ' Thou art going to

the wars;' ' Is Signior Mountanto returned

from the wars;' 'I'll to the Tuscan wars,'

Ac. Shak. ]—Holy war, a war undertaken

from religious motives; a crusade, as the

wars undertaken to deliver the Holy Land,

or Judea, from infidels. — Articles of war.

See under Article. — Council of war. See

under Cocnctl.— Honours of war, distinc

tions granted to a vanquished enemy, as of

marching out from a camp or intrenchments

with all the insignia of military etiquette;

also, the compliments paid to great person

ages when they appear before an armed body

of men ; likewise, such as are paid to the

remains of a deceased officer.

War (war), v.i. [From the noun.] 1. To

make or carry on war ; to carry on hostili

ties.

Why should I war without the walls of Troy? Shak.

Either to disinthrone the King of Heaven

We war, if war be best ; or to regain

Our own right lost. Milton.

2. To contend ; to strive violently : to be in

a state of opposition. 'Lusts which war

against the soul.' 1 Pet. it 11.

Let us alone. What pleasure can we have

To war with evil? Tennyson.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch; g. ?o; j.job; n. Fr. ton; ng, sinj; TB, <Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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WAR

Wart (war), v.t. 1. To make war upon.

'To tear the Scot' Daniel—2. To carry on,

as a contest. 'That thou by them mightest

war a good warfare.' 1 Tim. 1 18.

Warble (war'bl), v.t. [O.K. wtrbU, from

O. Fr. werbler, from O.H.G. hwerbaUn,

Mod. G. wirbeln, to whirl, to warble. See

Whirl.] l. To utter or sing in a trilling,

quavering, or vibrating manner; to modu

late with turns or variations: as, certain

birds are remarkable for warbling their

songs. — 2. To sing or carol generally ; to

utter musically. ' If she be right invoked

with warbled song.' Milton.—3. To cause

to vibrate or quaver. ' And touch the

warbled string.' Milton.

Warble (war'bl), v.i. 1. To have a trilling,

quavering, or vibrating sound; to be pro

duced with free, smooth, and rapid modu

lations in pitch of tones; to be uttered in

flowing, gliding, flexible melody.

For warbling uotes from inward cheering flow.

Sir P. Sidney.

Such strains ne'er warble in the linnet's throat. Gay.

2. To aing with sweetly flowing, flexible, or

trilling notes; to carol or sing with Bmoothly

gliding tones; to trill. 'Birds on the branches

warbling.' Milton.

Ifarbte, child, make passionate my sense of hearing.

Shak.

Warble (war'bl), n. A soft, sweet flow of

melodious sounds; a strain of clear, rapidly

uttered, gliding tones; a trilling, flexible

melody; a carol; a song. Shak.

Wild bird, whose warble, liquid sweet.

Kings Eden through the budded quicks.

Tennyson.

Warble (war'bl), v.t and i. In falconry, to

cross the wings upon the back.

Warble, Warblet (warTrt, warblet), n. In

farriery, one of those small hard tumours

on the backs of horses occasioned by the

heat of the saddle in travelling or by the

uneasiness of its situation ; also, a small

tumour produced by the larvas of the gad

fly in the backs of horses, cattle, Ac.

Warbler (war"bler), n. 1. One who or that

which warbles; a singer; a songster: applied

chiefly to birds. 'Dan Chaucer, the first

warbler.' Tennyton.

In lulling strains the feathered warblers woo. Tickcll.

Speciflcally—2. A popular name applied to

all the birds of the dentirostral family

Sylviadee, comprising most of the small

woodland songsters of Europe and North

America, species of them being also spread

over the whole globe. They are generally

small, sprightly, and endowed with an in

cessant activity. The type genus is Sylvia

Many are remarkable for the exquisite clear

ness, sweetness, and flexibility of their song.

The nightingale, robin-redbreast, wheat-ear,

whinchat, stonechat, redstart, accentors,

&c., belong to this family.

Warbllngly (warTdiug-li), adv. In a war

bling manner.

War-craft (war'kraft), n. The science or

art of war.

He had officers who did ken the war-cra/I. Fuller.

War-cry (warTtri). n. A cry or phrase used

in war for mutual recognition and encour

agement ; a short pithy expression used in

common by a body of troops or the like in

charging an enemy; as, ' Saint George I ' was

the war-cry of England, 'Montjoie Saint

Denis ! ' the war-cry of France.

Faithful to his noble vow, his war-cry filled

the air.

Be honoured aye the bravest brave, beloved the

fairest fair.' Sir W. Scott.

-Ward (ward) [Also -wards, A. Sax. -weard,

weardea, O Sax. -ward, OHO. wart. Mod.

G. warts, D. waarts, Goth, vairths, the forms

in s l)eing genitives; allied to L. verto, to

turn, versus, toward. See VERSE.] A suffix

denoting direction or tendency of direction,

motion towarda,drc.asinhomeward,heaven-

icard, upward, downward

Ward (ward), v.t. [A. Sax weardian. to

guard, from weard, a guard, a watch; G.

wart, Icel. vbrthr, Goth, tairdi, a warden,

guard, or keeper. From the G. are the Fr.

garder, E. guard (which see), It. gardare.

Akin to tear?, wary ] 1. 1 To keep in safety;

to watch; to guard.

Whose gates he found fast shut, ne living wight

To ward the same. Spenser.

2. To defend; to protect

Tell him it was a hand that warded him

From thousand dangers. Shak.

3. To fend off ; to repel ; to turn aside, as

anything mischievous that approaches: now

commonly followed by off.

Now wards a falling blow, now strikes again. Daniel.
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The pointed jav'lin warded o/This rage. Addison.

It instructs the scholar in the various methods of

warding eJTrhc force of objections. Watts.

[This is the sense in which ward is now

generally used]

Ward (ward), v.i. It To be vigilant; to keep

guard. —2. To act on the defensive with a

weapon; to guard one's self. ' And on their

warding arms light bucklers bear.' Dryden.

She drove the stranger to no other shift than to

ward and go back. Sir P. Sidney.

Ward (ward), n. [In some of the senses di

rectly from A. Sax. weard, a guard, in others

from the verb (which see).] 1. The act of

guarding; guard.

Still when she slept he kept both watch and ward.

Spenser.

[ For the old distinction between watch and

ward see under Watch.]—2. t A person or

body of persons whose duty it is to guard,

protect, or defend; defensive force; garrison.

The assieged castle's ward

Their steadfast stands did mightily maintain. Spenser.

3. Means of guarding; defence; protection;

preservation.

The best ward of mine honour Is rewarding my

dependants. Shak.

4. A guarding or defensive motion or posi

tion in fencing or the like; a turning aside

or intercepting of a blow, thrust, <tc.

Strokes, wounds, wards, weapons, all they did

despise. Spenser.

Thou knowest my old ward; here I lay. and thus

I bore my point. Shak.

6. The state of being under a guard ; con

finement under a guard, warder, or keeper;

custody.

He put them in ward in the house of the captain of

the guard. Gen. sL 3.

6. The state of being under the care of a

guardian orprotector; the condition of being

under guardianship; control; guardianship.

I must attend his majesty's command, to whom I am

now in ward. Shak.

It is Inconvenient in Ireland that the wards and

marriages of gentlemen's children should be in the

disposal of any of those lords. Spenser.

7. One who or that which is guarded; speci

fically, a minor or person under guardian

ship ; as, (a) in feudal law, the heir of the

king's tenant, in capite, during his nonage;

(6) a minor under the protection of the Court

of Chancery, generally called a ward in Chan

cery, or a ward of court. For the due protec

tion of such wards the Court of Chancery has

power to appoint a suitable guardian where

there is none, or remove, whenever sufficient

cause is shown, a guardiau, no matter by

whom appointed; but in all cases there must

be property. The court has also full power

to use vigilant care over the conduct of the

guardians to see that the minor is duly main

tained and educated ; and should any one

marry a ward without the sanction of the

court, even with consent of the guardian, he

may be committed to prison for contempt,

and kept until he consents to such a settle

ment as the court may direct

I have heard him oft maintain it to be fit that, sons

at perfect age, and fathersdeclining, the father should

be as ifardlo the son, and the son manage his revenue.

Shak.

8. A certain division, section, or quarter of

a town or city, such as is under the charge

of an alderman, or as is constituted for the

convenient transaction of local public busi

ness through committees appointed by the

inhabitants.

Throughout the trembling city placed a guard,

Dealing an equal share to every ward. Dryden.

9. A territorial subdivision of some EngliBh

counties, as Durham, Westmoreland, and

Cumberland, equivalent to the hundred of

the midland counties.—10. The division of

a forest — 11. One of the apartments Into

which an hospital is divided; as, a fever

ward; a convalescent ward.—12 A curved

ridge of metal inside a lock which opposes

an obstacle to the passage of a key which

has not a corresponding notch; also, the

notch or slot in the web or bit of a key into

which the above-mentioned ridge (its when

the key is applied.

Wardage (ward'aj), n. Money paid and con

tributed to watch and ward.

War-dance (warMans), n. 1. A dance en

gaged in by savage tribes before a warlike

excursion.—2. A dance simulating a battle.

Ward -com (ward'kom), n. [E. ward,

guard, and Fr. corne, L. cornu, a horn.] In

old English law. the duty of keeping watch

and ward with a horn in time of danger to

blow on the approach of a foe.

WARE

Warde-corps,t n. [Fr. corps, » body.] A

body-guartf Chaucer.

Wardein,t n. A warden; a guardian; a

keeper; a watchman. Chaucer.

Warden (warden), n. [O. E. wardein, 0. Fr.

wardein, gardcin—a Germanic word with a

Latin termination = a mm. See Ward.] 1. A

guard or watchman; a keeper; a guardian.

He called to the wardens on the outside battlements.

Sir If. Scott.

2. A chief or principal officer ; an officer

who keeps or guards; a keeper; as, the

wardenoftheFleetorFleetprison. 'Warden

of the forests.' Burrill—3. Ecclce the title

given to the head of some colleges and to

the superior of some conventual churches.

». A kind of pear chiefly used for roasting or

baking: so called because it keeps long before

It rota

1 would have him roasted like a warden. Beau. eV Fl.

—Warden of the Cinqtu-ports, the governor

of these havens and their dependencies, who

has the authority of an admiral, and has

power to hold a court of admiralty and

courts of law and equity. See ClNqtJE-

ports. — Warden* of the marches. See

March. — Warden of a university is the

master or president— Warden of a church.

See CHURCHWARDEN.

Warden-pie (warMen-pi), n. A pie made

of warden pears, baked or stewed without

crust, and coloured with saffron.

1 must have saffron to colour the warden-pies. Shak.

Wardenshlp, Wardenry (war'den -ship,

war'den-ri), n. The office of a warden.

War-department (war'de-part-mentX n.

The various offices and functionaries con-

nected with maintaining and directing the

forces of a state; as, he holds a place In the

war-department.

Warder (ward'er), n. 1. One who wards or

keeps ; a keeper ; a guard. ' Memory the

warder of the brain.' SAolr. 'The warden

of the gate." Dryden. — 2. A truncheon or

staff of authority carried by a king, com

mander-in-chief, or other important digni

tary, by which different signals seem to

have been given, as the throwing it down, a

signal to stop proceedings, the casting up, a

signal to charge, and the like.

Stay, the king hath thrown his warder down. Shak.

Wafting his warder thrice above his head.

He cast it up with his auspicious hand.

Which was the signal through the English spread.

That they should charge. Drayton.

Wardholdlng ( ward' hold -ing), n. The

ancient military tenure In Scotland by

which vassals were at first obliged to serve

the superior in war as often as his occasions

called for it.

Wardian (v.ar'dian), a. [After Mr. N. B.

Ward, the inventor.] A term applied to a

closely fitting glass case adapted for growing

ferns. Such a case has also been used with

success to transport growing plants to a dis

tance.

Wardmote(ward'm6t),n. [ Ward, and A. Sax.

mdf, meeting.] A meeting of a ward: also.

a court formerly held in every ward in the

city of London. Called also Wardmote-

court or Inquest

Ward-penny (ward'pen-ni),n. Sameas Ward-

Wardrobe (ward'rob), n. 1. A place in

which clothes or wearing apparel is kept ;

often a piece of furniture resembling a press

or cupboard. Shak—2. Wearing apparel iu

general.

I will kill all his coats;

111 murder all his wardrobe piece by piece

Until I meet the king. Shak.

3.t See Wardrope

Ward-room (ward'rdm), n. In the nary,

the mess-room of the chief officers. Its

position depends on the size and rating of

the ship.

Wardrope, t Wardrobe,in. [Fr.aard>-ro«.]

A privy; a water-closet Chaucer.

Wardship (ward'ship), n. 1. The office of a

ward or guardian; guardianship: care and

protection of a ward; right of guardianship

2. Pupilage; state of being a ward or under

a guardian. 'Redeemed themselves from

the wardship of tumults.' Eikon Banlike

Wardsman (wardz'mau), ti. One who keeps

watch and ward; a guard. Sydney Smith.

[Rare.]

Ward-staff (ward'stai), n. A constable's or

watchman's staff.

Ware (war), a. [A. Sax. war, war; Icel

parr, Dan. and Sw. var, cautious,wary, Bware

See Wary.] 1 1 Wary ; cautious. 'What

earthly wit so ware: Spenser.—2. On one's

guard; provided against 2 Tim iv. 15

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J', Sc. fey-



WARE

3 Aware ; conscious ; assured. [Now only

poetical. ]

Thou overheard'st, ere I was ware.

My true love's passion. Shak.

Then I was ware of one that on me moved

In golden armour. Tennyson.

Ware (war), v.i. pret. & pp. wared; ppr.

tearing. To take heed; to guard; to be

ware. ' IPare horns.' Shak.

Then ware a rising tempest on the main. Dryden.

[Except in a few phrases, as ware hawk,ware

hounds, beware is now used in place of ware.]

Ware (war), v.t. Xaut. to wear; to veer.

Ware t (war), pret. of wear. Wore.

Ware (war), n. [A. Sax. tearu, O.D. wore,

Mod.D. waar, Icel. vara, Dau. vare.Q.waare,

ware, merchandise; further connections

doubtful.] Articles of merchandise; goods;

commodities; manufactures of a particular

kind : properly a collective noun, as in the

compounds chinaware, hardware, tinware,

&c , but generally used in the plural form

when articles for sale of different kinds

are meant. ' To utter his wares with lying.'

Latimer. ' 111 ware is never cheap.' G.

Herbert.

He turns himself to other wares when he finds your

markets take off. Locke.

Who but a fool would have faith in a tradesman's

ware or his word T Tennyson.

Ware (war), v.t. To expend. Same as Wair.

Aicham; Sir W. Scott. [Old English aud

Scotch.)

Ware (war), n. [A. Sax. war. D. wier,

sea-weed] A name given to various sea

weeds, species of Fucus, Laminaria, Himan-

thalia. Chorda, Ac. They are employed as

a manure and in the manufacture of kelp,

Ac. See Sea-ware.

Warefult (war'ful), a [From ware, wary]

Wary; watchful; cautious.

Wakefulness t (wartul-nes), n. Wariness;

cautiousness. 'Full of warefulness.' Sir

P. Sidney

Warehouse (wartious), n. A house in which

wares or goods are kept; as, (a) a store for

goods for safe-keeping. (6) A building for

storing imported goods on which customs

dues have not been paid, (e) A store for the

sale of goods wholesale; also, often, a large

retail establishment.

Warehouse (wartious), v.t. 1. To deposit

or secure in a warehouse.—2. To place in

the warehouse of the government or custom

house stores, to be kept until duties are

paid.

Warehouseman (wartious-man), n. One

who keeps a warehouse; one who is em

ployed in a warehouse.

Warehousing (wartiouz-ing), n. The act

of placing goods in a warehouse or In a

custom.house store— >Tarenot<«tiig system,

a customs regulation by which imported

articles may be lodged in public or bonded

warehouses at a reasonable rent, without

payment of the duties on importation, until

they be withdrawn for home consumption,

thus lessening the pressure of the duties

which otherwise would bear heavily on the

merchant and cripple his purchasing power.

If they are re-exported no duty is charged.

This system affords valuable facilities to

trade, is beneficial to the consumer, and

ultimately to the public revenue.

Warelesst (war'les), a. 1. Unwary; in

cautious. ' A bait the wareless to beguile.'

Mir. for Mag*.—2. Suffered unawares; un-

perceived. ' TTarefes#e pain.' Spenser.

Warely t (warti), ado. Cautiously. Spenser.

See Warily/.

Wareroom (wart-em), n. A room in which

goodB are stored or laid out for sale.

Warfare (war'far), n. [From tear, and /are

in the sense of traffic, bustle, adventure, or

the like ] 1. Military service; military life;

contest or struggle carried on by enemies;

hostilities; war.

The Philistines gathered their armies together for

tvar/are. I Sain, xxviii. i.

Soldier, restl thy ■tthtrfttre o'er.

Sleep the sleep that knows not breaking.

Sir IK Scott.

2. Contest; struggle; strife.

The weapons of our warfare are not carnal.

a Cor. x. 4

Warfare (war'far), v.i. To carry on warfare

or engage in war; to contend ; to struggle.

'A glorious show in the warfarins) church.'

lip. Hall. 'That credulous warfaring age.'

Camden.

He is the warfarin? and battling Priest;—who led

his people to faithful valorous conflict. Carlyle.

Warfarer (warta-rer), n. One engaged in

war; a soldier; a warrior.
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Warfleld (war'feld), n. Field of war or

battle.

War-flame (war'flam), n. A beacon-fire

placed on an eminence to rouse the inhabi

tants of a country or district in case of in

vasion or attack; a signal-Are. Macaulay.

[Poetical]

War-garron (war"ga-ron), n. A war-horse;

a Jade used in war.

' Wom out with disgusts,' Captain after Captain, in

Royalist mustachioes, mounts his war-horse, or his

Rozinante war-£arron,wia\ rides minatory across the

Rhine. Carlyle.

Wargear (war'ger), n. In mining, a general

term for tools, timbers, ropes, and every

thing belonging to a mine. Weale.

Warhable.t a. [War, and O.E. liable, able.]

Fit for war ; warlike. ' Workable youth. '

Spemer.

War-horse (warriors), n. A horse used in

war; a trooper's horse; a charger.

Waiting by the doors the war-horse neigh'd

As at a friend's voice. Tennyson.

Wartangle.t n. [Same as O.L.G. wargingel,

OHO. warchengil. Mod. O. wiirg-engel, a

shrike or butcher-bird, from wurgen, to

choke, to kill, and apparently engel, an

angel] A shrike or butcher-bird. Cnaueer.

Warice.t v.t. and t. See Warish.

Warily (wa'ri-li), adtv In a wary manner;

cautiously; with prudence or wise foresight;

as, great enterprises are to be conducted

warily.

Warlmentt (wa'ri-ment), n. Wariness;

caution; heed. Spenser.

Wariness (wa'ri-nes), n. The quality or

state of being wary; caution; prudent care

to foresee and guard against evil.

They were forced to march with the greatest war*.

itess, circumspection and silence. Addison.

Warlsht (wartsh), v.t. [O.Fr. tea rir or garir

(Mod. Fr. gudrir, to cure), O.H.G. wars'an, to

protect; A. Sax. warian, to guard, to ward

off] To ward off the evil effects of; hence,

to cure; to heal. Written also IParae.

Chaucer.

Varro testifies that even at this day there be some

who warish and cure the stinging of serpents with

their spittle. Holland.

Warlsht (war'ish). t>£ To recover from

sickness. Written also Waritx. Chancer

Warisont (war'i-son), n. [From warice,

warish] Reward; guerdon; requital. Ro-

maunt of the Hose.

Wark (wiirk), ti. Work. Sir T. Elyot;

Spenser; Burns. [Old English and Scotch. ]

Warkamoowee (wiir-ka-mo'weV n. A

canoe with outrigger, used at Point de

Galle, island of Ceylon. It is generally

manned by four or five Lascars, who sit

grouped together for hours at the end of

Warkamoowee of Point dc Galle

the lever, adding or taking away a man ac

cording to the strength of the wind. The

warkamoowees, during the north-east mon

soon, even when blowing very hard, venture

20 and 25 miles from land for the purpose

of Ashing, or to carry fruits to vessels in the

offing They often sail 10 miles an hour.

Warkloom (wark'lum), n. A tool ; an in

strument [Scotch.] ,

Warld (warld), n. World. [Scotch.]

Warlike (war'lik), a. 1. Fit for war; dis

posed or inclined for war; as, a warlike

state. ' She . . . made her people by peace

warlike.' Sir P. Sidney.— 2. Military; per

taining to war.

The great archangel from his warlike toil

Surceased. Milton.

3. Having a martial appearance; having the

qualities of a soldier ; becoming a soldier ;

'By the buried hand of warlike Gaunt'

Shak.

WARM

Leaden age

Quicken'd with youthful spleen and warlike rage.

«■» ... Shak.

Warllkeness (war'lik-nes), n. A warlike

disposition or character. ' Braveness of mind

and warlikeness.' Sir E. Sandys.

Warllngt (wiirtlng). n. A word probably

coined to rhyme with darling, and perhaps

from war, meaning one often quarrelled

with. It occurs only in the proverb, • Bet

ter be an old man's darling, than a young

man's warling.' Camden.

Warlock (wartok). n. [Icel. varthlokur,

vartidokkur. urthar-lokur , lit. weird songs

or spells, charms, the name being trans

ferred from the things to the person who

used them. Or from A Sax. vcerloga, a liar

— wcrr, truth, and loga, a liar.] A man

presumed to have supernatural power and

knowledge by supposed compact with evil

spirits; a male witch; a wizard. [Scotch,

borrowed into English. Dryden spells it

Warluck. ]

Warlockry (wartok-ri), n. The condition

or practicesof a warlock; impishness. 'The

true mark of warlockry.' J. BaUlie.

Warluck t (wartuk). n. A warlock Dryden.

Warly (warti), a. Warlike. ' Warly feats.'

Chaloner. [Rare.]

Warm (warm), a. [A. Sax. wearm, a widely

spread word; O. Sax. O. and D. warm, Icel.

trannr, Dan. and Sw. t>ar»i, Goth, varms,

warm; cog. O.L. formus, Gr. thermos, warm;

Per. garm, Skr. ghanna, heat] 1. Having

heat in a moderate degree; not cold; as,

warm blood; warm milk.

He stretched himself on the child, and the flesh of

the child waxed warm. s Ki. iv. 34.

1 Having the sensation of heat ; made to

feel one's self hot ; glowing ; flushed ; as, I

am very warm.

'Twas well, indeed, when warm with wine.

To pledge them with a kindly tear. Tennyson.

3. Caused by the sun to have a high tem

perature; subject to heat; having preva

lence of heat; as, the warm climate of Egypt;

the day was warm.—4. Full of seal, ardour,

or affection; zealous; ardent. ' O heart, with

kiudliest emotion warm.' Tennyson.

No person can answer in the negative, unless he

refuses credit, not merely to all the accusations

brought against Charles by his opponents, but to the

narratives of the warmest Royalists, and to the con.

fessions of the king himself. Atacanlay.

r>. Somewhat ardent or excitable; easily ex

cited; irritable; hot; as, a warm temper.—

is. Stirred up; somewhat excited; hot; net

tled ; as, he became quite warm when con

tradicted.—7. Furious; violent; animated ;

brisk; keen; as, a warm engagement. 'We

shall have tearm workout.' Dryden.—8. Vig

orous; lively; full of activity; sprightly.

' Mirth and youth and warm desire. ' Milton.

Now warm in youth, now withering in thy bloom,

Lost in a convent's solitary gloom. Pop*.

0. Causative of ease or comfort : applied to

wealth;hence,comfortableincircumstances;

safe in money matters ; moderately rich •

well-off.

They who had warm fortunes were always sure of

getting good husbands. Goldsmith.

The keen warm man overlooks each idle tale

For ' Moneys wanted.' and 'Estates on sale.'

Craboe.

10. Being close on some discovery, or on

something searched for or hunted after.

He's warm—he's getting cold—he's getting colder

and colder—he's freezing. bickens.

—Warm colours, in painting, such as have

yellow or yellow-red for their basis: opposed

to cold colours, such as blue and its com

pounds.— Warm tints, cold tints, modiflca-

t ions of the preceding.— Warm with, a slang

abbreviation for with warm water and sugar.

' Two glasses of rum-aud-water warm with.'

Dickens.

Warm (warm), v.t. [A. Sax. wearmian. See

the adjective.] To make warm ; as, (a) to

communicate a moderate degree of heat to;

as, a stove warms an apartment

I warmed both hands before the fire of life ;

It sinks, and I am ready to depart. Laudor.

(6) To make engaged or earnest; to interest;

to engage; to excite ardour or zeal iu; as,

to warm the heart with love or zeal.

I formerly warmed my head with reading contro

versial writings. Pafe.

(c) To animate; to enliven ; to inspirit; to

give life and colour to; to flush; to cause to

glow. 'It would warm his spirits.' Shak.

' All his large heart shcrris-warm d.' Tenny

son.

How could I to the dearest theme.

That ever warm'd a minstrel's dream.

So foul, so false a recreant prove T Sir It '. Scott.

ch, cAain; eh. Be. tort; g, go; j, job; u, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, (Aen; th, (Ain;
w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See KEr.



WARM

Warm(w^rm), v. i. 1. To become moderately

heated.

There shall not be a coal to warm at. Is. zlvli. 14.

2. To become ardent or animated : aa, tho

speaker should imrm as he proceeds in the

argument, for as he becomes animated he

excites more interest in his audience.

Wannt (warm), n. Warmth; heat.

The winter's hurt recovers with the warm;

The parched green restored is with shade.

Surrey.

Warm (warai), n. A warming; a heating;

as, let us get a good warm. Dickeru. [Col-

War-man (war'man), n. A warrior. 'The

sweet war-man is dead and rotten.' Shak.

War-marked t (war'markt), a. Bearing the

marks or traces of war ; approved in war ;

veteran.
Your army, which doth most consist

Of war-marked footmen. SAM*.

Warm-blooded (warm-blud'ed), a. Having

warm blood: applied in zooL to mammals

and birds, the blood of which by virtue of a

complete circulation of that fluid, and its

aeration through the medium of lungs at

each revolution, has a temperature varying

from 99" or 100" F. in man to 110' or 112° *.

in birds: in contradistinction to fishes, am

phibians, and reptiles, or cold-blooded aui-

nials. . ...

Warmer (warm'er), n. One who or that

which warms.

Warmfult (warm'ful). a. Giving warmth.

' A wannful garment.' Chapman.

Warm-headed (warmTted-ed), a. Easily

excited; enthusiastic; fanciful.

The advantage will be on the warm-headed man's

side, as having the more ideas and the more lively.

Locke.

Warm-hearted (warm/hart-ed), o. Having

warmth of heart; having a disposition such

as readily shows friendship, affection, or

Interest; proceeding from such a disposi

tion; cordial; sincere; hearty; as, a warm

hearted man; warm-hearted support.

Warm-heartedness (warm'hart-ed-nes). n.

The state or quality of being warm-hearted;

affectionate disposition; cordiality.

He was looting from Arabella to Winkle with as

much delight depicted In his countenance as warm

heartedness and kindly feeling can communicate to

the human face. Dickens.

Warming-pan (warm'ing-pan), n, 1. A

covered pan with a long handle for warm

ing a bed with Ignited coals.

Good Bardolph. put thy face between his sheets

and do the office of a wanninr-pan. Shak.

2. A person put Into a situation, post, or

office, temporarily to hold it for another till

he becomes qualified for it [Slang]

Warming -stone (warm'tng-st6n). n. A

stone dug In Cornwall which retains heat a

great while. Ray.

Warmly (warm'li), adv. In a warm man

ner; (a) with warmth or heat. Milton, (0)

With warmth of feeling; eagerly; earnestly;

ardently.

Each prince shall thus with honour have

What both so warmly seem to crave. Prior.

Warmness (warm'nes), n. Warmth. Jer.

Taylor.

War-monger (waymung ger), n. One who

makes a trade of war; a mercenary soldier.

Spenser.

Warm-slded(warm'sld-ed), o. Haut. mount

ing heavy metal: said of a ship or a fort.

IColloq]

Warmth (warmth), n. 1. The quality or

state of being warm; the sensation of heat;

gentle heat; as. the warmth of the sun or of

the blood. ' No warmth, no breath, shall

testify thou llvest.' Sliak.

The mirth of its December

And the warmth of its July. Praed.

2. Cordiality; geniality; hearty kindness or

good feeling.

A warmth within the breast would melt

The freezing reason's colder part. Tennyson.

S. A state of lively and excited feeling;

ardour ; zeal ; fervour : earnestness ; inten

sity; enthusiasm; as, the warmth of love or

piety ; the preacher declaimed with great

warmth against the vices of the age.

What warmth Is there in your affection towards

any of these princely suitors? Shah.

The third circumstance to be remarked In this

profession of the Sychantes. is the great warmth

and energy of expression with which they declare

their conviction that Jesus was that universal Saviour.

tfentry.

4. In painting, that glowing effect which

arises from the use of warm colours (see

Warm), and also from the use of transparent

696

colours, in the process of glazing; opposed

to leaden coldness.

Warn(wam),e.(. [A.Sax. warnian, wearnian,

to warn, also to take heed, from wearn, an

obstacle, refusal, denial; Icel. varna, to

warm, deny, refuse; O. warnen; of same

origin as ware, wary.] 1. To give notice of

approaching or probable danger or evil, that

it may be avoided ; to caution against any

thing that may prove injurious.

Being warned by God in a dream, that they should

not return to Herod, they departed into their own

country another way. Mat. ii. ia-

And then I fear'd

Lest the gray navy there would splinter on It,

And fearing waved my arm to warn them off.

Tennyson.

2. To admonish as to any duty ; to advise ;

to expostulate with. ' Warn them that are

unruly.' 1 Thes, v. 14.—S. To make ware

or aware; to inform previously; to give

notice to. 'His grace not being warned

thereof before.' Shak. ' Warn'd of th' en

suing fight." Dryden. —4. To notify by

authority; to summon; as, to warn the citi

zens to meet on a certain day; to tram sol

diers to appear on parade. [Obsolescent.]

Who is it that hath warn'd us to the walls! Shah.

5. t To ward off. Speneer. —6. t To deny ; to

refuse. Komaunt of the Rote.

Warner(warn'er), n. One who or that which

warns; an admonisher.

Warnestore, 1 v.t. To furnish; to store.

Chaucer.

Warning (wam'lng), n. 1. Caution against

danger, or against faults or evil practices

which incur danger.

Hear the word at my mouth, and give lhem»flf*|.

ing from me. Ezek. Ul. 17.

2. Previous notice; as, a short trarniny.

Somewhat too sudden, sirs, the warning is. Shak.

8. A summons; a call; a bidding.

It illumineth the face, which as a beacon gives

warning ... to arm. Shak.

4. A notice given to terminate the relation

of master and servant or landlord and

tenant; a notice to quit. ' A month's warn

ing.' Dryden.

Warnlngly (warn'ing-li), adv. In a warn

ing manner; so as to warn; by way of notice

or admonition.

Warning-piece (wam'ing-pes), n. Some

thing that warns; as, (a) a warning gun.

It was the wisest way to strike sail betimes, upon

the shooting of the first warning-piea to bring them

In. Heylin.

(6) In horology, an oscillating piece in the

striking parts of a clock which is actuated

by a pin on the hour-wheel so as to release

a fly, which causes a rustling noise precur

sory to the striking.

War-offlce(war'of-ns),n. Apublicofflceorde-

partment in which military affairs are super

intended or administered ; the department

of the British government presided over by

the secretary of state for war, assisted by one

parliamentary and one permanent under

secretary of state. It is subdivided into

three departments— military, ordnance, and

financial, under the respective control of the

commander-in-chief, the surveyor-generalof

the ordnance, and the financial secretary.

Warp (warp), v.t. [O.E. werpen, pret. warp,

to throw, turn, weave; A. Sax. toeorpon,

pret. wearp, to throw, to cast; Icel. verpa, to

throw or cast, as a reflexive verb to warp or

shrink, also varpa. to throw; Dan. varpe, to

warp a vessel; Goth, vairpan, G wer/en, to

throw. The vowel of the modem verb is

that of the old pret or is taken from the

Scandinavian forms, the verb being now also

weak instead of strong. As to meaning 1

comp. eatt in sense of twist; throw in Scot

land has same sense] 1. To turn or twist

out of shape, or out of a straight direction,

by contraction; as, the heat of the sun trams

boards and timber.

Walter warpedtAs mouth at this

To something so mock-solemn, that I laughed.

Tennyson.

2. To turn aside from the true direction; to

cause to bend or incline; to pervert ' This

first avowed, nor folly trarad my mind."

Dryden.
I have no private considerations to warp me in

this controversy. Addison.

By this view all their reasonings are warped in

everything that concerns changes attempted in our

institutions. Brougham.

Cursed be the social lies that warp us from the living

truth. Tennyson.

8. Naut. to tow or move with a line or warp

attached to buoys, to anchors, or to other

ships, dec., by which means a ship ia drawn,

usually in a bending course, or with various

WABPED

turns. 'They warped out their ships by

force of hand.' Mir. for Magi —4. To cast

the young prematurely : said of cattle, sheep,

horses, aud the like. [Provincial English )

5. In agri. to fertilize, aa poor or barren

land, by means of artificial inundation from

rivers which hold large quantities of earthy

matter.or warp (seeWABP.n.), in suspension

The operation, which consists in inclosing a

body or sheet of water till the sediment It

holds in suspension has deposited, can only

be carried out on flat low lying tracts which

may be readily submerged. This system

was first systematically practised in Britain

on the banks of the Trent, Ouse, and other

rivers which empty themselves into the es

tuary of the Humber.—6. In rope-making,

to run as yarn off the winches into hauls to

be tarred.—7 t To send or throw out, as

words; to utter; to enunciate. Fieri Plow

man.—&.\ To weave; to fabricate; to con

trive. 'Why doth he mischief warpT Stern-

hold.—9. Used by ShakBpere in one passase

apparently with the meaning of to turn into

ice, or the sense may be to change in gen

eral

Freeze, freeze, thou bitter sky,

Thou dost not bite so nigh

As benefits forgot ;

Though thou the looters warp.

Thy sting is not so sharp

As frienil remember \1 not.

As Yon Like It. Ii. 7.

Warp (warp), v.i. 1. To turn, twist or be

twisted out of a straight direction; as, a

board trams in seasoning, or in the heat of

the sun by shrinking. ' After the manner of

wood that curbeth and warpeth with the

fire.' Holland.

Ye are greenwood, see ye warp not. Tennyson.

2. To turn or incline from a straight true,

or proper course; to deviate; to swerve.

There is our commission.

From which we would not have you warp. Shak

3. To change for the worse ; to turn in a

wrong direction.

Methlnks

My favour here begins to warp. Shak.

4. To fly with a bending or waving motion;

to turn and wave, like a flock of birds or Id

as when the potent rod

Of Amram's son, in Egypt's evil day,

Wav'd round the coast, up called a pitchy clooii

Of locusts warping on the eastern wind, itillsn.

5. In manuf. to wind yam off bobbins to

form the warp of a web. - 6. To slink: to cast

the young prematurely, aa cows. —7. To work

forward by means of a rope.

By the pilot's advice the men were sent to cut a

passage and warp through the small openings to the

westward. Sonthry.

Warp (warp), n. [A. Sax. wearp, the warp

of cloth, from ttworpan, to cast; D. tMrp,

O.H.G. tear/, warp. As a nautical term =

Dan. carp. The lit. meaning of 3 is evidently

what is thrown down or deposited. As to

meaning 4 comp. eaet in sense of couple (or

as in Scotland of three fish). See the verb )

1. In weaving,the threads which are extended

lengthwise in the loom and crossed by the

woof.—2. Naut. a rope, smaller than a cable,

used in towing, or in moving a ship by at

tachment to an anchororpost; a towing-line

8. In agri. an alluvial deposit of water arti

ficially introduced into low lands. See

Warp, v.t.—4. Four of fish, especially of

herrings [Provincial English]; hence, a tMrp

of weeki, four weeks; a month. 'Sot a

tcarpp/lnfeA-«forerunning., s\aih.—5. Young

prematurely cast, as a colt, a calf, a lamb,

Ac. [Provincial English.]—6. The state of

being warped or twisted; the twist of wood

in during.

Warpage (warp'aj), n. The act of warping:

also, a charge per ton made on ahipping in

some harbours.

War-paint (war'pant), n. Paint put on the

face and other partB of the body by North

American Indians and other savages on

going to war, with the purpose of making

their appearance more terrible. Longfellw.

War-path (war' path), n. The route or

path tnken on going to war; a warlike ex

pedition or excursion: used chiefly In re

gard to the American Indians.—Out on the

tear-path, on a hostile or warlike expedi

tion; hence (colloquially) said of one who

is about to make a deliberate attack upon

an adversary or a measure.

Warped (warpt), p. and a. Twisted by

shrinking or seasoning; turned out of the

true direction; hence, perverted; unnataraL

' Such a warped slip of wilderness.' Shak.

Here's another, whose ware'd looks proclaim

What store her heart is made on. Shak.
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Warper (warp'er), n. 1. One who or that

which warps. — 2. One who or that which

prepares the warp of webs for weaving.

Warplng-bank(warp'ing-bangk),n. A bank

or mound of earth raised round a field for

retaining the water let in for the purpose of

enriching the land with the warp or sedi

ment.

Warping-hook (warp'ing-hok), «. In rope-

making, (a) a brace for twisting yam. (6) A

hook for hanging the yarn on when warping

into hauls for tarring.

Warping-machine (warp,ing-ma-shen), n.

A machine for producing warps for the

loom; a warping-mill.

Warping-mill (warp'ing-niil), n. A kind of

open-work cyiindriform machine, of light

make and easy to turn, used for laying out

the threads of a warp and dividing them

into two sets.

Warplume (war'plura), n. A plume worn

in war.

Warproof (war'prbf), n Valour tried by or

proved in war; tried valour.

On, on, you noblest English,

Whose blood is fet from fathers of warproof.

shak,

Warproof (war'proT), a. Able to resist a

warlike attack.

Warragal (wnVa-gal). n. Same as Dingo.

Warrandice (woran-dis), n. [E. warran

to, warranty.] In Scots law, the obliga

tion by which a party conveying a subject

or right is bound to indemnify the grantee,

disponee, or receiver of the right in case of

eviction, or of real claims or burdens being

made effectual against the subject, arising

out of obligations or transactions antece

dent to the date of the conveyance. War

randice is either personal or real. Personal

warrandice is that by which the grauter and

his heirs are bound personally. Ileal war

randice is that by which certain lands,

called warrandice lands, are made overeven-

t ii ally in security of the lands conveyed.

Warrant (wor'ant), v.t. [O.Fr. warantir,

garantir, guarantor, Mod.Fr. garantir, to

warrant, from O.Fr. warant, garant, a war

rant, from L L warantus, a warrant, from

a Teutonic verb seen in O.Fris. wura. to

warrant; O.H.G. warjan, werin, to give bail

for, to defend; Q.gewahren, to warrant; akin

wary, ward. See Guarantee.] 1. To give

an assurance or surety to; to secure; to guar

antee or assure against harm; to give autho

rity or power to do or forbear anything by

which the person authorized is secured or

saved harmless from any loss or damage by

the act

By the vow of mine order I warrant you, if my

instructions may be your guide. Shak.

2. To support by authority or proof; to jus

tify; to sanction; to support; to allow.

How far I hare proceeded.

Or how far further shall, is warranted

By a commission from the consistory. Shak.

Reason warrants it, and we may safely receive it

a» true. Locke.

3- To give one's word for or concerning: in

colloquial phrasesand followed by a personal

pronoun. 'A noble fellow, I warrant him.'

Shak. 'Ill warrant him heart-whole.' Shak.

4. To declare with assurance; to assert as

undoubted; to pledge ones word: used in

asseverations and governing a clause.

What a galled neck have we here ! Look ye, mine's

as smooth as silk, I warrant. Sir M. L'E-rtrange.

' Death,' clamourVI the good woman, ' hear him talkl

1 warrant, man, that we shall bring you round.'

Tennyson.

5. To furnish sufficient grounds or evidence

to. ' Could all my travels warrant me they

live.' Shak— 6. To mark as safe; to guar

antee to be safe.

In a place

Less warranted than this, or less secure,

I cannot be, that I should fear to change it.

Milton.

7. In law. (a) to secure to, as a grantee an

estate granted; to assure. (6) To secure to,

as to a purchaser of goods the title to the

same, or to indemnify him against loss, (c)

To give a pledge or assurance in regard to;

as, to warrant goods to be as represented.

.See Warranty.

Warrant (wor'ant), n. [See the verb] l.An

act, instrument, or obligation, by which one

person authorizes another to do something

which he has not otherwise a right to do;

an act or instrument investing one with a

right or authority, and thus securing him

from loss or damage; hence, anything that

authorizes or justifies an act; authorization.

A pattern, precedent, and lively warrant.

For me, most wretched, to perform the like. Shak.

A warrant from the lords of the council to travel

for three years anywhere, Rome and St. Omer ex-

cepted. Howell,

Is this a warrantsufficient for any man's conscience

to build such proceedings upon? Hooker.

2. That which secures; security; guarantee;

pledge; assurance given.

Before Emilia here

I give thee warrant of thy place. Shak.

His promise is our plain warrant that in his name

what we ask we shall receive. Hooker.

3. A voucher; that which attests or proves;

an attestation. 'Any bill, warrant, quit

tance, or obligation.' Shak.— Warrant of

attorney. See under ATTORNEY.—4. An in

strument or negotiable writing authorizing

a person to receive money or other thing;

as, a dividend warrant. See Dock-war-

RANT.

He sent him a warrant for one thousand pounds a

year pension for life. Clarendon.

5.t Right; legality; lawfulness; allowance.

May we, with the warrant of womanhood and the

witness of a good conscience, pursue him with any

further revenge f Shak.

6. In law, an instrument giving power to

arrest or execute an offender. See Death-

warrant.—A warrant of arrest is usually

issued by a justice of the peace for the ap

prehension of those accused or suspected of

crimes. A warrant may. also be issued for

bringing before a court a person who has

refused to attend as a witness when sum

moned.— Warrant ofcommitment, a written

authority committing a person to prison.—

Distress warrant, a warrant issued for rais

ing a sum of money upon the goods of a

party specified in the warrant See Search-

warrant.—7. In the army and navy, a writ

or authority inferior to a commission. See

Warrant-officer.

Warrantable (wor'ant-a-bl), a. Capable

of being warranted; justifiable; defensible;

lawful

It is the warrantable and necessary duty of St.

Peter, and ail his true evangelical successors, when

they meet with a froward generation, to call it so.

S/. Hall.

Warrantableness (wor'ant-a-bl-nes),n. The

quality of being justifiable. Barrow.

Warrantably (wor'ant-a-bli), adv. In a

warrantable manner; in a manner that may

be justified; justifiably.

Warrantee (wor'ant-e), n. The person to

whom land or other thing is warranted.

Warranter (wor'ant-er), n. One who war

rants: (a) one who gives authority or legally

empowers. (6) One who assures, or cove

nants to assure; one who contracts to se

cure another in a right or to make good

any defect of title or quality; as, the war

ranter of a horse.

WarrantiBe,t Warrantizet (wor'ant-Iz),

n. Authority; security; warranty.

There's none protector of the realm but I;

Break up the gates. Ill be your warrantixe. Shak.

Warrantise.t Warrantizet (wor'ant-lz),

v.t. To warrant.

The one doth warrantixe unto us their faith, the

other their love. Hooker.

Warrant-officer (wor'ant-of-fls-er), n. An

officer, next below a commissioned officer,

acting under a warrant from a department

of state, and not under a commission, as a

gunner or boatswain in the navy, a master

gunner or quartermaster sergeant in the

army.

Warrantor (wor'ant-orX n. One who war

rants: correlative of warrantee.

Warranty (wor'ant!), ?». 1. In law, (a) a pro

mise or covenant by deed, made by the bar

gainer for himself and his heirs, to warrant

or secure the bargainee and his heirs against

all meu in the enjoyment of an estate or

other thing granted. The use of warranties

in conveyances has long beer -uperseded by

covenants for title, whereby, as the cove

nanter engages for his executors and ad

ministrators, his personal a* well as his real

assets are answerable for the performance

of the covenant. (6) Any promise (express or

implied by law, according to circumstances)

from a vendor to a purchaser, that the thing

sold is the vendor's to sell, and is good and

fit for use, or at least for such use as the

purchaser intends to make of it Warran

ties in insurance are absolute conditions,

non-compliance with which voids the in

surance. When express these warranties

should appear in the policy, but there are

certain implied warranties.—2. t Authority ;

justificatory mandate or precept; warrant.

From your love I have a warranty

To unburden all my plots and purposes. Shak.

If they disobey any precept, that is no excuse to

us, nor gives us any warranty to disobey likewise.

KettirwelL

3.tSecurity; assurance; guarantee; warrant.

The stamp was a warranty of the public. Locke.

Warranty (wor'an-ti), v.t pret. <fc pp. t«zr-

rantied; ppr. warrantying. To warrant; to

guarantee.

Warrayt (wor'a), v.t. [O.Fr. werreier, wer-

rier, Ft. gverroyer, from werre, guerre, war.]

To make war upon; to wage war with.

Six years were run, since first in martial guise

The Christian lords Warraid the Eastern lands.

Fairfax,

Warre t (war), a. [A. Sax. wcerra.] Worse.

Spenser.

Warren (wor'en). n. [O.K. wareine, from

0. Fr. tearene, garene. Mod. Fr. garenne,

L.L. warenna, a warren, of similar origin

to warrant (which see).] 1. A piece of

ground appropriated to the breeding and

preservation of game or rabbits —2. In law,

a franchise or place privileged by prescrip

tion or grant from the crown, for keeping

beasts and fowls of warren, which are hares,

rabbits, partridges, and pheasants, though

some add quails, woodcocks, and water

fowl. The warren is the next franchise in

degree to the park; and a forest, which is

the highest in dignity, comprehends a chase,

a park, and a freewarren. — 3. A preserve

for keeping fish in a river.

Warrener (wor'en-er), n. The keeper of a

warren. Slink.

Warriangle.t n. [See Warianole] A

hawk or a shrike.

Warrie.t v.t. [A. Sax. wergian, O.H.G. wer-

gen, Goth. (ga)vargjan, to curse.] TocurBe;

to execrate; to abuse; to speak evil of. Also

written Warie, Warray, Werrey, Werie, &c.

Chaucer.

Warring; (waring), a. Adverse; conflicting;

contradictory; antagonistic; hostile. ' War-

ring opinions.' Longfellow. [Rare.]

Warrior (wort-er or warmer), n. [0. Fr. wer-

reier,to fight See Warray, War] 1. In

a general sense, a soldier; a man engaged in

military life.

Kind kinsman, warriors all, adieu 1 Shak.

While she brooded thus . . .

There rode an armed warrior to the doors.

Tennyson.

2 Emphatically, a brave man : a good soldier.

Warriore8B (wa'ri-er-es or war'yer-es), n. A

female warrior. Spenser.

Warrison (wart-son), n. [O.Fr. werre, Mod.

Fr. guerre, war, and son, sound.] A note of

assault; a battle-cry. ' Straight they sound

their warrison,' Sir W. Scott.

Warrl-warrl (wa'ri-wa-ri), n. A kind of

fan made by the natives of Guiana from the

leaves of the acuyuru palm (Astrocaryum

aculeatum).

Warry, t v. t. To curse ; to execrate. See

Wabrib. Chaucer.

Warscott (war'skot), n. A contribution for

merly made towards war.

Warship (war'ship), n. A ship constructed

for engaging in naval warfare ; an armed

ship; a man-of-war.

War-song (war'songY n, A song having

war or wailike deeds for itB subject; a

patriotic song inciting to war; more specifi

cally, such a song sung by soldiers about to

charge the foe or at a war-dance.

The fire was spreading rapidly through all parts of

the castle, when Ulrica, who had first kindled it, ap

peared on a turret, in the guise of one of the ancient

furies, yelling forth a war-song; such as was of yore

raised on the field of battle by the scalds of the yet

heathen Saxons. Sir W. Scott.

Warst (warst), a. and adv. Worst, fScotch.]

Warstle (war'sl), v.i. and n. Wrestle.

[Scotch]

Wart (wart), n. [A. Sax. weart, Icel. varta,

Dan. vorte, D. wrat, G. \carze; from same

root as L. verruca, a wart ; E. wear, hard

ness of the hands or feet caused by labour;

O.D. wecr, a knot] 1. A small dry hard

tumour making its appearance most fre

quently on the hands, sometimes on the

face, and rarely on other parts of the body,

and occurring usually on children. Warts

may be described as collections of abnor

mally lengthened papillte of the skin, closely

adherent and ensheathed in a thick cover

ing of hard dry cuticle, their surface,through

exposure and friction, assuming a horny

texture. The common variety of warts in

most cases disappear of themselves, or may

be removed by the application of nitric acid,

glacial acetic acid, etc.—2. Anything resem

bling a wart ; as, (a) a spongy excrescence

on the hinder pasterns of a horse. (6) A

roundish glandule on the surface of plants.

Wart-cress (wart'kres), n. A cruciferous

plant of the genus Senehiera. Two species

cb, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; it, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Head of Wart hog.

are found in Britain, growing on waste

ground, but they are of no special interest.

Warted ( warfed ), a. In hot. having little

kilobit on the surface; verrucose; as, a warted

capsule.

Wart-hog (warfhog), n. A name common

to pachyderms of the genus Phacochcerus,

family Suidm, distinguished from the true

swine by their den-

tition.which in some

respects resembles

that of the ele

phants. The head is

very large; immense

tusks project from

the mouth outwards

and upwards, and

the cheeks are fur

nished with flesh

like excrescences

resembling warts.

They feed on the roots of plants, which

they dig up with their tusks. At least two

species occur in Africa, namely, the African

wart-hog or haruja(/\ ^Eliani) of Abyssinia,

and the vlacke-vark of the Dutch settlers of

the Cape (P. athiopicus or Pallasii), found

in southern Africa.

War-thought (war'that), n. A thought of

war; martial reflection, consideration, or

deliberation. Shak.

Wart-weed (wart'wed), n. A name given

to Euphorbia helioscopia, a native of Britain,

from its milky juice being supposed to re

move warts.

Wartwort (wart'wert), n. A popular name

given to various plants; as, (a) Euphorbia

helioscopia. See Wart-WEED. (6) A plaut

of the genus Heliotropium. (e) A plant of

the genus Lapsana.

Warty (wart'i), a. 1. Having warts; fnll of

warts; overgrown with warts; as, a warty

leaf; a warty stem. —2. Of the nature of

wart3.

War-wasted (warVast-ed), a. Wasted by

war; devastated. Coleiidge.

War-wearied (warVer-id), a. Wearied by

war; fatigued by fighting. * War-wearied

limbs. ' Shak.

War-whOOP (war'htip), n. A whoop or yell

raised in presence of the enemy; a shout

such as the Indians raise when they enter

into battle. Frequently used figuratively.

Straight there arose from the forest the awful sound

of the war-whoop. Longfellow.

To turn out Walpole, his adversaries raised the

war-whoa/; they broke the peace of twenty years

to obtain power. Brougham.

Warwolf (warVulf), n. Werewolf (which

see).

About the field religiously they went.

With hallowing charms the 7v<irwolfthence to fray.

That them anu theirs awaited to betray. Drayton.

War-wolft (warVulf), n. An ancient mili

tary engine.

He (Edward I.) with an engine named the war-

wolf, pierced with one stone, and cut as even as a

thread, two vaunt-mures. Camden.

War-worn (warworn), a. Worn with mili

tary service; as, a icar-icorn coat; a war

worn soldier. J. BaiUie.

Wary (wa'ri), a. [ Formed from ware, cau

tious, wary, aware (the -ware of a-ware, be

ware), from A. Sax. war, cautious; Icel. varr,

Dan. and Sw. var, Goth, van; from root

seen also in L. vereor, to regard, to dread

(whence revere). Of kindred origin are warn,

warrant, ward, guard, &c] 1. Cautious of

danger; carefully watching and guarding

against deception, artifices, and dangers;

ever on one's guard; circumspect; prudent;

as, it is incumbent on a general to be wary.

Be wary then : best safety lies in fear. Shak.

2. Guarded; careful, as to doing or not doing

something.

We should be wary, therefore, what persecution

we raise against the living labours of public men.

Milton.

3. Characterized by caution; proceeding from

caution; guarded. ' Wary walking.' Shak.

'A wary distance.' Shak.

He is above and we upon earth; and therefore it

behoveth our words to be vary and few. Hooker.

—Cautious, Wary, Circumspect, Discreet.

See under Cautious.

Wary,t Wariet (wa'ri), v.t. To curse; to

execrate. [Old English and Scotch.] See

Wakrie.

Was (woz). [A Sax. ie was, I was, hi was,

lie was, thU warf, thou wert, pL waron,

were; inf. wesan, to be. The root of was \b

one of the three different roots that go to

make up the complete conjugation of the

substantive verb. (See also AH and Be.)

Tin; forms with r exhibit the common change

of I to r, seen in Icel. vesa or vera, to be ;

G. wesen, to be, war, I was; comp. also Dan.

vare, Sw. vara, to be. The original meaning

was to dwell, as in Goth, visan, to dwell, to

remain, to be; seen also in Skr. vas, to dwell;

Gr. (v)asty, a city. The second person sin

gular now is either wert or wast, neither of

which occurs in Anglo-Saxou nor perhaps

before the fourteenth century. Wert seems

to be taken from the Scandinavian = IceL

vart, wert; second sing. pret. wast is formed

by adding t, which is a second person suffix,

as in hast, art, shatt. In A. Sax. the past

subj. was—sing, ware (all three persons), pl.

waron (all persons), these in later times be

came trer* uniformly, but wert is now com

monly used as second pers. sing.] The past

tense of the verb to be; as, I was, thou wast

or wert . he was; we, you, or they irere. Some

times used elliptically for (Acre was.

In war, -was never lion raged more fierce,

la peace, -was never gentle lamb more mild. Shak.

I was a poor groom of thy stable, king,

When thou -wert king. Shak.

When all were changing thou alone wert true.

Byron.

I turned to thee for thou wert near. Bryant.

The forms of the subjunctive occur in such

expressions as. if I were, or were I to go ; if

thou wert; wert thou; were they, etc.

Have strew'd a scene which I should see

With double joy wert thou with me. Byron.

Nay, nay, God wot, so thou wert nobly born

Thou hast a pleasant presence. Tennyson.

Wase (waz).n. [Icel.ra*i,Sw, vase,& sheaf]

1. A wisp or rude cushion put on the head

by porters, Ac, to soften the pressure of a

load. Withals. [Local. ]—2. A wisp or bottle

of hay or straw. (Scotch. ]

Wash (wosh), v.t. [O.E. wasche, wesche,

A. Sax. wascan, 0. Sax. waskan, L.G. wasken,

Dan. vaske, Sw. vanka,G. waschen, waaschen;

perhaps from root of water.] 1. To cleanse

by ablution ; to free from impurities or

foreign matter by dipping, rubbing, or pass

ing through water; to apply water or other

liquid to, for the purpose of cleansing ; to

scour, scrub, or the like, with water or other

liquid ; as, to wash the hands and face ; to

wash linen; to wash sheep; to wa*h a floor.

'Our bodieB washed with pure water.' Heb.

x. 22.

He took water and washed his hands before the

multitude, saying, I am innocent of the blood of this

just person. Mat. xxvii. 24.

Hence—2. To free from the stains of guilt,

sin, corruption, or the like; to purify. 'Unto

him that loved us and washed us from our

sins.' Rev. i. 10. — 3. To cover with water

or other liquid ; to fall upon and moisten ;

to overflow or dash against; to sweep or

flow over or along; to wet copiously. ' With

washed eyes.' Shak. 'Fresh-blown roses

washed with dew.' Milton.

I am no pilot, yet, wert thou as far

As that vast ocean washed with the farthest sea,

I would adventure for such merchandise. Shak.

4. To remove by ablution or by the cleansing

action of water ; to dispel by washing or as

by washing, literally and figuratively: used

with away, of, out, Ac.

Go get some water

And wash this filthy witness from your hand. Shak.

Be baptised and wash aivay thy sins. Acts xxii. 16.

Sins of irreligion must still be so accounted for as

to crave pardon, and to be washed ejfhy repentance.

Jer. Taylor.

5. To overwhelm and sweep away or carry

off, as by a rush of water; as, a man washed

overboard. 'The tide will icash you off.'

Shak. —6. To cover with a watery or thin

coat of colour; to tint lightly or thinly.—

7. To overlay with a thin coat of metal; as,

to wash copper or brass with gold. —8. In

mining and metal, to separate from the

earthy and lighter matters by the action of

water; as, to wash gold; to wash ores.

Wash (wosh), v.i 1. To perform the act of

ablution on one's own person. [Elliptical.]

I will go wash;

And when my face is fair, you shall perceive

Whether 1 blush or no. Shak.

2. To perform the business of cleansing

clothes iu water.

I keep his house; and I wash, wring, brew, bake,

scour, dress meat and drink, make the beds, and do

all myself. Shak.

3. To stand the operation of washing with

out being injured, spoiled.ordestroyed: said

both of fabrics and dyes; as, that dress will

not wash; those colours do not wash well.

Hence—4. To Btaud being put to the proof;

to stand the test; to prove genuine, reliable.

trustworthy, capable, or fit when submitted

to trial. [Colloq.]

He's got pluck somewhere in him. That's the only

thing after ail that'll wash, ain't it? T. Hughes.

Wash (wosh), n. 1. The act of washing, or

of cleansing by water; hence, the quantity

of clothes and the like washed on one occa

sion. — 2. The flow or sweep of a body of

water; a dashing against or rushing over, as

of a tide or waves.

Katie walks

By the long -t. ash of Australasian seas. Tennyson.

3. A piece of ground washed by the action

of the sea or river, or sometimes overflowed

and sometimes left dry; a shallow part of a

river or arm of the sea; also, a mora** or

marsh; a bog; a fen; a quagmire.

Half my power this night.

Passing these flats, are taken by the tide :

These Lincoln n ashes have devoured them.

T^TTT.

4. Substances collected and deposited by the

action of water, such as alluvium and the

like.

The wash of pastures, fields, commons, and roads.

where rain water hath a long time settled, is of great

use to all land. kfertinttr.

5 Waste liquor containing the refuse of

food, collected from the cleansed dishes,Ac ,

of a kitchen, such as is often given to pigs,

swill or swillings.

The wretched, bloody, and usurping boar . . .

Swills your warm blood like Tvash. Shak.

6. In distilling, (a) the fermented wort from

which the spirit is extracted, (6) A mixture

of dunder, molasses, scummings, and water,

used in the West Indies for distillation.

Bryan Edtcards. — 7. A liquid preparation

with which the surface of anything is

washed, moistened, smeared, tinted, coated,

or the like; as, (a) a liquid used for toilet

purposes, such as a cosmetic, a liquid den

tifrice, a hair-wash, Ac.

It (modesty) renders the face delightfully handsome;

it is not subject to be rubbed off, and cannot be

paralleled by either wash, powder, cosmetic. .\

Addssott.

(&) A medical preparation for external ap

plication; a lotion, (c) A thin coating of

colour spread over surfaces of a painting

(rf) A thin coat of metal applied to anything

for beauty or preservation.—8. The blade of

an oar.

Washt (wosh), a. Washy; weak. 'Their

bodies of so weak and wash a temper." Beau

ct Fl.

Washable (woBh'a-bi), a. Capable of being

washed without injury to the fabric or

colour. ' Washable beaver hats that im

prove with rain.' Dickens.

Wash-ball (wosh'bal), n. A ball of soap, to

be used in washing the hands or face. Swift.

Wash-board (wosh'b&rd), n, 1- A board

with a ribbed surface for washing clothes

on.—2. A broad thin plank, fixed occasion

ally on the top of a boat or other small ves

sel's side, to prevent the sea from breaking

over; also, a piece of plank on the sill of a

lower deck port, for the same purpose.—

3. A board that goes round the bottom of

the walls of a room: called also Mop-board

and Surbase.

Washen,* pp. of wash. Washed. Chaucer.

Washer (wosh'er), n, 1. One who or that

which washes.—2. An annular disc or fiat

ring of metal, leather, or other material

used to reduce friction, form an air-tight or

water-tight packing, and other purposes; aa,

the leather between the nave of a wheel and

the linch-pin; the washer which slips over

the end of a holt and upon which the nut is

screwed up.

Washerman (wosh'er-man), n. A man who

washes clothes, &c.

Washerwoman ( wosh'er-wu-man). n. A

woman that washes clothes for others or

for hire.

Wash-gilding (wosh'gild-ing), n. Same aa

Water-gilding.

Washhand-basin (wosh'hand -ba-sn), n.

A basin for washing the hands in.

Washhan.d-stand (wosh' hand-stand \ n.

A stand for holding one or more wa&hhand-

basius, a c.

He locked . . . the door, piled a washhand-

stand, chest of drawers, and table against it.

Dtekens.

Wash-house (wosh'hons), n. A house, gen

erally fitted with boilers, tubs. Ac, for

washing clothes. Ac; a washing-house.

Washiba (wash'i-ba), n. A strong, hard,

durable, and elastic wood of Guiana, much

used by the Indians for making bows.

Washiness (wosh'i-ncs), n. The state or

quality of being washy, watery, weak, or

worthless; want of strength.

.Kate, fiir, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, 3c. abune; y, Sc fry.
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Washing (wosh'intj), n. l. The act of cleans-

ing with water; ablution. Heb. ix. 10.— 2. The

clothes washed, especially (hose washed at

one time; a wash.

Washing- horn (wosh'ing-hom), n. The

sounding of a horn for washing before din

ner, a custom still observed in the Temple.

Wharton.

Washing-house (wosh'iug-hous), n. A

wash-house.

Washing-machine (wosh'ing-ma-shen), n.

A machine for cleansing linen, cloth, and

various fabrics. A great number of machines

of this kind have been contrived, the most

general feature of them being that the

clothes are agitated by artificial means in a

vessel containing water, soap, tire. As the

water may be as hot as possible less friction

is required than might be supposed to re

move the dirt.

Washing-stuff (wosh'ing-stuf), n. In gold-

mining, any stun* or matrix containing suffi

cient gold to pay for washing it.

Wash-leather (wosh'leTH-er), n. Leather

prepared, sometimes from chamois' skin, but

more usually from split sheepskins, with oil

in imitation of chamois, and used for do

mestic purposes, as cleaning glass or plate,

polishing brasses, and the like; also, alumed

or buff leather for regimental belts.

The greengrocer put on a pair of wash-leather

gloves to hand the plates with. Dickens.

Wash-Off (wosh'of), a. In calico-printing,

a term applied to certain colours or dyes

which will not stand washing; fugitive.

Wash-pot (wosh'pot), n. A vessel in which

anything is washed. Fs. Ix. 8.

Wash-stand ( » osh'stand ), n. A piece of

furniture for holding the ewer or pitcher,

basin. Ac, for washing the person.

Wash-tub (wosh'tub), n. A tub in which

clothes are washed.

Washy (wosh'i), a. [From wash] 1. Watery;

damp; moist; soft. ' The washy ooze. ' Mil-

ton. — 2. Too much diluted ; weak; watery;

thin; as, washy tea. Hence—3. Wanting in

solidity, substantialness, strength, stamina,

or the like; feeble; worthless.

Alas ! our women are but -washy toys. Dryden.

Wasp ( wosp). n. [A. Sax. wasp, by metathesis

for weeps; I>. wesp, O.H.G. wa/ea, Mod. G.

wespe; cog. L. vespa (for vepsa), a wasp, Lith.

wapsa, a gad-fly.] 1. The common name ap

plied to insects of various genera belonging

chiefly to the family Vespidro, order Hymen-

optera. Those best known belong to the

genus Vespa. They are characterized by

their geniculate antenna*, composed, in the

males, of thirteen joints, the mandibles

strong and dentated, and the clypeus large.

The females and neuters are armed with an

extremely powerful and venomous sting.

Wasps live in societies, composed of females,

males, and neuters. Their nests are of

Nest of the Pasteboard Wasp (Pmlistes chartaria).

varied sizes, according to the number of the'

society by which they are inhabited. They

are either constructed underground in holes

in banks, or are attached to the branches of

trees, or the wood-work of outhouses. The

cells are of a hexagonal form, arranged in

tiers with the mouth downwards, or open

ing sideways, in which the larva? and pupa;

are contained. Wasps are very voracious,

preying upon other insects, sugar, meat,

fruit, honey, Ac. Several species are indi-

Senous in Britain. The hornet ( Vespa erabro)

i the largest; it inhabits the southern

counties. It builds its nests in trees, and

passes the winter in deep holes, which it ex

cavates in decayed trees. The most com

mon species is the Vespa vulgaris, which Is

a ground wasp, as is also the Vespa rufa.

V. britannica, or anglica, is a tree species,

and V. borealis lives in fir woods in York

shire and in the north of Scotland. There

are a number of European species also be

longing to the genera Folistes, Eumenes,

and Odynerus. A South American species

of Polistes(P. chartaria) constructs strong

nests, such as that shown in the woodcut.—

2. Fig. a person characterized by ill-nature,

petulance, peevishness, irritability, or petty

malignity.

Coins, come, you mas/; you are too angry. Shak.

Wasp-fly (wosp'lll), n. A species of fly re

sembling a wasp, but having no sting and

but two wings.

Waspish (wosp'ish), a. 1. Resembling a

wasp in form; having a slender waist like a

wasp.—2. Quick to resent any trifle, injury,

or affront; snappish; petulant; irritable;

irascible.

Much do I suffer, much, to keep in peace.

Thisjealous, waspish, wrong-head, rhyming race.

Pop*.

Waspish-headedt (wosp'ish-hed-ed),a. Irri

table: passionate. Shak.

Waspishly (wosp'ish-li), adv. In a snappish

manuer; petulantly; peevishly; irritably.

Waspishness (wosp'ish-nes), n. The state

or quality of being waspish; petulance; iras

cibility; snappishness.

Wassail, Wassel (wos'sel), n. [A. Sax. toes

heel, was haH, be health, that Is, health be

to you, an old pledge or salutation in drink

ing—wes, imper. of wesan, to be (see Was),

and hail, health (see Hale, Whole).] 1. A

festive occasion or meeting where drinking

and pledging of healths are indulged in ;

festivities ; a drinking bout ; a carouse.

The king doth wake to-night and takes his rouse.

Keep wassail. Shak.

2. The liquor used on such occasions, espe

cially about Christmas or the New-year. It

consists of ale (sometimes wine) sweetened

with sugar, and flavoured with nutmeg, cin

namon, cloves, roasted apples, &c. Called

also Lamb's Wool.

But let no footstep beat the floor.

Nor bowl of ii'.i ssail mantle warm. Tennyson.

3. t A merry drinking song.

Have you done your wassailt Tis a handsome

drowsy ditty, I assure you. Bean. & Ft.

Wassail (wos'sel), v.i. To hold a merry

drinking meeting; to attend at wassails; to

tope. 'Spending all the day, and a good

part of the night, in dancing, carolling, and

wassailing.* Sir P. Sidney.

Wassail (wos'sel), a. Of, pertaining to, or

connected with wassail or festivities; con

vivial; as, a wassail candle, that is. a large

candle used at wassails or feasts. Shak.

Wassail-bout (wos'sel-bout), n. A jovial

drinking-bout.

Many a wassail-bout wore the long winter out.

Longfellow.

Wassail-bowl (wos'sel-b51\ n. A large

bowl in which wassail was mixed and placed

on the table before a festive company. It

was an old custom to go about with such

a bowl, containing the liquor called wassail,

at the time of the New-year, Ac, singing

a festival song, and drinking the health

of the inhabitants, and collecting money

to replenish the bowl. In some parts of

England the wassail-bowl still appears at

Christmas.

When the cloth was removed the butler brought in

a huge silver vessel. ... Its appearance was nailed

with acclamation, being the wassail-bowl so re

nowned in Christmas festivity W. Irving.

Wassail-cup (wos'sel-kup), n. A cup from

which wassail was drunk.

Wassailer (wos'sel-er), n. One who drinks

wassail or takes part at a wassail or drink

ing feast; hence, generally, a feaster; a re

veller. ' The rudeness and swilled insolence

of such late wassailers. ' Milton.

Wassennant (was'ser-man), n. [Lit. water-

man—G. wasser, water, and man.] A sea-

monster in the shape of a man.

The grlcsly tr'assennan. that makes his game.

The flying ships with swiftnes to pursew. Spenser.

Wast (wost), past tense of the verb to be, in

the second person; as, thou wast. See Was.

Wastage (wast'aj), n. Loss by use, decay,

leakage, and the like.

Waste (wast), v.t. pret. & pp. wasted; ppr.

wanting. [O. Fr. waster, to waste, lay waste

(later gaster. Mod. Fr. gdter, to spoil), from

O.H.O. wasten, from L. vastare, to lay waste,

vastits, vast, waste. See Vast.] 1. To bring

to ruin: to devastate;to desolate; to destroy.

* Wasted our country, slain our citizens.'

Shak. 'With hell-fire to waste his whole

creation.' Milton.—2. To diminish by con

tinued loss; to wear away gradually: to use

up ; to consume ; to spend. ' Waste huge

stones with little water drops.' Shak.

Would he were wasted, marrow, bones, ami all.

Shak.

My heart is wasted with my woe. Tennyson.

3. To expend without valuable return ; to

spend uselessly, vainly, or foolishly; to em

ploy or use lavishly, prodigally, unneces

sarily, or carelessly; to squander.

I wasted time, and now time doth waste me. Shak.

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen.

And waste its sweetness on the desert air.

Gray.

I that have wasted here health, wealth, and time,

And talents, I—you know it—1 will not boast;

Dismiss me. Tennyson.

4. In law, to damage, injure, or impair, as

an estate, voluntarily, or by allowing the

buildings, fences, or the like, to go to decay.

Waste (wast), o.». To grow less or diminish

in bulk, substance, strength, value, or the

like; to decrease gradually; to be consumed;

to dwindle.

Man dieth, and wasteth away. Job xiv. io.

Shall I, wasting in despair.

Die because a woman's fairf Wither,

Waste (wast), a. [O.Fr. wast, waste, from

the Latin through the German. See Waste,

v.t ] 1. Devastated; ravaged; spoiled; ruined;

desolated.

The Lord maketh the earth empty, and maketh it

waste, and turneth it upside down. Is. zxiv. i.

2. Resembling a desert or wilderness; deso

late; wild; dreary; bare and dismal. 'The

dismal situation, waste and wild.' Milton.

He found him in a desert land, and in the waste

howling wilderness. Deut. xxxii. io.

His heart became appalled as he gazed forward into

the waste darkness of futurity. Sir tf. Scott.

3. Not tilled or cultivated; producing no

crops or wood; as, waste land.—4. Spoiled,

injured, or rendered unfit for its original or

intended use in the process of manufacture,

handling, employment, or the like; rejected

from the material reserved for a desired

purpose ; of li ttle or no value ; refuse. ' Waste

wood.' Johnson.

It may be published as well as printed, that so

much skill in Hebrew derivations may not lie for

waste paper in the shop. Dryden.

6. Lost for want of occupiers or usage; su

perfluous; exuberant. ' Strangled with her

waste fertility.' Milton.—To lay waste, to

render desolate; to devastate; to ruin.

The gathered storms of wretched love . . .

Laid M the civil bonds of manhood waste.

And scattered ruin as the torrent passed. Prior.

Waste (wast), n. 1. The act of wasting; the

f>rocessof being wasted; the act of spoiling,

avishing, expending uselessly, or the like;

gradual decrease in bulk, quantity, strength,

value, <&c., from the effects of time or use;

loss without adequate gain or compensation.

' Waste of idle hours.' Shak. ' Waste of

wealth, and loss of blood/ Milton. 'His

lavish waste of words.' Tennyson.

I from the root the guilty race will tear.

And give the nations to the waste of war. Pope.

2. That which is or has been made desolate;

a devastated or desert region; a wilderness;

a desert; hence, unoccupied place or space;

a dreary void. ' The dead waste and middle

of the night' Shak. "The world's great

waste, the ocean.' Waller.

AH the leafy nation sinks at last.

And Vulcan rides in triumph o'er the waste.

Dryden.

3. Untitled or uncultivated ground; a tract

of land not in a state of cultivation, and

producing little or no herbage or wood.

' One small gate that opened on the waste.'

Tennyson.—4. In law, spoil, destruction, or

injury done to houses, woods, fences, lands,

&c, by a tenant for life or for years, to the

prejudice of the heir, or of him in reversion

or remainder. Waste is voluntary, as by

felling timber trees, pulling down houses,

&c. ; or permissive, as the suffering of dam

age to accrue for want of doing the neces

sary acts to keep buildings and lauds in

order. Whatever does a lasting damage to

the freehold is a waste.—To run to waste*

to become useless, exhausted, or spoiled

from want of proper management, atten

tion, care, skill, or the like; to become lost

for any useful purpose.

Alas I our young affections run to waste.

Or water but the desert. Byron.

Waste-basket (wast'bas-ket), ». A small

light basket used in offices, Ac, to hold

waste or worthless papers. Lord Lytton.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, ^o; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; th, tAen; th, CAin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, a/we.—See KET.
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Waste-board (wast'bord), n. See Wash

board, 2.

Waste-book (wasfbuk), n. A book con

taining a regular account of a merchant's

transactions, set down in the order of time

In which they take place, previous to their

being carried, in book-keeping by double

entry, to the journal, in the single entry

system to the ledger. Called also Day-book.

See Book-keeping.

Wasteful ( wast'tul), a. 1. Full of or caus

ing waste ; destructive to property or to

that which is of value ; ruinous ; as, waste

ful practices; ica&tefitl carelessness or ne

gligence.

With taper-light

To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to (famish.

Is wasteful and ridiculous excess. Shah,

2. Expending that which is valuable or use

ful without necessity or use; lavish; pro

digal.

Our negligence about their conduct will tempt

them, either to be dishonest, or idle, or -wasteful in

our service. Seeker.

S.t Lying waste; desolate; unoccupied; un

titled; uncultivated. 'In wilderness and

wasteful deserts stray'd.' Spenser.

Wastefully" (wast'ful-li), adv. In a waste

ful manner; with prodigality; lavishly; pro

digally.

Her lavish hand is wastefully profuse. Dryden.

Wastefulness (wast'ful-nes), n. The state

or Quality of being wasteful; lavishness;

prodigality. 'Riot and wastefulness . . .

hurtful to a commonweal.' Holland.

Waste-gate (wast'gat), n. A gate to let the

water of a pond pass off when it is not

wanted.

Waste-good t (wast'gud), n. A prodigal; a

spendthrift. Greene.

Wastel,t Wastel-bread t (wos'tel, wos'tel-

bred ), n. f O. Kr. wastel, gastel. Mod. Fr.

gateau, a cake, from M.H.G. wastel, a kind

of bread. Littre conjectures that the origin

may be O.H.G. wastjan, to waste, from its

expensive character, and compares the term

pain perdu (lost bread) for a kind of cake

used in French Flanders ] A kind of fine

white bread, inferior only to the finest

(called simnel bread), and formerly in com

mon use among the more wealthy and lux

urious of the middle classes Chaucer.

Wastel-caket (wos'tel-kak), n. A cake of

wastel. Sir W. Scott.

Wasteless (wast'les), a. Not capable of

being wasted, consumed, or exhausted; in

exhaustible. 'Those powers above . . .

that from their wasteless treasures heap re

wards.' May.

Wasteness (wast'nes), n. The state of being

waste; a desolate state; solitude; desola

tion.

That day is a day of wrath, a day of trouble and

distress, a day of wasttntss. Zeph. i. 15.

Waste-paper (wast'pa-per), n. Spoiled or

used paper. See under Paper.

Waste-pipe (wast'plp), n, A pipe for con

veying uway waste water, «fcc. ; an overflow

pipe. See Waste-steam-pipe.

Waster (wast'er), n. 1. One who or that

which wastes, squanders, or consumes ex

travagantly or without use; a prodigal.

He also that is slothful in his work, is brother to

him that is a great waster. Prov. *viii. o.

Sconces are great wasters'ot candles. Swiji.

2. An excrescence in the snuff of a candle

which causes it to waste, otherwise called a

Thief.—Z. t A kind of cudgel; a blunt Bword

used as a foil.

Being unable to wield the arms of reason, they be

take them unto wasters. Sir T. Browne.

4. A kind of barbed spear or trident for

striking Ash. Called also a Leister. [Scotch]

This chase, in which the fish is pursued and struck

with barbed spears, or a sort of long-shafted in-lent

called a waster, is much practised at the mouth of

the Esk, and in the other salmon rivers of Scotland.

Sir tr. Scott.

Waster (wast'er), u. (. To waste; to squander.

Gait. [Scotch ]

Waste-Steam-pipe (wiUt'stem-pip), n. In

steam-engine*, a pipe for conveying away

the steam that escapes through the safety-

valve.

Waste-thrift (wast'thrift), n. A spendthrift

Beau. <fr Fl.

Waste-weir (wast'wer), n. A cut made

tilrough the side of a canal, reservoir, die,

for carrying off surplus water.

Wanting (wast'tngX p. and a. 1. Desolating;

laying waste.

. 1 I V .

IVastittf and relentless war has made rava|

with but few and short intermissions, from the

of the tyrant Nimrod down to the Nimrod of our

own age. J. Lyman.

2. Diminishing or gradually sapping the

bodily strength; as, a wasting disease.

Wastor, t Wastour, t n. A waster; a spoiler;

a thief. Chaucer.

Wastorelt (wast'er-el), n. Same as Wastrel.

Wastrel (wast'rel), n. 1. Anything cast away

as bad; waste substances; refuse.—2. Any

thing allowed to run to waste or neglected;

specifically, (a) waste land; a common.

Carew. (b) A neglected child; a street Arab.

8. A profligate. [Provincial.]

Wastrie. Wasterie (wast'ri).n. Prodigality;

wastefulness. [Old and Scotch.]

Wat (wot), n. [Probably on type of Tom, for

a cat, Ned, for an ass, die.] An old familiar

name for a hare.

Thus, once concluded, out the teasers run

All in full cry and speed till wots undone.

R. Fletcher.

Wat (wat), n. A Siamese term for a sacred

place, within which are pagodas, monas

teries, idols, tanks, &e.

Wat (wat), a. [Scotch] 1. Wot, -2. Ad

dicted to drinking; drouthy.

Wat (wat), v.t [A form of wot, wit.] To

know; to trow. [Scotch.]

Watch (woch), n. [A. Sax. wacce, a watch,

a watching, from the stem of waeian, to

watch, wacan, to wake, with the common

softening of the k sound. See Wake.] 1. 1 The

state of being awake: forbearance of Bleep;

wakefulness. ' To lie in watch there and to

think on him.' Shak.

And he, repulsed—a short tale to make-

Fell into a sadness, then into a fast.

Thence to a watch, thence into a weakness. Shak.

2. The act of watching; a keeping awake for

the purpose of attending, guarding, pre

serving, or the like; attendance without

sleep; preservative or preventive vigilance;

vigil.

All the night long their careful watch they keep.

sladison.

3. Close, constant observation; vigilant at

tention; careful, continued notice or re

gard; supervision; vigilance.

When I had lost one shaft

I shot his fellow, of the self-same flight.

The self-same way, with more advised watch.

To find the other forth. Shah.

4. A person or number of persons whose

duty It is to watch over the persons, pro

perty, or interests of others; a watchman or

body of watchmen; a sentinel; a sentry;

guard.

Such, they say, as stand in narrow lanes,

And beat our watch, and rob our passengers. Shah.

The towers of heaven are filled

With armed watch, that render all access

Impregnable. Milton.

5. The period of time during which one per-

Bon or body of persons watch or stand sen

tinel, or the time from one relief of sen

tinels to another; hence, a division of the

night, when the precautionary setting of a

watch Is moBt generally necessary. The

Jews, like the Greeks and Romans, divided

the night into military watches instead of

hours, each watch representing the period

for which each separate body of sentinels

remained on duty. The proper Jewish reck

oning recognized only three such watches:

the first (lasting from sunset till about 10

P.M.), the second or 'middle watch' (10 P.M.

to 2 a.m.), and the third, or 'morning

watch' (from 2 A.M. till sunrise). After the

establishment of the Roman power they

were increased to four, which were named

according to their numerical order, as first,

second, Ac, or by the terms even, midnight,

cock-crowing, and morning, these terminat

ing respectively ot I) P.M., midnight, 3 AM.,

and 6 AM. See Ex. xiv. 24; Judg. vii. 19;

Lam. II. 19; and Mat. xiv. 25; Mark xlii. 36.

6. Saut. (a) the period of time occupied by

each part of a ship's crew alternately while

on duty. The period of time called a watch is

four hours, the reckoning beginning at noon

or midnight. Between 4 and 8 P.M., the

time is divided into two short or dog

watches in order to prevent the constant re

currence of the same portion of the crew

keeping the watch during the same hours.

Thus, the period from 12 to 4 p.m. is called

the afternoon watch, from 4 to 6 the first

dog-watch, from 6 to 8 the second dog-watch,

from 8 to 12 the, Jlrst night watch, from 12 to

4 A.M. the middle watch, from 4 to 8 the

morning watch, and from 8 to 12 noon the

forenoon watch. When this alternation of

watches is kept up during the 24 hours,

it is termed having watch and watch, in dis

tinction from keeping all hands at work

during oneor more watches. Anchorwatch,

a small watch composed of one or two men

appointed to look after the ship while at

anchor or in port. (6) A certain part of the

officers and crew of a vessel who together

attend to working her for an allotted time.

The crew of every vessel while at sea is gen

erally divided into two portions: the star

board watch, which in the merchant service

is the captain's watch, and is often com

manded by the second mate ; and the port-

watch, which in the merchant service is com

manded by the chief mate. In the royal

navy these watches are commanded by the

lieutenants successively. — 7. Anything by

which the progress of time is perceived and

measured; as,(a)t a candle marked out into

sections, each of which was a certain time

in burning.

Fetch me a bowl of wine. Give me a watch. Shah

(b) A small time-piece, now universally cir

cular in shape, to be carried in the pocket

or about the person. The essential parts of

a watch are the dial on which the hours,

minutes, and seconds are marked, the hands

which move round the dial pointing to these

divisions, the train of wheels which carry

round the hands, Ac, the balance which

regulates the motion of the wheels, and the

coiled spring (the mainspring), whose elas

tic force producea the motion of the whole

machinery, the movement being Inclosed in

a protecting case usually of gold or silver. —

A repeating watch or repeater has in addi

tion a small bell, gong, or other sounding

object on which the hours, half-hours, quar

ters, «fec, are struck on the compression of

a spring. A chronometer watch or pocket

chronometer is one of the finest kinds of

watches fitted with a compensation balance

and other devices which prevent the varia

tions of temperature from affecting the regu

lar movement of the watch. (See Chron

ometer.) Watches were invented at Nurem

berg about the beginning of the sixteenth

century, and for a long time the wearing uf.

a watch was considered fn some degree a

mark or proof of gentility. Thus Malvolio

remarks in anticipation of his great fortune.

I frown the while; and perchance wind trp my

watch, or play with my—some rich Jewel. SJiak

8. In pottery, a trial piece of clay so placed

in a kiln that It can be readily withdrawn

to enable the workmen to judge by its ap

pearance of the heat of the fire, and the

condition of the ware remaining in the

saggers. — The Black Watch, a name origi

nally given to certain armed companies,

whose uniform partly consisted of a dark

tartan, and who were employed by govern

ment as an organized force about 1730 to

watch the turbulent Highlands of Scot

land. In 1739 these companies were em

bodied into a regular regiment, the 42d in

fantry regiment of the British army, which

still retains the historic appellation of the

Black Watch.—Watch and ward, the an

cient custom of watching by night and by

day in towns and cities. English writers up

to the seventeenth century recognize a dis

tinction between watch and ward, the for

mer being used to signify a watching and

guarding by night, and the latter a watch

ing, guarding, and protecting by day. Hence,

when the terms were used in combination,

especially in the phrase to keep watch and

ward, they implied a continuous and unin

terrupted watching and guarding, constant

vigilance and protection by night and by

day.

Watch (woch), v.i. [O.E. wacche. from the

noun (which see).] 1. To be awake; to be

or continue without sleep; to keep vigil

I have two nights watch'd with you. Ska*.

2. To be attentive, circumspect, or vigilant;

to be closely observant; to notice carefully;

to give heed.

ll'atch and pray that ye enter not into temptation.

Mat xxvi. 41

8. To act as a watchman, guard, sentinel, or

the like.

The lieutenant to-night watches on the court of

guard. Shah.

4 To look forward with expectation; to be

expectant; to seek opportunity: to wait

My soul waiteth for the Lord more than they that

watch for the morning. P*. cux. 6.

5. To act as attendant or nurse on the sick

by night; to remain awake to give attend

ance, assistance, or the like; as, to wateh

with a patient in a fever. —& To float on the

surface of the water: Bald by seamen of a

buoy.—To watch orer, to be cautiously ob

servant of ; to inspect, superintend, and

guard from error and danger.

It'atch ex.tr thyself, counsel thyself, judge thyself

impartially. J*r. Taylor.

Kaie, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, mtfve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 3c. abune; y, Sc. f«y.
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Watch (woch), v.t 1. To look with close

attention at or on; to keep carefully and

constantly in view or supervision ; to keep

a sharp look-out on or fur; to observe, no

tice, or regard with vigilance and care; to

keep an eye upon.

And they watched him and sent forth spies, . . .

that they might take hold of his words.

Luke xx. to.

Lie not a night from home; watch me like Argus.

Shah.

2. To have in keeping; to tend; to guard.

Flaming ministers watch and tend their charge.

Milton.

Paris watch*d the flocks in the groves of Ida.

Broome.

3. To look for; to wait for.

We will stand and watch your pleasure. Shah.

4. In falconry, to keep awake; to keep from

sleep, as a hawk, for the purpose of exhaust

ing and taming it

My lord shall never rest;

I'll watch him tame, and talk him out of patience.

Shah.

—To watch out, to observe carefully the out

going or departure of.

Noah held the door open, and watchtd her cut.

Dickens.
•Thank God!' said Mr. T. as he watched her out.

Mrs. Gaskelt.

Watch-baiTel (wocb/bar-el), n. The brass

box in a watch, containing the mainspring.

Watch-bell (woch'bel). n. A large bell in

ships which is struck when the half-hour

§lass is run out. to make known the time or

ivision of the watch.

Watch-bUl (woch'bil), n. A list of the offi

cers aud crew of a ship, who are appointed

to the watch, together with the several sta

tions t-i which each man belongs.

Watch-box (woch'boks), n. A sentry-box.

Watch-case (woch'kas), n. A case for a

watch. In the following passage from the

second part of Henry IV. lii. 1 some com

mentators define watch-case as the case or

box of a watch (watchman) or sentry; others

as the case or framework of a watch or clock

within which continual restless motion is

kept up.

O thou dull god (sleep), why Best thou with the vile

In loathsome bed'., and leavest the kingly couch

A watch-case, or a common larum-beUr Shah.

Watch-dog (woch'dog), n. A dog kept to

watch premises and property, and give no

tice of intruders by barking or the like.

*Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark.

Bay deep-mouth'd welcome as we draw near home.

Byron.

Watcher (woch'er), n. One who or that

which watches; one who sits up and con

tinues awake; particularly, one who attends

upon the sick during the night

Then felt I like some watcher of the skies.

When a new planet swims into his ken. Keats.

A charr'd and wrinkled piece of womanhood

Sat watching like a watcher by the dead.

Tennyson.

Watchet (woch'et), o. tChaucer has waaet;

perhaps from an O. Fr. wager, from aLL

toadiare, to dye with wood, from G. tcaid,

woad.] Pale or light blue. ' Watchet man

tles.' Spenser. *A robe of watchet hue.*

Spenser. [Now only poetical.]

The manners all appeared in watchet or sky-blue

cloth. Milton.

Watch-flre (wocb'flr), n. A Are maintained

during the night as a signal, or for the use

of a watching party, guard, sentinels, etc.

Watchful (woch'ful), a. Full of watch or

vigilance; careful to observe; observant;

cautious; wary; vigilant. It has of before

the thing to be regulated; as, to be watchful

of one's behaviour; and against before the

thing to be avoided ; as, to be watchful

against the growth of vicious habits. 'The

snares of watchful tyranny.' Shak. 'Nod

ding a while and watchful of his blow.'

Dryden. ' Wa tchful aga inst whatever might

conceal or misrepresent.' Locke.

Watchfully (woch'ful-li), adv. In a watch

ful manner; vigilantly; needfully; with care

ful observation of the approach of evil or

attention to duty.

He must watchfully look to his own steps, who Is

to guide others. harrow.

Watchfulness (woch'ful-nes), n. The state

or quality of being watchful ; as, (a) wake

fulness; sleeplessness.

Thus she all night wore out in watchfulness.

Spenser.

(b) Careful and diligent observation for the

purpose of preventing or escaping danger,

or of avoiding mistakes or misconduct; vigi

lance; needfulness; heed.

By a solicitous watchfulness about one's behaviour,

instead of being mended, it will be constrained.

Watch-glass (woch'glasX n. 1. An hour or

half-hour glass used on board ships to mea

sure the time of a watch on deck.—2. A con

cavo-convex glass for covering the face or

dial of a watch.

Watch-guard (woch'gard), ». Achaln.cord,

ribbon, Ac, by which a watch is attached

to the person.

Watch-gun (woch'gun), n. The gun which

is hred on board ships of war at the setting

of the watch in the evening and relieving it

in the morning.

Watch-house (wochlious), n. L A house

in which a watch or guard is placed.— 2. A

house where the night watchmen assemble

previous to the hour at which they enter

upon their respective beats, and where dis

turbers of the peace, seized by them during

the night, are lodged and kept in custody

till morning, when they are brought before

a magistrate; a lock-up.

Watch-key (woch'ke), «. A small key with

a square tube to fit the winding arbor of a

watch, and by wliich the watch is wound up

by re-coiling the mainspring.

Watch-light (woch'Ut), n. A light used

while sitting up or watching during the

night; especially, in former times, a candle

with a rush wick.

Watchmaker (woch'mak-er), n One whose

occupation is to make and repair watches.

Watchmaking (woch'raak-ingX **. The art

or operation of making watches; the busi

ness or occupation of a watchmaker.

Watchman (woch'man), n. A person set to

keep watch; as, (a) a sentinel; a guard.

Our watchmen from the towers, with longing eyes,

Expect his swift arrival. Dryden.

(b) One who guards the streets of a city or

town, or a large building by night ' The

melancholy tone of a teatchinan at midnight. '

Swift

Watch-night fwoch'nlt), n. Among Meth

odists ana kindred bodies, the last night of

the year, on which occasion religious ser

vices are held till the advent of the New-

year.

Watch-paper (woch'pa-per), n. An old-

fashioned fancy ornament, or thin tissue

lining, for the inside of a watch-case.

Watch-pocket (woch'pok-et), n. A small

pocket hi a dress for carrying a watch; also,

a similar pocket in the head-curtain of a

bed, or the like.

Watch-rate (woch'rat), n. A rate author

ized to be levied in England for watching

and lighting a parish or borough.

Watch-spring (woch'spring), a. The main

spring of a watch.

Watch-tower (woch'tou-er), n. A tower on

which a sentinel is placed to watch for

enemies, the approach of danger, or the

like.

Watchword (woch'werd), n, 1. The word

given to sentinels, and to such as have occa

sion to visit the guards, used as a signal by

which a friend is known from an enemy, or

a person who has a right to pass the watch,

from one who has not; a countersign; a pass

word. Hence— 2. Any preconcerted indica

tion or a direction eagerly watched for, as a

signal for action.

All have their cars upright, waiting when the watch-

word should come, that they should all arise into re

bellion. Spenser.

3. A word used as a motto, as expressive of

a principle or rule of action. 'Nor deal in

watchwords overmuch.' Tennyson.

'Now' is the constant syllable ticking front the

clock of time. ' Now ' is the watchword of the wise.

* Sow ' is on the banner of the prudent. Dr. parr.

WatCh-WOrk(woch'werk),n. Themachinery

of a watch.

Water (wa'ter), n. [O.E. watere, weter,

weater, A. Sax. water; O. Sax. teatar, D.

and L.G. water, G. wasser. The Scandina

vian forms are somewhat different: Dan.

vand (for vadn), Icel. vatn, Sw. vatten;

similarly Goth, rata (pi. vatna). From a

root cad, vd, seen also in L. tidus, wet, ututa,

a wave; Gr. hydur, Skr. udan. water. Akin

tret. Otter is also from this root, lit. the

water animal.] 1. A fluid, the most abun

dant and most necessary for living beings of

any in nature, except air. Water, when

pure, is transparent, inodorous, tasteless; a

powerful refractor of light, an imperfect

conductor of heat and electricity; it is very

Blightly compressible, its absolute diminu

tion for a pressure of one atmosphere being

only about 61 3 millionth* of its bulk.

Although water is colourless in small quan

tities, it is blue like the atmosphere when

viewed in mass. It assumes the solid form,

that of ice or snow, at 32' F., and all lower

temperatures; and it takes the form of va

pour or steam at 212* F. under a pressure of

290 ins. of mercury, and retains that form

at all higher temperatures. I'nder ordinary

conditions water possesses the liquid form

only at temperatures lying between 32* and

212*. It is, however, possible to cool water

very considerably below 32' F. and yet main

tain it in the liquid form; the vessel con

taining the water must be perfectly clean,

and the water must be maintained in a state

of perfect rest Water may also be heated,

under pressure, many degrees above 212* F.

without passing into the state of steam. The

specific gravity of water is 1 at 39" 2 F., being

the unit to which the specific gravities of all

solids and liquids are referred, as a con

venient standard, on account of the facility

with which it is obtained in a pure state ;

one cubic inch of water at 62^ F , and 29 D

inches, barometrical pressure, weighs 252'4M

grains. Distilled water is 815 times heavier

than atmospheric air. Water is at its

greatest density at 39"*2 F. ( = 4* C), and in

this respect it presents a singular exception

to the general law of expansion by heat If

water at 39* -2 F. be cooled, it expands as

it cools till reduced to 32*. when it soli

difies; and if water at 39* '2 F. be heated,

it expands as the temperature increases

in accordance with the general law. In

a chemical point of view water exhibits

in itself neither acid nor basic properties ;

but it combines with both acids and bases

forming hydrates; it also combines with

neutral salts. Water also enters, as a liquid,

into a peculiar kind of combination with

the greater number of all known substances.

Of all liquids water is the most powerful

and general solvent, and on this important

property its use depends. Without water

not only the operations of the chemist but

the processes of animal and vegetable life

would come to a stand. Iu consequence of

the great solvent power of water it is never

found pure in nature. Even in rain-water,

which is the purest, there are always traces

of carbonic acid, ammonia, and sea-salt,

Where the rain-water has filtered through

rocks and soils, and reappears as spring or

river water, it is always more or less charged

with salts derived from the earth, such as

sea-salt, gypsum , and chalk. When the pro

portion of these is small the water is called

soft, when larger it is called hard water.

The former dissolves soap better, and is

therefore preferred for washing; the latter

is often pleasanter to drink. The only way

to obtain perfectly pure water is to distil

it Distilled water is preserved in clean

well stopped bottles, and used in chemical

operations. Water is reposited in the earth

in inexhaustible quantities, where it is pre

served fresh and cool, and from which it

issues in springs, which form streams and

rivers. But the great reservoirs of water on

the globe are the ocean, seas, and lakes,

which cover more than three-fifths of its

surface, and from which it is raised by

evaporation, and, uniting with the air in the

state of vapour, 1b wafted over the earth

ready to be precipitated in the form of rain,

snow, or hail. Water is a compound sub

stance, consisting of hydrogen and oxygen,

in the proportion of 2 volumes of the for

mer gas to 1 volume of the latter; or by

weight it is composed of 2 ports of hydrogen

united with 16 parts of oxygen. Its formula

is H20.—2. Water collected in a body; the

ocean: a sea; a lake ; a river; any collection

of water. 'Such as travel by land or by

water.' Common Prayer.

She walks the waters like a thing of life.

And seems to dare the elements to strife. Byron.

On one side lay the Ocean, and on one

Lay a great water, and the moon was full.

Tennyson.

3. Water from the heavens; rain. •*

By sudden floods and fall of waters,

Buckingham's anuy is dispersed and scarter'd.

Shak.

4. Used of other fluids, liquid secretions,

humours. Ac ; as. (a) tears. 'Command these

fretting waters from your eyes. ' Shak. (>>)

Urine; the animal liquor secreted by the kid

neys and discharged from the bladder. Shak.

5. The colour or lustre of a diamond or

pearl, sometimes perhaps of other precious

stones; as, a diamond of the first tcater, that

is, perfectly pure and transparent Hence

the figurative phrase, a man or a genius of

the first water, that is, of the first excellence.

' Diamonds of a most praised water. ' Shak.

— Water bewitched, a terra applied to any

ch, c/tain; ch, Sc. locA: g, go; j, job; n. Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.— See Key.
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nd were clear again,

Sna*.

very weak liquid or greatly diluted drink.

'No more than water bewitched. Sioi/t.

Another book . . . is of much more stupid charac

ter; nearly meaningless indeed, mere waier bnvit-

chtd. Cariyle.

— Water of crystallization, the water which

unites chemically with many saltsduring the

act of crystallizing. It forms an essential

part of the crystal, but not of the salt, and

ii easily expelled by heat, when the crystals

generally fall to powder.—Toholdwatcr,to be

able to retain water without leaking; hence,

tight; sound; and fig. correct; valid; well-

grounded and developed: said of arguments,

theories, ami the like, ' Inequalities of pro

ceeding will never hold water.' Sir H.

L' Estrange. —Mineral waters. See under

Minkhal.—Strong waters, brandy, liquors,

itc, (This term, once much in use, is now

nlinost obsolete.]

Water (wa'ter), v.t. 1. To irrigate; to over-

How with water, or to wet with water ; as,

to water land; showers water the earth.

Alas ! our young affections run to waste

Or water but the desert. Byron.

2. To supply with water or streams of water;

as, a country well watered with rivers and

rivulets.—3. To supply with water for drink;

as, to tvater cattle and horses.

Would the fountain of your n

that 1 might wafer an ass at it.

4. To subject to a calendering process, as

silk, Ac, in order to make It exhibit a

variety of undulated reflections and plays of

light; to diversify as if with waves. ' Velvet

and watered silk.' Locke,—5. To increase

by the unwarrantable issue of new shares;

as, to water the capital stock of a company

by throwing new shareB on the market for

the purpose of deceiving the unwary as to

the actual state of the company. [Commer

cial slang.]

Water (wa'ter), v.i. 1. To shed water or

liquid matter; as, his eyes began to water.—

2. To get or take in water; as, the ship put

into port to water.— 3. To make water; to

void urine. Prior.—A. To drink; to swallow

liquor.

They call drinking deep, dyeing scarlet; and when

you breathe in your watering, they cry ' hem ! ' Shak.

5. To gather saliva as a symptom of appetite;

to have a longing desire. 'There was a

Spaniard's mouth so watered.' Shak.

Waterage (^wa'ter-aj ). n. Money paid for

transportation by water.

Water-aloe (wa'ter-al-d), n. See Water-

soldier.

Water-apple (wa'ter-ap-1), n. A tree and

its fruit of the genus Anona (A. reticulata).

See CUSTARD-APPLE.

Water-avena(wa'ter-av-enz),n. See Atens.

Water-back (wa'Ur-bak), n. An iron cham

ber or reservoir at the back of a cooking-

range or stove, to utilize the heat of the fire

in keeping a supply of hot water.

Water-bailiff (wa'ter-ba-lif), n. 1. A cus

tom-house officer in a port town for search

ing ships—2. A former officer of the London

corporation who saw to the observance of

the statutes and bye-laws applicable to the

river Thames. —3. One who watches a sal

mon river to prevent poaching.

Water-barometer(wa'ter-ba-rom-et-er), n.

A barometer in which water is substituted

for mercury. See under Barometer.

Water-barrel (wa'terbar-el), n. 1. A water-

cask. —2. In mining, a large wrought-lron

barrel with a self-acting valve in the bot

tom, used in drawing water where there are

no pumps. B. If. Knight.

Water-bath (wa'ter-bath), n, 1 . A bath com

posed of water, in contradistinction from a

rapour-bath. —2. In chem. a large deep bath

of water at a certain temperature, in whicli

vessels may stand for the purpose of heat

or evaporation.—3.Abain-marie(whichsee).

Water - battery (wa'ter-bat-ter-i), n. In

elect, a voltaic battery in which water Is the

liquid used to excite electric action.

Water-bean (wa'ter-ben), n. A plant, Ne-

lumbium specioxum. See NELUMBIUH.

Water-bear (wa'ter-bar). n. The popular

name for the members of the family Macro-

biotidac, or bear-animalcules. See Macro-

BIOTIDA

Water-bearer (wa/ter-bar-er), n. In astrem.

a sign of the zodiac. See Aquarius.

Water-bearing (wa'ter-bar-ing), n. Inmaeh.

a device in which water or steam pressure

is employed to counterbalance the down

ward pressure upon a rotating shaft, thereby

obviating friction. E. U. Knight.

Water-bed (wa'ter-bed). n. A bed composed

of water covered by a caoutchouc mattress,

on which a patient rests. By this bed all

sensible pressure on any part of the body is

removed, so tliat bed-sores are averted and

great relief from suffering effected. Called

also Hydrostatic Bed.

Water-beetle (wa'ter-be-tl), n. See Dytis-

CWJR.

Water-bellows (wa'ter-bel-16z), n. A ma

chine for blowing air into a furnace. It

consists of two or more inverted vessels

suspended from the ends of a working-beam,

and alternately rising and falling in cisterns

which are nearly full of water, there being

an induction-pipe and an eduction-pipe for

each vessel, having their ends rising inside

the vessel above the surface of the water,

the induction-pipe having a valve at top,

the eduction -pipe one at bottom, so that

the air cannot puss in the wrong direction.

Water-betony(wa'ter-bet-o-ni). «. A plant,

Scrophularia aquatica. See BETONY.

Water-bird (wa ter-berd), n. A bird that

frequents the water.

Water-blinks (wa'tor-blingks), n. A British

plant, Montia/ontana. See MONTIA.

Water-boatman (wa'ter-bot-man), n. The

boat-fly, a hemipterous insect of the genus

Notonecta (JV. glauca). See Boat-flv.

Water-borne (wa'ter-bdrn), n. Borne by

the water; floated; having water sufficient

to float; as. ships water-borne by the flowing

tide. Smollett

Water-bottle (wa'ter-bot-1), n. A glass

toilet bottle; a bottle for holding water at

table.

Water-brash (wa'ter-brash), n. A form of

indigestion, otherwise called Pyrosis (which

see*. Called also Water-qualm.

Water-break (wa'ter-brak), n. A wavelet

or ripple. [Rare]

Many a silvery -water-treat

Above the golden gravel. Tennyson.

Water-bridge (wa'ter-brij), n. In steam-

boilers, a hollow partition at the back of a

furnace communicating with the other

water spaces, and forming part of the heat

ing surface. Called also Water-table.

Water-budget, Water-bouget (wa'ter-bu-

iet, wa'ter-bo-jet), n. A heraldic device

Intended to represent a vessel, or rather

two vessels connected by a yoke, anciently

Water-budget.

i. Modem form, a and 3, Ancient forms.

used by soldiers for carrying water in long

marches and desert places; and also by

water-carriers, to convey water from con

duits to the houses of the citizens. It is a

bearing frequent in English coat-armour.

See Bouqet.

Water -bug (wa'ter-bug). n. The popular

name for insects of the tribe Hydrocorisro.

Water-butt (wa'ter-but), n, A large open-

headed cask, usually set up on end in an

outhouse or close to a dwelling, serving as

a reservoir for rain or pipe water.

Water-caltrops (wa'ter-kal-tropsX n. 1. An

aquatic plant of the genus Fotamogeton,

nat. order Naiadacess, or pond -weeds.—

2. An aquatic plant of the genus Trapa. See

under Caltrop.

Water-carriage(wa'ter-kar-rij), n. 1. Trans

portation or conveyance by water, or the

means of transporting by water. —2 f Means

of conveyance by water; a vessel or boat

The most brittle water-carriage was used among

the Egyptians, who, as Strabo saith, would sail some

times in boats made of earthenware. Arbtttknot.

Water-cart (wa'ter-kilrt), n. A cart carry

ing water for sale or for watering streets,

gardens, Arc. For the latter purpose the

cart bears a large cask or tank of water,

which, by means of a tube or tubes perfor

ated with holes, is sprinkled on roads and

streets to prevent dust from rising, or in

gardens to water plants.

Water-cask (wa'ter-kask), n. A large strong

hooped barrel, used in ships for holding

water for the use of those on board. Iron

tanks are now preferred to wooden casks.

Water-castert (wa'ter-kast-er), n. [ Water=

urine, and cast, as in 'cast a nativity.'] A

quack who professes to discover the diseases

of his patients by examining their urine.

Water-cement (wa'ter-ee-ment). n. A ce

ment which possesses the property of har

dening under water, and is therefore em

ployed in structures which are built under

water; and also for lining cistern.*, for coat

ing damp walls on ba&emeut stories, &t

See Cbmest, Pozzolana.

Water-chestnut (wa'ter-ches-nutx n. A

plant, Trapa natans. See Trapa.

Water - chickweed ( wa'ter -cbik-wed X n~

Same as Water-blinks.

Water -clock (wa'ter-klok), n. The clep

sydra; an instrument or machine serving to

measure time by the discharge of water.

See Clepsydra,

Water-closet (wa'ter-kloz-et), n. A privy

having a contrivance for earning off iLe

discharges by means of water through a

waste-pipe below.

Water-colour (wa'tcr-kul-er). n. In paint

ing, a colour carefully ground np with water

and isinglassor other mucilage instead of oil

Water-colours are often prepared in the

form of small cakes dried hard, which can

be rubbed on a moistened palette when

wanted. Moist water-colours in a semi-fluid

state are also used ; they are generally kept

in metal tubes, which preserve them frvm

drying up; often used adjectively; as. a

water-colour drawing.— Water-eolottr paint

ing, (a) a species of painting in which the

medium of representation i* water-colours

instead of oil-colours. (6) A paisting doue

in water-colours.

Water-COlourlst (wa'ter-kul-er-ist), n. One

who paints in water-colours.

Watercourse (wa'ter-k6rs), n. 1. A stream

of water; a river or brook.

A riotous confluence of ■watercourses . . .

Where all but yester eve was dusty dry. Tmnycex.

2. A channel or canal made for the convey

ance of water— 3. In law, a right to the

benefit or flow of a river or stream, including

that of having the course of the stream kept

free from any interruption or disturbance,

to the prejudice of the proprietor, by the

acta of persons without his own territory,

whether owing to a diversion of the water

or to its obstruction or pollution.

Water-craft (wa'ter-krai t\ n. Vessels and

boats plying on water.

Water-crake (wa'ter-krak), n Same as

Water-ousel.

Water-Crane (wa'ter-kran). n. An appar

atus for supplying water from an elevated

tank, as to the tender of a locomotive.

Water-cress (wa'ter-kres). n. An aquatic

plant, Nasturtium officinale. See yASTUR-

TIUM.

Water-CTOW(wa'ter-krd), n. The water-

ousel or dipper (which see). [Scotch. 1

Water-crowfoot (wa'ter -krd-f6t), a A

common aquatic plant (Ranunculus aqua-

tills), with showy white flowers.

Water-cure (wa'ter-kur), n. Hydropathy

(which see).

Water-deck (wa'ter-dek), n. A painted

piece of canvas used for covering the saddle

and bridle, girths, &c, of a dragoon's horse

Water-devil (wa'ter-de-vil), n. A name

sometimes given to the larva of a British

aquatic insect of the genus Hydrophilus.

the U. piceus, common in ponds and lawhe*-

Water-dOCk (wa'ter-dokX 11. In bet.

Butnex aquatieus and it Hydrolapathum,

Water-doctor (wa'ter-dok-ter), n. V A

water-caster (which see).— 2. A hydropathic

(which see).

Water-dog (wa'ter-dog), n, 1. A dog accus

tomed to the water, and having remarkable

swimming powers; specifically, a water-

spaniel. See WATKR-SPANrEU— S. A name

given in some parts of the United States to

various species of salamanders.—3- A name

for small, irregular, floating clouds in a

rainy season, supposed to indicate rain.

[Provincial English and Scotch.]—4. A sailor,

especially an old sailor; a salt. [Colloq]

Water-drain (wa'ter-dran), >*. A drain or

channel for water to run oil.

Water-drainage (wa'ter-dran-aj). «- The

draining off of water.

Water- dressing (wa'ter-dreving), n. In

surg. the treatment of wounds and ulcers

by the application of water or of dressing*

saturated with water only. Dunglir&n.

Water-drop (wa'ter -drop), n. *A drop of

water; hence, a tear. 'Waste huge atones

with little water-drops.' Shak.

Let not women's weapons, nater-dr&s.

Stain my man's checks. S**A

Water-dropwort (wa'ter-drop-wcrt), n.

The common name of several British )UanU

of the geuus (Euanthe. See (Esasthe

Fate, far, fat, f.dli me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; U, Sc. abune; y. So, ley.
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Watered (wa'terd), a. Having a wavy ap

pearance ; as, tea tered silk or paper.

Water-elder (wa'ter-el-der), n, A name

given to the wild gelder-rose (Viburnum

Opulus). See Viburnum.

Water-elephant (wa'ter-el-e-fant), n. A

name given to the hippopotamus.

Water-engine (wa'ter-en-Jinl n. An en

gine to raise water, or an engine propelled

by water.

Waterer (wa'ter-er), n. One who waters.

Cook.

Waterfall (wa'ter-fal), n. 1. A fall or per

pendicular descent of the water of a river

or stream, or a descent nearly perpendic

ular; a cascade; a cataract.— 2. A stock or

neck-tie with long ends. [Colloq.J

A gaudy-figured satin waistcoat and -waterfall of

the same material, and resplendent with jewellery.

MatntilliiH s Af.ig.

Water-fight (wa'ter-fit), n. A naval battle.

Milton.

Water-flag (wa'ter-flag), n, A plant. Iris

Pseudacorus. Called also Yellow Iris and

Flower-de-lis. See TRIS.

Water-flannel (wa'ter-flan-nel),n. A plant,

Conferva crispa, one of the alga?, which forms

beds of entangled filaments ou the surface

of water.

Water-flea (wa'ter-fle), n. A name given to

various small entomostracous crustaceans,

oneof the most common of which is Daphnia

pulex. (See Daphnia.) Another is the

Polyphemus stagnorum, common in stag

nant pools and ditches in some parts of

Britain and of the continent of Europe.

Water-flOOd (wa'Wr-flud), n. A flood of

water; an inundation.

Water-flowing (wa't6r-flowing), a. Flowing

like water; streaming.

My mercy dried their waterflirwing tears. Shak.

Water-fly (wa'ter-fli), n. 1. An insect that

is seen on the water; specifically, a member

of the genus Perla.—2. Used as an emblem

of emptiness and vanity. ' Dost know this

water-fly V Shak.

Water-fowl (wa'ter-foul), n. 1. A bird that

frequents the water, or lives about rivers,

lakes, or on or near the sea; an aquatic fowl.

The terra is generally applied to web-footed

birds, but sometimes employed also to in

clude herons, plovers, and other birds which

frequent rivers, lakes, and sea- shores. —

2. Such birds collectively; wild-fowl.

Water-fox (wa'ter-foks), n. A name given

to the carp on account of its supposed cun

ning. It. Walton.

Water-frame (wa'ter-fram), n. The name

given to Arkwrights frame for spinning

cotton on account of its having been at first

driven by water. Called also Throstle

(which see).

Water-furrow (wa'ter-fu-ro), n. In agri. a

deep furrow made for conducting water from

the ground and keeping ft dry.

Water-furrow (wa'ter-fu-rdX ».t To

plough or open water-furrows in ; to drain

by means of water-furrows. Tusser.

Water -gage (wa'ter-gaj), n. Same as

Water-gauge.

Water-gall (wa'ter-gal), n. [ Water, and

O. E. galle, Icel. galli. Q. galle, fault. Haw,

imperfection. ] 1. A cavity made in the

earth by a torrent of water. — 2. An appear

ance in the sky known from experience to

presage the approach of rain; a rainbow-

coloured spot ; an imperfectly formed or a

secondary rainbow; a weather-gall.

And round about her tear-distained eye

Blue circles streamed, like rainbows in the sky.

These nater-gatts in her dim element

Foretell new storms. Shak.

False good news are always produced by true good,

like the water-gall l>y the rainbow. //. Waifale.

Water-gangt (wa'ter-gang), n. A trench or

course for conveying a stream of water.

Water-gas (wa'ter-gas), n. An illuminating

gas obtained by decomposing water. Steam

is passed overred-hotcoke, when the oxygen

being absorbed the hydrogen and carbonic

oxide are passed through a retort in which

carbonaceous matter is undergoing decom

position, absorbing therefrom sufficient car

bon to render it luminous when lighted.

Water-gauge (wa'tt-r-gaj), n. 1. An Instru

ment for measuring or ascertaining the depth

or quantity of water, as in the boiler of a

steam-engine. — 2. A wall or bank to restrain

or hold back water.

Water-gavel (wa'ter-ga-vel), n. In taw, a

rent paid for fishing or any other benefit de

rived from some river.

Water-germander (wa'ter-jer-man"der), n.

A plant, Teucrium Scordium.

Water-glider (wa'ter-gild-er), n. One who

practises the art of water-gilding (which see).

Water-gilding (wa'ter-gild-ing), n. The

gilding of metallic surfaces by covering them

with a dilute solution of nitrate of mercury

and gold, called quick-water, and then vola

tilizing the mercury by heat. The gold Is

thus left adhering to the surface, upon which

ltisafterwardsburnished. Calledalso Wash-

{Hiding.

Water-gladiole(wa'ter-glad-i-ol),n. A

name given to the flowering-rush (Butomus

umbeUatus). See Flowering-RUSH.

Water-glass (wa'ter-glas), n. 1. A water-

clock (which see). ' Full time . . . mea

sured by the water-glass.' Grote.—2. A sol

uble alkaline silicate made by boiling silica in

an alkali, as soda or potassa, used to give sur

faces, as of walls, a durable coat or covering

resembling glass as a vehicle for colours in

walhpaintlngand other purposes. A painting

thus fixed has no gloss, and can be seen in all

lights. Called also Soluble Glass.

Water -god (wa'ter-godV n. In myth, a

deity that presides over the water.

Water-gniel (wa'ter-gru-el), n. A liquid

food composed of water and a small portion

of meal or other farinaceous substance boiled

and seasoned with salt.

I could eat water-gruel with thee a month for this

Jest, my dear rogue. B. Jtmton,

Water-gut (wa'ter-gut), n. The common

name of cryptogamic plants of the genus

Enteromorpha, nat. order Ulvacere. The

most general species. E intestinalis, occurs

in fresh as well as salt water, E. compressa

being the more common species on tidal

rocks. When floating in the water these

plants very much resemble the intestines of

an animal, hence the name.

Water-hammer (wa'terham-mer). n. A

toy, consisting of a vessel partially filled with

water, and from which the air is exhausted,

the vessel being hermetically sealed. It is so

called because when the water is shaken it

strikes against the vessel with a noise similar

to that of a hammer, there being no air to im

pede its motion.

water-hemlock (wa-ter-hem'lok), n. A

British plant (Cicuta virosa), growing in

ditches, lakes, and rivers. See fieri a.

Water-hemp (wa'ter-hemp), n. A North

American plant (Acnida cannabina), grow

ing in salt marshes.

Water-hemp-agrimony (wa-ter-hemp'-

ag ri-mon-i), n. A plant. Bidens tripartita.

Eupatorium eannabinum is also called

water-hemp-agrimony.

Water-hen (wa'ter-hen), n. A water-fowl

of the genus Qallinula, the 0. ehloropus, be

longing to the family Rallidre. It is known

also by the names of Moorhen and Gallinule

(which see).

Water-hog (wa'ter-hog), n. 1. A South

American rodent mammal (Hydrochcerus

capybara) of aquatic habits. See CAPY-

BARA-— 2. A name sometimes given to an

African genus of Suldra ( Potamochcerus)

closely allied to the wart-hog.

Water-horehound ( wa-ter-h&r'hound ), n.

A British plant, Lycopus europanis, called

also Gypsy-wort (which see).

Water-horse-tail (wa-ter-hors'tal), n. The

common name of several British aquatic

plants of the genus Chara, nat. order Char-

aceaj.

Water-hysBop (wa-ter-his'sop), n. A plant,

Gratiola officinalis, nat. order Scrophularl-

acea?. See QratioLA.

Water-inch (wa'ter-iush), n. In hydraulics,

a measure of water equal to the quantity

discharged in 24 hours through a circular

opening of 1 inch diameter leading from a

reservoir, under the least pressure, that is,

when the water is only so high as to merely

cover the orifice. This quantity is 500 cubic

feet very nearly.

Wateriness (wa'ter-i-nes), n. The state of

being watery. Arbuthnot.

Watering (wa'ter-ingV n. 1. The act ot

overflowing or sprinkling with water; the

act of supplying with water for drink or

other purposes.—2. The place where water

is supplied. —3. The process of giving a

wave-like appearance to anything; a mode

of ornamentation whereby a wave pattern

is produced, or where the article subjected

to the process is made to exhibit a wavy

lustre and different plays of light; specifi

cally, (a) A process of giving a wave-like

appearance to fabrics by passing them be

tween metallic rollers variously engraved,

which bearing unequally upon the stuff

render the surface unequal, so as to reflect

the light differently, (b) A similar effect

produced on metal, as on a Bword blade, by

welding together various qualities of steel,

(c) A similar effect produced in house-paint

ing by wiping the ground with a dry brush,

in a flowing or irregular manner, while wet

with colour.

Watering-call (wa'ter-ing-kal). n. Afilit.

a call or sound of a trumpet on which the

cavalry assemble to water their horses

Watering-can (wa'ter-ing-kan), n. Same

as Watering-pot.

Watering-place (wa'ter-ing-plas), n. 1. A

place where water may be obtained, as for

a ship, for cattle, 6Yc—2, A town or place

to which people resort at certain seasons in

order to drink mineral waters, or for bath

ing, Ac, as at the sea-Bide.

Watering-pot (watering pot), n. A hand

vessel for sprinkling water on plants, and

the like; a watering-can; a water-pot —

Watering-pot shell, the popular name for a

genus (Aspergillum) of lamellibranchiate

mollusca belonging to the family Gastro-

chienidoe.

Watering-trough (wa'ter-ing-trof), n. A

trough in which cattle and horses drink.

Waterish (wa'Wr-ish), a. 1. Resembling

water; watery; thin, as a liquor. ' Fed upon

such nice and waterish diet Shak. Hence—

2. Fig. weak; insipid. Dryden.—Z. MuiBt;

somewhat watery; as, waterish land. * Water

ish Burgundy.' Shak.

Some parts of the earth grow moorish or waterish,

others dry. Sir if. Hale.

Waterishness (wa'ter-ish-nes), n. The state

or quality of being waterish. Floyer.

Water-laid (wa'ter-lad), a. Applied to a

certain kind of rope. S^e ROPE.

Waterlander, Waterlandian ( wa ' ter -

land-er, wa'ter-land-yan). n. A member

of the more moderate of the two sections

into which the Dutch Anabaptists became

divided In the sixteenth century on the

question of excommuuication, both with

regard to the strictness and severity with

which it was applied, as well as the extent

to which it reached, their opponents ex

tending it to the relatives of the offender :

so called from a district in Hollaud called

Waterland.

Water-leaf (wa'ter-lef), n. The common

name of plants of the genus Hydrophyllum,

so called from their having in the spring a

small quantity of water in the cavity of

each leaf.

Water-leg (wa'ter-leg), n. In steam-boilers,

a vertical water space connecting other

water spaces, and crossing a flue space, by

which its contents are heated.

Water-lemon (wa'ter-le-mon). n. A plant

of the genus Passiflora, the P. launfolia.

See Passiflora.

Waterless (wa'ter-Ies), a. Destitute of

water.

Alas! the snow shall be black and scalding.

The sea waterless, fish in the mountain. If'yatt.

Water-level (wa'ter-lev-el), n. 1. The level

formed by the surface of still water.—2. A

levelling instrument in which water 1b em

ployed instead of mercury or spirit of wine.

It consists of a glass tube containing water,

open at both ends, and having the ends

turned up. When the tube is placed on a

horizontal surface the water will stand at

the same height in the turned up ends, ami

when placed in an inclined position the

water will manifestly stand highest in the

depressed end.

Water-lily (wa'ter-lil-i). n. The common

name of aquatic plants of the genera Nym-

phrca and Nuphar, distinguished for their

beautiful flowers and large floating leaves.

The royal water-lily is the Victoria regia.

See Nymph^ea and Nuphar.

Water-lime (wa'ter-lim), n. Hydraulic

lime. See under Hydraulic.

Water-line (wa/ter-lin), n. In ship-build

ing, one of those horizontal lines supposed

to be described by the surface of the water

on the bottom of the ship, and which are

exhibited at certain depths upon the sheer-

draught. The most particular of these

lines are, the light water-line, which shows

the depression of the ship's body in the

water when she is light or unladen ; and

the load water-line, which exhibits her de

pression in the water when laden.

water-locust (wa'ter-16-kust), n. See

Swamp-locust Tree.

Water-logged (wa'ter-logd), a. Lying like

a logon the water. Applied to a ship when

by leaking and receiving a great quantity

of water into her hold she has become so

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; n, Fr. ton; nn, sing; TH. tAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, irAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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heavy as to be nearly or altogether unman

ageable, though still keeping alloat.

Waterman (wa'tor-man), h. 1. A boatman;

a ferryman ; a man who manages water*

craft; one who plies for hire on rivers, <fcc.

The ■waterman forlorn, alone the shore,

Pen&ive reclines upon his useless oar. Gay.

2. A person who waits at a cab-stand for the

purpose of supplying the horses with water,

calling the cabmen when they are absent,

and the like, for which he receives a fee of

a copper. He wears a badge and a number.

'Cab,' said Mr. Pickwick.— ' Here you are, sir,"

shouted a strange specimen of the human race. . . .

This was the waterman. ' Here you arc, sir. Now,

then, first cabl* And the first cab having been

fetched from the public-house, where he was smok

ing his first pipe, etc. Die/tens.

Water-mark (wa'ter-mark), n. 1 The mark

or limit of the rise of a Hood; the mark in

dicating the rise and fall of the tide.—2. A

water-line (which see).—3. In paper-mak

ing, any distinguishing device or devices

indelibly stamped in the substance of a

sheet of paper during the process of manu

facture. They are produced by bending

wires tn the form of the required device,

&c, and attaching them to the surface of

the wire-cloth of the mould or machine.

The water-marks used by the earlier paper-

makers have given names to several of the

present standard sizeB of paper, as pot, fools

cap, crown, elephant, and post, the latter

being so called from the device of a post

man s horn as water-mark.

Water-meadow (wa'ter-me-do), n, A mea

dow capable of being kept in a state of fer

tility by being overflowed with water at

certain seasons from some adjoining stream.

Water-measure (wa'ter-mezh-ur), n. A

measure formerly in use for articles brought

by water, as coals, oysters, Ac. The bushel

used for this purpose was larger than the

Winchester bushel by about three gallons.

Water-melon (wa'ter-mel-on), u. A plant

and its fruit, the Cucumis Citrullus, or Cit-

rullus vulgaris, nat. order Cucurbitacete.

This plant requires a warm climate to bring

it to perfection, ft also requires a dry,

sandy, warm soil, and will not grow well in

any other. The fruit abounds with a sweet

ish liquor resembling water in colour, which

is very refreshing, and the pulp is remark

ably rich and delicious. It forms the chief

part of the meat and drink of the people of

Egypt for several months of the year, aud

is largely cultivated in India, China, Japan,

America, and in short in most dry hot parts

of the world for the Bake of its juice.

Water-meter (wa'ter-me-ter), n. 1. An in

strument that measures the quantity of

water that passes through it, as a gas-meter

mensures gas. There are various kinds of

contri vances for this purpose. —2. An instru

ment for determining the amount of water

evaporated in a given time, as from a steam-

boiler.

Water - milfoil (wa'ter-mil-foil), n. The

common name of three British perennial

aquatic plants with crowded, often whorled,

leaves, of the genus Myriophyllum, nat

order Halorageaj.

Water-mill (wa/ter-mil), n. A mill whose

machinery is moved by water.

Water-mint (wa'ter-mint), n. A plant,

Mentha aqnatica, which grows in wet

grounds and ditches.

Water-mite (wa'ter-mit), n. One of the

Hydraclmtdre, a division of the Acarida.

Water-mole (wa'ter-m6l), ». Same as Duck

bill (which see).

Water-murrain (wa'ter-mur-an), n. A

disease among cattle.

Water-net (wa'ter-net), n. A specie? of

green-spored alga?, nat. order Hydrodictyete

and genus Hydrodictyon (//. utriculal\un\

which has the appearance of a green net,

composed of filaments inclosing pentagonal

and hexagonal spaces.

Water-newt (wa'ter-nut), n. A name com

mon to two species of long-tailed batrachians

of the genus Triton, T. punctatus and T.

cristatus, from their frequenting ponds,

ditches. Ac. See Newt.

Water-niXie (wa'ter-nik-sf), n. A water-

spirit; an elf inhabiting the water.

The shallowness of a water-nixie's soul may have

a charm until she becomes didactic. Gtcrge lilivt.

Water-nut (wa'ter-nut). n. One of the large

edible seeds of plants of the genus Trapa;

a singhara-nut. 8ee TkAPA.

Water-nymph (wa'ter-ninif). "■ See Naiad.

Water-opossum (wa/ter-o-pos-sum), n. See

Yapock.

Water-ordeal (wa'ter-or-de-al), n. An

ancient form of trial to determine innoceuce

or guilt by means of water. See Oriiral.

Water-ousel, Water-ouzel (wa'ter o-zl), n.

A bird of the genus Ciuclus, family Meru-

lidos. See Dipper.

Water-parsnep (wa'ter-pars-nep), n. Bee

Skibret.

Water-parting (wa/ter-pitrt-ing), n. Same

as Watershed.

Water-pepper (wa'ter-pep-p6r), n. 1. The

common name of a plant of the genus Poly

gonum (P. Hydropiper), common by sides of

lakes and ditches in Britain, and acrid

enough to be used as a vesicant—2. Same

as Water-wnirt.

Water-pillar t (wa'ter-pil-er), n. A water

spout

Water-pimpernel (wa'ter-pini-per-nel), n.

A British aquatic plant, Samolus Valerandi,

called also Brook-weed. See Samolus.

Water-pipe (wa'ter-pip), n. A pipe for the

conveyance of water. See Pipe.

Water-pitcher (wa'ter-pich-er), n. l. A

pitcher for holding water,—2. The popular

name of plants of the order Sarraceniacete,

of which Sarracenia pupurea, or side-saddle

flower, a plant inhabiting marshy places in

North America, is the type. They have

their name from the form of their leaves,

which somewhat resemble that of pitchers

or trumpets.

Water-plant(wa'ter-plant), n. A name com

mon to such plants as live entirely in water,

or which require a preponderating quantity

of water as the medium of their existence.

All the species of the orders Nyniphamcew,

CallitrichacesB, Ceratophyllaceee, Podoste-

maceas, Butomacero, Naiadaceo;, Pistiacerc,

Alismacea* are water-plants as well as tho

species of cryptogamic plants of the family

Algae.

Water-plantain (wa'ter-plan-tan), n. The

common name of various species of British

plants of the genus Alisma, nat. order

A1ismacere. One species, A. PlaiUago (great

water-piantain), is a common wild plant in

wet ditches and by river sides.

Water-plate (wa'ter-plat), n. A plate with

a double bottom, filled with hot water to

keep food warm.

This kind of dish above at), requires to be served
up hot, or sent off in ■water-piatet. Lamb.

Water-poise (wa'ter-poii), n. A hydro

meter or instrument for ascertaining the

specific gravity of different liquids.

Water-pot (wa'ter-pot), »*, 1. A vessel for

holding or conveying water; a watering-pot.

To use his eyes for garden water-ftts.

Ay. and laying autumn's dust. Ska*.

2. A chamber-pot

Water-power (wa'ter-pou-er),n. The power

of water employed or capable of being em

ployed as a prime mover in machinery.

Water-pox (wa'ter-poksX n.. In pathol.

varicella, a variety of chicken-pox.

Water-privilege (wa'ter-priv-i-lej). n. l.The

right to use running water to turn machin

ery.—2. A stream or body of water capable

of being utilised in driving machinery.

Waterproof(wa'ter-prof). <*• Impervious to

water; so firm and compact as not to admit

water; as, waterproof cloth, leather, or felt.

Many solutions and compositions have been

employed for the purpose of rendering cloth

and other things water-proof.butcaoutchouc

or india-rubber has now nearly superseded

all other agents for this purpose.

Waterproof (wa'ter-prof), n. Cloth ren

dered waterproof; an over-coat or other

article of dress made of such cloth.

And, moodily retired within caps and waterproofs,

we plashed onwards. 14'. //. Russell.

Waterproof (wa'ter-prof), v.t. To render

impervious to water, as cloth, leather, £*c.

Waterproofing" (wa'ter-prof-ing), n. a. The

act of rendering impervious to water. —

2. Any substance, as caoutchouc, a solution

of soap and alum, or of isinglass with in

fusion of galls, for rendering cloth, leather,

Ac., impervious or nearly impervious to

water.

Water-purpie (wa'ter-pur-pi), n, [That is,

water-purple, from its colour.) A species

of Veronica ( V. Beccabunga) found in moist

places; brook-lime. [Scotch.]

Cresses or Tvater-purpie, and a bit oat-cake can

serve the master for breakfast as weel as Caleb.

Sir U. Scott.

Water-purslane (wa/ter-pors-lan), n. An

annual plant of the genus Peplia, P. Por-

tula.

Water-quake (wa'ter-kwak), n. A violent

disturbance of water produced by volcanic

action. ' Violent water quakes.' Holland.

[Rare.]

Water-qualm (wa'ter-kwam), n. See

Water-brash.

Water-quintain t (wa't^r-kwin-tan), n. A

tilt on the water. Strtttt

Water-rabbit (wa'ter-rsb-bit), n. An

American variety of rabbit (Lcpus aqva-

tieus), remarkable fur swimming and (living

in water. It is found chiefly in LouUiana

and Mississippi. Called also Swamp-hare

Water-radish (water-radish), n. A specie*

of water-cress, Nasturtium amphtbium.

Water-rail (wa'ter-ral), n. A bird of the

genus Railus; the Jt aquaticus. See RA1-

LUS.

Water-ram (wa'ter-rani), ». A machine for

raising water, otherwise called the Hydrau

lic Bam. See under Ram.

Water-rat (wa'ter-rat>. «. A rodent animal

of the genus Arvicola (A. amphibia) and

family Muriche, which lives in the banks

of streams or lakes. Called also WaUr-vole.

(See Vols.) The name water-rat is also

given to the Tasmaniau beaver-rat (By-

dromis chrysogaster). See B&AVER-RAT.

Water-rate (wa'ter-rat), n. A rate or tax

for the supply of water.

Water-ret (wa'ter-ret), v.l To ret or rot

in water, as hemp; to water-rot.

Water-rice (wa'ter-ris). n. In frof. Indian

rice, a grass of the genus Zizania (2. aqva-

tica).

Water-rocket (wa'W-r-rok-et), n. 1. A plant

of the genus Nasturtium, a species of water

cress.— 2. A kind of firework to be dis

charged in the water.

Water-room (wa'tcr-rbm), n. The space in

a steam-boiler occupied by water, as dis

tinct from the steam -room or that which

contains steam.

Water-rot (wa'ter-rot), v t To rot by steep

ing in water; to water ret; as, to water-rot

hemp or flax.

Water-rug;t (wa/ter-rugX n. A species of

dog.

Hounds and greyhound*, monjjreis, spanieN, curs,

Slioiigh!:, ■UMtfer-mgt, and Ucuii wolves, are clef*

All by the name of dogs. SAmJL

Water-sail (wa'ter-sal), n. Xaut. a small

sail used in very light airs and smooth

water under a studding-sail or driver-boom.

Water-Ballow(wa'ter-saH6),n. SeeWAiiR-

WILLOW.

Water-sapphire (wa'tor-iaf-flr^ n. A pre

cious stone of an intense blue colour and

transparent, found in -mall rolled masses

In Ceylon. Tt is a variety of iolite confut

ing of silica, alumina, magnesia, with a

small proportion of protoxide of iron mud a

trace of manganese Called also Sapphire

d'eatL

Waterscape (wa'ter-skap), n. [Water, and

the -scape of landscape. ] In the Ane arts,

a water or sea view as distinguished from

a landscape; a seascape. [Rare]

Water-scorpion (wa'ter-skor-pi-on). *. See

Nkpidjk.

Watershed (wa'ter-shed), n, [ Water, and

shed, a parting, line of division. See Sjiki*.

a parting.] An Imaginary line or boundary

which runs along the ridge of separation

between adjacent seas, lakes, or river-ba

sins, and represents the limit from which

water naturally flows in opposite directions.

It generally follows the line of highest eleva

tion between the waters of whose basins it

forms the drainage limit, nut there are many

exceptions to this rule. When a watershed

casts its waters in more than two directions

ft is said to be quaquaoersal. Called also

Water-parting.

Water-shield (wa'ter-sheld). n. A nsnw

common to aquatic plants of the order Hy-

dropeltida* or Caboltnmbacea?, from the

shield-shaped floating leaves.

Water-shoot (wa'ter shot), n 1. A sprig or

shoot from the root or stock of a tree. [Pro

vincial English.]—3. A wooden trough for

discharging water from a building. G<wQL

Water-shrew (wa'ter-shrO), n. An insec

tivorous aquatic animal, the Sorex fvdiens.

Water-shutt (wa'ter-shutX » A well-cover.

A large well-squared sJone, which he wotitd cut

To serve his style, or for some ^•aU* iUt*t.

/*'. £r**nr

Water-Bide (wa't^r-sld). *. The brink of

water; bank or margin of a river, stream, or

lake; the sea-shore.

Water-snail (wa'ter-Mial). n. 1 A name

common to a group ot gasteropodous mol

luscs inhabiting water.— 2. The Archimedean

screw. [Rare.]

Water-snake (wa'ter-snakX n. A snake

that frequents the water; a name cunum-u

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Be. abune; y, Sc. try.
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to the numerous species of the family Hy-

dridse.

Water-soak (wa'ter-sok), v.t To soak or

fill the interstices of with water.

Water-sodden (wa'ter-sod-n), a. Soaked

and softened in water. Tennyson.

Water-soldier (wa/ter-sol-jen, n. A plant,

Stratioten aloides. Called also Water-aloe.

See Stratiotrs.

Water-spaniel (wn'ter-spau-yel), «, The

name given to two varieties of the dog

called spaniel, viz. the large water-spaniel

and the small water-spanieL See Spaniel.

Water-speedweU (wa'ter-sped-wel). n. A

plant of the genus Veronica, the V. inari-

titna.

Water-spider (wa/ter-spl-der), n. A name

common to the spiders constituting the

family N'atantes (which see). Called also

Water-tick.

Water-spout (wa/ter-spout), n. A remark

able meteorological phenomenon frequently

observed at sea, and exactly analogous to

the whirlwinds experienced on land. It

occurs when opposite winds of different

temperatures meet in the upperatmosphere,

whereby a great amount of vapour is con

densed into a thick black cloud, to which a

vertical motion is given. This vertical mo

tion causes it to take the form of a vast

funnel, which, descending near the surface

of the sea, draws up the water in its vortex,

which joins in its whirling motion. The

whole column, which after the junction ex

tends from the sea to the clouds, assumes

a magnificent appearance, being of a light

colour near its axis, but dark along the Bides.

Water-spout.

When acted on by the wind the column

assumes a position oblique to the horizon,

but in calm weather it maintains its vertical

position, while at the same tune it is carried

along the surface of the sea. Sometimes

the upper and lower parts move with differ

ent velocities, causing the parts to separate

from each other, often with a loud report.

The whole of the vapour is at length ab

sorbed in the air, or it descends to the sea

in a heavy shower of rain. Sudden gusts of

wind, from all points of the compass, are

very common in the vicinity of water-spouts.

What are sometimes called waterspouts on

land are merely heavy falls of rain of a very

local character, aud may or may not be

accompanied with whirling winds. They

occur generally during thunder-storms, and

differ only from severe hail-storms in point

of temperature.

Water-sprite (wa'ter-sprit), n. A sprite or

spirit inhabiting the water.

As if it dodged n waterstrite.

It plunged, and tacked, and veered. Ctitridg*.

Water-standing' (wa/Wr-stand-ing',a. Wet

with water ; perpetually tilled with tears.

'An orphan's tatter-standing eye.' Shak.

[Rare.]

Water-starwort (wa/ter-star-wert), n. The

common name of British plants of the genus

Callitriche. See Starwort.

Water-stead (wa'ter-sted), ». An old name

for the bed of a river. Admiral Smyth.

Water-supply (wa'ter-sup-pli), n. The

amount of water supplied to a community

for drinking, culinary, detergent, aud other

purposes; as, the water-supply of a town.

Water-tabby (wa'ter-tab-i), n. A waved

silk stuff. See Tabby.

Water-table (wa'U'r-tii-bl), n. In arch, a

string-course moulding, or other projection,

so placed as to throw on* water from a build

ing.

Water-tank (wa'ter-tangk), n. A fixed cis

tern on shore, or a metal receiver on board

ship, for holding water. Simmonds.

Water-tap (wa'ter-tap), n. A tap or cock

by which water may be drawn from any

supply.

Water-tath (wa'Wr-tnth), n. [Wafer, and

Prov. tathy cow's or sheep's dung dropped

on the pasture, hence the luxuriant grass

growing about such dung; Icel. tath, dung,

tatha, hay of a dunged field.] A species of

coarse grass growing in wet grounds, and

supposed to be injurious to sheep. [Provin

cial English.]

Water - thermometer (wa/ter-ther-mom-

et-er), n. An instrument, in which water

is substituted for mercury, for ascertaining

the precise degree of temperature at which

water attains its maximum density. This

is at 39''2 F. or V C, and from that point

downwards to 32" F. or 0* C. , or the freezing-

point, it expands, and it also expands from

the same point upwards to 212* F. or 100' C. ,

or the boiling-point. See Water.

Water-thief (wa/ter-thef), n. A pirate.

Shak.

Water-thyme (wa'ter-timX n. See Ana-

charis.

Water-t^Ck (wa/ter-Uk), n. Same as Water-

spider.

Water-tight (wa'ter-tit), a. So tight as to

retain or not to admit water ; as, a vessel,

tube, or joint is water-tight when it has that

degree of closeness which prevents the pas

sage of water.

Water-trefoil (wa/ter-tre-foil), n. A plant,

Menyanthes tr\foliata. Called also Marsh-

trefoil, Bog-bean or Buck-bean. See Meny

anthes.

Water -trunk (wa/ter-trungk), n, A deal

cistern lined with lead to hold water. Sim

mond*.

Water-tupelO (wa-ter-tu'pe-16), n. A large

species of tupelo, Nyssa denticulata, grow

ing in swamps in the southern parts of the

United States, the fruit of which is some

times used for a preserve.

Water-tuyere (wa'ter-twi-yarXn, In metal.

a tuyere so constructed that cold water is

mode to flow in a continuous stream around

a blast of air. Written also Water-twyer.

Water-twist (wa'ter-twist), n. A kind of

cotton twist: so called from being first made

by the water-frame, the motive power of

which was a water-wheel.

Water-twyer(wa'ter-twl-er),n. See Water-

tuyere.

Water-vascular (wa/ter-vas-ku-ler), a. In

physiol. applied to a peculiar system of

canals in the bodies of the members of the

sub-kingdom Annuloida, by which water

circulates through the system.

Water-Violet (wa-ter-vi'6-let), n. A plant,

Hottonia palustris. See Feather-foil.

Water-vole (wa'ter-vdl), n. A water-rat

See Vole.

Water - wagtail ( waiter-wag'tal), n. See

Wagtail.

Water-way (wa'ter-wa), n. 1. That part of

a river, arm of the sea, Ac., through which

vessels enter or depart; the fair-way. —2. In

ship-building, a name given to the thick

planks at the outside of the deck, wrought

over the ends of the beams, aud fitting

against the inside of the top-timbers, to

which, as well as to the ends of the beams,

they are bolted, and thus form an important

binding. Their inner edge is hollowed out

to form a channel for water to run off the

deck. In iron vessels the water-way assumes

many different forms.

Water -weak (wa'ter-wek), a. Weak as

water; very feeble or weak. * If lustie now,

forthwith am water-weak.' Davies.

Water-weed (wa'ter-wedX "• A common

name for aquatic wild plants generally, but

specifically applied to Anaeharis Alsinas-

trum, or water-thyme. See ANACHARIS.

Water-wheel (wa'ter-whel), n. In hydrau

lics, (a) a kind of wheel for raising water in

large quantities, as the Persian wheel. See

under Persian. (6) A wheel moved by

water, and employed to turn machinery.

There are four principal kinds of water-

wheels, the overshot wheel, the undershot

wheel, the breast-wheel, and the turbine.

See these terms, (c) The paddle-wheel of a

steamer.

Water-willow (wa'tcr-wil-16). n. A plant

of the genus Salix, the S. aquatica; called

also Water-sallow.

Water-wing(wa'ter-wing), n, A wall erected

on the bank of a river, next to a bridge, to

Becure the foundations from the action of

the current

Water-With (wa'ter-with),n. [With in this

vford = withy. See WITHY.] A species of

vine ( Vitis caribora ) which grows In the

West Indies in parched districts. It is so

full of clear sap or water that, by cutting a

piece 2 or 3 yards long, and merely holding

the cut end to the mouth, a plentiful draught

is obtained.

Water-work ( wa'ter-werk ), n. l.t Cloth

painted with water-colour,size,ordistemper,

formerly sometimes used for hangings in

stead of tapestry, and for tents.

For thy walls, a pretty slight drollery, or the Ger

man hunting in water-work, is worth a thousand of

these bed-hangings, and these fly-bitten tapestries.

SA.i*.

The king for himself had a house of timber, Ac.

and for his other lodgings, he had great and goodlie

tents of blew water-worke, garnished with yellow and

white. Hcimshed.

2. Ornamental wall-painting in distemper.

Weale.— 3. pi. (a) A term commonly applied

to the aggregate of constructions and appli

ances for the collection, preservation, and

distribution of water for domestic pur

poses, for the working of machinery, or the

like, for the use of communities, (6) The

structure or structures in which a spout,

jet. or shower of water is produced ; an or

namental fountain or fountains; also, an

exhibition or exhibitions of the play of foun

tains. Bp. Wilkins.

Water-worm (wa'ter-werm), n. The popu

lar name for one of the Naidid as.

Water-worn (wa/ter-worn), a. Worn by the

action of water; especially, smoothed by

the force or action of running water or

water in motion; as, water-worn pebbles.

Waterwort (wa/tcr-wert"i, 7k The common

name of two British species of aquatic plants

of the genus Elatine. See Elatine.

Water-Wraith (wa'ter-rath), n. A supposed

water-spirit, whose appearance prognosti

cates death or woe to the person seeing it.

By this the storm grew loud apace.

The water-wraith was shrieking. Campbell.

Watery (wa/ter-i), a. 1. Of or pertaining to

water.

The watery god

Roll'd from a silver urn his crystal flood. Dryden.

2. Resembling water; thin or transparent,

as a liquid; as, watery humours. 'The oily

and watery parts of the aliment.' Arbuth-

not. — 3. Consisting of water. 'From your

watery grave.' Shak, * The watery plain.'

Byron. 'Chasms and watery depths.' Cole-

rtdge.—4. Abounding in, filled with, or con

taining water; wet; moist. 'The chaste

beams of the watery moon.* Shak, *Her

watery eyes,' Beau, dr Fl.

Well use this unwholesome humidity, this gross

watery puiupion. SAa£.

5. Tasteless ; insipid ; vapid ; spiritless ; as,

watery turnips.—6. t Having a longing de

sire; vehemently desiring; watering.

What will it be.

When that the watery palate tastes indeed

Love's thrice repured nectar? Shak.

7. In her. a terra sometimes used for Unde

or Wavy. — Wateryfusion, in chtm.the fusion

or dissolution of a soluble salt containing

water of crystallization in its own water on

being exposed to heat.

Water-yam (wa'ter-yam), n. A Madagascar

plant, the lattice-leaf or lace-leaf (Ouviran-

dra fenestralis), which grows in running

streams. It has a root-stock about 6 or 9

inches long and about the thickness of a

man's thumb, which is farinaceous and used

for food. See Lattice-leaf.

Wattle (wot'l), n. [A. Sax. wattel, watul, a

wattle, a hurdle, a covering, a tile, a dim.

form akin to withe, withy (which see). 'The

original sense is something twined or woven

together; hence it came to mean a hurdle

woven with twigs, or a bag of woven stun*;

hence the baggy flesh on a bird's neck.'

Skeat. ] 1. A hurdle made of interwoven

rods or wands.— 2. A rod laid on a roof to

support the thatch. Simmonds. — 3. The

fleshy lobe that grows under the throat of

the domestic fowl, or any appendage of the

like kind, as an excrescence about the mouth

of some fishes.—4. A name given to various

Australian and New Zealand species of

acacia, which yield gummy and astringent

matters, and whose bark is therefore some

times imported for tanning. A. mollissima

is called silver wattle; A. ajfinis, black wat

tle.

Wattle (wotH), v.t. pret. & pp. wattled; ppr.

wattling. 1. To bind with twigs.—2. To twist

or interweave; to interlace; to plat; to form

a kind of net-work with flexible branches;

as, to wattle a hedge. — 3. To form by plnt-

tinjr, twigs. 'The folded flocks penn d in

their wattled cotes.' Milton. 'The thick-

fleeced sheep from wattled folds.' Byron.

Wattle-bark (wotl-bark). n. A bark used

for tanning, obtained from several species

ch, eAain; eh. So. loch; g, go; ),job; n, Fr. ton; ng, iing; th, than; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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nf Mimosa growing in Australia and New

Zealand.

Wattle-bird (wofl-berd), n. 1. An Austra

lian bird (Anthochoera cantneulata) belong

ing to the Melophagiilrc or honey-eaters,

and so named from the large reddish wattles

on its neck. It is about the size of a mag

pie, is of bold, active habits, has a loud dis

agreeable note, and lives on the honey and

insects it obtains from the Banksias.—2. The

brush-turkey.

Wattled(wotnd). a. Furnished with wattles,

us acock or turkey. — Wattled and combed.

in her. said of a cock when the gills and

comb are borne of a different tincture from

that of the body.

Wattle-turkey ( wofl-ter-ki ), n Same as

Brush-turkey.

Wattling (wotling). n. The act of platting

or interweaving wattles together; also, the

framework thus formed.

Wauch, Waugh (wach), a. [Akin to D. walg,

loathing, walgen, to loathe; comp. A. Sax

utealg, Icel. valor, lukewarm] Unpleasant

to the taste or smell; nauseous; bad; worth

less. [Scotch.]

Waucnt. Waught (wacht), n. [Modified

from older quaght, a form of quaff. ] A large

draught of any liquid. [Scotch. ]

Wauff (wftf), a. See Waff.

Wautalfe (wak'rif), o. Wakeful. Burnt.

I Scotch.]

Waul (wal), v.i. To cry as a cat ; to squall.

'The helpless infant, coming wauling and

crying into the world.' Sir W. Scott

Waur (war), a. Worse. 'Murder and waur

than murder.' Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Waur (war), v.t. To overcome; to worst.

[Scotch. ]

Wave (wav), n. [O.E. \oawe, from A. Sax.

wceg, a wave, a word perhaps allied to the

verb to wag; Icel. vagr, G. wage, D. vove,

a wave; the form of the word in English

has been modified by the verb to wave, so

that v iivc the noun may be regarded as a

kind of hybrid word. See WAVE. v. t. ] 1. An

undulation, swell, or ridge on the surface

of water or other liquid resulting from the

oscillatory motion of its component par

ticles, when disturbed from their position of

rest by any force; especially, the rolling

swell produced on the surface of the sea or

other large body of water by the action of

the wind ; a billow ; a surge. When the

surface of a liquid is pressed down at any

Eart, the adjoining parts rise, but sink again

y the action of gravity; and acquiring a

momentum proportionate to the mass and

height, descend below the original level,

displacing other parts near them, which rise

and sink in a similar manner. The result

is a reciprocating motion, the particles to

which the primitive impulse was communi

cated being alternately the lowest and the

highest, forming the series of ridges and

hollows called leaves. Where the depth of

the liquid is invariable over its extent, or

sufficient to allow the oscillations to proceed

unimpeded, no progressive motion takes

place, each ridge or column being kept in

its place by the pressure of the adjacent

columns. Should, however, free oscillation

be prevented, as by the shelving of the shore,

the columns in the deep water are not bal

anced by those in the shallower parts, and

they thus acquire a progressive motion

towards the latter, or take the form of

breakers, hence the waves always roll in a

direction towards the shore, no matter from

what point the wind may blow. When waves

are produced by the disturbance of a small

quantity of the liquid, aa when a pebble is

thrown into a pool, they appear to advance

from the disturbed point in widening con

centric circles, the height of the wave de

creasing gradually aa it recedes from the

centre ; but there is no progressive motion

of the liquid itself, as is shown by any body

filiating on its surface. The whole seems to

ndl onwards, but, in reality, each particle

of water only oscillates with a vertical ascent

and descent The height of the wave de

pend* in a great measure on the depth of the

water in which it is produced. The waves of

the ocean have been known in some instances

t<> have reached a heightof 43 feet, measured

from the trough to the crest. The horizontal

pressure of a strong Atlantic wave, as tested

by Stephenson's marine dynamometer, has

been recorded as high as 3 tons to the Bquare

foot. It is a matter of common observation

that a wave of much greater dimension than

others occurs at certain intervals, rolling

much higher on the shore than those im

mediately preceding or following It, or

breaking with immense force over the decks

of vessels on the open sea. This is caused

when several coexisting series of waves

moving with different velocities meet, and

the crests of two or three of them become

superimposed upon each other. Several

series of waves moving in different direc

tions may also coexist without destroying

each other, giving rise to the chopping seas

or cross swells so troublesome to manners.

The length of a wave 1b equal to the space

between the most elevated points of two

adjoining waves, or between the lowest

points of two adjoining hollows. A wave is

said to have passed through its length when

its elevated part has arrived at the place

where the elevated part of the next wave

stood before ; or, the situation of two con

tiguous waves being given, when one of these

has arrived at the place of the other; and

the time which is employed in this transi

tion is called the time of a wave's motion or

the time of an undulation. The velocity of

a wave la the rate at which the points of

greatest elevation or depression seem to

change their places. — Tidal wave. See

Tide-wave.—2. In phytic*, a vibration pro

pagated from one set of particles of an

elastic medium to the adjoining set, and so

on; sometimes, but not always, accompanied

with a small permanent displacement of

such particles. The theory of the motion

of waves is of great importance in physical

science; since, not only is it connected with

the phenomena of the waves of the ocean

ordinarily produced by the wind, the tidal

wave, Ac, it has also a close relation to the

phenomena of undulating musical strings,

the undulations in solids, as in earthquake

waves, Ac., while we know that sounds in

air are propagated as waves, and that even

light Ib now generally held to be a form of

wave-motion. See Sound, LIGHT, UNDU-

latory—3. Water. [Poetical.]

Build a ship to save thee from the flood,

I'll furnish thee with fresh wave, bread and wine.

Chapman.

Deep drank Lord Marroion of the wave.

Sir iV. Scab.

4. Anything resembling a wave in character

or appearance; as, (a) one of a series of un

dulating Inequalities on a surface; a swell

ing outline; an undulation. 'The bounte

ous wave of such a breast' Tennyson. 'The

thousand waves of wheat.' Tennyson, (b)

That which advances and recedes, rises

and falls, comes and goes, or increases and

diminishes with some degree or regular

recurrence like a wave. 'Old recurring

icave* of prejudice;' 'the holy organ roll

ing waves of sound;' 'waves of shadow.*

Tennyson. (e)The undulating line or streak

of lustre on cloth watered aud calendered.

6. A waving or undulatfug motion; a signal

made by waving the hand, a flag, or the

like.

Wave (wav), v.i. pret. A pp. waved; ppr.

waving. [O.E. woven, to wave in the wind;

A. Sax. wafian, which seems to have been

used rather in sense of waver or hesitate

through astonishment than in physical seuse;

allied to Icel. veffa. to wave, to vibrate,

vaji, doubt, uncertainty, vafra, to hover

about; O.G. waben, to fluctuate. Waver is

a derivative form. ] 1. To move loosely one

way aud the other; to fluctuate; to float or

flutter; to undulate. 'Even as the waving

sedges play with wind.' Shak.

Sound trumpets 1 let our bloody colours nwtvl

Ska*.

Nor leaves the cypress in the palace walk.

Tennyson.

2. To be moved aa a signal; to beckon.

A bloody arm it is, . . . and now

It waves unto us. B, fenson.

3. t To be in an unsettled state; to waver; to

fluctuate; to hesitate.

He waved indiffercnUy "twin doing them neither

good nor harm. SAai.

Wave (wav), v.t. 1. To move one way and

the other; to brandish; as, to vat* the hand;

to u-a re a sword.

Fneas, hastening waved his fatal sword

High o'er his head. Dryden.

2. To raise into inequalities of surface.

' Horns whelked and waved like th' enraged

sea.' Shak.— 3.t To waft; to remove any

thing floating. Sir T. Browne.— 4. To draw

the attention of. or to direct, by a waving

motion; to signal to by waving the hand or

the like; to beckon.

Look with what courteous action

It rvaves you to a more removed ground. SMaJe.

6. To signify or command by a waving mo

tion; to indicate by a wave of the hand,

dec. ; to give a waving signal for. ' She

spoke, and bowing, waved dismissal.' Ten

nyson.

Wave (wav), v.t. Same as Waive in its va

rious senses; as, (a) to cast away; to reject.

(6) To relinquish, as a right or claim, (c) To

depart from, abandon, or quit.

Wave, t pret. of weave. Wove. Chaucer.

Wave-borne (wav'born), a. Borne or car

ried on or by the waves.

Waved (w&vd).a. 1. In her. the same as Wary

or Uiutt.—Z. Variegated in lustre; as, wared

silk.— 3. In hot. umlate.—4. In etUom. ap-

Cd to insects when the margin of the

y 1b marked with a succession of arched

segments or incisions.

Wave-length (wav'length), n. The distance

between the crests of two adjacent waves

or between the lowest parts of the depres

sions on each side of a wave. See Wave.

Waveless (waVles), a Free from waves;

not waving; undisturbed; unagitated; still;

as, the toaveless sea. ' Smoother than this

waveless spring.' Peele.

The bannered blazonry hung waveless as a pall

R H. Barham

Wavelet (waVlet),n. A small wave; a ripple

on water.

In a million wavelets tipped with gold

Leapt the soft pulses of the sunlit ita.

Sir ft. Teiy2*r

Wavellite (wa'vel-it), n. [From Dr. Warel,

the discoverer.] A mineral, a phosphate

of aluminium, commonly found in crystal*,

which usually adhere and radiate, forming

hemispherical or globular concretions from

a very small size to 1 inch in diameter.

The form of the crystal is usually that of a

rhombic prism with dihedral terminations.

It occurs at Barnstaple in Devonshire, in

Cornwall, near Cork in Ireland, in Germany.

Brazil, <Vc It haa also been called Bydrar-

giUite.

wave-loaf (wavT6f), n. A loaf for a wave-

offering.

Wave-motion (wav'm6-shon), n. Motion in

curves alternately concave and convex like

that of the waves of the sea; undulator>

motion. See Wave. 2.

Wave-offering (wav'of-fer-ing). n. In the

Jewish ceremonial worship, an offering made

with waving towards the four cardinal points.

Ex. xxix 26, 27.

Waver (wa'ver), t». i. [A freq corresponding

to the verb to wave, to fluctuate = lceL vafra.

to hover. (See Wave.) Akin to O.O. wa-

beren, to move to and fro; D. wei/elm, u>

totter, to hesitate.] 1. To play or move to

and fro ; to move one way and the other;

to flutter. " Banera aud penons tea veryng

with the wynde.' Berners,

From the high tree the blossom wavering fell.

TrHMjx+n.

2. To be unsettled in opinion; to be unde

termined; to fluctuate; to vacillate; aa, to

tracer In opinion; to waver in faith. Shak.

Let us hold fast the profession of our faith without

wavering. H«b i. ;;.

3. To be in danger of falling or failing; U

totter; to reel.

Like the day of doom it seemed to her w**eri*<£

senses. Lung/Mem .

Wavert (wa'vir), n. [Probably from vave,

rt] A sapling or young timber tree. Kreluv

Waverer (wa'v6r-er), n. One who waver*,

one who is unsettled in doctrine, faith, or

opinion. Shak.

Waveringly (wa'ver-ing-li), adv. In a wa

vering, doubtful, fluctuating manner.

Waverlngness (wa'vering-nes), n. State cr

qualityoT being wavering.

Waveson (wav'son), n. [Perhaps connected

with waive, waif, rather than wave ] A

name given to goods which after shipwreck

appear floating on the sea.

Wave-WOnt (wav'wdm), n. Worn by the

waves. ' The shore that o'er his wave-went

basis bow'd.' Shak.

Waviness (wa'vi-nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being wavy or undulating.

Wavy (wa'vi), a. 1. Rising or swelling in

waves; full of waves.

Thirtie hollow-bottom'd barkes divide the war-ie

seas. CAvr/mon.

2. Showing undulations or fluctuations of

any kind; undulating.

Let her glad valleys smile with wavy com. fmr

Swarms of minnows show their little heads

Staying their wavy bodies 'gainst the streams.

Keatt

3. In bot. undulating on the border or on

the surface.—I. In her. same aa L'nde' (whirli

see).

Kate, far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abuue; y, Sc ley.
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Wawe.t Wawt (wa), »• A wave. Spenser.

Wawlt (wal). v.i. To cry. See Waul.

Wawl, Waul (wal), v.i. [Perhaps akin to

A. Sax wealwian, to roll, £. to wallow, or

to >fit!' in wall-eyed.] To look wildly; to

roll the eyes. [Scotch.]

He wawls on me with his grey een, like a wild cat.

Sir IK Scott.

Wawlle (wali), a. Same as Waly.

Wax (waks). u. [A. Sax. toeaz, 0 tracks,

Icel. and Sw. tax, Dan. vox, D. vas; cog.

PoL post, Rus. voska, Lith. WUlfctU—wax.

Comp. L. viscum, G. ucos (fixos), mistletoe,

birdlime] 1. A thick, viscid, tenacious sub

stance, excreted by bees from their bodies,

and employed in the construction of their

cells; usually called Bees' wax. Its native

colour is yellow, and it has a peculiar smell

resembling honey, which is derived from

the honey deposited in the cells. When

bleached and freed from impurities, wax is

white, brittle, and translucent in thin seg

ments; it has neither taste nor smell; it has

a specific gravity of from 0-960 to 0'960. It

melts at 15ff and softens at 80", becoming

so plastic that it may be moulded by the

hand into any form. It is a mixture of three

substances, called respectively myricin, cer-

otic acid, and cerolein, in very variable pro

portions. These substances are themselves

composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

Wax is extensively employed both in its

original and bleached state; in the latter

state it is used for candles, and in numerous

cerates, ointments, and plasters. It is also

used in forming figures or images, busts. Ac. ,

in the preparation of anatomical models,

in the preparation of artificial fruit, flowers,

■'v. In statuary it is used in making models

for the metal cast. —2. Any substance re

sembling wax in appearance, consistence,

plasticity, or other properties; as, (a) a vege

table product which may be regarded as a

concrete fixed oil ; the principal varieties

being Chinese wax. cow-tree wax, Cuba wax,

and Japan wax. It may be obtained from

the pollen of many flowers, and it forms a

part of the green fecula of many plants,

particularly of the cabbage. It appears as

& varnish upon the fruit and the upper

surface of the leaves of many trees, as in

the wax-palm and wax-myrtle. Called also

Vegetable Wax. (b) A mineral product, one

of certain fossil hydrocarbons which occur

in small quantities generally in the carbon

iferous formation : culled more fully Mineral

Wax. The most familiarly known variety

is ozocerite (which see), (c) A thick ten

acious substance excreted in the ear; ear-

wax. (<f) A substance found on the hinder

legs of bees, derived from the pollen of

flowers. I Ins was long supposed to be the

substance from which bees elaborated the

wax for their cells, but this notion is now

- found to be erroneous. The pollen collected

by bees serves for the nourishment of their

larvas (--I A substance used in sealing let

ters. See Sealing-wax. (/) A thick resinous

substance used by shoemakers for rubbing

their thread.

Wax (waks), v.t. To smear or rub with wax;

to apply wax to; to treat with wax; as, to

wax a thread or a table.

Wax (waks), v.i. pret. waxed; pp waxed or

waxen (the latter perhaps now only poeti

cal). [A. Sax. woiBn, to grow, to be

come; Icel. vaxa, Dan. vcexe, Sw. vdxa, O.

wachsen, D wassen, to wax ; allied to L.

augeo, Skr. vakshdmi, to increase, to wax;

from a root seen also in L. vigor, E. vigour,

vegetable, Ac] 1. To increase in size; to

grow; to become larger; as, the waxing and

the waning moon. ' Waxed like a sea.' Shak.

Thou shall wax and he shall dwindle Tennyson.

2. To pass from one state to another; to

become; as, to wax strong; to wax warm or

cold ; to wax feeble; to wax old. ' Waxen

deaf. ' Shak. ' Waxing pale for rage ' Fair

fax.

Where young AdonU oft reposes,

Waxing well of his deep wound. Milton.

—Waxing kernels, wax kernels, a popular

name for small tumours caused by enlarge

ment of the lymphatic glands, especially of

children, from their being supposed to be

associated with the growing or waxing of

the body.

Wax (waks), n. A rage ; a passion. 'She's

in a terrible wax.' //. Kingttcy. [Slang.]

Wax -basket (waks'bas-ket), n. A fancy

basket made of or coated with wax. Sim-

mends.

Wax-bill (waks'btl), ft. A small finch, genus

Estrilda, bo called from its beak being red

like wax. It is often kept in cages.

Wax -candle (waks-kan'dl), ft. A candle

made of wax.

Wax - chandler (waks'chand-ler), ». A

maker or seller of wax-candles.

Wax-cloth (waks'kloth), n. A popular but

erroneous name for Floor-cloth (which see).

Wax-doll (wakB'dol), n. A child's doll made

or partly made of wax.

Waxen (wak'sn), a. 1 Made of wax; as,

tnzxen cells. — 2. Resembling wax ; soft as

wax.

Men have marble, women waxen hearts. Shalt.

8 Covered with wax; as, a waxen tablet.

Waxen (wak'sn), old or poetical pp. of

tvax, to grow. Gen. xix. 13.

Wax-end, Waxed - end (waks'end, wakst'-

end), n. A thread pointed with a bristle,

and covered with rosin (shoemakers' wax),

used in sewing boots and shoes.

Wax-flower (waks'flou-er), n. 1. A flower

made of bees'-wax.—2. A plant of the genus

Clusia, C. ijisignis. See Clusia.

Waxiness (wak'sf-nes), n. The state or

quality of being waxy.

Wax-Insect (waks'in-sekt), n. A name

given to several insects other than the bee

which produce wax. The most important

is a Bmall white Insect (Coccus sinensis or

C. Pela), a native of China, closely allied to

the cochineal insect, and which deposits its

wax as a coating resembling hoar-frost on

the branches of certain plants, particularly

on those of a variety of sumach. Tin* wax,

known as Chinese wax or pela, is collected

from the plants, melted, and strained, and

Is then made into a very fine kind of candles

which are used by only the higher classes in

China. It has been imported into England

for candle manufacture, but is far too ex

pensive for general use.

Wax-light (waks'lit), n. A taper made of

wax Jfiir/ian.

Wax-modelling <waks-mod'el-ing). n. The

art of forming models and figures in wax.

Otherwise termed the Ceroplastw Art

Wax-moth (waks'motlO, n. A popular name

given to various species of moths of the

genera Ptychopoda, Emmelesia, Cabera, Ac.

Wax-myrtle (waks'mer-tl), n. Myrica cer-

ifcra, or candleberry-tree See CANDLE-

BERRY-TREK and MYRICACE.E.

Wax-painting (waks'pant-ing), n. En

caustic painting. See Encaustic.

Wax-palm(waks'pilm),n. Aspeciesofpalm,

the Ceroxylon atidicola, found in South Ame

rica. It is a native of the Andes, and is

found chiefly between 4° and 5* of north

latitude, at an elevation of about 5000 feet

Wax-palm (Ceroxylon artdieola).

above the sea-level, among rugged preci

pices. It grows to the height of 180 feet

The trunk is marked by rings, caused by the

falling off of the leaves, which are 18 to 20

feet long, and is covered with a thick secre

tion, consisting of two-thirds resin and one-

third wax. This substance is also exuded

from theleaves, is whitish, almost inodorous,

except when heated, when it gives out a res

inous odour In the region in which it grows

the wax, usually mixed with bees'-wnx and

tallow, is made i nto candles. The only other

palm which exudes wax, and that in a sort

of scales from the palmate leaves, Is the Car-

nauba palm, found plentifully in Brazil.

Wax-paper (waks'pa-per), n. A kind of

paper prepared by spreading over its surface

a coating made of white wax, turpentine, and

spennaceti.

Wax-red (wak^red), a. Of a bright-red col

our, resembling that of sealing-wax. ' Wax-

red lips.' Shak.

Wax-SCOt t(waks'skot), n. A duty anciently

paid twice a year towards the charge of wax-

candles in churches.

Wax-tree (waks'trtS), n, A name common

to plants of the genus Vismia (which see).

Wax-Wing (waks' wing), «. The common

name of the species of dentirostral birds of

the genus Ampelis. They are so named be

cause most of them have small, oval, horny

appendages on the secondaries of the wings

of the colour of red sealing-wax. Only three

species have been recorded, viz. the Bohe

mian wax-wing or chatterer (A. garrula), a

migratory bird, which has a wide geographi

cal range, the American wax-wing or cedar-

bird (A. carolinensis), which is confined to

North America, and the red-winged chat

terer or Japanese wax-wing (A. phenicop-

tera), an Asiatic bird.

Wax-work (waks'werk), ft. 1. Work in wax;

especially, figures formed of wax in imita

tion of real beings; also, anatomical prepara

tions in wax, preparations in wax of fruit,

flowers, Ac.—2. A place where a collection

of such figures is exhibited. —3. A woody

plant of the genus Celastrus (C. scandens\

nat. order Celastracere, found by the Bides

of streams and in thickets. Its opening,

orange-coloured pods, displaying the scarlet

covering of the seeds, have a fine effect in

autumn.

Wax-worker (waks'werk-er), n. 1. One

who works in wax; a maker of wax-work.—

2. A bee which makes wax.

Waxy (wak'si), o. 1. Resembling wax in ap

pearance, softness, plasticity, impressibility,

adhesiveness, or other properties ; hence,

yielding ; pliable ; impressionable ; soft

' That the softer, waxy part of you may re

ceive some impression from this discourse.'

Bammond.—2. Made of wax; abounding in

wax.— Waxy degeneration. Same as Amy

loid Degeneration.

Way (wa), n. [O. E. teat, wet, wey, from

A Sax. weg, a way, road, passage ; Dan. vet,

Sw, v<ig, Icel. vegr, D. and O. weg, Goth.

vigs, way; from a root meaning to move, to

go, to take, to carry; seen also in E. wagon,

wain, L. via, a way (in viaduct), veho, to

carry, whence vehiculum, a vehicle, velum,

a sail (E. veil), vehemens, vehement, etc.

Hence always, away, <fcc.] 1. A track or

path along or over which one passes, pro

gresses, or journeys; a place for passing; a

path, route, rood, street, or passage of any

kind.

The why is as plain as way to parish church. ShaJt.

The season and ways were very improper for his

majesty's forces to inarch so great a distance.

Evelyn.

2. Length of space; distance. 'A good way

on l>efore.' Tennyxon.

Thy servant will go a little way over Jordan.

t Sam. xix. 36.

3 A going, moving, or passing from one place

to another; progression; transit; journey.

The Lord . . . will send his angel with thee, and

prosper thy way. Gen. xxiv. 40.

4. Path or course in life.

The way of transgressors is hard. Prov xiii. 15.

6. Direction of motion, progress, or travel;

course; relative position or motion to or

from a certain point; tendency of action.

"This way the coverlets, another way the

sheets.' Shak. * Now sways it this way, . . .

now sways it that way.' Shak. 'Which

way looks he?' Shak. 'Turn thy edged

sword another way.' Shak. — 6. Means by

which anything is reached, attained, or ac

complished; proceeding; course; scheme;

device; plan.

By noble ways we conquest will prepare :

First offer peace, and that refused, make war.

Dryden.

7. Method or manner of proceeding; mode;

fashion; style; as, the wrong or the right

way of doing something.

I will one way or other make ynu amends. Shak,

Cod hath so many times and wayi spoken to men.

/looter.

His way of expressing and applying them, not his

invention of them, is what we admire. Addison.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locn; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, aing; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wftig; zh, arure.—See KET.
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8. Usual mode of acting or behaving; mode

of dealing; method of life or action; regular

or habitual course or scheme of life; as, a

person of peculiar way*.

All flesh had corrupted his way upon the earth.

G*M). VI. 12.

9. Resolved plan or mode of action or con

duct; course approved of as one's own.

He was of an high mind, and loved his own will and

his way as one thai revered himself and would reign

indeed". Bacon.

If I had my way

He had mewed in flames at home. B. Jonson.

10. Sphere of observation.

The general officers and the public ministers that

fell in my way were generally subject to the gout.

Sir If. Temple.

11. Naut. (a) progress or motion through

the water; as, a vessel is under way when

site begins her motion, she gathers way

when she increases her rate of sailing, and

lost 8 way when the rate is diminished.

(b) pi. The timbers on which a ship is

launched, (c) pi Skids on which heavy pack

ages are raised or lowered. —12. Way and

ways are used in certain phrases in the

sense of wise ; as, he is no ways a match

for his opponent.

'Tis no way the interest even of the priesthood. Pope.

— To come one's way or ways, to come

along, to come on : a phrase often en

couragingly used when asking or inviting

one to approach or accompany the speaker.

tColloq.]

Come your waits (saieth he), for now are all things

in a readinesse. UdalL

You must be watched ere you be made tame, must

youf Come your ways, comeyour -ways. Shak.

—To give way (a), to break or fall, as under

pressure or a strain; as, the floor gave way

beneath our feet; the ice gave way beneath

the skaters; the rope gave way and the boat

drifted. (6) To make room for passing; to

suffer to pass; hence, to give free scope; to

recede ; to yield ; to submit ; not to resist

or hinder.

Open your gates and give the victors way. Shak.

Small to greater matters must fit* way. Shak.

The senate, forced to yield to the tribunes of the

people, thought it their wisest course also to give

way to the time. Swift.

—To go one's way or trays, to take oue's

departure; to set out; to depart; to be off.

He declared to his friend that he was never guilty

in the murdering of the man; and so he went his

ways. Latimer.

The phrase, when addressed to others,

sometimes implies reproach = be off! be

gone 1

Go thy -ways ! I 'gin to be aweary of thee. Shak.

Sometimes, however, it is used as a term of

exhortation or applause = well, take your

own course.

Pctruchio, j;o thy nays, the field is won. Shak.

— To go the way of all the earth, to die.

1 Ki. it 2.—To lead the way. to be the first

or most advanced in a march, procession,

firogress, or the like ; to act the part of a

eauer, guide, &c.

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay.

Allured to better worlds, and led the way. Goldsmith.

—To make way, (a) to give room for passing;

to open a clear passage; to stand aside; to

move so as to Buit the convenience of an

other; to give place. ' Make way there for

the princes.' Shak. (b) To open a path

through obstacles; to overcome all resist

ance, hinderance, or difficulties; to pene

trate.

With this little arm and this good sword

I have made my nay through more impediments

Than twenty times your stop. Shak.

Then her false voice made way broken with sobs.

Tennyson.

—To make one'* way, to find and keep a

successful career; to advance successfully;

to advance in life by one's own exertions.

The boy was to know his father's circumstances,

and that he was to make his way by his own in

dustry. Spectator.

—To take one's way, (a) to set out; to go.

They, hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow,

Through Eden toot their solitary way. Milton.

(6) To follow one's own settled plan, course,

opinion, inclination, or fancy.

Doctor, your service for this time is ended ;

Takeyour own w.iy. Shak.

—By the way, (a\m the course of the Journey,

passage, or the like; on the road.

Sec that ye fall not out l<y the way. Gen. xlv. 34.

{b) In passing; without necessary connec

tion with the main subject or purpose ;

parenthetically.

Note, by the way, that unity of continuance is

easier to procure than unity of species. Bacon.

—By way of, as for the purpose of; as being;

to serve as or in lieu of; as, he got a pension

by way of recompense. — In the way, in a

f>osition or of such a nature as to obstruct,

mpede, hinder, or prevent; as, that med

dling fellow is always in the way; there are

some difficulties in the way; her long train

is always in the way.—In the way of, so as

to* meet or fall iu with ; in a favourable

position for doing or getting; as, I can put

you in the way oj a good piece of business.

—In thefamuy way, with child; pregnant.

[Colloq.]—On the way, in going or travel

ling along ; hence, in a progressive state ;

advancing towards completion or accom

plishment.

Our wishes on the way

May prove effects. Shak.

—Out of the way, (a) not in the proper

course; in such a position or condition as

to pass or miss one's object; in Buch a

place or state as to be hindered, impeded,

incommoded, or prevented ; away from the

mark; aside; astray.

We are quite out 0/ the way when we think that

things contain within themselves the qualities that

appear to us in them. Locke.

Men who go out ofthe way to hint free things must

be guilty of absurdity or rudeness. Richardson.

Don't put yourself out ofthe way on our accounts.

Dickens.

(b) Not in its proper place or where it can

be found or met with ; hence, concealed,

hidden, or lost

Is't lost? is't gone? speak, is it onto' the way t Shak.

(c) Not in the usual, ordinary, or regular

course; out of the beaten track; hence,

extraordinary ; remarkable ; striking ; as,

her beauty and accomplishments are no

thing out of the way. [Colloq. J— Covered

or covert way. See Coye&RD-yvay.— Milky

Way. See GALAXY. — Jiight of way, in

law, a privilege which an individual or

particular description of persons may have

of going over another's ground, subject to

certain conditions, or sanctioned by the cus

tom by virtue of which the right exists. A

right of way may be claimed by prescription

and immemorial usage, such right being ab

solute and indefeasable if proved to be used

down to the time of the commencement of

the action. It may also be granted by spe

cial permission, as when the owner of lands

grants to another liberty of passing over his

grounds to go to church, market, or the like,

in which case the gift is confined to the

grantee alone, and dies with him. Again, a

right of way may arise by act and operation

of law, as when a man grants a piece of

ground in the middle of his field he at the

same time tacitly and implicitly grants a

way to come at it — Way of the rounds, in

fort, a space left for the passage round be

tween a rampart and the wall of a fortified

town. — Wayit and means, (a) methods; re

sources; facilities.

Then eythcr prince sought the wayes and meanys

howe eytner of thcyni inyght discontent other.

Faiyan.

(6) Specifically, in legislation, means for

raising money ; resources of revenue. —

Committee of ways and means. See COM

MITTEE.

Way.t Waye (wa), v.t To weigh; to es

teem. Spenser.

Wayt (wa), v.t. 1. To go in, to proceed

along.—2. To go or Journey to—3. To put in

the way; to teach to go in the way; to break

to the road: said of horses.

A horse that is not well wayed; he starts at every

bird that flies out of a hedge. Setden.

Wayt (wa), v.i. To journey.

On a time, as they together wayed. Spettser.

Way-baggage (wa'bag-aj), u. The baggage

or effects of a way-passenger on a railroud

or in a stage-coach.

Way-bennet (wa'ben-net), n. A British

plant of the genus Hordeum, the // wiuri-

num: called also Wall-barley. See Hott-

DEUM.

Way-bill (waT>il). n. A list of the names of

passengers who are carried in a public con

veyance, or the description of goods sent

with a common carrier by land.

' It's so on the way-bill; replied the guard.

Dickens.

Wayboard (waTidrd), n. A mining term

now pretty generally used by geologists to

designate the thin layers or bands that

separate or define the boundaries of thicker

strata. Thus, thick beds of limestone are

separated by icayboards of slaty shale, sand

stones are separated by wayboards of clay,

these thin layers indicating the lines of

junction at which the strata separate or

give way. Page.

Way-bread (wa'bred), n. [A. Sax. weg-

brosde—uvg, a way, and breed, broad, from

its being found growing on waysides, and

from its broad leavea ] A name given to

the herb plantain (Plantago major).

Way-doort (wa'dor), n. Street-door. Bp.

Hall.

Wayfaret (wa'far), v.i. [Way and fare, to

journey.] To journey; to travel.

A certain Laconian, as he wayfartd, cane to a

place where there dwelt an old fnead of \\\-.

HoUmnd.

Wayfaret (wa'far). n. The act of wayfaring

or journeying; travel.

Way-farer (wa'far-er), n. One who way-

fares, journeys, or travels; a traveller; a

passenger. Ilich. Carew.

Wayfaring (wa'far-ing), o. Being on a

journey; travelling. Judg. xix. 17.

Moreover for the refreshing of waifarixg men, he

ordained cups of yron or brasse to be fastened by

such cleare wells and fountains as did runne by the

waie's side. Sttne.

Wayfaring - tree (wa'far-ing-tre), n A

shrub, a species of Viburnum, the Y. Lan-

tana: called also Mealy Gelder-rose. See

Viburnum.

Waygoing (wa 'going), a. Going away;

departing; of, pertaining to. or belonging

to, one wYio goes away.— Waygoing crop, the

crop which is taken from the land the year

the tenant leaves a farm.

WaygOOSe (wa'goa). n. iThe forms xcayz-

goose, waytngoose also occur, and the first

part of the word seems to be G. weizen,

weitzen, wheat, the term being probably

borrowed from Germany. ] The name given

to an annual dinner of the printers which

originally took place during the period of

wheat stubble. Jos. Moxon.

Waylay (wa-hV or wa'la), v.t. pret A pp.

waylaid; ppr. waylaying. [Way and. lay.]

To watch insidiously in the way, with a view

to seize, rob, or slay; to beset in ambush:

as, to waylay a traveller.

I will waylay thee going home, where if It be thy

chance to kilt me . . . thou killest me like a rogue

and villain. Shak.

Waylayer (wa-la'er or wala-er), n. One

who waylays; one who waits for another in

ambush, with a view to seize, rob, or slay

him.

Way-leave (walev), n. Eight of way. See

under Way.

Another thing that is remarkable is their way-

leaves; for when men have pieces of ground between

the colliery and the river, they sell leave to lead coals

over their ground. Roger A'arth,

Wayless (walea), a. Having no way or

path; pathless; trackless. Drayton.

Way-maker (wa'mak-er),n. Onewhomakes

a way ; a precursor. * Waymakers to the

. . . restitution of the evangelical truth.'

Bp. Hall.

Way-mark (wa'mark), n. A mark to guide

in travelling. Jer. xxxi. 21.

Waymentt (wii'ment), v.i. [See Waiment.]

To bewail; to lament

For what bootes it to weepe and wayment,

Spenser.

Waymentt (wa'ment), n. Lamentation.

Spenser.

Way-pane (wa'pan), n. A slip left for cart

age in watered laud. [Local.]

Way-passenger (wa'pas-en-jer), n. A pas

senger picked up by the way, that is, one

taken up at some place intermediate be

tween the regular or principal stopping

places or stations.

Way-post (wa'post), n. Same as Finger

post

You came to a place where three cross-roads divide.

Without any way-post stuck up by the side.

R. H. Barham-

Way-Bhaft (wa shaft), n. In steam-engine*,

the roekiug-shaft for working the slide-

valve from the eccentric.

Wayside (wa'sid), «. The aide of the way;

the border or edge of the road or highway.

Sometimes used adjectively=of or pertain

ing to the wayside; growing, situated, etc..

by or near the side of the way; as, wayside

flowers.

The windows of the wayside inn,

Gleamed red with fire-light through the leaves.

Longfellow.

Way-station ( wa'sta-shon \ u. An inter

mediate Btatiou on a railroad. [United

States.]

Way-thistle (wa'this-1), n. A plant of the

genus Cnicus, C. arvensis. Called also Field-

thistle.

Wayward (wa'werd), a. [' Originally a head

less forni of a iwi'uvud. . . . Thus wayward

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; }\ 8c. ley.
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\%away-ward, that is, turned away, perverse.

This is the simple solution of a word that

lias given much trouble. It is a parallel

formation to froward: Skeat.) Full of

peevish caprices or whims; froward; per

verse. 'Whining, purblind, wayward boy.'

Shak. 'Thwarting the wayward seas.' Shah:

Wayward beauty doth not fancy move. Fairfax.

Way-warden (wa'war-den), n. The sur

veyor of a road.

'Had'st best repent and mend thy ways.' 'The

way-warden may do that ; I wear out no ways.'

KingsUy.

Waywardly (wa'werd-li), adv. In a way

ward manner; frowardly; perversely.

Waywardness (wa'werd-nes), n. The qua

lity of being wayward; frowardneas; per-

veraeness, Shak.

Waywlse (wa'wiz), a. Expert in finding or

keeping the way ; knowing the way or route.

Ash.

Waywisert (wa'wiz-er), n. [G. weaweiser,

from weg, way. and weisen, to direct ] An

instrument for measuring the distance which

one has travelled on the road; an odometer

or pedometer.

I went to see Colonel Blount who shewed me the

application erf the waywiser to a coach, exactly mea

suring the miles, and showing them by an index as

we went on. It had 3 circles, one pointing to the

number of rods, another to the miles, by 10 to 1000,

with all the subdivisions of quarters. Evelyn.

Waywode, Waiwode (wa'wod), n. [Pol.

and Rus. woyewvda, lit. army leader, from

woi, an army, and wodit, to lead.] A name

originally given to military commanders in

various Slavonic countries, and afterwards

to governors of towns or provinces. It was

borne for a time by the rulers of Moldavia

and Wallachia, who subsequently took the

title of Hospodar.

Waywodeship (wa'wdd-ship), n. The pro

vince or jurisdiction of a waywode.

Wayworn (wa'worn), a. Wearied by tra

velling.

We (we), pron., pi. of /. [A Sax. wt, 0. Sax.

we, id, Icel. w*r, veer, Dan. and Sw. vi, D.

try. 6. wir, Goth, wets; cog. Skr. vayam—we.

The initial w or v is supposed to represent

m of the old radical ma, me, I, and the

suffix s (G. r) to be a relic of an old demon

strative sma joined to the first pronoun.

Originally, therefore, we = ma-sma = I +

that (or he). See Us.] I and another or

others; I and he or she, or I and they. We

Is sometimes, like they, vaguely used for

society, people in general, the world, Ac,

but when the speaker or writer uses we

he identifies himself more or less directly

with the statement; when he uses they he

implies no such identification. Both pro

nouns thus used may be translated by the

French on and the German man; as, we (or

they) say = on dit, man sagt.

(Vice) seen too oft, familiar with her face

We first endure, then pity, then embrace. Pope.

'They say so.' 'And who are * they J' Every

body—nobody. Thtyl They is a regular scandal

monger, an unknown, unacknowledged, unseen, un

answered, unauthorized creation quoted on all occa

sions.' Mrs. S. C. Hall.

We is frequently used by individuals, as

editors, authors, and the like, when allud

ing to themselves, in order to avoid the

appearance of egotism which it is as

sumed would result from the frequent use

of the pronoun I. The plural style is also

used by kings and other potentates, and

is said to have been first used in his edicts

by King John of England, according to

others by Richard I. The French and Ger

man sovereigns followed the example about

the beginning of the thirteenth century.

We charge you, on allegiance to onrse^f.

To hold your slaughtering hands. Shak.

Weak (wek), a. [Not directly from A. Sax.

wile, weak (which would have become in

modern English woak or woke), but from

the Scandinavian; Icel. veikr, veykr, Sw.

vek, Dan. veg, L.G. and D. week, 0. tceich,

pliant, soft, weak. The original meaning was

yielding or giving way readily, the stem

being seen in A. Sax. wican, 0 H.G. wichan,

to yield, to give way; Gr. (c)eikein, to yield.

Wick, wicker, are from same root.] 1. Want

ing physical strength; as, (a) deficient in

strength of body; not able to raise great

weights or do severe tasks or work; wanting

vigour or robustness; feeble; exhausted; in

firm; sickly. 'A poor, infirm, weak, and des

pised old man.' Shak. (&) Not able to sus

tain a great weight, pressure, or strain ; as,

wok timber; a weak bridge; a weak rope,

(c) Not having the parts firmly united or

adhesive ; easily broken or separated into

pieces; readily fractured; brittle; as, a weak

vessel, (d) Not stiff; pliant; bending; frail;

soft; as, the weak stem of a plant (e) Not

able to resist onset or attack; easily sur

mounted or overcome; as, a weak fortress,

barrier, or fence—2. Deficient in force of

utterauce or sound ; having little volume,

loudness, or sonorousness; low; feeble;

small. ' A voice, not soft, weak, piping, and

womanish.' Ascham.S. Wanting in ability

to perform its functions or office; deficient

in functional energy, activity, or the like.

'Myweofc stomach.' Shah: 'My eyes are

weak.' Shak. —4. Unfltforpurpose&of attack

or defence, either from want of members,

training, courage, or other martial resources;

not strong in arms.

The legions now in Gallia are

Full weak to undertake our wars. Shak.

5. Not abundantly or sufficiently impreg

nated with the essential, required, or usual

Ingredients, or with stimulating or nourish

ing substances or properties; not of the usual

strength; as, weak tea; weak broth; a weak

infusion; weak punch.—6. Not possessing

moral or mental strength, vigour, or energy;

deficient in strength of intellect or judg

ment. 'A weak mind and an able body.'

Shak.

Origen was never meat enough to imagine that

there were two Gods. Waterland.

To think everything disputable is a proof of a

weak mind and a captious temper. Beattit.

7. Having imperfect mental faculties; im

becile ; silly ; fatuous ; stupid ; as, a person

of weak intellect or mind.—8. Not having

acquired full confidence or conviction; not

decided or continued : vacillating; wavering.

Him that is weak in the faith, receive ye, but not

to doubtful disputations. Rom. xtv. 1.

9. Wonting steadiness or firmness; unable

to withstand temptation, persuasion, ur

gency, or the like; easily moved, impressed,

or overcome.

Superior and unmoved ; here only weak

Against the charm of beauty's powerful glance.

Milton.

It-weak woman went astray.

Their stars were more at fault than they. Prior,

10. Resulting from or indicating lack of

judgment, discernment, or firmness; aris

ing from want of moral courage, of self-

deuial, or of determination; injudicious;

as, a weak compliance; a weak surrender.

If evil thence ensue

She first his -weak indulgence will accuse. Milton.

11. Not having effective or prevailing power,

or not felt to be effective or prevailing.

My ancient incantations are too weak Shak.

If my weak oratory

Can from his mother win the Duke ofYork,

Anon expect him here. SJutk.

12. Not having the power to convince; not

supported by the force of reason or truth ;

unsustained; as, weak reasoning or argu

ment; weak evidence.

A case so weak and feeble hath been much per

sisted in. Hooker

la Not founded in right or justice; not

easily defensible.

1 know not what to say: my title's weak—

Tell me, may not a king adopt an heir? Shak.

14. Not having power or vigour of expres

sion; deficient in pith, pregnancy, or point;

as, a weak sentence; a weak style.—15. In

considerable ; slight; Insignificant. 'This

weak and idle theme.' Shak. ' Mine own

weak merits.' Shak—16. In gram, a term

applied to a noun or a verb, or to a declen

sion or conjugation where the plural in the

case of the noun is marked by the addition

of 8, and the preterite and past participle

in the case of verbs are marked by the addi

tion of ed; as, hoy, boys; I love, I loved, I

am loved: called otherwise regular, and dis

tinguished from strong, or irregular. — Weak

side, that side or aspect of a person's char

acter or disposition by which he is most

easily influenced or affected.

Guard thy heart

On this weak side where most our nature fails.

Addison.

Weaki (wek), v.t. To make weak; to weaken.

Dr. H. More.

Weakt (wek), v.i To become weak. Chau

cer.

Weaken (wek'n), v.t. [Weak, and the verb-

forming suffix -en.] To make weak or weaker;

to lessen the strength of or to deprive of

strength; to debilitate; to enervate; to en

feeble; as, to weaken the body; to weaken

the mind; to iceaken the hands of the ma

gistrate; to weaken the force of an objec

tion or argument

A languor came

Upon him, gentle sickness, gradually

It eakeninp the man, till he could do no more.

Tennyson.

Weaken (wek'n). t?. i. To become weak or

weaker; as, he weakens from day to day.

Shak.

Weakener (wek'n-er), n. One who or that

which weakens.

Fastings and mortifications, . . rightly managed,

are huge helps to piety, and great weakness of sin.

South.

Weakening (wgk'ning), a. Having the qua

lity of reducing strength; as, a very weaken

ing disease.

Weak-eyed (wekTd), a. Having weak eyes.

Collins.

Weak-flsh (wek'flsh). n. A fish of the genus

Otolithus (0. regahs), so called because it

has a tender mouth and cannot pull hard

when hooked. Called also Squeteague(which

see).

Weak-headed (wektied-ed). a. Having a

weak head or intellect

Weak-hearted (wekliart-ed), a. Having

little courage; dispirited. Shak.

WeaMsh (wek'ish), a. Somewhat weak;

weakly.

There was an innocent young waiter of a slender

form and with weakish legs. Dickens.

Weakling (wgkling), n. A feeble creature.

And drags me down . to mob me up withal

In 50ft and milky rabble of womankind.

Poor weakling even as they are. Tennyson.

Weakly (wek'li), adv. In a weak manner;

as, (a) with little physical strength; faintly;

not forcibly; as, a fortress weakly defended.

(6) With want of efficacy.

Was plighted faith so weakly seal'd above T

Dryden.

(c) With feebleness of mind or intellect; in

discreetly; injudiciously.

This high gift of strength committed to me,

Under the seal of silence, could not keep

But weakly to a woman most reveal it. Milton .

Weakly (wekli), a. Not strong of constitu

tion; infirm; as, a weakly woman; a man of

a weakly constitution. 'This pretty, puny,

weakly little one.' Tennyson.

Weakness (welr/nes), n. The state or qua

lity of being weak; as, (a) want of physical

strength; want of force or vigour; feeble

ness; as, the weakness of a child; the weak

ness of an invalid; the weakness of a wall or

bridge, or of thread or cordage. ' The weak-

ness of mine eyes,' Shak (6) Want of men

tal or moral strength; want of strength of

will or resolution; feebleness of mind.

Sir, I am vei'd;

Bear with my weakness; my old brain is troubled ;

Be not disturbed with my infirmity. Shak.

All wickedness is weakness. Milton.

(c) Want of spiritedness, ardour, or spright-

liness. 'Soft without weakness; without

glaring gay. ' Pope, (d) Want of moral force

or effect upon the mind; want of cogency.

* The weakness of those testimonies.' Tillot-

son. (e) Defect; failing; fault: with a plural.

Many take pleasure ... in spreading abroad the

weaknesses of an exalted character. Addison

Stn. Feebleness, debility, infirmity, imbe

cility, decrepitude, defect, failing, frailty,

fafntness.

Weak-sighted (wfik'slt-ed), a. Having weak

sight. Abr. Tucker.

Weak-spirited (wek'apir-it-ed), a. Having

a weak or timorous spirit; pusillanimous.

Sir W. Scott.

Weal (wel), n. [A. Sax. wela, weala, pros

perity, wealth, bliss, lit. the state of being

well, from wel, well; Dan. net, Sw, uai.O.H.G.

wela, weal. See Well.] 1. A sound, healthy,

prosperous state of a person or thing ; the

state of being well ; welfare ; prosperity ;

happiness. 'Partner of your weal or woe.'

Shak. ' As we love the weal of our souls

and bodies.' Bacon.

The weal or wo in thee is plac d. Milton

—The public, general, or common weal, the

interest, wellbeing, prosperity of the com

munity, state, or society.

IIn' for the common weal.

The fading politics of mortal Rome,

As I might slay this child, if good need were.

Slew both his sons. Tennyson

2t The body politic; the state. "The spe

cial watchmen of our English weal.' Shak.

Wealt (wel), v.t. To promote the weal or

welfare of. Beau. <fc Pi.

Weal (wel), n. The mark of a stripe. See

Wale.

Weal (wel), v.t. To mark with stripes. See

Wale.

ch, '-hum: ch, Sc, loch; g. 9<>> i.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, una; th, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, trig; wh, irAig; rh, azure.—See KEY.
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WEAL-BALANCED

Weal-balanced (wel-bal'aust), a. Balanced

with regard to the common weal or good.

From thence.

By cold gradation and weal-balanced form.

We shalfprocecd with Angelo. Shak.

[Used probably only this once.]

Weald ( weld ).a. [A. Sax. weald, wald, afnrest

tract; G. waId, a wood or forest. It is a form

of wold (which Bee).] A piece of opeu forest

land; a woody place or woody waste; a wold.

As a proper name it is applied to a valley

or tract of country lying between the North

and South Downs of Kent and Sussex in

England. 'Fled all night long by glimmer

ing waste and weald.' Tennyson.

Weald-Clay (weld'kla), n. The upper por

tion of the Wealden formation, composed

of beds of clay, sandstone, calcareous sand

stone, conglomerate limestone, and iron

stone. The clay is of a bluish or brownish

colour, tenacious, somewhat indurated and

slaty. The limestone is often concretionary,

and usually contains fresh-water Bhells of

the genus Paludina. The weald-clay forms

the subsoil of the wealds of Sussex and

Kent, separating the Shanklin-sands from

the Hastings beds.

Wealden (weTden), a. Of or pertaining

to a weald; specifically, belonging to the

Weald of Sussex and Kent— Wealden for

mation, group, or strata, in geol. a series of

fresh-water strata belonging to the lower

cretaceous epoch, and occurring between

the uppermost beds of the oolite and the

lower ones of the chalk formation. The

name originated from the circumstance that

these fluviatile beds are largely developed

in the weald of Kent and Sussex, where they

seem to occupy the site of an ancient estu

ary which received the clay and mud of

some gigantic river. The group has been

divided into two series, the weald-clay and

Hastings sands (see these terms). The or

ganic remains of the Wealden formation

consist of the bones of huge reptiles, fresh

water shells, and plant remains. The most

remarkable animal remains are those of the

Dinosauria belonging to the genera Hyhco-

saurus, Megalosaurus, Iguanodon, Ac. ; va

rious fish of the placold and ganoid orders

also occur. The vegetable fossils belong

chiefly to ferns, and to the gymnosperma-

tous orders of conifers and cycada. See Pur-

beck Beds under Pdrbeck.

Wealden (weTden). n. In geol the Weal

den group or formation.

Wealdisht (weld'lsh), a. Of or belonging to

a weald; especially to the wealds of Kent,

Surrey, and Sussex. 'The wealdish men.'

Fuller.

Wealfult (weTfql), a. Happy; joyous; feli

citous. Davits.

Weals-man ( we Iz'm an), u. A man who con

sults, or professes to consult, the public

weal; a name given sneeriugly to a politi

cian.

Meeting two such weals-men as you arc, I cannot

call you Lycurguses. Shah.

(Nares says the word occurs only, perhaps,

in the above extract]

Wealth (welth), n. [O.E. welthe, lit the

state of being well, tromwell, and suffix -th;

comp. health, breadth, sloth, mirth, growth,

Ac.] l.f Weal; prosperity; external happi

ness.

Let no man seek his own, but every man another s

wealth i Cor. x. 24.

Grant her (or him) In health and wealth long to live.

Common Prayer.

2. A collective term for riches; material

possessions in all their variety; large pos

sessions of money, goods, or land; that

abundance of worldly estate which exceeds

the state of the greater part of the commu

nity; affluence; opulence.

Get place and wealth; if possible, with grace.

If not, by any means get -wealth and place. Pope.

3. Affluence; profusion; abundance,

Aeain the feast, the speech, the glee.

The shade of passing thought, the wealth

Of words and wit Tennyson.

4 In pot. earn, wealth embraces all and

only such objects as have both utility and

can be appropriated in exclusive possession,

snd therefore exchanged. Political econo

mists consider labour as the only source of

wealth ; and political economy treats mainly

of the means of promoting the increase of

national wealth, and of removing obstruc

tions to its development

Wealthfult (welth'ful). a. Full of wealth

or happiness: prosperous Sir T. More.

Wealthily (welth'f-li), adv. In a wealthy

manner; in the midst of wealth; richly.

610

'Born in wealth and wealthily nursed.'

Hood.

I come to wive it wealthily in Padua;

If wealthily then happily in Padua. Shak.

Wealthlness(welth'i-nes), n. State of being

wealthy; richness.

Wealthy (welth'i), a. 1. Having wealth;

rich ; having large possessions in lands,

goods, money, or securities, or larger than

the generality of men; opulent; affluent

Aswealth is a comparative thing, a man may

be wealthy in one place and not so in an

other. 'Married to a wealthy widow.' Shak.

2. Rich in any sense, as in beauty, orna

ment, endowments, etc.; enriched. [Poeti

cal]

One (window) there is, and at the eastern end.

Wealthy with wandering lines of mount and mere.

Tennyson.

3. Large in point of value; ample. 'Her

dowry wealthy. ' Shak.

Wean (wen), v.t. [A. Sax. wenian, to accus

tom, whence dwenian, to wean; Icel. venja,

to accustom; Dan. vanne. to accustom,

vatnnefra brystet, to wean, lit to accustom

from the breast; G. gewohnen, to accustom,

entwohnen, to break of a custom, to accus

tom one to do without, to wean; from stem

seen in wont See Wont.] 1. To separate

from the breast or from the mother's milk

as food; to ablactate; to accustom and re

concile, as a child or other young animal,

to a want or deprivation of the breast.

And the child grew and was weaned. Gen. xxi. 9.

2. To detach or alienate, as the affections,

from any object of desire; to reconcile to

the want or loss of something; to disengage

from any habit, former pursuit, or enjoy

ment; as, to wean the heart from temporal

enjoyments.

I will restnre to thee

The people's hearts, and wean them from them

selves. Shak.

Wean (wen), n. 1. An infant; a weanling.

[Provincial English.]—2. A child; a boy or

girl of no great age. [Scotch. ]

WeaneU Weanellt (wen'el), n. A wean

ling; an animal newly weaned. ' A lamb,

or a kid, or a weanell.' Spenser.

Weaning-brash (wen 'tag -brash), n. In

med. a severe form of diarrhoea which super

venes at times on weaning.

Weanling (wenling), n. A child or other

animal newly weaned.

Weanling (wenling), a. Recently weaned.

' Weanling herds.' Milton.

Weapon (wep'on), n, [A. Sax. wcepen, a

weapon ; common to the Teutonic lan

guages: Icel. vdpn, vopn, Dan. vaaben, Sw.

vapen, D. wapen, O. waffe, a weapon, Goth.

vepna (pi.), arms. Probably from same root

as £. whip.] 1. Any instrument of offence;

anything used or designed to be used in

destroying or annoying an enemy, as a

sword, a dagger, a club, a rifle, a cannon,

Ac — 2. An instrument for contest or for

combating enemies, either for offence or de

fence; an instrument that may be classed

among anus.

The weapons of our warfare are not carnal.

2 Cor. x. a.

Let not woman's weapons, water drops.

Stain my man's checks. Shak.

3. In bot. a thorn, prickle, sting, or the like,

with which plants are furnished for defence.

Weaponed (wep'ond), a. Armed; furnished

with weapons or arms; equipped.

Weaponless (wep'on-les), a. Unarmed;

having no weapon. Milton.

Weaponry (wep'on-ri), n. Weapons In

general. [Rare.]

Weapon-salve (wep'on-sav or wep'on-

salv), n. A salve which was supposed to

cure the wound by beinjt applied to the

weapon that made it Sir Kenelm Dfgby

says the salve produces sympathy between

the wound and the weapon, citing several

instances to prove that 'as the sword is

treated the wound inflicted by it feels. Thus,

if the instrument is kept wet the wound

will feel cool, if held to the fire it will feel

hot,' Ac. This is referred to in the following

lines:—

She has taen the broken lance,

And washed it from the clotted gore.

And salved the splinter o'er ana o'er.

Sir II', Scott {Afarmion)

Weapon-schaw (wep'on-sha), 11. Wanen-

shaw (which see). Sir W. Scott.

Weapon-smith (wep'ou-smith), n. One

who makes weapons of war; an armourer.

It is unavoidable that the first mechanics—beyond

the heroical weapon-smith on the one hand, and on

WEAR

the other the poor professors of such rude arts as the

homestead cannot do without . . . should be those

who have no land. y. St. AVwiMr.

Wear (war), v.t pret wore; pp. worn; ppr.

wearing. [A. Sax. werian, to wear, to put

on—a weak verb (pret werode) ; O.H.G.

werian. gawerjan, to put on, to clothe; IceL

verja, Goth, vasjan, to clothe. There has

been in this word a change from s to r, aud

the root is the same as in L. vest io, a gar

ment. See Vest.] 1. To carry covering or

appendant to the body, as clothes, weapons,

ornaments, Ac; to have on; as, to wear a

coat or a robe; to wear a sword; to wear a

crown.

Many wearing rapiers are afraid of goose quills

and dare scarce come thither. Shak.

On her white breast a sparkling cross she were.

Pope.

2. To consume by frequent or habitual use;

to deteriorate or waste away by carrying, as

clothes upon one's person; to use up; as, to

wear clothes rapidly; boots well trorn.—

3. To waste or impair by rubbing or attri

tion; to lessen or diminish by continuous

action upon; to consume; to waste; to de

stroy by degrees. 'The waters wear the

stones.' Jobxiv. 10.

When waterdrops have worn the stones of Troy,

And blind oblivion swallow'd cities up. Sha*.

Hence—4. To exhaust; to weary; to fatigue.

Since you have made the days and nights as one.

To wear your gentle limbs in my affairs. Shak.

And hence—5. To forget; to efface from the

memory.

Sort thy heart to patience ;

These few days' wonder will be quickly worn. Shak.

6, To cause or produce by constant percus

sion or attrition; to form by continual rub

bing; as, a constant current of water will

wear a channel in stone.—7. To have or ex

hibit an appearance of; to bear; to carry; to

exhibit; to show.

Ne'er did poor steward wear a truer fjrief

For his undone lord than mine eyes fur you.

Shak.

And often, glad no more.

We wear a face of joy. because

We have been glad of yore, ft 'ordsworth.

8. To bring about gradually; to affect by

degrees; hence, to cause to think or act

in a certain way or direction : often used

with in or into.

Trials wear us into a liking of what, possibly, in

the first essay, displeased us. Locke.

A man . . from the masterly strokes of a great

author every time he peruses him, wears himself w«

the same manner. Addison.

—To wear away, to Impair, diminish, or

destroy by gradual attrition or imperceptible

action.—To wear off, to remove or diminish

by attrition.—To wear out, (a) to wear till

useless; to render useless by wearing or

using; as, to wear out a coat or a book.

(b) To waste or destroy by degrees; to con

sume tediously; as, to wear out life In idle

{>rojects. * Wear out thy youth with shape-

ess idleness.' Shak. (e) To harass; to tire

completely. Dan. vii. 25. (d) To waste the

strength of; as, an old man worn out in the

service of his country.

Wear (war), v.i. 1. To be undergoing gra

dual impairment or diminution; to waste

gradually; to be diminished or to pass away

by attrition, by use, or by time : generally

followed by some particle, as away, off, out

Ac. 'Though marble wear with raining'

Shak. 'Thou wilt surely wear away.' Kxod.

xviii. 18.—2. To pass away, as time ; to be

spent; often, to be tediously spent or con

sumed. 'Thus wore out night' Milton.

Away, I say; time wears. Shak.

:t. t To be worn appendant to the body; to

be the fashion. 'Like the brooch ana the

tooth-pick which wear not now.' Shak —

4. To become gradually fit, as a garment by

wearing. [Rare.]

Let still the woman take

An elder than herself; so wears she to him.

So sways she level in her husband's heart. Shak.

6. To move or advance slowly; to make

gradual progress; as, the winter wore on.

Never morning wore

To evening, but some heart did break. Tennyson.

6. To become; to grow. [Old and Scotch ]

The Spaniards began to ware weary, for w-tntcf

drew on. Serum.

—To \oear well or ill, to be wasted aw«y

slowly or quickly; to last a long or short

time; to be affected by time or use with

difficulty or easily.—To wear off, to p;iss

away by degrees; as, the follies of youth

wear off with age.

If passion causes a present terror, yet it soon wears

off Lock*.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; \\, Sc, abune; y, Sc. try.



WEAR (ill WEATHER-BITTEN

Wear (war), n. 1. The act of wearing; the

state of being worn; diminution by friction,

use, time, or the like; as. this dress is not

for daily war; the wear and tear of a gar

ment—2. The thing worn ; the style of dress;

hence, the fashion ; vogue. ' Motley's the

only wear.' Shak.

Sir, your good worship, will you be my bail?

No, indeed, will I not, Pompey; it is not the NV,

Shak.

— Wear ami tear, the loss by wearing; the

waste, diminution, decay, or injury which

anything sustains by ordinary use; as, the

wear and tear of machinery; the wear and

tear of furniture.

Wear (war), r. t. [A form of reer] Xaut. to

bring on the other tack by turning the ves

sel round, stern toward the wind.

Wear (wer), v.t [O.E. were, weren, werie,

from A. Sax. werian, to guard, to defend;

Icet verja, Dan. vcerge, Goth, warjan. Akin

to wary.) [Scotch] 1. To guard; to watch,

as a gate, door, opening, &c , so that it is

not entered.

I set him to wear the fore-door wi" the spear while

1 kept the back door wi' the lance.

Border Minstrelsy,

2 To ward off; to prevent from approaching

ur entering ; as, to wear the wolf from the

sheep.

Wear (wer), n. Same as Weir (which see).

Wearable (warVbl), a. Capable of being

worn ; as, the clothes are wearable. Some

times used substantively. ' Rejecting every

wearable that comes from England.' Swift.

Wearer (war'er), n. 1. One who wears or

carries as appendant to the body; as, the

wearer of a cloak, a sword, or a crown. 'The

wearer of Antonius' beard.' Shak.

Cowls, hoods, and habits, withtheiravit/rrftossed

■nd fluttered into rags, Milton.

2. That which wastes or diminishes.

Weariable (we'ri-a-bl). a. Capable of be

coming wearied or fatigued. Quart. Rev.

[Rare ]

Weariful (we'ri-ful), a. Full of weariness;

causing weariness; wearisome. [Rare ]

Wearifully (we'ri-ful-li), adv. In a weari

ful manner; wearisomely. [Rare.]

Weariless (we'ri-les), a. Incessant; un

wearied. ' Weariless wing.* Hogg. [Rare.]

Wearily (we'ri-li), adv. In a weary or tire

some manner; like one fatigued. 'You look

wearily.' Shak.

Weariness (we'ri-nes), n. 1. The state of

being weary or tired; that lassitude or ex

haustion of strength which is induced by

labour: fatigue. ' With weariness and wine

oppress'd. ' Dryde u.

If'eariness

Can snore upon the flint when resty sloth

Finds the down pillow hard. Shak.

2. Uneasiness proceeding from monotonous

continuance; tedium; ennui; languor. "1111

one could yield tor weariness.' Tennyson.

Wearing ( war' ing), a. Applied to what is

worn; as, wearing apparel.

Wearlngr (war'ing), n. That which one

wears; clothes; garments.

Give me my nightly wearing and adieu! Shak.

Wearisht (wertshVa. [Perhaps from weary,

in meaning 4J 1. Wizen; withered; shrunk.

' A little, wearish old man. very melancholy

by nature." Burton.—2. Insipid; tasteless;

washy.

Wearisome (we'ri-sum), a. [From weary]

Causing weariness; tiresome; tedious; fa

tiguing; irksome; monotonous; as, a weari-

eotne march; a wearisome day's work.

Wearisome nights are appointed to me. Job vii. 3.

Alas, the way is wearisome and long! Shak.

Wearisomely (we'ri-sum-li), adv. In a

wearisome manner; tediously; so as to cause

weariness. Raleigh.

Wearisomeness (we'ri-sum-nes). n. The

quality or state of being wearisome; tire

someness: tediousness; as, the wearisome

ness of toil or of waiting long in anxious

expectation. 'Continual plodding and weari-

Motneness. ' Milton.

Weary (we'ri), a. [A. Sax. wfrig. weary,

O. Sax. wurig; according to Skeat from

A. Sax. w6r, a swampy place, the same word

as wos, Mod. E. ooze, the won! originally

having reference to the fatigue of walking

in wet. J l. Having the strength much ex

hausted by toil or violent exertion ; having

the strength, endurance, patience, or the

like, worn out; tired; fatigued. It is fol

lowed by of before the cause of fatigue or

exhaustion; as, to be weary of marching; to

l>e weary of reaping; to be weaiy of study.

Let us not be -weary in well-doing. Gal. vi. 9.

2. Impatient of the continuance of some

thing painful, irksome, or the like; sick;

disgusted.

If'eary of the world, away she hies.

And yokes her silver doves. Shak.

8. Causing fatigue or tedium; tiresome; irk

some; as, a weary way; a weary life.

How weary, stale, flat and unprofitable.

Seem to me all the uses of this world. Shak.

4. Feeble; sickly; puny. Forby; Jamieson.

[Provincial English andScotch. ]—Syn. Tired,

fatigued, disgusted, sick, tiresome, irksome,

wearisome.

Weary (we'ri), v.t. pret. «fe pp. wearied; ppr.

wearying. [From the adjective.] 1. To

make weary; to reduce or exhaust the phy

sical strength or endurance of; to tire; to

fatigue; as, to weary one's self with labour

or travelling.

The people shall weary themselves for very vanity.

Hab. ii. 13.

2. To exhaust the patience of; to make im

patient of continuance.

I stay too long by thoe; I weary thee. Shak.

3. To harass by anything irksome.

I would not cease

To weary him with my assiduous cries. MUton.

—To weary out, to subdue or exhaust by

fatigue or by anything irksome. * Me over-

] watch'd and wearied out.' MUton.—Syn. To

tire, fatigue, exhaust, harass, jade, fag,

dispirit.

Weary (we'ri), v.i. To become weary; to

tire; to become impatient of continuance.

Sing the simple passage o'er and o'er

For all an April morning, till the ear

Wearies to hear it. Tennyson.

Weary (we'ri). n. [A. Sax werg, a curse. See

Wary, to curse.] A curse. Used now only

in the phrases ' Weary fa' you!' ' Weary on

youl'and the like. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch]

Wearyfu' (we'ri-fu), a. Causing pain ; ca

lamitous. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Weasand (we'zand), «. [A. Sax. watsend,

wdsend, the windpipe; 0. Fris. wasende,

0. H. G. weisunt ; perhaps, as Wedgwood

thinks, named from the wheezing sound :

made in breathing. See Wheeze.] The

windpipe or trachea; the canal through |

which air passes to and from the lungs.

Written also Wcsand, Wezand, and Weaz- I

and. Spenser; Shak.; Wiseman.

Weasel (we'zl), n. [A. Sax. wesle, D. wezel, ,

Dan. vessel, G. wicsel, O.H.G. wisala, weasel. |

Etym. doubtful ] 1. A name common to the

digitigrade carnivorous animals belonging |

to the genus Mustela, family Mustelidre.

The true weasels are distinguished by the

length and slenderness of their bodies; the

feet are short, the toes separate, and the

claws sharp. The common weasel (M. vul

garis) is a native of almost all the temperate

Common Weasel (Mustela vulgaris).

and cold parts of the northern hemisphere,

and is one of the best known British quad

rupeds. It is the smallest of the Mustelida-

of the Old World, measuring about 2£ inches

in height, about "J in length, with a tail about

2J inches long. The body is extremely slen

der and arched , the head small and flattened,

the neck very long, the legs short, and also

the tail. It is of a reddish-brown colour

above, white beneath ; tail of the same

colour as the body. It feeds on mice, rats.

moles, and small birds, and is often useful

as a destroyer of vermin in ricks, barns, and

granaries. Amongother well-known species

are the polecat (M. putorius), the ferret (M.

fwro), the ermine (Jf. emiinea), and the

Bable (M. zibcttina).

I can suck melancholy out of a song, as a iveaset

sucks eggs. Shak.

2. A lean, mean, sneaking, greedy fellow.

The weasel Scot

Comes sneaking, and so sucks her princely cgps.

Shak.

Weasel -coot (we'zl-kbt), m. A bird, the

red-headed smew, or Mergus minutus mus-

telinus.

Weasel-faced (we'zl-fast), a. Having a thin

sharp face like a weasel. Steele.

Weasel-snout (we'zl-snout), n. A British

plant of the genus Galeobdolon, the G. In

terim. See Galeobdolon.

Weasinesst (we'zi-nes), n. The state or

condition of being weasy. Joye.

Weasyt (we'zi), a. [Lit. wheezing, or breath

ing hard, from being puffed up with good

living. ] Gluttonous. Joye.

Weather (weTH'er), n. [A. Sax. weder, wan

der, D. and L.G. weder, Icel. redr, Sw. vdder.

G. wetter, O.H.G. wetar; cog. Bulg. victr,

Lith. wettra, weather; supposed to be from

same root as wind.) 1. A general term for

the atmospheric conditions; the state of

the air or atmosphere with respect to its

temperature, pressure, humidity, electrifi

cation, motions', or any other meteorological

phenomena; as, warm weather; cold wea

ther; wet weather; dry weather; calm wea

ther; tempestuous weather; fair weather;

cloudy weather; hazy weather, ond the like.

The investigation of the various causes

which determine the state of the atmo

sphere, and produce those changes which

are incessantly taking place in its condition,

forms the subject of meteorology. —2. Change

of the state of the air; meteorological

change ; hence, fig. vicissitude ; change of

condition.

It is a reverend thing to see an ancient castle not

in decay; how much more to behold an ancient fam

ily which have stood against the waves and weathers

of time. Bacon.

3. t Storm; tempest. * What gusts of weather

from thatgathering cloud!' Dryden.—4.t A

light rain; a Bhower. Wickliffe.—5. The in

clination or obliquity of the sails of a wind

mill to the plane of revolution.—To make

fair weather^ to flatter; to make flattering

representations to some one ; to conciliate

another by fair words and a show of friend

ship.

I must makefair weather yet awhile

Till Henry be more weak and I more strong. Shak.

—To make good weather (naut.), to behave

well in a storm; to ship little water.—To

make bad weather (naut.), to behave ill in

a storm; to ship much water: said of a ves

sel.

Weather (weTH'er), v. t. 1. To air; to expose

to the air. [Rare]

Like to an eagle soaring to weather his broad sails.

Spenser.

2. Naut. (a) to sail to the windward of; as,

to weather a cape; to weather another ship.

We weathered Pulo Pare on the 29th, and stood

in for the main. Cook.

(b) To bear up against and come through,

though with difficulty: said of a ship in a

storm, as also of its captain or pilot; as, to

weather a gale or storm.

Here's to the pilot that weathered the storm.

Canning.

3. To bear up against and overcome, as

danger ordiffkulty; to sustain the effects of;

to come out of, as a trial, without perma

nent injury.

You will weather the difficulties yet. F.IV. Robertson.

4. In geol. to disintegrate and waste or wear

away ; as, the atmospheric agencies that

weather rocks.

Geologists speak of the fresh fracture in contra

distinction to the weathered surface. Page.

—To weather a point, (a) naut. to gain a

point toward the wind, as a ship. (6) To

gain or accomplish anything against oppn-

sition.—To weather out, to endure; to hold

out to the end.

When we have pass'd these gloomy hours,

And weather'd out the storm that beats upon us.

Aadison,

Weather (weTH'er), v.i. In geol. to suffer

change, disintegration, or waste, by expo

sure to the weather or atmosphere, as a rock

or cliff.

Weather (weTH'er), a. Naut. toward the

wind; windward: a frequent element in com

pound words; as, weather-bow, weather-

l>eam, weather-gage, weafAer-uuarter, Ac.

Weather-anchor(weTH'er-ang-ker). n. The

anchor lying to windward, by which a ship

rides when moored.

Weather-beaten (weTH'er-bet-n), o. [Per

haps originally this word was weather-bit

ten.) Beaten or harassed by the weather;

having been seasoned by exposure to every

kind of weather; as, a weather-beaten sailor.

Like a -weather-beaten vessel, holds

Gladly the port, though shrouds and tackle torn.

Milton.

Weather-bitten (weTH'er-bit-n), a. Worn

or defaced by exposure to the weather. ' A

weather-bitten conduit.' Shak.

ch, Main; eh, Sc. locA; g. 00; ].;'ob; fi. Fr. to7»; ng, sing; th. (Aen: th. fAin: w, trig; wh. whig; zh, azure—See Key.
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Weather-blown (weTH'er-blftn), a. Wea

ther-beaten; exposed. Chapman.

Weather-board (weTH'er-bdrd),n. l.Naut.

(a) that side of a ship which i> toward the

wind; the windward aide (b) A piece of

plank placed in the ports of a ship when

laid up in ordinary, and serving as a pro

tection from bad weather. Weather-boards

are fixed in an inclined position, so as to

turn off the rain without preventing the

circulation of air.—2. A board used in wea

ther-boarding (which see).

Weather-board ( weTU'er-bord ), v.t To

nail boards upon, as a roof, lapping one over

another, in order to prevent rain, snow, etc. ,

from penetrating them.

Weather -boarding (weTH'er-bord-ing), n.

Boards nailed with a lap on each other, to

prevent the penetration of the rain and

snow, used in roofs, Ac.

Weather-bound (weTH'er-bound), a. De

layed by bad weather.

Weather-bow (weTH'er-bo), h. The side of

a ship's bow that is to windward.

Weather-box (weTii'er-boks), ». A kind of

hygrometer, usually in the shape of a toy-

house, in which certain mechanical results

from the weight or flexure of materials due

to dampness, are made to move a figure or

pair of figures—a man and a woman on a

poised arm, fur instance, so that the former

advances from his porch in wet, and the lat

ter in dry weather. Called also Weather-

house.

The elder and younger son of the house of Crawley

were, like the gentleman and lady in the weather-

bcx, never at home together. Thackeray.

Weather-cloth (weTH'er-kloth), n. Naut. a

long piece of canvas or tarpauling used to

preserve the hammocks from injury by the

weather when stowed, or to defend persons

from the wind and spray.

Weathercock (weTH'er-kok). n. 1. A vane

or weather*vane ; a figure on the top of a

spire or the like which turns with the wind

and Bhows its direction: so called because

the figure of a cock, as an emblem of vigi-

lance.had long been a favourite form of vane.

Shak.—2. Any thing or person that turns

easily and frequently; a fickle, inconstant

person.

The word which I have given shall stand Iilce fate.

Not like the king's, that weathercock of state.

Dryden.

Weathercock (weTH'er-kok), v t. To serve

as a weathercock to or upon. 'Whose

blazing wyvern weathercock'd the spire.'

Tennyson.

Weather-drlven(weTH'6r-driv-n),a. Driven

by winds or storms; forced by stress of

weather.

Weathered (weTH'erd),p. and a. 1. In geol.

wasted, worn away, or discoloured by ex

posure to the influences of the atmosphere:

said of stones or rock surfaces.—2. In arch.

a term applied to surfaces which have a

small slope or inclination given to them

to prevent water lodging on them, as win

dow-sills, the tops of classic cornices, and

the upper surface of most flat stone-work.

Weather-eye (weTH'er-i), n. The eye that

looks at the sky to forecast the weather.—

To keep one's weather-eye open or awake, to

be vigilantly on one's guard ; to have one's

wits about one.

Kee/> your weather eye awake, and don't make any

more acquaintances, however handsome. Dickens.

Weather-fend (weTH'er-fend), v.t. To shel

ter; to defend from the weather. 'The

line-grove which weather-fends your cell.'

Shak.

Weather-guge (weTH'er-gai), n. 1. Naut.

the advantage of the wind; the stage or

situation of one ship to the windward of

another.

A ship is said to have the weather-gage of another

when she is at the windward of her.

Admiral Smyth.

Hence—2. Adrautage of position; superior

ity.

Were the line

Of Rokeby once combined with mine

I pain the weather-gage of fate. Sir ft'. Scott.

Weather-gall (werH'er-gal), n. Same as

Water-gall.

Weather - gauge ( weTH'er-gaj ), n. Same

as Weather-gage. Young's Saut. Diet

Weather-glass (weTH'er-glas), n. An in

strument to indicate the state of the atmo

sphere. This word is generally applied to

the barometer, but it is also applied to other

instruments for measuring atmospheric

changes, and indicating the state of the

weather, as the thermometer, hygrometer,

manometer, anemometer, and the like.

Weather-gleam (weTH'er-glem), ». A pe

culiar clear sky near the horizon. [Provin

cial English]

The weather-gleam of the eastern hills began to

be tinged with the brightening dawn. Ed*n. Mag.

You have marked the lighting of the sky just

above the horizon when clouds are about to l»reak.

Whatever name you gave

t of the ' weather-

up and disappear,

you would hardly improve on that

gleam,' which in some of our dialects it bears.

Trench.

Weather-hardened (weTH'er-hard'nd), a.

Hardened by the weather; weather-beaten.

'A countenance which, weather-hardened

as it was.' Southey.

Weather-headed (weTn'er-hed-ed),a. Hav

ing a sheepish look : probably a corruption

of wether-headed. Sir W. Scott.

Weather-helm (weTH'er-helm), n. A ship

is said to carry a weather-helm when, owing

to her having a tendency to gripe, the helm

requires to be kept a little to windward, or

a-weather, in order to prevent her head

from coming up in the wind while sailing

closehauled.

Weather -house ( weTH'er-hous ), n. See

Weather-box.

Weathering (weTirer-ing), n. 1. In geol. the

action of the elements on a rock in altering

its colour, texture, or composition, or in

rounding off its edges, or in gradually dis

integrating It— 2. In arch, the inclination

given to a surface so as to enable it to throw

off the water.

Weatherly (weTH'er-li), a. Naut. applied

to a ship when she holds a good wind, that

is, when she presents so great a lateral re

sistance to the water while sailing close-

hauled that she makes very little leeway.

Weathermost ( weTH'er-most ), a. Being

furthest to the windward.

Weather-moulding (weTn'er-m61d-ing), «.

In arch, a dripstone or canopy over a door

or window, intended to throw off the rain.

Weatherology (weTH-er-ol'o-ji), n. A hu

morously coined word, meaning the science

of the weather.

My Muse a glass of we.itheroiogy;

For parliament is our barometer. Byron,

Weather-proof (weTH'er-prbfX a. Proof

against rough weather.

Weather-prophet (weTH'er.prof-ct),*. One

who foretells weather ; one skilled in fore

seeing the changes or state of the weather.

[Colloq.]

Weather-quarter (weTH'er-kwar-ter), n.

The quarter of a ship which is on the wind

ward side.

Weather-roll (weTH'er-r61). n. The roll of

a ship to the windward, in a heavy sea, upon

the beam: opposed to lee-lurch.

Weather -shore ( weTH'er-shdr ), n. The

shore which lies to windward of a ship.

Weather-side (weTH'er-sId), n. Naut. that

side of a Bhip under sail upon which the

wind blows, or which is to windward.

Weather-spy (weTH'ex-spi),n. A star-gazer;

one that foretells the weather; a weather-

prophet. Donne. [Rare.]

Weather-strip (weTH'er-Btrip), n. A piece

of board or other material which closes ac

curately the space between a shut door and

the threshold.

Weather-tide (weTH'er-tid), n. The tide

which sets against the lee-side of a ship, im

pelling her to the windward.

Weather-vane (weTH'er-van), «. A vane,

erected on a steeple or other elevated place,

which, by turning under the influence of

the wind, shows the quarter it blows from;

a weather-cock.

Weather-wise ( weTH'er-wIz ), a. Skilful

in foreseeing the changes or state of the

weather.

Weatherwlsert (weTH'er-wiz-er), n. Some

thing that foreshows the weather.

The flowers of pimpernel, the opening and shutting

of which arc the countryman's weatherwiser.

Derkam.

Weather-worn (weTH'er-worn), a. Worn

by the action of the weather; weathered.

Weave (wev), v.t. pret. wove; ppr. weaving;

pp. woven, wove; pret. & pp. formerly often

weaved. [A. Sax. teefan, pret. waf, pp. we-

fen; D. weven. ltd. vefa, Dan. vane, O.

weben, to weave ; cog. Skr. vap, to weave.

Akin web, waft; perhaps wave. ] 1. To form

by interlacing anything flexible, such as

threads, yarns, filaments, or strips of differ

ent materials; to form by texture, or by

inserting one part of the material within

another; as. to weave cloth ; to weave bas

kets. (See Weaving-) * Where the women

wove hangings for the grove.' 2 Kings xxiii. 8.

And now his woven girths he breaks asunder.

Shak.

These purple vests were weaved by Dardan dames.

2. To form a texture with; to interline or

entwine into a fabric; as. to weave cotton,

wool, silk; to weave twigs. 'When she

weaved the sleided silk.' Shak.

The spinsters and the knitter* in the sun

And the free maids that Weave their thread with

bones

Do use to chant ir. Stkak.

3. To entwine; to unite by intermixture or

close connection. * When religion was wvren

into the civil government ' Addison. ' Those

words thus woven into Bong.' Byron.

This -weaves itself perforce into my business. Sk.it

He carries off only such scraps in hi» mcrucrr 3"- in

Is hardly possible to weave into a connected ajvI

consistent whole. Presa&

4. To contrive, fabricate, or construct with

design or elaborate care ; as, to weave a

plot.

My brain more busy than the labouring sp*dcx

/reaves tedious snares to trap mine enemies

SA*e.

Weave (wev), v.i. 1. To practise weaving;

to work with a loom.

Proclaim that I can sing, weave, sew, and dance.

Stmt.

2. To become woven or interwoven. "The

amorous vine which in the elm still wain '

W. Browne.—3. In the manege, to make a

motion of the head, neck, and body fnrai

side to side like the shuttle of a weaver:

Raid of a horse.

Weave,* v.t To wave; to float Spenerr.

Weaver (weVer), «. 1. One who weaves;

one whose occupation is to weave.

Weavers were supposed to be generally pood

singers. Their trade, being- sedentary, t*vcy hid ar.

opportunity of practising, and sometimes in punts.

. . . Many of the weavers in Queen Elizabeth's d«ya

were Flemish Calvinists, who fled from the pcrser.--

tion of the Duke of Alva, and were therefore partjdi-

larly given to singing psalms. . . . Hcn.cc the excla

mation of Falstan.

I would I were a weaver t I could aog psalms, and

all manner of sougs. sVares.

(The correct reading is 'sing psalms or

anything.']—2. One of the aquatic insects

of the genus Gyrinus; the whirlwig (which

see). —3. A name given to insessorial birds

of various genera, belonging to the couiros-

tral section of the order, and forming a

group or sub-family (Ploceinse) of the Frui-

gillidse or finches. They are so called fxom

mi^..

Yellow-crowned Weaver and Nest [F.jiskraempiajxs'i.

the remarkable structure of their nest*,

which are woven in a very wonderful num-

ner of various vegetable substances. Soxne

species build their nests sciwirate and singly .

and hang them from slender branches »>f

trees and shrubs, but others build in com

panies, numerous nests suspended from the

branches of a tree being under one roof,

though each one forms a separate compart

ment and has a separate entrance. They

are natives of the warmer parts of Asia, ot

Africa, and of Australia, noue being found

in Europe or America. The Ptoceto* *<;ten>-

cephalus, or yellow-crowned weaver, is a

native of South Africa, and constructs an

isolated pensile kidney-shaped nest, at*tut

7 inchea long by 4$ broad, with an Hptuing m

the side. Naturalists are not quite agrved

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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as to whether the nests of the weaver-bird

are built in their own peculiar manner as

a means of preservation against the rain, or

against the attacks of serpents and small

quadrupeds, probably the latter.

Weaver-bird (weVer-berd), n. See Weav

er, 3.

Weaver-fish (wev'er-flsh), n. A fish of the

genus Trachinus. See Weever.

Weaver's-shuttle (wev-erz-shutfl). n. A

species of gasteropodous Mollusca (Ooulwn

volva), iu which the aperture is produced

into a long caual at each end ; it belongs to

the same family as the cowries.

Weaving (wev'ing), n. The act of one

who weaves; the act or art of producing

cloth or other textile fabrics by means of

a loom from the combination of threads or

filaments. In all kinds of weaving, whether

plain or figured, one system of threads,

called the troof or weft, is made to pass al

ternately under and over another system

of threads called the warp, web, or chain.

The essential operations are the succes

sive raising of certain threads of the warp

and the depression of others so as to form

a decussation or shed for the passage of

the weft yam, which is then beaten up by

means of a lay or batten. Weaving is per

formed by the hand in what are called Aand-

looms, or by steam in what are called poicer-

loonut, but the general arrangements for both

are to a certain extent the same. (See Loom,

Jacquard.) Weaving, in the most general

sense of the term, comprehends not only

those textile fabrics which are prepared in

the loom, but also net-work, lace-work, &c.

Weazen (we'zn), o. [IceL visinn, wizened,

withered; Sw. and Dan. vissen, withered.

See Wizen.] Thin; lean; withered; wizened;

as, a weazen face. 'His shadowy figure and

dark weazen face.* Irving.

The third was a little wensen drunken-looking

body with a pimply face. Dickens.

Web (web), n. [A. Sax. web, webb, from the

stem of weave. See Weave] 1. That which

is woven ; the whole piece of cloth woven

in a loom; locally, (a) a piece of linen cloth.

(6) The warp in a loom. —2. Something re

sembling a web or sheet of cloth; specifi

cally, a large roll of paper such as is used

in the web-press for newspapers and the

like. — 3. A plain, flat surface, aa (o)t a

sheet or thin plate of lead. * Christian slain

roll up in web* of lead.' Fairfax. (6) The

blade of a sword. 'The sword whereof the

web was steel.' Fairfax, (c) The blade of

a saw. (</) The plate, or its equivalent In

a beam or girder which con

nects the upper and lower flat

or laterally extending plates

(fig. 6). (e) The correspond

ing portion of a rail between

the tread and foot (flg. c).

(/) The flat portion of a

wheel, as of a railway car

riage between the nave and

the rim, occupying the space

where spokes would be in an

ordinary wheel (flg. a\ (o) The Web in cross

solid part of the bit of a section,

key. (A) That portion of an

anvil which is of reduced size below the

head, (i) The thin sharp part of the coul

ter of a plough.—I. The membrane which

unites the toes of many water-fowl; a

similar membrane possessed by other ani

mals, as the ornithorhynchus. Rev. J. G.

Wood. —6.The plexus of very delicate threads

or filaments which a spider spins, and which

serves as a net to catch flies or other in*

sects for its food; a cobweb.

Much like a subtile spider that doth sit

In middle of her web that spreadeth wide.

Pope.

6. Fig, anything carefully contrived and

elaborately put together or woven, as a plot,

a scheme.

O, what a tangled web we weare.

When first we practise to deceive.

Sir W. Sett.

—Pin and web. See PIN, 8.

Web (web), tJ. t pret. <fe pp. webbed; ppr. web

bing. To cover with or aa with a web ; to

envelop.

Webbe,t n. [A. Sax. webba.] A webber; a

weaver. Chatteer.

Webbed (webd), a. Having the toes united

by a membrane or web; as, the webbed feet

of aquatic fowls.

Webbert (web'er), n, A weaver.

Webbing (web'ing), n, A strong fabric of

hemp 2 or 3 inches wide, made for sup

porting the seats of stuffed chairs, sofas,

Ac,

Webby (web'i), a. Relating to a web ; re

sembling a web.

Bats on their webby wing* in darkness move.

Crabbe.

Web-eye (web'i), n. In pathol. a disease of

the eye produced by a film suffusing it;

caligo.

Web-fingered (web'fing-gerd), o. Having

the fingers united by webs formed of the

skin.

He was, it is s.iid, web-footed naturally, and par

tially web-Ji tigered'. Mayhew.

Web-foot (web'fut), n. A foot whose toes

are united by a web or membrane.

Web-fOOted (web'fut-ed), a. Having web-

feet; palmiped; as, a goose or duck is a

web-footed fowl.

Web-press (web'pres), n. A printing-ma

chine which takes its paper from the web

or roll: much used in newspaper and such

like printing.

Webstert (web'ster), n. [For the rationale

of the suffix see -Ster,] A weaver.

Websterlte (web'ster- It), n. [After Web

ster, a geologist] Aluminite; hydrous tri-

basic sulphate of aluminium, found in Sus

sex, and at Halle in Prussia, in reniform

masses and botryoidal concretions of a white

or yellowish-white colour.

Wecht (wecht). n. [A. Sax. wegan, to lift.

See Weigh.] An instrument in the form of

a sieve, but without holes, used for lifting

corn. Bums. [Scotch.]

Wed (wed), v.t. pret A pp. wedded; ppr.

wedding ; wed as pret A pp. also occurs.

[A. Sax. weddian, to engage, to premise, to

pledge, from wedd, a pledge; similarly Goth.

(gayvadjan, to pledge, to betroth, from cadi,

a pledge. Akin gage, wage, wager.] L To

marry; to take for husband or for wife.

Since the day

I saw thee first, and wedded thee. MiltOH.

2. To join in marriage; to give in wedlock.

* Adam, wedded to another Eve.' Milton.

In Syracusa was I born and wed

Unto a woman. Shak.

3. To unite closely in affection; to attach

firmly by passion or prejudice; as, we are

apt to be wedded to our own customs and

opinions.

Men are wedded to their lusts. Tillotson.

4. To unite for ever or inseparably. ' That

noble title your master wed me to.' Shak.

Thou art wedded to calamity. Shak.

M To espouse; to take part with.

They wedded his cause. Clarendon.

Wed (wed), v.i. To marry; to contract mat

rimony. ' When shall I wed I' Shak.

Wed,t Weddet (wed), n. [See above.] A

pawn or pledge.

Wedded (wed'edX a. 1. Pertaining to mat

rimony ; as, wedded life ; wedded bliss.—

2. Intimately united or joined together;

buckled together.

Then fled to her inmost bower, and there

Unclasped the wedded eagles of her belt.

Tennyson.

Weelder (wed'er), n A castrated ram; a

wether. Sir W. Scott

Wedding (wed'ing), n. Marriage; nuptials;

nuptial ceremony; nuptial festivities.—Sil

ver wedding, golden wedding, diamond

wedding, the celebrations of the twenty-

fifth, the fiftieth, and the sixtieth anniver

saries of a wedding.—Marriage, Wedding,

Nuptials, Matrimony, Wedlock. See under

Marriage.

Wedding (wed'ing), a. Of, pertaining to,

or used at a wedding or weddings; as, wed

ding cheer; wedding garment; 'wedding

sheets;' * iredding torch. ' Shak.

Wedding-bed (wed'ing-bedX «. The bed of

a newly married pair. Shak.

Wedding-cake (wed'ing-kak), n. A richly

decorated cake to grace a wedding. It is

cut and distributed during the breakfast,

and portions of it are sent afterwards to

friends not present.

Wedding-card (wed'ing-kard), n. One of a

set of cards bearing the names and address

of a newly married couple, usually printed

in silver or tied together with silver cord

and sent to friends to announce the event,

and stating when they receive return calls.

Wedding-clothes (wed'ing-kl6TH«), " pi-

Garments for a bride or a bridegroom to be

worn at marriage.

Wedding-day (wed'ing-dii), n. The day of

marriage.

Wedding-dower (wed'ing-dou-er). n. A

marriage portion. 'Let her beauty be her

wedding-dower.' Shak.

Wedding-favour (wed'ing-fa-ver), n, A

bunch of white ribbons, or a rosette, Ac,

worn by males attending a wedding. Sim-

monds.

Wedding-feast (wed'ing-fest). n. A feast or

entertainment prepared for the guests at a

wedding.

Wedding-ring (wed'ing-ring), n. A plain

gold ring placed by the bridegroom on the

third finger of the bride's left hand at the

marriage ceremony.

Wede»t n- [A. Sax. weed, a garment. See

Weed.] Clothing; apparel. CAaueer.

Wedge (wej), n. [A. Sax. wecg, a mass, a

wedge; IceL vegr, Dan. vosgge, Sw. vigg, D.

weg, O.G. wecke, wedge, possibly from the

same root as wag, way, weigh, and signify

ing lit. the mover.] 1. A piece of wood or

metal, thick at one end and sloping to a

thiu edge at the other, used in splitting

wood, rocks, Ac. The wedge is a body con

tained under two triangular

p ■ and three rectangular sur-

s \ jti faces, as in the figure, where
'<£— ciiW the triangles a be, dcf are

the ends, the rectangles

a HF,F, BCEF the sides, and

the rectangle AfiPC the top.

The wedge is one of the

mechanical powers, and is

used for splitting blocks of

timber and stone ; for pro

ducing great pressure, as in the oil-press;

and for raising immense weights, as when a

ship is raised by wedges driven under the

keel, Ac. If the power applied to the top

were of the nature of a continued pressure,

the wedge might be regarded as a double

inclined plane, and the power would be to

the resistance to be overcome,as the breadth

of the back, D c. to the length of the side,

DF, on the supposition that the resistance

acta perpendicularly to the side. But since

the power is usually that of percussion

with a hammer, every stroke of which

causes a tremor in the wedge, which throws

off for the instant the resistance on its sides,

no certain theory can be laid down regard

ing it. To calculate the power, we require

the additional elements of weight of the

hammer, momentum of the blow, and the

intervals between the blows, and further,

the amount of tremor in the wedge and its

antagonism to the resistance on the sides.

All that is known with certainty respecting

the theory of the wedge is that its mechani

cal power is increased by diminishing the

angle of penetration i> fc. All cutting and

penetrating instruments, as knives, swords,

chisels, razors, axes, nails, pins, needles,

Ac. may be considered as wedges. The

angle of the wedge in these cases is more

or less acute, according to the purposes to

which it is to be applied. —2. A mass of metal,

especially if resembling a wedge in form.

'A wedge of gold of fifty shekels weight.'

Josh. vii. 21. ' Wedges of gold, great an

chors, heaps of pearls.' Shak. — 8. Some

thing in the form of a wedge.

See how in warlike muster they appear.

In rhombs, and wedges, and half-moons, and wings.

Milton.

— The thin or small end of the wedge, is

used figuratively of an initiatory move of

small apparent importance, but which is

calculated to produce or lead to an ultimate

important effect.

Wedge (wej), v.t pret. A pp. wedged; ppr.

wedging. 1. To cleave with a wedge or with

wedges; to rive.

My heart

As wedded with a »igh, would rive in twain. Shnk,

2. To drive as a wedge is driven; to crowd

or compress cloBely.

Among the crowd i' the Abbey ; where a finger

Could not be wedged in more. Shak.

3. To force, as a wedge forces its way; as,

to wedge one's way. Milton.—4. To fasten

with a wedge or with wedges; as, to wedge

on a scythe; to wedge in a rail or a piece of

timber.— 5. To fix in the manner of a wedge.

U'ede-'d in the rocky shoals, and sticking fist.

Dryden.

Wedge (wej), n. In Cambridge university,

the name given to the man whose name

stands lowest on the list of the classical

tripos: said to be after the name {Wedge-

wood) of the man who occupied this place

on the first list (1828). See Wooden Spoon

under Spoon.

Wedge-shaped (wel'shapt), a. 1. Having

the shape of a wedge; cuneiform.—2. In

bot. applied to a leaf broad and truncate at

the summit, and tapering down to the base,

as in Saxifraga cuneifolia. See Cuneate.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wb, wAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Wedge-wise (wej'wiz), adv. In the manner

of a wedge.

Wedgwood-ware (wej'wud-war), n. [After

Joslah Wedgwood (1730-1795) of Etruria,

Staffordshire, the inventor.] A superior

kind of semivitrified pottery, without much

superficial glaze, and capable of taking on

the most brilliant and delicate colours pro

duced by fused metallic oxides and ochres.

1 1 fs much used for ornamental ware, asvases,

Ai- , and, owing to its hardness and pro

perty of resisting the action of all corrosive

substances, for mortars in the laboratory.

Wedgy (wej'i), a. Wedge-shaped. ' Pushed

his wedgy snout far within the straw sub

jacent.' Landor.

Wedlock (wed'lok), n. [O.E. wedlok, wed-

laike, A. Sax. wedldc, a pledge, from wed,

a pledge, and Idc, sport, also a gift. The

term refers to the old custom of the bride-

fToom making the bride a present the morn-

tig after marriage.] 1. Marriage; matri

mony. ' Which that men clepen spousaille

or wedlok. ' Chaucer.

I prayed for children, and thought barrenness

In wedlock a reproach. Milton.

Sometimes used adjectivally. ' Holy wed

lock vow,' Shak. 'Happy wedlock hours.'

Shak.—2.t Wife.

Which of these is thy wedlock, MenelausT thy

HelenT thy Lucrecel B. "Jensen.

Wedlock (wed'lok), v.t. To unite in mar

riage; to marry. 'Man thus wedlocked.'

Milton.

Wednesday (wenzMaV n. [A. Sax. WAdnes-

dctg, that is Woden s day. Woden 1b the

same as Odin. See ODIN.] The fourth day

of the week; the next day after Tuesday.

Wee (wS), a. [Formerly it was used as a

noun: ' a little we ' = a little way, a little bit.

' I believe (as Junius did) that It 1b nothing

but the Scandinavian form of E. way, de

rived from Dan. vei, Sw. vdg, IceL vegr, a

way. . . . That the constant association of

little with we ( -way) should lead to the

supposition that the words little and wee are

synonymous seems natural enough.' Skeat)

Small; little. [CoUoq. English and Scotch. ]

He hath but a little wee face, with a little yellow

beard. Shak.

Wee (we), n. A short period of time; also, a

short distance. [Scotch.]

Hear me, auld Hangic, for a wee. Sums.

Weed ( wed ), n. [A. Sax. wc6d, a weed ; D.

wiede, weeds, wUden, to weed, to cleanse;

affinities doubtful.] 1. The general name of

any plant that is useless or troublesome.

The word therefore has no definite applica

tion to any particular plant or species of

plants, but is applied generally to such

plants as grow where they are not wanted,

and are either of no use to man or injurious to

crops.—2. Some useless or troublesome sub

stance, especially such as is mixed with or

injurious to more valuable substances; any

thing valueless or trashy. Hence—3. A sorry,

worthless animal unfit for the breeding of

stock; ('specially , a leggy, loose-bodied horse;

a race -horse having the appearance, but

wanting the other qualities of a thorough

bred-

He bore the same relation to a man of fashion, that

a weed docs to a winner of the Derby. Lever.

4. A cigar; as, come and smoke a quiet weed

with me; to carry a few weeds in one's

pocket. [Slang.] Prefixed by the definite

article = tobacco. ' He knocked the weed

from his pipe.' Ld. Lytton. [Slang]

Weed (wed), v.t. 1. To free from weeds or

noxious plants; as, to weed corn or onions;

to weed a garden.—2. To take away, as nox

ious plants; to remove what Is injurious,

offensive, or unseemly; to extirpate.

Each word thou'st spoke hath weeded from my heart

A root of ancient envy. Shak.

3. To free from anything hurtful or offen

sive.

He weeded the Kingdom of such as were devoted

to Elaiana. Howell.

Weed (wed), n. [A. Sax. wad, wade, a gar

ment, O. Fris. wed, wede, D. {ge)waad, IceL

vdd, O.H.O. wdt, clothing, a garment; from

same root as Goth, ga-viaan, to bind, and as

E. weave, withy.] 1. A garment; an article

of clothing ' Lowly shepherd's weed*. ' Spen

ser. ' Palmer's weeds.' Milton. 'This silken

rag, this beggar-woman's weed.' Tennyson.

2-t An upper or outer garment 'His own

hands putting on both shirt and weede.'

Chapman. [Wares thinks that the word

always implies an outer garment.] — 3. An

article of dress worn in token of mourning;

mourning garb; mournings. 'Ina mourning

weed, with ashes upon her head, and tears

abundantly flowing.' Milton. In this sense

used now in the plural, and more specifically

applied to the mourning dress of a widow.

A widow's weeds are still spoken of, meaning her

appropriate mourning dress. Mares.

Weed (wed), n. A general name for any

sudden illness from cold or relapse, usually

accompanied by febrile symptoms, taken by

females after confinement or during nursing.

[Scotch]

Weeded (wed'ed), a. Overgrown with weeds

[Rare or poetical.]

Weeded and worn the ancient thatch

Upon the lonely moated grange. Tennyson.

Weeder (wed'erV n. 1. One that weeds or

frees from anything noxious. 'A weeder

oat of his proud adversaries.' Shak.—2. A

weeding-tooL

Weeder-clips (wed'er-klips), n.pl. Weeding-

shears. Burnt.

Weedery (wed'6r-i), n. 1. Weeds. [Rare]

The -weeder? which through

The Interstices of those neglected courts

Unchecked had flourished long, and seeded there.

Was trampled then and bruised beneath the feet.

Southey.

2. A place full of weeds. [Rare.]

Weed-grown (wgd'gron), a. Overgrown

with weeds.

Weed-hook (wedtibk), n. A hook used for

cutting away or extirpating weeds. Tusser.

Weeding-chisel (w&i'ing-chiz-el), n. A tool

with a divided chisel point for cutting the

roots of large weeds within the ground.

Weeding -forceps (wed'ing-for-seps), n. pi.

An instrument for pulling up some sorts of

plants in weeding, as thistles.

Weeding-fork (we\l'ing-fork), n. A strong

three-pronged fork, used in clearing ground

of weeds.

Weeding-hook (wfid'ing-hbk), n. Same as

Weed-hook. Milton.

Weeding-iron (wed'ing-i-ern), n. Same as

Weeding-fork.

Weeding-pincers (wgd'ing-pin-serz), n.pl.

Same as Weeding-forceps.

Weeding-rbim (wed'ing-rim), n. [Comp.

Prov. E. rim, O. E. rimen, remen, to re

move] An implement somewhat like the

frame of a wheel-barrow, used for tearing

up weeds on summer fallows, Ac. [Local.]

Weeding -shears (wSd'ing-sherz), n, pi.

Shears used for cutting weeds.

Weeding-tongs(wed'iug-tongz),n.pl. Same

as Weeding-forceps.

Weeding-iool (wed'lng-tol), n. An imple

ment for pulling up, digging up, or cutting

weeds.

Weedless (wed'les), a. Free from weeds or

noxious matter. ' Weediest paradises. '

Donne.

Weedy (wed'i), a. 1. Consisting of weeds;

as, 'weedy trophies.' Shak. 'Nettles, kex,

and all the weedy nation,' O. Fletcher.—

2. Abounding with weeds; as, weedy grounds;

a weedy garden; weedy corn. ' Rough lawns

and weedy avenues. ' W. Irving.—$. Not of

good blood, or of good strength or mettle;

hence, worthless, as for breeding or racing

purposes ; as, a weedy horse.

Weedy (wed'i), a. Clad in weeds or widow's

mournings. [Rare and humorous.]

She was as weedy as in the early days of her mourn

ing. Dickens.

Week (wek). n. [O.E. weke, wike, A. Sax.

urice; D. week, Icel. vika, a week. Origin and

further connections doubtful.] The space

of seven days; the space from one Sunday to

another; a cycle of time which has been used

from the earliest ages in Eastern countries,

and is now universally adopted over the

Christian and Mohammedan worlds. It has

been commonly regarded as a memorial of

the creation of the world in that space of

time. It is besides the most obvious and

convenient division of the lunar or natural

month— Thin (that) day week, the same day

a week afterwards ; the corresponding day

in the succeeding week.

This day week you will be alone.

Charlotte Bronte.

—Passion week, the week containing Good

Friday.—The feast of weeks, a Jewish fes

tival lasting seven weeks, that is, a 'week of

weeks' after the Passover. It corresponds

to our Pentecost or Whitsuntide.—A pro

phetic week, in Scrip, a week of years or

seven years.

Week-day (weVdiVn. Any day of the week

except the Sabbath.

One solid dish his week-day meal affords.

An added pudding solemnized the Lord's. Fo/e.

Weekly (wSk'li), a. 1. Pertaining to a week

or week-days. —2. Continuing or lasting for

a week; produced within a week.—3. Com

ing, happening, or done once a week ; heb-

domadary; as, a weekly payment of bills; a

weekly gazette; a weekly allowance.

Weekly (wek'li). adv. Once a week; by heb

domadal periods; as, each performs service

weekly.

Weekly (wek'li), n. A periodical, as a news

paper, appearing once a week.

Weelt (wel), n. [O.E. wtl, wele, A. Sax. wef,

O.D. wael; allied to well.] A whirlpool.

Weelt Weelyt (wel, wel'i), n. [Weel is

short for weety, willy, so called because

made of wUloivs] A kind of twiggen trap

or snare for fish. 'Eels in weelies.' Rich.

Carew.

Weel (wel). a. or adv. Well. [Scotch.]

Weem (wem), n. An earth-house (which

see). [Scotch]

Ween (wen), v.i. [A. Sax. winan, to ween.

from win, Icel. vdn, Goth. vens. expectation,

hope.] To be of opinion; to have the notion;

to think; to imagine; to fancy. [Obsolescent

and poetical.]

Then furthest from her hope, when most she weened

nigh. Sfenser.

His tones were black with many a crack.,

All black and bare. I ween. Coleridge.

Though never a dream the roses sent

Of science or love's compliment,

1 ween they smelt as sweet Browninr.

Weep (wfep), v. i. pret & pp. wept; ppr. weep-

ing. [A. Sox. wipan, to weep, from w6ptweep

ing, clamour, outcry; like O. Sax. wHputn.

from wop; O.H.G. wuofan, from wuof, grief,

weeping; Goth, vopjan, to cry', to cry aloud;

Icel. a-pa , to shout, to cry, from op, a cry; cog.

Rus. vopit, to make an outcry, to weep, r«pf.

lamentation; Lith. vapiti, to weep; L. vox.

voice; Gr. epos, a word; Skr. vach, to speak.]

1. Originally, to express sorrow, grief, or

anguish by outcry; in modern usage, to mani

fest and express grief or other strong passion

by shedding tears.

They all weft sore, and fell on Paul's neck, and

kissed him. Acts xx. 37.

Then they for sudden joy did wet/. Shak.

2. To lament; to complain. Num. xi 13 —

3. To drop or flow as tears.

The blood wee/s from my heart. Shak.

4. To let fall drops; to drop water; hence,

to rain.

When heaven doth wee/, doth not the earth o'erflow J

SAak.

5. To give out moisture ; to be very damp.

'Clayey or weeping grounds.' Mortimer.—

6. To have the branches drooping or hang

ing downwards, as if in sorrow; to be pen

dent; to droop; as, a weeping tree.

Weep (wgp), v.t. 1. To lament; to bewail:

to bemoan.

We wand'ring go

Through dreary wastes, and wee/ each other's woe

Pfi/e.

2. To shed or let fall drop by drop, as tears:

to pour forth in drops, as if tears. ' Weep

your tears into the channel.' Shak. 'Tears

such as angels weep.' Milton. 'Groves

whose rich trees wept odorous gums and

balm.' Milton.—3. To celebrate by weeping

or Bhedding tears. 'To weep his obsequies.'

Dryden.—4. To spend or consume in tears

or in weeping; to exhaust in tears; to get

rid of by weeping; followed by away, out,

Ac. ' Weep my life away.' Tennyson.

I could wee/

My spirit from mine eyes. Shak.

6. To form or produce by shedding tears.

We vow to wee/ seas, live in fire, eat rocks. Shak.

6. To extinguish by shedding tears: followed

by out. 'In compassion weep the fire out.'

Shak.

Weepable t (wep'o-bl), a. Exciting or call

ing for tears; lamentable; grievous. Bp.

Pecock.

Weeper (wep'er), n. 1. One who weeps; one

who sheds tears.

Laughing is easy, but the wonder lies

What store of brine supplied the wee/er's eyes.

Dryden.

2. A sort of white linen cuff, border, or band

on a dress, worn as a badge of mourning.

Mourners clap bits of muslin on their sleeves, and

these are called wee/ers. Goldsmith.

The young squire . . . looked remarkably well hi

his wee/err. Smollett.

3. A pretty little South American monkey of

the Bapajou group and genus Cebus, the C.

capucinus. Called also Sai (which see).

Weepfult (wep'ful), a. Full of weeping;

grieving. Wickliffe,

Fate, far, fat, fall; md, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; y, Sc. leu.
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Weeping-ash (wep'ing-ash), n. Frazinus

pendula, a variety of ash differing from the

common ash only in its branches arching

downwards instead of upwards.

Weeping - birch (wep'ing-berch), n. A

variety of the birch-tree, known as Betula

pendula, with drooping branches. It is very

common in different parts of Europe. It

differs from the common birch not only in

Its weeping habit, but also in its young

shoots being quite smooth, bright chestnut

brown when ripe, and theu covered with

little white warts.

Weeping-cross (wep'lng-kros), n. A cross,

often of stone, erected on or by the side

of a highway, where penitents particularly

offered their devotions.

For here I mourn for your, our publike losse.

And doe my pennance at the weeping-crosse.

It'ither.

—Toretnrn or come home by Weeping-Cross,

an old phrase meaning to suffer a defeat in

some adventure ; to meet with a painful

repulse or failure; to repent sorrowfully

having taken a certain course or engaged iu

a particular undertaking.

But the time will come when, comming home by

H'eeping-Crosse, thou shall confessc that it was better

to be at home. t.yty.

Weeplngly (wep'ing-Ii), adv. In a weeping

maimer; with weeping; iu tears.

She took her son into her arms wee/ing/y laughing.

U'oiton.

Weeping- ripe t (w$r/ing-rip), a. Ripe or

ready for weeping.

The king was weeping-ripe for a good word. Shak.

Weeping-rock (wep'ing-rok), n. A porous

rock from which water gradually issues.

Weeping - spring (wep'ingspring), n. A

spring that slowly discharges water.

Weeping -tree (wep'ing-tre), n. A name

common to varieties of several trees, the

branches and twigs of which in a normal

state have an upward direction, while in the

weeping variety the branches and branch-

lets are elongated and pendulous, or droop

ing. The weeping-willow, weeping- birch,

and weeping-ash are examples.

Weeping -willow (weying-wil-idl n. A

species of willow, the Salix babylonica,

whose branches grow very long and slender,

and hang down nearly in a perpendicular

direction. It is a native of the Levant, and

is said to have been first planted in England

by the poet Pope.

Weerisht (weVish), a. See Wkarish.

Weet t (wet), r.i. pret wot. [A. Sax. tritan,

to know. See Wit, r. and n.] To know; to

be informed; to wit

From Egypt come they all, this lets thee weet.

Spenser,

Weet t (wet), v t. To wet. Spenser.

Weet(wet),u. Rain; moisture; wet [Scotch.]

Weetlnglyt (wet'ing-li), adv. Knowingly;

wittingly. Spenser.

Weetlesst (wetles), a. 1. Unknowing; un

thinking; unconscious.

Smiling, all weetless of th* uplifted stroke.

Hung o'er his harmless head. J. Baittie.

2. Unknown ; not understood ; unmeaning.
■ With fond terms and weetless words.' Spen

ser.
Weaver (weaver), n. [O. Ft. wivre, vivre,

guivre, properly a serpent, a dragon or

wyvern, from L. vipera, a viper. The name

was given to the fish from stinging. Wyvern

is almost the Bame word.] An acanthop-

terygious fish of the genus Trachinus, fam

ily Trachinida? or Uranoscopidro, but in

cluded by many authorities among the

Dragon-weerer {Trachinus draco).

perches. About four species are well known,

two of which are found in the British seas,

viz. the dragon-weever, sea-cat, or sting-

bull, T. draco, about 10 or 12 inches long,

and the lesser weever, T. vipera, called also

the adder-pike, or sting-fish, which attains

a length of 5 inches. They inflict wounds

with the spines of their first dorsal fin,

which are much dreaded. Their flesh is

esteemed.

Weevil (we'vil), n. [A. Sax wifel, L. G. and

D. tcevel, G. wibel; cog. Lith. wabalas, a

beetle; supposed to be allied to wea ve or wave,

from the insect's movements.] The name ap-

Corn-weevil {Calandra

granaria).

!, Insect natural size. <*. In

sect magnified, c Larva, d Egg

plied to coleopterous insects of the family

Cureulionidas, distinguished by the prolon

gation of the head, so as to form a sort of

snout or pro

boscis. Many of

the weevils are

dangerous ene

mies to the agri

culturist, de

stroying grain,

fruit, flowers,

leaves, and

stems. The corn-

weevil (Calan

dra granaria)

is a little dark

red beetle Of (both'magnifiedj!

about 1 inch

long, which deposits its eggs on corn after it

is stored, and the lame burrow therein, each

larva inhabiting a single grain, great quan

tities of which are thus destroyed. See

Curcuuonidji

Weevllled (we'vild), a. Infested by weevils;

as, weevUled grain.

Weevily (we'vil-i), a. Infested with weevils;

as, weevily grain.

Weft (weft), old pret of wave.

Weft (weft), n, [A. Sax. weft, the woof, lit.

what is woven, from we/an, to weave; so

Icel. ve/tr. See Weave.] The woof or fill

ing of cloth; the threads that are carried

in the shuttle and cross the warp.

Weft t (weft), n. 1. A thing waived, cast

away, or abandoned; a waif or stray. See

Waif.

His horse it is the herald's weft. B. yonsen.

2. A waif; a homeless wanderer. Spenser.

Weft (weft), n. A signal made by waving.

Your boatmen lie on their oars, and there have

already been made two wefts from the warder's tur

ret, to intimate that those in the castle are impatient

for your return. Sir IV. Scott,

Weftage t (wef 'taj), n. Texture. Grew.

Weftet (weft), pp. [See Waive.] Waived;

avoided; removed.

Ne can thy irrevocable destiny be -weft. Spenser,

Wegotlam (we'got-izm), n. The frequent

use of the pronoun we; weism. British

Critic. (Colloq. or cant]

Wehrgeld, Wehrgelt (weVgeld, weYgelt).

See Wergild.

Crimes were punished by fines (the wehrgelt of

our Saxon ancestors) according to their heinousness

and according to the rank of the aggrieved parties.

Brougham.

Wehr-wolf (werVulf), n. Same as Were

wolf.

Weigh (wa), v.t. [A. Sax. vegan, to bear, to

lift, to weigh, and in trans, to move; wage,

a balance, a pair of scales; D. wegen, to

weigh; Icel. vega, to bear, lift, move; G.

wiegen, to rock; from same root as way.]

1. To raise or bear up ; to lift so that it

hangs In the air; as, to weigh anchor; to

weigh an old hulk. ' Weigh the vessel up.'

Cowper.—% To examine by the balance so

as to ascertain how heavy a thing is; to de

termine the heaviness of, as of certain

bodies, by showing their relation to the

weights of some other bodies which are

known, or which are assumed as general

standards of weight; as, to weigh sugar; to

weigh gold. — 3. To pay, allot, or take by

weight

They weighed for my price thirty pieces of silver.

Zech. xi. 17.

4. To consider or examine for the purpose

of forming an opinion or coming to a con

clusion ; to estimate deliberately and ma

turely; to balance; to compare; as, to weigh

the advantages and disadvantages of a

scheme; to weigh one thing with or against

another. 'If that the injuries be Justly

weighed.* Shak.

Weigh oath with oath, and you will nothing weigh.

Shak.

Regard not who it is which speaketh, but weigh

only what is spoken. Hooker.

6 \ To consider as worthy of notice; to make

account of; to care for; to regard.

You weigh me not. O, that's you care not for me.

Shak.

For life I prize it as I weigh grief. Shak.

—To weigh down, (a) to preponderate over.

'He weighs King Richard down.' Shak.

Fear weighs dewn faith with shame. Daniel.

(6) To oppress with weight or heaviness; to

overburthen; to depress.

Thou (sleep) wilt no more weigh mine eyelids down,

Shak.

My soul is quite weighed down with care. Addison.

Weigh (wa), v.i. 1. To have weight; as, to

weigh lighter or heavier.—2. To be or amount

in heaviness or weight; to equal in weight;

as, a nugget weighing several ounces; a load

which weighs 2 tons [The terms expressing

the weight are in the objective absolute, or

in the accusative of quantity.]— 3. To be

considered as important; to have weight in

the intellectual balance.

He finds that the same argument which weighs

with him has weighed with thousands before him.

AUerbnry,

A. To bear heavily; to press hard.

Cleanse the stufTd bosom of that perilous stun".

Which weighs upon the heart. Shak.

—To weigh down, to sink by its own weight

or burden. ' Making the bough, being over-

loaden, weigh down.' Bacon.

Weigh (wa), n. A certain quantity or mea

sure, estimated by weight ; a measure of

weight See Wet.

Weigh (wa), n. JV'a«r. a corruption of Way,

used only in the phrase under weigh; as,

the ship is under weigh, i.e. is making way

by aid of its sails or other propelling power

Weighable (wa'a-bl), a. Capable of being

weighed.

Weighage (wa'aj), n. A rate or toll paid for

weighing goods.

Welgh-board (waT>drd), n. In mining, see

Wayboard.

Weigh -bridge (wa'brij ), n. A weighing-

machine for weighing carts, wagons, Ac.,

with their load.

Weighed t (wad), o. Experienced. 'A young

man uot weighed in state matters.' Bacon.

Weigher (wafer), n. One who or that which

weighs ; an officer whose duty is to weigh

commodities or test weights.

Weigh -house (wa'hous), n. A building

(generally of a public character) at or in

which goods are weighed by suitable ap

paratus.

Weighing (wa'ing), n. 1. The act of ascer

taining weight.—2. As much as is weighed

at once; as, a weighing of beef.

Weighing-cage (wa'ing-kaj), n. A cage in

which living animals may be conveniently

weighed, as pigs, sheep, calves, Ac.

Weighing -house (wa'ing-hous), 71. Same

as Weigh-house.

Weighing-machine (wa'lng-ma-shSn), n.

Any contrivance by which the weight of an

object may be ascertained, as the common

balance, spring-balance, steelyard, <fec. The

term is, however, generally applied only to

those contrivances which are employed for

ascertaining the weight of heavy bodies, as

the machines for the purpose of determining

the weights of laden vehicles; machines for

weighing cattle; machines for weighing

heavy goods, as large casks, bales, Ac. Some

of these are constructed on the principle

of the lever or steelyard, others on that of

a combination of levers, and others on that

of the spring-balance. A special feature of

the majority of them is the large platform,

on a level with or raised but as little as

possible above the ground, so that vehicles

or heavy goodB to be weighed thereon may

be easily transferred to and from it

Welgh-lock (wa'lok). n, A canal lock at

which barges are weighed and their tonnage

settled.

Weigh-Shaft (wa'shaft), n See WlPER-

8HAKT.

Weight (wat), n. [O.E. weqht, wight, A. Sax.

gc-iri/it, from wegan. See WEIGH] 1. That

property of bodies by which they tend to

ward the centre of the earth; gravity; as,

a body has weight or has no appreciable

weight. — 2, The measure of the force of

gravity, as determined for any particular

body; the measure of the force by which any

body or a given portion of any substance

gravitates or is attracted to the earth; in a

more popular sense, the amount which any

thing weighs; the quantity of matter as

estimated by the balance or expressed nu

merically with reference to some standard

unit; as, a bar of metal having a weight of

5 lbs. ; a load of 3 tons weight. In deter

mining weight in cases where. very great

precision is desired, due account must be

taken of temperature, elevation, and lati

tude. The apparent weight of any sub

stance is less than its true weight by the

weight of as much air as is displaced by it;

therefore, as the density of the air is vari

able—air when warmed expanding very

much more than any solid—a piece of metal

appears to weigh more in warm than in cold

weather. Moreover air becomes more dense

by an increase of pressure, consequently

when the barometer is high all heavy bodies

become apparently lighter; when the baro

ch, oAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; TH, tAen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, trAig; zh, arure.—See Key.
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meter is low theybecome apparently heavier.

Now suppose a pound of iron and a pound

of platinum are adjusted in light air and

again compared in dense air, a slight change

may be observed. For as a pound of iron is

bulkier than a pound of platinum it dis

places more air, and its apparent weight

undergoes a greater change than does that

of platinum. Uence in Axing exact stand

ards of weight a particular temperature and

pressure of air must be specified; thus the

standard brass pound of Britain is directed

to be used when the Fahrenheit thermome

ter stands at 62* and the barometer at 30*.

In the second place it must be observed that

the attraction which the earth exerts upon

bodies placed near it decreases with their

distances from its centre, being Inversely as

the squares of the distances; thus a body

weighing a pound at the level of the sea

will weigh somewhat less when tested pro-

Serly at the top of a mountain. In the

lird place, since the earth has a diurnal

motion on its axis, every substance placed on

it has a centrifugal tendency which in some

degree modifies what otherwise would have

been its gravitation; this centrifugal ten

dency produces the earth's oblateness, and

causes a variation in the intensity of gravi

tation from one latitude to another, a stone

being heavier at lat 00" N. for instance than

at the equator. — Standard of weight, the

unltof moss legally recognized in a state, and

by which the weight of other bodies may be

determined, and all other weights used in

commerce adjusted. In Britain a certain

brass weight is by statute settled as the

Imperial standard troy pound. This pound

contains 6700 graius, and is divided into

12 ounces; the pound avoirdupois contains

7000 such grains, and is divided into 16

ounces. The standard of weight (as also that

of length) is the same in the United States.

Staudard weights are easily connected with

standard measures; the weight of a cubic

inch of distilled water, for instance, may be

taken as a standard. See Avoirdupois,

Trot, <fcc.—3. A certain mass of brass, iron,

lead, or other metal or substance to be

used for determining the weight of other

bodies; as, an ounce weight; a pound weight;

a 50 lb. weight.—1. A particular scale, sys

tem, or mode of estimating the relative heavi

ness of bodies; as, avoirdupois weight; troy

weight; apothecaries' weight. — fi. A heavy

mass; something heavy.

A man leapeth bettor with weights in his hands

than without. Ala con.

6. In clocks, one of the two masses of metal

that by their weight actuate the machinery.

7. In mech, the resistance which in a ma

chine has to be overcome by the power; in

the simpler mechanical powers, as the lever,

wheel and axle, pulley, and the like, usually

the heavy body that is set in motion or held

in equilibrium by the power.—8. Pressure;

burden ; as, the weight of grief ; weight of

care; weight of business; weight of govern

ment. 'Wearing all that weight of learning

lightly.' Tennyson.

Sage he stood.

With Atl.mtean shoulders, tit to bear

The weight of mightiest monarchies. Milton.

9. Importance; power; influence; efficacy;

consequence; moment; impressivenesa; as,

an argument of great weight; a considera

tion of vast weight.

The solemnities that encompass the magistrate add

dignity to all his actions, and -aright to all his words.

Attcrbury,

10. In med. a sensation of oppression or

heaviness over the whole body or over a part

of it, as the head or stomach. —Dead weight,

a heavy oppressive or greatly impeding

burden.

I feel so free and so clear

By the loss of that dead -weight. Tennyson.

Stn. Weight!neas, gravity, heaviness, pon

derosity, ponderousness, pressure, burden,

load, importance, power, influence, efficacy,

consequence, momeut, impressivenesa.

Weight (wat), v.t. To add or attach a

weight or weights to; to load with additional

weight ; to add to the heaviness of ; as, the

jockeys are weighted.

Some of the (balance) poles are weighted at both

ends, but ours are not. Mayhcnr.

Of old, the king- had all his splendours and all his

enjoyments weighted by the heavy cares, and very

real and rude responsibilities, of government.

Contemporary Rev.

Weightily (wa'ti-li), adv. In a weighty

manner; as, (a) heavily; ponderously. (6)

With force or impressivenesa; with moral

power.

Is his poetry the worse because he makes his

agents speak -weightily and sententioutly ?

W. Broome.

Weightiness (wa'ti-nes).n. The state or qua

lity of being weighty; as, (a) ponderousness;

gravity; heaviness, (ft) Solidity; force; im-

pressiveness; power of convincing. 'The

weightinessot any argument' Locke, (c) Im

portance. ' The weightiness of the adven

ture.' Heywood.

Weightless (watles), a. Having no weight;

imponderable; light. 'Balanced in the

weightless air' Dryden.

Weight-nail (wat'mtl), n. In ship-building,

a nail somewhat similar to a deck-nail, but

not so tine, and with a square head, used

for fastening cleats and the like.

Weighty (wa'ti), a. 1. Having great weight:

heavy; ponderous; as, a weighty body.—

2. Important; serious; momentous; grave.

'The secret is so weighty.' Shak.

Let me have your advice in a weighty affair.

Swtft.

3. Adapted to turn the balance in the mind,

or to convince; forcible; cogent. 'Sundry

weighty reasons.' Shak. 'Steeled with

weighty arguments.' Shak. —4. Grave or

serious in aspect. ' A weighty aud a serious

brow.' Shak.—5. Entitled to authority on

account of experience, ability, or character.

'The mightiest men in the weightiest sta

tions.' Swift. — 6.t Rigorous; severe.

If after two days' shine, Athens contains thee,

Attend our weightier judgment. ShaJt.

Well (wel). n. Same as Wiel. [Scotch.]

Weir (wer), n. [A. Sax wcer, wer, a fence,

a hedge, an inclosure, a place for catching

and keeping flsh; Icel. vorr, a fenced-in

landing-place; 0. wehr, weir, dam, dyke.

The word means lit. a fence or defence.

Akin ward, wary, warren.) 1. A dam erected

across a river to stop and raise the water,

either for the purpose of taking Ash, of con

veying a stream to a mill, or of maintaining

the water at the level required for navigat

ing it, or for purposes of irrigation.—2. A

fence of twigs or stakes set in a stream for

catching flsh. (Written also Wear.)

Weird (werd), n, [O.E. wirde, wyrde, A. Sax.

wyrd, wird, fate, fortune, destiny, one of

the Fates, from stem of weorthan, G. wer-

den, Goth, vairthan, to come to pass, to

become, to be. See Worth, v.) 1. Fate;

destiny; a person's allotted fate; formerly,

also, one of the Fates.

The -weirds withstand and God stops his meek

ears. Surrey.

2. A spell ; a charm, sir W. Scott. [As a

noun this word is hardly found in modern

English literature, though common in Scot

land]

Weird (werd), a. 1. Connected with fate or

destiny; able to influence fate.

The weird sisters, hand in hand.

Posters of the sea and land. Shah.

2. Partaking of or relating to witchcraft;

supernatural; unearthly; suggestive of un-

earthliness; wild; as, a weird tale, sound,

look, and the like.

Here there was nothing but tragedy—mute, weird

tragedy. W. Collins.

These bright reminiscences of happier days only

gave a -weird beauty to the tumult of the sick boy s

mind. Farrar.

Weirdness (werd'nes). n. The state or qua

lity of being weird, or of inspiring a sort of

unaccountable or superstitious dread or

fear; eeriness. Contemporary Rev.

Weise, Weize (wez), t>.(. [Icel. visa, Dan.

vise, G. weisen, to show, to point, to indi

cate.] To direct; to guide; to incline; to

tnrn. Sir W. Scott [Scotch.]

Weism (we'izm), n. The frequent use of

the pronoun we. Antijacobin Rev. [Colloq.

and cant]

Weissite (visit), n. [In honour of Profes

sor We ins of Berlin.] A mineral of an ash-

gray or brownish colour, found at Falun in

Sweden in oblique rhombic prisms. It is a

silicate of aluminium, containing magnesia

and potash.

Weive.t v.t. [See Waive, Wave.] To for

sake; to decline; to refuse. Chaucer.

Welve.t P.t. To depart. Chaucer.

Welawayt (wel'a-wa). [A. Sax. wd M wa,

that is, woe! lo! woe!) An exclamation ex

pressive of grief or sorrow, equivalent to

alas. Commonly corrupted Into Welladay.

Welch (welsh). See Welsh.

Welcher, Welsher (welsh'er), n. [York

shire welch, a failure, a form of welk. See

WELK, to fail. ] A professional betting man

who receives the sums staked by persons

wishing to back particular horses and does

not pay if he loses. [Turf slang. J

The welcher properly so called Uilres the meney

offered him to back a horse ; hut when he has takes

money enough from his dupes, departs from tfce

scene of his labours, and trusts to bis luck, a dyed

wig or a pair of false whiskers, not to be reco^nt^ed.

All the Ye*r R#urrd.

Welcome (welTcum), a. [A. Sax. wilcuma,

one received with welcome — witla, will,

wish, willan, to wish, and euma, a comer.

Latterly the word came to be regarded as

equivalent to well come.) 1. Received with

gladness; admitted willingly to the noose,

entertainment, and company; as, a welevm*

guest

You ben to me -u.-elcome right hertily. Ckmacer

2. Producing gladness on its reception ;

grateful; pleasing. 'A welcome present,'

Beau, <b Pi. ' O welcome hour." Milton.

Hence— 3. A courteous term expressing

readiness to serve another, the granting of

a liberty, freedom to have or enjoy, and the

like; as, you are welcome to the use of my

library.

*I humbly thank your ladyship.'—"Yo-jt hoaocT is

most welcome.' SJutt.

The word is frequently used elliptically for,

you are welcome.

Welcome, great monarch, to your own! Dryden.

[In this usage It may be either an adjective

or a noun.]— Syn. Acceptable, agreeable,

grateful, pleasing.

Welcome (welTcum), n. 1. Salutation of a

new-comer.

Thou shalt have five thousand ■xelcp+rts. Sk^k

Welcome ever smiles, and farewell goes out sijjtiJnr.

2. Kind reception of a guest or ne* -comer.

Truth finds an entrance and a welcome too. S^tith

Whoe'er has travell'd life's dull round.

Where'er his stages may have been.

May sigh to think ne still has found

The wannest welcome at an inn. Shemsto*c.

—To bid welcome, to receive with profes

sions of friendship, kindness, or gladness

To thee and to thy company 1 Hd

A hearty welcome. Shmk.

Welcome (wel'kum), v.L pret <t pp. wel

comed; ppr. welcoming. To salute a new

comer with kindness, or to receive and en

tertain hospitably, gratuitously, and cheer

fully.

Thus we salute thee with our early *oog.

And welcome thee, and wish thee lmg. JT£r>«.

Welcome the coming, speed the parting gue&t. /Vy*r.

Welcomely (werkum-li), adv. In a wel

come manner. Sir T. Browne.

WelcomenesB (wel*kuni-nes), n. The state

of being welcome; gratefulness; agreeable-

ness; kind reception. Boyle.

Welcomer (wel'kum-er). n. One who

salutes or receives kindly a new-comer.

* Thou woful welcomer of glory.* Shak,

Weld, Wold (weld, wold), n. [O. E. weld*,

wolde, Sc. wald.

Origin doubt

ful ] A plant

native to Bri

tain and several

European coun

tries, used by

dyers to give a

yellow colour,

and sometimes

called Dyer*

Weed. It is

much cultivat

ed in Kent for

the London

dyers. It is the

Reseda Lvteoia

of botanists, be

ing a member of

the same genus

as mignonette.

Sometimes also

called Wdd

Woad.

Weld (weld), r t.

[O E. vetle. St

waul (the final

d not properly

belonging to the

word); O. and

Dnt trvttrn. to

boil, to unite, to weld : Sw. mttta, to weld

or join two pieces of iron almost at a

melting beat The same word as vrll, to

boil, to bubble up. to welL ' The pro

cess of welding iron is named in many lan

guages from the won) for boiling. * Wedg

wood] l. To unite or join together into linn

Weld {Reseda Luteola).

Fate, far, fat. fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abunc; f, Sc. few.
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union, aa two pieces of metal, by hammering

or compression when raised to a great heat.

Iron and platinum, and perhaps one or two

other metals, may be hammered together

when heated to nearly a state of semi-

fusion ; and horn and tortoise-shell may be

joined firmly by pressure. Hence—2. Pig.

to unite very closely. * Two women faster

welded in one love/ Tennyson.

Weld (weld), a. A junction, as of two

pieces of iron, when heated to a white heat

by hammering or compression; as, a firm or

close wW.

WeltU Weldet (weld), v.t. To wield; to

manage; to direct; to govern. ' Those that

\celd the awful crown.' Spenser.

Weldable (weld'a-bl), a. Capable of being

welded.

Welder (weld'er), n. One who welds.

Welder t (weld'er), n. In Ireland, a man

ager; an actual occupant; a tenant of land

under a middleman or series of middlemen.

Such immediate tenants have others under them.

and so a third and fourth in subordination, till it

comes to the welder, as they call him, who sits at a

rack-rent, and lives miserably. Swift.

Welding-heat (weld'ing-hSt), n. The heat

necessary for welding two pieces of metal;

specifically, the white heat to which iron

bars are brought when about to undergo

this process.

Weldy.t a. Wieldy; active. Chaucer.

Wele.t ado. Well. Chaucer.

Wele.t n. Weal. Spenser.

WelefuLt a. Productive of happiness.

Chaucer.

Welfare (wel'far), n. [Well and/are; lit a

state ot faring well. See Well and Fare ]

A state of exemption from misfortune, ca

lamity, or evil; the enjoyment of health

and the common blessings of life ; well-

being; success; prosperity; happiness. 'To

study for the people's welfare.' Shak.

Welk t (welk), v.t. [Same word as D. and O.

welken, to wither, to fade, to decay, from

weik, lean; O.H.G. welhen, from welh, lean.]

To decline; to fade; to decay; to fall.

' When ruddy Phoebus 'gins to welk in

west. ' Spenser.

Welkt (welk),t>. t. 1. To contract; to shorten.

Now sad winter welhed hath the day. S/enser.

2. To fade; to wither.

But yet to me she will not dim that grace

For which full pale and welhed is my face. Chaucer.

Welk (welk), n. See Whblk.

Welkedt (welk'ed), o. Same as WheVced,

Welkin (werlcln), n. [O. E. welkne, wolkne,

A. Sax. wolcen, wolen, a cloud, pi. the region

of clouds, the air, the sky ; probably from

wealean (pret. weolc), to roll, to turn, to re-

volve(see Walk); G. woUce, O.H.G. wolchan,

a cloud.] The sky; the vault of heaven.
■ The fair welkin foully overcast' Spenser.

'When storms the welkin rend." Words

worth. [Now chiefly poetical.]

Welkin (welTdn), a. Sky-blue. [Poetical]

Come, Sir Page,

Look on me with your welkin eye, sweet villain. Shak.

Well (welX n [•*- Sax. well, wella, a well,

fountain, from stem of weallan, to well up,

to boil; Icel. veil, a boiling, D. wel, a spring,

wellen, to well, spring, Dan. vceld, a spring,

G. weUe, a wave, the boiling of the sea, mil

ieu, to boil or bubble; from root seen also in

walk, wallow, L. volvo, to roll, whence volume,

revolve, etc.] 1. A spring; a fountain; water

issuing from the earth. ' Begin then, sisters

of the sacred well.' Milton.—2. An artifi

cial structure from which a supply of water

is obtained for domestic and other pur

poses; often a pit or hole sunk perpendicu

larly into the earth to such a depth as to

reach a supply of water, usually of a cylin

drical form, and walled to prevent the

earth from caving in. ' Tis not so deep as

a well.' Shak. ' The moss-covered bucket,

which hung in the well.' Eliza Cook.—

3. Xaut. (a) a compartment formed by

bulkheads round a vessel's pumps to keep

them clear of obstructions, to protect them

from injury, and to give ready admittance

for examining the state of the pumps.

(6) A compartment in a fishing - vessel

formed by bulkheads properly strengthened

and tightened off, having the bottom per

forated with holes to give free admission

to the water so that fish may be kept

alive therein. —4. In arch, the space in

a building in which winding stairs are

placed, usually lighted from the roof: some

times limited to the open space in the

middle of a winding staircase, or to the

opening in the middle of a staircase built

round a hollow neweL Called also Well-

hole and Well -staircase. — 5. The space in

a law court, immediately in front of the

judges' bench, occupied by counsel, Ac.

Solicitors . . . ranged in a line, in a long matted

-rei . . . between the registrar's red table and the

silk gowns. Dickens.

6. The hollow part l>etween the Beats of a

jaunting-car for holding luggage. — 7. The

lower part of a furnace into which the

metal falls. Goodrich.— 8. In milit. mining,

an excavation in the earth with branches

or galleries running out from it—9. Pig. a

spring, source, or origin. 'Dan Chaucer,

weU of English undefyled.' Spenser.—Ar

tesian well. See under Artesian. See also

Oil-well, Tube-well.

Well ( wel ), v. L [ A. Sax. wellan. See the

noun.] To Bpring; to issue forth, as water

from the earth or from a spring; to flow.

Fast from her eyes the round pearls -welled down

Fair/ax.

Ancient founts of inspiration well thro' all my fancy

yet. Tennyson.

Well t ( wel \ v.t. To pour forth, as from a

well. Spenser.

Well (wel), a. [ A. Sax. wel, well, enough,

much ; D. wel, Icel. and Dan. vel, Sw. vtd,

Goth, vaila, G. wohl, well Of same origin

as mtt, and meaning originally according to

one's will. Akin weal, wealth.] 1. In ac

cordance with wish or desire; satisfactory;

as it should be; fortunate: often in imper

sonal usages.

It was well with us in Egypt. Num. xi 18.

Hence, away ! now all is well. Shak.

Oft we mar what's well. Shah.

It would have been well for Genoa, tf she had fol

lowed the example of Venice. Addison.

2. Being in health; having a sound body with

a regular performance of the natural and

proper functions of all the organs; uot ail

ing, diseased, or sick ; having recovered from

sickness or misfortune; as, a well man.

While thou art well, you may do much good.

jfer. Taylor.

Nor would I now be well, mother, again if that could

be.

For my desire is but to pass to Him that died for me.

Tennyson.

3. Comfortable; not suffering inconvenience;

as, I am quite well where I am.

One woman is fair, yet I am well; another is wi«,

yet I am well. Shah.

4. Being in favour; favoured.

He . . . was well with Henry the Fourth. Dryden.

5. Just ; right ; proper; as, was it well to do

this?—6. Happy; at rest; free from the cares

of the world: used of the dead.

What were more holy

Than to rejoice the former queen is well. Shah.

Used substantively in the sense of what is

well.

What would my lord and father?

Nothing but well to thee, Thomas of Clarence.

Shak.

—To let well alone, not to try and Improve

what is already well

I begin to wish I had let well alone. IV. Collins.

[Note. Except sometimes in meaning 2 the

word is always used predicatively. not at

tributively, and thus it is often difficult to

decide when it is an adjective and when an

adverb. ]

Well (wel), adv. [See note at end of last

article.] 1. In a proper manner; justly;

rightly; not ill or wickedly. Jam. ii. S.

If thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door.

Gen. iv. y.

Docs it take from the people more liberty than is

absolutely necessary for the well administering of

their affairs. Brougham.

2. In a satisfactory manner; happily; fortu

nately. 'We prosper well in our return.'

Shak. — 3. Skilfully ; with due art ; as, the

work is well done ; he writes veil; he rides

well; the plot is well laid and well executed.

4. Sufficiently; abundantly; amply.

Lot . . . beheld all the plain of Jordan, that it was

well watered everywhere. Gen. niii. 10.

5. Very much ; greatly ; to a degree that

gives pleasure; as, I liked the entertainment

well.

I like well, in some places, fair columns. Bacoti.

6. Favourably; with praise; commendably.

All the world speaks well of you. Pope.

7. Conveniently; suitably; advantageously;

easily; as, I canuot well attend the meeting.

His grief may be compared weU

To one sore sick that hears the passing bell.

Shah.

To know

In measure what the mind may well contain.

Mdton.

8. To a sufficient degree; perfectly; fully;

adequately; as, I know not wall how to exe

cute this task.

Let us go up at once, and possess it; for we are

well able to overcome it. Num. xiii. 30.

9. Thoroughly; fully; as, let the cloth be

well cleansed; let the steel be well polished.

10. Far; considerably; not a little; as, to be

well advanced in life. ' Old and well stricken

in age.' Gen.xliii. 1.1.—As well, rather right,

convenient, or proper than otherwise; as,

it may be as weu to inform you before you

go-

It may be as well to explain that there were politi

cal reasons for our delay. If. II. Russell.

—As weU as, together with ; and also ; not

less than; one as much as the other; as, a

sickness long as well at severe. 'Long and

tedious as well as grievous.' Sir Ji. Black-

more.— WeU enough, in a moderate degree;

so as to give satisfaction, or so as to require

no alteration. — Well nigh, nearly ; almost.

'One that is well nigh worn.' Shak.—To be

weU off, to be in a good condition, especially

as to property.— WeU to do, prosperous; well

to live. See Well-to-do.— WeU to live, hav

ing a competence ; in comfortable circum

stances.

You're a made old man : . . . you're well to live.

Shah.

—Well is sometimes used elliptically for it

is well, and as an expression of satisfaction,

acquiescence, or concession, and sometimes

it is merely expletive or used to avoid ab

ruptness; as, well, the work 1b done; well,

let us go; well, well, be it so. ' WeU, it shall

be so.' Shak. ' Well, peace be with you.'

Shak.— WeU is prefixed to many words, es

pecially adjectives and participles, express

ing what is right, fit, laudable, or not defec

tive; as, ice //-affected ; ireH-designed ; (/re

directed ; we//-ordered ; wW/formed ; well-

meant; well-minded; ire//-seasoned ; veU-

tasted. We only give a selection of these.

Many of them are rather loose compounds,

being often printed as single words.

Well -acquainted (wel-ak-kwant'ed), o.

Having intimate acquaintance or personal

knowledge. 'As if I were their well-ac

quainted friend.' Shak.

Welladay (wel'a-da), interj. [A corruption

olwelaway.] Welaway! alas! lackaday!

O welladay Mistress PordI having an honest man

to your husband, to give him such cause of suspicion.

Shak.

ff'ala or lf'alirn>a — an exclamation frequent in

Chaucer, was modified into the feebler form of well-

away. A degenerate variety of this form was well

aday. Pathetic cries have certain disposition to im

plicate the present time, as in woe worth the day.

7. EarU.

Well-a-neart (wel'a-ner), adv. Immediately

thereafter. Shak.

Well-apparelled (wel'ap-par-eldL a. Well

dressed; adorned. ' Well-apparelled April.'

Shak.

Well-appointed (werap-point-ed).o. Fully

furnished and equipped ; as, a well-appointed

army. ' WeU-appointed powers. ' Shak.

Well-armed (werarmd), a. Well furnished

with weapons of offence or defence. ' Well-

armed friends.' Shak.

Well-attempered(werat-tem-perd),a.Well

regulated or harmonized. 'A mau of well-

attemper'd frame.' Tennyson.

Well-authenticated (wel'a-then-ti-kat-ed),

a. Supported by good authority. Clarke.

Well-balanced (wel'bal-anst), o. Kightly

balanced. 'The tceU-balanced world on

hinges hung.' Milton

Well-behaved (wel'be-havd), o. Courteous;

civil ; of good conduct ; becoming ; decent.

'Such orderly and weU-behaved reproof to

alt uncomeliness.' Shak.

Wellbelllg (wel'be-iiig), n. Welfare; happi

ness ; prosperity ; as, virtue is essential to

the weUbemg of men or of society. Spec

tator.

Well-beloved (wel'beluv-ed), a. Greatly

beloved. Mark xii. 6. 'The weUbeloved

Brutus.' Shak.

Well-beseeming (werbe-sem-ing), o. Well

becoming. Shale.

Well-boat (wel'bot). n. A fishing-boat with

a well in it to convey fish alive to market

See Wbi-L

Well-borer (welljor-er), n. One who or that

which digs or bores for water; one who

makes wells. Simmonds.

Well-born ( wel'born ), a. Born of a noble

or respectable family; not of mean birth.

Shak.

Well-breathed (wel'bretht). a. Well exer

cised or long breathed; of good bottom.

'On thy weU-breath'd horse keep with thy

hounds. ' Shak.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, tAen; th, tAin; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See KET.
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Well-bred (welTjred), a. 1. Of good breed

ing; educated to polished manners; polite;

cultivated; refined.

A moral, sensible, and welt-(• red mM

Will not affront me, and no other can. Confer.

2. Of good breed, Btock, or race : applied to

a horse or other domestic animal which has

descended from a race of ancestors that

have, through several generations, possessed

iua high degree the properties which it is

the great object to attain.

Well-bucket (wellmk-et), n. A vessel for

drawing up water from a well

The muscles are so many well*buckeft : when one

of them acts and draws, 'tis necessary th.it the other

must obey. Dryden.

Well-chosen (wel'chS-zn), o. Chosen or se

lected withgood judgment. ' His icell- chosen

bride.' Shak.

Well -conditioned (wel'kon-di-shond), a.

1 Being in a good or wholesome state of

mind or body; as, a welt-conditioned man.—

2. 1 n sura, being in a state tending to health ;

as, a well-conditioned wound or sore.

Well-conducted (wel'kon-dukt-ed), a.

1. Properly led on ; as, a well-conducted ex

pedition.—2. Being of good moral conduct;

as, a well-conducted community.

Well-content, Well-contented (wel'kon-

tent, wel'kon-tent-ed), a. Satisfied; happy.

'My well-contented day.' Shak.

So Philip rested with her well-tonttHt. Tennyson,

Well-dealing (wel'del-ing), a. Honest; fair

in dealing with others. 'Our well-dealing

countrymen.' Sltak.

Well-derived (wel'de-iivd), a. Good by

birth and nature. 'My son corrupts a well-

derived nature.* Shak.

Well - deserving (wel'de-zerv-lng), o.

Worthy; full of merit.

I charge you by the law.

Whereof you are a weltiieserving pillar. Shak.

Well-disposed (wel'dis-pozd), a. Rightly

disposed; well-affected; loyal. ' Vou lose a

thousand well-disposed hearts.' Shak.

Well-doer (wel'do-er), n. One who performs

rightly his moral and social duties.

Well-doing (wel'do-ing), n. Performance of

duties; upright conduct.

Well-doing (wel'dO-ina), a. Acquitting one's

self well. 'The well-doing steed.' Shak.

Well-drain (wel'dran). n, 1. A drain or vent

for water, somewhat like a well or pit, serv

ing to discharge the water of wet land.—

2. A drain leading to a well.

Well-drain (wel'dran), v.t. To drain, as

Innd by means of wells or pits, which receive

the water, and from which it is discharged

by machinery.

Well-educated (wel'ed-u-kat-ed), a. Having

a good education ; well-instructed. ' Well-

educated infant.' Shak.

Well-famed (wel'famd), o. Famous, 'My

well-famed lord of Troy.' Shak.

Well-fa'rUWeel-fa'r'dfwel'rard.weTfard),

a Well-favoured. Sir W.Scott, [Scotch.]

Wellfaret (wel'far), n. Welfare (which see).

Well-favoured (wel'fa-verd).a. Handsome;

well formed; beautiful; pleasing to the eye.

Rachel was beautiful and well-favoured.

Gen. xkU. 17.

Well-foughtent (wel'fat-n), a. Bravely

fought 'This glorious and tvell-foitghten

field.' Shak.

Well-founded (wel'found-ed), a. Founded

on good and valid reasons, or on strong pro

babilities.

Well-graced (wel'grasd), a. Popular; being

in favour of others.

The eye* of men.

After a welt-graced actor leaves the stage.

Are idly bent on him that enters next. Skat.

Well-headt (wel'hed), n. A source, spring,

or fountain. 'Old well-headt of haunted

rills.' Tennyson.

Well-bole (wel'hdl).n. 1. In arch, see Well,

4.-2. A cavity which receives a counter

balancing weight in some mechanical con

trivances.

We11-Informed (wel'in-formdVa. Correctly

informed; well furnished with information;

intelligent.

He is for the most part, a well-informed, as well as

a lively writer. Brougham.

Wellington (wel'ing-ton), n. A kind of

long-legged boot, worn by men, named

after the Duke of Wellington: used also ad-

jeclively.

His boots were of the Wellington form, pulled up

to meet his corduroy knee smalls. Dickens.

Wellingtonia (wel-lng-to'nl-a). n. A name

given by some botanists to a genua of trees

in order to do honour to the great Duke of

Wellington, There is no reason, however,

to separate this genuB from Sequoia. See

Sequoia.

Well-intentioned (wel'in-ten-shond), a.

Having upright intentions or purpose.

The publicity and control which the forms of free

constitutions provide for guarding even wetl-inten-

Honed rulers against honest errors. Brougham.

Well-knit (wernit), a. Firmly compacted;

having a strong frame. ' O well-knit Sam

son.' Shak.

Well-known (wel'non), a. Fully known;

generally known or acknowledged; as, a

tcell-known fact.

Well-labouring (wel'la-ber-ing), a. Work

ing hard and successfully.

The bloody Douglas, whose well-labouring sword

Had three times slain the appearance of the king-.

Shak.

Well-learned (wel'lernd). a. Full of learn

ing. * Well-learned bishops.' Shak.

Well-liking (welllk-ing), a. Being in good

condition ; of good appearance ; plump.

'Children ... as fat and as well-liking as if

they had been gentlemen's children.' Lati

mer. ' Well-liking wits they have.' Shak.

Well-looking (wel'luk-ing), a. Good-look

ing, or tolerably good-looking.

The horse was a bay, a well-looking animal enough.

Dickens.

Well-lost (wel'lost), a. Lost in a good cause.

'The well-lost life of mine.' Shak.

Well-loved (wel'luvd), a. Much loved ; well-

beloved. Tennyson.

Well-mannered (wel'man-nerd), a. Polite;

well-bred; complaisant. Dryden.

Well-meaner (wel'men-er), ». One whose

intention is good. Dryden.

Well-meaning (wel'men-iug), a. Having a

good intention. ' Plain well-meaning soul.'

Shak. 'The short, fair, dignified but well-

meaning woman.' IT. Black.

Well-meant (wel'roeutY, a. Rightly in

tended ; sincere ; not feigned. ' Edward's

well-meant honest love.' Shak.

Well-met (wel'met), interj. A term of salu

tation denoting joy at meeting.

Well-minded (wel'mlnd-ed), a. Well-dis

posed; having a good mind. ' Well-minded

Clarence.' Shak.

Well-natured (wel'na-turd), a. Good-na

tured; kind.

On their life no grievous burthen lies.

Who are well-natured, temperate, and wise.

Denhtttfu

Wellness (wel'nes), n. The Btate of being

well or iu good health. Hood.

Well-nigh (wel'nl), ado. Almost; nearly.

' Well-mgh choaked with the deadly stink.'

Spenser.

Well-ordered (wel'or-derd), o. Rightly or

correctly ordered, regulated, or governed.

* Each well-ordered nation.' Shak. ' Well-

ordered actions.' Locke.

Well-paid (wel'pad), a. Receiving good pay

for service. ' His well-paid ranks.' Shak

Well-painted (wel'pant-ed), a. 1. Skilfully

painted; as, a well-painted picture. — 2. Art

fully feigned; skilfully simulated. ' 0 well-

painted passion.' Shak.

Well-pleased (wel'plezd), a. Well satisfied;

pleasantly gratified. 'Home well-pleased

we went.' Tennyson.

Well-plighted t (wel'pllt-ed), a. Well or

properly folded. Spenser.

Well-practised (wel'prak-tizd), a. Expe

rienced. 'Your well-practised wise direc

tions.' Shak.

Well-proportioned (wel'prS-por-shond), a.

Having good proportions; well-shaped; well-

formed. ' A well-proportioned steed.' Shak.

Well-read (wel'red), a. Having extensive

reading; well instructed in books; as, a

well-read man : often followed by the pre

position in; as, well-read in physics.

Well-reflned (wel'rf-flnd). a. Highly po

lished; free from any rudeness or impro

priety. ' In polished form of well-refined

pen. ' Shak.

Well-regulated (wel'reg-u-lat-ed), a. Hav

ing good regulations; well-ordered; as, a

well-regulated mind.

Well-reputed (wel're-put-ed), a. Having

good repute ; respectable. ' Some well-re

puted page ' Shak.

Well -respected (wel'rS-spekt-ed), o.

1. Highly esteemed; as, well-respected peo

ple. — 2. t Ruled by reasonable considera

tions.

If well.rtsfetted honour bid me on,

I hold as little counsel with weak fear

As you, my lord. Shak.

Well-room (wel'rttm), n. 1. A room built

over a mineral spring or into which its

waters are conducted, and where they are

drunk.—2. In a boat, a place in the bottom

where the water is collected, and whence it

is thrown out with a scoop.

Well-sailing (wel-sal'ing), c. Passing

swiftly by means of sails; quick sailing.

1 Well-nailing ships.' Shak.

Well-seeing (werseVing), a. Acute of sight

or perception ; quick-sighted. ' Lest eyes

well-seeing thy foul faults should find.' Shak.

Well-seeming (wel'setn-ing). a. Having a

good appearance. 'ChaoB of well-seeming

forms.' Shak.

Well-seen (wel'sen), a. Accomplished; well-

versed; well-approved.

tVelt-sten, and deeply read, and throughly grounded

In th' hidden knowledge of all sallets, ana

Pot-herbs whatever. Beau. &■ Ft.

Well-set (wel'set), a. 1. Firmly set; pro

perly placed or arrayed.

Instead of a girdlc.a rent; and instead of wett-set

hair, baldness. Is*, in. -34.

2 Having good symmetry of parts.

Well-sinker (wel'Bingk-er), n. Oue who digs

well*.

Well-sinking (wel'singk-ing), n. The ope

ration of sinking or digging wells; the act

of boring for water.

Well-skiUed (wel'skild), a. Skilful; ex

pert 'The well skilled workman.' Shak.

Well-sped t (wel'sped), a. Having good suc

cess.

Well-spent (wel'spent), a. Spent or passed

In virtue; spent to the best advantage; as,

a well-spent life; well-spent days.

Well-spoken (wel'spd-kn), a. 1. Spoken

well or with propriety.—2. Speaking well;

fair-spoken ; civil ; courteous. ' A knight

well-spoken, neat and fine.

Well-spring (wel'spring), n. A source of

continual supply. Prov. xvi. 22.

Well-staircase (wel'star-kas), n. A stair

case with a well in the centre for the ad

mission of light and air. See Well, 4.

Well-Bweep (wel'swep), n. A swape or swipe

for a well.

Well-thewedt (wel'thud), o. Filled with or

abounding in wisdom ; well-educated or

well-mannered. Spenser.

Well-timed (wel'timd), a. 1. Done at a

proper time; opportune. Pope—2. Keep

ing accurate time; as, well-timed oars.

Well-to-do (wel'ttf-dd), a. Being in easy

circumstances; well oft*; prosperous. 'A

well-to-do farmer.' H. Kxngsley. 'I am

rich and well-to-do.' Tennuson.

WeU-tOOkt (wel'tok), a. Well taken; well

undergone.

Meantime we thank you for your n-ell-took labour.

Shat.

Well-trap (wel'trap), n. The same as Stink-

trap.

Well-trod, Well-trodden (wel'trod, wel'-

trod-nY, a. Frequently trodden or walked

on. 'The well-trod stage.' Shak.

Well-tuned (wel'tund), a. Properly tuned;

melodious; having a good sound. 'The

true concord of well-tuned sounds.' Shak.

Well -warranted (wel'wor-rant-ed), a.

Proved to be good and trustworthy. ' My

noble and well-warranted cousin. ' Shak.

Well-water (wel'wa-terV n. The water that

flows into a well from subterraneous springs;

water drawn from a well.

Well-willert Cwel'wil-er), n, Onewhomeans

kindly ; a well-wisher. * Be ruled by your

well-willers. ' Shak.

WeU-wisht (wel'wish), n. A wish of happi

ness.

Let it not enter into the heart of anyone that hath

a well-wish for bis friends or prosperity to think of a

peace with France. Addiscn.

Well-wished t (wcl'wlaht), a. Beloved;

befriended. Shak

Well-Wisher (wel'wiah-er), n. One who

wishes the good of another ; one fricndlily

inclined.

Well-won (wel'wun), a. Honestly gained;

hardly earned. ' My bargains and my well-

iron thrift.' Shak.

Well-worn (wel'wdrn), a. Much worn or

used. 'Down which a well-worn pathway

courted us.' Tennyson.

Well-woven (wel'wov-n), o. 8kilfully com

plicated; artfully planned. 'Well- woven

snares.' Milton.

Welsh ( welsh X a. [A. Sax. welisc, watiisc.

lit. foreign, from wealh, a foreigner, one

not Saxon or English, a Celt, any one of a

foreign country, the signification becoming

latterly restricted to a particular race of

foreigners; similarly G. wxilech, weltchr is

foreign, especially French or Italian, and

Wdlsehland Is Italy. So iwitaut la the

welsh or foreign nut The root-meaning is

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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doubtful. Akin Walloon, Wallis (the term

applied by the Bernese Oberlandera to the

French-speaking district south of them),

Cornwall. For an interesting extract illus

trative of the use of this term see under

Dutch.] Pertaining to Wales orto its people;

Cymric— Welsh flannel, a very fine kind of

flannel, chiefly hand made, from the fleeces

of the flocks of the Welsh mountains. —

Weishglaive, Welsh hook, an ancient military

weapon of the bill kind, but having, in addi

tion to a cutting-blade, a hook at the back.

'Swore the devil his true liegeman upon the

crossof a Welsh hook.' Shak.—WeUh groin,

in arch, a groin formed by the intersection

of two cylindrical vaults, of which one Is of

less height than the other.— Wehh main, a

match at cock-lighting, where all must fight

to death. Sir W. Scott— Welsh mortgage, a

mortgage in which there is no proviso or

condition for repayment at any time. The

agreement is that the mortgagee to whom

the estate is conveyed shall receive the rents

till his debt is paid, and in such case the

mortgagor is at liberty to redeem at any

time.— Welsh mutton, a choice and delicate

kind of mutton obtained from a small breed

of sheep iu Wales. Simmonds. — Welsh

onion, a name given to cibol (Allium fistu-

loaum): so called from the German Walsch,

which merely indicates a foreign origin.

See Cibol. — Welsh parsley,) a burlesque

name for hemp or the halters made of it

Beau. d> Ft. — Welsh rabbit. See under

Rabbit— Welsh wig, a worsted cap. Sim

monds.

Welsh (welsh), n. 1. The language of Wales

or of the Welsh. The Welsh is a member

of the Celtic family of languages, forming

with the Breton language and the now ex

tinct Cornish branch the Cymric group. It

is distinguished for the beauty of its com

pounds, which it possesses the capacity of

forming to an almost unlimited extent. —

2. The general name of the inhabitants of

Wales.

Welaher, n. See Welcher.

Welshman, Welshwoman (welsh 'man,

welsh'wu-man), n. A native of the princi

pality of Wales

Welsomet (wel'sum), o. Well; prosperous.

Wickliffe.

Welt (welt), n. [Probably a Celtic word:

W. gwald, a hem, a welt, gwaldu. to hem, to

welt.] 1. A border; a guard; a kind of hem

or edging; a fringe; also, a small cord cov

ered with cloth and sewed on seams or

borders to strengthen them.

His coat was preen,

With welts of white seamed between. Greene.

2 In shoe making, a strip of leather sewed

round the edge of the upper of a boot or

shoe and the inner sole, aud to which the

outer sole is afterwards fastened.— 3. In

ship-building, a back strip of wood forming

an additional thickness laid over a flush

seam or joint or placed in an angle to

strengthen it. —4. In sheet-iron work, a strip

riveted to two contiguous plates which form

a butt-joint—5. in her. a narrow border to

on ordinary or charge.

Welt (welt), v.t To furnish with a welt;

to sew a welt on ; to ornament with a welt.

Dekker; Shelton.

Welt (welt), v.i. To wilt. [Rare]

Welte, * pret. of welds, older form of wield.

Chancer,

Welter (wel'ter), v.i. [Also in form waiter,

freq. from old welten, walten, to roll, A. Sax.

wealtan, to roll; L.G. weltern, Sw. viiltra, O.

wdlzcn, to roll, to wallow, to welter. The

root is that of walk, wallow. Akin waif: ]

1. To roll, as the body of an animal; to wal

low ; to tumble about ; usually, to roll or

wallow in some foul matter; as, to welter in

blood or In tilth. 'Or welter in fllthiness

like a swine.' Ascham. 'Welt'ring in his

blood.' Dryden.

Happier are they that welter in their sin.

Swine in the mud, that cannot see for slime. Tennyson.

2. To rise and fall, as waves; to tumble over,

as billows. * The weltering waves.' Milton.

Welter (wel'ter), v.t. To make or force, as

by wallowing or moving through something

foul or liquid. ' Weltering your way through

chaos and the murk of ifell. ' Carlyle.

Welter (wel'ter), n. That in which one

welters; slime, mud, filth, and the like.

'The foul welter of our so-called religious

or other controversies.' Carlyle. [Rare.]

Welter (wel'ter), a. In horse-racing, of or

relating to the heaviest weighted race In

a meeting; as. welter race; welter Btakes;

welter cup. Latham.

Welt- shoulders (welt'shol-derz). n. pi.

In the leather trade, curried leather fit for

the welts of boots and shoes.

Wei - willy, t a. Favourable; propitious.

Chaucer.

Welwitschla (wel-wich'i-a), n. [Named from

Dr. Welwitsch, its discoverer.] A remarkable

plant growing in Southern Africa in dry

regionB near the western coast, between lat

14" and 23° S. It presents a stem or rhizome

forming a woody mass, rising to a foot at

most above the ground, and having a dia

meter of from 4 or 5 inches to as many feet,

this mass bearing the two original cotyle-

donary leaves, which, when they reach their

full development of 6 feet iu length or so,

become dry and split up into shreds but do

not fall of. Every year several short flower-

stalks are developed at the base of these

leaves, but no other leaves are produced.

There seems to be but one species, W. mira-

biiis. It is placed among the Gnetacerc.

Wem,t Wemmet (wem), 7t. [A. Sax. wem.

warn, imuiHi. ] A spot; a scar; a fault; a

blemish. * Without wemme ' = spotless, fault

less. Chaucer.

Wemt (wem), v.t. [A. Sax. wemman, to

spoil] To corrupt; to vitiate. Drant.

Wemt (wem), ?*. The belly; the wame.

Cotton.

Wen (wen), n. (A. Sax. wenn, D. wen,

L. G. ween, Prov. G. wenne, a swelling, a

wart] A circumscribed indolent tumour

without inflammation or change of colour

of the skin. The term is also sometimes

given to an encysted tumour and to goitre.

Wench (wensh), n. [O. E. wenche, from

wetwhel, A. Sax. wenele, a dim. form, ap

parently with the literal meaning of weak

ling, and allied to wince, wink, and G. wan-

ken, to totter.] l.A general familiar expres

sion applied to a woman, especially a young

woman, in any variation of tone between

tenderness and contempt. 'My most sweet

wench.' Chapman.

What do ]. silly -wench, know what love hath pre

pared for me? Sir P. Sidney.

To weep like a young wench that had buried her

rndani. Shak.

In a bad sense, a bold, forward girl ; a

young woman of loose character.

It is not a digression to talk of bawds in a discourse

upon wenches. Spectator.

3. In America, a black or coloured female

servant; anegress. Bartlett.

Wench (wensh), v.i. To frequent the com

pany of women of ill fame. Addison.

Wencner (wensh'er), n. One who wenches;

a lewd man.

Wenching (wensh'ing), a. Running after

wenches; lecherous.

What's become of the wenching ro(»ues? Shak.

Wenchless ( wensh 'les), a. Having no

wench; having no supply of loose women.

Shot.

Wench -like ( wensh 'lik), a. After the

manner or likeness of a wench or young

woman. Shak.

Wend, (wend), v.i pret &pp. wended; ppr.

wending. Went, which is really the pret of

this verb, Is now detached from it and used

as pret of go. [A. Sax. wendan, to turn, to

go, Icel. venda, Dan. vende, D. and G. wen-

den, to change, to turn : a caus. of the verb

to wind, to turn, to twist See Wind.] 1. To

go; to pass to or from a place; to travel.

Hopeless and helpless doth ALgcon wend. Shai.

tr'end thou to Branksomc back on foot.

With rusty spur and miry boot. Sir If. Scott.

2. t To turn round.

The lesser (ship) will turn her broadsides twice

before the greater can wend once. Raleigh.

Wend (wend), v.t. l.t To undertake, as a

journey; to accomplish in travel. 'Oreat

voyages to wend.' Surrey.—2, To go; to di

rect: perhaps only in the phrase to wend

one's way. —It is also used reflex!vely; as,
■wend thee homewards.

Wendt (wend), n. [See the verb.] A cer

tain quantity or circuit of ground.

Wend (wend), n. One of a powerful Slavic

people, now absorbed in the German race,

which formerly inhabited the north and

east of Oermany. A remnant of them re

mains in the eastern district of Sachsen-

Altenburg, and in the country between the

Vistula and Persante. where they still speak

the Wendlc tongue and preserve their pe

culiar manners and customs. Written also

Vend.

Wendlc (wen'dik), n. The language of the

Wends. It belongs to the Slavonic group

of the Aryan family of tongues.

Wendlc, Wendish ( wen'dik, wen'dish), a.

Of or pertaining to the Wends ; as, the

Wendic language; Wendish folk-songs and

tales.

Wene.t v.i. [A. Sax. wfnan. See WEEN. ]

To think; to suppose; to deem. Chaucer.

Wene.t n. Guess; conjecture; supposition.

Wenlock Group (wen'lok grbp), n. In

f'eol. that subdivision of the Silurian system

ying immediately below the Ludlow rocks,

and so called from being typically devel

oped at Wenlock, near Shrewsbury. It

comprises the Dudley or Wenlock lime

stone, the Wenlock shale or slate, and the

Woolhope beds. The first is a crystalline

gray or blue limestone, abounding in marine

mollusca and crustaceous animals of the

trilobite family; the second a dark-coloured

shale, with nodules of earthy limestone, and

containing mollusca and trilobitcs; while

the third consists of limestones, shales, and

gritB. The whole thickness of the Wenlock

strata is probably about 4000 feet

Wennelt (wen'el), n. A weauel.

Wennlsh, We&ny (wen'ish, weu'i), a. Hav

ing the nature of a wen.

Went (went), old pret & pp. of the verb

wend: now used as the pret of go, or vul

garly as its pp.

Now certes I will don tny diligence

To conne it all, or Christemasse be went. Chaucer.

This participle is provincial and very widely spread.

. . . I should say that *to have gone is literary Eng

lish, and that the popular form almost everywhere is

' to have went.' Those who still travel by railways will

know the sound of this—' You should have went on the

other side of the road.' J. Earle.

Wentt (went), n. [From wend. J A way; a

passage; a turning backwards and forwards

Spenser.

Wentle-trap (wen'tl-trap), n. [From an O G.

form equivalent to Mod.G. wendel-treppe, a

wentle-trap, lit. a winding staircase.] See

SCALARIA.

Wep.t pret. Wept. Chaucer.

Wepely.t a. Causing tears ; pathetic.

' Wepely songs." Chaucer.

Wepen,t n. A weapon. Chaucer.

Wept (wept), pret. & pp. of weep.

Werche.t n. and v. [Softened form of

werke.] Work. Chaucer.

Were (wer). [See Was. ] The indicative

past tense plural of the verb to be, and the

past or imperfect subjunctive—wert being

used as second person singular. See Was.

—As it were. See under As.

Were (wer), n. A dam. See Weir.

Were.t v.t. To wear.

Were.t n. War; warfare. Chaucer.

Were (wer), n. Same as Wergild.

Wereglld. See Wergild.

Weren,t pret. pi. Were. Chaucer.

Werena, Were not. [Scotch.]

Werewolf (weVwulf), n. [A. Sax. werwulf—

wer (Icel. verr, Goth, vair), a man, and wolf;

G. wahrwotf.] Lit. a man -wolf. A man

transformed either for a time or periodi

cally into a wolf, acquiring at the same time

all the appetites of a wolf in addition to his

own, especially a taste for human flesh.

Sometimes the werewolf was a man by day

and a wolf by night. A belief in the trans

formation of man into a wolf is, in some

form, common to Europe and elsewhere,

both in ancient and modern times. Some

of the classic fables (e.g. Lycaon) are re

flections of this myth. See Lycanthrope.

Wergild, Weregild (wergild, wergild), n,

[A. Sax. wergild—wer, man, and gild, geld,

a payment, recompense, compensation, also

a guild.] In Anglo-Saxon and ancient Teu

tonic law, a kind of fine for manslaughter

and other crimes against the person, by

paying which the offender got rid of every

further obligation or punishment. The flue

or compensation due by the offender varied

in amount according to his rank or station,

and that of the person killed or injured,

and also according to the nature of the

injury. It was in general paid to the rela

tives of him who had been slain, or, in the

case of a wound or other bodily harm, to

the person who sustained the injury; but if

the cause was brought before the com

munity the plaintiff only received part of

the fine, the community, or the king, when

there was one, received the other part.

Written also but less correctly Weregeld.

Wehrgeld, Wehrgelt.

Werlfih (wer/ish), a. Same as Wearish.

Werke.t n. Work. Chaucer.

Werke, t v.i. or t. To work. Chaucer.

Werne.t v.t. To warn. Chaucer.

Wernerian (wer-ne'ri-an), a. Of or pertain

ing to Abraham Gottlieb Werner, a cele

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loch: g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, taen; th, thin, w, trig; uh, whig; zb, azure.—See Key.
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brated German mineralogist and geologist,

or to his theory of the earth, which was also

called the Neptunian Theory. See >'GP-

TCNIAK.

Wernerite (wer'ner-K), n. [From the min

eralogist Werner.] A mineral regarded as a

sub-species of scapolite, called foliated sea-

polite. It is a silicate of aluminium, calcium,

and iron, found massive, and crystallized

in octahedral prisms with four-sided pyra

midal terminations, disseminated in rocks

of grayish or red felspar. It is imperfectly

lamellar, of a greenish, grayish, or olive-

green colour, with a pearly or resiuous lus

tre. It is softer than felspar, and melts into

a white enamel.

Werre,t n. War; confusion. Chaucer.

Werreie.t v.t. To make war against Chau

cer.

Werse.t a. Worse. Chaucer.

WerBh (wersh).a. [Same as wearish, -weerish,

insipid, and probably allied to weary.] In

sipid; tasteless; delicate; having a pale and

sickly look. Written also Warsh. LScotch.J

Werste.t a. Worst Chaucer.

Wert (wert), the second person singular of

the past indicative and subjunctive tenses

of be. See Were.

Wertherlan (wer-te'ri-an or ver-tc'ri-au),a.

[After the hero of Goethe's work] Senti

mental ; namby • pambyish. ' A love - lorn

swain. . . . full of imaginary sorrows aud

Wertherian grief.* Trollope.

Wery.t a. Weary. Chaucer.

Wesand (we'zand), n. Same as Weaaand.

We'86 (wez). We shall. [Scotch.]

Wesll,t pret. of wash. Washed. Chaucer.

Wesiit (we'zil), n. Weasand.

The wesil or windpipe we call Aspera arteria.

Bacon.

Wesleyan (wesli-an), a. Pertaining to John

Wesley, or the religious sect established by

him about 1739.

Wesleyan (wes'li-an), n. One who adopts

the principles and doctrinesof Wesleyanism.

See Methodist.

Wesleyanism (wesli-au-fzm), n. Arminiau

Methodism ; the system of doctrines and

church polity of the Wesleyan Methodists.

West (west), n. [A. Sax. west, west, west

ward; D. west, Icel. vestr, Dan. and Sw. vest,

Q. west (whence Fr. ouest); probably from

a root ru, to dwell, as the place where the

sun dwells, the home of the sun, a root seen

also in was and vesper.] 1. That point of the

horizon where the sun sets at the equinox,

and midway between the north and south

points ; or west is the intersection of the

prime vertical with the horizon, on that side

where the sun sets. West is directly opposite

to east, and one of the cardinal points. In

a less strict sense, west is the region of the

heavens near the point where the sun sets

when in the equator; as, a star sets in the

west; a meteor appears in the west; a cloud

rises in the west. — 2. The region, tract.

country, or locality lying opposite to the

east, or situated nearer the west point than

another point of reckoning; as America with

reference to Britain ; the Western States

with reference to the Atlantic sea-board.

Arc. ' All the wealthy kingdoms of the west.'

Shak. 'Knights of utmost North and West. '

Tennyson.—Empire of the West, the western

portion of the Roman Empire, the capital

of which was Rome, when the empire was

divided between his two sons Honorius and

Arcadius by the Emperor Theodosius. 395

A. It. See Empire of the East under East.

— West End, the fashionable or aristocratic

quarter of London: used often adjectively.

The faces of the servants were upon the regulation

pattern of West-end propriety. Mrs. Rtddeil.

West (west), a. 1. Being in the west or lying

towards the west; western.

This shall be your west border. Num. xxxvt. 6.

2. Coming or moving from the west or west

ern region; as, a west wind-

West (west), adv. To the western region ;

at the westward ; more westward ; as. Ire

land lies west of England.

We8t (west), v.i. L To pass to the west; to

set. as the suu.

Twice hath he risen where he now doth wst,

And wested twice where he ought rise aright.

S/enser.

2 To assume a westerly direction; to change

to the west.

Wester (wes'ter), v i. To tend towards the

west. Chaucer. [Obsolete except in ppr.J

And now beneath the horizon westering- slow

Had sunk the orb of day. Soutncy.

Westering (wea'ter-ing), p. and a. Passing

to the west [Poetical.]

The star that rose at evening bright.

Toward heaven's descent had sloped his westering

wheel. MUton.

And, when now the westering- sun

Touched the hills, the strife was done.

Mat. Arnold.

Westerly (wes'ter-li), a. 1. Being toward

the west; situated iu the western region;

as, the westerly parts of England.— 2. Com

ing from the westward; as, a westerly wind.

Westerly (wes'ter-li), adv. Tending, going,

or moving toward the west; as, a man tra

velling westerly.

Western (wes'uirn), a. 1. Being in the west,

or in the region nearly in the direction of

west; being in that quarter where the suu

sets; as, the western coast of England., the

western boundary of a country.—2. Moving

in a line to the part where tiie sun sets ; as,

the ship makes a western course.—3. Pro

ceeding from the west; as, a western breeze.

— Western Empire. See Empire of the West

under West.

Westerner (wes'tern-er), n. A native or in

habitant of the west

Westernmost (wes'tern-most), a. Farthest

to the west; most western.

Westing (west'ing), n. Space or distance

westward; space reckoned from one point

to another westward from ft; specifically,

naut. the difference of longitude a ship

makes when sailing to the westward; the

departure of a course when the course lies

to the west of north.

Westling (west'ling), n. An inhabitant of

the west; one who inhabits a western coun

try or district. [Rare ]

Westmost (west'most), a. [A. Sax, west-

mest. ] Farthest to the west.

Westringla ( west-rin'ji-a), n. [In honour

of J. r\tt*estring, physician to the King of

Sweden.] A genus of plants, nat. order

Labiatie. The species are natives of Aus

tralia, forming pretty shrubs from 1 to 3

feet in height.

Westward, Westwards (wesfwerd, west'-

werdz), adc. [A. Sax. westeweard—west. and

weard, denoting direction. Westwards is an

adverbial genitive] Toward the west; as,

to ride or sail westward.

Westward the course of empire takes its way.

Bp. Berkeley.

Westwardly (west'werd-li), adv. In a direc

tion toward the west; as, to pass westwardly.

Westy t (wes'ti), a. [Perhaps from waste, a.]

Dizzy; confused.

Whiles he lies wallowing, with a westy head.

And palish carcasse, on his brothel bed.

Bp. Hall.

Wet (wet), a. [O.E. and Sc. weet, A. Sax.

west. Icel. vdtr, Dan. vaad, wet; of same

origin as water. See Water.] 1. Contain

ing water; soaked or drenched with water;

as, wet land or a wet cloth; or having water

or other liquid upon the surface; as, a wet

table. 'The wet sea-boy;' 'a wet cloak;'

'wet cheeks.' Shak.— 2. Rainy; drizzly; very

damp; as, wet weather; a wet season. ' Wet

October's torrent flood.* Milton. — 3. Con

sisting of water or fluid. Shak. —4. Having

consumed a good deal of liquor; drunken.

When my lost lover the tall ship ascends,

With music gay, and wet with jovial friends. Prior.

Wet (wet), n. 1. Water or wetness; moisture

or humidity in considerable degree.

Now the sun, with more effectual beams,

Had cheered the face of earth, and dried the wet

From drooping plant. Milton.

2. Rainy weather; rain. 'This dlatemper'd

messenger of wet, the many-coloured Iris.'

Shak. ' The wind and the wet.' Tennyson.

Wet (wet), v.t. pret. & pp. wet or wetted

(the latter regularly in the passive to avoid

confusion with the adjective wet), ppr. wet

ting. To make wet; to moisten, drench,

or soak with water or other liquid; to dip or

soak in liquor; as, to wet a sponge ; to wet

the hands; to wet cloth. 'When the rain

came to wet me.' Shak. ' Wet the thirsty

earth with falling show'rs." Milton,

Among other decorations peculiar to this canoa

was a line of small white feathers, . . . which when

wc saw them were thoroughly wetted by the spray.

C ook.

The ocean had wet his gaiters and other garments.

Thackeray.

—To wet one's whistle. See under Whistle.

Wet-dock (wet'dok), n, A dock in which a

uniform level of water is maintained, suffi

cient to keep ships afloat, and where the

business of discharging and loading may

proceed with convenience and safety. See

DOCK.

Wete.t a Wet. Chaucer.

Wete,tr.f. To wet Chaucer.

Wete,t v.i. To weet; to know. Chaueer.

Wet-flnger (wet'flng-ger). n. [1 he origin Is

not very clear, but N'ares adduces several

quotations that give some support to the

idea that it may be from the practice oi

wetting the finger to turn over the leaves

of books.] An expression used only in the

phrase with a wet -finger, signifying with

little effort, with great ease.

A porter might fetch him with a wct-jSngvr.

De&ker.

If dame Winifred was here, she'd nuke 'em all o«t

wtth .i wet-finger; but they are above roe. FeeSe.

Wether (weTH'er), n. [A. Sax. wether, %

ram; a word common to the Teutonic

tongues, and allied to L. ritulus, a calf, lit,

a yearling. See Veal] A ram castrated.

Weting.t «. Knowledge. Chaueer.

Wetness (wet'nes), n. L The state of being

wet, either by being soaked or drenched

with liquor, or by having a liquid adherent

to the surface; as, the wetness of land; the

wetness of a cloth.—2.A watery or moist state

of the atmosphere ; a state of being rainy,

foggy, or misty; as, the wetness of weather

or the season—3. Wet matter; moisture.

Wet-nurse (wet'ners), n. A woman who

suckles and nurses a child not her own; op

posed to dry-nurse*

Wet-puddling (wet'pud-ling), n. In metal.

pig-boiling (wTiich see).

Wetshod (wet'shod). a. Wet over the shoes;

having wet feet with the shoes or boots on.

4 On the shores you might bloud ureUltod

wade.' Mir. for Mags.

Wet-shOt (wet'shot), a. Shot up from or lry

a wet soil; growing in moist laud. [Rare, j

Came wet-shot alder from the wove.

Came yews, a dismal coterie. Tennys**.

Wettlsh (wet'ish), a. Somewhat wet; moitt;

humid.

Weveft v.t. To weave. Chaucer.

WeV6,t v.t. To waive; to put off; to prevent

Chaucer.

Wex,t Wexe,t v.t or £. To grow ; to wax ;

to increase; to become. Chaucer; Spensrr.

Wey (wa), n. [A. Sax. wa*ge, a weight See

WEIGH.] A certain weight or measure. A

weyot wool is 6£ tods, or 182 lbs. ; of butter,

from 2 to 3 cwt ; of oats and barley, 4S

bushels; of wheat, 5 quarters; of cheese,

224 lbs.; of salt, 40 bushels, each 56 U*.

Simmonds.

Wezandt (we'zand). Weasand (which see).

Wha(wha), Who. [Scotch.]

Whaap. Same as Whaup.

Whack (whak), «. [See THWACK/] 1. A

heavy blow; a thwack.— 2. A large piece; a

share; a portion. "Give me my whack.'

Slang Diet. [Vulgar and local.]

This gay young bachelor had taken his share

(what he called 'his whack*) of pleasure

Thackeray.

Whack (whak), v.t To thwack; to give a

heavy or resounding blow to. [Colloq ]

Whack (whak), v.i. To strike or coutinue

stri king anv thing with smart blows. [Colloq ]

Whacker (whak'er), n. [See Whopper.)

Anything uncommonly large; a great lie; a

whopper. [Colloq.]

Whacking (whak'ing), a. [For association

of size or impressiveness with blows, see

Whopper.] Very large; lusty. Cowper.

[Colloq.]

Whale (whal), n. [A. Sox. hwad, Icel hralr,

Sw. ana Dan. hval. hral/Uk (whalefiah). D.

walvisch, G. wallfisch; perhaps connected

with A. Sax. hvelan, to roar, to bellow, from

the noise they make in blowing.] The com

mon name given to the larger mammals of

the order Cetacea. They are characterized by

having fin-like anterior extremities, the pos

terior extremities having their place sup

plied by a large horizontal caudal fin or tail,

and the cervical bones so compressed as to

leave the animal without any outward ap

pearance of a neck. Their abode is in the sea

or the great rivers, and they resemble the

fishes so closely in external appearance that

not only the vulgar, but even some of the

earlier zoologists regarded them as belong

ing to that class. The wholes are usually

divided into two families, the Babenhlie

and the Physeterida? or Catodontidac The

Balomida, or whalebone whales, are distin

guished by the absence of teeth, by the

presence of baleen or whalebone, and by tbe

nostrils being placed on the top of the head.

The typical representative of this farailj is

the common or Greenland whale (Baleena

mysticetus). so valuable on account of tbe oil

and whalebone which it furnishes. It is

principally found in the Arctic seas, but it is

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, 3c. abune; V, Sc. fey.
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also found iu considerable numbers in many

other parts of the world. Its length is usu

ally about 60 feet, and its greatest circum-

Greenland Whale (Saltena myslicetus).

ference from 30 to 40 feet. The razor

backed whale, or northern rorqual, is the

Balomoptera borealis. It often measures

about 100 feet in length, and from 30 to 35

feet in circumference. (See Rorqual.) The

Physeteridse or Catodontfdae are character

ized by the fact that the palate is destitute

of baleen, and the lower jaw possesses a

series of pointed conical teeth. The best

known species of this family is the sperm-

whale orcachalot (Physeter or Catodon ma-

crocepftalus), which averages from 50 to 70

feet in length. (See Cachalot, Sperma

ceti, where is cut of spermaceti whale.)

Some species of Delphinidse are also known

as whales. See Beluga, Caaino-whale.

— Very like a whale, a phrase applied to

anything very improbable, and implying

disbelief in what is stated. It takes its

origin from a well-known passage in Sam

let, act iii. sc. 2. — Whale's bane, an old

term for ivory, perhaps from the circum

stance that the ivory of Western Europe

in the middle ages was the tooth of the

walrus, which may have been confounded

with the whale.

Whose face did seem as clear as crystal stone,

And eke, through fear as white as whale's bane.

Spenser.

This is the flower that smiles on every one.

To show his teeth as white as -whales (•one. Shak.

Whale (whal), v.t. pret <fc pp. whaled; ppr.

whaling. [Properly to wale or mark with
■wales. See Wale, n.] To lash with stripes;

to thrash; to beat [Local.]

Whale-bird (whal'berd), n. A beautiful

little bird of the genus Prion or Pachyptila,

allied to the petrels. There are two species

which occur frequently in the Southern

Ocean. Often called Blue Petrel.

Whale-boat (whal'botx n. A strong carvel-

built boat from 23 to 28 feet in length,

rounded at both ends, and clean both for

ward and aft, used in hunting whales.

Whalebone (whal'bon), n. A well-known

elastic horny substance which adheres in

thin parallel plates to the upper jaw of the

family of whales called Bala-nidsc. These

plates or lamina; vary In size from a few

inches to 12 feet in length; the breadth of

the largest at the thick end, where they ore

attached to the jaw, is about a foot, and the

average thickness is from four to five tenths

of an inch. From its flexibility, strength,

elasticity, and lightness, whalebone is em

ployed for many purposes, as for ribs to

umbrellas and parasols, for stiffening stays,

»tc. Called also Baleen.

Whale-calf (whal'kaf), ». The young of the

whale.

Whale-fin (whal'nn), n. The name usually

given in commerce to whalebone.

WhaJe-flshery (whal'nsh-er-i),n. The fishery

or occupation of taking whales.

Whale-flshing (whul'fish-ing), n. The act

or employment of catching whales.

Whale-louae (whalloua), n. A small crus

tacean found parasitic on the whale, of the

genus Cyamus and order Laemodipoda, the

C ccti.

Whaleman (whal'man), n. A man employed

in the whale-fishery.

Whaler (whal'er), n, 1. A person employed

in the whale-fishery.—2. A vessel employed

In the whale-fishery.

Whale-shot (whM'shot), n A name for

merly applied to Bpermaceti.

Whaling (whal'ing), a. Pertaining to or

connected with the capture of whales; as, a

wfialing voyage.

Whall (whal), n. [Probably for wall, in wall

eye. The editor of the Craven Glossary de-
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rives it from W. gwawl, light, glitter] A

disease of the eyes; glaucoma.

Whallabee (whal'la-be). n. A variety of

kangaroo of New South Wales (Halmaturus

ualabattu), distinguished from the true kan

garoos of the genus Macropua by the muzzle

being devoid of hair. It is not nearly so

large as the common or woolly kangaroo,

being only 4 feet 6 inches in total length, of

which the tail occupies 2 feet. It is grayish-

brown in colour, with a alight wash of red.

Spelled also Wallaby.

Whally (whal'tya. [ Whall, glaucoma. ] Hav

ing greenish-white eyes.

Whame (wham), u. A fly of the genus Ta

na i n is ; the breeze or burrel-fly. See Breeze.

Durham,

Whammel (whaml), v.t. [See Wuemmel.]

To turn upside down. [Provincial.]

Whang; (whang), n [A form of thong, as

whack of thwack.) l.t A leather thong.—

2. Something large; a large slice of anything,

as of cheese. [Local English and Scotch.]

Whang (whang), v.t. To beat; to flog.

[Local]

Whangee (whang'e), n. See Wanqhee.

Whap (whop), n. A heavy blow. Written

also Whop. [Colloq.]

Whap (whop), v.L To beat; to strike. [Col

loq.]

Whap (whop), v i. To plump suddenly

down, as on the floor; to flop; to turn sud

denly; as, she whapped down on the floor;

the fish whapped over. Written also Whop.

[United States. ]

Whapper (whop'erX n. Something uncom

monly large of the kind; a whopper. [Col

loq]

Whapping (whop'ing), a. Uncommonly

large; extraordinary; whopping; as, &whap-

ping story. [Colloq. ]

Wharf (wharf), n. pi. Wharfs (wharfs) or

Wharves (wharvz). [A. Sax hwerf, hwearf,

a turning, a wharf, a place of merchandise;

O.Sw. hwarf, skeps-hwarf, a turning, a

wharf, a ship-building yard; Icei hvarf, a

turning, a shelter; D. werf, a wharf, a yard,

a turn. The original meaning seems to have

been an embankment or dam that turns the

course of a stream, or a structure projecting

bo as to turn away the water and protect the

bank; from A. Sax. hweor/an, to turn; IceL

hverfa, to turn.] 1. A sort of quay con

structed of wood or stone on the margin

of a roadstead, harbour, or river, alongside

of which ships or lighters are brought for

the sake of being conveniently loaded or

unloaded. In England wharfs are of two

kinds: (a) legal wharfs, certain wharfs iu

all seaports appointed by commission from

the court of exchequer, or legalized by act

of parliament (b) Sufferance wharfs, places

where certain goods may be landed and

shipped by special sufferance granted by

the crown for that purpose.—2. f The bank

of a river, or the shore of the sea. ' The fat

weed that roots itself in ease on Lethe

wharf.' Shak.

Wharf (wharf), v.t. 1. To guard or secure

by a wharf or firm wall of timber or stone.

Evelyn.—2. To place or lodge on a wharf.

Wharfage (wharf;ij), n. 1. The fee or duty

paid for the privilege of using a wharf for

loading or unloading goods.—2. A wharf or

wharfs in general.

Wharf-boat (wharfbot), n. A kind of boat

moored on a river and used as a substitute

for a wharf, where the rise of the water is

bo variable as to render a fixed wharf un

serviceable. [United States.]

Wharftng (wharfing), n. A structure in the

form of a wharf; materials of which a wharf

is constructed; wharfs in general. Evelyn.

Wharfinger (wbar'fln-jer), n. [For wharf-

ager, the n being inserted as in messenger,

passenger.] A person who owns or who has

the charge of a wharf.

Wharle, Wharling (wharl, wharTing), n.

Inability to pronounce the letter r; a burr.

'The Northumberland R or wharle.* De

Foe. [Obsolete or proviucial.]

They have all a strange, uncouth wharling in their

speech. Fuller.

Wharp (wharp), n. The local name for

Trent-sand (which see).

What (whot), pron. [A. Sax. hwost, what,

also often as on interjection, why, lo, &c.,

neut. of hwd, who. See Who.] 1. An interro

gative pronoun used in asking questions as

to things, circumstances, events, ideas, &c,

and as to individuality, quantity, kind, and

the like: thus corresponding in many re-

Bpects to who, which is used for persons,

and employed (a) substantively; as, what's

WHAT

the matter? I do not know what the matter

Is; 'what's the noise?' ' what should I do?'

' what shall she say?' Shak.

What is man that thou art mindful of him ?

Ps. viii. 4.

(5) Adjectively. ' What stuff is this?' 'what

bare excuses makest thou?' 'to what end

are all these words?* Shak.

What manner of man Is this that even the winds

and the sea obey him? Mat. viii. 37.

2. Used alone in introducing a question em

phatically, or somewhat in the manner of

an interjection, and equivalent to, do you

mean to say that? is it the case that? is it

possible that? * What, hast thou dined?'

'what, has this thing appeared again?* Shak.

What, could ye not watch with me one hour!

Mat. xxvi, 40.

ElHptically used in such expressions as (a)

tr/iarif= what would be the consequence if?

what will it matter if? what would you

say if?

What ifthis mixture do not work at all? . . .

What r/it be a poison t Shak.

(6) What o/=what follows from? why need

you speak of? does it matter in any way?

All this is so, but -what of this, my lord t Shak.

1 am thought as fair as she.

But what ofthait Demetrius thinks not so. Shak.

(c) What though — what does it matter

though! granting or admitting that; sup

posing it true that

What though the rose has prickles, it is plucked.

Shak.

What though none live my innocence to tell?

1 know it. Dryden.

Hence when colloquially used alone = doesn't

it amount to the same thing? isn't ft all one?

no matter; never mind, what matters it?

Here we have no temple but the wood, no assem

bly but horned beasts. But what thought Courage!

Shak.

3. Used to introduce an intensive oremphatic

phrase or exclamation, and when employed

(a) adjectively = how great . . . ! how re

markable ... I how extraordinary . . . ! how

strange ... I 'What a base and peasant slave

ami!' ' 0, what a fall was there ! ' Shak.

What a piece of work is a man 1 how noble in rea

son! how infinite in faculty 1 Shak.

(6) Used adverbially = to how great a de

gree . . . ! to what an extent . . . ! how re

markably . . . ! how greatly . . . !

What partial judges are our love and hate ! Dryden.

4. Having the force of a compound rela

tive pronoun: (a) when used substantively

= the thing (or things) which; that which.

We know what we are; but know not what we

may be. Shak.

What 1 would, that do I not; but what t hate that

do I. Rom. vii. 15.

(&) Used adjectively = the . . . which; the

sort or kind of . . . which; such ... as.

What strength I have is mine own. Shak.

See -7ih.it natures accompany what colours. Bacon.

(c) Used with reference to a preceding sub

stantive = that (those) which; such as. 'No

swords but what are sanctified.' Shak,— In

such obsolete or poetical expressions as

what time, what day, Ac, what has the

force of, on or at the or that time (day, &c.),

on or at which.

I made thee miserable

What tint* 1 threw the people's suffrages

On him. Shak.

And heavenly quires the hymenaean sung

What day the genial angel to our sire

Brought Tier in naked beauty. Mtlton,

5. What thing or person Boever; whatever

or whoever ; whatsoever or whosoever.

' Whate'er it be, what pain, wliat danger;'

'come what will.' Shak.

What in the world he is

That names me traitor, villain-like he lies. Shak

6. In some measure; partly in consequence

of; partly by: followed now always by with.

What one thing, what another ... 1 shall leave

you one of these days. Shak,

What with the war, what with the sweat, what

with the gallows, and what with poverty, I am cus

tom-shrunk. Shak.

In such phrases as, / tell you what, ril tell

you what, &c, what either anticipates the

succeeding statement or is used to lay some

stress on what is about to be stated, and

not as if merely introducing a clause com

municating information.

I'll tell thee what, prince ; a college of wit-crackers

cannot flout me out of my humour. Shak.

—What's his (its) name? what do you call

it} &c, colloquial phrases generally signi

fying that the speaker cannot supply a de

finite name for some person or thing; that

ch, eAaln; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin?; th, rAeu; th, *Ain; w, wig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure —See Key.
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the name has escaped his memory, or that

the person or thing is of so trivial conse

quence that he or it is not deserving of a

specific name. The phrases are sometimes

formed into a compound; as, tell Mr. What's-

his- name to be off.

Good even, good Master What-ye-ealVt. Shak.

—What not, a term used in concluding an

enumeration of several articles or particu

lars, and forming an abbreviated or ellipti

cal clause generally equivalent to what may

I not add or mention; something more

which I need not mention; et cetera; any

thing else you please. ' Battles, tourna

ments, hunts, and what not' De Quincey.

* A dead puppy, or log, or what not.' Kings-

ley—To know what's what, to know the na

ture of things; to have a good knowledge,

sound judgment, sufficient experience, or

correct taste; to be knowing.

Ah, sir, marry now, I see you know what is what.

Udall.

He knew what's what, and that's as high

As metaphysic wit can fly. //naibraj.

—What clue? elliptical for what else can bet

was formerly often used as a strong affirm

ative, as if equivalent to, could you Imagine

anything else to be the case?

* But canst thou blow Itl* ' What elseV Lyly.

—What ho! an exclamation of calling.

What ho ! thou genius of the clime, what he t

I.iest thou asleep T Dryden.

Whatt (whot), adv. For what purpose;

why.

What should I don this robe and trouble you !

Sh,it.

But what do I stand reckoning upon advantages

and gains lost by the misrule and turhulency of the

prelates? What do 1 pick up so thriftily their scat

terings and dimintshings of the meaner subjectf

Milton.

Whatt (whot), n. Something; thing; stuff.

Come downe. and learne the little what

That Tomalin can sayne. Spenser.

They . . . gave him for to fcede

Such homely what as serves the simple downe.

Spenser.

Whate'er (whot-arO, pron. A contracted

form of Whatever: used in poetry.

He strikes whate'er is in his way. Shak.

Whatever (whot-ev'6r), pron. 1. Anything

soever that; be it what it may that; the

thing or things of any kind that ; all that :

used substantively.

Whatever is, is right. Pope.

All thoughts, all passions, all delights.

Whatever stirs this mortal frame.

All are but ministers of Love. Coleridge.

2. No matter what; of any kind soever; be

what may the : used adjeeti vely.

Upon my life, Petruchio means but well.

Whatever fortune stays him from his word. Shah.

3. What in the world: interrogatively; as,

whatever do you mean? [Colloq. or vulgar.]

What-llke (whot'lik), interrou. a. Of what

appearance or character.

She knows Miss Abbey of old, remind her, and she

knows whnttike the home and what-like (lie friend

is likely to turn out. Dickens.

Whatness (whot'nes), n. In metaph. a

quiddity. [Rare.]

What-not (whot'not), n, A stand or piece

of household furniture, having shelves for

papers, books, ifcc. ; an etagere.

Whatsot (hwot'sd), pron. Whatsoever.

Thus sang they alt together in one voice.

With whatso in that psalm is after written.

Longfellow.

Whatsoe'er (whot-so-ar'), pron. A con

tracted form of Whatsoever. Shak.

Whatsoever (whot-so-ev'er), pron. No

matter what thing or things : a more em

phatic word than whatever, and like It used

substantively and adjectively.

Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it. Jn. ii 5.

I have learned in whatsoever state I am, therewith

to be content. Phil. iv. 11.

Whaup (whap), n. [From its cry, which

may be represented by wha-ap, wha-ap.]

The curlew, Numcnius arquata. See Cur

lew. [Scotch.]

Wheal (whel), n. [Corn, huel, a mine] A

mine, particularly a tin-mine.

Wheal (whel), n. [A. Sax. hwele (?), putre

faction; hwelian, to turn to matter.] 1. A

pimple or pustule. —2. A wale or weal.

Wheal-worm (wheTwerra), n. The Acarxts

autumnaiis, or harvest-bug. It is so named

from the wheals or pimples which its bite

produces.

Wheat (whfit), n. [A. Sax. hwcete, Sc. white,

Icel. hveiti, Sw. hvete, Dan. hvede, D. ireit,

weyte ; Ooth. hvaiteis. G. weizen. Lit the

white grain. See WHITE. 'Many names

might have been given to wheat. It might

have been called eared, nutritious, graceful,

waving, the incense of the earth.' (In San

skrit it was called the incense of the earth,

go-dhuma.) 'But it was simply called the

white, the white colour of its grain seeming

to distinguish it best from those plants with

which otherwise it had the greatest simi

larity. For this is one of the secrets of

onomatopoesis—that it should express, not

the most important or specific quality, but

that which strikes our fancy.' Max Mutter.]

A plant of the genua Triticum, and the seed

of the plant, which furnishes a white flour

for bread and is by far the most important

species of grain cultivated in Europe. It

grows readily in almost every climate; but

its natural home seems to be a temperate

climate, and the soils best adapted for its

culture are rich clays and heavy loams. Of

cultivated wheats there are many varieties,

the differences, however, being mostly due

to soil, climate, and mode of cultivation.

Three primary varieties may be mentioned:

(a) T. hybernum (mutiewn), winter or un

bearded wheat; (b) T. ofstivum (ariatatum),

summer or bearded wheat; (c) T. Spelta (ad-

hcerens), spelt or German wheat, which is of

much less value than the others, but grows

on poorer Boils and more elevated localities.

White wheat and red wheat are names ap

plied according to the colour of the grain,

the red sorts being generally hardier than the

white, but of inferior quality, and the yield

is less. Winter wheat is sown in the autumn,

with the view of being harvested the follow

ing year; summer wheat is sown in the spring

of the year in which ft is reaped. The best

English wheat yields from 75 to 85 per cent

of fine flour, the Inferior kinds only from

54 to 68 per cent. See Triticum.

Wheat-ear (whet'er), n. An ear of wheat.

Wheat-ear (whet'er), n. [It is difficult to

see what connection this name can have

with wheat. More probably it is from A.

Sax. hwcet, sharp, keen (see Whet), a sup

posed keenness of hearing being suggested

by the decided way in which the position of

the ear 1b marked by black feathers.] A

small bird of the genus Saxicola (S. otnan-

the), and family Sylviadre, belonging to the

dentirostral section of the order Insessores.

It is also known by the names of Fallow-

finch, White-tail, dec. See Fallow-finch.

Wheat-eel (whet'eT), n. A disease in wheat

called also Ear-cockle and Purples. See

Ear-cockle.

Wheaten (whet'nY, a. Made of wheat; as,

wheaten bread. ' Wheaten flour. ' Ex, xxix. 2.

* Wheaten straw.' Swift.

Peace should still her wheaten garland wear.

Shak.

Wheat-fly (whfit'fli), n. A name common to

insects of the genus Cecidomyia, especially

In England to C. tritici, sometimes also

called the Wheat-midge. It is a two-winged

gnat about the tenth of an inch long, and

appears about the end of June. The fe

males lay their eggs in clusters of from two

^..^

>«fig>?

Wheat-fly [Cecidomyia tritici).

a. Insect natural size, b. Insect magnified, c. Larva

natural size, d. Larva magnified.

to fifteen, among the chaffy flowers of the

wheat, where they are hatched in about

eight or ten days, producing little footless

maggots, whose ravages destroy the flowers

of the plant, and render it shrivelled and

worthless. The American wheat-fly (C. de

structor) is described and figured under

Hessian-fly.

Wheat-grass (whSfgras). n. The common

name ofseveral British plants of the genus

Triticum. See Triticum.

Wheat-midge (whet'mij), n. See Wheat-

ply.

Wheat-mOth (whSt'moth), n. An insert

whose larvae devour the grains of wheat,

chiefly after it is harvested; grain-moth.

Wheder.t pron. Whether. Chaucer.

Wheedle (whed'l), v.t. pret. & pp. wheedled;

ppr. wheedling. [Probably from W. chwedla,

to talk, to gossip, from chwedl. a faMe,

story, discourse, and meaning lit to talk

over; comp. prov. E. wheady, long, tedious

(given by Halliwell). The word appears first

towards the end of the seventeenth century. ]

1. To entice by soft words ; to gain over by

coaxing and flattery; to cajole ; to coax; to

flatter.

A fox stood licking of his lips at the cock and

wheedling him to get down. Sir X. L Estrange.

Smooth words he had to wheedle simple souls.

Wordsworth.

2. To gain or procure by flattery or coaxing;

as, he wheedled a half-sovereign out of me.
■ The best part of her estate, which I wheedled

out of her.' Congreve.

Wheedle (whidTJ, v. I To flatter; to coax.

His business was to pump and wheedle, tfudibrai

Wheedle (whedl), 11. Enticement; cajolery.

Wheedler (whSd'ler), n. One who wheedles.

Wheedling (whed'ling), a. Coaxing; flat

tering; enticing by soft words.

Tis woman that seduces all mankind.

By her we first were taught the wheedling art.

Gay.

Wheel (whel), n. [A. Sax. hwedl. contr. from

wheowol; D. wiel, Dan. hjul, Icel. hjdl, also

hv*U: connections doubtful] 1. A circular

frame or solid disc turning on an axis

Wheels, as applied to carriages, usually

consist of a nave, into which are inserted

spokes or radii, which connect it with the

periphery or circular ring. Wheels are

most important agents in machinery, being

employed in a variety of forms and combi

nations, for the purpose of transmitting

motion, regulating velocity, converting one

species of motion into another, reducing

friction, and equalizing the effect of forces

applied in an intermittent or irregular

manner. They receive different names ac

cording to their forms and uses; as, balance-

wheel, cog-wheel, crown-wheel, dash-wheel,

eccentric, fly-wheel, friction-wheel, lantern-

wheel, paddle-wheel, pinion, pin-wheel, plan

et-wheel, ratchet-wheel, scape-wheel, spur-

wheel, tread-wheel, turbine, &e.t which aie

described at more or less length according

to their importance under these headings.—

2. Any instrument, apparatus, machine, or

other object having a wheel like ahape, or

the essential feature of which is a wheel;

as, (a) a machine for spinning yarn or thread.

See Spinning-wheel.

Thus, in lower life, whilst the wheel, the need:?,

Ac, employ her, the plough or some trade pcrluj"

demands the muscles and hardiness of him.

iVelio,sten

(&) The revolving disc used by the potter in

modelling. See Potters' Wheel under Pot

ter.

Then I went down to the potter's house, and, be

hold, he wrought a work on the wheels. Jer. iyiu1. 1.

(e) A circular frame with handles projecting

from the periphery, and an axle on which

are wound the ropes or chains which con

nect with the rudder for steering a ship; u

steering-wheel.

I sec the sailor at the wheel. Tennyson.

(d) An instrument of torture generally used

for criminals of the most atrocious class,

formerly employed in France and Germany.

In some places it consisted of a carriag?-

wheel on which the criminal was placed

with his face upwards, and his legs and arms

extended along the spokes. On the wheel

being moved round the executioner broke

the wretch's limbs by successive blows

with a hammer or iron bar, and after a

more or less protracted interval put an end

to the sufferings of his victim by two or

three severe blows, called coups de grtlce

(mercy strokes), on the chest or stomach,

or by strangling him. In Germany its use

lingered down till the beginning of the pre

sent century.

The lifted axe, the agonizing it heel,

Luke's iron crown, and Oainien's bed of steel.

Goldsmith.

(e) A firework of a circular shape which re

volves on an axis, while burning, by the re

action of the escaping gases. (/) Metaphori

cally, a carriage. Shak. (g) One of the at

tributes of Fortune, as the emblem of muta

bility. ' The giddy round of Fortune's wheel- '

Shak.

Turn. Fortune, turn thy wheel and lower the proud ;

Turn thy wild wheel, through sunshine, storm, ami

cloud. Tennyson.

(h) A circular body; a disc; an orb. ' Invis

ible else above all stars, the wheel of day

and night." Milton— 'S. A circular motion ;

a whirling round ; a revolution ; rotation ;

Fate, far, fat, fall; roe, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; >', Sc. fey.
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circumgyration. ' According to the common

vicissitude and wheel of things.' South.

Satan, bowing low, , , .

Throws hU steep flight in many an aery wheel.

Milton.

4. t The hurthen of a Bong : a doubtful ex

planation by Steevens.

You must sing, down a-down, an you call him a-

down-a.

O, how the wheel becomes it Skak.

— Wheel and axle, one of the mechanical

powers, consisting in its primary form of a

cylindrical axle on which a wheel, concen

tric with the axle, is firmly fastened. By

reference to figs. 1, 2, it will be seen that

this power resolves itself into a lever of the

Ffr. i.

(i LI

LA

first order, in which the weight and power

are at the ends, and the fulcrnm between

them. C is the centre or fulcrum ; AC and

C B are the semi-diameters of the wheel and

the axle ; and on the principle of the lever

the power is to the weight as AC is to CB.

The wheel is grooved and carries a coil of

rope; snother rope is secured to the axis;

and when the power is in motion, every re

volution of the wheel raises the weight to

a height equal to the circumference of the

axis or cylinder. In a great many cases a

crank takes the place of the wheel, and the

circumference described by the handle is

substituted for the circumference of the

wheel. The power is increased by enlarging

the wheel or lengthening the arm of the

crank, or by diminishing the diameter of

the cylinder; but there is a limit beyond

which the increase cannot be obtained with

safety. There is a modification of the wheel

and axle, called the double axi* machine or

differential windlass, in which the power

can be increased with more safety. This is

shown in fig.3, where

6 and c are two cy

linders of different

diameters, firmly

fixed on the axis

carrying thecrank a.

The rope is coiled

round the smaller

cylinder, carried

through a pulley

supporting the

weight, and then at

tached to the large cylinder in a contrary

direction. When in motion every turn

of the crank lifts the weight to a height

equal to half the difference between the cir

cumferences of the two axes; and the power

is therefore to the weight as this half differ

ence is to the circumference of the power,

or the circle described by the crank a.

Hence the power is increased by making

the axes more nearly of the same diameter;

but there is a limit to this increase, since if

6 and c come to be of equal thickness, the

weight would not rise at all, the rope, in

that case, wound upon b being only equal

to that unwound from c. (See under Dif

ferential.) The wheel and axle is some

times called the perpetual lever, in conse

quence of the power being continued by the

revolution of the wheel. Thecommon winch,

the windlass, the capstan, and the tread

mill are so many applications of the wheel

and axle. —Wheels in' thin, wheels, acomplica-

tion of circumstances, motives, influences,

or the like.

It was notorious that after this secretary retired

the king's affairs went backwards; wheels within

wheels took place. Roger North.

—To break upon the wheel, to subject to the

punishment described under 2 (d) above.

—To break a fly (butterfly, Ac. ) upon Vie

wheel, (a) to subject to a punishment out of

all proportion to the gravity of the offence

and importance of the offender.

He was sorry for the excellent people, and deplored

the necessity of breaking mere house-flies on the

wheel. Dickens,

(6) To employ great means or exertions for

trifling ends.

Satire or sense, alas I can Sporus feel,

Who breaks a butterfly ufon a wheel t Pope.

—To put one's shoulder to the wheel. See

Shoulder.— Wheel of life. See Zoetrofe.

Wheel (whel), v.t. 1. To cause to turn on an

axis, pivot, &c., or round a centre; to give

a circular motion to; to cause to revolve or

rotate; to turn round; to whirl.

Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round. Cow/er.

2. To convey on wheels or in a vehicle

mounted on wheels ; as, to wheel a load of

earth, hay, or timber.—3. To make or per

form in a circle; to give a circular direction

or form to. 'In many a whistling circle

wheels her flight' Wordsworth.

Now heaven in all her glory shone, and rolled

Her motions, as the great first Mover's hand

First wheeled their course. Milton.

4. To provide with a wheel or wheels; as, to

wheel a cart.

Wheel (whel), v.i. 1. To turn on an axis or

as on an axis; to revolve; to rotate. 'The

moon . . . not once wheeling upon her own

centre.' Bentley. — 2. To change direction

as if moving on a pivot or centre.

Steady I steady! the masses of men

Wheel, and fall in, and w/teel again

Softly as circles drawn with pen. L. Hunt.

3. To make a circular or spiral flight 'Bats

wheeled, and owls whooped.' Tennyson.

Then wheeling down the steep of heaven he flies.

Pope.

4. To roll forward or along.

Thunder mixt with hail,

Hail mixt with Are, must rend the Egyptian sky

And wheel on the earth, devouring where it roils,

Milton.

Wheel (whel), n. Same as Wheal, a mine.

Wheelage ( wheTaj ), n. Duty or toll paid

for carts, &c, passing over certain ground.

Wheel-anlmaiWheel-animalcule(whel'-

an-i-mal, wheTan-i-mal"ku-le), n. One of a

class of infusorial animals, having arms for

seizing their prey resembling wheels ; a ro

tifer. See ROTIFERA.

Wheel-band (whel'band), «. The tire of a

wheel. Chapman.

Wheel-barometer (when>a-rom-et-er). See

Barometer.

Wheel-barrow ( whel'bar-& ), n. A sort of

hand-machine, consisting of a frame with

two handles or trams, and frequently a box,

supported on a single wheel, and rolled by

a single individual.

Wheel-bird (wheTberd), n. A name given

to the common goat-sucker on account of

the noise made by the male during incuba

tion, when perched, which is not unlike

that of a spinning-wheel.

Wheel-boat ( wfiWbot ). n. A boat with

wheels, to lw used either on water or upon

inclined planes or railways.

Wheel-bug (wheTbug), n. An insect of the

genus Arilus(A.serratus), family Reduviidee,

said to possess electric powers. Its popular

name is derived from the curious shape of

the prothorax, which is elevated and

notched, so as to resemble a portion of a

cog-wheel.

Wheel-carriage (whelTcar-rij), n. Acarriage

moved on wheels, as a coach, chaise, gig,

railway carriage, wagon, cart, »tc.

Wheel-chair (wheTchar). n. A chair or

chair-like structure mounted on whcelB ; a

bath-chair; an invalid's chair.

Wheel-cutting (wheTkut-ing). n. The op

eration of cutting the teeth in the wheels

used by watch and clock makers, and for

other mechanical purposes.

Wheeled (wheld). a. Having wheels: often

used in composition; as, a two-wheeled car

riage; a tour-wheeled carriage.

Wheeler (wheTer),n. l.One who wheels.—

2. A maker of wheels; a wheelwright— 3. A

wheel-horse, or one next the wheels of the

carriage. —4. A worker on sewed muslin.

Wheel-fire (wheTfir), n. In chem, a Are

which encompasses acrucible without touch

ing it

Wheel-horse (wheThors), n. Same as

Wheeler, 3.

Wheel-house (whel'hous),n, XauL a kind

of round house, built over the steering-wheel

in large ships for the shelter of the helms

man.

Wheelless (wheTles), a. Without wheels.

' Wheelless carts. ' Miss Feriier.

Wheel-lock (wheTlok), n. A small machine

attached to the old muskets for producing

sparks of fire. It consisted of a wheel which

revolved against a flint fixed in the lock.

Wheelman (wheTman), n. One who uses a

bicycle or tricycle or similar conveyance.

[Recent]

Wheel-ore (wheT6r), it. [Corn, wheel, for

huel, a mine, and E. ore. ] In mineral, an

opaque mineral, of a steel-gray or black

colour, and metallic lustre, consisting chiefly

of sulphur, antimony, lead, and copper. It

is found in Herod's-foot Mine, or Wheal, in

Cornwall.

Wheel-plough (wheTplocl n. A plough

with a wheeior wheelB added to it, for the

purpose of regulating the depth of the fur

row, and rendering the implement more

steady to hold. See Plough.

Wheel-race (wheTras), n. The place in

which a water-wheel is fixed.

Wheel-rope (whel'rop), n. Kaut. a rope

reeved through a block on each side of the

deck, and led round the barrel of the steer

ing-wheel, to assist In Bteering. Chains are

now much more commonly used for this

purpose.

Wheel-shaped (wheTshapt), a. Shaped like

a wheel ; specifically, in hot. monopetalous,

expanding into a flat border at top, with

scarcely any tube; rotate; as, a wheel-shaped

corolla.

Wheel-swarf (whel' swarf), n. A clayey

cement or putty made in Sheffield from the

dust derived by abrasion from grindstones,

and used in furnaces where steel is manu

factured for coating the layers of iron and

charcoal.

Wheel-tire (wheTtir), n. The iron band

that encircles a wooden wheel. See TIRE.

Wheel-Window (whei'win-dd), n. In Oothie

arch, a circular window with radiating rnul-

lions resembling the spokes of a wheel. See

Rose-window.

Wheel-work: (wheTwerk), n. The combina

tion of wheels which communicate motion

to one another in machinery, the motion

being communicated from the one wheel to

the other by belts or straps passing over the

circumferences of both, or by teeth cut in

those circumferences and working in one

another, or by cogs. The most familiar in

stances of wheel-work are to be found in

clocks and watches.

Wheel-worn (wheTwdrn), a. Worn by the

action of moving wheel-tires. Cowper.

Wheel-wright (wheTrit), n. A man whose

occupation is to make wheels and wheel-

carriages.

Wheely (when), a. Circular; suitable to

rotation 'A wheely form.' J.Philips.

Wheen (when). «. [A. Sax. hwine, hworne,

somewhat, a little.] A number; a quantity;

a good many or a good deal. [Scotch.]

Wheeze <whez),t!.i. pret A pp. wheezed; ppr.

wheezing. | A Sax. hwfsan, hwcesan, to

wheeze; Dan. hvase, Icel. hvcesa, to In.--*.:

an imitative word; akin to whisper, whistle;

comp. also hiss, Sc. hoast, to cough.) To

breathe hard and with an audible Bound, as

f>ersous affected with asthma. ' Wheezing

ungs.' Shak.

Wheezy (whe'zi), a. Affected with or char

acterized by wheezing: used either of a

person or his voice.

Wheft (wheft), n. Xaut. same as Wa/t, 3.

Whelk (whelk), n. [Dim. from wheal.] 1. A

pustule or pimple, especially on the face ;

an eruptive protuberance ; any similar pro

tuberance.

One Bardolph, if your majesty knows the man, his

face is all bubukles, and whelks, and knobs, and

names of fire. Shak.

2. The skin-disease professionally known as

acne or lycosls. Dunglison,

WheUc (whelk), n. [A. Sax. treolc, iceluc, a

shell-Ash, a whelk, allied to wealcan, to

turn; lit a wreathed or twisted shell. See

Walk.] A mollusc, the Buccinum undatum,

or trumpet -shell, having a univalvular,

spiral, and gibbous shell, with an ovnl aper

ture ending in a short canal or gutter.

Whelks are much used for food by the poorer

classes In England, and are prepared simply

by boiling.

WheUted (whelkt), a. Marked or covered

with whelkB or protuberances. Shak.

Whelky (whel'ki), a. Having whelks or

protuberances; hence also knobby; rounded.

Nf ought the whelky pearles esteemeth he

Which are from Indian seas brought far away.

S/enser.

[In the above passage the word may be from

whelk, theshell-flsh.]

Whelm (whelm), v.t. [O.E. whelmen, over-

nil. I, s>. n .;>]>[> :u cut I \ modified from whelren,

whel/en, orerhvelven. to overturn, to cover

over; A. Sax. dhwyl/an. to cover over, to

overwhelm ; hxcylfan, to vault over, from

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. IocA; g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sinp; TH, then; th, fain; w, wig; wh, whig; ih, azure—See KEY.
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hwealf, a vault or arch; Icel. hvdlf, Sw.

hvalf, a vault. The change of whelve to

whelm is somewhat difficult to explain]

1. To throw over go as to cover. ' Whelm

some things over them, and keep them

there.- Mortimer.— 2. To engulf; to sub

merge; to cover by immersion in something

that envelops on all sides ; to overwhelm.
• The whelming billow.' Gay. • The wheltn-

ing tide.' J. Baillie.

She is my prize or ocean whelm them all. Shah.

Hence—3 FIff. to crush, ruin, or destroy by

some sudden overpowering disaster.

Whelm

All of them in one massacre. Tennyson.

Whelp (whelp), n. [A. Sax hwelp; D. welp,

OHO. hwelf, welf, Dan. hrnlp, Icel. hvelpr,

a whelp. ] 1. The young of the canine species,

and of several other beasts of prey ; a puppy ;

a cub. 'A bear robbed of her whelps. ' 2 Sam.

xvii. 8. 'The lion's whelp: Shak.—2. A

son; a young man; in contempt or sportive-

ness. ' That awkward whelp with his money

bags.- Addison.—3.t A species of ship, pro

bably of a small size.

At the return of this fleet, two of the whelps were

cast away, and two ships more. Holland.

4. A'auf. one of the upright pieces of wood

placed round the barrel of the capstan of a

ship to prevent it from being chafed, and

to afford resting points for the messenger or

hawsers. The same name is given to pieces

of wood bolted on the main piece of a wind-

litss or a winch, for a similar purpose.

Whelp (whelp), v.i. To bring forth young,

as the female of the cauine species and some

other beasts of prey.

Whelp (whelp), v.t. To bring forth, as a

bitch or lioness does young; hence, to give

birth to or originate: in contempt

Thou wast whelped a dog. Shah.

Did thy foul fancy whelp so foul a thing. Young.

Whelpless(whelp'les),a. Having no whelps.

Tennyson.

Whemmle, Whemmel (wheml). it To

whelm or turn over so as to cover. [Pro

vincial.]

When(when), adv. [A. Sax hwanne, hwonne,

0. Fris. hwenne, G. wann, wenn, Goth.Atran,

when. An accusative of whtl, who. Comp.

L. quum, quando, when, qui, who.] L At

what or which time: used interrogatively;

as, when did he come? I do not know when

he came (the latter being an indirect ques

tion).
When shall these things bet Mat, xxiv. 3.

When did you lose your daughter? Shah.

2 At the time that ; at or just after the

moment that : used relatively. ' And shalt

talk of them when thou sittest in thy house,

and icAen thou walkest by the way, and when

thou liest down, and when thou risest up.'

Deut. vi. 7.-3. At which time: the subordi

nate clause forming logically the principal

proposition.

The time was once when thou unurged wouldst vow.

Shah.

4 At the same time that; while; while in

stead; while on the contrary; whereas:

used in the manner of a conjunction to in

troduce an adversative clause or a phrase

implying a contrast.

You rub the sore

When you should bring the plaster. Shah.

6 Which time; then: elliptically used as a

substantive, and usually preceded by since,

rarely by till.

1 was adopted heir by his consent ;

Since when his null is broke. Shah.

. fill when

S/tai.

At pickt leisure . . . I'll resolve you .

be cheerful.

0 t Elliptically used as an expression of im

patience.
When, Harry, when I

Obedience bids I should not bid again. Shah.

When was formerly redundantly followed

by as and that, probably as often for

rhythmical reasous as to add dignity, em

phasis, etc., to the expression. ' When that

mine eye is famished for a look.- Shak.

• When as sacred light began to dawn." Mil-

ton. The as was often attached to the whin.

See Wuksas.

Whenast (when'az), conj. 1. When. Shak.

2. Whereas; while. [Bare in this sense]

It'iitnas, if they would enquire into themselves,

they would find no such matter. Barrow.

Whence (whens), adv. [0. E. wltennes,

formed from when by affixing a genitive

termination, the same as in hence, thence,

twice, Ac. See Hesce, Thksce ] 1. From

what place ; hence, from what or which

source, origin, premises, antecedents, prin

ciples, facts, and the like; how: used inter

rogatively.
fi'hence hath this man this wisdom? Mat. xiii. 54.

Whence and what art thou? Milton.

2 From which : referring to place, source,

origin, facta, arguments, dec., and used rela

tively.
Look unto the rock -whence ye are hewn, and to

the hole of the pit whence ye are digged. Isa. li. 1.

Their practice was to look no farther before them

than the next line: whence it will follow that they can

drive to no certain point. Dryaen.

—From whence may be called a pleonastic

mode of expression, from being implied in

whence; but it is very often met with in our

literature, and has sometimes beendefended

as being more emphatic. 'From whence

come wars and fightings among ye.- Jas.

iv. 1. ' Remember therefore from whence

thou art fallen." Rev. li. B. "A place from

whence himself does fly.- Shak. ' The place

from whence they fell. ' Milton. —Of whence

in the same Bense is rarely met with. ' What

and of whence was he?- Dryden.

Whencefortht (whens'forth), adv. Forth

from which place; whence.

Whencejorlh issues a warlike steed. Spenser.

Whencesoever(whens-so-ev'er), adv. From

what place soever; from what cause or

source soever. ' Any idea, whencesoever we

have it- Locke.

Whencever (whens-eVer). Whcncesoever.

[Rare.]

Whene'er (when-ar-). Contracted form of

Whenever.

Whenever (when-ev'6r), adv. At whatever

time.
Whenever you have need

You may be armed and appointed well. Shah.

Whennea,t adv. Whence. Chancer.

Whensoever (when-s&ev'er), ado. At what

time soever; at whatever time.

Whensoever ye will, ye may do them good.

Mark xiv. 7.

Wher.t Whe*r.t A contraction for Whetlier.

• To wote wher men wol give me any thing. '

Chaucer.
Who shall doubt. Donne, whe'r I a poet be

When 1 dare send my epigrams to thee.

B. Jonson.

Where (whar), adv. [A. Sax. hvxer, an old

case form from the relative who, what, like

there and that] 1. At or in what place; in

what position, situation, or circumstances:

used Interrogatively.

Ancient of days! august Athena! where.

Where are thy men of might? thy grand in soul?

Gone—glimmering through the dream of tilings

that were. Byron.

2. At or in which place; at or In the place

in which; in which case, position, circum

stances, etc. : used relatively.

She visited that place where first she was so happy.

Sir P. Sidney.

3. To which place ; whither : used both in

terrogatively and relatively. ' Where run-

nest thou so fast?' 'where is my judgment

fled?' ' aye, but to die, and go we know not

where.' Shak.—i. Wherever.

Where he arrives he moves all hearts against us.

Shah.

5. t Whereas: used in the manner of a con

junction.
Fear and be slain ; no worse can come to fight ;

And fight and die is death destroying death;

Where fearing dying pays death servile bream.

Shah.

6.t From what source; whence: ' H'Aere

have they this mettle?' 'where have yon

Oils? 'tis false!" 'shewing their birth, and

where they did proceed.- Shak—Where is

sometimes used substantively = place, situa

tion, position, and the like. ' Finding the

nymph asleep in secret wliere.' Spenser.

Thou losest here, a better where to find. Shah.

Where, having the force or function of a re

lative or other pronoun (which, what, etc.),

is often used in composition with the follow

ing preposition ; as, whereby = by what ;

u>Acrewt7A = with what, etc.

Whereabout (whar-a-bout'), adv. 1. About

where; near what or which pliice; the place

near which: used interrogatively and re

latively; as, whereaboxit did you drop the

coin?—2. Concerning which; about which; on

what purpose.

Let no man know anything of the business where

about 1 send thee. I Sam. xxi. 2.

1 must not have you henceforth question me whither

I go, nor reason whereabout. Shah.

Whereabout.va well as the formwrierraooitf*,

is frequently used as a noun. ' A puzzling

notice of thy whereabout: Wordsworth.

Thou firm-set earth

Hear not my steps, which way they walk, for fear

Thy very stones prate of my whereabout. Shah.

Whereabouts (whir-a-bouts"), adv. Sear

what or which place ; whereabout (which

see): used like the preceding form inter

rogatively, relatively, and substantively; as.

whereabouts did you find this? I do not

know his whereabouts.

Whereas (whar-az'), conj. 1. While on the

contrary; the fact or case really being that;

when in fact.

Are not those found to be the greatest xeatots, who

are most notoriously ignorant? whereas true real

should always begin with true knowledge.

Rp. Sprat.

2. The thing being so that; considering that

things are so; implying an admission of

facts, sometimes followed by a different

statement, and sometimes by Inferences or

something consequent, as in the law style,

where a preamble introduces a law.

Whereas wars are generally causes of poverty, the

special nature of this war with Spain, if made by sea.

is like to be a lucrative war. Bacon.

3. t Where—the as being often written sepa

rately.
At last they came whereas that lady bride.

Spenser.

Whereat (whar-af), adv. 1. At which: used

relatively.
Even at this word she hears a merry horn.

Whereat she leaps that was but late forlorn.

Shah.

2. At what: used interrogatively; as, where

at are you offended?

Whereby (whar-bi'), ode. 1. By which: used

relatively.

You take my life.

When you do take the means whereby I live. Shat

2. By what: used interrogatively.

Whereby shall I know this ? Luke i. iS.

Where'er (whar-ar-), adv. A contracted

form of HVirreiOT.

Wherefore (whar'for), adv. and con?'. [ Where

and for. See THEREFORE.] 1. For which

reason: used relatively.

Where/ore by their fruits ye shall know them.

Mat. vii. xi

2. Why ; for what reason : uaed interroga

tively.
Wherefore didst thou doubt? Mat. xiv. 31.

—Therefore, Wherefore, Then, Accordingly.

Consequently. See under Therefore.

Wherein (whar-tu'), odt>. 1. In which; io

which thing, time, respect, book, etc.: used

relatively.

Heaven

Is as the book of Cod before thee set

irherem to read his wondrous works. Xfrftm.

2. In what thing, time, respect, etc.: used

interrogatively.

Wherein have I so deserved of yon.
That you extol me thus? v.rr.L.\

Whereinto (whar-in-to'), adv. 1. Into

which: used relatively.

Where is the palace whereinto foul things

Sometimes intrude not? Shot.

2. Into what: used interrogatively.

Whereness ( whar' nes ), n. The state or

quality of having a place or position: ubica-

tjon. 'Vbication or whereness.' Wheicell

A point hath no dimensions, but only a wherenesi.

and is next to nothing. A'. Ores'.

Whereof (whir-oV), adv. I. Of which: used

relatively.

'Tis not very probable that I should succeed in sudi

a project, whereof 1 had not the least hint from any

of my predecessors. Dryaen.

2. Of what: used interrogatively.

What is your substance, whereofare you made!

Shat.

Whereon (whir-on-), adv. i. On which: used

relatively.
He . . . fawning . . . licked the ground whereon

she trod. tlu-loH.

2. On what: used interrogatively. ' Where-

on do you look?' Shak:

Whereoutt (whar-out), ruin. Out of which.

'The cleft whereont the lightning hrcakelh.'

Holland.

Wheresot (whar'Bo), adv. Wheresoever.

Wheresoe'er (whar-sd-ar'), adv. A con

tracted form of Wheresoever.

Wheresoever (Wllar-s6-ev'el,), ode. In what

place BOever; in whatever place.

Where is he, think you! — I know not v. here ; but

wheresoever, 1 wish luni well. Shai.

Wherethrough (wharthrd). adv. Through

which; by reason of which. ' Wherethrough

nil the people went.' Wisdom of Solomon.

There is no weakness left in me wherethrough I

may look back. Sir W. Sett

Whereto (whir-to-), adv. 1. To which: used

relatively. ' Whereto we have already at

tained.' Phil. iii. 16—2. To what; to what

end: used Interrogatively. ' Whereto tends

all this ? ' ' whereto serves mercy ? ' Shot.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J, 3c. ley.
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WhereuntOt (whar-un-to'), ado 1. To which

or after which. 'The next whereunto.'

Hooker. —2. Unto what; for what end or

purpose.

Now when Andrew heard whereunto Christ was

come, he forsook his muter John, and came to Christ.

Latimer.

Whereupon ( whar-up-on' ), adv. l. Upon

which (thing). 'Gilding the object where

upon it gazeth.' Shak.— 2. Upon what: used

interrogatively.

The king hath sent to know

The nature of your griefs and whereupon

You conjure from the breast of civil j>cace

Such bold hostility, Shak.

3. Immediately after and in consequence of

which.

The townsmen mutinied and sent to Essex, wA*rr-

upon he came thither. Clarendon.

Wherever (whar-ev'er), adv. At whatever

place.

He cannot but love virtue, wherever it is.

Atterbury.

Wherewith (whar-wfth'), adv. l. with

which: used relatively. 'The love where

with thou hast loved me.' Johu xviL 20.—

2. With what: used interrogatively.

Wherewith shall I save Israel? Judg. vi. 15.

Wherewith, like wherewithal, may be used

substantively.

His digestive system, heavily taxed in providing

the wherewith to meet excessive loss by radiation,

supplies less material for other purposes.

H. Sfiencer.

Wherewithal ( whar-withal' ), adv. The

same as Wherewith.

Northumberland, thou ladder wherewithal

The mounting Dolingbrokc ascends my throne.

Shak.

Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way!

Ps. cxix. 9.

Sometimes used with the definite article

prefixed, for necessary means, and especially

(aB a colloquialism) for money; as, I have

not the wherewithal.

Wherret.t Whlrrltt (whei'et, whh-'it), v.t.

[From whir (which see).] 1. To hurry; to

trouble; to tease.— 2. To give a box on the

ear to. Beau, d* Fl.

Wherret, t Whlrrltt (wher'et, whir'it), n. A

box on the ear.

How meekly

This other fellow here receives his whirrit.

Beau. & Fl.

Wherry (wher'i), n. [Formerly written

wherie, whirrie; Sweat connects it with Icel.

hcer/r, shifty, crank, said of vessels, this

agafn being connected with wharf, and

A. Sax. hweorfan, to turn.] 1. A name ap

plied most commonly to a light shallow

boat, seated for passengers, and plying on

rivers.

What sights of fine folks he oft rowed in his wherry,

'Twas cleaned out so nice, and so painted withal.

Ch. Dibdin.

2. A light half-decked fishing vessel used in

different parts of Great Britain and Ireland.

Wherry (wher'i), n. [W. chwerw, bitter, the

opposite of sweet. ] A liquor made from the

pulp of crab-apples after the verjuice is ex

pressed. Sometimes called Crab -wherry.

[Provincial English]

Wherrymail (wher'i-man), n. One who

rows a wherry.

He that is an excellent wherryman looketh to

wards the bridge, when he puUcth towards West

minster. Bacon.

Whet (whet), v. t. pret. & pp. whetted or whet;

ppr. whetting. [A Sax hicettan, to whet,

from hxecet, sharp, keen, eager, bold ; Icel.

hvetja, to sharpen, to encourage, from hvatr,

bold; D. wetten, G. wetzen, to whet.] 1. To

sharpen by rubbing on a stone; or to rub

with a stone or other body for the purpose

of sharpening; hence, to edge or sharpen in

general.

Why dost thou whet thy knife so? Shak.

The mower whets his scythe. Milton.

Screen'd by such means, here Scandal whets her

quill. Crabbe.

2. To make sharp, keen, or eager; to excite;

to stimulate; as, to whet the appetite.—

3. To provoke ; to make angry or acrimo

nious.

Since Cassius first did whet me against Csesar,

I have not slept. Shak.

—To whet on or whet forward^ to urge on ;

to instigate.

O whet not on these too, too furious peers. Shak.

Whet (whet), n. 1. The act of sharpening

by friction.— 2. Something that provokes or

stimulates the appetite.

He assisted at four hundred bowls of punch, not to

mention sips, drains, and whets. Spectator.

Whether(wheTH'er),pron. [A. Sax. hw<rthcr,

which of two, also conj. ; O.H.G. hwedar,

Goth. ft watftar, Icel. hvttrr (contracted); from

the interrogative who, the suffix -ther being

the relic of an old eomparative = Skr. -tara

in katara, whether.] which of two; which

one of two: used interrogatively and rela

tively. [Obsolescent]

Whether o{ them twain did the will of his father?

Mat. xxi. 31.

They fell at words

Whether of them should be the lord of lords.

Spenser,

Whether (wheTH'er), con). Which of two

or more alternatives: used to introduce the

first of a Beries of alternative clauses, the

succeeding clause or clauses being connected

by or or by or whether.

Whether the tyranny be in his place

Or in his eminence that fills it up. Shak.

Thou shalt speak my words unto them ■whether

they will hear, or whether they will forbear.

Hzek. ii. 7.

But whether thus these things, or whether not ;

Whether the sun, predominant in heaven

Rise on the earth, or earth rise on the sun . . .

Solicit not thy thoughts with matters hid. Milton.

Sometimes the correlative clause is simply

formed by a particle of negation. ' Whether

thou be'st he or no.' Shak. ' Whether one

Nym . . . had the chain or no.' Shak.

You have said; but whether wisely or no, let the

forest Judge. Shak.

In many cases when the second of two al

ternatives is the mere negative of the first,

the second is omitted, and whether atanda

singly with no correlative, having in such

cases the force of if.

You shall demand of hira, whether one Captain

Dumain be i' the camp. Shak.

—Whether or no, in either alternative; in

any case.

He would be as likely to believe me guilty as not.

What would he do, whether or not Dickens.

Whethert (wheTH'er). Whither. Spenser.

Whethering (wheTii'er-ing), n. The reten

tion of the after-birth in cows.

Whetstone (whet'stdn), n, A stone for

sharpening cutlery or tools by friction.

Whetstones are made of various kinds of

stone, the finer kinds being made of aBili-

ceous slate, and when used are moistened

with oil or water.

Diligence is to the understanding as the whetstone

to the razor. South.

—To give the whetstone, to deserve the whet

stone, old phrases in which (and in various

others) the whetstone is associated with

lying, and regarded as the proper premium

for accomplishment in this art. The origin

of the usage is not clear, but perhaps the

whetstone was regarded as to be used for

sharpening the wits.

This will explain a smart repartee of Sir Francis

Bacon's before King James, to whom Sir Kenelm

Digby was relating, that he had seen the true philo

sopher's stone in the possession of a hermit in Italy,

and when the king was very curious to understand

what sort of stone it was, and Sir Kenehn much puz

zled in describing it. Sir Fra. Bacon interposed, and

said, ' Perhaps it was a whetstone.' Zachary Orey.

Whetstone-slate, Whet-slate (whet'ston-

slat, whet'siat), n. Novaculite or coticular

schist, a variety of slate used for sharpening

edge-tools. See Novaculite.

Whetter (whet'er), n. 1. One who or that

which whets or sharpens.

Love, like other sweet things, is no whetter of the

stomach. Fielding.

2. t One who indulges in whets or drams ; a

dram-drinker; a tippler.

The whetter is obliged to refresh himself every

moment with a liquor, as the snuff-taker with a pow

der. Steele.

Whew (whu), v.i. [Imitative.] To whistle

with a shrill pipe, as plovers.

I had often been wondering how they (the plovers)

staid sae lang on the heights that year, for I heard

them aye whewinf* e'en and morn. Hogg.

Whew (whu), interj. A sound expressing

astonishment, aversion, or contempt

Lepel suppressed a whew. y. Hannay.

Wnewer (whu'er), n. Another name of the

widgeon. [Local.]

Whey (whit), n. [A. Sax. hwa»g, Sc. whig,

D.wei, hui, L G.wey. whey. Comp. W. cJiwig,

sour, fermented, also a drink made with

whey and herbs. ] The serum or watery part

of milk, separated from the more thick or

coagulable part, particularly in the process

of making cheese. In this process the thick

part is called cttnf, and the thin part whey.

Various preparations of whey are medicin

ally used as sudorific drinks; as, white-wine

whey, a mixture of whey and sherry. Cream

of tartar whey and nitre whey, still more

potent sudoritics. are obtained by boiling

say 100 grains of cream of tartar or nitre in

a pint of milk. Goats' milk whey alone is

considered by many a valuable kind of

drink.

Wheyey (wha'i), a. Partaking of whey; re

sembling whey. Bacon.

Whey-face (wha'faa), n. 1. A face white or

pale, as from fear. —2. A person having a

white or pale face, or looking pale from

fright Shak.

Whey-faced (wha'fast), a. Having a white

or pale face; pale-faced. Richardson.

Wheyish (wha'ish), a. Having the qualities

of whey; thin; watery. * Wheyish liquors.'

J. Philips.

Which (which), pron. [A Sax. hwile, hivyle,

contr. from hwtllc, lit. why-like, from hwt,

instrumental case of whd, who, what, what,

and Itc, like; similar are O.Sax. hwilik, IceL

hviiikr, Dan. hvilketi, Goth. hveteiks.D. welk,

G. welch. Comp. such = so-like. Like who,

which was originally an interrogative, and it

was not used as a relative till the close of the

twelfth century. As an interrogative it is

still of any gender, but as a relative it is

now only neuter. It is both singular and

plural.] 1. An interrogative pronoun, by

which one or more among a number of in

dividual persons or things, often one among

a definite number (frequently one of two)

is inquired for, or intended to be defini

tively singled out : used with or without an

accompanying noun; as, which man is it?

which woman is it? which is the house?

which are the articles you mean?

Which of you convinced! me of sinf Jo. viii. 46.

Which of you will stop

The vent of hearing when loud Rumour speaksf

Shah.

So with herself is she in mutiny.

To live or die which of the twain were better.

When life is shamed, and death reproach's debtor.

Shak.

[In the last extract the interrogative is used

indirectly.]—2. A relative pronoun, serving

as the neuter of who, and having an ante

cedent of the singular or plural number

but of the neuter gender; as, the thing or

things which; the birds which were singing;

or the antecedent may be a sentence, word,

or notion ; as, he is very ignorant, which

is a great pity. Such usages as the follow

ing are now obsolete. 'Our Father which

art in heaven.' Mat. vi. 9. 'All those

friends which I thought buried.' Shak.

' Had I been there which am a silly woman.'

Shak. Sometimes equivalent to 'a thing or

circumstance which," the relative clause

preceding that which is referred to.

And, which was strange, the one so like the other

As could not be distinguished but by names.

Shak.

Used adjectively or with a noun subjoined,

the relative coming before the noun by an

inversion which gives a certain brevity.

Refusing her grand hests, she did confine thee

Into a cloven pine ; within which rift

Imprison'd thou didst painfully remain

A dozen years ; within which space she died. S<:ak.

3. Used as an indefinite pronoun, standing

for whichever, any one which, that which,

those which, and the like; as, take wAu-A you

will. — Which was often formerly preceded

by the definite article the. 'That worthy

name by the which ye are called.' Jain. ii. 7.

The party "gainst the which he doth contrive

Shall seize one half his goods. Shak.

It was formerly often followed by that or

as, having the effect of giving emphasis or

denniteness. 'This abbot which that was as

holy man.' Chaucer.— Which is which} which

is the one, which the other? a common

phrase implying inability to distinguish be

tween two.—Who, Which, That See under

WHO.

Whichever, Whichsoever ( which -ev'er,

which-so-ev'Gr), pron. Whether one or the

other; no matter which: used both as im

adjective and as a noun; us, whichever road,

or whichever of the roads, you take, it will

conduct you to town.

Whichever of his children might become the pop.

ular choice was to inherit the whole kingdom, under

the same superiority of the head of the family.

Hallatn.

Whld (whid), n. [W. chwid, a quick turn ]

[Scotch.] 1. A quick motion; a smart stroke.

2 A lie; a fib. Burns.

Whld ( whid ), v.i. [ Scotch.] 1. To whisk ;

to move nimbly, as a hare or other small

animal.—2. To fib: to lie.

Whidah-flnch ( whi'da-ftnsh ). n. A name

given to birds of the genus Vidua, inhabit

ing India and Southern and Western Africa,

and found in great abundance in the king

dom of Dahomey, near Whidah. In size of

ch, eaain; ch, Sc. locn; g. tfo; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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body the Whidahflnch resembles a linnet

or canary-bird, and during the breeding

season the male is supplied with long, droop

ing, not inelegant, but certainly dispropor-

tioned tail-feathers. V. paradisca is of a

1, Broad-shafted Whidah-finch {Vidua faradisea),

and 7. Red-billed Whidah (Vidua erythrorhyn-

chits).

deep brownish-black on the upper parts,

but paler on the wings. The body, abdomen,

and thighs are of a pale buff, and a rich

orange-rufous collar nearly surrounds its

neck. V. erythrorhynchus is less than the

former, and is of a deep glossy blue-black

colour on the upper parts, with the sides of

the head and under parts white. These

birds are commonly called widow-birds, but

whether this be merely a translation of their

Latin generic name Vidua, which may have

been given from the sombre hue of the

plumage, or whether it be a corruption of

Whidah, is uncertain.

Whiff (whif), «■ [Imitative of the sound of

blowing. Comp. puff.fuff, W. ehioif, a whiff,

a puff, chwaf, a quick gust] 1. A sudden

expulsion of air, smoke, or the like from the

mouth; a puff; as, the Wr\l/ot a smoker.

Four pipes after dinner he constantly smokes.

And seasons his -whiffs with impertinent jokes.

Prior.

2. A slight blast or gust of air; a gust of air

conveying some smell. 'The whiff nnd wind

of his fell sword.' Shak. ' That uAi/r of

Russia leather.' Dickens—3. A hasty View;

a glimpse; a gliff. [Provincial English.]—

1. A flatmalacopterygious fish belonging to

the family Pleuronectida:. It is a British

fish, of the turbotor flounder group (R/ioni-

bns megaslmna). and is called also Carter.

Whiff (whif), r. (. 1. To puff; to throw out

in whiffs ; to consume in whiffs ; to smoke.

2 To carry as by a slight blast or whiff of

wind; to puff. ' It was scornfully whiffed

aside.' Carlyle,

Old Empcdocles, . . . who when he leaped into

Etna, having a dry, sear body, and light, the smoke

look him, and whift hiin up into the DMCA.

B. Jensen.

3.t [This meaning seems to be due to the

influence of quaff.] To drink; to consume

by drinking ' Gargantua whiffed the great

draught.' Urquhart.

Whiff (whif). v. i. To emit puffs, as of Bmoke ;

to puff; to smoke; as, to whiff at one's

pipe.

Whiffet (whiret), n. A little whiff. [Rare]

Whiffing (whif'ing), n. A kind of hand-line,

used for taking mackerel, pollack, and the

like.

Whiffle (whif'l), vi. [Freq. from whiff;

comp alsoD. weifelen, to waver; Icel. veifla,

to shake often.) 1. To veer about, as the

wind does. 'If the winds whiffle about to

the south.' Dumpier—2. To change from

one opinion or course to another ; to use

evasions; to prevaricate; to be fickle and

unsteady.

A person of whiffling and unsteady turn of mind

cannot keep close to a point of a controversy.

II Ms.

8t[See WHIFF, v f.3] Todrink. •Towhiffte,

quaff, carouse.' Urquhart.

Whiffle t (whif'l), c.f. 1. To disperse with a

puff; to blow away: to scatter. 'Whiffle

away all these truths.' Dr. H. More—2. To

cause to change, as from one opinion or

course to another. Tillotson—3. To shake

or wave quickly. Donne.

Whifflet (whiH), n. [Dim. from whiff] A

fife or small flute.

Whiffler (whifler), n. 1. One who whiffles;

one who frequently changes his opinion or

course; one who uses shifts and evasions in

argument; one driven about by every puff;

a fickle or unsteady person; a triiler.

Every whiter in a laced coat . . . shall talk of

the constitution. Swift.

2.t A piper or flfer.

Il'hifflcrs were originally those who preceded

armies or processions, as lifers or pipers. Douce.

Hence—8. A harbinger; an officer who went

before processions to clear the way by blow

ing the horn or trumpet. The word was

afterwards transferred to other persons who

went before a procession to clear the way

for it in any fashion.

The deep-mouth'd sea.

Which like a mighty whiffler 'fore the king

Seems to prepare his way. Shut

In the city of London, young freemen who march

at the head of their proper companies on the lord

mayor's day, sometimes with flags, were called iWiyf-

lers. or bachelor whiffttrs, not because they cleared

the way, but because they went first, as whiffttrs

did. Nares.

Whlffle-tree (whif'1-tre), n. [From its being

always in motion; called also whipple-tree,

and swing-tree or swingle-tree, from its

swinging] A swing-tree; a whipple-tree.

Whig (whig), n. [See Whey] 1. Acidulated

whey.sometimes mixed with buttermilk and

sweet herbs, used as a cooling beverage.

[Provincial English.]-2. Whey. [Scotch]

Whig (whig), n. [If the historical account

below is correct, the origin would seem to be

the Sc. word whig, to jog along briskly, the

connectionsof this being doubtful.] 1. A de

signation given to the members of one of the

great political parties in Britain. The term

is of Scottish origin , and was first used in the

reign of Charles II. According to Bishop

Burnet it is derived from ivhiggam, a word

which was used by the peasants of the south

west of Scotland in driving their horses.

He tells us that people from this quarter

used often to come to Lcith with their horses

for corn, and from tills peculiar word were

called whiggamores, contracted to whigs.

In 1048, after the news of the Duke of Ham

ilton's defeat, the clergy of the west of

Scotland stirred up the people to rise and

march to Edinburgh, and they themselves

marched at the head of their parishioners.

The Marquis of Argyle and his party came

and headed them. This was called the whig

gamores' inroad, and ever after that all

that opposed the court came, in contempt,

to be called whiggs. From Scotland the

word was brought to England, where it has

since continued to be used as the distin

guishing appellation of the political party

opposed to the Tories. It was first assumed

as a party name by that body of politicians

who were most active in placing William

III. on the throne of England. Generally

speaking, the principles of the Whigs have

been of a popular character, and their mea

sures, when in power, tending to increase

the democratic influence in the constitution.

The term Liberals is now generally applied

to the representatives of this party; while

the extreme section of the party may be

said to have dropped all connection with

the Whigs, and have adopted the name of

Radicals. See TOKT.—2. In American hist.

(n) a friend and supporter of the principles

of the revolution: opposed to Tory and

Royalist, (6) One of a political party from

about 1829 to 1853: opposed to Democrat.

Whig (whig), a. Relating to or composed

of Whigs; whiggish; as, Whig measures; a

Whig ministry.

Whig (whig). ».i pret. * pp. whigged; ppr.

whigging. To move at an easy and Bteady

pace; to jog. [Scotch]

Whig (whig), v.t. To urge forward, as a

horse. [Scotch.]

Whigamore, Whlggamore(whig'a-m6r), ».

[See Whig.] A term of the same meaning

as H'AiV;, applied formerly in contempt to a

Scotch Presbyterian. Sir IF. Scoff. [Scotch]

Whiggarchy (whig'ar-ki), n. Government

by Whigs.

They will not recognise any other government in

Great Britain but whi^jrstrhy only. Swift.

Whiggery (whig'er-i), n. The principles of

theWhigs; whiggism. Quart Rev.

Whiggish(whig/ish).(i. Pertaining to Whigs;

partaking of the principles of Whigs. 'To

defend the whiggish cause.' Swift.

Whiggishly(whlg'ish-li),oifr. In a whiggish

Whiggism (whig'izin), n. The principles of

theWhigs; whiggery.

1 could quote passages from fifty pamphlets wholly

made up of whifxism and atheism. Swift

Whigling (whigTing), n, A Whig, in con

tempt. Spectator.

Whigmaleerle (whig-ma-lc'ri), n. Any fan

tastical ornament; a trinket; a lmicknack.

a whim. Sir If. Scoff. [Scotch]

Whigmaleerie (whig-ma-le'ri), a. Dealing

in guncracks; whimsical. Sir W. Scott

While (wliil), n. [A. Sox. hail, a time, a

Bpace of time; D wijl, wijle, Goth, heeila.

O. weile, a time: Icel. hvila, a place of rest;

Dan. hcile, rest; perhaps from root of L

quies, rest, quiet. Hence to while, whilom,

whilst. ] A time; a space of time; especially,

a short space of time during which some

thing happens or is to happen or be done.

' Bud and be blasted in a breathing while.'

Shak. ' Wept all this while.' Shak.

Pausing a white, thus to herself she musd. Milton

—The while, during the time something else

is going on; in the meantime.

If you'll sit down

I'll bear your logs the while. Sha*.

Thus Bracy said ; the Baron, the while.

Half-listening heard him with a smile- Cottrutre

—Worth while, worth the time which it

requires; worth the time and pains; worth

the trouble and expense.

What fate has disposed of the papers, 'tis not worth

while to ten. l-ocht.

While was formerly used in exclamations of

grief. 'Alas the while!' Shak. 'God help

thewAite.' Shak.

While («hil), conj. 1. During the time that,

as, while I write you sleep.

We two. my lord.

Will guard your person white you take your rest.

2. As long as.

Il'hilc stands the Coliseum, Rome shall stand

Byron

8. At the same time that.

I'ainfully to pore upon a book

To seek the light of truth ; t*/ji'// troth the while

Doth falsely blind the eyesight of his look. Shit

—While, Though. While implies less of con

trast in the parallel than though, sometimes

Indeed, Implying no contrast at all. Thus

we Bay, ' While I admire his bravery, I

esteem his moderation;' but 'tAougA I ad

mire his courage. 1 detest his cruelty.'-

4 Till; uutil. [Obsolete in this sense ill

literature, but still used in provincial Eng

lish and Scotch ]

We will keep oursclf

Till supper-time alone: -while then, God bless you

At Maltby there lived, some years ago, a retired

druggist. The boys' Sunday-school was confided to

his management, and he had a way of appealing to

them when they were disorderly which is still quorel

by those who often heard it : ' Now, boys, I can't ac

nothing white you are quiet.' f. Baits.

Willie (whil). v.t pret. 4 pp. whiled; ppr.

whiling. [From the noun.] To cause to pas*

pleasantly without irksomeness, languor, or

weariness: usually with away; as, we while

away time in amusements or diversions

' Let us while away this life." rope.

While (whil), t>t. To loiter. 'To pass away

the whiling moments and intervals of life '

Steele. [Rare]

Whileret (whll'ar), ode. A little while ago;

some time ago; erewllile. Shak.; Milton.

Whiles (whilz), conj. or adv. [An adverbial

genitive, like twice, etc., wbenco whiUt.)

If While; during the time that; as long

aa; at the same time that.

Such men as he be never at heart's ease.

ll'hiUs they behold a greater than themselves.

Shah.

2 At times. Burns; Sir W. Scott [Scotch]

Whllk (whilk), n. A shell. See Whklk.

Whllk- (whilk), pron. Which. [Old English

and Scotch.]

Whllly (whil'll), v.t. To cajole by wheed

ling: to whiliy-wha Sir W. Scott. [Scotch]

Whilly-wha, WhiHy-whaw (whilli-whn),

v i. To talk cajolery or wheedling speeches

Sir W. Scoff. [Scotch.]

Whilly-wha, WhUly-whaw (whilll-wha).

v.t. To cajole; to wheedle; to delude with

specious pretences. Sir W.Scott. [Scotch]

Whllly-whaw (whu'li-wha), a. Character

ized by wheedling or cajolery: not to be

depended on. 'X whilly-whaw body. Sir

W. Scott [Scotch.]

Whilom,) Whilomet(whil'oin),arfr. [A.Sox.

hwilum, dat. pi of hwll, a time; lit. at

times. Sec While, n] Formerly; once;

of old.
F.ir so Apollo, with unweeting hand.

Whilom did slay his dearly loved mate. Milton

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move: tube, tub, bull; oil, pound: ii, Sc. abunc; >'. Sc. ley.
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Whilst (whilst), conj. [From whiles, with t

added as in amongst, amidst, betwixt.] The

same aa While, but less commonly used.

To him one of the other twins was bound.

Whilst I had been like heedful of the other. Shak.

For thee watch I -whilst thou dost wake elsewhere.

Shah.

Whilst the emperor lay at Antioch, ... the rage

of a legion was excited by the punishment of some

soldiers. Gibbon.

I sat all weak and wild

Whilst you alone stood up and with strong word

Checked his unnatural pnde. Shelley.

—The whilst,) (a) while. ' If he steal ought

the whilst this play is playing.' Shak. (6)

In the meantime.

Ill call Sir Toby th* -whilst. Shak.

Whim (whim), n, [Probably connected with

Icel. hvima, to wander with the eyes; Sw.

hmmsa, to be unsteady; Dan. vimse, to skip

about Oomp. also W. chwim, motion ;

chwimiaw, to move briskly. In meaning 2

the word may be of different origin.] 1. A

suddeu turn or start of the mind; a freak;

a fancy; a capricious notion; a caprice.

That fill a female gamester's pate.

All the superfluous whims relate. Sw(fL

2. A kind of large capstan worked by horse-

Whim.

power or by steam for raising ore, water,

fte. , from the bottom of a mine. A common

form of it is shown in the cut. Called also

Whim-gin, Whimsey, and sometimes Whin.

Whixnt (whim), v.i. To indulge in whims;

to be subject to whims; to be giddy. Con-

greet.

Whimbrel (whim'brel), n. [Perhaps from

its cry being supposed to resemble a whim

pering. Its cry has been represented by the

words titterel or tetty, tetty. ] The Xumenius

phceoptts, a grallatorial bird closely allied

to the curlew, but considerably smaller in

size. It Is an inhabitant of most parts of

Europe, and is also found in North Africa

and in several parts of Asia. It visits Brit

ain most plentifully in May and autumn.

It is known also as the Jack Curlew and Half

Curlew.

Whim-gin. (whim'jin). n. Same as Whim, 2.

Whimlingt (whiiu'ling), n. A person full
of whims. Bea u. <£■ FL

Whinimy(whini/nii),a. FuUofwhimsjwhim-

sical.

The study of Rabbinical literature either finds a

man whimmy or makes him so. Coleridge.

Whimper (whim 'per), v.i. [A freq. form

from an older whtmpe; closely akin to Sc.

whimmer, G. wimmern, to whimper; allied

to whine, both being imitative words.] To

cry with a low, whining, broken voice; as, a

child whimpers. ' A . . . wheedling, whim

pering she. Rowe.

Was there ever yet preacher but there were ffain-

sayers that spurned, that winced, that -whimpered

against him? Latimer.

Whlmper(whim'per), v.t. To utter in a low,

whining, or crying tone; as, to whimper

forth complaints. Cowper.

Whimper (whim'per), n. A low, peevish,

broken cry.—To be on the whimper, to be in

a peevish, crying state. [Colloq.]

Mrs. M. is constantly on the whimper when

George's name is mentioned. Thackeray.

Whimperer (whim'per-er), n. One who

whimpers.

Whimpering (whfm'per-ing), n. A low mut

tering cry; a whimper.

He will not be put off with solemn whimperings,

hypocritical confessions, rueful faces. Dr. H. More.

Whimpledt (whim'pld), a. Covered with a

w im p a* . Spense r.

Whimsey (whim'zi), n. [From whim.] 1. A

whim; a freak; a capricious notion; as, the

whimseys of poets. ' Men's folly, whimsies,

and inconstancy.' Swift.—2. In mining, a

whim. See WHIM, 2.

Whimseyt (whim'zi), v. t. To fill with whim

seys. Beau, it* Fl.

Whim-Shaft (whim'shaft), n. In mining,

the Bhaft by which the stuff is drawn out

of the mine by the whim. Weale.

Whimsical (whim'zi-kal), a. [From whim

sey.) 1. Full of whims; freakish; having

odd fancies or peculiar notions; capricious.

In another circumstance 1 am particular, or, as my

neighbours call me, whimsical: as my garden in

vites into it all the birds, I do not suffer any one to

destroy their nests. Addison.

2. Odd in appearance; fantastic. 'A whim

sical chair. ' Ecelyn.

Whimsicality(whim-zi-kal'i-ti),n, The state

or quality of being whimsical ; whimsical-

nesB; an oddity; a whim. 'The whimsicality

of my father's brain.' Sterne.

Whimsically (whim'zi-kal-li), adv. In a

whimsical manner; freakishly.

Whimsicalness (whim'zi-kal-nes), n. The

state or quality of being whimsical; whim

sicality ; freakishness ; whimsical disposi

tion; odd temper. Pope.

Whim-wham (whim-whamO."- [A redupli

cation of whim.] A plaything; a toy; a

freak or whim; an odd device. ' Your whim-

whams, your garters, and your

gloves.' Beau, it Fl.

\y—v.,f Whin (whin), n. [W. chwyn, weeds.]

N^ ';| 1. Originally, waste growth ; weeds.

Now—2.Gorse; furze; a plant of the

genus Ulex. See FURZE. —Petty

whin is a species of Oenista, the G.

angelica.—3.Wh(iiatone. SeeWHiN-

stonk. — 4. Same as Whim, n. 2.

E. H. Knight.

Whin-axe (whin'aks), n. An in

strument used for extirpating whin

from land.

Whin-hruiser (whin'brbz-er), n. A

" machine for cutting and bruising

furze or whins for fodder to cattle.

Simmonds.

Whin-chat (whin'chat), n. A pas

serine bird of the genus Saxicola or

Pratlncola, the S. or P. rubetra. It

is not unfrequcnt in the British islands dur

ing Bummer, and may be commonly found

on broom and furze, on the highest twigs of

which it perches, and occasionally sings very

sweetly. It is closely allied to the stone-

chat.

Whine (whin), v.i. pret. ft pp. whined; ppr.

whining. [A. Sax hvtnan, to whine, to

whiz; feel, hvina, Dan. hvine, to whiz; all

imitative words like whiz, whir, Ac] 1. To

express distress or complaint by a plaintive

drawling cry; to moan with a puerile noise;

to complain in a mean or unmanly way.

They came . . . with a whining accent craving

liberty. Sir P. Sidney.

Dost thou come here to whinet Shak.

2. To make a similar noise: said of dogs or

other animals. ' Thrice and once the hedge-

pig whined,' Shak.

Whine (whin), n. A drawling plaintive

tone; the nasal puerile tone of mean com

plaint; mean or affected complaint. ' Thy

hateful whine of woe.* Rowe.

Whine (whin), v.t. To utter or express In

a whining tone: generally with out; as, to

whine out a plaintive tale.

Whiner (whin'er), n. One who whines.

' One pitiful winner, Melpomene.' Qayton.

Wliinge (whin]), v.i. To whine. Burns.

[Scotch.)

Whinger (whing'er), n. [Same as Whin-

yard.] A short hanger, used as a knife at

meals and as a sword in broils. Sir W. Scott.

[Scotch]

Whinlngly (whln'ing-li), adv. In a whin

ing manner.

Whinny (whin'i), a. 1. Abounding in whins

or whin bushes. Sterne.—2. Abounding in

or resembling whinstone.

Whinny (whin'i), v.i. pret. ft pp. whinnied;

ppr. whinnying. [Imitative and akin to

whine (which see); comp. L. hinnio, to

whinny.] To utter the sound of a horse; to

neigh.

Her palfrey whinnying lifted heel.

And scour'd into the coppices. Tennyson.

Whinny (whin'i), n. The act of whinnying;

a low contented neigh.

Neigh'd with all gladness as they came and stoop'd

With a low whinny toward the pair. Tennyson.

Whinstone (whin'ston), n. [Whin and

stone. The name was probably given ori

ginally to the blocks of whinstone often

found lying in waste places, among furze

or heath.] A name given to greenstone,

but widely applied by miners to any kind

of dark coloured and hard unstratified

rock which resists the point of the pick.

Veins of dark basalt or greenstone are fre

quently called whin-dykes.

Whinyard t ( whin'yard ), n. [Also in form

whingard, perhaps from A. Sax. winnan, to

fight, and geard, a rod, a staff.] A sword or

hanger.

His pistol next he cock'd anew.

And out his nut-brown whinyard drew. Iludibras.

Whip (whip), v.t. pret. & pp. whipped; ppr.

whipping. [Originally applied to various

kinds of quick motiou or action, and allied

to D. wippen, to hasten, to skip, to toss;

wip, a lift, a swing, a Bwipe; O.D. wippe, a

whip; L.Q. wippen, Dan. vippe, to see-saw;

O. wippen, to rock, to see-saw, &c. The h

would seem, therefore, not to belong pro

perly to the word. The meaning of flog

comes from the noun, and the noun has

probably got it from the resemblance of a

whip to a swipe. Perhaps more than one

word may be mixed up under this form;

comp. W. chwip, a quick turn; chwipiaw, to

move briskly.] 1. To take or seize with a

sudden motion ; to snatch; to carry or con

vey suddenly and rapidly: nsually followed

by some preposition or adverb, as away,

from, out, into, up, and the like. * I whipt

me behind the arras.' Shak. ' Whips out

his rapier.' Shak.

She, in a hurry, whips up her darling under her

arm. Sir K. L estrange.

He whips out his pocket-book every moment, and

writes descriptions of everything he sees.

H. WalpoU.

My madness came upon me as of old

And whipt me into waste fields far away.

Tennyson.

2. To sew slightly; to form into gathers; as,

to -whip a ruffle.

In \\a\t-whipped muslin useless needles lie. Gay.

3. To overlay, as a rope, cord, &c., with a

cord, twine, or thread going round and round

it; to inwrap: generally with about, around,

over, or the like. ' Whipped over either

with gold thread, silver, or silk.' Stubbes.—

4. To strike with a whip or lash or with any

thing tough and flexible; to lash; as, to whip

a horse.—5. To punish with a whip, scourge,

birch, or the like; to flog; as, to whip a va

grant; to whip a perverse boy. 'Who for false

quantities was whipp'd at school.' Dryden.

6. To drive with lashes.

Consideration, like an angel, came

And whipp'd the offending Adam out of him.

Shak.

7. To make to turn or rotate with lashes ;

as, to whip a top. 'Since I plucked geese,

played truant, and whipped top.' Shak.—

8. To lash in a figurative sense; to treat

with cutting severity, as with sarcasm, abuse;

or the like.

Wilt thou whip thine own faults in other men?

Shak.

The league between virtue and nature engages all

things £0 assume a hostile front to vice. The beauti

ful laws and substances of the world persecute and

whip the traitor. Emerson.

9. To thrash; to beat out, as grain by strik

ing; as, to whip wheat.—10. Naut. to hoist

or purchase by means of a rope passed

through a single pulley.—11. To beat; to

overcome; to surpass. 'We can whip all

creation.' Lever. [American slang.]— 12. To

fish in with rod and line; as, to whip a

stream. [Colloq.] * To ifftip the trout stream.'

Lever.—13. To beat into a froth, as eggs,

cream, ft-c, with a whisk, fork, spoon, or

the like.—To whip the eat, (a) to practise

the most pinching parsimony. Forby. [Pro

vincial English.] (b) To work from house

to house by the day, as an itinerant tailor,

carpenter, or the like.—To whip in, to keep

from scattering, as hounds In a hunt; hence,

to bring or keep the members of a party to

gether, as in a legislative assembly.

Whip (whip), v.i. To move nimbly; to start

suddenly and run ; or to turn and run ; as,

the boy whipped away in an instant; he

whipped round the corner.

Whip to our tents, as roes run o'er land. Shak.

Whip (whip), n. [See the verb ] 1. An in

strument for driving horses, cattle, ftc, or

for correction, consisting commonly of a

handle, to which is attached a thong of

plaited leather. —2. A coachman or driver

of a carriage; as, a good whip.

Major Benson, who was a famous whip, took hi*

seat on the box of the barouche. Altss lidgeworth.

3. Naut. a rope passed through a single

block or pulley used to hoiBt light bodies.—

4. One of the radii or arms of a wind-mill to

which the sails are attached; also, the length

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; . sing; th, Men; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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of the arm reckoned from the shaft.—6. In

parliament, (a) a member who performs the

non-official but important duties of looking

after the interests of his party, and who

secures the attendance of as many mem

bers as possible at Important divisions; as,

the Liberal whip; the Conservative whip.

(6) A call made upon the members of a

party to be in their places at a certain time;

as, both parties have issued a rigorous whip

In view of the expected division.— Whip Ana

spur, making use of both whip and spur In

riding; hence, with the utmost haste. ' Came

whip and spur.' Pope.

Whip (whip), inter;'. Used to signify a

sudden change; at once; quick.

You are no sooner chose in but whipt you are as

proud as the devil. Mrs. Centlivre.

Whipcant (whi p'kan ), n. A boon companion ;

a hard drinker. (Jrquhart.

Whipcat* (whiplcat), a. Drunken. Stani-

hurst ; Florio.

Whip-cord (whip'kord), n. A hard-twisted

cord of which lashes for whips are made.

Whip-graft (whip'graft), v.t. To graft by

cutting the scion and stock in a sloping

direction, so as to fit each other, and by in

serting a tongue on the scion into a slit in

the stock.

Whip-hand (whiphand). n. 1. The hand

that holds the whip in riding or driving.—

2. Advantage over; as, he has the whip -hum!

of her. Dryden.

Whipjack (whip'jak), n. A vagabond who

begged for alms as a distressed seaman;

hence, a general term of reproach or con

tempt. Richardson

Whip-lash (whip'lash), n, The lash or

striking end of a whip.

Whip-maker (whip'mak-er), n. One who

makes whips.

Whlpper (whip'er), n. l. One who whips;

particularly, an officer who inflicts the pen

alty of legal whipping.—2. One who raises

coals with a whip from a ship's hold. Called

also a Coal-whipper. —3. In spinning, a

simple kind of willow or willy.

Whipper-in (whip'er-in), n. 1. In hunting,

one who keeps the hounds from wandering,

and whips them in, if necessary, to the line

of chase. Hence—2. In parliament, same

as Whip, 5 (a).

Whipper-snapper (whlp'er-snap-er), n. A

diminutive, insignificant person; a whipster.

Much as he had ingratiated himself with his aunt,

she had never yet invited him to stay under her roof,

and here was a young whipper-snapper who at first

sight was made welcome there. Thackeray.

Used also adjectively. ' A parcel of whip

per-snapper sparks.' Fielding.

Whipping (whip'ing), n. The act of punish

ing with a whip; the state of being whipped;

a beating; flagellation.

Use every man after his desert, and who should

'scape whipping I Shak.

Whipping-Cheer (whip'ing-cher), ft, Flog

ging; chastisement.

Hell is the place where whipping-cheer abounds.

Herrick.

Whipping-post (whip'ing-pdst), n. A poBt

to which offenders were tied when whipped.

He dares out-dare stocks, whipping-posts, or cage.

John Taylor.

Whipping-snapping (whip'ing-anap-ing).

a. Insignificant; diminutive. 'All sorts of

whipping-snapping Tom Thumbs.' Thack

eray.

Whipping-top (.whip'ing-top), n, A boy's

top made made to revolve by whipping.

Thackeray.

Whipple-tree (whlp'1-tre), it [Whipple is

a frequentative of whip, denoting a quick

movement] Same as Swing -tree (which

see). Also written Whijfle-tree.

Whip-pOOr-Will(whip'pdr-wil),n. The popu

lar name of an American bird, the Chordeiles,

A ntrostomus, or Caprimulgus vociferus,

family Caprimulgidie, allied to the Euro

pean goat-sucker or night-jar, so called from

its cry. It is very common in the eastern

ftarts of the United States; is about 10 inches

ong, with plumage very like that of the

European goat-sucker, and with stiff bristles

more than an inch long at the base of the

bill. It flies low, and skimming a few feet

above the surface of the ground; it settles

on logs and fences, from which it pursues

the flying moths and insects. Its note is

heard in the evening, or early in the morn

ing, and when two or more males meet,

their whip-poor-will altercations become

rapid anil incessant, as if each were strain

ing to overpower or silence the other. During

the day these birds retire into the darkest

woods, where they repose in silence. Called

also Whippo-wil.

Whip-poor-will [Caprimulgus vociferus).

Whippy (whip'pl), «. A girl or young

woman ;especially,a malapertyoung woman.

Eliz. Hamilton. [Scotch.]

Whip-ray (whip'ra), n. Same as Stingray,

so called from its long and slender tail.

Whip-saw (whip'sa), ft, A thin, narrow

saw-blade set in a frame for dividing or

splitting wood in the direction of the fibres.

It is wrought by two persons.

Whip-shaped (whip'ahapt). a. Shaped like

the lash of a whip; specifically, in hot. said

of roots or stems.

Whip-snake (whip'snak), n. A name of

various serpents, given from their resem

blance to a whip. One of these is the Her-

petodryas jlagelliformis of North America,

a harmless snake about & or 6 feet long.

Another beautiful and harmless whip-snake,

the emerald whip-snake (Philodryas viridis-

simus), of a lovely green colour, inhabits

Brazil.

Whip-staff (whlp'staf), n. Xaut. a bar by

which the rudder of a ship is turned. In

small vessels it is called the tiller.

Whip-stalk (whip'stak), n. A whip-stock.

Whipster (whip'ster). n, A nimble little

fellow; a sharp shallow fellow: used with

some degree of contempt

Every puny whipster- gets my sword. Shak.

Every pitiful whipster that walks within a skin has

his head filled with the notion that he is, shall be, or

by human and divine laws, ought to be 'happy.'

Cartylc.

Whlp-stlCk (whip'stik), n. The handle of a

whip; a whip-stock.

Whip-Stitch (whip'stich), v.t. 1. In agri.

to half-plough or rafter. [Local.] — 2. To

sew slightly; to whip.

Whip-stitch (whip'stich), is, 1. A tailor: in

contempt—2. A sort of half-ploughing in

agriculture, otherwise called raftering.

[Local.]—3. A hasty composition. Dryden.

[Rare. ]

Whip -Stock (whip'stok), n. The rod or

handle to which the thong of a whip is fas

tened.

Phoebus . . . broke his whip-stock, and exclaimed

against the horses of the sun. Beau. & Ft.

Whipt (whipt), pp. of whip; sometimes used

for Whipped.

Whir (wher), v.i. [From the sound, though

partly influenced in meaning by whirl; comp.

whiz. ] To whiz ; to fly, dart, revolve, or

otherwise move quickly with a whizzing or

buzzing sound ; as. a partridge whirs away.

'The whirring chariot.' Chapman. 'And

the whirring sail (of the windmill) goes

round.' Tennyson.

Whir (wher), v.t. To hurry away with a

whizzing sound.

This world to me is like a lasting storm.

Whirring me from my friends. Shak.

Whir (wher), n. The buzzing or whirring

sound made by a quickly revolving wheel,

a partridge's wings, and the like. Carlyle.

Whirl (wherl), v.t. [A frequentative cor

responding to O.E. wher/en, A. Sax. wheor-

fan, to turn (whence wharf); equivalent to

I eel. and Sw. hvirfla, Dan Artrwe.O.D. iver-

velen, G. wirbeln. O.H.O. hwirbaldn, similar

frequentatives.] 1. To turn round or cause

to revolve rapidly; to turn with velocity.

My thoughts are whirled like a potter's wheel.

Shak.

He whirls his sword around without delay.

Dryden.

2. To carry away or remove by means of

something that turns round ; as, he was

whirled away in a carriage.

See, see. the chariot, and those rushing wheek,

That whirFd the prophet up at Chebar flood.

Mitten.

—Stn. To turn, twirl, revolve, rotate, wheel.

Whirl (wherl). v.i. I. To be turned round

rapidly; to move round with velocity; to

revolve or rotate swiftly; as, the whirling

spindles of a cotton machine or wheels of a

coach. ' Four (moons) fixed and the fifth

did whirl about the other four.' Shak.

The wooden engine flies and whirls about. Drydtn.

2. To move along swiftly, as in a wheeled

vehicle.

I'll come and be thy waggoner

And whirl along with thee about the globe. Shak.

Whirl (wherl), n. [See the verb.) 1. A turning

with rapidity or velocity; rapid rotation or

circumvolution; quick gyration; as, the trntW

of a top; the whirl of a wheel; the whirl of

time; the whirls of fancy.

The rapid motion and whirl of things here below

interrupts not the inviolable rest and calmness of the

noble beings above. South

2. Something that moves with a whirling

motion.

He saw Falmouth undergray, iron skies, and nkirts

of March dust. Carlyk.

3. A hook used in twisting, as in a rope ma

chine.—4.t A spinning-wheel. ' Your spindle

and your whirle.' UdaU.—h. In hot. and

conch, same as Whorl

Whirl-about ( wherl' a-bout), n. 1. Some

thing that whirls with velocity; a whirligig.

2. t A great fish of the whale kind; a whirl-

whale. 'The monstrous whirl-about.' Syl

vester.

Whirl-bat (wherl'bat), n. An old name for

the ancient cestus, a kind of boxing-glove

used among the Greeks and Romans.

At whirl-bat he had slain many. Sir R. L'Estrange.

The whirl-bat and the rapid race shall be

Reserv'd for Caraar. Dryden.

Whirl-blast (wherl'blast), n. A whirling

blast of wind; a whirlwind. Wordsworth.

The whirl-blast comes, the desert sands rise up.

CeUridgt.

As pours some pigeon from the myrrh y lands

Rapt by the whirl-blast to fierce Scythian strands.

£ronHi"f.

Whirl-bonet (wherl'bdn), n. L The bone

of a ball-and-socket joint, as in the hip.

Holland.— 2. The patella; the knee-pan.

Whlrler (wher'ler), n. One who or that

which whirls.

Whirlicotet (wher'U-kot), n. An ancient

open car or chariot

Of old time coatches were not known in this island.

but chariots or whirticotes, and they only used of

princes or great estates, such as had their footmea

about them. Stew.

Whirligig (whe^li-gig), n. [Whirl A\\A gig }

1. A toy which children spin or whirl round.

In following extract used figuratively ai

equivalent to revolution or rotation.

Thus the whirligig at Time brings in his revenue*.

Shak.

2. In in LI it. aiitiq. an instrument for punish

ing petty offenders, as a kind of wooden

cage turning on a pivot, in which the of

fender was whirled round with great velo

city. —3 Same as Whirlwig.

Whirling-table, Whirling -machine

(wherling-ta-bl, wher'ling-ma-shen), n, A

machine contrived for the purpose of exhib

iting the principal effects of centripetal or

centrifugal forces, when bodies revolve in

the circumferences of circles or on an axis.

Whirl-pit t (wherl'pit), n. A whirlpool

' By raging whirl-pits overthrown.' Sandy*.

WhirlpOOl(wherl'pbl), n. 1. A circular eddy

or current in a river or the sea produced by

the configuration of the channel, by meeting

currents, by winds meeting tides. *tc The

celebrated whirlpool of Charybdis between

Sicily and Italy, and of the Malstrom, off the

coast of Norway, are not whirlpools in the

strict sense, but merely superficial commo

tions created by winds meeting tides, and in

calm weather are free from all danger. In

stances of vortical motion,however.do occur,

as in the whirlpool of Corrievrekin in the

Hebrides, between Jura and Scarba, and in

some eddieB among the Orkneys.—2. t Some

huge sea-monster of the whale kind ; a whirl-

whale; a whirl-about.

The whales and whirlpools, called balamat, Uke

up in length as much as four acres or arpens of land.

He4tand.

Whirl-puff t (wherl'puf), n\ A whirlwind.

Holland.

Whirl-water t (wherl 'wa-ter). n. An old

name for a water-spout tetter oj lC2t>.

quoted by Hares.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; _V, Sc. fry.
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Whirl-whale (wheri'whal), «. A monster

of the whale kind; a whirl-about; a

whirlpool. Sylvester.

Whirlwig, Whlrlwlg-heetle (wherl'wig,

wheri'wi$-be-tl), n. [Whirl, and A. Sax.

wicga. wigga, a beetle or similar insect;

comp. earwig.) A beetle of the genus Gyr-

inus (G. natator). which abounds in fresh

water, and may be seen circling round on its

surface with great rapidity. Its eyes are di

vided by a narrow band, so that, although

it has only two, it is made to look aa if it

had four. Called also Weaver.

Whirlwind (wherl'wind), n. A violent wind

moving in a circle, or rather in a spiral

form, as if moving round an axis, this axis

having at the same time a progressive mo

tion, rectilinear or curvilinear, on the sur

face of the land or sea. Whirlwinds are

produced chiefly by the meeting of currents

of air which run in different directions.

When they occur on land they give a whir

ling motion to dust, Band, part of a cloud,

and sometimes even to bodies of great weight

and bulk, carrying them either upwards or

downwards, and scattering them about in

all directions. At sea they often give rise

to waterspouts. They are most frequent

and violent in tropical countries, where the

thermal states of the atmosphere are most

favourable for their production.

Whlrly-batKwher'li-bat),n. Sameas rFAtrl-

bat.

Whirret,tWherrett (wher*et).u, [Perhaps

from tvhir.) A slap; a blow. Written also

WhirHt, Whirrick.

And in a fume gave Furius a whirret on the eare.

Kendall.

Whirrick (wher'rik), 7i. A blow. 'Harry

. . . gave master such a whirrick.' Henry

Brooke. See Whirret.
Whirring (whelming), n. The sound of some

thing that whirs ; a whiz ; the sound of a

partridge's or pheasant's wings. Chapman.

Whirry t (wher'i), v.i. To fly rapidly with

noise; to hurry; to whir.

Whirry t (wher'i), v.t. To hurry.

Whisk (whisk), v.t. [A Scand. word: Dan.

viske, to wipe, to rub, to sponge, from visk, a

wisp; Sw. viska, to wipe, to wag the tail; O.

wischen, to wipe. AkintoirasA.j 1. To sweep,

brush, or agitate with a light, rapid motion;

as, to whisk the dust from a table; to whisk

eggs.—2. To move with a quick, sweeping

motion ; to move nimbly, as when oue sweeps.

'Whisking his riding-rod." Beau. df Fl.

'Nor whisk carp out of one element into

another.' H. Walpole.

Whisk ( whisk), v.i. To move nimbly and

with velocity; as, to whisk away.

Whisk (whisk), n. [In part directly from

verb, partly also from Icel. visk, a small

wisp of hay, Ac.; Dan. visk, a wiBp, a

bunch, something for rubbing with; 6. and

D. wisch, a wisp. See also the verb. ]

1. The act of whisking; a rapid, sweeping

motion, as of something light; a sudden

puff or gale.

One showre of haile with sudden whiske

Makes alt not worth a pin. Turberville.

2. A small bunch of grass, straw, hair, or

the like, used for a brush; hence, a brush

or small besom. Swift.—3. In cookery, an

instrument for rapidly agitating or whisk

ing certain articles, as cream, eggs, Ac—

4. Part of a woman's dress; a kind of tippet

or cape. ' My wife in her new lace whisk,

which indeed is very noble.' Pepys. Called

also a Heck Whisk, a Falling Whisk, or

Gorget. — 6. t Whist, the game at cards. —

6. An impertinent, light fellow. [Provin

cial ] -7. A cooper's plane for levelling the

chimes of casks.

Whisker (whis'ker), n. [From whisk.

Originally it seems to have been applied to

the moustaches.] 1. One who or that which

whisks or moves with a quick, sweeping

motion.—2. The hair growing on the cheekfl

of a man : formerly also used for the hair

growing on the upper lip ; the moustache.

' A pair of whiskers.' Addison.

Achillea kissed her, and Patroctus kissed her; nay,

and old Nestor put aside liis (fray beard and brushed

her with his whiskers. Drydtn.

3. The bristly hairs growing on the upper lip

of a cat or other animal at each Bide.—4. In

ships, one of two booms rigged out, one on

either side before the knight-heads, used in

place of a spritsail-.vard to spread the jib-

boom guys for the better security of this

boom when the jib is set.

Whiskered (wbis'kerd), a. 1. Furnished

with whiskers; wearing whiskers. 'The

whisker'd vermin race.' Grainger. 'Her

whiskered Pandours and her fierce hussars.*
Campbell.—2. Formed into whiskers. lWhis-

ker'd hair.' Mat. Green.

Whiskery (whis'ker-i), a. Having or wear

ing whiskers. [Humorous. ]

The old lady is as ugly as any woman in the parish,

and as tall and whiskery as a grenadier. Thackeray.

Whisket (whis'ket), n. A basket. [Local.]

Whiskey, Whisky (whis'ki), n. 1. [From
■whisk, because it whisks along rapidly. ]

A kind of one-horse chaise. Sometimes

called Tim-whiskey. ' Whiskeys and gigs

and curricles.' Crabbe.—2, See Whisky.

Whiskeyfled (whis'ki-fid), a. Affected with

whisky; intoxicated, written also Whiski-

Jied. 'A sort of whiskified Old Mortality.'

W. Black. [Humorous.]

The two whiskeyjied gentlemen are up with her.

Thackeray.

Whisking (whisk'ing), p. and a. 1. Sweep

ing along lightly; moving nimbly. 'The

whisking v/imls.' Purchas.—2. Great; large.

[Provincial English.]

Whisky, Whiskey(whlslciXn. [Ir. and Gael.

uisge, water, uisge-beatha, whisky, usque

baugh, lit. water of life. Whisky, there

fore, means simply water, the latter part

of the name being dropped. ] An ardent

spirit distilled generally from barley, but

sometimes from wheat, rye, sugar, molasses,

Ac. There are two chief varieties of whisky

—viz. malt-whisky and grain-whisky. The

former variety is of finer quality, and made

chiefly from malted barley or bere, and

sometimes, though rarely, from rye. The

latter i-* made from various substances, as

sugar, molasses, potatoes, but principally

from unmalted grain, as Indian corn, bar

ley, oats, Ac, dried and ground up. The

grain most largely used is Indian corn.

Grain -whisky requires the same process

of fermentation and distillation as malt-

whisky, but is cheaper, from its greater

yield, and because it saves the expensive

process of malting. Though coarser it is

stronger, but if kept long enough is equally

good.

Whisky-Jack (whis'ki-jak), n. The familiar

name of a species of jay common in North

America. It is the Garrulus canadensis.

Whisp (whisp), n. Same as Wisp.

Whisper (whis'per), v.i. [A. Sax. hwisprian,

to whisper, murmur, mutter, an imitative

word, like G. wispern, O.D. whisperen, and

Icel. hviskra, to whisper. Comp. whistle,

whist, whizz, Ac] 1. To speak with a low,

hissing, or sibilant voice; to speak softly or

in a low and not vocal tone; to speak with

out uttering voice or sonant breath. * Whis

pers In mine ear.' Shak. See Voice.

I'll whisper with the general and know his pleasure.

Shah.

2. To speak under the breath in order to

plot, or speak or insinuate mischief; to de

vise mischief in whispers. ' To whisper and

conspire against my youth.' Shah:

All that hate me whisper together against me.

Ps. xli.j.

3. To make a low, sibilant sound. "The

hollow, whispering breeze.' Thomson.

The trees began to whisper, and the wind began to

roll. Tennyson.

Whisper (whis'per), v.t. 1. To address in a

low voice: elliptical for whisper to. ' Whis-

pers the man in the ear.' Bacon.

Jinks . . . -whispered the magistrate that he

thought it would not do. Dickens.

2. To utter in a low and not vocal tone; to

say under the breath ; as, he whispered a

word in my ear.

You have heard of the news abroad—I mean, the

whispered ones. Shak.

She whispers in his ears a heavy tale. Shak.

3. To prompt secretly. * He came to whisper

Wolsey." Shak.

Whisper (whis'per*. n. 1. A low, soft,

sibilant voice; the utterance of words with

the breath not made vocal.

The seaman's whistle

Is as a whisper in the ears of death. Shak.

The inward voice or whisper cannot give a tone.

Bacon.

2. Words uttered by whispering: something

communicated by stealth or in secret. 'At

least the whisper goes so." Shak.

Full well the busy whisper circling round

Convey'd the dismal tidings when he frown'd.

Goldsmith.

3. A low, sibilant sound, as of the wind.

In whispers, like the whispers of the leaves

That tremble round a nightingale. Tennyson.

Whisperer (whis'per-er), n. 1. One who

whispers.—2. One who tells secrets or makes

secret and mischievous communications ;

one who slanders secretly. Prov. xvi. 28.—

3. A conveyer of intelligence secretly; a se

cret agent. Bacon.

Whisperhood (whis'per -hud), n. The

state of being a whisper; the initial condi

tion of a rumour, that is, the time when it

was only whispered or insinuated.

I know a lie. that now disturbed half the kingdom

with its noise, which although too proud And great

at present to own its parents, I can remember its

whisperhood. Swift,

[Probably used only this once.]

Whispering (whis'per-ing), p. and a.

1. Speaking in a whisper, 'for talking

age and whispering lovers.' Goldsmith.—

2. Making secret insinuations of evil; evil-

speaking; backbiting.

Alas ! they had been friends in youth ;

But whispering tongues can poison truth.

Coleridge.

3. Making a low, sibilant sound.

As once we met

Unheedful, tho' beneath the whispering rain.

Tennyson.

—Whispering gallery or dome, a gallery or

dome iu which the sound of words uttered

in a low voice or whisper is communicated

to a greater distance than under any ordi

nary circumstances. Thus in an elliptical

chamber, if a person standing in one of the

foci speak in a whisper he will be heard dis

tinctly by a person standing in the other

focus, although the same sound would not

be audible at the same distance under any

other circumstances or at any other place

in the chamber. The reason is that the

sounds produced in one of the foci of such

a chamber strike upon the wall all round,

and, from the nature of the ellipse, are all

reflected to the other focus. This serves in

some measure to explain the effects of whis

pering galleries and domes in general

Whisperingly (whis'per-ing-li), adv. In a

whispering manner; in a low voice.

Whlsperously (whis'per-us-li), adv. In a

whisper; whisperingly. [Rare.]

The duchess . . . sinks her voice, and gabbles on

whisperously. La. I.ytton.

Whist (whist), inter). Silence I hush! be

still !

Whist (whist), a. Not speaking; not mak

ing a noise; silent; mute; still: chiefly used

predicatively. ' So whist and dead a silence

reigned.' Harrington. 'Far from the town

where all is whist and still.' Mai low.

The winds with wonder whist

Smoothly the waters kiss'd. Milton.

Whistt (whist), v.t. To silence; to still.

Whiatt (whist), v.i. To become silent Sur

rey.

Whist (whist), n. A well-known gome at

cards, said to be so called because the par

ties playing it have to be wAt*( or silent,

but this is doubtful. Another name was

whisk. The game is played with the full

pack of fifty-two cards by four persons, two

being partners against the other two, each

player receiving thirteen cards dealt out

one by one in rotation. The last card dealt

is turned face up, and is called the trump

card; it gives a special power to the suit to

which it belongs. The cards rank as fol

lows: ace (highest), king, queen, knave, and

the others according to their number of

pips. Play is commenced by the person on

the left hand of the dealer laying down a

card face up on the table, the other players

following in succession with cards of the

same suit if they have them. When all have

played the player who has laid the highest

card takes the four cards laid down, which

constitute a trick. The winner of the trick

then leads, as the first of a new trick, the

winner of which becomes the leader, and so

on. When a player cannot play a curd of the

same suit, he may play one of the trump

suit, and take the trick, or lay one of a dif

ferent suit, which gives him no chance of

winning the trick. When the hand is played

out the score is taken as follows: the part

ners who conjointly gain the majority of

tricks Bcore one point for every trick taken

above six. The ace, king, queen, and knave

of the trump suit are called honours, and

count one each for the side who holds them;

if one side hold three honours, they count

two by honours, as the opposite side can

have but one; if one side hold all the hon

ours, four by honours is counted ; should

the honours be equally divided neither side

counts, the honours being then said to can

cel each other. In long whist, an obsoles

cent form of the game, ten of these points

made a game. In *Aorf whist, the game now

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; J, job; h. Ft. ton; ng. sinj;; th. (Aen; th, tAin; w. wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See KEV.
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generally played, the numl>er has been re

duced to Ave, and in this form it is common

to count by tricks alone. A rubber consists

of a series of three games, and is won by the

aide that secures two of them. Should one

party Rain two games in succession, the

third of the rubber is not played.

Whistle (whis'l), v.i pret. & pp. whistled;

ppr. whistling. (A. Sax. hwistlian, to whistle,

to pipe; Van. hvisle, to hiss, to whistle; Sw.

hvissla, to whistle; Icel hvisla, to whisper.

An imitative word like whisper, wheeze,

whizz. Ac.] 1. To utter a kind of musical

sound by pressing the breath through a small

orifice formed by contracting the lipa.

Ir'histtc then to me

As signal that thou hear st something approach.

Shah.

While the ploughman ne.ir at hand,

Whistles o er the furrow'd land. Milton.

2. To utter a more or less sharp or piercing

tone, or series of tones, as birds.

Sometimes the throstle whistled strong. Tennyson.

3. To produce a sound or sounds by means

of a particular kind of wind-instrument, or

by steam forced through a small orifice.—

4. To sound shrill or like a pipe.

The wild winds whistle and the billows roar. Fofe.

Whistle (whisT), v.t. 1. To form, utter, or

modulate by whistling: as, to whittle a tune

or air. 'Tunes . . . that he heard the car

men whittle.' Shak. ' Whittling a random

bar of Bonny Doon.' Tennyson.—2. To call,

direct, or signal by a whistle.

He cast off his friends as a huntsman his pack.

For he knew, when he pleased, he could whistle

them back. Goldsmith.

—To whittle off, to send oft* by a whistle; to

tend from the fist in pursuit of prey: a term

in falconry; hence, to dismiss or send away

generally; to turn loose. Nares remarks ou

the following quotation that a hawk seems

to have been usually cast off in this way

against the wind when sent in pursuit of

prey ; with it, or down the wind, when turned

loose or abandoned.

If I do prove her haggard

Though that her Jesses were my dear heart-strings

I'd -whittle her off, and let her down the wind,

To prey at fortune. Shah.

Compare the following extract.

Have you not seen, when whistled from the fist.

Some falcon stoops at what her eye de*ign'd.

And, with her eagerness the quarry miss'J,

Straight flies at check, and clips tt down the wind.

Drydeft.

—To whUUe for a wind, a superstitious

practice among old seamen of whistling

during a calm to obtain a breeze. Such

men will not whistle during a storm— To </o

whittle, a milder form of to go to the deuce

or the like.

This being done, let the law^ftf whistle. Shak.

Your fame is secure, bid the critics go whistle.

Shenstone.

Whistle (whisl), n. 1. A more or less pierc

ing or shnrp sound produced by pressing the

breath through a small orifice formed by

contracting the lips; as, the merry whistle

of a bny. —2. Any somewhat similar sound,

as (a) the shrill note of a bird. ' The great

plover's human whittle.' Tennyson, (b) A

sound of this kind from an instrument: as,

the harsh whittle of the locomotive or fog-

signal and the like. 'Ship-hoys. . . hear

the shrill whittle which doth order give.'

Shak. (c) A sound made by the wind. — 3, An

instrument or apparatus for producing such

a Bound; as, (a) the small pipe used in signal

ling, Ac, by boatswains, huntsmen, police

men. <fcc. (6) The small tin or wooden tube

fitted with a mouth-piece and pierced gener

ally with six holes, used as a musical toy.

(c) The instrument sounded by escaping

steam used as signals, alarms, <fcc, on rail

way engines, steam-ships, and the like. —

4. The mouth or throat, principally used in

the colloquial or slang phrase to wet one's

whistle (= to take a draught or dram), which,

it may be seen, is of a respectable antiquity,

and no doubt arose from the practice of

wetting a wooden pipe or whistle to im

prove the tone.

As any jay she light was, and jolif

So was hire Joty whistle welywette. Chatteer.

—To pay for one's whistle, or to pay dear

for one's whittle, to pay a high price for

something one fancies; to pay dearly for in

dulging one's whim, caprice, fancy, or the

like. The allusion is to a story of Benja

min Franklin's, in which he speaks of his

nephew setting his mind upon a common

whistle, and buying it for four times its real

value.

If a man likes to do it, he must fryfor his -whittle.

George Bitot.

Whistle-flBh (whisl-flsh). n [According to

Yarrell a corruption of weasel-fish, the name

of muttela (weasel) being given to this or

allied fishes among the Romans] A name

given to the sea loach or three -bearded

rankling (ifotella vulgaris), a fish of the cod

tribe found iu the British seas.

Whistler (whis'ler). n. 1. One who whistles.

2. A name for the green plover. * The screech-

owl and the whistler shrill.' J. Webster,

1623.—3. A species of marmot, the Arctotnyts

pruinosns.

Whistling - shop (whis'Ung-shopX n. A

spirit-shop. [Slang. J

' Hless your heart, sir." replied Job; 'a whistling-

shof. sir, is where they sell spirits." IHc&etu.

Whlstlyt (whist'liX atlr. Silently.

Whit (whit), n. [By metathesis from A. Sax.

wiht, a creature, a wight, a whit. See Wight.

This word is coutained in aught, naught]

The smallest part or particle imaginable; a

jot; a point; an iota; a tittle: used adverb

ially, and generally with a negative. 'She

no whit encumbered with her store.' Hil

ton. ' Every whit as great and extraordi

nary.' South.

So shall I no whit be behind. Shak.

It does not me a n/hit displease. Cowley.

White (whit), a. f A. Sax hwlt, D. wit, Icel.

hvitr, I)an. hvid, 8w. hvit, G. itYiss, Goth.

hoeitt; cog. Skr. cre'a, white, $oit, to shine;

akin wheat, which is so called from its colour.]

1. Being of the colour of pure snow; reflect

ing to the eye all the rays of the spectrum

combined; not tinged or tinted with any of

the proper colours or their compound*;

snowy: the opposite of black or dark ; as,

white, paper; a ichite skin— 2. Destitute of

colour in the cheeks, or of the tinge of blood

colour; pale; pallid; bloodless, as from fear

or cowardice. *To turn white and swoon at

tragic shows.' Shak. ' How many cowards

. . . luive livers white as milk.* Shak. ' Or

whispering with white lips— the foel they

come.' Byron. — 3. Having the colour of

purity; free from spot or guilt; pure; clean;

stainless. ' Calumny the whitest virtue

strikes.' Shak.

No whiter page than Addison's remains. Pope.

4. Gray, grayish-white, silvery, or hoary, as

from age, grief, fear. Ac. ' A head so old

and white as this.' Shak.

My hair is gray, but not with years,

Nor grew it white on a single night.

As men's have grown from sudden fears. Byron.

5.t Fair; specious.

Ye caused all this fare, . . . for all your worries

white. Chaucer.

6. Lucky; favourable: probably from white

having this meaning among the Romans.

On the whole the dominie reckoned this as one of

the white &i\y<, at his life. Sirlf'.Sivtt.

[Note. For a number of compounds formed

with trhite- as their first member, see below.

In a good many of these instances it is often

printed as a separate word. J

White (whit), n. 1- One of the natural colours

of bodies, but not strictly a colour, for it is

produced by the combination of all the pris

matic colours, mixed in the same propor

tions as they exist in the solar rays: the

colour of snow; the lightest colouring mat

ter or pigment, or the hue produced by

such.

My Nan shall be the queen of all the fairies.

Finely attired in a robe of white. S/uik.

2. Something or a part of something having

the colour of snow; specifically, (a) the cen

tral part in the butt in archery which was

formerly painted white: the centre or mark

at which an arrow or other missile is aimed.

Twas I won the wager, though you hit the white.

Shak.

(b) The albumen of an egg, or that pellucid

viscous fluid which surrounds the yolk; also,

the name given sometimes to the corres

ponding part of a seed, or the farinaceous

matter surrounding the embryo, (c) That

part of the ball of the eye surrounding the

iris or coloured part (d) A member of the

white race of mankind ; as, the despised

poor whites of the Southern United States.

White (whit), v.t. pret. A pp. whited; ppr.

whiting. To make white; to whiten; to

whitewash.

His raiment became shining, exceeding white as

snow, so as no fuller on earth can white them.

Mark tx. i.

Cod shall smite thee. Ihou whited wall. Ac. xxiii. j.

Whitet (whit), r.t. To grow white; to whiten.

Chaucer.

White-ant (whit'ant), n. A ncuropterous

insect of the family Termitidne. See Ter

mites.

Whlte-antlmony (whit'an-ti-mo-ni). Na

tive antimony tnoxide (SbjOX

Whlte-aroenic (whit'ar&en-ikj, n. Arsrni-

ous oxide (AM),).

White-ash (whlt'ash), n. An American tree,

the Fraxinus americana.

White-bait (whit'liat). n. A fish of the

genus Clupea, the C. alba, long rewarded a*

the fry of the shad. It abounds in the

Thames during spring and summer, and its

flesh is much prized by the Londoners, who

resort to Greenwich and bladewall to enjoy

Whitebait KClupea *lha\.

white-bait dinners. The white-bait la a small

fish attaining a length of 2 to 5 inches, is pale

silvery in colour with a greenish hue on the

back. It is not peculiar to the Thames, as

was formerly believed, as it occurs in the

Clyde, Forth, and H umber, and has also

been taken off the Isle of Wight. It has

become a custom for the members of the

English cabinet to assemble in some state

at Greenwich previous to the prorogation

of parliament in autumn to partake of a

white-bait dinner.

White-bay (wliitlin), n A tree o' the genns

Magnolia, the M. glauca. It grows in wet

ground in the eastern and some of the mid

dle states of North America. The bark and

seed-cones are used as tonics.

White -beam, White-beam-tree (wfatt'-

bem. whit'bem-tre), n. A tree of the genus

Pyrua, the P. Aria. It inhabits the rocks

of the west and north of England, where it

forms an ornamental tree. See PYBCS,

White-bear (whit'bar). n. The polar bear.

See Bear.

White-beard (whifberd). n. A man having

a white or gray beard; a graybeani; an old

man.

White-beards have armed their thin and !

tealpa

Against thy majesty. Shak.

Whlte-blaae (whit'blaz), n. Same as White-

fare.

White-bonnet (whit1>on-net), n, A ficti

tious bidder at sales by auction; a pufiVr

(which see).

White-bottle (whit'bot-1), n. A British

plant, StUne inftnta, also called Bladder-

campion. See SILENE.

Whlteboy (whit'boi), n. It An old term

of endearment applied to a favourite sun.

dependant, and the like; a darling. 'One

of God's white-boyt.' Banyan.

The pope was loath to adventure his dartirurs into

danger. Those whttttvys were to stay at horoe with

his Holiness, their tender rather. Futi*r.

2. A member of an illegal association formed

in Ireland about 1700. The association con

sisted of starving day labourers, evicted

farmers, and others in a like condition, who

used to assemble at nights to destroy the

property of harsh landlords or their agents,

the Protestant clergy, the tithe collector*, i-r

any others that had made themselves ob

noxious in the locality. In many cases they

did not confine their acts of aggression

merely to plunder and destruction, but even

went the length of murder-

The IVhUeboys \o styleJ themselves because charm*

their nocturnal excursions they c >vsred their usual

attire with white shirts. This tflsgute mm, uvd

principally to enable iliem, while M.ourwiK lhrnri;*i

the darkness, to rcc«vni.re each other. Tlie WJkiZr-

tvyt made war, ostensibly, against the uxactjo* of

tithes. r H*w*n

WhiteboyiBm(whit'boi-rfm), n. The prin

ciples or practice of the Whiteboya,

White-brant (whifbrantV n. tSee Bhaxt.

Brent-goose.) A species of the duck kind,

the Anas hyperborea.

White-bug (whit'bug). n. An insect of the

bug kind, which injures vines and some

other sneciea of fruit.

White -campion (whit-kam'pi on), n, A

plant of the genus Silene, the 5. tUilata.

White-cap (whit'kapX n 1. The tree spar

row or mountain sparrow, Pyrgita rnoiitana.

2. The horse-mushroom, Aoan'cu* aneusit

White-caterpillar (wuit'knt er-pil-lerX *•

The larva of the ma^pic-moth.

White-cedar (» hit'se-der). h. An American

tree of the genus Cupreasus, C. thyoides

Fate, far, fat, fall; me\ met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abune; J. St fry.
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Whitechapel-cart (whit'chap-el-kart), n.

[From being a style of vehicle originally

much used about Whitechapel in London.]

A light, two-wheeled spring cart, such as is

used by grocers, butchers, &c.. for deliver

ing goods to their customers. Often called

Chapel-cart

White -clover (whlt-kld'ver), n. A small

species of perennial clover, the Tri/olium

repent, bearing white flowers. See TBI-

rouum.

White-coat (whifkot), n. A seal-fisher's

name for the skin of a seal-calf, when such

skins weigh only 60 to 70 lbs. to the dozen.

White-copper (whit'kop-pfirX n. Same as

Packfoiuj and Tutenag.

White-crop (whifkropX n. A name given

by agriculturists to grain crops, as wheat,

barley, oats, and rye. which whiten or lose

their green colour as they ripen: in contra

distinction to green-crop, root-crop, &c.

White-ear (whlt'er), n. A bird, the fallow-

fracn or wheat-ear.

White-face (whit'fiis), n. A white mark in

the forehead of a horse, descending almost

to the nose.

White-faced (whlt'fast), a. 1. Having a

white or pale face, as from fear, illness, or

the like. —2. Having a white front or surface.

* That pale, that white-faced shore.' Shak.

White-favoured(whit-fa'v6rd), a. Wearing

white or marriage favours. 'The white-

favoured horses." Tennyson, [Rare.]

White-feather (whit-feTH'6r), n. The sym

bol of cowardice, a term introduced in days

when cock-fighting was in vogue. As a game

cock has no white feathers, a white feather

was a proof that a bird was not game.

Generally used in such phrases as to shoic

the white-feather, to have a whits-feather in

one's wing -to show cowardice, to behave

like a coward.

* He has a white-feather in his winjr thk same

Wcstbumflat after a ,' said Simon of H.ickburn, some

what scandalized by his ready surrender. * He'll

ne'er fill his father's boots.* Sir If. Scott,

White-film (whit'filmX n. A white film

growing over the eyes of sheep, and causing

blindness.

White-fish (whlt'fishX n. 1. A general name

for whitings and haddocks. — 2. A small

American fish, Alosa menhaden, caught in

immense quantities, and used for manuring

land on the southern border of Connecticut,

along the sound.—3. A fish of the salmon

family, belonging to the genus Coregonus,

C. mpulus, found in the lakes of North

America. See Corkgonus. — 4. The white-

whale or beluga. See Beluga.

Whiteflawt (whit'fla), n. A whitlow. Hol

land.

White-foot (whit'fut), n. A white mark on

the foot of a horse, between the fetlock and

the coffin.

White-friar (whlffri-er), n. A friar of the

Carmelite order, and so called from the

white cloaks worn by the brethren of the

order. See Carmelite.

White-gum (whit'gum), n. Strophulus al-

bidus, a species of gum-rash, in which the

pimples are small, hard, and whitish.

White -gunpowder (whit'gun-pou-d6r), n.

A blasting mixture composed of chlorate of

potash, dried ferrocyauide of potassium,

and sugar. It is now rarely used owing to

liability to explosion during manufacture,

transport, or the like.

White-handed (whit-hand'ed). a. l. Hav

ing white hands. Shak.—2. Having pnre,

unstained hands; not tainted with guilt.

Milton

White-heat (whifhet), n. That degree of

heat at which bodies become incandescent

and appear white from the bright glow

which they emit.

White-herring (whit-her'ing), n. The com

mon herring fresh or salted, but not smoked

for preservation: contradistinguished from

red-herring.

White-horehound (whlt-hor'hounil), n. A

plant of the genus Marrubium, M. vulgare.

See Horehouni>.

White-iron (whit-IVrn). n. Thin sheet-iron

covered with a coating of tin.

White-land (whinand), n. A tongh clayey

soil, of a whitish hue when dry, but black

ish after rain.

White-lead (whtt'led), n. A carbonate of

lead, much used in painting; ceruse. It is

prepared by exposing sheets of lead to the

fumes of an acid, usually vinegar, and sus

pending them until the surface becomes

incrusted with a white coat, which receives

several washings In vats, from which it is

lifted out in the state of a paste with wood

spoons, and laid on drying tables to prepare

it for the market When mixed with vary

ing quantities of ground sulphate of baryta

it is known as Venice White, Hamburg

White, Dutch White, Ac.

White-leather (whit-leTH'^r), n. Leather

tanued with alum and salt, a process which

does not discolour the hide or give it the

brown appearance due to tanning by oak-

bark, &c.

White-leg (whluleg), n. Phlegmasia dolens.

See under Phlegmasia.

White-lie (whit'li), «. A lie for which

some kind of excuse can be offered; a false

statement made in the interest of peace,

reconciliation, harmless sport, or the like;

a harmless or non-malicious falsehood.

I wish that word ' fib' was out of the English lan

guage; and white-tie drummed out after it.

ASiss Edgewcrth.

White-light (whinit), n. 1. In physics, the

name generally given to the fight which

comes directly from the sun, and which has

not been decomposed by refraction in pass

ing through a transparent prism. —2. A light

produced artificially, and used as signals,

Ac.

White-lily (whifli-li), n. A well-known

garden plant, the Lilium candidum. See

Lily.

White-lime (whlt'llm), n, A solution or

preparation of lime used for whitewashing;

a variety of whitewash.

White-limed (whit'limd), a. Whitewashed

or plastered with lime. Shak.

White-line (whlt'lin). n. In printing, a

void space, broader than usual, left between

lines. In Scotch printing-houses it is called

a Blank- line.

White-listed (whlt-list'ed), a. Having white

stripes or lists on a darker ground (the tree

in the quotation having been torn with

lightning).

He raised his eyes and saw

The tree that shone white-tisted through the gloom.

Tennyson.

White-livered (whitliv-Grd), a. [From an

old notion that feeble, pusillanimous per

sons had pale coloured or bloodless livers.

Compare Shakspere's 'How many cowards

. . . inward searcn'd, have livers white as

milk.'] Having a pale look; feeble; cow

ardly.

They need not be milk-sops nor white ■/rz-ered

knights. Latimer.

For Bardolph, he is white-livered and red-faced;

by the means whereof a' faces it out, but fights not.

Shak.

Whltelyt (whltli), adv. Like or coming

near to white; whitish. 'A whitely wanton

with a velvet brow.' Shak.

White-manganese (whit'mang-ga-nez), n.

An ore of manganese; carbonate of manga

nese.

White-meat (whit'met), n, j. Food made

of milk, butter, cheese, eggs, and the like.

' Countrymen which feed on white-meats

made of milk.' Camden.— 2. Certain delicate

flesh used for food, as poultry, rabbits, veal,

and the like. Simmonds.

White-metal (whit-met'al), n. 1. A general

name applied to any alloy in which zinc,

tin, nickel, or lead is used in such quantity

as to give it a white colour: Britannia-metal,

German silver, queen's metal, and pewter

are examples.—2. Any of the soft metals,

usually of a light colour, used for bearings

in machinery.

White-money (whit'mnn-i), n. Silver coin.

Whiten (wnU'n),t>. t. [ White, and verb-form

ing suffix -en,] To make white ; to bleach ;

to blanch; as, to whiten cloth. 'The broad

stream of the Foyle then whitened by vast

flocks of wild swans.' Macautay.

Whiten (whit'n). v i. To grow white; to turn

or become white; as, the hair whitens with

age; the sea whitens with foam. * Willows

whiten, aspens quiver.' Tennyson.

Whitener (whit'n-er), n. One who or that

which bleaches or makes white.

Whiteness (whit'nes), n. 1. The state of

being white; white colour, or freedom from

any darkness or obscurity on the surface.—

2. Want of a sanguineous tinge in the face;

paleness, as from sickness, terror, grief, or

the like.

Thou trcniblest. and the whiteness in thy cheek

Is apter than thy tonpue to tell thy errand. Shak.

3 Purity; cleanness; freedom from stain or

blemish.

He had kept

The whiteness of his soul, and thus men o'er him

wept. Byron.

He to whom she told her sins, or what

Her all but utter whiteness held for sin.

Spake often with him of the Holy Grail.

Tennyson.

Whitening (whlt'ning), n. 1. The act or

process of making white. —2.Whiting (which

see).

Whitening-stone (whlt'ning-stonX *■ A

sharpening and polishing Btone employed

by cutlers ; a name given in the Sheffield

district to a finishing grindstone of a f ner

texture than the common large ordinary

sandstones. Simmonds.

White-nun (whit'nun),n. The smew. See

Smew.

White-oak (whit'ok), n. A species of oak,

the Querents alba, a native of the Cnited

States of America and of parts of Canada.

White-pine (whit'piu), n. The Pinus Stro-

bus, one of the most valuable and interest

ing species of pines, common to Canada and

the northern parts of the United State*.

It is much used in domestic architecture.

See Pine.

White-poplar (whit-poplar), n. A tree of

the poplar kind, sometimes called theAbele-

tree; Populus alba. See POPLAR.

White-poppy (whit-pop'pi), n. A species

of poppy (Papaver torn n\ferum) cultivated

for the opium which is obtained from its

capsules. See Papaver.

White-pot (whit'pot), n. A kind of dish now

made of milk, sliced roll, eggs, Btigar, Ac,

baked in a pot or in a bowl placed in a

quick oven.

H'hitepct thick is my Buxomn's fare. Gay.

White -precipitate (whit-pre-sip'i-tat), n.

Chloramide of mercury (NHaHgCl), a com

pound obtained by adding caustic ammonia

to a solution of corrosive sublimate. It is

a white insoluble powder, much used in

medicine as an external application. It is

sometimes called white calyx of mercury.

White - pudding (whlt'pud-ing), n. i. A

pudding made of milk, eggs, flour, and but

ter.—2. A kind of sausage made in Scotland

of oatmeal mixed with suet, seasoned with

pepper and salt, and stuffed into a proper

intestine.

White-pyrites (whit-pi-rTtezor -pirlts), n.

An ore of a tin-white colour, passing into a

brass-yellow and steel-gray, occurring in

octahedral crystals, sometimes stalactitical

and botryoidaL It is a disulphide of iron,

FeSa.

White-rent (whH'rent), n. 1. In Devon

and Cornwall, a rent or duty of Sd., payable

yearly by every tinner to the Duke of Corn

wall, as lord of the soil.— 2. A kind of rent

paid in silver or white money.

White-rope (whit'rop), n. Rope not satur

ated with tar; untarred rope.

White-rot (whit'rot), n. (From being er

roneously supposed to cause rot in the ani

mals that feed on it] A British plant of

the genus Hydrocotyle, H. vulgaris, called

also Marsh-pennywort. See HYDROCOTYLE.

Whites (whits), n.pl. 1. Same as Leucorrha-a

2. A superior kind of flour made from white

wheat — 3. Cloth goods of a plain white

colour. 'Long cloths for the Turkey trade,

called Salisbury whites.' Defoe,— A. White

garments. 'That the dean of our chapel . . .

come duly thither to prayers ... in his

whites.' Heylin.

White-salt ( whit'salt ), n. Salt dried and

calcined; decrepitated salt

White-shark (whit'shark), n, A species of

shark, Carcharias vulgaris. See SHARK.

Whitesmith (whit'smith),«. 1. A tinsmith.

2. A worker in iron who finishes or polishes

the work, in distinction from those who

forge it.

White-spruce (whit'sprtis), n. A species of

spruce, Abies alba. See Sl'RtCE.

Whitespur (whit'sper), n. In chivalry, a

title given to a certain class of esquires,

from the spurs which they wore at their

creation.

White-squall ( whlt'skwal ), n. A violent

and dangerous gust of wind which occurs in

or near the tropics, without having its ap

proach indicated by clouds, but accompanied

with white broken water on the surface of

the Bea, which is torn up by the violence of

the wind.

Whitester (whit'ster), n. A bleacher; a

whftster. [Local]

Whitestone (wlnt'ston), n. A variety of

granite composed essentially of felspar, but

containing mica and other minerals. It is

the weiss-stein of Werner, and the eurite of

French geologists.

White-swelling (whit'swel-ing). n. A pop-

ular name for all severe diseases of the

ch, o/iaiu; Ch, Sc. \och\ g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng. sing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, wAig; sh, azure.— See KEY.
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joints which are the result of chronic inflam

mation in the bones, cartilages, or mem

branes constituting the joint Among the

diseases known under this name are: (a)

acute or chrouic inflammation of the syno

vial membrane; (b) pulpy thickening of the

synovial membrane ; (c) ulceration of the

cartilages; (rf) scrofulous diseases of the

joints beginning in the bones. They may

arise as effects of phlebitis, gout, rheuma

tism, syphilis, scrofula, or mercury. The

knee, ankle, wrist, and elbow are the joints

most subject to white-swellings.

White-tall (whit'tal), n. A bird, the wheat-

ear. See Wheat-ear.

White-thorn (whit'thorn), n. The common

hawthorn, CraUxgu* Oxyacantha. See Haw

thorn.

White-throat (whit'thr6t),n. A small sing

ing bird belonging to the family of warblers.

The common white-throat {Sylvia undata)

attains a length of 5 inches, is of a reddish-

brown colour above, brownish-white below,

the throat being pure white. It frequents

gardens and hedges, and is a regular summer

visitor to the British Islands, arriving about

the middle of April and departing in autumn.

Some of its notes are harsh, others are pleas

ing; but It is said to Bing very melodiously

in captivity. The lesser white-throat is the

Sylvia curruea, which is dark-gray above

and white below. It also is a summer visi

tor to Britain.

White-vitriol (whit'vit-ri-ol), n. The old

name for sulphate of zinc, employed in

medicine as an emetic aud tonic. See

Zinc.

Whitewash (whit'wosh), «. A wash or

liquid composition for whitening something;

as, (a) a wash for making the skin fair.

The clergy . . . were very much.taken up in re

forming the female world; I have heard a whole

sermon against a whitewash. Addison.

(6) A composition of lime and water, or of

whiting, size, and water, used for whitening

the plaster of walls, ceilings, Ac

The plasterer . . . obliterated, by his whitewash,

all the smoky memorials which former tenants had

left upon the ceiling. Johnson.

Whitewash (whit'wosh), v.t. 1. To cover

with a white liquid composition, as with

lime and water, sc.—2. To make white ; to

give a fair external appearance to; to clear

from imputations; to restore the reputation

of.

Whitewash him, whitewash him ; Party, they say.

Can wash the foulest stains away. Praea.

3 To clear an insolvent or bankrupt of the

debts he oweB by a judicial process. [Col-

loo.l

Whitewasher (whit'wosh-er), n. One who

whitewashes the walls or ceilings of apart

ments.

White-water (whlt'wa-ter), n. A disease of

sheep of a dangerous kind.

White-wax (whit'waka), n. Bleached bees'-

wax.

White-weed (whit'wed), n. [From the col

our of its flowers. ] A name sometimes given

to the ox-eye daisy, a composite plant of the

genus Chrysanthemum (C heucanthemum).

White-Whale (whit'whal). Same as White-

fish, 4.

White-Willow (whit'wiMd), n. A British

tree of the genus Salix, the S. alba. See

Willow.

White-Wine (whit'win), n. Any wine of a

clear transparent colour, bordering on white,

as Madeira, Sherry, &c. : opposed to wine of

a deep red colour, as Port and Burgundy.

White-witch (whit'wich), n. A wizard or

witch of a beneficent or good-natured dispo

sition.

The common people call him a wizard, a white-

witch, a conjuror, a cunning man. Addison.

Her qualifications as white-witch were boundless

cunning, equally boundlessgood-nature, considerable

knowledge of human weaknesses, some mesmeric

power, some skill in 'yarbs,' as she called her sim

ples, &c. Kingslty.

Whlte-WOOd (whit'wud), n. A name applied

to a large number of trees, as Tilia ameri-

cana, Liriodendron tulipifera, Ac.

Whitflawt (whit'fla), n. [See Whitlow.]

Whitlow. 'The naila fain off by whitjlaws.'

Herrick.

Whither (whiTH'er), adv. [O.E. whider,

A Sax. hwyder, hwider, whither, from the

stem of who, what, and locative suffix -ther.

of the same origin as the Skr. compar. suffix

■ tar; closely akin to whether. Comp. thither.]

1. To what place: used interrogatively.

Il'hither away so fast? Shat,

I stmy'd, I knew not whither Afiitcn.

[In the latter quotation used as the indirect

interrogative. ]

2. To which place: used relatively.

Whither when as they came, they fell at words.

S/enser.

Then they fled

Into this abbey whither we pursued them. Shah.

3.t To what point or degree.

Whither at length wilt thou abuse our patience?

B. jfonsoit.

[This is a literal translation of Cicero's well-

known ' Quousque tandem abuterepatientia

nostra?' addressed to Catiline.]—4. t Whi

thersoever.

Thou shalt let her go whither she will.

Deut. xxi. 14.
A fool go with thy soul ■whither it goes 1 Hhak.

Where has now to a considerable extent

taken the place of whither; thus, it would

seem rather affected to say ' wh ither are you

going?' instead of 'where are you going?'

Whither is still used, however, in the more

elevated or serious style, or when precision

is required.

Whithersoever (whiTU'er-so ev-er),ad>. To

whatever place.

Master, I will follow thee whithersoever thou goest.

Mat. viii. to.

Whitherward t (whiTU'er-werd), adv. To

wards which place. Chaucer.

Whiting (whit'ing), «. [from white. In

meaning 1 with dim. term, -ing; in 2 with

term, of verbal noun.] 1. A well-known fish

belonging to the Gadidse or cod tribe, and

genus Merlangus, if. vulgaris. It abounds

on all the British coasts, and comes in large

shoals towards the shore in January and

February. It exceeds all the other fishes of

its tribe in its delicacy and lightness as an

Whiting (Merlangus vulgaris).

article of food. It 1b readily distinguished

from the tod. haddock, and bib by the ab

sence of the barbule on the chin, the under

jaw is shorter than the upper, there is a

black Bpot at the base of the first ray of the

pectorals, and the tail is even at the end.

It does not usually exceed 1J lb. in weight.

2. Fine chalk pulverized and freed from all

impurities by elutriation ; used in white

washing, distemper painting, for cleaning

plate, &c

When you clean your plate, leave the whiting to

be plainly seen in all the chinks. Swt/i.

Whiting-mop t (whlt'ing-iuop). ?i. 1. A

young whiting.

They will swim you their measures, like whiting-

mo/s, as if their feet were fins. beau. & Ft.

2. Fig. a fair lass; a pretty girl.

I have a stom.ich, and could content myself

With this pretty whiting-mop. Masstngtr.

Whiting-pollack (whit'ing-pol'ak), n. Same

as Pollack.

Whiting-pout (whit'ing-pout), n. A British

fish of the cod family (Gad ida:) and genus

Morrhua, M. lusca. The body is white, the

length about a foot. It has the first element

In its name from a dark spot at the origin

of the pectoral fin. in which it resembles

the whiting, owing the second element pout

to a power it possesses of inflating a mem

brane which covers the eyes and other parts

of the head. Called also Bib.

Whiting-time t (whit'ing-tim), n. Bleach-

ing-time. Shak.

Whitish (whit'ish), ft. Somewhat white;

white in a moderate degree. Boyle.

Whltishness (whit'iBh-neB), n. The quality

of being somewhat white. Boyle.

Whitleather (whit'leTH-er), n. 1. Leather

dressed with alum; white leather— 2. A

whitish, broad, tough, elastic ligament on

the back of the neck of grazing animals

which supports the head; pax-wax.

Whitling (whit'ling). rv The young of the

bull-trout. [Scotch.]

Whitlow (whit'lo), n, [A corruption of

ichickjiaw for auick-Jlaw, lit. a Jlaw or sore

of the quick. The forms ichickjiaw and whit-

ttaw both occur in old aud provincial Eng

lish.] 1. In ram. paronychia, a swelling or

inflammation about the naila or ends of the

fingers, or affecting one or more of the pha

langes of the fingers, generally terminating

in an abscess. There are four or five varie

ties of this swelling, according to the tex

ture primarily attacked. Should the skin

be the primary seat of the innamniation

vesicles appear, which soon discharge pus,

giving rapid relief. Should the cellular or

connective tissue beneath the skin or under

the nail be affected, there is a painful feeling

of tenseness and throbbing of the part, often

accompanied by febrile disturbance until

pus cau be evacuated, which should be done

by incision as soon as the presence and seat

of the disease has been discovered. The

most dangerous form of whitlow ocean,

however, when the tendonsand theirsheath*

or the periosteum are affected. In this form

suppuration may extend above the wrist,

and may occasion the loss of the finger, the

hand, and may seriously, iu some rare case

fatally, affect the health of the patient.—

1. An inflammatory disease of the feet in

sheep. It occurs round the hoof, where an

acrid matter is collected, which ought to be

discharged.

Whitlow-grass (whitlo gnu), n. The com
mon name of a British plant, I>raba 1. ■.> nn

See Draba.

Whit-Monday (whit-muu'da), n. The Mon

day following Whitsunday. In England it

is generally observed as a holiday. Called

also M 'hit -mi Monday.

Whitret (whit'ret), u. [Probably from Icel

/•"</(/). quick, bold, active, and rati, mean

ing properly a traveller, and appearing in

the Icelandic name of the squirrel—rata-

tbskr,] The Scotch name for the weasel

Whltsont (whit'sun) Same as H ',,•■. ■•■

Whitsour (whit'sour), n. A sort of apple.

Whitstert (whit'ater), n. A whitener; a

bleacher.

Cirry it among the whitsters in Datchet mead.

SJktM

My wife and maids being gone over the water to

the whitsters with their clothes, this being the bra

time of her trying this way of washing her linen.

f*fy*

WhitBUlt (whit'sul), n. [White, and old

mooI, soul, something eaten with bread.] A

local name of a dish composed of milk, sour

milk, cheese, curds, aud butter. /.-..-'.

Carexe.

Whitsun (whit'sun), a. (Shortened from

WhiUunday.] Pertaining, relating, or be

longing to Whitsuntide; observed at Whit

suntide : generally used in composition,

and formerly sometimes spelled. Whitso*

— Whitsun Monday, Tuesday. cVc, the Mon

day. Tuesday, Ac, following Whitsunday

or falling in Whitsun-week

Whitsun-ale(whit'sun-al). (From h ),.>.-. ,.

and ale, a feast. ] A festival formerly held at

Whitsuntide by the inhabitants of the various

parishes, who met generally in or near a

large barn In the vicinity of the church, con

sumed much solid provisions, drank much

ale, and engaged in various games and

sports.

Whitsunday (whit -sun 'da), n. [A. Sax

hwlta tntnnatvdeeg, lit white Sunday. So

Icel. hoitasimnu-dagr, Whitsunday. hrita

daga, 'whitedaya,' Whitsun-week The name

was given, it appears, because Pentecost

was formerly in the northern churches a

great season for christenings, inwhich white:

robes are a promiuent feature.] 1. The

seventh Sunday after Easter; a festival of

the church in commemoration of the descent

of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost.

2. In Scotland, the name given to one of the

term-days (May 15. or May 26. Old Style) on

which rents, annuities, ministers' stipends,

etc., are paid, servants are engaged and paid,

and the like. The Whitsunday removal term

in the towns is now legally fixed for the 2sth

May.

Whitsun-farthings (whit'Buu-far-THingxX

u. pi. PeiitecoBtals (which secX

Whitsun-lady (whit'sun-Ia-di), n. The

leading female character in the ancient

merrymakings at Whitsuntide.

Whitsun-lord(whit'sun-lordX« Themaster

of the revels at the ancient Whitsuntide

festivities. ' Antique proverbs, drawn from

Whitmtn-lords.' ii. .>■>■■>

Whitsuntide (whit'sun-tid), n. [Whiu

and tuie, time, season.] The English name

for the season of Pentecost, comprehend

ing the entire octave or the week which

follows Pentecost Sundsy: the term beairg

now, however, more strictly applied to the

Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday of that week

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abrtne; y, &c. fey.
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Many festive observances and celebrations

were formerly practised at this season in

England and other Protestant countries,

only traces of which can now be said to exist

See WHlTSL'N-ALE.

Whittaw,Wnit-tawer(whit'ta, whit'ta-er),

n. [Whit for whit*, and taw, tawer (which

see). ] A worker in white leather; a saddler.

'The whittaw, otherwise saddler.' George

Sliot. [Provincial English.]

Whitten (whit'n), n. [Probably from while.

The name may properly belong to Viburnum

Opulus, also called Snow-ball tree. ] The way

faring tree ( Viburnum Lantana). Halliwell.

[Provincial English]

Whittle-whattte (whet'i-whafi), n. [A re

duplicated form, based on wheet-wheet, an

imitation of the piping note uttered by birds

when fondling each other. ] [ Scotch. ]

1. Vague, shuffling, or cajoling language.—

2. A person who employs cajolery or other

deceptive means to gain an end.

Whittle -Whittle (whefi-what'i), v.i.

[Scotch.] To waste time by vague, cajoling

language ; to talk frivolously; to shilly-shally.

Sir W. Scott.

Whittle (whit'l), ii [O E thwitel, dim. from

A. Sax. thwttan, to cut; O.E. and Sc. white,

to cut wood with a knife] A knife: rarely

now used except in provincial English or

Scotch. * Not a whittle in the unruly camp.'

Shale. ' A very dull whittle may cut' Bp.

Rail. ' A butcher's whittle.' Dryden.

Whittle (whit'l), v.t. pret. A pp. whittled;

ppr. whittling. 1. To cut or dress with a

knife —2. t To edge; to sharpen.

Whittle (whit'l), n. [A. Sax. hwiUl. a blan

ket, a white mantle, from hwlt, white; Icel.

hnltill, a white bedcover] A double blan

ket worn by west-country women in Eng

land, over the shoulders, like a cloak. [Old

and provincial English.]

Whittled (whit'ld). a. [Compare the modern

slang term cut) Affected with liquor; tipsy;

drunk. [Old and provincial English]

When men are well whittled their touni*s run at

random. Withals.

Whlttle-shawl (whit'l-shal). n. A One ker

seymere shawl bordered with fringes.

Whitworth-ball (whit'werth-bal), n. A

projectile invented by Sir J. Whitworth for

rifled firearms, whether great or small. It

is an elongated cylinder, terminating in a

pointed cone, its length being 3i times its

diameter, and made to fit accurately the

bore of the guns.

Whitworth-glin (whit'werth-gun), n. A

rifled firearm, whether great or small, hav

ing a hexagonal bore, with a twist more

rapid than usual, invented by Sir J. Whit

worth.

Whity-brown (whit'i-broun), o. Of a colour

between white and brown; as, whity-brown

paper.

Whiz (whiz), r. i. pret. * pp. whizzed; ppr.

whizzing. [An imitative word; comp. wheeze,

whistle, whir, Ac] To make a humming or

hissing sound, like an arrow or ball flying

through the air.

The exhalations whissingin the air

Give so much light that I may read by them, Sti.it.

It flew, and whizsting cut the liquid way. Dryden.

Whiz (whiz), ii. A sound between hissing

and humming.

Hvery soul it passed me by

Like the whiz of my cross-bow. Coleridge.

Wnizzingly (whiz'ing-li), adv. With a

whizzing sound.

Who (hO), pron. relative. [A. Sax. hwd, who,

masc. and fern., wheet, what, neut. ; always

an interrogative; genit. hwces, dat. hw&m,

instrumental hwi; Icel. hver, heat, Dan. hvo,

head, Sw. hvem, who, whom, hvad, what;

D wie, wat, 0. icer, was, Goth, ftt'fljt, hvo,

hva, hvata; cog. Lith. andO.Prus. lean. Rus.

hoi, L. qui, Or. kos, pos, W. pwy. Gael, and Ir.

co. Per. ki. Skr. kas—who. 'Whose, whom,

are found as relatives about the end of the

twelfth century; ' but who not until the four

teenth century, and was not iu common

use before the sixteenth century.' Dr. Mor

ris. In genuine idiomatic Scotch who or

wha (including also the possessive mid ob

jective) is still only an interrogative, that

or 'at being the relative. Akin are when,

where, whither, which, Ac] A relative and

interrogative pronoun always used substan

tively (that is, not Joined with a noun), and

with relation to a person or persons. It

remains nninfiected for number, but has the

form whom for tlte objective and whose for

the possessive. {Whose is also used for the

possessive of which or that used as a rela

tive.) (a) Used interrogatively who =

or which person or persons?

Who hath woe! who hath sorrow? who hath con

tentions! p,ov. mil so.

Whom have I in heaven but thee! Ps. lxxiii. 25.

In such a sentence as, I do not know who

you are. who is the indirect or dependent

interrogative. (6) Used relatively = that

I sought him whom my soul loveth. Cant. Ui. :.

Happy the man, and happy he alone.

He who can call to-day his own. Dryden.

(c) Sometimes used elliptically for he, they,

or those, who or whom.

Who talks much must talk in vain. Gay.

Whom the gods love die young. Byron.

—As who should say, as one who should

say; as if he should say.

He wistly look'd on ine

As who should say ' I would thou wert the man.'

Shak.

— Who, Which, That. These agree in being re

latives, who being used for persons, which for

things, and that being used indifferently for

either. Who and which have well-defined

different uses; (o) they connect two co-or

dinate sentences; as, I met a policeman who

showed me the way ; I studied geometry

which I found useful. Each of these sentences

could be turned into two propositions gram

matically, as well as logically, independent:

I met a policeman and he snowed me the

way; I studied geometry and it I found

useful. Another use of the same nature is

when the second clause is of the kind termed

adverbial, where we may still resolve icAo

and which into a personal or demonstrative

pronoun and a conjunction; as, why should

we condemn James who (/or he, seeing that

he) is innocent! why should we study

phrenology which (seeing that it) is profitless?

(0) They are often used to introduce subor

dinate or adjectival clauses, which serve to

define or explain a noun regarding which a

statement is made in the principal clause; as,

I saw the man who first taught me to swim;

the house which he built still stands. Now,

in these latter uses, who and which cannot

be turned into and he, and it The follow

ing sentence, standing alone, is ambiguous:

' I re-read the book which gave me much

pleasure.' This may mean either that the

re-reading gave much pleasure, and In that

case the sentence consists of two co-ordinate

sentences and belongs to section (a), or it

may mean I re-read the book which when

formerly read gave me much pleasure. In

the latter case the second clause limits or

explains the object of the first and belongs

to section (6). To remove such ambiguity,

and the unpleasant effect arising from the

too frequent use of who and which. It has

been proposed by some grammarians (es

pecially Professor Bain) always to employ

that and not who or which, when the relative

is used to introduce a restrictive or adjec

tival clause, and instead of saying ' the man

who hath no music in himself ... is fit for

treasons, Ac ," they are the books . . . which

nourish all the world,' to say, as Shakspere

says. ' the man that hath, Ac ' ' they are the

books . . . that nourish, Ac, reserving who

and which for Buch cases as are noticed

under section (a). See also That.

Whoa (who'a), exclam. Stop ! stand still I

Whobubt (whfl'bub), n. Hubbub; uproar.

Whoever (ho-ev'er), pron. Any one without

exception; any person whatever; no matter

who.

Whoever bound him. I will loose his bonds. Shah.

Whole (hoi), a. [0. E. hoi, hool (the w being

a result of erroneous spelling, as in whore),

A. Sax. hdl, whole, well, sound, safe; D. heel,

Icel. heill, Q. heil, Goth, hails, healthy,

sound, whole. Cog. with Gr. talos, beauti

ful, and Skr. kaljas, sound, healthy. Uoly,

wholly, wholesome are derivatives; halt is a

doublet, of Scandinavian origin ; akin also

heal, healthy] 1. In a healthy state; sound;

well; also, restored to a sound state; healed.

They that be whole need not a physician.

Mat. ix. 13.

Thy faith hath made thee whole; go in peace, and

be whole of thy plague. Mark v. 34.

A soul

So full of summer warmth, so glad.

So healthy, sound, and clear, and whole.

Tennyson.

2. Unimpaired; uninjured.

My life is yet whole in me. z Sam. 1. 9.

Yet all goes well, yet all our joints are whole.

Shak.

3. Not broken or fractured; as, the dish is

still whole. —4. Not defective or imperfect;

what having all its parts; entire; complete; in

tegral.

O, Stephano, hast any more of this!—The whole

butt, man. shak.

5. Containing the total amount or number,

or the like; comprising all parts, units, Ac,

that make up an aggregate; all the ; total;

a whole city; a whole army; the whole earth;

the whole duty of man. • The whole race of

mankind.' Shak.

One touch of nature makes die whole world kin.

— Whole blood, in law, blood in descent

which is derived from the same pair of an

cestors. — Whole number, an integer, as op

posed to a fraction. — Whole, Entire, Com

plete, Total. See Complete.

Whole (hoi), n. 1. An entire thing; a thing

complete in itself; the entire or total as

semblage of parts; all of a thing without

defect or exception. 'All various, each a

perfect whole. ' Tennyson.

'Tis not the whole of life to live.

Nor all of death to die.

ynmeJ Montgomery.

2. A complete system; a regular combina

tion of parts.

All are but pans of one stupendous whole.

Whose body Nature is, and God the soul. Pope.

— Upon the whole, all circumstances being

considered or balanced against each other;

upon a review of the whole matter.

Upon the whole, 1 do not know but he is most for

tunate who engages in the whirl through ambition,

however tormenting. w. Irving.

—Syn. Totality, total, entirety, amount, ag

gregate, gross.

Whole-hoofed (hSlTioft), a. Having an un

divided hoof; solidungulate.

Whole-length (ndrlength), o. 1. Extending

from end to end. —2. Full length; as.awnofr-

length portrait.

Whole-length (hollength), n. A portrait

or statue exhibiting the whole figure.

Wholeness (hoi'nes), n. The state of being

whole, complete, entire, or sound ; entire-

ness; totality; completeness.

Wholesale (hol'sal), n. Sale of goods by

the piece or large quantity, as distinguished

from retail—By wholesale, in the mass; in

gross ; in great quantities ; hence, without

due discrimination or distinction.

Some from vanity or envy, despise a valuable hook,

and throw contempt upon it by wholesale. Watts. '

Wholesale (hol'sal). a. 1. Buying and sell

ing by the piece or quantity; as, a wholesale

merchant or dealer.—2. Pertaining to the

trade by the piece or quantity; as, the whole

sale price—3. Fig. in great quantities; ex

tensive and indiscriminate; as, wholesale

slaughter.

Wholesome (hol'sum), a. [ Whole, and affix

-some (which see). ] 1. Tending to promote

health; favouring health; healthful; salu

brious ; as, wholesome air or diet; a whole

some climate. 'The most wholesome physic'

Shak, ' An agreeable and wholesome variety

of food.' Adam Smith— 2. Contributing to

the health of the mind ; favourable to morals,

religion, or prosperity; sound; salutary; as,'

wholesome: advice; wholesome doctrines;

wholesome truthB.

A wholesome tongue is a tree of life. Prov. xv. 4.

I cannot make you a wholesome answer. ShaJb.

A wholesome suspicion began to be entertained of

■lira"- Sir W. Scott.

3. t Healthy : whole ; sound. ' Like a mil

dewed air, blasting his wholesome brother '

Shak.

Wholesomely (hol'sum-li), adv In a whole

some or salutary manner; healthfully.

Wholesomeness ( hol'sum-nes), n. 1. The

quality of being wholesome or of contribut

ing to health; salubrity; as, the wholesome-

ness of air or diet— 2. Salutariness ; con-

dnclveness to the health of the mind or of

the body politic ; as, the wholesomeness of

doctrines or lawB.

Wholly (holli), adv. [For whole-ly. See

Whole.] 1. Entirely; completely; perfectly.

'Nor wholly overcome, nor wholly yield.'

I>rydcn.

Sleep hath seized me wholly. Shale.

2. Totally; fully; exclusively.

They employed themselves wholly in domestic life.

Addison.

Whom (hom), pron. The objective (origin

ally dative) of who. See Who.

Whomle (wbom'l), v.t. To overturn; to

whelm. [Scotch.]

Whomsoever (hom-so-ev'er), pron. Objec

tive of whosoever.

With whomsoever thou findest thv (joorls. let him

am live. Gen xxxi. 32.

ch. caain; 6h. Sc. locA; g, go; j. job; ii, Fr. ton; ng. ting; th, <Aen; th, thin; w, icig; wh, whig; zh, azure -See Key.
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WhOODUbt (hb'bub). For Hubbub. Shale.

Whoop (whop), v. i. [Same as hoop, to shout,

and perhaps from Fr. houper, to whoop or

call; but as it is no doubt an imitative word

it may be of native origin ; eomp. hoot. Hence

hooping- or whooping-cough.] To about with

a loud, clear voice; to call out loudly, as in

excitement; to halloo; to hoot, as an owl.

. 'That admiration did not whoop at them.'

Shak.' 'Satyrs that . . . run whooping to

the hills.' Drayton.

The owlet whoofs to the wolf below. Coleridge.

Whoop (whop), v.t To insult with shouts.

1 should be hiss'd

And ivftoofitd in hell for th.it ingratitude. Drydtn.

Whoop (whop), n. A cry of excitement, en

couragement, enthusiasm, vengeance, ter

ror, or the like.

A fox crossing the road, drew off a considerable

portion of the detachment, who clapped spurs to their

horses and pursued him with whoops and halloo*.

Addison.

Whoop (whbpX «- The bird called Hoopoe.

[ Local. ]

Whooping-cough (whbp'ing-kof). See

Hooping-cough.

Whoot (whbt), v.i. The same as Boot (which

see).

The sea was heard around n waste to howl.

The night-wolf :iuswered to the it/hooting owl,

And all was wretched. CraMe.

Whoott (whbt), v.t To insult with hooting

or shouts.

The man, who shews his heart,

Is whooted for his nudities. Yt/ung.

Whop (whop), v.t. (Also written Whap.Wap,

with similar meanings; perhaps akin to

whip, or connected with awhape. Wap, to

bent, is met within the fourteenth century.]

To Btrike; to beat. [Colloq. or slang]

Then I'll whop yer when I yet in. Dickens.

Whop (whop), pi. See Wiiap.

Whop ( whop ), n. A heavy blow; a sudden

fall. [Colloq. or slang.]

Whopper (whop'er), n. [It is customary to

associate the idea of greatness or size with

that of a blow, especially a heavy blow,

probably because a blow impresses one

deeply. Thus a striking likeness is an im

pressive likeness. Comp. tvhacker, thumper,

swinging.) 1. One who whops.— 2. Anything

uncommonly large: applied particularly to

a monstrous lie. T. Hughes. [Slang or

colloq.]

Whopping (whop'ing), a. [See Whopper,

and comp. thumping, thundering, and the

like.] Very large; thumping; as, a whop

ping big trout. [Slang or colloq.]

Whore (h6r), n. [A. Sax. hAr-cwene, a whore-

woman, a whore-quean, on adulteress, a

whore; Icel. h6ra, a whore, an adulteress;

Adrr, an adulterer; Dan. hore, D. hoer, O.

hure, a whore ; Goth, hors, an adulterer;

probably from same root as L. cams, dear;

Skr. kdma, love. The w does not properly

belong to the word, but has intruded as in

whole.] 1. A woman who prostitutes her

body for hire; a harlot; a courtezan; a proB-

titute; a strumpet.

Do not marry me to a whore. Shak.

2. A woman of gross nnchastity or lewdness;

an adulteress or fornicatress. Shak.

Whore (hor), v.i. pret. & pp. whored; ppr.

whoring. To have unlawful sexual commerce ;

to practise lewdness. Shak.

Whore (hbr). v.t. To corrupt by lewd inter

course. ' Whored my mother.' Slink.

Have I whored your wi/ef Congreve,

Whoredom (hor'dum), n. 1. Fornication;

practice of unlawful commerce with the

other sex. It is applied to either sex, and

to any kind of illicit commerce.—2. In Scrip.

the desertion of the worship of the true

God for the worship of idols ; idolatry.

O Ephraim.thou committest whoredom, and Israel

is denied : they will not frame their doings to rum

unto their God. Hos. v. 34.

Whoremaster (hbr'mas-ter), n. 1. One who

keeps or procures whores for others; a pimp;

a procurer.—2. One who practises lewdness.

Shak.

Whoremasterly (hor'mns-ter-li),a. Having

the character of a whoremaster; libidinous.

Shak.

Whoremonger (hor'mung-ger). 11. One who

has to do with whores; a fornicator; a

whoremaster; a lecher. Heb. xiii. 4,

Whoreson (hoVsun), n. A bastard: a word

nearly obsolete, used generally in contempt,

or in coarse familiarity, and without exact

ness of meaning.

Well said ; a merry whoreson! Shtik.

Froe was a sly whoreson, the reverse of lohn.

Arbuthnot.

Whorls.

The woodcut

Whoresont (hor'sun), « Bastard-like; mean;

scurvy: used in contempt, dislike, or fa

miliarity, and applied to persons or tilings.

1 A whoreson cold, sir; a cough, sir.' Shak.

* These same whoreson devils.' Shak.

Whorish (hor'ish), a. Addicted to unlawful

sexual pleasures; incontinent; lewd; un

chaste. Shak.

Whorishly (hor'ish-ll), adv. In a whorish or

lewd manner.

Whorishness (hbr'iBh-nes), n. The charac

ter of being whorish ; the character of a

lewd woman.

Whorl (whorl), n. [A form of whirl, which

is also used in same sense. See Whirl. ]

1. In bot. a ring of orgaus all on the same

plane ; a verticil. Every

complete flower is exter

nally formed of two whorls

of leaves, constituting the

floral envelope or perianth;

and internally of other two

whorls of organs, constitut

ing the organ* of fructifica

tion, Tho term whorl by

itself is generally applied

to an arrangement of more

leaves than two around a

common centre, upon the

same plane with each other,

shows two whorls of leaves on part of the

stem of common goose-grass (Galium Apa-

rine).—2. A volution or turn of the spire of

a univalve shell.

See what a lovely shell . . .

Made so fairly well,

With delicate spire and whorl. Tennyson.

3. The fly of a spindle, generally made of

wood, sometimes of hard stone. Spelled

also Thworl.

Whorled(whorld),a. Furnishedwith whorls;

verticillate.

Whorler (whorl'er), n, A potter's wheel.

Simmonds.

Whort (whort), n. The fruit of the whortle

berry or the shrub itself.

Whortle (whor'tl), n. Same as Whortle

berry.

He . . , (rot off and looked ahead of him from be

hind a tump of whorttts. .R. D. Blackmort .

Whortleberry ( whor'tl-be-ri ), n. [ From

A. Sax. wyrtil, a small shrub, dim. of wort,

a wort SkeaL See Wort] The common

name of several species of plants of the

genus Vaccinium, especially V. MyrtUlut,

and also of the fruit See VACCINIUM.

Whose (hbz). pron. The possessive or geni

tive case of who or which: applied to persons

or things; as, the person whose merits are

known; the garment whose colour is ad

mired.

That forbidden tree, -whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world. Milton.

Whosesoever (hbi-eo-ev'er). pron. Of what

ever person; the possessive or genitive case

of whosoever. John xx. 23.

Whoso (hb'sS), pron. Whosoever; who

ever.

Their lore

Lies in their purses, and whoso empties them

By so much nils their hearts with deadly hate.

Shak.

Whosoever (hd-so-ev'er), pron. Whoever;

whatever person; any person whatever that

Whosoever will, let him take of the water of life

freely. Kev. x*ii. 17.

Whot.t Whott.t a. For Hot. Spenser

Whummle (whural), v.t. [See Whexmle,

Whelm.] To whelm; to turu over; to turn

upside-down. [Scotch. ]

Whummle (whum'l), n. An overturning;

an overthrow. [Scotch.)

Nae doubt—it's an awfu' whummle-—and for ane

that held his head sac high too. Sir IV. Scott.

Whur (wher), v.i. pret. & pp. whurred; ppr.

whurrtng. [Same as Whir.] 1. To make a

whirring sound; to make a rough sound like

one who pronounces the letter r with too

much force; to birr. —2. To growl or snarl

like a dog. Halliwell.

Whur (wher), n. I. The sound of a body

moving through the air with velocity. See

WHIR.—8.1 A driving or pressing forward

in haste; hurry. UdaU.

Whurryt (wheVrtt, v. t. To move with haste;

to whisk along quickly; to hurry. Vicars.

WhUXt (whert), ». A whortleberry or bil

berry. See Whort.

Why (whl), adv. [A. Sax. hwi, hwjj, the in

strumental case of hwd, who. How is a form

of the same word.] 1. For what cause, rea

son, or purpose; wherefore: interrogatively.

Turn ye, turn ye, ... for why will ye dieT

Ezcle, xxxiii. 11.

Why speaks my father so ungcntlyt Shak.

In such sentences as, I know not why, why

is the indirect or dependent interrogative.

I was dtsoatch'd for their defence and guard ;

And listen why; for I will tell you now. J/*ttwr.

2. For which reason or cause; for what or

which: used relatively.

My sword is drawn.—Then let it do at onee

The thing why thou hast drawn it. MusJt.

No ground of enmity.

Why he should mean me ill. Afiltmn.

—Why to, for what reason; wherefore. 'And

why so, my lord?' Shak.—For why (A Sox.

for-hwl), because ; for. ' Trembled and

shook; for why, he stamp'd and swore/

Shak.— Why is sometimes used substantive

ly:-

I was puazled again

With the how, and the why, and Uie «here. and the

when. Goldsmith.

Why (whl), inter). 1 Used emphatically or

almost as an expletive to enliven the speech,

especially when something new is perceiv**]

or comes into tlie mind.

A Jew would have wept to have seen <xis parting :

why, my grandam, having no t*y«, look j-ct. we$4

herself blind at my parrine;. ±h*k.

If her chill heart I cannot mote,

Why, I'll enjoy the very lore. Ontley.

!. Used as a call or exclamation.

Why, how now, Claudio: whence comes this, re

straint j SkmM.

—Why, so, an expression of content or un

willing acquiescence.

Why, so! £0 all which way ir wilt. SJtak\

Why (whiX n. [Icel. kviga. a young cow.

See QUEY. ] A young heifer. [Provincial

English]

Whydah- finch (whl'da-finsh), a. Same as

Whidah-jinch.

Whyles (whlU), adv. Same as While*

(which Bee).

Why-nott (whi'uot), n. 1. A violent an<l

peremptory proceeding.

When the church

Was taken with a why-not in the 1 ureb. ffudi?~rai

2. Any sudden or unexpected event or turn ;

a dilemma.

Now. dame Sally, I have yon at a why-mot, cr [

never had. fCtcAards^**

WV (wi), pron. With. [Scotch]

Wick (wik). n. [O. E. ireke, ireJet, A, Sax.

weoca, a wick, D. wiek, a wick of a candle,

a tent for a wound, L G. weke, lint for a

wound, Sw. veke, Dan. vn?ge. a wick. The

original meaning seems to'have been some

thing soft or pliant, the word being allied

to weak. Wicker is of kindred origin.] A

number of threads of cotton or some spongy

substance loosely twisted into a string1,

plaited or parallel, which by capillary action

draws up the oil in lamps or the melted tal

low or wax in candles in small successive

portions to be burned.

Wick (wik), n. [Icel. vik, a creek, a har

bour, a bay.] 1. In Shetland, an open bay.

Sir W. Scott—2. In the game of curling, a

narrow port or passage iu the rink or course

flanked by the stones of those who have

played before.

Wick (wik), v.t. To strike a stone in an

oblique direction: a term in curling.

Wick, Wlch (wik, wich), n. A common

element in place-names (as in WarWHt.

Berwick, Sandmen, Greenteten), signifying

dwelling, village, also bay or creek. In the

sense of dwelling or village it seems to be

borrowed from L. vicus, a village ; in sense

of bay or creek from Icel. ri'Jt, a creek (whence

viking). In many cases it is difficult to de

cide which is the origin. As an independent

word wich is used iu the salt-making dis

tricts of Cheshire as equivalent to a brine-'

pit. being in this seuse from Icel. rik.

Wicked (wik'ed), a. [From old wide,

wikke, wicked, by attaching the participial

term. (comp. wretched ), apparently from

A. Sax. wicca, a wizard, triccc, a witch: so

that wicked = witched; a tnlAc man = a wiu-h

man. See Witch] 1. Evil in principle «r

practice; deviating from the divine law; ad

dicted to vice; sinful; immoral; bad; wrone;

iniquitous: a word of comprehensive signifi

cation, extending to everything that is con

trary to the moral law, and both to per^>nt

and actions ; as, a wicked man ; a irwird

deed; wicked ways ; wicked lives; a wicked

heart ; wicked designs; tricked works. ' The

wicked fire of lust;' *a wicked heinous fault;'

' the wicked streets of Rome;' ' a wwJcrd lie."

Shak.

O wicked, wuktd world 1 Sh*t

No man was ever wicked without secret ittscnntent

JeAnsvm-

Ye know me then, that xTVAnr'one. who broke

The vast design and purpose of the ktqg.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune, J, Sc fey.
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2. Mischievous; prone or disposed to mis

chief, often good-natured mischief; roguish;

as, a wicked urchin.

Pen. looked uncommonly wicked. Thackeray.

3.t Cursed; baneful; pernicious.

As wu it f dew as e'er my mother brush'd

With raven's feather from unwholesome fen.

Drop on you both. Shak.

—The wicked, in Scrip, persons who live in

sin; transgressors of the divine law, all who

are unreconciled to God. unsanctifled, or

impeuitent— The Wicked Bible, See under

BlBLK.—Criminal, Sit\ftd, Wicked, Immoral,

Depraved. See under CRIMINAL. — SfN.

Evil, bad, godless, sinful, immoral, iniqui

tous, criminal, unjust, unrighteous, irreli

gious, profane, ungodly, vicious, nefarious,

heinous, flagitious.

Wickedly (wik'ed-U), adv. In a wicked

manner; in a manner or with motives and

designs contrary to the divine law; viciously ;

corruptly; immorally.

All that do -wickedly shall be stubble. Mil iv. i.

I have sinned, and I have done wickedly.

2 Sam. xxiv. 17.

Wickedness (wik'ed-nes), n. 1. The state or

quality of being wicked; depravity orcorrup-

tion of heart; evil disposition; sinfulness;

as, the wickedness of a man or of an action.

2. Departure from the divine law; evil prac

tices; active immorality; vice; crime; sin.

It is not good that children should know any wick

edness. Shak.

There is a method in man's wickedness ;

It grows up by degrees. Beau, br Fl.

3. A wicked thing or act ; one act of ini

quity.

What 'wickedness is this that is done among you?

Judg. xx. «.

Ill never care what wickedness 1 do

If this man come to good. Shak.

Wicken. Wicken-tree (wik'en, wik'entre),

n. [Perhaps equivalent to witches' tree,

from A. Sax. wiccan, witches or wizards,

pL of wxece, a witch, wicca, a wizard, from

its power over witches, or from A. Sax. wice,

the name of the rowan or other tree. ] The

Pyrus Aueuparia (mountain-ash or rowan-

tree).

Wicker (wik'er), a. [O E. wikir, wUcer, a pli

ant twig, a withe, from stem of weak; comp.

Hw, wika, to plait, to fold, to tend ; Dan. cegre,

a pliant rod, a withy, vcegcr, a willow, (j.

wickel, a roll. See Weak, also Wick.]

Made of plaited twigs or osiers ; also, cov

ered with wicker-work; as, a wicker basket;

a wicker chair.

A morose and lonely man. who consorted with no

body but himself ana an old wicker bottle which

fitted into his large, deep, waistcoat-pocket. Dickens.

Wicker (wik'er), n. [See the adjective.]

1. A small pliant twig; an osier; a withe.

' Which hoops are knit as with wickers.'

Wood. — 2. A piece of wicker-work; specifi

cally, a basket. ' A press of wicker. ' Chap

man,

A white wicker, overbrimm'd

With April's tender younglings. Keats.

3. A twig or branch used as a mark; a wike.

Wickered (wik'erd), a. Made of or covered

with wickers or twigs. Milton.

Wicker-work (wik'er-werk), n. A texture

of twigs; basket-work.

Wicket (wik'et), «. [0. Fr. wiket. Mod. Fr.

guichet, Walloon wicJtet, a wicket, from

J eel. vik, a bay. a creek, vikja, to turn, to

bend, same word as A. Sax. wtean, to give

way. See Weak] 1. A small gate or door

way, especially a small door or gate form

ing part of a larger one.

The wicket, often open'd, knew the key. Dryden.

2. A hole in a door through which to com

municate without opening the door, or

through which to view what passes without.

3. A small gate by which the chamber of

canal locks is emptied ; also, a gate in the

chute of a water-wheel to graduate the

amount of water passing to the wheel. —

4. In cricket, (a) the object at which the

bowler aims, and before, but a little to the

side of, which the batsman stands. It con

sists of three stumps, having two bails lying

in grooves along their tops. See Ckicket.

The third Marylebone man walks away from the

wicket, and old Brookes sets up the middle stump

again, and puts the l>ails on. T Hughes.

(6) The ground on which the wickets are set;

as, play was begun with an excellent wicket.

Wicket-gate (wik'et-gat), n. A small gate;

a wicket Bunyan; Tennyson.

Wicket-keeper (wik'et-kep-er), n. In

cricket, the player belonging to the side

who are ' out,' who stands immediately

behind the wicket to catch such balls as

pass tt.

Wicking (wik'ing), n. The material of

which wicks are made ; especially, loosely

braided cotton thread of which wicks arc

made.

Wicklifflte, Wlcllfflte (wik'lif-it). n. A fol

lower of Wickliffe, the English reformer; a

Lollard.

Wicopy (wik'o-pi). n. See Leathkr-wood.

Widdy (wid'i), n. [Same as withy. ] A

rope ; more properly, one made of withs or

willows; a halter; the gallows. (Scotch.]

Wide (wld). a. [A. Sax wid, wide, broad,

extensive; D. wijd, IceL irtdr, Sw. and Dan.

vid, G. weit, wide. Connections doubtful]

1. Broad ; having a great or considerable

distance or extent between the sides: op

posed to narrow; as, wide cloth; a wide

table ; a wide highway; a wide bed; a wide

hall or entry, in this use wide is distin

guished from long, which refers to the ex

tent or distance between the ends.

Wide is the gate . , that Icadetli to destruction.

Mat. vii. i j.

2. Broad ; having a great extent every way ;

vast; extensive; as, a wide plain ; tin- wCde

ocean.

For nothing this -wide nniverse I call

Save thou, my rose; io it thou art my all. Shak.

3. Fig. not narrow or limited ; comprehen

sive; enlarged; liberal. 'Men of strongest

head and widest culture.' Matt. Arnold.—

4. Broad to a certain degree ; of a certain

size or measure between the sides; as, three

feet wide.

Tts not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church

door; but 'tis enough. Shak.

5. Failing to hit a mark; deviating beside

the right line or aim ; hence, remote or

distant from anything, as truth, propriety,

or the like ; as, a wide ball in cricket ; this

position is wide from the truth. 'Our wide

expositors.' Milton.

Many of the fathers were far wide from the under

standing of this place. Raleigh.

6.t Far from what is pleasant or agreeable

to desire.

It would be wide with the best of us if the eye of

Cod should look backward to our former estate.

Bp. Halt

Wide (wid), adv. 1. To a distance; far;

as, his fame was spread wide. — 2. So as

to have a great space from one side to

the other; so as to form a great opening.

' The graves all gaping wide.' Shak.—3. Far

from the mark or from the purpose; so as to

deviate much from a point; so as to miss

the aim; astray; as, the bullet flew wide of

the mark. ' He shoots wide on the bow

hand.' . Spenser.

Pyrrhus at Priam drives: in rage strikes wide:

But with the whiff ami wind ofnis fell sword

The unnerved father falls. Shak.

4. With great extent; widely: used chiefly

in composition; as, wide- skirted meads;

iptd*- waving Iwords; irirftf-wasting pes

tilence; trititf-spren ding evil.

Wide (wid), ft, 1. Wideness; breadth; ex

tent [Rare. J

Emptiness and the waste wide

Of that abyss. Tennyson.

2. Iii cricket, a ball that goes wide of the

wicket, and which counts one against the

side that is bowling.

Wide-awake (wid'a-wak), a. On the

alert; ready prepared; keen; sharp; know

ing. [Colloq. or slang.]

Your aunt is a woman who is uncommon wide-

awake, I can tell you. Thackeray.

Wide-awake (wid'a-wak). n. [So called

because worn greatly by smart sporting

men.] A species of soft felt hat with a

broad brim turned up all round.

I take my wide-awake from the peg. Thackeray.

He (the knight) . . . has found a wideawake

cooler than an iron kettle. A'tngsley.

Wide -chapped (wid'ehopt), n. Having a

wide mouth. 'The wide -chapped rascal.'

Shak.

Wide-gauge (wid'gaj), n. Same as Broad

Gauge. See under Broad.

Widely (wid'li), adv. 1. In a wide manner

or degree; with great extent each way; as,

the gospel was widely disseminated by the

apostles.—2. Very much; to a great distance

or degree; far.

The subject of Milton, In some points, resembled

that of Dante; but he has treated it in a widely dif

ferent maimer. Maaiuiay.

Wide-mouthed (wid'mouTiid). a. Having

a wide mouth. 'The little wide-mouthed

heads upon the spout.' Tennyson.

Widen (wi'dn), p.f. I. To make wide or

wider; to extend in breadth; as, to widen a

field; to widen a breach.

The thoughts of men are wtden'd with the process of

the suns. Tennyson.

2. To throw open.

So, now the gates are ope : . . .

*Tis for the followers fortune widens them.

Not for the fliers. Shak.

Widen (wi'dn), im'. To grow wide or wider;

to enlarge; to extend itself. 'And arches

widen, and long aisles extend.' Pope.

Wideness (wid'nes), n. 1. The state or qua

lity of being wide; breadth; width; great

extent between the sides; as, the wideness

of a room.—2. Large extent in all directions;

as, the wideness of the sea or ocean.

Wide-skirted(wid'skert-ed),a. Having wide

borders; extensive.

With plenteous rivers and wide-skirted meads,

We make thee lady. Shak.

Wide-Bpread (wid'spred), a. Spread to a

great distance; extending far and wide.

To stand upon such elevated ground as to be en

abled to take a larger view of the widespread and

infinitely diversified constitution of men and affairs

in a large society. Brougham.

Wide -Stretched (wid'strecht), a. Large;

extensive. ' Wide-stretched honours.' Shak.

Wide-where,t adv. Widely; far and near.

Chaucer.

Widgeon ( wij'on), n. [Comp. the French

vigeon.vingeon, gingeon, names of ducks, the

origin of the word being doubtful.] 1. A spe

cies of natatorial bird allied to the Anatidro

orducks; the Marecapenelope. The widgeons

are migratory birds which breed occasionally

in the most northern parts of Scotland, but

the ordinary breeding place is in more north

ern regions, which they quit on the approach

Common Widgeon [Mateca penelope).

of winter, and journey southward. They are

very numerous in the British islands during

the winter, where they spread themselves

along the shores and over the marshes and

lakes. They feed on aquatic plants, and on

grass like the geese. They have always been

ni request for the table. The American wid

geon Is the Mareca americana. It is most

abundant in Carolina, and is often called

bald-pate, from the white on the top of the

head —2. From the widgeon being supposed

to be a foolish bird, applied formerly to a

fool. Compare gvouc, gudgeon.

The apostles of this false religion.

Like Mahomet's, were ass aud widgeon.

lludibras.

Widow (wid'6), n, [A. Sax. weoduwe, wid-

BW, teuduwe, a widow; D. weduiee, L.O.

wedeioe, G. tcittwe, O.H.G. wituwa, Goth.

vidut'o. Cog. Bulg.rrtfora, rc/ora, Rus. vdovd,

L. vidua, from vtduus, deprived (see VOID);

Skr. ridhavd, a widow.] A woman who bus

lost her husband by death, and who re

mains still unmarried.

Widow in old English was both masculine and

feminine. The word was afterwards limited in ap

plication to women, because the position of a widow

is so often of a distressing character; and when it

became necessary to distinguish a man who had lost

his wife by a single word, the masculine suffix was

added to trie recognised feminine widow.

F. Adams-

Used adjectively.

How may we content

This widow lady? Shak

Who has the paternal power whilst the widow

queen is with child T Locke.

—Widow bewitched, a woman separated

from her husband; a grass-widow (which

see).

They should see yon divorced from your husband

—a widow, nay. to live (a widow bewitched) worse

than a widow; for widows may marry again. Bailey.

—Widow's chamber, the apparel and furni

ture of the bed-chamber of the widow of a

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, 30; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sinp; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; th, azure.—See Key.
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London freeman, to which she was formerly

entitled. — Widow's man. See extract.

Widow's men arc imaginary sailors, borne on the

books, and receiving' pay and prize money, which is

appropriated to Greenwich Hospital. Marryat.

Widow (wid'6), v.t. 1. To reduce to the

condition of a widow; to bereave of a hus

band or mate: rarely used except in the

participle.

In this city, he

Hath widenv'd and unchilded many a one. Shak.

2. To endow with a widow's right. [Rare.]

For his possessions.

Although by confiscation they arc ours,

We do instate and widow you withal

To buy you a better husband. Shak.

3. To strip of anything good. 'The widow'd

isle in mourning.' Dryden.

Trees of their shrivel'd fruits

Are widow'd. jf. Philips.

4,t To survive as the widow of; to be widow

to.

Let me be married to three kings in a forenoon

and widow them all. Shak.

Widow-bench (wid'6-bensh), n. That share

which a widow is allowed of her husband's

estate, besides her jointure. Wharton.

Widow-bird (wid'6-berd), n. The whidah-

finch (which see).

Widower (wid'6-er), n. A man who has lost

his wife by death. ' Our widower's second

marriage-day.' Shak. See extract under

Widow.

Widowerhood (wid'6-er-hud), n. The state

of a widower.

Widowhood (wid'6-hud). n. 1. The state of

a man whose wife is dead, or of a womau

whose husband is dead, and who has not

married again : generally applied to the

state or condition of being a widow: used

figuratively in quotation.

Mother and daughter, you behold them both in

their widowhood^Torcello and Venice. Kitsi.ui.

2t Estate settled on a widow.

For that dowry. Ill assure her of

Her widenvhood, be it that she survives me.

In all my lands. Shak,

Widow-hunter (wid'd-hunt-er),n. One who

seeks or courts widows for a jointure or for

tune. AddUnn.

Widowly (wid'6-li). adv. Like a widow; be

coming a widow. [Rnre.]

Widow-maker (wid'6-mak-er), n. One who

makes widows by bereaving them of their

husbands. Shak.

Widow-wail (wid'6-wal). n. Cneorum tri-

coccum, a hurdy Bhrub with procumbent

steins, lance-shaped evergreen leaves, and

clusters of pink sweet-scented flowers.

Width (width), n. [From wide; comp.

breadth, length.] Breadth; wideness; the

extent of a thing from side to side; as, the

width of cloth; the wiiith of a door. 'The

width of many a gaping wound.' Drayton.

The two remained

Apart by all the chamber's width. Tennyson.

Widualt (wid'u-al), a. Of or pertaining to

a widow; vidual. Bale.

Wiel (wel), n. [O.E. wele, weel, A. Sax. wcel,

0.1). wad, n whirlpool.] A small whirlpool;

nn eddy. Burn*. [Scotch.]

Wield (weld), v.t. [O.E. welden, pret weld

ed, welte, A. Siix. (ge)weldan, (ge)wyldan,

from wealdan, pret. weold; Icel. valda, to

wield; O.H.G. waltan, G. walten, to rule,

manage; Goth, valdan, to govern. Probably

from same root as L. valeo, to be Btrong.

See Valid.] 1. To use with full command

or power, as a thing not too heavy for the

holder; to hold aloft or swing freely with

the arm; as, to wield a sword. 'To wield

a sceptre.' Shak.

Part wield their arms, part curb the foaming steed.

Aliiton.

2 To handle; to use or employ with the

hand: often with a touch of humour.

Base Hungarian wight, wilt thou the spigot wield i

8 To have the management or employment

of; to manage; to employ.

Her new-born power was wielded at the first by

unprincipled and ambitious men. De Qutncey.

4. To sway; to influence.

Thence to the famous orators repair.

Those ancient, whoso resistless eloquence

If'ielded a\ will that fierce democratic.

Shook the arsenal, and fulmiu'd over Greece.

Milton.

— To wield the sceptre, to govern with su

preme command.

Wieldable (weld'a-bl), a. Capable of being

wielded.

Wleldancet (weld'ans), n. The act or power

uf wieldiug. Bp. llall.

Wielder (weld'er), n. One who wields, em

ploys, or manages. Afilman,

Wieldsomet (weld 'sum), a. Capable of

being easily managed or wielded. Fabyan.

Wieldy(weld'i),o. [OR weldy, from w'elde,

to wield.] Capable of being wielded; man

ageable; wieldable. Johnson.

Wier (wer), n. Same as Wear.

Wieryt (wi'ri), a. Wiry. 'Wiery gold.'

Peacham.

Wiery.t a. [A. Sax. war, a pool, a fishpond]

Wet; moist; marshy.

Wife (wif), n. pi. Wives (wivz). [A. Sax. wtf,

a woman, a wife (neut.. pi. wlf); D. wijf,

Icel. mf, Dan. viv, G. weib, woman. The

root meaning is doubtful; often connected

with weave. This word gives the first syl

lable of woman. See Woman. ] 1. Originally,

a woman of mature age that is or might be

married, and in common language often still

so applied, especially in Scotland. In lit

erature used now only in compound words,

generally designing a woman of low employ

ment; as, &\ewife, fish - wife.—2. The law

ful consort of a man ; a woman who is united

to a man in the lawful bonds of wedlock:

the correlative of husband. 'The husband

of one wife.' 1 Tim. iii. 2.

He that hath wife and children hath given host

ages to fortune; for they are impediments to great

enterprises either of virtue or mischief. Huron,

A good wife Is heaven's last best gift to man, his

angel and minister of graces innumerable, his gem

of many virtues, his casket of jewels, Jer. Taylor.

Wife-carle (wlf'karl), n. A man who busies

himself about household affairs or woman's

work. [Scotch.]

Wifehood (wif'hud). n. State and character

of a wife. ' The stately flower of female for

titude, of perfect wifehood. ' Tennyson.

Wifeless (wif'les), a. Without a wife; un

married. Tennyson.

Wifelike (wiflik), o. Resembling or per

taining to a wife or woman. ' Wifelike go

vernment.' Shak. ' Wifelike, her hand in

one of his.' Tennyson.

Wifely (wifli), a. Like a wife; becoming a

wife. 'With all the tenderness of wifely

love.' Dryden.

Wife-ridden (wif'rid-n), a. Unduly influ

enced by a wife; ruled or tyrannized over

by a wife; henpecked.

Listen not to those sages who advise you always

to scorn the counsel of a woman, and if you comply

with her requests pronounce you wife-ridden.

Mrs. Piozri.

Wig (wig), ft. [An abbrev. of periicig.] An

& xit
fr I «ri>

Forms of Wigs in seventeenth and eighteenth cen

turies.

r. Time of James I. a, Time of Charles I.

I. 4, 5. Restoration; Charles II. 6, 7f Time of James

II. and Anne. 8, 9, Time of William and Mary.

ir>, Campaign Wig, 1684. 11, Raniilie Wig, 1736.

1 j. Hob Wig. 174;. n. 14, The Maccaronies' Wig, 1772.

15, 16, Wigs of 1774-80. 17, 18, Wigs of 1783-95.

artificial covering of hair for the head, used

generally to conceal baldness, but formerly

worn as a fashionable means of decoration

Wigs are usually made to imitate the na

tural hair, but formally curled wigs are

worn professionally by judges and lawyers

in Britain, and they appear sometimes in

the livery of servants. Wigs are also much

used on the stage.

Wig, Wigg(wig),n. [D. wegge, a kind of cake

orloaf ; G. week, wecke, a roll of bread; per

haps originally of a wedge shape. ] A sort of

cake. ' Wiggs and ale.' Pepys. [Obsolete

or local. ]

Wigan (wlg/an), n, [Probably from the town

of Wigan in Lancashire.] A stiff, open can

vas-like fabric, used for stiffening and pro

tecting the lower inside surface of skirts,

etc.

Wig-block (wig'biokX. "• A block or shaped

piece of wood for fitting a wig in.

Wigeon (wij'on). Same as Widgeon.

Wigged (wigd), a. Having the head covered

with a wig.

Wiggery ( witr/er-i ), n. 1. The work of a

wigmaker; false hair.

She was a ghastly thing to look at, as well from

the quantity as from the nature of the wigger-ies tn**r

she wore. Trollefe.

2. Excess of formality; red-tapism. * Such

mountains of wiggeries and follies.' Car-

lyle.

Wigging (wig/ing), n. A rating; a scolding;

a reouke, especially in public.

If the head of a firm calls a cleric into the parlour.

and rebukes him, it is an ear-wigging; if done before

the other clerks, it is a wigging. Slang Did.

Wiggle (wig7]), v.t. and i. To wriggle. [Pro

vincial English.]

Wlgher.t v.t. To neigh; to whinny. Beau

iScFl. [Rare.]

Wight (wit), n. [A. Sax. wiht, wuht, a crea

ture of any kind, an individual, a thing; D.

wicht, a baby; G. wieht, creature, wretch.

fellow; Goth. vaihUt, fern., vaiht, neut. a

thing, a whit; Icel. voettr, a wight; Dan.

vcettc, an elf; originally perhaps meaning a

moving creature, and allied to wag, weigh.

Whit is this word in a slightly different

form, and it is also contained in aught,

naught, or nought] 1. A human being; a

person, either male or female. 'The wight

of all the world who lov'd thee best. ' Dry

den, [Obsolete, though still sometimes used

in humour or irony, or as an archaism. ]

She was a wight if ever such wight were-

To suckte fools and chronicle small beer. S*ai-

These sprightly gallants loved a lass call'd L.irop«

the bright.

In the whole world there scarcely was so delicate *

wight. Drayton.

Whilome in Albion's isle there dwelt a youth

i virtue's ways did take dcligli

uth,

a vot

Who ne in virtue's ways did take delight;

But spent his days in riot most u

And vexed with mirth the drowsy ear of nijjht.

Ah me ! in sooth he was a shameless wight.

Byron.

2.t A preternatural or supernatural being;

an unearthly creature. Chaucer.

The poet Homer speaketh of no garlands and

chaplets but due to the celestial and heavenly wights.

J/oMand,

3.t A moment; an instant. Chaucer.

Wlghtt (wit), a. [Icel. vigr, neut riot, war

like, fit for war; Sw. vig, agile, nimble; the

lit. meaning is seen from Icel. vig. A. Sax.

wig, war, a tight; Icel. vega, to fight.] Hav

ing warlike prowess; strong and active; agile;

nimble. [Now only poetical.]

He was so nimble and so wight

From bough to bough he leaped light. SyVnsrr.

Thirty steeds both fleet and wight

Stood saddled in stable day and night.

Sir If. Scat

Wight,t n. A weight. Chaucer.

Wightly t (wifli), adv. 1. Swiftly; nimbly;

quickly.

For day that was is wightly past. Spenser"

2. Stoutly; with strength or power.

Wiglesa (wig/les), a. Without a wig; wear

ing no wig. ' Wigless judges.' If'. H. Rus

sell.

Wigmaker (wig'mak-er), n. One who makes

wigs.

Wigreve (wig'rev), n. [A. Sax. wic-gcrffa—

uug, a dwelling, a village, and gerffa. a

reeve. See GRIEVE.] A hamlet Wliff or

steward.

Wig-tree (wig'tre).n. Venetian sumac {Rhus

cotinus), the wood of which is used as a yel

low dye.

Wigwam (wig'wam), n. [Knisteneaux In

dian wigwaum, Algonquin wiguiaum.] An

Indian cabin or hut, so called in North

America. These huts are generally of a

conical shape, formed of bark or mats laid

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bulh oil, pound; ii, 8c. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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orer stakes planted In the ground and con

verging at top, where is an opening for the

escape of the smoke.

Wigwams of North American Indians.

Wig-weaver (wig'wev-er). n. One who

manufactures wigs; a wigmaker. Cotcper.

Wlke(wik), ». [Short form of ivicker.] A

temporary mark, as with a twig or tree-

branchlet, used to divide swaths to be mown

incommons,<fcc. [Provincial English.] Called

also Wicker.

Wiket(wik),n. [See Wick.] A home; a dwell

ing. Ualliwell.

Wlke.t n. A week. Chaucer.

Wikke.t a. Wicked. Chaucer.

Wild (wild), a. [A. Sax. wild, wild, not tame,

savage ; Sc. will, wild, also bewildered,

astray (as 'to gang will,' to lose one'B way);

Icel, vitlr, wild, astray, bewildered ; Dan.

and Sw. vild, D. wild, G. wild, Goth, viltheis,

wild. No doubt of same origin as will, an

animal that is wild, also wandering at its

will. See Will.] 1. Living in a state of

nature; inhabiting the forest or open Held;

roving; wandering; not tame; not domestic;

as, a wild boar; a wild ox; a wild cat; a wild

bee. ' When wild in woods the noble sav

age ran.' Dryden.—2. Savage; uncivilized;

ungoverned; unrefined; ferocious; sanguin

ary: used of persons or practices. "The

wildest savagery. ' Sloth-.

None there make stay

But savage beasts, or men as wild as they. Waller.

8. Growing or produced without culture ;

produced by unassisted nature, or by wild

animals; native; not cultivated; as, wild

parsnep; wild cherry; wild honey. 'Make

a wild tree a garden tree.' Bacon.

With wild wood-leaves and weeds I ha' strew'd his

grave. Shah.

4. Desert; not inhabited; uncultivated; hav

ing a certain gloomy grandeur; as, a wild

forest.

These high wild hills and rough uneven ways

Draws out our miles, and makes them wearisome.

No longer steel-clad warriors ride

Along thy -wild and wlllow'd shore. Sir W. Scott.

5. Turbulent; tempestuous; stormy; furious;

violently agitated: used in both a physical

and moral sense ; as, the wild winds. ' The

times are wild. ' Shak. ' A fiery dawning wild

with wind.' Tennyson.

Let this same be presently performed

Even while men's minds are wild. Shak.

Mint together in so wild a tumult,

That the whole man is quite disfigured in him.

Addison.

6. Violent; unregulated; inordinate ; pas

sionate; as, a wild outbreak of rage. ' Wild

grief. ' Shak.

Nay, nay, you must not weep, nor let your grief be

wild. Tennyson.

7. Loose or disorderly in conduct^ going

beyond due bounds; ungoverned: some

times in a bad sense, but often used as a

term of very slight reproach, in the sense of

light; giddy; wanton; frolicsome; wayward.

He kept company with the wild prince and Poms.

5ha*.

Besides, thou art a beau. What's that, my child T

A fop well drcss'd, extravagant and wild. Dryden.

I have been wild and wayward, but you'll forgive

me now. Tennyson.

$ Reckless; incautious; rash; inconsiderate;

not in accordance with reason or prudence;

as, a wild adventure. 'A icild speculative

project.' Swift

A wild dedication of yourselves

To unpath'd waters. Shah.

9. Wanting order and regularity, or quiet

and composure in any manner; extrava

gant; irregular; fantastic; eccentric. ' Wild

in their attire.' Shak. * Wild work in hea

ven.' Milton. — 10. Indicating strong emo

tion or excitement; excited; roused; bewil

dered; distracted; as, a wild look. * Willi

and whirling words.' Shak.

Wild amazement hurries up and down

The little number of your doubtful friends. Shah.

11. Anxiously eager; ardent to pursue, per

form, or olitain.

And there.

All wild to found an university

For maidens, on the spur she fled. Tennyson.

Used adverbially.

If I chance to talk a little wild, forgive me :

1 had it from my father. Shah.

Wild forms the first part of a number of

compounds(see below), many of which,how

ever, are often printed as separate words.—

Wild hunt, a legend, spread in one form or

another over all German lands, and found

also in France and Spain, of a wild hunts

man, who with a phantom host goes career

ing over woods, fields, and villages during

the night, accompanied with the shouts of

huntsmen and the baying of hounds. —To

run wild, (a) to grow wild or savage; to take

to vicious courses or a loose way of living.

She has had two sons, of whom the younger ran

wild, and went for a soldier. Dithens.

(6) To escape from cultivation and grow in

a wild state, .1 a ild shot, a random or

chance shot.

The aunt, touched in the soft place in her heart

through her ruffled feathers, was brought down by a

wild shot, when considered quite out of distance.

George Eliot.

Wild (wild), n. 1. A desert; an uninhabited

and uncultivated tract or region; a forest

or sandy desert; ns, the wilds of America;

the wilds of Africa ; the sandy wilds of

Arabia. "The vasty wilds of wide Arabia.'

Shak.

Then Libya first, of all her moisture drain'd

Became a barren waste, a wild of sand. Addison.

2.t Same as Weald. 'A franklin in the wild

of Kent.' Shak.

Wild-basil wild'baz-il), n. A British peren

nial labiate plant, the Calamintha Clinopo-

dium or Clinopodium vulgare. It has large

purple flowers In crowded whorls, with au

aromatic smell, and grows on hills and dry

bushy places.

Wildoeast (wfld'best), n. An untamed or

Bavage animal. 'The blind wildbeast of

force.' Tennyson.

Wild-boar (wild'bfir), n. An animal of the

hog kind, the Sus scrofa, from which the

domesticated swine are descended. See

Boar.

Wild-born (wildTwrn), a. Born in a wild

state.

Wild-brain (wild'bran), n. A giddy, vola

tile, heedless person; a harebrain. T. Mid-

dleton.

Wild-bugloss (wlld'bu-glos), n. A plant,

Lycopsis arvensu.

Wild-cat (wild'kat), n A ferocious animal

of the genus Felis, the F. catus. See CAT.

Wlld-Chamomlle (wildTcam-S-mil). n. A

British plant, Matricaria Chamomtlla. See

Matricaria.

Wlld-cheny (wlld'che-ri), n. An American

tree of the genus Cerasus, the C. virginiana.

It bears a small astringent fruit resembling

a cherry, and the wood is much used for

cabinet-work, being of a tight red colour and

compact texture.

Wlld-cucumber (wild'ku-kum-ber), n. A

plant, Momordica elaterium.

Wild-duck (wlld'duk), n. An aquatic fowl

of the genus Anas, the A. Boschas, otherwise

Wild-duck {Anas Boschas).

called the Mallard, and found wild in Eu

rope, Asia, and America. It is the stock of

the common domestic duck. See DUCK.

Wilde-beeBt (weVda-bbtX *». [D, wild

beast] The South African name for the

gnu.

Wilder (wil'der), v.t. [Shortened form of

bewilder. ] To cause to lose the way or

track ; to puzzle with mazes or difficulties ;

to bewilder. ' Long lost and wilder'd iu the

maze of fate.' Pope.

' Alas 1 ' said she, ' this ghastly ride—

Dear lady I it hath wildered you '. ' Coleridge.

Wilderedly (wil'derd-li), adv. In awildered

manner; bewilderedly; wildly; incoherently.

It is but in thy passion and thy heat

Thou speak'st so wilderedly. Sir H. Taylor.

Wildennent (wil'der-ment). n. Bewilder

ment; confusion. ' This wildennent of wreck

and death.' T.Moore. [Poetical. J

In wilderment at gazing I looked up, and I looked

down. E. B. Browning.

Wilderness (wil'der-neB), n. [Formed with

suffix -ness from older wilderne, a wilderness

or forest tract, from A. Sax. wilder, a wild

animal, from wild, wild; comp. D. wUdernis,

Dan. vildnis, G. wildniss, wilderness.] 1. A

desert; a tract of land or region uncultivated

and uninhabited by human beings, whether

a forest or a wide barren plain.

O for a lodge in some vast wilderness.

Some boundless contiguity of shade. Milton.

2. A wild; a waste of any nature. ' Environed

with a icilderness of sea.' Shak.

The wat'ry -wilderness yields no supply. Waller.

3. A portion of a garden set apart for things

to grow in unchecked luxuriance. —4. t A

scene of disorder. 'A wilderness of sweets.'

Milton.

Rome is but a wilderness of tigers. Shah.

6.t Wildness; confusion.

The paths and bower doubt not but our joint hands

Will keep from wilderness with ease. Milton.

Wlldflre (wlld'fir), n. 1. A composition of

inflammable materials readily catching fire

and hard to be extinguished; Greek-fire.

Brimstone, pitch, wildjire, burn easily, and are

hard to quench. Bacon.

2. A kind of lightning unaccompanied by

thunder.— 3. A name for erysipelas; also a

nanus for lichen circumseriptus, an eruptive

disease, consisting of clusters or patches of

papula?. — 4. A name given to a disease of

sheep, attended with inflammation of the

skin. — Wild-fire rash, in pathol. a species of

gum-rash, in which the pimples are in clus

ters or patches, generally flying from part

to part.

Wild-fowl (wild'foul), n. A name given to

birds of various species which are pursued

as game, but ordinarily restricted to birds

belonging to the orders Grallatores and

Natatores; water-fowl.

Wild-germander (wild-jer-man'derX n. A

plant, Teucrium Scorodonia.

Wild-goose (wlld'gos), n. A water-fowl of

the genus Anser, the A. ferus, a bird of

passage, and the stock of the domestic

goose. The wild-goose, known also as the

Gray-lag, was formerly abundant in the

fenny parts of England, and resided there

all the year, but it is now only known as a

winter visitant to the British Isles. It is

the largest of the species found In Britain.

The term wild-goose is also promiscuously

applied to several species of the goose-kind

found wild in Britain, as A. palustris, A.

segetum. and A. brachyrhynchus. The wild-

goose of North America, also migratory, is

a distinct species, the .1 Cygnopsis or cana

densis. — Wild-goose chase, the pursuit of

anything in ignorance of the direction it

will take; hence, a foolish pursuit or enter

prise. According to Dyce a wild-goose chase

was a kind of horse race, where two horses

were started together, and whichever rider

could get the lead the other was obliged to

follow him over whatever ground the fore

most jockey choBe to go.

Wildgrave (wild'grav), n. [G. wildgraf,

from wild, game, wild animals, and graf,

commonly a title equivalent to count.] A

head forest-keeper iu Germany in former

times; anofficial having the superintendence

of the game in a forest: different from a

waldgrave or woodreeve. Sir W. Scott.

Wild-honey (wild'hun-i). n. Honey that is

made by wild tiees or bees not kept by man.

Wilding (wild'ing), a. Wild; not cultivated

or domesticated. 'Was gay with wilding

flowers.' Tennyson. [Poetical.]

The wilding kid sports merrily. y. Baillie.

Wilding (wild'ing), n. A plant that is wild

or that grows without cultivation, as a crab-

apple tree. 'A kind of crab tree also or

wilding.' Holland. ' Where the ruddy wild'

ings grew. ' Dryden.

The fruit, however, of the plant (a lemon) at Cros-

cello is small, of little juice, and bad quality: I pre

sume it to be a wilding. Landor.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng. sinr/; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See KKY.
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Wlldlsh (wild'ish), a. Somewhat wild. ' A

wildish destiny.' Wordsworth.

He is a little wildish, they say. Richardson.

Wild-land (wlldland), n. Land not culti

vated or in a state that renders it unfit for

cultivation; land lying waste or unoccupied.

Wild-lichen (wildli-ken or wild'lich-en), n.

Lichen agrius, an eruptive disease, in which

the papula* are distributed in clusters or

large patches of a vivid red colour.

Wild-liquorice (wild'Uk-er-is), n. A plant,

the Abrus precatorius. See ABRUS.

Wildly (wfld'li), adv. In a wild state or

manner: (a) without cultivation.

That which grows wiArTy of itself is worth nothing.

Dr. H. More.

(6) In a rough, rude, or uncultivated fashion.

' Wildly overgrown with hair. ' Shak.

(c) Without tameness; with fierceness; sav

agely; as, to rage wildly, (rf) With disorder;

with perturbation or distraction; with a

fierce or roving look; as. to start wildly from

one's seat; to Btare wildly.

She wildly breakcth from their strict embrace.

Shak.

(e) Without attention; heedlessly; incon

siderately; foolishly. * I prattle something

too wildly.' Shak. (f) Capriciously; irra

tionally; extravagantly; irregularly.

Who is there so wildly sceptical as to question

whether the sun will rise in the east! Wilkins.

She, -wildly wanton, wears by night away

The sign of all our labours done by day.

Dryden.

Wild-mare (wild 'mar), n. An untamed

mare. — To ride the wild-mare, to play at

see-saw. 'Rides the wild-mare with the

boys.' Shak.

Wlidness (wlld'nes), n. 1. The state of being

wild: (a) the state of being untamed, (b) A

rough uncultivated state; state of being

waste; as, the icildness of a forest or heath,

(c) Unchecked or disorderly growth, as of a

plant. Dryden. (d) Irregularity of manners;

licentiousness. 'The wudness of his youth.'

Shak. (e) Savageness; brutality; fierceness.

• Wilder to him than tigers in their wddness. '

Shak. GO A want of sober judgment or

discretion.

Our youths and mildness shall no whit appear.

But all be buried in his gravity. Shak.

(g) Alienation of mind; distraction; mad

ness.
Ophelia. I wish

That your good beauties be the happy cause

Of Hamlet^ wilduess. Shak.

(h) The quality of being undisciplined, or

not subjected to method or rules.

Is there any danger that this discipline will tame

too much the fiery spirit, the enchanting -mildness,

and magnificent irregularity of the orator s genius?

IVirt.

2. A wild action. Seeker.

Wild-oat (wild'ot), 7i. 1. A British plant of

the genus Arena, the A. fatua, a common

weed in clay soils. —2 A species of grass,

the A rrhenatherum avenaceum, which often

forms a considerable portion of good mea

dows and pastures; oat-grass. — Wild oaU,

See under Oat.

Wild-rice(wild'ris),n. The Zizaniaaquatica,

a large kind of grass which grows in shallow

water or miry situations in many parts of

North America. It yields a palatable and

nutritious food. Called also Canada Rice.

Wild-rosemary (wild'r5z-raa-ri),n. Aplant,

the Andromeda polifolia.

Wilds (wildz), n. [Cornp. wield.] In agri.

the part of a plough by which it is drawn.

[Provincial.)

Wild-service-tree (wild'ser-vis-tre), n. A

British tree, Pyrus torminalis. See Ser

vice-tree.

Wild-succory (wIld-snk'ko-ri),n. A British

plant, Cichorium Intybus. See Succory.

Wild-swan (wild'swon), n. The Cygnus

ferus (less commonly Cygnus mtisicus), an

aquatic bird, called also the Whistling-swan

and Hooper. This noble bird appears in

winter in the northern parts of Europe and

Asia, and resides in Bummer within the arctic

circles. (See Swan.) 'Made the wild-swan

pause in Iter cloud.' Tennyaon.

Wild-tansy (wild'tan-ri).n A plant, Poten

tate antenna. See PoTENTRLA.

Wild-thyme (wild'tiin), n. A plant,TAymus

Serpyllum. See THYME.

I know a bank whereon the wilddhymt grows.

Shak.

Wild-vine (wild'vin). n. A plant, the Vitis

Labrusca. See Vitis.

Wild -wood (wild'wud), a. Belonging to

wild, uncultivated, or unfrequented woods.

'T]ie wild- wood echoes." Burns. 'Wild-wood

flowers.' Burns.

Wile (wil), n. [A. Sax. wile, wil, wile; Icel.

vel, vosl, artifice, craft, trick ; connections

doubtful. Guile is the same word, but has

come to us directly from the French. See

GUILE.] A trick or stratagem practised for

insnariug or deception; a sly, insidious arti

fice.

Put on the whole armour of God that ye may be

able to stand against the wiles of the devil.

Eph. vi. «.

M y sentence is for open war ; of wiles.

More unexpert, I boast not; them let those

Contrive who need. Milton.

Wile (wil), v. t. pret. & pp. wiled; ppr. wiling.

1. 1 To deceive; to beguile; to impose on.

Spenser. —2. To draw or turn away, as by

diverting the mind. 'To wile the length

from languorous hours, and draw the stiug

from pain.' Tennyson. —3. To cajole; to

wheedle. [Scotch. ]

Wileful (wil'ful), a, Full oi wiles; wily;

tricky.

At Merlin's feet the wilrful Vivien lay. Tennyson.

Wllfol (wil'ful), a. 1. Governed by the will

without yielding to ressou ; not to be moved

fromonesnotions, inclinations, purposes, or

the like, by counsel, advice, commands, in

structions, Ax. ; obstinate; stubborn; refrac

tor)'; wayward; inflexible; as, a wilful man;

a wilful horse.

Her father's latest word humm'd in her ear,

' Heine so very wilful you must go.'

And changed itself and echoed in her heart,

' Being so rery wilful you must die.' Tennyson.

2. Done by design ; intentional ; as, wilful

murder.—3t Suffered by design; in accord*

ance with one's free-will; voluntary.

A proud priest may be known when he denieth to

follow Christ and his apostles in wilful poverty.

Wilfully (wil'ful-H). adv. I. In a wilful

manner; obstinately; stubbornly.

Religion is a matter of our freest choice; and if

men will obstinately and wilfully set themselves

against it. there is no remedy. TUlotscn.

2. Bydesign; with set purpose; intentionally.

If we sin wilfully after that we have received the

knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more sac

rifice for sinv Heb. x. 3*.

Wilfulness (wil'ful-nea), n. 1. The quality

of being wilful; determination to have one's

own way; self-will; obstinacy ; stubbornness;

perverseness.

Everywhere I observe in the feminine mind some

thing of beautiful caprice, a floral exuberance of that

charming wilfulness which characterises our dear

human sisters, I fear through all worlds.

De Quincey.

2. Intention ; character of being done by

design. ' The deliberateness and wilfulness,

or as we prefer to call it the intention,

which constitutes the crime of murder.'

Motley d; Whitely,

Wilily (wi'li-11), adv. In a wily manner; by

stratagem; with insidious art; craftily. "They

did work wilily.' Josh. iz. 4.

Wiliness (wili-nes), n. The state or charac

ter of being wily; cunning; guile.

Wilk (wilk), n. A species of mollusc. See

Whelk.

Will (wil), n. [A. Sax. willa, will, from wil-

lan, to desire; D. wil, Icel. vili. Ban. villus,

Sw. and Goth, vilja, O.H.G. willo, wiUio.

See the verb.1 1. That faculty or power of

the mind by which we determine either to

do or not to do something which we conceive

to be in our power; the faculty which is

exercised in deciding, among two or more

objects, which we shall embrace or pursue;

the power of producing acts of willing; the

power of control which the mind possesses

over its own operntions.

Appetite is the will's solicitor, and the will is ap

petite's controller; what we covet according to the

one. by the other we often reject. Hooker.

Every man is conscious of a power to determine in

things which he conceives tn depend upon his deter

mination. To this power we give the name of will.

Reid.

2. The act of willing; the act of determining

choice or forming a purpose; volition.

It is necessary to form a distinct notion of what is

meant by the word 'volition' in order to understand

the import of the word ' will.' for this last word ex

presses the power of mind of which volition is the

act. . . . The word 'will.' however, is not always

used in this its proper signification, but is frequently

substituted for ' vobtion,' as when 1 say that my hand

moves in obedience to my will. D. Stewart.

3. The determination or choice of one pos

sessing authority; discretionary pleasure;

behest; command; degree.

Thy will be done. Mat. vi. 10

Go then, the guilty at thy will chastise. Pofie.

4. Strong wish or inclination; bent of mind;

disposition.

He that complies against his will,

Is of the same opinion still. Hudtbras.

Inclination is another word with which will is fre

quently confounded. Thus, when the apothecary

says in Rotneo and Juliet:

My iwverty and not my will consents, &c.

the wora will is plainly used as synonymous with

inclination, not in the strict logical sensr. d* the im

mediate antecedent of action. It is with the same

latitude that the word is used in common conversa

tion, when we speak of doing a thing which duty pre

scribes, against one's own will; or when we (.peak

of doing a thing willingly or unwilling:)'.

D. S'rrrart

5. That which is strongly wished or desired.

He holds him with his glittering eye,—

The marriage-guest stood still

And listens like a three- years* child,

The mariner hath his will. Coleridge.

6. Absolute power to control, determine, or

dispose; arbitrary disposal.

Deliver ine not over unto the will of mine enemies.

PS. XXVU. 12.

7. Inlaw, the legal declaration of a man's in

tentions as to what he wills to be performed

after his death in relation to his property:

a testament In England no will, whether

of real or personal eatate, is to be valid un

less it be in writing, and signed at the foot

or end by the testator, or by some person

in his presence, and by his direction Such

signature must be made or acknowledged

by the testator in the presence of two or

more witnesses present at the same time,

and such witnesses must attest and sub

scribe the will in the presence of the testa

tor. Soldiers on Actual service, or mariners

at sea, have the power of making nuncu

pative wills. In the United States the law

is in substantial agreement with that of

England. In Scotland formerly only per

sonal property could be disposed of by will,

real property being conveyed by a disposi

tion or deed in which the testator's liferent

in the subject was reserved, but heritable

property can now be so disposed of.—Good

will, (a) favour; kindness. (6) Bight inten

tion. Phil. i. 15.— Ill will, enmity; unfriend

liness. It expresses less than tnaUee. See

Good-will and Ill-will. — To have ow'#

will, to obtain what is desired.—To work

one'swUl, to net absolutely according to one's

own will, wish, pleasure, or fancy; to do en

tirely what one pleases with something.

For though the Great Ages heave the hill

And break the shore, and evermore

Make and break and work their will. . . .

Tennyson.

—At will, at pleasure. To hold an estate

at the will of another is to enjoy the pos

session at his pleasure, and be liable to be

ousted at any time by the lessor or proprie

tor. See under Estatb.— With a will, with

willingness and pleasure; with all one's

heart; heartily.

Will (»'il), v. aux., pres. I will, thou wilt, he

will; past, would; no past participle. [A. Sax

willan, pres. slug. 1 and 3 wile, 2 wiU. pi.

willath (1, 2, and 3); pret. wolde, woldest ; pi

woldon or woldan; D. willen, Icel. vilja, Dan.

ville, to will ; G. will, I will, he will, infin.

wollen; Goth, viljan; cog. L. volo, I will, wife,

to will ; Or. bouloina i, I will. Akin well, weal,

wild.] A word denoting either simple futu

rity or futurity combined with volition ac

cording to the subject of the verb. Thus,

in the first person, I (we} will, the word de

notes willingness, consent, intention, or pro

mise; and when emphasized it indicates de

termination or fixed purpose; as, I will go.

if you please; I will go at all hazards: I will

have it in spite of him. In the second and

third persons will expresses only a simple

future or certainty, the idea of volition, pur

pose, or wish being lost; thus, 'you will go,"

or ' he will go,' indicates a future event only.

The secoud person may also be used .is a

polite command ; as, yoit will be sure to do

as 1 have told you.—As regards wiW in ques

tions Mr. R. Grant White lays down tlie

following rules: ' Will is never to be used as

n, question with the first person ; as, trill 1

go? A man cannot ask if he wills to do

anything that he must know and only he

knows. ... As a question, will in the second

person asks the intention of the person ad

dressed; as, wilt you go to-morrow? that is,

Do yon mean to go to-morrow? .An

question, will in the third person asks what

is to be the future action of the person

spoken of, with a necessary reference to

intention; as, trill he go? that is. Is he

going? Does he mean to go and is his going

sure?' Simple futurity with the first per

son is appropriately expressed by ahall.

(See Shall.) Among inaccurate speakers

and writers, especially in Scotland, Ireland.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, more; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; J\ Sc. ley.
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and in some parts of the United States, there

is some confusion in the u-e of shall and

will; thus will improperly takes the place

of shall in such frequently used phrases as,

'I tciU be obliged to you,' ' we will be at a

loss,' *I will be much gratified,' and so on.

— Would stands in the same relation to will

that should does to shall. Thus would is

seldom or never a preterite indicative pure

and simple, being mainly employed in sub

junctive, conditional, or optative senses, in

the latter cose haviug often the functions

and force of an independent verb; as, (a) con

ditional or subjunctive, ' he would do it if he

could ; ' ' he could do it if he would; ' ' they

would have gone had they been permitted.'

Here it will be seen would refers to the pre

sent only, the past being expressed by would

have. In such sentences as 'He was mis

taken it would seem." or 'it would appear'—

in which should is sometimes used—-would

retains almost nothing of conditionallty,

having merely the effect of softening a direct

statement. (Mr. R. Grant White regards

'it should seem' as the uormal expression,

though he quotes 'it would appear' from

good English writers. He himself writes,

' It would seem that n man of Mr. Lowe's

general intelligence should know.'&c. Every

day English, chap, xiii.) (&) Optative; 'I

would that I were young again.' In this

use the personal pronoun is often omitted.

' Would to God we had died in Egypt' Ex.

wi & * Would God I had died for thee, O

Absalom.' 2 Sam. xviiL 3. ' Would thou

wert as I am. ' Shak. — Would most nearly has

the force of a simple past indicative in such

sentences as, 'he would go and you Bee

what has happened ; ' but this implies farther

that he did actually go or at least set out,

and the would is here emphatic— Would is

also used to express a habit or custom, as if

it implied a habitual exercise of will; as, she

would weep all day ; every other day he

would fly into a passion.— Will and tcould

were formerly often used with adverbs and

prepositional phrases to express motion or

change of place, where modern usage would

require will go, would go, or the like. 'Now

I will away;' 'I'll to the ale-house;' 'I wiU

about it;' Til to my books;' 'he is very

sick and would to bed ;' ' there were wit in

this head, an 'twould out.' Shak. —What may

be called a similar elliptical usage occurs in

such phrases as 'what would you?' where

present usage would supply have or do.

Will (wil), v.t. [From the noun rather than

from the auxiliary verb. In this use the con

jugation is regular, pros. ind. I will, thou

wiliesty he wills, &c, pret. A pp. willed.]

1. To determine by an act of choice; to form

a distinct volition of; to ordain; to decree;

to decide.

Two things He wilteth—that we should be good,

and that we should be happy, Barrow.

A man that sits still is said to be at liberty, because

he can walk if he wills it. Locks.

2. To have an intention, purpose, or desire

of; to desire or wish; to intend.

Her words had bsiie other than she •willed.

Tennyson

3 t To convey or express a command or

authoritative instructions to; to command;

to direct; to order.

They willed me to say so, madam. Shak.

Send for music,

And -will the cooks to use their best of cunning

To please the palate. Beau. &■ Fl

As you go, will the lord mayor

And some aldermen of his brethren . .

To attend our further pleasure presently.

J. U'ebster

4. t To be inclined or resolved to have.

There, there, Hortensio, -will you any wife! Shak.

6. To dispose of by testament; to give as a

legacy; to bequeath.

Will (wil?, r i. 1. To form a volition; to ex

ercise an act of the will.

For in evill, the best condition is, not to wilt; the

second, not to can. Bacon.

He that shall turn his thoughts inward upon what

paues in his own mind when lie wills. Locke.

2. To desire; to wish.

Nevertheless, not as I wilt, but as thou mitt.

Mat. xxvi. 39.

3. To resolve; to determine; to decree.

As wilt the rest, so wilteth Winchester. Shak.

Lord if thou wilt thou canst make me clean. And

Jevus put forth liis hand and touched him. saying, I

wit/; be thou clean. Mat. viu. 3.

8. To dispose of effects by will or testament;

to make arrangements by will.— Will, nill =

will I (you, he, they, Ac.) or will I not. See

IS ILL.

Ifi/l or n ill

Beares her away upon his courser light. Sfenser.

Will you nill you 1 will marry you. Shak.

WlUemlte (wil'lem-it), ». [In honour of

Willem I., king of the Netherlands.! A

mineral of resinous lustre and yellowish-

freen colour. It is a native silicate of zinc.

t is of rare occurrence in Europe, but is

found in New Jersey, U.S., in rock-masses

constituting a very valuable and important

zinc ore.

Wilier (wil'er), n. l» One who wills. [Rare.]

Cast a glance on two considerations; first, what

the will is to which; secondly, who the witter is to

whom we must submit. Barrow.

2. One who wishes; a wisher: used in some

rare compounds, as Ulwiller, &c.

WiUet (wil'et), n. Symphemia semipal-

maia, a bird of the snipe family, found in

North and South America. It is a fine game

bird, and its flesh and eggs are prized as

food. It is so named from its cry, 'pilt-wUl-

willet.' Called also Stone-curlew.

Willful, Willfully, Willfulness. Same as

Wilful, Wilfully, Wilfulness.

Willing (wiring), a. 1. Ready to do or grant;

having the mind inclined; having the mind

favourably disposed; not choosing to re

fuse; not averse; desirous; faiu ; ready;

consenting; complying. 'Very willing to

bid you farewell ' Shak.' 'A willing bond

man.' Shak. 'Willing to wound, and yet

afraid to strike.* Pope.

Die he, or justice must ; unless for him

Some other able, and as wilting, pay

The rigid satisfaction. Milton.

2. Received or submitted to of choice or

without reluctance; borne or accepted vol
untarily; voluntary. •Willing misery. ' Shak.

Sad Ulysses' soul, and all the rest,

Are held with his melodious harmony

In witling chains and sweet captivity Mitten.

3. Self-moving; spontaneous.

No spouts of blood run wilting- from a tree.

Drydcn.

Willing-hearted (wil'ing-hart-ed), a. Well-

disposed; having a readily consenting heart,

Inclination, or disposition. Ex. xxxv. 22.

Willingly (wil'ing-li), adv. In a willing man

ner; (o) with one's free choice or consent;

without reluctance ; voluntarily. ' More

praise . . . than niggard truth would will

ingly impart' Shak.

By labour and intent study, . . joined with the

strong propensity of nature. I might perhaps leave

something so written to after times, as they should

not willingly let it die. Milton.

(b) Readily; gladly.

Proud of employment, -wittingly I go. Shak

The condition of that people is not so much to be

envied as some would willingly represent it.

Addison.

Willingness (wil'ing-nea), n. 1. The state or

quality of being williug; free choice or con

sent of the will; freedom from reluctance;

readiness of the mind to do or forbear.

I would expend it with all willingness. Shak

Sweet is the love that comes with willingness,

Dryden.

2 t Good-will. Shak.

Willow (wil'Id), n. [A. Sax. wetig, wilig, D.

wilg, L.G. wilge, a willow; probably from

root of wallow, L. volvo, to roll, from the

flexibility of its twigs] 1 The common

name of different species of plants belong

ing to the genus Salix, the type of the na

tural order Salicacerc. The species of wil

lows are numerous, about 160 having been

described, many of which are British. They

are all either trees or bushes, occurring

abundantly in all the cooler parts of the

northern hemisphere. They grow naturally

in a moist soil, and wherever planted they

should be within the reach of water. On ac

count of the flexible nature of their shoots,

and the toughness of their woody fibre, wil

lows have always been used as materials for

baskets, hoops, crates, &c. The wood is

soft, and is used for wooden shoes, pegs, and

the like ; it is also much employed in the

manufacture of charcoal, and the bark of

them all contains the tanning principle.

The Huntingdon or white willow (Salix

alba) and the Bedford willow (S. JiusseIli

ana) are large trees, yielding a light soft

timber, valuable for resisting the influence

of moisture or damp. The weeping willow

(S babylonica) 1b a native of China, and is a

fine ornamental tree. The willow has for

long beenconsidered assymbolical of mourn

ing, grief, bereavement, forsakenness, or the

like.

Tell him. in hope he'll prove a widower shortly,

111 wear the willow garland for his sake. Snak.

The willow is a sad tree, whereof such as have lost

their love make their mourning garland. Fuller.

Hence, to wear the willow, a colloquialism

for to put on the trappings of woe for a lost

lover—2, In cricket slang, the bat, so called

from the material of which its handle is

usually made; as, the strangers having won

the toss, sent their men in to handle the

willows.

Willow,Willy(willd. Willi), n. [From willow,

the tree, probably because in the early forms

of the machine a cylindrical willow cage

was used, or from willow rods being for

merly used to beat the cotton so as to loosen

it and eject the impurities. "The finer varie

ties of cotton are yet batted with rods while

resting on an elastic grated table, and felt

ing material for hats is similarly treated.'

E. H. Knight] In woollen manuf. a ma

chine for opening and disentangling the

locks of wool and cleansing them from sandy

and other loose impurities.

Willow (wil'16), v.t. To open and cleanse, as

cotton, by means of a willow.

Willowed (willed), a. Abounding with wil

lows.

No longer steel-clad warriors ride

Along thy wild and willowed shore. Sir IV. Scott.

Willow-gall (wil'lo-gal), n. A protuberance

on the leaves of willows produced by an in

sect.

Willow-ground (wille-ground), n. Apiece

of swampy land where osiers are grown for

basket-making.

Willow-herb (willd-erb), n. The common

name of the plants belonging to the genus

Epilobium, natives of the cooler parts and

mountainous districts of Europe, Asia, and

America. They are all ornamental plants,

but are of little utility. See Epilobium.

Wlllowish (wil'lo-ishj, a. Resembling the

willow; like the colour of the willow. Iz.

Walton.

Willow-lark (wil'Id-Iark), n. The sedge-

warbler (which see).

Willow - moth ( wil ' Id - moth ), h. A species

of mouse-coloured moth (Caradrina cubicu-

hxris), the larva; of which feed on grains of

wheat, often doing much damage.

Willow -oak (wil 'Id -6k), n. An American

tree of the genus Quercus, the Q. Phellos.

The wood is of loose, coarse texture, and is

little used.

Willow - pattern ( wir lo - pat - era), n. A

wetl-knowu pattern for stone and porce

lain ware, generally executed in dark blue,

in imitation of a Chinese design. It has its

name from a willow-tree (or what is sup

posed to be intended for one), which is a

prominent object in the picture.

WUlow - warbler ( wil ' Id - war - bier ), n.

Same as Willow-wren.

Willow-weed (willo-wed), n. L Polygo

num lapathifolium, a weed growing on wet,

light lands, with a seed like buckwheat—

2. Epilobium hirsutum.

Willow-wren (wil'ld-ren), n. Sylvia tro-

chilus, one of the most abundant of the

warblers. It is a summer visitant in

Britain, and is found in almost every wood

and copse. The general colour is dull,

olive-green above, the chin, throat, and

breast yellowish-white, and the belly pure

white; length about 5 inches from point of

the bill to extremity of the tail

Willowy (willo-i), a. 1 Abounding with

willows. 'Where willowy Camus lingers

with delight.' Gray.—2. Resembling a wil

low; flexible; drooping; pensile; graceful.

Will-with-a-wiSp, n. A luminous appear

ance not unfrequeutly seen in the north of

Germany, in England, and the Lowlands of

Scotland, which was formerly an object of

superstitious regard. Called also Will-o'-the-

wisp, Jack-a-lantern, Spunkie, Ignis Fa-

tun*. See Ignis Fatctjs.

WiU-worBhlp (wil wer-ship), n. Wor

ship according to one's own fancy; worship

imposed merely by human will, not on

divine authority; supererogatory worship.

Which things have indeed a show of wisdom in

will-worship. Col. ii. 23.

Will -worshipper ( wil' wer- ship -er), n.

One who practises will-worship.

He that says God is rijjhtly worshipped by an act

or ceremony, concerning which Himself hath in no

way expressed His pleasure, is superstitious, or a

wilt-worshiper. Jer. Taylor

Willy, n. In cloth manuf. Bee Willow.

Willying-machine (willi-ing-ma-Bhen), n.

In cloth manuf. same as Willow.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; n. Fr. ton; ng, sij#; th, fAen; th, iAin; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.—See KBT.
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Willy-nilly t (wil'i-nil'i). Will he or will he

not- will ye or will ye uot. See NILL,

WILL.

Wllne t v.t. [A. Sax. teaman, from wMan.

See WILL.) To will; to desire. Chaucer.

Wilsome (wll'Bum), a. [In meaning 1 evi

dently from will, also perhaps in meaning

2; comp. Sc. will, Icel. villr, astray. In 3

perhaps for wehome, from weU.) 1. Obsti

nate; stubborn: wilful—2. Doubtful; uncer

tain. Halliwell —3. Fat; indolent. [In all

its meanings provincial English]

Wilt (wilt), u.i. [Probably a corruption

of welk, to fade. ] To fade ; to decay ; to

droop; to wither, as plants or flowers cut

or plucked off. [Provincial English —

common In America. ]

To wilt, for wither, spoken of green herbs or

flowers, is a general word. Ray.

Wilt (wilt), v.t. To cause to wither or

become languid, as a plant; hence, fig. to

destroy the euergy or vigour of; to depress

Despots have wilted the human race into sloth

and imbecility. Dwight.

Wilt (wilt), v. The second pers. sing, of

will (which see).

Wilton-carpet (wll'ton-kar-pet), n. [From

being made originally at B'itton ] A variety

of Brussels carpet, in which the loops are

cut open into an elastic velvet pile.

Wily (wi'li). a. Capable of using wiles or

cunning devices; full of wiles; subtle; cun

ning; crafty; sly. ' This false, wily, doub

ling disposition of mind.' South.

I marked her wily messenger afar.

And saw him skulking in the closest walks. Johnson.

SYN. Cunning, crafty, subtle, sly, guileful,

artful,deceitful,designing,insidious, fraudu

lent.

Wimble (wim'bl), n. [0. E. wimbil, but the

o does not properly belong to the word,

which is the same as Sc. wimmle or wummle,

Dan. vimmel, an auger; comp. D. wemelen,

to bore, item*, an auger; Icel. veimilti/ta.

lit. a wimble-stick, but applied to a crooketl

fierson; also Sw. wimla, G. irimmtiii, to be

n tremulous or multifarious movement.

Gimlet is a dim. form which would seem to

have passed through the French. See Gim

let. ] An instrument of the gimlet, auger, or

brace kind used by carpenters and joiners

for boring holes. ' Who ply the wimble some

huge beam to bore.' Pope.

Wimble I (wim'bl). v.t. pret. & pp. wimbled;

ppr. wimbling. To bore with, or as with a

wimble. ' And wimbled also a hole thro' the

said coffin.' Wood.

Wimble t (wim'bl), a. [Probably connected

with whim. See Whim.1 Active; nimble.

He was so wimble and so light

From bough to bough he leaped light. Spenser.

Wimbrel (wim'brel), a Same as li'At'm-

brel.

Wimple (wim'pl),

n. [A. Sax. winpel,

a wimple; D. wt'm-

pel, Icel. vimpill,

Dan. vimpel, G.wim-

pel, all meaning a

pennon or streamer;

probably nasalized

and akin to whip.

See also Gimp] 1. A

covering of silk,

linen, or other ma

terial laid in plaits

over the head and

round the chin,

sides of the face,

and neck, formerly

worn by women out

of doors, and still

retained as a conventual dress for nuns.

White was her wimple and her veil.

And her loose locks a chaplet pale

Of whitest roses bound. Sir If. Scctt.

From beneath her gather'd wimple

Glancing with black-beaded eyes. Tennyson.

2. t A pendant, flag, or streamer.—3. A wind

ing or fold. [Scotch.]

Wimple (wim'pl). v.t, pret. & pp. wimpled;

ppr. wimplimj. 1. 1 To lay in plaits or folds;

to draw down in folds.

The same did hide

Under a veil that -wimpled was full low. Spenser.

2. To cover, as with a wimple or vail; hence,

to hoodwink ' This wimpled, whining, pur-

bliud, wayward boy.' Shak.

Wimple (wim'pl), v.i. It To be laid In wim

ples or folds.

With a veil that wimpled everywhere

Her head and face was iiid. Spenser.

Wimple.

2. To resemble or suggest wimples; to undu

late; to ripple; as, a brook that wimples on

wards.

And along the wimpling waves of their margin.

Shining with snow-white plumes, large flocks of

pelicans waded. Longfellow.

Win (win), v.t. pret. won, formerly also wan

(still provincial); pp. won; ppr. winning.

[ A.Sax.wtiinan, to strive, labour, fight, strug

gle; D. winnen, Icel. vinna, Dan. vinde (for

twins), G. oeim'nncn, to fight, strive, win, Ac.,

Goth, vinnan, to endure; supposed to be

from a root meaning to desire eagerly, seen

also in the name of the goddess Ventis. ]

1. To gain by proving (rue's self superior in

a contest ; to acquire by proving one's self

the best man in a competition; to be vic

torious in; to gain as victor; as, to win a

battle; to win the prize in a game; to win
money at cards; fwin the wager;' 'to win

this easy match;' 'the field is won;' 'those

proud titles thou hast won of me. ' Shak.

(It is often followed by of when something

is gained directly from a person.] The fol

lowing usage is somewhat peculiar.

Thy well-breathed horse

Impels the flying car and wins the course. Dryden.

2. In a more special sense, to gain posses

sion of by fighting; to get into one's posses

sion by conquest; as, to win a fortress or

a strong position. ' How the English have

the suburbs won.' Shak. ' Win you this

city without stroke." Shak. — 3. To gain,

procure, or obtain, in a general sense,

but especially implying labour, effort, or

struggle ; to earn for one's self ; as, to win

fame or fortune. ' Make us lose the good

we oft might win.' Shak. ' Out of words

a comfort win.' Tennyson. ' Could not

win an answer from my lips.' Tennyson.—

4. To earn or gain by toil or as the reward

of labour: in one or two special usages; as,

to win one's bread; to win ore from a mine.

But alle thing hath time;

The day is short, and it is passed prime ;

And yet ne wan 1 nothing in this day. Chaucer.

5. To accomplish by effort : as, to icin one's

way. ' Has won his path upward and pre-

vail'd.' Tennyson. —6. To attain or reach,

as a goal, by effort or struggle; to gain, as

the end of one's journey.

And when the stony path began,

By which the naked peak they wan.

Up flew the snowy ptarmigan. Sir IV. Scott.

7.t To come up to; to overtake; to reach.

Even in the porch he did him win. Spenser.

8. To allure to kindness or compliance; to

bring to a favourable or compliant state of

mind; to gain or obtain, as by solicitation

or courtship.

Thv virtue won me; with virtue preserve me.

Sir P. Sidney.

And oftentimes, to win us to our harm.

The instrument* of darkness tell us truths. Shai.

She's beautiful ; and therefore to be woo'd :

She Is a woman ; therefore to be won. Shak.

9. To gain to one's Bide or party, as by

solicitation or other influence ; to procure

the favour of, as for a cause which one has

at heart; to gain over; as, an orator wins his

audience by argument; the advocate has won

the jury.—Syn. To get, gain, procure, earn,

attain, acquire, accomplish, reach.

Win (win), v. t. 1. To be superior in a contest

or competition; to be victorious; to gain the

victory; to prove successful.

Nor is it aught but Just

That he, who in debate of truth hath won.

Should win in arms. Milton.

Those with the Saxons went, and fortunately wan.

Drayton.

2. To attain to or arrive at any particular

state or degree ; to become ; to get : always

with an accompanying word, as an adjec

tive or preposition; as, to win loose; to win

free; to wm at; to win away; to win before.

[Old English and Scotch. ) — To win on or

upon, (a) to gain favour or influence; as, to

win upon the heart or affections.

You have a softness and beneficence winning on

the hearts of others. Dryden.

(6) To gain ground on.
The rabble . . . will in time win upon power. Shai.

Win (win), v.t. [For wiii' = iriiut] To dry

corn, hay, and the like by exposing them

to the air. [Scotch. ]

Wince (wins), r.i pret. * pp. winced; ppr.

wincing. [Formerly also winch, from 0. Fr.

guinchir, guenchir, to wince, to start aside;

no doubt sometimes written wincAtr, from

0. G. wenken. to start aside. Closely akin to

E wink ) 1. To twist or turn, as in pain or un

easiness ; to shrink, as from a blow or from

pain; to start back.

I will not stir nor wince, nor speak a word

Nor look upon the iron angeriy. Shai.

2. To kick or flounce when uneasy or impa

tient of a rider; as. a horse wince*.

Wince (wins), n. The act of one who winces;

a start, as from pain.

Wince (wins), n. [A form of wincA ] The

dyer's reel upon which he winds the piece *»f

cloth to be dyed. It is suspended horizon

tally by the ends of its axis in bearings over

the edge of the vat so that the line of the axis

may be placed over the middle partition in

the vessel. By this means the piece of cloth

wound upon the reel is allowed to descend

alternately into either compartment of the

bath, according as it is turned by hand to the

right or the left Called also Wincing-ma-

chine.

Wince-pit (wins'pit), n. A pit in which

calico is washed when being manufactured.

Wincer(wins'er),n. One that winces, shrinks,

or kicks.

Wincey (win'si), n. [Probably a corrupted

contr. of linsey-woolsey, the steps being

linsey-winsey, then simply wincey. The

word was originally Scotch.) A strong and

durable cloth, plain or twilled, composed of

a cotton warp and a woollen weft. Heavy

winceys have been much worn as skirtings

and petticoats, and a lighter class is used

for men's shirts.

Winch (winsh), n. [A. Sax. trine*, a winch, a

reel for thread. Same root as wink, triitkU.]

1. The crank, projecting handle, or lever by

which the axis of a revolving machine is

turned, as in the common windlass, the

grindstone, cfec.—2. A kind of hoisting ma

chine or wind

lass, in which an

axis is turned by

means of a crank-

handle, and a

rope or chain is

thus wound

round it so as to

raise a weight.

There are various

forms of winches.

The crank may

be either at

tached to the ex

tremity of the winding roller or axis, or

a large Bpur-wheel may be attached to the

roller, and turned by a pinion on a separate

crank-Bhaft (as shown in the cut), this ar

rangement giving greater power.

Winch (winsh), n. A kick from impatience

or fretfulness, as of a horse; a twist or turn.

Wlncht (winsh), r.i. [A form of wine*

(which see).] To wince; to shrink; to kick

with impatience or uneasiness.

Their consciences are galled, and this makes them

winch and fling, as if they had some mettle.

Abp. rutotstm.

Winchester-goose (win'ches-ter-gos), is,

[Because the old public stews iu Southwark

were under the jurisdiction of the Bishop

of Winchester] An old name for bttbn;

hence, a person so affected. Shakspere has

the phrase ' goose of Winchester.'

Wincing-machine (wius'ing-ma-ahen), n.

Same as Wince.

Wlncoplpe (winTto-pip), n. An old name

for Anagallis arvensis, or scarlet pimpernel.

often called the poor man's hourglass or

barometer. See Pimpernel.

There is a small red flower in the stubble-field*,

which country people call the wincopipt, which if it

opens in the morning you may be sure a fair cUy

will follow. Bacon.

Wind (wind, in poetry often wind), n. [A.

Sax. D. and G. wind, Dan. and Sw. rims.

Icel. vindr, Goth, vinds; cog L ventttt, W

gwynt, wind. The root is in Goth, vauin.

Skr. tat, to blow. Weather is from same

root] 1. Air naturally in motion with any

degree of velocity; a current oi air; a cur

rent in the atmosphere, as coming from a

particular point. When the air moves mo

derately, it is called a light wind or a breeze;

when with more velocity, a fresh breeze:

and when with violence, a gale, storm, tem

pest, or hurricane. The principal cause of

those currents oi air is the disturbance • >f

the equilibrium of the atmosphere by the

unequal distribution of heat When one

part of the earth's surface is more heated

than another, the heat is communicated to

the air above that pnrt. in consequence of

which the air expands, becomes lighter, and

rises up. while colder air rushes in to sup

ply its place, and thus produces wind. A«

Winch.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; 11, Sc. abtme; y. Sc. fe».
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the heat of the sun is greatest in the equa

torial regions, the general tendency there

is for the heavier columns of air to displace

the lighter, and for the air at the earth's

surface to move from the poles toward the

equator. The only supply for the air thus

constantly abstracted from the higher lati

tudes must be produced by a counter-cur

rent in the upper regions of the atmosphere,

carrying back the air from the equator to

wards the poles. The quantity of air thus

transported by these opposite currents is so

nearly equal, that the average weight of the

air, as indicated by the barometer, is the

same in all places of the earth. Besides the

unequal distribution of heat already men

tioned, there are various other causes which

give rise to currents of air in the atmo

sphere, such as the condensation of the

aqueous vapours which are constantly rising

from the surfaces of rivers and seas, and the

agency of electricity. Winds have been

divided into^j^d or constant, as the trade-

winds; periodical, as the monsoons; and

variable winds, or such as blow at one time

from one point, at another from another

point, and at another time cease altogether.

(See Trade-wind, Monsoon.) There are

also various local winds, which receive par

ticular names; &s, the Etesian wind, the Siroc

co, the Simoom, the Harmattan, the Mistral,

Typhoon, Ac. (See these terms. ) The velo

city and force of the wind vary consider

ably, as shown by the anemometer. Thus

alight wind travelling at the rate of 5 miles

an hour exercises a pressure of 2 oz. on the

square foot ; a light breeze of 10 miles an

hour has a pressure of 8 oz. ; a good steady

breeze of 20 miles, 2 lbs. ; a storm of CO miles,

18 lbs. ; a violent hurricane of 100 miles, 60

lbs., a pressure which Bweeps everything

before it. Winds are denominated from the

point of compass from which they blow; as,

u north wind, an east wind, a south wind, a

west wind, a south-west wind, &c.

Except -wind stands as it has never stood.

It is an ill -wind that turns none to good. Tusser.

2. A direction in which the wind may blow;

a point of the compass, especially one of the

cardinal points.

Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe

upon these stain. Ezek. xxxvii. 9.

SThis sense of the word seems to have had

ts origin with the Orientals, as it was the

practice of the Hebrews to give to each of

the four cardinal points the name of wind.]

3. Air artificially put in motion from any

force or action ; as, the wind of a cannon-

ball; the triad of a bellows. * The whiff and

wind of his fell sword.' Shak.—4. Air im

pregnated with animal odour or scent

A hare had lone escaped pursuing hounds, . . .

To save his life ne leaped into the main.

But there, alasl he could not safety find,

A pack of dng'-fish had him in the wind. Sw\ft.

6. Breath modulated by the respiratory or

gans or by an instrument

Their instruments were various in their kind.

Some for the bow, and some for breathing wind.

Dryden.

6. Power of respiration; lung power; breath.

If my wind were but long enough to say ray pray

ers, I would repent. Shak.

7. That part of the body in the neighbour

hood of the stomach, a blow upon which

causes a temporary loss of respiratory power,

and which form a forbidden point of attack

in scientific boxing. [Slang.]

He pats hira and pokes him in divers parts of the

body, but particularly in that part w* ' *

of self-defence would call his wind.

1 that part which the science

Dickens.

8. Anything insignificant or light as wind,

such as empty or unmeaning words, idle

or vain threats, and the like.

Think not with wind or airy threats to awe. Milton.

9. Air or gas generated in the stomach and

bowels; flatulence.

Knowledge . . .

Oppresses else with surfeit, and soon turns

W isdom to folly, as nourishment to wind.

Milton

10. A disease of sheep, in which the intes

tines are distended with air, or rather af

fected with a violent inflammation. It oc

curs Immediately after shearing.— Between

wind and water, (a) in that part of a ship's

side or bottom which is frequently brought

above the water by the rolling of the vessel

or by fluctuation of the water's suriace.

Any breach effected by shot in this part is

peculiarly dangerous. Hence, (6) fig. any

part or point generally where a blow or at

tack will most effectually injure.—Down the

wind, (a) in the direction of and moving

with the wind; as, birds fly quickly down

the wind. (6) Towards ruin, decay, or ad

versity: compare the falconry phrase under

Whistle, v.l

The more he prayed to it to prosper him in the

world, the more ne went down the wind still.

Sir R. I.' Estrange.

—How the wind blows or lies, (a) the direc

tion or velocity of the wind. (b) Fig the posi

tion or state of affairs ; how matters stand

at a particular juncture.

Miss Sprang, her confidante, seeing haw the wind

lay, had tried to drop little malicious hints. Farrar.

—In the wind's eye, in the teeth 0/ the wind,

towards the direct point from which the

wind blows; in a direction exactly contrary

to that of the wind.—Second wind, a regular

state of respiration attained during con

tinued exertion after the breathlessness

which had arisen at an earlier stage— Three

sheets in the wind, unsteady from drink.

[Slang.)—To be in the wind, originally per

haps literally to be such as may be scented,

hence to be in covert preparation; to be

within the region of suspicion or surmise,

without being acknowledged or announced;

as, I strongly suspect there is something

ia the wind which will shortly astonish us.

[Colloq.]— To carry the wind, in the man-

ege, to toss the nose as high as the ears,

said of a horse. — To get (take) wind, to be

divulged; to become public; to be disclosed;

to become generally known; as, the story

got (took) wind.—To get one's wind, to re

cover one's breath; as, they will up and at

it again when they get their wind. [Colloq.]

— To raise the wind, to procure money;

to obtain the necessary supply of cash.

[Colloq.]

Fortune at present is unkind,

And we, dear sir, must raise the wind.

H'm Combe.

—To sail close to the wind, (a) to sail with

the ship's head as near to tin- wind as to All

the sails without shaking them; to sail as

much against the direction of the wind as

possible. (6) To border too closely upon dis

honesty or indecency; as, beware in dealing

wi tli him, he sails rather close to the icind.—

To take wind. Same as to Get Wind.—To

sow the wind and reap the whirlwind, to act

wrongly or recklessly and in time be visited

with the evil results of such conduct Hob.

viii. 7.

Wind (wind), v.t. pret. cfe pp. generally

wound, sometimes winded; ppr. winding.

[From wind, the above noun, pronounced as

wind; the strong conjugation has been in

troduced through confusion with wind, to

twist.] To give wind to with the mouth; to

blow; to sound by blowing. ' Have a recheat

winded.' Shak. ' Hunters who wound their

horns.' Pennant. 'Wound the gateway

horn.' Tennyson.

That blast was winded by the king. Sir If'. Scott.

Wind (wind), v.t. 1. To perceive or follow

by the wind or scent; to nose; as, hounds

wind an animal.—2. To expose to the wind;

to winnow; to ventilate. — 3. To drive or

ride hard, as a horse, so as to render scant

of wind.—4. To rest, aa a horse, in order

to let him recover wind.—To wind a ship, to

bring it round until the head occupies the

place where the Btern was, so that the wind

may strike the opposite side.

Wind (wind), v.t. pret and pp. wound (oc

casionally but less correctly winded) : ppr.
■winding. [A. Sax. windan, to wind, bend,

twist, twine; pret wand, wond, pp. wunden;

D. and G. winden, O.H.G. wintan, Icel. and

Sw. vinda, Goth, vindan; nasalized from

same root as withe, withy, weed (a garment);

wand, wend, wander are derivative forms.]

1. To turn in this and in that direction ; to

cause to turn or move in various directions.

To turn and wind a fiery Pegasus,

And witch the world with noble horsemanship.

Shak.

2. To turn round on an axis or some fixed

object; to coil, or form convolutions of,

round something; to bind or to form into a

ball or coil by turning ; to twine ; to twist ;

to wreathe ; as, to wind thread on a reel ;

to wind thread into a ball ; to wind a rope

into a coil. ' You have wound a goodly

clew.' Shak. — 3. To pursue by following

the turnings or windings of ; to follow or

chase by winding.

"Twas pleasure, as we look'd behind.

To see how thou the chase could'st wind.

Sir IV. Scott.

4. To turn by shifts and expedients.

He endeavours to turn and wind himself every

challenge.

H'aterland.

way to evade the force of this famous challenge.

5. To introduce by insinuation; as, the child

winds himself into my affections.

They have little arts and dexterities to wind in

such things into discourse. Dr. H. More.

6. To change or vary at will; to bend or turn

to one's pleasure; to exercise complete cou-

trol over.

Were our legislature vested in the prince he might

wind And turn our const tution at his pleasure.

Addison.

7. To entwist; to enfold; to encircle.

Sleep thou and I will wind thee in my arms.

Shak.

—To wind off, to unwind; to uncoil.—To

wind out, to extricate.

He bethought himself of all possible ways to dis

entangle himself, and to wind himself out of the

labyrinth he was in. Clarendon.

—To wind up, 1. (a) to coil up into a small

compass, as a skein of thread; to form into

a ball or coil round a bobbin, reel, or the

like. Hence, (b) fig. to bring to a conclu

sion, as a speech or operation; to arrange for

a final settlement of, as a business. ' With

out solemnly winding up one argument,

and intimating that he began another.'

Locke.

Signor Jupe was to enliven the varied perfor

mances at frequent intervals with his chaste Shak-

spearian quips and retorts. Las'ly he was to wind

tliera up by appearing in his favourite character.

Dicketu.

% (a) To tighten, as the strings of certain

musical instruments, so as to bring them to

the proper pitch; to put in tune by stretch

ing the strings over the pegs.

Wind up the slackened strings of thy lute.

Walter,

Hence, (6) Jig. to restore to harmony or

concord; to bring to a natural or healthy

condition.

The untuned and Jarring senses, O wind ut>.

Of this child-changed father. Shak.

(c) To bring to a state of great tension ; to

subject to a severe strain or excitement; to

put upon the stretch.

Theywound up his temper to a pitch, and treacher

ously made use of that infirmity Atterbury.

3. (a) To bring into a state of renewed or

continued motion, as a watch, clock, or the

like, by coiling anew the spring or drawing

up the weights.

When an authentic watch is shewn

Each man winds up and rectifies his own.

Suckling.

Hence, (b) fig. to prepare for continued

movement, action, or activity; to arrange

or adapt for continued operation; to give

fresh or continued activity or energy to; to

restore to original vigour or order.

Fate seemed to wind him up for fourscore years.

Yet freshly ran he on for ten years more. Dryden.

Is there a tongue, like Delia's o*er her cup.

That runs for ages without winding up. Young.

Wind (wind), v.t 1. To turn; to change.

'80 swift your judgments turn and wind.'

Dryden.—2. To turn around something; as,

vines wind around a pole —3. To have a cir

cular or spiral direction; as, winding stairs.

4. To crook ; to bend ; to have a course

marked by bendings or windings; to mean*

der; as, the stream winds through the val

ley; the road winds in various places.

He therefore turned him to the steep and rocky

Kth which . . . 7.vinded through the thickets of wild

xwood and other low, aromatic shrubs.

Sir IV. Scott.

6. To advance or make one's way by bend

ings or windings; to double; as, a hare pur

sued turns and winds.

Still fix thy eyes intent upon the throng,

And as the passes open, wind along. Milton.

The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea. Gray.

[In this last extract the sense of wind is

Erobably affected by that of wcnd.]—Q. To

ave a twist or an uneven surface, or a sur

face whose parts do not lie in the same

plane, as a piece of wood.—To wind out, to

be extricated; to escape. [Rare.]

Long lab'ring underneath, ere they could wind

Out of such prison. MUton.

—To wind up, to come to a conclusion, halt,

or end; to conclude; to finish.

She expatiated on the impatience of men generally

. . . and wound up by insinuating that she must be

one of the best tempers that ever existed. Dickens.

Wind (wind), n. A winding; a turn; a bend;

as, the road there takes a wind to the south.

[Rare. J

Windage (wind'aj), n. 1. In gun. (a) the dif

ference between the diameter of the bore of

a gun or other firearm and that of a hall or

shell, (b) The rush or concussion of the air

produced by the rapid passage of a shot.

(c) The influence of the wind in deflecting a

ch, cAaln; ch, So locA; g. ffo; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, strip; th, then. th. thin: w, wh, trAig; zh, azure. —See Key
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missile, as a ball, arrow, or the like, from

its direct path, or aside from the point or

object at which it is aimed; also, the amount

or extent of such deflection.—2. Insurjr.same

as Wind-contusion (which see).

Wlndas,t Windacet (wind'as).n. [FromD.

wind/is, or Icel. vinddss. See WINDLASS.]

A military engine for raising Btones, Are. ; a

kind of windlass Chaucer.

Windbag (windbag), n. A bag filled with

wind; hence, a man of mere words; a noisy,

empty pretender. [Recent]

Wind-band (wind'band), n. A band of

musicians who play only or principally on

wind-instruments.

Wind-beam (wind'bem), n. In arch, an old

term for a collar-beam.

Wlnd-bUl (wind'bll). «. In Scots law, an

accommodation bill ; a bill of exchange

?granted without value having been received

iy the acceptors, for the purpose of rais

ing money by discount.

Wind-bore ^wind'bor), n. The extremity

of the suction-pipe of a pump, usually

covered with a perforated plate to prevent

the intrusion of foreign substances.

Windbound (wind'bound), a. Prevented

from sailing by a contrary wind. 'The

windbound navy.' Dryden.

Wind-break t (wind'brak), v.L To break

the wind of.

*Twould wind-break a mule to vie burdens with her.

Ford.

Wlndbroacht (wind'broch), n. [The last

component probably a corruption of G.

braUche, a viola, or tenor -violin.] The

hurdy-gurdy or vielle.

For an old man to pretend to talk wisely is like a

musician's endeavouring to fumble out a fine sonata

upon a windbroach. Tom Brown.

Wind-broken (windT)rok-n), a. Diseased

in the respiratory organs; having the power

of breathing impaired by chest disease; as,

a wind-broken horse.

Wind - changing t (wind'ehanj-ing), a.

Changeful as the wind; fickle. 'Wind-

changing Warwick.' Shak.

Wind-chest (wind'ehest), n. In music, the

chest or reservoir in an organ or harmonium

for storing the wind produced by the bel

lows, and which is thus prevented from

acting by direct and intermittent currents

on the pipes ami reeds.

Wind-contusion (windTcon-tfl-xhon), n. In

surg. a contusion, such as rupture of the

liver, concussion of the brain, unaccom

panied by any external mark of violence,

supposed to be produced by the air when

rapidly displaced by the velocity of a pro

jectile, as a cannon-balL It is now, how

ever, considered to be occasioned by the

projectile itself striking the body in an

oblique direction, the comparative, escape

of the external soft tissues being accounted

for by the degree of obliquity with which

the missile impinges on the elastic skin,

together with the position of the internal

structures Injured relatively to the impinge

ment of the ball on one Bide and hard re

sisting substances on another.

Wtnd^dropsy (wind'drop-si), n. A swelling

of the belly from wind in the intestines;

tympanites.

Wlnde.t v.i. To wend; to go. Chaucer.

Wind-egg (wind'eg), ti. An imperfect egg.

Wind-eggs are frequently laid by hens which

have been injured or are growing old. They

are frequently destitute of a shell, being

surrounded only by a skin or membrane,

and sometimes by a very thin shell. Sir T.

Browne.

Winder (wlnd'erX v.t. To fan; to clean

grain with a fan. [Local.]

Winder (wiud'er), n, 1. One who or that

which winds yarns or the like; as, a bobbin-

winder.—2. An instrument or machine for

winding.—3. A plant that twists itself round

others. ' Winder* and creepers.' Bacon.—

4. The winding-step of a staircase.
Winder (windrer), n. In pugilism, a blow

that deprives of breath.

Windfall (wtnd'fal). n. 1. Something blown

down by the wind, as fruit from a tree, or a

number of trees in a forest.

Gather now, if ripe, your winter fruits, as apples, to

prevent their falling by the great winds; also (father

your wind/alls. Evelyn.

2. A violent gust of wind rushing from coast-

ranges and mountains to the sea.—3. An

unexpected legacy; any unexpected piece

of good fortune.

Wind-fallen (wind'fal-enl a. Blown down

by the wind. * Wind/alien sticks.' Dray

ton.

Wind-flower (wind'flou-er), n. A plant, the

anemone (Or. anemoe, wind) : so called be

cause it was supposed to expand its leaves

when the wind was blowing.

Wind-furnace (wind'fer-nas). n. A furnace

in which the air is supplied by an artificial

current, as from a bellows.

Wind-gall (wind'gal), n. A soft tumour on

the fetlock joints of a horse. 'His horse

. . . tulloticindgaUi, and sped with spurns.'

Shak.

Wind-gauge (wind'gaj), n. 1. An instru

ment for ascertaining the velocity and force

of wind; an anemometer. See Anemome

ter.—2. An apparatus or contrivance for

measuring or indicating the amount of the

pressure of wind in the wind-chest of an

organ.

Wind-gun* (wind-gun). ti. A gun discharged

by the force of compressed air; an air-gun.

Forced from -wind-guns lead itself can fly. Pope.

Wind-hatch (windTiach), n. In mining,

the opening or place where the ore is taken

out of the earth.

Wind-hover (windlio-ver), n. [From its

hovering in the wind.] A species of hawk,

the Falco Tinnunculus, called also the

Stannel, but more usually the Kestrel. Ten

nyson,

Windlness (win'di-nes). n. 1. The state of

being windy or tempestuous; as, the windi-

ness of the weather or season.—2. Fulness

of wind; flatulence.—3. Tendency to gener

ate wind ; as, the windiness of vegetables.

4. Tumour; pufflness. 'The swelling icindi-

nets of much knowledge.' Brerewood.

Winding (wind'ing), a. Bending; twisting

from adirect line or an even surface.

Winding (wind'ing), n. 1. A turn or turn

ing; a bend; flexure; meander; as, the wind

ing* of a road or stream. 'To follow the

winding* of this river.' Addison. 'The

winding* of the marge.' Tennyson,—2. A

twist in any surface, so that all its parts do

not lie In the same plane ; same as casting

or warping. GwiiU —3. A call by the boat

swain's whistle.

Winding-engine (wind'ing-en-jin), n. An

engine employed in mining to draw up

buckets from a deep pit

Wlndingly (wind'ing-li), adv. In a winding

or circuitous form. ' The stream that creeps

windingly by it' Keats.

Winding-machine (wind'lng-ma-shen), n.

In cloth manuf. a twisting or warping ma

chine.

Winding -sheet (wind'ing-shetX n. 1. A

sheet in which a corpse is wrapped.

These arms of mine shall be thy winding^iheet.

My heart, sweet boy, shall be thy sepulchre.

Shak.

2. A piece of tallow or wax hanging down

from a burning candle : regarded by the

ignorant as an omen of death

He fell asleep on his arms ... a lone winding.

thee/ in the candle dripping down upon him.

Dickens.

Winding-tackle (wind'ing-tak-1), n. Sunt.

a tackle consisting of one fixed triple block,

and one double or triple movable block,

used principally to hoist up any weighty

materials.

Wind-instrument (wind'in-stru-ment), n.

An instrument of music, played by means

of artificially produced currents of wind, as

the organ, harmonium, Ax., or by the hu

man breath, as the flute, horn, Ax. , in all of

which the vibration of a column of air

produces the sound. The name is, bow-

ever, generally restricted to the orchestral

instruments of the second class, consisting

of a tube (straight, bent, or curved), pro

ducing a fundamental tone with its har

monics or overtones when the vibrating

column extends the whole length of the

tube. This column may, however, be short

ened by having holes of certain sizes and at

certain distances along the tube, which are

opened or stopped by the fingers or valves,

the instrument being thus adapted to pro

duce in its simpler forms the tones of the

diatonic scale, and hi its more complex

forms the tones of the chromatic scale.

The wind-instruments of an ordinary or

chestra are divided into two classes: wood

instruments, as the flute, oboe, clarionet,

and bassoon; and brass instruments, as the

horn, cornet-a-pistons, trombone, eupho

nium, bombardon, and ophicleide. The

quality of tone of the woods is soft, smooth,

light, and almost vocal; that of the brasses

is somewhat harder, more powerful and

majestic. Being all fixed toned they can

not, of course, play in perfect tune like

stringed instruments, and they can only

produce one sound at a time.

Windlacet (wind'las), n. A windlass.

Windlass (windlas), n. [Corrupted from

older windas, windacc, which was probably

borrowed from the D. windas. or from IceL

vindtUs, lit winding-beam—vinda, to wind,

and dss, a beam. The I has crept into the

word probably through the influence of the

old ic indie, a wheel or reel, a dim. form from

the verb to wind.) 1. A modification of the

wheel and axle, used for raising weights,

Ac. One kind of windlass is the winch used

for raising water from wells, Ax., which haa

an axle turned by a crank, and a rope or

chain for raising the weight by being wound

round the axle. The simple form of the

Ship's Windlass.

windlassused In ships, for raising the anchors

ox obtaining a purchase on other occasions,

consists of a strong beam of wood placed

horizontally, and supported at its ends by

iron spindles, which turn in collars or bushes

inserted in what are termed the windlass

bitts. This large axle is pierced with holes

directed towards its centre, in which long

levers or handspikes are inserted for turn

ing it round when the anchor is to be weighed

or any purchase is required. It is furnished

with pawls to prevent it from turning back

wards when the pressure on the handspikes

1b intermitted—2. t A handle by which any

thing is turned ; specifically, a winch-like

contrivance for bending the arblaat or cross

bow. 8ee Cross bow. -it A circular or

circuitous path or course ; a circle ; a com

pass.

Among these he appointed a few horsemen to ramre

somewhat abroad for the greater appearance, bid

ding them fetch a wtndittss a treat way about, aad

to make all toward oue place. Co/ding

Hence—4. t Any indirect artful course; cir

cumvention; art and contrivance; subtle

ties.
Thus do we of wisdom and of reach.

With wtndJ.issts and with assay > of bias.

By indirections find directions out. SJkmM.

Windlass (windlas). v.i. 1. To use a wind

lass; to raise something as by a windlass.

Let her (Truth) rest, my dear sir. at the botton cf

her well; . . . none of our wtndiasstng -will ercr

bring her tip. JW"-* £dg*a<art*.

2.t To take a circuitous path; to fetch n

compass.

A skilful woodsman by ivindlassing presently ge»

a shoot, which without taking a compass. . . . be

could nerer hare obtained. Hammond

3. t To adopt a circuitous, artful, or cunning

course; to use stratagem ; to act indirectly

or warily.

She is not so much at leisure as to windlass, or use

craft, to satisfy them. Hamtnond.

Windle (wln'dl), n. [See Wikdlass ] ItA

winch, wheel and axle, or windlass. "En

gines and tcindles.' Holland.—I A kind of

reel ; a turning-frame upon which yarn is put

to be wound off. Sir W. Scott.

Windless (windles), a. 1. Free from or un

affected by wind; calm; unruffled. *A wind-

less sea under the moon of midnight' Rut-

kin.—-2. Wanting wind; out of breath.

The weary hounds at last retire windiest. Fawrfax-

Windlestraw ( win'dl-stra ), n. IA. Sax.

windelstreow, properly straw for plaiting,

from trindef, something twined, especially

a woven basket, from wxndan, to wind. See

Wind] A name given to various species of

grasses, as the tufted hair-grass (A ira corspi-

tosa), the Agrostis svica venti, and the Cy-

nosurus cristatus; also, a stalk of grass.

Tall spires of windJestmi

Threw their thin shadows down the rugged slope.

SAeiiey

Windllttt (windlift), n. A windlass. 'A

windlift to heave up a gross scandal ' litter

Xorth.

Windmill (wind'mil), n, 1. A mill which

receives its motion from the impulse of the

wind, and which is used for grinding corn,

pumping water, Ac. The structure of a

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc abtine; y, 8c try
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windmill is a conical or pyramidal tower of

considerable height, with a conical or hemi

spherical dome. There are two kinds of

windmills, the vertical and horizontal In

the former, a section of which is here given,

Section of upper part of WindmHL

the wind is made to act upon saila

or vanes, A A (generally four in num

ber), attached by means of rectangu

lar frames to the extremities of the

principal axis or wind-shaft of the mil),

which is placed nearly horizontal, so that

the sails, by the action of the wind, revolve

in a plane nearly vertical, giving a rota

tory motion to the driving-wheel E fixed

to the wind-shaft, and thus conveying mo

tion to the vertical shaft F and the machin

ery connected with it. The extremity of

the wind-shaft must always be placed so as

to point to the quarter from which the wind

blows. To effect this some mills have a

self-adjusting cap B, which is turned round

by the force of the wind acting upon the fan

or flyer C, attached to the projecting frame

work at the back of the cap. By means of

a pinion on its axis, motion is given to the

inclined shaft and to the wheel i> on the

vertical spindle of the pinion a, this latter

pinion engages the cogs on the outside of

the fixed rim of the cap; by these means the

sails are kept constantly turned to the wind,

the head of the mill moving slowly round

the moment any change in the direction of

the wind causes the fan c to revolve. In

the horizontal windmill the wind -shaft 1b

vertical, so that the sails revolve in a hori

zontal plane. The effect of horizontal wind

mills, however, is considered to be far in

ferior to that of the vertical kind. The

effect of windmills depends greatly upon

the form and position of the sails. See also

Post-mill.—2. A viBionary scheme; a vain

project; a fancy; a chlmnrs.

He lived and died with general councils In his pate,

with windmills of union to concord Rome and Eng

land, England and Rome, Germany with them both.

Bp.Hacket.

—To fight windmill*, to combat chiraajras

or imaginary opponents: in allusion to Don

Quixote's adventure with the windmills.

Windmill-cap (wind'mil-kap), n. The mov

able upper part of a windmill which turns

to present the sails in the direction of the

wind. See Windmill.

Windmill-plant (wind'mil-plant), n, A

name given to the semaphore plant (Dcs-

modium gyrans). See DESMODICM.

Windoret(win'ddr). n. [Wind and door,

from a supposition that window was a cor

rupted compound of these words.] A win

dow.

Nature has made man's breast no windores.

To publish what he does within doors. Hudibras.

Window (win'dd).n. [O.E. windogetwindohe,

from Icel. vindauga, a window, lit a wind-

eye—vindr, wind, and auga, an eye.] 1. An

opening in the wall of a building for the

admission of light or of light and air when

necessary. In modern buildings this open

ing has usually a frame on the sides in

which are set movable sashes containing

panes of glass or other transparent material.

But many windows, as those in large shops,

are incapable of being opeued.—2. An aper

ture or opening resembling a window or sug

gestive of a window. 'The windows of hea

ven.' Qen. ill. 11. ' The window of my heart,

mine eye.' Shak.

You cannot shut the -windows of the sky.

Through which Aurora shows her brightening face.

Thomson.

3. The sash or other thing that covers the

aperture. 'Ere I let fall the windows of

mine eyes.' Shak.—4. A figure formed by

lines crossing each other. 'Till he has win

dows on his bread and butter. ' Dr. W. King.

— Window tax, window duty, a tax formerly

levied in Britain on all windows of houses

above six (latterly) in number—abolished in

1861, a tax on houses above a certain rental

being substituted.

Window-bar twin'do-bar), n. 1. One of the

bars of a window-sash or lattice. Tennyson.

2. pi. Lattice-work on a woman's stomacher.

Shak.

Window-blind (win'do-bliud), n. A blind,

screen, or shade for a window. See Blind.

Window-bole (win'do-bdl), n. See Bole.

Window-cleaner (wiu'do-klen-er), n. LA

person whose business is to clean windows.

2. An apparatus for cleaning windows.

Window-curtain (win'do-ker-tinX **• A

curtain, usually decorative, hung over the

window recess inside a room. See Curtain.

Windowed (win'ddd), p. and a. 1. Furnished

with or having a window or windows.

Within a window'd niche of that high hall

Sate Brunswick's fated chieftain. Byron.

2. Placed in a window.

Wouldst thou be -window'd in great Rome and see

Thy master thus. Skat.

3. Having many openings or rents. 'Your

loop'd and window'd raggedness,' Shak.

Window-frame (win'do-fram), n. The frame

of a window which receives and holds the

sashes.

Window-glass (win'do-glaa). n Glass for

windows, of an inferior quality to plate-

glass.

Windowless (win'do-les), n. Destitute of

windows.

I stood still at this end, which, being windowless,

was dark. Charlotte Bronte.

Window-sash (win'dd-saah), n. The sash

or light frame in which panes of glass are

set for windows. See SASH.

Window-Beat (win'dd-set), n. A seat in the

recess of a window.

Window-shade (win'dd-Bhad), n. A rolling

or projecting blind or sun-shade, sometimes

transparent or painted, at other times can

vas on spring-rollers; a window-blind. Sim-

monds.

Window-shutter (win'dd-shut-er), n. See

Shutter.

Window-Bill (win'dd-sil), n. See Sill.

WindOW-taz. See under Wixdow.

Windowyt (win'd6-i), a. Having little cross
ings like the sashes of a window. ■ Strang

ling snare, or windowy net' Donne.

Windpipe (wind'pip), n. 1. The passage for

the breath to and from the lungs; the

trachea. See Trachea.— 2. In mining, a

pipe for conveying air into a mine.

Wind-plant (wind'plant), n, A species of

Anemone, A. nemorosa.

Wind -pump (wind'pump), n. A pump

moved Dy wind.

Windringt (win\lring),o. Winding. 'Win-

dring brooks.' Shak.

Wind-rode (wind'rod), a. Naut. applied to

the situation of a vessel at anchor when she

is swung round by the force of the wind.

Called also Tide-rode.

Wind-rose ( wind'roz), n. A card or table

with lines corresponding to the points of

the compass showing the connection of the

wind with the barometer, Ac.

Wind-row (wind'rd), n. 1. A row or line of

hay raked together for the purpose of being

rolled into cocks or heaps. Also sheaves of

corn set up in a row one against another, in

order that the

wind may blow

betwixt them.

2. The green bor

derof a fleld,dug

up in order to

carry the earth

on other land to

mend It — 8. A

row of peats set

up for drying: or

a row of pieces

of turf, sod, or

sward cut in par

ing and burn

ing. Written

also Winrow.

Windrow(wiud'-

T6),v.t. To rake

or put into the

form of a wind

row.

Wind - Ball

(w ind'sal),n. 1. A

wide tube or

funnel of canvas used to convey a stream of

air into the lower apartments of a ship.—

2. One of the vanes or Bails of a windmill

Wind-sail suspended from a

stay.

Wind-seed (wind'sed), n. A plant of the

genus Arctotis,

Wind -shake, Wind-shock (wlnd'shak,

wind'shuk), n. Same as A nemesis.

Wind-snaked t (wind'shakt), a. Same as

Wind- shaken. 'The wind-shaked surge.'

Shak.

Wind-shaken (wind'shak-n), a. Driven or

agitated by the wind; tottering or trembling

in the wind. ' He's the rock, the oak not to

be wind-shaken. ' Shak.

Wind-side (wind'sid), n. The windward

side. & B. Browning.

Windsor-bean (wind'zor-ben), n. A very

broad bean, genus 1'aba, resembling the

long-pod, but broader.

Windsor - chair (wind'zor-charX n. 1. A

kind of strong, plain, polished chair, made

entirely of wood, seat as well as back.

He got up from his large wooden-seated Windsor-

chair. Dickens.

2. A sort of low wheel-carriage.

Windsor Knight (wind'zor nit), n. One of

a body of military pensioners, having their

residence within the precincts of Windsor

Castle. They are now called the Military

Knights of Windsor, and sometimes Poor

Knights of Windsor.

Windsor-soap (wind'zor-sop), n. A kind of

fine-scented soap, the chief manufacture of

which was once confined to Windsor.

Wind-sucker (wind'suk-er), n. 1. An old

name for the kestrel; the wind-hover.

Did you ever hear such a wind-sucker as this? or

such a rook as the other! B. Jonson.

Hence—2. A person ready to pounce on any,

or on any blemish or weak point.

But there is a certain envious windsuekvr that

hovers up and down. Chapman.

Wind-swift (wind'Bwift), a. Swift like the

wind. * Therefore hath the wind-swift Cu

pid wings.' Shak.

Wind-tight (wind'tlt}, a. So tight as to

prevent the passing of wind. ' Wind-tight

and water-tight.' Bp. Ball.

Wind-trunk (wind'trungk), n. The duct

which conducts the wind from the bellows

to the wind-chest of an organ or Bimilar in

strument.

Wind-up (wlnd'up), n. The conclusion or

final adjustment and settlement of any mat

ter, as a speech, business, entertainment,

Ac. ; the closing act; the close. ' A regular

wind-up of this business.' Dickens.

When he performed at the theatres, he used to do

it as a wind-up to the entertainment, after the danc

ing was over. Mayhcw.

Windward (wind'werd), n. The point from

which the wind blows; as, to ply or sail to

the windward.—To lay an anchor to the

windward (fig), to adopt previous measures

for success or security.

Windward (wind'werd), o. Being on the

side toward the point from which the wind

blows; as, the windward Bhrouds.

Windward (wind'werd), adv. Toward the

wind.

Wind-way (wind'wi), n. In mining, a pas

sage for air.

Windy (win'di), a. 1. Consisting of wind;

formed by gales. ' The windy tempest of my

soul.' Shak.—2. Next the wind; windward.

Still you keep o' the windy side o' the law. Shak.

3. Tempestuous; boisterous; as, windy wea

ther.—4. Exposed to the wind.

The building rook will caw from the windy tall elm-

tree. Tennyson.

6. Applied figuratively to words and sighs

as resembling the wind. ' Her windy sighs.'

Shak. 'The windy breath of soft petitions.'

Shak -0. Tending to generate wind or gas

on the stomach; flatulent; as, windy food.

7. Caused or attended by gas hi the stomach

or intestines. 'A windy colic' Arbuthnot.

8. Affected with flatulence ; troubled with

wind in the stomach or bowels. Dunglison.

9. Empty; airy. ' Windy Joy.' Milton.

Here's that windy applause, that poor transitory

pleasure for which I was dishonoured. South.

10. Vain; given to boast; vaunting; swag

gering. (Scotch.)

Windy-footed(win'di-fnt-ed),a. Wind-swift;

swift-footed, 'The windy-footed dame.'

Chapman.

Wine (win), n. [A. Sax. win, borrowed (like

D. wijn, Icel. vin, Dan. viin, Goth, wein or

vein, O. wein) from L. vinum, wine, which

corresponds to Or. oinos, with digamma

voinos or foinos, wine. L. vinum, wine, is

what is produced by vitis, the vine, the

twining plant (cog. with E. withy), the root

meaning to twine or twist. Been also in

vitium, vice, and in B. to wind, wire, Ac]

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job: n, Fr. ton; ng, sinj;; tAen; th. fAin; w, wig; wh, u>Aig; zh, aiaire.—See KIT.Til,
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1. The fermented juice of the grape or fruit

of the vine (Vitis vinifera. Seevms). Wines

are distinguished practically by their colour,

hardness or softness on the palate, their

flavour, and their being still or effervescing.

The differences in the quality of wines de

pend portly upon differences in the vines, but

more on the differences of the soils in which

they are planted, in the exposure of the

vineyards, in the treatment of the grapes,

and the mode of manufacturing the wines.

When the grapes are fully ripe, they gener

ally yield the most perfect wine as to

strength and flavour. The leading charac

ter of wine, however, must be referred to

the alcohol which it contains, and upon

which its intoxicating powers principally

depend. The amount of alcohol in the

stronger ports and sherries is from 16 to 25

per cent; in hock, claret, and other light

wines from 7 per cent. Wine containing

more than 13 per cent of alcohol may be as

sumed to be fortified with brandy or other

spirit The most celebrated ancient wines

were those of Lesbos and Chios among the

Greeks, and the Falemian and Cecuban

among the Romans. The principal modern

wines are Port, Sherry, Claret, Champagne,

Madeira, Hock, Marsala, Ac. Ac. The va

rieties of wine produced are almost endless,

and differ in every constituent according to

the locality, season, and age; but generally

the produce of each vineyard retains its own

leading characteristics. The principal wine-

producing countries are France, Germany,

Spain, Portugal, Sicily, Greece. Cape Colony,

Australia, and America. — 2. The juice of

certain fruits prepared in imitation of wine

obtained from grapes, but distinguished by

naming the source whence it is derived; as,

currant trine; gooseberry wine. — 3. The

effect of drinking wine in excess; intoxica

tion. 'Noah awoke from his trine.' Gen.

i\ 24.—i The act of drinking wine.

Who hath redness of eyes! They that tarry long

at the wine. Prov. xxiii. ao, 30.

5. A wine party at the English universities.

The ex-coach was drinking brandy-and-water, and

maundering about great wines, and patrician bear*

fights. ifus ,;. ' I .' ;" >.-

—Wine of iron (vinum ferri of the Pharm.

Brit.), sherry with tartrated iron in solu

tion.—Quinine trine, sherry with sulphate

of quinine in solution.—Oti of wine, ethe

real oil, a reputed anodyne, but only used

in the preparation of other compounds.—

Spirit of wine, alcohol (which see).

Wllie (win), v.t. To supply with wine.

'To wine the king's cellar.' Howell. [Rare.]

Wine-bag (win 'hag), n. 1. A wine -skin

(which see).—2. A person who indulges fre

quently and largely in wine. IColloq.]

Wine-bibber (win'bib-er), n. One who drinks

much wine; a great drinker. Prov. xxiii. 20.

Wine-bibbing (win'bib-ing), n. The prac

tice of habitually drinking much wine; tip

pling.

Wine-biscuit (win-bis-ket), n. A light bis

cuit, served with wine.

Wine-cask (winltask), n. A cask in which

wine is or has been kept

Wine-cellar (win'sel-ler), n. An apartment

or cellar for stowing wine. Wine cellars are

generally underground, on the basement

story of a building, in order that the wine

may be kept cool and at an equal tempera

ture.

Wine-coloured (wlnTral-erd), a. Approach

ing the colour of red wine. MUman.

Wine-cooler (winTtOl-er), n. A vessel for

cooling wine before it is drunk. One va

riety consists of a porous vessel of earthen

ware which, being dipped in water, absorbs

a considerable quantity of it A bottle of

wine is placed in the vessel, and the evapo

ration which takes place from the vessel ab

stracts heat from the wine. Wine-coolers

for the table are usually stands made of sil

ver or of plated metal, and holding ice, in

which wine bottles are placed for cooling.

Wine-fancier (win'fan-si-er), «. A connois

seur in wines.

Wine-fat (win'fat).n. The vat or vessel into

which the liquor Sows from the wine-press.

Isa. lxiii. 2.

Wine-glass (win'glas), n, A small glass in

which wine is drank.

Wine-grower (win'grd-er). n The pro

prietor of a vineyard; one who cultivates a

vineyard and makes wine.

Wine-heated (winTiet-ed), a. Affected or

excited by wine.

Enid fear'd his eyes.

Moist as they were, urine-heated from the feast.

TennysffK.

Wineless (uinles), o. Destitute of wine;

not having, not using wine. ' The rest of

your wineless life.* Swift.

Wine-making (win'mak-ing), n. The pro

cess of manufacturing wines.

Wine-measure (win'mezh-ur), n. An old

English measure by which wines and other

spirits were sold. In this measure the gallon

contained 231 cubic inches, and was to the

imperial standard gallon as 5 to 6 nearly.

Wine-merchant(win'mer-chant),n. A mer

chant who deals in wines.

Wine-palm (win'pam), n. A palm from which

palm-wine is obtained, as Caryota urens.

Wine-press (win'pres), n. A machine, ap

paratus, or place in which the juice is

pressed out of grapes.

Wine-sap (win'sap), n. A much esteemed

American apple.

Wine-skin (win'skin), n. A bag or bottle

made of the skin of an animal in its natural

shape for containing or carrying wine.

Wine-sour (wln'sour), n, A kind of plum.

Wine -stone (win'ston), n, A deposit of

crude tartar or argal which settles on the

sides and bottoms of wine-casks.

Wine-taster (win'tas-ter), n. 1. A person

employed to taste and judge the quality,

itc. , of wine for purchasers.—2. A kind of

pipette used for sampling wine.

Wine-vault (win'val^), n. 1. A vault in

which wine is stored in casks.—2. A name

frequently assumed by a public-house where

the wine and other liquors are served at the

bar or at tables. Dickens.

Wine-warrant (win'wor-ant), n. A war

rant to the keeper of a bonded warehouse

for the delivery of wine.

Wine-whey (win'wha), n. A mixture of

wine, milk, and water.

Wing (wing), n. [O. E. winge, wenge, a Scan

dinavian word; Sw. and Dan. ringe, Icel.

vctngr, a wing; comp. Icel. vingsa, to swing:

probably formed by nasalization from same

root as weigh, A. Sax. wegan, to lift, Goth.

vigan, to move, and akin to wag, way. Ac]

1. One of the anterior limbs in birds, corre

sponding to the arms in man, and in most

cases serving as organs by which flight is

effected, though in some birds they merely

aid in running or swimming. Normally the

wings consist of the bones of the fore-limbs.

specially modified and provided with fea

thers. To that part of the limb analogous

to the hand are attached the primaries or

greater quill-feathers, the secondaries are

affixed to the forearm, and the arm sup

ports the tertiaries and scapulars. The bone

which represents the thumb gives rise to

the bastard quills, and along the base of the

quills are ranged the wing-coverts. W'in^s

are attributes of some of the gods of an

tiquity, of demons, and of many imaginary

beings. In Christian art the use of wings is

limited to angels and devils.—2. An organ

used for flying by some other animals. In

insects, the wing is formed of two delicate

skin layers, supported on hollow tubes or

nervurea placed in communication with the

respiratory system. The forms of insect

wings are very various; some of the more

important diversities being characteristic of

different orders. The wings of bats consist

of a fold of skin which commences at the

neck and extendB on each side between the

fore-legs or arms and the posterior limbs

In the flying -phalangers, flying -squirrels,

A:<-' , the expansion of skin extending along

the sides of the body serves as a mere para

chute, and is no organ of true flight —

3. Used emblematically, (a) of swiftness, or

of anything that carries the mind upwards

or along; means of flightorof rapid motion;

as, fear adds wings to flight ' Fiery expe

dition be my wing.' Shak. 'Borne by the

trustless wings of false desire.' Shak. (b)

Of care or protection: often in the plural.

In the shadow of thy wings will I rejoice. Ps. lxiii. 7

Eva goes under the wins °f an aunt of mine.

Farrar.

4- The act or manner of flying; passage by

flying; flight; as, to take wing. 'And the

crow makes wing to the rooky wood.' Shak.

Though his affections are higher mounted than

ours, yet, when they stoop, they stoop with the like

wxng. Shak.

5. That which moves with a wing-like motion

or which receives a wing-like motion from

the action of the air, as a fan used to winnow

grain, the vane or sail of a windmill, the fea

ther of an arrow, the sail of a ship,Ac. —6. In

bot. (a)aside shoot ofa treeorplant. (ft)One

of the two Bide petals of a papilionaceous

flower, as of the pea, bean, and the like. See

cut under Keel, (e) A membraneousborderby

which many seeds are supported in the air

and transported from place to place— 7. In

shipbuilding, that part of the hold or space

between decks which is next the ship's tide,

more particularly at the quarter; also, the

overhang deck of a steamer before and abaft

the paddle-boxes, bounded by a thick plank

called the wing-wale, which extends from

the extremity of the paddle-beam to the

ship's side.—8. In arch, a side projection of

a building on one side of the central or main

portion. — 9. In fort, the longer side of a

crown or horn work uniting it to the main

work.—10. A leaf of a gate or double door.

11. The laterally extending portion of a

ploughshare which cut* the bottom of the

furrow. — 12. In engin. (a) an extension

endwise of a dam, sometimes at an angle

with the main portion, (6) A side dam on

a river shore for the purpose of contracting

the channel (e) A lateral extension of an

abutment E. H. Knight. See Wing-wall.

13. One of the sides of the stage of a theatre;

also, one of the long narrow scenes which

fill up the picture on the aide of the stage.

'Saw-dust on the stage and all the icings

taken out' Mayhew. — 14. One of the ex

treme divisions of an army, regiment, fleet

or the like. 'The left wing put to flight'

Dryden —15. A shoulder knot or small epau

lette. Stmmoiid*.—16. A strip of leather or

the like attached to the skirt of the runner

in a grain-mill to sweep the meal into the

spout — 17. The side or displayed portion

of a dash-board —18. In geol. one of the

sides or slopes of an anticline or saddle

back. Page.—On the wing, flying; aa. to

shoot wild fowl on the wing (b) Speeding to

its object; on the road. :When I had seen

this hot love on the wing.' Shak. ' Hearing

he was on the wing for Coningsby Castle'

Disraeli— Upon the wings of the wind, with

the utmost velocity. Ps. xviii. \0. — Wing-

and-wing. the situation of a ship coming

before the wind with studding-sails on both

sides; also said of fore-and-aft vessels, when

they are going with the wind right aft, the

foresail boomed out on one side, and the

mainsail on the other. Admiral SmytK

Wing (»'ing), v.t. 1. To furnish with wings;

to enable to fly or to move with celerity, aa

in flight ' Who heaves old ocean, and who

wingt the storms. ' Pope.

Their own feathers pluck'd, to wing the dart

Which rank corruption destines for their heart.

Mm
2. To supply with side parts or divisions, aa

an army, a house, &c. 'On either side well

xringed with our chiefest horse.* Shak.—

3. To transport by flight; to cause to fly, as

with wings.

I, an old turtle.

Will Tfttijr me to some wither'd bough- Shat.

4. To move in flight through; to traverse l>y

flying. * Crows and choughs that wing the

midway air.' Shak.

If trigs the blue element, and borne sublime

Eyes the set sun, gilding each distant clinic. Xegcrt.

5. To cut off the wings of; to wouud in the

wing; to disable a wing or limb of. [Sport

ing or colloq. ]

'AH right,' said Mr. Snodgrass. 'be steady aad

wing htm.* /W^mr.

—To wing a flight or way, to proceed by fly

ing ; to fly.

He winged his upward/tight, and soar'd to Came.

fftjdsm.

Wing (wing), v.i To fly; to exert the power

of flying.

We poor unfledged

Have never wing'duom view o the nest, £***.

Wing-case (wingTtas), n. The case or shell

which covers the wings of coleopterous in

sects, as the beetle, Ac; the elytron. Called

also Wing-cover.

Wing-compass (wing'kum-pas). u. A com

pass with an arc-shaped piece which passes

through the opposite leg, and is clamped

by a set screw.

Wing-covert (wing/kuv-ert), n. In ornitX.

seeCovERT.

Winged (wingd), a. 1. Having wings. ' The

beasts, the fishes, and the winged fowls,'

Shak. 'Thy winged messengers,* MUton.

2 Swift; rapid; passing quickly; as, winged

haste.

What though my winged hours of bliss hare been.

Like angel-visits, few and far between. ..'."'./.Vi.'.

.'■>-. Fanned with wings; swarming with hirtla

"The winged air dark with plumes.' Milton.

4. Soaring with wings or an with wings;

soaring; lofty; elevated; sublime.

How winged the sentiment th.tt virtue is to be fol

lowed for its own sake, because its essence is divine.

J. S. //ar/W.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abuse; f, St fry.
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5 In her. represented with wings, or having

wings of a different colour from the body.—

6. In bot and conck, &&me a&A lated. — Winged

bull, an architectural decoration of frequent

occurrence in ancient Assyrian temples,

where winged human-headed bulls and lions

of colossal size usually guarded the portals.

They were evidently typical of the union of

Winged human-headed Bull.

the greatest intellectual and physical powers.

Layard. — Winged lion, the symbol of the

evangelist St. Mark, which was adopted as

the heraldic device of the Venetian republic,

when St. Mark supplanted St Theodore as

the patron saint of Venice. A celebrated

bronze figure of the winged lion of St. Mark

surmounting a magnificent red granite col

umn, formed out of a single block, Btands

in the Piazzetta of St. Mark at Venice.

Winger (wing'er). n. A name for a small

water-cask stowed in the wings of a vessel.

Wing-footed (wingTut-ed), n. 1. Having

wings attached to the feet; as, wing-footed

mercury.—2. Swift; moving with rapidity;

fleet. * Wing-footed time.' Drayton,

Wingless (wing'lea), a. Having no wings ;

not aide to ascend or fly.

Wlnglet (wingHet), n. A little wing; spe

cifically, the bastard wing of a bird.

Wing-shell (wing'shel), n. 1. The name

given to the various species of shells of the

family Strombidte, from their expanded lip.

2. See Wing-case.

Wing-stroke (wing'strok), n. The stroke

or sweep of a wing.

Wlng-SWift (wing'swift), a. Swift on the

wing ; of rapid flight.

Wing-transom (wing'tran-sum), n. Naut.

the uppermost or longest transom In a ship:

called also the Jfam Transom. See TRANSOM.

Wing-wale (wing'wal), n. See under Wing.

Wing-wall (wing'wal), n. One of the lateral

walls of an abutment which form a support

and protection thereto. K 11. Knight.

Wingy (wlug'i), a. 1. Having wings; rapid.

'With wingy speed outstrip the eastern

wind.' Addison.—2. Soaring as if with wings;

airy; volatile; vain. ' Wingy mysteries in

divinity.' Sir T. Browne. [Rare]

Wink (wingk), pi". [A. Sax. wincian, to

wink; akin to wancol, unsteady, and per

haps wencle, a maid (see Wench); D. winken,

wanton, low. vanka, to wink; Dan. vinke,

to beckon, vink, a beckoning, a wink of the

eye; Sw. vinka, to wink or nod; O. winken,

to beckon, nod. The root is perhaps the

same as that of wing, wag. Akin wince.]

1. To close and open the eyelids quickly and

involuntarily; to blink; to nictitate.

Here is three studied, ere ye'll thrice wink. Shak.

2. To shut the eyes; to close the eyelids so

as not to see.

!t 'ink ; 1 1; i i 1 1 .

And I will wink ; so shall the day seem nieht.

Shak.

They are not blind, but they wink. Tillotson.

5. To give a significant hint by a motion of

the eyelids.

Wink at the footman to leave him without a plate.

Swift.

4. To twinkle ; to glimmer with dubious

light; as, a winking tight. ' Nor winks the

gold flu in the porphyry font' Tennyson.

Before he ceased I tum'd

And, ere a star can wink, beheld her there.

Tennyson.

6. To connive; to seem not to see; to wilfully

shut the eyes or take no notice; to overlook,

as something not perfectly agreeable: with

at before the object; as, to wink at faults.

' Winking at your discords.' Shak.

I know my envy were in vain, since thou art mightier

far.

But we must give each other leave, and wink at

cither's war. Chapman.

Wink (wingk), n. 1. The act of closing the

eyelids quickly.

I could eclipse and cloud them with a wink.

Donne.

2. No more time than is necessary to shut

the eyes.

For in a wink the false love turns to hate.

Tennyson.

3. A hint given by shutting the eye with a

significant cast.

Her wink each bold attempt forbids.

Stt P. Sidney.

—Forty winks, a Bhort nap. [Colloq. and

humorous. ]

Winker (wiagk'er), n. 1. One who winks.

'Nodders, winkers, and whisperers.' Pope.

2. One of the blinds of a horse; a blinker.

Winking (wingk'ing), n. The act of one

who winks: used often in the colloquial

phrase, like winking = very rapidly ; very

quickly ; with great vigour.

Nod away at him, if you please, like winking.

Dickens.

WinMnglV (wingk'ing-li), adv. In the way

of one who winks; with the eye almost

closed. Peacham.

Winkle (wing^kl), n. A common abbrevia

tion of Periwinkle.

Wlnna (win'naY Will not. [Scotch.]

Winne.t V.t, To win; to gain. Chaucer.

Winner (win'er), n. One who wins or gains

by success iu competition or contest.

The event

Is yet to name the winner. Shak.

Winning (win'ing). a. Attracting; adapted

to gain favour ; charming ; as, a winning

address. Milton.

Winning (win'ing), n. 1. The sum won or

gained b"y success in competition or contest:

usually in the plural. 'A gamester that

stakes all his winnings upon every cast.'

Addison.—2. In jnining, a word used to ex

press the whole series of operations neces

sary to bring any mineral to the surface, as

boring, Binking, excavating, &c. In this

Bense written sometimes Win.

Winningly (win'ing-li), ado. In a winning

manner; charmingly.

Winning-post (win'ing-post), n. A post or

goal in a race-course, the order of passing

which determines the issue of the race.

Winnow (win'nd), v.t. [O.E. windewe, to

winnow; A. Sax. windwian, to fan or win

now, to subject to the action of the wind,

from wind, the wind (see Wind). Comp.

L. ventitare, to winnow, from ventus, the

wind.] 1. To separate and drive the chaff

from by means of wind ; as, to winnow grain.

2. To fan; to beat as with wings. ' With quick

fan winnows the buxom air.' Milton.—3. To

examine; to sift; to try, as for the purpose

of separating falsehood from truth; to sepa

rate, as the bad from the good. * Winnow

well this thought.' Dryden.

Bitter torture

Shall winnow the truth from falsehood. Shak.

The past, as winnonxd in the early mind,

With husk and prickle left behind. J. Baillie.

Winnow (win'nS), v.i. To separate chaff

from corn. ' Winnow not with every wind.'

Ecclus. v. 9.

Winnower (wln'no-er), n. One who win

nows.

Winrow (win'ro), n. Same as Windrow.

Longfellow.

Winsey (win'si). n. Same as Wincey.

Winsome (win'sum), a. [A. 8ax. wynsum,

pleasant, delightful, from wynn, delight,

joy, and terra, -sum, later -some. This word

though old seems to have been little used

in later English literature till recent times.]

1. Attractive; agreeable; engaging.

The prince and warrior Gorlols , . .

Was wedded to a winunu wife Ygcrne,

Tennyson.

2. Cheerful ; merry ; gay. [The flrat is the

usual meaning in modern literature, the

Becond is rather provincial.]

Winsomeness (win'sum-nes), n. The qua

lity or characteristic of being winsome or

attractive in manner or appearance. J. R.

Green.

Winter (win'ter), n. [A. Sax. winter, winter,

also commonly used for a whole year; a word

common to the Teutonic tongues, but not

extending beyond them; D. and G. winter,

Sw. and Dan. vinter, Icel. vetr, vittr (for

vintr), Goth, vintrus. Origin unknown.

The conjectures that it is from wind, as

the windy season, or connected with wet, as

the rainy season, are neither of them satis

factory.] 1. The cold season of the year.

Astronomically considered winter com

mences in northern latitudes when the sun

enters Capricorn, or at the solstice about

the 2lst of December, and ends at the equi

nox in March; but in ordinary discourse the

three winter months are December, Jan

uary, and February.— 2. A whole year: the

part used for the whole.

When forty winters shall besiege thy brow,

And dig deep trenches in thy beauty's field.

Shak.

Freshly ran he on ten winters more. Dryden.

8. Used as an emblem of any cheerless situ

ation, as misfortune, poverty, destitution,

old age, or death. ' Into the winter of his

age.' Sir P. Sidney. 'Till death, that

winter, kill it.' Shak. ' 'Tis deepest winter

in Lord Timon'B purse.' Shak.

Riches ruleless is as poor as winter.

To him that ever fears he shall be poor. Shak.

4. The part of a printing-press which sus

tains the carriage.— 5. An implement made

to hang on the front of a grate for the pur

pose of keeping a tea-kettle or the like

warm.—6. The last portion of corn brought

home at the end of harvest; or the state of

having all the grain on a farm reaped and

inned; also, the rural feast held in celebra

tion of the ingathering of the crop. [Scotch. ]

Winter (win'ter), a. Belonging to winter;

as, the winter solstice. (See SOLSTICE.)

' Winter weather.' Shak. 'One cloud of

winter showers.' Shak.

Winter (win'ter), v.i. To pass the winter;

to hibernate; as, he wintered in Italy. 'The

haven was not commodious to winter in."

Acts xxvii. 12.

Winter (win'ter). v.t. To keep, feed, or

manage during the winter; as, to winter

young cattle on hay is not profitable ; deli

cate plants must be wintered under cover.

Winter-aconite (win'ter-ak-ou-It), n. A

plant of the genus Eranthis. See Eran-

this.

Winter-apple (win'ter-ap-1). n. An apple

that keeps well in winter, or that does not

ripen till winter.

Winter-barley (win'ter-bar-11), n. A kind

of barley which is sowed in autumn.

Winter-beaten (win'ter-bet-n), a. Harassed

by the severe weather of winter. Spenser.

Winter-berry (win'ter-be-ri), n. The com

mon name of plants of the genus Prinos.

See Prinos.

Winter-cherry (win'ter-che-ri), n. A plant

of the genus I'hysalis, the P. Alkekengi, and

its fruit, which is of the size of a cherry.

See Phtsalis.

Winter-clad (win'ter-klad), a. Clothed for

winter; warmly clad. * Tattoo'd or woaded,

winter-clad in skins.' Tennyson.

Winter-cress (win'ter-kreB), n. The com

mon name of two British cruciferous plants

of the genus Barbarea. B. vulgaris, called

also yellow rocket, grows on the banks of

ditches and rivers, and about hedges and

walls. It is bitter and sharp to the taste,

and Is sometimes used as a salad.

Winter-crop (win'ter-krop), n. A crop

which will bear the winter, or which may

be converted into fodder during the winter.

Winter-fallow (wiu'ter-fal-16), n. Ground

that is fallowed in winter.

Winter-garden (win'ter-gar-dn), n. An

ornamental garden for winter.

Winter-green fwin'ter-gren), n. 1. The

common name of plants of the genUB Pyrola.

See Pyrola.—2. The common name in Ame

rica of Gaultheria procumbens.—OU of win

ter-green, an aromatic liquid obtained from

the leaves of Gaultheria procumbens, used

largely in confectionery and to disguise the

taste of disagreeable medicines.

Winter-ground(win'ter-ground), v.t. To

cover over during winter so as to preserve

from the effects of frost; as, to winter-ground

the roots of a plant. Shak.

Winter-gull (win'ter-gul), n. A species

of gull, the Larus canus. Called also

Winter-mew.

Wintering (win'ter-lng), n. 1. The act of

one who winters.—2. Food or fodder to sup

port cattle for the winter.

Winter-kill (win'ter-kil), v.t To kill by

means of the weather in winter; as, to win

ter-kill wheat or clover. [United States.]

Winter-lodge, Winter-lodgment (win'-

ter-loj, whrter-loj-iuent), n. In bot. the

hybernacle of a plant, which protects the

embryo or future shoot from injuries during

the winter. It is either a bud or a bulb.

Winter-love t (win'ter-luv), n. Cold, con

ventional, or insincere love-making. * Mak

ing a little winter-love in a dark corner.' B.

Jonson.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; fi, Fr. ton; ng, sinp; th, (Aen; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure. —See Key.
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Winterly (win'ter-in, <*• Such as is suit

able to winter; like winter; wintery; cheer-

leu; uncomfortable. [Rare.]

Ift be summer newt,

Smile tot before ; if winterly, thou need st

But keep that countenance still. S.kaM.

Winter-mew (win'ter-mu), n. See Win

ter-gull.

Winter -moth (win'ter-moth), n. A moth

(Cheiinonubia brumata), of which the male

alone is winged. The larva are exceed

ingly injurious to plum-trees. It has long

been common on the Continent, and has, of

comparatively recent date, appeared in some

parts of England. The mothsappear in their

perfect state in the beginning of winter,

whence the name.

Winter-pear (win' ter -par), n. Any pear

that keeps well in winter or that ripens in

winter.

Winter - proud (win' ter- proud), a. Too

green and luxuriant in winter: applied to

wheat or the like. Holland,

Winter-quarters (win'ter-kwar-terz). n. pi.

The quarters of an army during the winter;

a winter residence or station.

Winter-rig (win'ter-rig), v.t. To plough In

ridges andlet lie fallow in winter. [Local. ]

Winter'a-bark ( win ' terz-bark ). n. [ From

Capt John Winter, who first brought it

from the Straits of Magellan In 1579. ] A

plant, or its bark, of the nat. order Mag-

noliaceea, Drimys Winteri. It is a native

of some of the mountainous parts of South

America, and abundant in the lowergrounds

of Cape Horn and Staten Island. It is an

evergreen shrub, with laurel -like leaves,

corymbs of white flowers, and many-seeded

berries Star anise (Illicfum) is closely al

lied to it The bark is of a pale, grayish-

red colour externally, has an agreeable, pun

gent, aromatic taste, and contains an acid

resin, an acid, volatile oil, and some tannin.

It is an excellent aromatic, but not easily

procured, other substances, particularly the

bark of the Canella alba, being substituted

for it D. granatensis. New Granada Win-

ter's-bark, is inferior to the former in its

aromatic properties, and grows in New

Granada and Brazil.

Winter- settle (win'ter-set-1), n. [A. Sax.

winter-sett] A winter-seat or dwelling; win

ter-quarters: a term belonging to the early

history of England.

In 674 the heathen men took their winter-settle in

Llndesey at Torkesey. The next year. Just 1000

years ago, we read how they passed from IJndesey

to Repton, and took their winier.settie there.

E. A. Freeman.

Winter -tide (win'ter-tld), n. [ Winter,

and tide, time, season.] The winter season.

Tennyson.

Winter-weed (win'ter-wed), n. A name of

various weeds that survive and flourish

through the winter, especially the ivy-leaved

speedwell ( Veronica hederifolia).

Winter- Wheat (win ' ter - whet ), n. Wheat

sown in autumn.

Wintery (win'ter-iX *- Same as Wintry.

' Chill airs and wintery winds.' Longfellow.

Wintle (win'tl), v.i. [Connected with to

wind. J To stagger; to reel ; to roll or tum

ble gently over. Burns. [8cotch.]

Wintle (win'tl), n. A staggering motion;

a gentle, rolling tumble. Burns. [Scotch.]

Wintroust (win'trus), a. Wintry; stormy.

The more wintreus the season of the life hath

been look for the fairer summer of pleasures for

evermore. Zaehary Boyd.

Wintry (wiu'tri), o. Pertaining to winter;

snitame to winter; brumal; hyemal; cold;

stormy. 'In wintry solstice.' Milton. 'By

stormy winds and wintry heaven oppress'd."

Dryden. ' Through storms and wintry seas.'

Falconer. Written sometimes Wintery.

Winy (win'i), a. Having the taste or quali

ties of wine. Bacon.

Winze (winz), n, [Icel. vinza, to winnow,

from vindr, wind.] In mining, a small

shaft sunk from one level to another for the

purpose of ventilation or communication.

Winze (winz), n, A curse or imprecation.

Burns. [Scotch.]

Wipe (wip). v.t [A. Sax. wipian, to wipe,

from a noun (not recorded) corresponding

to L.G. wiep, ALH.G. w\f, a wisp of straw.

Probably akin to whip and wisp. ] 1. To

rub with something Boft for cleaning; to

clean by gentle rubbing; as. to wipe the

hands or face with a towel. Luke vil. 38.—

2. To strike or brush off gently: often with

off, up, away, Ac.

Some nat'ral tears they dropp'd, but wip'dthem soon.

Milton.

3. Fig. to cleanse, as from evil practices or

abuses

1 will uipe Jerusalem as a man wifttk a dish.

2 Ki xxi. rr

4 To efface; to obliterate.

This present grief had wiped it from my mind. SkaJk.

5.t To cheat; to defraud; to trick: with out.

The next bordering lords commonly encroach one

upon another, as one is stronger, or lie still in wait to

wipe them out of their lands. Spenser.

—To wipe away, to remove by rubbing or

tersion; hence, jig. to remove or take away

in general; as, to wipe away a stain or re

proach.—To wipe out, to efface; to obliter

ate ; as, wipe out the blot. Shak. ' Wiped

out the ideas.' Locke.

Wipe (wip), n. 1. The act of rubbing for the

purpose of cleaning. —2. A blow; a stroke.

[Slang. 1

He fetched me a wife over the knuckles.

Slang Did.

3. A gibe; a jeer; a severe sarcasm.

To statesmen would you give a wipe.

You print it in ItaSictc type:

When letters arc in vulvar shapes,

'Tis ten to one the wit escapes. Swtfl.

it A mark of infamy; a brand.

Worse than a slavish wife or birth-hour's blot. Shah.

5 A handkerchief. ' A prigging of wipes'

H Kingsley. [Slang]

Wipe (wip), n. [Sw. tfipa, the lapwing, Dan.

vibe, Sc. weep or peetneeep (from the cry).]

The lapwing or pewit ( Vanellus eristatus).

[Old or provincial.]

Wiper (wip'er), n, 1. One

who wipes. —2. The instru

ment used for wiping.—

3. In mach. a piece project

ing generally from an hori

zontal axle for the pur

pose of raising stampers,

pounders, or pistons in a

vertical direction and let

ting them fall by their

own weight Wipers are

employed in fulling-mills,

stamping-mills, oil-mills, powder-mills, Ac,

Wire (wir), n. [A. Sax. wir, L.G. wire, IceL

virr, Dan. vire, wire, 8w. wira, to twist, to

wind. Probably allied to L. virice, bracelets.

No doubt of same root as wind, to twist ] 1. A

thread of metal ; any metallic substance

drawn to an even thread or slender rod of

uniform diameter by being passed between

grooved rollers or drawn through holes in a

plate of steel, Ac. Wireisusuallycylindrical,

but it is also made of various other forms, as

oval, half-round, square, and triangular, and

of more complicated shapes for small pin

ions, for forming the pattern on blocks for

calico-printing, and for other purposes. The

term wire has also a collective signification,

being frequently used to designate a quan

tity of metallic threada The metals most

commonly drawn into wire are gold, silver,

copper, and iron; but the finest wire is made

from platina—2. Used absolutely for tele

graph wire ; and hence, the telegraph ; as,

send on order per wire.

Wiper.

In India the wild beasts and monkeys destroy or

play upon the wires, which are perhaps recording at

the time a minute on Education. IV. H. Rustett.

3. A pickpocket itayhew. [Slang. ]—Wire

qf Lapland, a shining, slender substance

made from the sinews of the reindeer, soaked

in water, beaten, and spun into a sort of

thread of great strength. These threads are

dipped in melted tin, and drawn through a

horn with a hole in it The Laplanders use

this wire in embroidering their clothes.

WlrefwIrX v.t. 1. To bind with wire; toapply

wire to; as, to wire corks in bottling liquors.

2. To put upon a wire; as, to wire beads.—

3. To snare by means of a wire; as, to

wire a bird. — A. In teleg. to send by tele

graph, as a message; to telegraph; ai, wire

a reply.

Wire (wir), v.i 1. To flow in currents as thin

as wire. [Rare.]

Then in small streams through all the isles wiring.

Sends it to every part both heat and life inspiring.

Pk Fletcher.

2. To communicate by means of the telegraph ;

to telegraph: as, I wired immediately on ar

rival.—To wire in, to apply one's self closely

and perseveringly to anything; to press for

wards with a view to having a share [Vul

gar.]

Wire -bridge (wlr'brij), n, A bridge sus

pended by cables formed of wire.

Wire -cartridge (wir'kar-trlj), n. A car

tridge for fowling in which the charge of

shot has wire ligaments.

Wire-clotll (wir'kloth). n. A texture of

wire intermediate between wire-gauze and

wire-netting, used for meat-safes, strainer*,

&c. The bize of the wire and the shape and

size of the meshes vary according to the par-

pose for which it is to be used.

Wiredraw (wir'dra). v t. 1. To form into

wire, asametal.by forcibly pulling it through

a series of holes gradually decreasing in dia

meter. —2. To draw out into length; to

elongate. Arbuthnot. —3. To draw by art

or violence. ' Wiredrawing his words to a

contrary sense. ' Florio.

I have been wrongfully accused, and my sense bee»

■wiredrawn into blasphemy. Dryden.

4. To draw or spin out to great length and

tenuity; as, to wiredraw an argument —

5. In the uteam- engine, to draw off, as

steam, through narrow ports, thus wasting

part of its effect.

Wlredrawer (wir'dra-er), n. One who

draws metal into wire.

Wiredrawing (wir'dra-ing), n. 1. The act

or art of extending ductile metals into wire.

The metal to be extended into wire is first

hammered into a bar, and then it is passed

successively through a series of holes in a

hardened steel plate, successively diminish

ing in diameter until the requisite degree

of fineness is attained. Extremely fine gold

and platinum wires for the spider lines of

telescope micrometers are formed by coat

ing the metal with silver, which is then

drawn down to a great tenuity through a

draw-plate, the holes of which are made in

a diamond or ruby. The silver is then re

moved by nitric acid, leaving an almost in

visible interior wire, which has been attenu

ated to a diameter of only riHs of &11 tnch.

2. The act of drawing out an argument or

discussion to prolixity and attenuation by

useless refinements, distinctions, disquisi

tions, nnd the like.

Out of all that rubbish of Arab idolatries, . . .

rumours and hypotheses at Creek and Jew*, with

redrawings, this wild man o/ the Itheir idle wirtdrawmgi,

. . . has seen into the kernel of the matter. Catrfrte.

The counsel on the otheT side declared thai swdi

twisting, such wiredrawing, was never seen in a

court of justice. Mmtmmbty.

Wire-edge (wir'ei), n. A thin, wire-like

edge formed on a cutting tool by over-

sharpening it on one aide.

Wire-fence (wir'fens), n, A fence made

of parallel Btrandsof wire, generally galvan

ized, attached to posts placed at suitable

distances, and tightened. Wire-fences have

to a large extent superseded those formerly

in use. They are extremely convenient from

the fact that they can be easily transferred

from one place to another, so that one fence

may in successive seasons protect different

portions of a farm as they are in crop.

They are also extremely light and durable,

and neither overshadow nor occupy any cul

tivable soiL

Wire-gauze (wir'gazX n A fine, close qua

lity ofwire-cioth.

Wlre-gra&B (wir'gras), n, A name common

to Eleusine indica and Poa compresta.

Wire-grate (wlr'grat), n. A grate or con

trivance of fine wire-work to keep insects

out of vineries, hothouses, Ac.

Wire -grub ( wir ' grub X n. The wire-worm

(which see).

Wire-guard (wlr'gSrd), n, A framework of

wire-netting to be placed in front of a fire

place to protect against fire, a fireguard.

Wire-heel (wirTiei), n. A defect and disease

in the feet of a horse or other beast.

Wire-iron (wirl-ern), n. Black rod-iron for

drawing into wire. Simmonds-

Wlre- micrometer (wir-nii-kTom'et~er\ *.

A micrometer with fine wires arranged in

parallel and intersecting series across the

field of the instrument. See Micbovetkr.

Wire-netting (wir'net-ingXn A texture

of wire coarser than wire-gauze and wire-

cloth.

Wire-puller (wlr*pul-er), n. One who pulls

the wires, as of a puppet; hence, one who

operates by secret means; one who exer

cises a powerful but te.-ret influence; an in

triguer.

Wire-pulling (wlr'pul-ingX n. The act of

pulling the wires, as of a puppet; hence,

secret influence or management: intrigue.

Wire-rope (wlrropX n. A collection of

wires of iron, iteel. Ac, twisted or bound

together so as to act in unison in resisting

a strain. They are extensively used in rais

ing and lowering apparatus in coal-mines,

as standing rigging for ships, as substitutes

for chains in suspension-bridges, for tele

graph cables, Ac.

Wire-twist (wir'twIstX n. A kind of gun-

barrel made of a ribbon of iron and steel.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc fey.
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foiled around a mandrel and welded. The

ribbon is made by welding together laminae

of iron and steel, or two qualities of iron,

and drawing the same between rollers into

a ribbon. E. II. Knight.

"Wire-wheel (wir'whei), n. A brush-wheel

made of wire instead of bristles, used fur

cleaning and scratching metals preparatory

to gilding or silvering. E. U. Knight.

"Wire-work (wiKwerk^n, Some kind of fab

ric made of wire.

Wire-worker (wir'werk-er), n. One who

manufactures articles from wire.

Wire-worm (wirVerra), n. A name given

by farmers to the larva) or grubB of several

insects, which are species of the coleopter

ous family Elateridae. Elater or Agriotes

tineatus, E. or A. obscurus, and E. or A.

sputator, are well-known British species.

They are said to live for years in the larva

state, during all which time they are very

destructive to cornfields and also to vege

tables by attacking the roots. The name

of wire -worm is given from the cylindrical

form and great hardness and toughness of

theBe grubs.

Wire-wove (wlr'wOv), a. Applied to a paper

of fine quality and glazed, used chiefly for

letter-paper. See under Wove.

WirtneBB (wi'ri-nes), n. The state or quality

of being wiry.

Wirry,t v.L To worry. Romaunt of the

Rose,

Wiry (wi'ri), a. 1. Made of wire; like wire.

2. Tough; lean and sinewy. *A little wiry

sergeant of meek demeanour and strong

sense.' Dickens. [Modern.]

"Wis (wis). Erroneously given in many dic

tionaries as a verb, with the pret. wist, and

defined, to know, to be aware, to think, Ac.

But wist belongs to wit, to know (see Wit),

and there never was a real verb wis, to

know. The error seems to have arisen from

(he adverb Y-wis, i-wis (certainly), being fre

quently written with the prefix apart from

the rest of the word, and often with a capi

tal letter so as to appear as Y wis, or / wis;

hence the / was mistaken for the first per

sonal pronoun, and the verb wis created,

No doubt writers themselves (in later times

at least) have often thought when they

wrote 'I wis' they were using a verb, and

have regarded it as equivalent to I know,

ween, or I imagine.

"WiB,t Wiflly,t adv. Certainly; truly. Chau

cer.

Wisalls, Wisomes, n. pi. The leaves or tops

of carrots and parsneps. [Local.]

Wisard (wiz'ard). See Wizard.

Wisdom (wiz'dom), »k [A. Sax wtsddm, from

w!s, wise, and the term, -dom (see Wise and

Dom). Similar are IceL visddmr, Sw. visdom,

Dan. visdom, vixsdom, wisdom.] 1. The qua

lity of being wise; the power or faculty of

seeing into the heart of things, and of form

ing the fittest and best judgment in any mat

ter presented for consideration; a combina

tion of discernment, judgment, sagacity, or

similar powers, involving also a certain

amount of knowledge, especially knowledge

of men and things gained by experience. It

is often nearly synonymous with discretion,

or with prudence, but both of these are

strictly only particular phases of wisdom.

Frequently we find it implying little more

than sound common sense, perfect sound

ness of mind or intellect; hence it is often

opposed tofolly.

If you go on thus you will kill yourself;

And 'tis not wisdom ttius to second grief

Against yourself. Shak.

Show your wisdom, daughter,

In your close patience. Shak.

Pull oft we see

Cold -wisdom waiting on superfluous folly. Shak.

His actions show much like to madness: pray hea

ven his

Wisdom be not tainted I Shak.

That which moveth God to work is goodness, and

th.it which ordereth his work is wisdom, and that

which perfectetb his work is power. Hooker.

Common sense in an uncommon degree is what

the world calls wisdom. Coleridge.

2. Human learning; erudition; knowledge

of arts and sciences; scientific or practical

truth,

Moses was learned In all the wisdom of the Egyp

tians. Ac. vii. as.

3. Quickness of intellect; readiness of ap

prehension; dexterity in execution; as, the

■wisdom of Bezaleel and Aholiab. Ex. xxxi.

3, 6.—4. Natural instinct and sagacity. Job

xxxix. 17.— 6. In Scrip, right judgment con

cerning religious and moral truth; true re

ligion; godliness; piety; the knowledge and

fear of God, and sincere and uniform obe

dience to his commands.

So teach us to number our days that we may apply

our hearts unto wisdom. . Ps. »c. 12.

6. With possessive pronouns used as equiva

lent to a person (like 'your highness', dec).

Viola. I saw thee late at the Count Orsino's.

CIowh. ... I think I saw vow** wisdom there.

Shak.

—Book of Wisdom, called by the Septuagint

the Wisdom qf Solomon, one of the apocry

phal books of the Old Testament. It was

considered canonical by some of the fathers

of the church, who ascribed its authorship

to Solomon; but it is now generally held to

be apocryphal, most theologians agreeing

that its author must have been a Jew of

Alexandria of the first or second century

B.C.— Wisdom of Jesus, the son of Sirach,

the name given in the Septuagint to the

apocryphal book of Ecclesiasticus. — Wis

dom, Genius, <fcc See under Genius.

Wisdom-tooth (wiz'dom-toth), n. A large

back double-tooth, bo named because not

appearing till a person is pretty well up in

years, and so, presumably, has attained

some degree of wisdom.

Wise (wiz), a. [A. Sax. wis, wise, prudent;

D. wi)8, Icel. viss, Dan. viis, G. weise, Goth.

veis, wise, from same root as wit, wot, L.

video, to see (see Vision); Gr. (v)idein, Skr.

vid, to see. The wise man is therefore the

man that sees and knows. See Wit. 1 1. Hav

ing the power of discerning and judging

correctly, or of discriminatingbetween what

is true and what is false, between what is

fit and proper and what is improper; pos

sessed of discernment, judgment, and dis

cretion; as, a wise prince; a wise magis

trate. ' What the wise powers deny us for

our good.' Shak.

The wisest and best men in all ages have lived up

to the religion of their country when they saw no

thing in it opposite to morality. Addison.

2. Discreet and judicious; prudent; sen

sible.

Fire of them (the ten virgins) were wise, and five

were foolish. Mat. xxv. 3.

Spite of praise and scorn, . . .

Attain the wise indifference of the vise.

Tennyson.

3. Becoming a wise man; sage; grave; seri

ous; solemn.

One rising, eminent

In wise deport, spake much of right and wrong.

Milton.

4. Learned; knowing; erudite; enlightened.

Shak. — 5. Practically or experimentally

knowing or acquainted; versed or skilled;

experienced; dexterous; specifically, skilled

in some hidden art, as magic and divina

tion. 2 Sam. xiv. 2.

They are wise to do evil, but to do good they

have no knowledge. Jer. iv. 32.

In these nice sharp quillets of the law.

Good faith, I am no -wiser than a daw. Shak.

6. Calculating; crafty; cunning; subtle;

wary; wily.

lie taketh the wise in their own craftiness. Job v. 13.

I am too wise to die yet Ford.

7. Godly; pious; religious.

From a child thou hast known the holy Scriptures,

which are able to make thee wise unto salvation.

2 Tim. iii. 15.

8. Dictated or guided by wisdom; contain

ing wisdom; judicious; well adapted to pro

duce good effects; applicable to things; as,

a wise saying; a wise scheme or plan; wise

conduct or management; a wise determina

tion. Used adverbially.

Thou speakest wiser than thou art ware of. Shak.

—Wise man, a man skilled in hidden arts;

a sorcerer.

1 pray you tell where the wise man the conjurer

dwells. Petit.

—Wise woman, (a) a woman skilled in hid

den arts; a witch; a fortune-teller. 'The

wise woman of Brentford.' Shak.

Supposing, according to popular fame,

Wiit woman and witch to be the same. Hood.

(b) A midwife. Sir W. Scott. —Never the

wiser (or similar phrases), without any in

telligence or information; still in utter ig

norance.

The Pretender, or Duke of Cambridge, may both

be landed, and I never the wiser. Swift.

Wise (wiz), n. f A. Sax. wise, D. wijs, Icel.

vis, visa, Dan. viis, G. weise. mode, manner;

closely akin to the adjective wise, and per

haps lit the known or skilful manner.

Guise is the same word, having come to us

from the German through the French, like

guile and wile, guard and ward, dec] Man

ner; way of being or acting; mode. 'la

howling wise. ' Shak.

This song she sings in most commanding wise.

Sir P. Sidney.

The sound, upon the fitful gale,

In solemn wise did rise and fail. Sir W. Scott.

As an independent word wise is obsolescent

or poetical, except as used in such phrases

as in any wise, in no wise, on this wise, and

the like. * If he that sanctified the field

will in any wise redeem it.' Lev. xxvii. 19.

1 Shall in no wise lose his reward.' Mat x.

42.

He is promised to be wived

To fair Mariana; but in no wise

Till he had done his sacrifice. Shak.

On this wise ye shall bless the children of Israel.

Num. vi. 23.

It is used in composition, as in likewise,

otherwise, lengthwwe, &t\, having then

much the same force as -ways, as in length

ways.—To make wise,\ to make show or ap

pearance; to pretend; to feign.

They made wise as if the gods of the woods . . .

should appear and recite those verses. Putttnham.

Wise t (wiz). n. Wisdom. Milton.

Wiseacre (wiz'a-ker), n. [G. weismger, a

soothsayer, a prophet—a word that appears

to be compounded from weise, wise, and

sagen, to say; but it has really been modi

fied by erroneousetymologicalnotionsfmuch

like E. cray-fish, sparrow-grass, &c), the

origin being O.H.G. vtzzago, vtzago, a pro

phet (with the noun termination -ago=

-ega in A. Sax. witega), lit one who is wise

or knowing; akin to wit, and wise.] l.f A

sayer of wise things; a learned or wise man.

Pythagoras learned much . . . becoming a mighty

wiseacre. Leland.

2. One who makes pretensions to great wis

dom; hence, in contempt or irony, a would-

be wise person; a fool; a simpleton; a dunce.

There were at that time on the bench of justices

many Sir Paul Eithersidcs, hard, unfeeling, supersti

tious wiseacres. B. Jonson.

Wise-hearted (wiz'hart-ed), a. Wise; know

ing; skilful. Ex. xxviii. 3.

Wise-like (wj's'lyk), a. Resembling that

which is wise; sensible; judicious. 'The

only wise-like thing I heard anybody say.'

Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Wiselingt (wls/ling), n. One who pretends

to be wise; a wiseacre.

This may well put to the blush these wiselings

that show themselves fools in so speaking. Donne.

Wisely (wiz'li), adv. 1. In a wise manner;

with wisdom; prudently; judiciously; dis

creetly. Prov. xvi. 20.

Then must you speak

Of one that lov'd, not wisely, but too welL Shak.

2. Craftily; warily; with art or stratagem.

Let us deal wisely with them; lest they multiply,

. . . and fight against us. Ex. i. 10.

Wiseness (wiz'nes), n. Wisdom.

Yet have I something in me dangerous.

Which let thy wiseness tear. Shak.

Wish(wish), v.i. [O.E. wische, wusche, X. Sax.

wyscan, to wish, from ini.se. a wish; D. wen-

schen, G. wiinschen, O.H.G. wunscan, Icel.

ceskja (with loss of initial v and of n also lost

in English), Dan. onske, Sw. bnska; from a

root seen also in Skr. van, to love, vanchh,

to desire, to wish, also in L. Veuus, the god

dess, veneror, to venerate.] 1. To have a

desire; to cherish some desire, either for

what is or for what is not supposed to he

obtainable; to long: with for before the

object ' But if yourself . . . did ever wish

chastely and love dearly.' Shak.

They cast four anchors out of the stern, and wished

for the day. Acts xxvii. ao.

This is as good an argument as an antiquary could

wishfor. Arbuthnot.

2. To be disposed or inclined : with tcell or

ill (which might be regarded as nouns

rather than as adverbs).

Those potentates who do not wish well to his

affairs have shown respect to his personal character.

Addison.

3. To hope or to fear in a slight degree, or

with a preponderance of fear over hope.

(May be regarded as transitive and govern

ing followiug clause.)

1 wish it may not prove some ominous token of

misfortune to have met with such a miser as I am.

Sir P. Sidney.

I wish they don't half kill him by their ridiculous

fondness. Miss Bnrney.

Wish (wish), v.L 1. To desire; 60 long for.

Should I have wished a thing it had been he. Shak.

1 would not wish them to a fairer death. Shak.

[Here 'them to'=to them.]

I have wish'd this marriage, night and day.

For many years. Tennyson.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. loeA; g, go; j,job; n, Fr.ton; ng, sing; Til, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Under this head may be ranked many cases

in which the verb governs an infinitive or a

clause; as, he wishes to go; I wish you to

do that

I wuh above all things that thou mayest prosper.

3 John -3.

I with all good befortune you. Shak.

2. To frame or express desires concerning;

to desire to be (with words completing the

sense). * Wished me partaker in thy hap

piness/ JShak. 'Could wish himself in

Thames.' Shak. ' May wish Marcius home. '

Shak.

Is it well to with thee happy? Tennyson.

3. To imprecate or call down upon; to in

voke.

Let them be driven backward and put to shame

that wish me evil. Ps. xl. 14,

If heaven have any grievous plague in store

Exceeding those that I can wish upon thee. Shak.

4.f To ask; to request; to seek; to invite.

' I will winft thee nevermore to dance. 'Shak.

Digby should find the best way to make Antrim

communicate the affair to him, and to wish his as

sistance. Clarendon.

6t To recommend; to commit to another's

confidence, kindness, or care with favouring

representations; to commend in order to

the acceptance of others. ' He was wisht to

a very wealthy widow." Rowley.

If I can by any means light on a fit man to teach

her that wherein she delights, I will wish him to her

Tather. Shak.

Wish (wish), n. 1. Desire; sometimes eager

desire; a longing; a hunkering. Job xxxiii. 0.

Thy wish was father, Harry, to that thought.

Ska*.

Like our shadows.

Our wishes lengthen as our sun declines. Young.

2. An expression of desire; a request; a pe

tition ; sometimes an expression of a kind

interest in the welfare of others, and some

times an imprecation.

Blistered be thy tongue

For such a wish, SJuik.

I thank you for your with, and am well pleased

To wish it back on you. Shak.

Delay no longer, speak your with.

Seeing I must go to-day. Tennyson.

3. The thing desired; the object of desire.

You have your wish; my will is even this. Shak.

Thy likeness, ihy fit help, thy other self.

Thy Irish exactly to thy heart's desire. Milton.

The difference between with and desire seems to

be. that detire is directed to what is obtainable, and

a with may be directed to what is obtainable or not.

A'atnet.

Wishable (wish'a-bl), a. Worthy or capable

of being wished for; desirable. 'The glad

and wishable tidings of saluacion.' J. Udall.

[Rare]

Wish-bone, Wishing-bone (wish'bon,

wish'ing-bon), n. The forked bone in a

fowl'B breast; the merry-thought See MKR-

RY-THOUGHT.

Wishedlyt (wisht'li), adv. According to

desire. Knolles.

Wisher (wish'er), n. One who desires; one

who expresses a wish. ' Withers were ever

fools." Shak.

Wishful (wish'ful), a. 1. Having or cherish

ing desires; desirous: with of before an ob

ject; as, to be wishful of one's assistance.—

2. Belongiug to one who wishes or longs;

showing desire; longing.

From Scotland am I stolen even of pure love.

To greet mine own land with uiy wishful sight

Shak.

You cannot behold a covetous spirit walk by a

goldsmith's shop without casting a wishful eye at

the heaps upon the counter. Spectator.

3- Desirable; exciting wishes. [Poetical.]

Nor could I see a soil where'er I came

More sweet and wishful. Chapman.

Wishfully (wish'ful-li). adv. In a wishful

manner; with desire or ardent desire; with

the show of desiring; wistfully.

I sat looking wishfully at the clock: for which

... I had chosen the inscription, 'Art is long, and

life is short.' Johnson.

WishfulnesB (wish'ful-nes). n. The state or

quality of being wishful; longing.

The natural infirmities of youth.

Sadness and softness, hopefulnes*. withfuluett.

Sir H. Tayicr.

Wishing-cap (wish'ing-kap), n. The cap of

Knrtunatus, in the fairy tale, upon putting

on which he obtained whatever he wished

for

Wishing-rod (wish'ing-rod), n. The pure

gold rod of the Nibeluugs, the possession of

which conferred the power of keeping the

whole world in subjection.

Wlflhlyt (wi»h1i),arfr. Same as Wistly. Mir.

for Mags.

Wish-wash (wish'wosh), n. [From wishy-

washy] Any sort of weak, thin drink.

Wishy-washy (wish'i-wosh-i), a. [A

reduplicated word from washy. ] Very

thin and weak; diluted: said originally of

liquid substances ; hence, feeble ; not solid;

wanting in substantial qualities; as, a wishy-

washy speech. 'A wishy-washy man with

hardly a mind of his own. Trollope. [Colloq. ]

A good seaman . . . none of your Guinea-pigs,

nor your fresh - water, withy -washy, fair-weather

fowls. Smollett.

Wishy-washy (wish'I-wosh-i), n. Any sort

of thin, weak liquor. [Colloq.]

Wisket (wis'ket), n. A basket; a whisket.

[Local. ]

WiSp (wisp), n. [0. E. wispe, wesp, trips.

'The A. Sax. form would be wipe, but it

does not occur; and the final * is formative,

wips being closely connected with the verb

to wipe. We find also L.G. wiep, a wisp,

Norweg. vippa ... a wisp to sprinkle

or daub with.' Skeat. Akin also to whip.]

1. A bundle of straw or other like substance;

as, a wisp of hay; a wisp of herbs.

A wit/ or small twist of straw or hay was often

applied as a mark of opprobrium to an immodest

woman, a scold, or similar offenders ; even the show

ing it to a woman was therefore considered the

greatest affront.

A witp of straw were worth a thousand crowns

To make this shameless caUat know herself.—

3 Hen. r'l. iL a. Narrs.

2. A whisk or small broom. Simmonds.—

3. An ignis-fatuus or will-o'-the-wisp.

We did not know the real light, but chased

The wit/ that flickers where no foot can tread.

Tennyton.

Wisp (wisp) v.t 1. To brush or dress, as

with a wisp — 2. To rumple. Halliwell.

[Provincial English.]

Wispent (wis'pn), a. Formed of a wisp

or wisps.

She hath already put on her witptn garland.

G. Harvey.

Wisse, t Wissen, \ v.t. [ Also wiuien,

wisien, from A. Sax. wisian, from wis,

wise] To teach; to direct. Chaucer.

Wist (wist), pret. of wit. See Wit.

Wistaria (wis-ta'ri-a), n. [In honour of

Caspar Wistar, once professor of anatomy

in the University of Pennsylvania. ] A

genus of plants, uat. order Legnminostc.

The species are deciduous, twining shrubs,

natives of China and North America.

Several (as Wistaria chinensis) have been

introduced into England, and, when in

flower, they form some of the handsomest

ornaments of the garden. W. frutescens is

a species belonging to the United States.

Wistful f wist'ful). a. [A word the forma

tion of which it is not very easy to explain.

It is comparatively modern, and seems to be

used, with change of termination, for the

older wistly, used four times by Shakspere,

and also by Holland and Drayton. Wistly

may be from wist, known, the passive being

used for the active, giving the sense of ob-

servingly, which appears to be the original

sense, though in some passages wistfully,

longingly, may suit the sense better.] 1. Ear

nestly or eagerly attentive ; carefully or

anxiously observant

In sullen mutt 'rings chid

The artlesse songsters, that their musicke still

Should charme the sweet dale and the wittfull hill.

/*'. Browne.

This commanding creature . . . put on such a

resignation in her countenance, and bore the whis

pers of all around the court with such a pretty un

easiness . . . until she was perfectly confused by

meeting something so wittful in all she encountered.

Steele.

2. Full of thoughts; contemplative; musing;

pensive.

Why. Grubbinol. dost thou so wittful seem?

There's sorrow in thy look. Gay.

3. Pensive or melancholy from the absence

or want of something; earnest from a feel

ing of desire; longing.

Lifting up one of my sashes. I cast many a wittful,

melancholy, look toward the sea. Swift.

Wistfully (wist'ful-li), adv. In a wistful

manner: (a) thoughtfully ; musingly; pen

sively. (6) Earnestly; attentively, (c) Long

ingly; wishfully.

Wistfulness (wist'fu!-nes). n. The state or

quality of being wistful.

Wistitl (wis'ti-ti), n. [Native name] A

small species of monkey. Otherwise called

Marmoset or Ouistiti.

Wlstless (wishes), a. Not knowing; igno

rant; unwitting. [Rare.]

Wittiest what I did. half from the sheath

Drew the well-tempered blade. Southey.

Wistly t (wist'li). air. [See Wistpcl J

1. Observingly; with scrutiny; earnestly;

attentively.

Such like there are among the Triballians and

Illyrians, who with their very eiesight can witch, vw,

and kill those whom they look wistly upon any \<m£

time. Holland

She thought he btush'd, as knowing Tarquin's lust.

And, blushing with him. wistly on him ^azed;

Her earnest eye did make him more amazed. 5b.it

2. Wistfully; longingly. [A doubtful mean

ing]

Speaking it, he wistly look'd on me.

As who should say, ' I would thou wert the man

That would divorce this terror from my heart.' Shak

WistonwiBh (wis'ton-wiBh). n. The native

Indian name of the Cynomys ludovicianus

of America. See Prairie-dog.

Wit (wit), v.t. and i. see conjugational forms

below. [A. Sax. witan, to know; pre* it

wdt, I know, I wot, thU wust, thou Hottest,

he wdt, he knows or wots; pi. witon, we.

you, they know; pret. sing, wiste; pi. wiston;

pp. wist. The word occurs with similar eon-

jugational forms in the other Teut. tongues:

D. weten, pret. wist; Icel. rt'fa, pret vissa;

Dan. vide, pret. vidste; Goth, titan, pret

vissa; G. wissen, pret. wusste. The forms

icottest, wots, wotting, &c. . are comparatively

modern forms. Cog. L. video, visum, to see

(see Vision), Gr. (v)idein, to see, (vyidenai.

to know, Skr. vid, to know, to perceive

Hence wit, the noun, witness. Akin are wise,

wizard.] To know; to be or become aware;

to learn : used with or without an object.

the object being often a clause or state

ment (o) Infinitive or gerund.

And his sister stood afar off to wit what would be

done to him. Ex. H. 4

Now please you wit

The epitaph is for Mariana writ Shak

BVOl

of God bestowed on the churches of Macedonia.

9 Cor. viii. 1.

[We do you to wit = vre make you to know]

To wit is now used chiefly to call attention

to something particular, or as introductory

to a detailed statement of what has beeu

just before mentioned generally, and is

equivalent to namely, that is to say; as,

there were three present, to wit, Mr. Brown,

Mr. Green, and Mr. Black. (6) Present tense

I wot well where he is. Shak

A happy horse, to bear the weight of Antony I

Do bravely, horse! for wotstthoxi whom thou merest?

Shak,

More water glideth by the mill

Than wots the miller of. Skak

We wot not what it means. Shak.

ff'ct you what I found? Shak.

Nay, nay, God wot, so thou wert nobly born

Thou hast a pleasant presence. Tennyson.

(c) Preterite tense. (Wist in all persons )

For he wist not what to say ; for they were sort

afraid. Mark ix, 6.

And when the children of Israel saw it, they said

one to another. It is manna; for they wist not •hat

it was. Gen. xvi 15

(d) Present participle.

Yet are these feet . . .

Swift-winged with desire to get a grave.

As witting I no other comfort have. Shak.

And why he left your court, the gods themselves.

Wotting no more than 1, are ignorant. Shak.

Wit (wit), n. [A. Sax. wit, gewit, knowledge,

mind, understanding; Icel. fit, Dan. rid, G.

\titz, understanding, wit. See the verb- ]

1. Intellect;understandingormental powers

collectively.

Your wit will not so soon out as another man's will ;

'tis strongly wedged up in a block-head. Shak.

Will puts in practice what the wtt devtseth;

Will ever acts, and wit contemplates still.

Sir y. Dories

2. A faculty or power of the mind or in

tellect: generally used in the plural; as, he

has all his wits about him.

But there are many who have a bad trick of mind

ing the preacher carefully enough for a minute ortwi\

and then letting their wUs wander, and thinking about

something else. KtngsUy.

—The five wits, xnolA expression sometimes

used for the five senses, but oftener defined:

common wit, imagination, fantasy, estima

tion, memory.

If oar witt run the wild-goose chase, I have done;

for thou hast more of the wild-goose in one *»f Uiy

wits, than 1 have in my wholefive. Shak.

But myfive witt nor my five senses can

DissuaJe one foolish heart from serving thee.

Shak.

—At one's wits' end, at a loss what further

steps or measures to adopt ; having exhausted

the last known plan or contrivance; unable

to think further.

The neighbourhood were at their wits' end. To con

sider what would be the issue. Sir K L.'Estr*ugr.
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— To live by one's wits, to live by flhifta or

expedients, as one without a regular means

of living.

Addison sent to beg Gay. who was then living by

his wits about town, to come to Holland House.

Macaulay.

3. A superior degree of Intelligence or under

standing; bright reasoning powers; sense;

judgment; wisdom; sagacity.

I have the wit to think my master is a kind of knave.

Shak,

If I might teach thee wit, better it were.

Though not to love, yet, love, to tell me so. Shak.

He wants no: wit the danger to decline. Dryden.

4. The power of invention ; the Inventive

faculty ; contrivance ; ingenuity. ' Each

several stone, with wit well blazon'd.' Shak.

He had not the wit to invent new capitals in the

same style; he therefore clumsily copied the old ones.

Jtuskin.

5. t The power of original combination under

the influence of the imagination; the imagi

native faculty.

Wit in poetry ... is no other than the faculty of

imagination in the writer, which . . . searches over

all the memory for the species or ideas of those things

which it designs to represent. Dryden.

6. The faculty of associating ideas in a new

and ingenious, and at the same time natural

and pleasing way exhibited in apt language;

the felicitous combination of words and

thoughts by which unexpected resemblances

between things apparently unlike are viv

idly set before the mind so as to produce a

shock of pleasant surprise; facetiousness.

Wit lies most in the assemblage of ideas, and put

ting those together with quickness and variety,

wherein can he found any resemblance orcongruity,

thereby to make up pleasant pictures and agreeable

visions to the fancy. Locke.

True wit consists in the resemblance of ideas, . . .

But every resemblance of ideas is not what we call

tvit, and it must be such an one that gives delight and

surprise to the reader. Where the likeness is obvious,

it creates no surprise, and is not wit. Thus, when a

poet tells us that the bosom of his mistress is as while

as snow, there is no wit in the comparison; but when

he adds, with a sigh, it is as cold too, it then grows

into wit. Dryden.

True tvit is nature to advantage drest.

What oft was thought, but ne er so well exprest

Pofie.

[The two extracts following bear on the

distinction between wit and humour.]

Dr. Trailer says that wit relates to the matter,

humour to the manner; that our old comedies

abounded with wit, and our old actors with humour;

that humour always excites laughter but wit does

not ; that a fellow of humour wul set a whole com

pany in a roar, but that there is a smartness in wit,

which cuts while it pleases. Wit, he adds, always

implies sense and abilities, while humour does not ;

humour is chiefly relished by the vulgar, but educa

tion is requisite to comprehend wit. Fleming.

It is no uncommon thing to hear 'He hits humour

rather than wtt.' Here the expression commonly

means pleasantry : for whoever has humour has wit,

although it does not follow that whoever has wit has

humour. Humour is wit appertaining to character,

and indulges in breadth of drollery rather than in play

and brilliancy of point. Wit vibrates and spirts ; hu

mour springs up exuberantly as from a fountain and

runs on. In Congreve you wonder what he will say

next: in Addison you repose on what is said, listen

ing with assured expectation of something congenial

and pertinent. The French have little humour, be

cause they have little character: they excel all na

tions in wit because of their levity ana sharpness.

Landor.

7. One having genius, fancy, or humour: in

modern usage, one who excels in the faculty

defined in last definition ; one distinguised

for bright or amusing sayings; a humorist

The dulness of the fool is the whetstone of the wits.

Shak.

O, sure I am, the wits of former days

To subjects worse have given admiring praise.

Shak.

Intemperate wits will spare neither friend nor foe.

Sir X. /.'Estrange.

8. In phren. the faculty which is said to pro

duce the sentiment of the ludicrous or the

feeling of mirth, and gives the tendency to

view objects in a ludicrous light. Its organ

is assigned a place at the side of the upper

part of the forehead. See Phrenology.

Witan (wit'n), n.pl. Lit. the wise men; the

witenagemot. J. Ji. Green,

Witch (wich), n. [A. Sax. wicce, a witch.

tcieea, a magician, a wizard ; origin doubt

ful. Skeat's explanation is the most pro

bable: ' Wicce is merely the fem. of wicca;

and tcicca Is a corruption of A. Sax. wltga,

a common abbreviated form of witiga or

witega, a prophet, soothsayer, wizard . . .

from witan, to Bee, allied to witan, to know.'

See Wit, also Wiseacre] 1. Formerly, a

person of either sex given to the black art;

but now only applied to a woman supposed

to have formed a compact with the devil or

with evil spirits, aud by their means to

operate supernaturally ; one who practises

sorcery or enchantment.

When we be in trouble, or sickness, or lose any

thing, we run hither and thither to witches or sorce

rers whom we call wise men. Latimer.

Devil or devil's dam, I'll conjure thee :

Blood will I draw on thee, thou art a witch.

Shak.

2. A term of reproach for an old and ugly

woman with no reference to the practice of

sorcery.

Foul wrinkled witch, what makest thou in my sight?

Shak.

3. A bewitching or charming young woman;

a female possessed of bewitching or fascinat

ing attractions; as, the Lancashire witches.

—To be no witch, unable to do anything

wonderful; to be not very clever at anything.

The editor is clearly ho witch at a riddle. Carlyle.

— Witches' butter. See NosToc.

Witch (wich), r '. To bewitch; to fascinate;

to enchant. ' And witch the world with

noble horsemanship.' Shak.

I'll witch sweet ladies with my words and looks.

Shak.

Witch t (wich), n. [A. Sax. vice, a kind of

tree] A kind of tree, probably a wych-elm

or a wych-hazel. Spenser.

Witch-ball (wieh'bal), n. A name given to

interwoven roller-like masses of the stems

of herbaceous plants, often met with in the

steppes of Tartary.

Witchcraft (wich'kraft), n. 1. The practices

of witches ; sorcery ; a supernatural power

which persons were formerly supposed to

obtain by entering into compact with the

devil. Indeed it was fully believed that they

gave themselves up to him, body aud soul,

while he engaged that they should want for

nothing, and be able to assume whatever

shape they pleased, to visit and torment

their enemies, and accomplish their infernal

purposes. As soon as the bargain was con

cluded, the devil was said to deliver to the

witch an imp or familiar spirit, to be ready

at call, and to do whatever it was directed.

By the aid of this imp and the devil together,

the witch, who was almost always an old

woman, was enabled to transport herself

through the air on a broomstick, and to

transform herself into various shapes, par

ticularly those of cats and hares ; to inflict

diseases on whomsoever she pleased, and

to punish her enemies in a variety of ways.

The belief in witchcraft is very ancient. It

was a common belief in Europe till the six

teenth century, and maintained its ground

with tolerable firmness till the middle of the

seventeenth century; indeed it is not alto

gether extincteven at the present day. Num

bers of reputed witches were condemned to

be burned, so that In England alone it is

computed that no fewer than 30,000 of them

suffered at the stake.—2. Power more than

natural; enchantment; irresistible influence;

fascination.

You have witchcraft in your lips, Kate. Shak.

O, father, what a hell of witchcraft lies

In the small orb of one particular tear. Shak.

Witch-elm (wich'elm). See Wych-elm.

Witchery (wfch'er-i), n. 1. Sorcery; en

chantment; witchcraft. Hilton.—2. Fasci

nation; entrancing influence.

He never felt

The witchery of the soft blue sky. Wordsworth.

Witches'-besom (wich'ez-mVzum), n. The

popular name of those broom-like bunches

of branches developed on the silver-fir in

consequence of the attack of a fungus known

as Peridermium elatinum, common in Ger

many.

Witches'-Sabbath (wich'ez-sab-bath\ n.

A stated meeting of witches and devils at

night for communicating the mischief they

had done, and concocting more, at which

the most obscene rites, or rather revels,

were indulged in. The witches rode to the

rendezvous on broomsticks, sometimes on

their demon-lovers in the shape of goats,

having previously anointed themselves with

the fat of a murdered or unbaptized child.

Neophytes were introduced to the devil at

such meetings, where they received his mark

on their bodies as evidence that they had

sold their souls to him. In Germany the

witches'-Sabbath was held on Walpurgis-

night. See Walpurgis-night.

Witchet (wich'et), n. A kind of plane with

a conical aperture and inclined knife, which

reduces to roundness a bar which is rotated

as it is passed through. £. H. Knight.

Witch-flnder (wich'find-er), n. A profes

sional discoverer of witches ; one whose

services were taken advantage of formerly

when the persecution of so-called witches

was in vogue.

Witch-hazel (wich'ha-zl). See Wt h-

HAZEL.

Witching (wich'ing), o. Bewitching; suited

to enchantment or witchcraft
■Tis now the very witching time of night.

When churchyards yawn. Shak.

Witch-meal (wich'mel), n. The powdery

pollen of Lycopodium clavatum or club-

moss. It Is so rapidly inflammable that it

is used in theatres to represent lightning.

Witch-ridden (wich'rid-n), a. Ridden by

witches.

Witch-tree (wich'trt), n. [From its power

over witches But comp. A. Sax. uHce, a

kind of tree] The rowan-tree or mountain-

ash, Pyrus Aucuparia.

Wit-cracker t fwit'krak-er\ n. One who

breaks jests; a joker, shak.

Wit-craft t (wit'kraft), n. 1. Contrivance;

invention.—2. Art of reasoning; logic.

Wite (wit), v. t. pret. <S pp. wited; ppr. witing.

[A. Sax. witan, to punish, to blame, wtt,-. a

punishment, a fine; Icel. vita, to fine, viti.

a tine, punishment, D. icijten, to impute, to

attribute, wijte, imputation] To censure;

to impute wrong to; to reproach; to blame.

Spenser. [Old English and Scotch.]

Wite (wit), n. [See the verb.] [Old English

and Scotch.] 1. A punishment, paiu, pen

alty, or mulct.— 2. Blame attaching to one;

reproach; fault. Chaucer.

Wite.tr.t [See Wit.] To know. Chaucer.

Witenagemot (wit'en-a-ge-mot), n. [A. Sax.

witena-gemtit—witcna, gen. pi. of wita, a

wise man, (ge)mdt, a meeting, a moot, an

assembly ; lit the assembly of the wise men. ]

Among the Anglo-Saxons, the great na

tional council or parliament, consisting of

athelings or princes, nobles or ealdormen,

the large landholders, the principal ecclesi

astics, Ac. The meetings of this council were

frequent; they formed the highest court

of judicature in the kingdom ; they were

summoned by the king in any political

emergency ; their concurrence was neces

sary to give validity to laws, and treaties

with foreign states were submitted to their

approval. They had even power to elect

the king, and if the sceptre descended in

his race it was by means of the formal re

cognition of the new king by the nobles,

bishops, Ac, in an assembly convened for

the purpose.

Wit-fish (wit'fish), n. [D. teifrocA, that is

white-fish.] An East Indian fish of the size

of a whiting; also, another East Indian fish,

the Albula Indica of Ray.

Wltfult (wit'ful), a. Full of wit, knowledge,

or wisdom; wise; knowing; sensible.

'Tis passing miraculous that your dull and blind

worship should so sodainly turn both sightful and wit-

fut. Cha/man.

With (wiTH), prep. [A. Sox. with, against,

towards, near, against or towards being the

common meaning, still retained in 'to fight

with' a person, and in uoMstand, wif/tdraw,

iftfAhold; Icel. vith, against, towards, along

with ; Dan. red, near, with, against. The

A. Sax. wither, opposite, contrary to, against

(seen in withers), is a comparative from this;

like Icel. vithr, D. weder, G. wieder. In gen

eral with now implies association, but this

was not the notion originally connected with

it; its modern meaning indeed has been to

some extent borrowed from O. E. and A. Sax.

mid, with, which long ago fell into disuse.

Hence withal, icithin, without] A particle

used to denote, indicate, designate, or ex

press— (a) Competition or antagonism; as,

to fight, contend, or vie with. [In to fight

with, the with may have the meaning indi

cated under (c); as, to fight with one party

againBt another.]

Here I ... do contest

As hotly and as nobly with thy love.

As ever in ambitious strength I did

Contend against thy valour. Shak.

He shall lie with any friar in Spain. Dryden.

(6) Identity of place; a being together or in

the company of; sameness of locality; near

ness; proximity; companionship.

Abide with us, for it is towards evening.

Luke xxiz. v).

There is no living with thee, nor without thee.

Taller.

(c) Mutual action or suffering; association

in action, purpose, thought, feeling, and

the like; partnership; intercourse.

With thee she talks, with thee she moans.

With thee she sighs, with thee she groans.

With thee she says ' Farewell mine own.' Surrey.

I will buy with you, sell with you, talk with ynu,

walk with you, and so following, but I will not eat

with you, drink with you, nor pray with you. Shak.

ch, cAain: ch. Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, siny; Til, than; th, thin; w, wig; wh, u-Aig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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(d) A being on the side of or in favour of;

support; assistance; friendship.

He that is not with me is against me. Mat all. y>.

(e) Ranking or holding a place in the esti

mation, consideration, judgment, or mind.

Tragedy was originally with the ancients a piece

of religious worship. Rymer.

Such arguments had invincible force with those

pagan philosophers. Addison.

(/) Junction or community; concomitance;

consequence; appendage; addition; acces

sories; accompaniments. 'The sun, with

purple coloured face.' Shak. 'A stately

ship, with all her bravery on.' Milton.

Men might know the persons who had a right to

rey.il power, and, with it, to their obedience. Locke.

(g) Correspondence; likeness; comparison.

Measure my strangeness with my unripe years.

Shak.

Can blazing carbuncles with her compare t Sandys.

(h) Simultaneousness; immediate succes

sion.

If'ith that she told me, that though she spake of

her father Chremes, she would hide no truth from

me. Sir P. Sidney,

With that word she spied the hunted boar. Shah.

(t) Means. ' With treasure laden.' Shak,

' Infused with a fortitude from heaven.'

Shak. ' Blessed with beauty.' Shak.

Ill fill these dogged spies with false reports. Shak.

Formerly used in this sense before themenns

of nourishment, and so equivalent to the

modern on. * To dine and sup with water

and bran.' Shak.

I have supped full with horrors. Shak.

(ft Cause; consequence. 'Pale with tear.'

Shalt. 'Die with terror.' Shak. 'Tired

with iteration.' Shak. (k) External agency

by which a thing is produced; instrument.

Why, then, the world's mine oyster

Which I with sword will open. Shah,

— With child (O.E. midehilde), pregnant; in

the family way. — With and by are closely

allied in many of their uses, more especially

in the two lastfj, *). an(* It "B not easy to

lay down a rule by which their uses may

at all times be distinguished. The same may

be said, but to a less extent, of with and

tfirough. See By, With, Through, compared

under By.

With (with), n. Same as Withe.

Withal (wiTH-alO. adv. [With and atf—a

compound which has supplanted the older

mid alls. See With ] With the rest; to

gether with that; likewise; at the same

time.

l-c.r it seemeth to me unreasonable to send a pri-

soner.and not withal to signify the crimes laid against

him. Ac. xxv. 27.

How modest in exception, and withal

How terrible in constant resolution I Shak.

Withal (wiTH-al'), prep. With: used after

relatives or equivalent words, being sep

arated from the objective and transposed

to the end of a sentence or clause. Instead

of an objective a nominative often occurs,

and indeed withal appears in various idio

matic constructions that are difficult to re

duce to grammatical rule. ' These banished

men that I have kept withal,' Shak. 'An

honest fellow as ever servant shall come in

home withal' Shak.

Who hath she to spend the night withal t Shak.

I'll tell you who Time ambles withal, who Time

trots withal, who Time gallops withal, and who he

stands still withal. Shah.

[This word is now little used]

Withamlte (with 'am -it), n, [After Dr.

Wttham.) A variety of epidote found at

Glencoe in Scotland. It occurs crystallized

and is of vitreous lustre and red or yellow

colour.

Withdraw (wiTH-drp/), v.t. pret. withdrew;

pp. withdrawn; ppr. withdrawing. [Prefix

with, against, opposite, and draw. See

With. ] To draw back or in a contrary di

rection; hence, (a) to cause to return or re

move, as from an advanced position; to take

back; to remove; as, the troops were with

drawn from the frontier.

From her husband's hand her hand

Soft she Withdrew. Mi/ton.

It h> impossible that God should withdraw his

presence from anything. Hooker.

0>) To take back, as something which has

been conferred or enjoyed.

I say that this—

Else 1 withdraw favour and countenance

From you and yours for ever—shall you do.

Tennyson.

(c)To recall; to retract; as, to withdraw a

charge, a threat, a vow, Ac. Shak.
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Withdraw (wiTH-dra*), v.i. To retire from

or quit a company or place; to absent one's

self; to go away; to step backward or aside;

to retire; to retreat.

We will withdraw into the gallery. Shah.

At this excess of courage all amazed.

The foremost of his foes awhile withdraw.

DrydtM,

In this sense often followed by the reflexive

pronouns.

Perverse disputings of men of corrupt minds . . ,

from such withdraw thyself, t Tim. vi. 5.

If it please you, we may now withdraw us. Shah.

Stn. To retire, recede, retreat, retrograde,

remove, go back.

Withdrawal (wiTH-dra'al), n. Act of with

drawing or taking back; a recalling.

The withdrawal of the allowance . . . interfered

with my plans, Fuldtng.

Withdrawer (wiTfl-dra'er), n. One who

withdraws.

He was not a withdrawer of the corn but a seller.

Outred.

Withdrawing-room(wiTH-dnt'lng-rom), n-

A room used to withdraw or retire into: for

merly generally behind the room in which

the family took their meals. Now contracted

in to Drawing-room (which see). ' A door in

the middle leading to a parlor and with-

dra wing-room.' Sir W. Scott.

Withdrawment (wiTH-dra'ment), n. The

act of withdrawing or taking back; a recall

ing. 'The withdrawment of those papers

deemed most obnoxious.' W. Beltham.

Withdrawn (wiTH-dran*), pp. of withdraw.

Withe (with or with), n. [Shortened from

ttHf/iy.ordirectlyfroinlcel. vith, also rithja, a

withy(which see).] 1. A tough flexible branch

or twig used in binding things together; a wil

low or osier twig.—2. A band made of plaited

or twisted twigs —3. An elastic handle to a

cold-chisel, fuller, or the like, which deadens

the shock to the workman's hand. —4. An

iron instrument fitted to the end of aboom or

mast, and having a ring through which an

other boom or mast is rigged or secured; a

boom-iron.—6. A wall dividing two flues in

a stack of chimneys. Spelled also in its

various senses With. Wythe.

Withe (with), v.t To bind with withes or

twigs.

You shall see him withed, and haltered, and staked,

and baited to death. Up. Hall.

Wither (wiTH'er),v.i. [O.Kwidren, wederen,

lit. to weather or expose to the weather,

from weder, weather.] 1. To lose the sap or

Juice; to dry and shrivel up; to lose fresh

ness and bloom; to fade.

Shall he not pull up the roots thereof, and cut on*

the fruit thereof that it wither t it shall wither in all

the leaves of her spring. Eze. xvii. 9.

Leaves have their time to fall,

And flowers to wither at the north wind's breath.

Htmans.

2. To become dry and wrinkled, as from the

loss or want of animal moisture ; to lose

pristine freshness, bloom, softness, smooth

ness, vigour, or the like, as from age or

disease; to decay. ' Now warm in love, now

withering in the grave.' Dryden.

A fair face will wither. Shah.

This Is a man. old, wrinkled, faded, withered. Shak.

3. To decay generally ; to decline ; to lan

guish; to pass away. '0 withered truth.'

Shak. ' Lest I wither by despair.' Tenny-

eon.

The individual withers and the world is more and

more. Tennysen.

Wither (wiTH'er), v.t. 1. To cause to fade

and become dry; to make sapless and

shrunken. 'Like a blasted sapling, withered

up.' Shak.

The sun is no sooner risen with a burning heat but

it withereth the grass. Jas. i. 11.

2. To cause to shrink, wrinkle, and decay

for want of animal moisture; to cause to

lose bloom; to shrivel; to cause to have a

wrinkled skin or shrunken muscles; as, time

will wither the fairest face.

Age cannot wither her nor custom stale

Her Infinite variety. Shak.

3. To blight, injure, or destroy, as by some

malign or baleful influence; to affect fatally

by malevolence; to cause to perish or lan

guish generally; as, to wither a person by

a look or glance ; reputations withered by

scandal.

Wither-band (wiTH'er-hand). n. A piece of

iron laid under a saddle near a horse's

withers to strengthen the bow.

Witheredness (wiTH'erd-nes), n. The state

of being withered, literally or figuratively.

WITHIN

'The dead wiUieredness of good affections.*

Bo. Ball.

Water them as soon as set nil they have recovered

their witheredness. kfertimer.

Witheringly (wiTH'ering-li). adv. In a

manner tending to wither or cause to shrink.

Wltherite (wiTirerit), n A native car

bonate of baryta, first discovered by Dr.

Withering at Augleaark in Lancashire. It is

white, gray, or yellow. It is also called

BaroliU.

WitherUngt (wiTH'er-lfng), n. One who is

withered or decrepit Chapman.

Withernam (wiTH'er-nam). n, [A. Sax.

withernam— wither, against, and ntlm, a

taking or seizure, from nitnan, to take.] In

law, an unlawful distress or forbidden tak

ing, as of a thing distrained, out of the

country, so that the sheriff cannot upon the

replevin make deliverance thereof to the

party distrained. Also, the reprisal of other

cattle or goods, in lieu of those that bare

been unjustly taken, eloigned, or otherwise

withholden. The cattle or goods thurftakt-n

are said to be taken in witherna m. All this

practice is obsolete since 1S40.

Withe-rod (witb'rod or with'rod), n. The

popular name of a North American shrub

of the genus Viburnum ( V. nudum).

Withers (wiTH'erzXn.p/. [Lit the parts that

act against or resist, from A. Sax. wither.

against, whence witherian, to resist; comp.

Q. widerrUt, the withers of a horse, the part

by which he exerts his force against the

draught of the carriage, from wider, against,

and rutt, an elevated part, a rising- Wither*

Is therefore closely allied to with, prep.]

The Junction of the shoulder- bones of a

horse, forming an elevation at the bottom

of the neck and mane. See Horse.

Let the galled jade wince, our withers are nm^a;.

Shah,

Withershlns (wiTH'er-shinz), adv [A Sax.

wither, against, and eunne, the sun.] Against

the sun; contrary to the motiou of the sun;

from right to left. [Scotch. ]

As it was supposed that witches always acted in

contrariety to the laws of nature, we hear of their

going thnce withershins round a thing ro render it

subject to their power. £dkn. Xer.

Wither-wrong (wiTH'er-rung). a. Injured

or hurt in the withers, as a horse

With-haultt (wiTH'halt), 0 pret Withheld,

Spenter.

Withheld (wiTH-heldO, pret A pp. of •rifA-

hold.

Withhold (wiTH-hold'). v.t pret. and pp.

withheld; ppr. wiOJiolding. [With*, in old

sense of against, and hold. ] 1. To hold back,

to restrain; to keep from action.

Withheld, O sovereign prince, your hasty h*sd

From knitting league with him. Spenser.

Your letters did withhold our breaking forth. Sha,t.

2. To retain; to keep back; not to grant; as,

to withhold assent to a proposition.

II 'tfhhctd revenge, dear God 1 'tis not my fault.

Shah.

Lancelot saw that she her wish withheld.

Tennyseet,

Withholden (wiTH-h61d'n). The old par

ticiple of withhold, sometimes abbreviated

into withhold.

Withholder (wiTH-h6Id'er). n. One that

withholds.

Withholdment (wiTH-hold'inent), n The

act of withholding.

Within (wiTH-in'), prep. [A. Sax withinnan

—with, against, towards, and innan. wiihin.

Inwardly, from in, in ] 1. In the inner or

interior part or parts of; inside of ; opposed

to without

Come not within these doors; within Ums root"

The enemy of all your graces lives. Shak.

2. In the limits, range, reach, or compass of;

not beyond: used of place, distance or length,

time, and quantity. Hence, specifically, as

applied to place, distance or length, not

farther than ; not of greater length than ;

in the reach or compass of; as, within my

sight ; within 5 miles : as applied to time,

not longer ago than ; not later than ; as,

within an hour: as applied to quantity, not

exceeding; as, to keep within one's income

Jt'ithin these five hours Hastings lived

Untainted. SAah.

I am within three months as old as your Harry.

Macntl.'an's kf*f.

3. Inside or comprehended by the scope,

limits, reach, or influence of; circumscribed

by; not beyond, not exceeding, not over

stepping, Ac.

Come not within his danger by thy win. Skm.A

Both he and she are shit within my power.

Pr*a*m

Were every action concluded within ttsiil, acd

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, more; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; J. Be. try
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drew no consequences after it, we should, un

doubtedly, never err in our choice of good. Locke.

4. t In. ' One come not within another's way. '

Shak. 'Such war of white and red within

her cheeks.' Shak.

Within (wiTH-in'), adv. 1. In the interior or

centre; inwardly; internally.

This is yet the outward fairest side

Of our design. Within rests more of fear. Daniel.

2. In the mind, heart, or soul.

IDs from within thy reason must prevent. Dryden.

3. Tn the house or dwelling; indoors; at

home; as, the gentleman waits within.

But at this hour the house doth keep itself;

There's none -within, Shak.

—From within, a compound adverbial and

prepositional expression; from the Inside;

from within doors, Ac. An example is in

extract under 2.

Withinfortht (wiTH-in'f6rth), adv. Within

doors; in the interior; within. ' Withinforth

further into the linn bind.' Holland. [Rare.]

Withinside (wiTH-in'sId), adv. In the inner

parts. ' A small oval picture of a young

lady . . . that was fixed in a panel within

side of the door. ' Graves.

Without (wiTH-outf), prep. [A. Sax with-

utan, without—with, towards, against, and

At, out. ] 1. On or at the outside or exterior

of; out of: opposed to within.

Without the bed her other fair hand was. Shak.

For whilst I know, by seeing or hearing1. Sec, that

there is some corporeal being without me, the ob

ject of that sensation, I do more certainly know that

there is some spiritual being within me that sees and

hears. Lock*.

2. Out of the limits, compass, range, or reach

of; beyond.

Eternity, before the world and after, Is without our

reach. T. Burnet.

3. Not having or not being with; in absence

or destitution of; in separation from; de

prived of; not with use or employment of;

independent or exclusively of; not having ;

not with.

Excess of diet in costly meats and drinks . , . would

be avoided: wise men will do it without a law; I

would there might be a law to restrain fools. Bacon.

Happiness under this view every one constantly

pursues. Other things, acknowledged to be good,

he can look upon without desire, pass by, and be

content to do without. Locke.

Abide with me from morn till eve.

For without thee I cannot live.

Abide with me when night is nigh,

For without thee I dare not die. tCehle.

In colloquial language the object is fre

quently omitted after this preposition, espe

cially in such phrases as to do without, to go

without; as, they can give me no assistance,

so I must do without; he begged money

from all, but in the end had to go without.

And nice affections wavering stood in doubt

If best were as it is, or best without. Shak.

Without (wiTH-onf), coni. Unless; except:

in tills sense now rarely used by correct

speakers and writers, even Shakspere re

stricting it to characters of the Dogberry

type.

You will never live to my age without you keep

yourselves in breath with exercise. Sir P. Sidney,

He may stay him ; marry, not without the prince

be willing. Shak.

Such a one as a man may not speak of without he

say Sir-reverence. Shak.

Without (wiTH-ouf), adv. 1. On the out

side; outwardly; externally.

Pitch the ark within and without. Gen. vi. 14,

2. Out of doors.

Their doors are barr'd against a bitter (lout;

Snarl, if you please, but you shall snarl without.

Dryden,

3. As regards external acts; externally.

Without unspotted, innocent within.

She feared no danger, for she knew no sin.

Dryden.

—From without, a compound adverbial and

prepositional expression; from the outside:

opposite to from within; as, sounds from

without reached their ears.

These merefrom without the growing miseries.

Milton.

Without-door (wiTn-out'dcr), a. Being

out of doors; exterior; outward; external.

' Her without-door form. ' Shak.

Wlthoutent (wiTH-out'en), prep. Without.

Withouten more delay I left the bank. Longfellow.

Without-fortht (wiTH-out'f6rth),adtJ. Out

of doors; on the exterior; exteriorly; with

out ' WUhout/orth they are Bpotted.' Hol

land. (Rare. ]

Withoutsldet (wiTH-ont'sId), adv. Outside;

externally.

Why does that tawyer wear black; does he carry

his conscience withoutsidt I Congreve.

Withsain,t inf. of withsay. Chaucer.

Withsayt (wi«i-si'), v.U To contradict; to

deny. Chancer.

Withsett (wiTH-sef), v.t To set against;

to resist Qower.

Withstand (wiTH-stand'), v.t. pret & pp.

withstood; ppr. withstanding. [ With, in

sense of against, and stand; comp. G. wider-

stehen, to withstand. See With, prep.) To

resist, either with physical or moral force;

to oppose ; as, to withstand the attack of

troops; to withstand eloquence or argu

ments.

Rage must be withstood. Shak.

When Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him

to the face. Gal ii. 11.

Some village Hampden, that with dauntless breast

The little tyrant of his fields withstood. Gray.

Withstand (wiTH-standO-tit. To resist; to

make a stand; to be in resistance.

Withstander (wiTH-stand'er), n. One that

withstands; an opponent; a resisting power.

Withstood (wiTH-stud'), pret & pp. of with

stand.

Withwlnd (with/wind), n. [E. with, withe,

a pliant twig, and wind, to entwiBt; comp.

G. winds, bindweed] The wild convolvulus.

Withy (with'i), n. [A. Sax. withig, a willow,

a with ; Icel. titUja, vith, a withy, a with ;

Dan. vidie, Sw. vuie, vidja, G. weiile, a wil

low or osier; allied to Gr. itea, for vitea,

a willow. From a root meaning to twist or

bend, seen also in L. vitis, a vine, vinum,

wine. See Wine.] 1. A large species of

willow.

The withy is a reasonable large tree, for some have

been found ten feet about. Evelyn.

2. A withe; a twig; an osier — 3 A halter

made of withes = Scotch, a woody.

Withy (with'i or with'i), o. Made of withes;

like a withe; flexible and tough.

I leamt to fold my net

And withy labyrinths in straits to set. P. Fletcher.

Witjart (wit'jar), n. The head; the brain

pan; the skull. Richardson. [Old slang.]

Witless (wit'les), a. 1. Destitute of wit

or understanding; inconsiderate; wanting

thought.

A witty mother I witless else her son. Shak.

2. Proceeding from folly or senselessness;

foolish; not under the guidance of judg

ment 'Youth, and cost, and witless brav

ery.' Shak.

Wltlessly (wit'Ies-li), adv. In a witless man

ner; without the exercise of judgment;

without understanding. Beau. «fc Fl.

Witlessness (witles-nes), n. The state or

quality of being witless; want of judgment,

understanding, or consideration. 'Wilful

witlessness.' Sir E. Sandys.

Witling (witling), n. (Dim. from toft.] A

person who has little wit or understanding;

a pretender to wit or smartness. ' News

paper witlings.' Goldsmith.

A beau and witling perish'd in the throng. Pofie.

Witmonger (wit'mung-ger), n. One who

deals or indulges in wit of a poor or low

kind; a would-be wit; a witling. Wood.

Witness (wit'nes). n. (A. Sax. witnes, testi

mony, lit what one knows, from witan, to

know. See Wit ] 1. Attestation of a fact

or event ; testimony; as, to bear witness to

a fact, to bear witness being the regular

phrase.

If I bear witness of myseW, my witness is not true.

John v. 32,

The devil can cite Scripture for his purpose:

An evil soul producing holy witness

Is like a villain with a smiling check. Shak.

2. That which furnishes evidence or proof.

Laban said, This heap is a witness between me

and thee this day. Gen. xxxi. 48.

3. A person who knows or sees anything;

one personally present

Your mother lives a witness to that vow. Shak.

Upon my looking round, I was witness to appear

ances which filled mc with melancholy and regret.

R. Flail.

4. In law, (a) one who sees the execution of

an instrument, and subscribes it for the

purpose of confirming its authenticity by his

testimony; one who signs htB name as evi

dence of the genuineness of another signa

ture. (6) A person who gives testimony or

evidence under oath or affirmation in a judi

cial proceeding—Note. Witness when used

as a predicate after the verb to be, can take

thesingularform though thesubjectornoml-

native is plural. ' Heaven and thy thoughts

are witness.' Shak.— With a witness, 1 effec

tually; to a great degree; with a vengeance;

with great force, so as to leave some mark

as a testimony behind. ' Here's packing,

with a witness I * Shak.

This, I confess, is haste, with a witness. Latimer.

Witness (wit'nes), v.t 1. To attest; to give

testimony to; to testify.

Behold, how many things they witness apainst thee.

Mark xv. 4,

Methought you said

You saw one here in court could witness it. Shak.

2. To see or know by personal presence; to

be a witness of; to observe.

This is but a faint sketch of the incalculable calam

ities and horrors we must expect, should we ever

witness the triumphs of modern infidelity. A'. Halt.

I felt an eager desire to witness this fair, which my

fancy decked out as something wonderfully fine.

//'. Irving-.

3. To give or serve as evidence or token of;

to substantiate; to prove. 'Letters whose

contents shall witness to him I am near at

home. ' Shak.

Is not this true? (that there is a famine)

Our cheeks and hollow eyes do witness it. Shak.

4. To foretell; to presage; to foretoken.

[Rare.]

Ah Richard, ... I see thy glory like a shooting star

Fall to the base earth from the firmament 1

Thy sun sets weeping in the lowly west,

Witnessing storms to come, woe, and unrest.

Shak.

6. To see the execution of and subscribe, as

an instrument, for the purpose of establish

ing its authenticity; as, to witness a bond

or a deed.— Witness is often used in the

subjunctive imperatively or optatively, in

many cases with inversion, in such uses

being = as . . . may witness; may . . . wit

ness; let . . . witness or be witness; bear

witness.

Heaven witnest

I have been to you a true and faithful wife. Shak.

He was most princely ; ever witness for him

Those twins of learning that he rallied in you.

Shak.

Witness (wit'nes). vi. To bear testimony;

to give evidence; to testify.

The men of Belial witnessed against him, even

against Naboth . . . saying, Naboth did blaspheme

Cod and the king. 1 Ki. xxi. 13.

The witnessing of the truth was then so generally

attended with this event (martyrdom) that martyrdom

now signifteth not only to witness, but to witness to

death. South.

Witnesser (wit'nes-cr). n. One who gives or

bears testimony. 'A constant witnesser of

the marriage of Christ.' Dr. Martin.

Witsafet (wit-sifj, t>.(. [Probably a corrup

tion of vouchsafe, through an erroneous

notion of its etymology. ] To vouchsafe.

Puttenham.

Wit-snapper t (wit'snap-er), n. One who

affects repartee. Shak.

Wltstand (wit'stand).n. The state of being

at one's wits' end; a stand-still from not

knowing what to do.

They were at a witstand, and could reach no further.

/./. Hacket.

Wit-Starved (wit'starvd), a. Barren of wit;

destitute of genius. [Rare.]

Witte.t n. Wit; understanding; capacity.

Chaucer.

Witted (wit'ed), a. Having wit or under

standing: used chiefly in composition; as, a

quick-witted boy.

Witters (wit'erz), n. pi. [Prov. E. withers,

the barbs on an arrow-head; same word as

withers of a horse, meaning lit. things that

resist or oppose] 1. The barbs of a fishing-

spear orof a fishing-hook,Ac.—2, The throat.

[Scotch.]

WittiCABter (wit'i-kas-ter), n. [A pejor.

from wit. Comp. poetaster, criticaster.] A

mean or pretended wit

The mention of a nobleman seems quite sufficient

to arouse the spleen of our witticaster. Milton.

Witticism (wit'islzm), n. [From witty;

comp. Buch words as Atticism, Gallicisin.

This word seems to have been first used by

Milton in 1661, being used in his Defence

0/ the English People. ] A witty sentence,

phrase, or remark ; an observation charac

terized by wit.

He is full of conceptions, points cf epigram, and

witticisms; all which are below the dignity of heroic

verse. Addison.

Wittifledt (wit'i-fld), a. Having wit; clever;

witty. Roper North.

Wittily (wit'i-li),ad«. 1. In a witty manner;

with wit; with a witty turn or phrase, or

with an ingenious and amusing association

of ideas. ' In conversation wittily pleasant '

Sir P. Sidney.—2. Ingeniously; cunningly;

artfully. 'Who his own harm so wittily con

trives. Dryden.

Wittiness (wit'i-nes), n. 1. The quality of

being witty. —2. The quality of being in

ch, cAain; ch, 8c. locA; g, go; j,>ob; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, then; th, tAin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure—See KIT.
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genious or clever. ' Wittiness in devising,

. . . pitliiness in uttering.' Spenser.

Wittingly ( wit'iug-li), ado. In a witting

manner; knowingly; with knowledge; by

design.

He knowingly and wittingly brought evil into the

world. Sir T More.

Wittolt (wit'ol), n. [Perhaps for wit-all, one

who knows all, that is who knows but winks

at his wife's infidelity; but more probably,

ns Wedgwood thinks, the same word as wit-

tal, witical, woodwale, old names for a bird

in whose nest the cuckoo's eggs were some

times laid. See Woodwale; and comp the

origin of the term cuckold. J A cuckold; a

man who knows his wife's infidelity and

submits to it.

Amaimon sounds well; I.ucifer well; yet they are

the n.inies of fiends: but. cuckold, witiol, cuckold 1

the doil himself hath not such a name 1 Shak.

Wittollyt (wit'ol-li), ado. Like a wittol or

cuckold. Shak.

Witty (wit'i), a. [A. Sax. witig. See Wit.]

It Possessed of ingenuity, judgment, know

ledge, or understanding; wise; discreet;

knowing; artful. 'The deep revolving, witty

Buckingham.' Shak.—2. t Ingenious; clever;

skilfully devised.

Silence in love bewrays more woe

Than words though ne'er so witty;

A beggar that is dumb, you know.

May challenge double pity. Raleigh.

3. Possessed of wit; smartly or cleverly

facetious; ready with strikingly novel, clever,

bhrewd, and amusing sayings, or with sharp

repartee; brilliant, sparkling, and original

in expressing amusing notions or ideas;

hence, sometimes, sarcastic; satirical: of

persons.

The affectation, therefore, of being witty by spread

ing falsehood is by no means an allowable vanity.

Setter.

Honeycomb, who was so unmercifully witty upon

the women, has given the ladies ample satisfaction

by marrying a farmer's daughter. Steele.

4. Characterized by. or pregnant with wit or

brilliant, sparkling, or ingenious Ideas or

notions ; smartly and facetiously conceived

or expressed; bright and amusing: of lan

guage: as, a witty remark or repartee.

Witwal, WltwaU (wit'wal), n. [A form

akin to woodwale (which see).] The name

of a bird which, as used by our older writers,

has been identified with the golden oriole,

the greenfinch, Ac; at the present day it is

generally applied to the green woodpecker,

as by Hood: 'The ringing of the utittcaWs

shrilly laughter.'

Witwantont (wit-won'ton), v.t To indulge

in vain, sportive, or over-subtle fancies con

cerning ; to speculate about idly or irrever

ently.

Dangerous it is to witwanton it with the majesty of

God. /-'tiller

Witwantont (wit-won'ton), n. One who in

dulges in idle, foolish, and irreverent fan

cies or speculations. 'All epicures, wit-

wantons, atheists.' Sylvester.

Witwantont (wit-won'ton), a. Inclined to

indulge in vain, foolish, or irreverent specu

lation or fancies; exercising the wit on ex

travagant notions or ideas.

How dangerous it is for wit-wanton men to dance

with their nice distinctions on such mystical preci

pices, fuller.

Wit-wormt (wit'werm), "• One that feeds

on wit. B. Jonson.

Wivet (wiv), v.i. [From lei/e.] To marry.

Shak.

Wlvet (wiv), v.t. 1, To match to a wife; to

provide with a wife.

If I could get me but a wife . I were manned,

horsed, and wived. Shak.

2. To take for a wife.

I have Ti'iTVif'his sister Sir \V Scott.

WivehOOdt (wivTiud), n. Behaviour be

coming a wife; wifehood.

That girdle gave the virtue of chaste love,

And wivehood true to all that did it bear.

Sfenser.

Wiveleast (wivleB), a. Not having a wife;

wifeless.

They, in their wifeless state, run into open abomi

nations. Homily

Wively t ( wlv'li ), a. Pertaining to a wife.

' Wively love.' J. Udall.

Wlvert (wi'ver), n. A wyvern.

Wivern(wi'vern), n. See Wyvern.

Wives (wivz), pi. of wife.

Wizard, Wisard (wiz'erd), n. [From wise,

and term, -ard.] 1. Originally, a wise man; a

sage.

See, how from far, upon the eastern road.

The star-led wtsards haste with odours sweet.

Milton.

[Milton here means the Magi or wise men

of the East.) — 2. A proficient in the occult

sciences; an adept in the black art; one sup

posed to possess supernatural powers, gen

erally from haviug leagued himself with the

Evil One; a sorcerer; an enchanter; a ma

gician ; hence, a title occasionally applied to,

or assumed by modern performers of leger

demain; a conjurer; a juggler.

And the soul that turaeth after such as have fami

liar spirits, and after wizards, . I will even set

my face against that soul. Lev. xi. 6.

Wizard (wiz'erd), a. 1. Enchanting; charm

ing. Collins. —2. Haunted by wizards,

'where Deva spreads her wizard stream.'

Milton.

Wizardry (wizerd-li). a. Resembling or

characteristic of a wizard. [Rare]

Wizardry (wiz'erd-ri), n. The art or prac

tices of wizards ; sorcery. * Wizardry and

dealing with evil spirits.' Miltnan.

Wizen (wiz'n), a. [A. Sax. wisnian, to become

dry, akin to Icel. visna, to wither or become

palsied, from visinn, withered, palsied. ]

Hard, dry, and shrivelled; withered; weazen.

'A gay little wizen old man . . . from the

eastern climate's dilapidations upon his

youth and health.' Miss Burney. 'A little,

lonely, wizen, strangely-clad boy.' Dickens.

Wizen, Wizzen (wiz'n), v.t. To wither ; to

cause to fade; to make dry. [Scotch.]

Wizen, Wizzen (wiz'n), n. A corrupt form

of Wtamnd.

Wizen-faced (wiz'n-fast), a. Having a thin,

shrivelled face.

Wlatsome.t a. [From O.K. wlate, A. Sax.

wlaette, loathing, disgust, and term, -some.]

Loathsome. Chaucer.

Wo (wo), n. A former spelling of Woe.

Wo,t a. Sorrowful. Cfutucer.

Woad (w6d), n. [A Sax. wild, D. weede, Dan.

raid, veid, O. waid, weid, woad; connected

with L. vitrum, woad; farther connections

unknown.] A cruciferous plant of the genus

Isatis, the I.

tinctoria, for

merly cultivated

to a great ex

tent in Britain

on account of

the blue dye ex

tracted from its

pulped and fer

mented leaves.

It is now. how

ever, nearly su

perseded by in

digo,which gives

a stronger and

finer blue. It is

Btill cultivated

in some parts of

Europe, and the

dye which it fur

nishes is said to

improve the

quality and col

our of indigo

when mixed

with it in a cer

tain proportion.

The ancient Bri

tons are said to

have tinctured

their bodies with

the dye procured from the woad plant—

Wild woad, weld, or wold is the Reseda bu-

teola.a British plant, which yields a beautiful

yellow dye. See RESEDA.

Woaded (wdd'ed), a. Dyed or coloured blue

with woad. 'The man. tatoo'd or woaded,

winter-clad in skins.* Tennyson.

Woad-mlU (wod'mil),n. A mill for bruising

and preparing woad.

Woad-waxen (wod'wak-sn), n. Dyer's-weed

or green-weed {Genista tinctoria). See GE

NISTA.

Wodet (wod), a [A. Sax. w6d. mad. See

Wood, mad. J Mad; furious; outrageous;

violent Chaucer.

Wodet (wod), v.i. To grow mad. Chaucer.

Wodegeld t (w&d'geld), n. A geld or pay

ment for wood.

Woden (wo'den), n. [From the same root as

wood, mad (which see). See also Odin. ] The

Anglo-Saxon form of the name of the deity

called by the Norse Odin. Wednesday de

rives its name from him. and his name is

also seen In several place-names, as Wcdnes-

bury, Ac.

Wodewale,t n The woodwale or witwall.

Chaucer.

WodneSBt (wod'nes), n. Madnesa.

Woe (wo), n. [A. Sax wd: often as an inter-

Woad {/satis tinetoria).

jection, as in ltd Id trd, woe lo woe, well-

away; D. wee, IceL rei, Dan. rrr>, G. weh.

Goth, vai; no doubt a natural sound of gnef.

like L. ''".'.' Gr. ouai! alas.) Grief; sorrow:

misery; heavy calamity.

One woe is past; and behold there come two wtwr

more hereafter. Rev. i\ ix

They, outcast from Cod, are here condemned

To waste eternal days in wee and pain. .'-,': te-tt

Woe is frequently used in denunciations

either with the optative mood of the verb,

or alone, and tliu- in an iuterjeciional man

ner.

H 'oe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter

the sheep. Jtr. ixiiL i.

It oe to the vanquished, woe I Drydtn.

It is also used in exclamations of sorrow; in

such cases the noun or pronoun following

being really in the dative, to being under

stood.

ll'oe is me ; for I am undone. Is. vi. 5.

The phrase ' Woe worth the day,' mean*

woe be to the day. (See WORTH, v.i.) For

merly spelled Wo.

Woe.t Wot (w6), a. Sad; sorrowful; miser-

able; wretched. 'If thinking on me then

should make you ic«." Shak.

Woe was the knijjht at this severe command Dryden.

Woebegone (wr/begou). a. (That is. sur

rounded or overwhelmed with woe. begone

being from O. E. bego, bigo, to surround, to

go round about] Overwhelmed with woe;

immersed in grief and sorrow; as, very woe-

begone in appearance; a woebegone look.

Even such a man, so fun!, so spiritless.

So dull, so dead in look, so woe-begtme.

Drew Priam's curtain in the dead of night. Skak

Woeful, Woful (w6*fulX a. 1. Full of woe;

distressed with grief or calamity; afflicted;

sorrowful.

How many •woeful widows left to bow

To sad disgrace ! Daniel,

2. Relating or pertaining to, or connected

with woe; expressing woe; characterized

by sorrow or woe. ' Woeful ditty;' *wor-

ful words.* Shak. ' O, tcoeful day I O, day

of woe.' Philips. — 3. Wretched; paltry:

miserable; mean.

What bw/m/ stuff this madrigal would be! F ■•

Syn. Mournful, calamitous, afflictive, pite

ous, miserable, doleful, rueful.

Woefully, Wofully (wgful-Uj, adz. In a

woeful manner; as, (a) sorrowfully; mourn

fully; sadly; grievously; lamentably.

Which now amontr y»u, who lament so vraefxlfy.

. . has suffered as be suffered? Dr. A'/.-.-x

(fc) Wretchedly; miserably; extremely; as,

he will be woefully deceived.

WoefulnesB, Wofulness (wO'ful-nes). n

The state or quality of being woeful; misery.

calamity.

Wolwode (woi'wdd). n. Sec Watwode.

Wojwoda (woi-wO'daX n. Same as Way-

wade.

Wol,t pret. wolde. Will. See Will

Wold (wold), h. fO.E. tcelde, wald, A. Sax.

wald, weald, a wood; O.Sax. O Fris. and G.

wald, a wood or forest. Weald is the aarne

word which also forms the second syllable

of threshold. ] 1. A wood ; a forest —2. A low

hill; a down: in the plural, a hilly district

or a range of hills.

Who sees not a creat difference betwixt the a . ■ .

In Lincolnshire and the fens! Surtsn..

3. An open country; a weald.

The worthy pastor . . .

The shepherd of that wandering flock.

That has the ocean for its weld.

That has the vessel for its fold. L*nrfeiZn

The wind that beats the mountain, blows

More softly round the open iv/i. Tenttyren.

Wold (wold), n. A plant See WELD.

Wolde,t Would. Chaucer.

Wolf (wulf), n. pi. Wolves (wulvz). [A. Sax.

wulf, D. and G. wolf. IceL ulfr, Dan. ulv,

Sw. ulf (the Scandinavian forms showing

the common loss of initial v) ; Goth. rtt//« ;

cog Bulg. rluku, Lith. rilkas, L lupus,

Gr. lukos (both with loss of the initial la
bial), Skr. i ■< ->ku - v. ->if: all traced to a root

vark, valk, meaning to tear.] 1 A quadru

ped belonging to the digitigrade caraironi.

family Cauida?, in habits and physical de

velopment closely related to the dog, some

naturalists, indeed, considering it as the

progenitor of some existing races of the

dog, with which it has been known to inter

breed. The common European wolf (Cants

lupus) is yellowish or fulvous gray; the hair

is harsh and strong, the ears erect and

pointed, the tail straight, or nearly so. and

there is a blackish hand or streak on the

forelegs about the carpus. The height at

Fate, far, fat, fall; mi, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u. Sc. ahune; y. Sc fey
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the shoulder is from 27 to 29 inches. The

wolf Is Bwift of foot, crafty, ami rapacious;

a destructive enemy to the sheep-cote and

farm-yard ; it associates in packs to hunt

the larger quadrupeds, such as the deer,

the elk, tfcc. When hard pressed with hun

ger these packs have been known to attack

isolated travellers, aud even to enter vil

lages and carry off children. In general,

however, wolves are cowardly and stealthy,

approaching the sheepfolds and farm-stead

ings only at dead of night, making a rapid

retreat if in the least scared by a dog or a

man. and exhibiting great cunning in the

avoidance of traps. Wolves are still plen

tiful in some parts of Europe, as France,

Spain, Italy, Germany, Turkey, and Russia;

they probably ceased to exist in England

about the end of the fifteenth century; the

last of their race in Scotland is said to have

been killed by Cameron of Lochiel in 16S0,

while in Ireland they are known to have

existed until at least the beginning of the

eighteenth century. The black wolf (C

occidentals) of America is a larger and finer

animal than his European congener. The

little prairie-wolf or coyote (C. ochropus),

al>nunding on the vast plains of Missouri

and Mexico, is a burrowing animal, and re

sembles in many respects the jackal. The

Common Wolf (Cam's lu/us).

Tasmauiau wolf is a marsupial, and allied

to the kangaroo. See Thylacine. — 2. A

terra of opprobrium especially applied to a

person noted for ravenousness, cruelty, cun

ning, or the like.

Rescued is Orleans from the English -wolves,

Shak.

3. A small white maggot or worm which in

fests granaries. —4. A tubercular excrescence

which rapidly eats away the flesh. See

Lupus, 2.-5. In mttsic, (a) the jarring dis

cordant sound produced in playing on the

organ, harmonium, and, but to a much less

extent, on the pianoforte, when these in

struments are tuned to unequal tempera

ment. See Temperament. (6) Some par

ticular tone often produced on a violin,

violoncello, or other stringed instrument

the iutonation of which is not true, even

when the stopping is normally correct.—

To see a wolf, to lose one's voice. Our fore

fathers, adopting the belief of the ancients

(see Virgil, eel. ix), supposed that if a man

saw a wolf before the wolf saw him he lost

his voice, at least for a time.

• Our young companion h.-rs seen a wolf,' said Lady

Hameline, ' and has lost his tongue in consequence.'

Sir W'. Seolt.

—To cry wolf, to raise a false alarm : in

allusion to the shepherd-boy in the fable.—

To keep the wolf from the door, to keep out

hunger or want. — Dark as a wolfs mouth

or throat, pitch-dark. Sir W. Scott.

Wolf-dog (wulfdog), n. 1. A large kind of

dog of several varieties, kept to guard sheep.

cattle, Ac, and destroy wolves.— 2. A dog

supposed to be bred between a dog and a

wolf,

Wolffian (wol'fl-an), a. [After Wolf, the

discoverer.] In physiol. a term applied to

certain bodies in the vertebrate embryo,

preceding the true kidneys, whose functions

they perform. As the foetus advances they

gradually disappear, their place being sup

plied by the true kidneys, except in fishes,

in which they are permanent. Called also

False Kidneys.

Wolf- fish (wulf'ftah), n, A teleosteau

acanthopterygiousflsh {Anarrhichas lupus),

so called from its feroctous aspect and hab

its. It is found around the coasts of Britain,

where it attains a length of 6 or 7 feet, but

in southern seas it is said to reach a much

greater size. The mouth is armed with

strong sharp teeth, the inner series forming

blunt grinders adapted for crushing the

molluscs and crustaceans on which it feeds.

The ventral fins are absent ; the colour is

Wolf-fish (Anarrhichas lu/us).

brownish-gray, spotted, and striped with

brown over the upper parts, while the belly

is white. The flesh is palatable, and largely

eaten in Iceland, whilst the skin is durable,

and manufactured into a kind of shagreen.

When drawn up in a net it attacks its cap

tors ferociously, and unless stunned with a

blow on the head, is capable of doing great

damage to both persons and nets with its

powerful teeth. Called also Sea-cat, Cat

fish, and Sea-wolf.

Wolflail (wol'fl-an), a. Pertaining to or pro

mulgated by Frederick A. Wolf, the great

German philologist.— Wolfian theory, a the

ory put out by Wolf in 1795 to the effect that

the Iliad and Odyssey cannot be the works

of one man, Homer, because writing was

unknown at the time that these poems are

said to have been composed. He supposes,

therefore, that the Iliad and Odyssey consist

of ballads or episodes, the work of different

men, collected and arranged in a more or

less consistent and homogeneous whole in

the sixth century B.C. These ballads were

preserved by the recitation of strolling min

strels.

Wolfish (wolfish), a. 1. Like a wolf; hav

ing the qualities or form of a wolf; savage;

as. a wolfish visage; wolfish designs.—2. Sav

agely hungry. [United States.]

Wolflahly (wulfish-li), adv. Like a wolf; in

a wolfUh manner.

Wolfkln (wulfkin), n. [Wolf, and dim. suf

fix -kin.] A young or small wolf. 'Kite and

kestrel, wolf and wolfkin.' Tennyson.

Wolfling (wulf'ling), n. A young wolf.

Carlyle.

Wolf-net (wulfnet), «. A kind of net used

in fishing, which takes great numbers.

Wolfram (wol'fram), n. [G. wolfram—wolf,

wolf, ram, rahm, froth, cream. Boot] 1. A

native tungstate of iron and manganese.

Its colour is generally a brownish or grayish

black; when cut with a knife it gives a red

dish brown streak. It occurs massive and

crystallized, and in concentric lamellar con

cretions, and is the ore from which the

metal tungsten is usually obtained.— 2. A

name of the metal tungsten.

Wolfs-bane (wulfs'ban), n. A poisonous

plant of the geuus Acomtum (A. XapcUus).

Wolfs-bane (Accnitum Napellits).

It is a perennial herbaceous plant with a

turnip-shaped root, and flowers in long stiff

spikes, and of a deep blue colour. It is a

native of alpine pastures in Switzerland and

other mountainous parts of Europe. It Is

a common plant in flower borders, and is

found in a wild state in one or two parts of

England. All the parts of the plant, espe

cially the roots, are very poisonous, con

taining a narcotic alkaloid called aconitin

or aconitine, one of the most virulent of all

known poisons. The juice of the leaves

introduced into the stomach is said to occa

sion death in a short time, but the powdered

root is far more energetic. The poison acts

upon the nervous system, especially the

brain, producing a sort of frenzy. The

plant is used in medicine for nervous and

other diseases. Called also Monk's-hood.

WolfS-Claw (wulfVkla), n. Club-moss, a

cryptogamous plant of the genus Lyeopodi-

um, the /. clavatum.

Wolfskin (wulf'skin). n. The skin of a wolf;

a rug made of the skin of a wolf. Tennyson.

Wollastonlte (wol'las-ton-it). n. Same as

Tabular spar. See under TABULAR.

Wolverene, Wolverine ( wui'ver-en, wur*-

ver-in), n. [A dim. formed from wo{f, on

account of its fierce, bloodthirsty disposi

tion.] A carnivorous mammal, the Gulo

arctieus (or luscus) or glutton. See Glut

ton, 3.— Wolverine State, a popular name

in the United States for the state of Mi

chigan.

Wolvisht (wulv'ish), a. Resembling a wolf;

wolfish.

Thy desires

Are wolvish, bloody, starved and ravenous. Shak.

Woman (wu'man), n. pi. Women (wim'en).

[A. Sax. wifman, later wimman, from wff,

wife, and man, in its primitive sense of

human being, person. (See MAN.)The change

from i to o was partly caused by the influ

ence of the w (see W), partly by that of the

vowel of the second syllable which was often

written o (wimmon, wumon, dec). On the

other hand, in the plural, the t-sound is ac

tually (in pronunciation) retained to the

present day, owing, largely at least, to the e

of the plural, -men.] 1. The female of the

human race; an adult or grown up female,

as distinguished from a girl.

And the rib, which the Lord God had taken from

the man, made he a woman. Gen. ii. aa.

If'omen are soft, inild, pitiful, and flexible.

Thou stem, obdurate, flinty, rough, remorseless.

Shak

Let still the -woman take

An elder than herself; so wears she to him.

So sways she level in her husband's heart.

For, boy, however we do praise ourselves.

Our fancies are more giddy and infirm.

More longing, wavering, sooner lost *nd won.

Than women's are. Shak.

For nothing lovelier can be found

In woman, than to study household good

And good works in her husband to promote.

Milton.

2. A female attendant on a person of rank

(used in such a connection as to show the

special sense intended).

Sir Thomas Bullen's daughter,—

TheViscountRochford,— one of her highness' women

Shak,

—Woman of the world, (a) one skilled in the

ways of the world; one engrossed in society

or fashionable life. (6)t A married woman.

Shak. See World.

Woman (wu'man), v.t. 1. To act the part

of a woman: with an indefinite i«.

This day I should

Have seen my daughter Silvia how she would

Have -n>oman'd it. Daniel,

2. To cause to act like a woman; to subdue

to weakness like a woman.

T have felt so many quirks ofjoy and grief,

That the first face of neither, on the start.

Can woman me into't. Shak.

3. To unite to, or accompany by, a woman.

I do attend here on the general ;

And think it no addition, nor my wish.

To have him see me woman'd, Shak.

Woman-born (wu'man-born), a. Born of

woman. Cowper.

Woman-built (wu'man-bilt), a. Built by

women. 'A new-world Babel, woman-built.'

Tennyson.

Womanfully (wn'man-ful-li), adv. A word

humorously employed to correspond with

manfully.

To manage the great house of Hobson Brothers

and Newcome, to attend to the interests of the en

slaved negro ... to hear preachers daily bawling

for hours, and listen untired on her knees after a

long day's labour, while florid rhapsodists belaboured

cushions above her with wearisome benedictions; all

these things had this woman to do, and for near

fourscore years she fought her fight womanfully.

Thatkeray.

Woman-grown (wu'man -gr6n), a. Grown

to womanhood. Tennyson.

Woman-gruard (wu'man-gard), n. A guard

of women. 'The Princess with her mon

strous woman-guard.' Tennyson.

Woman-hater ( wu'man-hiit-er ), n. One

who has an aversion to the female sex . a

misogynist. Swift

ch, ehnin; ch. Sc. loch; g, go; j.job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, thin; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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Woman-headt (wu'man-hed), n. Woman

hood.

Womailliood (wu'man-hud),n. 1. The state,

character, or collective qualities of a wo

man. ' Unspotted faith and comely woman

hood.' Spenser. 'Setting thy womanhood

aside.' Shak.

And with all grace

Of womanhood, and queenhood, answer'd Kim.

Tennyson.

2. Women collectively.

Womanish (w\i'man-ish), a. Suitable to a

woman ; having the qualities of a wftman ;

feminine; effeminate: often in a contemp

tuous or reproachful sense; as, womanish

habits ; a womanish voice. ' Womanish

tears.' Shak. * Womanish it Is to be from

thence.' Shak.

Womanishly ( wu/man-ish-li ), adv. In a

womanish manner; effeminately.

Womanishness (wu'man-ish-nes). n. State

or quality of being womanish. ' Effeminacy

and womanishness of heart.' Hammond.

Womanize (wu'nian-Iz), v.t. To make

effeminate; to make womanish; to soften.

This effeminate love of a woman doth womam'xe

a man. Sir P. Sidney.

Womankind (wu'man-klnd), n. 1. Women

in general ; the female sex ; the race of fe

males of the human kind. Shak.

Happy he

With such a mother! faith in womankind

Beats in his blood, and trust in all thine* high

Comes easy to him. Tennyson.

2. A body of women, especially in a house

hold. Sir W. Scott [Humorous.]

At last the Squire gracefully allowed the departure

of his womankind, who floated away like a flock of

released birds. Mrs. Cratk.

Womanless (wu'man-les), o. Destitute of

women.

Womanlike 'wu/man-Hk), a. Like a woman;

womanly. ' Womanlike, taking revenge too

deep for a transient wrong.' Tennyson.

Womanliness (wu'man-li-nes), n. Quality

of being womanly.

There is nothing wherein their womanliness is

more honestly garnished than with silence.

J. Udatl.

Womanly (wu/man-li). o. Becoming a wo

man; suiting a woman; feminine; not mas

culine ; not childish ; as. womanly behaviour.

' Her womanly persuasion.' Shale. 'A blush

ing womanly discovering grace.' Donne.

Will she ktow gentler, sweeter, more womanly t

IV. Black.

Womanly (wu'man-li), adv. In the manner

of a woman.

Lullaby can I sing too,

As womumly as can the best. Gaseoigne.

Woman-post (w^'man-post), n. A female

post or messenger.

But who comes in such haste in riding-robes!

What woman-post is this? Shak.

Woman-queller (wu'mankwel-er), n. One

who killa women. Shak. See Man-Muel

ler.

Woman-ttredt (wu/man-tird), a. [Iranian,

and fired, formed from Kr. tirer, to pluck.]

Hen-pecked.

Dotard, thou are woman-tired, unroosted

By thy dame Partlet, here. Shak.

Woman-vested(wu'man-vest-ed),a. Clothed

like a woman ; wearing women's apparel.

* Woman-vented as I was.' Tennyson.

Womb (worn), u. [A. Sax. wamb, womb, the

belly; Sc. wavie, the belly; D. warn, the belly

of a fish, the belly part of a hide; Icel. vomb,

the belly, especially of beasts; Dan. vom,

the paunch ;G. wamme, wampet Goth, wam-

ba, the belly] l.t The stomach or belly.

And he coveitide to fille his wombe of the coddis

that the hoggis eaten, and no man gaf him.

IVicktiffe, Luke xv. 16.

An I had but a belly of any indifferency. I were

simply the most active fellow in Europe. Myrww*,

iny womb, my womb undoes me. Shak.

2. The uterus of a female ; that part where

the young of Mammalia are conceived and

nourished till their birth. * Twinned bro

thers of one womb.' Shak. — Z. The place

where anything Is produced.

That did my ripe thoughts In my brain inhearse.

Making their tomb the womb wherein they grew.

Shak.

The womb of earth the genial seed receives.

Dryden.

4. Any large or deep cavity that receives or

contains anything. 'The fatal cannon's

womb.' Shak.

An amphitheatre . . . held, uncrowded, nations in

its womb. Addison.

Wombt (wOm), v.t To inclose; to contain;

to breed in secret.

Not ... for all the sun sees or

The close earth wsmbs or the profound sea hirle*

In unknown fathoms, will I break my oath. Shak.

Wombat (wom'bat), n. [A corruption of the

native name womback or wombach. ] A spe

cies of Marsnpialla of the genus Fhascolo-

mys, constituting a family Phaseolomyda;,

of which only one species, the P. Wombat

or ursinus, a native of Australia and Tas

mania, is certainly known. The wombat is

distinguished from the other marsupiates

by having fifteen ribs while they have twelve

or thirteen. It Ib about the size of a badger,

being about 3 feet in length, and it nas

moderately long, very coarse, almost bristly

fur, of a general gray tint, mottled with

black and white. It burrows, feeds on roots,

is not very active, and its flesh, which is

coarse and red, is said in fatness and flavour

to resemble pork.

Womb-brother t (wbm'bruTH-er), n. A

brother-uterine (which see). * Womb-brother

to King Henry the Sixth.' Fuller.

Wombyt (wbm'iY a. Hollow; capacious.

'Caves and womby vaultages of France.'

Shak. [Rare.]

Women (wim'en), n. pi. of woman. See wo

man.

Won (wun), pret. & pp. of win; as, victories

W071.

Won(won),tJ.t. [A. Sax wunian. SeeWoNE]

To dwell; to abide. "This land where 1

have woned thus long.' Spenser. 'The wild

beast where he wons in forest wide.' Milton.

[Now only poetical or provincial]

Wont (won, w6n), v.t (See Wonk.] To be

wont or accustomed. Spenser.

Wont (won), n. A dwelling; habitation.

Spenser.

Wonde, t v. i. [A. Sax. wandian, from icindan,

to wiud, to turn; akiu wend, wonder.) To

turn away or desist through fear; to fear;

to revere. Chaucer.

Wonder (wun'der), n. [A. Sax. wundor. D.

wondertQ. wunder, Icel. midur.Sw. and Dan.

under (with loss of initial consonant), a won

der, a prodigy; from the stem of A. Sax. win-

dan, to wind, to turn, a prodigy being such

as to turn a person away through awe. See

the verb Wonde above, also Wind, Wend.]

1. That emotion which is excited by novelty,

or the presentation to the sight or mind of

something new, unusual, strange, great, ex

traordinary, not well understood, or that

arrests the attention by its novelty, gran

deur, or fnexplicableness. Wonder expresses

less than astonishment, and much less than

amazement. It differs from admiration in

not being necessarily accompanied with

love, esteem, or approbation, nor directed

to persons. But wonder sometimes is nearly

allied to astonishment, and the exact extent

of the meaning of such words can hardly be

graduated. 'Silent wonder of still-gazing

eyes." Shak.

For my part, I am so attired in wonder,

I know not what to say. Shak.

They were filled with wonder and amazement.

Acts iii. io.

Wonder is the effect of novelty upon ignorance.

Johnson.

And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew

That one small head could carry all he knew.

Goldsmith.

2. Cause of wonder; that which excites sur

prise, wonder, or admiration ; a strange or

wonderful thing; a miracle; a prodigy. 'I

am to discourse wonders.' Shak.

I am as a wonder to many. Ps. Uxi. 7.

To try things oft, and never to give over, doth

wonders. Bacon.

But to convince the proud what signs avail,

Or wonders move the obdurate to repent? Milton.

When he saw the wonder of the hilt,

How curiously and strangely chased, he smote

His palms together, and he cried aloud.

Tennyson.

3. In phren. a faculty of the mind which

produces the sentiment of wonder, surprise,

or astonishment, and gives the love of the

new and the strange. Its organ is situated

above ideality and before hope. See Phbe-

NOLOOY. — Seven wonders of the world, in

ancient times, the Egyptian pyramids, the

mausoleum erected by Artemisia at Hali-

carnassus, the temple of Diana at Ephesus,

the walls and hanging gardens of Babylon,

the colossus at Rhodes, the statue of Jupiter

Olymplus by Phidias, and the Pharos or

watch-tower of Alexandria.—^, nine days'

wonder, something that causes sensational

astonishment for a short time.

Wonder (wun'der), v.i. [A. Sax. wundrian.

See WONDER, n.] 1. To be struck with won

der; to be affected by surprise; to marvel;

to be amazed.

Pretty in amber to observe the forms

Of hairs, or straws, or dirt, or grubs, or worms.

The things, we know, are neither rich nor rare

But wonder how the devil they got there. Pope.

We cease to wonder at what we understand.

Johnson.

2. To look with or feel admiration; to ad

mire. * Nor did I wonder at the lily's white.'

Shak. — 3. To entertain some doubt and

curiosity about; to be in a state of expecta

tion, mingled with doubt and Blight anxiety;

as, I wonder whether we shall reach the

frtace in time. (/ wonder often = I should

ike to know.) 'A boy or a child, I wonder.'

Shak.

I wonder in my soul

What you would ask me, that I would deny.

—To be to be wondered, to be a cau&e for

aatoniahment.

It is not to be wondered, if Ben Jooson has maoy

such lines as these. Dry***.

It is not to be wondered that we are shocked.

De/M

Wonder (wun'der), v.t. l.t To be curious

about; to wish to know.

Like old acquaintance in a trance.

Met far from home, wondering each other's chance.

Shak.

2. To surprise; to amaze. [Bare.]

She has a sedateness that wonders me still more-

Afiss Bumey.

Wonder t (wun'der), a. Wonderful.

Wonderedt (wun'derd), p. and a. Having

performed wonders ; able to product) won

ders; wonder-working.

Let me Hve here ever ;

So rare a wonder'd father, and a wife,

Makes this place Paradise. Shak.

Wonderer (wun'der-er), n. One who won

ders.

Wonderful (wun'der-ful), a. Adapted to

excite wonder or admiration ; exciting sur

prise ; strange ; astonishing ; surprising ;

marvellous. Job xlii. 3.

Keep a gamester from the dice, and a good student

from his book, and it is wonderful. Shak.

—Wonderful, Strange, Surprising, Curious.

Wonderful generally refers to something

above the common ; strange, to something

beside the common, that is, odd. Anything

that excites awe or high admiration, or

strikes as sublime, is wonderful; while an

unpleasant object may be strange but not

wonderful. A thing that is unexpected is

surprising. Curious is wonderful on a small

scale. It often refers to an object extremely

nice and intricate or elaborate in its details.

It often conveys also the notion of strange

ness and even of rarity.

Wonderfully (wun'der-ful-H), adv. In a

wonderful manner; in a manner to excite

wonder or surprise; surprisingly; strangely,

remarkably: iu colloquial language ofteu

nearly or quite equivalent to very; as, won

derfully little difference.

I will praise thee, for I am fearfully and wemder-

fulty made. Ps. caxxia. 14.

WonderfulneBB (wun'der-ful-nea). n. The

state or quality of being wonderful.

Wonderingly (wun'der-ing-h), adv. In a

wondering manner; with wonder; as, to

gaze wonderingly.

Wonderland (wun'der-land), n. A land of

wonders or marvels. Wolcot.

Wonder-mazet(wun'der-maz).e.t. Tostrike

with wonder; to astonish; to amaze. ' Words

that wonder-mazed men.' Davies.

Wonderment (wun'der-ment), n, 1. Sur

prise ; astonishment. Spenser. — 2. Some

thing wonderful; a wonderful appearance

'The neighbours made a wonderment of it"

Sir R. L Estrange.

Wonderous (wun'der-us), a. See Wond

rous.
Wonder-stricken, Wonderstrack (wmV-

der-strik'n, wun'der-struk), a. Strnck with

wonder, admiration, and surprise. ' His

wonder-stricken little ones.' Tennyson.

AscaniuS, wonderstruck to see

That image of his filial piety. Dryden.

Wonderwork(wun'der-werk), n. A wonder

ful work or act; a prodigy; a miracle.

Such as in strange lands

He found in wonderworks of God and Nature's hand.

Byron.

Wonder-worker (wun'dor-werk-er). n. One

who performs wonders or surprising things.

Is. Disraeli.

Wonder-working ( wuu'der-werk-ing )> o

Doing wonders or surprising things. Q.

Herbert

Wonder-wounded (wun'der-wbnd-edX *

Struck with wonder or surprise; wonder-

stricken. ' Wonder-wounded hearers.' Shak

Wondroua (wun'drus), a. Such as to

excite wonder; wonderful; marvellous:

strange. ' Wondrous virtues;' 'some wtm~

Fate, far, fat, fall; m6, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U. Sc. abune; f, Sc tey
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drous monument;' ' Wondrous potency.'

Shak.

Th;»t I may publish with the voice of thanksaving,

and tell of all thy wondrous works. Ps. xxvi. 7.

Wondrous (wun'drus), adv. In a wonder

ful or surprising degree; remarkably; ex

ceedingly; as, a place wondrous deep; you

are wondrous fair; wondrous fond of peace.

' I found you wondrous kind. ' Shak. ' Won

drous heavy.' Shak.

And now there came both mist and snow.

And it pew wondrous cold. Coleridge.

Wondroufily ( wun'drus-li), adv. In a

strange or wonderful manner or degree.

My lord leans wondrously to discontent. Shak.

Chloc complains, and wondrously 's ajjgriev'd.

Glanvilte.

Wondrousness (wun'drus-nes), n. Quality

of being wondrous.

Wone.t v.i. [From A. Sax. untnian, to dwell,

to inhabit; D. wmen, G. wohnen. to dwell.

In 2 rather from the allied A. Sax. wuna, a

custom. Akin wont. ] 1. To dwell.—2. To be

aceustomed. Cha ucer.

Wone.t u. (See above verb] 1. Custom;

usage. Chaucer.—2. Habitation. Chaucer.

Wong.t n. [A. Sax] A Held. Spelman.

Wonga-wonga (wong'ga-wong-ga), n. The

native name of an Australian variety of

pigeon (Leucosarcia picata), celebrated for

the whiteness, plumpness, and delicacy of its

flesh. Its colours are remarkably diversi

fied and striking. It lives chiefly on the

ground, feeding on the seeds and stones of

fallen fruit, and when disturbed flies off

with a loud whirring noise like that of the

pheasant.

Wongshy, Wongsky (wong'shi. wong'ski),

n. The Chinese name for the pods of

Gardenia grandiflora, which yield a large

quantity of a yellow colouring matter. The

aqueous extract colours wool and silk with

out mordants; cotton must flrst be mor

danted with a tin solution.

Woning.t n. [See Wone.) A dwelling; a

habitation. Chaucer.

Wonne.t v.i. [Bee Won.] To dwell; to in

habit; to stay; to abide; to haunt. Spenser.

Wonne.t n. Habitation. Spenser.

Wont (wfint). A contraction of Woll Not,

that is, will not.

Wont (wunt), a. [For older woned, a parti

ciple or rather participial adjective, from

wone, wu7ie, A. Sax. wuna, gewitna, custom,

habit; akin to won, wone, to dwell, A. Sax.

wunian, to dwell; akin also Icel. vani, cus

tom, vanr, accustomed; to wean is also akin.

See the verb.] Accustomed; having a cer

tain habit or custom; using or doing cus

tomarily.

If the ox were wont to push with his horn in time

past, 4c. I- v . i. xxi. ao.

Our love was new and then but in the spring

When I was wont to greet it with my lays. Shak.

Wont (wunt). n. [From old wone, habit, cus

tom, through the influence of wont, adjec

tive.] Custom; habit; use.

'Tis not his -wont to be the hindmost man. Shak.

Make one wreath more for Use and IVont

That guard the portals of the house. Tennyson.

Wont (wunt), v.i. pret wont; pp. icon(,

wonted. [For old wone, to be accustomed,

to dwell. The pret. A pp. wont are thus put

for woned, and wonted is a double form.

See Wont, a.] 1. To be accustomed or hab

ituated; to use; to be used.

A yearly solemn feast she wont to make. Spenser.

The jessamine that round the straw-roofd cot

Its fragrant branches wreathed, beneath whose

shade

I wont to sit and watch the setting sun

And hear the thrush's song. Southey.

2. To dwell; to inhabit.

The king's fisher wonts commonly by the waterside

and nestles in hollow batiks. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Wont (wunt), v.t. To accustom; to habi

tuate. [Rare.]

These that in youth hare wonted themselves to the

load of less sins want not increase of strength ac

cording to the increase of their burdens.

Rev. T. Adams.

Wonted (wunt'ed), p. and a. 1. Customary

or familiar by being used, done, frequented,

enjoined, experienced, or the like; usual.

'Again his wonted weapon prov'd." Spen

ser 'To pay our wonted tribute.' Shak.

' Will not lose her wonted greatness.' Shak.

The sound not wonted in a place so still

Woke the sick knight. Tennyson.

2. Accustomed; made or having become fa

miliar by using, frequenting, Ac.

She was -wonted to the place and would not remove.

Sir ft. ['Estrange.

They grew so wonted as to throw off a great part

Of their shyness and to tolerate my near approach.

J.R. Lowell.

Wontedneas (wunfed-nes), n. The state of

being wonted or accustomed. ' Wontcdness

of opinion.' Eikon Basilike.

Wontless(wunt'les), a. Unaccustomed; un

used. [Rare. ]

Me, remembering the past day

When from his name the affrighted sons of France

Fled trembling, all astonished at their force

And wontless valour, rages round the field

Dreadful in anger. Southey.

WOO (wb), v.t. [A. Sax. wdgan, to woo, from

w6h, genit. woges, bent, bending, or a bend

ing, what deviates from a right line ; the

meaning is therefore to bend or incline

another towards one's self.] 1. To court; to

solicit in love. *He wooes your daughter.'

Shak.

She's beautiful, and therefore to be wooed;

She is .1 woman, therefore to be won. Shak.

2. To invite with importunity; to solicit; to

try to prevail on or induce to something.

' Having wooed a villain to attempt it.' Shak.

Thee, chantress, oft the woods among,

I woo to hear thy even soug. Mtiton.

3. To seek to gain or bring about; to court.

* Woo your own destruction.' Shak.

Woo (wb), v.i. 1. To court; to make love.

With pomp and trains, and in a crowd they woo.

When true felicity is but in two. Dryden.

2. To ask; to seek; to Bolicit.

I pray thee, sing, and let me woo no more. Shak.

Woo' (wb), n. Wool. [Scotch ]

Woodt (wbd), a. [A. Sax. w6d, Sc. wud,

M.H.G. wuot, Goth, vods— mad, furious;

akin Woden, the god Odin of the Scandina

vians; G. wuth, rage, fury. Grimm traces

the word to the root of A. Sax. wadan, Icel.

vada, to go. to rush, L. vado, to go, E. wade.]

Mad; furious; raging; in a state of insanity;

frantic. 'Life -poisoning pestilence and

frenzies wood.' Shak.

Wood (wud). n. [A. Sax. untdu, O.D. wede,

Icel. vithr, Dan. and Sw. ved. wood, a tree.

&c. ; comp. W. gwydd, trees, shrubs.] 1. A

large and thick collection of growing trees;

a forest

Light thickens, and the crow

Makes wing to the rooky wood. Shak.

2. The substance of trees; the hard fibrous

substance which composes the body of a

tree and its branches, and which exists be

tween the pith and the bark. In dicotyle

donous plants the wood is composed exter

nally of the alburnum or sap-wood, and

internally of the duramen or hard-wood.

In monocotyledonous plants or endogens

the hardest part of the wood is nearest the

circumference, while the interior is com

posed of cellular tissue. —3. Timber; the

trunks or main stems of trees which attain

BUch dimensions as to be fit fur architectural

and other purposes. In this sense the word

implies notonly standing trees suitable for

buildings. A 1'., but also such trees cut into

beams, rafters, boards, planks, Ac. See Tim

ber.— 4. A crowded mass or collection of

anything. 'A wood of darts.' T. Hudson.

' Woods of pikes and swords. ' Burton.

Salute the sisters, entertain the whole family or

wood of 'em. B. yonson.

5. In her. same as Hurst—6 pi In orches

tras, that class of wind-instruments con

structed of wood, ivory, or the like, the

principal of which are the flute, piccolo,

clarionet, flageolet. ol>oe. basset-horn, and

bassoon: in contradistinction to the strings

and the brasses.

Wood (wud), v.i. To take In or get supplies

of wood.

Wood (wud), v.t. To supply with wood, or

get supplies of wood for; as, to wood a steam

boat, a locomotive.

Wood-acid (wnd'as-id), n. Same as Wood-

vinegar.

Wood-anemone (wud-anem'o-ne), n. A

plant, Anemone tiemorosa. See ANEMONE.

WOOd-ant (wud'ant), H. A large ant {For

mica ru/a) living in society in woods and

forests, and constructing large nests.

Wood-apple (wud'np-1), n. See FERONIA.

Wood-asnes (wud'ash-ez),n.p£ The remains

of burned wood or plants.

Woodbine, Woodbind (wud'-bln, wud'-

bind), n. The wild honeysuckle (Lonicera

Pericltrmenum). The name is also given to

the Virginian creeper (Ampelopsis heder-

acea), and was formerly given to the bind

weed (Convolvulus).

So doth the woodbine the sweet honeysuckle

Gently entwist. Shak.

Wood-bird (wud'berd), n. A bird which

inhabits woods. Shak.

Wood-boring (wud'bbr-Ing), a. Capable of

or characterized by boring into wood.—

Wood-boring shrimps. See C'HELURIDJi.

Wood-bound (wud'bound), a. Encumbered

with tall woody hedgerows.

Wood-brick (wud'brik). n. A block of wood

of the shape and size of a brick, inserted

in the interior walls of a building as holds

for the joinery.

Woodbury-type (wud'ber-i-tip), n. [From

Mr. Walter Woodbury, the inventor.] 1. A

process in photographic printing in which

arelief image, obtained on gelatine hardened

after certain operations, is made to produce

an intaglio impression upon a plate of lead

or other soft metal, from which, prints are

thrown off in a press.— 2. A picture pro

duced by the above process.

Wood-carpet (wud'kar-pet), n. A floor

covering made of slats or more ornamental

Bhapes of wood of different colours fastened

to a cloth backing. The different pieces of

wood are arranged so as to produce the

effects of tessellated floors, mosaic-work,Ate.

Wood-carving (wudTtarv-ingJ.n. 1. The art

of carving wood into ornamental figures, or

of decorating wood by carving on it.—2. A

device or figure carved on wood.

Wood - charcoal (wud'cbar-kol), u. See

Charcoal.

Wood-chat (wud'chat), n. A species of

butcher-bird or Bhrike, Lanius rujus.

Wood-Choir (wud'kwir), a, A chorus of

birds in a wood. Coleridge.

Wood-Chuck (wud'chuk). n. The popular

name of a rodent mammal, a species of the

marmot tribe, the Arctomys monax, or

ground-hog, common in the United States

and Canada. It is of a heavy form, from

15 to 18 inches long, blackish or grizzled

above and chestnut-red below. It forms

burrows in which it passes the winter in a

dormant state. It feeds on vegetables, and

is especially destructive to red clover. Its

flesh, though rank, is sometimes eaten.

Woodcoal (wud'kdl), n. Charcoal; also lig

nite or brown-coal

Woodcock (wudTcok), n. 1. A bird of the

genus Scolopax, the S. rusticola, allied to

the snipe tribe, but with a more robust bill

and shorter legs. It is widely distributed,

being found in all parts of Europe, the north

of Asia, and as far east as Japan. It is a

game-bird of Britain, where it is known

chiefly as a winter visitant, breeding very

rarely in England, though more frequently

in the north of Scotland. Its nest is placed

Woodcock {ScelojWc rtistieola\.

on the ground in a dry warm spot, among

herbage, and is loosely fabricated of dead

leaves. The bird is about 13 inches in length,

and the female is somewhat larger than the

male, sometimes attaining a weight of 14 or

15 ounces. Its flight is very rapid, and its

flesh highly esteemed. The American wood

cock (Scolopax or PhUoheles minor) is a

smaller bird than its congener of the Old

World, but very similar in plumage and

habits—2. t A simpleton: in allusion to the

facility with which the woodcock allows

itself to be taken in springes or in nets set

for it in the glades.

Go, like a woodcock.
And thrust your head into the noose. Beau. &• Ft.

Among us in England this bird is infamous for it*

simplicity or folly, so that .1 -woodcock is proverbially

used for a foolish, simple person. Willoughby.

—Springes to catch woodcocks, arts to entrap

simplicity. Shak.

Woodcock-shell (wud'kok-shel), n. A name

given to the shells of certain molluscs of

the genus Murex which have a very long

tube with or without spines, but especially

to the M. tenuispinoe.

Wood-corn (wud'korn), n. A certain quan

tity of grain paid by the tenants of some

r

ch, cAafn; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j. job; h, 1'r. tow., ug, siny; TH, then; th. thhx; w, icig; \\h, whig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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manors to the lord, for the liberty to pick

up dried or broken wood

Wood-cracker (wud'krak-er), n. A name

given to the common nut-hatch, Sitta euro-

pcsa.

Woodcraft (wudTtraft), n. Skill in any

thing which pertains to the woods or for

est; skill in the chase, especially in hunting

deer, Ac.

Wood-cricket (wud'krik-et), n, A species

of cricket.

Wood-CUlver (wudkul-ver), n. The wood-

pigeon. [Provincial English]

Wood-cut (wiid'kut). 11 An engraving on

wood, or a print or impression from such

engraving.

Wood-cutter (wud'kut-er), n. 1. A person

who cuts wood—2. A maker of wood-cuts;

an engraver on wood.

Wood-cutting (wud'kut-ing), n. 1. The act

or employment of cutting wood by means

of saws or by the application of knife-edge

machinery.—2. Wood-engraving (which see).

Wood-dove (wud'duv).n. See Wood-pigeon.

Wood-drink (wud'dringk). n, A decoction

or infusion of medicinal woods, as sassafras.

Wood-duck (wud'duk), n. See Scmmer-

Ill'CK.

Wooded (wud'ed), a. Supplied or covered

with wood; as, land well wvorfetfaml watered.

The brook escaped from the eye into a deep and

wooded dell. Sir IV. Scott.

Wooden (wud'n), a. 1. Made of wood; con

sisting of wood; as, a wooden box; & wooden

leg; a wooden horse. 'A wooden dagger."

Shtik.—2. Stiff; ungainly; clumsy; awkward.

When a bold man is put out of countenance, he

makes a very wooden figure on it. jFer. Collier.

A smile—not one of your unmeaning wooden grins,

but a real, merry, hearty, good-tempered smile—was

perpetually on his countenance. Dickens.

—Woodenbrick. See Wood-brick.—Wooden

clock, a clock in which the case, a large part

of the machinery, Ac. , are made of wood. —

Wooden horse, ^ a ship. ' Milford Haven,

the chief stable for his wooden horses.' Ful

ler. — Wooden leg, an artificial leg made of

wood,— Wooden pavement, a pavement or

causeway consisting of blocks of wood in

stead of stone or the like. — Wooden screw, a

screw of wood such as is used in the clamp

ing jaw of a carpenter's bench— Wooden

spoon, (a) a spoon made of wood for culinary

purposes, serving salad, or the like. (6) In

Cambridge University, see under Spoon.—

Wooden shoes, an old nickname for French

men from their wearing sabots.

He (George I.) kept us assuredly from popery and

-< 1 <oden shoes. Thackeray.

—Wooden type, large type cut in wood for

printing posters, Ac—Wooden ware, a gen

eral name for buckets, bowls, platters, Ac.,

turned from wood.—Wooden wedge, in Cam

bridge I'niversity, see under Wedge.

Wood-engraver (wud'en-grav-er), 11. An

artist who engraves on wood.

Wood-engraving (wud'en-grav-ing), n. The

art of engraving on wood, or of producing

raised surfaces by excision on blocks of

wood, from which impressions can be trans

ferred by means of a coloured pigment to

paper or other suitable material. It is gen

erally applied to pictorial representations

of objects. The wood generally used by

wood-engravers is box, the blocks being cut

directly across the grain. Inferior kinds of

wood, such as American rock-maple, pear-

tree, plane-tree, Ac, are used for coarser

purposes. Wood-engraving Is extensively

used in illustrating publications of all kinds.

See Engraving.

Woodenly (wud'n-li), adv. In a wooden

manner; stiffly; clumsily; awkwardly. 'See

ing how woodenly he would excuse himself.'

Jtoger North.

Woodfallt (wfld'fal), n. A fall or cutting

of timber.

The wood/alls this year do not amount to half that

sum of twenty-five thousand pounds. J>,uon.

Wood-fretter (wnd'fret-er), n. An insect or

worm that eats wood.

Wood-gas (wiid'gas). n. Carburetted hydro

gen obtained from wood.

Wood-geld (wud'geld), n. In law, the cut

ting of wood within the forest, or rather

the money paid for the same.

Wood - germander (wnd'jer-man-der), n.

Same as Wood-sage.

Wood-god (wud'god), n. A sylvan deity.

The inyKl wood-gods arrived in the place. Spenser.

Wood-grouse (wnd'grouB), n. A bird, the

Tetran urogallus, called also Cock 0/ the

Mountain, Cock 0/ the Wood, and In Scot

land Capercailzie. See Capercailzie.

Wood-hole (wud'h61), n. A place where

wood is laid up. J. Phillips.

Wood-house (wud'hous), u. 1. A house or

shed in which wood is deposited and shel

tered from the weather.—2. A house con

structed of wood.

Wood-lblB (wyid'i-bis), n. See TANTALUS.

Woodiness (wud'i-nes), n. State or quality

of being woody. Evelyn.

Woodkernt (wud'keni), n. A robber who

infests woods; a forest -haunting bandit.

Holland.

Woodland (wud'land), n. Land covered

with wood, or land on which trees are suf

fered to grow, either for fuel or timber.

Here hills and vales, the woodland and the plain.

Here earth and water seem to strive again. Pope.

Woodland (wii<riand),o. Relating to woods;

sylvan; as, woodland echoes. 'A woodland

fellow.' Shak. 'The woodland choir.' Fen-

ton.

Wood-lark (wudlark), n. A small species of

lark, the Alauda aroorea, not unfrequent

in some parts of England, but rare in Scot

land. It frequents wooded districts, and

usually sings perched on the branch of a

tree. Its song is more melodiouB than that of

the sky-lark, but it does not consist of so

great a variety of notes, nor is it so loud.

Wood-layer (wud'la-er), n. A young oak

or other timber plant laid down in a hedge

among the thorn or other plants used in

hedges

Wood-leopard (wudlep-ard), n. A beauti

ful white, black-spotted Bpecies of moth,

Zeuzera orsculi. The caterpillar lives in the

wood of trees.

Woodless (wfldles), a. Destitute of wood.

Fuller.

Wood-lock (wndlok), n. In ship-building,

a piece of elm. close fitted and sheathed

with copper, in the throating or score of

the pintle, to keep the rudder from rising.

Wood-louse (wud'lous), it. An insect, the

mllleped, belonging to the genus Onlscus.

See Oniscus.

Woodlyt (wiidli), adv. Madly; furiously.

Woodman (wud'man), n. 1. A forest officer

appointed to take care of the king's wood; a

forester.—2.t A sportsman; a hunter.

Am I a woodman, ha? speak like Heme the hunter.

Shak.

3. One who fells timber.

Forth goes the woodman, leaving unconcerned

The cheerful haunts of man. to wield the axe

And drive the wedge in yonder forest drear.

Ctwper.

Wood-mell (wud'mil), n. [A form of ira<f-

mal.] A coarse hairy stuff used to line the

ports of ships of war.

Wood-mite (wiid'mit). 11. A small insect

found in old wood, belonging to the family

Oribatida).

Wood-mongert (wud'mung-ger),n. A wood-

seller. ' One Smith, a wood-monger of West

minster." Wotton.

Wood-moss (wud'mos), n. Moss growing

on wood.

Wood-mote (wud'mdt), n. In England, the

ancient name of the forest court, now the

court of attachment, otherwise called the

Forty Days Court.

Wood-mouse (wud'mous), n. The long-

tailed field-mouse (Mus sylvaticue).

Woodnesst (wud'nes), n. Auger; madness;

rage. Chaucer.

Wood-nightshade (wud'nlt-shad), n. Bee

Woodt-nightshade.

Wood-note (wud'not). n. A wild or natural

note, like that of a forest bird, as the

wood-lark, thrush, or nightingale.

Or sweetest Shakspeare, fancy's child.

Warble his native wood-notes wild. Milton.

Wood-nymph (wnd'nimf), 11. 1. A goddess

of the woods; a dryad.

Bv dimpled brook and fountain-brim

The wood-nymphs, deck'd with daisies trim.

Their merry wakes and pastimes keep. Milton.

2. A species of humming-bird (rnaftirania

glaucopis).

Wood-Oil (wud'oil), n. A balsamic sub

stance, much resembling balsam of copaiba,

for which It has been proposed as a substi

tute, imported from Calcutta for medicinal

uses. It is obtained from several specieB of

Dipterocarpus growing in Pegu, Assam, and

some of the islands of the Indian Archi

pelago. Wood-oil is used by the Malays as

a varnish for household utensils, boats, Ac.

Wood-opal (wud'd-pal), «. A striped va

riety of opal, having the form and texture

of wood, the vegetable matter having been

replaced by a siliceous deposit possessing

the character of semi-opal. Called also

Opalized Wv<-d and Ligni/onn Opal.

Wood-paper (wud'pa-per), n. Paper made

of wood reduced to a pulp by mechanical

or chemical means.

Woodpeckt (wud'pek), n. The woodpecker

Nor woodpecks, nor the swallow, harbour near.

Addison.

Woodpecker (wu,d'pek-er), n. [So called

from pecking or tapping with the bill on

trees to discover the holes wherein insects

or their larvre and eggs are. 1 The common

name of the scansorial birds belonging to

the genus Picus, Linn , and forming the Pi-

cidse of modern ornithologists. See Pices.

Wood-pie (wud'pi), n. A name given to the

great spotted woodpecker (Picus major).

Wood-pigeon (wud'pij-onj, 11. The rms

CoTumba valumbus). See RlNG-Do'

Wood-pile (wud'pil), n. A stack of piled

dove (C Dovk.

up

wood for fueL

Wood-puceron (wud'pu-se-ron), n. The

plant-louse, an insect of the genus Aphis

which infests plants, penetrating into their

wood.

Wood-rat(wud'rat), n. Scotoma Floridana,

an animal of the rat family (Muridrc), lie-

longingto the field- vole section( Arvicolinap),

found in the woods of the Southern States

of America.

Woodreeve (wnd'rev). n. In England, the

steward or overseer of a wood.

Woodrock (wud'rok), n. A name for Ugni-

form asbestos.

Woodruff, Woodroof (wnd'ruf.wud'rbf), n.

[A. Sax. mtdcro/e, wuduro/e, the first part

being wudu, wood, the iatter doubtful. ]

The common name of the genus Asperula.

nat order Rubiacejc. The sweet woodruff

(A. odorata) is found plentifully in Britain

in woods and shady places. It has been ad

mitted into the garden from the beauty of

its whorled leaves and simple white blos

soms, but chiefly from the fragrance of

Its leaves. The odour Is only perceptible

when the leaves are crushed by the fingers,

or when they are dried. The dried leaves

give out their odour very strongly and for

a long period. They are used to scent clothes

and also to preserve them from the attacks

of insects. The root of dyer's woodruff (A.

tinctoria) Is used In some quarters Instead

of madder.

Woodrush (wud'rush), n. The common

name of several British plants of the genus

Luzula. See Luzt la.

Wood-sage (wud'saj), n. A plant of the

genus Teucrium (T. Scorodonia), having a

smell of garlic. The whole plant is bitter,

and is said to answer instead of hops in

making beer. Called also iroodo^nitaiiuVr

See Teucrium.

Wood-sare t (wud'sar), n. A kind of froth

seen on herbs; cuckoo-spit (which see>

The froth called wood-sure, bein^ a kind of spinie,

is found upon herbs, as lavender and sage. Sacon

Wood-screw (wiid'skrb), n. The common

screw, made of iron, and used by carpenters

and joiners for fastening together pieces of

wood or wood and metal.

Wood-sere t (wud'ser), n. The time when

there is no sap in a tree. Tutser.

Wood-shock (wud'shok), «. A species of

marten {Maries canadensis); the pekan

(which see).

Woodsla (wnd'si-a), n. [After Joseph

Woods, a British botanist] A widely dis

tributed genus of polypodiaceous ferns,

having circular sori. with an Inferior in

volucre, divided at the edges into numerous

capillary segments. W. hyperborea is one of

the rarest of our British ferns, being found

only on Snowdon in Wales and Ben Lawers

and one or two other mountains in Scotland,

where it takes root in the fissures of rocks.

Wood-skin (wud'skin). n. A large canoe,

used by the Indians of Guiana, made from

the bark of the purple heart-tree and the

simari or locust-tree. Some of these canoes

are so large as to carry twenty to twenty-

five persons. Simmonds.

Wood -slave (wud'slav), n. An active

little lizard, common in Jamaica (Mabovya

agilis).

Woodsman (wndz'man), n. Same as Wood

man.

Wood-SOOt (wud'sbt), >i. Soot from burnt

wood, which has been found useful as a

manure.

Wood-sorrel (vnid'sor-el), n. The common

name of Oxalu Acetoselta See Oxalis

Wood -spirit (wnd'spir-it), n Some as

PyroxyUe Acid. See PVROXVLIC.

Wood-spite (wud'splt), n, [Spite in this

word = «p«At (which see)] A name given

Fate, fitr, fat. fall: me. met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull;
oil, pound; ii, 8c. abune; y. Be. fry.
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In some parts of England to the green wood

pecker.

Wood -stamp (wnd' stamp), n. An en

graved or carved Btamp, formed of a block

of wood, to impress figures or colours on

fabrica

Wood-Stone (wnd'ston), n. Petrified wood;

especially, silicifled wood, such as that from

Antigua, the Desert of Cairo, <fce.

Wood- swallow (wud'swol-16), fi. A name

given by the colonists of Australia to a genus

of birds ( Art. unit- t. family Ampelidfc or

chatterers, natives of Australia and the East

Indies, much resembling swallows in habit,

but differing in the structure of their bills

and feet. The Australian species (A. sor-

didus) is remarkable for its habit of hanging

suspended from dead branches in clusters

resembling swarms of bees.

Woodsy (wud'si). a. Belonging to or asso

ciated with woods; as, a woodsy stream.

WhittUr. [American. ]

Wood-tar (wud'tar), n. Tar obtained from

wood. See Tar.

Wood-till (wud'tin), n. A fibrous, nodular

variety of oxide of tin, found hitherto only

in Cornwall and Mexico. See Tin. ,

Wood-vinegar (wud'vin-e-gerX n, See

under Vingoar.

Woodwale (wud'wal), n, [0. E. wudewaU,

wodewale, u. D. wedcwael, L.O. widewaal,

'Sf.VLQ.witewal, yiod.Q.wittewal, wittewald,

wittcwalch, wiedewol, the golden oriole. Ori

gin doubtful.] An old name of a bird ; the

witwoll. See Witwall.

Wood-warbler (wud'warb-ler), n. A migra

tory bird of the genus Sylvia, the S. sylvi-

eola. It visits England in the spring and

departs in September. It sings in the wood

lands in the spring and during the greater

part of summer, its note resembling the

word twee, sounded very long, and repeated

several times in succession. Called also

Wood-wren and Yellow Wood-wren to distin

guish it from the Willow-wren (S. trochilus),

which sometimesgets also the name of wood-

wren.

Wood-ward (wnd' ward), n. A forester; a

land-reeve.

She (a forest) hath also her peculiar officers, as

foresters, verdcrers, regarders, agisters, Ate. ; whereas

a chase or park hath only keepers and mood-wards.

Howell.

Wood-wasp (wud'wosp£ n. An aculeate,

hymenopterous insect, belonging to the

sub-section tussores or diggers and family

Crabronidn. They are solitary in their

habits. The female, by means of her

strong, broad mandibles, excavates cells in

the sand or in rotten timber, in which she

deposits her eggs, with larva: or Insects for

food for her progeny when hatched. These

insects are extremely active in their habits,

and fond of the nectar of flowers. The

larger species are marked with yellow rings,

while the smaller are generally black.

There are several genera, some of which

are found in Britain.

Wood -wax, Wood -waxen (wud'waks,

wud'wak-sn), n. Names given to dyer's

weed. Genista tinetoria. See Woad-waxen.

Wood-work (wud'werk), n. Work formed

of wood; that part of any structure which

is made of wood. Tennyson.

Wood -worm (wud'werrn), n. A worm

that is bred in wood.

Wood - wren ( wnd ' ren ), n. See WlLLOW-

WRKN, WOOD-WARBLKR.

Woody fwud'i), a. 1. Abounding with wood;

as, woody land ; a woody region.

Oft in glimmering bowers and Hades

He met her, and in secret shades

Of woody Ida's inmost grove. Milton.

2. Consisting of wood; ligneous; as, the

woody parts of plants. —3. Pertaining to

woods; sylvan; as, woody nymphs.

All the satyrs scorn their woody kind. Spenser.

—Woody tissue, in hot. that which consti

tutes the basis of the wood in trees. It is

composed of bundles of elongated cells or

tubes of a woody nature, generally pointed

at both ends, and lying close together, but

having no direct communication with each

other. See TISSUE.—Woody stem, in hot. a

stem of a hard or woody nature, and which

lasts for many years, as the trunks of trees.

Woody - nightshade ( wud-i-iilt'ahad ). n.

The common name of Solarium Dulcamara.

See Solandm.

Wooer (wo'er), n. One who wooes; one who

courts or solicits in love; a suitor.

Ill mark no words that smooth-faced wooers say.

Shak.

Woof (wof\ n. [0. E oof, owe/, A. Sax. 6wef,

dtoeb, dweo, from prefix 6 or d for on, and

we/an, to weave. Skeat.) I. The threads

that cross the warp in weaving; the weft.

'The warp and the woof.' Bacon.—2. Tex

ture; cloth; as, a pall of softest woof.

Woofy (wbf'i), a. Having a close texture;

dense; as, a woofy cloud. J. Baillie.

Wooing (wb'ing), p. and a. Acting as one

who wooes; courting.

The sound

Which to the wooing wind aloof

The poplar made. Tennyson.

Wooingly (wb'ing-li), adv. In a wooing

manner; enticingly; with persuasiveness; so

as to invite to stay. Shak.

Wool (wulX »• [A. Sax. wull, wul, D. wol,

G. wwe, Goth, wulla, Icel. and Sw. ull,

Dan. uld (these latter forms having lost the

initial consonant). Cog. Lith. and Lett.

wilna, Hub. volna, Skr. Urnd, wooL Allied

to L. villus, shaggy hair, villus, a fleece,

Gr. (v)erion, wool; traced to a root signi

fying to cover, to protect, and supposed to

be seen also In L. vaUis, a valley, and in

valeo, to be strong. See Valid] 1. That

soft species of hair which grows on sheep

and some other animals, as the alpaca, some

species of goats, etc. , which in fineness some

times approaches to fur. The word gener

ally signifies the fleecy coat of the sheep,

which constitutes a most essential material

of clothing in all cold and temperate cli

mates. Wool is divided into two classes—

short or carding wool, seldom reaching over

a length of 3 or 4 inches, and long or comb

ing wool, varying in length from 4 to 8 inches,

each class being subdivided into a variety of

sorts, according to their fineness and sound

ness of the staple. The finest wools are of

short staple, and the coarser wools usually

of long staple. Wools which unite a high

degree of fineness and softness, with con

siderable length of staple, bear a high price.

English-bred sheep produce a good, strong,

combing wool,thatof the Scotch breeds being

somewhat harsher and coarser. The finest

carding wools were formerly exclusively ob

tained from Spain, the native country of

the merino sheep, and at a later period ex

tensively from Germany, where that breed

had been successfully introduced and culti

vated. Immense flocks of merinoes are now

reared in Australia, South America, and

South Africa, and from these quarters Britain

now obtains her chief supply. — 2. Less

strictly applied to some other kinds of hair;

especially to short, thick hair, crisp and

curled, like that of a negro.

Eye of newt, and toe of frog.

Wool of bat, and tongue of dog. Shak.

8. Any fibrous or. fleecy substance resembling

wool; specifically, (a) in hot. a sort of down,

pubescence, or a clothing of dense curling

hairs on the surfaceof certain plants. (6)The

fibre of the cotton plant. — Great cry and

little wool, a great noise or disturbance out

of all proportion to useful results; much ado

about nothing.

Of thy own importance full

Exclaim. ' Great cry and little wool,'

As Satan hollaed when he shaved the pig.

Dr. H'okot.

Wool-ball (wul'bal), n. A ball or mass of

wool, particularly a small roundish mass

frequently found in the stomach of sheep

and other animals.

Wool-bearing (wurbar-ing), a. Producing

wool.

Wool - burler ( wul ' b6rl - er ), n. A person

who removes the little knots or extraneous

matters from wool and from woollen cloth.

Sirnmonds.

Wool-burring (wufber-lng), n. The act of

teasing wool with burrs or teasels.

Wool-carder (wul'kard-er), n. One who

cards wools.

Wool-carding (wulTcard-ing), n. An early

process in woollen manufacture for disen

tangling or tearing apart the tussocks of

wool and laying the fibres parallel, prepara

tory to spinning. It is only the short staple,

fine, or cloth wools that are submitted to

this operation, the long staple or worsted

wool being treated to a slightly different

process called wool-combing.

Wool-comber (wurk6m-cr), n. One whose

occupation is to comb wool.

Wool-combing (wuncom-ing), n. The act

or process of combing wool, generally of the

long stapled kind, for the purpose of worsted

manufacture. In the obsolescent hand pro

cess the work is done between two combs,

one held stationary and the other drawn over

it, to comb out the lock of wool placed be

tween them. The combs consist of a number

of steel spikes fixed into a back. In machine

combing the locks are fastened to two

toothed cylinders, which revolve in opposite

directions, and are heated by steam within.

The teeth on the one cylinder comb the fibres

on the other.

Woold (wbld), v.t. [D. woelen, to wind, to

wrap.] SauL to wind; particularly, to wind

a rope round a mast or yard, when made of

two or more pieces, at the place where they

are fished, for confiningand supportingthem.

Woolder (wbld'er), n. 1. A'auf. a stick uBed

in woolding.—2. In rope-nrnkiiig, one of the

pins passing through the top, and forming

a handle to it. See Top.

Woolding (wold'ing), n. Naut. (a) the act of

winding, as a rope round a mast (&) The

rope used for binding masts and spars.

Wool - driver ( wul ' driv - er ), n. One who

buys wool and carries it to market.

Wool-dyed (wul'did), a. Dyed in the form

of wool or yarn before being made into cloth,

as contradistinguished from piccc-dyed or

yarn-dyed.

Woolen (wul' en), a. and n. The common

American spelling of Woollen,

Woolfell (wul'fel). n. A skin or fell with

the wool; a skin from which the wool has

not been sheared or pulled. Sir J, Davits.

Wool-gathering (wul'gaTH-er-ing), n. The

act of gathering wool; but the term is usu

ally applied figuratively to the indulgeuce

of Idle fancies; a foolish or fruitless pursuit:

often with a ( = on) prefixed. [The allusion

is probably to the practice of gathering the

tufts of wool to be found on bushes and

hedges, necessitating much wandering to

little purpose. ]

His wits were a wool-fathering-, as they say, and

his head busied about other matters. Burton.

Wool -grower (wul'grO-er), n, A person

who raises sheep for the production of wool.

Wool-growing (wul'gro-iug), a. Producing

sheep and wool

Wool-ball (wul'bal), n, A trade market in

the woollen districts. Sirnmonds.

Woolled (wuld), a. Having wool; as, fine-

woolled.

Woollen (wul'en), a. 1. Made of wool; con

sisting of wool; as, woollen cloth. Bacon.—

2. Pertaining to wool; as, woollen manufac

tures.—3. Clad in therough.homespun serges

of former times, as opposed to the silk, vel

vet, and fine linen of the wealthier classes ;

hence, coarse ; boorish ; rustic ; vulgar.

' Woollen vassals, things created to buy and

sell with groats.' Shak.

Woollen (wul'en), n. Cloth made of wool,

such as blanketings, serges, flannels, tweeds,

broad-cloth, and the like.

I could not endure a husband with a beard on his

face ; I had rather lie in woollen. Shak.

Woollen -draper ( wul ' en - dra - per ), n. A

retail dealer in woollen cloths, flannels, Ac. ;

a man-mercer.

Woollenette (wul-en-etf), «• A thin woollen

stuff.

Woollen-printer (wul'en-print-er), n. An

operative who impresses patterns or colours

on woollen or mixed fabrica

Woollen-scribbler, Wool-acribbler (wul'-

en-skrib-ler, wul'skrib-ler), n. A machine

for combing or preparing wool into thin,

downy, translucent layers, preparatory to

spinning. Sirnmonds.

Woolliness (wul'i-nes), n. The state of

being woolly.

Woolly (wul'i), a. 1. Consisting of wool; as,

a woolly covering; a woolly fleece.—2. Re

sembling wool; as, woolly hair.—3. Clothed

or covered with wool.

When the work of generation was

Between these woolly breeders, in the act

The skilful shepherd peel'd me certain wands. Shak.

4. In hot. covered with a pubescence resem

bling wool.

WooUy-but (wul'i-but), n. The popular

name in New South Wales for two fine Aus

tralian timber-trees of the genus Eucalyptus

(E. longifolia and E. viminalis), reaching a

height of from 100 to 150 feet. Their wood is

much prized for felloes of wheels and other

work requiring strength and toughness.

Woolly-head (wul'i-hedV n. A negro: so

called from his wool-like hair.

Woolly - pastlnum ( wul - i - pas ' ti - nura ),

n. A name given in the East Indies to a spe

cies of red orpiment or sulphide of arsenic.

Wool-man (wul'man), n. A dealer in wool.

Wool-mill (wul'niil), n. A mill for manu

facturing wool and woollen cloth.

Wool motor (wul'mot-er), n. A person

employed in picking wool and freeing it

ch, Main; ch, Sc. IocA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, &ing\ th, (Aen; th, thin; w, trig; wh, icAig; zh, arure.—See KJBT.
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from lumps of pitch and other impurities.

Simmoiui*.

Woolpack (wul'pak), n. A pock or bag of

wool ; specifically, a bundle or bale weigh

ing 240 lbs. ' As woolpack* quash the leaden

ball' Shenstone.

Wool-packer(wurpak-er), n. Onewhoputs

up wool into packs or bales.

Woolsack (wul'sak), n. 1. A sack or bag

of wool—2 The seat of the lord-chancellor

in the House of Lords, being a large square

bag of wool, without back or arms, covered

with green cloth.

In the reign of Queen Elizabeth an act of parliament

w.is p»sscato prevent the exportation of wool; and

that this source of our national wealth might be kept

constantly m mi nd woolsacks were placed in the House

of Peers whereon the Judges sat. Brewer.

Woolsack-pie t (wul'sak-pl), n. A kind of

pie to be had at 'The Woolsack," a rather

low ordinary and public-house. The enter

tainment at this house is often referred to

by our old poets.

Her grace would have you eat no more woolsack-

/its. B. yonson.

Woolsey (wul'zi), n. Abbreviation of

Linsey-woolsey.

Wool-shears (wul'sherz), n. pi. An instru

ment for shearing sheep.

Wool-sorter (wul'sort-er), n. One who

sorts wools according to their qualities. The

English sorters make out of a single fleece

no fewer than eight or ten different sorts.

varying from each other in fineness, the

finest or short sorts being under the neck

and belly, and the rougheror long sorts being

on the back, sides, and rump.

Wool- Staple (wul'Bta- pi), n. 1. A city or

town where wool used to be brought to the

king's staple for sale.—2. The fibre or pile

of wool. See STAPLE.

Wool-stapler (wul'sta-pl-er), n. 1. A

dealer in wool; a wool -factor. —2. A

sorter of wool.

Woolstock (wul'stok), n. A heavy hammer

used in fulling woollen cloth.

Woolwardt (wul'werd), adv. [Wool and

-ward (as in homeward, *fcc), that is, with

the skin next or toward the wool.] In wool

or woollen underclothing. Up to a period

subsequent to the Reformation the home

spun serges and Dutch frieses were made

from rough, harsh wool, and were anything

but pleasant and desirable goods to wear.

It was therefore frequently enioined that

penitents should go wool-ward, that is, with

undergarments of wool next the skin in

place of linen.

I have no shirt ; I go wool-ward for penance. Shah.

Some of them never eat any flesh ; others go wool-

ward and in hair. Harmar.

Woolward-going t (wnl'werd-gd-ing), n.

The act of wearing woollen garments next

the skin in place of linen by way of penance.

•Their watching, fasting, woolward-going,

and rising at midnight.' Tyndale.

Wool -winder ( wul'wind-er), n. A person

employed to wind or make up wool into

bundles to be packed for sale.

Woon,twi. [See Won.] To dwell Spenser.

Woont.t For Wont. Spenser.

Woorali (wu'rali), n. See Curari.

Woose t (woz), ?i. [A. Sax. wose, wdse, ooze.

See Ooze.] Ooze. 'The aguish woose of

Kent and Essex.' Howell.

Woosy t (woz'i), a. [A. Sax. wdsig, oozy,

moist. See above.) Oozy.

What is she else but a foul woosy marsh? Drayton.

WootZ (wiits). n, A very superior kind of

steel made in the East Indies, it is believed,

by a process direct from the ore, and im

ported into Europe and America for making

the finest classes of edge-tools. Faraday

attributed its excellence to the presence of

a small quantity of aluminium, but more

recent analyses of samples have been made

in which uluminium has notbeen discovered.

Wop (wop), v.t. To whop.

Old Osborne was highly delighted when GeorRy

wopfied her third boy in Russell-square. Thackeray.

Worble (wor'bl), n. The same as Wornil.

Word (werd), n. [A. Sax. word, wyrd, D.

woord, G. -wart, Icel. Sw. and Dan. ord (with

the usual loss of the initial consonant),

Goth, vaurd; cog. Lith. vardas, name; L.

vcrbum, a word (whence verb); from a root

meaning to speak, seen also in Gr. (v)eiro, to

speak.] 1. A single articulate sound, or a

combination of articulate sounds or sylla

bles, uttered by the human voice, and by

custom expressing an idea or ideas; the

smallest portion of human language form

ing a grammatical part of speech; a vocable;

a term.
They who would advance in knowledge, and not

deceive and swell themselves with a little articulated

air, should lay down this as a fundamental rule, not

to take words for thing's, nor suppose that names in

books signify real entities in nature, until ihcy can

frame clear and distinct ideas of those entities.

Locke.

2. The letter or letters or other characters

written or printed which represent such a

vocable. —a Speech exchanged; conversa

tion ; talk ; discourse : in plural. ' To give

words or talk with the lord Hamlet.' Shak.

4. Communication; information; tidings; ac

count; message: without an article and only

as a singular.

I'll send him certain word of my success. Shak.

Yet I thy hest will all perform at full.

Watch what I see, and lightly bring thee word.

Tennyson.

5. A watchword; a password; a signal; a

motto: generally the distinctive or import

ant word, term, or phrase adopted as a sig

nal or a shibboleth. ' Our ancient word

of courage, fair St. George!' 'death's the

word;' 'hanging's the word.' Shak.—6. A

term or phrase of command; an injunction;

an order.

In my time a father's word was law. Tennyson.

7. A term or phrase implying or containing

an assertion, declaration, promise, or the

like which involves the faith or honour of

theuttererof it; affirmation; declaration;

promise: with possessive*

I'll be as good as my word. Shak.

They are not men o' their words. Shak.

Old as I am, I take thee at thy word, Z>rydeH.

Our royal word upon it.

He comes back safe. Tennyson.

8. Terms or phrases interchanged expres

sive of contention, anger, reproach: in the

plural, and often qualified by high, hot,

narsh, sharp, Ac.

Some words there grew "twixt Somerset and me.

Shah,

He and I

Had once hard words and parted. Tennyson.

9.1 A brief or pithy remark or saying; a

motto; a proverb.

The old word is, * What the eye views not the heart

rues not.' Bf. Hail.

—The Word, (a) the Scriptures, or any part

of them.

The sword and theword, do you study them both,

master parson t Shak.

Dropping the too rough H in Hell and Heaven.

To spread the It'ord by which himself had thriven,

Tennyson.

(6) The second person of the Trinity; the

Logos. John i. 1.

Thou my Word, begotten Son, by thee

This I perform. Milton.

—Word for word, in the exact words or

terms; in the same words and arrange

ment; verbatim; exactly.

She with a face, bright as for sin forgiveru

Besought Lavaine to write as she devised

A letter, word/or word. Tennyson.

—By word of mouth, by actual speaking;

with the living voice; viva voce; orally.

Ill write thee a challenge or I'll deliver thy indig*

nation to him by word ofmouth. Shah.

—Good word, favourable account or men

tion; expressed good opinion; commenda

tion; praise; as, to speak a, good word for a

person.

Where your good word cannot advantage him.

Your slander never can endamage him. Shak.

—In word, in mere phraseology; in speech

only; in mere seeming or profession.

Let us not love in word, neither in tongue ; but in

deed and in truth. i Jn. la. 18.

—In a word, in one word, in one brief pithy

phrase; briefly; to sum up; in short

/« a word, for far behind his worth.

Comes all the praises that I now bestow;

He is complete in feature and in mind. Shak.

—To have a word with a person, to have

Borne conversation with him.

The friar and you must have a word anon, Shak.

—To eat one's words, to retract what one

has said. Shak. — A word and a blow, a

threat and its immediate execution; extreme

promptitude in action: used also adjec-

tively.
I find there Is nothing but a word and a blow with

you. Swift.

A Napoleon-like promptitude of action, which the

unlearned operatives described by calling him a

word-and-a-blow man. Mrs. Trollope.

Word (werd), v.t. 1. To express In words;

to style; to phrase.

The apology for the king is the same, but worded

w de*

A city (Venice) which was to be set like a geMe*»

clasp on the girdle of the earth, to write her history

on trie white scrolls of the sea-surges, and to word it

in thunder. Raskin.

2. To produce an affect upon by words; to

overpower by words; to ply with words.

If one were to be worded to death. Italian is the

fittest language. In regard of the fluency and soft

ness of it. Howell.

3. To make or unmake by a word or com

mand. *HJm . . . who could word heaven

and earth out of nothing, and can when

he pleases word them into nothing again.'

South. [Rare.]—To irord it, to wrangle; to

dispute; to contend in words.

He that descends not toword it with a shrew, doe*

worse than beat her. Sir K. L' Estrange.

Word-DOOk (werd'buk), n. (Modelled on

G. wbrierbuch, a dictionary, lit a word

book—worter, pL of wort, a word, and buck,

a book] A vocabulary; a dictionary; a lexi

con.

Word-bound (werdt>onnd). a. Restrained

or restricted in speech; unable or uitwilliu;;

to express one's self; bound by one's word.

IVord-bound he is not ;

Hell tell it willingly. J. BaiUux.

Word-bullding (werdnnld-ing). n. The for

mation, construction, or composition of

words; the process of forming or making

words.

Word-catcher (werdTtach-cr), n. One who

cavils at words. ' Each word-catcher that

lives on syllables.' Pope.

That miserable performance Is now with justice

considered only as a beacon to word-catcher1 who

wish to become statesmen. Macat^laj.

Wordert (werd'er), n. A speaker. WhilLcek.

Wordily (werd'i-li), adv. In a verbose or

wordy manner.

Wordiness (werd'i-nes), n. The state or

quality of being wordy or of abounding with

words.

Wording (werd'ing), n. 1. The act of ex

pressing in words.—2. The manner of ex

pressing in words.

It is believed the wording was above h:s known

style and orthography. Mtifrn-

Wordisnt (werd'ish), a. Respecting words;

verbal. Sir P. Sidney; Hammond.

Wordishnesst(werd'ish-nes). n. 1. The state

or quality of being wordish—1 Verbosity.

The truth they hrde by their dark -avrdishncss.

Sir X. ZXg+y

Wordless (werdles), a. Not using words;

not speaking; silent; speechless.

Her joy with heaved-up hand she doth express.

And, wordless, so greets Heaven for his success

Shot

Word-painter (werd'pant-erX n. A writer

gifted with a power of peculiarly graphic or

vivid description or of depicting scenes or

events; one who affects great picturesque-

ness of style.

Word-painting (werd'pant-ing), n. The act

of describing or depicting in words vividly

and distinctly so as to bring the objects

clearly before the mind.

Word-picture (werd'pik-tur), n. An aoeu-

rate and vivid description of any scene or

event, so that it is brought clearly before

the mind, as if in a picture.

Wordsmant (werdrman), n. One who at

taches undue importance to words; one who

deals in mere words; a verbalist 'Some

speculative wordsman.' Bnshneil [Bare.]

Word-square (werd'skwar), tl A square

formed by a series of words so selected and

arranged that the letters spell each of the

words when read across or downward*.

OAR

ARE

RED

Word-square.

Wordy (werd'i), a. 1. Using many words:

verbose; as, a wordy speaker. 'A wordy

orator . . . making a magnificent speech

full of vain promises.' Steele—2. Contain

ing many words; full of words.

We need not lavish hours io wordy periods. Pk*Upt-

3. Consisting of words; verbal. 'A face

tious snowball, a better-natured missile far.

than many a wordy jest' Dickens. * A si

lent but amused spectator of this wordy

combat.' Charlotte Bronte.

Wordy (wurd'i). a- Worthy. [Scotch.]

Wore (wor). pret of wear.

Work (werk), r.1". pret. A pp. wrought, some

times worked, a late form, the first instance

we can find of its use being In I>ryden; ppr

working. [From the noun; formerly «rrr*r.

wirche, werche, A. Sax. irercan, wircan, sryr

Fate, fir, fat, fall; mS, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abttne; S, Sc. tey
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can; pret. worhte, pp. yeworht. See the

noun.] 1. To make exertion for Borne end or

purpose; to be engaged or employed on some

task, labour, duty, or the like; to be occu

pied in the performance of some opera

tion, process, or undertaking; to use efforts

for attaining some aim or object; to labour;

to toil.

If any would not work, neither should he cat.

3 Thcs. iii. lo.

My sweet mistress

Weeps when she sees inc work, and says such base

ness

Had never like executor. Shak.

2. To be customarily engaged or employed

in any business, trade, profession, or the

like; to have more or less permanent or

steady employment; to hold a situation; to

be in employment; to perform the duties of

a workman, man of business, Ac.

They that work in tine flax . . . shall be confounded.

Is*. \\x. 9.

3. To be in motion, operation, or activity;

to keep up a continuous movement or ac

tion; to act; to perform; to operate; to be

not stationary; as, a smoothly working ma

chine.

Have you a working pulse? Shak.

I am sick with working of my thoughts. Shak.

4. To have or take effect; to exercise influ

ence; to be effective.

AH things work together for (food to them that

love God. Rom. viii. 28.

This so wrought upon the child, that he after

wards desired to be taught. Lockt.

5. To be in a condition of strong, violent, or

severe exertion; to be tossed or agitated;

to move or labour heavily; to toil; to heave;

to strain.

The sea wrought and was tempestuous. Jon. 1. it.

To be wroth with one wc love

Doth work like madness in the brain. Coleridge.

6. To make way laboriously and slowly; to

make progress with great exertion and diffi

culty; to proceed with a severe struggle:

generally followed by such adverbs or pre

positions as along, down, into, out, through,

up, Ac. ' Till body up to spirit work.' Mil

ton.

Who would trust chance, since all men have the seeds

Of good and ill, which should work upward first*

Dryden.

7. To operate or act, as a purgative or ca

thartic.

Most purges heat a little; and all of them work

best ... in warm weather or in a warm room.

_ _ A-. Grew.

8. To ferment, as liquors.

Into wine or beer put some like substances, while

they work. Bacon.

—To work against, to act in opposition to;

to oppose actively.

Thanks, but you work against your own desire ;

For if I could believe the things you say

I should but die the sooner. Tennyson.

—To work on or upon, to act on; to influ

ence; to practise upon; to excite; to charm.

Vivien, being greeted fair,

Would fain have wrought upon his cloudy mood

With reverent eyes mock-loyal, shaking voice.

And fluttered adoration. Tennyson.

Work (werk). v.t. 1. To bestow labour, toil,

or exertion upon; to convert to use by la

bour or effort; as, to work a mine or quarry ;

to work lime.

He could have told them of two or three gold

mines, and a silver mine, and given the reason why

they forbare to wort them at that time. Raleigh.

2. To produce, accomplish, or acquire by

labour; to bring about; to effect; to perform;

to do; as, to work mischief or wickedness.

For our light affliction, which is but for a moment,

worktth for us a far more exceeding and eternal

weight of glory. a Cor. iv. 17.

One silly cross wrought all my loss. Shak.

God, only wise, to punish pride of wit,

Among men's wits hath this confusion wrought.

_. Sir J. Davits.

They say then that I worked miracles. Tennyson.

3. To put or set in action, exertion, or mo

tion; to direct the action of; to keep busy

or employed; to manage; to handle; as, he

works his horses and his servants too se

verely.

Put forth thy utmost strength, work every nerve.

Addison.

Mere personal valour could not supply want of

knowledge in building and working ships.

Arouthnot.

The mariners all 'gan work the ropes,

Where they were wont to do. Coleridge.

A, To bring by action or motion to any state,

the state being expressed by an adjective

or other word.

So the pure limpid stream, when foul with stains

Of rushing torrents and descending rains,

Works itself clear, and as it runs refines. Addison.

5. To attain or make by continuous and se

vere labour, exertion, struggle, or striving;

to force gradually; as, to work a passage

through a cloud.

Through winds and waves, and storms he works his

way. Addison.

6. To influence by continued prompting,

urging, or like means; to gain over; to pre

vail upon ; to get into one's control ; to

manage; to lead; to induce.

What you would work me to, I have some aim.

Shak.

If you would work any man, know his nature and

fashions, and so lead him. Bacon.

7. To make into shape; to form; to fashion;

to mould. 'Cloud-towers by ghostly ma-

Bons wrought.' Tennyson. ' H raught with

human hands the creed.' Tennyson.—8. To

embroider. ' Napkin wrought with horse and

hound.' Tennyson. 'A tent of satin ela

borately wrought.' Tennyson.—9. To operate

on, as a purgative or other drug; to purge.

10. To excite by degrees; to throw into a

state of perturbation; to agitate violently;

as, to work one's self into a rage. 'Some

passion tliat works him strongly/ Shak.

Then must you speak . . .

Of one not easily jealous, but being wrought

Perplexed in the extreme. Shak.

The two friends had wrought themselves to such

an habitual tenderness for the children under their

direction, that each of them had the real passion of

a father. Addison.

11. To cause to ferment, as liquor.—To work

a passage (naut), to give one's work or ser

vices as an equivalent for passage-money.—

To work in or into, (a) to intermix, as one

material with another, in the process of

manufacture or the like; to interlace; to

weave in ; as, he worked the good yarn in

with the bad. (6) To cause to enter or pene

trate by repeated efforts; as, the tool was

slowly worked in. (c) To introduce artfully;

to cause to make way unobservedly ; to in

sinuate ; as, he easily works himself into fa

vour or confidence by his plausibility, (d)

To change or alter by a gradual process.

This imperious man will -work us all

From princes into pages. Shak.

—To work off, to remove, free from, or get

rid of, as by continued labour, exertion, or

by some gradual process; as. the impurities

of the liquor are wrought off by fermenta

tion.— To work out, (a) to effect by continued

labour or exertion; to accomplish.

Work out your own salvation with fear and tremb

ling. Phil. ii. is.

O lift your natures up:

Embrace our aims : work out your freedom.

Tennyson.

(b) To solve, as a problem.

* M,—Malvolio ; M.—why, that begins my name '—

' Did not I say he would work it out / ' Shak.

(c) To erase; to efface; to remove-

Tears ofjoy for your returning spilt

Work out and expiate our former guilt. Dryden.

(d) To exhaust by drawing all the useful ma

terial; as, to work out a mine or quarry.—

To work up,(a) to stir up; to raise; to excite;

to agitate.

That which is wanting to work up the pity to a

greater height, was not afforded me by the story.

Dryden.

This lake resembles a sea, when worked up by

storms. Addison.

(b) To use up In the process of manufacture

or the like ; to expend in any work ; as, we

have worked up all our materials.

The industry of the people works up all their na

tive commodities to the last degree of manufacture.

Swift.

(c) To expand; to enlarge; to elaborate; as,

to work up a story or article from a few

hints, (d) To exhaust the strength or energy

of by too heavy or continuous toil; to weary

or fatigue by hard work ; as, three months

at that employment will completely work

him up.

Work (werk), n. [A. Sax wore, weorc, were,

D. werk, Icel. and Sw. verk, Dan. vcerk, Q.

werk, O.H.G. werch, werah, work; from

same root as Or. (v)ergon, work, eorga, I have

done.] 1. Exertion of strength, energy, or

other faculty, physical or mental; effort or

activity directed to some purpose or end;

toil; labour; employment.

I am not yet of Percy's mind, the Hotspur of the

North : he that kills me some six or seven dozen of

Scots at a breakfast, washes his hands, and says to

his wife, * Fie upon this quiet life I I want work.'

Shak.

Man. hath his daily work of body or mind

Appointed. Mi/ton.

2. The matter upon which one is employed,

engaged, or labouring; anything upon which

labour is expended ; that which engages

one's time or attention; any project in which

one is engaged ; an undertaking ; an enter

prise; a task.

Now, by St. Paul, the work goes bravely on. Shak.

3. That which is done; that which proceeds

from agency; performance; action; deed;

feat; achievement.

It is a damned and a bloody -work;

The graceless action of a heavy hand,

If that it be the work of any hand. Shak.

4. That which is made, manufactured, or

produced; an article, piece of goods, fabric

or structure produced; a product of nature

or art.

The work some praise.

And some the architect Milton.

O fairest of creation I last and best

Of all God's works. Milton.

Hence, specifically, (a) that which is pro

duced by mental labour; a literary or ar

tistic performance ; a composition ; as, the

works of Addison; the works of Mozart

You are rapt, sir, in some work, some dedication

To the great lord. sh.vt.

(b) Flowers or figures wrought with the

needle; embroidery.

I am glad I have found this napkin,

. . . 1 11 have the work ta'en out.

And give t lago. shak.

(c) Some extensive engineering structure, as

a dock, embankment, bridge, fortifications,

and the like.

I will be walking on the works (=fortifications).

6. An industrial or manufacturing estab

lishment; any establishment where labour

is carried on extensively or in different de

partments; as, an iron work; a gas work,

Ac.. the plural works being often applied to

one such establishment.—C.Mannerof work

ing; management; treatment.

It is pleasant to see what work our adversaries

make with this innocent canon. Stiltingfieet.

7. In mining, ores before they are cleansed

and dressed. — 8. pi. In theol. moral duties

or external performances, as distinct from

faith or grace as a ground for pardon or

justification.

For by grace are ye saved through faith ; and that

not of yourselves ; it is the gift of God : not of works,

lest any man should boast. Eph. ii. 8, 9.

9. In mech. the overcoming of resistance ;

the result of one force overcoming another;

the act of producing a change of configura

tion in a system in opposition to a force

which resists that change. By English phy

sicists a unit of work is taken as a weight of

one pound lifted one foot. In raising a

pound weight one foot work is done against

the force of gravity, and thus a definite

amount of energy has been placed in the

pound of matter which it ib capable of

giving out again in falling the foot which it

has been raised.—Syn. Labour, toil, drudg

ery, employment, occupation, action, per

formance, feat, achievement, composition,

book, volume, production.

Workable (werk'a-bl), a. Thatcan be worked

or that is worth working ; as, a workable

mine; workable coal. 'Clay . . . soft and

workable.' Ascham.

Workaday (werk'a-da), a. Working-day;

everyday ; plodding ; toiling. ' Workaday

humanity.' Dickens.

Work-bag (werk'bag), n. A small bag used

by ladies for containing needle-work, Ac;

a reticule.

Work-box (werkljoks), n. A small box for

holding needle-work, Ac.

Work-day (werk'da), n. A day for work; a

working-day.

Worker (werk'er), n. 1. One who or that

which works, performs, acts, or does; a

labourer ; a toiler ; a performer. * False

apostles, deceitful workers.' 2 Cor. xL 13.

'Beware of evil workers.' PhiL iii. 2.

Men, my brothers, men the workers, ever reaping

something new;

That which they have done but earnest of the things

that they shall do. Tennyson.

Specifically—2. A working bee. Sec Bee.

Work-fellow (werk'fel-16), n. One engaged

in the same work with another. Rom. xvi.

21.

Work-folk, Work-folks (werk'fok, werk'-

foks), n. pi. Persons engaged in manual

labour. ' Oversee my work-folks. ' Beau.

& Fl.

Workful (werk'ful), a. Full of work ; labo

rious; industrious. Dickens. [Rare.]

Workhouse (werklious), n. 1. A house for

work; a mauufactory.

Protogenes had his workhouse in a garden out of

town. Dryden.

ch, e/iain; ch. Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, Biny; in, then; th, (Ain; w,
wig; wh, wAlg; zh, azure.—See KET.
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2. A house in which able-bodied paupers

are compelled to work. Under the old

nr-lawa of England, there was a work*

ise in each parish, partaking of the

character of a bridewell, where indigent,

vagrant, and idle people were set to work,

and supplied with food and clothing, or

what is termed indoor relief. Some were

used as places of confinement for rogues

and vagabonds, who were there confined

and compelled to labour; whilst others were

large almshouses for the maintenance and

support of the indigent. Previous to the

passing of the Poor-law Amendment Act in

1834, these workhouses were described as,

generally speaking, nurseries of idleness,

ignorance, and vice By the act alluded to

parishes were united for the better manage

ment of workhouses, which gave rise to the

poor-law unions with their workhouses, ca

pable of containing from 100 to 500 inmates.

In these establishments a suitable classifi

cation of the pauper inmates has been ef

fected, and proper government and disci

pline instituted. The paupers of the several

classes are kept employed according to their

capacity and ability. Religious and secular

instruction is supplied, habits of industry,

cleanliness, and order are enforced; and

wholesome food and sufficient clothing are

furnished.

Hast thou suffered at any time by vagabonds and

pilferers) Esteem and promote those useful charities

which remove such pests into prisons and work

houses. Bf. AtUrbury.

Working (werk'ing), p. and a. 1. Engaged

in or devoted to bodily toil; as, the working

classes. — 1 Laborious; industrious; diligent

in one's calling.—3. Taking an active part

in a business; as, a working partner.

Working (werk'ing), n. 1 The act of labour

ing. —2.Termentation.—3. Movement; oper

ation; as, the workings of fancy.

As she spoke, she read the writing* of her sister's

face. Ld. Lytton.

tn the fictitious garb of his narrative, he has clothed

the inmost markings of his heart. Lever.

Workillg-beam(werk'ing-l>em), n. InmacA.

see under Beam.

Working-class (werk'ing-klas), n. A col

lective name for those who earn their bread

by manual labour, such as mechanics, la

bourers, and others who work for daily or

weekly wages: generally used in the plural.

Working-day* (wftrk'ing-da), n. 1. Any day

on which work is ordinarily performed, as

distinguished from Sundays and holidays.

•Will you have me. Lady?'—'No, my lord, unless I

might have another for tearking-days: your grace is

too costly to wear every day.' Shak.

2. That part of the day devoted or allotted

to work or labour; the time each day In

which work Is actually carried on ; as, the

workmen agitated for a working-day of eight

hours.

Working-day (werk'ing-da ), a. Relating

to days on which work is done : as opposed

to Sundays or holidays; everyday; plodding;

laborious. 'This working-day world.' Shak.

Working-drawing (werk'ing-dra-ing), n. A

drawing or plan, as of the whole or part of

a structure, machine, or the like, drawn to

a specified scale, and In such detail as to

form a guide for the construction of the ob

ject represented.

Working-house (werklng-hous), ». A work

shop; a factory.

In the quick forge and -working-hen it of thought.

Working-party (werk'ing-par-ti), n. Milit.

a party of soldiers told off to some piece of

work foreign to their ordinary duties. Men

so employed receive a small sum, gener

ally sV/., extra daily.

Working -point ( werk'ing-polnt), n. In

mach. that part of a machine at which the

effect required is produced.

Workless (werkHes), a. 1. Without work ;

not working. — 2 Without works; not car

ried out or exemplified in works. 'Idle

workless faith.' Sir T. More,

Workman (werk'man), n. 1. Any man em

ployed in work or labour, especially manual

labour; a labourer; a toiler; a worker. The

term is frequently restricted to handicrafts

men, as mechanics, artisans, Ac., so as to

exclude unskilled labourers, farm hands.

Arc

The workman worthy is his hire. Chaucer,

•2 By way of eminence, a skilful artificer or

operator.

Workmanlike (werk'man-Ilk), a. Like or

Incoming a skilful workman ; skilful ; well

performed. Drayton.

Workmanly (werlr*man-liX «- Skilful; well

performed: workmanlike.

Workmanly (werk'man-li), adv. In a skil

ful manner; in a manner becoming a work

man. Shak.

Workmanship (werk'man-ahipX n, 1. The

art or skill of a workman ; the execution

or manner of making anything ; operative

skill.

Beauty is nature's brag, and must be shown . . .

Where most may wonder at the werrmmuh if.

Milton.

If there were no metals, 'tis a mystery to me how

Tubalcain could ever have taught the workmansht/

and use of them. 14 'oodward.

2 The result or objects produced by a work

man, artificer, or operator. 'Skilled in

workmanship embossed.' Spenser.

What more reasonable than to think that if we be

God's workmanship he shall set this mark of himself

upon all reasonable creatures. TiUotson.

Workmaster (werlr/mas-terX n. The author,

producer, performer, or designer of a work,

especially of a great or important work ; a

person well skilled in work; a skilled work

man or artificer.

Thy desire, which tends to know

The works of God, thereby to glorify

The great It'ork-master, leads to no excess.

Milton.

Work-people ( werk'pe-pl ), n. People en

gaged in work or labour, particularly In

manual labour.

Workshop (werk'shop), n. A shop or build

ing where a workman, a mechanic, or arti

ficer, or a number of such individuals, carry

on their work ; a place where any work or

handicraft is carried on.

Supreme beauty is seldom found in cottages or

workshops, yohttson.

Work-table (werk'ta-bl). n. A small table

containing drawers and other conveniences

for ladies, in respect of their needle-work

Workwoman (werk'wu-man), n. 1. A wo

man who performs any work. —2. t A woman

skilled in needle-work. Spenser.

Workydayt (werlr/i-da), n. [A corruption

of working day.] A day devoted to the

ordinary business of life ; a working-day.

Holydays, if haply she were gone.

Like workydayt, I wish would soon be done. Gay.

Workydayt (werlr/i-da), a. Working-day;

ftlodifing; ordinary; prosaic. 'A workyday

ortune. Shak.

World (werld), n. [A, Sax. world, worold,

weorold. O Sax. werold, D. wereld, IceL verold,

Sw. verld, O. H. G. werait, werolt, worolt.

Mod. O. treif. The word is clearly a com

pound meaning lit. man-age, age of man,

hence generation, age, course of time, world.

Its elements are A. Sax. tcer, a man (as in

wergild), and eld, yld. age, akin to old;

Icel. verr, a man. and old, age. Wer is cog

nate with L. vir, a man, whence virile,

virtue. In the phrase 'world without end,'

the old sense of time is still retained. In

like manner 'the age' means the world or

people of the present day.] 1. The whole

system of created things ; all created exis

tences; the whole creation; the universe.

World is the great collective idea of all bodies

whatever. Leek*.

2. Any celestial orb or planetary body, espe

cially considered as peopled. And as the scene

of interests kindred to those of mankind.

'The lucid interspace of world and world.'

Tennyson.

But thou shalt flourish in immortal youth.

Unhurt amidst the wars of elements.

The wreck of matter and the crash of worlds.

Addison.

3. The earth and all created things thereon;

the terraqueous globe.

So h« the world

Built on circumfluous waters calm. Milton.

Ferdinand Magellans was the first that encom

passed the whole world. Htylin.

4. That part of the globe generally known;

a large portion or division of the globe; as,

the Old World ( = the eastern hemisphere);

the New IT©rM( = the western hemisphere):

the Roman world.—5. The earth considered

as the scene of man's present existence, or

the sphere of human action; the present

state of existence.

All the world* a stage. Shak.

This world is all a fleeting show.

For man's illusion given, Moort.

6. Any state or sphere of existence; any

wide scene of life or action ; as, a future

world; the world to come. 'A creature

moving about in worlds not realized.' Words

worth.

He tried each art, reproved each dull delay.

Allured to better worlds and led the way.

Goldsmith.

Each matin beU. the Baron satth.

Knells us back to a world of death. Coleridge.

7. The inhabitants of this world in general;

the human race; humanity; mankind.

One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.

Shak.

The world Is ashamed of being virtuous. Sterne.

Ye think the rustic cackle of your bourg

The murmur of the «Wi Tennyson.

a The public; society; people generally;

the people among whom one lives.

For still the world pevni ,ed, and its dread laugh

Which scarce the firm phi^suiiber can scorn.

Tksnuamx.

I have not loved the world, nor the world me.

Byrmn.

9. A certain section, portion, or class of men

considered as a separate or independent

whole; a number or body of people united

by a common faith, cause, aim. object,

pursuit, or the like; as, the religious world;

the Christian world; the heathen world; the

political, literary, or scientific world. * More

ambitious to figure in the beau-monde than

in the irorid of letters.' IT. Irving.

There is a constant demand ia the fashionable

world for novelty. St'. Irving.

10. Public or social life; life in society; in

tercourse with one's fellows.

Hence banished, is banished from the world. SMak

• Happy is she that from the world retires. Waller,

Thus let me live unseen, unknown.

Thus unlamentcd let me die.

Steal from the world, and not a stone

Tell where I lie. Pope.

11. That which pertains to the earth or to

this present state of existence merely; secu

lar affairs or interests; the concerns of this

life, at opposed to those of the future life.

Love not the world, neither the things that are in

the -world. If any man love the world the love of*

the Father is not in turn. i Jn. it 15.

The world is too much with us ; late and soon.

Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers.

ti 'ordsworth.

12. That part of mankind wholly devoted to

the affairs of this life; the people exclu

sively interested in secular affairs; those

concerned merely for the interests and plea

sures of the preseut state of existence; the

unregenerate or ungodly part of humanity.

I pray not for the world, but for them which thou

hast given me. Jn. xrm. 9.

13. The ways and manners of men; the prac

tices of life; the habits, customs, and usages

of society; social life in its various aspects.

Tis not good that children should know nay

wickedness ; old folks, you know, have discretion, as

they say, and know the world. ShmkX

The girt might pass if we could get her

To know the world a little better.

To know the world ' a modern phrase

For visits, ombre, balls, and plays. Sw\f£

He had seen the world, and mingled with society,

yet retained the strong eccentricities of a roan who

had lived much alooe. ft', Irzing.

14. A course of life; a career.

Persons of conscience will be afraid to begin the

world unjustly. Richards**,

15. The current of events, especially as

affecting the individual; circumstances or

affairs, particularly those closely relating to

one's self. 'How goes the world with thee?'

' How the world is changed with you. ' Shak.

16. Any system of more or less complexity

or development, characterized by harmony,

order, or completeness ; anything forming

an organic whole; a microcosm.

Man is one world, and hath

Another to attend him. G. Herbert.

Books, dreams are each a world; and books, we

know.

Are a substantial world both pure and good.

St 'mrdswrorA.

17. Sphere; domain: province; region; realm,

as, the world of dreams; the trorW of art.

Will one beam be less intense

When thy peculiar difference

Is cancelled in the world of sense? Tennyson.

18. Emblem of immensity or greatness; n

great multitude or quantity; a great degree

or measure. 'A trorW of vile faults.' 'A

tcorW of torments.' 'A world of company '

'His youthful hose ... a world too wide

for his shrunk shanks.' Shak.

It cost me a world of woe. Tennyson.

19. Used In emphatic phrases expressing

wonder, astonishment, surprise, dec ; as.

what In the world am I to do? how in all

the world did you get there?— w'orfdT with-

out end, to all eternity; eternally; unceas

ingly.

This man . . . thinks by talking worid *Hh.*mt

end, to make good his integrity. Muton.

—All the world, the whole world, the sum

of what the world contains; the representa

tive or equivalent of all worldly possessions,

Fate, far, fat, fall; mi, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound: u, Sc abune; J, Sc. fey.
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as, she is all the world to me; to gain the

whole world. — For all the world, exactly ;

precisely; entirely.

He w is ■'- ' alt the -world like a forked radish.

Shak.

—The world's end, the remotest part of the

earth; the most distant regions.—All the

world and hit wife, everybody; sometimes,

everybody worth speaking about.

Madam, who were the company t—Why, there was

all the world and his wift. Swift.

Alt the world and his wife and daughter leave

cards. Dickens.

—To go to the world, an old phrase signify

ing to get maiTied.

Thus^ocr every one to the world, but I—I may sit

in a corner and cry, heigh-ho, for a husband.

Sh<rk.

Hence the expression woman of tfie world

I- married woman), used by Audrey in As

You Like It.

I hope it is no dishonest desire to desire to be a

woman ofthe world. Shak.

World- hardened (werldTiard-nd), a. Hard

ened by the love of worldly things.

Worldliness (werld'li-nes), n. The state of

being worldly, or of being addicted to tem

poral gain, advantage, or enjoyment; an

unduly strong passion or craving for the

good things of this life to the exclusion of a

desire for the better things of the life to

come. Jer. Taylor.

Worldling (worldling), n. [ World, and term.

•ling ] One who is devoted exclusively to

the affairs and interests of this life; one

whose whole mind is bent on gaining tem

poral possessions, advantages, or enjoy

ments; one whose thoughts are entirely

taken up with the interests or concerns of

the present existence.

God of the world and worldlings I me call.

Great Mammon, greatest god below the sky.

Sfienser.

The covetous worldling, in his Anxious mind.

Thinks only on the wealth he left behind. Dryden.

Worldly (werldli), a. 1. Relating or be

longing to the world, or to the present state

of existence; temporal; secular; human.

* Worldly chances and mishaps.' Shak.

Fear no more the heat o' the sun

Nor the furious winter's rages;

Thou thy worldly task hast done. Shak.

With all my worldly goods 1 thee endow.

Common Prayer.

2. Devoted to, interested in, or connected

with this present life, and its cares, advan

tages, or pleasures, to the exclusion of those

of a future life; desirous of temporal bene

fit or enjoyment merely; earthly, as opposed

to heavenly or spiritual; carnal; sordid;

vile ; as, worldly lusts, cares, affections,

pleasures, &c. ; worldly men. ' To live secure,

worldly. and dissolute.' Milton. 'Interest,

pride, worldly honour.' Dryden.

When we have called off our thoughts from worldly

pursuits and engagements, then, and not till then.

are we at liberty to nx them on the best, the most

deserving and desirable of objects, God, Atterbury.

Worldly (werldli), adv. In a worldly man

ner; with relation to this life.

Subverting worldly strong and worldly wise

By simply meek. Milton.

Be wisely worldly, be not worldly wise. Quartet.

Worldly-minded (wei-Idli-mlnd-ed), a. De

voted to the acquisition of property and to

temporal enjoyments.

Worldly -mindedness ( werld'li-miud-ed-

nes), n. The state or quality of being

worldly; a predominating love and pursuit

of this world's goods, to the exclusion of

piety and attention to spiritual concerns.

Bp. Sanderson.

World-Bharert (werld'shar-er), n. A sharer

of the earth.

World-wearied (werld'we-rid), a. Tired of

the world.

World-wide (werld'wid), a. Wide as the

world; extending over or pervading all the

world; widely spread; as, world-wide fame.

Worm (werm), n. [ A. Sax. tcyrm, a worm,

or very commonly a serpent, a dragon, or

similar monster; D. worm, G. warm, Goth.

vaurms, Icel. ormr, Dan. and Sw. orm (with

usual loss of initial v); cog. L. vermis, a

worm (whence vermicular and vermin)-,

Lith. kirminis, Ir cntimh, Skr. krimi, a

worm (the last word being the ultimate

origin of crimson, carmine). The word has

lost an initial guttural, and is referred to a

root kar, to move, seen also in L. curro, to

run] 1. A term loosely applied to any

small creeping animal or reptile, entirely

wanting feet or having but very snort ones,

including such various forms as the earth

worm; the larvee or grubs of certain insects.

as caterpillars, maggots, etc.; intestinal pa

rasites, as the tape-worm, thread-worm, Ac. ;

certain lacertilians, as the blind-worm, &c.

2. t A serpent; a snake.

Hast thou the pretty worm of Nilus there.

That kills and pains not! Shak.

O Eve, in evil hour didst thou give ear

To that false worm. Milton.

3. pi. A term applied formerly by English

zoologists as equivalent to the Linniean

class of animals Vermes. See VERMES.—

4. pi. A name specifically applied to the

Entozoa, or that division of parasitic ani

mals which exist chiefly in the intestines,

but sometimes in the tissues of the organs

of other animals ; also to the disease due

to the presence of such parasites. — 6. Fig.

something that slowly and silently eats or

works its way internally to the destruction

or pain of the object affected; as, (a) em

blematic of corruption, decay, or death.

Thus chides she Death,

' Grim-grinning ghost, earth's worm what dost thou

mean,

To stirte beauty and to steal his breath ?' Shak.

My days are in the yellow leaf.

The flowers and fruits of love are gone.

The worm, the canker, and the grief,

Are mine alone. Byron.

(b) Emblematic of the gnawing torments of

conscience; remorse.

The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul.

6. An epithet of scorn, disgust, contempt,

sometimes of contemptuous pity; a poor,

grovelling, despised, debased creature; also,

a person who silently, Blowly, and persist

ently works or studies; as, a book-icorm.

Vile worm, thou wast o'erlooked even in thy birth.

Shak.

7. Anything resembling a worm In appear

ance, especially when in motion; anything

vermicular or spiral; as. (a) the spiral of a

cork-screw. (&) The thread on the shaft or
core of a screw. (<■) An instrument consist

ing of two branches of iron or steel twisted

in reverse directions and attached to a staff:

used for extracting the cartridge from a

cannon when it is not desired to explode

the charge, (d) A spiral wire on the end of

a ramrod for withdrawing a charge from

a musket, Ac. (e) The spiral pipe in a still

or condenser placed in a vessel of cold

water, and through which the vapour 1b

conducted to cool and condense it. See

Still. . (/) A small vermicular ligament

under the tongue of a dog. This ligament

is frequently cut out when the animal is

young, for the purpose of checking a dis

position to gnaw at everything. The oper

ation was formerly supposed to prevent

rabies or madness.

There is one easy artifice

That seldom has been known to miss;

To snarl at all things right or wrong.

Like a mad dog that has a worm ins tongue.

S. Sutler.

Worm (werm), v.i. 1. To advance by wrig

gling; as, he worms along. In this sense

used with a reflexive pronoun to signify a

slow, insidious, insinuating progress; as, he

wormed himself into favour. —2. To work

slowly, gradually, and secretly.

When deb.ites and fretting jealousy

Did worm and work within you more and more.

Your colour faded. Herbert.

Worm (werm), v.t. 1. To effect by slow and

stealthy means ; specifically, to extract, re

move, expel, and the like, by underhand

means continued perseveringly: generally

with out orfrom.

They find themselves wormed out of all power.

Swi/1.

Who've loosed a guinea from a miser's chest.

And worm'd his secretfrom a traitor's breast.

Crabbe.

2. To cut the vermicular ligament, called a

worm, from under the tongue of.

The men repaired her ladyship's cracked china,

and assisted the laird In his sporting parties, wormed

his dogs, and cut the ears of his terrier puppies.

Sir IV. Scott.

3. To remove the charge, Ac, from, as a

gun, by means of a worm. See Worm, n. 7,

(c), (d).—4. jVatiMowiud rope, yarn. orother

material, spirally round, between the strands

of, as of a cable; or to wind with spun yarn,

as a smaller rope; an operation performed

for the purpose of rendering the surface

smooth for parcelling and serving.

Worm (werm), a. Pertaining or relating to

worms; produced by worms; as, worm fever.

Worm-bark (werm'bark), n. Same as Suri

nam Bark.

Worm-cast (werm'kast), n. A small in

testine-shaped mass of earth voided often

on the surface of the ground by the earth

worm after all the digestible matter has been

extracted from it. ' As hollow as this worm-

cast under my feet.' Mrs. Craik.

Worm-eat(werm'et), v.t. To gnaw or perfor

ate, as is done by worms ; hence, to impair

by a slow, insidious process.

Leave off these vanities which worm-eat your brain.

Jartis.

Worm-eaten (wenn'et-n), a. 1. Gnawed by

worms; having a number of internal cavities

made by worms; as, worm-eaten boards,

planks, or timber. 'Concave as a covered

gobletor & worm-eaten nut' Shak. Hence—

2. Old; worn-out; worthless. Raleigh.

Worm-eatenness(werm'et n-nes), n. State

of being worm-eaten; rottenness.

Wormed (wermd), a. Bored or penetrated

by worms; injured by worms.

Worm-fence (werm'fens), n. A zigzag fence

made by placing the ends of the rails upon

each other: sometimes called a Stake Fence.

Worm-fever (werm'fe-ver), n. A popular

name for infantile remittent fever.

Worm-gear (werm'ger), n. In mach. a com

bination consisting of a shaft fitted with an

endless screw which works into a spirally

toothed wheeL See under Endless.

Worm-grass, Worm-seed (werm'gras.

werm'sed), n. Names given to plants of the

genus Spigelia. See Spigelia.

Worm-hole (werm'hol), n. A hole made by

the gnawing of a worm. 'To fill with worm-

holes stately monuments.' Shak.

Worming (werm'ing), n. Kaut yarn or

other material wound spirally round ropes

between the strands.

Worm-like (werm'lik), a. Resembling a

worm; spiral; vermicular.

Wormling (werm'ling), n. Lit. a little

worm; hence, a weak, mean creature.

O dusty wormling I dar'st thou strive and stand

With Heaven's high Monarch! Chapman,

Worm-Oil (werm'oil), n. An oil obtained

from the seeds of Chenopodium anthelmin-

ticum. It is a powerful anthelmintic.

Worm-powder (werm'pou-der), n. A

powder used for expelling worms from the

intestinal canal or other open cavities of the

body.

Worm-seed (werm'sed), n. i. A seed which

has the property of expelling worms from

the intestinal tube orother open cavities of

the body. It is brought from the Levant,

and is the produce of a species of Arte

misia (A. santonica), which is a native of

Tartaryand Persia. See Santonin.—2. The

seed of Erysimum cheiranthoides or treacle-

mustard.—3. A plant of the genus Spigelia.

See Spigelia.

Worm-shaped (werm'Bhapt), a. In bet,

same as Vermicular (which see).

Worm-shell (werm'shel), n. The specieB of

the genus Vermetus: so called from their

long twisted shape.

Worm-tea (wenu'te), n. A decoction of

some plant, generally a bitter plant, used as

an anthelmintic.

Wormul (wor'mul), n. [Probably a corrup

tion of worm-ill.] A sore or tumour on the

back of cattle caused by the larva of an in

sect which punctures the skin and deposits

its eggs; a warble. Called also Wornal,

Wornu.

Worm-Wheel (werm'whel), n. A wheel

which gea^-s with an endlessortangentBcrew

or worm, receiving or Imparting motion.

By this means a powerful effect with a

diminished rate of motion is communicated

from one revolving Bhaft to another. See

under Endless and Tangent, a.

Wormwood (werm'wud), n. [Apparently

a compouud of worm and

wood, but really a cor

ruption of an older name

having no connection

with worm or wood. The

older name was wermode,

weremod, A.Sax. wermdd,

which is the Bame word

as D. wermoet, O L Q.wer-

muode, weremede, O.H.G.

werimuota, wermuota,

wormota, Mod. G. tcer-

muth. "The compound

wermdd unquestionably

means ware -mood or

mind - preserver, and

points back to some pri

mitive belief as to the

curative properties of the

plant in mental affec

tions.' 5Araf. (See WART,

Mood.) The alteration of the word to worm

wood was no doubt facilitated by the fact

that the plant was used as a remedy for

Wormwood (Artemi-

$ia Absinthium).

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Ft. ton; ng. *ing; th, *Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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worms in the intestines.] 1. The common

name of several plants of the genus Arte

misia. Common wormwood (A. A bsinthiwn),

a well-known plant, is celebrated for its

intensely bitter, tonic, and stimulating

qualities, which have caused it to be an in

gredient in various medicinal preparations,

and even in the preparation of liqueurs. It

is also useful in destroying worms in chil

dren.—2. An emblem of bitterness.

Weed this wormwood from your fruitful brain.

Shak.

His presence and his communications were gall

and wormwood to his once partial mistress.

Sir IV. Scott.

Wormy (werm'i), n. 1. Containing a worm;

abounding with worms. ' Their wormy beds.'

Shak.— 2. Earthy; grovelling. 'Sordid and

wormy affections.' Bp. Reynolds.—3. As

sociated with worms or the grave; gravelike;

gloomy. ' A weary wormy darkness. ' E.

B. Browning.

Worn (woni), pp. of wear; as, a garment

long worn.

Wornal, Wornll (wor'nal, wor'nil), n. See

Wormul.

Worn-out (wurn'out), a. 1. Quite consumed;

destroyed or much injured by wear; as, a

worn-out garment.—2. Wearied; exhausted

as with toll.

The worn-out clerk

Brow-beats his desk below. Tennyson.

3. t Past ; gone. ■ This pattern of the worn-

out age.' Shu!:.

Worrlecow (wu'ri-kou), n. (Worrie, to

worry,or warrie, to curse, and cow, a hobgob

lin, from IceL kuga, to frighten.] [Scotch.]

1. A hobgoblin; the devil. Sir W. Scott.—

2. Any frightful object; an ugly awkward

looking person; a fright; a bugbear; a scare

crow. Sir W. ScotL

Worrier (wu'rl-er), n. One that worries or

harasses. ' The worriers of souls.' Dr.

Spencer,

Worrlment (wu'ri-ment), n. Trouble;

anxiety; worry. Goodrich.

Worrisome (wu'ri-sum), a. Causing worry

or annoyance; troublesome.

Come In at once with that worrisome cough of yours.

R. D. Btackmore.

Worrit (wnr'itX v.t. To worry; to harass;

to annoy; to vex. [Colloq. or slang.]

I'm worrited to that degree that I'm almost off my

head. Dickens.

Worrit (wur/it). n. Worry; annoyance; vexa

tion. ' Wear me away with fret, and fright,

and worrit' Dickens. [Colloq. or slang.]

Worry (wu'ri), v.t. pret. & pp worried; ppr.

worrying. [O.E. wirie, wurie, worowe, &c,

from A. Sax. wyrgan, seen in dwyrgan, to

choke or strangle, injure, violate; D. worgen,

wurgen, to strangle; G. wiirgen, O.H.O.

wurgan, to strangle, to suffocate ; perhaps

from same root a& wring, wrong, these being

nasalized forms. The meaning may have

been partly influenced by O.E. woren, to

fatigue, allied to weary.] 1. To seize by the

throat with the teeth; to tear with the teeth.

as dogs when fighting; to injure badly or

kill by repeated biting, tearing, shaking, and

the like, as a dog worries a sheep; a terrier

worries a rat.

A hell-hound that doth hunt us all to death;

That dog that hath his teeth before his eyes

To worry lambs, and lap their gentle blood.

Shah.

% To tease; to trouble; to harass with im

portunity or with care and anxiety; to

plague; to bother; to vex; to persecute.

Let them rail

And then worry one another at their pleasure.

Rowe-

Worry him out till he gives his consent. Swift.

It's your lean, hungry men who are continually

worrying society, ana setting the whole community

by the ears. W. Irvtttg.

3. To fatigue; to harass with labour.

Worry (wu'ri), ci. 1. To be engaged in tear

ing and mangling with the teeth; to fight,

as dogs. — 2. To be unduly careful and

anxious; to be in solicitude, disquietude, or

pain; to be troubled; to fret; as, the child

worries. —3. To be suffocated by something

stopping the windpipe; to choke. [Scotch.]

Ye have fasted tang and worried on a midge.

__ , , Ramsay.

Worry (wu rf). n. 1. The act of worrying or

mangling with the teeth; the act of "killing

by biting.

They will open on the scent . . . and Join In the

worry as eagerly as the youngest hound.

Lawrence.

2. Perplexity; trouble: harassing turmoil;

as, the worry of business; the ivorry of poli

tics. * The cares and worries of life. ' Lever.

[Colloq.)

Worrying (wn'ri-lng). p. and a. Teasing;

troubling; harassing; fatiguing; as, a worry

ing day.

Worrylngly (wu'ri-ing-li), adv. In a worry

ing manner; teasingly; harassingly.

Worse (wers), o. [O.E. werse, worse, adj.,

wers, wore, adv.; A. Sax. wyrsa, adj., xcyrs,

adv.; O. Sax. wirso, O. Fns. wirra, werra

(with assimilation of the s); Icel. verr, verri,

Dan. vcerre, Goth, vairs, &dv.,vairsiza, adj.

The root is supposed to be the same as that

of war. (See WAR. ) Worse and its superla

tive worst are used as the comparative and

superlative of the adjectives ill and bad,

which have themselves no comparatives and

superlatives; radically of course they have

no connection with ill or bad.) 1. Bad or ill

in a greater degree; more bad or evil; more

depraved and corrupt; having good qualities

in a less degree; less perfect; less good; of

less value; inferior: applied to moral, phy

sical, or acquired qualities.

Evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse.

2 Tim. liL 13.

What were the lips the worse for one poor kiss?

Shak.

They that do change old love for new

Pray gods they change for worse. Ptele.

Though his tongue

Dropp'd manna, and could make the worse appear

The better reason. Aft/ton.

2. More unwell; more sick ; in poorer health.

She . . . was nothing bettered, but rather grew

worse. Mark v. 36.

3. In a less favourable situation ; more ill

off.

Why. they were no worse

Than now they are. Shak,

What gave rise to no little surprise,

Nobody seemed one peony the worse.

R. //. Barham.

Used substantively, often with the: (a)

not the advantage; loss; defeat; disadvan

tage.

And Judah was put to the worse before Israel; and

they fled every man to their tents, a Kings xiv. 12.

(0) Something less good or desirable.

Thus bad begins and worst remains behind.

Shak.

Never so rich a gem

Was set in worse than gold. Shak.

A man . . . always thinks the worse of a woman

who forgives him for making an attempt on her virtue.

Richardson.

Worse (wers), adv. 1. In a manner more evil

or bad.

We will deal worse with thee than with them.

Cen. xix. 9.

He is deformed, crooked, old. and sere.

Ill-faced, worse bodied, shapeless everywhere.

Shak.

2. In a smaller or lower degree; less.

Thou shalt serve me : if I like thee no worse after

dinner. Shak.

3. In ft greater manner or degree : with a

notion of evil

That honourable grief lodged here which burns

Worse than tears drown. Shak.

Worse t (wers), v.t. To worst; to put to dis

advantage; to discomfit

Weapons more violent, when next we meet.

May serve to better us and worse our foes.

Milton.

Worsen (wers'n), v.t. 1. To worse; to make

worse.

It worsens and slugs the most learned. Milton.

2. To obtain advantage of. Soutkey. [Rare.]

Worsen (wers'n), v.i. To grow worse; to

deteriorate. [Rare.]

There grew up a speculation, which was hardly a

belief, but which put aside a mass of fables and in

many points approximated to the truth, concerning

the nature of God. But as a living creed it worsened;

and as an instrument for the government of conduct

it more and more lost its power. Gladstone.

Worsening (wSrs'n-ing), n. The act or state

of growing worse.

The ten or twelve years since the parting had been

time enough for much worsening. George Eliot.

Worser (wers'er), a. and adv. An old and

redundant comparative of worse, probably

as a sort of antithesis to, and on type of

better; as. 'he knew the better, chose the

teor*«r part.' It has, moreover, the analogy

of lesser to sanction Its use. It is not now

much used in literature except in poetry or

in rhetorical or affectedly quaint writing.

It still holds a place in the vulgar speech.

I cannot hate thee worser than I do. Sh.ik.

Thou'rt worser than a hog. y. Baillie.

Civil war . . . waged by foreign co-operation, is a

worser form of civil war. Brougham.

The experience of man's worser nature, which in

tercourse with ill-chosen associates, 67c Ha.tl.im.

Worship (wer'ship), n. [Worth, and term.

-ship; A. Sax. weorthscipe, honour; enmp.

L. dignitas. See Worth, and extract from

Trench under v.t. 2.] 1. The state or quality

of being worthy; excellence of character;

dignity; worth; worthiness.

Elrin born of noble state

And muckle worship in his native land. Spenser.

Till I have set a glory to this hand

By giving it the worship of revenge. Shmk.

It will be to your worship, as my knight.

Table Round.

Ttnnys*

And mine, as head of all our Ta

2. A title of honour used in addresses to

certain magistrates and others of rank or

station: sometimes used ironically.

He desired their worships f the common herd *) to

think it was his infirmity. Shak.

My father desires your worship's company. Skak.

Against your worship when had Sherlock writ?

Or Page pour'd forth the torrent of his wit. Pope.

3. The act of performing devotional acta In

honour of ; especially, the act of paying

divine honours to the Supreme Being; or

the reverence and homage paid to him in

religious exercises, consisting in adoration,

confession, prayer, thanksgiving, and the

like.

The worship of God is an eminent part of religion

Tiilatsan.

4. Reverence ; honour; respect; civil defer

ence.

Then shalt thou have worship in the presence of

them that sit at meat with thee. Luke xiv. io.

Kings are like stars—they rise and set—they have

The worship of the world, but no repose. Shelley.

5. Obsequious or submissive respect; un

bounded admiration ; loving or admiring

devotion.

'Tis not your inky brows, your hlack sifk hafr.

Your bugle eyebrows, nor your cheek of cream.

That can entame my spirits to your warship.

Loyalty, disclplineship, all that was ever meant by

hero--aw ship, lives perennially in the human bosom.

Cartyle.

Worship (wer'ship), v.t. pret & pp. wor

shipped; ppr. worshipping. 1. To adore; to

pay divine honours to ; to reverence with

supreme respect and veneration; to perform

religious service to.

Thou shalt worship no other Cod. Ex. xxxiv. 14.

Adore and worship God supreme. Mi/ton.

They have left unstained what there they found.

Freedom to worship God. Hemans.

2. To pay honours to; to honour; to dignify;

to treat with reverence or respect. 'Not

worshipp'd with a waxen epitaph.' Shak.

These have sworn

To fight my wars, and worship me their king.

Tennyson.

A phrase in one of our occasional Services has

sometimes offended those who are unacquainted with

the early uses of English words. ... I refer to the

words in our Marriage Service ' with my body I thee

worship' But 'worship' or 'worthshtp meant

'honour' in our early English, and 'to -worship'

honour, this meaning of worship'HiW very harmle<

surviving in the title of ' your worship,' addi

to the magistrate on the bench. So little was it re

stricted of old to the honour which man is bound to

pay to God, that it was employed by Wiclif to ex-

Jiress the honour which God will render to his faith -

ul servants and friends. Thus, our Lord's declar

ation, 'If any man serve me, hiui will my Father

honour,' in Wiclifs translation reads thus, ' If any

man serve me, my Father shall worship him.'

Trench.

8. To love or admire inordinately; to devote

one's self to ; to act towards or treat aa if

divine; to Idolize; as, to worship wealth or

power.

With bended knees I daily worship her. Carew

Crown thyself, worm, and worship thine own lusts.

Tennyson .

Stn. To adore, revere, reverence, venerate,

honour, idolize.

Worship (wer'ship), v.i. To perform acts

of adoration; to perform religious service.

Our fathers worshipped in this mountain.

John iv. so.

Worshipability(wer'8hip-nbil"i-ti). n. The

state of beiug worthy of being worshipped;

the capability of being worshipped. Cote-

ridge. [Rare. ]

Worshipable (wer'ahip-a-bl), a. Capable of

or worthy of being worshipped. Coleridge.

Worshiper. See Wokshipi-kr.

Worshipful (wer'ship-fulX a. 1. Claiming

respect; worthy of honour from its charac

ter or dignity; honourable.

This is worshipful society. Skak.

2. A term of respect specially applied to

magistrates and corporate bodies; some

times a term of ironical respect.

Worshlpfully (wcr'ship-ful-li). adv. In a

worshipful manner: respectfully; honour

ably. ' See that she be buried worshipfullp.'

Tennyson.

Worsnlpfulness (wer'ship-fitl-ncB), n. The

state or quality of being worshipful

Worshipper (weVship-£r). n. One whowor-

aliips; one who pays divine honours to any

tile^s-l y

Fate, fltr, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not. mttve; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abtme; y. Sc fey.
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being; one who adores. 'Outlast thy Deity?

Deity? nay, thy worshippers.' Tennyson.

Spelled also Worshiper.

Worst (werst), a. [Super! of worse (which

see). ] Bad in the highest degree, whether

in a moral or physical sense ; as, the worst

tinner : the worst disease ; the worst evil

that can befall a state or an individual.

Speak to me as to thy thinkings.

As thou dost ruminate; and give thy worst ofthough)

The worst of words. S/utA.

Corrupted freemen are the worst of slaves.

Garriek.

Worst (werst), n. That which is most evil

or bad ; the most evil, severe, aggravated,

or calamitous state or condition; usually

with the.

He is always sure of finding diversion when the
■worst comes to the worst. Addison.

—At the worst, in the moat evil state or at

the greatest disadvantage. ' Thou hast me

at the worst.' Shak.

Things at the worst will cease, or else climb upward

To what they were before. Shak.

—To put to the worst, to inflict defeat on ;

to overthrow.

Who ever knew Truth put to the "worst in free and

open encounter 1 Milton.

Worst (werst), adv. Most or least, accord

ing to the sense of the verb. ' When thou

didst hate him worst.' Shak. 'The gods

lo like this worst.' Shak.

Worst (werst), v.t. To get the advantage

over in contest; to defeat; to overthrow.

The victorious Philistines were worsted by the

captivated ark, which foraged their country more

than a conquering anny. South.

Worst (weret), v. i. To grow worse ; to de

teriorate; to worsen. [Rare.]

Anne haggard, Mary coarse, every face in the

neighbourhood worsting, . . . had long been a dis

tress to him. Miss Austen.

Worsted (wnyted), n, [From Worsted, in

Norfolk, where it was first manufactured.]

A variety of woollen yarn or thread, spun

from long -staple wool which has been

combed, and which in the spinning is twis

ted harder than ordinary. It is knit or

woven into stockings, carpets. etc.

But he was like a maister or a pope.

Of double worstede was his semi-cope. Chaucer.

Worsted (wus'ted),a. Consisting of worsted;

made of worsted yarn ; as, worsted stock

ings; worsted work.

Wort (wert), n. [A. Sax wyrt, a wort, a

plant; G. tour;, Goth, vaurts, Icel. and Dan.

urt This word is contained in orchard.

It Is the last element in a number of com

pound words, names of plants.] 1. A

plant; an herb: now used chiefly or wholly

in compounds, as in mugwort, liverwort,

spleenuwrt—2. A plant of the cabbage kind.

' Planting of wort* and onions.' Beau. & Fl.

Wort (wert), ?i. [A. Sax. wirt, weort, wort,

roust; Icel. virtr, wort, new beer; O.D. wort,

uew beer; O. wurze, bier-wiirze, wort: what

relationship (if any) it has to the preceding

word is not very clear.) New beer unfer-

tnented or in the act of fermentation; the

sweet infusion of malt or grain.

Worth (werth), v.i. [A. Sax. weorthan, to

be or to become; pret. wearth, pi. wurdon;

Icel. vertha, Dan. vorde. D. warden, G. wer-

den, Goth, vairthan; same root as in L.

retto, to turn, whence E. verse (which see).]

To be; to become; to betide.

My joye is turned into strife.

That sober shall I never worthe. Cower.

This verb is now used only in the phrases

woe worth the day, woe worth the man,' Ac,

in which the verb is in the imperative mood,

and the noun in the dative, the phrase be

ing equivalent to woe be to the day, &c.

Worth (werth), n. [A. Sax. weorth, wurth,

price, value, honour, dignity, or as an adj.

honourable ; so in the other Teutonic lan

guages the forms of the noun and adjective

are either the same or but little different;

perhapsfromrootof A. Sax. weorthan, Goth.

vairthan, to be, to become.] 1. That quality

of a thing which renders it valuable; value;

hence, value as expressed in a standard, as

money; price; rate; as, the worth of a day's

labour may be estimated in money or in

goods; the worth of labour is settled between

the hirer and the hired; the worth of com

modities is usually the price they will bring

in market; but price is not always worth.

'A crown's worth of good interpretation.'

Shak—2. That which one is worth; posses

sions; substance; wealth; riches.

He that helps him take all my outward worth.

Sha*.

3. Value in respect of mental or moral qua

lities; desert; merit; excellence; virtue; as,

a man or magistrate of great worth, or of

no great worth.

And in a word, for far behind his werth

Comes all the praises that I now bestow,

He is complete in feature and in mind,

With all good grace to grace a gentleman. Shak.

4. Importance; valuable qualities; worthi

ness; excellence: applied to things; as, these

things have since lost their worth.

Thy youth's proud livery, so gazed on now.

Will be a tattcr'd weed, of small worth held. Shot.

Syn. Value, excellence, desert, merit, price,

rate.

Worth (werth), a, L Equal in value to;

equal in price to.

A score of good ewes may be worth ten pounds.

Sha*.

If your arguments produce no conviction, they are

worth nothing to me. Beattic

Where, where was Roderick theot

One blast upon his bugle horn

Were worth a thousand men. Sir Ir". Scott.

I strove with none, for none was worth my strife.

Landor.

2. Deserving: in a good or bad sense; as,

the castle is worth defending. 'Me, wretch

more worth your vengeance/ Shak.

To reign is worth ambition, though in hell. Mitton.

This is life indeed, life worth preserving. Addison.

' 3. Valuable; precious; estimable. * To guard

a thing not ours nor worth to us.' Shak.—

4. Equal in possessions to; having estate to

the value of; possessing; as, a man worth

£10,000.

To ennoble those

That, scarce, some two days since, were worth a

noble. Shah.

—Worth while. See under While.

Worthfult (werth'ful), a. Full of worth;

worthy. Marston.

Worthily (wer'THi-li), adv. In a worthy

manner; as, (a) suitably; excellently.

Thou and thy meaner fellows your last service

Did worthily perform. Shah.

(6) Deservedly; Justly; according to merit :

used both in a good and in a bad sense.

Had the g'ods done so, I had not now

Worthily term d them merciless to us. Shak.

You worthily succeed not only to the honours of

your ancestors, but also to their virtues. Dryden.

1 affirm that some may very worthily deserve to be

bated. South.

Worthiness (werTHi-nes), n. L The state

or quality of being worthy or well-deserved;

desert; merit.

The prayers which our Saviour made were for his

own worthiness accepted. Hooker.

2. Excellence; dignity; virtue. 'His great

worthiness.' Shak.

Who is sure he hath a soul unless

It see and judge and follow worthiness f Donne,

Syn. Desert, merit, excellence, dignity, vir

tue, meritoriousness.

Worthless (werth 'lea), a. 1. Having no

value; as, a worthless garment; a worthless

ship. ' A worthlessboaX.' Shak. 'My worth

less gifts.' Shak.

'Tis but a worth/ess world to win or lose. Byron.

2. Having no value of character or no virtue;

having no dignity or excellence; mean; con

temptible; as, a worthless man or woman; a

worthless magistrate. ' The daughter of a

worthless king.' Shak. 'Some worthless

slave.' Shak.—3. Futile; vain; idle.

Poor Clifford I how I scorn his worthless threats. Shak.

4. Unworthy; not deserving. 'A peevish

schoolboy, worthless of such honour. Shak.

Worthlessly (werth'les-li), adv. In a worth

less manner.

Worthlessness ( werth ' les - nes ), n. The

quality of being worthless: (a) want of

value; want of useful qualities; as, the

worthlessness of an old garment or of barren

land, (b) Want of excellence or dignity; as,

the worthlessness of a person.

Worthy (wer'THi), a. [See Worth]

1. Having worth ; excellent ; deserving

praise; valuable; noble; estimable; vir

tuous : applied to persons and things. ' I

have done thee worthy Bervice.' Shak.

' Endued with worthy qualities,' Shak.

Happier thou may'st be,werthiercanst not be. Mi/ton.

This worthy mind should worthy things embrace.

Sir 7. Davies.

Cursed be the verse, how well soe'er it flow.

That tends to make one worthy man my foe. Pope.

What is writ is writ ;

Would it were worthier. Byron.

2. Deserving; such as merits ; having equi

valent qualities or value: in a good as well as

in a bad sense: often followed by of before

the thing deserved or compared, sometimes

by that, sometimes by an infinitive, and

Bometimes by an accusative. ' Worthy of

thy sweet respect.' Shak. ' Worthy to be

whipped.' Shak. ' Worthy the owner and

the owner it' Shak. ' Not worthy of the

least of all the mercies.' Gen. xxxii. 10.

And you must love him ere to you

He will seem worthy o/yonx love. Wordsworth.

8. Well deserved : in a good as well as in

a bad sense. 'Worthy vengeance.' Shak.

' Worthy praise.' Shak—4. Well founded;

justifiable ; legitimate. ' Worthy cause I

nave to fear. Shak. ' Whose right is

worthiest V Shak. —6. Fit; suitable; con

venient; proper; fitting; having qualities

suited to: either in a good or bad sense.

' Worthy for an empress' love." Shak.

'The lodging is well worthy of the guest'

Dryden, ' Foemen worthy of their steel.*

Sir W. Scott. — Worthiest of blood, in law,

a phrase applied to males, as opposed to

females, in the succession to inheritances.

See also Tanistry.

Worthy (wer'THi), n. 1. A person of eminent

worth; one distinguished for useful and es

timable qualities; as, the worthies of the

church; political worthies; military wor

thies. —2. A term applied humorously or

colloquially to a local celebrity; a character;

an eccentric ; as, a village worth}/.—3. Any

thing of worth or excellence. [Rare. ]

In her fair cheek.

Where several worthies make one dignity. Shak.

—The nine worthies. See under NINE.

Worthy t (wer'THi), v.t To render worthy;

to exalt.

Put upon him such a deal of man,

That northied him. Shak.

Wost.t Knowest; wottest. Chaucer.

Wott (wot), v.t. and i. See Wit. v.t. and i.

Would (wud), pret of will. See Will.

Would-be (wud 'be), a. Wishing to be;

vainly pretending to be ; as, a would-be

philosopher. ' The would-be wits, and can't-

be gentlemen.' Byron. [Colloq.]

Would-be (wud'bej, n. A vain pretender;

one who affects to be something which he

really is not

A man that would have foil'd at their own play

A dozen would-bes of the modern day. Cowper.

Wouldingt (wud'Ing), n. Emotion of de

sire; propension; inclination; velleity.

It will be every man's interest ... to subdue

the exorbitances* of the flesh as well as to continue

the wouldings of the spirit. Hammond.

Woulfe's Apparatus (wulfs ap-pa-ra'tus).

An apparatus consisting of a series of three-

necked bottles connected by suitable tubes,

used for washing gases or saturating liquids

therewith. Watts' Diet, of Chein.

Wound (wbnd ; wound, formerly universal,

is now old-fashioned), n. [A. Sax. wund, a

wound, a sore, a wounding; also, as an adjec

tive, wounded, from winnan, to fight; D.

wonde, Icel. und, Dan. vunde, G. irunde,

a wound ; also G. wund, Goth, vunds,

wounded. See Win.] 1. A breach or rup

ture of the skin and flesh of an animal

caused by violence; or, in surgical phrase,

a solution of continuity in any of the Boft

parts of the body occasioned by external

violence, and attended with a greater or less

amount of bleeding. Wounds have been

classified as follows: (a) Cut*, incisions, or

incuted wounds which are produced by sharp-

edged instruments. (6) Stabs or punctured

wounds made by the thrusts of pointed

weapons, (c) Contused wounds, produced by

the violent application of hard, blunt, ob

tuse bodies to the soft parts, (d) Lacer

ated wounds, in which there is tearing or

laceration, as by some rough instrument

(e) All those common injuries called gunshot

wounds, (f) Poisoned wounds, those compli

cated with the introduction of some poison

or venom into the part

He jests at scars that never felt a wound. Shak.

The captain will assay an old conclusion.

Often approved, that at the murderer's sight

The blood revives again and boils afresh,

And every wound has a condemning voice

To cry out guilty 'gainst the murderer. Chapman.

The wounds of a murdered person were supposed

to bleed afresh at the approach or touch of the mur

derer. Mares.

2. A breach or hurt of the bark and wood of

a tree, or of the bark and substance of other

plants.—3. Injury; hurt; pain; as, a wound

given to credit or reputation : often specifi

cally applied in literature to the pangs of

love.

Alas, poor shepherd I searching- of thy wound

I have by hard adventure found mine own. Shak.

ch, cnain; ch, Sc. loch; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, siny; Til. tAen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, u-Aig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Wound (woud, formerly wound), v.t. 1. To

hurt by violence; to cut, slash, or lacerate;

to injure; to damage; as, to wound the head

or the arm; to wound a tree.

He was .,-.■.'. dt ..-' for our transgressions. Is. liii. 5.

2. To hurt the feelings of; to pain.

When ye sin against the brethren, and -wound their

weak consciences, ye sin against Christ. 1 Cor. viii. ia.

Wound (wbnd, formerly wound), v.i. To in

flict hurt or injury, in either a physical or

moral sense. ' Willing to icomui and yet

afraid to strike.' Pope,

From the hoop's bewitching' round

Her very shoe has power to wound. Moore.

Wound (wound), pret. and pp. of wind.

Woundable ffwond'a-bl), a. Capable of

being wounded ; liable to Injury. ' So

woundable is the dragou under the left

wing.' Fuller.

Wounder (wond'er), n. One who or that

which wounds.

Woundily (woun'di-li), adv. To a woundy

degree ; excessively. [ Old colloq., or hu

morous.]

Richard Penlake repeated the row,

For woundily sick was he. Southey.

Wounding (wond'ing), n. Hurt; injury.

Gen. iv. 23.

Woundless (wond les), a. 1. Free from

hurt or injury.—2. Invulnerable; incapable

of being wounded. ' Hit the woundless

air.' Shak. —3. Unwounding; harmless.

Not a dart fell woundless there. Southey

Woundwort (wond'wert), n. [Wound,

and wort, a plant] The common name of

several British plants of the genus Stachys

(see Stachys). especially S. arvensu, as

*\%o ot Anthyllis Vulntraria

Woundy. a. 1. (wbu'di) Causing or inflict

ing wounds. [Rare.]

A boy that shoots

From ladies' eyes Such mortal woundy darts. Hoed.

2. (woun'di) Excessive : sometimes used ad

verbially. 'A woundy hinderance to a poor

man that lives by his labour.' Sir Ji.

L'Estrange. [An old colloquialism.]

Travelled ladies are woundy nice. "J Baillie.

Wourali (wb'ra-li), n. See Ccrabi,

WOURAU-PLAST.

Wourali-plant(wo'ra-li-plant),n. A woody

twining plant belonging to the genus Strych-

nos(S. toxifera), covered with long, reddish

Wourali-plant iStrychnos taxi/era).

hairsJiavingovate leaves.rongh and pointed,

and large, round fruit From this plant is

procured the substance which is probably

the only essential ingredient of the wourali

poison. See Cl'RARJ.

Wove (w*6v). pret and sometimes pp. of

weave. — Wove or woven paper, writing

paper made by hand in a wire -gauze

mould, in which the wires cross each other

as in a woven fabric so that the surface of

the paper presents a uniform appearance,

being without water-mark and apparently

without lines. The name is also given to

machine-made paper presenting the same

appearance.

Woven (wo'vn), pp of weave.

This charm

Of wox-rn paces and of waving hands. Tennyson.

Wowe,t vt. To woo. Chaucer.

Wowf (wouf), a. [Probably from an adj.

w6f, doting, which would be the origin of

A. Sax. ici'jian, to dote, to rave; com p. IceL

cdjtur, a stammering, a being confused. ]

Wild; unreclaimed; disordered in intellect

(Scotch. ]

He will be as wva/as erer h is father was. Sir H'. Scott

WOW-WOW (wou'wou), n. The native name

for an ape of the gibbon genus (Hylobates

leucticw) found in Malacca and the Sunda

Isles.

Woxe.t Woxent (woks, wok'sn). For

Waxed. Spenser.

Wrack (rak), n. [A form of wreck. In the

sense of .sea-weed it means lit. what is cast

up or thrown out by the waves. Comp.

Dan. vrag. wreck, vrage, to reject. Sw. vrak,

wreck, refuse, vraka, to throw away, to re

ject See Wreck.] 1. A popular name for

sea-weeds generally, but more especially

when thrown ashore by the waves. The

name is sometimes restricted to the species

of Fucus, which form the bulk of the wrack

collected for manure.and sometimesformak

ing kelp. Those found most plentifully on

the British shores are the F. vesiculoaus and

the F. nodosum. See Grasswrack.— 2. De

struction of a ship by winds or rocks or by the

force of the waves; wreck. Shak.—3. Ruin;

destruction. Shak. [This is the ordinary

spelling in the old editions of Shakspere,

both of the noun and of the verb.]

Wrack t (rak), v.t. 1 To destroy in the

water; to wreck. Milton,—2. To torture;

to rack. Cowley.

Wrack ( rak \ n. A thin, flying cloud ; a

rack. See RACK.

Wrackfult (rak'ful), a. Ruinous; destruc

tive. Shak.

Wrack -grass (rak'gras), n Same as

Grasswrack.

Wrale.t Wray.t v.t [See Bewray. ] To

betray; to discover. Chaucer.

Wraln-bolt (ran'bdlt). See Wring-bolt.

Wrain- staff (rau'staf), ft. See Wriso-

staff.

Wraith ( rath ), n. [ Also found In form

wrack, and probably a Celtic word. Comp.

Gael, arrach, a spectre, an apparition, lr.

arrach, arracht, a likeness, spectre, appari

tion.] An apparition in the exact likeness

of a person, supposed by the vulgar to be

seen before or soon after the person's death.

Then glided out of the joyous wood

The gnastly wraith of one that 1 know Tennyson.

Wrangirangor wrang),n. a. And adv. Wrong.

[Scotch.]

Wrangle (rang'gl), v.i. pret <fc pp. wrangled;

ppr. wrangling [A freq. from wring, A.

Sax wringan, pret. wrong, to press. Comp.

L.G. wrangen, to wrestle, Dan. vringle, to

twist] 1. To dispute angrily; to quarrel

peevishly and noisily; to brawl; to alter

cate.

For a score of kingdoms you should wrangle Shah

And still they strove and wrangled. Tennyson.

2. To eugage in discussion and disputation;

to argue; to debate; hence, formerly in some

universities, to dispute publicly ; to defend

or oppose a thesis by argument. ' Sweat and

wrangle at the bar.' /.' Jonson.

He did not know what it was to wrangle on indif-

ferent points. Addison.

Wrangle (rang'glY r. f. To involve in conten

tion, quarrel, or dispute. [Rare.]

Wrangle (rang'gl), n. An angry dispute; a

noisy quarrel.— Sys. Dispute, brawl, bicker

ing, jangle, contest, altercation, contro

versy.

Wrangler (rang'gler). n. 1. One who wran

gles or disputes ; a debater ; especially, an

angry or noisy disputant.

I burn to set th* imprison'd wranglers free.

And give them voice and utterance once again.

Lowfer

Be free tn every answer, rather like well-bred gen

tlemen in polite conversation, than tike noisy and

contentious wranglers ll'asXs.

2. t An opponent; an adversary.

■ Tell him he hath made a match with such a wrangler

That all the courts of France will be disturbed

With chaces. Shah.

S. In Cambridge University, the name given

to those who have attained the first class in

the first or elementary portion of the public

examination for honours in pure and mixed

mathematics, commonly called the mathe

matical (npor.those whocompose the second

rank of honours being designated senior

optima, aud those of the third order junior

optimes. The student taking absolutely the

first place in the mathematical tripos used

to be called the senior wra ngler. those fol

lowing next in the same division being re

spectively termed second, third, fourth, dtc. .

wranglers. But in the final examination

now. to which only wranglers are admitted,

the name* are arranged in divisions alpha

betically. The name is derived from the

public disputatious in which candidates for

degrees were in former times required to

exhibit their powers.

Wranglership (rang'gler-ship),n. In Cam

bridge University, the honour conferred on

those whose names are inscribed in the list

of wranglers.

Wranglesome (rang'gl-sum). a. Conten

tious; quarrelsome. [Provincial English.]

Wrangling (rang'gling). n. Th...* act of dis

puting angrily; altercation.

Amongst unthinking men, who examine not scrupu

lously ideas, but confound them with words, there

must be endless dispute and wrangling. Loch*.

Wrap (rap), vt. pret * pp. wrapped; ppr.

wrapping. [O.E. wrappe, also wlappe, the

former being no doubt the older and formed

by metathesis from trarp, in old sense of to

throw or cast, hence to throw clothes or

the like round, over, or together.] 1. To

wind or fold together; to arrange so as to

cover something: generally with about,

round, or the like. Jn. xx. 7.

This said, he took his mantle's foremost part.

He gan the same together fold and wrap.

Fair/ax.

Like one that wraps the drapery of his couch

About him. and lies down to pleasant dreams.

Bryant

2. To envelop; to muffle; to cover by wind

ing something round: often with up; as, to

I wrap up a child In its blanket; wrap the

body well with flannel in winter.

I, wrapt in mist

Of midnight vapour, glide obscure. Afiltwm,

3. To conceal by involving or enveloping;

to hide in a mass of different character:

to cover up or involve generally. 'The evil

which is here wrapped up.' Shak. *Wise

poets that wrap truth in tales.' Carev.

Things reflected on in gross and transiently, are

thought to be wrapped in unpenetrable obscurity.

Lactr.

—To be wrapped up in, (a) to be bound up

with or in; to be comprised or involved in;

to be entirely associated with or dependent

on.

Lcontine's young wife, in whom all his happiness

was wrapped up, died. Addison.

(J>) To be engrossed in or with; to be entirely

devoted to ; as, she is wrapped up in her

son; he is wrapped up in his studies, (c) To

be comprised or involved in, as an effect or

consequence; as. the prosperity of the king

dom is wrapped up in that of its agricul

ture.

Wrap (rap), «. An article of dress intended

to be wrapped round a person, as on a jour

ney; a wrapper. In the plural, applied col

lectively to all coverings, in addition to the

usual clothing, used as a defence against

the weather, as cloaks, shawls, scarfs, rail

way-rugs, and the like.

Wrap (rap), v.t. [A misspelling for rap ]

To snatch up ; to transport ; to pnt in an

ecstasy.

II 'rapped in amarc the matrons wildly stare.

Drydrn.

Wrappage (rap'aR n. 1. The act of wrap

ping.—2. That which wraps; envelope; cov

ering. " What thousand-fold icrajrpagts and

cloaks of darkness.' Carlyle.

Wrapper (rap'er), «. 1 One who wraps—

2. That in which anything is wrapped or in

closed; an outer covering.—3. A loose upper

garment: applied sometimes to a lady's

dressing-gown or the like, and sometimes

to a loose overcoat.

Nitella . . was always in a wrapper, night-cap.

and slippers, when she was not decorated for anine-

diate show. 7V**j •■

A god-created man. all bnt abnegating the char

acter of man : forced to esisr automatised, mummy-

wise {scarcely in rare moments audible or visible

from amid bis wrappers and cerements) as Gentle

man or Gigraan. CariySe.

Wrapping (raping), a. Used or designed

for wrapping or covering; as, wrapping

paper.

Wrapping (rap'ing), n. That in which any

thing is wrapped; a wrapper.

Wrap-rascal (rap'ras-kal), n. A colloquial

term for a coarse upper coat

His dress was also that of a horse-dealer—a ck»e-

buttoned jockey-coat, or wrap~rascal. as it was then

termed, with huge metal buttons, ic. Str If. Soar.

The cosy wrap-rascaJ. self-indulgence, how easy

it is! Th+cheray

Wrasse (raa). n. [W. y irracA, the wrasse '

The English name of various apecies of fish

inhabiting the rocky parts of the coast, and

belonging to the family Labrids? ( genus

Labrus. Linn.). They are prickly-spined,

hard-boned fishes, with oblong scaly bodies

and a single dorsal fin ; their lips are large,

double, and fleshy, hence the generic name

Labrus (L. labrum, a tip); and their teeth

Fate, far, fat. fall; me. met. her; pine, pin: ndte. not move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u. Sc abune; J. Sc IVy.
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strong, conical, and sharp. Many of the spe

cies present vivid colours, particularly in

fipring, just before the spawning season.

Ballan Wrasse {Labrus tittca).

Several species are natives of the British seas,

as the ballan wrasse, or old wife (L.tinca or

maculatus), which attains a length of about

18 inches; the green -streaked wrasse (L.

lineatwi); the cook wrasse, or blue striped

wrasse (L. variegatus), &c.

Wrath (rath or rath), n. [ A. Sax. wrceththo,

wrath, from wrath, wrathful, wroth; Icel.

reithi, wrath, anger, from reithr, wrathful,

angry, from ritha, for vritha, to writhe or

twist, hence, lit. a-wry{ Vigfusson); Sw. and

Dan. vrede, wrath. The word Is therefore

akin to writhe and wreath.) 1. Violent an

ger; vehement exasperation; indignation;

as, the wrath of Achilles.

In wrath remember mercy. Hab. iii. a.

By penitence the Eternal's wrath's appeased.

Shak.

2 Rage; extreme passion; impetuosity: of

things. 'The wrath of noble Hotspur's

sword.' SItak. 'They are in the very wrath

of love.' Shak.—3. The effects of anger; the

juBt punishment of an offence or crime.

Rom. xiii. 4.—A tiger. Wrath. See under An

ger. —Syn. Fury, rage, ire, vengeance, in

dignation, resentment, passion.

Wratht (rath), a. Wroth; angry; wrathful.

Oberon is passing fell and -wrath. Shak.

Wrath, t Wrathent (rath, rath'en), v.t. To

cause wrath or anger in ; to make angry.

Chaucer.

Wrathful (rath'ful or rath'ful), a. 1. Full of

wrath; very angry; greatly incensed. 'God's

wraUiful agent.' Shak.—2. Springing from

wrath or expressing it; raging; furious; im

petuous; as, wrathful i>B.&»iona; & wrathful

countenance.

How now, lords ! your •wrathful weapons drawn

Here in our presence! Shak.

Syn. Furious, raging, incensed, indignant,

blazing, passionate.

WrathfuUy (rath'fuUl or rath'ful-li), adv.

In a wrathful mauner; with anger; angrily.

Kill him boldly, but not -wrath'ully. Shak.

Wrathfulness (rath'ful-nes or rath'ful-nes),

n. The quality or state of being wrathful;

vehement anger.

WrathUy (rath'i-li or rath'i-li), adv. With

great auger. [Colloq.]

Wrathless (rath'les or rathles), a. Free

from anger. Waller.

Wrathy (rath'i or rath'i), a. Very angry.

(Colloq.]

Wrawe, t Wraw, t a. [Terhaps from A. Sax.

wrdth, wroth.] Angry; peevish. Chaucer.

Wrawlt (ral), v.i. [Same word as Dan.

vraale, to bawl, to roar, vrdle, to cry, to

weep, to moan] To cry as a cat; to waul;

to whine ; to moan. ' Cats, that wrawling

still did cry.' Spenser,

Wrawness,t n. Peevishness; frowardnesa.

Chaucer.

Wray t (ra), v.t [This is the -wray of be

wray (which see).] To betray; to discover.

Chaucer. 'The work wrayes the man.'

Mir. for Mags.

Wreak (rek;, v.t. [A. Sax. wrecan, to pun

ish, to revenge, also to banish, to drive

away, this being the original meaning; D.

wreken, to avenge, to revenge; Icel. reka, to

drive, to compel, to repel; G. rdchen, to

revenge; Goth, crikan, to persecute; same

root as L. urgeo, E. to urge, seen probably

also in E. work. Wretch, wreck, are closely

akin.] 1. To execute; to inflict; to hurl or

drive; as, to wreak vengeance on an enemy.

On me let death wreak all his rage. Milton.

2. To revenge.

To send down Justice for to wreak our wrongs.

Shak.

Come -wreak his loss, whom bootless ye complain.

Fair/itx.

[This latter sense is nearly or quite obso

lete]

Wreakt (rek). n. [A. Sax. wracu, wrote, re

venge, punishment. See the verb.] Re-

Wreath.

venge; vengeance; furious passion; resent

ment.

Then if thou hast

A heart of wreak in thee, thou wilt revenge

Thine own particular wrongs. S/tak.

Wreak, t v. i. [See Reck.] To reck; to care.

Spenser.

Wreakful (rek'ful), o. Revengeful ; angry.

' Working wreakful vengeance on thy foes.'

Shak.

Wreaklesst (reVles), a. Reckless.

Wreath (reth), n. [A. Sax. wraith, from

wrtthan, to twist See Writhe.] 1. Some

thing twisted or curled.

Clouds began

To darken all the hill, and smoke to roll

In dusky wreaths. Milton.

A wreath of airy dancers hand-in-hand

Swung round the lighted Lantern of the hall.

Tennyson.

Hence— 2. A garland; achaplet; an orna

mental twisted bandage to be worn on the

head. ' Wreatfts of victory.' Shak.

Round the sufferer's temples bind

Wraths that endure affliction's heaviest shower.

And do not shrink from sorrow's keenest wind.

H'ordstvorth.

3. In her. the roll or chaplet above the hel

met and on which the

crest is usually borne,

as shown in the upper

figure. It is supposed

to be composed of two

bands of silk interwoven

or twisted together, the

one tinctured of the

principal metal, the

other of the principal

colour iu the arms. If

there is no metal, it

must be of the two prin

cipal colours. Wreaths

may also be shown in a

circular form, as in the

lower figure, which is a

circular wreath argent

and sable, with four hawks' bells attached.

Called also a Torse.

Wreath t (reTH), v.t. and i. Same as

Wreathe.

Wreathe (reTH), v.t. pret. & pp. wreathed;

rarer form of pp., wreathen. [From the

noun wreath.] 1. To form into a wreath;

to make or fashion by twining, twisting,

or winding the parts of together. 'The

garland wreathed for Eve.' Milton.—2. To

entwine; to intertwine; to wind or twine

together; to convolve. 'Two chains of

pure gold ... of wreathen work.' Ex.

xxviii. 14. 'Each wreathed in the other's

arms.' Shak. 'Pride and ingratitude indi-

visildy wreathed together.' South.—3. To

Burround with a wreath or with anything

twisted or twined; to infold; to twist,

twine, or fold round. 'Dusk faces with

white silken turbans wreathed.' Milton.

'And with thy winding ivy wreathes her

lance.' Dryden. — 4. To surround, aB a

wreath or garland does ; to twist itself

round ; to form or become a wreath about ;

to encircle.

In the flowers that wreathe the sparkling bowl

Fell adders hiss. Prior.

5.t To writhe.

Impatient of the wound

He rolls and wreathes his shining body round. Gay.

— Wreathed column, in arch, a column

twisted in the form of a screw.

Wreathe (reTH), V.t To be interwoven or

entwined. 'A bower of wreathing trees.'

Dryden.

Wreathen (reTH'n), pp. Wreathed; twisted;

intertwined or intertwining.

We have in Scripture express mention de tortis

crinibus of wreathen hair, that is, for the nonce

forced to curl Latimer.

Then he found a door,

And darkling felt the sculptured ornament

That wreathen round it made it seem his own.

Tennyson.

Wreathless (rethles), a. Destitute of a

wreath.

Wreath-shell (reth'shel), n. In conch.

MM as Screw-shell.

Wreathy (retli'i), a. 1. Covered with a

wreath or wreaths ; wreathed. ' Shake

their urreathy spear.' Dryden.— 2. Twisted;

curled; spiral. Sir T. Browne.

Wreche,t n. [Softened from A. Sax. wrote,

banishment, punishment, misery, from

irrrcau, to punish. See Wreak.] Revenge.

Chaucer.

Wreck (rek). n. [Formerly wrak, wrack,

which is (he same word as A. Sax. wrcec,

exile, punishment, but the special meaning

of shipwreck has been attached to it through

foreign influence; comp. D. wrak, a wreck,

and as adjective unsound, rotten, Dan.

vrag, O. Dan. vrak, wreck, Icel. rek for

vrek, Sw. wrak, what is drifted ashore—all

from verbs meaning to drive or drift; A.

Sax. wrecan, to drive, to drive into banish

ment, to punish, to wreak, Icel. reka, origi

nally vreka, to drive, to compel, impers. to

be drifted or tossed. Wrack, what is drifted

ashore, sea-weed cast up, is the same word,

and shows the literal meaning. (See Wrack,

Wreak.) The literal meaning of a ship

being wrecked is therefore similar to that

expressed by the phrase to cast away a ship. ]

1. The destruction of a vessel by being driven

ashore, dashed against rocks, foundered by

stress of weather, or the like; shipwreck.

Go, go, begone, to save your ship from wreck.

Which cannot perish, having thee on board. Shak.

2. The ruins of a ship stranded; a vessel

daBhed against rocks or land, and broken or

otherwise destroyed or totally crippled or

injured by violence and fracture ; any ship

or goods driven ashore or found deserted at

sea in an unmanageable condition; specifi

cally, in law, goods, Ac, which, after a

shipwreck, have been thrown ashore by the

Bea, as distinguished from flotsam, jetsam ,

aud ligan. (See these terms.) Goods cast

on shore after Bhipwreck belong to the

crown, or, in some cases, to the lord of the

manor, if not claimed within a year and a

day. Hence—3. Destruction or ruin gener

ally; dissolution, especially by violence.

'His country's wreck.' Shak. 'The wreck

of matter and the crush of worlds.' Addi

son.—4. The remains of anything destroyed,

ruined, or fatally injured; as, he is reduced

to a mere -wreck; he is but the wreck of his

former self.— lieec her of wreck, in Britain,

an officer appointed by the board of trade

under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1S54.

His duties are to render assistance in cases

of wreck or casualty, including the preser

vation of life or property, to make inquiries

into wrecks and casualties at sea, to take

charge of wrecked property and restore it

to the owuers, to Bettle salvage claims, to

protect the customs revenue and the revenue

arising from droits of admiralty.

Wreck (rek), v.t. [See the noun.] 1. To

destroy or cast away, as a vessel, by violence,

collision, or the like; to drive against the

shore or dash against rocks and break or

destroy.—2. To cause to suffer shipwreck:

said of a person; as, a wrecked sailor. ' A

pilot's thumb, icreck'd as he was coming

home." Shak.—3. To ruin or destroy gen

erally, physically or morally.

Weak and envy'd, if they should conspire.

They wreck themselves, and he hath his desire.

Daniel.

Wreck (rek), v.t To suffer wreck or ruin.

' Rocks whereon greatest men have oftenest

wreck'd.' Milton.

Wreck (rek), n. In mining, a kind of frame

or table; a rack. See Rack.

Wreckt (rek), n. [A form of wreak.] Re

venge; vengeance. Spenser.

Wreck t (rek), v.t. To wreak. Milton.

Wreckage (rek'aj), n. 1. The act of wreck

ing or state of being wrecked.

Wreckage and dissolution are the appointed issue.

Cartyte.

2. The ruins or remains of a ship or cargo

that has been wrecked; material cast up by

the sea from a wrecked vessel.

Wrecker (rek'er), n. 1. One who plunders

the wrecks of ships. —2. One who, by de

lusive lights or other signals, causes ships

to mistake their course aud be cast ashore,

that he may obtain plunder from the wreck.

3. One whose occupation is to remove the

cargo from a wrecked vessel, or to assist in

recovering it when washed out, for the

benefit of the owners and underwriters; a

vessel employed in this occupation.

Wreck-free (rek'fre), a. Exempted from the

forfeiture of shipwrecked goods and vessels,

as the Cinque-ports. This privilege was

granted to these ports by a charter of

Edward I.

Wreckfol (rek'ful), a. Causing wreck; pro

ducing or involving destruction or ruin.

4 Wreckful wind.' Spenser.

Wreck-master (rek'mas-ter), n. A person

appointed by law to take charge of goods,

<fcc, cast ashore after a shipwreck.

Wren (ren), n. [A. Sax. wrenna, wrarnna,

a wren ; Sc. wran. Icel. rindill for vrindill;

allied perhaps to A. Sax. wrarna, lascivious,

though the reason of the name is not very

obvious.] A general name given to tenui-

roatral birds of a sub-family of Insessores,

ch. attain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, tAen: tli, thin; w, wig; wh, tWiig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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closely allied to the warblers, distinguished

by their small size, slender beak, short,

rounded wings, mottled plumage, and the

habit of holding the tail erect. They are

all insectivorous. The common wren (Tro

glodyte* vulgaris) is, with the exception

of the golden crowned or golden - crested

wren, the smallest bird in Europe, aver

aging about 4 inches in length. It is a

well-known favourite little bird, of very

brisk and lively habits, with a compara

tively strong and agreeable song. Dur

ing winter it approaches near the dwell

ings of man, taking shelter in the roofs of

houses, barns, and in hay-stacks. In spring

it betakes itself to the woods, where it

builds its nest. The American house-wren

(7\ domesticus) is also a very familiar bird,

and a general favourite in America. The

name wren has also been given to certain

dentirostral birds of the warbler family,

such as the golden-crested wren (Heguius

cristatus), so called from its orange crown

or crest. This bird has its hauut in tall

trees, suspending its neat and elegant ne3t,

in which it lays nine or ten eggs, from a

branch, being the only example of a nest

thus supported in Britain. The names yel

low and wiUow wren are given to the wil

low-warbler.

The poor wren.

The most diminutive of birds, will fight.

Her young ones in her nest, against the owl. Shak.

Wrench (rensh).n. (Evidently the same word

ftgO.E. wrenche, A.SaxHTeMce.ureitc.deceit,

a trick, fraud, these meanings being no doubt

figurative; allied to G. rank, intrigue, an ar

tifice, and proviucially crookedness, and to

renken in verrenken, to sprain, to wrench;

O.D. wronck, contortion; akin to wring,

wrong, wrinkle.] l.t A deceit; a fraud; a

stratagem.

His wily wrenches thou nc niayst not Bee. Chaucer.

2. A violent twist, or a pull with twisting.

If one straine make them not confesse, let them be

stretched but one wrench higher, and they cannot

be silent. Pp. Hall.

3. A sprain ; an injury by twisting, as in a

joint. Locke. —4. An instrument consisting

essentially of a bar of metal having jaws

adapted to catch upon the head of a bolt or

Wrenches.

i. Screw-wrench. a. Tan-wrench.

3, Angle-wrench. 4, Tul-e-wrench.

5, Monkey-wrench for hexagonal and square nuts.

a nut to turn it: a screw-key. Some wrenches

have a variety of jaws to suit different sizes

and shapes of nuts and bolts, and others,

as the monkey-wrench, have au adjustable

inner jaw.—5. t Means of compulsion.

He resolved to make his profit of this business . . .

of Naples as a wrench and mean for peace. Bacon.

Wrench (rensh), v.t. 1. To pull with a twist;

to wrest, twist, or force by violence. 'Wrench

his sword from him.' Shak.

A sapling pine he -wrenched from out the ground.

Dryden.

2. To affect with extreme pain or anguish;

to rack.

Through the space

Of twelve ensuing days his frame was wrenched.

Till nature rested from her work in death.

Wordsworth.

3. To strain; to sprain; to distort.

You wrenched your foot against a stone. Swift.

4. Fig. to pervert; to wreBt.

Sir John. Sir John, I am well acquainted with your

m inner of wrenching the true cause the false way.

Shah.

Wrench-hammer (rensh'ham-mer), n. A

wrench with the end shaped so as to admit

of being used as a hammer. Goodrich.

Wrennlng - day (ren'ing-da), n. A name

given in the north of England to St. Ste

phen's day, from the custom of stoning a

wren to death in commemoration of the

martyrdom of that saint.

Wrest (rest), v.t. [A. Sax. tenntan, to writhe,

to twist; Icel. reista, (or vrcuta, Dan. vristc,

to wrest, to twist. Akin to writhe, wreathe,

wrist; wrestle is a derivative.) 1. To twist;

to wrench; to apply a violent twisting force

to, so as to move from a fixed position.

Our country's cause

That drew our swords, now wrests them from our

hands. Addison.

Hence — 2. To extort, bring out, as by a

twisting, painful force; to obtain, as by tor

ture.

But fate has wrested the confession from me.

Addison.

3. To subject to an improper strain; to apply

unjustifiably to a different use; to turn from

truth or twist from the natural meaning by

violence; to pervert; to distort.

Wrest once the law to your authority.

To do a great right do a little wrong. Shak.

Which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest,

as they do alio the other scriptures, to their own

destruction, * Pet. iii. 16.

Wrest (rest), n. 1. The act of one who wrests

or wrenches; a twist.—2. Distortion; perver

sion. Hooker. — 3. An instrument of the

wrench, screw-key, or spanner kind; speci

fically, a key to tune stringed musical in

struments with, as the harp.

The minstrel . . . wore round his neck a stiver

chain, by which hung the wrest ot key with which he

tuned his harp. Sir W. Scott.

4. The partition in an overshot wheel, which

determines the form of the buckets.

Wrester (rest'er), n. One who wrests or per

verts.

Wrestle (res'!), t?.t. pret. & pp. wre$tled; ppr.

wrestling. [A freq. of wrest, A. Sax. wrast-

lian, D. utrastelen, worstelen, to wrestle.]

1. To contend by grappling, and trying to

throw down; to strive with arms extended,

as two men, who seize each other by the

arms, each endeavouring to throw the other

by tripping up his heels and twitching him

off his balance.

You have wrestled well, and overthrown

More than your enemies. Shai.

2. To struggle; to strive; to contend. 'Great

affections wrestling in thy bosom.' Shak.

We wrestle not against flesh and blood. Eph. vi. 13.

3. To strive earnestly by means of suppli

cation; to make earnest supplication.

Wrestle (res'l), v.t. To contend with in

wrestling.

Wrestle (res'l), n. A bout at wrestling; a

wrestling match.

Corineus . . . whom, in a wrestle, the giant catch

ing aloft, with a terrible hug broke three of his ribs.

Milton.

Wrestler (resler), n. One who wrestles, or

one who is skilful in wrestling.

Great Julius on the mountains bred,

A flock perhaps, or herd, had led;

He that the world subdued had been

But the best wrestler on the green. Waller.

Wretch (rech), n. [A. Sax. wrmcca, one who

is driven out, an outcast, an exile, from

wrecan, to banish, to punish, to wreak. See

Wreak. Wreck.) 1. A miserable person;

one sunk in the deepest distress; one who is

supremely unhappy ; as, a forlorn wretch,

' The wretch that lies in woe. ' Shak.

Hovered thy spirit o'er thy sorrowing son.

Wretch even then, life's journey just begunf

Cowfier,

2. A worthless mortal; a sorry creature; a

mean, base, or vile person.

Base-minded wretches, are your thoughts so deeply

bemired ... as for respect of gain ... to let so

much time pass? Sir P. Sidney.

Fie on thee wretch! 'tis pity that thou livest

To walk where any honest men resort. Shah.

Title of honour, worth, and virtue's right.

Should not be given to a wretch so vile. Daniel.

3. Often used by way of slight or ironical

pity or contempt, like thing or creature.

Poor wretch was never frighted so. Drayton.

4. It was often used formerly to express

tenderness.

Excellent wretch I Perdition catch my soul

But I do love thee. Sh,ik.

She reckons that she hath above one hundred and

fifty pounds' worth of jewels of one kind or other;

and I am glad of it. for it is fit the wretch should have

something to content herself with. Pepys.

Wretchcock, I WrethcockHrech'kok. reth'-

kok), n. A stunted or abortive cock; hence,

a Btunted or imperfect creature.

The famous imp yet grew a wretchcock. and tho'

for seven years carried at his mother's back, . . . yet

looks as it he never saw his quinquennium.

B. jfonson.

In every large breed of domestic fowls, there is

usually a miserable little stunted creature . . This

unfortunate abortive the good wives . . . call a wreth-

cock. Gijford.

Wretched (rech'ed), a. [Prom wretch; a

word similar in formation to wicked; and

as in O.K. we have wikke, wicked, so we

have wreche, wrecche. wretched.) 1. Miser,

able or unhappy; sunk into deep affliction or

distress, as from want, anxiety, or grief.

I am, my lord, a wretched Florentine. Shak.

The wretched have no friends. Dryden.

From ignorance our comfort flows,

The only wretched ate the wise. Prior.

2. Characterired or accompanied by misery

or unhappiness; calamitous; very afflicting;

as, the wretched condition of slaves in Al

giers. 'Unhappy, wretclied, hateful day."

Shak.—3. Worthless; paltry; very poor or

mean; as, a wretched poem; a wretched

cabin.
Affected noise is the most wretched thing

That to contempt can empty scribbler* bring.

Roscommon.

4. Despicable; hatefully vile and contemp

tible. ' Wretched ungratefulness.' Sir P.

Sidney.

Wretchedly (rech'ed-li). adv. In a wretched

manner; as, (a) miserably; unhappily.

Nor yet by kindly death sh? penshed.

But wretchedly before her fatal day. Surrey

(6) Meanly; poorly; contemptibly; despic

ably.
How poorly and wretchedly must that man ineak

who finds himself guilty and baffled too. South,

Through hopes of contradiction oft shell say,

Metliinks I look so wretchedly to-day. i rung.

Wretchedness (rech'ed-neB). n. The state

orquality of being wretched; as, (o) extreme

misery or unhappiness, either from want or

sorrow; as, the tvretchedness of poverty.

Are ye all gone

And leave me here in wretchedness behind ye T

Shah.

We have, with the feeling, lost the very memory of

such wretchedness as our forefathers endurtdby

those wars, of all others the most cruel. Xaleigh.

The prodigal brought nothing to bis father bat his

rags and wretchedness. Dwighl.

(b) Meanness; despicableness; as, the wretch

edness of a performance.

Wretchfalt(rech'ful),a. Wretched. Wick-

life.

Wretchless t (rechles), a. [A corruption of

retchless or rechless. In thesixteenth century

there was a great disposition to pretix tr to

certain words beginning with an h or an r.

This seems to have been due to association,

as there existed a large group of familiar

words beginning with wh, xcr, && when. what,

wheel, whale, who, wrath, wrist, wretch,

wrong, Ac., and then contagion seems to

have spread to words beginning with simple

Aorr. Thus we find in Spenser whot for

hot, and in Raleigh wrediness tor readiness,

Ac. ] Reckless. ' A wretchless, carelesa, in-

devout spirit.' Jer. Taylor.

WretchlessneBS t ( rech'les-nes), n. Reck

lessness; carelessness.

The Devil doth thrust them either into desperation

or into wrctehtessness of most unclean living. &o ks*

perilous than desperation. Thirty-nine Articles.

Wreye,t v.t. See Wrath Chaucer.

Wrie,t v.t. [A. Sax. wrigan.\ To array; to

cover; to cloak.

Wrig.tu.i.andc. [See Wriggle.] To wriggle;

to rub to and fro.

The bore his tail wrygges against the hye bench.

Shelttm.

Worms ... do wriggt and wres* their parts di

vorced by knife. Dr. H. More.

Wriggle (rig'l), v %. pret A pp. wriggled;

ppr. wriggling. [Freq. from wrig, wngge,

older form wrikke, to wriggle; so D wriggel-

en, to wriggle, a freq. from wrikken, to move

or Bhake; L.G. wricken. wrickeln, to move

to and fro; Dan. vrikke, to wriggle. The word

probably appears nasalized in wring. ] 1. To

move the body to and fro with short mo-

tious like a worm or an eel ; to move with

writhing, contortions, or twistings of the

body; to squirm.

Restless he tossed, and tumbled to and fm.

And rolled and wriggled farther off from woe.

Dryden,

Doth he and his successors would often wnggte m

their seats as long as the cushion lasted. Swift.

Hence—2 Fig. to proceed in a mean, grovel

ling, despicable manner; to gain one's end

by paltry shifts or schemes; to make way

by contemptible artifice or contrivance; aa,

to wriggle out of a difficulty or scrape.

And now does he wriggle into acquaintance with

all the brave gallants about the town. B. Jensen.

Wriggle (rip/1), v t. To put into a wriggling

motion ; to introduce by writhing or twist

ing.
Wriggling his body to recover

His seat, and cast his nght leg over. Hudibras

A slim, thin-gutted fox made a hard shift to wrig

gle his body into a hen-roost. Sir K. L'Esttange.

Wriggle t (rig'l), a. Pliant; flexible. "They

. . . wagg their wriaglc tails." Spenser.

Wriggle (rig'l). n. the motion of one who

wriggles; a quick twisting motion or con

tortion like that of a worm or an eel.

They have always a peculiar spring in their arm*,

a wriggle In their bodies, and a trip in their gait.

Steele

Wriggler (rigler), n. 1 One who wriggle*.

2. One who works himself forward or seeks

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abttue; J, Sc ley.
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to attain hia ends by unremitted employ

ment of base means.

For Providence . .

In spite of all the wrigglers into place.

Still keeps a scat or two for worth and grace.

Cowper.

Wright (rit), n. [A. Sax. wyrhta, a worker,

a maker, from wyrht, a work, from tcyrean,

to work. See Work.] One whose occupa

tion is some kind of mechanical business;

an artificer; a workman; especially in Scot

land, and some parts of England, a worker

in wood; a carpenter. l'lis wor,l la now

chiefly used in compounds, as in shipwright,
•wheelwright, and, in a somewhat figurative

sense, playwright. ' Wright* usefull and skil-

full.' Chaucer.

Wrightla (rit'i-a). n. [AfterWilliam Wright.

M.D., a Scotch physician and botanist resi

dent in Jamaica.] A genus of plants, nat

order Apocynacete. The species are chiefly

natives of the East and West Indies; they

are erect shrubs or small trees, with oppo

site leaves and corymbs of mostly white

Wrightla tinctoria.

flowers. W. antidyscnterica furnishes con-

esai-bark, a valuable astringent and febri

fuge. The wood is used by the turner and

cabinet-maker. W. coccinea yields a very

light and firm wood, used by turners. W.

tomentosa yields when wounded a yellow

juice, which, when mixed with water, dyes

clothes, dipped into it, of a yellow colour.

W. tinetona yieldB an excellent dye, which

is used as a substitute for indigo.

Wring (ring), v.t. pret. &pp. toning (icringed

is an obsolete and rare form; wrang is the

original preterite, but is now only provin

cial); ppr. wringing. (A. Sax. wringan, to

wring, to Btrain, to press; pret. wrang, pp.

wrungen; L. G. and D. wringen, Dan. vramge,

also vringle, Sw. vrdnga, G. ringen, to wring,

to twist, Ac., all no doubt nasalized forms

of stem seen in icriggle, and in A. Sax. wrig-

ian, to bend (whence wry\ and akin to

wrong.] 1. To twist and squeeze or com

press; to turn and strain with violence ; as,

to wring clothes in washing. ' He wrings

her nose.' Shak.

The silly owner of the poods

Weeps over them, and wrings his hapless hands . . .

'While all is shared and all is Dome away Shak.

2. To pain, as by twisting, squeezing, or

racking; to torture; to torment; to dis

tress. 'Let me wring your heart.' Shak.

' Much grieved and wrung by an uneasy and

strait fortune.' Clarendon.

The king began to find where his shoe did -wring

him. Bacon.

Didst thou taste but half the griefs

That luring my soul, thou couldst not talk thus

coldly. Addison.

3. To wrest from the true meaning or pur

pose; to distort; to pervert.

How dare these men thus wring the Scriptures?

Ifhitgift.

A. To extract or obtain by twisting, press

ing, or squeezing; to squeeze or press out;

as. to wring water from a wet garment;

hence, to draw forth or bring out with vio

lence, or against resistance or repugnance;

to force from; to extort.

He hath, my lord, wrung from me my slow leave

Uy laboursome petition. Shak.

I had rather coin my heart

And drop my blood for drachmas, than to wring

From the hard hands of peasants their vile trash.

Shak.

Thirty spies . . . compelled the bride

To wring from me, and tell to them my secret.

Milton.

6. To subject to extortion; to persecute for

the purpose of enforcing compliance.

These merchant adventurers have been often

wronged and wrtngtd to the quick. Hayward.

6. To bend or strain out of its position ; as, to

wring a mast.—To wring off, to force off or

separate by wringing.

The priest shall . . . wring eff\\\% head. \jcv. i. 15.

—To wring out, {a) to force out; to squeeze

out by twisting.

He . . . thrust the fleece together and wringed

the dew out at the fleece. Judg. vi. 38.

(6) To free from a liquor by wringing; as,

to wring out clothes. * A compress wrung

out' Wiseman.

Wring (ring), v.i. To writhe; to twist, as

with anguish.

Tis all men's office to speak patience

To those that wring under the load of sorrow.

Shak.

Wringt (ring), n. Action expressive of an

guish; writhing. 'The sighs, and tears, and

wring* of a disconsolate mourner.' tip.

Hall.

Wring-bolt (ring'bdK), n. A bolt used by

shipwrights to l>end and secure the planks

against the timbers till they are fastened

by bolts, Bpikes, and treenails.

Wringer (riug'er), n, 1. One who wrings.

' His washer and his wringer.' Shak. Spe

cifically—2. An apparatus for forcing water

out of anything, particularly for wringing,

pressing, or straining water from clothes

after they have been washed. The effective

part of such a machine generally consists of

a pair of adjustable rollers between which

the wet fabrics are passed.— 3. An extor

tioner.

Wringing-wet (ringing-wet), a. So wet as

to require wringing, or that water may be

wrung out 'A poor fisherman . . . with

his cloaths wringing-wet.' Hooker.

Wring-Btaff (ring'stafX n. A strong bar of

wooa used in applying wring-bolta for the

purpose of Betting-to the planks. Called

also Wrain-staff.

Wrinkle (ring'kl). n. [A. Sax. wrincle, a

wrinkle, whence wrinclian, to wrinkle; O D.

wrinckU, a wrinkle, wrinckelen, to wrinkle;

Dan. rynke, Sw. rynka, a wrinkle, to wrinkle;

closely akin to wring, wrench, <fcc. ; A. Sax.

wrincle is perhaps for wrencle, and a dim.

from wrenc in its original sense of wrench.

See Wrench] A small ridge or prominence

or a furrow, formed by the shrinking or con

traction of any smooth substance; a corru

gation; a crease; a fold; as, wrinkle* in the

face or akin. ' Not the least wrinkle to de

form the sky.' Dryden.

With mirth and laughter let old wrinkles come.

Shak.

Time writes no wrinkle on thine azure brow;

Such as creation's dawn beheld, thou rollest now.

Byron.

A million wrinkles carved his skin. Tennyson.

Wrinkle (ring'kl), n. [Dim. from A. Sax.

irrenc, wrence, a trick. See Wrench, as

also the above noun. J A short pithy piece of

information or advice; a valuable hint; a

bit of useful instruction as to a course to ho

pursued; a new or good idea; a notion; a

device. [Colloq.]

* They say mocking is catching*—*I never heard

that before.' — ' Why then. Miss, you have one

wrinkle more than ever you had before." Swi/t.

Wrinkle (ring'kl), v.t pret & pp. wrinkled;

ppr. wrinkling. [See the nonn.] To con

tract into furrows and prominences; to cor

rugate ; to furrow ; to crease ; to make

rough or uneven; as, to wrinkle the skin; to

wrinkle the brow. * Hollow eye and wrinkled

brow.' Shak. - Wrinkled care.' Milton.

A keen

North wind that blowing dry,

Wrinkled the face of deluge, as decay'd. Milton.

Wrinkle(rinj*/kl),f.i. To become contracted

into wrinkles; to shrink into furrows and

ridges.

Wrinkly (ringTdi), a. Somewhat wrinkled;

barring* tendency to be wrinkled; puckered;

creasy. ' Dry wrinkly indications of crying.'

George Eliot.

Wrist (rist), n. [O.K. wrute, wirste, hand-

wriste, A. Sax. wrist, handwrut, handwyrst,

the wrist; Dan. & Sw. vrixt, Icel. rist (for

vrist), the instep; G. rist, the wrist, the in-

Btep; from the stem of wreathe. The pri

mary sense is the joint employed in wrest

ing or twisting, or (in Scandinavian) the joint

on which the body turns. See Writhe,

Wrest. ] 1. The joint by which the hand is

united to the arm, and by means of which the

hand moves on the forearm; the carpus. It

consists of eight bones disposed in two rows,

four in each row. These bones are connected

to each other, and to the metacarpal hones,

by numerous ligaments. Their motions on

the forearm may be described as those of

Jtexion, extension, abduction, and circum

duction. —2. In mach. a stud or pin.—Bridle

wrist, in the tnanege, the wrist of the horse

man's left hand.

Wristband (rist'band), n. That band or

part of a sleeve, especially of a shirt sleeve,

which covers the wrist.

He wore very stiff collars and prodigiously long

wristbands. Dickens.

Wrist-drop (rist'drop), n. In jmthol para

lysis of the muscles of the forearm induced

by the poison of lead. Dunglison.

Wristlet (rist'let), n. An elastic bandlet

worn round a lady's wrist to conflno the

upper part of a glove.

Writ (rit), n. [Frem xerite; A. Sax. writ, ge-

writ, a writing, a writ.] 1. That which is

written. In this sense u-rit is particularly

applied to the Scriptures or books of the Old

and New Testament; as, holy writ; sacred

writ

Trifles light as air.

Are to the Jealous confirmations strong

As proofs of holy writ. Skat.

2. In law, a precept under seal in the name

of the sovereign or highest authority of the

state, a judge, or other person having juris

diction in the particular subject-matter, and

directed to some public officer or private per

son, commanding him to do a certain act

therein specified. A writ may be considered

the document connected with the origin and

progress of a civil or criminal proceeding.

Civil writs were formerly divided into origi

nal and judicial. Original writs issued out of

the Court of Chancery and gave authority

to the courts in which they were returnable

to proceed with the cause, but all such

have now been abolished. Judicial writs,

now the only form, issue out of the court in

which the action is pending. Writs in Eng

lish law were formerly very multifarious, but

a great number have been abolished. Some of

the more importantare, the writ to the sheriff

of a county to elect a member or members

of parliament, and those described in this

work under the headings Capias, Error,

Habeas Corpus, Mandamus, Prohibition,

Subpoena, &C.—Z. A formal instrument or

writing of any kind.

I folded the writ up in form of tV other Shak.

Writ (rit). A form of the preterite and past

participle of write (which see).

Writability (rit-a-bil'i-ti). a. Ability or dis

position to write. [Rare.]

j see by my ■writability in my pressing my let-

It's tooth left.

H. llalPote.

bv in

ithattcrs on you that my pen has still a colt's tooth left.

Writable (rifa-bl), a. Capable of or tit for

being written. [Rare.]

The talk was by no means writable, but very

pleasant. Miss Barney.

Wlftative (rit'a-tiv), a. [Formed on the

type of talkative.] Disposed or inclined to

write; giveu to writing. [Rare.]

Increase of age makes men more talkative, but

less writative. f'ofie.

Write (rit), r.t pret. wrote; pp. written.

Writ for the pret. and part, was formerly

in frequent use, but is now very rarely em

ployed, and then most usually for the sake

of rhyme, rhythm, or the like; wrote for the

part, is also discontinued. [A. Sax. wrttan,

pret. wrdt, pp. writen, to engrave, write,

compose; IceL rffa (for vrita), to scratch,

cut, write, draw a line; Sw. rita, to draw,

to trace, Goth, vrits, a stroke, a line; D.

rijten, G. reissen, to tear, to split. Origi

nally it meant the operation of scratching

lines with some sharp pointed instrument ]

1. To form or trace by a pen. pencil, or the

like, on paper or other material, or by a

graver on wood or stone; as, to write the

characters called letters; to write figures.

The airy hand confusion wrought,

Wrote ' Mene, Mcne." Tennyson.

2. To produce, form, or make by tracing

legible characters expressive of ideas; to

transfer by pen or otherwise to paperor other

materials the terms or import of; to trace

by means of a pen or other instrument the

constituent signs, characters, or words of; to

set down or express in letters or words; to

inscribe; as, to write a bill, an account, a

cheque, a letter, or the like.

' She enjoined me to write some lines to one she

loves.'—'And have youV—'I have.'—'Are they not

lamely writ! ' Shak.

ch, Wciin; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, iin$r; th, then; th, thin; w, u>ig; wh, teTiig; zh, azure.—See Kkv.
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3. To cover with characters or letters traced

by the pen, Arc.

There she wiil sit in her smock till she hare -writ

a sheet of paper. Shak.

4. To make known, express, announce, in

dicate, disclose, or communicate by means

of characters formed by the pen, Ac

What s^ys Romeo I

Or, if his mind be writ, give me his letter. Shak.

I chose to write the thing I dare not speak.

Prior.

5. To compose and produce, as an author ;

as, to write a novel or a poem. ' Write me

a sonnet.' Shak.

I well remember that Dr. Johnson maintained that

if a man is to write a panegyric he may keep vices

out of sight ; but if he professes to writs a life he

must represent it really as it was. Bos-wetI.

6. To designate by writing; to style in writ

ing; to entitle; to declare; to record.

O that be were here to write me down an ass.

Shak.

He who writes himself martyr by his own inscrip

tion is like an ill painter, who by writing on a shape

less picture which he had drawn, is fain to tell pas

sengers what shape it is which else no man could

imagine. Milton.

7. Fig to impress deeply or durably; to im

print forcibly ; to engrave ; to indicate by

any mark or sign. ' The last taste of sweets

writ in remembrance.' Shak. "The record

of injuries . . . written in our flesh.' Shak.

There is written in your brow honesty and constancy.

Shak.

—To write dmen, (a) to trace or form with

a pen, Ac, the words of; to record. ' Hav

ing our fair order icritten dotcn,' Shak.

{b) To injure or depreciate the character,

reputation, or quality of by writing un

favourably of; to criticise unfavourably; to

pat an end to by writing against; as, the

young author was completely icritten down

by the critics.— To write off, to note or re

cord the deduction or cancelling or removal

of; as, to write off discounts; to write off

bad debts —To write out. (a) to make a copy

or transcription of; especially, to make a per

fect copy of after being roughly drafted; to

record in full; as, when the document is

written out you may send it off. (&) To ex

haust the ideas of or power of producing

valuable literary work by too much writing:

used reflexively; as, that author has written

himself out— To write up, (a) to commend,

praise, or heighten the reputation, charac

ter, or value of by written reports or criti

cisms; to bring into public notice and esteem

by writing favourable accounts of; as, that

critic has written up both the play and

the actors, (6) To give the full details of in

writing; to set down on paper with com

pleteness of detail, elaborateness, fulness, or

the like ; as, to write up a story from a

meagre outline, (e) To complete the tran

scription or inscription of ; specifically, in

book-keeping, to make the requisite entries

in up to date; to post up; as, to write up a

merchant's books.

Write (rit), o. i. 1. To trace or form charac

ters with a pen, pencil, or the like, upon

paper or other material; to perform the act

of tracing or marking characters so as to

represent sounds or ideas.

He can write and read and cast accompt. Shak.

2. To be regularly or customarily employed,

occupied, or engaged in writing, copying,

drawing up documents, accounts, book

keeping, or the like ; to follow the profes

sion of a clerk, scribe, amanuensis, Ac; as.

he writes in our chief public office.—3. To

combine ideas and express them on paper

for the information or enjoyment of others;

to be engaged in literary work; to compose

or produce articles, books, &c. , as an author.

The world agrees

That he writes well who writes with ease. Prior.

I live to write, and wrote to live. Rogers.

4. To conduct epistolary correspondence; to

communicate by means of letter-writing; to

convey information by letter or the like; as,

I will write in a poBt or two.

I go. write to me very shortly. Shak.

Writer (rit'er), n. One who writes or has

written, or is in the habit of writing.

My tongue is the pen of a ready writer. Psa. xlv. i.

Specifically, (a) one skilled in penmanship;

one whose occupation is principally con

fined to wielding the pen; as. a clerk, a

scribe, an amanuensis; particularly a title

given to clerks in the service of the late

East India Company. (6) A member of the

literary profession ; an author, journalist,

or the like.

Tell prose writers stories are so stale

That penny ballads make a better sale. Breton.

These unreal ways

Seem but the theme of writers, and. indeed.

Worn threadbare. Tennyson.

(c) In Scotland, a term loosely applied to

law agents, solicitors, attorneys, or the like,

and sometimes to their principal clerks.—

Writer of the tallies. See Tallt.— Writer

to the Signet See Sigset.— Writer's cramp,

a spasmodic affection frequently attacking

persons (generally middle-aged) who have

been accustomed to write much. The patient

loses complete control over the muscles of

the thumb and the fore and middle finger,

so that all attempts to write regularly, and

in the severer cases even legibly, are un

successful. The various methods of treat

ment for this trouble (such as surgical opera

tions, the application of electricity,dec. )have

not generally produced very satisfactory

results, entire cessation from writing for a

considerable time seeming to be the only

course open to the patient Called also

Scrivener's Palsy.

Writeress (rit'er-es), n. A female writer or

author. Thackeray.

Writerling (rit'er-ling). n. A petty, mean,

or sorry writer or author.

Every writer and writerling of name has a salary

from the government. t¥. Taylor.

Writerahlp (rit'er-ship), n. The office of

writer.

Writhe (riTH), u. t. pret & pp. writhed; an

old form writhen is still occasionally used

by our poets. [A. Sax. writhan, to writhe,

wreathe, twist; pret. wrdth, pp. writhen;

Ieel. ritha (for rrffAa). to writhe, twist,

bind; Dan. vride, Sw. rrufa.to writhe, wring;

O.H.O. ridan; from same root as worth

(verb), L. verto, to turn (see Verse). Akin

wrath, wreath, wrist, wrest.] 1. To twist

with violence; to subject to contortion; to

distort; to wring.

Hts features seem writhen as by a palsy stroke.

Sfenser.

The monster hissed aloud, and raged in vain.

And writhed his body to and fro with pain.

Addison.

The whole herd, as by a whirlwind writhen,

Went dismal through the air like one huge python.

Keats.

2. To pervert; to wrest; to misapply.

The reason which he yieldeth showeth the least

part of his meaning to be that whereunto his words

are writhed. Hooker.

3. To deprive of by torture, extortion, or the

like; to wring; to extort.

The nobility hesitated not to follow the example of

their sovereign in writhing money from them by

every species of oppression. Sir If. Scott.

Writhe (riTH), v.i. 1. To twist the body

about, as in pain; as, to writhe with agony.

Supposing a case of tyranny the Tuscans will

wriggfe under it rather than writhe, and if even they

should writhe yet they will never stand erect.

Landor.

They detested; they despised; they suspected;

they writhed under authority; they professed sub

mission only to obtain revenge. y . Martineau.

2. To advance by vermicular motion; to

wriggle. [Rare.]

And lissome Vivien holding by his heel

tVrithed [inward him, siided up his knee and sat.

Tennyson.

Writhel, t Writhle t (riTHl), v. t [Freq.

from writhe. ] To wrinkle. ' This weak and

writhied shrimp.' Shak.

The skin that was white and smooth is turned

tawnie and writheCd Bp. Hall.

Writing (rit'ing), n. 1. The act or art of

forming letters and characters on paper,

parchment, wood, stone, the inner bark and

leaves of certain trees, or other material, for

the purpose of recording the ideas which

characters and words express, or of com

municating them to others by visible signs.

2. Anything written or expressed in letters;

as, (a) any legal instrument, as a deed, a

receipt, a bond, an agreement, &c. (b) A

literary or other composition ; a manuscript;

a pamphlet; a book; as, the writings of

Addison, (c) An inscription. John xix. 19.

Writing-book (rit'ing-buk), n. A blank

paper book for practice iu penmanship ; a

copy-book.

Writing -chambers (rit'lng-cham-berz),

n. pi. Apartments occupied by lawyers and

their clerks, Ac.

Writing-desk (rit'ing-desk), n. A desk with

a broadsloping top used for writing on ; also,

a portable case containing writing materials

as used for the same purpose. See Desk.

Writing-ink (rit'ing-fagk), n. See Ink.

Writing-master (rit'ing-maa-ter), n. One

who teaches the art of penmanship.

Writing-paper (rit'ing-pa-per), n. Paper

finished with a smooth, generally sized, sur

face for writing on.

Writing-BChOOl (rit'ing-skbl). n. A school

or an academy where hand-writing or cali-

graphy is taught

Writing-table (rifing-ta-bl). n. A table

used for writing on, having commonly a desk

part, drawers, Ac.

Written (rit'n), p. and a. Reduced to writ

ing ; committed to paper or the like by pen

and ink or otherwise, as opposed to oral or

spoken; as, written testimony, instructions,

or the like.

// 'ritttn language is a description ofthe said ludrbte

signs, by sign* visible. Holder.

—Written law. law contained in a statute or

statutes: as contradistinguished from un

written law.

Wrlzzledt (riz'ld), a Wrinkled. * Her

wrizzled skin. ' Spenser. ' His wrizzled visage/

Gay.

Wrokent (rolcn), pp. of wreak. Revenged.

Spenser.

Wanted nothing but faithful subjects to have **rv-

ken himself of such wrongs as were done and offered

to him by the French king. Holinsked,

Wrong (rongX a. [Properly the participle

of wring, though it occurs earliest (in 1124)

as a noun; Dan. vrang, wrong, erroneous,

incorrect; IceL rangr, vrangr, awry, wrong,

unrighteous; D. wrong, sour, harsh (lit.

twisting the mouth). See Wring ] 1. Not

physically right; not fit or suitable; not ap

propriate for use ; not adapted to the end

or purpose ; not according to rule, require

ment, wish, design, or the like; not that

which is intended or ought to be.

He called me sot.

And told me I bad turned the wrviff side oat

SAak

2. Not morally right ; not according to the

divine or moral law ; deviating from recti

tude; not equitable; unjust. 'A free de

termination 'twill right and wrong.' Shak,

3. Not according to the facts or to truth ;

inaccurate; erroneous. 'A wrong belief.*
Shak. • False intelligence or wrong surniia.*

Shak.

For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight.

His can't be wrong whose life is in the right.

PfP*.

4. Holding erroneous notions in regard to

matters of doctrine, opinion, or of fact; in

error; mistaken.

I was wrong.

I am always bound to you, but you are free.

Tennysem.

Syn. Unjust, immoral, inequitable, errone

ous, inaccurate, incorrect, faulty, detrimen

tal, injurious, hurtful, unfit, unsuitable

Wrong (rong), u. 1. What is wrong or not

right; a state, condition, or instance in

which there is something not right : with

out an article; as. to be unable to distin

guish between right and wrong.—2. A wrong,

unfair, or unjust act; any violation of right

or of divine or human law; an act of injus

tice; a breach of law to the injury of another,

whether by something done or left undone;

injustice; trespass.

Do him not that -wrong

To bear a hard opinion of his truth. SMak.

As the king of England can do no -wrong, so neither

can he do right, but in his courts and by nis courts.

Milton.

3. Any injury, mischief, hurt, pain, or

damage ; as, to have many wrongs to com

plain of.

All that are assembled in this place

That by this sympathized one day's error

Hath suffered wrong, go, keep us company.

ShaJk.

Each had suffered some exceeding wrong.

Ten uyson.

—Jn the wrong, (a) holding a wrong or un

justifiable position as regards another per

son; as, in a quarrel both parties may be in

the wrong.

When people once are in the wrong.

Each line they add is much too long. Prior

(b) In error; erroneously. "Construe Cas-

sio's smiles . . . quite in the wrong.' Shak.

Wrong (rong). adv. In a wrong manner ;

not rightly; erroneously; incorrectly; amiss;

morally ill.

Ten censure wrong for one that writes amiss. Prpe.

Wrong (rong). v.t. 1. To treat with injustice;

to deprive of some right or to withhold

Borne act of justice from ; to deal harshly,

cruelly, or unfairly with; to injure; to hurt:

to harm; to oppress; to disgrace; to offend

If he hath wronged thee or oweth thee ought, pet

that on mine account. Phtle. 18.

And my sword.

Glued to Its scabbard with wronged orphans' tears.

Will not be drawn. Afajsingrr.

2. To do injustice to by imputation ; to im

pute evil unjustly; as, if you suppose me

capable of a base act you wrong me. —

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fey.
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3. Naut. to outsail, by going to windward

of the ship, and thus taking the wind out of

her saila.

We were very much wronged by the ship that hart

us in chase. Smollett.

Wrong-doer (rongMb-er). n. 1. One who in

jures another or does wrong.

She resolved to spend ail her years ... in be-

wailing the wrong, and yet praying for the wrong

doer. Sir P. Sidney.

2. In law, one who commits a tort or tres

pass; a tort-feaser.

Wrong-doing (rongMb-ing), n. The doing

of wrong; behaviour the opposite of what

is right; evildoing.

Wronger (rong'er), n. One who wrongs; one

who injures another. ' Caitiffs and wrongers

of the world.' Tennyson.

Wrongful (rong'ful), a. Injurious; unjust;

as, a wrongful taking of property. 'His

wrongful dealing.' Jer. Taylor.

I am so Tar from granting thy request

That I despise thee for thy -wrongful suit. Shak.

Wrongfully (rong'ful-li), adv. In a wrong

ful mauner; unjustly; in a manner contrary

to the moral law or to justice; as, to accuse

one wrongfully; to Buffer icrongfuUy. 'Ac

cusing the Lady Hero wrongfully.' Skak.

Wrongfulness (rong'ful-nes), n. Quality of

being wrong or wrongful; injustice.

Wronghead (rongTied), n. A person of a mis

apprehending mind and an obstinate charac

ter.

Wronghead (rongTied), a. Same as Wrong-

headed. ' This jealous, waspish, wronghead,

rhyming race.' Pope.

Wrongheaded (rong'hed-ed), a. Having

the brain or head taken up with false or

wrong notions or ideas ; especially, per

versely wrong; having a perverse under

standing: perverse. ' A wrongheaded dis

trust of England." Bp. Berkeley.

Wrongheadedly (rong-hed'ed-li), adv. In

a wrong-headed manner; obstinately; per

versely.

(Johnson) then rose to be under the care of Mr.

Hunter, the head-master, who according to his ac

count, was very severe, and wrongheadedly severe.

Borwell.

Wrongheadedness (rong'hed-ed-nes). n.

The state or quality of being wrongheaded;

perverseness ; erroneousness.

Fidelity to opinions and to friends seems to him

mere dulness and wrongheadedness. Macaulay

Wronglesst (rongTes), a. Void of wrong.

Wronglesslyt (rongMes-li), ado. Without

injury to any one. Sir P. Sidney.

Wrongly (rongTi), adv. In a wrong man

ner; unjustly; amiss.

Thou . . . wouldst not play false

And yet wouldst wrongly win. ShaJt.

Wrongminded (rong^mind-ed), a. Having

a mind wrongly inclined; entertaining er

roneous or distorted views.

Wrongness (rong'nes), n. The state or con

dition of being wrong; error.

The best have great wrongnesses within them

selves, which they complain of, and endeavour to

amend. Butler.

Wrongous (rong'us), n. [O.E. wrongwis,

that is wrong-wise, the opposite of right-

wise or righteous.] In Scots law, not right;

unjust; illegal; as, wrongous imprisonment,

false or illegal imprisonment.

Wrote (rot), pret. and old pp. of write.

' Lucius hath wrote already.' ShaJc.

Wrote, t v.i. or t. [A. Sax. wrotan, to grub

up. See Root.] To root or dig with the

snout, as swine do. Chaucer.

Wroth (rath), a. [A. Sax. wrdth, angry,

engraged, lit. twisted, from wrtthan, to

twist or writhe. See Wrath, Wreath.]

Very angry; much exasperated.

Cain was very wroth, and his countenance fell.

Gen. iv 5.

And to be it-roth with one we love.

Doth work like madness in the brain. Coleridge.

Wrought (rat), pret. & pp. of work. See

Work.— Wrought iron. See Iron.

Wrung (rung), pret. & pp. of wring.

Wry (ri), a. [A. Sax. wrigian, to bend, to

turn, to incline; akin to wriggle (which Bee).]

1. Abnormally bent or turned to one Bide;

in a state of contortion; twisted; distorted;

as, a wry neck; a 101/ mouth; a wry face or

distorted countenance frequently indicates

discontent, disgust, impatience, pain, or the

like. 'Awry nose.' B.Jonson. —2. Crooked;

bent; not straight. ' Many a wry meander.'

W. Browne.—Z. Deviating from what Is right

or becoming; misdirected; out of place; as,

wry words. 'If he now and then make a wry

step.' W. Gilpin.— 4. Wrested; perverted.

He mangles and puts a wry sense on Protestant

authors. Atterbury.

Wryt (ri), v. i. 1. To swerve or go obliquely;

to go aside; to deviate from the right path,

physically or morally.

How many . . . murder wives much better than

themselves.

For wrying but a little. Shak.

2. To bend or wind; to move in a winding or

crooked course.

The first with divers crooks and turning writs.

Ph. Fletcher

3. To writhe or wriggle. Beau. & Ft.

Wryt (ri). v.t. 1. To distort; to wrest; to

make to deviate.

They have wrested and wryedhis doctrine.

Ralph Robinson.

2. To writhe; to twist. ' Writs his back and

shrinks from the blow.' Jer. Taylor.

Wryly (ri'li), adv. In a wry, distorted, or

awkward manner.

Most of them have tried their fortune at some little

lottery-office of literature, and receiving a blank have

chewed upon it harshly and wryly. Landor

Wry-mouthed (ri'mouTHd), a. Having the

mouth awry.

A shaggy tapestry . . .

Instructive work I whose wry-month'd portraiture

Display'd the fates her confessors endure. Pope

Wryneck (ri'nek), n. 1. A twisted or dis

torted neck; a deformity in which the neck

is drawn to one Bide, and at the same time

somewhat forward. — 2. A disease of the

spasmodic kind in sheep, in which the head

is drawn to one side.— 3. A small migratory

Common Wryneck (Yunx torquilla\

scansorial bird of the genus Yunx, allied to

and resembling the woodpeckers: so called

from the singular manner in which, when

surprised, it turns its head over its shoul

ders. One Bpecies. the common wryneck

(Tunx torquiUa), is a summer visitant of

England and the north of Europe, generally

preceding the cuckoo a few days. It is re

markable for its long tongue, its power of

protruding and retracting it, and the writh

ing snake-like motion which it can impart

to its neck without moving the rest of the

body. It is also known by the names of

Snake-bird, Cuckoo's Mate, &c.

Wrynecked (ri'nekt), a. Having a distorted

neck. Some commentators in noticing the

Shaksperean phrase, 'the wrynecked Me,'

are of opinion that the allusion is to the

player; others hold that the reference is to

the instrument, which they say is the old

English flute, or flute a bee: so called from

having a curved projecting mouthpiece like

a bird's beak.

Wryness (ri'nes), n. The state of being wry

or distorted.

Wud (wud), a. Mad. See Wood. [Scotch.]

Wuddy (wud'i), n. See Woodie.

Willi t (wul or wul), v.i. To will; to wish.

'Pour out to all that until' Spenser.

WuU(wul), n. WilL [Scotch]

Wumll (wum'l), n. A wimble. [Scotch.]

Wurrus (wur'rus), n. A brick-red dye-

powder, somewhat resembling dragon's-

blood, collected from the seeds of Rottlera

tinctoria.

Wusset (wus), adv. Probably a form of

the -wig of Y-wi*t certainly. See Y-wis.

Why, I hope you will not a hawking now, will you?

No, wusse; but I'll practise against next year, uncle.

B. fonson.

Washer (wuTH'er), v.i. To make a sullen

roar. Written also Wudder. [Yorkshire ]

The air was now dark with snow ; an Iceland blast

was driving it wildly. This pair neither heard the

long 'wuthering' rush, nor saw the white burden it

drifted. C. Bronte.

Wych. Same as Wieh.

Wych-elm (wich'elm), n. [O.E. wiche,

wyche, A. Sax. wice, a name applied to vari

ous trees. ' The sense is ' drooping ' or bend

ing, and it is derived from A. Sax. wic-en,

pp. of wican, to bend.' Skeat. See Wicker]

A British plant of the genus Ulmus, the

U. montana. It is a large spreading tree

with large broadly elliptical leaves, and

grows in woods in England and Scotland.

Some varieties have pendulous branches,

and belong to the class of 'weeping' trees.

See Elm.

Wych-hazel (wichTia-zl), «. [See Wtch-

elm] The common name of plants of the

genus Hamamelis, the type of the nat

order Hamamelidaces. They are small trees,

with alternate leaves on short petioles, and

yellow flowers, disposed in clusters in the

axils of the leaves, and surrounded by a

three-leaved involucrum. They are natives

of North America, Persia, or China. See

HAMAMELIDACE.fi.

Wych-waller (wich'wal-er), n. A salt

boiler at a wych. [Cheshire.]

Wye (wi), n. The supports of a telescope,

theodolite, or levelling instrument, so called

from their resembling the letter Y. Writ

ten also )'.

Wylie-coat (wy'li-kot), n. A boy's flannel

under-dress, next the shirt; a flannel petti

coat. [Scotch.)

Wynd (wynd), n. An alley; a lane. [Scotch]

Wynn (win), n. A kind

of timber truck or car

riage. Simmonds.

Wyvern ( wi ' vera ), « .

[0. Fr. wivre, vivre, a

viper, a dragon or wyvern,

from L. vipera, a viper.

See Viper, Weever. The

a is an addition to the

word, as in bittern.] In

her. an imaginary animal,

a kind of dragon with wings, but with only

two legs, the termination of its body being

somewhat serpentine in form.

Wyvern.

X.

X, the twenty-fourth letter of the English

alphabet, was borrowed by the Romans in

comparatively late times from the Greeks,

and passed from the Roman into the Anglo-

Saxon alphabet. The Greek X, however,

was a guttural, probably like the Scotch or

German ch, and why in Latin it should have

assumed the functions of the Greek charac

ter E ( a x) is not very clear. Except when

used at the beginning of a word, x in English

is a double consonant (as it was in Latin and

Greek), and has usually the Bound of ks, as

in wax, lax, axis, <fcc.; but when terminat

ing a syllable, especially an initial syllable,

if the syllable following it is open or ac

cented, it often takes the sound of gz, as in

luxury, exhaust, exalt, exotic, <frc At the

beginning of a word it has precisely the

Bound of z. Hence it is entirely a superflu

ous letter, representing no Bound that could

not easily be otherwise represented. As an

initial it occurs in a few words borrowed

from the Greek, never standing in this posi

tion in words that are properly EugliBh in

origin.—As a numeral A stands for ten. It

represents one V, which stands for Ave,

placed nbove another, the lower one being

inverted. When laid horizontally, thus X ,

it stands for a thousand, and with a dash

over it, thus X, it stands for ten thousand.

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng. sin/7; *H, (Aen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure —See KEY.
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—Ab an abbreviation X. stands for Christ,

as in Xn. Christian, Xmas. Christmas.—X on

beer-casks is said to have originally indi

cated beer which had to pay ten shillings

duty.

Xangi. Xangti (zan'gi. zang-ti'). «■ In

Chinese myth, the supreme ruler of heaven

and earth; God.

Xanthate (zan'thatV*- A salt of xanthic acid.

Xantheln, Xantheine(zan-the'iu), n. That

portion of the yellow colouring matter in

Rowers which is soluble in water, as distin

guished from xanthin, which is the insol

uble part.

Xanthian (zan'thi-an), a. Of or belonging

to XanUiu*, an ancient town of Asia Minor;

as, the Xanthian sculptures in the British

Museum.

XanthlC (zan'thik), a. [Gr. xanthos, yellow.]

Tending towards a yellow colour.—Xanthic

acid (C*H«0Sf), a name given to ethyldisul-

phocarbonic acid, from the yellow colour of

its salts. It is a heavy oily liquid.—Xanthic

Jtowers, flowers which have yellow for their

type, and which are capable of passing into

red or white, but never into blue. Those

flowers of which blue is the type, and which

are capable of passing into red or white.

but never into yellow, have been termed

cyanic flowers.—Xantfiic oxide (CjlliN^Oa),

uric oxide, a very rare ingredient of urinary

calculi, and said to occur in small quanti

ties fn the spleeu and liver, in the muscular

flesh of the horse aud ox, and in some kinds

of guano. Called also Xanthin.

Xanthin, Xanthine (zan'thiu), n. A name

applied to more than one substance from

its colour; as, (a) that portion of the yellow

colouring matter of flowers which is insol

uble in water. (6) The yellow colouring

matter contained in madder, (e) A gaseous

product of the decomposition of xanthates.

(d) The name is now generally confined to

xanthic oxide, the ingredient of urinary

rali uli; it is a white crystalline substance.

Xanthite (zan'thit), n. [Gr. xa>itho;<. yellow. J

A mineral of a yellowish colour, a variety

of vesuvian, composed of silica, lime, alu

mina, with small portions of the peroxides of

iron and manganese, aud also magnesia and

water. It is found in a bed of limestone

near Amity In New York.

Xanthium (zau'thi-um), u. [Gr. xanthos,

yellow, from yielding a yellow dye] Bur-

weed, a genus of plants, nat order Compo

site. X. Strumarium is a rank and weed

like plant occasionally met with in Britain,

to which it has been introduced from the

Continent. It is remarkable for the curious

structure of its flowers and the prickly in

volucres which surround the fertile ones,

enlarging and becoming part of the fruit.

Another species, X. spinosum, has in recent

times spread over a great part of western

Europe, coming from the south of Russia.

Xantho (zan'tho), n, [Gr. xanthos, yellow.]

A genus of brachyurous crustaceans, in

cluding numerous species, and found in

most seas.

Xanthocarpous (zantho-kar'puB), a. [Gr.

xanthos, yellow, aud karpos, fruit.] In bot.

having yellow fruit.

Xanthochroi (zan-thok'ro-I), n. pi. [Gr.

xa nthochroos, yellow-skinned, from xantAos,

yellow, and chroa, colour.] In ethn, one of

the five groups into which Huxley classifies

man, comprising the fair whites.

The Xnnthpchrai, or fair whites, . . . are the pre

valent inhabitants of Northern Europe, and the type

may be traced into North Africa, and eastward as

far as Hindustan, i S. Tylor.

Xanthochromic (zan-tho-kro'ik), a. Of or

pertaining to the Xanthochroi. See under

Man.

Xanthochymus (zan-tho-ki'mus), n. [Gr.

xanthos, yellow, and chymos. juice.] A

genus of trees, nat. order Guttiferic. A".

pictorins, is a native of the East Indies,

with white flowers, yellow fruit, and thick

opposite leaves. The trunk yields a resin

ous juice of a yellow colour.

Xanthocon, Xanthocone (zan'tho-kon), n.

[Gr. xanthos, yellow, and konis, dust] An

arsenio-sulphide of silver, of a dull-red or

clove-brown colour, occurring in hexagonal

tabular crystals, but commonly in crystal

line reniform masses. When reduced to

powder it becomes yellow, whence the

name.

Xanthophyll (zan'tho-fll), n. [Gr. xanthos,

yellow, phyllon, a leaf] In bot. a peculiar

waxy matter to which some attribute the

yellow colour of withering leaves. Nothing

is known respecting its composition, or of

the manner in which it Is formed from

chlorophyll. Called also Xanthophylline.

Xanthophylline (zan-thofil-in), n. Same

as Xanthophyll.

Xanthopterin, Xanthopicrite (zan'tho-

l>ik nn, zan'tho-pik-rit), n. [Gr. xanthos,

yellow, and pikros, bitter.] In chem. names

given by Chevallier and Pelletan to a yellow

colouring matter from the bark of Xan-

thoxylum caribamm, afterwards shown to

be identical with berberine.

Xanthopous (zau'tho-pus), a. [Gr. xan

thos, yellow, and potts, a foot.] In bot, hav

ing a yellow Btem.

Xanthoproteic (zan'tho-pro-te"ik), a. Ap

plied to an acid formed when protein or

any of its modifications is digested in nitric

acid. It is of a yellow colour, and seems

to combine both with acids and bases.

Xanthoprotein (zan-tho-pro'te-in), n. A

yellow acid substance formed by the action

of nitric acid upon fibrine.

Xanthorhamnlne (zan-tho-ram'nin),?».l Gr.

xanthos, yellow, and rhamnos, buckthorn.]

A yellow colouring matter contained in the

ripe Persian or Turkish berries and in Avi

gnon grains. It imparts a yellow colour to

fabrics mordanted with alumina and a black

colour to those mordanted with iron salts.

See Rhamntjs.

Xanthorrhsea (zan-tho-re'a), n. [Gr. xan

thos, yellow, and rhed, to flow, from its

yellow resinous exudation.] A genus of

plants, nat. order Liliaceee. The species are

called grass-trees, and are found in Austra

lia. They have thick trunks like those of

palms, long wiry grass-like leaves, and long

dense flower-spikes. See Grass-tree.

Xanthorrhlza (zan*tho-ri'za), n. [Gr. xan

thos, yellow, and rhiza, a root, the roots

being of a deep yellow colour.] A genus of

North American plants, nat. order Ranun-

culaceee. See Yellow-root.

Xanthosis (zan-tho'sis), n. [Gr. xanthos,

yellow.] In med. a term applied to the yel

low discoloration often observed in cancer

ous tumours.

Xanthospermous (zan-tho-sper'mus), a.

[Gr. xanthos, yellow, and spenna, a seed.]

In bot. having yellow seeds.

XanthOUS (zan'thus), a. [Gr. xanthos, yel

low] A term applied by Dr. Priehard to

that variety of mankind which Includes all

those individualsor races which have brown,

auburn, yellow, flaxen, or red hair.

Xanthoxylacess (zan-thok'si-la"se-e), n. pi.

A group of polypetalous exogenous plants,

now usually combined with Rutacere, found

chiefly in America, especially in the tropical

parts The species are trees or shrubs, with

exsti^ulate, alternate or opposite leaves,

furnished with pellucid dots. The flowers

are either axillary or terminal, and of a gray

green or pink colour. All the plants of the

group to a greater or less extent possess

aromatic and pungent properties, especially

the species belonging to the genera Xau-

thoxylum, Brucea, Ptelea, Toddalia, and

Ailan thus.

Xanthoxylum (zan-tholr/si-lum), n. [Gr.

xanthos, yellow, and xylon, wood; the roots

are yellow] A genus of plants, the type of

the group Xanthoxylacerc. The species are

trees or shrubs, with the petioles,leaves, and

branches usually furnished with prickles.

On account of their aromatic and pungent

properties they are known in the countries

where they grow under the name of peppers.

X. fraxinettm is called toothache-tree, as its

bark and capsular fruit are much used as a

remedy for toothache.

Xebec (ze'bekX n. [Sp. xabeqne. Ft. chebec,

Xebec of Barbary.

It. scxabecco, zambecco, from Turk, twnbcki,

xebec; Ar.sumbuk, a small vessel] A small

three-masted vessel, formerly much used by

the Algerine corsairs, and now used to a

small extent in Mediterranean commerce

It differs from the felucca chiefly in having

several square sails, as well as lateen sail*,

while the latter has only lateen sails,

Xenelasia (zen-e-la'si-a), n. [Gr., the expul

sion of straugers.] A Spartan institution

which prohibited strangers from residing in

Sparta without permission, and empowered

magistrates to expel straugers if they saw-

fit to do so.

Xenium (ze'ni-um), n. pi. Xenia (ze'ni-a).

[L., from Gr. xenion, a gift to a guest, from

xenos, a guest] 1. Anciently, a present

given to a guest or stranger, or to a foreigu

ambassador.—2. A name given to pictures

of still-life, fruit, &c., such as axe found in

houses at Pompeii. Fairholt.

Xenodocheum. Xenodochium (zen'o-d6-

ke"um, zeu'o-do-ki"um), n, [Gr. xenodo-

cheioti— xenos, a stranger, and dechomai, to

receive.] A name given by the ancients to

a building for the reception of strangers.

The term is also applied to a guest-house m

a monastery.

Xenodochy (zen-od'o-ki), n. [Gr. xenoda-

chia. See above] Reception of strangers;

hospitality. Also, same as Xenodocheum,

Xenogenesis (zen-o-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. xena*.

strange, and genesis, birth.] 1. Same as He-

terogenesis, (6).—2. The production or forma

tion of an organism of one kind by an or

ganism of another. :is was formerly believed

of parasitic worms by their hosts. Hvxley.

Xenogeneic (zen'o-je-net"ik), a. Of or per

taining to xenogenesis.

I have dwelt upon the analofjy of pathological mo

dification which is in favour oftne xenogtnttic origin

of niicrojymes. Hu \ ir\ .

Xenops (ze'nops), n. [Or. xenos, strange,

and ops, the countenance.] A genus of in-

sessorial birds of South America, allied to

the nuthatches.

Xenotime (zen'o-tim), n. A native phos

phate of yttrium, having a yellowish brown

colour.

Xerasla (ze-ra'si-a), n. (Trom Gr. xSrot. dry.]

In pathol. a disease of the hair, which be

comes dry and ceases to grow.

Xeres (zer'es), n. [Sp] Sherry: bo called

from the district of Spain where it is pro

duced. Simmonds.

Xerlf (ze-rif), n. A shereef. * The xerif of

Mecca.' Landor.

Xeriff (ze-rif), n. 1. A gold coin formerly

current in Egypt and Turkey of the value of

9*. Ad.— 2. A name for the ducat in Mor

occo.

Xerocollyrium (ze'rd-koMir"i-um), n. [Gr.

xeros, dry, and kollyrivn.] A dry collyriuin

or eye-salve.

Xeroderma (ze-ro-der'raa), n. [Gr. xeros,

dry, and derma, skin.] In pathol general

dryness of the surface of the akin, occa

sioned by abnormal diminution of the secre-

tlonof the sebiparous organs. In its severest

form It constitutes ichthyosis, or fish skin

disease. Hoblyn,

Xerodes (ze-ro'dez), n. [Gr. xerodn, dry

ish, from xeros, dry.] Any tumour attended

with dryness.

Xeromyrum (z£-ro-mi'rnm), n. [Gr. ziros,

dry, and muron, ointment] A dry oint

ment.

Xerophagy (ze-rof'a-ji), n. (Gr. xfros. dry,

and phago, to eat. ] A term applied by early

ecclesiastical writers to the Christian rule

of fasting; the act or habit of living on dry

food or a meagre diet.

Xerophthalmy, Xerophthalmia (zfrof-

thal-mi, ze-rof-thaimi-a_), n. [Gr. zeros.

dry, and ophthalmia, a disease of the eyes,

from ophthalmos, the eye.] A dry. red sore

ness or itching of the eyes, without swelling

or a discharge of humours.

Xerotes (ze'ro-tez), n. [Gr. xerotfs, dryness ]

In med. a dry habit or disposition of the

body.

Xiphlas (zif'i-as). n. [Gr.. from xiphos, a

sword.] 1. The genus of fishes to which the

X. gladius, or common sword-fish, belong*

See Sword-fish—2. In astron. a constel

lation in the southern hemisphere. Called
also Sword-fish and Dorado or Xiphias I • .

rado.

Xlphidium (zi-fld'i-nm), n. [From Or. xi-

phos, a sword, and eidos, resemblance.] A

genus of plants with sword-shaped leaves,

nat. order Liliocea?. A*, album is a native

of the West Indies.

Xiphisternum (zif-i-ster'num), n. [Gr.

xiphos, a sword, and sternon, a breast-bone.)

In compar. anat. the inferior or posterior

Fate, far. fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; U, Sc. abune; J, S<r try.
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segment of the sternum, corresponding to

the xiphoid cartilage of human anatomy.

Xiphodon (zifo-don), n. [Gr. xiphos, a

sword, and odous, odontos, a tooth. ] A genus

of fossil mammals, closely allied to Anop-

lotherium, of which two specieB have been

ascertained.

Xiphoid (zif'oid), a. [Or. xiphos, a sword,

and eidos. likeness.] Shaped like or resem

bling a sword; ensiform.—Xiphoid or ensi

form cartilage, in anat. a small cartilage

placed at the bottom of the breast-boue.

Xiphoidiau (zi-foid'i-an), a. Of or pertain

ing to the xiphoid cartilage.

Xiphophyllous (zif-ofi-lus), a. [Gr. xiphos,

a sword, and phyilon, a leaf] In hot, having

ensiform leaves.

Xlphosura (zif-o-su'ra), n. [Gr. xiphos, a

sword, and oura, a tail.] An order of crus

taceans, so called from the long sword-like

appendage with which the body terminates.

They are represented solely by the Liniuli

or king-crabs. See Kino-crab.

Xiphoteuthls (zif-o-tu'this), n. [Gr. xiphos,

a sword, and teuthis, a squid.] A genus of

Belemnites, characterized by a very long,

narrow,deep-chambered phragmacone. Only

a Bingle species is known from the lias. See

Bklemsitidje

Xylanthrax (zi-lan'thraks). n. [Gr. xylon,

wood, and anthrax, coal. ] Woodcoal ; bovey-

coal.

Xylene (zHen), n. In chem. see XtxoL.

Xylldlne (zi'li-din), n. Same as Xyloidine.

Xylite (zi'lit), n. [Gr. xylon, wood.] The

name given to ligniform asbestos, mountain

wood, or rock-wood.

Xylobalsamum (zi-15-harsa-mum),n. l.The

wood of the balsam-tree.—2. A balsam ob

tained by decoction of the twigs and leaves

of the Amyris gileadcnsis in water.

Xylobius (zl-lo'bi-us), n. [Gr. xylon. wood,

and bios, life.] A genus of fossil insects,

supposed to be myriapods of the order Chl-

loguatha, discovered in trunks of Sigillaria.

one of the most characteristic trees of the

carboniferous age.

Xylocarp(zi'16-karp),n. [Gr.xylon, wood, and

karpos, fruit ] In bat. a, hard and woody fruit

XylocarpOUS (zi-lo-kar'piis), a. [Or. xylon,

wood, and karpos, fruit.] Having fruit

which becomes hard or woody.

Xylocopa (zi-lok'o-pa), n. [Gr. xylos, wood,

and kept, a cutting, incision.] The carpen

ter-bee, a genus of hymenopterous insects

with sharp-pointed mandibles which bore

holes in wood. It is an extensive genus.

8ee Carpenter-bee.

Xylograph (zi'lo-graf), n. [See Xylogra

phy.] An engraving on wood, or an im

pression from such an engraving.

Xylographer (zl-log'ra-fer), n. One who en

graves on wood.

XylogTaphic Xylographical (d-lo-graf-

ik, zl-16-graf'ik-al), a. Relating to xylo

graphy.

Xylography

wood, and graphs, to engrave. ] 1. Wood en-

(zl-log'ra-fl), n. [Gr. xylon.

graving; the act or art of cutting figures or

designs in wood.—2. A name given to a pro

cess of decorative painting on wood. A se

lected pattern or design is drawn on wood

which is then engraved, or the design is re

produced in zinc by the ordinary method

An electrotype cast is taken from the wood

cut or zinc plate, and smooth surfaces of

wood are printed from the electrotype,

under a regulated pressure, with pigments

prepared for the purpose. The colour pene

trates the wood, leaving no outside film,

and after being French polished or covered

with a fluid enamel the wood may be

washed, scrubbed, or even sand-pnpered

without destroying the pattern, lire.

XylOld (ziloid), a. [Gr. xylon, wood, and

eidos, form.] Having the nature of wood;

resembling wood.

Xyloidine (zi-loi'din), n. [Gr. xylon, wood,

and eidos, resemblance.] (CVHgNOj.) An ex

plosive compound produced by the action of

strong nitric acid upon starch or woody

fibre. Called also Xylidine.

Xylol, Xylole (zHol), n> (CBHl0.) A hydro

carbon,analogous to benzol and toluol, found

among the oils separated from crude wood-

spirit by the addition of water. Called also

Xylene.

Xylophaga (zMofa-ga), n.pl. [Gr. xylon,

wood, and phago, I eat.] A group of coleop

terous insects noted for their habit of exca

vating wood. They resemble the weevils,

but are distinguished from them by the ab

sence of a proboscis.

Xylophagan (zi-lofa-gan), ». An insect of

the group Xylophaga.

Xylophagidaa (zi-16-faj'i-dS), n. pi A fa

mily of Diptera or flies, the members of

which have the antennae ten-jointed, and

are furnished with a long ovipositor. The

larva is cylindrical, and has a scaly plate on

the tail, the head ending in an acute point

They are very destructive to wood.

Xylophagoua (zi-lofa-gus), a. [Gr. xylon,

wood, and phagO, to eat] Eating or feeding

on wood.

Xylophagus (zi-lofa-gus \ n. The typical

genus of the family Xylophogidro.

Xylophllan (zi-lof'i-lanV n. An Insect be

longing to the Xylophili.

Xylophlll (zi-lof'i-li), n. pi. [Gr. xylon, wood,

and phileo, to love.] A tribe of gigantic co

leopterous insects, which live on decayed

wood. They chiefly inhabit tropical coun

tries.

Xylophilous (zi-lofi-lus), o. Growing upon

or living in wood.

Xylophylla (zi-lofil-a), n. [Gr. xijlon, wood,

and phyilon, a leaf.] A genus of Euphor-

biacere, or, as some regard it, a section of

Phyllanthus, consisting of shrubs without

leaves, but whose branches are flattened out

and leaf-like, bearing the flowers in tufts in

the notches of the margin. They are natives

of the West Indies, and are named from

the singular appearance of their leaf-like

branches.

XylOpia (zi-16'pi-a), n, [Said to be contracted

for Xylopicria,from Gr. xylon, wood, and pi-

kros, bitter.] A genus of plants, nat order

Anonacese. The species are trees or shrubs,

natives chiefly of South America. X aro-

•matica is known by the name of African

pepper. The fruit of X. grandifiora is a

valuable remedy for fevers in Brazil. The

wood of all is bitter; hence they are called

bitter-woods.

Xylopyrography (zi16-pi-rog"ra-fl), n. [Gr.

xylon, wood, pgr, pyros, fire, and grapho, to

write.] The art or process of producing a

fiicture on wood by charring it with a hot

ron. Called also Poker-painting.

Xyloretlne (zi'16-r6-tin), n. [Gr. xylon,

wood, and rhetini, resin.] A sub-fossil re

sinous substance, found in connection with

the pine-trunks of certain peat-mosses.

Xylotile (xi'16-til), n. [Gr. xylon, wood, and

tiios, flock or down.] 1. An opaque, glim

mering, light or dark brown or green min

eral, of a delicately fibrous texture, consist

ing chiefly of silica, sesquioxide of iron,

magnesia,and water.—2. Same as Parkesine.

Xyrldaceae (zi-ri-da'se-e), n.pl. [Gr. xyris,

an iridaceous plant, from xyron, a razor:

from shape of its leaves.] A nat. order of

monocotyledonous rush-like or sedge -like

herbs, the species of which are found over

the tropics in both hemispheres. The order

comprises two genera, Xyris and Abolboda,

to which some botanists add Philydrum.

Xyst, Xystos (zist, zis'tos), n. [L. xystus,

Gr. xystos, from xyo, to scrape, from its

smooth and polished floor.] In anc. arch.

a sort of covered portico or open court, of

great length in proportion to its width, in

which the athleta? performed their exer

cises. Written also Xystus.

Xystarch (zis'tark), n. [Gr. xystos, xyst, and

archo, to rule.] An Athenian officer who

presided over the gymnastic exercises of the

xystos.

Xyster (zis'ter), n. [Gr. xyster, from xyd,

to scrape] A surgeon's instrument for

scraping bones.

Y.

Y, the twenty -fifth letter of the English

alphabet,was taken from the Latin, the Latin

having borrowed it from the Greek T or

upsilon. In the Anglo-Saxon alphabet it

was always a vowel, and is believed to have

had a sound resembling that of French u or

German it, this being also the sound which

the Greek T is believed to have had. In

modern English it is both a consonant and

a vowel, and seldom or never is the histori

cal representative of A. Sax. y, this being

usually represented by i At the beginning

of syllables and followed by a vowel it is a

consonant of the palatal class, being formed

by bringing the middle of the tongue in

contact with the palate, and nearly in the

position to which the g hard brings it. Hence

it has happened that in a great number of

words g has been softened into y, as A. Sax.

gedr into year, geomian into yearn, d<r<i

Into day. As an adjective termination it

commonly represents A. Sax. -ig, as in stony

= A. Sax. stilnig, rjreedy=A. Sax. grazdig,

hungry = A. Sax. hungry}, many = A. Sax.

mamig. In some nouua it also represents

the term, -ig, as in honey = A. Sax. hunig,

withy = A. Sax. withig. In the term, -ly it

stands for ic or ice, as in godly = A. Sax. god-

lie, friendly =A. Sax. freOndltc, fully =A

Ssa.fulltce, hardly = A. Sax. heardllce, Ac.

In words of Romance origin the term, -y

often represents Fr. -ie, L. -m.os in history,

modesty, memory, victory; it also represents

L. -turn, the noun termination, aa in study,

remedy, subsidy, Ac. , or the adjective terra.

-ius, as in notary, contrary, secondary, Ac.

In nouns ending in -ty the -ty represents

Ft. -U, L. -tas, -tatis, aainvanity, calamity,

Ac. In the middle and at the end of words

y is a vowel, and is precisely the same as i.

It is sounded as t long, when accented, as

in defy, rely, dying; and as i short when

unaccented, as in vanity, glory, synonymous.

As a consonant this letter bears much the

same relation to i (short) as w does to u; thus

t short has in certain positions—as in the ia

of Christian—a tendency to pass into y. Y

is sometimes called the Pythagorean letter,

from its Greek original representing, by

means of its three limbs, the sacred triad,

formed by the duad proceeding from the

monad.—In chem. Y is the symbol of yttri

um,—Y, as a numeral, stands for 150, and

with a dash over it, Y, for 150.000.

T-. A common prefix in Old English words,

as in y-clept, y-clad, Ac. , representing A. Sax.

ge-, which assumed this form by the com

mon weakening of g to y. The meaning of

words with this prefix is usually the same

as if it were absent. See GE.

Ya,t adv. Yea; yea Chaucer.

Yacare (yak'a-ra). n. The native name of

a Brazilian alligator (Jacare sclerops), hav

ing a ridge from eye to eye, fleshy eyelids,

and small webs to the feet; the spectacled

cayman. Written also Jacare.

Yacca-WOOd (yak-a-wod), n. The nmn-

int-m al wood of Podoca rpus coriacea, a small

tree of Jamaica. It is of a pale-brown

colour with streaks of hazel-brown, and is

much used in the West Indies for cabinet

work.

Yacht (yot), n. [O.D. jacht. Mod. D. jagt,

a yacht, a chase, hunting, from jagen, to

chase, to hunt, to hurry; G. jagen, to hunt;

Dan. jage, to hunt, to drive, to hurry.] A

light and elegantly fitted up vessel, used

either for pleasure trips or racing, or as a

vessel of state to convey kings, princes, Ac,

from one place to another by sea. There are

two distinct species of yacht: the mere

racer with enormous spars and sails and

deeply-ballasted hull, with fine lines, but

sacrificing everything to speed; and the ele

gant, commodious, well-proportioned tra

velling yacht, often with steam-propelling

machinery, fit for a voyage round the world.

The yacht navy of Britain comprehends ves

sels from 3 to about 600 tons.

f sail'd this morning with his majesty in one of hi-.

yachts (or pleasure-boats), vessels not known among

us till the Dutch E. India Company presented that

curious piece to the king. Evtiyn.

Yacht (yot), v.i. Tosail orcruise in a yacht:

as, he spent the summer yachting in the

Mediterranean.

Yacht-club (yofklub), n. A club or union

of yacht-owners for racing purposes, Ac,

acting under a commodore.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; -•:,/<-■. j.job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; ih, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, tcnig; zh, azure.—See KEr.
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Yacnter (yot'er), n. One who commands a

yacht; one who sails in a yacht

Yachting (yot'ing), a. Relating to a yacht

or yachts; as, a yachting voyage.

Yachtsman, (yots'man), n. One who keeps

or sails a yacht.

Ya£t Gave. Chaucer.

Yaff (yaf), v.i. [Imitative] To bark like a

dog in a passion; to yelp; hence, to talk

pertly. [Scotch.]

Yaffle, Yafflngale(yaf'l,yaf'in-gal),7i. Local

names given to the green woodpecker ( Picus

viridis) from its cry.

Vows!—I am woodman of the woods.

And hear the garnet-headed y%ijfingate

Mock them. Ttnuysott.

Yager (ya'ger), n. [G. jager, lit. a hunts

man, from jagen, to hunt.] A member of

certain regiments of light infantry in the

armies of various German states. Such regi

ments were originally composed of jager or

huntsmen, whence the name. The French

chasseur belongs to the same class of sol

dier.

Yagger (yag'or), n. [D. jager, a huntsman,

a driver. See Yager.] A ranger about the

country; a travelling pedlar. Sir W. Scott

[Shetland Islands.]

Yahoo (ya'hb), n, A name given by Swift,

In Gulliver'* Travels, to a race of brutes,

having the form of man and all his degrad

ing passions. They are placed in contrast

with the Houyhnhnms, or horses endowed

with reason, the whole beini? designed as a

Batire on the human race. Hence, a rough,

boorish, uncultivated character. ' A yahoo

of a stable-boy.' Graves,

•What sort of fellow is he; ... a yahoo, I sup

pose?' ' Not fit all, he is a capital fellow, a perfect

gentleman.' H. KingsUy.

Yak (yak), n. [Thibetian.] A ruminant mam

mal of the*ovine tribe, the Bos poephagus,

or Poephagus grunniens, a small species of

ox, with cylinuric horns, curving outward,

long pendent silky hair fringing its sides, a

bushy mane of fine hair, and villous, horse

like tail; inhabiting Thibet aud the higher

plateaus of the Himalayas: called by Pen

nant and others the grunting ox, from its

very peculiar voice, which sounds much like

the grunt of a pig: known also as Sarlac,

Sarlik. There are several varieties of the

yak due to climatic influences, character of

habitat, food, and, in the case of domesti

cated animals, to the kind of work to which

they are put, as the nofde yak, the ghain-

orik. the plough-yak. The last is a plebeian-

looking animal, aud wants the magnificent

side tufts of hair characteristic of its free

brethren. It is employed in agriculture.

The yak is often crossed with other domestic

cattle, and a mixed breed obtained. The

tail of the yak is in great request for various

ornamental purposes, and forms quite an

important article of commerce. Dyed red

it decorates the caps of the Chinese, and

when properly mounted it is used as a fly-

tlapper in India under the name of a chowry.

Yak [Ros foepkagns).

Tails are also carried before certain officers

of state, their number indicating his rank.

Yaksha (yak'sha), it In Hind. myth, a kind

of demigods who attend Kuvera, the god of

riches, and guard hfs treasures.

Yald (yald). a. Same as Yeld.

Yald, Yauld (yald), a. peel gildr, stout,

brawny, strung, of full size; Sw. nnd Dan.

g'ld] Supple; active; athletic. [Scotch]

Yam (yam), n. [The Portuguese first saw

the plant cultivated in Africa, then in In

dia and Malacca, and brought the name as

well as the plant to the West, but from what

language It comes is unknown. The yam

was imported iuto America.] A large escu

lent tuber or root produced by various

plants of the genus Dioscorea, growing in

tropical climates. The common West Indian

yam is produced by D. alata, the East In*

Yam [Dioicorea globosa).

dian yams are produced by D. globosa. ru

bella, and purpurea. The D. atro-pttrpurea

grows in Malacca, and produces tubers

which, like those of D. purpurea, are of a

purple colour. Yams, when roaBted or

boiled, form a wholesome, palatable, and

nutritious food. They are sometimes of the

weight of 30 lbs. See Water-yam.

Yania (ya'ma), n. In Hind. myth, the god

tTTTTT, 1 1 1 an fx\\\\ v\\\\\\w\

Yama.

of departed spirits and the appointed judge

and punisher of the dead; the embodiment

of power without pity, and stern, unbend

ing- fate. He is generally represented as

crowned and seated on a buffalo, which he

guides by the horns. He is four-armed and

of austere countenance. In one hand he

holds a mace, in another a noose which is

used to draw out of the bodies of men the

souls which are doomed to appear before

his judgment-seat. His garments are of the

colour of fire, his skin is of a bluish green.

Yamer, Yammer (yii'mer, yam'mer), v.i.

[O.E. yomer, A. Sax. gedmerian, to lament,

to groan, from gedmor, sad, mournful,

wretched; comp. G. jammeren, to lament,

to wail. J To shriek ; to yell ; to cry aloud ;

to whimper loudly; to whine. [Scotch.]

' The child is doin^f as well as possible.' said Miss

Crizzv; ' to be sure It does yammer constantly, that

can't be denied.' Mits Ferrier.

Yank (yangk). v.i. [Probably a nasalized

form akin to G. and D. jagen, Dan. jage, to

hunt, to chase, to hurry; Icel. jaga, to move

to and fro. See Yacht] [Scotch.] 1. To

work cleverly and actively : often with on;

as, she yanked on at the work.—2. To speak

in a yelping or affected tone; to scold; to nag;

as, she yanked at her servant from morning

to night.

Yank (yangk), v.t. To give a throwing or

jerking motion to; to twitch strongly; to

jerk. [Colloq. United States.]

Yank (yangk), n. 1. A quick, sharp stroke:

a buffet ; as, he gave him a yank on the

head. [Scotch] -2. A jerk or twitch. [Colloq.

United States.)— 3. pi. A kind of leggings.

[Provincial ]

Yank (yangk), n. [Contr. of Yankee.] A

Yankee. (Vulgar.]

Yankee (yang'ke), n, [A word of uncertain

origin. The most common explanation seema

also the most plausible, namely, that it ia a

corrupt pronunciation of English or of Fr.

Anglais formerly current among the Ameri

can Indians. In Bartlett's Dictionary of

Americanisms a statement is quoted to* the

effect that Yengees or Yenkees was a name

origiually given by the Massachusetta In

dians to the English colonists, and that it

was afterwards adopted by the Dutch ou

the Hudson, who applied the term in con

tempt to all the people of New England.

Bartlett also quotes a statement of Heck-

welder (an authority on Indian matters),

who affirmed that the Indians applied the

term Yengees specially to the New Englan-

ders at jontradistinguished from the Vir

ginians or Long Knives, and the Engliah

proper or Saggenash. As early as 1713 it is

said to have been a common cant word at

Cambridge. Mass., in the sense of good or

excellent, being probably borrowed by the

students from the Indians, to whom a 'Yan

kee* article would be synonymous with an

excellent one, from the superiority of the

white man in mechanical arts.] A cant name

for a citizen of New England. During the

American Revolution the name was applied

to all the insurgents; and during the civil

war it was the common designation of the

Federal soldiers by the Confederates. In

Britain the term 1b sometimes applied gen

erally to all natives of the United States,

Yankee - Doodle (yaug-ke-do'dl), n. l. A

famous air, now regarded as American ami

national. In reality the air is an old Eng

lish one, called Nankey Doodle, and had

some derisive reference to Cromwell. It is

said that the brigade under Lord Percy,

after the battle of Lexington, marched out

of Boston playing this tune in derisive and

punning allusion to the name Yankee, and

the New Englanders adopted the air in con

sideration of the fact that they had made

the British dance to it. The really national

tune of the whole United States, however.

is 'Hail, Columbia I '—2. A Yankee. 'Hot

Yankee-doodles.' Moore. [Ludicrous.]

YankeeUm (yangTce-izm), n. An idiom or

practice of the Yankees.

Yanker Yankle.n. [SeeYANK.r.t.] [Scotch.]

L A Bharp, forward, clever woman.—2. One

who speaks or scolds incessantly.

Yanolite (yan'o-lit), n. See Axinitk.

Yaourt ( yourt ), »». A fermented liquor or

milk-beer, similar to komnis, made by the

Turks. Simmonds.

Yap (yap), v.i. [Imitative, like yaff; comp.

Fr. japper, Yr.iapar, to yelp] To yelp; to

bark. Sir R. L'Estrange.

Yap (yap), "- The cry of a dog; a bark; aYap i

yelp

Yapock (yap'ok), n. A handsome opossum

inhabiting the rivers of Brazil and Guiana.

It is aquatic in its habits, bearing a con

siderable resemblance to a small otter, and

differs from other opossums in its dentition,

in having no opposable thumb, and, there

fore, in being incapable of climbing trees,

and in the toes of the hind feet being webbed.

It is an excellent swimmer, and lives on the

fishes which it chases and catches in the

rivers. Called also Water-opossum.

Yapon (ya'pon or ya'pon), n. Ilex Cassine,

a shrub growing in the southern states of

America, the leaves of which are used as

tea and as medicine. The same name ia

also given to other species of Ilex. Written

also Yattpon.

Yar, Yare (yar, yar), a. Sour; brackish.

(Provincial English.]

Yarage t (yar'ai), n, [From yare.] JVaut

the power of moving or being managed at

sea: said of a ship.

To the end that he might, with his light ship*, wrfl

manned with water-men. turn and environe the gilleys

of the enemies, the which were heavy otyarage, both

for their bignesse, as also for lacke of water-men to row

them. JVsrtM.

Yarb (yarb), n. An herb. ' Some skill in

yarbs as she called her simples' KingxUy.

[Provincial English]

Yard (yard), n. [0. E. yerde, grrde, A. Sax

gyrd, gird, rarely geard, a rod, a staff, a

yard measure; D. garde, a rod, a twig; G.

gerte, a switch, a twig; Goth, gazas, a goad.

lite, fiu, la.1, f,,ll, mc, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y\ Sc. fey.
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a prick. Cog. with L. hasta, a spear. ] 1. The

British and American standard measure of

length, equal to 3 feet or 36 inches, the foot

being in general made practically the unit

As a cloth measure the yard is divided into

4 quarters = 16 nails. (See under Measure.;

A square yard contains 9 square feet and a

cubic yard 27 cubic feet—2. A pole or rod

3 feet long for measuring a yard.—3. A long

cylindrical piece of timber in a ship, having

a rounded taper toward each end, and slung

crosswise to a mast. All yards are either

square or lateen, the former being suspended

across the masts at right angles for spread

ing square sails, the latter obliquely. Yards

have sheave-holes near their extremities for

the sheets reeving through. Either end of

a yard, or rather that part of it which is

outside the sheave-hole, is called the yard-

arm; the quarter of a yard is about half

way between the sheave-hole and the slings.

4.t A long piece of timber, as a rafter and

the like. Oxford Glossary. — h. The male

organ of generation; the penis.— Kara* of

land. Same as Yard-land (which see).

Yard (yard), n. [A. Sax. geard, an inclosnre,

a yard, a court, Ac. ; Icel. garthr, a yard or

inclosed space (E. garth); Dan. gaard, a

yard, a court, a farm; D. gaard, a garden;

O.H.G. garto, Mod.G garten, a garden; Rus.

gorod (as in Novgorod, Ac), a town. From

same root as L. hortus, a garden, cohors, a

cohort (see Court), Gr. cheir, the hand.

Akingarden, and probablygird, to surround.

Orchard contains this word.] 1. A small

piece of inclosed ground, particularly ad

joining a house, whether in front of it, be

hind it, or around it —2. An inclosure within

which any work or business is carried on ;

as, a brick-yard, a wood-yard, a tanning-

yard, a dock-yard, Ac.— 3. In Scotland, a

garden, particularly a kitchen - garden.

'Burns.

Yard (yard), v.t. To Inclose In a yard; to

shut up in a yard, as cattle; as, to yard

cows.

Yard-arm (yard'orm), n. See Yard, 3.—

Yard-ann and yard-arm, the situation of

two ships lying alongside of each other so

near that their yard-arms cross or touch.

Yard-land (yard'1 and >,ji. A quantity of land

in England, different in different counties;

a virgate. In some counties it was 15 acres;

In others 20 or 24, and even 40 acres.

Yard-stick (yard'stik), n. A stick or rod

3 feet in length, used as a measure of cloth,

Ac.

Yard-wand (yard'wond), n. A yard-stick.

' His cheating yard-wand.' Tennyson.

Yaret (yar), a. [A. Sax. gearu, prepared,

ready, yare; akin G. gar, prepared, ready;

Icel. gbr-, gjor, quite: comp. Icel. gbra, to

do, to make; prov. E. gar, to cause to do.

Akin garb, gear.} 1. Ready; quick; dexter

ous; eager : said of persons, and especially

of sailors; as, to be yare at the helm.

Beyare in thy preparation. Shak.

2. Easily wrought; answering quickly to the

helm; swift; lively: said of a ship.

The lesser (ship) will come nnd fro, leave and take,

and is yare, whereas the other is slow. Raleigh.

Yaret (yar), adv. Briskly; dexterously;

yarely. Shak.

Yarely t (yam), adv. Readily; dexterously;

skilfully. 'Those flower- soft hands that

yarely frame the office.' Shak.

Yark (yark), v.t. Same as rent.

Yarke (yUr'ke), n. The native name of dif

ferent South American monkeys of the genus

Pithecia.

Yarn (yilrn), n. [A. Sax. gearn, D. garen,

IceL Sw. Dan. and G. gam, yarn. Allied

to Gr. chords, a chord, originally an intes

tine. (See Chord.) Comp. G. gam, in sense

of one of the stomachs of a ruminant, IceL

gbrn, pi. garnir, the guts] 1. Any textile

fibre prepared for weaving into cloth. (See

Thread.) The various sizes of cotton yarn

are numbered according to the number of

hanks of 840 yards in the pound ; flax and

jute according to the number of leas of 300

yards per pound ; and woollen and worsted

yaru according to the number of skeins of

560 yards per pound. — 2. In rope-making,

one of the threads of which a rope 1b com

posed.—3. A story spun out by a sailor for

the amusement of his companions; a Btory

or tale; hence, to spin a loug yarn is to tell

a long story. [Colloq. ]

Yarnen t (yarn'n), a. Made of yarn ; con

sisting of yarn. ' A pair of yarnen stocks.'

Turberville.

Yar-nut, ". See Yer-nut.

Yataghan.

[North of Eng-

[Old Eng-

Yarpha (yar*fa), » A kind of peaty soil; a

soil in which peat predominates. [Orkney

and Shetland.]

We turn pasture into tillage, and barley into aits,

and heather into greensward, and the poor yarpha,

as the benighted creatures here call their peat-boys,

into baittle grass-land. sir !!' Scott.

Yarr (yar), n. [Perhaps akin in origin to

yarrow.) A well-known British and Euro

pean plant, Spergula arvensis. See Srer-

qcla.

Yarrt (yar). *>•»■ [Imitative.] To growl or

snarl, aa a dog. Ainsworth.

Yarrish (yar'ish), a. [From yar, sour.] Hav

ing a rough, dry taste. [Provincial.]

Yarrow (yar'o), n. [A. Sax. gearwe, D. gerw,

G. garbe, 0. G. garwe, yarrow. According

to Skeat from A. Sax. gearwian, to pre

pare, gerwan, to dress,

from being used in dress

ing wounds. Hence

allied to yare.} A name

given to a British plant,

Achillea millefolium.

Also known by the

name of Milfoil (which

see).

Yataghan(yat'a-gan), n.

[Turk, yatagdn.) A sort

of dagger • like sabre,

with double - curved

blade, about 2 feet loug,

the handle without a

cross-guard, much worn

in Mohammedan coun

tries. It is also written

Ataghan.

Yate (yatV n. [A form of

gate, with softening of g

to y. See Y.] A gate,

land]

Yaud (yad), n. A Jade; a yawd.

lish and Scotch. ] See Yawd.

Yaul (yal), n. See Yawl.

Yaup (yap), v.i. [O. E. yatelp, a form of

yelp, A. Sax. gcalp, a loud sound. See

Yelp.] To yelp; to cry out like a child or

a bird. [Scotch.]

Yaup (yap), n. The cry of a bird or of a

child. [Scotch.]

Yaup (yap), a [To be yaup is lit. to be

a-gape, with change of g to y.] Hungry.

[Scotch.)

Yaupon (ya'pon), n. Same as Yapon.

Yave,t pret. of yeve. Gave. Chaucer.

Yaw (yaX v.i. [Comp. prov. G. gagen, to

rock, to move unsteadily ; Icel. gagr, bent

back] Saut. to steer wild; to deviate from

the line of her course in steering: said of

a ship.

She steered wild, yaTped, and decreased in her rate

of sailing. Marryat.

Yaw (ya), n. Xaut. a temporary deviation

of a ship or vessel from the direct line of

her course. ' O, the yaw that ■ she will

make 1 ' Massinger.

Yaw (ya), v.t. To rise in blisters, breaking

in white froth, as cane-juice in the sugar-

works.

Yawd (yad), n. [Softened form of jade.]

A jade ; an old horse or mare. [Old Eng

lish or Scotch. ] Written also Yaud. Burns.

Your yatods may take cold and never be good

after it. Brcme.

Yawl (yal), n. [From D. iol, a yawl, a skiff,

Sw. julle, Dan. jolle, a jolly-boat, a yawl.

Jolty in jolly-boat is this word, being taken

direct from the Danish apparently.] 1. A

small ship's boat, usually rowed by four or

six oars; a jolly-boat.—2. The smallest boat

used by fishermen. Written sometimes Yaul.

Yawl (yal), v.i [Akin to yowl, yell) To

cry out; to howl ; to yell. * The pilot . . .

louder yawls.' Qtiarles. ' Then yelp'd the

cur and t/aicl'd the cat.' Tennyson.

Yawn <yan). v i, [A. Sax. gdnian, to yawn,

to gape, to open; Sc. gant, G. gdhnen, to

yawn, to gape; akin to A. Sax. gtnan, Icel.

gina, to gape; from root seen in Or. chaino,

L. Aio, to gape; G. gans, E. gander, goose.

From same root are chasm, chaos, entering

English from the Greek.] 1. To gape; to

oscitate ; to have the mouth open involun

tarily through drowsiness or dulness.

When a manjawneth he cannot hear so well. Bacon.

The king awoke, . . .

KiA yattm'd, and rubb'd bis face, and spoke.

Tennyson.

-I To gape ; to open wide ; to stand open :

said of the mouth, a chasm, or the like; as,

wide yawns the gulf below. ' This thy yawn

ing mouth.' Shak.

Gravesyawn and yield your dead. Shak,

Heavens open inward, chasms yawn. Tennyson.

3. To gape for anything; to express desire

by yawning; as, to yawn tor fat livings.

The chiefest thing nt which lay reformersyawn is,

that the clergy may, through conformity in condition,

be poor as the apostles were. Hooker.

4. To express surprise and bewilderment by

gaping.

Methinks it should be now a huge eclipse

Of sun and moon, and that the affrighted globe

Should yawi at alteration. Shak.

Yawn (yan), n. 1. A gaping; an involuntary'

opening of the mouth from drowsiness ;

oscitation. ' Thy everlasting yawn.' Pope.

2. The act of gaping or opening wide.

Sometimes with a mighty yawn, 'tis said.

Opens a dismal passage to the dead. Addison.

3. An opening; a chasm. Marston. [Rare.]

Yawnlngly (yan'ing-li), ado. In a yawning

manner; with yawns or gapes. Bp. Hull.

Yaws (ya/), n. [African yaw, a raspberry.]

A disease occurring in America, Africa and

the West Indies, and almost entirely con

fined to the African races. It is character

ized by cutaneous tumours, numerous and

successive, gradually increasing from specks

to the size of a raspberry, one at length

growing larger than the rest; core a fungous

excrescence; fever slight, and probably irri

tative merely. It is contagious, and cannot

be communicated except by the actual con

tact of yaw matter to some abraded surface,

or by inoculation, which is sometimes effec

ted by flies. It is also called Frambasia,

from the French framboise, a raspberry.

Yclad t (i-klad'). pp. [ Prefix y-, and clad. ]

Clad; clothed. 'Her words yclad with

wisdom's majesty.' Shak.

Yclept, Ycleped O-klept'), pp. [A. Sax.

ge-clypdd, pp. of ge-clypian, to call. ]

Called; named. [Obsolete, except in

humorous writing, or when used in the

affectedly ancient style.]

Judas I tan,yclefed Maccabxus. Shak.

But come thou goddess fair and free

In Heaven ycl/ped Euphrosyne. Milton.

Ydle t (i'dl), a. Lazy; idle. Spenser.

Ydrad t (i-dradO, pp> Dreaded.

Ye (ye), iron. [A. Sax. gi, ye, nom. pi. cor

responding to thu, thou ; the genlt. was

cower, the dat. and ace. tow ; so that ye is

properly the nom. plural and you the obj.;

I), gij, Icel. ter, er, Dan. and Sw. i, G. ihr,

Goth, jus, all ye or you (ill See You.)

Properly the nominative plural of the second

person, of which thou is the singular, but

in later times also used as an objective after

verbs and prepositions. Ye is now used

only in the sacred and solemn style; in com

mon discourse and writing you is exclu

sively used.

lint ye are washed, but ye are sanctified. iCor. vi. n.

Loving offenders thus I will excuse ye. Shak.

I thankjy; andbcblestforyourgoodcomfort. Shak.

A south-west blow on ye

And blister yoti all o'er. Shak.

The confusion between ye and you did not exist in

Old English. Ye was always used as a nominative,

and you as a dative or accusative. In the English

Bible the distinction is very carefully observed, but

in the dramatists of the Elizabethan period there is

a very loose use of the two forms. Dr. Morris.

Ye.t adv. Yea; yea Chaucer.

Yea (ya), adv. [A. Sax. ged, yea, indeed;

IceL jd, D. Dan. Sw. ana G ja, Goth, ja,

jai; allied to Goth, jah, and ; L. jam, now;

Skr. ya, who] 1. Yes; ay; a word that ex

presses affirmation or assent: the opposite

of nay; as, will you go? yea. 'Whilst one

says only yea, and t'other nay.* Denham.

Let your communication be yea, yea; nay, nay.

Mat. v. 37.

2. It sometimes introduces a subject with

the sense of indeed, verily, truly, it is bo, or

is it so?

Yea, hath God said. Ye shall not eat of every tree

in the garden 1 Gen. iii. i.

Yea, mistress, are you so peremptory! Shak.

' 3. Used in the same way as nay, intimating

that something is to l>c added by way of in

tensiveness or amplification; not this alone;

not only so but also.

I therein do rejoice : yea, and will rejoice.

Phil. i. 18.

One that composed your beauties, yea, and one

To whom you are but as a form in wsi. Shak.

4. Used substantively : (a) in Scrip, denot

ing certainty, consistency, harmony, and

stability.

All the promises of God in him are yea, and in him

are amen. a Cor. i. so.

(6) An affirmative vote ; one who votes in

the affirmative; the equivalent to Ay or

Aye.— Yea is now used only in the sacred

and solemn style. Yea like nay was formerly

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; B. ffo; j,job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siny; th, then; th, tAin; w, trig; wh, whig; zh, azure. —See KEY.
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used only in answer to questions framed

affirmatively in contradistinction to yes and

no, which were the proper answers to ques

tions put negatively. See extract.

There is an eiample of the rejection of a needless

subtlety in the case of our affirmative particles, yea

and yrs, nay and no, which were formerly distin

guished in use, as the two affirmatives still are in our

sister-tontfues, the Danish and Swedish. The dis

tinction was lhatjwrt and nay were answers to ques

tions framed in the affirmative; as. Will he gof Yea

or Ail/ But if the question was framed in the nega

tive. Will he not go! the answer was Yes or A'u

G. P. Marsh.

Yead, t Yede t ( yed ), r. t. [A false present

tense and infinitive formed from the old

preterite yode, code. See YoDE.J To go;

to proceed.

Then bade the knight this ladyyed* aloof.

And to a hill herself withdraw aside. Spenser.

Years yead away and faces fair deflower. Drant.

Yea-fOTSOOth (ya-for-soth/), a. Applied to

one saying to anything yea and forsooth,

which latter was not a phrase of genteel

society. 'A rascally yea-forsooth knave.'

Shak.

Yean (yen), v.t and i [A. Sax. ednian,

edenian, to bring forth, to become pregnant,

from edcen, gravid, teeming, great. Tit in

creased, being pp. of edcan, to increase, to

eke. See Eke, Augment.] To bring forth

young, as a goat or sheep; to lamb. Written

also Kan. Shak.

Yeanling (yenling), n. The young of sheep;

a Iamb; an eanling.

Year (yer), n [OE. yeer, yer; A. 8ax. gedr,

?fr; D. jaar, L.G. j6r, O. jahr, Goth, jir,

eel. dr, Dan. aar; cog. Slav, jam, spring;

Zend yare, a year. Perhaps from root i, to

go, seen in yode, L. eo, ire, to go.] 1. The

period of time during which the earth makes

one complete revolution in its orbit; or it

is the space or period of time which elapses

between the sun's leaving either equinoctial

point, or either tropic, and his return to the

same. This is the tropical orsolar year, and

the year in the strict and proper sense of

the word. This period comprehends what

are called the twelve calendar months, and

ts usually calculated to commence on 1st

January and to end on 31st December. It

is not quite uniform, but its mean length is

about 366 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, and 61 6

seconds. The return of the seasons depends

upon it In popular usage, however, the

year consists of 365 days, and every fourth

year of 366. See BISSEXTILE, LEAF-TEAR. —

Anomalistic year. See under ANOMALISTIC.

—Cioil year, the tropical or solar year.—

Common year, a year of 365 days, as distin

guished from leap year.—Ecclesiastical year,

from Advent to Advent—Gregorian, year,

Julian year. See GREGORIAN, Julian,

Style.— Legal year, in England,commenced

on March 26, though the historical year

began on January 1, a practice which con

tinued till 1752; hence it was usual between

January 1 and March 25 to date the year

both ways, as 1745-6. —Lunar year, a period

consisting of 12 lunar months. The lunar

astronomical year consists of 12 lunar syn-

odical months, or 354 days, 8 hours, 48 min

utes, 36 seconds. The common lunar year

consists of 12 lunar civil months, or 354

days. The embolismic or intercalary lunar

year consists of 13 lunar civil months, and

contains 334 days. —Sabbatical year. See

SAHBATIC—Sidereal year. See SIDEREAL.—

2. The time in which any planet completes

a revolution; as, the year of Jupiter or of

Saturn —3. Years, In the plural, is some

times equivalent to age or old age; as, a

man in years. ' His tender years. Shak.

Myself am struck, in years I must confess. Shak.

Untouch'd with any shade otyears.

May those kind eyes for ever dwell I Tennyson.

In popular language year is often used for

years; as, the horse is ten year old.

And threescore year would make the world away. .

Shah.

—A year and day, in law, the lapse of a

year with a day added to it, a period which

determines a right, or works prescription

In many cases.— Year, day, and waste, part

of the sovereign's prerogative in England.

whereby he was entitled to the profits for a

year and a day of persons attainted of petty

treason or felony, together with the right of

wasting the said tenements; afterwards re

storing it to the lord of the fee. Abolished

by the Felony Act. 1870.—Year of grace, any

year of the Christian era.

Year-book (yer/bukX n. 1. A book published

every year, each annual issue containing

new nr additional information; a work pub

lished annually and intended to supply fresh

information on matters in regard to which

changes are continually taking place—2. A

book containing annual reports of cases

adjudged in the courts of England, from the

time of Edward II. to that of Henry VII.,

published annually.

Yearedt (yerd), a. Numbering years; aged.

R"th were of best feature, of high race, yeared but

to tliirty. S. Jonson.

Yearlily (yerTi-Ii), ado. Yearly. 'The great

quaking grass sowen yearlily in many of the

London gardens.' T. Johnson, [Rare.}

Yearling (yer'ling), n. A young beast one

year oldor in the second year of his age.

Yearling (yerling), a. Being a year old;

as, a yearling heifer.

Yearly ( yerli ), a. 1. Annual ; happening,

accruing, or coming every year; as, a yearly

rent or income.

Five hundred poor I have \n yearly pay. Shak.

2. Lasting a year; as, a yea rly plant. —3. Com

prehending a year; accomplished In a year;

as, the yearly circuit or revolution of the

earth.

The ytar/y course that brings this day about

Shall never see it but a holiday. Shak.

Yearly (yerli), adv. Annually; once a year;

as, blessings ifearly bestowed.

Yearly will I do this rite. Shak.

Yearn (yem), v.i. [A. Sax. geornian, gear-

nan, gyrnan, to desire, to Leg, to yearn,

from georn, desirous, eager, anxious ; Icel.

gjarn, eager, willing, whence girna, to de

sire ; Goth, gairns, desirous, gairtrian, to

long for ; Dan. gierne. D. gaarne, G. gem,

willingly. Skeat regards the word in mean

ing 2 (the only meaning found in Shakspere)

as quite different, taking it from O E. errne,

to grieve, from A. Sax yrman. to grieve, to

vex, from earm, poor, wretched (D. Dan. Sw.

and G. arm, Icel. armr, Goth. arms). If

this is correct the word has evidently been

influenced in its form by confusion with

yearn, to desire] 1. To feel mental un

easiness from longing desire, from tender

ness, affection, pity, or the like; to be filled

with eager longing; to have a wistful feel

ing. 1 Ki. iii. 26. 'Swift souls that yearn

for light. ' Tennyson.

Joseph made haste, for his bowels did yearn upon

his brother. Gen. xllii. 30.

Your mother's heart yearns toward you. Addison.

2.t To grieve; to be pained or distressed; to

mourn; to sorrow.

FalstafT, he is dead.

And we must yearn therefore. Shah.

Yearn t (yern), v t To pain ; to grieve ; to

vex.

She laments for it, that It would yearn your heart

to see it, Sha*.

It yearns me not if men my garments wear. Shak.

Yearn (yernV t>»- [For earn, to curdle

(which see).] To coagulate as milk. [Scotch]

Yearn (yem), vt To cause to coagulate or

curdle. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Yearnet (yernX v.t [See Earn.] To earn;

to gain; to procure. Spenser.

Yearnfult (yern'ful), a. Mournful; distress

ing.

Yearning (yern'ing), p. and a. Longing;

having lonjiing desire. 'The language of

his yearning soul.' Pope.

Yearning (yern'ing). n. The feeling of one

who yearns; a strong feeling of tenderness,

pity, or longing desire. Calamy.

Yearning (yern'ing), n. Rennet [Scotch.]

Yearningly (>ern'ing-li),atftJ. In a yearning

manner; with yearning.

Yeast (yest), n. [OE. yeest, A. Sax. gist,

gyst, Icel. iast,jastr, D. gest, gist, M.H.G.

gest. jest, Mod. G. gdscht. yeast, from a verb

signifying to ferment seen in OH O. gesan,

jesan, Mod. G. qtihren, gischen, Sw. gdsa, to

ferment, to froth. Allied to Gr. zed, to boil.

zelos, E. zeal.) 1. Barm; ferment; the yel

lowish substance, having an acid reaction,

produced during the vinous fermentation

of saccharine fluids, rising partly to the sur

face in the form of a frothy, flocculent,

viscid matter (surface yeast), and partly

fulling to thebottom(sediment yeast). Yeast

consists of aggregations of minute cells,

each cell constituting a plant, Torula cere-

visia. The yeast-plant is a fungus, or rather

a particular state of fungus, for there are

many moulds which, under certain condi

tions, acquire the torula property, that is,

become capable of decomposing sugar. The

cell consists of a cyst composed of cellulose,

inclosing a semi fluid matter, essentially

identical with protein. When a surface

yeast-cell has attained full size, it gives off

a little bud, which, on attaining the size of

the first, gives out another bud. and in this

way the cells undergo exceedingly rapid

multiplication. The germs of the yeast-

plant are supposed to exist in countless

multitudes in the atmosphere, from the

fact that a saccharine solution which pre

sents no surface to the atmosphere does not

ferment, while on its being so exposed fer

mentation seta in. Fermentation takes

place sooner and goes on more rapidly when

yeast is added than when the fluid is merely

exposed to the atmosphere, beer yeast pos

sessing the property of setting up fermenta

tion in the highest degree. Surface yeast is

formed at 66' to 77* Fahr. , and its action is

rapid and irregular, whereas sediment yeast

is formed at 32* to 45*. and its action is slow

and quiet. Sediment yeast is reproduced

by spores and not by buds. In their chemi

cal relations the two do not appear to differ

Yeast varies in quality according to the

nature of the liquid in which it is generated,

and yeast merchants distinguish seseml

varieties, which are employed for different

purposes according to their energy and at

tlvlty. Yeast is not only essential to the

production of wine from grape juice and

other fruit juices, the manufacture of beer,

and the preparation of distilled spirits,

but it is also the agent in producing the

panary fermentation whereby bread is ren

dered light, porous, and spongy. Beer yeast

is employed medicinally as a stimulant in

low fevers, and is of great service in esses

where, from inflammatory symptoms, wine

is inadmissible. — (Jerman yeast, comm»'i

yeast collected, drained, and pressed till

nearly dry. It can be so kept for several

months, and fs much used by bakers. —

Patent yeast, yeast collected from a wort

of malt and hop, and treated similarly t<>

German yeast — Artificial yeast, a dough «f

flour and a small quantity of common yeart

made into small cakes and dried. Kept frre

from moisture, it long retains its fernienta-

tive property.—2. Spume or foam of water;

froth.

They melt into thy yeast of waves, which mar

Alike the Armada's prutc. or spoils of Trafalgar.

Syrtm.

Formerly spelled Yest 'Now the ship bor

ing the moon with ber mainmast and anon

swallowed with yest and froth.' Shak-

Yeast-bltten ( yeafbit-n ), a. In brewing.

too much affected by yeast.

When the process of attenuation becomes so &U -k

as not to exceed half a pound in the day. it » pn>4ei-{

to cleanse, otherwise the top-barm might re-er,Mrr

the body of the beer, and it would become ,m* tt~

bitten. tVr

Yeastiness (yes'U-nes), n. The state or

quality of beuig yeasty.

Yeast-plant (yest'plant), n. The Torula

cerevisuTe. See Yeast.

Yeast-powder (yest'pou-der), n. A substi

tute for yeast used in leavening bread, con

sisting of a preparation of sods, phosphate*,

and other substances in the form of a pow

der.

Yeasty (yes'tl), a. Pertaining to, resem

bling, or containing yeast; frothy; foamy;

spumy; yesty ( which see).

Yedding,t Yeddynge.t n. {Icel. gada, tn

ornament; Sc. yed, to fib. to magnify m

narration] A song or ballad; properly, the

song of a gleeman or minstrel. Chaucer.

Yede,t v.i. See Yead.

Yede.t Went Chaucer. Same aa Yode,

Yeelt (yel), n. Same as Ktl. BoUaud

Yefte.t n. A gift. Chaucer.

Yeld (yeld), a. [Icel. geldr, barren, giving

no milk; Sw. gall, unfruitful, barren, sterile )

Not giving milk ; also barren ; aa. a yeld cow .

Called also Yald, Yell [Scotch ]

Yelde.t v.t. To yield; to give; to pay. Chan

cer.

Yeldehall,t n. A guildhall. Chaucer.

Yelk (yelk), n. The yellow part of an egs:

the yolk. See Yolk.

Yell (yel), a. Barren; not giving milk Srw

Yeld. [Scotch.]

Yell (yel). v.i. [A. Sax. gellan, gytlan.gula*.

to yell, to screech; Icel. gclla, gyalla. Pan-

gialle, to yell ; Sw. aalla, to resound, u»

ring ; D. gUlen, to shriek or scream . O

geUen, to resound ; allied to A. Sax gala*.

to sing, whence gale in nightingale ] To

cry out with a sharp, disagreeable noise: to

shriek hideously; to cry or scream as with

agony or horror. 'The night rave* that

still deadly yells. ' Spenser.

Poor Puck doth yell, poor Puck dotii roar.

AU the men and women in the h*Q

Rose, when they saw the dead nasi rate. vtA Be*

Yelling as from a spectre. Tr*my*r*

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; f, Sc. fr>
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Yellt (yel), v.t. To utter with a yell.

As if it felt with Scotland, and yelfd out

Like syllable of dolour. Shak.

Yell (yel), n. A sharp, loud, hideous out

cry; a scream or cry of horror, distress, or

Xny. ' Yells of mothers, maids, nor babes. '

k.

The filthy by-lane rings to the yell of the trampled

wife. Tennyson.

Yelling (yel'Ing). p. and a. Uttering yells

or hideous outcries; shrieking; as, yelling

monsters.

Yelling (yel'ing), n. The act or the noise

of one who or that which yells. ' Yelling*

loud and deep.' Drayton.

Pale spectres, grin around me.

And stun me with the yetting s of damnation.

Johnson.

Yelloch (yel'och), v.i. To yell; to scream;

to shriek. Sir W. Scott. [Scotch.]

Yelloch (yel'och X n. A thrill cry; a yell.

[Seotch.]

Yellow (yeVld), a. [A. Sax. geolo, geolu,

yellow; D.geel, OHO. gelo. Mod. G. gelb,

Icel. gulr, Dan. and Sw. guul, yellow; from

same root as L. hetvus, light or grayish yel

low, gold and green being also from same

root (the change of r to I is common); hence

akin also to Or. ehloi, green herb, chloros,

pale green, choU, bile (cog. with E. gall).

See Green, Ac.] Being of a pure bright

golden colour, or of a kindred hue; having

the colour of that part of the solar spec

trum situated between the orange and the

green. ' Yellow autumn.' Shak. 'Fallen

into the Bear, the yellow leaf.' Shak. Yel

low is sometimes used as the colour be

tokening jealousy, envy, melancholy, Ac,,

a usage no doubt connected with the figur

ative notions attaching to jaundice, jaun

diced, the skin having a yellow hue in

jaundice. — Yellow baUam, a species of Bal-

saminacess (Impatient Noli-tangere).— Yel

low bark. See Calisaya Bark.— Yellow

berrie$. See AVIQNON-berry.— Yellow cen

taury. Same as Yellow-wort.— Yellow col

our* See the noun.— Yellow copperas, a

translucent mineral of a yellow colour and

pearly lustre, consisting chiefly of sulphuric

acid, sesquioxide of iron, and water. Daw.

— Yellow copper. See under PYRITES.—

Yellow coralline, an orange-coloured dye

formed of sulphuric, carbolic, and oxalic

acids.— Yellmc dyes. See the noun.— Yel

low fibrous tissue, a kind of tissue distin

guished by Its yellow colour and its great

elasticity. It 1b seen in the ligament of tin;

neck of many quadrupeds. It is also found

in the walls of the arteries, to which it gives

its peculiar elasticity; and it also forms the

vocal cords of the larynx. — Yellow ochre,

an earthy pigment coloured by the oxide of

iron.— Yellow race, in ethn. Includes the

Chinese, Japanese, Mongols, Lapps. Esqui

maux, Ac — Yellow soap. See under Soap.

■Yell»w wall-lichen, a species of lichen,

the Pamelia parietina, which grows on

trees and walla It yields a yellow colour

ing matter, and is used in intermittent

fevers.— Yellow water-lily. See NUPUAR.—

Yellow willow, Salix vitellina, called also

Golden onier, a small tree deriving its name

from the yellow colour of its branches. It

is used for wicker-work.

Yellow (yeFlo), n. One of the prismatic

colours ; a bright golden colour, the type

of which may be found In the field butter

cup, which is a pure yellow. United with

blue it yields green; with red it produces

orange. (See Colour.) The principal yel

low pigments used In painting are brown

pink, chrome yellow, Dutch pink, English

pink, Indian yellow, king's-yellow, Naples-

yellow, patent-yellow, and weld yellow. The

principal yellow dyes are obtained from

anwtto, fustic, French berries, fustet, quer

citron bark, turmeric, saw-wort, weld, and

willow leaves; also from chromate of lead,

iron oxide, nitric acid, sulphide ofantimony,

and sulphide of arsenic. Yellow is used an

a symbol of jealousy. See Yellowness.

So yellow iu't. lest she suspect, as he does.

Her children not her husband's. Shak.

Yellow (yello), v t. To render yellow. 'My

papers, yellow d with their age.' Shak.

Yellow (yel'16), v.i. To grow yellow. "The

opening valleys and the yellowing plains.'

Dyer.

Yellow-ammer, n. See Yellow-hammer.

YellOW-blrd (yerld-beYd), n. A small sing

ing bird of the family Fringillidre, common

in the United States, the FringUla or Chry-

sometris tristis. The summer dress of the

male is of a lemon yellow, with the wings.

tail, and fore part of the head black. The

female and male, during winter, are of a

brown olive colour. When caged the song

of this bird greatly resembles that of the

canary. The name is also given to the

yellow poll warbler (Dendroioa astiva).—

Yellow bird'snest. See MONOTROPA.

Yellow-boy (yello-boi), n. A cant name

for a guinea or other gold coin.

John did not starve the cause; there wanted not

yellow-boys to fee counsel. Arbuthnot.

Yellow-bunting (yeFld-bunt-ing), n. The

yellow-hammer (which see).

Yellow-fever(yeri6-f6-ver), n. A malignant

febrile disease, indigenous chiefly to the

West Indies, upper coasts of South America,

the borders of the Gulf of Mexico, and the

Southern United States. It is attended

with yellowness of the skin, of some shade

between lemon -yellow and the deepest

orange-yellow. It resembles typhus fever

in the prostration, blood-disorganization,

and softening of internal organs which are

features of both diseases.

Yellow-golds (yello-goldz), n. A certain-

flower. /•' Jonson.

Yellow-gum (yelld-gum), n. 1. The Jann-

. dice of infants (icterus infantum). —2. See

Black-gum.

Yellow-hammer, Yellow-ammer (yello-

ham-meT, yel'ld-am-mer), n. [Yellow, and

A. Sax. amore, the name of a bird, same as

G. ammer, the yellow-hammer, called also

gold-ammer, gelb-ammer, gold-bunting, yel

low-bunting. The spelling with h, though

common, is erroneous. ] 1. A passerine

bird of the genus Emberiza, the E citrin-

ella: called also Yellow Bunting. The head,

cheeks, front of the neck, belly, and lower

tail-coverts are of a bright yellow ; the upper

surface is partly yellow, but chiefly brown,

the feathers on the top of the back being

blackish in the middle, and the tail feathers

are also blackish. The yellow-hammer is a

resident in Britain, and generally through

out Europe. In summer the well-known

notes of the male are almost incessantly

heard from the roadside hedge.—2. A gold

coin; a yellow-boy. [Old slang.]

Is that he that has gold enough? would I had some

of his yellow-hammers, Shirley

Yellowish (yellMsh). a. Somewhat yellow;

as. amber is of a yellowish colour.

Yellowlahness (yello^ish-xies), n. The qua

lity of being yellowish. Boyle.

Yellow-Jack (yello-jak), n. A name given

to yellow-fever. [Colloq.]

Hare seen three choleras, two army ferers. and

yellcw-jaek without end. Kingsley.

Yellow-legs (yelld-legx), n, A grallatorial

bird of the genus Gambetta (O. fiavi^es),

family Scolopactdre, distributed along the

eastern coast of America from Maine to

Florida, so called from the colour of its

legs. It is 10 inches long, with a bill 1}

Inch. It Is migratory, leaving the north in

summer. It feeds on fish fry. crustaceans,

Ac. , and in autumn it is fat and much prized

for table.

Yellow-metal (yello-met-al), n. A sheath

ing alloy of copper and zinc; Muntz's metal.

Yellowness (yel'ld-nes), n, 1. The quality

of being yellow; as, the yellowness of an

orange.—2.t Jealousy. See remark under

the adjective.

1 will possess him with yellowness Shah.

Yellow-pine (yelld-pln), n. A North Ame

rican tree of the genus Finns, /'. mitis or

variabilis. The wood is compact and dur

able, and is universally employed in the

countries where ft grows for domestic pur

poses. It is also extensively exported to

Britain and elsewhere. In Canada and Nova

Scotia the name is given to P. resinosa, and

it is also applied to P. australis. See FINE.

Yellow-rattle (yel'Io-rat-I), n. A British

plant of the genus Khinanthus, It. crista-

qallL See Rhinanthus.

Yellow-rocket (yel'16-rok-et), n, A British

plant of the genus Barbarea, the B. vulgaris,

called also Bitter Winter-cress. See Win

ter-cress.

Yellow-root (yeFlcVrOt), n. A plant of the

genus Xanthorrhiza, theX apitfolia. It is

a small North American shrub having creep

ing roots of a yellow colour, stalked pinnate

or bipinnate leaves, and small dull purple

flowers in axillary branched racemes. The

bark of the root is intensely bitter, and is

used in America as a tonic.

Yellows (j eFloz ). n. 1. An inflammation of

the liver, or a kind of jaundice which affects

horses, cattle, and sheep, causing yellow

ness of the eyes. ' His horse . . . raled

with the yellows.' Shak.—2. A disease of

peach-trees, little heard of except in Ame

rica, where it destroys whole orchards in a

few years.— 3. t Jealousy. Brome.

Yellow-snake Oel'ld-snak), n. A large

species of boa, common in Jamaica, the

ChUabothrus inornatus. It is from 8 to 10

feet long, the head olive-green, the front

part of the body covered with numerous

black lines, while the hinder part is black,

spotted with yellowish olive.

Yellow-throat <yel'ld-thr6t), n. A small

North American singing bird of the genus

Sylvia (S. Marilandica), a species of war

bler.

Yellow-top (yel'16-top), n. A variety of

turnip, from the colour of the skin on the

upper part of the bulb.

Yellow-weed (yellowed), n. The common

name of British plants of the genus Reseda.

See RESEDA.

Yellow-WOOd (yeFld-wud), n. 1. Oxleya

xanthoxyla, nat. orderCedrelacere, a timber-

tree growing iu Eastern Australia often to

the height of 100 feet. The wood is yellow.

2 Same as Prickle-yellow.

Yellow-wort (yel'16-wert), n. A British

plant of the genus Chlora, C. perfoliata, nat.

order Gentianacece. It is an annual plant,

with a stem about 1 foot high. It is very

glaucous, with perfoliate leaves, and bear

ing many bright yellow flowers. It grows

on chalky or hilly pastures.

Yellow-wove (yel'ld-wov), n. A wove paper

of a yellow colour.

Yelp (yelp), v.i. (O.E. yelpen, gelpen.A.S&x.

gilpan, only in the sense of to boast ; Icel.

gjalpa, to yelp; allied to yell. ] 1. To utter a

sharp or shrill bark ; to give a sharp, quick

cry, as a dog, either in eagerness or in pain

or fear; to yaup. ' Yelp'd the cur and yawl'd

the cat' Tennyson.—2. t To prate; to boast

I kepe nought ot arms for toyel/e. Chanter

Yelp (yelp), n. An eager bark or cry; a sharp

quick bark or cry caused by fear or pain.

'With inward yelp and restless forefoot.'

Tennyson.

Yelping (yelp'ingj p. and o. Barking shrilly

with eagerness, pain, or fear; barking with

out courage. 'A yelping kennel of French

curs. ' Shak.

Yeltt For Yeldeth. Yieldeth. Chaucer.

Yeman, t n. A yeoman ; a commoner ; a

feudal retainer. Chaucer.

Yemanrie, t n. Yeomanry; the rank of

yeomen. Chaucer.

Yenisean (yen'i-se-an), a. Of or pertaining

to the Yenisei, the longest river in Siberia ;

specifically, applied to the dialect spoken

by the people occupying the tract of coun

try along the middle course of the Yenisei.

YenHe (yeult), n. (From Jena, the town

in Germany.] A silicate of iron and cal

cium generally containing manganese: it is

found in large trimetric crystals in the

island of Elba. It is also called Lievrite.

Yeoman (y6'man), n. pL Yeomen (yfi'men).

[O.E. yeman, yoman; not in A. Sax. A word

of doubtful origin. The most probable ety

mologies are: (1) That It is equivalent to

Fris. gaman, gamon, a villager, a man of a

ga or village -ga = G. gau, Goth, gavi, a dis

trict. (2) That it is equivalent to yeme-

man, from O.E. yeme, A. Sax. gym*, care,

attention; also gyman, to take care of, to pro

tect, Ac , so that the primary sense would

be a person in charge. The combination eo,

common in A. Sax. words, is rare in modern

English. See People.] 1. A man of small

estate in land, not ranking as one of the

gentry ; a freeholder ; a gentleman-farmer ;

a farmer or other person living in the coun

try between the rank of gentleman and hind

or labourer. 'Not so wealthy as an English

yeoman.' Shak. 'Farmers and substantial

yeomen.' Locke.—2. One not advanced to

the rank of a gentleman.

He's a mad yeoman that sees his son a gentleman

before him. Shak.

3. An upper or gentleman servant 'A Jolly

yeoman, marshal 1 of the hall.' Spenser.

The lady of the Strachy married the yeoman of

the wardrobe. Shak.

4 t A name given in courtesy to common

soldiers.

Fight, gentlemen of England I fight, bold yeomen.

Shak.

b. t An assistant or underling; an under bail

iff; a bailiffs assistant. Shak.— 6 Saut.n

person appointed to assist in attending to

the stores of the gunner, the boatswain, or

the carpenter In a ship of war.— 7. A member

ch, Main; eh, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, siiiy; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure.— See Ket.
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of the yeomanry cavalry (see Yeomanry).

Aytoun. — Yeomen of the guard, in England,

a body-guard of the sovereign, habited in

the costume of Henry VlII.'s time, and com

manded by a captain and other officers.

See Beefeater.

Yeomanly (y6'man-li), a. Pertaining to a

yeoman; auitable to or becoming a yeoman.

B. Jonson.

Yeomanry (y6'man-ri), n. 1. The collective

body of yeomen; yeomen collectively.—2. A

volunteer cavalry force originally embodied

in Britain during the wars of the French

revolution, and consisting to a great extent

of gentlemen or wealthy farmers. They

undergo six days' training, and must attend

a certain number of drills yearly, for which

they receive a money allowance. They must

furnish their own horses, but have a small

allowance for clothing; the government also

supplying arms ami ammunition. Unlike

the ordinary volunteer force, the yeomanry

cavalry may be called out to aid the civil

power in addition to their being liable for

service on invasion of the country by a

foreign enemy.

Yerba, Yerba-mate (yerta, yer-ba-ma'ta),

n. [Verba (Sp., from L. herba, herb) is the

proper name; mate is a cup, the cup or dish

from which the tea is drunk. ] A name

given to Paraguay tea, the produce of Ilex

vamguemis. See Paraguay Tea.

Yerde.t ». A yard; a rod; a Btaff. Chaucer.

Yergas (yer'gas), n. A kind of coarse woollen

wrapper used for horse-cloths. Simmondt.

Yerk (yerk), v.t. [See Jerk.] 1. To throw

or thrust with a sudden smart spring or

jerk.
Their wounded steeds . . .

Yerk out their armed heels at their dead masters.

Shak.

2. To lash; to strike; to beat [Old English

and Scotch.]

Whilst I securely let him over-slip,

Were jerking him with iny satyric whip.

MarttOH.

3. To bind; to tie. [Scotch.]

But he is my sister's son—our flesh and blood—and

his hands arcwr-tri as tight as cords can be drawn.

Sir H'. Scoff.

Yerk (yerk), v.t. 1. To throw out the heels

suddenly; to kick with both hind-legs.

The horse being tnad withal, yerked out behind.
• North.

2. To move with sudden jerks; to jerk. Beau.

.1- Fl.

Yerk (yerk), n. A sudden or quick thrust

or motion; a kick; a smart Btroke; a blow.

Yerl, »»- An earl. [Scotch]

Yarn, v.i. To yearn.

Yern,t Yernet (i'ern), n. Iron.

Yerne,t a. [A. Sax. georn. See Yearn.]

Brisk; eager. Chaucer.

Yeme,t adv. [A. Sax. georne. See Yearn.]

Briskly; eagerly; earnestly. Chaucer.

Yer-nut, Yar-nut (yer'nut, yar'uut), n. [See

Aunot.J Earth-nut; pig-nut; Buniumjlexu-

ostim.

Yes lyes), adv. [A. Sax. gese, gise—ged, yea,

and st, si?, be it so, let it be, 3d sing. pres.

snbj., one of the conjugational forms of the

substantive verb in A. Sax. =G. sei, let it be;

akin to L. rim, may it be; from the root as.

See AM, Are.] A word which expresses

affirmation or consent: opposed to no; as,

are you married, madam? yes. It is used

like yea, to enforce by repetition or addition,

something which precedes.

I say, take heed;

Yes, heartily beseech you. Shak,

Yes, you despise the man to books confin'd. Pope.

[ For distinction between yes and yea, ««

ami nay, see under Yea.]

Yeaawal (yes/a-wal), »■ In India, a state

messenger.

Yesk (yesk), v i. [See Yex.] To hiccup.

[Old English and Scotch ]

YeBt(yest), h. Same as Yeast

Yester(yes'ter),a. [A.Snx. geostra, giestra,

gystra. and by metathesis gyrsta. of yester

day, yesterday's, whence geostran dceg, yes

terday (the words being in the accusative);

gyttran niht, yesternight; D. gisteren, G.

gtJftcrn. yesterday ; Goth, gistra, gistra dagis,

to-morrow. These are comparative forms,

similar to L. hesternus. of yesterday; simpler

forms are Icel. g<er, g>ir, yesterday, also to

morrow; Dan. gaar, L. fieri, yesterday, the

r here representing * seen in hesternus, Gr.

ehthes. Skr. hyas, yesterday ] Belongiug to

the day preceding the present; next before

the present

To love an enemy, the only one

Remaining too. whom yester sun beheld

Must'ringTier charms. Dryden.

Note. This word is seldom used except in

the compounds which follow.

Yesterday (yetfter-da), n. [See Yester.]

The day last past; the day next before the

present. It is often figuratively used for

time not long gone by ; time in the imme

diate past.

We are but ot yesterday, and know nothing.

Job viii. 9.

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow.

Creeps in this petty pace from day to day

To the last syllable of recorded time.

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

The way to dusty dejth. Shak.

Great families ofyesterday we show,

And lords whose parents were—the lord knows who.

Def<*.

Note. Yesterday and the words similarly

compounded are generally used without a

preposition, on or during being understood.

in such cases the words are considered as

adverbially used, and are, indeed, frequently

classed as adverbs; as, I met the duke yester

day. 'What man was he talked with you

yesternight I ' Shak,

Yeatereve (yes'ter-ev), n. The evening last

past 'In hope that you would come here

yestereve.' B. Jonson.

Yestereven (yes-ter-e'vn), n. Same as Yes

tereve.

Yesterevening (yes-ter-e'vu-ing), n. Same

as Yeatereve. 'Whom he ne'er saw till yes

terevening.' Byron.

Yesterfangt (yes'ter-fang), n. That which

was taken, captured, or caught on the pre

vious day or occasion. Uohnshed.

Yestermorn ( yes'ter-morn ), n. The morn

or morning before the present; the morn

last past Howe.

Yestermorning (yes-ter-morn'ing),n. Same

as Yestermorn.

Ye8ternt (yes'tern), a. Relating to the day

last past.

Yesternight (yes'ter-nlt), n. The night last

past.
Come not as thou earnest of late.

Flinging the gloom ofyesternight

On the white day. Tennyson.

For the adverbial use see Yesterday.

My lord, I think I saw him yesternight. Shak,

Yestreen (yes-tren'). n. [Contracted from

y«-#f*rere». 1 Last nigh t; yesternight [Scotch. ]

Yesty (yes'ti). a. 1. Relating to, composed

of, or resembling yeast; yeasty.—2. Foamy;

frothy; spumy. 'Though the yesty waves

confound and swallow navigation up. ' Shak.

Hence—3. Fig. light; unsubstantial; worth

less. 'Knowledge . . . above the compass

of his yesty brain.' Drayton,

Yet (yet), adv. [A. Sax get, git, gyt, geta,

?ita,gyta, yet, still, further, even now; O.

ris icta, MHO. iezuo (Mod. G.jetzt, now).

The O.O. mo=E. to, and accordingly yet is

perhaps equivalent to yea to or yea too.]

1. In addition; over and above; in repetition;

further; besides; still: used especially with

comparatives. 'Yet more quarrelling.' Shak.

This furnishes us with yet one more reason why

our Saviour lays such a particular stress on acts of

mercy Atteroury

The rapine is made yet blacker by the pretence of

piety and justice Sir A'. J.'kstrange,

The meaning of yet is similar after nor.

Men may not too rashly believe the confessions of

witches, nor yet the evidence against them. Bacon.

2. Still, in continuance of a former state ;

at this, or at that time, as formerly; now,

or then, as at a previous period. 'Live you

yet I ' Shak.

They attest facts they had heard while they were

yet heathens. Addison.

3. At or before some future time; before all

is done. * He'll be hanged yet.' Shak. ' We

may effect this business yet ere day.' Shak.

4. l"p to the present time; thus far; hither

to; already. 'KnoweBt thou me yet f 'Is

that letter . . . yet sent away?" *Tis but

her picture I have i/etbeheld.' Shak. Pre

ceded by the negative no( = not so soon as

now; not up till the present time.

Let me remember thee what thou hast promised.

Which is not yf performed me. Shak.

It is often accompanied by as in this sense;

as. I have not met him as yet. ' Unrecon

ciled as yet to Heaven." Shak.— 5 At or in

the present time or juncture; before some

thing else; as, shall the deed be done yet t

'Stay; not yet ' Shak.

Thales being asked when a man should marry,

said, 'Young men, not yet; old men. not at all."

Bacon.

6. Though the case be such; still.

Madam, if your heart be so obdurate.

Vouchsafe meyet your picture for my love.

Shot.

Yew ( Taxus baccate).

Yet is sometimes used in the poetic style in

forming compounds with participles to de

note continuance of the action or state, or

as equivalent to still; as, the yet-bleeding

wound. 'The yet-loved sire." Tennyson.

•The j/el-unblazoned shield.' Tennyson.

Yet (yet), conj. Nevertheless; notwith

standing; however.

Yet, I say to you, that Solomon in all his glory,

was not arrayed like one of these. Mm. «i 39.

Yeten. t Gotten. Cha ucer.

Yett (yet), n. A gate. [Scotch.]

Yeve.t v.t. To give. Chaucer.

Yeven,t pp. Given. Chaucer.

Yew (yu), n, [A. Sax. eov, fir. the yew;

O.H.G. ilea, Mod. G. eibe, D. ijf, led yr ;

cog. W. yw, ywen. Armor, inn, Corn, hiriu—

yew.] An evergreen tree of the genus Taxus.

nat order or

sub -order Tax-

acea*. The com

mon yew is T.

baceata, indi

genous in most

part* of Europe,

and found in

many parts of

Great Britain

and Ireland. It

la a low tree,

usuaUy rising 3

or 4 feet from

the ground.

and then send

ing out numer

ous spreading

branches, form

ing a dense

head of foliage

often SO to 40

feet high. On account of its gloomy and

funereal aspect it was very frequently

planted in churchyards, and is thus associ

ated by our poets with death, the grave,

bereavement, gloom, and the like. Ita wood

was extensively used in the manufacture of

bows previous to the discovery of gunpow

der, and the name has by several writers

been used as synonymous with owe, much in

the same way as steel for ticord. ' With his

yew and ready quiver.' Sylvester.

At first the brandished arm the jarelirt threw.

Or sent winged arrows from the twanging yr=?

In our own days, on account of the dura

bility of the timber, and of its hard, com

pact, close grain, it is much employed by

cabinet-makers and turners. The American

yew(T. baceata canadensis) is a low pros

trate shrub, never forming an erect trunk.

It is found in Canada and the more northern

of the United States, and is commonly

called Qround~hemlock.

Yew (yu), o. Relating to yew-trees; made

of the wood of the yew-tree.

Yew (yu), v.i. To rise, as scum on the brine

in boiling at the salt-works; to yaw.

Yew-bOW (u'b6), n. A shooting bow made

of yew, much used in ancient times by Eng

lish bowmen.

Yewent (yu'en), a. Made of yew.

Yew-tree (yu'tre), n. See Yew.

In it throre an ancient evergreen.

K yen-tree. Tennyswn.

Yex (yeks), n. [A- Sax. geoesa, peoeco, a sob

bing, probably also the hiccup; giseian, g\r

stan, to sob; Sc. yesk or yisk, the hiccup-] A

hiccup. Holland. (Old and provincial 1

Yex (yeks), v.i. To hiccup. [Old and pro

vincial]
Yezdegerdlan (ye2-de-(rrsr/di-an). <i. A tersn

applied to an era, dated from the overthrow

of the Persian Empire, when YesdegmJ wx<

defeated by the Arabians, in the eleventh

year of theHegira, A P. 6S6

Yezidee (yex'i-deX "- A member of a small

tribe of people bordering on the Euphrates.

whose religion is said to be a mixture of the

worship of the devil, with some of the doc

trines of the Magi, Mohammedans, an J

Christiana

Y-feret (i-ferO. *d> (Apparently from O E.

ifere , A. Sax geftra, a companion } In com

pany or union: together.

O goodly golden chain ! where-wirti yferr

The vertu*rs linked .ire n ioteiy «ise- Sfr^sf

TjEdxaaO, YggdraaUl OgMra-aiU » la

Scand. myth, the ash-tree which binds to

gether heaven, earth, and hell Its branehe*

spread over the whole world and reach

above the heavens. Its roots run in three

directions: one to the Asa gnda in braver,

one to the Frost-giants, and the thiol u> the

under-world. Under each root is a fcustam

Fate, far. fat, fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u. Sc. ahwue; y, St try
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of wonderful virtues. In the tree, which

drops honey, sit an eagle, a squirrel, and

four stags. At the root lies the serpent

Nithhoggr gnawing it, while the squirrel

Ratatoskr runs up and dowu to sow strife

between the eagle at the top and the ser

pent at the root.

Y-grave, t pp. Buried; entombed. Chaucer.

Y-Eerd,t pp. Haired; covered with hair.

Chancer.

Y-holde,t pp. Obliged; beholden. Chaucer.

Yield (yeld), v.t. [A. Sax. gildan, gieldan,

gyldan, geldan, to yield, pay, restore, ren

der, «fcc. ; a strong verb, pret. geald; pp.

golden; IceL gjalda, Dan. gjelde, to yield,

requite, dtc.; Sw. gdlla (for gdlda), to be of

consequence; D. gelden, G gelten, to be

worth, to avail. Ac; akinguild.) l.tTopay;

to reward; to recompense; to bless.

Tend me to-night two hours, I ask no more.

And the goiisyield you for ic Sh.ik\

The invocatory phrase 'God yield you'=

God reward you, was formerly very much

used in colloquial speech in the same way

as we now employ 'God bless you,' and for

that reason assumed various corrupted or

shortened forms, as 'God 'ield you,' 'God

'ild you,' *God dUd you," dild assuming its

initial letter from the influence of the d in

God.

King. How do you do, pretty lady?

Ofihelia. Well, God wWyou ! Shak. {Hamlet, iv. 5.)

How do you do, sir? You are very well met; God

'ildyou for your last company.

Shak. (As yen Like It, Hi. 3.)

2. To give In return, or by way of recom

pense; to produce, as a reward or return

for labour performed, capital invested, or

the like.

When thou tillest the ground, it shall not hence

forth yield unto thee her strength. Gen. iv. 12.

Strabo tells us the mines at Carthagena yielded

the Romans per diem to the value of twenty-five

thousand drachms. Arbuthnot.

3. To produce generally; to bring forth; to

give out; to bear; to furnish. 'Nectarine

fruits which the compliant boughs yielded.'

MUton,

The wilderness yieldeth food for them and for

their cattle. Job xxiv. 5.

4. To afford; to confer; to grant; to permit

* Yield me a direct answer.' Shak. ' Yield

consent' Shak. 'Day, yield me not thy

light ' Shak.

And slowly was my mother brought

To yield consent to my desire. Tennyson.

Pray for my soul and yield me burial.

Tennyson.

5. To give up, as to a superior power, autho

rity, or the like; to quit possession of, as

through compulsion, necessity, duty, or the

like; to relinquish; to resign; to surrender:

in this sense often followed by up.

Weyield our town and lives to thy soft mercy.

Shak.

Your northern castles are yielded »/. Shak.

6. To give up or render generally; to emit.

Hence the following figurative phrases, all

= to expire; to die: to yield, or yield up, the
life, l To yield the ghost.' Gen. xlix 3 'To

yield the breath.' Shak. —7. To admit the

force, justice, or truth of; to allow; to con

cede; to grant

I yield h just, said Adam, and submit Mil/on.

Yield (yeld), v.i. 1. To give way, as to su

perior physical force, a conqueror, dec. ; to

give up the contest; to submit; to succumb;

to surrender.

Thai yields the cedar to the axe's edge. Shak.

He saw the fainting Grecians yield. Dryden.

2. To give way, in a moral sense, as to en

treaty, argument, a request, or the like; to

cease opposing; to comply; to consent; to

assent

To wisdom he's a fool that will not yield. Shak.

With her much fair speech she caused him to yield.

Prov. vu. 21.

No more, dear love, for at a touch I yield:

Ask me no more. Tennyson.

3. To give place, as inferior in rank or ex

cellence.

Tell me in what more happy fields

The thistle springs, to which the \\\y yields t Pope.

Yield (yeld), n. Amount yielded; product;

return : applied particularly to products

resulting from growth or cultivation. 'A

goodly yield of fruit. ' Bacon.

Yieldableneset (yelrt'a-bl-nes), n. Disposi

tion to yield or comply. ' A yieldableness

upon sight of better truths.' Bp. Hall.

YIeldancet (yeld'ans). «. Act of yielding,

producing, submitting, conceding, or the

like. Bp. Hall.

Yielder (yeld'er), n. One who yields.

I was not bom ayielder. Shat.

Yielding (yeld'ing), a. Ready or inclined to

submit, comply, or yield; soft; compliant;

unresisting. ' A yielding temper which will

be wronged or baffled.' KettUwell.

Yieldingly (yeld'ing-li), adv. In a yielding

manner; with compliance.

Yieldingness (yeldlng-nes), n. The state

or quality of being yielding; disposition to

inplv quality of yielding.

Yieldless t (yeld'les), a. Unyielding.
•Un-

1.muted, yieldless, firm.' Howe.

Yill(yel), n. Ale. [Scotch]

Yin (yen), n. or a. One. [Scotch.]

Yince (yens). Once. [Scotch.]

Ylrd (y6rd), n. Earth. [Scotch ]

Ylrd-nouse (yerd'hous), n. Same as Earth-

house.

Ylrkt (yerk), v.t. To yerk. Spenser.

Y-level (wflev-l), n. An instrument for

measuring distance and altitude. Sim-

inonds.

Y-liche,t Y-like,t a. [A. Sax. geltc, prefix

ge-, and lie, like.] Resembling; equal. Chau

cer.

Y-llche.t Y-like,t adv. [A. S&x. gettce. See

above.] Equally; alike. Chaucer.

Ylket (ilk), pron. [A. Sax. ylc, ile See Ilk.]

That; the same.

Y-maske<U PP- Meshed. Chaucer.

Y-ineU,t prep. Among. Chaucer.

Y-moth (wrmoth), n. A species (Plusia

gamma) of moth common in Britain and on

the Continent, so called from the presence

of a shining mark resembling the letter Y

on its beautifully marbled upper wings. The

caterpillar, which is somewhat hairy, and

of a green colour, marked with a yellow line

on each side and five white ones along the

back, is destructive to cabbages, turnips,

beans, peas, oats, and many other plants.

Ympt,t#p. [See Imp.] Ingrafted; Joined.

Spenser.

Ynougn,t Ynow.t adv. Enough. Chaucer.

Yoatt (yat), vt Same as YoU.

Yochel (yo'chl), n. A country lout; a yokel.

[Scotch.]

Yodet (yod), pret. [An old preterite com

pleting the conjugation of go; A. Sax. eAde,

I went, he went, pi. e&don; from same root

as L. eo, Hum, to go.] Went

Before them yode a lustie tabrere. Spenser.

In other pace than forth heyode

Returned Lord Ma Sir W. Scott.

Yodel, Yodle (ytVdl), v.t and i. [German

Swiss. ] To sing or utter a sound peculiar to

the Swiss and Tyrolese mountaineers, bysud

denly changing from the natural voice to

the falsetto, and vice versa. ' A single voice

. . . yodling a ballad.' Lofigfeltow.

Yoga (yo'gaX «. [Skr. yoga, union. See

York ] One of the branches of the Hindu

Sankhya philosophy which teaches the doc

trines of the Supreme Being, and explains

the means by which the human soul may

obtain final emancipation from further mi

grations, and effect a junction with the uni

versal spirit Among the means of effecting

this junction are comprehended a long con

tinuance in various unnatural postures, with

drawal of the senses from external objects,

concentration of tbe mind on some grand

central truth and the like, all of which im

ply, of course, the leading of an austere her

mit life.

Yogi Yogln (yd'gi. yO'gin), n. An Indian

devotee' of the yoga system of philosophy.

See Yoga.

YoiclCS (yo'iks), interj. An old fox-hunting

cry.

Hnjoy the pleasure of the chase. . . . Bravo! Or

if Yoicks would be in belter keeping, consider that I

said Yoicks. Dickens.

Yojan (yd'jan). n. [Skr. yojana, from yuj,

to join.) In Hindustan, a measure of dis

tance varying in different places from four

to ten miles, but generally valued about

five.

Yoke (yok), n. [A. Sax. geoc, toe, a yoke; D.

juk, jok, Q. joch, Goth. juJc, and (without the

initial consonant) Icel. and Sw. ok, Dan.

aag; cog. Lith. jungus, l.jugum. Or. zugon,

Skr. yuga, a yoke; lit. that which joins, from

a root, yug, meaning to join, seen in Skr.

V11), to join; L. jug (nasalized in jungo, to

join). Gr. zeug (in zcugnymi, to join), to

join] 1. An old contrivance by which pairs

of draught animals, particularly oxen, are

fastened together, usually consisting of a

piece of timber, hollowed or made curving

near each end, and fitted with bows for re

ceiving the necks of the oxen, by which

means two are connected for drawing. From

a ring or hook in the bow a chain extends to

the thing to be drawn, or to the yoke of an

other pair of oxen behind. "A red heifer

on which never came yoke.' Num. xix. 2.

Hence— 2. Something resembling this ap

paratus in form or use; as, (a) a frame to tit

the shoulders and neck of a persou, and

support a pair of buckets, pails, or the like,

one at each end of the frame, (b) A frame

attached to the necks of some animals, as

cows, pigs, &c, to prevent them from break

ing through fences, (c) A cross-bar or curved

piece from which a large bell is suspended

for ringing it (d) Naut. a bar attached to

the rudder head, and projecting in each

direction sideways; to the ends are attached

the yoke-ropes or yoke-lines which are pulled

by the steersman in rowing-boats, or pass

to the drum on the axis of the Bteering

wheel in larger craft— 3. An emblem or

mark of servitude, slavery, and sometimes

of sufferance generally.

Myyoke is easy, and my burden is light. Mat. xi. 30.

Our country sinks beneath the yoke. Shak.

4. Something which couples, connects, or

hinds together; a bond of connection; a link;

a tie. ' Whose souls do bear an equal yoke

of love.' Shak.

Thisyoke of marriage from us both remove.

Dryden.

6. A pair of draught animals,especially oxen,

yoked together; a couple working together.

' An half acre of land which a yoke of oxen

might plow.' 1 Sam. xiv. 14

His lands a hundred yoke of oxen tilled. Dryden.

6. As much laud as may be ploughed by a

pair of oxen in a day; hence, as much work

generally as is done at a stretch; also, a

portion of the working day, as from meal

time to meal-time, fn which labour is unin

terruptedly carried on.

Yoke (yak), v.t. 1. To put a yoke on; to join

in a yoke.

Four milk-white hulls, the Thracian use of old.

Were yoked to draw his car of burnished gold,

Dryden.

2. To couple; to join with another.

Cassius, you areyoked with a lamb. Shak.

My wife, my life. O we will walk this world,

Yoked in alt exercise of noble end. Tennyson.

3. To enslave; to bring into bondage.

These arc the arms

With which heyoteth your rebellious necks. Shak.

4. To restrain; to confine.

The words and promises that yete

The conqueror, axe quickly brulte. Ihtdibras.

Yoke (y6k), v.i. To be joined together.

'The care that yokes with empire.' Tenny

son.

Yokeage (yofaj), n. See Rokeaqe.

Yoke-fellow (yok'fel-lo), n. One associated

with another in labour, in a task, under

taking, or the like; also, one connected with

another by some tie or bond, as marriage;

a partner; an associate; a mate. ' Yoke-fel

lows in arms.' Shak:

Thou, his yoke-felloiv of equity

Bench by his side. Shak.

Yokel (yolcl), n. [Perhaps from yoke, one

who drives yoked animals.] A rustic or

countryman; especially, a country bumpkin;

a country lout Kingsley.

Thou art not altogether the clumsyyokel and the

clod I took thee for. R, D. Mackmore.

Used adjectively in following extract.

The coach was none of your steady-going yokel

coaches, but a swaggering, rakish, ili^ipalea. Lon

don coach ; up all night, and lying by all day, and

leading a terrible life. Dickens.

Yokelet (yokHet), n. [From its being worked

by one yoke of oxen— let, diminutive] A

Bmall farm. [Provincial.]

Yoke-line, Yoke-rope (ySklin, y&k'rop), n.

See Yoke, it. 2 (d).

Yoke-mate (yok'mat), n. Same as Yoke

fellow.

Yoking (yfik'ing), n. 1. The act of putting

a yoke on; the act of joining or coupling.—

2. As much work as is done by draught ani

mals at one time, whether it be by cart or

plough; hence, generally as much work as

is done at a stretch. * A hearty yokin' at

sang about' Burns. [Scotch.]

Yoky (yok'i), a. Pertaining to a yoke. Chap

man. [Rare. ]

YolcM YoldeD,t pp. of yelde. Yielded;

given; repaid. Chancer.

Yolk (yftk), n. [A. Sax. geoleca, the yolk or

yelk, lit. the yellow of the esrg, from geoltt.

yellow. See YELLOW] 1. The yellow part

of an egg; the vitellus. Also written Yelk.

See Ego. — 2. The unctuous secretion from

the skin of sheep whfch renders tbe pile

soft and pliable.—3- The vitellus, a part of

ch, cAaln; ch, Sc. \och; g, go; J, job; n, Fr. ton: , ting; th, then: th, thin; w, trig; wh, wnig; zh, azure.—See Kxv.
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the wed of plants, bo named from its sup

posed analogy with the yolk of an egg.

Yolk-bag (yok'bag), n. The sac or mem

branous bag which contains the yolk or vi-

tellus.

Yon (yon), a. [A Sax. geon (a ), yon, that or

those—there; Goth, jains, G. jener, that; of

pronominal origin, and akin to Skr. yas,

who, also to yea and yet. See also Yond,

Yonder.] That; those: referring to an ob

ject at a distance; yonder: now chiefly

used in the poetic style. ' Yon foolish lout;'

' yon lime and stone;' ' by yon clouds. ' Shak.

'Beside yon straggling fence.' Goldsmith.

Read thy lot in yon celestial sign. Milton.

[It was sometimes (as commonly in Scot

land) used substantively, or without a noun. ]

Yont (yon), adv. In or at that (more or

less distant) place. ' Him that yon soars on

golden wing.' Milton.

Yond t (yond), a. [A. Sax. geond, yond, yon

der, thither; Goth. jaind, there.] Same as

Yon or Yonder, ' Yond fayrie knight'

Spenser.

Yond t (yond), adv. Same as Yon or Yonder.

Say what seest thou yond t Shak.

Yondt (yond), a. [From A. Sax. geond,

through, over, beyond, which sometimes

occurs in compounds with an intensive force,

like the L.per, through. The primary mean

ing, therefore, is extravagant, beyond mea

sure.] Mad; furious or alienated in mind.

'Wexeth wood and yond.' Spenser,

Floriniel fled from that monster>e«(/. Spenser.

Yonder (yon'der), a. [Apparently a coropar.

of yond; comp. Goth jaindre, there.] Being

at a distance within view, or as conceived

within view; that or those, referring to per

sons or things at a distance. 'By yonder

moon.' Shak. ' From yonder tower.' Shak.

' Near yonder copse.' Goldsmith.

Our pleasant labour to reform

Yon flowery arbours, yonder alleys green. Milton.

Yonder (yon'der). adv. At or tn that (more

or less distant) place; at or in that place

there.

Where Is your master f yonder, sir, he walks.

Shak.

Mark her behaviour too; she's tippling jwrnrVr with

the serving men. Dryden.

Yonghede.t n. [Young, and term, -hede,

same as -head or -hood.) Youth. Chaucer.

Yongtht (yougth), n. Youth. Spenser.

Yonl (\o'ni),n. Among the Hindus, the female

power in nature, represented by an oval.

Yonkert (yung'ker), n, A youngster; a

younker. Chapman.

Yook. Same as Yuck.

Yoop (ytfp), n. An onomatopoetic word ex

pressive of a hlccuping or sobbing sound.

There was such a scuffling, and hugging, and kiss-

in);, and crying, with \\\e uysierltM yoois of Miss

Swartz. Thackeray.

Yore* (y6r), adv. [A. Sax. gedra, formerly,

of old, originally geuit pi. of gedr, a year,

being thus an adverbial genitive of time, like

twice, thrice, &c] In time long past; long

since; in old time. * Yore agon, long ago.

Chaucer. Now used only in the phrase of

yore, that is, of old time; long ago ; as, in

times or days of yore.

But SaUu uow is wiser than ofyore. Pope.

Yorkshire-grit (york 'shir-grit ), n. A pe

culiar kind of stone used for polishing mar

ble, as also engravers' copper-plates. Sim-

monds.

Yorkshire-pudding (york'shir-pud'ing), n.

A butter-pudding baked uuder meat Sim-

monds.

Yot (yot), v t. To fasten ; to rivet [Pro

vincial English |

Yote (jot), v.t. [A. Sax. gedtan, to pour;

Goth, giutan, G. giessen, to pour.] To water;

to pour water on ; to steep. [Old or pro

vincial. ]

My fowls ... I found feeding at the trough

Their yoted grains. Chapman,

Yon (yb), pro%v [A. Sax. e6w, dat and ace.

pi. of the pronoun of the second person, yt

being properly the nom. pi. ; O. Sax. iu, V.

«. you. gij. ye; OHO it*, you, iuwar, your.

See YE] The nominative and objective

plural of thou. Although it is strictly ap

plicable only to two or more persons, it has

long been commonly used when a single

Itersou is addressed instead of thou and thee,

mt properly with a plural construction; as,

you are. you were. Ac. This usage was well

established before Chaucer's time. You,

when addressed to a single person, was for

merly used by good writers with the verb

in the singular, but this usage is not now

considered correct

The town will have it that you was educated at

Oxford. Hume.

You is frequently used reflexively for your

self. ' Keep you warm. ' Shak.

Venus, if it be youre wil

Yaw in this garden thus to transfigure. Chancer.

Betakeyou to your guard. Shak.

It is also used expletively or superfluously,

as (a) in easy, colloquial, or idiomatic phrase

ology as a kind of dative. ' I will roar you

as gently as any sucking dove.' Shak. ' A

tanner will last you nine year.' Shak. (o)

Emphatically, sportively, or reproachfully

before a vocative. 'Come on, you madcap.'

Shak. When you both precedes and follows

the vocative the mode of address gains con

siderably in playfulness, reproachfulness, or

vituperative force; as, O. you little darling,

you; you sweet child, you. 'You minion

you;' 'you hag you;' 'you puppet you.'

Shak. — You is also used indefinitely, as toe

and they are, for any one, one, people gene

rally, and thus equivalent to one, French on.

We passed by what was one of those rivers of

burning matter; this looks at a distance like a new-

ploughed land ; but as you come near it you see

nothing but a long heap of heavy disjointed clods.

Addison.

You (yo), n. Same as Yu.

Young (yung). a. [O.E yong, A. 8ax. geong,

giung, iung. D. jong. G. jung, Goth, juggs,

I eel. ungr, jungr, Dan. and Sw. ung; cog.

Llth. jaunas, L. juvenis, Bkr. juvan—young.

Perhaps allied to Skr. yu, to drive back, to

repulse; L. juvare, to aid, to assist; the

primary sense of young being thus able to

repel or lend assistance in fight] 1. Being

in the first or early stage of life; not long

born ; not yet arrived at maturity or age ;

not old: said of animals; as, a young child;

a young man; a young horse.—2. Being in

the first or early stage of growth ; as, a young

plaut; a young tree.—3. Being in the first or

early part of existence generally; not yet

far advanced, of long duration, or of full

development

Is the daysoyoungt Shalt,

Lowliness is young ambition's ladder. Shak.

4. Having the appearance and freshness or

vigour of youth ; youthful in look or feeling;

fresh; vigorous.

He Isonlyseven-and-thirty, very young- for his age,

and the most affectionate of creatures. Thackeray.

6. Having little experience; ignorant; raw;

green. *Weareyetbutyoun<7indeed.' Shak.

Come, elder brother, you are too young- in this.

Shak.

6. Pertaining or relating to youth; spent or

passed during youth; youthful.

God forbid I should be so bold to press to heaven in

roy young days. Shak.

Young (yung), n. The offspring of an ani

mal collectively.

The eggs disclosed their callow young. Milton.

—With young, pregnant; gravid. * So many

days my ewes have been with young. ' Shak.

Younger (yung'ger). n. A youngling. Shak.

Young-eyed (yung'Id), o. Having the fresh

bright eyes or look of youth 'The young-

eyed cherubins. ' Shak.

Youngish (yung/ish), a. Somewhat young.

* A very genteel youngish man.' Tatler.

Youngling (yung' ling), n. An animal in

the first part of life ; also, a young person.

'Than younglings to their dam.' Spenser.

' How those pooryounglings are both cheated

of life and comfort' Beau. d> Fl.

Younglyt (yungli), a. Youthful.

Youngly (yung'li). adv. In a young man

ner: (a) early in life. 'How youngly he

began to serve his country.' Shak, (6) Ig-

norantly; weakly.

Youngness (yung'nes), n. The state or qua-

lityof being young. Cudworth.

Youngster (yung'stor), n. A young person;

a lad. ' For Adon's sake, a youngster proud

and wild.' Shak

Youngtht (yungth), n. Youth.

Youngth is a bubble blown up with breath.

Spenser.

Younker (yung'ker).!*. [' Borrowed from Du.

jonker, also written jonkheer, compounded

otjong, young, and heer, a lord, sir, gentle

man.' Skeat] A young person; a lad; a

youngster; hence, a raw, inexperienced per

son or youth. ' Trimmed like a younker

prancing to his love.' Shak.

Youpon (yu/pon), n. Same as Yapon.

Your (yor). a. [A. Sox. edwer, O. Sax. iuwar,

D. wMvr, O.H.G. iuwar. Mod. G. euer; the

possessive corresponding to ye, you, and

therefore properly plural (thy being the

singular), but now like you used as singular

or plural ] Pertaining or belonging to you;

as, your father ; your book ; give me your

hand. (See You.) Like the personal pro

noun you, your is sometimes used indefi

nitely, not with reference to the person or

persons addressed, but to something known,

common, and in some instances contemp

tible,

I will discharge it either in your straw-coloured

beard, your orange-tawny beard, &c Shak.

Your medalist and your critic are much nearer

related than the world imagine. Adduen

Yours (ybrz), pass. pron. A double genitive

of you, and = that or those which belong to

you : used with reference to a preceding

noun; as, this book is yours; I have lost my

pen, will you lend me yours! Yours a

sometimes used without reference to a noun

previously mentioned, when it is equivalent

to (u) your property.

What's mine isyours. and what i&yours is mine.

Shak,

(b) The persons belonging to you; your

friends or relations.

O God. 1 fear thy justice will take hold

On me, and you, and mine, and yours tor this.

Shak.

—Yours truly, yours to command, Ac,

phrases immediately preceding the signa

ture at the end of a letter; hence, some

times used playfully by a speaker in alluding

to himself.

Yours truly, sir, has an eye for a fine woman and

a fine horse. If '. Cellini.

Yourself (ycr-self), pron. pi. Yourselves

(ybr-selvz'). You, not another or others;

you, in your own person or individually:

when used as a nominative generally ac

companied by you and expressing emphasis

or opposition ; as, this work you must do

yourself, or you yourself must do it; that is,

you and no other person.

O. that you were yourselfI but. love, you are

No longer yours than you yourself live here. Shak

Sometimes it is used without you.

Allow obedience, ifyourselves are old. Shak

In the objective case it is used reflexive]*

without emphasis; as, you have brought this

calamity on yourselves.

Love notyourselves; away, rob one another. Shak

Youth (ybth), n. [O.E. youths, youhthe,

yewethe, guwethe; A. Sax. gedguth, torgton-

guth( = youngth, young and -M),from geong,

young; 0. Sax. jugath, D. jeugd, O. jugend -

youth. See Young.) 1. The state or qua

lity of being young ; youthfulness ; young

ness.

But thou shalt flourish in immortal youth. Addu^n

Her open eyes desire the truth.

The wisdom of a thousand years

Is in them. May perpetual youth

Keep dry their light from tears. Tewnyse*

2. The port of life that succeeds to child

hood. In a general sense, youth denotes

the whole early part of life, from infancy to

manhood; but it is not unusual to divide

the stages of life into infancy, childhood,

youth, and manhood.

Those who pass their youth in vice are Justly con

demned to spend their age in folly. Kamfiler.

A happy youth, and then old age

Is beautiful and free. t\'ordra-e»th .

S. A young person; especially, if not invari

ably, a young man. In this sense it has s

plural. 'Seven youths from Athens yearly

sent.' Dryden.

I gave it to ayonth, a kind of boy. Shak.

4. Young persons collectively.

0 ye who teach the ingenuous youth of nations, . .

1 pray ye flog them upon all occasions. fiyron.

Youthede.t Youthhead,* n. Youthful ness;

youth. Chaucer. ' In youthhead. happj

season.' Southey.

Youthful (yotb'ful). a. 1. Not yet aged; not

yet arrived at mature years; being in the

early stage of life; young. ' Where youthful

Edward comes.' Shak. ' Wanton as you/*

/uf goats.' Shak.

Is she not more than painting can express.

Oryouthful poets fancy when they love. Xr-srt

2. Pertaining to the early part of life ; as.

youthful day*; youthful age. 'His youthful

hose well saved.' Shak—3. Suitable to the

first part of life ; as, youthful thoughts.

youthful sports.—4. Fresh; vigorous: as in

youth. ' Perfect felicity, such as after mil

lions of millions of ages is still youthful

and flourishing.' Bentiey — 5 Pertainiu^ to

an early time. ' The youthful season of the

year.' Shak.

Fate, far, fat. fall; me. met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound: u. 3c slutne; J\ 3c. ley.
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Youthfully (yoth'ful-li), adv. In a youthful

manner. ' Your attire . . . not youthfully

wanton.' Bp. Hall.

Youthfulnesa (yoth'ful-nes), n. The state

or quality of being youthful. 'Lusty youth-

fulness.' Holland.

YouthhOOd t (yoth'hud), n. Youth. Dr. G.

Cheune.

Youtnlyt (yoth'li), a. Pertaining to youth;

characteristic of youth; youthful. ' Youthly

years.' Spenser. 'Puffed up with youthly

heat and ambition.' Camden.

Youthsome (yoth'sum), a. Having the vig

our, freshness, feelings, tastes, or appear

ance of youth; youthful; young.

I found him drinking, and very jolly and youth-

some. P'fys-

Youthy (yoth'i), a. Young; youthful. ' Af

fecting a youthier turn than is consistent

with my time of day.' Steele. [Rare.]

You-you (yo'yo), n. A small Chinese boat

impelled with the scull, used on rivers and

in well-protected harbours aud roadsteads.

Young.

Yove.f pret. of yeve. Gave. Chaucer.

Yowe (you), n. A ewe. George Eliot. [Pro

vincial English and Scotch.]

YOwT(youl),pi [Ak\n to yawl, yell.] Togive

a long distressful or mournful cry, as a dog.

Yowl (youl), n. A long distressful or mourn

ful cry, as that of a dog.

Yoxet (yoks), v.i. [A. Sax. geocsa, a sob or

hiccup. See Yex.] To hiccup. Chaucer.

Ypigutt (i'pit), a. Pitched; fixed. Spenser.

Yplked,tpp. Picked; pointed; having sharp-

pointed peaks; smart; spruce. Chaucer.

YpOiBtingt (i-point'ing), ppr. [Prefix y,

and pointing] Pointing or directed to

wards. 'A st&T-ypointi)ig pyramid.' Milton.

(Rare, perhaps unique.]

Yponomeutidse (I pon'6-mu"ti-de), n. pi.

[Or. hyponomeuo, to undermine, and eidos,

resemblance.] A family of heteropterous

Lepidoptera. comprising a large number of

minute moths inhabiting Europe. Their

larva; or caterpillars, which are glabrous and

attenuated at both extremities, are found

on shrubs, especially on white-thorn hedges,

living in large societies under a common

web, in the midst of which they change into

the chrysalis state each in its own cocoon.

Yponomeuta cognatetta is exceedingly de

structive to apple-trees, depriving them of

their leaves.

Ypres-lace (e'pra-las), n. [From Ypres, in

Belgium] The finest and most expensive

kind of Valenciennes lace. Simmonds.

Yravlshedt (i-raWisht), pp. Delighted;

ravished. Shak.

Yren,t n. Iron. Chaucer.

Yron,t n. Iron. Spenser.

Ysame.t pp. [A. Sax. ge-sam, together.]

Collected together. Spenser.

Yae, n. Ice. Chaucer.

Yslaked t (i-slakf), pp. Slaked ; assuaged ;

pacified Shak.

Yttria (it'ri-a), n. A metallic oxide or

earth, having the appearance of a white

powder, which is insipid, insoluble in water,

and infusible. It dissolves in acids, form

ing sweetish salts, which have often an

amethyst colour. It has no action on vege

table colours. Yttria is the protoxide of

yttrium (YO). It was discovered In 1794 by-

Professor Gadolin, in a mineral found at

Ytterby in Sweden (hence the name), called

from him gadolinite, It also occurs In

yttro-cerite and yttro-tantali te.

Yttrloua (it'ri-us), a. Pertaining to yttria;

containing yttria; as, the yttrious oxide of

columbium.

Yttrium (it'ri-um), n. [See Yttria.] Sym.

Y. At. wt. 617. The metal contained in

yttria. It was first obtained pure in 182S

by Wbhler. Its texture is scaly, its colour

grayish-black, and its lustre perfectly me

tallic. It is a brittle metal, and is not

oxidized either in air or water, but when

heated to redness it burns with splendour,

even i#atmospheric air, and with far greater

brilliancy in oxygen gas. This metal, or

rather its oxide, is so rare as not to admit

of any useful application.

Yttro-cerite (it-ro-se'rit), n. A mineral oc

curring very sparingly at Finbo and Brodbo,

near Fahlun in Sweden, imbedded in quartz.

Its colour is violet-blue, inclining to gray

and white. It is sometimes white. These

colours generally alternate in layers in the

same specimen. It occurs crystallized and

massive; its composition is that of a fluoride

of yttrium containing fluoride of cerium

and calcium. Before the blow-pipe it is in

fusible, but loses its colour and becomes

white.

Yttro-columbite, Yttro-tantalite (it-ro-

ko-lum"bit, it-ro-tan'ta-lit), n. A mineral

species, of which there are three varieties

—the yellow, the dark, and the black-

found at Ytterby, in Sweden. They are tan-

talites of yttrium, yttria, lime, oxide of

uranium, and oxide of iron, the principal

ingredients being columhic acid and yttria.

The whole are infusible before the blow

pipe; but they decrepitate, and assume a

light colour. They dissolve with borax,

but are not acted upon by acids.

Yu (yu), n. The Chinese name for nephrite

or jade (which see).

Yucca (yuk'ka), n. [Peruvian name.] A

genus of Ame

rican plants,

nat. order Lili-

acete. The spe

cies are hand

some plants,

with copious

white pani-

cled flowers,

extremely ele

gant, but de

stitute of od

our. The leaves

are long, nu

merous, sim

ple, rigid or

coriaceous,

and pungent.

There are se

veral spe

cies, known

by the name

of Adam's

needle. Y.glo-

riosa, or com

mon Adam's

needle, which along with other species has

been acclimatized in Britain, is much prized

on account of its panicle of elegant flowers,

which attain a height of 10 or 12 feet.

Yuck, Yuke (yuk, yuk), v.i. [D. jeuken,

joken, L.G. jdken, G. jucken, to itch ; akin

to itch,] To itch. [Local.]

Yuck (yuk), n. The itch or Bcabies. [Pro

vincial English and Scotch.]

Yufta (yufts), n. [Rus. yuft.] A kind of

Russia leather, which when well prepared

is of good red colour, soft and pinguid on

the surface, and pleasant to the touch, with

an agreeable peculiar odour. Simmonds.

Yug, Yuga (yug, yug'a), n. [Skr. yxtga, an

age, from yuj, to join.] One of the ages

into which the Hindus divide the duration

or existence of the world.

Yulan (ydlan), n. A beautiful flowering

tree of China ; the Magnolia Yulan, a tree

of 30 or 40 feet in its native country, but, in

European gardens, of not more than 12 feet.

See Magnolia.

Yule (ybl), n. [A. Sax. gc6l, giul, Ml, gedhol,

Christmas, the feast of the nativity, whence

gedla, the Yule month, December; Icel. jot,

originally a great festival lasting thirteen

days, and having its origin in heathen times,

afterwards applied to Christmas; Dan. juul,

Sw. jal. Of doubtful origin, but most

commonly connected with wheel, Icel. hjdl,

Dan. and Sw. hjul, as being a feast origi

nally celebrated at the sun's wheeling or

turning at midsummer and midwinter, but

the h of these words is strongly against this.

Skeat following Fick connects it with E.

yowl, yawl, as referring to festive noise or

outcry. Jolly is from this word, coming to

us through the French.] The Old English

and still to Borne extent the Scotch and

Northern English name for Christmas, or

the feast of the nativity of our Saviour.

And at each pause they kiss: was never seen such

rule

In any place but here, at bonfire or at Yule.

Drayton.

They brinjj me sorrow touch'd with joy.

The merry merry bells of Yule. Tennyson.

Yule-block (ybl'blok), n. Same as Yule-log.

Yule-log (ybi'log), n. A large log of wood,

often a tree-root, forming the basis of a

ChriBtmas Are in the olden time. Tennyson.

Yule-tide (yoTtid), n. The time or season

of Yule or Christmas; Christmas.

Yunx (yungks), n. [Gr. iynx, the wryneck.]

A genus of scansorial birds; the wryneck

(which see).

Yurt (yurt), n. The name given to houses

or huts, whether permanent or movable, of

the natives of northern Asia or Siberia.

Yuxt (yuks), n. [SeeYEX.YoxE.] A hiccup.

Yuxt (yuks), v.i. To hiccup.

Yve,t n. Ivy. Chaucer.

Yvei,t o. Evil; bad; unfortunate. Chaucer.

Yvel,t adv. Ill; badly. Chaucer.

Yvoire,t n. Ivory. Chaucer.

Y-wlfl,t adv. [A. Sax. gewis, gewiss, certain,

sure ; D. gewis, G. gewiss, certainly ; from

root of wit with prefix ge. This word being

often written / wis gave rise to the notion

that there was a verb to wis. See Wis.]

Certainly; verily; truly.

Y-wrake.t Y-wroke.t pret. Wreaked; re

venged. Chaucer; Spenser.

Y-wrie.t pp. [A. Sax. wrion, to cover.]

Covered. Chaucer.

Z.

Z, the last letter of the English alphabet, is a

sibilant consonant, and is merely a vocal or

sonant S, having precisely the same sound

that 8 has in wise, ease, please, <fec. (See 3.)

It did not have a place in the Anglo-Saxon

alphabet, though no doubt » had sometimes

this sound. In old EngliBh of the fourteenth

century it was common, and in some writ

ings was often used where we now have s.

The words in modern English which begin

with z are all derived from other languages,

mostly from the Greek. The case was the

same in Latin, in which this letter was never

really naturalized. When not initial, how

ever, the case is different, and we often find

it representing an older s in genuine Eng

lish words, as in blaze, freeze, gaze, graze,

guzzle, hazard, size.&c. As a final it occurs

in some onornatopoetic words, as in buzz,

whizz. In German z is very common, being

a double consonant, with the sound ts. In

Greek it was also a double consonant = dg

or sd. In Britain its name is zed, in America

zed and zee.

Za (za), n. In music, the seventh harmonic

as heard in the horn or .-Eolian string. It

corresponds to B flat. The term is now

obsolete.

Zabalsm, Zablszn (za'ba-izm, zab'izm).

See Sabianism.

Zacchean (zak'e-an), n. A follower of

Zaccheus of Palestine, of the fourth cen

tury, who taught that only private prayer

was acceptable to God. His disciples, there

fore, retired to a hill near Jerusalem for

their devotions.

Zaffre (zaf'fer), n. [Fr. zafre, safre, saffre,

Sp. zafre, probably of Arabic origin.] Im

pure oxide of cobalt ; the residuum of co

balt, after the sulphur, arsenic, and other

volatile matters have been expelled by cal

cination. So that it is a gray or dark-gray

oxide of cobalt, mixed with a portion of silica.

When fused into a glass it is intensely blue,

and is much used by enamellerB and porce

lain manufacturers as a blue colour. Writ

ten also Zaffar, Zafjir, and Zaphara. See

Cobalt.

Zaim (za'im), n. A Turkish chief or leader.

Zaimet (za'i-met), n. A Turkish name for an

estate; a district from which a zaim draws

his revenue.

Zamang (za-mangO, n. A leguminous tree

of Venezuela, the Pithecolobium Saman,

the hemispherical head of one individual

of which Humboldt describes as being 526

feet in circumference, its diameter being 60

feet and the diameter of its trunk 9 feet.

Zambo (zam'bd), n. [Sp. zambo, bandy

legged, also a zambo. ] The child of a

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; J,>ob; h, Fr. ton; ng. siny; TH, (Aen; th, thin; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure -See KEY.
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mulatto and a negro, also sometimes of an

Indian and a negro. Written also Sambo.

Zaraia ( za ' mi - a ), n. [ L zamia, a term ap

plied by Pliny to a kind of fir cone.] A

genus of plants, nat order Cycadacese. The

species are found in the tropical parts of

America, and also at the Cape of Good Hope

and in Australia. They consist of trees

with a cylindrical trunk. Increasing by the

development of a single terminal bud, and

covered by the scaly bases of the leaves.

The stems of all the zamias abound in a

mucilaginous juice, which has a nauseous

odour and an unpleasant taste, arising from

the existence in it of a peculiar proximate

principle. This may be removed by boiling,

roasting, &c, when some of them form a

nutritious article of food. Caffer-bread is a

common name for the genus in South Africa,

where the central part of the stem pith of

Z cycadis, after being prepared in a par

ticular way, is formed into cakes, baked, and

eaten by the natives. The starchy matter

from the stems of '/. tenuis and Z. furfur-

acta is made into a kind of arrow-root in

the Bahamas

Zamindar ( zam - In - dar ' ), n. Same as

Zemindar.

ZamiostrobUB (za-mi-os'tro-bus), n. [From

zamia, and Gr. strobus, a top, a cone. ]

The generic name for certain fossil cane-

like fruits of the upper oolite, Wealden, and

chalk, so called because they were supposed

to be the fruit of fossil zamias. It has been

shown, however, that they belong to the true

Conifene.

Zamlte (za'mit), n. A name for certain za-

mia like leaves which make their appear

ance in the upper oolite and continue through

the secondaries and tertiaries.

Zamouse (za-moV), n. The native name of

the Bos brachyceros, a West African ox or

buffalo, differing from all other members of

the Bovideo in having the ears fringed with

three rows of long hairs and in the total

want of a dewlap.

Zampogna (tsam-po'nya). n. [It] 1. A

bagpipe in use among Italian peasants.—

2. A rough-toned reed instrument shaped

like a flageolet

Zandmole (zand'mdl), n. See Bathyergus.

Zannicliellia (zan-ni-kel'li-a), a [In

honour of John Jerome Zannichelli, a Ve

netian botanist] A genus of plants, nat

order Naiadaeero. Z. palustris, the marsh

horned pond -weed, is a native of ponds,

ditches, and rivulets in most parts of Europe.

The stem is from 12 to 18 inches long, thread-

shaped, branched, and floating. The leaves

are opposite and very narrow, bearing the

flowers at their base inclosed in a membran

ous sheath.

Zanonia (za-n&'ni-a). n. A genus of plants,

nat. order Cucurbitacere, having entire

heart-shaped leaves, axillary tendrils, and

dioecious flowers. The fruit of Z. indica

has the flavour of the cucumber.

Zante (zan'ta), n. A golden-yellow species

of Btimach from the island of Zante, in the

Mediterranean, used for dyeing. Called

also Young Fustic and Fuxtet.

Zante -wood ( zan ' ta - wud ), n. A name

commou to two plants, ono of the genus

Rhus ( /.'. cotinus) and one of the genus

Chloroxylon (C. Swietenia).

Zantiote, Zantlot (zau'ti ot, zan'ti-ot), n.

A native of Zante, one of the Ionian Islands.

Zany (za'ni), n. 1 li . zani, from It. zanni,

zane, a zauy or clown ; originally simply a

familiar or abbreviated pronunciation of

Giovanni, Johu. So we also find Jack in

English used as equivalent to clown. See

JACK.] A subordinate buffoon, whose office

was to make awkward attempts at mimick

ing the tricks of the professional clown ;

hence, a buffoon in general; amerry-andrew.

'Preacher at once and zany of thy age.'

Pope.

He's like a .tc'i to a tumbler.

That tries triclts after hint to make men laugh.

B. "jfonstm.

Zany (za'ni), v.t. pret A pp. zanied; ppr.

zanying. To play the zany to; to mimic.

I have seen an arrogant baboon

With a small piece of glais zany the sun. Lwtlact.

ZanyiBm(za'nf-iztn), n. The state, character,

or practice of a zany; buiroonery. Coleridge.

Zaphara (zaf'a-ra). n. See Zafpre.

ZapotUla (zap-6-til'la), n. Same as Sapo-

data.

Zarnich (zar'nlk), n. [From zarnich, zar-

nec, Ac, a name for orpiment used by the

alchemists, from Ar. az-zernikh, from Gr.

arseniko* See Arsenic] A name given

zeal ot God, but not according to

Rom. x. 2.

to the native Bulphurets of arsenic, sand-

arach or realgar, and orpiment

Zax (zaks), n. [A Sax. seax, Icel. sax, a

knife or short sword; O.H.G. sahs.) An in

strument used by slaters for cutting and

dressing slates; a kind of hatchet with a

sharp point on the poll for perforating the

Blate to receive the nail.

Zayat (za'yat), n. ■ In Burmah, a public alied

or portico for the accommodation of travel

lers, loungers, and worshippers, found in

every Burmese village and attached to many

pagodas. H. Yule.

Z-crank (zed'krangk), n. A peculiarly-

shaped crank in the cylinder of some

marine steam-engines, so named from its

zigzag form. Simmonds.

Zea (ze'a), n. (Gr. zea, zeia, a sort of grain

used as fodder for horses. ] The generic

name of maize. Two species only of Zea are

known, viz. Z. Mays and /. Caragua. See

Maize.

Zeal (zel). n. [Fr. zide, from L. zelus, Gr.

zilos, zeal, from Btem of zed, to boil, which

is akin to E. yeast. See also Jealous.]

1. Passionate ardour in the pursuit of any

thing; intense and eager interest or en

deavour; an eagerness of desire to accom

plish or obtain some object, and it may be

manifested either in favour of any person

or thing, or in opposition to it, and jn a

good or bad cause ; earnestness ; fervency ;

enthusiasm.

They have

knowledge.

Let not my cold words here accuse my seat. ShaJb.

I-or virtue's self may too much zeal be had ;

The worst of madmen is a saint run mad. Pope.

2.t A zealot. B. Jonson.

Zealt (zel), v.t. To entertain zeal; to be

zealous.

Stiff followers, such as zeal marvellously for those

whom they have chosen for their masters. Bacon.

Zealantt (zel'ant), n. A zealot; an en

thusiast.

To certain sealants all speech of pacification is

odious. Bacon.

Zealedt (zeld), a. Filled with zeal; char

acterized by zeal. ' Zealed religion.' Beau.

& Fl

Zealful (zcl'ful), o. Full of zeal; zealous.

' Zealfull knowledge of the truth divine."

Sylvester.

ZeaUess(zeTles),a. Wantingzeal. Bp.Hall.

Zealot (zel'ot), n. [Fr. ztlote, L. zelotes.

from Gr. ztlotfis. See Zeal.] 1. One who is

zealous or full of zeal; one carried away by

excess of zeal; a fanatical partisan. It is

generally used in dispraise, or applied to

one whose ardour is intemperate and cen

surable.

For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight.

His can't be wrong whose life is in the right. Pope.

2. One of a fanatical Jewish sect which

struggled desperately against the Romans

from about 6 AD. till the fall of Jeru

salem.

Zealotical ( ze - lot ' ik - al ), a. Ardently

zealous. Strype. [Rare]

Zealotism (zel'ot-izm). n. The character or

conduct of a zealot. Gray

Zealotist (zel'ot-ist), n. A zealot; an en

thusiast. Howell.

Zealotry (zel'ot-ri), n. Behaviour of a

zealot: excessive or undue zeal; fanaticism.

* Inquisitorial cruelty and party zealotry.'

Coleridge.

Zealous (zel'us), a. [From zeal. Jealous is

really the same word.] 1. Inspired with

zeal; warmly engaged or ardent in the pur

suit of an object; fervent; eager; earnest:

rarely in a bad sense.

If zealous love should go in search of virtue.

Where should he find it purer? ShaJk.

The learned and pious Hishnp of Alexandria. Dio-

nysius, wrote to the zealous and factious Presbyter

Novatus. Bf. Gauden.

Being thus saved hiinsolf, hi may be zealous in the

salvation of souls. Law.

21 Full of religious or pious zeal; religious;

pious. Shak.

Zealously (zel' us-H), adv. 1. In a zealous

manner ; with passionate ardour ; with

eagerness.

It is good to be zealously affected always in a good

thing. Gal. iv. 18.

2. t Religiously; with religious or pious zeal.

Milton.

Zealousness (zel'us-nes), n. The quality of

being zealous; zeal.

Zebec, Zebeck (ze'bek), n. Same as Xebec.

Zebra (ze'bra), n. [A native African word.]

A pachydermatous, solidungulate mammal,

the Equus or Asinus zebra, a quadruped of

southern Africa, nearly as large as a horse,

white, striped with numerous brownish-

black bands on the head, trunk, and legs.

except on the belly and inside of the thighs.

Zebra \Eqnus zebra).

The zebras graze in herds on the steep hill

side, and seek the wildest and most seques

tered spots, so that they are extremely diffi

cult of approach, not only from their watch

ful habits and great swiftness of foot, but

also from the inaccessible nature of their

abodes. The zebra is one of the handsomest,

and also one of the wildest and least tract

able of animals. Only in a few instances has

it been domesticated, for it always retains iu

vicious, obstinate, and fickle nature. The

name zebra is sometimes applied to the

quagga and the dauw or Buruhell s zebra;

but they differ from the zebra in having"Do

stripes on the lower limbs, while those ou

the body are not so black as the true zebra.

The zebra is said to be becoming nearly

extinct. See Dauw, Quagga.

Zebra- opossum (ze'bra-6-pos"sumX n.

Same as Zebra-wolf.

Zebra-plant (zebra-plant), n. The Cola-

thea zebrina, so called from the alternate

dark -coloured and green stripes on its

leaves.

Zebra-WOlf (zeT^ra-wulf), n. See Thyla-

cine.

Zebra - wood ( ze ' bra - wud ), n. A kind of

wood imported from South America used

by cabinet-makers, produced by the Qmpha-

lobium Lamberti, belonging to the nat. order

Connaraceas. Its colours consist of brown

on a white ground, clouded with black, and

each strongly contrasted, and somewhat re

sembling the skin of a zebra. It is used in

the manufacture of furniture Called also

Pigeon-wood.

Zebrine (ze'brln), a. Pertaining to the ze

bra ; resembling the zebra ; striped some

what like the zebra. Darwin.

Zebu (ze'bu), n. [The native Indian name.]

A ruminant of the ox tribe, the Taurus in-

dietis or Bos indicus. This quadruped dif

fers from the common ox in having one, or

Zebu (Taurus indicus).

more rarely two, humps of fat on the shoul

ders, and in having eighteen caudal vertebrae

instead of twenty-one. It varies in six?

from a large mastiff dog to a full-grown

European bull. It is found extensively io

India, and also in China and northern

Africa. It is often called the Indian Butt

or Ox and Cow. The zebus are used as

bensts of burden, and their flesh is uaeii

as an article of food, especially the hump,

which is esteemed as a great delicacy.

To this stock belong the Brahinan bulls

or sacred bulls of Siva

Zechariah (zek-a-ri'a), n The name of on*

of the books of the Bible, the work of one

of the twelve minor prophets. Little is

known of his history, and the obscurity of

his style has much embarrassed the com

mentators on this book.

Zechln (zek'in), n. [It zecchino, Fr. w^uui

See Seocin.] A Venetian gold coin, worth

Kate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; uote, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; U, Be. abitne; y, Sc fry.
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about 9s. id sterling. Usually written

Sequin (which see).

Zecnstein (zek'stin or tsech'sttn), n. [G.,

from zechf. a mine, and stein, stone.] In

geol. a Germ in limestone, the equivalent of

the English Permian or magnesian lime

stone. It lies immediately under the red

sandstone and above the marl slate of the

magnesian limestone formation.

Zed (zed). The name of the letter Z ' Zed,

thou unnecessary letter.' Shak. Provin-

cially called also lizard.

Zedoary (zed'6-a-ri), n. [Fr. zidoaire, Sp.

and Pg. zedoaria, Ar. and Pers. udwitr,

jtdwar, zedoary.] The name given to the

root-stocks of certaiu plants of the genus

Curcuma. They are aromatic, bitter, pun

gent, and tonic, and are used for similar

purposes as ginger. Bound zedoary is the

produce of C. Zedoaria, and long zedoary of

C. Zerumbet, natives of India and China.

Zee-koe (za'ko), n. [D., lit sea (or lake)

cow.] The name given by the Dutch colon

ists of South Africa to the hippopotamus.

Zein, Zeine (ze'in, ze'in), n. {From zea

(which see).] The gluten of maize, a sub

stance of a yellowish colour, soft, insipid,

and elastic, procured from the seeds of Zea

Mays or Indian corn. It is said to differ

essentially from the gluten of wheat.

Zel (zel), n. An Eastern instrument of music

of the cymbal kind.

Where, some hours since, was heard the swell

Of trumpet and the clash of zel.

Bidding the bright-eyed sun farewell. Moore.

Zelousie t (zel'us-i), n. Jealousy. 'The

zetousie and the eagre feersenes of olimuias. '

J. UdaU.

Zemindar (zem-in-darO, n. [Per. zemtnddr,

a landholder —zemin, land, and ddr, holding,

a holder.] In India, one of a class of officials

created under the Mogul government of

India. They have been regarded, first, as

district governors, second, as landed pro

prietors, and third, as farmers or collectors

of the government revenue on land. Their

functions appear to have been to a great

extent arbitrary and variable, but founded

on and arising out of the last-named office.

At the present day, in Bengal, the zemindar

has all the rights of a British km. led pro

prietor, subject to the payment of the land-

tax, and also to a certain ill-denned tenant-

right on the part of tenants who have long

held possession of their farms. Spelled also

Zammdar.

Zemindary, Zemlndaree (zem'in-da-ri,

zem'iu da-re), n. The office or jurisdiction

of a zemindar; the land possessed by a

zemindar.

Zenana (ze-na'na), n. [Per. zenanah, be

longing to women, from zen, woman. ]

The name given to the portion of a house

reserved exclusively for the females be

longing to a family of good caste in India.

Zend (z end), n. [From Zend in Zend-Areata

(which see).] 1. Au ancient Iranian lan

guage, in which are composed the sacred

writingsof the Zoroastrians. It is a member

of the Aryan family of languages, and very

closely allied to Sanskrit, especially the

Sanskrit of the Vedas, by means of which,

and by the help of comparative philology,

it has been deciphered. Called also A vestan.

2. A contracted name for the Zend-Avesta

or sacred writings of Zoroaster.

Zend-Avesta (zend-a-ves'ta), n. [Tills name

seems to mean 'commentary-text,' or autho

rized text and commentary. The first por

tion of the name is now usually applied to

the language in which the early portion of

the work is written.] The collective name

for the sacred writings of the Guebers or

Parsees, ascril>ed to Zoroaster, and rever

enced as a bible or sole rule of faith and

practice. It consists of several divisions,

of which the oldest is written in the primi

tive Zend language. It is often called the

A vesta.

Zendlk (zen'dik), n. [Ar., an infidel, an

atheist J This name is given in the East

not only to disbelievers in revealed religion,

but also to such as are accused of magical

heresy.

Zenlk (ze'nik), n. An African quadruped,

the suricate or four -toed weasel. See

8URICATK.

Zenith (ze'nith). n. [Fr. zenith, from Sp.

unit, zenith, a corruption of Ar samt, stmt,

abbreviated for saint ■ ur ■ rat , semt-er-ras,

way of the head, zenith, saint Immiik a way.

Akin azimuth] 1. The vertical point of the

heavens at any place, or point right above

a spectator's head; the upper pole of the ce-

Zcnith and Nadir.

lestial horizon* that point in the visible celes

tial hemisphere which is vertical to the spec

tator, and from which a line drawn perpen

dicular to the

plane of the hori

zon would, if

produced, pass

through the

earth's centre,

supposing the

earth a perfect

sphere. Each

point on the sur

face of the earth

has therefore its

corresponding

zenith. The op

posite pole of the

celestial horizon

is termed the

nadir, and a ver

tical line or plane

will, if produced,

pass through the

zenith and nadir,

the spectator^ place being considered as the

centre of the celestial sphere. —2.The highest

point of a person's fortune, or the highest or

culminating point of any subject referred to.

By my prescience

I find my zenith doth depend upon

A most auspicious star. Shak.

—Zenith distance. The zenith distance of a

heavenly body is the arc intercepted between

the body and the zenith, being the same as

the co-altitude of the body.—Zenith sector,an

astronomical instrument for measuring with

great accuracy the zenith distances of stars

which pass near the zenith. It is also used

in trigonometrical surveys for determining

the difference of latitude of two stations by

observing the difference of the zenith dis

tances of the same Btar at the two stations

as it passes the meridian. It consists essen

tially, as its name implies, of a portion of a

divided circle. See Sector.—Zenith tele

scope, a geodetical instrument, having ad

justments in altitude and azimuth, a gradu

ated vertical semicircle, a level, and a mi

crometer: used for measuring the differeuce

of the zenith distances of two stars as a

means of determining the latitude, the stars

being such as pass the meridian about the

same time, buton opposite sides of the zenith.

Zenithal (ze'nith-al), a. Of or pertaining

to the zenith. 'The deep zenithal blue.'

Tyndall.

Zeolite (ze'6 -lit), n. [Gr. ud, to boil, to

foam, and lithos, stone: so named originally

by Cronstedt from their boiling and swelling

when heated by the blow-pipe.] A generic

name of hydrated double silicates in which

the principal bases are aluminium and cal

cium. Zeolites frequently contain iron, mag

nesium, and alkalies. Zeolites intumeBce be

fore the blow-pipe. They are decomposed by

acids, yielding silica. Among them are an-

alcime, apophyllite, harmotome, stilbite.&c.

ZeolitiC (ze-6-lifik), a. Pertaining to zeo

lite; consisting of zeolite or resembling it.

Zeolitiform (ze-6-lit'i-form), a. Having the

form of zeolite.*

Zephanlah (zef-a-ni'a), n. The name of one

of the books of the Bible, the work of one of

the miuor prophets. The author lived in the

reign of Josiah, in the seventh century B.C.

The subjects of his prophecy are the tempo

rary desolation of Judea, the destruction of

the Philistines, Moabites, Ammonites, As

syrians, Ac, and the promise that God will

leave a righteous remnant in Urael.

Zephyr, ZepnyruB (zef'er, zef'i-rus), n. [L.

zephyrus, from Gr. zephyros, allied to zophos,

darkness, gloom, the west] The west wind;

and poetically, any soft, mild, gentle breeze.

The poets personify Zephyrus, and make him

the most mild and gentle of all the sylvan

deities.

As gentle

As zephyrs blowing below the violet.

Not wagging hi* sweet head. Shak.

Mild as when Zephyrus on Flora breathes. Milton.

Zerda(zer'da),n. [African.] A beautiful little

animal of the genus Megalotis,family Canidw.

firincipally found in northern Africa; the

ennec. See MEGAI.OTIS.

Zero (ze'ro), n. (Fr. zero. It. and Sp. zero,

from Ar. sifr, a cipher, by contracting such

forms as ze/ro, zjfro; really therefore the

same word as cipher.) 1. No numl>er or

quantity; number or quantity diminished to

nothing; a cipher; nothing.

As to ntiml^r they (the teeth of fishes) r.inge from

zero to countless quantities. Owen.

2. In physics, any convenient point with re

ference to which quantitatively estimable

phenomena of the same kind are compared;

the point of a graduated instrument at which

its scale commences; the neutral point be

tween any ascending and descending scale

or series, geuerally represented by the mark

0. In thermometers the zero of the Centi

grade and Reaumur scales is the freezing-

point of water; in Fahrenheit's scale, 32°

below the freezing-point of water. The zero

of Wedgwood's pyrometer corresponds with
1077s Fahr.—Absolute uro, 273* C, at which

temperature any given body is supposed to

contain no heat. In elect, an object is said

to be at uro potential when it is in contact

with and is at the same potential as the

earth.—Zero point, the point indicating the

commencement of any scale or reckoning.

Zest (zest), n. [Fr. zeste, a kind of partition

in a walnut, the peel of an orange or lemon;

from L. schistus, Gr. schistos, split, divided,

from schizO, to split or divide (whence also

schiem). ] 1, A piece of orange or lemou peel,

used to give flavour to liquor, or the fine thin

oil that spurts out of it when squeezed; also,

the woody thick skin quartering the kernel

of a walnut.— 2. Something that gives a

pleasant taste; that which serves to enhance

enjoyment; hence, a pleasant taste; that

quality which makes a thing enjoyable;

relish.

Liberality of disposition and conduct gives the

highest zest and relish to social intercourse. Cogau.

3. Relish or keenness of pleasure experi

enced; keen enjoyment; gusto.

They joined and partook of the rude fare with the

zest of fatigue and youth. Lord Lytton.

Zest (zest), v.t. 1. To add a zest or relish to.

My Lord, when my wine's right I never care it

should be zested. Cihter.

2. To cut, as the peel of an orange or lemon

from top to bottom into thin slips, or to

squeeze, as peel over the surface of any

thing.

Zeta (zS'ta), n. [L. uta, for di&ta, a cham

ber, a dwelling, from Gr. diatta, a way of

living, mode of life, dwelling] A little

closet or chamber. Applied by some writers

to the room over the porch of a Christian

church where the sexton or porter resided

and kept the church documents. Britton.

Zetetic (ze-tet'ik), a. [Gr. zfitettieos, from

zeted, to seek.] Proceeding by inquiry; seek

ing.—Thezeteticwethod. in math, the method

used in endeavouring to discover the value

of unknown quantities or to find the solu

tion of a problem. [Rare. ]

Zetetic (ze-tet'ik), n. A seeker; a name

adopted by some of the Pyrrhonists.

Zetetics (ze-tet'iks), n. A name given to

that part of algebra which consists in the

direct search after unknown quantities.

[Rare.]

Zeticula (z€-tik'u-la), » [A dim. of uta

(which see).] A small withdrawing-room.

Zeuglodon (zu'glo-don), n. [Gr. zeugli, the

strap or loop of a yoke, and odoug, odontos,

a tooth, lit. yoke-tooOt: so called from the

peculiar form of its molar teeth.] An ex

tinct genus of marine mammals, regarded

by Huxley as intermediate between the true

cetaceans and the carnivorous seals. The

species had an elongated snout, conical in

cisors, and molar teeth with triangular ser

rated crowns, implanted in the jaws by

two roots, each molar appearing to be

formed of two separate teeth united at the

crown (whence the generic name). They

belong to the eocene and miocene, the best

known species being Z. cetoides of the mid

dle eocene of the Tinted States, which at

tained a length of 70 feet. The first found

remains were believed to be those of a rep

tile, and the name Basilosaurus was there

fore given to them.

Zeuglodontidaa (zu-glo-don'ti-de). n pi. An

extinct family of cetaceans, of which Zeug

lodon is the type.

Zeugma (zug'ma), n. [Gr. zeugma, from

zeugnymi, to join. See YOKE. J A figure

in grammar in which two nouns are joined

to a verb suitable to only one of them, but

suggesting another verb suitable to the

other noun ; or in which an adjective is

similarly used with two nouns.

Zeugrnatic (zug-mat'ik), a. Of or pertain

ing to the figure of speech zeugma.

Zeus (zus), u. 1. In myth, the supreme

divinity among the Greeks; the ruler of the

other gods: geuerally treated as the equiva

lent of the Roman Jupiter. See Jcpitkr.—

2. A genus of acanthopterygious fUhes, re

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.jbb; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; th, theu; th, thin; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See KEY.
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markable fur their rouudish or oval com

pressed form. To this genus belongs the

Kpeciescalled doree, dory, and John Dory {/..

Faber). See Dorek.

Ziuxtte (ziiks'U). n. A zeolitic mineral

found in Cornwall.

Zibet, Zlbeth (zib'et). n. [See Civet] A

digitigrade carnivorous mammal belonging

to tlte genus Viverra, the V. zibetha, and

bearing a close resemblance to the civet-

cat. It is found on the Asiatic coast, and

in some of the larger islands of the Indian

Archipelago. It secretes an odoriferous

substance which resembles that of the civet,

and is perhaps equally prized. It is often

tamed by the natives of the countries where

it is found, and it inhabits the houses like

a domestic cat.

Zibethum(zi-be'tum), n. A name given to

theuuctuous odoriferous substance secreted

by the zibet.

Ziega (ze'ga), n. Curd produced from milk

by adding acetic acid, after rennet has

ceased to cause coagulation. Brande <f- Cox.

Zif (zif), it The second month of the Jewish

sacred year, and the eighth of the civil, an

swering to part of our April and May. 1 K i.

vl l.

ZtfflUBt (zif'i-us), n. Probably for Xiphias,

the sword-fish. 'Huge zifius whom mari

ners eschew.' Spenser.

Zigzag (zig'zag), n. [Ft. zigzag, from G.

ztck-zack, perhaps reduplicated from zacke,

a tooth or sharp prong or point, a dentil.]

1. Something that has short sharp turns or

angles, as a Tine. 'Cracks and zigzags of the

head.' Pope —2. In fort a trench of ap

proach against a fortress, so constructed

that the line of trench may not be enfiladed

by the defenders. — 3 In arch, a zigzag

moulding; a chevron or dancette.

Zigzag (zig'zag), a. Having sharp and quick

turns or flexures. ' By zig-zag paths, and

juts of pointed rock.' Tennyton, — Zigzag

Moulding, inarch, see Chevron.Dancette.

Zigzag (zig'zag), iv r To form with short

turns or angles. T. Warton.

Zigzag (zig'zag), 9.4. To move or advance in

a zigzag fashion; to form zigzags; as, the

path zigzag*.

Zigzaggery (zig-zag'er-i), n. The quality of

Iwing zigzag; crookedness. ' The zigzaggery

of my father's approaches/ Sterne. [Rare.]

Zigzaggy (zig'zag-!), a. Having sharp and

quick turns; zigzag. * The zigzaggy pattern

by Saxons invented.' H. B. Barham.

Zlllah (zil'lo), n. In Hindustan, a local di

vision of a country; a shire or county.

Zimb i/inn. it [Ar. zimb.a fly.] A dipterous

insect of Abyssinia, resembling the tsetse of

the more southern parts of Africa, to whose

Zimb, from Unices Travels.

family it probably belongs, in being very

destructive to cattle. It is somewhat larger

than a bee, and thicker in proportion.

Ziment- water (zlm'entwa-ter), n. [Q.

cementwasser, lit. cement or cementation

water ; comp. cementkupfer, copper de

posited in water.] A name given to water

found in copper mines; water impregnated

with copper.

Ziraome (zi'mom). See Zyhomk.

Zinc (zingk), n. [Fr. zinc. G. Sw. and Dan.

zink; allied to G. zinn, tin] Sym. Zn. At.

wt. 65. A metal frequently called spelter

in commerce. It has a strong metallic lustre

and a bluish-white colour. Its texture is

lametlated and crystalline, and its specific

gravity about 7. It is a hard metal, being

acted on by the file with difficulty, and its

toughness is such as to require considerable

force to break it when the mass is large. At

low or high degrees of heat it Is brittle, but

between 250* and 300' F. it is both malle

able and ductile, and may be rolled or

hammered into sheets of considerable thin

ness and drawn into wire. Its malleability

is considerably diminished by the impuri

ties which the zinc of commerce contains.

It fuses at 773" F., and when Blowly cooled

crystallizes in four- or six-sided prisms.

Zmc undergoes little change by the action

of air and moisture. When fused in open

vessels it absorbs oxygen and forms the
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white oxide called flowers of zinc. Heated

strongly in air it takes Are and bums with

a beautiful white light, formiug oxide of

zinc. Zinc is found in considerable abun

dance. It does not occur in the native state,

but is obtained from its ores, which are

chiefly the sulphide, or zinc-blende, and the

carbonate or calamine. The oxide of zinc

(ZnO) is a flue white powder insoluble in

water, but very soluble in acids, which it

neutralizes, being a very powerful base, of

the same class as magnesia. It combines

also with some of the alkalies. Zinc forms

a series of compounds with organic radicles,

such as zinc methyl, Zn(< ' II ; v,;.u< I zinc ethyl,

/ii(i ' .11 >_. Several of the Baits of zinc are

employed in medicine, as the sulphate or

white vitriol (ZnS04), the chloride or butter

of zinc (/.ni 'lj), the acetate and the cyanide.

Sheet-zinc is largely employed for lining

water cisterns, baths. &c., for making

spouts, pipes, for covering roofs, and several

other architectural purposes. Plates of this

metal are used as generators of electricity

in voltaic batteries, Ac.; they ore also em

ployed in the production of pictures, <fcc, in

the style of woodcuts. (See Zincography.)

Zinc is much employed in the manufacture

of brass and other alloys, and in preparing

galvanized iron. See Galvanized.

ZlllC (zingk). v.t. To coat or cover with

zinc. See Galvanized.

Zinc-axnyl (zingk'am-il), n. A colourless,

transparent liquid, composed of zinc and

amyl. When exposed to the air it absorbs

oxygen rapidly, emitting fumes, but does

not take fire spontaneously.

Zinc-blende (zingk'blend), n. Native sul

phide of zinc, a brittle transparent or trans

lucent mineral, consisting essentially of

sulphur and zinc, but often containing a

considerable proportion of iron. It occurs

crystallized, massive, or in other forms, and

of various colours, but usually yellowish,

red, brown, or black. Called also simply

Blende.

Zinc-bloom (ziugk'bltim), n. A mineral

substance of the same composition as cala

mine.

Zinc-ethyl (zingk'e-thil). n. (JUtdOJSM A

colourless volatile liquid composed of zinc

and the radicle ethyl. It has powerful affin

ities for oxygen, igniting spontaneously on

exposure to air. It is formed by heating

zinc with iodide of ethyl under pressure.

Brande if- Cox.

Zinciferous (zing-klf'er-us), a. [Zinc, and

L. fero, to bear.] Producing zinc; as, zinc

iferous ore.

Zlnclte (zingklt). n, In viineral. a native

ferriferous oxide of zinc, found at Franklin

and Stirling-Hill in New Jersey. It is

brittle, translucent, of a deep red colour,

sometimes Inclining to yellowish. It owes

its colour to the presence of a small quan

tity of oxide of manganese.

Zlncky (zingk'i), a. Pertaining to zinc; con

taining zinc ; having the appearance of

zinc. Written also Zinky.

The ti'icky ores are said to be grayer than other

ores, Kir-wan.

Zinc-methyl (zingk'meth-iT), n. (Zn(CH,)j.)

A volatile liquid of very fetid smell and

with poisonous vapours. It takes Are spon

taneously on exposure to the atmosphere.

Called also Zinc-methide.

Zincode (zingk'od), n [Zinc, and Gr. hodos,

a way.] The positive pole of a galvanic

battery.

Zlncographer (zing-kogVafer), n. One who

practises zincography.

Zincographic, Zincbgranhical (zing-ko-

graf'ik, zmg-kd-graf'ik-al), a. Relating to

zincography.

Zincography (zing-kog'ra-fi), ft, [Zinc, and

Gr. graphd, to write.] An art in its essential

features similar to lithography, the stone

printing-surface of the latter being replaced

by that of a plate of polished zinc. A form

of this art called anastatic printing is de

scribed under Anastatic.

Zincold (zingk'oid). a. [Zinc, and Gr. eidos,

likeness.] Resembling zinc; pertaining to

zinc; a term applied to the zincous plate

which is in connection with a copper plate

in a voltaic circle, and denoting the positive

pole or zincode; the chlorous plate which

is in connection with a zinc plate being

termed the chloroid plate, or negative

pole.

Zlncolysis (zing-koll-sis), n. [Zinc, and Gr.

Iy6, to decompose] A term in etectro-chem.

equivalent to Electrolysis, denoting a mode

of decomposition occasioned by the induc-
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tive action of the affinities of zinc, or the

positive metal.

Zincolyte (zingk'ol-it), n. [See above.] A

term equivalent to Electrolyte, denoting a

body decomposable by electricity, the de

composition being occasioned by the action

of zinc, or the positive metal

Zinco-polar (zingk'6-pdl-er), a. In galr. a

term applied to the surface of the zinc, in

a battery, presented to the acid. Hoblyn.

Zlncou.8 (zingk'us), a. Pertaining to zinc,

or to the positive pole of a voltaic battery.

—Zincous element, the basic or primary

element of a binary compound —Zincous

vole, that pole of a particle of zinc, or of

hydrochloric acid, which has the attraction

or affinity which is characteristic of zinc,

or the zincous attraction.

Zinc-vitriol (zingk'vit-riolX n. In ehem.

sulphate of zinc; white vitriol (ZnSOA

Zinc-white (zingk'whlt), n. Oxide of zinc,

a pigment now largely substituted for white-

lead as being more permanent and not

poisonoub.

Zingel (tsing'el), n. [G.] A teleostean flsti

of the genus Aspro, closely allied to the

perch family. The body is very elongated

in form, reaching in one of the species t .1 .

zingel of the Danube and its tributaries) a

length of 12 to 15 inches. The mouth is

situated under a rounded and projecting

snout, the scales are remarkably rough, the

dorsal fins are widely separated, and the

ventral fins are large. The only other

species (A. vulgaris), abundantly found in

the Rhine, the Rhone, and their tributaries,

is a much smaller fish. Both axe considered

very palatable.

Zinghot (zing'go), n. Same as Zinc. Wal-

pote.

Zlnglan (zin'ji-an), a. In phUol, a name

sometimes given to the South African family

of tongues: called also Bantu and Chuana,

One peculiarity of this family, especially of

the Kafir branch, is the use of clucks or

clicks in speaking. See Cluck.

ZinglberaceouB (zm'ji-ber-a"Bhus). a. Of

or pertaining to ginger, or to the Zingiber-

accct. Written also Zinziberaceous.

Zinkenite (zingk'eu-It). n. [After a German

director of mines of the name of Zinken.]

A steel-gray ore of antimony and lead.

Zinky (zmk'i), a. See Zinckt.

Zinziber. Zingiber (zin'zi-ber, zin'ji-ber\ n.

[L. zingiber, zinziber, ginger.] A genus of

plants, nat. order Zinziberaceee. The species

are natives of hot climates, and are widely

cultivated in both the East and West Indus,

as well as in China and Africa. The most

important is Z. officinalis, the rhizome of

which is the well-known ginger of the shops.

See Ginger.

Zlnzlberacea, Zinglberacea (zin'zi-Wr-

iV'se-e, zin'jt-ber-a"se-e), n. pi A nat. order of

plants, of which the genus Zinziber is the

type. The species are all tropical plants or

_ nearly so, the greater number inhabiting

' various parts of the East Indies. They are

generally objects of great beauty, on account

of the development of their floral envelopes

and the rich colours of their bracts; bat

they are chiefly valued for the sake of the

aromatic and stimulating properties of the

rhizome or root, such as are found in ginger.

galangal, zedoary, cardamoms, &c

ZinzlberaceouB(ziu'zi-ber-a"shus), a. Same

as Ziiigiberaceous.

Zion (zl'on), n. 1. A mount or eminence in

Jerusalem, the royal residence of ] > « v i< 1 and

his successors. Hence — 2. The theocracy

or church of God.

Let Zion and her sons rejoice. WatU.

Ziphius (/if i n-0. n. A genus of cetaceans

belonging to the family Rh> nchoceti, closely

allied to the sperm-whales. See Rhtxcbo-

CBTL

Zircon (zer'konX n. [Cingalese] (ZrSoO, )

A mineral originally found In Ceylon, in the

sands of rivers, along with spinel, sapphire,

tourmalin, and Iron sand. Zircon, hyacinth,

and zirconitc are regarded as varieties of

the same species. They are essentially sili

cates of zirconium, generally containing

minute portions of iron. The primitive

form of the crystals is an octahedron, com

posed of two four-sided prisms. The com

mon form is a rectangular four-sided prism.

Called sometimes Jargon,

Zlrconla (zer-ko'nia), n. (ZrO*.) Au oxide

of the nict.il zirconium, discovered by Klap-

roth in the year 1789 in the zircon of Ceylon,

and subsequently in the hyacinth of }.\j ,u Ij

in France. It resembles alumina in appeor

auce. It is so hard as to scratch glass.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met. her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube. tub. bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc. abune; y, Sc fry
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When pure it is a white powder. It forma

Bitl ts with acids.—Ztramia light, an intensely

brilliant light, differing from the oxyhydro-

geu or lime light only in that it is produced

from zircon coneB acted on by oxygen and a

highly carburetted gas. In place of the less

durable lime balls of the other process.

Zlrconic (zer-kon'ik), a. Of, pertaining to,

or containing zirconium.

Zirconite (zer'kon-It), it, A variety of the

zircon.

Zirconium (zer-k&'ui-um), n. 8ym. Zr. At

wt. 896. The metal contained in zirconia.

Berzelius first obtained zirconium in 1824;

but Davy had previously rendered its exis

tence quite probable. It is commonly ob

tained in the form of a black powder, but

it is also known in the crystalline state,

forming blackish-gray highly lustrous lam

ina1, having a specific gravity of 4*15. Zir

conium forms a chloride ZrCl4, and an

oxide ZrOj, commonly known as zirconia.

It exists in a few rare minerals, notably in

zircon or hyacinth, which is a silicate of

zirconium. It appears to form a link be

tween aluminium and silicon.

Zither, Zlthern (tsit'er, tsit'ern), n. [G.,

from L. eithara. SeeClTHARA] A stringed

musical instrument consisting of a sound

ing-box pierced with a large circular sound-

hole near the middle, the strings, to the

number of thirty -one in the more perfect

forms of the instrument, being made of

steel, brass, catgut, and silk covered with

fine silver or copper wire, and tuned by

pegs at one end. Five of the strings are

stretched over a fretted keyboard, and are

Elsgie Zither.

used for playing the melody, the fingers of

the left hand stopping the Btrings on the

frets, the right-hand thumb armed with a

metal ring. Btrlking the strings. These

strings, which are tuned in fifths, have a

chromatic range from C in the second space

of the bass stall to D on the sixth ledger-

line above the treble. All the remaining

strings, called the accompanying strings,

are struck by the first three fingers of the

right hand, and being unBtopped produce

only the single tone to which tney are tuned.

The instrument while being played rests on

a table with the keyboard side nearest the

performer. Tyrol seems to be the native

country of this instrument.

Zlzanift (zi-za'ui-a), n, [Or. zizanion, dar

nel.) A genus of grasses, the best-known

species of which is Z. aquatica, the Cana

dian wild rice. It is common in all the

waters of North America from Canada to

Florida, where it is known also by the name

of Tusearora. The seeds afford a nutritious

article of diet to the wandering tribes of

North-west America. It was introduced

into this country in 1793 by Sir Joseph

Banks.

Zizel (zi'zel), n. Same as Suslik.

Zizyphus (zi'zi-fus). n. [From zizouf, the

Arabic name of the lotus.] A genus of

plants, nat order Rhamnacea?. The species

are shrubs with alternate leaves, spiny

stipules, and mucilaginous fruit, which is

edible. Z. vulgaris, or common jujube, is

a native of Syria, and is now cultivated in

many parts of Europe. In Spain and Italy

the fruit is eaten as a dessert, and in the

winter season as a dry sweetmeat Z. Lotus

is a native of southern Europe and northern

Africa. (See Lotus.) There are numerous

other species.

Zoadulae (zo-ad'u-leX ft pi In hot. the loco

motive spores of some Confervas.

Zoantharia (zo-an-tha'ri-a), n. pi [Or. zoon,

a living animal, and anthos, a flower.] The

helianthoid polyps or ' animal flowers,*

constituting the first order of the class

Actinozoa, characterized by the disposition

of their soft parts in multiples of five or six,

and by the possession of simple, usually

numerous tentacles. They have their name

from their resemblance to flowers, are more

or less elongated, and very contractile.

They are divided into three sub-orders—

Zoantharia Malacodermata, in which the

corallum is absent or very rudimentary, Z.

Scle.robasica, in which it is sclerobasic, and

Z. Sclerodermata, in which it is scleroder

mic. (See Sclerobasic, Sclerodermic.)

Eminent zoologists have questioned the va

lidity of the distinction between sclerobasic

and sclerodermic corals.

Zoanthidse (zo-an'thi-de). n. pi A family of

polyps of the order Zoantharia, and sub

order Z. Malacodermata. These polyps

form colonies united by a fleshy or coria

ceous cocnosarc in the shape of a cruBt or of

creeping roots, and they have no power of

locomotion. The ccenosarc is sometimes

found strengthened by imbedded spicules,

adventitious grains of sand, and otlier

foreign substances.

Zoanthropy (z&an'thro-pi), n. (Gr. zoon,

an animal, &ndanthropos, man ] In pathol.

a species of monomaniacal delusion, in

which the patient believes himself to be

transformed into a beast.

ZobO (zo'bo), n. A hybrid between the

common Hindu ox and the yak, and in ap

pearance not unlike the English ox. It is

reared in the western parts of the Himalaya,

where it is employed as a beast of burden,

and its flesh and milk form important

articles of food.

Zocco (zok'ko), a, A zocle or socle

Zocle, Zoccolo (zo'kl, zok'k&ld), ft. [It

zoccoto; from I. soccus, a sock.] A square

body under the base of a pedestal, (fee., serv

ing for the support of a bust, statue, or

column. Written alio Zocco, Socle. See

Socle.

Zodiac (zd'di-ak), n. [Fr. zodiaque, L. zodi-

acus, the zodiac, from Gr. zodiakos (kyklos,

circle, understood), from z&dion, dim. of

zOon, an auimaL] 1. An imaginary belt or

zone in the heavens, extending about 8"

on each side of the ecliptic. It is divided

into twelve equal parts called signs. (See

SIGN.) It was marked out by the ancients

as distinct from the rest of the heavens

because the apparent places of the sun,

moon, and the planets known to them were

always within it. This, however, is not true

of all the newly discovered planets.— 2. A

girdle; a belt; a zone. [Rare and poetical.]

By his side

As in a glistering tsdiac, hung his sword. Mitten

Zodiacal (zo-di'ak-al), a. Pertaining to the

zodiac; as, zodiacal signs; zodiacal planets.

— Zodiacal light, a luminous tract of an

elongated triangular figure, lying nearly in

the ecliptic, its base being on the horizon,

and Its apex at varying altitudes, seen at

certain seasons of the year either in the west

after suuset or in the east before Bunrise.

It appears with greatest brilliance within

the tropics, where it sometimes rivals the

Milky Way. Its nature is unknown, the most

plausible hypothesis, supported by many of

our most eminent modern astronomers,

being that it is the glow from a cloud of

meteors revolving round the sun.

Zoea (zS'e-a), n, The name given by Bosc to

the larva? of decapod crustaceans, under the

impression that they were adults constitut

ing a distinct genus. The mistake was due

to the fact that the young decapod leaves

the egg in a form very different from that

I of the full-grown animal, this stage of the

animal's existence being now known as the

zoea-stage.

Zoetrope (z6'e-tr6p), n. [Gr. zdf, life, and

trope, a turning, from trepo, to turn.] A toy

for children, consisting of an optical instru

ment, which exhibits pictures as if alive

and in action, depending like the thauma-

trope on the persistence of vision. It con

sists of a cylinder, open at the top, with a

series of slits in its circumference, through

which a person applying his eye to them can

see the interior. A series of pictures repre

senting the different attitudes successively

assumed by an object in performing any

act from its beginning to its close, as by

a horseman in leaping a gate, an acrobat

performing a somersault, and the like, is

arranged along the interior circumference.

The instrument is then set in rapid motion,

and the person looking through sees the

horseman, Ac, as if endowed with life and

activity, performing the act proper to his

character.

Zohar (zo*har). n. [Heb ] A Jewish book

of cabalistic commentaries on Scripture,

and highly esteemed by the rabbis.

Zoilean (zo-i-le'an), a. [See Zoilish] Re

lating to Zoilus, a severe critic ; hence, a

term applied to bitter, severe, or malignant

criticism or critics.

Zoillsm (zd'il-izm), u. [After Zoilus, a sophist

and grammarian of Amphipolis, who criti

cised Homer, Plato, and Isocrates with ex

ceeding severity.] Illiberal or carping criti

cism; unjust censure.

Bring candid eyes unto the perusal of men's works,

| and let not zoilism or detraction blast any well-in

tended labours. Sir T. Brewnt.

Zoisite (zoisTt), n. [From Van Zois, its dis

coverer.] A mineral regarded as a variety

of epidote. It occurs in deeply striated

rhomboidal prisms, much compressed and

rounded ; its colours gray, yellowish or bluish

! gray, brown, grayish yellow, or reddish

white.

Zollverein ( tsol'ver-In ), n, [ G. zoll, toll,

custom, duty, and verein, union or associ

ation.] The German commercial or customs

, union, founded about the year 1818, and

afterwards greatly extended through the

I example and efforts of the government of

Prussia. Its principal object was the estab-

i lishraent of a uniform rate of customs duties

throughout the various states joining the

union. The territories of the Zollverein

now coincide with those of the new German

Empire (with the notable exceptions of

Hamburg and Bremen), and include Luxem

burg.

Zomboruk (zom'bo-ruk), n, Same as Zum-

boaruk.

A section of some eighteen or twenty camels . . .

with xomboruks, or swivel guns, mounted on their

backs, and an artilleryman or two to each.

W. H. RusttU.

Zonal (/'ViiilI ), a. Having the character of

a zone, belt, or stripe.

Zoiiar (zd'nar), n. [Gr. zdnarion, dim. of

zone, a girdle.] A belt or girdle which na

tive Christians and Jews in the East were ob

liged to wear to distinguish them from the

Mohanimedans.

Zonate (zon'at), a. In hot marked with

zones or concentric bands of colour.

Zone (zon), 7i. [L. zona, a belt or girdle, a

zone of the earth, from Gr. zoni, a girdle,

from zOnnymi, to gird.] 1. A girdle or belt

An embroider'd xont surrounds her waist Drydtn,

Hence—2. Any well-marked band or stripe

running round an object—3 t Circuit; cir

cumference. Milton—4. In geog. one of the

five great divisions of the earth, bounded by

circles parallel to the equator, and named

according to the temperature prevailing in

each. The zones are: the torrid zone, ex

tending from tropic to tropic, or 23$* north

and 23}* south of the equator; two temper

ate zones, situated between the tropics and

polar circles, or extending from the parallel

of 234* to that of 66}* north and south, and

therefore called the north temperate and

the south temperate zone respectively; and

two frigid zones, situated between the polar

circles and the north and south poles —

5. In nat. hist any well-defined belt within

which certain forms of plant or animal life

are confined ; as the different belts of vege

tation which occur in mountains and the

like; specifically, one of the five belts or

regions into which naturalists divided the

sea-bottom in accordance with the depth of

water covering each, this being BUpposed to

determine its fauna and flora. They were

called respectively littoral, circumlittoral,

median, inframedian, and abyssal. Subse

quent researches, notably those of the Chal

lenger, have demonstrated that the assumed

facts were to a great extent erroneous, or

ganisms supposed to be' confined to the lit

toral zone having been found at the greatest

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; u, Fr. ton; ng, sin//; th. then; tit. thin; w. trie: wh, icAig; zh, azure.—See Kv.\
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depths.—0 In math a part of the surface

of a sphere included baVND fcwo parallel

planes. — Ciliary zone, in MOt Die black

impression of the ciliary processes on the

vitreous humour of the eye.

Zoned (zoud).a. 1. Wearing a zone —2. Hav

ing zones or bands resembling zones.

Zoneleas (z6u'les),a. Destitute of u zone or

girdle; ungir«le«l. 'That reeling goddess

with tile zonekxK waist.' Cvioper.

Zonict (zOn'ik), n. A girdle; a zone.

1 know that the place where I was brerl stands

upon a nonic of coal. bmolltit.

Zonnar (zuu'ar), "• Same as Sonar,

Zonular (zou'u-b'-r), a. Of itr rirlntfng to a

ion*; /one-shaped. ' The zonular type of a

placenta.' Dana.

Zonula (/.On'ulj, n. A little zone, baud, or

belt

Zonulet (zdn'u let), n. A little zone; a zon

ule 'That riband 'bout my Julia's waist . . .

that zonulet of love.' Herrick

ZOO-. [Or. zoon, a living creature.] A com

mon prefix in Greek compounds signifying

animal; as, zoology, a description of animals;

zoophyte, an animal plant.

Zoocarp (zo'o-karp). ((Jr. zoon. an animal,

and karpnH, fruit.] Hue ZoosroiiE.

Zoochemlcal (zo-o-kem'i-kul), a. Of or per

taining to zoochemy or animal chemistry.

Dunglison.

Zoochemy (zo-ok'e-rai), n. Animal chemis

try. Dunglison.

Zoogen, Z6ogene(zo'o-jen,zo'o-jen),«. [Or.

z-niii, ;m animal, and gvnnno, to produce. ]

A glairy organic substance found on the sur-

fiicr of the thermal waters of linden and

elsewhere.

Zoogenic (zd-o-Jen'lk). a. Of or pertaining

to animal production.

Zoogony, Zoogeny (zo-og'o-ni, zo-oj'e-ni), n.

[Or. z»on, and the gun , gen- of yon?, genesis.

generation] The doctrine of the formation

of the organs of living beings.

Zoograpner (zo-og'ra-fer), n. One who

practises zoography or describes animals,

their forms and habits.

Zoographic, Zoographical (zS-o-graf'ik,

zd-o-graf'ik-al). a. Pertaining to zoography

or the description of animals.

Zoographlst (zo-og'ra-llst), n. One who

describes or depicts animals; a zoologist.

Zoography (z6-og'ra-fl), 71. lOr. zoon, an

animal, and graphn, to describe] A descrip

tion of animals, their forms and habits.

Zooid (zd'oid), a. [Gr. zoom, a living being,

an animal, and eitlos, likeness.] Resembling

or pertaining to an animal.

Zooid (zo'oid), n. (See the adjective.] In

biot. (a) an organic body or cell, some

times free and locomotive, as a spermato

zoon, which resembles, but is not, an ani

mal or plant, (ft) One ol the more or less

completely Independent organisms well seen

in /h,,|,1i\ t<\ t:api worms, Ac, produced by

gemmation or nssion, whether these remain

attached to one nnother or are detached

and set free. The term has also been ap

plied to the animals produced in the pheno

mena of alternate generation internudiiit. ly

between the type from which the series

began and the original type.

Zoolatry (zo-ol'a-tri), n. [Or. zoon, an ani

mal, and latreia, worship.] The worship of

animals, as in the religion of the ancient

Kgyptians.

Zoolite (z6'ol-R), n. [Or. zoon, an animal,

and lithos, stone. ] An animal substance

petrified or fossil.

Zoologert (zo-ol'o-jer), n, A zoologist.

Zoological (zo o loj'ik-al), a. Pertaining to

zoology or the science of animals.—Zoologi

cal garden, a public garden in which a col

lection of animals is kept.

Zoologically (zd-o-loj'ik-al-li), adv. In a

ecological manner; according to the prin

ciples of zoology.

Zoologist (zo-oVo-jist), n. One who studies

or is well versed in zoology or the natural

history of animals.

Zoology (zd-ol'o-ji), ». [From Gr. zoon, an

animal, and !w;cs, discoursed That science

whii h treats of the natural history of ani

mals, or their structure, physiology, classifi

cation, habits, and distribution. T"h- term

'natural history' has been frequently used

as synonymous with zoology, but such a

term is obviously of wider significance, and

should be used to indicate the whole group

of the natural sciences. Zoology is a branch

of biological science, constituting, in fact,

with it* neighbour branch botany, the

science of biology. Its study comprehends

luoh brauehes as the morphology of ani-

mala, or the science of form or structure,

which again includes comparative anatomy,

by which we investigate external and inter

nal appearances, the positions and relatious

of organs and parts; the development of

animals, which treats of the various stages

leading from the embryonic to the mature

state; the physiology of animal*, which in

cludes the study of the functions of nutri

tion, reproduction, and of the nervous sys

tem ; classification or taxonomy, which

assigns to the various individuals their

proper place in the scale of life. A new

department has been added in recent times,

sometimes called etiology, which investi

gates the origin ami descent of animals, or

treats of the evolutionary aspects of zoologi

cal science. Various systems of classifica

tion have been framed by zoologists. Lin

naeus divided the animal kingdom into six

classes, viz. Mammalia, Birds, Fishes, Am

phibia, Insects, and Worms (Vermes). Cu-

vier proposed a more scientific arrangement.

He divided the animal kingdom into four

Bub-kingdoms, viz. Vertebrata, Mollusca,

Articulator and Jtadiata. Recent classifi

cations are more strictly based on morpho

logical characters. Professor Huxley recog

nizes the following sub-kingdoms: Verte

brata, Mollusca, Molluseovia, Cotlenterata,

Annulosa, Annuloida, Infusoria, and Pro

tozoa. See these terms.

Zoouiornhle (zoo mor'rlk), n. [Gr. zoon, a

living being, an animal, and morpki, shape.]

Pertaining to animal forms; exhibiting ani

mal forms. ' That peculiarly Celtic fonn of

interlacing zoomorphic decoration, united

with coloured designs of diverging spirals

aud trumpet scrolls.' Jos. Anderson.

Zoomorphism (z&o-mor'nzm), ». The state

of being zoomorphic; characteristic exhibi

tion of animal forms.

But it also exhibits other features . which pre

sent as their peculiar and prevailing characteristic

that toemorphixm of ornamentation which in this

CMS is only parti.dly present Jos. Anderson

ZooniC (z6-on'ik), a. [Gr. zfion, an animal.]

Pertaining toanimalB; obtained from ani

mal substances. —Zoonic acid, a name given

by Berthollet to acetic acid, combined with

animal matter, and obtained by distilling

animal matter.

Zoouite (zo-on-it),n. In physiol. one of the

theoretic transverse divisions of any seg

mented body; specifically, one of the seg

ments of an articulate animal.

Zoonomy (zo-ou'o-mi), ?i. [Gr. zfion, an ani

mal, and nomas, law.] The laws of animal

life, or the science which treats of the phe

nomena of animal life, their causes and re

lations.

Zoophaga (zO-ofa-ga), n. [Gr. zoon, an ani

mal, aud phago, to eat.] A name given to

those tribes of animals which attack and

devour living animals, such as the lion, the

tiger, the wolf, &c. The term has no scien

tific value.

Zoophagan (z&-ofa-gan), n. One of the zo

ophaga; a sarcophogan.

Zoophagoua (zo-of'a-gus), o. [Gr. zf>on, an

animal, and phago, to eat] Feeding on ani

mals; sarcophagous.

Zoophilist (zo-ofMist), n, A lover of ani-

BULhi or living creatures; one whose sym

pathy embraces all living creation. Southey.

Zoophily ( zo-of i li), n. [Gr. zoon, an ani

mal aud philia, love.] A love of animals;

a sympathy or tender care for living crea

tures which prevents all unnecessary acts

of cruelty or destruction. Cornhilt Mag.

Zoophite (zO'o-fit). See Zoophyte.

Zoophoric (z6o-for'ik), a. [Gr. zoon, an ani

mal, and phero, to bear.] Bearing an ani

mal; as, a zoophoric column, that is one

which supports a figure of an animal.

Zoophorus (zo-of'o rus). n. [Gr. zoophoros.]

In anc. arch, the same with the frieze in

modern architecture; a part between the

architrave and cornice : so called from the

figures of animals carved upon it

Zoophyte (zo'o-fit), n. [Gr. zoon, an animal,

aiu\ phiiton, a plant] The name given by

Cuvier to his fourth and last primary divi

sion or sub-kingdom of animals, includiughis

Kchinodermata, Kntozoa. Acalepha, Polypi,

and Infusoria, from their structure out

wardly presenting a likeness to that of vege

tables and the polyps often resembling

Rowel's. Owing to their parts being more

or less distinctly arranged round an axis he

gave them the alternate name of Radiata.

The term zoophyte is no longer employed

by scientific naturalists. It is now loosely

applied to many plant -like animals, as

sponges, corals, sea-anemones, sea-mats, and

the like, the term zoophytes being synony

mous wiUi Phytozoa. See Phytozoa, I

*wm ' ■

Zoophytes.

I, Sertularia filicula. a, Separate polypite-s on a

larger scale, a, Pennatula grisea. C, A detached

polypite. 3, Flustra foliacca. t>, Cells of same

magnified. 4. Lucernaria auricula. 5, Cristaieila

micedo (natural size). .1, The same magnified.

Zoophytlc,ZoophytIcaHz6-o-nnk,z6-o-flt'-

ik-al), a. Relating to zoophytes.

Zoopliy toid (zo-of'i-toid). a. [Zaophgtt, and

Gr. eido8. likeness.] Like a zoophyte.

Zoophytologlcal < zo 'o - fit - o -H " ik - al ), a.

Pertaining to zoophytology.

Z00phytol0gy(z6'o-fl-tol"o-ji),n. [Zoophyte,

andGr. logos, discourse.] The natural history

of zoophytes.

Zoosperm (zd'os-perm), n. [Or. rtfon, an

animal, aud sperma, seed. ] One of the

spermatic particles or spermatozoa of ani

mals.

Zoospore (zo'os-por), n. [Gr. zoon, an ani

mal, and spora, a sowing, seed.] A spore oc

curring in cryptogam ic plants, which, hav

ing cilia or long filiform moving processes

projecting from its surface, moves spon

taneously for a short time after ln?ing dis

charged from the spore-case of the parent

plant. The motion is probably dne to

changes of hygrometric or electric condi

tions, the purpose served being the wider

diffusion of the seeds. Their cessation

from motion after a time permits the seel

to liecome fixed in order to germination.

Zoospores occur in characew, alga?, fungi,

and lichens.

Zoosporic (z&-os-por'ik\ a. Pertaining to

or having the characters of zoosporea

Zoothecafzo-o-the/ka), n. [Gr. zoom, a living

being, an animal, and tlithf, a case ] In

physiol. a cell containing a spermaiozooid.

Zootic (zo-ofik), a. Containing the remains

of organielife: applied to rocks,soil,caTe*.Ae.

Zootomies! (zd-o-toni'ik-al), a. [See

Zootomy.] Pertaining to zootomy.

The diagram is very instructive, and *ell e*pn*se%

the more important relationships exiatifid between

the groups as far as their aftimties have been deanm-

btrated or shown to be probable by the present kiate

ofmmmw/ science. A«aflura.

Zootomlst (z6-ot'o-mist). n. [See ZOOTOMY.]

One who dissects the bodies of animals; a

comparative anatomist.

Zootomy (zo-ot'o-mi). n. [Gr. zC^on. an animal.

and tome, a cutting, from temno. toeut ] The

anatomy of the lower animals; that brand)

of anatomical science which relates to the

structure of the lower animaU

Zoo-ZOO (zo'z6). «- [Onomatopoetic] A

wood-pigeon. (Provincial J

Zopilote (x6-pi-16'te), n. See Vnrsr.

ZopiS&a (zo-pis'sa), n, [Gr .Ktpuaa,] In

med. a mixture of pitch and tar, n, i :•■.

nated with salt water, scraped fn>iu \Ur

sides of ships, formerly used in external ap

plications as resolutive and «U>iiv.itnt

Simmonds.

ZorlL ZoiiUe (zor'il). n. [Fr zorille. Sp.

zoriUa, zorillo, dim. of zorra, zorru, a fox |

An animal of the genus Zorilla («hich aeeV

The name is occasionally given also to s

varieties of the skunk.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met her; pine, pin; note. not. more: tube. tub. bull; oil. pound; u. Sc atmne; J. 9c 1r§
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Zorllla (zd'ril-la), n. A genus of carnivorous

quadrupeds closely allied to the weasels and

skunks, of which a species, the zoril or mari-

put {'/. striata or Viverra zorilla) is found

in Africa and Asia Minor. It burrows in the

ground, is nocturnal in its habits, and lives

on mice, birds, insects, Ac. Like the skunk

It can emit a fetid fluid iu its defence.

Zoroastrian (zor-o-as'tri-an), a. Of or per

taining to Zoroaster, the great legislator and

prophet of the ancient Bactrians, whose

system of religion was the national faith of

Persia, and is embodied in the Zend-Avesta;

of or pertaining to the system of Zoroaster.

Zoster (zos'ter), n. [Gr. zoster, a girdle, from

zonnymi, to gird] In pathot. a kind of

vesicular disease (herpes zoster), in which the

vesicles are pearl-sized, often spreading in

clusters round or partially round the body

like a girdle; shingles.

ZOfltera (zos-te'ra), n. [From Or. zdstSr, a

girdle, from their ribbon-like leaves.] A

genus of marine grass-like plants, of which

the beBt-known Bpecies is Z. marina, the

common grass-wrack or sea-wrack. See

Grass-wrack, Zosteracem.

Zosteracese (zos-ter-a'se-e), n. pi. A small

order of monocotyledons, of extremely low

organization, separated from Naiadacem,

consisting of marine plants resembling algrc

(among which the Bpecies live), but bearing

long, grass-like, sheathing leaves and per

fect flowers. They are found in the seas

bordering Europe, Asia, North Africa, the

West Indies, and Australia. The order

includes the genus Zostera and four or five

small genera separated from it.

Zosterlte (zos'ter-it), n. A genus of fossil

plants of the Wealden and lower greensand,

so named from its resemblance to Zostera

marina.

Zosterops (zos' tor-ops), n. [Or. ztistifr, a

girdle, and ops, the eye.] A genus of

perching birds, closely allied to the warblers,

and seemingly intermediate between them

and the titmice. One distinguishing charac

teristic of the species belonging to this genus

is that the eyes are enci rcled by a ring of snow-

white feathers. Hence they have been named

White -eye. They are small birds, found

chiefly in Africa, Asia, and Australia.

Zotheca(z6-th6'ka), n. [Gr. zdthikt.] In

anc. arch, a small apartment or alcove which

might be separated from an adjoining apart

ment by a curtain.

Zouave (zo-aV or zwav), n. [Fr., from the

name of a tribe inhabiting Algeria.] A

soldier belonging to the light infantry corps

In the French army, organized in Algeria,

and originally intended to be composed ex

clusively of a tribe of Kabyles, but which,

having gradually changed its character,

is now constituted almost exclusively of

Frenchmen. These corps still, however,wear

the picturesque dress, which consists of a

loose, dark-blue jacket and waistcoat, baggy

Turkish trousers, yellow leather leggings,

white gaiters, a sky-blue sash, and a red fez

with yellow tnssel. The few corps filled with

Algerines still connected with the French

army are now known as Tureos.

Zounds (zoundz). An exclamation con

tracted from ' God's wounds,' formerly used

as an oath and an expression of anger or

wonder.

Zoutch (coach), v.t. To stew, as flounders,

whitings, gudgeons, eels, Ac, with Just

enough of liquid to cover them. [Local.]

ZuchettO (too -kef to), n. [It. zucchetta,

a small gourd, anything in the form of

a gourd, from zncca, a gourd.] In the

R. Cath. Ch. the skull-cap of an ecclesiastic

covering the tonsure. A priest's ia black,

a bishop's purple, a cardinal's red, and the

pope's white.

Zuffolo, ZufolO (zuffolo or zo'fo-lo), n. [It.

zu/olo. from zufolare, to hiss or whistle.]

A little flute or flageolet, especially that

which is used to teach birds.

Zulu(zb'lborzn-lo'), ". Amemberofawarlike

branch of the Kafir race inhabiting a terri

tory in South Africa situated on the coast

of the Indian Ocean, immediately north of

the British colony of Natal.

Zumbooruk (zum-bd'ruk), n. In the East,

a small cannon supported by a swivelled

rest on the back of a camel, whence it is

fired.

Zumological (zu-m6-loj'ik-al), a. Same as

Zymologic.

Zumologist (zu-mol'o-jist), n. Same as

Zymologist.

Zumology (zu-mol'o-ji), n. Same as

Zymology.

Zygsena (zl-ge'na). n. [Gr. zygaina, the

hammer- headed shark.] 1. A genus of

chondropterygiouB fishes, belonging to the

shark family, and distinguished by the hori

zontally flattened head, truncated in front,

its sides extending transversely like the

head of a hammer, whence the species have

received the common name of Hammer-

headed Sharks. They are found in the

Mediterranean and Indian seas. See Shark.

2. A genus of lepidopterous insects, having a

general resemblance to the moths, but which

fly during the daytime, living in the open

sunshine. Z. Jllipendula is a common British

species.

ZygapophysiB (zlg-a-pof1-sis). n. [Gr. zygon,

what joins, a yoke, and E. apophysis.} The

name given to the processes by means of

which the vertebra; or joints of the spine

articulate with each other.

Zygnemaceae (zig-ne-ma's€-€), n. pi. [Gr.

zeugnymi, to join. ] A nat. order of con-

fervofd alga?, abounding in fresh water, and

remarkable for the structure of the endo-

chrome and the phenomena attending the

formation of the zoospores, the principal

mode of reproduction being by conjugation

(whence the name), followed by a mixture

of the entire contents of the united cells

and their conversion into a spore.

Zvgodactyla (zl-gd-dok'ti-Ia), n. pi. [Pee

Zygodactyuc] A section of the Pachy-

dermata, in which the foot is composed of

two principal hoofs on which the animals

walk, separated by a cleft. It comprises

only one family, the Suida? or pigs.

Zygodactyli(zI-g6-dak'ti-li), n.pl. [SeeZvoo-

dactylic.] A name given by some orni

thologists to an order of birds which have

the toes disposed In pairs. Synonymous

with ScanMores (which see).

Zygodactylies, Zygoda ctylous (zl'g6-dak-

urik, zi-go-dak'til-us), a. [Gr. zygon, what

joins, and daktylos, a finger or toe.] Having

the toes disposed in pairs: commonly used

of birds, such as the parrots, that have

two toes directed forwards and two back

wards.

Zygoma (zi-gd'ma), n. [Gr. zygdma, the

zygomatic arch, from zygon, a yoke. ] In

anat. the process of the cheek-bone, a bone

of the upper jaw; also, the cavity below the

zygomatic arch.

Zygomatic (zi-g6-mat'ik), a. [See Zygoma.]

Pertaining to a bone of the head, called

alBO os jugate or cheek-bone, or to the bony

arch under which the temporal muscle

passes. The term zygoma is applied both

to the bone and the arch.—Zygomatic arch,

a bony bridge in the cheek formed by the

zygomatic process articulating with the

cheek-bone.—Zygomatic bone, the cheek

bone.— Zygomatic muscles, two muscles of

the face which rise from the zygomatic

bone and are inserted into the corner of

the mouth.—Zygomatic processes, the pro

cesses of the temporal and cheek bones

which unite to form the zygomatic arch.—

Zygomatic suture, the suture which joins

the zygomatic processes of the temporal

and cheek bones.

Zygomaturus (zi'g6-ma-tu"rus). n. A large

fossil marsupial, so named from the great

width of the zygomatic arches of the skull,

found in the poat-tertiary deposits of Aus

tralia.

Zygophyllacea (zi'g6-fll-la"sS-e), n. pi. [Gr.

zygon, a yoke, and phyllon, a leaf.] A nat.

order of polypetalous, exogenous plants,

nearly related to Oxalidacerc and Rutacenc.

The species are herbs, shrubs, and trees,

having a very hard wood, and the branches

often articulated. The greater part of them

are distributed throughout the temperate

regions. To the order belong the caltrops

(Tribulus), the bean -caper (Zygophyllum),

lignum vitas (Guaiacum), honey -flower

(Melianthus), <fcc.

Zygophyllum (zi-g6-fllTum\ n. A genus of

plants, nat. order Zygophyllacerc, natives of

the Cape of Good Hope, the Cape de Verd

Isles, and the Levant. Z. Fabago is the

bean-enper.

Zygosis (zi-gd'sis), n. In biol. same as

O/njugation,

Zygbsphene (zl'gS-sfen), n. [Gr. zygon, a

yoke, and sphtn, a wedge. ] In compar.

anat. the wedge-shaped process from the

fore-part of the neural arch of the vertebra?

of serpents and some lizards.

Zymic (zim'ik), a. [Gr. zymi, leaven] A

term applied by Pasteur to the Infusoria

which act as ferments only when the air is

excluded as distinguished from those which

require the presence of air.

Zymologic, Zymological (zl-mS-loj'ik, zl-

m6-loj'ik-ai), a. Of orpertainingto zymology*.

Zymologist (zl-moro-jist), n. One who is

skilled in zymology, or in the fermentation

of liquors.

Zymology (ri-mol'o-ji), n. [Gr. zymi. fer

ment, and logos, discourse.] A treatise on

the fermentation of liquors, or the doctrine

of fermentation.

Zymome (zt'mom), n. [From Gr. zymi,

leaven. 1 An old name for the gluten of

wheat that is insoluble in alcohol.

Zymometer (zl-mom'e-ter), n. [Gr. zymi,

ferment, and metron, a measure.] An in

strument for ascertaining the degree of fer

mentation of a fermenting liquor.

Zymoscope (zl'mo-skop), n. [Gr. zymi,

ferment, and skoped, to examine.] An in

strument contrived by Zenneck for testing

the fermenting power of yeast by bringing

it in contact with sugar-water and observing

the quantity of carbonic anhydride evolved.

Watts.

Zymosimeter (zl-md-sim'e-tor), n. [Gr. zy

mosis, fermentation, and metron, a mea

sure.] Same as Zymometer,

Zymosis (zl-md'sts), n. [Gr., fermentation.]

In pathol. an epidemic, endemic, or con

tagious affection produced by some morbific

influence acting on the system as a ferment;

a zymotic disease. Dunglison.

Zymotic (zi-mof ik), a. [Gr. zymdtikos,

causing to ferment, from zymoo, to fer

ment, from zymi, ferment.] Of, pertaining

to, or produced by fermentation.—Zymotic

diseases, a name applied to epidemic, en

demic, contagious, or sporadic diseases, be

cause they are supposed to be produced by

some morbific principle acting on the system

like a ferment. See Gkrm-theory.

Zymotically (zi-mot'ik-al-li), ado. In a

zymotic manner; according to the manner

or nature of zymotic diseases.

Zymurgy (zi'mer-ji), n. [Gr. zymi, a fer

ment, and ergon, work.] A name applied

to that department of technological chem

istry which treats of the scientific principles

of wine-making, brewing, distilling, and

the preparation of yeast and vinegar, In

which processes fermentation plays the

principal part. Watts.

Zythepsary t (zi-thep'so-ri), n. [Or. zythos,

a kind of beer, and hcps6, to boil.] A

brewery or brew-hoUBe.

Zythum (zl'thum), n. [L. zythum-Gr.

zythos, a kind of beer.] A kind of ancient

malt beverage; a liquor made from malt

and wheat.
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CONTAINING
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Additions to articles are marked [add.]

ABAXIAL ADOPTABLE

Abaxial, AbaxUe (ab-ak'si-al, ab-ak'sil), a,

[Prefix ah. and axis.] Not in the axis; spe

cifically, In bot. applied to the embryo when

out of the axis of the seed. Balfour.

Abecedary (a-W-se'da-ri), n. A first princi

ple or element; rudiment ' Such rudiments

or abecedaries. ' FuUer.

Abiogenesist(a-ln'6-jen"e-si3t), n. Same aa

Abiogenist

Abiogenetic (a-bi'6-jen-et"ik), a. Of, per

taining to, or produced by abiogenesis.

Abiogenetically (a-bi'd-Jen-et"ik-al-Ii), adv.

In an abiogenetic manner. Ency. Brit.

Abiogenist (a-M-oj'en-ist), n. A believer in

the doctrine of abiogenesis. Pop. Ency.

Abiogeny (a-bi-oj'en-i), n. Same aa Abio

genesis.

Abirritate (ab-ir'ri-tat), v.t In med. to

deaden, as the vital phenomena of the tis

sues; to debilitate.

AbirritatlYe (abb-Vi-tat-lv), a. In med.

tending to abirritate.

Ablegate (ableg-at), n. [Prefix ab. and le

gate.] In the /; Cath. Ch. a special com

missioner charged with conveying his insig

nia of office to a newly appointed cardinal.

Abolitionize (ab-6-li'ahon-iz). v.t. To im

bue with the doctrines or principles of an

abolitionist.

Aborticide (a-bortfl-sid), n. [L. abortus, an

untimely birth, and ecedo, to kill.] In ob

stetrics, the destruction of a monstrous fetus

in utero.

Abrogative fab'rd-ga-tiv), a. [See Abro

gate] Tending to abrogate; capable of ab

rogating or annulling.

Absey-bookt (ab'se-bttk), n. [That is an a 6

c book.] A primer, which sometimes in

cluded a catechism.

And then comes answer like an absry-bwk. ShaJb.

Absinthic (ab-Bin'thik), a. Of or pertaining

to absinthium or wormwood, or to an acid

obtained from it.

Absolutist (at/so-Iut-ist), a. Of or pertain

ing to absolutism; despotic; absollitistic.

All these things were odious to the old governing

classes of France : their spirit was absolutist, eccle

siastical, and military. John Morley.

Abstain! (ab-stan'), v.t. To hinder; to ob

struct; to debar; to cause to keep away

from. ' Abstain men from marrying.' Mil-

ton.

Academicism (ak-a-dem'I-sizm), n. The sys

tem or mode or teaching at an academy; an

academical mannerism, as of painting.

Academics (ak-a-dem'iks), n. The Platonic

philosophy; Platonism.

Accad (ak'ad), n. 1. A member of one of the

primitive races of Babylonia; one of the do

minant race at the time towhich the earliest

contemporaneous records reach back. This

race iB believed to have belonged to the

Turanian family, or to have been at anyrate

non-Semitic. Also written Akkad.

The Accadai, or Accads, were 'the Highlanders'

who had descended from the mountainous region of

Elani on the east, and it was to them that the Assy

rians ascribed the origin of Chaldean civilisation and

writing. A. H. Sayct.

2. The language of this race; Accadian.

Accadian (ak-ka'di-an), a. Belonging to

the Accads or primitive inhabitants of Ba

bylonia Also written Akkadian.

Accadian (ak-ka'di-an), n. 1. An Accad.—

2. The language of the Accads, a non-Semi

tic and probably Turanian speech spoken in

ancient Babylonia previously to the later

and better known Semitic dialect of the

cuneiform inscriptions. A kindred dialect,

the Sumerian, seems to have been in use at

the same time in Babylonia

Accentuate, v.t. [add.] To lay stress upon;

to emphasize; to give prominence to; to

mark as of importance; as, he accentuated

the views of the party on this question.

Acclpitral (ak-sip'i-tral), a. Of or pertain

ing to the Accipitres or birds of prey; hav

ing the character of a bird of prey. 'Of

temper most accipitral. hawkish, aquiline,

not to say vulturish.' Carlyle.

Acclamator (ak-kla-ma'ter), n. One who

expresses joy or applause by acclamation.

' Acclamators who had filled . . . the air

with ' Vive le Roy. ' Evelyn.

Accrementitlal (ak'kr€-men-tr"shal), a. In

physiol. of or pertaining to the process of

accrementition.

Accrementition (akTrre-men-trBhon), »l

In physiol. the process of producing or de

veloping a new individual by the growth,

extension, and separation of a part of the

parent; gemmation.

Accumulator, n, [add.] In elect same as

Condenser. The name is now especially ap

plied to a kind of battery devised by M. Cam-

ille Faure, by means of which electric energy

can be stored and rendered portable. Each

battery forms a cylindrical leaden vessel,

containing alternate sheets of metallic lead

and minium wrapped in felt and rolled into

a spiral wetted with acidulated water. On

being charged with electricity the energy

may be stored till required for use.

Accuse (ak-kuzO, v.t [add.] tTo indicate;

to evince; to show; to manifest

Amphialus answered . . . with such excusing him

self that more and more accused his love to Philo-

clea. 5w- P. Sidney.

Acidinc (as-id-ifik), a. Producing acidity

or an acid; acidifying.

Acidulent (a-sid'u-lent), a. Being somewhat

acid or sour; cross; tart; peevish. 'Anxious

acidulent face.' Carlyle.

Acierage (a'se-er-aj), n. [Fr. acier, steel]

A process by which an engraved copper

plate or an electrotype from an engraved

plate of steel or copper has a film of iron

deposited over its surface by electricity, in

order to protect the engraving from wear

in printing. By this means an electrotype

of a fine engraving which, if printed directly

from the copper, would not yield 500 good

impressions, can be made to yield 3000 or

more. Whenever the film of iron becomes

so worn as to reveal any part of the copper

underneath, it is removed and a fresh coat

ing deposited ; and in this way as many as

30,000 good impressions have been printed

from the electrotype of a finely-engraved

plate.

Acoustically; (a-kous'tik-al-li), adv. In re

lation to or in a manner adapted to acous

tics. Prof. Tyndall.

Acrobatic (ak'ro-bat-lk), a. Of or pertain

ing to an acrobat or his performance; as,

acrobatie feats; acrobatic entertainments.

Acronyctous (ak-rd-nik'tuaX a. Same as

Acronyc.

Acrotlsm (ak'ro-tizm), n. [Gr. a, priv . and

krotfis, a beating] In med. an absence or

weakness of the pulse.

Actable (akt'a-bl), a. Capable of being acted

or performed; practically possible.

Is naked truth actable in true life! Tennyson.

Actlnology (ak-ti-nol'd-JI), n. [Or. aktis,

aktinos, a ray, and logos, a discourse] That

branch of science which investigates the

power of Bunlight to cause chemical action.

Actinophorous(ak-ti-nofor-us),o [Gr.aktis,

aktinos, a ray, and pher6, 1 carry.] Having

ray-like spinea

Actionless (ak'shon-les), a. Unfit to be made

the subject of a legal action ; not action

able.

Actual (ak'tu-al), n. Something actual or

real. ' Not . . . actuals, but only Egyptian

budget estimates.' Fortnightly Rev.

Actualist (ak'tu-al-ist), n. One who deals

with actualities: opposed to idealist. Qrote.

Acturience (ak-tu'ri-ens), n. [From act, and

urio, the termination of Latin desiderative

verbs.] A desire for action. Orote. [Rare.]

Acupress (ak'u-pres), v.t In surg. to stop

haemorrhage in by means of acupressure.

Adamantold (ad-a-mant'oid), n. [Gr. ada-

mos, the diamond, and eidos, resemblance.)

A crystal characterized by being bounded

by forty-eight equal triangles.

Adeem la-iK'iu'), p.(. [L.adtmo.to takeaway ]

In law, to withdraw, revoke, or take away,

as a grant, a legacy, or the like.

Adeep (a-dep'X adv. Deeply. 'We shout so

adeep down creation's profound/ E. B.

Browning. [Rare. ]

Adenophorous (ad-e-nof'or-us),a. [Qradfin.

a gland, and pher6, to bear.] In tool, and

bot. bearing glands.

Adiaphoiist (ad-i-af'6-rist), n. [Gr. adia-

phora, iudifferentornon-essriiti.il things.] A

follower of Melancthon in the sixteenth cen

tury, who maintained that, in matters indif

ferent, charity was to be preferred to uni

formity, and that obedience was due to the

imperial power. The Adlaphorists also ac

cepted the interim of Charles V. See In

terim, 2.

Adiaphoristlc (ad'I-af-o-rls"tik), a. Of or

pertaining to the Adlaphorists, or to the

controversies between the followers of Lu

ther and Melancthon.

Adipsous (a-dip'sus), a. [Gr. priv. a, and

dipsa, thirst] Tending to quench thirst, as

certain fruits.

Adjutator (ad'jQ-ta-ter), n. [L. adjuto, to

assist] See Agitator, 2.

Admissive (ad-mis'iv), a. Having the na

ture of an admission; containing an admis

sion or acknowledgment ' More admissive

than excusatory.' Lamb.

Admonitorial(ad-mon'i-t6"ri-al),a. Reprov

ing; admonishing; having the manner of ld,

admonitor.

Miss Tox . . . has acquired an admoniUrial

tone, and a habit of improving passing occasions.

Dickens.

Adonis (a-d&'nis), n. A kind of wig formerly

worn.

He puts on a fine flowing adonis or white periwig.

Graves.

Adoptability (a-dopt'a-biH-ti), n. TheBtatc

of being adoptable; the capability of being

adopted; also, that which can be adopted

or made use of. 'The select adoptabilities.'

Carlyle.

Adoptable (a-dopt'a-bl), a. Capable of, fit

for, or worthy of being adopted. ' The Li-
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turgy or adaptable and generally adopted

set of prayers. ' Carlyle.

Adoratory (a-dor/a-to-ri),«. A place of wor

ship; a church or chapel. Southey.

Adsignification, n. [add.] An additional

signification.

And in this opinion (viz. that there is no adsignifi-

cafion of manner or time in that which is called the

indicative mood, no adsignijfeation of time in that

which is called the present participle) I am neither

new nor singular. Home Tooke.

Adusk (a-dusk'), a. or adv. In the dusk or

twilight; dark. * To die and leave the world

adusk' E. B. Browning. [Rare.]

Adverbtalize (ad-verb'i-al-iz), v.t. To give

the form or force of an adverb to; to use as

an adverb.

Advower (ad-vou'er), n. The owner of an

advowson: a patron. See Advowson.

JEdceolOgy (e-de-ul'o-ji), «. [Gr aidoia, the

privy parts, and logos, a discourse] That

part of medical Bclence which treats of the

organs of generation; also, a treatise on or

account of the organs of generation.

^githognath» (e-gf-thog'na-the), n. pi.

[Gr. aigithos. a sparrow, and gnathos, the

jaw] In Huxley's classification of birds,

drawn from their osseous structure, a sub

order of Cariuatre, having the bones of the

palate disposed as in the sparrow and other

passerine birds.

jEgithognatnous (e-gUhog'na-thus), a. Of

or pertaining to the JEgitliognathee.

£olOtropiC (e'ol-d-trop"ik), a. [Gr. aiolos,

changeful, and trope", a turning.] Applied

to bottles unequally elastic in different direc

tions: opposed to inotropic. Sir W. Thorn

ton.

Aerokllnoscope (a'er-6-klin"d-skop),n. [Gr.

air, air klind, to bend or incline, and sko-

pe6, I view.] An apparatus constructed to

show the direction of the wind in connec

tion with the barometic pressure.

£rose (e'rosX «• [L. orrosus, containing

brass or copper.] Having the nature of or

resembling copper or brass; coppery.

Aerosiderite (a'er-d-sid"er-it). n. [Gr. air,

air, and sideros, iron.] An iron meteorite.

Aerosiderolite (a'er-d-sid"er-o-litX, n. [Gr.

air, air, sideros, iron, and lithos, a stone.]

A meteor containing both stone and iron.

.£sthematologyies-the'ma-tor'o-ii), n. [Gr.

aisthema, a perception, and logos, discourse. ]

The doctrine of the senses, or the apparatus

of the senses; that part of physiological anat

omy which treats of the senses. Dunglison.

JEsthesiology (es-the'si-or'o-ji), n, [Gr. ais-

thesis, perception, and logos, discourse ] The

doctrine or branch of knowledge concerned

with the sensations. Dunglison.

JEsthesodlc (es-the-sod'ikV a. [Gr. aisthfisis,

sensation, and hodos, a path. ] Capable of con

ductingsensation : said of the gray matter of

the spinal cord, which can convey sensory im

pressions to the sensoriuru though itself in

sensible.

JEsthete(es'thet), n. One devoted to the prin

ciples or doctrines of aesthetics: specifically

applied in a send-contemptuous way to one

who carries the cultivation of the sense of the

beautiful to a ridiculous extent.

Afflnitlon(af-fl-ni'shon), n. The state or qua

lity of being affined; mental affinity or at

traction. [Rare.]

Aflow (a-fld'). a. or adv. In a loose, waving

state ; flowing. ' With grey hair ajlow.

Whittier. [Rare.]

Africander (afrik-an-der), n. A native of

Cape Colony or the neighbouring regions

born of white parents.

After-dinner (aft'er-din-er), a. Happening

or done after dinner; as, an after-dinner

speech: sometimes used substantively. 'An

after-dinner's nap.' Tennyson.

In after-dinner talk

Across the walnuts and th,e wine. Tennyson.

After-Shaft (aft'er-shaft), n. Tn ornith. a

supplementary or accessory shaft furnished

with barbs or fibres, given off at the point

of junction of the shaft and quill of most

feathers except those of the wings and tail.

Again, [add] Also pronounced a-gan', at

least in poetry, as evidenced by following

passages.

When she was cased of her pain

Came the t»ood lord Athelstane,

When herladyship married again. Thackeray.

O that 'twere possible

After lone tfrief and pain

To find the arms of my true love

Round me once again I Tennyson.

Ageing (aj'ing), n. In calico -printing, a

process during which the colour previously

deposited on the outside of the fibre gradu

ally penetrates it and becomes more firmly

attached.

Agmatology (ag-ma-toro-ji), n. [Or. agma,

aguiatos, a fracture, and logos, a discourse]

In surg. that department of the science

which treats of fractures; also, a treatise

on fractures.

Agminate, Agmlnated (ag'min-at, ag'min-

at-ed), a. [L, agmen, agininis. a crowd, a

band.] Crowded; closely packed : specifi

cally applied in anat. to certain glands or

follicles in the small intestine. Called also

Peyer's Glands.

Agraffe, Agraff (a-graf). "- fFr. agrafe, a

hook, a clasp. See Aqqrai'PES.) A sort of

clasp or hook. 'An agraffe set with bril

liants.' Sir W. Scott.

Braided tresses, and cheeks <if bloom.

Diamond agraj/an-A foam-white plume. Lander.

Agraphia (a-grafi-a). n. [Gr. a, priv., and

grapho, to describe, to write.] In pathot. a

form of aphasia, in which the patient is un

able to express ideas by written signs. See

Aphasia in Supp.

Agrln (a-grin'), a. or adv. In the act or

state of grinning; on the grin. ' His visage

all agrin.' Tennyson.

AgriolOgist (ag-ri-ol'o-jist), n. (Gr. agrios,

pertaining to a wild slate, and logos, a dis

course. ] One who makes a comparative

study of human customs, especially of the

customs of man in a rude or uncivilized

state. Max MiUUr.

AgriolOgy (ag-ri-ol'o-Ji), n. The compara

tive study of the customs of man in his

natural state.

Agronomial <ag-rd-nd'mi-al), a. Same as

Agronomic. Lord Lvttoti.

Agrope (a-grop'), ado. Gropingly. £. B.

Browning.

Agrypnotlc (ag-rip-notlk), u [Gr. agryjh

nos, sleepless.] In med. something which

tends to drive away sleep.

Alno u'not, n. One of a tribe found in the

interior of Yesso. fu the south of Sakhalin

and the Kurile Islands, supposed to be the

remains of the aboriginal population. ' They

are remarkable for their hirsuteness, in many

cases the bodies, and still more frequently

the legs and arms, being covered with short,

bristly hair. The word is also used adjec-

tively.

Alrwards (ar'werds), adv Up in the air;

upwards. 'Soar airwards again.' Thack

eray.

Akkad, Akkadian See Accad, Accadian.

Aibescence (al-bes'ens), n. (L. albesco, to

grow white, from albus, white.] The act or

state of growing white or whitish.

Albuminlform ( al - bu- ruin 'i -form), a.

Formed like or resembling albumen.

Albumlnlmeter ( al- bu'iiii-niiu"e-tor). n.

An instrument for measuring the quantity

of albumen contained in any substance.

Alethoscope (a-le'tho-skop), ». [Gr. alethes,

true, and skoped, to view.] An optical in

strument by means of which pictures are

made to present a more natural and life

like appearance.

AlexlpyretlC (a-lek'si-pi-ret"ik), a. [Gr.

alexo, to ward off, and pyretos, a fever.] In

med. same as Febrifuge.

Alfalfa (al-fal'fa), n. [Sp] A name given

to a valuable pasture and forage plant; the

lucerne (Medicago sativa).

Algoid (al'goid), a. [L. alga, a sea-weed,

and Gr. eidos, resemblance. ] Resembling

the algre or aquatic plants.

Algonkin, Algonquin (al-gon'kin), n. A

family of North American Indians, which

contained many tribes, and fonnerly occu

pied the valley of the Mississippi and all

the country eastward; a member of this

family.

Allegorization (al'Ie-gor-i-za'shon), n.

The act of turning into allegory; allegorical

treatment

Alllteral (al-Iit'eral), a. Same as Alliter

ative. See Alutekation.

AllOChrouB (al-lok'nis), a. [Or. aUochroos,

allochrous— alios, other, and chroa, colour.]

Of various colours: generally applied to

minerals.

Allomorphic (al-16-mor'nk), a. Pertaining

to or possessing the qualities of allomor

phism.

Allomorphism (al-15-mor'flxm), n. [Gr.

alios, other, and morphf. form.] That pro

perty of certain substances of assuming a

different form, the Bubstance remaining

otherwise unchanged.

Allomorphite (al-15-mor'fit), n, A variety

of baryta having the form and cleavage uf

anhydrite.

AUotriophagy(al-lot'ri-of"a-gi), n. (Gr.

allotrws, belonging to another, and phago,

to eat] In med. a depraved appetite for

some particular article of food or lor noxious

or not eatable substances.

Allure i.al lur'). u. [add] Same as Allure

ment. Longfellow. [Rare ]

Almightyship ( al - mi ' ti - ship ), n. The

state or quality of being almighty; omnipo

tence. Cowley.

Alnascharism (al-nasTter-izm), n. An ac

tion or conduct like that of Alnaschar, the

hero of a well-known story in the Arabian

Nights; anytiling done during a day-dream

or reverie.

With maternal attiascharirm she had, in her

reveries, thrown back her head with disdain, u she

repulsed the family advances of some wealthy but

low-born heiress. Afus Eagrmorth.

Already (alred'i), a. Existing now ; being

at the present time or for some time past;

present.

Lord Hobart and Lord FitiwiUiam are both to b«

earls to • morrow; the former, of Buckingham, the

latter by his a/ready title. H. W'aJf+U,

Alternanthera ( al - ter - nan ' ther - a ). n. A

genus of plants belonging to Amaranthacec,

so called from the stamens being alternately

fertile and barren. They have opposite

leaves, and small tribracteate flowers, ar

ranged In heads. Several species are grown

in gardens for the sake of their richly-col

oured foliage.

Alternize (al-ter-niz'). v.t. To cause to

follow alternately; to alternate. ' A t6te-a-

tcte alternized with a trio by my son.' Miss

Barney. [Rare]

Alt-horn (alt'horn). n. A musical instru

ment of the sax-horn family, often replacing

the French horn in military bands.

Altify (al'ti-fi), v.t. To heighten; to exag

gerate. [Rare. ]

Every county is Riven to magnify—not to say *lt>fy

—their own things therein. fttiUr.

Amaze (a-maz'), v.t. To wonder; to be

amazed.

Madam, amax* not ; see his majesty

Return'd with glory from the Holy Land. PerIf.

Ambitionist (am-bi'ahon-fst), n. An ambi

tious person ; one devoted to st-If-aggrandixi -

ment. 'A selfish ambitionist and quack.'

Carlyle.

Amen (a'men), v.t 1. To say amen to; to

approve; to homologate. [Rare.]

Is there a bishop on the bench that h.is not amm'J

the humbug in his lawn sleeves, and called a btes&iag

over the kneeling pair of perjurers! TA*c4*rajr.

% To end; to finish

This very evening have I ttmen'd the volume.

SsutMty

Amcenomania (a-me/nd-ma"ni-a), n, (L.

(i//(ti'*i-t(*. pleasant, and Gr. mania, mad

ness.] A form of mania in which the hallu

cinations are of an agreeable nature.

AmphiblastiC(am-fl-blas'tik). a. Inphysiol

a term spplied to the series of ova Inter

mediate between the holoblastic or mam

malian ova, and the meroblastic, or ova of

birds or reptiles.

Amphigoric (am-fl-gor'ik)>a. Of. relating to,

or consisting of amphigory; absurd; non

sensical.

Amphigory (am'fl-gor-i), n. [Fr. arnpki-

gouri.] A meaningless rigmarole; nonsense

verses or the like; a nonsensical parody.

Amrita (am're-ta^ n. [Skr. amritam, from

a, priv., and mrt, to die; akin to L mors.

death. See MORTAL] In Hindu myth, the

ambrosia of the goils; the beverage of im

mortality, that resulted from the churning

of the ocean by the gods and demona

Anachorism (a-nak'6 rizin), n. [Modelled

on anachronism, from Gr. ana, here imply

ing error or divergence, and chOra, a couxt-

tiy.l Something not suited to or inconsis

tent with the country to which it is referred.

J. It. Lowell

Analgesia (an-al-je'si-a), n. [Gr. an, priv ,

and algos, pain ] In pathol. absence cf

pain whethtr in health or disease. Dungli-

son.

Anaphrodlsia (an-afro-dfz"f-aX n. [Gr. an,

priv., and aphrodisios, venereal, fronMpArv-

dite, the Greek goddess of love.] The al»-

sence of venereal power or desire; impotence

Anapodelctlc (an-apo-dik' tik). a. [Gr. am.

priv. . and apodeiktikos, demonstrable.] Iu-

capable of being demonstrated.

AnaptOtlC (an-ap-t»>t'ik), a. [Gr. ana. back,

and ptosis, inflection.} In philol appliett

to languages which have a tendency to lose

the use of inflections.

Anarchlze (an'ar-khO. v.t {Or. anarthia.

lawlessness. ] To put into a state of anarchy

or coufusion.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met. her; pine, pin; n6te. nof, mb%*e; tflbe. tub, bull; oil. pound; u. Sc. abiine; ft 8c. fey.
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Anchoritish (ang-ko-rit'ishV a. Of or per

taining to an anchorite, or his mode of life;

anchoretic. ' Sixty years of religious reverie

;in I anchoritish self-denial.' l)e Quincey.

Aiiclioritizm (ang'ko-rit-izm), n. The state

of being secluded from the world; the con

dition of an anchorite.

Anchorless (ang'ker-les). a. Being without

an anchor; hence, drifting; unstable. 'My

homeless, anchorless, unsupported mind.'

Charlotte Bronte.

Ancoristt (ang'ko-rist), n. One withdrawn

from the world; a hermit; an anchoret, or

anchoress. ' A woman lately turned an an-

corist.' Fuller.

Anecdotaiian (an'ek-do-ta"ri-an), n. One

who deals in or retails anecdotes; an anee-

dotist. ' Our ordinary anecdotarians make

use of libels.' Roger North.

Anetlc (a-net'ik), a. [Gr. anetikos, relaxing.]

In med. relieving or assuaging pain; ano

dyne.

Angelhood (an'jel-hbd), n. The state or

condition of an angel; the angelic nature or

character. S. B. Browning.

Angelolatry (an-jel-ol'a-tri), n, [E. angel,

and Gr. latreia, worship.] The worship of

angels.

Angevin (an'je-vin), a. Of or pertaining to

Anjou, a former province in the north-west

of France.

Animate (an'i-iuat), v.i. To become en

livened or exhilarated; to rouse.

Mr. Arnott, animating at this speech, glided be

hind her chair. Miss Bttrney.

Anlsometric (a-ni'so-mefrik), a. [Gr. ani~

sos, unequal, and metron, a measure.] A

term applied to crystals which are developed

dissimilarly in the three axial directions.

Anisotrope, Anisotropic (an'i-so-trop, an'-

i-s6-trop'lk), a. Having different properties

in different directions; not isotropic; eeolo-

tropic.

Annominate (an-nom'in-at), v.t. To name;

especially, to give a punning or alliterative

name to. [Rare.] See Annominatjon.

How then shall these chapters be annominatedJ

Soulhey.

Anonyme (an'on-lm), n. [See Anonymous.]

An assumed or false name.

Anserous (an'ser-us), a. [L. anser, a goose.]

Of or pertaining to a goose or geese; like a

goose; hence, foolish; silly; simple. Sydney

Smith.

Antagonize (an-tag'5-nlz), v.t. To act in

opposition to; to counteract; to hinder.

[Rare]

The active principle of valerian root is . . . found

to greatly deaden tne reflex excitability of the spinal

cord, thus antagonising the operation of strychnine.

Anur. Ency.

Ante-Choir (an'te-kwir), n. In arch, that

part between the doors of the choir and the

outer entrance of the screen, under the

rood-loft, forming a sort of lobby or vesti

bule. Ency. Brit. Called also Fore-choir,

Antellos (an-te'li-os), n. [Gr. antelios, op

posite the sun—anti, against, and helios, the

sun.] The position of a heavenly body when

opposite or over against the sun: used also

adjectively.

Ante-nave (an'te-nav), n. In arch, same as

Galilee (which see).

AnthellOS (an-the'li-os), 71. Same as Ante

lios.

Anthem (an'them), v.t. To celebrate or

salute with an anthem or song. Keats.

AnthogTaphy(an-thog'ni-fl),n. [Gr. anthos,

a flower, and graph/, description] That

branch of botany which treats of flowers; a

description of (lowers.

Anthold (an'thoid), a. [Gr. anthos, a flower,

and eidos, form ) Having the form of a

flower; resembling a flower.

Anthropocentric (an-thrd'pd-sen"trik), a.

[Gr. anthrapos. a man, and kentron, a cen

tre.] Appellative of or pertaining to any

theory of the universe or solar system in

which man is held to be the ultimate end.

and in which he is assumed to be the chief

or central part of creation.

Anthropogenic (an-thrd'po-je"nik), a. Of

or pertaining to anthropogeny.

Anthropogeny (an-thro-poj'en-i), n. [Or.

anUirupos, man, and gennao, to beget] The

science of the origin and development of

man.

Antlanarchic (an'ti-an-ar"kik), a. Opposed

to anarchy or confusion. ' Your antianar-

chic Girondins* Carlyle.

Anticyclone (an'ti-si-klon). n. A meteor

ological phenomenon presenting some fea

tures opposite to those of a cyclone. It

consists of a region of high barometric

pressure, the pressure being greatest in the

centre, with light winds flowing outwards

from the centre, and not inwards as in the

cyclone, accompanied with great cold in

winter and with great heat in summer.

JSncu. Brit.

Antilogous (an-til'o-gus),a. In elect, applied

to that pole of a crystal which is negative

when being electrified by heat, and after

wards, when cooling, positive.

Anti-trade (an'ti-trad), n. A name given to

any of the upper tropical winds which move

northward or southward in the same man

ner as the trade-winds, which blow beneath

them in the opposite direction. These great

aerial currents descend to the surface, after

they have passed the limits of the trade-

winds and form the south-west, or west-

south-west winds of the north temperate,

and the north-west, or west -north- west

winds of the south temperate zones.

Antozone (ant'6-zon), n. A compound for

merly supposed to be a modification of oxy

gen, and to exhibit qualities directly opposed

to those of ozone, but now known to be the

peroxide of hydrogen.

Anybody (en'ni-bo-di), n. 1. Any one person ;

as, anybody can do that.—2. A well-known

person; apersonof importance orcelebrity;

as, is he anybody? [Colloq ]

Anyone (en'ni-wun), n. Any person; any

body.

Anyrate (en'ni-rat), n. Used only in the

phrase at anyrate; that is, whatever con

siderations are to be taken account of; un

der any circumstances; whatever else; as,

you at anyrate need not reproach me ; he

was going the.re at anyrate.

Anywhen (en'ni-when), adv. At any time.

'Anywhere oranywhen.' De Quincey. [Rare.]

Apedom, Apehood (ip'dum, ap'hud). n.

The state of being an ape, or of being apish.

'This early condition of apedom.' Be

Quincey.

There's a dog-faced dwarf

That Rets to (rodship somehow, yet retains

His apehood. Brimming.

Aperitive (a-per'it-iv), n. An aperient.

' Gentle aperitives.' Richardson.

Aphanapterlx (af-an-ap'ter-iks), n. [Gr.

aphanee, obscure, and pteryx, a wing] A

genuB of large Ralline birds, incapable of

flight, the remains of which are found in

the post-tertiary deposits of Mauritius.

They survived into the human period, and

were exterminated at a comparatively late

date.

Aphasia (a-fa'zi-a), n. [Gr. a, prlv. , and

phasis, speech.] In paihol. a symptom of

certain morbid conditions of the nervous

system, in which the patient loses the power

of expressing ideas by means of words, or

loses the appropriate use of words, the vocal

organs the while remaining intact and the

intelligence sound. There is sometimes on

entire loss of words as connected with ideas,

and sometimes only the loss of a few. In

one form of the disease, called aphemia, the

patient can think and write, but cannot

speak; in another, called agraphia, lie can

think and speak, but cannotexpress his ideas

In writing. In a great majority of cases

where post-mortem examinations have been

made, morbid changes have been found in

the left frontal convolution of the brain.

Aphaslc (a-fa'zik), a. Of or pertaining to

aphasia

Apha sic (a-fa'zik), n. A person affected with

aphasia.

Apheliotroplsm (af-e'li-ot"ro-pizm), n.

[Gr. apo, away from, hHies, the sun, and

trope", a turning.] In bot. a tendency to turn

away from the sun or the light, asopposed to

heliotropism (which see). Darrein.

Aphemia (a-fe'mi-a), n. [Gr, a, priv., and

phimi, I speak. ] In pathol. a form of aphasia

In which the patient can think and write,

but cannot speak. See APHASIA.

Aphorisming (af-or-iz'ming), a. Much given

to the use of aphorisms.

There is no art that hath been more cankered in

her principles, more soiled and slabbered with afhor-

ismiug pedantry, than the art of policy. Aliiton.

Aphrodlslan (af-ro-diz'i-an), a. [Gr. aphro-

aisios, pertaining to sexual pleasures, from

Aphrodite, the goddess of love. ] Of. or per

taining to, or given up to unlawful Bexual

pleasures.

They showed me the state nursery for the children

of those afhrodisian dames, their favourites.

C. Reade.

Apncea (ap-ne'a), n. [Gr. a, priv., and pnoif,

a breathing, from pneo, to breathe.] In

med. absence of respiration; insensible res

piration; asphyxia.

Apogeotropism (ap'o-ge-ot"r6-pizm),n. [Gr.

apo, away from, a€, the earth, and trope, a

turning] A tendency to turn or bend in

opposition to gravity, or away from the cen

tre of the earth, as opposed to Geotropism

(which see). Darwin.

Apologetlct (a-pol'o-jet"ik), n. An apology.

'Full of deprecatories and apologetics.' Ro

ger North.

Aposiopestlc (ap'o-si-6-pes"tik), a. Of or

pertaining to an aposiopesis. 'That inter

jection of surprise . . . with the aposiopestic

break after it, marked thus, Z ds, ' Sterne.

Appeallngness (ap-pel'iug-nesV n. The

quality of appealing or beseeching, as for

mercy, aid, sympathy, or the like.

Ready sympathy . . . made him alive to a certain

afpealingness in her behaviour towards him.

George Eliot.

Appellabllity ( ap-pel'a-bil"i-ti ). n. The

state or quality of being appealable.

Appellable (ap-pel'a-bl), a. Capableof being

appealed; appealable.

Appropinquity (ap-pro-pingTcwi-ti), n. The

state of being near; nearness. Lamb.

Aproneer (a-prun-er'), n. One who wears

an apron; a tradesman or shopman. 'Some

surly aproneer.' Bp. Gauden.

Aptinus (ap-ti'nus), n. A genus of coleop

terous insects belonging to the Carabidee.

See Bombardier-beetle.

Aquamanlle (ak'wa-ma-nl"le), n. [From L.

aqua, water, and inanare, to flow.] The

basin in which, according to the ancient

church ceremony, the priest washes his

Aquamanile.

hands in celebrating the mass. Also ap

plied to vessels of the ewer kind formerly

used in private houses, and frequently made

into grotesque forms representing a real or

fabulous animal or the like.

Arc, n. [add.]—Electric arc, in electric light

ing, the light emitted by an electric current

in crossing over the small interval of space

between the carbon points. Called also

Voltaic arc.

Archaist (ar-ka'ist), n. An antiquarian; an

archaeologist. E. B. Browning.

Archbishopes8 (arch-bish'up-esX n. The

wife of an archbishop. Miss Burney.

Architecture (ar'ki-tek-tur), v.t. To con

struct; to build.

This was arthitrctur d thus

By the great Oceanus. Keats.

Arcosolium (ar-ko-so'li-um), n. [L. L. , from

L. arcus, an arch, and solium, a sarcophagus,

a throne.] A term applied to those recep

tacles for dead bodies of martyrs in the

Catacombs which consist of a deep niche

cut in the rocky wall, arched above, and

under the arch a sarcophagus excavated in

the solid rock. The Sat cover of the sar

cophagus might be used as an altur ; and

such tombs were often richly ornamented.

Arctogeal (iirk-to-je'al), a. [Gr. arctos, the

north, and gea, the earth] Of or pertain

ing to the colder parts of the northern hemi

sphere. ' The great arctogeal province."

Huxley.

Arenated (ar'e-na-ted), a. [L. arena, sand.]

Reduced or ground into sand.

Aretaics (ar-e-talks), n. [Gr. arete, virtue. ]

In ethics, same as Aretology. Grate.

Arithmocracy (ar-ith-muk'ra-si), n. Rule

or government by a majority.

A democracy of mere numbers is no democracy,

but a mere brute arithmocracy. Kingsley.

Arithmocratic (a-rith'mo-krat'ik), a. Of

or pertaining to an arithmocracy or rule of

numbers.

American democracy, beinp merely aritkmocratie,

provides no representation whatsoever fox the more

educated and more experienced minority.

Kingsley.

Armsweep (ilrm'swep). n. The length of

reach or swing of an arm. Browning. [Poet

ical.]

Arreart (a'rer), v.t. To cause to rise; to

raise up; to rear. 'A desperate presumption

arreared.' Fuller.

ch. cA,ain; ch. Sc. locfi; g. go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sin^; tu, then; th, (Am; w. wig; wh, whig; zh, azure—See Key.
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Arrear t (a'rer), n. The rear. "The arrear

consisting of between three and four thou

sand foot.' Heylin.

Arrowlet (a'ro-let), n. A little arrow. Ten

nyson.

Arthrography (ar-throg'ra-fl), n. [Gr. ar-

thron, a joint, and graphi , description.) In

anat. a description of the Joints.

Arthurian (ar-thu'ri-an), a. Of or pertain

ing to King Arthur, or to the legends con

nected with him and his knights of the

Hound Table.

Among the writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries the historical existence of Arthur was, with

a few rare exceptions, denied, and the Arthurian

legend regarded purely as an invention of the worthy

chronicler, Geoffrey of Monmouth. Ency. Brit.

Artiad (ar'ti-ad). n. [Gr. artios, even.] In

chem. a name given to an element of even

equivalency, as a dyad, tetrad, Arc. : opposed

to a periSBad, an element of uneven equiva

lency, such as a monad, triad, Ac

Ascham (as'kam), n. [After Roger Ascham,

who in 1544 published Toxophilus, a cele

brated treatise on archery.] In archery, a

large case fitted up with the uecessutry

drawersand compartments for the reception

of the bow, arrows, string, and other neces

sary accoutrements.

Aseity (a-se'i-ti), n. [L. a, from, and se, one's

self; lit. the Btate of being from or by one's

self.) The state or condition of having an

independent existence. 'The absolute beiug

and aseity of God.' Prof. W. It. Smith.

By what mysterious light have you discovered that

aseity is cntail'd on matter?

Gentleman Instructed. 1704.

Aslnlnlty (as-i-nin'i-ti), n. The quality of

being asinine; obstinate stupidity.

Asiphonate (a-Bi'fon-at), a. Of or pertain

ing to the Asiphonata; not possessing a re

spiratory tube or siphon. H. A. Nicholson.

Askance (a-skans'), v.t. To turn aside, as

the eyes; to make look with indifference.

O, how are they wrapp'd in with infamies

'I'll it from their own misdeeds askance their eyes.

Shak.

Askingly (ask'ing-li), adv. In on entreating

manner; with expression of request or de

sire.
How askipttrly its footsteps hither bend I

It seems to say, 'And have I found a friend?'

Coleridge.

Asleep, o. or adv. [add.] 1 Having a pecu

liar, numb, or prickly feeling, as in the

hands or feet.

His legge . . . was all aslcfe, and in a manner

sterke stiff. VaUilt.

2. Stunned; senseless.

So saying, she . . . gave Susy such a douse on the

side of the head as left her fast asleep for an hour

H. Brooke.

Smeared over; be-

and upward.

Asmear (a-Bmer'), a.

daubed.

I came into Smithfield, and the shameful place,

being all iisme.tr with filth, and fat, and Li I. and

foam, seemed to stick to me. Dickens.

Asquat (a-skwot). adv. In a squat or hud

dled up manner; coweringly. ' Sitting asquat

between my mother and siBter.' Richard

son.

Asseveratory (as-sev'er-a-to-ri), a. Of the

nature of an asseveration; solemnly or posi

tively affirming or averring.

After divers warm and asseveratory answers made

by Mr. Atkins, the captain stopped short in his walk

Roger North

Assibilation (a-slb'|-la"shon), n. The act of

making sibilant ; specifically, in phitol. the

assimilation of a dental or guttural conso

nant with a following t-sound, as in the

word nalianAn which in pronunciation the

ti is assibilated.

Assyriologist (as-sir'i-ol"o-]ist), n. One

skilled in or well acquainted with the an

tiquities, language, <fcc., of ancient As

syria.

Asterisk, n. [add.]

Ill the Greek Ch. an

appliance in the

form of a star or

cross, with the ends

bent to serve as sup

ports, placed during

the liturgy over the

paten so as to keep

the cover of the lat

ter from touching

the sacred bread.

Astrakhan (as'tra-kan), n. A name given

to sheep-skins with a curled woolly surface

obtained from a variety of sheep found in

Bokhara, Persia, and Syria; also, a rough

fabric with a pile in imitation of this.

Astrogeny (as-troj'e-ni). n, [ Gr. astron, a

star, and gennao, to produce.] The creation

Paten with Asterisk.

or evolution of the celestial bodies. H.

Spencer.

Astrologuet (as'tro-log), n. An astrologer.

Tom D'Urfey.

AstuciOUS(as-tu'iihus),a. Designing; subtle;

astute.

Louis. . . . like nil astuciont persons, was as de

sirous of looking into the hearts of others as of con

cealing his own. Sir If- Scott.

Astucity (as-tu'si-ti), n. The quality of being

astute; astuteness. 'With astucity, with

swiftness, with audacity.' Carlyle.

Asura (as'u-ra or a-su/ra), n. In Hind.

myth, one of the demons born from the

thigh of Brahma while the quality of dark

ness pervaded his body. Asura is a general

name for all the giants and demons who

composed the enemies of the gods and the

inhabitants of P&tala ; and a special desig

nation for a class of these of the first order.

Garrett.

Atherrnancy (a-ther'man-si), n. [Or. a,

priv., and thermaino, I heat] The power

or property of absorbing radiant heat : cor

responding to ojxtcity in the case of light;

as, the athermancy of oleflant gas and of

other compound gases. Prof. Tyndatt.

Athrob (a-throb'J, a. or adv. Throbbing; in

a throbbing or palpitating state or manner.

E. B. Browning.

Attractlvlty (at-trak-tlv'i-ti), n. Attractive

power or influence.

Attxlstt (a-trist').p.f. [Prefix at for ad, and

L. tristis, sad.] To grieve; to sadden.

How then could I write when it was impossible but

to attrist you! when 1 could speak of nothing but

unparalleled horrors. H. Ifatfiote.

Aubade (o-bad), n. [Fr.] Open-air music

performed at daybreak, generally at the

door, or under the window, of the person

whom it is intended to honour: distinguished

from Serenade (which Bee). Longfellow.

Audient (a'di-ent).a. [L. audicn*, hearing.

See Audience ] Playing the partof a hearer;

listening. E B. Browning.

Audiometer (a-di-om'et-er), n. [L. audio,

to hear, and Gr. metron, measure.] Au in

strument, among the constituent parts of

which are an induction-coil, a microphone

key, and a telephone, devised to measure

with precision the sense of hearing.

Audlometric (a'di-6-inet"rik), a. Of or per

taining to audiometry.

Audiometry (Vdi-om'et-ri), «■ The testing

of the sense of hearing, especially by means

of the audiometer.

Audiphone (a'di-fon), n. [L. audio, to hear,

and Gr. pMntJ, a Bound.] An acoustic in

strument by means of which deaf persons

are enabled to hear, and even deaf-muteB

can be taught to hear and to speak. The

essential part of the instrument is a fan-

shaped plate of hardened caoutchouc which

is very sensitive to the influence of sound

waves. The sufferer from deafness holds

the instrument in his hand and touches the

top-edge against his upper teeth ; and the

soundB are collected and conveyed by the

teeth to the auditory nerve without having

to pass through the external ear.

Auricomous (a-rik'o-mus), a. [L aurum,

gold, and coma, hair. ] 1. Having golden

hair.—2. Applied to a preparation which

gives a golden hue to the hair. Lord Lytton.

AurlflC ( a-rif'ik ), a. [ L. aurum, gold, and

facio, to make.] Capable of transmuting

substances into gold; gold-making. 'Some

experiments made with an aurific powder.'

Southey.

Ausonlan (a-so'ni-an), a. [L. Augonia. a

poetical term for the whole Italian penin

sula, from Ausotws, the name given to the

primitive inhabitants of middle and lower

Italy.] Of or pertaining to Italy or the

Italians. Longfellow. [Poetical]

Autogony (a-tog'o-ni), n. [Or. autos, self,

and gon?, generation, birth. ] The genera

tion of simple organisms from an inorganic

formative fluid. Rossiter.

Autokinetical (a'to-kI-net"i-kal), a. [Or.

autos, self, and kineo, to move.] Self-mov

ing. Dr. H. More.

Automatize (a-tom'a-tiz), v t. To make on

automaton or self-acting machine of.

A god-created man. all but abnegating the charac

ter of man; forced to exist, automatised, mutnmy-

win ..-*'• Gentleman or Gigman. Carlyle.

Autonomist (a-ton'o-mist), n. One who ad

vocates or favours the principle of auton

omy.

Autorlal (a-to'ri-al), a. Of or pertaining to

an author. 'Testing the autorial power.'

Poe.

Autothelsm (a-to-the'izra), /u [add.] The

worship of one's self; excessive self-esteem.

nineteenth Century.

Autothelst (a-to-ths'ist). n. One given to

autotheibm; one who makes a god of him

self.

He begins to mistake more and more the voice of

that very flesh of Ins, which he fancies he has coe-

quered, for the voice of God, and to become wittiest,

knowing it an autotheist. KtMtjsley

Auxtliar (ag zil'i-ar). n, An auxiliary. * My

auxiliary and allies.' Sir H. Taylor.
AvenOUS (a-ve'nus),a. In ■'--■' wanting veins

or nerves, as the leaves of certain plants.

Aviculture (a'vi-kul-tur). n. The breeding

and rearing of birds. Baird.

Axeman (aks'man), n. One who wields an

axe; one who cuts down trees; a woodman.

Whittier.

B.

Baccara, Baccarat (bak'ka-ra, balr/ka-raU

n. (Kr., origin unknown.] A game of card*

Introduced from France iuto England and

America. It is played by any number of

players or rather bettors, and a bauker The

latter opens the play by dealing two cards

to each bettor, and two to himself, and cov

ering the stakes of each individual with an

equal sum. The cards are then examined,

and those belonging to the bettors which

when added score nine points, or nearest

that number, take their own stake and the

banker's. Should he, however, be nearest

the winning uumber of points, he takes all

the stakes on the table; in any case he takes

the stakes of the players who have not

scored so near the winning points as him

self. Various other numbers, as 19, 29, IS,

Ac., give certain advantages in the game.

Court cords count as teu points, the others

according to the number of pips.

Bacdform (bak'si-form), a. [L. baeea^ a

berry, and forma, form.] Shaped Like a

berry.

Bachelorhood (bach'el-er-hud),n. The state

of being a bachelor; bachelorship. * A long

easy life of bachelorhood,' Thackeray.

Bacillus (ba-sil'lus), n. A species of rod

like, microscopic-organisms belonging to the

genus Bacterium. Certain diseases are be

lieved to be caused by these bodies being

introduced into the system.

Back-scraper, Back-scratcher (bak'-

skrap-er, bak'skrach-er), n. Same as Scratch-

back, 2. ' A back-scratcher of which the

hand was Ivory. ' Southey.

Back-String (bak'string), n. A leading-

string by which a child is supported or

guided from behind. "The back-string and

the bib.' Cotpper.

Badminton, n. [add] A kind of claret-

cup or summer Iteveroge, so called from

being invented at the lhike of Beaufort's

seat of that name. 'Soothed or stimulated

by fragrant cheroots or beakers of Badmin

ton.' Disraeli.

Bag-fox (bagToks). n. A fox kept in con

finement, and slipped from a bag. when no

other victim of a hunt is to be had. Mist

Ferrier.

Baking-powder (Mk'ing-pou-derX n- A

powder used in baking bread chiefly as a

substitute for yeast The common ingre

dients are powdered tartaric acid, bicar

bonate of soda, and potato farina.

Balance-handled (bal'ans-han-dld). a. A

term applied to table-knives which hare the

weight of the handle so adjusted that when

the knives are laid on the table the blades

do not touch the table-cloth.

Balanlferous (bal-a-nifer-us), a. 1L bal-

anus, Gr. balanos, an acorn, and /en>, to

bear.] Bearing, yielding, or producing

acorns.

Balanoid p^IVnoid). a. [Gr. balanas, an

acorn, and eidos, resemblance. ] Haying the

form or appearance of an acorn; relating or

pertaining to the cirriped family Balanidar

or acorn-shells.

Balanoid (bal'a-noid), n. A cirriped of the

family Balanidse or acorn-shells

Baldicoot 0*al'di kot), n. 1. The conunon

coot. Hence—2. Fig, a monk, on account »»f

his sombre raiment and shaven crown.

'Princesses that . . . demean themselves

to hob and nob with these black baldicoot*.'

Kingsley.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; T. Sc. t*y.
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Baldrfb (bald'rib), n. 1. A piece cut from

the side of a pig lower down than the spare-

rib, and consisting of a rib with flesh devoid

of fat on it. 'Baldrib, griskin, chine, or

chop." South. Hence—2 Fig. a lean, lanky

person. T. Middleton. [Rare.l

Ballooning, [add] The operation of in

flating shares or stock by publishing ficti

tious favourable reports or the like. [Stock

exchange slang.]

Balneography ( bal-ne-og'ra-fl ). n. [ Latin

balneum, a bath, and Gr. grapki, a de

scription.] A description of baths. Dun-

glison.

Balneology (bal-ne-ol'o-ji), n. [L. balneum,

a bath, and Or. logos, a discourse.] A trea

tise on li.it lis or bathing; the branch of

knowledge relating to baths and bathing.

Dunglison.

Balneotherapia, Balneotherapy (bal'ne-

6-ther-a-pi"a, bal'ne 6-tner"a-pi), n. [L.

balneum, a bath, and Gr. therapeia, medical

treatment] The treatment of disease by

baths. Dunglison.

Banality (ba-nal'i-ti), n. [Fr. banalilf ] The

state of being banal, trite, or stale; eom-

monplaceness ; vulgarity or triviality iu ex

pression.

Bandore (ban-dorO, «. A widow's veil for

covering the head and face. Prior.

Banjore (ban'jdr), n. Same as Banjo. Mis*

Edgeworth.

BanJdess (bangk'les), a. Without banks or

limits. 'The waUuihs.' Davie*.

Barbados -nut (bar-ba'ddz-nut), n. The

physic-nut, a product of Curat*, purgans

(Jatropha Curat*). See CURCAS.

Barbaresque (bar-bar-esk'), a. Character

istic of barbarians; barbarous. De Quia-

aty. (Rare]

Baric (bartk), a. [Gr. bary*. heavy.] Per

taining or relating to weight, more espe

cially the weight of the atmosphere as mea

sured by the barometer.

Barken (bark'en), o. Consisting or made of

bark. ' Barken knots.' Whittier. [Rare.]

Barnaby-bright (bar'na-bi-brit), n. The

day of St. Barnabas the Apostle, the 11th of

June, which in old style was the day of the

summer solstice, or as put by the old rhyme:

' Barnaby-bright, the longest day and the

shortest night.'

The steward . . . adjourned the court to Bmr>

naby-bright that they might have day enough before

them. Addison.

Barometry (ba-rom'et-ri), n. The art or

operation of conducting barometrical mea

surements, experiments, observations, or

the like.

A scrap of parchment hung by geometry,

(A great refinement in barometry).

Can, like the stars, foretell the weather. Swift.

Barrel-vault (bar'el-valt), n. The simplest

form of vault, having a semicircular roof.

See Vault

Barycentric (bar-i-sen'trik), a. [Or barys,

heavy, and kentron, centre.] Of, pertain

ing, or relating to the centre of gravity. —

Barycentric calculus, an application to geo

metry of the mechanical theory of the centre

of gravity, executed in two distinct ways,

according as metrical or descriptive geo

metrical properties are to be investigated.

Basaltold (ba-salt'oid), a. [Basalt, and Gr.

etdos, resemblance.] Allied in appearance

or nature to basalt; resembling basalt.

Base-burner (bas'bern-er), n. A base-burn

ing surface or stove. See Base-bcrnikg.

Basihyal (ba-si-hi'al). a. In anat. relating

to or connected with the body or basal por

tion of the hyoid bone.

Basioccipltal (ba'siok-sfp"i-taI),a. In anat.

pertaining to or connected with the base of

the occipital bone.

Baslpetal (ba-sip'e-talV a. [L. basis, a base,

and peto, to seek.] Tending to the centre.

Specifically, in bot. a term applied to a leaf

in which the axis appears first, and on its

aides the lobes and leaflets spring from

above downwards, the base being developed

after the tip.

Basisphenoid (ba-si-sfe'noid), a. In anat

pertaining to or connected with the base or

posterior portion of the sphenoid bone.

Basket-beagle (bas'ket-b€-gl). n. A beagle

used in hunting a hare that was slipped from

a basket to be coursed. 'Gray-headed sports

men, who had sunk from fox-hounds to

basket-beagles and coursing.' Sir W. Scott

Basket-hare (baslcet-har), n. A captive

hare slipped from a basket to be coursed in

the absence of other game.

Bastard-bar (bas'terd-bar), n. In her. same

as Boston, 3.

Bastard-senna (bas'terd-Ben-na), n. Same

as Bladder-senna.

Bastlonary (bas'ti-on-a-ri), a. Pertaining

to or consisting of bastions; as, systems of

bastionary fortification.

Batement-light (bat'menHit), n. In arch.

one of the lights in the upper part of a win-

aa, Batement-lights.

dow of the Perpendicular style, abated, or

only half the width of those below.

Batrachophidia (bafra-ko-fld"i-a), n. pi.

[Gr. batradios, a frog, and ophis, a serpent]

Same as Ophiomorpha.

Bay-ice (bals), n. Ice recently formed on

the oceatl.

Bay-leaf (baleQ.u. The leaf of the sweet-bay

or \&nTe\-tTee(Lauru*nobili*). Theseleaves

are aromatic, are reputed stimulant and nar

cotic, and are used in medicine, cookery,

and confectionery.

Bay-mahogany (ha/ma-hog-an-i), n. Same

as Bay-tcood.

Bay-wood (ba'wud), n. That variety of ma

hogany exported from Honduras. It is

softer and less finely marked than the variety

known as Spanish mahogany, but is the

largest and most abundant kind. See Ma

hogany.

Beading, n. [add.] A preparation added

to weak spirituous liquors to cause them

to carry a bead, and to hang in pearly drops

about the Bides of the bottle or glass when

poured out or shaken, it being a popular

notion that spirit is strong in proportion as

it Bhows such globules. A very small quan

tity of oil of vitriol or oil of almonda mixed

with rectified spirit is often used for this

purpose.

Beak-head (lulled), » An ornament re

sembling the head and beak of a bird, used

Beak-head Moulding, Ettou Church, Yorkshire.

as an enrichment of mouldings in Norman

architecture.

Beamily (bem'i-li), ado. In a beamy or

beaming manner; radiantly. ' A bright halo,

shining beamily.' Keats.

BeaujOlaiS (bo-zho-la), n, A variety of light

red Burgundy wine.

Beauty-sleep (bu'ti-slep), n. The sleep

taken before midnight, and popularly re

garded as the most refreshing portion of

the night'B repose.

A medical man, who may be called up at any

moment, must make sure of his beauty-sleep.

A ingsley.

Beblotch (be-btoch'). v.t. To cover with

blots or blotches, as of ink. Sauthey,

Bebooted ( be - bbt ' ed ), p. and a. An em-

phatic form of Booted. 'Couriers . . . he-

strapped and bebooted.' Carlyle.

Becoronet (be-ko'ro-net), v.t. To adorn, as

with a coronet; to coronet. Carlyle.

Becurse ( be-kere'X v.t. To shower curses

on. C. Reade.

Bediadem (be-di'a-dem), v.t. To crown or

adorn with a diadem. Carlyle.

Bedizenment (be-diz'n-ment), n. The act

of bedizening; the state of being bedizened;

that which bedizens. 'The beaizenment of

the great spirit's sanctuary with skulls.'

Kingsley. 'Strong Dames of the Market

. . . with oak-branches, tricolor bedizen-

ment' Carlyle.

Bee -nettle (be'net-1). n. A species of

hemp - nettle ; Galeopsis versicolor. See

Galeopsis.

Beet (bet), v. t. [See Bete. J To mend, as a

fire, by adding fael; to bete; hence, to rouse;

to encourage. [Old English and Scotch.]

It heats me, it beets me.

And sets me a' on flame. Burns.

Befetter (be-fet'er), v.t To confine with

fetters ; hence, to deprive of freedom.

' Tongue - tied, befettered, heavy - laden

nations.' Carlyle.

Befoul (be-foul'), v.t To dirty ; to soil ; to

tarnish.

Lawyers can live without befouling each other's

names. Trollofe.

Befrill (be-fril'), v.t To furnish or deck

with a frill or frills. 'The vicar's white-

haired mother, befrilled . . . with dainty

cleanliness.' George Eliot.

Befrizz (be-friz'), v.t. To curl the hair of;

to frizz. ' Befrizzed and bepowdered cour

tiers.' Contemp. Rev.

Befuddle (be-fud'l), v.t. To stupefy or

muddle with liquor; to make stupidly

drunk.

Begift (he-giff), v.t. To confer gifts on; to

load with presents. Carlyle.

Begirdle (be-gerMl), v.t. To surround or

encircle, as with a girdle.

Like a ring of iron they . . . begirdle her from

shore to shore. Carlyle.

Beglare (be-RlarO, v.t. To glare at or on.

[A humorous coinage.]

So that a bystander without beholding Mrs. Wilfer

at all must have known at whom she was glaring by

seeing her refracted from the countenance or the

beglared one. DicJtens.

Begroan (be -gron'). v.t. To receive with

groans ; to assail with groans, as a mark of

disapprobation.

Patriot Brissot. beshouted this day by the patriot

galleries, shall find himself begroaned by them, on

account of his limited patriotism. Carlyle.

Behave, v. [add.] This word, when used in

transitively and reflexively. has sometimes,

in colloquial language, a good sense, having

the force of to behave well, to conduct

one's self well, the modifying adverb being

implied; as, the boy will get his holidays if

he behaves; behave yourselves and you will

be duly rewarded.

Behither t (be-hiTH'er), prep. On this side of.

'Two miles behither Clifden.' Evelyn.

Beige (bazh), n. [Fr. ] A light woollen

fabric, made of wool of the natural colour,

that is, neither dyed nor bleached.

Bejuco (ba-hb'kd). n. [American Spanish]

A slender, reed-like, twining plant of Cen

tral America

The serpent-like bejnco winds his spiral fold on fold

Round the tall and stately ceiba Ull it withers in his

hold. IVhittier.

BelletristiC (bel-Iet-ris'tik), a. Pertaining

or relating to belles-lettres.

Bell-punch (bel'punah), n. A small punch

fitted to the jaws of a pincers-shaped instru

ment, combined with a little bell which

sounds when the punch makes a perforation.

Such punches are generally used to cancel

tickets, as in tramway care, Ac, as a check

on the conductors, the ringing of the bell

indicating to the passenger that his ticket has

been properly punched, and that the blank

cut has passed into a receptacle in the in

strument from which the blanks are taken

and counted by an official of the company.

Other forms of bell-punches are in use, as a

combined tell-tale and bell, the ringing of

which indicates to an official at some distance

that the instrument has been duly pressed.

See Tell-tale, 2 (/).

Bemeet (be-mef), v. t To meet.

Our very loving sister, well benut. Shat.

Bemitre (be-mi'ter), v.t To adorn with a

mitre. Cartyle,

Bemouth (be-mouTHO, vt. To utter with an

affected, big, swelling voice; to mouth. * In

Miltonic blank bemouthed.' Southey.

Bemurmur(be-mer'mer), v. t 1. To murmur

round. 4 Bemurrnured now by the hoaree-

flowing Danube.' Carlyle.—2. To greet with

murmurs, as of discontent or the like.

So fare the eloquent of France, bemttrmurtd, be

shouted. Carlyle.

Bemnzzle (be-muzl), v.t To put a muzzle

on; to muzzle. Carlyle.

Bene (ben), n. [A. Sax. Wn, a prayer]

A prayer ; a request ; an entreaty. Words

worth. [Provincial English.)

Benjamin,", [add.] A kind of topcoat or

overcoat worn by men.

Benthamism (ben'tham-izm), n. That doc

trine of ethics or of social and political

economy taught by Jeremy Bentham, the

sum of which may be thus stated : — The

greatest happiness of the greatest number

is the end of all true moral action. Nature

having placed mankind under the govern

ment of two sovereign masters. Pleasure

and Pain, it is for them alone to point out

ch. cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, fAin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh. azure,—See Key.
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what we ought to do. This doctrine is the

foundation of Utilitarianism (which see).

Benthamite (ben'tham-ft)r n. One who

holdsor favours the doctrine of Benthamism.

Bepommel (be-pum'mel), v.t. To pommel

or beat soundly; to give a good drubbing

to. ' Bepommelled and stoned by irreproach

able ladles of the straitest sect of the Phari

sees. ' Thackeray.

Berascal (be-raVkal), o. t. To cull or address

by the opprobrious term rascal. Fielding.

Beriband, Beribbon ( be - rib ' and, be -

rib'on), v.t. To adorn or deck with a rib-

lion or ribbons. 'Rouged and beribboned.'

Miss Burney. 'Nut-brown maids bediz

ened and beribanded.' Carlyle.

Berthage (berth'aj), n. A charge made

on vessels occupytug a berth in a dock or

harbour.

Bescour (bg-skourO, v.t. To scour over; to

overrun.

Fiance too is bescQitred by a devil's pack, the bay

ing of which . . . Mil) sounds in the mind's ear.

Carlyle.

Beseechingness (b6-sech'ing-nes), n. The

state or quality of being beseeching or ear

nestly solicitous; entreaty. Oeorge Eliot.

Beshout ( be-shout'), v. t. To greet or receive

with shouts. Carlyle.

Basing (be-sing'), v.t. To praise or celebrate

In song. ' The Charter which has been so

much besuna.' Dickens.

Bespeech (be-spech'), v.t. To annoy or tor

ment by much speech-making. Carlyle.

Bespout (be-spittif), v.t. To annoy or harass

with much loud, empty speaking. Carlyle.

Bespy (Ini-spr*). v.t. To subject to espionage;

to set spies upon. ' His own friends of the

people . . . bespicd, beheaded.' Carlyle.

Bestlarlan (bes-ti-a'ri-an), n. [L bestia, a

beast : the word was suggested by humani

tarian.) One who takes an interest in the

kind treatment of beasts: the term has been

applied to those persons who oppose vivi

section, and was invented by Darwin.

Bestrap (b£-strap'), v.t. To confine with a

strap or straps.

The young lion's whelp has to grow up all be-

xtrapped, bemuzzled. Carlyle.

Betweenity < be-twen'i-tl), ». The state

or quality of being between ; intermediate

condition ; that which occupies an inter

mediate space, place, or position. ' To

rejoin heads, tails, and betweenities.'

Southey.

The house is not Gothic, but of that Mv/eenity that

intervened when Gothic declined and Pallidum was

creeping in. H. IValfote.

Bewhisker (be- whisk.'- r), v.t. To furnish

with whiskers; to put whiskers on. 'She

who bewhiskered St. Bridget' Sterne.

Striplings bewhiskered with burnt cork.'

Irving.

Bewing (be -wing'), v.t. To give or add

wings to. 'An angel -throng beieinged.'

Poe.

B1-. An old form of the Anglo -Saxon

prefix now usually written be; as, bi/ore.

biforn— before; b(gan = began; biheste=be-

hest; biside, bisyde = beside; bitweene-be-

tween; Ac. Chaucer.

Biblicality (bib-likanti), n. Something

relating to, connected with, or contained

in the Bible. Cailyle.

Bibliolater (bib-li-ol'a-ter), n. Same as

Bibliolatrist. 'The mistaken zeal of bibli

olaters' Huxley.

Bicavitary (bi kav'i-ta-ri), a. [L. prefix bi-,

two, twice, and E. cavity] Consisting of or

possessing two cavities.

Bicentenary (bi sen'te-na-ri), n. [L. prefix

6*-, two, twice, and E centenary.} 1. That

which consists of or comprehends two hun

dred; the space of two hundred years.—

2. The commemoration of any event that

happened two hundred years before, as the

birth of a great man.

Bicentenary (bi sen'te-na-ri), o. Relating

to or consisting of two hundred; relating to

two hundred years ; as, a bicentenary cele

bration.

Bicentennial (M-aen-len'ni-al), a. [L. pre

fix bi-, two, twice, and E centennial] 1. Con

sisting of or lasting two hundred years; as,

a bicentennial period. —2. Occurring every

two hundred years.

Biconvex (bi kou'veks). a. [Prefix bi-, two,

twice, and convex] Convex on both sides;

double convex, as a lens. See Lens.

Bicornet (bi-korn'). n. One of two mon

strous beasts (the other being Chichevache

—which see) mentioned in an old satirical

poem alluded to by Chaucer in the Clerk'*

Tale. Bicorne in represented as feeding on

patient husbands, while Chichevache feeds

on patient wives, and the point of the satire

consists in representing the former as being

fat and pampered with a superfluity of food,

while the latter is very lean, owing to the

scarcity of her diet.

Bicycling (bi'sik-ling), n. The art or prac

tice of managing or travelling on a bicycle.

Biddable (bid'a-bl), a. Obedient to a bid

ding or command ; willing to do what is

bidden; complying.

She is exceedingly attentive and useful; ... in

deed I never saw a more biddable woman. Dickens.

Blleve.t v.i [A. Sax. belt/an—be. and Kfan,

to stay behind; com p. D. blijven, G. blewen.)

To stay behind; to remain. Chaucer.

Biliteral (bi-lit'er-al), n. A word, root, or

syllable formed of two letters. A . H. Sayce.

Billy (bil'li), n. 1. Same as SlubbingbiUu. —

2. Stolen metal of any kind. [Slang.]— 3 A

small metal bludgeon that may be carried

in the pocket [Slang]

Bimetallism (bi-meral-lrm), n. That sys

tem of coinage which recognizes coins of

two metals, as silver and gold, as legal ten

der to any amount, or in other words, the

concurrent use of coins of two metals as a

circulating medium at a fixed relative value.

This coinage was superseded by the bimetallic

ff»old and silver) coinage of Crixsus, and bimetallism

was the rule in Asia down to Alexander's time in the

fixed ratio of one to thirteen and a half between the

two metals. Academy.

Bimetalliat (bl-met'al-ist), n. One who fa

vours bimetallism or a currency of two

metals.

Among the advocates of a double currency on the

Continent have been many eminent economists. Vet

an Englishman might almost as well avow himself a

protectionist as a bimetallism Academy.

Bin (bin), v.t. To put into or store in a bin;

as, to bin liquor.

Binaural (bi-nar'al), a. [L. binus, double,

and auris, the ear.] 1. Having two ears. —

2. Pertaining to both ears; fitted for being

simultaneously used by two ears; as, & bi'

naural stethoscope, which has two con

nected tubes capped by small ear-pieces.

Blndweb (bind'web), h. In anof. the con

nective tissue uniting the gray cellular with

the white fibrous matter of the brain and

spinal cord: neuroglia.

Bioblast (bi'6-blast), n. [Gr. bios, life, and

blastos, a germ] In biol. a minute mass of

transparent, amorphous protoplasm having

formative power

Blodynamic 0>i'6-di-nam"ik), a. [Or. bios,

life, and dynamis, force ] Pertaining or re

lating to vital force, power, or energy.

Biogenesist, Blogenist (bi-6-Jen'e-sist, bi-

oj'e-nist), n. One who favours the theory of

biogenesis.

Biogeny (bl-oj'e-ni), n. Same as Biogenesis.

Huxley.

Blographee (bi-og'ra-fe"), n. One whose life

has been written; the subject of a bio

graphy.

There is too much of the biographer in it (Foster's

Life ef Diekens). and not enough of the biegrafhee.

Athena-urn.

Blomagnetic (hi'&-mag-net"ik), a. Pertain

ing or relating to biomagnetism.

Biomagnetism (bi-o-raag'net-izm), n. [Gr.

bios, life, and E. magnetism] Same as Ani

mal Magnetism. See under Magnetism.

Biometry (bl-om'et-ri), n. [Or. bios, life,

and metron, a measure.] The measurement

of life ; specifically, the calculation of the

probable duration of human life.

Bioplastlc (bi-d-plaa'tik), a. Same as Bio-

plasmic.

BiramouB (bl-ra'mus), a. [L. prefix hi. two,

twice, and ramus, a branch.] Possessing or

consisting of two branches; dividing into

two branches, as the limbs of cirri pedes.

H. A. Nicholson.

Birch (berch), v.t. To beat or punish with a

birch rod.

There I was birched, there I was bred.

There like a little Adam fed

From Learning's woeful tree. Hood.

Bird-baiting (berd'bat-lng), n. The catch

ing of birds with clap-nets. Fielditig.

Blscacha (bis-ka'chii), n. Same as Viscaeha.

Bishop, [add.] One of the pieces in the

game of chess, having its upper section

carved into the shape of a mitre.

Bishopsnlp (bish'up-ship), n. Same as

Bishopdom. Milton.

Bitheism (bl'the-izmX n. [L. prefix bi, two,

twice, and E. theism.] A belief in the ex

istence of two Gods.

Bitter (bit'ter). v.t. To make bitter; to give

a bitter taste to.

Would not horse-aloes biffer it (beer) as well?

Dr. It'alcot.

Bizcacha (bis-ka'cha). n. Same as Viscaeha

Black-back (blak'bak). n. The great bUck-

backed gull (Larus marinus). KingtUy.

Black-heart (blak'hart), n. A species of

cherry of many varieties, so called from the

fruit being heart-shaped and having * «kjn

nearly black.

The unnetted black-hearts ripen dark.

All thine, against the garden wall. TertKyt<yn.

Blastlde (blas'tid), n. [Gr. blastos. a germ,

and eidos, resemblance.] In biol. a minute

clear space on the segments of the fecun

dated ovum of an organism, which is the

primary indication of the cytoblast or nu

cleus.

Histogenesis (blas-to\Jen'e-sis), n. [Gr

blastos, a germ, and genesis, generation. ] In

biol. reproduction by gemmation or budding

Blastomere (idas'to-mer). n. [Gr. blastos,*.

germ, and meros. a portion.] In biol. a por

tion of fecundated protoplasm which di

vides from other parts of the ovum after

impregnation, and may remain united as *

single cell-aggregate, or some or all of which

may become separate organisms.

Blastosphere (blas'td-sfer), n. [Or. blastr*

a germ, and E. sphere.) In biol. the holltm-

globe or sphere originating from the forma

tion of blastomeres on the periphery of an

impregnated ovum.

BlastOStyle (Mas'to-stil), n. [Gr. blastos, a

germ, and stylos, a column] A term ap

plied by Prof. Allman to certain column

shaped xooids in the Hydrozoa which are

destined to produce generative buds.

Blepharis (blefar-is), n. [Gr blepharis, an

eyelash, referring to the long filaments pro

ceeding from the fins] A genus of flsbe*

allied to the mackerel and the dory, ami

including the hair-finned dory (B. crinitvt\

a fish found on the Atlantic shores of North

America.

Bloke (Mok), n. Same as Bloak.

BlondnesB (blond'nes), n. The state of beta?

blond: fairness. 'With this infantine Wcmrf-

ness showing so much ready self-possessed

grace.' George Eliot.

Bloodguiltleas (blud'gilt-les), a. Free from

the guilt or crime of shedding blood, or

murder. Walpole.

Bioused (bloust). p. and a. Wearing s

blouse. ' A Moused and bearded French

man or two. ' Kingsley.

Blowing (blo/fngX n. Same as Blown, 'fii

a lark with black-eyed Sal (his bloving) '

Byron.

Blustery (blus'ter-i), a. Blustering ; blus

terous; raging; noisy. ' A hollow, blustery.

pusillanimous, and unsound one (charac

ter).' Carlyle.

Boart (bdrt), n. Same as Bart.

Bock-beer, Bock-bler (bok'ber), n. [Gr

bock-bier, buck or goat beer, so called, it is

said, from making its consumers prance ami

tumble about like a buck or a g< »at. ] A double

strong variety of lager-beer, darker in colour

than the ordinary kinds, less bitter in taste,

and considerably more intoxicating.

Bomarea (bo-roa're-a), ». A genus of ams-

ryllidaceous twining plants, natives of South

America. See HALSILLA.

Bond, [add] The state of being deposited

or placed in a bonded warehouse or store.

as. tea and wine still in bond.

Bone-cave (bdn'kav), n. A cave in whuh

are found bones of extinct animals, some

times together with the bones of man ur

other traces of his contemporaneous eibt

ence.

Bone-glue (bdn'glu), n. An inferior kind of

glue obtained from bones.

Boobyism (bb'bi-izm). n. The state or qua

lity of being a booby; stupidity; foolishness

' Lamentable ignorance and boobyism on the

stage of a private theatre.' Dickens.

Booking-clerk (bnk'ing-klark), n. The cler1-

or official who supplies passengers witu

tickets at a booking-office.

Bookwright (buk'rit), n. A writer of boot1

an author: a term of alight contemjf

Kingsley.

Boot-stocking (bbt'stok-ing). n. A iaryv

stocking which covers the leg like a jacL-

boot. ' His boot-stockings coming high alw«

the knees.' Southey.

Boroglyceride (bo-ro-gli'serid). n. An

antiseptic compound introduced hy Pr"f

Barff, consisting of 92 parts of glycerine m

62 parts of boracic acid, to which is addal

when used to preserve moot, oysters, milk.

egg*. Ac, about fifty times its wcigbt id

water.

Bottle-bellied (bot1-l>el-lid), o. Bavins j

belly shaped like a bottle; having a sweii

Kate, far. fat, fall; mS, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 9c. abune; y. Sa fey.
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ing out prominent belly. 'Some choleric,

bottle-bellied, old spider.' W. Irving.

Bottler (bot'ler), n. One who bottles; spe

cifically, one whose occupation it is to put

liquors, as wine, spirits, ale, «fcc. , into bottles,

and sell the bottled liquor.

Bough (bou), v.t To cover over or shade

with boughs.

A mos*y track, all over houghed

For half a mile or more. Coleridge.

Bonleversement (bbl-vers-man), n. [Fr.]

The act of overthrowing or overturning;

the state of being overthrown or overturned;

overthrow; overturn; subversion; hence,

generally, convulsion or confusion.

Bowstring-bridge (bd'string-brij), n. Same

as Tension-bridge.

Box, n. [add] The phrase to be in the

wrong box has, it seems, a respectable anti

quity.

If you will hear how St. Augustine eipoundeth

that place, you shall perceive that you are in a

wrong box. Ridley (1554).

I perceive that you and I are in a wrong box.

J. Udall (1588).

Boycott (boHtot), v.t. [From Captain Boy

cott, an Irish landlord, the first prominent

victim of the syBtem.] To combine in re

fusing to work to, to buy or sell with, or in

general to give assistance to, or have deal

ings with,on account of difference of opinion

or the like in Bocial and political matters:

a word introduced under the auspices of

the Land League in Ireland in 1880.

Boycotting was not only used to punish evicting

landlords and agents, tenants guilty of paying rent,

and tradesmen who ventured to hold dealings with

those against whom the League had pronounced its

anathema; but the League was now strong enough

to use- this means as an instrument of extending its

organization and rilling its coffers. Shopkeepers who

refused to join and subscribe received reason to be

lieve that tney would be deprived of their custom ;

recalcitrant farmers found themselves without a mar

ket for their crops and cattle.

Annual Register (1880).

Brass, [add.] 1. In Its colloquial and slang

senses the use of the word is by no means

modern; namely, (a) money.

We should scorn each bribing varlet's brass.

Bfi. Hall.

(b) Impudence; shamelessness.

She in her defence made him appear such a rogue

that the chief justice wondered he had the brass to

appear in a court of justice. Roger North.

2. pi. The brass musical instruments in a

band or orchestra.

Bread-basket (bred'bas-ketX n. 1. A pa

pier mach6 or metal tray used for holding

bread at table.— 2. The stomach. [Slang]

Another came up to second him, but I let drive at

the mark, made the soup-maigre rumble in his bread-

basket, and laid him sprawling. Foot*.

Breadwinner (bred'win'er), n. One who

works for the support of himself or of him-

Belf and a family ; a member of that section

of the community whose earnings support

both themselves and the women and chil

dren.

Breech-block (brech'blok), n. A movable

piece at the breech of a breech-loading gun

which is withdrawn for the insertion of the

charge and closed before firing to receive

the impact of the recoil. E. H. Knight.

Breech-pln, Breech-screw (brech'pin.

brech'skrb), n. A plug Bcrewed iuto the

rear end of the barrel of a breech-loading

firearm forming the bottom of the charge

chamber K. H. Knight.

Breech-sight (brech'sit), n. The graduated

sight at the breech of a gun. which, in con

junction with the front sight, Berves to aim

the gun at an object. JS. U. Knight.

Briar-root (brier-rot), n. [The first part of

this word is a corruption of Fr. bruyere,

h aath ] Therootof the whitehead), ashrub

often growing to a large size. The roots

are gathered extensively in the south of

France and in Corsica for the purpose of

being made into the tobacco-pipes now bo

much used under the name of briar-root

pipes.

Bric-a-brac (brik-a-brak), n. [Fr. Accord

ing to Littre* based on the phrase de brie tt

de broe, by hook or by crook, brie being an

old word meaning a kind of trap for catch

ing birds, *«., and broe, a pitcher or jug.

Bric-dbrac would therefore be literally ob

jects collected by hook or crook.] A col

lection of objects having a certain interest

or value from their rarity, antiquity, or the

bke, as old furniture, plate, china, curio

sities; articles of vertu.

Two things only jarred on his eye in his hurried

glance round the room ; there was too much bric-a-

brac, and too many flowers. //. A'ingsley.

Bridgeless (brij'les), a. Without a bridge;

not capable of being spanned as by a bridge.

' Bridgeless tide. ' Southey.

Bristol Milk. A mixed beverage of which

sherry is the chief ingredient. 'Plenty of

brave wine, and above all Bristol milk.'

Pepys. ' A rich beverage made of the best

Spanish wine, and celebrated over the whole

kingdom as Bristol milk.' Macautay.

Broach-turner (broch'ter-ner), n. A menial

whose occupation it 1b to turn a broach ; a

turnspit

Dishwasher and broach-turner toon ! to me

Thou smellest all of kitchen as before.

Tennyson.

Bronzify (bronz'i-fi), v.t To represent in a

bronze figure or statue; to cast in bronze.

St. Michael descending upon the Fiend has been

caught and bronxified just as he lighted on the castle

of St. Angelo. Thackeray.

Broom (brbm), v. t To sweep, or clear away,

as with a broom. 'The poor old workpeople

brooming away the fallen leaves.* Thack

eray.

Brumous (bni'mus). a. [L. bruma, the win

ter season.] Pertaining or relating to win

ter; hence, foggy; misty; dull and sunless;

as, a brumous climate.

Brushman (brush'man), n. A painter.

How difficult in artists to allow

To brother brushnun even a grata of merit !

Dr. H'elcot

Brusquerie (briisk-re). [Fr.] SanieasSrnjJr-

ness.

Dorothea looked straight before her, and spoke

with cold brusquerie. George Bitot.

Bubble and Squeak. A dish consisting of

fried beef and cabbage : probably so called

from the sounds made during frying. Some

times also used contemptuously for some

thing specious, deceptive, worthless.

Rank and title 1 bubble and squeak I No I not half

so good as bubble and squeak; English beef and

good cabbage. But foreign r.mk and title; foreign

cabbage andbeef! foreign bubble and foreign squeak.

Ld Lytten.

Buccinatory (buk'ain-a-to-ri), a. Of or per

taining to the buccinator or trumpeter's

muscle. 'The buecinatory muscles along

his cheeks.' Sterne.

Bull-dog. [add. ] 1. A cant name for a

pistol : compare Barker.

' I have always a brace of bull-dogs about me.' . . .

So saying, he exhibited a very handsome, highly

finished, and richly mounted pair of pistols.

Sir tK Scott.

2. A bailiff.

I sent for a couple of bull-dogs, and arrested him.

Farqnhar.

Bulldoze (bul'doz). v.t. 1. To administer a

dozen strokes of a bull whip or cowhide to,

a mode of summary punishment in some

parts of the United States, where the action

of the law was considered too slack or dila

tory.—2. To intimidate at elections, as ne

groes by the whites, to influence then: votes;

hence, to exercise political influence on in

any way. [Recent American political slang. ]

Bulldozer (bul'd6z-er), n. One who bull

dozes.

Burlap (berlap), n. A coarse, heavy, textile

fabric of jute, flax, manilla, or hemp used

for bags or wrappers. A superior quality is

sometimes manufactured and made into

curtains.

Burnet-saxifrage (ber'net-sak'si-fraj), n.

Pimpinella Sax\fraga. See Pixpinella.

Burrower (bu'ro-£r), n. One who burrowg;

specifically, an animal, such as the rabbit,

which excavates and inhabits burrows or

holes in the earth; a burrowing animal.

Butch (buch), v. t. To butcher. [Rare.]

Take thy huge offal and white liver hence,

Or in a twinkling of this true blue steel

1 shall be butchmg thee from nape to rump.

Sir H. Taylor.

Butter-weight (but'er-wiit), n. More than

full weight ; a larger or more liberal allow

ance than is usual or stipulated for: from

an old local custom of allowing 18 to 22 oz.

to the pound of butter. Swift

Butthorn (but'thorn), n. [The first part of

the word is probably the but of halibut, the

second part from its spiny surface.] A kind

of star-fish, Asterias aurantiaca. See Star

fish.

Buyable (bi'a-bl), a. Capableofbeingbought

or of being obtained for money.

The spiritual fire which is in that man . . . ts not

buyable nor saleable. Cartyte.

By-product (bf'prod-ukt), n. A secondary

or additional product; something produced,

as in the course of a manufacture, in addi

tion to the principal product or material ;

as, wood-tar is obtained as a by-product in

the destructive distillation of wood for the

manufactureof wood-vinegar or wood-spirit.

C.

Cabinet (kab'in-et), a. Confidential; secret;

private. In accordance with this sense the

terra cabinet council was long in general use

before it became specifically applied in po

litics.

Those are cabinet councils

And not to be communicated. Massinger.

Others still gape t' anticipate

The cabinet designs of Fate. Hudibras.

Cacao-butter (ka-ka'6-but-erX n. The oil

expressed from the seeds of the chocolate-

tree (Theobroma Cacao). See Cacao.

Cacodoxy (kak'6-dok-si), n. [Or kakos, bad.

and doza, doctrine. ] A false or wrong

opinion or opinions; erroneous doctrine, es

pecially in matters of religion; heresy.

Cacogastric (kak'6-gas-trik), a. [Or. kakos,

bad, and gaster, the stomach.] Pertaining

to a disordered stomach or dyspepsia ; dys

peptic. 'The woes that chequer this imper

fect cacogastric state of existence.' Carlyle.

Cadre (kft-dr), n. [Fr., from L. quadrum, a

square.] A list of the commissioned and

non-commissioned officers of a regiment

forming the staff ; the skeleton of a regi

ment; the staff.

Csesarism (s^'zer-izm). n. A system of gov

ernment resembling that of a Ctrsar or em

peror; despotic sway exercised by one who

has been put in power by the popular will;

imperialism.

Call [add.] Also, calf- skin leather; as, a

book bound in calf.

Calf-love (kaf'luv), n. A youthful, romantic

passion or affection, as opposed to a serious,

lasting attachment or love.

It's a girl's fancy, Just, a kind o' calf-love ; let It go

by. Mrs. Gaskell.

CaliginoBity (ka-liji-nos"i-ti), n. Same as

Caliginousiiess.

I dare not ask the oracles; I prefer a cheerful

caliginosity, as Sir Thomas Browne might say.

George Eliot.

Calorescence (kal-o-res'ens), n. [L. calor,

heat. ] In physics, the transmutation of heat

rays into others of higher refrangibility; a

peculiar transmutation of the invisible cal

orific rays, observable beyond the red rays

of the spectrum of solar and electric light,

into visible luminous rays, by passing them

through a solution of iodine in bisulphide

of carbon, which intercepts the luminous

rays and transmits the calorific. The latter,

when brought to a focus, produce a heat

strong enough to ignite combustible sub

stances, and to heat up metals to incandes

cence; the less refrangible calorific rays

being converted into rays of higher refran

gibility, whereby they become luminous.

Calotte (ka-lotf), n. [Fr.] A skull-cap; es

pecially, a skull-cap worn by ecclesiastics.

CalotypiBt (kal'o-tip-ist). n. One who takes

photographs by the calotype process: in the

extract used loosely and equivalent to pho

tographer.

I imprint her fast

On ttie void at last,

As the sun does whom he will

By the caloty/Hsfs skill. Browning.

Camestres (ka-mes'trez),n. In logic, a mne

monic word designating a syllogism of the

second figure, having a universal affirmative

major premiss, a universal negative minor,

and a universal negative conclusion.

Campaign (kam-pan'), v.t To employ in

campaigns. 'An old soldier . . . who had

been campaigned, and worn out to death in

the service. ' Sterne.

Candlewood (kan'dl-wud), n. The wood of

a West Indian resinous tree, Amyris bal-

samifcra. Called also Bhodeswood.

Cannabin (kan'na-bin), n. A poisonous resin

extracted from hemp, by exhausting the

bruised plant (Cantiabis indica) with alco

hol. To this resin are due the narcotic

effects of hashish or bhang See Bhang.

Cannibal, n. [add.] An animal that cats

the flesh of members of its own or kindred

specie*.

They (worms) are cannibals, for the two halves of

a dead worm placed in two of the pots were dragged

into the burrows and gnawed. Da* win.

Canoeist, Canoist (ka-nb'ist), n. One who

practises the paddling of a canoe; one skilled

in the management of a canoe.

Canstickt (kan'stik), n. A candlestick. Shak.

ch, eAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; J, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sin?; th, fAen; th, (Aiu; w, trig; wh, tcAig; zh, azure.—See KEY.
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Cantabailk (kan'ta-bangk), n. [L. eantare,

freq. of cano, to sing, and It. banco, a bench.

(.'(imp Mountebank ] A singer on a stage

or platform ; hence, a common ballad-singer:

in contempt [Rare.]

He was no tavern cantabank that made it.

But a Squire minstrel of your Highness" court.

SirH. Taylor.

Caper-Bpurge (ka'per-sperj),n. See Spurge.

Capital (knpi-tal). V.t To furnish or crown

with a capital, as a pillar or column. 'The

white column capitaUed with gilding. ' Char

lotte Bronte.

Capitalism (kap'i-tal-izm). n. The state of

having capital or property; possession of

capital.

The sense of capitalism sobered and dignified Paul

de Florae. Thackeray.

Carburet (kar/bu-ret),t>.f. To combine with

carbon or a compound of it; specifically, to

saturate, as inflammable vapour, by passing

it through or over a liquid hydrocarbon, for

the purpose of intensifying the illuminating

power. K. H. Knight.

Carburetor (kar'bu-ret-er), n. An appar

atus of various forms by which coal-gas, hy

drogen, or air is passed through or over a

liquid hydrocarbon, to confer or intensify

illuminating power. E. H. Knight.

Carburlze ( karlm-iiz ), v.t. Same as Car

buret, in Supp.

Carder (kiird'er), n. One of an association

of Irish rebels, so termed because they pun

ished their victims by driving a wool or flax

card into their backs and then dragging it

down along the spine. Mis* Edgeworth.

This shall a Carder, that a White-boy be :

Ferocious leaders of atrocious bands. Hoed.

Cardophagl (kar-dof'a-ji). »■ *>'• [Or. kardo*.

a thistle, and phagO, to eat.] Eaters of

thistles; hence, donkeys.

Kick and abuse him. you who have never brayed ;

but bear with him all honest fellow cardophagi;

long-eared messmates, recognize a brother donkey!

Thackeray

Carina, n. [add.] In zool. a prominent

median ridge or keel in the sternum of all

existing birds except the Cursores.

Carnage (kar'najX v.t. To strew or cover

with carnage or slaughtered bodies. ' That

carnaged plain.' Sonthey.

Carnarie.t Carnaryt (kar'nari), n. [L.

caro, carnis, liesh ] A bone-house attached

to a church or burial-place ; charnel-hoUBe.

Camatet (kar'nat),a. Invested with or em

bodied in flesh: same as the modern Incar

nate, which word, however, is used iu the

extract as if the in- were privative.

I fear nothing , . . that devil carnate or incarnate

can fairly do against a virtue so established.

Richardson.

Carpenter (kar'pen-ter), v.i. To do carpen

ter s work; to practise carpentry.

He varnished, he carpentered, he glued.

Miss Austin.

Mr. Griinwig plants, fishes, and carpenters with

great ardour. Dickens.

Carriage-company (karrij-kum-pa-ni), n.

i'eople who keep their carriages: those

wealthy people who pay visits, &c, in their

own carriages.

There is no phrase more elegant and to my taste

than that in which people are described as 'seeing a

great deal of carriage-company.' Thackeray.

Carrlaged (kar'ri jd), a. Behaved ; mannered.

See Carriage, «, 5. 'A tine lady . . . very

well carriawd and mighty discreet' Pepys.

Castellar (kas-tel'er), o. Belonging or per

taining to a castle. 'Ancient casteUar dun

geons. Walpole.

Casting, ». [add.] Same as Worm-cast.

I resolved . . . to weigh all the castings thrown up

within a given time in a measured space, instead of

ascertaining the rate at which objects left on the sur

face were buned by wonns. Darwin.

Castle, [add ] Formerly a term applied to

a kind of helmet Some commentators have

unnecessarily given casque or helmet as the

equivalent of castle in the following pas

sage:—

Which of your hands hath not defended Rome,

And reared aloft the bloody battle-axe.

Writing destruction on the enemy's castle t Shak.

Castrate (kna'trat). n. One who has been

castrated, gelded, or emasculated ; a eunuch.

Casuallsm (kazh'u-al-izra), n. The doctrine

that all things exist or that all events happen

by chance, that is, with an efficient, intelli

gent cause, and without design.

Casuallst(kazh'u-al-ist).n. One who believes

in the doctrine of casuallsm.

Cataclysmist (kat'a-kliz-mist), n. One who

believes that many important geological phe

nomena are due to cataclysms.

Catapultierikat'a-pul-ter),n. One whoman

ages or discharges missiles from a catapult

C. Reade.

Catastropnlsm (ka-tas'tro-ftzra). n. The

theory or doctrine that geological changes

are due to catastrophes or sudden, violent

physical causes, rather than to continuous

and uniform processes.

Cathood (kat'hud), n. The state of being

a cat.
Decidedly my kitten should never attain to cathood.

Southey.

Cat-thyme (kat'tim), n. Teucrium Marum,

a plant belonging to the Labiata;, one of

the germanders, formerly used in medicine.

Caulker (kak'er). n. [Perhaps so called from

being regarded as keeping all tight, keeping

out the wet. ] A dram ; a glass or other

small quantity of spirits. [Slang.]

Take a caulker t . . . No? Tak" a drap o'

kindness yet for auld langsyne. Kingsley.

Causattonlsm (ka-za'shon-izm), n. Same

as Law of Universal Causation. See under

Causation.

CausatlonlSt (ka-za'shon-ist), n. One who

believes in causationism or in the operation

of the law of causation.

Causeuse (ko-zez), n. [Ft., from causer, to

converse.] A small sofa or settee for Beat

ing two persona

Cavo-rillevo (ka'vo-re-le a'vo), n. [It] In

sculp, a kind of relief in which the highest

Cavo-rilievo—Wall-sculpture, Great Temple of

PhUOB, Egypt.

surface Is only level with the plane of the

original stone. Sculpture of this kind is

much employed in the decoration of the

walls of Egyptian temples.

Ceiba(sa-e'baortha-e'ba), n. [Sp] The Bilk-

cotton tree iBombax Cctba). See Bombax.

Celadon (■era-don), n. A soft, pale, sea-

green colour, so called from the name of

the hero of the romance Astrte, popular in

France in the Louis XIV. epoch. 'Porce

lain beautiful with celadon.' Longfellow.

Celluloid (sel'lu-loid), n. [From cellu

lose, and Or. eidos, resemblance.] An arti

ficial Bubstance, chiefly composed of cellu

lose or vegetable fibrine, and much used as a

substitute for ivory, bone, coral, <fcc, in the

manufactureofpiano-keys, buttons, billiard-

balls, shirt cuffs, &c. The cellulose is first

reduced by acids to pyroxyline, camphor is

then added, and the mixture is subjected to

immense hydraulic pressure. The compound

may then be moulded by heat and pressure

to any desired Bhape, and it becomes hard,

elastic, and capable of taking on a fine finish.

Cenoganiy (se-nog/a-mi), n. Same as Cat-nog-

amy.

Cental (sen'tal), a. [L. centum, a hundred ]

Pertaining to or consisting of a hundred;

reckoning or proceeding by the hundred.

Centrlfugence (sen-trif'u-jens), n, The ten

dency to fly off from the centre; centrifugal

force or tendency. Emerson.

Centumvirate, [add.] A body of a hundred

men. ' Finding food and raiment all that

term for a centumvirate of the profession.'

Sterne.

Cephalotrtpsy(sef'a-16-trip-si), n. InobtUt-

rics. the act or practice of operating with the

cephalotribe; the operation of crushing the

head of the fcetus in the womb to facilitate

delivery. Dunglison,

CerebrallBm (ser'e-bral-izm), n. In psychol.

the theory or doctrine that all mental opera

tions arise from the activity of the cerebrum

or brain.

Cerebralist (ser'e-bral-iBt), n. One who holds

the doctrine or theory of cerebralism.

Chalcldida6(kal-8id'i-de), n. pi. [Or. chalkis,

akind of lizard, and eidos, resemblance.] A

family of lizards, with long, snake-like bodies,

but having minute fore and hind limbs pre

sent; the scalesarerectangular.and arranged

In transverse bands which do not overlap-

All the members of the group are American

H. A Stcholson.

Chalcopyrite (kol-ko-pirTt), n. [Gr. kalkos,

copper, and pyrites, from pyr, fire, ] Yellow

or copper pyrites. 3ee under PTBOTS.

Chancery, [add.] A pugilistic term for the

position of an opponent's head when it is

under one's arm, bo that it may be held and

pommelled severely, the victim meanwhile

being unable to retaliate effectively; hence,

sometimes figuratively used of on awkward

fix or predicament

Change, [add.]—To put the change on, to

trick; to mislead; to deceive; to humbug,

I have put the change upon her that she may be

otherwise employed. C^*fg*rae.

You cannot put the change on roe so easy as yaa

think, for I have lived among the quick -stirring spina

of tlie age loo long to swal.ow chaff for grain.

Sir li\ SOU

Chaplet (chaplet), v t. To crown or adorn

with a chaplet. * His forehead chapUted

green with wreathy hop.' Broicning.

Chapter, v.t. [add] To divide or arrange

into chapters, as a literary composition.

Chattlness (ehat'ti-nes), a The quality or

state of being chatty; talkativeness.

Chauvinist (shd'vin-istX n. A person im

bued with chauviuisme; a chauvin.

Chauvinistic (aho-vin-iiit'ik). a Pertaining

to or characterized by chauviuisme; fanati

cally devoted to any cause.

Cheeper (chep'er). n. One who or that which

cheeps, as a young chicken ; specifically,

among sportsmen, the young of the grouse

and some other game birds.

Cheese, n. [add.] The inflated appearance

of a gown or petticoat resulting from whirl

ing round aud making a low curtsey: hence,

a low curtsey.

What more reasonable thing could she do than

amuse herself with making cheeses t that is, whirting

round . . . until thepetlkoaiisiniUred likeabaUo-jo

and then sinking into a curtst-y. De {>iri*t£*y-

She and her sifter both made these cheeses in eom-

pltment to the new-comer, and with much sxatety

agility. Thackeray,

Chemlco-electric (kem'i-k6-e-lek*trik), a.

Pertaining or relating to electricity result

ing from chemical action: galvanism; also.

pertaining to chemical action resulting from

electricity.

ChemosmosisCkem-os-mo'sis). n. [From

chetn- in chemistry, and osrmosis j Chemical

action acting through an intervening mem

brane, as parchment, paper, &c.

Chemosmotlc (kem-os-niot'ik), o. Pertain

ing or relating to chemosmosis.

Cbildklnd ( child ' kind ), n. [ Child and

kind, on type of mankitui, womankind. ]

Children generally. * All mankind, woman

kind, and childkind.' Carlyle.

Chinkers (clungk'erzX n, pi Coin; money

[Slang.]

Are men like us to be entrapped and sold

And see no money down, Sir Hurly-BurlvT . . .

So let us see your chinkers. Sir H. Taytar.

Chlrographosophic (kird grafo-sorik), n.

[Or. cheir. the hand, graphs, to write, and

sophos, wise.] An expert in chirography; a

judge of handwriting. King/ley. [Rare]

Chlrotony ( ki-rot'o-ni X n. [Gr. <A*i>, the

hand, ami teind, to hold out] Imposition

of hands in ordaining priests.

Chivalresque (shiv'al-reskX a. [Ft cher-

alercsque.] Pertaining to chivalry; chival

rous. 'Some warrior in a chivalrestps* ro

mance.' Miss Burney.

Chloralism (klo'ml-izmX n. In «*d, a

morbid state of the system arising from the

incautious or habitual use of chlond.

ChcerogTyl (ke'ro-gril), n. [Gr. eAw«. a

hog, ana gryllos, a pig.] A name of the

Hyrax synacus or rock-rabbit

Choeropotamus (ker-6-pot'a-mus), n. [Or.

choiros, a hog, and potamos, a river ] A

genus of fossil ungulate quadrupeds of the

group Suidce, remains of which have been

found in the gypsum beds of Montmartre,

near Paris,

Chokey (ch&k'i). a. 1. Same as Choky —

2. Inclined to choke; having a choking »eo-

sation in the throat. [Colloij ]

The allusion to his mother made Tocn feel rather

chokey. T. H*fk*i

Choral, <*• [add.]—Choral service, a church

service of song: said to bepartly choral wbeto

only canticles, hymns, Ac, are chanted or

sung, and wholly choral when, in addition

to these, the veraiclea, responses, Ac., an

chanted or sung.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; \\. 3c abwne; f, 5c Iff.
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Christdom (kris'dum), n. The rule or

service of Christ, whose service is perfect

freedom. [Rare.]

They know the grief of men without its wisdom ;

They sink in man's despair without its calm;

Are slaves, without the liberty in Christdom.

E. B. Brcraming:

Chromatism(krd'ma-tizm), n. 1. Chromatic

aberration. See Aberration, 3.-2. Same

as Chromism.

Chromopnotography(krd'ni5-f&-tog/'ra-fl),

n. The art or process of producing coloured

photographic pictures. See Chkomatype.

ChromotypogTaphy (kro'mo ti-pog"ra-n ),

n. Typography in colours, the art of print

ing with type in various colours.

ChromoxylogTaphy ( krd'nid-zMog*ra-fl ),

?i. The art or process of producing wood

engravings in various colours.

Chrysaniline (kris-au'i-lin). n, [Or. chrysos,

gold, and E. aniline.] (C'^H^NV) A beau

tiful yellow colouring matter obtained as a

secondary product in the preparation of n>s-

aniline, and considered a splendid dye for

silk and wool. Called also Aniline Yellow.

Chrysophyll (kris'6-fll), n. [Or. chrysos,

gold, and phyllon, a leaf.] The bright golden

yellow colouring matter of plants ; xantho-

phyll.

Chtnonophagia, Chthonophagy (thon-6-

fa'ji-a, tho-nora-ji),». [Gr.ehthon, chthonot,

earth, and phago, to eat] Dirt -eating;

cachexia Africana. See Dirt-eating.

Ciclatoun.t n. Same as Sicfcstoun. Chaucer.

Circumnutate (ser-kum-nu'tat), v.i. [L. cir-

cum, round, and nuto, freq. from nuo, to

nod.) To nod or turn round; specifically,

in bot. to move round in a more or less cir

cular or elliptical path : said of the stem

and other organs of a plant See Circtjm-

BUTATION.

It will be shown that apparently every growing

part of every plant is continually cirxumnufating,

though often on a small scale. Darwin.

Circumnutation (serTcura-nu-taV'shon), n.

A nodding or inclining round about ; speci

fically, in bot. the continuous motion of every

part or organ of every plant, in which it de

scribes irregular elliptical or oval figures;

as, for instance, the apex of a stem, after

pointing in one direction commonly moves

back to the opposite side, not, however, re

turning along the same line. While describ

ing such figures, the apex often travels in a

zigzag line, ormakes small subordinate loops

or triangles.

On the whole, we may at present conclude that in

creased growth first on one side, and then on the

other, is a secondary effect, and that the increased

tumescence of the cells, together with the extensi

bility of their walls is the primary cause of the move

ment of circumnutation. Darwin.

Cirque-couchant (sirk-ktt'shant), a. [Fr.

ciroue, a circus, and couchant, lying. ] Lying

coiled up. [Bare.]

He found a palpitating snake.

Bright, and cirque-concnant in a dusky brake.

Keats.

Citizenry (sit'i-zen-ri), n. The inhabitants

of a city, as opposed to country people, or to

the military, Ac. ; townspeople.

No Spanish soldiery nor citixenry, showed the

least disposition to Join him. Carlyle.

Citron, n. [add.] Same as Citron-water.

'Drinking citron with his Grace.' Miscel

lanies by Swift, Pope, and ArbuthnoL

Clam (klam), n, The state or quality of

having or conveying a cold, moist, viscous

feeling; clamminess. 'Corruption, and the

clam of death.' Carlyle.

Clap-stick (klap'stik), ». A kind of wooden

rattle or clapper used in raising an alarm or

the like.

He was not disturbed ... by the watchmen's rap

pers or clap-sttchs. Southey.

Clastic (klas'tik), a. [Or. klastos, broken.]

Relating to what may be taken to pieces;

as, clastic anatomy, the art of putting to

gether or taking apart the pieces of a mani

kin.

Clergy, n. [add.] Persons connected with

the clerical profession or the religious or

ders.

1 found the clergy in general persons of moderate

minds and decorous manners; I include the seculars

and regulars of l>oth sexes. Burke.

Clergywoman (kler'ji-wu-man), n. A wo

man connected with the clergy or belonging

to a clergyman's family.

From the cJergytvomen of Windham down to the

charwomeu the question was discussed.

Mrs. Oliphant.

Cleruchial (klS-rd'ki-al), a. [Gr, klirouchia

—kliros. a lot. and echo, to have.] Pertain

ing to a kiud of colonial land settlement

(called a klerouchia) in ancient Greece, by

which a number of citizens obtained an allot

ment of land in a foreign country while

still retaining all the privileges of citizens

in their own state, where they might con

tinue to reside. Bp. Thirlwau.

Clod, n. [add.] A bait used in fishing for

eelB.and consisting of a bunch of lobworms

strung on to stout worsted. See Clod-fish

ing iu Supp.

Clod-fishing (klod'flsh-ing), n. A method of

catching eels by means of a clod or bait of

lobworms strung on worsted. The fisher

allows this bait to sink to the bottom of the

stream, and when he feels an eel tugging

he raises the bait without a Jerk from the

water, and if successful he will find the eel

has its teeth so entangled in the worsted as

to be unable to let go.

ClOdnopping (klodTiop-ing), a. Like a clod

hopper; loutish; boorish; heavy treading,

as one accustomed to walking on ploughed

land.

What a mercy you are shod with velvet, Jane! a

dodhopping messenger would never do at this junc

ture. Charlotte Bronte.

Close-time (klos'tim), n. A certain season

of the year during which it is unlawful for

any person to catch or kill winged game and

certain kinds of fish.

He had shot . . . some young wild-ducks, as,

though close-time was then unknown, the broods of

grouse were yet too young for the sportsman.

Sir IV. Scott.

They came on a wicked old gentleman breaking

the laws of his country, and catching perch in close-

time out of a punt. Jf. Kingsley.

Closure, n. [add.] Specifically, the bring

ing or putting an end to a debate so as to

proceed immediately to vote on a question

or measure in a deliberative assembly, as a

parliament, by the decision of a competent

authority, as the president, or by a majority

of votes of the members themselves. Called

also Cldture, of which French word it is a

translation.

Cloture (klo-tiir), n. (Fr.) Same as Closure,

which see above.

Clyfaking (kli'fak-ing), n. Pocket-picking.

// Kingsley. [Slang.]

CoadjuBt (ko-ad-just'), v.t To adjust mutu

ally or reciprocally; to fit to each other.

Owen.

Coalised (ko-a-lizd'). p- and a. Joined by &

coalition; allied. 'Rash coalised kings.'

Carlyle. [Rare.]

Coal-Oil fkdl'oilX n. Same as Petroleum.

Coal-SCUttle, n. [add. j - Coat scuttle bonnet,

a woman's bonnet shaped like a coal-scuttle,

and usually projecting far before the face.

'Miss Snevellici . . . glancing from the

depths of her coal-scuttle bonnet' Dickens.

Coastal (kdst'al), a. Of or pertaining to a

coast or shore.

Coat, t n. [ add. ] An exaction levied by

Charles I. on the pretext of providing cloth

ing for the army: more usually called Coat-

money. See Conduct in Supp.

Cob-house (koblious), n. A house built of

cob, that is of a compost of puddled clay

and straw, or of straw, lime, and earth. 'A

narrow street of cob -houses whitewashed

and thatched.' // Kingsley.

Cob-wall (kob'wal).n. A wall built up solid

of cob. See Cob-house above.

Cock, n. [add.] A familiar form of address

or appellation, preceded usually by old. and

used much in the same way as chap, fellow,

boy, <fcc.

He has drawn blood of him yet ; well done. oldcockl

Massinger.

He was an honest old cock, and loved his pipe and

a tankard of cider, as well as the best of us.

Graves.

—That cock won't fight, that plan will not

do, that story will not tell.

I tried to see the arms on the carriage, but there

were none ; so that cock wouldn'tJight. Kingsley.

Cock-bread (kok'bred), n. A kind of stimu

lating food given to game-cocks.

You feed us with cock-oread, and arm us with steel

spurs that we may mangle and kill each other for

your sport. Southey.

Coenogamy (se-nog/a-mi), n. [Gr. koinos,

common, and gamos, marriage.] The state

of having husbands or wives in common ; a

community of huBbands or wives, such as

exists among certain primitive tribes.

Coinless (koinles), a. Having no coin or

money ; moneyless ; penniless. * Coinless

bards.' Wm. Combe.

Colibrl (ko-hVbre), n. [Said to be the Carib

name.] A name given to various species of

hummingbirds.

Collaborate (kol-lab'o-ratX v.i. To work

jointly or together.

Collective (kol-lekt'iv), a. [add.]— Collec

tive note, in diplomacy, a note or official

communication signed by the representa

tives of several governments.

Collectivity (kol-lek-tiv'i-ti), n. Same as

Collectivetiess. John MorUy.

Collegian (kol-le'ji-an), n, [add.] An in

mate of a debtor's prison.

It became a not unusual circumstance for letters to

be put under his door at night enclosing half-a-crown

... for the Father of the Marshalsea, 'with the

compliments of a collegian taking leave.' Dickens.

Collocutory (kol-lok'u-to-ri), a. Pertaining

to or having the form of a colloquy or con

versation ; colloquial.

We proceed to give our imitation, which is of the

Amosbean or collocutory kind. A nti/'acooin.

Colocola (kol-o-kola), n. A ferocious tiger-

cat of Central America (Felis or Leopardus

ferox). It equals or surpasses the ocelots

in size, and is a terrible enemy to the ani

mals among which it lives, especially the

monkeys.

Columnal (ko-lum'ual), a. Same as Colum

nar.

Crag overhanging, nor columnal rock

Cast its dark outline there. Southey,

Comedietta (ko-me'di-et"ta), n. A dramatic

composition of the comedy class, but not so

much elaborated as a regular comedy, and

generally consisting of one or at most two

acta

Comfortative t (kum'fert-at-iv),a. Tending

to promote comfort; capable of making

comfortable. 'Comfortative and holesome

too.' Udall.

Comfortative t (kum'fert-at-iv), n. That

which gives or ministers to comfort

The two hundred crowns in gold ... as a cordial

and comfortative I carry next my heart. Jarvis.

Commercialism (kom-mer'shal-izm), n.

The doctrines, tenets, or practices of com

merce or of commercial men. 'The buy-

elit- ap-and-sell-dear commit eia lism in which

he had been brought up.' Kingsley.

Commode t (kom-mdd'J, a. [Fr. commode,

commodious, accommodating, kind.] Ac

commodating ; obliging. ' Am 1 not very

commode to you.' Gibber.

Commodelyt (kom-modTi), adv. Conve

niently.

It will fall in very cemmodely between my parties.

H. WatPole,

Commorant (kom'mo-rant), n. A resident.
• All my time that I was a commorant in

Cambridge.' Bp. Hacket.

Commote (kom-m6f), v.t. [See Commotion]

To commove; to disturb; to stir up. Haw

thorn.

Compesce (kom-pesO. v.t. [L. compesco, to

fasten together, to confine.] To hold in

check; to restrain: to curb. Carlyle.

Compositous (kom-poz'i-tus). a. In bot.

belonging to the order Composite; compo

site. Darwin.

Compulse (kom-puls'), v.t. To compel; to

constrain; to oblige. 'Some are beaten and

compulsed. ' Latimer.

She rends her woes, shivers them in compulsed ab

horrence. Charlotte Bronte.

Comradery (kom'rad-ri), n. The state or

feeling of being a comrade; companionship;

fellowship.

Comtism (kont'izm), n. The philosophical

system founded by Auguste Comte; posi

tivism. See Positive Philosophy, under Posi

tive.

Comtist (kont'ist), n. A disciple of Comte;

a positivist [Also used as an adjective.]

Concedence (kon Bed'eus), n. The act of

conceding; concession. ' A mutual conced

ence.' Richardson.

Concerned (kon-sernd'), p. and a. [add]

Confused with drink; slightly intoxicated.

' Not that I know his Reverence was ever

concem'd to my knowledge.' Swift. 'A

little as you see concerned with liquor.'

Sir H. Taylor.

Concessible (kon-ses'i-bl), a. Capable of

being conceded or granted. ' One of the

most concessible postulations in nature.'

Sterne.

Concretlanism (kon-kre'shan-izm), n. [L.

con, together, and cresco, cretum. to grow.]

The belief that the soul waB generated at

the same time as, and grows along with,

the body.

Concutient (kon-ku'shi-ent). o. [See Con

cussion.] Coming suddenly into collision;

meeting together with violence. * Meet in

combat like two concutient cannon-balls.'

Thackeray.

Condottiere (kon-dot'i-a"ra), n. pi. Con-

dottieri (kon-dot'i-a"re). [Iu] One of the

eh, chain; th. Be. loch; g, go; j.j'ob; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; Tit, Men; th, (/tin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure.—See Key.
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leaders of certain bauds of Italian military

adventurers who, during the fourteenth cen

tury, were ready to -serve any party, and

often practised warfare on their own ac

count, purely for the sake of plunder; a

mercenary soldier; also, a brigand. Hal-

lain.

Conduct (kon'dukt), n. A tax levied by

Charles I. for the purpose of paying the

travelling expenses of his soldiers. ' He who

takes up armes for cote and conduct and his

four nobles of Danegelt.' Milton. Called

also Conduct-money. See Coat in Supp.

Confab (kon-fab'), v.i. To confabulate; to

chat.

Mrs. Thr.il._- aad I were dressing, and as usual

confabbing. Miss Burney.

Confection (kon-fek'shon), n. [add] The

art or act of confecting or compounding

different substances into one preparation;

as, the confection of sweetmeats.

Confectionary (kon-fek'shon-a-ri).n. [add]

A room in which confections are kept.

* The keys of the stores, of the confectionary,

of the wine vault*.' Richardson.

Conflagrate (kon-fla'grat), v.t. To burn up;

to conaume with fire. ' Conflagrating the

poor man himself into ashes and caput

mortuum.' Carlyle.

Congredient (kon-grg'di-ent), n. A com

ponent part; an element which, along with

others, forniB a compound. Sterne.

Conjuxy (kon'ju-ri), n. The acts or art of a

conjurer; magfc; legerdemain. Motley.

Consequent, a. [add.]—Consequent points,

in magnetism, intermediate poles, caused

when either from some peculiarity in the

structure of a bar, or from some irregularity

in the magnetizing process, a reversal of the

direction of magnetization occurs in some

part or parts of the length, whereby the

magnet will have not only a pole at each

end, but also a pole at each point where the

reversal occurs.

Consequential (kon-se-kwen'shal), n. An

iufereuce; a deduction; a conclusion. 'Ob

servations out of the Lord Clarendon's His

tory, and some consequential*. ' Roger North.

Constate (kon'stat), v.t (Fr. constater, to

verify; L. constare, constatum, to be estab

lished or evident -con. together, and stare,

to stand.] To verify; to prove; to establish.

[Recent and rare]

Contabescence. [add.] In hot. a peculiar

condition of the anthers of certain plants, in

which they are shrivelled up or become

brown and tough, and contain no good

pollen, thus resembling the anthers of the

most sterile hybrids. Darwin.

Contagium (kon-ta'ji-um), n. [See Con

tagion.] In med. that which carries the

infectious element in diseases from one per

son to another.

Supposing the contagium of every communicable

disease to consist of minute organized particles sus

ceptible of undergoing almost unlimited multiplica

tion when introduced into a suitable medium. Sic.

Acadtmy.

Contemplant (kon-tem'plant), a. Given to

contemplation; meditative. 'Contemplant j

spirits.' Coleridge.

Conterminant (kon-teVmin-ant), o. Com

ing to an end at the same time; contermin- ,

ate. Lamb.

Contlcent (kon'ti-sent). a. [L. conticens, i

conticentis, ppr. of conticeo—con, together,

and taceo, to be silent.] Silent; hushed; |

quiet : said of a number of persons or the

like.

The servants have left the room, the guests sit j

conticent. Thackeray

Contllne, n [add] The space between the j

strands on the outside of a rope. K. II i

Knight.

ContO (kon'to), n. A Portuguese money of

account in which large sums are calculated;

value 1,000,000 reis, or £222, 4*. bd. sterling.

Contuinacity (kon-tu-mas'i-ti), n. Same as

Contumacy. Carlyle.

Contuslve (kon-tu'ziv), a. Apt to cause

contusion; bruising. ' Shield from contusivc

rocks her tender limbs. ' A ntijacobin.

Converter, n. [add] An iron retort of a

somewhat globular shape with a large neck,

used in the Bessemer process of steel-

making, molten iron being exposed in it to

a blast of air, the oxygen of which burns

out the carbon and some other ingredients

of the iron; the requisite amount of carbon

being then introduced by the addition of

molten spiegeleisen or other variety of Iron

rich in carbon, and the result being a va

riety of steel. The converter 1b supported

on trunnions, so that it may swing freely.

It has a lining consisting in most cases of

finely ground hard sandstone mixed with

fire-clay powder, and made into a paste

with water. Also written Convertor.

Ucssemer Converter

Convive (kon'viv), n. [Fr. convive, L. con-

viva, a guest, a table companion.] A boon

companion. Eraser's Mag.

Convulslble (kon-vuls'i-bl), a. Capable of

being convulsed ; subject to convulsion.

Emerson.

Cookery, n. [add] A delicacy; a dainty.

Cool --.' i<: were provided in order to tempt his

palate. Roger North.

Cool, a. [add.] Used in speaking of a sum

of money, generally a large sum, by way of

emphasizing the amount. [Colloq.]

I would pit her for a coot hundred Smollett

A cool four thousand . . I never discovered from

whom Joe derived the conventional temperature of

the four thousand pounds, but it appeared to make

the sum of money more to him, and he had a mani

fest relish in insisting on its being cool. Dickens

Cool, v.t [add.]—To cool one's coppers, to

allay the thirst or parched sensation caused

by excessive drinking of intoxicating liquors.

'Something to cool his coppers.' T. Hughes.

[Slang.]

Copresence (ko-prez'ens), n. The state or

condition of being presentalong with others;

associated presence. ' The copresence of

other laws. ' Emerson.

Copular (kop'u-ler), a. In gram, and logic,

ofor relating to a copula.

Co-radlcate (ko-rad'i-kat), a. [L. prefix co,

and radix, radicis, a root.] In philoL ot the

same root with. Skeat

Coral, n. [add] The unimpregnated eggs

in the lobster, so called from being of a

bright red colour.

Coreless fltorTes). a. Wanting a core; with

out pith; weak; debilitated.

I am gone in years, my Liege, am very old,

Cortless and sapless. Sir H. Taylor.

Cormophyte (kor'mS-fit), n, [Or. termor,

a trunk, and phyton, a plant] In bot. a

general term applied to all vascular plants .

and to the higher cellular plants in which

roots and leaves are distinguishable. Called

also PhyUophyte. Ency. Brit

Cormus, ». [add] Also, same as Polypidom.

Corner, n. [add ] A clique or party formed

for the purpoBe of obtaining possession of

the whole or greater part of a particular

stock or other species of property, and thus

creating a demand for It at high prices.

Corner (kor'ner), v.t. [add.] To create a

scarcity of. as of a particular stock or the

like, after having obtained command of the

supply. See above noun.

Cornification (kor'ni-fl-kii/'shon), n. [L. '

cornu, a horn, and facto, to make.] The J

growth or formation of horn. Southey.

Coronla (ko-ro'nis), n. [Or. kordnis.] 1. The

curved line or flourish at the end of a book

orchapter; hence, the end generally. [Rare.]

The coronts of this matter is thus: some bad ones

in this family were punisli'd strictly, all rebuked, not

all amended. Bp Hacket.

2. In Greek gram, a sign of contraction (')

placed over a syllable.

Corpusculous (kor-pusTuVIus), a. Same as

Corpuscular. Prof. Tyndali.

Correctable (ko-re-lnt'a-bl), a. Capable of

being correlated; assignable to correlation.

Cose (koz), n. Anything snug, comfortable,

orcosey; specifically, a snug conversation.

Written also Coze. ' They might have a com

fortable coze. ' Miss Austen.

Cose (koz), v.i. To be snug, comfortable, or

cosey

The sailors cost round the fire with wife and child.

Kingsley

Coseismal (ko-sis'mal), n, (Prefix co, and

Gr. stismos, an earthquake.] The curve

formed by the points at which the wave-

Bhell of an earthquake reaches the surface;

the line along which an earthquake is simul

taneously felt Used also adjectively, as a

coseismal line. 'The coseismal zone of maxi

mum disturbance.* R. Mallet

Cosmic, a. [add.] Of or pertaining to cos-

mistn; as, the cosmic philosophy.

Cosmism (koz'niizm), n. That system of

philosophy based on the doctrine of evolu

tion enunciated by Mr. Herbert Spencerand

his school; a phase of positivism.

Cosmocrat (koz'mo-krat), n. [Gr. kosmas,

the universe, and krated, to rule.] Rulerof

the universe or of the world: in the extract

applied to the devil.

You will not think, great Cosmocrat I

That I spend my tune in fooling;

Many irons, my Sire, have we in the fere.

And I must leave none of them cooling.

Cosmotheism (koz-nio-th€'izm), n. (Gr

kosmos, the universe, and Theos, God. ]

Same as Pantheism.

Cotyligerous (kot-i-lij'er-usX a. Furnished

with cotyles.

Cou.cb.mate (kouch'mat), n. One who lie*

in the same couch or bed with another; a

bed-fellow; a bed-mate; hence, a husband

or wife. Browning.

Counterstand (kouu't^r-stand), n. The act

of resisting or making a stand against; op

position; resistance. Longfellow.

Courtiertsm (kort'i-6r-izm), n. The prac

tices and behaviour of a courtier. 'The

perked-up courtierism and pretentious nul

lity of many here.* Carlyle.

Courtledge (kort'lej), n Same as Curti

lage. ' A rambling courtledge of barns and

walls. ' Kingsley.

Cousinry (kuz'n-rl), n. Cousins collectively;

relatives; kindred.

Of the numerous and now mostlv forgettable cous

inry we specify farther only the Mashams of Otes m

Essex. Carlyle.

Cousinsllip (kuz'n-shipX n. The state of

being cousius; relationship; cousinhood

George Eliot.

Covenanted (kuv'en-ant-ed), a. Holding a

position, situation, or the like under a cov

enant—Covenanted civil service, that branch

of the Indian civil service whose members

enter a special department after being sent

out from Britain, and are entitled to regular

promotion and a peusiou after serving a

specified number of years, and who cannot

resign without permission. See t'KOOvav

WANTED

Cover (kuv'Sr), v.i. To lay a table for a

meal ; to prepare a banquet. Shak, ' To

cover courtly for a kin- * Greene

Crabsidle (krabsid-l), t>.i To go or move

side foremost like a crab. 'Others crabsid-

ling along.' Southey

Crack (krak), n. A lie; a fib. *A damned

confounded crack.' Goldsmith. [Old slang.]

Crackle (krak'l), n. A small crack: speci

fically applied to a particular kiud of chinsv-

ware, or to the mode of ornamenting it See

Crackun.

Cracklin (kraklin), n. A species of china-

ware which is ornamented by a net-work of

small cracks in all directions. The ware

receives the minute cracks in the kiln with

the effect that the glaze or enamel which Is

afterwards applied appears to be cracked

all over.

Cradle-babe (kra dl-babX ■•<■■ An infant

lying in a cradle. ' Mild aud gentle as the

cradle-babe.' Shak.

Cradle-Clothes (kra'dl-kloTHz), n. Clothes

worn by a child in the cradle; swaddling-

clothes.

O that it could be proved

That some night -tripping finry had exchanged

In cradle-clothes our children where they Uy.

si*k

Cradle-walk (knVdl-wakX n. A walk or

avenue arched over with trees.

The garden is just as Sir John Germain broojrfct ir

from Holland; pyramidal yews, treillages, aadstjbaie

cradU-Tvalks with windows clipped in ihem.

Craniotomy (kra-ni-dt'o-mi), n, [Gr. irr»-
ni*m, the skull, and torn?, a cutting ■ i n ■ -

stetrics, an operation in which the fetal head

is opened when it presents an obstacle to

delivery

Crank, u. [add] Some strange action caused

by a twist of judgment; a caprice; a whim;

a crotchet; a vagary. * Violent of temper ;

subject to sudden cranks' Carlyle.

Crayon, n. [add] One of the carbon points

in an electric I. imp

Fate, far, fat, fall; me\ met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Sc. abwne; y, Sc t>y.
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Crayon-board (kra'on-bdrd), n. A fine

kind of card-board for drawing on with

crayons.

Craze, v. i. [add] To crack; to split

This homogeneity (of hard china body, in porce

lain manufacturelpreYents any erasing, but the pro

cess is one of much hazard. Eng. Ency.

Cream, v.t. and i. [add.] To add cream to,

as tea or coffee.

He sugared, and creamed, and drank, and thought,

and spoke not. Miss Edgeworth.

Creature, n. [add] Intoxicating drink,

especially whisky. [Humorous.]

The confusion of Babel was a parcel of drunkards,

who fell out among themselves when they had taken

a cup of the creature. Tcm Brown.

Creep (krep), n. The act or process of mov

ing slowly and insensibly. 'A gathering

creep.' J. R. Lowell.~On the creep, moving

slowly and insensibly; creeping. ' Comes a

dark day on the creep, and comes the hour

unexpected.' David Momoh.

Creepie (kre'pi), n. A low stool. [Provin

cial English and Scotch. ] Called also Creepie-

stuol and Creepie-chair, and in Scotland

sometimes denoting the stool of repentance.
•When I mount the creepie-chair. Burns.

• Three-legged creepie-stools. ' Mrs. Qaskell.

Some of ye might find her a creepie to rest her foot

C.Reade.

Creepy (kre'pi), a. Chilled and crawling,

as with fear.

One's whole blood grew curdling and creepy.

Browning,

Crenelet (kreir*el*et), n. Same as Crenelle.

' The sloping crenelets of the higher towers. *

C. Reade.

Crib, 'i [add.] 1. A situation; place or

office; as, a snug crib. [Slang.]—2. A house,

shop, warehouse.or the like. [Thieves' slang. ]

—To crack a crib. See under Crack.

Cricket (krik'et), v. i. To engage in the game

of cricket.

They boated and they cricketed; they talk'd

At wine, in dubs, of art, of politics. Tennyson.

Criniparous (kri-nip'a-rus), a. [L. crinis,

hair, and pario, to produce. ] Hair-produc

ing. 'A criniparous or hair-producing qua

lity.' Antijaeobin.

Critickin (kri'tik-kin), n. A small or in

ferior critic. 'Critics, critickins, and critic

asters (for these are of all degrees).' Soutkey.

Croaky (krok'i), a. Having or uttering a

croak or low harsh sound ; hoarse. ' His

voice was croaky and shrill.' Carlyle.

Cross-bones (kros'bonz), n. pi. A symbol of

death, consisting of two human thigh or

arm bones, placed crosswise, and often found

on old monuments, »tc, generally in con

junction with a skull.

Cross-buttock (krosT>ut-ok), n. A peculiar

throw practised by wrestlers; hence, an un

expected fling down or repulse. 'Many

cross-buttock* did I sustain.' Smollett

Cross-hatching (kros-hach'ing), n. A term

in engraving applied to lines, whether

straight, sloping, or curved, which cross

each other regularly to Increase or modify

depth of shadow.

Cross-reference (kros-refer-ens), n. A re

ference from one part of a book to another

where something incidentally mentioned is

treated of, or where there is some account

of the same or an allied subject as that

which is under notice at the place where

the cross-reference is.

Crotcheteer (kroch-et-eV), n. One who fixes

the mind too exclusively on one subject;

one given to some favourite theory, crotchet,

or hobby.

Nobody of the slightest pretensions to influence is

safe from the solicitous canvassing and silent pres

sure of social crotcheteers. Fortnightly Rev.

Crotchetlness flcroch'et-i-nea), n. The state

or quality of being crotchety; the character

of a crotcheteer. Orote.

Crown-bead (kroun'hed), n. In draughts,

the row of squares next to each player. See

Draughts.

Cry (kri), v.i. To be in the act of giving

birth to a child: sometimes followed by out.

Shak.

Crying-out (kri'ing-out), n. The confine

ment of a woman; labour. 'Aunt Nell, who,

by the way, was at the crying-out: Richard

son.

Cryptonym (krip'td-nim), n. [Gr. kryptos,

concealed, and onoma, a name.] A private,

secret, or hidden name; a name which one

bears in some society or brotherhood. J.

R. Lowell.

Cublculum (ku bik'u-lum), n. [L., a bed

chamber, from cubo, to He.] A burial cham

ber in the Catacombs often for a single fa

mily, having round its walls the loculi or

compartments for the reception of dead

bodies. The name was also applied to a

chapel attached to a basilica or other

church.

Cue-ball (ku'bal), a. Corruption of Skew

bald. 'A gentleman on a cue-ball horse.'

R. D. Blackmore. [Provincial English.)

CulOttiC (ku-lot'ik). a. Having breeches;

hence, pertaining to the respectable classes

of society: opposed to Sansculottic (which

see).

Young Patriotism, CuIottic and Sansculottic, rushes

forward. Carlyle.

Culottism (ku-lot'izra), n. The principles,

rule, or influence of the more respectable

classes of society. Carlyle. See SANSCULOT-

TI5M.

Culturable (kul'tur-a-bl), n. Capable of be

coming cultured or reflued.

Cultus (kult'us). n. [L] 1. Same as Cult

Helps -'J The moral or aesthetic state or

condition of a certain time or place.

Cumaean (ku-me'an), a. Of or pertaining

to Cunue, an ancient city on the coast of

Campania, and the earliest of all the Greek

settlements in Italy; as, the cave of the Cu-

movan sibyL

Curable, a. [add.] t Capable of curing. 'A

curable vertue against all diseases.' Sandys.

Curacy, n. [add.] tThe state, condition,

or office of a guardian; guardianship. ' By

way of curacy and protectorship.' Roger

North.

Curricle (ku'ri-kl), v.i To drive in a cur

ricle or as in a curricle.

Who is this that comes curriciing through the

level yellow sunlight! Carlyle.

Curtain, n. [add.] tAn ensign or flag. Shak.

Cuscus-gTass (kusltUB-gras), n. A peculiar

kind of Indian grass (Andropoyon murica-

tus) used for screens and blinds. Called also

Khus. See Tattie.

Cushion-star (kush'on-star), n. See Goni-

ASTER.

Cushite (kush'it), a. [From Cush, the son

of Ham.] Of or pertaining to a branch of

the Hamite family which spread along tracts

extending from the higher Nile to the Eu-

?Urates and Tigris, or to their language.

!sed also substantively.

Cut-away (kut'a-wa), n. A coat, the skirts

of which are rounded or cut away so that

they do not hang down as in a frock-coat

' A green cut-away with brass buttons.' T.

Hughes. Used also adjectively. ' A brown

cut-away coat' Thackeray.

Cutcna (kuch'a), n. In Hindustan, a weak

kind of lime used in inferior buildings;

hence, used adjectively in the sense of tem

porary; makeshift; inferior: in contradis

tinction to pucka, which implies stability or

superiority.

Cuteness (kut'nes), n. The quality of being

cute; sharpness; smartness; acutenesa.

Who could have thought so innocent a face could

cover so much cuteness ) Goldsmith.

Cydippe (si-dip'pe), n. A genus of coclen-

terate animals belonging to the order Cten-

ophora, and allied to the genus Beroe. One

member of the genus (C. pileus) is a very

beautiful object, and is common in the seas

round Britain. The body is globular in

shape and adorned with eight bands of cilia

serving as its means of locomotion and pre

senting brilliant rainbow hues. From the

body are pendent two longfllaments, to which

are attached numerous shorter threads, and

these appendages can be protruded and re

tracted at will.

Cymbocephallc (sim'bo-Be-farik), a. [Or.

kymbos, a cup or bowl, and kephali, the

skull] Shaped like a bowl or cup; round:

said of the skull.

Cypher-tunnel ( (Bt'fer-tun-nel), n. A mock

chimney: a chimney bnilt merely for out

ward show. ' The device of cypher-tunnels

or mock chimneys merely for uniformity of

building.' FuUer.

Cytode (si'tod), n. In physiol. a name given

by Haeckel to a kind of non-nucleated cell

containing protoplasm to distinguish it from

the cell proper which has a nucleus. Nine

teenth Century.

Czech (chech), n. The name applied to a

member of the most westerly branch of the

great Slavonic family of races. They have

their headquarters in Bohemia, where they

arrived in the second half of the sixth cen

tury. Their language (also called Czech) is

closely allied to the Polish. Written also

Csech, Tsech.

D.

Dabber (dab'er), n. One who or that which

dabs; specifically, (a) in printing, a ball

formed of an elastic material and fitted with

a handle, formerly used for inking a form

of type, (b) In engr. a silk-covered elastic

ball used for spreading etching ground upon

steel or copper plates, (c) In stereotyping.

a hard hair brush used in the papier-mache^

process for dabbing the back of the damp

paper, and so driving it into the interstices

of the type.

Dacian (da'shi-an), a. Pertaining or belong

ing to the Dad, an ancient barbarous

people, whose territory extended over parts

of the modern Hungary, Ruiimanla, Transyl

vania, and neighbouring regions.

Daemonic (de-mon'ik). a. [Gr. datmdn, a

divinity] Pertaining to or proceeding from

a supernatural being or from supernatural

enthusiasm.

He may even show sudden impulses which have a

false air of damonic strength, because they seemed

inexplicable. George ElM.

Dainttfy (dan'U-fi), v.t. [E dainty, and L.

facio, to make.] To make dainty; to weaken

by over refinement.

My father charges me to give you his kindest love,

and not to dainti/y his affection into respects or com

pliments. Miss Barney.

Dalra (da'ir-a), n. The private estates of the

Khedive of Egypt.

Danglement (dang'gl-ment), n. The act of

dangling. 'The very suspension and dan

glement of any puddings whatsoever right

over his ingle-nook.' Ld. Lytton.

Danite (dault), n. [From Dan. See Gen.

xlix. 16.] A member of a secret society

among the Mormons, who, it is believed,

took an oath to support the authority and

execute the commands of the leaders of the

sect at all hazards. Many massacres and

robberies committed during the early his

tory of Utah are ascribed to the Danites.

Dantesque (dan-tesk/), a. Pertaining or

relating to Dante Alighieri, the Italian

poet; resembling or characteristic of Dante's

maimer or style; more especially, charac

terized by sublimity and gloominess, like

his pictures of the Inferno.

Dantzic-beer (dant'sfk-ber). See Black-

bker.

Darapti (da-rap'tl), n. In logic, a mnemonic

word, designating a syllogism of the third

figure, comprising a universal affirmative

major premiss, a particular affirmative

minor premiss, and a particular affirmative

conclusion.

Dardan,Dardanian(dar'dan,dar-da'ni-an)(

a. Of or pertaining to the Dardani or Tro

jans, a people mentioned in the Iliad, to

Dardania, their territory, or to Dardanus,

the founder of the race,and ancestor of Priam

of Troy; Trojan. Also used substantively.

Daril (da'ri-I), n. In logic, a mnemonic

word to express a syllogism of the first

figure, comprising a universal affirmative

major premiss, a particular affirmative

minor premiss, and a particular affirmative

conclusion.

Daring-glass (dar'ing-glas), n. A mirror

used for daring larks. lip Gauden.

Dartle (dar'tl), v.t. A frequentative form

of dart 'My Btar that dartles the red and

the blue.' Browning.

Darweesh (dar'wesh), n. Same as Dcrvis.

Dash - and - dot ( dash ' and - dot ), a. Con

sisting of dashes and dots; as, the dash-

and-dot alphabet. See MORSE.

Dastardice ( das ' terd - is ), n. Cowardice;

dastardlines*. * Upbraided with ingrati

tude, dastardice.' Richardson.

Datisl (da-ti'ai). n. In logic, a mnemonic

word expressing a syllogism of the third

figure, comprising a universal affirmative

major premiss, a particular affirmative

minor premiss, and a particular affirmative

conclusion.

Davenport (da'vn-port), n. Same as

Devonport.

Day, n, [add] t Credit: a distant day being

fixed for payment.

Faith, then. 111 pray you, 'cause he is my neighbour,

To take a hundred pound, and give him day.

B. Johsou.

Dayshine (da'shln), n. Daylight.

Wherefore waits the madman there

Naked in open dayshine I Tennyson.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. Ioca; g, go; j.job; u, Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, men; th, thiu; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure—See KET.
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Deacon (rie/kon), v.t. To read out, as a line

of a psalm or hymn, before Bingmg it. See

Link, v.t.

Dead-file (ded'fil), n. A file whose cuts are

so close and fine that its operations are prac

tically noiseless.

Dead-point (ded'point), n. Same as Dead-

centre.

Dearticulatlon (de-ar-tik'u-la"shon), n.

Same as Abarticvlation.

Deatbiness (deth'i-nes). n. The quality of

producing death; an atmosphere of death.

[Rare. ]

Look ! it burns clear ; but with the air around

Its dead ingredients mingle deathiness, Southey.

Deathy (deth'i), a. Pertaining to or charac

teristic of death. [Rare.]

The cheeks were deathy dark. Southey.

Decalcomania (de-kal'kd-ma"ni-a), n. [Fr.

decalcomanie, from decalqner, to counter-

trace, and Gr. mania, madness.] The art

or process of transferring pictures tomarble,

porcelain, glass, wood, and the like. It con

sists usually in simply gumming a coloured

lithograph or woodcut to the object and

then removing the paper by aid of warm

water, the coloured parts remaining fixed.

Decarburize, Decarburization (de-kar'-

bu-riz, de-kar'bu-riz-a"shou). Same as De

carbonize. Decarbonization.

Decemberly (de-sem'ber-li), a. Resembling

December; hence, chilly, gloomy, and cheer

less. ' The many bleak and decemberly nights

of a seven years' widowhood." Sterne.

Decentish (de'sent-ish), a. Somewhat de

cent; of a fairly good kind or quality; pas

sable. [Colloq.J

You'll take our potluck, and we've decentish wine.

R. H. Barkam.

Deck-hand (dek'hand), n. A person en

gaged on board a ship, but whose duties are

confined to the deck, he being unfit for the

work of a seaman properly so called.

Deconcentrate ( de - kon - sen ' trat ), v.i.

[Prefix de, priv., and concentrate.] To

spread or scatter from a point or centre;

to break up or dismiss from concentration,

as bodies of troops. Times newspaper.

Decuman, Decumane (dek'u-mau, dek'u-

inan'i, a. [L. decumanu*, decimanus, of or

Pertaining to the tenth, from decern, ten.]

••nth; hence, from the ancient notion that

every tenth wave was the largest in a series,

large; immense. ' Overwhelmed and quite

sunk by such decumane billowes.' Bp. tfau-

den. Sometimes substantively used for the

tenth or largest wave. 'The baffled decu

man.' J. R. Lowell.

Deedlly (ded'i-li), adv. In a deedy manner;

actively ; busily : industriously. ' Frank

Churchill at a table near her most deedily

occupied about her spectacles.' Mus Austen.

[Rare.]

Deflantness (de-fTant-nesY n. The state or

quality of being defiant; defiance.

He answered, not raising his voice, but speaking

with quiet defiantness. George Eliot.

Definition, n. [add.] The quality or power

of marking or showing distinctly or clearly

the outlines or features of any object. ' A

small 2£ inch refractor . . . the definition

of which is superb.' Nature.

Dehydration (de-hi-dra'shonX «• In

chem. the process of freeing a compound

from the water contalued in it.

Delayable (de-la'a-bl), a. Capable of delay

or of being delayed.

Law thus divisible, debateable, and delayable, is

become a greater grievance than all that it was in

tended to redress. Henry Brooke.

Dellriant (de-hYi-ant), n. In med. a poison

which causes more or less continued de

lirium.

Delirifacient (de-Urt-fa^shi-entX o. [L

deliro, to rave, and facio, faciens, to make.]

Tending to produce delirium.

Delirifacient ( de-lir'i-fa"shi-ent), n. In

med. a substance which tends to produce

delirium.

Deliverance, n. [add.] Decision; judg

ment authoritatively pronounced; as, to

give a deliverance in a controversy.

Demark(de-mark'), v. t. Same ^Demarcate.

D^mlclrcle (de-mi-ser'kn, n. An instru

ment for measuring or indicating angles,

sometimes used as a substitute for the the

odolite. It consists essentially of a gradu

ated scale of half a circle and a movable

rule pivoted on the centre so as to sweep

the graduated arc. E. H. Knight.

Demography (de-mog'ra-fl), n. [Gr. dt-

mos, people, and graph*, a writing.] That

branch of anthropology which treats of the

statistics of health and disease, of the phy

sical, intellectual, physiological, and econ

omical aspects of births, marriages, and

mortality.

Demurral (de-mfr'al), n. Hesitation in pro

ceeding or decision; demur. Southey.

Denunciant (de-nun'si-ant), a. Ready or

prone to denounce; denunciative.

Of all which thinjfs a |K>or Legislative Assembly and

I'.uri.m France is informed by denunciant Friend, by

triumphant Foe. Carlyle.

Dephosphorizatlon ( de-fos/for-iz-a"shon ),

n. The act or process of depriving of or

freeing from phosphorus.

Depressant (de-pres'ant), n. In med. a

remedial agent which represses the circu

lation of the blood and the contractility

of the heart.

Depressiveness (de-pres'iv-nes), n. The

state or quality of being depressive; depres

sion. ' 111 health and its concomitant de -

preus it-cues*. ' Carlyle.

Deputable (dep'u-ta-bl), a. Capable of

being or fit to be deputed. ' A man depu

table to the London Parliament' Carlyle.

Derlvate (der'iv-at), a. Derived. 'Putting

trust in Him from whom the rights of kings

are derivate.' Sir H. Taylor.

Dermalgia (der-mal'ji-a), n. [Gr. derma,

skin, and algos, pain] A painful condition

of the skin arising from nervous disease;

neuralgia of the skin.

Dermopathlc (der-mo-path'ik), o. Relating

to surgical treatment of the skin.—Dermo-

pathie instrument. Same as Acupuncturator.

Derringer (der'in-jer), n. [After the in

ventor, an American gunsmith. ] A short-bar

relled pistol of large calibre, very effective at

a short range. A recent form of the weapon

is made with a single barrel, breach-loading

action, weighing in all about 8 ounces, and

carrying a 4-ounce ball.

DesmognathSB (des-roog'na-the), n. pi. [Gr.

desmos, a band, and gnathos, a jaw.] In

Huxley's classification of birds, in which

the main characters are drawn from the

osseous structure, a sub-order of Carina tie.

having the vomer abortive or small ; the

maxillo-palatines united across the middle

line, either directly or by means of ossifi

cations in the nasal septum. It includes a

great number of grallatorinl and natatorial

birds, the accipitrine or raptorial, the scan-

sorial, most of the fissirostral groups, and

all the Syndactyly

Despatch -box (des-pach'boks), 71 A box

or case for carrying despatches; a box for

containing despatches or other papers and

other conveniences while travelling.

Despotist (des'pot-ist), n. One who supports

or who is in favour of despotism.

I must become as thorough a despotist and imperi

alist as Strafford himself. Kingsley

Despotocracy (des-po-tok'ra-si), n. [Gr.

despotes, a master, and kratos, strength,

power.] Despotic rule or government;

despotism.

Despotocracy, the worst institution of the middle

ages, the leprosy of society, came over the water;

the slave survived the priest, the noble the king.

Theodore Parker.

Dessert-spoon (de-zert'spon), n. A spoon

intermediate in size between a table-spoon

and a tea-spoon, and used in eating dessert

Detergence, Detergency (de-ter'jens, de-

ter'jen-si), n. The state or quality of being

detergent; cleansing or purging power.

Bath water . . possesses that nnlkiness, deter-

gency, and middling heat, so friendly adapted to

weakened animal constitutions. Dtfoe,

Determlnlst (de-ter'min-ist). n. One who

supports or favours determinism.

Detestablllty (de-test'a-bil"i-ti), n. The

state or quality of being detestable; detest-

ableness. Carlyle.

Detrain (de-trau'), v.t [Prefix de, priv.. and

train.} To remove from a railway train; to

cause to leave a train : said especially of

bodies of men; as, to detrain troops. [Of

recent introduction]

Detrain (de-tran'). v.i. To quit a railway

train; as, the volunteers detrained quickly

and fell into line.

Deuterogenlc (du'ter-6-jen"ik), a. [Gr. deu-

teros, second, and genua, birth, race] Of

secondary origin; specifically, in geol. a term

applied to those rocks which have been de

rived from the protogenic rocks by mecha

nical action.

Deutoplastic (du-t6-plas'tik\ a. Pertaining

to or composed of deutoplasm.

Devastator (de-vas-ta'ter), n. One who or

that which devastates or lays waste. Emer

son.

Dlactinic(di-ak-tin'ik),a. [Gr. dia, through,

and aktis. aktinos, a ray] Capable of trans

mitting the actinic or chemical rays of the

sun.

Dlaglyph (dl'a-glif), n. A sculptured or

engraved production in which the figures

are sunk below the general surface ; an

intaglio.

Diagram (di'a-grara), v.t. To draw or put

into the form of a diagram; to make a dia

gram of.

They are matters which refuse to tie tlieoretned and

diagramed, which Logic ought to know she canoe*

speak of. Carlyle.

rnaheUotropic(dI-a-he'li-o-trop"ik), n. [Gr.

dia, through. hUios, the sun. and trope, a

turning. ] In hot. turning transversely to the

light, as the stem or other organs of a plant;

pertaining to diaheliotropism. Darwin.

Diaheliotropism J[dl-a-heli-ot"rop-izmi, n.

In bot. the disposition or tendency of a plant

or of the organs of a plant to assume a more

or leas transverse position to the light

Darwin.

Diallelous(di-anel-us),a. [Gr dia. through.

allelon, one another.] In logic, a term ap

plied to the fallacy of reasoning or defining

in a circle, that is, the proving of one posi

tion by assuming one identical with it, ox

defining two things each by the other.

Diamantiferous (dt'a-nian-tirer-us), a.

[Fr. diamant, a diamond, and L. fere, to

bear or produce.] Yielding or bearing dia

monds; diamond producing. [The Academy

is quoting from a correspondent of the

North China Herald.)

Men with thick straw shoes go on walking about is

the diamantiferous sands of the valley. .Academy

Diamesogamous (dra-me-sog^a-mns). a

[Gr. dia, through, mesos. middle, and garnet.

marriage.] In bot. a term applied to those

lower orders of plants which require an in

termediate agent to produce fertilization.

Diamonded, p. and a. [add ] Furnished

or adorned with diamonds. Emerron.

Diamondlferous (di'a-mon-difer-usX a

Same as Diamantiferous.

One of the latest creation-, of pretentions sciolism

which I have noticed is diamendifrrvus. a term ap

plied to certain tracts of country in South Africa

sidamanfi/eroHs,e\ymoiafr\cally correct. «ouIdne?rr

answer ; but all except pedants or aflectauonists

would be satisfied with diamond-producing.

r'lteedward ifat I

Diaphanie (di-aTan-i). [Fr., front Gr.rfui,

through, and phaino, to show] The art or

process of fixing transparent pictures on

glass, by means of gum or the like, for the

purpose of giving it the appearance of

stained glass.

DlapnoiC (di-ap-n6'ik), c. [Gr. dia, through.

ami pneo, to blow or breathe.) In metL pro

ducing a very slight, insensible perspiration;

gently diaphoretic.

Diapnolc (di-ap-nO'ik). n. A remedial agent

which produces a very slight, insensible

perspiration; a mild diaphoretic.

Diapyetlc(di'a-pI-et"ik),o. [Gr.dwi.throiurh,

ana pyon, pus, matter.) Producing suppur

ation; suppurative.

Diapyetlc (dS'a-pI-et"ik), n. A medicine

which produces suppuration; a suppurative

Didunculus (di-dung'ku-luB), «. (Dim of

Didut, the generic name for the dodo.] A

genus of rasorial birds of the pigeon section

(Columbacei), and comprising only the one

species, D. strigirostris of the Navigator

Didunculus strigirostris.

Islands. This bird is of special interest a*

being the nearest living ally of the extinct

dodo. It has a total length of about 14

inches, with a glossy plumage verging from

a velvety black on the back to greenish

black on the head, breast, and abdomen

The large beak, which is nearly as long as

the head, is greatly arched on the npprr

Fate, Tar, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 3c abune; y, 5c fry.
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mandible, the lower mandible being cleft

into three distinct teeth near its tip. Called

also Gnathodon and Tooth-billed Pigeon.

Die-away (di'a-wa), a. Seeming as if abont

to die or expire; languishing; drooping, 'A

soft, sweet, die-away voice.' Miss Edge-

worth. ' Those die-away Italian airs." A' iiiys-

ley.

Dletarlan (di-e-ta'ri-an), n. One who ad

heres to a certain or prescribed diet; one

who considers the regulation of the course

of food as of the extremes! importance for

the preservation of health; a dietetist

Digit, n. [add.] This word is often used

scientifically to signify toe, as well as finger,

when speaking of animals, and in this sense

it is coextensive with the Latin digitus.

Digital (di'ji-tal), n. 1. A finger; a digit

'Beauish brigands who wear . . . paste

rings upon unwashed digitals.' Ld. Lytton.

[Rare.]—2. One of the keys of instruments

of the organ or piano class.

Dlker (dik'er), n. 1. One who digs a dike or

trench.—2. One who builds a dike, wall, or

stone fence.

DUenunatic (di-lcm-mat'ik), a. In logic,

same as Hypothetico-disjunctive (which see

in Supp.)

Dimaris (dim'a-ris), n. In logic, a mne

monic word denoting a syllogism of the

fourth figure, comprising a particular affirm

ative major premiss, a universal affirmative

minor premiss, and a particular affirmative

conclusion.

Dimpsy (dimp'si), n. A preserve made with

apples and pears cut into small pieces.

Ding (ding), v. t. To keep constantly repeat

ing; to impress on one by persistent reiter

ation: with reference to the monotonous

jingle of a bell.

If I'm to have any good, let it come of itself; not

keep dinging it, dinging it into one so. Goldsmith.

Diphtheritis (dif-ther I'tis), n. [Gr. diph-

thera, a skin.] A name given to a class of

diseases which are characterized by a ten

dency to the formation of false membranes,

and affect the dermoid tissue, as the mucous

membranes and even the skin. Dunglison.

Diphthongization (dif'thong-iz-a"shon or

dip'thong-iz-a"shon), n. Same as Diphthon-

gation. Sweet.

Diphthongize (dif'thong-Iz or dip'thong-iz),

v.t. To form, as a vowel, into a diphthong;

thus the u of many Old English or Anglo-

Saxon words has been diphthongized into

ow in modern English, as in the word now.

Diplomatize (di-plo'ma-tiz), v.t To confer

a diploma upon. Thackeray.

Diptych, n. [add.] A design or represen

tation, as a painting or carved work, on two

folding compartments or tablets, similar in

style to the triptych (which see).

Direct-action (di-rekt'ak-shon), a. A term

applied to a steam-engine in which the pis

ton-rod or cross-head is connected directly

by a rod with the crank, dispensing with

walking-beams and side-levers.

Directive, a. [add] t Capable of being

directed, managed, or handled. 'Swords

and bows directive by the limbs.' Shah.

Dirgeful (derj'ful), a. Lamenting; wailing;

moaning. 'Soothed sadly by the dirgeful

wind.' Coleridge.

Dia (dis), n. A name sometimes given to the

god Pluto, the god of the lower world.

O Proserpina,

For the flowers now (hat frighted thou let'st fall

From Dis's wagon ! Shah.

Dis f dis), n. Festuca palula, a kind of grass

which grows in Tripoli and Tunis, and is

largely imported for paper-making.

Dlsamis (dis'a-mis^, n. In logic, a mne

monic word denoting a syllogism of the

third figure, comprising a particular affirm

ative major premiss, a universal affirmative

minor premiss, and a particular affirmative

conclusion.

Dlsattune (dis-at-tunO, v.t. To put out of

tune or harmony. Ld. Lytton.

Discage (dis-kajO. v. t. To take or put out of

a cage.

Until she let me fly discaged to sweep

In ever-highering eagle-circles up. Tennyson.

Discernable (diz-zern'a-bl), a. Same as

Discernible. Jer. Taylor.

Discommunlty (dis-com-mu'ni-ti), n. The

state of not having possessions, relation

ships, characteristics, or properties in com

mon; want of common properties, qualities,

or characteristics.

Community of embryonic structure reveals com

munity of descent; but dissimilarity of embryonic

development does not prove discommuntty of de

scent. Darwin.

Discorporate, a. [add.] Divested of the

body; disembodied.

Instead of the seven corporate selfish spirits, we

have the four and twenty millions of discorporate

selfish. Cartyie.

Disenshroud (dis-en-shroud*). v.t. To take

from or divest of a shroud or like covering;

to unveil. 'The disenshrouded statue.'

Browning.

Disentail (dis-en-tal'), v.t. To free from

being entailed; to break the entail of; as, to

disentail an estate.

Disentail (dis-en-tal'), n. The act or oper

ation of disentailing or breaking the entail

of an estate.

Disfame (dis-famO, n. Evil fame; bad repu

tation; infamy.

And what is fame in life but half disfame.

And counterchanged with darkness? Tennyson.

Dishallow (dis-hal'16), v.t To make unholy;

to desecrate; to profane.

Ye that so dishallow the holy sleep.

Your sleep is death. Tennyson.

Diflhero (dis-he'ro), v.t. To deprive of the

character of a hero ; to degrade from the

reputation of a hero; to make unherolc or

commonplace. Carlyle.

Disillusion (dis-il-lu'zhon), n. The act or

process of disillusionizing or disenchanting;

the state of being disillusionized or disen

chanted; disenchantment. 'The sorrow of

disillusion.' J. R. Lowell.

Disimprison (dis-im-pri'zon), v.t To dis

charge from prison; to set at liberty; to free

from confinement.

French Revolution means here the open, violent

rebellion and victory of disimprisoned anarchy

against corrupt, worn-out authority. Carlyle,

Disindlvldualize (dis-in'di-vid''u-al-iz), v.t.

To destroy or change the individuality or

peculiar character of; to deprive of special

characteristics. ' A manner not indeed

wholly disindividualized; a tone, a glance,

a gesture . . . still recalled little Polly.'

Charlotte Bronte.

Disintegrator (dis-in'te-grat-er), n. One

who or that which disintegrates; specifi

cally, a machine for pulverizing, crushing,

or breaking up various sorts of materials.

A common form used for breaking up ores,

rock, artificial manures, oil-cake, and for

mixing mortar. etc., as well as for grinding

corn, is a mill consisting essentially of a

number of beaters projecting from the faces

of two parallel discs revolving in opposite

directions at a high speed.

DisInvigorate (dis-in-vi'gor-at), v.t. To de

prive of vigour; to weaken; to relax. 'This

soft, and warm,and disinvigorating climate.'

Sydney Smith.

Dismal (diz'mal), n. 1. A gloomy, melan

choly person. Swift—2. pi. Mourning gar

ments.

As my lady is decked out in her dismals, perhaps

she may take a fancy to faint. Foote.

3. pi. A fit of melancholy.

He comes, and seems entirely wrapt up in the dis

mals: what can be the matter now! Foote.

Disman, v.t [add.] To deprive of men; to

destroy the full-grown male population of.

No nation in the world ... Is so abounding in the

men who will dare something for honour or liberty

as to be able to bear to lose in one month between

twenty and thirty thousand men, seized from out of

her most stirring and courageous citizens. It could

not be but that what remained of France when she

had been thus stricken should forbears seem to Ian-

i poor

chosen to say that France was dismanned.

guish and be of a poor spirit

Jryears :

This is why I have

Kinglahe.

Dismember, v.t. [add.] To deprive of the

qualifications, privileges, functions, or office

of a member of a society or body; to put an

end to the membership of.

Since I have dismembered myself, it is incredible

how cool I am to all politics. tt'al/ole.

Dlsplenish - sale ( dis - plen ' ish - sal ), n. In

Scotland, a sale by auction of the stock,

implements, &c, of a farm.

Dispope (dis-popO, v.t. To deprive of the

papal dignity or office. Tennyson.

Disprince (dis-prins'), v. t. To deprive of the

dignity, office, or appearance of a prince.

' All in one rag, disprinced from head to

heel.' Tennyson.

Disrespectability (dis-re-spekt'a-bil"i-ti),

n. The state or quality of being disre-

spectable ; that which is disreputable ;

blackguardism.

Her taste for disrespectability grew more and

more remarkable Thackeray.

Disrespectable (dis-re-spekt'a-bl), a. Un

worthy of respect; not respectable; also,

unworthy of much consideration or esteem.

It requires a man to be some disrespectable, ridicu

lous Boswell before he can write a tolerable life.

Carlyle.

Disseverment (dis-sev'er-mentX «. The

act of dissevering; disseverance. 'The dis

severment of bone and vein.' Charlotte

Bronte.

Dissimilation (dis-si'mi la"shon), n. The

act or process of rendering dissimilar or

different ; specifically, in phtiol. the change

of a sound to another and a different sound

when otherwise two similar sounds would

come together or very close to each other,

as in L. alienus for aliinus, It. pelegrino,

from L. peregrinus.

Dissimulator (dis-Bi'mu-la"ter), w. One

who dissimulates or dissembles ; a dis

sembler.

Dissimulator as I was to others, I was like a

guilty child before the woman I loved. Ld. Lytton.

Dissociation, n. [add.] In chem. the de

composition of a compound substance into

its primary elements by heat or by mechan

ical pressure.

Wherever heat-rays are intercepted they are trans

formed into some other form of vibratory energy, and

the dissociation ofcompound vapours into their prim

ary elements is one of the results of this change of

form. Edin. Rev.

Dissociative (dis-ud'shi-at-iv), a. Tending

to dissociate; specifically, in chem. resolving

or reducing a compound to its primary ele

ments.

The resolution of carbonic acid into its elements

... is one of the most familiar instances of this

transformation of solar radiation into dissociative

action. Edin. Rev.

Distanceless (dis'tans-les), a. Preventing

from having a distant or extensive view;

dull; gloomy. 'A silent, dim, distanceless,

rotting day. Kingsley.

Distaste t (dis-tastf), v.t. To be distasteful,

nauseous, or displeasing. ' Poisons, which

at the first are scarce found to distaste.'

Shak.

Distillation, [add.]— Fractional distilla

tion, in chem. the separating of one volatile

substance from another by keeping the

mixture at that temperature at which the

most volatile will pass over into the con

denser.

Disturnpike (dis-tera'pik), v.t To free

from turnpikes ; to remove turnpikes or

toll-bars from so as to give free traffic or

passage on; as, disturnpiked roads.

Disutilize (dis-u'til-Iz), v.t. To turn from a

useful purpose; to render useless. 'Annulled

the gift, disutilized the grace.' Browning.

Ditty-bag i < .1 i t'ti-bag), n. A small bag used

by sailors for holding needles, thread, and

other small necessaries or odds and ends.

Divisiveness(di-viz'iv-nes)1 n. The state or

quality of being divisive; tending to split up

or separate into units.

So invincible is man's tendency to unite, with all

the invincible divisiveness he has. Carlyle.

Do-all (do'al), 7i. A servant, official, or de

pendant who does all sorts of work; a fac

totum. Fuller.

Doatlng-plece t (dot'ing-pes), n, A person

or thing aoatingly loved; a darling, Rich-

a rdson.

Dobbie (dob'i), n. A kind of spirit or hob

goblin akin to the Scotch Brownie. Sir W.

Scott. [Northern English]

Dochter (doch'ter), n. Daughter. [Scotch.]

Dodders (dod'erz), n. Same as Mails.

Doddy-pole, Doady-poll(dod'di-pol), n. A

stupid, silly fellow; a numskull 'Doddy-

poles and dunderheads.' Sterne.

Dog-lOOked (dog'lokt), a. Having a hang

dog look. * A wretched kind of a dog-looked

fellow." Sir R. L'Estrange.

Dog-man (dog'man), n. One who deals in

dogs' meat

And filch the dog-man's meat

To feed the offspring of God. Mrs. Browning.

Dollop (dollop), n. A lump; a mass. R.

D. Bktckmore. [Colloq]

Dolly, n. [ add. ] A primitive form of

apparatus for clothes-washing, consisting

of a wooden disc furnished with from

three to five rounded legs with rounded

ends, and a handle with a cross-piece rising

from the centre. The dolly is Jerked rapidly

round in different directions in a tub or box

containing water and the clothes to be

washed.

Dolly (dolli), n. [Dim. of doll.) A sweet

heart; a mistress; a paramour; a doxy.

[Old slang]

Drink, and dance, and pipe, and play.

Kisse our dollies night and day. Herrick.

ch, c/iain; ch.Sc.locA; g. go; j.job; ft, Ft. ton; ng, sin^: th. their, tli, thin: w. wig; wh, uMg; zh, azure.—See K.BT.
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Dolphin - striker ( dol' nn - ati ik - er ), n.

Xattt. same as Martingale, 2.

Domesticate (domes tikat). v.i. To live

at home; to lead a quiet home-life; to be

come a member of a family circle.

I would rather . . . see her married to some

honest and tender-hearted man, whose love might

induce him to domesticate with her, and to five

peaceably and pleasingly within his family circle, than

to see her mated with a prince of the Mood.

Henry Brooke.

Domestlcize (do-tnes'ti-slz), v.t. To render

domestic; to domesticate. Southey.

Dominie, ». [add.] In the sense of school

master this word is also met with in old

English authors, 'The dainty dominie, the

schoolmaster.' Beau. <fc Fl.

Done, pp. [add] Completely exhausted;

extremely fatigued; tired out; done up: in

this sense sometimes followed by for.

Not so the Holland fleet, who, tired and done.

Stretched on their decks like weary oxen lie.

Dryden.

She is rather done /or this morning, and must not

go so far without help. Miss Austen.

Donnish (don'ish), a. Pertaining to or char

acteristic of a don of a university. ' Don

nish books.' George Eliot,

Do-nothing ( do 'nu- thing), a. Doing no

work; idle; indolent. ' Any do-nothing

canon there at the abbey.' Kingsley.

Do - nothingness ( do • nu ' thing - nes ), n.

Idleness; Indolence. 'A situation of similar

affluence and do-nothingness,' Miss Austen.

Doon (don), n. A Cingalese name for Doona

zeylaniea. nat. order Dipterocarpocea?, a

large tree inhabiting Ceylon. The timber is

much used for building. It also yields a

resin which is made into varnish.

Dore - bullion (do'ra-bul-yon), n. [Fr. dori,

gilt, dorer, to gild or plate, from L. deaur-

tire, to gild—de, from, and auntm, gold.]

Bullion containing a certainquantity of gold

Alloyed with base metal.

Dorian, a. [add.] — Dorian mode, strictly

bpeaking, music in the Dorian mode is

written on a scale having its semitones

between the second and third and the sixth

:uid seventh notes of the scale instead of

between the third and fourth and seventh

and eighth as in what is now called the

natural or normal scale. In other words,

the second note of the normal scale acquires

something of the dignity, force, or position

of a tonic, and upon it the melodies of the

Dorian mode close.

Dottle (dot'l), n, [A dim. corresponding to

dot. the meaning connecting it more closely

with D. dot, a small bundle of wool, &c. ;

Sw. dott, a 111 tie heap.] A small rounded

lump or mass; especially, the tobacco re

maining in the bottom of a pipe after smok

ing, and which is often put on the top of

fresh tobacco when refilling. [Scotch.]

A snuffer-tray containing scraps of half-smoked

tobacco, 'Pipe dottles,' as he called them, which

were carefully resmoked over and over again till

nothing but ash was le/t. Kingsley.

Double- cone (dub'I-k&n), n. In arch, a

Norman ornament consisting of two cones

joined base to base (or apex to apex), a series

of these forming the enrichment of a mould

ing.

Double-shot (dubl-shot), v.t. To load, as a

cannon, with double the usual weight of shot

for the purpose of increasing the destructive

power. This practice is not adopted with the

heavier and more perfect guns of the pre

sent day.

Doulocracy (dou-lok'ra-si), n. Same as

Dulocraey.

Dove-plantMuv'plant). «. An orchidaceous

plant (Peristeria elata) of Central America,

so called from the resemblance of the column

of the ftower to a dove hovering with ex

panded wings, somewhat like the conven

tional dove seen in artistic representations

of the Holy Ghost. The plant has large,

striated, green, pseudo-bulbs, bearing three

to five lanceolate, strongly-ribbed, and pli

cate leaves. The upper part of the flower-

stem isoccupied byaspikeofalmostglobose,

very sweet-scented flowers of a creamy white,

dotted with lilac on the base of the lip.

Down,adu. [add.] Paid or handed over in

ready money; as, he purchased the estate

for £10,000 down and £20,000 payable within

three years.

Downbeard (doun't>erd). n. The downy or

winged seed of the thistle.

It is frightful to think how every idle volume flies

abroad like an idle globular dtm/nbeard, embryo of

new millions. Carlyle.

Downcome (doun'kuni), n. A tumbling or

I falling down; especially, a sudden or heavy

fall; hence, ruin; destruction.

Whenever the pope shall fall, if his ruin be not like

the sudden dmvHcomt of a tower, the bishops, when

they see htm tottering, will leave him. Milton.

Downpour (doun'por), n. A pouring

down ; especially, a heavy or continuous

shower. R. A. Proctor.

Downthrow (doun'tlno), n. A throwing

down ; specifically, in geol. a fall or sink

ing of strata beluw the level of the sur*

rouuding beds, such as is caused by a great

subterranean movement; also, the dis

tance measured vertically between the por

tions of dislocated strata where a fault

occurs: opposed to upheaval (which Bee)

or upthrow.

Downweigh (doun-wa'), v.L To weigh or

press down; to depress; to cause to sink or

prevent from risiug.

A different sin dounjverghs them to the bottom.

Longfellow.

Downweight (doun'wiit), n. Full weight;

'Attributing due and downweight to every

mau's gifts.' Bit. Uacket.

Dozen, n. [add.] Lung dozen; devil's

dozen. Same as Baker's Dozen, See under

Baker.

Draconian (dra-k6'ni-an), a. Same as

Draconic.

Dragsman, «. [add.] The driver of a drag.

He had a word for the hostler . . . and a bow for

the dragsman. Thacktray.

Dramaturgic (dra-ma-ter'Jik), a. Pertain

ing to dramaturgy ; histrionic ; theatrical ;

hence, unreal. ' Some form (of worship), it

is to be hoped, not grown dramaturgic to

us, but still awfully symbolic for us.' Car

lyle.

Dramaturgist (drama-ter'jist), n. One

who is skilled in dramaturgy: one who

composes a drama and superintends it*

representation.

How silent now ; all departed, all clean gont I The

WoT\d'DrarHaturgisthay»r\Ucn, 'Exeunt." Carlyle.

Draw. n. [add.] 1. Among sportsmen, the

act of forcing a fox from his cover, a badger

from his hole, Ac. ; the place where a fox is

drawn.—2. Something designed to draw a

person out to make him reveal his inten

tions or what he desires to conceal or keep

back, or the like; a feeler. [Slang.]

Thi* was what in modern days is called a draw. It

was a guess put boldly forth as fact to elicit by the

young man's answer whether he had been there

lately or not. C. Reade.

Drawing, n. [add.] A picture or represen

tation made with a pencil, pen, crayon, Ac.

Drawings are classifiable under the names

of pencil, pen, chalk, sepia, or water-colour

drawings from the materials used for their

execution, and also into geometrical or

linear and mechanical draicings, in which

Instruments, such as compasses, rulers,

scales, are used, &nd free-hand drawing*,

in which no instrument is used to guide

the hand.

Dress-circle (dres'ser-kl), n. A portion of

a theatre, concert-room, or other place of

entertainment Bet apart for spectators or an

audience in evening dress.

Drift, n. [add.] In South Africa, a ford;

as, Rorke's Drift.

Drive, n, [add.] 1. A strong or sweeping

blow or impulsion—2. A matrix formed by

a steel punch or die.

Dromaeognathffl (dro-me-og'na-the), n. pi

[Gr. dromaios, swift, and giiatho*. jaw.) In

Prof Huxley's classification of birds, a suit-

order of the Carinatoe (or birds having the

sternum with a keel), including but one

family, the Tinamida? or tinamous. (See

Tinamou.) In this sub-order the bones of

the upper jaw or skull are like what they

are in the struthious or swift-footed birds,

as the ostrich.

Droop (drop), n. The act of drooping or of

falling or hanging down; a drooping posi

tion or state; as, the droop of the eye, of a

veil, or the like.

Drop-light (droplit), n. A contrivance for

bringing down an artificial light into such

a position as may be most convenient for

reading, working, Ac, as, for example, a

stand for a gas-burner to be placed on a

table, and connected by an elastic tube with

the gas-pipe. E. H. Knight.

Drop-ripe (drop'rip), a. So ripe as to be

ready to drop from the tree.

The fruit was now drof-rife we may say, and fell

by a shake. Carlyie.

Drum-head, n. [add.] A variety of cabbage

having a large, rounded, or flattened head.

Drum-roomt (drum'rom), n. The room

where a drum or crowded evening party was

held. Fielding. See Drum, 3.

Duchn, Dukhn (d uchn ), n. A kind of mil

let {Pennisetum typhotdeum or Holeus spi-

catus), many varieties of which are culti

vated in Egypt, and to some extent in Spain.

as a grain plant It is also used in the pre

paration of a kind of beer.

Duelsome (du'el-sum), a. Inclined or given

to duelling; eager or ready to fight duel*.

[Rare.]

Incorrigibly duelsome on his own account, he is

for others the most acute and peaceable counsel!-*

in the world. Tkmekeray.

Duettlno (du-et-te'no), n. [It] In music,

a short duet or composition for two voices

or iustrumeuta.

Dully (ilul'i), a. Somewhat dull.

Far off she seemed to hear the dully sound

Of human footsteps fall. Tennyson.

Durmast (der'mast), n. A species of oak

(Quercus sessilijlora, or according to some

Q. pubeseens) so closely allied to the com

mon oak (Q. Hobur) as to be reckoned by

some botanists only a variety of it Its wood

is, however, darker, heavier, and more elas

tic, less easy to split, not so easy to break,

yet the least difficult to bend. It is highly

valued, therefore, by the builder and the

cabinet-maker.

Dust-ball (dusfbal), n. A disease fn horses

in which a ball sometimes as bard aa iron

is formed in the intestinal canal owing to

overfeeding with corn and barley dust. Its

presence la indicated by a haggard coun

tenance, a distressed eye, a distended belly,

and hurried respiration.

Dwlndlement (dwin'dl-ment), n. The act

or state of dwindling, shrinking, or dimin

ishing. Afrc. OliphanL

Dyad (di'ad), a. Same as Dyadic.

Dyas (dl'as), n. [Gr., the number two, some

thing composed of two parts.] In geoL a

term sometimes applied to the Permian

system from its being divided into two prin

cipal groups.

Dyingnesa (dl'ing-nes), u A languishing

look; a die-away appearance.

Tenderness becomes me best, a sort of dyingnesi.

Congret*.

Dynamo -electric (di-namo-£-lek"trik). a.

Producing force by means of electricity; as,

8 dynamo-electric machine; also produced

by electric force. See ELECTRIC in Supp.

DvsepulotlC(dis'ep-u-lot"ik), o. (Gr prefix

ays, and E. epulotic] In surg. not readily

or easily healing or cicatrizing, as a wound.

Dyslogy (dis'io-jl), n. Dispraise : opposite

of eulogy.

In the way of eulogy and dyslogy and summing*-op

of character there may doubtless be a (Treat many

things set forth concerning this Mirabeau. CtrlyCe.

Dysmenorrhea (dis'men-or-re"a), n. In

med, difficult or laborious menstruation;

cataraeniai discharges accompanied with

great local pain, especially in the loins.

E.

Eagrass (S'gras), n. See Edmsh.

Earth-hog, Earth-pig (firth hoc, erth'pigi.

it. The aardvark. See Orvctkropds.

Earth-plate (erth'plat), n. In teleg. a

buried plate of metal connected with the

battery or line-wire by means of which the

earth itself is made to complete the circuit

thus rendering the employment of a second

or return wire unnecessary.

Earth-wolf (erth'wulf). n. The aardwolf.

See PttOTELES.

Easter-egg (es'ter-eg), n. Same as Pasch-

e9ff-

Echelon-lens (e'shedon-lenz), n. [Fr. r-eA*-

lon, the round of a ladder, and E. lens, ] A

compound lens, used for lighthouses, hav

ing a series of concentric annular lenses ar

ranged round a central lens so that all have

a common focus.

Ectasia, n. [add.] Extension or expansion;

specifically, in med. a dilated coudition of a

blood-vessel.

Ectropical (ek-trop'i-kal). a. Belonging tn

parts outside the tropics; being outside the

.tropics.

Ecu (ek-ii), n. [Fr. , a coin, a crown piece, s

shield; O.Fr. esctt, escut, from L. scutum, a

shield] A name given to various French

coins having different values at different

Fate, far, fat, fall; mC, met. her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub. ball: oil, pound; u. Sc. abune; y. Se tey.
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times, but notably to an old piece of money

worth three francs, or about half-a-crown

sterling.

Eddaic, Eddie (ed-da'ik, od'ik), a. Of or re

lating to the Scandinavian Eddas; having

the character or style of the Eddas; as, the

Eddie prophecy of the Vblva.

The Eddaic version, however, of the history of the

gods is not so circumstantial as that in the Yngtin-

gasaga. £. W. Gossc.

Edibilatory (ed-i-bil'a-to-ri), a. Of or per

taining to edibles or eating.

Edibilatory Epicurism holds the key to all morality.

Lord l.ytton.

Eerily (eVl-li), adv. In an eery, strange, or

unearthly manner. 'It spoke in pain and

woe; wildly, eerily, urgently.' Charlotte

Bronte.

Efferent (efferent), n. 1. In physiol. a ves

sel or nerve which discharges or conveys

outward.— 2. A river flowing from and bear

ing away the waters of a lake.

Efngiation, n. [add.] That which is formed

in resemblance; an image or effigy.

No such ejfigiatton was therein discovered, which

some nineteen weeks after became visible. Fuller.

Efflower (ef-flou'Or), v.t. [Fr. effUurer, to

graze, to rub lightly.] In leather manufac

ture, see the following extract

The skins (chamois leather) are first washed, limed,

fleeced, and hranned. . . . They are next efflou-ered,

that is, deprived of their epidermis by a concave

knife, blunt in its middle part, upon the convex horse-

heam. Urt.

Efreet (efret), n. Same as Afrit Kings-

let/.

Eftt (eft), a. Convenient; handy; commo

dious.

Yea, marry, that's the rfltst way. Shak.

Egence (e'Jens), n. [L. egern, ppr. of egeo, to

suffer want] The state or condition of suf

fering from the need of something; a desire

for something wanted. Orote.

£gg-apple (eg'ap-l), n. See Mad-apple.

Egfiops, n. [add] A genus of grasses allied

to Tntieum, or wheat-grass. It occurs wild

in the south of Europe and parts of Asia. It

is believed by many botanists to be in reali t y

the plant from which has originated our

cultivated wheats. Written also JEgilops.

Ego-altruistic (e'go al-trb-is"tik). a. Of or

relating to one's self and to others. See ex

tract.

From the egoistic sentiments we pass now to the

ego-altruistic sentiments. By this name I mean sen

timents which, while implying self-gratification, also

imply gratification in others; the representation of

this gratification in others being a source of pleasure

not intrinsically, but because of ulterior benefits to

self which experience associates with it. H. Sfencer.

Eguise (e-gwe'za), a. In her. Same as Ai-

Elan (a-lafi). n. [Fr., from ilaneer, to rush

or spring forward, from L. lancea, a spear.]

Ardour inspired by enthusiasm, passion, or

the like; unhesitating dash resulting from

an impulsive imagination.

Elder, n. [add.]— Elder hand, In card-play

ing, the player who leads.

Electric, a. [add.]— Electric lamp, the con

trivance in which the electric light is pro

duced. See Electric light below. — Electric

light, a brilliant light, the result of heat

produced by the force of electricity either

evoked by the chemical reaction of a metal

and an acid, or generated by a magneto-

electric or other machine. The arc light is

produced when two carbon pencils are at

tached to the electrodes of a powerful mag

neto-electric machine or galvanic battery,

and their points are brought together long

enough to establish the electric current. If

they are then separated to a small distance,

varying according to the strength of the

current, the current will continue to flow,

It- 1 ping across from carbon to carbon, emit

ting a light of great intensity at the space

between the points. The name Voltaic or

electric arc is given to that portion where

the current leaps across from point to point,

the term arc being suggested by the curved

form which the current here takes. The

incandescence light is obtained by the in

candescence, by means of electricity, of

various substances, including carbon, in a

vacuum. Many forms of apparatus are in

use for producing the electric light, distin

guished either by the form of the generating

machine, the distribution of the current, or

the kind of burner. In the Jablochkoff light,

the bu ruer consists of a pair of carbon spin

dles placed parallel to one another, with an

insulating earthy substance between them.

Its combustion may be roughly compared

to that of an ordinary caudle, where the

earthy substance takes the place of the wick.

Other forms of the 'candle' burners are in

use, such as the Lontin, the Jamm.&c. The

Maxim, Edison, and Swan lights proceed

from an incandescent filament of carbon in

a more or less perfect vacuum.—Electric ma

chine, [add. ] Besides machines in which

electricity is excited by friction, electric ma

chines are now common in which an elec

tric current is generated by the revolution

near the poles or a magnet or magnets of one

or more soft-iron cores surrounded by coils

of wire, these machines being known dis

tinctively as magneto-electric machines. A

dynamo-electric machine is a machine of

this kind, in which the induced currents are

made to circulate round the soft-iron mag

net which produced them, thus increasing

its magnetization. This again produces a

proportionate increase in the induced cur

rents, and thus by a successive alternation

of mutual actions very intense magnetiza

tion and very powerful currents are speedily

obtained. There are many forms of these ma

chines, such asGramme's, Siemens', Wilde's,

Brush's, «fcc., used extensively in electric

lighting, and as a motor for machinery, elec

tric railways. Ac. — Electric pendulum, a

form of electroscope consisting of a pith

ball suspended by a non-conducting thread.

- Electric railway, a railway on which elec

tricity is the motor. Only short lineB have

as yet been constructed. On one of these

the wheels of the carriages are set in motion

by a dynamo-electric machine placed be

tween them and below the floor. This ma

chine is actuated by an electric current pro

duced by another dynamo-electric machine,

which is stationary and driven at a high

rate of speed by a steam-engine. The cur

rent is conveyed by underground wires to

the rails, and these being insulated, it

reaches the carriage through them.

Electrodynamometer ( e - lek ' trd - di - na -

mom"et-er), n. An instrument for measuring

the strength of electro-dynamic action. It

consists essentially of a fixed coil and a

movable coil, usually suspended in a bitilar

manner, and furnished with a mirror, so

that its motions about a vertical axis can be

read off by means of a scale and telescope.

Electrokinetlc (e-lek'tr6-kl-net"ik), a. Of

or pertaining to electrokinetics or electricity

in motion.

Electrokinetics ( e-lek'tro-kI-net"iks ), n.

That branch of electricity which treats of

electric currents in motion.

Electrometry ( e-lek-trom'et-ri ), n. That

branch of the electric science which treats

of the measurement of electricity.

Electrotonlc (e-lek'trd-ton"ik), a. Of, per

taining to. or produced by electrotonicity.

Electrotonicity (e-lek'tro-to-nis"i-ti), n. A

peculiar alteration of the normal electric

current of a nerve, produced by the appli

cation, outside the circuit of a galvanometer

applied to that nerve to mark Its normal

current, of a continuous, artificial, exciting,

electric current, in a distant separate part

of the nerve, whereby the normal current

of the galvanuruetrie circuit is either In

creased or diminished, according as the ex

citing or artificial current travels in the

same direction on the nerve or not ; the ex

citability of the nerve within the circuit of

the exciting, artificial current being dimin

ished (aiielectrotonic) near the positive, and

exalted (cathelectrotonic) near the negative

pole.

Electrotonize (e-lek'trd-ton-lz). p. t . To alter

the normal electric current of, as a nerve.

See Electrotonicity.

Elegize (ere-Jix), v.t. and i. To write or

compose elegies; to celebrate or lament

after the style of an elegy; to bewail

I . . . perhaps should have elegised on for a page

or two farther, when Harry, who lias no idea of the

dignity of grief, blundered in. H. llalfole.

Elementalism (el-e-menfal-izm), n. The

theory which identifies the divinities of the

ancients with the elemental powers. Glad

stone.

ElementOid (el-e-ment'oid). a. [L. elemen-

tum,i\n element, and Gr exdos, form.] Like

an element; having the appearance of a

simple substance; as, compounds which have

an elementoid nature, and perform elemental

functions.

Eleutheromanla (e-lu'thfc-r6-ma"ni-a), «.

[Or. eleutheros, free, and mania, madness.]

A mania for freedom ; excessive zeal for free

dom. 'Nothing but insubordination, eteu-

theromania, confused, unlimited opposition

in their heads.' Cartyle.

Eleutheromaniac (e-lu'the-ro-miY'ni-ak), ».

One having an excessive zeal for freedom; a

fanatic on the subject of freedom.

Eleutheromaniac (e-lu'the-r&mtV'ni-ak), a.

Having a mania for freedom. Carlyle.

Eltchl (elt'she), n. An ambassador ur envoy:

a Persian and Turkish name.

Things which they had told to Colonel Rose they

did not yet dare to tell to the great Ettchi (Lord

Stratford de Kedcliffe). Ktnglake.

ElUCtatet (e-luk'tat), v.%. [L. eluctor, eluc-

tatus—e, out of. and luctor, to wrestle.] To

struggle out; to burst forth; to escape.

They did tluctate out of their injuries with credit

to themselves. Bf. HacJtet.

EmbryolOglcally(em'bri-o-loj"ik-al-li),rtdtf.

According to the rules of embryology.

Kingsley.

Embryologist ( em-brl-ol'o-jist ). n. One

versed in the doctrines of embryology.

Emender (e-mend'er), n. One who emends;

one who removes faults, blemishes, or the

like; an emendator. E. B. Browning.

Emergency, n. [add.] t Something not cal

culated upon; an unexpected gain; a casual

profit 'The rents, profits, and emergencies

belonging to a Bishop of Bath and Wells."

Heylin

Emmanuel (em-man'u-el), n. Same ns Im-

manuel.

Emplumed (om-plumd'), a. Adorned with,

or as with, plumes or feathers.

Angelhoods, emplutned

In such ringlets of pure glory. £. II. Browning.

Empoldered ( em-pol'derd ), a. Reclaimed

and brought into the condition of a polder;

brought under cultivation. See Tolder.

Enchaser (en-chas'er), n. One who enchases;

a chaser.

Enclave (ah-klav'), v.t. To cause to be an

enclave; to inclose or surround, as a region

or Btate by the territories of unother power.

Enclavement (ah-klav'ment), n. The state

or condition of being an enclave, or sur

rounded by an alien territory.

Encolure (en-kol'ur), n. [Fr., from en, in,

and col, the neck.] The neck aud shoulders,

as of a horse.

Carved like the heart of the coal-black tree.

Crisped like a war-steed's encolure. Browning.

Endemic, a. [add.] Peculiar to a locality

or region.

It (the New Zealand flora) consists of 935 species,

our own islands possessing about 1500; but a very

large proportion of these are peculiar, there being

no less than 677 endemic species, and ys endemic

genera. A. R.'lt'atiaee.

Endome (en-dom'), v. t. To cover with a dome,

or as with a dome.

The blue Tuscan sky endames

Our English words of prayer. E. B. Browning

Endurant (en-dfir'ant), a. Able to bear

fatigue, pain, or the like.

The difficulty of the chase is further increased by

the fact, that the Ibex is a remarkably endurant

animal, and is capable of abstaining from food or

water for a considerable time. J. G. Hood.

En passant [ add. ] In chess, when on

moving a pawn two squares, an adversary's

pawn is at the time in such a position as t<>

take the pawn moved if it were moved but

one square, the moving pawn may be taken,

as it is called, en passant.

Enpatron (en-pa'tron), v.t To have under

one's patronage or guardianship ; to bo the

patron saint of.

These, of force, must your oblations be.

Since I their altar, you enfatron inc. Shut.

Ensete (en-sc'te), n. An Abyssinian name

for Musa Ewtcte, a noble plant of the ba

nana genus. It produces leaves about 20

feet long and 3 or 4 broad, the largest en

tire leaf as yet known. The flower-stalk,

which is as thick as a man's arm, is used

for food, but the fruit is worthless.

Ensilage (en'sil-aj), n. [Fr. ensilage, from

Sp. ensilar, to store grain in an underground

receptacle, from en, in, and silo, from L

sirus, the pit in which such grain is kept]

In agri. a mode of storing green fodder,

vegetables, Ac , by burying in pits or silos

dug in the ground. This has been practised

in some countries from very early time.*,

and has been recommended by modern agri

culturists. Brick-lined chambers are often

used, having a movable wooden covering

upon which is placed a heavy weight, say

half a ton to the square yard.

One of the earliest of Latin writers refers to subter

ranean vaults (silos), wherein the ancient Romans

preserved green forage, grain, and fruit, and rhe

Mexicans have practised the system for centuries

This, at any rate, is vouched for by Mr. John M

B.11 ley, one of the pioneers of the system in the

United States, whose ' Book of Ensilage,' Sic. 4c.

Mark Lane Express.

ch. cnain; ch, Sc. locA; g. go; j.job; n, Fr. ton. ng, sin^; th, then; th, fain; w, trig; wh, wAig; zh, azure—See Key.
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Enswathed (en-swiiTHd'), p. and a. En

wrapped; enveloped; inswathed.

With slei-ied silk feat and affectedly

Unswathed, and scal'd to curious secrecy. Shak.

Entempest (en-tem'pest), v.t To disturb,

as by a tempest; to visit with storm.

For aye tntemfiesting anew

The unfathomable hell within. Coleridge.

Entertain, p. (. [add] To meet as an enemy;

to encounter; to confront; to Join battle

with. [Rare]

0 noble English, that could entertain

With half their forces the full pride of France.

Sha*.

Entire, n. (add] The total; the entire

thing. [Rare]

1 iim narrating as it were the Warrington manu

script, which is too long to print in entire.

Thackeray.

Entire, a. [add.]— Entire horse, an uncas-

trated horse; a stallion.

A Ctxbtxllo P.xdre. or what some of our own writers.

with a decorum not less becoming, appellate an

entire ho'se. Southey.

Entomologlse (en-tom-ol'6-jiz), pi. To

study entomology; to gather entomological

specimens.

It is too rough for trawling to-day. and too wet for

entomotogiting. Kingsiey.

Entrain (en-tran'), p. t 1. t To draw or bring

on. * With its destiny entrained their (ate '

Vanbrngh—2. To put on board a railway

train; as, the regiment was entrained at

Edinburgh and proceeded to Portsmouth:

opposite to detrain. [Of recent introduc

tion]

Entrain (en-tran'). v i. To take places in a

railway train ; as, when the troops entrained

they were loudly cheered.

Enwrlte (en-rit'), v.t To inscribe; to write

upon; to imprint

What wild heart histories seemed to lie enwrtttcn

Upon those crystalline, celestial spheres 1 foe.

Eoan (e-6'an), a. [L. emu, pertaining to the

dawn or the east, from Gr. He, the dawn.]

Of or pertaining to the dawn ; eastern.

The Mithra of the Middle World,

That sheds Eoan radiance on the West.

Sir H. Taylor.

Eolithlc(e-61lth'ik), a. [Gr. i6s, the dawn,

and lithos, a stone] In archeeol. of or per

taining to the early part of the palaeolithic

period of prehistoric time.

Eophyte (e'6-flt), n. [Gr. ids, dawn, and

phyton, a plant.] In paUxon. a fossil plant

found in eozoic rocks.

Eophytic (e-6-flt'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

eophytes; relating to the oldest fossiliferous

rocks; eozoic.

Eos (e'os or e'6s), n. In Greek myth, the god

dess of the morning, who brings up the light

of day from the east; the Roman Aurora.

Eozoic (e-6-xo'ik), a. [Gr eds, dawn, and

z6f, life ] Of or pertaining to the oldest

fossiliferous rocks, such as the Laurentlan

and Huronian of Canada, from their being

supposed to contain the first or earliest

traces of life tn the stratified systems. Page.

Ephemerallty (e-fem'e-ral"i-ti). n. That

which iaephemeral; a transient trifle. 'This

lively companion . . . chattered epheme-

ralities.' C. Reade.

EplChorlal ( e-pi-kd'ri-al ), o. [Or. epicM-

rios—epi, upon, and chdra, country.] Of or

pertaining to the country; rural.

Local or epichorial superstitions from every dis

trict of Europe come forward by thousands.

De Quineey.

Eplcotyl (e-pl-kot'il), n. [Or. epi. upon, and

contr. of cotyledon.] In hot. the stem above

the cotyledons; the plumule. Darwin.

Eplg»a (e-pi-je'a), n. [Gr. epi, upon, and

.-;•', the earth.] A genus of shrubs of the

heathwort order, characterized by having

three leaflets on the outside of the five-

parted calyx; and by the corolla being salver-

shaped, ftve-cleft, with its tube hairy on

the Inside. E. repent, the trailing arbutus,

is the May-flower of North America.

Epigenesis, n. [add.] In geol. same as

Metamorph ism.

Epigenetic (e'pl-jen-efik), a. Of, pertain

ing t<>, or produced by epigenesis.

Eplgramniatlsm (e-pi-gram'mat-ixm), n.

The quality of being epigrammatic; epigram-

matical character. Poe.

Eplnasty (e-pl-nas'ti), n. [Gr. epi, upon,

above, and nastos, close pressed, solid.] In

hot. a term implying increased growth on

the upper surface of an organ or part of a

plant, thus causing it to bend downwards.

Eplrot, Epirote (e-pi'rot), n. A native or

Inhabitant of Epirus or Lower Albania

Eplscoplze (e-pis'kfi-plz). p. t. To consecrate

to the episcopal office; to make a bishop of.

There seems reason to believe that Wesley was

willing to have been episcopiued upon this occasion.

Soutkty.

Eplscoplze (e-pisTto-piz), pi. To exercise

the office of a bishop; to episcopate. W,

Broome.

Epistemology (e-pte'te-mol"o-Ji). n. [Or.

epistemt, knowledge, and logos, discourse ]

That department of metaphysics which in

vestigates and explains the doctrine or the

ory of knowing: distinguished from ontology,

which investigates real existence or the

theory of being. Ferrier.

Eplstolean (e-pis'tu-le'an), n. A writer of

epistles or letters; a correspondent. Mrs.

Cowden Clarke.

Eplsyllogism (e-pl-sJl'd-Jizin), n. In logic,

same as Epiehirema.

Epituesis (e-pith'e-sis), n. [Gr. epi, upon,

and the.su, a setting.] In gram, same as

Paragoge.

Eponymist(c-pon'im-ist). Same as Eponym,

3. Gladstone.

Epopt (e'popt), n. [Gr. epoptis, one initi

ated into the sacred rites and mysteries of

Eleusis.] One initiated into the doctrines

or mysteries of any secret system. Carlyle.

Epsomite (ep'sum-it), n. Same as Hair-salt

(which see).

Equlson (e'kwi-son), n. [L. equiso, a groom.

from equus, a horse.] A horse jockey ; one

who manages race-horses. [Landor puts the

word iu Porson's mouth.]

Who announces to the world the works and days

of Newmarket, the competitors at its games, their

horses, their equisons, their colours. Liiudor.

Equivalent (e-kwivVlent), v.t To produce

or constitute an equivalent to; to answer

in full proportion; to equal. J. N. Lockyer.

Equlvalue (e-kwi-val'u), v.t To value at

the same rate; to put on a par. ' To equi-

valne the noble and the rabble of authori

ties.* W. Taylor.

Eristic (e-ris'tik), n. One given to disputa

tion; a controversialist Bp. Gauden.

Erpeton (er'pet-on). n. Same as Herpeton.

Errabund (er'ra-btind), a. [L errabutidus,

from erro, to wander.] Erratic; wandering;

rambling. 'Your errabund guesses, veering

to all pointsof theliterary compass. Southey,

Eruptlonal (e-rup'shon-al), o. Of or per

taining to eruptions; eruptive; as, eruptional

phenomena, it. A. Proctor.

Esclandre(es-klan-dr),n. [Fr.] A disturb

ance; a scene; a row.

Scoutbush, to avoid esclandre and misery, thought

it well to waive the proviso. A tngslty,

Etaclsm (a'ta-sizm), n. The mode of pro

nouncing the Greek *j (eta) like ey in they,

distinguished from Jtacism, the mode of

pronouncing it like e in be.

Etaclst (a'ta-sist), n. One who practises or

upholds etacism.

Et lierealization (e-thc'rc-al -i-za"shon), n.

An ethereal or subtle spirit-like state or

condition.

He ( Aristotle ) conceives the moral element as

flower, as etherealieatioM, spiritualization of the

physical, rather than as something purely intellectual.

y. Hutchison Stirling.

Ethldene (eth'i-den), n. An anaesthetic

substance nearly allied in composition to

chloroform. It is said to be equally effica

cious and considerably safer than chloro

form ; is pleasant to take, acts rapidly, and

never produces cessation of action of the

heart and respiratory system.

Ethnogeny (eth-noj'en-i), n. [Gr. ethnos, a

nation, ana root gen, to beget ] That branch

of ethnology which treats of the origin of

races and nations of man.

Ethyl, n. [add.]— Ethyl-carbonate of potas

sium. See Carbonate of Potassium.

EtyxnlC (e-tim'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

the etymon or primitive form of a word.

Etyplcal (e-tip'i-kal), a. In biol. diverging

from or not conforming to a type.

Euchlte (u'kit), n. fur. euchi, a prayer. ]

One who prays; specifically, one belonging

to a sect of ancient heretics who resolved

all religion into prayer.

Eudaemon, Eudemon (u-de'mon), n. [Gr.

eu, well, and daimim, a spirit. ] A good

angel or spirit. Southey.

Eudjemonistic, Eudemonlstlc (u-de'mon-

isf'ik), a. Of or pertaining to Eudctmonism

(which see).

Eugenesic (u-je-nes'ik), a. Same as Extgen-

etic.

Eugenesis (u-Jen'e-sis), n, [Gr. eu. well,

and genesis, production. ] The quality of

breeding freely; fertility; specifically, the

production of young by the union of indi

viduals of different species or stocks

Eugenetlc (u-je-net'ik).-a Of, belonging

to, or characterized by eugenesis.

EunemerlBm (u hem'er-izm;. See Ecsr fr

ism.

Eunuch (u'uuk), o. Unproductive; barren.

He had a mind wholly eunuch and ungeiier*ti*e

in matters of literature and taste. &*d*>in

Eupractic(u prak'tik). a. [Gr. eu prasseia.

to do well, to be prosperous.) Doing or

acting well ; or it may mean prosperous.

'Good-humoured, eupeptic, and eupractic.'

CarlyU.

EurycephaliC ( u'ri-se-fal"ik ), a. In efAa

applied to a sultdivision of the brachyce-

phalic or short, broad-skulled races of man

kind.

Euscara (us-ka'ra). n. The native name of

the language spoken in the Basque provinces;

Basque. See BAs-qrK.

Evanltlon (e-van-i'shon), n. The act of van

ishing or state of having vanished; evanish-

nient. Carlyle.

Eventuality, n. [add ] That which even

tuates or happens: a contingent result

Every, [add.] Formerly sometimes used

alone in sense of every one. ' Every of this

happy number. ' Shak.

I f every of your wishes had a womb.

And fertile every wish. ShxJt

Evolutive (e-vol'u-tiv), a. Of. pertaining

to, or causing evolution or development.

Excaecation (eks-se-ka'shon). n. [L. ex. out,

and cceco, to blind.] The act of putting out

the eyes; blinding.

Not esto'Ciitiflft, if the tboucht of that

Calls up those looks of terror. Sir H. Tayiei-

Excathedrate (eks-kath'ed-ratX v.t To

condemn with authority, or ex cathedra.

' To see my lines excathedrated here.' Her-

rick.

Excerebrate, p. ( [add.] To cast out from

the brain. ' Virtue in it to excerebrate all

cares." Bp. Ward.

Excise (ek-siz^. v.t. [L exeido, excision, to

cut out or on, from ex, out, and axdo. to

cut] To cut out; to cut off; as, to excise a

tumour.

Exclave (eks'klav). n. [See Enclave.! a

part of a country, province, or the like,

which is disjoined from the main part

Execratloufl (ek-se-kra'shus), a. Impreca

tory; cursing; execrative. ' A whole volley

of such like exeeratious wishes.* Eichani-

son.

Execrative (ek'se-kra-tiv), a Denouncing

evil against: imprecating evil on; cursing:

vilifying. Carlyle.

Execratlvely (ek'se-kra-tiv-li). adv. In

an execrative manner. Carlyle.

Execratory (ek'se-kra-to-ri), a. Denuncia

tory ; abusive. ' Without execratory com

ment' Kingsley,

Exenteration, n. [add] The act of dis

embowelling or of turning outside in. ' Df-

laceration of the spirit and exenteration of

the inmost mind.' Lamb

Exhaustibility (egi-hast'i-biri-ti), n. The

capability of being exhausted; the quality

of being exhaubtible. J. S MUL

Exoculation (eks-ok'u-la'shonX n. (L. ex.

out, and ocvlus, an eye. ] The act of putting

out the eyes; exciecation Sottthey.

Expansivity (ck-span-siv'i-ti), tv The state

or quality of being expansive; expansive

ness. CarlyU.

Expectedly (ek-spekt'ed-HX adv. In an ex

pected manner; at a time or in a manner

expected or looked for. H. Walpole.

Expectleest (ek-spektles), a. Unexpected:

not looked for; unforeseen. Chapman.

Expedlentlally (eks-pe'dien"ahi-al-li). «<*>.

In an expediential manner; for the sake vf

expediency.

We should never deviate save exfledunALaJfr

FitEednvrd H*tL

Expiscatory(eks-pis'ka-to-ri).a. Calculatwl

to expiscate or get at the truth of any mat

ter by Inquiry and examination. ' Expira

tory questions. ' Carlyle.

Explodent (eks-plod'entX n. In pSild

same as Explosive.

Explorable (eks-pldr'a-bl), a. Capable of

being explored or closely examined.

Extenuatlve (eks-tcn'u-at-iv). n. An ex

tenuating plea or circumstance. ' Another

extenuative of the intended rebelUou.'

Roger North.

Externalism (eks-tern'ul-izni). n. A name

sometimes given to Phenomenalism (which

see).

Externallzation (eks-tern'al-i-za"*honV a.

The act or condition of being externalized

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, 3c. abune; y, 9c. fry.
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or being embodied in an outward form. A.

II. Sayce.

Externalize (eks-tern'al-Iz), v.t To em

body in an outward form; to give shape aud

form to. A. H. Sayce.

Extraneity (eks-tra-ne'i-ti), n. The state

of being extraneous or foreigu; the state of

being without or beyond something.

Extra-solar (eks-tra-so'ler), a. In astron.

outside or beyond the solar system.

Exuviate (eks-u'vi-at), v. i. To cast or throw

otf some part, as the deciduous teeth, the

skin of serpents, the shells of crustaceans,

and the like.

Ex-voto (eks-vd't6), n. [L., from or in ac

cordance with a vow.] An article presented

as a votive offering. These take many forms,

such as a model of a hand, leg, or arm that

has been restored to usefulness, the picture

of a scene of peril from which the person

has been delivered, &c.

They (inscriptions) occur on a multitude of ex-

ivtas, and on plates of bronze and copper

Athenaum.

"Eye, n. [add. 1- To have an eye to, to con

template or look after with the idea of pos

sessing or accomplishing; as, he long had

an eye to the property.—To have something

in one's eye, to have something in contem

plation which it is intended shall be accom

plished or possessed at some future time;

as, I have a scheme in my eye which will be

put in practice soon.

Eye-glass, n. [add.] tThe retina of the

eye.

Ha' not you seen, Camtllo,—

But that's past doubt, you have, or your eye-glass

I > thicker than a cuckold's horn. Skak.

F.

Face, n. [add] A term applied in various

technical meanings; as, (a) the dial of a

clock, watch, compass-card, or other indi

cator, (b) The sole of a plane, (c) The fiat

portion of a hammer head which comes in

contact with the object struck, (d) The

edge of a cutting instrument (*) The sur

face of a printing type that impresses the

characters.

Face-hammer (fas'ham-mer), n. A ham

mer having a flat face as distinguished from

one having pointed or edged poena.

Face-plan (fas'plan), n. A plan or drawing

of the principal or front elevation of a

building.

Face-wheel (fas'whei), n. Same as Crown-

wheel,

Facular (fatu-ler), a. Pertaining or relat

ing to faculse. It, A. Proctor.

Fag, n. [add] A fatiguing or tiring piece

of work; fatigue.

It is such afag, I come back tired to death.

Miss Austen.

Faggery (fag'er-i), n. Fatiguing labour or

drudgery; the system of fagging carried on

at some public schools

fraSStry was an abuse too venerable and sacred to

be touched by profane hands. Dt Quince?.

Faggot, n. [add.] In former times heretics

who had escaped the stake by recanting

their errors were often made publicly to

carry a faggot and burn it; hence the phrase,

to burn one's faggot. An imitation faggot

was also worn on the sleeve by heretics, as

a symbol that they had recanted opinions

worthy of burning.

Falble (fa-bl), n. [Fr.J Same as Feeble iu

Supp.

Faille (fi-ye or fal), n. [Fr] A heavy silk

fabric of superior quality used In making

and trimming ladles' dresses.

Faineance (fa'ne-ans), n. [From faineant

(which see) ] The quality of doing nothing

or of being idle; iudolence; sloth.

The mask of sneeringfaineance was gone : implor

ing tenderness and earnestness beamed from his

whole countenance. fCingstey.

Falrylsm (fa'ri-izm), n. A condition or

characteristic of being fairy-like; resem

blance to fairies or fairyland in customs,

nature, appearance, or the like. 'The air

of enchantment and fairyurn which is the

tone of the place. ' a. Walpole.

Fairy-money (fa'ri-mun-i), n. Money given

by fairies, which, according to the popular

belief, was said to turn into withered leaves

or rubbish after some time.

In one day Scott's high-heaped money-wages be*

Carnefairy-money and nonentity. CartyU.

Also, a term sometimes applied to found

money, from the notion that it was dropped

by a good fairy where the favoured mortal

would And it.

Fall-trap (faTtrap), n. A trap in which

a part of the apparatus, as a door, bar,

knife, or the like, descends and imprisons

or kills the victim.

We walk in a world of plots, string universally

spread of deadly gins and fall-trafs oaited by the

gold of Pitt, CartyU.

Falter (farter), n. The act of faltering,

hesitating, trembling, stammering, or the

like; unsteadiness; hesitation; trembling;

quavering. ' The falter of an idle shep

herd's pipe.' J. R. Lowell.

Familiarity, n. [add] pi. Actions char

acterized by too much license; actions of

one person towards another unwarranted

by their relative position; liberties.

Fan-coral (fan'ko-ral), n. Same as Flabel-

laria, 2.

Fantasmagoria (fan-tas'ma-gd"ri-a), n.

Same as Phantasmagoria.

Fan-window (fon'win-dd), n. A window

shaped like a fan; that is, having a semicir

cular outline and a sash formed of radial

bars.

Farad (far'ad), n. [In honour of Prof. Fara

day. ] The unit of quantity in electrometry;

the quantity of electricity with which an

electro-motive force of one volt would flow

through the resistance of one megohm ( = a

million ohms) in one second.

Faradic (fa-rad'ik), a. A term applied to

induction electricity obtained from a variety

of batteries—some magneto-electric, com

posed of a revolving magnet and coils of

wires, others of a cell(giving a galvanic cur

rent) and coils.

Faradism (far'ad-izm), n. Some as Fara

disation.

Fardlet (far'dl), n. Same as Fardel.

Fasciatlon, n. [add ] In bot. the lateral

adhesion of parts normally distinct, as stems

and branches. This process is exemplified

in cultivated varieties of Celosia cristata or

cockscomb.

Fastlsh (fast'Ish), a. Rather fast; specifi

cally, somewhat dissipated, or inclined to

lead a gay life. 'A fastish young man.'

Thackeray.

Fatty, a. [add. ] — Fatty degeneration, in

pathol. a condition characterized by a con

tinually increasing accumulation of fat re

placing the minute structural elements of

the tissues of living organisms. In man

this diseased condition has been observed

in nearly all the tissues, and is essentially a

sign of weakness or death of the part It

attacks the muscles, especially the heart;

the brain (yellow softening); the kidney, in

many cases of Bright's disease; Ac. In the

severer forms, when the heart or the larger

vessels are affected, the disease generally

terminates in sudden death by rupture, fol

lowed by syncope.

Faunal (fan'all a. Of, pertaining to, or con

nected witha fauna. 'Faunal publications.'

Academy.

Faure's Battery. See accumulator in

Supp.

Favourite, n. [add.] pi. A series of short

curls over the brow, a style of hairdressing

introduced in the reign of Charles II. * With

immodest fav'rites shade my face.' Oay.

Thefavourites hang loose upon the temples, with

a languishing lock in the middle. Farquhar.

Fawnlngness (fan-ing'nes), n. The state or

quality of being fawning, cringing, or ser

vile; mean flattery or cajolery.

I'm for peace, and quietness, andfawningness.

De Quincey.

Fearsome, a. [add] Easily frightened or

alarmed; timid. 'A silly, fearsome thing.*

Bayard Taylo r. [Rare . ]

Feather-brained (feTH'er-brand), a. Hav

ing a weak, empty brain or disposition;

frivolous; giddy.

To &feather-brained school-girl nothing is sacred.

Charlotte Bronte.

Featherhead (feTH'er-hed), n. A light,

giddy, frivolous person; a trifler. 'A fool

and featherhead. Tennyson.

Feather-headed (feTH'er-hed-ed), a. Same

as Feather-brained. ' This feather-headed

puppy.' Obber.

Feather-pated (feTH'er-pat-ed), a. Same

as Feather-brained. 'Feather-pated, giddy

madmen.' Sir W. Scott.

Feature (fe'tur), v.t. To have features re

sembling; to look like; to resemble gener

ally.

Miss Vincy . . . was much comforted by her

perception that two at least of Fred's boys were real

Vincys, and did notfeature the Garths.

George Eliot.

Feeble (fe'bl). n. That part of a sword or

fencing foil extending from about the middle

of the Lrtade to the point: so called because

it is the weakest portion of the weapon for

resisting pressure, deflecting a blow, &c.

Called also Faible and Foible.

Fehme, Fehmgerichte (fa' me, fam-ge-

rich'te), n. Same as Vchme, Vehmgerichte.

Fehmlc (fa'mik), o. Same as Vehmie.

Feint (fant), v.t. To make a feint; to make

a pretended blow, thrust, or attack at one

point when another is intended to be struck,

in order to throw an antagonist off his

guard.

He practised every pass and ward.

To thrust, to strike, tofeint, to guard.

Sir //'. Scott.

Fernshaw (fern'sha), n. A &haw, brake, or

thicket of ferns. ' Telling her some story or

other of hill or dale, oakwood or fernshaw.'

Browning.

Ferrous (fer'us), a. Pertaining to or ob

tained from iron: specifically applied in

chem. to a compound of which iron forms

a constituent, but not to such an extent as

it does in ferric compounds.

Fever-tree (te'ver-tre), n. The blue gum-

tree (Eucalyptus globulus). See Eucalyp

tus.

Fewtrils (fu'trilz), n. pi. Small articles;

little, unimportant things; trifles, as the

smaller articles of furniture, Ac. Dickens.

[Provincial English.]

Fibrlform (fi'bri-form), a. In the form of a

fibre or fibres; resembling a fibre or fibres.

Fiction, n. [add.] The act of making or

fashioning. [Rare.]

We have never dreamt that parliaments had any

right whatever ... to force a currency of their own

fiction in the place of that which is real. Burke.

Fiddle-headed, Fiddle-patterned (fld'l-

hed-ed, fld'1-pat-ernd), a. Terms applied to

forks, spoons, and the like, whose handles

are fashioned after a pattern which has some

resemblance to a fiddle. ' A kind of fork

that is fiddle-headed.' Hood. 'My table

spoons . . . the little fiddle-patterned

ones.' R. H, Barham.

Fiddlestick, ladd] This word is frequently

used as an Interjection, and is equivalent

to nonsense I pshaw! or other exclamation

expressive of contemptuous incredulity,

dental, or the like.

At such an assertion he would have exclaimed, A

fiddlestick I Why and how that word has become an

interjection ofcontempt I must leave those to explain

who can. Southey.

Field-hand (feJd'hand), n. A hand or

person who works in the fields; a labourer

on a farm or plantation. [United States.]

Field - telegraph ( feld - tel ' e - graf ), n. A

telegraph adapted for use in the field in

military operations. In some instances

part of the wire is reeled off from a wagon

and supported on light posts, and another

part is insulated and allowed to rest on the

ground.

Filling, n, [add.] Sometimes applied to

the weft of a web; the woof.

Film (film), v.t. To be or become covered

as if by a film.

Straight her eyeha11sy*7»«rf with horror.

E. B. Browning.

Flloplume (fi'16-plum), n. [1. filum, a

thread, and pluma. a feather.] In ornitit.

a long, Blender, and flexible feather, closely

approximating to a hair iu form, and con

sisting of a delicate shaft, either destitute

of vanes or carrying a few barbs at the tip.

Findable (find'a-bli, a. Capable of being

found. * A man's ideal . . . not findable

here.' Tennyson.

Flngent (fln'jent), a. (X fingo, to make, to

form.] Making; forming; fashioning.

"hi* is a most fictile world, and man is the most

flngent, plastic of creatures. Carlyle.

Fin-spine (fln'spin), n. 1. A spine-shaped

ray in the fin of a fish.—2. pi. A group of

fishes characterized by spiny fins; acanthop-

terygious fishes. See Acanthopterygii.

Fin-splned (fln'spind), a. Having spiny

fins; acanthopterygious.

Fire-flag (fbyflag), n, A flash or gleam of

lightning unaccompanied with thunder.

The upper air burst into life '

And a hundredfire-flags sheen. Coleridge.

Fire-house (fh/hous), n. A dwelling-house,

as opposed to a barn, stable, or other out

house. ' Peter-pences to the Pope of Rome

to be paid out of every fire-house in Eng

land.' Fuller. [Now only a provincial

word. ]

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j.job; ft, Kr. ton; ng, hing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, whig; zh,azure.—See Key.
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Fire-marble (fir'mar-bl), n. See untler

Marble.

Fire - water ( fir ' wa - ter ), n. The name

originally given by some of the American

Indian tribes to ardent spirits. J. F.

Cooper.

Fir-rape (Mr' rap), n. The English name

common to all the parasitic plants of the

order Monotropacere (which Bee).

Fishable (flsh'a-bl), a. Capable of being

fished; fit for being fished in. 'A small

pieco otfixhable water.' T. Hughes.

Fish- culture (flsh'kul-tur), ». Same as

Pisciculture-.

Fish - torpedo ( fish ' tor -pe-d6), n. See

under TORI'BDO. 2.

Fissipalmate (fls si-pal'mat), a. [L. flndo,

flssus, to split, and palmatus, palmate. } In

ornith. having the membranes between the

toes deeply incised or cleft, as the foot of

the grebe; semi-palmate.

Fjord (fyord), n. Same as Fiord.

Flag, n. [add] t The wing or pinion of a

bird.

The haggard ... to renew

Her broken /lags - . .

Jets oft from perch to perch. Qnartes.

Flaggy, a [add] In the quotation from

Spenser (as in other instances) this word

may rather mean broad or expanded to the

air like a flag. In some cases the meaning

' weak,' ' flagging,' «fcc, is implied, as when

Dryden speaks of bees that have been

wetted wiLh rain drying ' their flaggy

pinions.'

Flagltate (flaj'i-tat), v.t. [L. flagito, to

demand fiercely or hotly. ] To demand

with fierceness, hotness, or passion; to

importune. Carlyle.

Flagltation (flaj-i tii'shon), n. The act of

flagitating or demanding with fierceness,

violence, or passion; extreme importunity.

Carlyle.

Flagman, u. [add.] tA flag-officer; an

admiral. 'The flagmen in the late great

fight with the Duke of York against the

Dutch.' Pepy*.

Flapdoodle (flap'db-dl), n. Nourishment

or food for fools.

'The gentleman has eaten no small quantity of

flapdoodle in hi* lifetime." 'What's thatt* . . .

'It's the stulfthey feci! foots on.' Marryat.

' I shall talk to our regimental doctors about it,

and pet put through a course of fool's-diet before we

start for India.' ' Flapdoodle, they call it, what fools

are fed on.' 7*. Hushes.

Flapper, n. [add.] A young wild duck.

Some young men down lately to a pond ... to

hantfluppert or young wild ducks. Gilbert White.

Ltglitbody happened to be cone out to shoot

flappers. Miss Edgrworth.

Flashmau (flash'man), n. [See Flash, a.]

A rogue, especially one who tries to ap

pear as a gentleman. [Slang.]

You're playing a dangerous game, myflashman.

. . . I've shot a man down for less than that.

H. KingsUy.

Flayfllnt (fla' flint), n. A skinflint; a

miser.

There lived iflayflint near; we stole his fruit

Tennyson.

Fledgy ( flej ' i ), a. Covered with feathers;

feathered; feathery. 'The swan soft lean

ing on her fledgy breast.' Keats.

Florescent ( no - res ' sent ), o. Bursting

into flower; flowering.

Flushing, n. [ acid. ] A kind of stout

woollen cloth. 'Some stout skipper paces

his deck in a suit of flushing.' C. Reade.

Flustrated (flus'trat-ed), a. More or less

excited, especially as if by drink; elevated;

tipsy.

We were coming down Essex street one night a

little flustrated, and I gave him the word to alarm

the watch. Steele.

Flustrum (flus'trum), n. A state of fluster

or agitation. [Oolloq.]

We may take the thing quietly, without being in a

ftustrum. Miss Edgrworth.

Flutlna (flu-tc'na), n. A musical instru

ment differing little from the accordion.

Fly-paper (ftTpa-per), n. A kind of porous

paper, generally impregnated with arsenic,

for destroying flies. The paper thus pre-

ftared is simply moistened and spread out

n a flat dish, and by sipping this moisture

the flies are killed

Fogle (fo'gl), 7i. A pocket handkerchief.

[Slang.]

' If you don't take fortes and tickers, ... if you

don't take pocket handkechers and watches." said

the Dodger, reducing his conversation to the level of

Oliver's capacity, 'sonic other cove will.' Dickens.

Foliage-plant (fo'll aj-plant), n. A plant

cultivated in gardens or hot-houses for the

distinctive character and beauty of its fo

liage.

Foliage-tree (foli-aj-tre), n. A name some

times given to a tree with broad leaves, such

as the oak, elm, ash, Ac, as distinguished

from a needle-leaved tree.

Folk-speech (fok'spech), n. The dialect

spoken by the common people of a country

or district, as distinguished from the speech

of the educated people or from the literary

language.

Folly, n. [add.] Any object planned with

out its author having the means of bringing

ft to a successful completion, .such as a mag

nificent mansion which exhausts a person s

capital in building, or would ruin him in

keeping up in proper style.

We know indeed how this scorn will embody itself

in a name given to the unfinished structure. It is

called this or that man's folly; and the name of the

foolish builder is thus kept alive for long after-years.

Trench.

Food-vacuole (fod'vak-fl-olX n. A clear

space in the endosarc of protozoans. It is

merely of a temporary character, being pro

duced by the presence of particles of food,

usually with a little water taken into the

body along with the food. H. A. Nichol

son.

Footy (fut'I), a. Poor; mean; worthless;

trashy. Kingsley. [Provincial English. 1

Forbiddlngness (for-bid'ing-nes), n. The

state or quality of being forbidding or re

pulsive; repulsiveness. Richardson.

Fore-Choir (for'kwir), n. Same as Ante-

choir (which see in Supp.).

Forecondemn (for-kon-dem'), v.t To con

demn beforehand.

What can equally savour of injustice and plain ar

rogance as to prejudice and forecondemn his adver

sary? Milton.

Foreking (forking), n. A predecessor on

the throne.

Thy fiercefarthings had clenched their pirate hides

To the bleak church doors. Tennyson.

Forepayment (fdr-pa'raent), n. Payment

beforehand; prepayment

I had jCioo of him inforepayment for the first edi

tion of Iispriella. Southey.

Fore-resemblet (for-rt-zem'bl), r.(. To pre

figure.

Christ being as well king as priest was as wellfort-

resembled by the kings then as by the high priest.

Milton.

Foreshape (for-shap'),tJ. f . To shape or mould

beforehand ; to prepare in advance. ' So

foreshape the minds of men.' Sir II. Tay

lor.

Foretime (fOr'tlm), n. A time previous to

the present or to a time alluded to or im

plied. Gladstone.

Foreword (for'ward), n. [Suggested by G.

vonoort, preface ] A preface or introduction

to a literary work : a word of recent intro

duction and seldom used.

Foreworld(for'werld), n. A previous world;

specifically, the world before the flood.

Southey.

Fork, n. [add] The bifurcated part of the

human frame; the legs.

Lord Cardigan had so good a stature that, although

somewhat long in thefor*, he yet sat rather tall in

the saddle. JCinglahe.

Formicary (for'mi-ka-ri), n. A colony of

ants; an ant-hill.

Formulary, a. [add] Closely adhering to

formulas; formal. Carlyle.

Formulation (for-mii-la'shon), n. The act

or process of formulating, or of reducing to

or expressing in a formula.

Fortify, v.t. [add.] To increase the alco

holic strength of by means of adventitious

spirit; as, to fortify port-wine with brandy.

Foul (foul), n. The act of fouling, colliding,

or otherwise impeding due motion or pro

gress; specifically, in a racing contest, the

impeding of a competitor by collision, jost

ling, or the like.

Foxtrot (foks'trot), n. A pace, ns of a horse,

generally consisting of a short series of steps,

usually adopted in breaking from a walk

into a trot, or in slackening from a trot to a

walk.

Foyer (fwa-ya), n. [Fr] A saloon; specifi

cally, m theatres, opera-houses, Ac, (a) a

cruBh-room; (b) a green-room.

Fractional, a. [add. ]—Fractional currency,

the small coins or paper- money of lower

value than the monetary unit of a country.

Fractionary, a [add] Pertaining to a frac

tion or small portion of a thing; hence, sub

ordinate; unimportant

Our sun may, therefore, be only one member of a

higher family—taking his part, alone with millions of

others, in some loftiersystera of mechanism, by which,

they are all subjected to one law, and to one arranjfe-

incnt—describing the sweep of such an orbit in space,

and completing the mighty revolution in su'.h a

period of time as to reduce our planetary seasons

and our planetary movements to a very humble and

fractionary rank in the scale of a hither astronomy.

Dr. Chalmers.

Fragmentarineas (frag'ment-a-ri-ne§), n.

The state or quality of being fragmentary;

want of continuity ; brokeuness, George

Eliot

Fratch (frach).n. A quarrel. Dickens. [Pro

vincial English.]

Fratery, n. See Fratee-hocse.
Freehand (freehand), a. A term applied to

drawing, in which the hand is not assisted

by any guiding or measuring instruments,

such as compasses, rulers, scales, Ac.

Freeman, n. [add. ] — Freeman's roll, an offi

cial list of persons entitled to vote in the

election of members of parliament for Eng

lish boroughs, and who would hare been en

titled to vote under such conditions as were

abolished by C and 7 Vict xviil: as op

posed to burgess roll, which includes all

qualified voters whatever.

Frenetically (fre-net'ik-al-Ii), adv. In a

frenetic or frenzied manner; frantically.

Ail mobs . . . work frenetically with road fits of

hot and cold. Cmt&O-

Fresison(fre-srson), n. [A mnemonic word ]

In logic, a mode in the fourth figure of syl

logisms consisting of a universal negative

major premiss, a particular affirmative mi

nor premiss, and a particular negative con

clusion.

Freya (fri'a), n. A Scandinavian goddess.

See Frioa.

Frill-lizard, Frilled-lizard (friritz-erd.

frildliz-erd), n. The popular name of Aus

tralian lizards of the genus Chlamydo&au-

rus (which see).

Fringe, n. (add] In optics, one of the col

oured hands of light in the phenomena of

diffraction.

Frisian (friz'i-an), n. 1. An inhabitant or

native of Friesland. —2. The language of

Friesland; Friese.

Frisian (friz'i-an), a. Of or pertaining to

Friesland or Its inhabitants; Friesic.

Frugivora (frb-jlv'6-ra), n. pi. That section

of the bat family (Cheiroptera) which sub

sist on fruits, ana which is only represented

by the fox-bats.

Fruit-crow (frdt'krd), n. A South Ameri

can bird of the sub-family Gynmoderirae

(which see).

Fruit-culture (frbtfkul-tur), n. The sys

tematic cultivation, propagation, or rearing

of fruit or fruit-trees.

Fucnsine (fuks'in), n. [From resembling

the fuchsia in colour. ] A beautiful aniline

colour; magenta.

Fulgurous (ful'gu-ms), a. Flashing like

lightning. ' A fulgurous impetuosity almost

beyond human.' Carlyle.

Fume, n. [add ] The incense of praise;

hence, inordiuate flattery. ' To smother him

with fumes and eulogies . . . because he is

rich.' Burton.

Fume, v.t. [add.] To worship as by offer

ing incense to; hence, to flatter excessively

*lhey demi-deify and fume him bo.* Opw-

per.

Function (fungk'shon), r.t". To perform or

discharge a function; to act Ency Brit

Functionate (fungk'shon-at). v.i. Same as

Function.

Fungaceous (fung'ga'shusV a. Pertaining

or relating to the order of Fungi

Furibund (fu'ri-buud), o. [L. furibundus.)

Furious; raging; mad.

Poor Louiwn Chabray , . . tuu Ji garter i

her neck, asxdfuribitnd Amazons at each cndL

i'j'vt.'.*

FuriOSO (fu-ri-6'so), n. A violent, raging,

furious person. * A violent man and a

furioso was deaf to all this.' Bp. Backet.

Futilltarian (fu-tiT'i-ta"ri-an), n, [A word

formed on the type of utilitarian, and in

volving a sneer at the philosophic school

so called] A person given to useless or

worthless pursuits. Southey.

Futilltarian (fu-tin-ta'ri-an), a. Devoted

to worthless or useless pursuits, aims, or tht

like. "The utilitarian philanthropist (Ben-

tham) or the /utilitarian misanthropist

(Carlyle).' Fitiedward Sail.

Fyrd,Fyrdung(f6rd, fer'dnngX n. [A Sax.)

In old Eng hist the military array or land

force of the whole nation, comprising all

males able to bear arms; a force resemblirtg

the Qerman landwehr.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull: oil. pound; ti, Sc. abune; y. Sc lr%
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Gabblement ( gabl-ment ), n. The act of

gabbling ; inarticulate sounds uttered with

rapidity; chattering. CarlyU.

Gabellman (ga'bel-man), n. [See Gabel ] A

tax-collector; a gabeler. 'Gabellmen and

excisemen. ' Carlyle.

Gad-fly, n, [add.] One who is constantly

going about; a Beeker after pleasure or

gaiety; a gadabout

Harriet may turn gadfiy, and never be easy but

when she is forming parties. Richardson.

Gaff (gaf), v.t. In angling, to strike or se

cure by means of a gaff-hook, as a salmon.

Gaffsman (gafs'man), n. An attendant on

an angler who aids in landing the fish by

means of a gaff-hook.

The attendant gaffsman stands or crouches, with

\ sharp-pointed steel hook attached to a short ashen

staff called a gaff, waiting his opportunity.

Ency. Brit.

Gaidheal (gu'el or gal), n. pi. Gaidheil (giV-

il or gal). One of the Gadhelic branch of

the Celtic race.

Gainsay (giin'aa), n. Opposition In words ;

contradiction. 'An air and tone admitting

of no gainsay or appeal.' Irving.

Gainsome, a. [add.] Well-formed; hand

some; gainly. [Rare.)

A gentleman, noble, wise.

Faithful, and gainsome. Massinger.

Gallicanism (gal'i-kan-izni), ft The prin

ciples or policy of the liberal party in the

Roman Catholic Church of France, who

strive to maintain the ancient privileges of

their church, and to defend it from the ag

gressions of ritramontanism.

Galvanometry (gal-van-om'et-ri), n. The

art or process of determining the force of

electric or galvanic currents; rheometry.

Galvanoplasty (gal-van'o-plas-ti), n. Same

as Electrotypy.

Gamopetalse (ga-mo-pet'a-le), n. pi. In hot.

a term applied to plants which have the

petals united into a single corolla. See POLV-

PETALJC.

Ganteine (gan'te-Iu), n, [Ft. gant, a glove.]

A saponaceous composition, used to clean

kid and other leather gloves, composed of

small shavings of curd soap 1 part, water

3 parts, and essence of citron 1 part.

Gap (gap)* ''■'■ 1- To notch or jag; to cut

into teeth like those of a Baw. ' A cut with

agap'd knife.' Sterne.—2. To make a break

or opening, as in a fence, wall, or the like.

Ready! take aim at their leader—their masses are

gapp'd with oar grape. Tennyson.

Gape, «. [add] pi. A fit of yawning.

Another hour of music was to give delight or the

gapes, as real or affected taste for it prevailed.

Miss Austen.

Gaper, n. [add] Oneof the Eurylaimime,

a sub-family of flssirostral insessorial birds.

Gaping-stock (g:lp'ing-stok), n. A person

or thing that is an object of open-mouthed

wonder, curiosity, or the like.

[ was tn be a gaping-stock and a scorn to the young

volunteers. God-win.

Garb (garb), v.t. To dress; to clothe.

These black dog-Dons

Garb themselves bravely. Tennyson.

Garden-party (gaYdn-pSr-ti), n. A select

company invited to an entertainment held

on the lawn or In the garden attached to a

private residence.

Gasogene (gas'o-jen), n. Same as Gazogene.

Gasolene, Gasoline (gas'o-ien, gos'o-lin), n.

Same as Air-gas (which see).

Gastrolith (gas'tro-lith), n. [Gr. gaster, the

belly, and lithos, a stone. ] A concretion

found in the stomach; specifically, one of

those concretionB called crab's eyrts formed

in the stomach of the crayfish. See Crab's

Eyes under CRAB.

Gaunch (gansh), n. A Turkish mode of

punishment. See GANCH, v.t.

I would rather suffer the gaunch than put the

smallest constraint on your person or inclinations.

H. Brockt.

Gazee fga-ze'), n. One who is gazed at. 'Re

lieve both parties— gazer and gazee.' De

Quincey.

Gelastic (je-laa'tlk), a. [Gr. gelastikos, per

taining to laughter, gelastes, a laughter,

from gelao, to laugh.] Calculated or fit for

raising laughter. ' Dilating and expanding

the gelastic muscles.' Tom Brown.

Gelastic (je-las'tik), n. Something capable

of exciting smiles or laughter. [Rare.]

Happy man would be his dole who, when he had

made op his mind in dismal resolution to a dreadful

course of drastics, should find that gelastics had been

Substituted, not of the Sardonian kind. Southey.

Gelose (je'los). n. [L.gelo, to congeal.} Same

as Agar-agar.

Gemmary, n. [add.] That branch of know

ledge which treats of gems or precious

stones. [Rare.]

In painting and gemmary Fortunato, like his

countrymen, was a quack. Pot.

Genealogy, n. [add] Progeny; offspring;

generation. [Rare.]

The family consisted of an old grey-headed man

and his wife, with five or six sons and sons-in-law,

and their several wives, and a joyous genealogy out

of them. Sterne.

Genuflect (je'nu-flekt), v.i. To kneel, as in

worship; to make a genuflection or genu

flections.

Geogeny (j^oj'e-ni). n. [Gr. as, earth, and

gen, root of genesis, &c.j That branch of

natural science which treats of the forma

tion of the earth; geogony.

Geology (or rather geogeny let us call it, that we

may include all those mineralogical and meteorologi

cal changes that the word geology, as now used, re

cognizes but tacitly) is a specialised part of this spe

cial astronomy. H. Spencer.

Geognosis (gC-og-na'sis), n. [Gr. ge, earth,

And gnosis, a knowiqg.] A knowledge of

the earth.

He has no bent towards exploration, or the enlarge

ment of our geognosis. George Eliot.

Geolatry (ge-ol'a-tri), n. [Gr. gt, earth, and

latreia, worship. ] Earth-worship or the

worship of terrestrial objects.

To this succeeded astrolatry in the East, and geol

atry in the Waft Sir G. Cox.

Geophagous (je-ofa-gus), o. Earth-eating;

as, geopnagous tribes.

Gnawazee, Ghawazl (gu-wa'ze), n. The

name given to a tribe of Egyptian dancing-

girls: often confounded with the A lines or

A Imehs, who are principally female singers.

The Ghawazee perform, unveiled, in the public

streets, even to amuse the rabble. Lane.

Ghazl (ga'ze). «. [Ar., contr. of ghazi-ud-din,

champion of the faith.] A title of honour

assumed by or conferred on those Moham

medans who have distinguished themselves

in battle against the 'infidels.'

Gib (jib), ft. To pull against the bit, as a

horse; to jib.

Gigater (gig'ster), n. A horse suitable for a

gig-

The gigster, or light harness horse, may also be a

hack, and many are used for both purposes, with

benefit both to themselves and their masters

J.H. Walsh.

Gilt, n. [add.] Gold; money.

Three corrupted men, . . .

Have, for the gilt of France,—O guilt indeed!—

Confirm'd conspiracy with fearful France. Shalt.

Gingelly (jin-jelli), n. An Indian name of

Sesamum indieum and Sesamum orientate

and their seed.

Gingltic (j'in-jit'ik), a. Pertaining to gin-

gelTy or its seed. —Gingitic oil, a bland oil of

a fine quality expressed from the seeds of

the Sesamum indieum, often used in India

as a salad-oil. It will keep for many years

without becoming rancid. See TEEL.

Glngo, Ginkgo (jin'go, jingk'go), n. The Ja

panese name for the maidenhair-tree (Salis-

ouria adianti/olia). See Salisburia.

Glacier, ft [add. ]— Glacier tables, large

stones found on glaciers supported on pedes

tals of ice. The stones attain this peculiar

Glacier Table.

position by the melting away of the ice

around them, and the depression of Its gen

eral surface by the action of the sun and

rain. The block, like an umbrella, protects <

the ice below it, from both; and accordingly I

its elevation measures the level of the gla

cier at a former period. By and by the stone

table becomes too heavy for the column of

ice on which it rests, or its equilibrium be

comes unstable, whereupon it topples over,

and falling on the surface of the glacier de-

feuds a new space of ice, and begins to

mount afresh. Prof. J. D. Forbes.

Glacier-snow (gla'shi-er-sno), n. Same as

AVixf (which see).

Glass-rope (glas'rop), n. A name given to

a species of Biliceous sjwnge (Hyalonema

Sieooldii) found in Japan. It consists of a

cup-shaped sponge -body, supported by a

rope of long twisted siliceous fibres, which

are sunk in the mud of the sea bottom.

Gliddery (glid'der-i), a. [Connected with

glide.] Not affording firm footing; slippery.

[Provincial.]

Two men led my mother down a steep and glid

dery stairway. Jt. D. Blackmore.

Glimmer-gowk (glim'mer-gouk), n. An

owl, ' Like a graat glimmer-gowk wi' 'is

glasses athurt 'is noase.* Tennyson. [Pro

vincial English.]

Gloam (glom), n. The twilight; gloaming.

I saw their starved lips in the gloam.

With horrid warning gaped wide. Keats.

Globe (glob), v. i. To become round or globe-

shaped. E. B. Browning.

Gloomth (glbmth). n. The state of being

dim, obscure, or gloomy; partial darkness

' The gloomth of abbeys and cathedrals '

H. Walpole.

Gloryt (glo'ri), v.t To make glorious; to

magnify and honour in worship; to glorify.

'The troop that gloried Venus on her wed

ding day.' Greene.

Glottic (glot'ik), a. Of or pertaining to glot-

tology; glottological.

Glottologlst (glot-ol'o-jist), «, A student

of or one versed in glottology; aglossologist,

Glout (glout), ft, A sullen or sulky look or

manner; a pout.—In the glout, in the sulks.

[Provincial English.]

Mamma was in the glout with her poor daughter

all the way. Richardson.

Glucoslde (glu'kd-std), n. One of a large

group of substances, derived from animal

or vegetable products, possessing the com

mon property of yielding glucose and other

products when they are boiled with dilute

acids, or are acted on by certain ferment*.

Glumly (glum'li), adv. In a glum or sullen

manner; with moroseness.

Gnarl (narl), n. A growl; a snarl.

My caress provoked a long guttural gnarl.

E. Bronte.

Gnomed (ndm'ed), a. Haunted or inhabited

by a gnome or gnomes. 'The haunted air

and gnomed mine.' Keats.

Gnostic," [add.] Knowing; well-informed;

skilful. [Old slang ]

I said you were a d—d gnostic fellow. Sir W, Scott.

Gnostlcally (nos'tik-al-li), adv. Iu a gnos

tic or knowing manner; skilfully. [Slang. |

He was tog'd gnostically enough. Sir W. Scctt.

Goadster (g6d'ster), n. One who drives with

a goad ; a goadsman. ' Goadsters iu classi

cal costume.' Carlyle.

Goal,'' [add.] In/e>otf»aW,(a)acertain space

at opposite ends of the ground marked by

two upright posts, between which it is the

object of the players on one Bide to drive

the ball, while the other side strive to pre

vent its passage through, (b) The act of

driving the ball through between the posts;

as, the game was won by three goals to none

Goat-l>epper (got'pep-er). n. A species of

Capsicum orCayenne pepper (Capsicumfru-

tescens).

Godshouse t (godz'hous), n. An almshouse.

Camden.

Golden, a. [add. ]—Golden fleece, an order of

knighthood: the Toison a'or. See under

TOISON. -—Golden rose, in the It. Cath. Ch. an

ornament of gold, musk, and balsam, con

secrated by the pope on the fourth Sunday

in Lent It was anointed with chrism and

sprinkled with perfumed dust; and after

benediction it was set upon the altar during

mass, and then carried away in the pope's

hands to be sent to some favoured prince,

some eminent church, or distinguished per

sonage.

Gombo (gom'bo), n. See Abelmoschus.

Gompnolite (gom'fo-lit), n. [Gr. aomphos.

a nail, and lithos, atone.] Same as bagetjtuh.

Gonanglum (go-nan'ji-um), n. [Gr. gonos,

offspring, and angeion, a vessel.] In zool.

same as Gonotheca.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. \och; g. go; J, job; ft. Ft. ton; ng, si«</; th. (Aen; th. thin; w, wig; wh, tcAig; th, azure—See KEY.
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Goody (gud'iX a. Mawkishly well Inten*

tioned. See Goody-good.

All this may b« mcsc geody weakness and twaddle

on my part. Sterling.

GOOgUl (gO'gul), n. See BALSAMODKNDRON.

Goor (t,'6r), n. 9ee Dziooetai.

Goora-nut (gor'a-nut). See Cola-nut.

Gooseberry-motll (gos'be-ri-nioth), n. See

Magpie-moth.

Gordlan (gor'di-an), v.t. To tie or bind up;

to complicate In knots; to knot [Rare,

perhaps unique.]

Lock-, bright enough to make me mad ;

_ _/ were simply gorduw'd up and braided.

Leaving, in itaked comeliness, unshaded.

Her pearl round ears, white neck, and orbed brow.

Keats.

Gormagon (gor'mn-gon), n. A member of

a brotherhood, somewhat similar to the

Freemasons, which existed from 1725 to

173S. Pope.

Gowdie, Gowdy (gou'di), n. A fish of the

goby family (Callyonimus); a dragouet.

[Scotch.] See Callyonimus.

Graafian (grafi-an), a. [From Regnier de

Graaf, a Dutch physician of the seventeenth

century.] Graafian vesicles, in anat. numer-

inis small globular transparent follicles

found in the ovaries of mammals. They are

developed for the special purpose of expel

ling the ovum. Small at first and deeply

bedded in the ovary, they gradually ap

proach the surface, and finally burst and

discharge the ovum.

Gracy (gra'si), a. Pertaining to or teaching

the doctrines of grace; evangelical. 'A

gracy sermon like a Presbyterian.' Pepys.

Graduate, t>. [add.] In England the regu

lar usage is to say that a person graduates

(takes an academical degree); in the United

States it is more common to say that he is

graduated; as, Longfellow was graduated

at Bowdoin College.

Graham-bread (gram'bred), n. [From the

name of an American lecturer on dietetics.]

A name given in the United States to brown-

bread.

Grand-aunt (jrrand'ant), n. The aunt of

one's father or mother.

Grand-uncle (grand'ung-kl), n. The uncle

of one's father or mother.

Grasplngness (grasp'ing-nes), n. The state

or character of being grasping; rapacity.

Richardson.

Graapleas (grasp'les), a. Not grasping; re

laxed.

From my gras/less hand

Drop friendship's precious pearls, like hour-glass

sand. fWii m£*

Grassant (gras'ant), a. [L. grassari, to be

moving about. ] Moving about; stirring; in

full swing. ' Malefactors and cheats every

where grassant' Roger North.

Grave-fellow (grav'fel-Io), n. One who lies

in the same grave as another; the sharer of

a grave. ' The grave-fellow of Elisha raised

with the touch of his bones.' Fuller.

Grave -man (grav'nian), n. A sexton; a

gravedigger. Wm. Combe.

Gravlgrade (gra'vi-grad), a. Of or pertain

ing to the Gravigrada; as, the gravigrade

family includes the extinct megatherium,

mylodon, <fcc.

Gray, a. [add.]—Gray cotton. Gray goods, a

commercial name for unbleached and un-

dyed cotton cloth.

Gray, Grey (era), v.t To canse to become

gray; to change to a gray colour.

Canst tliou undo a wrinkle.

Or change but the complexion of one hair?

Yet thou hastfray'd a thousand. Shirley.

Grecian, n. [ add. ] A gay roistering fel

low. 'A well-booted Grecian in a fustian

frock and jockey cap.' Grave*. See under

Grig. [Colloq. or slang ]

Green (gren). v. i. To grow green; to become

covered with verdure ; to be verdurous.

'Yonder greening tree.' Tennyson. 'By

greening slope and singing flood.' WhittUr,

Greenth (grenth), »i. The quality of being

green ; greenness. ' The gleams and greenth

of Bummer.' George Eliot.

I found my garden brown and bare, but these rains

have recovered \he g~> tenth. //. ll'alp*le.

Gregorian (gre-go'ri-an), n. One of a club

or brotherhood somewhat similar to the

Freemasons, which existed in the early part

of the eighteenth century.

Let Poet* and Historians

Record the brave Gregvrianj,

In long and lasting lays. Carey.

Grim (grim), r t. To make grim : to give a

forbidding or fcar-fnspiring aspect to 'To

withdraw. . . into lurid half-light, grimmed

by the shadow of that Red Flag of theirs.'

CarlyU.

Grizzle (grizT), v.i. To grow gray or grizzly;

to become gray-haired. Emerson.

GroDian(grob'i-an).n, [G.,fromproo, coarse.]

A coarse, ill-bred fellow; a rudelout; a boor.

' Grobians and sluts.' Burton,

He who is a jrrvbian in his own company will

sooner or later uecoine a grobian in that of his

friends. Kingsley.

Grog (grog), v.t. 1. To make Into grog by

mixing water with spirits. —2. To extract

grog from, by pouring hot water into an

empty spirit cask, by which means a weak

spirit may be extracted from the wood.

[Excise slang.]

Ground-game (gronnd'gflm), «. A name

given to nares, rabbits, and the like, as dis

tinguished from winged-game, as pheasants,

grouse, partridges, dec.

Ground-thrush (ground'thrush), n. See

CISCLOSOMA.

Growler, n. [add.] A four-wheel cab.

[Slang.]

By a process of extremely natural selection the so-

called growler is gradually disappearing before the

more genial Hansom. Standard Hewsfa/er.

Grubby fgrub'i), a. Dirty; unclean. 'A

grubby lot of sooty sweeps or colliers.'

Hood.

Grudgment (gruj'ment), n. The act of

grudging; discontent; dissatisfaction. [Bare.]

This, see, which at my breast I wear.

Ever did (rather to jicyalh'i gruaj; mc*it)

And ever shall. Browning.

Graft (gruft), v.t To begrime; to befoul; to

besmear. "Is noase sa arufted wi' snuff.'

Tennyson. [Provincial English.]

Grampian (gruni'pish), a. Surly; gruff;

cross; grumpy. 'If you blubber or look

grumpish.' Mrs. TroUope.

Grutcnt (gruch), n. A grudge. Hudxbras.

Grayere (gro-yar'), n, [From Gruyeres, a

small town in the canton of Freiburg, Switz

erland.] A kind of Swiss cheese held in

much repute. It is made of large size, is

firm and dry, and* exhibits numerous cells

of considerable magnitude.

Guffaw (guf-fa'X v.i. To burst into a loud

or sudden laugh.

Guidelessnese (gidles-nes), n. The state or

condition of being destitute of a guide or of

wanting a director; want of guidance. 'To

fight with poverty and guideUssness.' Kings-

ley.

Guldonlan (gwe-dd'nl-an), a. Of or pertain

ing to Guido Aretino, or to the hexachordal

system of music said to be introduced by

him.

Guilala (gwe-HHa), *. See Bilalo.

Guile (git), n. As much liquor as is brewed

at once. [Provincial English.]

Thee best befits a lowly style.

Teach Dennis how to stir the guile. Swift.

Guillotinement (gil-lo-ten'ment), n. De

capitation by means of the guillotine.

In this poor National Convention, broken, bewil-

dered by long terror, perturbations, and gHiHoitne-

ment. there is no pilot. CarlyU.

Gulden (gol'den), n. The florin of Austria-

Hungary, nominally equal to 2*. British

money.

Gulf ( gulf X v. t. To engulf : to absorb or

swallow up, as in a gulf. 'Gulfed with Pro

serpine and Tantalus.' Sirtnourne.

Gumby (gum'bi). n. A kind of drum used

by the negroes of the West Indies, made out

of a piece of a hollow tree, about 6 feet long,

with a skin braced over it. It is carried by

one man while another beats it with ins

open hands. 'A squad of drunken black

vagabonds, singing and playing on gumbies,

or African drums.' Mich. Scott.

Gunnel (giin'el), n. A kind of fish. See

Butterfish.

Gup, Gup-shup (gup, gup'shup), n. In

India, gossip; tattle; topics of the time and

place; current rumours.

Gustful fgUBt'ful). a. Attended with gusts;

gusty. 'A gustful April morn.' Tennyson.

Guzzle, n. [add. ] Drink; intoxicating li

quors. ' Sealed Winchesters of threepenny

guzzle.' Tom Brown.

Gymnoblastic (jim-no-blas'tik), a. [Or.

gymnoM, naked, and blastos, a bud. ] Applied

to those Hydrozoa in which the nutritive

and reproductive buds are not protected by

horny receptacles. Allman.

Gymnodontldaa (Jim-nd-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[Or. gymnos, naked, and odout, odontos, a

tooth.] A family of teleostenn fishes, com

prising the Linntean genus Diodon (which

see). Called also Dindontida*.

GynjBolatry, Geneolatry (jin-c ol'a-tri), n.

[Gr. gynf, a woman, and latreia, worship )

The extravagant adoration or worship of

woman. J. it Lowell.

Gynethusia (J>n-e-thu'si-a). n. [Gr. gyne. a

woman, and thusia, a sacrifice, an offering )

The sacrifice of women. 'A kind of Suttee-

gynethusia,&s> it has been termed.' Archaro-

lugia, 1S6U

Gyrational < jl-ra'shon-al), a. Of, pertaining

to, or characterized by gyration ; as. the

gyrational movements of the planets. R.A.

Proctor.

Gyrostat (Ji'ro-stat). n. [Gr. gyros, a circle,

and statikos, stationary- ] A modification

of the gyroscope, devised by Sir W. Thom

son to illustrate the dynamics of rotating

rigid bodies. It consists essentially of a fly

wheel with a massive rim, fixed on the

middle of an axis which can rotate ou fine

steel pivots inside a rigid case.

H.

Habilable (hnh'il-a-bl), a. Capable of being

clothed. 'The whole habitable and habit

able globe.' CarlyU.

Habilatory (hab'il-a-to-ri), a. Pertaining

or relating to habiliments or clothing.

' The arcana of habilatory art. ' Ld. Lytion.

For indeed is not the dandy culottic, hitbilaeory,

by way of existence ; a cloth-animal ! CarlyU '

Hacklet (hak'let), n. A marine bird:
probably one of the shear-waters. • The

choughs cackled, the hacklets wailed.'

Kingsley.

Hacklog (hak'lofr), n. A chopping-block
• A kind of editorial backlog on which . . .

to chop straw.' Carlyle.

Hsematocrya (he-ma-tok'ri-a), n. pi. (Or.

haima, haimatos, blood, and cryos, cold- ]

Prof. Owen's name for the cold-blooded ver

tebrates, which include the fishes, amphib

ians, and reptiles.

Haematocryal ( he - ma • tok ' ri - al ), a Id

zoid. pertaining or belonging to the Hsema

tocrya; cold-blooded.

Hsematotherma (he'ma-to-ther"ma\ n. pi.

(Gr. haima, haimatos, blood, and tkermm.

warm.] Prof. Owen's name for the warm

blooded vertebrates, which include the

mammals and birds.

Hasmatothermal (he'ma-to-ther*'mal). a

In tool, pertaining or belonging to the

Hseniatothenna; warm-blooded

Hagrweed (hag 'wed), n. The common

broom, in allusion to the popular supersti

tion that hags or witches rode through the

air on broom-sticks.

For awful coveys of terrible thin?* . . .

On hagivetd broom-sticks, and leathern wines.

Are hovering round the hut. Hmcd.

Hair-splitter (har'split-er), n. One given

to hair-splitting or making nice distinctions

in reasoning. 'The cavilling hair-splitter '

De Quineey.

Half, n. [add.] A common schoolboys*

term for a session ; a contraction of half-

year; the term between vacations.

It's a Jolly time, too, Retting to the end of the ka.'f.

r. Hufhei

Half-baited (hafbakt), a. Not thoroughly

baked; hence, raw; inexperienced; silly

He treated his cousin as a sort of harmless lunatic.

and, as they say in Devon, ha/f-baJted. Kingsley.

Halfling t (haTling). n. A halfpenny ; the

half of an old silver penny. 'Not a silver

penny, not a halfling. Sir W. Scott.

Halfness (haf'nes), n. The state of being in

halves; the being or acting in a condition

or manner not nearly bo complete or thor

ough as required, desired, or expected.

Emerson,

Half-round, u. [add.] t A hemisphere

' This fair half-round, this ample azure

sky. ' Prior.

Half-truth (haf 'trbth), n, A proposition

or statement only partially true, or that

only conveys part of the truth; a statement

not wholly true.' E. B. Browning

Halite Chant), n. [Gr. hats, salt, and Uthor.

st otic. ] Common salt when in the form of

rock-salt

Halltherlum (ha-li-the'ri-umX n- [Gr

hals, halos, the sea, and theHon, a beast |

A fossil cetaceous animal of the order ^i re

nin, and closely allied to the dugnDgs or

sea-cows. Its remains are found in the ter

tiary system.

Fata, far, fat, fall: me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not. move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. ley.
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Hama (ha'ma), n. Same as A ma.

Haniite (ham'it), n. A descendant of Ham,

one of the sons of Noah; an Ethiopian; a

negro.

Hammer, n. [add.]—Hammer and tongs,

a colloquial expression meaning with great

noise, vigour, or violence; violently; vigor

ously. 'While you were pelting away ham

mer and tongs.' Dickens.

Hand-flower Tree, "■ Same as Cheiros-

temon platanoides. See Cheibostemok.

Handjar (hand' jar), n. [ Ar. khan-djar. )

A dagger. 'Armed with all the weapons

of Palikari, handjar* and yataghans.' Dis-

raeli.

Handspring (handspring), n. A kind of

somersault in which the performer touches

the ground with the palms of his hands

when his feet are raised in the ttir.

Hanger, n. [add.] An elementary char

acter traced by children in learning to

write.

Hanging-compass (hang'ing-kum-pas), n.

See under Compass.

Hanging-post (hang'ing-post), n. The

post on which a door or gate is hung or

hinged.

Hanging -wall (hang'ing-wal), n. In

mining, the upper wall of an inclined vein;

the rock which hangs over the lode. Ure.

Hara-kiri (ha'ra-kl'ri). Same as Harri-

karri.

Harateen (ha-ra-ten'). Same as Barren

teen.

Hard-bitten ( hard ' bit - n ). a. Sharp-

tongued. 'A shrewd, hard-bitten, choleric

old fellow.' Kingsley.

Harman-beck t (har'man-bek), n. Same

as Beck-harman. Sir W. Scott.

Harshen (harsh'n), v.t. 1. To render harsh

or hard and rough.

His brow was wrinkled now, his features harsh-

ened. Ktngstey.

2. To render peevish, morose, or austere.

Three years of prison might be some excuse for a

soured and harshened spirit. Kingsley.

Harvestry (hiir'vest-ri), n. The act or

operation of harvesting ; that which is

reaped and gathered in; crop. Swinburne,

Hash, n, [add.]—To make a hash, to cut

or knock to pieces; to make a mess; to

destroy or ruin completely. 'Bold Drake,

the chief who made a tine hash of all the

powers of Spain.' R. H. Barham.

Hateable (hat'a-bl), a. Same as Ratable.

Carlyle.

Hatstand, Hat-tree (hat'stand, hat'tre), n.

A stand, generally in the form of an up

right stem with branching arms, for hanging

hats on.

Hatt (hat), n. Same as Hattisherif.

Having (hav'ing), a. Covetous; greedy.

Martha, more lax on the subject of primogeniture,

was sorry to think that Jane was so ' having.'

George Eliot.

Hawbuck (ha'buk), n. [Lit. hedge-buck,

the haw- being the same as haw- of haw

thorn.] An unmannerly lout; a clown.

Hood.

Hawkish (hak'ish), a. Pertaining to or re

sembling a hawk; rapacious; fierce.

She must have been very beautiful as a young girl,

but was now too fierce and hawkish looking.

H. Ktngsley.

My leamed friends ! most swift and sharp are you ;

oftemper most accipitral. hatt/kish, aquiline. Carlyte.

Hawm (bam), *.< To lounge; to loiter; to

loaf. 'Guzzlin' an soakin' an' smoakin' an'

hawmin' about i" the laanes.' Tennyson.

[Provincial English]

Hay. n. [add. ]—To make hay, to throw into

confusion ; to scatter everything about in

disorder.

O, father, how you are making hay of my things !

Afist Edgetvorth.

T-urniturc. crockery, fender, fire-irons lay in one

vast heap of broken confusion in one comer of the

room. . , . The fellows were mad with fighting

too. I wish they hadn't come licre, and made hay

afterwards. H. Kingsley.

Hay-asthma (ha'ast-ma), n. Same aB Hay-

Jeter. Southey.

Heap, n. [add.]— To strike all of a heap,

to throw into bewilderment or perplexity;

to confound; to surprise or astonish to an

extreme degree. See Aheap.

Now was I again struck all t>f a heap. However,

soon recollecting myself. 'Sir. said 1, 'I have not

the presumption to hope such an honour.'

Richardson.

Heaped (hept), p. and a. Piled or raised

into a heap. — Heaped measure, quantity

ascertained by overfilling the measuring

vessel, a cone of the goods being formed, its

base being the top of the vessel. Such

measure is used for coals, potatoes, fruit, or

other goods which cannot be conveniently

stricken, that is, made level with the top

of the measure by passing a straight bar

over it.

Heart-certain (hart'ser-tan orhurt'ser-tin),

n. Thoroughly sure or certain.

One felt htart-ecrtain that he could not miss

His quick-gone love. Keats.

Hearth-stead (harth'sted), u. The place of

the hearth.

The most sacred spot upon earth to him was his

father's hearth-stead. Soitthey.

Heart-shake (hart'shak), n. A defect in

timber characterized by cracks extending

from the pith outwards.

Heat, n. [add] Sexual excitement or de

sire iu animals.

Hebdomadally (heb-dom'ad-al-li), adv.

By the week; from week to week. Con-

temp. Rev.

Hecatontome (hek'a-ton-tom), n. [Gr.

hekaton, a hundred, and tomos, a volume.]

An aggregate of a hundred volumes.

' Whole necatontomes of controversy.'

Milton. [Rare.]

Hectastyle (hek'ta-stil), a. [Gr. hektos,

sixth, and stylos, a pillar or column. An

incorrect form for hexastyle.] Having six

pillars or columns. ' Hectastyle porticoes.'

Defoe.

Hederate t (he'de-rat), tj. t . [L. hedera, ivy. ]

To adorn or crown with ivy, a chaplet of ivy

being awarded to victors in the Olympian

games.

He appeareth there neither Iatrreated nor hederatrd

poet. Fuller.

Hedge -Wine (hej'wln), n. Poor, worth

less, or very inferior wine. ' Homely cakes

and harsh hedge-wine.' Chapman.

Hedonics (he-don'iks), n. That branch of

ethics which treats of the doctrine of plea

sure; the science of active or positive plea

sure or enjoyment

Heliograph (he'li-6-graf), v.t. and i. To

convey or communicate by means of a helio-

stat or similar instrument; as. General 11.

heliographed to General S. [Recent.]

Heliotroplcally (he'li-o-trop"ik-al-li), adv.

In aheliotropic manner; by turning towards

the sun or the light. Darwin.

Hellenism, n. [add.] The type of char

acter usually considered peculiar to the

ancient Greeks or Hellenes, and which con

sidered intellectual culture, a love of the

beautiful, and of ease and grace in motion

and action, as among the most important

elements in human well-being or perfection.

Heloderma (he-lo-der'ma), n. [Gr. helos, a

nail, a stud, a wart or knob, and derma,

skin.] A Mexican genus of lizards, of which

one species at least, If horridum, has been

proved to be venomous, a specimen of it

brought to the Zoological Gardens, London,

in 18S2, having killed a guinea-pig in three

afe

Heloderma horridum.

minutes by its venom. All its teeth are

furnished with poison glands. Stories of a

venomous lizard inhabiting Mexico had long

been current, but were disbelieved, all

known lizards being harmless. H. horridum

is about 3 feet long; the body is rather thick

and squat, and covered with numerous

rough scales. It forms burrows for itself

under the roots of trees, is nocturnal in

habits, and is said to feed on Insects, worms,

millepeds, Ac.

Hemathermal (h£-ma-ther'mal), a. Per

taining or relating to the hematherms;

hsematotherm al.

Hematography (he-ma-tog'ra-ft), n. [Gr.

haima, haimatos, blood, and graphe, writ

ing. ] A description of the blood.

Hemlspherold (he-mi-sfer'oid), n. The

half of a spheroid.

Hemostatic (he - mo - stat ' ik ), a. [Gr.

haima, blood, and statikos, causing to

stand. ] Relating or pertaining to stagnation

of the blood; causing stagnation of the blood.

Henothelsm (hen'o-the-izm), n. [Gr. heis,

henos, one, and them, god.] See following

extract.

If we must have a general name for the earliest

form of religion among the Vedic Indians it can be

neither Monotheism nor Polytheism, but only Heno-

theism, a belief and worship of those single objects,

whether semi-tangible or intangible, in which man

first suspected the presence of the Invisible and the

Infinite, each of which was raised into something

more than finite, more than natural, more than con.

ceivable; and thus grew in the end to be ... a God

endowed with the highest qualities which the human

intellect could conceive at the various stages of its

growth. MaxMuller.

Henotlc (he-not'ik). a. [Gr. hex*, henos, one ]

Tending to make one, to unite, or to recon

cile; harmonizing. 'Henotic teaching.' Glad-

stone.

Henpeck (heu'pek), n. The rule or govern

ment of a husband by his wife; henpecking.

* Dying of heartbreak coupled with henpeck.'

CarlyU, [Rare]

Heptad (hep'tad), n. [Gr. heptas, heptados,

a unity of seven, from hepta, seven.] In

chew, an atom whose equivalence is seven

atoms of hydrogen, or which can be com

bined with, substituted for, or replaced by

Beven atoms of hydrogen.

Herrlnger (her'ing-ger), n. A person en

gaged in herring-fishery. ' A lot of long

shore merchant skippers and herringers who

went about calling themselves captains.'

Kingsley.

Hesperornls (hes-per-or'nis), n. [Gr. hes-

peros, evening, the west, and ornis. a bird]

A fossil bird found in the chalk formation

of KansaB; a grebe-like bird about 0 feet

long, with small wings, and differing from

all known birds (recent) in having its jaws

armed with teeth, which are not set in

sockets, but in a common groove.

Hetairism (he-ti'rizm), n. Same as Heta-

rism. Sir J. Lubbock.

Heterocercy (he'te-ro-ser"si), n. Inequality

in the lobes of the tail iu fishes. See He-

TEROCERCAL.

Heterodont (he'te-ro-dont), n. [Gr. heteros,

different, and odous, odontos, a tooth]

Same as Diphyodont.

Heterceceous (tie-te-re'8hus), a. Pertaining

to or characterized by heteroecism.

Heteroeclflm (he-te-re'sizm), n. (Gr. heteros,

different, and oikos, a house.] A condition

characterized by a different state of develop

ment occurring In a parasitic organism

(especially fungi) as it changes its seat from

one body to another.

Heterogamy (he-te-rog'a-mi), n. The state

or quality of being heterogamous; mediate

or indirect fertilization of plants.

Heterology (he-te-rol'o-ji), n. In biol. want

or abseuce of relation or analogy between

parts, resulting from, their consisting of

different elements or of the same elements

in different proportions; difference in struc

ture from the type or normal form resulting

from morbid action.

Heteromorphlsm, n. [add.] The state or

quality of being heteromorphic; deviation

from the normal, perfect, or mature form;

existence under different forms at different

stages of development ; specifically, (a) In

entom. wide difference in form between the

larva and the adult insect. (6) In bot. the

property of having flowers differing from

one another in the nature of their repro

ductive organs.

Heteromorphy (he'te ro-mor-fi), n. Same

as Heteromorphism.

Heteronomous (he-te-ron'om-us), o. Per

taining or relating to heteronomy; subject

to the law of another.

Heteronomy (he-te-ron'o-mi), n. [Gr. he

teros, different, and nomos, a law.] Subor

dination or subjection to the law of another:

opposed to autonomy; especially, in the

Kantian philosophy, the being governed or

guided by the laws or restrictions imposed

on us by nature or by our appetites, passions,

and desires, and not by reason.

Heterophemy (he-te-rof*e-mi), n. [Gr. he

teros, different, and phtmi, to speak. ] 1. The

saying of one thing when anotherwasmeant;

specifically, a disordered or morbid mental

condition which leads to the saying or

writing of one thing when another was

meant; physical incapacity to express one's

ideas in language conveying a correct im

pression.—2. Mispronunciation.

Heteroplastic (he'te-ro-plas"tik), a. [Gr.

heteros, different, and plattikos, plastic,

from plassO, to form.] Same as Heterolo

gous.

Heterotactous (he'te-ro-tak"tus). a. Per

taining to or characterized by heterotaxy;

ch, chain; ch, Sc. locA: g, g0; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sin//; TH, fAen; th. «Ain;
w, u»ig; wh, whig;-, zh, azniv —See KET.
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specifically, (a) In geol. irregular or not uni

form fn arrangement or stratification; heter

ogeneous, (b) In hot. having its organs de

viating in position or arrangement from a

normal type.

Heterotaxy (he'te-ro-tak"si), n. [Or. he-

teros, different, and taxis, arrangement]

Arrangement different from that existing in

a normal form or type; confused, abnormal,

or heterogeneous arrangement or structure.

Hexateuch (heks'a-tuk), n. [Or. hex, six.

and teuchos, a book.] The first six books of

the Old Testament.

Hey-go-mad (ha'go-mad). A colloquial ex

pression implying an intense or extreme

degree, boundlessness, absence of restraint,

or the like.

Away they go cluttering like hey-go-mad. Sterne.

Hey-passt (ha'pas), n. An interjectional

expression used by jugglers during the per

formance of their feats, and equivalent to

change or disappear suddenly!

You wanted but key-pass to have made your tran

sition like a mystical man of Sturbrid^e. But for

all your sleight of hand, our just exceptions against

liturgy are not vanished. Milton.

Hiding; (hid'ing). n. A Hogging, thrashing,

or beating. [Colloq]

I wasn't going to shed the beggar's blood : I was

only going to give him a hiding for his impudence.

C. Reade.

High, a. [add. ]—High wine, the strong Bpirit

obtained by the redistillation of the low

wines, or a strong alcoholic productobtained

by rectification.

High-horse (Whors), n. See under High.

Hill-fever (hil'fe-ver), n. Same as Jungle-

fever.

Hindleg (hindleg), n. One of the back or

posterior legs of anything; as, the hindleg

of a horse, of a chair, or the like.

Hipplatric (hip-pi-at'rik), a. Pertaining or

relating to farriery or veterinary surgery;

veterinary.

Hippiatry (hip'pi-at-ri), n. [Gr. hippos, a

horse, and wtros, a physician.] The art of

curing diseases of the horse; veterinary sur

gery.

Hirclne (her'sin), a. IX. hircus, a goat] Per

taining to or resembling a goat; having a

strong, rank smell like a goat; goatish.

Goat-like in aspect, and very hircine in many of its

habits, the chamois is often supposed to belong to

the goats rather than to the antelopes. J. G. Irood.

The landlady . . . pulled a hircine man or two

hither, and pushed a hircine man or two thither,

with the impassive countenance of a housewife mov

ing her furniture. C. Reade.

Hirundine (hi-run'dln), « Pertaining to

or resembling a swallow. 'Activity almost

stiper-Atrwndww. ' Carlyle.

Histrionicism (hls-tri-on'i-sizm), n. The

atrical, stilted, or artificial manners or de

portment; histrionism. W. Black.

Hoarsen (hdrs'n), v.t. or i. To make or to

grow hoarse.

I shall be obliged to hoarsen my voice and roughen

my character. Richardson.

The last words had a perceptible irony in their

hoarsened tone. George Bitot.

Hoggism(lio^'izm), ti. Same n& Bogyishness.

In hoggism sunk

I got with punch, alas! confounded drunk.

Wolcot.

Hoghood (hog/had), n. The nature or con

dition of a hog. 'Temporary conversion

into beasthood and hoghood.' Carlyle.

Holethnic (hol-eth'nik), a. Pertaining or

relating to a holethnos, or parent race.

'The holethnic history of the Aryans,' Aca

demy.

Holethnos (hol-eth'nosX n. [Or. holos, en

tire, whole, and ethnos, nation.] A primi

tive or parent stock or race of people not

yet divided into separate tribes or branches.

It seems hard to avoid the conclusion that the vari

ous Aryan nations of historical times are, linguisti

cally speaking, descended from a single primitive

tribe, conveniently termed the Aryan holethnos, in

contradistinction to its later representatives as

marked off by such lines of distinction as are found

between Hindoos and Greeks, and between the lat

ter and Teutons or Celts. Academy.

HolOblast (hol'o-blast). n. [Or. holos, whole,

entire, and blastos, a bud or germ.] In zool.

an ovum consisting entirely of germinal

matter: as contradistinguished from a mero-

blast (which see).

Holosterlc (hol-o-ster'ik). a. [Gr. holos,

whole, and stereos, solid.] Wholly solid :

speciflcally applied to barometers construc

ted wholly of solid materials, and so as to

show the variations of atmospheric pressure

without the intervention of liquids. The

aneroid barometer is an example.

Homethrust (hom'thrust), n. A well-

directed, effective, or telling thrust ; an ac

tion or remark which seriously affects a

rival or antagonist

The duke . . . felt this a home-thrust. Disraeli.

Homocercy (hd-md-ser'si), n. The state of

being homocercal; equality or symmetry in

the lobes of the tails of fishes.

Homogamy (ho-iuog'a-mi), n. The state of

being nomogamous; fertilization in a plant

when the stamens and pistil of a herma

phrodite flower mature simultaneously.

HomophonlC (hd-ni6-fon'ik), o. 1. Same as

Homophonous.—2. Speciflcally, in music, a

term applied to a composition consisting of

a principal theme or melody, with accom

panying parts merely serving to strengthen

it : contradistinguished from polyphonic

(which see).

Homoplasmy (hd-mO-plaz'mi), n. In biol.

the condition or quality of being homo

plastic; resemblauce between certain plants

or animals in particular organs or in general

habits, not resulting from descent from a

common stock, but from the influence of

surrounding circumstances.

Homotaxial (hd-md-tak'si-al), a. Pertain

ing or relating to homotaxy or homotaxis.

Homotaxy (ho-mo-tak'si), n. Same as Ho

motaxis. Huxley.

Homotypic (ho-mo-tip'ik), a. Same as Flo-

motypal.

Homotypy (ho-mot'i-pi). n. In compar.

anat. correlation or correspondence in struc

ture in one segment of any given part in

another segment or in the same segment of

one and the same animal; serial homology.

Owen.

Homuncule (ho-mung'kiil), n. Same as

Homunculus.

The giant saw the homuncule was irascible, and

played upon him. C. Reade.

Homy (ho'mi), a. Pertaining to or resem

bling home; homelike. [Rare.]

I saw . . . plenty of our dear English 'lady's

smock ' in the wet meadows near here, which looked

very homy. A'ingsley.

Honey-badger (hun'i-baj-er), n. Same as

RaUl.

Hoodlum (hdd'lum), n. A young, hectoring

vagabond; a lounging, good-for-nothing,

quarrelsome fellow ; a rough ; a rowdy.

[United States slang.]

Hopper (hop'er), n. A hop-picker. Dickens.

Horned-pout (hornd'pout), n. A North

American fish. Called also Bull-head and

Cat-fish. See Btjll-hkad.

Horrifi cation. ( hor,ri-fl-ka"shon ), n. The

act of horrifying; anything that causes hor

ror.

As the old woman and her miserable blue light

went on before us, 1 could almost have thought of

Sir Bertrand or some German horrifications.

Miss Edgeivorth,

Horse-sugar (hors'shu-ger), n. Same as

Sweet-leaf.

Horsiness (hors'i-nes), n, 1. The state or

quality of being horsy; inclination to devote

one's attention to horses and matters con

nected with them.—2. That which pertains

to horses, as the smell of a stable or the

like.

It shall be all my study for one hour

To rose and lavender my horsiness.

Before I dare to glance upon your Grace.

Tennyson.

Hot-POt (hot'pot), n. In cookery, a dish

consisting of small chops of mutton, sea

soned with pepper and Bait, and stewed In

a deep dish between layers of sliced pota

toes.

The Colonel himself was great at making hash

mutton, hot pot. curry and pitlau. Thackeray.

Houselessness (housles-nes), n. The con

dition of being houseless. Dickens.

Housemaid, [add. ]—Housemaid's knee, an

acute or chronic dropsical effusion between

the skin and the bursa or sac over the knee-

pan, and so called because it was thought

most common among housemaids who had

much kneeling while scrubbing floors, &c.

Acute cases may be cured by rest, and the

application of iodine, mercurials, and tight

bandages; chronic ones by compression with

splints, by evacuation of the pus in the sac,

and injection of iodine solution.

House-mate (hous'mat), n. One who lives

in the same house with another; a fellow

lodger or tenant. Carlyle.

House-warm (hous'warm), v.t. To give a

feast or entertainment to, as to a person

who is entering on the occupation of a new

house. "Resolved . . . to housewann my

Betty.' Pepyg.

Housty (hous'ti), n, A sore throat Kings-

ley. [Provincial.]

Hoydenish (hoi'den-ish), a. Same as B»i

denish. 'Too hoydenish and forward.' B.

Kingsley.

Huck (huk), n. The hip. Tennyson. [Pro

vincial English.]

Huckle-bone, n. [add] One of the small

metatarsal bones in the foot of a sheep and

some other quadrupeds. 'The little square

huccle-bone fn the ancle place of the hinder

legge.' J. Udall.

Hulking (htilk'ing), a. Large and clumsy

of body; bulky; loutish; unwieldy.

You are grown a large hulking fellow since I saw

you last. Henry Broc-he.

Hulky. [add.] Clumsy; loutish. [Colloq]

I want to go first and have a round with that huliy

fellow who turned to challenge me. George Eliot.

Humanitarian," [add.] One who adopts

the doctrine or theory that man's sphere of

duty is limited to a benevolent interest in,

and practical promotion of the welfare of

the human race, apart from all considera

tions of religion.

Humanltarianlsm, n. [add.] The doctrine

that benevolence or philanthropy forms the

sum of man's duties, to the exclusion of his

duties to the Supreme Being.

Humanness (hu'man-nes), u. The state or

quality of being human ; humanity. E. B.

Browning.

HumorsomenessOiu'mer-sum-nesoru'mer-

sum-nes), n. The state or quality of being

humorsome; capriciousness; petulauce.

I never blame a lady for her humors<ytnetiess v>

much as ... 1 blame her mother. Richardson.

Humph (humf). interj. An exclamation ex

pressive of disbelief, doubt, dissatisfaction,

or the like: sometimes used as a verb = to

make Buch an exclamation. 'Humphing

and considering over a particular paragraph '

Miss A usten

Huon-plne (hu'on-pin). n. A species of

large trees belonging to the gen us Dacrydium

(which see).

Hycsos (hik'sos). See Shepherd Kings under

SHECHEKb.

Hydrsemla ( hl-dre'mi-a X n. [Or. hydor,

water, and haima, blood.] A state of the

blood in which tin- watery constituents are

iu excess; anaemia.

Hydra-tuba ( hi'dra-tu-ba \ n. In zool a

locomotive, ciliated, trumpet-shaped body

arising from the ovum of several groups of

Hydrozoa. It develops a mouth and ten

tacles at the expanded extremity, and mul

tiplies itself by gemmation, the liberated

segments developing into medusoids of con

siderable size.

Hydrogenous, a. [add.] Formed or pro

duced by water; specifically, in geol. a term

applied to rocks formed by the action of

water, in contradistinction to pyrogenous

rocks, those formed by the action of Are.

Hydromanla(hi-dr6-ma'ui-a),»i. [Gr. hydor.

water, and mania, madness.] A species of

melancholia or mental disease under the

influence of which the sufferers axe led to

commit suicide by drowning. It frequently

accompanies the last stages of the skin dis

ease called Pellagra (which see).

Hydrosoma (hl-dro-so'nia), ». Same as By-

arosome.

Hydrostatic, a. [add ] — Hydrostatic bed,

same as Water-bed (which see).

Hydrozoal (M-drd-Eo'al), a. Pertaining, re

lating to, or resembling a hydrozoon or the

Hydrozoa. H. A. XichoUon.

Hyetology (hi-e-tol'o-Ji). «. [Gr. hyetus.

rain, and logos, a discourse.] That branch

of meteorology which treats of all the phe

nomena connected with rain.

Hyk-8hos, Hyksos (hik'shos, hik'sos), ».

See Shepherd Kings under SHBPHERb.

Hylogenesls, Hylogeny (hi-ld-Jen'e-sis, hi-

loj'e-ni), n. [Gr. hyii, matter, and genesis,

birth] The origin of matter.

Hylology (bl-loro-ji), n. [Or, hyU, matter,

and logos, a discourse. ] The doctrine or

theory of matter as unorganised. Krauth.

Hyperkinesia ( hi'per-ki-nG'sis ). n. [Gr

hyper, over, and kinfsis, motion. ] Abnor

mal increase of muscular movement ; spas

modic action; spasm.

Hyperkinetic (ni'per-ki-nef'ik), a Relat

ing to or characterized by hyperkinesia.

Hypersthenia (lil-r^r-sthe'ni-a). n. In med

a morbid condition characterized by extreme

excitement of all the vital phenomena.

Hypersthenic.", [add.] Relating to, char

acterized by, or producing over-excitement;

stimulating; stimulated.

Pate, Tar, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, Sc. fry.
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Hyphomycetous (hi'f6-mi-se"tus), a. Per

taining, relating to, or characteristic of the

Hyphomycetes or microscopic vegetable

moulds; as, hyphomycetous fungi.

Hypnobate (hip'no-bat), n. [Gr. kypnos,

sleep, and bai)id, to go. j A sleep-walker; a

somnambulist. [Rare.]

Hypocotyl (hi'pd-kot-il), n. See extract.

With seedlings the stem which supports the cotyle

dons (i.e. the organs which represent the first leaves),

has been called by many botanists the ' hypocotyle-

donous stem,' but for brevity sake we will speak of

it merely as the hypocotyl. Darwin.

Hypocotyledonous (hi'pd-kot-i-le"don-us),

a. In bot. situated under or supporting the

cotyledons. Darwin.

Hypocotylous (hi-pd-kot'il-us), a. Of or

pertaining to the hypocotyl. Nature.

Hypoderm, Hypoderma (hi'pd-derm, hi-

po-deVma), n. [Or. hypo, under, and derma,

the skin ] In bot. those layers of tissue lying

under the epidermis, and which nerve to

strengthen the epidermal tissue.

Hyponasty (hi-pd-nas'ti), n. [Gr. hypo,

under, ana nastos, close-pressed, solid.] In

bot. a term implying increased growth along

the lower Burface of an organ or part of a

Slant, causing the part to bend upwards.

Darwin.

Hypslbrachycephali ( hip'si-brak-i-sef'a-

11), n. pi. [Gr. hypsos, height, brachys, short,

and fcephaU, the head. ] In ethn. those races

of men characterized by high broad skulls,

such as the Malayan inhabitants of Madura.

I.

Ichthidiii.Ichthulin(ik'thi-din(ik'thQ-lin),

n. [Gr. icnfhys, a fish. ] Peculiar substances

found in the immature eggs of cyprinoid

fishes.

Icnthln (ik'thin), n. The azotized constitu

ent of the eggs of cartilaginous Ashes.

Ich.tb.ulin, n. See Ichthidin.

Ichtnyolatry (ik-thi-ola-tri), n. [Gr. ich-

thys, a fish, and latreia, worship. ] Fish-

worship; the worship of fish-shaped gods.

An ichthyolatry, connected with Derceto or Ater-

gates, was perhaps confounded with the worship of

L>agon. Layard.

Ichthyomorphic (ik'thi-d-roor"flk), a.

Formed like a fish; as, the ichthyomorphic

gods of ancient Syria and Assyria.

Ichthyornls (ik-thi-or'nis), n. [Gr. ichthys,

a fish, and ornis, a bird.] A fossil genus of

carnivorous and probably aquatic birds, one

of the earliest known American forms.

It is so named from the vertebrre, which,

Fig. i. Ichthyornis dirpar, restored. Fig. a. Right

jaw, inner view; half natural size.

even in the cervical region, have their arti

cular faces biconcave as in fishes. It is also

characterized by having teeth set in dis

tinct sockets. Its wings are well developed,

and the scapular arch and bones of the legs

conform closely to the true bird type.

Iconomachy (i-ko-nom'ak-i), n. [Gr. eikon,

an Image, and mache, a fight.] A war against

images; hostility to images or pictures as

objects of worship or reverence.

Idealist, n. [add.] One who idealizes; one

who indulges in flights of fancy or imagina

tion; a visionary.

Idealogic fl -dea-loj"ik), a. Of or pertain

ing to an idealogue, or to his theories or

ideas.

His (Napoleons) hatred of idealogues is well

known, but the novel was that species of ideologic

composition that came least into collision with the

principles of imperialism. Chambers's Ency.

Ideat, Ideate (TdS-at), n. In metaph. the

correlative or object of an idea; the real or

actual existence correlating with an idea.

G. II. Lewes.

Identic, a. [add.]—Identic note, in diplo

macy, an official communication in terms

agreed upon by two or more governments,

each of which sends a copy to some power

whom they wish to influence or warn by

a simultaneous expression of unanimous

opinion.

Ideogram (id'e-6-gram), n. Same as Ideo

graph.

Ideopraxist (id'e-6-prak"sist), n. One who

puts ideas into practice; one who carries

out ideal schemes.

' He himself (Napoleon), says the Professor, 'was

among the cotnpletest ideologists, at least ideoprax-

ists.' Carlylt.

Idle-graph. (id'i-6-graf), n [Gr. idios, proper

to one's self, and grapho, to write.] A mark,

signature, or the like, peculiar to an indi

vidual; a private or trade mark.

Idlc-graphiC (id'i-d-graf-ik), a. Pertaining

to or consisting of an idiograph or idio-

graphs.

Idlolatry (id-i-ol'a-tri), n. [Gr. idios, proper

to one's self, and latreia, worship.] Self-

worship; extreme reverence for one's self;

excessive self-esteem.

Idolify (1-dot'i-fi), v.t To make an Idol or

object of veneration of. ' If it had been the

fate of Nobs thus to be idolified.' Southey.

Ignorantism (ig'nu-rant-izm), n. Same as

Obscurantism.

Ignorantlst (ig'no-rant-ist), n. Same as

Obscurant.

Iliac (il'i-ak), a. [See Iliad] Of or per

taining to ancient Ilium or to the Trojan

war. 'The Iliac cycle.' Gladstone.

Illecebration t (U'le-sS-bra'shon), n. [See

ILLECEBROUS.] The act of alluring or the

state of being allured. ' Pleasant Ulecebra-

tions.' Tom Brown.

Illusionable (il-lQ'zhon-a-bl), a. Subject to

illusions; liable to be deceived; easily im

posed upon.

Burke was not a young poet, but an old and wary

statesman, . . . one who had been in the maturity of

his powers and reputation when those illusionable

youths (Wordsworth and Coleridge) were in their

cradles. Academy.

Imltancy (im'i-tan-si), n. A tendency to

imitate; imitation.

The servile imitancy ... of mankind might be

illustrated under the different figure, itself nothing

original, of a flock of sheep. Cariyle.

Immanuel (im-mau'u-el), n. Same as Em

manuel in Supp.

Impane (im-pan')( v.t To Impanate. Bale.

Imperfectibillty (im'per-fekt-i-biri-ti), n.

The state or condition of being imperfect, or

of being incapable of being made perfect.

Imperfectible (im-per-fekt'i-bl), a. Incap

able of being made perfect

Impertinence (im-per'ti-nens), v. t. To treat

with impertinence, rudeness, or incivility.

[Rare.]

I do not wonder that you are imptrtineneed by

Richcourt. H. Il'atpole.

Implacentalia (im'plasen-ta"li-a), n. pi.

One of the two divisions into which mam

mals are divided, according as the struc

ture known as the placenta is present or

absent; the aplacental mammals. See Pla-

oentalia, Aplacental.

Implemental (im-ple-raent'al), a. Of or

pertaining to implements; consisting of im

plements; characterized by the use of im

plements or tools; as, the early implemental

epoch of man's existence; the implemental

remains of the river-drift period.

Imploratory (lim-plor'a-to-ri), a. Earnestly

supplicating; imploring; entreating. 'That

long exculpatory imploratory letter.' Car

iyle.

Implosion (im-plo'zhon), n. A Rudden

bursting inward: opposed to explosion. Sir

Wyville Thomson.

Impoon (im-pon'), a. A South African spe

cies of antelope {Cephalopus mergens). See

Cephalopds.

Importune, v.t [add] To annoy; to mo

lest; to irritate.

Of his two immediate successors, Eugenius the

Fourth was the last pope expelled by the tumults of

the Roman people, and Nicholas the Fifth, the last

who was importuned by the presence of a Roman

emperor. Gibbon.

Impresario (im-pres-a'ri-o), n. [It] One

who organizes, manages, or conducts a com

pany of concert or opera performers.

In-bread (m'bred), n. See under Baker.

Inbreak (iu'brak), n. A sudden, violent in

road or incursion; an irruption: opposed to

outbreak.

Deshuttes and Varigny, massacred at the first in-

break, have been beheaded. Cariyle

Inbreed (inbred), v.i. To breed from ani

mals of the same parentage or otherwise

closely related; to breed in-and-in.

Inburst (in'berst), n, A bursting in from

without; an irruption; an inbreak: opposed

to outburst

Let but that accumulated insurrectionary mass

find entrance, like the infinite inburst of water

Cariyle.

Incandescence, n. [add.]— Incandescence

light, in elect, see Electric in Supp.

Incarnate, a. [add.] [,/n,priv.,and L. caro,

carnis, fleBh.] Not in the flesh; divested of

a body; disembodied.

I fear nothing . . . that devil camate or incar

nate can fairly do against a virtue so established.

Richardson.

Incavo-rilievo (in-ka'vd-re-li-a'vd), n. [It]

A style of art similar to cavo-rilievo. Called

also IntagUo-rUevato.

Incitatlve(in-sit'a-tivV n. A provocative; a

stimulant; an incitant

They all carried wallets, which, as appeared after

wards, were well provided with incitatives, and such

as provoke to thirst at two leagues' distance.

Jarvis.

Incredulous, a. [add.] t N'ot easy to be be

lieved; incredible.

No dram of a scruple, no scruple of a scruple, no

obstacle, no incredulous or unsafe circumstance.

Sha*.

Incremate (in-kxg'mat), v.t Same as Cre

mate.

Incubation, n. [add.] The act of sleeping

for oracular dreams.

This place was celebrated for the worship of vEs-

culapius, in whose temple incubation, i.e. sleeping

for oracular dreams, was practised. £. ft. Tytor.

Indican (in'di-kan), n. A colourless sub

stance found in plants which yield indigo-

blue, in human blood and urine, and also in

the blood and urine of the ox, and which

forms indigo when in a state of decomposi

tion.

Individualism, n. [add.] A system or

condition in which each individual works

for his own ends, in either social, political,

or religious matters.

Indivlduall8tlc(in-di-vid'u-al-i8"tik), a. Of,

pertaining to, or characterized by individu

alism ; caring supremely for one's self.

Prof. W. R. Smith.

Indo-Chinese (in-dd-chl'nez), a. Of or

pertaining to Indo-China. the south-eastern

peninsula of Asia, or to its people or their

languages.

Induced (in-dust'), p. and a. Caused by in

duction.— induced current. In elect one ex

cited by the presence of a primary current.

—Iiutuced magnetism, magnetism produced

in soft iron when a magnet is held near, or

a wire, through which a current is passing,

is coiled round it.

Inebrious (in-e'bri-us), a. Drunken, or

causing drunkenness; intoxicating. 'With

inebrious fumes distract our brains.' Tom

Brown.

Ineffectuallty (in-ef-fek'tu-al "i-ti), n.

Something powerless or unable to produce

the proper effect ' A vague aurora-bore-

alis, and brilliant ineffectuality.' Cariyle.

Ineloquence (in-e'lo-kwens), n. The state

or quality of being ineloquent; want of elo

quence; habit of not speaking much.

To us. as already hinted, the Abbot's eloquence is

less admirable than his ituloouence, his great invalu

able talent of silence. Cariyle.

Inequity (in-ek'wi ti), n. Unfairness; in

justice.

Habitually, if we trace party feeling to its sources,

we find on the one side maintenance ofand on the other

opposition to some form of ineqntty. H. Spencer.

Inescapable (in-es-kap'a-bl), a. Not to be

eludedor escaped from; inevitable. ' Within

the clutch of inescapable anguish.' George

Eliot

Inexpansible (in-ek spans'i-bl), a. Incap

able of being expanded, dilated, or diffused.

Prof. Tyndall.

Inexpectable (in ek-spekt'a-bl), a. Not to

be expected; not to be looked for. ' What

inexpectable, unconceivable mercy.' Bp.

Hall.

Inexpectant (in-ek - spekt ' ant ), a. Not

expecting ; not waiting ; not looking for.

' Loverless and inexpectant of love.' Char

lotte Bronte.

Tnfan (in'fal), n. An incursion; an inroad.

Cariyle.

Infancy, n. [add.] flnexpressiveness; want

of utterance; inability to speak.

So darkly do the Saxon Annals deliver thetr mean

ing with more than wonted infancy. Milton.

ch, caain; ch. Sc. loca; g, go; j.job; n( Fr. ton; ng, ting; th, then; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, whig; zh, azure—See KEY.



INFAUST Tin JACTITATION

Infaust (in' fast), a. [L. infaxutxts, un

lucky.] Unlucky; ill -fated; inauspicious.

*Au infaxtst and sinister augury.' Lord

Lytton.

Infelonious (in fe-16'ni-us), a. Not feloni

ous; not done with the deliberate purpose

to commit a crime; not liable to legal pun

ishment.

The thought of that inftlonams murder had always

made her wince. George Eliot.

Infiltration, n. [add.] A method of fossil

formation, in which the pores of an organic

body are gradually filled with carbonate of

lime or some other mineral so that the form

and character are preserved.

Infinitival (in-fin'it-i-val), a. Iu gram, of

or belonging to the infinitive mood.

To all verbs, then, from the Anglo-Saxon, to all

based on the uncomipted, infinitival stems of Latin

verbs of the first conjugation, and to all substantives,

whencesoever sprung, we »""*** -able only.

Fitstd-wa rd Hall.

Inflatable (in-flat'a-bl), a. Capable of being

inllated or of being unnaturally or unduly

increased or expanded. Darwin.

Inflationist (in-fla'shon-ist), n. One who In

flates; one who causes an unnatural or un

due expansion; one who raises stocks or the

like above their real value; specifically, in

the United States, one who favours increased

Issues of paper-money.

Iniormatbry (in-form'a-to-ri), a. Full of

information; affording knowledge or infor

mation; instructive.

Iniusorlan (in-fu-sd'ri-an), n, A member of

the Infusoria; as, a flagellate infusorian.

H- A. Nicholson.

Ingeneration (in-jen'er-a"shon). n. The act

ofingenerating or producing within.

Ingenue (ah zha-nuXn. {Fr.J Aningenuous,

artless, naive girl or young woman; one who

displays candour or simplicity in circum

stances where it is not expected: used often

of female parts in plays; also, an actress

who plays such parte.

Ink - berry ( ingk ' be - ri ), n. The popular

name of an elegant shrub (Ilex glabra) found

on the Atlantic coast of North America. It

grows from 2 to 4 feet high, has slender and

flexible stems, brilliant, evergreen leaves,

leathery and shining on the surface and of

a lanceolate form, and produces small black

berries.

Inkle (ingk'l), t?.f. [See Inkling.] To guess;

to conjecture. [Colloq.]

She turned as pale as death, . . . and she

inkltd what it was. R D. Blockmor*.

Inmeats (in'mets), n. pi. The internal parte

of animal bodies; the viscera; the entrails;

the guts.

Get thee gone.

Or 1 shall try six inches of my knife

On thine own inmeats first. Sir H. Taylor.

Inner (in'er), n. In rifle practice, (a) that

part of a target immediately outside the

bull's-eye, inclosed by a ring varying in

breadth according to the distance fired

from. Called also the Centre. (6) A shot

striking that part of a target.

Innervation, n [add.] In physiol. that

function which is exhibited through the

medium of the nervous system, and whereby

the organism maintains relations with ex

ternal media.

Innomlnables (in-nom'in-a-blzX » pi A

humorous euphemism for trousers; unmen

tionables; inexpressibles.

The lower part of his dress represented innomin-

ables and hose in one. Sonthey.

Inosite (in'o-sit), n. [Gr. in, inos, a nerve or

fibre, a muscle.] In chem, a saccharine sub

stance isomeric with glucose found in the

muscular substance of the heart, in the

lungs, kidneys, <fcc., of oxen, and also in

several plants. Its formula is C6HiS09.

In-patient (in'pa-shent), n. A patient who

is lodged and fed as well as treated in an

hospital or infirmary. See Out-patient.

Inrush (in'rush), n. A sudden invasion or

incursion; an irruption. 'The ceaseless in

rush, of new images.' Kingsley.

Mordecai was so possessed by the new inrush of

belief that he had forgotten the absence of any other

condition to the fulfilment of his hopes. George Eliot.

Insenslbllst (in-sens'i-blist), n. One insus

ceptible of emotion or passion; one who is

apathetic or who affects apathy.

Mr. Meadows . . . since he commenced insen-

siblist, has never once dared to be pleased.

Miss Burney.

Insolation (in sol a'shon), n. [L. prefix in,

and sol, the sun.] The act or condition of

being heated by the Bun.

The comparative calmness of the atmosphere, the

clearness of the sky, the dryness of the air, and the

strong insolation which took place under these dr-

cunistances, Encyc. Brit.

Insornnolenoe (in sora'no-lens), n, [L. in

somnia, sleeplessness. ] Sleeplessness ; in

somnia. Southey.

Inspectorate, n. [ add. ) A body of in

spectors or overseers.

Intaglio-rllevato (in-tal'y6-re-la-vll"t6), n.

[It.] Same as Incavo riubvo.

Intemperant (in-tem'per-ant), n. Oue who

is intemperate; especially, one who intem

perately indulges in the use of alcoholic

liquors. Dr. Richardson.

Intensation (in-tens-a'shon), u. The act of

intensifying; a stretch; a strain. 'Succes

sive intensations of their art.' Carlyle.

Intensive (in-tenB'iv), n. Something serv-

iug to give force or emphasis; specifically,

in gram, an intensive particle, word, or

phrase.

Interact (in'ter-akt), o.t. To act recipro

cally; to act on each other. Pro/. Tyndall.

The two complexions, or two styles of mind—the

perceptive class, and [he practical finality class—are

ever in counterpoise, interacting mutually.

Emerson.

Interbrachlal (in-ter-bra'ki-al),a. [L. prefix

inter, and brachium, the arm.] Situated

between the arms or brachia.

The reproductive organs . . . open by orifices on

the ventral surface or the body or in the interbrachtal

areas* H. A. Aichalson.

Intercomplexlty (in'ter-kom-pleks"i-ti), n.

A mutual involvement or entanglement

/nfercomflexitiet had arisen between all complica

tions and interweavings of descent from three ori

ginal strands. De Quisuey.

Interconnect (in'ter-kon-nekt"), *<. To

conjoin or unite closely or intimately. ' So

closely interconnected, and so mutually de

pendent.' H. A. Nicholson.

Interconnection (in'ter-kon-nek"shon). n

The state or condition of being intercon

nected; intimate or mutual connection.

There are cases where two stars dissemble an in

terconnection which they really have, and other cases

where they simulate an interconnection which they

have not. De Qnittcey.

Interest, n. [add] A collective name for

those interested in any particular business,

measure, or the like; as, the landed interest

of the country; the shipping interest of our

principal ports.

Interestedness (in'ter-est-ed-nes), n. The

quality or state of being interested, or of

having a personal interest in a question or

event; a regard for one's own private views

or profit.

I might give them what degree of credit I pleased,

and take them with abatement for Mr. Soilness •#■•

teresttdness, if I thought fit. Richardson,

Intermlttence (inter-mifens), n. The act

orstateof intermitting; intermission. Prof.

Tyndall.

Internity (in-tern'i-tl), n. The state or

condition of being interior; inwardness.

The internity of His ever-living light kindled up

an externity of corporeal irradiation. Henry Brooke.

Internment (internment), n. The state

or condition of being interned; confinement,

as of prisoners of war, in the interior of a

country.

Interpolate (in-ter-pdl'a-bl), a. Capable

of being interpolated or inserted; suitable

for interpolation. De Morgan.

Interpolity (in-ter-pol'i-ti), n. Intercourse

of one city with another; Interchange of

citizenship. 'An absolute sermon upon

emigration, and the transplanting and in

terpolity of our species. ' Lord Lytton.

Interrelation (in'ter-re-hV'shon), n. Mu

tual, reciprocal, or corresponding relation;

correlation. Fitzedward Hall.

Intersidereal (in'ter-sl-de"re-al), a. Situ

ated between or among the stars; as, inter-

sidereal space.

Intextt (in'(ekst), n. The substance or body

of a book; the contents.

I had a book which none

Co'd reade the intext but my sclfe alone. Herrick.

Intolerability (iu-tol'er-a-bir'i-ti). n. The

state or quality of being intolerable; un-

bearableness; excessive badness.

The goodness of your true pun is in the direct rado

of its ititoUrability. Roe.

Intoxicable (in-toka'i-ka-bl), a. Capable of

being intoxicated or made drunk; capable

of being highly elated In spirits.

If . . . the people (were) not so intoxicable as to

fall in with their brutal assistance, no good could come

of any false plot. Roger North.

Intoxicate, v.t. [add.] tTo poison.

Meat, I say, and not poison. For the one doth in

toxicate ana slay the eater, the other feedeth and

nouri&heth him. Latimer.

Intra-Mercurial (in'tra-mex-kiV'ri-al), a.

Situated between Mercury and the sun :

applied to the hypothetical planet Vulcan.

Intransigent (in-trans'i-jent), a. [Fr. %n-

transigeant, from L. in, not, and transtgo.

to transact, to come to a settlement.] Re

fusing to agree or come to an understand

ing; uncompromising; irreconcilable: used

especially of some extreme political party.

See INTRANSIGENT]^.

Intransigent (in-trans'i-jent), n. An irre

concilable person; especially, one who re

fuses to agree to some political settlement.

Intraparietal (in'tra-pa-rTet-al). a. [L

intra, and paries, parietis, a wall] Situ

ated or happening within walls or within an

inclosure; shut out from public view; hence,

private; as, intraparietal executions.

Introitus (in-tro'it-us), n. [L.] In the it

Cath. Ch. same as JntroiL See Uasa.

Introspectionist (m-tro-spek'shon-iatt, n.

One given to introspection; oue who studies

the operations of his own mind.

Intuitionalist (in-tu-i'shon-al-ist), n. A

believer in the doctrines of intuitionalism,

Invectiveness (in-vek'tiv-nes), n. The

quality of being invective or vituperative:

abusivenesa.

Some wonder at his invectiveness ; 1 wonder mere

that he inveighcth so little. Fuller.

Invlnate (in'vin-at), a [L. in, in, and vi-

nui/t, wine.] Embodied iu wine.

Christ should be impauate and invittast-

Cranmrr.

Involute, a. [add.] Twisted; involved,

confusedly mingled.

The style is so involute that one cannot help faniry

ing it must be falsely constructed. foe.

Irade (i-ra'de), n. [Turk] A decree or pro

clamation of the Sultan of Turkey.

Irid (i'ri'l), n. 1. A member of the natural

order of endogenous plants I ridaceae. —2. The

circle round the pupil of the eye; the iris.

[Rare]

Many a sudden ray levelled from the irid under

his well-charactered brow. Charlotte Bronte

Irrealizable (ir-re al-U"a-bl), a. Incapable

of being realized or defined.

That miehty, unseen centre, incompreheasttde.

irrealizable, with strange mental effort only dinned.

ChmrloUe Bromtr.

Irrecognltion (ir*rek-og-ni"shon). n. The

act of ignoring, or the withholding of recog

nition. Carlyle.

Irretention (ir-re-ten'shon), n. The state

or quality of being irretentive; want of re

taining power.

From irretention of memory be (Kant) could noi

recollect the letters which composed his tame.

DeQuxnery

Irrisory (ir-rf'ro-ri), a. [L. irrisonu*. See

Irbision.] Addicted to laughing or sncei-

ing at others.

I wish that, even there, you had been Vess irrisory

less of a pleader. Lander.

Isabelline (iz'a-bel-in), a. Of isabel colour:

of a brownish-yeHow. See Isabel.

Isolating (i'so-lat-ing), a. In phUol. applied

to that class of languages in which each

word is a simple, uninfected root; mom>

syllabic, A. II. Sayce,

Isopolity (I-so-pol'i-ti), n. [Gr. iscs, equal.

andipolitcia. government, from polis, a city. )

Kqual rights of citizenship, as conferred by

the people of one city on those of another.

Niebuhr . . . establishes the principle that the cewsm

comprehended all the confederate cities which had

the right of isopolity. Afilm^m.

Isoselsmal, Isoseismic (l-sd-sis'mal. i-so-

sls'mik), a. [Or. isos, equal, and seinncr^

a shaking, an earthquake, from $ei6, to

shake.] Applied to lines of equal seismal

disturbance on the earth's surface.

It is generally possible after an earthquake to trace

a zone of maximum disturbance, where the tiaro^trs

to the shaken country has been greatest The fene

indicating this maximum is termed the metrsseisaiiL

curve, whilst hues along which the overthrow of

objects may be regarded as practically the saate are

known as isoseismic curves. Etuy £nj

Itaciam, Itadst (fi'ta-sitm. dru-sUtl "-

[Fr. Maritime, itacistc) See Exaohm, Kt.v

cist, in Supp.

I-wia (i-wis'), adv. See Wis, Ywis.

J.

Jactitation, n (add.1—Jactitation <if mar

riage., in law, a suit hariujj for its object Ui

compel any one averring that he or *he is

married to another, to produce proof of the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ti, Sc. abune; J. Sc fry
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averment If this is not done decree passes

ordering the claimant to keep perpetual

silence on the subject.

Jaculatores (jak/u-la-to"rez\ n. pi. [L.ja-

culor, jaculatus, to throw the javelin.] See

Darter.

Jagua (jag'u-a). n. Same as Inajd Pahn.

Japan-black (ja-pan'blak), n. Same as

Japan-lacqutr.

Japan-clover (ja-pan'klo-ver), iu A low

annual plant (Lespedeza striata), a native

of Eastern Asia, introduced in some un

known manner into the Southern States of

North America before 1846, where it has

spread with wonderful rapidity. It grows

to the height of little over a foot on the

poorest soils, and is much used as fodder.

Japanese, a. [add.]—Japanese silk, a dress

fabric baving a linen warp and silken weft

Jar (jar).—On the jar, on the turn ; a little

way open : a colloquial or vulgar form of

ajar (which see). Dickens.

Jargonist (jax'gon-ist), n. One who uses a

particular jargon or phraseology; one who

repeats by rote popular phrases, professional

slang, or the like. Miss Burney.

Jarool (ja-rol'), «• A magnificent timber

tree (Lagerstrbmia reaince) common in the

Indian peninsula and in Burmah. It yields

a blood-red wood, which, though soft and

open in the grain, is greatly used in India

for boat-building and for the knees of ships,

on account of its great durability under

water. The native Indian physicians esteem

various parts medicinal, the astringent root

being used as a remedy for thrush, its bark

and leaves as purgatives, and its seeds as a

narcotic.

Jedding-axe (Jed'ing-aks), n. A stone

mason's tool; a cavil (which see).

Jestword (jestwerd), n. A person or thing

that is the object of jests or ridicule; a butt

for jests or laughter; a laughing-stock.

' The jestword of a mocking band.' Whittier.

Jew's-apple (juz'ap-1), n. See Mad-apple.

Jig, v.L [add.] To sing in jig time; to sing

in the style of a jig.

fig off a tune at the tongue's end, canary to it

with your feet, humour it with turning up your eye

lids. Shak.

Jiggered (jig'erd), a. Suffering from the

burrowing of the jigger or chigoe (Bee

Chigoe): used as a vulgar imprecation.

Dickens.

Jig-saw (j's'8a). n- A vertically reciprocat

ing saw, moved byavibrating lever or crank

rod.

Job'B-news (jobz'nuz), ». Evil tidings; bad

news, such as Job's servants brought him.

Poverty escorts him ; from home there can nothing

come except Job's-netus. CarlyU.

Job'S-pOSt (jobz'post), n. A bearer of ill

news; a messenger carrying evil tidings.

This Job's-past from Dumouriez, thickly preceded

and escorted by so many other Job's-fosts, reached

the Convention. CarlyU.

Jointless (jointles), a. Having no joint;

hence, stiff; rigid.

' Let me die here.' were her words, remaining

jointUss and immovable. Richardson.

Jokesmith ( jdk'smith), n. A professional

joker; one who manufactures jokes. [Rare. ]

I feared to give occasion to the jests of newspaper

joktsmiths. SotUhcy.

Joss (jos). n. [Chinese joss, a deity, cor

rupted from Pg. deos, from L. deus, a god. J

A Chinese idoL ' Those pagan josses.' Wol-

cot.

Critick in jars an&joaes, shews her birth.

Drawn, like the brittle ware itself, from earth.

Colman.

Joss-honse (josTious), n. [See Josa] A

Chinese temple.

Jovialize (j6 vi-al-iz), v.t. To make Jovial ;

t«> cause to be merry or jolly. ' An activity

that jovialized us all.' Miss Burney.

Jovian (jo'vi-an), a. [See Jovial] Of or

pertaining to Jove, the chief divinity of the

Roman-*, or to the planet Jupiter.

Jubilate (ju'bi-lat), p. i. To rejoice; to exult;

to triumph. ' Hope jubilating cries aloud.'

CarlyU.

The hurrahs were yet ascending from oarJudilat-

tug lips. De Quincty.

Juglandine (jug-lan'din), n. A substance

contained in the juice expressed from the

green shell of the walnut (Juglans regia).

It U used as a remedy in cutaneous and

sjrnphulous diseases, also for dyeing the

hair black.

Julienne (zhii-le-en), n. [Ft.) A kind of

soup made with various herbs or vegetables

cut in very small pieces.

Jumble-beads (jum'bl-bedz), n. pi. See

ABR us.

Juramentallyt Q*u-ra-men'taUi), adv. [L.

juro, to swear.] With an oath. 'A promise,

juramentally confirmed. ' Urauhart.

Jussieuan (jus-su'an), a. In hot applied

to the natural system of classifying plants

originally promulgated by Jussieu, a French

botanist, which superseded the artificial

system of Linnaeus. The system has been

improved by De Candolle, Lindley, the

Hookers, and others, though the broad prin

ciples are the same as originally sketched

out by its founder.

K.

Kabyle (ka-belO. n. [Ar. k'bila, a league]

One beluuging to a race of Berbers inhabit

ing Algeria and Tunis. The Kabyles are

oneof the chief indigenous peoples of North

West Africa, distinct from the Ethiopia or

black population.

Kafir, a. [add] An inhabitant of Kaflristan,

a region of Afghanistan, on the southern

slopes of the Hindu Kush. The Kafirs are

not of the same religion or origin as the

neighbouring Afghans and Tartars, but in

language, religion, and even physiognomy

are akin to the Hindus.

Kaimakan (ka-ma-kan'), n. Same as Cai-

macam.

Kakaterro (kak-a-ter'ro), n. See Dacryd-

ium.

Kalmuc, Kalmuck (kal'muk), n. Same as

Calmuc.

Karaism (ku'ra-izm). n. The doctriues or

tenets of the Karaites. See KARAITE.

Karma (kar'nia), n. According to the teach

ing of Buddhism, the aggregate of the qua

lities of any sentient being at death, or the

general result of the conduct of such being,

considered as determining the nature and

lot of the new sentient being that must

take his place at death, and which by the

Buddhists is regarded as having the same

individuality with the dead. Rhys Davids.

Kaross (ka-rosO, n. Same as Carosse.

Karrawant (kar'a-wan), n. Same as Cara

van. ' From thence by karrawans to Cop-

tos.' Sterne.

Kat, Khat (kat>, n. The Arabic name of

Catha edulis. See Catha.

Kaza (kii'z.i). In the Turkish Empire, a dis

trict or subdivision of a sandjak. marked

out for administrative purposes, and under

the rule of a kaimakan. Frederick Martin.

Keep-worthy (kep'wer-THi), a. Worthy of

preservation. 'Other keep-worthy docu-

menta' W. Taylor.

Kellock(kel'ok), 71. A kind of small anchor.

[Local.]

Kembo (kem'ba), v.t. To place akimbo.

' And he kemboed his arms.' Richardson,

Keno (ke'no), 7k See Loto in Supp.

Kerite (ke'rit), n. [Gr. kiros, wax ] A kind

of artificial vulcanite in which the caout

chouc is replaced by asphaltum or tar, and

this being combined with animal or vege

table oils is vulcanized by rulphur.

Kettle-drum, [add.] [Kettle, that is the

tea-kettle, and drum in sense of entertain

ment or party.] A tea-party held in the

afternoon before dinner. [Fashionable slang.]

Ketureen (ket-u-rgn'). ». A kind of vehicle

used in Jamaica. ' Drove me home in his

ketureen, a sort of sedan-chair with the

front and sides knocked out, and mounted

on a gig body.' Mich. Scott.

Khawass (lea-war*), n. Same as Kavass.

Kheu(ku), n. See Black-varnish Trek.

Kliidmutgar (kid-mut'gur), ». Same as

Khitmutgar.

Kickable (kik'a-bl), a. Capable or worthy

of being kicked. 'A most unengaging, kick-

able boy. ' George Eliot,

Kiddy (kid'i), n. In low slang, a genteel

thief; one of the swell-mob. Byron.

Kiddy-pie (kid'i-pf), n. A pie made of kid's

or goats flesh. Kingsley.

Kidney-liptt (kid'ni-lipt), a. Hare-lipped.

Ilerrtck.

Kidsman (kfdz'man), n. In low slang, one

who trains young thieves. Dickens.

>Kilang(ki'jang), n. A name of the muntjac.

KillOCk (kil'ok), n. See Krllock in Supp.

Kimmerian (kim-me'ri-an), a. Same as

Cimmerian. Gladstone.

Kincob (kin'kob), a. [Hind, kimkhwab,

kincab, brocade.] Made of a brocaded fab

ric. ' Sandal-wood workboxes and kincob

scarfs. ' Thackeray. [Anglo-Indian. ]

Kindergarten (kin'der-gar-tn), n. [0.,lit.

children-garden.} A kind of infants' school,

intermediate between the nursery and the

primary school, in which play is combined

with a certain amount of educational train

ing, the latter being based especially on

object-lessoriB, and in teaching the child to

produce simple articles or objects uf an ele

mentary kind so as to develop the thinking

faculty and induce habits of order. The

name was given by the originator of the

Bystem, Friedrich Froebel.

Kinesodic ( ki-ue-Bod'ik ). a. [Gr. kinesis,

motion, and hodos, a way.] In anat. a term

applied to the gray matter of the spinal

cord as being capable of transmitting motor

impressions.

King-fish, [add.] In the United States, a

name applied to Menticimis nebulosus,

otherwise called Bermudas Whiting; also,

to Cybium regale, a fish somewhat resem

bling a mackerel.

Klnology (ki-nol'o ]i\n. [Gr. kincd, to move,

and logos, discourse.] A name sometimes

given to the branch of physics dealing with

the laws of motion.

Kip (kip), n. A house of ill fame. Gold

smith. [Slang.]

Kismet (kis'met), n. [Per. kvsmut.] An

Eastern term for fate or destiuy.

Klssee (kis-e^, n. A person who is kissed,

in contradistinction to the kisser. Ld. Lyt-

ton.

Kitchendom (kieh'en-dum), n. The domain

or department of the kitchen. Tennyson.

Kitchener (kich'en-erV n. A cook. CarlyU.

Kitchen-physic (kieh'en-fiz-ik), n. Good

and nourishing food.

Well, after all kitchen.e>hysick is the best physick.

And the best doctors in the world Doctor Diet, Doc

tor Quiet, and Doctor Merryman. Swift.

Kittenhood (kit'n-hud). n. The state of

being a kitten.

For thou art beautiful as ever cat

That wantoned in the joy of kittenhood.

Southey.

Kittenish (kit'n-ish), a. Like a kitten or

what pertains to a kitten; fond of playing.

' Such a kittenish disposition in her.' Rich

ardson.

Kleptomaniac (klep-to-ma'ni-ak), «, One

who is affected with kleptomania.

Klip-fist. Same as Clipp-Jish.

Kloof (kl60» n. [D, a gap, a chasm] In the

Cape Colony and neighbouring settlements,

a common name for a ravine or gully.

Kneadingly (ned'ing-li), adv. In the man

ner of one who kneads. ' With her hands,

pressed kneadingly.' Leigh Hunt.

Knickknackatory (nik-uak'a-to-ri), n. A

collection of knicknacks, such as toys or

curiosities.

For my part I keep a knickknackatory or toy-shop.

Tom Brown.

He was single and his house a sort of knickknack

atory. Roger North.

Knife, Knive (nif, niv), v.t. To stab with a

knife.

Knipperkint (nip'er-kin), n. A small mea

sure of drink; a nipperkin. Tom D'Ur/ey.

Knlttlng-CUpt (nit'ing-kup), n. A cup of

wine or other liquor handed round after a

couple were knit in the bands of matri

mony. B. Jonson.

Knobkerrle (nobTcer-i), n. A kind of blud

geon or heavy weapon with

a handle in use among the

Kafirs of South Africa.

Knotted, [add.] In arch,

knotted pillar, a pillar some

times occurring in the Ro

manesque style.so called from

being carved in such a way

that a thick knotted rope ap

pears to form part of it.

Kohl (kol), n. A black pig

ment or powder which in

Egypt and other parts of

Africa and the East is used

as a cosmetic, the women

blackening the edges of the

eyelids both above and below

with it to heighten their

charms. This custom pre

vailed among both sexes in

Egypt in very ancient times.

E. W.Lane.

Knotted Pillar. Koos-koos (kos'kos), n. Same

as Cous-cous.

Kritarchy(kri'tar-ki).n. [Gr. krilis, a judge,

and archi, rule.] The rule of the judges

over the people of Israel. 'Samson, Jep-

r

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locn; g, go; j, job; ft, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, u?Aig; zh, azure.—See KEV.
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tliali. Gideon, and other heroes of the kri-

tarchy.' Southey.

Kudos (ku'dos), v.t. To bestow kudos on;

to glorify. ' Kudos'd egregiously in heathen

Greek.' Soutltey.

Kiimmel (kiin'l), n. [G. kiimmel, caraway.]

A liqueur made in Germany, Russia, Ac.,

flavoured with caraway seeds.

Kursaal (kor'sul), n. [U., lit. cure-hall—

kur, cure, and mal, a hall] A public hall

or room for the use of visitors in connec

tion with many German watering-places or

health resorts. Newsrooms aud rooms for

recreation are usually associated with the

kursaal.

Kutch (kuch), n Same as Cutch.

Kymograph (ki'mo-graf), n. [Gr. kyma, a

wave, and graphs, to write.] An instru

ment by means of which variations in the

pressure of the blood in some ojie of the ves

sels of a living animal can be measured aud

graphically recorded.

Kyrlolexy(ki'ri-6 lek-si), «. [Gr. kyriolexia,

from kyrios, governing, literal, and lexis,

speech.] The use of literal as opposed to

figurative expressions or of words in clear

and definite senses.

Laager (la'ger), n. [D. , a camp.] In South

Africa, an encampment; a method of ar

ranging the wagons of a travelling party

in a suitable manner for defence against

enemies.

Labyrinth, n. [add ) The name is also ap

plied to various intricate arrangements of

bands or lines widely used for ornamenta

tion. Labyrinths of mosaic work were early

Labyrinth.

adopted as ornaments in the floors of Chris

tian churches, and some of these were in

tended to be used as means of gaining

favour with Heaven, all their turns and

windings being followed by the pious on

their knees in lieu of a pilgrimage. The

labyrinth shown in the cut is one of this

kind.

Labyrinth (liib'i-rinth), v.t To shut up. in

close, or entangle in a maze or labyrinth.

Keats. [Rare]

Lackt (lak), v.t [Akin to lack, to want,

want; Ieel. lakr, defective] To pierce

through and through the hull of with shot.

Alongside ran bold Captain John, and with his

nest shot, says his son. an eye-witness, lacked the

admiral through and through. Kingsley.

Lack-thought (lak'that), a. Wanting or

lacking thought; foolish; stupid; vacant.

'An air so lack-thought and lackadaisycal.'

Southey.

Lacune (la-kun), «. A lacuna; a small empty

space; a gap; a hiatus; a defect

A little wit, or as that is not always at hand, a little

impudence instead of it, throws its rampant briar

over dry taeuttes. Landor.

Ladln (lad'in), n. [Corrupted from Latin ]

A branch of the Romanic, Romansch, or

Rhatian language spoken in some parts of

Switzerland and Tyrol.

Ladlno (la-de'no), n. [Sp.] A Central Ame

rican name for a half-bred descendant of

white and Indian parents; a mestizo.

Lady, n. [add] The calcareous apparatus

in the cardiac part of the stomach of the

lobster, the function of which is the tritura

tion of the food.

Lady-clock (la'di-klok), n. The lady-bird.

Charlotte Bronte.

Lag-bellied (l»g/beUid)1a. Having a slack,

drooping belly. ' Lag-bellied toad.' Hood

Lam (lam), v.t To thrash; to beat; to

lamm. 'Pummel and lam her well.* James

Smith

Holy

Lamarcklsm (la-mark'izm), n. The theory

propounded by Lamarck, a French natur

alist, that all species of plants and animals

are descended from a common simple form.

Lammas, a. [add.]— Latter Lammas, an

ironical term equivalent to the classic

'Greek calends,' that is, never.

Courtiers thrive at latter Lammas day.

Gaseoignt.

He is writing a treatise which will be published

probably about the time the Thames is purified, in

the season of latter Lammas. Kitt£sley.

Lancasterian (lan-kas-te'ri-an). a. Pertain

ing to or characteristic of a system of edu

cation brought prominently before the pub

lic by Joseph Lancaster. The principal

feature of the system was the teaching of

the younger pupils by the more advanced

students, called monitors; hence, the terms

monitorial and mutual instruction system

sometimes used as equivalents.

Lancastrian (lan-kas'tri-an). n. In Eng.

hist, an adherent of the descendants of John

of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, who was the

fourth son of Edward 1 1 1., and whose grand

son, Henry Bolingbroke (afterwards Henry

IV.), claimed the crown by right of that de

scent. The claims of the opposite party (the

Yorkists) were founded on the descent of

their head from Lionel Duke of York, third

sonof Edward III. The thirty years' struggle

for the crown (the War of the Roses) was

terminated when Henry VII. of the House

of Lancaster defeated Richard

III. and married Elizabeth.heiress

of the House of York.

Lance, [add ]—Holy lance, an in

strument of peculiar shape used

in the Greek Church to divide the

communion bread before conse

cration. It has an ornamental

handle terminating in a cross

below and a blade resembling

the point of a lance.

Landing-stage (laud'ing-Btaj). n.

A stage or platform, frequently

so constructed as to rise and fall

with the tide, for the conveni

ence of landing or shipping pas

sengers and goods.

Landlordism (land'Iord-izm), n. The social

and political doctrines or principles, to

gether with the class feeling aud ways of

acting supposed to be characteristic of

landed proprietors as a body; the principle

or practice of having the land owned by

landlords, who let it to tenants. J. S. Mill.

Landside (land'sid), n. The flat side of a

plough which presses against the unploughed

land.

Langnescent (lang-gwes'ent), a. Growing

languid or tired. Carlyle.

Lap, n. [add.] In pedestrian matches, the

whole length of the course along which the

competitors have to go to and fro a certain

number of times to complete a specified

distance; thus, in a course of 440 yards long

a pedestrian would have to do four laps or

lengths before completing a mile.

Lap-board (lap'bord), n. A board resting

on the lap. employed by tailors for cutting

out or ironing work upon.

Larchen (larch'en), a. Of or pertaining to

larch. 'Larchen trees.' Keats.

Latiner t (la'tin-er), n. Same as Latinist.

See Latimer.

Lavender (lavender), v.t To sprinkle or

scent with lavender.

The solemn clerk goes lavendertd and bhom.

_ Hood.

Law, ft [add] An allowance in distance

or time granted to a weaker competitor in

a race or the like; permission given to one

competitor to start a certain distance ahead,

or a certain time before another, in order to

equalize the chances of winning.

This winged Pegasus posts and speeds after men,

easily gives them taw, fetches them up again.

J. Hard.

Lay, n. [add] A slang term for a scheme

or plan; specifically, the particular line or

branch of his profession that a thief or other

rogue adopts.

'The kinchins, my dear,' said Fagin, ' is the young

children that's sent on errands by their mothers with

sixpences and shillings; and the lay is just to'take

their money away.' Dickens.

Leaderette (led -er-et'), n. A short leader

or leading article in a newspaper.

Leather-board (leTH'er-bord), n. A kind

of artificial leather, composed of leather

scraps, oakum, canvas waste, paper, Ac,

mixed together, rendered adhesive by glue

or cement, and rolled into sheets: now ex

tensively used in shoemaking.

Legion (leJon), v.t. To enroll or form into

a legion. * Legioned soldiers.' Keats.

Lentold (lent'oid), a. [L lens, lentis, a len

til, and G. eidos, resemblance.] Shaped like

or resembling a lens.

Lepidomelane (lep-i-dom'e Ian), n. [Gr.

lepis, lepidos, a scale, and welas, melaina.

black.] A variety of uniaxal mica, jet black

in colour, found in granitic veins, and oc

curring in small six-sided tablets, or an

aggregation of minute opaque scales united

in granulo-laminar masses. Page.

Levitate (lev'i-tat), v.t [See Levitatton.J

To cause to become buoyant in the atmo

sphere; to make light, so as to float in the

air; to deprive of normal gravity: a term

used by spiritualists, who claim the power

of causing solid hodies to float in the atmo

sphere through the medium of spirits.

Levitate (lev'i-tat), v.i. To become light

or buoyant, so as to rise in the air. See the

preceding word.

Lid (lid), v.t To cover with a lid ; to put a

lid or cover on. 'His eyes remained half

lidded, piteous, languid.' Keats.

Lie-tea (H'Ui), ». A compound consisting

of tea-dust mixed with gum or starch, and

sometimes mineral matter: frequently sold

by unprincipled dealers for genuine tea.

Life-arrow (lif'a-ro), n. An arrow carrying

a line or cord, ami fired from a gun for the

purpose of establishing communication be
tween a vessel and the shore in >■■.-•■- of

shipwreck. The arrow-head has large barbs

so that it may more readily catch in the

ship's rigging.

Life-blood, Life's-blood (lif'blud, IHsblud).

n. The more or less constant spasmodic

quiver of the eyelid or lip: called also Live-

blood.

My upper tip had the motion in it, throbbing like

the pulsation which we call the ti/e-blocd.

Richardson.

Lifelikeness (liflik-nes). n. The quality

of being lifelike; close or striking resem

blance of a picture or the like to the living

original; likeness to life. 'An absolute lift-

likeness of expression.' Poe.

Life-raft (lifraft), n, A raft for saving life

in cases of shipwreck ; especially, a kind of

raft ready made and carried on a vessel,

forming part of its permanent outfit

Life's-blood. See Life-blood.

Life-shot (lif 'shot), n. A shot or bullet

carrying a line, and used in the same way

and for the same purpose as a life-rocket.

Ltfesome (lif'sum), n. Animated; gay.

lively. ' More ltfesome and more gay '

Coleridge.

Light-keeper (lU'kep-er), n. The persou

who haH charge of the light or lantern in a

lighthouse, light-ship, or the like.

LillypiUy (lil'i-pil-i), n. A name given in

Australia to the trees of the genus Acmena

A. elliptica is a handsome tree bearing

abundance of white flowers, and having a

hard close-grained wood.

Lily-pad (hi'i-pad), n. One of the broad

floating leaves of the water-lily. ' Where a

pike lurks balanced 'neath the lily pads.'

J. R. Lowell. [United Statea]

Lime-flngered (Hinting gerd), a. Having

as it were the fingers covered with bint-

lime, so that objects readily stick to them;

hence, thievish ; pilfering. ■ False, lime-

Angered servants.' Up. Hall.

LLmicolSB (li-mik'o-le), n. pt [L. limvs,

mud, and colo, to inhabit.] A group of An

nelida belonging to the order Oligochwta;

the mud-worms.

Linaloa (li-na-16'a), n. A Mexican wood

imported into other countries in order that

a fragrant oil used in perfumery may be

extracted from it.

Lingerly (ling'ger-U), adv. Lingeringly;

slowly. [Rare.]

She sang the refrain very low. very linfrriy.

Charlotte £r*ntr.

LingOt. See Ltnoet. E. B. Browning.

Lint-White (lint'whit), a. As white as lint

or tiax; flaxen. 'Lint-white locks.' Burtu

Lioness,", [add] Any celebrated, famou.*.

or notorious female personage.

Mr. Tupman was doing the honours of a Inhsier-

salad to several lionesses. Dickens.

For the last three months Miss Newcome has bc*n

the greatest lioness in London. Tkatkemy,

Lip-born (lip'born), a. Coming from the

lips only ; not arising from the heart ; not

cordial or genuiue. ■ His cheap regard and

his lip-born words.' George Eliot

Lip-comfort (lip'kum-fert), n. Mere shal

low words of consolation not accompanied

by genuine sympathy. Massinger.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her; pine.
note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound; u, Sc. ahune; J, Sc. feyput;
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Lip-comforter (lip'kuni-fert-erX n. One

who consoles or comforts with mere empty

talk.

Reverend lip-comforters who once a week

Proclaim liow blessed are the poor. SwttJtey.

Lip-service (lip'ser-vis), n. A mere verbal

profession of service; service proffered in

mere talk without deeds.

Lithofracteux (lith-6-frak'ter), n. [Ft., from

Gr. lithott, stone, and Fr. fracturer, to frac

ture.] A powerful explosive compound,

consisting of about 52 parts nitre-glycerine,

30 parts siliceous earth and sand, 12 parts

powdered coal, 4 parts nitrate of soda, and 2

parts sulphur. It is inferior for practical

purposes to dynamite, as bulk for bulk it

has less explosive power, and explodes ut a

much lower temperature.

Liveable (liVa-bl), a. 1. Capable of being

lived, or of being spent or passed in more

or less ease, comfort, or content. 'A live

able life.' Dr. Arnold.—2. Capable of being

lived in; fit for residence. [Rare.]

There will be wr>rk for five summers at least before

the place is liveable. Miss Austen.

Loaded (lod'ed), p. and a. Magnetized by

being brought into contact with loadstone.

' Pointed forth like loaded needles to the

north." Prior. [Rare.]

Lock, v.t. [add. ]—To lock out, to close the

gates or doors of a work against, so as to

put a stop to all labour; to throw out of

employment by closing manufacturing or

other establishments, so as to bring work

men to the masters terms; as. seeing the

men refused the reduced rate of wages, the

masters locked them out.

Lock-hospital (lok'hos-pit-al), n, A hos

pital for the treatment of venereal diseases:

so called because the inmates were formerly

kept under lock and key, or in more or less

strict confinement.

Lock-out (lok'out), n. The closing of a

manufacturing or other place ofwork against

the workmen on the part of the masters, in

order to bring the men to their terms ns to

hours, wages, or the like, or to counteract

a strike on the part of workmen in other

establishments or engaged in an interdepen

dent trade.

LoculuB. [add.] Also used in the wider

sense of one of any series of connected com

partments fonningor belonging to one struc

ture. Thus the cells for receiving coffins in

catacombs and burial vaults are loculi. See

cut Catacomb.

Locust (16'kust), v.i. To devour and lay

waste like locusts; to ravage.

This Philip and the blackfaced swarms of Spain . . .

Come locusting upon us, eat us up. Tennyson.

Locust-beau (16'kust-ben), n. The sweet

pod of the carob-tree, Ceratonia SUiqua.

See Ceratonia.

Lodge-gate (loj'gat), n. A gate where there

is a lodge or house for the porter or gate

keeper.

Logicality, Logicalness (loj-ik-al'i-ti, loj'-

ik-al-nes), n. The state or quality of being

logical; correspondence or accordance with

the principles, laws, or rules of logic.

Loller (lol'er), n. One who lolls or lies at

ease. 'One of the fashionable toilers by

profession. * Miss Edgeworth.

Longmyud (long'mind), a. In geol. a term

applied to all those unfossiliferous, or spar

ingly fossil iferous, conglomerates, grits,

schists, and slates which lie at the base of

the Silurian system, and which by some ge

ologists are regarded as constituting the

Cambrian system. They are typically devel

oped in the Longmynd Hills, Shropshire,

whence the name. Page.

Long-shore (long'shor), a. Pertaining to,

employed about, or haunting the shore, t

waterside, quays, or wharves. 'Rascally

lurching longshore vermin, who get five I

pounds out of this captain, and ten out of

that, and let him sail without them after |

alL' Kingdey.

Loop-light (lop'lit), n. A small narrow i

light or winduw in the walls of a tower, i

turret, or the like ; a loophole for the ad-

mission of light. Jean Ingelow.

Loose-kirtle (los'ker-tl), «. A woman of

loose character. Kingstey. [Rare.]

Lordkin (lord'kin), «, A little or young .

lord; a lordling. Thackeray.

Loric lor'ik),**. SameasZ/orna.l. Browning.

Lothly (loth'li ). a. and adv. Same as Loathly.

Loto, Lotto (,16'to, lot'to), n. [It. lotto, lot

tery.] A game of chance, played in some

cases with a series of balls or knobs, num- •

bering from 1 to 90, with a set of cords or |

counters having corresponding numbers.

The balls ore put into a revolviug urn, and

a certain number allowed to drop one by

one at a time. The player who holds a card

containing a column of figures correspond

ing to the numbers of each of the balls suc

cessively dropped gains the stakes deposited

at the commencement of the game. It is

usually played as a child's game, but one of

the many varieties of it, called Keno, is

played for considerable stakes in America.

Love-lorxmess (luv'lom-nes), a. The state

or quality of being love-lorn.

It was the story of that fair Gostanza who in her

love-lornness desired to Live no longer.

George Eltat.

Low-minded 0&'mind-ed), a. Having a mind

or spirit animated by no lofty or noble as

pirations or thoughts; grovelling; unaspir

ing; cowardly.

Low-necked (io'nekt). a. A term applied

to ladies' dresses cut low in the neck, so as

to leave a liberal portion of the wearer's

bust exposed.

Lucency (lu'sen-si), n. The state or quality

of being lucent ; brightness ; lustre ; splen

dour. 'A name of some note and lucency,

but lucency of the Nether-tire sort.' Carlyle.

Ludbyt (ludTn). n. Same as Loteby.

Luddism (lud'izm), n. [See next entry.] The

theories or practices of the Luddites; an or

ganized system of conspiracy for the break

age of machinery used in textile manufac

tures.

Luddite (ludlt), n. One of a band of con

spirators who were leagued originally for

the purpose of destroying the improved

manufacturing machinery introduced in

England in the beginning of the present

century, and so called from an idiot named

Ned hud, who had a propensity for break

ing stocking-frames. Their operations took

the magnitude of insurrections in 1811 and

several subsequent years, and were not sup

pressed until numbers of the Luddites were

tried and executed.

Lumper, n. [add.] A militiaman. R. D.

Blackrnore, [Provincial English.]

Luwack (lu'wak), n. The common para

doxus or palm-cat (Paradoxurus typus).

See Palm-cat.

Lygodium ( li-gd'di-um ), n. [Gr. lygddes,

willow-like, flexible, from lygos, a willow

twig, and eidos, resemblance.) A genus of

twining or climbing ferns, widely dispersed

over the wanner parts of the world, and

frequently found in hothouse collections

of ferns. The fronds are branched, with a

scandent rachis, and they usually bear con

jugate branches, which are variously divided

in a digitate or palmate manner, or else

they are pinnatifid or sometimes pinnate.

Lyrism (WizmV n. The art or act of play

ing the lyre ; hence, musical performance

generally.

The lyrism, which had at first only manifested it

self by David's sotto voce performance of ' My love's

a rose without a thorn,' had gradually assumed a

rather deafening and complex character.

George Eliot.

Lysis (li'sis), n. [Gr. lysis, a solution, from

lyo, to dissolve. ] In vied, the solution or

termination of disease which is operated

insensibly, that is gradually, and without

critical symptoms; as, in typhoid fever not

a crisis but a lysis is reached on the twenty-

first day.

M.

M. [add. ]—To have an M under (or by) the

girdle, to have the courtesy of addressing

by the title Mr., Miss, Mrs, <tc. ; to show

due respect to persons by addressing them

as Mr, Mrs., Ac

Marry come up, what plain Neverout? methinks

you might have an At underyour girdle, miss.

Macrencephalic, Macrencephaloua

(mak'ren-se-fal'ik. mak-ren-sefal-us),a. [Gr.

makros, long, and enkephalos, the brain. ]

Having a long or large brain.

Madxeperl ( mad're-perl ), n, [It. madre-

perla, from madre, mother, andperla, pearl ]

Mother of pearl Longfellow.

Madroma (ma-dro'ma), n. A name in Cali

fornia for a beautiful tree (Arbutus Men-

ziesii) which bears a large edible berry much

sought after by Mexicans and Indians.

Maenad (me'nad), n. [Gr. mamas, mainados,

from, mainomai, to rave.] A woman who

took part in the orgies of Bacchus; a vo

taress of Bacchus; hence, a raving, frenzied

woman.

Magistral, a. [add.] In med. a terra ap

plied to a preparation prescribed extem

poraneously or for the occasion : as contra

distinguished from an oMcitial medicine,

or one kept prepared in the shops.

Magnesium-lamp ( mag-ne'shi-um lamp),

n. A lamp in which burning magnesium is

employed for the purpose of illumination.

Such lamps are of various forms, being

adapted for the combustion of the metal

formed into a wire or ribbon, or in a pulver

ized state. See Magnesium.

Maidenhair-tree (mad'n-har-tre), n. See

Salimbukia.

Malagash (mal'a-gash), n. A native or in

habitant of Madagascar.

Malagasy (mal-a-ga'si), n. The language

of the natives of Madagascar.

Malagasy (mal-a-ga'si), a. Of or pertaining

to Madagascar, its people or their Ian

guage.

Malbrouk (malTbrok), n A monkey of the

genus Cercocebus (which see).

Maledict < mal'e-dikt ), a. Execrated ; ac

cursed; damned. 'The spirit maledict'

Longfellow. [Rare. ]

Malefactor, n. [add.] t One who has done

an injury or damage to a person or thing :

as opposed to benefactor.

Some benefactors in repute are malefactors in effect.

Fuller.

Maleficate (ma-Iefl-kat), v. t. [L, maleficus,

a wizard.] To bewitch; to maleficiate. Sir

H. Taylor. [Rare.)

MalOO (ma-lb'). "- A name in India for

Bauhinia Vahlii, a woody climbing plant,

the bark of which is used for making ropes.

Malty ( nial'ti), a. Pertaining to or produced

from molt. Dickens.

Man, v.t. [add.]—To man it out = to brave

it out; to play a manly port; to conduct

one's self stoutly and boldly. Dryden.

Man-eater (man'St-er), n. A name applied

to those tigers which have acquired a special

preference for human flesh.

Man-engine (man'en-jinX n. A form of ele

vator or lift for raising or lowering men, as

in mines. What is spe

cially known as the man-

engine consists of a ver

tical rod reaching from

the surface to the bot

tom of a mine, and mov

ed upwards and down

wards by a steam-engine

in the same manner as a

pump-rod, platforms for

standing being attached

to it at 12 feet intervals,

with corresponding plat

forms on the side of the

shaft. This rod is moved

by a 12-feet stroke, so

that a man in descend

ing or ascending the

shaft is carried down or

up 12 feet at a time,step

ping alternately from a

platform on the rod to

one on the shaft. Two

rods with standing-places on each are some

times used, in which case there are no plat

forms on the sides of the shaft.

Manipular, a. [add] Pertaining to the

hands, the use of the hands, or manipula

tion. 'Safe and snug under his manipular

operations.' Ld. Lytton.

Mantra, n. [add.] One of the metrical or

prose hymns or invocations which compose

the part of a Veda called the Sanhita. See

Brahmana and Sanhita.

Marguerite (mllr'ge-ret), n. [Fr. margue

rite, a daisy, a pearl, from L Margarita,

Gr. margaritis, a pearl.] The ox-eye daisy,

Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum.

Marist (ma'rist), a. Pertaining or relating

to the Virgin Mary ; devoted to the service

of the Virgin; as, Marist monks.

Markworthy (miirk'wer-THi), a. Worthy or

deserving of being marked or noted ; note

worthy.

To the commonest eyesight a markn-orthy old

fact or two may visibly disclose itself. Carlyle.

Marriage-favour (ma'rij-fa-ver), n. A knot

of ribbons or other like ornament worn at a

marriage.

Martingale, n. [ add. ] In gambling, the

doubling of stakes again aud again until

the player wins.

You have not played yet!

all avoid a martingale ifyou do,

Man-engine.

Do not do so : above

Thackeray.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. IoeA; g, go; J, job; h. Fr. ton; ng, ting; TH, then; th, <Ain; w, wig; wh, wAig; zh, azure.—See &EY.
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Masterhood (mas'teT-hud).n. The state uf

beiug a master; inclination to cuntrol or

command others; iiuperiousness.

I would . . . accommodate quietly to his master-

hood, smile undisturbed at his ineradicable ambition.

Charlotte Bronte.

Materialization (ma-te/ri-al-iz-a"shon). n.

The act of m iterializing or of investing with

or assuming a material form ; change from

a spiritual, ideal, or imaginary state to a

state of matter; especially, among spiritual

ists, the alleged assumption by a spirit of a

material or bodily form.

Matterful (mat'er-ful), a. Full of matter,

substance, good sense, or the like; pithy;

pregnant 'A sweet, unpretending, pretty

mannered, matterful creature.' Lamb.

Matter-less, a. [add.] Of no consequence

or importance; immaterial. May.

Matter-0f-C0UrBe(mat'er-ov-k6rs),a. Done

or proceeding as a natural consequence;

naturally following and hence unimportant

or indifferent

I won't have that sort of matter-of-course acquies

cence. T. Hughes.

Matwork, n. [add ] In arch, same as

Notts*.

Max (mitks), n. Raid to be a contraction of

Maxime, aud originally applied to gin of the

best kind ; now applied to that liquor, no

matter of what quality. 'Treat boxers to

Max at the One Tun." JR. H. Barham.

May, n. [add] The festivities or games of

II ay-day. Tennyson.

Maythorn (ma'thorn), n. The hawthorn.

' The maythorn and its scent' K B. Brown

ing. See May, n. 2.

Mazdean (maz'de-an), a. Pertaining or re

lating to Mazdeism, or the religion of the

ancient Persians.

Mazdeism (maz'de-izra), n. [From Ahura-

Mazdao, the chief deity of the ancient Per

sians, the Ormuzd of English writers.] The

religion of the ancient Persians; the worship

of Ormuzd.

Meadow-crake (me'd6-krak), n. The

corn-crake or landrail. Tennyson.

Meaningness (men'ing-neB), u. The state

or quality of being meaning; fulness of sig

nificance.

She . . . looked so lovely, so silly, and so full

of unmeaning meaningitesx. Kichardson.

Measurelessness (mezh'ur-Ies-ncs), n. Hie

state of being measureless; unlimited extent

or quantity. " Meastirelessness in vitupera

tion." George Eliot.

Mechanism, n. [add.] In music, (a) that

part of an instrument which forms the con

nection between the player and the sound-

producing portion, (b) The physical power

of performance as distinguished from the

intellect or taste which directs it.

Medal (med'al), v.t. To decorate with a

medal; to confer a medal upon; to present

with a medal as a mark of honour.

Irving went home, meAllied by the kins', diplomat

ized by the university, crowned, and honoured, and

admired . Thackeray.

Mediation, «■ [add. ] In music, the melodic

phrase or section of a chant between the

reciting note aud the next close.

Megafarad ( meg ' a - far - ad ), n. [ Or.

me.gas, great, and E. farad.] In electrom-

etry, a million farads. See Fabad in Supp.

Megaweber (meg'a-va-ber), n. In electrom-

etry, a million webers, weber being the unit

of magnetic quantity or pole. See Weber

in Supp.

Megohm (meg' 6m), n. In electrometry, a

million ohms. See Ohm.

Meizoseismlc (mi-zo-sls'mik). a. [Or.

meizOn, greater, and seismas, an earth

quake.] A term applied to the zone or line

of maximum disturbance by an earthquake,

where the damage done to the shaken country

has beeeu greatest, the line indicating this

maximum being called the meizoseismic

curve. Kncy. Brit.

Meleagrina (mel'e-a-gri"na), n. A genus of

molluscs, the pearl-oysters. See Peaki*.

Meliorism (meTyor-izm), n. The doctrine

or opinion that everything in nature is so

ordered as to produce a progressive improve

ment James Sully.

Memoirism (mem'oir-izm), n. The act or

art of writing memoirs. Carlyle.

Memorably, adv. [add] lu a manner so

as to become impressed on the memory.

Why should the machinery of the longest poem be

drawn out to establish an obvious truth which a single

verse would exhibit more plainly and memorably*

Lander.

Menobranchus (men-6-brang'kus), n, [Gr.

menn, to remain, and branchia. gills.] A

genus of perennibranchiate Amphibia, nat.

order Urodela. comprising the flsh lizards

of North America, which are closely allied

to the axolotl of Mexico. M. macvlatus,

measuring- 12 inches long, is found in the

lakes and streams of the St Lawrence

system; M. lateralis is an inhabitant of

the southern tributaries of the Mississippi.

Mentality ( men-tal'i tl ), n. The state of

being mental ; the character or nature of

the mind; mental cast or habit

Hudibras has the same hard mentality, keeping

the truth at once to ttie senses and the intellect.

I-merson.

Menu (me -nii), n. T^r.) A list of the

dishes, Ac, to be served at a dinner, supper,

or the like; a bill of fare.

Merchandlzer (mer-chan-diz'er). n. A

dealer in merchandise ; a merchant ; a

trafficker; a trader. Bunyan.

Meroblast (uie'r6-blaat), «. In biol, an

ovum consisting both of a protoplasmic or

germinal portion and an albuminous or

nutritive one, as contradistinguished from

holoblast. an ovum entirely germinal.

Merry-night (meri nit), n, A rural fes

tival bela in the north of England, where

young people meet in the evening for the

purpose of dancing.

Mesa (ma'sft), n. [Sp., from T. mensa, a

table] A high plain or table-land; more

especially, a table-land of small extent rising

abruptly from a surrounding plain: a term

frequently used in that pint of the United

States bordering on Mexico. Bartlett.

Mesalliance (raes-al-lrans), n. [Ft.] Same

as Misalliance.

Mescal (mes-kaO, n. A strong intoxicating

spirit distilled from pulque, the fermented

juice of the Agave atnericana of Mexico.

Mesjld (mes'jed), n. [Ar., place of adora

tion] A mosque.

Mesocephalic, Mesocephalous (mes'o-

se-fal"flc, mes-o-sef'al-us), a. [Gr. mesos,

middle, and kephale, the head.] A term

applied to the human skull when it is of

medium breadth, that is, intermediate be

tween dolichocephalic and brachycephalic.

Metalogical (met-a-loj'ik-al), a. [Gr.

prefix mcta, beyond, and E. logical. ] Be

yond the province of logic ; transcending

the sphere of logic. Contemp, Rev.

Metasomatosls, Metasomatism (met'a-

sd-raa-td"&is> met-a-sd'mat-iim ), n. [ Gr.

meta, change, tmdsoma, sOmatos, the body.]

1. Same as Metensomatosis.~2. Change both

in the form and substance of a rock due to

protracted chemical agency ; metamorphism.

Meteorograph (me'te-er-o-graf ), n. An

instrument or apparatus for registering

meteorological phenomena.

Meteoroid (me'te-fir-oid), n. [Meteor, and

Gr. eidos, resemblance. ] An igneous meteor

the appearance of which is explained by

the deflagration of one of the small bodies

travelling round the sun that on coming into

the earth's atmosphere are burnt up.

Mexcal, Mezcal (meks-kal', mez-kaT).

Same as Mescal.

Micrococcus (ml-krd-kok'us), n, [Gr.

mikros, small, and kokkos, a berry, a kernel ]

In zool. a microscopic organism of a round,

bead-like form allied to Bacteria.

Microfarad ( mi ' kr6 - far - ad 1 n, [ Or.

mikros, small, and E. farad (which see) ]

In electrometry, the millionth part of a

farad.

Microhm ( ml ' krom ), n. [ Gr. mifcro*,

small, and E. ohm (which see).] In elec

trometry, the millionth part of an ohm.

Middlingness (mld'ling-nes), n. The

state of being middling; mediocrity.

I make it a virtue to be content with my middling-

tiess . . . it is always pardonable, so that one do nut

ask others to take it for superiority. Qeorge Eliot.

Midrash(mfd'rash). n. [Heb, explanation ]

A general name of the Talraudic writings of

the Jews, including both the Hagada and

the Halacha.

Milden (mlld'en), v.t. To render mild ; to

make less severe, stringent, or intense; to

soften; as, to milden the rigour of the law.

Milden (mlld'en), v.i. To become mild; to

grow less severe, stringent, or intense ; to

soften; as, the weather gradually mildens.

Milk-leg (milkleg), n. Same as White-leg

or Phlegmasia dolens. See PHLEGMASIA.

Millier (mel-ya). «. [Fr. ] In the metric

system, a weight equal to a thousand kilo

metres, or 2205 lbs. avoirdupois (nearly a

ton). It is the weight of one cubic metre

of water at 4' Centigrade.

Milling; (miring), n. I. The process of

grinding or passing through the machinery

of a mill. —2. The small transverse ridges

and furrows stamped on the edge of a coin

or the like.—3. A thrashing; a fight; a beat

ing. [Slang.]

Milllped (milli-ped). n. See Millepeti.

Millocrat (mil'lo-krat), n. [Mill and Gr.

kratos, rule. ] A large mill-owner; a manu

facturer having a wide influence from his

wealth or the number of people in his cm.

ployment 'Those manufacturing fellows

. . . the venomous rnillocraU.' La. Lytton,

Mimesis, n. [ add. ] In biol. some as

Mimicry, 2.

Mlmus (mfmus). n. A genus of American

birds of which the mocking-bird (M paiy-

qlottus is the type. See MoCKrNG-Bna».

Mineralogize (min'er-al-o jiz\ vX To

collect mineralogical specimens; to study

mineralogy.

He was botanizing or win

chaplain. Atus Edgnxvrth.

Minify (miu'i-fi), v.t. [L. minus, less, and

facio, to make J 1. To make little or less;

to make small or smaller ; to lessen ; to

diminish.—2. To make of less value or im

portance ; to treat as of slight worth ; U>

slight; to depreciate. In both senses op

posed to magnify.

Is a man magnified or mini/fed by considering hha-

sclf as under the influence ofthc heat en Iv bodies ?

Somtkey.

Misadvertenoe ( mis - ad - ver ' tens X «

Want of proper care, heed, or attention ,

inadvertence. Tennyson.

Miffchanceful (niis-chans'fnl), a. Accom

panied or characterized by mischance or

misfortune; unfortunate. Browning,

Miscolour (mis-kul'er), c.l. To give a

wrong colour to; to misrepresent. * A grand

half-truth distorted and mucoltmred in Uu-

words. ' Kingsley.

Mlscreation (mis-kre-a'shon), n. An un

natural or wrong making or creation. * Cities

peopled with savages and imps of our own

misereation. ' Kingsley.

Miscredit (mis kred'it), v.t To give no

credit or belief to; to disbelieve.

The miscredited Twelve hasten back to the chateau

for an answer in writing. Cariyi*.

Miserable (miz'er-a-bl). n. An unfortunate,

unhappy creature ; a wretch. Sterne ;

Henry Brooke.

Misfit (mis-flf), v.t 1. To make, as a gar

ment, Ac, of a wrong size— 3. To supply

with something that does not fit or U not

suitable.

Misluck (mis-luk'). i-.i. To meet with ill

fortune; to miscarry. Carlyle.

Mismanners{niis-man'erz), n.pl. Bad man

ners; ill breeding.

I h*pe your honour will excuse my tuismaniers to

whisper before you. *'(i«(*n./A.

Mlsology (mis-ol'o-ji), n. [Gr. mwio-

gia, hatred of argument or learning—tni***,

hatred, aud logos, discourse, reason ] The

hatred of learning or knowledge 'The

sombre hierarchs of misology, who take away

the keys of knowledge.' John Morley. [Rare '

Missee (mis-seO. v t. To take a w-rong view

of; not to have a correct view of; to see in

a false or distorted light. 'Several thins*

misseen, untrue.' Carlyle.

Missee (mis-se). r.t To take a wrrm£.

false, or distorted view; not to see accu

rately. Carlyle.

Mitten (mit'u), r.t To put mittens on

' Mittened cats catch no mice.' Proverb

Molly (mol'li), n. The mallemuck or ful

mar. See Fin.MAR.

Molochize (mo'lok-iz). r.t To sacrifice or

immolate as to Moloch. TVnnywm

Monandry (mon-andri), n Marriage to

one husband only: as opposed to prtlyatuiry

Money-dropper (mun'i-drop-er), & A

sharper who scrapes acquaintance with *

dupe by asking him about a piece of money

which he pretends to have picked up, :n

order to pave the way to confidence. ' A

rascally money-dropper' SmolUtt

Monism, [add.] In philo*. that theory by

which all phenomena or all existence are

referred to a single principle or source. TMi

single principle or source i* by some coij

sidered to be mind, the theory in this form

being called idealistic monism- Others re-

gard matter as the one aolf reality, micd

and its phenomena being prtHluctsof matter

this is materialistic monism.

The speculatire untennbility of materialism «-at i«

him (Prof. W. K Cliflortl) a point almost loo pun to

be discussed, and his meiaphyucal creed wms a fan*

of idealist monism which appears, wuh mare oc k -=•

Tariation in details, to be coming acceptance '•* tfee

scientific world. . , . So i«ir as it can be pus fcs *r

sentence it amounts to trm: th^t Utnd ts Uc cat*

ultimate reality in Nature, and that Conso*-aw=« a

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, h6r; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc. abune; y, 5c Uf.



MONKEY

not the type of Mind, but a special and complex

modification of it. Academy.

Monkey, n. [add.]— Monkey'* allowance,

a humorous term equivalent to more kicks

than halfpence. Kingaley.

Monkey (mung'ki), v.L To imitate as a

monkey does; to ape. 'Monkeying ttie

Lord.' E. B. Browning.

Monoecism (ruo-ue'sizm), n. The state of

being moncecions.

Monogenlst (mo-noj'e nist), n. One who

maintains the doctrine of monogeny, or

claims that the different races of mankind

have descended from a single stock.

Monogyny (mo-noj'i-ni), u. [Gr. monos,

sole, and gyni, a woman.] Marriage to one

woman only; the state of having but one

wife at a time.

MonomOrphic (mon-6-mor'flk), a. Having

the same or closely allied type of structure;

in biot. retaining the same form throughout

the various stages of development; mono

morphous.

Monotype (mon'd-tfp), n. The only or sole

type; especially, a sole species which con

stitutes a genus, family, or the like.

Monoxylous (mo-noks'il-us), a. Formed

of a single piece of wood. Dr. Wilson.

Moodishly (mod'ish-li), adv. In a moody,

sulky, or sullen manner; moodily. Rich

ardson.

Moon-face (mbn'fas), n. A full round face:

one of the principal features of beauty in a

woman according to Oriental ideas. 'Sur

veyed the beauties of his time as the Caliph

the moon-faces of his harem.' Thackeray.

Moon-raklng (mbn'rak-ing), n. Wool-ga

thering.

My wits were gone moon-raking.

R. D. Blackmore.

Moot, t n. [add.] An assembly or meeting,

especially for deliberation; a mote. J. R.

Green.

Morlanf (md'ri-an), n, A Moor.

In vain the Turks and Marians armed be.

Fairfax.

Morinda (md-rin'da). n. A genus of small

trees or shrubs of the order Cinchonacese

common in tropical Asia and the Polynesian

islands. Their bark and roots are exten

sively used for dyeing, their bark producing

a red, their roots a yellow dye. M. tinctoria

is common in India.

Morrice (mor'is), v.L To dance or perform

by dancing. 'Since the demon-dance was

morriced.' Hood. See Morris-dance.

Morrice (mor'is), v.i. To decamp; to begone.

Goldsmith. [Slang] Spelled also Morris.

Mortstone (mort'ston), n. A large stone

by the wayside between a village and the

parish church on which informer times the

bearers of a dead body rested the coffin.

Sir //. Taylor.

Moujik (mo'jik), n. A Russian peasant.

Mournsome (mdrn'sum), a. Mournful. 'A

mellow noise, very low and mournsome.'

H. D. Blackmore. [Rare ]

Mouseldn (mous'kin), n. A little or young

mouse. Thackeray.

Mouth-organ (mouth'or-gan), n. A name

given to different musical instruments of

the toy kind, held between or near the lips;

as. (a) the Jew's harp ; (6) the Fandeau-

pipes; ((.■) a harmonlcon. See Harmoni-

con, 2.

Mozarabic (moz-a-rab'ik), a. Same as M\t-

zarabic.

Mucker (muk'er), n. A heavy fall as in the

mire or muck. Kingaley. [Provincial Eirg-

lish ]

Mucker (muk'er), v.i. To make a mess or

muddle of any business; to muddle; to fail.

H. Kingsley. [Provincial English.]

Muckibus (muk'i-bus), a. Confused or

muddled with drink; tipsy; maudlin. [Old

slang. ]

If she drank any more she should be murkfrus.

Watpole.

Muckay (muk'sl). Same as Muxy. 'Soaked

and sodden, as we call it, mucksy.' It. D.

Blackmore. [Provincial English.]

Mudflat (mud'rlat), n. A muddy low-lying

strip of ground by the Bhore, or an island,

usually submerged more or less completely

by the rise of the tide.

Mudlark, n. [add.] A neglected or de

serted child, who is allowed to run and play

about the streets picking up his living and

his training anyhow; acity-arab; againin.

Bfujlk (mo'jik), n. Same as Movjik.

Mukhtar (muk'tiir). n. One of the subor

dinate offlciats of a mudir, or governor of a

Turkish village.

Multanlxnous (mnl-tan'imus), a. [L mul-

tus, many, and animus, mind.] Exhibiting
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many phases of mental or moral character;

showing mental energy or activity in many

different directions; many-sided. 'The mul-

tanimous nature of the poet' J. R. Lowell.

Multicellular (muMi-sel'lfi-ler), a. Hav

ing or consisting of many cells or cellules.

Multivalence (mul-tWa-lens), n. The state

or quality of being multivalent.

Multivalent (mul-tiv'a-lent), a. [L. multus,

many, and valens, ppr. of valeo, to be worth.]

In chem. equivalent in combining or dis

placing power to a number of monad atoms,

as hydrogen.

Muniblement (mum'bl-ment), n. Low, in

distinct words or utterance ; mumbling

Bpeech. Carlyte.

Murphy (mer'tt), n. A potato: so called

probably because a particular variety may j

nave been introduced by a person named

Murphy, or because the vegetable is the

food-staple of the Irish, among whom Mur

phy is a common family name.

Musarabic, n. See Muzarabic.

Muscularlze (mus'ku-ltlr-iz), v.t. To ren

der muscular, strong, or robust; to develop

the muscles or strength of. J. R. Lowell.

Mushed (musht), n. Shattered; depressed.

[Provincial English.]

You're a young man, eh, for all yon look so mushed*

George Eliot.

Mutacism (mu'ta-sizm), n. Inability to

enunciate correctly or freely the labial con

sonants (b, p, m), leading to a stammering

repetition of them, or the substitution of

some other consonantal sound for them.

Mutessarif Onu-tes'stt-riO, n. The governor

of the Turkish administrative district termed

a sanjak; a sanjak bey.

Muttony (mut'n-i), a. Resembling mutton

in flavour, appearance, or other of its qua

lities; consisting of mutton.

Mux (muks), v. t. To make a mess or muddle

of. if. D. Blackmore. [Provincial English]

Myall-WOOd (ml-arVud), n, A name for

the hard violet-scented wood of Acacia

homalophylla , a native of Australia. To

bacco-pipes and other articles are made of

it.

Myrrhy (mer'ri), a. Smelling of, perfumed

with, or producing myrrh, 'The myrrhy

lands.' Browning.

N.

Katchnee (uach'ne), n. [Indian name.] See

Eleusine.

Naturalism, n. [add.] 1. That view of

comparative mythology which refers the

origin of the heathen myths to a devout

imaginative contemplation of nature.—2. A

close adherence to nature in the arts of

painting, sculpture, poetry, Ac.

Nature-myth (na'tur-mith), n. A myth

symbolical of or supposed to be based on

natural phenomena.

Nausity t (ua'si-ti), n. Nauseation ; aver

sion; loathing; disgust. 'A kind of nausity

to meaner conversations' Cotton.

Neatherdess (net'herd-es), n. A female

neatherd ; a neatrcss. ' My love unto my

neatherdessc. ' Herrick.

Nebulize (neb'u-liz), v.t. [See Nebula.]

To reduce (a liquid) into spray for cooling,

perfuming, disinfecting, or other purposes.

Necessism (ne-ses'sizm), n. Same as Seces-

sarianism. Contemp. Rev.

Neck (nek), v.t. To behead; to decapitate;

to strangle.

If he «.hould m-elect

One hour, the next shall *er nim in my £M*p,

And the next After that shall see him neck'd.

Keats.

Necking (nek'in^). n. In arch, the annulet

or series of horizontal mouldings which

separates the capital of a column from the

plain part or shaft. Ency. Brit.

Necrobiosis (nek'rd-bio'sis). n. [Gr. nekros,

dead, and bios, life.] In vied, the degener

ation or wearing away of living tissue.

Virchoto.

Necrobiotic (nek'r6-bi-ot"ik). a. Of, pertain

ing to, or characterized by necrobiosis.

Necrolatry (nek-rol'a-tri), n. [Or. nekros,

dead, and latreia, worship.] Excessive

veneration for or worship of the dead.

Necromancing (nek'ro-man-sing), n. The

art or practices of a necromancer; conjur

ing. ' All forms of mental deception, mes

merism, witchcraft, necromancing, and so

on.' R. A. Proctor. —Used also adjeetive-

NOON

ly: "The mighty necromancing witch.' De

Quincjy.

Necrotomy (nek-rot'o-mi), n. [Or. nekros,

a dead body, and tome~, a cutting.] The

operation by which the different parts of a

dead body are exposed, as for the purpose

of studying their arrangement and struc

ture; dissection.

Need-be (ned'be), n. Something compul

sive, indispensable, or requisite; a neces

sity. 'A need-be for removing.' Carlyle.

Need-not (ned'not), n. Something unneces

sary; a superfluity. 'Such glittering need-

nots to human happiness.' Fuller.

Nefast (ne'fast), a. [L. nefastus, impious,

unlawful] Detestably vile; wicked; abom

inable. ' Monsters so nefast and flagitious.'

Lord Lytton.

Negligency (negli-jen-si), n. The habit of

omitting to do tilings, either from careless

ness or design; negligence. ' The negligency

of that trust which carries God with it'

Emerson.

Neoarctic (ng-o-ark'tik), a. Same as Ne-

arctic.

Neo-Christian (ne-6-kris'tyan), a Of, per

taining to, or professing neo-Christianity.

Neo-Christian (nfi o-kris'tyan), n. A pro

fessor of neo-Christianity; a rationalist.

Neo-Christianity (ne'o-kris-ti-an'i-ti), n.

Rationalistic views in Christian theology; a

liberal or advanced Christianity; rational

ism.

Neocosmic (n$-d-koz'mik), a. Pertaining

to the present condition and laws of the

universe: specifically applied to the races

of historic man.

Nephaliam (nef'al-izm), n. [Gr. niphalios,

sober, from nipha, to abstain from wine.]

The principles or practice of those who ab

stain from Bpirituous liquor; teetotallsm.

Nephallst (nef'al-ist), n. One who practises

or advocates nephalism or total abstinence

from intoxicating drink; a teetotaller.

Nepotious (ne-po'shus), a. Addicted to ne

potism; over-fond of nephews and other re

lations. 'Gladden the heart of many a

happy father, and tender mother, and ne

potious uncle or aunt.' Southey.

NesciOUS (ne'shi-us), a. [L. nescius, igno

rant.] Destitute of knowledge; ignorant.

He that understands our thoughts . . . cannot be

nescious of our works. Rev. T. Adams.

Neurectomy (nu-rek'to-mi), n. [Gr. neuron,

a nerve, ek, out, and torn?, a cutting.] The

operation of cutting out a nerve or part of

a nerve.

Neurility (nu-ril'i-ti), n. The properties or

functions of the nerves or nerve-fibre.

We owe to Mr. I .ewes our very best thanks for the

stress which he has laid on the doctrine that nerve-

fibre is uniform in structure and function, and for the

word neurility which expresses its common proper

ties. IV. K. Clijford.

Neuroglia ( nu-rog'li-a ), n. [Gr. neuron, a

nerve, and glia, glue. ] In anat. same as

Bindweb.

Newsy ( nu'zi ), a. Full of news ; gossipy ;

chatty. 'An organ newsy, piquant, and at

tractive." F. Lockyer.

Nick-eared (nikerd). Same as Crop-eared.

"Thou nick-eared lubber.' Sir H. Taylor.

Nickel, n. [add.] The popular name, in

the United States, given to small coins partly

consisting of nickel, value one, two, aud five

cents.

Nick-nack, n. [add.] A feast or entertain

ment where all contribute to the general

table.

'A nick-nack, I suppose!' 'Yes, yes, wc nil con

tribute as usual.' Foatt.

Niglited, a. [add.] Overtaken with dark

ness; benighted.

Now to horse I I shall be nighted. B. Jonson.

Nival, a. [add] Applied to plants which

grow among snow or which flower during

winter.

Noctiflorous (nok-ti-flo'rus), a. [L. nox,

noctis, night, and Jloreo, to blossom, to

flower. ] In hot applied to plants which

flower during night.

Nomocracy (n6-mok'ra-si). n. [Gr. nomas,

a law, and krated, to sway, to govern.] A

system of government in accordance with a

code of laws; as. the nomocracy of the an

cient Hebrew commonwealth. Mihnan.

Nondurable (non-jur'a-bl), a. Incapable of

being sworn; unfit to take an oath; incapa

citated from being a witness. ' A nondurable

rogue.' Roger yorth.

Noon (non), r. i. To rest at noon or the warm

part of the day, as travellers in a warm

country. Howard Stanabury.

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g. 0:0; j, job; h, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, irnig; zh, azure.—See Ket.
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Norland, NorIan' (norland, norlan). n.

The northland ; the north country. 'Our

nt>iay norland.' Swinburne. [Northern Eng

lish and Scotch.]

Noteless, «. [add.] Having no note or

tone; unmusical. 'Parish-Clerk with note

less tone. ' Tom D' Ur/ey.

Nounlze (noun-iz'). v.t. To convert into a

noun; to uomlnalize. ./. Earle.

Noun-Verb (noun'verb), n. That part of a

verb which implies action or state only

without the power of assertion, as the infini

tive mood, the gerund and the supine; a

verbal noun.

Novice (nov'is), a. Having the character of

a novice or beginner; inexperienced. 'These

novice lovers, Sylvester,

The wisest, unexperienced, will be ever

Timorous and loath with novice modesty,

Miltan.

Noviciate (no-vish'i-at), a. Inexperienced;

unpractised.

I discipline my young noviciate thought

In nunisteries of heart -stirring song. Coleridge.

Novllantt (no'vi-lant), n. [Of similar origin

to adj. novel,] A recorder of modern or

current events.

For things past he was a perfect Historian ; for

things present a judicious t\'ox-itant; and for things

to come a prudential . . . Coitjecturer. Fuller,

Novozelanlan (no'vo-ze-la"ni-an). a Of or

belonging to New Zealand or its inhabitants.

Huxley.

Novum fnd'vum), n. See Novem.

Nudlndian ( nu-di-fld'i-an ). n. [ L. nudus.

naked, and fides, faith ] One who has a bare

faith; one with faith without works. Rev.

T. Adams. [Rare]

Nun (nun), v.t To cloiBter up, as a nun; to

conflue.

If you are so very heavenly-minded ... I will

have you to town, and »n» you up with Aunt Nell.

Richardson.

Nunnery, n. [add.] The system or institu

tion of conventual life for women. Fuller.

Nut, 'i [add.] pi. Something very pleasant

or gratifying.

This was nuts to the old Lord, who thought he

had outwitted Frank. Roger Xortk.

—To be nuU on, to be very fond of. [Colloq.

or slang.]

My aunt is awful null on Marcus Aurelius ; I beg

your pardon, you don't know the phrase; my aunt

makes Marcus Aurelius her Bible. IK Black.

NympholepsiC (nini-fo-lep'sik), a. Of, be

longing to, or possessed by nympholepsy;

ecstatic; frenzied; transported. E. B. Brown

ing.

O.

Oakwart (ok'wart), n. An excrescence pro

duced by the deposit of the eggs of an insect

in the tender shoots of an oak; an oak-apple

or gall. Browning,

Objectivate (ob-jek'ti-vat), v.t. To form

into an object; to cause to assume the char

acter of an object; to objectify. Ency. Brit.

Objectivation ( oh-jek'ti-va"shon ), n. The

act of forming into or causing to assume

the character of an object. 'The objectiva

tion of Will.' Contemp. Rev.

Object-teaching (ob'jekt-tech-ing), n. A

mode of teaching in which objects them

selves are made the subject of lessons, tend

ing to the development of the observing

and reasoning powers of children. See Ob

ject-lesson.

Objure (ob-jur*). tJ.i. To swear. [Rare]

As the people only laughed at him, he cried the

louder ana more vehemently; nay, at last began ob

juring, foaming, imprecating. Carlyle.

Obligable (ob'li-ga-bl), a. Acknowledging,

complying with, or fulfilling any promise,

contract, or obligation ; trustworthy as to

that which constitutes legal or moral duty

'One man . . . is obligable ; and another is

not' Emerson.

Oblltet (oblit), a. [ L. oblitus, from oblino,

to bedaub ] Dim; indistinct; slurred over.

* Obscure and oblite mention is made of those

water-works. ' Fuller.

Obolary <ob'o-la-ri), a. [Gr. obolos, a small

coin. ] Pertaining to or consisting of small

coin; also, reduced to the possession of only

the smallest coins; hence, poor; sunk in

poverty. Lamb.

ObSOleted (ob'sd-let-ed), a. Become obso

lete; neglected; gone into disuse. 'Which

law was then and is yet in force, though ob-

soleted.' Roger yorth.

Obsoletism (ob'so-let-izin), n, A custom,

fashion, word, or the like, which has become

obsolete or gone out of use.

Does then the warrant of a single person validate

a neoterism, or, what is scarcely distinguishable

therefrom, a resuscitated obsoletism '

Fitsedward Hall.

Obstreperate (ob-strep'er-at), v.i. To make

a loud, clamorous noise.

Thump, thump, thump, obstrtpemted the abbess

of Andduillets with the head of her gold-headed cane

against the bottom of the calesh. Sterne.

Obstropulous (ob-strop'ul-us), a. A vulgar

corruption of Obstreperous.

I'm sure you did not treat Miss Hardcastle, that

was here a while ago, in this obstropulous manner.

Goldsmith.

Ocrea. a [add] For the botanical mean

ing of this word see OCHREA.

Octave, n. [add] 1. In the sonnet, the first

two stanzas of four verses each. See Sonnet.

2. A stanza of eight lines. Sir P. Sidney.

Odist (od'ist), n. The writer of an ode.

Antijacobin.

Odontornithldro, Odontornithes (6-don'-

tor-nith"i-de, 6-don'tor-ni"thez), n. pi. [Gr.

odous. odontos, a tooth, and orm$, omithos,

a bird. ] A group of extinct birds whose

jaws were furnished with teeth, found in

the cretaceous strata of Kansas. They are

divided into two distinct orders, the one

having the teeth in distinct sockets, the

other in grooves. SeelCHTiiYORNls in Supp.

Oeillet (6'il-et), n. In arch, see extract.

The parapet often had the merlons pierced with

long chinks ending in round holes called oeillefs.

Archteologia, 1796,

OZnomania (e-no-ma'nl-a), n. [Gr. oinoa,

wine, and mania, madness] 1. An insati

able desire for wine or other intoxicating

liquors; dipsomania,—2. Same as Delirium

tremens, which see under Delirium.

OZstrual (es'tru-al), <*• [Gr. oistros. a vehe

ment desire. ] In physiol. applied to the

period of sexual desire in animals.

(Estruatlon (es-tru-a'shon), n. The state

or condition of being cestrual, or of having

sexual desire.

Offcast (of'kast), n. That which is rejected

as useless. 'The ofeasts of all the profes

sions—doctors without patients, lawyers

without briefs.' M. W. Savage.

Officialism (of-fl'shal-izm), n. A system of

official government; especially, a system of

excessive official routine; red-tapism.

Ogrillon (o'gril-on), n. [A dim. of ogre.] A

httle or young ogre. 'His children, who,

though ogrillons, are children.' Thackeray.

Old-maidism (Sld-mad'izm), n. The state

or condition of being an old maid; advanced

spinBterhood.

The Miss Linnets were in that temperate zone of

old-maidiim, when a woman will not say but that if

a man nf suitable years and character were to offer

himself, she might be induced to tread the remainder

of life's vale in company with him. George Eliot.

Oliverian ( ol-i-ve'ri-an ), n. [ From Oliver

Cromwell. ] An adhereut of Oliver Cromwell;

an admirer of the character or policy of

Cromwell. 'A cordial sentiment for an Oli-

verian or a republican.' Godwin.

Om (ora), n. A combination of letters in

vested with peculiar sanctity in both the

Hindu and Buddhist religions. In the Vedas

it appears as an exclamation of solemn as-

seut. Afterwards it formed the auspicious

word with which the Brahmins had to begin

and end every sacred duty ; and latterly it

came to be regarded as a symbol represent

ing the names of the Hindu trinity.

Omni-erudite (om-ni-er'u-dlt), a. Compre

hending all learning; universally learned.

'That omni-erudite man.' Southey.

Omni-prevalent fom-ni-pre'va-lerit),a. Pre

dominant; having entire influence. 'The

Earl of Dunbar then omni-prevatent with

King James.' Fuller.

Omnivalent (om-niv'a-lent), a. All-power

ful; omnipotent. 'Is sinne so strong or so

omnivalent f ' Davies.

Omohyoid (6-md-hi'oid),a. and n. [Gr. mnos,

the shoulder, and E. hyoid.] In anat. applied

to a Blender, long, and flat muscle situated

obliquely at the sideB and front of the neck,

and attached to the hyoid bone and the

Bhoulder.

Omoplatoscopy (6'm6-pla-tos"ko-pi), n.

[Gr, omoplate, the scapula.] A form of di

vination by means of the scapula or shoul

der-blade. Called also Scapulimancy.

The principal art of this kind is divination by a

shoulder-blade, technically called scapulimancy or

omoplatoscopy. h. B. Tytor.

On. prep, [add.] Frequently confounded

with of by our older writers, this u&age

being a common vulgarism at the present

day.

Be not jealous on me, gentle Brutus. SAak.

An 'twere not as good deed as drink, to break Ifec

pate on thee, I am a very villain. ±h,?i

Once, ado. [add. ] Immediately after ; as

soon as ; when ; directly ; as, the advance

will be made once reinforcements arrive.*

Carlyle.

Oncoming (onTcum-ing), n A coming or

drawing near; approach.

Those confused murmurs which we try to call mor

bid, and strive against as if they were the miymt'^

of madness. Gei^rge Elttf.

Onlyt (on'U), prep. Except; with the excep

tion of.

Our whole office will be turned out only me. Prpys.

I have written day and night, I may say. ever since

Sunday morning, only church-lime or the like of

that. Rtchardxmi.

OnomatopoeoU8(on'o-mat^d-pe"us),a. Same

ks Onomatopoetic.

Onrush (onrush), n. A rush or dash on

wards: a rapid or violent onset * That first

onru-xh of life's chariot wheels.' S. B,

Browning.

Open-dOOred (6'pn-d6rdX a. Having the

doors or entrance open; very receptive;

hospitable.

Some

Whose ears are o/en-doertd to phantoms.

tirH. Tayte*.

Opera-bouffe (op'e-ra-bufi, n, pi. Opera -

boufles (same pron.). [Fr. opera bovfe.

from It. opera buffa'] Au exaggerated or

furcical form of comic opera, characterized

by music of a mock-heroic style, eccentric

situations, ridiculous characters, and biz

arre costumes; and enriched by numerous

sprightly airs, taking choruses, and dance*.

Ophiography (of-i-og*ra-n), n. [Gr. ophU.

a serpent, and graphc~, description.] A de

scription of serpents; ophiology.

Oplnant (o-pi'nant), n. One who forms or

who holds an opinion.

The opinions differ pretty much according rt> the

nature of the opiuants. Thacteray.

Opportunism (op-por-tun'izm), n. The art

or practice of seizing or turning opportu

nities to advantage; specifically, in polities.

the system of those who seize opportunities

which will be of advantage to their party,

even at a sacrifice of their avowed principles.

Opposability (op-poz'a-biri-ti), n. The

capability of being placed so as to act in

opposition; as, the opposability of the thumb

to the other fingers. A. R. Wallace.

Optimistic (op-ti-mis'tik), a. Of. relating

to, characterized by, or having the nature

of optimism; as. optimistic opinions.

Optogram (op'to-gram'), n. [Gr. optoe, vis

ible, and gramma, a writing. ] A permanent

image fixed on the retina by means of light;

a picture formed on the retina of the eye at

death of the last impression which it had

received, and which is preserved for a longer

or shorter period.

Oragious ( 6 - ra ' jus ), a. [ Fr. orageux.

stormy.] Stormy; tempestuous. [Rare.]

M. D'lvry. whose early life may have been rather

oragious, was yet a gentleman perfectly wdl con

versed. Tkacktray.

Orangeism (or'anj-izm), n. The tenets or

firinciples of the members of the Orange

nstitution, a politico-religious association

which arose towards the close of the eigh

teenth century among the rTotestants of the

north of Ireland. See <u: am; km an

Orcnldean (or-kid'i-an), a. Same as Orchi

daceoits. Darwin.

Ordainer. n. [add] One of a junto of nobles

in the reign of Edward II. whom the king

was obliged to empower with authority to

enact ordinances for the government of the

kingdom, the regulation of the king's house

hold, Ac. J. R. Green.

Ordinary, n. [add.] Eceles. a settled order

or use for public service. ' That ordinary

or form of service which hereafter was ol>-

served in the whole kingdom.* Fuller.—

Ordinary of the mass, in the R, Cath. Ch

all the service of mass which is not the

canon, i.e. all before it and the prayers of

the communion of the priest after it. /.

Orby Shipley.

Ore -hearth (or'harth), n. See Blast-

hearth.

Organizer (ofgan-lz-er), n. One who ar-

ranges the several parts of anything f»r

action or work; one who establishes and

systematizes.

Fate, far, fut. fall; me\ met, her; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii. Se. nbuue; y. Sc. fry
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Orient, n. [add.] A pearl of superior qua

lity.

The toughest pearl-diver may dive to his utmost

depth, and return uot only with sea-wreck, but with

true orients. Carlyle.

Orphancy t (or*fan-si), n. The state of being

on orphan; orphanhood. 'Thy orphancy nor

my widowhood.' Sir P. Sidney.

Orihogainy (or-thog'a-nii), n, [Gr. orthos,

straight, and gamos, marriage.] In hot.

direct or immediate fertilization without

the intervention of any mediate agency.

Osiered, a. [add.] Twisted or interwoven

like basket-work.

Garlands of every green; and every scent

From vales deflower'd, or forest-trees branch-rent,

In baskets of bright ositr'd gold were brought.

Keats.

Osmometry (oa-mom'et-ri), n. The act or

process of measuring the velocity of the

osmotic force by means of an osmometer.

Osmonosology (os'mo-no-sol"o-ji), n. [Gr.

oanii, smell, nosos, a disease, and logos, a dis

course.] The doctrine of, or a treatise on,

the diseases of the sense of smell.

Osteoblast (os'te-6-blaat), n. [Gr. osteon, a

bone, and btastos, a germ.] In pkysiol. a

cell or corpuscle forming the germ from

which osseous tissue is developed.

Otlationt (6-shi-a'shon),n, Same as Otiosity.

Puttenham.

Otter, u. [add.] A name (riven to the larva

of the ghost-moth (Evialis humuli), which

is very destructive to hop plantations.

Oulachon (o'la-chon), n, A name given to

the candle-fish (which see).

Out, adv. [add.] 1. Having taken her place

as a woman in society: said of a young lady

who, having left school, has begun to play

her part with grown-up people at balls and

other assemblages.

Pray, Is she out or nott I am puzzled ; she dined

at the parsonage with the rest of you, which seemed

like being out; and yet she says so little that I can

hardly suppose she is. Miss Austen.

2. Having to give place to another, or with

draw from a game, as a player in cricket

when he is stumped or ruu out.

Out-and-outer (out-aud out'er), n. A first-

rate or extraordinarily thorough person; a

jolly good fellow; a thoroughgoer. [Colloq.

or slang.]

Master Clive was pronounced an out-and-outer, a

swell, and no mistake. Thackeray,

Outbargain (out-bar'gin). v.t. To overreach

or get the better of in a bargain. ' Try to

outwit or outbargain each other.' Mtis Edge-

worth.

Outbound (out-bound'), v.t. To excel in

activity or swiftness; to bound beyond.

He could outrun the reindeer, and outbound the

antelope. Henry Brooke.

Out-fling (out'fling), a. A gibe; a sarcasm;

a severe or contemptuous remark.

Deronda . . . could not help replying to Pash's

outfling. George Bitot.

Outlash (out 'lash), n. A striking out; an

outburst; an outbreak.

Underneath the silence there was an outlash of

hatred and vindictiveness. George Eliot,

Outlearn (otit-K'rn ). v.t. 1. To learn more

than; to outstrip in learning.—2. To get be

yond the study or learning of; to outlive the

practice of.

Men and gods have not outlearned It (to love).

limerton.

Outlook, n. [add] That which is present

to the eye, as a scene, landscape, or the

like; prospect; survey. ' The dreary outlook

of chimney-tops and smoke.' Kinyslcy.

Outman (out-man'), v.t To be more of a

man than; to exceed in manhood. Carlyle.

Outmove (out-moV), v.t. To advance before

in going ; to go faster than ; to outgo ; to

exceed in quickness.

My father's ideas ran on as much faster than the

translation, as the translation outtnoved my unde

Toby's Sterne.

Outspokenness (out-spok'n-nes), n. The

character or quality of being outspoken ;

candidness ; frankness of speech.

Overbody (6'ver-bo-di), v.t. To give too

much body to ; to make too material ; to

deapiritualize.

Then was the priest set to con his motions and his

postures, his liturgies and his lurries, till the soul by

this means of ovtrbodying herself, given up jusrly to

fleshly delights, bated her wing apace downward.

Milton.

Overbridge (6'ver-brij), n. A bridge over a

tine of railway at a station connecting the

platforms, or over a canal, tfro.

Overcrltict (o'ver-kri-tik), n. One who is

critical beyond measure or reason; a hyper-

critic.

Let no ovtrcritick causelessly cavlll at this coat.

Fuller.

Overcrowd ( 6-ver-kroud' ), v.t. To fill or

crowd to excess, specifically, with human

beings.

Over-dare, v t. [add] tTo dishearten; to

discourage; to daunt.

Let not the spirit of j£acides

Be oxtr-dar'd, but make him know the mightiest

Deities

Stand kind to him. Chapman.

Overdoer (6-ver-do'er). n. One who over

does; one who does more than is necessary

or expedient.

These overdoer* , . . are wicked wretches ; what

do they but make religion look unlovely, and put

underdoers out of heart? Richardson.

Overnet (d-vernef), v.t. To cover as with

a net. 'Spider -threads that overnet the

whole world.' Carlyle.

Overtaken (6-ver-tak'n), p. and a. Over

come with drink; intoxicated.

He was temperate also in his drinking. ... I

never spake with the man that saw hiin overtaken.

Sfi. Hacket.

Overvalue, v.t. [add] To exceed in value.

She gave me a look that overvalued the ransom of

a monarch. Henry Brooke.

Overwell (6-ver-wel'), v.t. To overflow.

The water ovenvetltd the edge, and softly went

through lines of light to shadows and an untold

bourne. R. D. Blackmore.

Overwrite (6-ver-rit), v.t. To superscribe;

to entitle.

'Tis a talc indeed, . . . and is overwritten. The

Intricacies of Diego and Julia. Sterne.

Oxytonical (oks-i-ton'i-kal), a. In gram.

applied to a word having the acute accent

on the last syllable.

Pabouche (pa-boshO, n. [Per. pauposh.] A

slipper.

1 always drink my coffee as soon as my feet are in

my pabouches; it's the way all over the East.

Sir IK Scott.

Packing-penny (pak'iug-pen-ni),n. A small

sum given in dismissing a person; hence, to

give a packing-penny to, to send a person

packing or about his business. B. Jonson.

Pad (pad), n. Among flsh-dealers, a measure

varying in quantity; a pad of mackerel is

sixty fish.

Paddle-fish, (padl-flsh), n. The spoonbill

sturgeon (Polyodon spatula). See Spoon

bill, 2.

Paint-box (pant'boks), n. A box with com

partments containing the different pig

ments used by a painter.

Palace-car (pal'os-kar). n. A roomy, ele

gantly fitted up railway-carriage provided

with chairs, sofas, Ac, and with berths,

beds, or couches for sleeping accommoda

tion during night travelling. A common

form is the Pullman-car.

Paleobotany (pale-6-bot"a-ni), n, [Gr. pa-

laws, ancient, and £. botany.] Same as Pa-

Iceontological or Fossil Botany. See under

Botany.

Palsocosmic (pa'le-S-koz"mik), a. [Gr.

palaios, ancient, and kosmos, world.] Per

taining or relating to the ancient world, or to

the earth during former geological periods.

Pal®o11th (pa'le d-lith), n. An unpolished

stone, implement, or other object belonging

to the earlier stone age.

PalaBOsaur, Palreosaurus (pale-6-sar, pa'-

le-o-sar-us), n. [Gr. palaios, ancient, and

sauroit, lizard.] A thecodont lizard, having

affinities with the crocodiles and deino-

saurians. Their bones are found in the per-

mian strata of Europe.

Palalo-. A prefix formed from the Greek

palaios, ancient. For words of which this

is the first component, see the correspond

ing terms under Valmo.

Palpitant (pal'pi-tant), a. Trembling; pal

pitating. Carlyle.

Palustral, Paliistrlne (pa-lus'tral, pa-lus'-

trin), a. [L. palmier, palustris, from palus,

a marsh or fen.] Same as Paludine.

Pan (pan), v.t To bring to view by separ

ating or washing from coarser material, as

gold from a miner's pan: followed by out.

[United States]

Pun (pan), v.t. To make an appearance or

to come to view, as gold in a miner's pan

when washed from impurities; hence, to

show a result; to turn out more or less to

one's satisfaction: followed by out. [United

States.]

Paneiconography (pan1-ko-nog"ra-fl)1 n.

[Gr. pan, all, eikon, an image, and graphd,

to write.] A process of producing a de

sign in relief on a zinc plate adapted for

printing in a typographical press: a variety

of zincography.

Pangenesis (pan-jen'e-sis), n. [Gr. pan, all,

and genesis, birth.] A provisional hypothe

sis or attempt to explain the methods by

which the phenomena of growth and de

velopment in organic beings are effected.

The hypothesis rests on the assumptions

that all organisms are wholly composed of

cells or molecules ; that these cells or or

ganic units differ from one another accor

ding to the function of the organ to which

they belong; that these units are constantly

undergoing multiplication by budding or

proliferation, giving rise to minute atoms

or geinmules, which are diffused to a

greater or less extent throughout every

portion of each organism; that the proper

ties of a unit are liable to be modified by

surrounding conditions; that thegemmules

possess the properties which the unit had

when they were thrown off, and that when

these gemmules are exposed to certain con

ditions they give rise to the same kind of

cells from which they were derived. The

name is also applied to the theory or doc

trine that every organism has its origin in

a simple cell called a moner or pangenetic

cell. Darwin.

Pangenetic (pan-je-net'ik), a. Pertaining

or relating to pangenesis.

Pangful (pangTul), a. Full of pangs; tor

tured; suffering.

Overwhelmed with grief and infirmity, he bowed

his head upon hisfangful bosom. Richardson.

Panislamlsm (pan-iz'lam-izm), n. [Gr. pan,

all, and E. lslamism.] A sentiment or move

ment in favour of a union or confederacy of

the Mohammedan nations. Times news

paper.

Pannlered (pan'i-erd), p. and a. Loaded,

as a beast of burden, with panniers. ' His

gentle panniered train.' Wordsworth,

Panspermic (pan-speVmik), a. Of or relat

ing to panspermy.

Panspermism (pan-sper'mizm), n. Same

as Panspermy.

Panzoism (pan-zo'izm), n, [Gr. pan, all,

and £'.<<*, life.] A collective term, sometimes

used for all the elements or factors which

constitute vitality or vital energy. // Spen

cer.

Paolo (pii'o-16), n. An old Italian silver coin

worth about flvepence in English money.

Paper, r.f. [add.] To fill, as a theatre or

other place of amusement, with an audience

mostly admitted by paper, that is, free

passes; to fill with non-paying spectators;

as, the house was nightly papered during

his unfortunate engagement. [Slang.]

Papmeat (pap'met), n. Soft food for in

fants; pap. 'Pamper him with papmeat'

Tennyson.

Papyfal (pap'i-ral), a. Made or consisting

of paper. Ld. Lytton.

Parachordal (par-a-kor'dal), n. [Gr. para,

beside, and chord?., a chord.] In embryol

ogy, one of the cartilaginous plates which

form the first appearance of the skull in the

development of vertebrates : so called from

lying beside the notochord.

Paradisiac(pa-ra-dis'i-ak), a. Same as Para

disaic or Paradisiacal. 'The paradixiac

beauty and simplicity of tropic humanity.'

Kingsley.

Paradoxure (par-a-doks'ur), n. [Gr. para-

doxos, strange, wonderful, and oura, tail.]

A name given to the palm-cat from the

curious faculty it possesses of curling its

long tail into a tight coil.

Parasltal (par-a-sit'al), a. Same as Para

sitic 'This parasitat monster.' Ld. Lyt

ton.

Parasol (par'a-sol), v. t. To shade as with a

parasol; to shelter from the sun's rays. ' No

kindly tree will parasol me.' Southey.

' Frondent trees parasol the streets.' Car-

lyle.

Parement (par'ment), n. The outside ash

lar or casing of a rubble wall, which is tied

together by through or bond stones. Ency.

Brit. See Perpend

Paretic (pa-ret'ikXa. Pertaining to, affected

with, or of the nature of paresis, or incom

plete paralysis of the motor nerveB.

Paris-green (parts-gren), n. The popular

name In America of the poisonous pigment

Scheele's-green (which see).

Parochialism (pa ro'ki-al-Izni), n. The state

of being parochial. Fig. that narrowness or

ch, cAain; ch, Sc. locA; g, go; j, job; ft, Pt. ton; ng, ting; th, fAen; th, (Ain; w, wig; wh, trAig; zh, azure—See Ksr.
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contractedness of opiniona or sentiments re

sulting from confining one's attention or in

terest to the affairs ofone's parish or neigh

bourhood.

Paroxysmic (par-oks-iz'mik), a. Character

ized or accompanied by paroxysm; resem

bling a paroxysm ; coming by violent tits

and starts; spasmodic.

They fancy that they honour inspiration by sup

posing it to be only extraordinary andfaroxysmic.

Kingsley,

Paroxytone (par-oks'I-tdn), a. A term ap

plied in Greek grammar to n word having

the acute accent on the penultimate syl

lable. Also used as a noun for a word hav

ing its Acute accent so placed.

Parroter (par\>t-er), n. One who parrots or

repeats incessantly what he has learned by

rote; ooe who servilely adopts the language

or opinions of others. J. S. Mill.

Parthenogenetic (par'the-nO-je-nefik), a.

1. Pertaining to, characterized by, or of the

Datura of parthenogenesis—2. Born of a vir

gin. 'A parthenogeJietie deity.' EB.Tylor.

Partial, a. [add.]—Partial tones, the simple

simultaneous tones, that is the fundamental

tone and overtones which combine to form

a musical sound, and to which the timbre

or quality of the sound is due. See Tonk, 4.

Particulate, a. [add] Referring to or con

sisting of particles; produced by particles,

as minute germs, &c. 'The small-pox is a

particulate disease.' Prof. Tyndall.

Pasclialist (pas'kal-ist), n. A disputant or

controversialist respecting the proper day

on which Easter should fait Milton.

Paschite (pas'klt), n. See Quaktodeci-

MANI.

Pass, n. [add] The successful or satisfac

tory standing or going through an examina

tion or test, as by a pupil in a school before

an inspector, or by a university student who

gets over his examination simply without

being plucked.

Passion-music (pa'shon-rau-zik), n. Music

set to the narrative of Christ's passion in

the Gospels.

Passion-Sunday (pa'shon-sun-da^ n. The

fifth Sunday in Lent.

Past-master (past'mas-ter), n. One who

has occupied the office or dignity of master,

especially in such bodies or societies as Free

masons, Oddfellows, Good Templars, Ac.;

hence, fig. one who has experience in his

particular craft or business.

Pastoralize (pas'tor- al-iz), v.t. To make the

subject or theme of a pastoral; to celebrate

in a pastoral poem. E. B. Browning.

Patena (pa-te'na), n. A name given in Cey

lon to open grassy areas in the hilly or

mountainous parts encircled by forests. Sir

J. E. Tennent.

Paternoster, n. [add.] A name given by

anglers to a line to which hooks are at

tached at certain intervals, and also leaden

beads or shots to sink it: so called from the

likeness of the beads to those of a rosary.

Klngsley.

Pattened (pat'end), a. Wearing pattens.

Wherever they went some pattenedjritl stopped to

courtesy. "Jane .iusttn.

Paulo-post-future (paMo-post-fu-tur), n.

A tense of Greek verbs, corresponding to

the future perfect

Pea-coat (pe'kdt), n. [See Pea-jacket.) A

loose fitting coat of heavy woollen material,

and resembling a short top-coat. Dickens,

Peacock (pe'kok), v.t To cause to strut or

pose and make an exhibition of one's beauty,

elegance, or other fine qualifications; hence,

to render proud, vain, or haughty; to make

a display of. ' A desire only to please, and

as it were peacock themselves.' Sir P. Sid

ney.

Tut, he was tame and weak enow with me.

Till peacocked up with Lancelot's noticing.

Tennyson.

Pearl, n. [add.] One of a series of bony tu

bercles which form a rough circle round

the base of a deer's horn, and called collec

tively the bur or burr.

You will carry the horns back to London, . . .

and you will discourse to your friends of the span,

and thcfearls of the antlers. If. Slack.

Pearmonger (par'mung.ger), n. A dealer

in pears.

Pert as a fearmonger 1 'd be

If Molly were but kind. Gay.

Peclantocracy (pe-dan-tok'ra-sl), n. [E. pe

dant, and Gr. kratos. power, might] The

government, sway, or rule of a pedant or

pedants; the supremacy or power of mere

hnokish theorists; a system of government

founded on mere book learning. J. S. Mill.

Pedomotlve (ped'o-mo~tiv), a. Moved,

driven, or worked by the foot or the feet

acting Tin pedals, treddles, or the like ;

operated by action of the feet, as a veloci

pede, Ac.

Peery (pe'ri), a. Inclined to look narrowly,

sharply, and cautiously; inquisitive; pry

ing; cautious.

I am not a person to betray people, but you are so

shy and perry. Fielding.

From her twisted mouth to her eyes so petty.

Each queer feature asked a query. Hood.

Pela (pt'la). n. Same as Chinese Wax. See

Wax-insect.

Pendulate ( pen ' du-lat ), v. i. To be so sus

pended from a fixed point as to Bwing freely

backwards and forwards ; to Bwiiug ; to

dangle.

The ill-starred scoundrel pendulates between Hea

ven and Earth, a thing rejected of both. Carlyle.

Pennied (pen'nid), a. Having or possessed

of a penny.

The one-pennied boy has his penny to spare.

U'erdrtvorth.

Pentadelphous (pen-ta-del'fus), a. [Gr.

pente, five, and adelphos, brother.] In bot.

having the filaments or stamens arranged

in groups or divisions of five.

Penwiper (pen'wi-p£r), n. A fancy orna

ment of patchwork, doth, Ac, for cleaning

pens of ink. Simmonds.

Pepper-and-salt (pep'per-and-salt), a. A

term applied to a fabric with a light ground

colour (as white, drab, gray, Ac.) ticked or

dotted with black, brown, or like dark col

our. ' A short-tailed pepper-and-salt coat'

Dickens. ' A man in a pepper-and-salt dress. '

George Eliot.

PeptlCity (pep tis'i-ti), «. The state of being

peptic; good digestion; eupepsia. 'A most

cheery. Jovial, buxom countenance, radiant

with pepticity.' Carlyle.

Peptone (pep'ton), n. [Gr. peptd, to digest ]

The substance into which the nitrogenous

elements of the food (such as albumen,

fibrin, casein, Ac.) are converted by the

action of the gastric juice.

Peregrinity, n. [add] Wandering; travel;

journey.

A new removal, what we call ' his third feregrinity'

had to be decided on. Carlyle.

Perfumy (per-fu'ml or peyfu-mi), a. Hav

ing a perfume; odorous; sweet-scented.

'Perfumy breath.' Mrs. Oliphant.

Periastral (per-i-as'tral). a. [Gr. peri, about,

and astron, a star] About or among the

stars. ' Comets in periastral passage. R.

A. Proctor.

Perichondritis (per'i-kon-dri"tis), n. In

flammation of the perichondrium.

Perispore (per'i-spor), n. In bot. the outer

covering of a spore.

Perissad (pe-ris'sad), a. [Gr. perissos, odd,

not even.] In chem. being of unequal equiv

alence; a term applied to an element which

combines with odd numbers of atoms only.

Perspirate (per'spir-at), v.i. To perspire;

to sweat.

1 persfirate from head to heel. Thackeray.

Perspire, v.i. [add.] tTo breathe or blow

through. 'What gentle winds perspire!'

Herrick.

Persuadableness ( per-swad'a-bl-nes ), n.

The state or quality of being persuadable ;

a complying disposition.

He mitjht mean to recommend her as a wife by

showing ncr fersuadableness. yane Austen.

Pessimistic (pes si-mist'ik), a. Pertaining

to, characterized by, or of the nature of

pessimism ; as, the pessimistic theory or

doctrine.

Pestful (pest'ful), a. Pestiferous; pestilen

tial. 'Long ana pestful calms.' Coleridge.

Petroglyphic (pet-ro-glif'ik), a. Pertaining

to or characterized by petroglyphy ; as, a

petroglyphic inscription.

Petroglyphy (pet-rop/li-fl). n, [ Gr. pefro*,

a stone, and glyphd, to carve, to sculpture. )

The art or operation of carving inscriptions

and figures on rocks or stones.

Petro-stearine ( pet-r6-sts'a-rin ), n. [Gr.

petros, a rock, and stear, tallow.] Mineral

stearine; ozocerite.

Phacold (fa'koid), a. [Gr. phakf,t a lentil,

and eidos, resemblance.] Resembling a len

til.

Phenomenal, a. [add.] So surprising or

extraordinary as to arrest the attention ;

extremely remarkable or extraordinary; of

rare or superior quality or excellence; strik

ing; as, a brain of phenomenal size.

Philanderer (fl-lan'der-er), n. One who

rihilanders; a male dirt "The Oxford phi-

anderer$.' Kingsley.ft

Philatelist (fl-lat'e-list), n. A collector of

postage-stamps as objects of curiosity or

interest

Philately (fl-lat'e-H), n. [Said to be from

Gr. philos, loving, and ateleia. exemption

from tax. ] The collection of pottage-sUmp*.

especially of rare or foreign issues, as objects

of curiosity.

Philistine, n. [add] 1. A person who in

all probability would do one an injury ; an

unsparing foe; an enemy. — 2. A bailiff or

catchpole.

He had fallen into the funds of the Phdiitma

(which is the name given by the faithful to tailiffo

Philogynist (fl-loj'i-nist), n. [Gr. zAOot,

loving, and gynt, a woman. ] A lover or

friend of women ; one who maintain! that

the highest type of humanity is found in

women. Uuxiey.

Philosophedom ( fiTo-sof-dum ). n. The

region, realm, or province of philosophisiu,

or of the philosophes; philosophes collec

tively ; philosophism. ' £leutheromaniac

philosophedom.' Carlyle.

PhlOgosiS (flo-go'sls), n, [Gr. phlox, phlogm,

flame. ] In mcd. external or erysipelatous

inflammation.

Phlogotic ( flo-got'ik ). a. Pertaining to,

characterized by, or of the nature of phlo-

gosis; inflammatory-

Phonographer, n, [add.] One who uses

or who is skilled in the use of the phono

graph.

Phonography, n. [add.] The art of using

or registering by means of the phonograph; .

also, the construction of phonographs.

Phonoscope (fo'nd-skop), n. (Gr phone, a

voice, a sound, and skoped. to view ] An in

strument for producing figures of light from

vibrations of sound by means of an electric

current It consists essentially of three porta,

an induction-coil, a rheotome or interrupter,

and a rotary vacuum-tube. The actiou of

the instrument is as follows: sounds from

the voice or other sources produce vibra

tions on the diaphragm of the interrupter,

which, being in the primary circuit of the

induction-coil, induce at each interruption

a current In the secondary coil, each vibra

tion being made visible as a flash in the

vacuum-tube. The tulie revolving all the

time at a constant speed the flashes produce

a symmetrical figure like the si*>kes of a

wheel, the number of such spokes or radii

corresponding to the number of vibrations

in the interrupter during a revolution of

the tube; and on the number of vibrations

being varied to any extent according to the

sounds produced the figures will be corre

spondingly varied. The same sounds always

firoduce the same figures provided the re vo

lition be constant

Photochemistry (fd-td-kem'fst-ri), n. [Gr

phds, photos, light, and E. chemistry.] That

branch of chemistry which treats of the

chemical action of light, especially of solar

light

Photochromy (fo-tok'ro-mi). n. [Gr ph£$.

photos, light, and chroma, colour.] The art

or operation of reproducing colours by pho

tography, or of producing photographic pic

tures in which the originals are represented

in their natural colours.

PhOto-eleCtriC (fo't6-e-lek"trik). a. Acting

by the combined operation of light and elec

tricity ; producing light by means of elec

tricity; an epithet applied to apparatus for

taking photographs by electric light, and

to a lamp whose illuminating power is pro

duced by electricity.

Photographically (fo-to-graf*ik-al-li\ adr

In a photographic manner; by means of

photography.

PhOtOlithograph (fd-t&lith'o-graf ), n. A

picture produced by photo-lithography.

PhOtOlOgist (fo-tol'o-jist), n. One who de

votes himself to the study or exposition of

the laws or theory of light.

Photometrician(f6-tom'e-tri"shan). 7i. One

engaged in the scientific measurement of

light B. A. Proctor

Photomicrograph (f6-t6-mrkro-gra0, n. A

picture taken by photo-micrography.

PhotOphone (f6'to-fonX n. [Gr. phds. pho

tos, light, and phone, a voice, a sound ] An

instrument for reproducing sound by varia

tions in the intensity of a beam or light la

its simplest form the apparatus consists of

a plane mirror of some flexible material

upon which a powerful beam of light is con

centrated, and the voice of a speaker directed

against the back of this mirror throw* the

beam of light reflected from its surface into
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undulations, which are received on a para

bolic reflector at any distance to which the

light can be thrown, and are centred on a

sensitive selenium cell in connection with a

telephone, which reproduces in articulate

speech the undulations set up in the beam

of light by the voice at the transmitting

end. Thus, without any connecting wire,

messages have beeu transmitted over mo

derate distances.

Photophonlc (fo-to-fon'ik), a. Pertaining

to or produced by the photophone.

Photophony ( fo tof'o-ni ), n. The art or

practice of using the photophone.

Phototypy (fd-tot'i-pi), n. The art or pro

cess of producing phototypes.

Phraseman (fraz'man), n. One who habitu-

nlly repeats mere unmeaning phrases, sen

tences, or the like; one who uses a set form

of words without regard to their import.

' A fluent phraseman,' Coleridge,

Phycography (fl-kog'ra-n), n. A scientific

or systematic description of algae or sea

weeds.

Phyllophyte (fll'lo-fit), n. [Gr. phyllon, a

leaf, and phyton. a plant] SeeC'ORMOPHYTE.

Physicist, n. [add.] In biol. one who seeks

to explain fundamental vital phenomena

upon purely physical or chemical principles;

one who holds that life is a form of energy

due simply to molecular movements taking

place in the ultimate molecules of the pro

toplasm, and capable of correlation with the

ordinary physical and chemical forces: op

posed to Vitalist. II. A. Nicholson.

Physico-chemical (ftz'ik-o-kem"i-kal), a.

Pertaining or relating to both physics and

chemistry; produced by combined physical

and chemical action or forces.

Physiolatry (fiz-i-ol'a-tri), n. [Gr. physis,

nature, and tatreia, worship.] The worship

of the powers or agencies of nature; nature

worship. 'A pantheistic philosophy based

on the physiolatry of the Vedas.' Pro/. M.

Williams.

Phytochlor (fi'to-klor). n. [Gr. phyton, a

plant, and chloroa, green.] Same as Chloro

phyll.

Phytophagy (fl -tora-ji), n. The eating or

subsisting upon plants.

Phyto-physiology (fi'to-flz-i-oro-ji), n. [Gr.

phyton, a plant, and E. physiology.} The

physiology of plants; vegetable physiology.

Piazzian (pi-ozzi-an), a. Pertaining to, re

sembling, or characteristic of a piazza.

* Where . . . Mulciber's columns gleam in

far piazzian line.' Keats.

Piccaninny (pik'a-nin-i), n. Same as Picka

ninny.

Pick, v. i. [add.]—To pick up, to Improve in

health; to acquire fresh strength, vigour,

or the like; to get stouter; to improve gen

erally. [Coiloq.]

Pick-me-up (pik'me-up), n. Anything taken

to restore the tone of the system after exces

sive drinking; a remedy for the after effects

of intoxication. [Coiloq. J

Pill (pil). v.t. To reject by vote; to black-

bull. [Club slang.]

He was coming up for election at Bay's, and was

as nearly pilled ■■.:. any man I ever knew.

Thackeray.

Pilulous (piru-lus), a. Pertaining to or re

sembling a pill; hence, small, inconsider

able; trifling.

Has any one ever pinched into its pilulous small-

ness the cobweb of iTc-mauniiOiii.il acquaintance

ship? George Eliot.

Pin, n. [add. ]—Pim and needles, the prick

ing, thrilling, tingling sensation attending

the recovery of circulation of a benumbed

limb. 'Pins and needles after numbness*

George Eliot.

Pinchcommons t (pinsh'kom-monz), n. A

miBerly person; a niggard; a miser. Sir W.

Scott.

Pin-drop (pin'drop), a. So still or pro

found that a pin might be heard dropping.

k Pin-drop silence strikes o'er all the place.

L. Hunt.

Ping (ping), v.t. To produce a sound like

that of a rifle bullet on being discharged

and striking a hard object.

Pistoleer (pis'toder). n. [On the type of

cannoneer.] One who fires or uses a pistol;

hence, a duellist. 'The Chalk Farm pis

toleer.' Carlyle.

Pivot (piv'ot), v.t. To place on a pivot; to

furnish with a pivot.

Placement (plas'ment), n. The act of plac

ing or of putting in a certain Bpot or posi

tion.

Plangency (plan'jen-si), n. The state or

quality of being plangent; a dashing or

beating with noise.

Planometry (pla-nom'et-ri), n. The act of

measuring or gauging plane surfaces; the

art or act of using a planometer.

Platform (platform*, v.t. It To make or

draw a plan or sketch of; to plan.

Some ... do not think it for the ease of their in

consequent opinions to grant that church discipline

is ptat/ormed in the Bible, but that it is left to the

discretion of men. Milton.

2. To lay or rest as on a platform. ' Plat-

forming bis chin on the palm left open.' E.

B. Browning.

Platlnotype (plat'in-o-tip), n. [Platinum

and type.] A process of taking photographs

in which the paper is coated with platinum

chloride and ferric oxalate; when exposed

to the light under a negative and subse

quently immersed in a hot solution of potos-

sic oxalate, the metal is reduced in pro-

fwrtion corresponding to the action of the

ight. The picture is then finished by sim

ply washing in slightly acidulated water.

Plandt (plad), v.t. [L. plaudo, to applaud.]

To applaud. ' Plauding our victorie and

this happie end.' Chapman,

Play, v.t. [add.]—To be played out, to have

come to the end of one's strength or re

sources; to be exhausted in energy, power,

or means; to be unable to do more. [Col

loq.J

Playa (plfc'ya), n. [Sp., shore, strand, beach,

from L. fUvjn, region] A term applied to

the broad level tracts in the plains and

deserts of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona,

where water accumulates after rains, and

which afterward become dry by evaporation.

They are also called Bait lakes, from the

nitrous efflorescence with which they are

often covered when dry, and which at a

distance frequently leads the traveller to

believe they are basins of water.

Play-actorism (pla-ak'ter-izm), n. The pro

fession, habits, manner, style, or the like,

of a play-actor; a stilted, stagey, theatrical,

affected style or manner; histrionisra. 'A

trifle of unconsciousplay-actorism in living's

way of preaching.' Carlyle.

Pleasureless (plezh'ur-les), a. Devoid of

fdeasure; without pleasure or enjoyment;

taving no pleasure. ' Sliding into that plea

sureless yielding to the small solicitations

of circumstance.' George Eliot.

Pleasurer (plezh'ur-er), n. One who is bent

on enjoying himself; a pleasure seeker. ' The

Sunday pleasurers.' Dickens.

Plebs (plebzX n. [ L. , a collective noun sing.

like 'people.'] The common people; the

plebeians; the populace.

Plenipo (plen'i-po). n. A contraction of
Plenipotentiary. • The plenipos have signed

the peace.' Vanbrttgh.

Pleonast (pleVnast), n. One guilty of

pleonasm; one who uses more words than

is necessary. ' The mellifluous pleonast . . .

oiling his paradox with fresh polysyllables.'

C Reads.

Plod (plod), v.t. To go or walk over in a

heavy labouring manner; to accomplish by

heavy toilsome walking or exertion. ' If

one of mean affairs may plod it (the way) in

a week. ' Shak.

Plook (plbk), n. A pimple. [Scotch.]

Plooky (plb'ki). a. Covered with plooks or

pimples; pimpled. [Scotch.]

His face was &%plooky as a curran' bun. Gait.

Plousiocracy (plou-si-ok'ra-si), n. [Gr.

plousios, a wealthy person, and krated, to

rule.] Government by the wealthy classes;

plutocracy; also, people of great wealth and

influence generally.

To say a word against . . . any abuse which a

rich man inflicted and the poor man suffered was

treason against the piousiocracy. Sydney Smith.

Ploverspage (pluv'erz-paj). n. Same as

Dunlin : so called from being often seen in

company with the plover.

Plucked (plukt). a. Endowed with pluck

or courage; having a heart or temper of

such or such a character. [Colloq.l

Shall I break off with the finest girl in England,

and the best plucked one? Thackeray.

A very sensible man, and has seen a deal of life

. . . buta terrible \\ntt\ plucked one. . . . Be hanged

if I don't think he has a thirty-two pound shot under

his ribs instead of a heart. Kingsley.

Plumbless (plumles). a. Not capable of

being measured or sounded with a plumb-

line; unfathomable. 'Ihe plumbless depths

of the past. ' Dickens.

Plume-bird (plum'berd), n. A bird of the

genus Epimachus. See Epimaohin >;.

Plummy (plum'i), o. Resembling or con

sisting of plums; hence. Jig desirable; good;

nice: probably having in this sense allusion

to the colloquial meaning of plum. See

Plum, S.

The poets have made tragedies enough about

signing one's self over to wickedness for the sake of

getting something plummy. George Eliot.

Plus, [add.] This word is frequently used ad

verbially, with the signification of in addi

tion to. with the addition of; as, his success

Is due not to ability alone, but to ability

plus impudence. As an adjective it ib used

lor positive, in opposition to negative.

Success goes invariably with a certain plus or posi

tive power. Emerson.

Plushy (plushT), a. Consisting of or re

sembling plush; shaggy and soft. 'The

damp gravel and plushy lawn.' H. Kings-

ley.

Plutarchy (plb'tttr-ki), n. Same as Pluto

cracy. Southey.

Plutocrat (plo'to-krat). n. One who governs,

rules, or sways a community or society by

virtue of his wealth; a person possessing

power or influence solely or mainly owing

to his riches. ' The tyrants of the earth, the

plutocrats and bureaucrats, the money

changers and devourers of labour.' Kings-

ley.

Plutocratic (plb-to-krat'ik), a. Pertaining

to or characteristic of a plutocracy or a

plutocrat; as, a plutocratic government;

/plutocratic ideas.

Pococurante (p6'kd-kb-ran"ta), n. [It. poco,

little, and euro, to care.] A person charac

terized by want of care, interest, attention,

or the like; an apathetic, careless, indiffer

ent person.

Leave we my mother (truest of all the pococurantes

of her sex) careless about it, as about everything else

in the world which concerned her. Sterne.

Pococurantism (p6Tr,6-k6-rant"izm),n. The

character, disposition, or habits of a poco

curante; extreme indifference, apathy, or

carelessness. ' Yawning impassivities, poco-

curantisms.' Carlyle.

Poeticule (pd-et'i-kul), n. [L. poeta, a poet,

and the dim. term, -cuius.] A petty, sorry,

mean, or wretched poet; a poetaster. 'The

rancorous and reptile crew of voeticuUs who

decompose into criticasters. A. C. Swin

burne.

Poke, n. [add] A poke-bonnet. ' A gray

frieze livery and a straw poke, such as my

aunt's charity children wear. ' George Eliot.

Poker-painting (poker-panting), n. The

art or process of producing poker-pictures;

xylopyrography.

Polish, a. [add.] A name applied to a

variety of the game of draughts played on

a board containing 100 squares, the two

players having twenty pieces each. It differs

from the ordinary game also in that the

single pieces can capture backwards and

the 'crowned' pieces can move the whole

length of the diagonal lines if unoccupied

by other pieces.

Can you play at draughts, polish, or chess7

Henry Jirocke.

Pollarchy (pol'ar-ki), n. [Gr. hoi potloi, the

many, and archi, rule] The rule of the

many; government by the mob or masses.

'A contest . . . between those representing

oligarchical principles and the poUarchy.'

W. II Russell.

Polyantheat (po-li-an'the-a), n. [Gr. polys,

many, and anthos, a flower.] A common

place book containing many flowers of rhe

toric, eloquence. &c. Hilton.

Polygenist (podij'e-nist), n. One who be

lieves in the theory or doctrine of polygen-

esis, or in thatof polygeny: opposed to mono-

genist. Ency. Brit.

Polyplastic (po li-plas'tik), a. [Gr. polys,

many, and plastikos, plastic] Having or

assuming many forms.

Polystigmous (po-li-stig/mus). a. In tor,

a term applied to a flower having many

carpels, each originating a stigma.

Pomoerium (po-me'ri-um). n. [L. ] In Row

antia. the open space left free from build

ings within and without the walls of a town,

marked off by stone pillars, and consecrated

by a religious ceremony.

Ponderate (pon'der-at), v.i. To have weight

or influence. Carlyle.

Ponerology (po-ne-rol'o-ji), n. [Or. poneros,

bad, and logos, a discourse.] In theol. the

doctrine of wickedness.

Pool (pbl), v. t. and i. To contribute an equal

share in money, along with others, for the

purpose of carrying on a gaming or commer

cial speculation; to join with others in some

speculation or transaction, each party pay

ing his due share or stake to the common

fund.
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Poppied (pop'id), a. 1. Producing, covered,

or grown over with poppies; mingled with

poppies; as, poppied fields. ' Poppied com.'

Keats. — 2. Made drowsy as with poppy-

juice or opium; listless; also, produced by

opium; as, poppied sleep; poppied dreams.

Porcelain-crab (por'se-lan-kiab), n. A crab

of the genuB Porcellana, and so called from

its shell, which is as smooth and polished

as if made of porcelain. Sever.il species are

found on the British coasts, the most inter

esting being the broad-claw porcelain-crab,

taking its name from its singular flat broad

claws~ each of which are almost the size of

the whole body.

Portcullis, n. [add. J One of the pursuiv

ants of the English College of Heralds, and

so called from the badge he wore.

POBt (pot), a- A contraction of Positive

current in the Queen Anne age.

She shall dress me ami flatter me, for I will be flat

tered, tliat's/w. Addison.

Poae (poz), v.t. To cause to assume a cer

tain posture ; to place so as to have a strik

ing effect.

Posted (po'zid), a. Inscribed with a posy or

motto. 'Woven hair in ponied lockets.' Gay.

Post, v.t. [add. ] To raise to the rank of

post-captain; to make a post-captain of.

Whispers were afloat which came to the ears of the

Admiralty, and prevented him from being posted.

Afarryat.

Post-communion (p6st-kom-mun'yon). ».

That part of a communion service which

follows after the people have communicated.

Postural (pos'tii-ralj, a. Pertaining or re

lating to posture.

Potentlary (po-ten'shi-a-ri), n. A person

invested with or assuming power; one hav

ing authority or influence.

The last great petentutry had arrived who was to

take part in the family congress. Tkacktray.

Pot-liquor (pot'lik-er), n. The liquor in

which butcher-meat has been boiled; thin

broth. ' Allotting to every portion of pork

its own pot-liquor, greens, potatoes, and

even mustard.' Dickens.

Pound (pound), v.i. To plod heavily; to

walk or tread laboriously. * A fat farmer,

sedulously pounding through the mud.'

Kingsley.

Pourparler (por-piir-la), n. [Fr., from pour,

for.andparfer, to speak.] A preliminary con

ference of a more or less informal nature; a

consultation tending to pave the way to

subsequent negotiation.

PractlcaUze (prak'ti-kal-Tz), v.t To make

practical ; to convert into actual work or

use. J. S. Mill.

Praemunire, n. [add. ] A serious or awk

ward position; a scrape: a colloquialism de

rived from the legal penalties attending a

praemunire. Spelled also Premunire.

If the law finds you with two wives at once.

There's a shrewd premunire. Slassinger.

I'm in such a fright ! the strangest quandary and

premunire ! Congreve.

Pragmatlzer (prag-ma-tiz'er), n. One who

is pragmatical; one who takes a low, gross,

or material view of things.

The pragmatieer i* a stupid creature; nothing is

too beautiful or too sacred to be made dull and vulgar

by his touch. E. P. Tylor.

Prairie-chicken (pra'ri-chik-en), n. Same

as Prairie-hen.

Prandial (prairdi-al), a. Relating or per

taining to a feast, dinner, or meal in gen

eral.

Precisionlze (pre-si'zhon-Iz), v.t. To render

precise; to give precision to; to state with

precision or accuracy.

What a pity the same man does not . . . precision-

izt other questions of political morals.

Sir G. C. Levis.

PreconsciOUS (pre-kon'shus), a. Pertaining

to or involving a state anterior to conscious

ness.

Prelatlal (pre-la'shi-alY a. Of or pertaining

to a prelate; episcopal. ' Prelatial purple '

Disraeli,

Premetallic (prt-me-tal'ik), a. Pertaining,

relating to. or characteristic of that period

of man's history during which he was ig

norant of the art of working metals, and

when his arms, implements, ornaments,

Ac. , were formed of wood, stone, bone, and

the like; such period being usually called

the stone age. Dr. Wilson.

Prescientinc (pre/si-en-tif'ik), a. Anterior

to the era of science; relating or pertaining

to a period before the sciences were pro

perly studied, or scientific modes of inves

tigation were understood. ' Prescientific

man.' Nineteenth Century.

Prescribe, r.« [add] tTo write Iwfore; to

write at the beginning; to prefix in writing.

Chapman.

Press-man, n. [add.] A man engaged in

pressing or in working any kind of press, as

a wine-press or the like.

Only one path to all, by which the frets-men came

In time of vintage. Chapman.

Press-master (prea'mas-ter), n. The officer

in command of a press-gang. Tom Brown.

Preternatural!sm (pre-ter-nat u-ral-izm),

n. The state or quality of being preter

natural; preternatural!)ess. Carlyle.

Preternuptial (pre-ter-nup'shal), a. Be

yond what is permitted by the nuptial or

marriage tie; hence, euphemistically, adul

terous.

Nay, poor woman, she by and by, we find, takes

up with prt-terttuptutf persons. Cmrlyit.

Previse (pre-viz'), v.t. To warn or inform

beforehand; to forewarn.

Mr. Pelham . . . has prer-ised the reader that Lord

Vincent was somewhat addicted to paradox.

Ld. LjttOH.

Prian (pri'an). n. Same as Pryan.

Pridian (pri'di-an), a. [L pridianus, from

print, before, and dies, day] Pertaining or

relating to the previous day: yesterday's.

'Breakfast in bed, sure sign of pridian in

toxication.' Thackeray.

Priest (prest), v.t. To ordain to the order

of priesthood; to make a priest of.

Priest (prest). v.i To hold the office or

exercise the functions of a priest.

Honour God, and th? bishop as high-priest, bear

ing the image of God according to his ruling, and of

Christ according to his prusting. Aft/tan.

Priggish, a. [add.] Dishonest; thievish.

Every prig is a stave. His own priggish desires

. . . betray him to the tyranny of others. Fielding.

Priggism, n. [add.] The condition, habits,

actions, or the like, of a prig or thief; thiev-

ishness; rogueiy.

How unhappy is the state of priggism t how im

possible for human prudence to foresee and guard

against every circumvention ! Fulding.

Princekin, Prlncelet (prins'kin. prins'let),

n. A young or little prince; a petty or in

ferior prince. ' The princekins of private

life who are flattered and worshipped.'

Thackeray. ' German princelets.' Kingsley.

Prizeable (prlz'a-bl), a. Worthy of Deing

prized or highly valued or esteemed; valu

able; estimable. 'So prudence is more

prizeable in love.' Sir II Taylor.

Pro. [add.] — Pro and con, this phrase is

sometimes used as a verb in the sense of to

argue or debate for and against, to deliber

ate upon, to consider the various aspects of,

and the like.

A man in soliloquy reasons with himself and pros
and ■■••II f. and weighs all his designs. Congreve.

Proclaimant (pr6-klam'ant), n. One who

proclaims; a proclaimer. 'The first pro-

claimant of her flight.' E. Bronte.

Prodigalise (prod'i-gal-Iz), v.t To spend or

give with prodigality or profuseness ; to

lavish.

Major Mac Blarney prodigalises his offers of ser

vice in every conceivable department of life.

Ld. Lytton.

Product, n. [add.) In chem. a compound

not previously existing in a body, but formed

during decomposition: contradistinguished

from educt (which see).

Profanatory (pr6-fan'a-to-ri), a. Capable

of profaning or desecrating; destructive to

sacred character or nature; apt to produce

irreverence, contempt, or the like. 'So

profanatory a draught.' Charlotte Bronte.

Proker (prok'er), n. That which prokes or

pokes; particularly, a poker.

The porter . . . snored with his preterm his hand.

CctwtiH the younger.

Prolegomenous(pro-le gom'e-tins), a. Pre

liminary; introductory; prefatory. 'The

prolegomenon* or introductory chapter.'

Fielding.

Prolix, a. [add] t Having material length

or extension; long, in a concrete or material

sense. 'A most prolix beard and mus-

tachios.' Evelyn.

Properly, adv. To an intense degree; quite;

entirely; exceedingly; extremely. 'I was

properly confounded." Pepyit.

All which 1 did assure my lord was most properly

false, and nothing like it true. Pepys.

Proposedly t (prd-p6z'ed-li), adv. Design

edly; purposely.

They had been proposedly planned and pointed

against him. Sterne.

Proppage (prop'aj), n. That which props

or supports; materials for propping.

Hat and stick were his proppage and balance-

wheel. Carlyle.

Protectiveness fpr6-tek'tiv-nes), n. The

state or quality of being protective.

Deronda's love for Mira was stron^ljr imbued with

that blessed protfettveness. Or-jrge El\$t.

Protractile (prd-trak'tll), a. Capable of

being protracted, lengthened, or thrust for

ward

Protrudable (pro-trod'a-bl), o. Capable of

being protruded or thrust out or forward.

Darwin.

Pseudonymity(su-d6-nim'i-ti), n. Tlie state

of being pseudonymous, or of bearing a

false name or signature; the act or practice

of writing under an assumed name. Con-

temp. Bev.

Psilosopner(si-los'o-fer),n. [Gr pottos, bare,

mere, and sophos, wise.] A would-be or

ftretemled philosopher ; a sham sage ; an

ncompetent or mean pretender to philoso

phy. [Rare.]

Psychogenesis (si kn-jen'e-sis). n. [Gr

psyche, the soul, the mind, and generis, ori

gin] The origin or generation of the mind

as manifested by consciousness.

Psychography(si-kogra 6). n. [Gr p*yek*.

the soul, and graphd, to write] Writiru:

said by spiritualists to be done by spirits ;

spirit-writing.

Psychologue (sl'ko-Iog),n. A psychologist

Psychonosology (si'ko n6-soi"o-ji\ n. [Gr.

psychi, soul, nosos, disease, and logos, a dis

course.] That branch of medical science

which treats of the nature and classification

of mental disease.

Psychopathy (si-kop'a-tui), «. [Gr. psycJte,

bouI. and pathos, suffering. ] Mental disease.

Psychopomp(si'ko-pomp), ». [Or. psyeho-

pompos — psyche, soul, and pampas, a con

ductor.] A guide or couductor of spirits or

souls. 'Hermes . . . the psychopamp.' Can-

temp. Rev.

Pteraspis (teras'pis), n. [Gr. pteron. a wing,

and aspis, a shield ] A fossil genus of placo-

ganoid fishes, the remains of which are

found in the middle Devonian and lower

Ludlow. It is the oldest fossil fish known.

Ptochogony (to-kog'o ni), n. [<5r. pfocAos.

a beggar, and gout, offspring, race, a beget

ting.] The production of beggars; pau

perization.

The whole plan of the BKhop of L'MiJaa is a

ptochcgciy—a feneration of t)e^ar>,

Sydney Smith.

Pucka (puk'a), a. [Hind, pakka, ripe]

Solid; substantial; permanent SeeCrTCH*

Pug, n. [add.] A fox. 'Pvg is well out of

cover.' Miss Edgeicorth. 'Some well-known

haunts of pug.' Kingsley.

Punch-Check (punsh'chek). n. Same as

Bell-punch (which see in Supp.).

Puristic, Puristlcal (pu-ris'tik. pu-ris'tik-

al), a. Pertaining or relating to purism :

characteristic of a purist. 'Benthani's pu-

ristical wisdom.' Prof. Maurice.

Purpolnt (per'point), n. Same as Povr-

point. * The jewelled purpoints of the cour

tiers.' J. R. Green.

Puss-gentleman (pus-jcn'tl man\ n. An

effeminate, scented dandy. 'A fine puss-

gentleman that's all perfume.' Cowper.

Ptlttyer (put'ti-er), n. One who putties;

one who Alls up or cements with putty, as

a glazier or the like. * Cracked old houses

where the painters and plumbers and putty-

crs are always at work.' Thackeray.

Puzzledom (piiz'1-dum). ". The state of

being puzzled; bewilderment. Rietiardm*

PysemlC (pi-e7mik), a. Pertaining or relat

ing to pyaemia; characterized by or of the

nature of pyeemia.

Pyjama (pi-ia'ma), n. A kind of loose ca

pacious trousers or drawers, supported by

a cord tied round the waist, and worn in

India. Pyjamas are generally made of a

light fabric, such as silk or cotton and some

are made to cover the feet entirely.

Pyrolater (pi-rol'a-ter), n. A fire-wonJup-

per. Sou they

PyromagnetiC (pir'o-mag net'ik), a. (Gr.

pyr, pyros. Are. and E. magnetic ] Having

the property of becoming magnetic when

heated.

Q.

Quadrivalent (kwod-riv'a-lent), a. [Qua-

dnis= L. quatuar, four, and m/eti*. valentis.

ppr. of valeo, U> be worth ] In chem. ap

plied to an atom the equivalence of which

is four, or an element one atom of which is

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; u, Sc abitne; V, Sc fey.
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equivalent, in combination, to four atoms

of hydrogen; tetradic; tetratomic.

Quadruplex (kwod-rb'pleks), a. [Quadrus

= L. quatuor, four, and plicate, to fold.]

Fourfold.

Quaff (kwiif), «. A quantity of liquor drunk

ut once; a draught

Now Alvida begins her quaff

And drinks a full carouse unto her king. Greene.

Quaker-bird (kwak'er-berd), n. A name

given to a species of albatross (Diomedea

fuliginosa), chiefly found within the Antarc

tic circle, and so called on account of the

prevailing brown colour of its plumage.

Qualitatively (kwol'i-ta-tiv-li), adv. In a

qualitative manner; as regards quality.

Prof. Tyndall.

Qualm (kwam), r. i. To feel faint or sick; to

feel compunction or remorseful uneasiness.

L,et Jesse's sov'reign flow'r perfume nay qualming

breast Quarles.

Quandary (kwon'da-ri or kwon-da'ri), v.i.

To i.mj in a difficulty or uncertainty; to hesi

tate.

He quandaries whether to go forward to Cod, or,

with Dcmas, to turn back to the world.

Rev. T. Adams*

Quatorzain(ka-torz'an), n. [Fr. quatorze,

fourteen. ] A stanza or poem of fourteen

lines ; a sonnet. ' Bequeath your crazed

quatorzains to the chandlers.' Nash.

Queendom (kwen'dum), n. The condition

orcbaracterof aqueen; queenly rule, power,

or dignity. ' Will thy queendom all lie hid? '

E. B. Browning.

Queenite (kwenlt), n. A partisan of Queen

Caroline in her quarrele with her husband

George IV. ' Some very great patriots and

Queenites. ' Sou they.

Queenlet (kwen'let), n. A petty or insigni

ficant queen. ' Ringlets and queenlets of tin'

like temper' Carlyle.

Queenliness (kweu'li-nes). n. The state or

condition of being queeuly ; the character

istics of a queen; queenly nature or quality;

dignity; stateliness.

Queer (kwer), v.t To banter or play upon;

to ridicule; to deride or sneer at 'Who

queer &Q&t.' Byron. [Slang.]

A shoulder-knotted puppy, with a vrrin.

Queering the threadbare curate, let him in.

Colman the younger.

Queue (ku), v. t To tie or fasten in a queue

or pigtail.

The sons in short, square-skirted coats, with rows

of stupendous brass buttons, and their hair gener

ally queued in the fashion of the times. Irving.

Quieten (kwl'tn), v.t. and i. To quiet; to

calm; to pacify; to become quiet or still; as,

the patient quietened after a time. "To

quieten the fears of this poor faithful fel

low." Mrs. Gaskell.

Quietism, n. [add] The state or quality of

oeiug quiet; quietness.

He . . . feared that the thoughtlessness of my

years might sometimes make me overstep the limits

of quietism which he found necessary. Godwin.

Gulnquevalent, Quinquivalent (kwin-

kweva-lent, kwin-kwiv'a-lent), a. [L. quin-

que, five, and valen», valentis, ppr. of valeo,

to be worth.] In chem. capable of being

combined with or exchanged for five atoms

of hydrogen.

Quinze, Quince (kanz, kwins),n. [Fr.quinze,

fifteen.] A game of cards somewhat simi

lar to vingt-un, only the object is to get as

near as possible to the number of fifteen

without exceeding ft.

Quotability (kwoWbffi-tf), n. The capa

bility of or fitness for being quoted.

It is the prosaicism of these two writers (Cowper

and Moore) to which is owing their especial quota-

bility. pM.

B.

Rabble (rab'I), v.t. To stir and skim (melted

iron) with a rabble or puddling-tool.

Rabioust (rab'i-us), a. [L. rabies, rage.]

Wild ; raging; fierce. ' This rabious inva

der.' Daniel.

Race-track (ras'trak), n. The track or path

over which a race is run; a race-course.

Race-way (ras'wa), n. Same as Mill-race.

See Race, 6.

Rack, n. [add.]—To lire at rack and man

ger, to live sumptuously and recklessly

without regard to economy, or to live on the

best at free cost

John Lackland . . . tearing out the bowels of St.

Edmundsbury Convent (its larders namely and cel

lars) in the most ruinous way by living at rack and

manger there. Carlyle.

Rack-pin, Rack-Stick (rak'pin, rak'stik),

n. The stick or pin used in racking the

ropes which fasten on the load of a wagon,

cart, or the like.

Raddle, n. [add-] A layer of raddle or other

red pigment.

Some of us have more serious things to hide than

a yellow cheek behind a raddle of rouge.

Thackeray.

Raddled (rad'Ul), p. and a. Smeared or

painted with raddle; coarsely rouged.

Can there be any more dreary object than those

whitened and raddled old women who shudder at

the slips? Thackeray.

Raffaeleaque (raffa-el-eskV a. After the

manner of Rafaele, the celebrated Italian

painter; according to the principles of Raf-

faelism. Written also Raphaelesque.

A strange opulence of splendour, characterisable

as half-legitimate, half-meretricious—a splendour ho

vering between the Raffaelesque and the Japannish.

Carlyle.

Ragamuffin (rag-a-muf'in), a. [See the

noun.] Disreputable; low; base; beggarly.

'This ragamuffin assembly." Graves.

Raggery (rag'er-i), n. Rags collectively;

raggedness. * Draped in majestic raggery.'

Thackeray.

Raider (ra'derY n. One who makes a raid;

one engaged in a hostile or predatory in

cursion.

Railway, n. [add.]—Electric railway. See

under Electric in Supp.— Elevated rail

way, a railway the track of which is so ele

vated as not to materially interfere with

the street traffic of a city.— Underground

railway, a railway wholly or in large part

beneath the street surface of a city. See

Underground.

Rain-band (ran'band), n. A dark line or

band of atmospheric origin in the snlnr

spectrum, being caused by the absorption

of certain parts of the spectrum by aqueous

vapour. It is held to be of some importance

as a weather predictor, a Btrong rain-band

showing excess, and a weak rain-band a de

ficiency of moisture in the atmosphere.

Rake (rak), v.i. To fly wide of the quarry:

said of a hawk.

Their talk was all of training, terms of art.

Diet and seeling, jesses, leash and lure.

' She is too noble, he said, ' to check at pies,

Nor will she rake; there is no baseness in her."

Tennyson.

Rakehellonian (rak-hel-6'ni-an), n. [See

Rakkhell.] A wild dissolute fellow; a

rakehell ' Confess'd a beau, and admitted

into the family of the rakehellonians.' Tom

Brown.

Rakery (rak'er-i), n. The conduct or prac

tices of a rake; dissipation.

He . . . instructed his lordship in all the rakery

and intrigues of the lewd town. -Roger North.

Rampageous (ram-pa'jus), o. Unruly; vio

lent; rampant; rampacious. *A lion—a

mighty, conquering, rampageous Leo Bel-

gicus. ' Thackeray. [Colloq. ]

There's that Will Maskery, sir, as Is the rampage-

ousest Methodis as can be. George Eliot.

Ran (ran), n. In India, a waste track of

land; a ruun (which see). Edwin Arnold.

Randomly (ran'dura-li), adv. In a random

manner; at hazard or without aim or pur

pose. George Eliot.

Ranee, Rani (ran'B), n. In India, same as

Hannee.

Ransomable (ran'sum-a-bl), a. Capable of

being ransomed or redeemed, as from cap

tivity, bondage, punishment, or the like.

Chapman.

Rap (rap), v.i. To swear; especially, to swear

falsely. [Old slang. ]

It was his constant maxim that he was a pitiful

fellow who would stick at a little rapping for his

friend. Fielding.

Raphaelesque (raffa-el-eak), a. Same as

Raffaelesque.

Rapnia (ra'fl-a), n. A genus of palms con

fined to three limited but widely separated

localities. They inhabit low swampy lands

in the vicinity of the sea or river banks

within the influence of the tides, /.'. Rujjia

is found in Madagascar and the neighbour

ing islands. R. einifera on the west coast

of tropical Africa supplies palm wine, and

the leaf-stalks and undeveloped leaves are

used by the natives for a variety of pur

poses. R. tardigera is a native of Brazil.

See Jupati-palm.

Rascalism (nuVkal-izm), n. The practices

or qualities of a rascal; rascality. Carlyle.

Raspy (ras'pi), a. Grating: harsh; rough.

'A raspy untamed voice.' Carlyle.

Ratter, ft. [add.] One who deserts his as

sociates from some interested motive ; a

rat. ' The ridicule on placemen ratters re

mains. ' Miss Edgeworth.

Rattery (rat'er-l). The qualities or prac

tices of a ratter; apostasy; tergiversation.

'The rattery and scoundrelism of public

life.' Sydney Smith.

Ravelment (rav'el-ment), n. The state of

being ravelled; entanglement; perplexity.

Carlyle.

Readier (rfich'er), n. A hyperbolical repre

sentation; an exaggeration; a stretcher.

I can hardly believe that reacher, which another

writeth of him, that 'with the palms of his hands he

could touch his knees, though he stood upright'

Fuller.

Realistically (re-al-ist'ik-al-li), adv. In a

realistic manner; in a manner that has re

gard to the intrinsically important, not the

showy, qualities of objects. George Eliot.

Reanimate (re-an'i-mat), v.i. To revive; to

become lively.

'There spoke Miss Beverley 1' cried Delvile, re

animating at this little apology. Miss Burney.

Recalment (re-kal'ment), n. Recall; coun

termanding. Written also Recallment. ' If

she wished not the rash deed's recalment.'

Browning.

Receptlveness (re-sep'tiv-nes), n. The qua

lity or state of being receptive; the power

or readiness to receive; receptivity.

Receptiveness is a rare and massive power like

fortitude. George Eliot.

Recess, v.t. [add.] To place in retirement;

to put in a recess; to withdraw from notice.

Behind the screen of his prodigious elbow you will

be comfortably recessed from curious impertinents.

Miss Edgeworth.

Rechauffe (ra-sh6-fa), n. [Fr.] A warmed-

up dish; hence, a re-dressed concoction of

old materials; a stale melange of old matter.

We are a patient law-abiding people. . . . Nor Is

(Ml virtue confined to political affair-. We suffer old

plots willingly in novels, and endure without murmur

re'ehauffis of the most ancient stock of fiction.

Sat. Rev.

Reckling (rek'ling), a. [See the noun.]

Small; weak; helpless.

A mother dotes upon the reckling child

More than the strong. Sir If. Taylor.

Reconnoitre (rek-on-noi'ter), n. A prelim

inary survey; a reconnaissance.

Satisfied with his reconnoitre, Losely quitted the

skeleton pile. Lord Lyttoft.

Redaction, n. [add] 1. The staff of writers

on a newspaper or other literary periodical;

the editorial staff or department—2. t The

act of drawing back; a withdrawal. ' All re-

luctatlon and redaction.' Bp. Ward.

Redo (re-do), v.t. To do over again. 'We

do but redo old vices.' Sandys.

Reef, 7i. [add] A name given by Australian

gold miners to a gold-bearing quartz vein.

Reel, n. [add.]—Reel and bead, a kind of

enriched moulding much used in Greek and

Roman architecture, and, with various mo

difications, in other styles. It consists of

Reel and Bead.

a series of bodies resembling reels (or

spindles) and beads or pearls following each

other alternately, and may be arranged in

straight or in curved lines. Called also

Spindle-bead.

Reference (ref'er-ens), a. Affording infor

mation when consulted.—Reference Bible, a

Bible having brief explanations and refer

ences to parallel passages printed on the

margin.—Reference books. See Book or Work

of Reference under Reference, n.~Refer-

ence library, a library containing books

which can be consulted on the spot: in con

tradistinction to a lending library.

Rename (re-flam'), v.i. To blaze again; to

burst again into flame.

Stamp out the fire, or this

Will smoulder and re/Tame, and burn the throne

Where you should sit with Philip. Tennyson.

ReflUOUSt (reflu-us), a. Flowing back; re

fluent 'Refiuous tide out of the Dead Sea'

Fuller.

Refugeelsm (ref-u-je'izxu), n. The state or

condition of a refugee.

A Pole, or a Czech, or something of that ferment

ing sort, in a stale of political rrfugeeism.

George Eliot.

ch, cAain; ch, 3c. loch; g> ffo; J, job; u, Fr. ton; ng, sing; th, then; th, CAin; w, wig; wh, uAig; zh, azure—See KET.
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Refundment <r€-fuud'ment), n. The act of

refunding or returning in payment or com

pensation what has been borrowed or taken ;

or that which Is refunded. Lamb.

Regalia, t Regaliot (rs-ga'li-a, rt-gali-o), n.

A banquet or regale; an entertainment or

treat. Written also Rcgalo. Cotton; Tom

D'Urfey.

Regalo (re-ga'16), n. See REGALIA above.

H Walpole.

RegniCide (reg'ni-sid), n. [L. regnum, a

kingdom, and ccedo, to kill! The destroyer

of a kingdom. ' Regicides are no less than

regnicides.' Rev. T. Adam*.

Regrowth (re-groth'). n. A growing again;

n new or second growth. Darwin.

Rejuvenation (re-ju'ven-a'shon), n. Same

as Rejuvenescence.

Religiosity, n. [add.] Religious exercise.

Soporific sermons . . . closed the domestic religi-

ostites of those melancholy days. Southey.

Remanatlon (re-man-a'shon), n. [L. re,

back, and mano, to flow] The act of re

turning, as to its source; the state of being

re-absorbed; re-absorption. ' (Buddhism's)

pantheistic doctrine of emanation and re-

manatum.' Macmillari* Mag.

Remead, Remede (re-med'). n. [See Rem

edy.] Remedy; redress; help. 'Succour

and remede.' Emerson. Written also Re-

meed, Remeid. [Old English or Scotch ]

The town's people were passing sorry for bereaving

them of their arms by such an uncouth slight,—but

no retnead. Spalding.

Remigable (rem'i-ga-bl), a. [L. remex, re-

migU, a rower, from remus, an oar.] Cap

able of being rowed upon ; fit to float an

oared boat. ' Remigable marshes ' Cotton.

Remlniscentlally ( rem ' i-nis-en"shal - li ),

adv. In a reminisceutlal manner; by way

of calling to mind.

Reminiscitory (rem-i-nis'si-to-ri), a. Of or

pertaining to reminiscence or recollection;

reminiscent.

I still have a rtminiscitory spite against Mr. Job

Jonson. Lord Lytton.

Remonetisatlon (re-mon'et-lz-a"shon), n.

The act of monetising again; the restoration

of bullion as the legal or standard money of

account.

Remonetlse (r€-mon'e-tiz"), v.t To restore

to circulation in the shape of money; to

make again the only legal or standard money

of account, as gold or silver coin.

Remonstrantly (re-mon'strant-H), adv. In

a remonstrant manner; remuneratively.

George Eliot. [Rare.]

Remonstrative (re-mon'stra-tiv), a. Of,

belonging to, or characterized by remon

strance; expostulatory; remonstrant.

Remonstratively (re-raon'stra-tiv-li), adv.

In a remonstrative manner; remonstrantly.

Remonatratory (re-mon'stra-to-ri), a. Ex-

poBtulatory; remonstrative.

'Come, come, Sikes.' said the Jew, appealing to

him in a remonstratory tone. Dickens.

Remutatlon (re-mu-ta'shon), n. The act or

process of changing back; alteration to a

previous form or quality.

The mutation or rarefaction of water Into air takes

place by day, the remutatton or condensation of

air into water by night. Southey.

Renunciance (re-nun'si-ans), n. The act of

renouncing; renunciation.

Each in silence, in tragical renuttciance, did find

that the other was all too lovely. Carlyle.

Rep (rep),n. An abbreviation for Reputation,

formerly much used, especially in the as

severation upon or 'von rep. 'Worn by

dames of rep. ' Tom D' Urfey.

Do you say it upon repi Swift.

In familiar writings and conversations (some of our

words) often lose all but their first syllables, as in

mob., rep., pos., incog., and the like. Addison.

Replume (re-plumO, v.t. To rearrange; to

put in proper order again.

The right hand replumed

His black locks to their wonted composure.

Browning.

Reprobacy (rep'ro-ba-si), n. The Btate or

quality of being a reprobate; wickedness;

profligacy.

* 1 should be sorry,' said he. ' that the wretch would

die in his present slate of reprobaey.'

Henry Brooke.

Reptonize (rep'ton-Iz), v.t. [From Hum

phry Repton (1752-1818), author of works on

the theory and practice of landscape-gar

dening] To lay out. as a garden, after the

manner of or according to the rules of

Repton.

Jackson assists me in Reptonixing the garden.

Southey.
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Republicarian t (rg-pub'li-ka"ri-an), n. A

republican. Evelyn.

Repulplt (re-pulpit), v.t. To restore to the

?ulpit; to reinvest with power in a church.

'ennyson.

Requiescence (re-kwi-ea'ens), n. A return

to a state of quiescence ; return of rest or

repose.

Such bolts . . . shall strike agitated Paris, if not

into requiescence, yet into wholesome astonishment.

Cartyte.

Respiratory, a. [add .]— Respiratory tree,

in zool. the name given to an organ found

in some of the Holothuroidea, an order of

ecbinoderms. It consists of two highly con

tractile, branched and arborescent tubes

which run up towards the anterior extrem

ity of the body, and perform the function

of respiratory organs.

Resurge (re-serj'), v.i. [L. resurgo.] To rise

again; to reappear, as from the dead.

Hark at the dead jokes returning. Thackeray.

Retrocessions^ (re-tro-se'shon-al or ret-rd-

se'Bhon-al), a. Of or belonging to retroces

sion.

Retro-Operative (re-tro-o'pe-ra-tiv), a. Re

trospective in its effects; as, a retro-opera

tive decree. Kinalake.

Revelatory (rev'e-hvto-ri), a. Having the

nature or character of a revelation.

Revenant (rev'e-nant), n. [Fr.. ppr. of reve-

nir, to return. 1 One who returns oris brought

back, especially from a distance or after a

long interval. Sir W. Scott.

Revenue (rev'e-nu), v.t. To endow with an

income or revenue. Fuller.

Reverable (re-vera- bl), a. Worthy of rev

erence; capable of being revered.

The character of a gentleman is the most reverable,

the highest of all characters. Henry Brooke.

Reversibility(re- vers'i-biri-ti), n. The qua

lity of being reversible; the capability of

being reversed. Prof. TyndatL

Revlewage (re-vu'aj), n. The act or art

of reviewing or writing critical notices of

books, &c ; the work of reviewing.

Whatever you order down to me in the way of re-

vicinage 1 shall of course execute. W. Taylor.

Rice-corn (risTcomX n. Same as Pampas-

rice (which see in Supp.).

Riddling (rid'ling), a. Having the form or

character of a riddle or puzzle; enigmatical.

'Riddling triplets of old time.' Tennyson.

Rideable, a. [ add. ] Capable of being

ridden. 'Rode everything rideable.' M.

W. Savage.

Rldent (ri'dent), a. [L. rideus, ppr. of rideo,

to laugh.] Smiling broadly; grinning. 'A

smile so wide and steady, so exceedingly

rident indeed aa almost to be ridiculous.'

Thackeray.

RidiculOSity(ri-dik'ulos'/i-ti), n. Some

thing to raise a laugh; a Joke; a comicality.

' Your pleasantries, your pretty savings, and

all your ridiculosities.' Bailey.

Rlgescent (ri-jes'ent), a. [L. rigeseens, ppr.

of rigesco, from rigeo, to be stiff. ] Becoming

stiff, rigid, or unpliant

Ring (ring), v.t. In the manege, to exercise

by causing to run round in a ring while being

held by a long rein; to lunge. Miss Edge-

worth.

Ring, n. [add.] The ring-finger. B. Jonson.

Ring-master < ring'mas-ter), n. One who has

charge of the performances in a circus ring.

Riposte (re-post), n. [Fr., from It ripostet.)

In fencing, the thrust or blow with which

one follows up a successful parry; heuce, a

smart reply or repartee.

Road-worthy (rod'wer-THi). a. Fit for the

road ; likely to go well ; skilfully finished.

' Probably a workmanlike road-worthy con

stitution enough.' Carlyle.

Robe, n. [add.]—The robe, or the long robe,

the legal profession; as, gentlemen of the

long robe. ' The liberal and learned profes

sion of the long robe.' Henry Brooke.

Rofla, Roma (ro'fl-a. rofi-a), n. The com

mercial name for the leaves and fibres of

palms of the genus Raphia. They are used

for hats, mats, ropes, Ac.

Rookie (ro'kl), v.i. To rout or rummage

about ; to poke about with the nose like a

pig. [Provincial English.]

Whatll they say to me if I go a routing and rook-

ling in their drains like an old sow by the waysidet

KingsUy.

Roolcler ( rok ' ler ), n. One who goes rook-

ling about ; a pig. ' High-withered, furry,

grizzled, game - flavoured little rooklers.'

Kingtiey. [ Provincial. ]

Rose, v.t [add.] To perfume, as with

SAKIEH

roses. ' A rosed breath from lips rosie pro

ceeding.' Sir P. Sydney.

It shall be all my study for one hour

To rose and lavender my horsiness

Before I dare to glance upon your Grace- Tennyson.

Rose-moulding (roz'ni61d-ing), n. In arch.

a kind of Norman moulding ornamented

with roses or rosettes.

Rose-pink (roVpingk), a. Of a rosy-pink

colour or hue; roseate; having a delicate

bloom; hence, very delicate; affectedly

fine ; sentimental ' Rose -pink piety.'

Kingsley.

Routlsh (rout'ish), a. Characterized by

routing; clamorous; disorderly. 'A routim

assembly of sorry citizens.' Roger North.

Rowlett (roulet),n. [Fr. roulette] A small

wheel. Roger North.

Royallze (roi'al 17), v.t To exercise kingly

power; to bear royal sway. ' If long he look

to rule and royalize.' Sylvester.

RoyBterous (roi'sterus), a. Roistering;

roisterly; revelling; drunken or riotou*.

' The roysterous young dogs; carolling, howl

ing, breaking the Lord Abbot's sleep.' Car

lyle.

Rubilett (rO'bi-letX n. A little ruby.

Merrick

Ruckle (ruk'l), n. A rattling noise in the

throat seeming to indicate suffocation.

[Scotch] See DBATB-RUCKLB.

Ruckling (ruk'lingX <*. Having a ruckle;

making a rattling noise. ' The deep nick-

ling groans of the patient' Sir W SeotL

[Scotch]

Rue-bargain (ro^ar-gin), n. A forfeit paid

for withdrawing from a bargain.

He said it would cost him a guinea of rue-bargain

to the man who had bought bis pony before he could

get it back again. Sir tt' Sceff.

Rufflanage (ruTi-an-aj). «. The stateof

being a ruffian; rascaldom; ruffians collec

tively.

Kufus never moved unless escorted by the ^ts

rujftanage. Sir F. P*lgr*sm.

Rulelessness (roTles-nes). n. The Btate or

quality of being ruleless or without law.

' Rulelessness, or want of rules. ' Academy.

Runagate (run'agat). o. Wandering from

place to place; vagabond. Carlyle.

Runecraft fron'kraft). «. Knowledge of

runes: skill in deciphering runic characters.

'Modern Swedish runecraft/ Archaokgia.

1871.

Runn (run), n. In India, a waste or desert;

aa, the Runn of Cutch. Written also Ran.

Runologlst (ro-uol'0-jist). n. One versed

in runology ; a student of runic remains.

1 The advanced school of Scandinavian ruack-

ogists.' Athenosum.

Runology (rd-nol'o-ji), n. The study of

runes.
Of late, however, great progress has been made "

runology. ,4 r ?&*&£.-?ia, 1S71.

Ruridecanal (rb-ri-de/kan-al), a. {L. rut.

ruris, the country, and decanu*. See Peas.]

Of or belonging to a rural dean 01 rural

deanery.
Ruthenlan (ro-the'ni-an), n. Same as

Russniak.

Rypeck (ri'pek), n. A pole used to moor a

punt while fishing or the like.

He ordered the fishermen to take up the rjptcis.

and he floated anay down stream. H. Ktxgticy.

Sabre, v.t. [add.] To arm or furnish wnh

a sabre. ' A whole regiment of sabred

hussars.' Henry Brooke.

Saddle - sick ( sad ' 1 - sik ), a. Sick or g&Ued

with much or heavy riding. Carlyle

Safety-match (saf'ti-mach), n A matcn

which will light only on being roblted 00 ■

specially prepared friction substance, such

as a roughed paper coated with phusphoros

and attached to the match-box.

Saga - man ( sa ' ga - man ), n. A narrator

or chanter of sagas, who to the aneieai

Scandinavians was much the same at the

minstrels wandering and resident of our

remote forefathers. Ltrngfeltow.

Sake, n, [add. J—/ or old *ake* sakt, for the

sake of old times; for auld langsyne.

Yetfor old sale's take &hc n still, dean.

The prettiest doll in the world. A'tngsty

Sakieh, Sakla (aak'i-*. sak/i-a). n A modi

fication of the Persian wheel used in Egypi

for raising water for irrigation purposes. U

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; li, Sc. abune; y, 9c. U*
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consists essentially of a vertical wheel to

which earthen pots are attached on project

ing spokes, a second vertical wheel on the

same axis with cogs, and a large hori

zontal cogged wheel, which gears with

the other cogged wheel. The large

wheel being turned by oxen or other

draught animals puts in motion the

other two wheels, the one carrying the I

pitchers dipping into a well or a deep

jut adjoining and supplied with water

from a river. The pitchers are thus

emptied into a tank at a higher level,

whence the water is led off in a net

work of channels over the neighbouring

fields. Instead of the pitchers being at

tached directly to the wheel, when the

level of the water is very low they are

attached to an endless rope. The con

struction of these machines is usually

very rude.

Saleabllity (s&l-a-bil'i-ti), n. Same as

Saleabteness. Carlyle.

Salomonian, Salomonlc (sal-o-rao'-

ni-an, sal-o-mon'ik ). a. [L. Salomon,

Solomon. J Pertaining or relating to

King Solomon or composed by him.

Beyond doubt many of his aphorisms are to be

found in the book of Proverbs. Yet this book is not

all Salomomc. Prof. W. R. Smith.

Salopian (sa- 16 'pi -an), a. Pertaining or

relating to salep or salop ; consisting of or

prepared from salep; producing or making

a preparation of salep. 'Salopian coffee

houses.' C. Lamb,

Salt, n. [add. ]—To eat one's salt, to become

united by sacred bonds of hospitality: a

phrase borrowed from Arab notions.

One does not eat a man's salt, as it were, at the*e

dinners There is nothing sacred in this kind of Lon

don hospitality. Thackeray.

—To put, cast, or lay gait on the tail of, a

phrase equivalent to to capture, to catch,

children having been told from hoary anti

quity that they can catch birds by putting

salt on their tails.

Such great achievements cannot fail

To cast salt on a woman's tail. Hudibras.

Were you coming- near him with soldiers and con

stables . . . you will never lay salt on kis tail.

Sir H'. Scott.

Saltee (sal'te). hv [Corrupted from It

soldi, pi. of soldo, a coin nearly equivalent to

a halfpenny.] A penny. [Slaug.]

It had rained all day kicks in lieu of saltets. C. Reade.

Salvation, n. [add .] — Salvation Artny, a

society organized for the religious revival

of the masses, and having its proceedings

conducted by generals, majors, captains.

<fcc, of either sex, their affairs in other re

spects also being characterized by military

forms.

Salvationist (sal-va'ahon-ist), n. A member

of the Salvation Army.

Saniaritanism (sa-mart-tan-izm)t n [See

Samaritan, 3] Charitableness; philan

thropy; benevolence.

Mankind are getting mad with humanity and 5a-

maritaiiisnt. Sydney Smith.

Sample-room (sam'pl-rom), n. A room

where samples are kept and shown. In the

United States, often applied to a place where

liquor is sold by the glass; a tap-room; a

grog-shop.

Sanctanlmity (sangk-ta-uim'i-ti), n. [L.

sanctus, holy, and animus, the mind.] Holi

ness of mind.

A 'hath 'or a 'thou.* delivered with conventional

unction, well nigh inspires a sensation of solemnity in

its hearer, and a persuasion of the saneta/iimtty of

its utterer. FUzedward Halt.

Sandjak (san'jak), n. Same as Sanjak.

Sandlark (sand'liirk), n. Probably the rock

or .-In 'iv pipit.

Along the river's stony marge

The sandlark chants a joyous song.

nWdrworth.

Sannup (san'nup), n. Among the American

I ndians, a married male member of the com

munity; the husband of a squaw. 'Mind

ful still of sannup and of squaw.' Emerson.

Sansappel (sahz-a-pel), n. [Fr. saw, with

out, and appel, appeal ] A person from

whose decision there is no appeal; one whose

opiuion is decisive; an infallible person.

He had followed in full faith such a sansappel as

he held Frank to be. Kingsley.

Sapidless (sap'id-les), a. [A badly formed

word.] Without taste, savour, or relish;

insipid. 'Expecting some savoury mess,

and to find one quite tasteless and sapid

less. ' C. Lamb.

Sarcolobe (saVko-lob), n. [Gr. sarx, sarkos,

flesh, and lobos, a lobe.] In bot. a thick

fleshy cotyledon, as that of the bean or

pea.

Sarcosperm (sar'ko-sperm), n. [Gr. sarx,

.

sarkos, flesh, and sperma, a seed.] Same as

Sarcoderm.

Sasarara (sas-a-ra'ra), n. [A suggested ety

mology is certiorari: comp. praemunire in

Supp.] A word formerly UBed to emphasize

a threat, much in the same way as ' ven

geance. '

Out the shall pack, with a sasarara. Goldsmith*

Satinity (sa-tiu'i-ti), n. The quality of

being satiny, or smooth and glossy; a soft

smoothness like that of satin. ' The smooth

satinity of his style.' C. Lamb.

Sblrro (zber'ro), n. pi. Sbirri (zbeVre). [It.]

An Italian police-officer.

Scallop, n. [add.] A lace band or collar,

scalloped round the edges.

Made myself fine with Capt. Ferrers's lace band,

being loth to wear my own new scallop it is so fine.

Pepys.

Scalpless (skalp'les), a. Without a scalp

* The top of his scalpless skull. ' Kingsley.

Scapulimancy (skap'ul-i-man-si), n. [L.

scapula, the shoulder-blade, and Gr. man-

teia, divination.] Same as Omoplatoscopy

(which see in SuppA

Scare-sinner (skarsin-er). n. One who or

that which frightens sinners.

Do stop that death-looking, long-striding scoundrel

of a scare-sinner (Death) who is posting after me.

Sterne.

Scarpines (skar'pinz), n. pi. [Fr. escarping. ]

An instrument of torture resembling the

boot.

Being twice racked ... I was put to the scar-

pines, whereof I am, as you sec, somewhat lame of

one leg. Kingsley.

Scary(ska'ri),a. Subject to a scare; alarmed;

frightened; scared. [Colloq. United States.]

Whittier.

Sceptral (sep'tral), o. Pertaining to or re

sembling a sceptre. ' Large red lilies of

love, sceptral and talL' Swinburne.

Sceptry (sep'tri), o. Bearing a sceptre;

sceptred; royal. His highness Ludolph's

sceptry hand.' Keats.

Schiz6gnatb.se (shiz-og'na-the), n. pi. [Gr.

schizo, to cleave, and gnathos, jaw-bone.]

A sub-order of carinate birds, proposed by

Huxley to include the Gallina?, Grallce, and

Natatores of Cuvier.

Scholar, n. [add.]— Scholar's mate, in chess,

a simple mode of checkmate, frequently

practised on inexperienced players, in which

the skilled player's queen, supported by a

bishop, mates the tyro's king in four moves.

' A simple trip, akin to scholar's mate at

chess.' H. Kingsley.

Scoundreldom (skoun'drel dum), n. The

character, habits, or practices of a scoun

drel; the community of scoundrels; scoun

drels collectively. 'High-born scoundrel

dom. ' Frauds,

Scrag (skrag), v. t. To put to death by hang

ing ; to hang. ' Intimating by a lively pan

tomimic representation that scragging and

hanging were one and the same thing.'

Dickens. [Slang.]

Scrappily (skrap'i-li), adv. In scraps or

fragments; fragmentarily; desultorily. Mrs.

Cowden Clarke.

Scribe t (skrib), V.i To write. 'Doing no

thing but scribble and scribe.' Miss Burney,

Scriven (skriv'n), v t. and i. To write in a

scrivener-like manner. ' A mortgage scriv-

ened up to ten skins of parchment' Roger

North. ' Two or three hours' hard scriven-

ing.' Miss Edgeworth.

Scrymet (iltrim). v.i. [Fr. escrimer.) To

fence. 'Some new-fangled French devil's

device of scryming and fencing with his

point.* Kingsley.

Scunner (skuu'er), v. t. To affect with loath

ing, disgust, or nausea; to satiate. 'Scun-

nered wi' sweets.' Kingsley. [Scotch.]

Scutter (skut'er), n, A nasty, noisy,

short run ; a Bcuttle ; a scamper. ' A scut

ter downstairs." E. Bronte. [Provin

cial. ]

Scythe-Whet (slTH'whet), n, A name

given in the Doited States to the bird

Tardus fuscescens (Wilson's thrush).

from the sharp metallic ring of its uote.

J. R. Lowell.

Sea-island (se'i-Iand). a. A term ap

plied to a fine long-stapled variety of

cotton grown on the islands off the coast

of South Carolina and Georgia,

Sea-surgeon (se'ser-jun), u. Same as

Surgeon-fish.

Secret, n. [add.] A light flexible coat

of chain-mail worn under the ordinary

outer garments. Sir W. Scott.

Segment (seg'ment), v.t. To separate

or divide into segments; as, a segmented

celt

Seismometry (sis-mom'et-ri), «. The mea

surement of the force and direction of

earthquakes, &c. ; the art or practice of

using the seismometer.

Selictar (se-lik'tar), n. The sword-bearer

of a Turkish chief.

Selictar! unsheathe then our chiefs scimitar.

Byron.

Sempatry - work (semp'stri-werk), n.

Needle-work; sewing. Henry Brooke.

Sense-rhythm (sens'rithm), ». An arrange

ment of words characteristic of Hebrew

poetry, in which the rhythm consists not in

a rise and fall of accent or quantity of syl

lables, but in a pulsation of sense rising and

falling through the parallel, antithetic, or

otherwise balanced members of each verse;

parallelism. Prof. W. R. Smith.

SenBifacient (sen-si-fashi-ent), a. [L. sen-

sus, sense, and/ncto, to make.] Producing

sensation; sensiflc. Huxley.

Sensiiicatory (sen-sif'i-ka-to-ri), a. Sensi-

facient; sensiflc. Huxley.

Sensigenous (sen-sij'e-nus), a. [L. sensus,

sense, and gen, root of gigno, to beget]

Originating or causing sensation. 'The

sensitive subject, the sensigenous object'

Huxley.

Sermoher (seVmon-er), n. Same as Ser-

monizer. Thackeray.

Serpentinlan (ser-pen-tin'i-an), ft, Same

as Ophite.

Sesquibasic (ses'kwi-ba-sik), a. [L. sesgui,

one and a half, and basis, a base.] In chem.

a term applied to a salt containing one and

a half equivalents of the base for each equi

valent of acid.

Sesqulpedalianism ( ses ' kwi-pe-da" li-an-

izm). n. The state or quality of being ses

quipedalian; the use of long words. ' Mas

ters of hyperpolyiyH&bicsesuuipedalianism.'

Fitzedteard Hall.

Sestette (ses-tef), n. 1. Same as Sestet —

2. The two concluding stanzas of a sonnet,

consisting of three verses each; the lost six

lines of a sonnet.

Sewellel (se-wel'el), n. [Indian name.] A

gregarious American rodent which unites

some of the characteristics of the beaver

with those of the squirrel family and the

prairie-dog. It is remarkable for its root

less molars. It is about the size of a musk-

rat, and the reddish -brown skin which

covers its plump heavy body is much used

by the Indians as an article of dress.

Shabby-genteel (shab'i-jen-teT), a. Retain

ing in present shabbiness traces of former

gentility; aping gentility but really shabby.

Thackeray.

Shake-bag (shak'bag), n. A large-sized

variety of game-cock.

I would pit her for a cool hundred . . . against the

best shake-bag of the whole main. Smollett.

Shawl-waistcoat (shal'wast-kot), n. a

vest or waistcoat with a large prominent

pattern like a shawL Thackeray.

Shearhog (Bher'hog), n. A ram or wether

after the first shearing: provincially pro

nounced as if written sherrug or sharrag.

' To talk of shearhogs and ewes to men

who habitually said sharrags and yowes.'

Qeorge Eliot.

Shedding, n. [add.] A parting or branch

ing off, as of two roads; the angle or place

where two roads meet. ' That shedding of

the roads which marks the junction of the

highways coming down for Glasgow and

Edinburgh.* HA Black.

eta, c/iain; ch, Sc loan; g, go; J, job; fa, Fr. ton; ug, sin</; th, than; th, (nin; w, trig; wh, tt/iig; zh, azure.— See Key.
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Sheep, n. [add.] Leather prepared from

sheep-akin ; as, a book bound in sheep or in

half-uheep.

Shell, 'i [add.] The semicircular hilt which

protected part of the hand in some forms

of rapiers, Thackeray.

Sherlat (sher'i-at), n. The sacred or rattier

civil-religious law of Turkey, which is foun

ded on the Koran, the Sunna or tradition,

the commentaries of the first four caliphs,

Ac.

The Uiema declared that the Sultan ruled the
empire <■»•> Caliph, that he was bound by the shertat,

or sacred law. . . . Civil law can never Uke the

place of the sheriat, and the emancipation of the

Christian subjects of the Porte is an impossibility.

Contemp. Rev.

Shovel, n. [add.] Same as Shovel-hat

She was a good woman of business, and managed

the hat shop fornine years. . . . My uncle the bishop

h.nl his shovels there. Thackeray.

Shrew-struck (shrb'struk), o. PoiBoned or

otherwise harmed by what was formerly

believed to be the venomous bite or contact

of a shrew-mouse. Kingsley.

Shutter (shut'er), v.t. To provide, protect,

or cover over with a shutter or shutters.

The school-house windows were all shuttered up. I

T. Hughes.

Side-slip (ald'slip), n. 1. An illegitimate |

chihi. ' This side-slip of a son that he kept

in the dark.' George Eliot.—2. A division

at the side of the stage of a theatre, where

the scenery is slipped off and on. See Sups

in Supp. |

Sightsman, n. [add.] tOne who points out

the sights or objects of interest of a place;

a guide. Evelyn.

Silo (si'16), n. See ENSILAGE in Supp.

Simple, n. Used in the plural in the old

phrase, to cut for the simplest to perform

an operation for the cure of silliness or

foolishness.

Indeed, Mr. Neverout, you should be art for the

simples this morning. Swift.

Simulacrum (simu-la'krum), n. [L] That

which is made like, or formed in the like

ness of any object; an image; a form; hence,

a mere resemblance as opposed to reality.

Thackeray.

Sing, v.t. [add.]—To sing small, to adopt a

humble tone; to assume the demeanour of

a conquered, inferior, or timid person ; to

play a very subordinate or insignificant part

I must myself sing small in her company.

Richardson.

Sing-song (singsong), v.i. To chant or sing

in a monotonous voice; hence, to compose

monotonous, dreary poetry. ' You sit sing

songing here.' Tennyson.

Sit, v.i [add.] — To sU under, to attend

church for the purpose of hearing; to be a

member of the congregation of.

There would then also appear In pulpits other

visages . ■ . than what we now sit under. Milton.

The household marched away in separate couples

. . . each to sit under his or her favourite minister.

Thackeray.

Skeary (ske'ri), a. Alarmed; frightened;

scared; scary. [Provincial.]

It is not to be marvelled at that amid such a place

as this for the first time visited, the horses were a

little skeary. R. D. Blackmore.

Skein (sken), n. A sportman's term applied

strictly to a flock or collection of wild

geese when on the wing, and also sometimes

loosely to wild ducks.

The cur ran into them as t falcon does into a skein

of ducks. Kingsley.

Skeltering (skel'ter-ing), a. Hurrying; driv

ing; rushing. ' The long dry skeltering wind

of M.uvh.' R D. Blackmore.

Sklmpingly(skirap'ing-li), adv. In a skimp

ing, niggardly, insufficient manner; parsi

moniously; illiberally. Lord Lytton,

Skip, n. [add] A place skipped over; espe

cially, a dry, uninteresting passage or por

tion of a book passed Intentionally over in

reading. [Colloq.]

No man who has written so much is so seldom tire

some. In his books there are scarcely any of those

passages which in our school days we used to call

**'P Mamulay.

Skip (skip), n. In the games of bowls and

curling, an experienced player chosen by

each of the rival parties or sides as their

leader, director, or enptain, and who usually

plays the last bowl or stone which his team

has to play.

Skyless (skrles), a. Without sky; cloudy;

dark; thick. ' A soulless, skyless, catarrhal

day.* Kingsley.

Sky-parlour (skl'par-ler), n. The room

next the sky, or at the top of a building;

hence, an attic. Dickens. [Humorous.]

Skyscape (skl'skap), n. [On type of land

scape.) A view of the sky; a part of the

sky within the range of vision, or a picture

or representation of such a part

We look upon the reverse side of the skyscape.

R. A. Proctor.

Slap-bang (slap'baug), n. A low eating-

house. [Hiaug.]

They lived in the same street . . . dined at the same

slap-b\tng e»cry day. Dickens,

Sleek (slfik), v.i. To move in a smooth man

ner: to glide; to sweep. 'As the racks came

sleeking on.' L. Hunt. [Kare.]

Sleeken (alek'u), v.t. To make smooth,soft,

or gentle; to sleek. [Rare.]

And all voices that address her

Soften, sleeken every word. E. B. Browning.

Slips (slips), n. pi. That part of a theatre

at the sides of the stage where the wooden

scenes are slipped on and off, and where the

players may stand before appearing on the

scene. Dickens.

Slip-Sloppy (slip'slop-l), a. Slushy; wet;

muddy. ' A sltp-sloppy d&y.' R. H. Barhatn.

Slop-dash (slop'dash). n. Weak, cold tea,

or other inferior trashy beverage; slip-slop.

Does he expect tea can be keeping hot for him to

the end of tuue? He shall have nothing but slap

dash. Miss Edgeworth.

Slued fslud), a. Intoxicated; drunk. [Slang]

He came into our place at night to take her home ;

rather slued, hut not much. Dickens.

Slughorn (slugTiorn). n. Same as Slogan.

Small-beer, [add.]- To think small beer of,

to have a low opinion of ; to hold in slight

esteem.

She thinks s*nall beer qfpainters, J. J.—well, woll,

we don't think small beer of ourselves, my noble

friend. Thackeray.

Smell-trap (smel'trap), n. A drain-trap; a

stink-trap Kingsley. See Drain -tjiai1.

Smithereens, Smlthers (smiTH'er-enz,

• in) i ii erz),n.j>J. Small fragments. 'Knocked

heaps of things to smithereens.' W. Black.

' Smash the bottle to smithers. ' Tennyson.

[Provincial or colloq.]

Snaflling-lay (snafling-laY n. The practice

of highway-robbery. Fielding. [Slang.]

Snick (snik). v.t [See the noun,] To cut;

to clip. ' Snicking the corner of her foot

off with nurse's scissors.' H. Kingsley.

Snippetiness (snip'et-i-nes), n. The state

or quality of being snippety or fragmentary.

Spectator newspaper.

Snowbreak (sno'bmk), n. A melting of

snow; a thaw. Carlyle.

Snubblsh (snub'ish). a Tending to snub,

check, or repress.

Spirit of Kant, have we not had enough

To make religion sad, and sour, and snubbish I

Hood.

Snubby (snub'i), a. Short or flat. 'Snubby

noBes. Thackeray.

Snuffler, n. [add] One who makes a pre

tentious assumption of religion; a religious

canter.

You know I never was a sn$*0ter; but this sort of

life makes one serious, if one has any reverence at

all in one. T. Hughes.

Soda-felspar (so-da-fel'spar), n See Oligo-

clasg.

Sollar, n. [add] Inarch an elevated cham

ber in a church from which to watch the

lamps burning before the altars. Ency. Brit.

Sollevate t (soMe-vatl v. t Same as Sulle-

vate. 'To . . . sollevate the mob.' Roger

yorth.

Somniatory ( som'ni-a-to-ri ), a. [L. som-

nium, a dream.] Of or pertaining to dreams

or dreaming: relating to or producing

dreams; somniative. * Somniatory exercita-

tions.' Urquhart. 'Somniatory vaticina

tions and predictions.' Southey.

SomnlVOlencyCsom-mVo-len-si), n. [Lsom-

nus, sleep, and volo, to wish.] Something

to induce sleep; a soporific. [Rare. ]

These somnivolencies (I hate the word opiates on

this occasion) hare turned her head. Richardson.

Sonnetize fson'et-Tz), v.t. To make the sub

ject of a sonnet; to celebrate in a sonnet

Now could I sonnetise thy piteous plight.

Southey.

Soothlngness (stou'ing-nes), n. The state

or quality of being soothing. J. R Lowell.

Sorablan, Sorblan (so-ra'bi-an, sorTri-an),

». The language of the Wends; Wendic:

used atso adjectively.

Sow-drunk (sou'drungk), a. Drunk as a

sow; beastly drunk. Tennyson.

Spalpeen (spal'pen), n. An Irish term of

contempt or of very slight commiseration.

' The poor spalpeen of a priest. ' Kingsley.

Spasmodlat (spaj/mod-ist), n. A spasmodic

person; one whose work is of a spasmodic

character, or marked by an overstrained

and unnatural style. Poe.

Spectrallty (spek-tral'i-ti), n. Something

of a spectral or ghastly nature. ' Nothing

but ghastly spectratifies prowling round

him.' Carlyle.

Speliable (spd'a-hl). a. Capable of bein?

spelt or formed by letters. * Europe in all

its speliable dialects.' Carlyle.

Spiflicate(8pifli-kat),r.f. 1. To confound; to

dismay; to beat severely. HaUiwcll. [Pro

vincial English ]— 2 To stifle; to suffocate;

to kill. ' Scrag Jane while I spijticate

Johnny.* R II Barhatn [Slant]

Spiflication (spif-li-ka'shon), n. The act of

spiflicating or state of being spifiicated.

[Slang.]

Whose blood he vowed to drink—the Oriental form

of threatening spi/tumttOH. R. F. Burteti.

Spindle -bead (spin'dl-bed), n. See Reel

and bead, under KEEL, Supp.

Spineless (spinlesX a. Having no spine, or

apparently without a spine; limp; flexible.

* A whole family of Sprites, consisting of a

remarkably stout father and three spineless

sons ' Dickens

Spinstress (spin'stres). n. A woman who

spins or whose occupation is to spin; a spin

ster. ' The good Grecian spinstress (Pene

lope).' Tom Brown.

SpltZ-dog (spitz'dog), n. [O spitz, pointed]

A small variety of the Pomeranian dog.

which has become a favourite lapdog. It

has short and erect ears, a pointed muzzle,

a curved bushy tail, and long hair, usually

white. It is a handsome animal, brisk in

its movements, quick of apprehension, but

somewhat snappish.

Split-new (splifnu), a. Quite new ; bran-

new; span-new. ' A split-neir democratic*!

system.' Bp. Sage. [Scotch ]

Spoon-net (spdn'netl n. A form of angler's

landing-net. Kingsley.

Spoony (spbn'i). «• Same as Spooney.

' Like any other spoony.' Charlotte Bronte.

[Slang. 1

Springe (sprinj), a. Active; nimble; brisk;

agile. [Provincial English.]

The squire's pretty springe, considering his weight.

George EttcC

Sprucify (sprbs'i-fi), v.t. To make spruce

or trim; to make brisk, bright, or lively; to

smarten. Cotton.

Squab, a. [add] Short and dry; tart;

abrupt; curt.

We have returned a squab answer, retorting tSw

Infraction of treaties. H. H'aipoie.

Squad (skwod), n. 1. Soft slimy mud

[Provincial English.] — 2. In Cornwall, a

miner's term for loose ore of tin mixed with

earth.

Squall (skwal). v.i. To throw sticks at a

cock; a barbarous sport formerly practised

on Shrove Tuesday. Southey. [Provincial

English.]

Squlreage (skwir'afln. The untitled landed

geutry; the squires of a country taken col

lectively, ' The English Peerage and Squire-

age.' De Morgan.

Squirelet (skwlrlet), n. A petty squire; a

squireling. Carlyle. ' That class of squire-

lets . . . of which Devonshire in the daysof

Elizabeth was very full.* Fraser's Mag

Squirrel - shrew (skwhTel-shrol n. An

animal of the genus Tupaia; a banning

See Tupaia.

Stag (stag), v.t. To follow warily, as a deer

stalker does a deer; to dog or watch. [Slang. ]

You're been stagging this gentleman and me, ood

listening, have you ! H. Kuegsiey.

Stag, n. [add.] A young cock trained for

cock-fighting.

Stageyness (staj'i-nes), n. The character

or quality of being stagey; theatricality.

Written also Stagintss.

Stark (stark), v.t To make stark, stiff, or

rigid, as in death.

Arise, if horror have not stark'd y^cr nmb*.

Sir H. Toyier

Starken (star'kn). t> t. To make unbending

or inflexible: to stiffen; to make obstinate

Sir H. Taylnr.

Star-moulding (sUtr'mdld-ingX u. In are*.

Star-mouldm?/, Romsey Church, Hampshire.

a Norman moulding ornamented with rayed

or pointed figures representing stars.

Fate, far, fat, fall; me\ met, her; pine, pin; n6te, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil, pound; ii, Sc abune; f, Sc. ley.
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Stereo (ster/e-6), it. A contraction of Stereo-

type: used also adjectively; as, a stereo

plate.

Stiff (stif ), n. In commercial slang, nego

tiable paper, as a bill, promissory note, or

the like. — To do a bit of stiff, to accept or

discount a lull.

I wish you'd do me a bit of stiff, and just tell your

father it I may overdraw my account I'll vote with

him. Thackeray.

Stockbroking (stok'brd-king), n. The busi

ness of a stockbroker, or one who, acting

for a client, buys or sells stocks or shares,

and is paid by commission.

Stodgy (stod'ji), a. Crude and indigestible;

crammed together roughly. [Colloq. or

slang]

The book has too much the character of a stodgy

summary of facts. Sat. Rev.

Stog (stog), v.t. To plunge and fix in mire;

to stall in mud; to mire. [Colloq. or slang. ]

They'll ... be stogged till the day of judgment ;

there are bogs in the bottom twenty feet deep.

Kingsley.

Stone-jug (ston'jug), n. A prison ; a jail.

SeeJuo. [Slang.]

I will sell the bed from under your wife's back, and

send you to the stone-jug. C. Read*.

StOOp (stop), n. A pillar. Quarles.—Stoop

and room, a system of mining coal, where

the coal is taken out in parallel spaces, in

tersected by a similar series of passages at

right angles. Between these ' rooms ' ' stoops'

of coal are left for the support of the roof

of the seam. Called also Pillar and Stall

or Post and Stall,

Studentry (stu'dent-ri), n. Students col

lectively; a body of students. Singula/.

Stumpy (sturap'i), n. Money. ' Forked out

the stumpy.' Viekens. 'Down with the

ntumpy.' Kingsley. [Slang.] See under

Stump, v.i.

Stylet, n, [add.] A stiletto. Browning.

SubantiChrist (sub-an'ti-krist). n. A per

son or power partially antagonistic to Christ ;

a lesser antichrist. 'The very womb for a

new subantichrist to breed in. Milton,

Sub-blush(3ub-blush'),u.». To blush slightly.

'Raising up her eyes, sub-blushing as she

did it.' Sterne.

Subterrestrial (sub-Wr-res'tri-al), a. Sub

terranean. 'This subterrestrial country.'

Tom Brown.

Subtlllzer (sub-tiMz'er), n. One who sub

tilizes or makes very nice distinctions ; a

hair-splitter. ' A mbtilizer, and inventor of

unheard-of distinctions.' Roger North.

Subventltlous(8ub-ven-tish'us), a. Afford

ing subvention or relief; aiding; supporting.

Urquhart.

Succubine (suk'u-bin), o. Of or pertaining

to a succuba, one of a race of demons in

female form, akin to the male demons In-

cubi, supposed to be one of the causes of

nightmare. R. H. Barham.

Succumbent (suk-kum'bent), a. Yielding;

submissive. ' Not only succumbent and

passive, . . . but actually subservient and

pliable.' Howell.

Suitor (sut'or), v.i. To act as a Buitor; to

solicit a woman in marriage ; to woo ; to

make love. R. H. Barham.

Sumerian (suni-e'ri-an), n. See Accadian

in Supp.

Summerly (sum'&r-li), a. Such as is suit

able to summer; like summer. 'As sum

merly as June and Strawberry-hill.' H.

Walpole.

Sunderment (sun'der-ment), n. The state

of being parted or separated; separation.

It was therefore apparent who must be the survivor

in case of sunderment. Miss Bumey.

Superiorness (su-pe'ri-or-nes), n. Superi

ority. 'The great superiorness of learning.'

Miss Burney.

Supper (sup'er), v.t. To give supper to.

' Kester was Slippering the horses. Mrs.

Gaskell.

Sunnisant (ser-miz'ant), n. One who sur

mises; a surmiser. 'Informants or rather

surmisants.' Richardson.

SUBUTXaut (su-sur'ant), a. [L. susurro, to

hum.] Whispering; subuitous.

The soft susurrant sigh, and gently murmuring

kiss. Antijacobin.

Swab, n. [add.] A term applied by sailors

to an awkward, clumsy fellow. ' Called

him . . . swab and lubbard.' Smollett.

Swabbers (swob era), n. pi. An old name

for certain cards at whist by which the

holder was entitled to a part of the stakes.

— Whisk and swabbers, a particular form of

whist formerly played.

Whisk and swabbers was the game then in chief

vogu e. Fielding.

Swear, v.i. [add.]—To swear by, to treat as

an infallible authority; to place great con

fidence in.

Mrs. Charles quite swears by her, I know.

Miss Austen.

I simply meant to ask if you arc one of those who

stvear by Lord Verulam. Miss Edgeworth.

Swelldom (swerdum), n. The fashionable

world; swells collectively. Thackeray. [Col

loq. or humorous.]

Swimmable (swim'a-bl), a. Capable of being

swum. 'I . . . swam everything swim-

vutrble.' M. W. Savage.

Swindlery (swin'dler-iX «■ The acts or

practices of a swindler; roguery. Cartyle.

Swinery (swin^er-i), n. A place where swine

are kept; a piggery; also, a flock of swine

inhabiting such a place. 'And Windsor

Park so glorious made a swinery.' Dr. Wol-

cot. 'The enlightened public one huge

Gadarenes' swinery.' Carlyle.

Sword (sord), v. t. To strike or slash with a

sword. Tennyson.

Sword-stick (sord'stik), n. A walking-stick

in which is concealed a sword or rapier.

Syllabize (sillab-iz), v.t. To form or divide

into syllables; to Byllabify.

'TU mankind alone

Can language frame and syllabize the tone.

Ho-well.

Sylphish (silf'ish), a. Resembling a sylph;

sylph-like. 'Fair sylphish forms.' Anti-

jacobin.

Tail-end, n. [add.] »J. Inferior corn sepa

rated from grain of a superior quality.

' Bread made o' tail-ends.' George Eliot.

Talkee-talkee (ta/ke-ta'ke), «. An expres

sion borrowed from the broken English of

some barbaric races, and used to denote

(1) a corrupt dialect 'The talkee talkee of

the slaves in the Sugar Islands.' Southey.

(2) Incessant chatter or talk. 'A woman

who thinks of nothing living but herself—

all talkee talkee.' Miss Bdgworth. (3) Bom

bastic or Inflated language. 'The inflated

bulletins of Napoleon, the talkee-talkee of a

North American Indian.' S. Phillips.

Tambourgi ( tara-bor'ji X n. A Turkish

drummer. Byron.

Tasar (tas'ar), n. Same aB Tusseh-silk.

Tavern-token (tav'ern-td-kn), n. A coin of

low value, struck by a tavern-keeper in for

mer times, and current among his customers

and others on sufferance, owing to the scar

city of legal small currency.—To swallow a

tavern-token, a euphemism for to get drunk.

B. Jonson.

Teagle (tc'gl), n. [Perhaps akin to tw or

tackle.] A hoist; an elevator; a lift, such as

is used for raising or lowering goods or

persons from flat to flat in large establish

ments. [North of England.]

Tellurian (tel-lu'ri-an), a. [L. tellus, telhtris,

the earth. ] Pertaining or relating to the

earth or to an inhabitant of the earth. De

Quincey.

Tellurian (tel-lu'ri-an), n. An inhabitant of

the earth. 'If any distant worlds . . . are

so far ahead of us Tellurians.' De Quincey.

Tendrlled (teu'drild). o. Furnished with

tendrils. 'The thousand-t«ndrtZ'd vine."

Southey.

Textlet (tekstlet), n. A short or small text.

Carlyle.

Tnersitical (ther-sit'i-kal). a. Resembling

or characteristic of Themites, a scurrilous

character fn Homer'B Iliad; hence, grossly

abusive; scurrilous; foul-monthed. ' A pelt

ing kind of thersitical satire, as black as the

very ink 'tis wrote with.' Sterne.

Thirdsman ( therdz'man ), n. An umpire ;

an arbitrator; a mediator.

There should be somebody to come in thirdsman

between Death and my principal. Sir It'. Scott.

Thomasite (tom'as-It). n. One of a religious

body of recent origin, who believe that God

will raise all who love him to an endless

life in this world, but that those who do not

shall absolutely perish in death; that Christ

is the Son of God, inheriting moral perfec

tion from the Deity, our human nature from

his mother; and that there is no personal

devil. Called also Christadelphian.

Thornlesa (thorn'les), a. Free from thorns.
■Youth's gay prime and thomless paths.'

Coleridge.

Tingllsh (ting'glish), a. Having a tingling

sensation; keenly sensitive. 'Alive and

tinglish.' Browning.

To-year, t adv. [ Comp. to-day. ] For the

present year; this year. J. Webster.

Trabecula (tra-bek'u-la), n. pi Trabecul®

(tra-bek'u-Ie). [Dim. of L. trabs, a beam.]

In physiol. (a) one of the cartilagiuous pbites

in the embryo lying in front of the para

chordals, and from which the vertebrate

skull is developed. (6) A bar of supporting

tissue penetrating some softer structure.

Trabecular (tra-bek'u-ler), a. Of, pertain

ing to, or connected with trabecular

Tranquillize (tran'kwil-iz), v. i. To become

tranquil.

I'll try, as I ride in my chariot, to tranquillize.

Richardson.

Transpontine (trans-pon'tin), a. [L. trans,

beyond, and pons, pontis, bridge.] Situated

beyond the bridge; across the bridge.

Transposer (trans-pdz'er), n. One who

transposes; as, the transposer has written

the tune two tones

higher.

Transpositor ftrans-

poz/it-er),H. One who

transposes; a trans

poser. Landor.

Trisula (tri-sola). n.

iSkr.] A kind of tri

dent; in Hind, antiq.

a Brahmiuical and

Buddhist three-

pointed symbol or

ornament, represent

ing the trident of

Siva, which is consid

ered to be in con

tinual motion over

the face of the uni

verse. It is found re

presented on the end

of flagstaffs or stan

dards and on sword -scabbards, and also,

more prominently, over the gateways of

topes, where it is frequently represented as

an object of adoration, Burrounded with

groupsof worshippers. Written also Trixnl.

Tryma. [add.] May be more accurately

defined as a one-seeded fruit with a well-

defined stony endocarp, and with the outer

portion of the pericarp fleshy, leathery, or

fibrous; distinguished from the drupe by

being derived from an inferior instead of a

superior ovary: exemplified in the walnut.

Tsech (chek), n. Same as Czecli in Supp.

B8BaBBSJH|

Trisula, from gateway of

Sanehi Tope.

u.

Uglyt (ugTf), v. t. To make ugly: to disfigure;

to uglify. 'His vices all ugly him over.'

Richardson.

Unascendable (un-as-send'a-bl), a. Incap

able of being ascended, climbed, or mounted;

unscaleable. ' Impending crags, rocks unas

cendable. ' Southey.

Unblissful (un-blis'fulY, a. Infelicitous; un

happy; miserable. 'That unblisf/ul clime.'

Tennyson.

Unboding (un-bdd'ing), ppr. Not anticipat

ing ; not looking for.

I grow in wnrth, and wit, and sense.

(Jitboding critic-pen. Tennyson.

Unconformistt (un-kon-form'ist), n. A non

conformist. 'An assault of unconformUts

on church discipline.' Fuller.

Uncular (ung'ku-ler), a. Of or pertaining

to an uncle; avuncular. [Humorous.]

The grave r>on • ■ - clasped the young gentleman

. . . to nis uncular and rather angular breast.

De Quincey.

TJndulous (un'du-lus), a. Undulating; rising

and falling like waves.

He felt the undulous readiness of her volatile paces

under him. R. D. Blackmore.

Unfllleted (un-finet-ed), a. Not bound up

with or as with a fillet. 'Its small handful

of wild flowers unjilleted.' Coleridge.

Unfleshly (un-flesh'li), a. Not fleshly; not

human; incorporeal; spiritual.

Those unfleshly eyes, with which they say the very

air is thronged. C. Reade.

Unpiloted ( un - pi ' lot-ed ), a. Unguided

through dangers or difficulties. ' Unpiloted

by principle or faith.' Charlotte Bronte.

Unquestioliability ( un - kwest'yun-a-bil"i-

tij, h. That which cannot be questioned

ch, cAnin, ch, Sc. locn; g, go; j, job; n, Fr. ton; ng, sing; TH, then; th, thin; w, wig; wh, ur/iig; zh, azure.-
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or doubted; a certniuty. ' A great heaven-

high unquestionability.' Carlyle.

Up-keep (up'ksp), n. Maintenance in a

state of efficiency; the means by which any

thing is kept in good order.

Upthunder (up-thun'der), v.i. To send up

a loud thunder-like noise. 'Central tires

through nether seas upthrtndcring.' Cole

ridge.

Usuraryt (u'zhu-ra-ri), o. Partaking of or

pertaining to usury ; usurious. ' Dturary

contracts.' Bp. Hall.

V.

Vaagmar (vag'mar), n. [IceL vdg-meri, lit

wave-mare. ] A northern Ash remarkable for

the extreme compression of the body, and

hence sometimes called the Riband-shaped

Vaagmar, and Deal-fish. See Deal-fish.

Valetudlnous t (val-e-tu'di-nua), a. Vale

tudinarian. ' The valetudlnous condition of

King Edward.' Fuller.

Venerer (ven'er-er), n. [See Venery.] One

who watches game; a gamekeeper; a hun

ter. * Our venerers, prickers, and verderers.'

Browning.

Vert (vert), n. One who goes over from one

church or sect to another: a contraction of

Pervert or Convert.

Old friends call me a pervert ; new acquaintances

a convert ; the other day I was addressed as a 'vert.

It took my fancy as offending nobody, if pleasing

nobody. Experiences ofa ' vert' {1665).

Viparious (vi-pa'ri-us), a. [From I* vita,

life, or vivus, alive, and pario, to produce.]

Life-producing or life-renewing. [Rare. ]

A cat the most viparious is limited to nine lives.

Lord Lytton.

Voltaic, a. [add.]— Voltaic arc, in electric

lighting, same as Electric Arc. See under

Electric, Supp.

W.

Wave-shell (waVshel), n. In earthquake

shocks, one of the waves of alternate com

pression and expansion, having theoreti

cally the form of concentric shells, which

are propagated in all directions through

the solid materials of the earth's crust

from the seismic focus to the earth's sur

face. Ency. Brit.

Wax, n. [add.] A fit of anger or rage.

[Slang.]

She's in a terrible wax. but shell be all right by the

time he comes back from his holidays. //*. tCingsiey.

Waxy, a. [add.] Angry; wrathful: indig

nant. [Slang.]

It would cheer him up more than anything if I

could make him a little waxy with me. ZXc&em.

Weber (vaTjer), n. [From Wilhelm Edouard

Weber, a German physicist.] In the system

of electro-magnetic units, the unit of mag

netic quantity =10* C.G.S. units.

Whltwall (whit'wal), n. Same as WitteaiL

Yew, u. [add.] A shooting bow made of the

wood of the yew; a yew -bow. ' Wing'd

arrows from the twanging yew.' Gay.

Z.

Zoon (zo'on). n. [Gv., an animal] An ani

mal having a distinct and independent ex

istence. See extract

A zoological individual is constituted either by aey

such single animal as a mammal or bird, which iut

properly claim the title of a zoon, or by any sack

group of animals as the numerous medusa that have

been developed from the same egg, which are to be

severally distinguished aszooids. H. Spencer.

Fate, far, fat, fall: me, met, her; pine, pin; note, not, move; tube, tub, bull; oil. pound: u, Sc. abune; y, Be. fry.
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PBONOUNCING VOCABULAEY

OF GEEEK, LATIN, SCEIPTUEAL,

OTHEE ANCIENT NAMES.

RULES AND DIRECTIONS FOR PEONUNCIATION.

The pronunciation indicated in the following list is that

usually heard from educated speakers of English, who as a

rule do not attempt to pronounce Greek or Latin or Scriptural

names in the way in which they were pronounced by the

ancients themselves—if that could be with certainty deter

mined—but rather Beek to assimilate the pronunciation to

that of their own language. There is therefore no great

difficulty in the pronunciation of such words, and by atten

tion to the following rules and directions any name in the

list can be sounded correctly.

Special knowledge required for the right pronunciation of

these words is—

1. The seat of accent; and

2. The sound to be given to the letters as they stand in

the word.

The syllable of the word which is to receive the accent is

denoted by the usual mark, an acute accent, placed imme

diately after it, as the first syllable of the word Ca'to, the

second of the word Cam-by'ses, and the third of the word

San-cho-ni'a-thon. The seat of the accent varies consider

ably in words of more than two syllables, though it is never

on the last syllable; in dissyllables it is always on the first.

The pronunciation of the latter, therefore, as also of mono

syllabic words, after the following remarks are studied,

will present no difficulty, and consequently many of them

(especially those belonging to the classical languages) have

been omitted from the list below. The division into separate

syllables is denoted by the mark - as well as by the ac

centuation mark. Two vowels coming together in a word,

but having one or other of these marks between them, must

therefore always be pronounced as belonging to different

syllables.

The Bounds to be given to the several letters will be con

sidered under two general heads, viz.: 1. The vowel letters;

and 2. The consonant letters. It must always be borne in

mind that silent letters, so common in English (e final for

instance), are the exception in the words here treated of.

I. THE VOWEL LETTERS.

The vowels heard in the words fate, me, pine, note, and

tube, are called long vowels; while those heard in the words

fat, met, pin, not, and ut, are called short vowels.

1. When any of the vowel letters a, e, i, o, and u, con

stitute an accented syllable, and also when they end one,

they are pronounced as long vowels; thus, in the first syllable

of the words Ca'to, Pelops, Di'do, Solon, and Ju'ba, they

are pronounced as in the respective key-words fate, me, pine,

note, and tube.

2. When the vowel letters are followed by one or more

consonants in a syllable, they are pronounced as short

vowels; thus, in the first syllable of the words Cas'ca,

Hec'u-ba, Cin'na, Cor'du-ba, and Publi-us, they are pro

nounced as in the respective key-words fat, met, pin, not,

and us.

3. When the letter o constitutes an unaccented syllable,

as in A-by'dos, and when it ends one, as in Ju'ba, it is pro

nounced as a in fat.

4. The so-called diphthongs <r, or, are always pronounced

as the e of me, and are therefore simple vowel sounds, as in

Cae'sar, Ptes'tum, ^E'o-lus, Boe-o'ti-a.

5. The digraph ai in a syllable is pronounced like ai in

unit. It occurs only in Scriptural names. The ai of Greek

words was pronounced like common English affirmative ay,

it is Latinized into oe. An a and an t coming together, but

belonging to different syllables, will of course have either the

accent or the mark - between them.

6. When r follows a in the same syllable, and is itself

followed by a consonant, as in Ar'go, Car-tha'go, the a is

pronounced as in far. In such a word as Ar'a-dus it is

sounded as in fat.

7. The digraph au, as in Clau'di-us, Au-fid'i-us, is pro

nounced as a in fall. An a and a « coming together, how

ever, may belong to different syllables, as in Em-ma'uB.

8. When e constitutes an unaccented syllable, as in the

first of the word E-te'o-clea, and when it ends one, as in

E-vad'ne, it is pronounced as e of me. And when e is fol

lowed by * as the final letter of a word, as in Her'mes,

Ar-is-toph'a-nes, it is always pronounced as « of me.

9. When e is followed by r in the same syllable, as in

Her'mes, Mer-cu'ri-us, the e is pronounced as e of her. The

letters i, w, and >/, before r, have the same Bound, as in

Vir'gil, Bursa, Cyr'nus. When er is followed by a vowel,

however, e is sounded as in met, thus Er'a-to, MerVe.

10. The digraph ei, as in Plei'a-des, is pronounced as i of

pine. An e and i coming together, however, may belong to

different syllables. Compare Rules 5 and 7.

11. The diphthong or digraph eu, as in Leu-cip'pus, E-leu'sis,

Ti-mo'theus, is pronounced as u of tube. It occurs chiefly

in Greek names. In other cases the e and u belong to

separate syllables. Compare Rules 10 and 7.

12. When t constitutes the first and last syllables of

words, whether accented or not, as in I-be'ri-a, FaTri-i, it

is pronounced as t of pine. And t as the terminal vowel of

a syllable at the end of words is also so pronounced, as in

Im'ri, A-ceph'a-li.

13. But i at the end of any other unaccented syllable than

the last, as in In'di-a, Fa'bi-i, is pronounced as t of pin.

14. In many cases t assumes the value of y consonant in

English ; thus Aquileia is pronounced as if Aqui-le'ya, Caius

as if Ca'yus. This is especially common in the terminations

of words.

15. 0 at the end of an unaccented syllable, as also when

constituting an unaccented syllable by itself, is generally

pronounced long or of medium length. Followed by r in the

same syllable, as in Gor'gus, it is not usually pronounced

long, but as o of not. The o in such a position is, however,

by some speakers pronounced rather long than short, this

being pretty much a matter of taste.

16. At the end of an unaccented syllable, or forming an

unaccented syllable (as in ^Es'u-lss, A-bi'hu), « is pronounced

much the same as when accented, but shorter. Following

7 it is pronounced as w; thus the second syllable of Equicolus

is pronounced exactly as the English word (fuick.

1 7. The letter y is pronounced as i would be in correspond

ing positions ; thus the y in Ty'a-ua is as t of pine; and the

y in Tyn'da-rus as t of pin.

H.—THE CONSONANT LETTERS.

The consonant letters, b, d, f, A j, I; l,m,n, p, q, r, r, y, and z,

have each but one sound, and as that is the English sound,

they present no difficulty. The letters c, g, », t, and x, have

each more than one sound, and hence require rules to pro

nounce them aright.

1. C and g are hard, or sounded as in call and gun respec

tively, when immediately followed by the vowel letters a, o,

and u, either in the same or in the following syllable, as in

or much the same as i in pine; but by the common spelling Cas'ca, Cor-neli-a, Cur'ti-us, Hec'a-te, Hec'u-ba, Gal'lus,
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Gor'di-um, Au-gus'tus, Meg'a-ra, Teg'u-la. Cand g are also

hard immediately before other consonant letters, as in Clau'-

di-us, Cras'sus, Ec-bat'a-na, Hec'tor, GUmi'cub, Gra'vi-us, Bag7-

ra-da, Bo-du-ag-na'tus.

2. C and g are soft when immediately followed by the

vowel letters e, i, and y, either in the same or in the follow

ing syllable, as in Cer'be-rus, Cin'na, Cy-re'ne, Cic'e-ro,

Tic'i-da, Gelli-us, Gis'co, Gy'as, Vo-log'e-ses, Um-brig'i-us.

In words such as Dacia, Sicyon, Phocion, Accius, Glaucia,

Cap-pa-do'ci-a, the ci or cy, having the accent immediately

before it, is often pronounced as ahi: some authorities, how

ever, retain the a sound in such words.

3. In Scriptural names, such as Megiddo, Gideon, g is

always hard, except in the single word Bethphage. In con

sulting the list this will have to be kept in mind. The s.

following Scriptural names will serve as a guide.

4. When c and g are initial letters of a syllable, and im

mediately followed by n or by t, they are usually left silent

in pronunciation; thus, Cneus is pronounced Ne'us; Gnidus,

Ni'dus ; and Ctenos, Te'nos. Some scholars, however, pro

nounce the '• and g in these combinations ; and should the

reader elect to do so, he must pronounce them hard.

5. In Scripture names h often follows a vowel in the same

syllable; as in Micah, Isaiah, Calneh, the vowel in these

cases being pronounced with its short sound and the A being

mute. In Greek names rk is equivalent to simple r.

6. The digraph ch is pronounced as lc, thus, Achilles is

pronounced A-killes; Chios, Ki'os ; Enoch, E'nok. The Scrip

ture name Rachel is the single exception to this rule, ch in

it being sounded as in chain.

7. S as an initial of words is pronounced as s of the word

ion, as in Solon, Spar'ta, Styx. It is commonly so pro

nounced as an initial of other than the first syllable of words,

as in Su'sa, Si-sen'na ; but in some exceptional cases the a

receives the Bound of z, as in the word Ctesar, which is pro

nounced GWzar. These exceptions will be denoted by the

direction '» as z,' inclosed within parentheses, thus, C'ae'sar

(a as z). See also rule 10.

8. S final of words, when preceded by e, is pronounced as

z; thus Aristides is pronounced Ar-is-ti'dez. And the e so

placed is that of the word me as remarked already. But

when the final a is preceded by any other vowel, it is pro

nounced as a of ton, as in Archytas, Amphipolis, Abydos,

Adrastus.

9. S at the end of words, when preceded by a liquid, I, m,

n, or r, is pronounced as z, as in Mars, which is pronounced

Marz; Aruns, A'runz.

10. Si forming an unaccented syllable, preceded by an

accented syllable with a final consonant, and followed by a

vowel, is commonly pronounced >hi; as in Al'si-um, Hor-ten'-

si-us. When the ti is preceded by a vowel it is very commonly

pronounced as zi, as in Mce'si a, He'si-od, A-le'si-a, Cie'si-us;

and sometimes as the a of pleasure, as in As-pa'si-a, The-o-

do'si-a. But the usage in these cases is not very well settled,

and some scholars carefully preserve the pure Bound of the

a, and do not even in such situations allow it to degenerate.

11. When ti followed by a vowel occurs next after the

accented syllable of a word, it is pronounced as th; thus,

Statius is pronounced Sta'shi-us; Helvetii, Hel-ve'shi-i; and

similarly with Abantias, Actium, Maxentius, Laertius, 4c.

The proper 6ound of the t is preserved, however, when ti is

accented or when it follows a or another /, as in Mil-ti'a-des,

Sal-lus'ti-us, Brut'ti-i ; so also in the termination -tion, as in

A-e'ti-on. In such words as Domitius the t itself may be

said to receive the aA sound: Do-mish'i-iu.

12. The digraph th is pronounced as th of the word thin,

as in Tha-li'a.

13. A* at the beginning of syllables is pronounced as z, thus,

Xenophon is Zen'o-phon. But at the end of syllables it

retains its voiceless sound of it, thus Oxus is pronounced

Oks'us. If, however, the x end a syllable which immediately

precedes a vowel in the accented syllable, then the z re

ceives its voiced sound, that of hard g followed by z, as in

Alexarchus, which is pronounced Al-egz-ar'chus.

14. The letter p, when initial, and followed by n or by (,

is not usually uttered, as in Pnigeus and Ptolemseus, which

are pronounced Ni'geus and Tol'e-mse-us, though some per

sons Bound the p.

15. Ph represents the Greek character p, and is pronounced

as /; thus, Philippi is pronounced Fi-lip'pi. But when ph a

followed by a consonant in the same syllable, as in Phthia,

it is usually omitted in utterance, and the word is pronounced

Thi'a. Some scholars, however, pronounce it.

16. P> represents the Greek character ifr, which as an ini

tial is pronounced as a, the p being generally omitted in

utterance, as in Psyche, which is pronounced SyTte. Many

scholars, however, now pronounce the p as well as the a

of p$.

17. As a general rule, when any combinations of consonant

letters which are difficult to utter occur at the initial part

of words, the utterance of the first may be omitted, thus,

TmoluBmaybepronounced Molus; Mnemosyne, Ne-moe'y-ne;

while the digraph ch is dropped in Chthonia, mnUng the pro

nunciation Tho'ni-a.



GREEK, LATIN, SCRIPTURAL, AND

OTHER ANCIENT NAMES.

( The names distinctively Scriptural are followed by «. )

A'a-lar. *. Ab-i-ae'i, a. A-ce-aara'e-nua A-cra-pb'eua Ad-me'te jfi-gi-a'le-ua .t'sara Ag-a-tho-bu'lua

A'aron (a'ron), a. Ab'i-ahag, a. A-ce'si-n Ac'ra-gaa Ad-me'tus ^-gi-adi'a ^E - aa ' rua and Ag-a-tho-cle'a

Ab-a-cae'na A-biah'a-i, a. A-ce-si'nea Ac-ra-top'o-tea Ad'nah, a. JE-gi'a-lna vEa'a-rus A-gath'o-clea

A-bac'e-na A-biab'a-lom, a. A-ce-si'nus A-cra'tua Ad'o-na. 9. jE-gic'o-rea ^Ea'chi-nea Ag-a-tbodo'rua

Ab-a-ce'ne A-bfah'n-a, a. A-ce'si-us A'cri-aa A-do'ne-ua or ^gi-da -Es'chre-as Ag'a-thon

Al/a-cuc, t. Ab'i-ahur, *. A-cea'ta Ac-ri-a'tea A-do'neus iE-gt'dea iEa'chre-ia Ag-a-tho-ni'ce

A-bad'don, s. Ab-i-aon'tea A-cea-ti'nuB Ac-ri-doph'a-gi A-do'ni-a JEg'iXa jEa'chrf-on Ag-a-tho-ni'cua

Ab-a-di'as, «. Ab'i-auni, a. A-cea-to-do'rua A-cri'on Ad-o-ni'aa, s. M-giYia jEa-chy-li'dea Ag-a- tho-uy'-

A'bae Ab'i-tal, a. A-ees-tori des Ac-ria-i-o'ne A-don-i-be'zek, ^gi-lips ^a'chy-lus mua

Ab'a-ga Ab'i-tub. a. A-ce'tea A-cris-i-o-ne'ua 9. j£-gim'i-ua iEa-cu-la'pi-ua Ag-a - thon ' y-

Abag'a-rus A-bi'ud, a. A i:hrr':i A-cris-i-o-ui'a- Ad-o-ni'jah, a.

A-don'i-kam or

jE-gira'o-rua vE-ae'pua mua

A-bag'tha, ». A-bla'vi-ns A-chayi dea ^-gim'u-nis ^E-aer'ni-a A-gath'o-piis

Ab'a-ha, ». A-ble'rua A-chee'me-nes A i.'iis'i-us Ad-o-niTcam,*. .-K-gi'tia jE'si-ca Ag-a-thoa'the-

Ab-alla-ba A-ble'tes Ach-se-men'i-des A-cri'taa Ad-o-ni'ram, a. iEg-i-De'ta jE-si'nas nea

Ab'a-lus A-blftw A-chto'ua Ac-ro-a'thon or A-do'nia /Eg-i-nt*'tos ^'ai-on Ag-a-thyr'nurn

A-ban'tes Ab'ner, a A-cha'ia A-kro'a-thon A-don-i-ze'dek, £-gi'o-chua ^-aon'i-dea Ag-a-tliyr'sus

Ab-an-ti'a-des Ab'no-ba A-cha'i-cUB, 9. Ac-ro-ce-rau'ni-a a. jE'gi-pan iEa-o-pe'ua A-ga've

A-ban'ti-as A-bo-bri'ca A-cha'ia A-croc'o-mae A-do'ra, a. jE-gi-pa'nee ^E-ao'pus A-ga'vua

A-ban'ti-das A-bce'cri-tus A'chan, a. Ac-ro-co-rin'- Ad-o-ra'im, *. M-gi'ra, ..-K^'u-la Ag-bat'a-ua

A-ban'tiB Ab-o-la'nl A'char, 9. thus A-do'ram. a. jE-gir-o-ea'aa ^Es'u-be Ag-dea'tia

Ab-ar-ba'rea Ab'o-lua Ach'a-ra A-cro'raa A-dram'me-lech, Ji-gia'thua jE-ay-e'tes Ag'e-e, a.

Ab'a-ri A-bon-i tei'chos Ach-a-ren'aea A-cron'o-ma a. M'gi-um. -£-By'me Ag-e-la'daa

Ab'a-rhn, $. Ab-o-ra'ca A -char'me A-crop'a-thoa Ad-ra-myt'ti-um jfigle iEs-ym-ne'tH! A-gel'a-des

A-bar'i-mon A-bo'raa A-eha'tes Ac-ro-re'a A-dra'na ^g-le'ia jEa-ym-ne'tea Ag-e-las'tuB

Ab'a-ri■ A-bor'ras A'chaz, 8. Ac-ro-re'l A-dra'ne *\-l'\vs jE-sym'n\t8 Ag-e-la'us

Al/a-ron, 9. Ab'o-tls Ach/bor, * Ac'ro-ta A-dra'num MgAe'te* .Etli'a-lo Ag-e-le'a

A-ba'rua Ab-ra-da'tas Ach-e-lo i-dea A-crot'a-tua Ad-raa-ti'a JS-got/o-lua iE-thal'i-dea Ag'e-les

A'bas Ab-ra-da'tea Ach-e-lo'ri-um Ac-ro-tho'i Ad-raa-ti'ne ^-goc'e-ros jEth-a-li'a Ag-e-ll'a

Ab'a-sa A-bra'ha-mua Ach-e-lo'ia Ac-i"0-tho'on A-dras'tua ^-go-mt'a
.■K-tba'li-(in

Ag-e-lo-chi'u

Ab-a-ae'ni A'bram, s. Ach-e-lo'us Ac-ro-tho'um A-dre/ne jE-go'ne ^-thi'ces Ag'e-les

Ab-a-ai'tia Ab-ret-te'ne A-che'ras Ac-tae'a A'dri-a ^Eg-o-ne'a j£th'i-cus A-gen'a-tha

AVa-toa A-brocVmaB Ach-e-ri'ni Ac-taa'on A-dri-an-op'o-lia .-E-go'iies ^1-thi'on A-gen'dl-cum

Ab'ba, s. Ab-ro-di-o/tus Ach'e-ro Ac-taj'ua A-drl-a'nua ^Eg-oapot'a-moB jE-thi'o-pe A-ge'nor

Al/da, s. AT>ron Ach'e-ron Ac'te A-dri-at'i-cum .K-goa'Lbe-na Ji-thi'o-pea Ag-e-noi^i-des

Ab-da-loii'i-nius A-bron'y-chua Ach-e-ron'tt-a Ac'ti-a A'dri-el, a. ^-gyp'aua ^E-thl-o'pi*a Ag-e-ro'ua

Ab'de-el, 9. At/rota Ach-er-on-ti'ni Ac'tia Ad-ri-me'tutn .E-gyp'ti-i M'thi-ops Ag-e-aan'der

Ab-de'ra A-brot'o-num Ach-e-ru'si-a Ac-tia'a-noa or Ad-u-at't-ca iE-gyp'tus A-eth'li-ua A-ge'sl-as

Ab-de-ri'tes A-bru'po-lia Ach-e-ru'sia Ac-ti-aa'uea Ad-u-at'i-cl ^E'li-a iE-thu'sa A-ges-i-da'mua

Ab-de'rua A'brus A-che'tua Ac'ti-ura A-du'el, 9. jE-li-a'nus .K'ti a A-gea-1-la'ua

Ab'di, «. Ab'sa-Iom, «. A-chl-ach'a-rua, Ac-tor'i-dea A-dula jEl'i-nos A-e'ti-on Ag- e-sim' bro-

Ab-di'aa, a. Ab'sa-rua 9. Ac'to-ria A-dulas iEli-ua and ^E'- A-e'ti-us tUB

Ab'di-el, s. Al/ao-rua A-ehi'as, 9. A-cu'a, a. A-du'lia li-a ^-toai A-gea-i-na'tea

Ab-do-lon'i-mua Ab-ayr'ti-dea A-chilaa A'cub, *. Ad-u-li'ton A-eHo iE-to'H-a Ag-e-aip'o-lis

Ab don. 8. Ab-syr'tus A-chlHas A-cu'le-o A-duHam. s. A-el'lo-pua jE-tolua Ag-e-sis'tra-ta

A-be-a'tie A-bu'bua, s Ach-il-le'a A-cu'me-nua A-dum'mim, a. jE-lu'rua A-ex-lm'e-uea Ag-e-sia'tra-tus

A-bed'ne-go, s. Ab'u-la Ach-il-le'is A-cu'nuin A-dyr-mach'i-dae ^E-ma'thi-a -Ex-o'au A-ge'taa

A'bel, *. Ab-u-H'tes A-chillea A-cu'phia JCa
■K luil'ia

A'fer A-ge'tor

A-bella Ab-u-ai'na Al'Ii -il-lo'iim A-cu'si-laa jE-a-ce'a ^m-il-1-a'nuB A-fra'ni-a A-ge'tua

Ab-el-la'ni Ab-y-de'nf A-chilleua A-cu-ai-la'ua JE'a-ces iE-miri-ua A-fra'ni-us Ag-ge'nua

Ab-el-li'num Ab-y-de'nua Ach-il-li'tles A-cu'ti-cua ^E-ac'i-dea ^Em'u-ua or M- Af-rl-ca'uiiB Ag-ge'ua, *.

Ab-el-b'nus A-by'daa A'chim, 9. A-c/rua ^E-a-ci'uiu mo'iia Afri-cum Ag-gram-mea

A'bel Ma'im, 9. Ab'y-la A'chl-or, 9. Ad'a-da ^a-cuB .E-mo'ni-a Afri-cua A-gi'a-da3

A'bel Me-ho'- Ac-a-callis A'chiah, 9. Ad'a-dah, «. Mm jE-raon'i-des Ag'a-ba, k. A'gi-as

lah. $, Ac-a-ce'al-um Ach'1-tob, 9. A-dayua Matf* .-Km'o-nis Ag'a-bua, *. Ag'i-das
Argis

A-be'lus Ac-a-ce'tes A-chi'vt A'dah. a. iE-a-me'ne jE'na-re A-gac*ly-tua

Ab'e-lux A-ca'cl-us Acb-Ia-'bu'iis Ad-a-i'ah, *.
-■E -an-te'um

.E-na'ri-a A'gag, a. Ag-la'ia

A-be-o'na Ac'a-cua Ach'me-tha, a. Ad-a-H'a, a. jE-an'ti-des .E-ne'aor^E-ni'a Ag-a-laa'ea Ag-la-o-ni'ce

A'bez, *. Ac-a-de-rai'a Ach'o-la Ad'am, a. j£-an'tla .^-in/a-da- Ag'a-me Ag-la'o-pe

Ab'ga-rua

A'bT, 9.

Ac-a-de'mua A'chor, a. Ad-a-man-tic'a .I'M ic'lus .i'.-iic'a-des Ag-a-me'de Ag-la'o-pes

A-cro'ui-tua A-cho'reus Ad'a-mas -K-l'il'ila; .Ene'aa Ag-a-me'dea Ag-la-o-phse'na

ATji-a Ac-a-lan'drua A-cho'rua Ad-a-ma»'tus .-K 1-u'ra -K ni-'i.i Ag-a-mern'oon Ag-la-o-phe'me

A-bi'a. *. A-calle Ach-ra-di'na Ad'a-mi , h. j£ch-mag/o-raa jE-nea-i-de'mua Ag-a-mem-Don '- Ag-la'o-phou

A bi'ah, g. Ac-a-mar'chls Ach'sah, *. A-da'mua ^E-cu-la'num ^E-ne'te 1-dea Ag-la-o-phu'nua

Ab-i-alTxm,*. Ac'a-mas Ach'ahaph, a. Ad'a-na ^E-dep'sus iE-ne'tua Ag-a-me'tor Ag-la-o'pia

Ab-1-a'nus A-camp'sis Ach'zib, a. A'dar, a. ,-K-ile'riia ^E'ni-a Ag'a-mua Ag-la-oa'the-nea

A-bi'a-aaf, *. A-can'tha A-ci-cho'rl-ua Ad'a-aa( a. A-e-di'aa, a. -•E-ni-a'nes Ag-a-ni'ce Ag-lau'roa

A-bi'a-thar, s A-can'thl-ne A-ct-dali-a Ad'be-el, a. .'E-dic'u-la Jji'icus Ag-a-nip'pe Ag-la'ua or Ag-

A'bib, 9, A-can'thua A-ci-di'nus Ad'di, a. jE-di'lea -K ni'tl-vs Ag-a-nlp-pe'iia la-US

A-bi'da, 9. X&&-T& A-cil'i-a Ad'do, a. jfi-dills jEn-o-bai-'bua A-gan'za-ga

Ag*a-pe

Ag-node'mua

A-bi'dah, ». A-ca'ri-a Acil-i-se'ne Ad'don, a. £d'l-lii8 jE-no'na Ag-nod'i-ce

Ab'i-dan. s. Ac-ar-na'nea A-cU'i-us Ad'du-a A-e'don ^-o'li-a Ag-a-pe'nor Ag-no-do'rU8

A-bi'el or Ab'iel. Ac-ar-na'ni-a A-cin-dy'nus Ad'dus, a. A-e-do'ois jE-ol'i-dea Ag-a-pe'tus Ag-no-ui'a

a. Ac'a-ton A-ci'ni-po A-de-o'na .Sd'u-i iE'o-lia A'gar, a. Ag-non'i-des

Ab-1-e'zer, a. A</ba-rus A'cl-pha, *. A-deph'a-gua M-eYlo or A-el'- ^o-lua Ag-a-re'ni Ag-no'tes

Ab-i-ez'rlte, *. A</cad, *. A'cia A'der. a. lo iE-o'ra Ag-a-riB/ta Ag-noth'e-niia

Ab-1-gail, a.

Ab-i-ha'il, a.

Ac-ca'li-a A'ci-tbo. *. Ad-ber'bal M-e'UkorM-e'tei jE-pe'a A-gaa'i-clea Ag-noth'e-os

Ac'ea-ron, f. Ac-mon'i-dea A-di-a-be'ne jK-e'ti-as JE-pi-o-re'tus A-ga'ao Ag-noth'e-tee

A-biTlu, *. Ac'cho, a. A-cca-rae'ts A-di-a-beD'1-cua M-gt&SB ^E'po-lua A-gaa'aa A-go'ne-aa

A-Whud, *. At/ci-a A-cuc'tea A-di-an'te M-gte'on ^py A-gas'the-nes A-go'nea

AT)i-l Ac-cf-e'mua Ar'u-na: A-di-at'o-mua Mgm'um iEp'y-tus A-gas'tro-phus A-go'nfa

A-bi'jah,*. At/ci-ua A-con'tea A-di-aVc-rix j-K-gtt'ns iE-qua'na Ag'a bub A-go'ni-ua

A-bi'jam, * Ac'cu-a A-con'ti-ua Ad't-da, $. .*:-gft'le-oa M'qui Ag'a-tba A-gu'Dus

AVMa A'ce A-con-ti-zom'e- A'di-el, a. ^•ga'le-um jfi-qnt<r*o-U Ag-ath-ar'uhb Ao/o-ra

Ab-l-le'ne A -eel'. la-ma, ». nua Ad-i-man'tus ^-ga'tea /Eq-ui-nie'li-mn

Ag-ath-ar'chi-

das Ag-o-rac'ri-tus

Ab-i-le'ni Ac'e-le Ac-on-tob'o-li A'din, a. jE-ge'le-on A-er'o-pe Ag-o-ra?'a

A-bim'a-el, a. Ac/e-lum A-con-to-bulua A-di'no, 9. M-ge'U /Er'o-pus des Ag-o-ra'nax

A-bim'e-lech, s. A-cepb'a-H Ac'o-ria Ad'i-nua. a. ^1-ge'rl-a (nwunt) Ag-ath-ar'chus Ag-o-ra'nlB

A-bin'a-dab, a. A-cer'a-tua AcVrua Ad-i-tha'im, a. .*;-ges'ta A-er'o-pUB Ag-a-thi'a Ag-o-ran'o-mi

A-bln'o-am, n. A-cerVfle A'cra Adla-1, *r. ^B'ge-ua or JE'- ^s'a-cua A-ga'thi-as A g-ore'sus

A^fraA- bi'ram. 9. A-cer-aec'o-mes A'crte Ad'mah, *. geua iE-aa'ge-a Ag-a-thi'oua

A-bis'a-rea A-grse'aA'ees Ag'a-tbaA-cnc'a ^E-sa'puaAd'ma-tlia. 9. .1: gia-b'
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A-grre'i Al-a-ma'ni or Al- Al-ex-am'e-nus A-l/pua Am-miz/a-bad,a A-nac'to-rum An-dro'ge ua An-ti-go-ne'a

AgVa-gaB a-mau'ni Al-ex-an'dri-a(a A-lyrsus Am-mo'dea An-a-dy-otn'e-ne An-drog^y-nic Ao-ti-fro-ni'a

An-tig o-muA-grau'le A - lam'nie- woman) Al-yx-oth'o-e Am-mo'nia An'a-el, #. An-drog'y-uus

A-grau'li-a lech, g. Al-ex-an-dri'a (a Al-y-ze'a Am-nec'ua A-nag'ni-a An-drom'a-che An-til'e-OD

A-grauloa Al'a-moth, a city) A'mad, $. Am'ni-as A-naj/y-rua An-drom'a-chus An-ti-lib'a-rmi

A-grau-onl'ta) A-la'ni Al-ex-an'dri-dcs A-mad'a-tha, «. Am-ni'siia A'nah, g. An-drom'e-da An-til'o-chni

A-grl-a'nes Al-a-H'cua Al-ex-an-dri'ua A-mad'a-thua, *. Am-nl'teB An-a-ha'ratU, a An-dro-ni'cns An-tim'a-chua

A-grlc'o-la A-laa'tor Al-ex-an-drop'- A-mad'oci Am'non, t. An -a-i'ah, a An-dro-ni'cus, a An-tim'e-Dea

Ag-ri-gen'tuiu

A-grini-um

A-laa'to-res o-lis A-mad'o-cua A-moe'beus An-a-i 'tis An-droph'a-gi

An-dro-pom'pua

An-tin'o-€

A-Iau'do) Al-ex-a'nor A 'nial. g. A'mok, g. A'nak, «. An-tin-o-e'a

A-gri'o-doa Al'a-zon or A-la'- AlvV.iiVliih Am'a-lek, *. Am-o-me'tns An'a-kini, s. An-dros'the-nes An-tt-nopVlia

A-gri-o'nl-a zon A-lex'as A-mal-lo-bri'jjra Am-om-phaye- A-nam'me-lech, An-dro'ti-on An-lin'o-u«

A-gri'o-pas Al-a-zo'nes A-lex'i-a Am-al-thai'a tua a An-e-lou'tia Anti-o-chi'i

A-gri'o-pe Al-ba'ni Al-ex-Ic/a-cua Am-al-the'um A'mor A'nan, a. A'nem, a An-ti'o-chi-*

A-gri-oph'a-gl Al-ba'nl-a Al-ex-i'uus A'main, e. A-mor'gea A-na'ni, 8. An-e-mo'li-a An-ti'ochua
A-gripTpa

Al-ba'nuB A-lex'i-on Am'a-na, 8. A-mor'noa Au-a-ni'ah, a. An-e-rao'aa An-ti'o-pa

Ag-rip-pe'um Al-bl-a'num Al-ex-ip'pua A-man'i-cw Am'o-rite, a An-a-ni'as, a. An-e-mo'tis An-ti'o-pe

Ag-rip-pl'ua Al-bi'ct Al-ex-i^ho-e Am-an-ti'nl Amos, a. A-nan'i-«lt a A'uen, a An-ti-o'rua

A-grU'o-pe Al-bi-gau'num A-lex'la A Ni:i nillll Am-pe-U'nua An'a-phe A'ner, a. An-tip'a-ri4

A'gri-ua Al-bi'nl A-lex'on A-ma'nuB Am'pe-lua An-a-phlya'tus An'.--l!i<.t!i i(-.v- An'ti-pas, a

Ag'ro-las Al-bi-no-va'nus Al-fa-ter'na A-marVcuB Am-pe-lu'ai-a A-na'pi-ua A-ne'tor Au-tip'a-ter

A'gron Al-bin-te-nie/li- Al-fe'nus A in art li Am-phe'a A-na'pus An'ga-ri An-ti-pa'tri-a or

A-gro'taa um Argi-dum Am-a-ri'oh, a. Am-phi'a-lus An-a-ri'a-cas An-ge'a Aji-ti-pa-tri'A

A-grot'e-ra Al-bi'nui Al'gi-dus A-niar'tiis Am-phi'a-nax A-nar'Ifs An-ge'U-a Au-tip'a-tni

A'gur, a Al'bl-on Algo'num Ain-a-ryl'lia Ain-phi-ar-a-e'- An-a-sini'lnro-tus An-geli-on Antiph'a-ne»

A-gy-i'eua Al-bl-o'na A-li-ac'mun Am-a-ryn'cena ura A'nath, a. An'ge-lus An'ti-phai

A-gyl'la Al-bi'o-nea A-H'ah, *. Am-a-ryn'thi-a Am-phl-a-ra'i- An'a-thoth, a. An-ge-ro'na
An-tiphJa tei

Ag-yl-lae'ua Al'bi-us A-li'an. «. Ara-a-ryn'thus dea A-nat'o-lo An-gi'tea An-ti phermiN

A-gyr'i-um Al-bu-cil'la A-li-ar'tus Am-a-rys'i-a Am-phi-a-ra'ua A-nau'roa Ani'aiu, g. An-tiph'i-lus

A-gyr'tea Al bu-U A-Ii-e'iiua A'mas Am-phi-cle'a A-nau'aia An-i-cet'os An'ti-phon

A'hab. f. Al-bu'na A-ll'ta Am'a-aa, n. Am-phic'ra-tes An-ax-ag'o-raa A-nic'i-a An-tiph'o-nua

A-hala Al-bu'nea Al-i-lte'i A-mas'a-i, 8. Am-phlc'ty-ou An-ax-an'der A-uii-'i-iim An'ti-phua

A-har'ah, t. Al-bur'nus Al-i-ineii'tns Am-a-se'a Am-1)1110-1/0- An-ax-an'drf-des A-nic'l-us An-ti-poj'nus

A-har'hel, g. Al-coen'e-tus A-lim'e-nus Am-a-ae'nns nea An-ax-ar'chUB A-nl'groB Au-tip'o-lia

A-has'a-i, a. Al-ctc'us A-li'phw A-maah'a-i, e. Am-phid'a-maa An-ax-ar'e-te An-i-ne'tum An-tir'rhi-um

A-has'ba-i. a Al-cam'e-nca Al-i-pha'nua Am-a-ahi'ah, n. Am-phid'o-U An-ax k nor An'i-aus Au-tir'rho-dirt

A-has-u-e'rua, a Al-can'der Al-i-phe'ra Am-a-ai'a Am-phl-dro'mi-a A-nax'i-as An-l-toi/glB An-tis'sa

A-ha'vah, a Al-can'dre AM-phe'rus A-ma'ais Ara-phi-ge-nt'a An-ax-ib'i-a A'ni-ua An-tis'the-nes

A'haz. a Al-ca'nor Al-ir-ro'thi-iu A-maa'tria Am-phirc-chua An-ax-fc'ra-tea An'na-as. a Aii-tis'li-tu

A-haz'a-i, a Al-cath'o-e A-li'sum A-mas'trua Am-phiry-tus A-nax-i-da'mua An-na'lia An-tithe-oa

A-ha-zi'ah, $. Al-cath'o-ua Al'la-ba A-ma'ta Am-phim'a-chns A-nax'i-Ias or A- An-ni-a'nua An'ti-um

Ah'ban, a Al'ce Al-le'di-ua Ani-a-the'a Am-phim'e-don nax-1-la'ua An'ni-bal An-tod'i-ce

A'hi, a. Al-ce'nor AHt-a Am-a-the'i Am-phin'o-me An-ax-U'i-dea An-nic'e ria An-tom'e-Drs

A-hi'ah,» Al-ces'to or Al- Ai-ii-t- inn Am-a-the'iH, *. Am-phin'o-mus A-nax-i-iuatiMcr An-ni-cho'ri An-to'nt-a

A-hi'am. *. ces'tis Al-li'fffi Am'a-thia, *. Amphi'on Au-ax-lm'e-nes An'nu-ua, a. An-to'iii-i

A-hi-e'zer, a Al'ce-taa Al-lob'ro-ges Am'a-thua Am-phfp'a-giiB An-ax-ip'o-1 1b A-no'gon An-to-ni'na

A-hi'hud, a. Al-ci-bi'a-des All- 'in, t. A-max-an-ti'a Am-phip'o-les An-ax-ip'pua A-no/lua An-to-ni'au*

A-hi'jah, a Al-ci'dae Al'lon, 8. A-max'i-a Am-phip'o-lis An-ax-ii/rho-e An'o-nua An-to-ni-opV

A-hi'kam, a. Al-cid'a-maa Al - Ion - bach '- Am-ax-</bM Am-phip'y-roa A-nax'ia An-o-pto'a lia

A-hi'lud, f. Al-cl-da-nu*'a uth, 8. Am-a-ze'nes Am-phfr'e-tns A-nax'o A'nos, a. An-to'ni-u*

A-him'a-az, «. Al-ci-da'mua AMot'ri-ges
Am-a-zi'ah. *•.

Am-phis-btc'na An-a-zar-be'nua AnUe'a An-toi/i-dea

A-hi'man, a, Al-ci'dea Al-lu'ci-ua A-ma'zon Am-phia'the-neB An-cie'ua An-ttc-op'o-lis An-to-thi'jah, l

A-hfm'e-lecIi, *. Al-cid'i-ce Al*me'no A-maz'o-nes Am-phis-ti'dea An-cal'1-tea An-taVus An'toth-it«, ».

A-hi'moth, a. Al-cid'o-cns Al-mo'dad, «. Am-a-zon'i-ctiB Am-phta'tra-tus An-cn'H-ua An-taii/o-ras

An-tarci-dttfl

An-tnn-na'cam

A-hln'a-dah, s. Al-clm'a-chus Al'mon, *. Am-a-zon'i-dea Am-phitb'e-a An-cha'ri-a A'nub, a.

A-hin'o-am, a. Al-clm'e-de Al'raon Dib-la- Am'be-nus Ani-pliith'e-mlB An-cha'ri-ua An-tan'der A-iiu'i-U

A-hi'o, a. Al-clm'e-don tha'im, g. Am-bl-a'ni Am-phith'o-e An-cha'tea An-tan'droa A'nua, s-

A-hi'rah, a Al-cim'e-nes Al-mo'pes Am-bi-a-ti'nua Am-plii-tri'te An-chem'o-las An-t<-'a Anx a'niuu

A-hi'ram, t. Al'ci-raus Al-ray-ro'de Am-bi-bar'e-ti Am-pliit'ry-on An-chea'mua An-tem'nas Anx'i-ua

A-hts'a-mach, a Al-cln'o-« Al'na-than, ji. Am-bib'a-ri Am-phit-ry-o- An -chi 'a-la or An-te'nor Aux'u-nw

A-hiflh'a-har, a Al-cin'o-ua A-lo'a Am-bi'cna nl'a-dea An-chl'a-le An-te-uor'l-dea Au'y-ta

A-hi'aham, a. Al'd-phroii A-lo'as or A-Io'is Am-bi-ga'Cua Am-phl'us An-chl-a-li'a An'te-roa An'y-tua

A-Iii'shar, a Al-clp'pe A-lo'eua Am-bi'o-rix Am-phot'e-nia An-chl'a-luB An'tc-rua An-zi-te'ua

A-hi'tob, a Al-cip'puB Al-o-i'daj or Al- A m'bla-da Ani-pliry'(ius An-chl-moll-ua An-thic'iia A-ob'ri-x.-a or A-

A-hith'o-phel, a Al-cith'o-e o-l'dea Am-bra'ci-a Am'pli-as. a An-chin'o-e An tin a ob'ri-ga

A-hi'tub, a Ak'-rnx'on A- In']-. Am-bra'ci-as Amp'aa-ga

Am-pyfyi-dea

An-chi'aa An'the-aa A'on

Ahlab, a Alc-mfB-on'i-dre A-lo'ne orA-lo'na Am-bro'dax An-chi'sea An-the'don A'o-ues

Ah'lal, a Alc-me'na A-lo'nls Am-bro'nea Am'py-cuB An-chla'i-a An-thela A-o'ni-a

A-ho'ah, #. Al'co-ne Al'o-pe Am-bro'ai-a Am'ra-phel, a. An-chi-si'a-des An'the-mia a- mi i ,:■. .,

A-hoTilte, a Al-cu-rae'na A-lop'e-ca Am-bro'ai-na A iii'rain. a Au'cho-e An'the-mon A-o'ra

A-hoTah, a Al-cy'o-ne A-lop'e-ce Am-bry'on Aiu-aanc'tns An-chom'e-nus An'the-mus A'o-ris

A-hol'bah, a Al-cy'o-neus A- lop-e-coa-ne'- Am-bryB'sus A -nni'li-us An-chu'rUB An-the-mu'ai-a A oi mi -

A-holl-ab, a. Al-dea'cua 8U8 Am-bry'sus A-my'cla An-ci'le An-the'ne A-or"8i

A-hol'I-bah, a A'le-a A-lo'pex A-med'a-tha, *. A-m/cIa) An-co'na An-ther'mus A*o'ru»

A-ho-li-ba'mah A-le'baa A-lo'pl-ua Am'e-les Am-y-cloe'uB An-cyle An-thea-pho'ri-a A-o'us

or A-ho lib ii- A-letri-on A-lo-ri'tcB Am-e-na'nus A-my'clas An-c/ra An-thes-te'ri-a A-pa'ma or Ap'-

mah, a. A-lec'to A-lo'rua Am-e-no'phia Am-y-cli'dea An-cy'ne An'the-us a-ma

A-hu'ma-i, a A-lec'tor Alos A-me'ri-a Am'y-cua An-cy'ron An-thi'a A-pa'me or Ap'-

A-hu'zara, a A-lec'try-on Aloth, t. A-mes'tra-tua Am'y-don An-dab'a-tre An'thi-me a-nie

A-huz'zah, g. A-l>:'i -n ■■ Cam'- Al-pe'nua A-mea'tria Am-y-mo'ne An-da'ni-a An'thi-um Ap-a-me'a ct*

A'i(a'i), a. pus Al-phaj'us, g. A'mi, *. A-myn'taa An-de-ca'vi or An-tho'res Ap-a-mi'a

A-i'ah, a Al e-ma, $. Al-phe'a A-ml-a'nus Am-yn-ti'a-des An-de-ga'vi An-thro-po-mor- Ap-a-me'ue

A-I'ath, a Al e-Tii:tit'iii Al-phe'nor A-mic'tas A-myn-ti-a'nus An-de'ra phi'tas A-par'oi

A-i-do'neua Al-e-ma'niiB Al-phe'nus A-mi'da or Am'- A-myn'tor An-der'i-tum or An-thro-popha Ap'a-tc

A-I'jah, k. Al'e-meth or A- Al-phe-Bi-btu'a 1-da Am-yn-ttirt-dea An-de-ri'tum gl Ap-a-tu'ri-a

Aij'a-leth, *.

A-ha

le'meth, 8. Al-phe-si-bo_>'u9 A-iiiil'car Am-y-ri'cus An-di'ra An-thyHa A-pe-li-o'tei

A-le'mon Al-phe'us Am'i-los Cam'pua

Am'y-ris

An-doc'f-des An-ti-a'na A-pel'la

A-ini'v llH Al-e-mo'na Al'phi-us A-min'a-dab, s. An-dne'inon An-ti-a-ni'ra A-pellea

A'in, a. Al-e-mou'i-des Al-pi'niiB Am-i-ae'ua Am'y-rna An-drag'a-thuB An'ti-aa Ap-el-le'us

A i'rua, a. Al'e-on Al-po'uus A-mia'i-a A-mys'tia An-drai/o-ras An-tt-bac-chi'us A-pclli-ct*

A'jah, a A-le'ris Al'Bi-um A-mi'sura or A- Am-y-tha'on An'dre-aa An-tib'ro-te Ap-en-iii'nu»

Aj'a-lon, s. A~le'sa Al-U-ne'as, f. mi'sus Am-y-tha-o'ni-us An'dreua An-tic'a-nis A'per

A'iax A-le'si-a Al-ta'num Am-i-ter'nura Am'y-tia An'drl-a An-tic'a-to Ap-e-ran-U'a

.A 'kiin . 8. A-le'sus Al-tas'chith, g. Am-i-tha'on or A-m/zon An-dri'a-ca An-tich'lho-ne« (totm)

Ak'kub. a. A-le'tes Al-thre'a Am-y-tha'on Am'zi, i. An'dri-cuB An-tic-i-nolia Ap-e-ran'U-a

Ak-rah'blm. a A-le'thes Al-thae'me-nea A-uiit'ta-t, 8. A'nab, a. An-dria'cns An-ti-cle'a (dirt.)

Al-a-ban'da A-le-thi'a Al-the'pua A-miz'a-bad, a An-a-lm'ra An-dro'bi-us An'ti-cles Ap-e-ro'pia

Al-a-ban'di-cus V - It ' r i ^ Al-ti'na A Hi' in: ill, 8. An-a-ctc'a An-dro-bu'lua An ti-cii'des Ap'o&aa

Al'a-bla Al-e-tri'naa Al-ti'nas Am-med'da-tlia, An-a-ce'i-a An-dro-cle'a An-Uc'ro-gus Aph'a-ce

A-lrc'a A-let-ri-na'tes Al-ti'num t. An'a-cea or A- An'dro-clea An-tic'ra-tea A-ph«'a

Aire'! A-let-ri-nen'aea A-]l|il [J )!i!J Ara'ml, «. nac'tea An-dro-cli'dea An-tic'y-ra A'phar

A-lte'sa A-le'trl-um Aluah, 8. Am-mi-a'nus An-a-char's ia An'dro-cliiB An-ti<l'a-mus Aph-a-ralin. *.

A-lie'sua A-le'tura Al'vah. 8. Am-mid'i-oi, g. An-a-ci'um or An-dro-cy'dea An-tj-do'rus A-pha'reui

A-lre'ua A-leu'a-die A-ly-at'tes Am'mi-el, a An-a-ce'um An-drod'a-mas An-tid'o-tus A-phar'Mch itr.

Al-a-go'ni-a Al'e-us Al'y-ba Am-mi'hud, s. An-a-cle'tus An-dro'dits An-tig,e-ne« a

Al'a-la A'lex Al-y-caj'a Ani-ml-shad'da-i An-ac're-on Au-drog'e-nea An-tt-genl-dea A-phar'aath-

Al-al-com'e-nas chiUr, aAl-ex-am'e-nei A-nac-to'h-umA-ly'inuii An-dro^e-OB«. An-Ugfo-iM
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A-phar'site, s. A-ra'bi-a Ar-do'ne-io Ar-i-maa'pi

Ar-i-raa-the'a, a.

Ar-pl'num Aa'a-chre As'phar, a. Ath-e-nm'us

A'phas A-rab'i-cua Ar-du-en'ua Ar'qui-tus As-a-di'as, a. As-phar'n-sus, a. Ath-e-nag'o-ras

A'phek, s. Ar'a-bia A're Ar-i-ma'zes Ayra-bo As'a-el, 8, As-ple'don Ath-e-na'is

A-phe'kah, a. A-rac'ca or A A-re'a Art-mi Ar-ra-bo'na Aa'a-hel, a. As'po-na A-the'ne

A-phel'las rec'ca A-re'aa A-riin'i-num Ar-ra-chi'on Aa-a-i'ali, a. As-po-re'nus A-the'ni-on

A-pher'e-ma, a. A-rach'ne A-re'gon Ar-im-phaj'i Ar-rwl As'a-na, 8. As'ri-el. a. A-the'no

A-pher'ra, a. Ar-ach-ne'a A-reg'o-nis Ai'i-nea Ar-re'chi A-aan'der As-sa-bi'aa, a. A-then'o-cles

Aph'e-sas Ar-a-cho'ai-a Ar'e-las A-ri-o-bar-za'nes Ar-rha-bse'ua A'saph, a. As-aa-bi'nus A-then-o-do'rus

Aph'e-tee Ar-a-cho'tae or Ar-e-la'tum A-ri'och, s. Ar-rhe'ne A-sar'a-el, a. As-sag'e-tes A'the-os

A-phe'tor Ar-a-cho'ti A-reli, a. A-ri-o-man'dea Ar-rhi-doe'us A-aar'e-el, a. As-sal'i-moth, a. Ath'e-sis

A-phi'ah, a. Ar-a-cilluni A-relite, a. A-ri-o-mar'diis Ar'ri-a Aa-a-re/lah. a. As sa nt':i--. 8. Attilai, a.

A-pbi'daa A-rac'thi-aa A-rel'li-us A-ri-o-me'dea Ar-ri'a-ca Aa-ba-mas'ua As-aar'a-cuB Ath'mo-num

Aph-ne'is Ar-a-cyn'thus Ar-e-mor'i-ea A-ri'on Ar-ri-a'uus Aa-baz'a-reth, a. Aa-sa-re'motb.a. A-Uio'ub

Aph-ne'um A'rad, a. Ar-e-na'cum A-ri-o-via'tue Ai^ri-uB As'lio-lus Aa-se'ra Ath'ri-bis

Aph-o-be'tus Ar'ii-tlus A-re'nre Ar-i-pi'thes Ar-run'ti-ua Aa-bo'tus As-se-ri'tii Athrul'la

Aph'ra, b. A'rre A-re'ne A'ria Ar'aa-ces or Ar- Aa-by'te As-se-si-a'tes A-thym'bra

A-phri'ces A'rab, 8. A-re-o-pa-gi'tre A ris'a-i, t. sa'cea As-cal'a-plms As-se'aus Ath'y-ras

Aph-ro-dis'e-us A'ram, a. A-re-op'a-gua A-ris'ba Ar-aa'ci-a Aa'ca-lon, 8. As-si-de'ana, a. A'ti-a

Aph-ro-dis'i-a Ar-a-phi'a A-re'oa Ar-is-Wne-tua Ar-aac'i-dre Aa-ca'nl-a Aa-so'ruB A-til'i-a

Aph-ro-dis'i-aa A'rar A'rea Ar-ia-tte'um Ar-sa-ga-li'Uc As-ca'ni-na As-su-e'rus, a. A-til'i-ua

Aph-ro-dis'i-um Ar'a-rath, s. Ai'e-aaa Ar-iaUo'ua Ar-aam'e-nea AB'che-tus As'Bur, 8. A-til'Ia

Aph-ro-di'te or Ar-a-re'ne A-rea'tha-nas Ar-ia-tag'o-raa Ar-aam'e-tea Aa-che'um Aa-ayt/i-a At-i-roe'tua

Aph-ro-di'ta Ar'a-ria A-rea'tor Ar-ia-tan'der Ar-aani-o-aa'ta Aa-cle-pi'a-des As-ta-be'ne A-ti'na

Aph-ro-dl-top'o- A-ra'thea, a. Ar-ea-tort-dea Ar-ia-tan'droa or Ar-sa-inos'- Aa-cle-pi-o-do'- As-tab'o-ras A-ti'nas

lis A-ra'tua Ar'e-ta Ar-ia-tar'che a-ta rus As-ta-ce'ni A-tin'i-a

Aph'aea, a. A-rau'nah, a. Ar-e-ta'dea Ar-ia-tar-chi'um Ar-aa'ni-aa As-cle-pi-od'o- Aa'ta-ces At'i-pha, a.

A-phy'tls or A-rau'ri-ci Ar-e-tBB/uB Ar is tar'clms Ar-8e'na tua As'ta-cuB At•^an-te'aorA^

Aph'y-tiB

A'pf-a

A-ra'vua Ar-e-taph'i-Ia A-ris'te-aa Ar-ae'sa As cle'pi-UB As-ta-ge'ni Ian- ti'a

Ar-ax-a'tes Are-tun A-ria'te-rw Ar'ai-a As-cle-ta'ri-on As'ta-pa At-lan'tes

Ap-i-ca'ta Ar-ax-e'ni A-re'Us, a. A ria'teus Ar-ai-dae'ua AB-cod-ro-gi'tffi As'ta-pua At-lan-ti'a-des

A-pic'i-ns Ar-ax-e'nus A-re'te (daugh A-ris'the-nea Ar-sin'o-e Aa-o/ni-us La'- As'ta-roth, a. At-lan'ti-des

A-pid'a-nus A-rax'ea ter of Arixtip- A-ria'thiis Ar-ai'tea be-o Aa-tar'te At'mo-ni

A-pid'o-nes Ar'ba-ees pU8) Ar-ia-ti'dea Ar-ta-ba'nua As'cu-a As'te-as A-toa'sa

Ap'i-na or Ap'I- A r'l liili , f. AKe-te Ar-ia-tillua Ar-ta-ba-2a'ne3 As'cu-lum A8-tel'e-be At'ra-cea

nse Ar/bath-ito, 8. A-re'tea Ar ia-tip'pua Ar-ta-ba'/.iis Aa'dru-bal As-te'naa At-ra-mi'tre

A-pi'o-he Ar-bat'tis, a. Ar'e-thon A-ria'ti-us At'ta-bri wAr- A'8e-a As-te'ri-a At-ra-myt'ti-nm

A'pi-on Ar-be'la Ar-e-thu'tsa A-riB'to ta-bri'ta) A-ae'aa, a. As-te'rl-on or At'ra-pus

Ap-i-sa'on Ar'be-lre Ar-e-ti'ni A-ria-to-bula Ar-ta-ca'na A-aeb-e-bi'a, 8. As-te'ri-us At-ra-ti'nua

Ap-t-ta'mi Ar-be-li'tfs Ar-e-ti'num A-ria-to-bu'lua Ar'ta-ce Aa-e-bi'a, a. As'te-ria At-re-ba'tee or

A-pit'i-us Ar-belus A-re'tua A-ria-to-cle'a Ar-ta-ce'ne A-aelli-o As-te-ro'di-a A-treb'a-tea

A-poc'o-pa

Ap-o-d</ti or A-

Ar-bo-ca'la A're-ua A-ris'to-clea Ar-tnVi a Aa'e-Datb, s. As-ter-o-payua A-tre'ni

Ar-bo'na A-re'aa, t. A-ria-to-cli'dea Ar-ta-co-a'ua A-se'ni Aa-ter'o-pe or At'reua

pod'o-ti Ar-bo'na-1. a. Ar-gre'ua Ariato-cli'tua Ar-ti^i A'ser, 8. \ Aa-ter-o-pas'a A-tri'daa

A-poI-li-na'res Ar-bus'cu-Ia Ar'ga-lua Ar-ia-toc'ra-tea Ar-ta-e'zna A-se'rer, $. Aa'ti-ca A-tri'des

A-pot-li-na'ris Ar'ca-des Ar-gan-tho'na Ar-is-toc're-on Ar-ta-ge'ra A'shaa, 8. As'to-mi At-ro-me'tus

Ap-oI-lin'e-u3 Ar-ca'di-a Ar-gan-tho-ui'- Ar-la-toc'rl-toa Ar-ta-ge'raa Ash/be-a, a. As-tox'e-nius At'ro-muB

Ap-ol-lin'i-des Ar-ca'di-us um A-ris-to-da'ma Ar-ta-ger'ses Ash'che-naz, a. As-trae'a A-tro'ni-us

A-pol-U-nop'o- Ar-ca'nura Ar-gan-tom'a- A-ria-to-de'me Ar-ta'neB Asli'dod, 8. As-tne'ua At-ro-pa-te'nc

lia Ar-cea'i-laa gua A-riB-to-de'raus Ar-ta'o-zua AshMoth, a. As'tu-ra At-ro-pa'ti-a

Ap-ol-Ioc'ra-tes Ar-cea-i-la'us Ar'ge Ar-ia-tog'e nea Ar-ta-pa'nna Ash'er, 8. As'tu-res A-trop'a-tus

A-pol-lo-do'rus Ar-ce'ai-ua Ar-ge'a A-ria-to-gi'ton Ar-ta-phei-'nea Aah'i-mah, a. As-tu'ri-cus At'ro-pos

Ap-ol-lo'ni-a Ar-chffi'a Ar'ge-Ie A ris-to-la'us Ar-ta'tus Aah'ke-loii, a. As-ty'a-ge At-tac'o-rro

A-pol-loni'a-des Ar-chae'a-nax Ar-gen'num Ar-is-tom'a-che Ar-ta-vas'dea Ash/ke-naz, e. As-ty'a-ges At'tai. a.

Ap-ol-lon'i-des Ar-chae-op'o-lis Ar-gea'tra-tua Ar-is-tom'a-chus Ar-tax'a or Ar- Ash'pe-naz, a. Aa-t/a-lUB A t-ta-li'a. a.

Ap-oMo'nls Ar-chag'a-thus Ar-ge'ua Arls-tome'dea tax'i-ae A8h'ri-el, 8. As-ty'a-nax At'ta-lua

Ap-ol-lo'ni-us Ar-chan'der Ar-gi'a Ar-is-tom'e-don Ar-tax'a-rea Aah'ta-roth, a. As-ty-cra-te'a At-tar'ras

Ap-oMoph/a-nes Ar-chan'droa Ar'gi-aa Ar-ia-tora'o-nes Ar-tax-aa'a-ta A.sli'te-moli, a. As-ty-cra-ti'a At-teg'u-a

At-teluaA-pollos, a. Ar-che-bu'liis Ar-gl-le'tuni A-ria'ton Ar-tax'a-ta Ash'te-ra-thite, As-tyd'a-maa

A-poll'yon, *. Ar-ched'i-cus Ar'gi-lua A-ria-to-nl'cuB Ar-tax-erx'ea a. As-ty-da-mi'n At-thar'a-tes, a.

Ap-ol-otb'e-mis Ar-cheg'e-tes Ar-gi'nuB Ar-ie-ton'i-dea Ar-tax'i-aa Ash'to-reth, a. As'ty-lus At'this

A-po-ni-a'na Ar-che-la'ua Ar-gi-nu'8» Ar-ia-ton'o-ua Ar-ta-ye'tes ABh'ur, 8. As-ty-me'des At'ti-ca

A jiii'j|i-iH Ar-chem'a-chua Ar-gi'o-pe A-ris'to-mis Ar-ta-yn'ta A-si-ag'e-iies Aa-tym-e-du'sa At'ti-cus

Ap'o-nua Ar-chem'o-rua Ar-gl-phon'tea Ar-ia-ton'y-mua Ar-ta-yo'tea A-sl-a-geu'e-tea As-tyuVme At-ti-da'tes

Ap'pa-ini, a.

Ap'phi-a (affl-

Ar-che'nor Ar-glp-pai' Ar-fa-toph'a-nea Ar'te-maa A-si-ag'e-nua As-tyn'o-mi At'ti-la

Ar-chep'o-Ha Ar-gith'e-a A-ris'to-phon Ar-temTia-rea A-Bi-at'i-cua As-tyn'o-us At-til'i-us

a), a. Ar-chep-tol'e- Argi'va A ri8-to-phy/li

Ar-is-tot'e-lea

Ar-tem-i-do'rua As-i-bi'as, a. As-ty'o-che or At-ti'nas

Ap'phus(affus)f mua Ar-gi'vi Ar'te-mia As'i-do As-ty-o-chi'a At'ti-ua

8. Ar-chep'to-lis Ar-gi'vua A-riB-to-ti'mua Ar-te-mis'i-a A'al-el, a. As-ty-pa-l«e'a At'u-bi

Ap-pi'a-des Ar-ches'tra-tus Ar'gob, s. Ar-ia-tox'e-oua Ar-te-inis'i-um A-silaa AB-typh'i-lua At'u-ruB

Ap-pi-a'mis Ar-che-ti'muB Ar-go'da A-ria'tua Ar-te-mi'ta A-silus As'ty-ra A-ty'a-daa

Ap'pi-a Vi'a Ar'che-vite, «. Al^gd-liiS Ar-ia-tyllua Ar-te-moc'le-a As'i-Da or As'i- As'ty-ron A-ty'a-nas

Ap'pi-i Fc/rum Ar'chi, a. Ar-gol'i-cua A-ri'UB (river) Ar/te-mon ne As-ty'ron A'tys or At'tys

Ap'pi-us Aychi-as Ar'golla A'ri-ua or A-ri'- Ar-te'iia As- i-n a'ri-a A-BUp'plm, 8. Au-cha'tie

Ap'pu-la Ar-chi-bi'a-dea Ar-go'ns ua((Ae heretic) Ar-the'don Aa-i-na'ri-ua As'y-chis Au'da-ta

Ap-pu-le'iua

A'pri-es

Ar-chib'i-ua Ar-gu'ra or Ar'- Ar-ma-ged'don, Ar-to-bri'ga As-i-na'rua A-Byn'cri-tus Au-de'ra

Ar-chid'a-maa gu-ra 8. Ar-to'cea A-sin'i-us A-tab'u-his Au-fu'ia

Ap-rilis Ar-chi-da-mi'a Ar-gyn'nus Ar'me-ne Ar-toch'mea As'i-pha, a. A-tab'y-ris Au-fi-de'na

Ap'si-oea Ar-chl-da'mua Ar'gy-ra Ar-men-ta'rl-UH Ar-to'na A-ai'rea At'a-ce Au-tid'i-a

Ap'ao-ms or Ap- Ar-cbJ-de'raua Ar-gy-raypi-dea Ar'ine-nus Ar-to'ni-ua As'ke-lou, a. At'a-cea Au-fld'i-UB

Bo'rus Ar-chl-de'uB Ar'gy-re Ar-min'i-us Ar-ton'tea AB'ma-dai, a. A t .'id, a. Au'fl-dua

Ap'te-ra Ar-chi-gallus Ar-gyr'ipa or Ar-mo'ni, a. Ar-to-tro'gna As'ma-veth, a. At-a-lan'ta Au'ga-rua

Ap-u-a'ui Ar-chig'e-nes Ar-gy-ri'pa Ar-mo-ni'acua Ar-tox'a-res As-mo-de'ua, a. At-a-ly'da Au-ge'a

Ap-u-Ie'ia Ar-chil'o-chus Ar-gy-rop'o-lia Ar-morr'i-ca} Ar-tym-ne'aua As-mo-ne'an, a. At-a-ran'tes Au-ge'rc

Ap-u-le'i-us Ar-chi-me'dea A'ri-a Ar-mort-cua Ar-tyn'i-a Aa-na'uB At'a-roth, a. Au'ge-as or Au-

A-puTi-a Ar-cbi'nus A-ri-ad'ne Ar-rooa'a-ta Ar-tys-to'ne As-nap'per, a.

A-so'cne

A-tar'be-chis ge'as

A-pu'Iam Ar-chi-pel'a-gus A-riayuB Ar-mox'e-nua Ai'u-both, ». A-tar'ga-tis Au'gi-a, 8.

Ap'u-lus Ar-chip'o-lia A-ri-am'nea Ar'mo-zon A-ru'ci or A -ruc'- A-so'chis, a. A-tar'ue-a Au'gi-aa

A-qua'ri-us Ar-chip'pe A-ri-a'ni Ar'na, 8. ci A'som, a. A-tel'la Au'gi-la)

Aq'ui-la Ar-chip/pua A-ri-an'tas Ar-ui-en'aia A-ni'ilis A-so'phia A-te'ne Au-gi'naa

Aq-uMa'ri-a Ar-chit'e-les A-ri-a-ra-the'a Ar-no'bi-us Ar-u-le'nna A-ao'pi-a A'ter, «. Au-gus'ta

Aq-ui-le'ia Ar-chi'tfa A-ri-a-ra'thea Ar*non, «. A-ru'mah, a. As-o-pi'a-dea A-ter-e-zi'as, e. Au-gua-ti'nna

A-quil'i-UB Ar-chon'tea Ari'aa Ar'o-a A'runa A-ao'pia A-ter'ga-tia Au-gus-tob'o-na

A-quilli-a

Aq'ui-Io

Ar-chy'tas Ari-aB'me-nua A'rod, 8. A-runli-UB A-80-po-do'rus A'thach, a. Au-gu8-to-bri'ga

Ar-co-bri'ca Ar-I-bee'uB Ar'o-di, «. Ar-u-pi'imm A-so'pus Ath-a-i'ab, a. Au-gus-to-du'-

Aq-ui-lo'ni-a Arc-ti'nus A-rlc'i-a Ar'o-e A-ru'sa-cea Aa-pal-a-thi'a Ath-a-li'ah, a. num

A-qui'naa Arc-toph'y-lax Ar-i-ci'na Ar'o-er, a. Ar-u-ai'ni As-pam'i-thres Ath-a-ma'nea Au-gus-tom'a-

A-q ii i'n um Arc-to'ua Ar-1-dw'ua A'rom, 8. Ar'vad, 8. As-pa-ra'gi-um Ath-a-man-ti'a- gus

Aq-ui-ta'ni-a Arc-tu'rua A-rid'a-i, a. Ar'o-ma Ar-ver'nl Aa-pa'si-a des Au-gua-to-nem'-

Aq-ui-tan'i-cus ArMa-lus A-rid'a-tha, a. A-rom'a-ta Ar-vi'na Aa-pa-ai'ms AUi 'a mas e-tum

A'ra, a. Ar'de-a A-ri-de'lua ArVtee Ar-Tir'a-gua As-pa'si-ua Ath-a-na'si-us Au-gUB'tu-lua

A'rab, a. Ar'de-aa Ar-i-dolia Ar-o-te'rea Ar-via'f-nm or As-paa'tes A-than'a-tu.s Au-gUB'tua

Ar/a-bah, a. Ar-de-a'tea A-ri'eh, 8. A-rot're-bas Ar-vi'eua A^'pa-tha, a. A-tha'nfB Au-les'tes

Ar-a-bar'chea Ar-de-ric'ca A'ri-el, a. Ar'pad, a. A-ry-an'deB As-pa-the'ais Ath-a-rfas, a. Au-le'tes

Ar-a-bat-tha'ne, Ar-di-art Ar-i-gro'um A r'l 'H- ni Ar'y-baa As-pa-thi'nea or A-the'na Au-lo-cre'ne

8. ArMi-ces Ar-ig-no'tua Ar'phiul, 8. Ar-yp-taj'na As-path'i-nes A-the'naa Au-lo'ni-us

Ar-a-bat-ti'ne,a. Ar-dia'cua A-ri'i or A'ri-1 Ar-phax'ad, a. A-ryx'a-ta As-peii'dns Ath-e-i«e'a Au-ra'nuB, a.

Afa-bes Au-re'li-aAr'do-ne Ath-e-nie'umAyi-ma Aa-phal-ti'teaAr-pi'uaa 1 A'aa,*.
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Au-re li-a'nua A'zur, 8. Bal-tha'aar, 8. Ba-ti-a'tua Be'o-des Beth-su'ra, s. Bo-o-sn'ra Bu-rai-cuB

Aure'li-ua Az'u-ran, $. Bal-ven'ti-ua Ba-ti-e'a Be'on, s. Beth-tap'pu-ah, Bo-o'tea Bur-dig'a-la

Au-re'o-lua Az'znh, 8. Bal'y-ra Ba-tt'ua auii Be'or, g. ft. Bo'oz, *. Bur'rhus

Au-ri'ga Az'zur, 8. Ba'mah, s. Ban-ti'aa Be'ra, *. Be-thu'el, «. Bo-re'a-dea Bur-ri-e'nuB

Au-rin'i-a Bam-bo'tua Bat'i-na Bet/a-chah, s. Bc'thul. «. Bo're-as Bur'al-o

Au-ro'ra Bam-by'ee Bat-ra-cho-my- Ber-a-chl'ah, *. Be-thu-li'a orBe Bo-re-as'ml Bu-ai'ria

Au-run'ci B. Ba'moth, *. o-ma'chi-a Ber-a-i'ah, ». thu'li-a, a. Bor-go'di

Bo-n'uua

Bu'te-o

Au-run-cu-le'ius Ba-mu'roc Bat'ra-chus Be-re'a, *. Bet'i-ra Bu-theius

Aus-chi'see Ba'al, 8. Ban-a-i'os, 8. Bat'ta-rus Ber-e-chi'ah, s. Be-toli-ua, «. Bo'rlth, ft. Bu'thu-e

Aus'ci Ba'al-ah, ft. Ban'a-aa Bat-ti'a-des Ber-e-cyu'thi-a Bet-o-mes'tham, Bor-aip'pa

Bo-ryB'the-nes

Bu-thro'tum

Au'ao-uea Ba'al-ath, 8. Ba'ni, *. Bat'u-lum Be'red, *. ft. Bu-tliro'tua

Au-ao'nl-a Ba'al Be'rith, *. Ban-i-a'ne Bat'u-lus Ber-e-ni'ce Bet'o-nlm, *. Bo'sor, ft. Bu-thyr'e-UB

Au-son'i-das Ba'a-le, jj. Ba'nid, *. Bav'a-i, 8. Ber-e-ni'cia Be-th'a-cum Bos'o-ra. *. Bu'to-nea

Au-so'ni-us Ba'al Gad, a. Ba-ni-u'bee Ba'vi-uB Ber/gi-ne Be-u'lah, ft. Bo8*po-rua Bu-toM-des

Aua-ta-ge'na Ba'al Ha'mon.jr. Ban-na'ia, 8. Bav'o-ta Ber-gis-ta'ni Be'zAl. 8. BoB-tre'nua Bu-tun'tum

Aus-te'si-on Ba'al Ha'nan, s. Ban'ti-ic Baz-a-en'tea Ber'go-rauni Bez-a-le'el or Bo-tro'dua Bu-ze'rea

Au-tar-i-a'ta* Ba'al-Ha'zer, 8. Ban'ti-us Be-a-li'ah, t. Be'ri, *. Bez-al'eel, «. Bot-ti-Rj'ia Bu'zi, *.

Au-te'as, ft. Ba'al- i, 8. Ban 'u as, «. Be'a-loth, *. Be-ri'ah, « Be'zek, ft. Bo-vi-a'num Buz'ite, ft.

Au'tho-cus Ba'al-im, 8. Baph'y-rus Be'an, s. Be'ris and Bu'ria Be/zer, e. Bo-rilite Bu'zy-ges or

Au-to-bu'lus Ba*aMs, *. Ba-rab'bas, *. Be-a'trix Be'ritea, s. Be'/eth, ft. Buz rab, ft. Bu-zygea

Au-toc/a-nea Ba'al Me'on, 8. Bar'a-ce Beb'a-i, *. Be'rith, s. Bi-a'nor Brac'a-ra By'blis

Au-toch'tho-nes Ba'al Pe'or, e. Bar'a-chel, *. BeTii-us Ber'mi-ua Bi'a-tiw. ft. Brac-ca'ti Byl-li'o-nea

Au'to-clea Ba'al Fer'a-zim, Bar-a-chi'ah, *. Be-bri'a-cum Ber-ni'ce, it. Bi-bac'u-ltia Brach-ma'nes Byr'rnua

Au-toc'ra-tes f. Bar-a-chi'aa, s. Beb'ry-ceB or Be- Be-ro'dach- Bal' Bib'li-na Brach-nia'ni Byaaa tia

Au-to-cre'ne Ba'al Shal'i-sha, Bar'a-do bry'ces a-dan, 8. Bi-brac'te Bra-cho'des By-za'ci-um

Au-tore-uiua Ba'al Ta'mar, *f. Ba'rak. *. Be-bryc'1-a Ber'o-e Bib'ro-cl Bran'chi-dee Byz-an-tia-cuB

Au-tol'o-lee Ba'al Ze'bub, 8. Bar'a-thrum Be'cher, ». Be-rce'a Bib'u-lua Bran-chyl'li-des By-zan'ti-on

Au-tol'o-lea Ba'a-nah, e. Bar-ba'na Be-chi'rea Ber-o-ni'ee Bi'cea Braa'i-das By-zan'ti-um

Au-tol'y-cua Ba-a-ni'as, 8. Bar'ba-ri Be-chi'ri Be-ro'suB Bich'ri, ft. Bras-i-de'a or B/zas

Au-tom'a-te Ba'arah, *. Barba'tUB Be-cho'rath, jr. Be'roth, s. Bl-e'nor Braa-i-di'a By-ze'nua

Au-tom'e-don Ba-a-ae'iah, 8. Bar-bes'o-laa Bech'ti-leth, *. Be-ro'thah, 8. Bi-e'phl Braa'i-las By-ze'rea

Au-to-me-du'aa Ba'a-ahah, s. Bar-boa'the-nes BeMad, «. Ber'o-thai, s. Bi-for'mlB Brau'ron * By'zea

Au-tom'e-nea Ba-a-si'ah, a. Bar-caj'i Bed-a-i'ah, *. Ber're-tho, *. Bi'froriB Bren-too'I-cum Byz'i-a

Au-torn'o- 11 Ba'bel, ft. BaKco-tia Be'dan, f. Ber'y-tua or Be- Big'tha-na, ft. Brettl-i

Au-ton'o-o Ba'bi. «. Bar'ci-no Be-de'iah, 8. ry'tus Big-va'i or Big'- Brl-a're-UB or

Au-ton'o-us Bab'i-lua Bar-da/i Be-dri'a-cum Ber-ze'lua, a. va-i, ft. Bri'a-reaa c.
Au-toph-ra-da'- Bab'y-lon Bar-da'nea Be-el-i'a-da, 8. Be'aai, *. Bil'bi-lis Bri-gan'tea

tea Bab-y-lo'ni-a Bar-de-ra'te Be-eraa-riiB, 8. Bes'bi-cua Bil'e-am, ft. Brig-un-ti'nua Ca-an'thus

Au-tri'cum Bab-y-lo'nM Bar-dvllia

Ba-re'a (city)

Ba're-a (man)

Be-el-teth'mua, Be-aid'i-aa BU'gai, ft. Bri-gan'ti-um Cab'a-dea

Au-trig'o-ncs Ba-byj/aa *. Be-sip'po

Bcs-o-<le'iah, 8.

Bi-ma'ter Bri-lea'Bus Ca-bal'a-ca

Au-tu'ra Ba-byt'a-ce Be-el'ze-bub, 8. Bin'do-ea Bri-sayuB Cab'a-lea

Aux-e'ai-a Ba'ca, s. Ba-re'ne Be'er, *. Bea'ti-a Bin'ea, ft. Bri-se'ia Ca-ba'Ua

Aux'i-mou Bac-cba'nal Bar'e-ta Bu-e'ra. «. Bea-yn-ge'ti Bin'gi-um Bri'ses Cab-al-linuB

A'va, a. Bac-che'is Bar'go-ae Be-er-e/lim, 8. Be'tah, s. Bin'nu-i, a. Bri-tan'ni Ca-be'lea

Av'a-ran, «. Bac-che'ua Bar-gu'ai-i Be-e'ri, «. Bet'a-ne, 8. Bi-o'tes Bi-t-tnu ni-a Ca-be'sua

Av-a-ri'cum Bac-chi'a-das Bar'gy la Bti-er-la-ha'i-roi, Be-tar'mo-nea Bi-o'the-a Bri-tonnf-cua Ca-bi'ra

A-varl-cus Bac-chi'daa Bar-gy-le'tto f. Be'ten, *. Bf-o'tua Brit-o-ma'ris Ca-bi'ri

Av'a-ron, *. Bac'chi-dea Bsii-'gy-lua

Bar-nu'mite, 8.

Be-e'roth, *. Beth-ab'a-ra, 8. Bir'rhua Brit-o-mar'tia Ca-bir'i-a

A-vella Bac-chi'um Be-er-ahe'bah or Beth-a'uath, s. Bir'za-vith, ft. Brit'o-nes or Ca-bi'ris

A'veil, *. Bac-chi'ua Ba-ri'ah, .v. Be-er'she-bah, Beth-a'noth, a. Bi-sal'tre Bri-to'nes Ca-bi'rus

Av-en-ti'nua Bac-chu'rua, ft. Ba-ri'ne 8. Beth'a-ny, s. Bi-aal'tes Brix-el'lum Ca'bul, «.

A-ver'nus or A- Bac-chyl'i-des Bar'i-Baa Be-esh'te-rah, *. Beth-ar'a-bali, s. Bi-aal'tia Brix'l-a Ca-bura

ver'na Ba-ce'lua Ba-ria'aea BeTcah, «. Beth-a'ram, jr. Bi-aan'the Bro-git'a-i ua Cab'y-le

A-vea'ta Ba-ce'nis Ba'ri-um Be'la, *.

Beaah, «.

Beth-ar'bel, *. Bis' to- nes Brom'e-roa Cach'a-lea

A-vld'i-us Bach'rlte, 8. Bar-je'aua, s. Beth-a'ven, s. Bia-to'ni-a Bro'mi-ua Ca-cyp a-ria

A-vi-e'uus Ba'cia Bar-jo'na, *. Bt'1'a-tes Beth-az'ma- Bis'to-nia BruTi-ti mis Cad'a-i'a

A'vim, *. Bac'o-rus Ba-ro'dia, *. Bel-e-mi'na veth, *. Bi-thi'ah, s. Bro'te-as Cad'dla, *.

A-vi'o-la Bac'tra Bar-pa'na Bere-mua, *. Beth-ba'al-me'- Bithron, *. Bruc'te-ri Ca-de'no

A'vith, «. Bac-tri-a'na Bar'sa-bas, 8. Bel'e-na on, a. Bi'thua Brun'du-lus Ca'dea, ft.

A-vi'tus Bac-tri-a'ni Bar-si'ne Bel'e-nuB Beth-ba'rah, *. Bi-thy'nt Bruu-duai-um Cad-K'nuB

Ax'e-nus Bac-u-a'tw Bar'ta-cus, jr. Bel-e-phao'tea Beth'ba-si, s. Bi-thyn'i-a Bru-tid'i-ua Cad-me'a

Ax-i'o-chua Ba-cun'ti-ua Bar-thol'o-mcw, Bel'e-Bis Beth-bir/e-i, *. Bit'l-as Bru'ti-i or Bruf- Cad-me'is

Ax-i'oa Ba-di'a 8. Bel'gsa Beth-da'gon, jr. Bit-u-i'tus tl-1 Cad'mi-el, $.

Ax-i-o-ni'cus Bad-t-cho'ra Bar-ti-me'ua, *. Bel'gi-ca Beth-dib-la-tha'- Bi-tu'ri-gea Bru tu-lus Cad-mi'lus

Ax-1-o'tic Ba'di-ua Ba'ruch, «. Be'li-al, 8. im, a. Bit'u-rix Bry-ax'iB Cad -mi -one

Ax-i-o'the-a Bad-u-hen'nro Bar-za-en'tea Beai-as Beth'el. $. Biz-joth'jah, *. Bry'ce Cad're-ma

Ax'i-ua Bae'bi-us Bar-za'nes Be-li'des, sing. Bethe'oiek, a. Bi-zo'ne Bry'ges Ca-dru'ai

Ax/o-na Boec'u-la Bar-zil'la-i, Jt (male desc. of

Belus)

Beth-es'da(8=z). Bla-e'na Brygl Ca-dur'ci

Ax-o'nes Bae-tho'ron Baa'a-loth, jt. ft. Blan-do'na BryB'e-BS or Ca-duacl

Az'a-el, ». Bae'to-rix Ba&'ca-ma, s. Bella, pt. Bel'l-

de&(jem. desc.

Beth-e'zel, a. Blan-du'si-a Bry-ae'ce Ca-du'ai

Az-a-e'lua, ft. Baj'tu-lo Ba-se'ra Beth-ga'der, a. Blas-to-phce-ni'- Bu-ba-ce'ne Cad'y-tis

Cte'cl-aaA'zah, ft. Bag-a-da'o-nea Ba'ahan, s. of Belux) Beth-ga'mul, *. cea Bu'ba-res

A'zal. jj. Ba-ge'aus Bash'e-math, s. Bel-i-a&'ri-iia Beth-hac'ce-rim. Blem'rny-cs Bu'ba-aia Cw-cili-a

Az-a-li'ah, s. !'.;i -is'U-n;i Bas-1-le'a or Bas- BeMag'i-nea *. Ble'my-» Bu-baa'tie Cte-t il i a nu-.

A-zam'o-ra Ba-gis'ta-nus i-li'a Bel-le?o-phon Beth-ha'ran, a. Bo-ad-i-ce'a Bu-bas-ti'tea Cie-cil i-i

A-za'ni Ba'go, 8. Ba-sil'i-a (Basel Bel'le-rua Betli-hogaah, *.

Beth-ho^-on, *.

Bo-a'gri-UB Bu-bo'na Cae-cil'i-UB

Az-a-ni'ah. s. Ba-go'as or Bale) Bel-li-e'nus Bo-a-ner'gea, s. Bu-ceph'a-la Caoc'i-luB

A-za'phi-on, n. Bag-o-da'rea BaB-i-li'dte Bel-lo'na Beth-jeah'l- Bo'az, «. Bu-ceph-a-li'a Cw-ci'na

Ax'a-ra, *. Bag'o-i, *. Baa-i-li'dea Bel-lo-na'ri-i moth, «. Bob-o-ne'a Bu-ceph'a-lus Cmc'u-bum

A-za're-el, *. Ba-goph'a-nes Bas-i-U'l Bel-loVa-ci Beth -jes'i- moth, Boc'a-ria Bu'che-ta Caec'u-bua

Az-a-ri'ah, *. BagVa-da BaVi-lis Bel-lo-ve'sua «. Boc'cho-rlB Bu-col'ica Caw'u-lua

Az-a-ri'as, e. Ba-ha'rum-ite,«. Baa'i-lith, «. Bel'raa-im, s. Beth-leb'a-oth,8. Boch'e-ru, ft. Bu-co'li-on Caj-dic'i-ua

A'zaz, a. Ba-bu'mua, 8. Ba-sil'i-ua or Bel'phe-gor

Bel-shaz zar, s.

Beth'le-hem, «. Bo'chim, s. Bu'co-lua Cwd'i-cus

A-za'zel. ft. Bn-hu'rim, *. Ba-ai-li'uB Beth-lo'mon, a. Bo-do'ne Bu-da'li-a Cwli-a

Az-a-zi'ah, jr. Ba'iee (ba'ye) Bas'i-lus Bel-te~shaz'zar, Beth-ma'achah, Bo-du-ag-na'tua

Bo-du'ni

Bu-de'a Cm lie'u-lus

Az-baz'a-reth, «. Ba'jith, ft. Baa'inath, jr. 8. ft. Bu-de'um Ca)-li'o-!uB

A-ze'kah Ba'kab, ft. Bas-sa'ni-a Bem-bi'na Beth-mar'ca- Boc-he'ia Bu-di'ni Csc'li-ua

A'zel, *. Bak-bak'kar, jr. Bas'aa-reus Be-ua'cus both, jj. Bo-e-dro'mi-a Bu-do'ris Cse'neuB

A'zem, «. Bak-buk -i'ali, s. Baa-aai-'i-dea Be-na'lah, 8. Beth-me'on, *. Boe-o-tar chte Bu-do'rum Cw-ni'des

Az-e-phu'rith, s. Ba'la-aiu (or ba'- Baa'sa-ria lUn-.ini'ini. g. Beth-nim'rah, *. BcD-o'ti Bu'ge-nea Cavni'na

Azc'iiH, 8. 1am), 8. Bas'ta-i, 8. Ben-di-di'a Beth-o'ron, a. Boa-o'tl-a Buk'ki, s. Ciu'pi-o

Az'gad, «.-

A-zi'a, 8.

Bal'a-crus Baa-tar'nas Ben-di-di'um Beth-pa'let, a. Bce-o'tu8 Buk-ki'ah, a. CsD-ra'tus

Bal'a-dan, a. Bas-ter-bi'ni Ben-di-do'ra Beth-paz'zez, jj. Bo-e-thi'a Bui (u aa in Cter'i-tes

A-zi'dea Ba'lah, 8. Bas-te-ta'ni Beu-e-be'rak, s. Beth-pe'or, *. Bo-e'tlii-ua -/"//). ft. Cas'aar (* as z)

A'zi-el, *. Balak. *. Bat-a-no'chiiB Ben-e-ja'a-kan,*. Beth'pha-ge Bive'thua Bnl-la'ti-ua Cses-a~re'a(*as.r)

A-zi'lis Biil'a-mo. 8, Ba-ta'vi Ben-e-ven'tum (=jrf).«. Bo'han, ft. BuMi'o-ues Caj-sa-re'um

A-zi'rla Ba-la-ne'a Ba-ta'vi-a Ben-ha'dad, *. Beth-phelet, *. Boi'i Bu-ma'dua or C«vaa'ri-ou (* aa

A-zi'zah, «. Bal'a-nis Ba-tavo-du'rum Ben-ha'il, *. Beth-ra'pha, *. Boi'o-rix Bu-mo'dua *)
Az'raa-veth, «. Bal-billus Ba-ta'vuaorBat- Ben-ha'iiao, 8. Beth-re'hob, *. Bol-be'ne Bu-nw'a Cto-aar-o-bn'ga

Az'mon, 8. Bal-bi'nua a-vua Ben'i-nu, *. Beth-Ba'i-da, *. Bol-bi-tiuum Bu nah, s.

CiP-sa-ro-du'-

(< a* z)

A'zor, *. Bal-bu'ra Bath -rab'bim, 8. Ben'ja-min. *. Beth-aa'moa, *. Bol-1-DfCUB Bu-ni'uia

A-zo'rus Bal-ce'a Bath-ahe'bah or Ben']a-mite, s. Beth- shan', a. Bo-lia'aua Buu'ni, s. num (ft aa z)

A-zo'tua Ba-le-a'rea
BathrBhe-bah,9.

Ben-nu'i, *. Beth-ahe'an, *. Bo-mi-en'aea Bu-uo-me'a Cies-a-roiu gus(i

A-zo'tua, ft. li:t U'tllS Bath'ahu-a, s. Be'no, s. Beth-ahe'uiesh, Bo-mil car Bu-on'o-mie aB<)

Az'ri-el, a. Balis be'ga Bath'y-cles Ben-o'nl, *. ft. Bom-o-ni'cre Bu'pa-lua C-Hvse'ua

Az'ri-kam, jj. Bal-lon'o-ti Ba-th>i'lus Ben-tlie-sic'y-me Beth-ahe'raite,*. Bo-no'ni-a Bu'pha-gua Cas-aen'ni-ns

A-zu'bah, 9. Ca-'ai-aBa-lo'niuiu Bu-pra'ai-umBa-ti'aor Ba'ti-a Bo-o'deaBeu-zo'hetli, 8. Beth-«hit'tath,ft.
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Cte'si-ns Cal-pur'ni-a Ca-phi'ra, ». Car-thag-i-ni- Ca-y'cus Ce-phia-i-do'rua Chaar-o-ne'a Chel-o-noph'a-gi

Cm-ao'ni-a Cal-u-sld'i-ua Ca-phie-o-do'rus en'ses Cays'ter Ce-phis'i-on Cha-lsB'on Che'lub, *.

Cte-so'ni-us Cal-u'si-um Caph'tor, *. Car-tha'go

Cai^tha-lo

Caz'e-ca Ce-phl'so Chal-cse'a Che-lu'bal, a.

Cset'o-brix Cal'va-ry, *. Caph'to-rim, 8. Ce'a-des Ce-phis-o-do'rus Chal-ce'a

Chal-ce'don

Chel-y-do're-a

CaVyx Cal'vi-a Ca-ph/w Car'tha-sia Ceb-al-li'nus Ceph-i-sod'o-tus Chem'a-rima, 8.

Ca-ga'co Cal-vi'na Ca-pia'aa Car-the'a Ceb-a-ren'ses Ce-phi'Bua or Ce-

pnia'aua

Chal-ced'o-nia Che'moBh, *.

Ca'ia Cal-vi'nuB Cap-is-se'ne Car-vll'i-ns Ce'bes Chal-ceri'tis Che-na'a-nah, s.

Caia-phas, a. Cal-via'i-us Cap'l-to Ca'ry-a Ce'bren Ce'phren Chal-ce'tis Chen'a-ni, *.

Ca-i-ci'nus Cal'y-be Cap-i-to-li'nus Ca'ry-» Ce-bre'ne Ce'pi-o or C»'- Chal-cet'o-rea Chen-a-ni'ah, *.

Ca-i'cus Cal-y-bi'ta Cap-i-to'li-um Ca-ry-a'taj Ce-bre'ni-a pi-o Chal-ci-de'ne Che'ne-as

Ca-te'ta Cal-y-cad'nua Cap'o-ri Ca-iyo-nes Ce-bre'nis Ce'pi-on Chal-ci-den'aea Che'ni-on

Ca-i'nan, a. Cal'y-ce Ca-po'tea Car-ys-te'ns Ce-bri'o-nea Cer'a-ca Chal-cid'e-us Che'ni-us

Ca'ius Ca-lyd'1-um Cap-pad'o-cea Ca-rya'ti-na Ce'brus Ce-rac'a-tes Chal-cid'i-ce Che'o-peB

Cal'a-ber Ca-lyd'na Cap-pa-do'ci-a Ca-rys'tus Ce-ci'dea Ce-rain'bus Chal-cid'i-cus Che'ops

Cal-a-guYris CaVy-don Cap'pa-dox Ca'ry-nm Ce-cil'i-ua Cer-a-mi'ens Chal-ci'nuB Che-phar Ha-

Cal-a-gu'ris Cal-y-do'nis Ca-pra'ri-a Ca-sa'le Ce-ci'na Ce-ra'mi-um Clial-ci'o-pe
am'mo-nai, .-■.

Cal-a-gur-ri-ta- Cal-y-do'ni-us Ca'pre-ae Cas-cel'H-UR Ce-ein'na Cer'a-mus Chal-ci'tia Che-phi'rnh, a.

Di Ca-lym'ne Cap-ri-cor'nus Cas-i-li'nuin Ce-cro'pi-a Cer'a-sus Chal-co'don Che'ran, a.

Ca'lah, *. Ca-lyn'da Ca-pri'ma Cas'i-na Ce-crop'i-daj Cer'a-ta Chal'col, a. Che're-aa, *.

Calais Ca-lyp'so Ca-prip'e-des Ca-ai'num Cec'ro-pis Ce-ra'thua Chal-da;'a Cher'eth-ima, *.

Cal'a-mis Cam-a-lo-du'- Cap-ro-ti'na Ca-aiph'i-a, a. Ce'crops Ce-ra'ton Chal-dos'i Cher'eth-ites, *.

Cal-a-mi'tes num Ca'prua Ca'ai-us Ce-cryph-a-le'a Ce-ra'tus Cha-les'tra Che-ria'o-phus

Cal-a-mol'a-lua.g Ca-ma-ra'cum Cap'aa-ge Cas'leu, «. Ce'dre-aj or Ce- Ce-rau'nf-a Cha-le'BUB Che'rith, a.

Cal'a-mos Cam-a-ri'na Capua Caa'lu-hUn, *. dre'a? Ce-rau'ni-i Chal'e-tos Cher'o-phon

Cal'a-mus Cam-a-ri'num Ca'pys Cas'me-na Ce-dre-a'tis Ce-rau'nua Chal-o-nl'tis Cher'se-as

Ca-la'nus Cam-a-ri'tw Car-a-ba'ai-on, *. Caa'me-n» Ce-dre'nus Ce-rau'si-ua Chal'y-bes Cher-Bid'a-mas

Cal'a-ris Cam-bal'i-dus Car'a-bis Caa-pe'ri-a Ce-dri'aj Cer-be'ri-ou Chal'y-bon Cher'ai-pho

Ca-la'rus Cara-bau'lea Car-a-cal'la Cas-per'u-la Ce'dron (or ke'- Cer'be-rua Chal-y-bo-ni'tis Chei-'si-phron

Cal'a-tes Cam-bo-du'num Car-a-ca'tea Cas-pi-a'na dron), 9. Cer'ca-phua Cha'lybs Cher-ao-ne'Bus or

Cal-a-tha'na Cam-bo'nura Ca-rac'ta-cua Cas'pi-i Ce-dru'8i-i Cor-ta-so' ri an Cha-ma'ni Cher-ro-ne'sus

Cal-a-thi'ne Cam-bu'nl-i Ca-rse'ua Cas-pi'ra Ceg'lu-sa Cer-ce'ia Cha-ma'vi Che'rub (a city),

Cal'a-thua Cam-by'ses Car'a-lis Cas-pi'ri Cei-lan(cei=ae), Cer-ce'ne Cha'naan (see a.

Ca-la'ti-a Cara-e-la'ni Car-a-ma'lus Cas-san-da'ne

Cel'a-don

8. Cer-ces'tes Canaan), *. Che-rus'ci

Cal-au-re'a and Cam-e-li'ta; Ca-ran'to-nus Cas-san-dre'a Cer'ce-tiB Chan-iiu-iK- li-.-v Ches'a-lon, *.

Cal-au-ri'a Ca-me'na Car'a-nua or Ca- Cas-Ban-dri'a Cel'a-dua Cer'ci-das Cha'on Che'sed, *.

Ca-Ia'vi-us Cam'e-ra ra'nus Cas-ai-a'nua Ce-la3'n«a Cer^cl-des Cha'o-nea Ches'i-nus

Cal-ca'gus Cam-e-ra'cum Ca-rau'sl-us Cas-si-e-pe ia Ce-las'no Cer-ci-i Cha-o'ni-a Che-sul'loth, «.

Cal'col, 8. Cam-e-ri'num Car-bo'nes Cas-si-o-do'rus Ce'le-m Cer-ci'na or Cer- Cha-o-ni'tis Che-thi'im, a.

Ca'leb, a. Cam-e-ri'mis Car'bu-la Cas-ai'o-pe Ce-led'o-nea cin'na Char-a-ath'a-lar, Che-ti'im, *.

Ca-led'o-nea Ca-mer'tes Car'cha-mis, ». Cas-ai-o-pe'a Ce-le'ia Cer-cln'i-um «. Che'zib, *.

Cal-e-do'ni-a Cam'e-aes Car-che'don Cas-sife-ra Cel-e-la'tes Cer'ci-us Char-a-ce're Chi'don, *.

Ca-len'tum Ca-mil'la Car'che-mish, *. Cas-Bi-ter'i-des Ce-len'de-ria Cer'co-las Char-ac-mo'ba Chil'e-ab, *.

Ca-le'nua Ca-mil'1% Car'ci-nuB Cas - si - ve - lau'- Ce-le'neua Cer-co'pe Char-a-co'ma Chil'e-UB

Ca-le'rus Oa-ini 11 u.i Car-da'ces nus Cel'e-res Cer-co'pes Char-a-co-me'- Chil-i-ar'cbua

Ca'Iea Ca-ml'ro Car-da-me'ne Cas-so'pe Cel-e-ri'na Cer/cy-on tes Chi-li'on, a.

Cal'e-ti Ca-mi'rus and Car-dam'y-le Cas-so'tis Cel-e-ri'nus Cer-c/ra or Cor- Char'a-dra Chil'i-us

Ca-le'tor Ca-mi'ra Car-de'BUs Cas-tab'a-la Cel'e-trum c/ra Char'a-dros Chil'mad, *.

Ca-li-ad'ne Cam-is'sa-res Car'di-a Cas'ta-bua Ce'le-us Cer-do'ua Cha-ra'drua or Chi-lo'nis

Cal-i-coo'ni Ca-mtBrUB Car'du-aj Cas-ta'li-a Cel'o-n» Cer-dyl'i-uni Char'a-drus Chi-maara

Ca-lid'1-us Ca'mon, *. Car-du'chi Cas'ta-lia Ce-lo'nes Cer-e-a-ti'ni Cha-rw'a-daa Chim'a-ruB

Ca-lig'u-la Campania Car-d/tus Cas-ta-nffl'a Cel'ti-ber Ce'rea Char'a-ka, «. Chim'e-ra

Ca-li'nus Cam-pa'nus Ca-re'ah, s. Cas-tha-nK'a Cel-ti-be'res Ce-res'aua Char'a-shim, «. Chi-me'ri-um

Cal-i-py'gis Cam-pas'pe Car'e-aa Cas'the-nes Cel-ti-be'ri Cer'e-tas Char'a- sim, e. Chim'ham, *.

Cal'i-pua Cam'peaua Ca-res'sua Cas-ti-a-ni ra Cel'ti-ca Ce-re'tes Cha'rax Chi-na'se-as

Cal-lses'chrus Cam-po'ni Ca-re'sus Cas-to'lus Cel'ti-ci Ce'reus Cha-rax'us Chln-de'ni

Cal-la'i-ci Cam'py-lua Ca'ri-a
Casrto-rea, pi.

Cel-til'lus Ce-rl-a'lis Char'i:he-mifch. Chin'ne-reth, a.

Cal-la-te'bus Ca-mu'ni Ca-ril'la Cas-tra'ti-us Cel-to~gal'a-tre Ce-rin'thu8 a. Chin'ne-roth, a.

Cal-la'tis Ca'na, *. Ca-ri'na Cas'trl-cus Cel-to'ri-i CerTi-tea Cha're-a, a. Chi-om'a-ra

Cal-le'nus Ca'naan (fcYnan Ca-ri'naa Cas'tu lo Cel-toa'ey-tha? Cer'ma-lus Char'i-cles Chi'o-ne

CaUi'a-des ffrka'ua-an), a. Ca-ri'nua Cat-a-ba'nes Cem'me-nus Cer-o-pas'sa-des Char-i-cli'deB Chi-on'i-des

Cal-li-a-ni'ra Can'a-ce Ca-ri'on Cat-a-ba'nua Cen'a-bum Ce-ro'sus Char'1-clo Chi'o-nia

Cal-H'a-rus Can'a-che Ca-ria'sa-num Cata-ce- cau'- (V-l).'i' lllll Cer'phe-res Char-i-de'roua Chi'oB

Call r -as Can'a-chua Ca-ris'tum me-ne Cen-chre'a Cer-re-ta'ni Char-i-la'us Chi-rod'a-mns

Cal-lib'1-ua Ca'nw Car'kaa, ». Cat-a-clo'thea Cen'chre-» Cer-so-blep'tes Cha-rim'e-nes Chi'ron

Cal-li-ce'rua Ca-na'ri-a Car-ma'ni Cat-a-du'pa Cen'chre-is Cer'ti-ma Cba-ri'nus Chi-ro'nis

Cal-llch'o-rum Ca-na'ri-i Car-ma'ni-a Cat-a-men'te-les Cen-chre'ua or Cer-to'ni-um Cha-rl-om'e-rus ChiB'leu, *.

Cal'li-clea Can a- thus Car-ma'nor Cat'a-na Cen-chri'us Cer-to'nus Cba-ria'i-a Chis'lon, a.

Cal-11-co-lo'na Can'da-ce Car'me, a. Ca-ta'o-nea Cen-de-be'iiB, a. Ce-r^ces Char'i-tes Chls loth, *.

Cal-lic'o-on Can'da-ri Car'mel, 8. Cat-a-o'ni-a Ce-nes'po-lia Cer-y-ce'um Char-i-ton Chi-to'ne

Cal-lic'ra-tes Cau-da'vi-a Car'mel-ite, #. Ca-taph'ry-gea Ce-ne'ti-um Ce-ryc'i-ua Cha-rix'e-na Chit'tim, ».

Cal-li-crat'i-das Can-dau'les Car-me'lua Cat-a-rac'ta Cen-i-mag"ni Cer-y-mi'ca Char*ma-das Chi'un, *.

CaMi-datn'a-tes Can-di'o-ui Car-men-ta'lea Cat-a-rac'tea Ce-ni'na Cer-y-ne'a Char'nii-das Chlo'e

Cal-lid'l-us Can-di'o-pe Car-men-talis Ca-tar'rhy-tus Ce-ni'nea Cer-y-ni'tes Char'mi-dea Chlo'reus

Cal-U-do'ra Ca'nena Car'nii. .s*. Cat'e-nes Cen-o-ma'nl Ces-a-re'a(*=2), Char-mi'nus Chlo'ris

Cal-lid'ro-raua Cane-thus Car'mi-des Ca-thae'a Cen-so'ree f. Char-mi'o-ne Chlo'rus

Cal-lig'e-nea Ca-nid'i-a Car'na-im, «. Cath'a-rl Cen-so-ri'nus Ce-sel'll-ns Char'mo-thas Cho-a'ni

Cal-U-ge'tus Ca-nid'i-us Car-na'ai-ua Ca-thu'a, a. Cen-ta-re'tus Cea'ae-ro Char-nl'des Cho-a-re'ne

Cal-li-gi'tus Ca-nin-e-fa tes Car-ne'a-des Ca'ti-a Cen-tau'ri Cea-tri'ua Cha-ron'das Cho-as'pes

Cal-lig-no'tu3 Ca-nin'i-us Car-ne'ia Ca-tl-a'nua Cen-tau'ri-cus Ces-tri'nua Char-o-ne'um Cho-a'tne

Cal-lim'a-chua Ca'ni-us Car-ne'ua Ca-ti-e'na Cen-tau'rus Ce'tab, *. Char-o-ni'um Cho'ba, a.

Cal-U-me'dea Can-no'nus Car-ni'on Ca-ti-e'nus Cen-tim'a-nus Ce-te'i Char-o-pe'a Chob'a-i, s.

Cal-lim'e-don Ca-no'bus Car'ni-on, *. Cat i-li na Cen-to-bri'ca Ce-the'gus Cha'ropt and Choer'a-des

Cal-li-ni'cus Ca-no'pua Car'no-nea Ca-til'i-us Cen'to-res Ce'ti-1 Char'o-pes Choe're-as

Callinus Can'ta-ber Car-nu'tea Cat'i-na Cen-tor'i-pa Ce'ti-na Char'o-pua Chcer'I-lus

Cal-H-o-do'rus Can'ta-bri Car-nil'turn Ca'tt-us Cen-tri'tes Ce'us Char'ran, s. Cho-li'dw

Cal-li'o-pe Can-ta'bri-a Car-os-ce'pi CaUi'zl Cen-tro'nes Ceu-tro'neB Char-te'ris Chol'o-e

Cal-H-pa-ti'ra Can'tha-ra Car-pa'si-a and

Car-pa' sium

Cat-o-bri'ga Cen-tro'ni-us Ce'yx Cha-ryb'dla Chol-on-ti'tliiiB

Cal-liph'a-nes Can - tha - rol ' e- Ca'treus Cen-tum'vi-ri Cha-be'rus Chas'e-ba, «. Cho-lu'a

Cal'li-phou thron Car'pa-tes Cat-u-li-a'na Cen-tu'ri-pa Cha-bi'nus Chat'ra-inis Chom'a-ri

CaUip'i-dfo Can'tha-ma Car'pa-thua Cat'u-luB Cen-tu'ri-pe Cha-bo'ra Chat-ra-mo'ta; Cho-nu'phls

Cal-lip'i-des Can-the'la Car-pe'ia Ca-tu'rl-gea Ceph'a-he Cha-bo'rus Chav'o-neB Cho-ra'shan, a.

Cal-lip'o-Us Can'ti-um Car-pe-ta'ni Cau'ca-sus Ceph'a-las Cha'brl-a Cha-y'ci Cho-raa'ml-1

Cal-lir'ho-e Can-u-lela Car-pha-aal'a- Cau'con Ceph-a-le'na Cha'bri-as Cha-ze'ne Cho-ra'zin, *.

Cal-lia'te Can-u-le'ius

Car-pi'a

ma, s. Cau-co-ne'a Ceph-al-le'ni Cha'briB, *. Che'bar, a. Cho-re'ne

Cal-lis'the-nes Ca~nu'si-um Cau-co'nes Ceph-al-le'ni-a Cha'bry-iB Ched-or-la'o- Cho-rin'e-UB

CaUis-ti'a Cap'a-neua Car-poc'ra-tes Cau'di Ceph'a-lo Cha'di-as, s. mer, *. Cho-roj'bua

Call ia' to Ca-pel'la Car-poph'o-ra Cau-di'nus Ceph-a-loe'di-as Chre're-a Che'Ial, a. Chor-om-nre'i

Cal-lia-to-ni'cua Ca-pe'na Car-poph'o-rua Cau'di-um Ceph-a-loe'dis Chre're-as Chel'ci-as, *. Chor'o-ne

Cal-lis'tra-tus Ca-pe'nas Car-ri-nates Cau-lo'ni-a Ceph'a-lon Cha3-re-bu'luB Che-li'don Chos-a-me'ns, a.

Cal'i-taa, f. Ca-pe'ni Car-rn'ca Cau'ni-i Ceph-a-lot'o-mi Chee-re-cli'des Chel-i-do'ni-a Chos'ro-ea

Cal-lix 'e-na Ca-per'na-um, *. Car-se'o-11 Cau'ni-us Ceph'a-lus Chrer-e-de'mus Che-li-do'nia Cbo-ze'ba, *.

Cal-lix'e-nus Cap'e-tua Car-she'na. s. Ca'us Ce'phas, *. Chae-rem'e-nea Che-lid-o-ni'sum Chre'mea

Cal-lo-ni'tis Ca-pha'reua Car-tali-as Cav'a-res Ce-phe'is Chai-re'mon Chel'lnh, *. Chrem'e-tea

Cal'neh, t. Caph-ar-sal'a- Car'ta-re Cav-a~ril'lus Ce-phe'nes Chrer'e-pbon Chel'lua, «. Chrem'y-Ius

Cal'0-pus mah. «. Car-te'ia Cav-a-ri'nus Ce'pheua Chaj-rea'tra-tus Che'lod, *. Chres'1-phon

Cal'pe-tus Ca-phen'a-tha,*. Car'te-nua Ca'vi-1 Ce-phis'i-a Chro-rip'pua Che-lo'ne Chrea-phon'tes

Cal'phi, s. Chres-to-de'muaCa-phe'ria Cbe-lo'niaCar-thaj'a Chaj'ro-lasCa-ycl Ceph-i-si'a-dcs
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Chro'ini-a Cla'de-u* Clo'di-ua Com'bu-tis Cor-nu'tua Crea'ai-ua
Cu ■ thah, a.

Cyth-e-raea or

Chro'nil-ua Cla'ni-us Clo'e, 8. Co-me'daa Co-roe' bus Cres-to'ne Cu-til i -mn Cyth-e-rea

Cliro iii-ua Cla-ra'nua Clce'li-a Co-me'on Co-ro'na Cre'tee-ua C/a-mon, *. Cy-the'ria

Chrys-ag'o-raB Clar-e-o'te Clce'li-a Co-me'tea Cor-o-ne'a Crete Cy-am-o-so'rua Cy-the'ri-ua

Chrya'a-ine Clas-tid'i-um CIid' li-us Com'e-tho Co-ro'neus Cre'te-a Cy'a-ue Cy-the'ron

Chrys-am'pe-lus Clan' da, 8. Clo'ni-a Co-min'i-us Cor-o-ni'a Cre'tea Cy-a'ne-ss Cy-the'rua

Chry-san'tas Clau'di-a Clo'ni-us Com-i-ae'ne Cor-o nl'des Cre'teua Cy-a'ne-e Cy-tin'1-um

Cury-aan'thia Clau-di-a'nus Clo'tho Co'mi-us Co-ro'nis Cre'thc-ia Cy-a'ne-us Cyt-is-sorua

Chry-aa'or Clau-di-op o-lis Clu-a-ci'na Com-ma-ge'ne Co-ro'nus Ore-the is (mo Cy-a-nip'pe Cy-to'ra

Chrya-a'o-reus Clau'di-ua Clu-en'ti-us Com-ma-ge'nus

Com'mo-dus

Co-ro'pe therof Homer) Cy-a-nip'pus Cyto'ria

Chry-sa'o-ris Clau-sam'e-nus Clu'pe-a Cor-se'a or Cor Cre'theua Cy-a'tia Cy-to'ri-oa

Chry-Baa'pl-des Cla-vi-e'nua Clu-ai'ni Com-pa'ae-ua
sica

Cre-thi'dea Cy-ax'a-rea Cy-to'rua

Chry-ae'ia Clav'i-ger 01 u si o-l urn Com-plu'tum Cor-so'te Cret'i-cua Cy-be'be Cyt-iceni

Chry-ser-nios Cla-zom'e-niu Clu'ai-um Comp'sa-tus Cor-sn'ra Cre-u'sa Cyb'ela Cyz'i cum

Chrys'e-rus Cle-een'e-te Clu'ai-ua Com-pu'sa Cor-to'na Cre-u'aia Cyb'e-le Cyz'i-cua

Chry'seus Cle-ifin'e-tua Clu'vi-a Con-a-ni'ah, 8. Cor-ty'na Cri'a-aua CyVe-lua

Chry-Bip'pe Cle-«er'e-ta Clym'e-ne Con'ca-nl Cor-un-ca'nUB Cri-mi'aus Cyb-i-le'a

Chry-Bip'pus Cle-an'der Clym-e-ne'I-des Con-che'a Cor-vi'nus Cri-nag'o-r;is Cyb'i-ra D.
Chrya-o-as'pi- Cle-an'dri-daa Clym'e-nua Con-col'e-rua Cor-y-ban'tes Cri-nip'pus Cy-bo'tua

des Cle-an'thea Cly-son'y-mus Con-cor'di-a Cor'y-baa Cri-ni'aua C/chrena Daoe or Da'haa

Chry-aoc'e-ros Cle-ar'chus Clyt-em nostra Con-da'te Co-ryc'i-a Cri-o'a Cyc'la-dea Dab'a-reh, r

Chrys'o-chir Cle-art-das Clyt'i-e Con-di-vic'num Co-ryc'i-dea Cris-pi'na Cy-clob'o-rua Dab'ba-aheth, #,

Chry-soge-nes Cle'meas Clyt'i-UB Con-do-cha'tea Co-ryc'i-us Cris-pi'nus Cy-clo'pea Da'be-ratli, a

Chry-sog'o-nua Clement, g. Clyt-o-do'ra Con-dru'ei Cor'y-cus or Co- Cri-tal'la Cy-de'nor Da'brl-a, a.

Chrya-o-la'ua Cle'o-bia Clyt-o-me'des Con-dyl'e-a

Cof"y-don

lycua Cri-the'ia Cyd'i-aa Da'ci-a

Chrya-o-lo'ras Cle-o-bu'la Clyt-o-ne'us Con-dy-li'tis Cri-tho'te Cy-dim'a-che Dac'i-cua

Chry-aon'o-e Cle-ob-u-H'na Cnac'a-lua Con'dy-lus Cor-y-le'mn Crit'i-as Cyd'i-mua Da'ci-ua

Chry-aop'o-lia Cie-o-bu'lna Cna'gi-a Con ge'dus Cor'y-na Crit-o-bu'lua Cy-dip'pe Dac'ty-U

Chry-aor'rho-as Cle-och'a-rea Cue-mides Co-ni'a-ci Cory-ne'tea Crit-o-de'mus Cy'dou Dad'a-ces

Chry-ftoa'to-mua Cle-o-cba-ri'a Cne'mue Co-ni'ah, 8. Cor'y-phas Crlt-og-na'tns Cyd-o-ne'a Dad-de'ua, a.

Chry-Both'e-mia

Chtho'ni-a

Cle-o-cUe'ue Cne'uaorCmc'us Co'ni-i Cor-y-pha'si-um Crit-o-la us Cy-do'nea Dad'i-cae

Cle-o-da'mus Cni'dns Co-nim-bri'ca Cor'y-phe Cri'u-Me-to'pou Cyd-o-ne'ua Da-du'chna

Chtho'ni-us Cle-o-de'nius Cno'pua Con-i-sal'tua Cor'y-thua Cro-bi'a-lus Cy-do'ni-a Da'd'a-la

Chthon-o-phyie Cle-o-do'ra Cnoa'si-a Co-nis'ci Co-ry'tua Cro-by'zi Cy-do-ni-a'ta; Dasd-a-le'a

Chu'aban Riah- Cle-o-do'rua Cno'aua Con-ni'das Co'sam, s. Croc'a-le Cyd'ra-ra Da9-da'lt-on

a-tha'im, «. Cle-o-dox'a Co-a-ma'ni Con-o-ni'ah, *. Cos-ase'a Cro'ce-as Cy-dre'luB Dit'd'a-lus

Ci-a-gi'si Cle-og'e-neB Co-as'trse Co-no'pe Coa-aayi Croc'e-la Cyd'ro-cles Daem'o-nea

Cib'a-1» Cle'o-la Co-a'tras Con-o-pe'um or Cos-au'ti-i Croc-o-di'lon Cyd-ro-la'us Dsem'o-num

Cib-a-ri'tia Cle-o-la'na Coc'a-lns Con-o'pe-um Coa-ay'ra Croc-o-di-lop'o- Cyl'a-bua Dag-a-si'ra

Cib-de'li Cle-om'a-chua Coc-ce'i-ua Con-sen'tea Coa-to-bo'ci lia Cyl-bi-a'ni Da'gon, 8.

Cib'e-as Cle-o-man tis Coc-cyg'iuB Con-aen'ti-a Co-sy'ra Croc-y-le'a Cyl'i-cea Dag'o-oa

Ci-bo'tus Cle-om'bro-tua Co'clea Con-ai-li'num Co'tea or Cot'tea Cro-du'num Cyl'la-ruB Dagu'aa

DaiCib'y-ra Cle-o-me'des Coc'li-tes Con-Btan'ti-a Ctfthon Croe'Bus Cyl-le'ne

Cice-ro Cle-om'e-don 00-0/tua Con-atan-ti'a (a Co-thVne-a Cro-l'tes Cyl-le-ne'ua Da'i-clea

Ctc'o-nes Cle-o-me'lua Co-da'nusSi'nus city) Co-ti-a-e'um Cro-ini'tis Cyme Da'i-dea

Ci-cu'ta Cle-om'e-nes Cod-O-nian'nue Con-stan-ti'na Cot-i-nu'sa Crom'my-on Cy-me'los Da-im'a-chus

Cic-y-ne'thos Cle-o'naj Cod-ro~ine'ne Con-atan-ti-nop'- Cot'i-so Cro'ni-a Cym'i-nua Da-im'e-nes

Ci-le'ni Cle-o'ne Co-drop'o-lia

Cce-cil'i-us

o-lis Cot-to'nis Cron'i-deB Cy-mod'o-ce Da'i-phran

Cilices Cie-o-ni'ca Con-etan-ti'nus Co-ty-a-i'on or Cro'ni-ua Cy-mod-o-ce'a Da-i'ra

Ci-lic'i-a Cle-o-ni'cus Coe'co-a Con-stan'ti-ua Co-ty-a-i'um Croa-ace'a Cym-o-po-li'a Dai'san, 8.

Cilni-us Cle-o'nis Cool - e - syr ' i - a Con-au-a-ne'tea Co-tyri-UB Crot'a-le Cy-moui'o-e Da-l'tus

Cim'bri-cus Cle-on'o-* and Cifil-o- Con-au-a-ra'ni Co-ty-o'ra Crota-lua Cyn-BB-gi'rua Da-la iah, 8.

Cim'i-nus Cle-o'nus syrl-a Con-ta-dea'dua Co-ty-o'rus Cro-to'na Cy-nte'thi-urn Da-li'lah, $.

Cim-me'ri-i Cle-on'y-mus Caj'li-a Con-to-po-ri'a Co-tyt'to Cro-to-ni-a't*e Cy-na'ne Dal rua-nu tha.

Cim'me-ria Cle'o-pas Ccel-i-obriga Con've-me Cou'tha, s. Crot-o-ni-a'tia Cy-na'pes 8.

Cim-me'ri-um Cle-op'a-ter Cce'U-ua Co'on Coz'bi, 8. Cro-to-pi'a-des Cyn'ara Dal'ma-taB

Cim'nie-rus Cle - op ' a - tra or Cu.-r'a-nua Co'oa, 8. Cram-bn'aa Cro-to'pi-aa Cy-nax'a Dal-ma'U-a

Ci-mo'lis Cle-o-pa'tra. Co'es Cop'a-is or Co- Cram-bu'tis Ci'o-to'pufl Cyn'e-aa Dal-iuat i-cus

Ci-mo'lus (The former is Coea'y-ra pa'ia Cran'a-e Crus-tu me-ri Cy-neg'e-tae Dal'mi-nm

Cin'a-don the classical, Cog'a-mus Co-phae'ua Cra-naa'i Crus-tu-me'ri-a Cyn-e-gi'rus Dal'phon, 8.

Cinre'thon the latter the Coe-i-du'nua

Co'hi-bua

Co-phon'tis Cran'a-1 orCrua-tume- Cy-ne't« Dam-a-ge'tus

Cin'a-ra common Eng Co'pi-a Cran'a-os ri-um Cyn-«-te'a Dam'a-lis

Ci-nar'a-daa lish pronunci Col-a-ce'a or Co- Co-pillua Cran'a-us Crus-tu-nli'ni Cyn'i-a Dam-a-li'tei

Cin'ci-a ation.) la-ci'a Co-po'ni-us Cra-ne'a or Cra- Crus-tu mi-uni Cyn'i-ci Da-mar'e-te

Cin-ctn-na'tua Cle-op'a-tris Co-lan'co-rum Co'preus ni'a Cryp-te'a Cyn-o-ceph'a- Da mar'e-tua

Cin'ci-ua Cle-oph'a-nes Col it-pis Cor-a-ce'ai-um Cra - ne ' urn or Cte'a-tua le Dam'a-ris, s

Cin'e-aa Cle-o-phan'tus Colajta-is Cor-a-con-ne'sua Cranium Ctem'e-ne Cyn-o-ceph'a-li Dam as-ce na

Cl-ne'ai-as Cle'o-phas, «. Co-lax'es Co-rale-ta Cra'ni-1 Cte'si-as Cyn-o-phon'tls Dam-aa-ce'ne

Cin'e-thon Cle'o-phis Col-che'ia Co-ral'li Crap'a-thuB Cte-aib'i-us Cy-nop'o-lia Dam-as-ce nus

Cin-get'o-rix Cle-oph'o-lua Col-chin'i-um Co-ra'ni Cras-pe-di'tea Ctes'i-clea Cy-nor'taa Da-mas'ci-ns

Cin-gu-la'ni Cle'o-phou Col-ho'zeh, ft. Co-rax'i Cras'si-pea Ctes-i-de'mus Cy-nor'ti-on Da-mas'cos

Cin'gu-lum Cle-o-phy'luB Co-U'a-cum CorT>e, *. Cras-aifi-us Ctea-i-la'us Cyn-o-saygea Da-ma'si -a

Cin-i-a'na Cle-o-poin'pus Col'i-ci CorT»-ua Cras'ti-n us Cte-ail'o-chus Cyn-oa-ae'nia Dam-a-sJc'thon

Ci-nith'i-i Cle-op-tol'e-mus Coli-us, a. CorT)u-lo Cra-taVis Ctee'l phon Cyn-o-au'ra Dam-a-eJp'pua

Cin'na-don Cle'o-pus Col-la'ti-a Cor'co-ba Crat'e-aa Cte-aip'puB Cyn'thi-a Dam-a-aistxa-

Cin'na-mua Cle-o'ra Col-la-ti'nua Cor'co-ras Crat-e-ri'a or Ctim'e-ne Cyu'thi-ua tua

Cin'ne-reth, 8. Cle-oa'tra-tus Col-li'na Cor-c/ra Crat-e-Te'a Cu'cu-fas Cyn-u-ren'aea Dam-a-ai-thy

Cin'ne-ruth, a Cle-o-ti'mua Col-lo'des Cor'du-ba Crat'e-rus Cu'la-ro Cyp-a-ris'sa or mus

Cin-ni-a'na Cle-ox'e-nus Col-lu'ci-a Cor-dn-e'ne Cra'tes Cu'ma or Cu'm.T Cyp-a-ris'ai-a Dam-a-ai'ton

Ciux'i-a « I.-i-l-s Col'o-bl Cor-du-e'ni Cra-tes-I-cle'a Cu-nax'a Cyp-a-ria'sus Da-mas'tes

CinypaandCm- Clet-a-be'nl Col'o-e Cor-dy'la Crat-e-aip'o-lia Cu-ni'na Cyph'a-ra Dam'a sus

y-phus Clib'a-nus Co-lo'naB Co're, 8. Crat-e-sip'pi-das Cu-pa'vo Cyp-ri-a'nua Da rue'a

Cin'y-ras Cli-de'mus Co-lo'ne Co're-as Cra-teu'as Cu-pen'tus C>"p'ri-num Da'me-as

Ci-pe'rus Clid'i-cua Co-lo'ni-a Co-re'sa Crat'i-das Cu-pi'do Cy-proth'e-mis Da-mip'pus

Cir a-nni, 0. Clim'e-nus Co-lo'nos Co-rea'aus Cra-ti'nua Cu-pi-en'ni-ns Cj-p'Be-la Dam na-me -

Cir-caj'um CU-naVe-te Colo phon Cor'e-aus (man) Cra- tip' pus Cu-re'tea C.vp-ael'i des neua

Cir'ci-ua Cli-ni'a-des Co-los'sai Co-re'aua(inaun- Cra-tia'the-nes Cu-re'tis Cyp'ae-lua Da-moch'a-ris

Cir-rre'a-tuin Clin'i-as Co-loa'se, 0. tain) Cra-tis'to-lUB Cu'ri-a Cyr'a-ma, ». Dam'o-cles

Ci'sai. i. Cli-nip'pi-des Co-lo'tes Cor'e-thon Cra-tu'aa Cu-ri-a'tl-l Cy-rau'nia Dam-o-cli'das

Cis-al-pi'na Cli-oph'o-rus Col-pu'aa Co-re'tUB Crat'y-lua Cu'rt-o Cyr-e-na'1-ca Da-moc'ra tea

Cis'a-mus Clia-i-the'ra Col-the'ne Cor-fln'i-um Crem'e-ra Cu-ri-o'nea C>T-e-na'i-ci Da-moc're-t>n

Cis-se'is Clia'o-bra Col-n-bra'ri-a Cor'i-caa Crem'my-on Cu-ri-o-so-li'tai Cy-re'ne Da-moc'ri-ttu

Cis'aeua Clis'o-phus Co-lum'lia Co-rin'e-um Cre-mo'na Cu'ri-um Cy-re'ni-ua. *. Da-mom'e-lcs

Cis'si-a Clis'the-nes Col-u-mel'la Co-rin'na Cre-mu'ti-us Cu'ri-ua Cy-res'cha ta Dam-o-ni'cus

Cis'al-ee Cli-tar'chus Co-lu'rua Co-rin'nus Crem'y-on Cur"ti-a Cy-ri'a-des Dam-o-phan tua

Cia'ai-das Clit'e-lea Co-lu'tliua Co-rin'thns Cre-na'cus Cur-til'luB Cyril'luB Da-moph i-la

Cie-so-es'sa Cli-ter'ni-a Co-lyt'tua Co-ri-o-la'nus Cre-on-ti'a-des Cur'ti-ua Cy-ri'nus Da-moph'i-loB

Cis-su'aa Clit-o-de'muB Com-a-ci'na Co-ri'o-li Cre-oph'i-lua Cu-ru'lia Cy-ro-paa-di'a Dam'o-phon

Cis-the'ne Cli-toni'a-chua Com-a-ge'na Co-ri-ol'la Cre-o-phy'lua Cuah (u as in Cy-rop'o-lia Da-mos'tra-ttts

Cis-to-bo'ci Cli-ton'y-mus

Clit'o-pnon

Com-a-ge'ni Co-ri'tha Cre-o-po'lua but), 8. Cyr-rw'i Da-mot>-lea

Ci-thje'ron Co-ma'na Cor'i-tus Cre-pe'ri-ua Cu'shan, # Cyi'rha-die Dam-o-ti'mua

Cith-a-ris'ta Cli'tor Co-ma'nl Cor'ma-Ba Creph-a-ge-ne'- Cu'shan Biah-a- Cyr'rliea Da-raox'e-nua

Ci-the'las Cli-to'ri-a Com'a-ii Cor-ne'li-us tus tha'im, 8. Cyr-rhes'ti-ca Da mu'raa

Cit'ims, ». Cli tumnus Com'a-rua Cor-ne'li-i Ores'cent, 8, Cu'ahi, 8. Cyr'si lus Dan a-e

Citi-um Cloaca Co-ma' ta Cor-nic'u-lum Cres'i-las Cus-sn;'i Cyr-to'na Dana 1

Ci'us Cln-n-ei'na Com-ba'bus Cor-ni-nc'i-us Cre'af-ua Cut.! 1 (u as in Cy-tas'ia Da-na'i-des

Ci-Ti'lis Dau'a-laClo'dia Cy-the'raCom-bre'a but), 8.Cor'ni-ger Crea-phon'tes
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Dan'a-us

Dan'da-ri

Dan- dart-die

Dan'i-el or Dan'-

iel. s.

Dan ja an. a.

Da-nu'bi-us

Da'o-chus

Da'o-na

Da'o-nes

Daph nse'us

Daph'ne

Dar'a-ba

Dar-an-ta'si a

Darda-ni

Dar-da'ni-a

Dar-dan'i-dcs

Dar1da li is

Dar'da-nua

Da-ri'cua

Da-ri'tre

Da-ri'tis

Da iii is

Das-cy-le'um

Dascy-li'tis

Das'cy-lus

Da'se a

Da'si-ua

Das-aa-re'tse or

Das sa-rit'H

Dat'a-mes

Dat-a-pherties

Da'than, a.

Da-the'mah, *.

Dau'ni-a

Dau'ri-ses

Debir, *.

Deb'o-rah, s.

Deb'o-rus

Dec-adu'ehi

De-cap'o-lia

De-ceb'a lus

Dec e-le'a

Dec-e-li'cum

Dec'e-lua

De-ce'ti-a

De-ci -a' nus

De-cid'i-us

Dec'i-mua

De'ci-us

Dec'u-ma

Dec-u-ma'tea

De'dan, a.

De-dan'im, *.

Ded-i tame nea

De-ha'vites, if.

De-ie'o-on

De-ic'ra-tes

De-id-a-mi'a

De-il'e-on

De-iFo-chus

De-fm'a ehus

De-i'o-ces

De-i'o-chus

De-i'o-ne

De-i-o'neus

De-i'o-pe

De-i-o pei'a

De-i-ot'a-rus

De-Iph'i-la

De-iph'o-be

De-iph'o-bus

De i pi ion

De-i-phon'tes

De-ip'y-le

De-ip'y-lui

De-ip'y-rua

Dej-a-ni'ra

De'kar, 8.

De-la'iah, *.

De'li-a

De-li'a-des

De-li'lah, a.

De'li-um

De'H-us

Del in a' ti us

Del-min'i uin

Del phi ens

Del-phin'i-um

Del-phu'sa

Djl-to'ton

De-ma'des

De-maan'e-tus

De-mag'o-ras

Dem-a-ra'ta

Dein-a-ra'tus

De-mar'chus

Dem a-re'ta

Dem-a riste

De'mas, ».

De ma'tri-a

De'me a

De-me'ter

De-me'tri-a

De me'tri-as

De-me'tri-us

Dem o-a nassa

Dem-o-ce'des

De-moch'a-rea

Dem'o-clea

Dem-o-cli'des

De-moc'o-on

De-moc'ra-tes

De-moc'ri-tus

De-mod'i-ce

De-mod'o cub

Dem-o-do'rus

De-mo'le-on

De-mo'le-os

Dern-o-nas'sa

De-mo'nax

Dem o-ni'ca

Dera-o-ni'cu9

Ddm-o-phan tua

De-moph'i-lus

Dem'o-phon

De-moph'o-on

De-mop'o-lis

Dem - op - tol ' e-

mus

De-mos'the nes

De-raos'tra-tus

De-mu'chua

Dem'y-lus

Deu-se-le'Ue

Den-ta'tus

De-od'a-tus

De-o'is

Der' be, *.

Der'bi-ces

Der-bi'ces

Der-ce'bl í

Der'ce-toorDer'-

ce-tis

Der-cyl'li-daa

Der-cyl'lua

Der'cy-los

Der'cy-nus

Der-ase'i

Der tho'na

De-ru-af-aj'i

De-su'da ba

Deu-ca'li-on

Deu ce'ti-ua

Deu'do-rix

De-u'el, s.

Deu-ri'o-pus

Dev'o-na

Dex-am'e-ne

Dex-am'e-nua

Dex-ip'pus

Dex-ith'e-a

Dex'i-us

Di-ac-o-pe'na

Di-a-cre'a

Dia cris

Di-ac-tort-dea

Di-a-du-me-ni-a'-

nus

Di-a-du'me-nus

Diae'us

Di'a-gon

Di-a-gon'das

Di-ag'o-ras

Dia'Ms

Di-allua

Di-a-raas-ti-go'-

a is

Di ana

Di-a'ni-um

Di-aph'a-nes

Di-a'ai-a

Dib-la'im, ».

Dib'lath, s.

Dib-la-tha'im, a.

Di'bon, *.

Di-bu ta-des or

Dib-u-ta'des

Di-cse'a

Di-cas-archi'a

Di cse'us

Dic-e-ar'chus

Die'o-mas

Dic-tam'num .

Dic-tid-i-en'ses

Dic-tyn'na

Did'i-us

Did'y-ma

Did-y-mfe'us

Did-y-ma'on

Did'y-me

Did'y-mum

Did'y-mus

Di-en'e-ees

Di-ea'pi-ter

Di-ge'na

Di-gen'ti-a

Di-ge'ri

Di-ip-o-li'a

Dil'e-an, a.

Di-ma'lus

Di'mon, a.

Di-mo'nah, *.

Di'nah, a.

Dl-nar'chus

Din'dy-ma

Din-dy-me'ne

Din'dy-raus

Din-ha'bah, s.

Din'i-se

Din'i-as

Di-noch'a-res

Di-noc'ra-tes

Di-nod'o-chtis

Din-o-ge-ti'a

Di-noro-chua

Di-nom'e-ne*

Di-noB'the-nes

Di-nos'tra-tua

Di-o-caa-a-re'a

(s as z)

Di-o-cle'a

Di'o-cles

Di-o-cle-ti-a'uua

Di-o-de'mus

Dio-do'rua

Di-og'e-nes

Di-o-ge-ni'a

Di-og-ne'tus

Di-o-me'a

Di-o-me'de

Di-om-e-de'a

Di-om-e-de're

Di-o-me'dea

Di-om'e-don

Di'o-mus

Dl-ome'a

Di-o'ne

Di-o-ni'cus

Di-o-nys'i-a

Di-o-ny-si'a-des

Di-o-nys'i-as

Di-o-nys'i-des

Di-o-nya-i-o-tlo'-

rus

Di-o-nys'i-on

Di-o-uy-aip'o-lia

Di-o-nys'i-ua

Di-o-n/aas

Di'o-pe

Di-oph'a-nes

Dl-o-phan'tus

Di-o-pi'thes

Dl-op'o-lis

Di-o'res

Di-o-ryc'tus

Di-os-cori-des

Di-os'co-rum

Di-oa'co-rns

Di-os-cu'ri

Di-os'pa-gc

Di-os'po-lia

Di-o-ti'me

Di-o-ti'mua

Di-ot're-phes

Di-ox-ip'pe

Di-ox-ip'pus

Di-psB'a

Diph'i-lua

Di-phort-das

Di-pcs'na

Dip'o-lia

Dip'y-lon

Dis'co-rum

Di'shaa, g.

Di'shon, s,

Dis'o-r»

Dit-i-o'nes

Dit'ta-ni

Div-i-ti'a-cua

Div-o-du'rum

Dir'o-na or Di

vo'na

Di-yl'lua

Di-za'hab, s.

Di-ze'rua

Do-be'res

Do-be'rua

Doc'i-lis

Doc-i-me'nm

Doc'i-mus

Do'cle-a

Do'da-i, g.

Do-da'nira, s.

Do-da'vah, s.

Do-dona

Dod-o-na)'uB

Do-do'ne

Do-don'I-des

Do'eg, s.

Dol-a-bel'la

Dol-i-cha'on

Dol'i-che

Dol -i-ehc'ne

Dol'i-chos

Do-H'o-nes

Do-li'o-nis

Do'li-us

Dolo-me'ne

Do-lon'ci

Dol-o-ni'a

Doro-pes

Do-lo'pl-a

Dol-o-pi'on

Dom-a-ni'tis

Dom-i-du'ca

Dom-i -du i;us

Do-mi'ti -a

Do-mi-ti-a'nua

Do-mi-tilla

Do-mi'ti-ua

Dom-not' i-num

Dom-uot'i-nus

Do-na'tus

Don-Ma'us

Do-nu'ca

Do-n/aa

Doph'kah, 8.

Do-rac'te

Dor-ce'a

Dor'ceus

Dort-cus

Do-ri-en'sea

Do-ri-e'um

Do'ri-on

Do'ri-um

Do-ros'to-lura

Do-roa'to-rum

Do-roth'e-us

Dor-aen'nus

Dor' ti cum

Dor-y-cli'das

Dor-y-lai'um

Dor'y-las

Dor-y-la'us

Do-rym'e-nes, «.

Do-ryph'o-ri

Do-rys'aus

Do-si'a-das

Do-ai'a-dea

Do-aith'e-us

Dos-se'nus

Dot'a-das

Dox-an'der

Drac'a-non or

Drac'o-non

Dra-ca'nus

Dra-con'ti dea

Drac'o-num

Dra-ho'nus

Dran-gi-a'na

Drep'a-na or

Drep'a-num

Drim'a-cua

Dri-od'o-nea

Dri-op'i-dea

Dro-mach'e-tus

Dro-mie'ua

Dro'me-as

Dro'meua

Drop'i-ci

Dru be 'tis

Dru-sil'la

Dry'a-des

Dry-an-ti'a-des

or Dry-an'ti-

des

Drj'-an-ti'des

Dry-mai'a

Dry-mo'dea

Dry-nffim'e-titm

Dry'ope

Dry-o-peia

Dry'o-pes

Dr/opis

Dryp'e-tis

Du'bria

Du-ce'ti-us

Du-il'U-a

Du-il'li-us

Du-lich'i-um

Du-lop'o-lis

Dum'no-rix

Du'ra-nus

Du'ra-to

Du'ri-us

Du-ro- cor ' to-

rum

Du-ro'ni-a

Du-ro'num

Du-roa'to-rum

Dy-a-gon'das

Dy-ar'da-nes

Dy-nue'i

Dy-nam'e-ne

Dy-nas'te

Dy-sau'les

Dya-ci-ne'tus

Dy-so'rum

Dy-so'rus

E'a-nes, «.

£-a'nus

E-ar'i-nus

£-a'si-um

Ebal, 8.

Eb'do-me

E'bed, 8.

E - ben-e'zer or

Eb-en-e'zer, «.

Eb'e-sus

E-bi-a'saph, *.

Eb'o-da

Eb'o-ra

Eb-o ra'cum

Eb-ro-du'num

E-bro'nah, *.

E-bu'die

Eb-u'ra

Eb'u-ri

Eb'u-ro

Eb-u-ro'nes

Eb-u-ro-vi'ces

Eb'u-sus

E-ca'nus, «.

Ec-bat'a-na

Ec'ce-lo

Ec'di-cua

E-che'se

Ech e-bu'lus

Ech-e-cle'a

E-chec'ra-tes

Ech-e-cra-ti'a

Kobe -die

Ech-e-da-mi'a

Ech-e-do'rus

K-chel'a-tns

Ech'e-lua

E-chem'bro-tuB

E-che'mon

Ech'e-mua

Ech-e-ne'us

Ech'e-phron

E-chep'o-lis

E-ches'tra-tus

Ech'e-tla

Ech'e-tra

Ech'e-tus

Ech i-do'rus

E-chin'a-des

E-chi'nus

Ech-i-nus'sa

E-chi'on

E-chi-on'i-des

E-chi-o'ni-us

Ech-o-po'lua

Ec'no-mos

K dar, 8.

Ed-di'as, 8.

E'der, *.

E'des, s.

E-des'aa or E-

de'sa

E'dom, s.

E-do'nea

E-do'ni

E-do'nis or Ed'-

o-nis

Ed're-i, a.

E-du'll-ca

E-du'sa

E-e'ti-on

E-ga'le-os

E-gel'o-chua

E-ge'ri-a

E-ges-a-re'tus

Eg-e-si'nua

E-gea'ta

E-ge'ta

Eg-laim, *.

Eg-na'ti-a

Eg-na'ti-us

E'hi, *.

Ehud, 8.

E-i'on

E-i'o-nes

E-i-o'neus

E'ker, *.

Ek-re'belf *.

Ek'ron, «.

E-la'dah, a.

ElaVa

E-lte'us

E-la3-u-ti'chua

El-a-gab'a-lus

E'lah, *.

Ela'is

El-a-i'tes

E'lam, 8.

El-a-mi'ta1

El-a-phi-fe'a

El-a-phi'tis

El-a-pho-ne'sus

El-a'aah

El-a-te'a

E'lath. $.

El'a-tus

Ela' ver

El'ci-a, *.

El-da'ah, s.

E'le-a

El'e-ad, s.

El-e-aleh, s.

El-e-a'sah, s.

E-le-a'tes

Kl-c-a zar. 8.

El-e-a zu'rus, 8.

E-lec'tra

Elec'tri-des

E-lec'try-on

E-lec-try-o'ne

E-le'i

El'e-leua

E'le-on

Ele-on'tum

E'leph, 8.

El-e-phan'ti-ne

or El-e-phan-

ti'ne

El-e-phan'tia

El-e-phan-toph'-

a-gi

El - e - phan - to-

the'ne

El'e-phas

El-e-phe'nor

El-eu-chi'a

E'le-ua

El-eu-sin'i-a

El-eu-si'nua

E-leu'ais

E-leu'ther

E-leu'the-ne

El-eu-the'ri-a

E - leu - ther - o-

cil'i-cea

E-len-thc ro-la-

co'nea

E-leu'the-rus

E-leu'tho

El-ha'nan, s.

E-li'ab, *.

E-li'a-da, e.

E-li'ah, 8.

E-li'ah-ba, *.

E Hakim, s.

E-li'a-H, *.

E-li'am, 8.

E-li'as, 8.

E-li'a-saph, *.

E-U'a-shib, *.

E-li'a-sib, 8.

E-Ii'asiB, *.

E-li'a-thah, 8.

El-i-ca'on

E-lic'i-us

E-li'dad, *.

E-li'el, 8.

E-li'e-nai, s.

E-li'e-zer or E-

li-e'zer, *.

E li ha ba. 8.

E-Ii'ho-reph, s.

E-UTiu, 8.

E-li'jah, *.

E-li'kah, s.

E'lim, 8.

El-i-me'a

E-li'me-lech, *.

E-lim-i-o'tia

E-li-o'e-nai, a.

E-li'o-nas, a.

E-li'phal, a.

E li'pha-let, a.

E-li'phaz, 8.

E-li'phe-leh, 8.

E-li'phedet, a.

El-i-ste'us, s.

El-i-se'us, a.

Eli'sa

E-li'sha, s.

E-li'ahah, a.

E-li'sha-mah, a.

E-li'sha-phat, a.

E-li'she-ba, a.

E-li'shu-a, *.

E-li'si-mus, a.

E-lia'sa

E-li'u, 8.

E li'za-phan, a,

E-li'zur, s.

El-ka'nah, a.

El-kosh', a.

El-la'sar, a.

El-lo'pi-a

El-mo'dam, a.

El-na'am, r

El-na'than, 8.

El'o-him, a.

E-lo'i, *.

E Ion, $.

E-lo'ne

E-lo'nis

E'loth, a.

El pa'al, *.

El pa'let. 8.

El-pa'ran, $.

El-pe'nor

El pi-nice

E-

El-teTceh, *.

El-te'kon , a.

El-to'lad, «.

E-lul, «.

El'u-sa

E-lu'zai, a.

El'y-cea

Kl-y-ma'is

El'y-mas, «.

El'y-ml

El'y-mus

El'y-rua

El'y-sa

E-lya'i-um

El-za'bad, a.

El-za'phan, a.

E-man'u-el, *.

E-ma'thi-a

Em'a-thia

Em'ba-tum

Em-bori-ma

E-mer'i-ta

Em'e-sa o

mis'sa

V. iiiims. 8.

Em-ma'us, a.

E-mo'da or E-

mo'duB

E-rao'di

Em-ped'o-cles

Em'pe-dua

Em-po'clua

Em-po'ri-a

Era-po'ri-8B

Em'pu-lum

Em-pu'sa

E-nass'i-mua

E-na're-a

En are te

En-cel'a-dus

En'che-le

En-de'ia

En'de-ra

En de'rum

En'dor, a.

En dym'i-on

En Eg la'im, a.

En'e-ti

En-gad'di, a.

En Oan'nim, a.

En Oe'di, «.

En-gon'a-sis

En gy'um

En Had'dah, 8.

En Hak-ko're, a.

En Ha'zor, a.

E-ni-en'ses

E-ni'peus

E-nis'pe

En MiBh'pat, a.

En'ni-a

En'ni-us

En'no-mua

En-noa-i-gm'us

En'o-pe

En Rim'mon, 8.

En Ro'gel, t.

En She'meah, a.

En Tan'nim, a.

En Tap-pu'ah, a.

E-ny-a'li us

E-n/o

E'o-ne

E'oa

E-o'us

E-pten'e-tus

E pam-i-non'das

Ep-an-te'ri-i

Ep'a-phraa, *.

E-paph-rodi'tus

Ep'a-phus

E-pebo-lus

Epe'i

Ep-e-ne'tus, *.

Ep-e-ti'ni

E-pe'us

E'phes Dain'-

ni i in, a.

Eph'e-aus

Eph'e-tse

Eph-i-al'tes

Eph'ial, a.

Eph'o-rua

E'phraim, 8.

Eph'ra-tah, *.

Eph'rath, *.

E'phron, a.

Eph'y-ra

Eph'y-re

Ep-i-cas'te

E-pich'a-ris

Ep-i-char'mua

Ep-i-cll'daa

Ep-ic-ne-mid'i-i

E-pic'ra-tea

Ep i-cre'ne

Ep-ic-te'tus

Ep-i-cu-re'i

Ep-1 cu'rus

Ep-i-cy'<les

Ep-1-cy-di'des

Ep-i dam mis

Ep-I-daph'rie

E-pi-dau'ri-a

Ep-i-dau'rus

E-pid'i-ua

Ep-i-do'ta;

E-pid'o-tua

E-pig'e-nes

E-pig'o-ni

E-pig'o-uus

E-pil

E-pil'a-ris

E-pim'a-chua

Ep-i-me'des

Ep-i-mel'i-des

E pim'e-nes

Ep-i-men'i-des

Ep-i-me'thens

Ep i me'this

Ep-i-ni'cus

E-pi'o ne

Ep-i-pha-ne'ft

E-piph'anes

Ep-i-pha-ni'a

Ep-i-pha'ni-us

E-pip'o-1»

E-pi'rus

E-pia'tro-phus

E pit'a-daa

Ep-i-the'ras

Ep-i-ti'mus

E-pit're-phes

E'pium

Ep'o-na

E-pon'y-mua

E-po'pe

E po'peus

Ep-o-red'o-rix

Ep'u lo

E-pyt'i-dea

Ep'y-tua

Eq-ua-jus'ta

E-<iuic'o-lus

E-quir'i-a

E-rae'a

E'ran, a.

Er-a-ai-cle'a

Era sinus

Er-a-sip'pua

Er-a-sls'tra-tus

E-ras'tus, ».

Er'a-to

Er-a-to-cli'des

Er-a-toa'the-nea

Er-a-tos'tra-tua

Er'atua

Er-chi'a

Er'e-bus

E'rech, *.

Er-ech-the'um

E-rech'theus

Er-ech thi'dif

E-rem'bi

E-re'mus

Er-e-ne'a

E re'sus(»Miii)

Er'e-sus or E-

rea'sus (<://*/)

E-re'tri-a

E-re'tum

Er-eu-tha'll-on

Erga ne

Er-gan'i ca

Er'gt-as

Er-gi'nus

Er i-bce'a

Er-i-bo'tes

Eri-cates

Er-i-ce'a

Er-1-ce'tes

E-rich'tho

Er-ich-tho'ni-ua

Er-i-cin'i-um

Er-i-cu'sa

Erid'a-nus

Er-ig-du'pus

Erig'o-ne

E-rig-o-ne'ius

Erig'o-nua

Er-i-gy'iua

Er-i-me'de

E-rin'e-os

Erin'na

Erin'nys

E-ri'nys

Er-i-o'pis

E-riph'a-nis

Er'iphus

Er-i-phy'le

Er-i-sich'thon

Er-is-the-ni'a

Er-i-ti'mus

E-ro'chus
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E-rom'e-ne

E-ros'tra-tus

E-ro'ti-a

E-ru'brus

Erx'i-as

Er-y-ci'na

Er-y-nian'this

Er-y-man'thua

Er'y-mas

E rym'neus

Er-ys-the'a

Er-y-the'a or Er-

y-thi'a

Er-y-thi'ni

E-ryth-ra-bo'lus

Er-y-thrie

Er>thras

E-ryth'ri-on

E-ryth'ros

E-sa'ias, a.

E ■ ■ ir Had'don,*.

E'sau, a.

Es-dra-e'lon, a.

Ea-dre'lon, a.

Es'e-bon, #.

E se'bri-aa, a.

E'sek, a.

Esh-ba'al, a.

E ahe-an, a.

K'shear, 8.

E*h ta'ol, a.

Edh-te-mo'a or

Esh-tem'o-a, a.

Es-ma-chi'ah, s.

E-ao'ra, a.

Es quil'i-ie

Es-qui-li'nus

Ea-sed'o-nea

Ei-ae'ni

Es'su-i

Eat'ha-ol, a.

Es'ther(£A = ()»»•

Es-ti :>;'a

Ea-ti-ao-u'tia

Ea'u-la

E'tam, s.

E-te'o-cles

E-te'o-clns

Et-e-o-cre/t»

Etc o'neus

E-te-o-ni'cua

E-te-o'nua

E'thaiu, a.

E'than, a.

Eth-ba'al, a.

E-the'lus

E-the'nion

Ether, s.

E-tru'ri-a

E-trua'ci

Et'y-lua

Eu a^o ras

Eu-bi'o-tus

Eu'bi-us

Eu-bce'a

Eu-bo'i-cus

Eu'bo-taa

Eu-bo'tea

Eu-bu'le

Eu-bu'Udes

Eu-buiua

Eu-cli'des

Eu'cra-tes

Eu-crat'i-das

Eu'cri-tus

Euc-te'nion

Eu daemon

Eu-dam'i-das

Eu'da-mua or

Eu-damns

Eu-de'mus

Eu-do'ei-a

Eu-doc'i-mus

Eu-do'ra

Eu-do'rua

En-dox'i-a

Eu-dox'us

Eti'dro-mua

Eu-el-ge'a

Eu-el'pi-des

Eu em'e-rus

Eu-e'nor

En-e'nua

Eu-es'pe-ria

Eu-e'the

Eu-ga'ne-i

Eu-ge'ni-a

Eu geni-ura

Eu-ge'ni-us

Eu'ge-on

Eu-gi'a

Eu-hem'e-rua

Eu-hyd'ri-um

Eu-lim'e-ne

Eu'ma-chos

Eu-mte'us

Eu-me'des

Eu-me'lis

Eu-me'liia

Eu'me-nes

Eu-me-ni'a

Eu-men'i-des

Eu-mi'de

Eu-mi'des

Eu-mol'pe

Eu-mol'pi-dae

Eu-mol'pus

Eu-mon'i-des

Eu-na'pi-us

Eu-ne'ua

Eu-ni'ce

Eu-ni'cua

Eu-no'rai-a

Eu'no-mus

Eu-nones

Eu'no-ua

Eu-o'di'aa, a.

Eu'o-dus

Eu-on'y-mos

Eu'oraa

Eu-pal'a-mus

Eu'pa-tor

Eu-pa-to'ri-a

Eu'pe-lua

En'pha-ea

Eu-phan'tus

Eu-phenie

Eu-phe'mua

Eu-phor'bus

Eu-pho'ri-on

Eu-phnn'ne-tus

Eu-phra'nor

Eu-phra'tea

Eu-phroa'y-ne

Eu-pi'thes

Eu-plae'a

Eu pol'e-mus, a.

Eu'po-lis

Eu-pom'pua

Eu-re'ia

Eu-ri-a-nas'&a

En-rip'i-dea

Eu -ri pus

Eu-ro-aq'ui-Io

Eu-roc'ly-don

Eu-ro'mus

Eu-ron'o-tua

Eu-ro'pa

Eu-ro-pse'us

Eu-ro'pas

Eu-ro-pe'a

En-ro'pua

Eu-ro'taa

Eu-ro'to

Eu-r/a-le

Eu-ry'a-lus

Eu-ryb'a-tes

Eu-ryb'i-a

Eu-ry-bi'a-des

Eu-ryb'i-us

Eu-ryb'o-tua

Eu ry-cle'a

Eu-ry-cli'deB

Eu-ryc'ra-tes

Eu ry-crat'i-das

En-ryd'a-raaa

Eu-ry-dam'i-daa

Eu-ry-de'mus

Eu-ryd'i-ce

Eu-ry-e'lus

Eu-ry-ga-ni'a

Eu-ryl'e-on

Eu-ryl'o-chus

Eu-rym'a-chus

Eu-ry-me'de

Eu rym'e-don

Eu-rym'e-nae

Eu-rym'e-nes

Eu-ryn'o-rae

Eu-ryn'o-mus

Eu - ryp - tol ' e-

mua

Eu-ryp'y-le

Eu-ryp'y-lus

Eu-rys'the nea

Eu-rys-then'i-dse

Eu rys'theus

Eu-ryt'e-te

Eu-ryt'e-le

Eu-ry-ti'mus

Eu-ryt'i-on

Eu'ry-tla

Eu'ry-tua

Eu'se-bes

I .', I ! ■ ■ B ' 1 ' I ■ . 1 (a

woman)

Eu-se-bi'aifactfj/)

Eu-se'bi-us

Eu-se'ne

Eu-ao'rus

Eu-sta'thi-us

EtiB'tlie-nes

Eu-tel'i-das

Eu-ter'pe

Eu-tha'li-us

Eu-the'nse

Eu'thi-as

Eu-thyb'o-Iua

Eu'thy-cles

Eu-thyc'ra-tea

Eu-thy-de'mua

Eu-thy in us

Eu-thyn'o-us

Eu-trap'e-lua

Eu-tre'ais

Eu-tro'pi-ua

Eu'ty-chea

En tych'i-des

Eu'ty-chus, a.

Eux'e-non

Eux'e-nus

Eux-i'nua Fun'-

tua

Enx-ip'pe

Eux-yn'the-tua

E-vad'ne

Ev'a-gea

Ev'a-gon

E-vagr'o-raa

E-vag'o-re

E-van'der

E-van'ge-lua

Ev-an-gor'i-dea

E-van'thea

E-var'chua

E-vel'thon

E-ve'nor

E-ve'nua

E ver'ge-taa

E-ver'ge-tes

Ev-ea-pert-des

E'vil Me-ro-

dach, 8.

E-vip'pe

E-vip'pns

Ex-a'di-ua

Ex asn'e-tus

Ex se'the8

Ex-ag'o-nua

Ex'o-le

Ex-om'a~tiB

Ex-quil'i-a

E'zar, *.

Ez'ba-i or Ez'-

bai, «.

Ez-e-chi'as, s.

Ez-e-ki'aa, «.

E-ze'ki-el, «.

E'zel, 8.

E'zem, 8.

E'zel-, 8.

Ez-e-ri'aa, s.

E-zias, *.

E'zi-ooGe'ber.g.

F.

Fa-ba'ri-a

Fab'a-ria

Fa'bi-a

Fabi-a'nl

Fa'bi-i

Fa'bi-ua

Fab-ra-te'ri-a

Fa-brie' i-us

Fac-e-li'na

Fajs'u-lae

Fal-cid'i-a

Fa-Ie'ri-a

Fa-le'ri-i

Fal-e-ri'na

Fa-ler'nua

Fa-lia'ci

Fa-lia'cua

Fan'ui-a

Fan'ni-i

Fan'ni-UB

Far'fa-rua

Far'ai-na

Fas'ce-lis

Fas-cel'li-na

Faa'ci-nus

Faus ti'na

Faua-ti'nus

Fans' ti- Us

Faus'tu-lus

Fa-ven'tia

Fa-ve'ri-a

Fa-vo'ni-us

Fav-o-ri'nus

Feb'ru-a

Fe lic'i-tas

Fe'lix. $.

Fel'si-na

Fen-es-tel'la

Fer-en-ti'num

Fe-ren'tum

Fe-ro'nI-a

Fes-cen-ui'nus

Fes'cu-1«

Fi-bre'nus

Fi-cul'ne-a

Fl-de'na or Fi

Fide na'tea

Fi-den'ti-a

Fid-en-ti'nus

Fi'dea

Fi-dic'u-lae

Fim'bri-a

Fir'mi-ns

Fis-cel'lua

Fla-cil'la

Fla-min'i-a

Fla-min'i-us

Fla'vi-a

Fla-vi-a'num

Fla-vi'na

Flavin'i-a

Fla-vi-o-bri'ga

Fla'vi-us

Fla-vo'na

Flo-ren'ti-a

Flo-ri-a'nua

Flu-o'ni-a

Folia

Fon-ta'nus

Fon-te'ia

Fon-te'ins

For'mi-tB

For-mi-a'nura

For-tu'na

For-tu-na'tus, *.

For'u-li

Fre-gel'la

Fre-ge'naa

Freu-ta'ni

Frig'i-dua

Fris'i-i

Fron-ti'nua

Fru'si-no

Fn'ci-nua

Fu-fld'i-us

Fu'fl-us

Ful-cin'i-us

Ful'fu-la3

Ful-gi-na'tes

Ful'vi-a

Ful'vi-us

Fun-da'nna

Fn'ri-a

Fu'ri-aa

Fu'ri-i

Fu-ri'na

Fu-ri'niB

Fu'ri-us

Fur'ni-us

Fn'si-a

Fu'ai-ua

G.

Oa'al. 8.

Ga'ash. 8.

Ga'ba, «.

Ga-ba'el, a.

Gab'a-la

Gab'a-les

Gab'a-U

Gat>'a-za

Gab'bai, *.

Gab'ba-tha, a.

Ga-be'ne

Ga-bi-e'ne

Ga-bi-e'nuB

Ga'bi-i

Ga-bi'na

Ga-bin'i a

Ga-bin-i-a'nus

Ga-bin'i-ua

Ga-bi'nua

Ga'bri-as, «.

Gabriel, *.

Gad'a-ra

Gad'a-renea, 8.

Gad'di, s.

Gad-di'el, *.

Ga'des

Ga'di. 8.

Ga-di'ra

Gad-i-ta'nus

Gffi-o'nas

Gie-sa'tie

Gietu'Ji

Gjb tuli-a

Gaj-tu'li-cua

Gse-ze'tas

Ga'ham, 8.

Ga'har, a.

Gu'ius, 8.

Gala-ad, i.

Gal ac-toph'a-gi

Ga'lal. 8.

Ga-lan'thia

Gal'a-ta

Gal'a-tw

Gal-a-te'a

Ga-la'ti-a

Gal-a'ti-a, 8.

Gal'a ton

Ga-Iax'1-ua

Gal'bula

Ga-Ie'ed, 8.

Ga-le'uus

Ga-le-o'taa

Ga-le'ri-a

Ga-le'ri-ns

Ga le'sua

Gal-ga'la, a.

Gal-i-lsa'a

Gal'i-lee, a.

Gal'li-a

Gal-li-ca'nua

Gal-lic'i-nus

Gal'li-cus

Gal-li-e'nus

Gal'lim, a.

Gal-11'na

Gal-li-na'ri-a

Galli-o, 8.

Gal-lip'o-liB

Gal-li'ta

Gal-lo-gne'ci-a

Gal-lo'ni-us

Ga-ma'el, 8.

Ga-ma'li-elt s.

Gam-bre'um

Ga-me'lt-a

Gani-ma'dim, a.

Ga'mul, 8.

Gan-dari'Uo

Gan-da-ri'tis

Gan-gar'i-dffi

Gan-gar'i-des

Gan-ge'tis

Gan-nas'eus

Gan-y-rae'de

Gan-y-me'des

Gaph'a-ra

Gar' a ina

Gar-a-man'tes

Gar-a-man'tis

Gar'a-mas

Ga-re'a-t»

Ga'reb> *.
Gar-garnus

Gar-garphi-a

Gar'ga-ra

Gar-gar'i-dse

Gar'ga-rus

Gar-get'tus

Ga-ri'tea

Gar'i-zim, a.

Ga-rnm'na

Gaah'mu, a.

Ga'tam, a.

Ga'the-se

Ga-the'a tas

Gau-ga-me'la

Gau-ra'nus

Ga'ua or Ga'oa

Ga'za, 8.

Gaz-a-ce'ne

Ga-za'ra, a.

Gazer, a.
Ga-zerra, a.

Ga'zez, a.

Ga-zo'rus

Gaz'zam, a.

Ge'ba, a.

Ge'bal, a.

Ge-ben'na

Ge'ber, a.

Ge'bim, a.

Ged-a-li'ah, a.

Ge'der, a.

Ge-de'rah, a.

Ge-de'roth, «.

Ged-e-ro-tlia'ini,

Ge'dor, a.

Ge-dro'si

Ge-dro'si-a

Ge-ga'ni-i

Ge-ha'zi, a.

Ge-i-du'ni

Ge-la'ni

Ge-la'nor

Ge-li'loth, s.

Gel'li-a

Gel'li-as

Gel'li-us

Ge'lo or Ge'lon

Ge-lo'i

Ge-mal'li, s.

Ge ma-ri'ali, *.

Gem'i-ni

Ge-min'i-ua

Ge'na-bum

G« nau' m

Ge-ne'tes

Ge-ne'ra

Ge-ne'aar, a.

Ge-ni'sus

Gen-nea'a ret, a.

Gen-ne'us, «.

Gen'se-ric

Gen'ti-ua

Gen'u-a

Gc-uu'bath, a.

Ge-nu'ci us

Ge-nu'ms

Gen'u-sus

Gen'y-sua

Ge-ora'o-ri

Ge'on, a.

Ge-phy'ra

Geph-y-ne'i

Ge-phy'rea

Geph-y-ro'te

Gep'i-d»

Ge'ra, a.

Ge-rees'tua

Ger-a-ne'a

Ge-ra'ni-a

Ge-ran'thrsB

Ge'rar, a.

Ger'a-sa

Ge-ras'i-mus

Ge-re'a

Ge res'tl-cus

Ger'ge-senes, a.

Ger-gi'thes

Ger-gi'thua

Ger-go'bi-a

Ge-ri'sa

Ger'i-zim, a.

Ger'ma-lus

Ger-ma'ni-a

Ger-man'i-cus

Ger-ma'nus

Ger-on-te'ua

Ge-ron'thne

Ger-rhe'ni-anB,a.

Ger1shorn, a.

Ger'Bhon, a.

Ge'ry-onawfGe-

ry'o-nea

Ge'sheni, a.

Ge'shur, a.

Gesh'u-ri, s.

Ge-Bith'o-us

Ges-so-ri'a-cum

Ges'sus

Ge'ther, a.

Geth-o-U'aa, a

Geth-sem'a ne^-

Get'i-cus

Ge-tu'li-a

Ge-u'el, *.

Ge'zer, a.

Gi'ah, 8.

Gib'bar, a.

Gib'be-thon, a.

Gib'e-a, a.

Gib'e-ah, a.

Gib'e-ath, a.

Gib'e-on, a.

Gid-dal'tl, a.

Gid'del, a.

Gid'e-on, a.

Gid-e-o'nl, a.

Gl'dom, a.

Gf-go'nua

Gi'hon, a.

Gil'a-lai, «.

Gil-bo'a, a.

Gil'e-ad. a.

Gil'gal, a.

Gi loh, a.

Gim'zo, 8.

Gi'nath, a.

Gin da lies

Gin-gu'num

Gin'ne-thon, a.

Gip'pi-UB

Gir'ga-shites, a.

Gis'pa, 8.

Git'tahHe'pher,

8.

Git-ta'im, a.

Gi'zon-ite. a.

Glan-do-me'rum

Glaph'y-re

Glaph'y-rua

Glau'ci-a

Glau'ci-dcs

Glau-cip'pe

Glau-cip'pus

Glau-cou'o-nie

Glau-co pis

Glau'ti-as

Glyc'e-ra

Gly-ce'ri-um

Gne-sip'puB(n^ )

Gni'do (ni')

Gni'dus(ni'duB)

Gno-sid'i-cus

(no)

Gnoa'si-a

Go'ath, a.

Go'bry-aa

Go'Ian, 8.

Golgotha, 8.

Go-li'ah, a.

Go-li'ath, a.

Go'mer, a.

Gom-o-li'Ue

Gom'o-ra

Go-raor'rah, a.

Go-na'tas

Gon'gy-lus

Go ni a-des

Gonip'pus

Gon-o-es'sa

Go-nus'sa

Gor-di-a'nus

Gor-di-e'ura

Gor-diu-co'me

Gor'di-um

Gor'di-ua

Gor-di-u-ti'chus

Gur'ga-sus

Gor'gi-as

Gorgi-as, a.

Gor'go-na

Gor'go-nes

Gorgo'ni-a

Gor-go'paa

Gor-goph'o ne

Gor-goph'o ra

Gor-go'pis

Out gyth'i-on

Goi-'tu-a)

Gor ty'naorGor-

ty'ne

Gor-tyn'i-a

Go shen, «.

Go'thi

Go-thi'ni

Goth-o-li'as. a.

Go-tho'ues

Go-thon'i-el, a.

Gra'ba, a.

Gra-di'vus

Gree'ci-a

Grse ci'nus

Gne-cos'ta-sis

Gra'ius

Gra-jn'ge-iiae

Gra-ni'cua

Gra'ni-us

Gra-te'aa In'su-

las

Grati-a;

Gra-ti-a'nus

Gra tid'i-a

Gra'ti-on

Gra'ti-us

Gra'vi-i

Gra-vis'cai

Gra'vi-ua

Gre-go'ri-us

Gro ne'a

Gry-ne'um

Gry-ne'nsMwo/

to)

Gry'neus(oCtJt-

iaur)

Ory-iki'um

Gud-go'dah, a.

Gu'ni. 8.

Gy'a ra

Gy'a-rus

Gy'a ros

Gy-ga)'us

Gyl-a-ce'a

Gy-lip'pus

Gym-ne'tes

Gy-nte-co-thoe-

nai

Gyr-to'na

Gy-the'uin

H.

Ha-a-hash-ta'ri

orUa-a-habir-

ta-ri, a.

Ha-ani'mo nai,*.

Ha ba'iah, a.

Ha bak'kuk, *.

Hab-a-zi-ni'ah^t

Hab'i-tus

Ha'bor, s.

Ha-cha-li'ah, *

Ha-chi'lah, a.

Hach mo'ni, a.

Ha'dnd,*.

a It r /

Ha'dad Rim'.

mon, *.

Ha'dar, a.

Ha-dar-e'zer, a.

Hada'Bhah, «.

Ha-daa'ftah, j.

Ha dst tab, a,

Ha'did, a.

nad'lai, a.

Ha do'ram. *.

Had'racb, *.

Ha-dri a-uop'o-

lis

Ha-dri-a'mis

Ha dri-at'i turn

Had-ru-nie'tum

Had y-le'us

Ha* bu'des

Haj me'ra

Hieni'one*

Hae-nio'ni-a

Hajmon'i-dcs

Hre-mos'tra-tus

Ha'gab, *.

Ha ga'bah or

Hag'a-bah, ».

Ha'gar, #.

Hagar-eaes, i

Hagga-i. 8.

Hag'ge ri, a.

Hag'gi, *.

Hag-gi'ah, *.

Uaggith, *.

Hag-nag'o-ni

ila i, a.

Hak'ka-tan. i.

Hak'koz, ■•

Ha-ku'ph.i, *.

Halaj'aus and

Hale ms

Ha'lab, a.

Ha'lak, i.

Ualala

Ual-cy'o-ne

Ha-le'sa

Ha-le'sus

1 lalluil, i

Ha'li, a.

Ha'li-a

Ha li-aoninti

Ha-li Eee-Uifi

Ha li-artus

Hal-i-car-aaa -

sua

Ha-lic'y-se

Ha-li-me'de

Hal-ir-rho Uu-«

Hal-i-ther»»

Ha-li'um

Ha'li-ua

Hal-i-zo'nes

Hal-lo'esh, ^.

Hal-mooes

Halniy-dessus

Hal'my-ri*

Ha lo a

Ha-loc'ra-tes

Ha-lo'hesh, a.

Ha lone

Hal on ue'sus

Ha ly at' tee

Ha-ly'cus

Halys

Hama-dr/ade*

Ha-mad'rya5

Ha'man. a.

Ham-ar-tolus

Uu'math, a.

Ha'math 2Vi-

hah, 8.

Ha inax' itus

Ham-ax-o'bi i

Ha-milcar

Ha milla

Ham'i tal, a.

Ham mah-le

koth, $,

Ham'math, a.

Ham mc-da'tiia.

8,

Ham-mo-le'-

keth, 0.

llam'molh Dot.

a.

ITa'mon Gog, i

Ila'iuur, a.

Ha-mu'el, a.

Hn-mu'tal, «.

Ua-nam'e-el, a.

Ha'nau. a.

Ha mine-el, a

Ha-na'ni, «.

Han a-ni'ah. i

Han'nah. *

j Hiiii'na-Uion, a.

' Han'ni Vial

Eu-ma'ras I Haii ni' el. a.Eu-tw'a Ha'dad E'zer, a.Fe-re'tri-ua Gua'ti-aGa hu'sua Gem'i-nus
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Hanoi h. f. Heb'do-rae Hel'vi-us Her-o-di'um Hip'pa-BUs Hoph'ra, ft. Hyp-e-ri'on Id'do, *.

Ha'nan, jr. He'ber, *. Hel'y-mua He-ro-do'rua Hip'pi-a Ho rain. «. Hyp-erm-ues'tra I-de'ra

Ha-pha-ra'im, s. He-be'sus He'mam, ft. He-rod'o-tus Hip'pi-as Hor-a-pol'lo Hyp-er-och'i-des I-dis-ta-vi'&us

Haph r.i iui, «. Heb'ri-nus Heman, ft. He-ro-du'luB Hip'pi-us Ho ra'ti-a Hy-per'o-chus I-dom'e-ne

Ua'ra, «. He-brom'a gus He'matb, <. He-ro'ea Hip-pob'o-tes Ho-ra'ti-us H.V Ji1j:c US I-dom'e-neuB

Ha-ra'dan, ft Heb'ron, «. He-ma'thi-on He-ro'is Hip-pob'o-tum Ho'reb, ft. Hyph-an-te'on I-do'the-a

Ha'ran, *. He'brus Hem'dan, ft. He-rophi-la Hip-pob'o-tus Ho'rem, ft. Hy-pi'ron I-dri'eiiB

Har-bo'nah, ft. He-bu'des Hem-e*roa-co- He-roph'i-Ie Hip po-cen-tau'- Hor Ha-gid'gad, Hy-pob'a-rus I-du'be-da

Ha'reph, *. Hec'a-le pi'um He-roph'i-lua ri ft. Hyp-o-the'bai I till el, ft.

Ha'reth, ft Hec-a-me'de He-mic'y-nes He roa'tra-tus Hip-po-cli'des Ho'ri, «. Hyp-o-the'c® I-du-mee'a

Harha'iah, --■
Hec-a Las'us He-mith'e-a Her-sil'i-a Hip-po-co'me Ho'rim, ft. Hyp-se'a 1-du'me and Id

Har has, «. Hec'a-te He-mo'dua Her'u-U Hip-poc'o-ou Hor'mah, ft. Hyp-se'la unii',1

liar hur, ft. Hec'a-to He-mo'na He'aed, «. Hip-po-co-rys'- Hor-mis'das Hyp-se'nor I-d/ia

Ha'rim. ft. Hec-a to-do'9U9 He'na, 8. Hesh'bon, «. tea Hor-o-iia'ini, ft Hyp'seus 1 ■ !:''

Ha rip li, ft. Hec-a-tom'po lis He-na'dad, & Hesh'mon, ft. Hip-poc'ra-tes Hor-ta'num Hyp-si-era-te'a 1 L'al, ft.

Har-ma te'li-a Hec-a-tom'py- Hen'e-ti He-si'o-dua Hip po-cra-ti'a Hor-ien'ai-a Hyp-aic'ra-tes Ig-da-li'ab, s.

Har'ma-thus los He-ni'o-chi He-Bi'o-ne Hip-po-cre'ne Hor-ten'ai-us Hyp-sip'y-le Ig'e-al

II ar in en-up u Hec-a-ton-ne'ai He-ni-o-chi'a He-ai'o-nes Hip-pod'a-mas Ho'sah, s. Hyr-cani-a Ig-na'ti-us

lni Hec-te'naj He'noch, ft. Hea-pe'ri-a Hip-pod'a-me Ho-se'a, «. Hyr*ca'mim Ig-ne'tes

Har-mo'di-us Hec'u-ba He-phica'ti-a Hea-per'i-des and Hip-po- Ho-sha'iah or Ma're I-gu'vi-um

Har-mo'ni-a Hec'y-ra Heph-sBS-ti'a-dtJS Hea'pe-ria da- 1 n i' a Hosh-a-i'ah, s. Hyr-ca'nus I'im, s.

Har-inon'i-dea Hed-o-naVum He-pheea'ti-o Hea-pe-ri'tis Hip pod'a-mua Ho-8ha'maf s. Hyr'i-a I'je Ab'a-rim, «.

Har-mos'y-ni Hed'o-no He-phrea'ti-on Hea'pe-rus Hip-pod'o-ce Ho ahe'a, ft. Hyr-i-e I'jon, «.

Har-moth'o-e Hed'u-es He-phcas-to-do'- lies' ron, ft. Hip-pod'ro-muB Hob til'i-a Hyrt-eus Ik'kesh, ft.

Har'mo-zon Hed'u-i rus Hes'ti-a Hip'po-la Hos-tii'i-UB Hyr-mi'na I'lai, 8.

Har-ne'pher, *. Hed'y-lus He'pher, «. Hes ti-aj'a Hip-pol'o-chua Ho'tham, ft. Hyr-mi'ne Il-a-i'ra

Ha'rod, *. He-dym'e-le* Heph'zi-bah, ft. Hes-ti-o nes Hippol'y-te Ho'than, ft. Hyr'ne-to and Il-e*a'te5

Ha-ro'eh. ft. Ue'gai or Heg'a- Hep-ta-pho'nos He-aych'i-ua Hip-pol'y tus Ho'thlr, «. Hyr'ne-tho Il-e-ca'o-nes

Ha-ro'sh^th, *. 1, ft. Hep-tap'o-lis Heth'lon, *. Hip-pom' a-ebus Huk'kok, 8. Hyr-tac'i-des I-ler-da

Har-pagi-dea He'ge, 8. Hep-tap'o-rua He-tric'u-lum Hip-pom'e-dim Hul'dah, «. Hyr-ta-ci'oa 11 er-ge'tes or 11-

Har'pa-gua He-gel'o-chus Hep-tap'y-loa He tru'ri-a Hip-pom-e-du'sa Hum tali. ft. Hyr'ta-cus er'ge-tae

Har'pa-lua He-ge'mou Hep-ta-yd'a-ta Hex-ap'y-lum Hip-pom'e-ne Hun-ne-ri'cus Hys'i-aa Ilia

Har-pal'y-ce Heg-e-si'a-nax Her-a-cle'a Hez'e ki. «. Hip-pom'e-nea Hu'pbam, <. Hys-tas'pes I-U'a-cus

Hap-pal'y-cus He-ge'si-as He-rac-le-o'tea Hez-e-ki'ah, ft. Hip-po-mol'gi Hup'pah, 8. Ili'a-des

Har'pa-aa He-ges-i-bu'lu* Her'a-cles He'zi-ou, «. Hip-po'na Hu'rai, ft. ll'i-aa

Har'pa-sus Heg-e-sU'o-ehua He-ra-cle'um He'zir, *. Hip-po'nax Hu'ram, «. L Il-l-en'ses

Har-poc'ra-tea Heg-e-sin'o-ua Her-a-cli'dic Hez'rai or Hez'- Hip-po-ne'sua Hu'ri, ». Il'i-on

Har-p/i-a Heg-e'ai-nus Her-a-cli'des ra i, ft. Hip-po-ni-a'tea Hu shall, ft. I'a Il-i-o'na

Har-p/i-as Heg-e-aip'pus Her-a*cli'tua Hez'ron, s. Hip-po-ni'cus Hu'shal, c. I-ac'chus I li o-neiis

Har'sha, ft. Heg-e-alp'y-lo He-racli-us or Hi ar'baa Hip-pon'o-e Hu'aham, «. I-a'der I IJB'SUS

Haru'des Heg-e-sis'tra-tus Her-a-cli'us Hiber-ni-a Hip-pon'o-us Hu'ahim, ft. I-ad'e-ra Il-i-thy'ia

Ha'rum. ft. He-ge'tor He-raj'a Hi-be'rua Hip-poph'a-gi Hu'zoth, «. I-ale'mus Ilium or II ion

Ha-ru'tnaph, s. Heg-e-torl-des He-no'um Hic-e-ta'on Hip-pop'o-des Huz'zab, ft. I-al'me-nus Il-lib'a-nus

Har'u-pb.ite, ». Hu'lah, *. Her-bes'aus Hic'e-taa Hip-pos'tra-tua Hy-a-cin'thi-a I-al'y-aua Il-lib'e-ria

Ha'ruz, ft. He'lam, s. Her-be'aus Hid'da-1, s. 11 ip pot a ties Hy-a-cin'thua I-am'be Il-lip'u-la

Ha-sa-di'ah, s. Hel'bah, ft. HerTii-ta Hid'de-kel, «. Hip'po-tw H/a-des I-am'bli-chus Il-li-tur'gia

Has by to Hel'bon, «. Her-ce'aa H i el, ft Hip'po-tas or Hyag/nia

Hy'a-le

I-am'e-nua Il-lyr'i-a

Haa'dru bal Hel-chi'ah, ft. Her-ca-la'neum Hi-emp'aal Hip'po-tea I-am'i-dje Il-lyKi-cum

Has-e-nu ah. s. Hel-chi'as, s HeKcu-lea Hie ra (island) Hip poth'o-6 Hy-a-me'a I-a-ni'ra Il-lyr'i-cus

Hash-a-bi'ah, x. Hel'dai or Hel'- Her-cu'le-ura Hi-e'ra (person) Hip-poth'o-on Hy-am-pe'a I -an' tho Il'ly-ria

Ha-shah'nah, s. da-i, ft. Her-cu'Ie-ua Hi-e-ra-co'me Hip poth-o-on'- Hy-am'po lis I-an-the'a n-lyr-i-oj

Ha-shab-ni'ah,ft. He'leb, ft. Her-cy'na Hie rapo lis tis Hy-an'tes I-a'on I-lo't»

Hash-ba-da'na,*. He'led, «. Her-cyn'i-a Hi'e-rax Hip-poth'o-ua Hy-an'tis jl-a'o-nea Il-ur-ge'a

Ha'shem, «. He'lek, ft. Her-do'ni-a Hie re'el, ft Hip-po'ti-on Hy-a-pe'a 'i-a-pet'i-des I-lyr'gis

Hash-mo'nah, g. He'lem, «. Her-do'ni-ua Hi-er-e'lus, «. Hip-po-tox'o-tffl Hy-ar-bi'ta 1 ape ti-on'i-deB I-mach'a-ra

Ha'shab, ft. Hel'e-na He-ren'ni-us Hi-e-re'motb, ft Hip-pu'ris Hyb'e-la I-ap'e-tUB

IVpis

I-ma'ua

Ha-shu'bah, ft. Hel-e-ni'us He'res, ft. Hie res Hip-pu'rus Hyb're-as Im'ba-rua

Ha'shum, #. He-le'nor He'reah, ft. Hi'e-ri Hi'rah. s. Hy bri'a-nes I-ap'o des Im-braa'i-des

Ha-shu'phab, s. Hel'e-nus He-rillua Hi er'i-chus Hi'ram, s. Hyc'ca-ra I-a-pyd'i-a Im'bra-sus

Has'rah, ft. He/le-on Her'i-lua H i er'ma*, ft. Hir-ca'uus, *. Hyd'a-ra Ia-p/ges Im'bri-ua

Uas-se-na'ah. *. He'leph, 8. Her'ma-chua Hi'e ro Hir-pi'ni Hy-dar'nes I-a-pyg'i-a Im-hriv i-um

Has'shub, ft. He-ler'ni Lu'oiia Her-niag'o-ras Hi-e-ro-c»8 a- Hir-pi'iius Hy-das'pes I-a'pyx Im'lah, «.

Ha-su'pha, ft. He'lez, s. Her-man'di-ca re'a (« as z) Hir'ti-us Hyd ra-o'tes I-ar'bas Im'mah, *.

Ha'taoh, *. He'Ii-a Her-man-du'ri Hi-e-ro-ce'pi-a His'pa-lis Hyd're-a I-ar-bi'ta Iin-niau'ii-el, ft.

Ha-te'ri-us He-H'a-des Her-man'Di Hi-e-ro-ce'pis His-pa'ni-a Hy-dre'la I-ar'cbas Im'mer, c.

Ha'thath, ft He-li-as'Uu Her-inan i i'Ii is Hi-e ro-ce'ryx HiB-pa'nus Hy-droch'o-us I-ar'da-nis Im'na, «.

Ha-ti'pha or Hel-i-ca'on Her-maph'i-lus Hi e-ro-cle'a His-pel'luui Hy-dru'sa I-as'i-des Iin'nah, ft.

Hat'i-pha, «. Hel'i-ce Her-maph-ro- Hi-er'o-cles Hia pul'la H/e-la I-a'si-on Im'o-la

Ha-ti'ta, ft. Hel'i-con di'tus Hi-e-ro-du'li Hia-ti-aVa Hy'e-le I-a'sis I in I ah. ft

Hat-ta'a-voh, *. Hel-i-co-ni'a-ilea Her'mas, *. Hi-e-ro-du'lnm Hia-ti-as-o'tia Hy-emp'sal I-a'si-us Im'ri, ».

Hat'til, *. Hel-i-co'nis Her-ma-tho'na Hi-er-om ne- Hia ti-w'ua Hy-et'tus I'a-sus Iu'a-chi

Hat'tush, ft. Hel-i-me'na Her-rae'as nion Hia'tri-a Hy-ge'a I-ax-am'a tse I-na'chl-a

Halfran, ft. Hel'i-mus Her'rae-rus Hi-er-om-nem'- Ha rite, «. Hy-ge'ia I-be'ri I-nach'i-dae

HaWi-lah, s. He-U-o-du'rus Her-me'si-a-nax

Hl-e-ro ne'aos

o-uea Hi'vite, « Hy-gi'a I-be'ri-a I-nach'i-dea

Ha'voth Ja'ir, x He-li-o-gab'alus Her-mi'as Hiz-ki'ah, s. Hy-gi'nua I-bert-cus I-na'chi-um

Ha-za'el or Ha/.'- He'll-on Her-miii'i-ua Hi e-ron'i-ca Hiz-ki'jah, *. Hy-lac'i-des I-be'rus In'a-chus

a-el. *. He-li-op'o-Iis Her-mi'nus (Lex) Ho'bab, *. Hy-lac'tor IbTiar, s. I nari-me

Ha-za'iah, ft. He'li-oa Her-mi'o-ne Hi-e-ro-ni'caj Ho'bah, «. Hy-las' ua Ih'le-am, s. In'a-rus

Ha'zar Ad'dar,*. He-lis'aon Her-rai'o-nes Hi-er o-ni'cea Ho ba'iah, «. Hyla'taj 1 li ne'iali, 8. In-ci-ta'tos

Ha'zar E'nan.*. He'li-us Her-mi-ou'i-cus Hi-e-ron'y-mus Ho-da'iah, 8. Hy-le'a Ib'ri, «. In-da-thyr'sus

Ha'zar Gad'dah, He-lbr/us Si'dus Hi-e roph'i-lus Hud-a-vi'ah, *. Hyl'i-ca Ib'y-cua In-dib'i-lis

8. Hel'kai.*. Her-mi'o-nia Hi e-ro-sol'y-ma Ho'desh, ft. Hyli-cus Ib'zan, «. lu'di-cua

Ha'zar Hat-ti'- Hel'kath Her-mip'piis Hig gai'on, 8. Ho-de'vah, *. Hy-loti'o-me I-ca'ri-a In-dig'e-tffi

con, ft. Hjl'kath Haz- Her-moch'a-rea Hil a-i'ra Ho-di'ah, 8. Hy-loph'a-gi 1-ca'ri-oa In-dig'e-teB

Ha'zar Ma'veth, zu'rim, r Her'mo-clea Hila'ri-a Ho-di'jah, 8. Hym-e-nBo'us Ic'a-rus In-di ge'tes (a

«. Hel-ki'as, s. Her-mo-cli'des Hil-a-ri'nus Hog'lah, «. Hy-met'tus Ic'ci ua people)

Ha'zar Shu'al, ft. Hel'bvda Her-mo-cop'i-da) Hi-la'ri-o Ho'ham, ft. Hy-o'pe Ic'e-loa Indu-ci-o-ma'-

Ha'zar Su'sah,*. Hel-lan'i-ce Hur-moc'ra-tes Hi-la'ri-us Hoi o-fer'nes, «. Hy-paVpa Ie'e-lus rus

Ha'zar Su'sim.K. Hel-la-ni'cus Her-raoc're-on Hi'len, *. no'lon, s. Hyp'a-nis I-ce'ni In-gasv'o-nes

Haz'a-zon Ta'- HeMa-noc'ra-tes Her-nio do'rus Hil-ki'ah. «. Ho'mam, ft. Hyp'a-sis Ic'e-tas In-gui-o-me'rus

mar, ft Hel-le'nea ner-mod'o-tus Hillel, *. Hom-e-re'uB Hyp'a-ta Tcha-bod or I- In-ne'aa

Haz-e-lel-po'ni, Hellea-pon'tua Her-niog'e-nes Hi-raan-top'a Ho-mer'i dse Hyp-a-to-dorus cha'bod. *. I no' a

ft. Hel'lo-pea Her-mo la'us

Hi nulla

des Hom-e-ri'Ue Hyp'a ton Ich-nob'a-tes I-DO'pUB

Ha-ze'rim, ft Hel-lo'pi-a Hei- inon, ft. Ho me-ro-mas- Hyp'a-tus Ich-nu'sa I-no'ua

Ha-ze'roth, *. Hel-lo'tis Her-mo'nax Him'e-ra ti'ges Hy-pe'nus Ich-o-nu'phis In'Bu-bres

HazVzon Ta'- He'lon, *. Her-mon'dori Him'e-rus Ho-me-ro-mas'- Hy-per'ba-tus Ich-thy-oph'a-gi In-su'bri-a

mar, «. He-lo'ris Her-mop'o-lia Ui-mil'co tix Hy-per'bi-us I-cil'i-us In-ta-rae'li-um

Ha-zi'el, s. He-lo'rum atut Her-mo-ti'mua Hin'nom, «. Ho me'rus Hy per'bo-lus I-co'ni-ura In-ta-pher'nes

Ha'zo, *. He-lo'rus Her-mun-du'ri Hip-pag'o-ras Hom'o-le Hyp-er-bo're-i Ic-ti'nus In-te-ram'na

Ha'zor, «. Hel-ve'tt-a Her'ni-ci Hip-paijr/re-tus Ho mo'li-um Hyp-er-e'chi-us le u- lis ma In ter-ca'ti-a

Ha'zor Ha-dat'- Hel-ve'U-i Her'od, *. Hip-pal'ci-mus Hom-o-lo'i-des Hyp-er-e'nor I-dsoa in u ua

tah, s. Hel-ve'fcum He-ro'des Hip'pa-lus Hom-o-lo'is Hyp'er-es I-dro'us I-ob'a-tes

Ha-zu'bah, *. Hel'vi-a He-ro'di-ans, ft. Hip-par'uhus Uo-mon-a-den'- Hyp-e-re'si-a Itl a-lah, f. l'o-bes

Haz'zu-rim, s. Hel-vid'1-a He-ro-di-a'oua Hip par'e te ses Hyp-e-ri'a and I-da'lia I-olaia

He-au-ton-ti-nio Hel'vi-i He-ro'di-aa, 8. Hip-pa-ri'ous HoQ-o-ri'nus Hyp-er-e'a I-da'li-um I'o-laa or I o la'

ru'me-nos Hel-vil'luiu He-rod' i-cus Hip-pa'ri-on Ho-no'ri-iH Hyp-er-i'des or I-dar'nes us

r

Heb'do-le I-ol'cosHel-vi'ua Id'basn, ft.He-ro'di-ou. ft. Hy-per/i-dea! k'l'li III. ft.Hip'pa-ria
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I'o-le

I-o'lum

I-o'nea

I-o'nl-a

I-on'I-dei

l'o-pe

I'o-phon

I-o'pls

I-o-taph'a-ta

Ip'e-pra

Iphe-de'iah, .>•.

Iph-i-a-nas'sa

Iph'i-as

Iph'1-clus or

Iph'i-cles

I-phic'ra-tes

Iph-i-crat'i-des

I-phld'a-mas

Iph-i-da-mi a

Iph-i-ge-nl'a

I-phim'e-de

Iph-1-me-di'a

I-phfm'e-don

Iph-i-me-du'sa

I-phlu'o-e

I-phin'o-us

I'phls

I-phit'i-mi

1 1 tli i -tua

Iph-thl'me

Ip-se'a

Vn, a.

I'rad, a.

I-ra'ia

I 'ram, a.

Ir-a-phi-o'tes

Ir-e-naVus

I-re'ne

I-re'nis

I-re-nop'o-Hs

I'rl, a.

I-ri'iah, a.

Ir Na'hash, a.

I'ron, a.

Ir'pe-el, a.

Ir-pi'ni

Ir She'meah, a.

I'ru, a.

I'aaac (I'zak), s.

I-sa'cua

Ia'a-daa

I-are'a

IsiBua

I-aa'iah, a.

Laan'der

Ia'a-ra

I-aar'chus

Ia'a-rus

I-sau'ri-a

I-sau'ri-cus

I-sau'rua

Is'cah, a.

Is-car'l-ot, a.

Is-chag'o-ras

Is-cho-la'ua

Is-chom'a-che

Is-chom'a-chus

Ia-chop'o-lia

la-ch/ras

Is-da'el, a.

Is-de-ger'dea

I'ae-as

I-ae'pua

I-ae'um

I «h' bah, s.

[ah'hak, a.

Iah'bl Be'nob, a.

Ish-bo'aheth, a.

Iah'i, a.

I-Bhi'ah, a.

I-shi'jah, a.

Ish'ma, 8.

Ish-ma'elorlsh'-

ma-el, a.

Iah-roa'iah, s,

Iah'me-rai, a.

lsh'od 8.

Ish'pan, 8.

lah'tob, 8.

Ish-u'ah, $.

Ish-u'ai, «,

Iah-u'i, 8.

I-si'a-cl

I-ai'a-cua

Is-i-do'rus

I -Bid' O-tO

I-ald'o-tuB

la-ma-chi'ah, s.

Ia-ma-e'la

Ia-ma'lah, s.

Is'ma-rua and

Ii'ma-ra

Iame'ue

Is-me'ni-aa

la-men'i-det

Is menus

la-pah, 8.

Is'ra-el (a as z), 8.

Is'aa-char, a.

Ia-ae'don

la-aed'o-nes

la-ahi'ah, 8.

iB-trev'o-neB

Ia-tal-cu'rus, a.

Isth'mi-a

lath'rai-ua

Ia-ti-re-o'tis

iB-to'ne

Is'tri-a

Is-trop'o-Hs

I-su'an, t.

It'a-li

l-ta'li-a

I-tal'i-ca

I-tal'i-cua

It' a- lu a

It'e-a

Ith'a-ca

Ith-a-ce'st-se

1-threm'e-nes

1'thal or Ith'a-I,

8.

I-tha'marorlth'-

a-mar, a.

I-thi'el or Ith'l-

el, s.

Ith'mah, s.

Ith'nan, a.

I-thob'a-lua

Ith-o-maVa

I-tho'me

Ith-o-me'tas

I th-o-me'tea

I-tho'mus

I-tho'ne

Ith'ra, 8.

Ith'ran, f.

Ith're-am, s,

Ith-u-re'i

Uny-phallus

I-to'ne

I-to'nl-a

I-to'nua

It'o-rura

It'tal or It' ta-i.a.

It'ta Ka'zin, s.

U'u-na

It-u-ra'a

It-u-re'a, t.

It'y-lus

It-y-rre'i

I-u-li'a-cum

I-u'lus

I'vah, 8.

U-ib'a-ta

Ixd'oo

Ix-i'o-nea

Ix-i-on'i-des

Iz'har, 8.

Iz-ra-hi'ah, s,

Iz'ra-hite, a.

Iz-re'el, *.

Iz'ri, a.

j.

Ja'a-kan, 8.

Ja-a-ko'bah, a.

Ja'a-la, a.

■la' II hill, 8.

Ja'a-lam, 8.

Ja'a-nai, a.

Ja'a-reO're-gim,

8.

Ja'a-aau, 8.

Ja-a'si-el, 8.

Ja-a-za-ni'ah, 8.

Ja'a-zer, a.

Ja-a-zi'ah, a.

Ja-a'zi-el, 8.

Ja'bal, 8.

Jab'bok, 8.

Ja'bosh, 8.

Ja'bez, 8.

Ja'bin, s.

Jab-ne'cl, a.

Jab'neh, s.

Jab'zi-el, 8.

Ja'chan, 8.

Ja'chin. a.

Ja'cob, a.

Jacobus

Jada, a.

Ja'dau, a.

Jad-du'a, 8.

Jad'e-ra

Jad-er-ti'ni

Ja'don, 8.

Ja'el, a.

Ja'gur, a.

Ja'hath, a.

Ja-ha'zab, k,

Ja-ha-zi'ah, a.

Ja-ha'zi-el, 8.

Jah'dai, a.

Jah'di-el, a.

Jah'do, e.

Jah'le-el, 8.

Jah'mal, s.

Jah'zah, 8.

Jah'ze-el, *,

Jah'ze-rah, 8.

Ja'ir, 8,

Ja'i-rus, 8.

Ja'kan, n.

Ja'keh, s.

Ja'kim, 8.

Ja' Ion, 8.

Jam'bres, s.

Jam'bri, 8.

Ja'min, 8.

Jam'lech, a.

Jam'nl-a, «.

Ja-nic'u-lum

Jan'na, 8.

Jan'nes, 8.

Ja-no'ah, 8.

Ja-no'ca

Ja-no'hah, 8.

Ja'num, ».

Ja-pet'i-dea

Jap'e-tus

Ja'pheth, s.

,Ia- j mi' ah, a.

Japh'let, 8.

Japh-le/tl, 8.

Ja'pho, 8.

Ja' rah, 8.

Ja'reb, s.

Ja'red, *.

Ja-re-ai'ah, 8.

.far' ha, 8.

Ja'rib, 8.

Jar'i-niuth, *.

Jar'muth, *.

Ja-ro'ah, *.

Jaa'a-el, *.

Ja'ahen, s.

Ja'sher, *.

Ja-aho'be-am, t.

Ja'ahub, 8.

Ja-ahu'bi Le'-

hem, 8.

Ja-ai'el, 8.

Ja'aon, 8.

Ja'tal, 8.

Jath'ni-el, s.

Jat'tir, 8.

Ja'van, #.

Ja'zer, a.

Ja'ziz, 8.

Jaz'y-gea

Je'a-rim, 8.

Je-a'te-rai, *

Je-be-re-chi'ali,

8.

Je'bus, 8.

Je-bu'ai. a.

Jeb'u-aite, 8.

Jec-a-mi'ah, a.

Jech-o-ll'ah, 8.

Jech-o-ni'aa, «.

Jec-o-li'ah, «.

Jec-o-ni'ah, «.

JeC'O-ni'as, «.

Je-da'iah( *.

Jed'du, t.

Jed-e-di'ah, a.

Je-de'ua, a.

Je-di'a-el, 8.

Je-di'dah, s.

Je-di'el, jr.

Je-du'thun, a.

Je-e'li, 8.

Je-e'zert a.

Je'garSa-ha-du'-

tha, 8.

Je-ha-le'le-el, *.

Je-hal'e-lel, a.

Je-ha-zi'el, «.

Jeh-de'iah, a.

Je-hez'e-kel, a.

Je-hi'ah, a.

Je-hi'el. a.

Je-hi-eni, a.

Je-hiz-ki'ah, «.

Je-ho'a-dah, a.

Je-ho'ad-dan, a

Je-ho-a'haz, a.

Je-ho'aah,«.

Jo-ho-ha'nau, 8.

Je-hot'a-chln, a

Je-hoi'a-da, a

Je-hoi'a-kim, a

Je-hoi'a-rib, a

Je-hon'a-dab, a

Je-hon'a-than,a.

Je-hoah-a-be'-

ath, a,

Je-hoah ' a>phat,

a.

.Te-hoah'e-ba, a.

Je-ho'ahu-ah, a.

Je-ho'vahJi'reh,

a.

Je-ho'vahNis'ai,

sha'Je-ho'vah

lorn, 8

Je-ho'vahSham'-

mah, 8.

Je-ho'vah Taid'-

ke-nu, a.

Je-hoz'a-bad, 8.

Je-hor'a-dak, k.

Je'hu, 8.

Je-hub'bah, a

Je-hu'cal, *.

Je/hud, 8.

Je-hu'dl, s.

Je-hu-di'jali, a.

Je'hush, s.

Je-i'el, f.

Je-kab'ze-el, a.

Jek-a-me'am, a

Jck a-ini'ali, a.

Je-ku'thi-el, a

Je-mi'ma, a.

Jem'na-an, a.

Je-mu'el, a.

Jeph'thah, j*.

Je-phun'neh, a.

Je'rah, a.

Je-rah'me-el, a

JerVchuB, a.

Je'red, a.

Jer'e-mal, a.

Je-re-ml'ah,*.

Jer-e-mi'as, a.

Jer'e-moth, a.

Je-ri'ah, a

Jer'i-baJ, a.

J ert-cho, a.

Je'ri-el, a.

Je-ri'jah, a.

Jer'i-moth, a.

Je'ri-oth, a.

Je-ro-bo'am, a

Je-ro'ham, a.

Je-rub-ba'al, a.

Je-rub'be-sheth,

a.

Jer'u-el, a.

Je-ru'aa-lem, a.

Je-ru'aha, a.

Je-aa'iah, a.

Je-sha'iah, a.

Je-sha'nah, a.

Jesh-a-re'lah, a

Je-she'be-ab, *.

Je'sher, a.

Je-shi'mon, a.

Je-shi'shai, *.

Jesh-o-ha'iah, a

Jesh'u-a, a.

Jesh'u-ah, a.

Je-ahu'run, a.

Je-Bi'ah, a.

Je-sim'i-el, a

Jes'se, 8.

Jes'su-e, a.

Je-au'i, 8.

Je'ther, a.

Je'theth, a.

Jeth'Iah, a.

Jeth'ro, a.

Je'tur, a.

Je-u'el, a.

Je'ush, a.

Je'uz, a.

Jez-a ni'alt, a.

Jez'e-bel, a.

Je'zer, a.

Je-zi'ah, a.

Je'zi-el, a.

Jez-li'ah, a.

Je-zo'ar, a.

Jez-ra-hi'ah, a.

Jez're-el, a.

Jib'sam, a.

Jid'laph, a.

Jim'na, a.

Jiph'thah-el, a.

Jo'ab. a.

Jo'a-chaz, a.

Jo'a-chim, a.

Jo'a-ctm, a.

Jo-a-da'nus, a.

Jo'ah, a.

Jo'a-h&z, a.

Jo'akim, a.

Jo-an'na, a.

Jo-an'nan, a.

Jo'aah, a

Jo'a-tham, a.

Jo-a-zab'dus, a.

Jo'bab, a.

Jo-cas'ta

Joch'e-bed, a.

Jo'ed, a.

Jo'el, a.

Jo-e'lah, a.

Jo-e'zer. a.

Jog-he'hah, s.

Jog/li, a.

JoTia, a.

Jo-ha'nan, a.

Jo-han'ues, a.

Joi'a-da, a.

Joi'a-kim, a.

Joi'a-rib, a.

Jok'de-am, a.

Jo'kim, a.

Jok'me-amt a.

Jok'ne-am, a.

Jok'Bhan, a.

Jok'tan, a.

Jok'the-el, a.

Jon'adab, a.

Jo'nah, a.

Jo'nan, a.

Jo'nas, a.

Jon'a-than, a.

Jon'a-thas, a.

Jo'nath E'lim

Re-cho'chim.a.

Jop'pa, a.

Jo'rah, a

Jo'rai, a.

Jor-da'neB

Joi-'ibas, a.

Jiir'i-bus, a.

Jo'riro, a.

Jor'ko-ara, a.

Jornan'dea

Joa'a-bad, a.

Jos'a-phat, a

Jos-a-phi'aa, a.

Jo'ae, a.

Jos'e-dech, a.

Jo'seph(«aaz),a.

Jo se'phus

Jo'sea, a.

Joahabad, a

Jo'shah, a.

Josh'a-phat, a.

Joah-a-vi'ah, a

Josh - be - ka ' -

shah. a.

Josh'u-a, a.

J" si ah, a.

Jo-si'aa, a.

JoB-i-bi'ah, a.

Joa-1-phi'ah, a.

Jofbah, a.

Jot'bath, a.

Jot'ba-thah, a.

Jo'thani, a.

Jo-vi-a'nuB

Jo-vi'nus

Joz'a-bad, a.

Joz'a-cbar, a.

Joz'a-dak, a.

Ju'bal, a.

Ju'cal, 8.

Ju-da»'a

Ju'dah, a.

Ju'das, a.

Ju-de'a, a.

Ju'dith, a.

Ju'el, a.

Ju-ga'lis

Ju-ga-ti'nus

Ju-gur'tha

Ju'lla

Ju-li'a-cum

Ju li'a-des

Ju li-a'nua

Ju'lid

Ju-li-ob'o-na

Ju-li obrl'ga

Juli-om'a gus

Ju-li-op'o-lls

Ju'li-us

Ju'ni-a

Ju-no'nea

Ju-no'ni-a

Ju no-uic'o-la

Ju-no-nig'e-na

Ju'pi-ter

J u - Bhab-he'aed,

a.

Jua-tl'na

Jus-tin-i-a'nus

Jus ti'nus

Jut'tah, a.

Ju-tur'na

Ju-ve-na'lia

Ju-ven'taa

K.

[As commonly

■written no clas

sical words are

spelled with K.\

Kal/ze-el, a.

KaMea, a.

Ka'desh, a.

Ka'desh Bar'-

ne-a, a.

Kad'rai-el, a.

Kad'mon-itea, a

Kal'lai, a.

Ka'nah, a.

Ka-re'ah, a.

Karlca-a, a.

Kar'kor, a.

Kar-na'im, a.

Kar'tah, a.

Kar'tan. a.

Kat'tath, a.

Ke'dar, a.

Ked'e-mah, a

Ked'e-raoth, a.

Ke'desh, a.

Ke-hela thah.K.

Ke-i'lah, a.

Ke-la'iah, a.

Kel'i-tah, a.

Kem'u-el, a.

Ke'nab, a.

Ke'nan, a.

Ke'natb, a.

Ke'naz, a.

Ken'ez-ite, a.

Ken'ite, a.

Ken'niz-zltea, a

Ke ' ren Hap ' -

puch, a.

Ke'ri-oth, s.

Ke'roa, a.

Ke-tu'rali, a.

Ke-zi'a, a.

Ke'ziz. a.

Kib'roth Hat-

ta'a-vah, a.

Kih-za'im, a.

Kid'ron, a.

Ki'nah, a.

KirHar'a-seth^.

Kir Ha'resh, a.

Kir He'res, a.

Kirl-ath, a.

Kir-i-a-tha'im, a.

Kir-i-ath-i-a'ri-

ub, a.

Kir'i-oth, a.

Kir-jath, s.

Kir-ja-tha'im, a.

Kir'jath ArT>a,a.

Kir'jathA'rim.a.

Kir'jath Ba'al, a.

Kir'jath Hu'-

zoth, a.

Kir'jath Je'a-

rim, a.

Kir'jath San'-

nah, a.

Kir'jath

pher, a.

Kfah'i, a.

K ish'i-on, a.

Ki'shon, a.

K ith'iish, a.

Kit'ron, a.

Kit'tim, a.

Ko'a, a.

Ko'hath, a.

Ko-la'iali, a.

Ko'rah, a.

Ko'rah-ite, a

Ko're, a.

Korliite, a.

Ku-sha'iah. t

La'a-dah, a.

La'a-dan, a.

La-ar'chua

La'ban, a.

Lab'a-na, s.

Lab-da'ce

Lab-dac'i-dea

Lab'da-cua

Lab-e-a'tea

Lab-e-a'tis

La'be o

Lii-ht-ri-ns

La-be'rus

La-bi'ci

La-bi'cum

Se'-

La-bi-e'nuB

Lab-o-ri'ui

La-bo'taa

La-bra'de-uB

La-by'caB

La-caa'na

Lac-e-dos'mon

Lac-e-diem'o-nes

Lac-e-dro-nmn'i-

cus

Laee-da?-nio'ui-i

La-ce/das

Lac-e-de-mo'ni-

u

Lac-e-ri'a

La-cer'ta

Lac-e-ta'nl

Lac-e-ta'ni-a

Lach'a-res

Lach'e-als

La'chfsh, a.

La-cin'i-a

La-cfn-i-en'sia

La-cin'i-um

Lac-o-bri'ga

La-co'nea, pi.

La-co'ni-a and

La-con'i-ca

Lac'ra-tes

Lac-tan'ti-us

Lac-tu'ca

Lac-tu-ci'nua

La-cu'nua, a.

Lac'y-des or La-

cy'dea

Lac'y-don

l.u'.hm. a.

Lad-o-ce/a

La-do'nis

La e'a

La'el, a.

Lie'li-a

Lae-li-a'nuB

LeeliuB

La-er'tes

La-er-ti'a-des

La-er'ti-us

L»8-try'gon

Lfle-stryg'o-uea

Licvi'nus

La-ga'ri-a

La'gi-a

Lag'i-dea

La-gu'sa

La-gy*ra

La'had, a.

La-hai'roi, a.

Lah'mam, a.

Lah'mi, a.

La-i'a-dea

La'ias

La' is

La'ish, a.

La'iuB

La'kurn, s.

Lal'a-ge

Lam'a-chua

Lam be'ca

Lam-bru'ni

Lam-bri'ca

La'mech, a.

Lam'e-don

Lam-e-ti'ni

La'mi- a

La'mi-re

Lam-pa'di-us

Lam'pe-do

Lam-pe'ti-a

Lam'pe-to

Lam-pi'a

Lam po-ne'a or

Lam-po-ni'a

Lam pnd'i-us

Lam'pro-cleB

Lam'prua

Lamp'sa-cusarid

Lamp'sachum

Lamp-te'ri-a

Lam'y-ra

Lam'y-rus

La-nas'sa

Lan-ce'a

Lan'ci-a

Lan-gi'a

Lan-go bar'di

La-nu'vi-um

La-oc'o-on

La-oc-o-o'sa

La-od'a-mas

La-od-a mi'a

La-od'i-ce

La-od-ice'a

La-od-i-ce'ne

La-od'o chuB

La-og'o-nus

Laog'o raa

La-o-me'dea

La o-me-di'a

La-om'e-don

La-om-e-don-te'-

Ql

La-om-e-don-ti'-

a-dte

La-om-e-don-U'*

ades

La-o-ni'ce

La-on'i-cuB

La-on'o-me

La-oth'o-e

Lap a thua

La-pe'thua

Laph'a-es

Laph'ri-a

La-phya'ti-um

La-pid'e-i

La-pid'e-ua

Lap i-doth, s.

Lap'i-ths

Lap i thie'ura

Lapi-tho

La-ren'ti-a

Lar'i-ca

La-ri'na

La-ri'nas

Lar-i-na'tes

La-ri'nuin

La-ris'sa

La-ria'BUB

La'ri-UB

Lar'o-lum

La-ro'ni-a

Lar'ti-ua

Lar-tola>e't«

La-rym'na

La-rys'i-um

La-se'a, a.

La'slia. a

La-sha'ron, a.

Las'ei-a

Las'the-nea

Las-the-ni'a

Lat-e-ra'ouB

Plau'tua

La-te'rl-um

Lath'y-niB

La-ti-a'lis

La-tl-a'ria

La-ti'ni

La-ti'nuB

La'tium

La-to1)i-us

La-to-bri'gi

La-to'ia

La-to'i-dea

La-to'ia

La-to'mia

La-to'na

La-top'o-lis

Lat-u-rc'a

La-to'us

La-tu'mi-se

Lau-da-mi'a

Lau'go-na

Lau-re'a-cum

Lau-ren-tali-a

Lau-ren'U-a

Lau-ren-ti'ni

Lau-ren'ti-us

Lau-re'o-luB

Lau'i i-oii or

Lau-ri'on

La'us

L&u'ti-um

La-ver'ua

La-ver'ui-ura

La-viu'i-a

La-vin'i-am or

La-vi'num

J,:u'a-rus, a.

Le'a-des

Le-re'na

Le'ali, a.

Le-au'der

Le-a ni'tte

Le-a-ni'tes

Le-ati'noth,

Le-ar'chuB

Leb-a-de'a

Leb-a-di'a

Leb'anah, a.

Leb'a-non., s.

Leb'a-oth, a.

Leb-be'UB, a

Leb'e-dus or

Lcb'e-doe

Le-be'na

Le-bin'thoa and

Le-byii'thos

Lebo'nah, a.

Le'cah, a.

Le-chae'titn

Le-da/a

. *-

1-soc'ra-tea Le-ha/bim, a.Ja'haz, 8. La-og'o-reJe-ho'raui, a. La-bi'cuaJ" a rib, a. Ju-ver'na
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Le'hi, a Lib'a-nus Lor'y-ma Lyd'i-ua Ma-cro*bi-ua Mal-c-ven'tum Ma-ri-am'ne Mnx-e'ne

Le'i-tus Llb-en ti'na Lo'tan, s. Lyg'da-mia or Mac'ro-chir Ma'li-a Ma-ri-an-dy'ni Max-i-ini'na

Lel-e-ge'ia Lib'e-ra Lo-tha-au'bus, a Lyg'da-mus Ma-cro'nes Ma-li'a-cus Ma-ri-a'nua Max-i-mi'nus

Lel'e-gea Li-ber'tas Lo-to'a Lyg'i-i Mac-ron-ti'chus Ma'li-i Ma-ri'ca Max'i-mus

Le-man'uus Li-be'thra Lo-toph'a-gi Lyg-o-des'ma Mac - ro - po-go '- Mal'le-a or Hal'- Mar'i-moth, a Maz'a-ca

Le-ma'nus Li-beth'ri-des Lox'i-aa Ly - mi ' re or nes li-a Ma-ri'nua Maz'a-ces

Lem-o-vi'ces Lib'i-cl Lo'zon, t. Lym'i-re Mac-ry-ne'a MaMe'o-lna Ma'ri-on Ma-zae'us

Le-moM-i Lib-i-ti'na 1 .u 1 -iiii , a Lyn-cea'taj Ma-cy'ni-a Mal'li-us Mar'i-sa, a Maz'a-ra

Leni'u-el or Le Lib'nah, a Lu'ca-gus Lyn-cea'teB Mad'a-i, 8. Mal-loph'o-ra Ma-rit'i-ma Maz'a-rea

muel, 8. Lib'ni, a Lu-ca'ni Lyn-cea'ti-ua Mad'a-rus Mal-lo'rus Ma'ri-ua Ma-zi-ti'aa, a

Lem'u-res Li-bon'otua Lu-ca'ni-a Lyn'ceua Mad'a-tes Mal'los, a Mar-ma-reu'aea Maz'za-roth, a

Le-mu'ri-a Lib-o-phce-ni'ceR Lu-can'i-cua Lyn-ci'dea Mad'e-tas Mal-lo'tes Mar-mar'i-ca Me'ah, a

Le-naAia Lib'o-ra Lu-ca'ni-ua Lyr-C83'ua Ma-di'a-bun, s. Mal-lo'thi, s. Mar-mar'i-da} Me-a'ni, a

Len'tu-lus Li-bur'na Lu-ca'nus Lyr-ce'a or Lyr- Ma-di'ah, 8. Mal'luch, a Mar-ma'ri-on Me-a'rah, a

Le-ob'o-tea Li-bur'ni-a Lu-ca'ri-a ci'a Ma'di-an, a Mal'o-tha Mar'ma-ria Me'a-rua

Le-o-ca'di-a Li-bur'ni-des Lu'caa, a Lyr-ce'ua Mad-man'nah, ». Mal-thi'nua Mar'moth, a Me-bun'nai, a

Le-o-ce'des Lf-bur'nuB Luc-ce'iua Lyr-ci'ua Mad'men, «. Mal-va'na Mar-o-bod'u-us Me-che'rath-ite,

Le-och'a-rea Lib'y-a Lu-ce'ni Lyr'i-ce Mad-me'nah, a Mam-er-ci'nua Mar-o-bu'dum a

Le-o-co'ri-on Lib'y-cus Lu'ce-rea Lyr-nea'aoa Ma'i loi i . a Ma-mer'eua Mar-o-bu'dus Me-cia'teua

Le-oc/ra-tes Li'bys Lu-ce'ri-a Lyr'o-pe Mad-u-a-te'ni Ma-mer'thes Mar-o-ne'a Me-co'ne

Le-od'a-mas Li-bys'sa Lu-ce'ti-ua Ly-aan'der Mad'y-tua Mam-er-ti'na Mar-o-ni'ta Me-co'nfs

Le-od'o-cus Lib-ys-ti'nus Lu'ci-a Ly-aan'dra Mre-an'der Mam-er-ti'ni Ma'roth, a Med'a-ba, a.

Le-og'o-ras Liu'a-tes Lu-ci-a'nuB Ly-8a'ni-as Maj-an'dri-a Mam-er-ti'nua Mar-pe'ai-a Me'dad, a

Le-o'na Lfch'a-dea Lu-ci-e'nua Ly-si'a-'lcs Mw-ce'naa Ma-mil'i-a (Lex) Mar-pea'aa Me'dan, a

Le-on'i-da Li'cbaa Lu'ci-fer Lya-t-a-nas'aa Ma3'li-us Ma-mil'i-i Mar-pe'aus Me-de'a

Le-on'1-das Li'cbea Lu-cil'i-ua Ly-si'a-nax -Ma-e'liiB. s. Ha-mil'i-ua Mar-ru'bi-i Me'de-ba, a

Le-on'i-des Li-cin'1-a Lu-cil'la Lys'i-as MaMnae-te'ri-a Mam-mse'a Mar-ru'bi-um Me'de-on

Le-on-na'tus Ll-cin'i-ua Lu-ci'na Lya'i-cles Mntn'a-des Mam-ma'iaa, a Mar-ru-ci'ni Me-des-i-cas'te

Le-on'ti-chua Lic'i-nus Lu-ci'o-lus Ly-aid'i-ce Maen'a-la Mam-me'a Mar-ru'vi-um Me'di-a

Le-on-ti'ui Li-cym'ni-us Lu'ci-por Ly-afd'i-cua Mirn'a lus Mam'mon, a Mar'sa-ci Med'i-cua

Le-on'ti-um Li-ga'ri-us Lu'ci-ua Ly-Bim'a-che Mayni-ua Mam-mo'naa Mar'se-na, a Me-di-o-la'num

Le-on-to-ceph'a- Li-ge'a Lu-cre'ti-a Lya-i-ma'chi-aor Majn-o-bo'ra Mam'mu-la Mar-sfg/ni

Mars'pi-ter

Me-di'o-lum

le Lig'o-ras Lu-cret'i-Hs Ly-aim-a-chi'a Mie-nom'e-na Mam're, a Me-di-o-mat'ri-

Le-on-to-ceph'a- Lig'u-rea Lu-cre'ti-ua Lya-i-mach'i-dea Mae'o-nea Ma-mu'chus, a Mar-By'a-ba cl

lus Ll-gu'ri-a Lu-cri'noa Ly-aJm'a-chus M;c-o'ni-a Ma-mu-ri-a'nu3 Mar'ay-as Me'di-on

Le-on-top'o-lia Lig-u-ri'nus Luc-ta'ti-us Ly8-i-me-li'a Mce-on'i-daa Ma-mu'ri-us Mar-ti-alis Me-di-ox'u-mi

Le-oph'a-nes Li-gus'ti-cum Lu-cuIIub Ly-sin'o-e Mee-on'i-dea Ma-mur'ra Mar-ti-a'nua Med-i-tri'na

LeVphron Mare Lu'cu-mo Ly-sip'pe Mse'o-nia Man'a-en, a, Mar-titf'c-na

M;ir ti'na

Me-do'a-cua or

Le-op're-pea Lig'y-e

Lik'hi, a

Lud (u as in Ly-sip'pua Mie-o't» Ma-nse7thon Me-du'a-cus

Le-os'the-Des bud), $. Ly-Bis'tra-tus Mae-ot'i-cus Ma-na'hath, a Martini a'nus Me-do-bith'y-ui

Le-o-tych'i-dea Li-Ue'a Lu'dim, $. Lya-i-thi'dea Moe-ot'i-dea Ma-nas'seh, a Mar'ti-us Me-do-bri'ga

Le-phyr'i-um Lil-y-bffl'um Lug-du'num
Lurhith, s.

Ly-alth'o-us Mae-o'tia Palus Ma-nas'aea, a Ma-rul'lus Me-don'ti-aa

Lep'I-da Lil'y-be Lys-tre'ni Mae-aoli Ma-nas'ta-bal Mas'a-loth, a Me-do'rea

Lep'i-dus Li-mie'a Lu-per'cal Lyx-e'a M;et'o-iiii Ma-na'tes Mas'chil, a Med-u-a'na

Le pi'ims Li-me'ni-a Lu-per-ca'li-a Moe'vi-a Man'ci-a Mas'cli-on Med'u-li

Le-pon'ti-i Lim-e-ni'tia Lu-per'ci Mre'vi-us Miin-ci'nus Ma'ahal, a Me-dulli-a

Le'pre-os Li-men-ti'uua Lu-per'cua M. MagT>iah, 8. Man-da'ne Ma-si 'as, a Med-ul-li'na

Le'pre-um Li-me'ra Lu'pi-aa Magda-la, a Man-da'nea Mas-i-gi'ton Me-du'sa

Lep'ti-nea Ltm-e-ta'nus Lu-po-du'num Ma 'a -call. «. Mag-tla-le'ne, a. Man-de'la Mas-i-nis'sa Me e'da, a

Le-ri'na Lim-nm'um Lu-si-ta'ni-a Ma'a-chah, a Mag'di-td. 8. Man-do'ni-ua Mas'man, a Meg-a-by'zi

Lea'bo-des Lim-na'tis Lu-si-ta'Dus Ma-ach'a-thi, 8. Mag'do-lum Man'dro-cles Mas'pha, a Meg-a-by'zus

Lea-bo'nax Lim-ne'tea Lu-ao'nes Ma'a-dai, 8. Mag-do'lua Man-du'hi i M as- iv kali, 8. Meg'a-clea

Les-bo-ni'cua Lim-ni'a-des Lu-ta'ti-ua Ma-a-di'ah, «. Ma'ged, a Man-du'ri-a Maa'aa, a Me-ga-cli'de8

Lea-bo'us Linvno-re'a Lu-te'ti-a Ma-a'i, 8. Mag'e-tffi Ma'neh, a Mas-sa-syl'li-i Me-gaVra

Le'shem, a Li-mo'De Lu-to'ri-ua Ala' a -It'll Ac- Mag-nen'ti-us Man'e-roa Mas'sa-ga Meg^a-le

LeB-tryg'o-nes Li-mo'num Liiz (u as in ral/bim, *. Mag-ne'ai-a Man'e-tho Mas-sag'e-tee Me-ga'le-as

Letfu-ra or Le- Li-my'ra buzz). 8. Ma'a-ni, a Mag-ne'tes Ma'ni, a Mas'sah, a Meg-a-le'si-a

Bu'ra Lin-ca'ai-i Ly-as'ua Ma'a-rath, s. Ma'gog, a Ma'ni-a Mas-si'as, a Me-ga'li-a

Le-thoer'us Lin'di-us Lyc'a-bas Ma-a-se'iah, 8. Mag-on-ti'a-cum

Ma^for Mis'aa-

Ma-nil'i-ns Maa'si-cus Meg-a-lop'o-lis

Le-tog'e-nes Lin'go-nea Lyc-a-bet'tus Ma'ath, 8. Man'i-mi Mas-sil'i-a Meg-a-meMe

Le'treus Lin-gon'i-cus Lyc-a-be'tua Ma'az, 8. bib, 8. Mau'li-ua Mas-ayli Meg-a-ni'ra

Le-tu'ahim, a Lin-ter'na Palus Ly-ca^a Ma-a-zi'ah, 8. Mag'pi-aah, a Ma-no'ah, a Mas-Byl'i-i Meg a -pen 'thes

Leu'ca Lln-ter'num Ly-c»'ua Mab'dai or Mab'- Ma-gra'da Man-te'um Mas-tram'e-la Me-gap'o-la

Leu-ca'di-a Li'nus, a Ly-cam'bes da-1, 8. Ma'ha-lah, a Man-thyr'e-a Ma-su'ri-us Meg'a-ra

Leu-ca'ni Li'o-des Lyc-a-me'dea Ma'cre Ma-ha'la-le-el.a Man-ti-ne'a Mat'a-la Meg'a-reus

Leu-ca'si-on Lip'a-ra Ly-ca'on Ma'ca-lon, 8. Ma'ha-lath, a Man'ti-neus Math-a-ni'as, a Meg'a-ris

Leu-cas'pia Lip'a-re Ly-ca'o-nes Ma'car MaTia-li, a Man-tith'e-ua Ma-thi'on Me-gar'sua

Leu-ca'ta or Lip'a-ris Lyc-a-o'ni-a Mac-a-re'is Ma-ha-na'im. a Man'tu-a Ma-thu'sa-la, s. Me-gas'the-nes

Leu-ca'te Lip-o-do'rua Ly-ca'o-nis Alat/a-reua Ma'ha-neh Dan, Ma'och, a Ma-ti-e'ni Meg-a-tiVhua

Leu-ca'tes Li-quen'ti-a Ly-cas'te Ma-ca'ri-a a Ma'on, a Ma-til'i-ca Me-gen'e-tus

Leu'ce Li-ri'o-ne Ly-cas'tiu Mac'a-ris MaTia-rai, a Ma'ra, a Ma-ti'nus Me-gid'do, a

Leu'ce-aa Li-ri'o-pe Lyc'e-aa Mac'a-ron Ma-harTjal Mar-a-can'da Ma-tfs'co Me-gid'don, a

Leu'ci Lis'i-nm Ly-ce'um Ma-car'ta-tua Ma'hath, a Ma'rab, a Ma-tra'li-a Me-gil'la

Leu-cip'pe Lit'a-brum Ly-ce'us Mac'ca-bees, «.
Ma-ha-ziroth, a

Mara lali, a Ma'tre-aa Me-gia'ta

Leu-cip'pi-des Ll-ta'na Lych-ni'des Mac-ca-be'us, s. Ma'her Slm'lal Ma-ra-na'tha, 8. Ma'tred, a Me-gis'ti-a

Leu-cip'pus Li-tav'i-cus Lych'ni-dus Ma-ced'nua Hash Baz, a Mar-a-ni'tro Mat'ri, a Me-gis'ti-aa

Leu-co-gse'i Ll-ter'num Lyc'i-a Mac^-do Mah'lah, a Mar-a-the'nua Mat'ro-na ( a Me-gia'to-clea

Leu-colla Li-tom'a-chua Lyc'i-daa Mac-«-do'ni-a Mahli, a Mar'a-thon river) Me-gia-ton'o-us

Me-het'a-be-el,c.Leu-col'o-phua Li-tu'bl-um Ly-cim'na Mac-e-dou'i-cuB Mah'Ion, a Mar'a-thoa Ma-tro'na

Leu-co'ne Lit-y-er'aaa Ly-cira'ni-a Ma-ceHa MaTiol, a Mar'a-thus Mat'tan, a Me-het'a-bel, a

Leu-co'nes Lit-y-er'aea Ly-ci'nus Mac-e-ri'nua Ma'ia Max-cel'Ia Mat'ta-nah, a Me-hi'da, a

Leu-con'i-cii3 Liv'i-a Ly-<;ia'cu3 Ma-ce'ria Mai-an'e-aa, a Mar-eel-li'nus Mat-ta-ni'ah, a MeTiir. a

Leu-con'o-e Li-villa Lyc'i-ua Mac'e-tte Ma-ju'ge-na Mar eel his Mat'ta-tha, a Me-ho'Iah, a

Leu-con'o-tus Liv-i-ne'iua Lyc'o-a Mac'e-tea Ma'kaz, a Mar^ci-a Mat-ta-thi'aa, a Me-hn-ja'el, a

Leu-cop'e-tra Liv'i-us Ly-co'le-on Ma-cha-'ra Ma'ked, a Mar-ci-a'na Mat'te-nai, a Me-hu'man, a

Leu-co-phxy'ne Lo Am'mi, a Lyc-o me'des Ma-cha;'reua Makhe'dah, a Mar-ci-a-nop'o- Mat'than, a Mt.-hii'nini, 8.

Leu'co-phrya Loc'o-zus Ly-co'ne Ma-chaVrua Mak-heloth, a lia Mat-tha-ni'ast a Me Jar'kon, s.

Leu-cop'o-lia

Leu-cosi-a

Lo-cu'tl-us Ly-co'paa Ma-chag/e-ni Mak'teah, a Mar-ci-a'nus Mat'that, a Me-ko'nah, a

Lo De'bar, a Ly-co'pea Ma-chan'i-das Mal'a-ca or Mal'- Mar-ci'na Mat-the'las, a Me-lie'na)

Leu-coa'y-ri Log'ba-sia Lyc'o-phron Ma-cha'on a-cha Mar'ci-on Mat'thew Mel-am-pe'a

Leu-co-ayr'i-i Lo-gi'um Ly-cop'o-Us Ma-cha'o-nes Mal'a-chi, a. Mar'ci-ua (math'thu), a Me lam'pua

Leu-coth'o-e or Lo'is, a Ly-co'pua Mach'a-res Mal'cham, a Mar-co-du'rura Mat tin as Mel-am-py'gus

Leu-co'the-a Lolli-a Lye o-re'a Ma-cha'tus Mal-chi'ah, a Mar-com'a-ni (math-tbi'as), Mel-an-ciut'tea

Leuc'tra Lol-li-a'nua Lyc-o-re'ua and Maeh-ba'nai, 8. Mal'chi-el, a Mar-co-mau'nl a Mel an-chla'iii

Leuc'trum Lol'Ii-us Ly-co'reua Mach-be'nah, *. Mal'chi-on Mar'di-a Mat-ti'a-cl Me-lan'chrus

Leu'cus Lon-din'i-um Ly-co'ri-as Ma-che'rua Mal-chi'ram, a Mar-do-che'ua,a Mat-ti-thi'ah, a Mel'a-ne

Leu-cy-a'ni-as Lon'do-bria Ly-co'ria Ma'chi, *. Mal-chi-shu'ah, Mar'do-nea Ma-tu'ce-tse Mel-a-ne'ia

Le-um'mim. a Lon-ga'tis Ly-cor'maa Mach'i-mua a Mar-do'ni-us Ma t n't a Mel'a-neua

Leu-tych'i-des Lon-gim'a-nus Ly-cor'tas Ma'chir, a Mal'chus Ma're-a Mat-u-ti'nus Me-la'ni-a

Le-va'na Lon-gi'nua Ly-cos'the-ne Mach'mas, 8. Mn'le-a Ma-re-ot'i-cua Mau'ri-cus Me-la'ni-on

Le'vi, g. Lon-go-bar'di Lyc-o-8u'ra Mach-na-de'bal, Ma'le-a-dea Ma-re-o'tis Mau ri-ta'ni-a Mel-a-nip'pe

Le-vi'a-than, a Lon-go'ne Ly-co'tas 8, Ma-le-a'tis Ma-re'sha, a. Mau-ru'si-a Mel a-nip pi-des

Le-vit'i-cus. a Lon'gu-la Lyc-o-ze'a Mach-pelah, *. Ma-le'ba Ma-re'shah, a Mau-ru'si-i Mel-a-nip'pus

Lex-iph'a-nes Lon-gun'ti-ca Lyc-ur-gi'dea Mach'ron, *. Mal'e-laa Mar-ga-ri'ta Mau-so'li Mel-a-no'jiua

Lex-cm-i Lo-pa-du'aa Ly-cur'gus Ma-cri~a'nu8 Mal'e-le-el, a Mar-gi-a'na Mau-so'lus Mela no&'y-ri

Lib'a-nse L</ri-um Lyd'da, s. Ma-cri'nus Ma-le'ne Mar-gin'i-a Ma-vor'ti-a Me-lan'tlieus

Li-ba'ni-us Mel-an'thl-iLoRu'ha-mah.a Max-en'ti-usLyd'i-a Mar-gi'tesMac'ri-tus Ma-le'os
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Pa-ris'a-des

Pa-ris'i-i

Pa'ri-um

Par-mash'ta, g.

Par'me-nas

Par-men'i-des

rar-me'nl-o

Par'nie-uis

Far'me-nou

Par'nach, *.

Par-nas'sus

Par na'sus

Par'nath, g.

Par-nes'sus

Par-o-pam'i-sua

or Par-o-pu-

mi'sus

Pa-ro'pus

Far-o-re'ia

Pa'roah. *.

Par-rha'ai-a

Par'rha-Bia

Par-rha'si-us

Par-shan-da'tha,

a.

Par-tha-niis'i-ris

Par-tha'on

Par-the'ni-a

Par-the'niteaiid

Fur-the'ni-i

Par-the ni-us

Par-then'i-ee

Par-the'ni-urn

Par-the'ni-us

Par'the-non

Par-then-o-paV-

UB

Par-then'o-pc

Par-thi'ui

Par-thy-e'no

Par'tu-la

Pa-ru'ah. g.

Par-va'im, ».

Pa-ry'a-dres

Pa-rya'a-tiB

Pa'sach, a.

Pa-sar'ga-dre

Paa Damnum, ».

Pa-se'ah, *.

Pa'se-aB

Paah'ur, $.

Paa'i-cles

Pa-sic'ra-tes

Pas-i-pe'da

Fa-siph'a-e

Pa-siph'i-le

Pa-si the-a

Pa-sith'o-e

Pa-sit'i-gris

Paa'aa-ron

Pas-se-ri'nus

Pas-si-e'nus

Pat'a-ge

Pat'ale

Pat'a-ra

Fafa-reus

Fat-avi'nus

Pa-ta'vi-um

Pat-e-lana

Pa-ter'cu-lus

Pa-the'us, s.

Path'ros, f.

Path-ru'sim, *.

Pa-tis'cho-ria

Tat-i-zi'thea

Pa-tro'bi-ua

Pat-ro-cle'a

Pa-tro'clea

Pat-ro-cli'des

Pa-tro'clus or

Pat'ro-clus

Pa-tulci-us

Pa'u, t.

Paulina

Pau-U'nus

Pau-sa'ui-as

Pan si-as

Pau-ai-lipon

Pau-su lani

Pe-daj'ua

Ped'a-hel, *.

Pe-dah'zur, ».

Pe-da'iah, «.

Pe-da'ni

Pe-da'ul-UB

Ped'a-sa

Ped'a-sus

Pe-di-anus

Pe'di as

Pe-di-a'ti-a

Pe'di-us

Pe-gas'i-des

Peg'a-sla

FegVsus

Pe-gu'sa

Pe kah. s.

Pe'kod, g.

Pe-la'gi-us

Fel'a-gon

Pe-lag'o-ues

Pe-la'iah, *.

Pel-a-li'ah, s.

Pedar'ge

Pe-la3'gi

Pe-las'gi-a

Pe-las-gi-o'tis

Pe-las'gus

Pel'a-tes

Pe-la-ti'ah, s.

Pe le'ces

Pe'leg, «.

Pel'e-gon

Pe-len'do-nes

Pe'let, *.

Pe'leth, *.

Pe'leth-ite, s.

Pel-e-thro'ni-a

Pe'leus

Pe-li'a-dea

Pe'li-as

Pedi'as, *.

Pe-li'des

Pe-lig'ni

Pe-lig'nua

Pel-i-me'uni

Pe'li-on

Pe'liura

Pel-la'na

Pel-le'ue

Pel'o-pe

Pel-o-pe'a or Pel-

o-pi'a

Pel-o-pe'la

Pel-o-pe'us

Pe-lop'i-daa

Pe-lo'pi-us

Pel-o-pon-ne'aus

Pe-Io'ri-as

Pe-lo'ria

Pe-lo'rum or Pe-

lo'rus

Pe-lu-si-o'tes

Pe-lu'si-um

Pem'pe-lus

Pem-phre'do

Pe-ne'ia

Pe-ne'is

Pe-ne'iua

Pe-nel'e-os

Pe-nel'o-pe

Pe-nes'ti-ca

Pe-ne'tus

Pe-ne'ua

Pe-ni'el, s.

Pe-uin'nah, s.

Pe-ni'nus

Pen-tap'o-lis

Pen-tap'y-la

Pen-te-dac' ty-

lon

Pen'te-le

Pen-tel'i-cus

Pen-the-si-le'a

Feu' the us

Pen-thi'dea

Pen'thi-luB

Pen'thy-lua

Pe-nu'el, *.

Pe'or, a.

Pep-a-re'thoa

Pe-phre'do

Pe-ne'a

Per-aa'thus

Per'a-tus

Pe-ra'zira, s.

Per-co'pe

Per-co'si-a

Per-co'si us

Per-co'te

Per-co'tea

Per-dic'cas

Per-e-gri'nus

Pe-ren'na

Pe-ren'nis

Pe'resh, *.

Pe'reua

Perez, *.

Per'ga-ma

Per'ga-mum

Per"ga-mus

Per'ga-Be

Pe-n-an'der

Pe-ri-ar'chus

Per-i-boe'a

Per-i-bo'mi-ua

Pedicles

Per-i-cli'dea

Per-i-cli'tua

Per-i-clym'e-ne

Per-i-clym'e-nus

Pe-ric'ly-tua

Per-ic-ti'o-ue

Per-i-e-ge'tea

Per-i-e'rea

Pe-rJg'e-uea

Pe-rig'o-ne

Per-i-la'us

Pe-ril'la

Pe-rillus

Per-i-me'de

Perd-me'la

Per-i-me'le

Per-i-inel'i-dea

Pe-riu'thua

Per-i-pa-tet'i-ci

Pe-rip'a-tus

Pe-riph'a-uea

Peri-phas

Pe-riph'a-tua

Per-i-phe'mus

Per-i-phe'tes

Per-i-pho-re'tas

Pe-ria'te-ra

Pe-ris'the-nea

Pe-rit'a-uua

Pe'riz-zitc, *.

Per'me-naa, *.

Per-mes'aus

Per-me'suB

Per'o-e

Per-pen'na

Per-pe-re'ni

Perpe-nis

Per-ran'tlies

Per-rhas'bi-a

Per-aas' us

Per-ae'a

Per-ae'ia

Per-aeph'o-ne

Per-aep'o-Us

Per'seus

Per-aiu'o-us

Per-si'nua

Per'ai-ua

Per'ti-nax

Pe-ru'da, *.

Pe-ru'si a

Per-u-si'uus

Pea-cen'ni-us

Pea-si'nus

Pet'a-le

Pe-ta'li-»

ft' I .1-1 IH

Pe-te'li-a

Pet-e-li'nus

Pe'te-on

Pe'te-us

Pe-tha-hl'ah, *\

Pe'thor, *.

Pe-thu'el, s.

Pe-til'i-a

Pe-til'i-us

Pe-ti'na

Pet-o-si'riB

Pe-to'vi-o

Pe'tra

Pe-tnw'a

Pe-tre'iua

Pet-ri-a'na

Pe-tri'num

Pe-tro'ni-a

Pe-tro'ni-ua

Peu'ce

Peu-ced'a-noa

Peu-cea'tes

Peu-ce'tl-a

Peu-ce'ti-i

Peu-ci'ni

Peu-co-la'us

Pe-ul'thai, *.

Pex-o-do'nia

Pha'ath Mo'ab,

Phae'a-reth, t.

Pha3-a'cea

Phw-a'ci-a

Plue'di-ma

Phjed'1-nuu

Phai'dri-a

Pha>-raon'o-e

Plue-nag'o-re

Phaj-uar'e-te

Pha'ne-aa

Pha-en'na

Pha-en'nuB

Phte-nom'e-ne

Phsu-nom'e-nus

Pha'e-thon

Pha-e-thon ti-as

Pha-e-thu'sa

Pha-gi'ta

Pha'i-nuB

Phai'aur, s.

Phal-a-cri'nc

Pha-he'cua

Pha-hu'si-a

Pha-lan'thus

Pha-la'ra or

Phal'a-ris

Phal-da'ius, #.

Pha'le-aa

Pha le'as, s.

Pha'lec, 8.

Pha'leg, s.

Phade'reus

Pha-le'ron or

Pha-le'rum

Phade'rua

Phal'lu, 8.

Pha-lo're

Phal-o-ri'a or

Phado'ri-a

Phal'ti. *.

Plial'ti-el, *.

Pha'me-as

Pham-e-no'phis

Pha-na'ces

Pha-na;'us

Pha-nag'o-ra

Phan*a-rce'a

Plia-na'tes

Phani-um

Plian'o-clea

Phan-o-de'mus

Pha-nod'i-cus

Pha-nom'a-cluis

Pha-nos the-nea

Phau-o-te'a

Phan'o-teus

Pha-no'the-a

Phan'o-tia

Phan-ta'si-a

Pha-nu'el, 8.

Pha-rac'i-des

Phar'a-cim, *.

Phara)

Pha'ra-oh (fa'-

ro), *.

Pha-ras'ma-nea

Pha-ra-tho'ui, *.

Phar-be'lua

Phar-ce'don

Pha'res, *.

Pha'rez, a.

Pha-ri'ra, *.

Pha-ri'taa

Pha'ri-us

Pliar-me-cu'aa

Phar-na-ba'zus

Phar-na'ce

Phar'na-ces

Phar-na'ci-a

Phar-na-pa'tes

Phar-nas'pea

Phar-nu'chua

Pha'roah, *.

Phar'par, *,

Phar-sa'li-a

Phar-sa'lus or

Phar-sa'loB

Pha-ru'si-i

Pha^y-gai

Pbas-a-e'lia

Pha-Be'ah, s.

Pha-se'lis

Pha-af-a'na

Pha'si-aa

Phas'i-ron, 8.

Phas'aa-ron, e.

Phav-o-ri'nus

Pha-yl'lus

Pha-ze'mon

Phe'be, *.

Phe-gse'a

Phe'geus

Phe'gi-a

Phe'ia

Phel'lo-e

Phemi-ao

Phe'mi-us

Phe-mon'o-e

Pheu-e-be'thia

Phe-ne'um

Plie-ne'us (a

man)

Phe'ne-us (a

lake)

Phe-ni'ce, *.

Phe-ni'ci-a, *.

Phe-ne'ua

Phe-rau'les

Pher'e-cles

Phei^e-elus

Phe-rec'ra-tea

Pher-e-c/a-dw

Pher-e-cy'des

Pher-en-da'tes

Pher-e-ni'ce

Phe-reph'a-te

Phe-re' ti-as

Pher-e-ti'ma

Phe-ri'num

Phi'ade

Phi-a'li-a

Pliib'e-seth, 8.

Phi-ce'on

Phi'chol, *.

Phiu'o-reB

Phidias

Phid'i-le

Phi-dip'pi-des

Phi-dit'i-a

Phi-do'las

Phid-o-la'us

Phi-do' le-oa

Phid'y-le

Phig-a-le'a

Phi-ga'led

Phit-a-del'phi-a

or Phil-a-del-

phi'a

Phil-a-del'phus

Phldte'ul

Phi-lac' ua

Phil-ade'thea

Phi-Um'mon

Phi-lar'clies, s.

Phi-lar'chus

Phi-lai^e-tus

Phi-lar'gy-rus

I'hil'e-as

Phil'e-as

Phi-le'bus

Phi-lemon

Phi-le'nor

Phile-ros

Phide'Bi-as

Phile'ai-ua

Phil-e-tairus

Phi-le'tas

Phi-le'tes

Phi de' tor

Phi-le'tus

Phi-leu'me-nos

Phi-line

Phi-liana

Phi-li'ima

Plii-lip-pe'i

Phil-ip-pe'us

Phi-lip'pi

Phi lip pi-dee

Phil-ip-pop'o-lis

Plii-lip'pus

Phi-lis'cus

Phi-lis'ti-a

Phi-lis'ti-a, «.

Phil-is-ti'deB

Phi-lis'tim, #.

Phi-lia tine, *.

Phi-lis'ti-ou

Phi-lis'tua

Phil-o-boj-o'tus

Phi-loch'o-rus

Phil'o-cles

Phil-o-cli'deB

Phi-loc'ra-tea

Phil-oc-te'tea

Phil-o-cy'prua

Phil-o-da-me'a

Phil-o-de'mus

Phi-lod'i-ee

Phil-o*do-re'tus

Phil-o- du' Ius

Phil-6 la'us

Phi-lol'o-gus

Phi-lom'a-che

Phi-lom'bro-tus

Phil-o-me'de

Phil-o-me'dea

Phil-o-me'la

Phil-o-me'lus

Phi-lom'e-nes

Phil-o-me tur

Phil-o-mu sua

Phil-o-ni'cua

Phidon'i-dea

Phil-o'nia

Phi-lou'o-e

Phi-lon'o-mo

Phi lon'o-mua

Phi-lop'a-tor

Phil'o-phrou

Phil-o-pcu'nien

Phi-lop'o-nua

Phil-o-ro'mus

Phil'o bou

Phil-o-ateph'a-

nus

Phi los'tra-tus

Phi-lotas

Phidot'e-ra

Phi lo'the-a

Phil-o-the'rus

Phi-lo the-ua

Phil-o-ti'mua

Phido'tiB

Phi-lox'e-nua

Phil'y-ra

Phil-y-re'is

Phil'y-rea

Phin'e-aa, *.

Phin'e-es, «.

Phi'ne-haa, 8.

Phi ne'um

Phi'neus

Phi-ni'des

Phiutia

Phiu' ti-as

Phi' son, f.

Phleg'e-thon

Phle'gon, 8.

Phle'gy»

Plile'gy-aa

Phlegy-e'is

Phli-a'ai-a

Phlyg'o-ne

Pho-be'tor

Pho-caya

Phoc'a-is

Pho'ce-»

Plio'ceuB

Pho'ci-on

Pho-cyli-dea

Phaj'be

Pho3-be'um

Phoa-be'ua

Phoub'i-das

Phos-big'e-na

Phce-ni'ce or

Phuj-nic'i-a

Phoj-ni'cea

Pho3 nic'i-des

PhuB ni'cua

Phcen-i-cu'sa

Phue-nis'8a

Phie'te-um

Phol'o-e

Pho-mo'thia

Phor-cy'nia

Phor'mi-o

Pho-ro'neua

Phor-o-ni'dw

Pho-ro'nia

i "ii<> in-. 8.

Phosphorus

Pho-ti'nus '

Pho'ti-us

Phra-a'tea

Phra-at'i-ces

Phra-dates

Phra-gau'daj

Phra-ha'tea

Phra-or'tes

Phras'i-clea

Phras-i-cli'dea

Phras-i-de'mus

Phra-sid'o-tus

Phras-i-me'de

Phras'i-mus

Phrat-a-pher'-

nes

Phri-co'nia

Phro-ne'sis

Phron'i-ma

Phru-gun-dio-

nea

Phry'gea

Phryg'i-a

Phryg'i-us

Phryu'i-chus

Phryx-on'i-des

Phthi'a

Plithi-o'tes

Phthi o'tis

Phud (u as In

but), 8.

PI in' rah, 8.

Phu'rim, *.

Phut (u as in

Out), 8.

Phu'vah, *.

Phy-a'ces

Phyg-e-la

Phy-gel'lua, 8.

Phyl'a ce

Phyl-a-ce'ia

Phydac'i-des

Phyl'a-cus

Phydar'chus

Phyl-e'is

Phy'leua

Phy-li'des

Phyl'ira

Phylda'lf-a

Phylde'is

Phyl'li-us

Phyl lod'o-ce

Phy-lom'a-chus

Phy lon'o-me

Phy-rom'a-chus

Phys-cel'la

Phya'co-a

Phya-i-oguo'-

mon

Phya-aa-de'a

Pliy-tal'ldea

Phyt'e -urn

Phyx'i-um

Pia'li-a

Pi'a-sua

Pi Be'seth. 8.

Pi-ce'ni

Pi-centi-a

Pic-en-ti'ni

Pi-ce'num

Pie-ta'vi

Pic-ta'vi-um

Pie'to-nes

Pid'o-cua

Pi-do'rus

Pi-dy'teB

Pi'e-lus

Pi'e-ra

Pi-e'ri-a

Pi-er^i-des

Pie ris

Pi'e-ruB

Pie tas

Pi Ha-hi'roth, g.

Pilate, 8.

Pi-la'tus

Pil'daab, 8.

Pil'e ha, *.

Pi le'ser, *.

Pi-le'sus

Pil-ne'Ber, *.

Pi-lo'rus

Pil'tai, *.

Pi-lum'nua

Pim-ple'a

Pim-ple't-des or

Pim-ple'a-des

Pina-ra

Pi-ua'ri-ua

Pin a- rus

Pin'da-rua

Pin'da-sus

Pin-de-nis'sus

Pi-ne'tua

Pi'non, 8.

Pi'o-ne

Pi-o'ni a

Pi'o-uis

Pi'ra, ».

Pi-ne'ua or Pi-

ra; eua

Pi'ram, *.

Pir'a-thou, ».

Pi-re'ue

Pi-rith'o-us

Pi-ro'mia

Pir'o-us

Pi-rus'tse

Pi sai'us

Pi-san'der

Pi-sa'uus

Pi-sates

Pi-sau'rus

Pi-se'nor

Pi seua

Pia'gah, *.

PiB'i-as

Pis-i-cli'des

Pis'i-die

Pi-Bid'ia

Pi-aid'i-ce

Pis is-trat'1-daj

Pis-is-trat idea

Pi ais'tra-tus

Pi'son, *.

Pi -so'nes

Pis'pah, 8.

Pis-u e'taj

Pi-BUth'nes

Pit'a-ne

Pi-the con Col'-

pos

Pith-e-cu'Ba

Pith-e-cu'sa)

Pi the'nor

l'i (In mi-

Pith-oda'ua

Pi-tho'le-on

Pi'thom, *.

Pi-thom'e re

Pi'thon, *.

Pitta cus

Pit-the'is

Pit'theua

Pit-ula'nl

Pit'y-a

Pit-y-as'sus

Pit-y-i'a

Pit-y-o'des

Pit-y-o-ue'sus

Pit'y-us

Pit-y-u'sa

Pla-ceu'ti-a

Plac-en-ti'ul

Pla'ci-a

Pla-cid-e-1-a'nus

Pla-cid'i-a

Pla-na'Bia

Plan-ci'na

Pla-ta-'a

Plata? a

Plafage

Plat-a-uio'des

Pla-ta'ni-us

Plat'a-nus

Plate's

Pla-ton'i-ci

Plau'ti-a

Plau-ti-a'nus

Plau-tU'la

Plau'ti-ua

Plei'a-des

Ple-i'o-ue

Plem-myr'i-am

I'leiD-IlUi'UB

Pleu nioi'ii

Pleu-ra'tua

Plex-au're

Plex-ip'pua

Pliu'i-us

PJin-thi'ne or

Plin'thi-ne

Plia-tse'iie-tua

Plis-tarehus

Plitt'the-nes

Plis-ti'nus

Plis-to'a-nax w

Plis-to'uax

Pli;-to-ni'ces

Plis-to-m'fus

Plistox'e-nua

Plo-the'a

Plot-i-nop'o-lU

Plo-ti'nus

Plo'ti-us

Plu-taychui

Plu-to'ni-a

Plu'vi-us

Plyn-te'ri-a

Pneb'e-bta

Pni'geus

Po-blU'i-a

Po-che'reth. #.

Pod-ade'a

Pod-a lirt-us

Po-da^ee

Po-dar'ces

Po-da'rea

Po-dai^ge

Po-dar'gus

Po-das/i-nius

Poec'ide

Pccm'e-nia

Poen'i-euB

I'm III] lllS

Pu.*-o'ni-a

Po-go'nua

Pol-e-moc'ra-tei

Pol'e-mon

Pol-e-mo'ni-am

Pol-e-mu'ss

Po-le'nor

Po'li-as

Po-li-e'um

Poli-eus

Po-li-or-ce'tes

Po-lis'ma

Po-lis'tra-tus

Pol-i-te'a

Po-li'tes

Pol-i-to'ri-um

Pol leu'ti-a

Pol'li-o

Pol-lu'ti-a

Po lus'ca

Po ly-se-mon i-

dai

Po-ly-w'nus

P<>-ly-a-ra'tu*

Po-ly-ar'chus

Po-ly-a-re tu*

Pol-y-bo't«s

Po-lyb'i-das

Po-lyb'i-us

Pol y-bcea

Pol-y-botes

Po-lyb o-tum

Pol'y-bus

Pol'y-ca'on

Pol-y-cai^pus

Pol-y-caa'te

Po-lyeha-res

Pol y-cle'a

Pol'y-cles

Pol-y-cle'tus

Pol y-cra tea

Po-lyc'ra-tes

Po lyc'ri-tUB

Pol-yc-te'tus

Po-lye/tor

Pol-y-dre'mon

Po-lyd'a-mas

Pol-y-dam na

Pc-ka-hl'ah, t. Pol-y-dce U*Pe-ri'da, *. Plu cid'i-usPhal'a-ra Phyt'alusPhi'a-lus Phidyr-i-des
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Pol-y-deu-cea Pos-thu'mi-a Pro-so'pis Py-re'tua (Cen Ra'cha 1, 8. Rhad-a-man- Ru'di-ee Sa-git'ta

Pul-y-deu'cea Pos-thu'mi-us Pros-o-pi'tea taur) Ra'chel (eh as in thua Ru-di'ni Sag-un-ti'nus

Pol-y-do'ra Poat'hu-mus Pios-o-pi'tis Pyr'e-tua (river) church), 8. Rhad'a-mas Ruf-fl'nus Sa gmi'tum or

Pol-y-do'rus Pos-tu'mi-us Pro-so'pon Pyr go-pol-i-ni'- Ra-cil'i-a Rhad-a-mis'tus Ru-nl'lus Sft-gun'tus

Pol-y-gi'ton Post-ver'ta Pro-aym'na C68 Ra-cil'i-us Rhad'i-ne Ru-fl'nus Sa'is

Po-lyg'i-um Po-tara'i-dea Pro-tag'o-ras Pyr-got'e-les

Py-rf-phleg'e-

Rad'dai, 8. Rhais'e-na Ru'fl-us Sa-i'ttfl

Pol-yg-no'tus Pot'a-mon, Pro'te-aa RsD-aa'cea Rhte'te-ie Ru'fua, a. Sal-a-ce'ni

Po-lyg'o-nus Pot'a-mus Pro-tea-i-la'us thon Ra'gau, a. Rha»'ti-a Ru'gi-i Sa-la'ei-a

Po-ly-hym'ni-a Po-thi'nus Pro'teus Py-iip'pe Ra'ges, 8. Rha-ge'a Ru-ha'mah, a. Sal-a-gi'sa

or Po-lyni'ni-a Pot-i-dte'a Pro' the-ua Py-ro'dea Ra-gu'el, 8. Rham-an-i'taj Ru'mah, a. Sa'lah, 8.

Pol-y-i'des Pa-ti'na Proth'o-us Pyr-o-ge'ri Ra'hab, 8. Rha-me'lus Ru'mi-na or Ru- Sa-lam-bo-re'a

Po-Iy-i'dua Pot'i-phar, a. Prot-i-de'mus Pyr'o-is Ra'ham, 8. Rham-nu'si-a mi'na Sal-a-mi'na

Pul-y-la'us Pot-i-phe'ra, s. Prot-o-ge-ne'a Py-rom'a-chua Ra'hel, 8. Rhamp-si-ni'tua Ru-mi'nua Sal-a-min'i-a

Pol-y-me'de Po-tit'i-i Pro-tog'e-nes Pyr*po-le Ra'kem, 8. Rhaph'a-ne Run-ci'na Sal a- in is

Fo-lym'e-don Po-ti'tua Prot-o-ge-ni'a Pyr'rhi-as Rak'kath, s. Rha phe'a Ru-pil'i-UB Sa-lu'pi-a or Sa-

Pol-y-me'la Pot-ni'a-dea Prot-o-me-di'a Pyr'rhi-chus Rak'kon, 8. Rha'ri-us Rua'ci-no la'pi-aj

Po-lym'e-nes Pot'ni-a) Prot-o-me-du'sa Pyr'rhi-daj Ra'ma. 8. Rbas-cu'po-Hs Ru-sel'laj Sa-lar'i-a

Pol-y-nie'res Pot'u-a Prot-ry-ge'a Pyr'ri cha Ra'mali. s. Rhas-cu'po-ria Ru-si'na Sa-las'si

Pol-ym-nea'tes Prac'ti-us Prox'e-nus Py-tha3n'e-tus Ra-nia-tha'im.s. Rha-to'ns Rus'pi-na Sa-la'thi-el, a.

Pol-ym-nea'tor Pne-nes'te Pru-den'ti-ua Py-thag'o-ras Ram'a-them, s. Rhed'o-nes Rus-pi'num Sal'cah, a.

Pol-y-ni'cea Pnen-es-ti'ni Prum'ni-des Pyth-a-go-re'i Ra'math Le'hi, Rhe-gi'ni Rua'ti-cus Salchah, e.

Pol-y-ni'cus Pne-to'ri-us Pru-saj'us Py than'ge-lus .«. Rhe'gi-um Ru-te'ni Sal-du'ba

Po-lyn'o-e Prae-tu'ti-um Pru-ai'a-des Pyth-a-ra'tus Ra'math Miz'- Rhe-ue'a Ruth (u aa in Sa-le'ius

Po-lyu'o-me Pra'si-i Pru'si-as Pyth'e-as peh, a. Rhe-o-mi'tres truth), a. Sa'lem, 8.

Pol'y-nus Pras'i-nus Pryra-ne'sl-a P/theua Ram'e-sea, 8. Rhe'sa, 8. Ru-the'ui Sa-le'ni

Pol-y-pe'mon Pra-tajm'e-nes Prym-ne'sus Pyth'i-a Ra-mi'ah, 8. Rhes-cu'po-ria Ru'ti-la Sal-en-ti'ni

Pol-y-per'chon Prat'i-nas Pryt'a-nes Pyth'i-as Ra-mi'sea Rhe-te'nor Rutill-us Sa-k*r'nuni

Pol-y-phe'nius Pra-ti'te Pryt-a-ne'um Pyth'1-on Ra'moth Gil c- Rhet'i-co Ru'ti-lus Sa'li-a

Pol-y-phi'dea Pra-tom'o-lua Pryt'a-nia Pyth i-o-ni'ce ad, 8. Rhe-tog'e-nes

Rhex-enor

Ru'tu-ba Sa-li-a'ris

Pol-y-phon'tes Prat-o-ni'eua Psam'a-the Pyth-i-o-ni'ces Ra'pha, 8. Ru'tu-bus Sa'li-i

Pol'y-phron Prax-ag'o-ras Psam'a-thos Pyth'i-um Ra'pha-el, 8. Rhex-ib'i-us Ru'tu-li Sa'lim, 8.

Pol-y-pi'thes Prax'i-as Paam-men'i- Pyth'i-us Raiili'u-iiii, a. Rhi-a'nus Ru'tu-pse Sa-li'nce

Pol-y-pco'tea Prax-i-bu'lus tus Py-thoch'a-ris Raph'a-na Rhid'a-go Ru-tu'iu-a) Sal-1-na'tor

Po-Iyp'o-rus Prax-id'a-mus Psam-met'i-chus Pyth'o-clea Ra-pha'ne-ce Rhi-noc-o-lu'ra Ru-tu-pi'nus Sa'li-us

Pol - y - steph ' a - Prax-id'i-ce Pse-bo'a Pyth-o-cli'des lta'phon. 8. Rhi-o'ne Sal'lai, 8.

mis Prax-il'e-os Pse-ne'rus Pyth-o-de'lus Ra'phu, s. Rhi-phaa'I

S.

Mltn, 8.

Po lys'the-nes Prax-in'o-a Pseu-do-ce'Hs Pyth-o-de/mua Ras'sis, 8. Rhi-phee'us Sal'lum, 8.

Po-lys'tra-tus Prax-i'nua Pseu'do-lua Pyth-o-do'rua Ra-tbu'mus, 8. Rho-be'a Sal-lu'mus, »f.

Pol-y-tech'nus Prax-iph'a-nea Pseu-dop'y-la? Py-thod'o-tus Ra-tu'me-na Rho'da, 8. Sab'a-con Sal-lusti-ua

Po-l/tes Prax-it'e-les Paeu-dos'to-mos Py-thog'e-nes Rau'ra-ci or Rhod'a-lua Sa-bae-tha'ni, 8. Sal'ma, a.

Pol-y-ti-me'tus Prax-ith'e-a Psy-cho-maii- Pyth-o-la'us Rau'ri-ci Rhod'a-nua Sab-a-di'bee Sal'ma-cia

Pol-y-ti'muB Pre'li-us te'um Py-tho'nea Ra-ven'na Rho'di-i Sabee'i Sal'mah, s.

Po-lyt'ro-pus Pre-u'ge-nes Psyt-ta-li'a Pyth-o-ni'ce Rav en-na'tes Rhod'o-cus, 8. Sab-a-ge'na Sal-ma-na'sai*.

Po-lyx'e-na Prex-as'pes Ptar'e-nus Py-thon'i-ci Re-a'iah, 8. Rhod-o-gu'ne Sa-ba'oth, a. 8.

Po-lyx'e-nus Pri-a-me'is Pte-le'a Pyth-o ni'cus Re-a'te Rhod'o-pe or Sa-ba'ri-a Sal'mon, a.

Po-lyxo Pri-am'i-des Pte'le-os Pyth-o-nis'aa Re-bec'ca, 8. Rlio-do'pia Sa'bat, 8. Sal-mo'ne

Pol-y-ze'lus Pri'a-mus Pte'le-um Py-thoph'a-nea Re-bek'ah, a. Rhue-te'um Sa-ba'ta Sal-mo'neua

Pom-ax-aa'thres Pri-a'pus Pter'e-las Py-thop'o-lia Reb'i-lus Rhog'o-nia Sab-a-te'as, s. Sal-mo'nis

Po-me'ti-aor Po Pri-e'ne Pter-e-la'us Pyt'ta-lua Re'chab, a. Rbom-bi'tes Sab-a-te'us, 8. Sal'mua

me' ti-i Prim-i-pi'lus Pte'ri-a Pyx-ag* a-thus Re'chab-ites, 8. Rhop'a-lus Sab-a-ti'nus Sal-my-des'sus

Po-mo'na Pri'o-la Pte'ri-on Pyx-i-ra'tea Re'chah, a. Rho-sa'ces Sab'a-tus, a. Sal-o-du'rum

Pom-pe'ia Pri'o-las Pte-roph'o-rus Pyx-i'tea Rec-ti'na Rhox-a'na or Sa-ba'zi-us Sal'o-e

Pora-pe-ia'nu9 Pri-o-no'tus Ptce-o-do'rua Re-dic'u-lus Rox-a'na Sab'ban, a. Sa'loin, 8.

Pora-pe'ii Pris'ca, 8. Ptol-e-der'ma Red'o-nea Rhox-o-la'ui Sab'ba-tha Sa-lo'me

Pom-pe-i-op'o-lis Fris-ci-a'nus Ptol-e-mie'um

Q-
Re-e-la'iah, a. Rhu-te'ni and Sab-ba-the'us, s. Sal'o-raon

Pom-pe'iua Pria-cilia Ptol-e-raaVua Re-el'iaa, a. Ru-the'ni Sab-be'us, a. Sa-lo'na or Sa-

Pom'pe-lon Pris-ci'nus Ptol-e-raa'is Qua-dra'ta Re'gem, a. Rhyn'da-cus Sab'di, s. lo'nte

Pom-pil'i-a Priv-er-na'tes Ptol-e-me'ua, 8. Quad-ra-tilla Re'gem Melech, Rliyt'i-us Sa-be'ana, a. Sal-o-ne'a

Pom-pil'i-us Pri-ver'num Ptol'i-cus Qua-dra'tus 8. Ri'bai, a. Sa-bel'la Sal-o-ni'na

Pom-pis'cuB Pri-ver'nus Pto'us Quad'ri-ceps Re-giHa Rib'lab, 8. Sa-bel'li Sal-o-ni'nus

Pom-po'ni-a Proch'o-rus Pu'ah, 8. Quad'ri-froos Re-gil-la'nus Ric'i-mer Sa-bel'lua Sa-lo'ni-us

Pom po'ni-us Proch'y-ta Pub-lic'i-a Qua-ri-ates Re-gillus Rim'mon, a. Sa'bi, a. Sal-pi'nas

Pom-po-si-a'nus Pro-cil'i-us Pub-lic'i-ua Qua'ri-ua Re-gi'na Rim'mon Pa'rez, Sa-bid'i-ua Sal'pi-on

Pomp-ti'ua Pro-cil'la Pub-lic'o-la Qul-e'tua Re-gi'num a. Sa'bi-e, s. Sal-ti-e'tw

Pomp-ti'nus Pro-cil'lus Pubni-ua Quinc-ti-a'nus Reg'u-lus Rin-gi-be'ri Sa-bi'na Sal-tu-a'res

Pon'ti-a Pro-cle'a Pu'dens, 8. Quinc-til'i-a Re-habi'ah, a. Rin'nah, 8. Sa-bi'ni Sa'lu, a.

Pon'ti-cum Ma'- Pro-cli'des Pu-di'ca Quinc'ti-ua Re'hob, 8. Ri-o'ne Sa-bin-i-a'uus Sa'lum, 8.

re Proc-on-ne'aus Pul (u aa in Quin-qua'tri-a Re-ho-bo'am, a. Ri-phro'i Sa-bi'nus Sal'vi-a

Pon'ti-cus Pro-co'pi-us dell), 8. Quin-qua'trua Re hoTjoth, a. Ri'phath, a. Sa-bi'ra Sal-vid-i-e'nua

Pon-ti'na Procrustes Pul-che'ri-a Quin-quen-na'- Retium, 8. Ri-phe'us Sab lo'nes Sal'vi-ua

Poii-ti'nus Proc'u-la Pu'non, 8. lea Re'i, a. Riq-ue-belus Sa bo'ci Sa'ly-ea

Pon'ti-ua Proc-u-le'iua Pu-pi-e'nus Quin-quev'i-ri Re'kem, a. Rib' sail, 8. Sab'ra-cw Sam'a-el, a.

Pon-tom'e-dmi Proc-u-li'na Pu pln'i-a Quiu-tU'i-a Re-ma-li'ah, a. Rith'mah, a. Sab'ra-ta Sa-ma'ias, a.

Pon-ton'o-ua Proc'u-lus Pu'pi-us Quin-til-i-a'nus Re'meth, s. Rix'a-mre Sa-bri'na Sa - ma ' ri - a or

Pon-to-po-ri'a Pro'cy-on Put (u as in Out), Quin-ti'lia Rem'mi-ua Rix-am'a-ra; Sab' tab, 8. Sam-a-ri'a

Po-pil i-ua Prod'i-cus

Pu-te-o-la'ui

g. Quin-til'i-us Rem'mon, s. Riz'pah, 8. Sab'te-chab, s. Sam-a-ri'ta

Po-plic'o-la Prod'ro-mus Quiu-tU'la Rem'mon Me- Ro-bi'gtia or Sab'u-la Sam-ar-o-bri'va

Pop-pie'a Pro'e-dri Pu-te'o-U Quin-til'lua tho'ar, 8. Ro-bi'go Sa-bu'ra Sa'me-as

Pop-pse'ua Pro-er'na Pu'ti-fl, 8. Quin'ti-o Rem'o-ra Rob'o-am, a. Sab-u-ra'nus Sa-meiua, a.

Pop-u-lo'ni-a Prcet'i-des Py-a-nep'ai-a Quin'ti por Rem'plian, a. Rod'a-nim, a. Sac'a-daa Sa-me'ni

Po'ra-tha, a. Pro-la'ua Pyg'e-la Quin'ti-ua Rem'phis, a. Rod-e-ri'cus Sac-a-pe'ne Sam gar Ke'bo,

Por'ci-a Prol'o-ehus Pygmso'i Qui-ri na Rem'u-luB Ro'ge-lim, a. Sa'car, a. 8.

Por'ei-ua Prom'a-chus Pyg-mae'on Quir-i-na'li-a Re-mu'ri-a Roh gah, 8. Sac-cas-Be'ne Sa'mi, «.

Por-do-se-le'ne Pro-ma'thi-on Pyg-ma'li-on Quir-i-aa'lis Rep-en-ti'nus Rol-inus, a. Sac-cas-te'ne Sa'ml-a

Por-o se-le'ne Prom'e-don Pyl'a-dea Qui-ri'nua Re-pha'el, a. Ro-raam'ti £'- Sac-che'ni Sa'mis, 8.

Por'phy-res Prom-e-naa'a Py-lsom'a-chua Qui-ri'tea Re'phah, a. zer, «, Sac-cop'o-des Sa'mi-us

Por-phyr'i-on Prom'e-nea Py-lasm'e-nes Re-pha'iah, a. Ro-ma'ni Sach-a-li'tas Sam '1 ah, 8.

Por-phyr'i-us Prom'e-rus Py-lag'o-ne

E.

Re-pha'im, a. Ro-ma'nus Sach-a-li'tes Sam'mus, a.

Por-phy-rog-eu - Pro-me'theus Py-lag'o-ras Reph'i-dim, a.

Re'sen, «.

Ro-mil'i-us Sa-cra'ni Sam-ni'tw

!ll! US Prom-e-thi'a Py-la'on Rom'u-la Sa-cra'tor Sam'nites

Por'ri-ma Pro-me'thia and Py-lar'ge Ra'a-mah, 8. Re'sheph, s. Ro-mu'li-da3 Sac'ro-ne Sam'ui-um

Por-aen'na or Prom-e-thides Py-lar'tea Ra-a-mi'ah, *. Re-ta'vi Rom'u-lus Sa'cro-vlr Sam'o-las

Por'se-na Prome-thus Py-le'ne Ra-am'aes, s. Re-ti'na Ros'ci-us Sad'a-les Sa-mo'ni-um

Por'ti-ua Fes'- Prom'u-lus Py-le'nor Rab'bah, *. Re'u, 8. Ros'co-pus Sa-da-mi'as, $. Sa-mos'a-ta

l II-, s. Pro-nap'i-des Pyl'e-ua Rat/bath, n. Reu'ben, a. Ro'se-a Sa'das, a. Sam-o-thra'ce,

Por-tum-na'li-a Pron'o-e Py-lo'ra Rab1)i, 8. Re-u-dig'ni Ro-ail'la-nus Sad-de'us, 8. Sam-o-thra'ca,

Por-tum'nus Pron'o-mua Pym'a-tua Rab'bith, «. Re-u'el, 8. Ros'u-la Sad'duc, a. or Sam-o-thra'-

Por-tu'nus Pron'o-us Py-rac'mon Rab-bo'ni, s. Re-u'mah, a. Ro-tom'a-gus Sad'du-cee, s. ci-a

Po-sid'e-a Pron'u-ba Py-rac'mos Ra-bir'i-us Re'zeph, a. Rox-a'na Sa'doc, 8. Sam-o-thra'ces

Po-sid'e-on Pro-per'ti-ua Py-nech'mes Rab'mag, s. Re-zi'a, a. Rox-ola'ni Sad'o-eus Sam'o-tbrax

Po-ai'dea Pro-phe'ta Py-ram'i-dea Rab'sa-cea, 8. Re'zin, s. Ru-bel'li-us Sa-dy-at'tes Sam'son, a.

Poa-i-de'um Pro-poet'i-dea Pyr'a-mua Rab'sa-ris, g. Re'zou, a. Ru'bi-con Sw-gi-me'rua Sam'u-el, a.

Po-si'don Pro-pon'tis Pyr*a-sus Rab'slia-keh, s. Rhab'di-um Ru-bi e'nua Sajfa-bis San-a-bas'sar, a.

Pos-i-do'ni-a Prop-y-laVa Py-re'i-cus Rab-u-le'iua Rhab-du'chi Ru-bi'go Sag a-las'sus San-a-bas'sa-rus,

Pos-i-do'ni-us Pros'do-cas Pyr-e-naa'i Ra'ca, 8.
Rha-celus •

Ru-bre'nus Sag'a-na a.

Po'si-o Pros-e-le'ni Pyr-e-nae'us Ra'cha, 8. Rha-co'tes Ru'bri-us Sagap'o-la San'a-sib, a.

Pos-si-doni-um Pro-ser'pi-iisi Py-re'ue Ra'chab, 8. Rha-co'tis Ru-ci-na'tes Sag'a-ris
Sap K-''\at, s.

f

(
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E rom'e-ne Eu-me'des Eu-tel'f-das Fe-ro'ni-a Ga'lal. *. Ge'na-bum Gne-sip'pus(ne-) Ha dad Rhn-

E-roa'tra-tus Eu-iue'lis Eu-ter'pe Fes-cen-ui'mis Ga-lan'thia Ge-nau'ni Gui'do (ni) mon, e.

Ero'ti-a Eu-me'lua Eu-tha'li-UB Fea'cu-lw Gal'a-ta Ge-ue'tea Gni'dua (nidus) Ha'dar. ».

E-ru'brua Eu'me-nea Eu the'nee Fi-bre'nua Gal'a-tat Ge-ne'va Gno-Bid'i-vua Ha-dar-e'zer, g.

Erx'i-as Eu-me-ni'a Eu'thi-aa Fi-cul'ne-a Gal-a-te'a Ge-ne'zar, a. (no-) Ha da'&liah, «.

Er-y-ci'na Eu-men'i-dea Eu-thyb'o-lufl Fi-de'na or VI Gala'ti-a Ge-ni'sua Gnoa'ai-a Ha-dAsaab, t.

Er-y-niau'this Eu-mi'de Eu'thy clea de'nw Giil-a'ti-a, g. Geu-nes'a-ret, *. Go'atb, a. Ha dat tab, «.

Er-y-man'thus Eu-mi'dea Eu-thyc'ra-tea Fid-e na'tea Gal'a ton Geii-ne'us, s. Go'brj-a* Ha'did. a.

Er'y-mas Eu-mol'pe Eu-thy-de'mua Fi-den'ti-a Ga-lax'ius Gen'ae-ric Go'Ian, a. Had lai, a.

E rymneus Eu-mol'pi-daj Eu-thy'muB Fid-en-ti'uus Gal'bu-la Gen'ti-ua Gol'go tha, t. Ha do' ram, e.

Erya-the'a Eu-mol'pus Eu-thyn'o-ua Fi'des Ga-le'ed, *. Gen'u-a Go-li'ah, a. Had'racb, *.

Er-y-the'a or Er- Eu-mon'i-ilca Eu-trap'e-lus Fi-die'u-liB Ga-le'mi3 Ge-nu bath, *. Go-liatb, jr. Ha-dri a-uop o-

y-thi'a Eu-na'pi-ua Eu-tre'sis Fini'bri-a Ga-le-o'Uje Ge-nu'ei ua Go'mer, a. lis

Er-y-thi'nl Eu-ne'ua Eu tro'pf-ua

Eu'ty-ehea

Fir'mi-ua Ga-le'ri-a Ge-nu'rus Gom-o-U't» Ha-tlria'nus

E-ryth-ra-bo'lus Eu-ni'ce Fis-cel'lua Ga le'ri-ua Genu-bus Gom'o-ra Ha dri at i earn

Er'y-thr® Eu-ui'cus Eu-tyeh'i-des Fla-cil'la Ga le'sua Gen'y-sus Go-mor'rab, if. Had-ru-nie'turn

Er'y-thras Eu-no'rai-a Eu'ty-chus, g. Fla-miu'i-a Gal-ga'la, s. Ge-om'o-ri Go-nataa Had y-le us

E-ryth'ri-oD Eu'no-mus Eux'e-nou Fla-miu'i-us Gal-i-lftVa Ge'on, s. Gon'gy-lus Ha;-bu'dea

E-ryth'roa Eu-no'nes Eux'e-nus Fla'vi-a Gal'i-lee, t. Ge-phy'ra Go ni a-dea Ha; me'ra

E-aa'ias, f. Eu'no-ua Eux-t'uua Pun- Fla-vi-a'num Gallia Geph-y-rw'l Go nip'pua Htem'o-nea

E'sar Had'don,*. Eu-o'di-as, *. tua Fla-vi'na Gal-H-ea'nus Ge-phy'rea Gon-o-esaa Hse-moui a

E'aau, g. Eu'o-dus Eux ip'pe Fla vin'i-a Gal lic'i-nuB Geph y-ro'te Go-nus'aa H* njon'i-des

Es-dra-e'lon, *. Eu-on'y-nioa Eux-yn'the-tus Fla-vi-o-bri'ga Gal'li-cua Gep'i-d» Gor-di-a nua Haj-moa tra-tus

Ea-dre'lon, *. Eu'o-raa E-vad'ue Fla'vi-ua Gal-li-e'nus Ge'ra, *. Gor-di-e'um Ila'gah, *.

Ea'e-bon, a. Eu-pal'a-nius Ev'a-ges Fla vo'na Gal'lim, g. Ge-raa'tus Gor-di uco'me Ha gabah or

E se'bri-as, g. Eu'pa-tor Ev'a-gon Flo-ren'ti-a GaMi'ua Ger-a-ne'a Gor'di-ura Hag a-bah, «.

E'sek, jt. Eu-pa-to'ri-a E-vag'o-ras Fkvri-a'nus Gal-li-na'ri-a Ge-ra'ni-a Gor'di-us Ha'gar. *.

Edh-ba'al, *. Eu'pe-lua E-vag'o-re Flu-o'nl-a Gal'U-o, *. Ge-ran'thno Gor-di u-ti'chns Ha gar enes, #.

E she-an, a. Eu'pha-ea E van'der Folia Gal-lip'o-lis Gerar, *. Gor'ga-sua Hag ga-i, t.

E shek, *. Eu-phau'tua E van'ge-lus Fon-ta'nua Gal-li'ta Ger'a-aa Goi-'gi-aa Hag ge ri, *.

Esh ta'ol, a. Eu-phe'me Ev-an-gor'i-dea Fon-te'ia Gal-h> gne'ei-a Ge-ras'i-muB Gor'gi-as, #. Hag'gi, a.

Eah-te -mn'a or En-phe'mus E-van'thea Fon-te'iua Gal-lo'ni-us Ge-re'a Gor'go-na Hag gi'ah, e.

Eah-tem'o-a, *. Eu-phor'bua E-var'chua For'ini-» Ga-ma'el, *. Ge res'ti-cua Gor'go-nes Hag gith, *.

Es-ma-chi'ab, s. Eu-pho'ri-on E-vel'thon For-mi-a'num Ga-ma'li-el, *. Ger'ge-aenes, *. Gor go'ni-a Haw-nag o-ra

E-Bo'ra, g. Eu-phraa'ne-tua E-ve'nor For-tuna Gam-bre'um Ger-gi'thes Gor-go'pas Ha'i, ».

E<s quiliee Eu-phra'nor E-ve'nua For-tu-na'tua, *. Ga-me'li-a Ger-gi'thua Gor-goph'o ne Hak'ka-tan. #.

Es-qut-H'nua Eu-phra'tea E-ver'ge-ta> For'u-li Gam-ma'dim, *-. Ger-go'bia Gor-goph'o ra Hak koz. *.

Es-aed'o-nes Eu-phroa'y-ne E-ver'ge-t«B Fre-gel'la Ga ii nil. 8. Ge-ri'sa Gor-gopia Ha-ku pha, e.

Es-ae'nt Eu-pi'thea Ev-ea-per/i-dea Fre ge'nas Gan-da-ri'tfB Ger'i-zim, «. Gor gyth'i-on 11a laj sus nni

Es'au-i Eu-plce'a E'vil Me-ro- Fren-ta'ni Gan-da-ri'tia Ger'ma-lua Gor'tu as nade'aus

Est'ha-ol. 8. Eu pol'e-mus, *. dach, s. Frig'i-duB Gan gar*i-dft! Ger-ma'ni-a Gor ty'naorGor Ha lah, *.

Es'ther(tA = ().*• Eu'po-lia E-vip'pe Fris'f-i Gan-gar'i-dea Ger-man'i cus ty'ne Ha lak. a.

Ea ti aYa Eu-pom'pua E-vip'pua Fron-ti'nua Gau-ge'tia Ger-ma'nua Gor-tyn'i a lial'a-U

Ea-ti-aWtis Eu-reia Ex-a'di-ua Fru'ai-no Gan-naa'eua Ger-on-te'ua Go'sheu, *. Uul-cy'o-ne

Ea'u-la Eu-ri-a-naa'sa Ex»n'e-tua Fu'ci-nus Gan-y-me'de Ge-ron'thne Go'thi Ha-le aa

E'tam, s. Eu-rip'i-dea Ex ie'thea Fu-ftd'i-ua Gan y-me'dea Ger-rhe'ni-ana,*. Go-thi'ni Ha le'aus

E-te'o-cles Eu-ri'pua Ex-ag'o-nua Fu'fl-ua Gaph'a-ra Ger'ahora, g. Goth-o-li'aa, g. Hal liuL a.

E-te'o-clua Eu-ro-aq'ui-Io Ex'o-le Ful-cin'i-us Gar'a-ma Ger'shon, a. Go-tho'ues Ha'li, a.

Et-e-o-cre'tto Eu-roc'ly-don Ex-om'a-ta? Ful'fu-1» Gar-a-mau'tca Gc'ry-onand Ge- Go-thou'i-el, *. Ha'lia

E-teo'neua Eu-ro'mua Ex-quil'i-a Ful-gi-na'tes Gar-a-man'tia lyo-nea Gra'ba, *. Ha U-ac'mon

E-te-o-ni'cus Eu-ron'o-tuB E'zar, *. Ful'vi-a Gar'a-maa Ge'ahem, *. Gra-di>us Ha li x e-tui

E-te-o'nus Eu-ro'pa Ez'ba 1 or Ez'- Ful'vi-us Ga-re'a-tffi Ge'ahur, a. Graj'ci-a Ualiartns

E'tham, *. Eu-ro-pre'us bai, f. Fun-da'miB Ga'reb, s. Geah'u-ri, a. Gnu ci'nus Hal-j-car nas -

Ethan, g. Eu-ro'pas Ez-e-ehi'as, *. Fu'rl-a Gar-ga'nua Ge-aith'o-ua Gne-cos'ta aia sua

Eth-ba'al, ft. Eu-ro-pe'a Ez-e-ki'aa, a. Fu'ri-w Gar-ga'pbi-a Ges-so-ri'a-cuiu Gra'iua Ha-licyie

E-the'lua Eu-ru'puB K-ze ki el, g. Fu'ri-i Gar'ga-ra Gea'sus Gra-juge-nai Ha lime tie

E-the'nion Eti-ro'taa E'zel, *. Fu-ri'na Gar-gar'i-dae Ge'ther, a. Gra-ni'cua Hal-ir-rboUiios

Ether, g. Eu-ro'to E'zera, g. Fu-ri'nie Gafga-rua Geth-o-li'as, s. Gra'ni-ua Hal-i-ther s*ea

E-tru'rl-a Eu-ryVle E'zer, *. Fu'riua Gar-get' tua Geth-aeui'a ne^i. Gra-teae In'su- Ha li'um

E-trua'ei Ku-ry'a-luB Ez-e-ri'aB, *. Fur'ni-ua Ga-ri'tea Get'i-cus 1k Ha li-ua

Et'y-lua Eu-ryb'a-tes E-zi'aa, g. Fu'si-a Gar'izim, a. Ge-tu'li-a Gra ti-fe Hul-i-zones

Eu ag'o-ras Eu-ryb'i-a E'zi-on Ge'ber, s. Fu'si-us Ga-nim'na Ge-u'elf s. Gra-ti-a'nus Hal-lo'esh, *.

Eu-bi'o-tua Eu-ry-bi'a-dea Gash'mu, a. Ge'zer, a. Gra tid'i-a Hal mones

Eu'bi-us Eu-ryb'i-ua Ga'tam, g. Gi'ah, 8. Gra'ti-on Hal my-desaui

Eu-bcB'a Eu ryb'o-tua F. G. Ga'the-ie Gilt' bur, a. Gra ti us Halmy-ria

Eu-bo'i-cua Eu ry-cle'a Ga-tbe'a-taa Gib'be-thon, *. Gra'vi-i Halo a

Eu'bo-taa Eu ry-cli'dea Pa-ba'rl-a Ga'al, g. Gau-ga-me'la Gib'e-a. a. Gra-via'cat Ha-loc'ra-te*

Eu-bo'tes Eu-rye'ra-tea Fab'ariB Ga'aah, *. Gau-ra'nua Gib'e-ah, a. Gra'vl-us Ha lohesb, *.

Eu-bu'le Eu-ry-crat'i-das Fa'bi-a Ga'ba. s. Ga'us or Ga'oa Gib'e-ath, a. Gre-go'ri-us Ha lo ne

Eu-bu'li des Eu-ryd'a-maa Fa-bi-a'ni Ga-ba'el, «. Ga'za, *. Gib'e-on, a. Gro-ne'a Hal on-ne'tus

Eu-bu'lus Eu-ry-dam'i-das Fa'bi-1 Gab'a-la Gaz-a-ce'ne Gid-dalti, *. Gry-uc'um Ha ly -attc*

Eu-cli'dea Eu-ry-de'mua Fa'bi-us Gab'a-les Ga-za'ra, a. Gid'del, a. Gryne'ua (Apol lia-ly cua

Eu'cra-tea Eu-ryd'i-ce Fab-ra-te'ri-a Gab'a-li Ga'zer, g. Gid'e-on, a. io) Halys

En-crat'i-das Eu ry-e'lus Fa-bric'i-ua Gah'a-za Ga-ze'ra, a. Gid-e-o'ni, a. Gry'neus(a CeJi- H:un-aHlry'a-<lcs

Eu'cri-tua Eu-ry-ga-ni'a Fac-e-li'na Gab'bai, s. Ga'zez, *. Gi'dom, a. taur) HiL-iuad"ry zs

Euc-te'mon Eu ryl'e-on Fees' u-lae Gab'ba-tha, g. Ga-zo'rus Gi go'nus Grj'-ni'ani Ha'man. a.

Eu daemon Eu-ryl'o-chua Fal-cid'i-a Ga-be'ne Gaz'zam, g. Gi'hon, *. Gud go'dah, s. Uain-ar-tolus

Eu-dam'i-das Eu-rym'a-chus Fa-le'ri-a Ga-bi-e'ne Ge'ba, g. Gil a-lai, a. Gu'ni. a. Ha math, s.

Eu'da-mua or Eu-ry-me'de Fa-le'ri-i Ga-bi-e'nus Ge'bal, *. Gil bo'a, a. Gy'a ra Ha math Zo'-

Eu-da'niua Eu rym'e-don Fal-e-ri'na Ga'bi-i Ge-ben'na Gil'e ad, a. Gya-ruB and bah, a.

Eu-de'mus Eu-rym'e-naj Fa-ler'nua Ga-bi'na Ge'ber, g. Gil'gal, a. Gy'a roa Ha-majr/i-tas

Eu-do'ci-a Eu-rym'e-nea Fa-lia'ci Ga-bin'i-a Ge'bim, a. Gi loh. *. Gy-gnj'ua Haw-ax-obi i

Eu-doc'i-mua Eu-ryn'o-me Fa-lia'cua Ga-bin-i-a'nus Ged-a-li'ali, *. Gim'zo, a. Gyl-a-ce'a Ha-mil car

Eu-do'ra Eu-ryn'o-mua Fau'ni-a Ga-bin'i-us Ge'der, s. Gi'natb, a. Gy-lip'pus Ha mil la

Eu-do'rus Eu - ryp - tol ' e- Fan'ui-i Ga-bi'nua Ge-de'rah, «. Gin-da'nea Gym-ne'tes Ham i -tal. «.

Eu-dox'i-a mua Fau'ni-ua Ga'bri-aB, *. Ge-de'rotb, n. Gin gu'nuni Gy na3-co-tha;'- Ham-mah-le

Eu-dox'ua Eu-ryp'y-le Far'fa-rua Ga'bri-el, $. Ged-e-ro-tha'iin, Giu'ne-thoD, g. nas koth, a.

Eu'dro-muB Eu-ryp'y-lus Far'ai-na Gad'a-ra s. Gip'pl-us Gyr-to'na Hant'math. f.

Eu-el-ge'a Eu-rys'tbe-nea Faa'ce-lia Gad'a-renes, *. Ge'dor, *. Gir'ga-ahites, 8. Gy-theuuu Hani we-dath*.

Eu-el'pi-des Eu-rys-then'i-da; Fas-cel'li-na Gad'di, g. Ge-dro'si Gia'pa, a. *.
Eu-era'e-rus Eu-rys'theus Faa'ci-nus Gad-di'el, *. Ge-dro'ai-a Git'tah Ue'pber, Ham-mo-lc-

Eu-e'nor Eu ryt'e-» Fans ti'iKi Ga'des Ge-ga'ni-1 *. H. keth, a.

Eu-e'nua Eu-ryt'e-le Faus ti'nus Ga'di. *. Ge-ha'zi, *. Git ta'im, 8. Ham moth IVr,

Eu-ea'pe ris Eu-ry-ti'mus Faus' ti-tas Ga-di'ra Ge-i-du'ni Gi'zou-ite. *. Ha-a-hash-taii a,

Eu-e'tbe Eu-ryt'i-on Fau3'tu-lus Gad-i-ta'nus Ge-la'ni Glan-do-nie'rum orHa-a-hash' Ha'mon Gog, a.

Eu ga'ne-i Eu'ry-tia Fa-ven'ti a Gfe-o'nas Ge-la'nor Glaph'y-re U-ri, a. Ha'mor, a.

Eu-ge'ni-a Eu'ry-tus Fa-ve'ri-a Gm sa'ta; Ge-li'loth, s. Glaph'y-rus Ha-aiu'nio-nai^. Ha-mu el, *

Eu-ge'ni-uru Eu'se-bes Fa-vo'ni-ua Qm tu'li Gel'll-a Glau'ci-a Ua ba'iah, *. Ha mu tal. *

Eu-ge'ni-UB Eu - se ' bi - a (a Fav-o-ri'uus Gas-tu'li-a Gel'li-as Glau'ci-des Ha bak'kuk, ^. Ha-nam e-cl. »-

Eu'ge-on woman) Feb'ru-a Gee- tu'li cua Gel'li-us Glau-cip'pe Haba-zi ni ab^ Ha nan, a.

Eu-gi'a Eu-se-bi'a(actty) Felic'i-tas Ga>-ze'tai Ge'lo or Ge'lon Glau-cip'pua Uab'i-tUB Ha nan'e-el, *

Eti-hem'e-rus Eu-ae'bi-ufl Fe'lix, *. Ga'hatD, i. Ge-lo'i Glau-cou'o-nit- Ha'bor, a. Ha-na'ni, a.

Eu-hyd'ri-um Eu-se'ne Fel'fli-na Ga'har, *. Ge-malH, g. Glau-co'pifi Uu-cha-H'ab, *. H:m-am'*b. /

Eu-ltm'e-ne Eu-ao'rua Fen-ea-teVIa Ga'ius, g. Ge-ma-ri'ah, 8. Glau ti-as Ha-chi'lah. *. Hannah, a

Eu'ma-chus Eu-sta'thi-us Fer-en-ti'nuui Gal'a-ad, g. Geni'i-ni Glyc'e-ra Hach mo ni, *. Han'na-tJiaD, t-

Eu-maYus Eua'the-nes Fe-ren'tum Gal-ac-toph'a-gi Ge-min'i-us Gly-ce'ri-um Ha'dad.s. Han ni t»al

Eu-ma'ras Han ai el. .-Eu-Uii'a Ua'dad E'zer, «.Fe-re'tri us Gna'tiaGa-laj'aus Gem'i-uus
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Ha'noch, a. Heb'do-me Hel'vi-us Her-o-di'um Hip'pa-sua Hoph'ra, a. Hyp-e-ri'on Id'do, a.

Ha'nun, *. He'ber, a. Hel'y-mua He-ro-do'rus Hip'pi-a Ho'ram, a. Hyp-erm-uea'tra I-de'ra

Ha-pha-ra nil, *. He-be'aua He'mam, a. He-rod'o-tua Hip'pi-as Hor-a-pol'lo Hyp-er-och'i-dea I-dis-ta-vi'sus

Haph-ru'im, a. Heb'ri-nus He'man, a. He-ro-du'lua Hip'pi-ua 11 o rati -a Hy-per'o-chua I-dom'e-ne

Ha'ra, s. He-brom'a-gus He'matb, a. He-ro'ea Hip-pob'o-tea Ho-ra'ti-us Hy-phffi'ua I-dom'e-neus

Ha-ra'dau, s. Heb'ron, s. He-ma'thi-on He-ro'i8 Hip-pob'o-tum Ho'reb, *. Hyph-an-te'oD I-do'the-a

Ha'ran, a. He'brus Hem'dan, a. He-roph'i-la Hip-pob'o-tus Ho'rem, a. Hy-pi'ron I-dri'eus

Har-bo'nah, *. He-bu'des Hem-e-roa-co- He-roph'i-le Hip po-cen-tau'- Hor-Ha gid'gad, Hy-pob'a-rus I-du'be-da

Ha'reph, a. Hec'a-le pi'um He-roph'i-lua ri a. Hyp-o-the'ba) I-duel, *.

Ha'reth, ». Hec-a-me'de He-mic'y-nea He-roa'tra-tua Hippo elides Ho'ri, *. Hyp-o-the'ca) I-du-mw'a

Har-ha'iah, $ Hec-a-tea'us He-mith'e-a Her-ail'i-a Hip po-co'me Ho'rim, s. Hyp-ae'a I-du'me and Id

H.ir'luis. s. Hec'a-te He-mo'dua Her-u-U Hip-poc'o-ou Hor'mah, a. Hyp-ae'la u-me'a

H ii- hur, a. Hec'a-to He-mo'na He'sed, a. Hip-po-co-rya'- Hor-mis'das Hyp-ae'nor I-d/ia

Ha'rim. s. Hec-a to-do'sus He'na, a. Heah'bon, a. tes Hor-o-na'im, a. Hyp'seus I-e'tn

Ha ripli, t. Hec-a-tom'po-Ua He-na'dad, a. Heah'mon, a. Hip-poc'ra-tea Hor-ta'num Hyp-ai-cra-te'a I'gal, *.

Har-ma teli-a Hec-a tom'py- Hen'e-ti He-si'o-dua Hip po era ti a Hor-teu'si-a Hyp-sie'ra-tes Ig-da-li'ah, a.

Har'nia-thua los He-ni'o-chi He-ai'o-ne Hip-po-cre'ne Hor-ten'si-ua Hyp-sip'y-le Ig'e-al

Har-men-o-pu'- Hec-a-ton-ne'si He-ni-o-chi'a He-si'o-nea Hip-pod'a-maa Ho'aah, a. Hyr-ca'ni-a Ig-na'ti-us

lus Hec-te'nas He'noch, *. Hea pe'ri-a Hip-pod'a-me Ho-ae'a, 8. Hyr-ca'num Ig-ne'tes

Har-mo'di-us Hec'ti-ba He-pbies'ti-a Hes-per'i-des and Hip-po- Ho-aha'iah or Ma're I-gu'vi-um

Har-nio'ni-a Hec'y-ra Heph-aes-ti'a-des Hes'pe-ria da-mi'a Hosh-a i'ah, a. Hyr-ca'nus 1'im, a.

Har-mou'i-des Hed-o-nse'uui He-phses'ti-o Hes-pe-ri'tia Hip pod'a-mns Ho-aha'ma, a. Hyr'i-a I'Je Ab'a-rim, a.

Har-mos'y-ni Hed'o-ne He-phsea'ti-on Hea'pe-rua Hip-pod'o-ce Ho-she'a, *. Hyrt-e I'jon, *.

Har-moth'o-e Hed'u-ea He-phasa-to-do'- Hes'ron, *. Hip-pod'ro-mua Hos-til'i-a Hyr'i-eua Ik'kesh, a.

Har'rao-zon Hed'u-i rua Hea'tia Hippo-la Hoa-til'i-us Hyr-mi'na I'lai. s.

Har-ne/pher, a. Hed'y-lna He'pber, a. Hea-tisa'a Hip polo chus Ho'tham, a. Hyr-mi'ne 11 -a-i'ra

Ha'rod. *. He-dyrn'e-le* Heph'zi-bah, *. Hea-ti-o'nes Hip-pol'y-te Ho'than, a. Hi'i^ne-to and Il-e-a'tes

Ha-ro'eh, a. He'gai or Heg'a- Hep-ta-pho'nos He-sych'i-ua Hip-pol'y-tus Ho'tnir, *. H}T/ne-tho Il-e-ca o-nea

Ha-ro'sheth, s. ita. Hep-tap'o-lis Heth'lon, a. Hip-pom'a-chus Huk'kok, a. Hyr-tac'i-des I-ler'da

Har-pagl-des He'ge, *. Hep-tap'o-rua He-tric'u-lum Hip pome-don Hul'dah, a. Hyr-ta-ci'na Il-er-ge'teaorH-

Har'pa-gua He-gel'o-chus Hep-tap'y-loa He-tru'ri-a Hip-pom-e-du'sa Hum'tah, a. Hyr'ta-cus er'ge-toe

Har'pa-lua He-ge'mou Hep-ta-yd'a-ta Hex-ap'y-lum Hip-pom'e-ne Hunne-ri'cus Hya'i-JB Ilia

Har-paTy-ce Heg-e-si'a-nax Her-a-cle'a Hez'e ki, a. Hip-pom'e-nes tin phani, a. Hya-tas'pes I-li'a-cus

Har-pal'y-cus He-ge'si-aa He-rac-le-o'tea Hez-e-ki'ab, a. Hip-po-mol'gi Hup pah, a. I-li'a-des

Har'pa-sa He-gM-i-bu'lti* Her'a-cles He'zi-on, a. Hip-po'na Hu'rai, a. ll'i-as

Hur'pa sus Heg-e-sil'o-chua He-ra-cle'um He'zir, *. Hip-po'nax If u ram, a. L IM-en'ses

Har-poc'ra-tes Heg-e-ain'o-ua Her-a-cli'd«e Hezrai or Hez'- Hip-po- ne's us Hu'ri, *. II ion

Har-p/i-a Heg-e'ai-nua Her-a-cli'des ra-i, a. Hippo-ni-a'tes Hu'ahah, a. I'a Il-i-o'na

liar p> i ;o Heg-e-sip'pua Her-a-cli'tus Hez'ron, a. Hip-po-ni'cus Hu'ahal, a. I-ac'chua I-li'o-neus

Har'aha, a. Heg-e-sip'y-le He-racli-ua or Hi-ar'baa Hip-pon'o-e Hu'sham, *. I-a'der I-Iib'sus

Haru'dea Heg-e-aia'tra-tus Her-a-cli'ua Hi-ber'ni-a Hip-pon'o-ua Hu'shim, a. I-ad'e-ra H-i-thy'ia

Ua'rum, a. He-ge'tor He-ree'a Hi-be'rua Hip-poph'a-gi Hu'zoth, *. 1-a-le'mua H'i-um or H'i-on

Ha-ru'maph. *. Heg-e-tor'i-dea He-ne'um Hic-e-ta'on Hip-popo-des Huz'zab, a. I-al'me-nua Il-lib'a-nus

Har'u-phite, a. He'lab, a. Her-bes'sus Hic'e-taa Hip-poa'tra tus Hy-a-cin'thi-a I-al'y-aus IMib'e-ris

Ha'ruz, a. He'lam, a. Her-be'sos Hid'da-i, *. Hip-pot'a de3 Hy-a-cin'thus I-am'be Il-lipu-Ia

Ha-aa-di'ah, a. Hel'bah, a. Her'bi-ta Hid'de-kel, *. Hippo-tie H/a-des I-am'bli-chus Il-li-tur'gis

Has byte Hel'bon, *. Her-ce'ua Hi'el, a. Hip'po-taa or Hy-ag'nis I-am'e-nua Il-lyr-i-a

Haa'dru bal Hel-chi'ah, *. Her-cu-la'neum Hi-emp'aal Hip'po-tea Hy'a-le I-am'i-dse Il-lyr'i-cum

Haa-e-nu'ah, s. Hel-chi'as, a. HeKcu-les Hi'e-ra (island) Hip-poth'o-e Hy-a me'a 1-a-ni'ra Il-ljT'i-cus

Hash-a-bi'ah, *. Hel'dai or Hel'- Her-cule-um Hi-e'ra (peraon) Hip poth'o-on Hy-am-pe'a I an'the ll'ly-ria

Ha-shali'nah. s. da-i. a. Her-cule-us Hi-e-ra-co'me Hip-poth-o-on'- Hy-am'po lis I-an-the'a H-lyr/i-iiB

Ha-ahab-ni'ah,& He'leb, a. Her-c/na Hi-e-rap'o-lis tia II y-an its I-a'on I-lo'tflB

Hash-ba-da'ua,*- He'led, *. Her-cyn'i-a Hi'e-rax Hip-poth'o-us Hy-an'tis .I-a'o-nes Il-ur-ge'a

Ha'shem. a. HeHek, a. Her-do'ni-a Hi-e-re'el, a. Hip-po'ti-on Hy-a-pe'a 'l-a-pet'i-des I-lyr'gia

Haah-nio'nah, a. He'lem, a. Her-do'ni-us Hi-er-e'lua, *. Hip-po-tox'o-tsB Hy-ar-bi'ta I-ap-e-ti-on'i-des I-mach'a-ra

Ha'shub, a. Hel'e-na IlL-rcn'ni-iH Hi-e-re'moth, a. Hip pu'ris Hyb'e-la I ap'e-tus

I-apis

I-ma'us

Ha-shu'bah, a. Hel-e-ni'ua He'rea, a. Hie res Hip-pu'rus Hyb're-as Im'ba-rus

Ha'shum. a. He-le/nor He'reah, a. Hi'e-ri 11 ii ah. a. Hy bri'a-nes 1-ap'o-dea Im-bras'i-des

Ha-shu'phah, s. Hel'e-nua He-ril'lus Hi-er'i-chas Hi 'ram, s. Hyc'ca-ra I-a-pyd'i-a lm'bra-sus

Haa'rah, *. He'le-on Ht-r'i-lua Hi cr'iaas, a. Hir-cA'nus, a. Hyd'a-ra I-a-py'ges Im'bri-ua

Has-se-na'ah, a. He'Ieph, a. Her'ma-chua Hi'e-ro Hir-pi'ni Hy-dar'nes ln-pygi* Im-hriv'i-um

Has'shub, a. He-ler'ni Lu'eua Her-niag'o-ras Hi-e-ro-crea a- Hir-pi'nus Hy-daa'pes 1-a'pyx Im'lah, a.

Ha-au'pha, a.

Ha'taen, *.

He'lez, a. Her-man'di-ca re'a (f as z) Hir'ti-ua Hyd ra-o'tes l-ar'bas I n r mah. a.

He'li-a . Her-man-du'rt Hi-e-ro-ce'pi-a Hia'pa-lia Hyd're-a 1-ar-bi'ta Im-man'u-el, a.

Ha-te'ri-us He-li'a-des Her-man'ni Hi-e-ro-ce'pis Hia-pa'ni-a Hy-drela I-ar'chas Iinmer, a.

Ha'thath, s. He-li-as'ta) Her-ma-nu'bia Hi-e ro-ce'ryx Hia-pa'nus Hy-droch'o-us 1-ar'da-nis Im'na, a.

Ha-ti'pha or Hel-i-ca'on Her-maph'i-lus Hi e-ro-cle'a Hia-pel'luin Hy-dru'sa I-aa'i-dea Im'nah, a.

Hat'i-pha, a. Hel'i-ce Her-maph-ro- Hi-er'o-clea Hia pul'la H/e-la 1-a'al-on I m o-l a

Ha-ti'ta, a. Hel'i-con di'tua Hi-e-ro-du'li Hia-ti-s'a Hy'e-le I-a'ais I : ii i ah, a.

Hat-ta'a-vah, a. Hel-i-co-ni'a-des Her'maa, *. Hi-e-ro-du'ltnn His-ti-avo'tia Hy-emp'sal I-a'Bi-ua Im'ri, a.

Hat'til, a. HeM-co'nis Her-ma-the'ua Hier-om ne'- Hia ti*'ua Hy-et'tus I'a-Bua In'a-chi

Hat'tush, *. Hel-t-me'na Her-me'aa mon Hia'tri a Hy-ge'a I-ax-am'a tas I-na'chl-a

Hau'ran, a. Hel'i-mu* Her'me-rua Hi-LT om ncm - llit'tite, a. Hy-ge'ia 1-be'ri I-nach'i-d»

Har'i-lah, a. He-li-o-do'rus Her-me'si-a-uax o-nea Hi'vite, a Hy-gi'a I-be'ri-a 1-nach'i-des

Ha'roth Ja'ir. a. He-li-o-gab'a-lus Her-mi'aa Hi-e-rone'ans Hizki'ah, s. Hy-gi'nus I-berl-cus I-na'chi-um

Ha-za'el or Hu//- He'U-on Her-miu'i-ua Hi e-ron'i-ca Hiz-ki'jab, *. Hy-lac'i-dea I-be'rus In'a-chua

a-el, *. He-li-op'o-lis Her-mi'nua (Lex) Ho'Liab, a. Hy-lac'tor II. 'liar, a. l-ii;n i-nie

Ha-za'iah, a. He'li-oa Her mi'o-ne Hi-e-ro-ni'cse Ho'bah, a. Hy-lflB'ua Ih'le am, >\ In'a-rus

Ha'zar Ad'dar.s. He-lia'son Her-mi'o-nea Hi-er-o-ni'cea Ho -tia'iah, a. Hyda'tso Ib-ne'iah, a. In-ci-ta'tus

Ha'zar E'nan, a. He'li-us Her-ml-on'i-cua Hi-e-ron'y-mU3 Ho-da'iah, 8. Hy-le'a Ib'ri, a. Iu-da-thyrsus

Ha'zar Gad'dah, He-lix'us Sinus Hi-e-roph'ilus Hod-a-vi'ah, *. Hyl'i-ca Ib'y-cua In-dib'i-lia

a. Hel'kai. s. Her-ml'o-nia Hi e-ro-aol'y-ma Ho'desh, a. Hyl'i-cus Ib'zan, a. In'di-cua

Ha'zar Hat-ti'- llt-1'kath Her-mip'pua Hig gai'on, a. Ho-de'vah. a. Hy-lou'o-me I-ca'ri-a In-dig-'e-tai

con, a. Hjl'kath Haz- Her-moch'a-rea Hit a-i'ra Ho-di'ah, a. Hy-loph'a-gi I-ca'riua In-dig'e-tea

Ha'zar Ma'veth, zu'rira, a. Her'mo-cles Hila'ri-a Ho-di'jah, a. Hym-e-naVus Ic'a-rus In-di-ge'tes (a

a. Hel-ki'aa, a. Her-mo-cli'des Hil-a ri'nus Hog'lah, a. Hy-met' tus Ic'ci us people)

Ha'zar Shu'al, a. Hel'la-da Her-mo-cop'i-da? Hi-la'ri-o Ho'ham, a. Hy-o'pe Ic'e-los In du-ei-o-ma'-

Ha'zar Su'sab,*. Hel-lan'i-ce Her-moc'ra-tes Hi-la'ri-ua Hoi o-fer'nes, a. Hy-paj'pa Ic'e-lus rua

Ha'zar Su'aim.jj. HeUa-ni'cus Her-moc're-on Hi'len, a. Ho'lon, *. Hyp'a-nis I-ce'ni In-gtev'o-nes

Haz'a-zon IV- HeMa-noc'ra-tes Her-mo do'rus Hil-ki'ah.B, Hu'mam, a. Hyp'a-sis Ic'e-tas In-gui-o-me'ruB

inar, a. Hel-le'nea Her-mod'o-tus Hillel, *. Hom-e-re'us Hyp'a-ta I'cha-bod or I- In-ne'sa

Haz-e-lel-po'ui, Hel-les-pon'tus Her-mog'e-nea Hi-man-top'o Ho-mer'i tire Hyp-a-to-do'rua cha'hod, a. I-no'a

a. Hel'Io-pes Her-mo-la'ua

Hi-mel'la

dea Hom-e-ri'tae Hyp'aton Ich-nob'a-teu I-no'pua

Ha-ze'rim, a. Hel-lo'pi-a Her'mon, a. Ho me-ro-mas- Hyp'a-tus Ich-nu'aa I-no'ua

Ha-ze'roth, a. Hel-lo'tis Her-mo'nax II inn- m ti'ges Hy-pe'nus Ich-o-nu'phis In'BU-brea

HazVzon Ta'- Helou, a. Her-mon'do-ri Him'e-rua Ho-me-ro-mas'- Hy per'ba-tus Ich-thy-oph'a-gi In-BU'bri-a

raar, *. He-lo'ris Her-mop'o-lis Hi-mil'co tix Hy-per'bi-us 1-cil'i-ua In-ta-me'li-um

Ha-zi'el, a. He-lo'rum and Her-mo-ti'mns Hin'nom, *. Ho me'rus Hy-per'bo-lus I-co'nl-um In-ta-pher'nea

Ha'zo, a. He-lo'rus Her-mun-du'ri Hip-pag'o-ras Hom'o-le Hyp-er-bo're-i Ic-ti'nua In-te-ram'na

Ha'zor, a. Hel-ve'ti-a Her'ni-cl Htp-pag're-tua Ho mo'H-um Hyp-er-e'ehi-us Ic-u-lia'ma In-Wr-ca'ti-a

Ha'zor Ha-dat'- Hel-ve'ti-i Her'od, *. Hip-parci-mus Hom-o-lo'i-des Hyp-er-e'nor I-daa'a 111 11 us

tali. a. Hel-ve'tum He-ro'dea Hip'pa-lus Horn o-lo'is Hyp'er-ea I-d«'us I-ob'a-tes

Ha-zu'bah, a. Hel'vi-a He-ro'di-ans, *. Hip-par'chus Ho-mon-a-den'- Hyp-e-re'si-a Id'a-lah, a. I'o-bea

Haz'zu-rim, *. Hel-vid'i-a He-ro-di-a'nua Hip-par'e-te aea Hyp-e-ri'a and I-da'lia I-o-la'ia

He-au-ton-ti-mo- Hel'vi-i He ro'di-aa, *. Hip-pa-ri'nus Hon-o-ri'nua Hyp-er-e'a I-da'U-nm I'o-las or I-o-la,'-

ru'me*nos Helvil'lum He-rod'i cua Hip-pa'ri-on Ho-no'ri-ua Hyp-er-i'dea or I-dar'nea us

Heb'do-le I-ol'cosHel-vi'na Id hash, a.He-ro'dJ-on. *. Hy-per'i-desHip'pa-ria Hoph'ni, a.



7-10 CLASSICAL AND SCRIPTURAL NAMES.

I'o-to I a-pah, t. Ja-ha'zab, «. Je-hosh-a-be'- Jo'ash. t. La-bi-e'nua La-o-me'dea

I-o'lum Ii'ra el (« as z),i. Ja-ha-zl'ah, a. ath. a. Jo'atham, a. Lab-o-ri'ni La^>me-di'a

I-o'nci Is'sa-char, a. Ja-ha'zl-el, «. Je-hosh'a-phat. Jo-a-zab'dua, a. K. La-bo'taa La-om'e-don

I-o'ni-a la-se'don Jah'dat, a. a. Jo'bab, a.

[Am commonly

La-bra'de-us La-om-e-don-te'-

Ion ides Is-Bed'o-nes Jah'di-el, a. Je-hoflh'e-ba, a. Jo casta La-b/cas ua

lope la-ahi'ah, a. Jah'do, a. Je-ho/Bbu-ah, a. Joch'e-bed, a. written no etas- La-ca^na La-om-e-don-ti'-

I'o-phon It-tev'o-neB Jali'le-el, a. Je-ho'vahJi'reh, Jo'ed, a. tical word* are Lac-e-das'mon a-dss

I-o'pis Is-tal-cu'rus, a. Jah'mai, a. a. Jo'el, a. tpelledwM,K.\ Lac-e-dsstn'o-nes La-om-e-don-ti'-

I-o-taph'a-ta lath'ml-a Jah'zah, a. Je-ho'vahNiB'sf, Jo-e'Iah, a. Kub'ze-el, t. Lac-e-dae-mun i- a des

Ip'e-pn Isth'mi-us Jah'ze-el, a. a. Jo-e'zer, a. Ka'des, *. cua La-o nice

Iph-e-de'iah, a. Istl-re o'tis Jah'ze-rah, a. Je-ho'vah Sha'- Jog- be' hah, a. Ka'desh, ,. Lac e-dae-rno'ni-i La-on i-cua

Iph-I-a-nas'Bu Is- tone Ja'ir, #. lom, a. Jngll, a. Ka'desh Bar'- La-ce'daa La-on'o-me

Iph'i-aa It'tri-a Ja'i-rua, a. Je-ho'vahSham'- Jo'ha, a. ne-fi, ,. Lac-e-de-mo'ni- La-oth'o-e

Iph'i-clus or It-trop'o-lit

I-tu'ah, a.

Ja'kan, a. iii ih. a. Jo-ha'nan, #. K :t<l'lul ll, ,. oa Lap'a thus

Ipli'1-clei

I-pnlc'ra-tes

Ja'keh, a. Je-ho'vah TBid'- Jo-han'nes, *. Kad'mon-ites, * Lac-e-ri'a La-pe'thua

I fall Ja'klm, a. ki; nil. a. Joi'a-da, a. Kallal, «. La-cer'ta Laph'a-ea

Iph-l-crat'i-des I U'l la Ja'Ion, a. Je-hoz'abad, #. Joi'a-kim, a. Ka'nah. *. Lac-e-ta'ni Laph'rl-a

I-phld'a-mas i-uri-ca Jam'breB, a. Je-hoz'a-dak, *. Joi'a-rib, a. Ka-re'ab, f. Lac-e-ta'ni a La-phys'ti-um

Iph-bda-mi'a I-tal'l-cua Jam'bri, a. Jeliu, a. Jok'de-am, a. KarTta-a. i. Lach'a-res La-pid'e-i

Iphd-ge-nl'a It'a-lua Ja'mln, a. Je-hub'bah, a. Jo'kim, a. Karfcor, $. Lacli'e-Bis La-pide-us

I-phlm'e-de I tea Jam'lech, a. Je-hu'cal, a. Jok'me-am, a. Kar-na'im, 8. La'chish, a. Lap i doth, a.

Iph-i-me-di'a Ith'a-ca Jam'ol-a, a. Je'hud, a. Jok'ne-am, a. Kai'tah, i. La-cin'i-a Lap'i-tlia;
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Ith-a-ce'sf-te Ja-nic'u-lnm Je-hu'di. a. Jok'shan, a. Kar'lan. ,. La-cin-i-en'sia Lap I tlue'Qm

Iph 1-me-du'sa I-thiwm'e-net Jun'na, a. Je-hu-di'jah, a. Jok'tan, a. Kat'tath, ». La-cin'i-ura Lap'f-tho

I-phln'o-e I'thal or Ith'a-i, Jan'nes, a. Je'huah, a. Jok'the-el, a. KeMar, * Lac-o-bri'ga La reu'ti-a

I phin'o-ua a, Ja-no'ah, a. Je-i'el, *. Jon'a-dab, «. Ked'e-mah. 8.
La-cornes, pi.

Lar'i-ca

I'phia Itha'marorlth'- Ja-no'ca Je-kab'ze-el, a. Jo'nah, a. Ked'e-moth, ». La-co'ni-a and La-ri'na

I-phlt'i-on a-mar. a. Ja-no'hah, a. Jek-a-me'am, «. Jo'nan, a. Ke'desh, ,. La-con'i-ca La-ri'nas

Ipll'1-tUH I-thl'el or Ith'i- Ja'nura, a. Jek-a-mi'ah, a. Jo'naa, a. Ke-hela thah,«. Lac'ra-tea Lar-i-na'tes

Iph thi'me cl, I. Japet'i-des Je-ku'thi-el, a. Jon'a-than, a. Ke-i'lah, i. Lac-tan'ti-us La-ri'num

Ip-ae'a

iVa. a.

Ith'mah, a. Jap'e-tus Jc-nii'ina. a. Jon'a-thaa, a. Ke-la'iah, ,. Lai:-tii'ia La-ris'sa

itii ii in, r Ja'pheth, «. Jeni'na-an, a.
Jo' nath !■'. ' lira

Kel'l-Uh, i. Lac-tu-ci'nus La-ris'BUS

Trad, a. I-thob'a-lus .la pin ah. a. Je-mu'el, a. Re-cho'chim,a. Kem'u-el, <. La-cu'nus, a. La'ri-us

I -rait Ith-o-nWa Japh'let, w. Jeph'thah, «. Jop'pa, a. Ke'nah, *. Lac'y-des or La Lar'o-lum

I'ram, a. I tho'me Japh-le'ti, a. Je-phuu'neli, a. Jo'rah, a. Ke'nan, ». cy'des La-ro'ui-a

Ir-a-phl-o'tea Ith-o-me'taa Ja'pho, a. Je'rah, a. Jo'rai, a, Ke'nath, 1. Lae'y-don Lartins

Ir-e-mn'us Ith-o-me'tes Ja' rah, a. Je-rah'me-el, a. Jor-da'nes Ke'naz, a. La'dan, a. Lar-to-ls-e'tas

I-re'ne I-tho'mus Ja'reb, a. Jer'e-chuB, a. Jor'i-bas, a. Ken'ez-ite, *. Lad-o-ce'a La-rym'na

I-re'nis I-tho'ne Ja'red, a. Jc'red, a. Jor'f-buB, a. Ken'ite, s. La-do'nis La-rys'i-um

I-ro-nop'o-lls Ith'ra, a. Ja-re-si'ah, a. Jer'e-maJ, a. Jo'rira, a. Ken'niz-zites, a. La-e'a La-so 'a, a.

I'll, M. I tli' run, f. Jar'ha, a. Je-re-mi'ah, a. Jiir'ko-aiu, a. Ke'ren Hap'- La'el. a. La'slia, a.

I-ri'lah, a.

Ir Na'hash, a.

Ith're-am, ». Ja'rib, a. Jer-e-mlas, a. Jor nan'des pucb, t. Layii-a La-Bha'ron, a.

Ith-u-re'i Jar'iniuth, a. Jer'e-moth, a. Jos'a-bad, *. Ke'ri-oth, t. Lse-li-a'nuB Las'si-a

I'ron, a. I thy-phallus

I-U/ne

Jar'muth, a. Je-ri'ah, a. Joa'a-phat, a. Ke'ros, t. Lfc'li-iift Las'the-nes

Ir'po-cl, a. Ja-ro'ah, a. Jer'i-bal, a. Jos-a-phi'aB, b. Ke-tu'rah, 1. La-er'tes Las-the-ni'a

Ir-pi'nt I-to'nl-a Jaa'a-el, a. Jer'i-cho, a. Jo'se, a. Ke-zi'a, a. La-er-ti'a-des Lat-e-ra'nus

Ir Hhe'mesh, a. I-to'nus Ja' »hen, a. Je'ri-el, a. * Jos'e-dech, a. Ke'ziz, t. La-erti-us Plau'tUB

I'm, ji. It'o-rura Ja'sher, a. Je-ri'Jah, a. Jo'Beph(aaB2),a. Kib'roth Hat- Lasa-try'gon La-te'ri-um

I'aaoc (I'zak), a. It'tal or It'la l,a. Ju-aho'be-am, a. Jer'i-moth, a. Jo ae'phus ta'a-vah, g. Lee-atryg'o-nes Lath'y-niB

I-sa'ciia It'ta Ka'zin, a. Ja'shub, a. Je'rl-oth, a. Jo'aes, a. Kib-za'ini, «. Ltc-vi'nus La-ti-a'lis

Is'a-das It'u-na Ja-ihu'bl Le'- Je-ro-bo'am, a. Josh'a-bad, a. Kld'ron, «. La-ga'ri-a La ti-a'ris

I-UU'li lt-u-nu'a hem, a. Je-ro'ham, a. Jo'ahah, a. Ki'nah, t. La'gi-a La-ti'ui

1 ■ 11-4 It-u-re'a, a. Ja-Bi'el, a. Je-rub-ba'al, a. Josh'a-phat, a. KlrHar-a-Bctb* Lag'i-des La-ti'nus

I -Bii'iuh, a. It'y-lus Ja'aon, a. Je-rub'be-slieth, JoBh-a-vl'ah, a. Kir Ha'resh, g. La-gu'sa La'ti-ura

I lander It-y-nw'l Ja'tal, a. a. Josh - be - ka ' - Kir He'rea, g. La-gy'ra La-to'bi-us

In'a-ra I-u-lia-cmn Jath'ni-el, a. Jer'u-al, a. shah, a. Kir'i-ath, >. La'had. a. La-to-bri'gl

I-itarVhtis I-u'lut Jat'tir, a. Je-ru'aa-lem, a. Josh'u-a, a. Kir-i-a-tha'im, «. La-hai'roi, a. La-to'ia

Is'a-rus l'vah, a. Ja'van, a. Je-ru'sha, a. Jo-ai'ah, a. Klr-i-ath-l-a'ri- Lah'mam, a. La-to'i-des

I-aau'ri-a U-lb'a-ta Ja'zer, a. Je-sa'iah, a. Jo-si'aa, a. us, g. Lah'rai, a. La-to'ia

I-sau'rl-cus Ix-i'ini Ja'ziz, a. Je-sha'iah, a. JoB-i-bi'ah, a. Kir'I-oth, ». La-i'a-des La-to'mi a?

I-aau'rus lx-i'o-net Jaz'y-ges

Je'a-iTm, a.

Je-aha'nah, a. Jos-i-phf'ah, a. Klr-jath, ,. La'tas La-to'na

Is'cah, a. lx-1-on'i-det Jeah-a-re'lah, a. Jofbah, a. Kir-ja-tha'im, g.

Kir'jath Arn>a,«.

La' is La-top'o-lis

Is-carl-ot, a. Iz'har, a. Je-a'te-ral, a Je-she'be-ab, #. Jot'bath, a. La'lsh, a. Lat-o-re'a

Is-chag'o-ras Iz-ra-hTah, a. Je-be-re-chi'ah, Je'sher, a. Jot'ba-thah, a. Klr'jathA'rim,*. La'ius La-to'us

Ia-cho-la'UB Iz'ra-hite, a. a. Je-shi'mon, a. Jo'tham, a. Kir'jath Ba'al, g.

Kir'jath Hu'-

La'kura, a. La-tu'mi-88

Ii-chom a-eho lz-re'el, a. Je'bus, a. Je-shi'shai, s. Jo-vi-a'nuB Lal'a-ge Lau-da-mi'a

Is-chom'a-chus Iz'ri, *. Je-bu'Bi, a. Jeah-o-ha'iuh, a. Jo-vi'nus zoth, g. Lam'a-chus Lau'go-na

la-cllOp'O-lia Jeb'u-aite. a. Jeah'u-a, a. Joz'a-bad, a. Kir'jath Je'a- Lara be'ca Lau re'a-cum

la-chy'raa Jec-arai'ah, a. Jesh'u-ah, s. Joz'a-chur, a. rim, g. Lara -bra'ni Lau-ren-tali-a

1 ■ >l M !. g.
J. Jech-o-li'ah, a. Je-shu'run, s. Joz'a-dak, a. Kir'jath San'- Lara-bri'ca Lau reu'ti-a

Is-de-gor'des Jech-o-ni'aa, «. Je-Bi'ah, a. Ju'bal, a. nah, g. La'mech, a. Lau-ren-ti'ni

1'ae-ns Ja'a-kan, a. Jec-o-H'ah, a. Je-siin'i-el, a. Ju'cal, a. Kir'jath Se'- Lam'e-don Lau-ren'ti-us

I -bo' put Ja-a-ko'bah, a. Jec-o-ni'ah, «. Jes'ae, #. J u-d»'a pher, «. Lai n-o ti Iii Lau-re'o-lus

1 cc inn Ja'a la, a. Jec-o-ni'as, a. Jee'aue, a. Ju'dah, a. Kiah'i, i. La'mi-a Lau i i on or

Ish'bah, t. Ja'a-lah, «. Je-da'iah, a. Je-su'i, *. Ju'daa, a. Kiah'i-on, «. La'rai-n Lau-rl'on

Iah'bak, a. Ja'a-lam, a. Jed'du, «. Je'ther, a. Ju-de'a, a. Ki'shon, a. Lam-pa'di-us La'us

Ish'bt Bo'nob, a. Ja'anal, g. Jed-e di'ah, a. Je'theth, a. Judith, a. Klth'llah, i. Lara'pe-do Lau ti urn

Ish-bo'sheth, a. Ja'a-reO're-tffni, Je-du'us, a. Jeth'lah, a. Ju'el, a. Kit'ron, g. Lam-pe'ti-a La-ver'na

Ith'l, a. t. Je-di'a-el, «. Jeth'ro, a. Ju-ga'lis Kit'tim, a. Lam'pe-to La-ver'ni-um

Ishl'ah, a. Ja'a-aaa, t. Je-di'dah, a. Je'tur, a. Ju-ga-ti'nuB Ko'a, *. Lam pi a La-vin'i-a

I-sh.'jah, a. Ja-a'ai-el, #. Je-di'el, a. Je-u'el, a. Ju-gur'tha Ko'hath, g. Lam po-ne'a or La-vin'i-ura or

Ish'ma, *. Ja-a-za-nl'ah, #. Je-du'thun, a. Je'uah, a. Julia Ko-la'iaht g. Lam-po-ni'a La-vi'num

Iah ma'ol or Ish'- Ja'a-zer, «. Je-e'li. a. Je'uz, a. Ju li'a-cura Ko'rah, g. Lam-prid'i-us Laz'a-rua, a.

ma-L'l, a. Ja-a-zi'ah, f. Je-e'zer, a. Jez-a ni'ah, a. Ju-li'a-des Ko'rah-ite, g. Lam'pro-eles Le'a-dea

Ish-ma'lah. a. Ja-a'zi-el, «. Je'KarSa-ha-du-

tha, a.

Jez'e-bel, a. Ju Ii anus Ko're, g. Lam'prus Le-a?'na

I-di'me-ral, a. Ja'bal, #. Je'zer, a. Ju li i Knr'liito. f. Lamp'sa-cusand Le'ah, a.

Ish'od a. Jab'bok, $. Je-ha-le'le-el. a. Je zi'ah, a. Ju-li-ob'o-na Ku-sha'iah, <. Larap'sa-chum Le-an'der

Ish'pan, a. Ja'besh, $. Je-hal'e-lel, a. Je'zi-el, a. Ju-li-o-bri'ga Lamp-te'ri-a Le-a ni'tae

lah'tob, a. Ja'bez, «. Je-ha-zi'el, a. Jez-li'ah, a. Ju-li-ora'a gua

Ju-li-op'o-lla

I.am y ra Le-a-ni't«s

lah-u'ah, a. J a'bin, *. Jeh-de'iah, a. Je-zo'ar, a. L. Lam'y-ruB Le-an'notli. a.

lsh-u'al, a. Jab-ne'el. *. Je-hez'e-kel, a. Jez-ra-hi'ah, a. Julius La-nas'aa Le-arVhua

Ish-u'l. 1. Jab'neh, jr. Jehi'ah, «. Jez're el, a. Ju'ni-a La'a-dah, a. Lan-ce'a Leb-a-de'a

I-aia-ci J:ib'zi-ol, c Je-hi'el, a. Jib'Bam, a. Ju-no'nes La'a-dan, a. Lan'ci-a Leb-a-di'a

I si a cut J a than, «. Je-hi-e'li. a. Jid'laph, a. Ju-no'ni-a La-ar'chus Lan-gi'a Leb'a nah, «,

Is-1-do'rut Ja'ehin, ». Je-hiz-ki'ah, a. Jini'na. a. Ju no-nic'o-la La'ban, a. Lan-go bar'di Lebanon, a.

I std'o-te J a'cob, «. Je-ho'a-dah, a. Jiph'thnh el, a. Ju-no-nig'e-na Lab'a-na, a. La-nu'vi-um Leb'a-otb, a.

I-tld'o-tuB Jn-co'buB Je-ho'ad-dan, a. Jo'ab. a. Ju'pi-ter Lab-da'ce La oc'o-on Leb-be'us, *

It-ma-chl'ah, a. J ii' la. g. Je-ho-a'haz, a. Jo'a-chaz, a. Ju-shab-he'sed, Lab-dac'i-deB Laoc-o-o'sa Leb'e-dus or

It-ma-c'la Ja'dau, g. Je-ho'ash, a. Jo'a-chim, a. a. Lab'da-cus La-od'a-raas Leb'e-doa

Ia-ma'lah, a. Jad-du a, g. Je-ho-ha'nau, a. Jo'a-cim, a. JuB-ti'na Lab-e-a'tes La-od a mi'a Le-be'na

It'ma-rua find Jad'e-ra Je-hoi'a-ehin, a. Jo-a-danust a. Juu-tin-l a'nus Lab-e-a'tia La-od'i-ce Le-bin'tho* and

li'ma-ra Jad-er-tl'ol Je-hoi'a-da, a. Jo'ah, a. Jus ti'nus La'be-o La-od -i-ce'a Le-byu'thoa

It-me'ne J a'don, a. Je-hoi'a-kim, a. Jo'a-haz, a. ■lilt tall, a. La-be'ri-us La od-i-ce'ne Le-bo'aah, a.

Ia-rao'iil-aa Ja'el, a. Je-hoi'a-rib, a. Jo'akim, a. Ju-tur'na La-be'rua La-od o chus Le'cah, t.

la-men'i des JaVur. a.

J a hath, a.

Je-hon'a-dab, a. Jo-anna. a. Ju-ve-na'lis U-bi'ci La-og'o-nus Le-chjp'um

Is- me hub Je-hon'a-than.a. Jo-an nan, a. Ju-ven'tas La-bi'cura La-og'o-ras Lf-dw'a

Itoc'ra-tea Le-ha'bim, a.Ja'hax, a. La-og'o-reJe-ho'ram, a. La-bi'cusJo a-rib, a. Ju-vefna
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LeTii, a. Lib'a-nus Lor'y-ma Lyd'i-ua Ma-cro'bi-us Mai-even'turn Ma-ri-am'ne Max-e'rw

Le'i-tus Lib-en- ti'na Lo'tan, 8. Lyg'da-mia or Mac'ro-chir Ma'li-a Ma-ri-an-dy'ni Max-i-mf'na

Lel-e-ge'i» Libera Lo-tha-su/bus, 8. Lyg/da-mua Ma-cro'nea Ma-li'a-cua Ma-ri-a'nu3 Max-1-mi'nua

Lel'e-ges Li-ber'tas Lo-to'a Lyg'i-i Mac-ron-ti'cbus Mali-i Ma-ri'ca Max'i-mua

Le-man'uus Li-be'thra Lo-toph'a-gi Lyg-o-dea'ma Mac - ro - po-go '- Malle-a or M.il Mar'i-raoth, a. Maz'a-ca

Le-ma'nua Li-beth'ri-des Lox'i-as Ly - mi ' re or nea li-a Ma-ri'nua Maz'a-cea

Lem-o-vi'cea Lir/i-ci Lo'zon, 8. Lym'i-re Mac-ry-ne'a Mal-le'o-lus Ma'ri-on Ma-zae'us

Le-mo'vi-i Lib-i-ti'na I.ii'bim, a. Lyn-ceB'tso Ma-cy'ni-a Mal'li-ua Mar'l-sa, a. Maz'a-ra

Lera'u-el or Le- Lib'nah, a. Lu'ca-gus Lyn-cea'tes Mad'a-i, s. Mal-loph'o-ra

Mal-lorus

Ma-rit'i-ma Maz'a-res

mu'el, a. Lib'ni, a. Lu-ca'ni Lyn-ces'ti-ua Mad'a-rus Ma'ri-ua Ma-zi ti'as, a.

Lem'u-res Li-bon'o-tus Lu-ca'ni-a Lyn'ceua Mad'a-tes Mallos, «. Mar-ma-ren'ses Maz'za-roth, a.

Le-mu'rf-a Lib-o-phoa-ni'ces Lu-can'i-cua Lyn-ci'des Mad'e-tas Mal-lo'tes Mar-mar'i-ca Me'ah, a.

Le-nae'ua Lib'o-ra Lu-ca'nl-ua Lyr-cae'us Ma-di'a-bunt s. Mal-lo'thi, 8. Mar-mar'i-daj Me-a'ni, a.

Len'tu-lus Li-bor'na Lu-ca'nus Lyr-ce'a or Lyr- Ma-di'ah, *. Mat'luch, s. Mar-ma'ri-on Me a'rah, a.

Le-ob'o-tes l.i-liiir'iii-rt Lu-ca'ri-a ci'a Ma'di-an, *. Mal'o-tha Mar'ma-ria Me'a-niB

Le-o-ca'di-a Li-bur'ni-des Lu'caa, a. Lyr-ce'ua Mad-rnan'nah, *. Mal-tbi'nus Mar'moth , a. Me-bun'nal, a.

Le-o-ce'dea Li-bur'nus Luc-ce'iua Lyr-ci'ua Mad'men, s. Mal-va'na Mar-o-bod'u-ua Me-che'rath-ite,

Le-och'a-rea Lib'y-a Lu-ce'ni Lyrt-ce Mad-me'nah, s. Mara-er-ci'nus Mar-o-bu'duiu a.

Le-o-co'ri-on Lib'y-cua Lu'ce-rea Lyr-nea'aua Ma'don, «. Ma-mer'cus Mar-o-bu'dua Me-cis'teus

Le-oc'ra-tea Li'bya Lu-ce'ri-a Lyr'o-pe Mad-u-a-te'nl Ma-mer'thea Mar-o-ne'a Me-co'ne

Le-od'a-mas Li-bys'sa Lu-ce'ti-us Ly-sau'der Mad'y-tua Mam-er-ti'na Mar-o-ni'tae Me-co'nis

Le-od'o-cus Lib-ya-ti'nua Lu'ci-a Ly-aan'dra Mre-an'der Mam-er-ti'ni Ma'roth, a. Med'a-ba, a.

Le-og'o-ras

Le-o'na

Lic'a-tes Lu-cia'nuB Ly-sa'ni-as Mre-an'dri-a Mam-er-ti'nus Mar-pe'sl-a Me'dad, a.

Lich'a-des Lu-ci-e'nus Ly-ai'a-dea Mie-ce'naa Ma mil'i-a {Lex) Mar-pea'sa Me'dan, a.

Le-on'i «l.i Li'chas Lu'ci-fer Lys-i-a-nas'sa Mce'li-na Ma-mil'i-i Mar-pe'BUS Me-de'a

Le-on'i-das Li'ches I.u-cit'i-ua Ly-ai'a-nax Ma-e'lus. s. Ma Tiiil'i us Mar-ru'bi-i Me'de-ba, a.

Le-on'i-des Li-cin'i-a Lu-ciHa Lya'i-aa Mse-mae-te'ri-a Main-Miip'a Mar-ru'bi-um Me'de-on

Le-on-na'tus Li-cin'i-ua Lu-ci'na Lya'i-clea Mien'a-des Mara-ma'ias, s. Mar-ru-ci'ni Me-des-i-cas'te

Le-OD'tl-chus I.U-'i-nus Lu-ci'o-lua Ly-8id'i-ce Mien'a-la Mam-me'a Mar-ru'vi-ura Me'di-a

Le-on-ti'ni Li-cyni'ni-ua Lu'ci-por Ly-sid'i-cua Mit'ti'a Ins Mam'mon, s. Mar/8A-ci Med'i-cua

Le-on'ti-um Li-ga'ri-us Lu'ci-us Ly-sim'a-che Maj'ni-ua Maru-mo'naa Mar'se-na, a. Me-di-o-la'num

Le-on-to-ceph'a- Li-ge'a Lu-cre'ti-a Lys-i-ma'chi-aor Mflen-o-bo'ra M an i'm u-la Mar-aig'ni Me-di'o-lum

le Lig'o-ras Lu-cret'i-lia Ly-sim-a-chi'a Mae-nom'e-na Mam re, «. Mars'] ,i ter Me-di-o-mat'ri-

Le-on-to-ceph'a- Lig'u-rea Lu-cre'ti-us Lys-1-mach'i-des Mae'o-nes Ma-mu'chus, a. Mar-Bj'a-iia ci

Iub Li-gu'ri-a Lu-cri'nus Ly-aim'a-chua Maj-o'ni-a Ma-mu-ri-a'nus Mar'sy-as Me'di-on

Le-on-top'o-lis Lig-u-ri'nua Luc-ta'ti-na Lys-i-me-li'a Mffi-on'i-d» Ma-mu'ri-us Mar-ti-alis Me-di-ox'u-mi

Le-oph'a-nes Li-gus'ti-cum Lu-cullus Ly-ain'o-e Mse-on'i-des Ma-niur'ra Mar-ti-a'nus Med-i-th'na

Le'o-phron Ma're Lu'cu-mo Ly-sip'pe >Iaj'o-nia Mau'a-en, a. Mar-tig'e-na

Marti'na

Me-do'a-cuB or

Le-op're-pes Wye

Lik'hi, a.

Lud (u aa in Ly-Bip'pus Mre-o'ta? Ma-na-'tlion Me-du'a-cus

Le-os'the-nes bud), 8. Ly-sia'tra-tua Mte-ot'i-cua Ma-na'hath, ft. Mar-tin-i-a'nus Me-do-bith'y-ni

Le-o-tyeh'i-des Li-lse'a Lu'dira, «. Lys-i-thi'dea Maj-ot'i-des Ma-nas'aeh, $. Mar'ti-us Me-do-bri'ga

Le-phyr'i-um Lil-y-bw'um Lug-du'num Ly-sith'o-ua Mre-o'tis Palus Ma-nas'ses, a. Ma-rul'lus Me-don'ti-as

Lep'l-da Lil'y-be Lu'hith, ft. Lya-tre'ni Ma>-ao'll Ma-nas'ta-bal Mas'a-loth, a. Me-do'res

Lep'i-dus Li-mse'a Lu-per'cal Lyx-e'a Majfo-na Ma-na'tes Mas'chil, a. Med-u-a'na

Le-pi'nus Li-me'ni-a Lu-per-ca'li-a Maj'vi-a Man'ci-a Mas'cli-on Med'u-li

Le-pon'ti-i Lim-e-ui'tia Lu-per'ci Mee'vt-us Man-ci'nua Ma'shal, a. Me-dulli-a

Le'pre-os Li-men-ti'naa Lu-per'cus M. Mag'bish. s. Man-da'ne Ma-si 'as, ft. Med-ul-li'na

Le'pre-ura Li me'ra Lu'pi-aa Mag'da-la, *. Man-da'nes Mas-i-gi'ton Me-du'sa

Lep'ti-ues Lim-e-ta'nus Lu-po-du'nnm Ma'a-cah, *. Mag-da-le'ne, s. Man-de'la Mas-i-nis'aa Me e'da, a.

Le-ri'ua Lim-nas'um Lu-si-ta'ni-a Ma'a-chah, *. MagMi-el, *. Man-do'ni-us Mas'man, a. Meg-a-by'zi

Les/bo-des Lim-na'tia Lu-ai-ta'nus Ma-ach'a-thi, s. Mag'do-lum Man'dro-cles Mas'pha, a. Meg-a-by'zua

Les-bo'nax Lim-ne'tes Lu-ao'nea Ma'a-dai, 8. Mag-do'lus Miin-du'bi i Mas-re'kah, jr. Meg'a-cles

Les-bo-nt'cua Lim-ni'a-dea Lu-ta'ti-us Ma-a-di'ah, s. M^a'ged, a. Man-du'ri-a Mas'sa, «. Me-ga-cli'des

Les-bo'us Lira-no-re'a Lu-te'ti-a Ma-a'i. 8. Mag'e-tie Ma'neb, s. Mas-sffi-ayl'li-i Me-ga3'ra

Le'shem, it. Li-mo'ne Lu-to'rl-ua Ma'a-leh Ac- Mag-nen'ti-us Man'e-ros Mas'sa-ga Meg'a-le

LeB-trygVnes Li-mo'num Luz (u as in rab'bim, *. Mag-ne'si-a Man'e-tho Mas-aag'e-tflQ Me-ga'le-as

Les'u-ra or Le- Li-my'ra blIZZ). 8. Ma'a-nl, «. Mag-ne'tes Ma'ni, a. Mas'aah, a. Meg-a-le'si-a

su'ra Lin-ca'sl-t Ly-ie'uB Ma'a-rath, *. Ma'gog, ». Ma'ni-a Maa-ai'aa, a. Me-ga'li-a

Le-thtc'us Lin'di-us Lyc'a-bas Ma-a-se'iah, »-. Mag-on-ti'a-cum Ma-nU'i-UB Mas'sl-cus Meg-a-lop'olis

Le-tog'e-nes Lin'go-nea Lyc-a-bet'tus Ma'ath, 8. Ma'gor Mis'aa- Man'i-mi Mas-sil'i-a Meg-a-me'de

Le'treus Lin-gon'i-cua Lyc-a-be'tua Ma'az, ». bib, s. Man'li-us Maa-syai Meg-a-ni'ra

Le-tu'ahim, a. Lin-ter'na Pallia Ly-cie'a Ma-a-zi'ah, *. Mag'pi-ash, g. Ma-no'ah, a. Mas-syl'i-i Meg-a-pen'thes

Leu'ca Lin-ter'num Ly-cie'iia Mab'dai or ilab'- Ma-gra'da Man-te'um Mas-tram'e-la Me-gap'o-la

Leu-ca'di-a Li'nua, a. Ly-cam'bea da-1, 8. Ma'ha-lah, 8. Man-thyr'e-a Ma-Bu'ri-us Meg'a-ra

Leu-ca'ni Li'o-des Lyc-a-me'dea Ma'c» Ma-ha'la-le-el,«. Man-ti-ne'a Mat'a-la Meg'a-reus

Lcu-ea'sl-on Lfp'a-ra Ly-ca'on Ma'ca-lon, 8. Ma'ha-Iatb, s. Man'ti-neus Math-a-ni'aa, a. Meg'a-ris

Leu-cas'pis Lip'a-re Ly-ca'o-nea Ma'ear MaOia-li, a. Man-tith'e-us Ma-thi'on Me-gar/sus

Leu-ca'ta or Lip'a-rfs Lyc-a-o'ui-a Mac-a-re'is Ma-ha-na'im. a. Man'tu-a Ma-Ihu'.-a la. a. Me-gas'Ihe-nes

Leu-ca'te Lip-o-do'rus Ly-ca'o-nis Mae'a-reus MaTia-neb Dan, Ma'och, 8. Ma-tl-e'nl Meg-a-ti'chua

Leu-ca'tes Li-quen'ti-a Ly-cas'te Ma-ca'ri-a 8. Ma'on, a. Ma-til'i-ca Me-gen'e-tuB

Leu'ce Li-ri'o-ne Ly-caa'tUB Mac'a-ris MaTia-rai. *. Ma'ra, a. Ma-ti'nus Me-gld'do, a.

Leu'ce-as Li-ri'o-pe Lyc'e-aa Mat/a-ron Ma-harltal Mar-a-can'da Ma-tta'co Me-gid'don, a.

Leu'ci Lis'i-me Ly-ce'ura Ma-car'ta-tus Ma hath. 8. Ma'rah. «. Ma-tra'li-a Me-gilla

Leu-cip'pe Lit'a-brum Ly-ce'ua Mac'ca-bees, *. Ma-ha-zi'nth, a. Mar'a-lab, a. Ma'tre-as Me-gis'ta

Leu-cip'pi-dea Li-ta'na Lych-ni'des Mac-ca-be'us, 8. MaTier Sha'lal Ma-ra-na'tba, a. Ma'tred, a. Me-gis'ti-a

Leu-eip'pua Li-tav'i-cna Lych'ni-dus Ma-ced'nus Hash Baz, s. Mar-a-ni'tac Mat'ri, a. Me-gis'ti-aa

Leu-co-gayi Li-ter/num Lyc'i-a Mac/e-do Mah'lah, s. Mar-a-the'nua Mat'ro-na ( a Me-gis'to-cles

Leu-colla Li-tora'a-chua Lyc'i-das Mac-e-do'ni-a Mahli, e. Mar'a-thon river)

Ma-trona

Me-gis-ton'o-ii8

Me-nefa-be-el,*.Leu-col'o-phus Li-tu'bi-um Ly-cim'na Mac-e-don'i-cua Mah'lon, «. Mar'a-thos

Leu-co'ne Lit-y-er'saa Ly-cim'ni-a Ma-cel'la MaTiol, «. Mar'a-thus Mat'tan, a. Mehet'a-bel, a.

Len-co'nes Lit-y-er'ses Ly-ci'nus Mac-e-ri'nus Ma'ia Mar-cel'la Mat'ta-nah, a. Me hi'da, a.

Lea-con' i-cus Liv'i-a Ly-cla'cua Ma-ce'ria Mai-an'e-as, s. Mar-eel-li'nua Mat-ta-ni'ab, a. Meliir, a.

Leu-con'o-e Li-villa Lyc'i-us Mac'e-tro Ma-ju'ge-na Mar-cellub Mat'ta-tha, a. Me-ho'Iah, a.

Leu-con'o-tus Liv-i-ne'ius Lyc'o-a Mac'e-tes Ma'kaz, ft. Mar'ci-a Mat-ta-thi'as, a. Me hn-ja'el, a.

Leu-cop'e-tra Liv'i-ua Ly-cole-on Ma-chfe'ra Mailed. *. Mar-ci-a'na Mat'te-uai, a. Me-hu'man, n.

Leu-co-phry'ne 1 ." Am'mi, a. Lyc-o me'des Ma-chce'reus Mak-he'dab, «. Mar-ci-a-nop'o- Mat'than, a. Me-lm'iiiin, n.

Leu'co-phrys Loc'o-zus Ly-co'ne Ma-charms Mak-heaoth, « lis Mat-tha-ni'as, ft. Me Jar'koii, a.

Leu-cop'o-lis

Leu-co si-a

Lo-cu'ti-ua Ly-co'pas Ma-chag'e-ni Mak'tesh, 8. Mar-ci-a'nus Mat'that, a. Me-ko'nah, a.

Lo De'bar, a. Ly-co'pes Ma-chan'i-das Mal'a-eaor Mai'- Mar-ci'na Mat-the'las, a. Me-laa'nse

Leu-cos'y-ri LogT)a-ata Lyc'o-phron Ma-cha'on a-cha Mar'ci-on Mat'thew Mel-am-pe'a

Leu-co-syr'i-i Lo-gi'um Ly-cop'o-Ua

Ly-copua

Ma-clia'o-nea Mara-ehi, s. Mar'ci-us (math'thu), a. Me-lam'pus

Leu-coth'o-e or Lo'is, a. Macb'a-rcs Mal'chara. *. Mar-co-du'rura Mat-thi'as Mel-am-py'gua

Leu-co 'the-a Lolli-a Lye o-re'a Ma-cha'tus Mal-chi'ah, *. Mar-com'a-ni (math thi'as), Mel-an-cbif'tes

Leuc'tra Lol-li-a'nua Lyc-o-re'ua and ilach-ba'nai, «. Mal'ehi-el, 8. Mar-co-man'ni a. Mel-an-chlte'ni

Leuc'trum Lol'li-us Ly-co'reus Mach-be'nah, 8. Mal'chi-on Mar-di-a Mat-ti'a-ci Me-lan'chrus

Leu'cua Lon-din'i-um Ly-co'ri-aa Ma-che'rus Mal-chi'ram, *. Mar-do-che'us,a. Mat-ti-thi'ah, a. Mcl'a-ne

Leu-cy-a'ni-as Lon'do-bris Ly-co'ris Ma'chi, ft. Mal-chi-sbu'ah, Mar'do-nes Ma-tu'ce-Ue Mel-a-ne'is

Le-um'raim, *. Lon-ga'tia Ly-cor'mas Mach'i-mus 8. Mar-do'ni-us Ma-tu'ta Mel'a-ueus

Leu-tych'l-des Lon-gim'a-nns Ly-cor'tas Ma'ehir, «. Mal'chus Ma're-a Mat-u-ti'nus Me-la'ni-a

Le-va'na Lon-gi'nua Ly-cos'the-ne Macb'maB. *. Male-a Ma-re-ot'i-cuB Mau'ri-cus Me-la'ni-on

Le'vi, a. Lon-go-barMi Lyc-o-au'ra Mach-na-de'bai, Ma'le-a-dea Ma-re-o'tia Mau-ri-ta'ni-a Mel-a-nip'pe

Le-vi'a-than, a. Lon-go'ne Ly-co'tas ft. Ma-le-a'tis Ma-re'sha, 8. Mau-ru'si-a Mel-a-nip'pi-dcs

Le-vit'i-cus, s. Lon'gu-la Lye-o-re'a Mach-pelah, «. Ma-leTia Ma- re'shah, a. Mau-ru'ai-i Mel-a-nip'pus

Lex-fph'a-nets Lon-gun'ti-ca Lyc-ur-gi'deB Mach'ron, «. Mal'e-laa Mar-ga-ri'ta Mau-so'li Mel-a no'ius

Lex-o'vi-I Lo-pa-du'aa Ly-cur'gua Ma-cri-a'nua Mal'e-le-el, a. Mar-gi-a'na Mau-solus Mela nos'y-rl

Lib'a-nse Lo'ri-um Lyd'da, 8. Ma-cri'nua Ma-le'ne Mar-gin'i-a Ma-vor'ti-a Me-lan'theus

Li-ba'ni-us Mel-an'thi-iLoRu'ha-mah,*. Max-en'ti-uaLyd'i-a Margi'teaMac'ri-tua Ma-le'os
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Me-lan'thl-tu Me'rab. «. Me-ti'ta Mir-o-bri'ga Moo-o-dac'ty-liu My-o-ne'sus Na-pa'ta Nec-ta-oe'bui

Me-lan'tfao Me-ra'iah, a Meti-os Mis-a-el, «. Mon'o-dua My-o'ni-a Va-pe'gus and Nec-tan'-

Me-lan'thus Me-ra'ioth, s. Me-tce'ci-a Mi-sag'e-nei Mo-nce'cus Myya-ces Naph i-lus a-bis

Me! a-ti'ah. a Me'ran, a. Metope Mis'ce-ra Mo no'le-us Myr-ci'nus >a'phish, a. Nec-ti-berea

Uel'cbi, * Me-ra'ri or Mer7- Met'o-res Mi-se'num Mo-Dot/ce-lt Myr'ge-tw Naph i-«i, *. Ne-cyfl-a

Mel chi'ah, ». a-ri, a >fetrra-gyr't« Mi-ae'nua Mon-ta'nus My-ri'ca Naph U-li. a Ned-a-bi'ah, a

Mel-chi'as, a. Me-ra-tha'im, $. Me'tnu Mia gab, a Mon'ychus My-ri'ce Naphthar. «. Ned i nates

Mel'chi-«1, a. Mer-ca'tor Me-tro'a Mis ge'tes Mon'y-mus My-ri'na Naph-tu'him, t Ne-e-mi aa, a.

Mel-chls'e-dec,*. Mer-ce-di'nus Me*tro'bi-us Mi»-gom'e-na; Mo-o-ai'aa, a. Myr'i-nus Na-pi'ta Negl-uoth, a

Mel chi-shu'a, «. Mer-cu-ri'o-lus Met'ro-clea Mi'sha-el, *. Mop'fti-um Myr-i-on'y-ma Nar-bo'na Ne-he-mi'ah, a

Mel chiz'e-dek. Mer-cu'ri-ua M^et-ro-tli'dea Mi'ahal, a. Mop-ao'pi-a M>T-le'a Nar-bo-neu'su Ne-he-mi'aa, a

f. Me'red. a. Met-ro-do'rua Mi' sham, a. Mop'ao-pua M>T-mec'i-de« Nar-c« us Neti-loth, a.

Mene-a, a Me-re/moth, a Me-trod o-tus Mi'Bhe-al, a Mop-su-cre'ne Myr-me'ci-um Nar-ce'a Ne'hum, a

Me-le-a'ger MeVea. a Me-troph'a-nes Mish'ma, a Mop-iu-esti a Myr-mid'o-De Nar-cis *oa Ne-hush'ta. a

Me le-ag'ri-des Mer'i-bab. a Me-tro'um Mishmati'nahjt. Mor'de-cai, a. Myr-mid'o-nes Narga-ra Xe-huih tan, a

Me'lech. f. Me-rfb-ba'al, a Met ti-us Miah'ra-ite, a Mo'reh, a Myr'o-cles Na-ris'ci Ne-i'ci. a.

Mel-e-de'mus Me-ri'o-nes Me-tu'lum Mi-sith e-ua Mo • reab ' eth My-ro-ni-a'nus Nar'ni-a Ne'is

Mel-e-san'der Mer'me-roa Me-u'nim, a. Mia' par, a. Gath, a My-ron'i-de» Nar-the'cis Nei'tae

Mel-e-sig'e-nes Mer'me-rus Me-va'ni-a Mis'pe-reth. a. Mor-gen'ti-a My-ro'nus Na-ryc'i-a Ne'keb. a

Mel'e-te Merm'na-dae Mev-a-ni'o-la Mis-re'photh Morge'tea Myr'rhi-nus Nas'a-mon Ne-ko da, a

Me-le'tus Mer'mo-daa Mei:'a-hab, *. Maim, a. Mo-ri'ah, a Myr'ai-lus Nas-a-mones Ne'leus

Me'li-a Me-ro'dach, s. Me-zen'ti-ua Mis'sa-bib, a Mor-i-rae'ne Myr'si-nus Nas'bas, a Ne-U'des

Me-lib'o-cu* Me-ro'dach Bal'- Mi-a-co'rua Mia-u-la'ui Mor"i-nl Myr'ta-le Nas'ci-o Ne'me-a

Mel-i-bce'a a-dan. a. Mi'a-nim, a. Mith'cah, a. Mori taa'gua Myr'te-a Na'Bhou, a Nem'e-sa

Mel-i-bce'us Mer'o-e Mib'har, a Mith-ra .la tea Mo'ri-ua Myr'ti-lus Na-si'ca Ne-me-sia'nia

Mel'i-ca, a. Me'rom, a Mib'sam, a. Mi-thre'nea Mor'pheus Myr-to'um Ma Na-sid-i-enus Nem'e-sis

Mel-i-cer'ta Mei'o-pe Mib'zar, a. Mith-ri-da'tes Mo-ru'ni re Na-sid'i-us Ne-mea-tri'nas

Mel'i-chus Mer'o-pea Mi'cah, a Mith-ro-bar-za' Mos'chi-on Myr-tun'tl-um Na'sith, a. Nem'e-tis

Me'li-e Mer'o-pis Mf-ca'iah, *. nea Mos-cho-pulua Myr-tu'sa Na'si-um Ne-me'us

Mel-i-gu'nis Me'roz, a Mic-co-tro'gus Mit-y-le'na' Mo-sel'la My-8cellufl Na'sor, *. Nem-i-si'a-ci

Me-li'na Mer'u-la Mi-ce'a Mit-y-le'ne Mo-ae'ra, a. Mys'i-a Natalia Nem-o-ra'li-a

Mel'ise Mer-u-li'nua Mi-ce'lffl Mi'tys Mo-ae'roth, *. My-so-ma-ced'o- Na-ta'lis Ne-moBSUs

Me-lis'sa Me'ruth, a Mi'cha, *. Mi-ziB'i Mo'aea (a as z), a. nes Nathan, a. Ne-mu'el, a

Me-lis'seus Me-sa'pi-a Mi'cha-el, *. Mi'zar, a Mo-sol'lam, a. My-thop'o-lia Na-than'a-el, «. Ne-o-bu'le

Me-lis'sus Me-sem'bri-a Mi'chah. a. Miz'pah, a. Mo-sol'la-moD,<. Myt-i-le'ne Na-tha-ni'as. *. Ne-o-cw*-a-re a

Mel'i-ta or Mel' Me-se'ne Micha'iah, *. Miz'peh, a Mos-te'ni My"us Nathan Me'- (*aaz)

i-ta Me'sha, a Mi'chal, a. Miz-ra'ira, *. Mo-sych'lua lech, a. Ne-och'a-bis

Mel-i-te'a Me'shach, a Mi-che'as, $. Miz'zah, a MoB-y-noe'ci Nau-bol'i-des Ne'o-cles

Mel-i-te'na Me'ahech, a. Mich'raaa. t. Mna-sag'o-ras Mo-ay'ni N. Nau-bo'lis Ne-o-cli'dea

MeM-te'ae Me-Bhel-e-mi'ab, Mich'mash, a. Mna-sal'ces Moa-y-nce'ci Nau'bo-lus Ne-og'e-nea

Mel'i-to 9. Mlch'me-thah.jt Mna'ae-aa Mo-tho'ne Na'am, a Nau'clea Ne-o-la'ua

Mel'I-tus Me-shez a-be' el, Mich'ri, a Mnas'idea Mo-ti-e'ni Na'a-mah, a Nau-clf'das Ne-om'a-gna

Melius ff. Mich'tarn, a. Mna-Bil'o-chua Mo tu'ca Na'a-man, *. Nau-clides Ne-o-me'des

Mel-ix-an'drus Me-ahil'le-mith, Mi-cipu Mna-slp'pus Mo'ty-a Na'a-rah, a. Nau'cra-Ua Ne-o-me"nl-a

Me-lob'o-si8 1. Mic'i-te Mna-sith'e-ua Mo'y ses Na'a-rai, *. Nau'cra-tiB Ne-om'o-ria

Mel-pi'a Me-shll'le-moth, Mic'y-thus Mna'aon, a. Mo'zah, 8. Na a ran, a Nau-cy'dea Ne-on-ti'chos

Mel-pom'e-ne a. Mid-a-i'on Mna-By'liiB Mu-chi-re'sis Na'a-rath, a Nau'lo-cha Ne-on-U'chus

Mel'zar, a Me-sho'bab, a. Mi-da'mus Mna-syr'i-um Mu-ci-a'nua Na'a-shon, s. Nau'lo-chus Ne'o-phron

Me-ma-ce'oi Me-shul'lam, a. Mid'din. a. Mne-mi'um Mu'ci-us Na-as'aon, a. Na'um, a. Ne-oph'y-tus

Mem-bre'sa Me-abul'le-meth Mid'e-a or Mid- Mne-moa'y-ne Mu gi-lo'nes Na'a-thus, a. Nau'ma-chua Ne-oj»-tore-uius

Mem'ml-a a e'a Mne-aar'chus Mul'ci-ber Na'bal, «. Nau-pac'tus or Ne'o-ris

Mem mi-us Mea'o-a Mid'i-an. a. Mne-aar'e-te Mul'vi-ua Na-ba-ri'aa, *. Nau-pac'turu Ne-ot'e-lea

Mem'no-nes Mes-o'ba-ite, a Mid'l-aa Mnes i-bu'lus Mum'mi us Nab-ar-za'nes Nau-pid'a-me Ne-o'the-us

Mem-non'i-des Me-aob'o-a Mi'e-za Mnea-i-cli'dea Mu-na'U-ua Nab-a-Ue'i Nau'pli-a Nep'e-te

Mcm-no-ui'um Mea'o-la Mig'dal. «. Mnes-i-da'mua Mu-ni'tua Nab-a-thie'a Nau-pli'a-des Nep'e-tus

Mem-phi'tes Mea-o-me'des Mig^dol, *. or Mnes-i-de'- Mu-nych'1-a Na-ba-the'ans,a Nau'pli-ua Ne-phali-a

Mem-phi'tls Mes-o-po-ta'mi-a Mig'ron, a. mua Mup'pim, a Nab'a-thea Nau-por'tus Ne'pbeg, a.

Me-mu'can, *. Mea-sab'a-tffi Mi'ja-min, a. Mnes-i-la'UB Mu-ne'na Nab-i-a'ni Nau-sic'a-a Neph'e-le

Me-na'hem, a Mea-aa'la Mik'loth, s. Mne-sim'a-che Mu-re/tus Nab-o-co-droa'o- Nau-sic^a-e Neph-e-le'ia

Me-nal'caa Mea-sa-li'na Mik-ne'iali, *. Mne-atm'a-chus Mur-gan'ti-a rus Nau'ai-cles Neph'e-lla

Me-nal'ci-das Mea-sa-U'nttB Mil-a-la'i, *. Mne-afth'e-us Mur-ra'nua Na'both, a. Nausic'ra-tes Neph'e-ris

Ne phi. a.Men-a-lip'pe Mes-sa'na Mi la' ni -on Mnea'theus Mur'ti-a Nab-u-cho-dou'- Nau-ai-cy'des

Men-a-ltp'pua Mes-sn'pe-ie Mil'cah, a Mnes'tl-a Mu-aa^us o-aor, a. Nau-sim'a-che Ne'ptiis, a

Me'nan, a. Mes-sa'pi-a Mil'com, a Mo'ab, 8. Mu-Bag'e-tea Na'chon, a Nau-8im'e-don Ne'phiah. a.

Me-nan'der Mes-sa'pus Mil-co'rua Mo-a-di'ah, «. Mu-ae'a Na'chor, a. Nau-sim'e-nes Ne-phish'e-sim,

Men-an-dre'us Mea-se'is Mi-le'si-a Mo-ag'e-tes Mu-se'um Nac'o-le Nau-si-Tii'cus s.

Men'a-pi Mes-se'ne or Mi-le'ai-i Mo-a-pher'nea Mu'shl, a Nac-o-le'a Nau-sith'o-e Neph'tha-U, a.

Me-na'pl-i MeB-ae'na Mi-le'si-ua Moch'mur. a. Mu a./ni -us Nac-o-li'a Nau-sith'o-us Neph'tha-Um. a

Men'a-pia Mes-se'ni-a Mi-le'tis Mo-cor'e-taB Mus-tela Nac'o-ne Nau'teles Neph-to'ah, a.

Men-che'res Mea'ao-a Mi-le'tum, a. Mo-cri'tie Mu-te'na Na'dab, a Na've, *. Ne-phu'aim, #-

Me'ne, a Mea-so'gis Mi-le'tua Mo-des-ti'nus Muth-lab'ben, a Na-dab'a-tha, 8. Na'vi-ua Ne'pi-a

Men'e-cles Met'a-bua Mil'i-as Mo'di-a Mu'thul Na-dag'a-ra Naz'a-rene, #. Ne-po-U-a'nus

Men-e-cli'dea Met-a-cli'des Mil'i-chua Mo'din, *. Mu'ti-a Nfw'ni-a Naz'n-reth, *. Nep'tha li, 8.

Men-e-coluB Met'a-gon Mil-i-o'ni-a Mod'o-nus Mu'ti-la Naj'vi-a Naz'a-rite, a Nep'tba-Uin, a

Me-nec'ra-tea Met-a-go-ni'tia Mil-iz-i-ge'ria Moe-rag'e-teB Mu'ti-na Na;'vi-U8 Ne-ie'ra Nep-tu-nfue

Men-e-de'mus Me-tam'e-los Mil'lo. a. Mo3're-aa Mu'ti-nea NwiTo-lus Ne-ae'thus Nep-tu'ni-um

Me-neg"e-taa Met-a-mor-pho'- Mi-lo'ni-ua Mce'ro-cles Mu-U'ni Na-ge'ri Ne'ah, a Nep-tu'nus

Men-e-la-i'a afs Mil-ti'a-des MaB'ai-a Mu-ti'mis N««g«, »■ Ne-al'ces Ne-pu'nis

Men-e-la'us Met-a-ni'ra jni'vi-us Mo'eth, a. Muii us Na'ha-lal, *. Ne-an-dri'a Ne-re'i-<les

Me-ne'nl-us Met-a-pon-ti'ni Mil'y-aa Mo-gun'ti-a Mu-tu'uua Na-ha'li-el, *. Ne-a'nls Ne re'ia (* mo-

Meu'e-phron Met-a-pon'tura Mi-mal'lo-nes Mo-gy'ni Mu-tus'ca Na'hal-lal, a. Ne-nn'thes man)

Me-nea'theus Met-a-pon'tua Mim-ne'dus Mo'la-dah. s. Myc^a-le Na'ha-lol, a. Ne-ap'a-phos Ne're-is (a nr

Me-nea'thi-ua Me-tau'rus Mim-ner'miia Mo'lech, v. Myc-a-lea'sua Na'ham, a Ne-ap'o-lis reid)

Me-nex'e-na Me-te'lis Min-ci'a-dea Mo-le'ia My-ce'nas Na-ham'a-ni, *. Ne-ai'chuB Ne-re'tum

Me-nip'pa Me-tel'la Min'ci-us Mo'li, *. My-ce'ne Na'ha-rai, a. Ne-a-ri'ah, *. Ne'reua

Me-nip'pi-dea Me-tel'H Min'da-rua Mo-li'a My-ce'nia Na'ha-ri, a. Ne'bai or Neb'a- Ner'gal, a

Me-nip'pua Met-e-re'a Mi-ner'va Mo'lid, a. Myc-e-ri'DU8 Na-har"va-li 1,8. Ner'gal Sbar-e'-

Me'ui-ua Me-te'rua, s. Min-er-vi'na Mo-li'on Myc'i-thufl Na'haah, g. Ne-ba'ioth, *. zer. a

Men-o-do'rua Meth'a-na Mi-ni'a-min, *. Mo-li'o-ne My'con Na'hath, a. Ne-bft'jotli, *. Ne'ri, s.

Me-nod'o-tus Me-thar'ma Min'i-o Mo'loch, a My-co'ni-1 Nah'bl, a Ne-ballat. a Ne-ri'ah, a

Me-noo'ceua Meth'eg Am'- Min-n»'i Mol'o-ia Myc'o nos Na'hor, s. Ne'bat, s. Ne-rf'ai, #.

Me-noe'tes mah, a Miti'ni. «. Mo-lor'chua My-et/pho-ria Nah'shon, a. Ne-bi-o-du'num Ne-ri-e'ne

Men-oe-ti'a-des Me-thi'on Min'nith, *. Mo-loB'ai My-e'nua Na'hum, a. Ne'bo, *. Ne-ri'ne

Me-nca'ti-us Me-tho'di-us Mi-no'a Mo-los'ai-a or Myg'a-le Na-i'a-des or Ne-bro'dea Ne'ri-o

Me-nog'e-nea Me-tho'ne Mi -no' is Mo loa'ais Myg'do-nea Na'ia-dea Ne-broph'o-ne Ner^-toa

Me-noph'i-lus Meth'o-ra Min-o-tau'rus Mo-Iob'sub Myg-do'ni-a Na'iaa Ne-broph'o-uos Ne'ri-us

Me-nos-ga'da Me-thu'aa-el, *. Min'the Mol-pa'di-a Myg-don'i-des Na'i-cua Neb- u -chad - Ne-ro'ni-a

Men'te-aa Me-thu'se-lah,s. Min-tui-'ua; Mol-y-cre'um Myg'do-nia Xai'dus, a. nez'zar, «. Ner-to-bri'ga

Men-ton'o-mon Me-thyd'ri-um Mi-nu'ti-a Mo-lyc'ri-a or Myg'do-nus or Na'iu, a. Neb-u-chad-rez- Ner'u-lam

Men'to-rea Me-thym'na Mi-nu'ti-ua Mo-ly-cri'a Myg-do'nus Na'ioth, *. zar, a. Ner'vi-i

Me-nu'thi-as Me-tl-a-du'aa Min'y-ne Mo-ly'rua My-i'a-grua Na'ia Neb-u-shasboD, Ne-sss'a

Me-o'ne-nim, a. Me-til'M Min'y-as Mo-mem'phia My-laa'saorMy- Na-ia'sua 8. Ne-si-o'tis

Me-on'o-thai, a Me-til'i-ua Mipb'ka, a. Mo-na^sea la'sa Xam-ne'tea Neb-u'zarA'dan. Ne-Bo'pe

Me-pha'ath, s. Me-ti'o-che .Mt! ;i-'vs Mo-ne'ta My-lit'ta Na-ne'a, a a. Nes'pe-tna

Me-phi-bo'aheth Me-ti'o-chua Mir'e-um Mon'i-ma Myu'do-nea Na-o'mi, a Ne'cho, a NeMo'nis

a Me'ti-on Mir'i-am, a. Mon'i-mua Myn'i-re Na-pse'is Ne-co'dan, a Ne*to-ele«

Me-phi'tis Nes'to-rasMe-tis'cua Ne-crop'o-liaMir'ma, a. Nap'a-risMon-o-ba'/aa My'o-nea
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Nes-tor'i-dea No'e, 8. <mi, 8. O-gyg'i-a On -o- mas-tor'i- Or-i-thy'oa Ox-y-ryn-chi'taj Pan- a.:- to 'lus

Nes-to'ri-us No-e'nion Ob-di'a, a. O-gyg'i-doD des 0 ri'us Oi-y-ryn'chua Pa-nar'e-tua

Ne-than'e-el, 8. No'gah, *. O'bed, *. Og'y-ris Oi i-o -mas tu* Or'me-nos or Ox-yth'e-mis Pan-a-ris'te

Neth-a-ru'ah, «. No'hah, #. O'bed E'dom, g. O'liad, & On-o-san'der Or'me-nus O'zem, *. Pau-ath-e-na;'a

Neth'i-nim, s. No-la'nua O'beth, *. O'hel, *. O-nug'na-tlius Or'uan, s. O-ze'ne Pan - ch» ' a or

Ne-ti'ni Nom'a-des O'bil, *. 0'1-clea or O'i- O-nu'phis Or'ne-a O-zi'as, 8. Pan-cha'ia

Ne-to'phah, k. Noni-en-ta'nus Ob'o-ca cleus O'nus, s. Oi^ne-ae O-zi'el, *. Pan-clie-ni'Lis

Ne-toph'a-thi, s. No-men'turn Ob'o-da O'i-leus O-ny'thea Or'neua Oz'ni, 8. Pan'cle-on

Ne-vert-ti No'mi-i O'both, 8. Ol'a-mus, s. O-pa'li-a Or-ne'us (Cen Oz'o-a Pau'da-na

Ne-zi'au, ». No-mi'on Ob'ri-mo Ol'a-ne O-pel'i-cua taur)

Or-ni'thon

Oz'o-Iae or (>>:'■ Pan'da-rus

Ne'zib, a. No'mi-ua Ob'ae-quens O-la'nus O-pbe'aa o-li Pan-da-ta'ri-a

Nib'haz, *. No-moph'y-lax O-bu'cu-la Olbelua O'phel, *. Or'ni-tus O-zoni'e-ne Pan'da-tes

Nib'shan, «. No-moth'e-taj Ob ul-tro'm-us Ol'bi-a O'phe-laa Or-nyt'i-on 0-zo'nufl Pan-de'mua

Ni-cre'a Non-a-cri'na O-ca'le-a or 0- OlTii-us O-phel'tea Or-o-an'da O-zo'ra, *-. Pan-di'a

Ni-csn'e-ttis Non'a-cria or ca'li-a O-le'a-rua O-phi'a-des Or'o-ba Pan-di'on

Ni-cagVras No-na'cris O-ce-an'i-dea O-len'a-cuin O'phi-as 0-ro'bi-» Pan-di'o-nis

Ni-can'der No'ni-us O-ce-an-i'tii Ol'e-noa or Ol'-e- O-phi-o'des O-ro'bi-i P. Pan-do-chi'mn

Ni-ca'nor No'phah, s. O-ce'a-nua nus O-phi-og'e-nes Or'o-bia

Pa'a-rai. 8.

Pan'do-cus

Ni-car'chus Np'pi-a O-celis 01'e-nnm O-phi'on O-ro'des Pan-do'ra

Ni-cai'e-te Nor-ba'nua O-ceHua Ol'e-rua O-phi'o-nes O-rm'te* Fa-ca'ri-ua Pan-do'rus

Ni-carVtus 'No-ric'i-i Oc'e-lum Ol-gaa'ays O-phi-o'neus O-rom'e-don Pa-ca-ti-a'nus Pan-do'ai-a

Ni-ca'sia Nort-cum O-cha'ri-us 0-U'a-rua or 0- O-phi-on'i-des O-ron'tas Pa-ca'tus Pan'dro-sos

Ni-ca'tor Nor-thlp'piiB O-chi'el, f. li'a-roa O'phir, s. O-ron'tea Pac-ci-a'nua Pa'ne-as

Ni-cat'o-ris Nor'ti-a O'chi-mus Ol-i-gyr'tis Oph-i-te'a Or-on-te'us Pac'ci-us Pa-neg'y-ria

Nic'e-aa Nos-o-co-mi'um Och'ro-na O-lin'i-ae O-phi'tes Or-o-pher'nea Pa-cho'mius Pan'e-iua

Ni-ceph'o-ria Noa'o-ra Och-y-ro'ma O-lin'thus O-phi-u'uhus O-ro'pus Pa-chym'e-rt'8 Pa-iieph'y-sis

Nic-e-pho'ri-ura Nos'ti-mus O-ci-de'luB, *. 01-i-ai'po, 01 i- O'phi-us Or'o-Ba Pa-cby'nus Pan'e-ros

Nic-e-pho'ri-us No'thua Oo'i-na, *;. aip'po or O- O-phi-u'sa O-ro'si-us Pa-ci-a'nus Pan-gse'us

Ni-ceph'o-rus No-ti'um O-co'lum lya'ai-po O-phlo'nes O-roB'pe-da Pa-co'ui-us Pan-hel-le'nea

Nl-cer'a-tua No-va'ri-a Otfran, *. 01-i-tin'gi Oph'ni, 8. Or'pah, 8. Pac'o-rua Pan-i-ge'iis

Nic'e-roa No-va'tua O'cre-a Ol'i-vet, *. Oph'rah, *. Or'pheua Pac-to'lus Pan-i-o'nes

Ni-ce'tas Nov-em-pa'^'i O-cric'o-la O-li'zon Oph-ry-ne'um

Op'i-ci

Or'plii-tus Pac'ty-as Pan-i-o'ni-nm

Nic-e-te'ri-a Nov-em-pop'u- O-cric'u-lura oni-us Or'se-as Pac'ty-e Pan'nag, s.

Nic'i-aa lia O-crid'i-ou 01-lov'i-co O-pig'e-na Or-aed'i-ce Pa-cu'vi-us Pan'no-na

Ni-cip'pe No vem'si-les O-crisl-a 01'mi-» O-pil'i-ua Or-se'ia Pa-deB'i Pan'no-nea

Ni-cip'pus No-ve'si-um Oc-ta'vi-a Ol'rai-us O-pim-i-a'nus Or-sinua Pa'dan, «. Pan-no'ni-a

Nic-o-bu'lus Xo-vi-o-du'num 0c-ta-vi-a'nu8 01-mo'nea O-pim'i-ua Or-siro-chus Pa'dan A'ram,«. Pan-om-phx'us

Ni-coch'a-res No-vi-om'a-gum Oc-ta'vi-us Ol'o-crua Op-ia-thoc'onia? Or-sim'e-nes Pa'don, 8. Pan'o-pe or Pan-

Nic-o-char'i-te No-vi-om'a-gua Oc-to-ge'aa Ol'o-lya Op'i-ter Or-sin'o-e Pad'u-a o-pe'a

Nic'o-cles No'vi-ua Oc-toro-pUum 01-o-phyx'ns Op-i-ter-gi'ui Or-sin'o-me Pa-du'aa Pa-no'pe-a:

Ni-coc'ra-tes Nov-o-co'mum O-cy'a-le Ol'o-rua O-pi'tea Or-sip'pus Paj-dar'e-tua Pan-o-pe'ia

Ni-co'cre-on No-vom'a-gus O-cy'a-lua 0-los'BO-nes Op'o-ia Or'ta-lus Psen'u-la Pan'o-peus

Nic-o-da'mu* Nu-ce'ri-a 0-cyp'e-t« O-lym'pas, *. O-po'ra Or-thaj'a Pee'o-nea Pa-no'pi-on

Nic-o-de'mus Nu-ith'o-nes O-cyp'o-de Ol-ym-pe'ne Op'pi-a Or-thag'o-ras Pa'-o'ni-a Pan'o-pis

Nic-o-do'rua Nu-ma'na O-cyVo-e O-lym'pi-a Op-pi-au'i-cus Or'tlii-a Paj-on'i-des Pa-nop'o-lia

Ni-cod'ro-mua Nu-man'ti-n O-cyth'o-us 01-ym-pi'a-dea Op-pi-a'nus Or-tho-bu'lus I'a.'o-nis Pa-nop'tea

Nic-o-Ia'i-tana,*. Nu-nian-ti'n.i O'ded, *. O-lym'pi-aa Op-pid'i-ua Or'tho-clea Pos'o-pla) Pa-nor'mus

NieVlas, «. Nu-man-ti'nus Od-e-ua'tua O-lyni'pi-ciiB Op'pi-ua Or-thom'e-nes Pa?-BU'la Pan'ta-clea

Nic-o-la'ua Nu-ma'nua O-des'sua O-lyra-pi-e'um Op-ta'tus Or-tho'si-a Pag'a-sa) or Ppg*- Pan-taen'e-tus

Nl-cole-os Nu-me'ni-a O-de'um 0 - lyra - pi-o-do'- Op'ti-mua Or-tho-ai'as, ». a-sa Pan-ta'iius

Ni-com'a-cha Nu-me'ni-ua Od'i-ce rus O-pun'ti-l Or-tho'Bis Pag'a-Bus Pan-tag'a-thus

Ni-com'a-chua Nu-me'ri-a O-di'tcs O-lyra-pi-o-ni'- O-rai'a Or-thu'ra Pa-gi'el, «. Pan-ta'gi-a

Nic-o-me'dea Nu-me-ri-a'nus 0-do'a-cerorOvl- ces O-ra'ta Or-to'na Pa'graj Fan-tag-no'tus

Nic-o-me-di'a or Nume'ri-us o-a'cer O-lym'pi-ua Or'a-tha Or-tyg'i-a Pa'hathMo'ab,*. Pan-ta'le-on

Nic-o-me-de'a Nu mic'i-ua O-do'ca O-lym'pus Or-be'lua O-sa'cea Pa'i, *. Pan-tau'chus

Ni-com'e-nes Nu-mi'cus O-dol'lam, *. Ol-ym-pu'aa Or-bi-a'na O-sa'ias, « Pa-loe'a Pan'teus

Ni-con'o-e Nu'mi-da Od-o-man'tea O-lyn'thua Or-bil'i-us Os-cho-pho'ri-a Pa-Ia?-ap'o-lis Pan-tbe'a

Ni-eoph'a-nea Nu'mi-da? Od'o-nea Om-a-e'rus, ». Or-bi-ta'ua Os'dro-ea Pa-lffib'y-blua Pan' the -on or

Nic-o-phe'mua Nu-mid'i-a Od'ry-seB O-ma'iIi-us Or-bo'na O-ae'a, *. Pa-lffi'mon Pan-the'on

Nie'o-phron Nu-ruid'i-us Od-ya-Be'a O-ma'na Or'ca-des O-ae'as, «. Pa-laep'a-phoa Pan'thi-dea

Ni-cor/o-lia Nu-mia'i-ua Od-ys-ae'um O'raar, *. Or'ce-lia O-se'e, *. Pa-l»-phar-8a'- Pan-tho'i-dea

Ni-coa'tra-ta Nu-mia'tro O-dya'seua O-ma'ri-ua Or'cha-mus O-se-ri-a'tea lua Pan'tho-us

Ni-coB'tra-tua Nu'mi-tor (E-agTua or (F/- 0mT>rI-ci Or-che'ni O-ahe'a, *. Pa-lajph'a-tua Pan-ti-ca-pre'um

Nic-o-te-le'u Nu-mi-to'ri-ua a-grus 0m'bri-u8 Or-chia-te'ne O-ain'i-ua Pa-lrep'o-lia Pan-tic'a-pea

Ni-cot'e-les Nu-mo'ni us (E-an'thee Om-bro'nes Or-chom'e-noa O-ai'ris Pa-lsps'te Pan-tili-uB

Ni-gid'i-us Nun'di-na (E-an-the'a or O'me-ga, *. Or-chom'e-nus O-sis'mi-i Pal-»s-ti'na Pan-tol'a-bua

Ni-gre'tea Nu'ro-U (E-an-thi'a O'mf-aa or Or-chom'e- Os'mi-da Pa-ltet'y-rus Pa-ny'a-sis

Ni-gri'raus Nur'ai-a (E-ba'li-a Ora'o-le num Os'pha-gus

Os-qui-da'tes

Pa'lal, 8. Pa-pae'us

Ni-gri'tce Nu'tri-a (E-bal'i-des Om-o-pha'gi a Or-dea'sus Pal-a-me'dea Pa-pha'ges

Nil-a-co'me Nyc-te'is (Eb'a-lua Om'pha-ce Or-do-vi'cea Oa-rho-e'ne Pal-a-ti'nus Pa'phi-a

Ni'leus Nyc-te'li-a CEb'a-rea Om'pha-le O-re'a-des Oa-ai-pag'i-na Pa-le'a Pa'phi-i

Nilo'tis Nyc-te'li- us (E-bo'taa Om-phali-ou O're-as Oa-aon'o-ba Pal-ea-ti'na, h. Papb'la-gon

Ni-lox'e-nua Nyc'teua (E-cha'U-a Om'pha-los O'reb, 8. Os-te-oMes Pal-fu'ii-us Papb-lag'o-nes

Nim'rah, x. Nyc-tim'e-ne (E'cleus Om'ri, s. O'ren, *. Oa'ti-a Pal-i-both'ra or Paph-la-go'ni-a

Nim'rlm, «. Nyc'ti-raus CE-cli'dea O-nai'um O're-oa Os-ti-o'nes Pal-im-both'- Pa-pi-a'nua

Nim'rod, *. Nyg-doa'o-ra CEc-u-me'ni-us O'uam, 8. Or-e-Bifro-plma Os-to'ri-us ra Pa'pi-aB

Nini'shi, s. Nym-bn/nm (Ed-i-po'di-a O'nan, s. O-res'tae Os-tra-ci'na Pa-li'ce Pa-pinf-a'nus

Nin'e-ve, *. Nym-phaj'mn <Ed-i-po-di'on O-na'taa O-res'tes Os-trog'o-thi Pa-li'ci Pa-pin'i-us

Nin'e-veh, *. Nyin'phi-cus (Ed'i-pus On-ce'um O-res-te'um Os-y-man'dy-us Pal-i-eo'rum Pa-pir'i-a

Nin'i-as Nyin-phid'i-us CE-nau'the8 On-chea'tus Or-es-ti'da; Ot-a-ciri-ua Pa-lin'dro-moa Pa-pir'i-ua

Nin'o-e Nym-pho-do'rus (E-ne-o'ne On'cho-e Or-ea-ti'dea O-ta-di'ui Pal-i-nu'rus Pa-pre'mia

Nin'y-aa Nym-phod'o-tus (E'neus 0-ne-a't« Or-es-til'la Oth'ma-rus Pa-li-u'rus Pa-pyr'i-us

Ni'o-be Nym-phom'a- <E'ni-aa O-ne'aas Or'e-taj Oth'ni, *. Pal-lac/o-pas Par-a-bys'ton

Ni-ptue'ua nes (E-ni'des On-e-aic'ri-tus Or-e-ta'nf Oth'ni-el, *. Pal'la-dea Par-a-che-lo'is

Ni-pha'tes Nyp'sl-ua (En'o-e O-nes-i-do'ra Or-e-til'i-a Oth-o-ni'as, *. Pal-la'di-um Par-a-chel-o-i-

Ni'reus Ny-saVuB GE-nom'a-ua On-e-aig'e-iiea Ore'turn O-thro'nua Pal-la'di-us t»

Ni-atfa Ny-aa'ia (E-no'na O-nea'i-raua O're-us O-thry'a-dea Pal-lan-te'uin Par-a-cle'tus

Ni'san, *. Ny-se'ia (E-no'ne O-nea'i-mua. 8. Or'ga-na Oth-ry-o'neus PaMan'ti-as Pa-rac'ly-tus

Ni-sCia Ny-se'um (E-no'pi-a On -e-siph'o- Or-ges'sum O-thrys'i-us Pal-le'ne Par'a-da

Nis-i-be'ni Ny'seus CE-nop'i-deg rus, 8. Or^et'o-rix O-tre'ra Pal'lu, *. Par-a-di'BUS

Nia'i-bis Ny-si'a-des CE-no'pi-ou On-e-sip'pus Or-gom'e-ne O'treua Pal ma'ri-a Pa-net'a-caj

Ni-so'pe Nys'i-as CE-no'tri O-ne'aua O-rib'a-auB Ot-ryn-ti'de8 Pal-my'ra Par-»-to'ni-i

Nis'roch, *. Ny-si'ros (E-no'tri-a O-ne'tea Or'l-coa Ot-to-roc'o-nw Pal-my-re'ni Par-se-to'ni-um

Ni'aua Nya'i-ua (E-not'ri-des O-ne'tor Or'i-cum or Or1- O-vid'i-us Pal'ti, s. Pa'rah, s.

Ni-sy'rus (E-nofro-juu On-e tor'i-des i-cus O-vin'i-us Parti-el, *. Par-a-la'is

Ni-te'tia (E-no'trua O-ne'um O'ri-ens Ox-ar'tes Pal-um-bi'uum Par'a-li

Nit-i-ob'ri-gcs 0. (E-nu'B« O-ni'a-res, *. O-rig'e-nes Ox-a'thres Pa-mi'sua Par'a-lus

Ni-U/cris (E-o'nus O-ni'aa, 8. O-ri'go Ox-i'te Pam'me-iies Pa-ram'o-ne

Nit'ri-a O'a-nus O-er'o-e O-nt'on O-ri'ne Ox-id'a-tes Pam-mei-'o-pe Pa'ran, *.

Ni-va'ri-a O-a'ri-ou CEt'y-lua O-ni'um O-ri'nua Ox'i-nes Pam'phi-lus Par-a-pi-o'tni

No-a-di'ah, e. O-ar'ses O-fel'lua O'no, *. O-ri-ob'a-tea Ox-i'o-nss- Pam-phy'Iae Par-a-po-ta'mi-a

No'ah, s. O'a-rus Og'e-mua On'o-ba O-ri'on Ox-y'a-rea Pam-phyl'i-a Par'bar, 8.

No A'mon, *. O'a-ses Og'e-noB On-o-cbo'nus O-ria'auB Ox-y-ar'tea Pam-phy'lis Par'do-cas

No'bah, s. O'a-sis or 0-a'sis O-go'a On'o-gla Or-i-suHa Liv'- Ox'y-lus Pam-phy'lus Pa-re'a

Noc-U-lu'ca O-ax'es O-gul'ni-us On-o-mac'ri- i-a Ox-y-ne'a Pan-a-ce'a Par'e-dri

No'dab, *. 0-ftX'U8 0-gy'g©s or 0- tus O-ri'tflB Ox-y-o'pum Pan-tt'nua Pa-rem'bo-le

No-di'nus Pa-re'nusO-ba-di'uh, a. Pa-na/ti-usgy'gus Ox-yp'o-rusOn-o-mar'cbus 0*rith-y'ia
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Pa-ria'a-dea Pe'kod, *. Per-i-e-ge'tes Phal'a-ris Phib'e-seth, a. Phin'e-as, a. Phyt'e-um Pla-na'6i-a

Fa-riai-i Pe-la'gi-us Per-i-e'res Phal-da'ius, t. Phi-ce'on I'liin « •< :-s. a. Phyx'i-um Plan-ci'na

Pa'ri-um Pel'a-gon Pe-rig'e-nea Pha'ie-aa Phl'chol, a. Phi ne has, a. Pi alia Pla-tw'a

Par-mash'ta, a. Pe-lag'o-nes Pe-rig'o-ne Pha leas, a. Phic'o-res Phi ne'um Pi'a-sus Plata's

Par'me-nas Pe-la'iah, *. Per-i la'us Pha'lee, ». Phid'i-ag Phi'neus Pi Be'seth. #. Plat'a-ge

Par-men i-dea Pel-a-li'ah, *. Pe-ril'U Pha'leg, a. Phid'i-le Phi-ni'des Pi-ce'ni Plata-modes

Par-me'ni-o Pe-laKge Pe-ril'lus Pha le' reus Phi-dip'pi-des Phin'ti a Pi cent! -a Pla-ta'ni-ua

I'ai liu-his Pe-Ias'gi Per-i-me'de Pha-le'roa or Phi-dit'i-a Phin'ti-as Pic-eu-ti'ni PUfa-nns

Tar1me-non Pe-las'gi-a Per-i-me'la Fha-le'runi Phi-do'las Phi'Bon. *. Pi ce'num Pla-te'a

Par'nach, *. Pe-laa-gi-o'tis Per-i-me'le Pha-le'rua Phid-o-la'us Phleg'e-thon Pic-ta'vi Pla-tonl-d

Par-nas'Bua Pe-las'gus Per-i-mel'i-des 1'lial III, *. Phi-do'le-os Phle'gon, a. Pic-ta'vi-um Plau'Li-a

Par-na'aua Pel'a-tea Pe-riu'thua Pha-lo're Phid'y-le Phle'gy bo Pic'to-nes Piau ti-a'iitts

Par'nath, $. Pe lati'ah, a. Per-i-pa-tet'I-ci Phal-o-ri'a or Phig-a-le'a Phle'gy-as Pid'o eua Plau-tilla

Pnr-uessua Fe-le'ces Pe-rip'a-tus Pha-lo'ri-a Phiga'le-i Phle-gy-e'is Pi-do'rua Plau'ti-ui

Par-o-pam'i-BUs IVleg, a. Pe-riph'a-nea Phal'ti, a. Phil-a-del'phi-a Phli-a'si-a Pi-dy'tes Plei'a-des

or Par-o-pa- Pele-gou Per'i-phas Phal'ti-el, a. or Phil-a-del- Phlyg'o-ne Pi'e-lua Ple-i'o-ne

mi'aus Pe len'do-nes Pe-riph'a-tus Piia'me-aa phi'a Pho-be'tor Pie-ra Plem-mj-r'i-um

Pa-ropus Pe'let, a. Per-i-phe'mua Pham-e-no'phU Pliil-a-del'phua Pho-c«e'a Pie'ri-a Plern-me'ua

Par-o-re'ia Pe'Ieth, a. Per-i-phe'tea Pha-na'cea I'hi-Wiii Phoc'a-is Pi er'i-des Pleu-mor'M

Pa'roah, *. Pe'leth-ite, a. Per-f-pho-re'tas Pha-naj'ua Phi-liu ua Pho'ce-» Pi'e-ris Pleu-ra'tua

Par-rha'si-a Pet-e-thro'ui-a Pe-ria'te-ra Pha-nag'o-ra Phil-a-le'thes Plio'cens Pi'e-rus Plex-au're

ParTha-ais Peleus Pe-ria'the-nes Phan-a-ruea Phi-lam'mon Pho'ci-on Pie taa Plex-ip/pus

Par-rha'si-us Pe-li'a-des Pe-rit'a-nua Pha-nates Phi-lar'ches, 8. Pho-cyl'i-des Pi Ha-hi'roth, *. Plin'i-us

Far-shan-da'tha, Fe'U-as Pe'rfz-zite, *. Pha'ui-um Phi-lar'chus Phoe'lw Pilate, *. Plin-thi'ne cr

*- Pe-li'as, a. Per'me-naa, a. Phan'o-cles Phi-Iar'e-tua Phte-be'um Pi-la'tua Plin'thi-ne

Par-tha-miai-ris Pe-li'des Per-mea'aus Phau-o-de'mus Phi-lar'gy-rua Phte-be'ua Pil'dash, a. PlU-Ue'ne-tus

Par-tli aim Pe-lii/ni Per-me'sua Pha-nod'i-L-us Phil'e-a) Phad/idaa Pil'e-ha, *. Plia-tar'chus

Par-the'ni-a Pe-lig'nus Per'o-e Pha-nom'a-chus Phil'e-aa Phoe-big'e-na Pi le'ser, *. PlU'tbe-ues

Par-the'iiitea/it/ Pel-i-naVum Per-pen'na Pha-noa'the-nea Phi-le'bus PhcB-ni'ce or Pi-le'sua Piis-tinos

Piir-the'ni-i Pu'li-on Per-pe-re'ni Phan-o-te'a Phi-lemon Phte-nic'i-a Pil-ne'ser, a. Plis-to'a-nax or

Par-the'ni-as Pe'li-um Per'pe-rus Phan'o-teua Phi-le'nor Phoo-ni'cea Pi-lo'rua Plis-to'nax

Par-then'i-ce Pel -1ana Per-ran'thea Pha no'the-a rhile-ros Phoj nic'ides Pil'tai, e. Plu-to-ni'ces

Par-the'ni-urn Pel-le'no Per-rha)'bl-a Phan'o-tis Ptii-le'ai-as Phueni'cus Pi-lum'nua Plis-t^-nicus

Par-theni-ua Pel'o-pe Per-sasus Phan-ta'si-a Phi-le'si-us Phten-i-cu'aa Pirn-pie a Plife-tox'e-uus

Par'the-non Pel-o-peaor Pel- Per-Be'a Pha-nu'el, *. Phil-e-Ue'rus Phuj-nis'sa Pim-ple'i-des or Plo-the'a

Par-then-o-paV- o-pi'a Per-ae'ia Pha-rac'i-des Phi-le'taa Phoe'te-um Pini-plea-dea Ploty-i-nop'o-Us

01 Pel-o-pe'ia Per-seph'o-ne Phar'a-cim, a. Phi-le'tes Phol'o-e Pin'a-ra Plo-tinua

Par-then'o-pe Pel-o-pe'us Per-sep'o-lis Pha'raj Phi -le' tor Pho-mo'this Pi-na'ri-us Plo'ti-us

Par-thin I Pe-lop'i-das Per'aeuB Pha'ra-oh (fa'- Phi-le'tus Phor-cj-'nia Pin'a-rus Ptu-tar'choa

Far-thy-e'ne Pe-lo'pi-us Fer-afn'o-ua ro), a. Phi-leu'me-nos Phor'mi-o Pin'da-rus Plu-Uf'ui-a

Par'tu-la Pel-o-pou-ne'sus Per-si'nus Pha-ras'ma-ues Phi-li'ne Pho-ro'neus Pin'da sua Plu'vi-us

Pa-ru'uh, a. Pedo'ri-as Per'si-ua Pha-ra-tho'ni, j*. I'lii lm ua Phor-o-ni'dse Piii-de-iiia'sus Plyn-te'ri-a

Par-va'lm, $. Pe-lo'ria Per'ti-nax Phar-be'lus Phi-li'mis Pho-ro'nia Pi-ue'tus Pneb'e-bi»

Pa-ry'a-drea Fe-lo'rura or Pe- Pe-ru'da, *. Phar-ce'don Phi-lip-pe'i Pho'rua, *. Pi'non, *. Pui'geus

Pa-ryB'a-tia lo'rua Pe-ru'ai-a Pha'reB, *. Plul-ip-pe'us Phoa'pho-rua Pi'o-ne Po-blUi-a

Paaaeh, $. Pe-ln-si-o'tes IVr-u-si'nus Pha'rez, *. Phi-lip'pi
Pho-tVnua •

Pi-o'ni a Po-che'rt-th, *.

Pa-sar'ga-drc Pe-lu'si-um Pea-cen'ni-us Pha-ri'ra, *. Phi-lip'pi-dea Pho'tiua Pi'o-nis Pod-a-lea

Paa Dam'mini, s. Pem'pe-lua Pes-si'nus Pha-ri'tw Phil-ip-pop'o-lia Phra-a'tes Pi'ra, *. Pod-a-lir-i-as

Pa-ae'ah, *. Pem-phre'do Pet'a-le Pha'ri-us Phi-lip'pus Phra-at'i-ces Pi-raj'us or Pi- Po-dA^ce

Pa'ee-aa Pe-ue'ia Pe-ta'li-8B Phar-me-cu'sa Phi-lis'cua Phra-da'tea ne'e ua Po-tlar'ces

Pash'ur, s. Pe-ne'is Pet'a-lus Phar-ua-ba'zua Phi-lis'ti-a Pliragau dw Pi'ram, s. Po-da'rcs

Pas'i-cles Pe-ne'ius Pe-te'li-a Phar-na'ce Phi-liB'ti-a, *. Phra-hates Pir'a-thon, a. Po-^tayge

Pa-sic'ra-tes Fe-nel'e-os Pet-e-li'nus Phar'na-ces Phil-is-ti'des Phra-or'tes Pi-re'ne Po-dar'gua

P«xlas'i-musPaa-i-pe'da Pe-nel'o-pe Pe'te-on Fhar-na'ci-a Phi-lis'tim, a. Phras'i-eles Pi-rith'o-ns

Pa-aiph'a-e Pe-nes'ti-ca Pe'te-ua Phar-na-pa'te3 Phi-lis'tine, a. Phras-i-eli'des Pi-ro'niia Poec'i-le

Pa-Biph'i-le Pe-ne'tua Pe-tha-hi'ah, a. Phar-nas'pea Phi-lis'ti-on Phraa-i-tle'mus Piro-us Pcein'e-iiis

Pa-sithe-a Pe-ne'us Pe'thor, a. Phar-nuchus Phi-lis'tua Phra-sid'o-tus Pi-rus'tw Pteu'i-cus

Pa-sith'o-e Pe-ni'el, a. Pe-thu'el, *. Pha'rosh, a. Pliil-o-bc2-o'tua Phras-i-me'de Pi see' us Puen'ulus

Pa-sit'i-gris Pe-nin'nah, a. Pe-til'i-a Pliar1par, *. Phi-loch'o-rua Fhras'i-tnus Pi-san'der Put-o'ni-a

PaB'sa-rou Pe-ni'nuB Pe-til'i-us Phar-aali-a Phil'o-clea Phrat-a-pher'- Pi-sa'uus Po~go'nus

Pas-Be-ri'uua Fen-tap'o-lia Pe-ti'ua Phar-sa'lus or Phil-o-cli'dea nes Pi-sa'tea Pol-e-moc'rs-Us

Paa-al-e'nus Pen-tap'y-la Pet-o-ai'ris Phar-aa'los Phi-loc'ra-tes Phri-co'nis Pi -sail mis Pol'e-mon

Fat'a-ge

Pat'a-le

Pen-te-dac' ty- Pe-to'vi-o Pha-ru'ai-l Phil-oc-te'tes Phro-ne'sia Pi-se'nor Pol-e-mo'ni-um

lon Pe'tra Phar'y-gai Phil-o-cy'prua Phron'i-ma Piseua Pol-e-mu'*a

Pat'a-ra Pen'te-le Pe-tnu'a Phas-a-e'lis Phil-o-da-me'a Phi-u-gun-di'o- PiBgah, a. Po-le'nor

Pat'a-reus Pen-tel'i-cua Pe-tre'iuB Pha-se'ali, a. Phil-o-de'mus nes Pia'i-aa Poli-as

Pat-a-vl'nus Pen-the-ai-le'a Pet-ri-a'na Pha-se'lis Phi-lod'i-ce Phry'ges Pis-i-cli'des Po-li-e'om

Pa-ta'vi-um Pun'theua Pe-tri'num Pha-ai-a'na Phil-o-do-re'tus Phryg'i-a Piai-dsB Poli-eos

Pat-e-la'na Pen-thi'dea Pe-tro'ni-a Pha'ai-aa Phil-o-du'lus Phryg'i-us Pi-aid'i-a Po-li-or-ceUi

Pa-ter'cu-lua Pen'thi-lua Pe-tro'ni-UB Phas'i-ron, *. Phil-o-la'ua Phryn'i-chus Pi-sid'i-ce Po-lia'ma

Pa-the'us, $. Peu'thy-lus Peu'ce Phas'aa-ron, a. Phi-lol'o-gus Phryx-ou'i-des Pis-is-trat'i-die Po-lis'tra-tns

Path'roa, *. Pe-nu'el, a. Peu-ced'a-noa Phav-o-ri'nua Phi-lom'a-clie Phthi'a Pis-is-trat i-des Pol-i-te'a

Path-ru'sim, a. Pe'or, *. Peu-ces'tes Pha-yl'lua Plii-lom'bro-tus Phthi-o't«s Pi-sis'tra-tus Po-li'tes

Pa-tis'cho-ris Pep-a-re'thos Peu-ce'ti-a Pha-ze'mon Phil-o-me'de Phthio'tis Pi'son, *. Pol-i-to'ri-um

Fat-i-zi'thca Pe-phre'do Peu-ce'tl-i Phe'be, a. Phil-o-me'dea Phud (u as in Pi-so'nea Pollen'ti-a

Pa-tro'bl-us Pe-rce'a Peu-ci'ni Phe-gw'a Phil-o-me'la but), a. Pis'pah, a. Polli-o

Pat-ro-clea Per-aj'thus reu-co-la'us Phe'geua Phil-o-me'lua Phu'rah, «. Pia-u e'twj Puldu ti-a

Pa-tro'elea Per'a-tus Pe-ul'thai, a. Phe'gi-a Phi-lom'e-nes PI in vim, a. Pi-suth'nes Po-lus'ca

Pat-ro-cli'des Pe-ra'zim, a. Pex-o-do'riia Phe'ia Phil-o-me'tur Phut (u as in Pita-ne Po ly-ae-mon i-

Pa-tro'chiB or Per-co'pe Pha'ath Mo'ab, Phel'lo-e Phil-o-mu'sua but), a. Pi-the'con Col- <les

Pat'ro-cliu Per-co'si-a #. Phe'mi-a) Phil-o-ni'cua Phu vaii, t. pos Po-ly-^'nus

Pa-tul'id-us Per-co' si us Phac'a-reth, *. Phe'mi-us Phi-lon'i-des Phy-a'ces Pith-e cu'sa P^>-ly-a-ra ta*

Pa'u, *. Per-co'te Phai-a'ces Phe-mon'o-e Piiil-o'nis Phyg'e-la Pith-e-cu'eaj Po-ly-ar'chus

Pau-li'na Per-co'tes Phw-a'ci-a Pheu-e-be'this Phi-lon'o-e Phy-gel'lua, s. Pi-the'nor Po-ly-a-re'tu*

Pau-li'nus Per-dic'cas Phre'di-ma Phe-ne'um Phi-lon'o-me Phyl'a ce Pi-thi'nua Pol-y-bc tes

Pau-sa'ui-as Per-e-gri'nua Phajd'i-mus Phe-ue'us (a Phi-lon'o-mus Phyl-a-ce'ia Pith-o-la'us Po-lyb'i-das

Pau'Bi-as Pe-renna Ph:tj'dri-a man) Phi-lop'a-tor Phy-lac'i-des Pi-tho'le-on Po-lyb'i ua

Pau-sl-li'pon Pe-ren'nis Phasmon'o-e Phe'ne-us (a Phil'o-phron Phyl'a-cua Pi'thom, *. Poly-btcs

Pau-au-la'ni Pe'resh, a. Ph»-nag'o-re lake) Phil-o-poD'men Phy-lar'chus Pi-thom'e*re Pol-y-bo'tes

Pe-dw'ua Pe'reus Plia>nar'e-te Phe-ni'ce, b. PhMop'o nus Phyl-e'is Pi'thon, «. Po-lyb'o-tuin

Ped'a-hel, a. Perez, *. PhaVne-as Phe-ni'ci-a, «. Phil-o-ro'mua Phy'lena Pit'ta-cus Poly -bus

Pe-dah'zur, a. Per'ga-ma Pha-en'na Phe-raj'us Phil'o son Phy-li'dea Pit-the'ia Pol'y-ca'on

Pe-da'iah, a. Per'ga-mum Pha-eu'nus Phe-rau'les Phil-o-ateph'a- Phyl'ira Pit'theus Pol-y-carpus

Pe-da'ni Per'ga-mus Phw-nom'e-ne Pher'e-cles nua Phyl-la'U-a Pit-u-la'ni Pol y caste

Pe-da'nl-us Per'ga-se

Pe-rl-an'der

Phaj-nom'e-nus Pher'e-clua Phi-los'tra-tua Phyl-le'is Pify-a Po-lycha-res

Ped'a-aa Pha'e-thon Phe-rec'ra-tea Phi-lotas Phyl'li-us Pit-y-as'sus Poly-clea

Ped'a-Bua Pe-ri-ar'chus Pha-e-thon'ti-as Pher-e-cy'a-d(B Phi-lot'e-ra Phyl lod'o-ce Pit-y-i'a Pol'y-cle*

Pe-di-a'nua Per-i-boa'a Pha-e-thu'sa Pher-e-cy'dea Phi lo'the-a Phy-lom'a-chus Pit-y-o'des Pol-y-cle tas

Pe'di as Per-i-bo'mi-us Pha-gi'ta Pher-en-da'tea Phil-o-the'rus Phy lon'o-me Pit-y-o-ue'sus Pol y-*T* te *

Pe-di-a'ti-a Per'1-cles Pha'i-nua Pher-e-ni'ce Phi-lo'the-ua Phy-rom'a-chus Pit'y-us Po-^cra-t«

Pe'di-us Per-1-cli'dea Phat'sur, a. Phe-reph'a-te Phil-o-ti'mus Phya-celia Pit-y-u'sa Po-lycri-tu*

Pe-gas'l-des Per-i-eli'tus Phal-a-cri'ne Phe-reti-as Phi-lo'tis Phys'co-a Pla-cen'tl-a Pol yc te'tui

Peg'a-sis Per-i-clym'e-ne Phadie'cus Pher-e-ti'ma Phi-lox'e-nus Phys-i-og-no'- Plac-en-ti'ni Ptvlyc'tor

Peg'a-sus Per-i-elym'e uus Pha-l»'8i-a Phe-ri'uum Phil'y-ra moa Pla'ci-a Pol-T-da- oion

Pe-gu'sa Pe-ric'ly-tus Pha-lan'thus Phi'a-le Phil-y-re'ia Phys-aa-de'a Placid ei-a'nus Po-ljda-mas

Pe'kah, $. Per-lc-ti'o-ne Pha - la ' ra or Phi-a'li-a Phil'y-rea Pliy-tal'i dea Pla-cldi-a Pol-) -damn*

Pe-ka-bi'ah, *. I Pol-y-dcc mPe-ri'da, *. Pla-cid'i-usPhal'a-ra Phyt'alusPhi'a-Iua Phi-lyr'i-des
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Pol-y-deu-ce'a Pos-thu'mi-a Pro-ao'pis Py-re'tua (Cen Ra'cluil, 8. Rbad-a-man'- Ru'di-re Sa-git'ta

Pol-y-deu'ces Pos-thu'ini-ua Proa-o-pi'tea taur) Rachel (c/( as in thus Ru-di'nl Sag-un-ti'nus

Pol-y-do'ra Poat'hu-mua Proa-o-pi'tis Pyr'e-tua (river) church), 8. Rhad'a-mas Ruf-fl'nua Sa gun'tum or

Pol-y-do'rus Pos-tu'mi-us Pro-so'pon Pyr-go-pol-ini'- Racil'i-a Rhad-a-mis'tus Ru-fll'lus Sa-gun'tu3

Pol-y-gi'ton Poat-ver'ta Pro-aym'na ces Ra-cil'i-us Rhad'i-ne Ru-n'nus Sa'is

Po-lyg'i-uro Po-tam'i-dea Pro-tag'o-ras Pyr-got'e-lea Rad'dai, *. Rhois'e-ua Ru'tl-us Sa-i'to

Pol-yg-no'tus Pot'a-mon Pro'te-as Py-ri-phleg'e- Rec-sa'ces Rha/te-aj Ru'l'ib, 8. Sal-a-ce'ni

Po-lyg'o-nus Pot'a-utuB Pro-tes-i-la'ua thon Ra'gau, 8. Rl lit/ ti-a Ru'gi-i Sa-la'ci-a

Po-ly-hym'ni-a Po-thi'nus Pro'teua Py-iip'pe Ra'gea, 8. Rha-ge'a Ru-ha'mah, $. Sal-a-gi'sa

or Po-Iym'ni-a Pot-i-daj'a Pro'the-us Py-ro'deB Ra-gu'el, 8. Rhani-an i'Ue Ru'iuali, 8. Sa'Iah, 8.

Pol-y-i'dea Po-ti'na Proth'o-us Pyr-o-ge'rl Ra'hab, 8. Rha-me'lua Ru'mi-na or Ru- Sa-lam-bo-re'a

Po-Iy-i'dua Pot'i-phar, «. Prot-i-de'mus Pyr'o-ia Ra'h a tit, 8. Rham-nu'si-a mi'na Sal-a-mi'na

Pi>l-y-la'us Pot-i-pbe'ra, *. Prot-o-ge-ne'a Py-rom'a-chus Ra'hel, *. Rhamp-Bi-ni'tus Ru-mi'nua 8al-a-min'i-a

Pol-y-me'de Po-tit'i-i Pro-tog'e-nea Pyr"po-le Ra'ketn. «. Rhaph'a-ne Run-ci'na Sal'a-mis

Po-lym'e-don Po-ti'tua Prot-o-ge-ni'a Pyr'rhi-aa Rak'katb, 8. Rha-phe'a Ru-pil'i-us Sa-la'pi-a or Sa-

Pol-y-me'la Pot-ni'a-des Prot-o-me-di'a Pyr'rhi-chua Rak'koit, 8. Rha'ri-ua Rus'cl-no la'pi-w

Fo-lym'e-nea Pot'ni-aj Prot-o-me-du'ea Pyr'rhi-dao Ra'ma. 8. Rhaa-cu'po-lia Ru-sel'laa Sa-lar'i-a

Pol-y-nie'res Pot'u-a Prot-ry-ge'a Pyr'ri cha Ra'mah, 8. Rhaa-cu'po-ria Ru-si'na Sa-las'ai

Pol-ym-nes'tea Prac'ti-ua Prox'e-nua Py-tlueu'e-tua Ra-ma-tha'im,s. Rha-to'us Rus'pi-na Sa-la'thi-el, s.

Pol-yra-nes'tor Praj-nes'te Pru-den'ti-us Py-thag'o-ras Ram'a-them, s. Rhed'o-nea Rua-pi'nura Sal'cah, e.

Pol-y-ni'ces Pnen-es-ti'nl Prum'ni-des Pyth-a-go-re'i Ra'math Le'lii, Rhe-gi'ni Rus'ti-cua Sal'chah, 8.

Pol-y-ni'cus Pravto'ri-ua Pru-saj'us Py than'ge-lus $. Rhe'gi-um Ru-te'ni Sal-du'ha

Po-lyn'o-e Prce-tu'ti-um Pru-ai'a-dea Pyth-a-ra'tus Ra'math Miz'- Rhe-ne'a Ruth (u as iu Sa-le'iua

Po-lyu'o-me Pra'si-i Pru'si-aa Pyth'e-as peh, 8. Rhe-o-mi'trea truth), 8. Sa'lem, #.

Pol'y-nus Pras'i-nus Prym-ne'al-a Py'theus Ram'e-aes, 8. Rhe'aa, «. Ru-the'ui Sa-le'ni

Pol-y-pe'mon Pru-tsem'e-nes Prym-ne'sus Pyth'i-a Ra-mi'ah, s. Rhes-cu'po-ria Ru'ti-la Sal-en-ti'ni

Pol-y-per'chon Prat'i-nas Pryt'a-nea Pyth'i-aa Ra-mi'aes Rhe-te'nor Ru tili us Sa-ler'nuni

Pol-y-phe'mus Pra-ti'te Pryt-a-ne'um Pyth'i-on Ra'moth Gil'e- Rhet'i-co Ru'ti-lua Sa'li-a

Pol-y-phi'des Pra-tom'o-lua Pryt'a-nia Pyth i-o-ni'ce ad, s. Rhe-togVnes Ru'tu-ba Sa-li-a'riB

Pol-y-phon'tes Prat-o-ni'cua Psam'a-the Pyth-i-o-ni'ces Ra'pha, s. Rliex-e'nor Ru'tu-bus Sa'li-i

Pol'y-phron Prax-ag'o-ras Psam'a-thoa Pyth'i-um Ra'pha-el, *. Rhex-ib'i-us Ru'tu-li Sa'lilli, 8.

Pol-y-pi'thes Prax'i-aa Paam-men'i- Pyth'I-us Raph'a-im, a. Rhi-a'nua Ru'tu-pie Sa-li'nco

Pol-y-pce'tes Prax-I-bu'lua tua Py-thoch'a ris Raph'a-na Rhid'a-go Ru-tu'id-w Sal-i-na'tor

Po-lyp'o-rus Prax-id'a-maa Psam-met'i-chus Pyth'o-clea Ra-pha'ne-se Rhi-noc-o-lu'ra Ru-tu-pi'nus Sa'li-us

Pol-y-Bteph'a- Prax-id'i-ce Pse-bo'a Pyth-o-cli'dea Ra'phon, 8. Rhi-o'ne Sal'lai, 8.

nua Prax-il'e-oa Pse-ne'rus Pyth-0-de'lns Ra'phll. 8. Rhi-pha)'i

S.

Sal'lu. s.

Po-lya'the-nea Prax-in'o-a Pseu-do-ce'lis Pyth-o-de'mus Ras'aia, 8. Rlu-phaj'us Sal'lum, 8.

Polys' tra-tus Prax-i'nua Pseu'do-lua Pyth-o-do'rua Ra-thu'mu8, 8. Rho-be'a Sal-lu'mus, h.

Pol-y-tech'nus Prax-iph'a-nea Pseu dop'y-lio Py-thod'o-tua Ra-tu'me-na Rho'da, *. Sab'a-con Sal-Iua'ti-us

Po-ly'tes Prax-it'e-lea Paeu-dos'to-mos Py-thog'e-nes Ran'i a-L'i or Rhod'a-lus Sa-bac-tha'ni, t, Sal'ma, s.

Pol-y-ti-me'tus Prax-ith'e-a Psy-cho-man- Pyth o-la'us Rau'ri-ci Rhod'a-nus Sab-a-di'bte Sal'ma-cis

Pol-y-ti'ruua Pre'Ii-ua te'um Py-tho'nea Ra-ven'na Rho'di-i Sa-bEe'i Sal'mah, s.

Po-lyt'ro-pus Pre-u'ge-nes Psyt-ta-li'a Pyth-o-ni'ce Raven-na'tes Rhod'o-cus, a. Sab-a-ge'na Sal-ma-na'sar,

Po-lyx'e-na Prex-aa'pes Ptar'e-nua Py-thon'i-ci Re-a'iah, 8, Rhod-o-gu'ne Sa-ba'oth, 8. 8.

Po-lyx'e-nua Pri-a-me'is Pte-le'a Pyth-o ni'cua Re-a'te Rhod'o-pe or Sa-ha'ri-a Sal'mon, s.

Po-lyaTo Pri-am'i-dea Pte'le-os Pyth-o-nis'sa Re-bet/ca, s. Rho-do'pis Sa'bat, e. Sal-mo'ne

Pol-y-ze'lua Pri'a-niua Ptele-um Py-thoph'a-nea Ro-bek'ab, 8. Rhuj-te'um Sa-ba'ta Sal-mo'neus

Pom-ax-se'threa Pri-a'pua Pter'e-las Py-thop'o-lia Reb'i-lua Rhog'o-nia Saba-te'as, s. Sal-mo'nia

Po-nie' ti-a or Po Pri-e'ne Pter-e-la'us Pyt'ta-lua Re'chab, 8. Rhom-bi'tea Sab-a-te'us, «. Sal'mua

me' ti-i Prim-i-pi'lus Pte'ri-a Pyx-ag'a-thus Re'chab-ites, 8. Rhop'a-lua Sab-a-ti'nua Sal-my-dea'aua

Po-mo'na Pri'o-la Pte'ri-on Pyx-i-ra'tea Re'chah, t. Rho-sa'cea Sab'a-tua, *\ Sal-o-du'rum

Pom-pe'ia Pri'o-laa Pte-roph'o-rus Pyx-i'tes Rec-tt'na Rhox-a'na or Sa-ba'zi-us Sal'o-e

Pom-pe-ia'nus Pri-o-no'tus Ptoc-o-do'rua Re-dic'u-lua Rox-a'na Sab'ban, 8. Sa'lom, s.

Pora-pe'li Pris'ca, s. Ptol-e-der'ma Red'o-nes Rhox-o-la'ni Sab'ba-tha Sa-lo'me

Pom-pe-i-op'o-lia Pris-ci-a'nus Ptol-e-mse'um
Q.

Re-e-la'iah, s. Rhu-te'ni and Sab-ba-the'us, s. Sal'o-mon

Pom-pe'ius Pria-cii'la Ptol-e-maVus Re-eriaa, 8. Ru-the'ni Sab-be'ua, *. Sa-Io'na or Sa-

Poiu'pe-lon PriB-ci'uus Ptol-e-ma'is Qua-dra'ta Re'gem, «. Rhyn'da-cua Sab'di, *. lo'ma

Pom-pil'i-a Priv-er-na'tes Ptol-e-me'ua, s. Quad-ra-tiria Re'gem ile'lech. Rhyt'i-us Sa-be'ana, 8. Sal-o-ne'a

Pom-pil'i-us Pri-ver'num Ptol'i-cus Qua-dra'tus 8. Ri'bai, «. Sa-bel'la Sal-o-ui'na

Pom-pia'cua Pri-ver'nus Pto'ua Quad'ri-ceps Re-giHa Riblah, *. Sa-bel'li Sal-o-ni'nus

Pom-po'ni-a Proch'o-rus Pu'ah, *. Quad'ri-frons Re-gil-la'nua Ric'i-mer Sa-bel'lua Sa-lo'ni-us

Pom-po'ni-us Proch'y-ta Pub-lic'i-a Qua-ri-a't«a Re-gil'lus Rim'mon, 8. Sa'bi, *. Sal-pi'nas

Pom-po-si-a'nus Pro-cil'i-us Pub-lic'1-us Qua'ri<us Re-gi'na Rim'mon Pa'rez, Sa-bid'i-ua Sal'pi-on

Pomp-ti'na Pro-cH'la Pub-lic'o-la (jui-e'tus Re gi'num 8. Sa'bi-e, s. Sal-ti-e'tna

Pomp-ti'nus Pro-cil'lus Publi-ua Quinc-ti-a'nus Reg'u-lus Rin-gi-be'ri Sa-bi'na Sal-tu-a'res

Ponti-a Pro-cle'a Pu'dena, *. Quinc-til'i-a Re-ha bi'ah, a. Rin'nah, «. Sa-bi'ni Sa'lu, *.

Pou'ti-cum Ma'- Pro-cli'des Pu-di'ca Quinc'ti-ua Re'hob, «. Ri-o'ne Sa-bin-i-a'nus Sa'lum, *.

re Proc-on-ue'aus Pul (u as in Quin-qua'tri-a Re-ho-bo'am, 8. Ri-phse'i Sa In ii us Sal'vi-a

Pon'ti-cus Pro-co'pi-us dull), 8. Quin-qua'trus Re-ho'both, s. Ri'phath, 8. Sa-bi'ra Sal-vid-i-e'nua

Pon-ti'na Pro-crus'tes Pul-che'ri-a Quin-quen-na'- Re 'hum, 8. Ri-phe'us Sab-lo'nes Sal'vi-UB

Pon-ti'nus Proc'u-la Pu'non, *. lea Re'i, s. Riq-ue-be'lus Sa-bo'ci Sa'ly-es

Pon'ti-ua Proc-u-le'ius Pu-pi-e'nus Quin-quev'i-ri Rt'kem, 8. Ris'Bah, 8. Sab'ra-cas Sam'a-el, *.

Pon-tom'e-don Proc-u-li'na Pu pin'i-a Quin-til'i-a Re-ma-li'ah, 8. Ilith itiali, 8. Sab'ra-ta Sa-ma'ias, «.

Pon-ton'o-ua Proc'u-lua Pu'pi-us Quin-til-ia'nus Re'meth, 8. Rix'a-mse Sa-bri'na Sa-ma'ri-a or

Pon-to-po-ri'a Pro'cy-on Put(uasin&KO- Quin-tl'lia Rem'mi-ua Iti.vaiu'a lii: Sab'tah, 8. Sam-a-ri'a

Po-pil'i-us Prod'i-cus 8. Quin-til'i-ua Rem'mon, *. Riz'pali, s. Sab'te-chah, g. Sam-a-ri'ta

Po-plic'o-la Prod'ro-mua Pu-te-o-la'ni Quin-til'la Rem'mon Me- Ro-bi'gua or Sab'u-la Sam-ar-o-bri'va

Pop-paj'a Pro'e-dri Pu-te'o-11 Quin-til'lus tho'ar, 8. Ro-bi'go Sa-bu'ra Sa'me-as

Pop-pae'us Pro-er'na Pu'ti-el, f. Quin'ti-o Reni'o-ra Rob'o-am, *. Sab-u-ra'nua Sa-me'ius, s.

Pop-u-lo'ni-a Prcet'i-dea Py-a-nep'si-a Quin'ti-por Rem'phan, 8. R«m1 a-nim, 8. Sac'a-das Sa-me'ni

Po'ra-tha, 8. Pro-la'us Pyg'e la Quin'ti-ua Rem'phiB, «. Rod-e-ri'cus Sac-a-pe'ne Sam'gar Ne'bo,

Por'ci-a Prol'o-ehua Pyg-mae'i Qui-ri'na Rem'u-lus Ro'ge-lim, 8. Sa'car, *. 8.

Por'ci-us Prom'a-chtis Pyg-mie'on Quir-i-na'li-a Re-mu'ri-a Roh'gab, 8. Sac-cas-se'ne Sa'mi, f.

Por-do-se-le'ne Pro-ma'thi-on Pyg-ma'li-on Quir-i-na'lis Rep-en-ti'nus Ro'i-mua, s. Sac-caB-te'ne Sa'mi-a

Por-o se-le lie Prom'e-don Pyl'a-dea Qui-ri'nus Re-pha'el, a. Ro-mam'ti E- Sac-che'ni Sa'mis, 8.

Por'phy-reB Prom-e-naj'a Py-laum'a-chus Qui-ri'tes Re'phah, *. zer, *. Sac-cop'o-dea Sa'mi- us

Por-phyr'i-on Prom'e-nes Py-lajm'e-nea Re-pha'iah, a. Ro-ma'ni Sach a-Htffi Samlah, ».

Por-phyrl-ua Prom'e-rus Py-lag'o-nu Re-phu'iin, *. Ro-ma'nus Sach-a-li'tes Sam'mus, i.

Por-phy-rog-en- Pro-me'theus Py-lag'o-ras R. Reph'i-dim, s. Ro-miri-ua Sa era ni Sam-ni'tm

ni'tus Prom-e-thi'a Py-la'on Re'aen, tt. Rom'u-la Sa-cra'tor Sam'uite8

Por'ri-ma Pro-me'thia ami Py-lar-ge Ra'a-mah, 8. Rc'sheph, 8. Ro-mu'li-d® Sac'ro-ne Sam'ni-um

Por-sen'na or Prom-e-thi'des Py-lar'tes Ra-a-mi'ah, ». Re-ta'vi Rom'u-lus Sa'cro-vip Sam'o-laa

Por'ae-na Prom'e-thua Py-le'ne Ka-am'aea, s. Re-ti'na Roa'ci-us Sad'a-lea Sa mo'ni-um

Por'ti-ua Fea'- Prum'u-lua Py-le'nor Rab'bah, «. Kt 'it. 8. RoB'co-pus Sa da tni as, 8. Sa-moa'a-ta

tus, s. Pro-nap'i-dea Pyl'e-us Kab'bath, y. Reu'ben, *. Ro'se-a Sa'das, s. Sam-o-thra'ce.

Por-tum-na'li-a Pron'o-e Py-lo'ra R;il.'bi. 8. Re-u-dig'ui Ro-sil'la-nua Sad-de'us, 8. Sam-o-thra'ca,

Por-tum'nus Pron'o-mua Pym'a-tus Rab'bith, *. Re-u'el, *. Roa'u-la Sad'duc, 8. (»-Sam-o-tlira'-

Por-tu'nus Pron'o-us Py-rac'mon Rab-bo'ni, a. R( -11 'ttlall, 8. Ro-tom'a-gus Sad'du-cee, *. ci-a

Po-sid'e-a Prou'u-ba Py-rac'mos Ra-bir'i-ua llv'/.i'x>h, 8.

Re-zi a, 8.

Rox-a'na Sa'doc, 8. Sam-o-thra'ces

Po-sid'e-on Pro-per'ti-ua Py-rsech'mes Rab'mag, 8. Rox-o-la'ni Sad'o-cus Sam'o-thrax

Po-ai'dea Pro-phe'ta Py-ram'i-dea Rab'aa-ces, 8. Re'zin, «. Ru-bel'li-us Sa-dy-at'tes Sam'aon, 8.

Poa-i-de'um Pro-pcet'i-dea Pyr'a-mua Rab'sa-ris, g. Re'zon, *. Ru'bi-con Sa;-gi-me'rua Sam'u-el. *.

Po-al'don Pro-pon'tia Pyr'a-Bus Rab'aha-keh, «. Rhab'di-um Ru-bi e'nus Sait'a-biB San-a-bas'Bar, «.

Pos-i-do'ni-a Prop-y-laVa Py-re'i-cus Rab-u-le'iua Rhab-du'chi Ru-bi'go Sag-a-las'sua San-a-bas'sa-rus,

Pos-i-do'ni-ua Pros'do-caa Pyr-e-nai'i Ra'ca, 8.
Rha-celus ■

Ru-bre'nus Sag'a-na 8.

Po'si-o Pros-e-le'ni Pyr-e-nas'UB Ra'cha, 8. Rha-co'tea Ru'bri-ua Sagap'o-la San'a-Bib, 8.

Poa-ai-do'nl-um Pru-ser'pi-ua Py-re'ne Ra'chab, 8. Rba-co'tis Ru-ci-nates Sag'a-ris San-bal'lat, s.

W8M_^
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San-cho-ni'a- Sat'ra-pea Seb-en-du'nun> Sep-tem'tri-o Sha'veh, 8. Sho'bal, *. Si-me'tlniB or S> - Soph e-reth, a

thon Sat-ra-pi'a Seb-en'ny-tna Sep-tim'i-us Sha'veh Ki-ri-a- Sho'bek, a. me' thus So'phi-a

San'da-cus Sat'rl-cum Se-be'thia Sep-ti-mu-lu'iua tha'im, «. Sho'bi, a Sim i he Soph' i Uia

San-da-H-o'tis Sat'ri-cus Se-be'thua Sep'ti-mus Shav'sha, ■•>. Sho'choh, a Sim'i-lia So-phi'nuB

San-da'Ii-um Sa-trop'a-ces Se-be'tos Seq'ua-na She'al, *. Sho'ham, a Sim'mi-as Soph'o-clea

San-di'on Sat'u-ra Se-be'tua Seq'ua-nl She-al'U-el, 8. Sho'mer, a Sim'o is So-phom'e-ne

San doces Sat-u-re'ius Se-bi'nus Se'rah, *. She-a-ri'ah, 8. Sho'phach, a Si'mon, a. Soph-o-ni'aa, a

8an-dro-cot'tus Sat-ur-na'Ii -a Se-bo'sus Se-ra'iah, s. She'ar Ja'abuh, Sho'phan, a Si-mon'i-dea Soph-o-nis'ha

San'ga-la Sa-tur'ni-a Scc'a cah, a Se ra'uus s. Sho-ahau'uim,«. Slm-plic'i-iib Soph'ro na

San-ga'ri-us Sat-ur-ni'nus Sec'e -la Ser-a-pe'nni She'ba, a Shu'a. a Sim'ri, a Sophro'ut-a

San-idea Sa-tur^ui-tu Sech-e-ui'as, a Se ra'pi-o She'bah, *. Shu'ab, s. Sim'u-luB Su-phron'i-cua

Sau'ni-o Sa-tur'uua Se'chu, 8. Se-ra'pi-ou She'bam, a Shu'al, a Si'my-lus Soph-ro-nUcm

San-nyri-on Sat'y-rl Sec- ta niis Se-ra'pis She-ba-ni'ah, 8. Shu'ba-el, a Sim'y-ra So-phro'ni-us

San-san'nah, a. Sat'y-ron Se-cun'dus Ser-bo'nis Sheh'a-rim, 8. Shu'ham, a Si'nai, a So-phroa'y ue

San'to-ues tiiui Sat'y-rus Sed-e-ci'aa, s. Se'red, 8. She'ber, a Shu'hite, a 8i-ne'ra So-pi'thea

San'to-ni Sau-fe'ius Se-dig'i-tus Se-re'na Sheb'na, a Shu'la-mite, a. Sin'ga-ra 8op'o-lia

San-tou'i-cuj Sau-nitre Sed-i-ta'ui or Se-re-ni-a'uus She-bu'el,a Shu'math-ite. a Sin-gu-lo'nes So-rac'tee and

Sa-o'ce Sau-rom'a-tttt Sed-en-ta'ui Se-re'nus Shec-a-ni'ali. a Shu'nam-ite, a. Si'nim, a 8o-rac'te

Sa-oc'o-ras Sav'a-ran, 8. Se-du'ni Ser-ges'tus Shech-a-ni'ali, 8. 8hu'nem, «. Sin'ite, a So ra hub

Sa-o'tea Sa-vi'as. a Se-du'ai-i 8er"gi-a She'chem, a. Shu'ni, a Siu'na-ces Sor'di-ce

Sa-o'tis Sav-in-ca'tes Se-ges'a-ma Ser'gi-us She-de'ur. *. Shu 'phani, a. Sin'o-e So'rek, a

Sa-paj ' f or Sa-

phie'i

Sa-vo'na Se-gea'ta Ser'i-cus She-ha-ri'alij 8. Shup'pim, a. 8i-no'pe So-riti-a

Sax'o-nes Se-ges'tes Se-ri'phus She'lah, a. Shu'ahan, a Si-no'pena So'si-a

Saph'a-rus Sctev'o-la Se-ge'ti-a Ser'my-la Shcl-e-mi'ah, a Shu'shan E'- 8i uo'pia So-sib'i-iia

Sa'phat, a Sca-i-da'va Se-gis'a-ma Se'rou, 8. She'leph, a. duth, a Siu'o-rix Si.i8'i-cle»

Saph-a-ti'as. a Scal'a-bis Seg-o-bri'ga Ser-ra'nua She'leah, s. Shu'thal-hitea,* Siu-te'ia Sos-i cli dci

Sa-pheth, a Scal'pi-um Seg'o-nax Ser-ri'um or Ser- Shel'o-mi, *. Shu'the-lah, a Sin-ti'ce So-aic'ra-tea

Sa'phir, a Sca-man'der Se gon'ti-a rhi'um She-lo'mith, s. Si'a-ha. a Siu'tl-i So-sig'e-Dca

Sap-i-re'ne or Sca-man'dri-us Seg-on-ti'a-ci Ser-to'ri-us She-lo'moth, s. Si'ba, a Si'on, a. Sosi-i

Sap-i-ri'ne Scan -de' a or Se-go'vi-a Se'rug, 8. SlK'-ln'ini-ol, v. Sib'be-cal, a 61 ope Soa'i lua

Sa-pi'rea Scan-di'a Se'gub, 8. Ser-vi-a'nns She'ma, a. Sib'be-chai, a Siph'moth, a So-sim'e-nes

Sa-po'rea Scan-til'la Se-gun'ti-iim Ser-vil'i-a Shem'a-ah, a. Sib'bo-leth, a Sip'pai, a So-sip'a-tor

Sap - pha - ri ' tao Scap-tea'u-la Se-jjn-Bi-a'ni Ser-vil i-a'nus She-roa'iah, 8. Sib-e-re'ne Sip'y-lua So-sip'o-lis

(aap = ao/) Scap-tes'y-le Se-gu'ai-o Sor-vil'i-us Shem-a-ri'ah, a SiVe-ria Si'rach, a So-sis'tra-tna

Sapphi'ra (sap Scap'ti-a Se'ir, *. Ser'vi-ua Shem-e'ber, a Sib'mah, a 8i'rah, a So-sith'e-us

= aaf), a Scap'ti-ua Se-i'rath, s. Ses-a-me'ni She'mer, a Sib-ra'im, a Sir-bo'nis So' si us

Sap'pho (sap = Scap'u-la Se'ius Sea'a-mum She-mi'da, a Si-bu'ri-us Si-red'o-ued Sob'pi-ta

eaf) Scar'di-i Se-ja'nua Sea-a-re'thus She-mi'dah, a Sib-u-za'tea Si-re'nes Soa'tlie-nes

Sar-a-bi'as, ,v. Scar-do'na Se'la. g. Se'sis. 8. Shem'i-nith, a. St-cam'bri Sirt-on, a. Sos'tra-tuB

Sar-a-ce'ne Scar-phe'a Se'lah, *- Se-aos'tris or Ses- She-mir'a-moth, Si-cam'bri-a Sir i us Sos'xe tra

Sar-a-ce'ni Scar-phi'a Se'la Ham-mali- o-o'ala 8. Si-ca'ui Mr mi (I'u Sot'a-des

Sa-rac'o-ri Sced'a-sus le'koth, jr. Ses'thel, s. She-mu'el, a Si-ca'ni-a Si-ro'mua So'tai, 8.

Sa'rah, a Scel-e-ra'tua Seldo'mus Sea'ti-us She-na'zar, a Si-ca'nua Sir-o pasO-nea So-teres

Sa'rai or Sa-ra'i, Scc-ui'ta) Se'led, *. Se-su'vi-i She'nir, a. Sic'ci-ua Si-sain'a-i, a So-te'ri-a

Sa-ra'iah, a

8. Sce'va (se'va), a Sel-e-rai'a. g. Set'a-bia She'pham, a Sic'e-lis or Si- Sis'a-pon So-ter'i-chus

Sche'di-a Sel-e-mi'as, *. Se'thur, *. Sheph-a-thi'ah, cel'i-dea Sis'a-ra So-ter'i-cui

Sa-ra'iaa, a Sche'di-ua Se-lem'nus Se'tia a. Si-ce'nus Sia'ci a So-ti-a'Ws

Sar'a-mel, a Sche'ri-a Se-le'no Set'i-da Sheph-a-ti'ah, a Si-clue*ua Si-sen'na So'ti on

Sar-a-me'ne Schco-ue'is Sel-eu-ce'na or Seti-da'va sin- phi, a Si'chera, a Sia'e-ra, a So-ti'ra

Sa-ran'ges Seine ii'-us Se-leu'cis Seu'thee She'pho, a Si-cil'i-a SiB-i-gam'bls or So'ti ua

Sar-a-pa'ni Sci-ap'o-des Sel-eu ci'a or Sel- Se-ve'ra She phu'phan, a. 8i-cin'i-ii3 Sis y-gam'bia Sox'o-Ue

Sa'raph, a. Sci'a-this or Si- eu-ce'a Se-ve-ri-a'nua She'rah, a. Sl-ci'nua Sis'i-nea So-zom'e-nna

Sara-pis a this Se-leu'ci-da) Se-ve'rua Sher-e-lii'ah, *. Sic'o-ris 8i-sin'nest «. Spal'e-tlira

Sar'a-sa Sci'a-thoa Se-leu'cis Sex'ti-a She'reah, a Sic'o-rua Si-syph'i-des Spar-ga-pi'thet

Sa-ras'pa-des Sci'dros Se-leu-co-be'lua Sex-til'i-a 8he-re'zer, * Sic'u-li Sisyphus Spar'la-cua

Sa-ravus Sci-lu'rua Se-leu'cue Sex-ti'lis She'sliach, h. Sic'u-luB 8it-a-ce'ne Spar-ta'ni or

Sar-ched'o-nua. Sei-o'ne Sel'go-vaB Sex-til'i-us She'Bhai, a Sic'y-on (slah'i- Si-tal'ces Spar-ti-a'ta;

1, Sci-pi'a-diu Se-lim'mm Sex'ti-ua She'ahan, a on) Si-the'ni Spar-ta'nus

Sar-dan-a-pa'lus Sci-pi'a-dea S..' linns Sha-a-lab'bin, s. Shesh-baz'zar, a. Sic-y-o'ni-a Sith'ni-des Spar-ti-a'nua

Sar-de'ne Scip'i-o Se'li-us Sha-al'bim, *. She'thar, a Sid-a-ce'ne Si-tho'ne Spar'to-cua

Sar'de-on Sci-ra'di-um Sel-la'ai-a Sha'aph, 8. She'thar Boz'- Sid'dim, a Sith'o-nes Spar-to'lus

SarMi-ca Sci-ri'ta* Sel-le'is Sha-a-ra'im, «- nai, a. Si'de, a S[ Illiilll ! Spat'a-le

Sor-dln'i-a Sci-ri'tia Belle-too Sha-ash'gaz, «. She'va, a Si-de'le SithO-nls Sper-chi'a

Sar'do-nea Sci-ron'i-dcs Se-lym'bri-a Shab'be-thai, «. Shib'bo-leth, a. Si-de'ne Sit'i-us Sper-clii'us or

Sar-don'i-cui Scir'to-nes Se-ma-chi'ah, 8. Sha-chi'a, *. Shib'mah.a Si-de'ro Sit'nah, a Sper-che'iiB

Sar-do'nyx Scle'ri-as Se-ma'iah, *. Shad'da-i, 8. Shic'ron, a 8id-i-ci'num Si-tom'a-gus Sper-ma-toph'a-

Sar-dop'a-tiia Sco-li'tas Se-ma'na (Silva) Shad'rach, *. Shig-gai'on, a

Shi-gi'o-noth, a

Si'don, a Sit'o-nea

Sa-re'a, a Scol'o-ti Sem-bri'taj Sha'ge, 8. Si-do'nes 8it'ta-ce Sphac-te'ri-a

Sa-rep'ta. a Scop-e-li'nus Sem'e-i, *. Sha-ha-ra'im, «. Shi'hon, a Sid'o-nis or Si- Sit-te-be'ris Sphe-ce'a

Sar'gon, a Scop'e-los Sem'e-le Sha-haz'i-mah,M Shi'hor, a do'nla Si'van, a Sphen'do-ne

Sa-ri-as'ter Sco'pi-um Se-mel'li-U8, *. Sha-haz'i-matb, Shil'hl, a Si-do'ni-UB Siz'y-ges Spho'dri-as

Sa'rid, a Scor-dia'ci and Sem-en-ti'nus

Sha'lera, $,

8. Shil'him, a Si-gw'um or Si- Smer-dom'e-nes Spi-lu*nie-ne

Sar'ma-tffi Scor-dis'ea) Se-mid'e-i Shil'lem, a ge'um Smin'theua Spin'tha-rua

Sar-ma'ti-a Sco-ti'nua Sem-i-ger-ma'ni Sha'lim, *. Shi-lo'ah, a. Si-gi'o-uotb, a. So-a'na Spi-tttua'e-nes

Sar'ma-tia Scot-o-di'ne Sem-i-gun'tus

Se-mira-mia

Shal i-aha, 8. sin luh, a 8ig'ni-a So a'nea Spith-ri-da'tei

Sar-men'tus Sco-tus'sa Shal'le-cheth, s Shi-lo'ni, a. Sig-ni'nus So-bu'ra Spo-le'ti-um

Sar'na-eus Scri-bo'ni-a Sem'no-nes Shal 'luin, 8. Shi'lon-ite, «. Sig-o-ve'Bus So'cho. a Spo-le'tum

Sar-ni'ua Scri-bo-ni-a'iius Sem-no'the-i Shal'lim, 8. tihirahah, a 8tg-u-lo'nes So'choh, a Spor'a-dea

Sa'ron, a Scri-ho'ni-Ui Se-mo'nea Shal'mai, *. Shi-meali, jr. Sig'u-nffi, Si-gy'- So'coh, a. Spu'ri-ua

Sa-ron'i-cua 3i'- Sey-di'aea Sem pro'ni-a Shal'man, s. Shi-me'am, a. ni, or bi-gyn'- Soc'ra-tes Sta-l>e'ri-us

Sa-ro'nia

nus Scyl'a-ce 8em-pro'nius Shal-maa-e'aer, 8hi-me'ath, a. nae Soc-ra-te'um Sta'bi-«j

Scyl-a-ce'um Se-mu'ri-um 8. Shim'e-i, a Si'hon, a So'di, a Sta'chys, a

8;i-ro'thi-e, a Seyl-lao'um Se-na'ah, a. Sha'raa, *. Shim'e-on, a Si'hor, a Sod'om, a Sta-gi'ra

Sar-pe'don Scyl'li-aa Sen'e-ca Sham-a-ri'ah, «. Shim'hi, a Si-la'ua Sod'o ma Stagi-ri'tea

Sar-ra'nus Scy-lu'rus Se'neh, s. Shamed, 8. Shi'mi, a. Si-la'nua Sog-di-a'na Stame-ne

Sar-ras'tes Seyp'pi-um Se'ni-a Sha'mer, $. Shim'ma, a Sil'a-rua Sog-di-a'nua

So-la'uua

Staph'y-lus

Sar'se-chim, a Sey-re'ia Se'nir, «. Sham'gar, 8. Shi'mon, a Silas, a Staaa'nor

Sar'si-na Scy-ri'a-des Sen-nach'e-rib or Sham'huth, a Sliiin'rath, x. Si-le'ni Sol'e-nua Sta'se-as

Sar-su'ra Scyr'i-aa Sen-na-che'rib, Sham'mali, «. Sliim'rl, a 8i-le'nu8 8o-li'uus Sta-aic'ra-tea

Sa'ruch, a Scy-ri'tfla 8. Shain'mai, s. Shim'rith, 8. Sil-i-cen'se Sol-le'um Sta-ail'e-os

Sa-si'ma Scyr'o-cles Sen'o-nea (CfatU) Sham'moth, 8. Sliini run, «. Sil'i-ua Sol'o-e Sta-si'mua

Sas'o nes Seyr'pi-um Se-no'nea{ Italy) Sham-mu'a, 8. Shim'ahai, a. Sil la, a Sol'o-ia Sta-ta'nus

Saa-pi'resor.Sas- Scyt'a le Sen-ti-na'tea Sham-mu'ah, *. Shi nab, a Si-lo'ah, a Sol'o-mon, *. SLa-tU'i-a

pi'ri Scy-the'ni Sen ti'num Sham-she-ra'i, 8. Shi'nar, a Si-loam, a 8o-lo'na SU-til'i-us

San-san'i-da; Seyth'i-a Sen-ti'nua Sha'pham, a Shi'phi, a. Si-lo'as, a. So-lo'ni-um Stat'i nw

Sas'su-la Scyth'i-des Scn'ti-us Sha'phan,*. Shiph'rah, a. 8t-lo'e, a Sol'o -on Sta-li'ra

Satan, a Scy-thi'nus Se nu'ah, «. Sha'phat, 8. Slli|.lrt;;li. -v. Sil'pi-a Sol-y-ge'a Sta'U-us

Sat'a-nas Scy-thop'o-lis Se-o'rim, #. Sha'pher, 8. Shi'aha, a ail si lis Sol'y ma and Steg'a-uns

Sa-tas'pes Scy-thop-o-li'Ue Se'phar, *. Shar'a-l, *. Shi'shak, a. Sil-va'mis Sol'y-ma; Stel-la'teii

Sath - ra - bu ' za- Se'ba, a Se-pha'rad, *. Sha-ra'im, s. Shit'rai, a Sil'vi-ua Sol'y-mi Stel'li-o

Sat i-bar-za'nes

nes, a. Se-bas'ta Se-phar-vaim,*. Sha'rar, *. Shit'tint, a Si-man'ge-lu8 Sol'y-mus Sten-o-bcea

Scb-as-te'a or Se phe'la, *. Shar-e'zer, 8. Shi'za, a Sim-briv'i-u» or So me'na Ste-noc'ra-tea

Sa-tic'u-la and Seb-aa-ti'a Se'pi-aa Sha'ron, 8. Sho'a, a 8im-bru'vi-us Son'oba Sten'to-ria

Sa-tic'u-lu* Seb-as-te'ni Se-pla'ai-a 8ha-ru'hen, a. Sho'ah, *. Si-me'na Bon-ti'a-tca Sten-y cle'ru*

Sa-tra'i-ds Seb-as-top'o-lis Sep'pho-ris (yep Sliash'a-i, «. Sho'bab. a Sim'e-ul Sop'a-ter Steph'a-n.i

Sat-ra-pe'u Se'bat, 8. =«•/) Sha'shak, *. Shn'bach, a Si-me'nus So phasne tua St-eph'a-nas, a

Sat-ra-pe'ni Steph'a unaSeb'e-da So-phe'neSep-tern pe da Sim'e-on, aSha'ul, 8. Bho'bai, *.
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Ste'phen (ste'- Su-aan'nah (san Ta-lab'ro-ca Tau-rom'e-noa Ter-gem'i-nua The-mia'te aa Thes'ty-lia Til'gath Pil-ne'

Ste-phu'sa

vn), 8.

Su-sa'ri on

=zan)% s. Tal-a-co'ry Tau-ro-po-li'a Te'ri-as The-mis'ti-ua Thea'ty-lus aer, s.

Ta-laa'si us Tau-rop'o-lua Ter-i-da'tea The-mia-to-cle'a Theu do'ri-a Ti'lon, s.

Ster'o-pe Su'si, s. Tal'a-ua Tau-ro'poa Terl-gum The-mia'to-clea Theu'dotua Ti-mai'a

Ster'o-pes Su si-a'na Tal'e-tura Tau-m'bu-hti Te ri'na Them-i-stog'e- Theu'me-lon Ti niaen'e-tus

Ster-tin'i-us Su'tri-um Ta-li'tha Cu'mi, Tax'i-la Te-ri'o-U nes Theu-me'sus Ti-ma: us

Ste-sag'o-ras Sy'a-ger 8. Tax'i-lea Ter-men'ti-a The-oc'a-nus, s. Theu'tea Ti-mag'e-nes

Ste-se'nor Sy-a'gros Tal'mai, 8. Tax'i-li Ter'me-ra The-o-cle'a Thi-ol-le'la Ti-nia-geni daa

Ste-stch'o-rua Syb'a-ris Tal'me-na Ta-yg'e-te Ter'me-rua The'o-cles Thim-na'thah.x. Tim-a-ge'tes

Stea-i-cle'a Syb-a-rt'ta Tal'raon, 8. Ta- yj^e-tua Ter-raea'aus or The'o-clus Thi-od'a-mas Ti-mag'o-ras

Ste-sira'bro-tua 8yb-a-ii'tia Tal'sas, 8. Te-a'num Ter-me'aua The-o-clym'e- This'o-a Ti-man'dri-dea

Sthen-e-bai'a Syb'e-rus Tal thyb'i-us Te'a-rus Ter'mi-nus nus Tho-an-te'a Ti man'ge-lua

Sthen-e-la'i-das Syb'o-ta Ta'mah, s. Te-a'te-a or Te- Terp-aich'o-re The-ocTy-tua Tho-an'ti-as Ti-ma'nor

Sthen'e-laa Syb'o-tas Ta'mar, *. a'-te Ter-ra-ci'na The-oc'ri-tus Tho'a-ris Tim-a-ra'tua

Sthen'e-le Syc'a-inine, 8. Tum'a-rua Te'bah, 8. Ter-ra-sid'i-ua The-o-c/des Thom'o-i, 8. Ti-mar'uhi-des

Sthen'e -lus Sy-ce'ne, «. Tarn ' e - sa or Teb-a-li'ali, &. Ter'ti-a The-od'a-mas t.r Tlio ni'tea Ti-mar'chus

Sthe'ni-ua Sy'ehar, 8. Tani'e-ais Te'beth, 8. Ter'ti-ua Thi-od'a mas Tho-o'aa Ti-mar'e-te

Stil'i-cho S/e-dra Tam-i-a'tbia Tec-mes'sa Ter-tul-li-a'nua The-o-da'mus Tho-o'tea Ti-ma'si-on

Stim'i-con Sy-e'lua, «. Tam'muz. s. Tec-tos'ages or Ter-tuHus, *. The-od'a-tus Tho-ra'ni-ua Tim-a-sith'e-us

SUph'i-lua Sy-e'ne Tani'plii-lus Tec-toB'a-gte Te'thys The-od'o-cus Tho-re'ce Ti-ma'vus

Sto-ba^us Sy-e'ne, s. Ta-my'i-a-ca Tec'to-sax Tet-ra-co'mum The-o-do'ra Tho'ri-ua Tim'e-aa

8ta>ch'a-des Sy-e-ni'tes Ta'nach, *. Te'ge-a Tet-ra-go'nis The-o-do-re'tua Thoa-pi'tis Ti-me'si-us

Sto'i-ci Sy-en'ne-sia Tan'a-ger Te-ge-a'tea Te-trap'o-Ha The-o-do-ri'cii8 Tho'ua Ti-me'ua, s.

Sto'i-cus Syl'eua Tau'a-gra Teg'u-la Tet'ri-cua The-o-do'ii-daa Thrace Tim'na, *.

Stra-te'gua Sy-li'o-nea Tan'a-is Teg'y-ra Teu'cer The-o-do'ris Thracea Tim'nath, 8.

Strat'odea Syl'o son Tan-a-i'ta Te-haph'ne-hes, Teu-chi'ra The-o-do-ri'tus Thra'ci-a Ti-moch'a-ria

Strat-o-cli'a Syl-va'nus Tan'a quil t. Teu'cri The-o-do'rua Thrac'i-dse Tim-o-cle'a

Strat-o-cli'dea Syl'vi-a Ta-ne'tum Te-hin'nah, n. Teu'cri-a The-o-do'si us Thra'ae-a Tim'o-cles

Strat'o-las Syl'vi-us Tan-hu'meth, *. Te'kel, *. Teu-me'soa The-od'o-ta Thra-ae'aa, 8. Tim-o-cli'daa

Strat-o-ui'ce Sym'bo-la Ta'nla, s. Te-ko'a, *. Teu-o'ohia The-od'o tes Thra'ai-ua Ti-moc'ra-tea

Stra-ton-i-eea Syin'bo-lum Tan-tal'i-dea Te-ko'ah, s. Teu-ta'mi-aa The-o-do'ti on Thras-y-bu'lus Ti-moc're-on

Strat-o-ni'cus Sym'ma-chus Tan'ta-lua Te'lah, *. Teu'ta-mua The-od'o-tus Thraa-y-dai'us Tim-o-de'mus

Strat'o phon Sym-pleg'a-dea Ta-nu'ai-us Tela-im, *. Teu-ta'tes The-o-du'lua Thra-sym'a-chua Tim-o-la'ua

Strep-ai'a-dea Sym-ple'gas Ta-o'ca Tel'a-mon Teu'tliraa The-og'e-nes Thras-y-nie'des Ti-mo'Ie-ou

Stro-go'la Syn cel'lua Ta'o-ce Tel-a-mo-ni'a- Teu-thro'ne The-o-gi'ton Thra-sym'e-nes Ti-mo'lua

Strom -bich'i- Sy-ne'si-ua Ta-o'ci des Teu tom'a tus The-og ne'tus Tliras-y-me nua Ti-mom'a-chus

des Syn'na-da Ta'phath, *. Te-laa'aar, s. Teu'to-ni and Theog'nis Thre-ic'i-ua Ti-mo'nax

Stron'gy-le Syn'na us Ta'phi-aa Tel-chi'nes Teu'to-nes The-om-nea'tus Tlireis'sa Ti-mon'i-des

Stron'gy-lus 8yn'no-on Ta-phi-as'aua Tel-chin'i a Thac'co-na The-o'nas and Threp-sip'pas

Thriani'bus

Ti-mon'o-e

Stroph'a-des Sy-no'di-ura Ta'phi-i Tel-chin'i-Ui Thad-dae'us, 8. The-o-ui'cua Ti-moph'a-nes

Stro'phi-us Syn'ti-che, s. Ta-phi'tia Te'le-a Thad-de'ua or The-on'o-e Thro'ni-um Ti-moa'the-nea

Stru-thi'a Syn'ty-che Tap'o-ri Tel'e-ba Thad'de-ua, 8. The'o-pe Thu-cyd'i-des Ti mo'the-us

Stru-thoph'a-gi Syr-a-cu'sEu Tap-o-ai'ria Te-Ieb'o-SBorTe- Tha'haah, 8. The-oph'a-ne Thu-is'to Ti-mox'e-nus

Strybe'le 8yr-as-tre'ne Tap-pu'ah. *. leb'o-es Thai 'a -me or The-oph'a-nes Thum'mim, 8. Tin'i-a

Strym'o-nis 8y'ri-a Ma'a- Ta-prob'a-ne Te-leb'o-as Thara-m« The-oph'i-la Thu'ri-a Tiph'aali, 8.

Btym'ba-ra cha, 8. Ta-pu'ra Tel-e-bo'i-dea Thara-mua The-oph'i-lua Thu'rii Ti'raa, 8.

Stym-phall-des Syr-i-a'nus Ta-pu're-i Tel'e-cles Tha-laa'si o The-o-phras'tua Thu-ri'nua Ti-re'ai-as

Stym-pha'lis Sy'ri-on, «. Ta-pu'ri Tel-e-cli'dea Tha-las'si-us The-o-phy-lac'- Thu'ri-uni Tir-ha-kah, *.

Stym-pha'Iua Syr'ma-tae Ta'rah, a. Tel'e-clua Tha-le'a tus Thua'ci-a Tir'ha-uali, «.

Su-a'da Syr-ue'tho TarVIah, *. Tel'e-crua Tha-lea'tri-a or The-o-pi'thes Thy'a-des Tir-i-a, «.

Sua-de'la Syr-o-cil'i-cea Tar'a-uia Tel-e-da'mus Tha-lea'tris The-op'o-lis Thy-a-ml'a or Tir-i-ba'zus

Su-agVla Syr-o rae'di-a Tar-che'ti-us Te-leg'o-nu.H Tha-le'tas The-op'ro-pua Thy-a'mi-a Tir-i-da'tea

Su'ah, 8. Sy-ro-phe-ni'- Tar-chon-diufo- Te'lem, 8. Thalia The-oria Thy'a-mia Tir'sha-tha. 8.

Su-a'na cl-a, 8. tus Te-lem'a-chua Tha'U-ua The-o'rus Thy'a-mus Tir'zah, s.

Su-ar-do'nea Syr-o-phcG-ni'- Ta-re'a, *. Tel'e-mus Thal'pi- us The-o-ti'mus Thy-a-ti'ra Ti-sae'um

Su-aa-te'ne ces Tar-en -ti'nua Te'Ie-on Thamah, s. The-ot'o-coa Thy-ea'ta Ti-aag'o-ras

Su'ba. s. Syr-o-phce'nix Ta-ren'tum or Te-leph'a-nes Tha'mar, 8. The-ox'e-na Thy-ea'tea Ti-sam'e-nu3

Sub-al-pi'nus Syr'ti-ca Ta-ren'tua Tcl-e-phaa'sa Tham'na-tha, s. The-oxe'ni-a Thy'iaa Tish'bite, s.

Sub-laq'ue-um Sys-pi-ri'tis Tar-i-che'a Tel'e-phuB Tham'y-raa or The-ox-e'ui-ua Thym-brre'ua Tia'i-a

Su-blic'i-us (tyypt) Tel-e-aar'chi-des Tham'y-rus The-ram'e-nes Thyni'bri-a Ti-ai'a-rus

Sub-mon-to'ri- Ta-nch'e-a (Pa Te-le'si-a Tham'y-ria The-rap'ne Thym'e-le Tie'i-as

uni T. lestine) Te-les'i-clea Than'a-tos The'ras, 8. Thy me'na Ti-sic'ra-tes

Su'bu-lo Tar-i-o'to Tcl-e-sil'la Thap'sa-cua Ther'i-clea Thym'i-lus Ti-siph'o-ne

Su-bu'ra Ta'a-nach, 8. Tar-pe'ia Tel-e-si'nua Thap-si-ta'ni The-rid'a-mas Thy-motli'a-res Ti-siph'o-nua

Su-burYa Ta'a-nath SluV- Tar-pe'ius Tel'e-son Tha'rah, s. The-rim'a-ehua Thy-mue'tes Tis-sa-pher'nea

Su'ca-thites, 8. loh, 8. Tar1pel -i tea, *. Tel-e-stag'o-raa Thai^ra, «. Ther"i-nus Thyn'i-as Ti-tee'a

Suc'ca-bar Ta-au'tes Tar-^uin'i a Tel-e-thu'aa Thar'shish, 8. The-ri'tas Thy-od'a-mas Titan or Ti-ta'-

Suc'coth, *. Tab'a-lus Tar-quin'i-i Te-leu'ti-as Tha'si-ua Ther'ma-leth,8. Thy-o'ne nus

Suc'coth Be'- Tab'a-oth, 8.

Tab'ba-oth, s.

Tar-quin'i-us Tel Hiir'e-sha, 8. Thaa'ai, e. Ther-mo'don Thy-o'neus Tit'a-ne

noth, *. Tar-quit'i-ua Tel-le'ne Thau'ma-ci Ther-mop'y-Ise Thyr'e-a Ti-ta'nes

Su-de'ti Tab'bath, 8. Tar'qui-tua Tel'li-as Thau ma'ci-a The-rod'a-mas Thyr-e-a'tia Ti-ta'ni-a

Su'di-as, $. Tab'e-al, 8. Tar-ra-ci'na Tel'ine-ra Thau'ma-eus Therail'o-chus Tbyrl-des Titan'i-dea

Su-e'bus Tab'e-el, 8. Tar'ra-co Tel'o-bia Thau - man 'ti as Ther-ai'tea Th>ri-on Tit'a-nua

Su-es-sa'nua Ta-belli-ua, 8. Tar-ru'ti-ua Tel-phu'sa and Thau- The-ru'chua Thyr-sag'e-ta? Tit-a-re'ai-us

Su-es-ai-o'nea Tab'e-rah, a. Tar'shiah, s. Te'ma, 8. man'tia The-se'a Thyrsag'e-ttii Tit-a-re'aua

Sues 'so -nes or Tab-i-e'ni Tar'si-us Te'man, *. Thau'mas The-sei-daj Ti'a-sa Tith-e-nid'i-a

Su-ea-so'nea Tab'i-tha, 8. Tar-a^ras Tem'a-ni, 8. The-aj-te'tus The-se'is Tib-a-re'nl Ti-tho'nua

Suetonius Ta'bor, s. Tar'aua, *. Te-ma'the-a The-ag'enes The-se'um Ti-be'ri-aa Ti-tho're-a

Sue'vi or Su-e'vl Tab'ra-ca Tar'tak, *. Tem'e-ni, s. The-a'gea The'aeus Tib-e-ri'nua Ti-thraus'tea

Sue'vi-ua Tab'ri-mon, 8. Tar'tan, «. Tem-e-ni'a The-ag'o-raa The-ai'dse Tib'e-ria Tit'i-a

Sue'vua orSu-e'- T;i-bu'da Tar'ta-rua Tem-e-ni'tea The-a'no The-ai'dea Ti-be'ri-ua Tit-i ana

Su-fenas

vua Ta ca'peorTac'- Tar-te'aus Te-me'ni-uni The-art-das Thes-moph'o-ra Ti-be'rus Tit-i-a'uua

a-pe Tar-u-aa'tes Tem'e-noa The-ar'i-dea Thes-mo-pho'ri- Tib hath, s. Tit'i-es

Suf-fe'nua Tac-a-pho'ria Tar-via'i-um Tem'e-uua The-ba'i-dea a Tib-i-se'nus Tit'i-i

Suf-fe'tes or Tac-a-tu'a Taa-ge'ti-ua Tern ' e - sa or Theb'a-iaorThe- Thcs-moth'e-tfe Tib'ni, s. Ti-tin'i-ua

Suf'fe-tes Tac-fa-ri'uaa Taa'si-to Tem'e-ae ba'ia Thes'o-a Ti-bul'lus Tit'i-ua

Su'i das Tach'nio-nite, s. Ta-ti-a'nus Tem'pe-a The-ba'nus Thea-pe'a Tib-ur-ti'nus Ti-tor'miis

Su-ili-us Tach'o-ri Tati-en'aes Tem-py'ra The-be'tha Thes-pi'a Ti-bur'ti-ua Tit-the'uiu

8u i'o-neaorSui Tao'i-ta Ta'ti-i Tench-te'ri or The'bex, 8. Thes-pi'a-da; Tich'i-us Ti-tu'ri-us

o'nes Tac'i-tus Ta'ti-ua Tenc-te'ri The-co'e, 8. Thcs-pi'a-des Tic'i-da Tit'y-rus

Suk'kim, t. Tac'o-la or Ta- Tat'nai, 8. Te'ne-a Thec-tam'e-nes Thea'pi-se Ti-ci'nua ( a Tit'y-ua

Sul'ci-ua co'la Tau-chi'ra Te-ne'as Theg-a-nu'aa Thes'pi-us river) Ti'van, 8.

Sul - pit 'i- a or Ta-eon'i-des Tau-Ian'ti-i Ten'e-doa The'ia Thea-pro'ti Tic'i-nus(a Mian) Ti'zite, tt.

Sul-pic'i-a Tad'mor, 8. Tau-ra'ni-a Ten'e-rua The'iaa Thea-pro'ti-a Tidal, 8. Tle-pol'e-mus

Sul-pit'i-us or Ta) dife-ra Tau're-a Ten'e-ais Thel-a-i'ra Thea-pro'tua Ti-fa'ta Tma'rus

Sul-piVi-ua Tam'a-ros Tau-re'si-uin Te-ne'um Thel'a-sar, «. Tlies-sa'li-a Ti-fer'num Tnio'lua

Sum-ma'nua Tee'iia-rum Tau'ri-ca Cher- Ten'ty-ra Thel-e-phjia'sa Thes-sa'lion Tig-el li'nus To'ah, 8.

8u'ui-ci Taen'a-rus ao-ne'sua Te'rah, 8. The-ler'saB, a. Thes-sa-li'o-tes Ti gel'li-us To'a-nah, s.

Su'ni-um Ta-e'pa Tau-ri'ni Ter'a-phim, *. Thel-e-si'nus Thea-sa-lo-ni'ca Tig'lath Pile' To-bi'ah, s.

Su-od'o-na Tago'ui-us Tau'ri-on Te-re'don Thel'I-ne Thes'sa-lus aer, «. To-bi'as, s.

Su'pe-rumMa're Ta'han, s. Tau-ri-o'ne Tere'i-dea Thel-pu'sa Thea'ti-a Ti-gra'nes To1>ie, 8.

Sur, s. Ta-hap'a-nes, s. Tau-ris'ci Teren'ti-a Thel-xi'on Thea-ti'a-daj and Tig-ran-o-cer'ta To-bi'el, 8.

Su-re'na Ta'bath, 8. Tau'ri um Te-reii-ti-a'mia Thel-xi'o-pe Thea-ti'a-des Tiff-u-ri'ui To'bit, 8.

Su-re'nas Tah'pe-uea, 8. Tau-rob'o-lua Te-ren'ti-us The'man, s. Thes'ti-aa Tik'vah, *. Toch'a-ri

Su'ri-um Tali re'a, *. Tau'ro-ia Ter-e-nu'thia The-mia-cy'ra Thea-ti-di'um Tik'vath, 8. To/chen,8.

Su'sa, s. Tah'tim Hod' Tau-ro-uie'ni- Te'reah, 8. Them'i-aon Thes'ti us Til-a-twi To-gar'mah, $.

Su'sa-na To-ga'tabIu, $. Til-a-vemp'tusUD Thes-tort-desTe'reus Them-i-so'ni-uni
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To'hu, «.

To'l, 0.

To'la, 8.

To'lad, (t.

To'la-ite, *.

Tol-ba'nes, 0.

To-le'tum

Tol-is-to'bi-i

Tol'mi-des

Tol'o-phon

To-lo'sa

To-lum ni-us

To-mie'ua

Tom'a-rus

To-nie'rui

Tom'i-sa

To-miUe

Tom'o-ri or To

rn u'ri

Toni'y ris

Ton do'ta

To'ne-a

Ton-gilli-us

To-m'a

To'phel. 0.

To'phet, *.

IVpheth, 0.

To-pi'ris

Tor'e-tro

Tor'i-ni

To-ro'ne

Tor-qua'ta

Tor-qua'tus

To-ryne

To'u, 8.

Tox-a-rid'i-a

Tox'eus

Tux-ic'ra-te

Tox'i-H

To-y^e-ni

Tra'l>e-a

Trach'a-lus

Tra-che'a

Tra-chiu'i-a

Trach-o-ni'tte

Traj-a-nop'u-lia

Tra-ja'nus

Trans-al-pi'nus

Trans-pa-da nus

Trans-tib-er-i'na

Trans- tib-e-si-

nus

Trap'e-zon

Trap'e zus

Tra phe'a

Tras-i-me'nus

Tre-ba'ti-us

Tre-bel-li-a'nus

Tre-bel-li-e'nus

Tre-bel'li ua

Tre'bi-a

Tre'bi-us

Tre-bo'ni-us

Treb'u la

Tres'vi-rl

Trev'e-ri

Tri-a'ri-a

Tri-a'rl-ua

Trib'o ci

Tri-bu'ni

Tri-cas'ses

Tric-as ti'ni

Tri cho'nis

Tric-o-lo'nus

Trl-cor'y-pbus

Tri-cor'y thus

Tri-cra'na

Tri cre'na

Tri-e'res

Tri-e'rum

Trl-e ter'i-ca

Tri-e-te'ris

Trifo-linns

Tri-geni i-na

Tri gem'i-ni

Tri go num

Tri-go'nus

Tri na'cri-a or

Trin'a-cria

Tri-na'sus

Trin o-bau'tes

Tri-oc'a-la

Tri'o-dua

Tri o'nes

Tri'o-paa or Tri'

ops

Tri o-pe'ls

Tri-o-pe'ius

Tri'o pus

Tri-phillU

Tri-phiTus

Tri-phyl'i-a

Tri-phy'lis

Trip'o-di

Trip'o-lis

Trip-tol'e-mus

Triq'ue tra

Tri-te'a

Trit'l-a

Trit-o-ge-ni'a

Tri-to'nes

Tri to'nis

Tri-to'nua

Tri-um'vi-ri

Triv'i-a

Tri-vi'cura

Tri-vi'cus

Tro'a-des

Troch'a-ri

Troch'o-is

True-ze'ne

Trog'i-lus

Trog lod'y-tse or

Trog-lo-dy'taj

Tro-gyl'li-um, s.

Tro'i lus

Tro ja'ni

Tro-ju'ge-nw

Trom-en-ti'na

Troph'i-mus

Tro-pho'ni-us

Troa'su-li

Tros'su-lum

Tru-en-ti'ni

Tru-en-ti'num

Tryg-o-dumi'o-

nea

Try-phe'na, 0.

Tryph'e-rua

Tryph-i-o-do'rua

Try-pho'aa

Tubal, 8.

Tu'bal Ca'in, *.

Tu'be-ro

Tu-bi-e'ni, ».

Tuc'ci-a

Tuc-cit'o-ra

Tu'ci-a

Tu-der-ti'ni

Tu-di-ta'nus

Tu'dri

Tu-fl-ca'ni

Tu'ge-ni

Tu-gu-ri'nus

Tu-is'to

Tu-lin'gi

TuHi-a

Tul-li-a'num

Tul-li'o-la

Tul'U-us

Tu-ra'ni-us

Tur-de-ta'ni

Tur-du-U

Tu-ri-a'so

Tu'ri-us

Tu'ro-nes

Tu'ro-ui (a peo

pie of Gaul)

Tu-ro'ui (a peo

pie of Ger

many)

Tur-pil'i-ua

Tur'pi-o

Tur-ri'nus

Turu'lis

Tu-rul'li-us

Tusca'ni-a

Tus'ci a

Tus-cu-la'uum

Tu-ta'nua

Tu-te-U'na

Tu'tho-a

Tu'ti-a

Tu-ti-ca'nus

Tu'ti-cum

Ty'a-na

Ty-a-nre'us

Ty-a-ni'tis

Ty'bris

Tych'i-cus

Tychi-us

Ty'deus

Ty-<li'des

Ty-e'nia

Ty-mo'lus

Tym pa'ui-a

Tyin phie'i

Tyn'da-reus

Tyu-dar'i-des

Tyn'da-ris

Tyn'da-ma

Tyn'ni-chus

Ty-pho'eus

Ty-pho'nis

Tyr-an-gi'tse

Ty-rau'ni-on

Tyr-i -dates

Tyr-i-l

Ty-ri'o-tes

Tyr'i us

Ty-rog'ly phus

Tyr-rhe'ni

Tyr-rhe'nura

Tyr-rhe'nua

Tyi-'rheus

Tyr-rhi'dso

Tyrse'ta

Tyr-taj'us

Tys'i-as

Tzac'o-nes

u.

U^i-i

U'cal, s.

lT-cal'e-gon

V'ce-na

U-ce'ni

U-ce'ti-a

U'el, *.

U fen-ti'na

U'gi-a

U'lai, *.

U'lam, *.

U'li-a

U-liz4-be'ra

Ulla, *.

I'l-pi-a'nus

U'lu bne

U-lys'ses

Um-bre'nus

Um'mah, *.

Unel'll

Un'ni, *.

Unx'ia

U-phar'sin, *.

V'phaz, *.

U-ra'ca
lT-ra'gus

U-ra'ui-a

U ra-uop'o-lis

U'ra-nus

IVbane (= mo

dern Urban), s.

Ur-ba'nus

Ur-biu'u-a

IVbi cus

Ur-bi-na'tes

Ur-bi'num

U-re'um

Ur'ge-num

U'ri, 8.

U'ri-a

U-ri'ah, 8.

U-ri'as, *.

U'ri-el, 8.

U-ri'jah, 8.

U'rim, 8.

U-ri'on

U-ri'tes

Ur-Bid'i-ua

Ur-si'nua

Us'bi-um

Us'ca-na

Us'ce num

U-sip'e-tes or

U-si'pi

Us-ti'ea

U'thai, *.

U'thi, *.

U'thina

U'ti-ca

Ux'a-ma

Ux-an'tis

Ux-el-loHiu'num

Vz^na in buzz), 8.

U'zai. *.

U'zal, *.

Uz'za, *.

Uz'zah, *.

Uz'zen She'rah,

8.

Uz'zi, *.

Uz-zi'a, *.

Uz-zi'ah, *.

Uz-zi'el, t.

Vac-ere' i

V'a-cu'na

Va-dav'e-ro

Vad-i-mo'nis

Vag-e-dru'sa

Va-ge'ni

Va'ha-lis

Va-i'cus

Va-je-za'tha, 8.

Val-a-mi'rus

Val'da-sus

V'a-leu-tiu-i-a'-

nus

Val-en-ti'nus

Va-le'ri-a

Va-le-ri-a'nus

Va-le'ri-us

Val'e-rus

Vargins

Valleb'a-na

Van'da-li

Van-da'li-i

Van-gi'o-nes

Va-ni'ah, s.

Van'ni-us

Va ra'nes

Var'du-U

Va-re'nus

Var'ga-la

Var-gi-o'nes

Va'ri-a

Va ri-p'na

Var'i-cus

Va-ri'ni or Va-

ris'ti

Va'ri-ua

Va-sa'tw

Vas'co-nes

Vash'ni, *.

Vash'ti, s.

Vat-i-ca'niis

Va-ti-e'nua

Va-tre'nus

Ve-chi'res

Vec'ti-ua

Vec-to'nes or

Vec'to-nes

Ve'di-us Pol'li-o

Ve-ge'ti-us

Veia

Ve-ia'nus

Ve-ien'tes

Ve-ien'to

Ve'ii

Ve-ja'ni-us

Vej o-vis

Ve-la'brum

Ve-la'crum

Ve-la'ni-us

Vel'e-da

Ve'lia

Ve-lib'o-ri

Ve-li'na

Ve*li'num

Ve-U o cas'sl

Vel-i-ter'na

Ve-ll'tra)

Velle-da

Vel-le'ius

Vel'li-ca

Ve-ua'frum

Ven'e-dae

Ven'e-di

Veu'e-ti

Ve-ne'ti-a

Ven'e-tua

Ve-nUi-a

Ven-no'ues or

Ven'no-nes

Ven-no'ni-us

Ven-tid'ius

Ven-u-le'ius

Ven'u-lus

Ve-nu'si-a

Ve-pi'cus

Ve-ra'gTi

Ve-ra'ni-a

Ve-ra'ni-us

Ver-big'e nus

Ver-ein-get'o-

rix

Ver-e-ti'ni

Ve-re'tum

Ver-gaa-i-lau'-

nua

Ver-gil'i-us

Ver-giu'i-ua

Ver'gl-um

Ver-gob're-tus

Ver-o-man'du-i

Ve-ro'na

Ve-ro'nes

Ver-on'i-ca

Ver'ri-us

Ver-ru-ci'ni

Ver-ru'go

Ver'ta-gus

Ver-ti-cor'di-fl

Ver-ti'nw

Ver-tis'cus

Ver'u-1»

Ver-u-la'nus

Ves'a-gus

Ves'bi-us

Ves' bo-la

Ves ce'li-a

Ves'ci-a

Ves-cf-a'num

Ves'e-ris

Ve-se'vua

Ve-si-on'i-ca

Ves-pa-si a'nua

Ves-til'i-us

Ves-til'la

Ves-ti'ni

Ves-ti'nus

Ves'u-lus

Ve-Bu'vi-ua

Vea'vi-us

Vet'ti-ua

Vet-to'nesorVe-

to'nea

Vet u-lo'ni-a

Vc-tu'ri-a

Ve-tu'ri-us

Vi'a-ea

Vi-a'drua

Vi-aTis

Vi-bid'i-ua

Vi-bil'i-a

Vib-i-na'tea

Vib-i-o'nes

Vib'l-us

Vib-u-la'nus

Vib-u-le'nua

Vibul'li-ua

Vi-cel'li-us

Vi ee'ti-a

Vic-e-ti'ui

Vic-to-ri'na

Vic-to-ri'nus

Vic-tum'vi oj

Vi-en'ua

Vil'li-us

Vim-i-na'Us

Vin cen'ti-us

Vin'ci-us

Vin-da'li-um

Vin-del'i-ci

Vin-de-lic'i-a

Vin-de-mi-a'tor

Vin-dem'i-tor

Vin-dic'i-us

Vin'di-li

Vin-di-na'tes

Vin-dob'o-na or

Vin-do-bo'na

Vin-do-niB'sa

Vinic'i-us

Vi-nid'i-us

Vin'i-ua

Vip-sa'ni-a

Vip-sa'ui-us

Virago

VirOii-us

Vir-du'ma-rus

Vir-gil'i-us

Vir-gin'ia

Vir-gin'i us

Vir-i-a'tlms

Vir-i-dom'a-rus

Vir-i pla'ca

Vis-cel-li'nus

Vi-sel'li-ua

Vi-sel'lus

Vis'o-lus

Vis'tu-la

Vi-sur'gis

Vi-tel'li-a

Vi-tel'U-us

Vit'l-a

Vit-i-ci'ni

Vi-ti»'a-tor

Vit'ri-cus

Vi-tru'vi-us

Vit'u-la

Vo-co'ni-us

Vo-con'ti-a

Voc'u-la

Vog'e-Bus

Vo-la'na

Vo-la'ne

Vol-ca'tl-us

Vol'e-sus

Vo-log'e-ses

Vo-log'e-aua

Vol'sci-ua

Vol-ain'1-um

Vol-tin'i-a

Volu'bi-lis

Vo-lum'ni-a

Vo-lum'ni-us

Vo-lu'pi-a

Vol-u-se'nufl

Vo-lu-si-a'nus

Vo-lu'si-ua

Vol-us-ta'na

Vol'u-sus

Vol-u-ti'na

Vo-ma'nua

Vo-no'nes

Voph'si, 8.

Vo-ra'nua

VoB'e-gus or Vo

se'gus

Vo-ti-e'nus

Vo-tu'ri

Vul-ca'nal

Vul-ca'nua

Vul-ca'ti-us

Vul-si'num

Vul-tur'ci-us

Vul-tu-re'iua

Xan'thl-a

Xan'tht-as

Xan'thi-ca

Xan'thi-cles

Xan'thi-cus, «.

Xan-thip'pe

Xan-tho-pu'lus

Xe-nag'o-raa

Xen'a-rea

Xe'ue a

Xen'e-tus

Xe-ni'a-des

Xe'ni-as

Xe'ui-on

Xe'ni-ua

Xen-o-cle'a

Xen'o-cles

Xen-o-cli'des

Xe-noc'ra-tes

Xe-noc'ri-tus

Xe-nod'a-mus

Xen-o-da'mus

Xe-nod'i-ce

Xe-nod'o-chus

Xen-o-do'rus

Xe-uod'o-tes

Xe-nod'o-tus

Xen-o-me'des

Xe-noph'a-nea

Xe-noph'i-Ius

Xen'o-phon

Xen-o-phon-ti'-

ua

Xcn-o-pi'thea

Xen-o-pi-thi'a

Xen-o-ti'mus

Xer-o*lib'y-a

Xe-rol'o-phus

Xerx-e'ne

Xi-me'ne

Xi-phe'ne

Xyu'i-®

Xyp'e-te

Za-a-na'im, s.

Za'a-nan, «.

Za-a-nan'nim, s.

Za'a-van, f.

Za'bad, 8.

Zab-a-ds'ans, *.

Zab-a-da'ias, 8.

Za-ba-de'ans, *.

Zab'a-tus

Zab'bai, f.

Zab'bud, 8.

Zab-de'us, s.

Zab'di, 8.

Zab-di-ce'ne

Zab'di-el, 8.

Za'bud, *.

Za-bulon, s.

Zab'u-lua

Zac'cal, 8.

Zac-chaVus, 8.

Zac-cbe'uB, 8.

Zac'chur, *.

Zac'cur, 8.

Zach-a-ri'ah, 8.

Zach-a-ri'as, s.

Zach'a-ry, $.

Za'cher, *.

Zac'o-rus

Za-cyn'thus

Za'dok, *.

Za go'rus or Za-

go'rum

Zagreus

Za'nain, 8.

Za'ir, *.

Zalaph. 8.

Zal'a-tes

Za-le'cua

Za-leu'cus

Zid'i-ches

Zal'mon, 8.

Zal-mo'nah, 8.

Zal-muu'nah, *.

Zaiuljis, 8.

Zam'bri, 8.

Za-niolx'is

Za'moth, 8.

Zam-zum'mim,

8.

Za-no'ah, «.

Zaph'nath Fa-

a-ne'ah, 8.

Za'phon, 0.

Za'ra, «.

Za'ra-ces, *.

Za'rah, «.

Zar-a-i'as, «.

Zar-bi-e'nus

Zar-do'ces

Za're-ah, 8.

Za're-ath-ite, *.

Za'red, *.

Zar'e-phath, s.

Ziir'o-ta*

Zar'e-tan, 8.

Za'reth Sha'har,

8.

Za-ri-as'pea

Zar-man-o-che'-

gas

Zar'ta-na. s.

Zar'than, s.

Za'tho e, 0.

Za-thu'i, 8.

Zat'thu, s.

Za'van, 8.

Za-ve'ces

Za'za, 8.

Zeb-a-di'ah, 8.

Ze'bah, 8.

Ze-ba'im, $.

Zeb'e-dce, 8.

Ze-bi'nah, 8.

Ze-boi'im, *.

Ze-bo'im, «.

Ze-bu'dah, 8.

Ze'bul. «.

Zeb'u-lon-ites, 8.

Zeb'u-lun, 8.

Zech-a-ri'ah, 8.

Ze'dad, 8.

Ztd-e-chi'as, «.

Zed-e-ki'ali, 0.,

Ze'eb, 0.

Ze'lah, 0.

Ze-le'a

Ze'lek, 0.

Ze-lo'phe-had, 0.

Ze-lo'tea, 0.

Ze-lo'tua

Ze-lot'y-pe

Ztl'zah, 8.

Ze ma-ra'im, 0.

Zem'a-rite, 0.

Ze-mi'ra, «.

Zc'uau, «.

Ze'nas, 0.

Ze-no'bi-a

Ze-no'bi i

Zen'o-cles

Zeu-o-cli'dea

Zen-o-do'rus

Ze-nod'o-tua

Ze-noph'a-nes

Zen-o-po-si'don

Ze-noth'e mis

Zeph-a-ni'ah, «.

Ze'phath, 0.

Zeph'a-tha, 0.

Ze'phi, 0.

Ze'pho, 8.

Ze'phon, 0.

Zeph'on-ite, 0.

Ze-phyr'i-um

Zephy-rua

Zv'rah. 8.

Zer a-hi'ah, t

Zer-a-i'ah, 0.

Ze'red. 0.

Ze-re da, 0.

Ze-red athah, 1,

Zer'e-rath, 0.

Ze'resli, t

Ze'reth, 0.

Ze'rt. 0.

Ze'ror. 0.

Ze m ah, 0.

Ze-rub-ba bel, «

Ze ru i ah, t,

Ze-rjn'tl"U9

Ze'tham, *.

Zv'than, #.

Ze'thar, 0.

Zt-'tho. #.

Zeu-gi-ta'na

Zeux-i-da uius

Zeux'i-das

Zeuxip'pe

Zeuxia

Zia, «.

Zi'ba, 8.

Zib e-on, 0.

Zib'i-a, 0.

Zib'i ah, 0.

Zich'ri, 0.

Zid'dim. t

Zid ki'jab, t.

Zi'don, 0.

Zi-do'ni-ans, $.

Zi-ela

Zi-gira

Zi ha, 0.

Zik lag. 0.

Zili-a

Zil'lah, 0.

Zil'pah, 8.

Zil'thai, 0.

Zi-ma'ra

Zini'mah, 0,

Zim'ran, 0.

Zim'ri, 0.

Zi'na, 0.

Zi ob'e-ris

Zi'on, 0.

Zi'or, (i.

Zi'phah, 0.

Zi phene

Ziph'ima, 0.

Ziph ion, «.

Ziph'ites, 8.

Ziph'ron, #.

Zi-pac'tes

Zip por, 8.

Zip-po'rah, &

Zith ri, «.

Zi za, 0.

Zi'zah, 0.

Zo'an, 0.

Zo'ar, 0.

Zo'bah, 8.

Zo-be'bah, *.

Zo'har, 0.

Zo-he'leth, *

Zo heth, 0.

Zo'i-lus

Zo-fp'pos

Zon'a ras

Zo'phah, 0.

Zo'phai, 8.

Zo'phar, #.

Zo phim, r

Zo-pyr'i-on

Zopy-rus

Zo'rali, 0.

Zo re-ah, 0.

Zo'rites, 0.

Zor-o-as'tre*

Zo-rob'a-bel. t

Zos'i-mus

Zos'i-ne

Zos-te'ri a

Z*h i cus

Zuar, a.

Zuph (« as ui

*nuff\ g.

Zur(« asin/vV

0.

Zu-ri'el, 0.

Zu-ri-aliad'dai,*

Zu'zini, «.

Zy-gan tis

Zyg'e-na

Zyg*i-a

Zyg-i-i

Zy-gom'e-la

Zy-gop'o li»

Zy gTi'ta*



PKONOUNCINGr VOCABULAKY

or

MODEEN GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.

NOTES ON THE SPELLING AND PRONUNCIATION.

Foreign geographical names are spelled in English

books either in the same manner as they are spelled

in the language of the country to which they belong, or

phonetically in accordance with the prevailing sounds of

the letters of the English alphabet. The first method

can, of course, be adopted only for names belonging to

countries in which the Roman alphabet is used with or

without diacritic marks. In the following notes on the

pronunciation of foreign names the sounds indicated as

those corresponding to the letters of foreign alphabets

are explained, where necessary, by the key-line at the

foot of the page.

In that key-line it will be seen that six signs are used

to represent un-English sounds. These must be learned

by the ear from those who are able to render them

accurately, but it may be mentioned that the French

sound heard long in vde and short in but is like the sound

of u in the Scotch word abune; that that heard long in

bltk and short in neitf has some resemblance to the sound

of e in her; that the sound represented by n (as in the

French on) is produced by emitting voice through the

mouth and nose at the same time, and is accordingly

not a pure nasal (like the English ng in sing) but a semi-

nasal; and that the ch in the German nacht is a strongly

aspirated guttural like ch in the Scotch word loch.

Strictly speaking two sounds are represented in Ger

man by ch, or by g, which is sometimes its equivalent.

After the vowels a, o, u it is a guttural as in the Scotch

loch, but after the other vowels and after consonants it is

produced by the emission of breath between the point

of the tongue and the fore-part of the palate.

Even with these signs for un-English sounds it must

be remembered that the Bound indicated for the letters of

foreign alphabets is very often only an approximation to

the true pronunciation, as foreign languages have a great

many shades of sound which can be acquired only by

those who have familiarized themselves with these lan

guages as they are actually spoken by the people, and

which, besides, no Englishman would ever think of

trying to reproduce in pronouncing foreign names while

reading or speaking English. It will be observed that,

as the key shows, y is always used with its consonantal

or semi-vowel sound as in yet. Thus when it is stated

that the Hungarian gy has the sound of dy, it is to be

understood that at the end of a word that combination

does not form a separate syllable, but goes to form one

syllable with the preceding letters. The Hungarian

prefix Nagy, for example, is pronounced in one syllable

Nody, the d being followed by the consonant y with an

effect closely resembling that of a very soft zh.

A. Some rules for the pronunciation of languages using

the Soman alphabet.

Vowels and Vowel Digraphs.

a is usually sounded a, but sometimes long sometimes

short. In Hungarian it is sometimes like o in not.

a in Swedish is sounded 0.

a or ae is usually sounded like a or e, in Flemish (and

old Dutch) like a.

a in Polish is sounded like the French on.

aa in Danish is sounded as o, in Dutch as a.

ai and ay usually have each of the vowels sounded,

the sound of a being rapidly followed by that of e. In

German they are sounded like i in pine, in French

mostly like a.

ao in Portuguese is sounded as oun.

au is usually pronounced either with the sounds of

the vowels separately, or as a diphthong like ou. In

French it is pronounced like o in note.

e is usually sounded like a or e in met. In Spanish

it always has the latter sound. Very often it has an

obscure sound as in the English golden. In French it

is often mute.

e in Polish is sounded like the French ain (an).

e in Bohemian and Servian is sounded as ye or ya.

eau in French has the sound of o in note.

ei and ey, like ai and ay, usually have each of the

vowels sounded separately, the sound of a being rapidly

followed by that of S. In Dutch and German they have

the sound of i. In French they are pronounced like a or e.

eu is sounded in Dutch as in French, in German like

oi, in other languages with the sounds of the vowels

separately.

i is usually sounded like e, or, when short, often like i.

ie in Dutch, German, and French is sounded like 5

except where the letters belong to two syllables.

ij in Dutch has a sound like that of i in pint, but

more open, that is, with less of the e-sound at the close.

o is usually sounded like 5 or o, in Danish and Nor

wegian sometimes like o.

6 or oe is sounded in German, Danish, and Swedish

like eu in French.

0 in Danish has a sound similar to 6, but somewhat

closer.

6 in Polish is sounded like o in move.

oi is usually pronounced with the sounds of the

separate vowels, in French it is like wa in war.

ou in French has the sound of 6, in Dutch and Nor

wegian that of ou.

u is usually sounded as o or u ; in French, as already

mentioned, the sound is peculiar. In Danish, when

short, it is sounded like e; in Dutch, when short and fol

lowed by a consonant in the same syllable, like u; when

long, like A ; in Welsh, without an accent mark, like i.

U or ue in German is sounded like u or fi.

u in Welsh is sounded like e.

ui in Dutch is pronounced like oi in oil.

y is usually sounded like e ; in Danish, Swedish, and

Polish like the French u. In old Dutch it is used

where the digraph ij is used in modern orthography.

In Welsh, without an accent mark, it has the sound of u,

except at the end of a word when it Bounds like i.

y in Welsh has the sound of e in me (like the Welsh u).

Consonants and Consonantal Digraphs.

Most of the consonants have the same sound in the

languages of the European continent using the Roman

alphabet as they have in English, but the following

peculiarities are to be noted :—

b at the end of a word is often sounded in German

like p. In Spanish it is pronounced with very feeble

contact of the lips so as to be softened almost to a

v-sound.

c before another consonant and before the vowels a,

o, u is usually sounded like k; in French, Danish, Swed

ish, and Portuguese it is sounded in other situations like

s, in Italian like ch in chain, in Spanish like th in t/i in,

Fate, ftir, fat, fall; me, met, Mr, golden; pine, pin; note, not. move; tub, bull: oil, pound; ch, chain; K, jo;

O*

}> j°u', y, yes; TH, then; th, thin; zh, azure. nacht.French, vue, but; German, op,bleb, neut; n, on.
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in German like ts. In Italian where another vowel

follows ci (as well as gi or sci) the i is not sounded.

In Spanish America c is usually pronounced as 3 in those

cases in which in Spain it is pronounced th. In Bo

hemian and Polish it is always sounded like ts, and in

Welsh always like k.

9 is used in French and Portuguese to indicate the

s-sound of c before the vowels a, o, and u.

ch in Dutch, Polish, and Bohemian, as well as in

German, has the sound of ch; in Italian it has the

sound of k ; in French (except in some words derived

from the Greek, in which it is sounded like k) that of sh.

cs in Hungarian has the sound of ch in chain.

ez in Polish has the sound of ch in iluiiii, in Hungarian

that of ts.

d at the end of a word in German and Dutch is often

sounded like t. In Spanish and Danish between two

vowels, and after a vowel at the end of a word, it is

softened to the sound of th, and in the latter language

the same Bound is given to it even when doubled.

Strictly speaking the Spanish d is a dental d, being

sounded by placing the tip of the tongue close to the

lower edge of the upper front teeth. At the beginning

of a sentence and when the d is preceded by another

consonant, whether in the same word or another, the

tongue is more firmly pressed against the teeth and a

sound like that of the English d is produced, but in

other cases the contact is so slight as to produce a sound

almost exactly like that of th. At the end of words

even this sound is almost inaudible. When d comes

after 1, n, r in Danish it is not sounded at all, and it is

still more frequently silent in the Norwegian pronuncia

tion of the language.

dd in Welsh has the sound of th.

dz in Polish is sounded like dzy.

g before a consonant and before the vowels a, o, and

u mostly has the sound of g in go; and it has the same

sound before other vowels also in German and Danish,

and in all situations in Polish and Welsh. After a vowel

it frequently has in German and Danish a guttural sound,

and in the Norwegian pronunciation of the latter lan

guage it is often silent in that situation. In Dutch it is

always a deep guttural, except in the combinations gh

and ng, the former of which is pronounced like g in

go, the latter like ng in ting. In French, Portuguese,

Spanish, and Swedish it has the sound of the j of the

same languages in all situations in which it has not the

sound of g in go, and in Italian it is then sounded like

our j. (See above under c.)

gh in Italian and Dutch has the sound of g in go.

gl in Italian has the sound of ly.

gn in French and Italian has the sound of ny.

gu in French always, and in Portuguese and Spanish

before e and i, has the sound of g in go.

gy in Hungarian has the sound of dy or dzh.

h in French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese is

silent or scarcely audible. In Spanish it is heard as a

slight aspiration before the combination ue. In Danish

it is not sounded before j and v.

j in most languages has the sound of y, in French

and Portuguese that of zh, in Spanish that of ch. In

Danish the sound of the Danish j (that is, the sound of

the consonant y) is always interpolated after the conson

ants k and g before the vowels te, 6, a\ y, and i. In Hunga

rian at the end of a syllable j has the sound of e in me.

k in Norwegian before e, i, j, y, and the modifications

of a and o, is sounded like ty.

i represents in Polish a sound peculiar to that language

and Russian. It is produced by attempting to sound

an 1 with the point of the tongue directed further back

in the palate than for the ordinary 1, and with very slight

contact between the tongue and palate.

lh in Portuguese has the sound of ly (Ital. gl).

11 in French in formal speech has the sound of ly, but

colloquially is generally sounded like the consonant y

without any 1-sound. In Spain it always has the former

sound, but in Mexico the latter is often substituted. In

Welsh it has a peculiar sound, which is approximately

rendered when one attempts to pronounce tl at the

beginning of a syllable.

are both sounded like rzh.

are both sounded like sh.

m in French and Portuguese often has the sound of n.

n. See preliminary remarks.

fl in Spanish \

fi in Polish I all have the sound of ny (French

K in Bohemian ( and Italian gn).

nh in Portuguese )

qu in French always, and in Portuguese and Spanish

before c and i, is sounded like k.

r is almost always more strongly trilled than in

English.

f in Bohemian

rz in Polish

s in German is usually pronounced soft, like English

z, at the beginning of a word where a vowel follows; in

Hungarian it is sounded as all.

s in Polish has the sound of sy.

sc in Italian before e and i has the sound of sh. (See

above under c.)

sch in Gerufan has the sound of sh, but in Dutch and

Italian has that of s followed by the respective sounds

of ch, in Dutch accordingly it is equivalent to sch, in

Italian to sk.

sk before e, i, j, y, and the modifications of a and e is

sounded in Norwegian like sh.

stj in Swedish when followed by a vowel has the sound

of sh.

sz in Polish

& in Bohemian I

sz in Hungarian is sounded like s.

t in Spanish is dental like the Spanish d.

th in Welsh is sounded like th in thin, in all other

European languages using the Roman alphabet like the

simple t.

tj in Swedish when followed by a vowel has the sound

of ch in chain.

ts in Hungarian is sounded like ch in chain.

w in German and Dutch has a sound closely resemb

ling that of v produced by bringing the lips feebly into

contact, not by placing the upper teeth against the lower

lip. In Welsh it has the sound of u or 6.

x in Portuguese has the sound of sh ; in old Spanish

spelling it is used where j is now used to represent the

sound of ch.

y is usually a vowel, but in Spanish it has also u

consonantal sound like the English y, and the same

sound is heard in Hungarian after d, g, 1, n, and t.

z in German and Swedish has the sound of ts, in Italian

sometimes that of dz sometimes that of ts, in Spanish

that of th in thin. In Spanish America this th-sound

usually gives place, like the th-sound of c, to that of s in

ting.

i in Polish lias the sound of zy.

z in Polish 1

z in Bohemian and Servian > all have the sound of ih.

zs in Hungarian i

B. JlinU on the pronunciation of geographical nam)

bdonijiny to languages not using tJic Roman alphabet.

The general rule regarding the spelling of such names

is to spell them in English phonetically in accordance

with the prevailing sounds of the letters of the English

alphabet. In such phonetic spellings, however, the

vowels usually receive their continental sounds (as in /ar,

win, jAi[ve, rule). In Indian and some other Asiatic

names and in Arabic names a is often used also to repre

sent the sound of the English u in but. The vowel

digraph ai usually represents the sound of y in /y, I""

sometimes (as in all Greek names) that of a in fate; ei.

most commonly that of a in fate, but sometimes that ft

y in 4 1); au for the most part sounds as ow in noir, hut

in some cases as n in fall. In the spelling of Indian

names this last digraph is often used where i is now

mostly used, the sound intended being that of a in Jar, or

perhaps one somewhat broader. The consonants j, w, y,

z have as a rule their characteristic English sounds, a--

in jet, yet, tceU, zeal ; g usually has its hard sound as in

get. Ch usually represents the sound which it has in

chain; gh sometimes that of a very rough aspirate,

sometimes a sound like that of the Northumberland or

Berwickshire burr, sometimes, before e or i, merely the

Fate, far, fat, fall; me. met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, move: tub. bull; oil, pound; cli, cAain; £.J»:
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hard sound of g; kh is the combination most frequently

used to represent the sound of ch; and th usually stands

for the sound which it has in thin, sometimes for that

which it has in then.

In the spelling of geographical names belonging to

languages which do not use the Roman alphabet (as

also of those which were first put in writing by Euro

peans) numerous variations are found from different

causes, and it will throw some light on the pronunciation

to note what the principal causes of these variations are.

1. Very often the variation is due to the irregularity

in the use of our own alphabet, which leads one person

to represent the same sound phonetically in one way,

another in another. From this cause s and z are fre

quently interchanged, as in Kasan, Kazan; so also are

oo, ou, and u, where the sound of u in bull or in rule is

intended, as in Moorzook, Mourzouk, Murzuk, 4c; and

so also are i and y, as in Ustyansk, Ustiansk; Kras

noyarsk, Krasnoiarsk. Hence likewise those names

which are spelled with a to represent the sound of u in

but, are also frequently found spelled with u, as in

Panjab, Punjab.

2. Sometimes the variation is due to the obscurity of

the sounds themselves, as where a vowel sound is so

short that its exact quality can hardly be determined,

as in Bedouin, Bedawin; or where a short vowel sound

seems to one ear to make a separate syllable, while to

another ear no such syllable seems to be heard, as in

Bassora, Basra; Wargela, Wargla.

3. In other cases the variation is due to the adoption

in English of a continental mode of spelling, as where

dj is adopted from the French for j, as in Djebel for

Jebel, or tch from the same language for ch, as in

Nertchinsk for Nerchinsk, Kamtchatka (the common

spelling) for Kamchatka, or j from the practice of most

continental nations for y, as in Jakutsk for Yakutsk.

When the variation in spelling is due to any of these

causes, a comparison of the different forms of the name

will often serve as a good indication of the correct pro

nunciation, where any one of them might leave it

doubtful; for the correct pronunciation must be more

or less consistent with all the different forms. Thus

when Bassora is also found spelled Basra it is clear that

the correct pronunciation cannot be Basso'ra, and when

Bedouin is found spelled also Bedawin, Bedaween, 4c.,

it shows that the accents lie on the first and third syl

lables, and that the i in Bedouin is pronounced as e in me.

4. Other variations are due to the fact that the Rounds

to be represented have no signs for them in the Roman

alphabet or any of its commonly used digraphs, so that

different signs are adopted to represent them approxi

mately in accordance with the conceptions of different

persons. One of the chief instances of this sort is a

sound existing in Arabic and Hindu resembling the

Northumbrian burr. Usually this sound is represented

by gh, but in the case of many Arabic names in North

Africa it is often represented by rh or r. Thus Gha-

dames is often spelled Rhadames, the tribe of the Songhay

often Sonrhay.

5. In other cases the variation is accounted for by

differences of dialect, or different pronunciations of the

same dialect in different parts of the country or region

in which a particular language is spoken. In this way

arise many of the varieties of spelling in Chinese, Indian,

and Arabic names. In the last one of the most notable

dialectical peculiarities of pronunciation is in the case

of the Arab character usually sounded as j, but in some

parts, as in Egypt, as g in yet. For this reason the

Arabic Jebel (mountain) is usually spelled in Egyptian

names Gebel, in which g is intended to have its hard and

not its soft sound.

6. Another cause of variation is the fact that the strict

rule of phonetic spelling is sometimes departed from,

and the English form of a name is partly accommodated

to the spelling of the language to which it belongs, the

same letter in that language being always represented

by the same in English, even though the pronunciation

may vary in the original language. This is frequent in

Russian names, in which the sounds of v and f, those of

■a and o, 4c, are often represented by the same letter,

and in which the Russian character representing the

sound of a in fate or e in met sometimes stands for the

same sound preceded by that of the consonant y. In

this way are explained such variations as Kief, Kiev;

Semipolatinsk, Semipalatinsk ; Semiryechensk, Semire-

chensk.

7. Lastly, the foreign spelling of a name is sometimes

adopted for native names in regions out of Europe

belonging politically to European powers. Thus Soura-

baya may sometimes be seen spelled in the Dutch

fashion, Soerabaja. In Spanish and Portuguese America

this is done almost uniformly.

In Chinese the digraph ao represents the sound of

a in far gliding into that of o, the whole sound closely

resembling that of ow in nmc; ei represents the sound

of a in fate gliding into a very short e-sound (as in me);

in ia, ie, iu the sounds of a, e, u are preceded by a very

short i-sound, a sound almost identical with that of the

consonant y; oo (for which u is often used) usually repre

sents the sound of u in bull or in rule, but sometimes

it represents a long o gliding into a very short sound

like that of u in bull. When o precedes a or ei it is

sounded very short so as to be almost equivalent to the

consonant w; hence we have such spellings as Whangho

(or Hwangho) and Kweichoo or Queichoo, as well as

Hoangho and Koeichoo. The initial ng is a nasal, as

in the word ting (not as in finger), and this initial sound

is also met with in names belonging to the other mono

syllabic languages of Eastern Asia, as well as in some

African and New Zealand names.

In Indian, Arabic, and some other names aspirated

consonants occur, and are represented in spelling by an

h following the consonant, as in Bhagalpur. The proper

sound of this combination is accurately represented by

the letters composing it, but in the English pronunciation

of such names this peculiarity is commonly disregarded.

In African words the consonant m used as a prefix

has a shortened sound of um, and in the South African

colonies this prefix is so spelled, as in Umtata, Umzila,

4c. By travellers in equatorial Africa, however, the

simple m is always used, as in Mpwapwa. Except at

the end of a word y is always the consonant. Lake

Nyassa, for example, is to be pronounced as two syllables,

Nyas'sa, not in three as Ni-as'sa.

For the spelling of Maori names in New Zealand

the Roman alphabet was introduced by the English mis

sionaries, but only fourteen characters are required,

namely, a, e, h, i, k, m, n, o, p, r, t, u, w, and the nasal

ng. The vowels have the continental sounds, and are

always sounded separately, never coalescing into a proper

diphthong.

In the following list showing the pronunciation of

geographical names the only diacritic marks which are

used are the acute, grave, and circumflex accents (' v " ),

the modification mark ( " ), the cedilla ( >), and the tilde

( ~ ) ; and it will be understood that, where the respetling

of a name indicates the pronunciation of a diacritically

marked letter not so marked in the name as given in

the list, that name is spelled with a letter so marked iu

the language of the country to which it belongs. Thus,

when it is stated that the Swedish name Tornea is pro

nounced tor'na-o, it may be inferred, in accordance with

the rules just given, that in Swedish that name is spelled

Tornea. In respelling names to indicate pronunciation

the consonants, 6, d, f, h,j, I; I, m, v,p, r, t, r, w, and -,

and the digraphs ng, nk, and sh always have their usual

English sounds, and & always has the hissing sound as in

sea. The key-line gi ves the explanation of the other signs.

Note.—In consulting this List it should be kept in

mind that attention to the preceding notes indicating

the variations that may be looked for in the spelling

of foreign names will often be of assistance to those

doing so in finding the name they are in search of, since

names not found under one spelling may be found under

some other equivalent spelling. Thus many names not

found spelled with c, ch, z, y, &c, may be found under

the spellings k, kh, s, j, 4c. respectively ; Spanish naijies

in x may be found spelled with j, Dutch name3 in y may

be found in ij, German, Danish, and other names in ae or

oe may be found in a (sometimes e) or (i; and so forth.

j,job; y, i/es; TH, Men; th, Min; zh, azure. Freuuh, vue, but; bleu, ne'uf; h, on German, eh, nacAt
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Aachen, a'chcn (Ger.)

Aagerup, b'ga-rnp (Den.)

Aakirkeby, 6-kerk'a-bu (Den.)

Aar, ar (Ger. Switz.) r.

Aargau, ar'gou (Switz.)

AarliuuB, drtibsfDen.)

Abana. ab'a-na (Syr.) r.

Abancay, a-ban'ki (Peru)

Abano, a-ba'no (It.)

Abasia, a-ba'sya (Rua.)

Abassabad, a-bas'sa-biid (Rus.)/«.

Abauj, o-bo'u-e (Hung.)

Abbeokuta, ab-be b-kb ta (Af.)

Abbeville, ab-vel' (Fr.); ab'be-vil (U.S.)

Abbitibbe, ab-bi-tib'be (Can.)

Abergavenny, ab-er-ga-ven'ni or ab-er-

ga'ni (Eng.)

Abergele, ab-er-ge'li (Wales)

Aberystwith, ab-er-ist'with (Wales)

Abingdon, ab'ing-don (Eng.)

Ab-Istada, ab i-sta'da (Afg.)

Ablis, a-ble' (Fr.)

Abo, b'bb (Rus.)

Abomey, a-bo'm_a(Af.)

Aboukir. a-bb'ker (Eg.)

Abraham, ab'ra-ham (Rus.) id,

Abrantes, a-bran'tas (Port.)

Abrets, lea, laz-a-bra' (Fr.)

Abrolhos, a-brbl'ybs

Abruzzo, a-brdt'tsS (It.)

Abydos, a-bc'doa (Tur.)

Abydus, a-bi'dus(Eg-)

Abyssinia, ab-i-sin'i-a (Af.)

Acadia, a-ka'di-a (Can.)

Acadie, a-ka-de' (Can.)

Acaponeta, a-ka-po-na'ta (Mex.)

Acapulco, a-ka-pbTkb (Mex.)

Anarai, ak-a-ra'e (S. Am.) mt.

Acarnania, ft-kar-na'ne-a (Gr.)

Aecnmuli, ak-kcVmu.de (It.)

Acerenza, a-cha-ran'tsa(It)

Ach.ach(Ger)

Acha, Sierra de, se-er'ra de a'cha (Mex.)

Achaia, aka'ya (Gr.)

Achaltzik, ft-Chiil'tsik (Rus.)

Achata, a-chii'ta (Arg. Con.) int.

Acheen, a-chen' (Sumatra)

Achill, ak'il (Ir.)

Achray, ach-ra'(Scot) I

Aciorolo, dell, dal a-cho-ro'lo (It.)

Aci Reale, a'che ra-a'la (It.)

Aconcagua, ft-kon-ka'gwa (Chile)

Aconquija, a-kon-ke'cha (Arg. Con.) mt.

Acquapendente ak-kwa-pan-dan'ta(It )

Acre, a'ker or a'ker (Syr.)

Actopan, ak-tb-pan' (Mex.)

Adalia, a-da'lc-a (Tur.)

Adamawa, ad-a-ma'wa(Af.)

Adamello, a-da-mal'lo (It ) mt.

Adamuz, a-THa-mbth' (Sp.)

Adana. a-da'nft (As. Mi)

Adel, a'del (Af.)

Adelsheim, a'delz-him (Ger.)

Aden, a'd«n; Arab. pron. ft'den (Ar.)

Aderbaijan, Aderbijan, ad-er-bl-jan'

(Per.)

Adige, a'de-ja (Tt.) r.

Adirondack, ad-i-ron'dak (V. S.)

Adour, a-dbr/(Fr.) r.

Adria, a'dre-a(It)

Adrianople. ad-re-a-nb'pl (Tur.)

Adriatic, lid-re-at'ik (It.)

Jigean.e-je'an

Aelberg, al'berg (Auat.)

Aerb, a'reli (Den.) UL

Aerschot, ftr'skot (Bel.)

Aerteholme, ar'te-hbl-me (Den.) Ul.

r.i !i:i. et'na (Sic.) mt-.

Afghanistan, af-ghan"i-atan' or af-gan'-

is-tiin (As.)

Aflum-kara-hissar.a-fybm'ka-ni-his-sar'

(Tur.)

Agades, a-ga'dez (Af )

Agadir, a-ga'der (Mar.)

Agbosome, ag-bo-sb'me (Af.)

Agde, agd (Fr.)

Agen, a-zhah' (Fr.)

Agers, a'gers (Den ) Ul.

Agerskov, a-ger-skbv' (Den.)

Aggebye, ag-ge-bu' (Den.)

Aggersoe, agV^r-seu (Den.) UL

Atfincurt, ft-zhah-kor' (Fr.)

Aglie, a'lya (It.)

Agoas de Moilra, a'gb-as de mo-eTra

(Port.)

Aguajo, ft-gwa'chb (Mex.)

Agualulco, a-gwa-lbl'kb (Mex.)

Agua Nueva, a'gwa nii-e va (Mex.)

Aguascalientes, a'gwfta - ka - le - en " tes

(Mex.)

Agullar, a-gedar^Sp.)

Agulhas, a go'lyas (Af.) c.

Agysoo, a-gu'sb (Rus.)/t

Ahmedabad, ah'med-a-bad" (Ind.)

Ahmednuggur, ah-med-nug'ger (Ind.)

Ahrensbbk, ah'r<ms-beuk (Ger.)

Aiasoluk, i"a-so-lnk' (As. Mi.)

Aibling, i'bleng (Ger.)

Aiehaeh, i'6hach (Ger.)

Aidin,I-den'(Aa. Mi.)

Aigle, a'gl (Switz. Fr.)

Aigues-mortes, ag-mort' (Fr.)

Ain, ah (Fr.) dep.

Air, ar (Fr.)

Aisne, an (Fr.) o

Aix,aks(Fr.)

iep.

Aix la Chapelle, aks la sha-pel' (Ger.)

Ajaccio, ft-yach'b (It)

Aimeer or Ajmir, aj-mer' (Ind.)

Akabah, ft-ka-bah' (Ar.)

Akbarrabad, ak'bar-ra-bad" (Ind.)

Akeimann, a'ker-man (Rus.)

Akesh, a'kesh (Rus.)

Akhal, a-chal'fAs.)

Akhalzikh, a-chal'tsech (Rus.)

Akhdar, ach-dar' (Ar.)

Akhlssar, ak-his-sar7 (As. Tur.)

Akhtirka, ftch-terTta (Rua)

Akreyri, ak-ri'rfi (Iceld.)

Aktatchi, ak-Ut'ch€ (Rus.)

Alabama, al-a-ba'ma (U. S.)

Alachua, a-lach'u-a (U. S.)

Alacranes, a-la-kra'nes (Mex.) Ul.

Alaghir, al-a-ger' (As. Tur.) r.

Alagoas, a-la-gb'iis (Braz.)

Alagon, a-la-g6n' (Sp.)

Alaguela, iil-la-gala (Cent. Am.)

Alaia, ii-la' (Frj

Alalo, a-la'lb(Rus)

Alameda, a-lA-me'THa (Sp.)

Alamillo, a-lii-mel'ly6 (Sp.)

Alamomocho, ii-la-md-mo'chd (Mex.)

Alamora, a-lii-mo'ra (Sp.)

Aland, a'laud; Swed.pron. bland(Rus.)

isl.

Alashehr, al-a-shahr/(Aa. Mi.)

Alaska, a-las'ka (X. Am.)

Alassio, Mas'Be-b (It)

Alatamaha, ada-ta-ma-ha' (U. S.)

Alava, a-la'va(Sp)

Albacete. al-ba-the'te(Sp.)

Alban,al-boh'(*Y.)

Albania, al-ba'ni-a (Tur.)

Albano, al-ba'n6(It.)

Albane, alT}anz (Eng.)

Albarracin, iilbiir-ra'tlien (Sp.)

Albatana, al-ba-ta'na (Sp.)

Albatera, al-bil-te'rii (Sp.)

Albegna, al-ba'nya (It.) r.

Albemarle, al'be-marl (Eng.); al-be

marl' (U. S.)

Albenga, al-ban'ga (It.)

Alberche, al-ber'cha (Sp.) r.

Alberea, ftl-l>e-re'a (Sp.)

Albergaria, iil-ber-ga're-a (Sp.)

Alberoni, al-be-ro'ne (It.)

Albert, ikl-bar'(Fr)

Albertas, al-bar'tas (FrJ

Albidona, al-be-do'na (It.J

Albinona, ill-be-nb'na (It.)

Albuera, al-bu-e'ra (Sp.)

Albula, al'bu la (Switz.) r.

Albuquerque, al-bu-kerlta (Mex. Sp.)

Albury. al'be-rl (N. S. W.)

Alcala, al-ka-la'(Sp.)

Alcala de Henares, al-kii la' de e-ua'res

Alcafiiz, al-ka-nyeth'(Sp.)

Alcantara, al-kiin'ta-ra (Sp.)

Alcantarilla, il-kftn-U-rellya (Sp.)

Alcaraz, al-kii-rath'(Sp.)

Alcazar de San Juan, al-kil-thar' de san

chb-an'(Sp.)

Alcino, al-ch§'no (It.) Hit.

Alcira, al-the'ra (Sp.)

Alcobaca, iil-ko-ba'«i (Port.)

Alcolea, al-ko-le'a (Sp.)

Alcoy. al-ko'6 (Sp )

Alcudia, al-kb'THe-a (Sp.)

Aldea Gallega, al-de'a ga-lye'ga (Sp.)

Alderney, al'der-ni (Eng.) Ul.

Alei, a-la'e (Sib.)

Alemtejo, a-len-ta'zhb (Port.)

Alencon, a-lah-sbfi'(Fr.)

Alepho, ada'fb (Rus.)

Aleppo, adep'pb (Tur.)

Aleria, a-la-re'a (Cors )

Alessandria, ades-san dre-ii (It)

Alet, ada'(Fr.)

Aleutian, al-yb'ti-an (>". Am.) Ul.

Alexandria, a legz-an'dri-a (Eg.)

Alfaques, al-fa'kes (Sp.)

Atndena. alfe-da'na (It)

Algarinejo, al-ga-re-ne'Chb (Sp.)

Algarve, al-gar'va (Port.)

Algeciras,al-che-the'ras (Sp.)

Algeria, al-je'ri-a (Af.)

Alghero, al-ga'rb (It)

Algiers, al-jerz' (Af.)

Algoa Bay, al*gb'a l>a (Af.)

Algonquin, al-gon'kwiu (Can )

Alhama, al-a'mft (Sp.)

Alhuoemas, al-u-the'mas (Mar.)

Alibunar, a-le-bb-nar' (Aust)

Alicante, ft-le-kan'te (Sp.)

Alicata, a le-ka'ta (It.)

Alicudi, ade-kb'de (It) Ul.

Alife, ale'fa(It)

Alighur, ade-phiir7 (Tnd.)

Ali-Musjid, a-ie-mus-Jed' (Afg.)

Al Jezireh, al je-ze're (As. Tur)

Aljezur, al-Che-thbr/ (Sp.)

Allahabad, ana-ha-had"(Ind.)

Alleghany, al-le-ga'ni (U. S.)

Allier, ftlle-a'(FT)

Alloa, aFlb-a (Scot)

Almachik, al'ma-chek (Rus.)

Almaden, Hl-mft'THen (Sp.)

Almagro, al-ma'gro (Sp.)

Almali. al-ma-le5(Tur.)

Almeida, at-ma'e-da(Port.)

Almenara, al-me-na'rii (Sp.)

Almendolara. al-men-db-la'ra (It.)

Almeria, ai-me-re'a(Sp.)

Almerode, al-ma-ro'de (Ger.)

AlmuBecar, al-mbnye-kar' (Sp.)

Alnmouth, al'muth (Eng.)

Alnwick, an'ik (Eng.)

Alora, ftdo'ra (Sp.)

Aloat, adbst'(Bel.)

Alpes, alp(Fr.)

Alphen, al'fen (Neth.)

Alpujarras, al-pb-ChAr'ras (Sp. Mei.)

Alsace, al-sas' (Ger.)

Alabjerg, als'byerg(Den.)

Alstahoug, al-stft-houg7 (Nor.)

Altai, al-tr (As.) mU.

Altamaha, al-ta-ma-hft' (U. 8.)

Altamura, iil-ta-mb'ra (It.)

Altenkirchen. al'Un-ker-cnfn (Ger.)

Altkirch, ttlt-kereh' (Ger.)

Altona, til't6-na (Ger.)

Altona. al-to'na (Tur.)

Altringhani, al'tring-am (Eng.)

Atuta, ft Ib'ta (Roum.)r.

Alvarado, ftl-vft-ra'TJio (Mex.)

Alvito, al-ve'Mi (Sp.)

Alyth, a'Hth (Scot.)

Amager, ft'ma-ger (Den ) Ul.

Amal, 5'mal (Swe.)

Amarapura, a-mu-ra-pb'rft(Bur.)

Amasia, ft-mft'se-a (Tur.)

Amazon, am'a-zon (S. Am.)

Amazonas, am-ft-zo'nas (Braz ); am-a-

so'nas(Span. Am.)

Ambato, am-ba'tb (EcuatL)

Ambau, ftm'bou (Fiji) UL

Ambert, ofa-bar'(Fr)

Ambleteuse, ohdd-tetiz' (FY.)

Amboina, am-boi'na (East. Arch.) UL

Amboise, oh-bwaz' (Fr.)

Amboy, amltoi (U. 8.)

Ameland, ft'me lant (Neth.) Ul.

Amersfoort, ft'merz-fort (Xeth.)

Amhara, anvha'ra (Abyss.)

Amherst, am'6rst (U. S.)

Amiens, ft-me-afi' (Fr.)

Amirante, amd-rant'(Af.) irf*.

Amite. a-m6t'(U. 8.)

Amlwch, am'lbk OVales)

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAain; g, jo;
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Amoor, ii-mbr' (As.) r. and dint.

Amoy, a-raoi' (China)

Amposta, am-pos'ta (Sp.)

Amritsar, ani-rit'sar (Ind.)

Amur, a-mbr' (As.) r. and dist

Anadolia, a-nft-d6'le-a (Tur.)

Anagada de Fuera, a-na-ga'THii de fu-e'-

ra (Mex.)

Anahuac, a-na-wak' (Mex.)

Anain, a-nam'(As.)

Anaradhupura or Anarajapoora, a-na-

rad-ha-pb'ra, a-na-ra-ja-po'ra ^Cey-

lon)

Anatolia, a-na-tdle-a (As.)

Ancnchs, an-kachs' (Peru)

Ancona, an-ko'na (It.)

Andalusia, an-da-lb'ahe-a; Sp. Andulu-

cia, an-da-lu-the'a(Sp.)

Andaman, an-da-man' (Ind.) isls.

Andelflngen, an-dcl-ftng'en (Switz.)

Andkhoo, and-kho' (Tart.)

Andover, an'do-ver (Eng.; U. S.)

Andreaaberg, iin-dra'as-berg (Ger.)

Andrews, St., Bant, colloquially suit

an'drbz (Scot.)

Anegada, an-e-ga'da (W. Ind ) Ul.

Angerman, ong'er-man (Swe.)

Angermiinde, ang-er-mun'de (Prus.)

Angers, oh-zha' (Fr.)

Angillon, oh-zhel-Iyoh' or on-zhe-ydn'

(Fr.)

Anglesey, ang'gl se(Eng.)

Angola, an-gb'la(Af.)

Angora, an-go'ra (Tur.)

Angostura, an-gbs-tb'rafVenex.)

Angouleme, on-go-lam' (Fr.)

Angoumois, oh-gb-mwa/ (Fr.)

Angra Pequefia, ang'gra pa-k:Vnya (Af. )

Anguilla, ang-gilla (\V. Ind.)w(.

Anholtby, an'hblt-bn. (Den.)

Anjer, an'yer (Java)

Anjou, oh-zhb (Fr.)

Ankobar, an-kfi'bar (Abyss.)

Ankova, an-k6'va(Madag.)

Annamaboe, an-nara'a-bo (Af.)

Annapolis, an-nap'6-lis (N. S.)

Annecy, an-Be' (Fr.)

Annobon, an'no-bon (Af. )ul.

Annonay, an-no-na' (Fr. )

Antakia, an-ta-ke'a (Syr.)

Antananarivo, an-ta-na-na-re'vo

(Madag.)

Antibes, on-tet/(Fr.)

Antigua, an-te'gii (V¥\ Ind.) ul.

Antino, an-te'n6 (It.)

Antioquia, an-te-d'ke-a(Col-)

Antisana, an-ti-sti'na (Ecuad.)

Antivari, an-te'va-re (Monten.)

Antonio, Port, port an-to'ni-o (Jam.)

Antrim, an'trim (Ir)

Antwerp, ant'werp (Belg.)

Anuradhapura, au-u-rad-na-pb'rii (Cey

lon)

Aosta, a-6s'ta(It)

Apaches, a-pft'ches (Mex ) ir.

Apennines, ap'e-nlnz (It)

Apenrade, a-pen-ra'de (Ger.)

Apoquido, ap-6-ke'TH6 (Chile.)

Appalachians, ap-pa-la'che-anz (U. 8.)

mis.

Appalachicola, ap-pa-la-chi-ko'la (U. S.)

Appenzell, ap-pen-tBel' (Switz.)

Appomattox, ap-p6-mat'toks (17. S.)

Aprouague, a-prb-ag' (Fr. GuL) r.

Apure, a-pb'ra (S. Am.)

Apurimac, a-pb're-mak (S. Am.)

Aquafreddo, a-kwa-frad'do (It.)

Aquila, a'kwe-la(It.)

Arabia, a-ra'bi-a (As.)

Aracan, ii-ra-kan' (Brit. Bur.)

Arad, or'od (Auat.)/(.

Arafat, a-ra-fat'(Ar.)m(.

Aragon, a'ra-gon (ftp.)

Aragona, a-ra-gb'na(It)

Araguaya, ii-ra-gwi'a (Braz.) r.

Aral, ii'ral (Cent As.)

Aranjuez, a-ran-chb-eth'(Sp-)

Arapahoe, a-rap'a-hb (U. S.)

Ararat, a'ra-rat (Amien.) mt.

Araucania, a-rou-ka'ne-a (Chile)

Arauco, a-rouTto (Chile)

Arboga, ar-bo'ga (ftwe.) id.

Arbois, iir-bwa' (Fr.)

Arcacbon, ar-ka-sh6n'(Fr.)

Arcadia, ar-ka'di-a(Gr.)

Archangel, ark-an'jel; Russian pron.

ark-ang'gel (Rus.)

Archipelago, ar-ki-pel'a-go

Arcole, ar-ko'la (It.)

Arcot, ar-kot' (Ind.)

Ardahan, ar-da-han' (Tur.)

Ardchattan, ard-chat'tan (Scot.)

Ardebeel, arMe-bel (Per.)

Ardechc, ar-dash' (Kr.)

Ardennes, ar-den' (Fr. Bel.)

Ardnamurchau, ard - na - mur ' chan

(Scot.)

Ardoch, ar'doch (Scot.)

Ardres, ar'dr (Fr.)

Ardrishaig, ard-rish'ag (Scot.)

Arena, a-ra'na (It.) r.

Arenas, a-re'nas (Sp. ; Mex.)

Arequipa, ft-re-ke'pa (Peru)

Arevalo, a-re-va'16 (Sp.)

Arezzo, a-rat'tsb (It)

Argeles, ar-zhtMa'(Fr)

Argens, ar-zhoh' (Fr.)

Argentaro, ar-jan-ta'rb (It.) mt.

Argentat, ar-zhoh-ta' (Fr.)

Argenteuil, ar-zhoh-teu-e'lye or ar-

zhan-tefl-e'ye (Fr.)

Argentieres, ar-zhoh-te-ar' (Fr.^

Argentine ^Confederation), arjen-tin;

Sp. Confederation Argentina, kon-

fed-e-ra'thi-6n ar-chen-te'na^.Am.)

Argenton, ar-zhon'tbh (Fr.)

Arghandab, ar-gund'ab(Afg.)

Argostoli, ar-gos'tc-le (Gr.)
Argyle, ar-gilr(Scot)

Ariano, a-re-a'no (It.)

Arica, fi-relca (Peru)

Ariege, ii-rd-azh' (Fr.)

Artgnano, ft-re-nya'nb (It.)

Arish, el, el a'resh (Eg.)

Arispe, a-reVpe (Mex.)

Arizona, a-ri-zo'na (lT. S.)

Arjonilla, ar-cho-nellya (Sp.)

Arkansas, ar-kan'sas (l*. S.)

Aries, arl (Fr.)

Armagh, ar-ma' (Ir.)

Armagnac, ar-mfi-nyaf (Fr. )

Armenia, ar-me'ni-a (Tur.)

Armentieres, ar-mon-tyar (Fr. )

Arnemuiden, ar-ne-moi'den (Hoi.)

Arnould, ar-nbl'(Fr.)

Aroa, a-rd'a (Venez.)

Aroe. See Arroo.

Aroostook, a-rbs'tuk (V. R.)

Arouat, el, el a-rb'wat (Af.)

Arpajon, ar-pa-zhon'(Fr.)

Arpino, ar-pe'no (It)

Arcjues, ark (Fr.)

Arras, ar-ra' (Fr.)

Arrecife, ar-riseTe (Can. Isls.)

Arrochar, ar'roch-ar(Scot)

Arroo, Arru, ar'rb (East. Arch.) isls.

Arth, art (Switz.)

Artois, ar-twa' (Fr.)

Artuau, ar-tb'Un (Tur.)

Aruba, a-rb'ba (S. Am.) isl.

Arundel, a'run-del (Eng.): a-run'del

(U. S.)

Arve, ar'vantOr.

Ascalon, as'ka-lon (Syr.)

Ascension, as-sen'snon (Atl. Oc.) ul.

Aschaffenburg, a-shiiffen-bbrg (Bav.)

Aschersleben, ash'erz-la-ben (Prus.)

Ascoli Piceno, as'ko-le pe-cha'nb lit)

Asliantee, a-shiin'te or ash-an-te' (Af.)

Asia, a'&hi-a

Asiuara, a-se-na'ra (It.)

Asir, a-ser7 (Ar.)

Aspropotamos, as-pr6-pot'a-mos (Gr.)

Assam, as-sam'(Ind.)

Assaye, as-si'(Ind.)

Asseerghur, as-ser-ghur'(Ind.)

Assen, iis's^n (Neth )

Assiniboine, as-Bin'i-boin (Can.)

Assisi, as-se'ze(It)

Assmannshausen, as'manz-houz-cn

(Ger.)

Assouan, iis-so-an' (Eg.)

Astara, iis'ta-rii (Transcauc.)

Aaterabad, as-te-ra-bitd' (Per.)

Astrakhan, as-tni-kan'; Rua. pron. as-
tra-tvhan' (Rus.)

Asturias, ils-tb're-as (Sp.)

Atacama, H ta-ka'ma (Chile; Bol.)

Atbara, at-ba'ra (Nubia)

Atchnfalaya, ach-a-fa-li'ya (U. S.)

Athabasca, a-tha-bas'ka (Can.)

Athenry, ath'tfn-ri (Ir.)

Athens, ath'enz (Gr.)

Athlone, ath-lon' (Ir.)

Athy, a-thi'(Ir.)

Atrato, a-tra'to (Col.) r.

Aube. 6b (Fr.)

Auhigny, 6-be-nyc' (FrJ

Aubusson. o-lius-tibn.' (Fr.)

Auch. osli (Fr.)

Auchinleck.ach-cn-lek'oraf-nek^Scot.)

Auchterarder, ach-ter-ar'der (Scot.)

Auch to rmuchty,ach-ter-much'ti (Scot.)

Aude, 6d (Fr.)

Audenarde. 6-de-nard' (Belg.)

Aue, ou'e (G«r.) r.

Auerbach, ou'6r-bach (Ger.)

Augsburg, ougz'bdrg (Ger.)

Aullagas, oul-yii'giis (Bol.)

Ault, 61 (Fr.)

Aumale, 6-mal' (Fr.)

Aunis, 6-ne/ (Fr.)

Aurillac, 6-rSI-lyak' or 6-rS-yak' (Fr.)

Aurungahad, a-rung-ga-bad' (Ind.)

Austerlltz, ous'ter-leta (Aust.)

Australasia, as-tral-a'shi-a

Australia, as-tra'li-a

Autun, d-tun'(Fr.)

Auvergne, 6-ver'nye (Fr.)

Auxerre, os-sar' (Fr.)

Auxonne, 6s-son' (Fr.)

Aveiro, a-va'6-r6 (Port.)

Avellino, H-val-le'nb (It)

Avesnes, a-van' (Fr.)

Aveyron, ft-va-rdft' (Fr.) dep.

Avignon, a-ve-nyoh;(Fr.)

Avila, &'vi-Ia (Sp.)

Avoyelles, a-voi-elz', popularly a-vi'cl

(U. S.)

Avranchea, a-vrofish' (Fr.)

Ayacucho, ii-ya-ko'cho (Peru)

Ayasolok. See Aiasoluk.

Aymara, I-niii-ril' (S. Am.) Ir.

Ayr, ar (Scot.)

Ayuthia, a-yotTie-a (Siarn.)

Azerbaijan, Azerbijan, 4-zer-l)i-jan'

(Per.)

Azof, az'of; Rus. proa a-zof (Sue.)

Azores, a-zorz/

Azua de Compostela, a-zo'a de kom-

pos-tel'a (Hayti)

Azuay, az-n-i' (Ecuad.)

Azuey a-zo'a (Hayti)

B.

Baalbec, bal-bek' (Syr.)

Baardwijk, bard'vik (Neth.)

Babadagh, ba-ba-dag^Bubr.)

Babelraandeb, ba-bel-mairdeb (Ar.)

Bacchiglione, bak-ke-ly6'ua(It)

Bacharach, ba-cba-rach' (Oer.)

Bacs, bach (Hung.)

Badagry, l)a-da'gri (Af.)

Badaioz. ba-THft-6h6th'(Sp.)

Badakhshan, bud-ucb-ahan' (As.)

Badalona, ha-THa-liYna (Sp.)

Baden, ba'dra (Ger. ; Switz.; Aust)

Badenoch, badVn-och (Scot.)

Badenweiler, ba'dcn-vl-ler (Ger.)

iJagamoyo, bag-a-moi'd (E. Af.)

Bagdad, bag-dad' (Tur.)

Bagneres de Bigorre, bft-nyar'de-be-gor'

(Fr.)

Bagneres de Luchon, ba-nyar' d61ft-

shofi' (Fr.)

Bagnes, ba'nye (Switz.)

Bagnols, ba-uyor (Fr.)

Bahamas, ba-ha'maz (W. Ind.) isls.

Bahawulpoor, ba-ha'wul-por" (Ind.)

Bahia, ba-e'a (Braz.)

Bahiuda, bahyo'da (Af.)

Bahlingen, ba'ling-en (Ger.)

Bahi'ein, ba-ra'en (Ar.) isls.

Bahr^l-Abiad, bar-el-ab'e-ad (Af.)

Bahr-el-Azrek, bar-el-az/rek (Af.)

Baiern, bi'ern (Ger.)

Baikal, bi'kal (Sib.) I.

Bailar, bi'lar (Eus.)

Bailen, ba-e-len' (Sp.)

Baileschdi, bi-lash'de (Tur.)

Bairamdere, bi-ram'da-ra (Tur.)

Baireuth, bi'roit (Ger.)

Bajezdd, ba-ya-zed' (Tur.)

Bakchili, bak-che'le (Rus.)

Bakhteghan, bach-ta-chan' (Per.) I

BakonyerWald,ba-k6n'yervald(Hung.)

Baktchiserai, b;ik'clie-sa-ra"e (Rus.)

Bala, ba'la (Wales)

Balaclava, bala-kla'vit (Rus.) h.

Balaghauts, ba'la-gats (Ind.)

Balagner, ba-la-ger* (Sp.)

Balakhna, ba-lach'na (Rus.)

Balasore, ba-la-sor'(lnd.)

Balaton, bal'a-ton; Hung. Balatonv,

bala-tony(Hung)!.

Balbriggan, bai-brig'gau (Ir.)

Bale, bal (SwiU.)

Balfrush. bal-frbsh' (Per.)

Bali, ba'le (East. Arch.) ul.

Balize, balez' (Cent. Am.)

Balkan, bal-kiin' (Tur.) mt.

Balkh, balch (Tart.)

Ballarat, bal'a-rat (Austral )

Balllna, balli-na (Ir.)

Ballinasloe, bal-li-nas-16' (Ir.)

Ballon, bai-ldh' (Fr.)

j. job; y, yet; Til, then; th, (Ain; zh, azure. French, vfie, but; \>\e% nelif; h, on. German, th, naeAt.
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Ballymena, bal-ll-me'na(Ir.) Belize. bel-eV (Brit. Hond.)

Bellano, beUa'nS(It)

Binasco, lK--u:is'ko (It.)

Balsamo, Costa de, kos'ta de bal-sa'ind Bindrabund, bin'dni-bund (Ind.)

(Cent. Am.)

Baltic, bal'tik, sea

Belle Alliance, bel al-le-ons' (Bel.) Bfngen, beng'en (Ger )

Bellefontaine, bel-fon-tan' (Fr.); bel- Biobio, l>e-0-be'6 (S. Am.) r.

Baltimore, bal'ti-mdr (IT. 8.) fon'ten(U. S.) Birkenfeld. ber'ken-fiU (Ger.)

Balukha, ba-lb'cha (As.) mt.

Banat, ba-nat'(Aust)

Belle Isle, bel U (N. Am.) Birkenhead, beVkrn-hi'd (Eng.)

Bellinzona, hel-len-tso'na (Switz.) liirket ■ el - Rerun, ber - kat ' el - ka-rSn*

Banff, bamf (Scot.) Bellunese, bel-lo-na'za (It) (Eg)

Bangalore, bang-ga-lor' (Ind.)

Bangor,bang'gei^Wale8);bang'gor(U.S.)

Bangweolo, bang-we-6'16 (Af.) 1.

Bell uno, bel-lo'no (It.) Birmingham, ber'ming-am (Eng.)

Bclmonte, bel-mdn'te (Sp.); bel-mont' Bisaccia, be-sach'a(It.)

(U. S.) Bisceglie. be-shal'ya (It.)

Banjermassin,ban-Jer-nia8'seu(Borneo)

Bankullan, ban-kul'lan (Kast. Arch.)

Beloochistan, be-lb-chis-tan' (As.) Bischweiler, bish-virer (Ger.)

Belorado, be-lo-ra'TH6 (Sp.) Bisignano, be-se-nya'nu (It )

Bannalec, bau-na lek'(Fr.) Benares, be-na'res (Ind.) Biskra, beVkra(Af)

Bannockburn, ban'nok-bern (Scot.) Benbecula, ben-bek'yu-la (Scot.) Bissagos. bes-sa'gos (Af.) i$U.

Bafios, ba-ny6s' (Sp.)

Bantam, bantam' (Java)

Bencoolen, ben-kb'len (Sumatra) Bissao, bes-sa'6(Af )

Bendigo, ben'di-g6 (Austral.) Bissayas, bes-sl'as (Philip )

Banya, Nagy, nodzh-han'ya (Hung.) Bengal, ben-gal' (Ind.) Biwano-Oumi, lie-wa'nd-o mfe (Jap.)

Bapaume, ba-pom'(Fr.) Bengazi, ben-gii'ze (Tripoli) Bizerta, be-zar'tH (Tunis)

Bjbrkb, byetir'keli (Swe.)Baraba, ba-ra-ba' (Sib.) Benguela, ben-ga'la(Af.)

Benicarlo; be-ne-karl6(Sp.)Baratala, ba-ra-ta'la (As.) 1. Bjbrneborg. byeur'ne-bbrg(Rus.)

Barbados, biir-ba'ddz (W. Ind.) Benin, ben-en' (Af.) Blaavand's Hook, blo'vaud (Den.)

Barbary, bar'ba-ri (Af.)

Barbuda, bar-bb'da (w. Ind.)

Benisueff, ba-ne-swef (Kg.) Blair-Athole, blar-ath'ol (Scot.)

Benkoelen, ben-kb'len (Sumatra) Blairgowile, blar-gou'ri (Scot.)

Barcellos, bar-thel'lyds (Sp.) Bentheim, benfhim (Oer.) Blanc, le, le bloh' (Fr.) int.

Barcelona, bar-thc-16'na (Sp.) Beraun, b€-roun' (Aust.) r. Blankenberghe, blanlien-berg (Bel )

Barcelonetta, bar-the-lo-net'tu (Sp.) Berbera, ber'be-ra (Af.) Blankenese, blan-ke-na'za(Den.)

Barcelonette, bar-w-16-net' (Fr.) Berberino, bar-ba-re'no (It.) Blankenhain, blangTcenhin (Ger.)

Bareges, ba-razh' (Fr.)

Bareily, ba ra'i-li (Ind.)

Berbice, ber-bes'(Gui.) Blantyre, blan-tir' (Scot.)

Berclitesgaden, berch'tes-ga-d«n (Ger.) Blaye, bla (Fr.)

Barfleur, bar,flebr(Fr.)

Bartle, bii-re'la (It.)

Bereslna, ba-ra-zt'na (Rus ) Blegno, bliVnvo (Switz.) vol.

Berezan, ba-ra-zan' (Rus ) ul. Bleiskwijk, blisk'vik (Neth.)

Barnaul, bar-na'ul (Sib.) Berezov, ba-ra-zof (Rus.) Blekinge, bla'king-e (Swe.)

Blenheim, blen'im ; Germ. pron. blen'-Baroach, ba-roch (Ind.) Bergama, ber-ga'ma (As. MI.)

Baroda, ba-r6'da(Ind.) Bergamo, bar'ga-mo (It) him (Bav^

Bleybach, bli'bach (Switz.)Barquiaimeto, bar-ke-se-me'tfl (Venez.) Bergen, ber'gen

Barranquilla, bar-ran-keTya(Col.) Bergen - op - Zoom, ber ' chen - op -zom Bligh, bli (Austral )

Barrosa, bar-r6'sa(Sp.) (Neth.) Biltong, ble'tong (East Arch.

Bars, biirsh (Hung.) Berlngen, ba'ring-en (Switz.)

Berkhampstead, b6rk'ham-sted (Eng.)

Blois,blwa(Fr.)

Barthgtemy, bar-ta-la-me' (Fr.) Blokzijl,blok'zH(Neth.)

Basarjik, ba-aiir'jik (Tur.) Berkshire, berk'sher or berk'sh6r(Eng.) Bludeuz, blo'dents (Aust)

Basel, ba'z«l (Switz)

Baailicata, ba-z€-l§-ka'ta (It.)

Berlichingen, barTech-ing-en (Ger.) Bobblo, bob'be-Ont.)

Bobrov, bo-brof (Rus. )Berlikum, bar'le-kum(Neth.)

Basques, Rade des, rod da bask (Fr.) Berlin, bar-len^Prus.) Bocage, bo-kazh' (Fr.)

Basuano, bas-sa'n6 (It)

Bassora, bits'sd-ra (Tur.)

Bermudas, ber-mytt'daz, Ul*. Bochetta Pass, bo-ket'Ui (It.)

Bernera, ber'ne-ra (Scot) url. Bochnia, boch'ue-a (Aust. Gal )

Bastia, bas-te'a(It) Berrima, ber'ri-ma (Austral.) r. Bocholz, bo'cholz (Neth.)

Basuto, ba-sb'to (Af.) Berthier, l>6r'te-a (Can.) Bochum, boch'bm (Ger.)

Batanal, ba-ta-ni' (Rufl.) Bertlschwyl, bar'tesh-vel (Switz.) Bodensee. l>6'd<rH-ze(Ger.)I.

Batavia, ba-ta'vi-a (Java) Berwick, ber'ik (Scot)

Besancon, ba-zon-sofi (Fr.)

Boeotia, b§-6'shi-a (Gr.)

Bathurst, ba'therst (Austral.) Bog, bbi: (Rus.) r.

Baton Rouge, bat'un rbzh (U. S.) Besika, ba-selca (Tur.) fr. Bogoieuensk, bd-gd'yef-lenak (Rus.)

Batonya, ba-ton'ya(Aust) Bessarabia, bes-aa-ra'bi-a (Rus.) Bogoroditsk, b6'gd-rod-it8k (Rus.)

Batoum, ba-tbm' (Tur.) Betanzos, be-tan'th6s (Sp.) Bogorodsk, bd'g6-rodsk (Rus.)

Battalia, bat-talyli(It)

Baturin, ba'tu-rin (Rub.)

Be'thune. ba-tan'(Fr) Bogota, bd-go-ta' (Col.)

Bohemia, bo-he'mi-a (Aust.)Bettona, bet-to'na(It)

Baxuyen, baks u-yen' (Fr. Coch. Chi) Bettws, bet'tuz (Wales) Bbhmen, btfa'men (Aust.)

Bayazid, bI-a-zed'(Arm.) Beuthen, boi'Un (Prus.) Bbhmerwald, beu'mer-vald (Bohem.)

Bayeux, ba-yt-u' (Fr.) Bevedero, be-ve-de'ro (Arg.Con.)f.

Beveland, ba'va lant (Neth.)

Bohol, bo-hol' (Philip.)

Bohus. bbTius (Swe )Baylen. See Bailen.

Bayona, ba-yo'na (Sp.)

Bayonne, ba-yon'(Fr.)

Beveren, ba'v6-r«n (Neth.) Bois le Due, bwa le dfik (Neth )

Beverwijk, ba'ver-vik (Neth.)

Bevilacqua, ba-vel-a'kwa (It)

Boizenburg, bo-^t'sen-borg (Ger.)

Bayonne, ba-yon'ne (Mex.) Bojador, bo'ya-dor (Af.) c.

Bayoudourl, ba-yo-do'rl (Tur.) Bewdley, bud'H (Eng.)

Bex, beks (Switz.)

Bojano, bo-ya'u6 (It)

Bokhara, bo-cha'ra (Tur.)Bayreutb, bi'roit (Ger.)

Bayuda, ba-yb'da (Af.) Beyra, ba'e-ra (Port.) Bolan, b61an (Afg.)

Ba/archik, ba-zar'chek (Rus.) Beyroot or Beirut, Turkish proa bl'rot, Bolivar, bode-vftr' (Sfex.)

Bolivia, b6-li've-a (S. Am.)Beaminster, bem'in-ster(Eng) Arab. pron. ba'rbt(Syr)

Bearn, ba-ar'(Fr.) Beziers, ba-ze-a' (Fr. )

Bezoara, be-zd-s\'ra(ind.)

Bolkonskai, bol-kons'kl (Rus.)

Beas, be'as(Ind.)r. Bdogna, b6-16'nya (It.)

Beaufort, bo-fur* (Fr.) ; bo'fort (U. S. ; Bhaugulpore, bha-gul-pdr* (Ind.) Bolognese, b6-16-nya'za (It )

Bolonchen, b6-lon-chen' (ilex.)Cape Col ) Bhopaul, bho-pal' (Ind.)

Beaugeney, bo-zhoh-se'(Fr.)

Beauhamois, bo-har'na (Can.)

Bhotan, bhd-tan' (Ind.) Bolsena, bdl-sa'na (It)

Bhurtpoor, bhurt-pbr' (Ind.) Bolsward, bols'vard (Neth )

Beaujolals, bo-zh6-hV (Fr ) Biafra, bi-a'fra (Af.) Bolzano, bol-tsa'no (Aust.)

Beaulieu, bu'li(Eng); bolyeV(Fr.) Bialystok, be-yalus-tok (Rus.) Bomarsund, bo'mar-sbnd (Rus )

Beaumaris, bd-ma'ria (Wales) Biarritz, be-ar-r6t8'(Fr.) Bombay, bom-ba' (Ind.)

Bonaire, Iw-nar* (W. Ind.)

Bondeno, bdn-da'nfi (It)

Beaume, le, 16 b6m (Fr.) Bibbiena, bib-b6-a'na(It)

Beaumont, b6-m6n'(Fr.)

Beaupr6au, b6-prn-6'(Fr.)

Bibbona, bib-bo'na (It.)

Biberach, bfiTje-rach (Ger.)

Bicanere, be-ka-ner'(Iud.)

Bonhill. bon'hil (Scot.)

Beauvais, bo-va'(Fr.) Boni. bone' (Celel>es)

Beauvoir, bo-vwar' (Fr.) Bicester, bis'ter (Eng.) Bon iface io. b6-ne-fat'ch6 (It)

Bechev, ba-chav' (Rus.) Bidassoa, 1>e-THas-s6'a (Sp.) Bonin, bo-nen' (Pac. Oc.) Ult.

Becskerek, bech-ka'rek (Hung.) Bideford, bid'e-ford (Eng.) Bonito, b6-ne'to(lt)

BeMarieux, ba-da-r£-eu' (Fr.) Bidschow, be<l-sho' (Bohem.) BonneUble. bon-Ut'bl (Fr.)

Bedfordshire, bed'ford-sher or bed'- Biecz, byech (Aust Gal.) Bonoa, bo-uo'a (East. Arch.)

fdrd-sher(Eng.) Bielaia Tserkov, be-a-la'ya tser-kof Boodroom, btfd-rbm' (Tur.)

Bedouin or Beduin, bed'H-fin* (Rus.) Boorhanpoor, bbr-ban-pbr' (Ind.)

Beerbhoom, ber-bh0m'(lnd.) Bielefeld, beae-felt (Ger ) Boot an, bb-tan' (Ind.)

Behbehan, be-be-han' (Per.) Bielgorod, b6-al'go-rod (Rus.) Boothia, bbTH'i-a (N. Am.)

Behrend, ba'rent (Prus.) Bielitz, bg'leU(Aust)

Bielo, be-ya'lo (Rus.) /.

Borabora, bo'ra-bo"ra (Soc. Isls.)

Behring'a Strait, ba'ringz stmt Boras, bd'ros(Sc. Pen)

Bcilitskoi, bI-lits'k6-e(RUB.) Bielo Ozero, be-ya'lo 6-za'r6 (Rus.)

Bielsk, be-yalsk^(RuB)

Borculo, bor-ku-16' (Neth.)

Beira, ba'e-ra (Port.) Bordeaux, bdr-do' (Fr.)

Bordelais, bor-de-la' (Fr.)Beirout or Beirut. See Beyroot. Bienne, l>e-en' (Switz.) (.

Btja, ba'zha(Port ) Bienvenida, be-en-ve-ne'THa (Sp.) Borga, bor*g6 (Finland)

Bejapoor, be-ja-pdr' (Ind.)

Bekea, ba-kesb' (Hung.)

Biervliet, beYvhH (Neth.) Bormida, IwSr-me'da (It) r.

Biesbosch, bes'Wseh (Neth.) Bormio, bor'me-6 (It.)

Belem, ba leh' (Port.) Biggleswade, big'glz-wad (Eng.)
Bihacs, l>e-hat'br (Bosnia)

Borneo, bor'ne-o (East Arch.) id.

Belfast, bcl-fast' (Ir); bel'fast (U. 8.) Bornholm, bOrn'holm (Swe.)

Belsaum, bel-gnum'(Ind.) Bilbao. bel-ba'o(Sp) Bomu, l>6r-nb' (Af.)

Belgiojoso. biil-J0-y6's6 (It.) BiledulBerid. hil-ed-wl-je-red' (Af.) Borodino, bo-rd-de'no (Rus.)

Bel^radchik, biil-grat'chok (Tur.) Billericay. hiHe-ri-ka (Eng.) Borregaard, bor're-gonl (Den.)

Belgrade, bel-grail' (Servia) Billitou, bil'li-ton (East. Arch.) UL Borsod, Mr'shod (Hung.)
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Borssele. bdrs'w-la (Neth.) Buchan, buch'an (Scot) Camacho or Camaxo, ka-ma'sho (Braz.)

Bosna-serai, bos-na-se-ri' (Bosnia) Buchanan, bu-kau'an, not byu-kan'an Camargue, kai-mkrg' ( Fr. )

Bosnia, boz'ne-a (Scot. andU. S.) Camarillas, ka-ma-i-e'nyas (Sp.)

Bosporus, bos'po-rus (Tur.) Bucharest, bb'cha-rest (Roum.) Cambodia, kam-bo'di-a (East Pen.)

Bothnia, Gulf of, both'ne-a (Rus.) Buchholz, bbcli'holts (Ger.) Cambray, kon-bra' (Fr.)

Bottaro, bot-ta'ro (It.) til. Buckeburg, bu'ke-bbrg (Ger.) Cambr^sis, koft-bra-ze' (Fr.)

Bouehes-du-Rhone, bbsh'du-ron (Fr.) Buckie, buk'i (Sent.) Cambridge, kam'brij (Eng.)

Boug or Bug, bog (Rus.) r. Buda, bb'da; Hungar. pron. bb'do Camenz, ka'inents (Ger.)

Bougie, bb-zhe' (Alg.) (Hung.) Camerino, kii-ma-re'n6(It.)

Bougival, bb-zhe-val' (Fr.) BudukBhan, bud-uch-shan' (As.) Cameroons, ka-me-rbnz' (Af.)

Bouillon, bbl-yon' or bo-yon' (Bel.) Budweis, bod'vis (Aust.) Camoghe, ka-mo'ga (Switz.) int.

Boulac, or Boolak, bb-lak' (Eg.) Buenaventura, bu-e-na-ven-t6'ra(Mex.) Campagna, kam-jia'nyai(It.)

Boulganack. bbl-ga'nak (Rus.) r. Buena Vista, bu-e'na ves'tii (Alex.) Campana, la, la kam-pa'na (Sp)

Boulogne, bo-lo'nye (Fr.) Buen Ayre, bwen I'ra (S. Am.) til.

Buenos Ayres, bu-e'nds j'res (S. Am.)

Campbelton or Campbeltown, kam'-

Bourbon, bor-bon' (Af.) til. bel-ton(Scot)

Bourbonnais, or Bourbonnoia, bdr-bon- Buffalora Pass, bof-fa-lo'ra (Switz.) Campeche, kam-pe'che (Cent. Am.)

na'(Fr) Bug or Boug, bog (Rus.) r. Camperduin, kam'p6r-doin (Neth.)

Bourganeuf, bbr-ga-neuf (Fr.) Buggenhout, hug'gen-hout; French Campiglia, kam-pe'lya (It)

Bourges, borzh (Fr.) pron. bug-goh-ho'(Bel-) Campine, kam-pen' (Bel.)

Bourgoin, bbr-gwan' (Fr.) Bugulma, bb-gifl'nia (Rus.) Campo Formio, kam-po for'me-o (It.)

Bou-sada, bb-sa'da (Alg.) Budth, bilth (Wales) Canandaigua, kan-an-da'gwa (U. S.)

Boussa, bus'sa (Af.) Buitenzorg. boi'ten-zorg (Java)

Bujalance, bb-chft-lan'the (Sp.)

Canara, ka'na-ra (Ind.)

Candahar, kan-da-hiir(Ind.)Bovernier, bo-var-ne-a' (Switz.)

Boviano, bd-ve-a'nd (It.) Bukharia, Little, bo-ka'rS-a (Cent As.) Candeish, kan'desh (Ind.)

Bovino, bo-ve'no (It.) Bukowina, bb-ko-ve'na (Aust.) Candia, kan'di*a(Eur.) til

Bowdoin. b6'd*n (U. S.) Bulacan, bb-la-kan' (Philip.) Canea, ka-ne'a (Crete)

Bowling, bd'ling (Scot.) Bulante, bu-lan'ta (Celebes) Canelones, ka-ne-lo'nes^rug.)

Boxmeer, boks'mar (Neth.) Bulgaria, bdl-ga're-a (Tur.) Cafio Desecho, ka'nyd de-se'cho (Braz.)

Boxtel, boks'tel (Neth.) Bulti,bul'te(As.) Cantal, koh-tal' (Fr.) dep.

Boyaci, bo-yft-ka' (Col. ) Buncombe, bungk'um (IT. S.) Canttre, kan-t!r'(Scot.)

Brabant, N. and 8., bra^ant or brii- Bundelcund, bun'del-kund (Iiul.) Canton, kan-ton' (China)

bant' (Neth.) Bunzlau, bbnts'lou (Prus.) Cape Breton, brit'un (Can.) til.

Bracciano, brat-cha'no (It.) Burdwan, burd-wan' (Ind.) Capitanata, ka-pe-ta'na'ta(It)

Braemar, bra-mar' (Scot.) Burghausen, bbrg-houz'en (Ger.) Caprera, kft-pra'ra (It.) til

Braganza, bra-gan'za (Port.) Biirglen, bur'glen (Switz.) Capua, kap'yu-a;ltal. pron. ka'pu-&(It)

Carabobo, ka-ra-bolto (Venez.)Brabestad, bra'ha-stat (Rus.) Burgos, bdr'gSs (Sp.)

Burgundy, beKgun-ai (Fr.)BrahilovorBrahilow,brft-he-lov'(Tur.) Caracas, ka-ra'kas (S. Am.)

Brahmapootra, bra-ma-po'trii (Ind.)r. Burmah, her'ma (As.) Caravaggio, ka-ra-vad'zho (It.)

Braila, bra-e'la (Tur.) Burntisland, bernt-i'land (Scot.) Carbonara, kar-bo-na'ra (It) c.

Braine l'alleud, bran lal-leV (Bel.) Bursa, bbVsa (Tur.) Carcagente, kar-kii-chen'te (Sp.)

Braine le Compte, bran le cont (Bel.) Burtscheld, bbrt-shid' (Ger.) Carcassonne, kar-kas-son' (Fr.)

Brake, brii'ke (Ger.) Bury, berl (Eng.) Cardiff, kar'dif (Wales)

Brambanan, bram-ba'nan (Java) Buseo, bb'sa-6 (Tur.) Cardigan, kaYdi-gan (Eng.)

Brandenburg, bran'den-bbrg (Prus.) Bushire, bb-sheV (Per.)

Bussaher, bus'sa-her (Ind.)

Cardinale, kar-dg-na'la (It.)

Brazil, bra-zil' Cardon a. kar-dd'na (Sp.)

Breadalbane, bred-aTban (Scot) Bussorah, bus'so-rah (Tur.) Carhaix, kar-a' (Fr.)

Brechin, brech'in (Scot.) Buttevant, but'te-vant (Ir.) Cariaco, ka-re-a'ko (Venez.)

Brecknockshire, brek'nok-sher, brek' Buxtehude, bbks-ta-hb'de (Ger.) Carignano, kA-re-nya'no (It)

nok-sher (Eng.) Buyukdere, bb-ybk-da'ra (Tur.) Carimata, ka-re-mii'ta (East Arch.)

Brecon, bre'kon (Eng.) Byen, bu/en (Den.) til. Carinhenha, ka-r6-nya'uya (Braz, )

Breda, bra'da (Neth.) Carleton, karl'ton (Eng.)

Bregaglia, bra-gftlya (It.) Carlisle, kar-lil' (Eng )

Bregenz, bra'gents (Aust.)

Brehar, breTiar (Chan. Isls.)

Carlowitz, karlo-vets (Aust.)

Carlscrona, kailz-kro'nii (Swe.)

Brehat, bra-ha' (Fr.) til.

C.
Carlshamn, karlz'liam (Swe.)

Breisgau, bris'gou (Ger.) Carlsruhe, karlz-rb'e (Ger.)

Bremen, bra'iueu (Ger.)

Bremerhafen, bra'mer-ha-fen (Ger.)

Carmagnola, kar-rna-nyo'la (It.)

Carniola, kar-ne-6'la (Aust.)

Brescia, brfi'she-A or bra'sha (It.) Cabanes, ka-ba'nes (Sp.) Carnoustie, kar-nous'ti, often also kar-

Breslau, bras'lou (Ptub.) Cabarras, ka-baVras (U. S.^ n^s'ti (Scot)

Brest, brest(Fr.) Cabellos da Velha, ka-bel'lds da vel'ya Carntual, kilrn-tyu'al (Ir.) mi.

Bretagne, bra-ta'nye (Fr.) (Braz.) Carolina, ka-r6-H'na (U. S.)

Breteuil, bra-t*jfc-elye or bra-teti-e'ye Cabrera, kft-bre'ra (Sp. ) i/tl. Carpathian, kar-pa'thi-an (Aust) wit

(Fr.) Cabul or Cabool, ka'bul (Afg.)

Cabulistan, ka-bbl-is-tan (As.)

Carpentaria, kar-pen-ta'ri-a (Austral.)

Briancon. bre-oh-B6h' (Ft.)

Carrara, kar-rara(It)

9-

Bricquebec, brek-bek' (Fr.) Caceres, ka-the'reB (Sp.)

Bridlington, bridling-ton ; popularly Cachao, kach'a-o, almost kach'ou Cartagena, kar-ta-che'na(Sp.)

pronounced and often written Bur (Anam) Cartago, kar-ta'go (Cent Am.)

lington Cachoeira, ka-cho-a'e-rii (Braz.) Casale, kil-zala (It.)

Brienne le Chateau, bre-en' 16 shii-to' Cadiz, ka'diz ; Span. pron. ka'Tiieth Casamanza, kU-sii-man'za(Af)

(Fr.)

Brienz, brS'ents (Switz.)

Ca&anare, ka-sa-na're (Col.)

Caen, kon (Fr.) Casbin, kas-ben'(Per)

Brieuc. St.. sah bre-tmk' (Fr.) Caerleon, kar-le'on (Eng.) Cashel, kash'el (Ir.)

Brignolles, bre-nyol' (Fr.)

Brindisi, bren'de-se (It.)

Caermarthen, kar-mar'THen (Wales) Cashgar, kash-gar' (Tart )
Caernarvon, kflr-nar'von (WTales)

Cashmere, kash-m6r/ (Ind.)

Britannia, bri-tan'ni-a Cagliarl, kalya-re (Saxdux) Cassiquiari, kas-se-ke-a're (Venez.)

Brittany, brit'ta-ni (Fr.) Cahir, ka'er(Ir.) Castagnetto, kas-ta-nyat'to (It.)

Brives, brev (Fr.) Cahora, ka-or/(Fr.) Castagnola, kas-ta-nyo'lii (It.)

Brixen, biek'aen (Aust.) Caicos, ki'kos (W. Ind.) Castambul, kas-tam-lwl' (Tur.)

Brixham, briks'am (Eng.) Cairo, ki'r6(Eg.) Castellamare, kas'tal-la-nia"ra (It.)

Brizina, bre-ze'na (Alg.) Caithness, katb'nes (Scot.) Caatellon-de-la- Piano, kas-telly6n-de-

Brody, bro'di (Aust.) Cajamarca, ka-cha-mar'ka (Peru) la-pla'no (Sp.)

Castelnau, kas-tal-no' (Fr.)Bromley, brum'li (Eng.) Calabar, ka-la-baV (Af.)

Bromngrove, brumz'grov (Eng.) Calaboso or Calabozo, ka-lii-bo'so Castelnaudary, kas-tal-no-da-re/ (Fr.)

Bromwich, brum'ich (Eng.) (Venez. )

Calabria, ka-laTire-a (It.)

Calahorra, ka-la-hoi'ni (Sp.)

Castigltone, kas-te-ly6'na(It.)

Bronnitzy, bron-ntt'zu (Rus.) Castile, kas-teT (Sp.i

Castlebar, kas-1-biir (Ir.)Brooklyn, bruk'liu (II. S.)

Broughtyferry, bra'ti-fe-ri (Scot.) Calais, kal'is ; Fr. pron. ka-la'(Fr.) Castlecomer, kas-1-ko'mer (Ir.)

Broussa, brbs'sa (Tur.) Calamocha, ka-lii-m6'cha(Sp.) Castleton, kas'1-ton (Eng.)

Brouwershaven, brou'verz-ha-ven Calantan, ka-Un'tftn (Malar ) Castres, kastr (Fr.)

(Neth.) Calataflmi, ka-la-ta-fe'me (It.) Castrojeriz, kas-tro-cne-reth' (Sp.)

Brozas, bro'thas (Sp.) Calatrava, kii-ia-tra'va(Sp) Catahoula or Catahoola, ka-ta-hbla

Bruehsal, broch'sal (Ger.) Calcutta, kal-kut'ta(lnd.) (U. S.)

Catalonia, ka-ta-lon^ii (Sp.)Bruges, bruzh (Fr.) Caldeirao, kal-da-e-rouh' (Port.)

Briihl, brai (Ger.) Caldera, kal-de'ra (Chile) Catamarca, ka-ta-marTia (S. Am.)

Brunei, bro-ni' (Borneo) Calicut, kaTi-kut(Ind-) Catania, ka-ta'ne-a (Sic.)

Brunu, bruu (Aust.) California, kal-i-for'ni-a (N. Am.) Catanzaro, ka-trtn-tBa'io (It.)

Brunswick, brunz'ik (Ger.) Callao, kal-lya'6 (Peru) Catawba, ka-ta'ba (U. S.)

Briix, braks (Bohem.) Callinger, kanin-jer(Ind.) Catoche, Cape, ka-to'che (Cent. Am.)

Bruxelles, bru-sel' (Bel.) Calore, ka-lo'ra (It.) r. Cattaraugus, kat-ta-ra'gus (V. S.)

Cattaro, kat'ta-ro (Aust.)Brzesc, bznests (Pol.) Caltanisetta, kal-ta-ne-sat'ta(It)

Brzezany, bzha-za'ne (Aust. GaL) Calvados, kal-va-d6' (Fr.) dep. Cattegat, kat'ta-gat (Swe.; Den).

Brzozow, bzhd'zov (Aust. GaL) Calw, kalv(Ger.)

Calzada, kal-tha'THa (Sp.)

Caucasus, ka'ka-sus (Rus.)

Bucellas, bb-sal'las (Port.) Caudebec, kod-bek' (Fr.)
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Cauquenes, kou-ke'nes (Chile)

Cavan, ka'vau (Ir.)

Cavery, ka've-ri (lnd.)

Cawnpoor, kan por (lnd.)

Caxainarca, ka-elia-niar'ka (Pent)

Caxoeira, ka-ahd-a'e-ra(Bniz.)

Cayambi, ki-am'be (Ecuad.) ml.

Cayeune, ki-en'(Fr. Gui.)

Cayman, ki-man' (W. lnd.)

Cayuga, ka-yo'gii (IT. 8.)

CearA, sa-&-ra' (Braz.)

Cefalu, che-fa-lo' (Sic.)

Celano, cha-la'ud (It.)

Celebes, sel'e-bez (East. Arch.)

Ccneda, cha-na'da (It.)

Cenis, se-ne' ; Italian, Cenlaio, cha-ne'-

se-6 (It) mt.

Cephalonia, sef-ft-16'ne-a (Ion. Islda.)

Ceram, ae-ram' (East. Arch.)

Cerignola, cha-re-nyo'lA (It.)

Cerigo, cher'e-gd (Ion. Islds.)

Cernowitz, tsar'no-veta (Aust)

Cerreto, char-ra'to (It.)

Cerro Largo, se^ro largo (ITrug.)

Cervera, ther-ve'rii (Sp.)

Cervin, ser-vah' (Switz.)

Cesano, cha-za'nd (It.)

Cette, set(Fr)

Cettinje, Bet-ten ya (Monten.)

Ceuta, su'ta; Span, pron, the-o'ta(Mar.)

Cevennes, aa-veu' (Fr.)

Ceylon, se-lon' (As ) id.

Chablis, shab-le' (Fr.)

Chacfm, cha-sem' (Port.)

Chagos, cha'gos(Ind. Oc.)wfe.

Chagrea, cha'gres (Col.)

Chaleur Bay, sha-loi' ba (.V Am.)

Chalonnaia, shii-lun-na' (Fr.)

Chalon sur Sa6ne, sha-loh' stir son (Fr.)

Cham, cham (Switz.)

Chamouni or Chamonix, sha-nio-ne'

(Switz.)

Champagne, shoh-pa'nye (Fr.)

Champlain, sham-plan (Can.; 0. S.)

Chanderaagore, chan-der-na-gor' (lnd.)

Chantibun, chan-ti-bun' (Siam)

Chantilly, shou-tel-lye' or ahoh-te-ye'

(Fr.)

Cliapala, chii-pala (Mex.)

Charente, sha-rohtf (Fr.) dep.

Charleroi, sharl-rwa' (Bel.)

charlotte Amalie, Bhar-lot' a-male-a

(W. lnd.)

Charlottenburg, shttr- Wt'ten-barg

(Prus.)

Chartres, shartr (Fr.)

Chartreuse, shar-treHz' (Fr.)

Charysh, cha-resh' (Sib.) r.

Chaaseron, shas-se-rofT (Switz.) mt.

Chatauque. sha-ta'kwe (IT. 8.)

Chateau Thierry, sha-td' te-ar-re/ (Fr.)

Chateaubriant, 8ha-t6-bre-oh'(Fr.)

Chatelet, shat-la'(Fr., Bel.)

Chatellerault, sha-tel-ro' (Fr.)

Chatham, chat'am (Eng.)

Chatillon, ah&tel-lyoh' or &ha-t«-ySh'

(Fr.)

Chatkara, chiit-ka'ra (Rus.)

Chaudlere, ahd-de-ar' (U. S.)

Chautauqua, sha-ta'kwa (U. 8 )

Chaux de Funds, La, la slio de f6n

(Switz.)

Chaves, sha-vas' (Port.)

Cheadle, che'dl (Eng.)

Chedabucto Bay, she-da-buk'to ba ( V.

Scot.)

Chekiang, che-ki-ang' (China)

Cheltenham, chel'ten-am (Eng )

Chelyuskin, chel-yus'kin (Sib.)

Chemnitz, cham'uets (Ger. )

Chenango, she-nang/gd (IT. S.)

Chenaub, che-nab' (lnd.) r.

Cherasco, cha-ras'ko (It.)

Cherbourg, sherborg (Fr.)

Cheribon, che'ri-bon (Java)

Clierokee, che-rake' (U. S.)

Cherson, 6her-s6n' (Rus.)

Chertsey, chert'se (Eng.)

Cliesapeake. ches'a-pek (U. 8.)

Cheskaya, ches-ki'a (Rus.)

Chesuncook, che-sun'kbk (IT. S.) I.

Chetimaches. chet-i-mach iz or shet-

mash'(U. 8.)

Cheveney, shav-mV (Switz.)

Cheviot, che'viot (Scot) ml.

Cheyenne, shi-en' (IT. 8.)

Chiana, kc&'na (It.)

Chiapas, che-a'p&s (Mex.)

Chiavari, ke-a-va're (It.)

Chiavenna, ke-a-van'nil (It)

Chicago, shi-ka'go (U. 8.)

Chicapee or Chicopee, chik-ape' (I'. S.)

Chichen Itza, che-chen' et-sa' (Mex.)

Chichester, chi'ches-ter (Eng.)

Chiclana, che-kla'ua (Sp.)

Chicot, she'ko (U. S.)

Chiem-See, che em-za (Bav.)

Chiens, Isle aux, el 6 shc-ai' (N. Amer.)

Chiete^ kea'ta (It.)

Chievres, ahe-avr' (Bel.)

Chihuahua, che-wa'wa(Mex.)

Chile. chil'e; Rpau. pron. che'le(S. Am.)

Chilka, chil-k&' (lnd.)

Chilian, chel-yan' (Chile)

Chillecothe. chil-le-koth'S (ITS.)

Chillianwalla. chtl-11-an-wal'la (lnd.)

Cliiloe, che-16-e' (Chile)

Chiltepeque, chel-te-peTre (Mex.)

Chimalapan, che-ma-l&'pan (Mex.)

Chimborazo, chim-bd-ra'sd; Span. pron.

chem-bd-rft'th6 (S. Am.)

Chinandega, che-nan-de'ga (Mex.)

Chinchaycocha, chen-chi-ko clia (Pern)

Chinchilla, chen-chel'lya (Sp.)

Chingleput, ching-gel-put' (lnd.)

Chinsurah, chin-sdTa (lnd.)

Chioggia, ke-oj'a (It.)

Chippenham, chip'pen-am (Eng.)

Chippeway, chip'pe-wa (U. S.)

Chiquimula, che-ke-nio'la (Cent. Am.)

Chiquitos, che-ke'tos (Hoi.)

Chiriqui, chere-ke' (Cent Am.)

Chitteldroog, chlt-tel-drog' (lnd. )

Chittoor, chit-tor' (lnd.)

Chiusa, ke-o'zii (It.)

Chiva. See Khiva.

Chlumetz, chlb'meta (Aust)

Chobe, ch6T)a (Af.) r.

Choco, choTco (Col)

Cholula, cho-lb'la (Mex.)

Chotzen, chot'afn (Aust)

Christiania, kres-te-a'ne-a (Nor.)

Christiansand, kivs'te hn-sainl (Nor.)

ChriBtiansoe, kres'te-an-seli (Den.)

ChriBtinehamn, kris-te/ne-ham (Swe.)

Chrudim, chrb'dem (Bohem.)

Chudleigh, chud'li (Eng )

Chuquiaaca, clui-ke-sa'kii (S. Am.)

Chur, chor (Switz.)

Chusan, chb-san' (China)

Cianciana, clian-cha'na (Sic.)

C'ibao, se-ba'd (Hayti) mt.

Cilicia, si-11'shi-a (As.)

Cimbrishamn, seni'brcs-biini (8we.)

Cimone, che-mo'na (It)

Cincinnati, sin-sin-na'ti (V. S.)

Ciney, se-na'(Bel.)

Cimiue Ports, aink pdrts (Eng.)

Cintra, sen'tra (Port)

Ciotat, se-6-ta'(Fr.)

Circassia, aer-ka'she-a (Rub.)

CirenceBter, si'ren-ses-ter ; popularly

sis-e-ter (Eng.)

Citta Nuova, chet-ta' nwa'vtt (It.)

Citta Vecchia, chet-ta' vakTte-a(It)

Ciudad Real, the-o-THaTH' re-al' (Mex )

Ciudad Rodrigo, the-6-TuaTH'ro-THre'-

g6(Sp.)

Civita Vecchia, che-ve-ta' vakTtS-a (It)

Clachnaharry, klach'tia-har-ri (Scot)

Clagenfurt, kia'gen-'ort (Aust)

Clax>ham, klap'am (Eng.)

Clara, Santa, aan'ta kla'r&(Sp.)

Clarens, kla-roh' (Switz.)

Clausenburg, klou'zen-borg (Aust.)

Clermont, klar-moh' (Fr.); kler-mont'

(IT. S.)

Cleves. klevz ; German, Kleve, pron.

kla'va (Ger.)

Clitheroe, kli'the-ro (Eng.)

Ciogher, klo'chdr (Ir.)

Clonakilty, klon-a-kil'ti (Ir.)

Clones, klduz (Ir. )

Clonmel, klon-mel' (Ir.)

Cloud, St., saftkl6(Fr.)

Clusone, klo-zo'na (It. ) r.

Clutha, klo'tha (N. Zd.) r.

Clyde, klid(Scot)

Coahuila, k6-»-we1ft (Mex.)

Coatzacoalco, kS-at'sa-ko-aiTkb (Mex.)

r.

Cobija, k6-be'cha(Bol.)

Coblenz, ko'blents (Ger.)

Cochabamba. ko-chil-bamT)* (Bol.)

Cochin, ko'chin (lnd.)

Coel. ko-el'(Ind.)

Coeymans, kwe'manz (TT. S.)

Coggeshall, kog'ges-hal (Eng.)

Cognac, konyak' (Fr.)

Coimbatoor, ko-im-batSr' (lnd.)

Coimbra, ko-em'brii (Port)

Coire, kwar (Switz.)

Cojedes, ko-cbe'des (Venez.)

Colchagua, kol-cha'gwa (Chile)

Colchester, kol'ches ter(Eng.)

Coleraine. kol-ran' (Ir.)

Colinia, kd-le'nia (Mex.)

Collin, kollen (Bohem.)

Colne, koln (Eng.)

Cologne, k6-16n'(Oer.)

Colombia, k6-lom'bi-a (8. Am.)

Colombo, kd-lonrbo (Ceylon)
Colonia, ko-ldrue.a(lrug.)

Colonaay, kol'on-aa (Scot.)

Colorado, kol-6-ra'dA (N. Am.) r.

Comayagua, ko-ma-ya'gwA (S. Am.)

Combaconum, kom-ba-kd'num (lnd )

Comorin, ko'mo-rin (lnd.)

Comorn, ko-morn' (Hung.)

Comoro, kd-mo'ro (lnd. Oc.) wl*.

Compostella, kom-pds-tenya (Sp.)

Concan, kon-kan' (lnd.)

Coucepcion, kou-sep-sc on' (S. and S.

Amer.)

Conchagua, kdn-cha'gwa (Cent. Am)

Conecocheague, kon-e-ko-cheg' (U. 9.)

Couegliano, kona-lya'no (It)

Congaree, kong'ga-re (LT. 8.)

Congleton, kong'gcl-ton (Eng.)

Congo, kong'go (Af.)

Conjeveram, kon-je-ve-ram' (lnd)

Connaught, kon-nat' (Ir.)

Connecticut, kon-net'i-kut (IT. 8.)

Connemara, kon-ne-ma'ra (Ir.)

Conrochite, kon-ro the'ta (Braz )

Coomassie, kb-mas'si (Af.)

Coorg, korg (lnd.)

Copan, kO-pan' (Cent. Am.)

Copenhagen, ko-pen-ha'gen (Den.)

Copiapo, kd-pe-a-po' (8. Am.)

Coppet, kop-pa' (Switz.)

Coquet, kok'.-t (Eng.) r.

Coquimbo, ko-keni'lio (8. Am.)

Coransaniite, ko-rang'ga-met (Aus

tral.) I.

Corbeil, kor-ba'e (Fr.)

Corcovado, kor-ko-va'do (S. Am.)

Cordillera, kor-del-ye'r* (S. Am.) nit«

Cordoba or Cordova, kor'do-va^p.)

Corea, ko-ie'a (As.)

Corfu, kor-fo' (Gr.) ul.

Coringa, k6-ring'ga (lnd.)

Corinth, ko'rintli (Gr )

Cometo, kor-na'td (It.)

Cornwall, korn'wal (Eng.)

Coronata, ko-ro-na'ta (Auat.) ut.

Corpach, kor*pach (8cot)

Corregaum, kor-re-gsm' (lnd )

Corrientes, k6r-re-en'tes (Arg. Con.)

Cortona, kor-to'ua (It)

Comnna, ko-run'na ; Span. Coruna, ko-

rij'nya(Sp.)

Cosenza, ko-aan'tsn (It.)

Cosseir, kos-sa'er(Af-)

Cossimbazar, kos-sim-ba-zar'(Ind)

Cotopaxi, l< -topak'se (8. Am. )

Courbevoie, kbrb-vwa' (Fr.)

Courland, kbrland (Rns.)

Courtray, kbr-tra' (Bel )

Coutances, ko-tohs' (FY)

Coventry, kuv'en-tri (Eng.)

Covilhio, kd-vcl-youh' (Port)

Covington, kuv'ing-ton (Eng. audi". 5.)

Cowes, kouz (Eng.)

Coxim, ko. si u" m' (Braz.)

Cracow or Krakow, kra-kou' (Aust.)

Craon, krft-oft'fFr.)

Creich, krich (Eng.)

Cremona, kra-mo'na (It)

Crescentino, kra-Bhan-te'ud (It)

Creuzot, kre"u-z6' (Fr.)

Crewe, krb (Eng.)

Crickhowell, krik-ho'el (Wales)

Crieff, kref (Scot)

Crimea, kri-me'a (Rua)

Crimmitschau, krem'met-shou (Ger. )

Cristoval, San, aan krea't4>-val (Mex j

Croagh Patrick, kro'aeh pat'rik (Ir )

Croatia, kr6a'shi-a (Aust , Tur.)

Cromarty, krom'er-ti (Scot)

Cronstadt, kron'stat (Ilus.)

Crozet, kro-zct' (lnd. Oc.) Ult.

Cruz del Seybo, Sta., san'ta kros de!

aa'e-bd (Hayti)

Csongrad, chon'grad (Hung )

Cuddalore, kud-da-lor' (lnd.)

Cuenca, ku-enTta (Sp )

Cuernavaco, kit-er-na-vftlia (Mex)

Culebra, kolalira (W. lnd.) itU.

Culiacan, ko-le-a-kkn' (Mex.)

Culloden, kul-lod'en (Scot)

Cumana, ko-ma-na' (Venez.)

Cumiuo, kb-me/no (Medit) ial

Cundinamarca, kbn-de-na-mar'Li

(Col.)

Cupar, ku/per (Scot)

Curacao (Span.X or Curaooa ( Dutch !.

kb-ra-sk'6. or ko-ra-so'a (W. lnd t

Curico, ko-re-ko' (Chile)

Curzola, k0r-dz6'l* (Adr. Sea) i*l

Cutch, kuch (lnd.)

Fate, far, fat, foil; mo, met, her, goldfn; pine, pin, note, not, mbve; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, r/..iiu; B. !>»■
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Cuttack, kut'tak (Iml.)

Cuxhaveu, koks'ha-fcn (Ger.)

Cuyaba, koyiiba' (Braz.)

Cuyahoga, ki-a-ho'ga (U. S.)

Cuzco, kos'ko (Peru)

Cyclades, aik'Ia-dez (Gr.) Ul».

Czarnowo. char-u6'vo (Poland)

Czaslan, chas'lou (Aust.)

Czenstoehov, chan-sto'chov (Rns.)

Czernowitz,char-n6'veta(Au8t.Bukow.)

Czortkow, uhort'kov (Aust Gal.)

D.

Daelen, diilen (Bel )

Daghestan, da-gea-tiin' (Rua )

Dagoe, da'geu (Rus.) isl.

Danlen, daTen (Ger.)

Dahomey, da-ho'mi (Af.)

Dakota, da-k6'ta(U. S.)

Dalarne, da-lar'na (Swe.)

Dalaro, dala-reu (Swe.)

Dalecarlia, da-la-karle-a (Swe )

Dalhousie, dal-hb'zi (Scot.)

Dalkeith, dal-keth' (Scot.)

Dalkey. dal'ke(Ir)

Dalmally, dal-mal'li (Scot.)

Dalmatia, dal-ma'shi-a

Dairy, dal-ri' (Scot)

Dalton, dalton (Eng.)

Damarua, da'ma-rus (Af.)

Damascus, da-mas'kus(Tur.)

Damietta, da-mi-et'ta(Eg.)

Dampier's Archipelngo. Group, and

Strait, dam'perz (Austral.)

Danakil, da-na-keT(Af.)

Dangra-yura Nor, dang'gra-yHm nor

(As)*.

Danilov, da'nS-lov (Rus.)

Dankali, dan-ka-le' (Af.) tn.

Dannemora, da-na-mo'ra (Swe.)

Danzig, dan'tsech (Prua )

Darabjerd, da'rab-jerd (Pers.)

Dardanelles, dar-da-uelz'(Tur.)

Dar-es-Salnam, dar-es-Ba-lam' (Af.)

Darfur, dar-fbr' (Af.)

Dariel, da-re-el' (Rus.)

Darien, da'r6-en (S. Am.)

Darjiling, dar-jeiing (Ind.)

Darlaston, darlas-ton (Eng.)

Darlington, darling-ton (Eng.)

Darwar, dar-war/ (Ind.)

Dauphinc, db-fe-na' (Fr.)

Daventry, da'ven-tri; popularly, dau'-

tre(Eng.)

Davos, da-yoB* (Switz.)

Dawalagiri, da-wa-la-ge'rfi (Nepal)

Dawar, da-war' (Afg. )

Deakovar, da-ak-6-var'(Aust.)

Debaia, Ed, ed de-bi'a (Af.)

Debreczin, da-bre'tsen (Hung.)

Decatur, de-ka'ter (U. 8 )

Decazeville, de-kaz-veT (Fr.)

Dees, daz (Aust.)

Delagoa Bay, de-la-go'a ba (Af.)

Delaware, del'a-war(N. Am.)

Del^mont, de-la-moh' (Switz.)

Delfzijl, delf'zll (Neth )

Delirada Point, del-ga'da (Azores)

Delhi, del'i (Ind.); del-hi' (U. S.)

Delitzsch, de-lech' (Prus.)

Delos, de'los (Gr.)

Delphi, del'fi (Gr.)

Demavend, de'nm-vend (Per.)

Dembea. dem'be-a (Abyss.) I.

Demerara, de-me-ra'ra (S. Am.)

Demir-hissar, da-mer-hes-saY (Tur )

Demoticos, de-mO'tl-kos(Tur.)

Denbigh, den'bi (Wales)

Dendera, den'de-ra(Eg.)

Deudermonde, den-der-mdn'de (Bel )

Denia, da-ne'ii(Sp)

Deniliquin, de-nil'i-kwin (N. S. W)

Denis, St., san de-ne' (Fr.)

Dent de Midi, don de me-de' (Switz.)

mt.

D'Entrecasteaux, don-tr-kas-to' (Aus

tral.)

Depeyster, de-pia'ter (Pac. Oc.) isls.

Deptford, det'ford (Eng.)

Derag, Ben, de'rag(S<.-ot.)m(.

Dera Ghazi Khan, da'rii gha-ze' khan

(Afg.)

Dera Ismail Khan, da'rii gs-ma-eT khan

(Afg.)

Derecske, da-rachTta(Hung.)

Desaguadero, da-sa-gwa-de'rb (S. Am.)

Deseada, de-se-a'da (W. Ind.) isl.

Deseret, des-er-et' (I . S.)

Desertas, da-zer'tsiB (A. Ocean) isls.

Desful, dez-fbT(Pers)

Degrade, da-ze-rad' (W. Ind.) isl.

Des Moines, de moin' (IT. S.)

Despoblado, des-pb-bla'THb (3. Am.)

Despoto-Dagh, des-po'tb-dag (Tur.)

Dessau, des'sou (Prus.)

Detroit, de troit' (U. S.)

Dettingen, det'ting-en (Ger. ; Switz.)

Deutz, doits (Ger.)

Deux Ponta, deli p6h' (Ger.)

Deventer. dev'en-ter(Neth.)

Devizes, de-vi'zez (Eng.)

Devon, de'von (Eng.)

Dewsbury, dybz'be-ri (Eng.)

Dhalac, dha-lak' (Red Sea) isl.

Dharwar, dhar-war'(Ind.)

Dhofar, dho-far* (Ar. )

DiableretB, de-a-ble-ra' (Switz,.)

Diadin, de-a-den' (Armen )

Diamantino, de-a-man-te'nb (Braz.) r.

Diana, de-a'nii (Rus.)

Diarbekir, de-ar'ba-ker (Tur. )

Die, de(Fr.)

Dle\de-a'(Fr.)

Diego, dd-e'gb(Mex.)

Dieppe. d6-ep/(Fr.)

Diest, dest (Bel. )

Dieu, deeli (Fr.) isl.

Digne, de'nye (Fr )

Digny, de-nye'(Fr)

Digoin, de-gwaft' (Fr.)

Dijon, de-zhon' (Fr.)

Dillengen, deTleng-en (Ger.)

Dilolo, di-lblb (Af) I.

Dinagepoor or Dinajpur, dl-nttJ'poV

(Ind.)

Dinapoor, de-nii-por'(Ind.)

Dingwall, ding'wal (Scot)

Dinkelsbuhl, aen'kelz-bul (Ger.)

Dios Gybr, de-osh' dyt^ur (Hung.)

Dippoldiswalde, dep - pol ' des-vHl"de

(Ger.)

Dissentis, dis'sen-tes (Switz.)

Diu, de-6'(Ind.)/(. and isl.

Dixcove, diks'kov (Af.)

Dixmude, diks-raud' (Bel.)

Dizier, dS-z6-a' (Fr.)

Dmitrov, dme-trov' (Rus.)

Dmitrovsk, dnio-truvsk' (Kus.)

Dnieper, ne'per; Rubs. pron. dnyep'er

(Rub.)

Dniester, nes'ter; Russ. pron. dnyes'-

tcr (Rus. )

Doab, do'ab (Ind.)

Doboka, do-bo'ko (Transyl.)

Dobral, do-bral'(Tur.)

Dobrudsha, do-brod'sha (Tur )

Dobrzyn, dob'zhin (Rus. Pol.)

Doce, do'sa (Braz.) r.

Dochart, doch'art fScot.) I.

Doekum, db'kum (Neth.)

Doesburg, doz'burg (Neth.)

Doetinchem, do'tin-chem (Neth )

Dogliani, do-lyii'ne (It)

Dognacska, dog-nilcn'ko (Hung.)

Dolgelly, dol-gel'Ii (Wales)

Dolores, do-16'res (Sp. and Am.)

Domdidier, doh-de-de-a' (Switz.)

Domfrout, doh-frdh' (Fr.)

Domingo, San, Ban dd-meng'gO (Hajti)

Dominica, dom-i-n^'ka rw. Ind.) isl.

Domo d'Ossola, do'mo doa'sd-la) (It.)

Domremy, don-ra-me' (Fr.)

Donaghadee, do-na-cha-d*' (Ir.)

Donau (Danube), do'nou (Ger.) r.

Donaueschingen, do-nou-esh'iug-en

(Ger.)

Donauwbrth, do'nou-vetirt (Ger. )

Doncaster, donglcas-ter (Eng.)

Dondrali, don'dra (Ceylon) c.

Donegal, don'e-gal (Ir.)

Doneraile, don-er-ar (Ir.)

Dongola, dong/go-la(Af.)

Donnatie, don'na-e"u-e (Nor.)

Donzenac, doh-ze-nak' (Fr.)

Doornspijk, dorn'spik (Neth.)

Dora Baltea, d6'rll blil-ta'a (It.) r.

Dorama, d6-ril'ma(Ar.)

Dora Ripaira, do'ril re-pa'e-pU (It) r.

Dorat, Le, le do-ra' (Fr. )

Dordogne, dor-do'nye (Fr.) dep.

Dordrecht, ddrMrecht (Neth.)

Dorgali, dor-gii'le(It.)

Dornoch, dor*noch (Scot.)

Dorogh, do-rog' (Hung.)

Dorogoboozli or Dorogobouj, do-ro-go-

bdzh'(Rus.)

Dortmund, dort'mttnt (Ger.)

Dotia, do'tesh (Hung )

Douarnenez, do-llr-ne-na' (Fr.)

Douay, do-a'(Fr.)

Doubovka, db-bofka (Rus.)

Douba, do (Fr.)

Dou6, d6-a' (Fr.)

Douglas, duglas (I. of Man)

Doullens, dol-lon' (Fr.)

Douro, db'ro, Port pron. do'u-r6 (Port)

Dovrefjeld, do'vre-fyel (Nor.)

Dowlatabad, dou-la-ta-bad' (Ind.)

Draa, dra'a^Syr.)

Draaby, drdbu(Den.)

Dragonera, dra-go-ne'ra (Sp.) isl.

Drag&r, drii'geQr (Den.)

Draguignan, dra-ge-nyoft' (Fr.)

Drave, drav or drav; Slavonic, Drava,

dra'va(Auat) r.

Drenthe, dren'ta (Neth.)

Dreux, dreu (Fr.)

Driffield, (driffeld(Eng)

Drogheda, dro'che-da(Ir.)

Dronobycz, dr61i6-beeh (Aust. Gal.)

Dromore, dro-mor' (Ir.)

Drontheim, dronfhlm (German name

of Throndhjem)

Droylsden, droilz'd^n (Eng.)

Drumsna, drumz/na (Ir.)

Dubois, du-boi' or du-bois' (V. S.)

Dubrovna, db-brov'ua (Rua.)

Dubuque, du-bok' (U. 8.)

Duero, du-e'ro (Sp. ) r.

Duida, du-e'da(S. Am.)mf.

Duisburg, dd-es-borg'(Ger.)

Duiveland, doi've-lant (Neth.)

Duiven, doi'ven (Neth.)

Dulce, dbl'sa or dol'tha (Mex.) g and I.

Dulcigno, ddl-che'nyo (Monten.)

Dulwich, dul'icli (Eng.)

Dumaresq. du-ma-resV (Austral) r.

Dumbarton, dum-bar'ton (Scot)

Dumfries, dum-freY (Scot.)

Diina, du'na(Rus.)r.

Diinaburg, du'nJi-borg (Rus.)

Dunblane, dim-Man' (Scot)

Dundalk, dun-dak' (Ir.)

Dundas, dun-das' (Can.)

Dundee, dun-de'(Scot)

Dunfermline, dun-fermlln (Scot.)

Dungarvan, dun-gUr'van (Ir.)

Dungeness, dunj-nes' (Eng.) c.

Dungiven, dun-giv'<m (Ir.)

Dunkeld, dun-keld' (Scot.)

Dunkirk, dun'kerk (Fr.)

Dunmanway, dun-man'wa(Ir.)

Dunnamaragh, dun-na-ma-rilch' (Ir.)

Duntocher, dun-tofth'er (Scot)

Dunwich, dun'ich (Eng.)

Durance, du-ronB'(Fr.)

Durango, db-ran'go (Sp. ; Mcx.)

Durazno, d6-ras'uo(Vrug.)

Durban, derT)an (Natal)

Durham, dur'am (Eng.)

Durlach, dorlilch (Ger.)

Du3seldorf, dtls'sel-dorf (Ger.)

Dvina, dve'na (Rua) r.

Dych-tau, dech'tou (Caucasus)

Dyle, dfil (Bel.)

Dysart, di'zert (Scot.)

Dzoongaria, dzon-ga'ri-a (As.)

E.

Eaglesham, c'glz-ham (Scot.)

Ebeltoft, a'bel-toft (Den.)

Ebersfeld, e^erz-felt (Ger.)

Ebesfalva, a-besh-fol'vo (Aust)

Ebro, eT>r6; Span. pron. a'brO (Hp.)

Ecclefechan, ek-kl-fech'an (Scot.)

Echolles, Les, laz a-shel'(Fr.)

Echmiadzin, ech-mi-ad'zln (Armen.)

Echt, echt(Neth.)

Echuca, e-cho'ka (Austral)

Ecija, e'the-cha(Sp.)

Eckmiihl, ek'mul (Ger.)

Ecouen, a-kb-on' (Fr.)

Eerehou Rocks, e-ker-hb' (Chan. Islds.)

Ecuador, e-kwa-d6r/ (S. Am.)

Edam, a-dam'(Neth.)

Eday, e'da (Scot.) isl.

Edgecumbe, ej'kum (N. Z.)

Edgware, ej'war(Eng-)

Edinburgh, ed'in-bu-ru or ed'en-bu-ru

(Scot)

Edirne, a'der-na (Tur.)

Ediato, ed'iB-to(U. S.)

Edmonton, ed'mon-ton (Eng.)

Edreneh, ed're-ne (Tur.)

Eelde, aide (Neth.)

Efat, a'fat(Af.)

Egeri, eg'e-rg (Switz.)

Egersund, a'ger-sbnd (Nor.)

Eglna, e-ji'na(Gr)

Eglisau, egli-zou (Switz.)

Egripo, eg^rl-pd(Gr)

Ehrenbreitstein, a-rcn-brit'stin (Ger.)

J. j°n; >', !/es; th, then; th, (Ain; zh, azure. German, ch, nadkiFrench, vue, but; bleti, netif ; ti, on.
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Eibenstock, ilwn-stok (Ger.) Espejo. es-pe'cho (Sp.) Faucigny, f6-se-nye' (Fr.)

Eichstadt, ich'stet (Ger.) Espichel, es-pe-ahel' (Port.)c. Faucilles, fo-sel' (Fr.) mt*.

Eig, eg or eg (Scot.) id. Espinar. ea-pe-nar' (Sp.) Faverges, fa-varzh' (Fr.)

Eijerland, rer-lant (Neth.) Espiuhaco, Serra do, ser'ra do es-pe- Faversham. fav'er-sham (Eng.)

Eil. Loch, loth el (Scot) nya'so (Braz.) Favignana, fa-ve-nyii'na (It) id.

Eilau, I'lou (Ger.) Eapinosa. es-pe-uo'sa (Sp.) Fawey, foi (Eng > r. and tn.

Eimeo, i'me-6 (S. Pac.) i#l. Espirito Santo, es-pe're-tb san'tb (Braz. ) Faxbe, fUk'st-'u-e (Den.)

Einsiedeln, In-ze'deln (Switz.) Esporlas, es-pnrTas (Sp.) Fayal, fi-lU' (Azores)

Eisenach. Vze nach (Ger.) Esquimau, es'ki-malt (Brit. Col.) Fayeuce, HUyofta' (Fr )

Eisleben. ls'la-ben (Ger.) Esquimaux, es'kwi-mo or es'kt-mo (N. Fayetteville, fa-yefvil (I". S.)

Ekaterinburg, ya-ka'ta-ren-bbrg (Rus. J

Ekaterinodar, ya-ka-ta-ren'6-dax (Rus. )

Am.) 1. Fayoum, fi dm' (Eg.)

Fela, fa'e-afBraz.)/.Esquipulas, es-ke-pb'las (Cent. Am.)

A Essequibo, es-se-ke'bd (S. Am.) Felegyhaza, fa-ledzh-ha'zo(Hun.)

Felicudi, fa-le-kb'de (It.) isLEkatorinosl.iv, ya - kii - ta - ren - 6 - slaV Es Siout, es ae-of (Eg.)

(RUS.) Easlingeu, ea'ling-en (Ger.) Felipe, San, siin fe-le'pe (Vene7„)

Ekerbe, a-ke-reu'e (G. of Bothnia) isl. Estados Tnidos (de d-lonibia, Ac), es- Femeren, fa'me-rrn (Den.) id.

Ekowe, eeh'b-we (S. At) ta'THos 6 ne'THos (Span. Am.) Femina, fa'me-nii (It) i*l.

Eksjb. ak'«hefc (Swe.) Estancia. es-tiurse-a(Braz.) Feodosia, fS-6-do'sg-;i ( Kus. )

El-AhBR, el-ah-sa' <Ar ) Estella. es-tel'lya (Sp.) Ferentino, fa-ran-t*'nb (It.)

El-Araisch, el-a-rish' (Mar.) Estepona, es-ta-po'nn (Sp.) Fermanagh, f^r-man'a (Ir.) co.

Elbe, elb; Ger. pron. el'be (Ger.) r. Eaturliaz, us-tai-haz' (Hung.) Fermoy. f<>r-nioi' (Ir.)

Elberfeld. el'ber-felt (Ger.) Esthonia, es-tho'ni-a (Rua.) Fernando Pit. fer-nlUi\lo po (\V. Af.)

Elbeuf, M-beuf (Fr.) Estremadura. Span, pron. es-tre-ma- Ferae, fern (Eng.) ixl*.

Elbingerode, erbeng-e-ro"de (Ger.) THo'ra : Portug. pron. es-tre-ma- Fernex or Ferney, far-na' (Fr.)

Elbrouz, el'lirbz (Kiis. ) mt. do'ra (Sp. ; Port.) Ferozepoor, fe-roz-pbr' (lud.)

Elburg, el'hurg (Neth.) Estremoz. tis-'tra-moz (Port) Ferrara, far-ra'ra (It.)

Elburz, et-bor// (Per ) mt. Eszek. es'ek (Aust.) Ferrato, far-ra'tb (It)

Elchingcn, el'Ching-en (Ger.) Etaples, a-ta'pl (Fr.) Ferrol, fer-rol' (Sp.)

El Dorado, el do-ra'do (V. S.) Etaweh, 6-ta'we (Ind.) Fertit, far-tef (Af.)

Elephanta, el-e-fan'ta (Ind.) Etchemin, ech'miu (Can.) Fethard, feth'ard (Ir.)

Eleuaia. e-lyb'sis (Gr.) b. Etienne, St., safi-ta-te-en'(Fr.) Feuchtwang, foicbt'vang (Ger.)

Eleuthera, C-lyo'the-ra (W. Ind.) wt/. Etive, efir(Scot)2. Fez, faz (Af.)

Elfkarleby, alf-kar'la-bu (Swe.) Etowah, efo-wa(P. 8.) Fezzan, fez-zan' (Af.) pr.

Elfvedal, al'va-dal (Swe.) Etretat, a-trfi-ta' (Fr.) Fichtelberg or Fichtelgebirpe, feth'-

Elia, e'lis(Gr) Etruria, e-trb'ri-a (It.; Eng.) t*I-berg or fech'Ul-ge-V»er>ge (Ger.)

Elizabetpol, ya-le-za-vet-pol' (Rus ) Ettlingen. efling-en (Ger.) mt.

El-Khargeh, el-char'ge (Eg.) Eu, eu(Fr.) Fideris, fe'de-res (Switz.)

Ellesmere, elz'mer (Eng.) Enboea, yu-be'a (Gr.) Fiesole, fe-a'sb-la (It.)

Ellora, el-16'ra (Ind.) Eufemia, a-u-fa'me-a (It.) Figeac, fe-zhak'(Fr.)

EUwangen, al-vang'en (Ger.) Euganean (Hills), >\|-ga-ne'an (It.) Figline, fe-lye'na (It.)

Elmina, el-nie'na (Af.) Enpatoria, yu-pa-tb'ri-a (Rus.) Figueira, fe-ga'e-ra (Port.)

Elmahorn. elmz'horn (Den.) Eupen, oi'pe-n (Ger.) Figueras, fe-ge-nis'(Sp.)

Fiji, fe'je (Pac. Oe.) V*^.Elne, elu(Fr.) Euphrates, yij-fra'tez (As.)

Elsinore, el'se-ndr(Den.) Eure, eur (Fr.) Filibe, fe-le-I)a'(Tnr)

Eltham, elt'am (Eng.) Euskirchen, ois-kerch'en (Ger.) Finale, fe-nala(It)

Fiflana, fe-nya'na (Sp.)Ely, e'li(Eng.) Eustatius, St., sant, colloquially Bint

Elze, el'tae (Ger.) jljs-ta'shi-us (W. Ind.) til. Findbe, fen'ddi-e (Nor.)

Embrun, oft-brun' (Fr ) Eutin, oi-ten' (Ger.) Finestrat, fe-nes-trat' (Sp.)

Emmerich, em'me-rech (Ger.) Evesham, evz'ham or evz'am (Eng.) Finistere, fe-nes-tar' (Fr.)

Empoli, am'pb-le (It.) Evora, ev'o-ra (Port.) Finater Aarhorn, feu'ster ar'horn

Enara, e-na'ra (Rus ) Evreux, a-vrefl' (Fr.) (Switz.)

Enarea, e-nii-re'a (Af.) Exe, eks(Eng.) Fin tona. fln-to'na (Ir.)

Endrachfs Land, en'driichts land (Aus Exeter, eka'e-ter (Eng.) Fiorenzunla, fe-o-ran-tsu-ola (It)

tral ) Eya, i'a(Iceld.) Fioro, fe-o'rb (It.) r.

Engadin, en'ga-den (Switz.) Eyder, l'der (Den.) r. Firando, fe-ran'do(Jap.) isl

Engelberg, eng'el-berg (Switz.) Eye, i(Eng.) Firenze, fe-ran'tsa (It.)

Enghien, oft-ge-ah' (Belg.) Eylau, i'lou (Prus.) Fismes, Km (Fr.)

England, ing'gland Eymoutiers, a-mo-te-a'(Fr.) Fitero, fe-ta'ro (Sp.)

Enkhuizen, enk-hoi'z«n (Neth.) Eyriksjbkull, I'liks-yeliicul (Iccld.) Fittre, feUnV (Cent Af.)

Enkoping, en'tyehp-lng (Swe.) Eysdeu, is'den (Neth.) Fiume, fe-b'ma (Aust.)

Enniscorthy, en-niB-kor'THi (Ir.) Ezcaray, eth-kii-ri' (Sp.) Fiumicino, fe-b-me-che'no (It)

Enniakillen, en-nis-kil'len (Ir.) Fizen, fe'zen (Jap.)

Enriquillo, en-re-keTlyo (Hayti) I. Flatow, ftii'to(Ger.)

Ensehede, en-scha'de iNeth.) Fleche. La, lii flash (Fr.)

Entlebuch, ent'le-bbch (Switz.)

F.
Flers. tlai-(Fr.)

Entraigues, oft- 1rag' (Fr,) Fleurus, fleV/iQ (Bel.)

Entrecasteaux,d\doh-tr-kas-t6'(N.Zd.) FliuUhire, flint'&h^r or flinfsher(Eng )

ch.

Elitre Douro e Minho, en'tra do'u-ro a

Flix. flech(Sp)

Faaborg, foTiorg (Den.) Florida, flo'ri-da(U. S.). flo-re\U(Span.

me'nyo(Port) Faarup, fo'rbp (Den.)

Fabbriano. fitli-bre-U'no (It.)

Amer.)

Entre Rioa, en'tre re'ds (S. Am.) Flbrsheim, fletirsTiim (Ger.)

Enzili, en-ze'le (Per.) Fabbrica, fUbHire-ka (It.) Fliielen, flQ'e-len (Switz.)

Epanomeria, e-pa-no-me-re'a (Gr.) Fachingen. fil'ching-en (Ger ) Flumini Majori, flb'me-ne ma-yd1!*

Epauvillers, a-p6-vel-lyar/ (Switz.) Fajmund, fa'mbnd (Nor.) rSardin.)

Flushing. flush'ing(N'eth.)Eperies, a-pa-re-esh'(Hung.) Faenza, fa-an'Ua(It.)

Fochabers, foCh'a-b^rz (Scot.)Epernay, a-prr-na' (Fr.) Fahlun, finbn(Swe.)

Epirus, e-pi'rus (Tur. ; Gr.) Faido, fi'do (Switz.) Fogaras, fo-go-rosh' (I'ransji.)

Ercsi, ar-ehe'(Himg.) Faifo, fd-e-fo' (Anam.) Foggia, foj'a(It)

Erekli, a-rek-le' (Tur.) Faioom, fi-ora' (Eg.) pr.

Falaba, fU-lft-btt'(Af.)

Foix, fwa(Fr.)

Eriboll, e'ri-bol (Scot.) 1. Foiano, !6-ya'n6 (It.)

Fokien, fb-ke-en'(Ch)Erieht, er'icht (Scot.) 1. Falcon, fal-kon' (Venez.)

Erie, e'ri(N. Am.) 1. Falemeh, fa-la'me (W. Af.) r. Fbldvar, felild-viir* (Hung.)

Erin (poetical name for Ireland), erin Falkirk, fal'kerk (Scot.) Foligno, fo-leVnyo (It.)

Erivan, e're-van (Rus.) ft. Falkbping, flil-tyeup'ing(Swe-) Folkestone, fok'stbu (Eng.)

Erlach, er'lach (Switz.) Falmouth, fal'muth (Eng.) Fonseca, fon-se'ka(MeiL)o.

Erlangen, erliing-en (Ger.) Falsterbo, fiU'star-bb (Swe.) Fontainebleau. fbft-tan-blb' (Fr )

Ermatingen, er"mil'ting-en (Switz.) Famagosta, fa-mtt-gos'ta (Cyprus) Fontana. fon-Ul'nU (It.)/t.

Ermelo er'nie-16 (Xeth.) Famatina. fa-ma-tfi'na (Arg. Con.) Fontaral)ia, f6n-ta-ra'he-ii (Sp.)

Erromango, er-i b-niang'gb(Pac.Oc,) i»l. Fanbe, fa'neli-e (Den.) i«l. Fontenay, fob Una' (Fr.)

Erzeroum, er-ze-rom' (Tur.) Fantee, fan-t£' (\V. Af.) Fonteuoy, foft-t^-nwa'(BeI )

Erzgebirge, erts-ge-beYge (Aust) mts. Faouet, fU-b-a' (Fr.) Fontevrault, foft-U-vro' (Fr.)

Escala, es-ka'la (Sp.) Farallones, fa-ral-lb'nez (Califor.) isUt. Fontiveros, fbn-t^-ve'ros (Sp.)

Eschenz, esh'ents (Switz.) Fareham, faKham (Eng.) Foota-Jallon, fo-ta-janon (W. Af.)

Eschwege, esh-vu'ge (Ger.) Fargeau, St., saft fiir-zho' (Fr.) Forcados, Rio dos, re'o dos for-ka'Jo=

Escombrera, es-k6m-bre'ra (Sp.) isl. Fangliano. fii-i-e-lyii'no (It.) (W. Af.)

Eacondido. es-kon-de'THo (Span. Am.) Fame, fiirn (Eng.) wis. Forehheixn, for^hliim (Ger.)

Esher, e'aher (Eng.) Faroe, fa'ro(Atl. Qc.)wU. Forez, fora' (Fr.)

Esino, a-se'ub (It.) r. Farberne, far-eb'er-ne (Dan. name of Forfar, foi'iar (Scot) co.

Eskilatuua, as-kSl-stb'nii (Swe.) Faroe Islands) Foria, fo're-a(It)

Eski Sagra, es'ke sa'gra (Tur.) Farquhar's Ials., fur'kttr (Austral ) Forll. for-le'(It)

Esmeralda, es-me-ral'da (S. Am.) Fars or Farsistan, farz or far-sis-taii' Forlimpopoli, forlorn po'po-le (It )

Esneh, es'ne (Eg.) (Per.) Formentera. fbr-men-tera (Sp.) id.

Esparta, Nueva, nu-e'va es-par'ta Fatatenda, f8Vtii-tanMti (W. Af.) Formigny, f6r-me-nye' (».)

(Venez. ) Fatsizio, fat&C'/e-u (Jap.) /■■/. Formosa, for-mo'sli (Cliina)

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her, golden; pine, pin; n6te, not, mtive; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAain; g, go;
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Forres, forces (Scot.) Gabrova, ga-bro'va (Bulg.) Ghadames. gii-dii'mes (\. Af.)

Forsyth, for-Blth'(U. S.) Gadamis, ga-da'mis (Af.) Gharian, ga'rean (Af ) mt

Fortaleza, ior-ta-la'/.a (Braz ) Gadehusch, ga'de-bbsh (Ger.) Gharms, El, el giir'nes (Tunis)

Fortanete, for-tH-ne'te (Sp.) Gadeh, ga'de (Java) int. Ghauts, ghats (Ind.)

Fortore, for-to'ra (It) r. Gaeta, ga-a'ta(It) Ghazeepoor, gtt-ze-pbr'(Ind.)

Fortrose, fort-rdz' (Scot.) Gagliauo, ga-lya'no (It) Ghazui, guz'ne (Afg.)

Fossano, fbs-sa'no (It ) Gaidronisi, gl-dro-ne'se (Tur.) til. Ghenneh, gen'ne (Eg.)

Fossaseca, fos-sa-sa'kU (It.) Gainsborough, ganz'bu-ru (Eng.) Ghent, gent (Bel.)

Fosse, fos (Bel.) Gais, gls (Switz.) Ghilan. ge'lan (Per.)

Fossombrone, fos-sbm-bro'na (It.) Galapagos, ga-la-pa'gos; Span. pron. ga- Ghiustendil, gyus'tan-del (Tur.)

Fossum, fos'sbm (Nor.) lii'pa-gos, til. Ghizeh, ge'ze (Eg.) See Gizeh

Fostat, fos- tat' (Eg.) Galashiels, ga-la-shelz'(Scot.) Ghuznee, guz'ne (Afg.)

Fotheringay, fo'THer-in-ga (Eng.) Galata, ga'lil-U (Tur.) Gianjar, g6-an-jjir/ (East. Arch.)

Fougeres, fb-zhar' (Fr.) Galatz, ga-lats'(Tur) Giaveno, ja-va'nb (It)

Fougerolles, fb-zhe-rol' (Fr.) Galdholpig. gal-heti'pig (Nor.) Gibraltar, ji-hral'Ulr (Sp.)

Fowey, foi (Eng.) r. and tn. Galena, ga-le'na (I*. S.) Gien, zhe ab'(Fr.)

F«>y, St., safi fwa (Can.) Galera, ga-le'ra (Sp., It.) Gigha, ge'gii (Scot.) til.

Foyers, foi'erz (Scot) Galicia, ga-lish'e-a (Anglicized name of Giglio,]e'fyb(It.)wr.

Foyle, Lough, loch foil (Ir.) an Aust prov.) Gijon, che-chon'(Sp.)

Framlingham, fram'ling-ham (Eng.) Galicia, gii-le'the-a (Sp.) Gilghit, gil'git(Iml)

Francavilla, friln-ka-veria (It.) Galinara, ga-le-nii'ra (It.) til. Gilolo, ge-16'16 (Ind.)

Franche Comte\ frohsh koh-ta' (Fr.) Gall, St, sant, colloquially sint gal Giojosa, j6-yo'Aa(It.)

Giorgio. San, jor'jb (It.)Francisco, San, san fran-sis'ko (U. S.) (Anglicized name of Swiss canton)

Franconia, frang-ko'ni-a (Ger.)

Franeker, frii'ne-ker (Neth.)

Gallnrate, gal-lft-ril'ta (It.) Giovanazzo, jo-va-nilt'tso (It.)

Galle, Point de, point de gal (Ceylon) Gippsland, gipsland (Austral.)

Frankcnhauseu, fiaugk'en-houz-en Gallegos. gii-lye'gos (Sp.) r. Girgeh, ger'gefEg.)

(Ger.) Gallen, St., sankt gUl'en (Switz.) Girgenti, jer-jan'te (It.)

Frankenstein, frilngk'en-stin (Ger.) Gallipoli, gal-le'po-le (It ; Tur.) Gironde, zhe-robd' (Fr.) dep.

Frankenthal, friingk'en-tai (Ger.) Galoengong. ga-lon-gong' (Java) Girvan, ger'van (Scot.)

Frankfort, frangk'fort; Ger. Frankfurt, Galtee, gal'te (Ir.) mt. Gitschin, gech'en (Bohem.)

frangk'furt (Ger.) Galveston, gal'ves-ton (U. 8.) Giurgevo, Giurgewo, jbr-ja'vo (Roum.)

Franzensbad, frau'taenz-bttd (Bohem.) Galway, gal'wa(Ir.) tn.

Franzensbrunn, fran ' tsenz - bi on Gambia, gam'bi-a (Af.) Gizeh, Egyp. pron. ge'ze; pron. of other

(Bohem ) Gambier, gam'ber (Austral.) til. Arab, dialects je'ze (Eg.)

Frascati, fras-ka'te (It) Gand. gob (Bel.) Gjatsk, gzhlitsk (Rus )

Glamorgan, gla-mor'gan Ovules)Fraserburgh, fra'zer-bn-ru (Scot.) Gandesa, giln-de'sa (Sp.)

Glasgow, ghis'go (Scot. )Fraul)runnen, frou'brbn-en (Switz.) Gandia, gau'de-a (Sp.)

Frauenfeld. frou'en-felt (Switz.) Ganges, gohzh (Fr.) Glastonbury, glas'ton-be-ri (Eng.)

Fray Bentos, fri Iwn'tos (Urug.) Ganges, gan'jez (Ind.) r. Glauchau, glou'thou (Ger.)

Frayles, Los, 16s fri'les (Carib. Sea) titi. Gangootri, gan-gb'tre (Ind.) Glencairn, glen-kam'(Scot.)

Frechilla, fre-chel'lya (Sp.) Ganjam, gan-jam' (Ind. ) Glencoe, glen-ko' (Scot.)

Fredeburg, fra'de-bbrg(Ger.) Gantheaume Bay, gan'thom ba (Aus Glengarry, glen-gar'ri (Scot.)

Glenorchy, glen-or'ki (Scot.)Fredericia, fra-da-re'»e-a (Den.) tral.)

Fredericksborg, fra'de-reks-bbrg(Den.)

Frederickshan)n,fra'de-reks-ham(Rus.)

Gap, gap (Fr.)

Garbieh, gar-bfe'e (Eg.)

Gloucester, glos'ter(Eng.)

Gluckstadt. glbk'sUt (Ger.)

Freiburg, fri'bbrg-(Ger.) Gard,gar(Fr.)d«/>.

Gardaia, gar-dl'a (Alg.)

Gmiinden, ginbn'den (Aust.)

Gnesen, gna'z^n (Prus.)Frejus, fra-zhas' (Fr.)

Fremantle, fre'man-tel (Austral.)

Fremont, fre-inont' (U. SA

Freystadtel, fri'stet-Ul (Hung.)

Garessio, ga-ras'se-6 (It.) Gniefkowo, gnef-ko'vo (Prus.)

Gargano, gar-ga'no (It.) mt Goajira, gO-a-che'ra (Col.)

Ganep, ga-rep' (Af.) Goar, Sankt, sankt go'ar (Ger.)

Fribourg, fre-boV (Switz.) Garlieston, gar'lis-ton (Scot.) Gobi, go'be (As.) des.

Friedland, fred'lant (Prus.) Garonne, ga-ron' (Fr.) dep. Godalming, god'al-ming (Eng.)

Godavery, go da've-ri (Ind.)Friedrichshafen, fred ' rechs - hu - fen Garrows, gar'roz (Ind.)

Garstang, gars'tang(Eng.)(Ger.) Gbdbllb, geu-detil-leV (Hung.)

Friedrickshamn, fred'reks-ham (Rus.) Garvagh, gar-vach'(Ir.) Goedereede, gb-de-ra'de (Neth.)

Friesland, frezlaud (Neth.) Garvan, gar-van' (Ir.) til Goenong Api, gb-nong' ii'pe (Moluc.)

Goes, gbs (Netn.)Frische Haff, fre'sha-haf (Prus.) Gascogne, gas-kon'ye (Fr.)

Gaspe, gas-pa' (Can.) dtit.Frische Nehruug, fre ' sha - na - rbng Goisern, go-ez'era (Aust.)

(Prus.) Gastein, gas'tin (Ger.)

Gasteren, gas't**-ren (Switz )

Goito.g6-e't6(It.)

Friuli, fre b'le (It) Gojam, go-jUm' (Abyss.)

Frobisher's Strait, frob/lsh-^rz(N. Am.) Gatlneau, ga-te-no'(Can.) r.

Gattinara, gat-te-na ra (It)

Golconda, gol-kon'da (Ind.)

Frodsham, frod'sham (Eng.) Goldau, gdl'dou (Switz.)

Frontenac, froh-te-nak' (Can.) Gaucin, ga-u-then' (Sp.) Goldingen, gol'ding-en (Rus.)

Frontera, fron te'ra (Mex.) Gaulna, gal'na (Ind.) Golspie, gol'spi (Scot)

Frosinone, fro-ze-nb'na (It) Gauritz, gou'rits (Cape Col.) r. Gombroon, gom-brbn'(Per)

Froyen, fro'yen (Nor.) til. Gawelghur, ga.-wel-gbur' (Ind.) Gomera, g6-me'ra (Can. Isls.)

Fruges, fruzh (Fr.) Ge'ant, zha-ob' (Switz.) mt Gometra, gom'e-tra (Scot.) til.

Gonibr, geii-nicur'(Hung.)Fryken, fru'ken (Swe.) 1. Geelong, ge-long' (Austral.)

Fucecchio, fo-chak'ke-6 (It.) Geelvink. gal-vingk'(X. Guin.) b.

Geertruldenberg, gar - troi ' den - berg

Gomul, go'mol (Afg.) r.

Fucino, fb-chfe'no (It) I. Gondar, gon'dar (Af.)

Fuego, Tierra del, te-arra del fu-a'go (Neth.) Gonzaga, gbn-tsJl'gU (It.)

Gonzales, gbn-/a'Iez (U. S.)(S. Am.) Gefle, ya'fla (Swe )

Fuencaliente, fu-en-kil-le-en'te (Sp.) Geisenheim, gizVn-him (Ger.) Goole, gbl (Eng. )

Fuenterrabia or (in Anglicized form) Geislingen, gisling-en (Ger.) Goomty, gbm'ti (Ind.)

Goor, gor (Neth.)Fontarabia, fu-en-ter-ra'be-U, fon- Gelderland, gel'der-lant (Neth.) pr.

ta-ra'bi-a (Sp.) Geldern, gel'dern (Ger.) Goorkha, gbrOiba (Nepal.)

Fueraventura, fu-e-ra-ven-tb'ra (Can. Gellivara, yel-le-va'ril (Swe.) Goppingen, geiip'ping-en (Ger.)

Isls.)**/. Gelves, chel'ves (Sp.) Oorbatov, g6r-bit-tov' (Rus.)

Fulda, fol'da (Ger.) Gemmi, gem'nie (Switz.) Gordoncillo, gor-don-theryo (Sp.)

Fulnek, fbTnek(Aust) Gemona, ja-mo'na(It.) Goree, go-ra' (Chan. Isls.)

Fulton, ful'ton (U. 8.) Gemtinden, ge-niOn'dtn (Ger.)

Genemuiden, ga-na-moi'den (Neth.)

Gorgona, gbr-go'na(Pac. Oc.) til.

Funchal, fbn-shal' (Madeira) Goigonzola, gor-gon-tso'lit (It.)

Gbrlitz, gdii-'lets (Prus.)Fiinen, fu'nen.Ger. name of Fyen, til. Genessee, jen-e-se'(U. S.)

Funfkirchen, funf'kerch-en (Ilung.) Geneva, ge-ne'va (Switz.) Gorokhov, gor-o-clmv' (Rus.)

Furneaux Isis., fer-no'(S. Pac. Oc.) Geneve, zhe-nav' (Switz.) Gorontalo, go-r<>n-ta'l6 (East. Areh.) b.

Fumes, furn (Bel.) Genevieve, St., sant, colloquially sint Gorredijk, gfir'ra-dik (Neth.)

Furruckabad. fu-ruk-a-bad' (Ind.) jen'e-vev (U. S.) Gbrschen, genr'shen (Prus)

Furstenau, furstV-nou (Prus.) Genevre, ja-na'vra (It)m/. Goruckpoor, go-ruk-i)bi,/ (Ind.)

Furth, fort (Ger.) Gennaro, jan-nU'rd (It.) mt. Gbrz, gelirz (Aust.)

Fusiyania, fb-ze-yii'ma (Jap ) mt

Futtcghur, ftit-te-ghur' (Ind.)

Futtehpoor. fut-te-pbr' (Ind.)

Genoa, jen'6-a (It.) Goslar, goz'liir (Ger. )

Genova, Jen'6-va (It.) Gbtalan<l, yt-Ti'ta-lan (Swe.) tsl.

Gensano, jan-sa'no (It.) Gbteborg, yeVte-borg (Swe.)

Fuur, for (Den.) tit. Gent, gent (Bel.) Gotha, go'ta (Ger.)

Fyen, fu'en (Den.) til. Gentilly, zhob-tel-lye' or zhob-te-ye' Gothanl, St. sant, colloquially sint

Fyne, Loch, loch fin (Scot.) (»•) goth'ard ; Germ. pron. sankt got'-

hard (SwiU ) mt.Fyum, fi-bm' (Eg.) Georgievsk, ga-or'ge-evsk (Rus.)/f.

Fyzabad, fi-zS-bad'(Ind.) Gera, ga'ra(Ger.) Gothland, goth'liind (Swe.) til.

Gerace. je-rU'eha fit.) Gottenburg, gotVn-bbrg (Swe.)

Geraldton, jeKald-ton (Austral ) Gbttingen, gelit'lng-en (Ger.)

G.
Germain, St., sab zliar-mab'(rr) GottskaSand6e,gnts'ka^an'de'h-e(Swe.)

Gerolstein, ger'ol-stin (Ger.) Gouda, gou'dU(Neth.)

Gerona, cherb'nU (Sp.)

Gestrikland, yes'tnk-land (Swe.)

Goumrl or Gumri, gbm're (Rus.)

Gablonz, ga-blonts' (Bohem.) Gonr, gour (Ind.)

Gaboon, gil-bon' (Af.) r. Gex, zheks (Ft.) Gourock, gb'rok (Scot )

i, job; y, yc3; TH, then; th, lAIn; zh, azure. French, xlle, bflt; bleu, netif ; German, ch, audit.
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Goran, guv'an (Scot. )

Governador, g6-var-nii-d&r'(Braz.) Ul.

Goyaz, gd-y&z' (Braz. )

Gozo, go'so (Medit.) id.

Graaf-Reynet, graf-ri'net (Cape Col.)

Graauw, gra'uvfNeth.)

Grabow, grii'bd (Ger.)

Gradiska, N.. gra-des'ka (Auat )

Graena, gra-e'na(9p.)

Grafenberg, gra'fen-berg (Ger.)

Qrafenworth. gra'fen-veurt (Ger.)

Graigue, grag(Ir.)

Graiguemanach, grag-man'ach (Ir.)

Graramichele. gram-ine-ka'la(Sic.)

Granada, grilna'THa(Sp.)

Granadilla, grii-na-THellya (Sp.)

Granard, gra-nard'(Ir.)

Granatula, gra-na-to'lii (Sp.)

Grande, giiin'da (Braz.) r.

Grand Lieu, gron le-eii' (Fr.) L

Grand Pre, grou pra (Fr.)

Grangemouth, gran f'mouth (Scot.)

Gramchen, gra'ne-chen (Switz.)

Granja, La, iagr&n'fiba(Sp.)

Grantham, grant'am (Eng.)

Gran ton, gran'ton (Scot)

Graso, gra'ae'u (Swe.) isL

Gratiot, gra'ahi-ot (U. S.)

Gratz, greta (Aust. Prus.)

Grauhiinden, grou'bund-en (Switz.)

Graudenz, grou'denta (Prus.)

Graulhet, gr6-Ia' (Fr.)

Gravelinea, grav-len' (Fr. )

Grareaend, gravz'end (Eng.)

Gravezande, gra-ve-zau'de (Neth.)

Grarina, gra-ve'na (It.)

Gray, gra (Fr.)

Grazalema, gra-tha-le'ma (Sp.)

Greenhithe, gren'hiTH (Eng.)

Greenock, grfin'ok (Scot.)

Greenwich, grin'ij (Eng.)

Greifswalde, grifs'val-de (Pros.)

Greitz, grits (Ger.)

Grenaae, gre-nd'a (Den.)

Grenada, gre-na'dil, id.

Grenade, gre-nad' (Fr.)

Grenoble, gre-nd'bl (Fr.)

Greuaaen. grois'wn (Ger.)

Greriamiihlen, gra-fes-mu'len (Ger.)

Greyerz, grl'erts (Switz.)

Grlgnano, gre-nya'nd (It.)

Grigoriopol, gre-gd-re-o'pol (Rus )

Grijo, gre'zhd (Port.)

Grijpskerk, grips'kerk (Neth.)

Grlrasel Pass, grem'ael (Switz.)

Grindelwald, gren'del-valt (Switz.)

Grinnell Land, gri-nel' land (Arc. Oc )

Griqua, greTtwa(Af.)

Grislehamn, gresla-ham (Swe.)

Gria Nez, gre na (Fr.) e.

Grisons, gre-zdu' (Switz.)

Groede, grd'de (Neth.)

Groenlo, grOnlo (Neth.)

Groix, grwa (Fr.) isl.

Groningen, gro'ning-en (Neth.)

Gronflund. grehn'sond (Den.)

Groote Eylandt, grd'te Ilant (Austral.)

isl.

Groot Zandert, gr6t znn'dert (Neth.)

Groaaetto, gros-sat'to (It.)

Groaa Venediger, groa ve-na'di-cber

(Auat.)

Groaswardein, gros-varMIn (Hung.)

Groton, grot'on (Eng); gro'tou (U. S )

Grudek, gro'dek(Auat)

Oriitli, grufle (Switz.)

Gruyerea, gru-yar' (Switz.)

Gateig. gstig (Switz )

Guadalaviar, gwa-THa-la-rfi-ar' (Sp.) r.

Guadalaxara or Guadalajara, gwaVTHa-

la-cha'ra(Sp.)

Guadalmez, gwa-THlil-meth' (8p.) r.

Guadalquivir, gwa'THal-ke-ver (Sp.) r.

Gua<lalupe, gwa-da-Io'pa; popularly ga-

da-lbp' <U. S.)

Guadarrama, gwa-THar-ril'ma (8p.)

Guadeloupe, ga-de-16p' (W. Ind.)

Guadlana, gwa-TH^-a na (Sp.) r.

Guadix, gwa-THcch' (Sp.)

Guahan, gwa-hau' (Ladrone Ials.)

Guaianeco, gw&ya-na'kd (Patag.) i$l#.

Guajiro, gwtt-che'ro (Venez.)

Giialateiri, gwa-lata'e-r6 (Peru)

Gualdo. gu-al'do (It.)

Guamachucho, gwa-ma-chb'ebo (Peru)

Guamanga, gwft-man'ga (Peru)

Guanacache, gwa-nakli'che (Arg. Con.)

Guanahani. gwa-na-ha'ne {Bahamas)

Guanajuato, gwa-nU-chu-a'td (Mex.)

Guapore, gwa-p&'ra (Braz.) r.

Guarapari, gwa-rii-pa'rg (Braz.)

Guaratingueta. gwii-ra-ten-ga'ta (Braz )

Ouardaful, gwar-dafwe' (Af.)

Guardamar, gwar-do-mar' (Sp.)

Guardia, gwUr'dea (Sp )

Guarico, gwa-re'ko (Venez.)

Guarino, gwa-re-n&'(Col.) r.

Guari&amey, gwa-re-stt-ma' (Mex.)

Guarmey. gwar-raa' (Peru)

Guatemala, gwa-te-maYia (Cent Am.)

Guatla, gwatla(Mex)

Guayana, gwi-a'na(S. Am.)

Guayaquil, gwI-ii-keT(S. Am.)

Guayas, gwi'as (Ecuad.)

Guaymas, gwa-e-mas'(Mex)

Guayra, La, lagwa'e-rii (Venez.)

Gubbio, gob'be-dat )

Guebwiller. geb-vel-Iar'(Fr.)

Gueldera, Guelderlaud, gel'derz, gel'-

der-laut (Neth.)

Guerande, ga-rofid' (Fr.)

Ouerara, ga-i-ii'rii (Alg.)

Guercino, gwer-clie'n6 (It.)

Guernsey, gern'zl (Chan. I&ls.) id.

Guerrero, ger-re'r6 (Mex.)

Guglionisi, gii-lyo-ne'ze (It.)

Gtiguan, gcV-gwan' (Ladrone lata.)

Guiana, Guyana, ge-a'ni

Guienne, ge-eu (Yt.) pr.

Guildford, gil'ford or gild'ford (Eug.)

Guimaraens, ge-ma-ra enz (Port)

Guinea, gi'ne (Af.)

Guinea, gen (Fr.)

Guingamp, gah-goh'(Fr.)

Guipuzcoa, g§*poth-kd'a (Sp.)

Guisborough, giz'bu-ru (Eng.)

Guise, gez (Fr.)

Gujerat, gb'je-rat (Ind.)

Guldbrandsdal. gbl'branzdal (Nor.)

Gumbinnen, gom-ben'en (Prua.)

Gumiel, gb-me-el'(Sp.)

Gunabad, gb'na-bad (Per.)

Gundamuk, gun'da-muk (Afg.)

Gundelftngen, gbn'dfl-feng-en (Ger.)

Gundwana, guu-dwa'na (Ind.)

Gunong Ledang, go-nong' Ie-dang* (Mai.

Pen )

Giins, gOnsh (Hung.)

Gurhwal, gur-hwal'(Iiid.)

Giinipatuba, gb-rb-pil-tb'bii (Braz.) r.

Guspini, gbs-pe'ne dt.l

GuBaago, gds-8a'g6(It.)

GuBSola, gba-sola (It.)

Giiatrow, gus'tro (Ger. )

Guthrie, guth'ri (Scot.)

GUUkow, guts'ko (Ger.)

Guyandotte, gl-an-dot' (U. S.)

Owalior, gwil>le-or(Ind.)

Gyarmath, dyor-mot' (Hung.)

Gympie, gim'pi (Qld.)

Gyongj'ba, dyelm-dyetiah {Hung.)

Gybrgyb, dyelir-dydti' (Bung.)

Gyawyl, ges'vgl (Switz.)

Gyula, dyO'lo (Hung.)

H.

Haag, hag (Neth.)

Haarlem, Haerlem, Harlem, harlem

(Neth.)

Habana or Havana, ha-va'na (Cuba)

Hababurg, habz1>tirg (Switz.)

Hacha, ach'a (Col.) r.

Hacienda, a-se-en'da(Mex.)

Haddington, had'ing-ton (Scot.)

Hadersleben, ha-derx-la'beu (Den.)

Hadleigh, had'li (Eng )

Hadramaut, hadrilmout'; Arab. pron.

ha-dra-ma-6t'(Ar.)

Hagenow, ha'ge-n6 (Ger.)

Hague, The. hag (English name of Den

Haag, Neth.)

Haguenau, a-ge-n6'(Fr.)

Haiducken, hi-ddk'en (Hung.)

Hallesborough, halz'bu-ru (Eng.)

Hailsham, hal'sham (Eng.)

Hainan, hl-nan' (China)

Hainaut or Hainault, ha-nf/ Bel.)

Hafnichen, hi'nd-cben (Ger.)

Haitien, ha'ti-en (Hayti) c.

Hajypoor, ha-ji-pbr' (Ind )

Hakodade, ha-ko-dil'de (Japan)

Halas, halash(Hnng)

Halberstadt, hJll'ber-atat (Prus.)

Haleb, haleb(Syr)

Halesowen, halz-6'wen (Eng.)

Halicz, ha/lech (Aust.)

Halifax, hal'i-faks (Eng. ; Am.)

Halle, harie(Prus.)

Hallingdall, hal'ing-dal (Xor.)

Hallowell, hnl'16-wel (U. S.)

Halmahera, hiU-mU-ha'ra (Moluc.)

Halstead, hal'stcd (Eng.)

Ham, hoh(Fr.)

Haniadan, ha-ma-dan'(Pera.)

Hamburg, hiim'borg (Ger.)

Hammerfeat, hiun'iner-fest (Nor.) pt.

Hamoon, hil-mon' (Afg.) /.

Hanau, liil'nou (Ger.)

Hanover, hau'6-ver; German,Hannover

han-no'ver (Ger.)

Haparanda, hiipjl-rHn'da (Swe.)

Hardanger Fjeld .har'dang-^r fyel(Nor. )

Harderwijk, hitr'der-vik (Neth.)

Harfleur, har-nVur' (Fr.)

Haringvliet, hii'ring-vl6t(Neth.) r.

Hari-Rud, hil'r^-rbd (Afg.)

Harlech, hilr'lech (Wales)

Harlingen, har'llng-en (Neth.)

Haro, a'rb(Sp)

Harrogate, ha'r6-gat (Eng.)

Hartenstein. har'ttn-stin (Ger )

Hartford, hilrt'ford (I*, a)

Hartlepool, har'tel-pbl (Eng.)

Harwich, har'ich (Eng.)

Harz, harts (Ger.) mt

Haalingden, haz'ling-den (Eng >

Hasaan-Kaleh, h!U-san-ka'la(Tur.)

Hasselt. hila'selt (Bel.)

Hastings, has'tingz (Eng.)

Haatrup, hits'trop (Ik-n.)

Hatteras, hat'te-ras (l". 9.) c.

Hat van. hot'von (Hung )

Hauenstein, hou'en-atin (Switz.)

Haulbowline. hal-boain(Ir.)

Havanna or Havana, ha-va'na (Cuba)

Havelberg, hU'vel-berg (Ger.)

Haverfordwest, ha ' ver- fdrd - weat

(Wales)

Haverhill, hav'er-U (Eng): ha'veT-il

(U. 8.)

Havre, Le, le havr (Fr.)

Hawaii, ha-wi'e (Sand. Iala.)

Hawarden, ha'ar-<len (Wales)

Hawea, ha-wa'a (N. Zd.) I.

Hawick, ha'ik (Scot.)

Hayle, hal (Eng.)

Haynau, hi nou (Ger.)

Hayti or Haiti, ha'ti (W. Ind )

Hazebrouck, ha-ze-brbk' (Fr )

Heanor, he'a-nor or he'nor (Eng.)

Hebrides, heb'ri-dez (Scot.)

Hcchlngen, hech'ing-en (Ger.)

Heckmondwike, hek'mond-wik (Eng )

Hedemora, ha-da-mo'ri iSwe.)

Heerlen, harlen (Neth.)

Heesch, hasch (Neth.)

Hegyallya, hed-yol'yo (Hnng.)

Heidellwrg, hi'del-berg (Ger.)

Heilbronn, hilt)ron (Ger.)

Heiligenstadt, bi'ligen-Btat or Li'li-

cnen-atat (Prus.)

Hejaz, he-jaz'(Ar.)

Helena, St., saut. colloquially aint he-

le'na (Eng.) isl.

HelgeO, hel'ge-eli (Nor.) wi.

Hellers, St., saut, colloquially sint

hel'yerz (Chan. Isls.)

Heligoland or Helgoland hell-gddanri

or hel'go-lUnd (Ger. Oc.) vd.

Hellespont hel'les-pout (Tur.) jrf.

Hellevoetsluis, herie-vot-slois (Neth)

Helmbrechts, helniTireclita (Ger.)

Helinund, hel'mund (Afg.) r.

Helsingborg, hrd'^eng-lmrg (Swe.)

Helsingfors, hal'seng-fdrs (Rus.)

Helsfngbr, harseng-rur(Deii.)

Helvellyn, hel-vel'lin (Eng.)

Hemixen, ha-mek'sen (Bel)

Hemmingsted, hem'eug-sted (Den )

Hengelo, heng^e-16(Neth.)

Henley, henli (Eng.)

Henlopen, hen I6'pen fT. S ) c.

Hennebont, hen-b6b'(Fr.)

Hennepin, heu'ne-pin {V. S.)

Henrico, hen-ri'ko (I*. 8.)

Heraclea, he-ra-kU a (Tur.)

Herat, he-rat' (Afg)

Herault, a-ro' (Fr )

Herbolzheim. har'ltolts-hira (Ger.)

Hereford, he re-ford (Eng.)

Herencia. e-ren'the-a (Sp. )

Herenthals, ha'rcn-tUls (Bel.)

H^rieourt, a-re-kor/ (Fr.)

Herisau, ha're-zou (Switz.)

Herjedalen, her'ye-dU len (Swe )

Hermauli, her-man'le (Bulg.)

Hermannstadt, her'mttn-stat (Anst)

HermanoB, Dos, dds er-ma'nds (Venez.)

uU.

Hernad. her-uod' (Hnng.) r.

Hernani, er-na'ne (Sp.)

Hernbaand, hiir'neli-sHn (Swe.)

Herrera. er-re'ra(Sp )

Herrnhut, hernlibt (Ger.)

Hertford, hert'ford or hUr'ford(Eng.);

h^rt'ford (U. S.)

HertngenlKiBch, her- tft' gen - botch

(Neth.)

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her, goldro; pine, pin; ndte, not, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; eh, eAain; jr. po;
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Herzeele, har-za'le (Neth.) Houtman'a Abrolhoa, hout'manz a-bro'- Ilmfnster, il'min-ater (Eng.)

Herzegowina, herts-e-go-ve'na fTur.)

Herzogenbuachsee, har-tsdgVn-l>bsh-za

ly6a(Auatral. ) isls.

Howick, nou'ik (Eng.)

Hz, Cits (Ger.)

Imandra, fi-miui'dril (Rus.) 1

fSwitz.)

Hesdin, aa-dah' (Fr.)

Howth, hdth (Ir.) Imbabura, Cm-ba-bb'ra (Ecuad.)

Hbxter, hclika'ter(Ger.) Imerethi or Iraeritia, c- uia-r.Vtc, im-

Hesse-Darmstadt, hes- se-dUnn 'atat ; Hoya, h6'yll(Ger.) er-iah'i-a (Transcauc.)

German, Hesaen-darmBtadt, lies- Hoyerswerda. hb-yer-zvar'da (Prua.) Imola, e-molU(It.)

sen-darm'stat (Ger.) Hradisch, hrii'desh (Aust.) Inagua, G-nU'gwa (Bahamas) isl.

Hessleholm, hcs'le-holin (Swe.) Huachipas, wii-che-piis' (Peru) Inchiquin, insh'i-kwin (Ir.)

neubach, hoi'bach (Ger.) Huaheine, hb-a-hi'ne (Pae. Oe.) Incisa, fin-chfi'za (It.)

Heusden, heus'den (Neth.) Huallaga, will-lyii'gil (Peru) r. Indals-Elf, fin'dalz-elf (Swe.)

Ileves, ha'vesh (Hung.) Huamachuco, wa-ma-chb'ko (Peru) Indiana, fn-di-an'a (U. S.)

Hexham, heks'am (Eng.) Huancavelica, wan-kii-ve le'ka (Peru) Indore, in-dor/(Ind.)

Heyst. hist(Belg) Huanuco Viejo, wa-no'kd re-e'fiho Indre, ah'dr (Fr.) r.

Heytesbury, hats'be-ri (Ens ) (Peru) Indre et Loire, afi'dr a lwar (Fr.)

Hibiappaba, e-be-ap-pa'ltu (Braz.) Huaqui, wttTte (Mex.) r. Indus, in'dua (Ind.) r.

Hidegkut, he-dag'kut (Hung.) Huari, wa-r6' (Peru) Ineboli, e-na-bo'le (Tur.)

Hidveg, hed'veg(Hung ) Huaaco, waslto (Chile) Ingendohl. €ng'«i-d61 (Switz.)

Hicrapolia, hl-e-rap'6-lis (Tor.) Hudderaflehl, Imd'derz-feld (Eng.) Ingleborough, ing'gl-bu-ru (Eng.) mt.

Hierea, e-ar' (Fr.) Hudikavall, hb'deka-viil (Swe.) Ingoda, en-g6'da (As.) r.

Higuera, e-ge'ra (Sp.) Hud, lio-a' ; almost hwa (Anam) Ingoldstadt, eng/61d-Btat (Bav.)

Higuey, e-ga' (Hayti) Huelma, huel'ma(Sp.) Ingouville, an-gb-vel'(Fr.)

Hilaire, St.. sa\n-te-lar' (Fr.) Huelva, hu-el'va(Sp) Inhambane, €n-yam-l>a'na (E. Af.)

Hildburghausen, held ' bbrg-taouz- en Huen or Hveen , hu-au' or van (Den. ) i*l. Inhauma, fin-you'ma (Braz.)

(Ger.}

Hildeaheim, heTdes-him(Ger)

Huercalobera, nu-er-ka-16-be'i*(Sp.> Iniesta, 6-ne-ea'ta (Sp.)

Huerta. hu-er'ta (Sp. ) Inkerman, ingTcerman (Rus.) vol.

Himalaya, he-mala-ya; popularly, him- Hueaca, hu-es'ka (Sp.) In ii. tii (Aust.; Ger.; Switz.) r.

a-Ia'ya (Ind.) mt. Huescar, hq-ea-ktU-1 (Sp.) Innerleithen, in-ner-lfi'THen (Scot)

Hindeloopen, hin-de-15'pen (Neth.) nulme, hybm (Eng.)

Humber, huml)er (Eng.)

Humboldt, hum'bdlt(U. 8.)

Innspruck, fina'prbk (Auat.)

Hindben, hen'deb-en (Nor.) isl. Inowrazlaw, e-no-rats'lav (Pnis.)

Hfngham, hing'am (U. S.) Interlaken. fin-ter-la'k^n (Switz.)

Hinojosa, e-n&-chu'sil(Sp.) Humpoletz, lnini'pO-k'ts (Bohem.) Inverary, in-ve-ra'ri (Scot)

Hiogo, h§-o'go (Jap.) Hundaruck, hbndz'ruk(Ger.) mU. Inverkeithing, in-v6r-kfiTH'ing (Scot)

flippolyte, ep-po-let'(Fr.) Hungerford, hung'ger-ford (Eng.) Iona, I-6'na(Scot.)

Hispaniola. es-pU-ne-bia (W. Ind.)
Huntingdon, hunrtmg-don (Eng.)

Iowa, i'6-wa(U. S.)

Hjarnbe, yar'neu-e (Den.) isl. Hurdwar, hurd-war/ dud.) Ipanema, fi-pa-na'ma (Braz.)

Hjelmar, yel'milr (Swe.) 1. Huron, hyo'ron (N. Am.) £. Ipaambool, fip-sam-bbl' (Nubia)

Hjorring, yetir'ingtDen.)

Hlassa, hlas'aa (Tibet)

Hurrur, hur*rur (Af.) Ipswich, ips'wich (Eng.)

Husaingabad, hus-sing-go-bad' (Ind.) Iquique, e^ke'ke (Peru)

Hoang-Ho, ho-ang-ho' almost hwang- Huaum, hb'sbm (Den.) Iraja, S-ra'zha (Braz.)

h6'(As.) Huy, Flem. prou. hoi; French pron. Irak Ajemi, C'rak aj'e-me (Per)

Hoboken, ho-boTwn (TJ. S.) u-eMBel.) Irak Arabi, fi'rak ar'a-bfi (As. Tur.)

Hochheim, huch'him (Ger.) Hvaloen, va'letin (Nor.) Iraau, C-ra-sb' (Cent. Am.) vvlc

Hbchat, h^ikst(Ger-) Hvita, v€'ta(Iceld.) Iredell, Ir'del (U.S.)

Iregh, 6-rag' (Hung.)Hbchstadt, hi/hcli'stat (Ger) Hyderabad, lu-de-ra-bad'(Ind)

Hochatetten, hoch'atet-t«n (Switz.) Hydra, hi'dra (Gr.) uL Irkutsk, fir-kbtak' (As.)

Hoddesdon, hodz'don (Eng.) Hyerea. fi-ar' (Fr.)

Hythe, hiTH (Eng.)

Iroquois, i-r6-kwoi' (N. Ara.)

Hodeida, h6-d(V6-da(Ar ) Irrawaddy, Cr-ra wad'di (As.)

Hoevelaken, ho've-la-ken (Neth.) Irtish, Cr-tfish' (Rus.)

Hohenlinden, ho'en-lfin-den (Ger.) Irvine, er'vfn (Scot)

Hohenlohc, ho'en-16-e (Ger.) Isakchi, fi-sakVhe (Roum.)

Hohenatanfen, ho'en -stou-f«n (Ger.)

I.
Isamal, ?-sa-miil'(Mex.)

Is<:hia,6a'k&-a(lt.)t«i.

Ischim, iah-em (Sib.) r.

Hohenzollern, hb-en-tsonern (Ger.)

Hokitika. hb-ki-tfi'ka (N. Zd.)

Holcar, hOl-kar' (Ind.) Iana, ya'na(Sib)r.

Ibach, enJilch (Switz.)

Iaeflord, e'sa-fyor (Den.)

Hold-Mezb-Vaearhely, hbld-me-zeu-va- Iseo, fi-Ba'6 (It )

ahUr-haly' (Hung.) Ibague, e-ba'ge (Col. )

Ibbenbiiren, eb-ben-bG'r«i(Ger.)

Iaerlohn, fi'zer-lon (Ger.)

Iaernia, e-aar'ne-a (It)

Isidoro, fi-ae-do'ro (Mex.)

Holmcatrand, liftl'me-striln (Kwe.)

Holstebrb, hol'ata-breti (Den.) Ibiapaba, e-be-tt pit'bil (Braz.) mt.

Holatein, hol'stln (Ger ) Ibicui, e-be-kwe' (S. Am.)r. Isigny, e-ae-nyfi'(Fr.)

Isili, fi-afilfi (Sardin.)Holyhead, hol'i-hed (Wales) Ibrahim, eb-ra-hem' (As. Tur.) r.

Holywell, hol'i-wel (Wales) Ibraila, e-bra-fila (Roum.) Iskanderieh, i.s-k:m-de-rc'e (As. Tur.;

Homberg, hom'herg (Ger.) Icana, e-kH'na (Braz.) r. Eg.)

Hombori, hom'bo-re (Af.) mts. leaque, e-kii'ke (Trinid.) c. Iskelib, esTie-leb (Tur.)

Ho-nan, hO-nan' (China) Ichaboe, ik'a-bo (Af.) i*l.

Icolmkill, 6-kdm-kir (Scot)

Islamabad, fis-llim-a-bad'

Honduras, hon-db'raa ; Span. pron. on- Ialay, i'la (Scot.) isl.

db-raV (Cent. Am.) Idaho, i'da-h6 (U. S.) Ialington, iz'ling-ton (Eng.)

Ismail, fis-maeT (Rus.)Honeoye, hon-e-oi' (U. S.) Idanha, e-dii'nya (Pen.)

Honfleur, hbn-fleur^Fr.) Iddah, ed'dah (\V. Af.) Ismid, 6z-ni6d'(Tur.)

Ianik, eznfik'(Tur.)

Isola,6'8d-la(It)

Hongkong, hong-kong' (China) Idria, e'die-a (Auat.)

Honiton, hon'i-ton (Eng.) Iekaterinodar,ya-kll-ta-re-no-dar'(Rua.)

Honolulu, ho-no-lb'lb (Sand. Isls.) Ielagoui. ya-lft-gd'e (Sib.) r. Ispahan, es-pa-han' (Per.)

Honnibia, 6n-ro'bO-il(Sp.) Igal, e-gal' (Auat.) Issoudun, fia-sb-dub (Fr.)

Honth, hOnt (Hung.) Igarape, 6-ga-rfi-pa'(Braz.)

Igatimi, 5-gil-t«'ni6 (S. Am.)

Issyk-kul, is'sfk-kul (Sib.)

Hoofdplaat, hdft'plitt (Neth.) Istalif,69-Ut-Kf'(Afg.)

Hoogeveen, ho'ge-van (Neth.) Iglau. 6-glou' (Auat.) Istria, is'tre-a(Aust)

Hooghly, hbg'li(Ind) Iglesias, e-glri'tse-iLa(It) Itacolumi, fi-ta-kb-lb'me (Braz.) mts.

Itamaraca, 6-ta-niil-riL-ka' (Braz.) isl.Hoogstraeten, h<"»g-str;i'ten (Bel. ) Igua^u, C-gwii'sb (Braz.)

Hoonan, ho-nan' (China) Igualada, 6-gwa-lti'THa (Sp. ) Itaparica, C-tft-pU r.'ka (Braz.) isl.

Hoom, horn (Neth.) Igumen, C-go-meu'(Rus.) Itapicuru, fi-ta-pe kb-rb'(Braz-) r.

Horuzdiowitz, ho-rj.z'dy6-vC-ts (Bohem. ) IJ. I (Neth.) Itaqueira, C-tii-kaG-ra (Braz.) mt.

Horcajo, 6r-kiL'0hu (Sp.) l]ma, ezh'ma (Rub.) r. Itatiaiosau, e-ta-t*-I-os'so (Braz.)

Hormigas, br-me-giis' (Sp.) isl. Ijasel, is'arl (Neth.) r. Itawamba, it-a-wom'ba (U. S.)

Hornachos, or-na-choa' (Sp.) Hay, e'la(Pem) Ithaca, ith'a-ka (Gr. ; U. S.)

Hornburg, h<">rn'l>brg (Ger.) Ilcheater, il'cheB-ter (Eng.) Ithaki, ith'a-kfi(Gr)

Hornli, horn'15 (Swftz.) lldefonao. San. tan 61-de-fon'afl (Sp.) Iturup, c-tb-rbp (N. Pac. Oc.) isl.

Horaaea, horn'sG (Eng.) Ilfracombe, il'fra kbm (Eng.) Itzehte, fit'sa-heti (Ger.)

Horaena, hor'aens (Den.) Ilha Grande, el'ya gran da (Braz.) Ivanovo, G-va-n0'v6 Rus.)

Horsham, hora'am (Eng.) Hi, f-lS'(A8.)r. Ives. St., sunt, colloquially lint Ivz

Hostomttz. hoVto-mSts (Bohem.) Ilkeston, il'kes-ton (Eng.) (Eng)

Hoszszu. hos'so (Hung.) Illanon, cllit-nfin' (Philip.) 6. Ivi^a. C-ve'sli (Sp.) isl.

Hoszu, ho'sb (Hung.) Illasi, Sl-lU'ae (It.) Ivinghoe. i'ving-ho (Eng.)

Hotellerie, 6-tel rfi' (\?r.)isl. Illawarra, il-la-wllr'ra (AustraL) Iviza, e-vC*'sa (Sp.i isl.

Ivrea, Cv-ra'u (It)H«ttentot, hot't#n-tot (Af.) fr. Hie, fll(Fr)

Izamal, e-sii-ntal'(Mex.)Hotzenplotz, luVtsrn-plots (Aust.-) Ille et Vilaine, El a vC-lin' (Fr.) dep.

Iznajar, eth-na-chiir'(Sp.)Houat, b-ii' (Fr. ) isl. Iller, filler (C.er)r.

Houdan. b-dnn'(Fr.) Illeacaa, el-lvea-kiia' (Sp.)

Houdong, hd-don' (Bel ) Illimani, Sl-ie-niii'nO Htf>1.) tat

Illinois, il-li-nois' or il-li-noi' (IT. S.)Houghton -le-Spring, h<Vton-le-spring

J.(Eng.) Illora, fil-lyo'ra(Sn)

Illyria, il-li'ri-a (Aust.)Hounslow, honnzld (Eng.)

Houpe, ho-pa' (China) Ihn, film (Ger.) r. Jablonec, yS-blo-nets' (Bohem.)

Housatonic, ho sa-ton'ik (U. S.) I linen, il'inen (Rub.) Jahlonka, yit-blon'ko (Hung.)

Houssa, housaa(Af) IlmL'iiau, el'me-nou (Ger.) Juljugo, El, el cha-bo'go (Sp.)

Ijob; German, ch, nacAty, yes; th, thta; th, thin; zh, azure. French, vue, but; bleb, nclif; h, on.
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Jacarehi, zhil-ku-ra'G (Braz.) Kasan, ka-zan' (Rus.)

Jacinto, San, aan ja-siu'to (U. S.) Kaschau, kash'au (Hung.)

Jacmel or Jacquemel, zhiUc-mel' Kashan, kU-shiin' (Per.)

(Hayti)
K.

Kaskaskia, kas-kas'ki a (V. S.)

Jadraque, chU-dralce (Sp.) Kasmark, kiLsh'mark (Hung.)

Jaen, cha-en'(Sp.) Kassa, kosh'Bho(Hung)

Jiigerndorf. ya'gern-dnrf (Aust.) Kaagbe, ko'geu-e (Nor.) til. Kastamuni, kiis-Ui-mo'nd (As. Tur)

Jaguaribe, zliii gwii-re'ba (Braz.) r. Kabardah, ka-barMa (Rus.) Kastrikum. kiist'ri-kum (Neth.)

Jahde, yoh'de (Ger.) r. Kabool, Kabul, ka'bul (Afg.) Katagum, kit'tii-com (Cent Af.)

Jahicos, zhii-e'kds (Braz.) Kacunda, ka-kun'da (W. Af.) KaUhdin. ka-tiUVdin ((". S.) int.

Jalapa, eha-lii'pii (Mex ) Kadjang, kad-jang' (Celebes) Katrine, Loch, loch kat'rin (Scot )

Jalisco, chii-leVkb (Mex.) Kadoe, kii-db' (Java) Katsena, kat-se'na (Cent. Af.)

Jamaica, ja-ma'ka, tit. Kattristan, kii-fe-res-tan' (Cent As.) Kattegat, kat'te-gat (N. Sea)

Jamu, ju-inb'(Ind.) Kahira, kiitie-rafEg.) Katunga, ka-tbu'ga <W. Af.)

Janina or Vanina, yii'n6-nJl (Tur.) Kaifung, ki-fum^ (China) Katwijk, kat'vik (Neth.)

Jaii Mayen, yan mi'en (Are. Oc.) til Kainsk. ka-ensk' (Sib.) Kauai, kou'i (Sand. Isls.) til.

Kaufbeuren, kouf-boi'rcn (Ger.)Japan, ja-pan'(As) Kaira, kii'e-ra (Ind.)

Japura, ytt-po'iii (S. Am.) r. Kairwan, kir-wiin'(Af.) Kautokeino, kou-to-ka t-in» (Nor.)

Jaraicejo, chii-ra-e-the'clio (Sp.) Kaisarieh, ki-sa-re'e (Tur.) Kavala, ka-vii'la (Tur.)

Jarama, cha-rii'ma (Sp.) r. Katserslautem. ki-zerz-lou'tern (Oer.) Kayserberg, ki'zer-berg (Fr.)

Jardimllos, ehar-de-iienybs (Cuba) Kaiserstuhl, ki'zer-stol (Switz.) Kazan, kft-zttn'(Rus.)

titi. Kaiserswbrth, ki'zerz-vi'urt (Ger.) Kazbek, kaz-bek' (Rus.) mt.

Jaromirz, ya'rb-nierts (Bohem.) Kalabsheh, ka-liUi'she (Nubia) Kazeroun, kii'ze-rbn (Per )

Jaroslav, ya'ro-aliiv (Bus.) r. Kalafat, kalii-fat' (Roum.) Kealakeakua, ka-a1a-ka-a-kb"a (Ha

Jassy, yas'r-G (Rom.) Kalamaki, ka-lil-ma'ke (As. Tur.) fr. waii) b.

Jaatrow, yiis'tro (Prus.) Kalamazoo, ka-la-ma-zb' (U. S ) Kebir, El, el ke-beV (Tunis)

Jaszbereny, yas-ba-rany' (Hung.) Kalamita, ka-la-me'tii (Black Sea) b. Kecskemet, kech-ke-met' (Hung.)

Jauja, chou'cha (Peru) Kalantan, kil-lan-tiin'(Mal. Ten.) Kediri. ka-de'rS (Java)

Java, ja'vft (East Arch.) til. Kalavrita, ka-lav-re'ta (Gr.) Keewatin, ke-wa'tin (Can.)

Javari, yU-va-rC' (Braz.) Kalgujev, kal-go-yef (Rus.) til. Keighley. keth'li (Eng.)

Jawana, ja-vii'nii (Java) Kalimno, ka-lihi'uo (Gr.) til. Keiskamma, kis-kaiu'iuii (S. Af.) r.

Jean d'Angely, St., san zhon donzh-le' Kalisch, kU'lesh (Rus.) Kelat, ki-l.tt' (As.)

(Fr.) Kalisz, kalesh (Rus.) Keneh, ken'e (Eg.)

Jean de Luz, St., Ran zhoh de luz (Fr.) Kalraar, kal-miir' (Swe.) Kenia, kenc'a (Af.) mt.

Jedburgh, jed'bu-ru (Scot) Kaltbrunnen, kalt-brbu'en (Switz.) Kennebec, ken-ne-bek' (U. S.)

Kennebunk, ken-ne-bungk' (U. S.)Jedo, ye'db fJap.) Kaluga, kalo'gii (Rus.)

Jelalabad, jel-al a-bad'(Afg) Kalusz, kii'lbsb (Aust. Gal.) Kentucky, ken-tuk'i

Jelatma. ye-lat'ma (Rus.) Kama, ka'mU (Rus.) r. Kenzingen, ken'tsing-en (Ger.)

Jemilah, je-nu'la (Alg.) Kamaran, kii-mii'riLn (Red Sea) til Keokuk, ke'o-kuk (C. S.)

Jemtland, yemt'land (Swe.) Kamenaia-Ba, ka-ma-iiil'ya-ba (Rus.) Kerah, ka'ra (Per.)

Jenne, jen'ne (W*. Af.) Kamenetz, ka'nia-nets(RuB) Kerbela, ker-ba'la(As. Tur.)

Jequitiuhonha, zha-kC-tS-ny&'nya Kamenitz, kJl'ma-neta (Bohem. ; Hung.) Kerguelen, ker'ge-len (Ind. Oc.)i*t

(Braz.) r.

Jerahi, je-rii'h5 (Per.) r.

Kamenskoi, kUmen'sko-e (Rus.) Kerkinet, ker'ke net (Black Sea; g

Kamieniec, kiim-yen'yets(Rus.) Kerman, ker-man' (Per.)

Jerez de la Krontera, cher'eth de lit Kamishin, kJl nie'shen (Bus.) Kermanshah, ker-man't>hii(Ter.)

fron-te'rii (Sp.) Kambe, ka'meli-e (Nor.) til. Kerreraor Kerera, ker're-ra(Scot) til

Jerica, che-re'ka (Sp.) Kamouraska, ka-mb-ras'ka(Can.) Kerry, ke'ri (lr.) co.

Kershaw, ker-sha'(U. 9.)Jersey, jer'zi (Chan. Isls.) Kampen, kiim'pen (Den.)

Jessulmeer, jes-sul-mer'tlnd.) Kamtchatka, kam-cbat'ka (Aa) Keswick, kez'wik or kez'ik (Eug.)

Jeypoor, jl-pbr/ (Ind.) Kanaga, ka-nii'ga (Aleut. Isls.) Keszthely, kest'haly (Hung.)

Jezairi - bahri -Send, je-zl're-ba'hri-sa'- Kanagawa, kii-na-gii'wa (Japan) Kew, kyo (Eng.)

fed(Tur ) Kanawha, k»-na'wa(U. s.) Kezdi Vasarhely, kez'de va-Bhar-lialy'

Jezireh-ibn-Omar, jaze'reh-ebu-6-miir' Kanchinjinga, kuu'chiu-jing"ga (As.) (Hung.)

Tur. mt. Khamil, chamM' (Cent As.)

Jhalavan. jha'lii-van (Beluch.) Kan-chow, kan-chou' (China) Khamtis, chani't5z(East. Pen.) tr.

Jijona, che-eho'nii (Sp.) Kandabou, kau-da-l>b'(Fiji Isls.) Khanpoor. khan-por'(Ind.)

Jimena, che-me'nil (Sp.) Kandahar, kan-da-har' (Afg.)

Kandalaska, kiln-da laVka (Rus.)

Kharek. khii'rek (Per.) til.

Jitomir, zhit'6-mer (Rus.) Khargeh, EI, el change (Eg.)

Joachimsthal, yb'a-chems-UU (Bohem.) Kandersteg, kiin'der-steg (Switz.) Kharijeh, El, el chiir'i-je (Eg.)

Juao. Sao, soui'i zhb-ouh' (Port; Kandy, kan'di (Ceylon) Kharkow. char-kof (Rus.)

Braz.) Kangelang, kang-ge-lang' (East Arch.) Kharput, char-pwt'(Annen)

Joaquin, San, Ban wii-ken'(Califor.) til. Khartoom, char-tbm' (Eg.)

Khatanga, chii-tang'ga (Sib.)Joetun FJeld, yeut'un fyel (Nor.) Kania, ka'ne-a(W. Af.)

Johauuisbi-rg, yo-han'nea-berg (Prus.) Kanisa, kU-ne'sha (Hung.) Khatmaudoo, kat-niau-do' (Ind.)

Johore, jo-hor* (Mai. Pen.) Kankari, kiin'ka re (Tur.) Kherson, cher-s6n' (Rus.) city

Joinville, zhwan-veT (Fr.) Kan-kiang, kan-ki-ang' (China) r. Khin-gan, chen-gan' (As.) mt

Joliba, jol'i-ba(Af.)r. Kannasberry, kan'na-ge-ri (Ind.) Khiva, che'va(Tart)

Jonkjoping. yeun-tyeap'ing (Swe.) Kano, kii-ub' (Cent. Af.) Khodavendikiar, 6h6-da-ven-dC*-kyar*

Joodpoor, j6d-por/(Ind.) Kanoje, kil'noj (Ind.) (As. Tur.)

Khojak, cho-jak' (Afg )Joonaghur, jb-na-gur'(Ind-) Kansas, kan'zas(U. S.)

Jorquera, chdr-ke'rtt (Sp.*

Jorullo, Cho-ro'lyb (Mex)

Kansoo, kan-sb' (China) Khojend, cho-jeud' (As.)
Khokand, cho-kandf(As.)

Kantalicounda, kau-tale-kon'da (W.

Jostedalsbrw, yos'te-Ualz-bra(Xor) Af.) Khooudooz. chbn-dbz' (Cent As.)

Joui, El. el jbf (Af.)

Joug, yog (Rus.) r.

Kantavu. kan-ta-vb' (Fiji Isls.)

Kanturk, kan-terk' (lr.)

Khorassan, cho-ras-san' (Per.)

Khotan, cho-tau' (Cent. As.)

Joure, you're (Neth.) Kaobangtran, ka-b-bang-tran', almost Khuzistan, chb-ze-stilu' (Per.)

Joyeuse. zhwft-yeuz' (Fr.) kou-bang-trail' (Anam.) Khyber Pass, ehi'ber i>as (Afg )

Juan, San, san chn-an' (Arg. Con.) Kapricio, kiipre'sC*-6 (Tur.) Khyerpoor, khi-er-pbi-'(Ind.)

Juan Fernandez, ju'an fer-nan'dez; Sp. Kara, kil'ra (Rus.) r. Kiachta or Kinkhta, kO-iich'tii (Sib.)

pron. chii-an' fer-niiu'deth (S. Am.) Karabashle, kiL-ra-bash1a(Tur.) Kiang-se, ke-ang-se' (China)

til. Karabaugb, kti-rll-bftg/ (Transcauc.) Klangsoo, ke-ang-sb' (China)

Jubbulpoor, jub-bul-por/(Ind.) Kara-Dagh, kU-rii'dag (Tur. in Eur. and Kichinev. kish-in-ef (Rus.)

Jucar, chb-kUr/(Sp.) As.) mti. Kidderminster, kid'der-min-ster (Eng. )

Jugdulluk, jug-duriuk(Afg) Karaghinsky, kil-rligSu'ske (Sib.) til. Kidwelly, kid-wel'li (Wales)

Juggernauth, jui/ger-nat (Ind.) Kara Hissar, ka-ra'hCs-sar' (Tur. ) Kiel, kel(Prus)

Jujuy clio-chwe' (Arg Con.) Karakal, kii-iil-kiil' (Roum.) Kielce, ke-el'Ue(Rus.)

Juliera, zhu-le-a' Karakoram Pass, kii-rii-kb'rum pas Kienlung, ke-en-lung' (Tibet)

Julunder, ju'lun-d£r (Ind.) (Cent. As.) Kiev, ke-yef (Rus.)

Jumieizea, zliu-nie-itzh'(Fr.) Karaman, ka-ra-miln' (Ab. Tur.) Kilauea, ki-lou-a'a (Sand. Isls.)

Jumilla, chb-me'lya (Sp.) Karamania, kii-m-mil'iie-a (As. Tur.) Kilbarchan, kil-bar'6han(3cot)

Jumna, jtim'na (Ind.) r. Karang-asam, ka-rang'a-sam (East. Kildare, kil-dar1 (lr.) co.

Jumnoutri, jum-no'tri (Ind.) Arch.) Kilia, kfi'lC-a (Rus.) mouth qf the Da

Junee, ju-ne' (N. 8. W.) KaransebeB. kor-on-^ha-besh' (Hung.) nubi,/t

Jungfrau, ybng'frou (Switz.) int. Kara-Su, Karasou, kii-m'sb" (Rus. and Kilkee, kil-ke'(Ir)

Junm, chd-nen' (Peru) As)r. Kilkenny, kil-ken'ui (Ir.)ro.

Jura, jd'ra (Scot) til Karateghin, ka-ra-te-gen' (Cent As.) Killala, kil-la-lii'(Ir)

Jura, zhQ-ra' (Fr.) dep. Karaula, ka-rala (N. S. W) r. Killaloe, kil-la-16' (lr.)

Jura, yo'ni (Switz.) mto. Kardszag. kord-soV (Hung.) Killarney, kil-lar'ni (lr.)

Juruena, zhb-ru-a'na (Braz.) r. Karikal, ka're-kal(IntL) Killeara, kll-leni' (Scot)

Jutay, clio'ti <S. Am.)r. Karleby Gamla (kllr'le-bQ giirala (Rus. ) Killfecrankie, kil-li-krangTci (Scot.)

Jutland (Anglicized form of Danish Karlova, kiir-lo'vii(Hung) Kilmalcolm or Kilmacblm, kil-ma-

Jylland). Jutland (Den.) Karlstadt. karl'stat (Ger.) kom'(Scot.)

Jylland, ynllan (Den.) Karoly, kii-roly' (Hung.)

Karroos, kar-rbz'(S. Af.)

Kilmarnock, kll-niar'nok (Scot)

Jynteah, jin'te-a (Ind.) Kilrush, kil-rush' (Lr.)

Fate, far, fat, fall; mo, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAaiu; g, go;
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Kilsyth, kil-sith' (Scot.) Korneuberg, kor'noi-berg(Aust.)

Koronika, ko-ro-ne'ktt (Rus. )

Kyen-dwen, kyen'dwen (Bur.) r.

Kimpina, kem-pe'nU (Roum.) Kyritz, ke'rets(Pru8.)

Kinbura, ken'bbrn (Rus.)/(. Kororareka, kd-ro-rii-ra'ka (N. Zd.) b. Kyundoung, kyuu-dung'tBur.)

Kincardine, kin-kiir'dm (Scot.) co. Kbrbs, ken-relish' (Hung.)

Kinghorn, kingliorn (Scot.) Korsabad, kor-sa-bad'(Tur.)

Kinross, kin-ros' (Scot.) co. Korsbr, kflr'si^urfDen.)

Kiusale, kin-sal' (lr.) Korvai, kor-va'e (N. Zd.)

L.Kintaug, kin-tang7 (China) isl Kosciusko, kos-i-us'ko (U. S. ; Austral.)

Kintore, kin-tdr' (Scot.) Kosel, ko'zel (Ger.)

Kintyre, kin-tir' (Scot.) Kbsfeld, ke^iz'felWGer.)

Koshtan-tau, kosh tan-tou(Cauc) mt.Kinzig, ken'ts€ch (Ger.) Laaland, lo'libi (Den.) i*l.

Kibge, k5-eu'ga (Den.) 6. Kosima, ko'sfi-ma (Jap.) Labiau, lii'bO-ou (Prus.)

Kiowa, ki'o-wa(U. S.) Kbsliu, ketiz'len (Ger.) Labischin, la-l>f-'sh6n (Prus.)

Kippure, kip'yur (lr.) ml. Koslow, kos-lof (Rus.)

Kosseir, kos-sa'er (Eg.)

Labrador, lab-ra-dor/ (N. Am. ; Eng.)

Kiraly, ke-raly' (Hung.) Labuan, la-bi; Un/ (East. Arch.) isl.

Kirghiz. kCr-gez' (As.) Kossovo, kos-s6'v6 (Tur.) Lacantun, la-k:tn-tuu'(Cent. Am.) r.

Kirin-oola, kc-ren-6lH (China) Kosteletz, kos'te-lets (Bohem.) Laccadives, lak-a-divz'(Ind. Ou.)wt^.

Kirkhy - Lonsdale, kerk - bi - lonz ' dal Kostroma, kos-tr6'mii(Rus.) Lacedogna, lii-chii-do'nya(It.)

(Eng.) Kotelnitsch, ko-tel-nech' (Rus.) Lachen, la'chen (Switz.)

Kirkcaldy, ker-ka'di (Scot.) Kbthen, keu'ten (Ger.) Lachine, la-shSn' (Can.)

Kirkcudbright, ker-kb'bri (Scot.) Kotzebue Sound, kot'ze-byu sound Lachlan, lach'lan (Austral.)

Kirkebye, keVka-bu (Den.) (Alaska) Lackawannock or Lackawanna, lak-a-

Kirkiutilloch, kerk-in-tiriotti (Scot.)

Kirriemuir, kir-ri-mybr' (Scot.)

Kouban, kb-bun' (Rus.)r. and I. wau'nok, lak-a-wan'na(U. S.)

Koubinskoe, kb-ben'skO-a (Rus.)
LacUicunga, lilk-Ul-kbngJga (Ecuad.)

Kirsanov, kSr-sil-nof (Rus.) Kouche, kb'cha (Turkestan) Ladak, lH-dak'(Cent. As.)

Kishenev, ke-she-nef (Rus.) Koudekerke, kou'de-ker-ke (Neth.) Ladany, lil-dany'(Hung.)

Kiskiminetas. kis-ki-min'e-tas (L . S.) Kouenlun, kb-en-lun'(Cent. As.)mt*. Ladoga, lad'6-ga (Rus.) 1.

Kisliar, k5z-le-aV (Rus.) Kouka, ko'kn (Af.) Lailoga, la-db'ga(t". S.)

Kissingen, kes'ing-en (Ger.) Koukou-Khoto, kb-kb-ch&'tb (Moult. ) Ladrones, la-droriz' (Pac. Oc.) ulg.

Kitzbuhel. kGts'bu-el (Aust.) Koulfo, kbl'fo(W. Af.) Laeken, la'ken (Bel.)

Kiung-chau-fu, ke-ung-chou-fb' (China) Kouloi, kb'lo-c" (Rus.) r. Lagan, lag'an (lr.) r.

Kiusiu, k6-b's6-b" (Jap.) isl. Koursk, kbrsk (Rus.) Lagartas, Ui-gar'tas (Mex.)

Kixira, kek'sSm (Rus.)p(. Koushan, kb~shiin'(As.) Laggan, lag'gan (Scot )

Kiyoto, ke-yo'to(Jap.) Koutayeh, kb-ti'ye(As. Mi.) Lagnieu, la-nyC*-eu' (Fr.)

Kizil Irmak, kiz'd er-mak'(Tur.) r. Kovitska, ko-vets'kU (Rus.) b. Lagonero, lU-g6-na'ro(It.)

Kizliar, kez-le-iir' (Rus.) Kowno, kov'no (Rus.) Lagos, la'gbs (W. Af. ; Sp. ; Mex.)

Kjallerup, kytil'le-rup (Den.)

Kjeletz, kyel'ets (Rus.)

Kozlov, koz-lof (Rus.) Lagosta, la-gos'tafAust.i id.

Krabbendijke, krabT>en-di-ke (Neth.) Laguna. lil-gb'na(Mex.)

Kjerteminde, kyer-te-men'de (Den.) Kragerbe, krii'ge-reti-e (Nor.) Lagunilla, lJi-gb-ue'lyji (Sp. ; Venez.)

Kjbbenhavn, kyeu'ben-hilfen (Den.) Kragujevatz or Kraguyevatz, kra-gb- Lahadj, U-biij'(Ar.)

Klagenfurt, klii'gen-furt (Aust ) ya'v&ts (Servia) Lahajan, lii-ha-jiin' (Per.)

Klamath, kla'mat (U. 8.)

Klausenburg, klou zen-bbrg (Transyl.)

Kraiova. kra-yft'va (Roum.)

Krakow, kra'kou (Aust.)

Lahej, la-hej'(Ar)

Lahijan, lU-hG-jiin' (Per.)

Klausthal, klous'tal (Ger. ) Kranenburg, kra'nen-hbrg (Ger.)

Kranichfeld, krii'nfich-felt (Ger.)

Laholm, lit'holm (Swe.)

Kloppenburg, klop'p«n-bbrg (Ger.) Lahore, m-hdr/(Ind.)

Klosterneuburg, klos - ter - noi ' bbrg Krasnoe-selo, kraa-nO-a-sa'lo (Rus.) Lahul, lu-hbl'(lnd)

(Aust.) Krasnoiarsk, krils-no-yarsk' (Sib.) Laibach, H'bach (Aust.)

Klundert, klun'dert (Neth.) Krassova, krtt-sho'vo (Hung.) Lalita-patan, la-lC-ttt-pU-tiln' (Ind.)

Knaresborough, narz'bu-ru (Eng.) Kraszna, kras'na (Hung.) La Mancha. la mUn'cha (Sp.)

Kuesselaere, knes-se-la'ra (Bel.) Krauchthal, krouch'till (Switz.) Lambalamflpa, lam-ba-lam-fc'pa (Af.)

Knockmeledown, nok-mel'e-doun (lr.) Krautheim, krout'him (Ger.) mte.

mt. Krefeld, kra'felt (Ger.) Lambayeque, lam-baye'ke (Peru)

Knottingley. not'ing-li (Eng.) Krejanovka, kra-yil-nof'ka (Rus.) Lambesc, loh-besk' (Kr.)

Knutsford, nnts'ford (Eng.) Krementchug, kra-men-chbg' (Rus.) Laml)eth, lam'betii (Eng.)

Lamego, la-miVgo (Port.)Kobbe, kob'be (Cent. Af.) Krempe, krem'pe (Den.)

Kdbenhavn, kyeu'b«n-huf«n (Den.) Kreuzburg, kroitslDbrg (Prus.) Lamlaah, lam-lash' (Scot.)

Kobryn, k6-bren' (Rus.) Kreuznacn, kroits'nach (Ger.) Lammermoor.lani-nier-mbr'(Scot.)mi«.

Kochem, koch'em (Ger.) Kriens, kre'ens (Swit.) Lamo, la'mo (E. Af.)

Koedijk, kb'dik (Neth.) Kronach, krb'nUch(Ger) Lamone, la-mo'nH (It.) r.

Koeichoo, kd-a-chb' ; almost kwa-chb' Kronberg, krbn'berg(Den.) Lampara, lam-pii'ra (Cent. Am.) 1.

(China) Kronstadt, kron'stat (Transyl. ; Rus.) Lampedusa, lam-pa-db'sJi (Medit.) isl.

Komigsberg, keun'£gz-berg(Ger.) Krotoszyn, kro-to-shen' (Prus. Pol.)

Krumenau, krb'me-nou (Switz )

Lampertheim, lilni'pert-him (Ger.)

Koevorden, kb'vor-den (Neth.) Lampeter, lam'pe-ter (Eng.)

Kohat, ko-lmt'(Ind.) Krusenstern, krb'zen-stern (Pac. Oc.) Lamporecchio, lam-pb-rrtk'ke-6 (It.)

Knhistan. ko-hus-tan' (Beluch.) isl*. Lamsaki, lam'sa-ke (As. Mi.)

Kokan, ko-kiin'(Cent. As.) Krylov, kri-lor(Rus.) Lanark, lan'ilrk (Scot.)

Kokel, ko'kel (Transyl.) Kuban, ko-bJln' (Rus.) r. Lancashire, lang'ka-sher or langOtn-

Koko-nor, k6-ko-nor' (China) Kuchuk-Kainarji, kb - chbk - ki - nar- je sher (Eng.)

Kokura, kS-kb'ra (Jap.) (Rus.) Lancaster, lung'kas-ter (Eng.) 6,

Koladyne, kol'a-din (Bur ) Kuflenburg, korlen-burg (Neth.) Lanciano, liin-chU'no (It.)

Kolby, k&l'bu(Den.)

Kblliken. keuHe-ken (Switz.)

Kuinder, koin'der(Neth.) Landeron, loh-de-rbn' (Switz.)

Kukewari, ko-ka-wil'ifi (lud.) r. Landes, lofid (Fr.) dep.

Kbln, keuln(Ger.) Kul-i-kalan, knl-e-ka-libi' (Cent. As.) 1. Landivisian, loft-de-ve-z6-ob' (Fr.)

Kolobeng, kol-o-heng' (Af.) Kuma, kb'mii (Transcauc.) r.

Kumaon or Kumaun, ku-mii'on or

Landrecfes, loh-dr-sC' (Fr.)

Kolokythia, ko-lo-ki-the'a (Gr.) Landriano, lUn-dre-a'no (It.)

Kolomea, ko-lb-ma'ji (Aust.) ku-moun' (Ind.) Landscrona, lans-kro'na (Swe.) pt.

Kolozsvar, kol-osh-viir/ (Transyl.) Kunashir, kb-na-shfir' (Jap ) isl. Landshut, landz'hbt (Ger. ; Prus)

Kolyma, ko'le-mii (Sib.) r. Kunawar, ;:u-na-war'(Ind.) Landstuhl, land'stbl (Ger.)

Komlos, kom-losh'(Hung.) Kunchinjunfra, kun-chin-jung'ga (Ind.) Langeac, loh-zliUk' (Fr.)

Komorn, ko-morn'inung.) int. Langeais, loh-zh;V (Fr.)

Kongelf, k&ng'elf (Nor.) Kunzelsau, kun'tsel-zou (Ger.) Langeland, lang'e-lUn (Den.) ul.

Konia, k&'ne-a (As. Mi.) Kuopio, kb b'peo (Rub.) Langenaes, lang'e-nfa (Nor.)

Konieh, k6'ne-e (As. Mi.) Kur, kbr (Tur.) r. Langenau, lilng'e nou (Ger.)

Kbniggiutz, ki:u'neg-grets (Bohem.) Kurdistan, kbr-dis-tan' (Tur. ; Per.) Langenbielau, lUug-cn-be'Iou (Prus.)

Kbnigsberg, kifu'negz-berg (Ger.) Kuriles, kyu'rilz (Pac. Oc.) wis. Langenbriicken, lilng-en-brQk'en (Ger.)

Kbnigsee, kcu'nSg-za (Ger.) Kuriuch-Su, kb-re-bch'sb (Rus.) r. Langensalza, lling-en-zal'tsa (Pius.)

Kouigstein, keTTneg-stiu (Ger.) Kurkara-ussu.kbr-kfi'rii-us-sinDznciiu'.) Langenschwalbach, laiig-eu-shvlirbach

Kbnigswinter, ktfu'uegz-ven-ter (Ger.) Kurland, kbr'land (Rus.) (Ger.)

Konotop, k6'n6-top (Rus.) Kuro-Sivo, kb'ro-sC'vb (Pac. Oc.) curt.

Kurrachee, kurii'che(Ind.)

Langenthal, lang'en-till (Switz.)

Konstantinograd, kon-sUtn-t6-u6-grud' Langholm, lang'om (Scot.)

(Rus.) Kurram or Kurrum, kur'rum (Afg.) Langben, lang'eti-en (Nor.) Ul.

Konstanz, kOn'stiints (Ger.) Kurreechane, ku-re-cha'ne (S. Af.) Langogne, lofi-gnn'ye (Fr.)

Kooraeshah, kb-me-shii' (Per.) Kurshee, kbr-sbG' (Cent. As.) Langres, lofigr (Fr.)

Koordistan, kbr-dis-tiin' (Per.) Kussery, kbs'se-ri (Cent. Af.) Languedoc, loh-ge-dok' (Fr.)

Kooria Mooria, kb'ri-a mb'ri-a (Arab. Kiissnacht, kOs'nacht (Switz.) Lanjaron, lan-cbil-rba' (Sp.)

Sea) ixla. Kustenji, kbs-ten'j5(Tur.) Lanniles, lan-neT (Fr.)

Kootenay, kb'te-na (Brit. Col.) Kustrin, kus'tKn (Prus.) Lanuion, lan-ne-uh' ( Fr.)

Kooweerup, kb'we-rup (Austral.) 1. Kut. kbt (Tur.) Lannoy, Un-nwa' (Fr.)

Kopreinitz, ko-pri'nets (Aust.) Kutais, kb'tis(Rus.) Lansingburg, lans'ing-berg (U. S.)

Korana, k^-rii'iia^Aust.) r. Kutaiyeh, kb-tl'ye (Tur.) Lanslebourg, loft-le-bbi-' (Fr.)

Korangamite, ko-rang'ga-mSt (Aus Kutava, kb-tU'yli (Tur.)

Kutchuk-Kainarji. kb-chbk - ki - nar - je'

Lantadilla, lan-Ul-TUtriya(Sp)

tral.) 1. Lantwit-Major,lan'twit-mfi-jor (Wales)

Kordofan, kor-do-fan' (At ) (Rus.) Lanusei, la-nb-s-VO (Sardin.)

Korenicsa, ko-ra-ne'cha (Croat.) Kuttigen, kQt'ti-gen (Switz.) Lanzarote, lan-sa-r6'ta (Can. Isls.) isl.

h ;ob; y, yes German, eh, nacAt.Til, fAen; th, (Ain; zh, azure. French, viie, but; bUa, netif; ft, on.
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Laon, Ul-6n'(Fr.)

Laos. Ui'os<East. Pen.)

La Plata, la pfil'ta (S. Am.) r.

Laramie, larVine (U. S.)

Laranjeiras, la rttn-zha'6-ril** fBraz )

Largentiere. Ulr-zhuh-tO-ar' (Fr.)

Larino, lii-rCno (It.)

Larissa. lit-res'aii (Tiir.)

Laristun, lit res-tUn'(Per)

Larkhann, l;ii--kha'na(Iud. >

Lame, lilni (Ir.)

Larnica or Larnaca, lar'ni-ka, lar'ua-kit

(Tur.)

Larries, la-rf.leB (Sp.)

Larraga, lar-rit'gil (Sp.)

Lasalle, la-zal'(Fr.)

Lasoe, la'seu-e (Den.) uL

Laswaree. las-wii'rc (Ind.)

Latakia. l;l-Ul-ke'u(i'ur.)

Laterina, 111 U-re'na (It.)

Latorcza. la-tort'so (Hung.>r.

Lattai, lat-U' (Fiji Isls.) uL

Lattakoo, lat-ta-ko' (S. Af.)

Lauhach, lou'bach (Ger.)

Lauban, lou'biln (Prus.)

Lauchstadt, lonch'stat (Ger )

Lauderdale, la'der-dal (Scot)

Laitenhurg, lou'en-bdrg (Ger.)

Lauffen. louf'fen (Switz )

Lau^lianie, la-gnr'ne (W*lcs)

Laujur-de-Andarax, lou-ehiir'de-an-diU

rttch (Sp. )

Launceston. 1tins'ton (Eng. ; Trbixi.)

Laupersweil, lou'perz-vil (Switz.)

Lauraguais, 16-ril-ga' (Fr.)

Laurencekirk, la'reus-kerk (Scot)

Lauricoeha, lou-re-ko'cha (Peru)

Lausanne, 16 zHn' (Switz.)

Lausitz, lou-zeta' (Fr.)

Laut, lout (Eaat. Arch.)

Lauterbrunnen,lou'ter-brun-cn(Switz.)

Lauven, lou'ven (Nor.) r.

Lauwer Zee, lou'ver za(Neth.)

Lavagna, lil-va'nylt (It)

Lavaur, la-vdr'(FT.)

Lavoro. lil-vo'ro (It.)

Lavoa, la'vos (Port.)

Laxa, lil'cha (Chile) r.

Laybacb, li'bach (Aust.)

Lazzaro, San. siln lild'za-r5 (It) r.

Leadhills, led'hilz (Scot.)

Leamington, lem'ing-ton (Eng.)

Leao-tong, lG-a-6-tong/, almost lyou-

tong' (China)

Lean, 10 (Bel )

Lebanon, leb'a-non (Pal.) mt.

Lebida, leb'i-da (N. Af.)

Lebrija, la-bre'chii (Sp.)

Lecce, lat'cha (It.)

Leccio, lat'cho (It.)

Lechhausen, IechTiouz.-cn (Ger.)

Lectoure. lak-tor' (Fr.)

Leczna, leeh'na (Rus. PoL)

Ledana, le-dil'nyil (Hp.)

Leende. Lan'de (Neth.)

Leersum, lar'sum (Neth.)

Leeuwarden, la'u-vilr-den (N'eth.)

Leeuwen, la'u-vtrn (Bel.)

Leeuwin's Land, la'u-winz or lyu'inz

land (Austral.)

Leganes, le-gil'nes (Sp.)

Legnago, la-nya'go (It)

Legnano, la-nyH'n6(It)

Lche. la'e (Ger.)

Lehigh, hVhI(U.S.)

Lehota, la-ho'to (Hung.)

Leibnitz, lib'nets (Aust)

Leicester, lea'ter (Eng.)

Leiden, li'den (Neth.)

Leigh, le (Eng.)

Leighton, le'ton (V. S.)

Leigh ton- Buzzard, la 'ton buz'zard

(Eng.)

Leiningen, lln'ing en (Ger.)

Leinster, len'ster (Ir.) int.

Leipzig, lip'tseg or lip'teech (Ger.)

Leiria, la-e-rtf'a (Port)

Loith. leth(Scot)

Leitmeritz, lit'ine-rets (Bohem.)

Leltoinischel, H-to-mC'shel (Boheni.)

Leitrim, ICtrlm (Ir.) co.

Leixlip, las'lip (Ir.)

Lekkerkerk, lek'ker-fcerk (Neth.)

Leman or Lemanus, lem'an, le-ma'nus

(Switz.) f.

Lena, lfi'na; Rus. pron. 1ya'na(Sib.)

Lenawee, len'a-we (IT. S.)

Leudinara, lan-de-na'ra (It.)

Lcngenfelri, leng'en-felt (Ger.)

Lenguau, leng'nou (Switz.)

Lennox, len'noks (Scot)

Lennoxtown, len'noka-toun (Scot.)

Lenoir. le-nor'(U. S.)

Lentini, lan-te'ne (It.)

Lenzen. len'tscn (Prus.)

Leobadda, le-vbad'.la <W Af.)

Leobschiitz, la'ob-shuts i Prus.)

Leogane, la-6-gan' ( W. Ind.)

Leominster, lem'ster(Eng.); lemlns-ter

(U. S.)

Leon, le-6n' (Sp.;Mex.)

Leonard's, St., Mint, colloquially sint

len'ardz (Eng.)

Leonessa. lii-o-nas'aaflt.)

Leonforte, lu-on-for'ta (It.)

Leonil. la-6-nfl' (Braz )

Leopoldshafen. laWpoldz-ha-nm (Ger.)

Leopoldstadt, la'o-pdld-stat (Aust.)

Leova, la-»Vva(Tur.)

Lepantft, la-pan'W (Gr.)

Lepseny, lep-abany (Hung.)

Le Puy, lepw^ (Kr.)

Leijueitio, la-ke'e-te-5 (Sp.)

LtTL-lienfeld, lei-'clwn-felt (Aust )

Lerici. ler'i-chS(It)

Lerida, ler/i-da(Sp.)

Lerwick, ler'wik or lerMk (Scot)

Les Andelys. laz ond-le' (Ft.)

Lescar, la kar/(Fr)

Lesghis, les-ghez' (Cane.)

Lesignaiio, la-se-nya'nO (It)

Lesina. laa'6-na (Dalmat)

Lesmahagow, lea-ma -ha'gfl (Scot.)

Lesueven, las-ue-vah' (Fr.)

Lo Sueur, le su'er (lf. S.)

Letitchev, la-te-chef (Rus)

Letterkenny, let-ter-ken'ni (Ir.)

Lettowitz, lat'to-veta (Aust)

Letur, le-toiy(Sp.)

Letyczew, la-te-chef (Riw.)

Leuca, Capo di, ka'po de lao'ka(It)

Leucadia, lyu ka'di-a (Ion. Isls.)

Leuchars, lyoch'arz (Scot)

Leucbtenberg, loich't<*n-berg (Ger.)

Leuk, loik (Switz.)

Leiikerlmd, loi'ker-bad (Switz.)

Leutomischel, lni-t^me'shel (Bobem.)

Leutschau, h'it'abou (Hung.)

Leuze, lt-n'za (Bel.)

Levanger, la-viiug'ger (Nor.)

Levant, le-vant'

Levante, la-van'ta (It.)

Levantina. la-van-te'na (Switz )

Levanzo, la-van'tsd (It.) i>(.

Leveu, le'v«n (Eng. ; Scot. )

Levizzano, la-vet-tail'no (It.)

Levkosia, lef-k6-ze'a (Cyprus)

Levroux, Ia-vro'(Fr.)

Levuka, le-volta (Fiji Isla.)

Lewes, lyu'es (Eng.)

Lewis, lyu'is (Scot.) vil.

Lewisham, lu'ish-am (Enc )

Lexington. leks'ing-ton (U. S.)

Leyden. H'den (Neth.)

Leyderdorp, H'der-dorp (N'eth )

Leyland, laland (Eng.)

Leymuiden, li-moi'den (Neth.)

Leyte, la'e-ta (Philip.) ud.

Lezuza, la-tho'thtt (Sp.)

Libadia, liv-a-THe'a (Gr.)

Li bau us, lib'a-nua (Tur.) nit.

Liberia, H-be'rl-a (W. Af.)

Libertad, le-ber-taTH' (Peru)

Liboume, le-lmrn' (Fr.)

Libyan (Desert), lib'i-an (A(.)

Lichfield, Hch'/eld (Eng.)

Lichtenau, lech'te-nou (Ger.)

Lichtensteig, lec-h'tcn-atig (Switz.)

Licordla, le-kor'de-a (It.)

Licoaa, le-ko'sa (It.)

Liddesdale, lid'dez-dal (Scot.)

Lidkoping, led-tyeup'ing(Swe.)

Lieberose, le-be-ro'za (Prua,)

Liechtenstein, lecli'Un-stln (Ger.)

Liege, le-azh' (Bel.)

Liegnitz, leg'nets or lech'n€U (Ger.)

Lierre or Lier, le-iir' (Bel.)

Liestal, lea'tal (Switz.)

Lietor, le-e-tor7 (Sp.)

Liffey, lif'fl (Ir.)

Lifiand, lef'land (Rus.)

Lifu, le'fb (S. Pac. Oc.) iW.

Ligniferes, le-nye-ar' (Fr.)

Ligny, le-nye' (Fr.)

Liim Fjord, lem'fyor (Den.)j.

Likhvin, lefth'vin (Rub.)

Lille, lei (Fr.)

Lillebonne, lel-bon' (Fr.)

Lillers, lel-lya' or le-ya' (Fr.)

Lillo, lel'lyd (Sp.)

Lima. le'ma(I'eru); Ii'ma(I'. S.)

Limari. le-ma-re' (Chile) r.

Limasaol, le-mas-sol' (Cyprus)

Limbourp:, lah-bor' (Bel.)

Limburg, lem'lkirg (Ger.)

Limerick, lim'e-rik (Ir.) co.

Limmat, l^m'miit (Switz.) r.

Limoges, le-mosh' (Fr.)

Limone, le-mfi'na (It )

Limosani. Ie-m6-sa'n>' (It )

Limouain, le-mo-zah' (Fr.)

Linioux, le-mti' (Fr.)

Limpopo, lini-po'po (Af.) r.

Linares, le-nii'ies (>p. ; Chile)

Lincoln, ling'kon (Eng.)

Lindenau, len'de-nou (Ger.)

Lingayen, lCn-ga-yen' (Philip.)

Lingen or Linga.leng'gen, leug'g«(Eatt

Arch.) int.

Lingen, leng'en(Ger)

Linkoping, l5n-tyt"iii>'ing (Swe.)

Linlithgow, lin-lith'go (Scot.)

Linnhe, Loch, loch lin'ni (Scot)

Lintthal, lent'tal (Switz.)

Linyanti, lin-yan'te (S. Af.)

Linz. lenta (Ger.)

Lion, le-(in' (Fr.)

Lipari. le'pa rf (It) W.

Lii>cse. lep'cha (Hung.)

Lipnicza, lep ne'tao (Hung )

Liria, le're-a(Bp.j

Lisbon, liz1>on (Port )

Lisburn. lis'Wrn (Ir.)

Liscia, le'sha(It.)

Lisieux. 1 -ze-eV (Ft.)

Liskeard, lis-kard' (Eng )

Lisle, 1C1 (Fr.)

Liamore, liz-nior' (Scot.) uL, (Ir.)ta.;

li^mor(U. S.)

Listowel, lis-to'el (Ir.)

Lithada, le-thii'da (Gr )c.

Lithang, le-thang/ (Tibet)

Lithuania, lt-th.vu-a'nin (Rus.)

Littlehampton. lit-^l h»nip't<>n (Eng.)

Littorale, let^t6-ra'la(Aust)

Lluane or Ljusne, lyos'na (Swe)

Livadfa, liv-a-THe'a (iJr.)

Livenza, 16-van'taa (It.) r.

Liverpool, liv'er-pol (Eng.)

Livonia, le-v6'ni-a (Rua.) g.

Livorno, le-vor'no (It.)

Liwumba, li-wnm'ba (Af ) r.

Lizard (Point), liz'ard (Eng.)

Ljusan, lyo'san (Swe.) r.

Llandaff, lan-daf' (Wales)

Llandeilo-Faur, lan-di'I6-four (AV;des)

Llandovery, lan-duv'e-ri (Wales)

Llandudno, Ian-did no (Wales)

Llanelly, la-nel'U (Walts)

Llanerchymedd, la-ner-chu'ineTH

(Wales)

Llanea, lya-nes' (Sp.)

Llangadock, lau-ga-dok' O^ales)

Llangollen, lan-gcd'len; Welsh pron.

tlan-gothlen (Wales)

Llanidloea, la-nid']6s (Wales)

Llano Estacado, lya'uoea-ta-ka'dd(r.S.)

Llanos, lya'nds (S. Am)

Llanos de Chaco, lya'nGs dc chato

(S. Am.)

Llanquihue, lyan^kfi-wa' (Chile) I

Llanrwst, lan-rost' (Eng )

Llantriasent, lan-tris'sent (Wales)

Llauquihue, lyou-ke-wa' (Chile) I.

Llerena, lye-re'na (Sp.)

Llobregat. ly6-bre-gat/(Sp )

Lluchmayor, lyoch-rna-yftr' (Sp.)

Loando, lo-an'do(W. Af.)

Loango, 16-ang'gO (Af.)

Loano, Id-a'nO(lt)

Lbbau. leii'bou (Ger )

Lbliejan, l^u'be-yiin (Prua.)

Lob-Nor, lob-nor' (Cent. Aa)/.

Lobositz, lo'b6-sets (Bohem.)

Lochaber, loch-it'l)er (Scot.)

Locheni, lo'chem (Neth.)

Loches, lOsh (Fr.)

Lochgilphead, loch-gilpTxed (Scot )

Lochgoilhead, loch-goil'hed (Scot)

Lochinvar, loch-in-vtr' (Scot)

Lochmaben, loch-maOwn (Scot)

Lochwinnoch, loch- win 'noch; pr-pu-

larly, lochVn-yuch (Scot.)

Lockerby, lok'er-bi (Scot.)

Lode, lo'kl (Switz.)

Lod, lend (Hung.)

Loddon, lod'don (Eng.)

Lodomir, 16-d<Vnier' (Aust.)

Loehoe, lo'ho (Celebes)

Loenen, lb'nen (Neth. )

Lofodden, lo-fod'den (Vor.) wla.

Lognzohy. 16-gft-zolii <W. Af J

Logrofto, 16-gro'nyo 'Sp.)

Logrosan. 16-gro-siln' (ftp.)

Loheia^lo-haVatAr.)

Loir, lwar (Fr ) r.

Loire, lwar(Fr ) r.

L«iiret. lwa-ra' (Fr.)

Loir-et-Cber, lwar-a-sliar' (Tr)dep.

Unit, 16-ets' (Pnis )

Loja or Loxa. lo'chil (Sp )

Lnjano, lo-ya'nd(It)

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, tAalii; «,0°;
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Lokeren, 16'ke-ren (Bel.) Lusignan. lu-ze-nyoh'(Fr.) Makadishu, nia-ka-de'sho(E. Af.)

Lollara, ldHa'ra(Ind) Lusigny, lu-ze-nye'(Fr.) Makian, ma-ke-an' (East. Arch.) ul.

Lombardy, lom'nar-Ui (It) LUSS. Ins (Sent.) Makoqueta, ma-kok e-ta (U. S.)

Lomblem, lom-blem' (East Arch.) id. Lussurgiu (San), I6s-s6r-j6' (It.) Malabar, mA-la-bar/ (Ind.)

Lombok, 16m-bok' (East. Arch.) ul. Lutjenburg. lut'yen-bbrg (Den.)

Lutomirsk, lo-tomersk' (Rus.)

Malacca, ma-lak'ka(Ind.)

Lomellina, 16-mal-le'nil (It) Maladetta, ma la-det'ta (Pyrenees) mt.

Lomond, 16'mond (Scot.) Luton, lu'ton (Eng.) Malaga, miila-ga (Sp.)

Lomza, Idm'zha (Rus.) LUtzen, lut'sen (Ger.) Malahide, ma la-hid' (Ir.)

Lonato, 16-nil'tb (It.) Luvino. 16 ve'no (It.) Malar, ma'Iftr; Swedish, Malaren, ma'-

London, lun'dun (Eng.) Luxembourg, luk-son-bbr' (Bel.)

Luxeuil, lQit-seu-eTye or luk-seu-c'ye

lar-en (Swe.) 1.

Londonderry, lun'dun-de-ri (Ir.) Malay, ma-la' (East. Pen.) pen.

Longarone, lon-ga-ro'na (It.) (Fr.) Maiden, mal'den (U. S.) ttu. ; (Pac. Oc.)

Longford, long'ford (Ir.) co. Luzern, lo'tsern (Switz.)

Luzerne, lu-zern' (U. 8.)

Ul

Lougjuineau, idh-zhG-mb'(Fr.) Maldive, mal-dlv' (Ind.) ul.

Long'ton, long'ton (Eng.) Luzia, Santa, aan'ta 16-se'a (Braz.) Maldonado, mal-do-na'do (Urug.)

Longwy, 16h-vG' (Fr.) Luzon, lb-zon'; Span. proiL 16-th6n' Malesherbes, mal-zerb'(Fr.)

Lonigo, Io-ne'go (It.) (Philip.) iff. Malmaison, mal-ma-zbb' (Fr.)

Lonneker, lon'ne-ker (Neth.) Lybster. lib'ster (Scot.) Malmedy, mal'me-de (Prus.)

Lons le Saulnier, Ion le sd-ne-a' (Fr.) Lycoming, li-kom'ing (U. 8.) Malmesbury, miimz'be-ri (Eng.)

Loochriaty, 16-chres'tfi (Bel.) Lykabettos, le-ka-bet'to* (Gr.) Malmb, mal'meli (Swe.)

Loodiana, lb-dG-il'iia(Ind.) Lyme- Regis, lim-re'jis (Eng.) Malmbhus, maTmeu-hos (Swe.)

Lootenhalle, 16-teu-hulle (Bel.) Lymington, lim'ing-ton (Eng.) Malpartida, miil-par-tC'THa (Sp.>

Lopez, 16'pez (W. At) e. Lynchburg, linch'berg (t . S.) Malplaquet, mUl-plii-ka'(Fr.)

Loppersura, lop'per-sum (Neth-) Lyngaas, lnn'gos (Den.)

Lyngby, lung'hu (Den.)

Malta, mal'ta (Medit. Sea) id.

Lora del Rio, 16'ra del re'o (Sp.) Malton, mal'ton (Eng.)

Loreto or Loretto, 16-ra'to, 16-rat'to (It.) Lynn-Regis, lfn-re'jis (Eng.) Maluti, ma-lb'te (S. Af.) nits.

Lorient, 16-re-on' (Fr.) Lyon, le-bn' (Fr.) Malvnglia, maM-vti'IyH (Switz.)

Lorrach, leVrach (Ger.) Lyonnais, le-6n-na' (Fr.) Malvern, mal'vem (Eng.)

Malwa, mal'wU(Ind.)Lossini, los-se'ne (It.) ul. Lys. les (Fr.) r.

Lossnftz, leWnSts (Ger.) Lyttelton, lit'tel-ton (N. Zd.) Mamore, ma-mo-ra' (A. Am.) r.

Mamuni, nia-mb'n6 (Braz.)Lostwithiel, lost-with'el (Eng.)

Lot, 16 or lot (Fr.) Manaar, ma-naV (Ceylon)

Manacor, ma-nil-k6r (Sp.)Lot-et-Garonne, 16t-a-ga-ron' (Fr.)

Lothian, 16'THi-an (Scot)

M.
Managua, ma-na'gwa (Cent. Am.)

Manakau, ma-nii ka'u (N. Zd.)Loudoun, lou'duu (Scot; V. S.)

Loudun, 16-duft' (Fr.) Manasarowar, mu-na-&a-r6-war' (Tibet)

Louga, 16'gtt (Rub. ) b.

Lougan, lou'glln (Nor.) r. Maartensdijk, mur'tenz-dik (Vetli ) Manawatu, ma-na-wa-t6'(N. Zd.) r.

Loughans, lo-gofi' (Fr.)

Loughborough, luf bu-ru (Eng.)

Maas, mas (Neth.) r. Mancha Real, miin'chil re-al' (Sp.)

Maassluis. mas'slois (Neth.) Manche, La, la mohsh (Fr.) dep.

Lough Neagh, loch na; locally, na'ach Maastricht, mas'trecti t (Neth.) Manchester, man'ches-t^r (Eng.)

(Ir.) Macao, ma-kou' (China) Manchooria, man-chb'ri-a (China)

51 and. i lay. man da la (Bur.)Loughrea, loch-ra' (Ir.) Macapa, ma-ka-pa' (Braz.)

Louis, St, sant, colloquially slut ld'is Maccassar, mUk-kaa'sar (Celebes) Mandara, man-da'ra (At)

(IT. S.) Macclesfield, mak'klz-feld (Eug.)

Macerata, ma-cha-ra'ta (It.)

Mandavee, man-dU-ve'(lnd.)

Louisburg, lo'isberg (Cape Breton) Mandingo, man-ding'gb (At)

Manfredonia, man-fra-do'ue a (It.)Louisiade, 16-8-zg-ad' (S. Pac. Oc.) id*. Machias, ma-chi'as (U. S.)

Louisiana, 16-ez-i-a'nii (V. S.) Machynlleth, ma-chun'tleth OVales) Mangaia. miin-ga'ya (S. Pac. Oc.) id.

Louisville, lb'is-vil (U. 8.) Mackinaw or Mackinac, mak'i-na (U.S.) Mangalore, man-ga-lbr/(Iud.)

Lourdes,l6rd(Fr.) Macomb, ina-kuin' (('. s )

Macotera, ma-ko-te'ni (Sp.)

Mangola, man-gdHa (East. Arch.) id.

Lourenco, Sao, soun 16-ren'so (Port) Manhattan, man-hat'tan (l\ S.)

Louristan, lo-res-tan' (Per.) Macquarie, mak-kwo'ri (Austral.) Maniago, ma-ne-a'gd (It)

Louth, lentil (Ir.) co. Macronisi, raa-kro-ne'se (Gr.) ul. Manilla, ma-nil'la; Span. pron. mfi-nCl'-

Louvain, lb-van' (Bel.) Macroom, niA-krom' (Ir. ) lya (Philip.)

Louven, lou'ven (Nor.) r. Macullah, ma-kullali (Ar.) Maniluki. man-i-lb'ke (Tac. Oc.) Ul.

Louviers, lo-ve-ii' (Fr. ) Madagascar, ma-da-gaVkar (At) id.

Madawaska, ma-da-was'ka (r. S.)

Manisa, mil-ne'bil (As. Tur.)

Lovatz, 16-vats' (Bulg.) Manitoba, man'i-to-ba" (Can.)

Lovere, lb-va'ra (It.) Maddallena, mad-daM-la'na (It.) i*L Manitoulin, ma-ni-tolin or man-i-to-

Lovisa, 16-vS'za (Rus.) Maddehjee, mad-deh-je/(Ind.) len' (Can.) uls.

Lowell. 16'el (V. 8.) Madeira, ma-de'ra; Port. pron. ma-da
Manitowoc, man'i-to-wok"(tT. S.)

Lbwenberg, leu'vcn-berg (Prus.) e-ra(Af.) ul. Mannheim, man/hlm (Ger.)

Manbe, ma'neu-e (Den.) ul.Lowes or Lows (Loch of theX louz Madioen, ma'di-bn (Java)

(Scot.) Madjicosemah, mad-ji-ko-ie'ma (N. Mauosque, nia-n6sk'(Fr.)

Lowestoft, 16'stoft or ld'e-stoft (Eug.) Pac. Oc.) wfa. Manresa, man-re'sa (Sp.)

Lowicz, 16'vich (Rus.) Madras, ma dras* (Ind.) Mans. Le, le moft (Fr.)

Lowndes, lnundz (V. S.) Madrid, ma-drid'; Span. pron. ma- Mansura. man-sb'ra (Eg.)

Loxa or Loja, 16'cha (Sp.; Ecuad ) THreTH' (Sp.); mad'rid (U. S.) Mantinia, man-ti-ne'a (Gr.)

Loyola, ld-yd'lil (Sp.) Madridejos, ma-THre-THe'chos (Sp.) Mantiqueira,man-te-ka'e~ra(Braz.)mf«.

Lozere, lo-zar' (Fr.) Madroflera, ma-Tiiro-nye'ra (Sp.) Mantua, man'ty\)-a; Hal. Mantova,

Lualaba, lu-a-la'ba (Af.) r. Madura, ma-db'ra(Ind.; East Arch.) man't6-va(It.)

Luapula, lu-a-po'Ia (Af.) r. Maelstroem. mal'streum (Nor.) Manyuema, man-y\j-a'ma (At)

Liiluck, lu'bek (Ger.) Maeseyck, mazlk (Bid.) Manzanares, man-tna-nit'res (Sp.)

Manzanillo, man-tha-nel'lyb; in MexicoLubina, Ib-be'no (Hung.) Maestricht, nias'trecht (Neth.)

Lublin, lub'lin (Rus.) Magadino, nia-gii-de'ur) (Switz.) pronounced man-sa-nuny6(3p. and

Si ex.)Lubnaig, Loch, loch lub'nag(Scot) Magadoxo, mtt-ga-dok'so ; Port. pron.

Lucayos, lu-ki'os (W. Ind.) ialn. ma-gji-dO'sho (E Af.) Maonna, ma-6'na (S. Pac. Oc.)

Lucea, ly-se'a (Jam.) Magalhaens. ma-gft-lya'ens (S. Am) $tr. Mapimi, ma-pe'mt> (Mex.)

Lucena, lb-the'na (Sp.)

Lueera, 16-cha'ra(It.)

Magdala, mag-da'la (Abyss.) ft. Mapoota, ma-po'ta (E. At) r.

Maquoketa, ma-knk'e-ta (r. S.)Magdalcna, miig-da-le'na (Col.)

Lucerne, ly-sern'; Fr. prnn. lu-sern'; Magdeburg, miig'de-bbrg (Prus ) Maracaibo, ma-ra-ka'e-bo (S. Am.)

Germ. Lucern or Luzeru, lo'tseru Magellan, ma-gtd'lan iS. Am.)xfr. Maragogipe, ma la-go-zlif'pa (Braz.)

Marajo, ma-ra-zh6' (Braz.) ul.(Switz.) Magenta, ma-jen'tii (It.)

Luchow, lo'cho (Ger.) Magerbe, mii'ge-reli-e (Nor.) Maranham, raa-ran-yam'; Portug. Mar-

Luckipoor, luk-e-pbr (Ind.)

Lucknow, luk'nou (Ind.)

Maggiore, niit-jb'ra (It.) 1. anhao, ma-ra-nyoufi (Braz.)

Magherafelt. mach-er-a-felt' (Ir.) Marathonisi, ma-ra-thonese (Or.)

Ludamar, lo'dii-niar (Cent. At) Magnisi, manye'ze (Sic.) Maravaca, ma-ni-va'ka (Venez.) ml.

Ludlow, lud'lo(Eng) Mahabalesiiwur, ma - hii ' bul- esh - wur Marazion, ma-ri'zi-on (Eug.)

Ludwigshafen. lbd'vegs-haf-en (Ger.) (Ind) March, march (Aust.) r.

Lugano, lbga'no (It.) Mahabalipooram, ma-ha-ba-Ie-pu-ram'

and.)

Marchena, mar-che'na (Sp.)

Marciano, mar-cha'no (It.) mtLugar, lo'gftr(Scot)

Lughman, lug'inau (Afg.) Mahauuddy, ma-ha"nnd'di (Ind.)r. Marcigny, mar-sfi-nye' (Fr.)

Luis, San, san lb-eV(Arg. Con.) Mahe, ma-ha'(lncl) tn. ; (Seychelles) ul. Marckolshefm, mar'kolz-hiin (Ger.)

Lukar, lb-kar' (Rus.) id. Mahmoudieh. niii-mb-dee (Eg.) Marcolez, niar-kb-la' (Fr.)

Lukuga. lu-ko'ga (Af.) r. Mahon, mn-bn' (Minorca) Marecchia, ma-i-ek kea (It.)

Lulea, lb'la-6 (Swe.) Mahora, mab'rii (Sp.) Maree. Loch, loch ma-re' (Scot)

Lunihreras, lbm-bre-nis' (Sp.) Mahrah, mah'rah (Arab.) Maremnia, ma-ram'mii (It)

Lumphanan, lum-fan'an (Scot)

Lund, loud (Swe )

Mabreii, ina'irn (Anst.) Marengo, ma-ran'go (It.)

Mailleraye.mal-lye-ra'orma-ye-ra'O-'r.) Mareotis. ma-re-6/tis (Eg.) 1

Luneburg, UVne-lwrg (Ger.)

Luneville. lu-na-veT(Fr.)

Main, min (Ger.) r. Margarita, mar-ga-ie'tii (S. Am.)ut

Maintenon. mah-tf-n6h'(Fr.) Mai-gate, mar'gat or mar'get (Eng.)

Lungaquilla, lung-ga-kwil'la (Ir.) Mainz, mints (Ger.) Margharita, mar-gti-re'ta ('Jr.)

Lungern, lung'ern (Switz.) Majorca, ma-jor'kii; Span. pron. mii- Maria, Sta, siin'ta mii-re'a (Sp.)

Lupata, lu-pii'tit (Af.) mts. chorTca (Balear. Isls.) ul. Mariager, mH-re-a'ger (Deu.)

I. mist in, lb-rOs-tan'(Per.) Majunga, ma-jun'ga(Madagns.) Marianna, ma-re-an'ua (Braz.)

J, job; y, yes; in, then; th, thin; zh, azure. French, vue, bQt; bleu, nelif; n, on. German, in, nac/it.
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Marianne, ma-re-au'(As.) tilt. Medesano, ma-da-sa'n6 (It.) Mesurado, mi-s6-r»'d6 (W Af.)t

Maria-Theresienstadt.ina-re'a-ta-ra'ze- Medgyes, med-yesh' (TransyL) Metapa, me-ta'pa (Cent. Am.)

en-stat (Hung.) Medina, ma-de'na (Ar.) Metijah, nic-t*'ja(Alg.)

Maribo, ma're-bo (I>en ) Medina de Rioseco, me-de/na de re-6- Metzingen, mets'ing en (Ger.)

Marie Galante, ma re'ga-Ioht'(W. Ind.) seTtd (Sp.) Meudon, mea-dCn' (Fr.)

til Medina Sidonia, me-de'nii se-do'ne-a Meun-sur Loire, me'un&Qr-lwar' (Fr.)

Marienbad, ma-r£'en-bad (Aust) (Sp.) Meursault, mear-ao' (Fr.)

Marienburg, ma-re/en-borg (Gcr.) Medinet-el-Fayoum, ma-de'net-el-fa- Mewar, ma-war' (Ind.)

Marienwerder, ma-re'en-verd-er(Prus.) yom"(Eg) Mewe, ma'va (lYua.)

Mariestad, ma-re'a-stAd (Swe.) Medynsk, nia-dunsk'(Rus.) Mexico, meks'i-ko; Span. pron. me'ehe-

Marietta, ma-rG-et'ta (V. S.) Meerle, marie (Bel.) ko(V Am.)

Marigliano, ma-rel-ya n& (It.) Meerut, me'rut (Ind.) Meyenfeld, mi'en-felt (Switz.)

Marin ha, ma-re'nya(Port) Meganisi. me-ga-ne'se (Ion. Isls.) Me>Tingen, mi'ring-en (Switz.)

Marino, ma-re'no (It ; Venez.) Megara, nieg'a-rit (Gr.) M^zenc. ma-zoti (Fr.) mt.

Mariposa, mar-i-pd'sa (V. 8.) Megyer, nie-djer' (Hung.) Mezieres, mii-ze-ar' (Fr )

Mariqtiita, mare-ke/ta (Col) Megyes, me-dyesh'(Hung.) Mezo, ma'ztu (Hung.)

Maritimo. mii-re'te-md (It) Mehadia, ma-ha'de-o (Hung.) Mezzolomlwirdo, med-di6-Idm-barMo

Maritza, nia-ret'aa (Tur ) r. Mehedia, ma-ha-de'a (Mar.) (Aust)

Marlborough, inarl'bu-ru or malTm-ru Meia-ponte, ma-ya-pon'ta (Braz.) Mglin, mglen (Rni)

(Eng.); inarl'bu-ru (U. 8.) Meidan, ma'e-dan (Ar.) Miajadas, mea-cha'THa.-. (Sp.)

Miako, me-a'kd (Jap.)Mariow, mar'16(Eng.) Meigle, me'grl (Scot.)

Marmirolo, mar-me-rolo (It.) Meillian, ma-lofi' (Fr.) Miami, mi-am'i (l*. S.)

Marmora, milr'md-ra (Tor.) tea Meinam. ma-nam'(East. Pen.)r. Miava, me-ov'o (Hung.)

Mannoutier, mar-mo-te-a'(Fr.) Meiningen, min'ing-en (Ger.) Michigan, mish'i-gan(r S.)

Maroni, ma-ro-ne' (Guiana) r. Meiringen, mi'ring-en (Switz.) Michilimackinac, mish-i-U-mak^-nq

Maros, ma'rosh (Hung.) r. Mejerdah, me-jer'da (Tunis) r. (N. Am.)*tr.

Marostica, nia-ros'te-ka (It) Mekinez, ma'ki-nez (Mar.) Michipicoteu, mish-i-pi-ko'trn (S.

Marowyne, ruar-6-win' (Guiana) r. Mekong, ma-kong' (East. Pen.) r. Am.) r.

Marquesas, mar-ka'sas (S. Pac. Oc.) tilt. Mekran, mak-ntn' (Beluch.) Michoacan, me-ch6-a-kan' (Mex.)

Marsala, mar-sa'la (Sic.) Melada, ma-la'da (Adr. Sea) til. Middlesborough. niid'd^lz-bu-ru (Eug.)

Midwolde, mid-vol'de (»Ul)Marseilles, mar-salz'; French, Marseille, Melakuri, ma-la-ko'ri (W. Af.)

mar-sal'ye or mar-aa'ye (Fr.)

Martabtin, niar-ta-ban'(Bur.)

Me)tx)unie, mel'beni (Austral.) Miguel. San, san me-gel' (Col.) g.

Meleda. ma'la-da (I)almat.) til. Migtielturra, me-gel-tor'ni (Sp.)

Martigny, mar-te-uye' (Switz.) Melegnano, ma-la-uyii'no (It.) Mihaly, me-hilly' (Hung.)

Martigues, Les, la marteg'(Kr.) Melencze, ma-len'tsa(Hung.) Mijas, roe-cbas' (Sp.)

Martinique, marte-nek' (W. Ind.) Melgaco, mel-gii'so (Port.) Mijdrecht, mid'reeht (Neth.)

Martini, ina'rum (Neth.) Melikut, ma'le-kut (Hung.) Mikhailow. me-chrlof (Bus.)

Marwar, mar-war' (Ind.) Melila, ma-le'la (Mar.) Miklos, me-kl«>sh' (Hung )

Maryborough, ma'ri-bu-m (Ir.) Melinda, ma-len'da (t. Af.) Milali, mG'la(Alg)

Maryculter, ma ri-ku'ter (Scot) Mellingen, melling-en (Switz.) Milan, niil'an (Anglicized form of ItaL

Marylebone, ma'ri-le-bon ; popularly Melloncharles (mel'lon-cbar-tflz (Scot.) Milano)

mar'i-bun (Kng.) Melrose, mel'roz (Scot ) Milano, me-lii'n6 (It)

Mtlianah, me-le-a^ia (Alg.)Mas-a-fuera. ma-safu-e'ra (S Am.) til. Melton - M^owbray, mel - ton - m6 ' bra

Masbatc, nias-btt'te (Philip.) til. (Eng.) Militar - Grenze, me - It- - tar 'gren- tae

Mascali, mas-ka'le (It.) Membrio, memlire-o (Sp.)

Mtlledgeville. millej-vil (T. S.)

(Aust,)

Mascara, mas-ktt'ra (Alg.) Memmingen. mam'ming-en (Ger.)

Mascarenhas, mas-kar-an'yas Memphreniagog, mem - fre - ma ' gog Millesimo, rael-la'se-mo (It )

Mascat, mus-kat' (Ar.) Milnathort, mil'iia-thort (Scot)

Masone, ma-ao'na (It ) Menado, ma-na'dd (Celelies) Milugavie, mil gi' (Scot )

Massachusetts, mas-sa-chb'BeU (V. S.) Menai Strait, men'i strat (Wales) Milnthorpe, mil'thorprEng.)

Massaciuccoli, inas-sa-cli6'ko-lu (It.) Meuam, inanam'(East. Pen.) r. Milorado, me-16 ra'd^ (Bus.)

Massera, inas'se-ra (Arab.) til. Menan, Great and Little, me -nan' Milwaukee, mil-wake {V. 4)

Massillon, mas'sil-lon (U. S.) (U. S.) tilt. Minahassa, me-na-nas'sa (Celebes)

Massowa. mas-sou'a (Abyss.) Menangkabu,ma-nangTta-lxi(Sumatra) Mlnas-Geraes, me-nas-zhe-ra'es (Braz )

Mastenbroek, mils'ten-brbk (Neth.) Menbrilla, men-brellyft (Sp.) Mincio, ni6u'ch6 (It) r.

Masulipatam, ma-sb-le-pa-tam'(Ind.) Mendavia, man-da've-a (Sp.) Mindanao, men-da-na'6 (Philip ) til.

Mindoro, men-doro (Philip ) tii.Matamoros, ma-tft-mo'ros (Mex.) Menderes, men'de-res (As. Mi^ r.

Mendocino, men-do-se'no (N. Am.) c.Matanzas, nia-tan'uas or nitt tan'thiis Mineo, me-na'6 (Sic.)

(Cuba) Mendota, men-do'ta (V. S.) Mingrelia, min-grele-a (Bus.)

Matapan, ma-ta-pan'(Gr.) Mendoza, men-do'sa or men-d6'tha Minho, me'ny6 (Port.)

Matarieh, ma-ta-re'e (Kg.) (8. Am.) Miniato, San, san me-ne-a'tft (It )

Mataro, ina-ta'ro (Sp.) Mendrisio, man-dre'se-6 (Switz,) Minnesota, min-neso'ta(U. S.)

Mateo, .San, sail ma-ta'6 (It.) Menehoud, Sainte, sabt ma-nb'(Fr.) Minorca, me-n6Yka (Sp.) itL

Matera, ma-ta'ra (It.) Menmuir, men-mybr' (Scot.) Miblb, me-eti'l^ (Bus.) til*.

Matsinai, mats'ml (Jap.) Mennomonie, Menominee, me-uom'i- iliosen, nie-eu'zen (Nor.) til

Mattawa, mat'a-wa (Can.) r. ne (U. 8.) MioUB, ine-ous' (Bus.) r.

Maturin, ma-to'ien (Venez.) Menona, me-no'na (V. S.) 1. Miquelon. mik'e-lon; Fr. pron. me-ka-

Maubeuge, md-beuzh'(Fr) Menouf, me-nbf (Eg.)

Menstrie, men'stri (Scot)

lbh' (N. Am.) tils.

Maubourguet, mo-bor-ga'(Fr.) Miramichi, mir-a-mi-she' (N. Brun* )

Mauduit, nio-dwe' (Pyrenees) int. Mentone, men-t6'na (It.) Mirandola, me-rau'do-la (It)

Mirebalais, mer-ba-la' (Ft; Hayti)Maui, mou'e (Sand. Isl.) til. Mentrida, man-tre'THit (Sp.)

Maule. ma'u-le (Chile) Menzaleh, men-za'le (Kg.) 1. Mirebeau, me-r?-bo' (Ft.)

Maullin, roa-ul-lyen' (Chile) Mequiuenza, me-ke-nen'thii (Sp.) Mirecourt, me-re-kbr> (Fr.)

Maiilmain, moiil'min (Bur.) Mequinez, ma'ki-nez (Mar.) Mirim, me-reu' (Braz.) 1.

Maumee, nift'me (U. S.) Merapi, ma-ra'pe (Kast. Arch.) til

Merate, ma-ra'ta(It)

Miropotie, nie-ro-po'le-a (Bus )

Mauna Loa. mou'na 16 a (Sand. Isls.) Mirzapore. mcr-za-por' (Ind.)

Maura. Santa, sau'ta nili'u-rft (Ion. Isls.) Mercara, mer-ka'ra(Ind.) Miseno, mC-aa'no (It.) c.

Mauritius, ma-rish'us (Af.) til. Mercedario, Cerro de, Ber'rd de mer- Misiones, mfi-se-6'ues (S. Am.)

Mavronero, mitf-ro-na'ro (Gr.) r. se-da're-6 (S. Am.) ml. Miskolcz, mish-kolt*' (Hung.)

Mavro-potamos, maf'rd-pot'a-mos (Gr.) Mer de Glace, mar de glas (Switz.) Misselemieh, niea-sa-la-me'e (Nubia)

Maxwelltown, maks'wel-toun (Scot.) Mergui, mer-ge'(Bur.) Mississippi, mis-sis-sip'pi (U. S.)

Mayenfehl, mt'en-felt (Switz.) Menda, mef'C-THa (Sp. ; Sp. Amer.) Missolonghi, mis-s6-longr'ge (Gr.)

Mayenne, ina-yen'(Fr.) Meriden. mer'i-den (U. S.) Missouri, mis-sb'ri ((". S.)

Mayn or Main, min (Ger.) r. Merionetli, me-re-on'eth (Wales)

Merischwanden, ma - re - shvan ' den

Mistassinny, mis-tas-sin'ni (Can.) L

Maynooth, ma-nbth'(Ir) Mitchelstown, mich'elz-touu (Ir.)

Mayo, ma'6 (Ir.) cty; nii'o (U. S.) r. (Switz.) Mitla, mct'la (Mex.)

Maypu, inii-e-pb' (Chile) r. Mermentau, mer-men-to' (U. S.) Mitrovicz, me'tr6-vets(Aust.)

Maysi, mii-e-se' (Cuba) c. Meroe, ma'ro-a (Af.)

Merseburg, marze-bbrg (Prus.)

Mittenwalde, m6t-t«n-varde (Pros.)

Mazagan, mii-za gan'(Mar) Mittweida, m5t-vi'da(G€r.)

M ;i/.i ii' In an, ma zan-da-niii' (Per.) Mersev, mer'zi (Eng.) r.

Merth'yr-Tydvil, mer-ther-tid'vil :

Mitylene, nii-ti-le'ne (Tur.) til

Mazatlan, ma-siit-laii'(Mex) Mixtecapan, miks-ta-ka-pkn' (Mex)

Mazzara, mat-tsa'ra (Hie.) Welsh pron. mer-ther-tud'vil Mobile, mo-bel' (U. S.)

Meaeo, me-a'ko (Jap ^

Meanee, me-a'ne (Inn.)

(Wales) Mocha, mok'a; Arab. pron. modi*

Mertola, mar-to'la (Port) (Ar.)

Mearns, niernz (Scot.) Merwede, De, de mer'vf-de (Neth ) Modena, raod'e-na (It)

Meath, nieth (Ir.) Merz-el-Kebir, marz-el-ke-ber/ (Alg.) Modica, mod'5-ka (Sic.)

Mechlin, mech'len (Bel.) Mesagna, ma-sa'nya (It.) Modigliaua. ino-dC-lyana (It)

Mechoacan, ma-cho-a-kan' (Mex.) Meschede, ma'she-de (Prus.) Mben, mc'h'en (Den.S til.

Maoris, me'ris (Kg.) t.Mecklenburg-Schweriu, niek'len-bttrg- Meseritz, ma-ze-rets' (Prus.)

Meshid, mesh'id (Per.)shva'ren (Ger.) Moero, mo-C'rO; almost mwS'ro (Af )-

Mecklenburg - Strelitz, meklen-bbrg- Mesquitella, mes-ki-tel'la (Port.) Mogador, mo-ga-dor' (At)

stra1ets(Ger.) Messaria, nies-sa-re'a ((Cyprus) Mogaung, mo-gang' (Bur.)

Medesigh, ma-iia'iich (Ale.) M.essina, mas-se'na (It.) Mogente, m6-chen'te (Sp )

Medellin, rue THel'lyen (Sp.; Col.) Mestchowsk, mest-chofsk' (Bus.) Mogbilev, mo-che-lef (Kua.)

Fate, fur, lat, fall; me, met, her, golden; pine, piu; note, not, mOve; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAain; p, <jo;
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Mogl - das - Crazes, mb-zhe-das-krb'zas

(Brftz.)

Mogureli, mo-go-rale (Tur.)

Mohacs, m6-hach'(Hung.)

Mohammerah, nio-ham'er-a (Tur.)

Mohawk, m&'hnk(U.S.)

Mobilev, nib-hS-ler (Rus.)

Moidart, moi'dart (Scot. )

Moifetta, in5-e-fat'ta (It.)

Moissac, mwa-Biik' (Fr.)

Mojacar, mo-cha-kaV (Sp. )

Mojada, Sierra, sG-er'ra mo-cha'THa

(Mex.)

Mojaisk, mo-zhii'isk (Rus.)

Mojos, inb'chos (3. Am.) tr.

Mokhansk, md-Chan&k' (Bos.)

Moldova, m61-d6'vo (Hung.)

Molesson, m5-les-soh' (Switz.) int.

Molina, mb-le'na(Sp)

Mollendo, mol-yen'd6(Peru)

Molokai, mo-l6-ki'(Sand. Isls.)

Molokini, mb-ld-ke'ne (Sand. Isls.)

Molsheim, molzTiim (Ger.)

Moluccas, m6-luk'kaz (As )

Moluche, mo-lb'che (S. Am.) tr.

Mombas, mom-bas' (E. Af.)

Mompox, mom'poks (Col.)

Monaco, mon'a-ko (It.)

Monadnock, mo-nad'nok (U. S.) mt.

Monaghan, mon'a-chan (Ir.)

Monagh Lea, mo'nach la (Ir.) mts.

Mona Vallagh, mo'na val'lach (Ir.) mi.

Monastereven, mon-as-ter-ev/cn (Ir.)

Monasterio, mG-nas-ta're-o (Sp.)

Monastir, m6-nas-t€r' (Tur.)

Monbelliard, mbn-baMe-ilr (Fr.)

Moncalieri, nion-ka-l6-a'r5 (It.)

MoncSo, mon-souh' (Port.)

Monch, nieanCh (Switz.) mt.

Monchabo, mon-cha-b&' (Bur.)

Moncliique, mon-che'ka (Port.) mts.

Moncuq, mon-kOk' (Fr.)

Mondania, mon-dft'ne-a(Tur.)

Mondego, mon-da'go(Port)

Mondejar, mon-de-chaY (Sp. )

Mondofiedo, mon-db-nye'THO (Sp.)

Mondovi, mon'db-vS(It.)

Monghir, mon-geY (Ind.)

Mongolia, mon-go1e"-a (As.)

Monifleth, roon-i-feth' (Scot.)

Moniquira, mon-i-ke'ra (Col.)

Monjos, Los, los mon-chos' (8. Pac. Oc.)

ushi,

Monmouth, mon'muth (Eng.)

Monnickendam, mon ' nik - ken - dam

(Neth.)

Monomoezi, mb-nb-mb-a'ze (E. Af.)

Monomotapa, nio-n6-m5-ta'pa (E. Af.)

Monongahela, mo-non'ga-h5"la (U.S.)r.

Monopoli, mo-nop'o-le (It.)

Monostorszeg, md-nosh-t6r'seg(Huiig.)

Monovar, mo-nb-var/ (Sp. )

Monquhltter, mon-hwit'ter (Scot.)

Monreal, inon-re-al' (Sp.)

Monreale, m6n-ra-a/la(It.)

Monrovia, mon-rb've-a (W. Af.)

Monserrat, mon-ser-rat'(Sp.)

Montabaur, mbn-ta-bour' (Ger.)

Montafunerthal, mon - ta - fo ' ner - tal

(Aust)

Montagnac, m6n-ta-nyak' (Fr.)

Montagnana, mon-ta-nya'na (It.)

Montaigu, mbnta-gu' (Fr.)

Montalban, m6n-tftl-ban'(Sp.)

Montalcino, mbn-tal-che'no (It.)

Montalegre, mon-ta-le'gre (Sp.)

Montalv&o, mon-tal-voun' (Port.)

Montana, mon-ta'na (U. S.)

Montanches, mon-tan-ches' (Sp.)

Montauban, moh-tb-bon' (Fr.)

Montbard, moh-bar/(Fr.)

Montbelliard, moh-beMe-ar' (Fr.)

Montblanch, mbut-blanch' (Sp.)

Montcalm, mont-kam' (Can.; U. 8.)

Montdidier, mbn-de-de-a' (Fr.)

Montechiaro, mbn-ta-ke-ii'rb (ft)

Monte-Christi, mon-ta-kres'te (Hayti)

Monteflascone, mbn-ta-feas-ko'na (It.)

Montefrio, mbn-ta-fre'd (Sp.)

Montego Bay, mbn-te'g6 bk (W. Ind.)

Monteith, mon-teth' (Scot.)

Monteleone, mou-ta-la-6'na(It.)

Mont^limart, mon-ta-le-mar (Fr.)

Montellano, mbn-tel-lya'no (Sp.)

Montemolin, mbn-te-nio-len (Sp.)

Montenegro, mbn-ta-na'grb (Tur.)

Montepulciano,m6n-ta-poI-chil'n6 (It )

Monterey, mon-te-ra' (U. S.); mon-te-

ra'e(Mex.)

Montevarchi, mbn-ta-varTce (It.)

Montevideo, mbn-ta-ve'de-6 (S. Am.)

Montferrat, mont-far-rat'(It.)

Montgomery, mont-gum'e-ri (Wales;

U. S. )

Monthei, moh-ta' (Switz.)

Montiglio, mon-te'lyo (It.)

Moutijo, mbn-te'cho (Sp.)

Montjoie, moh-zhwa'(Pru8.)

Montlucon, mbn-lu-sbn' (Fr.)

Mont Marault, mbh ma-ro' (Fr.)

MontmeMy, nibn-ma-de'(Fr.)

Montnie'lian, mont-ma-le-on' (Fr.)

Montmorency, nioh-mb-roft-Be' (Fr.);

niont-nio-ren'si (Can.)

Montoro, nibn-tb'rb (Sp.)

Montpelier, inont-peTyer (TT. S.)

Montpellier, moh-pal-le-a' (Fr.)

Montreal, mon-tre-al' (Can.)

Montrejeau, mon-tr-zhb' (Fr. )

Montreuil, mbn-treii-e'ye (Fr.)

Montreux, mbn-treTi' (Switz.)

Montrose, mon-trbz'(Scot)

Montserrat, mont-se-rat' (\V. Ind.) til.

Monzie, mo-ne' (Scot.)

Mon2ievaird, mon-i-vard' (Scot.)

Moordrecht. mor'dreCht (Neth.)

Moorshedabad, mor-she-da-bad (Ind.)

Moquegua, m&-ke'gwa (Peru)

Moradabad, mo-ra-dlt-bad' (Ind.)

Moraleja, m6-ra-le'0hii(Sp.)

Moraut, mo-rant' (W. Ind.)

Morat, mo-rit' (Switz.)

Morava, mo-ril'vil (Aust. ; Servia) rs.

Moravia, m6-ra'vi-ii(Aust.)

Moray, raurt (Scot.)

Morbegno, nior-ba'ny6(It.)

Morbeya, inor-ba'ya.(.Mar.) r.

Morbihan, mor-lie-on' (Fr.) dep.

Morea, m6-re'a(Gr.)

Mureeambe, morlcani (Eng.)

Morelia, mo-re'le-U (Mex,)

Morelhi, mo-reHyit (Sp.)

Morelos, mo-rel'os (Mex.)

Morena, Sierra, se-er'rit mo-re'nS (Sp.)

Moresby, Port, port morz'bi (X. Guin.)

Moretta. m6-riit'tit (It.)

Morez, mo-ra'(Fr.)

Morgarten, mbr-gaVten (Switz.)

Morges, morzh (Swftz.)

Morlaix, mor-la' (Fr.)

Morpeth, mor'peth (Eng.)

Mortagne, m&r-ta'nye (Fr.)

Mortara, mor-ttt'rii (It.)

Mosambique, md-zltm-bek' (E. Af.)

Mosciska. nios-tses'kli(Aust. Gal.)

Moskva or Moskwa, mosk-vii' (Rus.) r.

Mosquitia, mos-ke'te-ii (Cent. Am.)

Mossamba, mos-samlja (Af.) mUt.

Mosaamedes, mos-sii-ma'des (S. Af.)

Mossgiel, mos-gel' (Scot.)

Mossocz, mosh'sbots (Hung.)

Mostaganem, mos-ta-ga-nem' (Alg.)

Mostar, mos-titr' (Herzeg.)

Mosul, nio'sul (As. Tur.)

Motagua, mo-tii'gwa (Cent. Am.)

Mo tal :i, mo-tilTa (Swe.)

Moukden, mok-deu' (Ch.)

Moulins, mb-lah' (Fr.)

Moulmain, moul-min^Bur.)

Moiiltan, mol-tan' (Ind.)

Mourao. mo-u-roufi' (Port.)

Mourzouk, mor-zbk' (X. Af.)

Moutiers, mb-to-a' (Fr.)

Moville, md-vil' (Ir.)

Moxos, ino'chos (S. Am.) tr.

Mozambhiue, mo-zam-bek' (Af.)

Mpongwe, mpong'wa(W. Af.) tr.

Mpwapwa, mpwa'pwa (E. Af.)

Mstislawl. mstes'lavl (Bus.)

Muchamiel. mb-cha-nie-el' (Sp.)

Mudgee, muirje (Austral.)

Miihlberg, niul'berg (Ger.)

Muhlenbach, mulVn-bach (Aust.)

Miihlhaustn, murhotiz-rn ^Ger.)

Muiden, nmi'den (Neth.)

Muilrua or Mulrea, mwol-ra', mul-ra'

(Ir.) mt

Muirkirk, mybrTterk (Scot.)

Mulahacem. Cumbre de, kom'bre de

nib-lfi-a-them' (Sp. ; S. Am.)

Mulhaeen, mblji-tlien' (Sp.)

Mullingar, mul-lin-gar/ (Ir.)

Multan, mbl-tan' (Ind.)

Multedo, mbl-ta'db (It.)

Miinclien, muu'Ohen (Ger.)

Munchengratz. mfln'Ohrn-grats (Aust.)

Mundaca, mbn-dii'kii (Sp.)

Mundelsheim, niun'dclz-liim (Ger.)

Muneepoor, mu-ue-pbr' (Ind.)

Munich ( English name of German

Miinclien), myb'nik (Ger.)

Miinaingen, mun'zing-en (Switz.)

Munkacs, mbnliach (Hung.)

MunsU-r, mnn'stt'r(Ger.)

Minister, mun'stcr(I'".)

Miiii8ttjrberg, niQn'ster-berg (Pras.)

Muonio, mb-o'ne-6 (Rus. and Swe.) r.

Muotta, mu-6t'ta (Switz.)

Murano, mb-hi'no (It.)

Murat, md-ra' (Fr.)

Muravcra, mb-ra-va'r& (It.)

Murcia, mur'shl-a; Span. pron. mbr/-

the-a (Sp.)

Murfreesbbrough, m6r-frez'bu-ru(l'.S.)

Murghab, mbr-gab' (As.) r.

Murrambidgee, mur'ram-bid'je (Aus

tral.) r.

Murviedro. mbr-vS-e'THio (Sp.)

Muscat, mus-kat'(Ar)

Mushakh, mu-sliak' (E. Af.) isl.

Muskegou, mus-ke'gon (V. S.)

Muskingum, mus-king'guni (U. S.)

Mussendom, mus'i>en-doni (Ar.) c,

Mugsomelio, mbs-sb-nia'le-b (It.)

Mustung, mus-tung' (Beluch.)

Muta Nzige, inb'tii nze'ge (Af.) t.

Muttra, mut'tra (Ar.)

iluy, Le, le m«e' (Fr.)

Muzo, mb'sb(Col.)

Mwutan Nzige, mwb'tan nze'ge (Af.) I.

Myconi, mik'O-ne (Gr.) ial,

Mylau, mC'lou (Ger.)
Mysore, ml-sbij (Ind.)

N.

Naaldwijk, nald'vik (Neth.^

Naas, nas, locally na as (Ir.)

Nab, niib (Ger.) r.

Nablous, na-blbs^Syr.)

Nachar, na-char' (Ind.)

Nachitchevan. nft-chet'cha-van (Rus )

Nachod, na'chbd (Bohem.)

Nacogdoches, nii-ko-do'ehiz (IT. S.)

N'agara, na-ga'ra (Tur. ; Borneo)

Nagasaki, nii-ga-sa'ke" (Jap. )

Nagy Banya, nodzh bon'yo (Hung.)

Nagy Maros, nodzh mo-rosh' (Hung.)

Nagy Varad, nodzh vH'rod (Hung.)

Nahant, na-hant' (U. S.)

Nahe, na'e (Ger.) r.

Najera, ua-che'ra (Sp.)

Namaqualand, na-ma'kwa-bind (Af.)

Nameszto, no-mes'to(Hung-)

Namur, na-mftr' (Bel. )

Nanaimo, na-ni'mb (Vane. Isl.)

Nanas, no-nosh' (Hung.)

Nancy, non.-se' (Fr.)

Nangasaki, nan-ga-sa'kc (Jap.)

Nanking, nan-king/ (China)

Nansemond, nan'se-mond (C. S.)

Nantes, noht (Fr.)

Nantua, noh-ta-a' (Fr.)

Nantucket, nan-tuk'et (IT. S.)

Nantwich, nant'wichornan'tich(Eng.)

Napoli (Naples), na'pb-lfi (It. )

Napoli di Malvasia, na'pb-le de mal-va-

s€'a (Gr.)

Napoli di Romania, na'pb-16 de ro-ma-

ne'a(Gr.)

Naranjos, na-ran-ch6s'(Cent. Am.)uU.

Narbada, nur-bud'a (Ind.) r.

Narcondam, nar-kon-dam' (Ind.) isl.

Nareuta, na-ren'ta (Aust.) r.

Narowa, nii-ro'va (Rus.) r.

Narraganset, nar-rft-gan'set (U. S )

Narraingungc, nar-ra-in-gunj' (Ind.)

Naseby, naz'bi (Eng.)

Nashua, nash'u-a (U. S.)

Nassau, nas'sou (Ger.)

Natal, na-tal' (E. Af.)

Natauchta, nii-touch'ta (Tur.) r.

Natchez, nach'iz (U. S.)

Natchitoches, nak'i-tosh (U. S.)

Natunas, nii-to'nas (China) ids.

Naugatuck, ua'ga-tuk (U. S.)

Nautnburg, noum'bbrg (Prus.)

Naundoorbar, nan-dbr-bkr' (Ind.)

Nauplia, nft'ple-a(Gr.)

Nauta, nii'\|ta (Ecuad.)

Nauvoo,na-vb'(U. S.)

Nava-del-Rey, rnl-vii-del-re'e (Sp.)

Navahermosa, na-va-er-mb'sii (Sp )

Navahoa, nii-vft-6'a(Mex.)

Naval, na-vkl'(Sp)

Navakarnero, na-val-kiir-ne'ro (Sp.)

Navalmoral, nii vHl-mo-ral' (Sp.)

Navalrerski, nft-val-nir'ski (Rus.)/^.

Navan, nft-van' (Ir.)

Navarino, na-va-re'no(Gr.)

Navarra, na-viir'ra (Pen )

Navasota, n5l-va-so'ta(Mex.)r.

Naxia, naks'e-a (Mex.)

Nazaire, St., safi nii-zar'(Fr)

Neagh, Lough, loch ua; locally, na'ilch

(Ir.)

Neath, neth (Wales)

Nebraska, ne-bras'ka (V. S.)

ji jbb; y, yes; in, then; th, fAin; zh, azure. German, ch, nacAt.French, vue, bQt; bleu, ne'ui; to, on.
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Neches, nech'iz (U. S.) Niederbaiern, ne-d6r-bi'ern (Ger.) Nu-Gariep, nb-ga-rep' (S. At) r.

Neckalofa, nek-ka-ld'fa (S. Pac.) Niemen, nya'men (Rua.) r. Nuggur, nug^ger (Ind.)

Neckar-Gentuud, nek-kar-ge-mund' Niengyan, nyeng-yan'(Bur.) Nuita, na-e'(Fr.)

(Ger.) Nieuwendam, nyeii'ven-dam (Neth.) Nuka-Hiva, no'ka-he-va (S. Pac.) i*L

Nedenes, ua'de-nas (Nor.) Nieuweveld, nyeii've-velt (Cape Col.)

Nievre, n§-avr (Fr. ) dep.

Nigdeh, neVde (Tur.)

Numansdorp, nu'manz-ilorp (Neth.)

Nederbrakel, na-der-bra'ktrl (Bel.) Nun, nbn (Mar.; W. Af. ; Manchoor.)

Neemutch, ne-much' (Ind.)

Neftenbaeh, lieften-bach (Switz.)

Nundydroog, nun-di-drbg/ (IntL)

Niger, ni'jer (Af.)r. Nuneatou, uun-e'ton (Eng.)

Negapatam, na-ga-pa-tam' (Ind. J Niigata, ne-e-ga'ta (Jap.)

Niihau, ne-e-hou' (Sandw. Isl.)

Nunez, Rio, re/6 ub-ne/' (\V. Af.)r.

Negombo, n§-gom'bo (Ceylon) Nunivack, uun'i-vak (Behring't Sea) i*l.

Negraia, ne-gria'(Bur.) Nijar, ne-char' (Sp.^ Niirnberg, nurn'berg(Ger.)

Negrepelisse, na-gr-pe-les' (Fr.) Nijehaske, ni-e-harke (Neth.) Nurpur, nbr-pbr/(lrid.)

Negro, Rio, re'd ua'gro (S. Am.) r.

Nehaveud, na-ha'vend (Pen.)

Nijkerk, ni'kerk (Neth.)

Nijmegen, ni'ma-gen (Neth.)

Niirtingen, nur'ting-eu (Ger.)

Nuaserabad, nus-ser-a-bad' (Ind.)

Neheim, naliim (Prus.) Nijnei-Lomov, nizh-nM6-mov/ (Rus.) Nuyt's Archipelago, noita arki-pel'a-

Nehrung, na'rbng (Prus.) Nijnei-Novgorod, nizh ■ ui -nov'g6- rod gO (Austral.)

Neidenburg, nrd*n-bbrg(Prus.) (Rua.) Nyack, ni'ak (U. S.)

Neilgherriea. uel ge'riz (Ind.) Nikita. ne-ke'ta (Rus. ) Nyangwe, nyang'we (Af.)

Nellston, neTatrn (Scot.) Nikolai, ne'kd-li (I'rus.) Nyaaaa, nyas'aa (E. Af.)

Neiral, ni'ra-e (S. Pac.) ial. Nikolsburg, ne'kols-l»brg (Aust) Nyby, na'bQ(Swe.)

Nelrone, na-e-ro'na(It) Nikolskaia, ne-kol-ski'ya (Rus.) Nyeborg or Nyborg, nu'e-borg or »u-

Neisse, nfs'se (Prus.) Nikopol, ne'kd-pol (Tur.) borg (Den.)

Nejd, uejd(Ar) Nilgherry, nil-ge'ri (Ind.) ml Nyegaard, nu'e-g6r(Den.)

Nejin, ne-zhen' (Rus.)

Nemaha, ne'ma-na (u. fl.)

Nemethi, na-ma'te (Aust.)

Nimar, ne-mar'(Ind.) Nyhamm, nO'ham (Swe.)

Nimptsch, nempoh (Prua)

Nimwe^en, nim-va'gen (Neth.)

Nyiregyhaza, nyer-edzh-ha'zo (Hung )

Nykerk, ni'kerk (Neth.)

Nemours, na-mbr'(Fr.) Ning-Hia, ning-hyii' (China) Nykobing, nu-kyeub'eng (Den.)

Nykbping, nfl-cheup'iiig(Swe.)Nenagh, ne'na; locally, ne'nach(Ir.) Ninose, ue-no'sa (Jap.)

Nene, nen(Eng.)r. Ninove, ne-n6'va (Bel.) Nyalott, nu'alot(Rus.)

Neota, St , sunt, colloquially shit ne'ots Niort. ng-br' (Fr.^

Niphon, ne-fou' (Jap.)

Nyatad, nu'stad (Rua.)

Nysted, nQ'Bted (Den.)(Eng.)

Nepaul, ne-pal' (Ind.) Nipissing, nip'is-ing (N. Am.) 1.

Nepean, ne-pe'an (S. Pac.) id.

Nephin, nef'in ^Ir.) wit

Nishapoor, ne-sha-pbr/ (Pel's. )

Niames, nem (Fr.)

Nepiasing, nep'19-ing (Can.)

Nepomuck, na'pb-mbk (Bohem.)

Nitcheguon, nich'e-gwon (N. Am.) J.

0.Nitherohi, ne-te-ro'e (Braz.)

Nescopeck, nes'kd-pek (U. S ) Nivelles, ne-vel'(BeL)

Neshaminy, ne-shain'i-ni (U. 8.) Nlvernais, ne-var-na'(Fr.)

Neatved, nast'vaTH (Den.) Nixdorf. neka'dorf (Bohem.) Onliu. O-U-hii' (Sainl. Isls )

NesviJ, naa'vezh (Rua.) Niza, ne'za (Port)

Nizam, ne-zara' (Ind.)

Nizza, net'sa (It)

Oajaca, o-a-eb&'ka (Mex. )

Nether Stowey, neTH'er sto'i (Eng.) Oban, o'ban (ScotJ

Obe or Obi, o'be (Rus.) r.Netolitz, iiiVto-lcta (Bohem.)

Nettstal, ncta'tal (Switz.) Njurunda, nyo-ron'dsv(Swe.) Obeid, 6-bii'ed (Af.)

Oberlin, 6"ber lln (U. 8.)Nettuuo, nat-tb'uo(It) Noakote, no-a-ko'te (Nepaul.)

Neuberg, noiTjerg (Ger )

Neuchatel, neti-sha-tel' (Switz.)

Noale, no-ala (It.>

Noalejo, no-ii-le'chd (Sp.)

Obernai, 6-ber-na' (Alsace)

Oberstein, 6'ber^tin (Ger.)

4 Neudamin, noi'dam (Prus.) Nocera, no-cha'ra (It.) Oberuzweil, 6-ber-bts'vil (Swit/„)

Neudorf, noi'dorf (Ger.) Noceto, n6-che'tb (Sp.)

Nodwengu, nod-wengrg^j (S. Af.)

Oberwesel, 6-ber-va'z#l (Prua.)

Neuenburg, noi'en-bbrg (Ger.; Switz.) Obidos, 6-be-dds' (Port. : Braz.)

Neufchateau, neu-aha-tb' (Fr.; BeL) Nogent, nd-zhon' (Fr.) Oboyau or Obojan, d'bo-yaxi (Kua)

Neufchatel, neii-sha-tel' (Switz.) Noguera, no-ge'ra (Sp.) r.

Nohcacab, nokakiib' (Mex.)

Oca&a, 6-ka'nyU(Sp.)

Neugedein, uoi'ge-din (Bohem.) Occimiano, 6t-che-me-ft'nd (It)

Neuhauael, noi'hauz-el (Hung.) Nolrmont, nwftr-mbn' (Switz.) Occoquau, okTio-kwan (I'. S.)

Neuilly-sur-Seine, neu-e-lye'aur-aan" or Noinnoutiers, nwai -mo-to-a' (Fr.) Oceania, o-she-ari'i-a (Pac. Oc.)

neu-e-ye'sar-san" (Fr.) Nontron, nbh-trbb' (Fr.) Oceola, a-s«6'lU(U. S.)

Neukirch, noi'kereh (Switz ) Noordbroek, nbrd'brbk (Neth.)

Noordwijkerhout, nbrd' vS - ker - hou t

Ocbakov, och-U-kof (Rus.) pt.

Neupaka, noi-pa'ka (Bohem.) Ochill Bills, och'il hilz (Scot.)

Neuaalz, noi'salts (Prus.) (Neth.) Ocliiltree, dch'el-trt (Scot.)

Neuae, nyus (U. S.) Noreia, ndr'cha fit)

Nord, nor (Fr.) dep.

Ochotsk, 6-chotsk' (Rua.) tea

Neu-Shehx, na'b-shar (As. MI.) Ochrida, 6-«lire'dii (Tur )

Neusiedl, noi-zedl'(Aust) Norderney, nor'der-nl (Ger.) Ochseuiurt, oks'en-fort ((ier.)

Neusiedler See, noi-zedler za (Hung.) 1. Norderoog, nor'der-och (Neth.) ial. Ochta, o6ll'til(Rus.)

Neuatadt, noi'stnt (Ger. ; Prua ; Auat.) Nordkyn, nor'kun (Nor.) c.

Nbrdlingen, ntftirdling-en (Ger.)

Ocmulgee, ok-mul'ge (V. S.)

Neu-Strelitz, noi'atra-leta(Ger.) Oconee, 6-k6'n6 (U.S.)

Neutitachein, noi-tet'shin (Auat.) Nordmalinge, nor-ma'lfng-a (Nor.) Ocosingo, o-ko-siug'gd (Mex.)

Neuwedel, noi'va-del(Prua.) Nordstrand, nor'stran (Deo.) int. Octorara, ok-tora'r* (U. 8.)

Neuwied. noi'ved (Prus.) Nore, nbr (Eng.) Oczakoff, och-a-kof (Rus.)/f.

Neva, nya'va (Rus.) r. Norfolk, nor'fok (Eng.) Odemira, 6-dl-me'r4 (Port)

Nevada, Sierra, se-er,rane-va*THa (Sp.) Nonidgewock, nor'rij-wok (V. 8.) Odense, 6'den-sa (Den.)

Nevada y Motilones, ne-va'THa e inot- Norrkbping, nor-cheup-ing (Swe.J Odensholm, oMeuz-holm (Rus.) Ut.

i-lb'nes (Col ) Norrska Fiellen, nbrs'ka fe-el'len (Nor. ) Odenwald, 6'den-valt (Ger.)

Neville, ne-vel'lye (Mex.) Norrtelge, nbr-tal'ya (Swe.) Oderau, 6'de-rou (Aust)

Nevia, ne'via (\V. Ind.) ial. Nort, nor (Fr.) Oderzo, 6-dar'ta6 (It.)

Odessa, 6-des'aa (Rus.)Newark, nyd'ark (Eng. ; U. S.)

Newbigging, nyb'big-ing (Scot.)

Northallerton, north-aH^r-ton (Eng.)

Northampton, north-amp'ton (Eng.) Odeypoor, 6-dI-por' (Ind.)

Newbridge, nyo'brij (Wales) Nortlieim, nort'him (Ger.) Oedenburg. eu'd«n-bbrg (Aust.)

New Brunswick, nyb-brunz'wik(Can.) Northumberland, nur-thum'ber-lainl Oedenrode, St., santo'deu-rd-Ue(N"etli.)

Newburgh, nyb'bu-ru (Scot.) (Eng)

Northwich, north'wich (Eng.)

Oederan, eu'de-i*n (Ger.)

Newbury, nyb'be-ri (Eng.)

Newcastle, nyb'kas-«l (Eng.)

Newent, nyt/ent (Eng. )

Oebringen, eu'ring-eu (Ger.)

Norwich, nor'ichtEng.); norlch or noi-'- Oeiras, 6-a'e-ras ; almost vi'na (Port. :

wich(U. S.) Braz.)

Oeland, <fu'lan (Swe.) isl.Newfoundland, nyufoundland, Am. Noasibe, nos-si-ba' (Ind. Oc.) ial.

pronun. nyb-found-land' (N. Am.) Notaro, no-ta'rb (It.) Oerebro or Orebro, eu're-bro (Swe.)

New Granada, nyo gra-na'da (S. Am.)

New Orleans, nyo or'le-anz (U. S.)

Notterbe, not'ta-reu-e (Nor.) i»l. Oeta, e'tii(Or.)mt

Nottingham, not'ing-am (Eng.) Oettingen, eut'ing-en (Ger.)

Newry, nyb'ri (Ir.)

Nexel, nek'scl (Den.) isl.

Noumea, nb-ma-a' (N. Caled.) Ofen, 6'fen(Aust )

Nouviona, nb-ve-dn' (Fr. ) Ogahden, 6-gii'den (E Af.)

Nexbe, nek'stii-e (Den.) Novara, nb-va'ra(It) Ogeechee, 6-ge'che (U. S ) r.

Oglethorpe, 6'gel-thorp (I". S.)Ngami, nga'nie (S. Af) /. Nova Scotia, no'va skb'shi-a (N. Am.)

Nganhoei, ngan-hb-a'e; almost ngan- Novaya Zemlya, n6-vi'ya zem'lya (Rus.) Oglio. olyo(It.)r.

hwa' (China) MM. Ogowe or Ogowai, og'o-wa (W. AS.) r

Niagara, ni-ag'a-ra(Can.) Nova Zembla, no'va zcm'bla (Rus.) Ohanez, 6-ha-neth' (Sp.)

Niam-Niam, ne-am'ne-am"(Af.) (n. Novelda, no-vel'dii(Sp.) Ohasakn, 6-ba-Ba'ka (Jap.)

Nias, ne-as' (Ind. Ocean) ial. Noventa, no-van'ta(lt.) Ohio, 8-hi'6 (V. S.) r.

Nicaragua, ne-ka-ra'gwa (N. Am.) Novgorod, nbv'go-rod (Rus.)

No^i-Bazar, n6-v6-ba-zar' (Bosnia)

Ohiva-Oa, 6-he'va^i'a (S Pac) iti

Nice, nes(It.) Ohlau, 6'lou (Ger )

Nicohar, nik-6-bar/(As.) isls.

Nicolaiev, ue-kb-H'yef (Rus.) ft

Novi Ligure, ub've le-gb'ra (It.) Ohomura, 6-h6-nib'ra (Jap.)

Novomirgorod, nb-v0-mer'g5-rod Oiat, 6'yiit (Rus. ) r.

Nicolas, St., sah ne-k6-la' (BeL) (Rua.) Oich, Loch, loOh oich (Scot)

NlcoloBi, ng-kb-UYbe (It.) Noya, nb'ya (Sp.) Oiguies, wa-nye" (Bel.)

Nicomedia, n€-kd-ma'de-a (Aa. MI.) Noyer, Le, le nwa-ya' (Fr.) Oignon, wa-nyfiu' (Fr.) r.

Nicopoll, ne-ko'pb-le (Tur.) Nueva, nu-e'va(Pen) Oirschot, 6'ir-schot (.Neth.)

Nicoala, ne-kb-se'a (Sic; Cyprus) Nuevitas, nwe-ve'tas (Cuba) Oisterwijk, 6'is-ter-vik (Neth.)

Nicoya, ne-kb'ya (Mex.)y. Nuevo Leon, nu-e'v6 le-bn' (Mex.) Okehampton, ok'bauip.tou (Eng.)

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAuin; g, po;
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Okhota, 6-ehb'ta (31b.) r. Orellana, 6-rel-lya'na (9p.) Ovalau, 6-ra-lou' (Fiji) ul.

Okhotsk, 6-chotsk'(As.)

Okladnikovo, ok-lad-ne-kb'vb (Has.) L

Orenburg, b'reu-bbrg (Rus.) Ovar. O-var'(Port)

Orense, b-ren'sc (Sp.) Overliakkee, S-ver-flaklio (Neth.)

Orerijssel, 6-ver-ia'Kl (Neth.)

Oviedo, 6-vo-e'THS (Sp.)

Owaaco, 8-wa»1[6 (U. S.)

Olbemhau, bl'bern-hou (Ger.) Orgaos, 6r-gounz' (Braz.) mte.

Oldeboorn, ol-de-bbru' (Xeth.) Orgaz, br-gath' (Sp.)

Orgon, br-gbh' (Fr.)
Orient, L\ lb-r6-ohf (Fr.)

Oldenburg. bl'den-bbrg (Ger.)

Oldeslb, oTdes-leti (Ger.) Owhyhee, 6-hwi-h§' (Sand. I»U.)

Oldham. old'am (Eng.)

Olean, 6-le-an' (U. S.)

Origny, 6-re-ny6' (Fr.)

Orihuela, b-re-u&m (Sp.)

Oxus. oks'us (As.) r.

Oyapok, 6-ya-pok' (S. Am.) r.

Olekma, b-lek'ma (As.) r. Orinoco, 6-rS-n6'k6 (3. Am.) Oye, wa(Fr.)

Olenek, 6'la-nek (Sib.) r. Oriskany, o-risOca-ni (U. 3.) Oyonnax, O-ydn-naks' (Fr.)

Oleron, 6-la-rbn' (Fr.) Orissa, 6-ris'sa(Ind.) Ozama, 6-aa'ma (Bayti) r.

Olesa, d-le'sa ( Sj . ) Oriatano, 6-res-ta'nd (It)

Orizaba, 6-re-sii'va (Mex.)

Ozara, 6-za'ra (Bung.)

Oletzko, 6-leta'ko (Prns.) Ozark, ft-zark' <U. S.)

Ozieri, 6-ts6.a're (It.)Olevano, 6-la-va'nb (It) Orkhon, br-chbn' (MongoL) r.

Orlamilnde, br-la-mftn'de (Ger.)Olgiate, 61-ja'ta (It.) Ozorkov, 6-zorTsov (Pol.)

Olginate, 61-je-na'ta (It.) Orleanais, br-la-a-na (FY.)

Oliena, 6-le-a'na(It.) Orleans, 6r-la-oh'(Fr.)

Olifant's River, ol'i-fants ri'ver (8. At) Orlogshamn, brOogs-ham (Rus.) haven.

OHva, 6-le'va (3p.) Ormea, 6r-ma'a (It)

P.Olivaes, ol-e-va'es(Port) Ormsby, ormz'bi (Eng.)

Olivares, b-le-va-res' (Sp.) Ormskirk, ormz'kerk (Eng.)

Oliveira, 6-le-va'e-rii(PorL; Brazil.) Onnuz, or'muz (Per.)

OHvenza, 6-le-ven'tha (Sp.) Ornain, br-nan' (Fr.) r. Pabbay, pal/ba (Scot.) isls.

Ollveto, b-lg-va'tb(It) Onions, br-non' (Fr.) Pabilonls, pa-be-lb'nes (It)

Olkanakaia, ol-kan-ski'ya (Bus.) Oronoco, b-rb-nb'kb (S. Am.) Pacarainia, Sierra, sc-er/ra pa-ka-ra'6-

Olkhon, ol'chon (Sib.) id. Orontes, b-ron'tez (Syr.) ma (S. Am.)

Olleria, 6-lye-re'a (Sp ) Oropesa, b-rb-pe'sii (Sp.) Pachacamac, pa-cha-ka-mak' (Peru)

Olmedo, 6l-iue'THo (Sp.)

Olmeto, bl-ma'tb (Cora.)

Oropo, o-rb'pb (Or.)

Oroshaza, or-osn-ha'zo (Hung.)

ul*.

Pachitea, pa-che-te'a (Peru) r.

Olmiitz, bl'mnta (Auat) Orotava, b-rb-ta'va (Canary lala.) Pachuca, pa-chb^k (Mex.)

Olney, ol'ni (Eng ) Oroya, b-rb'ya (Peru) Padang. pa-dang' (Sumatra)

Padenghe, pa-dan'ga (It.)Olonetz, 616-neU (Rus.) Orsova, or-sb'vii (Servia)

Oloron. 6-16-ron' (Fr.) Ortegal, or-te-gal' (Sp.) c

Ortelsburg, br'tclz-bbrg (Prus.)

Paderborn, pa'der-bbru (Ger.)

Olten, ol'Un (Switz.) Padiham, pad'i-ham (Eng.)

Oltenitza, Ol-ta-net'sa(TuT.) Orthez, br-ta' (Fr.) Padova, pa'db-va (It.)

Olutorakoi, b-lb-tora'kb-e (Sib.) e. Ortler Spitze, brt'ler spet'se (Tyrol) mt. Padua (Anglicised form of It Padova),

Olvera, bl-ve'ra(Sp.) Ortona, br-tb'na (It.) pad'yu-a(It)

Omagh, 6'nia ; locally, b-mach'(Ir.)

Omaha, b'maha (U. 3.)

Oruba, b-ro'ba (W. Ind.) Paducah, pa-dyb'ka (U. S.)

Oruro, b-rb'rb (Bol.) Paesana, pa-a-sa'nft (It.)

Oman, b-man'(Ar.) Orvieto, 6r-ve-a'to (It) Paganico, pii-ga-ne'ko (It.)

Pahang, pa-hang' (Mai. Pen.)Ombay, bni-bl' (East Arch.) id. Orzinovi. br-tse-nb've(It)

Ombergsheden, bm'bergs-ha-den (Swe.)

Omer, St., sahtb-mar' (Fr.)

Osage, b-sai' or b'sij (u. 3.)

Osaka, b-sa7ka (Jap.)

Paignton, pan'ton (Eng.)

Paillasse, pa-lyas' or pa-yaa' (Fr.)

Ometeque, 6-me-te'ke (Cent. Am.) Oschereleben, b-sherz-laTjen (Ger.) Paimbtcuf, pan-beuf (Fr.)

Omoa, o-nib'a (Cent Am.) Osilo, b-se'lb (It) Paisley, paz'li (Scot.)

Ombe, b'meu-e (Den.) isl. Osima. b-se'ma (Jap.) i$l. Paiares, pa-Chares' (Sp.)

Pakracz, pa-krats' (Slav.)Omolon, 6-mb-lon' (Sib.) r. Oslo di Sopra, b se-b de sb'pra (It)

Oflate. b-nya'te (Sp.) Osman-Bazar, os-man'ba-zar" (Uulg.) Paks, poksh (nung.)

OneaHalgan. 6-ne'a hal'gan (3. Pac.)wtf. Osmandjlk, bs-man'jek (Tur.) Palacios, pa-la-the-bs'(Sp.)

Onega, b-nya'ga (Rus.) pt. Osnabriick, os'na-brtlk (Ger.) Palaestro, pa-la-as'trb (It)

Oneglia, b-na'lya(It)

Oneida, 6-ni'da (v. S.)

Osorno, b-sbr'nb (S. Am.) Palafurgel), pa-la-fbr-ch el' (Sp.)

Osselt, os'selt (Eng.) Palamos, pa'la-mos ^Sp.)

Palancia, palan-thea (Sp.) r.Onekotan, b-ne/kb-tan (X. Pac.) id. OBsero, bs-sa'rb (Adr. Sea) id.

Onnaing, bn-nan' (Fr.) Ostend, bs-tend' (Belg.) Palanka, pa-lan'ka(Hung-)

Onon, o'non (Mongolia) r.

Onondaga, ou-on-da'ga (V. S.)

OnBtwedde, ons-tved'de (Neth.)

Osterburg, bs'ter-bbrg (Prus.) Palanza, pa-lan'tsa(It)

Osterby, bs'ter-bu (Swe.) Palatinate, pa-lat'i-nat (Ger.)

Osterode, bs-ta-rb'de (Ger.) Palaur, pa-lar' (Ind.) r.

Ontario, on-ta'ri-6 (N. Am.) Oatersund, bs'tcr-sbn (Swe.) Palawan, pa-la-wan (East Arch.) id.

Onteniente, on-te-ne-eu'te (Sp.) Osterwiek, bs'ter-vek (Prus.) Palazzo, pa-lat'tsb (It )

Ontonagon, on-tb-nag'on (U. 3.) Ostia, os'te-a(It) Palegiano, pa-la-Ja'nb (It.)

Oo, b(Fr.) Ostiaks, bst'yaks (As.) Palembang, pa-lem-bang' (Sumatra)

Oojein, b-jln'(lnd.) Ostiano, bs-te-a'nb (It.) Palena, pa-la'na (It.)

Oonalashka, b-na-lash'ka (X. Pac.) id. Ostiglia, bs-te'lya(It) Palencia, pa-len-the'rt (Sp.)

Oonlmak, b-ni-ruak' (X. Pac.) int. Ostrogojsk, bs-trb-gb'isk (Rus.) Palenque, pa-len'ke (Mex.)

Oonjara, dn-ja'ra (Ind.) Ostrolenka, bs-tro-lan'ka (Rus.) Palermo, pa-lar'nio (It.)

Oordegera, or'de-gem (Bel.) Osuna, b-sb'na(Sp.) Palestrina, pa-les-tre'uA(It)

Oorfa, or'fa (Tur.) Oswegatchle, os-we-goch'i (tT. 3.) Paliano, pa-le-a'nb (It.)

Oorga, br'ga^ent. As) Oswego, os-w6'gb (I". S.) Palighaut, pale-gat' (Ind.)

Palk, pak(Ind.)Wr.Ooroomiyah, o-rb-me'ya (Per.) Oswestry, oz'es-tri (Eng.)

Oosiraa, b-se'ma(Jap.) Oswiecim, bs-ve-at'slm (Aust Gal.) Pallanza, pal-lan'tsa (It.)

Oosterbeek os'ter-bak (Xeth.)

Oosterhout, bs'ter-hout (Xeth.)

Otago, b-ta'gb(N*. Zd.) Palmar, pal-mar/(Sp.)

Otaheite, b-ta-he'te (Soc. Isls.) Falmaria, piil-ma-re'a (Tt.) isl.

Oostkerke, bst'ker-ke (Xeth.) Otavalo, b-ta-va'lb (Ecuador) Palmeiras, pal-ma'e-raa (Braz.)

Ootacaraund, 6-ta-ka-mund' (Ind.)

Ootmarssum, bt-mars'aum (Xeth.)

Otchakov, och-a-kof (Rus.) Palmyra, pal-mi'ra (Syria)

Otea, b-ta'a (X. Ztl.) i$L Palomar, palo-miir' (Sp.)

Ootradroog. b-tra-drbg' (Ind.) Otranto, b-tmn'W (It.) Palota, pa-16'to (Hung.)

Opatow, 6-pa-tof'(Rus.) Otrfcoli, b-trc'kb-le (It.) Pamir, pa-mer'(Cent. As.)

Opelousas, op-e-Io'fUis (U. S.)

Openshaw, 6 pen-sha (Eng.)

Otsego, ot-se'gb (U. 3.) t

Ottajano, bt-ta-ya'n6(It).

Pamlico, pam'li-kb (lr. S.)

Pampas, pam'pas (S. Am.)

Ophir, b'fer(Mal. Pen.)mt Ottawa, ot'ta-wa (Can.) Pampeluna, prtm-pe-lb'na (Sp.)

Opoczno, b-poch'no (Rus.) Otterbnrn, ot'M*r-bern (Eng.) Pampilhoza, i»ain-p€-lyb'za (Port)

Oporto, b-pbr'td(Port) Ottobeuren, 6t-t<*>-boi'rcn (Ger.) Pamplona, pam-plo'nii (Sp.)

Oppeln. dp'pclu (Prus.) Ottone, 6t-t<Vna (It) Famunky, pa-mung'ki (t". S.)

Oppenheim, opVn-bim (Ger.) Otumba, b-tbm'ba (Mex.)

Ouachita, wa'shi-ta (l". 3.)

Panama, pa-na-ma' (S. Am.)

Oppido, op'pe-db (It.) Pananich. pa-na-nech'(Seot)

Oragawa, ora-ga'wa (Jap.) Oualan, b'a-lan (X. Pac. Oc.) Panaur, pii-nar' (Ind.) r.

Oran. b-ran'(Alg) Ouchy, o-she' (Switz.) Panay, pa-ni' (East. Arch.) isl.

Orange, b-rohzh' (Fr.) Oude or Oudh, omi (Ind.) Pancalieri, pan-ka-le-a're (It)

Oram, o-ra'ne (It.) Oudenanle, b -df-niird'; Flemish pron. Panchshir, panch'sher (Afg.) val.

Oranienburg, b-ra'ne-en-bbrg (Prafl.) r. ou-de-niii^le (Bel.) Pancsova, pan'cho-vo (Hung.)

Pandacan, piin-da-kan' (Philip.)Oranmore, o-ran-niur'(Ir.) Ouderkerk, ou'der-kerk (Xeth.)

Oravicza, b-ra-ve'Ua (Hung.) Oudewater, ou'de-va-ter (Xeth.)
Pandeiros de Baixe, pan-da'e-rOs da bir-

Orbey, or-biV (Alsace) Ouen, St., san-tb-ah' (Ft.) sha (Braz. )

Orbye, orlju -e (Den.) Oufa, b'fa (Rus.) r. Pangansene, pan-gan-sa'na(Ind. Arch.)

Orce, 6r/the(S]>) Oughterard, ou'ter-ard or b'ter*ard' %sl

Orchies, br-shc' (Fr.) locally, och-tfr-ard'(Ir.) Pangasinan, pan-ga-se-nan' (Pliilip.)

Orchilla, or-chel'lya (Venez.) Oundle, oun'd*'l (Eng.) Panhandle, pan'han-dcl (U. S.)

Oiviano, br-cha'nb (It) Ourga, br'ga (Mong.)

Ourique, 5-u-re'ka (Port)

Paniput, pane-put' (Ind.)

Ordona, br-db'na (It.) Pankota, pan-ko'to (Hung.)

Ordufla, br-db'nya (Sp.) Ouro Preto, 6'u-rO pra'to (Braz.) Panonipeng, pa-nom'jwng (Siam)

Orebro, eVre-brb (^we.) Ouw. bz (Eng.) r. Panomsok, pa-nom'sok (Siam)

Oregon, oi-'i-gon (U. 3.) Outngamie, b-ta-jram'i (IT. S.) Panteg or Panteague. pan-teg' (Eng.)

Orel, o-rel'(Ru3.) Ovada, b*va'dii (It.) Pantellaria, pan-tal-la-rc'a (It.) isl.

J. joi>; y, yes; in, CAen; th, <Ainj zh, azure. Frenjh, vue, bot; blca, neul; n, on. German, cli, nacAt.
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Panticosa, pan-t6-ko'=;i (Sp ) Penas de Europa, pe-nyas' de e-u-r6'pa Pictou.pik-t6'(Can.)

Fanuco, pa-ub'kd (Mex.)

Panwell, pan-wel' (Intl.)

Paou, pa 6 (Fiji) id.

(Sp) Piedimonte, pe-a-de-mdn'ta(lt.)

Penedo, pa-na'do (Braz.) Piedmont, peM'mont (It.)

Penge, penJ(Eng.) Pielia, p€'ya-Iis (Rus ) I.

Fapantla, pa-pan t'la (Mex ) Peniche, pa-ue'sha (Port. ) Pierre, St, san pd-ar' (W. Ind.) isL

Papasquiaro, pa-pas-ke-a'rd (Mex.) Penicuik, pen-i-kuk' (Scot.) Pieterlen, pe'ter-len (Switz.)

Papa-Stour, pa-pa-stor' (Scot.) isl. Pefliscola, pen-yea-ko'la (Sp.) Pieter-Maritzburg, p6 ter-ma'rits-bdrg

Papua, pii'pu-a (3. Pac.) ittl. Pemuaenmawr, Welsh pron. pen- (Natal)

Para, parii' (Braz.) ma'en-mour (Wales) Pietra, pe-a'tra(It)

Pilar, pe-lftr' (Braz.)

PUatus, pg-la'tus (Switz.)

Paracatu, pa-ra-ka-to' (Braz.) r. Pennar, pen-nar/ (Ind.) r.

Paragua, pa-ra'gwa (Venez.) r. Pennigant, pen'ni-gant (Eng.) mf.

Pennsylvania, pen-sil-va'ni-a (U. S.)Paraguacu, pa-ra-gwa-so'(Braz.) r. Pilaya, pfi-la'yH (3. Am.) r.

Paraguay, par'a-gwa; Span. pron. pa- Penobscot, pe-nob'skot (U. 8.) Pilcomayo, pel-k6-ma'yo (S. Am.) r.

ra-gwl' (S. Am.) Peflon de Velez, pe-nyou' de ve'leth Pilibhit, pil-i-bet'flnd.)

Parahiba or Parahyba, pa-ra-e'ba Penrith, pen'rith (Eng.) Pillau, pel'lou (Prus.)

(Braz) Penryn, pen'rin (Eng.) Pillnitz, pel'nets(Ger)

Paramaribo, pa-ra-ma'ri-bo (S. Am.) Pensacola, pen-sa-kola (U. S.) Pimlico, pim'U-kd (Eng.)

Paramatta, pa-ra-nmt'ta (Austral.)

Paranagua, pa-ra-na-gwa' (S. Am.)

Paranahyba. pa-ra-ua-e'ba (Braz.)

Penteli, pen'te-16 (Gr.)mf. Pindamonhangaba, pen-da-md-nyan-

Penzance, pen-zans' (Eng.) ga'ba (Braz.)

Peoria, pe-6'ri-a (U. 8.) Pindus, pin'dus (Gr.) mt.

Paranapanema, pit, - ra - na - pa - na ' ma Penjuenes, pe-ken'yes (S. Am.) mt. pass Pinega, pe-na'ga (Rus.) r.

(Braz.)r. Perak, pa-rak' (Mai. Pen ) Pinerolo, pe-na-ro'lo (It )

Parati, pa-ra'te" (Braz.) Peraleda, pe-ra-le'THa(Sp.) Pinheiro, p§-nya'e-ro (Port.)

Parcbim, par'chem (Ger.) Perekop, pe're-kop (Rus.) Pinkafeld, pen'ka-feld (Hung.)

Pardubitz, parMu-bets (Boheni.) Peribouaca or Peribuca, per-i-bu-a-ka', Pinneberg, pen'na-berg (Den.)

Paredes, pft-re/THes(Sp.) per-i-bu-kft' (Can.) r.

Peirigord, pa-re-gOr'(Fr.)

Piuos, pe-n6s'(Sp.)

Parenzo, pa-ran'tso (Istria) Pintada, pin-U'da (U. S.) mt.

Paria. pa're-a (S. Am.)^. P^rigueux, pare-gcu' (F'r.) Pioche, pe-och'a (U. S.)

Parnahiba, par-na-e'ba (Braz.) r. Perija, pa-re'chtt (Venez.) Piombino, pe-6m-be'no (It)

Paropamisan (Mta.), pa-ro-pain-i-zan' Perim, pa-rem' (Red Sea) isl. Piotrokof, pe-ot'ro-kof (Rus.)

(Afg) Pernagoa, per-na'go-a (Braz.) Piperno, pe-par'nd (It)

Parthenay, par-U-na' (Fr.) Pernambuco, par-nliin-bo'ko (Braz.) Piply, pe'ple(Ind.)

Partick, par'tik (Scot.) Pernes, parn (Fr.)

Pernis, per'nis (Neth.)

Piqua, pik'wa (U. 8.)

Pascagoula, pas-ka-go'la (U. S.) Piquetberg, pik'et-berg(Cape CoL)

Paseuaro, pas-ku-&'r6(Mex.)

Pas-de-Calais, pa-de-ka-la' (Fr.)

Pt^ronne, pa-ron' (Fr.) Piquiri, pe-ke-re' (Braz.) r.

Perosa, pa-r6'zil(It.) Piraeus, pi-re'us (Gr.)

Paaig, pa'seg (Philip.) r. Perpignan, par-pe-nyofi'(Fr.) Pirano, pe-ra'no (Istria)

Paaion, Rio de la, re'd" de la pa-se-6n' Persepolis, per-sep'6-lis (Per.) ruins Piratinim, pe-ra>te-nefa' (Braz.)

(Ceut. Am.) Pershore, per'shOr (Eng.) Piritu, pe-re-to' (Venez.)

Pasitano, pa-se-ta'no (It.) Persia, per'shi-a (As.) Pirmasens, per-ma'zinz (Ger )

Passage, pas'saj (Ir.) Pertuis, par-tw6'(Fr.) Pir-Panjal, per-pun-jal' (Cashmere) mt

Passaic, pas-sa'ik (17. S.) Peru, pe-ro' (S. Am.) Pisa, pe'za(It)

Passainaquoddy, pas- sa- ma - kwod ' di Perugia, pa-rb'jMU.) Piscataquis, pis*kat'a-kwis (V. S.)

(U. S.) Perugino. pa-ro-je'n6 (It.) Pisciotta, pe-shdt'ta (It)

Passariano, pas-sa-re-a'no (It.) Peruwelz, pa-ro-valz'(Belg.) Pisek, pe'sek (Bohem.)

Passarovitz, pas-s&-rd'vets (Tur.) Pesale, pa-sa'l"i (Ceylon) Pisogne, p6-so'nya(It)

Pissevache. pes-vasV (Switz.)Pastaca, pas-ta'sa (S. Am.) r. Pesaro, pa-sa'ro (It.)

Pastrana, pas-tra'na (Sp.) Pescadores, pes-ka-d6're8(Pac. Oc.)isls. Pistoja, pes-td'yU (It)

Paszto, pas'to (Hung.)

Patagonia, pa-la-go'ni-a (9. Am.)

Pescara, pas-ka'ra (It.) Pitcairn, pit-karn' (Scot)

Pi tea, pe'ta-6 (Swe.) r.Peschici, pas-ke'eh£ (It.)

Patapsco, pa-tap'sko (IT. 3.) r. Peschiera, pas-k6-a'ra (It^

Peshawer, pe-8ha'wer(Ina.)

Pithiviers, pe-te-v6-a' (Fr.)

Patia, pa te'il(N. Gran.) r. Pitic, pe-t£k'(Mex.)

Patjitan, pnt'ye-tau (Java) Pesquiera, pas-ke-a'ra (Port.) Pitigliano, p6-te-lyji'n6 (It)

Patras, pa-tras' (Gr.) Pesth, pest; Hung. pron. pesht (Hung.) Pittenweem, pit-t«n-wem'(Scot)

Patria, pa-tre'a (It.) 1. Petaluma, pet-a-lo'ma (U. S.)
PitUburg, piU'l)erg(lT. S.)

Piura, pe-b ra (Peru)Patricroft, pa'tn-kroft(Eng.) Petchora, pet-cho'ra ; Rush pron. pyet-

Pattensen, pat'ten-zen (Ger.) cho'rft (Rus. ) r. Pi Ute, piyot(U. S.)

Pattialah, pat-te-ii'la (Ind.)

Patuxent, pa-tuk'sent (U. S.)

Patzum, pat-som' (Cent. Am.)

Peten, pe-ten' (Mex.) Pivniczna, pev-nets'na (Aust Gal )

Peterborough, pe'ter-bu-ru(Eng.) Pizzighettone, pet-tse-gut-to'na (It)

Peterculter, pe-ter-kw'ter (Scot.) Placencia, plA-then'thd-U (Sp.)

Pau, po(Fr ) Peterhead, p6-ter-hed' (Scot.) Placentia, pla-sen'shi-a(Newfd )

Paucartambo, pa-u-kar-tamT>d (Peru) Peterhof, pa'tar-hof (Rus.) Plsistow, plas'td (Eng. ; V. S.)

Pauillae, po-e-lyak' or po-e-yak' (Fr.) Petersburg. St. , sant (colloquially, Bint) Planin a. plit ne'nU(Aust.)

Paulghautcherry, pal-gat-che'ri (Ind.) pe'terz-berg (Rus.) Plaquemine, plak-men' (U. S.)

Pavia, pa'vi-a; Ital. pron. pa've-ii Petersfteld, pe'terz-feld (Eng.) Fiassey. plas'se (Ind.)

(It.) Peterwardein, pa-ter-vftr'din (Hung.) Plata, La, la pla'ta (3. Am.)

Pavone, pa-v6'nii (It.) Petherton, peth'er-tou (Eng.) Platani, plata'ne (Sic.) r.

Paweea, pit-we'a (W. Af.) Petra, p^'tra ; Arab. pron. pa-tra'(Ar.) Platte, plat'(t\ 3.) r.

Pawtucket, pa-tuk'et (V. S.) Petralia Sottana, pa-tra'le-ii sot-ta'nu Plattsburg, plats'berg (U. S.)

Pawtmet, pa-tuk'set (U. S.) (It.) Planen, plou'en (Ger.)

Payerne, pa-yern' (Switz.) Petrel, pe-trel' (Sp.)

Petrinia, pa-trene-tt (Aust)

Plevna, plev'na(Bulg.)

Paysanlu, pii-e-san-do' (Urug.) PI iego, ple-e'go (Sp.)

Flock, plotsk (Pol )Payta, pa'6-ta (Peru) Petropaulovski, pa-tro-poul-ov'ski

Peban, pe-biin'(Mex.) (Rus.) Ploerroel, plo-ar-mal' (Fr.)

Pecatonica, pek-a-ton'i-ka (U. S.) Petrovacz, pa'tr6-vats (Hung.) Plomb de Cantal, plon de kon-tal'(Fr)

Peckham. pek'am (Eng.) Petrozavodsk, pa-trd-za-vodsk' (Rus.) mt.

Pecs, pech (Hung.) Pets, petsh (Hung.) Plonibieres, pl6h-l»e-ar' (Fr.)

Pedee. pe-de'(U. S.)r. Pettycur, pet-ti-ker'(Scot.) Plon, pleun(Den.)(.

Pedraza, pa-dra'sa (Venez.) Peveragno, pa-va-ra'nyo(It.) Plymouth, pli'muth (Eng )

Pedrogao, pa-dro-goun' (Port.) Peyrehorade, par-6-rad' (Fr.) Plynlimmon, plin-lim'mon (AVales) mt.

Pedroneras, pe-THro-nye'ras (Sp.) Pe^z^nas, pa-za-na' (Fr.) Pocahontas, po-ka-hon'tas (U. S.)

Pedroso, pe-THrd'so (Sp.) Pfaffenhofen, pfaf'fen-ho-f<m (Ger.) Pocomoke, pok'o-mok (V. S.)

Peebles, pfbelz (Scot ) Pfafflkon. pfef'fe-kon (Switz.) Podebrad, po'de-briid (Bohem )

Pegalajar, pe-ga-la-char' (Sp.) Pfalz, pfalts(Ger.) Podgoritza, pod-g6-ret'sa (Monten )

Podolia, pd-d6'le-a(Rus.)

Podolsk, po ddlsk' (Rus.)

Pohono, po-ho'n6 (U. 3.)

Pegu, pe-go^As.) Pfeffers, pfefft-rs (Switz.)

Pei Ho. pa-ho' (China) r. Pforzheim, pforts'him (Ger.)

Peipus. p.Ve-pus (Bus.) 1. Pfyn, pfen (Switz.)

Fekalongan, pl-ka-lon'gan (Java) Philadelphia, Hl-a-del'fl-a (U. 8.) Point a Pitre. pwan-Ut-p$tr' (W. Ind.)

Pekela, pa'ke-Ia(Neth.) Philates, felii'Us (Tur.)

Philippeville, fs-lep-vel' (Alg.)

Point de Galle, point de gal (Ceylon)

Pekin or Peking, pe-kin', pe-king7 Poitiers, pwa-te-a' (Fr.)

(China) Philippines, nl'ip inz (East. Arch.) Poitou, pwa-to' (Fr.)

Pelestrina, pa-las-trG'na (It.) Philippopoli, ftl-ip-pop'6-Ie (Tur.) Poix, pwa(Fr)

Pelinsr. pa-ling' (East. Arch. ; Yel. Sea) Phillack, fll'lak(Eng) Polesine, po-la-ze'na (It )

inis. Piacenza, pe-a-ch;ln'tsa(It.) Policastro, po-le-kas'tro (It.)

Pellegrino, p.'il-LVgre'iio (It ) Pianosa, pe-il-no'za (It) isl. Polignano, p6-l€-nya'nd (It)

Pollew, pel'lyo (Austral.) ids. Piasina, pe-a-se'na (Sib.) 1. Poligny, po-le-nye' (Fr.)

IVIotas, pa-16'tiu (Braz.) Piauhy, i»e-a-u-e' (Braz.) Pollenza, pol-len'za (Majorca)

Peltew, pel-tev' (Aust. Gal.) r. Piave, pfi-a'va (It.) r. PolUwa, p61-ta'va(Rua.)

Pefiaflel, pe-nya-fe-el' (Sp.) Piavozero, p^-ya-vo-za'rd (Rus.) L Polynesia, pol-i-n6'shi-a

Penalara, pen-ya-la'ra (Sp.) Piazza, pe-at'tsil (It) Pomba, pomlja (Af.) b.

Penalva, pe-ual'va (Port.) Picardie, pe-kiir-de' (Fr.) Pombeiro, p6m-ba'e-r6 (Port)

Penamacor, pu-na-ma-kOr' (Port.) Picerno. i>5char'no (It) Pomerania (Anglicized form of Ger.

Penang, pe-uang' (East. Pen.) isl Pichacheu, pe-cha-chen' (Chile) Pommern), pom-era'ne-a (Pros,)

Peflaroya, pe-nya-ro'ya (Sp.) Pichincha, pe-chen'cha (S. Am.) mt. Fomieczyn, p6-mr t=en' (Prua.)

Fate, far, l»t, fftll; mc, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, more; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAaiu; e.T-.
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Pommern, pbm'mern (Prus.)

Pomona, po-mo'na (Scot.)

Pompeii, pom-pCyi; Ital. pron. pom-

pa'e-e (It.) ruiiw

Pomponesco, pbm-po niis'ko (It)

Ponany, pb-na'ni (lnd.)

Ponchatoula, pon-sha-tbla (U. S.)

Poudicherry, pon-di-sher'ri ; Fr. pron.

pbh-dS-shar-re' (lnd.)

Ponferrada, pdn-fer-ra'THa (Sp.)

Pontarlier, p6n-tar-l8-a'(Fr.)

Pont Audemer, pon-td-de-mar' (Fr.)

Pontchartrain, pon'char-tran (U. S.)

PonteDeUjado,pdn,tedel-ga'dd(Azorea)

Pontedra, pon-ta'dra(It )

Pontefract, pon'ti-frakt ; colloquially,

pom'fret (Eng.)

Pontestura, pon-tas-tb'ra (It)

Pontevedra, pon-te-ve'THrii(Sp.)

Pontiac, pon'ti-ak (U. 8.)

Pontianak, pon-tya-nak' (Borneo)

Pontivy, pdn-W-ve' (Ft.)

Pontoise, pon-twaz' (Fr.)

Pontotoc, pon-to-tok' (U. S.)

Fontremoll, pon'tra'm6-l6 (It.)

Pontypool, pon'ti-pbl(Eng.)

Poole, pol (Knp )

Poolewe, pbl-yb'(Scot)

Poonah, pb'n&(Ind.)

Poorbunder, pbr-bun'der (lnd.)

Popayan, po-pa-yan' (S. Am.)

Poperingue, po-pe-rahg' (Belg.)

Popocatepetl, po-p6-ka-te-petl'(Mex.)

Popoli, pd'po-16 (It.)

Poquiock, po-kfi-ok'(N. Brans.)

Porchester, pbr/ches-teT(Eng.)

Porcuna, por-kb'na (Sp.)

Pordenone, por-da-no'na (It)

Porlock, por'lok (Eng.)

Poromushir, po-ro-mo-sher' (Kuriles)

til.

Porquerollea, pbr-ka-rol' (Fr.) til.

Porrentrui, por-rod-trwe1 (Switz.)

Porreras, por-re-ras' (Sp. )

Porrudos, p&r-rb'dos (Braz.) r.

Portadown, pdrt-a-doun' (Ir.)

Portaferry, p6rt-a-fe'ri (Ir.)

Portarlington, pbrt-ftrling-ton (Ir.)

Port-au-Prince, port-d-prins'; Fr. pron.

por-td-prans' (W. lnd.)

Portendik, pbr-ten'dik (W. Af.)

Portici, por'te-che (It.)

Portmadock, port-mad'ok (Wales)

Portmahomack, port-n.a-ho'iiiak(Scot)

Portmoak, p6rt-mbk'(Scot.)

Portnahaven. port-na-ha'ven (Scot.)

Portobello, por-tb-bel'lo (Scot)

Porto das Caixas, por'to das kl'shas

(Braz.)

Porto^ruaro, por-tb-grb-a'rb (It.)

Porto Rico, por'to re'kd (W. lnd.)

Portovenere, pbr-t6-va'ua-ra(It)

Portreath, pbrt-reth' (Eng.)

Portree, port-re7 (Scot)

Portrush, port-rash' (Ir.)

Portsea, pbrt'se (Eng.)

Portsmouth, purts'mouthorports'rauth

(Eng.)

Portugalete. por-tu-ga-la'ta (Port. )

Portuguesa, pbr-tu-ge'sa (Venez.) r.

Poschiavo, poB-ke-a'vb (Switz.)

Posega, pb-sha'ga(Slav-)

Posen, po'z«i (Prus. )

Posing, peush'iug (Hung.)

Poszneck, pbs'nak (Ger.)

Potchefstrom, pot'chef-strom (Trans

vaal)

Potenza, pb-tan'dza (It.)

Potomac, pb-to'mak (U. S.)

Potosi, po-to'se (Mex. ; Bol.)

Pottawatomie, pot-ta-wot'o-mi (TT. S.)

Pouching-hien, pb-ching-hyen' (China)

Poughkeepsie, pdkip'sfi (U. S.)

Pouilly, pb-e-lye' or po-e-ye' (Fr.)

Poulton le Fylde, pol'ton le feld (Eng.)

Pourcain, St., san pbr-san' (Fr.)

Povoa, po-vb'a (Port.)

Poweshiek, pou-e-shek' (U. S.)

Puwhatan, pou-a-tan' (b. S.)

Poyais, po-ya'es (Cent. Am.)

Pozo Estrecho, pb'thd es-tre'cho (Sp.)

Pozuelo, p6-thu-el6(Sp.)

Pozzuoli, p6t-tsb'6-le(It)

Prachatitz, pra-cha-tets' (Bohem.)

Prades, prUd(Fr.)

Prague, prag; Ger. Prag, prag (Bohem.)

Prahusta, pra-hus'ta (Tur.)

Praslin, pras'lin (lnd. Oc.) til.

Praato, pras'teh (Den.)

Preanger, pra-ang'er, (Java)

Premeira, pra-nm'e-ra (E. Af.) tils.

Prescot, pres'kot(Eng)

Presidio, pre-se'di-o (U. S.)

Press'ourg, pias'bbrg (Hung.)

Prestonpans, pres-ton-panz'(Scot)

Prestwick, prest'wik (Scot)

Pretoria, pre-tb're-a (Transvaal)

Preuilly, preti-e-lye' or preu-e-ye' (Fr.)

Previsa, pra-ve'aa (Tur.)

Pribyloff, pri-bu-lof (Pac. Oc.) tils.

Priego, pre-e'gb (Sp.)

Priestholme, prest'holm (Wales) til.

Priluki, pre-loTte (Rus.)

Primislau, pre'mes-lou (Bohem.)

Principato Citra, pren-che-pa'tb che'trii

(It)

Principato Ultra, pren-che-pa'tb bl'tra

(It)

Principe, pren'se-pe (Mex.)

Prinkipos, pren'ki-pos (Tur.)

Pripet or Pripets, pri'pet, prip'ets

(PoL) r.

Prlsrend, pres'rend (Tur.)

Pristina, pres-tfi'na(Tur.)

Privas, pre-vas/ (Fr.)

Procida, pro'che-da(It) til.

Prome, prom (Br. Bur.)

Propiha, prb-pg'a (Braz.)

Provence, pro-vons' (Fr.)

Provins, pro-van' (Fr.)

Prussia, prash'i-a (Oer.)

Pruszka, prbs'ka (Hung.)

Pruth,prbth;Ger. pron. prbt(Europe)r.

Prypec, prip'ets (Pol.) r.

Przemysl, pzha'mizl (Aust)

Przeworsk, pzha'v5rsk(Aust)

Przibraro, pzhe'l)ram (Aust.)

Psiloratf, pse-lo-ra'te (Crete) ml.

Psiol, psd'ol (Rus.) r.

Pskov, pskof (Rus.)

Puchow, po'chft (Aust)

Puckawa, puk'a-wa (U. 8.) I.

Pudsey, pud'si (Eng.)

Puebla, La, la pu-ebla (Sp.)

Puebla de los Angeles, La, la pn-eb'la

de Ids an'che-les (Mex.)

Puerto Principe, pu-er'tfi pren'se-pc

(W. lnd.)"

Puget Sound, pyu'jet sound (N. Am.)

Pulawy, pb-la'vu (Rus.)

Pulclano, pbl-chii'n6 (It) int.

Pulicat, pc>le-kat (lnd.)

Pulteney Town, pult'm toun (Scot)

Pultusk. pbl-tuBk'(Rus.)

Punchshir, punch'sher (Afg.)

Punderpoor, pun-der-pbr' (lnd.)

Punhete, pb-nya'ta(Port)

Punjab, pun-jab'(Ind.)

Punjnud, punj-nud' (lnd.)

Punta Arenas, pbn'ta a-re'nas (Cent

and S. Am.)

Punta Parifta, pbn'ta pa-re'nya (S. Am.)

Purace*. pb-rH,-sa' (S. Am.)

Purbeck, Isle of, perljek (Eng.)

Purchena, pbr-che'na (Sp.)

Purfleet, per'flet (Eng.)

Purmerende, pur-me-ren'de (Neth.)

Purneah, per'ne-a (lnd.)

Purus, po-rbs' (S. Am.) r.

Purwan, per-wiln' (Afg.)

Pusterthal, pbs'ter-tal (Tyrol)

Putiwl, pb-ten'(Rus.)

Putlani, put-lam' (Ceylon)

Putney, put'ni (Eng.)

Putumayo, pb-to-ma'yb (S. Am.) r.

Putzig, pbt'tsech (Prus.)

Puy de Dome, pue de d6m (Fr.) dep.

Pwllheli, pbl-hale (Wales)

Pychma, puch'ma (Rus.)

PyreneeB, pir-e-nez'; Fr. Pyrenees, pe-

ra-na' (Eur.) mti.

Pyrmout, per'mont (Ger.)

Q.

Quakake, kwa-kak' (U. S.)

Quakenbruck, kvaTcan-brOk (Oer.)

Quaog^ong, kwang-tong' (China)

Quantock, kwan'tok (Eng.) hill*

Qu'Appelle. kit-pel' (fan.)

Quarnero, kvilr-na'ro (Aust)

Quathlamba, kwat-lam'ba (3. Af.) mU.

Quatre Bras, ka'tr bra (Bel.)

Quebec, kwe-bek' (Can.)

Quedah. k6-d&' (Mai. Pen.)

Quedlinburg, kvadlen-bbrg (Prua.)

Queenaferrj'. kwenz'fe-ri (Scot.)

Queenstown. kwgnz'toon (lr.)

Queich, kvi6h (Ger.) r.

Queichoo, kwa-cho' (China)

Quelpaert, kwel'part (N. Pac.) ill.

(Jueluz, kaaoz (Brazl

Quemada, ke-ma'da (Mex.)

Quenemo, ke.ne'm6 (U. S.)

Quentin, St., aah kon-tan'(Fr.)

Queretaro, ke-re-ta'rt (Mex.)

Querimba, ka-r?m'ba (E. Af.) iaU.

Quesaltenango. ke-sal-te-nan'gA

Quiberon, ke-be-ron' (Fr.)

Quibo, ke'bo (S. Am.) M.

Quicara, ke-kfl'r&(S. Am.)«I».

Quillabamba, kel-yn-bam'ba (Peru)

Quillebwuf, ke-ye-bcuf' (Fr )

QuiUimane, kel-Ie-ma'na (E. Af.)

Quillota, kf:-lj-6't;i (Chile)

Quiraper, kafi-par' (Fr )

Quimperle', kafi-par-la' (Fr.)

Quindiu, ken-dc'o (S. Am.) int.

Quinhon, ken-hou' (Anam)

Qulntana, ken-ta'n& (Sp).

Quintanar. ken-tA-nar1 (Sp. )

Quiotepec, kw6-o'te-pek (ifex )

Quito, ke'to (S. Am.)

Quorra, kwor'ra (Af.) >

E.

Raab, rab(Aust)

Raalte, ral'te (Neth.)

Raasay, ra'sa (Scot.) til.

Rabastens, ra-biis-toh' (Fr.)

Rabat, rft-bat'(Maroc)

Racconigi, rak-kb-ne'j€(It)

Raczkeve, rats-ka'va(Hung.)

Radkersburg, rad'kerz-bbrg (Aust )

Radnor, rad'nor (Wales)

Radokala, ra-do-ka'la (N. P&c.)tils.

Radolpszell, ra'd6lps-tsel (Ger.)

Radovitz, ra'do-vets (Prua)

Ragatz, ra-gats' (Switz.)

Ragusa, ra-gb'za (Dalmat.)

Rahden, ra'den (Ger.)

Rahmanieh, rach-ma-nC'e (Eg.)

Rahova, ra-ho'va (Bulg.)

Rahway, ra'wa(U. S.)

Raiatea, ra-yata'a (S. Pac.) til.

Raidroog, rid-rbg'(Ind.)

Rajahmundry, ra-ja-mun'dri (lnd.)

Rajamahal, ra-ja-ma-hal' (lnd.)

Rajawur, ra'ja-wur(Ind )

Ra]pootana, raj-po-ta'na (lnd.)

Rajshahye, rUj-sha'he (lnd.)

Rakonitz. raliO-nets (Bohem.)

Raleigh, ra'le (U. S.)

Rama, ra'ma(Syr.)

Ramapo, ram-a-jto' (V. S.)

Rambervilliers, roh-bar-ve*lytVa' (Fr.)

Rambouillet, ron-bo-lya' or roh-bo-ya'

(Fr.)

Ramghaut, riim-gat' (lnd.)

Ramghur, ram-gur' (lnd.)

Ramgunga, rdm-gung'ga (lnd.) r.

Ramillies, ra-me-lye' or ra-m6-ye' (Bel.)

Ramisseram, ra-mis-se-ram' (lnd.)

Ramnad, ram-nad' (lnd.)

Ramnuggur, ram-nug'gur (lnd.)

Rampoor, ram-por* (lnd.)

Ramree, ram-re' (lnd.)

Ramsey, ram'zi (Eng.)

Randers, ran'dOrs (Den.)

Ranea, rii'na-d (Swe.) r.

Rancegunge, ri-ne-gunj' (lnd.)

Rangitoto, rang-6-tb'tb (N. Zd.) til.

Rangoon, rang-gbn'(Ind-)

Rannoch, Loch, ran'och (Scot.) /.

Raon l'Etape, ra-bh' la-tap' (Fr.)

Raphoe, ra-fb' (Ir.)

Raploch, rap'loch (Scot.)

Rappahannock,rap-pa-han'nok(l:.S.)r.

Rapperschwyl or Rappersweil.rap'per-

shvel, rttp'perz-vil (Switz.)

Raraka, ra-raTta (S. Pac ) til.

Raritan, nu/i-tan (U. S.) r.

Rarotonga, ra-ro-tong'ga (S. Pac. Oc.)

til.

Rasay, ra'sa (Scot. ) til.

Raspeig, ras-pa-Cg' (Sp.)

Rassein, ras-sa'in (Tur.) I.

Rassova, ras-so'va (Tur.)

Rastede, ras-ta'da (Ger.)

Rastenburg, ras't^n-bbrg (Praa.)

Rastrick, ras'trik (Eng.)

Ratass, ra-tas'(Ir)

Rathangan, rath-ang'gan (Ir.)

Rathcormac, rath-kor^mak (Ir.)

Rathen, rathVn (Scot.)

Rathenau, raV-nou (Prus.)

Rathkeale, rath-kel'(Ir)

Rathlin, rathain (Ir.) til.

Rathmines, rath-moinz'(Ir)

Ratho, ra'thd(Scot)

Ratibor, ra'te-b6r(Pras.)

Ratiabon, ra'tis-bon (Ger.)

Ratnapoora, rat-napb'ra (Ceylon)

Ratoneau, ri-to-nb' (Fr.) til.

Rattan, rat tan' (Mex.) til.

"
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Rattray, rat'tra (Scot ) Riesa, re'zttfGer.) Roscommon, ros-kom'mon (Ir.)

Ratzebuhe, rilt'sa-bo-e (Pros.) Riesengebirge, re'zen-ge-ber-ge (Aust) Roserea, ros-kra' (Ir.)

Ratzeburg, rat'sa-bbrg (Den.) Rieti, re-a'te(It) Roseau, rd-zo' (W. Ind.)

Ravenna, ra-van'na(lt) Riga, re'ga (Rus. ) Rosenheim, rd'zen-him (Ger.)

Ravensburg, ra'venz-borg(Ger,>

Ravnagora, rav-na~gd'ra (Aiist.)

Righi or Rigl, re'g§ (Switz.) mt Rosetta, r6-zet'ta (F*)

Rignano, re-nya'nd(It) Rosheim, rdslilm; Fr. pron. rd-zem'

Riwa, ra'fa (Rus.) Rigolato, re-g6-la'td(It) (Alsace)

Rawicz rli'vech (Prus.) Rigyicza, re-dyet'so (Hung.) Rosienna, rd-ae-yen'na(Rti9.)

Rawil Pinde, raVil pin'di (Ind.) Rijswijk. riVvik (Neth.) Roeignano, r6-sfi-nya'n6(It)

Raygunge, ra-gunj' (Ind.)

Razes, ra-za' (Fr.)

RiUe, rel(Fr.)r. Rbskilde. See Roeskilde.

Rima Szombath, re'ma som'bot (Dung.) Roslawl, ros-lafl' (Rus.)

Reading, red'ing (Eng.)

Real, ra-al' (Braz.) r.

Rimini, re'me-ne (It.)

Rimouski, re-nios-ke' (Can )

Roslin, ros'lln (Scot.)

Rosneath, roz-neth' (Scot)

Realejo. re-a-le'ch6(Mex.) Rinjani, ren-ya'ne" (Lombok) Rossano, rds-sa'nd (It.)

Recanati, ra-ka-nii'te (It) Rinkjoebiug, reng-kyeTib'eng (Den.> Rossbach. rds'bilch (Prus.)

Recherche Bay, ra-sherHh'bi(Tasm.) Ringgenberg, rtng'gen-berg (Switz.) Rossel, relis'sel (Prus.)

Recife, ra-se'fa (Braz. ) Rlngvaldsoe, reng-vald'seu-e (Nor.) Rossignol, ros-se-nyol' (N. Am.) /.

Recoaro, ra-ko-il'ro (It.) Rinteln, ren'tdn (Ger.) Rosstrevor, ros-tre'vor (Ir.)

Redcar, red'kar (Eng.) Rio de Janeiro, re'o da zha-na'e-ro Rostock, ros'tok (Ger.)

Redditch, red'dich (Eng.) (Braz.) Roth, rdt (Ger.)

Redonda, ra-don'da CW. Ind.) Rio Vermelho, rS'd var-malyo (Braz.)

Riobamba, re-6-bam'ba (Ecuad.)

Rothay, rc^THa (Eng.) r.

Redruth, red'rbth (Eng.) Rothbury. rothTie-ri (Eng.)

Regalbuto, ra-gal-bo'td(It) Rioja, re-6'cha (Sp.; 8. Am.) Rothenburg, r6't<rn-bbrg (Ger.; Swttz.)

Regensburg, ra'genz-bbrg (Ger.) Rioloboa, rS-S-lo-boV (Sp.) Rotherham, roTH'er-am(Eng.)

Rotherhtthe, roTH'er-hiTu (Eng.)Reggio, rej'6 (It.) Riols, re-61' (Fr.)

Rehoboth, re-h6'both (IT. S.) Riom, re-on' (Fr.) Rothes, roTHz (Scot.)

Reichenau, ri'ch«-nou (Ger.) Rion, i-e'on (Transcauc.) r. Rothesay, roth'sa (Scot.)

Reichenbach,ri'chen-baeh(Ger.;Switz.) Rionero, re-6-na'rd (It.) Rotomahana, r6 td-ma-ha'na (N. 2d.) L

Reichenstein, ri'chen-stin (Prus.) Riou, re-o'(Fr.)wri. Rotterdam, rot'ter-dam (Neth.)

Reichstadt, rieh'stat (Bohero.) Riouw, re'ouv (Ind. Arch.) iel. Rottweil, rotVil (Ger.)

Reigate, ri'gat(Eng.)

Reigoldsweil, n'goldz-vil (Switz.)

Ripon, rip'on (Eng.) Rotumah, ro-to'ma (Pac. Oc.) isl

Rippoldsau, rep'pflld-zou (Ger.)

Ripponden. rip'pon-den (Eng.)

Roubaix, rtt-ba' (Fr.)

Relkiavik, rTkya-vlk (Iceld.) Rouen, rd-oh'(Fr.)

Reims, remz; Fr. pron. ranz(Fr.) Risborough, Prince's, prin'siz riz'bu-ru

(Eng.)

Rouergue, rb-arg' (Fr.) dirt.

Remagen, ra'ma-gan (Prus.) Rouffach, rbf-faah' (Fr.)

Rembang, rem-bang' (Java) Ritzebiittel, rtt'se-but-t«l (Ger.) Roumania, rb-ma'ni-a (Eur.)

Remedios, re-me'de-os (Col.) Rivadeo, re-va-THe'd (Sp.)

Rivarolo, re-vii-rd'16 (It)

Roumelia, rb-meli-a (Tur.)

Remiremont, re-mer-m6h'(Fr.) Rousay, rb'sa (Scot ) ml.

Remscheid, ram'shid (Pros.) Rive de Gier, rev de zhS-a' (TTr.) House's Point, rous'iz point (V. 8.)

Renaix, re-na' (Bel.) Riverina, riv-er-6'na (N. S. W.)

Rivesaltes, rev-zalt' (Fr.)

Roussillon. rbs-s61-ly6ft' or rbs-se-yta)'

Renfrew, ren'fru (Scot) (Ft.) dtit

Roveredo, rd-va-ra'd6(Anst; Switz.)Rennes, ren (Ft.) Rivoli, re'vo-tedt.)

RenBellaer, reu's«l-er (U. S.) Roag, Loch, loch r6'ag (Scot.) Rovezzano, r6-vat-tna'n6 (It.)

Rovigno, ro-ve'nyo (Aust.)Requefia. re-ken'ya(Sp.) Roanue, ro-iiii' (Fr. )

Reshd, resht (Pers.) Roanoke, rA-an-Ok' (U. S.) Rovlgo, ro-ve'g6 (It.)

Resina, ra-s6'ua (It.) Roapoa, ro-a-p6'a (Pac. Oc.)tKr. Rovuma, rft-vb'ma (Af.) r.

Restalrig, res'al-rig (Scot)

Restigouche, res'ti-goeh (N. Bruns.)

Roatan, r6-ft-tan' (Cent Am.) isl Row, rb(Scot)

Robbio, rob'bO-6(It.) Rowandiz, rou-ttn'diz (As Ml.)

Retford, ret'ford (Eng.) Robilante, ro-bfi-liln'ta (It.) Rowardennan, rou-ar-den'nan (Scot.)

Retimo, re-te'mo (Crete) Robleda, ro-ble'THa (Sp.) Rowe,r6(U. S.)

Reuilly, reu-e-lye' or reu-5-ye' (Fr.) Roccella, rdt-chal'la (It.) Rowley Regis, roula r&'Jis (Eng.)

Reunion, ra-tl-ne-ofi' (Ind. Oc.) til Rochdale, roch'dal (Eng.) Roxburgh, roks'bu-rn (Scot)

Reus, re-os' (Sp.) Rochechouart, r6sh-shb-ar/ (Fr.) Royan, rc-yofi' (Fr.)

Reuss, roia (Ger. ; Switz.) Rochefort, rosh-fftr' (Fr.)

Rochefoucauld, rosh-fo-kd' (Fr.)

Roye, rwa(Fr.)

Reutlingen, roit'ling-en (Ger)

Revel, ra'vel (Rus.); re-vel'(Fr.)

Ruahine, m-a-hCna (S. Zd.) mts.

Rochelle, La, 111 ro-shel' (Fr.) Ruapehu, ru-apa-hb' (N. Z<1.) mt.

Rubicon, ni'bi-kon ; ItaL Rubicoue,Revilla Gegedo, re-veTlya ehe-che'do

(Mex.)ik

Rochester, roch'es-ter (Eng.)

Rocroi, r6-krwft' (Fr.) rb-be-k5'na (It.) r.

Rewah, ra-wa' (Ind.) Rtfdby, retld'bO (Deu.) Rudbar, rud-bar" (I'er.)

Reyes, re-yes' (Mex. ; S. Am.) Rodez, rd-da'(Fr) RiideBhefm, ru'des-hlm (Ger.)

Reynagh, ra'nach (It.)

Reynolds, ren'olz (U. 8.)

Roding, rod'ing (Eng.) r. Rudgeley. See Rugeley.

Rudkjbbing, rbd-kyeub'eng (Den.)

Rudolstadt. rb'd61-stat (Ger.)

Rodosto, ro-dos'to (fur.)

Rheims. See Reims. Rodriguez, rd-dre'gez (Ind. Oc.) i$l.

Rhein, r!n(Ger.; Neth.) Roermond, rbr'mont (Neth.) Rugby, rug'bi (Eng. )

Rheinzabern, rin-tsa'bern (Ger.) Roeskilde, retis-kel'da (Den.) Rugeley, rujll (Eng.)

Rhio, re'o (East Arch.) til. Roeulx, reti (Belg.) Rugles, ru'gl (Fr )

Ruhrort, rbVort (Prua)Rhodes, rdilz (Tur.)isl. Rogasen, r5-ga'z#n (Prus.)

Rhone, ron (Fr.) dep. Roggeveld, rog'ge-velt (S. Af.) mts. Ruinen, roi'nen (Neth.)

Rhbngebirge, reun'ge-boT-ge (Gar)

Rhuddin, hriTH'in (Wales)

Rogliano, rd-lytt'n6(It)

Rohan, r6-oh'(Fr.)

Rohilcund, rd nil-knnd'^nd.)

Ruinerwold, roi'ner-volt (Neth.)

Rum, rum (Scot.) til.

Rbuddlan, hriTH'lan (Wales) Rumili, rb'me-le (Tur.)

Rhynie, ri'ni (Scot.) Roiales, rd-clia'les (Sp.)

Rokeby, rok'bi (Eng.)

Runcorn, rung'korn (Eng )

Rhynns or Rhinns, riuz (Scot) Rungpoor, ruug-pbY(Ind )

Riadh, re'Ud(Ar.) Rokelle, r6-kel' (W. Af.) r. Runnymede, run'ni-med (Eng.)

Rupelmonde, rb-pal-mdn'da (Be?.)Riajsk, reyazhsk'(Rus.) Rolvenden, rol-ven-den' (Eng.)

Rians, rS-on' (Fr.) Romagna, r6-ma'nya(It.) Ruponuny, ro-po-no'nC (S, Ani ) r.

Rusholrae, rush'um (Eng.)Riaza, re-a'tha (Sp.) Romaguano, ro-ma-nya'no (It)

Riazan, re-ya'zan (Rus.) Romano, r6-ma'no (It.) Russia, rush'i-a

Ribarroja, re-bar-ro'cha(Sp.) Romanow, ro-mll-nof (Rus.) Russikon, rbs'sG-kon (SwitaL)

Ribas, re-bits' (Sp.) Romans, rd-moh' (Fr.) Rustehuk, rust-t'huk' (Bulg.)

Ribbesford, ribz'ford (Eng. )

Ribchester, rib'ches-ter (Eng.)

Romanshom. ro'manz-horn (Switz.) Rutherglen, ruTU'er-glen; colloquially.

Romanzoff, ro-man-zof (Pac. Oc.) Ult. ruglen (Scot.)

RiUe, re'ba (Den.) Romblon, rom-blon' (Philip.) isl.

Rombe, ro'mt^i-e (Den ) til.

Ruthin (Anglicized form of Rhuddin),

Ribeauville', re-bo-vel-lya' or re-M-v€- ruth'in (Wales)

ya'(Fr.) Romoos, ro-mfis' (Switz.) Rutigliano, rb-t6-lyU'nu(It.)

Ribeira Grande, re-ba'0-rii gran'da Romorantin, r6-md-rou-tan' (Fr.) Riitli, rOtle (Switz.)

(Azores) Romsey, rum'si (Eng.) Ruysselede, rois-se-la'de (Bel )

Ribeirao, re-ba-e-roun' (Tort.) Ronaldshay, ron'ald-sha (Scot.) tils. Ryan, Loch, loch ri'an (Scot.)

Ribemont, rC-be-mon' (Fr.) Roncesvalles, rdp-thes-val'lyes (Sp.) Rybinsk, ru-bSnsk' (Rns.)

Ribera, re-ba'ra(It) Ronciglione. ron-clie-lyo'na (It) Rybnik, rGb'nek (Prus.)

Riccia, rech'a(It) Rondout, ron'dout(U. S.) Rydal, ri'dal (Eng.)

Riceys, Lea, la re-sa' (Fr.) Rbnneby, retin'na-bu (Swe.) Ryde, rid (Eng.)

Richborough, rich'bu-ru (Eng. ) Ronsdorf, ronz'dorf (Prus.) Rye, ri(Eng)

Rylstone. nl'ston (Eng.)Richelieu, resh-16-tfu' (Fr.); resh-e-lyu' Roon, rou (Neth )

(Can.) Roosebeke, ro'sa-ba-ka (Bel) Rzeszow, zha-shov' (Aust GaL)

Richibucto, rfsh-l-buk'td (N. Bruna.) Roque, San, situ roTte (Sp.)

Richmond, ricb'mond (Eng.) Roquemaure, rok-mor' (Fr.)

Richtenberg, rech'ten-berg (Prus.)

Rickmamworth, rik'manz-wdrth (Eng.)

Roquetas, r6-ke-tUs' (Sp.)

Roquevaire, rok-var/(Fr.)
S.Ricote. re-ko'te (Sp.) Rbraas, reti'rds (Nor.)

Rideau, re-do' (Can.) r. and I. Roraima, r6-r;i'6-m!l(S. Am.) mts.

Riehen, re'cn (Switz.) Rorschacl), rdr'shach (Switz.) Saale, rule (Ger.) r.

Rieka, re-a'ka (Monten.) Rosario, rd-za're-6 (Braz.) Saanen, zU'nen (Switz.)

Riera, re-e'ra (Alex. ) Roscoff, ros-kof (Fr.) SaarbrUck. zai'brOk (Or )

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, hir, golden; pine, pin; note, nut, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAaiu; g, ^o;
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SaargemUnd, zar'ge-mtmt (Ger.) Samsoe, sam'seti-e (Den.) isl. Scalpa Flow, skal'pa (16 (Scot.) b.

Saarlouis, zar-lb-e' (Ger.) Samaoon, aiim-sbn' (As. Mi.) Scanderoon, akan-de-ron' (As.)

Saaa, zas (Switz.) Sanday, aan'da (Scot.) isl. Scarborough, akar'bu-ru (Eng.)

ScarcieB, skar'siz (W. Af.) ititit.8aba, stt'ba (W. Ind.) isl Sandhurst, sand'herat (Eng.)

Sabanilla, saba-neTya(Col.) Sandomir, Bttn-dd-mer' (Rus.) Scardona, skar-d6'na (Dalmat.)

Sahara, aa-bti'rii (Braz. ) Sandusky, san-duaTci (V. S.)

Sandwich, aand'wich (Eng. )

Schaffhausen, shaf'houz-en (Switz.)

Sabbionetta, Bab-be-&-nat'ta(It) Schaghticoke, akatl kuk (U, S.)

Schandau, shlin'dou (Ger.)Sabine, aa-ben' (U. S.) 1 and r. Sangai, saa-gti'e (Ecnad.) vole.

Sabioncello, sft-bS-on-chal'ld (Dalmat.) Sangamon, san'ga-nion (U. 8.) r.

Sau Giorgio, san jor'jo (It.)

Schaumburg-Llppe, shoum'borg-lip-pe

Sabiote, aU-be-6'te (Sp.) (Ger.)

Sablea d'Olonne, Lea, la ail'bl d6-lon' Sangir, san'ger (East. Arch.) isl. Scheemda, scham'da(Neth.)

(Ft.) Sanguesa, san-ge'sa (Sp.) Scheldt, skelt; Dutch, Schelde,*chel'de

Sabrina, Btt-bre'na (Azores) isl San Ildefonso, san el-de-fon'ao (Sp.) (Neth.) r.

Schelling, Ter, ter schel'ing (Neth.) isl.Sacatecoluco, sii-kii-te-ko-lb'k6 (Cent San Joaquin, san wa-ken' (Califor.)

Am.) Sanlucar, san-lo-kar' (Sp.) Sohemnitz, ahem'neta (Ger.)

Sacatepec, sa-ka'te-pek (Cent. Am.) San Marino, siin mil-re'no (It.) Schenectady, ske-nek'ta-di (IT. S.)

Sacconex, Bak-k6-nek8/ (Switz.) San Miguel, san me-gel' (U. S. ; Cent. Scherwiller, shar-vel-hli-' (Alsace)

Sacedon, ali-the-dGn' (Sp.) Am.) Scheveningen, scha'ven-ing-en (Xeth.)

Sachsen (Saxony), zak'sen (Ger.) Sannlo, san'ne-6 (It. ) Schiedam, sche'dam (Netb.)

Sachsenliauscn, zak'scn-houz-en (Ger.) Sanquhar, sang 'kwar ; colloquially, Schiermonnikoog, s6her-mon'ni-kog

Sacile, aft-che'lii (It.) sangOter (Scot.) (Neth.) isl.

Sackatoo, Bak-ka-to' (Cent Af.) San Salvador, Ban sill- va-d6r'(Cent. Am.) Schinznach, ahents'nach (Switz.)

Saco, sa1co(U. S.) Sansandingor Sansandig, san-san-ding" Schio, ake'6 (It.)

Sacondaga, sak-on-d&'ga (U. 8.) r. or san-san-dig' (Af.) Schlangenbad, shlang'en-bad (Ger.)

Sacramento, sit-kra-men't6(U. S. ; Mex.) San Sebastian, san se-bas-t£-an'(Sp.) 8chleaien, ahla'zfi-en (Ger.)

Sacriflcios, sa-kri-fe'se 6s (Mex.) isl. Sanaego, san-aa'gd (Adr. Sea) isl Schleswig or Sleswick, shlils'veg (Ger.)

Sacuhi, aa-kb-e' (Braz.) r. San Stefano, san stef'a-n6 (Tur.J

Santa Cruz, san'ta krbs (W, Ind.) mt.

Schleusingen, shloislng-en (Prus)

Sadowa, sad'o-va (Bohera.) Schmalkalden, shmftl-kal'dcn (Ger.)

Saghalien, sa-cha-len' (As.) isl Santander, san-tan-der'(Mex.; Sp.) Schneekoppe, shua'kdp-pe (Ger.) mt.

Saginaw, sag'i-na (U. S.) Santarem, aan-ta'reh (Port.) Schneidemuhl, shni'de-mOl (Prus.)

Saguache, sa-woch' (U. S. ) Santiago, aan-te-a'gfi (Sp ; Span. Am.) Schoharie, skd-ha'rG (V. S.)

Saguenay, sag-e-na' (Can.) r. Santitlana, aan-tei-lya'na (Mex.) Schokland, achoklant (Neth.)

Sahagun, sa'a-gbn (Sp.) Santipoor, san-te-pcir/(Ind.) Schbnau, sheu'nou (Ger.)

Schonbrunn, ahetinT>rbn (Aust.)Sahama, aa-hii'ma (Pern) mt, Santo Domingo, sUn'W d6-m6ng/g5 (W.

Sahara, 6Ji-ha'ra(Af.) Ind.) Schoondijke, achon'di-ke (Neth.)

Saharunpoor, aa-hii-run-pbr' (Ind.) Santofta, san-t6'nya (Sp.) Schoonhoven, achon'ho-voi (Neth.)

Saianak, sa-yiinsk' (Sib.) mt. Santorin, slln-to-r6n' (Gr.) isl. Schouten, shb'Un (S. Pac. Oc.) isl.

Said,sa-ed'(Eg.) Sao Lourenco, sonh lO-u-ren'so (Braz.) Schouwen, sfihou'ven (Neth.) isl.

Schreisheim, shrTs'him (Ger.)Saigon, ai-gon'; Fr. pron. sii-gon' (Fr.

Coch. China)

Sadne, son (Fr.) dep.

Sao Sebastiao, aoui'i sa-bite-tC-ouh' Schroon, akrbn (TJ. S.)

Saintonge, Bah-tohzh'(Fr.) (Braz.) Schuyler, Bki1er(U. S.)

Sajama, sa-cha'ma (Peru) v\t. Saquamera, sa-kwa-ma'ra^raz.) Schuylkill, skolTcil (U- S.)

Sajansk, sH-yitnsk' (Sib.) mU. Sarabat, sll'ra-bat (As. Mi.)r. Schwaben (Suabia), shva'bfn (Ger.)

Bakaria, sa-ka-rS'tt (As. Mi.) r. Saragossa, sa-rtt-goa'att (Sp.)

Sarangurh. all-ran-gui,/ (Ind.)

Sarapul, sa'ra-pbl (Rus.)

Schwarzawa, shvarts'a-va (Aust.) r.

Sakhalin, sit ehii-len' (As.) isl. Schwarzburg Rudolstadt, shvUrts'borg

Sakkara, aak-ka'ra (Eg.) rd'dai-stet (Ger.)

Sakmara, aak-ma'ra (Bus.) r. Saratoga, sa-ra-to'ga (U. S.) Schwarzburg Sondershausen, shvarte'-

Salado, aa-lii'dO (S. Am.)r. Saratov, stt-ra'tov (Rus.) bbrg zon'ders-houz-ra (Ger )

Salama, sa-la'ma (Cent Am.) Sarawak, aa-rtt-wak' (Borneo) dist.

Sarawan, sa-ra-wan' (Belooch.) dist

Schwartwald, ahvarta'vait (Ger.)

Salamanca, sa-la-man'ka (Sp. ; Hex.)

Salamia, sala-mis (Gr.) isl.

Sehweinfurt, shvin'fbrt (Ger.)

Sardara, aar-da'rii(It.) Schweiz (Switzerland) shvits (Eur.)

Salangore, sa-lUn-gor' (Mai. Pen.) Sardea, aar'des^ur.) Schwetzlngen, shvets'ing-en (Ger.)

Salawatty, aa-la-wat'ti (East. Arch.)w*. Sardinia, sar-di'nia (It.) irf. Schwyz, shvCts (Switz.)

Salayer, stt-H'er (East. Arch.) isl. Sarepta, aa-rep'ta (Rua.) Schyl, shel (Hun. and Tur.) r.

Saldanha, sal-da'nya (S. Af.)6. Sarmiento, aifcr-me-en'to (S. Am.) mt. Scitly Islands; sil'li Handz (Eng.)

Salem, saTem (U. S. and Ind.) Sarrebourg, ailr-bby (Fr.) Scinde, aind (Ind.)

Salembria, aft-lem-breTi (Tut.) r. Sarrebruck, sttr-brtlk' (Fr.) Scio, ae'd (Gr.)

Salemi, sa-la'me (Sic.) Sarreguemines, sftr-ge-men^Fr.) Scioto, ai-6'to (IT. S.)

Salerno, aa lar/no(It )

Salford, aal'ford (Eng.)

Sarria, 8ayre-a(Sp.) Scituatc, sifj-u-at (IT. S.)

Sarthe, sllrt (Ft.) dep. and r. Scombi, skom'be (Tur.) r.

Salgado, sai-ga'do (Braz.)

Salhieh, sal-he'e (Eg.)

Sarum, Old, sa'rum (Eng.) Scone, skbn (Scot)

Sarun, stt'run(Ind-) dist. Scutari, sko'ta-re (Eur. Tur.; As. Mi.)

Salies, sa-le'(Fr.) Sarzana, sar-dzii'na (It.) Seacombe, seTtum (Eng.)

Sealkote, sf-al'kot (Ind.)Salina, sft-le'ntt (It.) isl. Sarzeau, sUr-zo' (Fr. )

Salisbury, aalz'be-ri (Eng.) Sarzedas, sUr-za'das (Port.) Seattle, Be-at'tel (U. 8.)

Sallenches, sal-lonah' (Fr ) Saskatchewan, sas-kach'e-won (S. Am.) Sebastopol, se-bas'to-pol; Russ. pron.

Salobrena, 8tt-16-bra'na(It.) r. aa-vas-top'ol (Rus.)

Sebenico (aa-Wne-kd (Aust.)

Sechuen, se-chwen' (China) prov.

Salona, sii-l6'na(Aust.; Gr.) Sassafras, sas'sa-frns (TV S.)

Saloniki, salO-nB'ke (Tur.) Sassari, aaa'aJl-r6(Sardin.^

Satanow, afi-ta-nof (Rus.)Salop, Bal'op(Eng) Sechura, sa-chb'rii (Peru) 6.

Salorino, sa-lu-rfi'no (Sp.) Satara, sa-ttt'ra (Ind.) Secunderabad, sf-kun-de-ril-bad' (Ind.)

Salsettf, sal-set'; Port pron. sal-eet'ta Satgaon, siit-gii'on (Ind.) Secundra, se-kun'dra (Ind.)

(Ind.) isls. Satorallya Ujhely, sator-ol'yo u-e-hal/ Sedan, se-doh'(Fr.)

Saltcoats, ?alt'kSts (Scot.) (Aust.) Sedbergh, sed'berg (Eng. )

Saltillo, sal-teTlyo (Mex.): sal-til'Io Satpoora, ftllt'pu-ra(Ind) mts. Sedgemoor, sej'ntor (Eng.)

(U. S.)

Sal ton, sal'tun (Scot.)

Satauma, sUt-ab'matJap.) Seeland (Anglicized form of Danish

SatUrah, sat-ttt'ra (Ind.) dist. Sjmlland), seland (Den.) isl.

Saluen or Salwen, sttl-wSn' (Aa) r. Saubermutty, aa-ber-mut'ti (Ind.) t. Sefan, se-fan' (Tibet) dist

Saluzzo, Bii-lOt'tso (It.) Saucejo, El, el sa-u-the'ehfl (Sp.) Sefld Rud, sa'fed rod (Per.) r.

Saluzzola, sa-lbt'tso-la (It.) Saugur, sa'gur(Ind.)

Saulieu, so-le-eu' (Fr.)

Segamet, sa-gil-met' (Mai. Pen.) dist

Sego. sa'g6 (W. Af.)Salvador, sal-va-dOr' (Cent. Am.)

Salvatore, San. san sal-va-to'ra (It) Sault Sainte Marie, Fr, pron. ao san Segorbe, aa-gOrTje (Sp.)

Salzbrunn, salts'brbu (Prus.) ma-re'; local pron. so sint ma'rS Segovia, ae-go'vg-a (Sp.)

Salzburg, saita'bbrg(Aust.) (U. S.) Segura, se-gb'ra (Sp.)

Senarunpur, ae-hS'i-un-pbr" (Ind.)Salzkamraergut, salts ' kuni - 1 nor - gut Saulzolr, sd-zwar' (Fr.)

(AUBt.) Saumur, ao-mur' (Fr.) Sehwan, se-wan' (Ind.)

Salzungen, siilts'ung-en (Ger.) Sautemes, so-tarn' (Fr.) Seine, san (Fr.) r.

Salzwedel, zalts'va-del (Prus.) Sauveterre, aov-ter* (Fr.) Seine Inferieure, san an-fa-re-eur' (Fr.)

Samaca, aa-ma-kii' (Col.) Savaii, Ba-vi'G (S. Pac.) isl. dep.

Samakov, aa-ma-kov^Bulg.) Savannah, aa-van'na (U. S.) Seistan, sa-fs-tUn' (Afg.)

Samana, sil-mil-na' (Hay tij j>ni. Saverne, sa-varn'(Fr.) Selenga, sa-leng'g'a (Cent. As.) r.

Samar, sa mlir7 (Ind. Arch.) isl. Savigliano, sil-ve-lya'n6(It.) Seligenstadt, si'li-chen-stat (Ger.)

Samara, sit-ma'rii(Rus.) Savignone, <-a-vS-nyfl'na(It) Semao, se-ma'd (East. Arch.) urf.

Samarang, sa-ma-rang' (Java) Savio, Ba've-6 (It.) r.
Semendria, ari-men'dre-a(Tur.)

Samarkand, sa-mar-kand' (As.) Savoie, sa-vwa' (Fr.) dep. Semipalatinsk, se-nn-pa-lil'tinsk"(Rus. )

Sambilang, siim-b«-l;ing/ (East. Arch.) Savona, sa-vo'nil (It.) Semirechensk, sa-m5r-ye-chensk' (Sib.)

isls. Savu, sa'vb(S Pac.) isl. Semiaopochnoi, se-mi-s6-poch'n6-6 (N.

Samboanga, sam-bo-ang'ga (Philip.) Saxe-Altenburg, saks-al'twi-Ddrg (An Pac. Oc.) isl.

Sambre, sohTir (Bel.) r. glicized form of German Sachsen- Sempach, zflm'pitch (Switz.)

Sendai, Ben-di' (Jap.)

Seneca, sen'e-ka (U. S.) 1.

Samhuca, sam-bo'ka (It.) Alten burg)

Samoan Islands, sa-md'an (S. Pac. Oc.) Saxmundham, saks'mund-am (Eng.)

Samoa, sii'mos (Tur.) isl. Saxony, saks'6-ni (Ger.)

Scafell, ska-fel' (Eng.) mt.

Senegal, sen-ne-gal' or sen-e-gaT (Af. ) r.

Senegambia, Ben-e-glini'bS-a(Af.)Samothraki, aa-mo-thrtt'k© (Tur.) isl.

Sampeyre, aam-pa'fi-ra (It.) Scalloway, skallo-wa (Scot) Senio, sa'nfi-o(It) r.

J. job; y, yes; Til, then; tli, thin; zh, azure. German, 6h, nncAtFrench, vfle, bat; Well, netif; n, on.
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Senlis, Bid -Us' <Fr.) 8iljan. sel'yan (Swe.) 1 Solander, td-Ian'der(N. Zd.) tsL

Sennar or Sennaar, sennar* (At.) Simabara, s&-ma-ba'ra (Jap. ) Solent, so'lent (Eng ) sea

Seo de l"rgel, se'd de br-cheV (Sp.) Simancaa, se-man-kiLs' (Sp. )

Simand, ahe-mond' (Hung )

Solesmes. so-lam' (Fr.)

Sepolcro, San, son sa-pollcro (It.) Soleure, so-lrur/ (Switz.)

Septimer, sap't£-mer (Switz.) paw Simbirsk, sem-bersk'(Rus.) Solfatan, s6l-fa-Ura (It) I

Sepulveda, se-pbl-ve'THa(Sp.) Simcoe, sim'kd (Can. ) I, Solferino, sol-fa-re'no (It)

Seraievb, se-ri-ya'vo (Bosnia) Simferopol, sem-fer-op'ol (Rua) Solihull, sd-U-hul'(Eng)

Serampore, se-ram por'(Ind-) Simla, Simla (Ind.) Solikamsk, so-le-kamsk' -Ros.)

Sergioe, sir-zhe'pa <Braz.) dist Simplon, sim'plon ; Fr. pron. san-plon' Solingen, 26'ling-en (Ger.)

Serinagur, se-re-n:i-ffur'(lnd.) (Swita.) Solipaca, s6-le pa'ka(lt)

Seringapatam, se-ring-ga-pa-tam'(Ind.) SimuBir, se-mo-ser' (N. Pac.) ul Solofra. so-lo'fratlt.)

Solola. sd-lo'la (Mex.)Seringham, serin gam' (Ind.) Sinai, si'na (Ar.) mt.

Serino, sa-re'nd (It) Sinde, aind (Ind.) Solothorn, sO'lo-tom (Switz )

Serle, serl (S. Pac.)irf. Singapore, siiig-ga-pfir' (Ind.)

Sing-Sing, singling (C. S.)

Solre le chiteau, solr le stii-to' (Fr.)

Serohi, ser-6-he' (Ind.) » Solsona, s61-sd'na (Sp.)

Serpentari a, sar-p.in-ta're-a (It) isl Sinfgaglia, se-ue-galya (It) Sblvesborg, uul'vas-l>6rg(Swe.)

Serpho, serTd (Or.) isl Sinjar, sen-jar' (As. Tur.) Solway, sol'wa (Scot)

Serrieres, sar-re-Or'(Fr.) Sinnamarl, sen na-miJ-re' (Fr. GuL) r. Somauli (CountryX so-male iK. Al.)

Sesheke, se-she-ke' (S. Af.) Sinope, sC-nd'pa (As. Mt) Sombrerete, sOm-bre-re'te (Mex.)

Sesia, sa'se-a (It) r. Siout, se-bf (Eg.) Somerset, sum'er-set (Eng.)

Setubal, sa-to-baT (Port)

Sevan, sa-van' (Armen.) 1.

Sioux, s6-b' (U. 3 ) r. Someraham, sum'erz-ham (Eng.)

Siphanto, se-fan'to (Gr.) id. Somlyo, som1}o (Transyl.)

Sevastopol, Russ. pron. si-vas-top'ol Sipotuba, se-po-to'ba (Braz ) r. Sommariva, som-mare'va (It.)

(Bus.) Sir-Daria, ser-da'rc-a (Cent. As.) r. Somme, som (Fr.) dep. r.

Sevenoaks, sevVn-6ks (Eng ) Sirhind, sCr-hind' (Ind.) Sommelsdijk, som'melz-dik (Neth.)

Severn, sev'ern < Eng.) r. Sir-i-Kol, sfir-e-kol' (Cent. As.) 1. Sommierea, so-mfi-ar' (Vr)

Severndmog, se-vern-drog' (Ind.) Sirwan, sfir-wan' (Per.) Sonmath or Somnautli, som-nat', torn-

Sevilla, sa-velya (Sp.) Sisal, Be-sal'(Mex.) nath' (Ind.)

Seville (Anglicized form of Span. Siseboli, se-sa'bo-Ie (Tur.) Sondenhausen, zdn'derz-houzVn (Ger.)

Sevilla), sev'il or se-vil' (Sp.) Sissach, zes'sach (Switz.) Sondrio, sdn'dr^-o (It)

Sevres, Deux, deh savr (Fr.) dep. Sisteron, ses-te-ron' (Fr.) Sone, Soane, or Sun, son (Ind.) r.

Sewalik, se-waTik (Ind.) mts. Sistova, Bes-td'va(Bulg.) Songari, a6n-ga-re' (China) r.

Sewestan, sa-wes-tan'(Afg.) Sitges, set'ches(Sp)

Sitka, sifka (Alaska) isl*.

Song-ca, song-ka' (Anam) r.

Seychelles, sa-shel' (Ind. Oc.) isls. Sonmeanee, son ma-line (Bel uch.)

Shaftesbury, shafts'! >e-ri (Eng.) Sittingboume, sit'ting-lK)rn (Eng.) Sonoma, so-no'ma(r. 3.)

Shahabad, sha-ba-bad'(Ind.) Sivana, se-va'na (Ind.) i*l. Sonora, so-no'ra (Mex.)

Shahjehanpoor, shah-je-han-pbr' (Ind.) Sivas, sfi'vas (Tor.) Sonseca, sdn-se^ka (Sp.)

Shamakha, aha ma'cha (Transcauc.) Siwah, sfi'wa(Eg.) Sonsonate. son-so-na'te (ilex.)

Shamo, sha'tnd (Cent As.) des. Sieelland, syel'liin (Den.)

Skagastolstind. ska-ga-sttul'stfin (Nor.)

Soodan, sb-daii' (Af. )

Shanalin, shan-a-lin' (Cent. As.) mts. Soorabaya, sb-rU-ba'ya (Java)

Shanghai, shang-hi' (China) Skagen, skii'gm (Den.) c. Sophia, s6-fe'ii (Tur.)

Shannon, shan'non (Ir.) Skager-Rack, ska'ger-rak (X, Sea) Sorata, so-ra'ta (BoL) mt.

Sbaplnshay, shap'in-sha(Scot) isl Skagit, skag'it (Brit Col.) r. Sorel, so-rel' (Can.)

Shari or Shary. shii'ri (Cent. AL) r. Skalitz, shkaleU(Hung) Soria, so're-a (Sp.)

Shediac, she-<le-ak' (N. Bruns.) Skanderborg, skan'der-b6rg (Den.)

Skaneateles, skan Katies (V. S.)

Soriano, so-r6-a'no(It)

Sorbe, s6're1i-e (Den.; Nor.) isl.Sheemess, sher-nes'(Eng-)

Sheffield, Bhef'feld (Eng.) Skaraborg, ska'r^-bdrg (Swe.) dint. Sorrento, sdr-ran'to (It)

Shellif. shel-leT (Alg ) r. Skelleftea, skaMaf'ta-6 (Swe.) Sotto Marina, sot'to ma-re'na (It) isl.

Shelagskoi, she lag/skd-€ (Sib.) e. Skelligs, skelligz (Ir.) tils. Soturba, so-tbr'ba (Nubia) int.

Shenandoah, shen-an-db'a (U. S.) Skerries, ske'riz (Scot. ; Ir.) Soudan, so-dan' (Af.)

Shendy, shau'de (Nub.) Skerryvore, sker-ri-voY (Hebrides) Souillac, sb-lyak' or sb-yak' (Fr )

Shense, shen-se' (China) Skiatho, ske^a-tho (Gr.) isL Soukgoum-Kale, sbk-gbm-ka-la' (Rus.)

Shershel, sher-ahel' (Alg.) Skibbereen, skib-ber-Cn'(Ir.) Sourabaya, so-ra-bu'ya (Java)

Shetland, shet'land (Scot)co. Skiddaw, skid'da (Eng.) mt Sourdeval, Bbr-d*-vaV(Fr.)

Shields, sheldz(Eng.) Skielskbr, skels'keur (Den.) Sousa, sb'sa (Tunis)

Shigatze, shi-gat'sa (Tibet) Skopelo, sko-pald (Gr.) isl.

Skowhegan, sko-he'gan (U. S.)

Souterraine, La, la so-ter-ran' (Fr.)

Sbikarpoor, shi-kar-pbr' (Ind.) Southampton, south-amp'ton (Eng.)

Southend, south-end' (Eng.)Shimiyu, shi-me'yu, (Af.)r. Skye, ski (Scot.) isl.

Shimoga, shi-mo'ga (Ind.) Sleaford, sle'ford (Eng.) South wark, south ' ark ; colloquially

Shippegan, ship'pe-gan (N. Brun.) isl SUebhbloom, slev-blbm' (Ir.) mts. suTU'ark(Eng)

Shiraz, sheraz/(Per.) SUebhdonard, slev-don'ard (Ir.) mt Souvigny, sb-ve-nye'(Fr.)

Shire, she'rft (Af.) 1. Sliedrecht, sle'drecht (Neth.) Souzdal, BbzMal (Rua)

Shirwa, shir'wa (Af.) /. Sligo, sli'go (Ir.) eo. Spa, spa; Fr. and Flemish pron. spa

Shistova, shes-to'va (Bulg.) Slough, slou (Eng.) (BeL)

Shoa, shb'ii(Af. > Sluis. alois(Neth) Spalatro, spa-la'tr6 (Aust)

Shoeburyness, shb'be-ri-nes (Eng.) Smailholm, smalum (Scot) Spalding, spal'ding (Eng.)

Shohola, sho-ho'la (U. 8.) Smethwick, smeTH'ik (En^.) Spandau, span'dou (Prus.)

Shoreham, ahor'am (Eng.) Sraichew, smfi'Chev (Bobein.) Spangenberg, spang/en-b<Tg (Ger.)

Spartel, spar'tel (Af.) <*.Shoshone or Shoshonee, sho-sho'ne Smblen, sme'iilen (Nor.) isl.

«. <US> . Smolensk, smo-lensk' (Rus.) Spartivento, spar- to- van'to (It) e.

Shrewsbury, shroVbe-ri (Eng.) Smyrna, smer'na (As. Mi.) Speier or Speyer, si»l'er (Oer )

Shumla, shom1a(Bulg.) Snafellsjbkull, sua-fels-yelik'ul (Iceld.) Speightstown, Bpits'toun (W. Ind.)

Shuster, shbs'ter (Per.) mt Spessart^ spes'art (Ger.) mts.

Shutargardan, shb'tar-gar"dan (Afg.) Sneehaetten, snaTiet-t*n (Nor ) mt. Spey, spa (Scot.) r.

int. pass Sneeuwbergen, sna'uv-ber-gen (S. Af.) Spezzia, spat'tse-a (Gr.) isl.

Slam, s£-am' or si'ara (As.) mts. Sphagia, sfa-gfi'a (Gr.) %H.

Sphakia, sfU-ke'a (Crete)Siberia, si-be'ri-a (As.) Snizort, Loch, loch sni'zort (Scot)

Sibilla, B£-beTla(It)mL Snohomish, sno-ho'mish (U. S.) Spiez, spets (SwiU.)

Sicily, BhVI-Il(It)uL Snowdon, sno'den (Eng.) Spilsby, spilz'bi (Eng.)

Siderno, Bfl-dar'no (It) ! Snyatin, snyii'ten (Aust.) Spinazzola, spenal'tso-la (It)

Sidlaw (Hills), sidla (Scot.) Soar, sdr(Eng) r. Spineto, spf-na'tb (It)

Sidmouth, sid'muth (Eng.) Soay, so'a (Scot.) isls. Spires (English name for SpeierX spirz

Sidra, se'dra (Af. ) a. Sobieslau, so-b6-es1ou (Bohem.) iGer.)

Siebenhurgen, zCbVn-bur-gen (Aust ) Sobraon, so-brii'on (Ind.) Spirniione, spe-rP-de-o'na (Gr.)

Siebengebirge, ze'bfu-ge-ber-ge (Ger.) 8ocorro, so-kor'rO (l". S. ; Mex.)

Socotra. so*ko'tra(Ind. Oc.)UL

Spitalflelds, spit'al -feldz (Eng )

mts. Spithead, spit'hed (Eng.)

Siedlec or Sledletz, Efidlets (Pol.) Socuellamos, so-ku-el-lya'mds (Sp.) Spitzbergen, sp^ts-ber'gen (Arc. Oc.)

Siemrab. sS-em'rab (Siam) Soderkbping or Sbderkjojiing, scu-der- Spliigen, splu'gfn {Switz.) pass.

Siena, sca'na(It) cheup'eng (Swe.) Spoleto, Bi>o-la'tO(It)

Sierra Leone, sc-erVa le-o'ne (W. Af.) Sttdertelge, se'u-dar-tal'ga (Swe.) Sporades, spor'a-dez (Gr.) isls.

Sierra Nevada, se-er'ra ne-va' THa or Soemanap, so-ma-na]/ (East. Arck) Spree, spra (Prus.) r.

ne-va'da(Sp and Calif.) Soerabaya, sb-ril-bii'ya (Java) Sprogoe. sprb'gili-e (Den.) isl

Sigmaringen zech-ma'ring-en (Ger.) Soerakarta, sb-ra-kar'ta (Java) Squam, skwom (V. S.)L

Sigrisweil, zG'grC*s vil (Switz.) Soest, zebsUGer.) Sfjuillace, akwel-lii'cba (It.)

Sigtuna, aeg-to'na(Swe.) Sofala, so-faln (E. Af.) dist. Srinagar, sre-ua-gar' (Kashmir)

Slguantanejo, s£-gwan-ta-ne'cho(Mex.) Sofla, Bo-fe'a (Bulg.) Stabio, sta'bd-6(SwiU.)

Siguenza, su-gen'tha

Sihut, s€-hut'(Ar.)

Sognefjeld, sog/na-fyel (Swe.) Stadacona, Bta-dak'o-na(Can)

Sikoku, se-ko'ku (Jap.) isl

Sognefjord. sog'na-fydr (Swe.)

Soham, so'ham (Eng.)

Stadthagen. Btafhli-gen (Ger.)

Staeden, sta'd«n (Bel.)

Silesia, sl-le'shi-a (Aust.) Sohar, 66-har/ (Ar.) Stagnone, sta-ny6'na (It) isls

Silhet, sil-het' (Ind.) dirt Soignies, swa-nye' (Bel.) Stalimni or Stalimene, sta-lim'ne, sta-

Silistri, se-lcs'tre (Tur.) Soissons, swas-sofi' (Fr.) lim'e-ne (.■£«. Sea) isl.

Stalybridge. suli-brij (Eng )Sillstria, se-les'tre-a (Tur.) Sokoto, s6-ko'to (Cent. Af.)

Silivri, se-le'vre (Tur.) Solana, so-la'nU (Sp.) Stamboul, stam-bbl' (Tur.)

Fate, far, fat, fnil; me, met, h6r, golden; pine, pin; n6te. not, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch.c/iain: g, go;
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Stroudwater, stroud'wa-ter(Eng.)

775

Stampfen, shtamp'fen (Hung.) Stubbckjbbing, stob - be - kye"ab ' eng

Stancho, Btan'ka (Gr.) til.

Stuhlweissenburg, atbl-vis'en-bbrg

(Den.)

T.Stanhope, stanTiOp (Eng.)

Stanislaus, stan-is-lou' (Califor.) (Hung.)

Stanmore, stan'mor (Eng.) Stuttgart, stut'glirt(Ger.)

Taasinge, tft'seng-a (Den.) ul.Stanovoi, Btau'o-vo-e (As.) mts.

Stanstead, stan'sted (Eng.)

Stuyvesant, ati've-sant (U. S.)

Styria, stir'i-a (Aust.) Tabarca, W-bar'ka (A(.) isl.

Stapleton, sta'pl-ton (Eng.) Suabia, swa'bi-a(Ger.) Tabaria, ta-ba-re'ii (Syr. )

Staraja Russa, sta-rii'ya rOs'sa (Rus.) Suaheli, su-a-ha'le(Af.) Tabasco, ta-bils'kS (Mex.)

Staritza, 8ta'r6t-sa(Rus.) Suakin, au-aTrin (Eg.) Tabatinga, ta-ba-ten'gU (Braz.)

Starkenbaeh, star'ken-bach (Bohem.) 8ubiaco, sub-S-ii'ko (It) Xabernas, Ul-ber/niia(Sp.)

Staro Conatantinow, stU'ro kon-stan-tfi- Subtiapa, 8ub-te-U'pa(Cent Am.)

Succadana, auk-ka-d&'ua (Borneo) dtit.

Taboa, ta-b«'a (Port)

Taboga, ta-b6'gll (Col.) isl.

Starodoub, ata-rd-dbb' (Rus.)

nof (Rus.)

Suchona, su-cho'na (Rus.) r. Tabrcez or Tabriz, ta-brez' (Per.)

Staten Isl, sta'tcn (U. S.; Tierra del Sucre, sb'kre (Bol.)

Suczawa, Bb-chi'va (Aust.)

Tabria, ta'brWl (W. Af.)

Fuego) Tacarigua, ta-kii-re'gwa (Venez.) 1.

Staubbach, stoub'bach (Switz.)

Staunton, stan'ton (V. S.)

Sudbury, sud'be-ri (Eng.) Tacazze, ta-kat'sa (Abyss.) r.

Sudetes, so-da'taB (Ger.) mts.

Bueca, su-eTstt (Sp.)

Tachira, ta-che'ra (Venez.)

Stavanger, sfcVvang-gar (Nor.) Taclagur, tilk-la-gur- (Tibet)

Tacloban, tak-13-bau' (Philip.)Staveley, stav'li (Eng.) Suez, su/ez(Eg.)

Stavelot, 8tU-ve-16' (Bel) Suffolk, Buffok (Eng.) Tacna, tak'na (Peru)

Staveniase, Bt&'ve-nis-se(Neth.)

Stavoren, sta'vo-ren (Neth.)

Stavropol, stav'rd-pol (Rus.)

Suippes, swep (Fr.) Tacoao'. ta-ko-a-rS' (Braz.) r.

Suir, shor (Ir.) r. Tacuba, ta-kOTja (Mez.)

Suiaun, BU-6-sbn' (U. S.) Tacunga, La, lil tu-kon'gii (Kcuad.)

Stayley, sta'li (Eng.) Sukkur, suk-kur'Ond.) Tadcaster, tad'kas-ter (Eng.)

Steenkerque, stan'kerk (Bel.) Suledal, sola-dill (Nor.) Tadjurah, tad-ja'ra (E. Af.)

Steenwi j kerwolde, stan - vi ' ker-vol - de Suliraan or Sulaiman, 8H-li-miln' (Afg.) Tadousac, ta-do-sak' (Can.)

Steep-Holmes. step/hdmz (Eng.) til.

(Neth.)

Sulina, so-le'na, (Roum.) r.

mt. Tafalla, tU-fiU'lya(Sp)

Tafelneh. ta-fal'ne (Mar.)

Tafllelt, tu-fe-lelt' (MarJ

Taganrog, ta-gan-rog" (Rus.)

Taghkanic, tokTion-ik (U S.)

Steiermark, sti'er-mark (Aust) Sulitjelma, sb-lC-chal'ma(Swe.) mt.

Steinach. stln'iich (Ger.) r. Sulmona, aol-mO'nii (It )

Steinau, stln'ou (Ger.) Sultanieh, sol-ta-n6'e (Per.)

Steinfort, atin'f6rt (Neth.) Sulzbach. zOlts'biieh (Ger.) Taghmon, tach'mon (Ir.)

Stellenbosch, stellen-bosch (S. Af.) Sulzer Belchen, aol'tser bel'chen (Ger.) Tagliamento, ta-lya-man'to (It.) r.

Stelvio, stal'vO-6 (Alps) pass. mL Tagliocozzo, ta-lyo-kot'tso (It.)

TagodaBt, ta-go-ulist' (Mar.)Stenhousemuir, steu'hous-mybr (Scot.) Sumanap, sb-ma-nlip' (East. Arch.)

Stepney, step'ni (Eng.) Sumatra, so-ma'trft (East. Arch.) til Tagus, ta'gus (Sp.) r.

Sternberg, Bftrn'barg (Aust ; Ger.) Suinbawa, som-ba'wu (East Arch.) Tahiti, tii-he'tc (8. Pac. Oc.) isl.

Stettin, stat'ten (Prus.) til. Tahoe, ta-ho' (Califor.) 1.

Tahura, ta-ho'ra (Saud. Isls.) isl.Stevenage, ste'vcn-rij (Eng.) Sumbhulpoor, aum-bul-pbr/(lnd.)

Sumiawald, zb'mca-vlilt (Switz.)Stevenston, Bte'ven-ston (Scot) Tail), tin (Scot); tan (Fr.)

Steuben, stybtjen or styu-ben' (IT. S.) Sunart, s\in'art (Scot.) inlet Taiyuenfoo, ti-yu-en'fd" (China)

Stewarton, styu/art-on (Scot) Sunda, sun'da (East Arch.) tils. St. Tajo (Spanish name of Tagus), til'cho

Steyer, st.'er(Auat.)
Sunderbunds, sunrder-bunds (Ind.)

Tajoora, til-Jo'ra (E. Af.)

(Sp)

Stikiue, sti-ken' (N. Am.) r. Sunderland, eun'der-land (Eng.)

Stllsserjoch, BteTser-yoch (Aust.) 3ungie-L*joug,aun-g€-o-jong'(Mal.Pen.) Takhti Soleiman, tuch't6 sO-H-man'

Stinchar, stin'shar (Scot.) r. dtit (Afg.)

Stirling, stealing (Scot.) 8ungora, sun-go/ra(Siam.) Ta-kiang, ta-kS-ang7 (China) r.

Stobniea, stob-net'sa (Pol.) Surat, Bb-r^t' (Ind.) Takinos, WkS-nos (Tur.) (.

Stockholm, stokTidlm (Swe.) Surbiton, Ber'bi-ton (Eng.) Takow, takou' (China)

Stolbovoi, BtoI-b6'vo-e (Arc. Oc.)til. Surinam, BO-re-nUm' (S. Am.) Talanti, tii-liiu'tO (Gr.) ch.

Stolwijk, stol'vik (Neth.) Surrey, Bu'ri (Eng.) Talavera, de la Reina, ta-la-ve'rii de III

Stonehaven, at6n-ha'ven (Scot.) SurUhellir, sorts-heller (Iceld.) re-e'na(Sp.)

Stonehenge, atdn'henj (Eng.) Suruga, au-ro'ga (Jap.) Talbot, tal'bot (U. S.)

Stonehouse, ston'houa (Eng.) Susquehanna, aus-kwe-hau'na (U. S.) Talcaguana, tal-ktt-gwa'ua (Cliile)

Stoneykirk, sttfni-kerk (Scot.) Sussex, aus'seks(Eiig.) Taliabo, til lya'bo (East. Arch.) isl.

Stonington, sWning-ton (U. S.) Sutherland, suTH'er-land (Scot.) Talicote, tait-kot (Ind.)

Storeheddmge, stor-had'deng-a (Den.) Sutlej, sut'lej (Ind.) r. Talladega, tnl-la-rie'ga (U. S.)

Stornoway, ator'no-wa (Scot) Suwalki, sb-val'ki (Rus.) Tallahassee, tal-lii-htts'se <!'. S.)

Storsjbn, ator'syeun (Swe) I. Suwanne, sn-wa'nC (U. 8.) r. Tallahatchie, tal-la-hat'cho (U. S.)

Stbtteritz, steUt'te-rets (Ger.) Suwarrow, so-w&r'ro (S. Pac.) tils. Tallapoosa, tal-lii-pb'sa (U. S.) r.

Stour, stour(Eng.) r. Svanike, Bva'n5-ka (Den.) Tallarrubias, tal-lai-ro'i>e-as (Sp.)

Stourbridge, ster'brij (Eng.) Svartajbe, svlirt'ayeli-e (Swe.) Tamandare, ta-man-du-m' (Braz.) b.

Stourport, ater'port (Eng.) Sveaborg, ava'a-borg(Rus) Tamandua, ta-raan'du-a (Braz.)

Stow, ato (Eng.; Scot; U. S.) Sverige, ava're-ge (native name of Tamar, ta'miir (Eng. ) r.

Stowmarket, BtS'mar-ket (Eng.) Sweden) Tamarugal, ta-ma-ro'gal (S. Am.)

Strabane, strii-ban' {It.) Swabia. See Suabia. Tamatave, tii-ma-tav' (Madng.)

Strachan, stra'fihan (Scot ) Swaffham, swafara (Eng.) Tamaulipas, til-niii -u-lt-'j-iis (Mux.)

Strachur, stra-chur' (Scot.) Swale, swal (Eng.) r. Tambelan, tam-ba-litn' (East Arch.)i»2.

Stradella, stra-dal'la(It.) Swanaea, awon'ze (Eng.) Tame, tam (Eng. ) r.

Strakonitz, atrii'k6-nCts(Aust) Swanwick, swou'ik (Eng.) Tamega, ta-me'ga (Sp. ) r.

Stralen, stral'en (Ger.) Swatow, swiit'ou (China) Tamiagua, tii-me-a'gwii (Mex.)

Stralsund, striil'zont (Prus.) Sweaborg, sva'a-b6rg(Rus.)

Swedona, swe-do'na (U. S.)

Tanilaght, tam-laght' (Ir.)

Strambino, stram-l>e'n6 (It.) Tampico, Wm-pc'ko (SIcx.)

Stranorlar, strtt-nor/liir(Ir.) Sweira, swe'ra (Mar.) Tanadice, tan'a-dis (Scot)

Stranraer, Btran-ritr'(Scot) Swellendam, sveren-dam (S. Af.) Tanaga, til-na'ga (Aleut Isls.) isl.

Strasbourg (French name of Strass- Sweveghem, sva'va-gem (Bel.) Tanah, tii'na (Eg.)

burg). straa-bbr' (Ger.) Swinemiinde, sve'ne-mau-de (Prus.) Tanakekc, ta-lia-ka'kH(Eftst Arch.)iA-?s.

Strassbtirg, strils'bbrg or stras'bbrch Swinford Regis, swin'ford re'jiB Tananarivo, ta-na-ua-re'vd (Madag.)

(Ger.) (Eng.) Tanaro, UUiil'ro (It) r.

Stratford-upon-Avon, strafford-u- Switzerland, swit'ser-land (Eur.) Tanderagee, tan-dc-ra-ge' (Ir.)

pon-a'vtfn (Eng.)

Strathaven, atrathiVvn, colloquially

Sydenham, aid'en-am (Eng.) Tanganyika, tan-gan-yc'ka (Af. ) I.

Sydney, sid'ni (Austral ) Tangermiinde, tang'er-mun-de (I*rus.)

atra'vn (Scot) Syene, al-ft'ne (Eg.) Tangier, tan-jGr* (Af.)

Strathblane, strath-blan' (Scot) Syhoon, si-hon' (As.) r. Tangipahoa, tan-ji-pa-ho' (U. S.)

Strathbogie, strath-bu'gi (Scot) Sylhet sil-het'(Ind.) Tanjore, tan-j6r/ (Ind.)

Stratheam, strath-em' (Scot.) Syra, B6'rit(Gr.) til. Taormina, tii-or-nie'riit (Sic.)

StrathfleMsaye, atrath-fgld'sa (Eng.) Syracuse, si'rii-kybz (XT. S.) Taos, til'os, almost tous (U. S.)

Strathkinnes, strath-kin'nes (Scot.) Syria, ai'ri-a(As.) Tapnjos, tU"X»H'zhos (Braz.) r.

Strathmiglo, strath-mig'lo (Scot) Syrmia, BeVme-U (Aust.) dtit. Tapera, ta-pa'r;i (Braz.)

Strathyre, Btrath-ir' (Scot.) Syzran, si|/.'r;m (Rus.) Tapisi, tii-pe'sG (S. Am.) r.

Striehen, strichVn (Scot.) S/abadka, so-bod'ko (Hung.) Tappanooly Bay, tap-pa-nols ba 'Sum

Strijen, stri'en (Neth.) SzabolcB, sii'bolch (Hung.) co. atra)

Stromboli, strom'bd-le (It) til. Szalad, ao-lod' ^ung.)

Szamos, so-mosn' (Hung.) r.

Taptee, tap-te' (Ind.) r.

Stromness, strom-nea' (Scot) Taqliari, tii-kwa-ru' (Braz.) r.

Strbmoe, streum'eii-c (Faroe Iala.) til. Szasz Regen, siis ra'g^n (Tranayl.) Tarakai, ta-ril-ki' (As.) tW. and g.

Stronachlacher, stron-afih-Iach'er Szaszvaros, sas-vil'rosb (Transyl.) Taranaki, ta-ril-na'ku (N. Zd.)

(Scot ) Szathmar, sot-mar' 'Hung.) Tarancon, ta-ran-kon' (Sp.)

Stronaay, stron'sa (Scot.) til. Szczuczin, shchb'chin (Pol.) Taranto, tii-riln'to (It.)

Strontian, stron'shi-an ; locally, stron- Szegedin, seg'e-den (Hung.) Tarapaca, ta-ra-pil-ka' (Peru)

te'an(Scot) Szekely, sa-kaly' (Transyl.) Tararua, tii.ril-ro'a (N. IA.)

Strood, strod (Eng.) Szigeth, se'get (Hung.) Tarascon, tJl-riis-koh' (Fr.)

Stroud, atroud (Eng.) Szombathely, aom-bo-taly' (Hung.) Tarasp, til-rasp' (Switz.)

J, job; y, yes; TB, then; th, (Am; zh, azure. German, ch, naMt.French, vue, bat; Well, nelif; n, on.
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Tarawera, ta-rii-w.Vra (N. Zd.) I.

Tarazona, ta-ra-tho'nti (Sp.)

Tarhagatai. tilr-ba-ga-ti' (China) dust.

Tarbert, tar"bert (Scot.)

Tarbes, tilrb(Fr)

Tarbolton. tiir-bol'ton (Scot.)

Tardeuois, tilr-de-nwa' (Fr.) dint.

Tnrifa, til-re'fa (Sp. )

Tarija, ttt-re'chtt(Bol.)

Tariin, til-ram' (East. Turk.) r.

Tarn. tUrn(Kr.)

Tarnopol, tar-no'pol (Aust.)

Tarnow, tiir'no (Aust)

Tarnowitz, tar'no-vets (Prus.)

Tarporley, tlir'por-li (Eng.)

Tarragona. Ulr-ra-go'na (Sp.)

Tarrasa, tiir-rii'sa (Sp.)

Tartary, tttrta-ri (As.)

Tartas, tar-ta'(Fr.)

Tashkent, tash-kent' (Tart.)

Tashlidge, tush'li-je (Bosnia)

Tasmania, taz-rna'ni-a (S. Pac. Oc.)w(.

Tassisudon, Uls-se-so'd&n (Bhutan)
Taubatc, ta-u-bil'ts (Braz.) •

Taulignan, to-16-nyon' (Fr.)

Taunton, tan'ton (Eng.)

Tauuus, tou'nbs (Ger. ) rati

Taupo, ta'u-pa (N. Zd.) I.

Tauranga, tilu-ran'ga (N. Zd.)

Taurida, tou'ri-da (Rus.)

Taurus, tft'rus(As. Mi.)tnte.

Tavannes, ta-viin' (Switz.)

Taverua, tli-var'na (It )

Taviano, ta-ve-ii'ltd (It.)

Tavignano, ttl-vG-nya'no (It.) r.

Tavira, ta-ve'rit (Port)

Tavistock, tav'is-tok (Eng.)

Tavolara, ta-vo-la'ra (It.) isf.

Tavoy, ta-voi', (Brit. Bur.)protj.

Tawasthuus, ta-vast'hos (kus.)

Tawrow, taf-rof(Rus.)

Tayabas, tu-ya'bas (East Arch.)

Tayf, tiler (Arab.)

Ta) tao, ti-ta'6 (S. Am.) c.

Tazeen, ta-zen' (Afg.)

Tazewell, taz'wel (IT. S.)

Teh. Names beginning with this com

bination see under Ch.

Teano, ta-a'n6(It)

Tebessa, ta-bassa (Alg.)

Tecolotlan, te-ko-lot'lan (Mel.)

Tecumseh. tekum'se (U. 8.)

Tees, tez(Eng.)r.

Tellis, tef-lss' (Transcauc.)

Tegernsee, ta'gern-za (Ger.) I.

Tegucigalpa, te-go-sC-gaVpa (Hond.)

Teguise, te-ge'se (Can. Isls.)

Tehama, ta-ha'ma (Ax.); te-ha'ma

(Califor.)

Teheran, te-hc-ran' (Per.)

Tehuacan, te-wa'kan (Mex.)

Tehuantepec, te wan'te-pek (Mex.)

Teify, ti'va (Wales) r.

Teign, tau (Eng.) r.

Teignmouth, tin'muth (Eng.)

Teiih. teth(Scot.)r.

Tejent, tii-jent' (Per.) r.

Tejutla, te-chot'la (Cent. Am.)

Tekama, te-ka'ma (U. S.)

Telembi, tel-em-bS' (Ecuad.) r.

Tellicherry, tel-liche'ri (Ind.)

Telugu, tel-0-go'(Ind.)peo.

Temacin, H'lllllifii (Alg.)

Temascaltepec, te - miis - kal ' te - pek

(Mex.)

Tembleque. tam-bleTte (Sp.)

Teme, Mm(Eng.)r.

Temerin, ta'ma-rin (Hung.)

Temes, ta-mesh' (Huns.)

Temesvar, ta-niesh-var' (Hung.)

Temiscaming, te-mis'ka-ming (Can.) I.

Temiscouata, te-mis-ku-a'ta (Can.) I.

Temnikow, teni-us-kuf (Kus )

Templemore, tem-pel-m&r' (Ir.)

Templeuve. tan-plt-iiv' (Belg.)

Tenancingo, te-nSu-sen go (Mex.)

Tenasserim, te-nas'se-rim (Brit. Bur.)

Tenbury, ton'be-ri (Eng.)

Tenby, ten'bi (Wales)

Tendra, ten'dra (Rus.) isl.

Tenedus, ta'na-dos (Tur.)

TeneriBe, ten-er-if; Spanish, Tenerife,

te-ne-re'fe.

Tenes, tanas (Alg )

Tenghistoun, ten-gis-tou' (Per.)

Tengri Nor, tan'grO nor (Tibet) I.

Tenimber, taneiu'ber(East. Arch.) wis.

Tennessee, ten-nes-se' (U. 8 )

Tensilt, tan-sift' (Maroc.) r.

Tentenleu, ten'ter-den (Eng.)

Teora, ta-6'ni (It )

Teotihuacan, teotewi'kan (Mex.)

Tepic, te-pek' (Mex.)

Teplitz, tep'lets(Bohem.)

Tequamenon, te-kwam'e-non (U. S.)

Tequendama, te-ken-da'ma(CoL)

Tequia, te-ke'a (Col. )

Teramo, ter'a-mo (It.)

Terceira, tar-sa'e-ra (Azores) isl.

Tercero, tcr-se'ro(S. Am.) r.

Terchova, tar-cho'vo (Hung.)

Terek, ta'rek (Rus ) r.

Tergovist, tar-g&.vost' (Tur.)

Termini, tur'me-ne (It.)

Termoli, tar'ino-15 (It.)

Termonde, tar-mon'da (Belg.)

Ternate, tiir-na'ta (East. Arch.) isls.
Terni, taiyne(It.)

Terracina, tar-ra-che'nil (It)

Terra di Lavoro, tar'ia de lii-vo'rd (It)

Terrason, tar-ra-soii' (Fr.)

Terrebonne, ter-bon' (Can. ; U. S.)

Terregles, ter-reg'idz (Scot)

Terre Haute, tei-Ye hot(U. S.)

Terressa, tar-res'sa (Ind. Oc.) isl.

Terricciuola, ter-rech-n-o'la (It.)

Teruel, te-rn-eT (Sp.)

Teschen, tu'sheu (Aust.)

Tessin, tas-s^n' (Switz.)

Testigos, tas-te'gos (S. Am.) isl.

Tetbury, tefbe-ri (Eng.)

Tete, ta'ta(E. Af.)

Tete Noire, tat-nwar' (Switz.) pass

Teterow, tii'ta-ro (Ger.)

Tetewan, tet-e-wan' (M^ar.)

Tettenb all Regis, tet'ten-ualr6'jis(Eng.)

Tetuan, tet-u-an' (Mar.)

Tcufclsbrucke, toi'fels-bruk-ke (Switz.)

Teulada, tan I u 'i la (It ) e.

Teutoburgerwald, toi-tO-bor'ger-valt

(Ger.)mt*.

Tevere, ta'va-ra (It) r.

Teverone, ta-va-ro'na (It.) r.

Teviot, ts'vi-ot (Scot) r.

Tewksbury, tyoks'be-ri (Eng )

Texas, teks'as(U.S.)

Texel, teks'el (Neth.) til.

Tezcuco, tes-ko'ko (Mex.)

Thame, tarn (Eng )

Thames, temz (Eng.) r.

Thanet, Isle of, than'et (Eng.)

Thann, tan (Fr.)

Tharanadt, ta'ra-nM (Ger.)

Thaso, thii'so i . K .' Sea) isl.

Thaumaco, thou'ma-ko (Gr.)

Thaxted, thaks'ted (Eng.)

Thaya, tii'yii (Aust.) r.

Thayetmayo, tha-yet-nn'o (Brit. Bar.)

Thebaid, tb5-lia'id (Eg.)

Thebes, thebz (Eg.)

Theiss, tis (Hung.) r.

Therapia, tha-ra'pe-ii (Tur.)

Theresienstadt, ta-r.VzS-en-stat (Hung.)

Thermia, ther'me a (Gr.) isl.

Thermopylae, ther-mop'i-ls (Gr.) pass

Thessaly, thes'sa-li (Tur., Gr.) jwotf.

Thetford, thet'ford (Eng.)

Thiagur, th8-a-gu' (Ind.)

Thian Chan, the-an'shan (Mongol.)

mts.

Thibet, ti-bet' (As.)

Thierachern, ter'H-chern (Switz.)

Thiers, te-ar'(Fr.)

Thingvallavatn, t^ng-val-la-va't<m

(Iceld.) (.

Thionville, te-ofi-vel' (Fr.)

Thirsk, thersk (Eng.)

Thisted, tes'ted (Den.)

Thiviers, te-ve-a' (Fr.)

Thogji Chuino, thog'je cho'mo (Cent.

As.) (.

Thomar, Mi-milr' (Port.)

Thone, to'ne (Ger.)

Thonex, to-na' (Fr.)

Thonon, t6-n6h'(Fr.)

Thorald, thor'nld (Can.)

Thorda, (^^^(Austr.)

Thorn, torn (Neth.: Prus.)

Thoraaby, thoi-'na-bi (Eng.)

Thome, thorn (Eng.)

Thornhill, thoru'hil (Eng.: Scot.)

Tbornlieliank, thorn'li-lmngk (Scot.)

Thorde, to'rcti-e (Den.) isl.

Thorshalla. t6rs-hel'ia(Swe.)

Thorshavn, tors-havn' (Faroe Isls.)

Thouare, to-ilr' (Fr. )

Thourout, to-rot' (Belg.)

Throckmorton, throk'mor-ton (U. S.)

Throndbjem, tron'yem (Nor.)

Thuin. ta-aft' (Belg.)

Thun. ton (Switz.)

Thurgau, tor'gou (Switz.)

Tluiringerwald, tu'ring-er-viilt (Ger.)

Thuringia, thyo-rin'ji-a (Ger.)

Thurles, therU (Ir.)

Thurso, thor'so (Scot.)

Tlago de Cacem, San, siin tc-a'go de

ka'sefi (Port.)

Tia-Huanaco, te'ft-wa-nii"k6 (Bol)

Tiber, tl'ber (It.)

Tiberias, ti-be'ri-as (Syr.) /.

Tibesti, te-bes-te' (Af.)

Tibet, ti-bet' (As.)

Tiburon, te-bvi-ron' (Hayti)

Ticao, te-ka'6 (East Arch.) UL

Tichborn, tich'bom (Eug.)

Ticino, te-ch6'no (It)

Ticonderoga. ti-kon-de-ro'ga (U. S.)

Ticul, te-kol'lMex.)

Tidenham, ti'den-am (Eng.)

Tideswell, tidz'wel (Eng.)

Tidore, te-dor' (East Arch.) U

Tiene, te-a'na(It.)

Tien-pe, te-en-pe' (China)

Tientsin, ti-en'tsen" i hina)

Tiete, M-a'ta (Braz. ) <•.

Tillls, tiMSs' (Transcauc.)

Tighnabruaich, ti-na-bro'ach (Scot)

Tigre, 18'gra (Mex.) r.

Tigre\ te-gra' (Abyss.) disL

Tigris, ti'gris (Tur ) r,

Tijola, te-cha'la(Sp)

Til Afar, tel a far' (Tur.)

Tilbury, til'be-ri (Eng )

Tillicoultry, til-li ko'tri (Scot.)

Tilsit, tel'zet(Prus)

Timbalier, tim-ba-lei' (V. S.) b.

Timbuetoo, tim-buk'tO (Af.)

Timimoun, te-me-mon' (N. Af.)

Timok, te-mok' (Tur.) r.

Timoleague, tim-6-lag'(Ir.)

Timor, te-m6r' (East. Arch.) tt

Timor-Iaut, te-mor-lout' (East Arch.)

isl.

Tlnchebray, tansh-hra' (Fr.)

Tindaro, ten-da'ro (It.)e.

Tinfleld, ten'fyel (Nor.) tntt

Tinhosa, tin-ho'sii (China) isl

Tinnevelly, tin'ue-vel-le < lu-i.)

Tinos, te'nos (Or.) isl.

Tinto, ten'to(Sp.) r.

Tintwistle, tin'twis-el (Eng.)

Tioern, chetirn (Swe.) isl.

Tioga, te-6'ga(U. S.)r.

Tiotoe, te-6'teu-e (Nor.) isl

Tipitapa, te-pe-tii'pil (Cent Am.) r.

Tippecanoe, tip-pe-ka-no* (U. 8.)

Tipperah, tip'e-ra (Ind.)

Tipperary, tip-pe-ra'ri (Ir.)

Tirajana, t€-ra-cha'na (Can. Iikls.)

Tirano, te-ra'no (It.)

Tiraspol, te-ras'pol (Rus.)

llreboli. te-raW-le (Tur.)

Tiree, ti-re' (Scot ) isl.

Tirhoot, tir-hot' (Ind.)

Tirlemont, terl-in6*i' (Belg.)

Tirnova, ter-no'vit (Bulg.)

Tirschenreut, tershVu-roit (Ger.)

Tirsi, ter'seilt.Jr.

Tisza, te'so (Hung.) r.

Titano, t6-ta'no (It) mt

Titchfleld. tich'feld (Eng.)

Titicaca. te-te-kiiTca (S. Am.) I.

Titlis, tet'168 (SwiU.) nit

Tiumen, tyo'men (Rus, )

Tiverton, tiv'er-ton (Eng.)

Tivissa, te-ves'sa (Sp.)

Tivoli. te'v6-16 (It.)

Tizzana, t&t-tsa'na (It)

Tjorn, cheurn (Swe.) isl.

Tlalpam, tlal-pam' (Mex.)

Tlalpujahua. tliil-pO-cha'wa (Mex.)

Tlaniath, tU-matli' (C. S.)r.

Tlascala, tlas-ka'la (Mex.)

Tlemcen, tlam'sen (Alg.)

Tobago, to-ba'g6 (W. Ind.)

Tobarra, to-biir'ra (ren.)

Tobermory, to-ber-md'ri (Scot.)

Tobol, to-bol' (Sib.) r.

Tobolsk, to-bnlsk' (Sib.)

Toboso, to-bo'so (Sp. )

Tocantins, td-kan-tens' (Braz.)

Tocat, to-kaf (Tur.)

Tocco, tdk1i6(It)

Tocuyo, t6-ko'yo (Venez.)

Toddfngton, tod'ing-ton (Eng.)

Todmorden, tod-niorMen (Eng.)

Toggenburg, tog'gen-lkirg (Switz.)

Toiros, to-e'r6s (Braz.)

Tokat, t6-kat' (Tur.)

Tokay, to-ka'; Hung. pron. t6~koi'

(Hung.)

Tokiyo, to-ke-vo' (Jap )

Toko-labo, tdko-lalio (K. 24.) k.

Toledo, to-le'dfj; Spun. pron. to-le^n5

(Sp.)

Tolentino, to-lan-teuo (It)

Tolima, to-le'ma (Col.) pole

Tolkemit, tol'ka-niet (Prus.)

Tolosa, to-16'sit (Sp.)

Tolotlan, to-ldt'lan (Mex.) r.

Toluca, to-lo'ka (Mex.)

Fate, far, fat, fall; me, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, move; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAain; (E.0O;
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Tomaszow, tb-ma-shof (PoL)

Tombigbee or Tombeckbee, tom-big'be,

toni-bek'be (U. S.)r.

Tombuctoo, tom-buk'td (Cent Af.)

Tomeiloso, tb-iuel-lyo'sb (Sp.)

Tombs, teu-meush' (Transyl.) past

Tonal, to'iial (It.)

Tonawanda, tb-na-wan'da (U. S.)

Tondem, ton'dem (I)en.)

Tondi, ton'de (Ind.)

Tondo, ton'do (East Arch.)

Tongariro, tong-a-re'rb (N. Zd.) mL

Tongataboo, ton-ga-ta-bo'(Pac. Oc.)u2.

Tongerloo, tong-er-16' (Bel.)

Tongres, toh'gr (Neth.)

TonnayCharente, tdn-na'&ba-rofit'(Fr.)

Tonneins, ton-nan' (Ft.)

Tonnerre, tdn-nar/ (Fr.)

Tonquin, ton-ken' (As.)

Tonse or Tons, tons (Ind.) r.

Toola, tola (Rus.) govt. ; (E. At) itl.

and r.

Toombudra, tbm-bud'ra (Ind.)

Topeka, to-pa'ka (U. S.)

Tophana, top-ha'na (Tur.)

Tbplitz, tehp'lets (Bohem.)

Topolias, td-pole-as (Gr.) I.

Topolya, W-pol'yo (Hung.)

Topozero, to-pd-za'r6 (Rus.) L

Topsham, tops'ara (Eng.)

Torbay, tor-ba' (Eng.)

Torbiscon, tdr-bes-kau' (Sp.)

TorceUo, tor-chelia (It.)

Tordera, tSr-de'ra(Sp.)

Tordesillas, Wr-de-sel-lytis' (Sp.)

Torella, to-ral'la (It.)

Torello, to-rel'lyd (Sp.)

Torgau, tfir'gou (Prus)

Torino, td-re'no (It)

Toritto, ta-refta (It)

Torjok, tor-zhok' (Rus.)

Tormentine, tor-men'tin (X. limns.) c.

Tonnes, tar-mes' (Sp.) r.

Tornavacas, tbr-na-vii-kiis' (Sp.)

Tornea, tor'na-ft (Swe.)

Tornolo, tor-nolft (It.)

Toroczko, to-rdch'ko (Aust.)

Torok, tiiu'n-uk (Hung.)

Torontal, to-ron'tal (Hung.)

Toronto, to-ron'to (Can.)

Toropeti, to-ro-pets' (Rus.)

Torphichen, tor-nch'en (Scot)

Torquay, tor-ke' (Eng.)

Torquemada, tor-ke-ma'THli (Sp.)

Torralba, tar-ral'ba (Sp.)

Torr&o, tbr-roun' (Port)

Torrecilla, tSr-re-thel'lyll (Sp.)

Torredembarra, tor-ra-dem-bar'rit (Sp.)

Torrejoncillo, tor-re-chbn-thel'lyd (Sp. )

Torremocha, tor-re-m6'cha(8p.)

Torrenueva, tor-re-nu-e'va (Sp.)

Torres Vedras, tor'ras va'dras (Port.)

Torrevieja, tor-re-vB-e'cha (Sp.)

Torridon, tor'ri-don (Scot) inlet

Torriglia, tor-re'lya (It.)

Torrijos, tor-re'chos (Sp.)

Torrington, tor'ring-ton (Eng.)

ToiToella, tor-rt-el'lyil (Sp.)

Ton-ox, tar-rOch' (Sp.)

Tomibia, tar-rCbe-a (Sp.)

Torthorwald, tor'tbor-wftld (Scot)

Tortola, tor-tana (W. Ind.) id.

Tortona, torto'nit (It)

Tortosa, tor-to'su (Sp.)

TOrtsvar, Wtirts-var' (Aust.)

Tortuga, tor-tb'ga(W. Ind.) id.

Toscana, tos-kii'na (It )

Toscanella, tos-ka-nallii (It)

Tostak, tos-tak' (Sib.)r.

Totana, t6-ta'nit(9p.)

Totma, tot-ma' (Rus)

Totness, tot'nes (Eng.)

Totonicapan, to-to-ue-ka-piui' (Cent

Am.)

Tottenham, tot'en-am (Eng.)

Tottington, toting Urn (Eng.)

Touat, tu-at' (Af.) oatia

Toubouai. tou-bou-i' (S. Pac. Oc.) ink.

Toul, tdl (Fr.)

Toulcha, tbl'chafRoum.)

Toulon, to-16h'(Fr.)

Toulousain, tb-lb-sah' (Fr.) ditt

Toulouse, to-los' (Fr.)

Toumcn, to-men' (Corea) r.

Touraine, to-ran'(Fr.) dtit.

Tourcoing, tbr-kwan' (Fr.)

Tour du Pin, la, la tor do pah' (Fr.)

Tourlaville, tbr-la-vel' (Fr.)

Tournai, tbr-na' (Bel.)

Toumaisis, tbr-na-se' (Fr.) dirt

Toumus, tbr-nu' (Fr.)

Tours, tbr (Fr.)

Tourves, torv (Ft.)

Towcester, tous'ter (Eng.)

Towy tou'i (Wales), r.

Tracadie, trak'a-da (Nova Sc.)

Trachselwald, trach'sel-valt (Switz.)

Trafalgar, tra-fiil-gar' (Ten.) c.

Traiskirchen, tris-kerVheu (Aust)

Trajetto, tra-yat'to (It)

Tralee, tra-la' (Ir.)

Tramelan, trii'nie-lan (Switz.)

Tramore, tra-nidr/ (Ir.)

Tranent, tra-nent' (Scot)

Trani, tra'ne (It.)

Tranmere, tran'mer (Eng.)

Tranque, tran'ke (Chile) wf.

Tranquebar, trun-kwe-bar' (Ind.)

Transcaucasia, trans-ka-ka'shi-a (As.)

Transkei, trims U (S. Af.)

Transvaal, trans-val' i.S. Af.)

Transylvania, tran-sil-va'ni-a (Aust.)

Trapani, tra'pa-ne (It.)

Trapano, tra pa-no (Tur.) e.

Traquair, tra-kwar' (Scot)

Traunstein, troun'stin (Ger.)

Trautenau, trou'te-nou (Bohem.)

Travancore, tra-van-kor' (Ind.)

Travemiinde, trii-ve-mOn'de (Ger.)

Traverse, trav'ers (Pr. Ed. Isl.) c

Travinik, tra've-nck (Tur.)

Trebbin, trab'ben (Prua.)

Trebia, tra'bs-ii (It) r.

Trebinye, tra-ben'ye (Herzeg.)

Trebisaccia, tra-be-sat'cha (It)

Trebitsch, tra'bech (Aust.)

Trebizonde, treb'i-zond (Aa ML)

Trebujena, tre-bb-6he'na (Sp.)

Trecastagne, tra-kas-ta'nya (It.)

Trecate, tra-ku'ta (It)

Trecenta, tri-chan'tii (It)

Tredegar, tred'e-par (Eng.)

Treguier, tra-ge-a' (Fr.)

Treignac, tra-nyak' (Fr.)

Treishnish, tresh-nish' (Scot) utf.

Tremadoc, tre-raad'ok (Wales)

Trembowla, tram-bovla (Aust)

Tremiti, tra'me-te (It.) id.

Tremont, tre-mont' (U. S.)

Treport, tra-por' (Fr.)

Treptow, trap'Wf (Prus.)

Trescoe, tres ko (Eng.) (tL

Trets, tra (Fr.)

Treuenbrietzen, troi-en-bre'ts«n(Prua.)

Trevandrum, tra-van'drum (Ind.)

Treves, trav (Ger.)

Treviglio, tra-ve'lyo (It)

Trevigno, tra-ve'ny6 (it)

Treviso, tra-ve'zo(It.)

Trevoux, tra-vb' (Fr.)

Treysa, tri'za (Ger.)

Tricarlco. tre-ka-reTtb (It.)

Tricase, tre-ka'sa(It)

Trichinopoly, tri-chi-nop'6-U (Ind.)

Trichoor, tre-chbr' (Ind.)

Trient, tro-ent' (Aust)

Trier. trSr (Ger.)

Trieste, tre-est , Ital. pron. tre-as'ta

(Aust)

Trigueros, tre-ge'ros (Sp.)

Trikala, tre-kala (Tur.)

Trikeri, tre-ka're (Tur.)

Trincomalee, tren-kom-a-le' (Ind.)

Tringano, tren-gii'nb (It.)

Trinidad, trin-i-dad' (W. Ind.)

Trinita, tre-ne-ta' (It.)

Trinite, La, la tre-ne-ta' (\V. Ind.)

Triora, tre-b'ra (It.)

Tripatoor, tre-pa-tbr'(Ind.)

Tripoli, tre'pd-18 (Af. ; Syr.)

Tripolis. tre'po-les (Syr.)

Tripolizza, tre-pb-16t'tsa (Or.)

Tristan da Cunha, tres'tan da kb'nya

(S. At.) itU.

Triumpho, tre-bm'fo (Braz.)

Trivaloor, tre-va-lbr'(Ind.)

Trobriand, tro-bre'and (S. Pac.) uf.

Trochtclflngen, troch-Ul-feng'en (Ger.)

Trbense, trcu'en-sa (Den.)

Trogeu. tro'gcn (Switz.)

Trois Rlvifcres. trw» re-ve-ar" (W. Ind.)

Troitsk, tro-etsk' (Rus)

Trolhatta, tral-hat'ta (Sue.)

TromOe, tnVmeli-e (Nor.)

Tromsbe, trflm'st-u-e (Nor.)

Trondhjem, trdn'yem (Nor.)

Troon, trbn(Scot)

Tropea, trb-pa'a (It.)

Tropez, St, sah tro-pa' (Fr.)

Troppau, trop'pon (Aust)

Trossachs, tros'aks (Scot)

Trouville. trb-vel' (Fr.)

Trowbridge, trou'brij or trb'brij (Eng.)

Troyes, trwa (Fr.)

Trsztenna, trs-tan'na (Hung.)

Trueyre, trQ-ar1 (Fr.)

Trujillo or Trmillo, trb-chellyd (Sp.;

Span. Am.)

Truro, trb'rb (Eng.)

Trzemeszno, tzha-mash'no (Prus.)

Tsampaynago, tsam-pt-na'g6 (Burm.)

Tsarskoe-Selo, tsar'ska-a-sa-la" (TRus.)

Tschitscher Boden, che'cher od'den

(Aust)

Tsiamdo, tsa-am'da (Tibet)

TsikugoGawa, tsa-ko'gbga-wa (Japan)

r.

Tsitsikar, tse-tse-kar'(Manchoor.)

Tsong-gan-hien, tsong-gan-hen' (China)

Tsus-sima, tsus-se'ma (N. Pac.) itU.

Tuam, tyb'am (Ir.)

Tuat or Twat, tu-at', twat (Af.)

Tubal, tb-biil' (ChUe) r.

Tubingen, tQ'bing-en (Ger.)

Tuckahoe, tuk-a-hb' (V. S.)

Tuckerton, tuk'er-ton (U. S.)

Tucopia, to-ko'pe-ii (S. Pac. Oc.) isl.

Tucuman, tb-kb-man' (Arg. Con.)

Tudela, tu-THe'la (Sp )

Tuejar, tu-e-char'(Sp.)

Tugela, tu-ge'la (S. Af.) r.

Tuggurt, tug-gbrt' (Alg )

Tukhti Suleiman, tuch'te su-li-man'

(Afg.)nH

Tula, tola (Rus ; China)

Tulare, tu-Iar' (Califor.)

Tullamore, tul-la-mor' (Ir.)

Tnllibardine, tul-li-bar'din (Scot.)

Tulmaro, tul-ma'tb (\"enez.)

Tumac-humac, to-mak-hb-mak'(S. Am.)

mts.

Tumat, tb-mat' (Abyss.) r.

Tumbez, tbin'bes (Peru)

Tunbridge, tun'brij (Eng.)

Tunguragua, tbng-gu-ra'gwa (Peru)r.

Tunguska, tun-gus'ka (Sib.) r.

Tunis, tyb'nis (Ai.)

Tunja, tbn'eha (Col.)

Tunstall, tun'stal (Eng.)

Tuparro, tb-par'rb (CoL) r.

Tupiza, tbp6'sa(Bol.)

Tupungato tb-pbng-ga'ta (Chile), mt.

Turbaco, tbr-ba1td (Col.)

Turin, tyu-rin' (Anglicized fonnof ItaL

Torino) (It)

Turkestan, tor-kes-tan' (As)

Turkey, ter'ki (Eur.; As)

Turnhout, Flemish pron. tum-hout';

Ft. pron. turn-b' (Bel.)

Turquino, ttir-ke'na (Cuba) mt

Tunlff, tu'rif (Scot.)

Turukansk, tb-rb-kansk' (Sih.)

Tuscaloosa, tus-ka-lb'sa (U. S.)

Tuscany, tus'ka-ni (Anglicized form of

Ital Toscana) (it.)

Tuscarawas, tus-ka-ra'was (U. S.)

Tuscarora, tus-ka-rb'ra (U. 8.)

Tuscumbia, tus-kum'bi-a (U. 8.)

Tutbury, tut'be-ri (Eng.)

Tuticorin, tu-te-kortn (Ind.)

Tutoya, tb-tb'ya(Braz.)

Tuttlingen, tut'ling-en (Ger.)

Tuxtla, tbks'tlli (Mex.)

Twickenham, twik'en-am (Eng.)

Twinholm, twin'om (Scot)

Twyford, twi'ford (Eng.)

Tynemouth, tin'muth or tin'muth

(Eng.)

Tynriinghame, tin'ning-gam (Scot)

Tyrol, te-rai' (Aust.)

Tyrone, ti-r6n' (Ir.)

Tysmienica, tes-myen-et'sa (Aust.)

Tzaritzin, tsar'et-scn (Rus.)

u.

TJbatuba, b-ba-Wba (Braz.)

Ubeda, O-be'THa (Sp.)

Ubrique, b-bre'ke (Sp.)

Ucayale, b-ka-yale (S. Am.) r.

Uddevalle, bd-da-valla (Swe.)

Uddingdton, ud'ings-ton (Scot.)

Udenhout, b'dcn-hout (Neth.)

Udine, b'dena (It.)

Udinsk, b-dEnsk'(Rus)

Vdvarhely, bd-var'haly (Hung.)

Ueberlingen, O'ber-ling-en (Ger.)

Ueberlingersee, u'ber-ling-er-za

Uebigau, u'be-gou (Ger.)

Uerdingen, ur\ling-en (Prus.)

Vetersen, u'ter-zen (Prus )

Vetiknn, O'te-kon (Switz.)

Ufa, O'fa(Rus)

Uffenheim, uf'f'n-him (Ger.)

Ufflngton, uf'ing-ton (Eng.)

Uganda, n-gan'da (Af.)

Ugie, b'gi (Scot.)

Ugijar, b-che-char' (Sp.)

i. job; }', yes; th, (Aen; th, thin; zh, amre. German, ch, nacAtFrench, vue, hilt; bleh, netif; fi, on.
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Ugocs, o-g6ch' (Hung.)

Uhricksville, yb'riks-vil (U. 8.)

Vadlsco, va-deVko (It.)' Venice (Anglicized form of Ital. Vene

Vadstena, vad-sta'na (Swe.) zia), ven'is(It.)

Vennachar or Venachar, ven'na-cbiixUi, M (Sib.) n. Vaerdal, var'dal (Nor.)

Uig, wig (Scot.) ul. Vagh Beaztercze, vag baa -tar'tea (Scot.) ..

UlnUta, yu-in'ta (U. 8.) (Hung) Venosa, va-nd'Ba (It.)

Uist, wist (Scot.) ul. Vaglio, valya (It.)

Vaigatz, vi-gate' (Rus.) Ul

Ventana, van-ta'na (Arg. Con.) mts.

Uitenhage, oi't«n ha-ge (S. Af.) Ventimiglia, v.m-te-mfi'lya (It )

Uithuize'n, oit-hol'z«n (>eth.) Vaihingen, viTiing-en (Ger.) Ventipur, ven-tfi-por' (Ind.)

UJiJi, U-]6'j5 (At ) Valais, va-la' (Switz.) Ventnor, vent'nor (Eng.)

Venzone, van-tso'na (It.)Ujvar, 6'e-var" (Hung ) Valdagno, val-da'nyo (Tt.)

Ukerewe, o-ke-re'we (Af.) 1. Valdai, val-di' (Rua.)7/*f*. Vera Cruz, ve'ra krbs (Span. Am.)

Ukraine or Ukralna, u-kran, o-kri'ua Valdemoro, val-de-nio'ro (Sp.) Veragua, va-ra'gwa (CoL)

VerbYcaro, ver-beka'r6(It)(Rub.)

Uleaborg, alao-borg (Rus )

Valdepefias, val-de-pe'nyas (Sp.)

Valderaa, val-de-ras' (Sp )

Valderrobres, val-der-ro'brea (Sp.)

Vercelli, var-chrd'!6(it)

Uliaautai, o-13-a-so'ti (Mongol.) Verdun, var-dun' (Fr.)

Ullapool, ul'la-pol (Scot.) Valdlvia, val-de've-a (Chile) Vereja, va-ra'ya (Rub )

Ulloa, 61-lyo'a (Cent. Am.) r. Valdobbiadene, val-dob-be-a-da'na(It) Vergennes, ver-jenz'(l'. S.)

Ullswater, ulz'wa-ter(Eng.)<. Valenga, va-len'sa (Braz.; Fort) Verkhoyansk, ver-cho-yansk' (Sib.)

Ulm, aim (Ger ) Valence, va-lons' (Fr.) Vermandoia, var-mofi-dwa'(Fr.)

Ulricehamn, ol-re'sa-ham (Swe.) Valencia, va-len'ahi-a; Span. pron. va- Vermejo, ver-nie'ch6 (S. Am.) r.

Ulster, ul'ster (Ir.)

Ulundl. u-lon'de(S Af.)

Ulva, ul'va (Scot.) ul.

leu'the-a Vermelho, var-maHy6 (Braz.) r.

Valenciennes, va-lon-Be-an' (Fr.) Vermont, ver-mont'(U. 8.)

Valentia, va-len'shi-a (Ir.) Verneuil, var-nclt-iy (Fr.)

Ulverston, ul'ver-Bton (Eng.) Valenza, va-lan'tsa (It.) Vernoux, var-nb'(Fr)

Umbagog. um'ba-gog (U. S.) 1.

Umballa, um-b&l'la (Ind.)

Valenzuela, va-len-thu-e'la (Sp.)

Valeryen Caux, St, Bab va-le-re-on-k6/

Vernoye, ver-no'ye (Sib.)

Umbrete, mn-bre'te (Sp.) (Fr.)

Verola, va-r6Ha (It.)

Verona, va-ro'na (It)

Umbriatico, bm-bre&'te-ko (It) Valetta, va-let'te (Malta) Versailles, ver-salz'; Fr. pron. var-

Umea, 6'ma.d (Swe.) Valhalla, val-halla (Ger. ) sal'lye or var-Ba'ye (Fr.)

Verviers, var-vc-a' (Bel.)Umhlatosl, umhla-to's* (S. Af.) Valladolid, val-lyU-THo-leTH' (Sp.)

Umpqua, ump'kwa (U. 8.) Vallamartin, val-la-mar-ten' (Sp.) Vervins, var-vaft' (Fr.)

Umritsir, um-ret'ser (Ind.) Vallay, val'la (Scot.) isl. Verzuolo, var-tBij-o'lo (It.)

Umtata, um-tft'ta (S. Af.) r. Valledulmo, val-la-ddl'm6(It) Vescovato, ves-k6-va'to (It)

Unst, mist (Scot) ul. Vallegio, val-la'j6(lt.) V6soul, va-Bol'(Fr)

Unstrut, ou'strat (I'rus.) r. Vallelunga, val-la-lon'gil (It.) Vestervik, vas'ter-v6k (Swe.)^(.

Unterseen, un'ter-za*en (Switz.) Vallenaole, val-lan-s6'm(It.)

Vallerauge, val-le-rdzh' (Fr.)

Vesuvius, Vesuvio, ve-syo'vi-us, va-

Unterwalden, un'ter-v&l-den (Switz.)

Unyamwezl, un-yam-we'zi (Af.)

zb've-o(It) int.

ValUer, St., Baft val-16-a' (Fr.) Veszprim, vas'pr€m (Hung.)

Unyanyembe, un-yan-yem'be (Af.) Valllevo, val-lfi-a'v6 (Serviaj Vetluga, vat-lb'ga (Rus.) r.

Upernivik or Upernavik, \\•per'ni-vek Vallon, vill-16ft'(Fr.) Vevay, vt?-va' (Switz.)

or n-per-na-vek (Greenld.) Valognes. va-lo'nye(Fr.) Vezere, va-zar' (Fr.) r.

Uphall, up-hal' (Scot ) Valois, vli-lwa' (Fr.) dint. Vezzano, vat-tsa'n6 (It.)

Upolu, 8-pMo' (S Pac.) isl. Valona, vli-16'na(Tur.) Viadana, vc*-a-da'ua (It. )

Upsala, op-a&'la (Swe.) Valparaiso, val-pa-rl'sO (Chile) Viamao, v5-a-moufa'(Braz.)

Ural, oral' (Rus.) mt , r. Valaequillo, vttl-se-kel'lyo (Can. IbIb.) Viana, vB-a'na (Sp^

Vianen, v6-a'nen (Hoi.)Uralsk, a-ralsk' (Rus. ) Valteline, val-te-len'(It. ; Switz.) dist.

Urbana, er-ba'na(U. S.)

Urbino, ar-be'noOt)

Valk*llina,val-teMe'nU(It.;Switz.)dutt Vianna, ve-an'nlUPort.)

Vlatka. ve-at'ka (Rus.)Van Buren, van byu'rcn (U. S.)

Uresino, a-ra-se'no (Jap. ) Vancouver's Island, van-ko'verz Hand Viazma, ve-ilz'ma (Rus.)

Urgub, dr-gob' (Tur ) (N. Am.) Viaznikl, ve-az-ne'ke (Rus.)

Urgunilal), ur-gun'dab (Afg ) r.

Uri, ore (Switz.)

Van Diemen's Land, van d€'menz land Viborg, v6l>org(Den.; Fiuld.)

(S. Pac. Oc.) Ul

Vanikoro, va-ne-k6'ro (R. Pac. Oc.)ulg.

Vicente, ve-then'te (Sp.)

Urlingford, er'ling-ford (Ir.) Vicenza, v5-chan'Ua(It.)

Vichada, ve-chaMa (Col.) r.

Vichera, ve-cha'ra (Rub ) r.

Urnen, ttr'nen (Switz.) Vanua Valavo, va-no'a va-la'vd (Fiji)

Urquhart, er'kart (Scot.) Ul.

Urseren, br'se-ren (Switz.) ml. Vaprio, vft'pre-6 (It.) Vichy, v5-sh8' (Fr.)

Uruara, o-ro ii'ra (Braz.) r. Varanger Fiord, va-rang'er fyor (Nor.) Vickaburg, viks'berg(U. S.)

Urubucuara, a-rd-ba-ku-n'ra (Braz.) r. Varano, va-ra'n6 (It.) 1. Vicomarino, ve-k6-niH-re''n6 (It )

Urucaia, o-ro-kft'ya (Braz.) r. Vardoehuus, viir/dtu-hoa(Xor.) Victoria Nyanza, vik-to'ri-a nyan'za

Uruguay, ur'u-Kwa; Span. pron. 6-ro- Varela, va-ra'la (East. Arch.) Ul.; (Af.)..

gwa'e (S. Am.) r. (Anam) c. Vidauban, ve-d6-boft' (Fr. )

Urumiyah, o-ro-me'ya (Per.) Varennes, va-ren' (Fr.) Vidigueira, ve-de-ga'e-ra(Port)

Urup, o-rop' (N. Pac. Oc. ) i*l.

Usedom, 0 ze-dom (Prus.) ul.

Varese, va-ra'za(It.) Vienue, v6-en' (Fr.)

Varinas, va-re'nas(Venex) Vieque, ve-e'ke (W. Ind.) UL

Ushak, o-shak'(Tur) Varna, vilr'nii (Tur. ) Vierlande, fer'Ian-de (Ger.)

Ushant, 0 shon' (Fr.) ul

Usingen, o'zing-en (Ger.)

Vasarhely. va-BhiLr-haly'(Hung.) VierlinKsbeek, ver'lings-bak (Neth.)

Vatersa, va'ter-sa(Scot.) t*7. Vierwald8tHttersee,fer'wiUd-8tet"ter-zi

Usinovsk, o-&e-novsk' (Rug.) Vathi, vll'the(Gr.)i*(. (SwiU.) (.

Usk, usk (Eng. )

Uskuli, 03>kub(Tur)

Vaucluse. vo-klrtz' (Fr.) Vierzon, ve-ar-z6ft'(Fr.)

Vaucouleurs, vo-ku-lclir' (Fr.) Viesbachhorn, feVbachhorn (Switz,)

Usogo, n-so'gd (Gent. Af.) Vaud, vo (Switz.) mt

Uspallata, bs-pal-lu'ta (3. Am.) pass Vaudreuil, v6-drol'(Can.) Viesti. v£-aa't£(It.)

Vietri, v6-a'tre(It.)Uasel, us-sel'(rY) Vaugirard, vfi-zlie-rar/ (Fr.)

Ustaritz, us-ta-rets' (Fr.) Vauxhall, vaks-hal' (Eng.) Vigevano, vC-ja-va'n6(It)

Viggianello, ve-ja-nal'16 (It)Ustica, bs'te-ka (It.) ul. Vavao, va-va'd (Fiji) Ul,

UBtiujna, bst-ybzh'na(Rus.) Vavitou, va'vi-to(S. Pac. Oc.)Ul. Viggiano, vt'-ja'no (It.)

Ustjug Veliki, oat-yog' va-le'ke (Rus.) Vazabarris, va-zii-bar-rBa' (Braz.) r.

Veendam, van'dam (Neth.)

Vigia, ve-zlie'a (Braz.)

Ust Urt, Bat brt (As.) Vignola. vC-nyo'la (It.)

Uaumasinta, b-sb-ma-sen'tu (Mex.) r. Veenendaal. va'nen-<liil (Neth.) Vigo, ve'go (Rus. ; Sp.)

U'Burbil. 0-sdr-bel' (Sp.) Vegesack, va'ge-zak (Ger ) Vigoiw, v6-g6'na(It)

Utah, yo'ta (U. S.) Veglia, valya (Adr. Sea) /•■/ Viguera, ve-ge'ra (Sp.)

Viguzzolo, vfi-gbt'tsofd (It.)

Vilagos, ve-lo-gosh' (Hung.)

Vilaine, vMan'(Fr) r.

Ute, yut (U. S ) Vejer, ve-cher' (Sp.)

Utelle, o-tal'la(It) Velaaco, ve-lits'ko (Arg. Con.) mts.

Velaur, velar' (Ind.) r.Utica, yo'tika(U. S.)

Utiel, b-te-al' (Pen.) Velez, ve-leth' (Sp.) Vilcabamba, vel-ka-hilmlm (S. Am.)

Utoe, b'Mi-e (Swe. ) ul. Velha, va'lya (Braz.) mix. Vilcomayo, v6l-ko-nii'yo (S Am ) r.

Utrecht, 6'trecht (Neth.) Velikaia, va-le-kii'yii (Rus.) r. Villacarrillo, v61-lya ka-rel'lyd (Sp.)

I'trera, b-tre'ra (Sp.) Veliki Lukl, va-le'ke lo'kc(Rua) Villach, vellach (AiiBt )

Uttoxeter, ut-toks'e-ter (Eng.) Velino, va-le'no (It.) r. Villafames, vel-lya-fa'nies (Sp.)

Uxbridge, uks'brij (Eng.) Velletri, val-la'tre(It) Vlllafranca, vel-lyafran'ka (Sp); vel-

Uya, o'ya (Scot.) ul. Vellore, vel-ldr' (Ind ) la-franTcatlt)

Uzbecks, uz'beks (As.);«o. Velsique, val-sek' (Bel.) Villnherninsa, vel-lya-er-mo'sa (Sp.)

Villafoyosfi, vel-lya-cho-yo'sa (Sp )

Villalon, vel-Iya-lon' (Sp.)

Uzel, Q-zel' (Fr.) ) Veluwe, ve-16've (Neth.) dUt.

Uzes, u-zas' (Fr. )

Uznach, bts'nach (Switz.)

Vementry, vem'en-tri (Scot.) Ul.

Venado, ve-na'do (Mex.) Villamiel, veMyii-me-el' (Sp.)

Venafro, vfi-na'fro (It.) Villanova. vel'Ul-nd'va (It; Braz.)

Venaiasin, ve-na-Baft' (Fr.) Villanueva, vfl-lya-nu-e'va (Sp.; Mex.)

Vendee, voft-da'(Fr) Villanuova, v€Ma-nu-o'va (It)

V.
Vendome, voft-ddm' (Fr.) Villar, vCl-lyar'(Sp.)

Vendotena, van-do-ta'na(It) ul. Villaramiel, vcMya-ra-mP-er (Sp )

Veneria, va-na-re'U(It) Villareal, vel-lya-real' (Sp.)

Vaagen, vd'gen (Xor.) Ul$. Venezia, va-na'ts^-a (It.) VillareB, vel-lyares' (Sp )

Vaaat, St., Ban viis (Fr.: Bel.) "Venezuela, ve-ne-thu-e'la or ve-ne-8U- Villarobledo, vGllyll-ro-ble'TU6 (Pp.)

Vadavate, va-da'va-ta (Ind) r. ela(S. Am) Villaroyo, v6Mya-ro'y6 (Sp.)

Fate, fHr, fat, fall; me, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not, mbve; tub, bull; oil, pound; ch, cAain; g, <ro;
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Villarubia, vel-lya-rbTje-ft (Sp.) Wah-el-Kharijeh, wa-el-cha'ri-je (Eg.) Weael, va'z«l (Ger.)

Villaviclosa, vel-lya-v5-the-o'aa (8p.) Wahleren, vii'le-ren (Switz.) Weser, va'zer (Ger.) r.

Villedieu, vGl-dC-eu' (Ft.) Wahsatch, wa-aaeh' (V. S.) mtt. Wesijegonsk, va-se-ya-gonsk' (Rus.)

Villefranche, vSl-frotish' (Fr.) Waiblingen, vi'bling-en (Ger.)

Waidhofen, vidTib-fen (Aust.)

Weasel, wes'sel (Austral ) inls.

Villena, v€l-lye'na (Sp.)

Villenauxe, vel-nokB'(Fr.)

Westbury, west'be-ri (Eng.y

Waigatz, vi-giita' (Rus.) isl. Weateras, vas'te-rbs (Swe.)

Villeneuve, vel-neHv' (Switz. ; Fr.) Waigeou, vi-ge-b' (East Arch.) isl. Weaterbotten, vas'ter-bot-ten (Swe.)

Villers, vel-lya' or vg-ya' (Bel.) Waikato, wa-e-ka'tb (N. Zd.)r.

Waitemata, wii-e-ta-ma'ta (N. Zd.)

Westerwald, vas'ter-valt (Ger.) mtt.

Villers-Coterets, ve-ya-ko-U-ra' (Fr.) Westmeath, west-meTH'(Ir.)

Vilna, vel'na (Rus.) Waitzen, vit'ts^u (Aust.) Westminster, weat'min-ster (Eng )

Vilshofen, fels'ho-ffui (Ger.)

Vilvorde, veI-vor'da(Bel.)

Wakatipu. wa-ka-te'pb (N. Zd.) 1. Weatmoreland, weat'mbr-land (Eng.)

Wakefield, wak'feld (Eng.) Weatoe, wes'to (Eng.)

Vimeira, ve-ma'6-ra (Port.) Wakenitz, va'ke-nfits (Ger.)r. Weston - auper - Mare, wes'ton-sj u-per-

Vimieiro, v£-nie-a'e-ro(Port.) Walachia, or Wallachia, wa-la'ki-a ma"re(Eng )

Vimoutiera, v6-nib-tc-a'(Fr.) (Eur.) Weatphalia, weat-fa'li-a; Ger. West-

pnaleu, vast-ftt'I*n (Ger.)Vinaroz, vS-na-roth' (Sp. ) Walcheren, val'che-ren (Neth)

Vincennes, van-san'(Fr.) Waleourt, val-kor' (Bel.) Weatruther, weat'rnTH-er (Scot.)

Vincent, St., sant, colloquially Bint, Waldeck, val'dek (Ger.) Westzaan, vest'zan (Neth.)

vin'sent(W. Ind.) isl. Walden, Saffron, saffron wal'den(Eng.) Wetherby, weTH'er-bi (Eng.)

Wetter, vet'ter (Swe ) I.Vindhya, ven'dhyti (Ind. ) mtt.

Vingurla, vin-gur'la (Ind.)

Waldenburg, val'den-borg (Ger.)

Waldheira, v&ldTiim (Ger.) Wetteren, vat'U-ren (Bel.)

Vinkeveen, vin'ke-van (Neth.) Waldshut, v&ldz'hbt(Ger.) Wetterhorn, vat'ter-horn (Switz.)

Vinkovcze, ven-kbv'tsa (Aust.) Walla Walla, wolla wol'la (U. S.) Wetzlar, vatalar (Ger.)

Yintimiglia, ven-te-me'lya (It.)

Virginia, ver-jin'i-a (U. %.)

Wallduren, v&l'du-ren (Ger.) Wevelghem, vu'vfl-gem (Bel.)

Wallenstadt, vftl'len-stat (Switz.)

Wallingford, wolling-ford (Eng. )

Walloostook, woMus-tuk' (N. Am.) r.

Wexford, weka'ford (Ir.j

Visby, veYbu (Swe.) Wexib, vek'ahe-eu (Swe.)

Viseu, ve-sa'u (Port.) Wey, wa (Eng.)r.

Vistula, vis'tyu-la (Pol., Ger.)r. vrallseud, w:dz-end' (Eng.) Weymouth, wa'muth (Eng.)

Vitebsk, vg-tabsk' (Rus.) Walmer, wal'mer (Eng.) Whalaey, hwal'si (Scot.) isl.

Viterbo, ve-tar'bft (It.) Walney, wal'ni (Eng.) isl Whampoa, hwam-po'a (China)

Viti Levu, ve-te' le-vb (Fiji) isl. Walsall, wal'sal (Eng.)
Wrharfe, hw^rf (Eng.)r.

Vitolano, ve-tb-lft'no(It.) Waltershausen, val'terz-houz-«n (Ger.) Whitby, hwi't'bi (Eng.)

Vitoria, ve-td're-a(Sp.) Waltham, wol'thani (Eng.) Whitehaven, hwit'ha-ven (Eng.)

Vivarais. ve-vii-ra' (Fr.) dist. Walthamstow, wol'tham-sto (Eng.) Whithorn, hwit'horn (Scot.)

Vivel, ve-vel'(Sp.) Walton, wal'ton (Eng.) Whitstable, hwit'sta-bl(Eng.)

Vivero, ve-ve'ro(Sp.) Walvisch Bay, val'vish ba(S. Af.) Whittlesey, hwit'b?l-si (Eng.)

Viviera, ve-ve-a' (Fr.) Walworth, wal'werth (Eng.) Whydah, hwid'da(W. Af.)

Vizagapatara, ve-za-ga-pa-tam' (Ind.) Wandiwash, wan-di-waah' (Ind.) Wiborg, vet>6rg (Den.; Rua.)

Vizianagram, ve-ze-a'na-gram (Ind.) Wandsworth, wandz'werth (Eng.) Wicklow, wik'lo (lr.)

Vizziui, vet-tse'ne(It) Wanganui, wdn-gil-nb'e (N. Zd.) Wicomico, wi-kom'i-kb (U. S.)

Vlaardingen, vlar/deng-en(Bel.) Wangari, wan-ga're (N. Zd.) b. Widdin, ved'den (Tur.) tn.

Vladimir, vla'de-mer(Rua.) Wangeroog, vang'e-rogfGer.) isl. Wieliczka, v6-lech'kfi (Aust. Gal.)

Vlieland, vle'lant (Neth.)

Vlijmen, vli'men (Neth.)

Wanjanga, wan-jang'ga (Af.) Wien (Vienna), ven (Auat.)

Wantage, won'taj or won'tij (Eng.) Wienerwald, ve'ner-viilt (Aust.) mts.

Vlissiugen, vlea'aing-en (Neth.) Wapakoneta, wa-pa-ko-net'a (U. S.) Wieprz, vyeprzh (Rus.) r.

Vogatza, v6-gat'Bii (Tur.j r.

Vogelberg, fo'grl-berg (Ger.) int.

Wrappatoo, wap-pa-tb' (U. S.) tit,
Wiesbaden, vez'ba-den (Ger.)

Voghera, vo-ga'rii (It.)

Wapping, wonJing(Eng.)

Warasdin, varas-den (Aust.)

Wigan, wig'an (Eng.)

Wight, wit (Eng.) wl.

Vogogna, v6-gb'nya(It.)

Vbhringen, fi-u'ring-en (Ger.)

Warburton, wor'Wr-ton (Austral.) r. Wigton, Wigtown, wig'ton (Scot. ; Eng. )
Wrarendorf, va'rcn-dorf (Prus.)

Wijchen, vrehen (Neth.)

Voigtland, fo'echt-lant (Ger.) dint. Wargela, war'ge-la (Alg.) oasis Wijk, vik (Neth.)

Voiron, vwa-r6n'(Fr.) Warkworth, wark'werth (Eng.) Wildbad, velt'biit(Ger)

Vojutza, v6-]bt'za (Tur.) r.

Volcano, vbl-ka'nb (Pac. Oc.) isls.

Warminster, war'min-ster(Eng.) Wildenfels, vel'dcn-fela (Ger.)

Warree, wiir-r6' (Cent. Af.) Wildungen, vel'dung-eu (Ger.)

Volga, vol'ga (Rus.)r.

Volhynia, vol-ni'ne-ii (Rus.)

Vollenhove, vol-len-h&'ve (Neth.)

Warrenspoint, woi-'renz-point (Eng.) Wilhelmsburg, v61'helms-bbrg (Ger.)

Warrington, wor'ring-ton (Eng.) Wilkeabarre, wilks'bar-re (l:. S.)

Warsaw, war'sa; Polish, Warszawa, Willamette, wil-la'met (U. S.)r.

Vologda, v6-I6g'da(Rus.) var-sha'vii(Pol.) Willemstad, veliem-atad (Neth.)

Volpiano, vol-pe-ii'no (It.) Wartenburg, vaVU-n-bbrg (Prus.) Willesden, wil'Iez-den (Eng.)

Willoughby, wiH6-bi (U. 8.)Volta, v6l'ta(It.; W. Af.) Warwick, w^r'rik (Eng.)

Volterra, vbl-tar'ra (It.)

Volturara, vbl-tu-rara(It)

Washita, wosh'i-ta (U. S.) Wilmington, wil'ming-ton (V. S.)

Wasmes, vam (Bel.)
Wrilna, vol'na (Rub.)

Volturno, vol-tbr'nb (lt.)r. Wasungen, vii'zung-en ^Ger.) Wimbledon, wini'bd-don (Eng.)

Volvic, vol-vek' (Fr.)
Wraterbury, wa'ter-be-n (l;. S.)

Wimmera, wim-mC'ra (Austral.)

Vonitza, fb-nCt'sii (Gr.) Waterford, wft'ter-ford (lr.) Wincanton, win'kan-ton (Eng.)

Voortschoten, vdr-schb'ten (Neth.) Waterhead, wa'ter-hed (Eng.) Winchcombe, winsh'kom (Eng.)

Vorarlberg, for-arl'berg (Auat) dist Wateringen, vil'te-ring-en (Neth.)

Waterloo, wa-ter-lb'; Flemish pron.

Winchelsea, win'chel-se (Eng.)

Voreppe, v6-rap'(Fr.) Winchester, win'ches-ter (Eng.)

Vomna, vo-ro'nii (Rus.) r. vii-ter-16'(Bel.) Windermere, win'der-mer (Eng.) 1.

Voronej, vo-rb'nezh (Rus.) WaUeka, wot-se'ka (IT. 8.) Windischgratz, ven'dtsh-grets i Vu-t.)

Voronetz, vb-rbn'ets(RuB.) Wavertree, wa'ver-tre (Eng.) Windsor, wind'zor (Eng.)

Vosges, vozh (Fr.) Waz.an, wjt-zrin' (Mar) Winlaton, win'la-ton (Eng.)

Vostitza, foa-tet'za (Gr.) Weald, The, thu weld (Eng.) Winnebiigo, win-ne-ba'go (U. 8.) 1

Vostochni, vos-toch'ne(Sib.)ft Wear, wer (Eng.) r. Winnenden, vcu'nen-den (Ger.)

Vouziers, vb-ze-a' (Fr.) Wednesbury, wen/'be-ri (Eng.) Winnepesaukee, win - ne - pe - sa 'ke

Vrana, vra'na (Tur.) Weedon, we'don(Eng.) (U. 8)i.

Vreden, fra'den(Ger) W^u'gis, vag'gea (Switz.) Winnipeg, win'ni-peg(N. Am.) 1.

Vreeswtjk, vraa'vtk (Neth.)

Vriesenveen, vre'zen-van (Neth.)

Weighton Market, wa'ton miir'ket Winuipegoos or Winnipegosis, win'ni-

(Eng.) pe-gbs, win-ni-pe-go'sis (N. Am.) I.

Vriesland, vrftzlant (Neth.) Weihien, wa-hyen' (China) Winnipiseogee,win-ne pe-se-6'ge(U. S.)

Vukovar, vo-ko-viir' (Aust ) Weikersheim, vi'kerz-him (Ger.) i.

Vulcano, vol-kii'no (It.) isl. Weimar, vi'mar(Ger) Winona, wi-nd'na (U. 8 )

Vuna, vb'nii (Fiji) id,

Vuoxen, vb-oks'en (Finld.) r.

Weissenburg, vis'sen-bbrg (Switz. snd Winschoten, ven-scho'byn (Neth.)

Ger.) Winterthur, v6n'ter-tbr (Switz.)

Vusitrin, vb-se'tren (Tur.) Weissenfela, vIs'wn-fels(Pras.) Wipper. vep'per (Ger.) r.

Vytegra, vu-ta'gra (Rus.) Weissenhorn, vTs'scn-horn (Switz.) Wipperfurth, vep'per-fbrt (Ger.)

Weisskirchen, visTierch-en (Hung.) Wirksworth, werks'werth (Eng.)

Welland, welland (Eng.; Can.) Wisbeach, wiz'bech (Eng.)

Wellingborough, wel'ling-bu-ru (Eng.) Wisby, veaT>u (Swe.)

W.
Wellington, wel'ling-ton (N. Zd, &c.) Wisconsin, wis-kon'sin (V. S.)

Wells, welz (Eng.) Wiaehau, ve'ze-hou (Auat.)

Welshpool, welsh'pbl (Wales) Wishaw, wiah'a (Scot )

Weltevreden, vel'te-vra-dcn (Java) Wialoka, ve-slo'ka (Auat. Gal.) r.

Waalwijk, vttl'vlk (Neth.) Wemyss, wemz (Scot.) Wismar, vez'mHr (Ger.)
Wabash, wa'baah (lT. 8), r.

Wener, va'ner (Swe.)/. Wissembourg (Fiench nan)e of Weis

Waday, wa-di' (Cent. Af.) Wenersberg, va'nerz-berg (Swe.)

Wengern, weng'ern (Switz.)

Wenham Lake, wen am lak (U. S.)

senburg), vea-soh-bbr' (Ger.)

Wad Medina, wad ina-de'nii(Eg.) Witham, with'am (Eng.) r.

Waereghem, va're-gem (Belg.) Wittelsbach, vet'U-lz-biich (Ger.)

Waerschoot, var'schot (Belg.) Wenona. we-no'na (U. S.) Wittenberg, vet't«n-l>erg (Prus.)

Wageningen, vil'ge-ning-en (Neth.) Wentworth, went'werth (Eng.) Wittgenstein, wit'gen-stin (S. Pac.) isl.

Wagram, va'griim (Auat.) Wereja, va-ra'ya(Rus) Wittichenau, vct'te-che-nou (Prus.)

Wah-el-BahariehFwa-el-ba-hil.r6'e(Eg.)

Wah-el-Dakhileh, wa-el-da'che-lejEg.)

Wah-el-Ferafreh, wa-el-fe-raf're (Eg.)

Wernigerode, var-ne-ge-ro'de (Prus.) Wittingen, vet'ting-en (Ger.)

Wertheim, vart'him (Ger.) Witzenhausen, vet'sen-houz-cn (Ger.)

Wervick, var'vSk (Belg.) Wiveliscombe, wil'skum (Eng.)

J, job; y, yes; TH, (Aen; th, tAln; zh, azure. German, ch, nacAtFrench, vue, bat; blea, nelif; fi, on.
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Wladimir, vla'de-mer(Rus.)

Woburn, wo'l.terii (Eng.)

Wodnlan, vod'ne-an (Auat)

Wohlau, vo'lou (Prus.)

Woking. wo'king (Eng.)

Wokingham, w6'king-ham (Eng.)

Wolborough, wol'bu-ru (Kng.)

Wolfeubiittel, vol'fen-bat-t* I (Ger)

Wolfratshausen,v6rfrilts-houz-en(Ger.)

Wolga, vbl'ga (Rus.) r.

Wollaston, wol'las-ton (N. Am.)

Wollerau. vdlle-rou (Switz.)

Woliin. vdl'len (Prus.)

Wollishofen, Ydlles-ndf-en (Switz.)

Wollomba, wol-lom'ba (Austral.) r.

Wollongong, wol-lon-gong' (Austral.)

Wolstanton, wu>stan'ton (Kng.)

Woluwe, vo-lo/va (Bel.)

Wolverhampton, wul - ver - haiup ' ton

(Eng.)

Wolverley, wul'ver-li (Kng.)

Wolverton, wul'ver-ton (Eng.)

Wombwell, wbm'bel (Eng.)

Woodstock, wud'stok (Eng.)

Wooler, wul'er (Eng.)

Woollya, wbllya (S. Am.}

Woolwich, wul'ich (Eng.)

Woonsocket, wbn-sok'et (U. S.)

Woosue, wb-su-a' (China}

Wootton Basset, wo'Un Itas'set (Eng.)

Worcester, wos'ter(Eng.)

Workington, werk'ing-tou (Eng.)

Worksop. werk'sop(Eng)

Wormeldingen,vor-merdfng-en(Neth.)

Wormhoudt, v6rm-hb'(Fr.)

Worms, vormz (Ger.)

Worsborough, wers'bu-ru (Eng.)

Worsley, wers'Ie(Eng.)

Worth, vetirt(Ger.)

Worthing, weVTHing (Eng.)

Wortley, wert'li (Eng.)

Woudnchem, vou'dre-chem (Neth.)

Wouw, vouv(>"eth.)

Woznesensk, voz-na-sansk'(Rus.)

Wrangell Land, rang'gel land (Arc. Oc.)

Wrekfn, rek'in (Eng.)

Wrexham, reks'am (Eng.)

Writtle, rit'tl (Eng.)

Wrockwardine, rok-warMIn (Eng.)

Wulur, wu-lbr'<Ind.)*.

Wunsiedel, vbn'z€-del (Ger.)

Wunzendake, wun'zen-da-ka (Jap. ) mt.

Wurda, wm/daCInd.)

Wurteniberg, vur'tem-berg (Ger.)

Wiirzburg, vurts'bbrg(Ger.)

Wurzen, vbVtsen (Ger.)

Wustani, wus-t&'ne (Eg.)

Wusterhausen, vbs'ter-houz-«i(Prns.)

Wyandot, wi'an-dot(U. S.)

Wyborg, ve1>org(Rua.)

Wycombe, wi'kom (Eng.)

Wye, wl (Eng.} r.

Wyenbash, ve an-bash (Rus.)

Wyk, wQk(Den.)

Wymondham or Wyndham, wi'mond-

ham or wind'am (Eng.)

Wynaad, wi-nad' (Ind.)

Wynegunga, win-gun'ga (Ind.) r.

Wyoming, wi-6'mfng (U. S.)

Wyre, wir(Eng.)r.

Wyvis, Ben, ben wi'vis (Scot) mt

X.

(For most Spanish names in X see

under J.)

Xalapa, cha-la'pa(Mex.)

Xamiltepec, cmVmeTte-pek(Mer)

Xaiiten, ksan'ten (Ger.)

Xarayes, eha-ra'yaa (Braz.) disL

Xativa. cha-te'vtt(Sp)

Xavier, San, sUn cha've-ar (S. Am.)

Xenia, ze'ni-a(U. S.)

Xenil, che-neT (Sp.)

Xeres, cher-es/(Sp.)

Xingu, shen'gb (Braz.) r.

Xulla, ksoTIa (East Arch.) islt.

Yablonoi. yab-lo-nb'e (Sib.) mts.

Yadkin, yad'kin (U. S.)

Yaguache, y&-gwa'chc (Ecuad.)

Yaila, yila (Rus.) rot

Yakima. yak'i-ma(l". S.)

Yakutsk, yli-kbtak' (Sib.)

Yamina, ya-me'na(Af.)

Yana. ya'na (Sib.) r.

Yanoan. ya-u&'on (Ind.)

Yandaboo, yan-da-bo'(Bur)

Yongtse-kiang,yang-tse-k&-ang'(China)

Yaniua, yan'i-na (Albania)

Yaoori, ya-b'rS (Cent Af. )

Yapura, ya-pu-ra' (S. Am.) r,

Yaqixi, ya-kC (Mex. ; Hayti)

Yaracui, ya-rft-kw8'(Venez.)

Yarkand, yar'kand (As.) r.

Yarmouth, yar'muth (Eng.)

Yaroslaf, ya-ro-slitf (Rus.)

Yarra Yarra, yiir'ra yitr'ra (Austral.) r.

Yarriba, yar're-ba (\V. At)

Yarrow, yar'ro (Scot.)

Yavapai, yav'a-pl (U. 8.)

Yavari, yii-va-re' (S. Am.)r.

Yazoo, ya-zb' (U. 8 )

Ybicui, e-be-kwtf (Urug.)

Yea, e'sa (Peru)

Yeadon, yVdon(Eng.)

Yeddo or Yedo, yedid (Jap.)

Yellala, yel-la'la (Af.)/af&

Yemen, yem'en (Ar.)

Yen! Bazar, ya'ne bazar' (Bosnia)

Yenidge, ya'ne-je (Tur.)

Yenikal^, ya-nC-kil'la (Rus.)*(. and/t

Yenisei, ye-nS-sa'e (Sib.) r.

Yeniseisk, ya-ne-sa'esk [Sib.)

Yeou, ya-b' (Cent At.) r.

Yeovil, yo'vil (Eng.)

Yeres, yar (Fr.) r.

Yesso, yes's6 (Jap. )

Yestor Beacon, yeVtor be'kon (Eng.)

mt.

Yetholm, yet'um (Scot)

Yezd, yezd (Per.)

Yezdikhast, yez-de-kasf (Per.)

Ylopango. e-16-pan'gd (Cent Am.)/.

Yokohama, yd-ko-ha'ma (Jap.)

Yola, yola (Cent At)

Yonkere, yongTcerz (U. S.)

Yoomadung, yb'ma-dung (Ind.) MM.

Yori, y6're (Rus.) r.

Yosemite, y6-sem'i-te (U. S.)

Youghall, ya'hal or y«l (Ir.)

Youghiogheny, yb-h6-gii'ni (U. S.) r.

Ypane, e-pa'ne (S. Am.)r.

Ypres (French) or Ypern (Flemish),

6'p*r, i'pern (Bel.)

Ypsilanti, ip-si-lan'ti (U. S.}

Yrieix, St., saft-te-re-a'(Fr)

Yser, e-sar" (Fr.) r.

Yssel. Ia's#l(Neth.)r.

Ysselmond, is'sel-mond (Xeth.)

Yssengeaux, Ss-sod-gd' (FY.)

Ystad. u'stad(Swe.)

Ystwith, ist'wlth (Wales) r.

Ythan, ith'an (Scot.) r.

Yucatan, yo-ka-tan' (Mex.)

Yukari Sobla, yb-ka're so'Ula (Rus.)

Yukon, ywlton (N. Am.) r.

Yunnan, ) tin-nan' (China)

Yunquera, yon-ke'rft (Sp.)

Yuritala, yb-re-ta1a(Riia.)

Yuthia, yb-thya' (Burm.)

Yuzgat, yoz'gat (Tur. )

Yverdon, e-var-dbft' (Switz.)

Yvetot, ev-ta'(Fr.)

Yvorne, 6-voni' (Switz.)

Z.

Zaamlam, zan'dam (Neth.)

Zaandijk, zan'dik (Neth )

Zabacano, za-ba-ka'no (W. Af.)

Zabara, za-bii'ra (Ar.) mt.

2^ibern, tsaT)em (Ger.)

Zacapa, sa-ka'pa (Cent. Am.)

Zacatapeques, sa-ka-ta-pe-kes' (Cent

Am.)

Zacatecas, sa-kS-te-kas' (\\v\ )

Zacatula. sa-ka-tbla (Slex.)

Zacualpan. sa-kwal-pan' (Mex.)

Zofaran-Boli. zaTA-ran-bdie (Tur.)

Zaffarano, tsa(-fa-ra'no(It.) c.

Zagarolo, dza-ga-rblb (It)

Zagazig, z*-ga-zetf'(Eg.)

Zagora, za'go-ra (Tur.)

Zanringen, tsa'ring-eu (Ger.)

Zalamea, tha-la-rne'U (Sp.)

Zalankoi, za-lan'ko-g (Rus.)

Zalathna, zo-lot'no (TninMl.)

Zaleszcyki, za-lash-che'ke (Aust Oal.)

Zambezi or Zambesi, zam b6'zi (Af.)

r.

Zamora, thtt-md'ra (Sp.); sa-mO'ra

(Mex.)

Zancara, than-ka'rft (Sp.) r.

Zanguebar, zan -ga-bar (Af.)

Zanskar, ziins-kar' (As.)

Zante, /an ta (Gr.) UL

Zanzibar, zan-ze-bar (Af.)

Zapatosa, sa-pa-to/sa(Cul.)2.

Zara, tsa'ra; Ital. pron. dzk'ra ' Dairaat.)

Zarafshan, za-rafshan" (Sib )

Zarskoe-Selo, tsar'sko a-sa-16" (Rus.)

Zaruma, sa-rb/m& (S. Am. )

Zbarasz, zba'rash (Auat. Gal.)

Zea, ze'a (Gr. ) UL

Zebayer, za-b&'yar (Red Sea) itU.

Zebid, za-bed' (Ar.)

Zeeland, za'Iant (Neth.)

Zehdenick. taa'd^-nek (Prus.)

Zehree, zech*re'(Beloock)

Zeijst, za'ist (Neth.)

Zeila, za'la(Af.)

Zeitun, za'tbn (Gr.) g.

Zelaya, se-lil'ya (Mex.)

Zellerield, tsal'ler-felt (Ger.)

Zelline, tsal-le'na fit} r.

Zempelburg, tsaropel-bbrg(Prus.)

Zemplin, zem-p!6n' (Hung )

Zenjan, zan-j an' (Per.)

Zerafshan. ze-riif'shan" (Sib.) r.

Zerbst, tsarbst (Ger.)

Zernagora. See Zmagora.

Zevenaar, za've-nar (Neth.)

Zevenhuizen, za-ven-hoiz'^n (Neth.)

Zeyla, za'la(Af)

Zezere, za-za'ra (Port.) r.

Zibello. tBe-bal'ld(It)

Ziegenhain, ts6'g^n-hin (Ger.)

Zillerthal, tael'ler-tal (Tyrol. )

Zimmerwald, tsem'mer-valt (Switz.)

Zips, zeps (Hung.)

Zircz. z€rts(Huiig.)

Zirknitz, tserk'nets (Aust.)

Zizers, tse'tserz (Switz.)

Zlatousk, zla-tosV (Rus.)

Zloczow, zlo'chov (Aust Gal.)

Znaim, tsnim (Aust)

Zoest, zbst(Neth-)

Zofingen. tso'flng-en (Switz )

Zonderelnde, zon'der-in-de (S. Af.)

mt$.

Zonnebeke, z6n-na-ba'ka (Bel )

Zonzonate, sou-sd-na'te (Cent Am.)

Zorita, th6-r€'ta (Sp )

Zouga, zb'ga (S. Af ) r.

Zmagora, ch^r-nac'6-ra (Eur.)

Zsarabek, zham'bek (Hung.)

Zubia, La, la tho'be-a (Sp >

Zug, tsbg (Switz.)

Zuider-Zee, zoi'der-za (Neth.)

Zuidlaren, zoidla-ren (Neth.)

Zujar. thb-Char' (Sp.)

Zulia, sblfia (Venez.)

Zullichau, tsni'le-chou (Prua)

Zulpich, tsul'pech (Prus.)

Zululand, zb'lb-land (S. Af.)

Zundert, Groot, grot zun'dert (Neth.)

Zurgena, thbr-che'na (Sp.)

Zurich, tsu'rech (SwiU.)

Zuruma, zu-rb'ma (Braz.) r.

Zutphen, zut'fen (Neth.)

Zuyder-Zee, zoi'der-za (Neth.)

Zvornik. zvor'nek (Tur.)

Zwarte-Berg, zvar'te-twrg (S. At) mt,

Zwartesluis, zvaVte-slois (Neth.)

Zweibriitken, tsvi'bruk-^n (Ger.)

Zweisimmen, tsvi's^ui-men (Swite.)

Zwellendam. zvel'len-dam (S. At)

Zwickau, tsvekTcou (Ger.)

Zwijndrecht, zvin'drecht (Neth)

Zwittau, tsvet'tou (Aust.)

Zwittawa, zv6t-tk'va (Aust)

Zwolle, zvolle (Neth.)

Zwyndrecht, zvin'iirecht (Bel.)

Zydaczow, z§*dach'ov (Aust)

Zyghur, zl-gur'(lnd.)

Zyria, ze'ri-a (Gr.) rot

Zytomir, zhGt-o-mer' (Rus.)

Fate, far, fat. fall;

j, job; y, yes;

me, met, her, golden; pine, pin; note, not. move;

Tu, fAen; th, thin; zh, azure. French, vue, bat;

tub, bull;

bluii, iitruf ;

oil, pound; ch. Main; g, go;

h, on. German, ch, nac/it



FOREIGN WORDS

WHICH FREQUENTLY FORM PARTS OF GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES,

WITH EXAMPLES OF THEIR USE.

A (Sw,), river, as in Tornea.

Aa (Dan. and I). ), river, as Groote A a, great

river (Holland).

Ab or Aub (Per.), water; as Doab, two rivers;

Punjaub, live rivers.

Abad (Per., Hind., Ac), house, town; as Ak-

barabad, town of Akbar; Hyderabad, town

of Hyder.

Abbas (Per), father; Abbasabad, paternal

town or abode.

Aber (Celt.), mouth of a river; Aberdeen,

town at the mouth of the Dee ; Aberavon,

mouth of the Avon.

Adel (G.), noble ; Adelsberg, noble's moun

tain; AdelBheiin, noble's home.

Agoa (Pg), Agua (Sp.), water; Agoa Fria,

cold water; Aguas Calientes, warm waters.

Ain (Ar.), a spring; Ain Moosa, spring of

Moses.

Ak (Turk.X white; Ak-Serai, white palace;

Ak-su, white river.

Al, El (Ar.), the or a; Alcantara, the bridge;

Alcazar, the palace.

Allah (Ar), God; Allahabad, town of God.

Alp, Alb (Celt.), an elevated place; Alpnach,

high waters.

Also (Hung), lower, opposite of Felstt, upper;

Also Lendva.

Alt (G.). old; Altdorf (or Altorf), old vil

lage; Altenkirchen, old churches.

Alta, Alto (Sp., It., Pg.), high; Tierra Alta,

high land (Sp).

Ard (Celt), high, height; Ardglass. green

height; Ardnamurchan, height of the great

headland.

Arl, Adler (G.), eagle; Arlberg, Adlerberg,

eagle's mountain.

Arroyo (Sp.), rivulet; Arroyo de Puerco, riv

ulet of the hog.

Au, Aue (G. ), meadow; Reichenau, rich

meadow; Goldene Aue, golden meadow.

Aven, Avon (Celt ), flowing water; Avonmore,

great water ; Strathaven, valley of the

river.

Bab (Ar., Chal-X gate, court; Bab-el-Mandeb,

gate of tears.

Baba (Turk. ), father; Babadagh, father moun

tain.

Bach (G.), brook, rivulet; Erlenbach, alder

brook ; Fisuhbach, fish brook ; Sehwarzen-

bach, black or dark brook.

Bad (G.), bath; Baden, the baths; Carlsbad,

Charles's bath.

Bahia (Sp., Pg.), bay; Bahia de Todos or

Santos, bay of all saints.

Bahr (Ar.), sea, river; Bahr Lut. sea of Lot,

the Dead Sea : Bahr-el-Abiad, the white

river (White .Vile).

Bal or Bally (Celt.), town; Ballinderry, town

of the oak wood ; Batlyclare, town on the

plain; Ballachulish, town on the strait.

Banya (Hung), a mine; Banya-Nagy, great

mine; Banya-FelsO, upper mine.

Bar (Hind.), country; Malabar, mountainous

country.

Bazar, B.iaar (Turk.), market town; Novi-

Bazar or Veen-Bazar, new market town.

Beau, Bel(Kr), beautiful; Boaulieu, beauti

ful place; Belmont, beautiful mountain.

Bela, Bielo (Bus), white; Belgrade, white

town; Bielaya, white stream.

Beled, Bilad (Ar.), country, town; Biledul-

gerid, country of dates.

Bello, Bella (It., Sp., ami Pg), beautiful;

Portobello, beautiful port.

Ben (Celt.), hill; Ben More, the great hill;

Ben Cruachan, the cone-shaped mountain;

Ben Macdhui, mountain of the black sow.

Bender (Turk., Per.), port; Bender-Abbaz

(Persia).

Berg(G. ). hill, mountain ; Carlsberg, Charles'B

hill ; Konjgsberg, king's hill ; Sehwarzen-

berg, black hill.

Beth (Heb.), house; Bethel, house of God;

Bethboron, house of the hollows; Bethle

hem, house of bread.

Blium, Bhoom (Hind.), land, country; Bir-

bhtim, land of heroes.

Bir (Ar.), well; Bir-es-Seba, well of seven

( = Beershel>a).

Bischof (OA bishop; Bischofsheim, bishop's

home; Bischofzell, bishop's cell.

Blanc, Blanche (Fr), white; Mont Blanc;

Deut Blanche, white tooth (mountain peak).

Blanco (Sp. ), white; Cabo Blanco, white

cape.

Bocca (It.), Boca (Sp., Pg.), mouth; Boca

Chica, little mouth.

Borg(Sw., Dan.), castle; Aalborg, eel town;

Frederiksborg.

Bosch (D. ), wood; Hertogenbosch, duke's

wood (Bois-le-duc).

Bouroun or Bournu (Turk.), cape; Narat-

Bourun, cape of tlrs.

Bruck, Briick (G), bridge; Innsbruck, the

bridge over the Inn; Zwelbrucken, the two

bridges.

Brugg (Swiss), bridge; Glattbrugg.

Bruun, Brunnen (<;.), welt; Schbnbrunn,

beautiful we)L

Bueno, Buena (Sp.), good; Buenos Ayres, fine

airs; Buena vista, fine view; Buenaventura,

good luck.

Burg (G. ), castle, fortifled place ; Rothenburg,

red castle; Augsburg, castle of Augustus.

By (Dan.), town; Sundby, town on the souud;

Ashby, ash town; Kirkby, church town.

Caer, Car (Celt), fortified place, fortifled

town ; Caer-Caradoc, fort of Caradoe or

Caractacus; Carnarvon, fort in Arvon.

Casa (Sp.), house; Casas-G ramies, the great

houses.

Cerro (Sp. ), mountain - peak, rugged hill;

Cerro de Pasco.

Chang and Chung (Chinese), middle; Chang-

choo-foo; Chang-ehueu.

Chow (Chinese), island, second-class city;

Hang-chow.

Cidade (Fg.), city; Cidade do Recife, city of

the reef.

Cinia (It), mountain-peak ; Cima Novo, new

peak.

Citta (It), city, town; Citta-di-Castello, town

of the castle.

Ciudad (Sp.), city; Ciudad Real, royal city;

Cludad-Rodrigo, city of Roderick.

Civita(It), town; Civita Veechia, old town.

Col (Fr), pass, elevated pass; Col de Geant,

giant's pass.

Croee (It.), cross; Santa Croce, the holy cross.

Croix (Fr.), cross; Sainte Croix, the holy

cross.

Cruz (Sp.). cross ; Vera Cruz, the true cross ;

Santa Cruz, the holy cross.

Cumbre (Sp.), mountain peak; Cumbres Al-

tas, the high peaks.

Czerna, Czerny, Cherni (Slav.), black; Czerna-

gora, the black mountain ( = Montenegro);

Czernamore, the Black Sea.

Dagh, Tagh (Per.. Turk.), mountain or moun

tain-range; Babadagh, father mountain.

Dal (Dan., Sw.), valley, dale; Dal Elf, valley

river.

Dam (D.), dam; Amsterdam, the dam of the

Amstel; Rotterdam, dam of the Rotte.

Daria, Darya (For.), sea, river; Amu Darya,

Sir Darya.

Diva, Diu (Hind.), island; the Maldives, Lac-

cadives.

Dun (Celt.), fort; Dundee, the fort on the Tay.

Eisen (G), iron; Eisenberg. iron mountain;

Eisenstadt, iron town.

El, Al (Ar.), the or a; El Kantara,the bridge.

See Al. (El is also Spanish for the.)

Elf (Sw). river; Gbta-Elf; Dai-Elf, river of

the dale.

Eski (Turk), old: Eski-Hissar, old castle;

Eski-Stambul, old Constantinople.

Feld (G ), field; Feldkirch. field church;

Hirschfeld, field of the stag.

Fels, Felsen (G.), rock; Drachenfels, dragon

rock.

Felso (Hung), upper; opposite of Als<5, lower;

Felso Lendva.

Fjeld or Field (Dan.), Fjall (Sw). mountain,

mountains, as the Drovrefjeld, the Fille-

fjeld.

Foo (Chinese), first-class city; Tse-nan-foo.

Frey, Frei (G.), free; Freiburg, free castle or

town.

Fried, Frieden (G.), peace ; Friedland, land

of peace.

Furst (G.)# prince; Furstenwalde, prince's

wood.

Gamla(Sw.),oId;GamlaKarleby, old Charles-

town.

Garh, Gurh, Ghur (Hind), castle; Futteh-

gurh, fort of victory.

Gawa (Japanese), river; Sakada-gawa; Sin-

ano-gawa.

Gebirge (G. ), mountains; Riesengebirgc,

giant mountains.

Ghaut, Ghat (Hiud.), a mountain pass, also a

landing-place or flight of steps on the side

of a river.

Giri (Hind.), mountains; Nilgiri (Neilgherry),

blue mountains.

Gora (Slav), mountain; Czernagora, black

mountain ( = Montenegro).

Gorod, Grad (Slav.), town; Novgorod, new

town.

Graf, Grafen(G.Y count; Grafenberg, count's

hill.

Grande (Sp., It., Pg.),great; Rio Grande, great

river.

Groote (D.), great; Groote Aa, great river.

Gross (G.), great; Gross-Glogau; Gross -BI-

beran.

Gunong (Malay), mountain; Gunong Tebur;

Guuoug Apt

Hafen (G), Havn (Dan.), port; Bremerhafen,

f>ort of Bremen; Kjbbenhavn, merchant's

laven (Copenhagen).

Hai (Chi), sea; Whang-hal, Hoang-hai, yel

low sea.

Ham, Hamn (Sw.), port; Carlshamn, Charles's

haven.

Haus (G.), house; Neuhaus, new house; Ober-

hausen, upper houses.

Havn (Dan.), port. See Hafen, Ham.

Hegy (Hung.), mountain; Hegy-allya.

Heilige, Heiligen (G.), holy, saint; Heiligen-

stadt, holy town.

Heim (G), home (=E. -ham); Bischofsheim,

bishop's home.

Hiuter (G.), hinder, lying behind; Hinter

Rhein, the name of a head -water of the

Rhine.

Hissar(Turk.), castle; Ak-nissar, white castle;

Kara-Hissar, black castle.

Ho (Chinese), river, canal; Hoang-ho, yel

low river; Pei-ho, white river.

Hoang (Chinese), yellow; Hoang-ho, yellow

river; Hoang-choo, yellow town.

Hoch (G), high; Hochkirch, high church;

Hochberg, high mountain.

Hof (G.), court, farm, estate; Hof-wyl.

Hohe (6 .). height; Hoheuzollern, the height

of the Zoller family.

Holm (Sw., Dan.), small island; Bornholm,

island of Burgiindians.

Hondo, Honda (Sp.), deep; Rio Hondo, deep

river.

lie. Isle (Fr), island; Belleisle, beautiful

island; Lisle (l'isle). the island.

Inver (Celt), mouth of a river; Inverness,

mouth of the Ness.

Irmak (Turk.), river; Kizil-Irmak, red river

(the ancient Halys).

Isola (It), Isla (Sp.), Ilha (Pg.), island; Isola

Bella, beautiful island; Ilha Grande, great

island.

Jebel, Djebel (Ar.), mountain; Jebel MooBa,

mount of Moses, the modern Arabic name

of Mt. Sinai; Gibraltar, corrupted from

Jebel al Tarik, mount of Tarik.

Jeni (Turk ), new. See Veni.

Jezireh (Ar.), island; Al Jezireh, the name

of the region between the Euphrates and

Tigris.

Kafir (Ar.), infidel; Kaflristan, land of in

fidels.

C
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Kaiser (O ), emperor ; Kaiserstuhl, emper

or's chair or throne; Kaiserstadt,emperor's

town.

Kale (Turk.), castle ; Yeui-kale, new castle ;

Kale Dagh, castle hill.

Kand, Khand, Kund (Hind.), land, country;

Khokand.land of mountains; Bundelkhand.

Kara (Turk.), hlack; Kara-Su, hlack river;

Kara-Hissar, black fortress.

Kiang (Chinese), river; Yang-tse-kiang, son

of the sea river; Ta-kiaug, great river; Pe-

kiang, north river.

Kil (Celt), cell, church; Kilpatrick, church

or cell of St. Patrick; Kilkenny, church of

St Kenny; Kildare, church of the oaks.

Kfn (Celt), head, upper part; Kiuloch, head

of the loch.

King (Chinese), town; Peking, northern city;

Nan-king, southern city.

Kio, Kei (Japanese), town ; Tokio, same as

Yedo.

Kirche (G.), church; Kirchdorf, church vil

lage; Kirchberg. church mountain; FUnf-

kirchen, five churches.

Kis(Huug ). little; Kis-barath; Kis-ber.

Kizil, Kysyl (Turk.), red; Kizil-Irmak, red

river; Kizil Kum, red sand (desert south

east of the Aral Sea).

Klein (O.), little; Klein-Glogau, as distin

guished from Gross-Glogau.

Koh, Knit (Per.), mountain; Htndu-koh, In

dian mountain.

Ko), Kul (Tart.), lake; Kara Kul, black lake;

Issikol or Issikul.

Kbnig (G), king; Kbnigsberg, king's moun

tain.

Kopf (G.), head; Schneekopf, snow-head,

snow-capped mountain.

Kbping(Duu., Sw.), market-town; Nykbping,

new market-town.

Krasnoe (Rus), pretty; Krasnoe-selo, pretty

village.

Krasuoi (Rus.), red; Krasnoiarsk, town of

the red cliff.

Krels(G), circle, district forming an admi

nistrative division.

Lago fit.. Sp . Pg.), lake; Logo Maggiore, the

greater lake.

Laguna (It, Sp), marsh, lagoon.

Langen, Linge (G.), long; Laugenberg, long

mountain.

Lauter (G.), clear; Lauterbrunnen, clear

fountains.

Levante(It.), east, eastern region; hence the

Levant.

Licht (<;.), light; LilIi tenate in, clear stone or

rock.

Lieu (Fr.), place; Beaulieu, fine place.

Maha (Hind.), great; Mahanadi, Mahanuddy,

great river.

Mark (G. ), boundary, march; Markdorf, boun

dary village.

Mark (Scand.), territory; Lappmark, terri

tory of the Lapps.

Markt (O.). market; N'eumarkt, new market;

Markt Oberhausen.

Mavros, Mavron, MavTO (Gr ), black; Mavron

Oros, black mountain; Mavropotainos,

black river.

Meer (G.), sea; Schwarzes Meer, the Black

Sea.

Meer (D.), lake; Borkuraer Meer, lake of

Borkum; Sneeker Meer, lake of Sneek.

Mer(Fr.), sea; Mer Morte, the Dead Sea.

Mezo, Mead (Hung.), field; Mezb-Cereny, Ac.

Mittel (G.), middle; Mittelwalde, middle

wood, &c.

Mond, Monde (D.). mouth ; Dendermonde,

town at the mouth of the Dender.

More (Celt.), great; Glen More, the great glen;

Ben More, the great mountain.

Miihl ((J.), mill; Altmuhl, the old mill;

Miihlhauseu, mill-houses.

Mund (G.), mouth; Warnemunde, town at

the month of the Waniow.

Minister (G.), monastery, minster; MUnster-

berg. minster mountain.

Nagor, Nagar, Nuggur(Hind), town; Ahmed-

nagar, town of Ahmed.

Nagy(Hung), great; Nagy-Varad, same as

Grosswardein.

Nahr (Ar.), river; Nahr el Asy, the Orontes

(in Syria).

Nan (Chinese), southern; Nan-king, southern

city (opposite of Pe-king).

Negro (It.. 8p.. Pg.), black; Rio Negro, black

river; Negro-Cerro, black mountain.

Neu (G.), new; Neuhaus, new house; Neu-

brunn, new fountain.

Nevailo or Nevada (Sp.), snowy; Sierra Ne

vada, snowy chain of mountains.

Nieder(G-), lower; Nfederbronn, lower well;

Niederlande, the Netherlands.

Nieuw, Nieu (D.), new; Nieuwpoort, Nieu-

port, new port.

Nijnei, Nizhnei (Rus.), lower; Nijnei-Nov-

gorod.

Nor(Mong.), lake; Koko Nor; Lob Nor.

Nov, Novoi, Novaia (Rus), new; Novgorod,

new town; Novol-Cherkosk; Novaia Seinlia

(Nova Zerabla).

Nuevo, Nueva (Sp.), new; Villa Nueva, new

town.

Nuovo, Nuova (It.), new.

Ny (Sw.), new; Nyborg, new town; Nykbp-

iug, new market.

6(Hun$), old; 6-Becse.

0, Oe, oe (Dan., Sw), island; Sands, sand

island; Samsb, Lessb.

Ober (G.), upper; Oberkirch, upper church;

Ober Glogau.

Ola, Oola (Mongolian), mountain; Bogdo-

Oola, holy mountain.

Oost ( D. >. east ; Oostburg, east town ; Oost-

winkel, east angle or bend.

Ost, Oster, C&ster (G.), east; Oesterreich,

eastern empire, Austria.

Ostrog (Rus.), fortress, as the town Ostrog In

Volhynia.

Oud, Oude (D.), old; Oudenbosch, old wood;

Oudewater, old water.

Ozero (Rus.), lake; Bielozersk, town on Lake

Bielo.

Pat.tin (Hind.), town; Seringapatam.town of

Sriringa or Vishnu.

Pe (Chinese), north, northern ; Peking, the

northern city.

Pei (Chinese), white; Pei-ho, the white river.

Pico (Sp., Pg.), mountain-peak; Pico de Tene-

rife, Peak of Teneriffe.

I'iz (Rumonsh), mountain-peak ; = It. ptzzo,

Sp. pico

Pol, Poli, Polis, PIe(Gr., Rus., Turk ), town;

Sevastopol, city of Augustus ; Tripoli, the

three cities; Nicopolis, city of victory;

Constantinople, city of Constantine.

Pont (Fr.), Ponte (It. and Pg.), Puente (Sp.),

bridge; Pont -du- Chateau, bridge of the

castle; Ponte-San-Pietro, St Peters bridge.

Poor, Pore, Pur (Hind.), town; Cawnpoor,

city of the khan or chieftain; Jeypoor, Jy-

poor, city of victory.

Porto (It, Pg.), harbour; Portobello, beauti

ful harbour.

Potamos, Potamo (Gr.), river; Mavropotamo,

black river.

Puebla (Sp.), village, town; Puebla Nueva,

new village or town.

Puerto (Sp.), harbour; Puerto Rico, rich port,

Porto Rico.

Pulo (Malay), island ; Pulo Penang, Areca

Island, Penang or Prince of Waler Island.

Quebrada (Sp.), ravine, gorge.

Ras (Ar. ), cape, promontory; Ras-el-had,

cape of danger; Ras-el-Abiad, white cape.

Reich (G.), kingdom, monarchy, dominion;

Oesterreich, Austria,

Rio (Sp., Pg.), river; Rio Grande, great river;

Rio Negro, black river; Kntre Rios, pro

vince lying between the rivers.

Roth (G.), red ; Rothwasser, red water; Roth-

enburg, red castle; Rothenthurm, red

tower.

Rud, Rood (Per.), river; Heri-rud, Kash-rud,

Keshefrud.

Saki, MisakI (Japanese), cape; Idsumo sakl;

Kona-saki.

Salinas (SpA salt lakes or pools.

Salz (G.), salt; Salzburg, salt castle, castle on

the Sal/a or salt stream.

San, Santo, or Santa (Sp., Pg., It), saint;

San-Juan, San-Miguel, Santo -Domingo,

Santa-Rosa.

Schnee (G), snow; Schneekopf, snow-head,

snow-capped mountain.

Schwarz (G.), black; Schwarzwald, the Black

Forest

See (G.), lake; Bodensee, the Lake of Con

stance; Thunersee, the Lake of Thun.

Serai, Sarai (Turk), palace; Ak-Serai, white

palace ; Baktchi-serai, palace of the gar

dens.

Serra (Pg), Sierra (Sp.), mountain range;

Sierra Nevada, snowy range; Sierra Mo-

rena, black range.

Shan (Chinese). niuuutahi;Thian-Shan, moun

tains of heaven.

8hehr(Turk., Per.), city, house; Eski-Shehr,

old city.

Si (Chinese), west; Sl-Hai, western sea.

Sima (Japanese), island ; Tsu-Sima, Tanega-

Sima, Ac.

Sk (Rus.X town; Irkutsk, town on the Irk tit;

Tobolsk, towu on the Tobol.

Ski. Skoi, Skoe. Skaia (Rus), cape; Chukot-

skoi, Kromskaia

Snee (Dan., Sw.), snow; Sneehictten, Sne-

hatta, snow-bat, snow-capped mountain.

Sneeuw (D.), snow; Sueeuwbcrgen, snowy

mountains.

Soder (Sw.), south; Sbderhamn, south haven.

Stadt (G), Stad (Dan., Sw., and I).), town,

Friedrichstadt, Frederikstad, Frederick's

town.

Stan (Per.), country; Afghanistan, land of

the Afghans; Hindustan, land of the Hin

dus.

Stanitza (Rus.), village, place of encamp

ment.

Stein (O. ), stone, rock; Ehrenbreitstein.

broad stone of honour; Lahustein, stone

of the Lahn. .

Stor (Sw.), great; 8tor A, the great river;

Stor Skar, great island.

8u or Soo (Turk.), lake, river; Ak-su, white

river; Kara-su, black water.

Sul (Pg.), south; Rio Grande do Sul, grand

river of the south.

Szent (Hung.), saint; Szent-Benedck, Saint

Benedict.

Sziget (Hung.), island, island town, town at

the confluence of rivers.

Ta, Tai(Chinese). great; Ta-Kiang, greatrlver,

a name of the Yang-tse; Tai-Hu, great lake.

Tag or Tagh (Turk., Per.), mountain ; Agri-

Tagh, a name of Mount Ararat. Dagh is

another form of this word.

Tanjong (Malay), cape, point; Tanjong Datu,

and other capes in Borneo.

Tau (Turk.), mountain; Koshtan-Tau, one of

the peaks of Caucasus.

Tell(Ar.), hill; Tell-el-Kebir, great hill; Tell-

es-Sulleh; Tell-Hamar, Ac.

Terra (Pg., It), Tierra (Sp.), earth, land;

Terra or Tierra del Fuego, land of fire;

Tierra Caliente, hot country.

Thai (G.), valley ; Rheiuthal, valley of the

Rhine; Langeuthal, long valley.

Thian (Chinese), heaven; Tinan-Shan, moun

tains of heaven.

Uj (Hung. ), new; ITj-Becse or Turkisch-Becse.

Unter (G.), under, lower; Unterwalden,

under or below the woods; Unter Ammer-

gau.

Ust (Rus), mouth; Ust-Ischma, town at the

mouth of the Ischma,

Val (It.), valley; Val d'Arno, valley of the

Arno.

Valle (Sp., It., Pg.), valley; Valle Hennoso,

beautiful valley; Rio del Valle, river of

the valley.

Var, Varos (Hung ), fortress, town; Temes-

var, castle or fortress on the river Teinea.

Vecchio, Vecchia (It), old; Porto Vecchio,

old port; Civita Vecchia, old city.

Veld (D), field; Roggeveld, field or plain of

rye.

Velikf (Rus), great; Veliki-Luki.

Verkhni, Verchne (Rus.), upper; Verkhni-

Karatschatsk.

Villa (It., Sp., Pg.), town; Villa Nova, Villa

Nuova, new town.

Viile (Fr.), town; Villeneuve, new town, Ab

beville, abbot's town.

Vorder (G \ in front; Vorderrheln. one of the

head-waters of the Rhine.

Wady (Ar.), valley, a valley with a river In

it. a river; Wady Moosa, valley of Moses;

Wad-el-Kebir, great river (hence Guadal

quivir).

Wald (G.), forest; Schwarzwald, the Black

Forest.

Weller (G.), village; Badenweller, village of

baths.

Weiss (G), white; Weisskirch, white church;

WeisBenburg, white castle.

Wiese (G.), meadow; Wiesenthal, meadow

valley.

Yama (Japanese), mountain; Fusi-Yaxna,

the great mountain.

Yeni(Turk.),new; Y'eni-Bazar ( = Novibazar),

new market

Zee (D), sea; Zulder Zee, the south sea (aa

distinguished from the North Sea or Ger

man Ocean).

Zuid (1».), south; Zuidland, south land.

Zwart, Zwarte(D.). black; Zwarte-berg the

black mountain.



WORDS, PHRASES, NOTEWORTHY SAYINGS,

AND COLLOQUIAL EXPRESSIONS,

FROM THE LATIN, THE GREEK, AND MODERN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES, MET WITH IN

CURRENT ENGLISH.

d bos. [Fr.] Down, down with.

Ab extra. (L ] From without.

Ab incunabilti. [L.] From the cradle.

Ab initio. [L ] From the beginning.

d bon chat, bon rat. [Fr.] To a good cat, a

?;ood rat; well attacked and defended; tit

or tat; a Rowland for an Oliver.

d ban marchf. [Fr.] Cheap; a good bargain.

Ab origin*. [L.] From the origin or begin

ning.

Ab ovo. [L.] From the egg; from the begin

ning.

Ab ovo usque ad mala. [L.] From the egg to

the apples (as in Roman banquets); from

first to last; from beginning to end.

d bras ouvcrts. [Fr.] With open arms.

Absence d esprit. [Fr.] Absence of mind.

Absens hceres non crit. [L. ] The absent one

will not be the heir ; out of sight out of

mind.

Absit invidia. [L.] Let there be no ill-will;

envy apart.

Ab una disce omnes. [L.] From one specimen

judge of all the rest; from a single instance

infer the whole.

Ab urbe eonditd. [L] From the building of

the city; i.e. Rome.

A capite ad calcem. [L.] From head to heel.

d chaque saint sa chandelle. [Ft.] To each

saint his candle; honour where honour 1b

due.

d ckeval. [Fr.] On horseback.

a eompte. [Fr.] On account; in part pay

ment.

d convert. [Fr.] Under cover; protected;

sheltered.

A eruce salus. [L] Salvation from the cross.

Ad arbitrium. [L] At pleasure.

Ad calendas Groscas. [L] At the Greek ca

lends; i.e. never, as the Greeks had no

calends.

Ad captandttm vulgus. [L.] To attract or

please the rabble.

A Deo et rege [L ] From God and the king.

Ad eundem gradum. [L.] To the same rank

or degree.

d deux mains. [Ft.] For two hands; two-

handed; having a double office or employ

ment.

Ad extremum. [L.] To the extreme; at last.

Adfinem. [L] To the end.

Ad gwstum. [L.] To one's taste.

Ad kominem. [L] To the man; to an indi

vidual's interests or passions; personal.

A die. I L ] From that day.

Adieu, la voiture; adieu, la boutique. [Ft.]

Farewell, carriage; farewell, shop: it's all

over.

Ad infinitum. [L.] To infinity.

Ad interim. [L.] In the meanwhile.

Ad internecionem. [L.] To extermination.

d discretion. [Fr.] At discretion; unre

stricted.

Ad libitum. [L] At pleasure.

Admodum. [L.] After the manner of.

Ad nauseam. [L.] To diBgust or satiety.

Adpatres. [L] Gathered to his fathers; dead.

Ad referendum. [L.] For further considera

tion.

Ad rem. [L] To the purpose; to the point.

d droite. [Fr.] To the right.

Adscriptus glebos. [L.] Attached to the soil

Adsum. [L.J I am present; here!

Ad summum. [L.] To the highest point or

amount

Ad unmiem. [L.] To the nail; to a nicety;

exactly; perfectly.

Ad unum omnes. [L.] All to a man.

Ad utrumque paratus. [L.J Prepared for

either case.

Ad valorem. [L.] According to the value.

Ad vita in out culpam. [L.] For life or fault;

i.e. till some misconduct be proved.
Advivum. [L ~J ro the life.

jfigrescit m^\°^x [L.] It becomes worse

from themorepo o^edies used.

jEqnabi'/duciSUo, x.xur. [L.J Equably and

diligfi/orfifiL.J i-'oo

JEquoide. \ an equable mind.

AVre perennius. [L.] More lasting than brass;

everlasting.

AVtatis suae. [L] Of his or her age.

Affaire d'amour. [Fr.] A love affair.

Affaire d'honneur. [Fr.] An affair of honour;

a duel.

Affaire du caeur. [FY.] An affair of the heart

a fin. [Fr ] To the end or object

d/ond. [Fr.] To the bottom; thoroughly.

A fortiori. [L.] With stronger reason.

d gauche. [Ft] To the left.

dgenoux. [Fr.] On the knees.

Age quod agis. [L] Attend to what you are

about.

Agnus Dei. [L.] The Lamb of God.

d grand*frais. [Fr.] At great expense.

>'i haute mix. [Ft] Aloud.

dhuisclos. [Fr.] With closed doors; secretly.

Aide tai, et le Ciel t'aidera. [Fr.] Help your

self, and Heaven will help you.

d ['abandon. [Fr.] Disregarded; left uncared

for.

d la belle itoile. [Ft.] Under the Btara; in

the open air.

d la bonne heure. [Fr.] Well timed; in good

or favourable time.

d I'abri [Fr.] Under shelter.

d la campagne. [Fr.] In the country,

d la dirobie. [Ft.] By stealth.

d la Francatie. [Fr.] After the French

mode.

d la mode. [Fr] According to the custom

or fashion.

d la Tartuffe. [Fr] Like Tartuffe, the hero

of a celebrated comedy by Moliere; hypo

critically.

dl'envi. [Fr] Emulously.

Alere fiammam. [L.] To feed the flame.

Alfresco. [It] In the open air; cool.

d limproviste. [Fr.] On a sudden; unawares.

AUez-vous-en. [Fr.] Away with you.

AUons. [Fr] Let us go; come on; come.

Alpiu. [It] At most

Alter ego. [L.] Another self.

Alter-idem. [L.] Another exactly similar.

Alter ipse amicus. [L ] A friend is another self.

Alterum tantum. [L.1 As much more.

d main arm^e. [Ft.] With force of arms.

A maximis ad minima. [L.] From the great

est to the least.

dme de boue. [Fr.] A soul of mud; a base-

minded creature.

Amende honorable. [Fr. ] Satisfactory apology ;

reparation.

dmerveille. [Ft] To awonder; marvellously.

Amicus humani generis. [L.] A friend of hu

manity.

Amicus usque ad aras. [L.] A friend even to

the altar; i.e. to the last extremity.

A,i" de cour. [Ft.] A false friend; one not

to be depended on.

Amor patriae. [L.] Love of country.

Amour propre. [Fr.] Self-love; vanity.

Ancienrfrnme. [Fr.] The ancient or former

order of things.

Anguis in herba. [L.] A snake in the grass.

Animo et fide. [L] By or with courage and

faith.

Anno cetatti suae. [L.] In the year of his or

her age.

Anno Christi. [L.] In the year of Christ

Anno Domini. [L.] In the yearof our Lord.

Anno mundi. [L.] In the year of the world.

Anno urbis conditoz. [L] In the year from

the time the city (Rome) was built.

Annus rnirabilti. [L.] Yearof wonders; won

derful year.

Ante bellum. [L.] Before the war.

Ante lucem. [L.] Before light.

Ante meridiem. [L.] Before noon.

d outrance. [Ft.] To the utmost; to extre

mities; without sparing.

a pas de qiant. [Fr.] With a giant's stride.

d perte de vue. [Fr.] Till beyond one's view;

out of sight

dpcuprts. [Ft.] Nearly.

dpied. [Fr] On foot

d point [Ft.] To a point; just in time; ex

actly right

A posse ad esse. [L.] From possibility to

reality.

A prima vista. [It] At first sight

d propos de bottes. [Fr.] Apropos to boots;

without reason; foreign to the subject or

purpose : applied to any absurd colloca

tion of ideas or subjects.

d propos de rien. [Ft.] Apropos to nothing;

without a motive; for nothing at all.

Aqua vitce. [L.] Water of life; brandy; al

cohol.

Arbiter elegantiarum. [L.] A judge or su

preme authority in matters of taste.

Arcana cosiest ia. [L.] Secrets of Heaven.

Arcana imperii. [L.] State secrets; the mys

teries of government

Ardentia verba. [L.] Words that burn; glow

ing language.

Argent comptant. [Ft.] Ready money.

Argumentum ad crumenam. [L] An argu

ment to the purse; an appeal to interest.

Argumentum ad hominem. [L.] An argu

ment to the individual man; i.e. to his in

terests and prejudices.

Argumentum ad ignorantiam. [L.] An argu-

gument founded on an adversary's ignor

ance.

Argumentum ad invidiam. [L.] An argu

ment appealing to low passions.

Argumentum ad judicium. [L.] Argument

appealing to the judgment

Argumentum ad verecundiam. [L.] Argu

ment appealing to modesty.

Argumentum bacuiinum. [L.] The argument

of the cudgel; appeal to force.

Ariston metron. [Gr] The middle course is

the best; the golden mean.

Arriere pens4e. [Fr.] Hidden thought; men

tal reservation.

Ars est celare artem. [L.] It is true art to

conceal art.

Ars Umga, vita brevti. [L.] Art is long, life is

short.

Artium magister. [L ] Master of Arts.

Asinusad tyram. [L.] An ass at the lyre;

an awkward fellow.

d tort et d trovers. [Ft.] At random; with

out consideration.

At spes nonfracta [L] But hope is not yet

crushed or dispelled.

Au bout de son Latin. [Fr.] At the end of

his Latin; to the extent of his knowledge.

Au contraire. [Fr] On the contrary.

Au courant. [Fr.] Fully acquainted with

matters.

Au dUespoir. [Ft.] In despair.

Audialterem partem. [!,.] Hear the other side.

Aufait. [Ft.] Well acquainted with; expert.

Au pis aUer. [Fr.] At the worst

Aurca mediocritas. [L.] The golden or happy

mean.

Au reste. [Fr.] As for the rest.

Au revoir. [Fr.] Adieu until we meet again.

Aussitdt dit, aussitdt fait [Fr.] No sooner

said than done.

Autant d'hommes, autant d'avis. [Fr.] So

many men, so many minds.

Aut Casar aut nullus. [L.] Hither Ceesar or

nobody.

Aut vincere autmori. [L] Either to conquer

or to die; death or victory.

Aux amies. [Fr] To arms.

Auxilium ab alto. [L.] Help from on high.

Am nt propos. [Ft.] Preliminary matter;

preface.

A verbis ad verbera. [L. ] From words to blows.

Avito viret honore. [L.] He flourishes upon

ancestral honours.

d volonte'. [Fr] At pleasure.

A vostra salute. [It] \

d votre sante. [Fr.] V To your health.

A vuestra salud. [Sp,]J

Bos bleu. [Fr] A blue-stocking; a literary

woman.

Beata* memorio?. [L] Of blessed memory.

Beaux esprits. [Ft.] Men of wit; gay spirits.

Bel esprit. [Fr.] A person of wit or genius;

a brilliant mind.
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Bella! horrida beUa! [L ] Wars! horrid want

Belhtm internecinum. [L.] A war of exter

mination.

Bene orasse est bene studuisss. [L.] To have

prayed well is to have studied welL

Ilea trovato. [It] Well invented.

Bite noire. [Fr] A black beast; a bugbear.

1.1 is- dat qui eito dat. [L] He gives double

who gives quickly or seasonably.

Bin peccare in bello non licet [L.] To blun

der twice in war is unallowable.

Bis pueri senes. [L ] Old men are twice boys.

Bon ami. [Fr.] Good friend.

Bon ffri, mat gri. [Fr.] With good or ill

grace; willing or unwilling.

Bon jour, [Fr.] Good day; good morning.

Bonne et belle, [Fr.] Good and handsome.

Bonne foi. [Fr.] Good faith.

Bonsoir. [Fr.] Good evening.

BreveU. [Fr.] Patented.

Brevi mantt. [L] With a short hand; off

hand; extemporaneously.

Brutum Julmen. [L.] A harmless thunder

bolt.

Cadit quatstio. [L ] The question falls; there

is no further discussion.

Caeca est invidia. [L. ] Envy is blind.

Castera desunt [L.] The rest is wanting.

Casteris paribus. [L.] Other things being

equal

Candida Pax. [L.] White-robed Peace.

Cantate Domino. [L.] Sing to the Lord.

Carpe diem. [L.] Enjoy the present day;

embrace the opportunity; improve time.

Casus belli. [L.] That which causes or justi

fies war.

Causa sine qud non. [L.] An indispensable

cause or condition.

Cedant anna togas. [L.] Let arms yield to

the gown ; let military authority yield to

the civil power.

Ce n'est que le premier pas qui coftte. [Fr.]

It is only the first step that is difficult.

Centum. [L] A hundred.

C est a dire. [Fr.] That is to say.

Cest une autre chose. [Fr.] That's quite an

other thing.

Ceteris paribus. [L] Otherthings being equal.

Chacun d son go&t. [Fr.] Everyone to his

taste.

Chacun tire de son cdte. [Fr.] Every one in

clines to his own side.

Chapclle ardente. [Fr.] The room where a

dead body lies in state.

Chemin defer. [Fr.] Iron road; a railway.

Chcre amis. [Fr] A dear (female) friend ; a

mistress.

Chesard,sard. [It] Whatever will be, will

be.

Cheval de bataille. [Fr ] A war-horse; main

dependence or support

Chi tace confessa. [It] He who keeps silence

confesses.

CigU. [Fr] Here lies.

Circuittis verborum. [L.] A circumlocution.

Circulus in probanda. [L.] A circle in the

proof ; using the conclusion aa one of the

arguments.

Clarior e tenebris. [L.] Brighter from ob

scurity.

Clarum et venerabile nomen. [L.] An illus

trious and venerable name.

Coslebs quid again t [L] Being a bachelor,

what shall I do?

Cogito, ergo sum. [L] I think, therefore I

exist

Comita* inter gentes. [L.] Politeness between

nations.

Commeilfaut. [Fr.] As it should be.

Commune bonum. [L.] A common good.

Communibus annis. [L] On the annual

average.

Communi consensu. [L] By common consent.

Compagnon de voyage. [Fr.J A travelling

companion.

Compte rendu, [Fr.] An account rendered;

a report

Conamore. [It] With love; very earnestly.

Concours. [Fr.] Competition; contest, as for

a prize.

Con diligenza. [It] With diligence.

Conditio sine q\ul non. [L.] A necessary con

dition.

Condolore. [It] With grief.

Conjunctis viribus. [L.J With united powers,

^onquiesca'

in peace.

Conquiescat in pace.

[LI Wi

. [L] JMay he or she rest

Conseil de famille. [Fr.] A family consul

tation.

Conseil d'etat. [Fr.] A council of state; a

privy-council.

Consensus facit legem. [L.] Consent makes

the law.

Comilto et animis. [L] By wisdom and

Consilio et prudentia. [L ] By wisdom and

prudence.

Constantia et virtute, [L.] By constancy and

virtue.

Consuetudo pro lege servatur. [L.] Custom is

held or observed as a law.

Contra bonos mores. [L. ] Against good man

ners.

Copia verborum. [L. ] Rich supply of words.

Coram nobis, [L] Before us; in our presence.

Coram non judice. [L ] Not before the pro

per judge.

Cordon sanitaire. [Fr.] A line of guards to

prevent the spreading of contagion or pes

tilence.

Coup. [Fr.] A stroke.—Coup d'essai, a first

attempt—Coup d'ttat, a sudden decisive

blow in politics; a stroke of policy—Coup

de grace, a finishing stroke. —Coup de main,

a sudden attack or enterprise.— Coup de

maltre, a master-stroke. — Coup d'osil, a

rapid glance of the eye.—Coup de pied, a

kick.—Coup de plume, a literary attack.—

Coup de soleil, sunstroke. —Coup de thidtre,

a theatrical effect

Courage sans peur. [Fr.] Courage without

fear.

Coute qu'il coute. [Fr.] Let it cost what It

may.

Credat Judeeus ApeUa. [L.] Let Apella, the

superstitious Jew, believe it

Crede quod habes, et habes. [L.] Believe that

you have it, and you have it

Credo quia absurdum. [L.] I believe because

it is absurd.

Crescit eundo. [L] It increases by going.

Crescit sub ponders virtus [L.] Virtue in

creases under an imposed burden orweight

Crux criticorum. [L ] The puzzle of critics.

Crux mathematicorum. [L.] The puzzle of

mathematicians.

Crux medicorum. [L] The puzzle of physi

cians.

CuculUis nonfacit monachum. [L] The cowl

does not make the friar.

Cui Fortuna ipsa cedit. [L. ] To whom For

tune herself yields.

Culpam poena premit comes. [L.] Punish

ment follows hard upon crime.

Cum grano salts. [ I.. ] With a grain of salt;

with some allowance.

Cum privilegio. [L.] With privilege.

Curiosa felicitas. [L.] Nice felicity of ex

pression; a felicitous tact.

Currents calamo. [L.] With a running or ra

pid pen.

Da locum mclioribus. [L.] Give place to your

betters.

Dame d'honneur. [Fr.] Maid of honour.

Damnant quod non intelligunt. [L.] They

condemn what they do not comprehend.

Dare pondus fumo. [L] To give weight to

smoke; to give importance to trifles.

Data et accepta. [L.] Expenditures and re

ceipts.

Date obolum Belisario. [L,] Give a copper to

Belisarius.

Davus sum, non (Edipus. [L.] I am Davus,

not GSdipus; I am no conjurer, I cannot

solve the question.

De ban augure. [Fr.] Of good omen.

De bonne grdce. [Fr.] With good grace; will

ingly.

Dcceptio visus. [L.] An optical illusion.

Dccori decus addit avito. [L j He adds hon

ours to ancestral honours.

De die in diem. [L.] From day to day.

D'gagi. [Fr.] Free; easy; unconstrained.

De gaietf de ccexir. [Fr.] Sportively.

De gustibus non est disputandum. [L.] There

is no disputing about tastes.

Deigratid. [L.J By the grace of God.

De jure. [L.J From the law; by right.

Delenda est Carthago. [L] Carthage must

be blotted out, or destroyed.

De mat en pis. [Fr.] From bad to worse.

De minimis non curatur, [L.] No notice is

taken of trifles.

De mortuis nil nisi bonum. [L.] Say nothing

but pood of the dead.
De■ nihUo nihil jit. [L.J Of nothing nothing

is made.

De novo. [L.] Anew.

Deo adjuvants, non timendum. [L.] God

assisting, nothing is to be feared.

Deo date. [L.l Give to God

Deo duce. [L.J God for my leader.

Deofavente. [L. ] With God'8 favour.

Deo gratias. [L] Thanks to God.

Deojuvante. [L.J With God's help.

Deo uwnente. [L] God giving warning.

Deo, nonfertumi. [L.J From God, notfortune.

Deo volente. [L.J God willing; by God's will.

Deprofundis. [L.] Out of the depths.

Desagrcrnent. [Fr.] Something disagreeable.

Desipere in loco. [L] To jeat at the proper

time.

Desunt castera. [L.] 'Hie remainder is wanting.

Dieu est touiours pour Us plus gros bataillons.

[Fr.] God is always on the side of the

largest battalions; the largest army has the

best chance of victory.

Dieu et mon droit. [Fr.] God and my right

Dieu vous garde. [Fr.] God protect you.

Dii majorum gentium. [L.J The gods of the

superior class; the twelve superior gods.

DUpenates. [L.] Household gods.

Disalto. [It] By steps or leaps.

Disjecta membra. [L] Scattered remains.

Docendo dieimus. [L] We learn by teaching.

Dolce far niente. [It] Sweet doing-nothing;

sweet idleness.

Dominus vobiscum. [L. ] The Lord be withyoa

Domus et plaeens uxor. [L] A house and

pleasing wife.

Dover la pilule. [Ft.] To gild the pill

Dulce Domum. [L,] Sweet homeward ! from

the song sung by the students of Winches

ter College at the close of the term.

Dulce et decorum est pro patruX mori. [L]

It is sweet and glorious to die for one's

country.

Dum spiro, spero. [L. ] While I breathe I hope,

Dum tacent, clamant. [L.] While they are

silent, they cry out

Dum vivimus, vivamus. [L.] While we live,

let us live.

Durante vitd. [L.] During life.

Edition deluxe. [Fr.] A splendid and expen

sive edition of a book.

Ejtamma cibum petere. [L.J To get food out

of the fire; to live by desperate means.

Ego et rex mevs. [L.] I and my king.

Eheu!fugaces labuntur anni. [L.] Alas! the

fleeting years glide by.

Elapso tempore. [L. ] The timehaving elapsed.

En ami. [Fr] As a friend.

Enarriere. [Ft.] In the rear; behind; back.

En attendant. [Fr.] In the meantime.

En avant. [Fr.] Forward.

En badinant. [Ft.] In sport: in jest.

En cucros or En cueros vivos. [Sp.] Stark

naked; without clothing.

En dtshabiUi. [Fr.] In undress.

En Dieu est ma fiance. [Ft.] In God Is my

trust '

En Dieu est tout [Ft.] In God is alL

Eneffet. [Fr] In effect; substantially; really.

EnfamiUe. [Fr.] With one's family; in ado

rnestic state.

Enfant gdle". [Ft.] A spoiled child.

Enfants perdus. [Ft.] Lost children; in znttiL

a forlorn hope.

Enfant trouve". [Fr.] A foundling.

Enjin. [Fr.] In short; at last; finally.

En grande tenue. [Fr.] In full dress.

Enplcinjour. [Fr.] In broad day.

En queue. [Fr.] In the rear; behind.

Enrapport [Ft.] In harmony; in agreement;

in relation.

En regie. [Fr.] According to rules; in order.

Enrevanche. [Fr.] In requital; in return.

En route. [Fr.] On the way.

En suite. [Fr.] In company; in a Bet.

Entente cordials. [Ft.] Cordial understand

ing, especially between two states.

Entourage. [Fr.] Surronndings; adjuncts.

Entre deuxfevx. [Ft.] Between two fires.

Entre deux vins. [Fr.] Between two wines;

neither drunk nor sober; half-drunk.

Entre nous. [Ft.] Between ourselves.

En vtriU. [Ft.] In truth; verily.

Eo animo. [L] With that design.

Eo nomine. [L.] By that name.

E pturibus unum. [L.] One out of many; one

composed of many.

Epxdis accumbere divum. [L] To sit at the

feast of the gods or the great

Ere natd. [L] According to the exigency.

Errarc est humanutn. [L.] To err is human.

Esprit de corps. [Ft.] The animating spirit

of a collective body, as a regiment, one uf

the learned professions, or the like.

Esse quam videri. [L.J To be rather than to

seem.

Est modus in rebus [LJ There is si medium

in all things.

Esto quod ease lideris. [L.] Be what you seen

to be.

Et cetera, Et cetera. {L.] And the re*t_

Et hoc or Et id genus oi^ne. LL. I And every

thing of the sort. X

Et sequentes, Et scquentia.^iJL.'] And those

that follow.

Et sic de casteris. [L ] And so|

Et sic de similibus. [L.] And :

Et tu. Brute! [L] And thou

Etentus ttultontm maginter.

courage. be taught by the resultDernier ressort. [Fr.] A last resource.
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Ex abundantia. [L] Out of the abundance.

Exadverso. [L] From the opposite side.

Ex aequo et bono. [L.J Agreeably to what is

good and right.

Ex ammo. [L.] Heartily; sincerely.

Ex capite. [L.J From the head; from memory.

Exceptio probat regulam. [L.J The exception

proves the rule.

Except in excipiendis. [L.] The due excep

tions being made.

Ex coticesso. [L] From what has been con

ceded.

Ex curid, [L] Out of court.

Ex delicto. [L ] From the crime.

Ex done. [L.] By the gift.

Exegi monumentum are perennius. [L.] I

have reared a monument more lasting than

brass.

Exempla sunt odiosa. [L.] Examples are of

fensive.

Exempli gratid. [L.] By way of example.

Ex facto jus oritur. [L.] The law springs

from the fact.

Eiilus acta probat. [L] The event justifies

the deed.

Ex merd gratid. [L] Through mere favour.

Exmeromotu. [L.] From his own impulse;

from his own freewill

Ex necessitate rei. [L] From the necessity

of the case.

Ex nihilo nihil Jit. [L] From, or ont of,

nothing, nothing comes; nothing produces

nothing.

Ex opere operato. [L] By outward acta.

Ex pede HercuUm. [L. ] From the foot we

recognize a Hercules; we judge of the whole

from the specimen.

Experientia docet stultos. [L ] Experience

instructs fools.

Ezperimentum crucis. [L.] The trial or ex

periment of the cross ; an experiment of a

most searching nature.

Experto crede. [L.] Trust one who has had

experience.

Expertus metuit. [L.] Having experience,

he fears it.

Ex post facto. [L.] After the deed is done ;

retrospective.

Exprestis verbis. [L.J In express terms.

Ex quocunque capite. [L.J For whatever

reason.

Ex tacito. [L.] Tacitly.

Extinctus amabitur idem. [L.] The same

man when dead will be loved.

Extra muros. [L.] Beyond the walls.

Ex ungue leonem. [L.J The lion is known by

his claws.

Ex uno disce omnes. [L ] From one learn all;

from this specimen judge of the rest.

Faber suae fortunes. [L.] The maker of his

own fortune; a self-made man.

Facile est inventis addere. [L. ) It is easy to

add to things already invented.

Facile princeps. [L ] Easily pre-eminent; in

disputably the hrst; the admitted chief.

Facitis est descensus Averni (or A renin). [L ]

The descent to Avernus (or hell) is easy ;

the road to evil is easy.

Facon de parler. [Fr.] Slanner of speaking.

Fcex populi. [L.] The dregs of the people.

Faire bonne mine. [Fr.] To put a good face

upon the matter.

Faire I'homme d'importance. [Fr.] To assume

an air of importance.

Faire man devoir. [Fr.] To do my duty.

Faire sans dire. [Fr. ] To do, not to say ; to

act without ostentation.

Fait accompli. [Ft.) A tiling already done.

Fama clamosa. [L] A current scandal; a

prevailing report.

Fama nihil est celerius. [L.] Nothing travels

swifter than scandal.

Fama semper vivat. [L.] May his fame en

dure for ever.

Far niente. [It ] The doing of nothing.

Fas est ab hoste doceri. [L.] It is right to

be taught even by an enemy.

Fata obstant. [L. ] The Fates oppose it.

Fataviaminvenient, [L.] The Fates will find

away.

Fax mentis incendium gloria. [L.] The pas-

Bton of glory is the torch of the mind.

Fclicitas multos habet amicus. [I. J Prosperity

has many friends.

Fendre un cheveu en quatre. [Fr] To split

a hair in four; to make a very subtle dis

tinction.

Festina lente. [L.] Hasten slowly.

Fiat justitia, mat ccelum. [L.J Let justice

be done though the heavens should fall.

Fiat lux. [L.j Let there be light

Fide et amore. [L.] By faith and love.

Fideelfiducid [L.] Byfldelityand confidence.

Fide et fortitudine. [L] With faith and for

titude.

Fidei coticula crux. [L.] The cross is the

touchstone of faith.

Fidei defensor. [L.] Defender of the faith.

Fide non armis. [L.] By faith, not by arms.

Fide, sed cui vide. [L.J Trust, but see whom.

Fides et justitia [L.] Fidelity and justice.

Fides Punica. [L.] Punic faith; treachery.

Fidus Achates. [L.J Faithful Achates; i.e. a

true friend.

Fidus et audax. [L. ] Faithful and bold.

Filius nullius. [L.] A son of nobody.

Filius populi. [L.] A son of the people.

Filius terras. [L.J A son of the earth; one of

low birth.

Fille de joie. [Ft.] A woman of licentious

pleasure; a prostitute.

Fille d'honneur. [Fr.] A maid of honour.

Finem respice. [L. ] Look to the end.

Finis coronat opus. [L.] The end crownB the

work.

Flagrante bello. [L ] During hostilities.

Flagrante delicto. [L.] In the commission of

the crime.

Flecti,nonfrangi. [L] Tobe bent,not broken.

Flosculi sententiarum. [L.] Flowers of fine

thoughts.

Flux de bouchs. [Fr.] An inordinate flow of

words; garrulity.

Faenum in cornu habet. [L.] He has hay upon

his horn (the sign of a dangerous bull);

take care of him.

Fons et origo. [L.J The source and origin.

Forensis strepitus. [L.] The clamour of the

forum.

Forte scutum solus ducum. [L. ] A strong

shield is the safety of leaders.

Fortesfortuna juvat. [L.J Fortune helps the

brave.

Forti et Jideli ni/ttf difficile. [L] Nothing is

difficult to the brave and faithful.

Fortiter et recte. [L.] With fortitude and

rectitude.

Fortiter, Jideliter, feliciter. [ L. ] Boldly,

faithfully, successfully.

Fortiter in re. [L] With firmness in acting.

Fortuna facet fatuis. [L.] Fortune favours

fools.

Frangas, non fiectes. [L.] You may break

but shall not bend me.

Fraus pia. [L.] A pious fraud.

Froides mains, chaude amour. [Fr. ] Cold

hands and a warm heart.

Front d front. [Ft.] Face to face.

Fronti nulla fides. [L.] There is no trusting

to appearances.

Fruges consumere nati. [L] Born to con

sume fruits; born only to eat.

Fugit irreparabile tempus. [L.] Irrecover

able time flies on.

Fuimus Troes. [L. ] We were once Trojans.

Fuit Ilium. [L ] Troy has been.

Fulmen brutum. [L.J A harmless thunder

bolt

Functus officio. [L] Having performed one's

office or duty; hence, out of office.

Furor arma ministrat. [L] Rage' provides

arms.

Furor loquendi. [L.] A rage for speaking.

Furor poeticus. [L] Poetical fire.

Furor scribendi. [ L. ] A rage for writing.

Fuyez Us dangers de loisir. [Fr.] Avoid the

dangers of leisure.

QaieU de caeur. [Fr] Gaiety of heart

Gallics. [L] In French.

Garcon. [Fr.] A boy; a waiter.

Garde d cheval. [Fr.] A mounted guard.

Garde du corps. [Fr.] A body-guard.

Garde mobile. [ Fr. ] A guard liable to

general service.

Gardez. [Fr] Be on your guard ; take care.

Gardez bien. [Ft] Take good care.

Gardez la foi. [Fr.] Keep the faith.

Gaudeamus igitur. [L.J So let us be joyful.

Gaudet tentamine virtus. [ L. ] Virtue re

joices in temptation.

Gens d'armes. [ Fr. ] Men at arms.

Gens d'eglise. [Ft.] Churchmen.

Gens de guerre. [Ft.] Military men.

Gens delettres. [Fr.] Literary men.

Gens de lois. [Ft.] Lawyers.

Gens de mime fawiUe. [Ft.] Birds of a

feather.

Gens de peu. [Fr. ) The meaner class of

people.

Gens togata. [L.] Civilians.

GentUhomme. [Fr.] A gentleman.

Germanice. [L.J In German.

Gibier de potence. [Ft.] A gallows-bird.

Giovine santo, diavolo vecchio. 1 It. J A

young saint, an old devil

Gitano. [Sp. ] A gypsy.

Gli assenti hanno torto. [It] The absent are

in the wrong.

Gloria in cxcelsis. [L.] Glory to God in the

highest.

Gloria patri. [L.] Glory be to the Father.

Gnothi seauton. [Or.] Know thyself.

Goutte dgoutte. [Fr.] Drop by drop.

Grace d Dieu. [Ft.] Thanks to God.

Gradu diverso, via una. [ L. ] The same

road by different steps.

Gradus ad Parnassum. [L.] A step to Par

nassus; aid in writing Greek or Latin

poetry.

Grande chere et beau feu. [Ft.] Good cheer

and a good fire ; comfortable quarters.

Grand merci. [Fr.] Many thanks.

Gratia placendi. [L.] The delight of pleasing.

Gratis dictum. [L.] Mere assertion.

Graviora manent. [L. ] Greater afflictions

await us.

Graviora quasdam sunt remedia periculis. [L. ]

Some remedies are worse than the disease.

Grex venalium. [L.] A venal rabble.

Grosse ttte etpeu de sens. [Fr.] A large head

and little sense.

Guerra al cuchillo. [Sp.] War to the knife.

Guerre d mart. [Fr.] War to the death.

Guerre d outrance. [Fr.] War to the utter

most

Gutta cavat lapidem non vi, sed scepe ca-

dendo. [L.] The drop hollows the stone by

frequent falling, not by force.

Hannibal ante portas. [L.] Hannibal before

the gates; the enemy close at hand.

Hardi comme un coq sur son fumier. [Fr.]

Brave as a cock on his own dunghill.

Baud longis intervallis. [L.] At brief inter

vals.

Baud passibus cequis. [L.] Not with equal

steps

BautgoHt. [Fr.] High flavour; elegant taste.

Belluo librorum. [L.] A devourer of books:

a book-worm.

Beupietas! heu prisca fides f [L.] Alas for

piety I alas for the ancient faith !

Biatus valde defiendus. [L. ] A chasm or de

ficiency much to be regretted.

Bic et ubique. [L.] Here and everywhere.

Bic labor, hoc opus est. [L. ] This is labour,

this is toil.

flic sepultus. [L.] Here buried.

Bine dlat lacrimal [L.] Hence these tears.

flodt mihi, eras tibi. [L.J Mine to-day, yours

to-morrow.

Boipolloi. [Gr.] The many; the vulgar; the

rabble.

Bombredeunlibro. [Sp.] A man of one book.

Bominis est errare. [L.] To err is human.

Bomme de robe. [Ft.] A man in civil office.

Bomme des affaires. [Fr.] A man of business.

Bomme d'esprit. [Fr. ] A man of wit or

genius.

Bomo factus ad unguem. [L. ] A highly-

polished man ; one finished to the highest

degree.

Bomo homini lupus. [L.] Man is a wolf to

man.

Bomo multarum literarum. [L.] A man of

great learning.

Bomo solus autdeus autdarmon. [L.] A man

alone Is either a god or a devil.

Bomo sum; humani nihil a me alienum

puto. 1 1,.] I am a man; I count nothing

human indifferent to me.

Boni soi qui mal y pense. [O.Fr.] Evil to

him who evil thinks.

Bonores mutant mores. [L.] Honours change

men's manners or characters.

Bonos habet onus. [L.] Honour brings re

sponsibility.

Boras canonica. [L] Prescribed hours for

prayer; canonical hours.

Borresco referens. [L] I shudder as I relate.

Bors de combat. [Fr.] Out of condition to

fight

Borsdelaloi. [Fr] In the condition of an

outlaw.

Hors de propos. [Fr.] Not to the point or

purpose.

Bors de saison. [Ft.] Out of season.

Bors d'eeuvre. [Ft.] Out of course; out of

order.

Bdtelgarni. [Fr.] A furnished lodging-house.

Bumanum est errare. [L] To err is human.

Bunc tu caveto. [L] Beware of him.

Burtar para dar par Dios. [Sp.] To steal for

the purpose of giving to God.

Teh dien. [Ger.] I serve.

Idtefixe. [Fr.] A fixed idea.

Id genus omne. [L.] All of that Bort or de

scription.

Ignorantia legis neminem excusat. [L.] Ig

norance of the law excuses no one.

Ignorantio elenchi. [L.] Ignorance of the

point in question ; the logical fallacy of

arguing to the wrong point

Vol. IV. 188
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Ignoti nulla cupido. [L.] No desire Is felt for

a thtng unknown.

Ignotum per ignotius. [L.] The unknown by

the still more unknown.

// a le diable au corps. [Ft.] The devil is in

him.

Was malorum. [L.] An Iliad of Ills; a host

of evils.

11 n'a ni bouche ni tperon. [Fr. ] He has

neither mouth nor spur, neither wit nor

courage.

II ne faut jamais difier un fou. [Fr.] Never

defy a fool.

Ilpenseroso. [It. J The pensive man.

II sent lefagot. [Fr.] He smells of the faggot ;

he is suspected of heresy.

Imitatore s, seroum pecus. [L.] Imitators, a

servile herd.

Into pectore. [L.J From the bottom of the

breast.

Impari Marte. [L.] With unequal military

strength.

Impedimenta. [L.) Travellers' luggage ; the

baggage of an army.

Imperium in imperio. [L ] A state within a

state ; a government within another.

Implicit* [L.] By Implication.

Impos animi. [L. ] Of weak mind.

In acta. [L.J In act or reality.

Inaternum. [L. ] Forever.

In ambiguo. [L] In doubt.

In artieulo mortis. [ L. ] At the point of

death ; in the last struggle.

In bianco. [It.] In blank; in white.

Incapite. [L ] In chief.

In cozlo quiet. [L.] There is rest in heaven.

Incredulus odi [L] Being incredulous I can

not endure it.

In curid. [L.] In court.

Inde iroe. [L] Hence these resentments.

Index expurgatorius. ) [L.] A list of prohib-

Index prohioitorius. f i ted books.

In dubio. .1:.] In doubt.

In equUibrio. [L.] In equilibrium; equally

balanced.

In esse. [L.] In being.

Inextenso. [L ] At full length.

In extremis. [L.J At the point of death.

Infandum renovare dotorem. [L.] To revive

unspeakable grief.

Informd pauperis. [L.J As a poor man.

Infra dignitatem, [L.] Below one's dignity.

Infuturo. [L.] In future; henceforth.

In hoc signo spes mea. [L. ] In this sign is my

hope.

In hoc signo vinces. [L.) Under this sign or

standard thou shalt conquer.

In limine. [L.] At the threshold.

In loco. [L] In the place; in the natural or

proper place.

In loco parentis. [L.] In the place of a parent.

In mediae res. [L ] Into the midst of things.

In memoriam. [L.) To the memory of; in

memory.

In nomine. [L.) In the name of.

In nubibus. [L.J In the clouds.

In nuce. [L.] In a nut-shell.

In omnia pa rat us. [L.] Prepared for all

things.

Inopem copia fecit [L.] Abundance made

him poor.

In ovo. [LI In the egg.

In pace. [L.] In peace.

In partibus infidelium. [h.] In parts belong

ing to infidels, or countries not adhering

to the Roman Catholic faith.

Inperpetuum. [L.J Forever.

In petto. [It.] Within the breast; In reserve.

Inpleno. [L] In full.

In posse. [L.] In possible existence; in possi

bility.

Inprcesenti. [L.) At the present moment.

In proprid persond. [L ] In person.

In puris naturaltbus. [L.J Quite naked.

In re. [L] In the matter of.

In rerum naturd, [L ] In the nature of

things.

In toTcula saculorum. [L.J For ages on ages.

In sano sensu. [L] In a proper sense.

In situ. [L] In its original situation.

In solo Deo talus. [L.] In God alone is safety.

In statu quo. [L ] In the former state.

In te, Domine, speravi. [L.] In thee, Lord,

have I put my trust.

Inter alia. [L] Among other things.

Inter arma silent leges. [L.] Laws are silent

in the midst of arms.

Inter canem et lupum. [L.] Between dog and

wolf: at twilight.

Intercom vulgus rectum videt. [L.] The

rabble sometimes see what is right.

Inter nos. [L] Between ourselves.

Inter pocula [L] At one's cups.

In terrorem. [L] In terror; by way of warn

ing.

Inter spemet metum. [L ] Between hope and

fear.

In totidem verbis. [L.] In so many words.

In tutn. [L.] In the whole; entirely.

Intra muros. [L.] Within the walls.

In transitu. (L.J On the passage.

Intra parietea. [L.] Within walls; in private.

In ueum Delphini. [L.] For the use of the

dauphin.

In utroque fidelis. [L.J Faithful in both.

In vacuo. [I..] in empty space; in a vacuum.

Inversa ordine. [L] In an inverse order.

In vino Veritas. [L.] There is truth in wine ;

truth is told under the influence of intoxi

cants.

Invitd Minerva. [L.] Against the will of Mi

nerva; at variance with one's mental capa

city; without genius.

Ipse dixit [L.] He himself said It; a dogmatic

saying or assertion.

Ipsissima verba. [L.J The very words.

Ipso facto. [L.] In the fact itself.

Ipso jure. [L ] By the law itself.

Ira furor brevis est IL.] Anger is a short

madness.

Itaest [L.] It is so.

Ita lex scripta. [L.] Thus the law is written.

Italice. [L.] In Italian.

Jacta est alea. [L] The die Is cast.

Jamais arriere. [Fr.] Never behind.

Jamaisboncoureurnefut prut. [Fr.] A good

runner is never caught; an old bird is not

to be caught with chaff.

Januis clautis. [L] With closed doors.

Je maintieiulrai le droit. [Fr.] 1 will main

tain the right.

Je ne sais quoi. [Fr.] I know not what.

Je n'oublierai jamais. [Fr.] I will never for

get

JesuispHt. [Fr.] I am ready.

Jet d'eau. [Fr] A jet of water; a fountain.

Jeu de mots. [Fr.] A piny on words; a pun.

Jeu d'esprit. [Fr] A display of wit; a witti

cism.

Jeu de thidtre. [Fr.] Stage-trirk; clap-trap.

Je vis en espoir. [Fr.] I live in hope.

Joci causd. IL.] For the sake of a joke.

Jubilate Deo. [L.J Rejoice in Ood; be joyful

in the Lord.

Jucundi acti labores. [L. ] Fast labours are

pleasant.

Judicium Dei. [L] The judgment of God.

Judicium parum, out leges terra?. [L] The

judgment of our peers or the laws of the

Jure divino. [L ] By divine law.

Jure humane. [L.J By human law.

Juris peritus. [L] One learned in the law.

Juris utriusque doctor. [L ] Doctor of both

the civil and canon law.

Jus canonicum. [L.] The canon law.

Jus civile. [L.] The civil law.

Jus divinum. [L.] The divine law.

Jus et norma loquendi. [L.] The law and rule

of speech.

Jus gentium. [L.] The law of nations.

Jus gladii. [L.] The right of the sword.

Jus possessionis. [L.] Right of possession.

Jus proprietatis. [L] The right of property.

Juste milieu. [Fr.] The ©olden mean.

Laboreethonore. [L.J By labour and honour.

Labor ipse voluptae. [L. ] Labour itself is a

pleasure.

Labor omnia vincit [L] Labour conquers

everything.

Laborum dulce lenimen. [L.] The sweet sol

ace of our labours.

La critiqtte est aisit, et Vart e*t difficile. [Ft.]

Criticism is easy, and art is difficult.

La fortune passe partout. [Fr.] Fortune

passes everywhere; all suffer change or

vicissitude.

L'allegro. [It ] The merry man.

L amour et la fume1? ne peuvent se caeher.

[Fr. ] Love and smoke cannot conceal them

selves.

Lana caprina. [L ] Goat's wool; hence, a

thing of little worth or consequence or

which does not exist.

Langage des holies. [Fr] The language of the

markets; profane or foul language or abuse;

billingsgate.

La patience est amere, mats son fruit est

doux. [Fr ] l'atience is bitter, but its fruit

is sweet.

Lapis philosophorum. [L ] The philosopher's

stone.

La povertd i> la madre di tutte le arti. [It]

Poverty is the mother of all the arts.

Lapsus calami. [L] A slip of the pen.

Lapsus lingua. [L ] A slip of the tongue.

Lapsus memorial. [L. ] A slip of the memory.

Lares et penates (L. ] Household gods.

queen (or the king) wills it: the formula

expressing the sovereign's assent to a bill

which has passed both Houses of Parlia

ment.

Lateat scintUIulaforsan. [L-] Perhaps a small

spark may lie hid

Latet anguie in herbd. [L.] A snake lies hid

In the grass.

Latine dictum. [L] Spoken In Latin.

Laudari a viro laudato. [I..] To be praised

by one who is himself praised.

Laudator temporis acti [L.] One who praises

time past

Laudum immensa cupido. [L ] Insatiable

desire for praise.

Laus Deo. [L] Praise to God.

L'avenir. [Fr.] The future.

La vertu est la settle noblesse. [Fr.] Virtue is

the only nobility.

Lebeaumonde. [Ft.} The fashionable world.

Le bon temps viendra. [Fr.] The good time

will come.

Le cout en 6te le gout. [Fr.] The cost takes

away the taste.

Lector benevole. [L.] Kind or gentle reader.

Legatus a latere. [L.] A papal ambassador.

Le grand monarque. [Ft.] The great mon

arch: a name applied to Louis XIV. of

France.

Le grand autre. [Ft.] The great work; in

alchem. the philosopher's stone.

Le jeu n'en vaut pas la chandelle. [Fr. ] The

game is not worth the candle; the object

is not worth the trouble.

Le monde est le lirre desfemmes. [Ft.] The

world is woman's book.

Le mot d'inigme. [Ft.] The key to the mys

tery.

Le pas. [Fr] Precedence in place or rank.

Le point de jour. [Fr.] Daybreak.

Le roi et Vitat. [Ft.] The king and the state.

Les absent ont tovjours tort. [Fr. ] The absent

are always in the wrong.

Lese majesti. [Ft.] High-treason.

Les murailles ont des oreUles. [Ft.] Walls

have ears.

Le tout ensemble. [Ft.] The whole together.

Lettre de cachet. [Ft.] A sealed letter con

taining private orders: a royal warrant.

Lettre de change. [Ft.] Bill of exchange.

Lettre de criance. [Fr.] Letter of credit

Le vrain'est pas toujoursvraisemblable. [Fr. J

The truth is not always probable; truth is

stranger than Action.

Lexloct. [L.] The law or custom of the place.

Lex non scripta. [L] Unwritten law; com

mon law.

Lex scripta. [L.] Statute law.

Lex tahonis. [L] The law of retaliation.

Lex terra?. [L.] The law of the land.

L'homme propose, et Dieu dispose. [Ft.] Man

proposes, and God disposes.

Lxcentia vatum. [L ] The license of the poets;

poetical license.

Lima labor et mora. (L.] The labour and

delay of the file ; the slow and laborious

polishing of a literary composition.

L'inconnu. [Ft.] The unknown.

L'incroyable. [Ft.] The incredible.

Lingua Franca. [It] The mixed l:ingua$re

used between Europeans and Orientals in

the Levant

Lis litem general. [L] Strife begets strife.

Litem lite resolcere. [L.] To settle strife by

strife; to remove one difficulty by intro

ducing another.

Lite pendente. [L] During the trial.

Litera scripta manet [L] The written letter

remains.

Loci communes. [L.] Common places.

Loco citato. IL.] In the place cited.

Locus classicus. [L.] A classical passage.

Locus criminis. [L.] Place of the crime.

Locus in quo. [L.] The place in which.

Longe aberrat scopo. [L.] He goes far from

the mark.

Longo intervatlo. [L.] By or with a long in

terval.

Loyauti m 'oblige. [Fr.) Loyalty binds me.

Lucidus ordo. [L] A lucid arrangement

Lueri causd. [L.] For the sake of gain.

Lucue d non lucendo. [L.] Used as typical of

an absurd derivation, and, by extension, of

anything utterly inconsecutive or absurd

—lucus, a grove, having been derived l»y

an old grammarian from luceo, to shine—

'from not Bhining.'

Lusus natura. [L.] A sport or freak of nnr

ture.

Ma chere. [Fr.] My dear (fern.).

Mafois. [Fr] Upon my faith.

Magister ceremoniarum. [L.J Master of the

ceremonies.

Magna cicitas, magna solitudo. [LJ A great

Inter se. [L.] Among themselves. city is a great solitude.La reyne (or le roy)te veult [Norm. Fr.] The
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Magnet spes altera Roma. [L.] Another hope

of great Rome.

Magna est Veritas, et prevatebit. [L.] Truth

Is mighty, and will pi. vai

Magna est vis consuetudins. [L.] Great is the

force of habit.

Magna» inter opes inops. [L.] Poor in the

midst of great wealth.

Magni nominis umbra. [L.J The shadow of

a great name.

Magnum bonum. [L.] A great good.

Magnum est vectigal parsimoma. [L.] Econ

omy is itself a great income.

Magnum opus, [L.] A great work.

Maintien le droit, [Fr.] Maintain the right.

Maisonde campagne. [Fr.] A country house.

Maison de sanU. [Fr.] A private asylum or

hospital.

Maison de ville. [Fr.] A town-house.

Maltredes basses osuvres. [Fr.] A night-man.

Maftre de» hautes osuvres. [Fr.] An execu

tioner; a hangman.

MaUre d'hdtel. [Fr] A house-steward.

Maladie du pays. [Fr.] Home-sickness.

Mala fide. [L.] with bad faith; treacherously.

Mai de dents. [Fr] Toothache.

Mai de mer. [Fr.] Sea-Bickness.

Mul de t&e. [Fr.] Headache.

Mai entendre. [Ft.] A misunderstanding; a

mistake.

MalgrC nous. [Fr.] In spite of us.

Malheur ne vient jamais seal. [Fr.] Misfor

tunes never come singly.

Mali exempli. [L.J Of a bad example.

Mali principii mains finis. [L.] Bad begin

nings have bad endings.

Malis avibus. [L.] With unlucky birds; with

bad omens.

Malo modo. [L.] In a bad manner.

Malum in se. [L.] Evil or an evil in itself.

Malum prohibitum. [L.] An evil prohibited;

evil because prohibited.

Mains pudor. [L.] False shame.

Manibus pedibusque. [L.] With hands and

feet.

Manu/orti. [L] With a strong hand.

Manu proprid. [L ] With one's own hand.

Mardigras. [Fr] Shrove-Tuesday,

Mareclausum. [L.] A closed sea; a bay.

Mariage de conscience. [Fr.] A private mar

riage.

Mariage de convenance. [Ft.] Marriage from

motives of interest rather than of love.

Mariage de la main gauche. [Fr. ] Left-handed

marriage; morganatic marriage.

Mars gravior sub pace latet. [L.J A severer

war lies hidden under peace.

Materiam superabit opus. [L.] The work

manship will prove sunerior to the ma

terial.

Mauvaise honte. [Fr ] False modesty.

MauDais gout [Fr. ] Bad taste.

Mauvais sujet. [Fr. ] A bad subject; a worth

less scamp.

Mtdccin, guiris-toi toi-mCme. [Fr] Physician,

heal thyself.

Mediocria firma. [L ] Moderate or middle

things are surest.

Medio tutissimus ibis. [L ] In a medium

course you will be safest.

Mega biblion, mega kakon. [Or.] A great

book is a great evil.

Mejudice. [L.] I being judge; in my opinion.

Memento mori. [L.] Remember death.

Memor et fidelis. [],.] Mindful and faithful.

Memoria in atterna. [L.J In eternal remem

brance.

Mens agitat molem. [L.] Mind moves matter.

Menslegis. [L ] The spirit of the law.

Mens sana in corpore sano. [L.] A sound mind

in a sound body.

Mens sxbi conscia recti. [L.] A mind con

scious of rectitude.

Meo periculo. [L.J At my own risk.

Meovoto. [L.] According to my wish.

Meum et tuum. [L.] Mine and thine.

Mihi cura /ttturi. [L.] My care is for the

future.

Mirabile dictu. [L ] Wonderful to relate.

MirabUe visu. [L] Wonderful to see.

Mise en scene. [Fr] The getting up for the

stage, or the putting on the stage.

Modo et forma. [L.] In manner aud form.

Modus operandi. [L.] Manner of working.

Mollia tempora fandi. [L. ] Times favourable

for speaking.

Man ami. [Fr ] My friend.

Moncher. [Fr.] My dear (raasc ).

Monumentum are perennius, [L ] A monu

ment more lasting than brass.

More majorum. [L ] After the manner of our

ancestors.

More suo. [L.] In his own way.

Mors omnibus communis. [L.] Death is com

mon to all.

Mos pro lege. [L. ] Custom or usage for law.

Motduguet. [Fr.] A watchword.

Motsd'usage. [Fr.] Words in common use.

Motuproprio. [L.] Of his own accord.

Multum in parvo. [L] Much in little.

Mundus vult decipi [L] The world wishes

to be deceived.

Munus Apolline dignum. [L.] A gift worthy

of Apollo.

Mutatis mutandis. [L.] With the necessary

changes.

Mutuus consensus. [L] Mutual consent.

Natale solum. [L.] Natal soil.

Nee cupias, nee tnctuas. [L.] Neither desire

nor fear.

Ne cede malis. [L.] Yield not to misfortune.

Necessitas non habct legem. [I..] Necessity

has no law.

Nee mora, nee requies. [L.] Neither delay

nor repose.

Nee pluribus impar. [L.] Not an unequal

match for numbers.

Nee prccCy nee pretio. [L.] Neither by en

treaty nor by bribe.

Nee quarrere, nee spernere honorem. [L.]

Neither to seek nor to contemn honours.

Nee scire /as est omnia. [L] It is not per

mitted to know all things.

Nee temere, nee timide. [L.J Neither rashly

nor timidly.

Ne/astidies. [L] Days on which judgment

could not be pronounced, nor assemblies

of the people be held; hence, unlucky days.

Ne/ronti crede. [L. ] Trust not to appearances.

Nemine contradieente. |L ] No one speaking

in opposition; without opposition.

Nemine dtssentiente. [L.] No one dissenting;

without a dissenting voice.

Nemo bis punitur pro eodem delicto. [L.] No

one is twice punished for the same offence.

Nemo me impune laccssit. [L.J No one assails

me with impunity.

Nemo mortalium omnibus horis sapit. [L.]

No one is wise at all times.

Nemo repentefuit turpissimus. [L.] No one

ever became a villain in an instant.

Nemo solus sapit [L.] No one is wise alone.

Ne plus ultra. [L.] Nothing further; the

uttermost point; perfection.

Ne puero gladium. [L.] Intrust not a boy

with a sword.

Ne quid detrimenti respublica capiat. [L.]

Lest the state receive any detriment.

Nervus probandi. [L.J The sinews of the ar

gument.

Ne sutor ultra crepidam. [L] Let not the

shoemaker go beyond his last ; let no one

meddle with what lies beyond his range.

Ne tentes. aut perfice. [L.] Attempt not, or

accomplish thoroughly.

Ne vile/ano. [L.] Let nothing vile be in the

temple.

Nihil ad rem. [L.] Nothing to the point.

Nihil quod tetigit non ornavit. [L.] He

touched nothing without embellishing it.

Nil admirari. [L] To be astonished at

nothing.

Nil conscire sibi, nuUd pallescere culpa. [L.]

To be conscious of no fault, and to turn

pale at no accusation.

Nildespcrandum. [L.] There la no reason for

despair.

Nil nisi cruce. [L] No dependence but on

the cross.

Ni Vun ni I'autre. [Fr.] Neither the one nor

the other.

Nimium ne crede colori. [L] Trust not too

much to looks.

N'importe. [Fr] It matters not.

Nisi Dominus frustra. [L ] Unless God be

with us all our labour is in vain.

Nitor in adversum. [L] I Btrive against op

position.

Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus. [L.]

Virtue is the true and only nobility

Noblesse oblige. [Fr.] Rank imposes obliga

tions; much is expected from one in good

position.

Nolens volens. [L.J Willing or unwilling.

Noh me tangere. [L] Touch me not

Nolo episcopari. [L.] I do not wish to be

made a bishop.

Nom de guerre. [Fr] A war name; an as-

sumed travelling name; a pseudonym

Aom de plume. [Fr.] A pen name; an as

sumed name of a writer.

Nomina stultorum parietibus haerent. [L ]

Fools* names are seen upon the walls.

Non compos mentis [L.] Not in sound mind

^on cuivishomini contingit adire Corinthum

[L.] Every man has not the fortune to »ro
to Corinth. ■

Nondaturtertium. [L] There Is not given

a third one or a third chance.

Nondeficientccrumcnd. [U] The purse not

failing; if the money holds out.

Non est inventus. [L ] He has not been found.

Non libet. [L.J It does not please me.

Non mi recordo. [It] I do not remember.

Non multa, sed multum. [L.] Not many

things but much.
ATon nobis solum, [L.] Not to ourselves alone.

Non obstant clameur de haro. [Fr.] Notwith

standing the hue and cry.

Non omne lieitum honestum. [L.] Not every

lawful thing is honourable.

Non omnia possumus omnes. [L.] Wecannot,

all of us, do everything.
ATon quis, sed quid. [L.] Not who but what,

not the person but the deed.

Non sequitur. [L ] It does not follow.

Non sibi, sed patriot. [L.] Not for himself

but for his country.

Non sum qualis cram. [L.] I am not what

I once was.

Nosce teipsum. [L.] Know thyself.

Noscitur e sociis. [L ] He is known by his

companions.

Sola bene. [L.] Mark well.

Notre Dame. [Fr.] Our Lady.

N'oubliez pas. [Fr.] Don't forget.

Nous avons change" tout cela. [Fr.] We have

changed all that.

Nousverrons. [Fr.] We shall see.

Novus homo. [L.J A new man; one who has

raised himself from obscurity.

Nudis verbis. [L.] In plain words.

Nudum pactum. [L.] A mere agreement.

unconfirmed by writing.

Nulla dies sine lined. [L. ] Not a day without

a line; no day without something done.

NuUi secundus. [L.] Second to none.

Nunc aut nunquam. [L.] Now or never.

Nunquam minus solus, quam cum solus. [L ]

Never less alone than when alone.

Nunquam non paratus. [L] Never unpre

pared; always ready.

Obiit. [L] He, or she, died.

Obiter dictum. [L.] A thing said by the way.

Obscurum per obscurius . [L.] Explaining an

obscurity by something more obscure still.

Obsta principiis. [L.] Resist the first begin

nings.

Occurrentnubes. [L.] Clouds will intervene.

Oderint dum metuant. [L.] Let them hate

Jirovided they fear.

i pro/anum vulgus. [L] I loathe the pro

fane rabble.

Odium thcologicum. [L ] The hatred of the

ologians.

CEil de ba>vf. [Ft.] A bull's eye.

Qiuvres. [Fr.] Works.

OJftcina gentium. [L.] The workshop of the

world.

Oinen/austum. [L.] A favourable omen.

Omne ignotum pro magnifico. [L.J Whatever

Is unknown is held to be magnificent.

Omnem movers lapidem. [L.] To turn every

stone; to leave no stone unturned; to make

every exertion.

Omne solum forti patria. [L.] Every soil 1b

a brave man's country.

Omne tritium per/ectum. [L] Every perfect

thing is threefold.

Omnia ad Dei gloriam. [L] All things for

the glory of God.

Omnia bona bonis. [L.] All things are good

to the good.

Omnia mutantur, nos et mutamur in Hits.

[L.] All things change, and we change

with them.

Omnia vincit amor. [L.] Love conquers nil

things.

Omnia vincit labor. [L.] Labour overcomes

all things.

Omnia amans amens. [L.J Every lover is de

mented.

On commit lamiau betoin. [Fr.] A friend is

known in time of need.

Opera! pretium est. [L.] It is worth while.

Ora etlabora. [L.J Pray and work.

Ora pro nobis. [L] Pray for us.

Oratorfit, poeta nascitur. [L.J An orator niny

be made by training, a poet Is bom it

poet.

Ore rotundo. [L.] With round full voice.

Origo mali. [L.] Origin of the evil.

0! si sic omnia. [L] O! if all things so; O!

if he had always so spoken or acted.

0 tempora ! 0 mores! [L. ] O the times ! O

the manners 1

Otiosa sedulitas. [L] Idle industry; labori

ous trifling.

Otium cum dignitate. [L ] Ease with dignity

dignified leisure.

Oublierje fie puis. [Fr] I can never forget.

Ouvdire. [Fr.] Hearsay.

Ouvrage de longue haleine. [Fr.] A work of

long breath; a work long in being got

through ; a long-winded or tedious business

Ouorter. [Fr] A workman; an operative.
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Pace, [L ) By leave of ; not to give offence

to.—Pace tua, with your consent.

Pacta conventa. [h.] The conditions agreed

on.

Padrone, [It ] A master; a landlord.

Pallida mors. [L] Pale death.

Palmam qui meruit ferat. [L.] Let him who

has won the palm wear it

Par ci par la. [Fr.] Here and there.

Par excellence. [Fr] By way of eminence.

Parnegotiis, tieque supra. [L] Neither above

nor below his business.

Par nobile fratrttm. [L.J A noble pair of

brothers; two just alike; the one as good

or as bad as the other.

Parole d'honneur [Fr ] Word of honour.

Pars pro toto. [L.] Part for the whole.

Particeps criminal. [L] An accomplice in a

crime.

Parva componere nxagnis. [L.J To compare

small things with great.

PtlU de foi gras. [Fr] Goose-liver pie.

Pater patriot. [L.j Father of his country.

Patres conscripti. [L. ] The conscript fathers;

Roman senators.

Pax vobiscum. [L.] Peace be with you.

Peine forte et dure. [Fr.] Strong and severe

punishment: a kind of Judicial torture.

Pensie. [Fr] A thought.

Per. [L.j By; by means of; through. —Per

ambages. By circuitous ways; hence, by

allegory ; figuratively ; metaphorically. —

Per angusta ad augusta. Through trials to

triumph.—Per annum. By the year; annu

ally.—Perasperaad astra. Through rough

ways to the stars; through suffering to re

nown —Per capita. By the head or poll —

Percentum. By the hundred.—Percuriam.

By the court. — Per diem. By the day;

daily. —Per fa* et ne/as. Through right

and wronir —Per gradus. Step by step.—

Per interim. In the meantime.—Per mare

per terras. Through sea and land. — Per

pares By one's peers.—Per saltum. By a

leap or jump.—Per se. By itself considered.

—Per viam. By the way of.

Per. [It.] For; through; by. — Per contra.

Contrariwise.—Per contante. For cash. —

Per conto. Upon account. —Per mese. By

the month.

Per/ervidum ingenium Seotorum. [L.] The

intense earnestness of Scotsmen.

Periculum in rnorii. [L ] There is danger fn

delay.

Petit coup. [Fr.] A small mask covering only

the eyes and nose.

Petitio principii. [L.] A begging of the ques

tion.

Peu-d-peu. [Fr.] Little by little; by degrees.

Pied d terre. [Fr.] A resting-place; a tem

porary lodging.

Pit alter. [Fr ] The worst or last shift.

Plebs. [L] Common people.

Poco d poco. [It ] Little by little.

Poetanascitur,nonfit. [L.| The poet is born,

not made; nature, not study, must form

the poet.

Point d'appui. [Fr.] Point of support; prop.

Pondere, non numero. [L] By weight, not by

number.

Pujis asinorum. [L ] An ass's bridge; a name

given to the fifth proposition of the first

book of Euclid.

Populus vult decipi. [L.] People like to be

deceived.

Post bellum auxilium. [L ] Atd after the

war.

Pour acquit. [Fr.] Received payment; paid:

written at the bottom of a discharged ac

count.

Pour/aire rire. [Fr] To excite laughter.

Pour/aire vitite. [Fr.] To pay a visit.

Pour passer le temps. [Fr.] To pass away the

time.

Pour prendre conge". [Fr. ] To take leave.

Protmonitus, prartnunitus. [L ] Forewarned,

forearmed.

Prendre la lune avec les dents [Fr.] To take

the moon by the teeth; to aim at impossi

bilities.

Presto maturo, presto marcio. [It. J Soon ripe,

soon rotten.

Prtt d'accompttr. [Fr ] Ready to accom

plish

PrU pour mon pays. [Fr.] Ready for my

country.

Preux chevalier [Fr ] A brave knight.

Primo. [L.] In the first place.

Primum mobile. [L.] The source of motion;

the mainspring.

Principia, non homines. [L ] Principles, not

men.

Prineipiis obsta. [L.] Resist the first begin

nings.

Prior tempore . prior ju re . [L ] First in time;

Pro arte et/ocis. [L.] For our altars and our

hearths; for civil and religious liberty.

ProbatumesU [L.J It is proved.

Probitas laudatur, et alget. [L.] Honesty is

praised, and is left to starve.

Pro bono publico. [L.] For the good of the

public.

Pro Deo et ecclesid. [L.] For God and the

church.

Pro et contra. [L.] For and against

Pro/anum vulgus. [L.J The profane vulgar.

Pro/ormd. [L] For the sake of form.

Prohpudor. [L] O, for shame.

Pro memorid. [L.] For a memorial.

Propaganda fide. [L.J For extending the

faith.

Propatria. [L ] For our country.

Pro regc, lege, et grege. [L.] For the king,

the law, and the people.

Prudent /uturi. [L.] Thoughtful of the fu

ture.

Pugnis et calcibus. [L ] With fists and heels;

with all the might

Punctum saliens. [L.] A salient or promi

nent point.

Punicafides. [L.] Punic faith; treachery.

Quae /uerunt vitia, mores.sunt. [L.] What

were once vices are now manners or cus

toms.

Qua* nocent docent. [L.] Things which injure

instruct; we learn by what we suffer.

Quads ah incepto. [L.j The same as at the

beginning.

Qualis rex, talis grex. [L ] Like king, like

people.

Qualis vita, finis ita. [L ] As life is so Is its

end.

Quam din se bene gesserit. [L ] During good

behaviour.

Quanti est sapere [L ] How desirable is wis

dom or knowledge.

Quantum libet. [L.J As much as you please.

Quantum meruit. [L] As much as he de

served.

Quantum mutatus ab illo. [L ] How changed

from what he once was.

Quantum sujficit. [L ] As much as suffices; a

sufficient quantity.

Quelque chose. [Fr.j Something; a trifle.

Quid /aeiendum? [L.] What is to be done?

Quid rides? [L.] Why do you laugh?

Qu'U soil comme il est desiri. [Fr.] Let it be

as desired.

Qui rn'aime, aims monchien. [Fr.] Love me,

love my dog.

Qui n'a sanU n'a Hen. TFr.] He who wants

health wants everything

Qui nimium probat, nihil probat. [L.] He

proves nothing who proves too much.

Qui non proficit, deficit. [L.] He who does

not advance goes backward.

Quit custodiet ipsos custodes. [L.] Who shall

keep the keepers themselves.

Qui tacet consentit [L.] He who is silent

gives consent.

Qui timide rogat, docet negare. [L.] He who

asks timidly invites denial.

Qui va Id J [Fr.] Who goes there?

Quoad hoe. [L .] To this extent

Quoariimo. [L.] With what intention.

Quocunque modo. [L] In whatever manner.

Quocunque nomine. [L.] Under whatever

name.

Quod avertat Deus! [L.] Which may God

avert !

Quod bene notandum. [L.] Which must be

especially noticed.

Quod era t demonstrandum. [L ] Which was

to be proved or demonstrated.

Quod erat /aeiendum. [L.J Which was to be

done.

Quod hoc sibi vult f [L] What does this meau?

Quod non opus est, asse cat tun est. [L.] What

is not wanted is dear at a copper.

Quod vide. [L.] Which see.

Quo Fata vocant. [L ] Whither the Fates

call.

Quo jure? [L.] By what right?

Quo pax et gloria ducunt. [L.] Where peace

and glory lead.

Quorum pars magna /nit. [L.] Of whom, or

which, I was an important part

Quos Deus vult perdere, prius dementat. [h.]

Those whom God wishes to destroy, ho first

makes mad.

Quot homines, tot sentential. [L ] Many men,

many minds.

Raison d'itat [Fr.] A reason of state.

Raison d'etre. [Fr.] The reason for a thing's

existence.

Para avis in terris, nigroque simitlimo cygno.

1 1. I A rare bird on earth, and very like a

black swan (formerly believed to be non

Rathhaus. [Ger.] A town-hall.

Rationc soli. [L.j As regards the toll.

Realschulen. [Ger. 1 Real schools; second

ary German schools giving a general prac

tical training.

Recte et suaeiter. [L.] Justly and mildly.

Rectus in curia. [L.] Upright in court; with

clean hands.

Redolet lueernA. [L.] It smells of the lamp;

it is a laboured production.

Reductio ad absurdum. [L.] The reducing of

a position to an absurdity.

Re xnfecta. (L..) The business being unfin

ished.

Relata re/era. [L.] I repeat the story as it

was given me.

Religio loci. [L.] The religious spirit of the

place.

Remaeutetigisti. [L.] You have touched the

matter with a needle; you have hit the

thing exactly.

Remis velisque. [L.] With oars and sail*:

using every endeavour.

Renascentur. [L.] They will be born again.

Renovate animus. [L.] Renew your courage.

Renovato nomine. [L.] By a revived name.

RtpondrecnNormand. [Fr. ] To give an eva

sive answer.

Requiescatinpace. [L.J May he (or she) rest

in peace.

Resangusta domi. [L.] Narrowcircumstances

at home.

Res est sacra miser. [L,] A sufferer is a sacred

thing.

Resgestos. [L.] Things done; exploits.

Res judicata. [L.J A case or suit already

settled.

Respicefinem. [L.] Look to the end.

Respublica. [L ] The commonwealth.

Resurgam. [L] I shall rise again.

Revenons d nos moutons. [Fr.] Let us return

to our sheep; let us return to our sub

ject.

Re vera. [L ] In the true matter; In truth.

Ridere in stomacho. [L] To laugh secretly;

to laugh in one's sleeve.

Ride si sapis. [L ] Laugh, if you are wise.

Rie n n'est beau que levrai. [Fr.] There is no

thing beautiful except the truth.

Rira bten, qui rirale dernier. [Fr.] He laughs

well who laughs last.

litre entre cuir et chair. [Fr.] ) To laugh in

Rire sous cape. [Fr.] f one's sleeve.

Rixatur de land caprind. [L, ] He contends

about goat's wool ; he quarrels about trifles

Robe de chambre. [Fr.] A morning-gown or

dressing-gown.

Ruat ccelum. [L. ] Let the heavens fall

Rudis indigestaqve moles. [L.] A rude and

undigested mass.

Ruit mole sud. [L.] It falls to ruin by its

own weight.

Ruse de guerre. [Fr.] A stratagem of war.

Ran in urbe. [L.j The country in town.

Sal Atticum. [L.] Attic salt; i.e. wit

Salvo jure. [L.J The right being safe.

Salr<, pudore. [L] Without offence to mo

desty.

Sans peur et sans reproche. [Fr.] Without

fear and without reproach.

Sans rime et sans raison, [Fr.] Without

rhyme or reason.

Sans souci. [Fr.] Without care.

Sapere aude. [L ] Dare to be wise.

Sartor resartus. [L ] The botcher repatched;

the tailor patched or mended.

Sat eito, si sat bene. [L.J Soon enough done.

if well enough done.

Satis dotata, si bene inorata. [ L. ] Well

enough dowered, if well principled.

Satis eloquential, sapient ice parrum. JL]

Eloquence enough, hut little wisdom.

Satis superque. [L.] Enough, and more than

enough*

Satis verborum. [L.] Enough of words; no

more need be said.

Sat puichra, si sat bona. [L_] Handsome

enough, if good enough.

Sauve qui petit. [Fr.] Let him save himself

who can.

Savoir/aire. [Fr.] The knowing how to act.

tact.

Savoir vtvre. [Fr.] Good-breeding; refined

manners.

Secundum artem. [L] According to art or

rule; scientifically.

Secundum naturam. [L] According to na

ture.

Selon les regies. [Fr.] According to rule.

Semel abbas, semper abbas, [t*.] Once an ab

bot, always an abbot.

Semel et simut. [L.J Once and together

Semel insanivimus omnes. [L.] We have alL

nt sometime, been mad.

first by right; first come flitt beivud. Semel pro semper. [L.J Once for allexistent).
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Semper a varus eget. [L] The avaricious is

always in want.

Semper fidelis. [L] Always faithful.

Semper idem. [L] Always the same.

Semper paratus. [L.) Always ready.

Semper timidum scelus. [L.] Guilt is always

timid.

Sempre U mal turn vien per nuocere. [It]

Misfortune does not always come to injure.

Senatus considtum. [L.J A decree of the

senate.

Se non e vero, e ben trovato. [It] If not true

it fs cleverly invented.

Sequiturmie patretn kaudpassibus otquis. [L. ]

He follows his father, but not with equal

steps.

Sero venientibus ossa. [L] Those who come

late shall have the bones.

Serus in eoelum rtdeas. [L] Late may you

return to heaven; may you live long.

Servaremodum. [L ] To keep within bounds.

Serous servorem Dei. [L.] A servant of the

servants of God.

Sic mint fata hominum. [L.] Thus go the

fates of men.

Sic itttr ad astra. [L.] Such Is the way to the

stars, or to immortality.

Sic passim. [L.] So here and there through

out; so everywhere.

Sic semper turannis. [L] Ever bo to tyrants.

Sic transit gloria mundi. [L.] Thus passes

away the glory of this world.

Sicut ante. [L.] As before.

Sicut patribus. sit Deus nobis. [L.] As with

our fathers so may God be with as.

Sic volo, sicjubeo; stat pro ratione voluntas.

[L.] Thus I will, thus I command ; let my

will stand for a reason.

Sic vos non vobis. [L.] Thus you labour but

not for yourselves.

Si Deus nobiscu-m, quis contra nosl [L ] If

God be with us who shall stand against us?

Si diis placit. [L J If it pleases the gods.

Site, et philosophns esto. [L.J Be silent and

pass for a philosopher.

Silent leges inter anna. [L.] Amidst arms, or

in war, laws are silent, or disregarded.

Sim-ilia similibus cnrantur. [L.J Like things

are cured by like.

Similis simili gaudet. [L.] Like is pleased

with like.

Si monumentum qucwris, circumspice. [L ]

It you seek his monument, look around

you.

Sine curd. [L ] Without charge or care.

Sine die. [L.J Without a day being appointed.

Sine dubio. [L.] Without doubt

Sine mord. [L.] Without delay.

Sine prcejudicio. [L ] Without prejudice.

Sine qua non. [L ] Without which, not.

Si parva licet componere magnis. [L.] If

small things may be compared with great.

Siste viator. [L.] Stop traveller.

Sit tibi terra lecis. [L.J Light lie the earth

upon thee.

Sit ut est aut non sit. [L.] Let it be as it is,

or not at all.

Si vis pacetn, para helium. [L.] If you wish

for peace, prepare for war.

Sola nobilitas virttis. [L.J Virtue the only

nobility.

Solitudinem facinnt, pacem appellant. [L.]

They make a wilderness and call it peace.

SouJJter le chaud ct le froid. [Fr.] To blow

hot and culd.

Spero meliora. [L] I hope for better things.

Spcs sibiquisque. [L.] Let every one hope in

himself.

Splendid* mendax. [L.] Nobly untruthful;

untrue for a wood object.

Spontesud. [L] Of one's (or its) own accord.

Stat magni nominis umbra. [L] He stands

the shadow of a mighty name.

Stat pro ratione voluntas. [L] Will stands

for reason.

Statu quo ante bellum. [L.] In the state in

whien things were before the war.

Status quo. [L ] The state in which.

Stemmata quid facinnt [L.] Of what value

are pedigrees.

Sterntturalienovulnere. [L.] He is slain by

a blow aimed at another.

Stratum super stratum. [L.] Layer above

layer.

Studium immane loquendi. [L] An insa

tiable desire for talking.

Sua cuique voluptas. [L.] Everyman has his

own pleasures.

Suaviter in vwdo, fortiter in re. [L] Gentle

in manner, resolute in execution.

Sub colore juris. [L.] Under colour of law.

Subhocsignovinces. [L] Under this standard

you will conquer.

Subjudice. [L ] Under consideration.

Sublatd causd, tollitur effectus. [L. ] The

cause being removed the effect ceases.

Sub poena. [L.] Under a penalty.

Sub pratexto juris. [L.] Under the pretext

of justice.

Sub rosa. [L] Under the rose; privately.

Sub silentio. [L. ] In silence.

Sub specie, [L.) Under the appearance of.

Sub voce. [L.] Under such or such a word.

Suggestio falsi [L.] Suggestion of falsehood.

Sui generis. [L.] Of its own or of a peculiar

kind.

Summumbonum. [L.] The chief good.

Summum jus, summa injuria. [L. ] The

rigour of the law is the height of oppression.

Sumptibus pubticis. [L. ] At the public ex

pense.

Sum quad eris; fui quod es. [L.] I am what

you will be, I was what you are.

Sua Marte. [L.] By his own prowess.

Suppressio veri, suggestio falsi. [L.] A sup

pression of the truth is the suggestion of a

falsehood.

Surgit amari aliquid. [L.] Something bitter

arises.

Suum cuique. [L.] Let every one have his

own.

Suus cuique mos. [L.] Every one has his

particular habit

Tableau vivant. [Fr.] A living picture; the

representation of some scene by groups of

persons.

Tabula rasa. [L.] A smooth or blank tablet.

Tdche sans tache. [Fr.] A work without a

stain.

Toedium vitas. [L.] Weariness of life.

Tangere vulnus. [L.] To touch the wound.

Tantcene animus ccelestibus irmf [L.] Can

such anger dwell in heavenly minds?

Tant mieux. [Fr.] So much the better.

Tanto buon che val niente. [It] So good as

to be good for nothing.

Tant pis. [Fr.] So much the worse.

Tantumvidit Virgilium. [L.] He merely saw

Virgil ; he only looked on the great man.

Tejudice. [L.] You being the judge.

Tel mattre, tel valet. [Fr] Like master, like

man.

Telumimbelle.sincictii. [L.] A feeble weapon

thrown without effect.

Tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis.

[L.J The times are changing and we with

them.

Temporiparendum. [L] We mustyield to the

times.

Tempusedaxrerum. [L] Time the devourer

of all things.

Tempusfugit. [L] Time flies.

Tempus omnia revelat. [L.j Time reveals all

things.

Tenax propositi. [L.] Tenacious of his pur

pose.

Tercsatquerotundus. [L.J Round and smooth;

polished and complete.

Terminus ad quern. [L.] The term or limit

to which.

Terminus a quo. [L. ] The term or limit from

which.

Tertium quid. [L.] A third something; a

nondescript

Tibi seris, tibi metis. [L.] You sow for your

self, you reap for yourself.

Tiens a la vtritf. [Fr.] Maintain the truth.

TUnstafoi. [Fr.] Keep thy faith.

Toga virilis. [L ] The manly toga; the dress

of manhood.

To kalon. [Gr.] The beautiful ; the chief

good.

Toprepon. [Gr.] The becoming or proper.

Tot homines, quot sentcntice. [L.] So many

men, bo many minda

Totidem verbis. [L.] In just so many words.

Toties quoties. [L.] As often as

Totis mribus. [L.J With all his might

Totoccelo. [L] By the whole heavens; dia

metrically opposite.

Toujours perdrix. [Fr.] Always partridges ;

always the same thing over again

Toujours pre" t. [Fr] Always ready

Toxirde force. [Fr.] A feat of strength or
skill. B

Tourner cosaque. [Fr.] To turn one's coat ;

to change sides.

Totd-d-fait, [Ft.] Wholly; entirely.

Toutdl'heure. [Fr.) Instantly

Tout au contraire. [Fr.] On the contrary

Toutdvous. [Fr.J Wholly yours

Toutbienourien. [Fr.] Thewholeornothlnc

Tout denude. [Fr ] Immediately.

Tout le monde est sage apres coup [Fr 1

Everybody is wise after the event

Trahit sua quemque voluptas. [L ] Every

one is attracted by his own liking

Traruteat in exemplum. [L.] May it pass into

an example.

Triajunctainuno. [L] Three joined in one.

Trojaftnt. [L.] Troy was; Troy is no more.

Tros Turiusve mihi nullo discrimine agetur.

[L] Trojan or Tyrian there shall be no dis

tinction so far as I am concerned.

Truditur dies die. [L ] One day is pressed

onward by another.

Tu ne cede malts. [L.] Do not yield to evils.

'J'u quoque. [L J Thou also.

Tutor et tUtor. [L] Protector and avenger.

Tuumest. [L.] It is your own.

Uberrima fides. [L.] Superabounding faith.

Ubi bene, ibi patria. [L.j W'here it is well

there is one's country.

Ubijus incertum, ibijus nullum. [L] Where

the law is uncertain there is no law.

Ubi lapsus. [L.] Where have I fallen?

Ubi libertas, ibi patria. [L.] Where liberty is

there is my country.

Ubi mel, ibi apes. [L.J Where honey is there

are the bees.

Ubique. [L ] Everywhere.

Ubiquepatriamreminisci. [L.] Toreraember

our country everywhere.

Ubi supra. [L.] Where above mentioned.

Ultima ratio regurn. [L.] The last argument

of kings ; war.

Ultimus Romanorum. [L.J The last of the

Romans.

Ultra licitum, [L.] Beyond what is allowable.

Una voce. [L. ] With one voice; unani

mously.

Unbienfaitn'est jamais perdu. [Fr ] A kind

ness is never lost

Un fait accompli. [Fr. ] An accomplished

fact.

Unguibus et rostro. [L. ] With claws and

beak ; tooth and nail.

Unguis in ulcere. [L.] A claw in the wound.

Uno animo. [L.] With one mind; unani

mously.

Un sot a triple c"tage. [Fr.] An egregious fool.

Un 'tiens' vaut mieux que deux ' tu I'auras.'

[Fr.] One take it is worth more than two

thou shalt have it ; a bird in the hand is

worth two in the bush.

Usque ad aras. [L.] To the very altars; to

the last extremity.

Usque ad nauseam. [L.] To disgust.

Usus loquendi. [L] Usage in speaking.

Ut apes geometriam. [L.] As bees practise

geometry.

Utile dulci. [L.] The useful with the plea

sant.

Ut infra. [L.] As below.

Ut pignus amicitict. [L. ] As a pledge of

friendship.

Ut quocunque paratus. [L ] Prepared for

every event.

Ut supra. [L.] As above stated.

Vacuus cantat coram latrone viator. [ L. ]

The traveller with an empty purse sings

in presence of the highwayman.

Vade in pace. [L.] Go in peace.

Vce victis. (L] Woe to the vanquished.

Valeat quantum valere potest. [L.J Let it

pass for what it is worth.

Varies lectiones. [L.] Various readings.

Variorum notes. [L] The notes of various

commentators.

Varium et mutabile semper foemina. [I*]

Woman is ever a changeful and capricious

thing.

Velis et remis. [L] With sails and oars ; by

every possible means.

Veluti in speculum. [L.J Evcnasin amirmr.

Venalis populus, venalis curia patrum [L.J

The people are venal, and the senate is

equally venal.

Venerium in auro bibitur. [L ] Poison is

drunk from golden vessels.

Venia necessitati datur. [L.J Indulgence is

granted to necessity.

Veni, vidi, vici. [L.J I came, I taw, I con

quered.

Vcntis secundts [L.] With prosperous winds.

Vera incessu patuit dea. [L.] The real god

dess was made manifest by her walk.

Verbatim et literatim. [L.] Word for word

and letter for letter.

Verbum sat sapicnti. [L.] A word is enough

for a wise man.

Veritas odiumparit. [L.J Truth begets hatred.

Veritas prevalebit. [L] Truth will prevail.

Veritas vineit. [L.] Truth conquers.

Veritatis simplex oratio est. [L] The language

of truth is simple.

VfriU* sans peur. [Fr.] Truth without fear.

F er non semper viret. [L.] Spring is not al

ways green.

Vestigia nulla retrorsum [L.] No returning

footsteps; no traces backward.

JVarato ovmtiv. [L ] A disputed question.

Via media. [L ] A middle course.

Via trita, via tuta. [L.] The beaten path is

the safe path.
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Vide et crede. [L.J See and believe.

Video meliora prohoque deteriora sequor. [L.]

I Bee and approve the better things, I fol

low the worse.

Vide ut supra. [L.] See what is stated

above.

Vi et armii. [L. ] By force and arms; by

main force; by violence.

Vigeur de dessus. [Fr.] Strength from on

high.

Vigilate et orate. [L.] Watch and pray.

Vineit amor patrue. [L.] The love of our

country prevails

Vineit omnia vcii'as. [L.] Truth conquers

all things.

Vineit qui patitur. [L.] He who endures

conquers.

Vineit, qui se vineit, [L.] He conquers who

overcomes himself.

Vinculum matrimonii. [L ] The bond of

marriage.

Vindex injuria. [L.] An avenger of injury.

Vires acquirit eundo. [L.) As it goes it ac

quires strength.

Vir sapit qui pauea loquitur. [L] He is a

wise man who says but little.

Virtus in arduis. [L.J Virtue or courage in

difficulties.

Virtus incendit vires. [L.] Virtue kindles

strength.

Virtus laudatur, et alget. [L.] Virtue is

praised, and suffers from cold.

Virtus miUia scuta. [L.J Virtue Is a thou

sand shields.

Virtus semper viridis. [L.] Virtue la always

green.

Virtus sola nobilitat. [L.J Virtue alone en

nobles.

Virtus vineit invidiam. [L.] Virtue over

comes envy or hatred.

Virtute et Jute. [L.] By or with virtue and

faith.

Virtute et labore. [L.J By virtue and labour.

Virtute non astutia. [L.] By virtue, not by

craft.

Virtute non verbis. [L.] By virtue, not by

words.

Virtute officii, [L.] By virtue of office.

Virtute securus. [L.] Secure through virtue.

Virtutis amore. [L.] From love of virtue.

Virtutis fortuna comes. [L.] Fortune is the

companion of valour or virtue.

Vis comica. [L.] Comic power nr talent.

Vis conservatrix natural, [L.] The preserva

tive power of nature. *

Vis medicatrix naturae. (L.] The healing

power of nature.

Vis unita fortior. [L.] United power is

stronger,

Vis vita*. [L.] The vigour of life

Vita brevis, ars longa. [L.] Life is short, art

is long.

Vitas via virtus. [L.] Virtue the way of life.

Vitam impendere vero. [L.] To stake ones

life for the truth.

Vita sine Uteris mors est. [L.] Life without

literature is death.

Vivit post/unera virtus. [L.] Virtue survives

the grave.

Voild. [Ft] Behold; there is; there are.

Voildtout. [Fr] That's all.

Voild une autre chose. [Ft.] That's another

thing; that is quite a different matter.

Voir le dessous des cartes. [Fr.] To see the

under side of the cards; to be in the secret.

Volenti non fit injuria. [L] No injustice is

done to the consenting person.

Volo.nonvaleo. [L.] 1 am willing, but unable.

Vota vita mea. [L.] My life is devoted.

Vous y perdrez vospas. [Fr.] You will there

lose your steps or labour.

Vox et praterea nihil. [L.] A voice and no

thing more; sound but no sense.

Vox populi, vox Dei. [L] The voice of the

people is the voice of God.

Vulgb. [L.] Commonly.

Vulnus immedieabile. [L. ] An irreparable

injury.

Vultus est index animi. [L.] The countenance

is the index of the mind.



ABBKEVIATIONS AND CONTRACTIONS

COMMONLY USED IN WRITING AND PRINTING.

A. or a. Adjective.

I In music, alto.

A. or am. Answer,

a. or (& (L ad). To or at.

d. or t>~), in med. of each the

same quantity.

A.B. (L. Artium Baccalaureus).

Bachelor of Arts. See B.A.

A.B. Able-bodied seaman.

Abbr. or Abbreo. Abbreviated or

abbreviation.

Abl. Ablative.

Abp. Archbishop.

A.C. (L. Ante Christum), Before

Christ.

Ace. Accusative.

Ace. or AccL Account or ac

countant

A.D. (L. Anno Domini). In the

year of our Lord.

A D.C. Aide-de-camp.

Adj. Adjective.

Adjt. Adjutant.

Ad lib. or Ad libit. (L. ad libit

um). At pleasure.

Adm. Admiral.

Adv. Adverb.

jE. or at. (L. cetatis). Of age;

aged.

A.F.A. Associate of the Faculty

of Actuaries.

Ag. (L argentum). Silver.

Agr. or Agric. Agriculture.

Agt. Agent

A.H. (L. Anno Hegircs). In the

year of the Hegira.

A I.J. Associate of the Institute

of Actuaries.

A.K.C. Associate of King's Col

lege (London).

Al. or Ala. Alabama (United

States).

Aid. Alderman.

Alex. Alexander.

Al/. Alfred.

Alg. Algebra.

A.M. (L. Anno Mundi). In the

year of the world.

A.M. (L. Ante Meridiem). Before

noon.

A.M. (L. Artium MagUter). Mas

ter of Arts.

Am. or Amer. America or Ameri

can.

Ami. Amount.

An. (L. anno). In the year.

Anal. Analysis.

Anat. Anatomy or anatomical.

Anc. Ancient.

Anon. Anonymous.

Ans. Answer.

Ant. or Antiq. Antiquities or

antiquarian.

Aor. Aorist.

Ap. Apostle.

Ap. or Apt. April.

Apo. Apogee.

Apoc. Apocalypse.

App. Appendix.

Apr. April.

Aq. (L. aqua). Water.

A.R. (L. Anno Regni). In the

year of the reign.

Ar. or Arab. Arabic.

At. or Arr. Arrive -s; arrival.

A.R- A. Associate of the Royal

Academy.

Arch. Architecture.

Archd. Archdeacon.

A.RM.A. Associate of the Royal

Hibernian Academy.

A rith. Arithmetic or Arithmeti

cal.

Ark. Arkansas (United States).

Arm. Armenian; Armoric.

Armor. Armoric.

Arr. Arrive -s -d or arrival.

A.R.R. (L. Anne Regni Regis or

Regince). In the year of the

king's (or queen's) reign.

A.R 8.A. Associate of the Royal

Scottish Academy.

AR.S.M. Associate of the Royal

School of Mines.

A. R.S. S. ( L. Antiquariorum

RegiceSocietatisSocius). Fellow

of the Royal Society of Anti

quaries.

Art. Article.

A.S., A.-S , or A.-Sax. Anglo-

Saxon.

Asst. Assistant.

Astrol. Astrology.

Astron. Astronomy or astronomi

cal.

Att. or Atty. Attorney.

Atty. Gen. Attorney-general.

An. (L. aurum). Gold.

A. U.C. (L. Anno Ifrbis Conditas

or Ab l/rbe Conditd). In the

year from the building of the

city (=Rome>

Aug. Augmentative.

Aug. August.

Aur. (L. aurum). Gold.

A.V. Artillery Volunteers.

A. V. Authorized Versiou (of the

Bible)

Avoir. Avoirdupois.

B. In music, bass or base.

B. or Bk. Book.

B. or Brit. British.

6. Born.

B.A. Bachelor of Arts.

Bank. Banking.

Bap. or Bapt. Baptist.

Bar. Barrel.

Bart, or Bt. Baronet.

B.C. Before Christ.

B.C.L. Bachelor of Civil Law.

B.D. Bachelor of Divinity.

Bd. Bound.

Bds. Boards (bound in).

Beds. Bedfordshire.

Belg. Belgic.

Ben. or Benj. Benjamin.

Berks. Berkshire.

Bib. Bible or biblical

Biog. Biography or biographical.

Bk. Bank.

Bk. Book.

B.L. Bachelor of Laws.

B.LL. (L Baccalaureus Legum).

Bachelor of Laws.

[Note. The initial letter of a word

is frequently doubled, as in

the above instance, to indi

cate the plural]

B.M. (L. Baccalaureus MedicinaA

Bachelor of Medicine.

B.Mus. Bachelor of Music.

Bn. Battalion.

Bot. Botany or botanical.

Bp. Bishop.

Br. or Bro. Brother.

Brig. Brigade or brigadier.

Brta.-gen. Brigadier-general.

Brit. Britain, Britannia, British

Briton.

B S. Bachelor in Surgery.

BSc. Bachelor of Science.

B.S.L. Botanical Society, Lon

don.

Bt. Baronet.

Bucks. Buckinghamshire.

Burl. Burlesque.

Bush. Bushel.

B V. Blessed Virgin.

B. V.M. Blessed Virgin Mary.

C Cent or Cents.

C. Centigrade.

C. Centime or centimes.

C. (L. centum). A hundred.

C. or Cap. (L. caput). Chapter.

C.A. Chartered Accountant.

Ca. or Cat. California.

Cam. or Camb. Cambridge.

Cant. Canterbury.

Cant. Canticles.

Cantab. (L. Cantabrigiensis). Of

Cambridge.

Cantuar. (L. Cantuaria). Can

terbury.

Cap. Capital.

Cap. (L. caput} Chapter.

Caps. Capitals.

Capt, Captaiu.

Card. Cardinal.

Carp. Carpentry.

Catfi. Catharine.

Cath. Catholic.

C.B. Companion of the Bath.

C.D.V. Carte-de-visite.

CE. Civil Engineer.

Cel. Celsius (thermometer).

Celt. Celtic.

Cent (L. centum). A hundred.

Centig. Centigrade (thermome

ter).

Cf. (L. confer). Compare.

CO. Coast-guard.

CO. Commissary-general.

CG.S. (used adjectively). Centi

metre, Gramme, Second (the

units of length, mass, and time,

widely adopted in modern

scientific calculation).

Ch. or Chap. Chapter.

Ch. Church.

Chat Chaldron.

Chal. or Chald. Chaldce or Chal-

daic.

Chanc. Chancellor.

Chap. Chapter.

Chas. Charles.

Chem. Chemistry or chemical.

Chin. Chinese.

CAr. Christ or Christian.

CAr. Christopher.

Chron. Chronicles or chronology.

C I. Order of the Crown of India.

CLE. Companion of the Order

of the Indian Empire.

Cit. Citation.

Cit. Citizen.

ao. Civil.

C.J. Chief-Justice.

CI. Clergyman.

Class. Classical.

Clk. Clerk-

cm. Centimetres.

CM. Certificated Master.

CM. (L. Chirurgiae Magister).

Master in Surgery.

CM. Common Metre.

CM.O. Companion of the Order

of St. Michael and St. George.

Co. Company.

Co. County.

COD. Cash (or Collect) on De

livery.

Col Colonel.

Col. Colonial.

Col. Colossians.

Col. Column.

Coll. College.

Colloq. Colloquial, colloquialism,

or colloquially.

Com. Commander.

Com. Commerce.

Com. Commissioner or commit

tee.

Com. Commodore.

Com. Common.

Comm. Commentary.

Comp. Compare or comparative.

Comp. Compound or com

pounded.

Compar. Comparative.

Com. Ver. Common Version.

Con. (L. contra). Against.

Conch. Conchology.

Con. Cr. Contra Credit or Credi

tor.

Cong or Congreg Congregation

or Congregationalism

Cong. Congress.

Conj. Conjunction.

Conn. Connecticut ( United

States).

Con. Sect. Conic Sections.

Contr. Contracted orcontraction

Cop. or Copt. Coptic.

Cor. Corinthians.

Cor. Mem. Corresponding Mem

ber.

Corn. Cornish or Cornwall.

Corrupt. Corrupted or corrup

tion.

Cor. Sec. Corresponding Secre

tary.

Cos. Cosine.

C.P. Clerk of the Peace.

CP. Common Pleas.

C. P. C Clerk of the Privy Council

C.P.S. (L. Custos Privati Sigilli).

Keeper of the Privy Seal

Cr. Credit or Creditor.

CR. (L. Civis Romanus). Ro

man Citizen.

C. R. (L. Custos Rotulorum).

Keeper of the Rolls.

Cres. Crescendo.

Crim. Con. Criminal Conversa

tion or adultery.

CS. Clerk to the Signet

CS. Court of Session.

CS./. Companion of the Star of

India.

Ct. Cent.

Ct. (L. centum). A hundred.

Ct. Connecticut (United States).

CT. Certificated Teacher.

Cu. (L cuprum). Copper.

Cwr.orCurt. Current; thismonth.

Cwt. (L. centum, a hundred, and

Eng. weight). A hundredweight

or hundredweights.

Cyc. Cyclopaedia.

D. Deputy.

d. (L. denarius, denarii). A penny

or pence.

d. Died.

Dan. Daniel.

Dan. Danish.

Dat. Dative.

Dav. David.

DC. (It. Da Capo). From the be

ginning; again.

D.C.L. Doctor of Civil Law.

D.C.S. Depute Clerk of Session.

D.D. (L Divinitatis Doctor). Doc

tor of Divinity.

De. Delaware (United States).

Dec. December.

decim. Decimetres.

Decl. Declension.

De/. Definition.

De/t. Defendant.

Deg. Degree or Degrees.

Del. Delaware (United States )

Del. (L. delineavit). He (or she)

drew it.

Dep. or Dept. Department.

Dep. Deputy.

Deut. Deuteronomy.

D.F. Dean of the Faculty.

D.F. Defender of the Faith

D.G. (L. Dei Gratia). By the

Grace of God.

Diet. Dictionary.

Dim. or Dimin. Diminuendo.

Dim. Diminutive.

Dis. or Disct. Discount.

Div. Divide, dividend, division,

or divisor.

D.L. Deputy Lieutenant.

D. hit Doctor of Literature

D.LO. Dead Letter Office.

D.M.ox D.Mus. Doctor of Music

Do (It ditto). The same

Dols. Dollars.

Dom. Econ. Domestic Economy

Dot. Dozen.

Dpt. Deponent.

Dr. Debtor.

Dr. Doctor.

Dr. Dram or drams.

DS. (It Dal Segno). To the sign.

D.Sc. Doctor of Science.

D. T. (L. Doctor Theologia). Doc

tor of Divinity.

Du. Dutch.

Dub. Dublin.
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D. V. (L. Deo volente). God will F.B. Fenian Brotherhood or G. Gulf. II. P. Highpiie*t.

ing. Brethren. Ga. Georgia (United States). H.P. Horse-power.

Dwt. (L. denarius, penny, and F.BS.E. Fellow of the Botanical G.A. General Assembly. II. R. House of Representatives.

Bug. toeight). A pennyweight Society of Edinburgh. Gael. Gaelic. H.R.E. Holy Roman Empire or

or pennyweights. F.C. Free Church (of Scotland). '''a!. Galatians. Emperor.

Dyn. Dynamics. Fcp. Foolscap. Gal. or Gall. Gallon or Gallons. H. R H. His (or Her) Royal High

F.C.P.S. Fellow of the Cambridge Galv. Galvanism. ness.

E. East or eastern. Philosophical Society. G.B. Great Britain. H.R.I. P. (L. hie requieecit in

/•;. English. F.C.S. FeUow of the Chemical G.B.J: I. Great Britain and Ire pace), nere rests in peace.

/.''(. Each. Society. land. US (L. hie situs). Here lies.

Eben. Ebenezer. F.D. (L. Fidei Defensor or De- G.C.B. Grand Cross of the Bath. H.S.H. His (or Her) Serene High

Ebor. (L. Eboracum). York. fensatrix). Defender of the GC.H. Grand Crossof theGuelphs ness.

EC. Eastern Central (postal dis Faith. of Hanover. HSS. (L. Historia Societatie

trict, London): Feb. February. GC.L.H. Grand Cross of the Le Socius). Fellow of the Histori

E.C. Established Church. Fee. (L. fecit). He (or she) did it. gion of Honour. cal Society.

Eccl. or Eccles. Ecclesiastes or F.E.I.S. Fellow of the Educa G.C.M.G. Grand Cross of St. Hum. or hutnb. Humble.

ecclesiastical. tional Institute of Scotland. Michael and St George. Htm. or Hung. Hungary or Hun

Ecclus. Ecclesiasticus. Fein. Feminine. G.C.S I. Grand Commander of garian.

Ed. Edition or editor. F.E.S. Fellow of the Entomolo the Star of India. Hund. Hundred.

Ed. or Edin. Edinburgh. gical Society. G D. Grand Duke (or Duchess). Hyd. Hydrostatics.

Edm. Edmund. F.E.S. Fellow of the Ethnologi Gen. or Genl. General. Hydraul. Hydraulics.

E.D.S. English Dialect Society. cal Society. % Gen. Genesis. Hypoth. Hypothesis or hypothe

Edw. Edward. Feud. Feudal Gen. Genitive. tical.

E.E. Errors Excepted. F.F.A. Fellow of the Faculty of Gent, or Gentn. Gentleman or

E.E.T.S. Early English Text So Actuaries. gentlemen. /. Island.

ciety. F.G.S. Fellow of the Geological Geo. George. la. Indiaua (United StatesY

E.O. (L. exempli gratid). For Society. Geo. Georgia (United States). lb or Ibid. (L. ibidem). In the

example F.H.S. Fellow of the Horticul Geog. Geography, geographical. same place.

E. 1. East India or East Indies. tural Society. geographer. Icel. Iceland, Icelandic.

E I. C. or E. I. Co. East India Com F.I. A. Fellow of the Institute of Geol. Geology, geological Ich. or Ichth. Ichthyology.

pany. Actuaries. Geom. Geometry, geometrical, Id. (L idem) The same.

E./.C.S. East India Company's Fid. Dcf. (See F.D.) Defender geometer. I.e. (L. id est). That is.

Service. of the Faith. Ger. or Germ. German. I.H.S. These letters have been

Elec. or Elect. Electric or elec Fig. Figure or figures; figurative Ger. Gerund. usually looked upon as the

initials of lesus (Jesus) Homi-tricity. or figuratively. Gi. Gill or gills (measure).

Eliz. Elizabeth. Finn. Finnish. G.L. Grand Lodge, num Salva tor,J esus the Saviour

E. Lon. East Longitude. Fir. Firkin or firkins. gin. Grammes. of Men, or of In hae {cruee)

Emp. Emperor or empress. F.K.Q.CP.I. Fellow of King's G.M. Grand Master. salus, in this (cross) is salva

Ency. or Encyc. Encyclopedia. and Queen's College of Physi Q.M.K.P. Grand Master of the tion, hut they were originally

E.y.E. East-north-east. cians, Ireland. Knights of St. Patrick. IH2, the first three letter* of

Eng. England or English. Fl. Flemish. Go. or Goth. Gothic. "IH20T2 {Itsoue) the Greek

Eiigin. Engineering. Fl. Florida (United States). Gov. Governor. form of Jesus.

Ent. or Entom Entomology. FL Florin or florins. Gov -Gen. Governor-general III. Illinois (United States).

Env. Ext Envoy Extraordinary. Fl. Flourished. Govt. Government. Imp. (L. imperator). Empel or.

Imp. Imperial.Eph. Ephesians.

Eph. Ephraim.

F.L.S. Fellow of the Linnssan G.P.O. General Post-office.

Society. Or, Grain or Grains. Imp. or impf. Imperfect.

Epiph. Epipliany. F.ir. Field marshaL Gr. Great In. Inch or inches.

Epis. Episcopal

Epist. Epistle.

F.O. Field-officer. Gr. Greek. Incog. (It. incognito, incognita).

Fo. or Fol. Folio or folios. Gr. Gross. Unknown.

Epist. or EpistoL Epistolary. F. 0. B. Free on Board (goods de Gram. Grammar or Grammatical Ind. India or Indian.

Eq. Equal livered). Gro. Gross. Ind. Indiana (United States).

Eq. or Equiv. Equivalent For. Foreign. Gtt. (L. <intt<r). In medicine, Inf. Infinitive.

End. Esdras. Fort. Fortification. drops. In Urn. (L. in limine). At the

E.3.E. East-south-east. F.P. Fire-plug. Gun, Gunnery. outset.

Exp. Especially. F.P.S. Fellow of the Philological In loc. (L. in loco). In its place.

I.y.R-I. (L. lesus XazarrtiusEsq. or Exqr. Esquire. Society. H. Hour or hours.

Esq*, or Esqrs. Esquires. Fr. France or French. /lab. Habakkuk. Rex ludaeorum). Jesus of Na

Esth. Esther. Fr. Francis. Hag. Haggai.

Hants. Hampshire.

zareth, King of the Jews.

E T. English Translation. fr. From. Insep. Inseparable.

Et at. (L. tt alibi). And elsewhere.

Et at. (L. et alii or alia). And

F.RA.S. Fellow of the Royal H.B.C. Hudson's Bay Company. Ins. Gen. Inspector General.

Astronomical Society. H.BM. His (or Her) Britannic Inst. Instant; the present month.

others. F.R.C.P. Fellow of the Royal Majesty. lust. Institute or institution.

Etc. (L. et cateri, caterer, or cm- College of Preceptors. H.C. House of Commons. Insur. Insurance.

tera). And others; and so forth.

Etk. Ethinpic.

FRCP. Fellow of the Royal H C. Herald's College. Int. Interest.

College of Physicians.

F. R. C. P.E. Fellow of the Royal

H.C. it. His (or Her) Catholic Intene. Intensive.

Et seq. (L. et sequentes or se

quential And the following.

Majesty. Interj. Interjection.

College of Physicians, Edin Hdkf. Handkerchief. Intrant. Intransitive.

Etyin. Etymology. burgh. h.e. (L. hoc est or hie est). That In trans. (L. in transitu). On

Ex. or Exd Examined. F.RC.S. Fellow of the Royal is, or this is. the way or passage.

Ex. Example. College of Surgeons. Heb. or Hebr. Hebrew or He Introd. Introduction.

Ex. Exodus. F.R.CSE. Fellow of the Royal brews. lo. Iowa (United States).

Exc. Excellency. College of Surgeons, Edinburgh.

F.ItC.S.l. Fellow of the Royal

HE. l.C. Honourable East India /. of III. Instructor of Musketry.

Exc. Except or exception. Company. I.O.G.T. Independent Order of

Exch, Exchange. College of Surgeons, Ireland. H. E. I. C S. Honourable East In Good Templars.

Exch. Exchequer. F.RC.S. L. Fellow of the Royal dia Company's Service. I.OOF. Independent Order of

Exd. Examined. College of Surgeons, London. Her. Heraldry or Heraldic Oddfellows,

Exec. Executor. Fred. Frederick. Hf-bd. Half-bound.

II. G. Horse Guards.

I O.U. I owe you—an acknow

Execx. Executrix. Freq. Frequentative. ledgment for money.

Exod. Exodus. F.R.O.8. Fellow of the Royal II II. His (or Her) Highness.

H II. His Holiness (the Pope).

I.P.D. (L. In prasentiA Domin-

Exon, (L. Exonia). Exeter. Geographical Society.

Fri. Friday.

orum). In presence of the Lords

Exr. Executor. Hhd. Hogshead or Hogsheads. (of Session).

Ez. or Ezr. Ezra. Fris. or Frs. Frisian or Friesic. HI.H. His (or Her) Imperial I.Q. (L. idem quod). The same

Eztk. Ezekiel. F RS. Fellow of the Royal So Highness. as.

E. *fc 0. E. Errors and Omissions ciety. Hil Hilary. Ir. Ireland or Irish.

Excepted. F.R.S.E. Fellow of the Royal Hind. Hindu, nindostan, or Kin I RO. Inland Revenue Office.

Society, Edinburgh. destanee. Irreg. Irregular.

F. Fellow. F.RS L. Fellow of the Royal Hist. History or historical. Is. or Mi. Isaiah.

F. Folio. Society of Literature. H.J. or H.J S. (L Hie Jacet or I.S. Irish Society.

F. Fahrenheit. F.S.A. Fellow of the 8ociety of Hie Jacct Septiltus). Here lies, Isl. Island.

/. Farthing or farthings. Antiquaries. or here lies buried. It or Ital. Italy. Italic, Italian.

forfern. Feminine. F. S.A.Scot. Fellow of the Society //. L. House of Lords. Itin. Itinerary.

/ Foot or feet of Antiquaries of Scotland. II. M. His (or Her) Majesty.

H.M.P. (L. Hoc Monutnentum/. Franc or francs. F.S.S. Fellow of the Statistical J. Judge or justice.

Fa. Florida (United States). Society. Posuit). Erected this monu J. A. Judge-advocate.

Fahr. Fahrenheit (thermometer). Ft. Foot or feet ment. Jac. Jacob or Jacobus ( = James).

F.A.M. Free and Accepted Ma FL Fort II M S His (or Her) Majesty's Jan. January.

sons. F.T.C.D. Fellow of Trinity Col Service. Jan. James.

Far. Farriery. lege, Dublin. II. M.S. His (or Her) Majesty's Jav. Javanese.

F.A.S. Fellow of the Antiqua- Fth. Fathom. Ship or Steamer. J C. Jesus Christ.

riau Society. Fur. Furlong. Ho. House. J.C. Justice-clerk.

F.A.S. Fellow of the Society of Fut. Future. Hon. or Honbl. Honourable. J CD. (L. Juris CivUit Doctor).

Arts. F.Z.S. Fellow of the Zoological Hond. Honoured. Doctor of Civil Law.

F.A.S.E Fellow of the Antiqua Society. Hort. Horticulture or horticul J.D. (L. Jurum Doctor). Doctor

rian Society of Edinburgh. tural. of Laws.

FA S.L Fellow of the Anthro 0. Genitive. Hos. Hosea. Jer. Jeremiah.

pological Society of London. J.G. W. Junior Grand Warden.G. Guinea or guineas. HP. Half-pay.
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J.U.S. Seel.H.S.

Jno. Juhn.

Join. Joinery.

Jona. Jonathan

Jos. Joseph.

Josh. Joshua.

Jour. Journal.

J. P. Justice of the Peace.

Jr. Junior.

J. U D. or J. V.D. (L. Juris Utri-

usque Doctor). Doctor of both

Laws (that is, civil and canon.

Note. IT and V were formerly

regarded as the same letter.

Jud. Judith.

Judg. Judges.

Jul. July or Julius.

Jul, Per. Julian Period.

Jun. June.

Jun. or Junr Junior.

Juris. Jurisprudence.

Jus. P. Justice of the Peace.

Just, Justice.

J. W. Junior Warden.

K. King.

K Knight

Kan. Kansas (United States).

KB. King's Bench.

KB. Knight of the Bath.

K.C.B. Knight Commander of

the Bath.

K.C.H. Knight Commander of

the Guelphs of Hanover.

K.CM.G. Knight Commanderof

St. Michael and St. George.

K.C.S. Knight of the Order of

Charles ILL of Spain.

K.C.S. I. Knight Commander of

the Star of India.

K.E. Knight of the Eagle, Prus

sia.

Ken. Kentucky (United States).

K.G.C. Knight of the Grand

Cross.

KG.C.B. Knight of the Grand

Cross of the Bath.

K G.F. Knight of the Golden

Fleece, Spain.

K GM. Knight of the Guelphs

of Hanover.

Ki. Kings.

Kil Kilderkin.

KUog. Kilogramme.

Kilom. Kilometre.

Kingd. Kingdom.

K.L.B. Knight of Leopold of

Belgium.

K L.U. Knight of the Legion of

Honour.

KM. Knight of Malta.

Km. Kingdom.

K.N.S. Knightof theRoyalNor-

thern Star. Sweden.

Knt. Knight.

K.P. Knight of St. Patrick.

Ks. Kansas (United States).

K.3. Knight of the Sword, Swe

den

Kt. Knight

A' T. Knight of the Thistle.

KT. Knight Templar.

K.T.3. Knight of Tower and

Sword, Portugal.

Ky. Kentucky (United Stages).

L. Latin.

L. Lake.

L. Lord or Lady.

L , I , or £ (L. Libra). Pound or

pounds (sterling).

L., lb , or lb. Pound or pounds

(weight).

La. Louisiana (United States).

L.A. Law Agent.

LA. Literate in Arts.

L.A.C. Licentiate of the Apothe

caries' Company.

Ladp. Ladyship.

Lam. Lamentations

Lapp. Lappish.

Lat. Latin.

Lot Latitude.

Lb. or lb. Pound or ponnds

(weight).

i.C Lord Chamberlain.

L.C. Lord Chancellor.

L.c. Lower-case (in printing).

Lc. (L. loco citato). In the place

quoted.

L.C.B. Lord Chief-baron.

L.C.J. Lord Chief-justice.

L C /*. Licentiate of the College

of Preceptors.

Ld. Lord.

L.D.S. Licentiate of Dental Sur

gery.

Leg. or legis. Legislature.

Leip. Leipzig or Leipsic.

Lett. Lettish.

Lev. Leviticus.

Lex. Lexicon.

Lexieog. Lexicography or lexi

cographer.

L.O. Life i.; nurds.

L.I. Light Infantry.

L. I. Long Island (United States).

Lib. (L. liber). Book.

Lib. Librarian.

Lieut. Lieutenant

Lieut-Col Lieutenant-colonel.

Lieut. -Gen. Lieutenant-general.

Lieut.-Gov. Lieutenant-governor.

Linn. Linnaeus or Limuean.

Li'j Liquor or liquid.

Lit Literature, literary, or liter

ally.

Lith. Lithuanian.

Lie. Livre.

L.I, or L. Lat. Low Latin.

LL.B. (L. LegumBaccalaureus).

Bachelor of Laws. See B.LL.

LL.D. (L Legum Doctor). Doc

tor of Laws. See B.LL.

L.L.I, Lord-lieutenant of Ire

land.

L.M. Long metre.

Loti. or Lond. London.

Lon. or long. Longitude.

Log. (L. loquitur). Speaks.

Lou. Louisiana (United States).

Lp. Lordship.

L.P. Lord Provost.

L.S. Leftside.

L S. (L. locus sigilli). Place of

the seal

LSD. (L. Librae, Solidi, Dena

rii). Pounds, shillings, pence.

Lt Lieutenant.

Lt Inf. Light Infantry.

M. Marquis.

M. Middle.

M. (L. mille). Thousand.

M. (L. meridies). Meridian or

noon.

.1/ Mile or miles.

M. Monday.

M. Monsieur.

M. Morning.

tn. Married.

m. Masculine.

m. Metre or metres.

m Minute or minutes.

MA. Master of Arts See A.M.

Ma. Minnesota (United States).

Mac. or Mace. Maccabees.

Mack, or machin. Machinery.

Mad. or Madm. Madam.

Mag. Magazine.

May. Major.

Maj.-Gen. Major-general

Mai. Malachi.

Malay. Malayan.

Man, Manege or horsemanship.

Manuf. Manufactures or manu

facturing.

Mar. March.

Mar. Maritime.

Marq. Marquis.

Mas. or masc. Masculine.

Mass. Massachusetts ( United

States).

M.AstS. Member of the Astro

nomical Society.

Math, Mathematics, mathema

tical, or mathematician.

Matt Matthew.

M.B. (L. Medicines Baccalaureus).

Bachelor of Medicine.

M.B. (L. Musicoe Baecalaureus).

Bachelor of Music.

M.C. Master of Ceremonies.

M.C. Member of Congress.

Mch. March.

M. C. P. Member of the College of

Preceptors.

M.D. (L. Medicince Doctor). Doc

tor of Medicine.

Md. Maryland (United States).

Mdlle. Mademoiselle.

M.E. Military Engineer, Mining

Engineer, or Mechanical En

gineer.

Mc. Maine (United States).

Mech. Mechanics or mechanical.

Med. Medicine or medical.

Mem. Memorandum or memor

anda.

Messrs. Messieurs, Gentlemen, or

Met. Metaphysics or metaphysi

cal.

Metal. Metallurgy.

Meteor. Meteorology or meteor

ological.

Mcth. Methodist

M.Hon. Most Honourable.

M.H.S. Member of the Historical

Society.

Mi. Mississippi (United States).

Mic. Micall.

Mich. Michaelmas.

Mich. Michigan.

Mid. Middle.

Mid. Midshipman.

Mil. or MUit. Military.

Min. Mineralogy or mineralogi

es!

Mm. Minute or minutes.

Minn. Minnesota(United States).

Min. Plen, Minister Plenipoten

tiary.

Muis. Mississippi (United States).

Mile. Mademoiselle or Miss.

MM. Their Majesties. See B.LL.

MM. Messieurs. See B.LL.

mm. Millimetres.

Mine. Madame or Mrs.

Mn. Michigan (United States).

M.N.S. Member of the Numis-

matical Society.

Mo. Missouri (United States).

Mo. Month.

Mod. Modern.

Mod. (It. moderato). Moderately.

Mon. Monday.

Mons. Monsieur; Sir.

M.P. Member of Parliament

M.P.S. Member of the Pharma

ceutical Society.

M.P.S. Member of the Philologi

cal Society.

Mr. Master {pron. Mister).

M.B. Master of the Rolls.

M.R.A.S. Member of the Royal

Academy of Science.

M.RA.S. Member of the Royal

Asiatic Society.

M.R.C.P. Member of the Royal

College of Physicians.

M Il.C.S. Member of the Royal

College of Surgeons.

M.RC.V.S. Member of the Royal

College of Veterinary Surgeons

M.Ji.G.S. Memlwr of the Royal

Geographical Society.

M. R. 1. Member of the Royal In

stitution.

M.R.I.A. Member of the Royal

Irish Academy.

Mrs. Mistress.

M.R.S.L. Member of the Royal

Society of Literature.

M.S. Master in Surgery.

M.S. (L. memoriae sacrum). Sa

cred to the memory.

MS. Manuscript.

3/55. Manuscripts.

ML Mount or mountain.

Mug. Museum.

Mus. Music or musical.

Mtts. B. ( L. Musicce Baecalau

reus). Bachelor of Music.

Mus.D. or Mus. Doc. (L. Musicce

Doctor), Doctor of Music.

M.W.G.M. Most Worthy Grand

Master.

M.W.S. Member of the Werner-

ian Society.

Myth. Mythology or Mythologi

cal.

iV. Noon.

N. North; Northern (postal dis

trict, London).

N. Noun.

N. Number.

A'. A. North America or North

American.

Na. Nebraska (United States).

Nak. Nahum.

Nap. Napoleon.

Nat National.

Nat. Natural.

Nat. Hist. Natural history.

Nat. Ord. Natural order.

Naut. Nautical.

N.B. New Brunswick.

N.B. North Britain (Scotland).

N.B, (L. Nota Bene). Note well

or take notice.

N.C. North Carolina (United

States).

N.E. New England.

N.E. North-east; North-eastern

Neb. Nebraska (United States).

Neg. Negative or negatively.

Nen. Nehemiah.

Nem. Con. (L. nemine contradi-

cente). No one contradicting or

unanimously.

Nem. Dis. ( L. nemine dissen-

tiente). No one dissenting or

unanimously.

Neth. Netherlands.

Neut. Neuter.

New M. New Mexico (United

States).

New Test New Testament

N.B. New Hampshire (United

States).

N.J. New Jersey (United States).

N.L. or N.Lat. North latitude.

N. M. New Mexico ( United

States).

N.N.K. North-north-east.

N.N.W. North-north-west.

No. (L. numero). Number.

Nom. Nominative.

Non. Con. Non-content; dissen

tient (House of Lords).

Non obst. (L. non obstante). Not

withstanding.

Non pros. (L. non prosequitur).

He does not prosecute.

Non seq. (L. non sequilur). It

does not follow.

Nor. or Norm. Norman.

Nor. Fr. or Norm. Fr. Norman-

French.

Norw. Norway or Norwegian.

Nos. Numbers.

Nott. or Notts. Nottinghamshire.

Nov. November.

N.P. Notary-public.

N.S. New Style.

A*.5. Nova Scotia.

N.S.J.C (L. Noster Salvator

Jesus Christwt). Our Saviour

Jesus Christ.

N.T. Nevada Territory (United

States).

N.T. New Testament

Num. or Numb. Numbers.

Numis. Numismatics.

N. V.M. Nativity of the Virgin

Mary.

N. W. North-west ; North-west

ern (postal district, London).

N. W. T. North-west Territory.

N. Y. New York.

N.Z, or N. Zeal. New Zealand.

0. Ohio (United States).

0. Old.

06. (L. obiit). Died.

Obad. Obadiah.

Obdt. Obedient.

Obj. Objective.

Obs. Obsolete.

Obt Obedient.

Oct. October.

O.F. Oddfellows.

0.0. Outside Guardian.

O.H.M.S. On Her Majesty's Ser

vice.

Old Test Old Testament.

Olym. Olympiad.

O.M. Old measurement.

On. Oregon (United States).

Op. Opposite or opposition.

O.P. Order of Preachers.

Opt. Optics or optical.

Opt. Optative.

Or. Oregon (United States),

Ord. Ordinance or ordinary.

Orig. Original or originally.

Ornith. Ornithology.

0.5. Old Style.

O.T. Old Testament.

Ox/. Oxford.

Oxon. (L. Oxonia, Oxoniensis).

Oxford; of Oxford.

Oxonien. (L. Oxoniensis). Of Ox

ford.

Oz. Ounce. [Note. The z in this

contraction, and in viz., repre

sents an old symbol of similar

shape which was used to indi-

■ cate a terminal contraction.]

P. Page.

P. Participle.

P. Past.

P. Pole.

P. Post.

Pa. Pennsylvania (United

States'.

P. A. Participial adjective.

Ldp. Lordship Paint. Painting.Sirs. (postal district, London).
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Pal. or Pahxon. Palaeontology or P. B.C. (L. Post Romam Condit- Re/. Reference. S.A. (L. secundum arteniy Ac

palseontological. am). After the building of Be/ Ch. Reformed Church. cording to art

Par. Paragraph. Rome. Be/. Prts. Reformed Presby I Sab. Sabbath.

Pari. Parliament or parliamen- Preb. Prebend. terian. j Sam. or Saml. Samuel.

tary. Pre/. Prefix. Beg. or Rear. Registrar. Sans.,Sansc,oT Sansk. Sanscrit

Part. Participle. Prep. Preposition. Reg. Regular. S.A.S. (L. Societatis Antiquari-

Pass. Passive. Preg. President. Reg. or Regt. Regiment orum Socius). Member of the

Pat Patrick Pre*. Present. Reg. Pn/. Regius Professor. Society of Antiquaries.

Pathol. Pathology or pathologi Pret Preterit Regt. Regent. Sat Saturday

cal. Prin. Principally. Regt. Regiment Sax. Saxon or Saxony.

Payt. Payment Print. Printing. Rel. Religion or religious. SB. Smith Britain (Encland and

P.B (L Philosophiae Baecalau- Prto. Privative. Rel. Pron. Relative pronoun. Wales).

reus). Bachelor of Philosophy. Prob. Problem. Rem. Remark or remarks. S.C. South Carolina (United

P.O. (L. Patres Conscripti). Con Pro/. Professor. Rep. Report or reporter. States).

script Fathers. Pron. Pronoun. Rep. Representative.

Rep. or Repub. Republic.

S.C. (L. Senatus Considtum). A

PC. Police Constable. Pron. Pronounced or pronuncia decree of the Senate.

P. C. Privy Council or privy tion. Hetd. Returned. Se. (L. scilicet). To wit; namely;

being understood.councillor. Pron. a. Pronominal adjective. Rev. Revelation.

PCS. Principal Clerk of Session. Prop. Proposition. Rev. Revenue. Se. (L. sculpsit). He (or she) en

Pd. Paid. Pros. Prosody. Bev. Reverend. graved it

P.D. (L. Philosophic Doctor). Pro tern. (L pro tempore) For Bev. Review. Scan. Mag. [L. seandulum mag-

Dr>ctor of Philosophy. the time being. Bev. Revise. natum). Defamatory expres

P.D. Printer's Devil. Prov. Proverbs, proverbial, or Bevd. Reverend. sions to the injury of persons

P. EI. Prince Edward Island. proverbially. Revs. Reverends. of dignity.

Penn. Pennsylvania (United Prov. Provincial or provincially. R.GG. Royal Grenadier Guards. S. caps, or Sm caps Small capi

States). Proc. Provost R.H.A. Royal Horse Artillery. tals (in printing).

Sc. B. (L. Sciential Baccalatireus).Pent. Pentecost Prox. (L. proximo). Next or of R.I. Rhode Island ( United

Per. or Perg. Persian. the next month. States). Bachelor of Science.

Per an. (L. per annum). By the P.R.S. President of the Royal Rich, or Richd. Richard. Sc.D. (L. Scientios Doctor). Doc

year; yearly. Society. R.I.P. (L. requiescat in pace).

May he (or she) rest in peace I

Riv. River.

tor of Science.

Per cent, or per ct. (L. per cen

tum). By the hundred.

P.P. S.A. President of the Royal Sch. (L. scholium). A note.

Scottish Academy. Sch. Schooner.

Per/. Perfect. Prus. Prussia or Prussian. KM. Royal Mail. Sci. Science.

Peri. Perigee- P.S. (L. post scriptum). Post R. M. Royal Marines. Scil. (L. scilicet) To wit; namely:

Peri. Person. script R.3I A. Royal Military Asylum. being understood.

Pergp. Perspective. PS. Privy Seal. R.N. Royal Navy. S.C.L. Student in Civil Law.

Peruv. Peruvian. Ps. or Psa. Psalm or Psalms. R.N.O. (Dan. Riddare a/ Nordst- Sclav. Sclavonic.

Pet. Peter. Pt. Part. jerne Orden). Knight of the Scot. Scotland.Scotch.or Scottish.

Pg. Portuguese. Pt. Payment Order of the Polar Star. Scr. Scruple or scruples.

POM. Past Grand Master. Pt. Point. R.N.R. Royal Naval Reserve. Script Scripture or scriptural

Sculp, or Sculpt. (L. sculpsit).Phar. or Pharm. Pharmacy. Pt. Post Robt. Robert.

Ph. B. Same as P. B. PT. Post Town. Rom. Roman or Romans. He (or she) engraved it

S D.U.K. Society for the DiffuPh.D. (L. Philosophic Doctor). P.T. Pupil Teacher. Rom. Cath. Roman Catholic.

Doctor of Philosophy. P. TO. Please turn over. R.P. RegiuB Professor. sion of Useful Knowledge.

Phil. Philip or Philippians. Pub. Published, publisher, or R.R. Right Reverend. S.E. South-east ; south-eastern

Phil. Philosophy, philosophical. public. U.S.A. Royal Scottish Academy. (postal district, London).

or philosopher. Pub. Doc. Public Documents. R.S.E. Royal Society of Edin Sec. or Secy. Secretary.

Philem. Philemon. Pun.. Puncheon. burgh. Sec. Second.

Phiiog. Philosophy or philoso P.V. Post-village. RS.L. Royal Society of London. See. or Sect. Section.

phical.

Phil. Trans. Philosophical Trans

Pxt. See PINX. R.S.S. (L. Regiat Societatis So Sec. Leg. Secretary of Legation

cius). Member of the Royal Sen. Senate or Senator.

actions. Q. or Qu. Query or question. Society. Sen. or Senr. Senior.

Photoj. Photography, photogra Q.B. Queen's Bench. R.S. V.P. (Fr. Btpondez, s'il vous Sep. or Sept. September.

phic, or photographer.

Phren. Phrenology or phenologi-

QC. Queen's College. plait). Answer, if you please ; Sea. (L. sequentes or seqventia).

The following or the next.Q.C. Queen's Counsel. please reply.

caL Q. d. (L. quasi dicat). As if he Bt. Right. Serg. or Sergt. Sergeant

Phyg. Physics. Bhould say. Bt. Hon. Right Honourable. Serj. or Serjt. Serjeant.

S.G. Solicitor-general.Phyg. or Physiol. Physiology or

physiological.

Q. e. (L. quod est). Which is. Bt. Bev. Right Reverend.

QE.D. (L. quod erat demon R T.S. Religious Tract Society. Sh. Shilling or shillings

Pinx or Pxt. (L.Pinxit). He (or strandum). Which was to be Rt. Wp/ul. Right Worshipful. S.H.S. (L. Societatis Historic

she) painted it: accompanying demonstrated. Rugs. Russia or Russian. Socius). Member of the Histo

the artist's name (or initials) Q.E.F. (L. quod erat /acien- R. V. Rifle Volunteers. rical Society.

on a painting. dum). Which w to be done. R W. Right Worshipful or Right Sing. Singular.

Pk. Peck. Q.E.I. (L. quod invenien

dum). Which w to be found

Worthy. S.J. Society of Jesus.

P.L. Poet Laureate. R.W.D.GM. Right Worshipful

Deputy Grand Master.

SJ.C. Supreme Judicial Court.

PI. Place. out. Skr. Sanskrit.

PI. Plate. Q. 1. (L. quantum Ub<t). Asmuch R. W. G.M Right Worshipful Sid. Sailed.

PI. Plural. as you please.

Q.-M. Quarter-master.

Grand Master. S.M. Sergeant-major.

S.M.LondSoc. ( L. SocietatisP. LB Poor Law Board. R.W.G.R. Right Worthy Grand

P. L. C. Poor Law Commissioners. Q. Mess. Queen's Messenger. Representative. Medicos Londinensis Socius).

Plf. Plaintiff.

Pitt. Plural.

Q.-M.-G. Quartermaster-general. R.W.G.S. Right Worthy Grand Member of the Loudon Medical

Q.P. or Qpl. (L quantum pla Secretary Society.

Plup. Pluperfect. cet). As much as you please. R.W.Q.T. Right Worthy Grand S.N. (L. secundum naturam).

Plur. Plural. Qr. Quarter. Treasurer. According to nature.

P.M. (L. poet meridiem). After Qr. Quire. R.W.G.T. Right Worthy Grand Soc. or Socy. Society.

noon. Q. S. Quarter Sessions. Templar. S. o/ Sol. Song of Solomon.

P.M. Past Master. Q. s. (L. quantum svjficit). A R. WO. W. Right Worshipful Sol-Gen. Solicitor-general.

P.M. Peculiar Metre. sufficient quantity. Grand Warden. Sp. Spain; Spanish.

/\ M. Postmaster. Qt. Quart R.W.J.G.W. Right Worshipful Sp. Spirit

P.M.O. Postmaster-general. Qu, Queen. Junior Grand Warden. S.P.C.A. Society for the Preven

P.O. Post-office. Qu. Query or question. R. WO. (Swed. Riddare a/ Wasa tion of Cruelty to Animals.
P. &• 0. Co. Peninsular and Orien

Quar. or Quart. Quarterly. Orden). Knight of the Order of S.P.C.K. Society for the Promo

tal Steam Navigation Company. Quest. Question. Wasa. tion of Christian Knowledge.

Poet. Poetry or poetical. Q. o. (L quod vide). Which see. R. W. S. G. W. Right Worshipful S.P.Q. Society for the Propaga

tion of the Gospel.Pol. Polish. Qy. Query. Senior Grand Warden.

Polit. Econ. Political economy. Ry. Railway. S.P.Q.R. (L. Senatus Pojndusque

P 0.0. Post-office Order. R. Railway. Romanus). Senate and People

Pop. Population or popularly. R. (L. recipe). Take. 5. Saint of Rome.

Port. Portugal or Portuguese. R. (L. Rex) King. (Regina). S. Saturday. Sq. Square. Hence, sq./t, square

Poss. Possessive. Queen. S. Section. foot or feet; sq. in., Bquare inch

Pp. Pages. R. Reaumur. S Shilling. or inches; sq. m., square mile

P.p. Past participle. R. River. 8. 8ign. or miles; sq. yds., square yards.

P.P. Parish Priest R.A. Royal Academy or Royal S. Signor. Sr. Senior.

P.P. (L pater patriot). Father Academician. S. Solo. Sr. Sir.

of his country. R.A. Rear-admiral. 5. Scprano. S.R.I. (Jj.SacrumRomanumlm-

P.P.C. (Vr. pour prendre congf). R.A. Royal Arch. S. South; southern (postal dis perium). Holy Roman Empire.

To take leave. R.A. Royal Artillery. trict, London). S.R.S. (L. Societatis Regie So

Pph. Pamphlet. Rad. (L. radix). Root.

B.C. Roman Catholic.

S. Sun cius). Member of the Royal

P.pr. Participle present. S. Sunday or Sabbath. Society.

Pr. Priest. R.D. Rural Dean. s. Second or seconds. S.S. Sunday (or Sabbath) SchooL

Pr. Prince. R.E. Royal Engineers. «. See. S.S.C. Solicitor before the Su

PR. (L. Populus Romanus) The R.E. Royal Exchange. s. Singular. preme Courts.

S.S.E. South-south-eastRoman people. Rdattm. Reaumur (thermom s. Son.

P.B. Prize Ring. eter). 8. Succeeded. S.S. W. South-south-west.

P. HA. President of the Royal Reed. Received. S.A. South Africa or South St. Saint.

Academy. St. Stone.Recpt. Receipt. America.
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"!«- St. Strait.

St. Street.

SI. (L. slel). Letitstand(inprint.).

Stat. Statute or statutes.

Stat. Statuary.

S. T. D. (L. Sacra Theologia Doc

tor). Doctor of Divinity.

-ij* Sttr. or Stg. Sterling.

S.T.P. (L. Sacra Theologia! Pro

fessor). Professor of Divinity.

his Su. Sunday.

Subj. Subjunctive.

a Subst. Substantive.

Subst Substitute.

Suff. Sufflx.

*a Su.-Ooth. Suio-Gothic.

: ci Sun. or Sund. Sunday.

Sup. Superior.

Sup. Superlative.

Sup. Supplement.

rpj- Supert. Superlative.

Supp. Supplement.

Supt. Superintendent.

Surg Surgeou or surgery.

^s Sur.-Oen. Surgeon-general.

Surv. Surveying or surveyor.

Surv.-Gcn. Surveyor-general.

S.v. (L. sub voce). Under the word

or title.

S. IT. Senior Warden.

S.W. Southwest; southwestern

(postal district, London).

Sw. Sweden or Swedish.

Switz. Switzerland.

Syn. Synonym or synonymous.

Synop. Synopsis.

Syr. Syria or Syriac.

Syr. Syrup.

T. Tenor.

T. Ton or Tun.

T. Tuesday.

Tan. Tangent.

Tart. Tartaric.

Ten or Tenn. Tennessee (United

States).

Term. Termination.

Teut. Teutonic.

Tex. Texas (United States).

Text. Rec. (L. textus receptus).

Received text.

Th. Thomas.

Th. Thursday.

Theo Theodore.

Theol. Theology.

Theor. Theorem.

Thess. Thessalonians.

Tho. or Thos. Thomas.

Thu., 77iur., or Thurs. Thursday.

T.H.W.M. Trinity high -water

mark.

Tier. Tierce.

Tim. Timothy.

Tit. Title.

Tit. Titus.

TO. Turn over.

Tab. Tobit.

Tom. Tome or volume.

Tonn. Tonnage.

Topog. Topographyortopograph-

ical.

Tr. Translation or translator.

Tr. Transpose.

Tr. Treasurer.

Tr. Trustee.

Trans. Transactions.

Trans. Translation, translator,

or translated.

Trav. Travels.

JViii. Trinity.

Ts. Texas (United States).

T.T.L. To take leave.

Tu. or Tues. Tuesday.

Turk. Turkey or Turkish.

Typ. or Typo. Typographer.

Typog. Typography or typograph

ical

U.C. (L. Urbis Condita). From

the building of the city (Rome).

Uh. Utah (United States).

U.J.D. See J. U.D.

U.K. United Kingdom.

U.K.A. Ulster King-at-Arms.

Ult. (L. ultimo). Last, or of the

last month.

itm. Unmarried.

Unit. Unitarian.

Univ. University.

Up. Upper.

UP. Un'Fnited Presbyterian.

U.S. United States.

U.S. (L. ut supra). As above.

U.S.A. United Statesof America,

or United States Army.

U.S. IT. United States Navy.

U.S.S. United States Senate.

U.S S. United States ship or

steamer.

Um. Usual or usually.

U.T. Utah Territory (United

States).

V. Verb.

V. Verse.

V. (L. versus). Against.

V. Victoria.

V. (L. vide). See.

V. Violin.

V.a. Verb active.

V.A. Vicar Apostolic

V.A. Vice-admiral.

Va. Virginia (United States).

Vat. Vatican.

F. o«!t. Verb auxiliary.

V.C. Vice-chancellor.

V.C. Victoria Cross.

V. def. Verb defective.

VD.it. (L. Verbi Dei Minister).

Minister of the Word of God.

Ven. Venerable.

V.G. Vicar-general.

V.g. (L. verbi gratia). For ex

ample.

V.i. Verb intransitive.

Vice-Pres. Vice-president.

Vid. (L. vide). See.

V. imp. Verb impersonal.

V. irreg. Verb irregular.

Vis. or Vise. Viscount.

Viz. (L. videlieit). Namely; to

wit. See note under Oz.

V.n. Verb neuter.

Voc. Vocative.

Vol. Volume.

Vols. Volumes.

V.P. Vice-president.

V. R. (L. Victoria Regina). Queen

Victoria.

V.r. Verb reflective.

V.Rev. Very Reverend.

Vs. (L. versus). Against

V.S. Veterinary surgeon.

V.t. Verb transitive.

Vul. or Vulg. Vulgate.

Vulg. Vulgar or vulgarly.

W. Wednesday.

W. Week.

W. Welsh.

W. West; western (postal district,

London).

Wall. Wallachian.

W.C. Water-closet.

W.C. Western Central (postal

district, London).

Wed. Wednesday.

wj. Wrong fount (in printing).

Whf. Wharf.

W.I. West Indies.

Wis. or Wise. Wisconsin (United

States).

Wk. Week.

W. Lon. West longitude.

Wm. William.

W.M. Worshipful Master.

W.X.W. West-north-west.

Wp. Worshipful.

Wp/ul. Worshipful.

W.S. Writer to the Signet.

W.S.W. West-south-west.

W.T. Washington Territory

(United States).

Wt. Weight.

W.Va. West Virginia (United

States).

X. Christ. [Note. The X in this

and the following cases repre

sents the Greek X (=CH) in

xpistsj Ow™'. chrutos).]

Xm. or Xmas. Christmas.

Xn. Christian.

Xnty. Christianity.

Xper. or Xr. Christopher.

XI Christ.

Xtian. Christian.

Y. Year.

Yd. Yard.

Yds. Yards.

Y- The or Thee. [.Vote. The Y

in this and similar instances is

a substitute for or represen

tative of the Anglo-Saxon b

(=th>.)

Y.M.C.A. Young Men's Christian

Association.

Yr. Year.

Yr. Younger.

Yr. Your.

Yrs. Years.

l'r». Yours.

Zaeh. Zachary.

Zech. Zecharlah.

Zeph. Zephaniah.

Z.G. Zoological Gardens.

Zool. Zoology or zoological.

THE END.

GLASGOW : W. G. BLACKIE AND CO., PRINTERS, VILLAFIELD.
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